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VEXT, York, England: Ward, Mary.

MAAS, A. J., S.J., Rector, Woodstock College,
Maryland: Tower of Babel; Types in Scrip-

ture; Versions of the Bible: English Wrsions;
Virgin Birth of Christ; Virgin !\Iary, The Blessed.

McCarthy, charles hallan, ph.d., pro-
fessor OF American History, Catholic LTni-

vERSiTY OF America, Washington: United
States of America, The.

Mccormick, Patrick Joseph, s.t.l., Ph.d.,
Catholic University of America, Washing-
ton: Vegio, MalTeo; V^ittorino da Feltre.

MacECHEN, A.J.G., LL.D., Professor op Politi-
cal Economy and Law, St. Francis Xavier's
University, Antigonish, Nova Scotia: Uni-
versities: Canada—University of Saint Francis
Xavier's College.

MacERLEAN, ANDREW A., LL.B. (Fordham),
New York: Trujillo, Diocese of; Tucumdn,
Diocese of: Ubanghi, Prefecture Apostolic of

Belgian ; Ubanghi, Vicariate Apostolic of
;

Ubanghi-Chari, Prefecture .Vpostolic of; Ucayali,
Prefecture Apostolic of; Unyanyembe, Vicariate
Apostolic of; Upper Nile, Vicariate .Apostolic of;

Uruguayana, Diocese of: I^ruguay : Valentinian I;

Valentinian II; Valentinian III: Victoria Nyanza,
Vicariate .-Apostolic of Southern; Wakash Indians;
Walla-Walla Indians; Welle, Prefecture Apos-
tolic of: Wichita Indians; Winnebago Indiana;
Yakima Indians; Yamasee Indians; Yaqui In-
dians; Yuracar(^ Indians; Zapoteca Indians;
Zoque Indians; Zuni Indians.

McOINN, .JOHN C, C.S.C, S.T.L., Columbia
T^niversity, Portland, Oregon: Universities:
United States—Columbia University.

McHUOH, DANIEL JOSEPH, CM., De Paul
University, Chicago, Illinois: Universities:
United States—De Paul University.

McKENNA, CHARLES F., Ph.D. (Colttmbia),
Vice-President, Catholic Home Bureau,
New York: Vaunuelin, Louis-Nicolas.

MACKSEY, CHARLES, S.J.. Professor of Ethics
and Natural Right, Gregorian University,
Rome: Voluntary; War.

McMAHON, ARTHUR L., O.P., S.T.L. . Vicar-
General and Superior, We.stern Province,
vSax Francisco: Versions of the Bible.

McMAHON, FRANK A., Wheeling, West Vir-
ginia: We.st Virginia.

McNeill, charles, Dublin: Walsh, William.

MACPHERSON, EWAN, New York: Valens,
Flavius; Vesp.osian.

McSWEENY, JAMES L., M.A., S.T.B., Hockessin,
Delaware: Wilmington, Diocese of.

MAERE, R., S.T.D., Professor op Christian
Archeology, University op Louvain: Wou-
ters, G. Henry.

MAGRI, F. JOSEPH, M.A., S.T.D., R1CHM9ND,
Virginia: Van De Vyver, Augustine; Virginia.

MAKER, MICHAEL, S.J., Litt.D., M.A. (London),
Director of Studies and Professsor of Peda-
gogics, Stonyhurst College, Blackburn,
England: Will.

MARIQUE, PIERRE JOSEPH, Ph.D., Instructor
in French, College of the City of New-
York: \'erne, Jules; Vertot, Rene-Aubert;
Walter of Chatillon.

MARSHALL, JOHN, London: We.stminster Cathe-
dral.

MARY FIDELIS, MOTHER, R. St. U., New
York: Ursulines, The.

MATTHEWS, JOHN HOBSON, London: Wales.

MEEHAN, ANDREW B., S.T.D., J.U.D., Pro-
fessor OF Canon Law and Liturgy, St.
Bernard's Seminary, Rochester, New York :

Urbi et Orbi; Vacancy; Violence; Visitation,

Canonical; Will and Testament of Clerics;

Witness.

MEEHAN, THOMAS F., New York: Truth
Societies, Catholic: in Ireland, in Australia, and
in the United States; Verrazano, Giovanni da;
Walsh, Robert; Ward, James Harman; White,
Charles Ignatius.

MEIER, GABRIEL, O.S.B., Einsiedeln, Switzer-
land: Tryphon, Respicius, and Nympha; Vitalis

and Agricola, Saints.

MEISTERMANN, BARNABAS, O.F.M., Lector,
Convent of S. Salvator, Jerusalem; Trans-
figuration.

MELANgON, ARTHUR, S.J., Archivist, St.
Mary's College, Montreal: Vaillant de Gues-
lis, Francois; Viel, Nicolas.

MERSHMAN, FRANCIS, O.S.B., S.T.D., Pro-
fessor OF Moral Theology, Canon Law, and
Liturgy, St. John's College, Collegeville,
Minnesota: Trasilla and Emiliana, Saints;
Trinity Sunday; Trudo, Saint: Tychicus, Saint;
Ulrich of Zell, Saint; ITrsus, Saint; Vicelinus,
Saint; Vigilius, Saint; Vincent, Saint; \'incent
Kadlubek, Blessed; Wenceslaus, Saint; Wit'.'ind,

Saints; Willehad, Saint ; William, S.'iint : Willib:ild

andWinneblad, Saints; Willibrord, Saint; Willi-

gis. Saint; Wulfram, Saint; Z.'ldori, Jdnos; Zeno,
Saint.

METZ, WILLIAM J., LL.B., Uniontown, Wash-
ington: Washington, State of.

MEYER, WILHELM J., Ph.D., Assistant Libra-
rian, Swiss Public Librasy, Bern: Zwingli,
Ulrich.

MOELLER, CH., Professor of General History,
University of Louvain: Trinitarians, Order of;

Truce of God.

MOLLOY, JOSEPH VINCENT, O.P., S.T.L.,
Providence, Rhode Island: Valverde, Vincent
de.

MOLONEY, THOMAS W., Rutland, Vermont:
Wrinont

.

MONTANAR, VALENTINE HILARY, Mission-
ary Apostolic, New York: Yun-Nan.

MOONEY, J.4MES, I'nited St.\tes Ethnologist,
Bureau of American Ethnology, Washing-
ton: Yazoo Indians.
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MORENO-LACALLE, JULIAN B.A., Editor,
"Pan-American LInion", Washington: Tunja,
Diocese of; Uberaba, Diocese of.

MORICE, a. G., B.A., O.M.I. , Lectuher in An-
thropology, University of Saskatchewan,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada: Yellow-Knives.

MULDER, WILLIAM JOHN MARY, S.J., LL.D.,
Hist.D., St. Wilhelm's College, Katwijk
a R., Holland: Urban VI, Pope.

MULLEN, WILLIAM E., Attorney-General of
Wyoming, Cheyenne, Wyoming: Wyoming.

NADAL, ANTONIO, S.J. Professor of Cosmol-
ogy AND THE History of Philosophy, Colegio
DE JesiJs, Tortosa, Spain: L^rrdburu, Juan Jose.

NAVARRO, NICOLiS EUGENIO, Doctor en
CiENCiAS EclesiAsticas, Rector of the Met-
ropolitan Seminary, Professor of Eccle-
siastical Sciences, Philosophy, and Human-
ities, Editor of "La Religi6n", Caracas,
Venezuela: Venezuela.

O'BOYLE, W. P., O.M.I., S.T.D., President, St.

Louis College, New Westminster, British
Columbia: Vancouver, Archdiocese of.

OBRECHT, EDMOND M., O.C.R., Abbot of Geth-
SEMANi, Kentucky: Trappists: Vaux-de-Cer-
nay; Villers, Cistercian Abbey of; Waldsassen,
Abbey of; Waverly, Cistercian Abbey of; Wil-
hering, Cistercian Abbey of; Wyart, Theophile-
Louis-Henri; Zircz; Zwettl, Cistercian Abbey of.

O'DANIEL, VICTOR F., O.P., S.T.M., Professor
OF Dogmatic Theology, Dominican Houise of
Studies, Washington: Touron, Antoine.

O'DONNELL, PATRICK, Bishop of Raphoe, Ire-
land: Universities: Ireland—Catholic University
of Ireland.

ODORICK, FATHER, O.M.Cap., Munich, Ger-
many: Tricassin, Charles Joseph.

O'DOWLING, WILLIAM, S.J., Norwood, South
Australia: Woods, Julian Edmund Tenison.

O'HARA, FRANK, M.A., Ph.D., Instructor in
Political Economy, Catholic LTnr'ersity of
America, Washington: Utopia.

O'NEIL, ARTHUR CHARLES, O.P., S.T.L., Pro-
fessor OF Theology, Dominican House of
Studies, Washington: Vallgomera, Thomas de;
Venturino of Bergamo.

O'NEILL, ARTHUR BARRY, C.S.C, M.A., Asso-
ciate Editor, "Ave Maria", Notre Dame,
Indiana: LTniversities: Canada—University of

St. Joseph's College.

ORDONEZ, ALBERTO, S.T.D., J.C.D., Canon of
the Cathedral of Cdenca, Ecuador: Zamora,
Vicariate Apostohc of.

O'RIORDAN, Mgr. MICHAEL, Ph.D., S.T.D.,
D.C.L., Rector of the Irish College, Rome:
Veto, The Royal.

OSENDE, VICTORINO, Lima, Peru: Urubamba,
Prefecture Apostolic of.

OTT, MICHAEL, O.S.B., Ph.D., Professor op the
History of Philosophy, St. John's College,
Collegeville, Minnesota: Tournon, Charles-
Thomas Maillard de; Toutt(^o, Antoine-Au-
gu.stine; Tschupick, John Nepomuk; Uhtrcd;
Unigonitus; Universities: United States—Saint
.lohn's Tiniversity; LIrban VII, Pope; Urban
VIII, Pope; Vall.irsi, Dominic; Vergerio, Pier
Paolo, The Elder; Vering, Friedrich Heinrich;
Victor II, Pope; Victor, Bishop of Tunnunum;

Vincent, Saint; Vineam Domini: Walter, Ferdi-
nand; Wartenberg, Franz Wilhelm, Count von;
W^eingarten, Monastery of; Weis, Nicolaus von;
Weissenau, Monastery of; Werden; We.ssenberg,
Ignaz Heinrich von; Wessobrunn; Wettingen-
Mehrerau, Abbacy nuUius of; Wetzer, Heinrich
Joseph; Wibald; Wiener-Neustadt, Diocese of;

Wilgefortis; William, Blessed; William, Abbot of

Marmoutiers; William, Abbot of Saint -Benigne;
William of Shoreham; William of Turbeville;
Windischmann, Friedrich Heinrich Hugo; Witt-
mann, George Michael; Wiirzburg, Abbeys at;

Zabarella, Francesco; Zaccaria, Francesco An-
tonio; Zallinger zum Thurn, Jacob Anton; ZaU-
wein, Gregor; Zangerle, Roman Sebastian;
Zasius, LUric; Ziegelbauer, Magnoald; Ziegler,

Gregorius Thomas; Zimmer, Patrick 13enedict;
Zingerle, Pius; Zonaras, John.

OTTEN, JOSEPH, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania:
Van Beethoven, Ludwig; Vogler, George Joseph;
Weber, Karl Maria Friedrich Ernst von; Will-
aert, Adrian; Wingham, Thomas; Witt, Francis
Xavier.

PACE, EDWARD A., Ph.D., S.T.D., Professor of
Philosophy, Catholic Univer.sity of Amer-
ica, Washington: Universities.

PALMIERI, AURELIO, O.S.A., S.T.D., Rome:
Union of Brest; Vilna, Dioce.«e of; Warsaw, Dio-
cese of; Wladislaw, Diocese of.

PfiREZ GOYENA, ANTONIO, S.J., Editor,
"Raz6n y Fe", Madrid: Vasquez, Gabriel.

PERNIN, RAPHAEL, O.S.F.S., Albano-Laziale,
Italy: Visitation Order.

*PETRIDES, SOPHRONE, A.A., Professor,
Greek Catholic Seminary of Kadi-Keui,
Constantinople: Trajanopolis; Trapezopolis;
Trocmades; Tubuna?; Usilla; Uthina; Vaga; Za-
rai; Zephyrium.

PHILLIPS, EDWARD C, S.J., Ph.D., Woodstock
College, Maryland: Tunsted, Simon.

PICHLER, ALOIS, C.SS.R., Professor at the
Redemptorist College, Katzendorf, Aus-
tria: Universals.

POLLEN, JOHN HUNGERFORD, S.J., London:
Tyrie, James; Verstegan, Richard; Weld; Wes-
ton, William; Wright, William.

PONCELET, ALBERT, S.J., Brussels: Ursula,
Saint, and the Eleven Thousand Virgins.

POTAMIAN, brother, F.S.C, D.Sc. (London),
Professor of Physics, Manhattan College,
New York: Vincent of Beauvais; Volta, Ales-

sandro; Zamboni, Guiseppe; Zantedeschi, Fran-
cesco.

POWER, PATRICK, M.R.I.A., Portlaw, Water-
ford, Ireland: Waterford and Lismore, Diocese
of.

POWERS, JAMES J., Chancellor of the Diocese
OF Trenton, New Jersey: Trenton, Diocese of.

PRESTAGE, EDGAR, B.A. (Balliol College,
Oxford), CommendADOR Portuguese Order of
S. Thiago, Corresponding Member of the
Lisbon Royal Academy of Sciences and the
Lisbon Geographical Society, Chiltern,
BowDEN, Cheshire, England: Vizeu, Diocese
of.

RANDOLPH, BARTHOLOMEW. CM., M.A.,
Teacher of Philosophy and Chiri ii History,
St. John's College, Brooklyn, New York:
Vrau, Philibert.

Deceased.
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REINHART, ALBERT, O.P., M.A., LL.B., Somer-
set, Ohio: Vincent Ferrer, Saint.

REMY, ARTHUR, F. J., M.A., Ph.D., Adjunct-
Professor OF Germanic Philology, Columbia
University, New York: Vedas; Voluspd; Wal-
afrid; Wolfram von Eschenbach; Zeuss, Johann
Kaspar.

REVILLE, JOHN CLEMENT, S.J,, Professor of
Rhetoric and Sacred Eloquence, St. Stan-
islaus' College, Macon, Georgia: Ventura di

Raulica, Gioacchino; Vieira, Antonio.

REZEK, ANTOINE IVAN, Houghton, Michigan:
Vert in, John.

RIVARD, EUGENE LOUIS, C.S.V., Ph.D., S.T.D.,

St. Viator's Normal Institute, Chicago,
Illinois: Viator, Clerics of Saint.

RIVlfeRE, ERNEST-MARIE, S.J., Toulouse,
France: Wadding, Michael.

ROBINSON, PASCHAL, O.F.M., New York:
Verna, La; William of Ware.

RODRIGUEZ Y FERNANDEZ, TEODORO,
O.S..\., S.T.M., L.Sc, Rector, University of
the Escori.\l, Spain: Valencia, University of;

Valladolid, University of.

ROMPEL, JOSEF HEINRICH, S.J., Ph.D., Stella
Matutina College, Feldkirch, Austria:
Tulasne, Louis-Rene; Villanovanus, Arnaldus;

Waagen, Wilhelm Heinrich; Wulfen, Franz

Xaver Freiherr von.

rOSLER, AUGUSTINE, C.SS.R., S.T.D., Lector,
Sacred Scripture and Hebrew Language,
Redemptorist House of Studies, Mautern,
Austria: Woman.

ROURE, LUCIEN, S.J., Paris: Visions.

RUSSELL, MATTHEW. S.J., Dublin: Whitty,
Ellen; Whitty, Robert; Whitty, Rose.

RYAN, PATRICK A., S.J., Vice-President, Lo-
yola University, New Orleans: Universities:

United States—Loyola University, New Orleans.

SACHER, HERMANN, Ph.D., Editor, "Konver-
sationslexikon", Assist.\nt Editor, "Staats-
lexikon" of the Gorresgesellschaft, Frei-
burg, Germany: Waldeck, Principality of;

Wiirtcmburg, Kingdom of.

SAGMULLER, JOHANNES BAPTIST, Professor
OP Theology, University of T&bingen: Tu-
bingen, University of.

SAUVAGE, G. M., C.S.C, S.T.D., Ph.D., Pro-
fessor of Dogmatic Theology, Holy Cross
College, Washington: Traditionalism.

SCHEID, N., S.J., Stella Matutina College,
Feldkirch, Austria: Trithemius, John; Turne-
bus, Adrian; Vetter, Conrad; Walther von der
Vogelweide; Wangnereok, Heinrich; Weber,
Beda; Weber, Friedrich Wilhelm; Werner, Fried-

rich Ludwig Zacharias; Wilmers, Wilhelm.

SCHLAGER, HEINRICH PATRICIUS, O.F.M.,
St. Ludwig's College, Dalheim, Germany: \J\-

rich of Bamberg; Ursperger Chronicle; Vezzosi,

Antonio Francesco; Vicari, Hermann von; Vi-

talini, Bonifazio; VitoUeschi, Muzio; Weislinger,

Johann Nikolaus; Weiss, Johann Baptist; Widu-
kind of Corvej'; William of Nangis; Wipo.

SCHMID, ULRICH, Ph.D., Editor, "Walhalla",
Munich: Ulrich, Saint; Wolfgang, Saint.

• Deceased.

SCHROEDER, H. J., O.P., Holy Rosary Con\'ent,
Minneapolis, Minnesota: Wirt, Wigand; Wit-
zel, Georg.

SCHULTE, AUGUSTINE JOSEPH, Professor op
Liturgy, Latin, and French, St. Charles Sem-
inary, Ov^RBROOK, Pennsylvania: Viaticum.

SCULLY, VINCENT JOSEPH, C.R.L., St. Ives,

Cornwall. England: Twenge, John, Saint;

Vaux, Lawrence.

SENFELDER, LEOPOLD, M.D., Teacher of the
History of Medicine, University of Vienna:
Vesalius, Andreas; Vienna, University of; Vivi-

section, Moral Aspect of.

SHERMAN, JOHN P., Worthington, Minnesota:
Winona, Diocese of.

SHIPMAN, ANDREW J., M.A., LL.M., New
York: Vladimir the Great, Saint.

SIMMONS, JOHN V., Binghampton, New York:
White, Edward.

SMITH, IGN.\TIUS, O.P., Dominican House of
Studies, Washington: Vehe, Michael.

SMITH, SYDNEY, S.J., London: Union of Chris-

tendom; Zeal.

SMITH, WALTER GEORGE, M.A., LL.B. (U. of
P.), Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Trusts and
Bequests.

SNEAD-COX, J. G., Editor, "The Tablet", Lon-
don: Vaughan, Herbert.

SORTAIS, GASTON, S.J., Associate Editor,
"Etudes", Paris: Verrocchio, Andrea del; Zur-

baran, Francisco.

SOUVAY, CHARLES L., CM. S.T.D., Ph.D.,

S.S.D., Professor of Sacred Scripture, He-
brew, AND Liturgy, Kenrick Seminary, St.

Louis: Vatable, Francois; Vercellone, Carlo;

Verecundus; Villapandus, Juan Bautista; Wal-
ton, Brian.

SP.\HN, MARTIN, Ph.D., Professor of Modern
History, University of Strasburg: Wallen-
stein, Albrecht von; Windthorst, Ludwig.

STANLEY, GEORGE A., San Francisco, Cali-
fornia: Young Men's Institute.

STEELE, FRANCESCA M., Stroud, Glouces-
tershire, England: Tredway, Letlice Mary.

STEELE, GERTRUDE DANA, New York: Van
der Sandt, Maximilian.

STEHLE, WALTER, O.S.B., Vice-President, St.

Vincent's College and Seminary, Beatty,
Pennsylvania: Wimmer, Boniface.

STEIN, JOHN, S.J., Doctor in Mathematics and
Astronomy (Leiden), Amsterdam, Holland:
Triesnecker, Francis a Paula.

STREICHER, HENRY, S.T.D., Titular Bi.shop

OF Tabasca, Vicar Apostolic of North Ny-
ANZA, British East Africa: Victoria Nyanza,
Vicariate Apostolic of Northern.

TARNOWSKI, count STANISLAUS, President,
Imperial .A^cademy of Sciences, Professor,
Polish Literature, University of Cracow:
Ujejski, Cornelis; Zolkiewski, Stanislaus.

TAVERNIER, EUGENE, Paris: Veuillot, Louis.

TAYLOR, A. W., B.A. (Worc. Col., Oxford),
Hove, Sussex, England: Vadstena, Abbey of;

Westeraas, Ancient See of.
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TENNESON, MOTHER h6lENE MARIE, New
York: Ursula of the Blessed Mrgin, Society of

the Sisters of Saint; Xainctonge, Anne de,

Venerable.

THURSTON, HERBERT, S.J., London: Triple-
Candlestick; LTsuard, MartjTology of; Valentine,
Saint; Virgin Mary, Devotion to the Blessed;
Visits to the Blessed Sacrament; Washing of

Feet and Hands; Water, Liturgical Use of;

Week, Liturgical; Welsh Church; Westminster,
Matthew of; Whitby, Synod of; William the
Conqueror; Witchcraft; York, LTse of.

TOURSCHER, FRANCIS E., O.S.A., Regent, St.
Thomas' College, Villanova, Pennsylvania:
Vrie, Theodoric.

TROY, ROBERT P., LL.B. (Georgetown), San
Francisco, California: White, Stephen Mal-
lory.

TURNER, WILLIAM, B.A., S.T.D., Professor op
Logic and the History of Philosophy, Cath-
olic LTniveksity of America, Washington:
Transcendentalism; Vergilius of Salzburg, Saint;

Walter of Mortagne; Walter of St-Victor; Wil-
liam of Auvergne; William of Auxerre; William
of Champeaux; William of Conches; Wilham of

Ockham; William of St-Amour; Zeno of Elea.

URQUHART, FRANCIS FORTESCUE, Fellow
AND Lecturer in Modern History, Balliol
College, Oxford: William of Newburgh; Wy-
clif, John.

UZIELLI, GUSTAVO, Florence: Vespucci,
Amerigo.

VAILHE, SIMEON, A.A., Member of the Russian
Arch^ological Institute of Constantinople,
Rome: Trajanopolis; Tralles; Trebizond, Diocese
of; Tremithus; Tricca; Tricomia; Tripoli, Pre-
fecture Apostolic of; Tripolis; Troas; Tyana;
Tyre; Uranopolis; Urmiah; Utica; Valona;
Zahle and Forzol; Zakho; Zama; Zela; Zenonop-
olis; Zeguma; Zoara.

VALLEE POUSSIN, CHARLES-JEAN DE LA,
D.Sc, Professor of M.\thematical Analysis,
Uni\'ersity of Louvain: VaU^e-Poussin,
Charles-Louis-Joseph Xavier de la.

VAN DER ESSEN, LEON, Litt.D., Ph.D., Pro-
fessor OF History, University of Louvain:
Vindicianus, Saint.

VEALE, JAMES, S.T.D., St. Patrick's Cathedral,
Rochester, New York: Verot, Augustin.

VERMEERSCH, ARTHUR, S.J., LL.D., Doctor
OF Social and Political Sciences, Professor
OF Moral Theology and Canon Law, Lou-
vain: Usury; Veil, Religious; Virginity; Voca-
tion, Ecclesiastical and Religious; Vows.

WAAGEN, LUKAS, Assistant State Geologist,
Vienna: World, Antiquity of the.

WAINEWRIGHT, JOHN BANNERMAN, B.A.
(Oxon.), London: Tresham, Sir Thomas; Vava-
sour, Thomas; Waire, Venerable; Walpole,
Henry, Venerable; Way, William, Venerable;
Wells, Swithin, Venerable; Wilcox, Robert, ^'en-
orable; William Carter, Venerable; William
Filbv, Ble.s.sed; William Hart, Blessed; William
Lacy, Blessed; William of Perth, Saint; Wood,
Thomas; Woodcock, John, Venerable; Wright,
Peter, Venerable.

WALDRON, AUGUSTINE, O.P., S.T.M Pro- wORNDLE VON ADELSFRIED, HEINRICH,
FESSOR OF Theology, Immaculate Concep- Innsbruck, Austria: Worndlc, Philip von.
TioN College, Washington: Virtue.

•Deceaeed. ^VYNNE, JOHN J., S.J., New York: Triduum.

WALKER, LESLIE J., S.J., M.A. (London), St.
Beuno's College, St. Asaph, Wales: Truth;
Voluntarism.

WALLAU, HEINRICH WILHELM, Mainz, Ger-
many: Zell, Ulrich.

WALSH, EDWARD J., CM., President of Niag-
ara L^NivERSiTY, Niagara Falls, New York:
Universities: Linited States—Niagara University.

WALSH, JAMES J., M.D., Ph.D., LL.D., D.Sc,
De.\n of THE Medical School, Fordham Uni-
versity, New York: Universities: United
States—Fordham University; Van Buren, Wil-
liam Holme.

WARD, Mqr. BERNARD, Canon of West-
minster, F.R. Hist. Soc, President St. Ed-
mund's College, Ware, England: Ullathorne,
William Bernard.

WEBER, EDWARD E., S.T.B., Chancellor of
THE Diocese of Wheeling, West Virginia:
Wheeling, Diocese of.

WEBER, N. A., S.M., S.T.D., Professor of
Church History, Marist College, Washing-
ton: Tunkers; LTnitarians; Universalists; Wal-
denses.

WEBSTER, D. RAYMUND, O.S.B., M.A. (Oxon.),
Downside Abbey, Bath, England: Urban III,

Pope; Urban IV, Pope; Urban V, Pope, Blessed;
Vallumbrosan Order; Victor III, Blessed, Pope;
Vitalis, Saint, Martyr; Vitalis of Savigny, Saint;
William (if ICbelholt", Saint; William of Gellone,
Saint; \\ iUiam of Maleval, Saint; William of

Norwich, Saint; William the Walloon; William-
ites; Wilton Abbey; Wimborne Minster; Windes-
heim; Winnoc, Saint; WinwaUus, Saint; Zurla,
Giacinto Placido.

WELD, EVERARD A,, Grassmere, England:
Weld, Frederick Aloysius.

WHITFIELD, JOSEPH LOUIS, M.A. (Cantab.),
OscoTT College, Birmingham, England: Wall,
John; Walsh, Thomas; Weathers, William;
Weedall, Henry; White, Eustace; Worthington,
Thomas.

WIGMAN, HON. J. H. M., Green B.\y, Wiscon-
sin: Van den Broek, Theodore J.

WILLIAMSON, GEORGE CHARLES, Litt.D.,
London: Uccello; Van der Weyden, Rogier; Van
de Velde, Peter; Vargas, Luis de; Vasari, Giorgio;
Vivarini, Alvise; Vivarini, Antonio; Vivarini,

Bartholommeo; Volterra, Daniele da; Watteau,
Jean Antonine; WiUiam of Sens; Wolgeniut,
Michael.

WINDLE, BERTRAM, C.A., M.B., Sc.D., M.D
,

B.Ch., LL.D., F.R.S., F.S.A., Vice-President
R. S. A. I., Senator National University op
Ireland, President, Queen's College, Cork:
Van Benoden, Pierre-Joseph.

WITTMANN, PIUS, Archivist for the Princes
AND Counts of the House of Y.senburg-
Budingen, Royal Bavari.\n Archivist, Bti-

DiNGEN, Germany: Wittmann, Patrizius.

WOLFSGRUBER, COLESTINE, O.S.B., Vienna:
Trent, Diocese of; Triest-Capo d'Istria, Diocese
of; Veglia, Diocese of; Veith, Johann Emanuel;
Zara, Archdiocese of.



Tables of Abbreviations

The following tables and notes are intended to guide readers of The Catholic Excyclopedia in

interpreting those abbreviations, signs, or technical phrases which, for economy of space, will be most fre-

quently used in the work. For more general information see the article Abbreviations, Ecclesiastical.

I.

—

General Abbreviations.

a article.

ad an at the year (Lat. ad annum).

an., ann the year, the years (Lat. anniis,

anni).

ap in (Lat. apud).

art article.

Assyr Assj'rian.

A. S .\nglo-Saxon.

A. V Autliorized Version (i.e. tr. of the

Bible authorized for use in the

Anglican Church—the so-called

"King James", or "Protestant

Bible").

b bom.

Bk Book.

Bl Blessed.

C, c about (Lat. circa); canon; chap-

ter; compagnie.

can canon.

cap chapter (Lat. caput— used only

in Latin context).

cf compare (Lat. confer).

cod codex.

col column.

concl conclusion.

const., constit. . . .Lat. con.ititutio.

cura by the industry of.

d died.

diet. dictionary (Fr. dictionnaire).

disp Lat. disputatio.

diss Lat. dissertatio.

dist Lat. distinctio.

D. V Douay Version.

ed., edit edited, edition, editor.

Ep., Epp letter, letters (Lat. epistola).

Fr French.

gen genus.

Gr Greek.

H. E., Hist. Eccl. .Ecclesiastical History.

Heb., Hebr Hebrew.

ib., ibid in the same place (Lat. ibidem).

Id the same person, or author (Lat.

idem).

inf below (Lat. infra).

It Italian.

1. c., loc. cit at the place quoted (Lat. loco

citato).

Lat Latin.

lat latitude.

lib book (Lat. liber).

long longitude.

Mon Lat. Monumenta.

MS., MSS manuscript, manuscripts.

n., no number.

N. T New Testament.

Nat National.

Old Fr., O. Fr. . . .Old French.

op. cit in the work quoted (Lat. opere

citato).

Ord Order.

O. T Old Testament.

p., pp page, pages, or (in Latin ref-

erences) pars (part).

par paragraph.

passim in various places.

pt part.

Q Quarterly (a periodical), e.g.

"Church Quarterly".

Q., QQ., quaest. .. .question, questions (Lat. quastio).

q. v wliich [title] see (Lat. quod vide).

Rev Review (a periodical).

R. S Rolls Series.

R. V Revised Version.

S., SS Lat. Sanctus, Sancti, "Saint",

"Saints"—used in this Ency-

clopedia only in Latin context.

Sept Septuagint.

Sess Session.

Skt Sanskrit.

Sp Spanish.

sq., sqq following page, or pages (Lat.

sequens).

St., Sts Saint, Saints.

sup Above (Lat. supra).

s. V Under the corresponding title

(Lat. sub voce).

torn volume (Lat. tomus).
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tr. translation or translated. By it-

self it means "English transla-

tion", or " translated into Eng-

lish by". Where a translation

is into any other language, the

language is stated.

tr., tract tractate.

V see (Lat. vide),

Ven Venerable.

Vol Volume.

II.

—

Abbreviations op Titi.es.

Acta SS Acta Sanctorum (Bollandists).

Ann, pont. oath Battandier, A nrauaire pontifical

catholique.

Bibl. Diet. Eng. Cath.GiUow, Bibliographical Diction-

ary of the English Catliolics.

Diet. Christ. Antiq. .. Smith and Cheetham (ed.).

Dictionary of Christian An-
tiquities.

Diet. Christ. Biog. . . Smith and Wace (ed.), Diction-

ary of Christian Biography.

Diet, d'arch. clirdt. . .Cabrol (ed.), Dictionnalre d'ar-

cheologie chritienne et de litur-t

gie.

Diet, de theol. cath. . Vacant and Mangenot (ed.),

Dictionnaire de theohgie

catholique.

Diet. Nat. Biog Stephen and Lee (ed.). Diction-

ary of National Biography.

Hast., Diet, of the

Bible Hastings (ed.), A Dictionary of

the Bible.

Kirchenlex Wetzer and Welte, Kirchenlexi-

con.

P. G Migne (ed.), Patres Greed.

P. L Migne (ed.), Patres Latini.

Vig., Diet, dela Bible.Vigouroux (ed.), Dictionnaire de

la Bible.

Note I.—Large Roman numerals standing alone indicate volumes. Small Roman numerals standing alone indicate

chapters. Arabic numerals standing alone indicate pages. In other cases the tlivisions are explicitly stated. Thus " Rashdall,

Universitiesof Europe, I, ix" refers the reader to the ninth chapter of the first volume of that work; "I, p. ix" would indicate the

ninth page of the preface of the same volume.

Note II.—Where St. Thomas (Aquinas) is cited without the name of any particular work the reference is always to

"Summa Theologica" (not to "Summa Philosophise"). The divisions of the "Sumraa Theol." are indicated by a system which

may best be understood by the following example: " I-II, Q. vi, a. 7, ad 2 um " refers the reader to the seventh article of the

sixth question in the iirsl part of the second part, in the response to the second objection.

Note III.—The abbreviations employed for the various books of the Bible are obvious. Ecclesiasticus is indicated by

Ecdus.^ to distinguish it from Ecclesiastes {Ecclc^.). It should also be noted that I and II Kings in D. V. correspond to I and II

Samuel in A. V. ; and I and II Par. to I and II Chronicles. Where, in the siielling of a proper name, there is a marked difference

between the D. V. and the A. V., the form found in the latter is added, in parentheses.
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Tournon, Charles-Thomas Maillard de, papal

legate to India and China, cardinal, b. of a noble

Savoyard family at Turin, 21 Dec, 166S; d. in con-

finement at Macao, 8 June, 1710. After graduating

in canon and civil law he went to Rome where he
gamed the esteem
of Clement XI,
who on 5 Dec,
1701, appointed
him legate a latere

to India and
(iiina. The pur-
jiiise of this lega-

ti<m was: to estab-
lish harmony
among the mis-
sionaries there; to

]irovide for the
needs of these ex-

tensive missions;
to report to the
ll.ily See on the
ni'iieral state of

I lie missions, and
tlie labours of the
liiissionaries; and,
liually, to enforce

Chaules-Tuomas Maii.i.ard Cardinal the decision of the
DE Tournon JJoJy Ofhce against

From an old engraxing
jj^g further tolera-

tion of the so-called Chinese rites among the native

Christians. These rites consisted chiefly in offering

sacrifices to Confucius and the ancestors, and in using

the Chinese names Hen (heaven) ixnAxangti (supreme
emperor) for the God of the Christians. On 27 Dec,
1701, the pope consecrated Tournon bishop in the

Vatican Basilica, with the title of Patriarch of

Antioch.
The legate left Europe on the royal French vessel

Murepas, 9 Feb., 1703, arriving at Pondicherry in

India on 6 Nov., 170.3. It was with greater zeal than
prudence that he issued a decree at this place, dated
23 June, 1704, summarily forbidding the missionaries

under severe cen.-5ures to permit the further practice

of the Malabar rites (q. v.). On 11 July, 1704, he set

sail for China by way of the Philippine Islands, arriv-

ing at Macao in China, 2 April, and at Peking on
4 Dec, 170.5. Emperor Kang hi received him kindly
at first, but upon hearing that he came to abolish the
Chine,se rites among the native Christians, he de-
mandefl from all missionaries on pain of immediate
expulsion a promise to retain these rites. M Rome
the Holy Office had meanwhile decided against the

rites on 20 Xov., 1704, and, being acquainted with this

decision, the legate issued a decree at Nanking on
2.5 Januar>-, 1707, obliging the missionaries under pain
of excommunication tote sententice, to abolish the rites.

XV.—

1

1

Hereupon the emperor ordered Tournon to be im-
prisoned at Macao and sent some Jesuit missionaries

to Rome to protest against the decree. Tournon
died in his prison, shortly after being informed that he
had been created cardinal on 1 August, 1707. Upon
the announcement of his death at Rome, Clement XI
highly praised him for his courage and loyalty to the
Holy See and ordered the Holy Office to issue a De-
cree (25 Sept., 1710) approving the acts of the legate.

Tournon's remains were brought to Rome by his suc-

cessor, Mezzabarba, and buried in the church of the
Propaganda, 27 Sept., 1723.

Memorie stor. deW Em. Mgr. card, di Tournon esposte con mon-
umenti rari ed autentici non piu dati alia luce (8 vols., Venice,
1761-2), anti-jesuitical; (Villermaules), Anec. sur t'etat de la

religion dans la Chine (7 vols., Paris, 1733-42), Jansenistic and
extremely biassed against tlie Jesuits; Pray. Hist, controvcrs. de
rilibu.'i sinicis (Pest, 1789). German tr. with numerous additions
(.Augsburg, 1791). Concerning his alleged murder by the Jesuits
see Ddhr, Jesuiten-Fabeln (4 ed., Freiburg, 1904), 776, 7S6.

Michael Ott.

Touron, Antoine, Dominican biographer and his-

torian, b. at Graulhet, Tarn, France, on 5 Sept., 1686;

d. at Paris, 2 Sept., 1775. Of this author but little

has been wTitten, though the number and merit of

his works have caused his name to become illustrious,

particularly in his order. He was the son of a mer-
chant, and seems to have joined the Dominicans at

an early age. After the completion of his studies he
taught philosophy and theology to the students of

his province (Toulouse) ; but the later years of his life

were devoted to biography, history, and apologetics.

From his pen we have twenty-nine volumes, dealing

largely with the history of the Dominican Order and
the biographical sketches of its notable men. His
writings are valuable contributions to Dominican
literature, and essential to students of Dominican
history. Pcre Mort.ier, in his "Histoire des maJtres
gi5n6raux de I'ordre des freres precheurs", now in

course of publication, has made generous use of his

"Histoire des hommes illustres . . .
". Touron's

writings include his "Vie de saint Thomas d'Aquin"
(consideied his best work); "Vie de .saint Dominique
avec une hist. abr6g6e de ses premieis di.'-ciples";

"Hist, des hommes illustres de I'ordre de saint Dom-
inique"; "De la providence, traite hist., dogmat. et

mor."; "La main de Dieu sur les incn'dules, on hist.

abr<5g<''e des Israelites", a work in which he shows that

as often as the Chosen People proved false to their

Divine vocation, they were punished by God; "Par-
allele de I'incredule et du VTai fidele"; "La vie et

I'esprit de saint Charles Borromee"; "La verit6 ven-
g6e en faveur de saint Thomas"; and "Hist. g<5n6rale

tie r.Vm^iique depuis sa dficouverte", which is really

an ecclesiastical history of the New World.
MoRTlER, Hist, des maitres gfn. de I'ordre des freres precheurs

(5 vols.. Paris, 1903-11), pa,ssim: Hurteh, Nomenclator literarius.

Ill {Innsbruck. 1895), 164-5.

Victor F. O'Daniel.
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Tours, Archdiocese of (Turonensis), comprises
the Department of Indre-et-Loire, and was re-estab-
lished by the Concordat of 1801 with the Dioceses of
Angers, Nantes, Le Mans, Rennes, Vannes, St-Brieuc,
and Quimper as suffragans. The elevation to metro-
poHtan rajik of the Diocese of Rennes in 1859, with
the last three dioceses as suffragans, dismembered the
Province of Tours. The Diocese of Laval, created in

1855, is a suffragan of Tours. P'or the early eccle-

siastical history of Tours wp have an excellent docu-
ment, the concluding chapter "De episcopis Turoni-
cis"in Gregory of Tours's "History of the Franks",

Frontispiece of the \'ivian Bible, IX Century
Abbot Vivian and the Monks of St. Martin's, at Tours, present-

ing the completed copy to Charles the Bald
Paris, Bibl. Nat. (MS. lat. 1, f. 423)

though Mgr Ducliesne has shown that it requires some
chronological corrections. The founder of the see

was St. Clatiunus; according to Gregory of Tours he
was one of the seven apostles sent from Rome to Gaul
in the middle of the third century. Two grottos cut
in the hill above the Loire, opposite Tours, are held to

have been the first sanctuaries where St. Gatianus
celebrated the Liturgy. According to Mgr Duchesne
the tradition of Tours furnished Gregory with only
the name of Gatianus, accompanied perhaps by the
length, fifty years, of his episcopate; it was by com-
parison with the "Passio S. Saturnini" of Toulouse
that Gregory arrived at the date 'i.'iO. Mgr Duchesne
considers this date rather doubtfid, but admits that
the Church of Tours was founded in the time of

Constantino.
After St. Gatianus, according to Mgr Duchesne's

chronology, came: St. Litorius, or Lidoire (337-71);
the illustrious St. Mariin (4 July, 372—8 Nov., 397);
St. Brice (397-441), who was accused to Celestine I

of immorality and ab.solved by the pope, but who re-

mained absent seventeen years from the episcopal

city, which was governed by the intruded Bi.shop

Armentius; St. Kustochius (444-61); St. Perpetuus
(461-91): St. Volusianus (491-9S), deprived of his

see by the Visigoths, exiled to Toulouse, and perhaps
martyred; Verus (498-509), also deprived of his see

at the command of Alaric; St. Baud (546-52), chan-
cellor of Clotaire I; St. Euphronius (556-73), who
made at Poitiers the solemn transfer of the relic of the
True Cross to the monastery founded by St. Rade-
gunde; the historian Gregory (573-94) (see Gregory
OF Tours, Saint) . After St. Gregory the history of the
diocese for two centuries and a half is obscure and
confused, but the study of various episcopal cata-
logues has made it po.ssible for Mgr Duchesne to some-
what clear up this period . Landramnus, bishop under
Louis the Pious, was by this prince appointed missus
dominicus, or royal commissary, in 825.
Among subsequent bishops were: Raoul II (1086-

1117), who despite the prohibition of Hugues, legate
of the Holy See, had dealings with the excommuni-
cated Philip I, and under whose eijiscopate Paschal II
came to Tours (1107); Hildeljert de Lavardin (1125-
34) ; Etienne de Bourgueil (1323-35), who founded the
College of Tours at Paris; the jurisconsult Pierre
Fretaud (133.5-57); Jacques G<ilu (141.5-27), later
Bi.shop of Embrun (see G.\p, Diocese of) ; Philippe
de Coetquis (1427-41), who, commissioned by Charles
VII in 1429 to interrogate Joan of Arc, recognized her
perfect sincerity, and who was madeacardinal by anti-
pope Felix V. Heliede Bourdeilles (1468-84), cardinal
in 14S3; Robert deLenoncourt (1484-1501), afterwards
.'Kii'lihishop of Reims; Dominic Carette, Cardinal de
Fiiuil (1509-14); Alessandro Farne.se (15,53-54), car-

dinal in 15.34; De Maille de Breze (15,54-97), who a.s-

si.sted the Cardinal de Lorraine at the Council of

Trent and translated the homihes of St. Basil; Victor
le Bouthiller (1641-70), who played an important
[lart in the religious renai.ssance of the seventeenth
century; Boisgelin de Cic^ (1802-04), who under the
old regime had been Archbishop of Aix and in 1802
was created cardinal; De Barral (1804-15); Fran^'ois

Morlot (1843-57), cardinal in 1853, Archbihhop of

I'aris at the time of his death; Joseph-Hippoljie
Guibeit (1857-71), cardinal in 1873, later became
Archbishop of Paris; Guillaume-Ren^ Aleignan (1884-

96), cardinal in 1893, known by his exegetical works.
Tours was the capital of the Third Lyonnaise prov-

ince. The ecclesiastical province of Tours must have
been established under the episcopate of St. Martin.
Fifty years later it was in regular operation, as is

proved by, among other documents, the synodal epis-

tles of the Councils of Angers and Vannes in 453 and
461. (Concerning the prolonged efforts of the Breton
Churches to emancipate themselves from the metrop-
olis of Tours and the as.«istance given to this metrop-
olis by royalty see Rennes, Archdiocese of.) About
480 the Visigoths were masters of Tours and it was
in the Island of Amboi.se in ,504 that the interview
took place as a result of which the Frank Clovis and
the Visigoth Alaric shared Gaul between them. But
the Arianism of the Visigoths e\'entually roused the
Catholics of Tours and when in 507 Clovis and his

army entered the Visigothic kingdom Tours opened
its gate to him, and he received in that city the con-

sular insignia sent by Emperor Anastasius. The
Saracens threatened Tours when Charles Martel de-
feated them in 732. From 853 to 903 the Northmen
made frequent inroads, terminated by the victory of

St. Martin le Beau. Henry II of England became
Count of Touraine in the middle of the twelfth cen-

tury and the Engli.sh dominion w'as maintained at

Tours until .John Lackland renounced it in 1214.

In the Middle Ages Tours was composed of two
cities, the Roman Ca'sarodunum and the Merovingian
Martinopolis. The name of Toui's was strictly re-

served to the ancient Ca'sarodunum, and the territory

of Tours dependetl on the archbishops. Martinop-
olis, which rose :u-ound the monastery of St-Martin,

took, in the tenth century, the name of Chateauneuf
and for five centuries was an independent coninumity.
ITnder Louis XI the two agglomerations were united

in one which retained the name of Tours. The
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eathedral of Tours, dedicated to St. Gatianus, dates

from the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth cen-

turies. Tlic windows, which belon}?; to the thirteenth,

are anions the most beautiful in France. The towers

belong to the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The
chapter of Tours is the oldest in France. It is said

that it was established by St. Baud, who gave the

canons property quite distinct from that of the arch-

diocese. Simon de Briou, pope from 1281 to 1285
under the name of Martin IV, was canon and treas-

urer of the church of St. Martin of Tours.

The jjrest ige of the Church of Tours was very great

during the Middle Ages. In a letter to Charles the

Bald Adrian II designates it as the second in France.

Philip Augustus in a letter to Lucius III says that he
considers it one of the most beautiful jewels of his

crown and that whosoever attacks this church attacks

his own person. Kings .lohn II, Charles VII, Chailes

VIII, and Henry III would never consent when they
gave Touraine in fief that this church should be sep-

arated from the crown. It owed this i)restige chiefly

to the Basilica of St. Martin. This was first built by
St. Perpetuus and dedicated in 472. It was there that

Clovis was clothed with the purple robe and the

chlamys sent him with the title of consul by the Em-
peror Anastasius. As early as the sixth centur> St.

Martin's was a real religious centre. Queen Clotilde

died in 545 in the vicinity of the basilica, and in the

same neighbourhood St. Radegunde founded a small

monastery, near which St. Gregory of Tours built the

Church of the Holy Cross. Ingeltrude, daughter of

Clotaire I, founded the monastery of Notre-Danie-
de-l'Ecrignole, St. Monegunde that of St-Pierre-le-

Puellier. When Charlemagne, before setting out to

receive the imperial crown at Rome, assembled at

Tours (SOO) the lords of his empire and dividcfl his

estates among his sons, his wife Luitgarde died there,

and was buried at St-\Iartin. He ga\'e the Church
vast possessions in France and Normandy. Abbot
Ithier, his chancellor, founded with .some monks from
St-Martin the monastery of Cormery. Alcuin, who
succeeded Ithier in 796 and was buried in the basilica

in 804, founded there a school of calligraphy to which
is due the preservation of many ancient works. At
this school, directed after .Alcuin by Fredegisus (804-

34), Adelard (834-45), and Count Vivian (84.5-54),

were copied and illustrated the celebrated Bible of

Charles the Bald and the Gospels of Lothaire pre-

served at the Bibliotheque Nationale of Paris, the
Virgil in the library of Berne, the Arithmetic of

Boetius in the library of Bamberg, and the superb
Gospels preserved in the library of Tours, written
throughout in gold letters on white vellum, and on
which the kings of France took the oath as abbots of

St-Martin. The beautiful artistic labours of the canons
were disturbed by the Xorman invasions.

The body of St. Martin was transported by the
canons to Auxerre in 853 to safeguard it against the
invasions of the Northmen. Count Ingelger had to

march with 6000 men again.st Auxerre in 884, before
the body was restored. From 845 the abbots of St-
Martin were laymen, namely the dukes of France,
ancestors of Hugh C.ipet. When, in 987, Hugh Capet
became King of France he joined the dignity of Abbot
of .St-Martin with the Crown of France in perpetuity.
The Abbey of St-Martin had as honorary canons the
Dukes of Burgundy, Anjou, Brittany, Vendome, and
Nevers, the Counts of Flanders, Dunois, the P^arl of
Douglas in Scotland, the Lords of Preuilly and Part he-
nay. From Clovis, doubtless until Philip Augu.stus,
it enjoyed the right of coinage. Ble.-^sed Herv^,
treasurer of the basilica, caused it to be rebuilt about
1000. It was in the .abbey rebuilt by Herve that
Philip I, King of PVance, in 1092 arranged to meet
Bertr.ade de Montfort, wife of Foulques le Rf^chin. and
carried her off to the great scandal of the kingdom.
Urban II, who came to Tours in 1096, refused to re-

move the excommunication inflicted on Philip and
Bertrade. Paschal II in 1107, Callistus II in 1119,
Innocent II in 1130, and Ale.x.ander III in 1163 came
thither to venerate the tomb of St. Martin. Richard
Cocur de Lion in 1190 and John of Brienne in 1223
took there the pilgrim's staff piior to setting out on
the crusadt. Louis XI had great devotion to St.
Martin. The day on which he learned in the basihca
itself of the death of Ch.arles the Bold he vowed to
surround the tomb of the saint with a sih-er grating,
the cost of which would to-day equal 2,148,000 francs.
In 1522 Francis I seized this grating, despite the chap-
ter and the people of Tours. The devastations of the
Reformation .and the Revolution destroyed the Basil-
ica of .St. Martin. There now remain only two large
towers, but at the end of the nineteenth century Car-
dinal Meignan caused a new basilica to be erected on
the site of the old one.

According to the legend, the Abbey of St. Juhan
arose around a church the building of which was or-
dered by Clovis after his victory of Vouill6 over the
Visigoths. It is historically certain that there were
monks from Auvergne there in the sixth eenlury, on
whom Gregory of Tours imposed the Rule of St . Bene-
dict and to whom he gave the relics of St. .lulian of
Brioude. The Northmen destroyed this first mon-
astery; it was rebuilt about 937 by St. Odo, Abbot of
C'luny, and .\rchbishop Theotolon. The present
Church of .St. Juli.an is a beautiful monument of the
thirteenth century.
The monasterj- of Marmoutier dates from St.

Martin. Near the grottos where St. Gati.anus cele-

brated Mass he established some cells. The cell of
St . Brice is still to be seen, .\nother grotto, known as
the grotto of t he Seven .Sleepers, was inhabited by seven
brothers, cousins of .St. Martin, who all died on the
same day after a lethargj'. In the ninth centurj' the
Abbey of Marmoutier was ravaged by the Northmen,
and out of 140 religious only 20 escaped massacre and
were sheltered by the canons of .St-Martin. Mar-
moutier was subsequently inhabited by a small colony
of canons, and in 9.82 the abbey, which had fallen into
some disorders, was restored by .St. Mayeul, Abbot of
Cluny, at the instance of Eudes I, Count of Blois and
of Tours, who died a monk at Marmoutier. Urban II

came to Marmoutier in 1096 and dedicated the newly-
built basilica. Hubaud, canon of .St-Martin and
brother of the heresiarch Berenger, gave to Marmou-
tier superb pieces of religious gold work in order to
secure prayers for Berenger, who died at the priory of
.St-C6me, which was dependent on Marmoutier. The
fortune of the abbey was considerable, a popidar say-
ing runs:

—

"De quelque c6t(? que le vent vente,
Marmoutier a cens et rente."

In the eleventh centurj- 101 priories were founded
dependent on Marmoutier, ten of them in England.
Hugh I, Abbot of Marmoutier from 1210 to 1226, or-
ganized the estates of Meslay and Louroux, which
were models of agricultural exploitation, and began
the reconstruction of the basilica. The latter under-
taking was hindered by the violent attacks made by
the counts of Blois on the monks of Marmoutier. In
1253 .St. Louis took the abbey under his protection.
In 1.562 it was pillaged by the Protestants and the
Revolution destroyed it almost entirely. The crosier
gateway (I'lirtiiil ilr In Crosse) which remains standing
dates from the thirteenth centurj'. The origin of the
town of Loches was the monastery founded by St.
Ours about the beginning of the sixth century. He
installed in the bed of the Indre a hand-mill which be-
came a place of pilgrimage. Geoffroy Cirisegonelle,
Count of Anjou, founded at Loches a Byzantine colle-

giate church to which he gave a girdle of the Blessed
Virgin. Repaired in the twelfth century by the prior,
Thomas Paclius, this church still exists. In the
dungeon of Loches, foundeii about 1000 by Foulques
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Nerra, were imprisoned Cardinal la Balue and the his-

torian Comines. The monastery founded by St.

Mexme, disciple of St. Martin (d. shortly after 463),

was the origin of a gathering of people which formed

the town of Chinon.
Cardinal de Richelieu was born in 1585 at the castle

of RicheUeu in the diocese. He transformed it into an
imposing chateau, built around it an entire city, which

took the name of Richelieu, and joined to his ducal

peerage the town of Cham])igny. The Sainte Cha-

pelie of Champigny was built in 1508 by the princely

house of Bourbon-Montpensier to receive a thorn of

the crown of Christ and one of the thirty pieces of

silver paid to Judas. Urban VIII, who prior to his

pontificate had said Mass there, later prevented its

demolition; hence the preservation of this fine monu-
ment of the Renaissance is due to him. The church

of Cande, built between 1175 and 1215 on the site

where St. Martin died, is remarkable as a monument
not only of religious but also of mihtary architecture.

At Tours in 1163 Alexander III excommunicated the

antipope Victor and Frederick Barbarossa. It was at

the chateau of Chinon in 1429 that Joan of Arc first

saw Charles VII and gave him confidence in her mis-

sion, and in the same year she sent to St-Catherine-

de-Fierbois in the diocese to seek in the tomb of an

ancient knight the sword of Charles Martel. In the

fifteenth century Tours had a brilliant school of paint-

ing; unfortunately nothing remains of the paintings

executed at Notre-Dame-la-Riche by Jehan Fouquet.

The studio of the sculptor Michel Colomb was at

Tours; his master production was the tomb of Fran-

cis II of Brittany in the cathedral of Nantes. The
tomb of the ehild'ren of Charles VIII in the cathedral

of Tours was the collective work of Colomb and his

pupils and of some Italian decorators.

There are in Touraine a great many chateaux rich

in historic memories, such as Plessis-les-Tours, the

residence of Louis XI, Amboise, where was hatched

the plot against the Guises under King Francis II;

Chenonceaux, built by Francis I, the residence of

Diana of Poitiers and later of Catherine de' Medici;

Langeais, where Charles VIII wedded Anne of Brit-

tany. Of the chateau of Chanteloup near Amboise,

where the Due de Choiseul went into exile, there re-

mains only the pagoda. A number of saints are hon-

oured m a special manner or are connected with the

religious history of the diocese: Sts. Maura and Bri-

gitta, virgins (end of fourth century); St. Flodovieus

(Flovier), martyr (fifth century); St. Ursus (Ours),

founder of the Abbey of Sennevieres, patron of the

town of Loches, d. about 508; St. Leubatius (Leubais),

Abbot of Sennevieres (sixth century) ; St. Senoch, soli-

tary and abbot, d. in 579; St. Leobardus (Libert), her-

mit of the grottos of Marmoutier, d. in 593; St. Odo,
first Abbot of Cluny, d. at Tours in 942; St. Aver-
tinus, deacon, companion in exile of St. Thomas
Becket, d. in Touraine about 1189; Bl. Jeanne-Marie
de Maill6, d. in 1414 after having spent her widow-
hood in the practice of a rigorously ascetic life near the

Basilica of St. Martin. Among the natives of the dio-

cese were: the great prose writer Rabelais (1495-

1553), b. at Chinon; the philosopher Descartes (1596-

1650), b. at La Haye-Descartes; the .\hh6 de Marolles

(1600-81), b. at GenilUS celebrated for his transla-

tions, and whose collection of prints formed the basis

of that of the Hibliotherjuo Nationale in Paris; Saint-

Martin, called the unknown jihilosopher (1743-1S03),

b. at Amboise; the poet Alfr.'d de Vigny (1797-1863),

b. at Loches; Balzac (1790-18.50), b. at Tours.

The chief places of pilgrimage in the diocese besides

the grottos of Marmoutier, are: Notro-Dame-la-
Riche, a sanctuary erected on the site of a church
dating from the third century, and where the founder

St. Gatiamis is vener.-ited;
'

Xotri'-I):\Mie-de-Loches;

St. Christopher an<l St. (iiles at Sl-Chrislophe, a pil-

grimage dating from the ninth century; the pilgrimage

to the Holy Face, established by M. Dupont, "the
Holy Man of Tours", who founded the Priests of the
Holy Face, canonically erected on 8 December, 1876, to
administer the chapel. Before the application of the
law of 1901 there were in the diocese Jesuits, Laza-
rists, and various orders of teaching brothers. Several
orders of women had their origin in the diocese, the
chief being: The Sisters of the Presentation of the
Blessed Virgin, teaching and nursing, founded in 1684
at Sainville, in the Diocese of Chartres by Mother
Marie Poussepin, and in 1813 transported to La
Breteche near Tours; the Sisters of the Sacred Hearts
of Jesus and Mary, teaching, founded in 1805 by the
Abbe Gu^'pin, rector of Notre-Dame-la-Riche, with
mother-house at Tours; the Sisters of the Third Order
of Carmel, since 1824 called the Sisters of St-Martin,
teaching, with its mother-house at Bourgeuil. Thd
religious congregations were directing in the diocese at
the end of the nineteenth century 5 foundling asy-

lums, 36 infant schools, 3 special houses for sick chil-

dren, 5 orphanages for boys, 7 for girls, 1 house of re-

treat, 1 house of refuge, 18 hospitals or hospices, 2 dis-

pensaries, 3 houses of religious for the care of the sick

in their homes, 1 home for convalescents, 5 private

hospitals and retreats. In the year 1911 the Arch-
diocese of Tours numbered 337,916 inhabitants, 23
deaneries, 37 first class parishes, and 254 succursal

parishes.
Gallia Christiana, nana, XIV (1856), 1-151, inalr. 1-98;

Duchesne, Les listes ipiscopales de la prorince de Tours (Paris,

1890) : Chevalier, Les origines de Viglise de Touts d'aprcs

Vhistoire (Tours. 1871); Pitroc, Uepiscopat tourangeau, notes

biographiques (Tours, 1882); Lambron de Lignin, Armorial des

archevtques de Tours (Tours, 1858); de Lastetrie, L'iglise S.

Martin de Tours, etude critique sur Vhistoire et la forme de ce monu-
ment du V' au XI' siicle (Paris, 1891); Delisle, Memoire sur

Vecole calligraphique de Tours au IX, siecle (Paris, 1885); Mah-
tI;ne. Bistoire deVabbaye de Marmoutier, ed. Chevalier (2 vols..

Tours, 1874-75) ; Chantelou, Marmoutier, cartulaire tourangeau
et sceaux des abbes, ed. NoBiLLEAn (Tours, 1879); Chevalier,
Promenades pittoresques en Touraine (Tours. 1869) ; VlTRT, Tours

et lesehdteaux de Touraine (Paris, 1905): Vaucelles. Catalogue

des lettres de Nicolas V. cone, la prov. eccl. de Tours (Paris. 1908).

Georges Got.^u.

Toustain, Charles-Francois, French Benedic-

tine, and member of the Congregation of St-Maur, b.

at Repas in the Diocese of S6ez, France, 13 October,

1700; d. at St-Denis, 1 July, 1754. He belonged to a

family of note. On 20 July, 1718, he made the vows
of the order at Jumieges. After finishing the philo-

sophical .and theological course at the Abbey of

Fecamp he was sent to the monastery of Bonne-
Nouvelle at Rouen to learn Hebrew and Greek. At
the same time he studied Italian, Enghsh, German,
and Dutch, in order to be able to understand the

writers in these languages. He was not ordained

priest until 1729 and then only at the express com-
mand of his superior. He always said Mass with

much trepidation and only after long preparation.

In 1730 he entered the Abbey of St-Ouen at Rouen,

went later to St-Germain-des-Pres and Blancs-Man-

teaux, and died while t;iking a milk-cure at St-Denis.

He had worn out his body by fasts and ascetic prac-

tices. His theological ojiinions were not entirely

correct, as he inclined to Jansenism. As a scholar he

made himself an honoured name. He worked for

twenty years with a fellow-member of the order,

Tassiii, (in an edition of the works of St. Theodore of

Studium which was never printed, for a publisher

could not be found. Another common undertaking

of the two is the "Nouveau traite do diplomatique"

(6 vols., 1750-65) in which they treated more fully

and thoroughly the subjects taken up in Mabillon's

great work "be re diplomatica". The publication

of Toustain and Tassin is of permanent value. The
last four volumes were edited by Tassin alone after

Toustain's death. Of general interest among Tous-

tain's iier.sonal writings .ire: "La veritc? per.socut6e

parl'erreur" (2 vols., 1733\ a collect ion of the writings

of the Fathers on the persecutions of the first eight
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centuries; and "L'authoritc des miracles dans I'^glise"

(no date), in which he expounds the opinion of St.

Augustine. Tassin testifies that he wa.s zealous in

his duties, modest, and sincerely religious.

Tassin, Eloge de Touslain in Nauveau traitt de diplomatique,

II; Idem. Hisl. lilleraire de la congrigalion de Sl-Afnur. II (Brus-

sels 1770); DE Lama, Bibliothcque des icrivains de la congregation

de St-Maur (2nd ed., Munich-Paris, 1SS2), 174 sq.

Klemens Loffler.

TouttSe, Antoine-Atigustin, a French Benedic-

tine of the IMauri.st Congregation, b. at Riom, De-
partment of Puv-de-D6me, 13 Dec, 1677; d. at the

Abbey of St-Gerraain-des-Pr&, 25 Dec, 171S. He
studied the humanities with the Oratorians at Riom,
made vows at the Abbey of Vendome, 29 Oct., 1698,

and was ordained priest in December, 1702. He taught

philosophy at Vendome from 1702 to 1704 and theol-

ogy at St-Benoit-sur-Loire from 1704 to 1708 and at

St-Denis from 1708
to 1712. He then
withdrew to St-Ger-
main-des-Pres to pre-

pare a new Greek
edition and Latin
translation of the

works of St. C>-Til of

Jerusalem. This was
issued after his death
by Prudent Maran
under the title: "S.
Cyrilli Hiersolymit.

opera quse extant

omnia et ejus nomine
circumferuntur; ml
mss. eodd. castigatu

"

(Paris, 1720; also in

P. G., XXXIII). ll

is preceded by three

learned dissertations

on the life, writings, and doctrine of St. Cyril, and
was at the time the standard edition.

Tassin, Hist, litteraire de la congrig. de Saint-Maur (Brussels

and Paris, 1770), German tr. (Frankfort, 1773-4). s. v.; Le Cerf,
Bihliothique historique et critique des auteurs de la congrig. de

Saint-Maur (The Hague, 1720). s. v.

Michael Ott.

Tower of Babel is the name of the building men-
tioned in Gen., xi, 1-9.

I. History of the Tower.—The descendants of Noe
had migrated from the "east" (Armenia) first south-

ward, along the course of the Tigris, then westward
across the Tigris into "a plain in the land of Sennaar".
As their growing number forced them to live in locali-

ties more and more distant from their patriarchal

homes, "they said: Come, let us make a city and a

tower, the top whereof m,aj' reach to heaven; and let

us make our name famous before we be scattered

abroad into all lands." The work was soon fairly

under way; "and thej- had brick instead of stones, and
sUme (asphalt) instead of mortar". But God con-

founded their tongue, so that they did not under-
stand one another's speech, and thus scattered them
from that place into all lands, and they ceased to

build the city. This is the Bibhcal account of the
Tower of Babel. Thus far no Babylonian document
has been discovered which refers clearly to the sub-

ject. Authorities hke George Smith, Chad Boscawen,
and Sayce believed they had discovered a reference

to the Tower of Babel; but Frd. Dehtzch pointed out

that the translation of the precise words which de-

termine the meaning of the text is mo.st uncertain
(Smith-Dclitzsch, "Chaldai.sche Genesis", 1876, 120-

124; Anmerk., p. .310). Oppert finds an allusion to

the Tower of Babel in a text of Nabuchodono.^or ; but
this opinion is hardly more than a theory (cf. "The
Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western Asia", I, pi.

38, col. 2, Une 62; pi. 41, col. 1, 1. 27, col. 2, 1.

15; Nikel, "Genesis und Keilschriftforschung", 188
sqq.; Bezold, "Ninive und Babylon", 128; Jeremias,

"Das alte Testament im Lichte des ahcn Orients",

2nd ed., Leipzig, 1906, 286; Kaulen, "Ass>Tien und
Babylonien", 89). A more probable reference to

the Tower of Babel we find in the "History" of

Berosus as it is handed down to us in two variations

by Abydenus and Alexander Polyhistor respectively

("Histor. grsec. fragm.", ed. Didot, II, 512; IV,

282; Euseb., "Chron.", I, 18, in P. G., XIX,
123; "Pra-p. evang.", IX, 14, in P. G., XXI, 705).

Special interest attaches to this reference, since

Berosus is now supposed to have drawn his material

from Babylonian sources.

II. Site of the Tower of Babel.—Both the inspired

writer of Genesis and Berosus place the Tower of

Babel somewhere in Babylon. But there are three

principal opinions as to its precise position in the
city. (1) Pietrodella
Valle ("Viaggi des-
critti", Rome, 1650)
located the tower in

the north of the city,

on the left bank of

the Euphrates, where
now lie the ruins

called Babil. Schra-
der inclines to the
same opinion in

Riehm's "Handwor-
terbuch des bibli-
schen Altertums" (I,

138), while in "The
Cuneiform Inscrip-

tions" (I, 108) he
leaves to his reader
the choice between
Babil and the temple

France gf Borsippa. The
position of Babil within the limits of the ancient Baby-
lon agrees with the Biblical location of the tower; the
name Babil itself may be regarded as a traditional

relic of the name Babel interpreted by the inspired

writer as referring to the confusion of tongues. (2)

Rawlinson (Smith-Sayce, "Chaldean account of the

Genesis", 1880, pp. 74, 171) places the tower on the

ruins of Tell-Amram, regarded by Oppert as the

remnants of the hanging gardens. These ruins are

situated on the same side of the Euphrates as those

of the Babil, and also within the ancient city limits.

The excavations of the German Orientgesellschaft

have laid bare on this spot the ancient national

sanctuary Esagila, sacred to Marduk-Bel, with the

documentary testimony that the top of the building

had been made to reach Heaven. This agrees with

the description of the Tower of Babel as found in

Gen., xi, 4: "the top whereof may reach to heaven".
To this locality belongs also the tower Etemenanki,
or house of the foundation of Heaven and earth,

which is composed of six gigantic steps. (3) Sayce
(Lectures on the Religion of the .\ncient Babylonians,

pp. 112-3, 40.5-7), Oppert ("Expedition en Mtf'sopo-

tamie", I, 200-16; "fitudes assyriennes", pp. 91-

1.32), and others follow the more common opinion

which identifies the tower of Babel with the ruins

of the Bir.s-Nimrud, in Borsippa, situated on the

right side of the Euphrates, some seven or eight

miles from the ruins of the city jjroper. They are

the ruins of the temple Ezida, .s.acred to Xebo, which
according to the above-cited inscriptitm of Xabucho-
donosor, was repaired and completed by that king;

for it had been left incomjjlete by a former ruler in far

distant days. These data are too vague to form the

basis of an apodictic argument. The Babylonian
Talmud (Buxtorf, "Lexicon falmudicum", col. 313)

connects Borsippa with the confusion of tongues; but

a long period elapsed from the time of the composi-
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tion of Gen., xi, to (he time of the Babylonian Talmud.
Besides, the Bibliral account seems to imply that the

tower was within the city hmits, while it is hardly
probable that the city limits extended to Borsippa in

very ancient times. The historical character of the

tower is not impaired by our inabihty to point out its

location with certainty.

III. Form of the Toioer of Babel.—The form of the

tower must have resembled the constructions which
to-day exi.st only in a ruined condition in Babylonia;
the more ancient pyramids of Egypt present a vestige

of the same form. Cubic blocks of masonry, de-

creasing in size, are piled one on top of the other, thus

forming separate stories; an inclined plane or stair-

way leads from one story to the other. The towers of

Ur and Arach contained only two or three stories, but
that of Birs-Nimrud numbered .seven, not counting

the high platform on which the building was erected.

Each story was jxiinted in its own peculiar colour

according to the planet to which it was dedicated.

Generally the corners of these towers faced the four

points of the compass, while in Egypt this position

was held by the sides of the jjyramids. On top of

these constructions there was a sanctuary, so that

they served both as temples and observatories.

Their interior consisted of sun-dried clay, but the

outer walls were coated with fire-baked brick. The
asphalt peculiar to the Babylonian neighbourhood
served as mortar; all these details are in keeping with

the report of Genesis. Though some writers main-
tain that every Babylonian city possessed such a
tower, or zikkurat (meaning "pointed" according to

Schrader, "raised on high" according to Haupt,
"memorial" according to Vigouroux), no complete
specimen has been preserved to us. The Tower of

Khorsabad is perhaps the best preserved, but Assy-
rian sculpture supplements our knowledge of even
this construction. The only indication of the time
at which the Tower of Babel was erected, we find

in the name of Phaleg (Gen., xi, 10-17), the grand-
nephew of Heber; this places the date somewhere be-

tween 101 and S70 years after the Flood. The limits

are so unsatisfactory, because the Greek Version

differs in its numbers from the Massoretic text.

Besides the works indicated in the course of the article, see

Rawu.vson, The Five Great Monnrchies, II (London. 1862-7,
1878). 534-5: Schbader-Whitehouse, The Cuneiform Inscrip-

tions and IheOld Testament. I (London, 1885-8), 106-14; HoBERG,
Genesis. 2nd ed. (Freiburg, 1899). 129. For critical view, see

Skinnsr, Genesis (New York, 1910), 228 sqq.

A. J. Maas.

Tract. Sec Gradual.

Tractarianism. See Oxford Move.ment.

Tracy, Alexandre de Prouville, Marquis de, a
viceroy of New France, b. in France, 1603, of noble
parents; d. there in 1670. A soldier from youth, he
had proved his valour in many battles and won the

rank of lieutenant-general of the king's armies. He
was no less prudent and wise as a negotiator and or-

ganizer. Entrustecl by Louis XIV with a most e.xten-

Bive mission and jurisdiction o\-er all the French pos-

sessions in the New \\'orld, he first redeemerl Cayenne
from the Dutch, restored order in the Antilles, and
reached Quebec in 16(55. He had been preceded by
the Carignan regiment which had distinguished itself

against the Turks in Hungar>- (1664) and was entitled

to bear the royal colours. With the concurrence of

Courcelles, the newly-appointed governor, and Talon,
the famous int<iidaut. he inaugurated a glorious

period in the history of New France. To secure peace
for the colony war was decided against the Agniers,

and in spite of his atlvanced age Tracy commanded
the invading army. The year previous he had or-

dered the construction of three forts on the Richelieu

River, including those of Sore! anil Chambly. The
enemies had fled from their villages, which were de-

stroyed, and Tracy returned with nearly all his men.
The humiliated Agniers sued for peace and asked for

missionaries to instruct them in the Faith. Tracy
with his two associates then devoted himself to the
organization of the courts of justice and to the pro-

motion of agriculture and industrj'. During his ad-
ministration were imported the first horses seen in

Canada. Tracy's noble anfl conciliator^' conduct en-

deared him to the colonists and won the resjiect both
of the aborigines and of the authorities of New York.
His administration was marked by two chief events
full of promise for the prosperity of the colon)-: the
abolition of the monopoly of the West India company,
which had replaced that of New France, and the con-
clusion of a peace with the Iroquois which lasted

eighteen years and facilitated several brilliant dis-

coveries in the interior of the continent.

Ferland. Histoire (in Canada (Quebec, 1882) ; Garxeau,
Hislnire du Canada (Montreal. 1882); C-VAPAIS. Jean Talon
(Quebec, 1904); Rochemonteix, Les jesuiles el la NoureUe-France
(Paris, 1896).

Lionel Lindsay.

Tradition and Living Magisterium.—The word
tradition (Greek Ta/)d5o<ris) in the cn-lcsiastical sense

—

which is the only one in which it is u.sed here—refers

sometimes to the thing (doctrine, account, or cus-

tom) transmitted from one generation to another,
sometimes to the organ or mode of the transmission
(KTipvyfia iKKKr^aMHTiKhv^ pr/T'licatio ecclesinslica). In
the first sense it is an old tradition that Jesus Christ

was born on 2.5 December; in the second sense tradition

relates that on the road to Calvary a pious woman
wiped the face of Jesus. In theological language,

which in many circumstances has become current,

there is still greater precision and this in countless

directions. At first there was question only of tradi-

tions claiming a Divine origin, but subsequently

there arose questions of oral as distinct from wTitten

tradition, in the sen.se that a given doctrine or institu-

tion is not dirc'ctly dependent on Holy Scripture as

its source but only on the oral teaching of Christ or

the Apostles. Finally with regard to the organ of

tradition it must be an official organ, a rmigistcrmm,

or teaching authority.

Now in this respect there are several points of con-

troversy between Catholics and every body of Prot-

estants. Is all revealed truth consigned to Holy
Scripture? or can it, must it, be admitted that Christ

gave to His Apostles to be transmitted to His Church,
that the Apostles received either from the very lips

of .lesus or from inspuation or Revelation, Divine
instructions which they transmitted to the Church
and which were not committed to the inspired writ-

ings? Must it be admitted that Christ instituted His
Church as the official and authentic organ to transmit

and explain in virtue of Divine authority the Revela-

tion made to men? The Protestant princijilc is:

The Bible and nothing but the Bible; the Bible, accord-

ing to them, is the sole theological source; there are

no revealed truths save the truths contained in the

Bible; according to them the Bible is the sole rule of

faith: by it and by it alone should all dogmatic ques-

tions be solved; it is the only binding authority.

Catholics, on the other hand, hold that there may he,

that there is in fact, and that there must of necessity

be certain revealed truths apart from those contained

in the Bible; they hold fin'thermore that Jesus Christ

has established in fact, and that to adapt the means
to the end He should have established, a living organ

as much to transmit Scripture and written Revelation

as to place revealed (ruth within reach of everyone
always and everywhere. Such are in this respect the

two main points of con1ro\ersy between Catholics

and so-called orthodox Protestants (as distinguished

from liberal Protestants, who admit neither super-

natural Revelation nor the authority of the Bible).

The other differences are connected with these or
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follow from them, as also the differences between
different Protestant sects—according as they are more
or less faithful to the Protestant jirinciple, they recede

from or approach the Catholic position.

Between Catholics and the Christian sects of the

East there are not the same fimdamental differences,

since both sides admit the Divine institution and
Divine authority of the Church with the more or less

living and explicit sense of its infallibility and inde-

fectibility and its other teaching prerogatives, but
there are contentions concerning the bearers of the

authority, the organic unity of the teaching body, the

infallibility of the pope, and the existence and nature

of dogmatic development in the transmission of

revealed truth. Nevertheless the theology of tradi-

tion does not consist altogether in controversy and
discussions with adversaries. Many questions arise

in this respect for every Catholic who wishes to give

an exact account of his belief and the principles he
professes: What is the precise relation between oral

tradition and the revealed truths in the Bible and that

between the living magisterium and the inspired

Scriptures? May new truths enter the current of

tradition, and what is the part of the magisterium
with regard to revelations which God may yet make?
How is this oiEcial magisterium organized, and how
is it to recognize a Divine tradition or revealed truth?

What is its proper role with regard to tradition?

Where and how are revealed truths jjrcserved and
transmitted? What befalls the deposit of tradition

in its transmission through the ages? These and
similar questions are treated elsewhere in the Catho-
lic Encyclopedia, but here we must separate and
group all that has reference to tradition and to the
living magisterium inasmuch as it is the organ of

preservation and transmission of traditional and
revealed truth.

The following are the points to be treated: I.

The existence of Divine traditions not contained in

Holy Scripture, and the Divine institution of the
living inagi.sterium to defend and transmit revealed

truth and the prerogative of this magisterium; II.

The relation of Scripture to the hving magisterium,
and of the living magisterium to Scripture; III. The
proper mode of existence of revealed truth in the

mind of the Church and the way to recognize this

truth; IV. The organization and exercise of the living

magisterium; its precise role in the defence and trans-

mission of revealed truth; its limits, and modes of

action; V. The identity of revealed truth in the varie-

ties of formulas, systematization, and dogmatic
development ; the identity of faith in the Church and
through the variations of theology. A full treatment
of these questions would require a lengthy develop-
ment; here only a brief outline can be given, the
reader being referred to special works for a fuller

explanation.
I. Divine traditions not contained in Holj; Scrip-

ture; institution of the living magisterium; its pre-

rogatives.—Luther's attacks on the Church were at

first directed only against doctrinal details, but the
very authority of the Church was involved in the
dispute, and this soon became evident to both sides.

However the controversy continued for many years
to turn on particular points of traditional teaching
rather than on the teaching authority and the chief

weapons were Biblical texts. The Council of Trent,
even while implying in its ilccisions and anathemas
the authority of the living magisterium (which the
Protestants them.solves dared not ex])licitly deny),
while appeahng to ecclesiastical tradition and the
sense of the Church either for the determination of

the canon or for the interpretation of .some pa.ssages

of Holy Scripture, even while making a rule of inter-

pretation in Biblical matters, did not pronounce
explicitly concerning the leaching authority, con-
tenting itself with saying that revealed truth is found

in the sacred books and in the unwritten traditions
coming from God through the Apostles; these were
the sources from which it would draw. The Council,
as is evident, held that there are Divine traditions not
contained in Holy Scripture, revelations made to the
Apostles either orally by Jesus Christ or by the
inspiration of the Holy Ghost and transmitted by the
Apostles to the Church.

Holy Siriplurr is ihcrefore not the only theological
sovirce of i In' i;r\dai ion made by God to His Church
Side by side with Scripture there is tradition, side by
side with the written revelation there is the oral
revelation. This granted, it is impossible to be satis-

fied with the Bible alone for the solution of all

dogmatic questions. Such was the first field of con-
troversy between Catholic theologians and the Re-
formers. The designation of unwritten Divine tradi-

tions was not always gi\-en all the clearness desirable,

especially in early times; however Catholic contro-
versialists soon proved to the Protestants that to be
logical and consistent they must admit unwritten
traditions as revealed. Otherwise by what right did
they rest on Sunday and not on Saturday? How
could they regard infant baptism as valid, or baptism
by infvision? How could they permit the taking of

an oath, since Christ had commanded that we swear
not at all? The Quakers w-ere more logical in refusing
all oaths, the Anabaptists in re-baptizing adults, the
Sabbatarians in resting on Satiuvlay. But none were
so consistent as not to be open to criticism on some
point. Where is it indicated in the Bible that the
Bible is the sole source of faith? Going further, the
Catholic controversialists showed their opponents that
of this very Bible, to which alone they wished to

refer, they could not have the authentic canon nor
even a sufficient guarantee without an authority
other than that of the Bible. Calvin jiarried the blow
by having recourse to a certain taste to which the
Divine word would manifest itself as such in the same
way that honey is recognized by the palate. And
this in fact was the only loophole, for Calvin recog-
nized that no human authority was acceptable in this

matter. But this was a very subjective criterion and
one calling for caution. The Protestants dared not
adhere to it. They came eventually, after rejecting

the Divine tradition received from the Apostles by
the infallible Church, to rest their faith in the Bible
only as a human authority, which moreover was
especially insufficient under the circumstances, since

it opened up all manner of doubts and prepared the
way for Biblical rationalism. There is not, in fact,

any sufficient guarantee for the canon of the Scrip-

tures, for the total ins])iration or inerrancy of the
Bible, save in a Divine t est iiiiony which, not being
contained in the Holy Books with sufficient clearness

and amplitude, nor being sufficiently recognizable
to the scrutiny of a scholar who is only a scholar, does
not reach us with the necessary warrant it w'ould
bear if brought by a Divinely assisted authority,

as is, according to Catholics, the authority of the
living magisterium of the Church. Such is the way
in which Catholics demonstrate to Protestants that
there should be and that there are in fact Divine
traditions not contained in Holy Writ.

In a similar way they show that they cannot dis-

pense with a teaching authority, a Divinely authorized
living magislr.acy for the .solution of controversies
arising among themselves and of which the Bible
itself was often the occasion. Indeed experience
proved that each man found in the Bible his own
ideas, as was said by one of the earliest reforming
sectarians: "Hin liber est in quo (jua'rit sua dogmat.a
quisque, invenit et pariter dogmata quisque sua."
One man found the Real Presence, another a purely
symbolic presence, another some sort of efficacious

presence. The exercise of free inquiry with regard

to Biblical texts led to endless disputes, to doctrinal
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anarchy, and eventualh' to the denial of all dogma.
These disputes, anarchy, and denial could not be

according to the Divine intention. Hence the neces-

sity of a competent authority to solve controversies

and interpret the Bible. To say that the Bible was
perfectly clear and sufficient to all was obviously a

retort born of desperation, a defiance of experience

and common sense. Cathohcs refuted it without

difficulty, and their position was amply justified when
the Protestants began compromising themselves with

the civil power, rejecting the doctrinal authority of

the ecclesiastical magisterium only to fall under that

of princes.

Moreover it was enough to look at the Bible, to

read it without prejudice to see that the economy of

the Christian preaching was above all one of oral

teaching. Christ preached. He did not vrrite. In

His preaching He appealed to the Bible, but He was
not satisfied with the mere reading of it. He explained

and interpreted it. He made use of it in His teaching,

but He did not substitute it for His teaching. There

is the example of the mysterious traveller who ex-

plained to the disciples of Emmaus what had reference

to Him in the Scriptures to convince them that

Christ had to suffer and thus enter into His glory.

And as He preached Himself so He sent His Apostles

to preach; He did not commission them to vrrhe but

to teach, and it was by oral teaching and preaching

that they instructed the nations and brought them
to the Faith. If some of them wrote and did so under

Divine inspiration it is manifest that this was as it

were incidentally. They did not write for the sake

of WTiting, but" to supplement th'eir oral teaching

when they could not go themselves to recall or ex-plain

it, to solve practical questions, etc. St. Paul, who
of all the Apostles wrote the most, did not dream of

writing everything nor of replacing his oral teaching

by his writings. Finallv, the same texts which show

us Christ instituting His Church and the Apostles

founding Churches and spreading Christ's doctrine

throughout the world show us at the same time the

Church instituted as a teaching authority; the

Apostles claimed for themselves this authority,

sending others as they had been sent by Christ and

as Christ had been sent by God, always with power to

teach and to impose doctrine as well as to govern the

Church and to baptize. Whoever believed them
would be saved; whoever refused to beUeve them
would be condemned. It is the Uving Church and

not Scripture that St. Paul indicates as the pillar and
the unshakable ground of truth. And the inference

of texts and facts is only what is exacted by the nature

of things. A book although Divine and inspired is

not intended to support itself. If it is obscure—and
what unprejudiced person will deny that there are

obscurities in the Bible?—it must be interpreted.

And even if it is clear it does not carry with it the

guarantee of its Divinity, its authenticity, or its

value. Someone must bring it within reach and no

matter what be done the believer cannot beHeve in the

Bible nor find in it the object of his faith until he has

previously made an act of faith in the intermediary

authorities between the word of God and his reading.

Now, authority for authority, is it not better to have

recourse to that of the Church than to that of the

first comer? Liberal Protestants, such as M. Auguste

Sabatier, have been the first to recognize that, if there

must be a religion of authority, the Catholic system

with the splendid organization of its living magis-

terium is far superior to th(> Protestant system, which

rests everytliing on tlie authority of a book.

The prerogatives of this teacliing authority are

made sufficiently clear by the texts and they are to a

certain extent implii'(l in the very institution. The
('hurch, according to SI. I'aul's Kpistle to Timothy, is

the pillar and ground of truth; the .Ajmstlos and con-

sequently their Buccessors have the right to impose

their doctrine; whosoever refuses to believe them
shall be condemned, whosoever rejects anything is

shipwrecked in the Faith. This authority is there-

fore infallible. And this infallibihty is guaranteed
imphcitly but directly by the promise of the Saviour:
"Behold I am with you all daj's even to the consum-
mation of the world." Briefly the Church continues
Christ in its mission to teach as in its mission to

sanctify; its power is the same as that which He re-

ceived from His Father and, as He came full of

truth no less than of grace, the Church is likewise an
institution of truth as it is an institution of grace.

This doctrine was intended to be spread throughout
the world despite so many obstacles of every kind, and
the accomplishment of the task required miracles.

So did Christ give to his Apostles the miraculous
power which guaranteed their teaching. As He Him-
self confirmed His words by His works He wished that

they also should present with their doctrine unex-
ceptionable motives for credibility. Their miracles

were the Divine seals of their mission and their Apos-
tolate. The Divine seal has always been stamped on
the teaching authority. It is not necessary that every
missionary should work miracles, the Church herself

is an ever-living miracle, bearing always on her brow
the unexceptionable witness that God is with her.

II. The relation of Scripture to the living magis-
terium, and of the living magisterium to Scripture.

—

This relation is the same as that between the Gospel
and the Apostolic preaching. Christ made use of the

Bible, He appealed to it as to an irrefragable author-

ity. He explained and interpreted it and furnished the

key to it, with it he shed light on His own doctrine and
mission. The Apostles did in hke manner when they
spoke to the Jews. Both sides had access to the

Scriptures in a text admitted by all, both recognized

in them a Divine authority, as in the very word of

God. This was also the way of the faithful in their

studies and discussions; but with pagans and unbe-
lievers it was necessary to begin with presenting the

Bible and guaranteeing its authority; the Christian

doctrine concerning the Bible had to be exjilained to

the faithful themselves, and the guarantee of this

doctrine demonstrated. The Bible had been com-
mitted to the care of the living magisterium. It was
the Church's part to guard the Bible, to present it to

the faithful in authorized editions or accurate trans-

lations, it was for her to make known the nature and
value of the Divine Book by declaring what she knew
regarding its inspiration and inerrancy, it was for her

to supply the key by explaining why and how it had
been inspired, how it contained Revelation, how the

proper object of that Revelation was not purely

human instruction but a religious and moral doctrine

with a view to our supernatural destiny and the

means to attain it, how, the Old Testament being a

preparation and annunciation of the Messias and the

new dispensation, there might be found beneath the

husk of the letter typical meanings, figures, and
prophecies. It was for the Church in consequence to

determine the authentic canon, to specify the special

rules and conditions for interpretation, to pronounce

in case of doubt as to the exact sense of a given book
or text, and even v.-hen necessary to safeguard the

historical, prophetical, or apologetic value of a given

text or passage, to pronounce in certain questions of

authenticity, chronology, exegesis, or translation,

either to reject an oi)inion compromising the authority

of the book or the veracity of its doctrine or to main-

tain a given body of revealed truth contained in a

given text. It was above all for the Church to circu-

l.ate the Divine Book by mint ing its doctrine, adapting

and exiilaining it, by offering it and drawing from it

nourishment wlierewith to nourish souls, briefly by
supjilementing the book, making use of it, and assist-

ing others to make use of it. This is the debt of

Scripture to the Uving magisterium.
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On the other hand the living magisterium owes
mucli to Scripture. There it finds the word of God,
new-blown so to speak, as it was expressed under
Divine agency by the inspired author; while oral tra-

dition, although faithfully transmitting revealed truth

with the Divine assistance, nevertheless transmits it

only in human formulas. Scripture gives us beyond
doubt to a certain extent a human expression of the
truth whicli it presents, since this truth is developed
in and by a human brain acting in a human manner,
but also to a certain extent Divine, since this human
development takes place wholly under the action of

God. So also with due proportion it may be said of

the inspired word what Christ said of His: It is spirit

and life. In a sense differing from the Protestant
sense which sometimes goes so far as to deify the

Bible, but, in a true sen.se, we admit that God speaks
to us in the Bible more directly than in oral teaching.

The latter, moreover, ever faithful to the recommen-
dations which St. Paul made to his disciple Timothy,
does not fail to have recourse to Biblical sources for its

instruction and to draw thence the heavenly doctrine,

to take thence with the doctrine a sure, ever-young,
and ever-living expression of this doctrine, one more
adequate than any other despite the inevitable in-

adaptabihty of human formulas to divine realities.

In the hands of masters Scripture may become a sharp
defensive and offensive weapon against error and
heresy. When a controversy arises recourse is had
first to the Bible. Frequently when decisive texts

are found masters wield them skilfully and in such a
way as to demonstrate their irresistible force. If

none are found of the necessary clearness the assist-

ance of Scripture is not thereby abandoned. Guided
by the clear sense of the living and luminous truth,

which it bears within itself, by its likeness to faith de-
fended at need against error by the Divine assistance,

the living magisterium strives, explains, argues, and
occasionally subtihzes in order to bring forward texts

which, if they lack an independent and absolute value,

have an ad hominem force, or value, through the au-
thority of the authentic interpreter, whose very
thought, if it is not, or is not clearly, in Scripture,

nevertheless stands forth with a distinctness or new
clearness in this manipulation of Scripture, by this

contact with it.

Manifestly there is no question here of a meaning
which is not in Scripture and which the magisterium
reads into it by imposing it as the Biblical meaning.
This individual ^Titers may do and have sometimes
done, for they are not infallible as individuals, but not
the authentic magisterium. There is question only
of the advantage which the living magisterium draws
from Scripture whether to attain a clearer conscious-
ness of its own thought, to formulate it in hieratic

terms, or to triumphantly reject an opinion favourable
to error or heresy. As regards Biblical interpretation
properly so called the Church is infallible in the sense
that, whether by authentic decision of jiope or coun-
cil, or by its current teaching that a given passage of
Scripture has a certain meaning, this meaning mu.st
be regarded as the true sense of the pa.ssage in ques-
tion. It claims this power of infallible interpretation
only in matters of faith and morals, that is where re-

ligious or moral truth is in danger, directly, if the text
or passage belongs to the moral and religious order;
indirectly, if in a.ssigning a meaning to a text or book
the veracity of the Bible, its moral value, or the dogma
of its in.spiration or inerrancy is imperilled. Without
going further into the manifold services which the
Bible renders to the living magisterium mention must,
nevertheless be made as particularly important of its

services in the apologetic order. In fact Scripture by
its historic value, which is indisputable and undis-
puted on manj' points, furnishes the apologist with
irrefragable arguments in support, of supernatural
religion. It contains for example miracles whose

reality is impressed on the historian with the same
certainty as the most acknowledged facts. This is

true and perhaps more strikingly so of the argument
from the prophecies, for the Scriptures, the Old as well
as the New Testament, contain manifest prophecies,
the fulfilment of which we behold either in Christ and
His Apostles or in the later development of the
Christian religion.

In view of all this it will be readily understood that
since the time of St. Paul the Church has urgently
recommended to her ministers the study of Holy
Scripture, that she has watched with a jealous au-
thority over its integral transmission, its exact
translation, and its faithful interpretation. If occa-
sionally she has seemed to restrict its use or its

diffusion this too was through an easily comprehen-
sible love and a particular esteem for the Bible, that
the sacred Book might not like a profane book be
made a ground for curiosity, endless discu.ssions, and
abuses of every kind. In short, since the Churcli at
last proves to be the best safeguard for human reason
against the excesses of an unbridled reason, so by the
very avowal of sincere Protestants does she show her-
self at the present day the best defender of the Bible
against an unrestrained Biblicism or an unchecked
criticism.

III. The proper mode of existence of revealed
truth in the mind of the Church and the way to
recognize this truth.—There is a fornuila current in

Christian teaching (and the formula is borrowed from
St. Paul himself) that traditional truth was confided
to the Church as a deposit which it would guard and
faithfully transmit as it had received it witliout add-
ing to it or taking anything away. This formula ex-
presses very well one of the aspects of tradition and
one of the principal roles of the living magisterium.
But this idea of a deposit should not make us lose

sight of the true manner in which traditional truth
lives and is transmitted in the Church. This deposit
in fact is not an inanimate tiling pas.sed from hand to
hand; it is not, properly speaking, an assemlilage of

doctrines and institutions consigned to books or other
monuments. Books and monuments of every kind
are a means, an organ of transmission, they are not,
properly speaking, the tradition it.self. To better
understand the latter it must be represented as a
current of life and truth coming from God through
Christ and through the Apostles to the last of the
faithful who repeats his creed and learns his cate-
chism. This conception of tradition is not always
clear to aU at the first glance. It must be reached,
however, if we wish to form a clear and exact idea.

We can endeavour to explain it to ourselves in the
following manner: We are all conscious of an assem-
blage of ideas or opinions living in our mind and
forming part of the very life of our mind; sometimes
they find their clear ex^iression, again we find our-
selves without the exact formula wherewith to express
them to ourselves or to others: an idea is in search as
it were of its expression, sometimes it even acts in us
and leads us to actions without our having as yet the
reflective consciousness of it. Something similar may
be said of the ideas or opinions which live, as it were,
and stir the social sentiment of a people, a family, or
any other well-characterized group to form what is

called the .spirit of the day, the spirit of a family, or
the spirit of a people.

This common sentiment is in a seni3e nothing else

than the sum of individual sentiments, and yet we feel

clearly that it is quite another thing than the indi-

vidual taken individually. It is a fact of experience
that there is a common sentiment, as if there were
such a thing as a common spirit, and as if this com-
mon spirit were the abode of certain ideas and opin-
ions which are doubtless the ideas and opinions of
each man, but which take on a i)eculiar aspect in

each man iuasmucli as they arc the ideas and opinions
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of all. The existence of tradition in the Church must
be regarded as living in the spirit and the heart,

thence translating itself into acts, and expressing

itseli in words or writings; but here we must not have

in mind individual sentiment, but the common senti-

ment of the Church, the sense or sentiment of the

faithful, that is, of all who live by its Hfe and are in

communion of thought among themselves and with

her. The living idea is the idea of all, it is the idea of

individuals, not merely inasmuch as they are indi-

viduals, but inasmuch as they form part of the same
social body. This sentiment of the Church is pecu-

liar in this, that it is itself under the influence of

grace. Hence it follows that it is not subject, like

that of other human groups, to error and thoughtless

or culpable tendencies. The Spirit of God always

living in His Church upholds the sense of revealed

truth ever living therein.

Documents of all kinds (writings, monuments, etc.)

are in the hands of masters, as of the faithful, a means
of finding or recognizing the revealed truth confided

to the Church under the direction of her pastors.

There is between wTitten documents and the living

magisterium of the Church a relation similar, pro-

portionately speaking, to that already outlined be-

tween Script ure and the living magisterium . In them
is found the traditional thought ex-pressed according

to varieties of environments and circumstances, no

longer in an inspired language, as is the case with

Scripture, but in a purely human language, conse-

quently subject to the imperfections and shortcom-

ings of human thought. Nevertheless the more the

documents are the exact expression of the living

thought of the Church the more they thereby possess

tlie value and authority which belong to that thought

because they are so much the better ex-pression of

tradition. Often formulas of the past have them-
selves entered the traditional current and become the

official formulas of the Church. Hence it will be un-

derstood that the living magisterium searches in the

past, now for authorities in favour of its present

thought in order to defend it against attacks or dan-

gers of mutilation, now for light to walk the right road

without straying. The thought of the Church is

essentially a "traditional thought and the Uving mag-
isterium by taking cognizance of ancient formulas of

this thought thereby recruits its strength and prepares

to give to immutable truth a new expression which

shall be in harmony with the circumstances of the day
and within reach of contemporary minds. Revealed
truth has sometimes found definitive formulas from

the earhest times; then the living magisterium has

only had to preserve and exi)lain them and put them in

circulation. Sometimes attempts have been made to

express this truth, without success. It even happens
that, in attem])ting to express revealed truth in the

terms of some philosophy or to fuse it with some cur-

rent of human thought, it has been distorted so as to

be scarcely recognizable, so closely mingled with error

that it becomes difficult to separat e tliem. When the

Church studies the ancient monuments of her faith she

casts over the past the reflect ion of her living and pres-

ent thought and by some symi)alliy of the truth of

to-day with that of yestciilay she succeeds in recog-

nizing through the olisi-uritics and inaccuracies of an-

cient formulas the ])()rtions of traditional truth, even

when they are mixed witli error. The Church is also

(as regards religious and moral doctrines) the best in-

terjireter of truly traditional documents; she recog-

nizes as by instinct what Ix-longs to the current of her

living thought and distinguishes it from the foreign

elements which may have become mixed with it in the

course of centuries.

The living magisterium, therefore, makes extensive

use of documents of the past, but it does so while

judging and interpreting, gladly finding in them its

present thought, but likewise, when needful, distin-

guishing its present thought from what is traditional
only in appearance. It is revealed truth always living

in the mind of the Church, or, if it is preferred, the
present thought of the Church in continuity with her
traditional thought, which is for it the final criterion,

according to which the living magisterium adopts as
true or rejects as false the often obscure and confused
formulas which occur in the monuments of the past.

Thus are exjilained both her respect for the writings of

the Fathers of the Church and her supreme inde-
pendence towards those WTitings; she judges them
more than she is judged by them. Harnack has said
that the Church is accustomed to conceal her evolu-
tion and to efface as well as she can the differences

between her present and her former thought by con-
demning as heretical the most faithful witnesses of

what was formerly orthodoxy. Not understanding
what tradition is, the ever-living thought of the
Church, he believes that she abjured her past when
she merely distinguished between what was tradi-

tional truth in the past and what was only human
alloy mixed with that truth, the personal opinion of

an author sub.stituting itself for the general thought
of the Christian community. With regard to official

documents, the expression of the infallible magisterium
of the Church embodied in the decision of councils, or

the solemn judgments of the popes, the Church never
gainsaj'S what she has once decided. She is then
hnked with her past because in this past her entire self

is concerned and not any fallible organ of her thought.
Hence she still finds her doctrine and rule of faith in

these venerable monuments; the formulas may have
grown old, but the truth which they express is always
her present thought.

IV. The organization and exercise of the living

magisterium; its precise r61e in the defence and trans-

mission of revealed truth; its limits and modes of

action.—Closer study of the living magisterium will

enable us to better understand the splendid organism
created by God and gradually developed that it might
preserve, transmit, and bring within the reach of all

revealed truth, ever the same, but adapted to every
variety of time, circumstances, and environment.
Properly speaking, this magisterium is a teaching
authority; it not only presents the truth, but it has the
right to impose it, since its power is the very power
given by God to Christ and by Christ to His Church.
This authority is called the teaching Church. The
teaching Church is essentially composed of the episco-

pal body, which continues here below the work and
mission of the Apostolic College. It was indeed in

the form of a college or social body that Christ grouped
His Apostles and it is hkewise as a social body that

the episcopate exercises its mission to teach. Doctrinal
infallibility has been guaranteed to the episcopal body
and to the head of that body as it was guaranteed to

the Apostles, with this difference, however, between
the Apostles and the bishops that each Apostle was
personally infallible (in virtue of his extraordinary
mission as foimder and the plenitude of the Holy
Ghost received on Pentecost by the Twelve and later

communicated to St. Paul as to the Twelve), whereas
only the body of bishops is infalhble and each bishop
is not so, save in proportion as he teaches in conmiu-
nion and concert with the entire episcopal body.
At the head of this episcopal body is the supreme

authority of the Roman pontiff, the successor of St.

Peter in his primacy as he is his successor in his see.

As supreme authority in the teaching body, which is

infallible, he himself is infallible. The episcopal body
is infallil)le also, but only in union with its heail, from
whom moreover it may not separate, since to do so

would be to sejiarate from the foundation on which
the Cliurcli is built. The authority of the pope may
be exercised witliout tlie co-operation of the bishops,

and this even in infallible decisions which both bishops

and faithful are bound to receive with the same suD-
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mission. The authority of the bishops may be exer-

cised in two ways; now each bishop teaches the flock

confided to him, again the bishops assemlile in council

to draw up together and jiass doctrinal or disciplinary

decrees. When all the bisluijis of the Catholic world

(this totality is to be understood a.s morally speaking;

it suffices for the whole Church to be represented) are

thus assembled in council the council is called ayu-
menical. The doctrinal decrees of an oecumenical

council, once they are approved by the pop^i are in-

fallible ;us are tfie ex cathedra definitions of the

sovereign ))ontiff. .Although the bi.shops, taken in-

dividually, are not infallible, their teaching partici-

pates in "the infallibility of the Church according as

they teach in concert and in union with the episcopal

body, that is according a.s they exjjress not their per-

sonal ideas, but the very thought of the Church.
Beside tlie sovereign pontiff are the Roman Con-

gregations, many of which are especially concerned

with doctrinal questions. Some of them, such as the

Congregation of the Index, are not so concerned save

from a discijilinary standpoint, by prohibiting the

reading of certain books, regarded as dangerous to

faith or morals, if not by the very doctrine which they

contain, at least by their way of e^^)ressing it or by
their unsea.sonablene.ss. Other congregations, that of

the In(|uisif ion, for example, have a more directly doc-

trinal authority. This authority is never infallible; it

is nevertheless binding and exacts a religious submis-

sion, interior as well as exterior. Nevertheless this

interior submission does not necessarily bear on the

absolute truth or falsity of the doctrine concerned in

the decree; it may only bear on the safety or danger
of a certain teaching or opinion, the decree itself usu-

ally having in view only the moral qualification of the

doctrine. To as.sist them in their doctrinal task the

bishops have all those who teach by their authority or

under their surveillance; pastors and curates, pro-

fessors in ecclesiastical estabhshments, in a word, all

who teach or explain Christian doctrine.

Theological teaching in all its forms (in seminaries,

universities, etc.) gives valuable a.'^sistance as a whole
to the teaching authority and to all who teach under
that authority. In the study of theology the masters
themselves have acquired the knowledge which usu-

ally assists them to discern truth or falsehood in doc-
trinal matters; they have drawn thence what they
themselves are to provide. Theologians as such do
not form a ])art of the teaching Church, but as pro-

fessional expounders of revealed truth they study it

scientifically, they collect and systematize it, they
illumine it with all the lights of philosophy, history,

etc. They are, as it were, the natural consultors of

the teaching authority, to furnish it with the neces-

sary information and data; they thereby prepare and
sometimes in an even more direct manner by their

reports, their written consultations, their projects or

schemala, and their prejjaratory redactions the ofl^icial

documents which the teaching authority completely
develops and publishes authoritatively. On the
other hand, their scientific works are u.seful for the
instruction of tho.se who should .spread and popularize
the doctrine, jjut it in circulation, and adapt it to

all by speech or WTitings of every kind. It is evident
what marvellous unity is attained on this point alone
in ecclesiastical teaching and how the same truth,

descended from above, distributed through a thou-
sand different channels, finally comes pure and unde-
filed to the mo.st lowly and the most ignorant.

This multifarious work, of ."Jcienlific exposition as

well as of popularization and projjaganda, is likewise

assisted by the countless written forms of religious

teaching, among which catechisms have a special

character of doctrinal security, approved as they are

by the teaching authority and claiming only to set

forth with clearness and precision the teaching com-
mon in the Church. Thus the child who learns his

catechi.sm may, provided he is informed of it, take
cognizance that the doctrine presented to him is not
the personal opinion of the volunteer calechist or of
the priest who communicates it to him. The cate-
chi.sm is the .same in all the parishes of a diocese; apart
from a few differences of detail which have no bearing
on doctrine all the catechisms of a country are aUke;
the differences between those of one country and an-
other are scarcely perceptible. It is truly the mind of
the Church received from God or Christ and trans-
mitted by the Apostles to the Christian .society which
thus reaches even httle children by the voice of the
catechist, or the savage by that of the missionary.
This diffusion of the same truth throughout the world
and this unity of the same faith among the most di-

verse peoples is a marvel which by itself forces the
recogriition that God is with His Church. St. Ire-
n;rus in his time was in admiration of it and he ex-
I)ressed his admiration in language of such brilliancy
and poetry as is seldom to be met with in the ven-
erable Bi.shop of Lyons. The outer and visible cause
of its diffusion and unity is the splendid organization
of the living magisterium. This magisterium was not
instituted to receive new truths, but to guard, tran.s-

mit, propagate, and preserve revealed truth from
every admixture of error, and to cause it to prevail.

Moreover the magisterium should not be considered
as external to the community of the faithful. Those
who teach cannot and should not teach .save what
they have learned themselves; those who have the
office of teachers have been chosen from among the
faithful and they first of all are obliged to believe what
they propose to the faith of others. Moreover they
usually propo.se to the belief of the faithful only the
truths of which the latter have already made more or
less explicit profession. Sometimes it is even by
sounding as it were the common sentiment of the
Church, still more by scrutinizing the monuments of

the past, that masters and theologians discover that
such and such a doctrine, perhaps in dispute, belongs
nevertheless to the traditional deposit. More than
one among the faithful may be unconscious of per-
.sonal belief in it, but if he is in union of thought with
the Church he believes implicitly that which perhaps
he declines to recognize exj^licitly as an object of his

faith. It was thus with regard to the dogma of the
Immaculate Conception before it was inserted in the
ex-plicit faith of the Church.
Hence there is between the teaching Church and the

faithful an intimate union of thought and heart. The
teaching authority loses nothing of its rights; these are
limited only from above by the very conditions of the
command which they have received. But the exer-
cise of this authority is by so much more certain and
easy as the faithful, generally, so to speak, confirm by
their adhesion the decisions of this authority: a dog-
matic definition scarcely does more than sanction the
faith alrea<ly existing in the Christian community.
The better to understand, adapt, and preserve re-

vealed truth against attacks or errors the masters in

the Church and the professors of theology naturally
appeal to all the resources offered by human science.

Among these sciences philosophy, history, languages,
philology in all its forms necessarily ha\e an impor-
tant place in the arsenal of the teaching magisterium.
With regard to theological systematizalion in par-
ticular, philosophy necessarily intervenes to a.ssist

theology bett<'r to comj)rehend revealed truth, the
better to .synthesize traditional data, and the better to
explain the dogmatic idea. In the Middle Ages a
fruitful alliance was formed between Scholxstic phi-
losophy and theology-. It may happen that philoso-
phy and the other human sciences are at variance with
theology-, the science of revealed truth. The conflict

is never in.soluble, for the true can never be opposed
to the true, nor the human truth of philosophy and
human knowledge to the supernatural truth of theol-
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ogy. But the fact remains that scientific hypothesis,

science which seeks itself, and philosophy which de-

velops itself sometimes seem in opposition to revealed

truth. In this case the teaching Church has the right,

in order to preserve traditional truth, to condemn the

assertions, opinions, and hypotheses which, although
not direct denials, nevertheless endanger it or rather

expose some souls to the loss of it. Authority has
need to be prudent in these condemnations and it is

wcU known that tlie cases are very rare when it may
be asserted with any appearance of justification that

it has not been sufficiently so, but its right to interfere

is indisjjutable for anyone who admits the Divine in-

stitution of the magisterium.
There are then between purely profane facts and

opinions and revealed truths mixed facts and opinions

which by their nature belong to the human order, but
which are in intimate contact and close connexion
with supernatural truth. These facts are called dog-
matic facts and these opinions theological opinions.

In very virtue of its mission the teaching authority

has jurisdiction over these facts and opinions; it is

even a positive truth, if not a revealed truth, that

dogmatic facts and theological opinions may also like

dogmatic trutlis themselves be the object of an infalli-

ble decision. The Church is no less infallible in

maintaining that the five famous propositions are in

Jansenism than in condemning these propositions as

heretical. A distinction must be made between dog-
matic traditions or revealed truths, pious traditions,

hturgical customs, and the accounts of supernatural
manifestations or revelations which circulate in the

world of Christian piety. When the Church inter-

venes in order to pronounce in these matters it is never

to canonize them, if we may so speak, nor to give

them an authority of faith; in such cases it claims only

to preserve them against temerarious attacks, to pro-

nounce that they contain nothing contrary to faith or

morals, and to recognize in them a human value suffi-

cient for piety to nourish itself therewith freely and
without danger.

V. The identity of revealed truth in the varieties of

formulas, systematization, and dogmatic develop-

ment; the identity of faith in the Clmrch and through
the variations of theology.—The saying of Sully Prud-
'homme is well known; "How is it that this which is

so comphcated (the 'Summa' of St. Thomas) has
proceeded from what was so simple (the Gospel)?"
In fact when we read a theological treatise or the pro-
fession of faith and anti-Modernist oath imposed by
Pius X they seem at first glance very different from
the Holy Scripture or the Apostles' Creed. On closer

study we become aware that the differences are not
irreconcilable; despite appearances the "Summa"
and the anti-Modernist oath are naturally hnked with
the Scripture and the faith of the first Christians. To
grasp thoroughly the identity of revealed truth such as

was believed in the early centuries with the dogmas
which we now profess, it is necessary to study thor-

oughly the process of dogmatic expression in the com-
plete history of dogma and theology. It is sufficient

hero to indicate its general outhnes and character-

istics. That which was shown in Scrijjture or the
Evangelic Revelation as a living reality (the Divine
Person of Jesus Christ) has been formulated in ab-
stract terms (one person, two natures) or in concrete
formulas (my Father and I are one); men passed con-
stantly from the iniphcit seen or received to the ex-

plicit reasoned and reticcted upon; they analyzed the

complex data, coiniiared the separate elements, built

uj) a system of tlic scattered trullis; tliey cleared up by
analogies of faitli aii<l the Mght of reason points which
were still obscure and fused them into a whole, in

who.se parts the data of Divine Uevelation and those

of human knowledge were .sometimes difficult to dis-

tinguish. Briefly all this led to a work of transposi-

tion, analysis, and sj-nthesis, of deduction and induc-

tion, of the elaboration of the revealed matter by
theology. In the course of this work the formulas
have changed, the Divine reaUties have become
tinged with the colours of human thought, revealed
truths have been mingled with those of science and
philosophy, but the heavenly doctrine has remained
the same throughout the varieties of formulas, sys-

tematization, and dogmatic ex-pression. It is seen at

different angles and to a certain extent with other
eyes, but it is the same truth which was presented to

the first Christians and which is presented to us
to-day.
To this identity of revealed truth corresponds the

identity of faith. What the first Christians believed
we stiU befieve; what we believe to-day they believed

more or less explicitly, in a more or less conscious
way. Since the deposit of Revelation has remained
the same, the same also, in substance, has remained
the taking possession of the deposit by the living

faith. Each of the faithful has not at all times nor has
he always explicit consciousness of all that he be-

lieves, but his implicit belief always contains what he
one day makes explicit in the profession of faith.

Certain truths, which may be called fundamental,
have always been explicitly professed in the Church,
either by word or action; others which may be called

secondary may have long remained implicit, envel-

oped, as regards their precise detail, in a more general

truth where faith did not discern them at the first

glance. In the first case at a given time uncertainties

may have existed, controversies have arisen, heresies

cropped up. But the mind of the Church, the Cath-
olic sense, has not hesitated as to what was essential,

there has never been in the Christian world that

darkening of the truth with which heretics have re-

proached it; these might have seen and they who had
eyes to see did see. On these points disputes have
never arisen among the faithful; there have some-
times been very sharp disputes, but they had to do
with misunderstandings or bore only on details of

expression.

As regards truths such as the dogma of the Immacu-
late Conception, there have been uncertainties and
controversies over the very substance of the subjects

involved. The revealed truth was indeed in the de-

posit of truth in the Church, but it was not formu-
lated in explicit terms nor even in clearly equivalent

terms; it was enveloped in a more general truth (that

e. g. of the all-holiness of Mary), the formula of which
might be understood in a more or less absolute sense

(exemption from all actual sin, exemption even from
original sin). On the other hand, this truth (the

exemption of Mary from original sin) may seem in at

least apparent conflict with other certain truths (uni-

versality of original sin, redemption of all by Christ).

It will be readily understood that in some circum-

stances, when the question is put explicitly for the

first time, the faithful have hesitated. It is even
natural that the theologians should show more hesita-

tion than the other faithful. More aware of the ap-

parent opposition between the new opinion and the

ancient truth, they may legitimately resist, while

awaiting fuller light, what may seem to them unreflect-

ing haste or unenlightened piety. Thus did St. An-
selm, St. Thomas, and St. Bonaventure in the case of

the Immaculate Conception. But the living idea of

Mary in the mind of the Church implied absolute

exemption from all sin without exception, even from

original sin; thefaithful whom theological preoccuiyi-

tions did not prevent from beholding tliis idea in its

purity, with that intuition of the heart often more
prompt and more enlightened than reasoning and re-

flected thought, shrank from all restriction and could

not suffer, according to theex))ressi(inof St. Augustine,

that there slioulil lie question of any sin wliatsoever in

connexion with Mary. Little by little the feeling of

the faithful won the day. Not, as has been said, be-
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cause the theologians, powerless to struggle against a
blind sentiment, had themselves to follow the move-
ment, but because tlieir perceptions, quickened by
the faithful and by their own instinct of faith, grew
more considerate of the sentiment of the faithful and
eventually examined the new opinion more closely in

order to make sure that, far from contradicting any
dogma, it harmonized wonderfullywith other revealed
trutlis and corresponded as a whole to the analogj' of

faith and rational fitness. Finally scrutinizing with
fresh care the deposit of revelation, they there discov-

ered the pious opinion, hitherto concealed, as far as

they were concerned, in the more general formula, and,
not satisfied to hold it as true, they declared it re-

vealed. Thus to implicit faith in a revealed truth
succeeded, after long discussions, exTilicit faith in the
same truth thenceforth shining in the sight of all.

There have been no new data, but there has been
under the impulse of grace and sentiment and the
effort of theolog\' a more distinct and clear insight

into what the ancient data contained. When the
Church defined the Immaculate Conception it defined
what was actually in the explicit faith of the faithful,

what had always been implicitly in that faith. The
same is true of aU similar cases, save for accidental
differences of circumstances. In recognizing a new
truth the Church thereby recognizes that it already
posses.sed that truth.

There is, therefore, in the Church progress of

dogma, progress of theologj', progress to a certain ex-

tent of faith it.self, but this progress does not consist

in the addition of fresh information nor the change of

ideas. What is believed has always been believed,

but in time it is more commonly and thoroughly im-
derstood and explicitly expressed. Thus, thanks to

the living magisterivmi and ecclesiastical preaching,
thanks to the living .sense of truth in the Church, to

the action of the Holy Ghost simultaneously direct-

ing master and faithful, traditional truth lives and
develops in the Church, always the same, at once
ancient and new; ancient, for the first Christians
already beheld it to a certain extent; new, because we
see it with our own eyes and in harmony with our
present ideas. Such is the notion of tradition in the
double meaning of the word; it is Divine truth com-
ing down to us in the mind of the Church and it is the
guardian.ship and transmission of this Divine truth

by the organ of the living magi.stcrium, by ecclesiasti-

cal preaching, by the profession of it made by all in

the Christian life.

The above exposition is scarcel.v more than a broad summary
of the following book: Bainvel, De Stagislerio viro et Tradilione
(Paris, 1905). The same work contains an ample bibliography of
the principal questions treated in this article. Here the follow-
ing will suffice. Among patristic documents the chief are: St.
Ihen.ecs, Contra Harests. especially III. i-iv. in P. L., VII, 843-
57; cf. Massuet, Dissert. Ill, a. I, 2. 3, P. L., vii, 243 sqq.:
TERTtJLLiAN", Dc prescriptionc hctreticomm {P. L., II, 9-74);
OmoEN. De principiis, preface (P. L.. XI, 115-21); St. Xr-
OCSTI.S'E, De dnctrina Christiana, passim, especially preface and I

(P. £,., XLII. 69-112): Idem. De raUehizandis rudihM (P. L., XL,
309-48); St. Vinxext of Lerins, Commonitorium (P. L., L,
637-86) ; cf. Bosscet, Df/ense de la Tradition et dea Saints Phrea,
passim. Many texts of the Fathers on this subject have been col-
lected in the Enchiridion patristicum of RotjET DE JotJRXEL
(Freiburg, 1911). Index Ihealogicxts, ^. v. Tradition, nn. 78-85.
The chief official documents of the ecclesiastical magisterium on
the question are collected in Denzin'GER-Baxnwart, Enchiri-
dion sj/mboiorum (11th ed.. Freiburg, 1911). Index .Systematiciis.

8. V. Rcielationis jontis. Theologians prior to the Council of
Trent treated these questions onl.v occasionally but they made
valuable observations here and there; see, for example, St.
Thomas, Contra errorea grrtcorum, I, passim; Idem, Summa, I

quiest. I, and passim; see Tahutn aurea, s. v\'. Auctoritas, 3;
Doctor, 3. 4, 5; Ecclesia. 9, Id, 11; Fidea, passim; Theologia,
passim. After the Council of Trent they devoted much atten-
tion to them, treating them ordinarily in their treatise, De fide.
Special mention must be m.ide of SIelchior Can'O, De locis

theologicis; Bellarmixs. Controrersia, 1. 1. 3 and 4: Stapleton.
Princxpiorum fidei demonetratio (2nd ed.. Paris. 1.583): Becancs,
De judice controvcrsiarum (Mainz, 1616); Perez de Atala,
De dirinie, apostnlicia atque eccle.fiasticis traditionihus (Cologne,
1549). For fuller treatment see HfHTiER. Knmenclatnr, indexes
of the different volumes, s. w. ErclesliS anctoritnti; Fides; Loci
Theologici; Traditio. In the seventeenth century the question
Wfta treated chiefly from the standpoint of Protestant con-

troversj': Bossuet often returns to this. See especially Con^
f^ence avec M. Claude: also Fragments sur diverses matih-es de con-
trocerse, under title Traditions, and al.'^o in several sections of the
correspondence with Leibniz; see finally Hi.^lnn-r .Its inriations,

passim, and especially the preface. In tli'' i iu'lit< < nth rmtury
some theologians made noteworthy efforts to -y^t-m ii \:,. :(11 these
ideas; see especiall.v Kilber in Theologia Wirr-hnrj^ nr/ , I, De
principiis Theologicis. In the nineteenth centur.\- the Icjilowing

deser\'e special mention: Perhone, Pralecliones theological, treatise

de locis theologicis; Idem, // protestantismo e la regain di fede
(French tr., Paris, 1.S54): Mohlkh. ,S:imh„UI:. Ir. S,imhi,lism (3rd
ed., London, s. d.), see esp<'. I i!'\ ;, ,i. .1 ]•.• n.r.N, /;j. Theol-
offie rfer V'or2n7 (2nd ed., M i; t: '
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der religiosen Erkenntniss; FnANZFi.iN, De ihriua traditione et

scriptura (2nd ed., Rome, 1S75; the third and fourth editions
differ only in pagination as far as concerns this subject) ; Schee-
BEN, Ilandbuch der katholischen Dogmatik, I (Freiburg, 1873);
ScHRADER, De theologia tertirtm fonte deque editio fidei testimonio
sett traditione (Paris, 1878) : Berthier, De locis theologicis (Turin,
1888); DiDioT, Logique surnaturelte subjective (Paris, IS91) ; A. de
LA Barre, La vie du dogme calhoUquc (Paris, 1898); L. De SaN,
De divina tradilio'i- •' ''/|^, 'w I'.iiil''

. 1003). Several special
points have been u-' m

!
i;i

; [
i. m^ iMses: Newman, Essay

on the Developmeu! < <

' /' 'irh ed., London, 1894);
Vacant, Etudes //<.'-;,/' :- '-

' otitutions du Concile du
Vatican (Paris, 1895), passim: Idf.m, Le magistkre ordinaire de
V^glise et ses organes (Paris, 1887) ; Salvatore di Bartolo. Nuova
esposizione dei criieri teolngici (Rome, 1904) : de la Taille,
Quelquea precisions sur la Rh^elation et le Dogme dans leurs rela-

tions orcc la progris in Etudes (20 Nov., 1904), CI, 606:d'.\les,
La tradition chretienne dans Vhisioire in Etudes (1907), CXJ,
CXII : DE Grandmaison, Le developpement du dogme chritien in

Remie pratique d'apologitique, V (1907), VI (1908); Gardeil, Le
donnl rivde et la theologie (Paris, 1910). It is well known that
several errors of the Modernists regarding the nature and role of

the ecclesiastical magisterium, the evolution of dogma and Cath-
olic tradition were condemned by Pius X in 1907 in the Decree
** Lamentabili " and the Encyclical "Pascendi". See also Pl-
nard in J.\XGEy andd'.\les. Diet, apologitique dela Foi catholique,

8. V. Dogme: Dukuanchy in Vac.^nt-Mangenot, Diet, de tlUoL

cath., s. V. Dogme.
Jean Bainvel.

Traditionalism, a philosophical system which
makes tradition the supreme criterion and rule of

certitude.

EipnsUion.—According to traditionalism, human
reason is of itself radically unable to know with cer-

tainty any truth or, at least, the fundamental truths

of the metaphj-sical, moral, and religious order.

Hence our first act of knowledge must be an act of

faith, based on the authority of revelation. This
revelation is transmitted to us through society, and
its truth is guaranteed by tradition or the general

consent of mankind. Such is the philo.sophical sys-

tem maintained chiefly, in its absolute form, by the

Vicomte de Bonald and F. de Lamennais in their re-

spective works and, with some mitigation, by Bautain,
Bonetty, Ventura, I'baghs, and the school of Louvain.

According to de Bonald, man is essentiaDy a social

being. His development comes through society;

and the continuity and progress of societj- have their

principle in tradition. Now language is the instru-

ment of sociability, and speech is as natural to man as

is his social nature itself. Language could not have
been discovered by man, for "man needs signs or
words in order to think as well as in order to speak";
that is "man thinks his verbal expression before he
verbally expresses his thought"; but originally lan-

guage, in its fundamental elements together with the
thoughts which it expresses, was given him by God,
His Creator (cf. Legislation primitive, I, ii). These
fundamental truths, absolutely neces.sary to the intel-

lectual, moral, and religious life of man, must be first

accepted by faith. They are communicated through
society and education, and warranted by tradition or

universal reason of mankind. There is no other basis

for certitude and there remains nothing, besides

tradition, but human opinions, contradiction, and
uncertainty (cf. Recherches philo.sophiques, i, ix).

The system presented by Lamennais is almost
identical with that of de Bonald. Our instruments
of knowledge, namely sense, feeling, and reason, he
says, are fallible. The rule of certitude therefore

can only be external to man, and it can consist only in

the control of the individual senses, feelings, and rea-
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soning by the testimony of the senses, feelings, and
reason of all other men; their universal agreement is

the rule of certitude. Hence, to avoid scepticism, we
must begin with an act of faith preceding all reflection,

since reflection pre-supposes the knowledge of some
truth. This act of faith must have its criterion and
rule in the common consent or agreement of all, in

the general reason {la raison gcncrale). "Such is",

Lamennais concludes, "the law of human nature",

outside of which "there is no certitude, no language,

no society, no life" (cf. Defense de I'Essai sur I'ln-

difference, xi).

The Mitigated Traditionalists make a distinction

between the order of acquisition (orilo acquisilionis)

and the order of demonstration {ordo dcmonstrationis).

The knowledge of metaphysical truths, they say, is

absolutely necessary to man in order to act reason-

ably. It must then be acquired by the child through
teaching or tradition before he can use his i-eason.

And this tradition can have its source only in a prim-
itive revelation. Hence, in the order of acquisition,

faith precedes science, \^'ith these truths, however,
received by faith, human reason is able, through reflec-

tion, to demonstrate the reasonableness of this act of

faith, and thus, in the order of demonstration, science

precedes faith (cf. Ubaghs, "Logics seu Philosophia;

rationahs elementa", 6th ed., Louvain, 1860). When
replaced in its historical surroundings, Traditionahsm
clearly apjiears as a reaction and a protest against

the rationalism of the philosophers of the eighteenth

century and the anarchic individualism of the French
Revolution. Against these errors it pointed out and
emphasized the weakness and insufficiency of human
reason, the influence of society, education, and tradi-

tion on the development of human life and institu-

tions. The reaction was extreme, and landed in the

opposite error.

Criticism.—-Since Traditionalism, in its fundamen-
tal principles, is a kind of Fideism, it falls under the

condemnation pronounced by the Church and under
the refutation furnished by reason and philosophy
against Fideism. We may, however, advance cer-

tain criticisms touching the characteristic elements
of Traditionalism. It is evident, first of all, that

authority, whatever be the way or agency in which
it is presented to us, cannot of itself be the supreme
criterion or rule of certitude. For, in order to be a
rule of certitude, it must first be known as valid, com-
petent, and legitimate, and reason must have ascer-

tained this before it is entitled to our assent (cf. St.

Thomas, I-II, Q. ii, a. 1). Without entering upon
the psychological problem of the relations between
thought and e.'cpression, and even admitting with de
Bonald that the primitive elements of thought and
language were originally given directly by God to man,
we are not forced to conclude logically with him that

our first act is an act of faith. Our first act should
rather be an act of reason, acknowledging, by natural

reflection, the credibility of the truths revealed by God.
Lamennais's criterion of universal reason or consent is

open to the same objections. First, how could uni-

versal consent or general reason, which is nothing
more than the collection of individual judgments or

of individual reasons, give certitude, when each of

these individual judgments is only matter of opinion
or each of these individual reasons is declared to be
fallible? Again, how could we in practice apply such
a criterion; that is, how could we ascertain the uni-

versality of such a judgment in the whole human
race, even if only moral univcr.'iality were required?

Moreover, what would be, in this system, the criterion

of truth, concerning matters in which the hunum mind
is not generally interested, or in the scientific prob-
lems of which it is generally ini'ompetent? But
above all, in order to give a firm and unhesitating

assent to the teaching of universal consent, we must
first have ascertained the reasonableness and legiti-

macy of its claims to our assent; that is, reason must
ultimately precede faith; otherwise our assent would
not be reasonable.

Mitigated or Semi-Traditionalism, in spite of its

apparent differences, is substantially identical with
pure Traditionalism, and falls under the same criti-

cism, since rehgious and moral truths are declared to
be given to man directly by Revelation and accepted
by him antecedently to any act of his reason. More-
over, there is no real foundation for the essential dis-

tinction between the orders of invention and demon-
stration, which is sujjposcd to distinguish Semi-Tradi-
tionalism from pure Traditionalism. The difference
between these two orders is only accidental. It con-
sists in the fact that it is easier to demonstrate a truth
already known than to discover it for the first time; but
the facilities and process used in both operations are
essentially the same, since to demonstrate a truth al-

ready known is simply to reproduce, under the guidance
of this knowledge, tlie operation performed and to
take again the path followed in its first discovery (cf.

St. Thomas, "De Veritatr", (). xi, a. 1). Semi-Tradi-
tionalism and absolute Traditinnali.sm, then, rest upon
the same fundamental crroi-, namely, that ultimately
faith precedes reason. Let us point out, however, the
partial truth contained in Traditionalism. .Against
Individualism and Rationalism, it rightly insisted upon
the social character of man, and rightly maintained that
authority and education play a large ]iart in the intel-

lectual, moral, and religious development of man.
Rightly also it recalled to the human mind the neces-
sity of respect for tradition, for the experience and
teaching it contains, to secure a true and solid progress.

I'niversal consent mayindeed be, in certain conditions,

a criterion of truth. In many circumstances, it may
furnish suggestion for the discovery of truth or afford
confirmation of the truth already discovered; but it

can ne\'er be the supreme criterion and rule of truth.

Unless we admit that our reason is of itself capable of

knowing with certainty some fundamental truths, we
logically end in scepticism—the ruin of both human
knowledge and faith. The true doctrine, as taught
by the Catholic Chiu'ch and confirmed by psychology
and history, is that man is physically and practically

able to know with certainty some fundamental truths

of the natural, moral, and religious order, but that,

although he has the physical power, he remains in the

conditions of the present life, morally and practically

incapable of knowing sufficiently all the truths of the
moral and religious order, without the help of Divine
Revelation (cf. \'atii"i!i ('cnini'il, Si-^s. Ill, cap. ii).

ZiGLiABA. .Summer ;' '

1: •: l^7i;), I, Logica. pt.

II. bk. III. i, a. 3: Ml 1 . r,i(f (4th ed.. Lou-
vain. 1900). l>k. Ill, i. :i- 1 I -IS .MI,.,,, ; i>, (tones philosophies
(Rome), Psychologia,c. tx, i\Li.KAti\,Fi/Al Vnnciples of Knowledge
(4th ed., London, 1901), xii, xiii; Lupus, Le traditionalisme et le

rationalisme (Lidge, 1859).

Georoe M. Sauv.^ge.

Traducianism (Iradux, a shoot or sprout, and more
specifically a vine branch made to take root so as to

propagate the vine), in general the doctrine that, in

the process of generation, the human spiritual soul is

transmitted to the offspring by the parents. When a

distinction is made between the terms Traducianism
and Generationisni, the former denotes the material-

istic doctrine of the tran.smission of the soul by the

organic process of generation, while the latter apjilies

to the doctrine according to which the soul of the off-

spring originates from the parental soul in some mys-
terious way analogous to that in which the organism
originates from the parent's organism. Traducian-

ism is opposed to Creationism (q. v.) or the doctrine

that everj- soul is created by God. Both, however,

against Fmanationism (q. v.) and Evolutionism

(q. v.) admit thai the first human soul originated by
creation. They differ only as to the mode of origin

of subsequent souls.

In the early centuries of the Christian Church, the
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Fathers who toucli uijou tliis question defend the

immediate creation of the soul. TertulUan, ApoUi-

naris, and a few other heretics advocate Traducianism,

but the testimony of Saint Jerome (Epist. exxvi, 1;

that "the majority of Oriental writers think that, as

the body is born of the body, so the soul is born of the

soul" seems exaggerated, as no other writer of promi-

nence is found to advocate Generationism as certain.

Saint Gregory of Xyssa, iMacarius, Rufinus, Neme-
sius, although their views on this point are not alwa,ys

clear, seem to prefer Generationism. After the rise

of Pelagianism, some Fathers hesitate between Gen-
erationism and Creationism, thinking that the former

ofTers a better, if not the only, explanation of the

transmission of original sin. Among them Saint

.\ugustine is the most important. Creationism is

held as certain by the Scholastics, with the exception

of Hugh of Saint Victor and Alexander of Hales, who
propose it merely as more probable. In recent times

Generationism has been rejected by all Catholic

theologians. Exceptions are Froschammer who de-

fends Generationism and gives to the generation of the

soul from the parents the name of secondary creation;

Klee and Ubaghs who leave the question undecided;
Hermes who favours Generationism; Gravina who ad-

vocates it; and Rosmini who asserts that the sensi-

tive soul is generated by the parents, and becomes
spiritual when God illuminates it and manifests to it

the idea of being which is the foundation of the whole
intellectual life.

From the jihilosophical point of view, the reasons
alleged in favour of Generationism have little or no
value. The jjarents are really generators of their off-

spring even if the soul comes from God, for the gen-
erative process is the condition of the union of body
and soul which constitutes the human being. A nmr-
derer really kills aman, although he does not destroy
his soul. Nor is man inferior to animals because they
generate complete living organisms, since the differ-

ence between man and animals comes from the su-

periority of the human soul and from its spiritual

nature which requires that it should be created by
God. On the other hand the reasons against Gen-
erationism are cogent. The organic process of gener-
ation cannot give rise to a spiritual substance, and to

say that the soul is transmitted in the corporeal se-

men is to make it intrinsically dependent on matter.
The process of spiritual generation is impossible.

Since the soul is immaterial and indivisible, no spir-

itual germ can be detached from the parental soul

(of. St. Thomas, "Contra gent." II, c 86; Sum. theol."
I, Q. xc, a 2, Q. cxviii, a. 2, etc.). As to the power
of creation, it is the prerogative of God alone (see

CRE.4TION', VI).
Theologicall}', corporeal Traducianism is heretical

because it goes directly against the spirituality of the
Boul. .\s to Generationism, it is certainly opposed to

the general attitude of the Church. Froschammer's
book, "Ueber den Ursprung der menschlichen Seelen ",

was condemned in 1857, and Ubaghs's opinion ex-
pres.sed in his "Anthropologiae philosophies' ele-

menta" was reproved in a letter of Cardinal Palrizi

written by authority of Pius IX to the Archbishop of

Mechlin (2 March, 1866). Moreover, Anastasius II

in a letter to the bishops of Gaul (498) condemns
Generationism (Thiel, " Epistola^ Romanorum Pon-
tificum", 634 sqq.). In the Symbol to be subscribed
toby Bishop Peter of .\ntioch (10.5.3), Leo IX declares
the soul to be "not a part of God, but created from
nothing" (Denzinger, .348). Among the errors which
the Armenians must reject, Benedict XII mentions
the doctrine that the soul originates from the soul of

the father (Denzinger, .WS). Hence, although there
are no strict definitions condemning Gener.ation-
ism as heretical, it is certainly opposed to the doc-
trine of the Church, and could not be held without
temerity.

Cdconnier, /.'dmc Au7n<n/i.- il^ii, \ I ,.,,,:. Thrnlogia
dogmaticfr compendium (Inn.sl)rni i

!>n- Phi-
losophic der VoTzeii tMunstcr. l'^' , / (New
York, London, 1910); Mebcieh. . .

i jjiu. 1903);

C. Pesch, Prctlectiones dogmaticfF , III J-r^.iburj;, 1>>9.3);T. Pesch.
Institutiones psychologic^ (Freiburg, 1S90; Scheeben, Dogmalik
(Freiburg, 1873) ; Bainvel, Parisot, Lamy in Diet, de thiologie

CQ.tholique, s. v. Ame,
C. A. DUBRAY.

Trajan, Emperor of Rome (\.v>. 98-1 17), b. at Itahca
Spain, IS September, 53; d. 7 August, 117. He was
descended from an old Roman family, and was adopted
in 97 by the Emperor Nerva. Trajan was one of the
ablest of the Roman emperors; he was stately and
majestic in ap-
pearance, had a
powerful will, and
showed admirable
consideration and
a chivalrous kind-

liness. He gained a
large amount of

territory for the
empire and laid

the foundations of

civilization all

over the provinces
by the founding
of municipal com-
munities. He es-

tablished order on
the border.s of thf

Rhine, built tln'

larger part of Ihi'

boundary wall

(limes) between
Roman and (!cr-

manic territory

from the Danube
to the Rhine, and
with great detei--

mination led two
campaigns (101-2
and 105-7) against

the Dacian king.

Decebahis, who.-^e

country he con-
verted into a new
province of the
empire. Two other provinces were conquered, al-

though neither proved of importance subsequently.
The Governor of Syria conquered Arabia Petra^a and
Trajan himself entered Armenia during the Parthian
War (114-7). In his internal administration Trajan
was incessantly occupied in encouraging commerce
and industries. The harbour of Ancona was enlarged
and new harbours and roads were constructed.
Numerous stately ruins in and around Rome give

proof of this emperor's zeal in erecting buildings for

public piirposes. The chief of the.se is the immense
Forum Traj:inum, which in size and s])lendour casts

the forums of the other emperors into the shade.
In the mi<ldle of the great open space was the colossal

equestrian st;itue of Trajan; the free area itself was
surrounded by rows of columns and nirhes surmounted
by high arches. At the end of the structure was the
Bib]io1hec;i Ulpia, in the court of which .stood the
celebrated Trajan's Column with its reliefs represent-
ing scenes in the Dacian wars. Later Hadrian built

a temple to the deified Trajan at the end of the
Forum towards the Canipus Martins.

Art and learning flourishcnl during Trajan's reign.

Among his literary ('ontciiiporaries were Tacitus,
.luvenal, and the younger Pliny with whom the em-
peror carried on an anim.ated correspondence. This
correspondence belonging to the years 111-3 throws
light on the persecution of Christians during this reign.

Pliny was legate of the double Province of Bithynia

Traja Rome
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and Pontus. In this territory he found many Chris-

tians and requested instructions from Trajan (Ep.

96). In his reply (Ep. 97) Trajan considers the con-

fession of Christianity as a crime worthy of death, but

forbids a systematic search for Christians and the
acceptance of
anonymous denun-
ciations. Whoever
shows by sacrific-

ing to the gods that

he is not a Chris-

tian is to be re-

leased. Where the
adherence to Chris-
tianity is proved
the punishment of

death is to follow.

The action he pre-

scribed rests on the

coercive power of

the police, the
right of repression

of the magistracy,

which required no
settled form of

procedure. In pur-

suance of these

orders measures
Antique Bust of Trajan

Vatican Museum

were taken against Christians in other places also.

The most distinguished martyrs under Trajan were

Ignatius, Bishop of Antioch, and Simeon, Bishop of

Jerusalem. Legend names many others, but there

was no actual persecution on a large scale and the

position of the Christians was in general satisfactory.

MeRitale. Hisl. of the Romans under the Empire (London.

1850-62), Ixiii, Ixiv; Schiller. Gesch. der romischen Kaiserzeit, I

(Gotha, 18S3), 543-94; Domaszewski. Gesch. der romischen

Kaiser. II (Leipzig, 1909), 171-86; La Bebge, Essai sur te regne

de Trajan (Paris. 1877) ; Ramsat, The Church in the Roman Em-
pire (London, 1893) ; Arnold, Studien zur Gesch. der pliniamschen

Christemerfolgung (Konigsberg, 1SS7).

Klemens Loffler.

Trajanopolis, titular metropolitan see of Rho-
dope. The city owes its foundation or restoration to

Trajan. Le Quien (Oriens Christ., I, 1193-96) men-
tions a great many of its bishops: Theodulus, perse-

cuted by the Arians in the fourth century; Syncle-

tius, the friend of St. John Chrj-sostom; Peter, present

at the Council of Ephesus in 431; Basilius at that of

Chalcedon in 451; Abundantius in 521; Eleusius in

553; Cudumenes about 1270; Germanus in 1352. In

1564 Gabriel is called Metropolitan of Trajanopolis,

that is of Maronia, which proves that Trajanopolis

was then destroyed and that the title of metropolitan

had passed to the neighbouring city of Maronia.

About 640 Trajanopolis had two suffragan sees (Gel-

zer, ''Ungedruckte . . . Texte der Notitia; episco-

patuum ", 542) ; at the beginning of the tenth century,

seven (Gelzer, op. cit., 558). St. Glyceria, a martyr
of the second century, venerated on 13 May, was
born there. The town is mentioned by Villehardouin

(ed. Wailly, 382, 568) ; it was captured and pillaged in

1206 by joannitza. King of the Bulgarians (George

Acropolita, "Hist.", XIII). It is still mentioned in

Nicephoras (Anecdota of Boissonnade, V, 279), in

John Cantacuzenus (Hist., I, 38; II, 13; III, 67), in

George Pachvmeres (ad ann. 1276, V, 6), etc. The
site of Trajanopolis was discovered by Viquesnel and
Dumont on the right bank near the mouth of the

Maritza, not far from Ouroumdjik.
Viquesnel. Voyage dans la Turquie d'Europe: description phys.

et qlolog. de la Thrace. II. 297; Dumont, Arch, dea missions scieniif..

Ill (Paris. 1876), 174; MOller. Ptolemai geographia, I, 487;
S.MITH, Did. of Greek and Roman Geog., s. v. g VaILH^

Trajanopolis, a titular see of Phrygia Pacatiana,
suffragan of Laodicea. The only geographer who
speaks of Trajanopolis is Ptolemy (V, 2, 14, 15), who
wrongly places this city in Greater Mysia. It was

founded about 109 by the GrimenothjTita?, who ob-
tained permission from Hadrian to give the place the
name of his predecessor. It had its own coins.

Hierocles (Synecdemus, 668, 15) calls it Tranopohs,
and this abridged form is found, with one e.xception,

in the "Notitia; episcopatuum", which speak of

the see up to the thirteenth century among the suf-

fragans of Laodicea. Le Quien (Oriens Christianus,

I, 803) names seven bishops of Trajanopolis: John,
present at the Council of Constantinople under the
Patriai'ch Gennadius, 459; John, at the Council of

Constantinople under Menas, 536; Asignius, at the
Council of Constant inople, 553 ; Tiberius, at the Coun-
cil in Trullo, 692; PhiUp, at Nice, 787; Eustathius, at

Constantinople, 879. Another, doubtless more an-
cient than the preceding, Demetrius, is known from
one inscription (C. I. G., 9265). TrajanopoHs has
been variously identified; the latest identification is

Radet ("En Phrygie", Paris, 1895), who locates it at

Tcharik Keui, about three miles from Ghiaour Euren
towards the south-east, on the road from Oushak to

Sousouz Keui, vilayet of Brusa, a village abounding
in sculptures, marbles, and fountains, and where the
name of the city may be read on the inscriptions.

However, Ramsay (Asia Minor, 149; Cities and Bish-

oprics of Phrygia, 595) continues to identify Tra-
janopolis with Ghiaour Euren. g P^trid^s.

Tralles, a titular see, suffragan of Ephesus in Asia
Minor. It was founded, it is said, by the Argians
and Thracians, and is situated on one of the slopes of

Mount INIessogis in the valley of the Meander; it was
one of the most populous and richest cities of Lydia.

King Attains had a splendid palace there. The
local god was Zeus Larasios, but Apollo Pythius and
other divinities were also worshipped.

Tralles was destroyed by an earthquake but was re-

built by Augustus and took thename of Caesarea. Chris-

tianity was introduced at a very early date. In his

famous letter to the Church at Tralles, St. Ignatius o.'

Antioch says that their bishop, Polybius, visited him
at Smyrna, and he puts them on their guard against

Docetism (q. v.). We see by this letter that the

Church there was aheady well organized. Among its

bishops were: Heracleon, in 431; Maximus, in 451;

Uranius, in 553; MjTon, in 692; Theophylactus, in

787; Theophanes and Theopistus, in the ninth cen-

tury; John, in 1230 (Re\-ue des etudes grecques,

Vli, SO). In 640 ("Ecthesis Pseudo-Epiphanii";

Gelzer, " Ungedriickte. . . . Texte der notitiae epis-

copatuum", 537) Tralles appears as suffragan of

Sardes in Lydia, and we know, despite Le Quien
(Oriens christ., I, 697), that it was such in 553. To-
wards 1270 Andronicus, son of Michael VHI Palseo-

logus, rebuilt and repeopled the city; it then numbered
36,000 inhabitants, but it was not long before it was
retaken and demohshed bv the Turks (Pachymeres,

"De Michaele Pateologo", \T, 20 and 21, in P. G.,

CXLIII, 929-34). The Emir Aidin then gave it the

name which it still bears, Ajidin Guzel-Hissar; it is a

sanjak of the vilavet of Smvrna, numbering 40,000

inhabitants, of whom 28,000 are Mussulmans, 10,000

Greek Schismatics, and the remainder Jews or Ar-

menians. There are 120 Cathohcs. The Mechi-

tarists of Vienna and the Sisters of St. Vincent de

Paul have two schools there. Tralles was the birth-

place of .\nthemius, the architect of St. Sophia of

Constantinople.
Le Quien, Oriens christianus, I (1740). 69.V-8; Texieb, Ane

Mineure (Paris, 1862). 279-Sl: Rayet, Milel el le golfe latmigue

(Paris. 1877). 33-116: Ledas-Waddinoton, Asie Mineure. 597-

616, 1651: Chapot. Ln prontire romaine proconsulaire d-Ane
(Paris, 1904), passim; Cuinet, La Turquie d Aste. Ill (Pans,

1892), 591-9; Pappaconstantinou, Tralles (Athens, 1895), in

Greek. g. Vailh6.

Trani and Barletta, Diocese of (Tranen. et Bar-

olen.),in Italy. The city of Trani is situated on the

Adriatic in a fertile plain, producing cereals, wine, and
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oil, which are exported in great quant ities. For a long
time, however, the port has lost the importance it had
in the time of the Norman and Angevins who fortified

it. The fishing industry is extensive. The cathedral,

in Byzantine style, was built by Canon Nicola di Trani
in 1143; its bronze gates by Barisano date from that

period. Outside the city, on a peninsula, stands the

old Benedictine Abbey of S. Maria de Colonna, con-

taining a mineral spring, the "acqua di Cristo".

Trani is built on the site of the ancient Turenum. It

grew in importance imder the Byzantines and was
taken several times by the dukes of Benevento. In
840 and 1009 it fell into the hands of the Saracens.
In the tenth and eleventh centuries it was a republic

recognizing the nominal sovereignty of Byzantium.
The "Ordinamenta et consuetude maris", published
in 1063 by the consuls of Trani is, after the "Tavole
di Amalfi", the oldest maritime commercial code of

the Middle Ages. Trani resisted the Norman invaders
energetically, but in 1073 it had to open its gates to

Pierre d'Hauteville, who assumed the title of Count of

Trani. In the twelfth century, in league with Bari,

Troia, and Melfi, it attempted to regain its ancient

freedom; and in the battle of Bigano (1137) defeated
Roger of Sicily, but two years later it had to capitu-

late. Frederick II constructed a fortress there and
made it one of the royal residences. In the Neapoli-
tan wars Trani became a place of the greatest impor-
tance, especially during the struggle between the Ara-
gonese and the Angevins. From 1497 to 1509 it was
held by Venice. Charles V established a school of

jurisprudence there. In 1647 the populace rebelled

against the nobles; in 1799 the people opposed the
republic, and the city in consequence was sacked by
the revolutionaries and the French. The legend of

St. Magnus relates that there was at Trani about the

middle of the third century a bishop, Redemptus,
who was succeeded by St. ^iagnus. The first bishop
whose date is known with certainty is Eusebius who
was present at the dedication of the Basilica of Monte
Gargano in 493. A few other names have been pre-

served like Suthinius (761) and Rodostanus (983).

Till then Trani had certainly followed the Latin Rite
and Bishop Bernardo opposed the decree of the Patri-

arch Polyeuctus (968) introducing the Greek Rite; it

is uncertain whether Joannes, who embraced the
schism of Michael Caerularius and in consequence was
deposed by Nicholas II (10.")9), belonged to the Greek
Rite. His successor was Delius, and thenceforward
Trani continued in the Latin Rite. In 1098 St.

Nicholas Pellegrino, a Byzantine bishop, died there;

under another Byzantine the new cathedral was dedi-

cated to that saint. Gramraaro was imprisoned in

Germany by Henry VI for supporting King William;
Bartolommeo Brancacci (1328) distinguished himself

on several embassies and was chancellor of the King-
dom of Naples. Mention may be made hkewise of

Cardinal Latino Orsini (143S), Cosimo Migliorati

(1479), Giovanni Castelar (1493), Giambernardo
Scotti, a Theatine (1.5.55), who introduced the Tri-

dentine reform, Cesare Lambertini, the canonist

(1.503); Diego Alvarez, O. P. (1607), the famous ad-
versary of Molina; Tommaso de Sarria, O. P. (1656),
who enlarged the seminary; Giu.seppe .\ntonio Davan-
zati (1717), who abolished many abuses. With the
See of Trani is united the ancient Diocese of Saipe
(Salapia of the Greeks), its known bishops comprising
Palladius (465) and 23 successors before the definitive

union in 1547. Another united see is that of Carnia,
which had bishops before the time of St. Gregory, who
entrusted it to the care of the Bishop of Reggio; in

649 it had a new ordinarj-, but later the city fell into

decay. The Archbishop of Trani has also the title of

Bishop of Nazareth, because when Palestine was lost

in 1190 the title of that see was transferred to Bar-
letta (the ancient BarduU), a seaport on the Adriatic,

a little south of Trani, to which diocese it then be-

XV.—
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longed. At Nazareth between 1100 and 1190 there
were eight Latin bishops; the names of the bishops
resident at Barletta before 1265 are unknown. We
may mention the following bishops: Blessed Agostino
Favorini (1431), General of the Augustinians, a learned
writer, and Maffeo Barberini (1604), later Urban VIII.
In 1455 the Diocese of Canna;, a city celebrated aa

the scene of Hannibal's victory (216 B. c), was united
with that of Nazareth. It was destroyed in 10S3 by
Robert Guiscard, with the exception of the cathedral
and the episcopal residence. At Canna; St. Liberalis

suflfered martyrdom. It had bishops in the sixth

century, for St. Gregory entrusted the see to the care

of the bishop of Siponto; its bishops are again men-
tioned after the tenth century. In 1.534 Canna> was
se|3arated from Nazareth and united to Monteverde,
but in 15.52 the united dioceses were incorporated with
Nazareth. In 1860 the See of Nazareth (Barletta)

was united with Trani, the archbislicip of wliich had
been appointed in 1818 perpetual adniini.strator of the
ancient See of Bisceglie, the scene of the glorious mar-
tyrdom of Saints Pantelemon and Sergius, whose bod-
ies repose in the cathedral. The names of fifty

bishops of Bisceglie are known. Trani has been an
archdiocese since the twelfth century. The united
dioceses contain 19 pari.shes; 98,000 inhabitants; 110
priests; 1 house of religious (men); 15 convents of

nuns; 2 schools for girls.

Cappelletti, Le rhiesr fi'Italia, XXI, 47; VaNIA, Cenno
storico delta cilia di Trani (B.arletta, 1870).

U. Benigni.

Transcendentalism.
Iranscendcntal are usnl in

as a rule, have antiilii'

to experience or the imii

(1) FortheScholasti

-The terms transcendent and
\ aridus senses, all of which,
r il ivfcTence in some way
Ill-Ill order,

tlie categories are the high-

est classes of "things that are and are spoken of".

The transcendentals are notions, such as unity, truth,

goodness, being, which are wider than the categories,

and, going beyond them, are said to transcend them.
In a metaphysical sense transcendent is opposed by
the Scholastics and others to immanent ; thus, the doc-

trine of Divine Transcendence is opposed to the doc-

trine of Divine Immanence in the Pantheistic sense.

Here, however, there is no reference to experience.

(See Immanence.)
(2) In the loosest sense of the word any philosophy

or theolog>' which laj's stress on the intuitive, the

mystical, the ultra-empirical, is said to be transcen-

dentalism. Thus, it is common to refer to the New
England School of Transcendentalism, of which men-
tion is made further on.

(3) In a stricter sense transcendentalism refers to a
celebrated distinction made by Kant. Though he ia

not consistent in the use of the terms transcendent

and transcendental, Kant understands by transcen-

dent what lies beyond the limits of experience, and by
transcendental he understands the non-empirical or

a priori elements in our knowledge, which do not

come from experience, but are nevertheless, legiti-

mately applied to the data or contents of knowledge
furnished by experience. The distinction is some-
what subtle. Vet, it may be made clear by an ex-

ample. Within the limits of experience we learn the

uniform sequence of acorn and oak, heat and expan-

sion, cold and contraction, etc., and we give the ante-

cedent as the cause of the consequent. If, now, we go
beyond the total of our experience and give God as

the cause of all things, we are using the category

"cause" in a transcendent sense, and that use is not
legitimate. If, however, to the data of sequence fur-

nished by ex^ierience we apply the a priori form
causation, we are introducing a transcendental ele-

ment which elevates our knowledge to the rank of

universal .and necessarj* truth: "Every effect has its

cause." Kant, as ha.s been said, does not always ad-

here to this distinction. We may, then, understand
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transcendent and transcendental to refer to those ele-

ments or factors in our knowledge which do not come
from experience, but are known a priori. Empirical
philosophy is, therefore, a philosophy based on experi-

ence alone and adhering to the realm of experience in

obedience to Hume's maxim, '"Tis impossible to go
beyond experience. " Transcendental philosophy, on
the contrary, goes beyond experience, and considers
that philosophical speculation is concerned chiefly, if

not solely, with those things which lie beyond ex-

perience.

(4) Kant himself was convinced that, for the theo-
retical reason, the transcendental reality, the thing-
in-itself, is unknown and unknowable. Therefore, he
defined the task of philosophy to consist in the exam-
ination of knowledge for the purpose of determining
the a priori elements, in the .systematic enumeration
of these elements, or forms, and the determination of

the rules for their legitimate application to the data
of experience. Ultra-empirical reality, he taught, is

to be known only by the practical reason. Thus, his

philosophy is critical transcendentalUm . Thus, too,

he left to his successors the task of bridging over the
chasm between the theoretical and the practical rea-

son. This task they accomplished in various ways,
eliminating, transforming, or adapting the transcen-
dent reality outside us, the thing-in-itself, and estab-
lishing in this way different transcendentalisms in

place of the critical transcendentalism of Kant.
(.5) Fichte introduced Egoistic Transcendentalism.

The subject, he taught, or the Ego, has a practical as

well as a theoretical side. To develop its practical

Bide along the line of duty, obligation, and right, it is

obliged to posit the non-Ego. In this way, the
thing-in-itself as opposed to the subject, is eliminated,

because it is a creation of the Ego, and, therefore, all

transcendental reality is contained in self. / am I,

the original identity of self with itself, is the expres-

sion of the highest metaphysical tnith.

(6) Schelling, addressing himself to the same task,

developed Transcendental Absolutism. He brought
to the problems of philosophy a highly spiritual im-
aginativeness and a scientific insight into nature
which were lacking in Kant, the critic of knowledge,
and Fichte, the exponent of romantic personalism.
He taught that the transcendental reality is neither

subject nor object, but an Absolute which is so inde-

terminate that it may be said to be neither nature nor
spirit. Yet the Absolute is, in a sense, potentially

both the one and the other. For, from it, by gravity,

light, and organization, is derived spirit, which slum-
bers in nature, but reaches consciousness of self in the
highest natural organization, man. There is here a
hint of development which was brought out explicitly

by Hegel.

(7) Hegel introduced Idealistic Transcendentalism.
He taught that reality is not an unknowable thing in

itself, nor the subject merely, nor an absolute of in-

difference, but an absolute Idea, Spirit, or Concept
(Bejn^) , whose essence is development {das Werdcn),
and which becomes in succession object and subject,

nature and spirit, being and essence, the soul, law,

the state, art, science, religion, and philosophy.

In all these various meanings there is preserved a
generic resemblance to the original signification of the
term transcendentalism. The transcendentalists one
and all, dwell in the regions beyond experience,

and, if they do not condernn experience as untrust-

worthy, at lesist they value ex-perience only in so far

as it is elevated, sublimated, and transformed by the
application to it of transcendental i)rinciples. The
fundamental epistoinologic'd error of Kant, that

whatever is universal and necessary cannot come froin

experience, runs all through the transceiuli'iilalist

philosophy, and it is on epistemological grounds that

the transcendentalists are to be met. This was the

stand taken in Catholic circles, and there, with few

exceptions, the doctrines of the transcendentalists
met with a hostile reception. The exceptions were
Franz Baader (1765-1841), Johann Frohschammer
(1821-1893), and Anton Gunther (178.5-1863), who,
in their attempt to "reconcile" Cathohc dogma with
modern philosophical opinion, were influenced by the
transcendentalists and overstepped the boundaries of
orthodoxy. It may without unfairness be laid to the
charge of the German transcendentalists that their
disregard for ex-perience and common sense is largely
accountable for the discredit into which metaphysics
has fallen in recent years.

New England transcendentalism, sometimes called
the Concord School of Philosophy, looks to William
EUery Channing (1780-1842) as its founder. Its
principal representatives are Amos Bronson Alcott
(1799-1888), Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803-1882),
Theodore Parker (1810-1860), Frederick Henry
Hedge (lSO.5-1890), George Ripley (1802-1880), and
Margaret Fuller (1810-18.50). It had its inception in

the foundrition of the Transcendental Club in 1836.
The chief influences discernible in its literary output
are German philosophy, French sociology, and the re-

action against the formalism of Calvinistic theology.
Its sociological and economic theories were tested in

the famous Brook Farm (1841), with which the names
just mentioned and those of several other dis-

tinguished .\mericans were associated.
For the history of Gprman transcendentalism see Ueberweg,

Hist, of Philosophy, tr. Morris (New York, 1892); Falckenbero,
Hist, of Modern Philosophy, tr. .\rmstronq (New York, 1893);
Turner, Hist, of Philosophy (Boston, 1903) ; Stockl, Gesch. der
Phil. (Mainz, 1888). For New England transcendentalism see
Frothingham. Transcendentalism in New England (New York,
187(5); CoDMAN, Brook Farm (Boston, 1S94).

William Turner.

Transept, a rectangular space inserted between
the apse and nave in the early Christian basilica.

It sprang from the need of procuring sufficient space
for the increased number of clergy and for the proper
celebration of the service. The length of the rec-

tangle either equals the entire breadth of the nave, as
in Santa Maria Maggiore and Santa Croce at Rome,
or it exceeds this breadth more or less, so that the
transept extends bej'ond the walls of the nave. The
transept, though, is not peculiar to the Roman ba-
silica, as was for a long time believed; it is also to

be found in the churches of Asia Minor, as at Sagalas-
sos. Beside this first form, in which the apse was
directly united with the transept, there were to be
found in Asia Minor and Sicily, even in the early

era, a number of churches of a second form.
These were formerly considered to belong to the
medieval period, because they were not fuUy de-
veloped until the Middle Ages. This is the cross-

shaped or cruciform church, over the origin of which
a violent literary controversy raged for a long time.

In the cruciform design the transept is organically

developed from the structure. It contains three

squares which in height and breadth correspond to

that of the main nave. Beyond the central square,

called the bay, and connected with it is a fourth

square, the choir, and beyond, and connected with
the choir, is the apse; in this way the cruciform shape
of the church is produced. The transept generally

terminates towards the north and south in a straight

line. Still there are a number of churches, especially

in Germany, that end in a .semicircular or triple

conch shape. Strzygowski thinks he has found the

model of this style of structure in the Roman imperial

palace; this form of transept is found in as early a
church as that of the Virgin at Bethlehem erected

by Constantine.
.\ favourite method in the Romanesque style was

to construct small :ip.ses opening into the transept

to the right and left of the choir. In the churches of

the Cistercians and of the mendicant orders these

small apses were transformed at a later date into
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numerous chapels, as at Santa Croce at Florence.

The prototype of this design can also be proved to

have existed in the East and the districts under its

influence. The doubling of the transept, however,

seems to have been peculiar to Western architecture;

this type of transept appeared both in the Roman-
esque and in the Gothic periods, although the manner
of producing it varied greatly. Many Romanesque
churches are constructed at the west end the same
as at the east, that is, the west end also contains a
transept and choir. The earliest known church with

this double transept is the eighth-century church

of St-Riquier at Centula in France. The style was
also adopted in the Church of St. Pantaleon at Co-
logne (981), and almost at the same time by Mittel-

zell on the island of Reichenau in Lake Constance,

and in many other churches. The west transept

disappeared in Gothic architecture, excepting that

in England some of the great cathedrals have a

second, short transept added to the east choir, as

at Salisbury. Gothic architecture also emphasized

the choir by giving it in the large cathedrals three

ai.sles; in this way very beautiful vistas are produced.

In the effort to" gain large, well-lig)ited .spaces the

architecture of the Renai.ssance and the Baroque
periods enlarged the transept and covered the bay
with a cupola which caused the transept to dominate
the entire structure.
Graf. Opus fnlnciaenum (Stuttgart, 1878); Strztoowski,

Klemnsicn {I.eipng, 1003).

Beda Kleinschmidt.

Transflgviration.^The Transfiguration of Christ

is the culminating point of His public life, as His
Baptism is its starting-point, and His Ascension its

end. Moreover, this glorious event has been re-

lated in detail by St. Matthew (xvii, 1-6), St. Mark
(ix, 1-8), and St. Luke (ix, 28-36), while St. Peter

(II Pet., i, 16-18) and St. John (i, 14), two of the

privileged witnesses, make allusion to it. About a

week after His sojourn in CiEsarea Philippi, Jesus

took with him Peter and James and John and led

them to a high mountain apart, where He was trans-

figured before their ravished eyes. St. Matthew and
St. Mark express this phenomenon by the word
licTffwpipiidri^ which the Vulgate renders IrnnnfiquraUis

est. The Synoptics explain the true meaning of the

word by adding "his face did shine as the sun: and
his garments became white as snow", according to the

Vulgate, or "as light", according to the Greek text.

This dazzhng brightness which emanated from His

whole Body was produced by an interior shining of

His Divinity. False Judaism had rejected the

Messias, and now true Judaism, represented by Moses
and Elias. the Law and the Prophets, recognized and
adored Him, while for the second time God the Father
proclaimed Him His only-begotten and well-beloved

Son. By this glorious manifestation the Divine
Master, who had just foretold His Passion to the
Apostles (Matt., xvi, 21), and who .spoke with Moses
and Elias of the trials which awaited Him at .Jerusa-

lem, strengthened the faith of his three friends and
prepared them for the terrible struggle of which they
were tO'be witnes.ses in Gethsemani, by giving them a
foreta,ste of the glory and heavenly delights to which
we attain by suffering.

Already in Apostolic times the mount of the
Tran.sfiguration had become the "holy mount"
(II Pet., i, 18). It seems to have been known by the
faithful of the country, and tradition identified it

with Moimt Thabor. Origen s.aid (\.t>. 2.^1 -.51)

"Thabor is the mountain of Galilee on which Christ
was transfigured" (Conim. in Ps. Ixxxviii, 13).

In the next century St. Cyril of Jerusalem (Catech.,
II, 16) and St. .lerome (Ep. xlvi, ad Marcel.; Ep.
viii, ad Paulin.; Ep. cviii, ad Eu.st.) likewise declare it

categorically. Later St. Proculus, Patriarch of

Constantinople (d. 447; Orat. viii, in Transfig.),

Agathangelus (Hist, of Armenia, II, xvii), and Amo-
bius the Younger (d. 460; Comm. in Ps. Ixxxviii, 13)
say the same thing. The testimonies increase from
century to centui-y without a single dissentient note,
and in 5.53 the Fifth Council of Constantinople
erected a see at Mount Thabor (Notitia; Antioch.
. . . patriarch.). Some modern WTiters claim that the
Transfiguration could not have taken place on Mount
Thabor, which, according to Josephus, was then sur-

mounted by a city. This is incorrect; the Jewish
historian speaks neither of a city nor a village; he
simply fortified, as he repeats three times, "the
mount called Itabyrion" ("Bell. Jud.", II, xx, 6; IV, i,

8; "Vita", 37). The town of Atabyrion of Polybius,

the Thabor or Celeseth Thabor, the "flank of

Thabor" of the Bible, is situated at the foot of Mount
Thabor. In any case the presence of houses on a
wooded height would not have made it impossible
to find a place apart. It is again objected that Our
Lord was transfigured on Mount Hermon, since He
was at that time in its vicinity. But the Synoptics
are all expUcit concerning the lapse of time, six days,
or about eight days including those of departure and
arrival, between the discourse in Caisarea and the
Transfiguration, which would infer a somewhat
lengthy journey. Moreover the summits of Hermon
are covered with snow as late as June, and even the
lesser peaks of 4000 or 5000 feet are likewise snow-
covered in February and March, the period of the
Transfiguration. Finally, the ancients judged of the

height of mountains by their appearance, and Thabor
especially was considered a "high mountain", if not
by David and Jeremias, at least by Origen and St.

Jerome and the pilgrims who made the ascent.

Knabenbaueb. Comment, in Evang. S. Matth. (Paris, 1895);
Robinson. Biblical Researches in Palesline. Ill (Boston. 1841);
DiDON, Jesus-Christ (Paris, 1891); Meistermann, Le mont
Thabor (Paris, 1900).

Barnabas Meistermann.

Transfiguration of Christ, F^ast op, 6 August,
double second class, celebrated to commemorate the
manifestation of the Divine glory recorded by St.

Matthew (xvii). The Armenian bishop Gregory
Arsharuni (about 690) ascribes the origin of this feast

to St. Gregory the Illuminator (d. 337?), who, he says,

substituted it for a pagan feast of Aphrodite called

Vnrlavarh (roseflame), retaining the old api)cllation of

the feast, because Christ opened His glory like a rose

on Mount Thabor. It is not foun<l however in the
two ancient Armenian calendars printed by Cenybeare
(Aimenian Ritual. 527 sq.). It probably originated,

in the fourth or fifth century, in place of some pagan
nature-feast, somewhere in the highlands of Asia.

The Armenians at present keep it for three days as

one of the five great feasts of the year (seventh Sun-
d.ay after Pentecost); it is preceded by a fast of six

days. Also in the Syriac Church it is a feast of the

fir.st class. In the Greek Church it has a vigil and an
octave. The Latin Church was slow in adopting this

feast; it is not mentioned before S.50 (Martyrology of

Wandelbert, Gavanti, "Thcs.'iurus litiu-g". H, Au-
gust); it was adopted in the lit ui-gyabciut t lie tenth cen-

tury in many dioceses, and was celcljrated mostly on
6 Aug.; in Gaul .and England, 27 July; .at Meissen,

17 March; at Halberst.adt, 3 Sept., etc. (Grotefend,

"Zeitrechnung", 11,2,80; Ebner, "Mi.ssale R. Iter

llalicum"). In 14.56 Callixtus III extended the feast

to the Universal Church in memory of the victory

gained by Hvmyady at Belgrade over the Turks, 6
Atig., 1456. Callixtus himself composed the Office.

It is the titular feast of the Later.tn Basilica at Rome;
as such it was raised to a double secoml ilass for the

Universal ('hurch, 1 Nov., 1011. On this day the [wpe
at Mass uses new wine or presses a bunch of ripe grapes

into the ch.alice; raisins are also blessed at Rome
(Hampson, "Cal. medii »vi", II, 176). The Greeks
and Russians bless grapes and other fruit.
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Kellner, Heortology (St. Louis, 1908), 105 sq.: Nilles,

Kaiendarium manuale (Innsbruck, 1896); Prince Maximilian
OF Saxovv, Liturg. orieritaks (Freiburg, 1908), 215; Maltzew,
Menologium (Berlin, 1901), 11. 666 sq.

F. G. HOLWECK.

Translation of Relics. See Relics.

Transmigration of Souls. See Metempsy-
chosis.

Transubstantiation. See Eucharist.

Transvaal, Vicariate Apostolic op the, lies be-

tween 23° 3' and 27° 30' S. lat., and 25° and .32° E.

long. The total population is approximately esti-

mated at 960,000, consisting of about 320,000 whites

and 640,000 natives. The agricultural and pastoral

resources of this portion of South Africa are great, the

vast roUing plains being capable of raising almost un-

limited quantities of cereals. Stock-raising can also

be pursued to great advantage. The discovery of

gold in the Transvaal has brought about a large influx

of British immigrants, who have developed the min-

eral resources of the country. Since the tipae of the

"Great Trek" (1S3.5-38) of the emigrant Dutch farm-

ers from Cape Colony, several wars have been waged
between the Boers, natives, and British. But streams

of Boer immigrants succeeded in repelling the natives,

and in gradually securing their own independence.

In 1850 the British were engaged in a lengthy and
costly war with the Kafirs, during which the Boers

took advantage of the situation to demand the recog-

nition of their independence; this was granted to

them by the Sand River Convention, 17 Jan., 1852,

and Great Britain gave up the Orange River Sov-

ereignty in 1834, which they had proclaimed in 1848

after the battle of Boomplaats. In 1876 the Boers

were defeated by the Kafirs, and Great Britain, afraid

of a general rising of the natives throughout South
Africa, deemed it expedient to annex the countrj',

which was done, 12 April. 1877. A new war, however,

broke out between British and Boers, in which the

former were defeated, 27 Feb., 1881, and the Boers re-

covered their independence, which they enjoyed until

the outbreak of the war in Oct., 1899, which

resulted in their defeat and the final annexation of the

country to the British Empire.

The Transvaal formed a portion of the Vicariate of

Natal until 1886. From time to time the few Catho-

lics residing in this part of South Africa were visited

by a priest from Natal, till 1877, when the first mis-

sion was founded in Pretoria by the Right Rev. Dr.

Jolivet, O.M.I. The first church in the Transvaal

was not, however, completed until the first Sunday of

October, 1887, when it was dedicated by Bishop Joli-

vet. At that time the number of Catholics at Pre-

toria was about 100. In the other locaUties of the

Transvaal the Catholic population was insignificant.

Johannesburg, which has at the present day a popu-

lation of about 130,000, including about 80,000 Euro-

peans and 50,000 natives and Asiatics, was then

hardly in existence. The Catholic population is

about 9500, Europeans, natives, and Syrians included.

The Transvaal was detached from Natal in 1886

by Leo Xlll. It remained an independent prefecture

Apostolic tiU 29 Jan., 1902. The first prefect Apos-

tohc was the Very Rev. Father Monginoux, O.M.I.,

who was succeeded by Very Rev. Father Schock,

O.M.I., who died on his way to the chapter of his

order held in Paris in 1898. Until 29 Jan., 1902,

Father Jean de Lacv, O.M.I., acted as prefect Apos-

tolic. Then tlie Right Kev. Dr. Matthew Gaughran,

O.M.I., was elected Vicar Apostohc of Kimberley, and
administrator of the Transvaal prefecture. On 20

Nov., 1904, the prefecture Apostohc of the Trans-

vaal became a vicariate, and the Right Rev. Dr. Wil-

liam Miller, O.M.I., was consecrated Bishop of

Eumenia, and Vicar Apostolic of the Transvaal. He
resides at Johannesburg. (See Kafirs.)

On 13 Jan., 1911, the northern portion of the
Vicariate of the Transvaal, including the two districts

of Zoutpansberg and Waterberg, lying between 24°

and 23° S. lat., and between 28° and .32° E. long, was
erected into a prefecture Apostohc, under the title of

Prefecture Apostohc of the Northern Transvaal, and
entrusted to the care of the Benedictines, with the
Very Rev. Father Lanslots, O.S.B., as prefect Apos-
tolic. The missionaries number at the present 6
fathers and 3 lay brothers, all of whom are natives of

Belgium. Through the erection of the new prefec-
ture Apostohc, the boundaries of the Vicariate of the
Transvaiil have been altered. They are at present
delimited by 25° and .32° E. long., and 27° S. lat.

(north of the Orange River Colony) and 28° S. lat.

(west of the same Colony).
There are at present (1911) in the Vicariate of the

Transvaal: 27 priests (13 of whom are Oblates, 12 sec-

ular, 2 military chaplains) ; and 1 Oblate lay brother
and 20 Marist Brothers, who conduct a very prosper-
ous school at Johannesburg; also other schools, a sana-
torium, a refuge, a hospital, and a home for children

and aged, are under the management of various re-

ligious congregations, viz., the Sisters of the Holy
Family; Sisters of Nazareth House; Dominican Sis-

ters; Sisters of the Good Shepherd; Sisters of Mercy;
Ursuline Sisters; and Sisters of Loreto; making a
total number of 147 Sisters for the whole vicariate.

Missiones calliolic(E (Rome, 1907). 444-45; The Catholic
Directory of British South Africa (Cape Town. 1910).

A. Langouet.

Transylvania, the south-eastern part of Hungary,
called in German "Siebenbtirgen", apparently from
the old name of the City of Hermannstadt, once known
as Sibinburg; in Hungarian the name is "Erdely"
(cf. maps to article Austro-Hungari.an Monarchy).
At the beginning of the Christian era what is now

Transylvania was inhabited by Dacians, a Thracian
people. In the second half of the first century King
Decebalus united the various tribes of the Dacians
into a homogeneous kingdom. He maintained his

independence in successful battles against the Romans
and forced the Emperor Domitian to agree to a dis-

graceful peace. Trajan conquered the country dur-

ing the years 101-7 and made it a Roman pro\-ince.

From 260 Dacia swarmed with Goths and the Em-
peror Aurelian abandoned the country to them.
During the great migrations the Goths were followed

by the Huns; after the death of Attila the Huns were
followed by the German Ciepids; these were succeeded

by the Avars, the Petclienegs, and other tribes.

Finally in the eleventh century tlie Magyars suc-

ceeded in getting control of Transylvania and were
ruled by petty independent princes. In 1003 King
St. Stephen, the organizer of Hungarian Christianity,

overthrew the last of these princes. Stephen's

successor gradually gained the greater part of the

country. It was intended that Transylvania should

be the bulwark of western civihzation against the

onslaught of the barbarian hordes of the East. With
this purpose in view the Hungarian kings brought
German colonists into Transylvania. In the medi-
eval charters these settlers were called Saxons, a name
that is still ret.ained. In 1211 King Andreas gave
what is called Burzenland, that is the country sur-

rounding Kronstadt, to the Teutonic Knights, who
settled German peasants on it and built numerous
citadels, as the Kreuzburg, Marienburg, the fortified

ca.stles of Ho.senau, Ikwau, etc. When in 1224 the

Teutonic Knights placed their possessions under
the control of the ])opc the king revoked his gift,

and sought to drive the order out by force. The next

year the order left Burzenland; having been sum-
nioncd by Duke Konrad of Kujavien into the dis-

trict surrounding the jiresent Kulm to fight against

the heathen Prussians. Notwithstanding the with-

drawal of the knights the region preserved its
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German character, for Saxons had settled also in

Burzenland. The manufacturing German towns

that sprang up in the district became centres of a

flourishing civilization and the main props of the Hun-
garian authority. The Magj-ars in Transylvania

were ruled bj- a voi\ode, while the Germans formed

a separate nation who were governed by the Count
of Saxony. A third nation, the Szcklers in Szeklcr-

land, apparently a branch of the Magyars, had a gov-

ernor or Ge:iijnrin of tlieir own. The \\'allachians or

Rumanians [Btaci), who had settled in various parts

of the country, were not on a pohtical equahty with

the others; they appear chiefly as tenants of the

great Hungarian landowners.
As one of the frontier bulwarks of Hungary,

Transylvania was often obliged to defend itself

against the incursions of foreign tribes. Thus it

had to contend against the Kunianis and Tatars who
traversed, in the thirteenth century, almost the whole
of eastern Europe, plundering and burning as they

went, and who in the years 1241-42 devastated the

whole of Transylvania. The country also, for more
than a century, resisted successfully the attacks of

the Turks, who from the fifteenth century repeatedly

forced their way into Transylvania along the rivers

Danube and Maros. The numerous fortified castles

of the country, the fortified churches, and the church
strongholds, that are a pecuhar feature of Tran.syl-

vania, belong chiefly to this period of the incursions

of the Tatars and Turks. The devastation wrought
by the Turks, the misery that followed their incursions,

and a revolt of the peasants led to a union of the

three nations. This union was formed in 1437 for

the common protection and defence of the country,

utterly neglected by the Hungarian government.
Even at this early date the alhance led to the growth
of the idea of separation from the mother-country.
This took place in the sixteenth century, and was
due to the successful advance of the Turks. In 1.526

the Hungarian King Louis II, a member of the Jagel-

lon dyna.sty, was kiUed in the battle against the

Turks at Mobiles. A part of the Htmgarian nobihty
elected the Archduke Ferdinand I, brother of the

Emperor Charles V, as King of Hungary, on account
of a treaty of succession made by Waladislaus, father

of King Louis; while another faction elected John
Ziipolya, Count of Zips. During the struggle be-
tween these two parties the Turks conquered almost
the whole of Hungarj', with the exception of the
northern and extreme western sections. Transyl-
vania now separated from Hungary, at this time under
the rule of the Hab.sburgs, and John Zapolya made it

an independent principaUty, although under Turkish
suzerainty.
The separation from the rest of the empire of the

Habsburgs was greatly aided by reUgious discord.
On account of the active intercourse between the
Holy Roman Empire and the Germans, in particular,

of Transylvania, the writings of Luther and the other
Reformers were circulated in Transylvania as early
as 1.521, and the new doctrine spread rapidly, espe-
cially among the nobility, who meant to seize the lands
belonging to the Church. Zapolya's revolt against
Ferdinand, the secularizing in 1.5.56 of the Diocese of
Weissenburg by the nobles, and the lack of priests,

all were of advantage to Protestantism. In 1.544 the
whole Saxon nation decided to adopt the Augsburg
Confession, which in 1.5.57 was placed on a parity
with the Catholic Church. From the year 1.5.54 the
teachings of Calvin also gained ground in Transyl-
vania, and in 1.564 Calvinism received full recogni-
tion and was placed on a parity with the two other
denominations. During the reign of John Sigmund,
son of John Ziipolya, the doctrines of Socinus also
spread in Transylvania and the adherents of these
teachings, the I'nitarians, were granted the free

exercise of their religion in 1.571. In addition, there

were also Anabaptists and other sects in the country.
Consequently the Catholic Faith declined more and
more, its members became the minority of the popu-
lation, and were robbed of nearly all their Cliurch
lands. The exercise of the Catholic worship was
forbidden in a large part of the land, and the diocese

was only nominalh' filled for over a century and a
half. In 1579 Prince Christopher Bathory called in

the Jesuits for the protection of the Catholic Faith,

but they were driven away in 1.588, and all their

later attempts to return were frustrated by force.

The period of the Turkish suzerainty over Transyl-
vania lasted for a century and a half. During this

era the country was nominally a constitutionally

governed principahty, for the prince had the adminis-
trative aid of a Council of State and a diet, but in

reahty the nobihty governed, as they had the right

to the free election of a successor after the death of

the ruhng prince. Yet this right was often illusory

on account of the pressure exercised by the Turks.
A number of the princes of this era gained reputation

by the part they took in European affairs. Among
these were: John Sigmund Zdpolya (1.541-70),

Stephen Bilthory (1571-75), afterwards King of

Poland; Signiund Biithory (1581-1602), Bethlen
Gabor (162.5-29), the two rulers named George
Rd,k6czy (1630-61), who were allies of France in the
Thirty Years War, and Michael I Apdfy (1662-90).
The feehng constantlj' grew in Transylvania that the

supremacy of the Turks, who repeatedly interfered

in the internal affairs of the country, was discredit-

able. This and the influence of a strong party in

favour of the Habsburgs, which had always existed

in the country, led several times to the union of

Transylvania with the Austrian monarchy, as in the
years 1551-56, and 1598-1602. The final connexion
with Austria was brought about by the successful

advance of the imperial army after the second siege

of Vienna by the Turks in 1683, and the reconquest
of Hungary by Austria in 1684-85. Transylvania
was separated from Turkey and the oath of loyalty to

Leopold I as King of Hungary was confirmed by
several treaties between the emperor and the Transyl-
vanian estates, the most important of which was the
Leopoldine Diploma of 4 December, 1691. On his

side Leopold recognized all the rights of the three
political nations of Transylvania and confirmed the
former liberties of the four confessions recognized
in Transylvania. In 1697 Prince Michael II Apdfy
renounced all his rights for a pension and the title of

a prince of the empire, while the Porte withdrew all

claims to Transylvania in the Peace of Karl6witz
(1699). In this way Transylvania was once more
won for the Hungarian Crown and the Habsburg
dynasty. The Hungarian revolt under Francis II

Rdk6czy threatened the loss of Transylvania again,

as his adherents proclaimed him ruler of the princi-

pality (1704), but after a few years the revolt was
8uppre.ssed.

Under the rule of Austria the country was made a
separate crown land. The ruler of Austria who was
Prince of Transylvania did not reside in the coimtry,
consequently, the Transylvanian Hoyal Chancellery
(Eiceha CanceUaria regia Transylyania Aulica) was
formed at Vienna as the chief authority for the exer-

cise of the princely rights. Its head was a chancel-

lor and the orders of the chancellery were imperative
upon the royal board of government (Excelsum
regium Guhernium) which had been established at
Hermannstadt in 1713, and which was moved to

Klausenburg in 1790. This board directed the
administration of the country, supervised the churches
and schools, and formed the supreme court. Laws
were i.s.sued by the ruler in conjunction with a Diet
consisting of one chamber. In 1765 Maria Theresa
raised the principality to the rank of a grand princi-

pality, by which nothing, in reality, was changed.
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Greek V? Cathedral of the

Karlsburg, Transylv

In 1715 the Catholic Diocese of Transylvania was 7 by the bishop. In 1912 the diocese contained: 16

re-estabhshed with its see at Karlsburg. Thus for a archdeaconeries, 229 parishes, 398 secular priests, 226
century and a half Tran.sylvania formed a distinct regular priests, 354,145 Cathohcs, 2 houses of Minor-

crown land of the Austrian monarchy, and was ites with 29 members; 24 houses of Franciscans with

independent of Hungary. This arrangement was 153 members; 1 of the Piari.sts with 44 members; 1 of

fundamentally changed by the Hun-
garian Revolution of 184S-49. As
early as the decade 1830-40, the

desire for the union of Transylvania

with Hungary was constantly and
increasingly expressed in Hungary.
These efforts failed, however, on
account of the opposition of the

Saxons, who fought energetically for

political independence from Hungary
and municipal self-administration.

Nevertheless, despite the opposition

of the Saxons, the union with revo-

lutionary Hungary was proclaimed

in the Transylvania Diet on 30 May,
1848, and thus Transylvania became
involved in the defection from the

Habsburg dynasty. After the sup-
pre.ssion of the revolt with the aid

of Russia the supremacy of the

Austrian Crown was absolute in

Transylvania, as in Hungary, dur-

ing the years 1849-60, after which
the country received the right of

self-administration once more, and
the chancellery for Transylvania was formally re-

established at "Vienna. By the treaty of adjustment
between Austria and Hungary in 1867 the Magyar
efforts for the control of Transylvania met with com-
plete success. Its independence as a crown province

was annulled and it was united with Hungary. The
Transylvanian chancellery at Vienna and the supreme
court at Klausenburg were abolished, the Transyl-

vanian Diet was dissolved,

the municipal independ-
ence of the Saxons was
destroyed, and in 1876 the

country was divided into

fifteen counties. Since

then Transylvania has been
nothing more than a Hun-
garian province and the

non-Hungarian part of the

population, the Germans
and Rumanians, are at

the mercy of an arbitrary

Magyarization by the
Hungarian government.
The area of Transylva-

nia is 21,578 .sq. m.; in

1900 its population was
2,476,998. Of this num-
ber, as regards religion,

13.3 per cent were Catho-
hcs of the Latin Rite, 28.2

per cent Uniats of the

Greek and Armenian
Rites; 30.3 per cent Or-
thodox Greeks; 14.7 per

cent members of the
Reformed Church; 9 per
cent Lutherans; 2.0 per ucm. i.^ii..<i...»no, -.* -^j— .-.....— ,-— -

, „,..i,„f

per cent Jews. According to nationahties, 32.9 ongmal limits of the diocese varied somewhat

per cent were Magyars; 9.3 per cent, German; 56.5 from the present boundaries, as they included

per cent, Rumanians; 1.1 per cent, Serbs; the re- the County of Mdrmaros, while the proyost-

mainder wore mainlv Gypsies or Armenians. There ship of Szeben was exenipt and some parts of the

exists for the Catholics of the Latin Rite the Diocese Szekler countr>' were subject to the bishop ot iviil-

of Transylvania with its see at Karlsburg. Since kovia in Rumania. The bishops received rich dona-

1897 the bishop has been Gustav Karl, Count Maj- tionsfrom King Bi^la R
,
Charles Robert Louis I. and

Idth von Szfkhelv, a member of the Hungarian House Sigismund. The diocese suffered greatly during the

of Lords The" cathedral chapter consists of ten reign of BC-la IV from the Tatar inv;ision, and (hiring

members, of whom 3 are appointed bv tlie king, and the <-ivil disturbances under his successors, but re-

Mechitarist monks with li mem-
bers; 9 of Franciscan nuns with 187
Sisters; 4 of Sisters of Mercy with
56 Sisters; 1 of Ursuline nuns with
37 Sisters. There are 229 parish
churches and 2200 dependent
churches. The Uniat Catholics
have the Archdiocese of Alba Julia

Fogaras and its suffragan the Dio-
cese of Armenierstadt. The Ortho-
dox Greeks are under the direction

of the Oriental Greek Rumanian
Archdiocese at Hermannstadt. The
Reformed, or Protestants of the
Helvetic Confession, are under the
bishop at Klausenburg; the Luther-
ans are under the bishop at Her-
mannstadt; the Unitarians have a
representative consistory at Klaus-
enburg.

The bibliography is given by Krones,
Handhuch der Gesch. Oeslerreichs (5 vols.,

Berlin. 1880-81), passim, and in Zimmeb-
MANN AND Werner, UrkuTid'enbuch zur Gesch,
der Deutscken in Siebenbiirgen, II (3 vols.,

Hermannstadt, 1892-1902), 536-43. Most
important works: Bedeus von Scharberg, Die Verfassung des

Grosshenogtuma Siebenbiirgen (Vienna, 1844); Schijler-Liblot,
Hiebenbiirgische Rechtsgesch. (2nd ed.. 3 vol.s.. Hermannstadt. 1868) ;

Urkuridenbuch z. Gesch. Siebenbiirgens, ed. Teutsch and Firn-
haber (Vienna, 1857) : Monumenta comitialia regni Transsyl-

mniie (21 vols., Budapest, 1875 ): Reissenberqer, Das
GrossfUrstentum Siebenbiirgen (Vienna, 1881) ; Hetthich, Zur
Volkskunde der Siebenbiirger Sachsen (Vienna, 1885): KlRCH-
HOFF, Siedlungen a. Volkskunde in Siebenbiirgen (Stuttgart,

1*95) ; Tkutbuh, Gesch. der siebenbiirgischeii Sachsen, II (Her-
mannstadt, 1907); Die Oester-

reichisch-ungariscbe Alonarchie
in Wort u. Bild. XXIII (Vienna,
1902); PoKOLY, Gesch. der

refoTviierten Kirche in Sieben-
biirgen (Budapest, 1904);
Kaindl, Gesch. der Deutschen in
den Karpathenldndern, II

(Gotha, 1907); Sigebus, Sie-

benbiirgisch-Sdchsische Kirchen-
bnrgen (Hermannstadt, 1909);
Forschungen zur Volkskunde der

Deutschen in Siebenbiirgen

(Hermannstadt, 1906); Archiv
des Vereins filr siebenbiirgische

Landeskunde (Hermannstadt,
1M3-51 n. 8., 1853-1910).

Joseph Lins.

Transylvania (or

Erdely), Diocese of
(Tr.wsilvaniensis), in

Kungarj', suffragan of

Kalocsa Bics. The foun-

dation of the see is at-

tributed to King St. Ste-

phen, but it was probably
established by King St.

Ladislaus, patron of Tran-
sylvania; Simon (1103-13)

liiiN riiiiKUK\i oi Si \ii.ii>ii
w;],s the first l)ishop. The

Karisburi;, I r:iii,sj h iiii: i

episcopal resilience is at

cent Unitarians; 2.1 Gyula-Feh(5rvar (Alba Julia) in Als6-Feher. The
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covered verj' quickly in the fourteenth century. The
Bee was again imperilled by the ad\ance of the Turks,
but its decay did not set in until the sixteenth cen-
turj% and was caused by the progress of Lutheranism,
in consequence of which the exempt provostship of

Szeben ceased to exist, and by intcnial disturbances
in Transylvania. It flourislicil again under Cardinal
Martinuzzi, but after his assassination in 1551 it de-
cayed rapidly. The ad\-ance of Protestantism led, in

1556, to the secularization of the see, which was, how-
ever, re-established by Prince Stephen Bathorj-. After
the coming of the .Jesuits the Catholic P'aith flour-

ished again, but only while the house of Bathorj- con-
tinued to nde. Bishop Demetrius Ndprdgj-i was
forced to leave the see, and in 1601 the cathedral of

Gyula-Feh^rvdr, which had been founded in the thir-

teenth centurj', wa,s taken and held by the Protes-
tants until the eighteenth century, the Catholics not
regaining possession of it until the reign of Charles III.

When the Principality of Transylvania lost its in-

dependence, the decrees against the Catholic Church
were withdrawn, but the bishopric and chapter were
not re-established until 1713. The succession to the
see had been kept up regularly till 171.3, but the
bishops resided abroad. The exempt provostship of
.Szeben was incorjiorated in the bisliopric, which was
completely restored under Maria Theresa in 1771.
Of the bishops, who Klled the see after 1713, the fol-

lowing mav be mentioned: Ignatius Count Batthydny
(1780-98), who founded the librarj- at Gyula-Feh^f-
vdr, which is named after him; Alexander Rudnay
(1816-19), later .Archbishop of Gran; Ixjuis Haynald
(1852-64), afterwards .\rchbishop of Kalocsa. Count
Gustavus Majldth has occupied the episcopal see
since 1897. The diocese contains: 16 archdeaconries;
10 titular abbeys; 2 titular provostships; 229 parishes;
398 secular priests; 226 regular clergj-; 30 monasteries
of men and 17 convents of nuns; the Catholics num-
ber 354,145. There are 103 patrons. The chapter
consists of 10 active members and of 6 titular canons.
Cathohcs are to a certain extent autonomous, i. e.,

certain church and school matters are m.anaged by
mixed boards, partly clerical, partly lay. This auton-
omy dates back to the time of the Reformation; it

ceased in 1767 with the establishment of the Com-
missio catholica by Maria Theresa, and was re-estab-
lished as late as 1873. The control is exercised by the
general assembly of the Catholic estates and a manag-
ing committee.

Pbat, Specimen hierarrhiir Hnngarim, II (Pozsony, 1776-9).
202-8: SzERED.\l. Series antiq. et recent, episcop. Transsylvanice
(Gyula-Feh«rv4r. 1790); Sehematismua diacesis Tr. pro 1909:
A kalolikus Magyarorazdg (i. e. Catholic Hungary) (Budapest'.

A. jCldA.st.

Trapani, Diocese op (Trepanensis), in Sicily,
suffragan of Palermo. The city is the capital of "a
Sicilian province situated on a tongue of land at the
most western part of the island, shaped like a reaping-
hook, hence the ancient nnme Drepanon (reaping-hook).
It has a good harbour with e\-ports of wine, acid fniits,
fish (e-specially tunny-fish), salt, and ornamentsofcor.al!
alaba-ster, and mother-of-pearl, which are extensively
manufactured. The cathedral, exteriorly resembling a
fortress, contains paintings by Carec.a and Vandyke
(Crucifixion), and a statue of the De.ad Christ" in
alabaster by T.artaglia. Other churches are: San
Michele, with wooden statuary, and the sanctuary of
the Annunziata outside the citv, with a colossal statue
of the Madonna, attributed to Nicold Pisano. In the
Jesuit church, called " Xazion.ale". are precious pic-
tures by Morrealese, Sp.agnoletto, and Marabiti.
The ancient college, now a lyceum, contains the Far-
delliona Gallery, with valuable paintings by Reni,
Luca Giordano, Caravaggio, Salvator Rosa, Guer-
cino, etc. Trapani is the birthplace of Carrera and
Errante the painters, Ximenes the mathematician.

Scarlatti the musician, and the Carmelite St. Alberto
degli Abbati. Excavations have proved that the
shore about Trapani was inhabited during the Stone
.\ g e . Drepanon
must have been
founded by the
Greeks, but fell

under the sway of

the Carthaginians.
Hamilcar fortified

the port against
the Romans, who
in 250 suffered a
severe defeat near
by, at the hands
of Adherbal. In
the vicinity is

Mons Eryx (now
San Giuliano),
with a magnificent
temple of Venus
and many votive
offerings. Under
the Romans the
temple fell into

decay, but was re-

stored by Tibe-
rius. Trapani was
sacked by the
Moors in 1077.
In 1282 Pedro III of Aragon landed there to begin the
capture of the island. In 1314 it was besieged by Rob-
ert, King of Naples. Charles V fortified it. The city
bo.-usts of having received the Go.spel from St. Paul;
it is not known to have had any bishop before the

The Cathedra S. Giuliano, XII Centoby

.A.rab conquest of Sicily; certainly it was subject to tlie

See of Mazzarafrom the Norman Conquest till 1S44.
Its first bishop was the Redemptorist Vincenzo M.
Marolda.

Cappellf.tti. Le chiese d'llalia, XXI. 556.

U. Benioni.

Trapezopolis, a titular see in Phrygia P.ac.a1i.aii;i,

suffragan to ]>aodicea. Trapezopolis" was a town of
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Caria according to Ptolemy (V, 2, 18) and Pliny (V,

109); according to Socrates (Hist, eccl., VII, xxxvi),

Hierocles (Synecdemus, 665, 5), and the "Notitite

episcopatuum " it was a town of Phrygia Pacatiana

and among the suffragans of Laodicea until the thir-

teenth century. Nothing is known of its history. Its

coins testify to close intercourse with Attouda, now
Assar, and its site must be sought near this town,

most probably at Kadi Keui, capital of a nahie in the

sandjak of Denizli and the vilayet of Smyrna.
Le Quien (Oriens christ., I, 809) names six bishops of

Trapezopolis: Hierophilus, prior to 400; Asclepiades,

present at the Council of Ephesus (431); John, at

Chalcedon (4.51); Eugenius, at Constantinople (692);

Zacharias, at Nicaja (787); Leo, at Constantinople

(879).
Smith, Diet, of Greek and Rom. Geogr., s. v.: Ramsay. Cities

and Bishoprics of Phrygia. 171 and passim; Muller, notes on
Ptolemy, ed. Didot, I, 822,

S. PETRlDfcs.

Trappistines. See Cistercian Sisters.

Trappists, the common name by which the Cis-

tercians who follow the reform inaugurated by the
• Abbot de Rancc (b. 1626; d. 1700) in the Abbey of La
Trappe, were known; and often now applied to the

entire Order of Reformed Cistercians. Thus it can-

The .\bbey of la Trappe
From a print published in 1795

not be said that there is an Order of Trappists;

though if one were to speak of Trappist monks, he

would be understood to refer to monks of the Order of

Reformed Cistercians, as distinguished from the

Order of Cistercians of the Common Observance (see

Cistercians and La Trappe). The primitive aus-

terities of the Cistercians had fallen into desuetude in

practically the entire order principally through the

introduction of commendatory abbots, political dis-

turbances, and human inconstancy; and though many
and very praiseworthy attempts at their restoration

had been made in France, Spain, Germany, Italy,

Portugual, etc.. yet these were but local, or at most,

national in ex-terit. That of de Ranc(5, however, was
destined by Divine Providence to be more enduring

and of wider scope than any other. Although the

Abbey of La Trappe flourished exceedingly, even after

the death of its venerated reformer, as evidenced by
more than .300 professions between the years 1714 and
1790, yet the spirit of materialism and sensualism

rampant in the seventeenth and eiKliteoiith centuries,

did not permit the rapid extension of the reform out-

side its walls; it did not even allow the entire severity

of ancient Citeaux to be introduced at La Trappe,

though this reform was the most thorough and perfect

of the many at t empf s t hat had t hen been made. Con-
sequently it founded liut a sm.all number of mon-
asteries; these were: Buon-Soliizzo, near Florence

(170.')), and St.Vitoat Rome (1709); Cas.amari, in the

Papal States, w.as obliged to adopt the Constitutions

of de Rancfi (1717), but for nearly a century there

was no further expansion. It was from the time of

these earliest foundations that they who embraced

de Ranee's reform were called Trappists. Too much
credit cannot be given to these noble bands of monks,
who by their lives demonstrated to a corrupt world
that man could have a higher ambition than the
gratification of the mere natural instincts of this

ephemeral hfe.

At the time of the Revolution, when the monastery
of La Trappe, in common with all others, was ordered
to be confiscated by the Government, the people of

the neighbourhood petitioned that an exception be
made in their favour, and the Trappists themselves,
encouraged by tliis, addressed a memorial to the
National Assembly and the king considered the
matter for nearly a year, but finally decided that they
should be despoiled like the others. Dom Augustine
de Lestrange (b. 1754; d. 1827, see Lestrange),
vicar-general of the Archdiocese of Vienna, had en-
tered La Trappe (1780) in order to escape the burden
of the episcopate. He it was whom God had raised

up to preserve the Trappists when so direly threat-

ened with extinction; he resolved, therefore, to ex-

patriate himself for the welfare of his order. Having
been elected superior of those who were of the same
mind, and with the permission of his higher superiors,

he left La Trappe 26 April, 1791, with twenty-four
religious, and estabhshed a monastery at Val-Sainte,

Canton of Fribourg, Switzerland. Here they had
much to suffer besides the rigour of their rule, for their

monastery (which had formerly belonged to the Car-
thusians) was an unroofed ruin; they were in want of

the very necessities of life, not even having the meagre
requirements they were accustomed to.

In France the Revolution was taking its course.

On 3 June, 1792, the commissioners of the Govern-
ment arrived at La Trappe, took the sacred vessels

and vestments, as well as everything moveable, and
obliged the eighty-nine religious yet remaining" to

abandon their abbey and find a home as best they
could; some in other monasteries, and others in chari-

table families of the neighbourhood. At Val-Sainte,

whilst celebrating the feast of St. Stephen, the

religious resolved to put into ijractice the exact and
literal observance of the Rule of St. Benedict, and
three days afterwards, 19 July, they began the new
reform: establishing the order of exercises prescribed

by the holy jjatriarch, as well as all the primitive fasts,

together with the first usages of Citeaux; even making
their rule still more severe in many points. They en-

tered upon their new mode of life with a fervour that

exceeded discretion and had soon to be moderated.

Even in their exile many subjects were attracted to

them, so that they were enabled to send religious to

found several new monasteries: one in Spain (1793), a

second in England at Lulworth the same year, a third

at Westmalle, Belgium (1794), and a fourth at Mont-
Brae, in Piedmont (1794). On 31 July, 1794, Pius VI
encouraged these religious by a special Brief, and
authorized the erection of Val-Sainte into an abbey

and mother-house of the Congregation of Trappists.

Dom Augustine was elected abbot, 27 Nov. of this

year, and given supreme authority over the abbey and
congregation. This state of quiet and prosperity

lasted but six vears. When the French invaded

Switzerland (1798) they compelled the Trappists to

find a refuge elsewhere; "thus they were obhged to roam
from country to country, even Russia and America

being visited by the indomitable abbot and some of

his companions," with the hope of finding a permanent

home, until after almost incredible sutTerings the fall

of Napoleon permitted them to return to France.

The monasteries of La Trappe and AiguebcUe came
into the possession of Dom .\ugustine, who divided

the community of Val-Sainte between them. Other

monasteries were re-established from time to time, as

the inimlier of religious increased and as they were

able to pureh,a.se the buildings.

From 1813 N.-D. de I'Eternit*?, near D;u-feld, West-
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phalia (founded 16 Oct., 1795, from the Abbey of

Val-Sainte), which had been exempted some years
previous from the authority of Dom Augustine, fol-

lowed the Regulations of de Rancc, which differed

from those of Dom Augustine principally in the hour
for dinner, and the length of time devoted to manual
labour; their order of exercises was naturally followed

by the houses founded by them, thus instituting a
new observance and the nucleus of a congregation.

In 1S34 the Holy See erected all the monasteries of

France into the "Congregation of the Cistercian

Monks of Notre-Dame de la Trappe". The Abbot of

La Trappe was by right the vicar-general of the con-
gregation as soon as his election was confirmed by the
president-general of theOrderof Clteaux. They were
to hold a general chajjler each year; were to follow the
Rule of St. Benedict and the Constitutions of de
Ranee, except for a few points, and retain the liturgi-

cal books of the Cistercian Order. Divergences of

jpinion on several matters concerning regular obser-

i-ance induced the abbots of the various monasteries
to believe that this union could not be productive of

that peace so much desired, and so at their solicita-

tion the Holy See issued a new Decree, deciding that
'AH the monasteries of Trappists in France shall form
two congregations, of which the former will be
termed 'The Ancient Reform of Our Lady of La
Frappe', and the second the 'New Reform of Our
Lady of La Trappe'. Each shall be a congregation
jf the Cistercian Monks. The .Ancient Reform is

to follow the Constitutions of de Ranee, whilst the
New Reform is not to follow the Constitutions of the
Ibbot de Lestrange, which it abandoned in 1834,
Dut the Rule of St. Benedict, with the ancient Consti-
tutions of Clteaux, as approved by the Holy See, ex-

cepting the prescriptions contained in this Decree,
rhe Moderator General of the Cistercian Order shall

je at the head of both congregations, and will confirm
:he election of all abbots. In France each congrcga-
;ion shall have its vicar-general, with full authority for

ts administration" (.Vpostolic Decree, 2.5 F'eb., 1847).
After this the congregations began to flourish. The

\ncient Reform made fourteen foundations, some of

;hem in China and Natal; the New Reform was even
nore fruitful, establishing twenty monasteries as far as
,he L'nited States, Canada, Syria, etc. The Belgian
congregation of Westmalle also prospered, forming
ive new filiations. .\s the combined strength of the
hree congregations thus became greater than the old
i;istercian Order, the earnest desire soon developed
imongst all to establish a permanent bond of union
jetween them, with one head and a uniform obser-
.•ance; this was etTected in 1S92. Dom Sebastian
kVyart (b. 1839; d. 1904), Abbot of Sept-Fons and
i'icar-General of the .Vncient Reform, was elected first

ibbot-general. .\fter twelve years of zealous labour,
he most worthy moimment of which was the pur-
;hase of the cr.adle of the order, Clteaux, and making
t again the mother-house, he p.a.ssed to his reward,
ind was succeeded as abbot -general by Mgr Augustin
Marre, then Abbot of Igny (a monastery which he had
governed since issl ), titular Bishop of Constance and
luxiliarj' to Cardinal Lang(5nieux of Reims; he is still

niling the order (1911), with the greatest zeal and
jrudenee.
The natne under which the order was reorganized is

'Order of Reformed Cistercians" and while its mem-
)ers no longer bear the name of "Trappists", yet
hey are heirs to the old tr.aditions, and even the name
vill continue to be connected with them in the popu-
ar mind. The present Constitutions (ajiproved 13
^ug., 1894) under which the order is governed and
ipon which all the usages anfl regulafions are based,
s derived from the Rule of St. Benedict, the "Charta
I^haritatis" and ancient usages anil definitions of the
general chapters of Ctteaux, and the Apostolic T^etters
md Constitutions. It is divided into three parts.

The first part regards the government of the order;
the supreme power residing in the general chapter,
which is composed of all the abbots (actually in office),

titular priors and superiors of houses, and meets each
year under the presidency of the abbot-general, who
is elected by themselves for life. During the time
the general chapter is not in session the order is di-
rected, in urgent cases, by the abbot-general with the
assistance of a council composed of fi\i.' definitors, also
elected by the general chajitcr, but fur a term of five

years. The abbot-general is I ituhu- .Vbbot of Ctteaux,
and must reside at Rome. The order is not divided

From a photograph

into provinces, nor is there an officer similar to a
provincial. Each monastery is autonomous and
maintains its own novitiate; its abbot or titular prior
appointing all local subordinate superiors, and having
full administration in both spiritual and temporal
affairs. Nevertheless each monastery has the duty
of visiting all tlie houses it has founded, either once
each year, or once every two years, according to dis-
tance, and then rendering a report of its material and
spiritual well-being to the next subsequent general-
chapter. The abbot of such a monastery is called the
father-immediate, and the houses thus subject are
termed " daughter-house.s " or filiations. It is espe-
cially prescribed that all houses be dedicated to the
Blessed Virgin.

The second part is concerned with monastic obser-
vances; which must be uniform in all the monasteries
of the order. The Divine Office must be sung or
recited in choir according to the directions of the
Breviary, Missal, Ritual, and Martyrology, no matter
how few may be the number of religious in a particu-
lar house; the canonical Office is always preceded (ex-

cept at Compline, when it is followed) by the Office
of the Blessed Virgin; and on all ferial days through-
out the year Vespers and Lauds are followed by the
Office of the Dead. Mass and the d.ay Offices are
always sung with the Gregorian Chant; Matins and
Lauds also are sung on Sundays and the more solemn
feasts. Mental prayer, one half-hour in the morning,
and fifteen minutesin the evening, is of obligation, but
of counsel much more fre(|uent,ly. Confession must
be made once each week, and daily Holy Communion
is strongly commended. Out of the time of Divine
Office, before which nothing is to be jireferred, and
when not engaged in manual labour, the monks de-
vote themselves to pr.ayer, study, or pious reading, for

there is never any time granted for recreation; these
exerci.ses always t.ake jilace in common, never in pri-

vate rooms. The hour for rising is at '2 A. M on week-
days, 1..30 on Sundays, and 1 on the more solemn
feasts; whilst the hour for retiring is at 7 P. M. in

winter, .and 8 in summer; in this latter season there is

a xicMa given after dinner, so that the religious have
seven hours' sleep in the course of the day; aljout

seven hours also are devoted to the Divine Office and
Mass, one hour to meals, four hours to study and
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private prayers and five hours to manual labour; in

winter there are only about four hours devoted to

manual labour, the extra hour thus deducted being
given to study.
The monks are obUged to live by the labour of their

hands, so the task appointed for manual labour ia

seriously undertaken, and is of such a nature as to

render them self-supporting; such as cultivation of the

land, cattle-raising, etc. Dinner is partaken of at

11 A. M. in summer, at 11.30 in winter, and at 12 on
fast days, with supper or collation in the evening.

Food consists of bread, vegetables, and fruits; milk

and cheese may also be given except in Advent, Lent,

and all Fridays out of Paschal time. Flesh-meat,

fish, and eggs are forbidden at all times, except to the

sick. All sleep in a common dormitory, the beds

being divided from each other only by a partition

and curtain ; the bed to consist of mattress and pillow

stuffed with straw, and sufficient covering. The
monks are obliged to sleep in their regular clothing;

which consists of ordinary underwear, a habit of

white, and a scapular of black wool, with a leathern

cincture; the cowl, of the same material as the habit,

is worn over all. Enclosure, according to canon law,

is perpetual in all houses. It is never allowed for the

religious to speak amongst themselves, though the one

in charge of a work or employment may give neces-

sary directions; and all have the right of conversing

with the superiors at any time, except during the

night hours, called the "great silence".

Studies.—Before ordination to the priesthood (and

all choir religious are destinctl for that) the monk must
pass a satisfactory examination before the abbot, in

the curriculum prescribed by the order and the De-
crees of the Holy See; and afterwards all are obliged

to participate in conferences on theology and Sacred

Scriptures at least once each month. Students pre-

paring for ordination are granted extra time, during

the hours of work, for the prosecution of their studies.

The third part deals with the reception of subjects.

The greatest care is insisted on to see that the postu-

lants are of good character, honest birth, and without
encumbrances of any kind; also that they have pur-

sued the course of studies prescribed by the Holy See;

they must have attained at least their fifteenth year.

The novitiate is of two years' duration, during which
time the novice is formed to the religious life, but he

can leave, or the superior may send him away, if he is

unable or unwilling to conform to the spirit of his vo-

cation. The time of probation completed, the sub-

ject is voted for, and if accepted, makes simple, but
perpetual vows; these are followed by solemn vows at

the end of three, or in special cases, five yeara. Be-

sides choir religious there are lay brothers. These
must be at least, seventeen years of age when received;

they are then postulants for two years, novices for two
more, after which they may be admitted to simple,

though perpetual, vows, then after six years more
they may make solemn vows. They do not recite the

Divine Oflice, but have special prayers appointed to

be said at the same hours throughout the day. They
are not obliged to follow special studies, but are en-

gaged in manual labour for a somewhat longer time

than the choir religious; their habit is nearly the same
as that of those in the choir, but brown in colour.

They are religious in the full sense of the word, and
participate in all the graces and privileges of the order,

except that they have neither active nor passive voice

in the luanagcnicnt of the affairs of the order.

It may be well to here deny a few customs that

have been attributed, by ignorance, to the order.

The monks do not s.alute one another by the "me-
mento mori ", nor do they dig a part of their grave each

day; in meeting each other they salute by an inclina-

tion of the head, and graves are d>ig only after a

brother is ready to be placed in it. (For statistics see

Cistercians.)

Gaillardin, Les trappistes ou Vordre de Ctteaux au XIX'. {siecU

Paris, 1844); Hist, poputaire de N ,-D. de la Grande Trappe
(Paris. 1895) ; La Trappe, by a Trappist of Sept-Fons (Paris,

1870); VimTt. Citeaux, La Trappe et Betlefontaine (Paris, 1883);
The Cisterciail Order, Us Object; its Rule (Cambridgp, 1895); La
Trappe, congregation de moines de Vordre binedictino-cistercien

(Rome. 1864); M. P. P., La Trappe mieux connue (Paris, 1834);
Reglements de la Maison Dieu de N.-D. de la Trappe mis en nourel
ordre et augmentes des usages particuliers de la Maison Dieu de la

Val-Sainte (2 vols., Fribourg, 1794); Hist, abregee de rordre de
Ctteaux, by a monk of Thymadeuc (St-Brieuc. 1897); Us dts

cisterciens reformis de la congregation de la Grande Trappe, with
the Charta Charitatis and Decretum Apostolicum quo institute sunt

diue congregationes B. M. de Trappa in Gallia, 1847 (Toulouse.
1876) ; Us de Vordre des cisterciens reformes precedes de la regie de

S. Benolt et des constitutions, published by the general chapter of

1894 (Westmalle, 1895); ReglemenI de la Trappe du Rev. Pi-re

Dom .Armand-Jean le Bouthillier de Ranee, revu par le ckapilre

general de la congregation (Paris, 1878).

Edmond M. Obrecht.

Trasilla and Emiliana, Saints, aunts of St.

Gregory the Great, \-irgins in the sixth century,

given in the Roman MaitjTology, the former on 24
Dec, the latter on .5 Jan. St. Gregorv ("Hom.",
XXXVIII, 15, on the Gospel of St Matthew, and
"Lib. Dial.", IV, 16) relates that his father, the

Senator Gordian, had three sisters who vowed them-
selves to God and led a Ufe of virginity, fasting, and
prayer in their own home on the Clivus Scauri in

Rome. They were Trasilla (Tarsilla, Tharsilla,

Thrasilla), Emihana, and Gordiana. Gordiana, led

on at first by the words and example of her sisters, did

not persevere but returned to the vanities of the world.

After many years in the serWce of God, St. Felix III,

an ancestor, appeared to Trasilla and bade her enter

her abode of glory. On the eve of Christmas she

died, seeing .lesus beckoning. A few days later she

appeared to Emiliana, who had followed well in her

footsteps, and invited her to the celebration of

Epiphany in heaven. Tradition says that their

relics and those of their mother, St. Silvia, are in the

Oratory of St. Andrew on the Celian HiU.
Armellini. Le chiese di Roma (Rome, 1887), 127; Snow, 51.

Gregory the Great (London, 1S92), 26.

Francis Mershman.

Treason, .\ccusations op.—A common misrepre-

sentation concerning the EUzabethan persecution of

English and Irish Catholics from 1.570 onwards is

the statement that the victims devoted to imprison-

ment, torture, and death suffered not for their

religious belief but for treason against the queen and
her government. This view, officially promulgated
by Elizabeth's lord high treasurer, Wilham Cecil,

Lord Burghley, in 1.5S;i, was constantly reiterated

by the judges in the courts, by Protestant writers in

their controversial works, and has thence made its

way into popular manuals of history. At the present

day it frequently reappears as one of the stock

accusations brought against the Church by Anglican
controversialists of various types. The simple fact

that in very many instances those condemned to

death ostensibly for treason were offered their lives

and liberty if they would attend Anglican worship,

shows conclusively that the martyrs did in fact suffer

for religion; but at this epoch religion and pohtics

were so inextricably confu.sed that this explanation,

though valid in the ca.se of individual martyrs, does

not suffice to meet the general accusation. As a
recent .\nglican historian writes: "The vexed ques-

tion whether the Romanists died for treason or for

their faith imjilies an antithesis which had little

meaning in that age of mingled politics and religion"

(A. F. Pollard, " Politic;d History of Englimd", VI,

377). Everything centres round the excommunica-
tion of Elizalieth by St. Pius ^. •2^^ February, 1.';70.

This art created a situation full of perplexity for

English Catholics. It even underlies the history of

the rising of the northern earls in 1569, for when they

rose they had rea.son to believe that the excomnuini-

cation had already taken place. Harassed as they
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were, the Catholics would take no steps in defence

of their rights till the pope declared that Elizabeth's

misgovernment had so infringed the spiritual liberty

of her subjects as to absolve them from their alle-

giance. Once this declaration was made a number of

Catholics acted on it, and there was a certain section

who under the influence of Mendoza and others

were implicated in plots against Ehzabeth which
were undoubtedly treasonable from the Government's
point of view. Rut they might well have urged

that in so assailing the ro\-ul power they were doing

no more against Elizabeth than Bolingbroke had done
against Richard II, or Richmond against Richard III.

Yet neither Henry IV nor Henry VII are usually

branded as "traitors".

The subsequent cases of Pym and Hampden, not

to mention the successful revolutionaries of 16SS,

show that success or failure is often made the real

test between treason and rebellion. That a certain

party of English Catholics was in rebellion against

Elizabeth is not disputed, but justified rebellion ceases

to be treason and may be the noblest jjatriotism.

Thus .\llen with many of the exiles of Douai and
Louvain, and Persons with many of the .Jesuits, saw
in the rule of Elizabeth a greater danger to the high-

est interests of England than had jireviously been

threatened in cases where history had justified the

deposition of kings. And the supreme authority

had sanctioned this view. Moreover, such exercise

of papal prerogative was one of the recognized princi-

ples of the Middle Ages—throughout which it hafl

served to protect the rights of the people. This
became evident later, when, after the decline of papal

power, the autocratic power of the European sover-

eigns was greatly increased and always at the expense

of the people. Nevertheless, it remains true that

in the eyes of Elizabeth and her ministers such oppo-

sition was nothing less than high treason. But a
large number of English Catholics refused to go so

far as rebellion. The historian already quoted admits
that the opposition which relied on avowedly treason-

able methods was "limited to extremists" (ibid., 297).

Elsewhere he says of the rank and file of English

Catholics: "They tried to ignore their painful dilem-

ma between two forms of allegiance, for both of

which they had deep respect" (p. 370). As Lingard
writes: "among the English Catholics (the bull)

served only to breed doubts, dissensions, and dismay.
Many contended that it had been issued by an in-

competent authority; others that it could not bind

the natives till it should be carried into actual

execution b ' some foreign power; all agreed that

it was in their regard an imprudent and cruel

expedient, which rendered them liable to the sus-

picion of disloyalty, and afforded their enemies a
pretence to brand them with the name of traitors"

(ibid., 225).

The terrible strain of this dilemma was relieved

by the next pope, Gregory XIII, who on 14 .April,

1.580, i.ssued a declaration that though Elizabeth

and her abettors remained subject to the excommuni-
cation, it was not to bind Catholics to their detri-

ment. The large majority of English Catholics

were relieved in conscience by this dispensation, and
never gave the Government the least ground for

suspecting their loyalty; but they persisted in the

practice of their religion, which was made pos-

sible only by the coming of the .seminary priests. With
regard to these priests, who entered England at the

risk of their lives to preserve the Catholic religion

and to give facilities for Ma-ss and the sacraments,
there could be no presumption of treason by the

ancient laws of England. But in the panic which
followed the Northern Rising. Parliament had pas.sed

a statute n.'i Eliz. c. 2) declaring it to be high treason

to put into effect any papal Bull of ab.solution, to

absolve or reconcile any person to the Catholic

Church, to be absolved or reconciled, or to procure or
publish any papal Bull or writing whatsoever. Thus
for the first time purely religious acts were declared
bv Parliament to be treasonable, a position which
no Catholic could admit. It is clear that persons
suffering under such a law as this suffered for religion

and not for treason. Elizabeth's Government, how-
ever, for its own purposes refused to make any dis-

tinction between Catholics who had been engaged
in open opposition to the queen and those who were
forced by conscience to ignore the provisions of this

statute of 1571. These two classes, really distinct,

were purposely identified by the Government and
treated as one for controversial purposes. For when
the reports of so many bloody executions for religion

began to horrify Europe, the queen's ministers

adopted the defence that their severity was not
exercised against Catholics ;is such, but as traitors

guilty of treason against their sovereign.

This view was put forward officially in a pamphlet
by Lord Burghley, which was not only published in

English but translated into Latin and other lan-

guages for foreign circulation. The very title of this

work indicates its scope: "The Execution of Justice
in England for maintenance of public and Christian

I)cace, against certain stirrers of sedition and adher-
ents to the traitors and enemies of the realm without
any persecution of them for questions of religion,

as is falsely reported, and published by the fautors

and fosterers of their treasons." This pamphlet,
which was issued on 17 December, 15S3, may briefly

be summarized. Attention is first drawn to late

rebellions in England and Ireland which had been
suppressed by the queen's power. \A'hereupon .some

of the defeated rebels had fled into foreign countries

and there alleged that they were suffering for religion.

Great stress is laid upon the Bull of excommunication;
and all Catholics living abroad are represented as

engaged in seditious practices with a view to carrying

the Bull into effect. The seminaries are exhibited
merely as foundations established to assist in this

disloyal object. Thej' have been "erected to nurse
seditious fugitives". The priests who came forth

at the risk of their lives are not given credit for any
religious purpose, but "the seminary fugitives come
secretly into the realm to induce the people to obey
the Pope's bull". This view is important as it shows
the pretext put forth by the Government to defend
the Act of 1.585 by which it became high treason for

any seminary priest simply to come to England.
The pamphlet proceeds to declare that some of these
"sowers of .sedition" have been taken, convicted,

and executed "not being dealt withal upon questions

of religion, but justly condemned as traitors . They
were so condemned "by the ancient laws of the
realm made 200 years past". Moreover, if they
retracted their treasonable opinions their lives were
spared. As "the foreign traitors continue sending
of persons to move sedition in the realm" who cloak
their real object of enforcing the Bulls imder the
pretext of religion and who "labour to bring the
realm into a war external and domestical", it becomes
the duty of the queen and her ministers to repel

such rebellious practices. Burghley insists that
before the excommunication no one had been charged
with capital crimes on the ground of religion, and
brings everything back to the question of the Btdl.

".\nd if then it be inquired for what cause thc.^c

others have of late suffered death it is truely to be
answered as afore is often remembered that none at

all are impeached for treason to the danger of their

life but such as do obstinately maintain the contents
of the Pope's Bull aforementioned, which do import
that her Majisty is not the lawful Queen of England,
the first and highest point of treason, and that all

her subjects are discharged of their oaths and obedi-

ence, another high point of treason, and all warranted
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to disobey her and her laws, a third and very large

point of treason."

A fourth point is taken from the refusal of the

Catholics to disavow the pope's proceedings in Ire-

land. After many other points—some of an historical

nature addressed to foreign princes—the writer antic-

ipates the objection that many sufferers had been
simple priests and unarmed scholars. He says:

"Many are traitors though they have no armour
nor weapon." Such people are Uke spies, "necessary

accessaries and adherents proper to further and con-

tinue all rebellions and wars. . . . The very
causes final of these rebellions and wars have been to

depose her Majesty from her crown: the causes instru-

mental are these kind of seminaries and seedmen of

sedition." The pamphlet ends by proposing six

questions or tests by which traitors might be dis-

tinguished from simple scholars. These interroga-

tories, known later as "the bloody questions", were
ingeniously framed to entangle the victim into ad-

missions with regard to the pope's action in excom-
municating Elizabeth, which might be construed as

treason. This is the government case and it was
promptly answered by Allen in his "Answer to the

Libel of English Justice", published in 15S4, in which
he joins issue on all points, showing "that many
priests and other Cathohcs in England have been
persecuted, condemned and executed for mere
matter of religion and for transgression only of new
statutes which make cases of conscience to be treason

without all pretence or surmise of any old treasons

or statutes for the same". He defends Campion and
the other martyrs from the imputation of treason,

points to the oppression of the Government and the

prudent attitude of the Catholics with regard to the

Bull; he explains the doctrine of the excommunication
and deprivation of princes, the advantages of having
a supreme authority to decide between princes and
people in causes involving questions of deprivation;

defends the pope's action in Ireland and concludes

by showing "that the separation of the prince and
realm from the unity of the Church and See Apostolic

and fall from Catholic religion is the only cause of

aU the present fears and dangers that the State

seemeth to stand in. And that they unjustly attrib-

ute the same to the Pope's Holiness or Catholics

and untruly call them the enemies of the Realm".
In the following year, 1585, the Government took

another step forward in their policy of drawing relig-

ious and indifferent acts into the political net. This

was the statute 27 Eliz. c. 2, by which it was made
high treason for any Jesuit or any seminary priest

even to be in England, and felony for anyone to

harbour or relieve them. Even so biased an historian

as David Hume realized the injustice of this measure,

of which he says: "In the subsequent part of the

queen's reign the law was sometimes executed by the

capital punishment of priests; and though the partisans

of that princess asserted that they were punished for

their treason, not their religion, the apology must
only be understood in this sense, that the law was
enacted on account of the treasonable views and
attempts of the sect, not that every individual who
suffered the penalty of the law was convicted of trea-

son" (Hist, of Eng., sub an. 1584). The martyrs
themselves constantly protested against this accusa-

tion of treason, and prayed for the queen on the

scaffold. In very many instances they were offered

a free pardon if they would attend the Protestant

church, and some priests unfortunately yielded to

the temptation. But the fact of the offer being made
suflficiently shows 1hat religion, not treason, was the

ground of their ofTcni'e. This is notably the case

with regard to Blessed Thomas Percy who had himself

been the leader of the Northern Rising and who yet

was offered his liberty at the price of conformity.

There are three beatified martyrs directly connected

with the excommunication, Felton, Storey, and Wood-
house, who for that reason stand in a class apart from
the other martyrs; their cases have received special

treatment by Father PoUen, S. J. (Camm's "Lives of

the English Martyrs", II, xvii-xxii). It may not
be amiss to state that so careful is the Holy See in

such questions that the cause of beatification of

James Laborne has been postponed for more careful

consideration simply because of certain words he
uttered about the queen. With regard to all the
other martyrs there is no difficulty in showing that

they died for their rehgion, and that the accusation
of treason in their regard is false and unfounded.

Edw IN Burton.

Treasury of the Church. See Indulgences.

Trebizond, Diocese op (Trapezuntina),
an Armenian Catholic diocese. The city owes its

ancient name to the fact that it was built on the shores

of the Black Sea in the form of a trapeze. It was a
Greek colony from Sinopus, established in the eighth
century, B. c, and not a colony from Trapezus, in

Arcadia, as Xenophon relates, who was received here
with enthusiasm during the retreat of the Ten Thou-
sand. After having formed a part of the Kingdom of

Armenia, and then of that of Pontus, it fell into the

hands of the Romans, and was declared a free city by
Pompey. The Emperor Hadrian adorned it and
endowed it with great commercial importance by
creating its artificial harbour. Lender Valerian the

Goths took and pillaged it; its inhabitants were slain

or sent as slaves to the Cimmerian Bosphorus. Jus-

tinian raised it from its ruins and thenceforth it

became rich in monuments, especially churches and
monasteries. In 1204 when Constantinople fell into

the power of the Latins, a prince of the family of the
Comneni, who in 1185 sought safety in Iberia, pro-

claimed himself Emperor of Trebizond under the
name of Alexis, and founded a Greek empire, the

rival of that of Nicaea. The new state comprised
nearly all of the ancient Pontus Polemoniacus and
stretched eastward as far as the River Phasis. It

was in jierpetual conflict with the Seljuk Turks and
later with the OsmanU Turks, as well as with the

Greeks of Nica:a and Constantinople, the Italian

republics, and especially the Genoese. During the

two centuries and a half in which it succeeded in sub-

sisting the Empire of Trebizond contributed greatly

to the development of Christian civilization and
Greek literature in those distant parts, until then
somewhat backward. In 1462 Trebizond was taken

by assault by the troops of Mohammed II, and its last

emperor, David, was exiled to the vicinity of Serra,

in Macedonia. He was soon obliged to choose be-

tween embracing Islam or forfeiting his life; he kept

the faith and was executed together with six of

his children. The seventh fled to the Peloponnesus
where he founded the Comneni of Morea. From
1204 to 1462 Trebizond had had, in all, twenty
emperors.
At present Trebizond is the capital of the vilayet

of the same name, bounded by those of Sivas and
Erzeroum, the Black Sea, and Asiatic Russia, which
after the war of 1877 absorbed a part of its

teiritory. The vilayet measures about 270 miles

from west to east by 65 miles at its extreme length;

its area is 11,275 sq." miles. Its total population mav
be estimated at 900,000. The city itself has 50,000

inhabitants, among whom are 12,000 Greeks, 10,000

Armenians, some Jews, and a few hundred Catholics.

The rem.ainder are Turkish Mussulmans, Lazis, Cir-

ca.ssians, and Afghazis. Trebizond has a citadel, at

least 40 mosques, 10 Greek churches, some of which

have preserved ancient paintings, several .\rmeni_an

churches, etc.; it carries on an active trade with

Persia, Russia, and European countries by way of the

BLick Sea. Close to the city are several Greek men-
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astpries still inhabited, and which played a certain

part in Byzantine history.

The first traces of (Christianity at Trcbizond are

found under Diocletian wlien St. Engenius, still the

patron of the city, St. Canisiiis, and their companions
were martyred. Among the saints of whom mention
is still made were the Hishop St. Basil, tenth century
(feast, 20 October), and St. Theodore Gabras, martyred
about 1098 (feast, 2 October). At first merely a
suffragan of Neocsesarea in Pontus Polemoniacus,
Trebizond became the metropolitan see of Lazica

when the ancient metropolis, Phasis, was lost by the

Byzantine Empire. At the end of the ninth century

it had seven suffragans, which number continued to

increase. The emperors of Trebizond profited by
their political situation to secure privileges for the

bishop of their capital. By an official act of 1 Janu-
ary, 1200, the Greek Patriarch of Nica-a, at the request

of Michael VIII Paleologus, recognized a semi-inde-

pendence of the Metropolitan of Trebizond. Thence-
forth the titulars of this city went neither to Nicsa nor

Constantinople to receive episcopal consecration from
the patriarch; it was given them in their own church
in the presence of a delegate from the patriarch who
assisted at, or, if he were a bishop, jircsided at the

ceremony. But the patriarch reserved to himself as

formerly the ordinations of the other metropolitans

or the autocephalous archbishops of the empire. Of
course after the suppression of the Em])ire of Trebi-

zond in 1462 the metropolitans of this city lost these

privileges and w-ere made like all the other metropoli-

tans, in which condition they are at present. Le
Quicn (Oriens christ., I, 509-14) gives a list of eigh-

teen Greek bishops of Trebizond, to which other

names might be added. Among them Domnus, the

oldest known, who assisted at the Council of Nica;a

in 325; Atarbius, at Chalcedon in 451; Anthimus, the

future Monophysite Patriarch of Constantinople, who
deposed Pope St. Agajiitus in 536; Dorotheus, who
assisted at the Council of Florence (1439), and signed

its decree of union; Cyril, who in 1653 was in Paris

with the Dominican Pere Goar, and made a profession

of Catholic faith at Rome. To these may be added
the Bishop Ouranios who, according to an inscription

(C.I.G., 8636), restored buildings in the year 542. In
the Middle Ages, because of the Venetian and Gen-
oese merchants and also because of the missionaries

who went to evangelize the Khazars, Comans, and
Tatars, a Latin see was established at Trebizond.
The oldest-known titular was a Franciscan, Androni-
cus Comnenus, mentioned in 1289. In Le Quien (op.

cit., Ill, 1097-1100) and in Eubel (Hierarchia cath-
olica medii xvi, I, 520) will be found the names of

several other bishops from 1344 to 1437. The Latin
diocese must have lasted until the capture of the city

by Mohammed II.

The Armenian Catholic diocese, erected in 1850
by Pius IX, is of vast extent; it has 4300 faithful,

4 churches, 7 stations, 4 primary schools, 9 secular
priests, and 4 Mechitarists. There are also Jes\uts at

Marsivan and Amasia, engaged exclusively with the
Armenians; the Oblates of the Assumption are at

Amasia for the same object. The Capuchins are
established for the Latins at Trebizond, Samsun, and
Ineboli, and are dependent on the delegate
Apostolic at Constantinople; the Sisters of St. Jo-
seph of the Apparition have a boarding-school at
Trebizond.
Gainsford, The Historie of Trebizonde (l^xidon, 1616): Fallme-

KKYT^n, Gegch. des Kaisfertums Trapczu7i( (Munich, 1827); Fischeb.
Trapezunl u. tieine Hedcxitunq in der Gesch, in ZeituchTifl fUr aUtje-
meine Gearh.. Ill (Stutteart. 1886). 13-.39; Idem. Trapaumim II
u. IS Jahrhundcrf in \fiUeilunqen des InMituts filT Ust. Geachichts-
forsch. X. 77-127; Kritmbacher, Getsch. der byzantinischen Litera-
lur (Munich, 1S97), 1049-1051; Millet. Les mormsth-es el ha
igUneft dr Trfbizorvlc in BuUeiin de correspondance hcUenitjue,
XIX. 419-4.'i9; Idem. Inscriptions byzantines de Tribizonde, op.
cit. XX, 498-.501 ; Strztgowski. Leji chapileaux de Sainte-Sophie
i Tribizonde, op. cit.. XIX. 517-522; Petit, Aele synodal du
palriarche Niciphort II sur Us privitioes du mMropotilain de

Tribizonde in Bulletin de I'inslitut arch, russe de Constantinople,
VIII, 163-171; Missiones catholics (Rome, 1897). 7.59.

S. Vailh6.

Trebnitz, a former abbey of Cistercian nuns,
situated north of Breslau in Silesia. It was founded
in 1203 by Duke Henry the Bearded of Silesia and his
wife St. Hedwig. The story of its foundation relates
that once Duke Henry when out hunting fell into a
swamp from which he could not extricate himself.
In return for the rescue from this perilous position he
vowed to build the abbey. With St. Hedwig's con-
sent. Bishop Ekbert of Bamberg, her brother, chose
the first nuns that occupied the convent. The first

abbess was Petrussa; she was followed by Gertrude,
the daughter of St. Hedwig. Up to 1515 the abbesses
were first jirincesses of the Piast House and afterwards
members of the nobility. The abbey was richly en-
dowed with lands by Duke Henry. When Hedwig
became a widow she went to live at Trebnitz and was
buried there. It is said that towards the end of the
thhteenth century the nuns numbered 120. In
1672 there were 32 nuns and 6 lay sisters; in 1805
there were 23 nuns and 6 lay sisters. The abbey suf-

fered from all kinds of misfortunes both in the Middle
Ages and in modern times: from famine in 1315, 1338,
1434, and 1617; from di.sastrous fires in 1413, 1432,
1464, 1486, 1505, 1595, and 1782. At the Reforma-
tion most of the nuns were Poles, as were the majority
until during the eighteenth century. The Abbey of
Trebnitz sutTered so greatly during the Thirty Years
War that the nuns fled to Poland, as they did again
in 1663 when the Turks threatened Silesia. The
last abbess, Dominica von Gillcr, died on 17 August,
1810, and on 11 November, 1810, the abbey was sup-
pressed and secularized. The building, which was
very extensive, was sold later and turned into a cloth
factory. It is now used as the mother-house of the
Trebnitz Sisters of St. Charles Borromeo and as a
hospital conducted by the sisters. The church, a
basilica with pillars in the late Romanesque style, to
which Baroque additions were made, is now the parish
church. The grave of St. Hedwig is in the chapel of

St. Hedwig to the right of the high alt.ar. The grave
of Duke Henry I, her husband, is in front of the
altar.

Schmidt. Gesch. des Kloslerstiftcs Trebnitz (Oppeln. 1853)

;

Bach. Gesch. und Beschreihung des Klosterstijtes in Trebnitz
(Neisse, 1859) ; Jungnitz, Wallfahrlsbuchlein far Verehrer der hi.

Hedwig (3d ed., Breslau. 1902).

Klemens Loffler.

Tredway, Lettice Mary (called "Lady" Tred-
way), b. 1.595; d. Oct., 1677; daughter of Sir Walter
Tredway, of Buckley Park, Northamptonshire; her
mother was Elizabeth Weyman. In July, 1616, Lady
Tredway entered the novitiate of the Canonesses
Regular of the Lateran of Notre-Dame-dc-Beaulieu
at Sin, near Douai (where she was probalily educated),
and in Oct., 1617, made licr solemn profession. In
1631 she and Miles Pinkncy, belter known as Father
Carre, a priest of the English College at Douai, con-
ceived the project of opening a house for canonesses
for Engli.sh subjects only at Douai. The idea was
approved by the authorities at home and abroad, and
in 1634 it was decided to open this English convent at
Paris. Dr. Smith, Bishop of Chalcedon, then in exile

in Paris, helped them so generously that he may
be counted a co-founder. He blessed Lady Tred-
way as abbess, and the Convent of Notre-Dame-de-
Sion was permanently established in the Rue des
Fosses in 1639. Father Carre and Lady Tredway
were also practically the founders of the Seminary of

St. Gregory for training priests for the English Mis-
sion. A pension for English ladies and a school were
attached to the new convent, of which Lady Tredway
held the office of abbess till 1675, when her infirmities

compelled her to resign. Since her death the superiors
have held the title of prioress. For forty-one years
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this noble woman laboured bravely for her convent.
The community has been obhged to leave France, and
is established in England at Ealing (1912).

Cedoz, Un couvciit de rcligieuses anglaises (1891) ; Almond, Leu
dames anglaises (Paris, 1911).

FRANCE.SCA M. Steele.

Tre Fontane. See Saints Vincent and Ana-
STASius, Abbey of.

Tregian, Francis, confessor, b. in Cornwall,
1.548; d. at Lisbon, 25 Sept., 1608. He was son of

Thomas Tregian of Wolveden, Cornwall, and Cath-
erine Arundell; and inherited property worth three

thousand pounds a year, the whole of which was con-
fiscated by Elizabeth because he had harboured
Blessed Cuthbert Mayne (q. v.). Previously he had
resided at Court in order to help the persecuted
Catholics, and he is said by liis biographer to have in-

curred the queen's displeasure by refusing her im-
proper advances. After suffering imprisonment at

Windsor and in various London prisons for twenty-
eight years, he was liberated by James I, who banished
him. Having visited Douai he retired to Madrid,
where the King of Spain assigned him a pension.

Seventeen years after death his body was found in-

corrupt, and miracles are stated to have been wrought
by his intercession. He married Mary, daughter of

Charles, seventh Lord Stourton, by whom he had
eighteen children.

Plu.\kett, lieroum spprulum de vita DM. Francisci Tregeon
(Lisbon, 1655); Anm .>m.h -, i,,,,!/ and Long Sufferings for the

Catholic Faith of Mr I / - ' r,/j. contemporary MS. printed
by Morris in Tr">:' << t \tholic Forefathers, I (London,
1S72); CHALLONEii, .1/"/' ' ' Missionary Priests, I (London,
1741); Camm, Lines of ihr linglish Martyrs, II (London. 1905);
Third Douay Diary in Catholic Record Society Publications, X
(London, 1911); Gillow, Bibl. Did. Eng. Cath., s. v.; Cooper in

Diet. Nat. Biog., s. v.

Edwin Burton.

Tremithus, titular see, suffragan of Salamis in

Cyprus. The city is mentioned by Ptolemy (Geog.,

V, xiii, 6), Hierocies (ed. Burckhardt, 708, 7), George
of Cyprus (ed. Gelzer, 1109), and other geographers.

Among its bishops were: St. Spyridon, a shepherd
and married, present at the Council of Nicaea in 325,
and whose cult is popular in the East (Anal. boUand.,

XXVI, 239); St. Arcadius and St. Nestor, venerated
14 Feb. or 7 March; Theopompus, at the Second
(Ecumenical Council in 381; Theodore, at the Sixth

CEcumenieal Council in 681, and who wrote a biog-

raphy of St. John Chrysostom (P. G., XLVH; 51-

88); George, at the Second Council of Nicaea in 787;
Spyridon in 1081, when the see was temporarily

restored. The usurper Isaac Comnenus was defeated
here in 1191 by Richard Coeur de Lion who after-

wards took ])oss('ssion of Cyprus. The city was then
destroyed and sur\i\-cs only in the Greek village of

Trimethusia in thr district of Chrysocho.
Le Qdien, Oriens chnsL. II, 1009-72; Gelzer, Georgii Cyprii

Descriptio orbis romani (Leipzig, 1890), 213; Hackett. .4 History
of the orthodox Church of Cyprus (London, 1901), .S22 sqq.

S. Vailh^.

Trent, Council op.—The nineteenth cecumenical
council opened at Trent on 13 Dec, 1.545, and closed

there on 4 Dec, 1563. Its main object was the defin-

itive determination of the doctrines of the Church in

answer to the heresies of the Protestants; a further

object was the execution of a thorough reform of the

inner life of the Church by removing the numerous
abuses that had developed in it.

I. Convocation and Opening.—On 28 Nov.,

1518, Luther had appealed from the pope to a general

council because he was convinced that he would be
condemned at Rome for his heretical doctrines. The
Diet held at Nuremberg in 1.523 demanded a "free

Christian council" on (icrman .soil, and at the Diet

held in the same city in 1524 a demand was made for

a German national council to regulate temporarily the

questions in disi)ute, and for a general council to

settle definitely the accusations against Rome, and
the religious disputes. Owing to the feeling prevalent
in Germany the demand was very dangerous. Rome
positively rejected the German national council, but
did not aKsolutely object to holding a general council.

Emperor Charles V forbade the national council, but
notified Clement VII through his ambassadors that
he considered the calling of a general council expe-
dient and proposed the city of Trent as the place of
assembly. In the years directly succeeding this, the
unfortunate dispute between emperor and pope pre-
vented any further negotiations concerning a council.

Nothing was done until 1529 when the papal ambas-
sador, Pico della Mirandola, declared at the Diet of
Speyer that the pope was ready to aid the Germans
in the struggle against the Turks, to urge the restora-
tion of peace among Christian rulers, and to convoke
a general council to meet the following summer.
Charles and Clement VII met at Bologna in 1530, and
the pope agreed to call a council, if necessary. The
cardinal legate, Lorenzo Campeggio, opposed a coun-
cil, convinced that the Protestants were not honest
in demanding it. Still the Catholic princes of Ger-
many, especially the dukes of Bavaria, favoured a
council as the best means of overcoming the evils from
which the Church was suffering; Charles never wa-
vered in his determination to have the council held as
soon as there was a period of general peace in Chris-
tendom.
The matter was also discussed at the Diet of Augs-

burg in 1530, when Campegio again opposed a coun-
cil, while the emperor declared himself in favour of

one provided the Protestants were willing to restore

earlier conditions until the decision of the council.

Charles's proposition met the approval of the Catholic
princes, who, however, wished the assembly to meet in

Germany. The emperor's letters to his ambassadors
at Rome on the subject led to the discussion of the
matter twice in the congregation of cardinals appointed
especially for German affairs. Although opinions
differed, the pope wrote to the emperor that Charles
could promise the convoking of a council with his

consent, provided the Protestants returned to the
obedience of the Church. He proposed an Italian

city, preferably Rome, as the place of assembly.
The emperor, however, distrusted the pope, believing

that Clement did not really desire a council. Mean-
time, the Protestant princes did not agree to abandon
their doctrines. Clement constantly raised diffi-

culties in regard to a council, although Charles, in

accord with most of the cardinals, especially Farnese,

del Monte, and Canisio, repeatedly urged upon him
the calling of one as the sole means of composing the
religious disputes. Meanwhile the Protestant princes

refused to withdraw from the position they had taken
up. Francis I, of France, sought to frustrate the con-

voking of the council by making impossible conditions.

It was mainly his fault that the council was not held

during the reign of Clement VII, for on 28 Nov.,

1531, it had been unanimously agreed in a consistory

that a council should be called. At Bologna in 1532,

the emperor and the pope discussed the question of a
council again and decided that it should meet as

soon as the approval of all Christian princes had been
obtained for the plan. Suitable Briefs addressed to

the rulers were drawn up and legates were commis-
sioned to go to Germany, France, and England. The
answer of the French king was unsatisfactory. Both
he and Henry VIII of England avoided a definitive

reply, and the German Protestants rejected the con-

ditions proposed bv the pope.

The next pope, Paul III (1534-49), as Cardinal

Alessandro Farnese, had always strongly favoured

the convening of a council, and had, during the

conclave, urged the calling of one. When, after his

election, he first met the cardinals, 17 October, 1534,

he spoke of the necessity of u general council, and
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repeated this opinion at the first consistory (13

November). He summoPf^d distinguished prelates

to Rome to discuss the matter with them. Ropresen-

talives of Charles \' and Ferdinand I also hiboured to

hasten the council. The majority of the cardinals,

however, opposed the immediate calliiif; of a counril,

and it was resolved to notify the princes of the papal

decision to hold a church assembly. Nuncios were

sent for this purpose to France, .Spain, and the

German king, Ferdinand. Vergerio, nuncio to

Ferdinand, was also to apprise the German electors

and the most distinguished of tlie rem;iining ruling

princes personally of the impending pnul:imation of

the council. He executed his commission with zeal,

although he frequently met with reserve and dis-

trust. The selection of the place of meeting was a
source of much difficulty, as Rome insisted that the

council should meet in an Italian city. The Prot-

estant rulers, meeting at Smalkald in December,
1535, rejected the proposed council. In this they

were supported by Kings Henry VIII and Francis

I. At the same time the latter sent assurances to

Rome that he considered the council as very service-

able for the extermination of heresy, carrying on,

as regards the holding of a council, the double intrigue

he always pursued in reference toGerman Protestant-

ism. The visit of Charles V to Rome in 1.53G

led to a complete agreement between him and the

pope concerning the council. On 2 June, Paul III

published the Bull calling all patriarchs, archbisliojis,

bishops, and abbots to assemble at Mantua on J3

May, 1537, for a general council. Cardinal legates

were sent with an invitation to the council to the

emperor, the King of the Romans, the King of

France, while a number of other nuncios carried the

invitation to the other Christian countries. The
Netlierlander Peter van der Vorst was sent to Ger-

many to persuade the German ruling princes to take

part. The Protestant rulers received the ambassa-
dor most ungraciously; at Smalkald they refused the

invitation curtly, although in 1530 they had demanded
a council. Francis I took advantage of the war tliat

had broken out between himself and Charles in 153(5

to declare the journey of the French bishops to the

council impossible.

Meanwhile preparations were carried on with
zeal at Rome. The commission of reform, appointed
in July, 153t5, drew up a report as the basis for the
correction of the abuses in ecclesiastical life; the

pope began preparations for the journey to Mantua.
The Duke of Mantua now raised objections against

the holding of the assembly in his city and made
conditions which it was not possible to accept at

Rome. The opening of the council, therefore, W!is

put off to 1 November; later it was decided to oi)en

it at Vicenza on 1 May, 1538. The course of affairs,

however, was continually obstructed by Francis I.

Nevertheless the legates who were to preside at the

council went to Vicenza. Only six bishops were
present. The French king and the pope met at Nice,

and it was decided to prorogue until Easter, l.')39.

Soon after this the emperor also desired to postpone
the council, as he hoped to restore religious unity in

Germany by conferences with the Protestants.

After further unsuccessful negotiations both with
Charles V and Francis I the council was indefinitely

prorogued at the consistory of 21 May, 1.539, to

reassemble at the pope's discretion. When Paul
III and Charles V met at Lucca in September, 1.541,

the former again raised the question of the council.

The emperor now consented that it should meet at

Vicenza, but Venice would not agree, whereupon the
emperor proposed Trent, and later Cardinal Con-
tarini suggested Mantua, but nothing was decided.

The emperor and Francis I were invited later to send
the cardinals of their countries to Rome, so that the

question of the council could be discussed by the

college of cardinals. Morone worked in Germany as

legate for the council, and the pope agreed to hold
it at Trent. After further consultations at Rome,
Paul III convoked on 22 May, 1542, an oecumenical
council to meet at Trent on 1 Nov. of the same year.

The Protestants made \iolent attacks on the council,

and Francis I opposed it energetically, not even
jxrmitting the Bull of convocation to be published
in his kingdom.
The tierman Catholic princes and King Sigismund

of Poland consented to the convocation. Charles V,
enraged at the neutral position of the pope in the
war that was threatening between himself and Francis
1, as well as with the wording of the Bull, wrote a
reproachful letter to Paul III. Nevertheless, prepara-
tions were made for the council at Trent, by special

papal commissioners, and three cardinals were
appointed later as conciliary legates. The conduct,
however, of Francis I and of the emperor again
prevented the opening of the council. A few ItaUan
and German bishops appeared at Trent. The pope
went to Bologna in March, 1543, and to a conference
with Charles V at Busseto in June, yet matters were
not advanced. The strained relations which ap-
peared anew between pope and emperor, and the war
between Charles V and Francis I, led to another
prorogation (6 July, 1.543). After the Peace of

Crespy (17 Sept., 1544) a reconciliation was effected

between Paul III and Charles V. Francis I had
abandoned his opposition and declared himself in

favour of Trent as the place of meeting, as did the
emperor. On 19 Nov., 1544, the Bull "La-tare
Hierusalem" was i.ssued, by which the council was
again convoked to meet at Trent on 15 March, 1545.

Cardinals Giovanni del Monte, Marcello Cervini,

and Reginald Pole were appointed in February,
1545, as the papal legates to preside at the council.

As in March only a few bishops had come to Trent,
the date of opening had to be deferred again. The
emperor, however, desired a speedy opening, conse-
quently 13 December, 1545, was appointed as the
date of the first formal session. This was held in

the choir of the cathedral of Trent after the first

president of the council, Cardinal del Monte, had
celebrated the Mass of the Holy Ghost. When the
Bull of convocation and the Bull appointing the
conciliary legates were read, Cardinal del ^Ionte
declared the oecumenical council opened, and ap-
pointed 7 January as the date of the second ses.sion.

Besides the three presiding legates there were present:

Cardinal Madruzza, Bishop of Trent, four arch-

bishops, twenty-one bishops, five generals of orders.

The council was attended, in addition, by the legates

of the King of Germany, Ferdinand, and by forty-

two theologians, and nine canonists, who had been
summoned as consultors.

II. Order of Business.—In the work of accom-
phshing its great task the council had to contend with
many difficulties. The first weeks were occupied
mainly with settling the order of business of the
assembly. After long discussion it was agreed that
the matters to be taken into consideration by the
members of the council were to be proposed by the
cardinal legates; after they had been drawn up by a
commission of consultors (congregatio lluologorum
minoTum) they were to be discussed thoroughly in

preparatorj- sessions of special congregations of prel-

ates for dogmatic questions, and similar congrega-
tions for legal questions {congregatio prahilnriaii Iheo-

lognnnn and congregatio pnrlatorum canonistarum).
Originally the fathers of the council were divided into

three congregations for discu.ssion of the subjects, but
this was soon done away with as too cumbersome.
After all the preliminary discussions the matter thus
made ready was debated in detail in the general con-
gregation (congregatio generalix) and the final form
of the decrees was settled on. These general congre-
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gations were composed of all bishops, general? of

orders, and abbots who were entitled to a vote, the

proxies of absent members entitled to a vote, and the

representatives {oralores) of the secular rulers. The
decrees resulting from such exhaustive debates were
then brought forward in the formal sessions and votes

were taken upon them. On IS December the legates

laid seventeen articles before the general congregation

as regards the order of procedure in the subjects to be
discussed. This led to a number of difficulties. The
main one was whether dogmatic questions or the

reform of church life should be discussed first. It was
finally decided that both subjects should be debated
simultaneously. Thus after the promulgation in the

sessions of the decrees concerning the dogmas of the

Church followed a similar promulgation of those on
discipUne and Church reform. The question was also

raised whether the generals of orders and abbots were
members of the council entitled to a vote. Opinions
varied greatly on this point. Still, after long dis-

cussion the decision was reached that one vote for

the entire order belonged to each general of an order,

and that the three Benedictine abbots sent by the

pope to represent the entire order were entitled to only

one vote.

^'iolent differences of opinion appeared during the

preparatory discussion of the decree to be laid before

the second session determining the title to be given

the council; the cjuestion was whether there should

be added to the title "Holy Council of Trent" (Sa-

crosancla iridentina synodus) the words "representing

the Church universal" {universalem ecclesiam rep-

ra-seritans). According to the Bishop of Fiesole,

Braccio jNIartello, a number of the members of the

council desired the latter form. However, such a
title, although justified in itself, appeared dangerous
to the legates and other members of the council on
account of its bearing on the Councils of Constance
and Basle, as it might be taken to express th( supe-

riority of the cecumenical council over the pope.

Therefore instead of this formula the additional

phrase "cecumenica el gcneralis" was proposed and
accepted by nearly all the bishops. Only three

bishops who raised the question unsuccessfully

several times later persisted in wanting the formula
" universalem ecclesiam reprtrsentans". A further

point was in reference to the proxies of absent bishops,

namelj', whether these were entitled to a vote or not.

Originally the proxies were not allowed a vote; Paul
III granted to those German bishops who could not

leave their dioceses on account of the religious troubles,

and to them alone, representation by proxies. In

1562, when the council met again, Pius IV withdrew
this permission. Other regulations were also passed,

in regard to the right of the members to draw the

revenues of their dioceses during the session of the

council, and concerning the mode of life of the mem-
bers. At a later date, during the third period of the

council, various modifications were made in these

decisions. Thus the theologians of the council, who
had grown in the meantime into a large body, were
divided into six classes, each of which received a
number of drafts of decrees for discussion. Special

deputations also were often appointed for special

questions. The entire regulation of the debates was
a very prudent one, and offered every guarantee for

an absolutely objective and exhaustive discussion in

all their bearings of the questions brought up for

debate. A regular courier service was maintained

between Rome and Trent, so that the pope was kept

fuUv informed in regard to the debates at the council.

lil. The Wokk and Session.s.—A. First I'mnd
(it Treiit.—Among tlic fathers of the council and the

theologians who had liciMi siuiunoned to Trent were

a number of important men. The legates who pre-

sided at the council were equal to their difficult task

;

Paceco of Jaen, Campeggio of Fcltrc, and the Bishop

of Fiesole already mentioned were especially con-
spicuous among the bishops who were present at
the early sessions. Girolamo Se,ipando, General of

the Augustinian Hermits, was the most prominent
of the heads of the orders; of the theologians, the two
learned Dominicans, Ambrogio Catarino and Dome-
nico Soto, should be mentioned. After the formal
opening session (13 December, 1545), the various
questions pertaining to the order of business were
debated; neither in the second session (7 January,
1546) nor in the third (4 February, 1546) were any
matters touching faith or discipline brought forward.
It was only after the third session, when the prelim-
inary questions and the order of business had been
essentially settled, that the real work of the council
began. The emperor's representative, Francisco de
Toledo, did not reach Trent unto 15 March, and a
further personal representative, Mendoza, arrived
on 25 May. The first subject of discussion which was
laid before the general congi-egation by the legates on
8 February was the Scriptures as the source of Divine
revelation. After exhaustive prehminary discussions

in the various congregations, two decrees were ready
for debate at the fourth session (8 April, 1546), and
were adopted by the fathers. In treating the canon
of Scripture they declare at the same time that in

matters of faith and morals the tradition of the
Church is, together with the Bible, the standard of

supernatural revelation; then taking up the text

and the use of the sacred Books they declare the Vul-
gate to be the authentic text for sermons and dispu-

tations, although this did not exclude textual emenda-
tions. It was also determined that the Bible should
be interpreted according to the unanimous testimony
of the Fathers and never misused for superstitious

purposes. Nothing was decided in regard to the
translation of the Bible into the vernaculars.

In the meantime earnest discussions concerning the
question of church reform had been carried on between
the pope and the legates, and a number of items had
been suggested by the latter. These had .special

reference to the Roman Curia and its administration,

to the bishops, the ecclesiastical benefices and tithes,

the orders, and the training of the clergy. Charles V
wished the discussion of the dogmatic questions to be
postponed, but the council and the pope could not
agree to that, and the council debated dogmas simul-

taneouslj' with decrees concerning discipline. On 24
May the general congregation took up the discussion

of original sin, its nature, consequences, and cancel-

lation by baptism. At the same time the question of

the Immaculate Conception of the ^"irgin was brought
forward, but the majorit.v of the members finally

decided not to give any definite dogmatic decision on
this point. The reforms debated concerned the

establishment of theological professorships, preaching,

and episcopal obligation of residence. In reference

to the latter the Spanish bishop, Paceco, raised the

point whether this obligation was of Divine origin,

or whether it was merely an ecclesiastical ordinance

of human origin, a question which led later t_o long

and violent discussions. In the fifth session (17 June,

1546) the decree on the dogma of original sin was
promulgated with five canons (anathemas) against

the corresponding erroneous doctrines; and the first

decree on reform (dc reformatione) was also promul-
gated. This treats (in two chapters) of professorships

of the Scriptures, and of secular learning {artcs iiber-

ales), of those who preach the Divine word, and of the

collectors of alms.

For the following session, which was originally set

for 29 July, the matters proposed for general debate

were the dogma of justification as the dogmatic ques-

t ion and t h(- obligation of residence as regards bishops

as the (liscii)Iinary decree; the treatment of these ques-

tions was proposed to the general congregation by the

legates on 21 June. The dogma of justification
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brought up for flcbate one of the fundament.il ques-
tions which hail lo be discussed with reference to

the heretics of the sixteenth century, and which in

itself presented great difficulties. The imperial inirty

sought to block the discussion of the entire matter,

some of the fathers were anxious on account of the

approaching war of Charles V against the Protestant

princes, and there was fresh dissension between the
emperor and the pope. However, the debates on the

question were prosecuted with the greatest zeal; ani-

mated, at times even stormy, discussions took
place; the debate of the next general session had to

be postponed. No less than sixty-one general con-
gregations and forty-four other congregations were
held for the debate of the important subjects of

justifieation and the obligation of residence, before

the matters were ready for the final decision. At the
sixth regular sessi(m on 1.3 January, 1.547, was pro-
mulgated the ma.sterly decree on justification (dejusti-

^cn(io;«'), which consisted of a proa-mium or preface
and sixi,een chapters with thirty-t hree canons in con-
demnation of the opposing heresies. The decree on
reform of this session was one in five chapters respect-

ing the obligation of residence of bishops and of the
occupants of ecclesiastical benefices or offices. These
decrees make the sixth session one of the most im-
portant and decisive of the entire council.

The legates proposed to the general congregation
as the subject-matter for the following session, the
doctrine of the Church as to the sacraments, and for

the disciplinary question a series of ordinances
respecting both the appointment and offici.al activi-

ties of bishops, and on ecclesiast ical benefices. \\'hen

the questions had been debated, in the seventh ses-

sion {'.i March, l.")47), a dogmatic decree with suitable

canons was pronudgatcd on the sacraments in general
(thirteen canons), on baptism (fom-teen canons), and
on confirmation (three canons) ; a decree on reform (in

fifteen chapter.s) was also enacted in regard to bishops
and ecclesi.astieal benefices, in particular as to plural-

ities, visitations, and exemptions, concerning the
founding of infirmaries, and as to the legal affairs

of the clergy. Before this session was held the ques-
tion of the prorogation of the coimcil or its transfer

to another city h.ad been discussed. The relations

between pope and emperor had grown even more
strained; the Smalkaldic War had begun in Germany;
and now an infectious disease broke out in Trent,
carrying off the general of the Franciscans and
others. The cardinal legates, therefore, in the eighth
session (11 March, l.")47) proposed the transfer of the
council to another city, supporting themselves in this

action by a Brief which had been given them by the
pope some time before. The majority of the fathers

voted to transfer the council to Bologna, and on the
following d-ay (12 March) the legates went there. By
the ninth .session the number of participants had risen

to four cardinals, nine archbishops, forty-nine bishops,
two proxies, two abbots, three generals of orders,

and fifty theologians.

B. Period III Bologna.—The majority of the fathers

of the council went with the cardinal legates from
Trent to Bologna; but fourteen bishops who belonged
to the party of Charles V remained at Trent and
would not recognize the tran.sfer. The sudden change
of place without any special con.sultation beforehand
with the pope did not please Paul III, who probably
foresaw that this would lead to further severe difficul-

ties between him.self and the em|)eror. As a matter
of fact Charles V w.os very indignant at the change,
and through his ambassador Vaga protested against
it, vigorously urging a return to Trent. The em-
peror's defeat of the Smalkaldic League increased his

power. Influential cardinals .sought to mediate be-
tween the emperor and the pope, but the negotiations
failed. The emperor protested formally against the
transferto Bologna, and, refusing to permit the Spanish

XV.—
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bishops who had remained at Trent to leave that city,

began negotiations again with the German Protestants
on his own responsibihty. Consequently at the ninth
session of the council held at Bologna on 21 April,

1547, the only decree issued was one proroguing the
session. The same action was all that was taken in

the tenth session on 2 June, 1547, although there had
been exhaustive debates on various subjects in con-
gregations. The tension between the emperor and
the pope had increased despite the efforts of Cardinals
Sfondrato and Madruzzo. All negotiations were
fruitless. The bishops who had remained at Trent
had held no sessions, but when the pope called to
Rome four of the bishops at Bologna and four of those
at Trent, the latter said in excuse that they could not
obey the call. Paul III had now to expect extreme
opposition from the emperor. Therefore, on 13 Sep-
tember, he proclaimed the suspension of the council
and commanded the cardinal legate del Monte to dis-

miss the members of the council assembled at Bologna;
this was done on 17 September. The bishops were
called to Rome, where they were to prepare decrees
for disciplinary reforms. This closed the first period
of the council. On 10 Nov., 1.549, the pope died.

C. Secoml Period at Trent.—The successor of Paul
III was Juhus III (15.50-.55), Giovanni del Monte,
first cardinal legate of the coimcil. He at once be-
gan negotiations with the emperor to reopen the coun-
cil. On 14 Nov., 15.50, he issued the Bull "Quum ad
tollenda", in which the rea.ssembling at Trent was
arranged. As iiresidents he appointed Cardinal Mar-
cellus Crescentius, Archbishop Sebastian Pighinus of

Siponto, and Bishop Aloysius Liijomanni of Verona.
The cardin.al legate reached Trent on 29 .^iiril, 1551,
where, besides the bishop of the city, fourteen bishops
from the countries ruled by the em])eror were in at-

tendance; several bishops came from Rome, where
they had been staying, and on 1 May, 1.551, the elev-

enth session was held. In this the resumption of the
council was decreed, and 1 September was appointed
as the date of the next session. The Sacrament of

the Eucharist and drafts of further disciplinary de-
crees were discu.ssed in the congregations of the theo-
logians and also in several general congregations.
Among the theologians were Lainez and Sahneron, who
had been sent by the pope, and Johannes Arza, who
represented the emperor. Ambassadors of the em-
peror, King Ferdinand, and Henry II of France were
present. The King of France, however, was unwilling
to allow any French bishop to go to the coimcil. In
the twelfth session (1 Sept., 1551) the only decision

was the prorogation until 11 October. This was due
to the expectation of the arrival of other German
bishops, besides the Archbishops of Mainz and Trier
who were already in attendance. The thirteenth
session was held on 11 Oct., 1.551; it promulgated a
comprehensive decree on the Sacrament of the
Eucharist (in eight chapters and eleven canons) and
also a decree on reform (in eight chapters) in regard to

the supervision to be exercised by bishops, and on
episcopal jurisdiction. Another decree deferred until

the next session the discussion of four articles con-
cerning the Eucharist, namely, Communion under the
two species of bread and wine and the Communion of

children; a safe-conduct was also issued for Protes-
tants who desired to come to the council. An am-
bassador of Joachim II of Brandenburg had already
reached Trent.
The presidents laid before the general congregation

of 15 October drafts of definitions of the Sacraments
of Penance and Extreme Unction for discussion.

These .subjects occupied the congregations of theo-

logians, among whom Groppcr, Nausea, Tapper, and
Hessels were especially prominent, and also the gen-
eral congregations during the months of October and
November. At the fourteenth session, held on 25
November, the dogmatic decree promulgated con-
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tained nine chapters on tlie dogma of the Church
respecting the Sacrament of Penance and three chap-
ters on extreme unction. To the chapters on penance
were added fifteen canons condemning heretical

teachings on this point, and four canons condemning
heresies to the chapters on unction. The decree on
reform treated the disciphne of the clergy and various
matters respecting ecclesiastical benefices. In the
meantime, ambassadors from several Protestant
princes and cities reached Trent. They made various
demands, as: that the earlier decisions which were
contrary to the Aug.sbiu'g Confession should be re-

called; "that debates on questions in dispute between
Cathohcs and Protestants should be deferred; that
the subordination of the pope to an oecumenical coun-
cil should be defined; and other propositions which the
council could not accept. Since the close of the last

session both the theologians and the general congre-
gations had been occupied in numerous assemblies
with the dogma of the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass and
of the ordination of priests, as well as with plans for

new reformatory decrees. At the fifteenth session

(25 January, 1552), in order to make some advances
to the ambassadors of the Protestants, the decisions

in regard to the subjects under consideration were
postponed and a new safe-conduct, such as they had
desired, was drawn up for them. Besides the three

papal legates and Cardinal Madruzzo, there were pres-

ent at Trent ten archbishops and fifty-four bishops,
most of them from the countries ruled by the emperor.
On account of the treacherous attack made by Mau-
rice of Saxony on Charles V, the city of Trent and the
members of the council were placed in danger; con-
sequently, at the sixteenth session (23 April, 1552) a
decree suspending the coimcil for two years was pro-
mulgated. However, a considerably longer period
of time elapsed before it could resume its sessions.

D. Third Period at Trent.—Julius III did not live to

call the council together again. He was followed by
MarceOus II (1555), a former cardinal legate at

Trent, Marcello Cervino; Marcellus died twenty-
two days after his election. His successor, the austere

Paul IV (1555-9), energetically carried out internal

reforms both in Rome and in the other parts of the
Church ; but he did not seriously consider reconvening
the council. Pius IV (1559-65) announced to the cardi-

nals shortly after his election his intention of reopen-
ing the council. Indeed, he had found the right

man, his nephew, the Cardinal Archbishop of Milan,
Charles Borromeo, to complete the important work
and to bring its decisions into customary usage
in the Church. Great difficulties were raised once
more on various sides. The Emperor Ferdinand de-
sired the council, but wished it to be held in some
German city, and not at Trent; moreover he desired

it to meet not as a continuation of the earlier assem-
bly but as a new council. The King of France also

desired the assembling of a new council, but he did
not wish it at Trent. The Protestants of Germany
worked in every way against the assembling of the
Council. After long negotiations Ferdinand, the
Kings of Spain and Portugal, CathoUc Switzerland,

and Venice left the matter to the pope. On 29
Nov., 1560, the Bull "Ad ecclesise regimen", by
which the council was ordered to meet again at

Trent at Easter, 1561, was published. Notwithstand-
ing all the efforts of the papal nuncios, Delfino and
Commendone, the German Protestants persisted in

their opposition. Cardinal Ercole Gonzaga was
appointed president of the council; he was to be
assisted by the cardinal legates Stanislaus Hosius,

Jacobus Puteus (du I'uy), HieronjTnus Seripando,
Luigi Simonetta, and Slarcus Siticus of Altemps.
As the bishops madt^ their appearance very slowly,

the opening of the council was delayed. Finally on
18 Jan., 1.562, the seventeenth session was held;

it proclaimed the revocation of the suspension of the

council and appointed the date for the next session.
There were present, besides the four cardinal legates,
one cardinal, three patriarchs, eleven archbishops,
forty bishops, four abbots, and four generals of
orders; in addition thirtj^-four theologians were in
attendance. The ambassadors of the princes were a
source of much trouble to the presidents of the
council and made demands which were in part im-
possible. The Protestants continued to calum-
niate the assembly. Emperor Ferdinand wished to
have the discussion of dogmatic questions deferred.
At the eighteenth session (25 Feb., 1562) the only

matters decided were the pubhcation of a decree
concerning the drawing up of a list of forbidden books
and an agreement as to a safe-conduct for Protestants.
At the next two sessions, the nineteenth on 14 May,
and the twentieth on 4 June, 1562, only decrees
proroguing the council were issued. The number of
members had, it is true, increased, and various
ambassadors of Catholic rulers had arrived at
Trent, but some princes continued to raise obstacles
both as to the character of the council and the place
of meeting. Emperor Ferdinand sent an exhaustive
plan of church reform which contained many articles

impossible to accept. The legates, however, con-
tinued the work of the assembly, and presented the
draft of the decree on Holy Communion, which
treated especially the question of Communion under
both species, as weU as drafts of several disciplinary
decrees. These questions were subjected to the
usual discussions. At the twent}'-first session (16
July, 1562) the decree on Communion under both
species and on the Communion of children was pro-
mulgated in four chapters and four canons. A decree
upon reformation in nine chapters was also promul-
gated; it treated ordination to the priesthood, the
revenues of canons, the founding of new parishes,

and the collectors of alms. Articles on the Sacrifice

of the Mass were now laid before the congregations
for discussion; in the following months there were
long and animated debates over the dogma. At the
twenty-second session, which was not held until

17 Sept., 1562, four decrees were promulgated: the
first contained the dogma of the Church on the
Sacrifice of the Mass (in nine chapters and nine
canons) ; the second directed the suppression of abuses
in the offering of the Holy Sacrifice; a third (in eleven
chapters) treated reform, especially in regard to the

morals of the clergy, the requirements necessary
before ecclesiastical offices could be assumed, wills,

the administration of religious foundations; the fourth

treated the granting of the cup to the laity at Com-
munion, which was left to the discretion of the pope.
The council had hardly ever been in as difficult a

position as that in which it now found itself. The
secular rulers made contradictory and, in part, im-
possible demands. At the same time warm debates
were held by the fathers on the questions of the duty
of residence and the relation of the bishops to the

pope. The French bishops who arrived on 13 Novem-
ber made several dubious propositions. Cardinals

Gonzaga and Seripando, who were of the number
of cardinal legates, died. The two new legates

and presidents, Morone and Navagero, gradually

mastered the difficulties. The various points of the

dogma concerning the ordination of priests were
discussed both in the congregations of the eighty-

four theologians, among whom Salmeron, Soto, and
Lainez were the most prominent, and in the general

congregations. Finally, on 15 July, 1563, the twenty-
third session was held. It promulgated the decree

on the Sacrament of Orders and on the ecclesiastical

hierarchy (in four chapters and eight canons), and
a decree on reform (in eighteen chapters). This
disciplinary decree treated the obligation of residence,

the conferring of the different grades of ordination,

and the education of young clerics (seminarists).
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The decrees which were proclaimed to the Church at

this session were the result of long and arduous de-

bates, in which 235 members entitled to a vote took

part. Disputes now arose once more as to whether
the council should be speedily terminated or should

be carried on longer. In the meantime the congre-

gations debated the draft of the decree on the Sacra-

ment of Matrimony, and at the twenty-fourth
session (11 Nov., 1563) there were promulgated a

dogmatic decree (with twelve canons) on marriage as

a sacrament and a reformatory decree (in ten chap-

ters), which treated the various conditions requisite

for contracting of a vahd marriage. A general

decree on reform (in twenty-one chapters) was
also published which treated the various ques-

tions connected with the administration of ecclesias-

tical offices.

The desire for the closing of the council grew
stronger s,mong all connected with it, and it was de-

cided to close it as

speedily as possible.

A number of ques-
tions had been dis-

cussed preliminarily

and were now ready
for final definition.

Consequently in the
twenty-fifth and final

session, which occu-
pied two days (3-4

Dec, 1563), "the fol-

lowing decrees were
approved and pro-
mulgated: on 3 De-
cember a dogmatic
decree on the ven-
eration and invoca-

tion of the saints,

and on the relics and
images of the same;
a decree on reform
(in twenty-two chap-
ters) concerning
monks and nuns;
a decree on reform,
treating of the mode of hfe of cardinals and bishops,

certificates of fitness for ecclesiastics, legacies for

Masses, the administration of ecclesiastical benefices,

the suppression of concubinage among the clergy, and
the life of the clergy in general. On 4 December the

following were promulgated: a dogmatic decree on
indulgences; a decree on fasts and feast days; a
further decree on the preparation by the pope of edi-

tions of the Missal, the Breviary, and a catechism, and
of a list of forbidden books. It was also declared that

no secular power had been placed at a disadvantage by
the rank accorded to its ambassadors, and the secular

rulers were called upon to accept the decisions of the

council and to execute thorn. Finally, the decrees

p;issed by the council during the pontificates of Paul
III and Juhus III were read and proclaimed to be
binding. After the fathers had agreed to lay the de-

cisions before the pope for confirmation, the president,

Cardinal Marono, dcclarcfl the council to be closed.

The decrees were subscribed by two hundred and
fifteen fathers of the council, consisting of four cardi-

nal legates, two cardinals, three patriarchs, twent5'-

five archbishops, one hundred and sixty-seven bishops,

seven abbots, seven generals of orders, and also

by nineteen proxies for thirty-three ab.sent prelates.

The decrees were confirmed on 26 Jan., 1.564, by Pius
IV in the Bull "Benedictus Deus", and were accepted

by Catholic countries, by some with reservations.

The (Ecumenical Council of Trent has proved to be
of the greatest importance for the development of the

inner life of the Church. No council has ever had to

accomphsh its task under more serious difficulties,

none has had so many questions of the greatest impor-
tance to decide. The assembly proved to the world
that notwithstanding repeated apostasy in church
life there still existed in it an abundance of religious

force and of loyal championship of the unchanging
principles of Christianity. Although unfortunately

the council, through no fault of the fathers assembled,

was not able to heal the religious differences of western
Europe, yet the infallible Divine truth was clearly

proclaimed in opposition to the false doctrines of the

day, and in this way a firm foundation was laid for

the overthrow of heresy and the carrying out of

genuine internal reform in the Church.
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Trent (Tridentum), Diocese of (Tridentina),
suffragan of Salzburg. Trent became universally
known through the famous general council held there
from 1545 to 1563. At an earlier date, however, it

had a certain historical importance. In IS b. c.
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its territory became subject to the Romans. As
early as 381 there appeared at the Council of Aquileia

Abundantius, Bishop of Trent. While Arianism and
the barbarian invasions elsewhere smothered the

seed of the Gospel, it grew in Trent under the care and
protection of St.Vigilius. Bishop Valerian of Aquileia

had consecrated the youthful Vigilius, while the great

Ambrose of Milan had instructed him as to his duties

in lengthy, fatherly epistles. VigiUus came to his

end prematurely ; he was stoned to death when barely

forty years of age.

In the sixth century during the Three Chapters
controversy, the Provinces of Milan and Aquileia

continued in schism even after Popes Vigilius and
Pelagius I had recognized the decrees of the Council
of Constantinople; through the Patriarch of Aquileia

the bishops of Trent also persisted in the schism.

Placed between Germany and Italy, Trent was ex-

posed to the influences of both. Ecclesiastically it

remained subject to

Aquileia until 1751,

but in political affairs

it could not with-

stand the power of

the Salic and Saxon
kings and emperors.
Under the first Fran-
conian king, Bishop
Ulrich II became an
independent prince

of the empire, with
the powers and piiv-

ileges of a duke. In
consideration of im-
perial favour the

bishops of Trent
sided with Henry 1 \

and Frederick I dur-

ing the great strut;;!!''

between the Chun h

and the Empire, liui

in such a skilful man-
ner as to avoid a

rupture with the pope. Bishop Adelbert is even

revered as a saint, although he sided with the

antipope Victor IV, who had been chosen by the

emperor; in those times of confusion it was often

difficult to find the right path. He died a martyr in

defence of the rights of his see (1177). Under In-

nocent III, Friedrich von Wanga raised Trent to the

height of its power and influence. He was a great

temporal and ecclesiastical ruler. He used every

means to kindle and strengthen the religious spirit,

and began the building of the splendid Romanesque
cathedral. He died at Acre in 1218 during the Fourth
Crusade.
The untimely death of Meinhard III, son of Mar-

garet of Tyrol, brou^lit Trent under the rule of Aus-
tria in 1363. In 13(i',t H.u(lijli)h IV concluded a treaty

with Bishop Albreclit II of Urtenburg, by virtue of

which Rudolph became the real sovereign of the dio-

cese. The bishop promised in his own name and in

that of his successors to acknowledge the duke and his

heirs as lords, and to render assistance to them against

their enemies. Thereafter Trent ceased to be an in-

dependent principality, and became a part of the

Tyrol. Ortenburg's successor was George I of Liech-

tenstein, who endeavoured to regain ita independence
for the see. His efforts involved him in several wars,

terminated only by his death in 1419. More than
once during these wars he was taken prisoner, while

the duke was excommunicated anil the see interdicted.

The much discussed story of the death of St. Simon
of Trent belongs to the reign of Prince-Bishop Jo-

hannes IV llinderbacli. On Holy Thursday of the

year 147.5, the little child, then about 20 months old,

son of a gardener, was missed by its parents. On the

evening of Easter Sunday the body was found in a
ditch. Several Jews, who were accused of the mur-
der, were cruelly tortured.

The sixteenth century was a time of trouble and
worry for the Church in the Tyrol. In the towns the
Lutherans, in the villages and among the peasants
the Anabaptists, multiplied. After manj' ineffectual

efforts, the sovereigii, bishops, and several monastic
orders combined their authority, and a new order set

in, which reached its climax in the Council of Trent.
At the time of the council Cardinal Christoph von
Madrutz was prince-bishop. He was succeeded by
three members of his house, with the last of whom the
house of Madrutz died out. The decrees of the coun-
cil were executed but slowly. In 1593 Cardinal Lud-
wig von Madrutz founded the seminary, which later

was conducted by the Somaschi. The Jesuits came
to Trent in 1622.

Peter Vigil, Count of Thun, governed the see dur-
ing the Josephite re-

forms, with which he
was in sympathy.
He abolished some of
the monasteries in

his territorj', inter-

fered with the consti-

tutions of the various
orders, and closed
some churches. When
the Patriarchate of

Aquileia ceased to
exist in 1751, Trent
bpcame exempt. Dur-
iim the administra-
imn of his successor,
l.iuinanuel Maria
< nunt of Thun, it

' I iscd to be an inde-
peuilent ecclesiastical

principality (1803).
The Bavarian Gov-
ernment insisted on
the following: (1)

priests were to be ordained only after an examina-
tion at the university; (2) the bishops were to order
their clergy to obey all orders of the Government in

connexion with the ecclesiastical police; (3) when fill-

ing benefices a list of three names was to be presented
by the bishop to the Government or by the Govern-
ment to the bishop; (4) recourse to Rome or combina-
tion with other bishops was forbidden. Bishop Em-
manuel replied that he would remain true to hi^ oath
to support and defend the privileges of the Church,
and that he would rather suffer all the consequences
which might arise from his refusal than act against

his conscience. He was expelled in 1807 and crossed

the frontier into Salzburg at Reichenhall. He could
only return after the Tyrolese had freed themselves
of the Bavarian yoke. After the Peace of Vienna
negotiations were begim relative to the circumscrip-

tion of the dioceses of the Tyrol, and were concluded
in 1825. Trent was made a suffragan of Salzburg,

and the bishops, instead of being chosen by the

chapter, were ajipointed by the emperor. The 115th
Bishop of Trent was Johann Nepomuk Tschiderer.

He died on 12 JSIarch, ISGO, and his canonization is

already under way. The diocese numbers 602,000
Catholics, 1072 priests, 817 male religious, and 1527
nuns.
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Trenton, Diocese of (Thentonensis), created

15 July, ISSl, suffragan of New York, comprises
Atlantic, Burlington, Camden, Cape May, Cumber-
land, Gloucester, Hunterdon, Mercer, Middlesex,

Monmouth, Ocean, Salem, Somerset, and Warren
counties in the State of New Jersey, U. S. A., an area
of about 5,756 square miles. From 1S08 to 1853 the

territory now occupied by the Diocese of Trenton
covered the lower sections of what was then known as

East and West Jersey, the former belonging to the

jurisdiction of New York and the latter to Phila-

delphia. In 1853 the Diocese of Newark was formed,

and the entire State of New Jersey was placed under
Bi.shop James Roosevelt Bayley, afterwards Arch-
bishop of Baltimore. The Diocese of Trenton lies

between New York and Philadelphia and has within

its confines all the sea coast from Sandy Hook to Cape
May Point, whereon thirty churches have been built

to accommodate the summer visitora to the Jersey

coast. The first Mass said within its territory was
celebrated at Woodbridge, about 1672, and the city

of Trenton, in 1814, witnessed the formation of the

first congregation and the erection of the first church.

The first bishop wa-s the Right Rev. Michael
Joseph O'Farrell (b. at Limerick, Ireland, 2 Decem-
ber, 1832; d. 2 April, 1894). Bishop O'Farrell com-
pleted his classics and philosophy at All Hallows
College, Dublin, and went to St-Sulpice, Paris,

where he made his theology course. He became a
Sulpician and was ordained in his native citv by
the Most Rev. Dr. Ryan, 18 Aug., 18.55. His su-

periors sent him to ^Iont^eal, Canada, where he
taught dogmatic theolog\' at the Grand Seminary.
He left the Congregation of St-Sulpice and was made
rector of St. Peter's Church, New York City. He
took up the work of organizing the new Diocese of

"Trenton with fifty-one priests, sixty-nine churches,

and a Catholic population of about forty thousand.
Soon new parishes and mi.ssions were formed, an
orphan jusyliim w;is opened at New Brunswick, and
a home for the aged at Beverly. At the Third Coun-
cil of Baltimore Bishop O'Farrell was considered one
of the most eloquent speakers in the American hier-

archy. He wrote jiastoral letters on Christian mar-
riage and Christian education. His remains were
at first interred in the cathedral cemetery, Trenton,
but in 1905 were transferred to a vault in the chapel

of St. Michael's Orphan Asylum, Hopewell, New
Jersey.

Bishop O'Farrell was succeeded by his chancellor

and vicar-general, the Right Rev. James Augustine
McFaul (b. near Lame, Co. Antrim, Ireland, 6 June,

1850), the second and present Bishop of Trenton.
The latter went with his parents to America when
a few months old. The family dwelt for several

years in New York City and then moved to Bound
Brook, New Jersey. Bishop McFaul made his col-

legiate course at .St. Vincent's, Beatty, Pennsylvania,
and at St. Francis Xavier's, New York City, his

theological studies being matle at Seton Hall, South
Orange, New Jersey. He w.a.s ordained on 26 May,
1877, and, when the See of Trenton was erected, was
appointed an assistant priest at St. Mary's church,
Trenton, which Bishop O'Farrell selected as his cathe-
dral. Hence he early became a friend of his pre.de-

ce.ssor, by whom he w;us held in great confidence and
by whom he was appointed pastor of the Church of

St. Mary, .'^tar of the Sea, Long Branch. In October,
1890, he returned to the cathedral to be its rector

and to assist the bishop. He was made secretary
and chancellor, and on 1 November, 1892, w.as ap-
pointed vicar-general. On the death of Bishop
O'Farrell he acted as administrator of the diocese
and on 20 July, of the same year, was raised to the
episcopate, being consecrated in .St. Mary's Cathe-
dral (18 Oct., 1894) by Archbishop Corrigan, from
whom, when Bishop of Newark, he received all his

other orders. Being familiar with the diocese he
soon placed it on a splendid financial basis, and
erected many churches, schools, and institutions,

among which are: the orphan asylum, at Hopewell;
the home for the aged, at Lawrenceville; and Mount
St. Mary's College for young ladies, at Plainfield.

Bishop McFaul is organizer of the American Fed-
eration of Catholic Societies, which h;is a membership
of about two million.

Among the most widely known of Bishop McFaul's
works arc his pastoral letters, "The Christian Home",
"The Christian School", and "Some Modern Prob-
lems", ;is well as a timely and valuable brochure on
tuberculo.sis. His address on "The American Uni-
versities", delivered in New York City, June, 1909,
revealed to the American people the fact that the
professors of several of these institutions were advanc-
ing ideas in conflict with morality and the established
standards of right and wrong. In May, 1911, he
delivered an address on the Press before several

thousand new.spaper men, in .St. Patrick's Cathedral,
New York City.

In the Diocese of Trenton there are many nation-
alities, and the Gospel is preached in the following
langiiages: English, German, Italian, Polish, Hun-
garian, Slovak, Lithuanian, and Rumanian.
The religious communities in the diocese are:

men—Franciscans (Minor Conventuals), Augustin-
ians. Fathers of the Pious Society of Missions,
Dominicans, Brothers of the Sacred Heart, and
Brothers of the Christian Schools (summer only);
women—.Sisters of Mercy, Sisters of Charity, .Sisters

of the Third Order of St. Francis, Sisters of St.

Francis, Mi.-ision Helpers of the Sacred Heart,
Dominican Sisters of the Perpetual Rosary, Sisters

of St. Dominic, Gray Nuns, Poor Clares, Felician

Sisters, .School Sisters of Notre-Dame, F'ranciscan

.Sisters of Christian Charity, Pious Teachers (Pit

Filippini), .Sisters of the Precious Blood.
General statistics (1911): bishop, 1; secular priests,

167; regular, 23; churches with resident priests, 124;
missions with churches, 30; stations, 84; chapels, 13;
religious women (including novices and postulants),

372; college (Franciscan) 1, students, 90; academies
for young ladies, 5, pupils, 350; college for young
ladies, 1, students, 87; parishes with parochial schools,

44, pupils, 12,263; Sunday-schools, 153; teachers, 900,
pupils, 20,364; orphan asylums, 2, orphans, 313; total

number of young people under Catholic care, 13,103;
hospitals, 3, patients treated during 1910, about
7,000; day-nurseries 2, children, 125; homes for aged,

2, inmates, 100; CathoUc population, about 1.30,000.

Flynn. The Ciilholic Church in New Jersey (Morristown, 1304);
Le.vhy, The Diocese o/ Trenton (Princeton, 1907) ; McFaul, Mem-
orial olthe Rt. Rev. Michael J. O'Farrell; Fox, A Century of Catho-
licity in Trenton, N. J.; The Catholic Directory (1852. 1883, 1911).

James J. Powers.

Tresham, Sir Thomas, Knight Bachelor (in or
before 1.T24), Grand Prior of England in the Order of
Knights Hospitallers of St. John of Jeru.salem (1557)

;

date of birth unknown; d. 8 March, 15.58-9. The
eldest .son of John Tresham of Rushton, Northamp-
tonshire, and Elizabeth, daughter of Sir James Har-
rington, of Hornby, Lancashire, he mairied (1) Anne,
daughtei of William, Ijord Parr, of Horton, by whom
he had two sons, and (2) Lettice, relict of .Sir Robert
Lee, who predeceased him without issue. He was cho-
sen sheriff of Northamptonshire in 1.524, 1539, 1545,
and 1555, and returned as member for the county
in 1541 and twice in 1554. He constantly served
on comniissiims of the peace, of gaol delivery, of oyer
and terminer, of sewers, and the like, and was a[)-

pointed special commissioner in 1527 to search for

grain, in 1530 to inquire into Wol.sey's possessions, and
in 1537 to inquire into the Lincolnshire rebellion.

In 1.539 he was one of the knights appointed to re-

ceive Anne of Cleves at Calais. In 1540 he had
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licence to impark the Lyveden estate in Aldwinkle

St. Peter's parish, where the "New Bield" erected by

his grandson still stands. In this year, though his

main estates were in Northamptonshire, he had a

house with twenty-nine household servants in Wolfe-

ton, Dorsetshire. In 1544 he supplied men for the

king's army in France, and a little later was one of

the commissioners to collect the "benevolence" for

the defence of the realm. In 1546 he was appointed

assessor to the "Contribution Commission", and was
summoned to Court to meet the French ambassador.

In 1549 he assisted in suppressing the Norfolk rising,

and received £272, 19.6 for his services. He proclaimed

Queen Mary at Northampton on 18 July, 1553,

and accompanied her on her entry into London. He
was one of those appointed on 3 August, 1553, "to

staye the assemblies in Royston and other places of

Cambridgeshire". In April, 1554, he conveyed a

prisoner from Peterborough to be examined by the

Privy Council in London. In May, 1554, he was one

of the custodians of the Earl of Devonshire.

Although by Royal Charter dated 2 April, 1557, he

was named grand prior, it was not till 30 November
that the order was re-established in England with four

knights under him, and he was solemnly invested

In the meantime Sir Richard Shelley had been madr
turcopoliei at Malta. The order was endowed by the

queen with lands to the yearly value of £1436. He
sat in the House of Lords in .lanuary, 1557-8, and sent

his proxy to the first parliament of Queen Elizabeth

He was buried at Rushton with great pomp on 16

March, 1558-9.
Pollard in Did. Nat. Biog.. s. v.; Brewer, G.\irdner, and

Brodie, Letters etc. Hen. VIII, IV, V. XII-XXI (London, 1862-

1911); Lemon, Cal. Stale Papers. Dam. lSi7-S0 (London, 1856);

D.43ENT, Acts of the Privy Council (London, 1590-1907), I, 488;

II, 325; IV, 310; V, 9, 30; Metc.vlfe, Visitations of Northants

(London, 1887), 201-2; Bridges, Northamptonshire, II (Oxford,

1791), 69; Strype, Memorials, III (Oxford, 1822), xi, 194; ii, 21;

AnTMls. I (Oxford, 1824), i, 82, 398; Nichols, Machyn's Diary

bv Camden Society, (1848), 159, 192, 348, 372; Queen Jane and
Queen Man, bv Camden Society (1850), 12, 13; H.tMlLTON, Wrio-

thesWs Chronicle, II, bv Camden Society (1871), 116, 139;

Barron. Northamptonshire Families (London, 1906), 370, 375;

and a MS. in the Record Office, S. P. Dam. Eliz., I, 64.

John B. Wainewright.

Treves. See Trier, Diocese of.

Treviso, Diocese of (Tarvisina), in Venetia

(Northern Italy). The capital is surrounded by the

River Sile; its environs are the favourite summer
resort of the \'enc-

tian nobihty. The
cathedral, erected
in 1141, was trans-

formed in 1485 by
Tullio and Pietro

Lombardo, and
modernized in

17.58 with five cu-

polas ; the entrance
portal dates from
1S35. It contains
sculptures by the
brothers Bregno
and by Antonio
Lombardo; paint-

ings by Paris Bor-
flone, Titian, and
Francesco di Do-
niinicis; frescoes

by Seitz, Porde-
none, etc. ; and the
tombs of Canon
Malchiostro and

the Bi-shop Zanetti. The Church of S. Nicol6,

designed in Gothic style by Fra Nicol6 da Smola,
was erected by Benedict XI, who presented it to the

Dominicans. It now belongs to the seminary which
occupies the ancient convent of Santa Maria Mad-

dalena; it has paintings by Paolo Veronese. Among
the civil buildings is the Palazzo dei Trecento (1184)

containing the Galleria Comunale with pictures by
Lotto, Tintoretto, Bordone, Bellini. Natives of Tre-
viso were: the painters Paris Bordone, Pier Maria
and Girolamo Pennacchi; the historian Odorigo
Rinaldi (Raynaldus), continuator of Baronius; the

jurist Bartolommeo Zuccati; the CarmeUte Francesco
Turchi, mathematician and architect; and the poet
Venantius Fortunatus.
Tarvisium was an ancient city of the Veneti,

which became Rotiinn in is:^ v.. r. and w:is n strnng-
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hold of the Goths in the Gothic war. Through the

intercession of Bishop Felix the city was spared during

the Lombard invasion (569) and became the seat of

a duchy. Charlemagne made it a marquisate,

extending from Belluno to Ceneda, and from the

Adige to the Tagliamento. In 922 Treviso, which
was under episcopal jurisdiction, was sacked by the

Hungarians. In 1014 it was organized as a commune
ruled by consuls, with a council of three hundred
citizens. A member of the Lombard League, it

later made peace with Barbarossa, who respected

its constitution, but appointed as podesta (1173)

Ezzelino il Monaco. He was expelled, and there-

after the Ezzelini and Da Canino took turns in

the office. Notwithstanding a war with Padua,
Belluno, and Fcltre, the city flourished through its

riches, commerce, and the spirit of its inhabitanta.

Released from the tyranny of Ezzelino IV (1231-

50), Treviso was an independent commune until

Emperor Henry VII in 1309 made Riccardoda Canino
imperial vicar. He was treacherously slain and
succeeded by his son Guccello, against whom a con-

spiracy was formed. In 1314-18 Can Grande della

Scala of Verona annexed Treviso to his state, but
the inhabitants revolted to Frederick the Fair of

Austria, and afterwards to Louis the Bavarian.

Meanwhile, Guecello Tempesta was proclaimed

ruler and liberator of the city (1328), but after four

years he induced the citizens to recognize the su-

premacy of Can Grande. Becoming involved in war
with Venice, Treviso was ceded to that city (1338),

captured by Leopold of Austria (1383), sold to the

Carrara, lords of Padua, taken by Gian Galeazzo
Visconti, Duke of Milan (1404), and finally returned

to Venice. In 1848 the papal troops at Treviso,

commanded by Ferrari, sustained a siege by the

Austrians. The university, established at Treviso

in 1317 by Frederick the Fair, did not flourish. The
republic of Venice maintained the school until the

conquest of l':idua (1405), with its great university,

resulted in closing the one at Treviso.

Treviso probably received the Gospel from Anui-
leia. The first bishop of certain date was Jucundus,

who in 421 took pari in the consecration of the church
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of the Rialto in Venice. The bishops of Treviso who
participated in the schism of the Three Chapters
were: Felix (see above); Rusticus, present at the

Council of Murano (588); and Fehx II, who signed

the petition to the Emperor Maurice. In 905 Bishop
Adelbert received from King Berengar the temporal
jurisdiction of the city, which extended to Rozo
(969-1001) and Rolando who adhered to the schism
of Clement III. Bishop Tiso (1212-45) .suffered

from the tyranny of Ezzelino, and Alberto Ricco,

O.M. (1255), was imprisoned for preaching against

him. Successive bishops were: Loto Gambacurta
(1394), exiled by the Florentines from his archbishop-
ric of Pisa; Giovanni Benedetti, O.P. (1418), who
reformed many convents of his order and concubi-
nary priests; Ludovico Barbo (1437), Abbot of S.

Giustina of Padua, and reformer of the Benedictine
order; Ermolao Barbaro (1443), a learned and zealous

prelate; Cardinal Pictro Riario, O.ISl. (1471); Fra
Giovanni Dacri (147S), formerly general of the Fran-
ciscans, who restored the cathedral and reorganized the
revenues of the bishopric, leaving many pious founda-
tions; Nicolo Franco (1486), papal nuncio in v.arious

countries; Francesco Cornaro (1577), who founded a
seminary, introduced the reforms of the Council of

Trent, resigned his see, and was created cardinal;

Gian Antonio Lupo (1(346), who conflicted with his

canons; GiambattLsta Saniedo (1684), zealous and
beneficent pastor; Fortunato ISIorosini (1710), who
enlarged the Seminary; Bernardino Marini (1788-
1817), a canon of the Lateran, present at the Council
of Paris, 1811, who united the abbey nullius of Novisa
with the See of Treviso; and Giuseppe GiapeUi,
appointed by the Austrian Government, but not
recognized by the Holy See, so that the diocese re-

mained in turmoil until the death of the candidate.
In 1818 Treviso passed from the metropolitan juris-

diction of Aquileia (Udine) to that of Venice. Bishop
Giuseppe Crasser (1822) healed the evils caused by
the interregnum. Bishop Antonio Farina (1890) con-
ferred sacred orders on Giuseppe Sarto, now Pius X.
United with Treviso is the ancient Diocese of Asolo,

the bishops of which are unknown from 587 (Agncllus)
until 1049 (Ugo), and that of Heraclea (Citta Nova), a
city founded in the times of the Byzantine emperor
Heraclius, as a refuge for the inhabitants of Opiter-
gium (Oderzo), who with their bishop (Magnus) had
been exiled by the Lombards. Twenty-six bishops
are known, from 814 until the union of the see

with Treviso, 1440. The Diocese of Treviso has 215
parishes with 386 sectdar and 30 regular clergy, 5
monasteries, 27 convents, 2 educational institutions

for boys, five for girls, and 414,330 souls.
Cappellf-tti. Le C'hiese d' Italia, X; Colleclio Historicorum de

Marchia Trerisana (Venice, 1636); Verci, Storia delta Marchia
THvigiana (Venice, 1789); Rioamonti, Descrizione delle picture
piit celebri nelle chie^e di Treviso (Treviso. 1744); Riccati, Stato
antico e moderno della cittti di Asolo (Pesaro, 1763); Seme.nzi.
Treviso e la sua provincia (Trevii^o, 1862); Piccotti, I Caminesi e

la loTO aignoria in Treviso dal ISSS al 1312 (Leghorn, 1904).

U. Benigni.

Trial. See Courts, Ecclesiastical; 0.\ths.

Tribe, Jewish {'Clt, ~'J", <t'">^'h, Iribus)—The earlier

Hebrew term rendered in our English versions by
the word "tribe" is ~2t', shehet, while the term, ~U'^,
maUeh, prevails in the post-exilic writings. The two
terms are nearly sjnonymous, signifying "branch",
"rod", "staff", "sceptre", and in the sense of "tribe"
are used figuratively with probable reference to the
derivation of the tribe as a branch of the family of

Jacob (stirj>s), or perhaps signifying originally a
company led by a chief with a staff or sceptre. Ar-
rangement by clans or tribes represents a form of

social and political organization natural to Semitic
nomads, as may be observed among the Bedouins
of to-day, and the division of the Jewish people into

twelve tribes is a prominent feature of the Old Testa-

ment records, while frequent allusion to the same is

found in the New Testament writings. There is a
difference of opinion among scholars as to the origin

and nature of this most famous of all known tribal

organizations. If the Biblical account of the patri-

archs be accepted as personal (not tribal) history,

each of the twelve tribes owed its origin to direct

lineal descent from one of the sons or grandsons of

Jacob. The sons of Jacob by Lia were Ruben,
Simeon, Levi, Juda, Lssachar, and Zabulon; and by
Lia's handmaid Zelpha, Gad and Aser, who were
legally reputed according to the custom of the time
as children of Lia. Jacob's sons by Rachel were
Joseph and Benjamin, and by Rachel's handmaid
Bala, Dan and Nephtali. The names of all of these,

with the exception of Joseph, were given to their

respective groups of descendants in the tribal organi-
zation, but instead of the tribe of Joseph we find in

most of the lists and in the final traditional classifi-

cation two tribes named after his two sons, Ephraim
and Manasses.

Thus, in reality, there were thirteen tribes in all

but they are habitually referred to as twelve, doubt-
less because in the distribution of the land after the
conquest of Palestine only twelve tribal territories

were assigned, the tribe of Levi being distributed
among the others because of its priestly functions
and Divine inheritance. To this may be added the
fact that the sons of Jacob or Israel were twelve, to
say nothing of the probable artificial influence of this

mystic number. According to this traditional view
the origin of the tribes was due to the fact that the
descendants of each of these thirteen fathers or epo-
nyms kept together, forming as many social groups
which were to some extent augmented by the inclu-

sion of foreign slaves and wives. Another theory,
which has prevailed to a considerable extent among
modern scholars, interprets as tribal history and
tradition much of what is told of the patriarchal
eponyms in jiersonal form. The tribes, according
to this view, were not constituted by a subdivision
of Israel, but rather the nation was formed originally

by the aggregatiim of some of the earlier tribes which
ha<l themselves grown out of the union of pre-existing
groups of families and clans. Little is historically

known of the tribal system during the nomadic
period, but it is assumed on general grounds that the
organization was much similar to that of the nomadic
Arabs among whom thr unifying forces are chiefly

the blood bond and the tribal or family cult. At the
time of the invasion of Palestine the nation was still

in the stage of loose tribal confederation and the war
was waged by tribes and subdivisions of tribes,

sometimes acting separately, sometimes in combina-
tion with others (Judges, i, 3, iv, v). The process of

consolidation went on after the conquest; the kindred
families and clans naturally settled in the same
neighbourhood, and finally the complete tribal organ-
ization was evolved with territorial boundaries and
independent historical- traditions.

It would seem that prior to the monarchy the
tribal districts varied in number and extent, as may
be gathered from the discrep.ancies that occur in the
Bil)lical descriptions of their respective boundaries,
nor do they apjjcar to have had any fixed or continu-
ous political organization. Aggression by a foreign
enemy would tmite the clans of a tribe or even several
distinct tribes under a common leader as in the case
of Gideon and others of the judges; but there is no
intimation that in times of peace the tribe was
governed by any single chief, though mention is

occasionally made of "ancients" and "i)rinces"
(Judges, X, IS; xi, 5; I Kings, iv, 3; xi, 3; II Kings,
xix, 11; etc.). These were probably the heads of

the clans and families of which the tribes were com-
posed. After the establi.shment of (he monarchy the
autonomy and importance of the tribe as a pohtical
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unit gradually waned, and at length the tribal names
came to be little more than geographical expressions.

On the other hand, veneration for the ancient tribes

as social organizations with their religious and family

traditions seems to have increased as time went on,

and not only after the exile but also in the New Testa-

ment times we find much care displayed in recording

the particular tribe or even family to which various

persons are said to belong. The descendants of kings

and other noted Old-Tesl anient personages could,

of course, name their tribe, but in the case of more
obscure individuals it is likely that the tribal indica-

tion is inferred from the fact of family residence in

a particular district of Palestine.
GiGOT, Outlines of Jewish History (New York, 1903), c. xiii and

passim; Smith, Kinship and Marriage in Early Arabia (London,
1885).

James F. Driscoll.

Tricarico, Diocese of (Tbicaricensis), in the
Province of Potenza in the Basilicata (Southern
Italy), near the River Perrola. In 1694 it was almost
destroyed by earthquake. The cathedral was erected

in 968 by Polyeuctos, Patriarch of Constantinople.
The names of the bishops, then of the Greek Rite, are

not known. Of the Latin bishops after the Norman
conquest the first wa,s Arnoldo (1068) ; others were: the

theologians Palmerio di Gallusio(r2.53)and Fra Nicolo;

Cardinal Pier Luigi Caraffa (1624), who restored the

cathedral and founded the seminary. From 180.5

to 1819 the see remained vacant. The diocese is

suffragan of the metropolitan See of Acerenza and
Matera; it has 25 parishes, 80,540 souls, 180 secular

and regular clergy, one educational institution for

boys and one for girls.

C.1.PPELLETTI, Le Chiese d' Italia, XX, 481.

U. Benigni.

Tricassin, Charle.'; Jo.seph, one of the greatest

theologians of the Capuchin Order, b. at Troyes; d.

in 1681. There is but Uttle positive information
about his hfe. By continued study he acquired a
profound knowledge of the writings of Augustine, and
explained and defended with success his doctrine of

grace against the Jansenists. Tricassin's writings were
violently attacked; they treat exhaustively both the
Augustinian doctrine of grace and that of St. Bonaven-
ture. They comprise in the main: "De prsedestina-

tione hominum ad gloriam" (Paris, 1669 and 1673),

to which was added ".Supplementum Augustinianum"
(1673), the work being intended to prove predestina-

tion for foreknown merits; " De indifferenti lapsi hom-
inis arbitrio sub gratia et concupiscent ia" (Paris,

1673), a thorough explanation of many Augustinian
tenets; "De necessaria ad salutem gratia omnibus et

singulis data" (Paris, 1673), proof of the sufficient

grace for every individual, with special emphasis
upon difficult passages in Augustine's writings on
which a full understanding of his doctrine depends;
"De natura peccati originalis" (Paris, 1677); "De
causa bonorum operum" (Paris, 1679), a proof of

the virtue of t he hope of eternal hfe and of the fear of

hell; a "Supplementum" (Paris, 1679) shows that
attrition in connexion with the Sacrament of Penance
is .sufficient according to Augustine and the Council
of Trent. Tricassin also pubhshed a commentary to

several of Augustine's works to prove that Augustine
calls the Pelagians heretical teachers, because they
do not concede any necessity of grace for the will.

Tricassin pubhshed at Paris in 1678 a French trans-

lation with explanations and apphcations of Augus-
tine's books, "De gratia et lihero arbitrio", "De
correptione et gratia", and .also a treatise to prove
that the Cartesian ])hiiosoi)hy was contrary to faith.

The importance of (he author and his writings is

best shown by the fact t hat the Jansenists bought up
his books and burned them because they could not
answer them.

Bernardus a Bononia, Bibliotheca Scriptorum Capucin
(revised and enlarged, Venice, 1747), 60-61; Hurter, Nomen-
clalor, IV (Innsbruck, 1910), 448-50.

Father Odorick.

Tricca, titular see, suffragan of Larissa in Thessaly.

It was an ancient city of Thessaly, near the River
Peneius and on the River Lethieus which devas-
tated it in 1907. It is mentioned in Homer (Iliad, II,

729; IV, 202) as the Kingdom of Machaon and Poda-
leirius, sons of ^Esculapius and physicians of the
Greek army. It possessed the oldest known temple
of iEsculapius, which was discovered in 1902, with
a hospital for pilgrims. Tricca is mentioned by
other writers, but not in connexion with important
events. It was a suffragan of Larissa at an early

date and remained so until 1882 when this portion
of Thessaly was annexed to the Kingdom of Greece.
Since then the see, which bears the names of Triccala
and Stagoi, is dependent on the Holy Synod of Athens.
Socrates (V, 22), Sozomenes (V, 12), and Nicephorus
Callistus (XII, 34) say that Heliodorus, probably
the same as the author of the romance of the Ethio-
pian women or of Theagenes and Charicles (third

century), became Bishop of Tricca. Another bishop,

to whom have been wrongly attributed commentaries
on the Acts of the Apostles, the Epistle of St. Paul,
and the Catholic Epistles (for the works published
in his name are not his), lived at the end of the sixth

century. He was an Origenist and Monophysite
who wrote a commentary on the Apocalypse (PctrideS,

"(Ecumenius de Tricca, ses oeuvres et son culte

in "Echos d'Orient", VI, 307-10; Le Quien, "Oriens
Christ.", I, 117-20). Some Latin titular bishops in

the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries are also known
(Eubel, "Hierarchia catholica medii a;vi," II, 280;
III, 338). Tricca, now Triccala, is the capital of the
nome of the same name and has 28,000 inhabitants:

Greeks, Turks, and Jews.
S. Vailh^.

Trichinopoly, Diocese of (Trichinopolitan.),
in India, suffragan of Bombay, comprises the south-

east portion of the peninsula as far as the Western
Ghauts, by which it is separated from the dioceses of

Verapoly and Quilon; bounded on the north by the

Dioceses of Kumbakonam and Coimbatore, on the
north-east by a portion of the Diocese of Saint Thomas
of Mylapuri on the east and south by the sea. In

order to facilitate administration the diocese is di\dded

into three districts, northern, central, and southern,

each under a superior having his residence at Trichin-

opoly, Madura, and Palamcottah respectively; and
these districts are again subdivided into pangus or

sections, of which there are in all fifty-two. The
Catholic population, according to the census of 1907,

is 245,255, who are served by 60 priests of the Tou-
louse province of the Society of Jesus (41 European
and 19 native) and 19 native secular priests, helped

by 156 catechists. Besides these, 53 other priests,

European and native, are engaged chiefly in educa-

tional work at Trichinopoly, Shembaganur, Palam-
cottah, etc. A novitiate, juniorate, and scholasticate

of the Society is established at Shembaganur. There
is a congregation of Brothers of the Sacred Heart
(native lay brothers) engaged in catechetical work
and teaching at Palamcottah, Madm-a, Panchampetti,

and Trichinopoly, and also the following orders of

nuns: Daughters of the Cross of Annccy at Trichin-

opoly and Tuticorin; Sisters of St. Joseph of Lyons
at Sladura; native nuns of Ouv Lady of Seven
Dolours and native nuns of St. Anna, both with their

novitiate at Trichinopoly; finally the Oblates

—

native women devoted to the bai)tistn of pagan chil-

dren and the instruction of village girls. The places

of worshi]! in the diocese amount to 282 churches and
811 chapels. There are also fiftc-en churches and some
chapels scattered over the diocese which (by exemp-
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tion) belong to the pailroado jurisdiction of the Dio-
cese of Saint Thomas of Mj'lapur.

HisTORT.—Tlie present tiioccse comprises a large

portion of the ancient Madura mission, so that down
to the }-ear 1S36 its historj- will be found under
Madura Mission. In that year the district was once
more entrusted to the Society of Jesus, and its first

vicar Apostolic was appointed in 1S45. In 1S86, on
the estabUshment of the hierarehj', the \acariate

became a tlioccse suffragan of Pondicherry; but in

1893 it was made suffragan of Bombay, as it still re-

mains. Succession of prelates: Alexis Canoz, S.J.,

vicar ApostoHc 1S47, became fir.st bishop in 1S87,

died in 18S8; John Mary Barthc, S.J., in 1890, resigned

on account of failing sight in 1!(09; .\. Faisandier, S.J.,

coadjutor bishop from 1909. Educational institutions

for boys: St. Josei)h's College, Trichinopoly, first

opened at Negapatam in 1846, transferred to Trichin-
opoly in ISSo, with about 1800 pupils, prepares stu-

dents for the degree of M. A. in Madras University;
boarding-house for native Catholic boys; eccle-

siastical seminarj' to prepare boys for one at Kandy;
lower secondar)- school for Europeans and Eura-
sians and seven primarj' schools for natives, with
total of 60t) pupils, all at Trichinopoly; St. Xav-
ier's High School, Palamcottah, with boarding-
house and St. Anthony's primary school; St. Xav-
ier's High School, Tuticorin; St. Marj''s High
School, Madura; lower secondary schools at Pal-
amcottah, Dindigul, Uttamplayama; industrial

schools at Trichonopoly, Irudaiyakulam, and Adai-
kalaburam; training schools for teachers at the same
places; [irimary schools in the diocese number 260,
with 11,027 pupils. For girls: St. Joseph's High
School and lower secondarj- school, Trichinopoly,

for European and Eurasian girls, both under Daugh-
ters of the Cross; three secondary schools for native
girls (Trichinopoly) under Sisters of Our Lady of

Seven Dolours, also training schools for mistresses;

lower secondary schools at Palamcottah, Madura,
Tuticorin, \'adakangulam, Manapad, Satankulam;
primary schools at Dindigul, Sarakanai, and several

other \allages; industrial school (Tuticorin) under
Daughters of the Cross. Various institutions: or-

phanages for children born of pagan parents at Trichin-
opoly, Madura, and Adaikalaburam, and one for girls

at Palamcottah; dispensaries in five places; asylums
for native widows at Trichinopoly, Sarakanai, Adaika-
laburam, and for Brahmin widows at Trichinopoly;
St. Marj''s Tope, a settlement in Trichinopoly for

Brahmin converts, opened in 1893, has (1912) 45 resi-

dents; catechumenates for men and women in three
places, besides ;issociations of voluntarj' catechists who
give their leisure time to teaching on Sundays and
feasts; St. Joseph's College Press, which publishes the
" Tamil Messenger of the S. Heart '', the "Morning
Star", devotional books, etc. There are over 100
sodahties in the diocese.

Madras Catholic Directory, 1910; Mgr Alexis Canoz (Paris,
1891) ; Stbickland and Marshall, Catholic Missions in Southern
India (London, 186.5) ; Whitehead, India: a Sketch of the Madura
Mission; BERTRAyo, Lettres Hifiantes et curieuses de la nouvdlc
mission du Madnre (Paris. 1865); Guches. Cinquante Ans nu
Madure-rccils et souimirs (Trichy, 1887); Suad, L'Inde Tamoulc
(P""')- Ernest R. Hull.

Trichur, Vicariate .\postolic of (Trichuren-
sis), in India, one of the three vicariates of the
Syro-Malabar Rite, bounded on the north by the
diocese of Mangalore, east by the diocese of Coim-
bature, south by the \icariate of Ernaculam, and on
the west by the Indian Ocean. According to the
census of 1900 the Catholics of the S\Tian Rite in the
vicariate numbered 91.998, having 63 churches and
23 chapels .served by 6(> nat ive secular priests. There
are also three mon.isteries of Tertiary Carmelite
monks at Elthumth, .\mpalacad, and Paratti,
containing about 20 professed and 11 lay brothers,
besides a number of novices; also four convents for

Carmelite nuns with 31 professed besides novices,
postulants, and lay sisters. There are in the vica-
riate 2 high schools, 2 lower secondary schools, and
184 elementary schools, the number of children under
training being 19,093. A seminary at Trichur pre-
pares candidates for Puthenpally or Kandy. The
vicar Apostolic (John Menacherry, appointed 1896)
resides at Trichur. For the ancient history of the
Christians of the SjTo-Malabar Rite see Thomas,
Christi.\ns. They remained under the juris-

diction partly of Verapoly, partly of Cranganore, till

1887, when on the establishment of the hierarchy,
the churches of the Syrian Rite were separated from
those of the Latin Rite and placed under two vicars
Apostolic with their centres at Trichur and Kot-
tayam respectively. Later on, in 1896, a new divi-
sion was made and thi-ee vicariates established,
viz. of Trichur, Ernaculam, and Changanacherry.
These three vicariates cover the same ground as the
Archdiocese of Verapoly, the Archbishop of Verapoly
exercising territorial jurisdiction over all Christians
of the Latin Rite, while the vicars Apostolic hold
personal and quasi-territorial jurisdiction over all of
the SjTian Rite. The vicariates are nominally classed
as belonging to the province of Verapoly, but without
the usual ecclesiastical connection.

(See Changanacherry, Vicari.\te Apostolic op;
Verapoly, Archdiocese of; DamXo, Dioce.se of;
Eastern Churches; Thom.\s Christians.)

Madras Catholic Directory, 1910.

Ernest R. Hull.

Tricomia, titular see, suffragan of Caesarea in

PalffstiiKi, Prima. It is mentioned in George of
Cyprus (Descriptio orbis romani, ed. Gelzer, 1024)
and, according to the other cities preceding or follow-
ing its name, would seem to have been situated in

southern Palestine. Malalas (Chronographia, V, in P.

G., XCVII, 236) relates an ancient legend regard-
ing Tricomia, which he calls Nyssa and confounds
with Scythopolis. According to his account it was
the site of a famous temple of Artemis. It was never
a Greek see, and Le Quien (Oriens Christ., Ill, 677)
is at fault in his complaint f)f being unable to find any
bishops. The Roman Curia, taking the "Descriptio
orbis romani" of George of Cyprus, a civil document,
for a "Notitia episcopatuum", has made Tricomia a
titular see. It is now a Mussulman village called

Terkoumieh on a high hill between Hebron and
Bet-Djibrin. It must not be confused with another
Tricomia in Arabia which was the camping place of

the equites promoti Ilb/riciani.

S. Vailh6.

Triduum (three days), a time frequently chosen for

prayer or for other devout practices, whether by in-

dividuals in private, or in public by congregations or
special organizations in parishes, in religious commu-
nities, seminaries, or schools. The form of prayer or
devotion depends upon the occasion or purpose of the
triduum. The three days usually precede some feast,

and the feast then determines the choice of the pious
exercises. In liturgical usage there is a triduum of

ceremonies and prayers in Holy Week; the Rogation
Days (q. v.); the three days of litanies prior to the
feast of the Ascension, and the feasts of Easter and
Pentecost, with the first two days of their octaves.

There is ecclesiastical authorization for a triduum in

honour of the Holy Trinity, of the Holy Eucharist,
and of St. Joseph. The first of these, instituted by
Pius IX, 8 August, 1847, may be made at any time of

the year in public or private, and partial or plenary
indulgences are attached to it on the usual condi-
tions. The second, also indulgenced, was instituted

by Pius X, 10 April, 1907, for the purpo.se of promot-
ing frequent Communion. The time for it is Friday,

Saturday, and Sunday after the feast of Corpus
Christi, though the bishops may designate any other
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more convenient time of the year. Each day there
should be a sermon on the Holy Eucharist and Bene-
diction of the Blessed Sacrament, and on Sunday
there should be besides a sermon on the Gospel and on
the Holy Eucharist, at the parochial Mass. This
triduum is specially for cathedral churches, though
the bishops may also rcciuire other churches to have
it. The prayer, "O Most Sweet Jesus" {Dulcissime
Jesii), as given in the "Raccolta", is appointed for read-
ing during Benediction. The triduum in honour of

St. Joseph, prior to his feast on 19 March, was recom-
mended by Leo XlII in the Encyclical "Quampri-
mum pluries" (1.5 August, 1889), with the prayer,

"To thee, O blessed Joseph." The most frequent
occasions for a triduum are : when children are prepar-
ing for their first Communion; among pupils in schools

at the beginning of the scholastic year; among sem-
inarians at the same time; and in religious communi-
ties for those who are to renew their vows yearly or
every six months. The exercises of these triduums
are mainly meditations or instructions disposing the
hearers to a devout reception of the sacraments of

penance and of Holy Communion and to betterment
of life.

St. John, The Raccolta (Gth od., London, 1912); Berinqer,
Die Abldsse, ihr Wesen u. Gebrauch (Paderborn. 1900, tr., Fr.,

Paris, 1905).

John J. Wynne.

Trier, Diocese of (Trevirensis), suffragan of

Cologne, includes in the Prussian province of the
Rhine the governmental department of Trier, with the
exception of two districts administered by mayors,
and the governmental department of Coblenz with
the exception of ten such districts that belong to the

Archdiocese of Cologne; it also includes the Princi-

pality of Birkenfeld belonging to the Grand Duchy of

Oldenburg (see map to article Germ.iny). The dio-

cese is divided into 46 deaneries, each administered

by a dean and a definitor. In 1911 it comprised 750
parishes, 28 parishes administered by vicars, 200
chaplaincies and similar ofRces, 70 administrative and
school offices. In 1912 there were 711 parish priests,

28 parish vicars, 210 chaplains and curates, 122 eccle-

siastics in other positions (administration and
schools), 65 priests either retired or on leave of absence,

105 clergy belonging totheorders, 1,249,700 Cathohcs,
and 450,000 persons of other faiths. In most of the
country districts the population is nearly entirely

Catholic; in the mining and manufacturing districts

on the Saar, as well as on the Hunsrtick and in the
valley of the Nahe River, the Cathohc faith is not so

predominant. The cathedral chapter has the right

to elect the bishop; besides the bishop there is al.so an
auxiUary bishop. The chapter consists of a provost, a
dean (the auxiliary bishop), 8 cathedral canons, 4
honorary canons; 6 curates are also attached to the

cathedral. The educational institutions of the dio-

cese for the clergy are the episcopal seminary for

priests at Trier, which has a regent, 7 clerical pro-

fessors, and 220 students, and the gymnasial semi-

naries for boys at Trier and Priim.

Since the close of the KuUurkampf the rehgious or-

ders have prospered greatly, and in 1911 there were in

the diocese: a Benedictine Abbey at Maria-Laach con-
taining 26 fathers, 80 brothers; a Franciscan mon-
astery on the ApoUinarisberg at Reimagen, 9 fathers,

8 brothers; 2 houses of the Capuchins, 18 fathers,

12 brothei-s; 1 house of the Oblatcs, 5 fathers, 21
brothers; 2 houses of the PaUotines, 9 fathers,

24 brothers; 1 house of the Redemptorists, 9 fathers,

8 brothers; 1 house of the White Fathers, 5 fathers, 5

brothers; 1 house of the Fathers of the Divine Word,
21 fathers, 50 brothers; 126 Brothers of Charity in 4
houses, and 144 Brothers of St. Francis in 7 houses.

The female orders and congregations in the diocese in

1911 were: Benedictine Nuns of the Perpetual Adora-
tion, 1 house with 37 sisters; Sisters of St. Charles

Borromeo, 71 houses with 500 sisters; Servants of the
Sacred Heart of Jesus, 4 houses, 41 sisters; Ser\'ing-
Maids of Christ, 30 houses, 193 sisters; Dominican
Nuns, 2 houses, 69 sisters; Sisters of St. Francis from
the mother-houses at Aachen, Heithuizen, Olpe, and
Waldbreitbach, 94 houses, 476 sisters; Capuchin
Nuns, 1 house, 10 sisters; Sisters of St. Clement,
1 house, 6 sisters; Nuns of the Visitation, 1 house,
50 sisters; Sisters of the Holy Spirit, 47 houses, 300 sis-

ters; Sisters of the Love of the Good Shepherd, 2
houses, 125 sisters; Sisters of the Poor Child Jesus,
1 house, 9 sisters; Sisters of St. Joseph, 1 house, 20 sis-

ters ;JLIrsuhne Nuns, 5 houses, 220 Sisters; Sisters of
St. Vincent de Paul, 7 houses, 30 sisters. The most
important church of the diocese is the cathedral, the
oldest church of a Christian bishop on German soil.

The oldest section of the building goes back to the
Roman era and was a church as early as the fourth
century. In the course of time other parts were
added which belong to all forms of architecture, al-

though the Romanesque style preponderates. The
cathedral contains the remains of twenty-five arch-
bishops and electors as well as those of the last four
bishops of Trier. The most precious of its numerous
treasures is the Holy Coat of Christ, which, according
to legend, was given to the Church of Trier by St.

Helena. Two exhibitions of this venerable relic are
worthy of special note: that of 1844, connected with
the rise of the sect of German Cathohcs, and the one
held in 1891, which attracted over two million pil-

grims. Other noted churches in Trier are: the
Church of Our Lady, one of the most beautiful eccle-

siastical monuments of Gothic architecture, built
1227-43; the Church of St. Paulinus or of the Martyrs,
the burial place of Bishop Paulinus, erected in 1734 in

Rococo style to replace the old church destroyed by the
French in 1674; the thirteenth-century Romanesque
church of the former Benedictine Abbey of St .Matthias,
containing the grave of St. Matthias, the only grave
of an Apostle in Germany; it is much visited by pil-

grims. Other noted churches of the diocese are: the
churches of St. Castor and Our Lady at Coblenz, the
abbey church of Maria-Laach, the old monastery
churches of Priim, Miinstermaifeld, and Merzig; the
Church of St. Maria at Oberwesel, the Gothic
churches of Andernach, Boppard, Remagen, Sinzig,

and of other places on the Rhine and the Moselle.

History.—The beginnings of the see of Trier are
obscure. From the time of the Diocletian reorgani-

zation of the divisions of the empire, Trier was the cap-
ital of Belgica Prima, the chief city of Gaul, and fre-

quently the residence of the emperors. There were
Christians among its population as early as the sec-

ond century, and there was probably as early as the
third century a bishop at Trier, which is the oldest

episcopal see in Germany. The first clearly authen-
ticated bishop is Agricius who took part in the Council
of Aries in 314. His immediate successors were St.

Maximinus who sheltered the excommunicated St.

Athanasius at Trier, and St. Paulinus, who was exiled

to Phrygia on account of his opposition to Arianism.
Little is known of the later bishops up to the reign of

Charlemagne; during this intervening period the most
important ones were St. Nicetius (.527-66) and Mag-
nericus (d. 596), the confidant of the Merovingian
king, Childebert II. The bishops during the reign of

Charlemagne were: Wiomad (757-91), who accom-
panied the emperor on his campaign against the

Avars; Richbod (792-804), one of .Vlcuin's pupils; and
Amalarius Fortunatus (809-14), sent by Charlemagne
as ambassador to Constantinople, and the author of

liturgical writings. Charlemagne's will proves that

Trier at this era was an archdiocese; Metz, Toul, and
Verdun are mentioned as its suffragans. In ti2

Charlemagne granted Wiomad complete immunity
from the jurisdiction of the ruhng count for all the

churches, monasteries, villages, and castles belonging
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lo the Church of St. Peter at Trier. In 81G Louis the
I'ious confirmed to Archbishop Hetti (S14-47) the

|i privileges of protection and immunity granted by his

father. At the partition of the Prankish Empire at

Verdun in S43, Trier fell to Lothair's empire; at the

partition of Lothair's empire at Mersen in S7(), it fell

to the East-Frankish kingdom which later became the

German Empire. However, after the death of Louis
the Child, the lords of Loi'raine separated from the

East-Frankish Kingdom and became vassals of the
West-Frankish ruler, King Charles the Simple, until

Henry I conquered the country for Germany again.

Archbishop Ratbod (883-915) received in 898 com-
plete immunity from all state taxes for the entire

episcopal territory from the Fving of Lorraine and Bur-
gundy, Swentiboid, son of Emperor Arnulf. He ob-
tained from Louis the Child the district and city of

Trier, the right to have a mint and to impose cus-

toms-duties; from Charles the Simple he gained the
right of a free election of the Bishop of Trier. In this

way the secular possessions of the bishops of Trier,

which had sprung from the valuable donations of the
Merovingian and Carlovingian rulers, were raised to

a secular principality. Archbishop Ratbert (931-56),

brother-in-law of King Henry I, was confirmed by
Otto I in all the temporal rights gained by his prede-
cessors.

Archbishop Poppo (1016-47), son of Margrave
Leopold of .\ustria, did much to enlarge the territory

owned by the church of Trier. During the strife over
Investiture, Engelhert of Ortenburg (1078-1101) and
Bruno of Laufen (1102-24) belonged to the imperial

party. Albero of Montreuil (1131-52) had, as Arch-
deacon of Metz, opposed lay Investiture; during his

administration the cathedral school of Trier reached
its highest fame. From about 1100 the jVrchbishop
of Trier was the Arch-Chancellor of Gaul, for the Ger-
man emiJcror, and thus became the possessor of an
imperial office and an Elector of the German king and
emperor. As the archbishops of Trier were among
the leading spiritual princes of the empire, they be-

came involved in all the struggles between pope and
emperor. While Hillin (11.52-69) was a partisan of

Frederick Barbarossa, Arnold I (1169-83) made suc-

cessful efforts to bring about a reconciliation between
the emperor and pope (1177). John I (1190-1212) was
excommunicated by Innocent III on account of his

adherence to King Philip of Swabia; Bishop John in-

creased the possessions of the archdiocese by gaining
several countships and castles. Theodoric II of Wied
(1212-42) belonged to the party of Frederick II,

while Arnold II of Isenburg (1242-59) opposed the
emperor. Henry II of Vinstingen (1260-86) was the
first Archbishop of Trier who took part in the election

of a German emperor as one of the seven Electors; the
electoral dignity, together with the right to the first

vote, was confirmed by the Golden Bull in 1356. As
in other German dioceses, so also in Trier, the ri.sing

cities, especially Trier and Coblenz, sought to rid

themselves of the .suzerainty of the bishop. Such at-

tempts were crowned with considerable success during
the rule of Archbishop Diether of Nas.sau (1300-07),
brother of King Adolph of Nassau. On the other
h.and, Baldwin of Lu.xembourg (1308-.54), the most
noted of the medieval archbishops of Trier, was able
to restore and raise the importance of the See of Trier
by his wide-reaching activity both in secular and
spiritual affairs. He brought the cities of Coblenz
and Trier under his suzerainty again, and was tlie

actual organizer of his possessions as an electoral
state. Werner of Falkenstein (13S8-1418), one of
Baldwin's successors, acquired Limburg on the Lahn;
during the great Western Schism he held loyally to
Gregory XIL After the death of Otto of Ziegenhain
(141S-30), who laboured zealously for the reform of
the Church, there was a double election; upon this

Pope Martin V appointed a third person archbishop.

During the struggle of the candidates to secure the
diocese it suffered severely. James of Sierck (1439-
56) sought to restore order in the confused finances of
the diocese. He was deposed by Eugenius IV as an
adherent of the Council of B;isle and of tlie Antipojje
Felix V, who was elected there. However, the deposi-
tion had no effect as the German Electors opposed it.

John II, Margrave of Baden (1456-1503), promoted
the reform of the Churcli. He left the diocese heavily
in debt, and these debts were increased by his great-
nephew and successor, James II of Baden (1503-11).

The Reformation limited the spiritual jurisdiction
of the Archdiocese of Trier. Although the energetic

The Cathedr.vl Cloisters, Trier

Richard von Greiffenklau (1511-31) vigorously op-
posed the Reformation, still he could not prevent the
new doctrine from gaining a foothold in the district
of the Hunsriick, and in that on the right bank of the
Rhine. He defeated tlie attacks of Franz von
Sickingen upon the city of Trier, as well as the efforts
of that city to become independent of the bishop.
In 1512 he exhibited the Holy Coat for the first time
and spent the donations of the pilgrims on the cathe-
dral. Johnll vonMetzenhausen (1531-40) attempted
reforms which were frustrated by his death. John
IVvonHagen (1541-47) sent a representative to the
Council of Trent and began earnest measures of
reform. John V von Isenburg (1547-56) attended the
council him.self, but w:is recalled home by the incur-
sion of Margrave Albreclit of Brandenburg-.\nsbach
into the :xrch<lioce.se, which the margrave^ dcva.stated
horribly. John VI von der Leyen (155(i-()7) was
able to regain Trier, but could not prevent the French
from taking possession of his three .suffragan dioceses,

Metz, Toul, and Verdun. He chocked the further
spread of the new doctrines by calling the Jesuits into

his diocese (l.")l')l). James III vonEltz (1.567-Sl) and
John VII vonSchonenberg (1.581-99) carried out in

their possessions the reformatory decrees of the Coun-
cil of Trent. The former .secured the administration
of the Abbey of Priim, whereby the secular possessions
of the archdiocese reached their final extent; the
latter established two .seminaries at Coblenz and
Trier. Lothair vonMefternich (1599-1623) joined
the Catholic League in order to secure the stability
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of the Catholic Church in Germany. In this way
his see became involved in the Thirty Years War.
His successor,PhiUp Christopher vonSotern (1623-52),

withdrew from the League, formed an aUiance with

France, and permitted the French to garrison the

fortress of Ehrenbreitstein. When he made advances

to the Swedes he was captured by the Spanish troops

in 1635 under suspicion of heresy, and was kept a

prisoner at Vienna until 1645. In the struggle

between the imperial troops and the French the arch-

diocese was often devastated. Charles Caspar von

der Leyen (1652-76) had scarcely repaired the dam-
age done by the Thirty Years War by an excellent

administration, when the marauding wars of Louis

XIV of France brought fre.sh misery upon the coun-

try. John Hugo von Orsbeck (167()^1711) refused to

recognize the seizure of some of his territories and
their incorporation into France by Louis XIV through

what was called the "reunions", neither would he

take the oath of loyalty to Louis. Consequently,

during the years 1684-97 large parts of the see were

garrisoned by French troops.

During the long period of peace in the eighteenth

century the archdiocese had excellent rulers. Francis

Louis von Pfalz-Neuburg (1716-29) gave particular

attention to the organization of the administration of

justice, and raised the decaying university by estab-

lishing new professorships. Francis George von Schon-
born (1729-56) encouraged learned studies and
founded a university library and building. The short

administration ofJohn PhilipvonWalderdorf (1756-68)
was followed by the reign of the last Elector of Trier,

Clement Wenceslaus, Duke of Saxony (1768-1812),

who was also Bishop of Augsbavg. He gained a

reputation by improving the schools and reforming

the monasteries, but, on the other hand, influenced

by the ideas of the "Enlightenment", he supported

Febronianism, shared in the labours of the Congress

of Ems (q. v.), and also was involved in the dispute

about the nunciatures (see Nuncio). After the out-

break of the French Revolution the territories of

Trier, especially Coblenz, became the gathering place

of the French emigres. In 1794 Trier and Coblenz
were besieged by the French. In 1797, by the Peace

of Campo-Formio, the part of the archdiocese on the

left bank of the Rhine was ceded to France; in 1797

the university was suppressed. In 1801 the Peace

of Lun^ville gave to France, in addition, the fortress of

Ehrenbreitstein. When the German Church was
secularized in 1803, the section of the archdiocese on

the right bank of the Rhine was also secularized and
the greater part of it was incorporated into Nassau.

Clemens Wenceslaus renounced his rights in return

for an annual pension of 100,000 gulden and with-

drew to the Diocese of Augsburg. An ecclesiastical

administration, which lasted until 1824, was estab-

lished in Ehrenbreitstein for the part of the former

archdiocese on the right bank of the Rhine. The
French Diocese of Trier was established in 1801 for

the section of the former archdiocese which had been

ceded to France. It embraced hardly a third of the

old diocese and was made suffragan to Mechlin. Its

first and only bishop was Charles Mannay (1802-16).

The Congress of Vienna gave the territory included in

this diocese once more to Germany, largely to Prussia

and the Grand Duchy of Oldenburg. In 1816

Bishop Charles Mannay resigned his office and retired

to France, where he died in 1824 as Bishop of Rennes.

For six years the sec remained vacant, the adminis-

tration being conducted in the interim by Hubert
Anthony Corden as vicar-general, from 1818 as vicar

Apostolic. On the reorganization of the Catholic

Church in Prussia in 1821, Trier was revived as a

simple diocese by tin; Bull "De salute animarum",
made suffragan to Cologne, and received about its

present territory. In 1824 it contained 531 parishes

with 580,000 Catholics.

The first bishop of the new diocese was Joseph von
Hommer ( 1 824-36) . The election of his successor, Wil-
liam Arnoldi (1842-64), which took place in 1839 and
was renewed in 1842, was not recognized by the Govern-
ment until Frederick William IV ascended the throne.
Arnoldi did a great deal for there awakening of Cath-
olic consciousness in Germany. The exhibition of the
Holy Coat, which he brought about in 1844, led to the
forming of the sect called German CathoUcs. He was
succeeded by Leopold Pelldram (1865-67), formerly
chaplain general of the Prussian army, who was fol-

lowed by Matthias Eberhard (1867-76), who enjoys
the honours of a Confessor of the Faith. Eberhard
was one of the first to suffer by the KxiUurkampf -which

broke out in Prussia. After being repeatedly con-
demned to pay heavy fines he was sentenced on 6
March, 1876, to ten months imprisonment. Trier
was one of the dioceses that suffered the most during
the Kulturkampf. The number of its parishes robbed
of their parish priests amounted to 197, while nearly
294,000 Catholics lacked regular spiritual care. After
the death of the bishop on 30 May, 1876, the see was
vacant for five years and had to be secretly adminis-
tered by an Apostolic Delegate. Finally in 1881,
through the personal efforts of Leo XIII, an agree-

ment was made with the Prussian Government, and
Michffl Felix Korum (cathedral canon and parish
priest of the minster at Strasburg) was appointed
Bishop of Trier by the pope, consecrated at Rome on
19 August, and enthroned on 25 September. Up to
the present day the bishop has sought to repair the
damage inflicted upon his diocese by the Kultur-
kampf, through the confessional, the pulpit, and
religious associational life. He has founded religious

institutions for education, and promoted the estab-

hshment of numerous houses of the orders. The
exhibition of the Holy Coat in 1891 which he carried

out was the occasion for impressive demonstrations
of Catholic faith and life in Germany (cf. Korum,
"Wunder und Gnadenerweise, die sich bei der Aus-
stellung 1891 zugetragen haben". Trier, 1894).

A complete bibliography is to be found in Marx, Tresirensia.

Liieraturkiinde zur Gesch. der Trierer Lande (Trier, 1909). Moat
important works are: Brouwer and Masenius, Antiquitatum
et annalium Trmrensium libri XXV (Liege 1670-71) HoN-
THEiM, Hist. Trevirenbts diplomatica et pragmatica (Augsburg
and Wurzburg, 1750), Idem Prodromus Uft Treiirensii (1757),

Gesta Tremorum, ed WYTTENBirn *nd Miller (Trier,

1836-39) ; Marx. GescA des Fr ' T- r , i Tner lisSS-

186i); GoRz.Regesten der Er I I I ib Joharin

II, 814-lSOS (Trier, 1859-t 1 li / R'gesteii

(Coblenz, 1876-S6) Codex I ,
II tnw: ed

GuNTHER (5 vols Coblenz In— -i i ^ / ur Gesch
der vtittelrheinischen Terrilurit i cl /i^t-i llli-sTFR AND
GoRZ (Coblenz, 1860-74), de Lorlnzi h Ur g ur Gesch

sdmtlicher P/arreien der Diozesi Triti i I n r 1nn~i ^\t.erland
Trierer Geschichtsquetlen (Tner isvn \ , \, I hu u Re
gesten zur Gesch. dir Phemliin k a h n \rchu

(4 vols., Bonn, 1902-07) s< horn t I im Isss-

Vi92) \t^El, Die Reformation m Trier I I (((Leipzig

and Halle, 1906-07) \ on Schrottek U \1 luii Tntr II

(Bonn, 1908); Bastgen Die Gisch dis, Tri rtr Dumkapitels im
Jl/i»eta;(er (Paderborn 1910) Ehald Die ^legel der Erzbwhdfe
von Trier (Bonn, 1910). On art and architecture: von Wilmow-
SKY, Der Doni zu Trier (Trier, 1874) ; Idem, Die Grabstntten der

ErzbischSfe von Trier (Trier, 1876); Beissel, Gesch. der Trierer

Kirchen (1888-89) ; Kruger and Kentenich, Trier zur ROmer-

zeit u. im Mittetalter (Leipzig, 1911); von Schleinitz, Trier

(Leipzig, 1909). One of the series, Beriihmte Kunstdtten: Cramer,
Das rdmische Trier (Giitersloh, 1911). Most important period-

icals: Tricrisches .irchiv (Trier, 1898 ), and its supplementary

numbers (Trier, 1901 ); Westdeutsche Zeilschri/t fiir Gesch. u.

Kunst (Trier, 1S82 ), with supplementary numbers.

Joseph Lins.

Triesnecker, Francis a Paula, astronomer, b.

at Kirchberg on the Wagram, in Lower Austria, 2

April, 1745; d. at Vienna, 29 January, 1817. At the

age of sixteen he entered the Society of Jesus, and,

after several years' study of philosophy (Vienna)

and mathematics (Tyrnau), he taught at various

Jesuit colleges. After the suppression of the Society

he went to Graz, where he completed his theological

studies and was ordained .shortly afterwards. He
soon attained a reputation as a mathematician and
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astronomer, and was appointed assistant to the direc-

tor of the \'ienna Observatory, Father Max Hell,

whom he succeeded in 1702. He occupied this post

during the remainder of his life. Triesnecker was
thoroughly grounded in the science of mathematics

and its applications to astronomy; and the accuracy

of his observations, which in spite of ill-health he

pursued till an advanced age, was universally recog-

nized. His numerous treatises mainly deal with

geographv and astronomy. A considerable portion

of his time was taken up by the "Ephemcrides" of

Vienna, the editorship of which, after P'ather Hell's

(leath, he shared with th<' ingenious computer Bijrg.

In this periodical he published, between the years

17S7-1S06, his "Tabula- Mercurii, Martis, Veneris,

Solares", and the greater part of his micrometrical

observations of the sun, moon, planets, and positions

of stars. His "Novce niotuum lunarium tabulae"

were published separately in 1802. Other astronom-

ical investigations maybe found in "Zach's monat-
liche Correspondenz", in the "Commentarii soc.

reg. Getting. '', and in Bode's "Astron. Jahrbuch".
In geography he determined or corrected the longi-

tude and latitude of various places from the best

available data. The results of this labour are em-
bodied in the periodicals referred to above, the

"Transactions of the Royal Soc. of Bohemia", and
Zach's "AUgemeine geographische Ephemeridon''.

He completed Father iVletzburg's triangulatinn of

Lower Austria, using it as a basis for the product ion of

a new map of that country, and assisted him with the

triangulation of Galicia. The erection of the "Xew
Observatory" of Vienna (which afterwards gave

place to the new structure on the "Tiirkenschanze")

was Triesnecker's work. He was a member of the

scientific associations of Breslau, Gottingen, Munich,
St. Petersburg, and Prague.

BtiBO, Nachnchlen von Triesnecker's Lebensumstunden in Bode,
Astron. Jahrbuch (Berlin, 1S20), 207-9; Abhandlung. konig. bohm.

GaieUschaft der WiJisenschafl. V (Prague, 1818), 73; Stoeoer.
Scriptores Prov. Auslriacic Sac. Jesu (Vienna, 1855), 369; von
WuRZBACH, Biogr. Lexikon des Kaiserthums Oesterreich, XLVII
(Vienna, 1883), 197-99.

J. Stein.

Triest, Pierre Joseph. See Charity, Congre-
gation OF the Brothers of; Charity, Sisters of,

OF Jesus and Mary.

Triest-Capo d'lstria, Diocese of (Tergestina
ET Justinopolitana), suffragan of Gorz-Gradiska,

exists as a triple see since 1821, when Cittanova

(,^monia) and Capodistria (.-Egida, Capris, Justinop-

olis) were united to Triest, and its present name was
assigned to the see. St. Frugifer, consecrated in 524,

was the first Bishop of Triest; since then it exhibits a

long line of eighty-seven bishops. Despite their high

character and great abilities, however, these bishops

only in rare instances attained to eminence, owing to

the small size of their diocese, which was subject to

Aquileia, and to the rivalry between .\quileia and
Venice. Foremost among the bishops is Enea Silvio

de' Piccolomini, later Pope Pius II. Petrus Bonomo,
asecretarj' of Frederick IV and Maximilian I, became
Bishop of Triest in l.")()2, and was known as pnter con-

ctiu in the fifth Lateran Council (1.512). Giovanni
Bogarino, teacher of .Vrcbduke Charles of Styria, was
bishop from 1591. Joseph II abolished the Dioceseof

Triest in 1788, transferring the see to Gr.adiska. His
brother, Leopold II, divided Gradiska into the Dio-

cesesof Gorz and Triest, re-establishing Trie.st in 1791

and appointing as its bishop, Sigismund .Vnton, Count
of Hohenwart and tutor of his children. Other at-

tempts were made tn suppress the see, but the em-
peror decreed its preservation, and von Buset was
appointed bishop. After his death (1803) the see

remained vacant eighteen years, owing to the dis-

orders caused by Napoleon. Emperor Franz finally

appointed Leonardi as Bishop of Triest. At the Synod

of Vienna in 1849, Bartholomew Legat was present;

he defended, with considerable fervour, the views of

the minority in the Vatican Council. In 1909 Bishop
Franz X. Nagl was appointed coadjutor cum jure

successionis to the ninety-year-old Cardinal Prince-

Archbisliop Anton Gruscha of Vienna. The see num-
bers 409,800 Catholics with 291 priests, 81 male re-

ligious and 174 nuns.
Kandler. Codice diplomatico Istriano (Trieste). I, dealing with

A.D. 50-1299; II, with 1300-1449; III, with 1450-1717; UoHiiLLl,
lUilia sacra, V, 574-83; Kandler, Fasti sacri e profane di Trieste

e delV Islria (Trieste, 1849).

COLESTIN WoLFSGRUBER.

Trincomalee, Diocese of (Tbincomaliensis),
in Ceylon, suffragan of Colombo, was created in

1893 by a division of the diocese of Jaffna. The
diocese comprises the whole of the eastern jirovince

as well as the district of Tamankuduwa. Out of a
total population of 186,251, the Catholics number
8773, with 28 churches and chapels served by 13

fathers and two lay brothers of the Belgian province
of the Society of Jesus, with two missionaries Apos-
tolic. Candidates for the priesthood are sent to

Kandy seminary. There are fifty-five schools with
2.523 pupils, and one convent of the Sisters of St.

Joseph of Cluny with five inmates who conduct an
orjihanage attached to the convent. The bishop
is Charles Lavigne, S. J. (consecrated 1887), who
resides at Trincomalee.

,l/,;./ra.'.- Catholic Directory, 1910.

Ernest R. Hull.

Trinita di Cava dei Tirreni, Abbey of, in the
Province of Salerno. It stands in a gorge of the

Finestre Hills, near Cava dei Tirreni, and was founded
in 980 by .-^Ifcrio Pappacarbona, a noble of Salerno

who became a Cluniac monk. Urban II endowed this

monastery with many privileges, making it imme-
diately subject to the Holy See, with juri.-^diction over

the surrounding territory. In 1394 Boniface IX
made it a diocese, but in 1513 Leo X erected the

Diocese of Cava, detaching that city from the

abbot's jurisdiction. About the same time the

Cluniacs were replaced by Cassinese monks. This
monastery, an abbey nullius, possesses a very rich

store of public and private documents, which date back
to the eighth century, and is now the .seat of a
national educational establishment, under the care

of the Benedictines. The church is famous for its

organ. In 1893 the cultus of the first four abbots
(Alferius, Leo, Petrus, and Constabilis) was sanc-

tioned. There are 18 parishes with 68 priests, regular

and secular, and 28,000 faithful, subject to the

abbacy.
GviLhWMK, Essai h' '

'
1S77); Maecaldi

AND Schiani. Codei it vols, ineomplote.
Milan. 1874-93); Da-. '•.iins de f Ilalie

(Paris, 1867); David,/.. " /.n( (Rome. 1909).

U. Benigni.

Trinitarians, Order of.—The redemption of cap-
tives has always been regarded in the Church as a work
of mercy, .as is abund:intly testified by many lives of

saints who devoted t hemsclves to this task. The pei iod

of the Cnisades, when so many Christians were in dan-
ger of falling into the hands of infidels, witne.s.'-'ed the
rise of sever:d religious orders vowed exclusively to

this pious work. In the thirteenth century there is

mentif)n of :in order of Montjoie, founded for this pur-
pose in Si):i,in, but its existence wa< brief, ;is it was
established in 1180 ami united in 1221 with the Order
of Cal;itrava. Another .Sp;inish order prospered bet-

ter; this w;is founded in the tliirteenth century by St.

Peter NoKasco under the title of Our Lady of Alercy
{de la Mrrccilr), whence the name Mereed.aiians. It

soon spread widely from Ariigon, and has still several

houses at Home, in Italy, Spain, and the old Spanish
colonies. Finally, the Order of Trinitarians, which
exists to the present day, had at first no other object,
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as is recalled by the primitive title: "Ordo S. Trini-

tatis et de redemptione captivorum." Its founder,

St. John of Matha, a native of Provence and a doctor

of the University of Paris, conceived the project under

the inspiration of a pious solitary, St. FeUx of Valois,

in a hermitage called Cerfroid, which subsequently

became the chief house of the order. Innocent III,

though little in favour of new orders, granted his

appiobation to this enterprise in a BuU of 17 Decem-
ber, 1198.

The primitive rule, which has been in turns miti-

gated or restored, enacted that each house should

comprise seven brothers, one of whom should be

superior; the revenues of the house should be divided

into three parts, one for the monks, one for the fup-

port of the poor, and one for the ransom of captives;

finally it forbade the monks when journeying to use a

horse, either through humility, or because horses were

forbidden to Christians in the Mussulman countries,

whither the friars had to go; hence their popular name
of "Friars of the Ass".

In France the Trinitarians were as much favoured

by the kings as by the popes. St. Louis installed a

house of their order in his chateau of Fontainebleau.

He chose Trinitarians as his chaplains, and was ac-

companied by them on his crusades. Their convent

in Paris is dedicated to St. Mathurin; hence they are

also known in France as Mathurins. Founded in

1228, the Paris house soon eclipsed Cerfroid, the

cradle of the Trinitarians, and eventually became the

residence of the general, also called grand minister, of

the order. Towards the end of the twelfth century

the order had 250 houses throughout Christendom,

where its benevolent work was manifested by the re-

turn of hberated captives. This won for it many
alms in lands and revenues, a third of which was used

for ransoms. But the chief source was collections;

and to make these fruitful it was not considered

enough to attach indulgences to the almsdeed, re-

course was had to theatrical demonstrations to touch

hearts and open purses. The misfortunes of the un-

happy captives in the Mussulman countries were the

readiest subject for descriptions, sermons, and even
tableaux. In Spain these alms-quests were made
solemnly: the reUgious on their mules were preceded

by trumpeters and cymbal-players, and a herald pro-

claimed the redemption by inviting families to make
known their kinsfolk in captivity and the alms des-

tined for their ransom.
From the fourteenth century the Trinitarians had

lay assistants, i. e. charitable collectors, authorized by
letters patent to solicit alms for the order in their re-

spective towns; these were called marguilliers. There
were also confraternities of the Holy Trinity, chiefly in

towns where the order had no convent; these con-

sisted of lay tertiaries who wore the scapular of the

order, were associated in its spiritual favours, and de-

voted a portion of their income to its work. In fact

the Trinitarians had considerable resources to meet
the needs of their work. The funds being collected,

the ransomers to the number of three or four set sail

from Provence or Spain with objects to alleviate the

lot of the captives or coax their jailers. Their destina-

tion was usually the Barbary States, especially in the

sixteenth century when the corsairs of Tunis, Algiers,

and Morocco infested the Mediterranean and made
plunder their chief means of existence. The Merce-

darians went chiefly to Morocco, while the Trinitarians

went preferably to Tunis or Algiers. There began

their trials. They had to confront the dangers of the

journey, the endemic diseases of the African coast,

exposed to the outrages of the natives, sometimes to

outbursts of Mu.-'sulman fanaticism, which cost

several lives. The most delicate part of the task lay

in the choice of captives amid the solicitations with

which the monks were besieged :i,ud the negotiations

for settling the ransom-price between the corsairs and

the Trinitarians, between the exactions of the former
and the limited resources of the latter. When the
sum was not sufficient, the Trinitarians were held as

hostages in the place of the captives until the arrival

of fresh funds. The choice of captives was made ac-

cording to the funds ; ransom was first paid for the na-
tives of the regions which had contributed to the re-

demption. Sometimes certain captives were previously
indicated by their family who paid the ransom. When
the captives retiuned to Europe, the Trinitarians had
them go in procession from town to town amid scenery
intended to impress the imagination in justification

of the use of the alms and to inspire fresh almsdeeds.
The number of those ransomed during the three
centuries is estimated at 90,000. The most famous
of these was Cervantes (ransomed in 1580), who at his

death was buried among the Trinitarians at Madrid in

the habit of a Trinitarian tertiary.

Despite the large sums which passed through their

hands, the Trinitarians had to struggle constantly

with poverty. They had to defray the expenses of

numerous hf>spitals, as well as to administer parochial

charges. They suffered greatly in France during the

English invasion of the fifteenth century and the wars
of religion of the sixteenth. Moreover, there were con-
flicts between the Mercedarians, who had spread from
Spain to France, and the Trinitarians, who had spread
from France to Spain. Thej' contested each other's

right to collect and receive legacies: attempts at fusion

failed, and their rivalry gave rise to numerous suits in

both countries and to a whole controversial literature.

Their poverty resulted in a relaxation of the rules

which had often to be revised, and in divisions in the
order. While one party followed the mitigated rule,

there was a reform party which aimed at a return to

the primitive observance. Thus arose the first

schism in 1578 at Pontoise, which in 1633 succeeded
in entering the mother-house at Cerfroid.

About the same time the Trinitarians of Spain
formed a schism by separating from the Trinitarians

of France under Father Juan Bautista of the Immac-
ulate Conception; the latter added fresh austerity to

their rule by founding the Congregation of " Discalced

Trinitarians of Spain ". This rule spread to Italy and
Austiia (1690), where the ransom of captives was
much esteemed during the constant wars with the

Turks. Hence the three congregations, which gave
rise to regrettable dissensions. The Discalced also

went to France, where they were suppressed by a
papal Bull in 1771. The division between those

observing the mitigated and the reformed rule was
terminated by uniting without fusing them under a
common general. At this time also they began to lay

claim in France to the title by which they have since

been known: Canons Regular of the Holy Trinity.

The Revolution in 1789 suppressed them in all the

territories to which they had spread. Joseph II had
already suppressed them in 1784 in Austria and the

Low Countries. They have retained a few houses in

Italy, Spain, and the Spanish colonies. At Rome,
where their convent of St. Thomas was united with
the chapter of St. Peter in 1387, the Trinitarians pro-

tested many times unsuccessfully against this spolia-

tion, when on the occasion of the se\ent li cent enarj- of

the foundation of the order in 1898, the chapter of St.

Peter's voluntarily restored it. But their chief house

is the Basilica of St. John Chrysogonus which was
given to them by Pius IX in 1856.

There have always been nuns attached to the hos-

pitals of the order, but they do not seem to have
formed an integral part of it. The true Trinitarian

Sisters were founded in Spain by Maria de Romero in

1012 and they still have convents at Madrid and in

other cities. They form part of the discalced con-

gregat ion.

The Trinitarians wear a white habit, with a cross

of which the upright is red and the cross-bar blue.
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Prat, Vie de 3. Jean 4e Matha (Paris, 1S46); Gmelix, Die
LileraiuT z. Gesch. des Orden S. Trinitatis (Leipzig, 1870), vol.

XXX of the Serapeum, very complete repertory up to date;
Calixte de Providence, Corsaires et redempteurs (Bruges. 1884);
Deslandres, L'ordre des trinitaires (Paris. 1903); Heimbucher.
Die Ord. u. Congreg. der kalh. Kirche (Paderborn, 1896).

Ch. Moellbr.

Trinity, The Blessed.—This article is divided
as follows: I. Dogma of the Trinity; II. Proof of the
Doctrine fiom Scripture; III. Proof of the Doctrine
from Tradition; IV. The Trinity as a Mystery; V.
The Doctrine as Interpreted in Greek Theology;
VI. The Doctrine as Interpreted in Latin Theology.

I. The Dogm.i of the Trinity.—The Trinity is

the term employed to signify the central doctrine

of the Christian religion—the truth that in the unity
of the Godhead there are Three Persons, the Father,
the Son, and the Holy Spirit, these Three Persons
being truly distinct one from another. Thus, in

the words of the Athanasian Creed: "the Father is

God, the Son is God, and the Holy Spirit is God, and
yet there are not three Gods but one God." In this

Trinity of Persons the Son is begotten of the Father
by an eternal generation, and the Holy Spirit proceeds
by an eternal procession from the Father and the

Son. Yet, notwithstanding this difference as to ori-

gin, the Persons are co-etcrnal and co-equal : all alike

are uncreated and omnipotent. This, the Church
teaches, is the revelation regarding God's nature
which Jesus Christ, the Son of God, came upon earth

to deliver to the world: and which she proposes to

man as the foundation of her whole dogmatic system.
In Scripture there is as yet no single term by which

the Three Divine Persons are denoted together.

The word rpiot (of which the liatin trinilas is a
translation) is first found in Theophilus of Antioch
about A. D. 180. He speaks of "the Trinity of God
[the Father], His Word and His Wisdom" ("Ad.
Autol.", II, 15, P. G., VI, 1078). The term may, of

course, have been in use before his time. Shortly
afterwards it appears in its Latin form of trinilas

in Tertullian ("De pud.", c. xxi, P. G., II, 102G).

In the next century the word is in general use. It

is found in manv passages of Origen ("In Ps. xvii",

15, P. G., XII,"l229 etc., etc.). The first creed in

which it appears is that of Origen's pupil, Gregory
Thaumaturgus. In his'Exffeffis r^s irio-TEus, composed
between 260 and 270, he writes: "There is therefore

nothing created, nothing subject to another in the
Trinity: nor is there aught that has been added as

though it once had not existed, but had entered after-

wards: therefore the Father has never been without
the Son, nor the Son without the Spirit: and this

same Trinitv is immutable and unalterable forever"
(P. G., X, 986).

It is manifest that a dogma so mysterious pre-

supposes a Divine revelation. When the fact of

revelation, understood in its full sense as the speech
of God to man, is no longer admitted, the rejection

of the doctrine follows as a necessary consequence.
For this rea.son it has no place in the Liberal Protes-
tantism of to-day. The wTiters of this school
contend that the doctrine of the Trinity, as professed

by the Church, is not contained in the New Testa-
ment, but that it was first formulated in the .second

centurj' and received final approliation in the fourth,

as the result of the .\rian and Macedonian contro-
versies (cf. e. g., Harnack. "Hist, of Dogma", tr.,

IV, i, appendix; Idem, "Constitution and I-aw of the
Church", tr. 1910, appendix; J. Keville, "Divinity of
Christ", c. vi; Menegoz, "Etude sur le dogme de la

Trinity", Paris, 1898). In view of this assertion it is

necessary to consider in some detail the evidence
afforded by Holy Script urc. .Vt tempts have been made
recently to apply the more extreme theories of compar-
ative religion to the doctrine of the Trinity, and to
account for it by an imaginary law of nature compel-
ling men to group the objects of their worship in threes

(cf. Soderblom, "Vater, Sohn and Geist", Tubingen,
1909) . It seems needless to give more than a reference
to these extravagant views, which serious thinkers of

every school reject as destitute of foundation.
II. Proof of Doctrine from Scripture.—A.

New Teslamenl.—The evidence from the Gospels
culminates in the baptismal commission of Matt.,
xxviii, 20. It is manifest from the narratives of the
Evangelists that Christ only made the great truth
know^l to the Twelve step by step. First He taught
them to recognize in Himself the Eternal Son of

God. When His ministry was drawing to a close.

He promised that the Father would send another
Divine Person, the Holy Spirit, in His place. Fi-

nally, after His resurrection. He revealed the doctrine
in exphcit terms, bidding them go and teach all

nations, "bai)tizing them in the name of the Father,
and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost" (Matt.,
xxviii, 19). The force of this passage is decisive.

That "the Father" and "the Son" are distinct

Persons follows from the terms themselves, which
are mutually exclusive. The mention of the Holy
Spirit in the same series, the names being connected
one with the other by the conjunctions "and . . .

and", is evidence that we have here a Third Person
co-ordinate with the Father and the Son, and excludes
altogether the supposition that the Apostles under-
stood the Holy Spirit not as a distinct Person, but
as God viewed in His action on creatures. The
phiase "in the name" {els ri 6voim) affirms alike the
Godhead of the Persons .and their unity of nature.

Among the Jews and in the Apostolic Church the
Divine name was representative of God. He who
had a right to use it was invested with vast authority:
for he wielded the supernatural powers of Him whose
name he employed. It is incredible that the phrase
"in the name" should be here employed, were not
all the Persons mentioned equally Divine. More-
over, the use of the singular, "name", and not the
plural, shows that these Three Per.sons are that One
Omnipotent God in whom the Apostles believed.

Indeed the unity of God is so fundamental a tenet
alike of the Hebrew and of the Christian religion,

and is affirmed in such countless passages of the Old
and New Testaments, that any exjjlanation incon-
sistent with this doctrine would be altogether inad-
missible. The supernatural appearance at the
baptism of Christ is often cited as an explicit revela-

tion of Trinitarian doctrine, given at the very com-
mencement of the Ministry. This, it seems to us,

is a mistake. The Evangelists, it is true, see in it a
manifestation of the Three Divine Persons. Yet,
apart from Chri.st's subsequent teaching, the dog-
matic meaning of the scene would h.irdly have been
understood. Moreover, the Gospel narratives appear
to signify that none but Christ and the Baptist were
privileged to see the Mystic Dove, and hear the words
attesting the Divine sonship cf the Messias.

Besides these passages there are many others in

the Gospels which refer to one or other of the Three
Persons in particular, and clearly express the separate
personality and Divinity of each. In regard to the
First Person it will not be necessary to give special

citations: those which declare that Jesus Christ is

God the Son, affirm thereby also the separate person-

ahty of the Father. The Divinitj' of Christ is amply
attested not merely by St. John, but by the Synop-
tists. As this point is treated elsewhere (see Jesds
Christ), it will be .sufficient here to enumerate a few
of the more important passages from the Synoptists,

in which Christ bears witness to His Divine Nature.
(1) He declares that He will come to be the judge of

all men (Matt., xxv, 31). In Jewi.sh theology the
judgment of the world was a distinctively Divine,
and not a Messianic, prerogative. (2) In the p.arable

of the wicked husbandmen. He describes Himself
as the son of the householder, while the Prophets, one
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and all, are represented as the servants (Matt., xxi,

33 sqq.). (3) He is the Lord of Angels, who execute
His commands (Matt., xxiv, 31). (4) He approves
the confession of Peter when he recognizes Him, not
as Messias—a step long since taken by all the
Apostles—but explicitly as the Son of God: and He
declares the knowledge due to a special revelation

from the Father (Matt., x-vi, 16, 17). (5) Finally,

before Caiphas He not merely declares Himself to

be the Messias, but in reply to a second and distinct

question affirms His claim to be the Son of God.
He is instantly declared by the high priest to be
guilty of blasphemy, an offence which could not have
been attached to the claim to be simply the Messias
(Luke, xxii, 66-71).

St. John's testimony is yet more explicit than
that of the Synoptists. He expressly asserts that
the very purpose of his Gospel is to establish the
Divinity of Jesus Christ (John, xx, 31). In the
prologue he identifies Him with the Word, the only-
begotten of the Father, Who from all eternity exists

with God, Who is God (John, i, 1-18). The imma-
nence of the Son in the Father and of the Father in

the Son is declared in Christ's words to St. Philip:
" Do you not believe, that I am in the Father, and the
Father in Me?" (xiv, 10), and in other passages no
less exphcit (xiv, 7; xvi, 15; xvii, 21). The oneness
of Their power and Their action is affirmed: "What
things soever he [the Fatherjdoth, these the Son also

doth in Uke manner" (v, 19. Cf. x, 38) ; and to the Son
no less than to the Father belongs the Divine attri-

bute of conferring life on whom He will (v, 21). In x,

29, Christ expressly teaches His unity of essence with
the Father: "That which my Father hath given me,
is greater than all ... I and the Father are one."

The words, "That which my Father hath given
me", can, having regard to the context, have no other
meaning than the Divine Nature, possessed in its

fullness by the Son as by the Father.
Rationalist critics lay great stress upon the text:

"The Father is greater than I" (xiv, 28). They
argue that this suffices to estabUsh that the author
of the Gospel held subordinationist views, and they
expound in this sense certain texts in which the Son
declares His dependence on the Father (v, 19; viii,

28). In point of fact the doctrine of the Incarnation
involves tha*, in regard of His Human Nature, the
Son should be less than the Father. No argument
against Catholic doctrine can, therefore, be drawn
from this text. So, too, the passages referring to

the dependence of the Son upon the Father do but
express what is essential to Trinitarian dogma, viz.,

that the Father is the supreme source from Whom
the Divine Nature and perfections flow to the Son.
(On the essential difference between St. John's doc-
trine as to the Person of Christ and the Logos doctrine
of the Alexandrine Philo, to which many Rationahsts
have attempted to trace it, see Loncs.)

In regard to the Third Person of the Blessed Trin-
ity, the passages which can be cited from the Synop-
tists as attesting His distinct personality are few.
The words of Gabriel (Luke, i, 35), having regard to

the use of the term, "the Spirit", in the Old Testa-
ment, to signify God as operative in His creatures,

can hardly be said to contain a definite revelation
of the doctrine. For the same reason it is dubious
whether Christ's warning to the Pharisees as regards
blasphemy against the Holy Spirit (Matt., xii, 31)
can be brought forward as proof. But in Luke, xii,

12, "The Holy Ghost .shall teach you in the same
hour what you must say" (Matt., x, 20, and Luke,
xxiv, 49), His personality is clearly implied. These
passages, taken in connexion with Matt., xx\'iii, 19,

postulate the existence of such teaching as we find

in the discourses in the Cenacle reported by St.

John (xiv-xvi). We have in these chapters the
necessary preparation for the baptismal commission.

In them the Apostles are instructed not only as to
the personahty of the Spirit, but as to His office

towards the Church. His work is to teach them
whatsoever He shall hear (xvi, 13), to bring back to

their minds the teacljing of Chi'ist (xiv, 26), to con-
vince the world of sin (x\-i, 8). It is evident that,

were the Spirit not a Person, Christ could not have
spoken of His presence with the Apostles as compa-
rable to His o^Ti presence with them (>dv, 16, 17).

Again, were He not a Divine Per.son it could not
have been e.xpedient for the Apostles that Christ
should leave them, and the Paraclete take His
place (xvi, 7). Moreover, notwithstanding the
neuter form of the word (tw^o), the pronoun used
in His regard is the masculine exeipoi. The distinc-

tion of the Holy Spirit from the Father and from the
Son is involved in the express statements that He
proceeds from the Father and is sent by the Son
(xv, 26; cf. xiv. 16, 26). Nevertheless, He is One
with Them: His presence with the Disciples is at the
same time the presence of the Son (xiv, 17, 18),

while the presence of the Son is the presence of the
Father (xiv, 23).

In the remaining New-Testament nTitings numer-
ous passages attest how clear and definite was the
belief of the Apostohc Church in the three Divine
Persons. In certain texts the co-ordination of Father,
Son, and Spirit leaves no possible doubt as to the
meaning of the writer. Thus in II Cor., xiii, 13,

St. Paul wTites: "The grace of our Lord Jesus
Christ, and the charity of God, and the communica-
tion of the Holy Ghost be with you all." Here the
construction shows that the Apostle is speaking of

three distinct Persons. Moreover, since the names
God and Holy Ghost are alike Divine names, it follows

that Jesus Christ is also regarded as a Divine Person.
So also, in I Cor., xii, 4-11: "There are diversities

of graces, but the same Spii-it; and there are diversities

of ministries, but the .same Lord: and there are diver-

sities of operations, but the same God, who worketh
all [of them] in all [persons]". (Cf. also Eph., iv,

4-6; I Pet., i, 2, 3.)

But apart from passages such as these, where
there is express mention of the Three Persons, the
teaching of the New Testament regarding Christ
and the Holy Spirit is free from all ambiguity. In
regard to Christ, the Apostles employ modes of

speech which, to men brought up in the Hebrew
faith, necessarily signified belief in His Divinitj-.

Such, for instance, is the use of the Doxology in

reference to Him. The Doxology, "To Him be
glory for ever and ever" (cf. I Par., xvi, 36; xxix, 11;

Ps. ciii, 31 ; xxviii, 2), is an ex-pression of praise offered

to God alone. In the New Testament we find it

addressed not alone to God the Father, but to Jesus
Christ (II Tim., iv, 18; II Pet., iii, IS; Apoc, i, 6;

Heb., xiii, 20, 21), and to God the Father and Christ

in conjunction (Apoc, v, 13; vii, 10). Not less

convincing is the use of the title Lord (Kt/pios). This
term represents the Hebrew Adonai, just as God (Qeis)

represents Elohim. The two are equally Divine
names (cf. I Cor., viii, 4). In the Apostohc writings

9e6s may almost be said to be treated as a proper
name of God the Father, and Ki/pios of the Son (cf.

e. g. I Cor., xii, 5, 6) ; in only a few passages do we
find Kypioj used of the Father (I Cor., iii, 5; vii, 17)

or SeAs of Christ. The Apostles from time to time
apply to Christ passages of the Old Testament in which
KiJpios is u,sed, e. g., I Cor., x, 9 (Num., xxi, 7), Heb., i,

10-12 (Ps. ci, 26-28); and they use such expressions

as "the fear of the Lord" (Acts, ix, 31; II Cor., v,

11; Eph., V, 21), "call upon the name of the Lord,"
indifferently of God the Father and of Christ (Acts,

ii, 21; ix, 14; Rom., x, 13). The profession that

"Jesus is the Lord" (Ki/piov 'ItjitoOi', Rom., x, 9;

Ki/pios 'Iijo-oOs, I Cor., xii, 3) is the acknowledgment of

Jesus as Jahweh (Lebreton, "Origines", 272 sq.). The
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texts in which St. Paul affirms that in Christ dwells
the plenitude of the Godhead (Col., ii, 9), that before
His Incarnation He possessed the essential nature of

God (Phil., ii, 6), that He "is over all things, God
blessed for ever" (Rom., ix, 5), teU us nothing that
is not implied in many other passages of his Epistles.

The doctrine as to the Holy Spirit is equally clear.

That His distinct personaUty was fuUy recognized
is shown bj' many passages. Thus He reveals His
commands to the Church's ministers: "As they
were ministering to the Ixird and fasting, the Holy
Ghost said to them: Separate me Saul and Barnabas
. .

." (Acts, xiii, 2). He directs the missionary
journey of the .\postles: "They attempted to go into

Bith>'nia, and the Spirit of Jesus suffered them not"
{Acts, xvi, 7; cf. Acts, v, 3; x\', 28; Rom., x\-, 30).

Divine attributes are affirmed of Him. He possesses

omniscience and reveals to the Church mysteries
known only to God (I Cor., ii, 10); it is He who dis-

tributes charismata (I Cor., xii, 11); He is the giver

of supernatural Ufe (II Cor., iii, 6); He dwells in

the Church and in the souls of individual men as
in His temple (Rom., viii, 9-11; I Cor., iii, 16, vi,

19). The work of justification and sanctification is

attributed to Him (I Cor., vi, 11; Rom., xv, 16),

just as in other passages the same operations are
attributed to Christ (I Cor., i, 2; Gal., ii, 17).

To sum up: the various elements of the Trinitarian

doctrine are all exTpressly taught in the New Testa-
ment. The Divinity of the Three Persons is asserted

or implied in passages too numerous to count. The
imity of e.ssence is not merely postulated by the
strict monotheism of men nurtured in the religion

of Israel, to whom ".subordinate deities" would have
been unthinkable; but it is, as we have seen, involved
in the baptismal commission of Matt., x.xviii, 19,

and, in regard to the Father and the Son, expressly

asserted in John, x, 38. That the Persons are co-

eternal and coequal is a mere corollary from this.

In regard to the Divine processions, the doctrine of

the first procession is contained in the very terms
Father and Son: the procession of the Holy Spirit

from the Father and Son is taught in the discourse of

the Lord reported by St. John (.xiv-xvii) (see Holy
Ghost).

B. Old Testament.—The early Fathers were per-

suaded that indications of the doctrine of the Trinity

must exist in the Old Testament and they found such
indications in not a few passages. Many of them
not merely believed that the Prophets had testified

of it, they held that it had been made known even to

the Patriarchs. They regarded it as certain that
the Divine messenger of Gen., xvi, 7, x\-iii, x.xi,

17, xxxi, 11; Ex., iii, 2, was God the Son; for reasons

to be mentioned below (III. B.) they considered it

evident that God the Father could not have thus
manifested Himself (cf. Justin, "Dial.", 60; Ire-

naeus, "Adv. haer.", IV, xx, 7-11; TertuUian,
"Adv. Prax.", 1.5-16; Theoph., "Ad Autol.", ii,

22; Novat., "De Trin.", 18, 2.5, etc.). They held
that, when the inspired writers speak of "the Spirit

of the Lord", the reference was to the Third Penson
of the Trinity: and one or two (Irenaeus, "Adv.
hser.", II, XXX, 9; Theophilus, "Ad. Aut.", II, 15;
Hippolytus, "Con. Noet.", 10) interpret the hyix)-
static VVisdom of the Sapiential books, not, with
St. Paul, of the Son (Hebr., i, 3; cf. Wisdom, vii,

25, 26), but of the Holy Spirit. But in others of

the Fathers is found what would appear to be the
sounder view, viz., that no distinct intimation of the
doctrine was given under the Old Covenant. (Cf.

Greg. Naz., "Or. theol.", v, 26; Epiphanius, " Ancor.",
73, "Hicr.", 74; Ba«il, "Adv. Eunom.", II, 22; C>Ti]
Alex., "In Joan.", .xii, 20.)

Some of these, however, admitted that a knowledge
of the mystery was granted to the Prophets and
saints of the Old Dispensation (Epiph., "Hser.", viii,

XV.—

4

5; Cyril Alex., "Con. Julian.", I, P. G., LXXVI,
532-40). It may be readily conceded that the way
is prepared for the revelation in some of the prophe-
cies. The names Emmanuel (Isa., vii, 14) and God
the Mighty (Isa., ix, 6) affirmed of the Messias make
mention of the Di\-ine Nature of the promised deliv-
erer. Yet it seems that the Gospel revelation was
needed to render the full meaning of the passages
clear. Even these exalted titles did not lead the
Jews to recognize that the Saviour to come was to
be none other than God Himself. The Septuagint
translators do not even venture to render the words
God the Mighty Hterally, but give us, in their place,
"the angel of great counsel". A still higher stage
of preparation is found in the doctrine of the Sapien-
tial books regarding the Divine Wisdom. In Prov.,
viii. Wisdom appears personified, and in a manner
which suggests that the sacred author was not em-
ploying a mere metaphor, but had before his mind a
real jierson (cf. verses 22, 23). Similar teaching
occurs in Ecclus., xxiv, in a discourse which Wisdom
is declared to utter in "the assembly of the Most
High", i. e. in the presence of the angels. This
phrase certainly supposes Wisdom to be conceived as
a person. The nature of the personality is left

obscure; but we are told that the whole earth is Wis-
dom's kingdom, that she finds her delight in all the
works of God, but that Israel is in a special manner
her portion and her inheritance (Ecclus., xxiv,
8-13).

In the Book of the Wisdom of Solomon we find a
still further advance. Here Wisdom is clearly dis-

tinguished from Jehovah: "She is ... a certain
pure emanation of the glory of the almighty God . . .

the brightness of eternal light, and the unspotted
mirror of God's majestv, and the image of his good-
ness" (Wis., vii, 25, 26". Cf. Hebrews, i, 3). She is,

moreover, described as "the worker of all things"
(ndvToiv rex"''"'!, '^'ii, 21), an expression indicating
that the creation is in some manner attributable to
her. Yet in later Judaism this exalted doctrine
suffered echpse, and seems to have passed into
obUvion. Nor indeed can it be said that the passage,
even though it manifests some knowledge of a second
personality in the Godhead, constitutes a revelation
of the Trinity. For nowhere in the Old Testament
do we find any clear indication of a Third Person.
Mention is often made of the Spirit of the Lord, but
there is nothing to show that the Spirit was \'iewed
as distinct from Jahwoh Himself. The term is always
employed to signify God considered in His working,
whether in the univer.se or in the .soul of man. The
matter seems to be correctly summed up by Epipha-
nius, when he says: "The One Godhead is above all

declared by Moses, and the twofold personality
(of Father and Son) is strenuously asserted by the
Prophets. The Trinity is made known by the Gos-
pel" ("Hsr.", bcxiv., P. G., XLII, 493).

III. Proof of the Doctrine fro.v Tradition.—
A. In this section we shall show that the doctrine of
the Blessed Trinity has from the earliest times been
taught by the Catholic Church and professed by
her members. As none deny this for any period
subsequent to the Arian and Macedonian controver-
sies, it will be sufficient if we here consider the faith
of the first four centuries only. An argument of
very great weight is pro\-ided in the liturgical forms
of the Church. The highest probative force must
necessarily attach to these, since they express not
the private opinion of a single individual, but the
public belief of the whole body of the faithful. Nor
can it be objected that the notions of Christians on
the subject were vague and confused, and that
their liturgical forms reflect this fr.ame of mind.
On .such a point vagueness was impossible. . . .

Any Christian might be called on to seal with his

blood his belief that there is but One God. The
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answer of Saint Maximus (c. a. d. 250) to thecommand
of the proconsul that he should sacrifice to the gods, "I
offer no sacrifice save to the One true God" (Ruinart,

ed. 1713, p. 157), is typical of many such replies in

the Acts of the martyrs. It is out of the question

to suppose that men who were prepared to give their

lives on behalf of this fundamental truth were in

point of fact in so great confusion in regard to it

that they were unaware whether their creed was
monotheistic, ditheistic, or tritheistic. Moreover,
we know that their instruction regarding the doc-

trines of their religion was solid. The writers of that

age bear witness that even the unlettered were
thoroughly familiar with the truths of faith (cf.

Justin, "Apol.", I, 60, P. G., VI, 419; Irenaus,

"Adv. hsr.". Ill, iv, n. 2, P. G., VII, 856).

(1) We may notice first the baptismal formula,

which all acknowledge to be primitive. It has aheady
been shown that the words as prescribed by Christ

(Matt., xxviii, 19) clearly express the Godhead of

the Three Persons as well as their distinction, but
another consideration may here be added. Baptism,
with its formal renunciation of Satan and his works,

was understood to be the rejection of the idolatry of

paganism and the solemn consecration of the baptized

to the one true God (Tert., "De spect.", iv, P. L.,

I, 635; Justin, "Apol.", I, iv, P. G., VI, 432). The
act of consecration was the invocation over them of

the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. The supposition

that they regarded the Second and Third Persons

as created beings, and were in fact consecrating them-
selves to the service of creatures, is manifestly absurd.

St. Hippolytus has expressed the faith of the Church
in the clearest terms; "He who descends into this

laver of regeneration with faith forsakes the Evil

One and engages himself to Christ, renounces the

enemy, and confesses that Christ is God ... he re-

turns from the font a son of God and a coheir of

Christ. To Whom with the all holy, the good and
lifegiving Spu'it be glory and power, now and always,

forever and ever. Amen" ("Serm. in Theoph.",
n. 10, P. G., VI, 861).

(2) The witness of the doxologies is no less strik-

ing. The form now universal, "Glory be to the

Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Ghost",
so clearly expresses the Trinitarian dogma that the

Arians found it necessary to deny that it had been
in use previous to the time of Flavian of Antioch
(Philostorgius, "Hist, cccl.", Ill, xiii, P. G., LXV,
502). It is true that up to the period of the Arian
controversy another form, viz., "Glory to the

Father, through the Son, in the Holy Spirit", had
been more common (cf. I Clement, 58, 59; Justin,

"Apol.", I, 67). This latter form is indeed perfectly

consistent with Trinitarian belief: it, however, ex-

presses not the coequality of the Three Persons, but
their operation in regard to man. We Mve in the

Spirit, and through Him we are made partakers in

Christ (Gal., v, 25; Rom., viii, 9); and it is through
Christ, as His members, that we are worthy to offer

praise to God (Heb., xiii, 15). But there are many
passages in the ante-Nicene Fathers which show that

the form, "Glory be to the Father and to the Son,

and to [with] the Holy Spirit", was al.so in use. In
the narrative of St. Polycarp's martyrdom we read:

"With Whom to Thee and the Holy Spirit be glory

now and for the ages to come" (Mart. S. Polyc, n.

14; cf. n. 22). Clement of Alexandria bids men
"give thanks and praise to the only Father and Son,

to the Son and Father with the Holv Spirit" (P;ed.,

Ill, xii. P. G., VIII, 680). St. Hippolytus closes his

work against Noetus with the words: "To Him be
glory and power with the Father and the Holy Spirit

in Holv Church now and always for ever and ever.

Amen" (Contra Noet., n. 18, P! G., X, 830). Denis
of Alexandria uses almost the same words: "To
God the Father and to His Son Jesus Christ with

the Holy Spirit be honour and glory forever and ever,

Amen" (in St. Basil, "DeSpiritu Sancto", xxix, n. 72,

P. G., XXXII, 202). St. Basil further tells us that
it was an immemorial custom among Christians
when they lit the evening lamp to give thanks to

God with prayer: AlmOfxev Ilar^pa ko! Ti6v Kal "Aviok
TludJua Qeou ("We praise the Father, and the Son, and
the Holy Spirit of God", ibid., c. 205).

(3) The doctrine of the Trinity is formally taught
in every class of ecclesiastical writing. From among
the apologists we may note Justin, "Apol.", I, vi;

Athenagoras, "Legat: pro Christ.", n. 12. The latter

tells us that Christians "are conducted to the future
life by this one thing alone, that they know God and
His Logos, what is the oneness of the Son with the
Father, what the communion of the Father with the
Son, what is the S]5irit, what is the unity of these

three, the Spirit, the Son, and the Father, and their

distinction in unity". It would be impossible to

be more explicit. And we may be sure that an
apologist, writing for pagans, would weigh well the

words in which he dealt with this doctrine. Amongst
polemical writers we may refer to Irensus, "Adv.
hser.", I, xxii, IV, xx, 1-6. In these passages he
rejects the Gnostic figment that the world was created

by sons who had emanated from God, but were not
consubstantial with Him, and teaches the con-

substantiality of the Word and the Spirit by Whom
God created all things. Clement of Alexandria
professes the doctrine in " Psdag.", I, vi (P. G.,

VIII, 300), and somewhat later Gregory Thaumatur-
gus, as we have already seen, lays it down in the most
express terms in his creed (P. G., X, 986).

(4) Yet further evidence regarding the Church's
doctrine is furnished by a comparison of her teaching

with that of heretical sects. The controversy with

the Sabellians in the third century proves conclu-

sively that she would tolerate no deviation from Trini-

tarian doctrine. Noetus of Smyrna, the originator

of the error, was condemned by a local synod, c. A. D.

200. Sabellius, who propagated the same heresy

at Rome c. a. d. 220, was excommunicated by
St, Callistus. It is notorious that the sect made
no appeal to tradition: it found Trinitarianism

in possession wherever it appeared—at SmjTna,
at Rome, in Africa, in Egypt, On the other hand,

St. Hippolytus, who combats it in the "Contra
Noetum", claims Apostohc tradition for the doc-

trine of the Cathohc Church: "Let us believe,

beloved brethren, in accordance with the tradition

of the Apostles, that God the Word came down from
heaven to the holy Virgin Mary ... to save man."
Somewhat later (c. a. d. 260) Denis of Alexandria

found that the error was widespread in the Libyan
Pentapolis, and he addressed a dogmatic letter against

it to two bishops, F^ujihranor and Ammonius, In

this, in order to enii)hasize the distinction between
the Persons, he termed the Son volrjim toC OeoO and
used other expressions capable of suggesting that the

Son is to be reckoned among creatures. He was
accused of heterodoxy to St. Dionysius of Rome, who
held a council and addressed to him a letter dealing

with the true Catholic doctrine on the point in

question. The Bishop of Alexandria replied with a

defence of his orthodoxy entitled 'EXe7xos Kal diroXov'a,

in which he corrected" whate\'er had been erroneous

in his expressions. He expressly professes his belief

in the consubstantiality of the Son, using the very

term, ofwoiaios, which afterwards became the

touchstone of orthodoxy at Nicsea (P, G,, XXV, 505),

The story of the controversy is conclusive as to the

doctrinal standard of the Church, It shows us that

she was firm in rejecting on the one hand any confu-

sion of the Person's and on the other hand anj- denial

of their consiibstantiality.

The information we possess regarding another

heresy—that of Montanus—supplies us with further
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proof that the doctrine of the Trinity was the Church's
teaching in a. d. 150. Tertullian affirms in the clear-

est terms that what he held as to the Trinity when a
Catholic he still holds as a Montanist ("Adv. Prax.",

ii, P. L., II, 156); and in the same work he explicitly

teaches the Divinity of the Three Persons, their

distinction, the eternitj' of God the Son (op. cit.,

xxvii, P. L., II, 156, 157, 191). Epiphanius in

the same way asserts the orthodo.xy of the Montan-
ists on this subject (H:er., Ixviii). Now it is not
to be supposed that the Montanists had accepted
any novel teaching from the Catholic Church since

their secession in the middle of the second century.

Hence, inasmuch as there was full agreement between
the two bodies in regard to the Trinity, we have
here again a clear proof that Trinitarianism was an
article of faith at a time when the Apostolic tradition

was far too recent for any error to have arisen on a
point so vital.

B. Notwithstanding the force of the arguments
we have just summarized, a vigorous controversy

has been carried on from the end of the se\-entecnth

century to the present day regarding the Trinitarian

doctrine of the ante-Xicene Fathers. The Socinian
writers of the seventeenth century (e. g. Sand,
"Nucleus historia; ecclesiasticae", Amsterdam, 1668)
asserted that the language of the early Fathers in

many passages of their works shows that they agreed
not with Athanasius, but with Arius. Petavius,

who was at that period engaged on his great theologi-

cal work, was convinced by their arguments, and
allowed that some at least of these Fathers had
fallen into grave errors. On the other hand, their

orthodox}' was vigorously defended by the Anglican
divine Dr. George Bull ("Defensio Fidei Nica^na^",

Oxford, 1685) and subsequently by Bossuet, Thom-
assinus, and other Catholic theologians. Those who
take the less favourable view assert that they teach
the following points inconsistent with the post-

Nicene belief of the Church: (1) That the Son even
as regards His Di\ine Nature is inferior and not
equal to the Father; (2) that the Son alone appeared
in the theophanies of the Old Testament, inasmuch
as the Father is essentially invisible, the Son, how-
ever, not so; (.3) that the Son is a created being;

(4) that the generation of the Son is not eternal,

but took place in time.

We shall examine the.se four points in order. (1)

In proof of the assertion that many of the Fathers
deny the equality of the Son with the Father, pas-
sages are cited from Jvistin (Apol., I, xiii, xxxii),

Irena;us (Adv. ha>r., Ill, viii, n. 3), Clem. Alex.

("Strom.", VII, ii, P. G., IX. 410), Hippolvtus (Con.
Noet., n. 14), Origen (Con. Cels., VIII, xv). Thus
Irenaeus (loc. cit.) says: "He commanded, and they
were created . . . Whom did He command? His
Word, by whom, says the Scripture, the heavens
were established." And Origen, loc. cit., says:

"We declare that the Son is not mightier than the
Father, but inferior to Him. And this belief we
ground on the saying of Jesus Him.self : 'The Father
who sent me is greater than I.'" Now in regard to

these passages it must be borne in mind that there are
two ways of considering the Trinity. We may view
the Three Persons in so far as they are equallj'

posse.ssed of the Divine Nature; or we may consider

the Son and the Spirit as deriving from the Father,
WTio is the solo source of Godhead, and from Whom
They receive all They have and are. The former
mode of consi<lering them has been the more common
since the Arian heresy. The latter, however, was
more frequent previously to that period. Under
this aspect, the Father, as being the sole .source of

all, may be termed greater than the Son. Thus
Athanxsius, Basil, Gregory Xazianzus, Gregory of

Nyssa, and the Fathers of the Council of Sardica,
in their sjTiodical letter, all treat our Lord's words,
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"The Father is greater than I", as having reference
to His Godhead (cf. Petavius, "De Trin.", II, ii, 7,
vi, 11). From this point of view it may be said that in

the creation of the world the Father commanded,
the Son obeyed. The expression is not one which
would have been employed by Latin ^Titers who
insist that creation and all God's works proceed
from Him as One and not from the Persons as distinct
from each other. But this truth was unfamiliar to
the early Fathers.

(2) Justin (Dial., n. 60), Irena;us (Adv. hxr., IV,
XX, nn. 7, 11), Tertullian ("C. Marc", II, 27; "Adv
Prax.", 15, 16), Novatian (De Trin., x\'iii, xxv),
Theophilus (Ad AutoL, II, .xxii) are accused of
teaching that the theophanies were incompatible
with the essential nature of the Father, yet not
incompatible with that of the Son. In this case
also the difficulty is largely removed if it be remem-
bered that these writers regarded all the Divine
operations as proceeding from the Three Persons as
such, and not from the Godhead viewed as one.
X'ow Revelation teaches us that in the work of the
creation and redemption of the world the Father
effects His purpose through the Son. Through Him
He made the world; through Him He redeemed it;

through Him He will judge it. Hence it was believed
by these WTiters that, having regard to the present
disposition of Providence, the theophanies could
only have been the work of the Son. Moreover, in
Col., i, 15, the Son is expressly termed "the image
of the invisible God" {cIkwv toO SeoC toC aopdrov).

This expression they seem to have taken with strict

literalness. The function of an ((kuv i.s to manifest
what is itself hidden (cf. St. John Damascene, "De
imagin.". Ill, n. 17). Hence they held that the
work of revealing the Father belongs by nature to
the Second Person of the Trinity, and concluded
that the theophanies were His work.

(3) E.xpressions which appear to contain the
statement that the Son was created are found in
Clement of Alexandria (Strom., V, xiv, P. G., IX,
131; VI, vii, P. G., IX, 280), Tatian (Orat., v),
Tertullian ("Adv. Prax.", vi; "Adv. Hermog.",
xviii, xx), Origen (In .loan., I, n. 22). Clement
speaks of Wisdom as "created before all things"
(irpuT6KTi<TTot), and Tatian terms the Word the "first-

begotten work" (Ipyov TpwTdToKov) of the Father.
Yet the meaning of these authors is clear. In Col.,

i, 16, St. Paul says that all things were created in the
Son. This was understood to signify that creation
took place according to exemplar ideas predetermined
by God and existing in the Word. In view of this,

it might be said that the Father created the Word,
this term being used in place of the more accurate
generated, inasmuch as the exemplar ideas of creation
were communicated by the Father to the Son. Or,
again, the actual Creation of the world might be
termed the creation of the Word, since it takes place
according to the ideas which exist in the Word. The
context invariably .shows that the passage is to be
understood in one or another of these senses. The
expression is undoubtedly very harsh, and it certainly
would never ha\e been employed but for the verse,
Prov., viii, 22, which is rendered in the Septuagint
and the old Latin versions, "The Lord created [fXTttrt]

me, who am the beginning of His ways." As the
passage was understood as having reference to the
Son, it gave rise to the question how it could be said
that Wisdom was created (Origen, "Princ", I, ii,

n. 3, P. G. XI, 131). It is further to be remembered
that accurate terminology in regard to the relations
between the Three Persons w;vs the fruit of the contro-
versies which sprang up in the fourth century.
The writers of an earlier period were not concerned
with Arianism, and employed expressions which in

the light of subseoucnt errors are seen to be not
merely inaccurate, but dangerous.
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(4) Greater difficulty is perhaps presented by a

series of passages which appear to assert that prior

to the Creation of the world the Word was not a

distinct hypostasis from the Father. These are

found in Justin (C. Tryphon., Lxi), Tatian (Con.

GrEECOs, v), Athenagoras (Legat., x), Theophilus
(Ad Autol., II, X, 22); Hippolytus (Con. Noet., x);

TertuUian ("Adv.Prax.",v-vLi;"Adv.Hermogenem",
x-v-iii). Thus Theophilus writes (op. cit., n. 22):

"What else is this voice [heard in Paradise] but the

Word of God Who is also His Son? . . . For before

anything came into being, He had Him as a coun-

sellor, being His own mind and thought [i. e. as

the X670S ifSidderos, c. x]). But when God wished to

make all that He had determined on, then did He
beget Him as the uttered Word [X670S 7rpo0()pt/t6s]

,

the firstborn of all creation, not, however, Himself
being left without Reason (X47os), but having be-

gotten Reason, and ever holding converse with
Reason." Expressions such as these are undoubtedly
due to the influence of the Stoic philosophy: the
\6yos iv&iaBero^ and X670S Trpo<popiK6s were current

conceptions of that school. It is evident that these

apologists were seeking to explain the Christian Faith

to their pagan readers in terms with which the

latter were familiar. Some Catholic writers have
indeed thought that the influence of their previous

training did lead some of them into Subordination-

ism, although the Church herself was never involved

in the error (see Logos). Yet it does not seem
necessary to adopt this conclusion. If the point of

view of the writers be borne in mind, the expressions,

strange as they are, wiU be seen not to be incom-
patible with orthodox belief. The early Fathers,

as we have said, regarded Prov., viii, 22, and Col., i,

15, as distinctly teaching that there is a sense in

which the Word, begotten before all worlds, may
rightly be said to have been begotten also in time.

This temporal generation they conceived to be none
other than the act of creation. They viewed this

as the complement of the eternal generation, inas-

much as it is the external manifestation of those

creative ideas which from all eternity the Father

has communicated to the Eternal Word. Since,

in the very same works which contain these per-

plexing expressions, other passages are found teaching

explicitly the eternity of the Son, it appears most
natural to interpret "them in this sense. It should

further be remembered that throughout this period

theologians, when treating of the relation of the

Divine Persons to each other, invariably regard them
in connexion with the cosmogony. Only later, in

the Nicene epoch, did they learn to prescind from the

question of creation and deal with the threefold

Personality exclusively from the point of view of the

Divine life of the Godhead. When that stage was
reached expressions such as these became impossible

(cf. d'Ales, "Tertullien", 82-96).

IV. The Trinity as a Mystery.—The Vatican

Council has explained the meaning to be attributed

to the term myslcrij in theology. It lays down that

a mystery is a truth which we are not merely inca-

pable of discovering apart from_ Divine Revelation,

but which, even when revealed, remains "hidden by
the veil of faith and enveloped, so to speak, by a
kind of darkness" (Const., "De fide, cath.", iv). In

other words, our understanding of it remains only

partial, even after we have accepted it as part of

the Divine message. Through analogies and types

we can form a representative concept expressive of

what is revealed, but we cannot attain that fuller

knowledge which supposes that the various elernents

of the concept are clearly grasped and their recipro-

cal compatibility manifest. As regards the vindi-

cation of a mystery, the office of the natural reason

is solely to show that it contains no intrinsic im-

possibility, that any objection urged against it on

the score that it violates the laws of thought is invalid
More than this it cannot do.

The Vatican Council further defined that the
Christian Faith contains mysteries strictly so called
(can. 4). kW. theologians admit that the doctrine
of the Trinity is of the number of these. Indeed,
of all revealed truths this is the most impenetralsle
to reason. Hence, to declare this to be no mystery
would be a virtual denial of the canon in question.
Moreover, our Lord's words. Matt., xi, 27, "No one
knoweth the Son, but the Father", .seem to declare
expressly that the plurahty of Persons in the Godhead
is a truth entirely beyond the scope of any created
inteUect. The Fathers supply many passages in

which the incomprehensibility of the Divine Nature
is affirmed. St. Jerome says, in a well-known phrase:
"The true profession of the mystery of the Trinity
is to own that we do not comprehend it" (De mysterio
Trinitatus recta confessio est ignoratio scientiae.

—

"Proem ad 1, .xviii in Isai.", P. L., XXIV, 627).
The controversy with the Eunomians, who declared
that the Divine Essence was fulh- exjiressed in the
absolutely simple notion of "the Innascible" (07^*-

")Tos), and that this was full}- comprehensible by the
human mind, led many of the Greek Fathers to
insist on the incomprehensibility of the Divine Nature,
more especially in regard to the internal processions
(cf., e. g., St. BasU, "In Eunom.", I, n. 14, P. G.,
XXIX, 544; St. CjtII of Jerusalem, "Cat.", VI,
P. G., XXXIII, 545; St. John Damascene, "Fid.
orth.", I, ii, P. G., XCIV, 794, etc., etc.).

At a later date, however, some famous names are
to be found defending a contrary opinion. Anselm
(" Monol.", 64, P. L., CLVIII. 210), Abelard (" In Ep.
ad Rom.", P. L., CLXXXIII, 802, 803), Hugo of

St. Victor ("De sacram.", Ill, xi, P. L., CLXXVI, 220,
A), and Richard of St. Victor ("De Trin.", Ill, v, P. L.,

CXCVI, 918) all declare that it is possible to assign

peremptory reasons why God should be both One
and Three. In explanation of this it should be noted
that at that period the relation of philosophy to

reveale<l doctrine was but obscurely understood.
Only after the Aristotelean system had obtained
recognition from theologians was this question thor-

oughly treated. In the intellectual ferment of the
time Abelard initiated a Rationalistic tendency:
not merely did he claim a knowlerlge of the Trinitj'

for the pagan philosophers, but his own Trinitarian

doctrine was practically Sabellian. Ansebn's error

was due not to Rationalism, but to too wide an
appUcation of the August inian principle "Crede ut
intelligas". Hugh and Richard of St. Victor were,
however, certainly influenced by Abelard's teaching.

Raymond LuUy's (1235-1315) errors in this regard
were even more extreme. They were expressly
condemned by Gregory XI in 1376. In the nine-

teenth century the influence of the prevailing Ration-
alism manifested itself in several Catholic writers.

Frohschammer and Gunther both asserted that the
dogma of the Trinity was capable of proof. Pius
IX reprobated their opinions on more than one
occasion (Denzinger, 1655 sq., 1666 sq., 1709 sq.),

and it was to guard against this tendency that the

Vatican Council issued the decrees to which reference

has been made. A somewhat similar, though less

aggravated, error on the part of Rosmini was con-
demned, 14 Dec, 1887 (Denz., 1915).

V. The Doctrine as Interpreted in Greek
THEOLOfiY'.

—

k. Nalure and Pcrsoitalily.—The Greek
Fathers approached the problem of Trinitarian doc-
trine in a way which diiTers in an important particu-

lar from that which, since the days of St. .\ugustine,

has become traditional in Latin theology. In Latin

theology thought fixed first on the Nature and only

subsequently on the Persons. Personality is viewed
as being, so to speak, the final complement of the

Nature: the Nature is regarded as logically prior to
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ihr Personality. Hence, because God's Nature is

nni'. He is known to us as One God before He can
1m known as Three Persons. And when theologians

speak of God without special mention of a Person,
thi V conceive Him under this aspect. This is en-

iiivly different from the Greek point of view. Greek
th'Hitiht fixed primarily on the Three distinct Per-
.-.oiis: the Father, to Whom, as the source and origin

<>l all, the name of God (e£6s) more especially be-

I'ihli.-*; the Son, proceeding from the Father by an
el' rnal generation, and therefore rightly termed God
al-i; and the Divine Spirit, proceeding from the
lather through the Son. The Personality is treated

as logically prior to the Nature. Just as human
nature is something which the individual man po.s-

sessis. and which can only be conceived ;is belonging
to and dependent on the individual, so the Divine
Nature is .something which belongs to the Persons
atiil cannot be conceived independently of Them.

The contrast appears strikingly in regard to the
•

1
lest ion of creation. All Western theologians teach

tint creation, like all God's external works, proceeds
li iiii Him as One: the separate Personalities do not
(tiler into consideration. The Greeks invariably
speak as though, in all (he Divine works, each Per-
SMii e.\erci.ses a separate office. Irena?us replies to
the Gnostics, who held that the world was created
li\ a demiurge other than the supreme God, by
allirming that God is the one Creator, and that He
iiiaile all things by His Word and His Wisdom, the
Soil and the Spirit (Adv. haer., I, xxii; II, iv, 4, 5,

xx\. 9; IV, XX, 1). A formula often found among
111' Greek Fathers is that all things are from the
1 iiher and are effected by the Son in the Spirit

1 \thanasius, "Ad Serap.", 1, xxxi ; Basil, " De Spiritu
.^aiicto", n. 38; Cyril of Alexandria, "De Trin. dial.",

\ I. P. G., LXXV, 1053). Thus, too, Hippolytus
(Cim. Noet., x) says that God has fashioned aU
ii. ,,,rs by His Word and His Wisdom, creating them

II is Word, adorning them by His Wisdom (wivTa
'a yivb^va 5ta A670U Kal wO0ms nx^^-^^'^^^t Xf>yt^

f.Ti^u>v I,oipt<f Si Koaiidv). The Nicene Creed
stili preserves for us this point of view. In it

\'.' ~till profess our belief "in one God the Father
.\li]iit;hty. Creator of heaven and earth
ati I in one Lord Jesus Christ ... by Whom
all things were made . . . and in the Holy
Cle.st".

IV The Diinne Unity.—The Greek Fathers did not
iiailect to safeguard the doctrine of the Divine Unity,
tie High manifestly their standpoint requires a differ-

eiii treatment from that employed in the West.
I le I onsubstantiality of the Persons is asserted by
s Ircna-us when he telLs us that God created the

ill by His Son and His Spirit, "His two hands"
\'l> . hir., IV, XX, 1). The purport of the phrase

1- e\ idently to indicate that the .Second and Third
I'ersdns are not substantially di.stinct from the
1 ii-t. A more philo.sophical description is the doc-
trine of the Recapitulation (avyKtcptxKiiluxns). This

iis to be first found in the correspondence between
I )( nis of Alexandria and St. Dionysius of Rome.

ILe former writes: "We thus [i.e., by the twofold
procession] extend the Monad [the First Person] to
the Trinity, without causing any division, and we
recapitulate the Trinity in the Monad without caus-
ing diminution" (oeroi ixiv r)fi(U eh Tt TT)>' Tp/a5a Tr)v

^Xbvtxha, 7rXaTi)fo;x€r doiaiperof, KoX Ty)v Tpia5a Trd\iv

diuMToi' fh TT)!- .M6ra5a <rvyK«f>a\<iiovii($<i.— P. Q.,
XXV, .TO4). Here the consubstantiality is affirmed
on the ground that the Son and Spirit, proceeding
from the Father, are nevertheless not separated
from Him; while they again, with all their perfec-
tions, can be regarded as contained within Him.

This doctrine supposes a point of view very differ-

ent from that with which we are now familiar. The
Greek Fathers regarded the Son as the W'i.sdom and

Power of the Father (I Cor., i, 24) in a formal sense,
and in like manner, the Spirit as His Sanctity.
Apart from the Son the Father would be without His
Wisdom; apart from the Spirit He would be without
His Sanctity. Thus the Son and the Spirit are
termed "Powers" (Aura^eis) of the Father. But
while in creatures the powers and faculties are mere
accidental perfections, in the Godhead they are sub-
sistent hj'postases. Denis of .Alexandria regarding
the Second and Third Persons as the Father's "Pow-
ers", speaks of the P'irst Person as being "extended"
to them, and not divided from them. And, since
whatever they have and are flows from Him, this
writer asserts that if we fix our thoughts on the sole
source of Deity alone, we find in Him undiminished
all that is contained in them.
The Arian controversy led to insistence on the

Homousia. But with the Greeks this is not a start-
ing-point, but a conclusion, the result of reflective
analysis. The sonship of the Second Person implies
that He has received the Divine Nature in its fullness;
for all generation implies the origination of one who
is like in nature to the originating principle. But
here mere specific unity is out of the question. The
Divine Essence is not capable of numerical multiph-
cation; it is therefore, they reasoned, identically the
same nature which both possess. A similar line of
argument establishes that the Divine Nature as com-
municated to the 1I(>1,\' Spirit is not specifically, but
numerically, one with that of the Father and the Son.
Unity of nature was understood by the Greek
Fathers as involving unity of will and unity of action
{ivipyeia). This they declared the Three Persona
to possess (Athanasius, "Adv. Sabell.", xii, 13, P. G.,
XXVIII, 117; Basil, "Ep. clx.xxix," n. 7, P. G.,
XXXII, 693; Gregory of Nyssa, "De orat. dom.",P.
G., XLIV, 1160; John Damascene, "De fide orth.",
Ill, xiv, P. G., XCIV, 1040). Here we see an im-
portant advance in the theology of the Godhead.
For, as we have noted, the earlier Fathers invariably
conceive the Three Persons as each exercising a dis-
tinct and separate function.

Finally, we have the doctrine of Circuminsession
{Tepixiipvo'ii) . By this is signified the reciprocal
inexistence and compenetration of the Three Persons.
The term Trepixup-ni^is is first used by .'^t. John Damas-
cene. Yet the doctrine is found much earlier. Thus
St. Cyril of Alexandria says that the Son is called
the Word and Wisdom of the Ftither "because of the
reciprocal inherence of these and the mind" (SiA. ttiv

€ls fiXXi/Xa
.

, ws di/ ctiroi Tts, a.vrep.j3o\iiv

—P. G., LXXIII, 81). St. John Dama.scene assigns
a twofold basis for this inexistence of the Persons.
In some passages he explains it by the doctrine already
mentioned, that the .Son and the Spirit are dvpd/uit

of the Father (cf. "De recta .seiitentia", P. G.,
XCIV, 1424). Thus understood, the Circuminses-
sion is a corollary of the doctrine of Recapitulation.
He also understands it as signifying the identity of

essence, will, and action in the Persons. Wherever
these are peculiar to the individual, as is the case in
all creatures, there, ho tells us, we have separate
existence (itex^P"'*'-^''"' ehai.). In the Godhead the
essence, will, and action are but one. Hence we
have not separate existence, but Circuminsession
(irep^X<ipv<"f) (Fid. orth., I, \-iii, P. G., XCIV, 828).
Here, then, the Circuminsession has its basis in the
Homoiisia.

It is easy to see that the Greek sy.stem was less well
adapted to meet the cavils of the Arian and Mace-
donian heretics than was that subsequently developed
by .St. -Vugustine. Indeed the controversies of the
fourth century brought some of the Greek Fathers
notably nearer to the positions of Latin theology.
We have seen that they were led to aflSrm the action
of the Three Persons to be but one. DidjTnus even
employs expressions which seem to shew that he,
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like the Latins, conceived the Nature as logically

antecedent to the Persons. He understands the

term God as signifying the whole Trinity, and not,

as do the other Greeks, the Father alone: "When we
pray, whether we say, 'Kyrie eleison', or 'O God
aid us', we do not miss our mark: for we include the

whole of the Blessed Trinity in one Godhead" (De
Trin., II, xix, P. G., XXXIX, 736).

C. Mediate and Imynediate Procession.—The doc-

trine that the Spirit is the image of the Son, as the Son
is the image of the Father, is characteristic of Greek
theology. It is asserted by St. Gregory Thaumatur-
gus in his Creed (P. G., X, 986). It is assumed by
St. Athanasius as an indisputable premise in his con-

troversy with the Macedonians (Ad Scrap., I, x.x, xxi,

xxiv; II, i, iv). It is implied in the comparisons

employed both by him (Ad Scrap., I, xLx) and by St.

Gregory Nazianzen (Orat. xxxi, 31, 32), of the Three
Divine Persons to the sun, the ray, the light; and to

the source, the spring, and the stream. We find it

also in St. Cyril of Alexandria ("Thesaurus assert.",

33, P. G., LXXV, 572), St. John Damascene ("Fid.

orth.", I, 13, P. G., XCIV, 856), etc. This supposes

that the procession of the Son from the Father is

immediate; that of the Spirit from the Father is

mediate. He proceeds from the Father through the

Son. Bessarion rightly observes that the Fathers

who used these expressions conceived the Divine

Procession as taking place, so to speak, along a
straight line (P. G., CLXI, 224). On the other

hand, in Western theology the sj-mbohc diagram of

the Trinity has ever been the triangle, the relations

of the Three Persons one to another being precisely

similar. The point is worth noting, for this diversity

of symbolic representation leads inevitably to very

different expressions of the same dogmatic truth. It

is plain that these Fathers would have rejected no less

firmly than the Latins the later Photian heresy that

the Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father alone.

(For this question the reader is referred to Holy
Ghost.)

D. The Son.—The Greek theology of the Divine

Generation differs in certain particulars from the

Latin. Most Western theologians base their theory

on the name. Logos, given by St. John to the Second
Person. This they understand in the sense of

"concept" (^verbiim menlale), and hold that the Divine

Generation is analogous to the act by which the cre-

ated intellect produces its concept. Among Greek
writers this explanation is unknown. They declare

the manner of the Divine Generation to be altogether

beyond our comprehension. We know by revelation

that God has a Son; and various other terms besides

Son employed regarding Him in Scripture, such as

Word, Brightness of His glory, etc., show us that His

sonship must be conceived as free from any relation

to material generation. More we know not (cf . Greg-

ory Nazianzen, "Orat. xxix", § 8, P. G., XXXVI,
84; Cyril of Jerusalem, "Cat.", xi, 19; John
Damascene, "Fid. orth.", I, viii, P. G., XCIV, 820).

One ex-planation only can be given, namely, that the

perfection we call fecundity must needs be found in

God the Absolutely Perfect (St. John Dam., "Fid.

orth.", I, viii, P. G., XCIV, 812). Indeed it would
seem that the great majority of the Greek Fathers

understood XA70S not of the mental thought, but of

the uttered word ("Dion. Alex.", P. G., XXV, 513;

Athanasius, ibid.; Cyril of Alexandria, "De Trin.", II,

P. G., LXXV, 768). They did not see in the term
a revelation that the Son is begotten by way of

intellectual procession, but viewed it as a metaphor
intended to exclude the material associations of

human sonship (Gregory of Nyssa, "C. Eunom.",
IV, P. G.,XLV, 624; Greg. Nazianzen, "Orat. xxx",

§ 20. P. G., XXXVl, 129; Basil, "Hom. xvi", P. G.,

XXXI, 477; C.\Til of Alexandria, "Thesaurus assert.",

vi, P. G., LXXXV, 76).

We have already adverted to the view that the

Son is the Wisdom and Power of the Father in the
full and formal sense. This teaching constantly

recurs from the time of Origen to that of St. John
Damascene (Origen apud Athan., "De deer. Nic",
§ 27, P. G., XXV, 466; Athanasius, "Con. Arianos",
I, § 19, P. G., XXVI, 52; Cyril of Alexandria, "The-
saurus", P. G., LXXV, 44; John Damascene, "Fid.
orth.", I, -xii, P. G., XCIV, 849). It is based on the
Platonic philosophy accepted by the Alexandrine
School. This differs in a fundamental point from
the Aristoteleanism of the Scholastic theologians. In
Aristotelean philosophy perfection is always conceived
statically. No action, transient or immanent, can
proceed from any agent unless that agent, as statically

conceived, possesses whatever perfection is contained
in the action. The Alexandrine standpoint was other

than this. To them perfection must be sought in

dynamic activity. God, as the supreme perfection,

is from all eternity self-moving, ever adorning Him-
self with His own attributes: they issue from Him
and, being Divine, are not accidents, but subsistent

realities. To these thinkers, therefore, there was no
impossibility in the supposition that God is wise with
the Wisdom which is the result of His own immanent
action, powerful with the Power which proceeds from
Him. The arguments of the Greek Fathers fre-

quently presuppose this philosophy as their basis;

and unless it be clearly grasped, reasoning which on
their premises is conclusive will appear to us invalid

and fallacious. Thus it is sometimes urged as a
reason for rejecting Arianism that, if there were a
time when the Son was not, it follows that God must
then have been devoid of Wisdom and of Power—

a

conclusion from which even Arians would shrink.

E. The Holy Spirit.—A point which in Western
theology gives occasion for some discussion is the ques-

tion as to why the Third Person of the Blessed Trinity

is termed the Holy Spirit. St. Augustine suggests

that it is because He proceeds from both the Father
and the Son, and hence He rightly receives a name
applicable to both (De Trin., xv, n. .37). To the

Greek Fathers, who developed the theology of the

Spirit in the light of the philosophical principles

whi<'h we have just noticed, the question presented

no difficulty. His name, they held, reveals to us

His distinctive character as the Third Person, just

as the names Father and Son manifest the distinctive

characters of the First and Second Persons (cf. Greg-

ory Thaum., "Ecth. fid.", P. G., X, 985; Basil,

"Ep. ccxiv", 4, P. G., XXXII, 789; Gregory Naz.,

"Or. x.xv", 16, P. G., XXXV, 1221). He is airoa-

yiinjs, the hypostatic holiness of God, the holiness

by which God is holy. Just as the Son is the Wisdom
and Power by which God is wise and powerful, so the

Spirit is the Holiness by which He is holy. Had there

ever been a time, as the Macedonians dared to say,

when the Holy Spirit was not, then at that time God
would have not been holv (Gregory Naz., "Orat.

xxxi", 4, P. G., XXXVI, 138).

On the other hand, irxcC/ia was often understood in

the light of John, xx, 22, where Christ, appearing to

the Apostles, breathed on them and conferred on

them the Holv Spirit. He is the breath of Christ

(John Damascene, "Fid. orth.", 1, viii), breathed by
Him into us, and dwelling in us as the breath of life

by which we enjoy the supernatural life of God's

children (Cyril of Alexandria, "Thesaurus", P. G.,

LXXV, 534, etc., cf. Petav., "De Trin", V, viii).

The office of the Holy Spirit in thus elevating us to

the supernatural order is, however, conceived in a

manner somewhat different from that of Western

theologians. According to Western doctrine, God
bestows on man sanctifying grace, and consequent

on that gift the Three Persons come to his soul In

Greek theology the order is reversed: the Holy Spirit

does not come to us because we have received
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-inrtifying grace; but it is through His presence we
ivrrivp the gift. He is the seal, Himself impressing
nil \is the Divine image. That Divine image is indeed

r :iIizod in us, but the .seal must be present to secure

1 1)1 continued existence of the impression. Apart
from Him it is not found (Origen, "In Joan, ii",

vi, P. G., XIV, 129; Didvmus, "De Spiritu Sancto,"

X, 11, P. G., XXXIX, 1040-43; Athana.sius "Ep. ad.

Serap.'S III, iii, P. G., XXVI, 629). This union

with the Holy Spirit constitutes our deification

{9cowolri<Tit) , Inasmuch as He is the image, of

Christ, He imprints the likeness of Christ upon us;

since Christ is the image of the Father, we too receive

the true character of God's children (.4.thanasius, loc.

cit.; Gregory Naz., "Orat. xxxi", 4, P. G., XXXVI,
138). It is in reference to this work in our regard

that in the Xicseno-Constantinopolitan Creed the

Holy Spirit is termed the Giver of life (fwoiroi6s). In

the West we more naturally speak of grace as the life

of the soul. But to the Greeks it was the Spirit

through whose personal presence we live. Just as

God gave natural life to Adam by breathing into his

inanimate frame the breath of life, so did Christ give

spiritual life to us when He bestowed on us the gift

of the Holy Ghost.
VI. The Doctrine .4S Interpreted in Latin

Theologt.—The transition to the Latin theology

of the Trinity was the work of St. Augustine. West-
ern theologians have never departed from the main
lines which he laid down, although in the Golden Age
of Scholasticism his system was developed, its detaOs
completed, and its terminologj- perfected. It received

its final and classical form from St. Thomas Aquinas.

But it is necessary first to indicate in what consisted

the transition effected by St. Augustine. This may
be summed up in three points:

—

(1) He views the Divine Nature as prior to the
Personalities. Deus is for him not God the Father,

but the Trinity. This was a step of the first impor-
tance, safeguarding a-s it did aUke the unity of God
and the equality of the Persons in a manner which
the Greek system could never do. .\s we have seen,

one at least of the Greeks, Didymus, had adopted
this standpoint; and it is po.ssible that .\ugustine may
have derived this method of viewing the mystery
from him. But to make it the basis for the whole
treatment of the doctrine was the work of Augustine's
genius.

(2) He insists that every external operation of

God is due to the whole Trinity, and cannot be attrib-

uted to one Person alone, save by appropriation

(see Holy Ghost). The Greek Fathers had, as we
have seen, been led to affirm that the action [Mpteio)

of the Three Persons was one, and one alone. But
the doctrine of appropriation was unknown to them,
and thus the value of this conclusion was obscured
by a traditional theology implying the distinct activ-

ities of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.

(3) By indicating the analogy between the two
processions within the Godhead and the internal

acts of thought and will in the human mind (De
Trin., IX, iii, 3; X, xi, 17), he became the founder of

the psychological theory of the Trinity, which, with
a very few exceptions, was accepted by every subse-
quent Latin writer.

In the following exposition of the Latin doctrines,

we .shall follow St. Thomas Aquinas, whoso treatment
of the doctrine is now universally accepted by Catho-
lic theologians. It should be obser\'ed, however,
that this is not the only form in which the psycho-
logical theory has been proposed. Thus Richard
of ,St. Victor, Alexander of Hales, and St. Bonaventure,
while adhering in the main to Western tradition,

were more influenced by Greek thought, and give
us a system differing somewhat from that of St.

Thomas.
A. The Son.—Among the terms employed in Scrip-

ture to designate the Second Person of the Blessed
Trinity is the Word (John, i, 1). This is understood
by St. Thomas of the Verbum mentale, or intellectual

concept. As applied to the Son, the name, ho holds,

signifies that Ho proceeds from the Father as the term
of an intellectual procession, in a manner analogous
to that in which a concept is generated by the human
mind in all acts of natural knowledge. It is, indeed,

of faith that the Son proceeds from the Father by a
veritable generation. He is, saj-s the Xicajno-

Constantinopolitan Creed, "begotten before all

worlds". But the Procession of a Divine Person as

the term of the act by which God knows His own
nature is rightly styled generation. This may be
readily shown. As an act of intellectual conception,
it necessarily produces the likeness of the object
known. And further, being Divine action, it is not
an accidental act resulting in a term, itself a mere
accident, but the act is the very substance of the
Divinity, and the term is likewise substantial. A
process tending necessarily to the production of a
substantial term like in nature to the Person from
Whom it proceeds is a process of generation. In
regard to this view as to the procession of the Son,
a difficulty was felt by St. Anselm (Monol., Ixiv) on
the score that it would seem to involve that each of

the Three Persons must needs generate a subsistent

Word. Since all the Powers possess the same mind,
does it not follow, he asked, that in each case thought
produces a similar term? This difficulty St. Thomas
succeeds in removing. According to his psychology
the formation of a concept is not essential to thought
as such, though absolutely requisite to all natural
human knowledge. There is, therefore, no ground in

reason, apart from revelation, for holding that the
Divine intellect produces a Verbum mentale. It is

the testimorv of Scripture alone which tolls us that
the Father has from all eternity begotten His co-sub-

stantial Word. But neither reason nor revelation

suggests it in the case of the Second and Third Per-
sons (I, Q. xxxiv, a. 1, ad S^m.).

Not a few writers of great weight hold that there

is sufficient consensus among the Fathers and Scho-
lastic theologians as to the meaning of the names
Word and Wisdom (Prov., viii), applied to the Son,

for us to regard the intellectual procession of the

Second Person as at least theologically certain, if

not a revealed truth (cf. Suarez, "De Trin.", I, v,

§ 4; Petav., VI, i, 7; Franzelin, "De Trin.", Thesis

X-XA-i). This, however, seems to be an exaggeration.

The immense majorit}' of the Greek Fathers, as we
have already noticed, interpret \6yos of the spoken
word, and consider the significance of the name to

lie not in any teaching as to intellectual procession,

but in the fact that it implies a mode of generation

devoid of all passion. Nor is the tradition as to the

interpretation of Prov., viii, in anj' sense unanimous.
In view of these facts the opinion of those theologians

seems the sounder who regard this explanation of

the procession simply as a theological opinion of

great probabifity and harmonizing well with revealed

truth.

B. The Holy Spirit.—Just as the Son proceeds as

the term of the immanent act of the intellect, so does
the Holy Spirit proceed as the term of the act of the Di-
vine will. In human love, as St. Thomas teaches (I,

Q. xx\'ii, a. 3), even though the object be external to

us, yet the immanent act of love arouses in the soul

a state of ardour which is, as it were, an impression

of the thing loved. In virtue of this the object of

love is present to our affections, much as, by means of

the concept, the object of thought is present to our
intellect. This experience is the term of the internal

act. The Holy Spirit, it is contended, proceeds from
the Father and the Son as the term of the love by
which God loves Himself. He is not the love of God
in the sense of being Himself formally the love
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by which God loves; but in loving Himself God
breathes forth this subsistent term. He is Hypostatic
Love. Here, however, it is necessary to safeguard

a point of revealed doctrine. It is of faith that the

procession of the Holy Spirit is not generation. The
Son is "the only begotten of the Father" (John, i, 14).

And the Athanasian Creed expressly lays it down
that the Holy Ghost is "from the "Father and the

Son, neither made, nor created, nor begotten, but
proceeding". If the immanent act of the intellect

is rightly termed generation, on what grounds can
that name be denied to the act of the wOl? The
answers given in reply to this difficulty by St. Thomas,
Richard of St. Victor, and Alexander of Hales are

very different. It will be sufficient here to note

St. Thomas's solution. Intellectual procession, he
says, is of its very nature the production of a term
in the likeness of the thing conceived. This is not

so in regard to the act of the will. Here the primary
result is simply to attract the subject to the object

of his love. This difference in the acts explains why
the name generation is applicable only to the act of

the intellect. Generation is essentially the produc-
tion of like by like. And no process which is not
essentially of that character can claim the name.
The doctrine of the procession of the Holy Spirit

by means of the act of the Divine will is due entirely

to Augustine. It is nowhere foimd among the

Greeks, who simply declare the procession of the

Spirit to be beyond our comprehension; nor is it

found in the Latins before his time. He mentions
the opinion with favour in the "De fide et symbolo"
(a.d. 393) (P. G., XL, 191); and in the "De Trini-

tate" (a.d. 415) develops it at length. His teaching

was accepted by the West. The Scholastics seek for

Scriptural support for it in the name Holy Spirit.

This must, they argue, be, like the names Father and
.Son, a name expressive of a relation within the God-
head proper to the Person who bears it. Now the

attribute holy, as applied to a person or thing,

signifies that the being of which it is affirmed is

devoted to God. It follows therefore that, when
applied to a Divine Person as designating the rela-

tion uniting Him to the other Persons, it rnust

signify that the procession determining His origin

is one which of its nature involves devotion to

God. But that by which any person is devoted to

God is love. The argument is ingenious, but hardly

convincing; and the same may be said of a somewhat
sunilar piece of reasoning regarding the name Spirit

(I, Q. xxx-vi, a. 1). The Latin theory is a noble

effort of the human reason to penetrate the verities

which revelation has left veiled in mystery. It har-

monizes, as we have said, with all the truths of faith.

It is admirably adapted to assist us to a fuller com-
prehension of the fundamental doctrine of the Chris-

tian religion. But more than this must not be claimed

for it. It does not possess the sanction of revelation.

C. The Divine Relations.—The existence of rela-

tions in the Godhead may be immediately inferred

from the doctrine of processions, and as such is a

truth of Revelation, \^here there is a real procession

the principle and the term are really related. Hence,

both the generation of the Son and the procession

of the Holy Spirit must involve the existence of real

and objective relations. This part of Trinitarian

doctrine was familiar to the Greek Fathers. In

answer to the Eunomian objection, that consub-

stantiality rendered any distinction between the

Persons impossible, Gregory of Nyssa replies:

"Though we hold that the nature [in the Three Per-

sons] is not different, we do not deny the difference

arising in regard of the source and that which pro-

ceeds from the source [rrif (coTari atriovKal ri atTiaTiv

Sia<)iopdp]; but in this alone do we admit that one

Per.son differs from another" ("Quod non sunt

tres dii", P. G., XLV, 134. Cf. Greg. Naz., "Or.

theol.", V, ix, P. G., XXXVI, 141; John Damascene,
"F.O.", I, viii, P. G., XCIV, 828). Augustine also

insists that of the ten Aristotelean categories two, sub-
stance and relation, are found in God ("De Trin.",

V, V, P. L., XLII, 913). But it was at the hands of

the Scholastic theologians that the question received
its full development. The results to which they were
led, though not to be reckoned as part of the dogma,
were foimd to throw great hght upon the mj'stery,

and to be of vast service in the solution of some of

the objections urged against it.

From the fact that there are two processions in the
Godhead, each involving both a principle and a term,
it follows that there must be four relations, two of

origination {palernilas and spiratio) and two of pro-
cession {filiatio and processio). These relations are

what constitute the distinction between the Divine
Persons. They cannot be distinguished by any abso-
lute attribute, for every absolute attribute must
belong to the infinite Divine Nature and this is com-
mon to the Three Persons. Whatever distinction

there is must be in the relations alone. This con-
clusion is held as absolutely certain by all theologians.

Equi\alently contained in the words of St. Gregory
of Nyssa, it was clearly enunciated by St. Anselm
("DJ process. Sp. S.", ii, P. L., CLVIII,288) and re-

ceived ecclesiastical sanction in the "Decretiun pro
Jacobitis" in the form: "[In divinis] omnia sunt
unum ubi non obviat relationis oppositio." Since
this is so, it is manifest that the four relations suppose
but Three Persons. For there is no relative opposi-

tion between spiration on the one hand and either

paternity or fihation on the other. Hence the

attribute of spiration is found in conjunction with
each of these, and in vh'tue of it they are each dis-

tinguished from procession. As they share one and
the same Divine Nature, so they possess the same
trirtus spirationis, and thus constitute a single origi-

nating principle of the Holy Spirit.

Inasmuch as the relations, and they alone, are

distinct realities in the Godhead, it follows that the

Divine Persons are none other than these relations.

The Father is the Divine Paternity, the Son the

Divine Filiation, the Holy Spiiit the Divine Pro-

cession. Here it must be borne in mind that the

relations are not mere accidental determinations

as these abstract terms might suggest, \^'hatever is

in God must needs be subsistent. He is the Supreme
Substance, transcending the divisions of the Aris-

totelean categories. Hence, at one and the same
time He is both substance and relation. (How it

is that there should be in God real relations, though
it is altogether impossible that quantity or quality

should be found in Him, is a question in^•olving a

discussion regarding the metaphysics of relations,

which would be out of place in an article such as

the present. A lucid treatment may be found in

Billot, "De Deo uno et trino", 3rd ed., 380 sqq.)

It will be seen that the doctrine of the Divine

relations provides an answer to the objection that

the dogma of the Trinity involves the falsity of the

axiom that things which are identical with the same
thing are identical one with another. We reply

that the axiom is perfectly true in regard to absolute

entities, to which alone it refers. But in the dogma
of the Trinity when we affirm that the Father and
Son are alike identical with the Divine Essence, we
are affirming that the Supreme Infinite Substance is

identical not with two absolute entities, but with each

of two relations. These relations, in virtue of their

nature as correlatives, are necessarily opposed the

one to the other, and therefore different. Again it is

said that if there are Three Persons in the Godhead
none can be infinite, for each must lack something
which the others possess. We reply that a relation,

viewed precisely as such, is not, like quantity or

quality, an intrinsic perfection. When we affirm a
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I' lation of anything, we affirm that it regards some-
ihing other than itself. The whole perfection of the
(lodhead is contained in the one infinite Divine
Iv-^scnce. The Father is that Essence as it eternally

roRards the Son and the Spirit; the Son is that lisence
as it eternally regards the Father and the Spirit;

ihi' Holy Spirit is that Essence as it eternally regards
th.' Father and the Son, Hut the eternal regard
h\ which each of the Three Persons is constituted is

nut an addition to the infinite perfection of the God-
hra.l.

I'he theory of relations also indicates the solution

! • the difficulty now most frequently proposed by
anil-Trinitarians. It is urged that since there are

Three Persons there must be three self-conscious-

II 'sses: but the Divine mind ex hypothesi is one, and
ill lefore can pos.sess but one self-consciousness; in

DiluT words, the dogma contains an irreconcilable

cntitradiction (cf. Menegoz, "Etude sur la Trin-
ii'", 5). This whole objection rests on a petitio

lunicipii: for it takes for granted the identification

of person and of mind with self-consciousness. This
iili iitification is rejected liy Catholic philosophers as

al'niiether misleading. Neither person nor mind is

I If-fonsciousness; though a person must needs pos-
,, ,, self-consciousness, and consciousness attests the
I M.sience of mind (see Pekson.\lity). Granted that

m the infinite mind, in which the categories are

transcended, there are three relations which are sub-
.-istent realities, distinguished one from another in

\'irlue of their relative opposition, then it will follow

that the same mind will have a three-fold conscious-
nr-s. knowing itself in three ways in accordance with
i;~ three modes of existence. It is impossible to
I -'alilish that, in regard of the infinite mind, such a
supiiosition involves a contradiction.

The question was raised by the Scholastics: In
what .sense are we to understand the Divine act of

prni^ration? As we conceive things, the relations

cf paternity and filiation are due to an act by which
th>' Father generates the Son; the relations of spira-

Unn and procession, to an act by which Father and
Snn breathe forth the Holy Spirit. St. Thomas
n plies that the acts are identical with the relations

of generation and spiration; only the mode of expres-
sion on our part is different (I. C2. xli, a. 1, ad 2'^'^).

This is due to the fact that the forms alike of our
thought and our language are moulded upon the
material world in which we live. In this world orig-

ination is in every case due to the cITccting of a change
b\ an agent. We call the effecting of the change
action, and its reception passion. Thus, action and
passion are different from the permanent relations

ronsequent on them. But in the Godhead origina-
tion is eternal: it is not the result of change. Hence
ilio term signifying action denotes not the produc-
tion of the relation, but purely the relation of the
Originator to the Originated. The terminology is

unavoidable because the limitations of our experience
force us to represent this relation as due to an act.

Indeed throughout this whole subject we are hampered
by the imperfection of htnnan language as an instru-

ment wherewith to express verities higher than the
facts of the world. When, for instance, we say that
the Son pos,sesses filiation and spiration, the terms
seem to suggest that these are forms inherent in

Him as in a subject. We know, indeed, that in the
Divine Persons there can be no composition: they
are absolutely simple. Yet we are forced to speak
thus; for the one Personality, notwithstanding its

simplicity, is related to both the others, and by differ-

ent rclatif)ns. We cannot express this save by attrib-

uting to Him filiation and spiration (I, Q. xxxii, a. 2).

D. Divine Misxion.— It has been seen that every ac-
tion of God in regard of the created world proceeds from
the Three Persons indifTerently. In what sense, then,

are we to understand such texts aa " God sent ... his

Son into the world" (John, iii, 17), and "the Paraclete
Cometh, whom I will .send you from the Father" (John,
XV, 26)? What is meant by the mission of the Son and
of the Holy Spirit? To this it is answered that mis-
sion supposes two conditions: (1) That the person
sent should in some way proceed from the sender
and (2) that the person sent should come to be at the
place indicated. The procession, however, may take
place in various ways—by command, or counsel, or
even origination. Thus wo say that a king sends
a messenger, and that a tree sends forth buds. The
second condition, too, is satisfied either if the person
sent comes to be somewhere where jireviously he was
not, or if, although he was already there, he comes
to be there in a new manner. Though God the Son
was already present in the world by rea,son of His
Godhead, His Incarnation made Him present there
in a new way. In virtue of this new presence and
of His procession from the Father, He is rightly said
to have been sent into the world. So, too, in regard
to the mission of the Holy Spirit. The gift of grace
renders the Blessed Trinity present to the soul in

a new manner, viz., as the object of direct, though
inchoative, knowledge and as the object of experi-
mental love. By reason of this new mode of pres-

ence common to the whole Trinity, the Second and
the Third Persons, inasmuch as each receives the
Divine Nature by means of a procession, may be
said to be sent into the soul.

(See also: Holy Ghost; Logos; Arianism; Mo-
NARCHiANs; Tritheists; Unitarians.)
Among tlie vcr.v numerous patristic works on this sul>iect,

the following call for special mention: .St. .\TnAN\rtirs. Orntiones
quatuor contra Arianos; Idem, Libtr •! 7 /' ,'. ' s,, '

, Suncto;
St. Gregory Nazianzen, Oraliov 1 Imuvmus
.Alex., Lihri III de Trinilate; Idim, / - 'i. St.
Hilary op Poitiers, Libri XII '! /o /

'
,
>i \i .a stine,

Libri XV tie Trinitute; St. John Damascenk, Liber ilr Trinitate;

Idem, De JUie ortkodoxa, I.

Among the medieval theologians: St. Anselm, Lib. I. de
Me Trinitatis; Richard of St, \'ictor. Libri VI de Trinitate; St.
Thomas, .Summ«. l,',".' ^ o m; Bessarion, Lt6er rfe 5ptrt(u
Sancto contra Marrm / ' .,.

Among more rtT^ i
i rwius, De Trinitate (Venice,

1721); Thomassini ~ /' ; ./..»im; Tract. <lc. Trin. (Paris,

1S65); Franzelin. /'. /)-.' 1' H . Wi.a., i ;,-,, ,, i.hiac,

Ilistoire de In doprnt ' <rthnh,yi.
, II ]I[ i'lf, loi. |)i lOr.N-oN,

Etudes sur la Trunt, i|',,n-, Isaji Iiukii..- /. o,,mes
du dogme de la Truiil,. I il'r.ns, laldi; Hii/. /) - V n nlskhre
des hi. Johannes von Dama.tku.s (Padcrborn. IDimi: Xkwman,
Causes of the Rise and Success of Arianism in TheoL Tracts,
(London. LSM).
Among Protestant writers should be mentioned: BnLL,

Defensio Fidei NicamcE (Oxford, 1()8.5) : Dobner. Doctrine of the
Person of Christ (translation), I (Edinburgh, 1891).

G. H. Joyce.

Trinity College, an institution for the higher
education of Catholic women, loctited at Washington,
D. C, and empowered under the terms of its charter

(1897) to confer degrees. The college originated in

the desire of the Sisters of Notre Dame de \amur,
who had been thirty-five years established in the city

of Washington, to open a select day-school in the
suburb of Brookland. Before requesting the neces-

sary ecclesiastical sanction, it was proposed to Ihcm
by the authorities of the Catholic I'niversity to make
the new school a college etjual in efficiency to the
women's colleges already established in the United
States. Cardinal Gibbons, chancellor of the univer-
sity, heartily endorsed this project, "persuaded", he
wrote, "th:il su<-h :in institution, working in union
with, though entirely indc|)endi-nl of, the CathoUc
University, will do incaliaililile good in the cause of

higher education" (.5 April, 1S97). Sister Julia,

then provincial superior of I he Sisters of Notre Dame,
secured a tract of thirty-three acres lying between
Michigan and Lincoln Avenues, Brof)kland. The
corner-stone was l:iid on .S Deeember, ISiii); the South
Hall of (he building was (ledic:it('<l by Cardinal
Gibbons, on 22 November, l'.)f)0, ;ind the stnicture

was completed in 1010. It contains residence halls

for two hundred students, lecture rooms, laboratories,
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a museum, a library of 12,000 volumes, and a tem-
porary chapel. The O'Connor Art Gallery and
Auditorium, a hall provided by the generosity of Judge
and Mrs. M. P. O'Connor of San Jose, California,

houses a large and valuable collection of paintings,

water colours, mosaics, photographs, and statuary,
which was opened to visitors on 31 May, 1904, in the
presence of the donors. The Holahan Social Hall
contains some rare old paintings, a bequest to the
college in 1907 by Miss Amanda Holahan of Phila-

delphia. The administration of the college is in the
hands of an advisory board, of which Cardinal Gibbons
is president, and the members comprise the rector, and
vice-rector of the Catholic University, the provincial

superior of the Sisters of Notre Dame, the president
of the college, who is also the superior of the com-
munity, and the president of the auxiliary board of

regents. The auxihary board of regents and its

associate boards draw
their members from
all parts of the United
States, being com-
posed of Catholic
ladies who can help
the cause of higher
education by their

influence and exam-
ple. The college has
no endowment. By
the liberality of

friends, seventeen
scholarships have
been established. The
faculty of Trinity
College is composed
of six- professors from
the Catholic Univer-
sity in the depart-

ments of philosophy,
education, a p o 1 o -

getics, economics, and sociology, and seventeen

Sisters of Notre Dame in the departments
of religion, Sacred Scripture, ancient and modern
languages, English, history, logic, mathematics, the

physical sciences, music, and art. The college opened
its courses on 7 November, 1900, with twenty-two stu-

dents in the Freshman class and has grown only by
promotion and admission. For 1911-12, 160 were
registered. Admission is by examination according

to the requirements of the College Entrance Examina-
tion Board; no specialists are received; and there is

no preparatory department. The number of degrees

conferred (1904-1912) is 160, viz.: master of arts, 8;

bachelor of arts, 130; bachelor of letters, 20; bachelor
of science, 2.

Annals of Trinity College (Washington, D. C); Sister of
Notre D.\me, The Life of Sister Julia, Promncial Superior of the

Sisters of Notre Dame (Washington, D. C, 1911); McDevitt,
Trinity College and the Higher Education in The Catholic World
(Juno, 1904): Howe, Trinity College in Donahoe's Magazine
(October, 1900).

Slster of Notre Dame.

Trinity Sunday is the first Sunday after Pentecost,

instituted to honour the Most Holy Trinity. In the

early Church no special Oflice or day was assigned for

the Holy Trinity. When the Arian heresy was
spreading the Fathers prepared an Office with canti-

cles, responses, a Preface, and hymns, to be recited on
Sundays. In the Sacramentary of St. Gregory the
Great (P. L., LXXVIII, 116) there are prayers and the
Preface of the Trinity. The Micrologics (P. L., CLI,
1020), written during the pontificate of Gregory VII
(Nilles, II, 460), call the Sunday after Pentecost a
Dominica vacanx, with no special Office, but add that

in some places they recited the Office of the Holy
Trinity composed b>- I^ishnp Stephen of Liege (903-

20). By others tlie Otticc w.-is said on the Sunday be-

fore Advent. Alexander II (1061-1073), not III

(Nilles, 1. c), refused a petition for a special feast on
the plea that such a feast was not customary in the
Roman Church which daily honoured the Holy
Trinity by the Gloria Patri, etc., but he did not forbid
the celebration where it already existed. John XXII
(1316-1334) ordered the feast for the entire Church on
the first Sunday after Pentecost. A new Office had
been made by the Franciscan John Peckham, Canon
of Lyons, later Archbishop of Canterbury (d. 1292).
The feast ranked as a double of the second class but
was raised to the dignitv of a primarv of the first

class, 24 July, 1911, by Pius X (Acta Ap. Sedis, III,

351). The Greeks have no special feast. Since it

was after the first great Pentecost that the doctrine
of the Trinity was proclaimed to the world, the
feast becomingly follows that of Pentecost.

NiLi.ES. Kal. man. (Innsbruck, 1S97); Binterim. DenkwHrdig
keiten, I. 264: Kellner, Heortology (London, 1908), 116: Bitr-

MER, Geschichte des Br&-
luers (Freiburg, 1895), 298.

Francis IMershman.

Triple- Candle-
Stick, a name given
along with several

others (e. g. reed,

Iricereo, arundo, iri-

n n gulum , lumen
Christi) to a church
ornament used only
in the office of Holy
Saturday. The three
candles of which it is

composed are succes-
sively lighted, as the
sacred ministers pro-
ceed up the church,
from the fire conse-
crated in the porch,
and at each lighting

the deacon sings the
acclamation "Lumen Christi", the assistants gen-,
uflecting and answering "Deo gratias". As this

ceremony is full.v discussed under the heading
Lumen Christi (and cf. Fire, Liturgical Use of)
it will be sufficient to say a word here about the
material instrument used for the purpose. Both the
rubrics of the Missal and the " Cajremoniale Epis-
coporuni" seem to assume that the so-called triple-

candlestick is not a permanent piece of furniture, but
merely an arrangement of three candles temjiorarily

attached to a reed or wand, such a reed for example
as is used by the acolytes to light the candles with.
" Pra>paretur arundo cmn tribus candelis in summitate
positis" (Cter. Epis., II, x.\vii, 1). In practice, how-
ever, we often find a brass candlestick constructed for

the purpose with a long handle. Barbier de Mon-
tault(Traite pratique, etc.,II,311)infersfrom the word-
ing of the Missal rubric (arundo cum tribus candelis

in summitate illius triangulo distinctis) that one of

the three candles should stand higher than the other,

so that the three flames may form a triangle in the
vertical plane. A triple and double candlestick are
used by bishops of the Greek Church to bless the
people with, and an elaborate symbolism is attached
to this rite.

Thurston, Lent and Holy Week (London, 1904).

Herbert Thurston.

Tripoli, Prefecture .\postolic of.—Tripolitana,

one of tlie :uicient Barbary Stales, lies in North Africa
along flu- Mediterranean, from 6° to 22° E. long., and
from 27° to 33° N. lat., between Egypt on the east,

Tunisia on the west, the desert on tlie south, and the
sea on the north. Its area cannot be precisely deter-

mined, but equals at least 39.5,641 sq. miles. The
boundaries of some portions are ill-defined. Shortly
after the outbreak of hostilities between the Italians
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and Turks, the Anglo-Egyptian Government, at the

equest of the SuUan of Turkey, occupied the Bay of

Solium with the adjacent territory, and thus annexed
to Egypt 219 miles of coast-hne, with a depth as yet
unknown. About the same period France took pos-

«(ession of various contested points in southern Tripoli,

n( it ulily the oases of Janet and Bilma. These frontier

moililications have considerably reduced the terri-

tiiiy of Tripoh and its hinterland. The frontier on
till' Tunisian side has since 1886 been at Lower Adjir;

th:it on the Egyptian side, between Tobruk and the
Bay of Solium.

rripoli comprises two very distinct parts separated
by tli(^ Greater Syrtis desert; the vilayet of Western
Tripoli (Tarabulus el-Gharb) and the autonomous
.^aiijak of Benghazi. To the vilayet of Tripoli is

at i:\clied the sanjak of Murzuk, capital of Fezzan,
v.liH'h communicates with the desert regions of the
Sahara and the Egyptian and French Sudan. The
vilav't of Tripoli comprises (1) the region of the oases
sit uatcd near the coast and separated from each other
liy sand deserts; (2) the region of the Jebel-Gharian
(.\lount of the Grottos) or plateau, which is reached
oiilv through wild gorges partly cultivated and popu-
lai I il ; (3) lastly, the desert, with a few oases, the most
iiii|Hirtant of which is Ghadames, the ancient Cyda-
II111-. The population of the coast is exclusively Arab
aiiil sedentary, save for small Jewish colonies; the
.]( lii'l-Gharian is inhabited by the Berbers, the ancient
LiWvans; beyond are the nomadic Arabs, very differ-

i'i;i in customs and character from the sedentary
A: il>s. The total population of the vilayet, including
IV, ,:an, which is chiefly inhabited by negroes, cannot
( jcid 800,000. On the sea-shore there are a few
\]llas;es, such as Tripoli, Khoms, and Missurata, the
cliirf to\vns of the large oases, and others such as
Zaiizur, Zuara, Tagiura, etc., which are surrounded
1)\ small oases. The climate of Tripoh is dry and
VI ry hot. Save in the oases and some valleys of the
.lilii'l-Gharian the soil is very poor, and often even
barnn. In the oases of the coast and the interior, as
alsii in the villages of the Jebel-Charian, date palms,
oli\ I', hg, banana, orange and citron trees are grown,
as well as wheat and barley.

'the present vilayet of Tripoli consists of only a por-
tiiiii (if the ancient Tripolitana, namely, the eastern
part. The Roman province of this name extended
flirt lier along the western side to Lake Triton and
I, -~iT Syrtis, that is, beyond Gabes in Tunisia. The
in;; in of this province was the confederation of the

t li" ! I'unic cities, Oca, or Tripoli, Sabratha (ruins of
I Ir ^ame name), and Leptis Magna, or Khoms, which
ri -nil deration is mentioned by Ammianus Rlarcel-
hi i^ (XXVm, 6, 1) in the fourth century of our

ind which seems to have existed since the very
lation of the three cities (Movers, "Die Phoni-
. II, 2, 482). Since 2r> b. c, when Augustus reor-

il and merged into a single province Africa
and .\frica Nova, Tripolitana formed a part

if. The organization lasted until Diocletian,
•

' iuidcd Africa into six or seven distinct provinces,
ah iiimpriscd in the Dioecesis Africae; thenceforth
'I I ii'iUtana formed a separate province. It belonged

Romans until 4.5o, when, after his successful
iiiion against the city of Rome, Gen.seric took
-sion of it. In .533, as soon as it learned that
irius was preparing for an expedition, Tripoli-
ii'Volted against the Vandal dominion and went
o the Emperor Justinian. Towards the end of
ixth century, under the Emperor Mauritius,
ilifana was separated from Africa and attached

I a;vpt (Gelzer, "(Jeorgii Cyprii dcscriptio orbis
romani", LI, LXIV).

In 04.3 the Arabs had subdued the eastern part of
Tripolitana, taken Trii)oli by storm, and pillaged
Sabratha. They returned definitively about 670.
Thenceforth TripoUtana belonged successively to the

Aglabites (801-909), the Fatimites (909-1050), then
to the Zeirites and Hafsids of Tunis, from the four-
teenth century. Ferdinand the Cathohc captured
Tripoh in 151(), and transferred the city and country
to Charles V, who abandoned them to the Kniglits
of Malta (1530-51); but in 1551 the renegade Sinan
Pasha and Dragut took possession of them, and
annexed the whole province to the Ottoman Empire.
In 1714 Ahmed Bey, called the Great, achieved inde-
pendence and founded the dynasty of Karamanhs, a
descendant of whom, Hassun Pasha, has just been
made Mayor of Tripoh by the Italians. In 1835, at
the request of the Trijjolitans themselves, who were
being molested by the tribe ( )uled-Shmans, the Porte
reasserted its ancient rights, lantied troops, and made
the country a vilayet immediately subject to Constan-
tinople. In 1840 the Turks added to it Fezzan, the
Phazania of the Romans, and the present sanjak of
Murzuk, which had been independent under the
Beni-Khattab, next subordinated to the Sultans of
Kanem (twelfth to fourteenth century), then to those
of Morocco (sixteenth century), finally paying tribute
to the beys of Tripoli. In recent years they have
likewise extended their dominion to the oases of
Ghadames, Rhat, etc., and sought to hnk their ter-

ritory directly with Wadai and the other Mussulman
States of Central Africa. The Anglo-French Con-
vention of 21 March, 1899, determined the zones of
influence in the country of these two nations, conse-
quently terminating the victorious progress of the
Vah of Tripoh.

Besides the vilayet of Tripoli, Tripolitana is repre-
sented by the autonomous sanjak of Benghazi, di-

rectly subject to Constantinople. This sanjak con-
sists of the ancient Cyrenaica, lying between Egypt
and the Gulf of the Greater Syrtis. Cyrenaica, later

the plateau of Barca, consisted chiefly of five Greek
cities forming the Pentapolis Libyca, the alternative
name of the region. These were Cyrene, now Gren-
neh, four leagues inland; Barca, which gave its name
to the whole plateau, and situated five leagues from
the sea; Teuchira, later Arsinoe and now Tocra;
Hesperides, later Berenice, or Benghazi; ApoUonia,
now Marsa Susa, which served as a port for Cyrene.
In the direction of Egypt there were other cities on
the coast, Ptolemais (Tolmeita), Naustathmus
(Marsa-al-Halal), Darnis (Derna), Axydis, etc. On
the Egyptian side the frontier was marked by Greater
Chcrsonesus (Ra,s et-Tin), on the west by the altars
of the Philenes at the eastern corner of the Greater
Syrtis. In the south Cyrenaica included, at least

theoretically, Phazania, or modern Fezzan, and the
oasis of Augila. The sanjak of Benghazi, formed in

1879, is very little known, apart from some points on
the coast where European travellers have been able to
penetrate. It measures possibly 63,302 square miles,

exclusive of the desert region, and has about 300,000
inhabitants. The country is divided into two dis-

tricts, that on the coast, which is incredibly fertile,

though ])oorly cultivated, and that of the plateaux, a
very poor region, at an average height of 1640 feet,

and inhabited chiefly by nomad Bedouins. Beyond
stretches the desert occupied by the Sheikh of the
Scnoussi, a Mussulman sect very hostile to Christian-
ity, and who.se religious influence is felt throughout
Africa and a port ion of .\rabia.

Consequent upon an ultimatum based upon trivial

reasons, Italy declared war against Turkey 27 Sept.,

1911, and declared its intention of taking pos.session

of Trijjoli and Cyrenaica. By a decree of 5 Nov.
following. King Victor Emmanuel III proclaimed the
annexation of these two provinces and their depend-
encies to the Kingdom of Italy. It only rem.ained to
take possession of the country. At pres(>iit after more
than seven months of war, and although they have
put in the field an army of 100,000 men, the Italians
now occupy only five points on a coast 1242 miles in
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extent: Tripoli and Khoms in Tripolitana; Benghazi,
Derna, and Tobriik in Cyrenaica. They have
advanced inland only about six miles to Ain-Zara,
near TripoU.

Tripolitana and Cyrenaica were under separate

rehgious administrations, as well as being divided
civilly. The former had seven bishoprics: Gigthi,

now represented by the ruins of Henchir Jorf Bou-
Grara, opposite the island of Girba; Girba, an island

in Tunisia which has preserved its name; Leptis

Magna, or Khoms; Oea, or Tripohs; Sabratha, at the

ruins of this name, west of Tripoli; Sinnipsa, between
Tripoli and Leptis Magna; Tacapae or Gabes in

Tunisia. These seven sees were attached to the

episcopate of Africa, of which the Bishop of Carthage
was the recognized head. It is well known that these

various ecclesiastical provinces of Africa had no
metropolitan: in each of them the oldest bishop per-

formed the offices of primate. Nevertheless, al-

though it sent a special delegate to the national coun-
cils of Carthage, Tripohtana had no primate; its

bishops were under the jurisdiction of the Primate of

the Byzacene. CjTenaica on the other hand was in-

cluded in the Patriarchate of Alexandria, and formed
two ecclesiastical provinces: (1) Libya Pentapolis, with
Apollonia Sozusa a-s metropolitan see and eight suffra-

gan bishoprics: Ptolomais, CijTene, Teucheira or

Arsinoe, Berenice, Barca, Erythron, Olbia, and Dys-
this; (2) Libya Secunda or Marmarica, with Darnis
as metropolitan and seven suffragan sees, Paraeto-

nium, Antipyrgos, Antiphra?, Zygris, Zagylis, Augila,

and Marmarica(LeQuien,"Oriens Christ. ",11,617-37).

The jurisdiction of the present Prefecture Apostolic

of Tripoli extends over both the vilayet of Tripoli and
the sanjak of Benghazi, that is, over Tripolitana and
Cyrenaica. It is known that almost immediately on
their foundation the Franciscans went to Tripoli, but
we have no information concerning this early mission.

In 1630 Propaganda sent thither two Friars Minor
from Venetia. Seven years later Urban VIII ap-

pointed Father Francesco di Venezia missionary
Apostolic, and in 1643 the mission was made a prefec-

ture. Father Luigi da Ponte, prefect Apostolic, was
slain by the natives in 1654; in 1691 all the mission-

aries died of the plague, but others replaced them.
Conflicts of jurisdiction soon arose between the Fran-
ciscans dependent on Propaganda and the Fathers of

Mercy or other religious long established in Tripoli for

the ransom of captives. To end this. Propaganda in

1682 removed ail jurisdiction from priests not depend-
ent on it. In 1704, through the generosity of Louis
XIV and Clement XI, a church and hospital were
built. In 1843 there remained only two rehgious with
1300 Catholics in all the regency, but their number
was soon increased by Italian and Maltese immigra-
tion. Accordingto the "MissionescathoHca;" (1907),

390, there were in the prefecture Apostolic prior to the
Italo-Turkish war, 10 Franciscans, 5 parishes, and 5

churches without a resident priest. The Catholic
stations are: Tripoli, with 4400 faithful, Khoms with
145, Benghazi with 310, Barca with 16, Derna with
44, Meschia with 600; in all nearly 6000 Catholics.

The religious orders are: Franciscans with 5 convents
and 21 religious; Marianites, 1 convent and 7 religious;

Jo.sephites, 1 convent and 5 religious; Franciscan
Sisters, 3 convents and 16 nuns; French Sisters of

St. .loseph, 2 convents and 17 religious; the last-

named have a school and ho.spital at Tripoli.

Very little is known regarding the history of the
city of Tripoli, the ancient Oea, which has given its

name to the whole country. Of Punic origin, it sub-
seiiuently passed into tlie liands of the Romans, when
it had a renowned school and illustrious teachers.

Apuleius, the celelirated author of the "Golden Ass",
taught there for some time. Two Roman roads con-
nected the city willi Sabratha and Leptis Magna; one
ran along the coast, the other took a more southerly di-

rection inland. Christianity was implanted there at an
early date, for its bishop, Natalis, assisted at the Coun-
cil of Carthage, Sept., 256; the Donatist Marinianus
was at the conference of Carthage in 411; Cresconiua,
banished in 455 by Genseric, returned to his diocese,

assisted at the conference of Carthage in 484, and was
again exiled. Thenceforth the city shared the lot of

the province as related above. It was twice possessed
by the Christians, from 1146 to 1160 by the Normans
of Sicily, from 1510 to 1551 by the Spaniards and the
Knights of Malta. It was also bombarded several

times, notably by the French in 1685, 1693, and 1728.

Before the Italian ex-jjedition Tripoli had about 60,000
inhabitants, including those of the neighbouring oasis.

Of these, 4400 were Maltese and Itahans, 8000 Jews,
and 45,000 Mussulmans. The sole artistic curiosity

is the triumphal arch dating from the second century
of our era.

Platfaih, The Bibliography of the Barbary States: Tripoli arid
Cyrenaica (London. 1892); Waille, Bibliographic de la Tripoli-
taine in Bulletin de correspondance africaine (1884); BeecHY,
Expedition to Explore the Northern Coast of Africa from Tripoli
Eastward (London, 1828) ; Della Cella, Viaggio da Tripoli di
Barberia alle frontieri occidentali dell' Egitto (Genoa, 1819);
Pacho, Relations d'un voyage dans la Mnrmnrigue et la Cyrenatque
(Paris, 1827-29); de La Primaudaie. Le lillornl dela Tripolitaine

(Paris, 1865); Charmes, La Tuni.iie el la Tnpolitaine (Paris,

1883); ToULOTTE, Geographic de rAfrique chreticnne, Byzacene
el Tripolitaine (Montreuil, 1894), 245-63: Battaxdier in Etudea
eeclesiastiques (Nov., 1911); Mathuisieulx, A trovers la Tripoli-
taine (Paris, 1912); Idem, La Tripolitaine d'hier et de demain
(Paris, 1912); Missiones catholics (Rome. 1907). 390; Barth,
Wanderungen durch die Kiistenldnder des Mittelmeers (Berlin,

1849); Idem, Wanderungen durch das Punische und Kyrendische
Kiistenland (Berlin, 1849); Maltzax, Reise in den Regenschaften
Tunis und Tripoli (1870); Rohlfs, Dif Bcdeutung Tripolitaniens
(Weimar, 1877); Mulleb, Notes to Ptolemy (Paris, 1900), 628.

S. Vailhe.

Tripolis (Tripolit.\n.a.), a Maronite and Melchite
diocese, in Syria. The primitive name of the town
is not known; Dhorme (Revue biblique, 1908, 508
sqq.) suggests that it is identical with Shi-ga-ta men-
tioned in the El-Amarna letters between 1385 and
1:368 B. c. The name Tripohs is derived from the

fact that the city formed three districts separated from
each other by walls, inhabited by colonists from Ara-
dus. Tyre, and Sidon, and governed by a common sen-

ate. Almost nothing is known of its ancient history.

Christianity was introduced there at an early date;

mention may be made of a much frequented sanctu-

ary there which was dedicated to the martyr St.

Leontius, whose feast is observed on 18 June (Analecta

bollandiana, XIX, 9-12). The see, which was in the

Province of Tyre and the Patriarchate of Antioch, had
a bishop, Helladicus, in 325; other bishops were: the

Arian Theodosius; Commo(ius, who was present at

the Council of Ephesus in 431; and Theodorus, at that

of Chalcedon in 451 (Le Quien, "Oriens christ.", II,

821-24). AHvT an earthquake Tripolis was restored

by Emperor Marcianus about the middle of the fifth

century, to be captured by the Arabs in 638, when it

became a powerful centre of the Shiite rehgion, resist-

ing all attacks by the Byzantines. It then had a
university and a hbrary of more than 100,000 vol-

umes; the latter was burned on the arrival of the Cru-
saders. As early as 1103 Raymond, Count of Saint-

Gilles, being unable to capture the city, built on a
neighbouring hill the stronghold which still exi.sts and
compelled the inhabitants to pay him tribute. In

1109 the city was captured, made a countship, and
given to Berfrand, Raymond's son, and to his descend-

ants. The latter owned it until 1289, when it was
taken from them by Sultan Qalaoun, who massa-
cred the entire Christian population. Du Cange (Les

families d'outre-mer, 811-13) and Eubel (Hierarchia

catholica medii levi, I, 526; II, 281 ; III, 3:«)) give the

list of its Latin residential and titular bishops. In

1517 the Turks finally captured Tripoh and still

ret;uii iiiissessidti of it. " In 1697 the Maronite prince

"\'ouiirs \v;isnKU-lyred there for the Faith, and in 1711

the Sheikh Canaan-Daher-Shhedid.
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Tripolis is now a sanjak of the vilayet of Beirut,

nil I'ontains two towns linked by a tramway: El-

iMiiia, or maritime Tripolis, on the site of the ancient
nty, and Taraboulos, built since 12X9, at the foot of

Raymond's fortress. The two cities together con-

ain 37,000 inhabitants, of whom 110 are Latins, 2200
3riental Catholics of various rites, and 4000 schis-

natic Melehites; the remainder are Mussulmans.
The Maronite bishop, Mgr. Antoine Arida, conse-

;rated on 1<S June, 190S, resides at Karrusadde. The
Melchite bishop, Mgr. Joseph Doumani, was conse-
srated on 21 JVIarch, 1897. The Franciscans have
;he Latin parish and two establishments. In this

aarish are also established the Lazarists, the Carmel-
tes, the Brothers of the Christian Schools, and the
Sisters of Charity. The sanctuary of the Blessod
Virgin is called Siiiiiynt el-Harah, Our Lady of the
Quarter. The Maronite diocese has 48,000 faithful,

350 priests, and 70 churches. The Melchite diocese,

created in 1S97, has 1225 faithful, 14 priests, 10
churches or ch,apels, and 6 schools. The schismatic
Melchite diocese has 50,000 members.
Du Ca-jgk, Les families d'outTe-mer (Paris, I,S69), 477-95;

Renan, Miision lie Phinicie (Paris. 186-f), 120-.30; Gn^RlN.
Description de la Palestine: Galilee, II, 23-30; Goudard, La
SairUe Vierge au Liban, 269-77; Missiones calhulico' (Rome,
1907), 783, 819; Chakon in Annuaire ponl. cath. (Paris, 1911),
130.

S. Vailh^..

Trisagion. See Agios O Theos.

Trissino, Giangioroio, Italian poet and scholar,

b. of a patrician family .at Vicenza in 1478; d. at

Rome, 8 December, 1550. He had the advantages of

a good humanistic
training, studying
Greek under the
noted Demetrius
Chalcondyla.s at

Milan and philos-

ophy under Nic-
col6 Leoniceno at

Ferrara. His cul-

ture recommended
him to the human-
ist Leo X, who in

1515 sent him to

Germany as his

nuncio; later on
Clement VII
showed him espe-
cial favour, and
employed him as

ambassador. In
1532 the Emperor
Charles V made
him a count pala-

tine. In spite of the banishment from Vicenza
pronounced upon him in 1509 because his family
had favoured the phms of Ma.ximilian, he was
held in honour throughout Italy. Wherever he
abode his home Wiis a centre for gatherings
of scholars, litternleum, and the most cultured men
of the time. His family life was far from happy,
apparently through little fault of his own. In the
histon,- of modern Euro])ean literature Trissino occu-
pies a prominent jjlacc because of his tragedy "Sofo-
nisba" (1515; recent ed., Bologna, 1884), "the first

tragedy in Italian to show deference to the classic
rules. Constantly a partisan of Aristotelean regu-
larity, he disa])proved of the genial freedom of the
chivalrous opic as written by Ariosto. In his own
composition the "Italia liberata dai Goti" (1547-8),
dealing with the campaigns of Belisarius in Italy, he
Bf)Ught to show that it was possible to write in the
vernacular an epic in accordance with the classic
precepts. The result is a cold and colourless com-
position.

sGiORoro Trissino
From a painting by Giorgione

He was one of the many who have engaged in the
discussion as to what is true literary Italian. Follow-
ing the lead of Dante, he espoused in his "Castellano"
(1529) the indefensible theory that the language is a
courtly one made up of contributions from the refined
centres in Italy, instead of being, as it is, fundamentally
of Tuscan origin. For clearness he proposed that in
writing Italian certain new characters (derived from
the Greek alphabet) be adopted to show the differ-
ence between open and close e and o and voiced and
voiceless .s and z. This wise proposition was ignored.
"I SimiHimi" (1548) which is a version of the "Men-
a-chmi'l of Plautus, "1 Ritratti" (1524) which is a
composite portrait of feminine beauty, and the
"Poetica", which contains his summing up of the
Aristotele;m principles of literary comixisition, made
uj) the rest of his important writings. An edition of
his collected works was published by Maffei at Verona
in 1729.
MoRSOLiN, Giangiorgio Trissino (Florence, 1S94) ; Flamini, /;

Cinquecento 132 sqq.; Ciampolini. La prima tragedia regolare
delta leu. Hal. (Florence, 1896); Ersiini, L' Italia lib. di G. T.
(Rome, 1893).

J. D. M. Ford.

Tritheists (Tritheites), heretics who divide the
Substaurc ,,f the Blessed Trinity.

(1) Those who are usually meant by the name were
a section of the Monophysites, who had great influ-
ence in the second half of the sixth century, but have
left no traces save a few scanty notices in John of
Ephesus, Photius, Leontius, etc. Their founder is

said to have been a certain John Ascunages, head of a
Sophist school at Antioch. But the principal writer
was John Philoponus, the great Aristotelean com-
mentator. The leaders were two bishops, Conon of
Tarsus and Eugenius of Seleucia in Isauria, who were
dejjosed by their comproviucials and took refuge at

Constantinople. There they found a ])owerful con-
vert and protector in .\thana&ius the Monk, a grand-
son of the Empress Theodora. Philoixmus dedicated
to him a book on the Triiuty. The old philosopher
pleaded his infirmities when he was summoned by
Justinian to the Court to give an account of his
teaching. But Conon and Eugenius had to dispute
in the reign of Justin II (.505-78) in the presence of
the Catholic patriarch, John Schohisticus (565-77),
with two champions of the moderate Monophysite
party, Stephen and Paul, the latter afterwards Pa-
triarcli of Antioch. The Tritheist bishops refused to
anathematize Philoponus, and brought proofs that he
agreed with Severus and Theodosius. They were
banished to Palestine, and Philoponus wrote a book
against John Scholasticus, who had given his verdict
in favour of his adversaries. But he developed a
theory of his own as to the Resurrection (see Euty-
chianism) on account of which Conon and Eugenius
wrote a treatise against him in collaboration with
Themistius, the founder of the Agnoeta\ in which
they declared his views to be altogether unchristian.
The two bishops together with a deprived bishop
named Theonas proceeded to consecrate bishops for

their sect, which they established in Corinth :uid

Athens, in Rome and Africa, and in the Western
Patriarchate, while their agents travelled through
Syria and Cilicia, Isatiria and Cappadocia, converting
whole districts, and ordaining jiri&sts and deacons in

cities, villagas, and monasteries. Eugenius died in

Pamphylia; Conon returned to Constantinoi)le. We
are assured by Leontius that it was the .\ristoteleanism
of Philoponus which made him teach that there are
in the Holy Trinity three jiartial substances (iitpiKal

oialai, loiKal OeSrriTes, idiKal ipiixcii) and one common.
The genesis of the heresy h:is been ex])lained (for

the first time) under NIonopuysites, where an
account of Philoponus's writings and those of Stephen
Gobanis, another member of the sect, will be found.

(2) In the Middle Ages Roscellin of Compi^gne,
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the founder of Nominalism, argued, just like Philo-

ponus, that unless the Three Persons are ires res, then
the whole Trinity must have been incarnate. He was
refuted by St. Anselm.

(.3) Among Catholic writers, Pierre Faydit, who
was expelled from the Oratory at Paris in 1671 for

disobedience and died in 1709, fell into the error of

Tritheism in his "Eclaircissements sur la doctrine et

I'histoire ecclesiastiques des deux premiers siecles"

(Paris, 1696), in which he tried to make out that the
earliest Fathers were Tritheists. He was replied to

by the Premonstratensian Abbot Louis-Charles Hugo
("Apologie du systeme des Saints Peres sur la Trinit(5,"

Luxemburg, 1699) . A canon of Treves named Oembs,
who was infected with the doctrines of the " Enlighten-

ment", similarly attributed to the Fathers his own
view of three similar natures in the Trinity, calling

the numerical unity of God an invention of the
Scholastics. His book, "Opuscula de Deo Uno et

Trino" (Mainz, 1789), was condemned by Pius VII in

a Brief of 14 July, 1804. GUnther is also accused of

Tritheism.
(4) Among Protestants, Heinrich Nicolai (d. 1660),

a professor at Dantzig ;ind ;it Elbing (not to be con-
founded with the founder of tlic Familisten), is cited.

The best known is William Sherlock, Dean of St.

Paul's, whose "Vindication of the Doctrine of the
Trinity" (London, 1690) against the Socinians was
attacked by Robert South in "Animadversions on
Dr. Sherlock's Vindication" (1693). Sherlock's work
is said to have made William Manning a Socinian and
Thomas Emlyn an Arian, and the dispute was ridi-

culed in a skit entitled "The Battle Royal", attrib-

uted to William Pittis (1694?), which was trans-

lated into Latin at Cambridge. Joseph Bingham,
author of the "Antiquities", preached at Oxford in

1695 a sermon which was considered to represent the
Fathers as Tritheists, and it was condemned by the
Hebdomadal Council as falsa, impia et hcerelica, the
scholar being driven from Oxford.

For bibliography see Monophysites.
John Chapman.

Trithemius, John, a famous scholar and Benedic-
tine abbot, b. at Trittenheira on the Moselle, 1 Feb-
ruary, 1462; d. at Wiirzburg, 13 December, 1516.

The abbot liim-

self, in his
" Nepiachus ",

trives an account
I if his youth, which
was a time of hard
suffering owing to

the harsh treat-

ment of his selfish

.stepfather, who
allowed the t,al-

entcd boy to grow
up in complete ig-

norance till the
age of fifteen,
when he learned
reading and writ-

ing as well as the
rudiments of Latin
in a remarkably
short time. But
as his persecution

at home did not cease, he ran away, and after a
painful journey succeeded in reaching Wiirzburg,
where the well-known humanist, Jacob Wimphehng,
was teaching; here the ambitious youth pursued his

classical studies till 14S2. In order to revisit his home
he determined to make an excursion to the neigh-
bovirhood of Treves accompanied by a comrade; it

was January and the yoimg men travelled afoot. A
short visit to the monastery of Sponheim was to

John Trithemius
evet'.s Livre de.s Vrai?
traits, Paris, 1584

prove of decisive importance for the yoimg Trithe-
mius; hardly had the travellers taken leave of the
monks when a snowstorm obliged them to return to

the monastery. At the in\'itation of the prior, Henry
of Holzhausen, who had quickly discerned the talents

of his young guest, Trithemius remained in Spon-
heim; eight days later he received the habit of the
order and made his vows in the same year, 8 Decem-
ber. His life in the monastery was exemplarj'; he
commanded the respect of his brethren, and the love

of his superiors. The proof of the respect in which he
was held by all was the fact that although he was the
youngest member of the community, and had not yet
been ordained, he was elected abbot at the age of

twenty-two, during the second year of his life in the
order. His election was a great blessing for Spon-
heim. With youthful vigour and a firm hand he
undertook the direction of the much-neglected monas-
tery. He first turned his attention to the material
needs of his community, then set himself to the much
more cUfficult task of restoring its disciphne. Above
all, his own example, not only in the conscientious

observance of the rules of the order, but also in the
tireless pursuit of scientific studies, brought about the
happiest results.

In order to promote effectively scientific research,

he prociired a rich collection of books which com-
prised the most important works in all branches of

human knowledge; in this way he built up the world-
renowned library of Sponheim for the enriching of

which he laboured unceasingly for twenty-three years

till the collection numbered about 2000 volumes.

This library, unique in those days, made Sponheim
known throughout the entire world of learning. The
attractive personality of the abbot also helped to

spread the fame of the monastery. Among his friends

he numbered, not only the most learned men of his

time, such as Celtes, Reuchlin, and John of Dalberg,

but also many princes—including the Emperor
Maximilian, who held him in great esteem. But the

farther his reputation extended in the world the

greater became the number of malcontents in the

monastery w-ho opposed the abbot's discipline.

Finally he resigned as head of his beloved abbey,

which he had ruled for twenty-three years, and which
he had brought to a most flourishing condition;

after his departure the monastery sank into its former
insignificance. The Emperor Maximilian desired to

bring the famous scholar to his Court, and to make
him the historiographer of the Imperial House with

a life-long pension; he was also promised rich abbeys.

But 'I'rifliemius sought the quiet and peace of a more
retircil life, antl this he found as abbot of the Scottish

monastery of St. Jacob, at Wiirzburg (1506). Here
he found only three monks, so he had ample oppor-

tunity to display the same activity he had shown at

Sponheim. He spent the last ten years of his life in

the production of many important WTitings. Only
once (hd he leave his monastery (1508) for a short

stay at the imperial Court. He died at fifty-five years

of age and was buried in the Scottish church at

Wiirzburg.
The Order of St. Benedict was indebted to this

energetic abbot for his zealous promotion of the

Bursfeld Congregation, for his encouragement of

learning in the order, and for his earnest furtherance

of monastic discipline. "The great abbot", says one

of his biographers, "was equally worthy of respect

as a man, as a religious, and as a writer." Of his

more than eighty works only part have appeared in

print. The greater number of these are ascetical

writings which treat of the religious life and were

published by John BusiEUS, S.J., under the title

" Joannis Trithemii opera pia et spiritualia" (Mainz,

1604) ; they are among the best works of devotional

literature produced at the time. Marquard Freher

published a part of his historical works as "Joanms
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rrithemii opera histoiica" (Frankfort, 1601). This
ollection, however, did not inchide the two famous
olio volumes, published in 1690 under the title of

'Annates Hirsaugiensis". Trithemius also wrote
ateresting contributions on points of natural science,

hen much debated, and on classical literature. The
[Uestion whether he, hy citing two otherwise unknown
lUthorities (Megiahard and Kunibald), was guilty

f intentional forgery, is still under debate b}' some
ritics. Surely the inscription on his tomb testifies

o the truth:

Hanc meruit statuam
Germaiiae gloria gentis

Abbas Tritliemius, quem tegit ista domus
The Abbot Trithemius, the glory of the German race,

j'hom this house covers, merited this statue).
SiLBERNAGEL, Joh. Tritkemius (Landahut. 1868); Ruland in

^hiliancum, new ser., I, 45-68 (Bonn, 1869) ; Schneeqans, Abt,
'oh, Trithemiuji u. Kloster Sponheim (Kreuznach, 18S2) ; Janssen-
BTOB, Geschichte des Deulschen Volkes. I (Freiburg, 1897).

Nicholas Scheid.

Trivento, Diocese of (Triventensis), in south-
im Italy, The earliest bishop was St. Castus of an
mcertain epoch, the local legend assigning him to

'''ho fourth century. Other bishops were: the monk
.CO, intruded anil deposed by .4gapetus I (946);
Vlfcrius (1109); the Franciscan Luca (1226), exiled

\v King Manfred; Pietro dell' Aquila (1.34S), noted
or his learning; Giulio Cesare iloriconda (1582),
vhii restored the cathedral, rearranged the archives,
\ni| erected a seminary; Alfonso ^Ioriconda (1717),
) S I?., a learned prelate who restored the cathedral
mi the episcopal residence. The diocese is suffragan

• neventum; it has 58 parishes with 130,000
160 secular priests, and three religious houses.
llletti. Le chiese d' Italia, XXI (Venice 1844). 469.

U. Benigni.

Trivet, Xicholas, or Trevet as he himself wrote
t, b, about 12.58; d. 1328. He was the son of Thomas
Trevet, a judge who came of a Norfolk or Somerset
amily. He became a Dominican in London, and
studied first at Oxford, then at Paris, where he first

Mok an interest in English and French chronicles.

Little is known of his life except that at one time he
was prior of his order in London, and at another he
was teaching at Oxford. He was the author of a large
lumber of theological and historical works and com-
nentaries on the classics, more especially the works of

Seneca. A large number of these exist in MS. in

irarious libraries, but only two appear to have been
jrinted, one being the work by which he is chiefly

•emembered, the chronicle of the .\ngevin kings of Eng-
and, the other w;is the last twelve books of his com-
nentan,' on St. .Augustine's treatise "Decivitatedei".
The full title of the former work is "Annales sex re-

^m AnglifE qui a comitibus .\ndegavensibus originem
raxerunt", an important historical source for the
)eriod 11.36-1307, containing a specially valuable ac-

count of the reign of Edward I. Trivet also wrote a
chronicle in French, parts of which were printed by
Spelman, and from which Chaucer is believed to have
derived the "M.an of Law's Tale". His theological
works include commentaries on parts of the Scripture,
a treatise on the Ma.ss and some writings on Scholastic
theology.
Hog, preface to Triret's Chronicle, Eng. Hist. Soc. (London

1845): Trivet, Annatrs sex Regum Anglia (Oxford. 1719);
Hardt, Desrriptize Calalooue (London, 1871); KtNosFORD in
Diet. Nat. BioQ., with exhaustive list of MSS.; Chevalier,
Repertoire des sources hisloriques du moyen dge (Paria, 1905), gives

list of earlier references.

Edwin Burton.

Trivium. See .\rts. The Se\t;n Liberal.

Troas, a suffragan of Cyzicus in the Hellespont.
The city w;is first called Sigia; it wxs enlarged and
embelhshed by Antigonus, who peopled it with in-

habitants drawn from other cities, and sumamed it

TROKELOWE

Antigonia Troas (Strabo, 604, 607); it was finally en-
larged by Lysimachus, who called it Alexandria Troas
(Strabo, 593; Pliny, V, 124). The name Troas is the
one most used. i"or having remained faithful to the
Romans during their war against Antiochus, Troas
was favoured by them (Titus Livius, XXXV, 42;
XXXVII, 35); it became afterwards Colonia Alex-
.andria Augusta Troas. Augustus, Hadrian and the
rich grammarian Herodes Atticus contributed greatly
to its embellishment; the aqueduct still preserved is

due to the latter. Juhus Ca;sar and Constantine the
Great thought of making Troas the capital of the
Roman Empire. St. Luke came to Troas to join St.
Paul and accompany him to Europe (Acts, xvi, 8-11);
there also many of St. Paul's friends joined him at
another time and remained a week with him (Acts, xx,
4-12). A Christian community existed there and it

was at that place that Eutychus was resuscitated by
the Apostle. He mentions his sojourn there (II Cor.,
ii, 12), and he asks Timotheus to bring him his cloak
and his books which he had left with Carpus (II Tim.,
iv, 13). St. Ignatius of .4ntioch stopped at Troas be-
fore going to Rome (Ad Philad., XI, 2; Ad Sinyrn.,
XII, 1). Several of its bishops are known: Marinus
in 325, Niconius in 344, Sylvanus at the beginning of
the fifth century; Pionius in 451, Leo in 787, Peter
friend of the patriarch Ignatius, and Michael, his
adversary, in the ninth century. In the tenth cen-
tury Troas is given as a suffragan of Cyzicus and dis-
tinct from the famous Ilium (Gelzer, " Ungedruckte.
, . . Texte der Notiti;p episcopatuum", 552; Idem,
"Georgii Cyprii dcscriptio orbis romani", 64); it is

not known when tlie city was destroyed and the dio-
cese disappeared. To-day Troas is Eski-Stambul in
the sanjak of Bigha.
Le Quien, Oriens christianus, I, 777; Texier, Asie mineure

(Paris, 1862), 194-97; Lebas-Waddington. Asie mineure. 1035-
37, 1730-40; Pault-Wissowa, Real-Encyclopadie fur das. Alter-
tumswissenschaft, s, v. Alexandria Troas.

S, Vailhe.

Trobec, J.^mbs. See Saint Clodd, Diocese of.

Trocmades (Trocmada), titular see of Galatia
Secunda, suffragan of Pessinus. No geographer or
historian mentions a city of this name; Hierocles
(Synecemus, 698, 1) gives "regio Trocnades", in-
stead of PeyervoKmda, referring, doubtless, to the Ga-
latian name of some tribe on the left bank of the
Sangarius; its principal centre was probably in the
present village of Kaimez, about twenty-four miles
east of Eski Shehir, a vilayet of Broussa. .\11 the
" Notitia; episcopatuum " up to the thirteenth century
mention the see TpoK/iiSwp among the suffragans of
Pessinus; the two most recent (thirteenth centurj')
call it Aarivov; perhaps it should be UXutIvov, from St.
Plotinus, venerated there. The official lists of the
Roman Curia give Trocmada;. Le Quien (Oriens
christianus, I, 49.3), gives Trocmada. From these
erroneous forms arises a confusion of the name with
the Galatian tribe of Trocmi. The last named author
gives a list of the known bishops: Cyriacus, who repre-
sented his metropolitan at the Robber Synod of Eph-
esus (449), and was represented by a priest at the
Council of Chalcedon (451); Theodore, present at the
Council of Constantinople (681); Leo, at Nica;a(787);
Constantine at the Photian Council of Constantinople
(879). CjTiacus, said to have assisted at the Council
of Nicaea (325), is not mentioned in the authentic lists

of bishops present at that council.

S. PfiTRiofcs.

Troia. See Ldcera, Diocese op.

Trokelowe, Throwlow, or Thorlow, John de,
a monastic chronicler still living in 1330, but the dates
of whose birth and death are unknown. He w;is a
Benedictine monk of St. Albans who in 1294 was liv-

ing in the dependent priory of Tynemouth, North-
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umberland. The prior and monks endeavoured to
sever connexion with St. Albans and to obtain inde-
pendence by presenting the advowson to the king; but
Abbot John of Berkhamsted resisted this arrange-
ment, visited Tynemouth, and sent Trokelow with
other monks as prisoners back to St. Alban's. There
Trokelowe wrote his "Annates" including the period
1259 to 1296 and a useful account of the reign of
Edward II, from 1307 to 1323, after which date his

chronicle was continued by Henry de Blaneford. A
reference made by Trokelowe to the execution of

Mortimer show.s that he was writing after 1330.

Riley, Juhannis de Trokelowe et Henrici de Blaneforde chronica
et annates in Rolls Series (London, 1866). See also Riley, Intro-
duction to RiSHANGER. Chronicle in the Chronica monastica S.
Albani of the same series. Hardy, Descriptive Catalogue (Lon-
don, 1871); Hunt in Diet. Nat. Biog.

Edwin Burton.

Trondhjem (Nidaros), Ancient See of.—In Nor-
way it was the kings who introduced Christianity,
which first became known to the people during their

martial expeditions (Hergenriither, "Kirchenge-
Bchichte", 1S79, II, 721). The work of ChrLstianiza-

tion begun by
Haakon the Good
(d. 9S1) (Maurer,
"Die Bekehrung
ties norwegischen
Stammes", Mu-
nich, 185.5, I, ii,

168) was carried
on by Olaf Trvg-
vesson (d. 1002)
and Olaf Haralds-
son (St. Olaf, d.

10.30). Both were
converted vikings,

the former having
been baptized at

.\ndover, England,
l>y Bishop Aelfeah
of Winchester, and
the latter at Rouen
by Archbishop
H o b e r t (Bang,
"Den norske
Kirkes Historic

under Katholicis-

men", Christiania,

1887, 44, 50). In
Cathedral. Trondhjem

997 Olaf Trygvesson founded at the mouth of

the River Nid the city of Nidaros, afterwards
called Trondhjem, whore he built a royal palace
and a church; he laboured to spread the truths
of Christianity in Norway, the Orkney and Shetland
Islands, the Faroe Islands, Iceland, and Greenland
(Maurer, op. cit., I, iii, 462). King Olaf Haraldsson
created an episcopal see at Nidaros, instaUing the
monk Grimkill as bishop. Moreover, many English
and German bishops and priests laboured in Norway,
and by degrees Christianity softened the rough in-

stincts of the people. The Norwegian bishops were
at first dependent on the Archbishop of Hamburg-
Bremen, and afterwards on the Archbishop of Lund,
Primate of Scandinavia. As the Norwegians never-
theless wanted an archbishop of their own, Eugene
III, resolving to create a metropolitan see at Trond-
hjem, sent thither as legate (1151) Cardinal Nicholas
of Albano (Nicholas Breakspeare), afterwards
Adrian IV. The legate installed Jon Birgerson,
previously Bishop of Stavanger, as Archbishop of
Trondhjem. The bishops of Oslo (bishop 1073\
Bergen (about 1060), Stavanger (1130), Hamar
(1151), the Orkneys (1070), Iceland (Skalholt, 10.56;
Holar, 1105), and Greenland became suffragans.

Archbishop Birgerson was succeeded by Eystein
(Beatus Augustinus, 1158-,S8), previously royal secre-

tary and treasurer, a man of brilliant intellect, strong
will, and deep piety (Daae, "Norges Helgener",
Christiania, 1879, UO-6). Such a man was then
needed to defend the liberty of the Church against the
encroachments of King Sverre, who wished to make
the Church a mere tool of the temporal power. The
archbishop was compelled to flee from Norway to Eng-
land. It is true that he was able to return 'and that
a sort of reconciliation took place later between him
and the king, but on Eystein's death Sverre renewed
his attacks, and Archbishop Eric had to leave the
country and take refuge with Archbishop Absalon of
Lund. At last, when Sverre attacked the papal legate,
Innocent III laid the king and his partisans under in-

terdict (Baluze, "Epp. Innocentii III", Paris, 1682, 1,
i, 226, 227). King Haakon (1202), son and successor
of Sverre, hastened to make peace with the Church,
who.se liberty had been preserved by the unflinching
attitude of the pope and his archbishops. What
would have happened, asks the Protestant ecclesiasti-

cal historian of Norway, Dr. A. Chr. Bang, "if the
Church, deprived of all liberty, had become the sub-
missive slave of absolute royalty? What influence
would it have exercised at a time when its chief mis-
sion was to act as the educator of the jieople and as

the necessar>' counterpoise to defend the liberty of the
people against the brutal whims of the secular lords?
And what would have happened when a century later

royalty left the country? After that time the Church
was in reality the sole centre about which was grouped
the whole national Ufe of our country" (op. cit., 109).

To regulate ecclesiastical affairs, which had suffered

during the struggles with Sverre, Innocent IV in 1247
sent Cardinal William of Sabina as legate to Norway.
He intervened against certain encroachments on the
part of the bishops, reformed various abuses, and
abolished the ordeal by hot iron. Owing in great
measure to the papal legates, Norway became more
closely linked with the supreme head of Christendom
at Rome. Secular priests, Benedictines, Cistercians,

Augustinians, Dominicans, and Franciscans worked
together for the prosperitv of the Church. Arch-
bishops Eilif Kortin (d. 1332), Paul Baardson (d.

1346), and Arne Vade (d. 1349) showed specially re-

markable zeal. Provincial councils were held, at

which serious efforts were made to ehminate abuses
and to encourage Christian education and morality
(Bang, op. cit., 297).

Nidaros (Trondhjem), the metropolis of the ec-

clesiastical province, was also the capital of Nor-
way. The residence of the kings until 1217, it

remained until the troubles of the Reformation
the heart and centre of the spiritual life of the

country. There was situated the tomb of St. Olaf,

and around the patron of Norway, "Rex perpetuus
Norvegiae", the national and ecclesiastical life of

the countrj' was centred. Pilgrims flocked from all

quarters to the tomb. The feast of St. Olaf on 29
Jul> was a day of reunion for "all the nations of the
Northern seas, Norwegians, Swedes, Goths, Cim-
brians, Danes, and Slavs", to quote an old chronicler

("Adami gesta pontificum Hammaburgensium",
Hanover, 1876, II, 82), in the cathedral of Nidaros,

where the reliquary of St. Olaf rested near the altar.

Built in Roman style by King Olaf Kyrre (d. 1093),

the dome had been enlarged by Archbishop Eystein in

Ogival style. It was finished only in 1248 by Arch-
bishop Sigurd Sim. Although several times destroyed

by fire, the ancient dome was restored each time until

the storms of the Reformation. Then Archbishop

Eric Walkendorf was exiled (1521), and his successor,

Olaf Engelbertsen, who had been the instrument of

the royal will in the introiluction of Lutheranism, had
also, as a partisan of Christian II, to flv from Chris-

tian III (1537). The valuable reliquaries of St. Olaf

and St. .\ugustine (Eystein) were taken away, sent to

Copenhagen, and melted. The bones of St. Olaf were
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burierl in tho oalliptlral, and thpplarc fdrgotton. Rut

when Norway regained its lihorly and resumed its

place among independent nations (ISl-l), the memory
of the glory of its ;ineestors awoke. It was resolved

to rebuild the ancient dome, and the cathedral stands

once more renewed, allliougli not in po.ssession of the

religion which created it. But new churches have
arisen in the city of St. Olaf, bearing witness that the

Catholic Faith still li\es in Scandinavia in spite of all

its trials.

Besides the works cited above see: MnscH, Throndhjcms
Domkirke (Cliristiania, 1859): Kbefting, Om Throndhjems 'Dnm-

kirkt (Trondhjem. 1885); Schibmer, Kristkirken: Niilarns (Chris-

tiania, 188.5); Mathiesen, Del gamle Thmrutlijcm (Cliristiania,

1897).
GnsTAF Armfei.t.

Trope.—Definition and Description.—Trope in the

liturgico-hymnological sense is a collective name
which, since about the close of the Middle Ages or

a little later, has been applied to texts of great variety

(in both pnetrj' and prose) written for the punwse of

amplifving and embellishing an independently com-
plete iitm-gical text (e. g. the Introit, the Kyrie,

Gloria, Gradual, or other parts of the Mass or of the

Office sung by the choir). These additions are closely

attached to the official liturgical text, but in no way
do they change the essential chanicter of it; they are

entwined in it, augmenting, ;it>(l elucidating it; they

are, as it were, a more or Ic-^s jioetical commentary
that is woven into the liturgic;il text, forming with it

a complete unit. Thus in France and England, in-

stead of the liturgical text "Sanctus, Sanctus, Sanc-

tus, Dominus Deus Sabaoth" the lines sung were:

1. Sanctus ex quo 2. Sanctus, per quern
sunt omnia; sunt omnia;

3. Sanctus, in quo
sunt omnia;
Dominus IJcus Sahaoth,
tibi gloria sit in saecula.

The most accurate definition, applicable to all the

difTerent kinds of Trojies, might be the following:

A Trope is an interpolation in a liturgical text, or the

embellishment brought ;d)out by intei^iolation (i. e.

by introductions, insertions, or additiims). Herein
lies the dilTerence between the Trope and the closely-

related Sequence or Prose. The Sequence also is an
embellishment of the liturgy, an insertion between
liturgical chants (the Gradual and the Gospel),

originating about the eighth centurj'; the Sequence is

thus an interpolation in the hturgy, but it is not an
interpolation in a liturgical text. The Sequence is an
independent unit, complete in itself; the Trope, how-
ever, forms a unit only in connexion with a liturgical

text, and when separated from the latter is often de-

void of any meaning. Accordingly the several Tropes
are named after that liturgical text to which they be-

long, viz. Trope of the Kyrie, Trope of the (iloria,

Trope of the Agnus Dei, etc.

Originally there existed no uniform name for that
which is now combined under the idea and name of

Tropus. Only the interpolations of the Introit, the
Offertory, and the Communion were called Tropi
(Irophi, tropos, trophos), and even that not exclusively

but only predominantly; for the Introit Trope was
frequently c:dled "Versus in psalmis", the Offertory

Trope also " Prosa [or prosula] ad [or ante] OfTerenda".

To all the other interpolations a great variety of

names was applied, as "Pro.sse de Kyrieleison ', or
"Versus ad Kyrieleison", = Kyrie Tropes; "Laudes"
{Lauda, laus), "Gloria cum laudes", "Laudes cum
tropis", or simply "Ad Gloria", = Gloria Tropes;
"Laudes ad Sanctus", "Versus super Sanctus", =
Sanctus Tropes; "Laudes de Agnus Dei", "Prosa ad
Ag:nus Dei", = Agnus Tropes; "Epistola cum
Ver.sibus", "Versus super epistolam", = Epistle

Trope {EjAtre farcie); "Verba", or "Verbeta", or

"Pro.sclla", = Breviary Trope. How and when the
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gener;il n:inie nf Tropus spr.ang up, h.as not yet been
exactly ;iscerl;iined. .\nd just as little has the
priority been cslitblished of th(^ different kinds of

interpolations, whether that in the Introit is the old-

est, or that in the Gloria, or the Kyrie, or in any other
part of the Mass; for that very reason it is not known
yet which of the various designations (Versus,

Prosa;, Tropi, or Laudes) is the oldest and most
original.

One thing is certain: the Latin Tropus is a word
borrowed from the Greek Tpbiroi. The latter w:is a
musical term, and denoted a melody (t/jAitos XiJiiot,

<t>piyui% = Lydian, Phrygian, Doric melody), or in

general a musical change, like the Latin modus or
modulus, similar to the international "modulation".
It is quite conceivable that the name of the melody
was transferred to the text which had been composed
to it, as is the case with the word Scquentia. In
reasoning thus, one would have to presuppose that

over one syllable of a liturgical text, e. g. over the e

of the Ivyrie, a longer melisma was sung, which bore
the name of tropus; furthermore, that to such a
melisma a text was composed later on, and that this

text was also called "Tropus". And it is an actual

fact that from early times such melismata existed

over a vowel of the Kyrie, the Gloria, the Sanctus,

etc.; likewise there were many texts which were pro-

duced for these melismata, consequently they were
interpolations. But the date when these melismata
of the Kyrie, Gloria, Sanctus, etc., were first called

"Tropi" is still a matter of re.search; what we know
is that the texts under that kind of melisma which
has just been described were not called "Tropi"
from the e:i.rliest times. On the contrary, by the

name of "Tropi" were originally designated the in-

ter])olations cf precisely those parts of the Mass which
do not exhibit any long melismata, as the Introit and
OITertory. To give an example, an interpolation of

the Christmas Introit written in prose, reads:

Ecce, adest de quo prophets; cecinerunt dicentes;

Puer natus est nobis,

Quem virgo Maria genuit,

Et filius dattis est nobis, etc.

The first introductory phrase of this and similar in-

terpohitions, particularly when it compiises an entire

stanza, as, e. g.,

Laudemus omnes Dominum,
Qui virginis per uterum
Parvus in mundum venerat
Mundum regens, quem fecerat,

Puer natus est nobis, etc.

cannot possibly be considered as text to an already
existing melisma which was called "Tropus", and
which then gave its name to the text that was put to

it. And yet, just such interpolations of the Introit

and the Offertory were called "Tropi". In this

article it must suffice to allude to the.se difficulties,

on the solution of which will depend the theory of the
origin and the early development of the "Tropi".
As yet no definite theory can be advanced, ;dt hough
several writers on liturgy, music, and hymnology have
been so confident as to make assertions for which
there is absolutely no ground.

Division.—On the basis of the two choir books for

the Mass and the Breviary, namely the Giadual and
the Antiphonal, Tropes are divided into two large

classes: "Tropi Graduales" and "Tropi .Vntiphonales,"

i.e. Tropes of such parts of the ^I;i.ss and of the
Breviary as are chanted. The latter are of slightly

later date, are chiefly limited to interi)olations of the
Responsory .after the Lessons, and are .almost ex-

clusively insertions into one of the concluding words
of such Responsory. Their ent ire st ruct ure resembles
so much the structure of tho Sequences of the first

epoch, upon which they were undoubtedly modelled,
that later on they were often used as independent
Sequences. Such is the case with the oldest Breviary
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Trope of the Blessed Virgin, which is built upon the
penultimate word, inviolata, of the Responsory of the
Assumption; "Gaude, Maria virgo . . . et post partuni
inviolata permansisti. " The syllable la of inviolata

was the bearer of a long mehsma; to this melisma
towards the close of the tenth century in France the
following text was composed:
la. Invio-lata Integra lb. Quie es effecta

et casta fulgida

es, Maria, regis porta.

2a. O mater alma 2b. Suscipe pia
Christi carissima, laudum precamina

3a. Nostra ut pura 3b. Qua; nunc flagitant

pectora devota
sint et corpora. corda et ora,

4a. Tu da per precata 4b. Nobis perpetua
dulcisona, frui vita,

5. O benigna,
quae sola inviolata

permansisti.

Of a similar structure are all the Breviary Tropes or
"Verbeta", and they are dovetailed, as shown above,
more or less ingeniously, between the penultimate and
last word of their Responsory.
The "Tropi Graduales" in their turn are divided

into two classes, namely into "Tropi ad Ordinarium
Missa;" or to the unchangeable text of the Mass, i.e.

to the Kyrie, Gloria, Credo, Sanctus, Agnus Dei, and
Itemissaest, and into "Tropi ad PropriumMissarum "

or to those parts of the text which change according
to the respective feast, i.e. to the Introit, Lesson,
Gradual, Offertory, and Communion. This latter

class frequently differs from the former also in the ex-

ternal structure of its Tropes; and at first it was the
most widespread; it might perhaps even claim to be
the oldest and most original; but it disappeared at a
relatively early date, whereas the "Tropi ad Ordina-
rium Missae" still kept their place in hturgy for a
considerable time.

History and Significance.—The origin of the
Tropes, that is to say of the Gradual Tropes (since

the Antiphonal Tropes are evidently of a later date),

must almost coincide with that of the Proses or

Sequences which are most clo.sely related to them;
this would mean that their history begins somewhere
in the eighth century. Whether the Trope or the

Sequence was the older form is all the more difficult

to decide, since the Sequence itself is to a certain

degree a kind of Trope. The St. Martial Troper,

the oldest one known, of the middle of the tenth cen-

tury (Cod. Parisin., 1240), abounds in Tropes to the
Introit, Gradual, Offertory, and Communion; in

other words it has a great many "Tropi ad Proprium
Missarum". In addition it contains thirteen Gloria

Tropes, but only two of the Sanctus, and not one of

the Kyrie. Comparatively poor in Tropes are the

St. Gall Tropers, and this fact alone makes it ex-

tremely doubtful whether Tutilo of St. Gall wa3 the
inventor of the Tropes. It appears that the Trope,
Uke the Sequence, originated in France, where from
the tenth century onwnnl it enjoyed great popularity
and was most eagerly (•ulti\'ated. From there it soon
made its way to England and to Northern Italy, later

to Central and Southern Italy, and became wide-

spread in all these countries, less so, however, in

Germany. It was known there as early as in the

ninth century, since Tutilo of St. Gall can rightly be
considered a composer of Tropes. It remains a
curious fact that in spite of the great number of

Tropes no poet can be named who gained distinction

as a composer of Tropes. In the thirteenth century
this once important branch of literature began to

decline and survived almost exclusively in Kyrie
Tropes, pai ticularly in France until the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries.

Regarding the poetical contents, the Tropes, with
tew exceptions, are of no great value. But this

peculiar poetical production is all the more interest-
ing for the student of Uturgy, and especially great is

its significance in the development of music and
poetry. It is worthy of note that, instead of short
insertions into the lltuigical text, as time went on
several verses, entire stanzas, even a number of
stanzas, were fitted in. The non-essential part
developed into the main work; the liturgical te.xt

withdrew entirely into the background, and was
scarcely even considered as the starting-point. In
this manner the Tropes grew to be independent
cautions, motets, or reUgious folk-songs. Also the
dramatic character, which was quite peculiar to many
Introit Tropes at Christmas and Easter, developed
mere and more luxuriantly until it reached its highest
perfection in larger di-amatic scenes, mystery plays,
and plays of a jjurely religious character. Tropes
finally left the liturgical and the religious ground al-

together, and wandered away from the spiritual to the
profane field of .songs of love, gambling, and drinking.
And for that reason many specimens of leligious as
well as secular poetry of later date can be fully under-
stood only when they are traced back to their source,
the Tropes. The importance from a musical stand-
point of both the Tropes and the Sequences has been
most suitably characterized by Rev. Walter Howard
Frere in his introduction to "The Winchester Troper"
where he says: "For the musician the whole story is

full of interest, for the Tropers practically represent
the sum total of musical advance between the ninth
and the twelfth century. . . . All new developments in

musical composition, failing to gain admission into

the privileged circle of the recognised Gregorian
service-books, were thrown together so as to form an
independent musical collection supplementary to the
official books; and that is e.xactly what a Troper is"

(op. cit., p. vi).

Frere, The Winchester Troper (London, 1894); Wolf, Ueber
die Lais (Heidelberg. 1841); Gautier. Les Tropes (Paris, 1886);
Reiners, Tropen-Ges&nge u. ihre Melodien (Luxemburg, 1887);
Blume and Bannister, Tropi Graduales ad ordinarium Miss(E
in Anafecta hymnica, XLVII (Leipzig, 1905); Blume, Tropi
Graduales ad Proprium Missarum in Anal, hymn., XLIX (Leipzig,
1906).

Clemens Blume.

Tropology, Scriptur.\l, the theory and practice

of interpreting the figurative meaning of Holy Writ.
The literal meaning, or God-intended meaning of the

words of the Bible, may be either figurative or non-
figurative; for instance, in Canticles, the inspired

meaning is always figurative. The typical meaning is

the inspired meaning of words referring to persons,

things, and actions of the Old Testament which are

inspired types of persons, things, and actions of the
New (cf. Exegesis).

Walter Drum.

Troy, John Thomas, Archbishop of Dublin, b.

in the parish of Blanchardstown, near Dublin, 10 IVIay,

1739; d. at Dublin, 11 May, 1823. He belonged to an
Anglo-Norman stock, and received his early education

at Liffey Street, Dublin, after which, in 1777, he joined

the Dominican Order and proceeded to their house of

St. Clement, at Rome. Amenable to discipline, diligent

in his studies, and gifted with much ability, he made
rapid progress, and while yet a student was selected

to give lectures in philosophy. Subsequently he pro-

fessed theology and canon law, and finally became
prior of the convent in 1772. When the Bishop of

Ossory died, in 1776, the priests of the diocese rec-

ommended one of their number. Father Molloy, to

Rome for the vacant see, and the recommendation was
endorsed by many of the Irish bishops. But Dr.

Tioy, who was hold in high esteem at Rome, had al-

ready been appointed Bishop of Ossory. He arrived

at Kilkenny in August, and for the next nine years he
laboured hard for the spiritual interests of his diocese.

They were troubled times. Maddened by excessive
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John
Archbishop of Dublin

r. nts and tithes, and harried by grinding tithe-prnc-
>r.s, the farmers had banded themselves together in a

.Mcret society called the "Whiteboys". Going forth
at night, they attacked landlords, bailiffs, agents, and
tithe-proctors, and often committed fearful outrages.
Bishop Troy grappled with them and frequently and
sternly denounced them. It was not that he had any
sympathy with oppression, but he had lived .so long
in Rome and had left Ireland at such an early age,

that he did not iinil.- iin.lnstand the condition of

things at home,
and did not fully

appreciate the ex-
tent of misery and
oppression in which
t he poor Catholic
masses lived.

The bent of his

mind was to su]>-

port authority, and
he was therefore
ready to condemn
.-ill violent efforts

for reform, and
liad no hesitation
in denouncing not
only all secret .so-

'•ii'ties in Ireland,

>ut also "our
.Vmerican fellow-

subjects, seduced
by specious no-

tions of liberty ". This made him unpopular with the
masses, but there could be no doubt that he was
zealous in correcting abuses in his diocese and in

promoting education. So well was this recognized at
Rome that in 1781, in consequence of some serious
troubles which had arisen between the primate and
his clergj', Dr. Trov was ajipointed Administrator of

Armagh. This office he held till 1782. In 1786 he
was appointed Archbishop of Dublin. At Dublin,
as at Ossory, he showed his zeal for religion, his sym-
pathy with authority, and his distrust of popular
movements, especially when violent means were em-
ployed; in 1798 he issued a sentence of excommunica-
tion against all those of his flock who would join the
rebellion. He was also one of the most determined
supporters of the Union. In 1799 he agreed to accept
the veto of government on the appointment of Irish

bishops; and even when the other bishops, finding

that they had been tricked by Pitt and Castlereagh,
repudiated the veto. Dr. Troy continued to favour it.

The last years of his life were uneventful.
Brady. Episcopal Succession (Rome. 1876) ; Carhioan, History

of the Diocese of Ossory (Dublin, 1905) : D'Alton, History of the
Archbishops of Dublin (Dublin. 1838); Wyse. History of the
Catholic. Association (London, 1829): Mora.n, Spicilegium Os-
toriense (Dublin. 1S74-84).

E. A. D'Alton.

Troyes, Diocese of (Trecensis), comprises the
Department of Aube. Re-established in 1802 as
Bufiragan of Paris, it then comprised the Departments
of Aube and Yonne, and its bishop had the titles of
Troyes, Auxerre, and Chdlons-sur-Marne. In 1822 the
See of Chdlons was created and the Bishop of Troyes
lost that title. When Sens was made an archdiocese
the title of Auxerre went to it and Troyes lost also the
Department of Yonne, which became the Archdiocese
of Sens. The Diocese of Troyes at present covers, be-
sides the ancient diocesan limits, 116 parishes of the
ancient Diocese of Langres, and 20 belonging to the
ancient Diocese of Sens. Since 1822 Troyes is a suf-
fragan of Sens.

The catalogue of bishops of Troyes, known since the
ninth century, is, in the opinion of Duchesne, worthy
of confidence. The first bishop, St. Amator, seems to
have preceded by a few years Bishop Optatianus who

probably ruled the diocese about 344. Among his
.successors are: St. Melanius (Melain) (390-400); St
Ursus (Ours) (126); St. Lupus (Loup) (426-478), b. in
383, who accoiiipauicd St. Gcrmanus of Auxerre to Eng-
land, forced the Huns to spare Troyes, was led away
as a hostage by Attila and only returned to his diocese
after many years of exile; St. Camelianus (479-5.36);
St. Vincent (536-46) ; St. Leuconius (Leucon) (651-.56)

;

St. Bobinus (Bobin) (750-66), previously Abbot of
Monstier la Celle; St. Prudentius (845-61), who wrote
against Gottschalk and Johannes Scotus; Blessed
Manasses (985-93); .Jacques B6nigne Bossuet (1716-
42), nephew of the great Bossuet; Etienne-Antoine de
Boulogne (1809-25); Pierre-Louis Coeur, the preacher
(lS49-(50).

Louis the Stammerer in 878 received at Troyes the
imperial crown from thehandsof Pope John VIII. At
the end of the ninth century the counts of Champagne
chose Troyes as their capital. In 12X5. whrn Philip
the Fair united Champagne to the royal domain, the
town kept a number of privileges. John the learless,
Duke of Burgundy •md ;illy of the English, aimed in
1417 at making Troyi's tin'' capital of France, and he
came to an understanding with Isabeau of Bavaria,
wife of Charles VI of France, that a court, council,
anil parliament with comptroller's offices should be
established at Troyes. It was at Troyes, then in the
hands of the Burgundians, that on 21 May. 1120, the
treaty was signed by which Henry VI of I'jigland was
betrothed to Catherine, daughter of Charles \'I, and
was to succeed him to the detriment of the dauphin.
The dauphin, afterwards Charles VII, and Blessed
Joan of Arc recovered the town of Troyes in 1429
The cathedral of Troyes is a fine Gothic structure

begun in the twelfth, and completed in the fifteenth,
century; the ancient collegiate Church of St. Urban
is a Gothic building who.se lightness of treatment re-
minds one of La Sainte Chapolle at Paris. It was
built by Urban IV at the close of the thirteenth cen-
tury. He was a native of Troyes and on one of the
stained-glass windows he caused his father to be de-
picted, working at his trade of tailor. The Abbey of
Nesle la Riposte was founded before 545 near Villen-
auxe, perhaps by Queen Clotilde. In the sixteenth
century the monks caused to be rebuilt at Villenauxe,
with the actual stones which they brought from Nesle,
the original doorway of Nesle Abbey, an interesting
monument of I'rench history. The Benedictine Ma-
billon undertook to interpret its carvings, among
which might be seen the statue of a reine pedauque
(i. e. a web-footed queen) supposed to be St. Clo-
tilde. The Abbey of Notre Dame ,aux Nonnains,
founded by St. Leucon, wiis an important abbey for
women. Alcuin .and St. Benuard corresponded with
its abbesses. At his installation the bishoj) went to
the abbey on the previous evening; I he bed ho slept on
became his property, but the nnile on which he rode
became the property of the abbess. The abbess led
the bishop by the hand into the chapter hall; she put
on his mitre, offered him his crozier, and in return the
bishop promised to respect the rights of the abbey.
The Jansenists in the eighteenth century made a great
noise over the pretended cure by the deacon Paris
of Marie Madeleine de Megrigny, a nun of Notre
Dame aux Nonnains. The part of the Diocese of
Troyes which formerly belonged to the Diocese of
Langres contained the famous Abbey of Clairvaux
(q. v.). Concerning the Abbey of the Paraclete,
founded by Abelard and in which the Abbess Heloise
(lied in 1163, and where her body and that of Abelard
were buried until 1792, see Abelakd. On 20 June,
1353, Geoffroy de Cliarny, Ix)rd of Savoisy and Lirey,
founded at Lirey in honour of the Annunciation a col-

legiate church with six canonries, and in this church
he exposed for veneration the Holy Winding Sheet.
Opposition arose on the part of the Bishop of Troyes,
who declared after due inquirj' that the relic was noth-
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ing but a painting, and opposed its exposition. Clem-

ent VI by four Bulls, 6 .Ian., 1390, approved the expo-

sition as" lawful. In 141S during the civil wars, the

canons entrusted the Winding Sheet to Humbert,

Count de La Roche, Lord of Lirey. Margaret, widow
of Humbert, never returned it but gave it in 1452 to

the Duke of Savoy. The requests of the canons of

Lirey were unavailing, and the Lirey Winding Sheet

is the same that is now exposed and honoured at

Turin (see Turin).
Among the many saints specially honoured or con-

nected with the diocese are: St. Mathia, virgin,

The Cathedral, Troyes

period uncertain; her relics were found in Troves

in 980; St. Helena, virgin, whose Ufe and century are

unknown, and whose body was transferred to Troyes

m 1209; these two are patronesses of the town and
diocese; St. Oulph, martyr (second or third centun,-);

St. Savinianus, Xpostle of Troyes; St. Patroclus (Parre)

,

St. JuUus, St. Claudius, and St. Venerandus, martyrs

under Aurelian; St. Savina, martyred under Diocle-

tian; St. Syra, the wonder-worker (end of third cen-

turj'); St. tlrsion, pastor of Isle Aumont (c. 375); St.

Ex-uperantia, a religious of Isle Aumont (c. 380) ; St.

Balsemius (Baussange), deacon, apostle of Arcis-sur-

Aube, martyred by the Vandals in 407; St. Mesmin and
his companions and Saints Germana and Honoria,
martyred (451) under .\ttila; St. Aper (Evre), Bishop
of Toul, and his sister Evronia, natives of the diocese

(towards the close of the fifth century) ; St. Aventinus,

disciple of St. Loup (d. c. 5.^7); St. Romanus, Arch-
bishop of Reims, founder of the Monastery of SS.

Gervasus and Protasius at Chantenay in the Diocese

of Troyes (d. c. 537); St. Maurelius, priest at Isle

Aumont (d. c. 545) ; St. Lya-us (Lye), second Abbot of

Mantenay (d. c. 545); St. Phal, .\bbot at Isle Aumont
(d. c. 549); St. Bouin, priest and solitary (d. c. 570);

St. Potamius (Pouange), solitary (close of sixth cen-

tury); St. Vinebaud, .\bbot of St. Loup of Troves
(d. 623); St. Flavitus, solitary (563-630) ; St. Tancha,
virgin and martyr (d. 637); St. Victor, solitan,- (d.

640); St. Frobert, founder and first .\bbot of Montier
le Celle (d. 688); St. Maura, virgin (827-850); St.

Adalricus (slain by the Normans about 925); St.

Aderaldus, canon and archdeacon of Troyes, who
died in 1004 on returning from the Crusade, and who
founded the Benedictine monastery of the Holy
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Sepulchre in the diocese; St. Simon, Count de Bar-sur-
Aube, solitary, acted as mediator between Greg-
ory VII and Hohcrl (iuiscard, and died in 1082; St.
Robert, foumicr of .Mule.srae and Citeaux, a native of
the diocese (UGl-llOS); St. Elizabeth of Chelles,
foundress uf the monastery of Rosoy (d. c. 1130); St.

Hombelina, first .\bbess of Jully-sur-Sarce, and sister

of St. Bernard (1092-1135); Ble.ssed Peter, an
Englishman, prior of .lully-sur-Sarce (d. 1139); St.

Malachy (q. v.),arclil)ishiip. Primate of Ireland, died
at Clairvaux (109S-1148); St. Bern.ard (q. v.), first

Abbot of Clairvaux (1091-11.53); St. Belina, virgin,

slain about 1153 in defence of her chastity; Ble&ed
Menard and Blessed Herbert, abbots of the mon-
astery at Mores founded by St. Bernard (end of the
twelfth centurv); Blessed Jeanne, the recluse (d.

1246); Blessed'Urban IV (llS.5-1264); Blessed John
of Ghent, hermit and prophet, who died at Troyes in

1439; Ven. Margaret Bourgeois (1620-1700), foundress
of the Congregation of Notre Dame at Montreal, a
native of the diocese; Ven. Marie de Sales Chappuis,
superioress of the Visitation Convent at Troyes
(d. 1875). Cardinal Pierre de BeruUe (157.5-1629) was
brought up on the BeruUe estate in the diocese. He
preached at Troyes before founding the Oratorians.
,\n Oratory was opened at Troyes in 1617. Charles-
Louis de Lantage, b. at Troj-es in 1616, d. in 1694,
was one of the chief helpers of M. Olier, founder of the
Sulpicians. Among natives of the diocese may be
mentioned: the Calvinist jurisconsult Pierre Pithou
(1.539-1.596), one of the editors of the "Satire M6n-
ipp^e", a native of Troyes; the painter Mignard
(1610-95), born at Troyes; the revolutionary leader,

Danton (1759-1794), b. at Arcis-sur-Aube.

The chief pilgrimages of the diocese are: Notre
Dame du Chene, near Bar-sur-Seine, dates from 1667;
Notre Dame de la Sainte Esp^rance, at Mesnil-Saint-

Loiip: Notre Dame de Valsuzenay. Before the ap-

plication of the Ass<iciations Law (1901) there were, in

the Diocese of Troyes, Benedictines, Jesuits, Laza-
rists, Oblates of St. Francis of Sales, and Brothers of

the Christian Schools. Many female congregations

arose in the diocese, among others the Ursulines of

Christian Teaching, founded at Moissy I'Eveque in

the eighteenth centur.- by Montmorin, Bishop of

Langres; the Sisters of Christian Instruction, founded
in 1819, with mother-house at Troyes; the Oblate Sis-

ters of St. Francis of Sales, a teaching order, founded
in 1870, with mother-house at Troyes ; Sisters of Notre
Dame de Bon Secours, a nursing community with

mother-house at Troyes. In the diocese the religious

congregations at the close of the nineteenth century

had charge of one foundhng hospital, 20 nurseries, 2
orphanages for boys, 17 orphanages for girls, 2 houses

of mercy, 11 hospitals or hospices, 9 houses of dis-

trict nursing sisters, 1 epileptic home. In 1905 (at

the breach of the Concordat) the diocese numbered
246,163 inhabitants, 40 parish priests, 383 chapels of

ease, and 7 curacies supported by the State. In 1910

there were 239,299 inhabitants, and 344 priests.

Gallia Christ., nova, XII (1770). 483-532, inslrum.. 247-296;

Duchesne. Pastes episcopaui. II: Defer. Vie des saints du dio-

cese de Troyes. ei hist, de leur culte (Troyes, 1865) ; Laloee, Docu-
ments sur Vabbaye de Notre Dame aia Nonnains (Troyes. 1874);

Prevost, Hist, du dioclse de Troyes pendant la Revolution (3 vols.,

Troyes, 1908-9); Chevauer, Topobibl., 3177-83.

Georges Goyau.

Truce of God.—The Truce of God is a temporary

suspension of hostilities, as distinct from the Peace of

God which is perpetual. The jurisdiction of the

Peace of God is narrower than that of the Truce.

Under the Peace of God are included only: (1) con-

secrated persons—clerics, monks, virgins, and clois-

tered widows; (2) consecrated places—churches, mon-
asteries, and cemeteries, with their dependencies;

(3) consecrated times—Sundays, and ferial days, all

under the spcciid protection of the Church, which

punishes transgressors with excommunication. At
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an early date the councils extended the peace of God
to the Church's proteges, the poor, pilgrims, cru-

s;iiiers, and even merchants on a journey. The peace
(if the sanctuary gave rise to the right of asylum.
I'inally it was the sanctification of Sunday which gave
rise to the Truce of God, for it had always been agreed
not to do battle on that day and to suspend disputes
even in the law-courts.

The Truce of God dates only from the eleventh cen-

tury. It arose amid the anarchy of feudalism as a
remedy for the powerlessness of lay authorities to

enforce respect for the public peace. There was then
an cpideniic of private wars, which made Europe a
liattlefield bristling with fortified castles and overrun
by armed bands who respected nothing, not even
sanctuaries, clergj', or consecrated days. A Council
i>f Elne in 1207, in a canon concerning the sanctifica-

tion of Sunday, forbade hostilities from Saturday
inght until Monday morning. Here may be seen the
Kirm of the Truce of God. This prohibition was sub-
si'(|uently extended to the days of the week conse-
crated by the great mysteries of Christianity, viz.,

riiursday, in memorj- of the Ascension, Friday, the
day of the Passion, and Saturday, the day of the
Resurrection (council of 1041). Still another step
included Advent and Lent in the Truce. Efforts

wore made in this way to limit the scourge of private
war without suppressing it outright. The penalty
was excommunication. The Truce soon spread from
France to Itah and Germany; the oecumenical coun-
cil of 1179 extended the institution to the whole
Church by Canon xxi, "De treugis servandis", which
uas inserted in the collections of canon law (Decretal
III Gregory IX, I, tit., "De treuga et pace"). The
problem of the public peace which was the great desid-
eratum of the Middle .\ges was not solved at one
stroke, but at lea.st the impetus was given. Gradu-
ally the public authorities, royalty, the leagues be-
tween nobles (Landfrieden), and the communes fol-

lowed the im]>uLse and finally restricted war to

international conflicts.
Semicho.v, La paiz el la trhe de Dieu (Paris, 1869); Hubebti.

C.Hfs und Landfrieden (Ansbach, 1892).

Ch. Moeller.

Truchsess von Waldburg, Otto, Cardinal-Bishop
of A\igsburg (l.")43-73), b. at Castle Scheer in Swabia,
_'H Feb., 1.514; d. at Rome. 2 April, 1.573. He .studied

at the Uni\ersities of Tiibingen, Padua, Pavia,
and Bologna, and received hLs degree of Doctor of

Theology at Bologna. AX an early age he received
ranonries at Trent, Spires, and Augsburg. In 1.541

ho became an imperial councillor and when on an
embassy to Rome was made a papal chamberlain.
• )n 10 Slay, 1.543, he was elected Bishop of .\ugsburg;
in 1.544 he was appointed cardinal-priest of the Title
of .St. Balbina by Paul III for settling a long-continued
dispute between the emperor and the pope. The
icindition of his diocese wsis mournful: the clergy
were ignorant and depraved, and Protestantism was
widespread. He sought to mend matters by visita-

1 ions, edicts, .synods, and the improvement of instruc-
lion. He founded the I'niversily of Dillingen, now
I lyceum, and the ecclesiastical .seminary at Dillin-
L'ln (1549-55). In 1564 he transferred the manage-
ment of these institutions to the .lesuits. In 1549-
.50 and again in 1555 he took part in the pai)al elec-

tions at I?ome. In 15.52 his diocese was devastated
by the troops of Maurice of Saxony. He went once
more to Rome in 1559 and was there made the head
of the Inquisition and, in 1.562, Cardinal-Bishop of

Albano. In 1.567 he held a dioces.an synod at Dillin-

gen. From 1.568 he lived altogether at Rome. He
was a moral, religious man, of much force of charac-
ter, to whom half measures and shiftiness were
foreign. He incurred the hatred of the Protest.ants

for his prote.st against the Religious Peace of .Augs-

burg (1555).

Brau.n, Gesch. der Bischd/e von Augsburg, III (Augsburg,
1814); TRUCHSEsa. Litertc ad Hosium, ed. Weber (Ratisbon,
1892): Janssen, Hist, of the German People, tr. Christie. VI-IX,
(London, 1905-8), passim; Weber, Card. Olio Truehsess in
Hisl.-pol. Blaiter, CX (.Munich, 1892). 781-96; DuHR. Quellen zu
einer Biogr. des Kard. Olio Truehsess vno WaUhurg in Uisl. Jahr-
btu-h, VII (Munich, 1886), 177-209. and XX (.Munich, 1899),

Klemens Loffler.

Trudo (Tron, Trond, Trudon, Trutjen, Tru-
yen), Saint, Apostle of Hasbein in Brabant; d. 698
(693). Feast 23 Nov. He was the son of Blessed
Adela of the family of the dukes of Austrasia. De-
voted from his earliest youth to the service of God,
Trudo came to St. Remaclus, Bishop of Liege (Acta
SS., I Sept., 678) and was sent by him to Chlodulph,
Bishop of Metz. Here he received his education at
the Church .if St. Stephen, to which he always showed
a strong affection and donated his later fotmdation.
.After his orclin;ition lie returned to hi.-! native district,

preached the ( iosiiel, ;uid Iniilt a church at ."^archinium,

on the River Cyliiulria. It was blessed about 6.56

by St. Theodard, Bishop of Liege, in honour of Sts.

Quintinus and Remigius. Disciples gathered about
him and in course of time the abbey arose. The con-
vent for women, established by him at Odeghem near
Bruges, later also bore his name ("Gallia Christiana",
Paris, 1S87, V, 281). After death he was buried in

the church erected by himself. .V tr;mslation of his
relics, together with those of St. Eucherius, Bishop of
Orleans, who had died there in exile in 743, was made
in SSO by Bishop Franco of Liege. On account of the
threateneil inroads of the Normans the relics were
later hidden in a subterranean cryjit. After the great
conflagration of 1085 they were lost, but again discov-
ered in 1169, and on 11 Aug. of that year an official

recognition and translation was made by Biship
Rudolph III. On account of the.se translations the
dates 5 and 12 Aug. and 1 and 2 Sept. are noted in the
martyrologies. The " AnalectaBollandiana" (V,.305)

give an old office of the saint in verse. The life was
written by Donatus, a deacon of Metz, at the order of

his bishop, Angibram (769-91). It was rewritten by
Theodoric, Abbot of St-Trond (d. 1107).

BcTLER, Lives of the Sainls; Wattenbach. Gesrhrrhts-
quellen Deulsehl.. 1 (Berlin. 1873), 146; Hat'ik. Kirrh^,,-

gesehiehte Deutscht., I (Leipzig, 1904), :iOii IiiiT.iMiH.
Kirehengeschiehle Deutsrhl., II (Bamberg, 1869). :;17 -i \i i i u,

Heiligenleiieon: Bulletin de la sociil^ d'arl eld'hi^h' /, 1 <

de Liege, XIV (1904). 251; Mabillon, Ada SS. U.S.li., U, lujj.

Francis Mershman.

Tnidpert, Saint, missionary in Germany in the
seventh century. He is generally called a Celtic
monk from Ireland, but some consider him a German.
According to legend, he went first to Rome in order
to receiv<' from the jiope authority for his mission.
Returning froni Italy he tr:ivclli'd along the Rhine to
the country of the .Vlamanni in the Breisgau. A per-
son of rank named Otbert gave him l:i,ncl for his mis-
sion about fifteen miles .south of Freiburg in Baden.
Trudpert cleared off t he trees and built ;i cell and a little

church which Bishoj) Martinus of Constance dedi-
cated to Sts. I'eter ;ind Paul. Here Trudpert led an
ascetic and laborious life. One day when he was
asleep he was murdered by one of the serfs whom
Otbert had given him, in revenge for severe ta.sks im-
posed. Otbert g.ave Trudpert an hcmimrable burial.

The Benedictine .\bbey of St. Trtidpert w;is built in the
next century on the spot where Trudpert w:i,s buried.

The story of his life is so full of legendary det.-iils that
no correct judgment can be formed of Trudpert's
era, the kind of work he did, or of its success. The
period when he lived in the Breisgau was formerly
given as 640-643; Baur gives (>07 as the year of his

death. The day of his death is 26 April. In 815 his

bones were triinslitted and the first biogr;iphy of him
was written; this biography was revised in the tenth
and thirteenth centuries,
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Acta SS.. April, III. 424-40; Bibliotheca hagiogr. lat. (Brussels.

1898-1900). 1205-6; Baur. Der Todeslag des hi. Trudpert in

Freiburger Diozesanarchiv, XI (Freiburg. 1877), 247-52.

Klemens Loffler.

Trueba, Antonio de, Spanish poet and folklorist,

b. at Montellana, Biscay, in 1821; d. at Bilbao, 10

March, 1889. In 1836 he went to Madrid, hoping to

make a livelihood by literary pursuits. To earn his

daily bread he discharged the duties of a clerk in a
small commercial house, but all the while he beguiled

his leisure and his moments of regret by nTiting little

poems and tales redolent of the yearnings and sym-
pathies of a Basque transplanted to the busy cos-

mopolitan centre. Won over to him by the charm of

his writings. Queen Isabella II made him histori-

ographer of the Biscayan district, and he held this

post until her flight in 1868. His popularity was fixed

by the appearance of his first collection of lyrics, the
"Libro de los cantares" (Madrid, 1852). Various
collections of his tales, especially charming when they
deal with his native region and its people, appeared in

1859, 1860, and 1866. In his more ambitious at-

tempts at writing a novel, as in his work dealing with
the Cid of history and legend, he failed signally; he
was too conscientiously a recorder of the past and
left his imagination no free play. He remains an
amiable writer of second rank, but no one can read
without sympathy and appreciation his pretty little

songs fragrant with love for the landscape of his

northern Spanish home. He deserves serious notice

among the earlier writers who helped to develop the
novel of manners in the Spain of the nineteenth
century.
Blanco Garcia. La literatura espaHola del siglo XIX (Madrid.

1899): Fitzmaurice-Kelly, Hist, of Spanish Literature (London,
1S98). J. D. M. Ford.

Trujillo, Diocese of, comprising the Depart-
ments of Lambayeque, Libortad, Pinra, and the
Province of Tumbes, in North-west Peru, formed by

The Cathedral. Truj
.Said to have been founded by Piza

Gregory XIII, 13 .\pril, 1577, as suffragan of Lima, an
arrangement confirmed by Paul V in 1611, when he
appointed Alfonso de Guzman first bishop. The
city of Truxillo (8000 inhabitants), formerly very
flourishing, was founded in 1.535 on the Rio Muchi in

the Valley of Chimu by Gonzalo Pizarro, who named
it after his native place. It is the capital of the De-
partment of Libertad, so named because Trujillo was
the first Peruvian city to proclaim its independence
from Spain. Most of the houses are but one story

high, on account of frequent, earthquakes, the severest

of which occurred in 1619, 17.59, and 1816. Its uni-

versity was erected in 1.S31, a college having been
founded there earlier in 1621. Near the city lie the

ruins of the Gran C^liimu. known originally as Chan-
Chan—Chimu being I he t it le of the Indian sovereign

—

one of the most stupendous extant monuments of a

departed civilization. They extend over twelve miles

north and south, and six miles east and west, and re-
call a highly civilized race—the Muchoen—which fell

before the Incas. One may still see the ruined palace
and factories, a necropolis, walls nine metres high,
and a labyrinth of houses and pyramidal sepulchres
(huacas), the most remarkable of which are the To-
ledo, Esperanza, and Obispo, the latter being .500 feet

square and 1.50 high. From these ruins, over £5,500,-
000 in gold were recovered by the Spaniards. The
Muchoen had reached a high degree of perfection in

metal-work and in the art of decorating pottery, many
specimens of the latter being unsurpassed since the
days of early Greece. An account of the ancient re-

ligion has been preserved by Antonio de la Calancha,
Augustinian prior of Trujillo in 1619; the chief deity
was the moon (Si), her temple (Si-an) situated near
the Rio Muchi having had an area of about 42,000
square yards. A grammar of the native language

—

Mochica—now dead, was compiled by Padre Fer-
nando de la Carrera (Lima, 1644). Diocesan statis-

tics: 102 parishes; 350 churches and chapels; 160
priests; 2 boys' colleges; 3 girls' high schools; there are
communities of Franciscans (2), Conceptioni.sts, Car-
melites, Poor Clares, Dominican Tertiaries, and Laza-
rists, the latter having charge of the seminary. The
CathoUc population numbers about 581,000. The
bishop is Mgr. Carlos Garcia Irigoycn, b. at Lima,
6 November, 1857, edited the "Revista catdlica",

founded "El amigo del clero", succeeded Mgr. Man-
uel Jaime Medina, 21 March, 1910.
MozANS. Up the Andes and down the Amazon (New York,

1911); Feijoo. Rebtcion de la ciudad de Truxillo (Madrid, 1763);
Markha.m. The Incas of Peru (London, 1910).

A. A. MacErlean.
TruIIan Synod. See Constantinople, Coun-

cils of.

Trumpets, Feast of, the first day of Tishii

(October), the seventh month of the Hebrew year.

'Two trumpets are mentioned in the Bible, the
shophar and hdQO^erah. The latter was a long,

straight, slender, silver clarion, hturgically a priestly

instrument. The shophar was made of horn, as we
see from its now and then being called gercn, "horn"
(cf. Jos., vi, 5); in fact, in the foregoing pa.ssage, it is

designated a "ram's horn", geren yobel. The Mishna
(Rosh hdsshanah, iii, 2) allows the horn of any clean

animal save the cow, and suggests the straight horn
of the ibex. The Feast of Trumpets is ordained in

the words: "The seventh month, on the first day of

the month, you shall keep a sabbath, a memorial,

with the sound of trumpets" (Lev., xxiii, 24). The
Hebrew text has: "a memorial of the blast". The
Septuagint adds "of trumpets" (<raX7r(77Mi/) , a word
which together with mparlvn (made of horn) always
designates in the LXX, shophar and never the

haqoQerah. We find the feast also ordained in Num-
bers, xxix, 1: "The fiist day also of the seventh

month ... is the day of the sounding and of trumpets".

This text gives us no more light in the original, where
we read only "the day of blast let it be unto you".

Here, too, ihe LXX ruiipa <r?;Moirios, "day of signal-

ling", affords no light. The feast is called by Philo

o-dX7ri77«, "Trumpets". It would .seem, then, that

the shophar and not the haqo^erah was in Biblical

times used on the feast of the new moon of Tishri.

In Rabbinical ritual the festival has come to be known
as New "War's D;i.\- irosh hdashatia}) I. T):\y of Memorial

{%j6m hdzzikkaron) , and Day of .Judgment (y6m
hdddin). The shophar gives the signal call to solitude

and prayer. In preparation for the great feast, the

shophar' is sounded morning and evening exceijting

Sabbaths, throughout the entire preceding month of

Elul. .According to the Mosaic Law. tlie special

offerings of the Feast of Trumpets were a bullock,

a ram and seven lambs for a burnt offering: a buck
goat for sin offering (Num., xxix, 2. 5; Lev., xxiii,

24, 25). Walter Drijm.
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Trumwin (Triumwixi, Trumuini), Saint, d. at

\\'hitby, Yorkshire, England, after 686! He was
consecrated by St. Theodore, Archbishop of Canter-
bury, as a missionary bisliop among the Picts, and
\v:is consequently regarded later as the first Bishop of

W'liithorn, in Galloway. When the Picts reasserted
their independence he retired with a few of his

followers to the monastery of Streaneshalch, now
Whitby. In 684 he was present at the synod re-

I'orded by Bede (IV, 28), known as the Sj-nod on the
Alne, possibly the same as the Synod of Twyford; and
lie accompanied King Ecgfrith to Lindisfarne to per-
suade St. Cuthbert to accept the bishopric. The one
charter attributed to him is "a clear forgery" (Had-
ilan and Stubbs, III, 166). St. Bede adds that he
s]ient many years of useful labour at Whitby before
he died and was buried in St. Peter's Church there.

Aria SS., Feb.. II; Bede. Hist. Etc. Gent. Ang.. IV, cc. 12, 26,
.mil 28; R.mne in Diet. Christ. Biog., s. v.; Bihch, Cartularium
S'lxonicum, I (London. 1885); Kemble. Codex Diplomaticus
(London, 1839-48); Haddan and Stubbs, Counfils and Docu'
ritrnis (Oxford, 1869-78); Searle, Anglo-Saxon Bishops, Kings,
and Nobles (Cambridge, 1S99).

Edwin Burton.

Trustee System.—I. In the exercise of her inher-

ent right of administering proi)erty, the Church often
a])points deputies who are responsible to herself.

Technically, such administrators, whether cleric or
l;iy, are called the "fabric" of the Church. In very
early times ecclesiastical goods were divided into

tliree or four portions, and that part set aside for the
upkeep of the Church began to take on the character
of a juridical person. The Eleventh Council of

Carthage (can. ii) in 407 requested the civil power to
appoint five executors for ecclesiastical property, and
in the course of time la^Tiien were called on to take
their share in this administration, with the under-
st;iniling, however, that everj'thing was to be done in

tlie name and with tlie approbation of the Church.
.\ luunber of early and medieval synods have dealt

with the administration of curators of ecclesiastical

property, e. g. can. vii. Cone. Bracar, (.563); can.

xxxviii. Cone. Mogunt. (813); can. x, Cone. Mogunt.
(S47); can. xx-xv, Cone. Nation. Wirceburg. (1287).

Tlie employment of laymen in concert with clerics

as trustees became common all over Christendom.
In England such officials were called churchwardens.
They were generally two in number, one being chosen
by the p.arish priest, the other by the parishioners,

:iiid with them were as.sociated others called sidesmen.
The churchwardens administered the temporalities of

the parish under the super\-ision of the bishop, to

whom they were responsible. An annual report on
the administration of church property was made
,,l,)j<T.,t^ry in all countries by the Council of Trent
Si XXII. can. ix, "De Ref."): "The adminis-
i • -. whether ecclesiastical or lay, of the fabric of

any church whatsoever, even though it be a cathedral,

as also of any hospital, confraternity, charitable insti-

tution called 7no!il de piete, and of any pious places
whatsoever, shall be bound to give in once a year an
account of their administration to the Ordinary."

II.— .-\t the present time, the Church nowhere abso-
lutely fnrbicLs the employment of laymen in the
administration of ecclesiastical property, but en-
deavours, gener.ally by means of concordats, to have
her own laws and principles carried out on this sub-
ject when laymen are among the trustees, .\ccord-

ing to the present discipline, the fabric of the church
is distinct from the foundation of the benefice, and
sometimes the fabric, in addition to the goods destined

for the upkeep of divine worship, possesses also schools

and eleemo.synary institutions (S. C. C, 27 Apr.,

189.5, in cans. Bergom.). All lay tnistees must be
approved by the bishop, and he retains the right of

removing them and of overseeing the details of their

administration. In countries in which the church
organization was entirely swept away in the troubles

of the Reformation period, as in the British Isles, lay-
men are not generally employed as trustees at the
present day. For the trustee system, as far as it can
be called such, in use in the Catholic Church in Eng-
l.and and Ireland .see Taunton, "The Law of the
Church", pp. 15, 316. In Holland, laymen were
admitted to a share in the administration of church
temporalities by a decree of the Propaganda (21 July,
18.56). The bishop is to nominate the members of
the board, over which the parish priest is to preside.
Trustees hold office for four years and may be reap-
pointed at the expiration of that term. When a
vacancy occurs the board presents two names to the
bishop, from which he selects one. In necessary cases
the bishop may dismiss any member and even dis-

solve the entire board of trustees. In this instance,
as in all others where laymen are in question, the Holy
See is careful to guard the prescriptions of the sacred
canons as to the management and ownership of
church goods [see Administr.^tor (of Ecclesiasti-
cal Property)].

III.—In the United States the employment of lay
trustees was customary in some parts of the country
from a very early period. Dissensions sometimes
arose with the ecclesiastical authorities, and the Holy
See has intervened to restore peace (see Conwell,
Henry; Philadelphia, Archdiocese of; New
York, .\rchdiocese of). Pius VII vindicated (24
Aug., 1822) the rights of the Church as against the
pretensions of the trustees, and Gregory XVI de-
clared (12 Aug., 1841): "We wish all to know that the
office of trustees is entirely dependent upon the au-
thority of the bishop, and that consequently the
trustees can undertake nothing except with the ap-
proval of the ordinary." The Third Plenary Coun-
cil of Baltimore (Tit. IX, no. 287) laid down certain
regulations concerning trustees: It belongs to the
bishop to judge of the necessity of constituting them,
their number .and manner of appointment; their
names are to be proposed to the bishop by the parish
rector; the appointment is to be made in WTiting and
is revocable at the will of the bishop; the trustees
selected should be men who have made their Easter
duty, who contribute to the support of the Church,
who send their children to CathoUc schools, and who
are not members of prohibited societies; nothing can
be done at .a board meeting except by the consent of
the rector who presides; in case of disagreement be-
tween the trustees and the rector, the judgment of the
bishop must be accepted. A decree of the Congre-
gation of the Council (29 July, 1911) declares that the
vesting of the title to church property in a board of
trustees is a preferable legal form, and that in con-
stituting such boiirds in the United States, the best
method is that in use in New Y'ork, by which the
Ordin.ary, his vicar-general, the parish priest, and two
laymen approved by the bishop form the corporation
(see Property, Ecclesiastical, is the U. S.).

IV.—The legal standing of church trustees accord-
ing to British law is treated by Taunton, "The Law
of the Church", pp. 15, 315.

" In the United States
the legal rights of trustees vary slightly in different

States, but the following prescriptions (selected from
ScanLan, "The Ljiw of Church and Grave") hold
almost everywhere: When the statute provides that
two lay members of the corporation shall be ap-
pointed annually by the committee of the congrega-
tion, the members of the congregation have no right
to elect s.aid two members, and those appointed in the
proper manner are lawful officers. When the election
of new tru.stees is invalid, the okl trustees hold over
until there shall have been a valid election of their
successors. The president and secretary of a church
corporatif)n have no authority to make a promissory
note unless authorized by the board of trustees.

When the laws of the organization give? control of
matters to the board of trustees, the majority of the
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members of the church cannot control the action of

the trustees contrary to the uses and regulations of the
church. A court has no authority to control the ex-

ercise of the judgment or discretion of the officers of a
church in the management of its funds so long as they
do not violate its constitutions or by-laws. Excom-
munication does not always remove an officer of a
church corporation. The legal rights of a bishop in

regard to the temporalities of a church, where they
are not prescribed by the civil law, must rest, if at all,

upon the ecclesiastical law, which must be deter-

mined by evidence. When property is conveyed to a
church having well-known doctrine, faith, and prac-

tice, a majority of the members has not the au-
thority or power, by reason of a change of religious

views, to carry the property thus designated to a new
and different doctrine. The title to church property
is in that part of the congregation which acts in har-

mony with the law of the denomination; and the
ecclesiastical laws and principles which were accepted
before the dispute began are the standard for deter-

mining which party is right.
Taunton, The Law of the Church (London, 1906), s. w. Fabric-

Administration; Ecclesiastical Property; Scanlan, The Law of
Church and Grave (New York. 1909) ; Smith, Notes on II Council
of Baltimore (New York, 1874). x; Concilium Plenarium III
Baltimorense (Baltimore, 1886); Webnz, Jus Decretalium, III

(Rome, 1901).

William H. W. Fanning.

Trusts and Bequests.—A trust has been defined,

in its technical sense, as the right enforceable solely

in equity to the beneficial enjoyment of property of

which the legal title is in another (Bispham, "Equity ",

p. 68), and as a right of property, real or personal, held

by one party for the benefit of another. (Bouvier,
"Law Diet.", s.v Trusts.) It impUes two interests, one
in equity and one in law—an individual to hold the
legal title, who is known as the trustee, and another
as beneficiary, known as the cestui que trust. The
term "trust" is applied sometimes to the equitable
title, the obligation of the trustee, or the right which
is held in trust. For the creation of a valid trust

there are three essentials: a definite subject matter
within the disposal of the settlor; a lawful definite

object to which the subject matter is to be devoted;
clear and unequivocal words or acts devoting the
subject matter to the object of the trust (28 Am. and
Eng. Ency. of Law, 866, title "Trusts and Trustees").
No specific words are required in the creation of a
trust, but they must be sufficient to express the pres-

ent intent to place a beneficial interest in a specific

property in the hands of a trustee beyond the control

of the person or persons who are to enjoy the benefit

thereof. Any property, real, personal, or equitable,

may be the subject of a tru.st, except in a few cases

where statutes have provided to the contrary.

The English Statute of Frauds, which has been
enacted in most of the United States in some of its

provisions, provides that all trusts of land should be
proved and manifested by writing. But trusts of

personal property are not within the statute; there-

fore a valid trust of such property may be created
verbally, but tran.sfers of existing trusts must be in

writing. Under the Roman Law trusts were created
for the purpose of empowering certain individuals to

inherit property. These trusts were known as

fidci cnmmissa and for their benefit a separate equi-

table juri.sdiction was established. There has been
some controversy as to whether the English trust is

an outcome of the Roman institution or not. The
difference between the two is that the latter is a means
of carrying out substitutions, while the former
separates the ownership and enjoyment of the bene-
fits of an estate, the fundamental idea at the root of

both being much the same. This system seems to

have appeared in England iinder the reign of Edward
III, for the purpose of avoiding the Statiitesof Mort-
main, which had been pa.s.scd to check the growl h of

landed estates in the hands of rehgious houses. These
trusts were abohshed, except as to certain gifts or
grants, by the pa.ssage of the Statute of Lfses, known
as the 27th Henry VIII, which held that any person
entitled to the use of an estate should have the title

to it. This statute has either been recognized as part
of the common law in most of the United States
through judicial interpretation or been enacted by
legislation.

Trusts are either executed or executory, express or
implied. In an executed trust the instrument must
be interpreted according to the rules of law, even
though the intention may be defeated. A court of

equity will take jurisdiction for the purpose of carry-

ing out executory trusts and seeing that the instru-

ment which purports to fulfil the intention of the
settlor really does so, and will reform conveyances
where the intentions of the settlor have not been
clearly set out. An express tru.st is one which is

created by the direct words of the settlor. ImpUed
trusts are those which arise when the terms or cir-

cumstances do not specifically express but simply
imply a trust. Where the entire intention of the
trust cannot be carried out without violating some
rule of law or public policy, equity will carry it out
as nearly as possible. Constructive trusts arise bj' a
construction put by a court of equity on the conduct
of the parties. The Statute of Frauds 29th Charles
II requires that declarations of trust of lands should
be proved by writing.

Who May Be a Trustee.—Any person worthy
of confidence and possessed of the power to hold
real or personal property may be a trustee, the
sovereign in England, any of the states of the LIniteil

States, and perhaps the Federal Government, a
public officer in his private capacity or the settlor

himself; even the beneficiary or cestui que trv^t may
act as trustee providing there are other beneficiaries

besides himself; so too a corporation may act in this

capacity if not precluded by the terms of its charter.

Municipal corporations have been trustees but the
general trend of authority is to the contrary. Married
women may be trustees and, acting under the direc-

tion of the court, an infant, alien, or lunatic. In
cases where no trustee has been named, or for some
reason the office has become vacant, the court will

supply the deficiency rather than allow the trust to

fall, it being inherent in a court of equity to exercise

this power, while in many jurisdictions it has been
specifically granted by statute. As a general rule,

the trustee is appointed by the settlor and provision

made for his successors. The settlor may designate

whomsoever he wishes and vest in that person the

power to appoint succeeding trustees, though some-
times the power is placed with the cestui que trust and
sometimes with the settlor. The number of trustees

is governed by the piovisions of the instrument of the

trust, but as a general thing the courts look unfavour-
ably upon single trustees, particularly in the cases of

large estates or those for infants or lunatics.

There is no particular method by which a trustee

accepts a trust. His actions in the matter are usually

equivalent to acceptance, although sometimes he joins

in the instrument if it is a conveyance. There are,

however, but three ways by which he may be relieved:

first, the consent of all parties in interest; second, by
virtue of the provisions of the instrument of trust;

and third, with the consent of the court. The old

rule in Englimd forbade a trustee retiring on his own
motion, but tin- modern rule is different except where
it is impossible to provide a substitute. The con-

duct sufficient for. the removal of a trustee from his

office must be such ;is to endanger the trust funds,

and the courts will not look favourably upon light or

frivoIo\is whims and disagreements among the parties.

The iiowers of ttiislcrs are general and special—those

which arise by construction of law incident to the
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. illiic. and thosr pioviiloil by Iho settlor. Any person

\\\in h:i-s capaoily to hokl property may be a cestui que

I r although some jurisdictions restrict the rule to

iiiiiiurs or otiier incompetents. He must be definitely

:ixr.Tt:uned either in person or us a class, but need not
li. actually in being at the date of the settlement. A
MiM-rcign, anv of the states of the United States, or

till- Federal Government may be a beneficiarj', or a
ct.rporation so far as personal property is concerned,

ar.'l also as to real estate within the limits of its charter

privilege or unless prohibited by statute. .\n unin-

qiorated society, however, cannot be a cestui que
! except in the case of a charitable or religious

ty. The beneficiarj- has a right to alienate or
. iimber his estate unless the terms of the trust ex-

imssly or impliedly forbid or there is a statute which
iiiiirferes; so too he may assign his interest or even
iliriiate the income before it becomes due.

Ilie cestui que trust or beneficiarj- has three reme-
lii'^ in the event of a breach of trust on the part of

111- trustee. He may follow the specific estate into

I 111' hands of a stranger to whom it has been wTong-
lullv conveyed; he has the right of attaching the prop-
I rty into which the estate may have been converted;

and the further right of action against the trustee per-

sMiudly for reimbursement. As between him and the
tnij^tee there is no time limit when an action may be
1.! ought. It is the nde that purcha-sers must see to

\\[f ajiplication of the purchase money in the cases of

tni^t estates, such as where it is provided that the
liiiids be for the paj-ment of specific legacies or annui-

t j-^ or debts. In some jurisdictions this nde has been
a I

)!. .gated by statute. Technical terms are not neces-

sary in a devise to create a trust but if used will be
inii'rjjreted in their legal and technical sense, (ien-

I'ral expressions, however, will not establish a trust

unli'.Ks there appears a positive intention that they
should do so, Bequests in trust for accumulation
must be confined within the limits established against

inrpetuiiies. A settlor can only extend the trust for

ilir life or lives in being and twenty-one years, and
anv attempt to extend the trust beyond this period
\lt Kites it in toto. By statute, accumulations are for-

bidden in some jurisdictions excepting during the
minority of the beneficiarj- or for other fixed periods
I'.'iiivier, "Law Diet.", s. v. Perpetuity).

\s a rule, the interest of a beneficiary is liable for
•

! ' pajTnent of his debts, but this does not prevail in a
majority of the United States. Spendthrift trusts,

a- they are called, being for the protection of the bene-
ii I ir>- .against his own improvidence, are sustained in

- • jurisdictions. Since the Statute of Wills equi-

I
• interests are devisable only in writing. How far

visec of a tru.=:t estate can execute the trust de-

is on the intention of the settlor expres.sed in the
i ument. General words will not pass a tnist es-

unless there is a positive intention that it should
s puss. In order to create a valid trust by will, the
m-trument must be legally executed and admitted to
pr iliate. There is this distinction between wills and
1' ' larations of trusts. The former, being ambula-

'• r\ . take effect only on the death of the testator, the
' !<r at the time of execution. P'omierly under the

iiion law an executor had title to all personal
I'Tty of the decedent, an<l Wiis entitled to take the
lus after the payment of ilebts and legacies; now,
latute he is prima facie a tnistee for the next of

Although a tmstee is, in thwjrj-, allowed noth-
for his trouble, his commissions are, in point of

generally fixed by statute and he is allowed hia
'

- 'irnate expenses. See Charitable Beque.sts;
I . U'lES.

I'.rviER. Law Did. (Boston. 1897): Am. and Eng. Eneyd. of
I 2n<le<l.. London, 1904); Lewin, On TrusO (12th ed.. London,
IMIl; Perrt, Trium and Trualees, (6th ed.. Boston, 1911);
BiaPHAM, Principles of Equity (Philadelphia. 1882).

Walter George Smith.

Truth (.\. S. treou', tryu\ truth, preservation of a
compact, from a Teutonic base Trau, to believe)
is a relation which holds (1) between the knower and
the known—Logical Truth; (2j between the knower
and the outward expression which he gives to his

knowledge—Moral Truth; and (3) between the thing
itself, as it exists, and the idea of it, as conceived by
God—Ontological Truth. In each case this relation

is, according to the Scholastic theory, one of corre-

spondence, conformity, or agreement {adeequatio)

(St. Thomas, Summa, I, Q. xxi, a. 2.)

I. Ontological Truth.—Everj' existing thing is

true, in that it is the expression of an idea which
exists in the mind of God, and is, as it were, the exem-
plar according to which the thing has been created
or fashioned. Just as human creations—a cathedral,
a painting, or an epic—conform to and embody the
ideas of architect, artist, or poet, so, only in a more
perfect way, God's creatures conform to and embody
the ideas of Him who gives them being. (Q. D., I,

De verit., a. 4; Summa, Q. x\-i, a. 1.) Things that
exist, moreover, are active as well as pa.ssive. They
tend not only to develop, and so to realize more and
more perfectly the idea which they are created to
express, but they tend also to reproduce themselves.
Reprod\iction obtains wherever there is interaction

between difTerent things, for an effect, in so far as it

proceeds from a given cause, must resemble that cause.

Now the cause of knowledge in man is—ultimately,
at any rate—the thing that is known. By its activi-

ties it causes in man an idea that is like to the idea
embodied in the thing itself. Hence, things may also

be said to be ontologicaUy true in that they are at
once the object and the cause of human knowledge.
(Cf. Idealism; and Summa, I, Q. x\d, aa. 7 and 8; in

1. periherm., 1. Ill; Q. D., I, De veritate, a. 4.)

II. Logical Truth.—A. The Scholastic Theory.—
To judge that things are what they are is to judge
truly. Every judgment comprises certain ideas

which are referred to, or denied of, reality. But it

is not these ide;is that are the objects of our judgment.
They are merely the instruments by means of which
we judge. The object about which we judge is

reality itself—either concrete existing things, their

attributes, and their relations, or else entities the
existence of which is merely conceptual or imaginary,
as in drama, poetrj', or fiction, but in any case entities

which are real in the sense that their being is other
than our present thought about them. Reality,
therefore, is one thing, and the ideas and judgments
by means of which %ve think about reality, another;
the one objective, and the other subjective. Yet,
diverse as they are, reality is somehow present to,

if not present in, consciousness when we think, and
somehow by means of thought the nature of reality

is revealed. This being the case, the only term ade-
quate to describe the relation that exi.sts between
thought and reality, when our judgments about the
latter are true judgments, wotdd .seem to be conform-
ity or correspondence. "Veritas logica est adiequa-
lio intellectus et rei" (.Summa, I, Q. xxi, a. 2). When-
ever truth is predicable of a judgment, that judg-
ment corresponds to, or resembles, the reality, the
nature or attributes of which it reveals. Every
judgment is, howe\'er, as we have said, made up of

ideas, and may be logically analyzed into a subject
and a predicate, which are either united by the copula
is, or disjoined by the expression is not. If the judg-
ment be true, therefore, these ideas must also be
true, i. e. must correspond with the re.ahties which
they signify. As, however, this objective reference
or significance of ideas is not recognized or asserted
except in the judgment, ideas as such are said to be
only "materially" true. It is the judgment alone
that is formally true, since in the judgment alone is

a reference to reality formally made, and truth as
such recognized or claimed.
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The negative judgment seems at first sight to

form an exception to the general law that truth is

correspondence; but this is not really the case. In

the affirmative judgment both subject and predicate

and the union between them, of whatever kind it

may be,, are referred to reality; but in the negative

judgment subject and predicate are disjoined, not

conjoined. In other words, in the negative judgment
we deny that the predicate has reality in the particu-

lar case to which the subject refers. On the other

hand, all such predicates presumably have reality

somewhere, otherwise we should not talk about them.
Either they are real quahties or real things, or at

any rate somebody has conceived them as real.

Consequently the negative judgment, if true, may
also be said to correspond with reality, since both
subject and predicate will be real somewhere, either

as existents or as conceptions. What we deny, in

fact, in the negative judgment is not the reality of

the predicate, but the reality of the conjunction by
which subject and predicate are united in the asser-

tion which we implicitly challenge and negate. Sub-
ject and predicate may both be real, but if our judg-

ment be true, they will be disjoined, not united in

reality.

But what precisely is this reality with which true

judgments and true ideas are said to correspond?

It is easy enough to vmderstand how ideas can corre-

spond with realities that are themselves conceptual

or ideal, but most of the realities that we know are

not of this kind. How, then, can ideas and their

conjunctions or disjunctions, which are psychical in

character, correspond with realities which for the

most part are not psychical but material? To solve

this problem we must go back to ontological truth,

which, as we saw, implies the creation of the universe

by One Who, in creating it, has expressed therein

His own ideas very much as an architect or an author
expresses his ideas in the things that he creates,

except that creation in the latter case supposes
already existent material. Our theory of truth

supposes that the universe is built according to a

definite and rational plan, and that everything within

the universe ex-presses or embodies an essential and
integral part of that plan. Whence it follows that,

just as in a building or in a piece of sculpture we .see

the plan or design that is realized therein, so, in our
experience of concrete things, by means of the same
intellectual power, we apprehend the ideas which
they embody or express. The correspondence,

therefore, in which truth consists is not a corre-

spondence between ideas and anything material

as such, but between ideas as they exist in our minds
and function in our acts of cognition, and the ideas

that reality expresses and embodies—ideas which
have their origin and prototype in the mind of God.
With regard to judgments of a more abstract

or general type, the working of this view is quite

simple. The realities to which abstract concepts

refer have no material existence as such. There
is no such thing, for instance, as action or reaction

in general; nor are there any twos or fours. What we
mean when we say that "action and reaction are

equal and opposite", or that "two and two make
four", is that these laws, which in their own proper
nature are ideal, are realized or actualized in the

material universe in which we live; or, in other words,

that the material things we see about us behave in

accordance with these laws, and through their activi-

ties manifest them to our minds.
Perceptual judgments, i. e. the judgments which

usually accomiiany and give expression to acts of

perception, differ from the above in that they refer

to objects which are immediately present to our
senses. The realiti<'s in this case, therefore, are

concrete existing things. It is, however, rather with
the appearance of such things that our judgment is

now concerned than with their essential nature or
inner constitution. Thus, when we predicate colours,
sounds, odours, flavours, hardness or softness, heat
or cold of this or that object, we make no statement
about the nature of such qualities, still less about the
nature of the thing that possesses them, ^^^lat we
assert is (1) that such and such a thing exists, and
(2) that it has a certain objective quality, which we
call green, or loud, or sweet, or hard, or hot, to distin-

guish it from other qualities—red, or soft, or bitter,

or cold—with which it is not identical; while (3) our
statement further implies that the same quality will

similarly appear to any normally constituted man,
i. e. will affect his senses in the same way that it

affects our own. Accordingly, if in the real world
such a condition of things obtains—if, that is to say,
the thing in question does exist and has in fact some
peculiar and distinctive property whereby it affects
my .senses in a certain pecuUar and distinctive way

—

my judgment is true.

The truth of perceptual judgments by no means
implies an exact correspondence between what is

perceived and the images, or sensation-complexes,
wherebj- we perceive; nor does the Scholastic theory
necessitate any .such view. It is not the image, or
sensation-complex, but the idea, that in judgment
is referred to reality, and that gives us knowledge
of reality. Colour and other qualities of objective
things are doubtless perceived by means of sensations
of peculiar and distinctive quality or tone, but no
one imagines that this presupposes similar sensations
in the object perceived. It is by means of the idea
of colour and its specific differences that colours
are predicated of objects, not by means of sensations.

Such an idea could not arise, indeed, were it not for

the sensations which in perception accompany and
condition it; but the idea itself is not a sensation, nor
is it of a sensation. Ideas have their origin in sensible

experience and are indefinable, so far as immediate
experience goes, except by reference to such experience
and by differentiation from experiences in which
other and different properties of objects are presented.
Granted, therefore, that differences in what is tech-

nically known as the "quality" of sensation corre-

spond to differences in the objective properties of

things, the truth of perceptual judgments is assured.

No further correspondence is required; for the cor-

respondence which truth postulates is between
idea and thing, not between sensation and thing.

Sensation conditions knowledge, but as such it is

not knowledge. It is, as it were, a connecting link

between the idea and the thing. Differences of

sensation are determined by the causal activity of

things; and from the sensation-complex, or image,
the idea is derived by an instinctive and quasi-

intuitive act of the mind which we call abstraction.

Thus the idea which the thing unconsciously expresses

finds conscious expression in the act of the knower,
and the vast scheme of relations and laws which are

de facto embodied in the material universe reproduce
themselves in the con.sciousness of man.

Correspondence between thought and reality, idea

and thing, or knower and known, therefore, turns out

in all cases to be of the very essence of the truth-

relation. Whence, say the opponents of our theory,

in order to know whether our judgments are true or

not, we must compare them with the realities that

are known—a comparison that is obviously impos-
sible, since reality can only be known through the
instrumentality of the judgment. This objection,

which is to be found in almost every non-Scholastic

book dealing with the subject, rests upon a grave
misapprehension of the real meaning of the Scholastic

doctrine. Neither St. Thomas nor any other of the

gi-cat Scholastics ever asserted that correspondence
is the scholastic criterion of truth. To inquire what
truth is, is oue question; to ask how we know that
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we have judged truly, quite another. Indeed, the
possibility of answering the serond is supposed by
the mere fad that Ihe first is put. To be able to

define truth, we nuist first possess it and know that

we possess it, i. e. must be al)l<' to distinguish it from
error. We cannot define that whieh we rannot dis-

tinguish and to .some e.xtent isolate. The Scholastic

theory sujiposes, therefore, that truth has already
been distinguished from error, and proceeds to exam-
ine truth with a view to discovering in what precisely

it con.sists. His standpoint is cpisteniological, not
criteriologieal. When he says that truth is corre-

spondence, he is stating what truth is, not by what
sign or mark it can be distinguished from error.

By the old Scholastics the question of the criteria

of truth was scarcely touched. They discussed the
criteria of valid reasoning in their treatises on logic,

but for the rest they left the discussion of particular

criteria to the methodology of particular sciences.

And rightly so, for there is really no criterion of

universal application. The distinction of truth and
error is at bottom intuitional. We cannot go on
making criteria ad infinitum. Somewhere we mast
come to what is ultimate, either first principles or facts.

.This is precisely what the Scholastic theory of truth

affirms. In deference to the modern demand for an
infallible and universal criterion of truth, not a few
Scholastic writers of late have suggested objective

evidence. Objective evidence, however, is nothing
more than the manifestation of the object itself, di-

rectly or indirectly, to the mind, and hence is not
strictly a criterion of truth, but its foundation. As
Pdre Geny puts it in his pamphlet discussing "Une
nouvelle thc'orie de la connaissance", to state that
evidence is the ultimate criterion of truth is equiva-
lent to stating that knowledge properly so called has
no need of a criterion, since it is absurd to suppose a
knowledge which does not know what it knows.
Once grant, as all must grant who wish to avoid abso-
lute scepticism, that knowledge is possible, and it fol-

lows that, properly used, our faculties must be capable
of giving us truth. Doubtless, coherence and har-
mony with facts are pro tanto signs of truth's presence
in our minds; but what we need for the most part are

not signs of truth, but signs or criteria of error—not
tests whereby to discover when our faculties have gone
right, but tests whereby to discover wlien they have
gone wrong. Our judgments will be true, i. e. thought
will correspond with its object, providetl that object

itself, and not any other cau.se, subjective or objective,

determines the content of our thought . What we have
to do, therefore, is to take care that our assent is de-
termined by the evidence with which we are con-
fronted, and by this alone. With regard to the senses
this means that we must look to it that they are in

good condition and that the circumstances under
which we are exercising them are normal; with regard
to the intellect that we must not allow irrele\'ant con-
siderations to weigh with us, that we must avoid
ha.ste, and, as far as possible, get rid of bias, prejudice,

and an over-anxious will to believe. If this be done,
granted there is sufficient evidence, true judgments
will naturally and necessarily result. The purpose of

argument and discu.ssion, as of all other processes

that lead to knowledge, is precisely that the object
under discu.ssion may manifest itself in its various
relations, either directly or indirectly, to the mind.
And the object as thus manifesting itself is what the
Scholastic calls evidence. It is the object, therefore,

which in his view is the determining cau.se of truth.

All kinds of i)rocesses, both mental and physical, may
be necessary to [)reparc the way for an act of cogni-

tion, but in the last resort such an act must be deter-

mined as to its content by the cau.sal activity of the

object, which makes it.self evident bv producing in

the mind an idea that Ls like to the idea of which its

own existence is the realization.

B. The Hegplinn Theory.—In the Idealism of Hegel
and the Absolutism of the Oxford School (of which
Mr. Bradley and Mr. .loachim are the leading rep-
resentatives) both reality and truth are es.sentially

one, essentially an organic whole. Truth, in fact, is

but reahty qua thought. It is an intelligent act in

which the universe is thought as a whole of infinite

parts or differences, all organically inter-related and
somehow brought to unity. .\nd because truth is

thus organic, each element within it, each partial

truth, is so modified by the others through and
through that apart from them, and again apart from
the whole, it is but a distorted fragment, a mutilated
abstraction which in reality is not truth at all. Con-
sequently, since human truth is always partial and
fragmentary, there is in strictness no .such thing as
human truth. For us the truth is ideal, and from it

our truths are so far removed that, to convert them
into the truth, they would have to undergo a change
of which we know neither the measure nor the extent.

The flagrantlj- sceptical character of this theory is

sufficiently obvious, nor is there any attempt on the

part of its ex-ponents to denj- it. Starting with the
assumption that to conceive is "to hf)ld many ele-

ments together in a connexion necessitated by their

several contents", and that to be conceivable is to be
"a significant whole", i. e. a whole, "such that all its

constituent elements reciprocally determine one an-
other's being as contributory features in a single con-
crete meaning". Dr. Joachim boldly identifies the
true with the conceivable (Nature of Truth, 66). And
since no human intellect can conceive in this full and
magnificent sense, he frankly admits that no human
truth can be more than approximate, and that to the
margin of error which this approximation involves no
limits can be assigned. Human truth draws from
absolute or ideal truth "whatever being and con-
servability" it possesses (Green, "Prolegom.", §77);
but it is not, and never can be, identical with absolute
truth, nor yet with any part of it, for these parts essen-

tially and intrinsically modify one another. For his

definition of human truth, therefore, the .Absolutist is

forced back upon the Scholastic doctrine of corre-

spondence. Human truth represents or corresponds
wdth absolute truth in proportion as it presents us with
this truth as affected by more or less derangement, or
in proportion as it would take more or less to convert
the one into the other (Bradley, ".Appearance and
Reality", 363). While, therefore, both theories as-

sign correspondence as the essential characteristic of

human truth, there is this fundamental difference be-
tween them: For the Scholastic this correspondence,
so far as it goes, must be exact ; but for the .Absolutist

it is necessarily imperfect, .so imperfect, indeed, that
"the ultimate truth" of any given proposition "may
quite transform its original meaning" (Appearance
and Reality, 3t)4).

To admit that human truth is essentially repre-
sentative is really to admit that concc]>tion is some-
thing more than the mere "holding together of many
elements in a connexion necessitated by their several

contents". But the fall.acj' of the "coherence-
theory" does not lie so much in this, nor yet in the
identification of the true and the conceivable, as in its

assumption that reality, and therefore truth, is or-

ganically one. The universe Ls undoubtedly one, in

that its parts are inter-related and inter-dependent;
and from this it follows that we cannot know any part
complelelj' unless we know the whole; but it does not
follow that we cannot know any part at all unless we
know the whole. If each part has some sort of being
of its own, then it can be known for what it is,

whether we know its relations to other parts or not;
and similarly some of its relations to other parts can
be known without our knowing them all. Nor is the
individuality of the parts of the universe destroyed by
their inter-dependence; rather it is thereby sustained.
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Tho sole ground which tho Hegrlian and the Absolu-
tist have for dpnying these facts is that they will not

square with their theory that the universe is organi-

cally one. Since, therefore, it is confessedly impos-
sible to explain the nature of this unity or to show how
in it the multitudinous differences of the universe are

"reconciled", and since, further, this theory is ac-

knowledged to be hopelessly sceptical, it is surely irra-

tional any longer to maintain it.

C. The Pragmatic Theory.—Life for the Pragmatist
is essentially practical. All human activity is pur-

posive, and its purpose is the control of human experi-

ence with a view to its improvement, both in the

individual and in the race. Truth is but a means to

this end. Ideas, hypotheses, and theories are but in-

struments which man has "made" in order to better

both himself and his environment ; and, though specific

in type, like all other forms of human activity they exist

solely for this end, and are "true" in so far as they
fulfil it. Truth is thus a form of value : it is something
that works satisfactorily; something that "ministers

to human interests, purposes and objects of desire"

(Studies in Humanism, 362). There are no axioms or

self-evident truths. Until an idea or a judgment has
proved itself of value in the manipulation of concrete

experience, it is but a postulate or claim to truth.

Nor are there any absolute or irreversible truths. A
proposition is true so long as it proves itself useful,

and no longer. In regard to the essential features of

this theory of truth W. James, John Dewey, and A.

W. Moore" in America, F. C. S. Schiller in England,

G. Simmel in Germany, Papini in Italy, and Henri
Bergson, Le Roy, and Abel Rey in France are all sub-

stantially in agreement. It is, they say, the only

theory which takes account of the psychological

processes lay which truth is made, and the only theory

which affords a satisfactory answer to the arguments
of the sceptic.

In regard to the first of these claims there can be no
doubt that Pragmatism is based upon a study of

truth "in the making". But the question at issue is

not whether interest, purpose, emotion, and volition

do as a matter of fact play a part in the process of

cognition. That is not di.'iputed. The question is

whether, in judging of the validity of a claim to truth,

such considerations ought to have weight. If the aim
of all cognitive acts is to know reality as it is, then

clearly judgments are true only in so far as they satisfy

this demand. But this does not help us in deciding

what judgments are true and what are not, for the

truth of a judgment must already be known before this

demand can be satisfied. Similarly with regard to

particular interests and purposes; for though such in-

terests and purposes may prompt us to seek for knowl-
edge, they will not be satisfied until we know truly, or

at any rate think we know truly. The satisfaction of

our needs, in other words, is posterior to, and already

supposes, the po.ssession of true knowledge about
whatever we wish to use as a means to the satisfaction

of those needs. To act efficiently, we must know
what it is we are acting upon and what will be the

effects of the action contemplated. The truth of our

judgments is verified by their consequences only in

those cases where we know that such consequences
should ensue if our judgment be true, and then act in

order to discover whether in reality they will ensue.

Theoretically, and upon Scholastic principles, since

whatever is true is also good, true judgments ought
to result in good consequences. But, apart from the

fact that the truth of our judgment must in many
cases be known before we can act upon them with

success, the Pragmatic criterion is too vague and too

variable to be of any practical use. "Good conse-

quences", "successful operations on reality", "bene-

ficial interaction with sensible particulars" denote
experiences which it is not easy to recognize or to dis-

tinguish from other experiences less good, less success-

ful, and less beneficial. If we take personal valua-
tions as our test, these are proverbially unstable;
while, if social valuations alone are admissible, where
are they to be found, and upon what grounds accepted
by the individual? Moreover, when a valuation has
been made, how are we to know that it is accurate?
VoT this, it would seem, further valuations will be re-
quired, and so on ad infinitum. Distinctively prag-
matic criteria of truth are both impractical and unre-
liable, especially the criterion of felt satisfaction,
which seems to be the favourite (cf. James, " Meaning
of Truth", 88, 89, 101; "Pragmatism", 202, 217;
Schiller, "Studies in Hum.", S2, 185), for in deter-
mining this not only the personal factor, but the mood
of the moment and even physical conditions play a
considerable part. Consequently upon the second
head the claim of the Pragmatist can by no means be
allowed. The Pragmatist theory is not a whit less

sceptical than the theory of the Absolutist, which it

se<>ks to displace. If truth is relative to purposes
and interests, and if these purposes and interests are,

as they are admitted tn be, one and all tinged by per-
sonal idiosyncrasy, then what is true for one man will
not be true for another, and what is true now will not
be true when a change takes place either in the interest
that has engendered it or in the circumstances by
which it has been verified.

k\\ this the Pragmatist grants, but replies that such
truth is all that man needs and all that he can get
("Mind", N. S., LXIX, 167). True judgments do
not correspond with reality, nor in true judgments do
we know reality as it is. The function of cognition,
in short, is not to know reahty, but to control it. For
this reason truth is identified with its con.sequences

—

theoretical, if the truth be merely virtual ("Meaning
of Truth", 67, 132, 205; "Pragmatism", 208, 209),
but in the end practical, particular, concrete. "Truth
means successful operations on reality" (Studies in

Hum., 118). The truth-relation "consists of inter-

vening parts of the universe which can in every par-
ticular case be assigned and catalogued" (Meaning of
Truth, 234). "The chain of workings which an
opinion sets up is the opinion's truth" (Ibid., 235).
Thus, in order to refute the Sceptic, the Pragmatist
changes the nature of truth, redefining it as the defi-

nitely experienceable success which attends the work-
ing of certain ideas and judgments; and in so doing he
grants precisely what the Sceptic seeks to prove,
namely, that our cognitive faculties are incapable of

knowing reality as it is. (See Pragmatis.m.)
D. The " Xew" Realist's Theory.—As it is a first

principle with both Absolutist and Pragmatist that
reality is changed by the very act in which we know it,

so the negation of this thesis is the root principle of

"New" Realism. In this the "New" Realist is at

one with the Scholastic. Reality does not depend
upon experience, nor is it modified by experience as

such. The "New" Realist, however, has not as yet
adopted the correspondence theory of truth. He re-

gards both knowledge and truth as unique relations

which hold immediately between knower and known,
and which are as to their nature indefinable. "The
difference between subject and object of consciousness
is not a difference of quahty or substance, but a differ-

ence of oflSce or place in a configuration" (Journal of

Phil. Psychol, and Scientific Meth., VII, 396).

Reality is made up of terms and their relations, and
truth is just one of these relations, sui generis, and
therefore recognizable only by intuition. This ac-

count of truth is undoubtedly simple, but there is at

any rate one point which it seems altogether to ignore,

viz., the existence of judgn>ents and ideas of which,
and not of the mind as such, the truth-relation is

predicable. We have not on the one hand objects and
on the other bare mind; but on the one hand objects

and on the other a mind that by means of the judg-
ment refers its own ideas to objects—ideas which as
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such, both in regard to their existence and their con-
tent, belong to the mind which judges. What then is

ihe relation that holds between these ideas and their

objects when our judgments are true, and again when
they are false? Surely both logic and criteriology

imply that we know something more about such judg-
ments than merely that they are difTerent.

Bert rand Kusscll. who has given in his adhesion to

"The Program and First Platform of 8ix Realists",

drawn up and signed by six American professors in

luly, 1910, modifies somewhat the naivete of their

t heorj' of truth. "Every judgment ", he says (Philos.

I'.s.says, 181), "is a relation of a mind to several ob-
jiits, one of which is a relation. Thus, the judgment,
Charles I died on the scaffold', denotes several ob-

jects or 'objectives' which are related in a certain

(lehnite way, and the relation is as real in this case as

are the other objectives. The judgment 'Charles I

died in his bed', on the other hand, denotes the ob-
jects, Charles I, death, and bed, and a certain relation

lictwoen them, which in this case does not relate the
' il)j(>cts as it is supposed to relate them. A judgment,
1 licrefore, is true, when the rclat if)n which is one of the
"lijects relates the other objects, otherwise it is fal.se"

iloc. cit.). In this statement of the nature of truth,

correspondence between the miml judging and the ob-
jects about which we judge is distinctly implied, and it

IS precisely this correspondence which is set down as
the distinguishing mark of true judgments. Russell,

however, unfortimately seems to be at variance with
other members of the New Realist school on this point,
ti. E. Moore expresslv rejects the correspondence
theory of truth ("Mind", X. S., VIII, 179 sq.), and
Prichard, another English Realist, explicitly states
that in knowledge there is nothing between the object
ind ourselves (Kant's Theorj' of Knowledge, 21).
Xi'vertheless, it is matter for rejoicing that in regard to
t he main points at issue—the non-alteration of reality
li.\ acts of cognition, the possibility of knowing it in
some respects without its being known in all, the
growth of knowledge by "accretion", the non-
spiritual character of some of the objects of experi-
ence, and the necessity of ascertaining empirically,
aiiil not by a priori methods, the degree of unity which
"litains between the various parts of the universe

—

the "Xew" Realist and the Scholastic Realist are
substantially in .agreement.

III. MoR.\L Truth, or Veracity, is the corre-
spondence of the outward expression given to thought
with the thought itself. It must not be confused
with verbal truth ircrilns locutionis), which is the cor-
respondence of the outward or verbal expression with
the thing that it is intended to express. The latter
sujiposes on the ])art of the speaker not only the in-
tention of speaking truly, but also the power so to do,
i. e, it supposes (1) true knowledge and (2) a right
Use of words. Moral truth, on the other hand, exists
\'. henever the speaker expresses what is in his mind,
Mil if lie facto he be mistaken, provided only that he
- i\s what he thinks to be true. This latter condil ion,

however, is necessary. Hence a better definition of
iiioral truth would be "the correspondence of the nut-
wa d expression of thought with Ihe thing as con-
ceived by the speaker". Moral truth, therefore, does
not imply true knowledge. But, though a deviation
from moral truth would be only materially a lie, and
hence not blameworthy, unle.s.s the use of words or
signs were intentionally incorrect, moral truth does
imply a correct use of words or other signs. A lie,

therefore, is an intentional deviation from moral
truth, and is defined as a lociitio rniitra menteni; i. e.

it is the outw^ard expression of a thought which is in-

tentionally diverse from Ihe thing as conceived by the
speaker. It is important to ob.serve, however, that
the expression of the thought, whet her by word or by
sign, must in all eases be taken in its context; for both
in regard to words an<l to signs, custom and circum-

stances make a considerable difference with respect to

their interpretation. Veracity, or the habit of speak-
ing the truth, is a virtue; and the obligation of practis-

ing it arises from a twofold source. First, "since
man is a social animal, naturally one man owes to an-
other that without which human society could not go
on. But men could not live together if thej' did not
believe one another to be speaking the truth. Hence
the virtue of veracity comes to some extent under
the head of justice [rationcm debili]" (St. Thomas,
Summa, II-II, Q. cix, a. 5). The second source of the
obligation to veracity arises from the fact that speech
is clearly of its very nature intended for the communi-
cation of knowledge by one to another. It should be
used, therefore, for the purpose for which it is natu-
rally intended, and lies should be avoided. For lies

are not merely a misuse, but an abuse, of the gift of

speech, since, by destroying man's instinctive belief in

the veracity of his neighbour, they tend to destroy the
efficacy of that gift.

For .Scholasticism see: sctinln^Iic trcjitiscs on major logic, s. v.
\'rril,is: Eludes sur la I'.r'. I'm I'"'' liiM. Une nomelle
thrnrie de la coniiaissan,, [ ii, ,

I
" '.
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Leslie J. Walker.

Truth Societies, Catholic.—This article will treat

of Catholic Truth Societies in the chronological order

of their establishment in various countries.

In Engla.nd.—The Catholic Truth Society has had
two periods of existence. It was initiated by Dr.
(afterwards Cardinal) Vaughan when he was Rector
of St. Joseph's Missionary College, and, in the two
or three years of its existence, i.ssued a number of

leaflets and penny books, some of which are still on
sale; but when he became Bishop of Salford, in 1872,

the society fell into abeyance .and soon practically

ceased to exist. Meanwhile, and quite independently,

the need of cheap, good literature impressed itself

upon some priests and laymen, who raised the sum of

twelve pounds, which was expended in printing some
little cards of prayers for daily use, and for confession

and Communion. The .scheme was brought before

Dr. Vaughan, who suggested that the new body
should take the name and place of the d(>funct Catho-
lic Truth Society. Under that name it was formally
established, .5 November, 18,84, and the second period

of its existence began under the presidency of Dr.
Vaughan, the Rev. W. H. (now Monsignor) Cologan
and Mr. James Britten being appointed honorary
secretaries. .A.t the death of Cardinal Vaughan, the
present .Vrchbi.shop of Westminster, Cardinal Bourne,
became president. The aims of the society .are: To
spread among Catholics small devotional works; to

assist the uneducated poor to ;i better knowledge of

their religion; to sprciid among Protestants informa-

tion regarding Catholic faith and practice; and to pro-

mote the circulal ion of gooii and cheap Catholic litera-

ture. These objects have been steadily kept in view
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throughout the society's existence, although its scope
has from time to time been enlarged as necessity has
dictated. From them it will be seen that the aim of the

society is not controversial, as is sometimes supposed.
The position of Catholics in England is such that con-

troversy is unavoidable, and a certain proportion of

the society's pubUcations have been devoted to the

consideration of the Anghcan claims and to the expo-
sure of the fictions assiduously promoted by the less

intelligent and bigoted class of Protestants. But the

chief aim of the society has been the instruction of

Catholics by placing in their hands, at nominal prices,

educational and devotional works. The sale of some
of these has been phenomenal: the "Simple Prayer-
book", for example, has reached a circulation of

1,380,000; the little penny books of daily meditation
have reached 114,000; and nearly 200,000 penny
coiiies of the Gospels have been sold. An account of

the literary output of the society can be ascertained

from the list of publications, to be obtained from the

depot, 69 Southwark Bridge Road, London, S.E.

Almost every subject of imi)ortance to Catholics is

taken up in one or other of the society's works; and
the number is increasing every month. Already there

is an extensive list of books and pamphlets directed to

meet and answer rationahst objections; among them
may be mentioned a series of penny lives of CathoUc
men of science, and thirty-nine papers deahng with

"The HLstory of Religions"; of these last an aggre-

gate of about 200,000 copies have been issued. For
younger Catholics a large number of tales, dealing

with the sacraments and other religious subjects, has
been provided at the lowest possible price.

The society is mainly supported by subscriptions,

ten shillings per annum entitling to membership,
while ten pounds is a life subscription. Without
these the work could not be carried on, as, although the
officers have always taken their part gratuitously, the

necessary expenses of rent, printing, and storing could
not be defrayed out of the often infinitesimal profits

accruing from the sale of publications. From the

first there has been the heartiest co-operation between
clergy and laity in every branch of the society's work;
and the difficulties often arising from political differ-

oncps have never in any way interfered with the
work of the society. The society has the cordial

approval and support of the highest ecclesiastical

authorities, and is indulgenced by the Holy See. The
movement has spread to Ireland, Scotland, the United
States, and Australia. In addition to its literary

work, for seventeen years the society held an annual
Catholic conference, which formed an important
event in English Catholic life. These gatherings,

always largely attended by representative clergy and
laity, were the occasion of important pronouncements
by the archbishop or by other bishops, and afforded an
opportunity for the elucidation and discussion of

matters affecting the work and welfare of the Church
in England. Their success paved the way for a
development by which, from 1910, the society's con-
ference has been merged in the National Catholic
Congress. The important work of providing reading
for bhnd CathoKcs has been taken up by the society,

which has established a circulating library of books of

instruction, devotion, and fiction, printed in Braille

type. It has also provided a number of lectures on
matters connected with history and art, illustrated by
suitable lantern slides. A special committee was
formed in 1S91 to work for the spiritual welfare of

Catholic seamen of all classes, through the instru-

mentahty of which Catholic seamen's clubs and homes
were opened. The society has also been the starting-

point for other organizations which now have an
independent existence—e. g. the Catholic Guardians'
Association, which has become a centre of usefulness

throughout the country, is the ultimate development
of a local branch of the society, which made the dis-

tribution of literature to the inmates of workhouses
and hospitals part of its work; the Catholic Social

Guild took its rise in connexion with one of the
society's conferences; and the Catholic Needlework
Guild was initiated by one of its secretaries. The
realization of its importance is already growing, and
the society is doing effective work for the Catholic
Church in England.

James Britten.

In Ireland.—The Catholic Truth Society of

Ireland was organized at the meeting of the jilay-

nooth-Union in 1S99, with the stated purpose of

diffusing "by means of cheap publications soimd
Cathohc hterature in popular form so as to give in-

struction and edification in a manner most likely to

interest and attract the general reader", and which
would "create a taste for a pure and wholesome lit-

erature, and will also serve as an antidote against
the poison of dangerous or immoral writings". The
society has received the earnest and practical support
of the hierarchy and laity of Ireland, and has devoted
its publications to sound national, historical, and
biographical, as well as religious subjects in order to

offset the demoralization of the output of the sensa-

tional press. In the first ten years of its existence

424 penny publications, with a circulation of over
five million copies, were issued. It has also printed

a prayer-book and other works in GaeUc. The
annual conferences have brought together distin-

guished gatherings, and the addresses made and
papers read at these meetings, printed in "The
CathoUc Truth Annual", make a valuable compila-
tion in the interest of the object for which the society

was started. The society has its main office in Dub-
lin and has over 800 members.

In Australia.—The AustraUan CathoUc Truth
Society was started in 1904, and has its headquarters
in Melbourne. Its officers have been active in the

dissemination of sound CathoUc literature and in

the spreading of publications that were an antidote

to works subversive of faith and morals. On 1

Nov., 1910, the society had 423 annual and 164 life

members distributed over the Commonwealth and
New Zealand and had pubUshed 679,375 pamphlets.
Of its prayer-book 42,016 copies were sold. In 1910
it sent the Rev. Dr. Cleary on a mission around the
world to estabUsh a chainofagentsforan international

news service.

In the United States.—The International Cath-
olic Truth Society was incorporated in New York on
24 April, 1900, the particular objects for which it was
formed being: to answer inquiries of persons seeking
information concerning the doctrines of the CathoUc
Church; to supply CathoUc hterature gratis to Cath-
olics and non-CathoUcs who make request for the

same; to correct erroneous and misleading state-

ments in reference to Catholic doctrine and morals;

to refute calumnies against the Catholic reUgion; to

secure the pubUcation of articles promoting a knowl-
edge of Catholic affairs; to stimulate a desire for

higher education among the Catholic laity, by print-

ing and distributing Usts of Catlinlic books, andother-
wise to encourage the circulation and reading of

standard Catholic literatin-e; to generally assist in

the dissemination of Catholic truth; and to perform
other educational and mis.sionary work. The terri-

tory in which its operations are principally conducted
is in the United States of America and in Canada.
The office of the society is in Brooklyn, the bishop
of which diocese is its honorary president, and the

Rev. W. N. ISIcGinnis, S. T. D'., its president.

According to the annual report for the vear from
March, 1910. to March, 1911, the society had 1005
menilicrs, (ilS subscribers, and US atliliate<l societies.

It had distributed during the year 199, ISS pamphlets.

A part of its work found to be of special benefit is
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the reniailing of Catholic papers and magazines to

people in out of the way sections. During the year
I I ,r)79 such famihes were supplied with 475,000 copies
'<( Cathohc weekly papers and magazines. Catholic
itiins are supphcd twice a month to 31 daily papers
III various parts of the United States. In affiliation

« iili this society, and acting as distributing centres,
;i 1 Councils of the Knights of Columbus and 24 other
I'lyanizations in various localities have been of

iiiaierial assistance in refuting calumnies against the
(aihohc rehgion, in publishing in the daily press
art icles that tend to promote a knowledge of Catholic
affairs; in securing the removal of objectionable text-
liiioks from the public schools, or the expurgation
troiii the textbooks of false and unjust statements
i-<incerning the Church; and generally assisting in

1 hi' dissemination of Catholic truth. The society has
osi ablished connexions with agencies in fifteen foreign
riiiintries.

Thomas F. Meehan.

Tryphon, Respicius, and Nympha, martvrs
w hi).-.e fea.-^t is observed in the Latin Church on 10 No-
\ I tnlier. Tryphon is said to have been born at
Kampsade in Phrygia and as a boy took care of geese.
I luring the Decian persecution he was taken to
N leaa about the year 250 and put to death in a
hiirrible manner after he had converted the heathen
prefect Licius. Fabulous stories are interwoven
with his legend. He is greatly venerated in the
' .reek Church which observes his feast on 1 February.
Ill this Church he is also the patron saint of gardeners.
-Mmy churches were dedicated to him, and the
I astern Emperor, Leo VI, the Philosopher (d. 912),
delivered a eulogy upon Trj'phon. About the year
KID.") the monk Theodoric of Fleury wrote an account
of him ba.sed ujran earlier written legends; in Theo-
ilorir's story Respicius appears as Tryphon's com-
|ianion. The relics of both were preserved together
wiih tho.sc of a hol,v virgin named Nympha, at the
Hospital of the Holy Ghost in Sassia. Nympha was
1 \ irgin from Palermo who was put to death for the

I aith at the beginning of the fourth century. Accord-
iul: to other versions of the legend, when the Goths
iii\aded Sicily she fled from Palermo to the ItaUan
mainland and died in the sixth century at Savona.

I he feast of her translation is observed at Palermo
oil 19 .\ugust. Some believe that there were two
- aints of this name. The church of the Hospital of
Ml" Holy Ghost at Rome was a cardinal's title which,
lonether with the relics of the.se saints, was trans-
ferred in 1.506 by Pope Pius V to the Church of St.
Viigustine. A Greek text of the life of St. Tryphon
was discovered by Father Franchi de' Cavallieri,
Hagio-graphica" (Rome, 1908), in the series

"Studi e Texti", XIX. The Latin Acts are to be
found in Ruinart, "Acta Martyrum".

Annlcrin Bollandmna, XXVII, 7-10, 1.?; XXVIII. 217.

Gabriel Meier.

Tschideror zu Gleifheim, Johann Nepomuk
\ o\, Bishop of Trent, b. at Bozen, 15 Feb., 1777; d.
at Trent, 3 Dec, 1860. He sprang from a family
'lilt had emigrated from the Grisons to the Tyrol in

1
a-'lt and to which the Emperor Ferdinand HI had
men a patent of nobility in 1620. .Johann Nepo-
III uk was ordained priest, 27 .July, 1800, by P^mmanuel
Count von Thun, Bi.shop of Trent. .After spending
two years as an assistant priest, he went for further
'lining to Rome, where he was appointed notary

'stolic. After his return he took up pastoral work
in in the German part of the Diocese of Trent,

! was later professor of moral and pastoral theologj-
1 'he episcopal seminary at Trent. In 1810 he
I" ame parish priest at Sarnthal, and in 1819 at
Meran. Wierever he went he gained a lasting repu-
tation by his zeal and charitableness. In 1826 Prince-
Bishop Luschin appointed him cathedral canon and

pro-vicar at Trent; in 1832 Prince-Bishop Galura of
Brixen selected him as Bishop of Heliopohs and Vicar-
General for Vorarlberg. In 1834 the Emperor Francis
I nominated him Prince-Bishop of Trent and on 5
May, 1835, he entered upon his office. During the
twenty-five years of his administration he was dis-
tinguished for the exercise of virtue and charity, and
for intense zeal in the fulfilment of the duties of his
ei)iscopal office. He was exceedingly simple and
abstinent in his personal habits. On the other hand
he loved splendour when it concerned the decoration
of his cathedral, the procuring of ecclesiastical vest-
ments, and the ornainentation of the chiu-ches. He
devoted a considerable part of his revenues to the
building of churches, and to the piu'chase of good
books for the parsonages and chaplains' houses. His
charity to the poor and sick was carried so far that he
was often left without a penny, because he had given
away everything he had. Twice the cholera raged
in his diocese and on these occasions he set his clergy
a shining example of Christian courage. He left his
property to the institution for the deaf and dumb at
Trent and to the seminary for students that he had
founded, and that was named after him the Joan-
neum. Directly after his death he was honoured as
a saint; the process for his beatification is now in
progress.

MilliiJuiniiit iihtr das Leben dcs. . . J. N. TsMderer iBozea,
ISTlii: Tait, L'>icn des ehrwiirdigen Dieners Gollcs Johann Nepo-
muk voti Tsi'Inrlerer. Nach den Prozessakten tmd beglaubigten
Urkundcn (2 vols., Venice, 1904). Ger. tr. Schlegel (Trent,
1908).

Joseph Lms.

Tschupick, John Nepomuk, a celebrated preacher,
b. at \ienna. 7 or 12 April, 1729; d. there, 20 July,
17S4. He entered the Jesuit novitiate on 14 October,
1744, and, shortly after, was appointed professor of
grammar and rhetoric. In 1763 he became preacher
at the cathedral of Vienna, a position which he filled

during the remaining twenty-two years of his hfe with
exceptional conscientiousness, prudence, and ability.

His preaching was very successful and highly appre-
ciated by Francis I (d. 17(i5), Maria Theresa (d.

1780), Joseph II (d. 1790), and the imperial Court.
His sermons were remarkable for clearness and logical
thought, strength and precision of ex-pression, copious-
ness and skillful application of Patristic and Biblical
texts. The first edition of his collected sermons was
published in ten small volumes with an index volume
(Vienna, 1785-7). This edition was supplemented
by "Neue, bisher ungedruckte, Kanzelreden auf alle

Sonn- und Festtage, wie auch fiir die heilige Fasten-
zeit" (Vienna, 1798-1803). A new edition of all his
sermons w.as prepared recently by Johann Hertkcns
(5 vols., Paderbom, 1898-1903). An Italian trans-
lation was made by Giuseppe Teglio (4 vols., 4th ed.,

Milan, 1856).
SoMMEBVOQEL, Bibl. dc la Compagnie de Jesus, VIII (Bnisscla,

1898), 261-3.

Michael Ott.

Tuam, Archdiocese OF (TiTAMENsis), in Ireland.

—

The Archdiocese of Tuam, the metropolitan see of

Connacht, extends, roughly speaking, from the Shan-
non westwards to the sea, and comprises half of
County Galway, and nearly half of Mayo, with a
small portion of south Roscommon. It is territori-

ally the largest diocese in Ireland, including in itself

about one-fourteenth of the entire area of the coun-
trv-. At the census of 1901 the Catholic population
was 193,768; the entire non-Catholic population was
only 4,194. There are several parishes in which all

the inhabitaiits are Catholics. The mainland portion
of the archdiocese is divided by a chain of lakes ex-
tending from the citv of Galway to the Pontoon, near
Foxford, Mayo. The largest of these lakes—Corrib,
Mask, and Carra—form a magnificent .and continuous
watercourse, but are not connected by navigable rivers
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New Catholic Cathedral, Tuam

or canals. The country east of these lakes is a great

undulating plain, mostly of arable land, interspersed

here and there with bogs and smaller lakes. The
country west of the great lakes is of entirely different

character. It is nearly all rugged and heathery, with

ranges of hills rising steeply from the lakes, especially

from the shores of Lough iVIask on one side, and from
the shores of the Atlantic Ocean on the other, forming
many lofty peaks with long-drawn valleys where the

streams rushing down widen into deep and fishful

lakes, which, especially in Connemara, attract fisher-

men from all parts of the United Kingdom. The
population of this

rugged lakeland is

sparse and poor,

but the scenery
very picturesque,
especially towards
the west, where
the bays of the
ocean penetrate
far in between the
mountains, as at

the beautiful Kil-

lary Bay. This
western coast is

bordered by many
w i n d-s wept isl-

ands, affording a
precarious suste-

nance to the inhab-
itants. Of these

the chief are the
Isles of Aran in

Galway Bay, and
farther off, on the
north-western

coast, Inishark, Inisboffin, and Inisturk, Clare Island

and Achill Island—all of which are inhabited and
have schools and churches. There are three priests

on the .\ran Islands, one on Inisboffin, one on Clare
Island, and three on Achill, which has a population of

about 6000 souls.

The archdiocese comprises seven rural deaneries

—

Tuam, Dunmore, Claremorris, Ballinrobe, Castlebar,
Westport, and Clifden. There are three vicars-gen-

eral who preside over three divisions of the archdio-

cese which from time immemorial have been histori-

cally distinct, that is Galway east of the Corrib ; West
Galway, or the Kingdom of Connemara, and the
Mayo portion. There are 143 secular priests, of

whom eight are usually employed in the seminary.
There are only two regulars, properlj' so called, who
reside in the Augustinian monastery of Ballyhaunis;

two priests of the Order of St. Camillus have charge of

the hospice for infirm clergA', Moyne Park, Bally-

glunin, Galway, and four secular clerg\' of a prepara-
tory college for the .Vfrican Missions in the Co. Mayo,
generously given for the purpose by Count Blake of

Cloughballymore. There are four houses of the
Christian Brothers, and one of the Brothers of the
Christian schools. There are eleven mona.steries of

the Third Order Regular of St. Francis, who were
founded by Archbishop MacHale to counteract the
efforts of proselytizing institutions and to teach agri-

culture to their pupils. Of these schools the most
successful has been the .\gricultural College of Movmt
Bellew, which is working under the .\grirultural De-
partment. There are three Presentation convents,
and ten convents of the Sisters of Mercy with schools.

St. Jarlath's Diocesan Seminarj' has more than a hun-
dred resident students.

St. Patrick in Tuam.—St. Patrick came into the
Diocese of Tuam from .\irtech in north-west Roscom-
mon most likely in a. d. 440. and thence travelled
almost due west from .\ghamore, where he founded
his first cliurcli.on thesuiiimit of Croaghpatrick. We

have the names of some twelve churches which he es-

tablished in this district; it is e.xpressly stated that he
placed bishops over several of these churches—at
Cella Senes near Ballyhaunis; at Kilbenin, where he
placed St. Benignus; at Donaghpatrick, which he gave
to Bishop Felartus; at Aghagower, where he placed
St. Senach, whom he called "Agnus Dei" on account
of his meekness. His sojourn for forty days on the
summit of Croaghpatrick has been described in the
article Croagh Patrick. During the subsequent
centuries the successors of Patrick often visited the
Patrician churches in Connacht and received both
homage and tribute from the clergy and the people.
They claimed a special jurisdiction over the twelve or
fourteen Patrician churches in Tuam, even over the
oratory on the summit of the holy mountain. Later
these claims became exorbitant and were resisted by
the archbishops of Tuam, especially after the Synod
of Kells (1152), and the controversy was carried to

Rome and finally decided in their favour. The pri-

mates, however, were allowed the rents of certain

church lands in Tuam, but these claims they after-

wards remitted in exchange for lands in the north of

Ireland.

The .\rchdiocese of Tuam now comprises the terri-

tories of five of those ancient dioceses which at differ-

ent periods were united to the original Diocese of

Tuam. This original diocese, which may be taken as

corresponding roughly with the modern deanerj- of

Tuam, comprised the ancient territory known as the
Conmaicne of Dunmore, and also the Ciarraigi of

Loch na n-.\irneadh, as well as a portion of Cor-
camogha and the Sodan territorj-. When the O'Conor
kings of the twelfth century came to be the chief rulers

of Connacht, and for a time of all Ireland, they re-

sided mostly at Tuam and sought to control the
spiritual as they did the temporal rulers of their prin-

cipality. There can be no doubt that it was the influ-

ence of Turlough Mor, then King of Ireland, which
induced the prelates and papal legate at Kells in 1152

to make his own Diocese of Tuam the archiepiscopal

and metropolitan see of the province. This original

See of Tuam was founded about a. D. 520 by St. Jar-

lath, son of Loga, the disciple of St. Benin of Kil-

bannon, and the preceptor for a time at Cloonfush
near Tuam of St. Brendan the Navigator. The orig-

inal cathedral known as TempuU Jarlath stood on the

site of the present Protestant cathedral. After Jar-

lath's death his remains were enshrined and pre-

served in a church built for the purpose and called

Tempull na Serine, close to the spot on which the

Catholic cathedral now stands. Around this cathe-

dral, which was begun by Dr. OHver Kelly in 1826, are

grouped in a circle all the other ecclesiastical build-

ings—the college, the Presentation convent and
schools, the IVIercy convent and schools of the

Sisters of Mercy, the Christian Brothers' House
and schools, and "the recently-erected archiepiscopal

residence.

The ancient See of Annaghdoicn grew out of the

monastery founded by St. Brendan for his sister

St. Briga. Its jurisdiction extended over O'Flaherty's

country around Lough Corrib and comprised in all

some seventeen parishes. The see was independent

down to the death of Thomas O'Mellaigh in 1250,

when .\rchbi.'<hop MacFlionn seized and held it with

the consent of the king. For the next 2.50 years a pro-

longed and unseemly conflict was carried on between

the archhi.shops and abbots, the former declaring that

Annaghdown had been reduced by the pope and the

king to the rank of a parish church, whikt the abbots

stoutly maintained their independence. In 14S4 the

wardenshii) of Galway was established, and all the

parishes on the south and west around the lake were

placed under the warden's quasi-episcopal jurisdic-

tion, Tuam still retaining eight jiarishes to tlie east of

the lake. In IS.'JO the wardenship was abolished, and
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Ih' See of Galway established as a regular episcopal

see, suffragan to Tuam.
The Diocese of Cong included all the parishes sub-

ji'ot to the Abbey of Cong, which wsis founded by
St . Fechin in 626. The abbots seem to have exercised

(luasi-episcopal jurisdiction over nineteen parishes in

tiie Baronies of Ballynahinch, Ross, and Kilmaine,
which for the most part were served by the monks as

\icars under the abbot. In the Synod of Rath Brea-
sail Cong w;i,s counted .as one of the five dioceses of

Connacht, but there is no mention of it at the Synod
iif KclLs in 1152. King Rory O'Conor retired to the
alihey for several years and died there.

The Diocese of Mayo like that of Cong had its

origin in Mayo .4bbey, founded by St. Colnian about
litiT for Saxon monks who had followed him from
I.iiidisfarne. In 1152 it was recognized by the Synod
nf KelLs as one of the Connacht sees, and mention is

made of the death of Gilla Isu O'Mailin, Bishop of

Mayo, in 1184, but on the death of Bi.shop Cele
o'lhilTy in 1209 no successor was apiiointod and the

see was merged in that of Tuam, probably thnuigli the

influence of King Cathal O'Conor and Iijs relative

.\rclibisho]) Feli.x O'Ruadan of Tuam. But bisho|)s of

.Mayo reapjiear from time to time in the annals down
111 1579 wlien Bishop Patrick ( >'H('aly coming home to

lake possession of his See of Mayo was seized with his

.iiMipanion Friar O'Rourkc and hanged at Kilmallock
liy Drury, the English President of Mvmster. Atone
time Mayo had no fewer then twenty-eight parishes

under its jurisdiction, which extended from the Dalgin
River at Kilvineto .\chill Head. At present this is a
small rural parish, and the "City of Mayo" comprises
nnt more tlian half a dozen houses.

< )f the Dion St- of Aghagower we need say little. It

wa.-; founded in 441 by St. Patrick who placed over it

Bishop Senach; the "Book of Armagh" tells us that
liisliops dwelt there in the time of the writer (early

purl of the ninth century). The jurisdiction of Agha-
L'lixMT extended over the "Owles", the territory

iiouiiil Clew Bay, comprising the modern deaneiy of

\\ istport. But at an early date the.se churches were
alisdrbed first into the Diocese of Mayo and .after-

wanls into that of Tuam.
Monasteries.—Besides the great monasteries of

.\iiiiaEhdown, Cong, .and Mayo, there were others in

tlic archdiocese that deserve mention. The mona-s-
Icry of St. Enda at Killeany in Aran became famous
in tlie first (|uartcr of the sixth centur>'. Ne.ar it was
the oratory- TempuU Benain, which Benan, or Benig-
nus. of Kilbannon, the disciple of St. Patrick, had
I milt. It is ver\- small but strikingly beautiful, and
its Cyclopean walls have not lost a stone for the last

fourteen hundred years. There .are in addition to the
.\r:m Islands many other holy islands around this

wild western coiist, as Island Mac Dara, which all the
fishermen salute by dipping their sails, Cruach of St.

Caelainn, .Vrdilaun of St. Fechin, St. Colman's Inis-

boffin, Caher of St. Patrick. The Cistercian Abbey
of Knockmoy (dc Colic Victoriir), six miles from Tuam,
founded in 11S9 by King Crovedearg, was one of the
largest and the wealthiest in the West of Irel.and.

Mention, too, is made of a Bishop of Knockmoy.
The ruins are full of interest, for some of its walls were
frescoed and the sculptured tomb of King I'elim
O'Conor is well preserved. .At its suppression in 1542
it was found to be in the possession of the rectories of
several churches, and large estates in G.alway, Ro.s-
common, and Mayo. The same King Cathal of the
Red H.and fovmded in 1215 the .Abbey of Ballintubber
close to St. Patrick's holy well. It was .admirably
built and h.as been p.artly restored as the parochi.il
church of the district. It contains the tomb and
monument of the first Vi.scount Mayo, the son of Sir
Richard Burke and Crania I^aile, C^ueen of Clew Bay.
The Dominican Abbey of .\thenry w:ls established In
1241 by Meyler De Bermingham who endowed it with

XV.—

6

ample possessions. It usually contained thirty friars.

The "main" building was erected by Meyler; King
Felim O'Conor built the refectory; Flann O'Flynn
built the "Scholar house", for the friars kept a noted
school; Owen O'Heyne built the dormitory; Con
O'Kelly built the "chapter house", and so on with
the guest chamber and the infirmary. In Queen
Mary's reign this convent was selected to be a uni-
versity college for Connacht, but the project was never
reaUzed. Buried there are many of the early Burkes
of Clanrickard, who in life were benefactors and pro-
tectors of the convent.
The Benedictine Nuns had a convent at Kilcree-

v.anty, situated on the Dalgin River, four miles from

P'^-'*,^^
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Galway, Mayo, and even Roscommon. The arch-
bishop also complained that Armagh claimed jurisdic-

tion over the Diocese of Kilmore and Ardagh, which
rightfully belonged to his province, and also over sev-
eral parishes in the Archdiocese of Tuam, to which the
primate had no claim. A composition was effected
later, in 1241.

In 125S died Walter De Salerno, an Englishman,
who was appointed by the pope but never got posses-

sion of his see. In 1286 Stephen de Fulnurn, who had
been justiciarj', was appointed to the See of Tuam,
but he resided mostly at Athlone. There is extant an
inventory of his effects which goes to show that he
lived in much state and splendour. William de Ber-
mingham, son of Meyler de Berniingham, Lord of Car-
bery, Dunmore, and Athenry, appointed in 1289. He
was a powerful high-handed prelate, but the monks of

Athenry and Annaghdown resisted him successfully.

Maurice O'Fihely, called in his own time "Flos
Mundi" on account of his prodigious learning, was
consecrated Archbishop of Tuam by Julius II in 1506,

but like Florence Conry in later times, he never beheld

his see. In 1537 Christopher Bodkin, then Bishop of

Kilmacduagh, was appointed Archbishop of Tuam by
Henry VIII, and it is said took the Oath of Su-
premacy. He managed to hold his ground in Tuam
for thirty-five years under Henry VIII, Edward,
Mary, and Elizabeth. Bodkin, though a temporizing
prelate, was always a Catholic and zealous in the ser-

vice of his flock. In 1558 he held a visitation of his

diocese, the account of which has been preserved and
gives invaluable information regarding the state of the

archdiocese at that time.

Malochy O'Queely was one of the greatest Irish

prelates of the seventeenth century—a patriot, a re-

former, and a scholar; but he was not a general, and
imwisely undertook to command the Confederate
troops in Connacht during the wars of 1642-45. His
forces were attacked unexpectedly during the night

by Sir F. Hamilton near Sligo and the archbishop was
slain on the field. Mention must be made, too, of

Florence Conry, though he never took possession of

his see. He rendered signal service to Ireland by the

foimdation of St. Anthony's Convent of Louvain,

whose scholars—Michael O'Clery, Ward, Fleming,

Colgan, and many others—did so much for the pres-

ervation of the literature and the language and the

history of Ireland both sacred and profane. John
MacHale has a .special article in this Encyclopedia;
his immediate successor, John MacEnilly, was an in-

defatigable and zealous prelate; he found time to

write commentaries in English on practically the

whole of the New Testament. He was born in 1818,

died in 1902, and lies burieii before (he high altar of

Tuam cathedral beside ,Iohn MacHale.
Moral and Social Condition.—The moral state of

the archdiocese is very good. Temperance is making
rapid strides air.ongst all classes of the population.

Grave public crimes of every kind have almost disap-

peared. Primary education is now universally dif-

fused even in the remotest mountain valleys. The
Christian Brothers' schools are remarkablj' efficient,

St. Jarlath's College, Tuam, now holds a premier

place amongst the diocesan colleges of Ireland. The
social condition of the people also has been greatly

improved mainly through the efforts of the Con-
gested Districts Board. They are better housed and
better fed; the land is better tilled, and much more is

derived from the harvest of the seas around the coast.

No part of Ireland suffered more during the famine
years from starvation and jjrosclytism than Conne-
mara and the Island of Achill. The starving people

were bribed during these years by food and money to

go to the Protestant churches and send their children

to the proselytizing schools. If they went they got

food and money. "Silver Monday", as they called

it, was the day fixed for these dojp.s. If they refused

to go to the church and to the school they got noth-
ing; and to their honour it must be said, that most of
them, but not all, preferred starvation to apostasy.
The proselytizers have now completely disappeared,
and have quite enough to do to take care of them-
selves.

The present archbishop, Most Rev. John Healy, a
native of the Diocese of Elphin, was born on 14 Nov.,
1841, at Ballinafad, Co. Sligo. His early education
was received at an excellent classical school in the town
of Sligo whence, at about fifteen years of age, he pro-
ceeded to the diocesan college, in those days situated
at Summerhill near Athlone. On 26 August, 1860, he
entered the class of rhetoric at Ma>Tiooth, and just

before the completion of his course was called out by
his bishop to be a professor in the college at Summer-
hill. Here he was ordained in Sept., 1867, and con-
tinued to teach for over two years. His missionary
experiences were gained in the parish of Ballygar,

near Roscommon, where he was curate for two years,

and then at Grange, Co. Sligo, where he spent seven
years. He was then for one year in charge of a
deanery school in the town of Elphin. In 1879, he
competed simultaneously for two vacant chairs—one
of theology and the other of classics—in the national
college of Maynooth, and had the unique honour con-
ferred on him of being appointed to both and allowed
to make his own choice between them. He naturaUy
selected the chair of theology, which he filled till 1883,

when he succeeded Dr. Murray, as prefect of the Dun-
boyne Establishment. During his tenure of this

office. Dr. Healy acted as editor of the "Irish Ecclesi-

astical Record", but this was only for a single year,

for in 1884 he was appointed titular Bishop of Macra
and Coadjutor Bishop of Clonfert. Here it may be
interesting to note that no less than five members of

Dr. Healy's class in Maynooth wear the episcopal

purple in Irish sees. In 1896, on the death of the

saintly Dr. Duggan, he succeeded to the see of Clon-

fert. Seven years after, by papal Brief, dated 13 Feb.,

1903, he became Archbishop of Tuam, and on the fol-

lowing St. Patrick's Day took possession of his an-

cient see. On 31 August, 1909, he celebrated the sil-

ver jubilee of his episcopate.

The archbishop is a member of many Irish public

bodies, notably of the Agricultural Board, the Senate

of the National University, the Board of Governors
of University College, Galway. He is president of

the Catholic Truth Society of Ireland, and a Commis-
sioner for the publication of the Brehon Laws. He
acted on the Royal Commission of 1901 io inquire into

and report on condition of University Education in

Ireland. His principal published works are: "Ire-

land's Ancient Schools and Scholars", which has
reached a fifth edition; "The Centenary History of

Maynooth College"; "The Record of the Maynooth
Centenary Celebrations"; "The Life and Writings of

St. Patrick"; " Irish Essays : Literary and Historical'';

"Papers and Addresses", a jubilee collection of fugi-

tive periodical articles and reviews.
CoLOAN, Acta sanctorum Hibernian; Knox, Notes on the Dio-

ceses of Tuam. etc.; Idem, Hist, of the County Mayo; Healt, Ire-

land's .indent Schools and Scholars; Annah of the Four Masters,

ed. O'Donovan; Bhadt, Episcopal Succession; D'Alton, History

of Ireland; Hardiman, Hist, of Galway; O'Conor Don, The
O'Conors of Connacht,

John Healy.

Tuam, School of (Irish, Tuaim da GhxMlann, or

the "Mound of the two Shoulders"), was founded by
St. Jarlath (q. v.), and even during his life (d. c. 540)

became a renowned school of piety and sacred learn-

ing, while in the eleventh century it rivalled Clon-

macnoise as a centre of Celtic art. St. Jarlath was
trained for his work by St . Benignus, the successor and
coadjutor of St. Patrick, and under this gentle saint's

guidance he founded his first monastery at Cluain-

fois, now Cloonfush, about two miles west from Tuam,
and a still shorter distance across the fertile fields
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from Benignus's own foundation at Kilbannon. Here
at Cluainfois, according to a widespread tradition,

Saints Benignus and Jarlath and Caillin, another

disciple of Benignus, frequently met together to dis-

cuss weighty questions in theology and Scripture.

The fame of this holy retreat brought scholars from

all parts of Ireland, amongst whom were St. Brendan,

the great navigator, who came from Kerry, and St.

Colman, the son of Lenin, who came from Cloyne. One
day Brendan in proi>hetic spirit told his master that he

was to leave Cluainfois and go eastward, and where the

wheel of his chariot should break on the journey "there

you shall build your oratory, for God wills that there

shall be the jilace of your resurrection, and many shall

arise in glory in the same place along with you".

Jarlath did not long delay in obeying this inspired

instruction. He departed from Cluainfois, and at

the place now callocl Tuam his chariot broke down,
and there on the site of the present Protestant, but

formerly Catholic, cathedral he built his church and
monastic school. And he bade good-bye to Brendan
saying, "O holy youth, it is you should be master and
I pupil, but go now with God's blessing elsewhere",

whereupon Brendan returned to his native Kerry.

After the death of St. Jarlath there is little in the

national annals about the School of Tuam. There is

reference in the "Four Masters", under date 776

{rede 781), to the death of an Abbot of Tuam called

Nuada O'Bolcan; and under the same date in the

"Annals of Ulster" to the death of one "Ferdomnach
of Tuaim da Ghualann", to whom no title is given.

At the year 969 is set down the death of Eoghan
O Cleirigh, "Bishop of Connacht", but more dis-

tinct reference to a Tuam jjrelate is found in 10S.5.

when the death of Aedh O Hoisin is recorded. The
"Four Masters" call him Comarb of Jarlath and High
Bishop (Ard-epscoii)) of Tuam.
CoLGAN, Ada aanciorurn liibernim (Louvain, 164.5); He.^lv,

Ireland's Ancient Schools ami Scholars (Dublin, 1908) : Martyr-

ology of Donegal; Annals of Ulster; Annals of the Four Masters.

John Healy.

Tubingen, University of, in WUrtemberg, was
founded by Count Eberhard im Bart on 3 July, 1477,

after Pope Sixtus IV had first undertaken by (he Bull

of 13 Nov., 1476 to endow the university from the

property of the Church. The imperial confirmation

followed on 20 Feb., 1484. The university had four

faculties: theology, law, medicine, and philosophy,

and altogether fourteen professorships. Among the

distinguished professors at the beginning were the

theologians Gabriel Biel, Johannes Heynlin von
Stein (a Lapide), Conrad Summenhart, and the jurist

Johannes Vergenhans (Nauclerus). A distinguished

physician was .Johannes Widmann. In the philo-

sophical faculty should be mentioned the mathemati-
cians Paul Scriptoris and Johannes Stoffler, and the

Humanists Johannes Reuchlin, Heinrich Bebel, and
Melanchthon. Duke Ulrich of Wtirtemberg was
deposed in l.')19 on account of his mi.sgovernment of

the oountry, but in 1.534 was restored to power by the

Lutheran Landgrave Philip of Hesse. In 1.53.5 Ulrich
introduced the Reformation into the country and
university, notwithstanding the stubborn opposition

manifested at the imiversity, especially by its chan-
cellor Ambrosius Widmann. The most prominent
of the new professors were the theologians Johannes
Brenz, Erhard Schnepf, Jakob Andrea", Jakob
Heerbrand, Andreas and Luke Osiander. Among the
other professors were the jurists .Johannes Sichard,
Karl Slolinjeus (Du Mouhn), and Christopher Be-
Bold, the physician Leonhard Fuchs, the philologists

Joachim, Camerarius and Martin Ousius, the car-
tographer Philip Apian, and the mathematician and
astronomer Michael Ma.stlin. To secure capable
preachers Duke Ulrich established the Lutheran
seminary, and Duke Christopher founded the col-

legium lUustre for the training of state officials.

The university, like the country, recovered only
slowly from the injuries inflicted by the Thirty Years'
VV'ar. At first the old rigid orthodoxy still prevailed

in the theological faculty; but in the eighteenth

century a greater independence of thought gradually

gained ground, especially through the efforts of the
chancellor, Christopher M.afthaus Pfaff, the founder
of what is called the collegiate .system. Pietism also

was represented in the theological faculty. Towards
the end of the eighteenth century Christian Gottlieb

Storr exerted a profound influence as a Biblical theo-

logian and the founder of the early Tiihingen School
in opposition to the "Enhghtenment" and the theo-

ries of Kant. Among his pupils were, in particular,

Friedrich Gottlieb Siisskind, Johann Friedrich Flatt,

and Karl (^hristian Flatt. Prominent in the faculty

of law were Wolfgang Adam Lauterbach, Ferdinand
Christopher Ilarpprecht, and Karl Christopher Hof-
acker, and in the faculty of medicine, Johann Georg
Gmelin, Karl Friedrich Kic^lmeyer, and Johann
Heinrich Ferdinand Autenrieth. During this era,

marked by the spread of the Wolffian and Kantian
doctrines, the faculty of philosophy had few dis-

tinguished members. The chancellor Lebret, how-
ever, ranked high as a historian, and Bohnenberger
as a mathematician. Towards the close of the eigh-

teenth century the university was in danger of

having the faculties of law and medicine transferred

to the school established at Stuttgart by Duke
Charles Eugene, after whom the new school was
named. This loss was averted, however, by the sup-
pression of the new seat of learning in 1794.

Two causes led to a great development of the
university in the nineteenth century. First, the
Catholic university for Wtirtemberg, which at the be-
ginning of the century had been established at Ell-

wangen, was transferred in 1817 to Tiibingen as a
Catholic theological faculty, and a Catholic house of

study called Wilhelmsstift wjis founded to counter-
balance the Lutheran .seminary; second, a faculty of

political economy was organized in 1S17 (called the
faculty of political science since 1822), and a faculty

of natural sciences in 1863. The.se changes led to the
erection of new university buildings: the anatomical
building (1832-3.5); the new aula, intended to replace

the old one dating from 1.547 and 1777. and the botan-
ical and chemical in.stitute (1842-4.5); the clinical

hospital for surgical cases (18461; the physiological

institute (1867); the institute for pathological anatomy
(187,3); ophthalmic hospital (1875); medical hospital

(1878-79); the i)hysico-chemical institute (188.3-8,5);

the institute for physics (1.888); the new hospital for

women (1888-91), in place of the old one built in

1803; the hospital for mental diseases (1892-94); the
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mineralogico-geologicaland zoological institute (1902)

;

the institute for chemistry (1903-07); the new oph-
thalmological clinic (1907-09). A new building for

the library, housed tiU now in the castle, is in course

of construction; the library contains 4145 manuscripts
and 513,313 volumes. The regular professors num-
bered 56 in the summer term of 1911; honorary and
adjunct professors, Dozents, 71; matriculated students,

2118, and non-matriculated persons permitted to

attend the lectures, 145, making a total of 2263.

Since the reign of King Frederick I the university has

become more and more a state institution; its in-

come for 1911 was 439,499 marks ($104,382), while

the grant from the State for the year was 1,366,847

marks ($324,626).
In the Protestant theological faculty the critical

view of theological history held by Ferdinand Chris-

tian Baur led to the founding of the later Tubingen
School, to which belong, besides the founder, Albert

Schwegler, Karl Christian Planck, Albert Ritschl,

Julius Kostlin, Karl Christian Johannes Holsten,

Adolf Hilgenfeld, Karl Weizsacker and Edward
Zeller. Other distinguished theologians, who were
somewhat more positive in their views, were Johann
Tobias Beck, and Christian David Frederick Palmer.
David Frederick Strauss, a follower of Hegel,

wrote his "Life of Jesus" while a tutor at Tiibingen.

The distinguished teachers and scholars of the Cath-
olic theological faculty are often called the Catholic

Tubingen School. The characteristic of this school

is positive and historical rather than speculative or

philosophical. Above all should be mentioned the

great Catholic theologian of the nineteenth century,

JohannAdam Mohler ; further : Johann Sebast ian Drey,

Johann Baptist Hirscher, Benedict Welte, Johann
Evangelist Kuhn, Karl Joseph Hefde.Moritz Aberlc,

Felix Himpel, Franz Quirin Kober, Franz Xaver Lin-

senmann, Franz Xaver Funk, Paul Schanz , and Paul

Vetter. Distinguished professors of law were: Karl
Georg Wachter, Karl Friedrich Wilhelm Gerber, Alois

Brinz, Gustav Mandry, and Hugo Meyer. Among the

noted members of the faculty of poHtical science were:

Robert Mohl, Albert EbeVhard Friedrich Schaffle,

Gustav Rlimelin, Gustav Friedrich Schonberg, and
Friedrich Julius Neumann. Among the noted mem-
bers of the medical faculty were: Victor Bruns, Fehx
Niemeyer, Karl Liebermeister, and Johannes Siix-

inger. In natural science should be mentioned: Hugo
Mohl, Theodore Eimer, and Lothar Meyer. Of the

philosophical faculty should be mentioned Friedrich

Theodor Vischer, writer on aesthetics; the philosopher

Christopher Sigwart ; the classical philologists Chris-

tian Walz and Wilhelm Sigismund TeufTel; the Orien-

talists Julius Mohl, Georg Hoinrich Ewald, and Walter
Rudolf Roth; the Gennanists Ludwig Uhland and
Heinrich Adalbert Keller; the historians Juhus Weiz-
sacker and Hermann Alfred Gutschmid; and the

geologist Friedrich August Quenstedt.
Klupfel and Eifert, Gesrhichte und Beschreibung der Sfadt

u-nd UniversUAt Tubingen (Tiihinepn, 1849); Klupfel. Dif
Universit&t Tubingen in ihrer Veraangenheit und Gegenn'nH
(Leipzig, 1877); Urkundemur Gesrhichle der Universildt Tubingen
aus den Jahren H75-1650 (TiihinRpn. 1877); Weizsacker.
Lehrer und Unterrirht an der evangelisch-lheologischen Fakultdl
der Universifdt Tubingen von der Reformation bia zur Gegenivart
(Tiibingen, 1877): Funk, Die kalhoUsche LandesunirersiMI in
EUi'-angen und ihre Verlegung nach Tiibingen (Tiibingen, 1877)

;

Sproll, Freiburger Dihzemnarchiv (1902), 105 sq.; Ru^iELiN,
Jieden und Aufa/ltze, IH (Tubingen, 1.S94), 37 sq.; Hermelink,
Die Iheologische Fakulttll in Tiibingen tor der Reformation 1477-
IBSi (Tubingen, IflOfi); Idem, Die Malrikeln der Universildt

Tubingen: vol. I, Die Malrikeln von 1477-1600 (Stuttgart, 1906).

For further l)ibliographv of. Erman and Horn, Bibliographie der
deutsehen Unirersiiaien, II (Leipzig, 1904), 996 .sq.

Johannes Baptist Sagmuller.

Tubunae, a titular see in Mauretania Caesarien-

sis, according to the "Gerarchia cattolica", or in Nu-
midia according to Rattandier, "Anniiaire pontifical

catholique" (Paris, 1910), 345. The offi(^ial list of

the Roman Curia docs not mention it. The confu-

sion is explained by the fact that it was located at the
boundary of the two provinces. Becking, in his

notes to the "Notitia dignitatum" (Bonn, 1839),

52.3, and Toulotte ("Geog. de I'Afrique chret., Mauie-
tanies", Montreuil, 1894, p. 171), speak of two distinct

cities, while Miiller ("Notes to Ptolemy", IV, 12,

ed. Didot, I, 611) admits only one, and his opinion
seems the more plausible. It was a municipium and
also an important frontier post in command of a
procpositus limilis Tubuniensis. St. Augustine and
St. Alypius sojourned there as guests of Count
Boniface (Ep. ccxx). In 479 Huneric exiled thither

a large number of Catholics. Its ruins, known as

Tobna, are in the Department of (ionstantine,

Algeria, at the gates of the Sahara, west of the Chott
el-Hodna, the "Sahna^ Tubunenses" of the Romans.
They are very extensive, for three successive towns
occupied different sites, under the Romans, the
Byzantines, and the Arabs. Besides the remains of

the fortress, the most remarkable monument is a
church now used as a mosque.
Three bishops of Tubunae are known. St. Nemes-

ianus a.ssisted at the Council of Carthage in 256.

St. Cyprian often speaks of him in his letters, and we
have a letter which he wrote to St. Cyprian in his own
name and in the name of those who were condemned
with him to the mines. An inscription testifies to his

cult at Tixter in 360, and the Roman Martyrology
mentions him on 10 September. Another bishop was
Cresconius, who usurped the see after quitting Bulla

Regia, and assi,sted at the Council of Carthage in 411,

where his rival was the Donatist Protasius. A third,

Reparatus, was exiled by Huneric in 484.
Toulotte, Geog. de I'Afrique chret.. Numidie (Paris, 1894), 318-

21; Diehl, L'Afrique byzantine (Paris, 1896), passim.

S. Petrides.

Tucson, Diocese of (Tucsonensis), suffragan of

the Archdiocese of Santa Fe. It comprises the State

of Arizona and the southernmost counties of New
Mexico, an extent of 131,212 sq. miles, most of which
is desert land. The Catholic population is approxi-

mately 48,500, mostly Mexicans. There are 43 priests,

27 parishes, 43 missions, 100 stations, 7 academies, 10
parochial schools, 3 Indian schools, 1 orphanage, 5
hospitals.

Up to 1853, date of the Gadsden purchase, Arizona
was part of the Mexican Diocese of Durango. In

1859 it was annexed by the Holy See to the Diocese of

Santa Fe, made a vicariate Apostolic in 1868, and
erected a diocese by Leo XIII in 1897. The first

vicar Apostolic was the most Rev. J. B. Salpointe,

followed by the Most Rev. P. Bourgade, who both
died archbishops of Santa Fe, the former in 1898, the

latter in 1908. They were succeeded by Bishop
Henry Granjon, born in 1863, consecrated in the

cathedral of Baltimore, 17 June, 1900. The mission

founded by French missionaries has remained in

charge of priests mostly of the same nationality,

assi.sted bv Franciscan Fathers of the St. Louis and
Cincinnati provinces, who attend principally to the

Indi.aii missions, and by the Sisters of St. Joseph, of

Mercy, of Loretto, of the Blessed Sacrament, of St.

Dominic, and of the Precious Blood. The full-blood

Indians in the diocese number 40,000: Apache,

Chimehuivi, Hualpai, Maricopa, Mohave, Moqui,

Navajo, Pdpago Pima, Vava Supai. About 4000 are

Catholics. They were visited by the Spanish mis-

sionaries as early as 1539 (Fray Marcos de Niza),

and evangelized in the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries l)y the Franciscans and the Jesuits. Of the

churches then built two remain: Tumacacuri (now
partlv in ruins'), and San Xavier del Bac, nine miles

south of Tucson, founded by Father Kino, S.J., in

1699, and kept in a perfect state of preservation by the

constant attention and liberal care of the clergy of

Tucson. It is considered the best example of the

Spanish Renaissance mission style north of Mexico,
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mill tho best prosorvpd of all the old mission churrhcs
111 America. The buildings have been completely
nslorcd (100(}-10) by the Bisho)) of Tucson. The
i'apaf^o lni|i:ins, iu whose midst stands the San
Xivicr nussioii. have received uiiinterrui)(ed care
from the clergy of Tucson. In 1S(J6 the Kev. J. B.
Sal]i()inte founded there a .school, which has since
bren maintained, with the Si.sters of St. Josei)h in

charge, by the clergy of Tucson, at the expense of

th(> parish. That school was the first established in

Arizona for the Indians.
I iRTEGA, Historia del Nayarit, Sonora, Sitiatoa, y ambas Cali-

fonnas (Mexico. 1887); Rudo Enmyo, tr. Guij-eras, in Am. Calh.
Ihsl. .Soc, V (Philadelphia. June, 1894), no. 2; Joly, Hisloire de la
ri'nipngnie de Jesus^ V (Paria, 1859). ii; .\rricivita, Crnnica
^> I lifira del apostolico colegio de Querrtaro: Salpointe. Soldiers of
Ihr Cross (Banning, 1898); Engelhardt, The Franciscans in
Ari:oria (Harbor Springs, 1899); Diary of Francisco Garces, tr.

Coi-ES (New York, 1900).

Henry Gr.\njon.

Tucuman, Diocese of (Tucumanenris), suffragan
in Buenos Aires, erected from the Diocese of Salta on
1.' February, 1897, comprises the Province of Tucu-
TiKin (area 8926 sq. miles; population 32.5,000), in the
north-west of the Argentine Republic. The first and
jircsent bishop, Mgr. Pablo Padilla y Barana (b. at

Jiijuy, 25 Jan., IS-IS), was consecrated titular Bishop
of Pentacomia (17 Dec, 1891), transferred to Salta,

(I'.t Jan., 1893), and to Tucumdn (Ki Jan., 1898).

The episcopal city, Tucumdn, or San Miguel de Tucu-
iii:in (popidation 80,000), is situated on the Rio
I'ulcc, 780 miles north-west of Buenos Aires, and was
founded in I.'jGo by Diego de Villaruel; a Jesuit college

was opened there in 1586. In 1680 Tucumdn re-

jilacod Santiago del Estero as capital of the province.
The Spanish forces were utterly defeated at Tucu-
iiKui in 1812 by the Argentines under Belgrano, whose
siatup has been erected in the city to commemorate
t hi' victory. One of the most interesting monuments
in Tucumdn is Independence Hall, wdiere the Argen-
tine delegates proclaimed (9 July, 1816) the Rio de la

Plata provinces free from Spanish domination. Of
till' twenty-seven members forming this National Con-
gress fifteen were priests (as were two other delegates

who were unavoidably absent, and the secretary of

tlic assembly, Jose Agustin Molina, later Bishop of

(amaco in parlibus and Vicar Apostolic of Salta);

two of the fifteen were afterwards raised to episcopal
rank—-Jos^ Colombres (Salta) and Justo Santa Maria
dr Oro (Cuyo). It is to be noted that the See of

C'lrdoba, founded in 1570, was generally referred to

in the seventeenth century as that of Tucumdn
(( '('irdoba de Tucumdn).
On 21 January, 1910, the Province of Catamarca

(area 47,531 sq. miles; population 107,000), which till

thru had been a vicariate forane of Tucumdn, was
cr"cted into a separate see under Mgr. Bernabe Piedra-
liii'iia (b. at Tucumdn, 10 Nov., 18(33; consecrated
iiMilar Bishop of ("estrus and coadjutor to Mgr.
r I lillo, 31 May, 1908; transferred to Catamarca,
s Xov., 1910). Before the .separation, Tucumdn had
\'i parishes, 67 churches and chapels, and Catamarca
1" parishes, 96 churches and chapels; there were
111 secular priests, a-ssisted by Dominicans, Franci.s-
r ins, and Fathers of Our Lady of I>ourdes; there was a
1 iiriliar seminary with 3 students of philosophy and
lio rhetoricians; 7 theological students were studying
a' I'.iienos .\ires and the Collegio Pio-Latino, Rome;
lii alilition there were two Catholic colleges at Tucu-
mdn and (me at Catamarca; there were communities
of the Hermanas K.sclavas. Dominican, Franciscan,
Good Shepherd, and Josejihine Sisters. A Catholic
daily i>aper is published at Tucumdn and two Catho-
lic weeklies at Catamarca. k large number of the
parishes have the usual Catholic sodahlies and con-
fraternities. Workingmen's circles are established in

the two episcopal cities. Catamarca (San Fernando
de Catamarca), lying 230 miles north-north-west of

Cordoba, contains S(XX) inhabitants. It was founded
in 1()80 by Fernando de Mendoza. The National
College, which has a chair of mineralogy, is located in
the old Mereeil ( 'onvent. Most of the inhabitants of
the Province of ( 'atamarca are mestizos, descendants
of the Quilene, Cilian, Andagala, and (iuafare In-
dians. Cholla (a suburb of Catamarca) is inhabited
by Calchaqui Indians, but Spanish is now the only
language si)oken.
UssHER, Guia eclesidstica de la Republira Argentina (Buenos

Aires, 1910).

A. A. MacErlean.

Tudela, Diocese op (Tutel.b, Tutelensis), in
Spain. The episcopal city has a population of 9213.
Tudela was taken from the Moors by Alfonso el

Batallador (the Fighter) in March, 1115, and in 1117
he obtained the Fuero de Sobrarbe. In 1121 the king
gave the mosque and the tithes of several towns to the
prior and ecclesiastical chapter of Tudela and built
the Church of Santa Maria, where a community of
Canons Regular of St. Augustine was established, the
ecclesiastical authority of Tudela being vested in its

abbot and prior. In 1238 the i)riory was raised to the
dignity of a deanery, the first dean being D. Pedro
Jimenez and the second D. Lope Arcez de Alcoz. The
latter obtained from Alexander IV in 12.58 the ring
and mitre. In the sixteenth century the deans of
Tudela obtained the use of "pontificalia", a favour
granted by Julius II to the dean D. Pedro Villal6n de
Calcena who had been his chamberlain and who held
the deanship for twenty-seven years. The rivalry
between the deans of Tudela and the bishops of
Tarazona and the di.s.satisfaction of the kings owing
to the fact that until 1749 the ajipointment of the
dean was not subject to the royal i)atronage, a fact
finally accomplished in 1749, induced the Council and
the Royal Chamber to petition for the erection of
Tudela into a diocese, which was done by Pius VI
in the Bull of 27 March, 1783. The first bishop was
D. Francisco Ram6n de Larumbe (1784). He was
succeeded (1797) by D. Sim6n de Casaviella L<5pez
del Cast illo, who during the war of independence saved
Tudela from severe measures of retaliation ordered by
the French general Lefevre. The third bishop was
D. Juan H anion Santos de Larumbe y Larravoz
(1817), and the fourth and last D. Ram6n Maria
Azpetitia Saenz de Santa Maria (1819), who founded
the Seminary of Santa Ana in a former house of the
Jesuits. The seminary was re-established in 1x46 in

a former Carmelite convent. The last bishop died at
Viana on 30 June, 1844.

The Concordat of 1851 suppressed this diocese,
since which time it has been administered by the bish-
ops of Tarazona on whom the title of Administrator
Ai)ostolic of Tudela has been cimferred. The cathe-
dral dedicated to Nuestra Seiiora de la Blanca dates
from the end of the twelfth and the beginning of the
thirteenth century. It has a very notable fji^ade.

There are in Tudela a college of the Jesuits, chari-

table institutions conducted by the Sisters of Charity:
the ho.spital of Nuestra Senora de Graqia, founded
in the sixteenth century by D. Miguel de Eza; the
Real Ca.sa de Misericordia founded by Dona Maria
Hugarte in 1771 and the "Hospitalillo" for orphan
children founded in 1.596 by D. Pedro Ortiz.
Madrazo, Navarro y LogroHn in Espafta, sus monumentos y

arles: III (Barcelona, 1886); de la Fuente in Espana sagrada,
I (Madrid. 1866).

Ram6n Ruiz Amad6.

Tuguegarao, Diocese of (TuGrEGARAONENsi.s),
in the Phili|ipines, is situated in the north-eastern
section of the Island of Luzon, and embraces the three
civil Provinces of Cagayan, Isabela, and Nueva Vis-
caya, and the two groups of the Batanes and I$abuy-
anes Islands. It was erected on 10 April, 1910, being
separated from the ancient Diocese of Nueva Segovia,
erected in 1595. For two hundred years the seat
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of the Diocese of Nueya Segovia was located at

Lalloc on the Cagayan K'iver, a city which hes within

the present Lmits of the new Diocese of Tuguegarao.
The history of the Catholic Church in the Cagayan
Valley for the three hundred years preceding the

Spanish-American War is practically the history of

the Spanish Dominican Fathers in this territory.

The diocese counts (1912) 23 native secular priests,

two Spanish seculars, 17 Spanish Dominicans and
7 Belgian missionaries. There is a boys' college in

charge of the Dominican Father.?, and a girls' academy
under the direction of the Sisters of St. Paul of

Chartres. The population, which is entirely native,

numbers about 200,000. With the exception of a
few thousand Aglipayans they are all Catholics. The
first Ijishop, the Rt. Rev. Maurice Patrick Foley,

was appointed on 10 September, 1910.

Maurice Foley.

Tulancingo, Diocese of (de TtrLANCiNGo),in the

Mexican lii-pulilic, suffragan of Mexico. Its area is

about M)00 s(iiiaro miles, that is to say, almost that of

the State of Hidalgo, in which the diocese is situated.

It comprises the greater part of the State of Hidalgo,

with the exception of a few parishes situated in the

western part, and which belong to the Archbishopric

of Mexico; but in return it has a few parishes in the

State of Vera Cruz. Its population is 641,895 (1910).

The bishop lives in the town of Tulancingo (popula-

tion, 8000), although the capital of the state is the

important mining town of Pachuca, situated 7962 feet

above the level of the sea, with a population of about

38,620 inhabitants (1910). The Gospel was first

preached in this territory in the first half of the six-

teenth century by the Franciscan Fathers shortly

after their arrival in Mexico; they then founded a
convent at Tulancingo, whose first guardian was the

venerable Father Juan Padilla, who died from the re-

sults of an assault made by the unfaithful Indians of

New Mexico. The Augustinian Fathers also worked
in this region.

On 16 March, 1863, Pius IX made this see suffragan

of the Archbishopric of Mexico. When created, many
asked that the episcopal see be in the city of Hue-
jutla; preference was given, however, to the city of

Tulancingo. This new see was formed from thirty-

eight parishes of the Archbishopric of Mexico, and
from sixteen taken from the Bishopric of Puebla. It

has 1 seminarj' with 40 students; 39 parochial schools;

5 Catholic colleges, and about 2352 students; there are

6 Protestant colleges with 255 students, and 6 Protes-

tant churches. The town of Tulancingo existed long

before the conquest; it is said to have been founded

by the Toltecas in a. d. 697 and bore the name of

ToUantzinco. Its most noted building is the cathe-

dral, built in the beginning of the nineteenth century.
Vera, Catecismo geogrdfico hUtdrico estadistico de la igl. m^-x.

(Amecameca, 18S1).

Camillu.s Crivelli.

Tulasne, Lodis-Ren6, a noted botanist, b. at

Azay-le-Rideau, Dept. of Indre-et-Loire, France,

12 Sept., 1815; d. at Hyeres in southern France 22

Dec, 1885. He studied law at Poitiers, but later

turned his attention to botany and worked tmtil

1842 in company with Auguste de Saint-Hilaire on
the flora of Brazil. He was an assistant naturalist at

the Museum of Natural History at Paris 1842-72;

after this he retired from active work. In 1845 he was
elected a member of the Academy to succeed Adrien de

Jussieu. Tulasne was a very industrious, skilful, and
successful investigator. He published at Paris nu-

merous botanical works, the first appearing in 1845;

he first wrote on the jihanerogamia, as for instance, on

the leguminosa; of South America, then on the crypto-

gamia, and especially on the fungi. He gained a

world-wide reputation by his microscopic study of

fungi (the science of mycology), especially by his in-

vestigation of the small parasitic tungi,reseaTcheswhich
threw much light on the obscure and complicated his-

tory of the'r e\'olution. In this science he worked in

collaboration with his brother Charles (b. 5 Sept.,

1816; from 1843 a physician at Paris; d. at Hyeres,
21 Aug., 1885). The chief publications issued by
the two brothers are: "Fungi hypogaei" (fol., Paris,

1851), and "Selectafungorumcarpologia" (3 vols. fol.,

Paris, 1861-65), a work of the greatest importance for

mycology, particularly on account of the splendid
illustrations in the sixty-one plates. Tulasne wrote
numerous mycological treatises for various periodi-

calssuchasthe "Annalesdes sciences nat."; "Archives
du museum"; "Comptes rendus"; "Botanische Zei-
tung". He left his botanical library to the Catho-
lic Institute of Paris. Tulasne openly acknowledged
his desire to glorify God by his scientific labours. Sev-
eral genuses of fungi, as weO as several species, are
named after Tulasne, as Tulasneinia, Tulasnella.

Sachs, Oescli. der Botanik (Munich, 1875) ; .Magnus, Xekrulog
in Berichte der deutschen botanischen Gesellschaft, IV (Berlin,
1887).

J. S. Rompel.

Tulle, Diocese of (Tutelensis), comprises the
Department of Correze. It was suppressed by the
Concordat of 1802, which joined it to the See of

Limoges, but was theoretically re-established by the
Concordat of 1817, and de facto re-erected by Bulls

dated 6 and 31 October, 1822. It is suffragan of

Bourges. According to legends which grew up in

later years around the St. I^Iartial cycle, that saint,

who had been sent by St. Peter to preach, is said to

have restored to life at Tulle the son of the governor,

Nerva, and to have covered the neighbouring coun-
try with churches. By some of the legends St. Mar-
tin of Tours is made founder of the Abbey of Tulle; by
others, St. Calmin, Count of Auvergne (seventh cen-

tury). Robbed of its possessions by a powerful
family, it recovered them in 930 through the efforts of

a member of the same family, Viscount .4dhemar, who
left a reputation for sanctity. St. Odo, Abbot of

Cluny, reformed it in the tenth century. .John XXII
by a Bull dated 13 August, 1317, raised it to episcopal

rank; but the chapter remained subject to monastic
rule and was not secularized until 1514. Among the

bishops of Tulle were: Hugues Roger, known as Car-
dinal de Tulle (1342-43), who was never consecrated,

and lived with his brother Clement VI; Jean Fabri

(1370-71), who became cardinal in 1371; Jules Mas-
caron, the preacher (1671-79), who was afterwards

Bishop of Agen; Leonard Berteaud, preacher and
theologian (1842-78). St. Rodolphe of Turenne,
Archbishop of Bourges, who died in 866, founded,

about 855, the Abbey of Beaujieu in the Diocese of

Tulle. The Charterhouse of Glandier dates from

1219; the Benedictine Abbey of Uzerche was founded
between 958 and 991; Meymac Prion,-, which became
an abbey in 1146, was founded by Archambaud III,

\'iscount de Conborn.
Urban II on his way to Limoges from Clermont

(1095) passed near Tulle. St. Anthony of Padua
dwelt for a time at Brive, towards the end of October.

1226; and the pilgrimage to the Grotto of Brive is the

only existing one in France in honour of that saint.

Pierre Roger, who became pope under the name of

Clement VI, was a native of Maumont in the diocese.

In 1352 the tiara was disputed between Jean Birel,

general of the Carthusians, who had been prior of

Glandier, and Etienne Aubert, who became pope un-

der the name Innocent VI, and was a native of

Chdteau-des-Monts in the Diocese of Tulle. In 1362

Hugues Roger, Cardinal of Tulle, brother of Clement
VI, refused the tiara; in 1370 Pierre Roger, his

nephew, became pope under the name of Gregory XI.

At Tulle and in Bas (Lower) Limousin, everj- year, on

the vigil of St. John the Baptist, a feast is kejjt which

is known as k lour dc la lunade (the change of the
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moon) ; it is a curious example of the manner in which
the Church was able to sanctify and Christianize
many pagan customs. Legend places the institution

of this feast in 1346 or i:i4S, about the time of the
Black Death. It would seem to have been thq result

of a vow made in honour of St. John the Baptist.

M. Maximin Deloche has shown that this legend is

baseless; that the worship of the sun existed in Gaul
down to the .seventh century, according to the testi-

mony of St. Eligius, and that the feast of St. John's
Nativity, 24 June, was substituted for the pagan fes-

tival of the summer .solstice, so that the lour de la

lunade was an old pagan custom, sanctified by the

The Cathllu

Church, which changed it to an act of homage to St.
John the Baptist.

Among the saints specially honoured in, or con-
nected with the diocese, besides those already men-
tioned, are: St. Fereola, martyr (date uncertain); St.
Martin of Brive, disciple of St. Martin of Tours, and
martyr (fifth centurj-; ; St.Duminus, hermit (early sixth
centurj'); at .\rgentat, St. Sacerdos, who was Bishop
of Limoges when he retired into solitude (sixth cen-
tury); St. Vincentianus (Viance),hennit (seventh cen-
tury); St. Liberalis, Bishop of Embnm, (lied in 940 at
Brive, his native place; St. Reynier, provost of Beau-
lieu, died at the beginning of the tenth century; St.
Stephen of Obazine, b. about lOS.i, founder of the
monasterj' for men at Obazine, and that for women at
Coyroux; St. Bertholii of Malcfayde, first general of
the Carmehtes, and whose brother Aymeric was Patri-
arch of Antioch (twelfth centurj). Etienne Baluzc,
the learned historian (16.58-1718), was a native of
Tulle, and the missionary Dumoulin Borie (1808-38),
who was martyred in Tonquin, was bom in the dio-
cese. The chief pilgrimages of the diocese are: Notre-
Dame-de-Belpeuch, at Camps, dating from the ninth
or tenth centun.'; Xotre-Dame-fie-Chastre at Bar,
datingfrom the seventeenth centurj-; Xotre-Dame-du-
Pont-du-Salut, which goes back totheseventeenth cen-
turj-; Notre-Dame-du-Roe at Ser\'i^res, dating from
1691; Notre-Dame-fi'Eygurande, dating from 1720;
Notre-Dame-de-La-Buissidre-Lestard. which was a

place of pilgrimage before the seventeenth century;
Notre-Dame-de-La-Chabanne at Ussel, dates from
1140; Notro-Dame-de-Ponnacorn at Neuvic, dating
from the end of the fifteenth centurj-.

Before the application of the Law of 1901, the Dio-
cese of Tulle contained Carthusians, Franciscans, Sul-
picians, Assumptionists, Fathers of the Third Order
of St. Francis of Assisi, and manj- teaching congrega-
tions of Brothers. The teaching .Sisters of the Sacred
Heart of Marj- had their mother-house at Triegnac.
The religious congregations were in charge of 6 nur-
series, 2 orphanages for boj-s, 5 ori'hanages for girls,

1 Good Shepherd Home, 1 home for the poor, 15 hos-
pitals or hospices, 10 district nursing institutions, and
1 lunatic asj-lum. At the time of the breach of the
Concordat in 190.5 the diocese had 318,422 inhabi-
tants, 34 first-class parishes, 255 succursal parishes,
and 71 curacies r;uiil"irtr.l t,v the State.

Gallia Christiann ,11 1 7.'il), 661-80, instrum.. 203, 320;
Champevai,, Le B'l I'Tique et TeUgimx; Ceographie
de la Corrize (2 voif.. I. l-- -, lsU4. 1899); PonLBBi

6

re, ffis-
ioire du diocise de TiUle (lulie. 18S5): Idem, Dictionnaire archio-
logique et historique des paroisses'du diocese de Tulle (2 vols..
Tulle, 1894-99); Champeval, Cartulaire de I'abbaye b^dictine
St- Martin de Tulle (Brive, 1903); Deloche, Mtmoire sur la pro-
cession dite de la Lunade et les feux de Saint Jean a Tulle in
Mimoires de VAcademie des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres, XXXII
(1891); Les principaux sanctuaires consacres n la Sainte Vierge
ou diucHe de Tulle (2d ed.. Tulle, 1886) ; Niel, Hist, des ivlques
de T. ill Bull, de la soc. hist, de la Corrize (1880 4).

Georges Goyau.

Tunic.—Bv tunic is understood in general a vest-
ment .shaped like a sack, which has in the closed upper
part onlv a slit for putting the garment over the head,
tmI, on the sides, either sleeves or mere sUts through

1
1
ich the arms can be passed. The expressions under-

iuic or over-tunic are used accordinglj- as the tunic
IS emploj-ed as an outer vestment or under another.
A tunic that reaches to the feet is called a gown" tunic
[tunica talaris, Gr. iroS-^pris) \ a tunic without sleeves
or with short sleeves is called colobium; one which
leaves the right shoulder free, exomis (f^wfus). By
funic {tuniceila) is understood in hturgical language
that sacerdotal upper vestment of the subdeacon
which corresponds to the dalmatic of the deacon.
.\rpording t« present usage the dalmatic and tunic are
alike both as regards form and ornamentation. They
also agree in the manner of use as well as in the fact
that the tunic, like the dalmatic, is one of the essential
vestments worn at the pontifical Mass by the bishop.
It is unneceesarj- here to go into full details, but it

will suffice in regard to form, ornamentation, and use
to refer to what is said under dalmatic (q. v.). As
regards the form, according to the directions of the
" Caremoniale Episcoporum", the tunic should be
distinguished from the dalmatic bj- narrower sleeves,

but this is hardly observed even in the pontifical

tunic, which is worn under the dalmatic. The bishop
himself puts the tunic on the newly-ordained sub-
deacon with the words: "Maj- the Lord clothe thee
with the tunic of joj- and the garment of rejoicing.

In the name", etc.

History.—AccoriUng to a letter of Pope .Saint

Gregory the Great to Bishop John of Syracuse, the sub-
diaconal tunic wiis, for a time, customary at Rome as
earlj- as the six-th centurj-. Gregory, however, sup-
pres.sed it and returned to the older usage. From
this time on, therefore, the Roman subdeacon once
more wore the planela (chasuble) as the outer gannent
until, in the ninth century, the tunic again came into

use among them as the outer vestment. As early as
the sixth centurj-. a subdiaconal tunic was worn in

Spain, which, according to the ninth canon of the
sj-nod of Braga, was hardlj- or not at all distinguish-

able from the diaconal tunic, the so-called alb. No
notice of a tunic worn by subdcacons has been pre-
served from the pre-CaroIingian era in Gaul, j-et such
a vestment was \indoubtedly in use in France as in

Spain. There is certain proof of its use in the PVankisb
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kingdom at the beginning of the ninth century, both

from the testimony of Amalar of Metz and from va-

rious inventories. About the close of the year one

thousand the tunic was so universally worn by sub-

deacons as a liturgical upper vestment that it was
briefly called vestts siiJ'ilincdnalis or subdiaconale. As
early as the first Human Ordo the tunic is found as

one "of the papal pontifical vestments under the name
of dalmalica minor, dalmalica linea. The Roman
deacons also wore it under the dalmatic, while only

the tunic and not the dalmatic was part of the liturgi-

cal dress of the Roman cardinal-priests and heb-

domadal bishops. Outside of Rome also the pontifical

vestments frequently included only the tunic, not

tunic and dalmatic together, or, as was more often

the case, the dalmatic without the tunic. Not until

the twelfth century did it become general for the

bishop to wear both vestments at the same time, that

^,
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so the Arabic possessions in Sicily and Sardinia. The
St of the Aghlabite dynasty made Tunis the capital of

e countrj', and gave the name of the city to the entire

(untry. In 908 the Aghhibite dynasty was over-

irown by Obeid Allah, founder of the dynasty of the

itimites, which in the course of the tenth century
nquered the whole of North Africa. After the con-

lest of Egj-pt the P^Uimitcs transferred the seat of

leir power to Cairo and gave the regions in Western
frica in fief to the Zirite family in 972.

From the middle of the twelfth century Tunis was
lied by the Almohade dynasty, which, weakened by
s struggles with the Christian kingdoms of Spain,

as driven out of Tunis in 1206 by a Berber, Abii
af>, who founded the dynasty of the Hafsites that
ill 1

1 until 1.574. In 1240 Eastern Algeria was united
1 Tiiiiis. Thus in the course of time the great cen-
:ih/i d Arabic Empire was replaced in North Africa
V -I'vcral independent states, such as Morocco,
l^i> i<. and Tunis. In this way the strength of Is-

111. a< contrasted with that of Christian Western
iii'Iii'. was weakened, and the Christian countries
I ! now able to prepare to attack the Mohammedan

Thus, King St. Louis of France undertook a
against Tunis in 1270 which was unsuccessful;

Himself died the same year during the siege of

H I iiy of Tunis. During the last centuries of the
Hill 'val era Tunis was the most flourishing of the
'crih African countries; the cities of Tunis and Kair-
:iii were centres of Eastern civilization and learning.

Till' rule of the Arabic Emirs in Tunis was over-
irnwii by the Turks. Turkish corsairs led b}' the

' n^negade Horuk Barbarossa appeared in the
!i part of the Mediterranean about 1.510. By
my won over the ruler of Tunis, Mulci Mo-

a: . i-d, who permitted them to make the City of

iiiii- ihe base for their piratical expeditions. In a
1' time Horuk Barbaros.sa gathered a large fleet

I chiefly by Turks, and became master of the
Algiers and several towns along the African
His brother, Khair al-Din Barbarossa, in-

! :- 1 the-se possessions on the coast and sought to

i\ I Ins conquests permanence by placing them under
III -Mzirainty of the Porte. When disputes over the
Hi ' i s-iiin to the throne arose in the Hafsite dynasty,
'>ai ' iiiissa skilfully used the opportunity to over-
la i^ Mulei Ha-ssan and to make himself the ruler of

Mulei Hassan appealed to the Emperor
- V, who responded by landing near Carthage
fleet, capturing Tunis and Goletta in July,

.i.ii. and liberating nearly 20,000 Christian slaves.

ilulei

Hassan was restored to power in Tunis as a
panish vassal, but was obhged to promise to sup-
ress Christian slavery in his domain, to grant re-

gious liberty, and to close his ports to the pirates,

s a pledge Spain retained the citadels of Tunis and
roletta, which it garrisoned. On the way home the
Spanish fleet completed the destruction of Carthage,
»ut failed in an attack on Algiers. Mulei Hassan,
vho was hated by his people, was overthrown in 1542
>y his own .son Mulei Hamid. When in 1.570 the
furks entered Tunis from Algiers Mulei Hamid ap-
)ealed to Spain for aid, and as a result Tunis was
•ai)turod Vjy Don Juan of Austria in 1573. Jealous
)f his half-brother, however. King Phihp recalled him
ind offered no resistance when the Turks conquered
he entire country in 1.574. Thus the military su-
)remacy of the Turks was estabhshed in Tunis. The
eal masters of the country were the Turkish garrisons,

)eside whom the dey, appointed by the Sultan as the
)os.sessor of the highest authority, was a mere
ihadow. As early as the administration of the third
ley, the bey, Murad, originally an officer to collect

he tribute, gained the chief authority for him.self and
na<le it hereditary in his family.
Like Algiers and Morocco, Tunis develo|)e<i in this

icriod into a much dreaded pirate state. The Tunis-

ian galleys sailed along all the coasts of the Mediter-
ranean, devastating and plundering. They stopped
foreign ships on the open sea and dragged them as
prizes to Tunis, where the cargo would be discharged
and the crew and passengers sold as slaves. For a
long time Christian Western Europe did nothing to

put an end to this impudent piracy. Although the
English Admiral Blake in 166.5 burned nine large

Tunisian pirate ships in the harbour of Porto Farina,
yet, as the struggle against the pirates was not con-
tinued, no permanent improvement of conditions was
attained. At a later date treaties were made between
Tunis and the powers interested in commerce in the
Mediterranean. Venice, Spain, Portugal, England,
Holland, Denmark, and even the Ll^nited States paid
an annual tribute to Tunis. In return Tunis bound
itself not to attack the ships that sailed under the flag

of the treaty-making ])owcrs. For two hundred
years Europe endured this nest of pirates. For Tunis
it was a brilliant period in which enormous treasures
accumulated in the covmtry, and during which the
supremacy of the Porte w;is almost nominal.
The nineteenth century completely altered the situ-

ation. Sharp resolutions against piracy in the Mediter-
ranean were passed by the Congress of Vienna and
England was authorized by the powers to enforce
these resolutions by sending a fleet against the pirati-

cal countries. In 1816 Lord Exmouth, by the bom-
bardment and partial destruction of the City of Al-

giers, forced the ruler of Algiers to put an end to

Christian slavery. The terrified Bey of Tunis also

promised to do the same, yet. in spite of this, Christian
ships were repeatedly attacked by Tunisian vessels.

When in 1830 the French began the conquest of Al-
giers, Tunis at first aided the Algerian leader Abd el

Kader, but in retaliation the French forced Tunis to

suppress piracy completely, to yield an island on the
coast, and to pay a sum of money. Alarmed at the
danger from France, the Porte now sought to form
closer relations with Tunis and to make the country
an immediate Turkish province. These efforts,

which were successful at that date in Tripoli, failed in

Tunis on account of the opposition of French diplo-

macy. In order to be better able to maintain his

position in regard to the Porte, the Bey Sidi Ahmed
(1837-55) entered into closer relations with France,
and even tried to introduce western reforms; in 1842
he abolished slavery, and in 1846 the slave-trade.

Under French and English influence his cousin Sidi

Mohammed (1855-59) introduced liberal legislation

and reorganized the administration. His brother
Mohammed es-Sadok (1859-82) even gave the
country a liberal constitution in 1861, but had to

withdraw it owing to the opposition of the Arabs and
Moors. His extravagant tastes forced the bey to

borrow money, thus bringing him into financial

dependence on France, which showed more and more
undisguisedly its desire to control Tunis. However,
the Franco-German War (1870-71) forced France to

restrain its hand.
In 1871 the sultan granted the hereditary right to

rule according to primogeniture to the family of the
bey and abandoned all claim to tribute, in return for

which the bey promised not to go to war without the
permis.sion of the Porte, and to enter into no diplo-

matic negotiations with foreign powers. France pro-
tested against this and would not recognize the suze-

rainty of the Porte over Tunis, but could not enforce its

protests. In the years succeeding the foreign element
in Tunis constantly gained in importance, and the
ItaUan Government, e.-specially, sought to acquire a
strong economic' position in the country. France
began to fear that .she might be outwitted by Italy in

Tunis, so in 1881 she used the disturbances on the
boundary of Algiers and Tunis as a pretext for mili-

tary interference. In April, 1881, in spite of the pro-
tests of the bey and the PortCj an army of 30,000
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French soldiers advanced from Algiers into Tunis, and
readily overcame the resistance of the tribes. A
French fleet appeared before the capital, and a

squadron landed at Biserta a brigade which advanced
against the City of Tunis from the land side. Unable
to oppose this force, the bey was obliged to sign on

12 May the Treaty of Kasr el-Said, also called the

Bardo TTreaty, which transformed Tunis into a French

protectorate. The revolt of the native tribes against

the French was crushed in the years 1881-82. Al-

though at the beginning of the expedition France had
declared that the occupation would only be a tem-

porary one, yet ever since then the French have
remained in the country. Economically the control

by an European power has proved advantageous to

the country. Mohammed es-Sadok was succeeded

by his brother Sidi Ah Pasha (1882-1902), who was
followed by his son Sidi Mohammed.
The regency of Tunis has an area of 45,779 sq. miles

and contained, in 1911, 1,923,217 inhabitants, of

whom 1,706,830 were natives, 49,245 Jews, 42,410

French, 107,905 Itahans, 12,258 Engh.sh and Maltese,

1307 Spanish. PoUtically, Tunis forms a French pro-

tectorate; France represents the country in foreign

relations, makes all the treaties with foreign powers,

decides as to peace and war. In return it protects the

bey against any threatened attack upon his land and

guarantees the state debt. In internal affairs the bey

has nominally the legislative power, but decrees and

laws are not Valid until they have received the signa-

ture of the resident -general representing the French

Government. The budget is not submitted to the

bey for his approval until it has been discussed by the

ministerial council and examined by the French Gov-
ernment. The resident-general is the representative

of the French Government at Tunis, and is subordi-

nate to the French minister of foreign affairs. He
unites in his person all the authority of the French

Government, is the official intermediary between the

Tunisian Government and the representatives of

foreign powers, is the presiding officer of the min-

isterial council, and of all the higher administration of

Tunis. He can veto the actions of the bey, and in

case the bey fails to act he can order the necessary

regulations or open the way for them. The minis-

terial council consists of the resident-general, two
native ministers, and seven French ministers; the

council settles the most important matters and espe-

cially determines the budget. The two native min-

isters direct internal affairs, the administration of

justice for the natives, and the supervision of the

landed property of the natives. The other branches

of the administration are directed by the French

ministers. The administration of justice is a double

one: all legal di.sputes in which Europeans are con-

cerned are settled by French law; the natives are

under Mohammedan law. As regards the Catholic

Church Tunis forms the Archdiocese of Carthage;

cf. also the article Lavigerie.
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^ ^Joseph Lins.

Tunja, Diocese of (Tunquenensis), established
in 1880 as a suffragan of Bogota, in the Republic of

Colombia, South America. Its jurisdiction comprises
the territory of the Department of Boyaca, with a
Catholic population in 1911 of 400,000 souls; 145
priests; 153 parishes, and 159 churches and chapels.
The capital of the department and see of the bishop is

the City of Tunja, which before the arrival of the
Spaniards was, under the name of Hunza, the resi-

dence of the zaque, the sovereign of the Muisca In-
dians. It was founded on 6 Aug., 1538, by Captain
Gonzalo Suarez Rond6n, by order of the conqueror
Quesada. Emperor Charles V granted it the title of

city in 1681. The wealth and luxury of its ancient
founders can stiU be recognized in the coats-of-arms
carved over the stone entrances of its beautiful man-
sions. Prominent among its public buildings are: the
palace of the bishop, the cathedral, and the various
churches; the monastery of the Dominicans, and the
convent of the Santa Clara nuns. Public instruction

in the Department of Boyaci is under the supervision of

the governor of the department, assisted by a director

of public instruction. There are in the department
over 200 primary schools, with about 15,000 pupils

of both .sexes. Secondary instruction in Tunja is

given at various colleges supported by the depart-
ment, like the College of Boyacd and the normal
school for women; and at several Catholic institutions

such as the Christian Brothers' CoUege, the Academy
of Tertiary Sisters, and the College of the Presenta-

tion; for the education of the clergy there is the

diocesan seminary. There are also several Catholic

schools in other cities of the department, among
them the College of Jesus, Mary, and Joseph, under
the Christian Brothers; the College of the Presenta-

tion, in charge of the Sisters of Charity; the College of

Santa Rosa de Lima; and the College of St. Louis

Gonzaga, in Chiquinquir^. (See Colombia.)

Julian Moreno-Lacalle.

Tunkers (Ger. lutiken, to dip), a Protestant sect

thus named from its distinctive baptismal rite. They
are also called "Dunkards", "Dunkers", "Brethren",

and " German Baptists". This last appellation desig-

nates both their national origin and doctrinal rela-

tionship. In addition to their admission of the teach-

ing of the Baptists, they hold the following distinctive

beliefs and practices. In the administration of bap-

tism the candidate is required to kneel in the water

and is dipped foi-ward three times, in recognition of

the tliree Persons of the Trinity. Communion after

the manner of the primitive church is administered

in the evening; it is preceded by the love-feast or

agape, and followed by the kiss of charity. On cer-

tain occasions they also perform the rite of foot-wa,sh-

ing. Their dress" is characterized by unusual sim-

plicity. They refuse to take oaths, to bear arms, and

in so far as possible, to engage in law.suits. Then
foundation was due to a desire of restoring primitive

Christianity, and dates back to 1708. In that yeai

their founder Alexander Mack (1679-1735) received

believers' baptism with seven companions at Schwarz-

enau, in Westphalia. The little company rapidlj

made converts, and congregations were established

in Germany, Holland, and Switzerland. As thej

were subjected to persecution, they all emigrated tc

America between the years 1719 and 1729.

The first families settled at Germantown, Pennsyl-

vania, where a church was organized in 1723. Shorth

after some members, led by Conrad Beissel wh(

contended that the seventh day ought to be ol>

served as the Sabbath, seceded and formed th(

"Seventh Day Baptists" (German; member.ship ir

1911, 2.50). "The Tunkers, nevertheless, prosperct

and, in .spite of set-backs caused by the Hevolul ionarj

and Civd Wars, spread from Ponnsyh-ania to iiuuij

other states of the Union, and to Canada. Foreigi
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lissionary work and the foundation of educational

istitutions were inaugurated in the decade 1870-

580. About the same time the demands for the

loption of a more progressive and liberal church
olicy became more and more insistent, and in 1881-

2 led to division. Two extreme parties, "the Pro-
essives" and the "Old Order Brethren", separated

om the main body, which henceforth was known
the "Conservative Tunkers". These obey the

inual conference as the central authority, and have
ministry composed of bishops or elders, ministers,

11(1 deacons. They maintain schools in various

at. s, own a printing plant at Elgin, Illinois, and
iililish the"Gospel Messenger" as their official organ.
.Membership, 3006 ministers, 880 churches, 100,000
>niniiinicants.) The Progressives hold that the

(•( isioiis of the annual conference do not bind the

iulividual conscience, that its regulations concerning

ilain attire need not be observed, and that each con-
i'l'gation shall independently administer its own
iffairs. (Statistics, 186 ministers, 219 churches, 18,607
onimunicants.) The Old Order Brethren are unal-
terably attached to the old practices; they are opposed
^ liigh schools, Sunday schools, and missionary activ-

y; they have still, according to the long prevalent
ustom of the sect, an unsalaried ministry and are
xtinnely plain in dress. (228 ministers; 75 churches;
01 in communicants.)

Ill'- -f;itistic3 throughout are those of Carroll in Christian
y '7^ fMew York, 26 Jan., 1911). Beside the minutes of the
nni; l! Meeting, consult on the doctrine: Mack, A Plain View
'<

. liilex and Ordinances of the House of God (Mt. Morris, 1888),
i! ^IM LER, Doctrine of the Brethren Defended (Indianapolis,

I'liCMBAUOH, History of the German Baptist Brethren in
fid America (Elgin, 189!)); Falkenstein. History of the

iinptist Brethren Church (Lancaster. 1901); Holsinqer,
fihe Tunkers and the Brethren Churches (.OaUand, 1901);

]i I 1 N. The Dunkers (New York, 1906).

N. A. Weber.

Tunstall, Cuthbert, Bishop of London, later of

)urhaTii, b. at Hackforth, Yorkshire, in 1474; d.

t I.aiTibeth Palace, 18 Nov., 1559. He studied
uth at O.xford and Cambridge, finally graduating
.1, I), at Padua. Being an accompli.shed scholar
nib. in theology and law, as well as in Greek and
I'lmw, he soon won the friendship of .\rchbishop
\nil iru, who on 25 Aug., 1511, made him his chan-
• ll< I , .end shortly after rector of Harrow-on-the-Hill.
I' 1 ' ramesuccessively a canon of Lincoln (1514) and
1' li iracon of Chester (1515). He began his diplo-

I
' i lareer as amba.ssador at Brussels, in conjunction

I 1 1
Su- Thomas More, and there he lodged with Eras-

I')- liiToming the intimate friend of both of them.
niilii r preferments and emb.a,ssies fell to his lot, till

I ! "_'J he was appointed Bi-shop of London by papal
Mil. On 25 May, 1.523, he became keeper of the
ral; but neither the work this entailed nor
iibassies prevented him from making a visita-

liis diocese. A visit to Worms (1520-1) had
I his eye.s to the dangers of the Lutheran move-
iricl the evils ari-^ing from heretical literature.

II 1 ]]' divorce question Tunstall acted as one of Queen
\atliirine's counsel, but he endeavoured to dissuade
w r fr.wii appealing to Rome. On 21 PVb., 1.529-.30,

II- '.vas tran.slated by the pope from the Diocese of
nrili.n to the more important See of Durham, a step

vlii ii involved the .•ussimijit ion of f|uasi-regal power
ml authority within the bi.shopric (see Durham,
\m II \t C.\TiioLir DiocKSE of). During the trou-
il 'I \i;irs that followed, TunstiiU wa.s far from iini-

I'liic ihe constancy of Fisher and More, yet he ever
1' 11 i'« Catholic doctrine ;ind practices. He adopted
I

!
' Ii ly of passive obedience and acquiescence in

natters with which he could have had no sym-
With regard to the suppression of the mon-

I -. the king's ministers so feared his influence
hat they prevented his attendance at Parliament.
In 1.5.37 Tunstall was given the onerous position of

President of the Council of the North, and Scottish

affairs occupied much of his attention. Towards the
end of Henry's reign he twice was sent on diplomatic
business to France. Under the protectorate of Som-
erset his religious position became very difficult, but
he yielded so far in compliance to the new changes
that Gardiner protested. But the lengths to which
the reformers went opened his eyes to the real sig-

nificance of the royal supremacy; a change came over
his attitude, and he staunchly maintained the Catho-
lic side, steadily opposing the abolition of chantries,
the Act of Uni-
formity, and the
law permitting
priests to marry.
He seems to have
hoped that War-
wick might be in-

duced to reverse

the anti-Catholic

policy of Somerset

,

but this hope soon
failed, and in 1551
he was summoned
to London and con-
fined to his house
there. During this

captivity he com-
posed his treatise,

"De Veritate Cor-
poris et Sanguinis
Domini nostri
Jesu Christi in

Eu charis t i a",
published at Paris
in 1554. At the
end of 1551 he was
removed to the
Tower, and a bill for his deprivation was introduced.
A\Tien this failed, he was tried by a commission (4-5
Oct., 1552) and deprived of his bi.shopric. On Mary's
accession he was liberated, and his bishopric, which
had been dissolved by Act of Parliament in March,
1553, wa,s re-established by a further .Act in April,
1554. Through Mary's reign he, being now an octo-
genarian, ruled his diocese in |k a.i'. i;iking little part
either in public affairs or in the pn^n ution of here-
tics; but on the accession of Mlizahil li his firmness in

resisting the fresh innovations marked him out for the
royal displeasure. He declined to take the oath of

supremacy, was summoned to London, and when or-

dered to consecrate Parker refused to do so. Shortly
afterwards he was deprived of his see (28 Sept., 1559)
and committed to Parker's care as a prisoner at Lam-
beth Palace, where within a few weeks he died. He
thus became one of the eleven confessor-bishops who
died prisoners for the Faith.

His works, exclusive of published letters and ser-

mon.s, are: "De Arte Supputandi Libri IV" (London,
1.522); "Confutatio cavillationum ciuibus SS. Eu-
charistiffi Sacramentum ab impiis Caphernaitis impeti
solet" (Paris, 1.5.52); "De veritate Corporis et San-
guinis Domini in Eucharistia Libri II" (Paris, 1554);
"Compendium in decern libros ethicorum Aristo-

telis" (Paris, 1554); "Certaine godly and devout
prayers made in L.atin by C. Tunstall and translated

into Englishe by Thomas Paynelle, Gierke" (London,
15.58). Much of his political correspondence is pre-

served in the British Museum. Despite his weakness
under Henry \']]\, we may endor.se the verdict of the

Anglican historian, Pollird, who writes (op. cit. inf.):

"Tunstall's long career of eighty-five years, for thirty-

seven of which he was a bishop, is one of the most con-
sistent and honourable in the sixteenth century. The
extent of the religious revolution under Edward VI
caused him to reverse his views on the royal suprem-
acy and he refused to change them again under
Elizabeth."
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The State Papers, domestic and foreign, for the reigna of

Henry VIII, Edward VI, and Mary, and the usual sources of

information for those reigns, too numerous for citation here, must
be referred to. No independent biography exists but among
recent writers the following should be consulted; Bradv, Epis-
copal Succession (Rome, 1877) ; Bbidgett-Knox, Queen Elizabeth

and the Catholic Hierard-.y (London, 1889); Pollard in Diet. Nat.

Biog., s. v.; Phillips, The Extinction of the Ancient Hierarchy
(London, 1905) ; Birt, The Elizabethan Religious Settlement (Lon-
don, 1907).

Edwin Burton.

Tunstall, Thomas, Venerable, martyred at

Norwich, 13 July, 1616. He was descended from the

Tunstalls of Thurland, an ancient Lancashire family

who afterwards settled in Yorkshire. In the Douay
Diaries he is called by the alias of Helmes and is

described as Carleolensis, that is, bom within the an-

cient Diocese of Carlisle. He took the College oath
at Douay on 24 May, 1607; received minor orders at

Arras, 13 June, 1609, and the subdiaconate at Douay
on 24 June following. The diary does not record his

ordination to the diaconate or priesthood, but he left

the college as a priest on 17 August, 1610. On reach-

ing England he waci almost immediately apprehended
and spent four or five years in various prisons till he

succeeded in escaping from Wisbech Castle. He
made his way to a friend's house near Lynn, where he
was recaptured and committed to Norwich G.aol.

At the next assizes he was tried and condemned
(12 July, 1616). The saintliness of his demeanour on
the scaffold produced a profound impression on the

people. There is a contemporary portrait of the

martyr at Stonyhurst, showing him as a man still

young with abundant black hair and dark moustache.
Challoner, Memoirs of Missionary Priests, II (London, 1742);

Thtrd Douay Diary, X, XI (Catholic Record Society, London,
1911); Foley, Records Eng. Prov. S.J., XII (London, 1879).

Edwin Burton.

Tunsted, Simon, English Minorite, b. at Norwich,

year unknown; d. at Bruisyard, Suffolk, 1369. Hav-
ing joined the Greyfriars at Norwich he distinguished

himself for learning and piety and was made a doctor

of theology. He filled several important ecclesiastical

charges, being at difTercnt times warden of the Fran-
ciscan convent at Norwicli, regent master of the

Minorites at Oxford (13.51), and twenty-ninth pro-

vincial superior of his order in England (1360). He
wrote a commentary on the "Meteora" of Aristotle,

improved the " Albeon " of Richard of Wallingford ; and
is the reputed author of another work, the "Quatuor
Principalia Musica?", a clear, practical, and very valu-

able medieval treatise on music. Davey gives a
thorough discussion of the authorship of this work,
which has been ascribed by different writers on the

history of music to Tunsted, to John Hanboys, and to

Thomas of Tewkesbury; but the arguments brought
forward by Davey show that it is certainly not the

work of either Hanboys or Thomas of Tewkesbury,
whilst his conclusion with regard to the first-named

writer is that "the grounds for ascribing it to Tun-
sted are admittedly insufficient; and internal evidence

points to the author being a foreigner either by birth

or education".
Davey in Diet. Nat. Biog., a. v.; Idem, Hist, of English Music.

Edward C. Phillips.

Turgot,.\NNB-RoBERT-J.ACQUES, Baron deL'Aulne,
French minister, b. at Paris, 10 May, 1727; d. there,

20 March, 17S1. In his youth he was destined for

the Church; he composed a treatise on the existence

of God, of which fragments remain, and one on the

love of God, which is lost. The year 17.50, during
which he w.as prior of the Sorbonne, marks the transi-

tion between the two periods of his life: on the one
hand, he delivered a discourse on the advantages
accruing to the human race from the Christian

religion, which showed him as still an ecclesiastic;

on the other, he delivered a discourse on the successive

pnigress of the human mind, in which the true and
f;ilse ideas of the philosophers were mingled ronfu-

Anne-Roberi^Jacques Turqot
Portrait by Du

sedly. In this discourse he foretold the separation from
England of the North American colonies. Early in

1751 the influence of "philosophy" prevailed over
Turgot's mind and he decided not to receive Holy
orders. In 1752 he entered the magistracy, was
master of requetes in 17.53, spending his leisure

time in the acquirement of further knowledge, and in

1761 became intendant at Limoges. In the Limousin
government Turgot inaugurated certain attempts in

conformity with the new ideas of the economists and
philosophers: free

trade in corn and
the suppression of

the taxes known
as corvees.

When, after a
short term in the
ministry of marine,
he was appointed
by Louis XVI
(24 Aug., 1774)
cont roller- general
of finances, he
profited by the
office which he
held for twenty
months to apply
in his general
policy the prin-

ciples of economic
Liberalism. This
caused popular
discontent, due especially to the rise in the
price of corn, but Turgot flattered himself that
he could quel! all opposition. The edict, by
which he substituted for the corvee a territorial

tax bearing on landed property, displeased the privi-

leged classes; that by which he suppressed the mait-

rises and jurandes, an act which the philosophers
regarded as an advance, destroyed the professional

organization which in the Middle Ages, under the

auspices of the Church, regulated economic activity

and which at present the syndicahst movement in all

countries is endeavouring to re-establish. Bj' depriv-

ing the Hotel Dieu of Paris of its privilege of selling

meat on Friday to the exclusion of the butchers, by
dispensing the owners of public vehicles from the

obUgation they were under of allowing their drivers

time on Sunday to hear Mass, and by attempting to

change the coronation oath which he found too favour-

able to the Catholics, Turgot displeased the clergy,

who accused him of indifference for the disciplinary

precepts of the Church. He was disgraced by Louis

XVI, 12 May, 1776. In his retirement he wrote for

Price, "R6flexions sur la situation des Ani^ricains des

Etats LTnis", and for FrankUn a treatise, "Des \Tais

principes de I'imposition". His works were edited

by Dussard and Daire (2 vols., Paris, 1844).
DuPONT DE Nemours, Memoires sur la vie et lex outrages de

Turgot (2 vols.. Paris, 1782) ; Foncin, Essai sur le ministere de

Turgot (Paris, 1877); Say, Turgot (Paris. 1.877; tr.. London, 1888);

Shepherd, Turgot and the Sir Edicts (New York, IQO.'i): de
S^OUR, Au couchant de la monarchic. Louis X VI et Turgot (Paris,

1910); Stephens, Li'e and Writings of Turgot (London, 1895).

Georges Goyau.

Turibius, Saint. See Toribio Alfonso Mogro-
VEJO, Saint.

Turin (Torino), Archdiocese of (Taurinfn-
sis).—The City of Turin is the chief town of ;i civil

province in Piedmont and was formerly the capital of

the Duchy of Savoy and of the Kingdom of S;inlinia.

It is situated on the left bank of the Po and the right

of the Dora Riparia, which flows into the Po not far

off. The surrounding flat country is fertile in grain,

pasturage, hemp, and herbs available for use in the

industries, while on the hills a delicious fungus, a

species of truffle, is found. The district is also rich

in iniiiends (a species of gneiss and granite), and
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(1. .ire five iiiiiicral sniiiips. 'I'lir piipiilalion is

(I.IMKI.

Ill -iiics the ruiniorous olemcnlaiy and intrrniedi-

( -rlH)()ls, public and private, there are a university

•
< lirlow), a musical lyceum, commercial and indus-

i:il schools. The Accademia Albertina (1652), for

tr line arts, possesses the precious Mossi Gallery

iaphael, Dolci, Caravaggio, Rubens, Van Dyck,
ipiici, Andrea del Sarto, Correggio, Luca Giordano,
uitcmo, and others, with cartoons of Leonardo da
inri and others). There is a royal academy of the

II 111 's (1757) and a royal commission on studies in

ill 111 history. The documents of the general ar-

11 . IS go back as far .as the year 934. Other institu-

iiii~ of sciences and arts are the military academy,
11' Scuola di Guerra, the practical school for the

iilliTV and engineers, and eiglit public libraries,

ill. iiK them the National (1714). The last-named

iiHams the precious Bobbio manuscripts and many
n 1 k and Egyptian papyri; in 1904 it was ravaged

\-
:i fire in which valuable manuscripts perished,

iinne them some which had not yet been thoroughly
iiiliiii. The Museum of Antiquities is of great

npiirtance, containing a number of marbles collected

iroughnut Piedmont besides one of the most com-
letr Egyptian collections in existence, that made by
iTiiarilino Drovetti, a French consul in Egj'pt.

.niihy of note also are the Royal Gallery (Pinaco-

11 and the zoological, mineralogical, geological,

n iii.inical, and the rich numismatical mu.seum (the

iMi; ~ niodallion). Benevolent institutions are the
iji' 11 Pia di S. Paolo, which includes the Pious
ii-i iMiic (iifficin pill) of Alms for the poor and dowries

ir Miuiig girls, and the Monte di PietS,. The hos-

iial- are tliose of S. Giovanni (fourteenth century),

f ill.- Order of Sts. Maurice and Lazarus, the Opera
'ia ill S. Luigi (1792), the Ophthalmic Hospital, the

'iiliiilingo (Piccola Casa delta Divina Providenza,

)iiniiiil in 1S27 for every kind of human misery, in

hiili about 7000 sick, aged, and infirm persons have
iiinil shelter), the Royal General Charity Hospice,

111 a-vlum of the Infanzia Abbandonata, theReale
villi ri;ii di Virtii (1580). The Opera Pia Barolo has
Til I its direction various charitable and educational

• if ions. For the Rifugio and Oratory of St.

- de Sales, see Bosco. Giovanni Melchior,
. sBLE (Don Bosco).

V 1
1 KCHES.—The cathedral, dedicated to St. John

111 IVaptist, stands on the site of three ancient

liM. his, and was built (1492-98) by Meodel Caprino,
. i' I in octagonal dome. .Attached to the cathedral is

!i' ' iiapel of the Santissimo Sudario, built by Guarini
I'l ' 1 . where is preserved in a casket a cloth believed
.1 1

I I lie shroud in which the Body of Christ was
VI i|i|iiii when it was taken down from the Cross.

rill Clmrch of Corpus Domini records a miracle

ivliK li took place during the sack of the city in 1453,

khen a soldier was carrying off an ostensorium con-

laining the Blessed Sacrament : the osten.sorium fell to

[he ground, while the Host remained suspended in air.

trhe present splendid church, erected in 1610 to re-

place the original chapel which stood on the spot, is

ihe work of Ascanio Vittozzi. The Consolata, a
sanctuary much frequented by pilgrims, stands on the
site of the tenth-century mona-stery of .S. Andrea, and
is the work of Guarini. It was sumptuously restored

in 1903. Outside the city are: S. ^laria Ausiliatrice,

i-rected by Don Bosco; the Gran Madre di Dio,
srected in 1818 on occasion of the return of King
Victor Emanuel I; S. Maria del Monte (I5S.3) on the
Monte dei Cappucini; the Basilica of Superga, with a
dome 244 feet high, the work of Juvara, built by
Amedeo II ex vntn for the deliverance of Turin (1706),

and which has served since 1772 as a royal mausoleum.
Prof.\ne Edifices.—The Royal Palace (1646-58)

contains various splendidly decorated halls and an
extremely rich collection of arms of all periods and all

peoples, as well as the king's library. Under the
palace the remains of a Roman theatre were discov-
ered. The Palazzo Madaiiia stands on the site of the
old decuman gate, whii'h biiaine a castle in the Mid-
dle Ages and was repeatedly enlarged until, in 171S, it

was finally prepared by .luvara for Madama Reale, as
she was called, the widow of Charles Emanuel II. It

is now iiccupi<'d by the state archives and the observa-
tory. The Palazzo Carignano (16S0), a work of

Guarini, is the residence of the younger branch of Sa-
voy - Carignano,
now the reigning
house. This pal-

ace was occupied
bv the Parliament
from 1848 to 1864,
and now shelters

the Museum of

Natural History.
The Academy of

the Sciences, for-

merly a Jesuit

College (1679),
houses the Mu-
seum of Antiq-
uities and the
Pinacoteca. The
Palazzo di Citti,

or City Hall
(1669), the work
of Lanfranchi,
contains the Bib-
lioteca Civica.
There is also a
Museo Civico di

Belle Arti; and
the Mole Anto-
nelli.ana, 530 feet high, contains the Museo di

Risorgimento (1863). The city itself is laid out on
a very regular plan.

History.—Before the Roman conquest of the
Graian and Cottian Alps, Taurasia was already an
important city of the Taurini, a Ligurian people. In

218 B. c. Hannibal destroyed it. Under Augustus the

conquest was completed, and the city was named
Augusta Taurinorum; it probably continued, how-
ever, to form part of the dominions of Cottius, King
of Secusio (the modern Susa). In the war between
Otho and Vitellius, it was almo.st entirely burned
down. None of the l?oman monuments have sur-

vived except the Porta Palafina, commonly known as

the Towers, near which are the remains of a monu-
ment erected early in the second century in honour of

Attilius Agricola. In the fifth and sixth centuries the

city suffered from the invasions of the Burgundians
•and of Odoacer, and in the Gothic War. After the

Lombard invasion it became the capital of a duchy,
and four of its dukes—Agilulfus (589\ Arioaldus
(.590), Garibaldus (661), Ragimbertus (701)—became
kings of the Lombards. When the Lombard king-

dom fell, Turin became a residence of Frankish
counts until, in 892, it passed to the marquesses of

Ivrea, from whom, through the marriage of Adelaide
with Odo of Savoy (1046), it passed into the po.sse.s-

sion of the latter house. In 1130 the city was con-

stituted a commune, still remaining, however, under
the influence now of the counts of Savoy, now of the
mjirquesses of Saluzzo or of Monferrato, with whom,
as also with the emperors, they were frequently at

war. From 1280 on, it was .almost constantly under
the power of the House of Savoy, more particularlv

the Acaia branch (129.5-1418). After 14.")9 it w.as the
capital of the Duchy of Savoy. In 1.536 it fell into

the power of Francis I of France, who est.ablished a
parliament there; in 1.562 Emanuel Philibcrt recon-

qtiered it. In 1638, during the quarrel of the regency,

the city was besieged by the French and defended by
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Prince Thomas of Savoy. Still more memorable is

the siege of Turin in 1706, again at the hands of the

French, from which il wus xelieved by Prince Eugene
and by the sacrifice of Pietro Micca. During the

French occupation it was the capital of the Depart-

ment of the Po (179S-1S14), though it was in_the

hands of the Austro-Russian forces from May, 1799,

until June, 1800. In 1S21 the revolution against

Charles Emanuel broke out, and a provisional govern-

ment was set up, the king abdicating in favour of his

brother Charles Felix. After that, Turin was the

centre of all Italian movements for the union of the

Peninsula, whether monarchical or repubhcan. The
transfer of the capital of the Kingdom of Italy from
Turin to Florence, in 1864, caused another, though
not important, revolution (21, 22 September).
The most ancient traditions of Christianity at

Turin are connected with the martyrdom of Sts. Ad-
ventor, Solutor, and Candida, who were much ven-

erated in the fifth century, and were in later times

included in the Theban Legion. As to the episcopal

see, it is certain that in the earUer half of the fourth

century Turin was subject to Vercelli. Perhaps, how-
ever, St. Eusebius, Bishop of Vercelli, on his return

from exile, provided the city with a pastor of its own.
In any case St. Maximus can hardly be considered the

first Bishop of Turin, even though no other bishop is

known before him. This saint, many of whose homi-
lies are extant, died between 408 and 423. It was
another Maximus who lived in 451 and 465. In 494
Victor went with St. Epiphanius to France for the ran-

som of prisoners of war. St. Ursicinus (569-609)

suffered much from the depredations of the French.

It was then that the Diocese of Moriana (Maurienne)
was detaclied from that of Turin. Other bishops
were Rusticus (d. 691); Claudius (818-27), a copious,

though not original, writer, famous for his opposition

to the veneration of inuiges; Reginiirus (of uncertain
date, in the ninth century), who established a rule of

common life among liis canons; Amolone (880-98),

who incurred the ill-will of the Turinese and wjis

driven out by them; Gezone (1000), who founded the

monastery of the holy martyrs Solutor, Adventor, and

Candida; Landolfo (1037), who founded the Abbey
of Cavour and repaired the losses inflicted on his

Church by the Saracen incursions; Cuniberto (1046-
81), to whom St. Peter Damian wrote a letter exhort-
ing him to repress energetically the la.xity of his

clergy; Uguccione (1231-43), who abdicated the
bishopric and became a Cistercian; Guido Canaie
(1320), who founded a hospital at Pinerolo and
enlarged the cathedral; Thomas of Savoy (1328).
Under Gianfrancesco della Rovere (1510), Turin was
detached from the metropolitan obedience of Milan
and became an archiepiscopal see with MondoNi and
Ivrea for suffragans, other sees being added later on.
In the time of Cesare Cibo the diocese was infested
with the Calvinistic heresy, and his successors were
also called upon to combat it. Cardinal Gerolamo
della Rovere, in 1564, brought to Turin the Holy
Shroud and the body of St. Maurice, the martyr.
From 1713 to 1727, owing to difficulties with the

Holy .See, the See of Turin remained vacant. After
1848 Cardinal Luigi Fransoni (18.32-62) distinguished
liiinself by his courageous opposition to the encroach-
ments of the Piedmontese Government upon the

rights of the Churchy and in consequence was obliged
to live in exile. Notable among his successors arf

Cardinal Alimonda (1883-91), a polished writer, and
Cardinal Richelmy (1S97), the present incumbent ol

tlie see. The dioceses suffragan to Turin are Acqui
.\lba, Aosta, Asti, Cuneo, Fossano, Ivrea, Mondo\'i
Pinerolo, Saluzzo, and Susa. The archdiocese com-
l)ri.ses 276 parishes with 680,600 souls, 1405 seculai

and 280 regular priests, 35 communities of male and
51 of female religious, 15 educational establishmentf

for boys and 27 for girls. There are two Catholic dail)

newspapers, "Momento" and ''Italia Reale", twc
weeklies, and many other instructive and edifying

periodicals.
Cappelletti, Chiese d'llalia, XIV; Savio, Gli anlichi vescov.

del Piemonte (Turin, 1899), 281; Cibrario. Slorin di Torini

(Turin, 1846) ; Isaia, Torino e dintorni (Turin. 1909) ; Semeria
Sloria della chiesa di Torino (Turin, 1840); Guida commerciale <•(

amministrativa di Torino (Turin, 1911); Cenni storico-statistic.

delle istituzioni publiche e private di beneficenza e di assistenza de

Comunedi Torino (Turin. 1906); Rondolino, Itiscontidi Torino
in BoCletiino Slorico Subalpino (Pinerolo, 1901-02).

The University of Turin was founded in 1404

when the lectures at Piacenza and Pavia were inter-

rupted by the wars of Lombardy. Some of the pro-

fessors of theology, medicine, and arts at Piacenzt

obtained permission from Louis of Savoy-Acaia tt

continue their courses at Turin. This prince hac

obtained from the antipope Benedict XIII, in 1405

the pontifical privilege for a studiuin geywrale, and ii

1412 the permission of the emperor was likewise

granted. In the following year John XXIII con-

firmed the concessions of Benedict XIII renderec

necessary by the wars which had disturbed th(

sludiu7n'o{ Turin. The studium then comprised three

faculties: theology, law (canon and civil), medicine

(with arts and philosophy). The Archbishop o

Turin was always chancellor of the university. A;

at Bologna, therector continued for a long time to b(

chosen from their own body by the students, wlio ii

1679 represented thirteen nations. The professors

salaries were paid by the communes of Savoy; bu
from 1420 the clergy also contributed, and at a late

period the dukes. In the seventeenth century th(

university levied a tax on the Jews. Under Duki

Amedeo "VIII, the State began to restrict thi

autonomy of the stwiium by means of rifonnalor

and subjected the professors and students in erimina

matters to ordinary jurisdiction. From 1427 to 143(

the se.at of the university was temporarily trans

ferred to Chieri and Savignano (1434). The numbe
of salaried professors in the years 1456 and 1531

was twenty-five (only two of theology), but th(

number of" lecturers was much greater; e. g., in th

statutes of the theological faculty (1427-36) nineteei
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sters—eleven Franciscans and eight Dominicans
tre named. Among the distinguished professors

that age were the jurisconsult Claudio Seisello,

loted translator of many Greek classics, Pietro

ro, Cristoforo Castighone e Grassi, the physician
ainiero, and the theologian Francesco della Rovere,
erwards Sixtiis IV.

a 1536 the university was closed, owing to the

mco-Spanish war in Piedmont; in 1560 it was
established at Mondo^^ by Duke Emanuele Fili-

•to; in 1566 it was brought back to Turin, with
rs permitting increased state interference in the

lirs of tlie university. It acquired a great reputa-

n, which, however, decUned under Charles Em-
nuel I (15S0-1630), who, owing to the expenses of

wars, had to suspend his financial contributions

the Studium. In the seventeenth century the

cials of the respective nations granted the students
I right to interrupt the professors' lectures. Studies

.urally languished. In 1687 there were 3 professors

theology, 13 of law, 10 of medicine, 6 of arts. The
8 course did not then include the belles-lettres,

ich were taught in the Jesuit college. Victor
ledeo II granted a new constitution to the univer-

f Cl"20-29), which thenceforward was a purely

te institution; he also had the present building

cted after the design of Gio. Antonio Ricca. A
ral official was appointed to supervise the obser-

ice of the Statutes and to act as a censor of books.
)m 1729 the rector was chosen from among the

)fessors. At the same time the Collegio delle

ovincie was established for students not natives of

rin. The statutes contained a regulation strictly

iging the students to be present in the oratory of

! university on holy days of obhgation. On the
ler hand, the king ordered the professors of theology
observe neutrahty in questions concerning GaUi-
lism.

At the beginning of the French Revolution the
iversity declined rapidly; the school of anatomy,
instance, became a political club. Under Napo-

tn (1800-14) the studies were reorganized according
French methods; several new chairs were estab-

hed, and the revival in this sense was continued by
ospero Balbo. In 1821 the students, under the
pulse of the constitutional movement, rebelled,

d severe nieasures were adopted. Lectures were
atinued outside of the university. In the third

cade of the nineteenth century there were notable
itations in the theological faculty in favour of papal
allibility, and agitations brought about by the
)ralist Dettorri, who was afterwards exiled. During
e Revolution of July 1830, the university was closed,

d the scliools dispersed among different cities. In
45 the curriculum was re-organized. In the theo-
5ical faculty chairs of ecclesiastical history, oratory,

d Biblical exegesis were established. In 1860
is faculty was, here as elsewhere, abolished.

Among the distinguished professors of Turin since

e sixteenth century the jurist Gian Francesco Balbo
id the physician Giovanni Nevizzano are worthy
mention; after the restoration of the university,

e jurists Cuiacius and Pancirolus, the physicians
essed Giovenale Ancina (afterwards Bishop of

luzzo) and Lucillo Filalteo; the Greek scholar
sodoro Rendio, was called to the Collegio Greco by
regory XIII. Distinguished in the eighteenth
ntury were Vincenzo Gravina and Luigi Fantoni
e jurisconsults, the Augustinian GiuUo Accetta in

athematics, the Piarist Giambattista Beccaria, in

lysics, the Barnabite Sigismondo Gerdil, in ethics,

iambatti.sta Carburi and Vitaliano Donati in medi-
ae, the historian Carlo Denino, and Francesco
ntonio Chionio, the professor of canon law whose
ork "De regimine ecclesiae" caused scandal by
•ducing all religion (o internal worship, and leaving
18 control of the Church to the civil power; in the

nineteenth century: Father Peyron, professor of

Oriental languages, a celebrated Egyptologist, the
philologists Vallauri and Fabretti, the mathematician
and physicist Galileo Ferrari, the historian Balbo,
the physiologist Cesare Lombroso. The university

has 22 chairs of jurisprudence with 18 professors and
20 decent s; 24 chairs of physical and mathematical
sciences with 17 professors and 17 docents; 28 chairs

of medicine with 25 professors and 89 docents; 22
chairs of philosophy and literature with 19 professors

and 21 docents. In connexion with the medical
faculty are a school of pharmacy, various clinics,

laboratories, etc., as well as the laboratories, cabinets,

and astronomical ob.servatory of the other scientific

faculties. In 1910-11 there were 2204 students
enrolled.
Ammario delta R. Universitd di Torino (1876) : Vallauri,

Storia delle Universita degli Studi in Piemonle (Turin, 1875);
Bona, Delle cosliluzioni delV Universitd di Torino (Turin, 18.52).

U. Benigni.

Turkestan.—I. Chinese Turkestan.—WTien Jen-
ghiz Khan died (1227) his second son, Djagatai, had
the greater part of Central Asia for his share of the in-

heritance: his empire included not only Mdvard-un-
Nahr, between the Syr Daria and the Ainu Daria,
but also Ferghana, Badakhshan, Chinese Turkestan,
as well as Ivhorasan at the beginning of his reign; his

capital was Almaliq, in the Hi Valley, near the site of

the present Kulja; in the fourteenth century the
empire was divided into two parts: Mdvard-un-
Nahr or Transoxiana, and Moghulistan or Jabah, the
eastern division. In 1759 the Emperor K'ien Lung
subjugated the country north and south of the T'ien-
shan and divided the new territory into T'ien-shan
Peh-lu and T'ien-shan Nan-lu; in 1762 a military

governor was appointed and a new fortified town,
Hwei-yuan-ching, was erected (1764) near the site of

Kulja: a number of Manchus, from Peking and the
Amu, and Mongols were drawn to the new place and
later on there came a migration of Chinese from the
Kan-su and Shen-si Provinces. The local Moham-
medan chieftains are known as Pe-k'e (Beg) ; they are

classed in five degrees of rank from the third to the
seventh degree of the Chinese hierarchy: the most
important titles are Ak'im Beg (local governor), Ish-

khan Beg (assistant governor), Shang Beg (collector of

revenue), Hatsze Beg (judge), Mirabu Beg (superin-

tendent of agriculture).

The bad administration of the Chinese governors
was the cause of numerous rebellions; a great rising

took place against the Governor of Hi, Pi Tsing; at

the head was Jihanghir, son of Saddet All Sarimsak
and grandson of one of the Khoja, Burhan ed-Din;
unfortunate at finst, Jihanghir was victorious in Octo-
ber, 1825, and captured the four great towns of

T'ien-shan Nan-lu: Kashgar, Yangi-hissar, Yarkand,
and Khotan. The Chinese Emperor Tao Kwang
sent General Ch'ang Ling to fight the rebels. Jihan-
ghir was defeated and made a prisoner at K'artie-
kai (1828) and sent to Peking where he was put to

death in a cniel manner. On the other hand, the
establishment of Orenburg by the Russians, the ex-

ploration of the Syr Daria by Batiakov, the founda-
tion of Kazalinsk (1848) near the mouth of this river,

the exertions of Perovsky, the attacks of the Cos-
sacks against the Khanate of Khokand, had for result

the arrival of the Russians in the valley of the Hi

River. On 25 July, 1851, Col. Kovalevski signed
with the Chinese on behalf of the Russians at Kash-
gar a treaty regulating the trade at Hi (Kiilja) and at

Tarbagatai (Chugutrhak). In the meantime new
rebellions broke out after the death of Jihanghir:
in 1846 one of the Khoja, Katti Tor.ah, with the help
of his brothers took Kashgar, but w;is soon defeated
by the Chinese; in 1857 Wali Khan captured Kashgar,
Artosh, and Yangi-hiss.ar; and at last, the son of

Jihanghir, Burzuk Khan, with the help of Mohammed
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Yakub, son of Ismot IJlla,, born about 1820 at Pskeiit

in the Khanate of Khokaud, taking advantage of

the Mohammedan rebelHon of Kan-su, began a new
straggle against the Chinese. Yakub, having taken
Burzuk's place, subjugated Kashgar, Khotan, Aksu,
and the other towns south of the T'ien-shan, thus
creating a new empire; his capital was Yarkand, and
there he received embassies from England in 1S70 and
IS73 (Sir Douglas T. Forsyth) and from Russia in

1872 (Col. Baron Kaulbars).
To check the advance of Yakub to the west, the

Russians who ha<l captured Tashkent (27 June, 1865)
took possession of Hi, i. e. the north of the T'ien-shan,
on 4 July, 1871. When the Chinese had quelled the

Yun-nan rebellion after the surrender of Ta-li, they
turned their annies against the Mohammedans of the
north-west; the celebrated Tso Tsung-t'ang, Viceroy
of Kan-su and Shen-si, had been appointed com-
mander-in-chief; he captured Su-chau (Oct., 1873),

Urumtsi, Tih-hwa, and Manas (16 Nov., 1876) when
a wholesale massacre of the inhabitants took place;

the Russian Governor of Turkestan, General Kauff-
man, wrote a protest against these cruelties. The
task of the Chinese was rendered easy bv the death of

Yakub (29 May, 1877); Aksu (19 Oct., 1877), Yar-
kand (21 Dec.), Kashgar (26 Dec), and at last Khotan
(14 Jan., 1878) fell into theu- hands. The Chinese
then turned to the Russians to have Hi, occupied
temporarily, restored to them. Ch'ung-hou, sent

as an ambassador to St. Petserburg, signed at

Livadia in Oct., 1879, a treaty ceding to the Rassians
a large portion of the contested territory including
the Muz-Art Pass, giving them the privilege of selling

their goods not only at T'ien-tsin and Han-kou but
also at Kalgan, Kia-yu, Tang-shan, Si-ngan, and
Hanchung; permission was also granted to the Rus-
sians not only at Hi, Tarbagatai, Kashgar, and
K'urun, but also at Kiayii-kwan, Kobdo, Uliasut'ai,

Hami, Turfan, Urumtsi, and Kushteng. The treaty

was strongly attacked by the censor, Chang Chi-tung,
and Ch'ung-hou, tried by a high court, was sentenced
to death. War between Russia and China very
nearly broke out, but, thanks to the good offices of

foreign powers, a new embassy sent to Russia with
the Marquis Tseng arranged matters. A new treaty

was signed at St. Petersburg, 12 (24) Feb., 1881, and
Russia kept but the western part of the contested
territory, restoring the Pass of Muz-Art and giving

up some of the commercial privileges granted by the

Livadia Treaty.
After the Mohammedan rebellion had been crushed,

the territory was organized in 1878 and was called

Sin-Kiang or New Dominion, the names Eastern
Turkestan and Chinese Turkestan being also used;

it is bounded on the north by Siberia, on the west by
Russian Turkestan and India, on the south by Tibet,

and on the east by Mongolia and the Chinese Province
of Kan-su. Its area is ri'>0.579 square miles, with a
population of 1,200,001) inhabitants scattered over
this immense desert varying in altitude from 3000
to 4000 feet above the level of the sea and surrounded
by mountains: in the south the Kwen-lun and its

two branches, the Nan-shan and the Altyn-Tagh; in

the west, the Karakoram, the Pamirs and the Trans-
Altai; in the north by the T'ien-shan, north of which
chain the country is called T'ien-shan Peh-lu or Sun-
garia. and south of it T'ien-shan Nanlu or Kashgaria.
The chief river of Chinese Turkestan is the Tarim or
T'ali-mu-ho, about 1250 miles in length, resulting

from the junction of the rivers or darias, watering
Yarkand, Khotan etc.; finally the Tarim empties its

waters into the Lob-Nor, now more of a marsh but
a lake in ancient times. The principal passes to enter

Sin-Kiang .ire the following: the Tash-Davan
(Kwen-hm range), south of Ix)b-Nor; the Karakoram
P.ass, road leading from Yarkand to Leh in Ladak;
the Shishiklik Pa.ss, in the Pamirs; the Kyzil Art Pass,

in the Trans-Alai; the Muz-Art, road from Kuija
t<j Aksu; the Terek-Davan, in the Western T'ien-shan;
the Urumtsi Pass, in the Eastern T'ien-shan; the Talki
Pass, to the north of the Hi Valle\

.

Sin-kiang includes the following regions: Hami or
Qomul or Pa Shan; the great Gobi Desert or Shamo,
the largest portion of Turkestan, the south-west part
of it IS the Takla-makan Desert; the region of oases
(Khotan, Yarkand, Kashgar, Aksu, Uch-Turfan,
Yangi-hissar) ; the Turfan region (Turfan, Karashar)

;

Sungaria (Urumtsi, Kuch'eng); the Hi region (Kulja).
Sin-Kiang is crossed by three main roads: (1) from
Kan-su to Turfan, by Ngansi and Hami; (2) north
from Urumtsi to Kulja, via Manas; (3) south from
Tuifan to Kashgar, via Karashar, Kurla, Kucha,
Aksu, Maralbashi; there is also a route from Kashgar
to Lob-Nor, via Khotan, Kiria, Charchan, Lob-Nor,
thence to Sha Chou; this is Marco Polo's itinerary.
The New Dominion is divided into four Tao or
Intendancies: Chen Ti Tao (Tih-hwa Fu), in 1908
Jung Pei was Tao-t'ai and judge; Aksu "Tao (Yenk'i
Fu), Tao-t'ai vacant in 1908; Kashgar Tao (Sulofu),
in 1910 Yuan Hung-yu was Tao-t'ai; and I T'a Tao
(Ningyuanhien), in 1908 K'inghiu was Tao-t'ai. It in-

cludes six Fu or Prefectures: Tih-hwa or Urumtsi,
Yenki or Karashar, Su lo or Kashgar, Soch'e or

Yarkand, Wensuh or Aksu, and Hi; two Chou,
K'uch'e or Kucha, and Hwotien or Khotan; and
eight T'ing: Yingkihshaeul or Yangi-hissar, Wushih
or LTch-Turfan, K'ueulk'ohlah Wusa or Kurkara-usu,
Chensi or Barkul, Hami or Qomul, T'ulufan or Tur-
fan, Tsingho, and T'ahch'eng or Tarbagatai.
The administration of Sin-Kiang has at its head a

Fu-t'ai (in 1908, Lien K'uei), who resides at Urumtsi
and is deputed by the Shen-Kan Tsung-tu (Viceroy of

Kan-su and Shen-si) whose seat is at Lan-chou,
Kan-su; the treasurer, Fan-t'ai (in 1908, Wang Shu-
nan), who resides at Urumtsi (Tih-hwa); as well as

the judge, Nieh-t'ai, who is also the Tao-t'ai of the
circuit. ThefourTao-t'ai have been mentioned. There
are three Tsung Pmg (brigade generals) at Aksu
(Yenk'i), Palik'un (Barkul), and Hi. The Banner
Organization includes: at Hi, a Tsiangktin (Tatar
general), a Futut'ung (deputy military lieut. gov-
ernor), a Ts'an Tsan "Ta Ch'en (mihtary assistant

governor), and the Ling Tui Ta Ch'en (commandants
of forces) of Solun, Oalot, Chahar, Sibe; at Tarbaga-
tai, a F^utut'ung, and Ts'an Tsan Ta Ch'en; at

Uliasut'ai, a Tsiang Kiin and two Ts'an Tsan Ta
Ch'en; at Urga, a Panshi Ta Ch'en (commissioner) and
a Pangpan 'Ta Ch'en (assistant commissioner); at

Kobdo, a Ts'an Tsan "Ta Ch'en and a Panshi Ta
Ch'en; and at Si ning, a Panshi Ta Ch'en.

Mission.—The Hi country is a part of the second
ecclesiastical region of China; it was constituted as a

distinct mission (Hi or Sin-Kiang mission) at the ex-

pense of the Vicariate Apostolic of Kan-su by a decree

of 1 October, 1888; it is placed under the care of the

Belgian missionaries (Cong. Imm. Cord. B. M.V. de
Scheutveld) with Jean-Baptiste Steeneman as their

superior. The mission includes five European priests

and 300 Christians.

II. Russian TrRKEST.\N.—Russian Central Asia

inchides the two khanates under Russian protection,

Bokhara and Khiva, and the Turkestan legion with

its five provinces: Syr Daria, Samarkand, Ferghana,
Semirechensk, and Transcaspian; it extends from the

Casjiian Sea to China, and from Siberia to Persia

and Afghanistan, with an area of 721,277 square

miles for Turkestan and 63,012 square miles for the

Khanates. To the east, towards China, the country

is mountainous and contains numerous lakes, Balkash,

Issyk-kul, etc.; to the west, it is a large plain with

desiccated lakes, watered by the two large rivers, Amu
Daria and Syr Daria which run into the .\ral Sea.

The conquest of this region began in 1867 with the

annexation of the country south of Lake Balkash, and
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ccupation of the valley of the Syr Daria, forming the

rovinces of Serairechensk and Sjt Daria; in 1878

tie Zarafshan district was added and became sub-

quently the Samarkand Province. Later on, in

S73, part of the Klianate of Khiva, on the right bank
f the Amu Daria, was occupied and was incorporated

ith the S\T Daria Province. In 1875 and 187t) the

Ihanate of Khokand being anne.\ed became the

rovince of Ferghana. The population is but

,243,422 inhabitants including, on the one hand,

Russians, Poles, Germans, etc.; on the other, the

atives: Aryans, Sarts, Tajiks, Tzigans, Hindus, with

longob: KLrghizs, Uzbeks, Torbors, etc., and emi-

rated Jews and Arabs representative of the Semitic

lace. The chief products are corn, b;u)ey, rice,

igara, cotton. Cattle-breeding is the main source of

jmmerce. The trade of Turkestan amounts to

bout 320 millions and a half of rubles, of wliicli 140

lillions and a half are exportation and ISO million.s

re importation. The chief trading province is

erghana with 120 millions. Tashkent, the chief

ity of the S>T Daria Province, is also the centre of

le administration of Russian Turkestan with a

opulation of 191, .500 inhabitants, of which 150,622

re natives, for the most part (140,000) Sarts. The
no main rivers of Russian Turkestan which flow into

je Aral Sea are the Syr Daria, Sihun, or Jaxartes, and
18 Amu Daria, Tihun, or Oxus.

Henri Cordier.

Turkish Empire, created in the fourteenth and
fleenth centuries on the ruins of the Byzantine
Imjiire, from the caliphate of Bagdad and independ-

nt Turkish principalities. It occupies a territory

f 1,114, .502 sq. miles, with a population estimated at

5,000,000 inhabit ants, and extends over parts of .\sia,

frica, and Europe between the Eastern Mediter-

mean, the Black Sea, the Indian Ocean, and the

led Sea. The Turkish Empire thus possesses some
f the most important highways by land and sea,

etween the.se three continents.

I. Geocir.\i'hy.—.\. The Balkan Peninsula (Euro-

ean Turkey), divided into eight provinces or vilayets,

smprises the plateaux and terraces which extend to

le south-east of the uplands of the Alps between the

driatic, the .\rchipelago, and the Black Sea. Tur-
ey still possesses .-Vlbania and Epirus, a vast plateau

ivered with towering mountain ranges (Tchar-

)agh, 10,000 ft.) and with uplands stretching from
le north-west to the south-east which reach as far

s the Pindus; the coastal plains of the Adriatic

nd the small inland levels (Scutari Lake, Lake
ichrida, plains of Monastir d'Uskuf and of Yanina)
re separated by very high ridges; Macedonia, a
lain richly cultivated with vines, cereals, and
jbacco, includes within the mountains of Macedonia
3 the west, Rhodope (9842 feet) to the north, Olym-
us to the south-west, the sharp and rocky peninsula

f Chalcidice to the south-east; its only outlet, the

ort of Salonica (144,000 inhabitants), situated at

3e opening of an historical trade highway which
scends to the valley of the Vardar as far as Uskub,
nd over a hill of 1640 feet leads to the valley of the
lulgarian Morawa and as far as the Danube (railway

5ute from Belgraile to Salonica); the plain of Thrace,
ordering on the .\rchipelago and the Sea of Marmora,
)rming the lower level of the valley of the Maritza,

f which Eastern Rimiclia represents the up[)er.

lultivation is broken by the great stretch of .sterile

lateaux; the only important city in the interior is

drianople (125,0(X) inhabitants), but at the extremity
F the pcnin.sula situated between the Black Sea,

le Archipelago, and the Sea of Marmora, stands
lonstantinople, which occupies, on the Bosporus, one
f the fine.st strategetical positions of the old conti-

ent. This metropolis of 1 ,.500.(WO inhabitants is at

lie cros.s-roads formed by the great waterway which
XV.—

7

connects the Black Sea with the Mediterranean, and
by the overland route (followed by a railway) which
reaches the valley of the Danube by way of Adri-

anople, Philippopoli, Sofia, and Belgrade. It is com-
posed of the Turkish city of Stamboul, of the Euro-
pean districts of Galata and Pera separated by the

natural roadstead of the Golden Horn, and of the
suburbs of Scutari, Haidar-Pacha, and Kadi Keui.
These settlements are on both sides of the Bosporus,
in Europe and Asia. On account of its military and
commercial importance and its population composed
of all the races of the earth, Constantinople is a
typical cosmopolitan city.

B. The Peninsula of Asia Minor, or Plateau of
Anatolia, important for the richness of its coastal

plains and its geographical situation ; the construction
of the railway from Constantinople to Bagdad (in

1912, 781 miles of track open for traffic from Con-
stantinople to Boulgourlou by Eski-Chehir and
Konieh) will result in a rebirth of this ancient coun-
try; a (^ierman company is at present fertilizing the

plain of Konieh, diverting for this purpose the waters
of a lake.

C. Syria, a narrow strip of land, 500 miles long by
93 wide, lies between Asia Minor, Egypt, the ^iedi-

terrancan, and the Desert. It is traversed by the
two parallel ridges of Libanus (ranging from tlu'ee or
four thousand to nine thousand feet) and Anti-
Libanus, separated by a deep depression, the 6'dr,

bounded on the north by the valley of the Orontes,
on the south by that of the Jordan, which abuts on
the gorge of the Dead Sea, 1200 feet below the sea
level. The most important centres are the ports of

Beirut (185,000 inhabitants), St. Jean d'Acre, and
Jaffa (55,000 inhabitants), whence starts the railway
to Jerusalem (115,000 inhabitants). The largest

city is Damascus (350,000 inhabitants) in the middle
of an oasis of luxuriant vegetation, one of the chief

industrial centres of the Orient.

D. Mesopotamia and Turkish Armenia, or Kur-
distan, separated from SjTia by the Great Desert,

extends on the north to Anatolia and Armenia by the
vast mountain ranges of Kurdistan, 13,000 feet,

intercepted from the plains in the interior by Lake
Van, whence flow the Tigris and the Euphrates, whose
alluvial valleys are marvellously fertile; corn, wheat,
barley, grain, one might say, originated here. Cotton
may be also found in abundance, rice and plantations

of date palms, and fruit-trees of every kind. The
leafling centres of Armenia are Erzerum, Van, and
Ourfa. In Mesopotamia Mo-ssoul (69,000 inhabi-

tants), Bagdad (12.5,000 inhabit.ants), and Bassorah
give but a feeble idea of the once great cities of

Ninive, Babylon, and Seleucia-Cte.siphon.

E. The Peninsula of Arabia is a spacious desert

plateau, bounded by immense mountain ranges,

which rise over 9000 feet above the Red Sea. Scarcely

a seventh of this vast territory (over 1,000,000 sq.

miles) is dependent on the sultan, and that more
nominally than in reality. The volcanic jilateau of

the centre (Nedjed or Arabia Petriea) is almost a
desert. The population has flocked to the coast

districts (Hedjaz and Yemen, or Arabia Felix). The
only important centres are the sacretl cities of the

Mussulmans: Mecca (60,000 inhabitants) with its

port Djcddah, where the Caaba, which preserves the

"black stone" of Abraham, draws each year numer-
ous pilgrims from aU points of the Moslem world, and
Medina (50,000 inhabitants),where Mohammed resided

and died. The possession of these cities lends great

political importance to the Turkish Government.
A railway, intended to unite Damascus to Mecca,
was laid to Medina in 1908.

F. Tripolilana, occupied largely at present (1912)

by the Italians, is in reality the Saharan coast of the

Mediterranean. It is compo.sed of plains of sand and
rocky plateaux, to the east the plateau of Barka
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(ancient Cyrenaica whose coasts in antiquity were
very fertile), the oasis and city of TripoU (30,000
inhabitants), and inland the oasis of Ghadames. On
this territory of 462,767 sq. miles there are scarcely

one million inhabitants. The principal resources

are the cultivation of fruit trees and in the oases

date palms.
II. History.—The countries which form this

immense territory represent what remains of the
(conquests of the Ottomans, a Turkish tribe originally

from Khorassan, which emigrated into Asia Minor
about 1224, at the time of the cataclysm produced
in Central Asia by the Mongolian invasion of Jeng-
hiz-Khan. The chiefs of this tribe of the Kei-Kan-
kali became the mercenaries of the Seljuk emirs of

Asia Minor. One of them, Othman, prochiLraed

himself independent at the end of the thirteenth cen-

tury, and took the title of sultan, or padishah.
Under Orkhan was organized with some Christian
captives the jjermanent militia of the Janissaries;

and then began incessant war between the Ottomans
and the Byzantine Empire. In 1359 Suleiman
entered Europe by the occupation of Gallipoli.

Murad established himself at Adrianople (1360) and
attacked the Slavonic peoples of the Balkans. The
battle of Kossovo (1.3S9) gave him Servia. The
struggle continued until the taking of Constantinople
by Mahomet II, who put an end to the Byzantine
Empire (1453), and conquered the Peloponnesus
(1462), Negropont (1467), Trebizond (1470), Bo.snia,

and Wallachia. lie died in 1481, after failing to take
Belgrade and Rhodes, but achieving the conquest of

Anatolia as far as the Euphrates, and the peninsula
of the Balkans as far as the Danube. To these con-
quests Selim I added Azerbaidjan, S>Tia, and Egypt
(1517), Diarbekir and Mesopotamia (1518); he
received from Mecca the banner of the prophet, and
took the title of caliph, which as.sures to the Sultan
of Constantinople the spiritual authority over all the
Mussulmans of the world.

Soliman I took Rhodes from the Knights of St.

John (1522) and conquered Hungary while Khaired-
din Barbaro.ssa subjected the Barbary States (1522).
Selim II took possession of the Island of CjTJrus
(1570), but the Turkish domination had reached the
limits of its extension. Soliman had been unable to
take either Vienna (1526) or Malta (1562), and in

1571 the great victory of the Christian fleet at Le-
panto weakened the naval power of the Turks in the
Mediterranean. At the end of the sixteenth cen-
tury the Turkish Empire had attained the zenith of its

power on land. The siege of Vienna of 16S3, which
failed, thanks to the intervention of the King of

Poland, John Sobieski, marks the last aggressive at-
tempt of the Turks on the West. Henceforth the west-
ern powers encroach on the Turkish Empire and begin
it.'' dismemberment. In 1699 by the treaty of Karlo-
vitz the Sultan ceded Hungary and Transylvania to
Austria. It is true that in 1739 the Turks succeeded
in retaking Belgrade, but this was their last military
success. The powerful militia of the Janissaries was
of no further use; the administration was corrupt and
venal. Moreover, the Turks were unable to impede
the progress of Russia; in 1774 by the treaty of Kain-
ardji tlie Turks ceded to Russia the Crimea and the
coasts of the Black Sea, and to Austria Rumanian
Bukowina. The French Revolution of 1789 saved
Turkey from the project of division planned by
Catherine II; the Peace of Jassy (1792) restored
only a jiart of Bessarabia and the left bank of the
Dniester. Egypt, occupied by the French in 1789,
surrendered to Turkey in ISOO, but in tlie most pre-
carious condition. After the nineteenth century began
the forward movement of tlic Cliristian nationahties
which had submitted up to that time to Turkish
domination; public opinion in Europe upheld this

movement, and the governments themselves were

won over. Meanwhile the rival ambitions of the
powers prevented the "Eastern Question" from being
regulated in a definitive manner. In 1821 the insur-
rection of the Greeks, supported by Eiu'ope, ended in

the creation of the Kingdom of Greece (Treaty of

Adrianople, 1829; and Conference of London, 1831).
The Servians formed an autonomous principaUty as

early as 1830, and in 1832 the Pasha of Egj'pt,
Mehemet-Ali, revolted; his independence was con-
ceded to him in 1841, on condition that he would
recognize the suzerainty of the sultan. In vain the
Turks tried to reform; after the massacre and the dis-

solution of the Janissaries (1826) Mahmoud organized
an army resenibhng the European, established military
schools and a newspaper, and imposed the European
costume on his subjects. In 1839 Abdul-Medjid or-
ganized the Tanzimdt (new regime) and accorded to
his subjects a real charter, libertj', rehgious toleration,

and promises of a liberal government. In 1854 the
Tsar Nicholas of Russia strove to take up again the
project of Catherine II, and to do away with "the sick
man". Protected by France and England, Turkey
kept, at the Congress of Paris (1856), aU of its territory
save Moldavia and Wallachia, which were declared
autonomous. The Hatti-Humayoun of 16 Feb,,
1856, proclaimed the admission of Christians to all

employments and equahty with other subjects before
the law, but after the Liberal government of Fuad
Pasha they resumed their former ways. On all sides
the provinces revolted, and about 1875 formed the
party of Young Turkey, desirous of reforming the
empire on the European model.
Two sultans, Abdul-Aziz and Murad, were succes-

sively deposed. A new sultan, Abdul-Haniid, pro-
claimed on 23 Dec, 1876, a constitution resembling the
European with a parliament and responsible minis-
ters; but the reforming grand vizier Midhat Pasha
was strangled, and the opening of parliament was no
more than a comedy. Europe decided to act, and in

1877 Russia took the lead and sent an army across the
Balkans, after the difficult siege of Plevna, and would
have entered Constantinople had it not been for the
intervention of an English fleet. The treaty of San
Stefano (March, 1878) established a Grand Princi-
pality of Bulgaria, and cut Turkey in Europe into
many sections. Bismarck, alarmed by the progress
of Russia, had this treaty revised at the Congress of
Berhn (1878); the independent Bulgarian principality
was reduced to Mcesia to the north of the Balkans;
Eastern Rumelia alone was autonomous, and Mace-
donia remained Turkish. The independence of Ser-
via, Montenegro, and Rumania was sanctioned.
Greece received Thessaly; Austria occupied Bosnia
and Herzegovina; England established herself in the
Island of Cyprus. This treaty, ratified by all the
powers, was followed by new dismemberments. In
1885 Eastern Rumeha was annexed to Bulgaria. In
1897 Crete revolted, and tried to reunite with Greece.
After the victorious campaign of his army in Thessaly
the sultan kept the sovereignty of Crete, but with an
autonomous Christian governor, a son of the Iving of
Greece.

In contrast to his predecessors, who had sought to
restore their country by reforming it, the Sultan
Abdul-Hamid established a r(^gime of ferocious repres-
sion against the Young Turks, who were partisans of
the reforms. A formidable police pursued all those
who were suspected of Liberal ideas, and an unpity-
ing censorship undertook the impossible task of de-
priving Turkey of European publications; the intro-
duction of the most inoffensive books, such as Bae-
deker's guides, was prohibited. Emissaries every-
where revived Mussulman fanaticism; to the claims
of the Armenian revolutionaries the Sultan responded
by frightful mns.sacres of the Armenians of Constanti-
nople (Sept., 1895), followed soon by the slaughter
which in 1896 drenc^hed Kurdistan with blood; every-
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where Armenians were tracked, and isolated mas-
sacres of Christians became also the normal order of

events in Macedonia.
Educated in Western ideas, the Young 'I'm-ks, espe-

cially the refugees at Paris, united as early as 1895,

and succeeded in spite of prohibitions in circulating

in Turkey their journal the ''Mechvoret ". A Com-
mittee of Union and Progress was even formed at

Constantinople, and by constant propaganda suc-

ceeded in gaining to its cause the greater number of

the officials. Tlie uprising, the preparation of which
deceived the Hamidian police, began 23 Jul}-, 190S,

at Salonica; an ultimatum was sent to the sultan, who,
abandoned even by his Albanians, proclaimed the
re-establishment of the constitution (24 July, 1908)

in the midst of indescribable enthusiasm, and called

a parliament (4 Dec, 1908).

In three months 300 journals were started. Abroad,
the counterstroke to this revolution was the definitive

annexation, proclaimed by the Emperor of Austria,

of Bosnia and Herzegovina (3 Oct., 1908). At the
same time the Prince of Bulgaria took the title cf

Tsar of the Bulgarians (0 Oct., 1908), and repudiated
the vassalage which still connected him with the
siiltan.

This exterior check weakened the Young Turk
party, and on 13 April, 1909, a coimter-revolution of

Softas and soldiers of the guard broke out in Con-
stantinople. The Y'oung Turks had to flee the capi-

tal, but immediately the troops of Salonica, Monastir,
and Adrianople consolidated and marched against
Constantinople and laid siege to it (17 April, 1909).

Negotiations continued for six days; finally at the
moment when the massacre of the Cluistians seemed
imminent, the Salonican troops entc-red Constanti-
nople, and after a short battle became masters of the
place. On 27 April Abdul-Hamid was forced to sign

his abdication, and banished to Salonica. A son of

Abdul-Medjid was made sultan under the name of

Mohammed V, and a new constitution was proclaimed,
5 Aug., 1909, the Committee of Union and Progress
superintending its execution with dictatorial powers.
To-day Turkey is on the road to reform and political

reorganization.

III. R.\CES, Nationalitie.s, and Religions.—
According to a tradition which dates back to the
earliest antiquity. Oriental nationalities did not com-
monly form compact groups settled within well-de-

fined boundaries. As a result of violent transmigra-
tions of peoples owing to hurricane-like invasions, or

even by the simple chance of migrations due to

economic cau.ses, all the races of the Orient are
mingled in an inextricable manner, and there is not a
single city of the Ottoman Empire which does not
contain specimens of all races, languages, and relig-

ions. The populat ion has therefore an ent irely het ero-

geneous character; the Turks have never made any
effort to assimilate their subjects; they do not appear
even to have attempted to propagate Islamism
widely. Until the con.stitution of 1876, and in fact as

late as the revolution of 1908, they have jealously
striven to safeguard their privileges as conciucrors.

Up to the present time the population of the empire
may be said to be divided into three classes:

(a) The Mussulmans (Turks, Arabs, .Servians, Al-
banians), enjoying alone the right of holding office,

the only landowners, but subject to military service.

(b) The Rains (flocks), or infidels, conquered peo-
ples who have obtained the right of preserving their
religion, but barred from all office and subjected to a
heavy tax. It was upon them that the despotism of

the pashas was exercised. They are still, following
the creed to which they belong, divided into "na-
tions" governed by religious authorities, Christian
bishops, Jewish rabbis, responsible to the sultan, but
provided with certain jurisdiction over their faithful.

(c) European subjects, established in Turkey for

religious or commercial reasons, and under the official

protection and jurisdiction of the ambassadors of the
Powers. Many of the riiids of cl;issbehavo, however,
succeeded in obtaining thi.-: i)rivilcg('.

In 153.5 t he first " capit iilal ion " was signed between
the King of France, Francis 1, and the Sultan Sohman.
It accorded to France the protectorate over all the
Christians. This agreement was often renewed, in
1604, 1672, 1740, and 1802. At the treaty of Kai-
nardji Russia obtained a similar right of protection
over the Orthodox Christians. The rights of France
to the protection of Catholics of all nationalities have
been recognized repeatedly by the Holy See, and par-
ticularly bv the Encvclical of Leo XIII " Aspera rerum
conditio" "(22 May,' 1886). The treaty of Berlin left

to each state the care of protecting its subjects, but
in practice France preserves the protectorate over
Catholics, and even the diplomatic rupture between
France and the Holy See has not impaired these civil

rights. Each of the Great Powers has therefore con-
siderable interests in the Turkish Empire: each one
its own postal autonomy, courts, .schools, and organi-
zations for propaganda, teaching, and charity.
The Young Turk party, in power to-day, dreams of

overthrowing this arrangement. The new consti-

tution granted by the Sultan Mohammed V, 5 Aug.,
1909, proclaims the equaUty of all subjects in the mat-
ter of taxes, military service, and political rights.

For the first time Christians are admitted into the
army, and the parliament, which meets at Constanti-
nople, is chosen indiscriminately by all the races.

The effect of this new regime appears to be, in the view
of the Y'oung Turks, the estabhshment of a common
law for all subjects, the sui)pression of all privileges
and capitulations. But the religious communities,
or millets, hold to the ancient statutes which have
safe-guarded their race and religion; the three oldest,

those of the Greeks, the Armenians, and Jews, date
back to the day following the taking of Constantinople
by Mohammed II.

The rest of the European powers have in the Turk-
ish Empire, political, economic, and religious interests .

of considerable importance; a certain number of

public services, such as that of the public debt, or
institutions like the Ottoman Bank, have an inter-

national character. The same holds good of most of

the companies which are formed to execute public
works, docks, railways, etc. . . . The trade in

exports and imports involves large sums of money, as
one may judge by the following table:

Foreign Commerce from 1 March, 1908, to 28
Feb., 1909 (in piastres)

Imports Exports

England 941,274 513,723
France 337,057 363,361
Germany 193,567 114,998
Austro-Hungarv 407,519 247,774
Russia . . .

." 249,417 .57,489

Egvpt 116,275 165,673
United States 41,091 70,332

A veritable economic war is going on between the
Powers, desirous of exploiting the riches of the Orient;
to the secular ambitions which menace the existence

of the "sick man" have been added new forms of

greed. Neither the Russians nor the Greeks have
ceased to con.sider Constantinople as the historic goal
of their efforts, and Bulgaria, deprived of Macedonia
by the treaty of Berlin, also finds in its triiditions

claims on the same heritage. Macedonia is claimed
by the Greeks, Bulgarians, .Servians, and the Kutzo-
Vlachs or Uumanians; Salonica has become a com-
mercial centre for .Vustrian exportation; and the
annexation of Bosnia and Herzegovina has by one and
the same stroke reinforced .\ustro-Hungarian and
German influence in the Balkan Peninsula. Italy
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has some clients in Albania, and is seeking at the

present moment to take possession of Tripoli.

Finally, France, England, and Germany are fight-

ing to establish their moral and economic influence.

France has maintained an important position because
of the protection that it has always exercised over
Catholics; French in the Orient has become a kind of

second vernacular; while the influence of Germany has
increased in the last few years for political reasons,

by which the development of German commerce has
profited. The European Powers, anxious for the
defence of their own interests, are not, however, ready
to abandon their capitulations. The TurkishEmpire
has moreover entered into a period of transformation,

the end of which no one can foresee, and what delays
still more the task of the new power is the infinite

diversity of races and religions which make up the
empire.

Although the statistical documents are very incom-
plete, the total population of the empire, including
Egypt and the dependencies (Crete, governed by
Prince George under the control of the Powers ; Samos,
governed since 1.S32 by a Greek prince appointed by
the sultan), can be estimated at 3(3,000,000. Under
the direct government of the sultan tliere are only
2.1,926,000 subjects, who belong to the following

races: (1) Turks, or Osmanlis, estimated at 10,000,000,

are settled throughout Asia Minor, the cities of

Europe and SjTia, and some cantons of Macedonia;
most of them are Mussulmans. (2) Arabs (7,000,-

000), in Arabia, Syria, Mesopotamia, and Tripoli,

forming several sects of Mussulmans. (3) Jews,
scattered almost everywhere (Jews of Spanish origin

form half of the population of Salonica); compact
groups of Jews may be found in Jerusalem and its

outskirts, at Bagdad, Mossoul, and Beirut. Samar-
itans inhabit the sanjak of Naplouse. (4) Gipsies, a
m.ysterious race, are scattered throughout the empire.

(.5) Armenians, who have swarmed outside of their

country and form powerful colonies in Asia Minor,
Mesopotamia, Constantinople, and Turkey in Europe.
F'rom a religious standpoint they are Catholics,
Gregorians, or Protestants. (6) "Caucasian races:

Lazes of Trebizond, Mussulmans or Orthodox Greeks;
Kiirils, fanatical Mussulmans scattered around Erze-
rum. Angora, Mossoul, Sivas; Circassians, spread
throughout Asia Minor, Mussulmans. (7) Syrians,
the descendants of Arama>an peoples, divided into a
multitude of communities of different language and
religion; Chaldmans, in Bagdad, Mossoul, Aleppo,
Beirut, or Neslorians, speaking partly Syrian and
partly .Arabic. The Melchiles speak Arabic, but
belong to the Greek Church. The Jacobites, or
Monophysites, speak Arabic and Syriac. The
Maronites of the Lebanon and of Beirut speak Arabic
and are Catholics. The Druses of the Lebanon form
an heretical Mussulman sect. (8) The Greeks have
remained in their historic country; as in antiquity
they are a maritime people; they form powerful
groups at Const ant inoijle, Adrianople, Salonica, in
iVIacedonia, Asia Minor, in the isles, in Syria, and in
(.'ret e. They belong to the Orthodox or to the Greek-
I'liial Church. They are of considerable impor-
tance in till' empire. (9) The Albanians appear to be
I he reninant of a very ancient race. They form in the
west of I he Balkan Peninsula (.-Mbania) a compact
group uiil si ill lead a semi-patriarchal life. A large
pari (1,000,000) is Mussulman, the others (30,000)
C'alhdlic: among them may be found the powerful
tribe of I he Mirdites. In 1911 the new government
was obliged to direct an expedition against them to
effect their disarmament. (9) The Slav peoples,
Bidgarians and Servians, are scattered over Mace-
donia and Old Servia, where thev oppose Greek
influi'nce: they are divided between Islamism, Ortho-
dox Christianity, and Catholicism. (10) The Kutzo-
Vlaclis or l{umanians. Orthodox or Catholics, inhabit

Macedonia, where they are mostly shepherds. (11)

Finally, in all Turkish cities may be found a great

number of families of European origin, settled in the
country for a long period and who have lost their

ethnical characters and their languages. Such are
the Levantines, who seek to obtain from the ambassa-
dors foreign naturahzation for the sake of its privi-

leges.

P'rom a rehgious standpoint the Mussulmans may
be estimated at 50 per cent of the population, the
Orthodox Church 46 per cent, Catholics 3 per cent,

other communities, Jews, Druses etc., at 1 per cent.

In Turkey in Europe, on the contrary, there are 66
per cent of Christians to 33 per cent of Mussulmans.

(1) Musstdmans.—The Mussulman religion has
remained the religion of the state. The sultan is

always the caliph, the spiritual head of the Mussul-
mans of the whole world. The Mussulmans comprise
the majority of Turks, Arabs, and a portion of the
Albanians, Bulgarians, Greeks etc. Polygamy is

always legal; four legitimate wives and an unlimited
number of concubines are permitted to the believers.

Under the influence of Western ideas and Chris-
tianity, monogamy tends to estabhsh itself. Divorce
exists, and the divorced woman can remarry. The
sexes are always separated in the family home, which
comprises the setamlik (male apartments) and the
harem (female apartments). It is the same in the
tramways, railways, ships etc. The women cannot
go out except veiled, but circulate freely in the
streets of the cities unaccompanied. Slavery is

always active, but it has kept a patriarchal character.

The master must endow his slave when the latter

marries, and the Koran obliges him to provide for the
needs of his slaves. Education is progressing. In
principle it is obligatory. Primary education is free,

a secondary school exists at the capital of each vila-

yet, as well as one free professional school. Instruc-

tion of women is developing at Constantinople; the
Lyceum of Galata-Serai, organized by French pro-
fessors, has 1100 pupils. Higher instruction is

represented by the University of Constantinople and
special schools. An imperial museum of archaeology

has been created at Tchihni-Kiosk.
As in all Mussulman countries, the spiritual and

temporal domains are blended, and civil relations are

regulated by religious law which consists in the Koran
and in the Cherial, a collection of customs. The in-

terpreters of this law are the ulemas, who form a pow-
erful clergy whose head, the Shei.lch-ul-islam, has the
rank of vizier, and access to the coimcil of ministers,

or divan. At twelve years of age the future ulemas
leaves the primary school and enters a medresse (sem-
inary attached to the mosque) as a softa (student)

where he learns grammar, ethics, and theology. He
finally receives from the Shrikh-id-islam the diploma
of candidate {mtilasini) and can be elevated to the

rank of the ulemas; he may become cadi (judge). To
advance further he must study for seven years, when
he may become imam of a mosque. The ulemas wear
a white turban; the hailjis, who have been at Mecca,
have the green turban. The mesiljids are simple

places of prayer. In a large mosque or djami may be
found sheikhs in charge of the preaching; kialihs, who
direct the Friday prayer; imams, charged with the
ordinary service of the mosque (daily prayer, mar-
riages, burials); muezzins, who ascend four times a

day to the minaret to call the faithful to prayer;

ka'ims, a kind of sacristan. Several orders of der-

vishes form the regular clergy and devote themselves
to special practices, of which some are noted for their

extravagance (howling and whirling); they are dis-

tinguished by a conical felt hat. The principal re-

ligious obligations, which tJie faithful perform with
zeal, are: prayer four times daily, the weekly Friday
service, the observance of Ramadan (abstinence from
eating, drinking, and smoking from the rising to the
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setting of the sun). Islam is going through a crisis by
contact with the Western world, and under the influ-

ence of Christianity many of the enlightened Turks
dream of reforming its morals. On the other hand
there has always been a certain opposition between
the Arabs, who pretend to represent the pure Mussul-
man tradition, and the Turks. The pan-Islamic policy

of Abdul-Hamid ha<l weakened this opposition, and
he had availed himself of his title of caliph to form
relations with Mussulmans of the entire world.

To-day the pan-Islamist movement, of which the

University of El-.\zhar at Cairo is one of the principal

centres, and which has numerous journals at its com-
mand, seems to be unfavourable to the Turkish Cali-

phate. The society "Al Da' wat wal Irchad" is

about to create in Egypt a new university destined to

form Mussulman missionaries.

(2) Greek Orthodox Church.—The principal indige-

nous Christian community is the Greek Church, which
is the survival of the religious organization of the
Byzantine Empire. Its head, the "(Ecumenical
Patriarch of the Romans" (such is his official title),

resides at Constantinople, in the Phanar quarter. He
presides over a Holy Synod formed of twelve metro-
politans and a "mi.\ed council", composed of four
metropolitans and eight laymen. Two million souls

obey him. The cccumenical territory is divided into

100 eparchies or dioceses (83 metropoHtans and 17

bishops). Since the schisms of Photius (S67) and of

Michael Cserularius (1054), the Greek Church has been
separated from Rome by a succession of ritual and
disciplinary observances rather than by dogmatic
differences. The tendency of the Greek Church to

autonomy has brought about the crumbling of patri-

archal authority and the forming of autocephalous
churches; outside of the Ottoman Empire may be
found the Russian Church, the Church of the King-
dom of Greece, the Servian Church, the Church of

Cyprus: in the empire, even since the firman of Abdul-
.\ziz (11 March, 1870), the Bulgarians have organized
an independent church under the name of "Exarch-
ate". The Bulgarian Exarch resides at Orta-Keui on
the Bosporus and governs 3,000,000 souls; Thrace and
Macedonia are divided into 21 Bulgarian eparchies,
but a Holy Synod resides at Sofia. The Arabic-
speaking Syrians, or Melchites who are attached to

the Orthodox Church, are under the authority of the
Patriarch of Antioch, who resides at Damascus, of the
Patriarchs of Jerusalem and of Alexandria, and of the
.Archbishop of Sinai, all independent of Constanti-
nople.

The Greek Church has two divisions of clergy, one
consisting of the popes or papas, who marry before
they take orders and cannot become bishops; the
other, called the upper clergy, chosen from among the
monks. The monasteries are quite numerous. Those
of Mount Athos form a veritable independent repub-
lic composed of twenty convents governed by the
Council of the Holy Epistasia; its head, the prolc-

pislates, is chosen in turn from the monasteries of the
great Laura, Iviron, Vatopedi, Khilandariou, and
Dyonisiou. The Greek Church has no organized
missions, but the Hellenic propaganda is maintained
at least in the schools throughout Macedonia, where
there is antagonism between the Greeks and Bul-
garians: the latter have had often to defend their re-

ligious and national independence against the former.

(3) Dissentinq Churche.i.—\ certain number of re-

ligious communities represent the early and schismat-
ical heretical sects who have remained .separate from
the Greek Church; a portion of the.se Christians have,
however, returned to the Catholic Church. The
Gregorian .Xrmenians (who connect themselves with
St. Gregory the Illuminator) have been separated since
the Council of Chalcedon (4.51). They have many
beads, the Catholicos of I>t.schmiadzin in Ru.ssian terri-

tory, the Catholicos of Sis (200,000 faithful in Cilicia

and Syria), and the Armenian Patriarch of Constan-
tinople, who is assisted by a national assembly of
400 members and two councils, civil and ecclesiastical
(SOO.OOO faithful, divided among 51 dioce-ses); finally,

the .\rnienian Patriarch of Jeru.salem, in communion
with Constantinople. On the Turco-Per^ian frontier

may be fountl about 100,000 Nestorians, whose patri-
arch resides at Kotchanes; his dignity is hereditary
from uncle to nephew; many have been reunited to

the Roman Church. The Monophysites, or Jacobites,
to the number of 80,000 in Syria, Mesopotamia, and
Kurdistan, represent the remnants of a church that
was once powerful; its head, who calls himself Patri-
arch of Antioch, resides at the Monastery of Dar-uz-
Zafaran, between Diarbekir and Mardin.

(4) The Catholic Church in the Turkish Empire com-
prises two classes of faithful: those of the Latin Rite,
and those who preserve their traditional rites, and are
united to the Holy See, whence the name Greek-
Uniats, Armenian-Uniats, etc. Turkey, a missionary
country, depends directly on the Congregation of the
Propaganda, which has as representatives three
apostolic delegates, at Constantinople, Beirut, and
B.agdad ; assisting them are vicars and prefects Apo.s-
tolic, heads of the mission and provided with episco-
pal powers (except the power of conferring major
orders). The Latin Catholics are scattered over the
entire empire, although 148,000 .Albanians form an
important grouji under the Archliishn]5s of Durazzo,
Uskub, Scut:iri, and the Abbot of St. Alexander of
Orochifor tlir Minlites.

The Uiiials ((iTiiprise many distinct groups: (a) the
Greeks, whose unioii was proclaimed by the Council
of Florence in 1438, live in Italy and Corsica (Alba-
nian colony of Cargese). In the Turkish Empire there
are only some hundred or so placed under the au-
thority of the Apostolic delegate of Constantinople.
Among the popes who have striven most to bring
about a union with the Greeks Benedict XIV must be
remembered, and Leo XIII (Encvclical "Orientalium
dignitas", 30 Nov., 1894). (b) The Melchite Greeks
(liO,000), in Syria, Palestine, Egypt; their patriarch
resides at Damascus, and has under his jurisdiction

three vicariates (Tarsus, Damietta, and Palmyra) and
eleven bishops, (c) The Bulgarian-Uniats, con-
verted about 1860 to escape from the Phanariot des-
potism. There remain 13,000 directed by the vicars-
Apostolic of Adrianople and Salonica. (d) The Ar-
menian Uniats, organized since 1724 under the
Patriarch of Cilicia and Little Armenia, who reside at
Zmar in the Lebanon. In 1857 Pius IX conferred this

title on the .Armenian .Archbishop of Constantinople
(70,000 faithful, 2 archbi.^hops, of Aleppo and Sivas,

12 bishops, the most of whom are in Persia and
Egypt), (e) The Syrian Uniats, converted by
Latin missionaries in 1665; a firman of 1830 has recog-
nized its autonomy (40,000 faithful, a patriarch re-

.siding at Beirut, and 12 dioceses), (f) The Chaldsean
Uniats, Nestorians converted to Catholicism in 1552.

Their Patriarch of Babylon resides at Mossoul
(80,000 faithfid). (g) The Maronites of the ancient
Lebanon, a Monothelite community which abjured its

heresy entirely in 1182. Its head. Patriarch of .Anti-

och, resides at Bekerkey, near Beirut ; he has 7 arch-
bishops under his jurisiliction. The 300,000 faithful

have remained particularly attached to Catholicism.
V. Catholic .and Protk.stant Missions.—The

Christian propaganda has been carried on in the
Turkish Empire by means of the missions, the oldest

of which date back to the time of the Crusades. As
early as 122!) Franciscan and Dominican missions
were established in Palestine and as far as Damascus.
In 1328 the Franciscans received the "custody" of
the Holy Places, and constructed their convents of

the Mount of Sion, of the Holy Sepulchre, and of

Bethlehem. To-day the Franciscan custody of the
Holy Land numbers 338 religious. The missionaries
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have, however, encountered great obstacles in their

work, and they have been unable even to consider a

direct propaganda in regard to the Mussulmans.
Nevertheless, their moral influence is considerable; it

manifests itself by social works due to their initiative

(schools, hpspitals, dispensaries, etc.) which are very
prosperous, and are maintained by numerous organi-

zations founded in Europe: the Society of Foreign

Missions of Paris, founded in 1658; the Propagation
of the Faith, founded at Lyons in 1822; the Society of

St. Francis Xavier, founded at Aachen in the year

1832; the Leopoldsverein, founded in Austria in 1839;

the Society of the Holy Childhood, etc.

Among the rehgious orders represented in the

Turkish Empire must be mentioned: the Jesuits,

who have established the University of St. Joseph
of Beirut, whose faculty of letters numbers distin-

guished Orientalists and epigraphists, and whose
school of medicine, placed under the control of the

University of France, forms a nursery for native phy-
sicians; it has ahbrary and a printing-press supplied

with Latin and Arabic characters; it publishes a

journal and an Arabic review, El-Bachir and ¥A-

Machriq; the Assumptionists, at Constantinople;

many of whom devote themselves successfully to the

study of archaeology and Byzantine antiQuities; the
Brothers of the Christian Schools, who had, in 1908,

3449 pupils (8 colleges at Constantinople, 8 at Smyi-na,

others at Salonica, Angora etc.); the Capuchins, es-

tabhshed in Armenia, Asia Minor, SjTia etc.; the
Lazarists, at Beirut; the Carmelites, at Bagdad,
Tripoli, etc.; the Salesians, in Palestine; the Sisters of

St. Vincent de Paul, who have opened in almost every
district schools, hospitals, and workshops, and %vho

are respected by the Mussulmans for their self-

sacrifice; the Sisters of Notre Dame of Sion, with
schoolsinConstantinople; the Dominicans, established

at Mossoul and Jerusalem, with a Biblical school.

In 1910 a normal school was established at Rhodes to

educate members of religious congregations to act as

teachers in the East.

All these missions are officially placed under the
protectorate of France. For the most part the
missionaries are French, but there are also a large

number of Germans, Itahans, and English. Besides
these Catholic missionaries, rival societies display
immense activity. First of all, the Jewish Alhance,
which has founded schools in most of the large cities;

the Zionist movement has for its object the repeo-
pling of Palestine by Jews; a few colonists have been
attracted thither from Russia. There are through-
out the empire Protestant missions from England,
Germany, and America. In 1842 an Anglican bishop-
ric was established at Jerusalem, whose titular is

alternately English and German. All the large
societies of Protestant missions are represented in the
Orient (American Board of ForeignM issions, American
U. P. Mission, Church Missionary Society, Deutsche
Orientmission, German Pioneer Mission, Evangelical
Missionary Society of Basle, etc.). All seek to
establish their influence by the same propaganda: dis-

tribution of Bibles and Gospels translated into the
native languag<'s, hospitals, dispensaries, schools
etc. At Beirut there is an American University, and
more than 30 schools, comprising 3000 pupils. At
Constantinople there is the American Robert College.
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Turmair, Joh.\nnes.

Louis Bbehier,

See Thurmayr.

Turnebus, Adrian, philologist, b. at Andely in

Normandy in 1.512; d. in Paris, 12 June, 1565. The
accounts of the life of the great scholar are scantj- and
in part even contradictory. Neither is it easy to in-

terpret the name Turnebus, in French Turncbe. It is

said that his father was a Scottish gentleman named
TurnbuU, who settled in Normandy and gave his
name the French form of Tournebopuf. From this it

became Tournebu, then Turnebe, in Latin Turnebus.
Whatever may have been the derivation of his name,
Turnebus came from a noble though poor family.
^\'hen eleven years old he was sent to Paris to study.
Here his abilty and industry enabled him not only to
surpass his fellow-pupils but even also his teachers.
In 1532 he received the degree of Master of Arts at the
University of Paris, and one year later he became pro-
fessor of humanities at Toulouse. Having held this

position for fourteen years, he next became professor
of Greek at Paris, and in 1561 exchanged this pro-
fessorship for that of Greek philosophy. For a time
(1552-55) he and his friend Wilham Morel super-
vised the royal printing press for Greek works. It is

said, and can easily be believed of so distinguished a
scholar, that important professorships in other places
were declined by him while he taught at Paris. As
an illustration of his remarkable industry a well-au-
thenticated story is told, that he devoted several
hours to study even on his wedding-day. Over-study,
howe\-er, wore out his strength prematurely, and he
died at the age of fifty-three. In accordance with his
own testamentary directions, his body was placed in

the ground without any religious ceremony on the
very evening of his death. This curious proceeding,
as well as various utterances and a severe poem on the
Jesuits, raised the much controverted question,
whether Turnebus remained a Catholic or became an
adherent of the new heresy. It seems at least prob-
able that he inclined to Protestant views, even though
he did not break completely with the Church, as his

CathoHc friends steadily maintained. In other re-

spects his character was blameless. His reputation
rests not only on his lectures, but also in equal meas-
ure on his writings. His numerous works, including
commentaries on the ancient classics, short treatises,

and poems, were collected and published (2 vols.,

Strasburg, 1600) with the co-operation of his three
sons.

De Thou, Histoire universelte; Jocheb, Allg. Gelehrtcn-Lexikon;
IsELiN, Xcu vermehrtes histor. u. geographisches Lexikon, VI.

N. SCHEID.

Turner, Anthony,
\\'II,I,1AM, \ENERAni.E.

Venerable. Sec Barrow,

Turner, William. Sec Galloway, Diocese of.
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Turpin, Archbishop of Reims, date of birth un-
certain; d. 2 Sept., SOO. He was a monk of St. Denis
when, about 7.53, he was called to the See of Reims.
With eleven other bishops of France he attended the
Council of Rome in which Pope Stephen III con-
demned the antipope Constantine to perpetual con-
finement. He enriched the library of his cathedral by
having numerous works copied, and obtained from
Charlemagne several privileges for his diocese. Leg-
ends grew up around his life, so that by degrees he
becomes an epic character who figures in numerous
chansons dc gc.tlc, especially in the "Chanson de Ro-
land". Furthermore, a chronicle known as the "Hi.s-

toria Karoli Magni et Rotholandi" has been attri-

buted to him; but that he was not the author is

proved by the use in the chronicle of the word
'Lotharingia" which did not exist prior to 855, the
mention of the musical chant written on four lines, a
custom which does not date back further than 1022,
and finally the silence of all the writers of the ninth
and tenth centuries regarding this so-called book of

Turpin's. The first to mention him is Raoul de Tor-
taine, a monk of Fleury, who wrote from 1096 to 1145.
At the same time Calistus If regarded the book as
authentic, and its diffusion revived the fervour of the
pilgrimages to St. James of Compostella. In it is re-

lated an apparition of St. .James to Charlemagne; the
saint orders the emperor to follow with his army the
direction of the Milky Way. which was thenceforth
called the " Path of ,St. .J.ames". Gaston Paris
considers that the first five chapters of the chronicle
attributed to Turpin were written about the middle
of the eleventh century by a monk of Compostella, an<l

that the remainder were written between 1109 and
1119 by a monk of St. Andre de Vienne. This sec-

ond part has a real literary importance, for the monk
who WTOte it derived his inspiration from the chansons
de gesle and the epic traditions; hence there may be
seen in this compilation a very ancient form of these
traditions. The chronicle was translated into Latin
and French as early as 1206 by the cleric .Jehan, in the
service of Renaud de Dammartin, Count of Boulogne.
Editions according to various MSS. have been issued
at Paris by Castets (1880) and at Lund by Wulff
(1881).
Gaston Paris. De pseudo Turpino (Paris, 1865) ; Acracher,

Der altfTanzosische Pscudo-Turpin der Arsenalhandschrift in
Romaninche Forschungm, V (1889-90); FisqrET. La France
pnntificaU: Rrinus (Paris, 1864).

Georges Gotau.

Turrianus, Franciscus. See Torres, Fran-
cisco.

Tuscany, a division of central Italy, includes the
provinces of .\rez7,o, Florence, Grosseto, Livorno,
Massa and Carrara, Pisa, and Siena; area, 9304 sq.

miles; population in 1911, 2,900,000. Ecclesiastically
it is divided into the provinces of Florence, with 6
suffragan dioceses; Pisa, with 4 suffragans; Siena,
with .5 suffragans; the Archdiocese of Lucca; and the
immediate Dioceses of Arezzo, Cortona, Montalcino,
Montepulciano, and Pienza. The territorj' is es.sen-

tially the s.ame as that of ancient Etruria. In the
sixth and fifth centuries B. c. the Etruscans were the
dominant power in northern and central Italy, and
brought Latium and Rome under their supremacy.
Towards the end of the sixth century B. c. Rome
regained its independence, and from the second half
of the fifth century it began a struggle for supremacy.
There were many changes of fortune during the long
war, but it ended about 2S0 B.C. with the overthrow
of Etruria. During the Empire Etruria formed the
seventh region of Italy. After the fall of the Western
Empire, Tuscany was niled successively by the
Germans imder hdoacer, by the Ostrogoths, by the
Eastern Empire through Narses, and by the Lom-
bards. Tuscany, or Tuscia as it was called in the
Middle Ages, became a part of the Frankish Empire

during the reign of Charlemagne and formed a
margravate, the margrave of which was also made the
ruler several times of the Duchy of Spoleto and Cam-
erino. In 1030 the margravate" fell to Boniface of the
Canossa family. Boniface was also Duke of Spoleto,
Count of Modena, Mantua, and Ferrara, and was the
most powerful prince of the empire in Italy. He was
followed by his wife Beatrice, first as regent for their
minor son who died in 10.55, then as regent for their
daughter Matilda; in 1076 Beatrice died. Both she
and her d.aughter were enthusiastic adherents of
Gregory VII in bis contest with the empire, .\fler

Matilda's death in lll.j her hereditary possessions
were for a long time an object of strife between the
papacy and the emperors.

During the years 11.39-45 Tuscany was ruled by
Margrave Hulderich, who was appointed by the
Emperor Conr.ad III. Hulderich was followed by
Guelf, brother of Henry the Lion. In 1195 the Em-
peror Henry VI gave the margravate in fief to his
brother Phihp. In 1209 Otto IV renounced in favour
of the papacy all claim to Matilda's lands, as did also
the Emperor Frederick II in the Golden Bull of Eger
of 1213, but both firmly maintained the rights of the
empire in the Tuscan cities. During the struggle
between the popes and the emperors, and in the
period following the fall of the Hohenstaufens when
the throne was vacant, Florence, Siena, Pisa, Lucca,
Arezzo, and other Tuscan cities attained constantly
increasing independence and autonomy. They ac-
quired control also of Matilda's patrimony, so far
as it was situated in Tuscany. In the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries all Tuscany, except Siena
and Lucca, came under the suzerainty of Florence
and the Medici. In 1523 the Emperor Charles V
made Alessandro Medici hereditary Duke of Florence.
The last Tuscan towns that still enjoyed inde-
pendence were acquired by Alessandro's successor
Cosimo I (1.537-74) partly by cimning and brib-
ery, partly with Spanish aid by force of arms. In
1.557 Philip II, who required Cosimo's aid against
the pope, granted him Siena which in 1.555 had
surrendered to the emperor. Only a small part of
Sienese territory remained Spanish as the Stato dcgli
presidi. Thus the Medici acquired the whole of
Tuscany, and in 1569 the poi)e made Cosimo Grand
Duke of Tuscany. Although at the beginning of
Cosimo's reign there were several conspiracies,
especially by the exiled families, the Fiwriscili, the
Florentines gradually became accustomed to the
absolute governmeni of the ruler. Cosimo had
created a well-ordered stale out of the chaos existing
previously, and had established this state on the
foimdation of justice, equality of all citizens, good
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financial administration, and sufficient military

strength. Art, literature, and learning also enjoyed
a new era of prosperity during his reign. After long

negotiations his son Francesco 1 (1574-87) received in

1576 from the Emperor Maximilian the confirmation
of the grand ducal title which had been refused his

father. In his foreign policy Francesco was depend-
ent on the Habsburg dynasty. During his weak
reign the power was in the hands of women and
favoiu-ites, and the corruption of the nobility and
officials gained ground again, while the discontent of

(he common people was increased by heavy taxes.

After the death of his first wife the grand duke married
his mistress, the Venetian Bianca Capello. As he had
only daughters, one of whom was the French queen,
Maria de Medici, and the attempt to substitute an
illegitimate son failed, he was followed by his brother
Cardinal Ferdinand (1587-1605), who has been
accused without any historical proof of poisoning his

brother and sister-in-law.

In foreign policy Ferdinand made himself independ-
ent of the emperor and Sjiain and as an opponent of

the preponderance of the Haljsburgs supported the
French King Henry IV. Henry's return to the
Catholic Church was largely tlue to Ferdinand's influ-

ence. Ferdinand benefited his duchy by an excellent

administration and large public works, e. g. the
draining of the Mianatales and the Maremma of

Siena, the construction of the port of Leghorn, etc.

He re-estabUshed public safety by repressing brig-

andage. In 1589 he resigned the eardinalate with the
consent of Six-tus V, and married Christine, daughter
of Henry III of France. His relations with the
papacy were almost always of the best ; he promoted
the reform of the Tuscan monasteries and the execu-
tion of the decrees of the Council of Trent. His son
Cosimo II (1609-21) married Margareta, sister of

the Emperor Ferdinand II. Cosimo II ruled in the
same spirit as his father and raised the prosperity of

the country to a height never before attained. He
was succeeded by a minor son of eleven years, Ferdi-

nand II (1621-70), the regent being the boy's mother.
Margareta's weakness led to the loss of Tuscany's
right to the Duchy of Urbino, which fell vacant, and
which Pope Urban VII took as an unoccupied fief of

the Church. From 1628 Ferdinand ruled independ-
ently; to the disadvantage of his country he formed
a close imion with the Habsburg dynasty which in-

volved him in a number of Italian wars. These wars,
together with pestilence, were most disastrous to the
countrj'. Cosimo III (1670-1723) brought the coun-
try to the brink of ruin by his unlucky policy and his

extravagance. His autocratic methods, inconsistency,
and preijosterous measures in internal affairs place
ui)on him the greater part of the responsibility for the
extreme arbitrariness that developed among the state
officials, especially among those of the judiciary.

Although he sought to increase the importance of the
Church, yet he damaged it by using the clerg\' for

police purposes, proceeded against heretics with
undue severity, anfl sought to aid the conversion of

non-Catholics and Jews by all means, even very
material ones. During the War of the Spanish
Succession the grand duke desired to remain neutral,
all hougli he had acc<>i)ted Siena in fief once more from
Pliili[) V. In this era the land w'as ravaged by pesti-

lence, and the war-taxes and forced contributions
levi('d on it by the imperial generals completely de-
stroyed ils prosperity. Neither of Cosimo's two sons
had male heirs, and finally he obstinately pursued the
plan, tdthoiigh wilhout success, to transfer the suc-
cession lo his daughter. Before this, however, the
powers had settled in the Peace of Utrecht that when
the Medici were extinct (he succession to Tuscany
was to fall to the Spani.'jh Bourbons. Cosimo III
was followed by his second sonGiovanGastone (1723-
37), who permitted the country to be governed by his

unscrupulous chamberlain, Giuliano Dami. When he
died the Medici dynasty ended.

In accordance with the Treaty of Vienna of 1735
Francis, Duke of Lorraine, who had married Maria
Theresa in 1736, became grand duke (1737-65)
instead of the Spanish Bourbons. Francis Joseph
garrisoned the countrj' with Austrian troops and
transferred its administration to imperial councillors.

As Tuscany now became an Austrian territory,

belonging as inheritance to the second son, Tuscany
was more or less dependent upon Vienna. However,
the country once more greatly advanced in economic
prosperity, especially during the reign of Leopold I

(176.5-90), who, like his brother the Emperor Joseph
I, was full of zeal for reform, but who went about it

more slowly and cautiou.sly. In 17S2 Leopold sup-
pressed the Inquisition, reduced the possessions of the
Church, suppressed numerous monasteries, and inter-

fered in purely internal ecclesiastical matters for

the benefit of the Jansenists. After his election as
emperor he was succeeded in 1790 by his second son,

Ferdinand III, who ruled as his father had done.
During the French Revolution Ferdinand lost his

duchy in 1789 and 1800; it was given to Duke Louis
of Parma on 1 October, imder the name of the King-
dom of Etruria. In 1807 Tuscany was united directly

with the French Empire, and Napoleon made his

sister Eliza Bacciocchi its administrator with the title

of grand duchess. After Napoleon's overthrow the
Congress of Vienna gave Tuscany again to Ferdinand
and added to it Elba, Piombino, and the Stato degli

presidi. A number of the monasteries suppressed by
the French were re-estabfished by the Concordat of

1815, but otherwise the government was influenced

by the principles of Josephinism in its relations with
the CathoUc Church. When the efforts of the Italian

secret societies for the formation of a united national
state spread to Tuscany, Ferdinand formed a closer

union with Austria, and the Tuscan troops were
placed under Austrian officers as preparation for the

breaking-out of war. The administration of his son
Leopold II (1824-60) was long considered the most
liberal in Italy, although he reigned as an absolute
sovereign. The Concordat of 1850 also gave the

Church greater liberty. Notwithstanding the eco-

nomic and intellectual growth which the land enjoyed,
the intrigues of the secret societies found the country
fruitful soil, for the rulers were alwaj'S regarded as

foreigners, and the connexion they formed with Aus-
tria made them unpopular.

In 1847 a state council was established; on 15 Feb.,

1848, a constitution was issued, and on 26 June the
newly-elected popular assembly was opened. Not-
withstanding this, sedition against the dynasty
increased, and in August there were street fights at

Leghorn in which the troops proved untrustworthy.
Although Leopold had called a democratic ministry
in October, with Guerrazzi and MontaneUi at its

head, and had taken part in the Piedmontese war
against Austria, yet the Republicans forced him to

flee from the country and go to Gaeta in Feb., 1849.

A provisional republican go^•ernment was established

at Florence; this before long was forced to give way to

an opposing movement of moderated Liberalism.

After this by (he aid of Austria Leopold was able in

July, lS-19, to return. In 1852 he suppressed the

constitution issued in 1848 and governed as an abso-

lute ruler, although with caution and moderation.
However, (he suppression of the constitution and the

fact that up to 1855 an Austrian army of occupation
remained in the country made him gieatly disliked.

When in 1S,59 war was begun between Sardinia-

Piedmont and Austria, and Leopold became the con-

federate of Austria, a fresh revolution broke out

which forced him to leave. For the period of the war
\'ictor Eiiunanuel occupied the country. After the

Peace of Villa Franca had restored Tuscany to Leo-
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pold, the latter abdicated in favour of his son Ferdi-

nand IV. On 16 Aug., 1859, a national assembly
declared the deposition of the dynasty, and a second
assembly (12 March, 1860) voted for annexation to

Piedmont, officially proclaimed on 22 March. Since
then Tuscany has been a part of the Kingdom of

Italy, whose capital was Florence from 1865 to 1871.
Galluzzi, Storia del granducato di Toscana soito il governo delta

casa Medici (5th ed., IS vols., Florence, 1830); Napier, Floren-
liiie History (6 vols. London. 1847); Zobi, Storia civile delta Tos-
cana (5 vols., Florence, 1850-52) ; Idem, Memorie e documenti
officiali (2 vols., Florence, 1860) : Idem, Cronaca degli avvenimenti
net 1869 (2 vols., Florence, 1859-60): Giornale slorico degli arctiim
toscani (7 vols., Florence, 1857-63) ; Canestrini, Negociations
diplomatiques de la France avec la Toscane, ed. Desj.^rdins (6
vols., Paris, 1859-86): Poggi, Memorie sioriche del gorcrno delta

Toscana 1859-60 (3 vols., Pisa. 1871); Leopoldo II e i suoi
tempi (Florence. 1871) ; Reumont. Geschichte Toscanas (2 vols.,

Gotha, 1876-77); RErcHLiN, Geschichte Ilaliens, III-IV (Leip-
zig. 1870-73); RoHAiTLT de l.\ Fleury. La Toscane au moyen-
dge (2 vols., Paris. 1874); Mehkel, Bibliografia degli anni 1859-91
in Bulletino storico italiano (1892); Wtjrzbach, Die Grossherzoge
von Tosh (Vienna. 1883) : MnNTZ, Florence el la Toscane (2nd ed.

Paris, 1901).

Joseph Lins.

Tusculum. Sec Frascati, Diocese of.

Tutiorism. See Probabilism.

Tuy, Diocese of (Tudensis), suffragan of the
Arcluiioceso of Santiago, comprises the civil provinces
of Orense and Pontevedra, is bounded on the north by
Pontevcdra, on the east by Orense, on the south by
Portugal, and on the west by the Atlantic Ocean.
The city has a population of 3000, and is of very an-
cient origin. Ptolemy calls it Toudai and attributes

its foundation to Diomedes, son of Tydeus (just as

the foundation of Lisbon is attributed to Ulysses).

During the Roman period it belonged to the con-

ventus juridicus or judicial district of Braga. The
city seems to have been at first situated on the top of

Mount Alhoya whence it was moved to its base, where
it was in the time of the Goths. When King Egica
shared the government with his son Wittiza he made
him live at Tu.v, probably at the site known as Piizox

de Reyes (palaces of the kings). The See of Tuy is

very ancient; one of the four bi.shops of Galicia at the
first Council of Braga (561) was Bishop of Tuy. The
first historically known bishop was Anila who at-

tended the second Council of Braga (572) ; he signed as

suffragan of Lugo. Neuphilia-s lived vmder the Arian
King Leovigild, by whom he was exiled and the Arian
Gardingus put in his jilace. Gardingus abjured his

heresy at the third Council of Toledo. Anastasius was
present at the fourth and sixth Councils of Toledo;
Adirairus at the seventh; and Beatus sent the cleric

Victorinus to represent him at the eighth. Genetivus
was present at the third Council of Braga (675) as a
suffragan of Braga, and also at the twelfth Council of

Toledo. Oppa wius present at the thirteenth, and
Adelphius at the fifteenth.

Tuy fell into the hands of the Mahommedans, but
was not entirely destroyed as it is numbered among
the cities reconquered by Alfonso I, but not recol-

onized until the time of Ordoiio I. The exiled Bishop
of Tuy took refuge in Iria (Compost ella), and a parish

was assigned to him for his support. The first known
Bi.shop of Tuy after the Saracen invasion is Diego
(890-901

) ,
present at t he consecrat ion of the Church of

St. James the Apostle (899), also at the Council of

Oviedo in which this see was raised to the rank of a
raetropoUtan (900). Hermoigius founded the mon-
astery of San Crist 6hal of Labrugia, resided in Tuy,
and in 915 began the reconstruction of the cathedral.
At the battle of Valdejunquera he was made ])risoner

by the Arabs and taken to Cordova where he was
forced to leave as a hostage his nephew, St. Pelagius,

a child of thirteen. The latter suffered martyrdom in

defence of his chastity; his relics were transferred to

Oviedo and he was declared the patron of Tuy. Naus-
tianua (926) retired to the monastery of Labrugia to

avoid the assaults of the Norsemen who had come up
as far as Tuy along the River Mifio. His successor,
Vimaranus (937-42), retired to the monastery Rivas
de Sil, as did the next, bishop, Vihulfus (9.52-70) . The
Norsemen led by Olaf were encamped at different
times at Tuy and ravaged it cruelly (1014), on which
account Alfonso V placed it under the jurisdiction of
the Bishop of Compost ella. Bishop Alfonso I and his
priests had been made captive, and thereafter, until
the time of Dona Urraca, a sister of Alfonso VI, a
period of forty-seven years, the See of Tuy was vacant.
Dona Urraca re-estabhshed it and made Jorge
(Georgius) bishop. He took up his residence in the
monastery of San Bartolome, whose monks were
canons of the cathedral. The decree of the restora-
tion of the see is dated 13 Jan., 1071. Bishop Aderi-
cus (1072-95) succeeded Jorge. The bishops, by
concession of Raymond of Burgundy and Alfonso VII,
were lords of the city, and Bishop Alfonso II began
building the new cathedral, which was finished a hun-
dred years later by Esteban Egea (1218-39). In the
time of Bishop Pe'layo Melondez (1131-55) the canons
adopted the Rule of St. Augustine. Among the
bishops who deserve special mention are: Lucas de
Tuy, called "El Tudense", annahst of Dona Beren-
guela, to whom we owe the compilation known as
the "Cronic<5n de Espana"; Juan Fernandez de Soto-
mayor, councillor of Queen Dona Marid de Molina, who
was present at the Council of Vienna (1312); and
Prudencio de Sandoval, a Benedictine, celebrated
annalist of Charles V.
The Western Schism caused a division in the ranks

of the clergy of Tuy, the bishop giving allegiance to
the Avignon pope, others to the pope at Rome, whom
Portugual also obeyed. Martin V commanded the
latter to recognize the legitimate bishop, and when
some resisted this order their churches were allowed to
be governed by vicars residing in Portugal (1441).
The cathedral of the diocese, which is dedicated
to the Blessed Virgin, resembles a medieval fortress,

as it is b\iilt on the crown of the ancient castle fort
(/'iislellum Tude). It belongs to the early Gothic
period and, on account of its height, the importance
of its side naves, its clerestory (now walled up, but
preserving its ancient arches and colunms), the in-
terior is well worthy of note. The ground plan is

that of a Latin cross (the four arms being extremely
short) with four naves, those on the side terminating
in the apse. The chapel of San Telmo (San Pedro
Gonzdlez), built by Bishop Diego de Tortjuemada
(1.564-82) who transferred to it the relics of the saint,

is worthy of note. Between the altar of the Visitation
and that of the Seven Dolours is the unique sepulchre
of Lope de Sarmiento (d. 1607). To the cathedral is

attached a handsome Gothic cloister. The churches
of the old Dominican and Franciscan convents have
been converted into parish churches, the convent of
S.anto Domingo being u.sed for a barracks and that of
San Francisco for jjrimary and secondary- schools.

Tuy has a fine hosjiital (built by Bi.shop Rodriguez
Ciistanon) and a home for the aged in charge of the
Little Sisters of the Poor. The seminary, which is

dedicated to St. Francis of Assisi and (he Inmiaculate
Conception, was founded in 1850 by Bishop Francisco
fi.arcia Ca.sarrubios y Welgar. Among the illustrious

men of the diocese may be mentioned St. Teutonius,
the humanist Alvaro Cadaval y Sotomayor, and Fran-
cisco Avila y La Cueva, author of a history of the
diocese.

Fi6rez. Esp. Sagrada, XXU-XXIII (Madrid, 1798-99);
MargcIa, Eap,, BUS monumentos: Galicia (Barcelona, 1888);
DAVII.A, Teatro eeles. de Tuj/,' Sandoval Y Argaiz. Episcopologioa.

Ram6n Ruiz Amado.
Twelfth Day. See Epiphany.

Twelve Apostles, Gospel of the. See Didache.
Twenge, John, Saint, last English saint canonized,

canon regular. Prior of St. Mary's, Bridlington, b.
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near that tovm, 1319; d. at Bridlington, 1379. He
was of the Yorkshire family Twenge, which family

in Reformation days supplied two priest-martyrs

and was also instrumental in establishing the Insti-

tute of the Blessed Virgin Mary (q. v.) at Bar
Convent, York. John completed his studies at

Oxford and then entered the Priory of Bridlington.

Charged successively with various offices in the com-
munity, he was finally despite his reluctance elected

prior, "which office he held until his death. Even
in his lifetime he enjoyed a reputation for great

holiness and for miraculous powers. On one occasion

he changed water into wine. On another, five sea-

men from Hartlepool in danger of shipwreck called

upon God in the name of His servant John of Brid-

lington, whereupon the prior himself appeared to

them m his canonical habit and brought them safely

to shore. After his death the fame of the miracles

wrought by his intercession spread rapidly through
the land. Archbishop Neville charged his suffragans

and others to take evidence with a view to his canoni-

zation, 26 July, 13S6; and the same prelate assisted

by the Bishops of Durham and Carlisle officiated at a
solemn translation of his body, 11 March, 1404, r!e

maiulalo Domini Papce. This pope, Boniface IX,
shortly afterwards canonized him. The fact has

been doubted and disputed; but the original Bull was
recently unearthed in the Vatican archives by Mr. T.

A. Twemlow, who was engaged in research work there

for the British Government. St. John was especially

invoked by women in cases of difficult confinement.
At the Reformation the people besought the royal

plunderer to spare the magnificent shrine of the saint,

but in vain; it was destroyed in 1537. The splendid

nave of the church, restored in 1857, is all that now
remains of Bridlington Priory. The saint's feast is

observed by the canons regular on 9 October.
Butler, Lives of the Saints; Gasquet, Henry VIII and the

English Monasteries (London, 1889) ; Stanton, Menology (Lon-
don and New York. 1892) ; State Papers, Rolls Series, Northern
Registers; Walsinqham, Historia Anglicana (London, 1863-76);
Sf Bius, De probatis Sanctorum Historiis (Turin, 1875-80)

Vincent Scully.

Twiketal (Thurcytel, Tttrketul) of Croy-
L.\xD, d. July, 975. He was a cleric of royal descent,
who is said to have acted as chancellor to Kings
Athelstan (d. 940), Edmund (d. 946), and Edred
(d. 955), but as this statement rests on the authority
of the pseudo-Ingulf, it must be received with cau-
tion. Leaving the world in 946 he became a monk at

Croyland Abbey, which had been devastated by the
Danes and lay in a ruinous and destitute state. He
endowed it with six of his own manors, and, being
elected abbot, restored the house to a flourishing con-
dition. He was a friend both of St. Dunstan and St.

Ethelwold of Winchester, and like them a reformer.
The real authority for his life is Ordericus Vitalis; for

no reliance can be placed on the long and fictitious

account in the fourteenth-century forgery which is

published under the name of Ingulf of Croyland
(q. V.)
OnoERicus Vitalis, Hist. Bcclesiaslica (Paris, 1838-55);

DuGDALE. Monasticon, II (London, 1817-30); Lingard, History
of Enaland, I (London, 1S83), 252-53; Freeman. Norman Con-
quest (Oxford, 1867-79) ; Cooke in Did. Nat. Biog., s. v. Thurcytel.

Edwin Burton.

Tyana, a titular metropolitan see of Cappadoeia
Prima. The city must first have been called Thoana,
because Tlioas, a Thracian king, was its founder
(.\rrianus, "Periplus Ponti Euxini", vi); it was in

Cappadoeia, but at the foot of Taurus and near the
Cilician Gates (Strabo, XII, ,537; XIII, 587). The
surrounding plain received the name of Tyanitis.
There in the first century A. D. was born the celebrated
magician ApolloniiLs. Under Caracalla the city

became the "Antoniniana colonia Tyana". After
having taken sides willi l,>u<>cn Zenobia of Palmyra it

was captured by Aurelian in 272, who would not allow

his soldiers to pillage it (Homo, "Essai .sur le regne dc
I'Empereur Aurelien ", 90-92). In 371 Valens created
a second [irovince of Cappadoeia, of which Tyan;i
became the metropolis, which aroused a violent con-
troversy between Anthimus, Bishop of Tyana, and
St. Basil, Bishop of Csesarea, each of whom wished
to have as many suffragan sees as possible. About 640
Tyana had three, and it was the same in the tenth
centurj- (Gelzer, "Ungedruckte . . . Texte der Koti-
ti«episcopatuum",538,554).. LeQuien (Orienschrist.,
I, 39.5-402) mentions 28 bishops of Tyana, among
whom were: Eutychius, at Nice in 325; Anthimus,
the rival of St. Basil; Jitherius, at Constanti-
nople in 381; Theodore, the friend of St. John Chrys-
ostom; Eutherius, the partisan of Nestorius, deposed
and exiled in 431; CjTiacus, a Severian Monophysite.
In May, 1359, Tyana stiU had a metropohtan (Mik-
losich and Miiller, "Acta patriarchatus Constanti-
nopolitani", I, 505); in 1360 the metropolitan of
Cssarea secured the administration of it (op. cit.,

537). Thenceforth the see was titular. The ruins of
Tyana are at Kilis.se-Hissar, three miles south of
Nigde in the vilayet of Koniah; there are remains of

a Roman aqueduct and of sepulchral grottoes.
Texier. .Asie mineure (Paris. IS62), 571-1; .Smith, Diet,

dreek and Roman Geog., s. v.

S. V.\ILHE.

Tychicus, Saint, a disciple of St. Paul and his

constant companion. He was a native of the Roman
Province of Asia (Acts, xx, 4), born, probably, at

Ephesus. About his conversion nothing is known.
He appears as companion of St. Paul in his third mis-
sionary journey from Corinth through Macedonia
and Asia Minor to Jerusalem. He shared the Apos-
tle's first Roman captivity and was sent to Asia as

the bearer of letters to the Colossians and Ephesians
(Eph., vi, 21; Col., iv, 7, 8). According to Tit., iii,

12, Paul intended to send Tychicus or Artemas to

Crete to supply the place of Titus. It seems, how-
ever, that Artemas was sent, for during the second
captivity of St. Paul at Rome Tychicus was sent
thence to Ephesus (II Tim., iv, 12). Of the subse-
quent career of Tychicus nothing certain is known.
Several cities claim him as their bishop. The Me-
nology of Basil Porphyrogenitus, which commemorates
him on 9 April, makes him Bishop of Colophon and
successor to Sosthenes. He is also said to have
been appointed Bishop of Chalcedon by St. Andrew
the Apostle (Lipsius, "ApokrjTjhe Apostelgesch.".
Brunswick, 1883, 579). He is also called Bishop of

Neapolis in C>'prus (Le Quien, "Oriens ehrist.",

Paris, 1740, I, "l25; II, 1061). Some martyrologie.-
make him a deacon, while the Roman Martyrology
places his commemoration at Paphos in Cyprus. His
feast is kept on 29 April.

.iria .S.S., Apr.. Ill, 613; Polzl, Die Milarbeiler des Weltaposlels
Paulu.i (Ratisbon. 1912), 325.

Francis Mershman.

Tynemouth Priory, on the east coast of North-
umberland, luigland, occupied the site of an earlier

Saxon church built first in wood, then in stone, in the
seventh centurj-, and famous as the burial-place of St.

Oswin, king and martj-r. Plundered and burnt sev-
eral times by the Danes, and frequently rebuilt, it was
granted in i074 to the Benedictine monks of Yarrow,
and, with them, annexed to Durham .\bbey. In the
reign of William Rufus, Robert de Mowbray, Earl of

Northumberland, re-peopled Tynemouth with monks
from St. Albans, and it became a cell of that abbey,
remaining go until the Dissolution. The Norman
Church of Sts. Marj' and Oswin was built by Earl
Robert about 1100, and 120 years later was greatly

enlarged, a choir 135 feet long with aisles being added
beyond the Norman apse, while the na\e w;is also

lengthened. East of the choir and chancel wa>-~ added
about 1320 an exquisite Lady-chaiicl. probalily built

by the Percy family, which had latelj- acquired the
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great Northumberland estates of the de Vesois. The
first prior of the re-fnuiided monastery was Remigiiis,

and the hist was Robert Bhikeney, who on 12 Jan.,

1539, surrendered thoiiriory to Henry VIII, he him-
self, with fifteen monks and four novioes, signing the

deed of surrender, which is still extant, with the beau-

tiful seal of the monastery appended to it. A pension

of £iO was granted to Blakeney, and small pittances

to the monks; and the prion,- site and buildings were
bestowed first on Sir Thomai Hilton, and later, under
Edward VI, on the Duke of Northumberhand.
Colonel ^'illars, governor of Tynemouth Castle under
William III and Anne, had a lease of the prion,-, and
did irreparable damage to the remaining buildings.

Practically nothing is now left except the roofless

chancel, one of the most beautiful fragments of thir-

teenth-centurv architecture in England.
Gibson. History of the Monastery of Tynemouth (London, 1846),

a valuable and admirably exeruted work; Matthew Paris,
Chronicii majora, ed. LuARD. I-IV (London. 1S74-83), passim;
Mores historiarum. ed. LrARD. I. II (London, 1890); DnGDALE,
Monast. anglic. Ill (London. 1819), 302-20; Brand. History of
Newcaalle-upon-Tyne, II (London, 1789), 65, 66, etc.

D. O. Hunter-Blair.

Types in Scripture, though denoted by the Greek
word Ti/Foi, are not coextensive with the meaning of

this word. It signifies in John, xx, 25, the "print"
of the nails in the risen Lord's hands; in Rom., vi,

17, the "form" of the Christian doctrine; in Acts,

vii, 43, "figures" formed by a blow or impression,

"images" of idols made for adoration; in Acts, vii,

44, and Hebr., viii, 5, the "form", or "pattern",
according to which something is to be made; in Phil.,

iii, 17, I Tim., iv, 12, etc., the "model" or "example"
of conduct. It is to be noted that, in all instances

in which the word riSiros indicates the similarity between
something future and something past in either the

physical or the moral order, this similarity is intended,

and not a matter of chance resemblance. It is, there-

fore, antecedent Ij- probable that in another series

of texts, e. g. Rom., v, 14, in which a type is a person

or thing prefiguring a future person or thing, the

connexion between the two terms is intended by him
who foresees and arranges the course of history.

The types in the Bible are limited to types under-
stood in this sense of the word. But while they do
not extend to all the various meanings of the word
Ti)jro5, they are not restricted to its actual occurrence.

In Gal., iv, 24, for instance, the type and its anti-

type are represented as iWrryopovficm, " said by an
allegory"; in Col., ii, 17, the type is said to be tricia

tCiv fuXXivTwv "a shadow of things to come"; in

Hebr., ix, 9, it is called irapajSoX^, a "parable" of its

antitype. But the definition of the type is verified

in all these cases: a person, a thing, or an action,

having its own independent and absolute existence,

but at the same time intended by God to prefigure

a future person, thing, or action.

I. Natural Basis of Types.—It has been pointed
out that in the various degrees of nature the higher
forms repeat the laws of the lower forms in a clearer

and more perfect way. In historj-, too, the past and
present often resemble each other to such an extent

that some writers regard it as an axiom that history

repeats itself. They point to Xabuchodonosor and
Xapoleon, to the fleet of Xerxes and the armada of

Phihp. After Plutarch has informed his reader (De
fortuna Alexandri, x) that among all the expressions

of Homer the words "both a good king, and an
excellent fighter in war" pleased Alexander most,
he adds that in this verse Homer seems not merely
to celebrate the greatness of Agamemnon, but also

to prophesy that of Alexander. What is true of

nature and history in general is especially applicable

to the economy of salvation; the state of nature
was superseded and surpassed in perfection by the
Mosaic Law, and the Mosaic Law yielded similarly

to the Christian dispensation.

II. Figurists.—In the two earlier periods of Revela-
tion there is no lack of men, things, and actions
resembhng these of the Christian economy; besides,
the New Testament expressly declares that .some of
them typify their respective resemblances in the
new dispensation. Hence the question arises whether
one is justified in affirming to be a type anjthing
which is not affirmed to be so in Revelation, either
by direct statement or manifest impUcation. Wit-
sius and Cocceius (d. 1669) were of opinion that the
types actually indicated in Revelation were to be
considered rather as examples for our guidance in
the interpretation of others than as supplying us
with an entire fist of all that were designed for this

purpose. Cocceius and his followers contended that
ever}- event in Old Testament history which had any
formal resemblance to something in the New was
to be regarded as typical. This view opened the
door to frivolous and absurd interpretations by the
followers of the Cocceian and Witsian school. Cra-
mer, for instance, in his "De ara exterior!" (xii, 1)

considers the altar of holocausts as a type of Christ,
and then asks the question, "quadratus quomodo
Christus fuerit"; van Till (De tabernaculo Mosis,
xxv) presents the snuffers of the sacred candlestick
as a type of sanctified reason which destroys our
daily-occurring errors. Hulsius, d'Outrein, Deusing,
and Vitringa (d. 1722) belong to the same school.

III. Pietisls.—In the Wiirtemberg school of pie-

tism the types of the Old Testament were no longer
considered as isolated phenomena, intended to

instruct and confirm in the faith, but were regarded
as members of an organic development of the salvific

economy in which each earlier stage prefigures the
subsequent. Bengel points out (Gnomon, preface,

13) that as there is symmetry in God's works down
to the tiniest blade of grass, so there is a connexion
in God's works, even in the most insignificant ones.

In his "Ordo temporum" (ix, 13) the same writer
insists on the unity of design, which makes one
work out of all the books of Scripture, is the source
of all limes, and has measured the past and the future
alike. One of Bengel's disciples, P. M. Hahn, com-
pares (Theologische Schriften, ii, 9) the development
of revelation to the growth of a flower. The forma-
tive power hidden in the seed manifests itself more
and more by the addition of each pair of leaves.

This view was followed also by Ph. Hiller in his work
"X'eues System aller Vorbilder Christi im Alten
Testament" (17.58), and by Crusius in his treatise

"Hypomnemata theol. prophetica;" (1764-78). The
last-named writer is of the opinion that the figurative

development of God's kingdom changes into an
historical growth at the time of David; he considers
the Kingdom of David as the embrj-o of the King-
dom of Christ.

IV. Moderate Use of Types.—Owing to their lack
of a clear distinction between type and allegory,

Martin Luther and Melanchthon did not esteem the
typical sense of Scripture at its true value. Andreas
liivetus attempted to draw a fine of distinction
between type and allegory (Prsf. ad ps., 45), and
Gerhard (Loci, II, 67) closely adhered to his defini-

tion. But practically types were used for parenefic
rather than theological purposes by Baldwin (Passio
Christi typica; Adventus Christi typicus), Bacmeis-
ter (Explicatio typorum V. T. Christum expUcan-
tium), and other writers of this school. They would
have had more confidence in the t>-pical sense of
l^cripture had they followed the view of Bishops von
Mildert and Mar.sh. For these writers did not leave
the typical .sense to the imagination of the individual
expositor, but rigidly required competent evidence
of the Divine intention that a person or an event
was to prefigure another person or event. Even in

the Bible they distinguish between examples that
are used for the sake of illustration only and those
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where there is a manifest typical relationship and
connexion. It is true that Calovius (System, theol.,

I, 663) and Aug. Pfeiffer (Thes. herm., ill, can. 10)

insist on admitting only one sense, the hteral, in

Scripture; but as the literal sense clearly indicates

several types, writers Uke Buddeus, Rambach, and
Pfaff point out that such an insistence on the Uteral

sense differs only in words from the admission of a

limited typical sense. Rambach goes further than

this; in order to increase the parenetie force of Scrip-

ture, he attributes to each word as v.nde a meaning
and as much importance as the nature of the subject

matter allows (Instit. herm., 319). The "Myste-
rium Christi et christianismi in fasciis typiois anti-

quitatimi V. T." by Joachim Lange, "Judische Heil-

igthiimer" by Lundius, and "Der Messias im A. T."

by Schottegen are other works in which the element

of edification is chiefly kept in view.

V. Sodnian Influence.—While in Cocceian and
Lutheran circles typology flourished either unre-

strictedly or within certain boimds, it began to be

considered as a mere accommodation or as a subjective

work of parallelizing a number of Scripture passages

by the Socianians and by all those who failed to

see the unity of God's work in our history of Revela-

tion. Clericus, writing on Gal., iv, 22, refers typol-

ogy to a Jewish manner of interpreting Scripture.

The derivation of the Mosaic worship from Egyptian
and Oriental cults, as explained by Spencer, rendered

void the typical sense advocated in the Epistle to

the Hebrews. Hence, Henke considers typology

as an exploded system; Semler (Versuch einer frei-

eren theologischen Lehrart, 1777, p. 104), does not

wish that types should be considered any longer as be-

longing to the true religion; Doderlein (Institutiones,

1779, n. 229) requires in a type not a mere resem-
blance, but also that it should have been expressly

represented in the Old Testament as a figiu-e of the

future; moreover, he beUeves that at the time of

Moses no one would have understood such figm'es.

But how explain the fact that the Apostles and Christ

Himself employed the typical sense of the Old Testa-
ment? Tliey adapted themselves, we are told, in

their use of the Old Testament to the condition of

the Jewish people, and to the hermeneutical princi-

ples prevalent in the Jewish schools. It followed,

therefore, that the use of the typical sense in the New-
Testament is nothing but Rabbinic trifling. This
point of view is followed in Dopke's "Hermeneutik
der neutestamentlichen Schriftsteller" (part I, 1S29),

and also in the exegetical works of Ammon, Fritzsche,

Meyer, Riickert, and others.

VI. Reaction against the Sodnian View.—On the
other hand, there was no lack of defenders of the
typical sense of Scripture. Michaehs (Entwurf der
typischen Gottesgeliihrtheit, 1752) points out that,

even if we follow Spencer's view of the origin of the
Mosaic worship, borrowed rites too may have a
symbolic meaning; but the writer's bhndness to the
distinction between type and symbol is the vulner-
able side of his treatise. Blasche shows himself a
stout adherent of typology in his "Commentary on
the Epistle to the Hebrews" (17S2). Herder in his

thirty-ninth letter on the study of theology (1780)
believes that, though each stone of a building does
not .see either it.self or the whole building, it would
be narrow-mindedness on our part to pretend that

we do not see more than any given part can see; it

is only in the light of historic development that we
can appreciate the analogy of the whole to each of

its parts. Rau (Freiniiitliige Untersuchung tiber die

Typologie, 1784) reverts to a study of Spencer's
derivation of the Mosaic worship, and grants that

the Jewish rites may be .symbols of the New Testa-
ment, but denies that they are types in the stricter

sense of the word.
VH. Revival of Symholism and Pietism.—At the

beginning of the nineteenth century there was a

revival of taste for symbohsm, and of an apprecia-

tion of Bengel's typicism. Starting from symbohsm,
de Wette ("Beitrag zur Characteristic des Hebrais-
nius" in "Studien von Daub und Creuzer", 1807,

III, 244) concludes that the whole of the Old Testa-
ment is one great prophecy, one great type of what
was to come, and what has come to pass. F. von
Meyer and Stier wrote in the same strain, but they
are men of less note. Influenced by Bengel's view

,

Menken explained in a typical sense Dan., ii (1802-

1809), the brazen serpent (1812), Hebr., viii-x (1821);

from the same point of view. Beck wrote his "Bemer-
kungen uber messianischc Weissagungen " (Tiibinger

Zeitschrift fiir Theologie, 1831, part 3), and also

ex-plained Rom., ix (Christhche Lehrwissenschaf t

,

I, 1833, p. 360). The same principle underhes the
view of Bibhcal history as presented by Hofmann,
Franz DeUtzsch, Kurtz, and Auberlen. Ed. Boh-
mer in his treati.se "Zur bibhschen Typik" (1855)
adopts a similar point of view: One idea prevails

through the w-hole of creation; in nature the lower
grades are types of the higher; the material order is

a type of the spiritual; and man is the antitj-pe of

universal nature. The same law- prevails in history;

for the earlier age is always the type of the subse-
quent. Thus the Kingdom of God, which is the
climax of Creation, has its types in nature and its

types in history.

VIII. Rationalistic Contention and Catholic Doe-
trine.—Needless to say rationalistic WTiters repudiate
the typical sense of Sacred Scripture. The Catholic
doctrine as to the nature of the typical sense, its

existence, its extent, its theological value, has been
stated in Exegesis.— (2).

Besides the works cited above, see all the introductory works to
Scripture, under the heading Hermeneutics; Fairbairn. The
Typology of Scripture (3rd ed.. Edinburgh; 1857) ; see also the
bibliography to Exegesis and Hermeneutics.

A. J. Ma.4S.

Tyrannicide literally is the killing of a tj-rant, and
usually is taken to mean the killing of a tyrant by a
private person for the common good. There are two
classes of t>-rants w-hose circumstances are widely
apart—tjTants by usurpation and tjTants by op-
pression. A tyrant by usurpation (tyranniis in

titulo) is one who unjustly displaces or attempts to

displace the legitimate supreme ruler, and he can be
considered in the act of usurpation or in subsequent
peaceful possession of the supreme power. A tyrant
by oppression (tyrannus in regimitie) is a supreme
ruler who uses his pow-er arbitrarily and oppressively.

I. Tyrant by Usurpation.—While actually at-

tacking the powers that be, a tjTant by usurpation is a
traitor acting against the common w-eal, and, like any
other criminal, may be put to death by legitimate au-
thority. If possible, the legitimate authority must
use the ordinary forms of law in condemning the

tyrant to death, but if this is not possible, it can pro-

ceed informally and grant individuals a mandate to

inflict the capital punishment. St. Thomas (In II

Sent., d. XLIV, Q. ii, a. 2), Suarez (Def. fidei, VI.

iv, 7), and the majority of authorized theologians

say that private individuals have a tacit man-
date from legitimate authority to kill the usurper
when no other means of ridding the community of the
tyrant are available. Some, however, e. g. Crolly
(De justitia. III, 207), hold that an express mandate is

needed before a private person can take on himself

the office of executioner of the usurping tyrant. All

authorities hold that a private individual as such,

without an express or tacit mandate from authority,

may not law-fully kill an usurper unless he is actually

his unjust aggressor. Moreover, it sometimes hai)-

pens that an usurper is accorded the rights of a bellig-

erent, and then a jirivate iiuiiviilual, who is a non-
combatant, is excluded by international law from the
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category' of those to whom authority is given to kill

the tyrant (Crolly, loc. cit.).

If an usurper has already established his rule and
peacefully reigns, until the prescriptive period has
run its course the legitimate ruler can lawfully expel

him by force if he is able to do so, and can punish
him with death for his offence. If, however, it is out
of the legitimate ruler's power to re-establish his own
authority, there is nothing for it but to acquiesce in

the actual state of affairs and to refrain from merging
the community in the miseries of useless warfare.

In these circumstances, subjects are bound to obey
the just laws of the realm, and can lawfully take an
oath of obedience to the de facto ruler, if the oath is

not of such a nature as to acknowledge the legitimac}'

of the usurper's authority (cf. Brief of Pius \'lll, 29
Sept., 1S30). This teaching is altogether different

from the view of those who put forward the doctrine

of accomplished facts, as it has come to be called, and
who maintain that the actual peaceful possessor of the
ruling authority is also legitimate ruler. This is

nothing more or less than the glorification of success-

ful robbery.
II. Tyrant by Oppression.—Looking on a tyrant

by oppression as a public enemy, many authorities

claimed for his subjects the right of putting him to

death in defence of the common good. Amongst
these were John of Sahsbury in the twelfth century
(Polycraticus, III, 1.5; IV, "l; VIII, 17), and John
Parvus (Jehan Petit) in the fifteenth century. The
Council of Constance (1415) condemned as contrary
to faith and morals the following proposition: "Any
vassal or subject can lawfully and meritoriously kill,

and ought to kill, any tyrant. He may even, for this

purpose, avail himself of ambushes, and wily expres-

sions of affection or of adulation, notwithstanding
any oath or pact imposed upon him by the tyrant,

and without waiting for the sentence or order of any
judge" (Sess. XV). Subsequently a few Catholics
defended, with many limitations and safeguards, the
right of subjects to kill a tyrannical ruler. Fore-
most amongst these was the Spanish .lesuit Mariana.
In his book, " De rege et regis institutione" (Toledo,
1.599), he held that people ought to bear with a tyrant
as long as possible, and to take action only when his

oppression surpassed all bounds. They ought to
come together and give him a warning; this being of

no avail they ought to declare him a public enemy and
put him to death. If no public judgment could be
given, and if the people were unanimous, any sub-
ject might, if po.ssible, kill him by open, but not by
secret means. The book was dedicated to Philip
III of Spain and was written at the request of his

tutor Garcias de Loaysa, who afterwards became
Bishop of Toledo. It was published at Toledo in the
printing-office of Pedro Rodrigo, printer to the king,
with the approbation of Pedro de Ona, Provincial of
the Mercedarians of Madrid, antl with the permission
of Stephen Ilojeda, visitor of the Society of Jesus
in the Province of Toledo (see M.\ri.\n.4, Jdan).
Most unfairly the Jesuit Order has been blamed
for the teaching of Mariana. As a matter of fact,

Mariana stated that his teaching on tyrannicide was
his personal opinion, and immediately on the publi-
cation of the book the Jesuit General Aquaviva
ordered that it be corrected. He also on 6 July,
1610, forbade any member of the order to teach
publicly or privately that it is lawful to attempt the
life of a tyrant.
Though Catholic doctrine condemns t>Tannicide

as opposed to the natural law, formerly great theo-
logians of the Church like St. Thomas fll-II, Q.
xlii, a. 2), Suarez (Def. fidei, VI, iv, 15), and Bafiez,
O.P. (De justitia et jure, Q. Ixiv, a. .3), permitted
rebellion again.st oppressive rulers when the t\Tanny
had become extreme and when no other means
of safety were available. This merely carried to

its logical conclusion the doctrine of the Middle
Ages that the supreme ruling authority comes from
God through the people for the pubhc good. As the
people immediately give sovereignty to the ruler, so
the people can deprive him of his sovereignty when he
has used his power oppressively. Many authorities,
c. g. Suarez (Def. fidei, VI, iv, IS), held that the
State, but not private persons, could, if necessary,
condemn the tyrant to death. In recent times
Catholic authors, for the most part, deny that sub-
jects have the right to rebel against and depose an
unjust ruler, except in the case when the ruler was
ajjpointed under the condition that he would lose his
power if he abused it. In proof of this teaching they
appeal to the Syllabus of Pius IX, in which this
l)roposition is condemned: "It is lawful to refu.se

obedience to legitimate princes, and even to rebel"
(prop. Ixiii). While denying the right of rebellion
in the strict sense whose direct object is the deposi-
tion of the tyrannical ruler, many Catholic writers,
such as Crolly, Cathrein, de Bie, Zigliara, admit the
right of subjects not only to adopt an attitude of
passive resistance against unjust laws, but also in

extreme cases to assume a state of active defensive
resistance against the actual aggression of a legitimate,

but oppressive ruler. Many of the Reformers were
more or less in favour of tyrannicide. Luther held
that the whole community could condemn the tyrant
to death ("Siimmtliche Werke", LXII, p'rankfort-
on-the-Main and Erlangen, 18.54, 201, 206). Me-
lanchthon said that the killmg of a tyrant is the most
agreeable offering that man can make to God (Corp.
Ref., Ill, Halle, 1836, 1076). The Calvinist writer
styled Junius Brutus held that individual subjects
have no right to kill a legitimate tyrant, but that
resistance must be authorized by a representative
council of the people (Vindicia? contra Tyrannos, p.
45). John Knox affirmed that it was the duty of
the nobiUty, judges, rulers, and people of England to
condemn Queen I^Iary to death (Appellation).
RiCKABY, Moral Philosophy (London, 1909) ; Balmez, Prol-

estantism and Catholiritu Compared (London, 1849); Crolly, Dc
justitia et jure. III (Duhliii. 1877); Zioliara, Philosophia
moralin (Paris, lOini; CvTmnix. Philosophia moralis {YTe\huTfi
im Br., 1911); HE 111.

.
/V,i/,. ,,,,/,,„ moralis (Louvain, 1910); Ver-
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Der Syllabus (Mainz. 1905); The Month (March- April, 1873);
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don, 1910).

J. M. Harty.

Tyre (Tyrus), Melchite archdiocese and Maronite
diocese. The city is called in Hebrew, Znr, and in
Arabic, Sour, from two words meaning rock. It is

very ancient. If we are to believe [jriests of MeUcart
quoted by Herodotus (II, 44) it was founded in the
twenty-eighth century B. c. Isaias himself (xxiii, 7)
says that its origin was ancient. According to the
authors cited by Josephus (.4nt. jud., VIII, iii, 1) and
according to Justin (Hist., x-\'iii, 3) its foundation dates
from the thirteenth centurj' n. c, but this is manifestly
erroneous, for Tyre is mentioned under the name of
Sour-ri in the tablets of El-Amarna, between 13S5
and 1.368 b. c. (Revue Bibhque, 1908, 511). King
Abimelech was then reigning there independently,
though his capital was much coveted by the Eg>'p-
tians, who forced the Tyriansto .illy themselves with
their neighbours, especially the Philistines (see Ecclus.,
xlvi, 21). Ancient writers, particularly Isaias (xxiii,

12), call TjTe "daughter of Sidon"," that is, they
make it a colony of the latter city. Despite ob-
jections which have been made to this, the state-
ment is correct, and on its coins Sidon claims to
be the mother of Hippo Regius, in Africa, of Tyre
etc. It is true that in a short time the colony over-
sh.adowed the mother, but the inhabitants con-
tinued to call themselves Sidonians. On the other
hand, it is impo.s.sible to .state which of the two cities,

Palaetyrus, on the sea-coast, or Tyrus, built on a
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rocky island 1968 feet above the sea, existed first. It

is generally held, however, that the continental pre-

ceded the insular city. The reference in Josue (xix,

29) is not exactly identified, but in the El-Amarna
Letters the island is referred to, unless the Egyptians
who occupied all the seaboard cities had not subjected
it also to their dominion.
TjTe seems always to have had kings, like the other

Chanaanite cities. It was its sovereigns who made
it the "queen of the sea", as it loved to call itself, and
its merchants nobles of the earth, as Isaias says (.\xiii,

3-S). The city was very proud of its wealth and
ships, which plied along the whole of the Mediterra-
nean coast, in Africa as well as in Europe, and the
pride of Tyre became almost as proverbial among the
prophets of Israel as that of Moab. King Hiram
was one of its greatest sovereigns. He sent to David

Josephus ("Ant. jud.", VIII, xiii, 2; "Contra Ap-
pionem", I, 18; also III Kings, xvi, 31) calls her
father "King of the Sidonians", another allusion to

the Sidonian origin of Tyre. In 814 b. c. a group of

Tyrians went to the coast of Africa and founded
Carthage, the most famous colony of Tyre. The very
amicable relations of Tyrians and Jews did not last

always; they waned especially when Tyre sold as

slaves the Israelitish prisoners of war (Joel, iii, 4-8;

.A.mos, i, 9). On the other hand, the luxury and cor-

rupt morals which prevailed in the Phcpnician city

could not but have a baneful influence on the Jews of

the tribe of Aser and other Israehtes; so that the
Prophets, such as Isaias (xxiii), Ezechiel (xxvi-xxix),
Joel (iii, 4-8), and Amos (i, 9), never ceased to

thunder against it and predict its ruin. Salraanasar,
King of Assur, and Sargon besieged it in vain for five

From a Watercolour by H. Fcnn

the stone-cutters and carpenters to build his palace years after the fall of Samaria; although they cut
(II Kings, v, 11), and to Solomon Lebanon cedar and
cypress wood for the construction of the Temple
(ill Kings, ix, 11; II Par., ii, 3 sq.). The architect

and his master workmen were Tyrians. In return
Solomon gave Hiram the district of Cabul (Chabul)
in Galilee, which included twenty small cities, but
this gift seems not to have been to the taste of the
King of Tyre (III Kings, ix, 11-14). Nevertheless,
the two kings were allies and their combined fleets

left the ports of the Red Sea for Ophir and Tharsis
to obtain gold (III Kings, ix, 26-28; x, 11 sq.; II Par.,

ix, 10, 21). Hiram accomplished great works in his

capital. He united the two parts of the island,

hitherto separated by a canal which to a certain

the aqueduct of Hiram and compelled the people of
Sidon and Patetyrus to place their fleets at their ser-

vice, that of the Tyrians completely vanquished them
(Josephus, "Ant. Jud.", IX, xiv, 2). Sennacherib
likewise attempted the siege in vain. Although pay-
ing him a light tribute. Tyre remained a powerful state
with its own kings (Jer., xxv, 22; Ezech., xxvii and
xxviii), and was enabled to develop its mercantile
proclivities and attain the great prosperity spoken of

by the prophets and all ancient ^Titers. On his re-

turn from his exjjedition against Egypt, .\sarhaddon,
like his predeces.sors, blockaded Tyre, but the Tyrians,
isolated on their rock, with their powerful fleet and
valiant mercenaries, laughed at all his efforts. After

extent made them two cities, and besides he built a having received tribute from King Bael, Asarhaddon
great aqueduct which brought the waters of Ras-el- was compelled to retire. The same was true of

Ain to the Land. Nabuchodonosor after a severe blockade lasting thir-

Shortly afterwards court intrigues disturbed the teen years. .According to custom the Tyrians offered
city and gave rise to a bloody revolution. Phalia, an him a light tribute, and the honour of the proud
intruder, usurped the power; he wa.s dethroned in turn .sovereign was declared satisfied. Nevertheless, this
by his brotlier Ithobael or Ethbael, high priest of long isolation greatly injured the TjTians, for during
Aslarle, a goddess who, with the god Melkart, was this interval a i)ortion of the commerce passed to
iinich vincralcil in Tyre. It was Ethl)ac'rs daughter, Sidon and other Pha-nician and Carthaginian peoples,
Jezabil, who married Acbab, King of Israel. Jezabel Furthermore, the Tyrian colonies, which for thirteen

was undoubtedly a Tyrian princess; Menander in years had broken all links of subjection to the mother
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country, were in no wiso eager to resume the yoke.
Finally, as King Itliobael had died during the siege,

regents had assumed the authority (Josephus, "Con-
tra App. ", I, 21) and caused many troubles, as did also

the diKaffrai, or Suffetes, elected for seven years.

The monarchj- was subsequently restored.

As the domination had passed from the Chaldeans
to the Persians, Tyre, a vassal or rather an ally of

the former, readily assumed the same relations with
the latter and continued to prosper. The Tyrians
with their numerous ships assisted Xerxes against the
Greeks, who moreover were their commercial rivals,

and Darius again.it Alexander the Great. The King
of Tyre himself fought in the Persian fleet. Tyre re-

fused submission to the Macedonian hero, as well as

authorization to sacrifice to the god Melkart, whose
temple was on the island; Alexander, taking offence,

determined to capture the island at any cost. The
siege lasted seven months. While the fleets of the
submissive CjTfjriots and Phoenicians blockaded the
two ports at north and south, Alexander, with mate-
rials from PaLrtjTus, which he had just destroyed,
built an enormous causeway 1908 feet long by about
197 feet wide which connected the island with the
continent. He then laid siege to the ramparts of the
city which on one side reached a height of 150 feet.

T\Te was captured in 332; 6000 of its defenders were
beheaded, 2000 crucified, more than 30,000 women,
children, and servants sold as slaves. Although
Alexander razed the walls, the city was restored very
quickly, since seventeen years later it held out for

fourteen months against Antigonus, father of Deme-
trius Poliorcetes. From the power of Egypt, T\re in

287 passed under the dominion of the Seleucids in

198 B. c, obtaining self-government from them in 126
B. c. This year begins the era special to Tyre.
Augustus was the first to rob it of its liberty (Dion
Cassius, LIV, 7), for by his command its coins ceased
to bear the inscription "autonomous". Various mon-
uments were erected during the Roman period.

Herod the Cireat built a temple and adorned the pub-
lic places. A colony under Septimius Severus, Tyre
subsequently became the capital of Phccnicia; at the

time of St. Jerome it was regarded as the richest and
greatest commercial city of the province (Comment,
in Ezech., xxv\, 6; xxvii, 1). Its factory of purple
cloth was foremost in the empire. It was a curious

fact that under one of the predecessors of Diocletian,

Dorotheus, a learned priest of Antioch, the master of

Eusebius of Cai'sarea, was appointed director without
having to renounce his religion (Eusebius, "H. E.",

VII, 32).

In A. D. 613 the Jews of Tyro formed a vast con-
spiracy against the Greek Empire, and subsequently
ransomed from the troops of Chosrocs numerous cap-
tive Christians in order to sacrifice them. In 638 the
city fell into the hands of the Arabs. Baldwin I,

King of Jerusalem, besieged it in vain from 29 Nov.,
till, till April, 1112. Baldwin II captured it, 27
June, 1124, after five months' siege and made it the
seat of a count ship. When the crusaders lost the
Kingdom of Jerusalem in 1187 by the defeat of

Tiberias, Tjtc remained in the hands of the Franks
and became one of their chief fortresses. There in

1210 John of Brienne was crowned king, and in 1225
his daughter Isabella was crowned queen. Tyre was
captured in May, 1291, after the fall of Saint-Jean
d'Acre, by the Mussulmans, who completely de-

stroyed it, and it was never wholly restored after-

wards. Occupied by the Turks in 1516 it has always
belonged to tliem, save for a brief appearance of the
French in 1799. It is now a caza of the vilayet of

Beirut. The city has 0500 inhabitants, of whom
4000 are Mussulmans of various races, 200 Latin
Catholics, 3.50 Maronites, 17.50 Melchite Catholics,

25 Protestants, and about 100 Jews. The Francis-
cans, established since 1860, have a parochial church

and a school for boys, the Sisters of St. Joseph a school
for girls; two other CathoUc schools for boys are kept
by a Melchite priest and the religious of Saint-Sau-
veur; the Russians have a school and the American
Protestants have one for boys and one for girls.

Sour is no longer an island, but a peninsula; Alex-
ander's causeway has grown larger as a result of sand
formations, and is now an isthmus, one mile and a
quarter wide. There are still to be seen the medieval
city wall and a portion of the church of the Crusaders,
built by the Venetians and measuring 213 feet by
82 feet. It is generally regarded as containing (he
tomb of Conrad de Montferrat, slain in the street by
two members of the .sect of the Assassins (1192), and
the tomb of the Emperor Frederick Barbarossa
(d. 1190). However, a German deputation sent by
Bismarck in 1874 to conduct excavations discovered
nothing.
Among the glories of T>Te were: Ulpianus, the cele-

brated jurisconsult, slain at Rome by the pretorians
in 228; the neo-Platonic philosopher, Porj'hyry, whose
true name was Malchus (b. 233; d. 304), the deter-
mined enemy of the Christians, against whom he
wrote a work in fifteen books; some hold that he was
born not at Tyre, but at Balanaia; Origen, who was
not born at TjTe, but who died there in 253 in conse-
quence of the tortures which he underwent under
Decius, and was buried in the church destroyed under
Diocletian; St. Methodius, spoken of by St. Jerome
as a martyr and Bishop of Tyre under Decius, was in

reality Bishop of Olympus in Lycia, and died about
311; as for Dorotheus, a martyr and the author of a
work on the Apostles and the seventy disciples, he
never existed, and the work is a forgery compiled in

the eighth century by a cleric of Byzantiimi.
Although the corruption of Tyre had become pro-

verbial in the time of Christ (Matt., xi, 21 sq.; Luke,
X, 13 sq.), there were Tyrians eager to hear the preach-
ing of Jesus and who came as far as the vicinity of
Tiberias to listen to Him (Mark, iii, 8; Luke, vi, 17).

This is perhaps why Jesus went to the neighbourhood
of Tyre to cure the sick and convert sinners (Matt.,
XV, 21-29; Mark, vii, 24-31). A Christian commu-
nity was formed there at an early date, which St. Paul
and St. Luke visited and where they remained seven
days (Acts, xxi, 3-7). About 190 the Church in this

city was directed by Bishop Cassius, who with the
bishops of Ptolemais, Caesarea, and JEVia assisted at
the council held in Palestine to deal with the Paschal
controvensy (Eusebius, "H. E.", V, 25). About 2,50

we know of the Bishop Marinus mentioned in a letter

of Dionysius of Alexandria (Euspb., op. cit., VII, 5).

The community suffered greatly during the last per-
secution. After the edict of Diocletian the church
was burnt and was only rebuilt after religious peace
had been obtained. It was Eu.sebius of Cjcsarea who
pronounced the discourse at the dedication of the new
basilica and who describes the oldest basilica known
to us (op. cit., X, 4). Tyrannius, Bishop of Tyre, was
captured and drowned at Antioch (op. cit., VllI, 13).

Eusebius himself assisted in the amphitheatre of this

city at the execution of five Christians of Egy])tian
origin (op. cit., VIII, 7). In 1306 St. Ulpianus was
shut up with a dog and an a,sp in a calfskin and thrown
into the sea (Euscb., "De Martyr. Pala'stina-" V,
2). At Ca'sarea Maritima one of the first victims was
St. Theodnsia, a young Tyrian girl of eighteen, who
was horriblv tortured and then thrown into the sea on
Easter Sunday, 2 April, 307 (Eu.seb., "H. E.", VII,
i). In 311 a municipal decree forbidding Christians
to stay in the city wa.s posted up in T\Te, together
with a mes.'^age of congratulation from the Emperor
Maximin (Eusebius, "H. E.", IX, vii). This did not
prevent the Church of Tyre from subsisting and devel-
oping aft er peace w.is grant ed t o t he discijiles of Christ

.

Shortly afterwards Tyre furnished Ethiojiia with its

first and greatest missionary, St. Fruraentius, who
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went to Africa with a philosopher who was his master
and was consecrated by St. Athanasius the iirst bishop

of that country. Tliree councils were held at Tyre.

The first, convened by Constantine (335), which had
about 310 members, judged the cause of St. Athana-
sius, who was in Tyre with 48 Egyptian bishops, and
after a series of injustices it deposed him. Eusebius
of Caesarea presided over the assembly (Hefele-Le-

clercq, "Hist, des conciles", I, 656-66). Another
council was held in February, 449, to examine the

cause of Ibas, Bishop of Edessa, who was accused by
the clerics of his church and absolved by this council.

This sentence had serious consequences at Chalcedon
and especially at the Council of the Three Chapters in

553 (Hefele-Leclercq, op. cit., II, 493-98). Finally,

in 514 or 515 was held a council under the presidency

of Sevenis, Patriarch of Antioch, and of Philoxens,

metropoUtan of HierapoUs, and which assembled the

bishops of the provinces of Antioch, Apama?a,
Augusta Eupliratensis, Osrhoene, Mesopotamia,
Ar.-ibia, and Phoenicia Libanensis. It rejected the

Council of Chalcedon, and the Henoticon of the Em-
peror Zeno was explained in a sense clearly opposed
to the latter council (Lebon, "Le monophysisme
severien", Louvain, 1909, 62-4).

Le Quien (Oriens christ., II, 801-12) mentions
29 bishops of this see, some of whom have no right to

figure in the fist. Besides those aheady mentioned
were: Paulinus, friend of Eusebius of Caesarea, men-
tioned by Arius in a letter as being one of his partisans

(Theodoret, "H. E.", I, v) and who subsequently be-

came Patriarch of Antioch; Irensus, previously a
count, a partisan of Nestorius exiled in 449 to Petra,

and who compiled a collection of very valuable docu-
ments which have reached us under the title of

"Tragajdia Ircnaei"; Photius, very active in the re-

ligious quarrels of his time, and who assisted at the
Councils of Tyre and Chalcedon, as well as at the
Robber Council of Ephesus; John Codonatus, a
Monophysite and friend of Peter Fullo, Patriarch of

Antioch; Thomas, who at the Eighth (Ecumenical
Council represented the Patriarch of Antioch.

Included at first in the Province of S.\Tia, the Dio-
cese of Tyre formed part of Phoenicia, at the creation

of tliat province by Septimius Severus shortly before

198, when it became the religious as well as the civil

metropohs; its bishop, Marinus, had the title of met-
ropohtan as early as 250 (Euseb., "H. E.", VII, v).

When between 381 and 425 Phoenicia was subdivided
into two provinces, Phoenicia Maritima and Phoenicia
Libanensis, Tyre remained the metropolis of the
former. At the Council of Chalcedon in 451 Photius
had to defend his rights as metropolitan against the
Bisliop of Berytus, formerly his suffragan, who
divided Phoenicia Prima into two parts and assumed
autliority over all the bishoprics of the north. The
council recognized the rights of Photius and gave him
jurisdiction over all the dioceses with the exception of

Boryt us, which remained an autoccphalous metropolis.
Some years later Tyre became the chief see of the
Patriarchate of Antioch, i. c. it attained first rank
among tlie metropolitan sees. The reason for this

was that,, about 480, .lohn Codonatus, Patriarch of

Antioch, having resigned in favour of Calandion, the
latter appoinled him Metropolitan of T>Te, with the
right for himself and liis successors of thenceforth sit-

ting iinmciHately after the patriarch (Theophanes,
"C'lu'onographia"). In (lie "Notitia episcopatuum"
of Antioch in the sixth century TjTe had 13 suffragan
sees (Iv-hos d'Orient. X, 145). In the tenth century
the western boundaries of the archdiocese went from
the great siting of Zip (Az-Zib) to Nahr-Laitani, the
ancient Leontes (Echos d'Orient, X, 97). The Greek
archdiocese was retained even during the Latin occu-
pation, but the titular resided at Constantinople.

Odo, the first Latin archbishop, was appointed in

1122 and died two vears later when the Franks were

besieging the city; his successor, Wilham, was of

EngUsh origin. In disregard of the ancient canon
law, the new metropoUtan was subjected to the Latin
Patriarch of Jerusalem, which aroused protest on the
part of the See of Antioch. The dispute which fol-

lowed was referred to the tribunal of Pope Innocent II,

who decided in favour of the Patriarch of Jerusalem in

virtue of a Decree of his predecessor, Paschal II, who
granted to King Baldwin the right to subject to Jeru-
salem all the episcopal sees he should succeed in con-
quering from the Mussulmans. Hence two letters

of Innocent 11 obhged the Archbishop of Tyre to sub-
mit to the jurisdiction of Jerusalem together with his
six suffragans, the Bishops of Tripoli, Tortosa (or

Antaradus), Byblos, Berytus, Sidon, and Ptolemais.
Later, when the cities of Tripoli, Tortosa, and Byblos
came into the power of the Prince of Antioch, their

bishops also became dependent on the Latin Patri-
arch of Antioch. Naturally after the departure of the
crusaders Tyre was replaced under the Patriarchate of

Antioch. For long li.sts of Latin archbishops see Le
Quien (Oriens christ.. Ill, 1309-20) and Eubel
(Hierarchia cathohca medii aevi, I, 534; II, 284; III,

342). The most famous was WiUiam II, the historian
of the crusades. The Latins evacuated Tjtc in 1291
and the archbishop, by the pope's command, having
left the city, 8 Oct., 1294, there were thenceforth only
titular archbishops.
The Melchite Archdiocese of Tyre is bounded on the

north by Nahr el-Laitani, on the east by a line of

wooded hills separating the District of Bcharre from
that of Merdjaioun, on the south by the Diocese of

St .-Jean d'Acre, and on the west by the sea. It has
14 churches and chapels, 13 stations with or without
residential priests, 16 priests, of whom 6 are seculars

and 10 religious of Saint-Sauveur, 16 primary schools

for boys and girls, half of which are in charge of

Latin missionaries and European sisters. The num-
ber of faithful is 5300. Besides their mission at Tyre,
the American Protestants have two schools in the Dio-
cese at Almat and Cana. The Maronite diocese,

founded in 1906 to the detriment of that of Saida, is

bounded on the west by the sea, on the north by the
River Zaharani, on the east by the Jordan, and on
the south by the Sinaitic peninsula. It has 10,000
faithful, 20 priests, and 20 churches; the number of

schools is unknown. The schismatic Grseco-Arabic
Archdiocese of Tyre and Sidon has about 9000 faith-

ful.
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arebeologiques, XXI, 150-2; Du Cange, /.-.s lanullt.i d'outre-mer
(Paris, 1869), 496-501. 749-754; Phctz. Kaisrr Fnedneh I
Grabstaetle (Dantzig, 1879); Sepp, Mcerfahrt nach Tyrus (Leip-
zig. 1879): PlETsCHMANN, Geschichle der PhOnirier (1889), 61-72;
Krall, Studien zur Geschichte der alten JUffyptcn, fasc. Ill,

Tyros und Sidon (Vienna, 1889); Jehemias, Tyrus bis zur Zeit
Nebukadnezars (Leipzig, 1891); Lucas, Geschichte der Sladl
tyrus zur Zeil der KreuzzUge (Berlin, 1896) ; Rohricht. GeschirMe
des Kdnigreichs Jerusalem (Innsbruck, 1898), 1092 sq.; Winckleb,
Assyrien und Tyrus seit Tiglathpileser in AUorietiialische Fors-
chungen. III, 625 sq.; Kitto, .4 Cyclopedia of Biblical Literature,
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S. Vailhe.

Tyrie, James, theologian, b. at Drumkilbo,
Perthshu-e, Scotland, 1543; d. at Rome, 27 May, 1597.

Educated first at St. Andrews, he joined Edmund
Hay (q. v.) at the time of de Gouda's mission in 1562.

In his company he then went to Rome, was there
admitted into the Society of Jesus, and was eventu-
;dly sent to Clermont College, Paris, in June, 1567,
where Hay had become rector; and remained there

in various posts, e. g. profe-ssor, head of the Scottish

Jesuit Mission (1585), till 1590. During this period
he was once engaged in a controversy with Knox,
against whom he WTote "The Refutation of ane
Answer made be Schir Johne Knox to ane letter be
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James Tyrie" (Paris, 1573). Next year he discussed
several points of religion with Andrew Melville pri-

vately in Paris. In 1585 he was summoned to Rome
as the representative of France on the Committee of

Six, who eventually drew up Father Acquaviva's first

edition of the "Ratio studiorum", printed in 15S6.

He was rector of Clermont College during the great

siege of Paris (May to September, 1590). His anxie-

ties and difficulties must then have been great, as he
had over a hundred .scholars as well ;is a large commu-
nity to feed, and that at a time when men were ijerish-

ing with hunger in the streets. After the Duke of Parma
had revictualled the town (September), TjTie was
again sent to Rome, as French deputy for the congre-
gation, which finally supported the government of
Father .\cquaviva.
On his return in December, Tyrie was sent to the

University of Pont-a-Mousson, as professor of Scrip-
ture and head of the Scots College, and two years
later, on the successive deaths of Fathers Edmund
Hay and Paul Hoffa;us, he was again called to Rome
(22 May, 1592), where he became Assistant for France

and Germany, and played his part in the important
Sixth General Congregation of the Society of Jesus
(1593). He also supported at Rome the vain endeav-
ours in Scotland of the three CathoUc Earls of Huntly,
Erroll, and Angus to maintain themselves, with King
James's connivance, by force of arms against the Kirk
(1594). The earls asked and obtained a subsidy from
Clement VIII; and Father Tyrie's advice and opinion
were constantly taken by both the papal and the Scot-
tish negotiators. He al.so took steps to restore the
Scottish hospital at Rome, which eventually (1600)
became the Scots College there. Rare as it was
to keep on good terms with adversaries in those days,
Tyrie won praise from such men as David Buchanan,
both for his ability and for his courtesy. Part of his
cursns is preserved in MS. at the Bibliotheque Na-
tionale, Paris.

Laing. The Works of John Knox (1846), VI, 476; Fouquerat,
Hisl. lie la C. de Jesus en Fratice (1910): .^bham (ed. Carayon),
Universile de Pont-a-Mnuasnn (1870); Sommervoqel, Bibl. de la
C. de Jesus, viii, 300; Law in Diet. Nat. Biog., s. v.

J. H. Pollen.
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TTbaghs, Casimir, b. at Berg lez-Fauquemont,

26 Nov., 1800; d. at Louvain, 15 Feb., 1875, was for a

quarter of a century the chief protagonist of the On-
tologico-Traditionalist School of Louvain. In 1830,

while professor of philosophy at the lower seminary of

Rolduc, he was called to Louvain, which under his in-

fluence became a centre of Ontologism. In 1846 he

undertook the editorship of the "Revue cathoUque",

the official organ of Ontologism, in conjunction with

Arnold Tits, who had taught with him at Rolduc and
joined him at Louvain in 1840, and Lonay, professor

at Rolduc. La Foret, Claessens, the Abbe Bouquil-

lon, Pere Bernard Van Loo, and others foDowed the

doctrines of Ubaghs. But opponents soon appeared.

The "Journal historique et httcraire", founded by
Kersten, kept up an incessant controversy with the

"Revue catholique". Kersten was joined by Gilson,

dean of Bouillon, Lupus, and others. From 1858 to

1861 the controversy raged. It was at its height when
a decision of the Roman Congregation (21 Sept.,

1864) censured in Ubaghs's works, after a long and
prudent deliberation, a series of propositions relating

to Ontologism. Already in 184.3 the Congregation of

the Index had taken note of five propositions and or-

dered M. Ubaghs to correct them and expunge them
from his teaching, but he misunderstood the import of

this first decision. When his career was ended in 1864

he had the mortification of witnessing the ruin of a
teaching to which he had devoted forty years of his

life. From 1864 until his death he lived in retirement.

The theories of Ubaghs are contained in a vast col-

lection of treatises on which he expended the best

years of his life. Editions followed one another as

the range of his teaching widened. The funda-

mental thesis of Traditionalism is clearlj- affirmed by
Ubaghs, the acquisition of metaphysical and moral
truths is inexjjhcable without a primitive Divine
teaching and its oral transmission. Social teaching

is a natural law, a condition so necessary that without

a miracle man could not save through it attain the

explicit knowledge of truths of a metaphysical and a

moral order. Teaching and language are not merely
a psychological medium which favours the acquisition

of these truths; its action is determinant. Hence the

primordial act of man is an act of faith; the authority of

others becomes the basis of certitude. The question

arises: Is our adhesion to the fundamental truths of

the speculative and moral order blind; and, is the ex-

istence of God, which is one of them, impossible of

rational demonstration? Ubaghs did not go as far as

this; his Traditionalism was mitigated, a semi-Tra-
ditionalism; once teaching has awakened ideas in us

and transmitted the maxims (ordo acquisilionis) rea-

son is able and apt to comprehend them. Though
powerless to discover them it is regarded as being
capable of demonstrating them once they have been
made known to it. One of his favourite comparisons
admirably states the problem: ".As the word 'view'
chiefly expresses four things, the faculty of seeing, the

act of seeing, the object seen, e. g. a landscape, and
the drawing an artist makes of this object, so we give
the name idea, which is derived from the former,

chiefly to four different things: the faculty of knowing
rationally, the act of rational knowledge, the object of

this knowledge, the intelli'itiial copy or formula
which we make of this object in conceiving it" (Psy-
chologic ", 5th ed., 1S57, 11-42). Now, the objective

idea, or object-idea (third accq)lation), in other words.

the intelligible which we contemplate, and contact
with which produces within us the intellectual formula
(notion), is "something Divine" or rather it is God
himself. This is the core of Ontologism. The
intelUgence contemplates God directly and beholds in

Him the truths or "objective ideas" of which our
knowledge is a weak reflexion. Assuredly, if Ubaghs
is right, skepticism is definitively overcome. Like-
wise if teaching plays in the physical life the part he
assigns to it, the same is true of every doctrine which
asserts the original independence of reason and which
Ubaghs calls Rationalism. But this so-called tri-

umph was purchased at the cost of many errors. It

is, to say the least, strange that on the one hand
Ontologistic Traditionalism is based on a distrust of

reason and on the other hand it endows reason with
unjustifiable prerogatives. Surely it is an incredible

audacity to set man face to face with the Divine es-

sence and to attribute to his weak mind the immedi-
ate perception of the eternal and immutable verities.

Ubaghs's principal works are: "Logics' seu philoso-

phiiB rationalis elementa" (6 editions, 1834-60);

"Ontologia? sive metaph. generalis specimen" (5 edi-

tions, 1835-63); "Theodicse seu theologize naturalis"

(4 editions); "Anthropologicae philosoph. elementa"
(1848); "Precis de logique ^lementaire" (5 editions);

"Precis d'anthropol. psychologique " (5 editions);

"Du realisme en theologie et en philosophic" (1856)

;

"Essai d'ideologie ontologique" (1860); numerous
articles in the Louvain "Revue catholique".
On ttie Traditionalist Ontologism of Louvain see De Wclf.

Histoiie de la philosophic en Belgique (Louvain and Paris. 1910).
299 sqq. For tlie life of Ubaghs see Jacobs in Annuaire de
VUniversiU de Louvain (1876), 417 sqq.

M. De \^ULF.

Ubaldus, S.\iNT, confessor. Bishop of Gubbio, b. of

noble parents at Gubbio, LTmbria, Italy, towards the
beginning of the twelfth centurj-; d. there, Whitsun-
tide, 1168. Whilst still very young, having lost his

father, he was educated by the prior of the cathedral

church of his native city, where he also became a

canon regular. Wishing to ser\e God with more reg-

ularity he passed to the Monasterj' of St. Secondo in

the same city, where he remained for some years.

Recalled by his bishop, he returned to the cathedral

mona.sterj', where he was made prior. Having heard
that at Vienna Blessed Peter de Honestis some years

before had established a \evy fer\-ent community of

canons regular, to whom he had given special statutes

which hail been apjiroved by Paschal II, I'baldus went
there, remaining with his brother canons for three

months, to learn the details and the practice of their

rides, wishing to introduce them among his own canons
of Gubbio. This he did at his return. Serving God
in great regularitj', poverty (for all his rich patrimony
he had gi\-en to the poor and to the restoration of

monasteries), humility, mortification, meekness, and
fervour, the fame of his holiness spread in the coun-
try', and several bishoprics were offered to him, but he
refused them all. However, the episcopal See of

Gubbio boi-iiming vacant, he was sent, with some
clerics, by the jiopulation to ask for a new bishop from
Honorius II who, having consecrated him, sent him
back to Gubbio. To his people he became a perfect

pattern of all Christian virtues, and a ])owerful jircv

tector in all their spiritual and teniiMir:il needs. He
died full of merits, after a long and ])aiiifvd illness of

two years. Numerous miracles were wrought by him

114
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in life and after death. At the solicitation of Bishop
Bentivoglio Pope Celestine III canonized him in

1192. His power, as we read in the Office for his

feast, is chiefly manifested over the evil spirits, and
the faithful are instructed to have recourse to him
"contra omnes diabolicas nequitias".
The life of the saint was written by Blessed Theo-

baldus, his immediate successor in the episcopal see,

and from this source is derived all the information
given by his numerous biograpliers. The body of the
holy man, which had at first been buried in the cathe-

di'al church by the Bishops of Perugia and Cagli, at

the time of his canonization was found flexible and
incorrupt, and w;us then placed in a small oratory on
the top of the hill overlooking the city, where in 1508,
at the wish of the Duke of Urbino, the canons regular
built a beautiful church, frequented to this day by
numerous pilgrims, who come to visit the relics of

their heavenly protector from near and far. The
devotion to the saint is verj' popular throughout Um-
bria, but es[)ecially at Gubbio, where in every family
at least one member is called Ubaldus. The feast of

their patron saint is celebrated by the inhabitants of

the country- round with great solemnity, there being
religious and civil processions which call to mind the
famous festivities of tlio Middle Ages in Ital)-.

Pennotto, Hist, tripart. (Home. 1642); Picinelli, A?inotat. in

Off. CC. RR. (Venice, 16721; Suricb, IV; Giampaoli. Grande-
memoria slorica di S. Ubaldo Vescovo di Gubbio (Prato. 1884).

A. Allari.\.

Ubaldus a Sancto Cajetano. See GiK.'iLDi,

Uh.^ujo.

Ubanghi, Prefectuke Apostolic of Belgian,
in Belgian Congo, separated on 7 April, 1911, from
the Vicariate of the Belgian Congo and entrusted
to the Capuchins. Its boundaries are: west and
north, the river Ubanghi from 1° 30' N. lat. to the
meeting of the Mbomu and the Uelle at Yakoma;
east, a line drawn from that point towards the junc-
tion of the Itimbri (Rubi) and the Congo, as far as

the southern limits of the village of Abuniomba.si;
south, the parallel passing through Abumombasi, then
the watersheds of the Ubanghi and the Congo, and of

the Ubanghi and the Ngiri to 1° .30' N. lat., and
thence to the Ubanghi. R. P. Fulgence de G^rard-
Montes was appointed first prefect Apostolic, 11

.luly, 1911.
.\cta .ipostolicw Sedis (Rome, 1911).

A. A. MacErlean.

Ubanghi (Upper French Congo), Vicarute
.\i'()STOLic OF, formerly part of the Vicariate of French
Congo, erected on 14Oct.,1890; it has an area of about
3S(),(X)0 sc|. miles, and is bounded south and ea.st by
the Congo and the l"banghi; north by the Prefecture
.\postolic of LHianghi-Chari; west by the Vicariates of

T/oanga, (Jabon, and Camerun; the mission of Linzolo
lying south-west of Brazzaville was tranisferred from
Loanga to Ubanghi on 14 Feb., 1911. The principal
tribes in the vicariate are the Batekes, Bayanzis, and
Bondjos, the Last two being cannibals. The French
representatives, e.speciiilly M. de Chavannes and M.
Dolisie, have greatly aided in the establishment and
development of the mission. The first attempt to
gain a foothold in the territory of the vicariate was
made by Father (now Bishop) .\ugouard in 1SS3 at

Brazzaville, but it failed owing to the unhappy
experiences of the natives at the hands of .Stanley;

in .July, 1K87, however, Mgr Carrie .succeeded, owing
to the help of M. de Chavannes. The Sisters of St.

.lo.seph of Cluny arrived at Brazzaville on 21 .\ugust,
1.S92, and have a convent, chapel, and school tliere

on a site prp.sented by the French (Joverninenl.
Brazzaville, the centre of French interests in the
Congo and in which the bishop resides, is situated on
a plateau I'JO ft. high at the phwe where the Congo
leaves Stanley Pool. Its cathedral, 37 metres long, 12

broad, and 9 high, surmounted by a steeple and
cross rising 20 metres, was dedicated on 3 May,
1894. In 1895 the first two Christian marriages
in Ubanghi w'ere solemnized before the vicar Apos-
tolic. The mission spread to the surrounding vil-

lages and later to the .\lima, 300 kilometres up the
Congo; still higher up are the stations at Liranga (at
the junction of the Congo and the Ubanghi), founded
by Fathers Paris and Allaire on 3 April, 1889; at
Bangui (1125 miles from the coast), established
among t he cannibal Bondjos and Buzerus and pastoral
Ndris, by Fathers Sallaz and Rcmy, in .January,

1894; and at Sainte-Famille among the Banziris, in

1895, by Father Moreau,—this is now the head-
quarters of the Prefecture of I'banghi Chari. Near
these stations have been established "free villages"
where natives escaping from the clutches of the canni-
bal or slave owners can reside in safety. Bishop
Augouard was awarded a prize of $30{K) in April,

1912, by the French Academy of Moral and Political

Sciences in appreciation of his work during thirty-

four years in French Congo. Mis.-iiin statistics:

The vicariate, of which Bishop Philipijc-Prosper

Augouard, titular Bishop of Sinidos (b. 1(5 Sept.,

18.52; joined the Congregation of the Holy Ghost,
to whom the mission is entrusted; and was con-
secrated, 23 November, 1890), is in charge, has 12
priests; 25 lay brothers; 12 Sisters of St. Joseph of

Cluny; 8 churches; 4 .stations; 23 chapels; 23 .schools

with 1534 children; 7 orphanages with 902 orjjhans;

8 hospitals; 5 workshops; Catholic jidpulation, 3500;
2500 catechumens; and 5,000,000 jiagaiis. The hot
damp climate is very severe, and in one year (1897-8)
14 of the 31 missionaries died.
.Augouard, Mission de VOubanghi (Poitiers, 1890); Idem,

Dernier voyaoe dans VOubanghi et VAlima (Ligug6, 1899); Vie du
R. P. Allaire, missionaire au Congo (Paris, 1899); I,E Roy in
Piglet, Missions cath. fram;. au XIX siide. V (Paris, 1902).

A. A. MacErlean.

Ubanghi-Chari, Prefecture Apostolic of, in

Equatorial .Vfrica, lies west of the Bahr-el-Ghazal
territorv and .south of the Tchad district, and extends
from 4° .30' to 10° N. lat., and from 12° to 26° 30'

E. longitude. This region was formerly part of the
Vicariate .\postolic of Ubanghi or T'pper French
Congo; its fir.st mission po.st was establi.shed at Sainte-

Famille on the Upi)er I'banghi, about 1375 miles from
the western coast by river, by R. P. Moreau, CS.Sp.,
in 1895, among the Banzus or Banziris, in an almost
unknown country. At the request of Mgr Philippe-

Prosper .Augouard, C.S.Sp., titular Bishop of Sinide

and Vicar Apostolic of Ubanghi, Ubanghi-Chari was
withdrawn from his jurisdiction in May, 1909, and
formed into a new prefecture Apostolic under the
care of the Fathers of the Holy Ghost, R. P. Pierre

C.atel, C.S.Sp., being appointed prefect Apostolic.

He resides at Sainte-Famille. The mission contains:

23 priests; 14 lay brothers; 11 nuns; IS catechists;

15 stations; 17 churches and chapels; 22 schools, with
17.5(i pupils and 902 orphans; 3.")()0 Catholics; and
2.500 caterhuTncns; Bouiuhirics: north and east, the

Vicariate of the .Sudan; south, the Prefectures of Uelle

and Belgian Ubanghi, the Vicariate of Upper French
Congo; west, the Vicariate of Camerun and the Pre-

fecture of Northern Nigeria.

.\. A. MacErlean.

Uberaba, Diocese of (de I'beraba), sufTrag.an of

.M.iriann:!, in Brazil, cniited by IheConsistorial Decree
of29Se])temher, l'.l07,si'i>;ii'ating it from the Diocese of

Goyaz, and placing under its jurisdiction the portion

of Minas Geracs known as Trianunln Miiiciro ;ind the
following parishes which formerly belonged totheDio-
cesi' of Diamanlinii: Urcuia or Hiirily, Capim Branco
or Rio i'reto, Paracatu, .\legres, S;inta Kitade Patos,

Capao Redondo, and Sao Romao. The dioce.se is

bounded: on the north bj' the Urucuia River; east,
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the Sao Francisco River; south, the Marcella and
Canastra mountain ranges and the Rio Grande; west,

the Paranahyba and Jacare rivers, and the Geral

mountain range. The CathoUc population num-
bered 200,000 souls in 1911. Rt. Rev. Eduardo
Duarte Silva, the first and present bishop, was born at

Florianopolis, 27 Jan., 1852; studied in the Pio-La-

tino College of Rome: was ordained priest, 19 Dec,
1874; chaplain of the Florianopolis hospital and canon
of the imperial chapel; elected Bishop of Goyaz, 23

Jan., 1891, and consecrated on 8 Feb., 1891;preconized

Bishop of Uberaba, 19 Dec, 1908. The following re-

ligious orders are in the diocese: Dominicans, Recol-

lects, Lazarists, Dominican nuns, Franciscan Mission-

ary nuns of Egypt. There are 45 churches. The
Catholic educational institutions are : the Gymnasio
Diocesano, a school of secondary instruction with the

privileges of a federal college, directed by the Marist

Brothers; and the CoUegio de Nossa Senhora das

Dores, for girls, under the Dominican nuns. The
principal CathoUc charitable associations are: the

Sociedade de S. Vicente de Paula; the Irmandade da
Santa Casa de Misericordia; and the A.ssocia^ao das

Damas de Caridade. The official organ of the diocese

is the "Correio Catholico" (Uberaba).
Julian Moreno-Lacalle.

Ubertino of Casale, leader of the Spirituals, b.

at Casale of VerceUi, 1259; d. about 1330. He
assumed the Franciscan habit in a convent of the

province of Genoa In 1273, and was sent to Paris to

continue his studies, where he remained nine years,

after which he returned to Italy. In 1285 he visited

the sanctuaries of Rome, and thence proceeded to

Greccio, near Rieti, to see the Blessed John of Parma,
who was considered as the patriarch of the Spiritual

Friars. Afterwards he settled in Tuscany and in

1287, at Florence, was the companion and disciple of

Brother Pierre-Jean Olivi. He held a lectorship at

Santa Croce, Florence, but abandoned it after a few
years to dedicate himself to preaching, especially

at Florence. Being a man of genius, but of an eccen-

tric and restless character, he soon became the leader

of the famous Spirituals in Tuscany, professed strange

ideas regarding evangelical and Franciscan poverty,

and attacked the government of the order, although

some of these ideas had been reproved by Olivi in his

letter of Sept., 1295, to Blessed Com-ado da OfRda,

a moderate Zelanle of Franciscan poverty. The
Spirituals of Tuscany were so fanatical as pub-
licly to blame Gregory IX and Nicholas III, and even
to condemn them as heretics, for having interpreted

the Rule of St. Francis as regards poverty according

to justice and moderation; they also condemned
Innocent III, who had strongly disapproved of the

teaching of Joachim of Flora, whom they regarded as

an oracle of the Holy Ghost, and whose theories were
the cause of the discord in the Franciscan Order in

the first half of the fourteenth century.

On account of his excessive and satijical criticism,

Ubertino was summoned before Benedict XI and for-

bidden to preach at Perugia, and was banished to the

Convent of La \'(>rna, where in 1305 he conceived and
wrote, in only three months .and seven days (if he can

be believed on this point), his chief work, "Arbor vita-

crucifix:e Jesu Christ i". This work is a collection of

allegorical, theological, and political theories regarding
civil society and the Church of those days, and ex-

pounds also his ideal of the near future. In this work
he criticises everything and everyone, the popes and
the Church, especially for pretended abuses of riches

in the ecclesiastical and civil states, and finally the

Franciscan Order for not practising the extremest
poverty. In the same work (book I, chap, iv) is the

first mention of the legend of the resurrection of St.

Francis, as he affirms to have heard from Blessed

Conrado da Offida, and the latter from Blessed

Brother Leo, that Christ had raised up St. Francis
with a glorious body to console his poor friars, who,
according to Ubertino, were of course the Spirituals

only. Notwithstanding the Utopian theories of Uber-
tino, he had many protectors and admirers, and in

1307, after having written the "Arbor vitie", he was
cho.sen chaplain and familiar to Cardinal Napoleone
Orsini, nephew of Nicholas III, who had been created

by Celestine V protector of the Spirituals of the

Marches of Ancona, but which protectorate soon
ceased by the election of Boniface VIII in Dec, 1294.

Orsini, who in 1306-08 had been pontifical legate in

central Italy, deputed ITbertino on 10 Sept., 1307, to

absolve the inhabitants of Siena, who had incurred

ecclesiastical censure. When Orsini went to Ger-
many in 130s, ITbertino did not accompany him,
being then called to France. In the years 1309-12,

which witnessed the greatest struggle in the Francis-

can Order, Ubertino was called to Avignon with other

chiefs of the Spirituals to discuss before the pope the

questions at issue between the two part ies in the order.

Four points were discussed, viz. (1) on the relations

of the order with the sect of the eo-called Followers of

the Free Spirit; (2) on the condemnation and doctrine

of Olivi; (3) on the poverty and discipline in the Order
of Friars Minor; and (4) on the supposed persecutions

of the Spirituals of the order. During the discussions

Ubertino behaved in a very boisterous and insolent

manner against the whole body of the order, accusing

it of many false and imjust things; however, he was
forced to acknowledge that regular discipline sub-
stantially existed in the order ; but as regards poverty
he attacked openly the pontifical declarations as con-

trary to the rule and as a cause of ruin to the order.

He pretended that the Friars Minor should be com-
pelled to observe ad litieram St. Francis's Testament
and Rule, and even all the evangehcal counsels taught

by Christ. And because all this was not possililc to

obtain from the majority of the order, he exacted that

convents and provinces should be erected for the

reform party. But this was absolutely denied, whilst

on the other hand the question of practical observ-

ance of poverty was settled by the famous Bull,

"Exivi de paradiso", 6 May, 1312, partly called forth

by the polemical writings of Ubertino.
Ubertino thereon retired to Avignon in 1313, and

stayed w^ith Cardinal Giacomo Colonna till he had
obtained from John XXII (1 Oct., 1317) permission to

leave the order and to enter the Benedictine Abbey of

Gembloux, Diocese of Liege. Some have doubted
whether the Benedictines would have received in their

community a person of such a restless character, but

we are assured of it by Clareno and a notary of King
James II of Aragon in the year 1318. Notwithstand-

ingthis, Ubertinodid not desist from mixing biniself up
in the question that troubled the Franciscan Order t ill

he was excommunicated by John XXII. While still

a favourite of this pope and a familiar of Cardinal

Orsini, he was invited by the sovereign pontiff to give

his opinion regarding the other famous question dis-

cussed between the Dominicans and Franciscans, that

is, concerning the poverty of Jesus Christ and that

of the Apostles. This latter question, far more than

the one concerning the Spirituals, caused the disas-

trous schism in the order headed by M ichael of Cesena,

general of the order, and seconded by the rebellious

Louis IV of B.avaria. ITbertino was at Avignon in

1322; on the request of the pope he wrote his answer

to the (luestion then in controversy, asserting that

Christ and the Apostles have to be considered in a

two-fold condition: as private persons they had repu-

diated all proiierty, hut as ministers of religion they

made use of goods and money for necessaries and
alms. John XXII was satisfied with the answer, but

Ubertino returned again to the service of Canlinal

Orsini, and continued by his writings to concern him-

self in the question, wliich meanwhile had been set-
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tied, 1322-23. However this may be, it is certain that

in 1325 he was accused of heresy, especially of having
obstinately sustained some errors of Olivi.

Ubertino, foreseeing the condemnation that hung
over him, fled from Avignon, and the pope in a letter

dated 10 Sept., 1325, commanded the general of the

Franciscans to liave him arrested as a heretic; but
Ubertino probably went to Germany under the pro-

tection of Louis the Bavarian, whom he is said to have
accompanied on his way to Rome in 1328. From
this time Ubertino disappeared from history, so that

nothing more is known of him. Some suppose that

he left the Benedictines in 1332 to join the Carthu-
sians, but this is not certain. The Fraticelh of the

fifteenth century, who venerated him as a saintly

man, spread the news that he had been killed. The
end of this famous leader of the .Spirituals, remem-
bered even by Dante in the twelfth canto of the "Para-
dise", will probably remain an obscure point in history.

Besides the "Arbor vitae", his principal work,
printed once only at Venice in 1485, and of which
scarcely thirteen manuscripts are known in the princi-

pal libraries of Europe, Ubertino also wrote other

works of a polemical kind: the "Responsio" to the

questions of Clement V (1310); the "Rotulus" (1311);

the "Declaratio" against the Franciscan Order (1311);

the apology of Olivi "Sanctitati Apostolica;", and
the treatise "Super tribus sceleribus" on poverty,

compiled also in 1311. Some of these polemical
writings have been published by Ehrle (see below'),

the Apology of Olivi also by Wadding {ad an. 1297),

whilst the treatise on the poverty of Christ and the

Apostles has been inserted in many collections, on
which see "Arch, franc, hist.", Ill (1910), 274.
Wadding, Scriptores (2nd ed.), 223; Idem, Annales (2nd ed.),

V-VI; Sbaralea, Supplemenlum (2nd ed.), 684-85; [Papi.ni],

Notizie sintre (Florence. 1822), 77, 197; Ehrle in Archiv fUr
LMerat. und Kirchengesch. (Berlin, 1886-87). II. 108 sq.. 353 sq;

III, 41 sq.. and passim: HucK, Ubertino von Casale (Freiburg.

1903); Knoth. Uberlino von Casale (Marburg, 1903); Finke,
Acta Aragonensia, II (Berlin and Leipsig, 1908). 672-74; Holz-
APFEL. Manuale histoT. ord. minorum (Freiburg, 1909); Tocco,
Studi francescani (Naples. 1909), passim; Idem, La guestione

delta povertA (Naples, 1910). 276-83; Callaet, Uidlalisme
franciscain spiriluel au XIV' siMe. Etude sur Ubertin de Casale
(Louvain and Paris, 1911); Cii^iGV.^, Documenta inedita adhistor.
/ralicellorum spectaiUia in Arch. /ranc. histor.. Ill (1910), 274-75;
BlHL,i6i(/., IV (1911), 594-99. HiERON. GoLUBOVICH.

Ubiquitaxians (I'iuqiists), a Protestant sect

started at llic Lutlieran svnod of Stuttgart, 19 Dec,
1.5.59, by John Brenz, a Swabian (1499-1570). Its

profession, made imder the name of Duke Christo-

pher of Wiirtemberg, and entitled the "Wiirtemberg
Confession", was sent to the Council of Trent, in

15.52, but had not been formally accepted as the
Ubiquitarian creed until the sjTiod at Stuttgart.

Luther had upset the peace of Ciermany by his dis-

putes. In the effort to reconcile and unite the con-

tending forces against the threatening Turks, Charles
V demanded of the Lutherans a written statement of

their doctrines. This—the "Augsburg Confession "

—

wa-s comjjosed by Melanchthon, and read at a meet ing

at Aug.shurg in 1.530. Its tenth .article concerned the
Real Pre.-ience of Clirist in the Ble.s.sed Sacrament, a
burning (luestion iinuuig the Protestants. In 1.540,

Melanchtlion published another version of the "Augs-
burg Confession", in which the article on the Real
Presence differed essentially from what had been
expressed in 1530. The wording was as follows:

—

Edition of 1S30 Edition of ir,J,0

"Concerning the Lord's "Concerning the Lord's
Supper, they teach that Supper, they teach that
the body and blood of with bre.ad and wine are
Christ are truly present, truly exhibited the body
andaredistributed (com- and blood of Christ to
municated) to those th;it those that eat in the
eat in the Lord's .Supper; Lord's Supper."
and they disapprove of

those that teach other-
wise."

.lohann Eck was the first to call att<^ntion to the
change, in a conference at Worms, 1541. Debates
followed, and the Ubiquitarian controversy arose, the
question being: Is the body of Christ in the Eucha-
rist, and if so, why? The Confession of 1540 was
known as the Reformed doctrine. To this Melanch-
thon, with his adherents, subscribed, and maintained
that Christ's body was not in the Eucharist. For,
the Eucharist was everywhere, and it was impossible,
they contended, for a body to be in many places
simultaneously. Adopting Luther's false interpre-
tation of the communicatio idiomalum (q. v.), Brenz
argued that the attributes of the Divine Nature had
been communicated to the humanity of Christ which
thus was deified. If deified, it was everywhere,
ubiquitous, just as His divinity, and therefore really
present in the Eucharist. Brenz was in harmony
with Catholic Faith as to the fact, but not as to the
explanation. His assertion that Christ's human
nature had been deified, and that His body was in the
Eucharist as it was elsewhere, was heretical. Christ,
as God, is everj'where, but His body and blood, soul
and divinity, are in the Eucharist in a different,

special manner (.sacramentally) . In 1583, Chemnitz,
who had unconsciously been defending the Catholic
doctrine, calmed the discussion by his adhesion to
absolute I'bif|uit;irianism. In HUG the heresy arose
again as Kciiciiiii^ni ;ind Crvpticism, but sank into
oblivion in lln' Imulilcs of the Thirty Years War.

ScHAFF. (',-',
:l:. .,1 fhnxl,n.!„m. I, Iir(N.'W Y..rk, 1S90);

Alzog, Univ. Church Ilisl.. Ill (Cincinnati. 1^7^ >i \ i i.ho.n-

8US. Hist, of Heresies (Dublin, 18.57); Tancji i m i s
, ll,,-ol.

rfofzma/.. II (Paris. 1906) : BlLLUABT. Si/mm.i N / \ I'^iris.

1867-72) ; Joannes A .S. Thoma. Cursus lhfh>, , \ III, Iii,t, W
(Paris. 1886). dist. XV; Suarej, Opera uvuim, X\ III (Paris.
1877), disp. XXXII.

Joseph Hughes.

TTcayali (San Francisco de Ucatali), Prefec-
ture Apostolic of, in Peru.—At the request of the
Peruvi.an Government, desirous of civilizing and
converting the Indian tribes inhabiting a large and
secluded mountainous region in the east of Peru,
known as La Montana, in which a few Franciscan
missionaries had been labouring, the Holy See on
5 February, 1900, erected the district into three
prefectures Apostolic, depending directly on Propa-
ganda. The central prefecture, San Francisco de
Ucayali, remained under the control of the Francis-
cans, who were placed under the immediate juris-

diction of their master-general. The prefecture
comprises (a) Chauchamayo, the district drained by
the Perene and Pachitea, together with the Gran
Pajonal to its eastern valleys, and as far as the Tambo
and the upper Ucayali; (b) Apurimac, the territory

drained by the En(5, Mant.aro, and Tambo, as far as
the confluence of the latter and the LIrubamba; (c)

Ucayali, the region drained by the Ucayali to the
meeting of the Tambo and ITrubamba. The Indians
belong to the Amuescho, Chipivi, and Cunivi tribes,

5140 being Catholics. The mission contains 12
priests, 10 lay brothers, chief stations, 24 churclies

and chapels, G having resident pa-stors; 11 schools.

The first prefect Apostolic, R. P. Augustln Alemany
(14 February, 1905), was succeeded by R. P. Bern.ardo
Irastorza (September, 1905). To prevent disputes
concerning the juris<lictional limits of the neighbour-
ing prelates, Prf)paganda decreed that the mission was
confined strictly to the forest districts.

Missiones catkoliefE (Home, 1907), 659-61.

A. A MacErlean.

Uccello, painter, b. at Florence, 1397; d. there,

1475. His real name was Paolo di Dono, but from
his love of painting birds he received tlie nickname
of Uccello, and h.as been most frequently called by
that name ever since. He was apprenticed to Ghi-
berli, and was one of the a.ssistants engaged in pre-

paring the first pair of bronze gates made for the
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Paolo di Dono, called L'ccello
Self-portrait, The Louvre

baptistery in Florence. Vasari tells us that his

special love was for geometry and perspective.

Manetti taught him geometry, but where he learned
painting we do not know, nor are we acquainted
with the reasons which led him to leave the botega

of Ghiberti and set up for himself. Vasari scotTs

at Uecello's study of perspective, regarding it as

waste of time, and saying that the artist became
"more needy than famous". His skill in foreshort-

ening and proportion, and in some of the complex
difficulties of per-

.spective, was quite
remarkable, and
his pictures for this

reason alone are

well worthy careful

study, for they dis-

])lay an extraordi-

nary knowledge of

geometric perspec-

tive. His most im-
portant work is the
colossal equestrian
figure of Sir John
Hawkwood, a chia-

roscuro in terra-

rirde, intended to

imitate a stone
statue, seen aloft,

standing out from
the wall of the ca-
thedral. One of the

most precious possessions of the National Gallery,
London, is a battle-picture by this artist. For a long
time this was wrongly entitled the "Battle of Sant'
Egidioof 1416 ", but it really represents the rout of San
Romano of 1432. Instead of Malatesta, the picture
gives us a representation of Nicolo da Tolentino.
Mr. Herbert Home gave considerable attention to
the history of this picture some twelve years ago,
and was able to arrive at a very accurate determina-
tion regarding it. There are very few paintings by
Uccello in existence, although he must have painted
a considerable number. There is a panel by him in

the Louvre, containing his own portrait, associated
with those of Giotto, Donatello, Brunelleschi, and
Manetti, representing perspective associated with
painting, sculpture, architectiu'c, and geometry. Many
of the frescoes he executed for Santa Maria Novella
have been destroyed. The only other picture of his

that need be mentioned here is a predella in a
church near Urbino, relating to the theft of a pax,
which is attributed to him by many critics. He is

said to have studied the works of Pisanello with
great advantage, and it is probable that it was from
Pisanello that he first learned painting, but he may
be practically- regarded as one of the founders of the
art of linear pcrspi'ctivc. There are very few dates
known in his history beyond those of his birth
and death. But we know that in 1425 he was at
work at Venice, in 1436 painting his portrait of
Sir John Hawkwood, and in 1468 residing at Ur-
bino.

Vasari, Lives of the Painters: Bottari, Note alte Vite del
Vasari (Florence, 1707); Idem, Diatoghi sopra U tre Belli Arti
(Lucca. 17.51).

Gborge Charles Williamson.

XJdine, .Xrchdioce.se op (Utinensis).—The city
of Feline, the capital of a province and archdiocese in
Friiili, northern Italy, is situated in a region mainly
agricultural. Its cathedral, built in 1236 by the
Patriarch Bertoldo, was altered several times, most
recently, in 1706, through the munificence of the
Manin family, whose tombs adorn the choir. It con-
tains paintings by Pordenone, Tiepolo (ch.ipel of the
Blessed Sacrament), Matleo da Verona, etc.; statues
by Torretto (St. Bertrand), Linardi (Pius IX), Mini-

sini (.\rchbishop Bricato). In the baptistery is a
font by Giovanni da Zuglio (1480) and paintings
by Tiepolo. The oldest church at Udine is that of

S. Maria di Castello, transformed in the .sixteenth

century. S. Antonio Abbate contains the tombs of

the patriarchs Francesco and Ermolao Barbaro;
SS. Fihppo e Giacomo, statues by Contieri; S. Pietro
Mart ire and the Zitelle e S. Chiara contain note-
worthy pictures; the Madonna delle Grazie preserves
a much venerated Byzantine Madonna and is rich

in sculpture and paintings. Among the profane
edifices, the Castello, which acquired its present
form in 1.517, was the residence of the patriarchs
of Aquileia, then of the Venetian governor, and
is now a barrack; it contains a great parliament
chamber painted by Amalteo, Tiepolo, and others.

The city hall (1457), the work of Nicolo Lionello,

in a .sober and graceful Gothic style, is rich in

paintings by the most celebrated Venetian niasiers,

as is also the archiepiscopal palace, built by the
Patriarch Francesco Barbaro, especially remarkable
for the salon of Giovanni da Udine. The city hos-
pital was built in 1782 by Archbishop Gradenigo.
Many of the private residences also are rich in works
of art.

Where the city of Udine now stands there existed,

in the Roman period, a fortified camp, probably for

the defence of the Via Julia Augusta leading from
Aquileia to the Carnic Alps. Narses also made use
of this fort after the Gothic War. No mention, how-
ever, is found of Utinum until 983, when Otho II

granted its stronghold to Radoaldo, Patriarch of

.4quileia, Prince of Friuli and Istria. A centre of

population went on forming here from that time, and

The Cathedral, Ldlne, XIII Ce.ntdry

successive patriarchs provided it with water-supijly

and other institutions. The population was notably

increased by the arrival of Tu.scan exiles in the thir-

teenth and fourteenth centuries. In the thirteenth

century the patriarch was representetl by a yaxlalilo,

while twelve nobles and twelve commons represented

the i)eoi)le in the government. The (irivilcges of the

citizens were augmented by the Patriarchs Ramondo
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della Torre (1291) and Bertrando di Saint Genais

(1340) on arrount of the loyalty displayed by the

Udinese in the wars against the Visconti of Milan and
against the small fevidatories. As early as the thir-

teenth century Udine was the ordinary residence of

the patriarciis, and in 134S, when Aquileia was de-

stroyed by an earthquake, the see was definitively

transferred to ITdine. In 1381 the city opposed Car-

dinal PhiUp of Alengon, who had been given the See of

Aquileia in cummendam; they wished to have an
efTecti\-e prince and patriarch, and the consequent
war ended only with the cardinal's renunciation

(1387). There was also a popular rising against Gio-

vanni, Margrave of Moravia, who wished to revise the

Constitution. In 1420 Udine, after a long siege, sur-

rendered to the Venetians, and thenceforward it

belonged to the republic, being the capital of Friuli.

However, it retained in substance its ancient form of

government. Udine was the birthplace of the military

leaders Savorgnano and CoUoredo and the painters

Giovanni da Udine, Pellegrino da S. Daniele, Giovanni
di Martino, and Odorieo Politi.

In 1752 the Patriarchate of Aquileia was suppressed,

and the two Archbishoprics of Udine and Gorizia

were formed, the former embracing that part of the

patriarchate which was subject to the Republic of

Venice. The first archbishop was Daniele Dolfin

(1 752-62), who retained the title of patriarch. In ISIS
Udine became a bi.shopric, subject to the metropolitan
See of Venice; Pius IX, however, in 1S46, re-estab-

lished the Archbishopric of Udine, though without
sufTragans. The archdiocese contains 201 parishes,

with 438,000 souls; 703 priests, 3 houses of male and
6 of female religious; 2 educational establishments for

bovs, and 6 for girls.

Cappelletti, Le chiese d'ltalia, VIII; CicoNi, Udine e sua
protincia (Udine, 1862).

U. Benigni.

Uganda. See Upper Nile, Vicariate Apos-
tolic OF THE.

Ugento, Diocese of (Uxextin).—The City of

Ugento. with its small harbour, is situated in the
Province of Lecce, in Apulia, on the Gulf of Taren-
tum. It is the ancient Uxenlum, and claims to have
been founded by Uxens, who is mentioned in the
Eighth Book of the jEneid. In ancient times it w;is

an important cit}'. In 1537 it was destroyed by the
Turks. Under the Byzantine domination it had
Greek bishops. Of the Latin bishops the first known
was the Benedictine Simeon, of unknown date.

Others worthy of mention are: St. Charles Borromeo
(1.5.30-37); Antonio Sebastiano Minturno, poet
(15.59); the Carmelite Desidcrio Mazzapica (1.566),

who was distinguished at the Council of Trent; and
the great canonist Agostino Barbosa (1649). In 1818
the Diocese of Alessano (the ancient Leuca) was
united to that of Ugento. The Greek Rite flourished

in many places in this diocese until 1591, when it was
abolished by Bishop Ercole Lancia. The diocese is

suffragan of Otranto, and contains 30 parishes,

60,000 souls, 129 priests, secular and regular, 1 house
of male religious, 4 houses of female religious, and 3
schools for girls.

Cappelletti, Le Chiese d'ltalia, XXI.
U. Benigni.

Ugbelli, Ferdinando, historian, b. at Florence,
21 March, 1.595; d. 19 May, 1670. Having entered
the Cistercian Order in his native city, he was sent to

the Gregorian University, Rome, where he studied
under the Jesuits, Francesco Piccolomini and John de
Lugo. He filled many important posts in his order,
being Abbot of Settimo (Florence), and from 1()3S

Abbot of Tre Fontane, Rome. He was skilled in

ecclesiastical history. To encourage him in this work
and to defray the expense of the journeys it entailed
Alexander VII granted him an annual pension of 500

scudi. He wa-s a consultor of the Index and theolo-

gian to Cardinal Carlo de' Medici, and was fre(iuently

offered the episcopal dignity, which he refused to ac-

cept. He was buried in his abbatial church. His
chief work is "Italia sacra sive de episeojiis Italia;"

(9 vols., Rome, 1643-62), abridged by Ambrogio Lu-
cent! (Rome, 1704); re-edited with corrections and ad-
ditions by Nicola Coleti (Venice, 1717-22), with a
tenth volume. In compiling this work, he frequently
had to deal with matters not previously treated by
historians; as a result, the "Italia sacra", owing to the
imperfections of historical science in Ughelli's day,
especially from the point of view of criticism and di]i-

lomatics, contains serious errors, particularly as the
author was more intent on collecting than on weigh-
ing documents. Nevertheless his work wifh all its

imperfections was necessary to facilitate the labours
of critical historians of a later daj', and is consulted
even now. Among his other WTitings are: "Cardi-
nalium elogia ex sacro ordine cisterciensi " (Florence,

lt)24), on the writers and saints of his order and the
papal privileges granted to it; "Columnensis familis
cardinalium imagines" (Rome, 16.50), and genealogi-

cal works on the "Counts of Mar.sciano" .and the
"Capizucchi" (Rome, 1667, 16,53); "Aggiunte" to the
" Vitaj pontificum" of Ci.aconius. In the last volume
of the "Italia sacra" he published various historical

sources until then unedited.

LucENTI, Italia sacra restricta, I (Rome, 1704), preface; JoNGE-
UN, Notit. abbatiarum ord. cisterc. (Cologne, 1640) ; VisCH, Bibl.
script, cisterc, XII (2nd ed., Cologne, 1656).

U. Benigni.

Uhtred (Utred, Owtred), an English Benedic-
tine theologian and writer, b. at Boldon, North Dur-
ham, about 1315; d. at Finchale Abbey, 24 Jan.,

1396. He joined the Benedictines of Durham .A.bbey

about 1332 and was sent to London in 1337. Three
years later he entered Durham College, a house which
the Durham Benedictines had established at Oxford
for those of their members who pursued their studies

at the University of Oxford. He was gr.iduated there

as licentiate in 1352 and as doctor in 1357. During
the succeeding ten years, and even previously, he took
part in numerous disputations at Oxford University,

many of which were directed against members of the
mendicant orders. It is on this account that Bale
(loc. cit. below) wrongly designates him as a sujiporter

of Wyclif. In 1367 he became prior of Finchale
.\bbey, a position to which he was appointed three

other times, in 1379, 13S6, and 1392. In 13r.8andin
1381 he was subpriorat Durham Abbey. Along with
Wyclif he was one of the delegates sent by Edw'ard
III to the pap.al representatives at Bruges in 1374,

with the purpose of reaching an agreement concerning

the vexed question of canonical provision in England.
In the same yea.- he represented Durham .Abbey at a
council held by Edward, Prince of Wales, for the pur-
pose of determining whether the king was obliged to

recognize the jiapal suzerainty which had been grant-

ed to Innocent III by King .John. On this occasion

Uhtreddefended the pope's right of overlordship, but,

when on the following day the assembly ea.st its vote
contrarily, he followed their example. (P'lores Hist or.,

RoUs Series, III, 337, 9.) Among his Uterary works,

none of which have as yet been printed, are worthy of

mention : "De substantialibusregula> monachalis"
,
pre-

served in the Durham Cathedral Library; "Contra
querelas f>.atrum", written about 1390, extant in the

Briti.sh'Museum : and a Lat in translation of the "Eccle-

siastical History" of Eusebius, which is also preserved

in the British Piluseum.

Vita Compendiosa Uthredi, mnnnrhi Dunelmensis, written by an
unknown writer (probably John WrssinEton, Prior of Durham,
1416-1446) and preserved in the Itritij^h Museum; Pollard in

Din. of Nat. Bioar.. s. v.; Tannf.h, lUhlintheca Brit. llib. (1748),
74.3-4; Bale, .Script, lUuslr. Majuris Britannia (Basle, l,'i.57-9),

VI, 53.

Michael Ott.
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Ujejski, Cornelius, Polish poet, b. at Beremiany,
Galicia, 1823; d. at Cholojewie, 1897. His father was
a prosperous landowner, member of an ancient noble

family. Cornelius completed his studies at Lembrrg,

and while still a student at the university there wrote

"Maraton" (1843), a patriotic lyric poem of excellent

form. In 1846, at the instigation of the Austrian

Government, the Galician peasants massacred several

thousand of the nobility. Ujejski then gave utter-

ance to the universal feehng of indignation in his

powerful poem "Choral", which has become the

national hymn of Poland. At Paris, 1847, he pub-
lished a volume of poems entitled "Skargi Jeremiego"
(Lamentations of Jeremias). He made the acquaint-

ance of the most distinguished men in the Polish col-

ony at Paris, among them Mickiewicz, and devoted

himself with youthful ardour to the poet Juhus Slo-

wacki. In 1848 he returned home, and won great

popularity. He was regarded and beloved by the peo-

ple as their national poet. Ujejski wrote a number of

other poems of fine sentiment and perfect poetical

form, among them "Kwiaty bez woni" (Flowers with-

out perfume), 1848, and "Zwiedle liscie" (Faded
leaves) in 1849. In 1852 he pubhshed a second vol-

ume of poems entitled "Melodye Biblijne" (Bibhcal

Melodies). Ujejski never achieved anything finer

than his youthful works, though his later poems are

distinguished by strong patriotic feeling, elegance of

form, and fine poetic taste.

S. Tarnowski.

TJlenberg, K.\spar, convert, theological writer

and translator of the Bible, b. at Lippstadt on the

Lippe, Westphaha, in 1549; J. at Cologne, 16 Feb.,

1617. He was the son of Lutheran parents and
was intended for the Lutheran ministry. He re-

ceived his grammar-school education in Lippstadt,

Soest, and Brunswick, and from 1569 studied theology

at Wittenberg. While studying Luther's writings

there his first doubts as to the truth of the Lutheran
doctrines were awakened, and were then increased by
hearing the disputes between the Protestant theolo-

gians and by the appearance of Calvinism in Saxony.
After comi)l(>ting his studies he taught for a short

time in the Latin school at Lunden in Dithmarschen;
he was then sent by his family to Cologne to bring

back to Protestantism a kinsman who had become a
CathoUc. After accomphshing this task he remained
in Cologne, where, through his friendship with

Johann Nopelius and Gerwin Calenius (CathoUc
countrymen of his), he had an opportunity of becom-
ing acquainted with Catholic hfe and teaching. In
1572 he became a Catholic, and soon afterwards,

upon obtaining degrees in philosophy at the Univer-

sity of Cologne, became professor at the Gymnasium
Laurentianum at Cologne. In 1575 he was ordained
priest and became parish priest at Kaiserswerth. In
1583 he was made parish priest of St. Cunibert's

in Cologne, where he laboured zealously by preaching

and catechetical exercises, and made many conver-

sions. In l.')(»:! he b(came regent of the Laurentian
gymnasium, retaining this position for twenty-two
years. From ItiOO to l(i06 he directed the education

of princes Wilhclm and Hermann of Baden, sons of

Margrave Kdward Fort una! us of Baden-Baden. In
1605 he became parish priest of St. Columba's in

Cologne, and from 1610 to 1612 was also rector of the
university.

Ulenberg began his literary career at Kaiserswerth
with the work, "Die Psalmen David's in allerlci

deutsche Gesangreime gebracht" (Cologne, 1582),

an excellent liynm-book for the common people,

which was widely circ-tilated and often reprinted; the

last and revised edition was by M. Kaufmann (Augs-

burg, 1835). To the first edition was ai)pended a
" Katechismus oder kurzer Bericht der ganzen christl.

kathol. Religion sammt Warnung wider allerlei

unserer Zeit Irrthumb". He completed at Cologne
(1589) his chief theological work, "Erhebliche und
wichtige Ursachen, warumb die altglaubige Catho-
lische Christen bei dem alten wahren Christenthumb
Ijis in ihren Tod bestandiglich verharren ", of which he
also issued a Latin edition entitled: "Causae graves et

justae, cur Catholicis in communione veteris ejusque
veri Christianismi constanter usque ad finem vitae

permanendum, cur item omnibus, qui se Evangehcos
vocant, reUctis erroribus ad ejusdem Christianismi

consortium vel postliminio redeundum sit". This is

one of the best controversial treatises of the sixteenth

century and is still instructive reading. A new and
revised edition was prepared by M. W. Kerp entitled:
" Zwciundzwanzig Beweggriinde. Ein Buch fiir Kath-
olische und Evangehsche" (Mainz, 1827, 1833, and
1840). Other works worthy of mention are: "Trost-
buch fiir die Kranken und Sterbenden" (Cologne,

1590), often reprinted (new editions. Lucerne, 1835,

and Munich, 1858) ; "Historia de vita, moribus, rebus
gestis, studiis ac denique morte Praedicantium Lu-
theranorum, D. Martini Lutheri, Philippi Melanch-
thonis, Matthiae Flacii lUjTici, Georgii Maioris, et

Andreae Osiandri", which was edited after Ulenberg's
death by Arnold Meshovius (1622), a German edition

being issued at Mainz (2 vols., 1836-37). Ulenberg
also wrote various shorter polemical and ascetical

treatises. His last and most important literary work
(Sacra Biblia, das ist, die gantze Heilige Sehrifft, Alten
und Neuen Testaments, nach der letzten Romisch
Sixtiner Edition mit fleiss iibergesetzt), the Ger-
man translation of the Bible, he began (1614) at the
request of the Archbishop and Elector of Cologne,
Ferdinand Duke of Bavaria, and finished shortly

before his death. The first edition appeared at

Cologne in 1630; eleven other editions were published
at Cologne up to 1747, and eleven more at Nurem-
berg, Bamberg, Frankfort, and Vienna. The German
Bible which was published (Mainz, 1662) at the com-
mand of the Archbishop and Elector of Mainz,
Johann Philip Count of Schonborn, was a revision

of Ulenberg's translation. This revision, entitled

"Die catholische Mainzer Bibel", is still frequently

printed and until Allioli's translation appeared was
the most popular German translation of the Bible.
Meshovius, De vita, moribus et obilu adm. rererendi et ^xim^i

viri Casp. Vlenbergii (Cologne, 163S) ; Hartzheim, Bibliotheca
Coloniensis (Cologne, 1747), 53 sq.; Rass, Die Convertiten seit der
Reformation, II (Freiburg, 1866), 550-70; Klefpner, KasparUlen-
berg aus Lippstadt, Couvertit, Controversist, BibelUbersetzer u. HiS'
toriker in Der kathol. Seelsorger, XI (1899), 215-23, 257-65;
Keussen, Kaspar Ulenberg in Koln als Erzieker der badisch.
Markgra/en Wilhelm u. Hermann 1800-1608 in BeitrSge ziir

Gesch. vomehmtich Kolns u. der Rheinlande (Cologne, 1895),
206-22.

Friedrich Lauchert.

TJlfilas (Ulphilas), apostle of the Goths, mis-
sionary, translator of the Bible, and inventor of an
alphabet, b. probably in 311 (see Bessel, p. 53); d. at

Constantinople in 380 or 381. Though Ulfilas in

speech and sympathies was thoroughly Gothic, he
was di'seendcd not from Teutonic ancestors, but from
Cai)])a(l(icians cajitured, in the reigns of Valerian

and Gallicnus, d\u-ing the raids in A.sia Minor
made by the (loths from the north of the Danube.
There seems to be no valid reason for thinking Ulfilas

was not born a Christian (Hodgkin ])laces his conver-
sion during his residence at Constantinople). As a
young man he was sent to that city either as a hostage
or an ambassador, and, after occupying for sometime
t he posit ion of lect or in t he church, he was consecrated
bishoj) in his thirtieth year by the celebrated Arian
bislio]) of Nicomedia, Eusebius. Shortly after his

consecration he returned to Dacia and during the
remaining forty years of his life he laboured among
his fellow-countrymen as a missionary. The first

eight or ten years of his missionary life were spent in

Dacia, after which because of the persecution of his

pagan countrymen he was compelled with mani' of his
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Christian converts to seek refuge in Moesia. It was
at this period in his life that lie conceived the idea

of translating the Bible into the langviage of the Goths,

a task demanding as a preliminary that he should

invent a special alphabet. His familiarity with

Greek made the task comparatively simple, only a
few letters being borrowed from other sources, Runic
or Latin. Despite his many other activities Ulfilas

translated "all tlic books of Scripture with the excep-

tion of the Books of Kings, which he omitted because

they arc a mere narrative of miUtary exploits, and
the Gothic tribes were especially fond of war, and
were in more need of restraints to check tlieir military

passions than of spurs to urge them on to deeds of

war" (Philostorgius, "Hist, eccl.", II, 5). The
Books of the Old Testament were translated from the

Arctic explorer, was a convert. When he was ten
years old, the whole family removed to Scarborough,
where young UUathorne made his first acquaintance
with the sea. His hvely imagination and adventur-
ous spirit led him to desire to be on the ocean and to
see the world ; and for three and a half years his wish
was gratified, during wliich time ho made several
voyages in the Mediterranean and the Baltic Sea and
elsewhere. It was on one of these voyages that a
chance opportunity of attending Mass "at Mcmel, a
port in the Baltic, proved the turning-point of his Ufe,

for he then and there made up his mind to devote his
life to the service of God. On his return to England,
tlierefore, he entered as a novice of the well-known
Benedictine community at Downside, near Bath, in

February, 1823. He received the habit in March.

MlNSNiH^rrc,XN^» h^lS^Ni^MS
^MAJ:iAhH>i'a^esiNiSTAisie- cv\h
^^:n^^^AjvNlB^^A^lTt;ivlM5^llM^f

F.\C8IMILE Portion of a Page of Ulfilas's TRANsr..\TiON of the Gospels Preserved at I'psala

Mark, iv, 3, 4: The Jews unless they often wash their hands do not eat, and there is much else whirh . . .

Scptuagint; those of the New Testament from the

original Greek. Ulfilas was at the Synod of Const an-

tinople in 360 when the sect of Acacius triumphed and
issued its compromise creed as a substitute for the

formularies of the Orthodox as weO a-s the Arian
parties. It is unfortunate that the career of Ulfilas

was marred by his adherence to the Arian heresy. It

may be said in extenuation of this fault that he was
a victim of circumstances in coming under none but
Arian and semi-Arian influences during his residence

at Constantinople; but he persisted in the error until

the end of his life. The lack of orthodoxy deprived

the work of Ulfilas of permanent influence and
wrought havoc among some of his Teutonic converts.

His labours were impressed not only on the Goths, but
on other Teutonic peoples, and because of the hereti-

cal views they entertained they were unable to main-
tainthemselves in the kingdoms which t hey est ablishei !

.

Only a few chapters of Ulfila-s's translation of the

Old Testament are in existence. Of the New
Testament we have the greater portion of the Gospels

in the beautiful Silver Codex (a purple parchment
with silver and gold letters) now at Upsala, and dat-

ing from the fifth century perhaps; nearly all of

St. Paul's Epistles in a ^Iilanese Codex edited by
Cardinal Mai, and a large fragment of the Epistles

to the Romans on a Wolfenbtittel palimpsest.

Waitz, Lehen und Lehre des Ulfila (Hanover, 1840). thi.i work
contains the account of Ulfilas's hfe written by his di.'*cip!e

Auxentiufl, Bishop of Dorostorus; Bessel, Ueber das Lehen des

Ulfilas xtnd die Rekehrung dcr Golen zum Christentum. (Gottingon,
1860): Scott. Ulfilas, Apostle of the Goths, together with an account
of the Gothic Churches ami their Decline (London. 188,i) ; Stamm,
Ulfilas Oder die uns erhaltenen Denkm/iler dcr gntischcn Sprache
(Paderborn, 1896); P. L., XVIII. contains the existing fragments
of the Bible of Ulfilas with notes and gio.s.sar>'.

Patrick J. Healy.

Ullathorne, William Bernard, English Bene-
dictine monk and bishop, b. at Pockhngton, York-
shire. 7 May, 1S06; d. at O.=cott, W.irwickshire, 21

March. 1SS9. His father was a lineal descendant
from Blessed Thomas More, but hatl fallen in life

and was then the chief tradesman of the village. His
mother, a distant connexion of Sir John Frankhn, the

1824, and was professed a year later, taking the name
of Bernard. Later on he spent a year as jji-cfect at

Ampleforth College, nea,r York, and was (irdained

])riost at Ushaw College in 1831. Soon after his re-

turn to Downside, in response to an invitation from
Dr. Morris, O.S.B., Vicar Apostolic of the Mauritius,
Ullathorne offered himself as a volunteer for the
Au.stralian mission, which then formed part of that
vicariate. His offer was accepted, and in view of the
difficulty there had always been of governing the
colony from such a, distance, Dr. Morris gave him full

powers as his vicar-general there.

Ullathorne landed in Australia in February, 1S33,

and his connexion with the colony lasted eight years.

During the first part of that time he devotwl himself
to organizing the beginnings of the mission there.

\\'hen he first landed there were only three priests.

Father Therry and Father McEncroe at Sydney, and
Father Connolly in Van Diemen's Land (Tasmania).
At both places they were working independently and
without an.v kind of supervision. There were internal

dissensions among the Catholics, as well as difficulties

with the colonial authorities, both due to the want of

proper ecclesiastical go\-ernment. Ullathorne, by his

tact and strength of character, soon succeeded in ad-

.iusting these, both at Sydney and in Tasmania. He
likewise visited the con\-ict settlement on Norfolk
Island, which he describes as "the most beautiful spot

in the uni%'erse", and his ministrations to tho.sc who
were condemned to death, as well as to the others,

had most consoling results. In 183.5 Bishop Fold-
ing, O.S.B., arrived as Vicar Apostolic of Australia,

accompanied by three priests and four ecclesiastical

students. Ullathorne, being thus set free, set out
soon afterwards to visit England and Ireland, to ob-

tain further helj) for the mission. During his stay he
was called upon to give evidence before the Parlia-

mentary Commission on the evils of transportation,

and, at the request of the Government, he wrote a
tract on the subject. He was also summoned to

Rome, ;it the in.stance of Cardinal Weld, to report on
the state of the Australian mission.

In 1838 he once more set sail for Sydney, with sev-
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eral priests and nuns who had offered themselves for

the work. On his landing, he found himself the centre

of obloquy, on account of his evidence on the convict

question, for it was supposed to be detrimental to the

colony, which thrived on the free labour of the con-

victs. Nevertheless, his views in the end prevailed,

and transportation was abolished. In 1840 Ulla-

thorne left Australia, as it turned out, for good, travel-

ling to England in company with Bishop Folding.

He had already drawn out a scheme for a regular

hierarchy, rendered possible by the remarkable and
rapid increase in numbers and organization, and when
Dr. Folding went to Rome he obtained its substantial

adoption. Dr. Folding himself became Archbishop
of Sydney; but though UUathorne was more than

once pressed to accept a bishopric there, he remained
staunch in his refusal, and retired to the mission of

Co\entry. Here he used his energy in building a
handsome new church; but after a stay of three years

he had once more to move, being appointed Vicar

Apostolic of the Western District of England, with the

title of Bishop of Hetalona. Two years later, how-
ever, he was transferred to the Central District, in

which he was destined to spend the remaining forty-

one years of his life. He soon acquired influence

among his brother bishops, and in 1S4S he went to

Rome as their delegate, to negotiate the restoration

of the English hierarchy—a task for which he was
specially qualified, in view of the part he had taken
in the similar scheme already carried out in Australia.

His negotiations were successful, and after a delay
of two years, due to the Revolution in Rome, the new
English hierarchy was proclaimed by Fius IX on
29 September, 18.50. Cardinal Wiseman became the
first Archbishop of ^^'estminster, Dr. UUathorne being
appointed Bishop of Birmingham. He ruled that dio-

cese for thirty-seven years. On the death of Cardinal
Wiseman, he was chosen liy Propaganda to succeed
him; but Pius IX overruled their choice and ap-
pointed Cardinal Manning, and Dr. UUathorne r^
mained at Birmingham. He took part in all the four
provincial synods of Westminster, and in 1870 he at-

tended the Vatican Council; but for the most part his

episcopate was free from incident beyond the steady
growih and administration of his diocese. \Mien he
fir-st took up his residence in the Midlands, he found
the finances in a deplorable condition: he lived to see
his diocese thoroughly organized, and many new
missions established, as well as new communities of
men, the most famous of which was Newman's Con-
gregation of Oratorians at Edgbaston. Oscott was at
that time a mixed college, and in 1873 Bishop UUa-
thorne established a regular diocesan seminary—St.

Bernard's, Olton. He al.so devoted himself in a
special manner to the convents of his diocese, in all of

which he took a personal interest. One of his chief

assistants was the well-known Mother Margaret Hal-
lahan, who founded a con\'ent of the Dominican Order
at Stone, from which there were several branch
houses. In 1888 Dr. UUathorne obtained leave from
the Holy See to resign his diocese, being given the
title of Archbishop of Cabasa. He retired to Oscott
College, where he died the following year on the feast
of St. Benedict, and was buried at St. Dominic's Con-
vent, Stone.

His chief works, written during his liist years, are:
"Endowments of Man" (London, 1880); "Ground-
work of Christian Virtues" (1882); "Christian Pa-
tience" (1886). He also published "Reply to Judge
Burton on Religion in Australia" (Sydney, 1835);
"La Salette" (1854); "The Immaculate Conception"
(1855); "History of Restoration of English Hier-
archy" (1871); "The Diillingerites" (1.S74); "An-
swer to Gladstone's 'Vatican Decrees'" (1875); and a
large number of sermons, pastorals, pamphlets, etc.

For the first half of his lifo (to 18,50), aoe hi.i Aulobiooraphi/,
tditcd after his death by Theodosia Drake, of Stone Convent

(1891); for the second half, sec his Letters, edited by the same
(1892).
Other authorities; Cooper in Diet. Nal. Biog., s. v.; Gillow.

Bibl. Diet. Eng. Cath.. s. v.. with fuller enumeration of Ulla-
thorne's works; MaziI:re Brady, Catholic Hierarchy; Bishop
Utlathorne Nurnber of The Oscotian (London, 1S86); (^lancey.
Characteristics from the Writings of Archbishop Vltathorne (Lon-
don. 1889); Kenny, Hist, o.f Catholicity in Au.^'tralia (1886);
PuRCELL, Life of Manning (London, 1896) ; Ward, Life of Wise-
man (Ix)ndon, 1897); Birt, Benedictine Pioneers tn Australia
(London, 1911): Ward, Life of Newman (London, 1912).

Bernard V^'.^kd.

Ullerston, Richard, b. in the Duchy of Lancaster,
England; d. in August or September, 1423. Having
been ordained priest in December, 1383, he became
feUow of Queen's CoUege, Oxford (1391-1403),
holding office in the college, and proceeding doctor of

divinity in 1394. In 1408 he became chancellor of
the university and in the same year wrote at the
request of the Bishop of Sahsbury a sketch of pro-
posed ecclesiastical reforms: "Petitiones pro ec-

clesiae militantis reformat ione". He also wrote a
commentary on the Creed (1409), one on the Psalms
(1415), another on the Canticle of Canticles (1415),
and "Defensorium dotationis ecclcsiasticae", a work
in defence of the donation of Constantine. At tlie

request of Archbishop Courtenay he wrote a treatise,

"De officio militari", addressed to Henrj-, Prince of

Wales. From 1403 he held the prebend of Oxford
in Salisbury cathedral, and from 1407 the rectory of

Beeford in Yorkshire.
Tanner. Bibl. Brit.-Heb. (London, 1748); a Wood, Hist, and

Aniiq. of Oxford (Oxford, 1792-6); Pitts, De itlust. .inglia scrip-
lorihus (Paris, 1619). EdW!N BuRTON.

Ulloa, Antonio de, naval officer and scientist,

b. at Seville, Spain, 12 Jan., 1710; d. near Cadiz,
Spain, 5 July, 1795. He entered the navy in 1733.
In 1735 he was appointed with Jorge Juan, another
young Spaniard, a member of a scientific expedition
which the French Academy of Sciences was sending
to Peru to measure a degree of the meridian at the
equator. They remained there for nearly ten years.
In 1745, having finished their scientific labours, he
and Jorge Ju.an prepared to return to Spain, agreeing
to travel on different ships in order to minimize the
danger of losing the important fruits of their labours.
The ship upon whicli Ulloa was traveUing was cap-
tured by the British, and he was taken as a prisoner
to England. In that country, through his scientific

attainments, he gained the friendship of the men of

science, and was made a Fellow of the Royal Society
of London. In a short time, through the influence of

the president of this society, he was released and was
able to return to Spain. He became prominent as

a scientist and was appointed to serve on various
important scientific commissions. In 1766 he was
sent as Governor to "La Florida Occidental" (Louis-
iana), where he remained two years, and in 1779 he
became lieutenant general of the naval forces. He
is to be credited with the establishment of the first

museum of natural history, the first metallurgical
laboratory in Spain, and the observatory of Cadiz.
As a result of his scientific work in Peru, he pubUshed
(Madrid, 1784) "Relaci6n hist6rica del viaje a la

America Meridional", which contains a full, accu-
rate, and clear description of the greater p.art of South
America geographically, and of its inhabitants and
natural history. In collaboration with the Jorge
Juan mentioned above, he also wTote "Noticias se-

cret as de .\mcrica", giving valuable information
regarding the early religious ordei-s in Spanish Amer-
ica. This work was published bv David Barry in

London, 1826.
U1.1.OA, Relacidn histdrica del viaje d ta AmMca Meridional,

tr. .\DAM8 (2 vols.. Ix>ndon, 1807).

Ventura Fuentes.

Ulloa, Francisco de, d. 1540. It is not known
when he came to Mexico nor if he accompanied
Hernan Corti'-s in his first expedition to California.
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Authorities are divided upon these questions. Diaz
del Castillo relates that during the absence of Cortes,

his wife, Doiia Juana de Juiieia, sent letters to him by
UUoa, begging him to return. I'lloa, in charge of two
ships loaded with provisions, reached Cortes when he

was sorely straitened, and he returned to Mexico in

1537. I'lloa soon followed. Eager for new dis-

coveries, Cortes undertook an expedition at his own
ex-pense in 153S, dispatching a fleet of three boats

under the command of Francisco de Ulloa. According

to Clavigero, Ulloa sailed along the coasts of the Cali-

fornia peninsula until he was obliged by the scarcity of

provisions to return to New Spain, where, in 1540,

according to Diaz del Castillo, he was stabbed by a
soldier and killed. Other historians relate, however,
that of the three boats which sailed from the port of

Acapulcothe"S.Tomas"wassoonlost;the"S.Agueda"
was obliged to seek port in IManzanillo to repair

damages, was afterwards driven by a tempest to the

shores of Culiacan, where it joined the "Trinidad", re-

turning shortly with the discontented members of the
expedition, and the ship "Trinidad",uufler command of

Ulloa, was lost, no trace having been found of her.

Palacio. Mf-xico d traves de los sigtos, II; Diaz del Castillo,
HiHnria verdadera de la conquista de Nueva Espafia (Paris,

1837) ; Cortes, Historia de Nueva Espafia anmentada con docu-
mentos por D. Franc. Anl. Lorenzana Arzob. de Mexico (Mexico,
177()); Cl-avigebo, Historia de la Antigua 6. Baja California

(Mexico, 1852).

Camillus Crivelli.

Ulrich, Saint, Bishop of Augsburg, b. at Kyburg,
Ziirich, Switzerland, in S90; d. at Augsburg, 4 July,

973. He was the son of Count Hucpald and Thet-
birga, and was connected with the dukes of Alaman-
nia and the imperial family of the Ottos. As a
child he was sickly; when old enough to learn he was
sent to the monastic school of St. Gall, where he
proved to be an excellent scholar. He resolved to

enter the priesthood, but was in doubt whether to

enter the Benedictine Alibey of St. Gall or to become
a secular priest. He was sent before April, 910, for

his further training to AdalbiTo, Bishop of Augsburg,
who made him a chamberlain. On Adalbero's death
(28 April, 910) Ulrich returned home, where he re-

mained until the death of Bishop Hiltine (28 Nov.,
923). Through the influence of his uncle, Duke
Burchard of .Vlamannia, and other relatives, Ulrich

was appointed Bishop of Augsburg by King Henry,
and was consecrated on 28 Dec, 923. He proved him-
self to be a ruler who united severity with gentleness.

He sought to improve the low moral and social

condition of the clergy, and to enforce a rigid adher-
ence to the laws of the Church. Ulrich hoped to gain

this end by periodical visitations, and by building as
many churches a-s possible, to make the blessings of

religion more accessible to the common people. His
success was largely due to the good example he set

his clergy and diocese. For the purpose of obtaining
relics he went on two journevs to Rome, in 910, and
in 9.52 or 953.

Ulrich demanded a high moral standard of himself
and others. A hundred years after his death, a letter

apparently written by him, which opposed celibacy,

and supported the marriage of priests, suddenly
appeared. The forger of the letter counted on the
opinion of the common people, who would regard
celibacj' as unjust if St. Ulrich, known for the rigidity

of his morals, upheld the marriage of priests (cf.

"Analecta Boll.", XXVII, 1908, 474; against the let-

ter, H. Thurston, "A Saint averse to Celibacv", in

"The Month", CXI, 1908, 311-13). Ulrich wks also

steadfastly loyal, as a prince of the empire, to the
emperor. He W!is one of the most important props
of the Ottonian policy, which rested mainly upon the
ecclesiastical princes. He constantly attended the
judicial courts held l)y the king and in the diets.

He even took part in the Diet held on 20 Sept., 972,

when he defended himself against the charge of

nepotism in regard to his nephew Adalbero, whom he
had appointed his coadjutor on account of his own
illness and desire to retire to a Benedictine abbey.
During the struggle between Otto I and his son Duke
Ludolf of Swabia, Ulrich had much to suffer from
Ludolf and his partisans. When in the summer of
954 father and son were ready to attack eacli other
at Illertissen in Swabia, at the last moment Ulrich
and Bishop Hartbert of Chur were able to mediate
between Otto and Ludolf. Ulrich succeeded in per-
suading Ludolf and Konrad, Otto's son-in-law, to
ask the king's pardon on 17 Dec, 954. Before long
the Magyars entered. Germany, plundering and
burning as they went, and advanced as far as Augs-
burg, which they besieged with the fury of barbarians.
It was due to Ulrich's ability and courage that Augs-
burg was able to hold out against the besiegers until

the Emperor Otto arrived. On 10 Aug., 955, a battle
was fought in the Lechfeld, and the invaders were
finally defeated. The later assertion that Ulrich
himself took part in the battle is incorrect, as Ulrich
could not have broken through the ranks of the Mag-
yars, who were south of him, although north of the
emperor.
As morning dawned on 4 July, 973, Ulrich had

ashes strewn on the ground in the shape of a cross;

the cross was sprinkled with holy water, and he was
placed upon it. His nephew Richwin came with a
message and greeting from the Emperor Otto II as

the sun rose, and immediately upon this, while the
clergy sang the Litany, St. Ulrich passed away. His
body was placed in the Church of St. Afra, which had
been rebuilt by liim. The burial was performed by
Bishop Wolfgang of Rati.-ibon. Many miracles were
wrought at his grave; and in 993, he was canonized by
John XV. As early as the tenth century, there is a
very beautiful miniature, in a manuscri])t now in the
library of Einsiedeln (no. 261, fol. 140). Other
miniatures are at the Royal Library of Munich, in

manuscripts of 1454 (Cgm., 94, fo. 2(3^', and Cgm., no.

751).

ScHMID, St. Ulrich Bischof von Auqsbura 890-97S (.\ugiiburg,

1901), enlarged in 1904 by a full bibliography including the early
authorities: a readable illustrated work which does not claim to
be a scholarly production. The basis of the above is Ulrich'a
biography written by a conteniporar\'. Gerhahd, cathedral pro-
vost of Augsburg, in Jl/on. Germ. Ilirt.: Script., IV. 379-428;
Migne, p. L., C.XXXV; tr. Grandaih, aei^chichlsschreihcr der
deutschen Voncit. XXXI (isni). X, 4, 2. Biography by Bishop
Gerhard (99(i-9n9), previously .\bbot of Ellwangcn. and that
of the monk Berxo of Pr( m. aftirnarrts Abbot of Reichenau
(1008-1048). Bekno's, Vita .S. Ondalriri tkhh turned into verse,
in the twelfth century- by the monk Ai.berti-s in Codex Inlinus
monacrnsis, 94, fol. 27'-70'; ed. Schmeller, .Sf. VIrirhs Lehen
in deutschen Reimen (1844). MS?, of the first life and the others
are at Basle (8. VIII, 32. eleventh century), at Einsiedeln (no.
261. fol. 140-3.59, tenth and eleventh centuries), and at St. Gall
(no. .565, eleventh century); cf. Potthabt. Bibliotheca historica
medii mvi, II (Berlin, 1896), 1612-13; Acta S.S'., July, II, 73-
135; Baumann, Gesch. des Allgaus, I (Kempten, 1881); Biblio-
theca hagiographica latina antiquo' ei mediw tEtatis, ed. Bolland-
I8TS (Brussels. 1900). 1210-11; Braun, Gesch. von dew. Leben und
den Wunderwerken des Augsburgischen Bischofs, des hi. Ulricha
(Augsburg, 1796); Detzel. Chrislliche Ikonographie, II (Freiburg,
im Br., 1896), 659; Funk, Lehrhuch der Kirchengr.irhichte (Pader-
born, 1898); Giebebrecht. Geschichte der deutschen Kaiserzeit, I

(Leipzig. 1881); K.nopfler, Lehrbuch der Kirchengesch. (Frei-
burg im Br., 1911) ; Koch, (tc.scA. u. Kultus des hi. Ulrich, Bischofs
Vfm Ajig.-iburg (Halle. 1877), dissertation; Mon. Germ. Hist.
Script.. I, 50-.56, 68-69, 72-85: II. 75-147; III, 142-43 408-67;
IV. 377-428 (Vila sancti Udalrici), 429-45 (Vita sancti Choxm-
radi). .521-J2 (Vita sancti Wolfkangi; XX, 9-15, 621-83; Diplo-
mata. I, 101-67. 269, 364, .547, 613; Necrologia, I, 97 (Fragmenla
necrologii Neresheimensis) . 104. 120-28 (Necrologiummonasterii S.
Udalrici); Nei.k, Lebensgrschichte des hi. Biifchofs Ulrich (Augs-
burg, 1831): Migne, P. L., C.XXXV, 1010-79; CXLII, 1184-
1206;C-XLIII, 1.361-66 (Epistola stth ficio Ulrici nomine ad Nico-
laum papm de cnntinentia clericorum); Raffler. Der hi. Ulrich,

Bischof von Augsburg (Munich, 1870); St.Klin, Wirtembergische
Gesch., I (Stuttgart and Tubingen, 1841): von Steichele,
Gesch. des Bislums Augshurg (Augsburg. 1864. 1S72, 18.83). II, 39;
III, .50: IV, 40; SxtTZi.E, Lehrn des hi Ulrich. Hifchufs van Augt-
burg und Patrons des Bialums Augsburg (Aug-l.urg. 1880): WaT-
tenbach. Deutschlanda Ge«rhichts,,urllen in MtltiMler, I (7th ed.),

447-49; II (6th ed.. Berlin, 1904), 42, 1.57: voN Wtss. Gesch. der
historiographie irt der Schiveiz (Zurich, 1895).

llLRICn ScHMID.
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nirich of Bamberg, (Udalricus Babenbergen-
sis), a cleric of the cathedral church of Bamberg, of

whom nothing more is known than that he lived

about 1100 at Bamberg. He is probably identical

with the priest of Bamberg of the same name (d.

7 July, 1127), who is often mentioned in official

documents and who bestowed large benefits on the
monastery of Michelsberg. Ulrich's work is called

"Codex epistolaris, continens variorum pontificum et

imperatorum Romanorum, ut et S.R.E. cardinalium
et S.R.I, principum ecclesiasticorum seculariumque
epistolas". This collection of documents was com-
pleted in 112.5 and dedicated to Bishop Gebhard of

Wurzburg. It contains letters from the year 900
on and was undoubtedly intended for the training of

chancellors and statesmen, giving examples as models
for the form of letters and public documents. Nu-
merous important letters and charters of that period,
which are preserved in it, offer rich material for the
history of the relations between the emperors and
popes; in particular the letters exchanged by Emperor
Lothair, Henry the Proud, and Innocent I give an
animated and instructive picture of conditions at

that time. These letters also show how the states-

men at the episcopal courts and probably also the
bishops were trained. After the coUection had been
closed by Uhich several supplements were added
that extend to 11.34; these additional documents are
generally addressed to Bishop Otto of Bamberg. The
work has been well edited by Jaffe in the " Bibliotheca
rerum germanicarum", V (Berlin, 1869).
PcTTHAST Bibliotheca hislorica (Berlin, 1S96) 1079; Watten-

BACH, Deutschlands Geschichtsquetlen, II {Berlin, 1894), 184 sq.

Patkicids Schlager.

TJlrich of Richenthal, chronicler of the Council
of Constance, date of birth unknown; died about
1438. Ulrich was a citizen of Constance, well
educated and a good latinist. He was a landowner
and a layman, perhaps a son of the town-clerk of

Constance, Johannes Richenthal, who lived in the
second half of the fourteenth century. During the
session of the fficumenical Council of Constance
Ulrich frequently came into connexion with the
fathers assembled. He met the papal delegates who
had to provide quarters for the members of the coun-
cil. He was employed in business matters by princes
who were jiresent in the city during the council, and
a bishop lived in his house. Ulrich followed the
council, the great events that took place in it, the
festivities, and all the celebrations of which his native
town was the theatre. He wrote in the German
dialect of Constance an exact and careful account of
all, introducing much statistical matter. This
chronicle is preserved in several manuscripts, of which
one at St. Petersburg is in Latin. The manuscripts
contain coats-of-arms and other illustrations valuable
for the history of civilizat ion. H. Sevin edited a hclio-
graphic reproduction (Karlsruhe, 1881) of the Aulen-
dorfer manuscript, the best one. A photographic
reproduction has also been issued (Stuttgart, 1869) of
a manuscript, at Constance. Buck prepared the best
edition of the text, which appeared in the "Bibliothek
des literarischen Vereins", CLVIII (Stuttgart, 1SS2).
The Latin text was edited by the Russian Archjpo-
logical Society (St. Petersburg, 1874).
KinTZscH in Zeitschrift filr die Geschichle des Oberrheins (1894)

;

Beyerle, ibid. (1899); Potthast. Bibl hist, medii cevi (2nd ed.),
II, 1079-80. Hcyck in AUaem. deul. Biog.. a. v.

J. P. KiKSCU.

Ulrich of Zell, Saint (Wulderic; called also op
CuiNY, and OF Ratisbon), b. at Ratisbon, at the be-
ginning of 1029; d. at Zell, probably on 10 July, 1093.
Feast, 14 July (10). Two lives of him are extant: the
first, written anonymously c. 1109 by a monk of Zell

at the request of Adalbert, a reclu.se near Hatisbon;
the other, also anonymous, written between 1 109 and
1130. Particulars of his life arc also contained in his

writings. His parents, pious and rich, were Bernhold
and Bucca, niece of Bishop Gebhard II. Ulrich prob-
ably received his education at St. Emmeram, but in
1044 he was called to the court of his godfather,
Henry IV, and acted as page to the Empress Agnes.
Ordained deacon by his uncle Nidger, Bishop of Frei-
sing, he was made archdeacon of the cathedral. On his
return from a journey to Rome he distributed his pos-
sessions to the poor, made a pilgrimage to the Holy
Land, and, after another short visit to Rome, entered
the Abbey of Cluny in 1061, during the reign of St.
Hugo. Here he soon exceOed in piety and dihgence,
made his profession, was ordained priest and ap-
pointed confessor to the convent at Mareigny in the
Diocese of Autun, and prior of the community of men
in the same place. Here he lost an eye and was obhged
to return to Cluny.
He was then named prior at Peterlingen (Payerne)

in the Diocese of Lausanne, but on account of troubles
caused by Bishop Burchard von Oltingen, a partisan of
Henry IV, Ulrich again went to Cluny, where he acted
as adviser to his abbot. A nobleman had donated to
Cluny some property at Griiningcn near Breisach, and
Ulrich was sent to inspect the place and eventually to
lay the foundation of a monastery. Not finding the
locality suitable, he with his monks in 1087 retired to
Zell (Sell, Sella, VillmarszeOe) m the Black Forest,
where the report of his virtues soon brought him many
disciples. He enjoyed the esteem of Blessed Geb-
hard III, Bishop of Basle, who frequently visited him.
In 1090 he established a convent for nuns at Boles-
weiler (now BoUschweil), about a mile from Zell.

God granted him the gift of miracles. The last two
years of his Ufe he was bUnd. He was buried in the
cloister, but three years later his body was brought
into the church. His feast was celebrated for the first

time 14 July, 1139. His life of Hermann von Zah-
ringen, Margrave of Baden, later a monk of Cluny, is

also lost. His "Consuetudines cluniacenses" (in

P. L., CXLIX, 657) were composed at the request of

William, Abbot of Hirschau, in three books. The
first two, written between 1079 and 1082, treat of

liturgy and the education of novices; the third, writ-

ten not later than 10S7, speaks of the government of

monasteries.

Acta :SS.. July, III, 142; Mabillon, Acta SS. O.S.B.. ssec. VI,
2, 779; HuRTER, Nomenclator; Heimbucher, Die Orden u. Kongr..
I (Paderborn, 1907); 251; Hawiller. Ulrich von Cluny (Mun-
Bter, 1896), on which see Slimmen aus Maria-Laach, LII, 328, and
Theol-prakl. Monatsschrift. XII (Passau). 374.

Francis Mershman.

Ultan of Ardbraccan, Saint, Ireland, was the
maternal uncle of St. Brigid, and collected a life of

that great Irish saint for his pupil, St. Brogan CJoen
of Rostuirc, in Ossory. There seems to be some
difficulty in his chronology inasmuch as the assump-
tion of his relation to St. Brigid must involve an
extraordinary longevity, namely 180 years, because
his death is not chronicled till 657. \Vindisch, how-
ever, exijlains away the seeming inconsistency. The
Irish .Annals describe St. Ultan as of the royal race

of O'Connor, and he succeeded St. Breccan as Abbot-
Bishop of Ardbraccan about the year 570. From
O'Clery's "Irish Calendar" we learn that he educated
and fed thousands of poor students from all parts of

Ireland. Of his literary powers there are several

specimens, among others, lives of St. Patrick and St.

Brigid. His exquisite Latin hymn of the latter

saint, commencing "Christus in nostra insula", is

incorporated in the Solcsmes Chant books. He was
also an accomplished illuminator of books. The
exact year of his death is uncertain, the various annal-
ists giving 653, 656, 657, and 6()2, but probably we
are safe in following the ".\nnals of Ulster", wherein
his obit is recorded under the year 657. He died on
4 Sept., on which (l;iy his fc;ist has always been cele-

brated. St. Ultan'sWell is still at Ardbraccan.
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COLOAN, Acta Sand. Uib. (Louvain, 1645) ; Coqan, Diocese of

Mealh (Dublin. 18R2)i Healt, Ireland's Ancient Schools and

Scholars (4th ed., Dublin, 1902) ; Hyde, Lit. Hist, of Ireland (upw

ed., London. 1901). W. H. GraTTAN-FloOD.

Ultramontanism, a term used to denote integral

and active Catholicism, because it recognizes as its

spiritual head the pope, who, for the greater part of

Europe, is a dweller beyond the mountains {ultra

mnntes), that is, beyond the Alps. The term "ultra-

montane", indeed," is relative: from the Roman, or

Italian, point of view, the French, the Germans, and

all the other peoples north of the Alps are ultra-

montanes, and technical ecclesiastical language actu-

ally applies the word in precisely this sense. In the

Middle Ages, when a non-Italian pope was elected he

was said to be a pnpa idtranumtano. In this sense the

word occurs very frequently in documents of the thir-

teenth century; after the migration to Avignon, how-

ever, it dropped out of the language of the Curia.

In a verv' dilTerent sense, the word once more came

into use after the Protestant Reformation, which was,

among other things, a triumph of that ecclesiastical

particularism, based on political principles, which was
fonnvilated in the maxim: Cujus regio, ejus religin.

Among the Catholic governments and peoples there

gradually developed an analogous tendency to regard

the pai)acv as a foreign power; Gallicanism and all

forms of French and German regalism affected to look

uiion the Holy See as an alien power because it was
beyond the Alpine boundaries of both the French

kingdom and the German empire. This name of

Ultramontane the Gallicans applied to the supporters

of the Roman doctrines—whether that of the mon-
archical character of the pope in the government of

the Church or of the infallible pontifical magisleriiim

—inasmuch as the latter were supposed to renounce

"Galilean hberties" in favour of the head of the

Church who resided ultra monies. This use of the

word was not altogether novel; as early as the time

of Gregory VII the opponents of Henry IV in Ger-

many had been called Ultramontanes (ultrmnon-

tani). In both cases the term was intended to be

opprobrious, or at least to convey the imputation of

a failing in attachment to the Ultramontane's own
prince, or his country, or his national Church.

In the eighteenth century the word passed from

France back to Germany, where it was adopted by the

Febronians, Josephinists, and Rationalists, who
called them-selves Catholics, to designate the theo-

logians and tlie faithful who were attached to the

Holy See. Thus it acquired a much wider significa-

tion, being applicable to all Roman Catholics worthy
of the name. The Revolution adopted this polemical

term from the old regime: the "Divine State",

formerly personified in the prince, now found its

personification in the people, becoming more " Divine"
than ever as the State became more and more laic

and irreligious, and, both in principle and in fact,

denied any other God but itself. In presence of this

new form of the old state-worship, the "Ultramon-
tane" is the antagonist of the athei,sts as much as the

non-Cathohc believers, if not more—witness the Bis-

marckian KulturkampJ, of which the National

Liberals rather than the orthodox Protestants were the

soul. Thus the word came to be applied more
especially in Germany from the earliest decades of

the nineteenth century. In the frequent conflicts

between Church and State the supporters of the

Church's liberty and independence as against the
State are called UUramontanes. The Vatican Coun-
cil naturally called forth numerous written attacks

upon Ultramontanism. \\'hen the Centre was formed
as a political party it was called by preference the

Ultramontane i)arty. In a few years the "Anti-
Ultramontane Reichsverband " came into existence to

combat the Centre and, at the same time, Catholi-

cism as a whole.

As our present purpose is to state what Ultramon-

tanism is, it is beside our scope to expound the Cath-

olic doctrine on the power of the Church and, in

particular, of the pope, whether in spiritual or in

temporal matters, these subjects being treated else-

where under their respective titles. It is sufficient

here to indicate what our adversaries mean by Ultra-

montanism. For Catholics it would, be superfluous

to ask whether Ultramontanism and Catholicism are

the same thing: assuredly, those who combat Ultra-

montanism are in fact combating Catholicism, even

while they disclaim the desire to oppose it. One of

the recent adversaries of Ultramontanism among
CathoUcs was a priest. Professor Franz Xaver Kraus,

who says ("Spektatorbrief ", II, quoted in the article

Ultramontanismus in "Realencycl. fiir prot. Theol. u.

Kirche", ed. 1908): "1. An Ultramontane is one

who sets the idea of the Church above that of religion;

2 . . . who substitutes the pope for the Church;

3 . . . who believes that the kingdom of God is of

this world and that, as medieval curialism asserted,

the power of the keys, given to Peter, included tem-

poral jurisdiction also; 4 . . . who believes that

religious conviction can be imposed or broken with

material force; 5 . . . who is ever ready to sacrifice

to an extraneous authority the plain teaching of his

own conscience." According to the definition given

in Leichtenberger, "Encycl. des sciences religieuses"

(ed. 1882): "The character of Ultramontanism is

manifested chiefly in the ardour with which it conibats

every movement of independence in the national

Churches, the condemnation which it visits upon
works written to defend that independence, its denial

of the rights of the State in matters of government, of

ecclesiastical administration and ecclesiastical con-

trol, the tenacity with which it has prosecuted the

declaration of the dogma of the pope's infallibility

and with which it incessantly advocates the restora-

tion of his temporal power as a necessary guarantee of

his spiritual sovereignty."

The war against Ultramontanism is accounted for

not merely by its adversaries' denial of the genuine

Catholic doctrine of the Church's power and that of

her supreme ruler, but also, and even more, by the

consequences of that doctrine. It is altogether false

to attribute to the Church either political aims of

temporal dominion among the nations or the pretence

that the pope can at his own pleasure depose sover-

eigns that the Catholic must, even in purely civil

matters, subordinate his obedience towards his own
sovereign to that which he owes to the pope, that the

true fatherland of the Catholic is Rome, and so forth.

These are cither pure inventions or malicious traves-

ties. It is neither scientific nor honest to attribute to

"Ultramontanism" the particular teaching of some
theologian or some school of times past ; or to invoke

certain facts in medieval history, which may be ex-

plained by the peculiar conditions, or by the rights

which the popes possessed in the Middle Ages (for

example, their rights in conferring the imperial crown).

For the rest, it is sufficient to follow attentively, one

by one, the struggle kept up in their journals and
Ijooks to be convinced that this warfare by the

Rationahst-Protestant-Modernist coahtion against

"Clericalism" or "Ultramontanism" is, fundameiit-

ally, directed against integral Catholicism—that is,

against pa]>al, anti-Liberal, and eounter-Revolu-

tionary Catholicism. (See al.so State and Church;
Pope;"Galli('anism; Feduonianism; Syllabus.)

The following works are all opposed to Ultramontanism:
DoLLlKGEB, Kleinere Schriflen. ed. Reusch (1890); InEM. Kirche

und Kirchrn, Papstum uud Kirchtnstaat (Ratisbon, 1801) ; VON
HiJENBROECH. DcT UUramonlanismun, seine Wesen und seine

Bekttmpfung (2nd ed., 1899): GoTZ, Der Ultramonlanismus ah
Weltanschauung (1904); Quinet, L' UUramonlanisme, ou Vtahse

romaine et la sociill modeme (Paris, 1844); Latbeili.e, Joseph de

Maistre et la papautf (Paris, 1906).

U. Benigni.
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Umana. Soe Ancona and Umana.

Unam Sanctam (Lat. the One Holy, i. e. Church),
the Hull oil pai)al supremacy issued 18 November,
1302, by Boniface Mil during the dispute with Philip

the J'air, King of France. It is named from its

opening words (see Boniface VIII, Vol. II, 667). The
Bull was promulgated in connexion with the Roman
Council of October, 1302, at which it had probably
been discussed. It is not impossible that Boniface

\III himself revised the Bull; still it also appears

that ^gidius Colonna, Archbishop of Bourges, who
had come to the council at Rome notwithstanding

the royal prohibition, influenced the text [Kraus in

" (Esterreichische Viertaljahrschrift ftir kath. Theol.",

I (1862), 1 sqq.]. The original of the Bull is no
longer in existence ; the oldest text is to be found in the

registers of Boniface VIII in the Vatican archives

I" Keg. Vatic", L, fol. 387; cf. the facsimile in Denifle,

"Specimina pala>ographica regestorum rom. pont."

(Rome, 1888), tab. 46]. It was also incorporated in

the "Corpus juris canonici" ("Extravag. Comm.", I,

vii, 1; ed. Friedberg, II, 124.5). The genuineness of

the Bull is absolutely estabhshed bj' the entry of it

in the official registers of the papal Briefs, and its

incorporation in the canon law. The objections to

its genuineness raised by Bamberger ("Synchronis-
tische Geschichte der Kirche und der Welt im Mittel-

alter", XII (Ratisbon, 1851), 442 sqq.; "Kritikheft",

118 sq.], and, following Bamberger, by Mury ("La
bulle Unam Sanctam" in "Revue des questions
liistor.", XXVI (1879), 91-1.30] and by Verlaque

I" Jean XXII, sa vie et ses oeu^Tes" (Paris, 1883), 55]

are fully removed by this external testimony. At a
later date Mury withdrew his opinion ["Revue des
questions historV', XLVI (1889), 253-257].

The Bull lays down dogmatic propositions on the

unity of the Church, the necessity of belonging to it

for the attainment of eternal salvation, the position

of the pope as supreme head of the Church, and the

duty thence arising of submission to the pope in order

to belong to the Church and thus to attain salvation.

The ijope further emphasizes the higher position of

the spiritual in comparison with the secular order.

From these i)remises ho then draws conclusions con-
cerning the relation bet^veen the spiritual power of

the Church antl secular authority. The main prop-
ositions of the Bull are the following: First, the
unity of the Church and its necessity for salvation

are declared and established by various passages from
the Bible and by reference to the one Ark of the Flood,
and to the seamless garment of Christ. The pope
then affirms that, as the unity of the body of the
Church so is the unity of its head established in Peter
;in(l his successors. Consequently, all who wish to
liclong to the fold of Christ are placed under the
(loiuiniiin of P<'ter and his successors. When, there-
fore, the Creeks and others say they are not subject
to the authority of Peter and his successors, they thus'
acknowledge that they do not belong to Christ's
sheep.
Then follow some principles and conclusions con-

cerning the spiritual and the secular power: (1)

Under the control of the Church are two swords, that
is two powers, the expression referring to the medieval
theory of the two swonls, the spiritual and the secular.
This is substani iaicil by the customary reference to
the swords of the Apostles at the arrest of Christ
(Luke, xxii, ;J8; Matt., xxvi, 52). (2) Both swonls
are in the power of the Church; the spiritual is wielded
in the Church by the hand of the clergy; tlie secular
is to be employed for the Church by the hand of the
civil authority, but under the direction of the spiritual
power. (3) The one sword must be subordinate to
the other: the eartlily power must submit to the
spiritual authority, as this has precedence of the
secular on account of its greatness and sublimity; for

the spiritual power has the right to establish and guide
the secular power, and also to judge it when it does
not act rightly. When, however, the earthly power
goes astray, it is judged by the .spiritual power; a
lower spiritual power is judged by a higher, the highest
spiritual power is judged by God. (4) This author-
ity, although granted to man, and exercised by man,
is not a human authority, but rather a Bivine one,
granted to Peter by Bivine commission and confirm<'(l

in him and his successors. Consequently, wli(]c\-er

opposes this power ordained of God opposes the law
of God and seems, like a Manichwan, to accept two
principles. "Now, therefore, we declare, say, de-
termine and pronounce that for every human crea-
ture it is necessary for salvation to be subject to the
authority of the Roman pontiff " (Porro subesse Ro-
mano Pontifici omni humanae creaturse declaramus,
dicimus, deflnimus, et pronuntiamus omnino esse de
necessitate salutis).

The Bull is universal in character. As its content
shows, a careful distinction is to be made between the
fundamental principles concerning the Roman pri-

macy and the declarations as to the application of

these to the secular power and its representatives. In
the registers, on the margin of the text of the record,
the last sentence is noted as its real definition;

"Beclaratio quod subesse Romano Pontifici est omni
humanae creatura; de necessitate salutis" (It is here
stated that for salvation it is necessary that every
human creature be subject to tlie authority of the
Roman pontiff). This definition, the meaning and
importance of which are clearly evident from the
connexion with the first part on the necessity of the
one Church for salvation, and on the pope as the one
supreme head of the Church, expresses the necessity
for everyone who wishes to attain salvation of lielong-

ing to the Church, and therefore of being subject to

the authority of the pope in all religious matters.
This has been the constant teaching of the Church,
and it was declared in the same sense by the Fifth
fficumenical Council of the Lateran, in 1516: "Be
necessitate esse .salutis omnes Christ i fideles Romano
Pontifici subesse" (That it is of the necessity of salva-
tion for all Christ's faithful to be subject to the Roman
pontiff). The translation by Berchtold (see below)
of the expression humana creaturcr by "temporal
authorities" is absolutely WTong. The Bull also
proclaims the subjection of the secular power to the
spiritual as the one higher in rank, and draws from it

the conclusion that the representatives of the spiritual

power can install the possessors of secular authority
and exercise judgment over their administration,
should it be contrary to Christian law.

This is a fundamental principle which had grown
out of the entire development in the early Middle
Ages of the central position of the papacy in the
Christian national family of Western Europe. It

had been expressed from the eleventh century by
theologians like Bernard of Clairvaux and John of

Salisbury, and b.\- popes hke Nicholas II and Leo IX.
Boniface VIII gave it precise expression in opposing
the procedure of the French king. The main proposi-
tions are drawn from the writings of St. Bernard,
Hugh of St. Victor, St. Thomas Aquinas, and letters of

Innocent III. Both from these authorities and from
declarations made by Boniface VIII himself, it is also

evident that the jurisdiction of the sjiiritual power
over the secular has for its basis the concept of the
Church as guardian of the Christian law of morals,
hence her jurisdiction extends as far as this law is

concerned. Consequently, when King Philip pro-
tested, Clement V was able, in his Brief "Meruit",
of 1 February, 1306, to declare that the French king
an<l France were to suffer no disadvantage on account
of the Bull "Unam sanctam", and that the i.ssiiing of

tliis Bull had not made them subject to the authority
of the Roman Church in any other manner than
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formerly. In this way Clement V was able to give

France and its ruler a guarantee of security from the

ecclesiastico-pohtical results of the opinions elabo-

rated in the Bull, while its dogmatic decision suffered

no detriment of any kind. In the struggles of the

Galilean party against the authority of the Roman
See, and also in the writings of non-Catholic authors

against the definition of Papal Infallibility, the Bull

"Unam Sanetam" was used against Boniface VIII as

well as against the papal primacy in a manner not

justified by its content. The statements concerning

the relations between the spiritual and the secular

power are of a purely historical character, so far as

they do not refer to the nature of the spiritual power,

and are based on the actual conditions of medieval

Western Europe.
Sperimina palceotiraphica Regestorum Rom. Pont. (Rome. 1888).

tab. 46, p. 44 sq. ; Pc.tthast, Regesia, II, 2014. No. 2.5189; MiRBT,
QurUen zur (!'"': 'i' /- .'""i/if^ums und des rdmischen Katholi-

zismus (,3d e<\.. 1 i' " •• I'll). 162-164; Baronics-Raynaldus,
AnrialeseccUs,,> i : m 1 liG, n. 1.3; Dnpuy, Histoire dudiffl-

rend du pape /> 'i-. I /// atec Philippe le Bel (Paris, 1665);

Hergenrotheu. Cnttiolic chuTch and Christian State (London,
1S76); Marte.vs, Beziehungen zwischen Stoat und Kirche (Stutt-

gart, 1S77) ; Idem, Das Vaticanum und Bonifaz VIII (Munich,
1888): Berchtold. Die Bulle Unam sanetam, ihre wahre Bedeu-

tung und Tragweite/UrStaatundKirehe (Munich. 1^87): Grauert
id Historisches Jahrbuch (1888). 137-51 (opposed to Berchtold);

Ehrmann, Die Bulle Unam sanetam (WQrzburg. 1896); Funk.
ZiiT Bulle Unam sanetam in Kirehengesch. .ibhandlungen und
Untersuchungen. 1 (Paderborn, 1897). 483^89; Heeele, Konzil-

iengeschichte, VI (2nd ed.). 346-351; Herqenrother-Kirsch,
Hanilbuch der Kirehengeschichte, II (4th ed.). 593-94.—For
further bibliography cf. Gla. Repertorium der hath, theolog. Lit-

eratur, I. Ft. II (Paderborn. 1904), 615 sq.; also the bibliography

to Boniface \'III.

J. P. KiRSCH.

Unbaptized Infants, State of. See Baptism,
Subtitle XI.

Unction. See Extreme Unction; Oils, Holy.

Ungava, a Canadian territory lying north of the

Province of Quebec, detached (1876) from the Great
Labrador peninsula. Ungava, whose area (3.54,961

sq. m.) surpasses that of Quebec (3.51,.''.73 sq. m.),

was annexed to the latter province (1912) by the

Federal Government. It is bounded on the west by
Hudson's Straits, comprising Ungava Bay, on the

north-east and east by Labrador proper, on the

south by the Province of Quebec, on the west by
Hudson and James' Bays. This land \v:is visited

by the Basques, by Cabot (1498), Weymouth (IIIOJ),

Hud.son (1()10), and by the Jesuits Dablon (1661 ) and
.\lbanel (1672), on their journey by land to Hudson
Bay. During the last century the Oblates of Mary
Immaculate, Babel (1866 and 1870) and Lacasse
(187.5), evangehzed the Indians of the interior. The
Moravian Brothers began proselytizing the Esqui-
maux in 1770. Ungava now depends spiritually on
the Vicariate Apo.stolic of the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
Its immense forest and mineral resources, fertile soil,

and unparalleled hydrauhc power reveal a bright

prospect for colonization and industry. Railway
lilies are in preparation between Quebec and Western
Canada and Hudson Bay. The census of 1901 gave
a population of 5113 souls, corapri.sing the aboricinos

(Esquimaux on the coast, Montagnais and Nascaupis
in the interior) and whites.
Genebt, Ungava in Bulletin de la sociiti de giographie de

Quibec (May, 1910).

Lionel Lindsay.

Uniat Greek Church. See Greek Church,
Subtitle III.

Uniformity Acts.—These statutes, passed at dif-

ferent times, were vain efforts to .seoure uniformity
in public worship throughout England. But as the

principle of unity had been lost when eomm\uiion
with the See of Peter was broken off, all such attempts
were foredoomed to failure. They were resisted by
Catholics on the one hand and the Nonconformists
on the other. The first of these Acts (2 and 3 Edward

VI, c. 1) was called "An Act for Uniformity of Ser-

vice and .Administration of the .Sacnxments through-

out the Realm". After a long pre;unl)le .-iclting forth

the rea-sons which had led to the drawing up of "The
Book of the Common Prayerand .Vdiniiiislnilionof the

Sacraments, and other rites and ccrnnonies of the

Church after the use of the Churcli of Mngland", and
the desirabiUty of having one vmiforni rile and order

in use in all churches through England and Wales,

the statute enacts that after Pentecost, 1549, all

ministers shall be bound to follow the same in all

public services. Then follow penalties against such
of the clergy as shall substitute any other form of ser-

vice, or shall not use the "Book of Conunon Prayer",

or who shall preach or speak against it. Further
penalties are decreed against all who in iilays or songs

shall mock the said book. Private persons were
allowed to use the forms for Matins and Evensong in

Latin, Greek, or Hebrew in their own private devo-

tions, and liberty was reserved to the universities to

have the service in their college chapels conducted in

any of the.se tongues. There is nothing in this Act
to enforce attendance at public worship, but the pro-

visions of the Act apply to every kind of ijublic wor-

ship or "open prayer", as it was called, which might
take place. The Act itself defines "open prayer" as

"that prayer which is for others to come unto or near,

either in common churches or private chapels or ora-

tories, commonly called the .service of the Church".
This Act was confirmed by 5 and 6 Edw. VI, c. 1,

repealed by I Mary, sess. 2, c. 2, revived by 1 Eliz.,

c. 2, and 1 James I, c. 25, and made penicl ual so far as

it relates to the Established Church of England by
5 Anne, c. 5 (or c. 8 according to .some computations).

The next of these Acts (3 and 4 Edward VI, c. 10)

was passed in 1.549 under the title "An Act for the

abolishing and putting away of divers books and
images". The preamble of the Act recites that the

king had of late set forth and established by authority

of Parliament an order for common prayer in a book
entitled "The Book of Common Prayer and Adminis-

tration of the Sacraments, and other riles ;ind cere-

monies of the Church, after the Churcli of iMiglimd".

The first section then sujiiircsscs and forbids .'dl liooks

or writings in Latin or English used for cluncli ser-

vices other than .such as are appointed by the king's

majesty. .\nd aU such books are to be collected by
the mayor and other civil authorities and delivered

to the bi.shop to be destroyed.

But as the "First Prayer-book" of Edward VI did not

satisfy the reformers, it was soon supplanted by the

".Second Prayer-book", issued in 15.52 and also sanc-

tioned by -Act of Parli;iment. This Act of Uniformity
is the first to be expressly called by that name, being

entitled "An Act for the Uniformity of .Service and
Administration of Sacr.aments throughout the realm"
(5 and 6 Edw. VI, c. 1). It goes much further than
the previous Act, for it enforces church attendance

on Simdays and holy days. After the preamble
declaring the desirability of uniformity, the second
.section enacts that after i November, 1552. all iiersons

sludl attend their parish church on Sund;iys ;uid holy

days and be jiresent at the common pr;i>er, ))rcaching,

or other .service, under pain of punisliment by the

censures of the Church. The archbishops ;ind bish-

ops are charged with the ta.sk of enforcing the Act
(sect. 3); and they are to inflict the censures of the

Church on offenders (.sect. 4). The fifth .section refers

to the new "Book of Common Prayer", to which had
been added a "Form and M.anner of making and con-
secrating archbishops, bishops, priests, .and deacons",
and declares that all the provisions of the previous
Act shall apply to it. By the sixth and Last section

any person convicted of being present at any other

form of common prayer or administrat ion of t he sacra-

ments shall be imprisoned for six months for the first

offence, one year for the second, and shall suffec
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imprisonment for life for the third. The Act was to

be read in church four times during the following year

and once a year afterwards. It was repealed by I

Mary, sess. 2, c. 2, but revived with certain altera-

tions by 1 EUz., c. 2, and confirmed by 1 James I, c. 25.

It was made perpetual so far as it relates to the Estab-
lished Church of England by 5 Anne, e. 5 (or c. 8
according to the chronological table of statutes).

Queen Mary contented herself with repealing these

statutes of Edward and thus restoring the ancient

liberty. No fresh Uniformity Act appeared on the

statute book till Protestantism returned under Eliza-

beth. Then the well known "Act for the Uniformity
of Common Prayer and Service in the Churcli and
Administration of the Sacraments" (1 Ehz., c. 2) was
passed. The first effect of this statute was to repeal

the Act of Mary as and from 24 June, 1559, and to

restore the "Book of Common Prayer" from that date.

The "Second Prayer-book" of Edward VI with certain

additions and alterations was thenceforth to be used,

and any clergyman neglecting to use it or substitut-

ing any other form of open prayer or preaching
against it, was on conviction to suffer penalties wliich

increased with each offence till on the third conviction

they mounted to deprivation from all spiritual pre-

ferment and imprisonment for life. Similarly severe

penalties culminating in the forfeiture of all goods and
chattels and imprisonment for life were decreed

against aU persons who spoke in derision of the "Book
of Common Prayer". Attendance at church service

on Sunday at the parish church was rendered com-
pulsory, and any person absent without reasonable
cause was to pay a fine of twelve pence, which wovild

be equivalent to ten shillings in modern English

money, or two dollars and a half. Long and exten-

sive provisions for enforcing the Act are included, and
one section provides for uniformity in the ornaments
of the Church and ministers. This enacts that the
same ornaments shall be retained "as was in this

Church of England, by authority of Parliament, in

the second year of King Edward VI".
This Act proved a powerful weapon against the

CathoUcs, who could not conscientiously obey it, and
it was used consistently as a means to harass and
impoverish them. So effective was it that it needed
no amending, and a century elapsed before the next
Uniformity Act was passed. This was the celebrated
Act of Charles II (13 and 14 Chas. II, c. 4: according
to .some computations it is quoted as 15 Chas. II,

c. 4). It was followed by a short Act of Relief (15

Chas. II, c. 6). This Act is of little or no special

interest to Catholics, for it was primarily designed to

regulate the worship of the Church of England, and so

far as Catholics were concerned it added nothing to

the provisions of the Edwardine and EHzabethan Acts.

Relief from the Acts of Uiiif(ninit.\ was granted to

Catholics by the Second Catholic Relief Act (31 Geo.
Ill, c. 32), though the benefits of the Act were limited

to those who made the declaration and took the oath
under the .Act. So much of this statute as related to

the declaration and oath was repealed in 1871 by the
Promissory Oaths Act (34 and 35 Vict., c. 48). There
were certain restrictions and conditions as to Catholic
places of worship, but these were changed in 1832 bv
the Act 2 and 3 Wm. IV, c. 115, by which Catholics
were placed on the .«ame footing as Protestant dis-

senters in this and some other respects. Incidentally
this statute made it, compulsory to certify Catholic
chapels to the .\nglican bishop and archdeacon and
the quarter sessions. Hut this restriction was abol-

ished in IS').') by IS and 19 Vict., c. 81, whicli proviilcd

that such buildings could be notifiedto the registrar-

general instead. Even this jjrovision has long fallen

into disuse and it is not custduiary to register Catholic
churches except for the solenmizatioii of marriage.
Thus for Catholics, as for Nonconformists, the pro-
visions of the Uniformity Acts have been gradually

repealed and now they apply only to the Established
Church of England; but to that extent they are still

on the .statute-books and as late as 1872 a statute

entitled ".\n Act for the Amendment of the Act of

Uniformity" was passed (35 and 36 Vic, c. 35). As
long as the Church of England is the estabUshed re-

ligion its worship will be regulated by statute, so that
Acts of Uniformity in one shape or another will re-

main part of the Enghsh code of law unless, and until,

disestablishment takes place.
The Statutes at Large; Chronological Table and Index of Statutes

(London, ISSl); Lilly xsd Wallis. Manual of the Law specially

affecting Catholics (London, 1893); Anstet, Guide to the Laws of
England affecting Roman Catholics (London, 1842).

Edwin Burton.

Unigenitus, a celebrated Apostolic Constitution
of Clement XI, condemning 101 propositions of Pas-
quier Quesnel. In 1671 Quesnel had published a book
entitled "Abrege de la morale de I'Evangile". It

contained the Four Gospels in French, with short

notes explanatory of the te.xt, at the same time serving
as aids for meditation. The work was approved by
Bishop Vialart of Chalons. An enlarged edition, con-
taining an annotated French text of the New Testa-
ment, ai)peared in three small volumes in 1678, and a
later edition in four volumes appeared under the title

"Le nouvcau testament en frangais avec des reflex-

ions morales sur chaque verse, pour en rendre la lec-

ture plus utile et la meditation plus aisee" (Paris,

1693-94). This last edition was highly recom-
mended by Noailles, who had succeeded Vialart as
Bishop of Chdlons. While the first edition of the
work contained only a few Jansenistic errors, its Jan-
senistic tendency became more apparent in the sec-

ond edition, and in its complete form, as it appeared
in 1693, it was pervaded witli practically all the errors

of Jansenism. Several bishops forbade its reading in

their dioceses, and Clement XI condemned it in his

Brief, "Universi Dominici Gregis", dated 13 July,

1708. The papal Brief was, however, not accepted
in France because its wording and its manner of pub-
lication were not in harmony with the "Galilean Lib-

erties". NoaiUes, who had become Archbishop of

Paris and cardinal, was too proud to withdraw the
approbation which he had inadvertently given to the
book while Bishop of ChSlons, and Jansenism again
raised its head. To put an end to this situation sev-

eral bishops, and especially Louis XR', asked the pope
to issue a Bull in place of the Brief which the French
Government did not accept. The Bull was to avoid
every expression contrary to the "GaUican Liberties"

and to be submitted to the French Government be-

fore publication. To avoid further scandal, the pope
yielded to these humiliating conditions, and in Feb.,

1712, appointed a special congregation of cardinals

and theologians to cull from the work of CJuesnel such
propositions as were deserving of ecclesiastical cen-

sure. The most influential member of this congrega-
tion was Cardinal Fabroni.

It took the congregation eighteen months to per-

form its task, the result of which was the publication

of the famous Bull "Unigenitus Dei Filius" at Rome,
8 Sept., 1713. The BuU begins with the warning of

Christ against false prophets, especially such as

"secretly spread evil doctrines under the guise of

piety and introduce ruinous sects under the image of

sanctity"; then it proceeds to the condemnation of

101 propositions which are taken verbatim from the
last edition of (Juesnel's work. The propositions are

coiideiinicd ri'siiectively as "false, captious, ill-sound-

ing, offensive to jjious ears, scandalous, perniciovis,

rash, injurious to tlie Church and its practices, con-

tumelious to (^hureh and State, seditious, impious,

blasi)heinous, suspected and savouring of heresy, fa-

vouring heretics, heresy, and schism, erroneous, bor-

dering on heresy, often condenmed, heretical, and
reviving various heresies, especially those contained
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in the famous propositions of Jansenius". The first

forty-three propositions repeat tlie errors of Baius and
Jansenius on grace and predestination, such as: grace
works with omnipotence and is irresistible; w-ithout

grace man can only commit sin; Christ died for the

elect only. The succeeding twentj'-eight propositions

(44-71) concern faith, hope, and charity: every love

that is not supernatural is evil; without supernatural

love there can be no hope in God, no obedience to His
law, no good work, no prayer, no merit, no religion;

the prayer of the sinner and his other good acts per-

formed out of fear of punishment are only new sins.

The last thirty propositions (72-101) deal with the
Church, its discipline, and the sacraments: the
Church comprises only the just and the elect; the
reading of the Bible is binding on all; sacramental
absolution should be postponed tiU after satisfaction;

the chief pastors can exercise the Church's power of

excommunication only with the consent, at least pre-

sumed, of the whole body of the Church; unjust ex-

communication does not exclude the excommunicated
from union with the Church. Besides condemning
these 101 propositions, the Bull states that it finds

fault with many other statements in the book of

Quesnel, without, however, specifying them, and, in

particular, with the translation of the New Testa-
ment, which, as the Bull reads, has been censurably
altered {damnabUiter viliatum) and is in many ways
similar to the previously condemned French version

of JNIons.

Louis XIV received the Ball at Fontainebleau on
24 Sept., 1713, and sent a copy to Cardinal Noailles,

who, probably before receiving it, had revoked, on
25 Sept., his approbation of the "Moral Reflections"

given in 1695. The king also ordered the assembly
of the French clergy to convene at Paris on 16 Oct.,

and designated the acceptation of the Bull as the
purpose of the meeting. At the first session, on
16 Oct., Noailles appointed a committee presided over
by Cardinal Rohan of Strasburg to decide upon the

most suitable manner of accepting the Bull. Noailles,

who took part in a few sessions of the committee, at-

tempted to prevent an unconditional acceptation of

the Bull by the committee, and when his efforts

proved fruitless he would have withdrawn from the
assembly if the king had not ordered him to remain.
The report of the committee was for an unqualified

acceptance of the Bull, and at the session of the as-

sembly on 22 Jan., 1714, the report was accepted by a
vote of forty against nine. By order of the king, the

Bull was registered by the ParUament on 15 Fell,

and by the Sorbonne on 5 March. A pastoral in-

struction of Noailles, forbidding his priests under pain
of suspension to accept the BuU without his authori-

zation, was condemned by Rome. Of the bishops not
present at the a.ssembly, seven joined the opposition,

while the remaining seventy-two accepted the Bull
unconditionally. The opposition, with the excep-
tion of Bishop de La Broue of Mirepoix, also con-
demned the book of Quesnel. As a pretext of their

non-acceptance of the Bull, they gave out that it was
obscure. Ostensibly they postponed their accept-
ance only until the pope would exj)lain its obscurity

by special declarations. It is manifest that the pope
could not yield to the.se demands without imperilling

the authority of the Apostolic See.

It was the intention of Clement XI to summon
Noailles before the Curia and, if needs be, despoil him
of the purple. But the king and his councillors, see-

ing in this mode of procedure a trespa.ss upon the
"Galilean Liberties", proposed the convocation of a
national council which should judge and pass sentence
upon Noailles and his faction. The pope did not
relish the idea of convoking a national council which
might unnecessarily protract the quarrel and endanger
the papal authority. He, however, drew up two
Briefs, the one demanding the unconditional accep-

XV.—

9

tance of the Bull by Noailles within fifteen days, on
pain of losing the purple and incurring canonical
punishment, the other paternally pointing out tlie

gravity of the ciirdinal's offence and exhorting him to

go hand in hand with the Apostolic See in opposing
the enemies of the Church. Both Briefs were put in

the hand of the king, with the request to deliver the

less severe in case there was well-founded hope of tlie

cardinal's speedy submission, but the more severe if he
continued in his obstinacy. On the one hand, Noailles

gave no hope of submission, while, on the other,

the more severe of the Briefs was rejected by the king

as subversive of the "Gallican Liberties". Louis
XIV, therefore, again pressed the convocation of a
national council but died (1 Sept., 1715) before it

could be convened. He was succeeded as regent by
Duke Phihp of Orleans, who favoured the ojjponents

of the Bull. The Sorbonne passed a resolution, 4
Jan., 1716, annulling its previous registration of the

Bull, and twenty-two Sorbonnists who protested were
removed from the faculty on 5 Feb. The Universities

of Nantes and Reims now also rejected the Bull, the

former on 2 Jan., the latter on 26 June. In conse-

quence Clement XI withdrew from the Sorbonne all

the papal privileges which it possessed and deprived
it of the power of conferring academic degrees on 18
Nov. He had sent two Briefs to France on 1 May.
One, addressed to the regent, severely rejtroved him
for favouring the opponents of the Bull; the other,

addressed to the opposition, threatened to deprive

Noailles of the purple, and to proceed canonically

against all that would not accept the Bull within two
months. These Briefs were not accepted by the regent

because their text had not been previously submitted
to his ministers. But he sent to Rome, Chevalier,

the Jansenist Vicar-General of Meaux whom the

pope did not, however, admit to his presence, when
it became known that his sole purpose was to wrest
the admission from Clement XI that the Bull was
obscure and required an ex-planation. In a consis-

t ory heldon27June,1716,the pope dehvered a passion-

ate allocution, lasting three hours, in which he in-

formed the cardinals of the treatment which the Bull

had received in France, and expressed his pvu-pose of

divesting NoaiUes of the cardinalate. The following

November he sent two new Briefs to France, one to

the regent, whose co-operation he asked in suppress-

ing the opposition to the Bull; the other to the accej)-

tants, whom he warned against the intrigues of the

recalcitrants, and requested to exhort their erring

brethren to give up their resistance.

On 1 March, 1717, four bishops (Soanen of Senez,

Colbert of MontpelUer, Delangle of Boulogne, and
de La Broue of Mirepoix) drew up an apjical from the

Bull to a general council, thus founding the party
hereafter known as the "appellants". They were
joined by the faculties of the Sorbonne on 5 March, of

Reims on 8 March, and of Nantes on 10 March; like-

wise by the Bishops of Verdun on 22 March, of Pa-
micrs on 12 April, of Chalons, Condom, Agen, and
St. Malo on 21 April, of Auxerre on 14 May, and more
than a year later by the Bishop of Laon, al.'^o by the

Bishops of Bayonne and Angouleme. Though a
personal letter of the pope, dated 25 March, and a
joint letter of the cardinals at Rome urgently begged
Noailles to submit, he also drew uj) an appeal on 3
April, "from the pope manifest!}- mistaken, and from
the Constitution L'nigenitus, in virtue of the decrees

of the Councils of Constance and Basle, to the pope
better informed and to a general council to be held
without constraint and in a safe place". He did not,

however, publish his appeal for the present, but de-

posited it in the archives of the officiality of Paris.

On 6 May he wrote a long letter to the pope, in which
he endeavours to justify his position and that of his

adherents. A few months later his appeal from the

Bull was published. The appellants were soon
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joined by many priests and religious, especially from
the Dioceses of Paris and Reims. I'd swell the hst
of appellants the names of lajTnen and even women
were accepted. The number of appeDants is said to

have reached 1800 to 2000, pitifully small, if we con-
sider that about 1,500,000 livres ($300,000) were spent
by them as bribes.

On 8 March, 1718, appeared a Decree of the Inquisi-

tion, approved by Clement XI, which condemned the
appeal of the four bishops as schismatic and heretical,

and that of Noailles as schismatic and approaching
to heresy. Since they did not withdraw their appeal
within a reasonable time, the pope issued the BuU
"Pastoralis officii" on 28 Aug., 1718, excommuni-
cating aO that refused to accept the Bull "Unigeni-
tus". But they appealed also from this second Bull.

NoaiUes finally made an ambiguous submission on
13 March, 1720, by signing an explanation of the
BuU "Unigenitus", drawn up by order ofithe French
secretary of State, Abbe Dubois, and, later, approved
by ninety-five bishops. After much pressure from
the king and the bishops he made pubhc this ambigu-
ous acceptance of the BuU in his pastoral instruction

of 18 Nov., 1720. But this did not satisfy Clement XI,
who required an unconditional acceptance. After
the death of Clement XI, 19 March, 1721, the appel-
lants continued in their obstinacy during the pon-
tificates of Innocent XIII (1721-24) and Benedict
XIII (1724-30). Noailles, the soul of the opposition,
finally made a sincere and unconditional submisssion on
11 Oct., 1728, and died .soon after (2 May, 1729).
The Apostolic See, in concerted action with the new
Archbishop Vintiraille of Paris and the French Gov-
ernment, gi-aduaUy brought about the submission of

most of the appeUants. (See Jansenius and J.\n-

senism: The Conimlsionaries, Decline and End of
Jansenism.)

ScHiLL, Die Constitution Unigenitus (Freiburg im Br.. 1876);
Lafiteau. Histoire de la constitution Unigenitus (Avignons, 1737)

;

Ckousaz-Ch^tet, L'eglise et I'etat au XVIII' siicle (Paris,

1893) ; Le Rot, Le gaUicanisme au X VIII' Steele, la France el

Rome de 1700 a 1715 (Paris, 1892); Thuillier. La seconde phase
du jansenisme (Paris, 1901) ; SfecHE, Lesderniers Jansenistes (Paris,

1891); DuHAND, Le jansenisme au XVIII' siicle et Joachim Col-
bert, iv^que de Montpellier (Toulouse, 1907); Gilardone, La
Bulle Unigenitus et la fin du jansenisme en Champagne (Vitrj',

1892) ; Bauer, Quesnel und die Bulle Unigenitus in Stimmen aus
Maria-Laach, VI (Freiburg im Br., 1874). 147-64; Idem, Der
Kardinal Noailles und die Appellanten, ibid., VII, 167-87, 492-
518; Barthelemt, Le cardinal Noailles (Paris. 1888); Dcbois,
Collecta nova actorum publ. constit. Clem. Unigenitus (Leyden,
1725) ; Pfaff, Acta publico constitutionis Unigenitus (Tubingen,
1728) ; Procis-verbaux des assemblies du clerge de France, VI (Paria,

1774); dementis XI pontificis maximi opera omnia, ed. Cardinal
Albani (Frankfort. 1729). The titles of the immense number of
Jansenistic pamphlets that were directed against the Bull "Uni-
genitus" are found \n Dictionnaire des livres jansenistes (.Antwerp,
1752).

Michael Ott.

Union, Hypostatic. See Hypostatic Union.

Union of Brest.—Brest, in Russian, Brcst-
Litovski; in Polish Brzesc; in the old chronicles, caUcd
Brestii, or Brestov; a city in Lithuania, with some
50,000 inhabitants, famous in the history of the
Cathohc Church and the Orthodox Church of Russia
for the union of the Ruthenians with Catholicism.
After the annexation of Red Ruthenia, or the Ukraine,
to Poland, in 1569, the Ruthenians, who had become
politically subject to Poland, began to compare the
lamentable condition of their Church with the
development and vitahty of Catholicism and to turn
their eyes towards Rome. The Ruthenian clergy
were steeped in immorality and ignorance; the bishops
made no scruple of setting their flocks an evil example,
living in open concubinage, and practising the most
brazen simony. Russian documents of the sixteenth
century bear witness to this melancholy decay of the
Orthodox Church in the Polish provinces and to the
impossibility of applying any remedy. Face to
face with this spiritual ruin, the Catholic Church,
reinvigoratcd by the accession of Jesuit missionaries,

was showing her immense religious and moral supe-
riority. Some loyal and honourable members of the
Orthodox clergy and laity graduaUy became con-
vinced that only a return to the Roman obedience
could secure for their Church anything hke sound
conditions.
The Jesuits, who had been established at Vilna in

1569, at Yaroslaff in 1574, and successively at Polotsk,
Grodno, and other cities of Southern Russia, soon
set about to conciliate the friends of union among the
Orthodox and to second their efforts. They began
publishing works of religious controversy, empha-
sizing the spiritual, moral, and political advantages
which must accrue to the so-caUed Orthodox Church
from union with Rome. Eminent in this labour of
preparing opinion for return to the Roman Church
were Father Peter Skarga (153(5-1612), one of the
greatest apostles, and a literary and political genius,
of Poland, and Father Benedict Herbest (1531-93).
The former published, at Vilna, in 1577, his famous
work on "The Unity of God's Church under One
Only Pastor" (O jedn6sci kosciola bozego pod jednym
pasterzem), and it filled the Orthodox with confusion;
they burned numerous copies of it, so that a new
edition had to be published in 1590. Father Herbest
then published, also in Polish, his "Exposition of the
Faith of the Roman Church, and History of the Greek
Servitude" (Cracow, 1856). These two works helped
greatly to dispel the doubts of the Orthodox friends
of union and bring them still nearer to Rome; a
result that was greatly furthered by the writings and
labours of Antonius Possevinus. However, the
Orthodox remained still undecided. Jeremias II,

Patriarch of Constantinople, visited Moscow in 15S8
and in 1599 arrived at Vilna, where he convoked a
synod to find remedies for the most serious evils of

the Ruthenian Church. Received by Sigismund III,

King of Poland (1587-1632), with honour and costly
gifts, he consecrated Michael Rahosa, Metropolitan
of Kieff and HaUcz (1588-99). Findmg that some
of the Orthodox Ruthenians did not conceal their

desire for reconciliation with Rome, Jeremias II, to
bind them more closely to his own authority and the
Orthodox Church, by a decree of 6 August, 1589,
appointed CjTil Terlecki, Bishop of Lutzk, his exarch
for the metropoUtan jurisdiction of Kieff. The
patriarch also imposed a precept that a sjmod of

bishops must be held everj- year to remedy the dis-

orders of the Ruthenian Church.
In 1590 the metropohtan, Rahosa, convoked a

synod at Brest for 24 June. A few days before the
Ruthenian bishops assembled, Terlecki had a con-
ference at Bels with the Bishops of Lemberg (Bala-
ban), Pinsk (Pelczycki), and Chelm (Zbiruiski), and
they jointly drew up a document undertaking to
"submit their wiU and their intelligence to the Pope
of Rome", and begging that their rites and their

ecclesiastical privileges should be preserved. This
document was presented to the Synod of Brest, at
which the metropolitan and the Bishop of Madimir
assisted; it was accepted and approved, but kept
secret, for reasons of prudence. Terlecki was charged
to present it to Sigismund III and obtain the royal
sanction for it, but a year and more passed before
he fulfilled his charge. Sigismund III, having at
last received the document, rephed to it on 18
March, 1592, expressing his joy at the decision of

the Ruthenian episcopate, promising them his assis-

tance against possible persecutions by the Orthodox,
and assuring them that the national rite should be
respected and safeguarded. Nevertheless, the pro-
posal of union, though warmly approved by Terlecki,

did not attain reahzation. Terlecki was soon sup-
ported by Adam Pociej, who was consecrated Bishop
of Vladimir in 1.593, in succession to Meletius Chreb-
towicz, deceased. Pociej was a sincerely convinced
advocate of the union, though he well understood
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the obstacles to its accomplishment. Another sjiiod

of Ruthenian bishops met at Brest on 24 June, 1593,

but avoided the question of union, and confined itself

to depriving Gideon Balaban of the administration of

his diocese. Balaban refused to recognize the privi-

lege granted to the Orthodox patriarchal community
of Lemberg by Jeremias II.

On 24 June, 1.594, the Ruthenian bishops again
assembled at Brest, but their meeting had no synodal
character, as Sigismund III was in Sweden, and no
synod could be held in the absence of the sovereign.

A few days later, Bishops Terlecki, Balaban, Zbiruj-

ski, and Kopystenski met at Sokal and reaffirmed

their adhesion to the act of union drawn up at Bels

and approved at Brest, in 1.590. Terlecki had full

powers to treat of the union with the Court of Poland
and the Holy See. They composed a "Decree on
receiving back and entering into the communion of

the Holy Roman Church " (Decretum de recipienda et

suscipienda communione sanctjp Romana; Ecclesia?),

in which, after deploring the evils resulting from the
schism, they begged to submit themselves to the
jurisdiction of the visible pastor of God's Church,
on condition that the sacred rites and liturgical

customs of the Eastern Church were preserved,

saving such points as might be judged contrary to

the union and prejudicial to the unity of faith. Ter-
lecki began to solicit the adhesion of the Ruthenian
bishops to this document, which was dated 2 Decem-
ber, 1594. It was subscribed by the metropolitan,

Rahosa, Pociej, Terlecki, Zbirujski, Pelczy.ski,

Gregory of Polotsk, and Jonas Hohol of Pinsk.

On 12 June, 1,595, Rahosa, the metropolitan, and
the BLshops of Vladimir, Lutzk, and Pinsk met at

Brest and drew up two petitions, one to Clement
VIII and the other to Sigismund III. The former
protested that they desired to renew the union con-
eluded at the Council of Florence, saving always t he
Eastern customs and rites; in the latter the same
desires were expressed, and it was added that the

Ruthenian Church adopted the Gregorian Calendar.
Pociej and Terlecki betook themselves to Cracow to

confer with the king's delegates and the Apostolic

nuncio as to the basis and conditions of the union.

These conditions were accepted. On 2 Aug., 1.595,

Sigismund III declared that the Ruthenian clergy

enjoj'cd the same privileges and rights as the Latin,

that they were free of the excommunications and
censures inflicted by the Patriarch of Constantinople,
that Ruthenian sees should be entrusted only to

Ruthenian prelates, that the Ruthenian Church
should retain the free possession of its property, that
Ruthenian churches and monasteries could not be
latinized, and that the Eastern prelates were thence-

forward to have no jurisdiction over the Ruthenian
clergj'. The ApostoUc nuncio agreed to the conces-

sion of these privileges, and Sigismund III required

that delegates of the Ruthenian episcopate should go
to Rome for the definitive sanction of the act of

union. But its conclusion was already known, and
the Bishops of Lutzk, Chelm, Przemysl, and Lemberg
announced it to their flocks in pastoral letters dated
27 .\ugust. Unfortunately, the metropolitan, Rahosa,
did not act loyally: after signing the decree of union,
he endeavoured secretly to hinder its execution, and
instigated Constantine, Prince of Ostrog, to assemble
the Ruthenian bishops and dis.suade them from sub-
mitting to the Holy See. But Rahosa's intrigues

were to no purpose, and, on 25 November, 1.595,

Pociej and Terlecki arrived at Rome with the decree
of union of 2 December, 1.594.

The arrival of the Ruthenian bishops overwhelmed
Clement VIII and the Roman Court with joy. The
delegates were received with great honour; the pope
and the cardinals discussed the conditions of reiinion

proposed by the Ruthenian episcopate, and ungrudg-
ingly conceded that the integrity of the Ruthenian

Rite should be maintained; it was also agreed that
the "Filioque" should not be in.serted in the Nicene
Creed, although the Ruthenian clergy professed and
taught the procession of the Holy Spirit from the Son.
The bishops asked to be dispensed from the obligation
of introducing the Gregorian Calendar, so as to avoid
popular discontent and dissensions, and insisted that
the king should grant them, as of right, the dignity of
senators. To all these requests Clement VIII
acceded.

All obstacles having been removed, the union of

the Ruthenians with the Roman Church was solenmly
and publicly proclaimed in the Hall of Constantine in

the Vatican. Canon WoUowicz, of Vilna, read in
Ruthenian and Latin the letter of the Ruthenian
episcopate to the pope, dated 12 June, 1.595. Cardi-
nal Silvio Antoniani thanked the Ruthenian episco-
pate in the name of the pope, and expressed his joy
at the happy event. Then Pociej, in his own name
and that of the Ruthenian episcojiate, read in Latin
the formula of abjuration of the Greek Schism, Ter-
lecki read it in Ruthenian, and they affixed their
signatures. Clement VIII then addressed to them
an allocution, expressing his joy and promising the
Ruthenians his support. A medal was struck to
commemorate the event, with the inscription:

"Ruthenisreceptis". On the same day t lie Bull "Mag-
nus Dominus et laudabilis" was publislicd, aimounc-
ing to the Catholic world the return of the Ruthenians
to the unity of the Roman Church. The Bull recites

the events which led to the union, the arrival of
Pociej and Terlecki at Rome, their abjuration, and
the concession to the Ruthenians that they should
retain their own rite, saving such customs as were
opposed to the pm'itj' of Catholic doctrine and incom-
patible with the communion of the Roman Church.
On 7 Feb., 1596, Clement VIII addressed to the
Ruthenian episcopate the Brief "Benedictus sit

Pastor ille bonus", enjoining the convocation of a
synod in which the Ruthenian bishops were to recite

the profession of the Cathohc Faith. Various letters

were also sent to the Polish king, princes, and mag-
nates exhorting them to receive the Ruthenians under
their protection. Another Bull, "Decet roraanum
pontificem", dated 2.3 Feb., 1596, defined the rights

of the Ruthenian episcopate and their relations in

subjection to the Holy See.

.\bout the beginning of February, 1,590, Terlecki
and Pociej returned to their own country, arriving at
Lutzk in March and celebrat ing a solemn "Te Deum"
for the success of their mission. But the enemies of

the union, their religious fanaticism aroused, re-

doubled their activity. At the Diet of Warsaw,
which opened in May, 1596, the Ruthenian deputies,

led by the Prince of Ostrog, protested against the
bishops who had signed the decree of union and de-
clared that they would not accept it. The Orthodox
communities of Vilna and Lemberg stirred up the peo-
ple against the unionist bishops. To cut this religious

agitation short, Sigismund III ordered the Ruthenian
episcopate to be convoked in a synod at Brest, S Oc-
tober, 1.596, and the union to be solemnly proclaimed.
About 6 October the metropolil.an, Rahosa, the
Ruthenian Bishops of Vladimir, Lutzk, Polotsk, Pinsk,

Chelm, the Latin Bishops of Lemberg, Lutzk, Chelm,
Father Skarga, and other ))relates met at Brest. The
Orthodox had sent many of their lay representatives,

various archimandrites, Nicephorus, the prolosyn-
cellus of the Patriarch of Con.stantinoplc, and CjtH
Lucaris, representing the Patriarch of Alexandria.
The Orthodox, under the Prince of Ostrog, petitioned
for the deposition of the bishops who had withdrawn
from the obedience of the Patriarch of Constanti-
nople, for the maintenance of the Old Calendar, and
for the abrogation of the act of union. They more-
over held a conciliabulum to concert mea.s>jrc8 of op-
position. In vain did the king's commissioners la-
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bour to allay their hostility and induoc them to accept
the union; they would not yield, and they refused to
recognize Rahosa as their metropolitan.

All attempts failing to win over this opposition to
the union, the Rutheiiian bishops, on 9 October,
wearing t heir pontifical vestments, went in procession
to the Church of St. Nicholas and celebrated the
Liturg>', at the conclusion of which Hermogenes,
Archbishop of Polotsk, mounted the pulpit and read
the declaration of the Ruthenian episcopate accepting
the union with Rome. When this had been read, the
Latin and Ruthenian bishops embraced each other
and then repaired to the Latin Church of the Most
Blessed Virgii) to sing the "Te Deum" again. Next
day another solemn ceremony was celebrated in the
Church of St. Nicholas, and Father Skarga preached
on the imity of God's Church. Bishops Gideon Bal-
aban, of Lemberg, and Michael Kopystenski, of
Przemysl, having declared themselves opposed to the
union, were deposed and excommunicated. Their
dioceses remained in schism until 1720. The enemies
of the union ijublished, on 9 October, a protest
against the Ruthenian episcopate. The Prince of
Ostrog became the soul of the opposition, and the
struggle was maintained, particularly in the field of
theology. But Sigismund III efficaciously under-
took the defence of the union; in an edict of 5 De-
cember, 1590, he ordered the Ruthenians to recognize
as bishops only those who had accepted the act of
union.
Thus came to pass one of the most auspicious

events in the history of Catholicism among the Slavic
peoples. The LTnion of Brest would have produced
most abundant fruit, and would have contributed
greatly to the triumph of Catholicism in Russia if the
statesmen and the Latin clergy of Poland had
realized its political and religious utility, and had
used all their efforts to favour it, and if, after the par-
tition of Poland, Russia had not destroyed it in the
conquered provinces by methods of the most brutal
violence.

Skarga, Synod brzeski: obrona synodu brzeskieijo (The Synod of
Brest; A Defence of the Synod of Brest) (1.596), repriiited in
Pamjalniki polemilcheshoi Uteralury v zapadnoi Rusi (^Ionument^
of the Polemical Literature of Western Russia) (St. Petersburg,
1882), 939-1002; -Exfleo-.s, abo krotkie zebranie spraw. ktore sie
dzialy na partyculamym synodzie w Brzesciu liteu'skim (Small Col-
lection of Documents relating to the Special Synod of Brest)
(Cracow, 1597; Moscow, 1879) in Pamjalniki, III (St. Peters-
burg, 1903), 329-76; Phil.4Lethes, 'Attokpio-i?, abo odpowiedz na
xiazk-i o synodzie brzeskim (Reply to Father Skarga's Work on the
Synod of Brest) (Vilna. 1597; 1599; Russian tr., Kieff, 1870) in
Pamjatniki, III, 1003-1820; Arcudius; ^Kvripp-quv^, apo apologia
przeciwko Krzystofowi Philalelawi (Apology against Christopher
Philalethes) (Vilna, 1600) in Pamjalniki, III, 477-982; Zoch-
owsKi, Colloquium luhelskie (Lemberg, 1680) ; Kdlc2tn8Ki, Speci-
men ecdesice rulhenica (Rome. 1733; Paris, 1859); Harasiewicz.
Annules eccl. ruthencB (Lemberg, 1862), 111-61; Likowski,
Historya unii kosciola ruskiego z rzymshim (History of tlie Union
of the Ruthenian Church with Rome) (Posen, 18"75), French tr.
L'union de Viglise grecque ruthene en Pologne avec I'^g. rom., con-
clue d Brest, en Lilhuanie, en 1696 (Paris); Malinowski, Die
Kirchen-und Staats-Satzungen beziiglich des griechisch-kathol. kitus
der Ruthenen in (Jalizien (Lemberg. 1861): Bartoszewicz, Szkic
dziejdw kosciola ruskiego w Polsce (Hist. Sketch of the Ruthenian
Church in Poland) (Cracow, 1880) ; Pelesz. Gesch. des Union der
ruthen. Kirche mil Rom. I (Wurzburg, 1881), 498-556.
The chief works by Russian Orthodox writers on the Union of

Brest are: Kamenskij, Izvlstie vozniksei v Pol' He unii (Notes on
the Union concluded in Poland) (Moscow, 1805) ; FLERoy, Oxpra-
mslavnyh cerkovnyh bralsticah protivoborslvovavshih unii (Orthodox
Eccl. Confraternities which Opposed the Union of Brest) (St.
Petersburg, 1857); Kojalovic, Litovskaya cerkovnaja unija
(I-ithuanian Eccl. Union) (St. Petersburg, 1861). The principal
Russian works, Catholic and non-Catholic, are given in Palmieri,
Theologia dogm. orlho., I (Florence, 1911), 748-51, 783-98.

A. Palmieri.

Union of Christendom.—The Catholic Church
is by far the largest, the most widespread, and the
most_ ancient of Christian communions in the world,
and is moreover the mighty trunk from which the
other communions claiming to be Christian have
broken off at one time or another. If, then, we limit
the application of the term Christendom to this, it.s

most authentic exjircssion, the unitv of Christendom

is not a lost ideal to he recovered, but a stupendous
reality which has always been in stable possession.

For not only has this CathoMc Church ever taught
that unity is an es.sential note of the true Church of

Christ, but throughout her long history she has been,
to the amazement of the world, distinguished by the
most conspicuous unity of faith and government, and
this notwith.standing that .she has at all times em-
braced within her fold nationahties of the most
different temperaments, and has had to contend with
incessant oscillations of mental speculation and
political power. Still, in another and broader sense
of the term, which is also the more usual and is fol-

lowed in the present article, Christendom includes
not merely the Catholic Chm-ch, but, together with
it, the many other religious communions which have,
either directly or indirectly, separated from it, and
yet, although in confhct both with it and among them-
selves as to various points of doctrine and practice,
agree with it in this: that they look up to our Lord
Jesus Christ as the Founder of their Faith, and claim
to make His teaching the rule of their lives. As these
separated communities when massed together, indeed
in some cases even of themselves, count a vast number
of souls, among whom many are consjjicuous for their
religious earnestness, this extension of the term
Christetidom to include them all has its sofid justifi-

cation. On the other hand, if it is accepted, it

becomes no longer possible to speak of the unity of

Christendom, but rather of a Christendom torn by
divisions and offering the saddest spectacle to the
eyes. And then the question arises: Is this scandal
always to continue? The Holy See has never tired
of appealing in season and out of season for its removal,
but without meeting with much resiionse from a world
which had learnt to live contentedly within its sec-

tarian enclosures. Happily a new spirit has lately

come over these dissentient Christians, numbers of
whom are becoming keenlj' sensitive to the paralyzing
effects of division, and an active reunion movement
has arisen which, if far from being as widespread and
solid as one could wish, is at least cherished on all

sides by devout minds.
In summarizing in this article the various matters

that bear upon this question of the unity of Christen-
dom, its present default, and the hopes for its resto-

ration, the following points will be considered: I.

The Principles of the Church's Unity; II. Unity in
the Early Church and its Causes; III. The Divisions
of Christendom and their Causes; IV. Reunion
Movements in the Past; V. Reunion Movements
in the Present; VI. Conditions of Reunion; VII. Pros-
pects of Reunion.

I. Principles op the Church's L'^nitt. A. As
Determined by Christ.—It is to the Gospels we must
go in the first place if we desire to know what in the
intentions of its Founder were to be the fundamental
elements in the constitution of the Church, nor do
the instructions He gave to His Apostles leave us in
doubt on the subject. His last words, as reported
by St. Matthew, are: "All power is given to Me in
heaven and on earth. Going therefore make dis-

ciples \nadriTei(raTe] of all nations, baptizing them in
the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the
Holy Ghost, teaching them to observe all things what-
soever I have commanded you, and, lo, I am with
you all days until the consummation of the world"
(xxviii, 19, 20). St. Mark's account is to the same
effect, but adds important details: "Going into all

the world, proclaim the Gospel to every creature. He
that believeth and is baptized shall be .saved, he that
disbelieveth |6 di dirio-TijSaf] shall be condemned. And
these signs shall follow those th:it believe: in my name
theyshall cast out devils, speak with new tongues, and
take up serpents, and if they shall drink any deadly
drink it shall not hurt them; and they shall lay their
hands on the sick and thev shall be healed. . . .And
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they fcoing forth preached everywhere, the Lord ro-

operating with them, and confirming their words by
the signs that accompanied them" (xvi, 15-20). St.

Lulve, in Acts, i, 8, preserves words of Christ which
fit in with these two accounts: "You shall receive

the power of the Holy Ghost that will come down upon
you, and you shall be My witnesses in Jerusalem, and
in all Juda?a and Samaria, and to the ends of the
earth"; whilst in his Gospel this Evangelist has
recorded how Jesus Christ in His post-Resurrection
discourses to His disciples enumerated as among the
primary doctrinal facts to be thus attested by the
Apostles and preached throughout the world, the
fulfilment in Jesus of the Old-Testament prophecies,

and the remission of sins through His name: "These
are the words which I have spoken to you whilst I

am still with you, for it is necessary that all things
which are written of Me in Moses and the Prophets
and the Psalms be fulfilled; and He said to them:
For thus it is written that the Christ must suffer and
rise again from the dead on the third day, and repent-

ance be preached in His name for the remission of

sins to all nations, beginning from Jerusalem. And
you shall be witnesses to these things. And I will

Send down upon you tliat (gift) which has been prom-
ised to you by My Father. Remain therefore in this

city until you be endued with power from on high"
(xxiv, 44-49).

Further, to go back to St. Matthew, this Evange-
list tells us, in a most impressive passage intimately
connected with the plan of his Gospel, that Christ

made provision for unity of action among His .Apos-

tles by appointing one of them to be the leader of

his bretliren, and assigning to him a unique relation

to the spiritual building He was raising. "And I say
to thee that thou art Peter [i. e. the Rock], and upon
this Rock I will build my Church, and the gates of

hell shall not prevail against it; and I will gi\-e thee

the keys of the kingdom of heaven, and whatsoever
thou shalt bind on earth shall be bound in heaven,
and whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth shall be
loosed in heaven" (x^i, 18, 19). St. Luke (xxii, 31,

32) has words spoken in the supper-room which imply
this previous appointment of St. Peter, by describing

in other terms the same firm support which it would
be his to communicate to the faith of the Church.
"Simon, Simon, Satan hath desired to have you that
he may sift you as wheat, but I have prayed for thee

that thy faith may not fail, and do thou when thou
art converted" (or it may mean, "do thou in thy
turn") "confirm thy brethren". St. John, whose
Gospel follows a different course from the Synoptics,
and seems to select for narration previously unre-
corded deeds and words of Christ which cast a
fuller fight on what the others had given, tells of Jesus
Christ's final reiteration of the commi-ssion to St.

Peter, rendered necessary perhaps to reassure him
after his fall and deep repentance, and entrusting him
anew with the supreme pastoral charge of the entire

flock. "Simon, Son of John, lovest thou me more
than these . . . feed My lambs ... be the shep-
herd of mj' sheep" (xxi, 15-17). To St. John, too,

we are indebted for our knowledge of a fact which
accords well with the words, "Lo, I am with you
always", reported by St. Matthew; for he testifies

that on the occasion of the Last Supper Jesus Christ
promised to send the Spirit of Truth, who proceeds
from the Father, and "will bear testimony of me"
(xv, 26), and "will lead you into all truth" (xvi, 13);
also that on the same occasion He prayed an effectual

prayer for His disciples and "those who through
their word should come to believe in him, that they
all may be one, even as Thou, Father, art one in me,
and I am one in Thee, so that they may be one in us,

and thus the world may beheve that ihou hast sent
me" (xvii, 20-2:}).

Were we arguing with the Rationalistic critics we

should have to meet their refusal to grant the authen-
ticity of much that is in these passages, but the ques-
tion of reunion is practical only for those who accept
fully and in all respects the authority of the canonical
Scriptures. If, then, we take these passages together
as utterances of the same Divine voice, reaching us
through these different channels, the conclusion is

irresistible that the Church was founded by Christ
on the principle of a revelation to which, as attested
by the word of God, unquest ioning assent is due from
all to whom it is addressed; on the principle of an
authority communicated by Christ to chosen repre-
sentatives whom He set as teachers of the world, and
to whom He requires that the world should render the
obedience of faith; and on the principle of a single
religious communion, under the rule of these teachers
and their duly appointed successors, admission to
which is through the gate of baptism and adherence
to which is imposed on aU under the most solemn
sanctions.

For (1) the duty assigned to the hearers is simply
to believe what the Apostles impart to them as teach-
ing deri^cd from Jesus Christ, no liberty being allowed
for disbelief on the ground that the Apostolic teaching
does not commend itself to the judgment of the
disciple; and this duty is declared to be so imperative
that the fulfilment of it places a man in the way of
salvation, but disregard of it in the way of Divine
condemnation—the implication being that, as this

teaching comes ultimately from Christ, that fact in

itself should be held to give the disciple a better guar-
antee of truth than any reasoning of his own could
give. (2) The Apostles are sent by Christ in like

manner as He was sent by His Father, and to the chief
of them are given the keys of the kingdom of heaven
with a far-reaching power to make binding laws,
which must mean that He sends them forth to con-
tinue the work He had begun, to make disciples as
He had done, and to rule them in the spirit of the Good
Shepherd as He had done; consequently, that He
delegates to these Apostles such share of the author-
ity given to Himself as He deemed necessary for the
discharge of their world-wide commission. (3) The
community thus formed out of the Apostolic teachers
and their disciples was necessarily one by a twofold
bond of union, inasmuch as the Icwliinc, being from
God, was necessarily one, and the failli with which it

had to be received was corresijomlinf^lyonc, inasnnich,

too, as the visible society into whi<li all were baptized
was essentially one, being under the rule of a body of

pastors united under the presidency of a single vis-

ible head. (4) The words, "I am with you always
until the consummation of the world", prove, what
indeed was presumable from the nature of the case,

that Christ was then instituting a system not in-

tended for the Apostolic generation only, but for all

the generations to come, and hence that He was
addressing His Apostles, not as eleven individual
men only, but as men who, with their legitimate
successors, formed a moral personality destined to
last through the ages.

We may further gather from the texts above cited

(5) that the revelation thus brought down from
heaven and imparted to the world to be the means
of its salvation was not confined to a few ethical

maxims, lit up by the splendour of a surpassing
example and of such .simplicity that all men in all

ages could without difficulty reconcile them on intrin-

sic grounds with the dictates of tlieir person.al reason.
On the contrary, it is expressed in terms of unlimited
range—"teaching them all that I have commanded"
—and is explicitly declared to contain first and fore-

most in its doctrinal whole the mystery which sur-
pa.s.ses all others in baffling human speculat ion, namely,
the mystery of the Holy Trinity—"baptizing them
in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the
Holy Ghost"—in other words, for this is the meaning,
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dedicating them by baptism to the worship of (tls

t6 Bvofjui), and therefore to belief in, the Trinity in

Unity. (6) At the same time, that the human mind,
in thus giving its assent to doctrines so difficult for

it to conceive, may do no violence to its own rational

nature, the above passages tell us of the promise of

the Spirit to abide for ever in the Church, to guide at

all times the mind of the teaching body, organized

under its visible head, so that it may alwaj's be kept
from corrupting the sacred doctrine, and presenting

it for acceptance in a form foreign to its original

purity. Lastly, (7) that we may understand the

vital importance of this unity of communion, of this

unity of truth, for the due carrying out of the Church's
work, we have the prayer of Christ to His Father to

teach us that the spectacle of it was intended by Him
to furnish the world with the most signal and con-

vincing proof of the Divinity of the Christian reUgion:

"That even as the Father is in Me, and I in Him,
BO they may be one in Us, that the world may beheve
that Thou hast sent Me." We can appreciate the
character of this motive, we who live in an age when
the divisions of Christendom are cast in om- faces as
evidence of the uncertainty on which the Christian

pretensions rest. We can see how it would facilitate

Christian work at home and in the mission field, if

we could still say, as in the time of the Apostles,

"The universality of those that believe are of one
heart and one soul." We can understand how dis-

cerning observers, weighing the natural tendency of

human minds to differ, would, in the presence of such
a world-wide unity, be fain to exclaim, "This is some-
thing that surpasses the power of nature; the hand of

God is here."

(B) As understood by the Apostles and their Dis-
ciples.—In the Acts and the Epistles we have a
record of the way in which the Apostles understood
their commission, and it is obvious that the two
things corrcs]5ond. After receiving the promised
gift of the Spirit, the Apostles go forth confidently

and commence their preaching. Peter is their leader

and, in those early days, so far their spokesman as

for the moment to throw his fellow-Apostles almost
entirely into the shade. Even St. John, great as he
was, and, as we may gather from a comparison of the
writings of the two, greatly St. Peter's intellectual

superior, accompanies him as a silent companion,
thus illustrating the completeness of the union that
bound together the Apostohc band. In his preaching
St. Peter follows an easily recognizable plan. First

he seeks to accredit himself and his colleagues by
appealing to the character of their Master, Whose
life had been led before the eyes of the people of

Jerusalem. He was Jesus of Nazareth, "a man
approved by God among you by miracles and wonders
and signs which God WTOught through him in the
midst of you" (Acts, ii, 22), One, therefore, to Whose
teaching the people were bound to attend and Whose
representatives they were bound to receive. It was
true that He w-ho had thus been approved by God
among them had afterwards fallen into the hands of

wicked men who had taken and slain Him, thereby
appearing to show signs of weakness hard to reconcile

with such stupendous claims. But the Twelve, who
were now addressing the people, were also known to

them as having each and all been the companions of

the Lord Jesus all the time He went in and out from
the Baptism of John (Acts, i, 21, 22); and these could
testify from their own immediate experience that
what had befallen their Master, so far from being a
real sign of weakness, had been ordained for His
glorification "by the determinate counsel and fore-

knowledge of God", Who, after thus permitting His
Son's death for our .sakcs, had "raised liim up" from
the dead, whereof they, the Apostles, were the wit-

nesses (Acts, ii, 33), as they were also of His subse-
quent Ascension,

Having thus declared and authenticated their
commission, and having received a further confirma-
tion of it by the miracles wrought through their inter-
cession (Acts, iv, 10, 29, 30; v, 12, 16), which made a
deep impression on the people, they take up a position
of the utmost authority (Acts, v, 32), proclaim their
Master's teaching, and, on the faith of their sole word,
demand credence for it and obedience to its require-
ments. "Therefore let the House of Israel know that
God hath made this same Jesus whom you crucified
both Lord and Christ. Repent and be baptized every
one of you in the name of Jesus Christ for the remis-
sion of sins, and you shall receive the gift of the Holy
Ghost" (Acts, ii, 36, 38). Thus did they teach and
claim to be beheved, and thus did they call upon their
hearers to enter the nascent Church by Baptism and
to place themselves as disciples under the Apostolic
instruction and rule. And this is what the hearers did
in large numbers. On the day of Pentecost itself

there were added to the Church, we are told, three
thousand souls (ibid., ii, 41), a number which a few
days later, after another discourse from St. Peter,
swelled into five thousand; and from thence the mul-
titude steadil)' grew, not only in Jerusalem, but in
Judaea, and Samaria, and unto the ends of the earth
(iv, 4). In strict conformity with the words of Christ
(make disciples of all nations. . . . He that believeth
and is baptized shall be saved), those who thus join
themselves to the Ajjostles are described invariably
as "believers" (Trio-Toi, Acts, x, 4.5), or again as "dis-
ciples" (/itoflijToi, Acts, ix, 1; xi, 26; xvi, 1), or in other
places as "those who are being saved" (ffufiSjuexoi,

Acts, ii, 47; I Cor., i, IS). On these principles the
Church was founded, and from these principles unity
of faith and communion resulted. "They continued",
we read, "steadfastly in the Apostles' teaching and
communion, and in the breaking of bread and in

prayer" (Acts, ii, 42); and again "the multitude of

them that believed were of one heart and one soul"
(iv, 32). Later indeed disputes arose and led to
critical situations. That was to be expected, for

human minds necessarily approach subjects that
challenge their attention from the standpoint of their

own antecedents, which means that their judgments
are apt to be one-sided and to differ. But the point
to note is that in those times the authority of the
Apostles was universally recognized as competent to

decide such controversies and to require obedience to

its decrees. Accordingly, they were controversies

which led to no breach of communion, but rather (o
a strengthening of the bonds of communion by ehcit-

ing clearer statements of the truths to which all

believers were committed by their faith. One
instance of a controversy thus happily terminated we
have in the fifteenth chapter of the Acts. It is a
valuable illustration of what has been said, for it

was settled by the authority of the Apostles, who met
together to consider it, and ended by affirming the

equality of Jews and Gentiles in the Christian Church,
together with the non-necessity of circumcision as a

condition of participating in its full benefits; and by
recommending to the Gentile converts a certain

(apparently temporary) concession to Jewish feelings

which might soften the difficulties of their mutual
intercourse. " It has seemed good to the Holy Ghost
and to us" (xv, 28) was the ground on which those

Apostles claimed obedience to their decree, thereby
Betting a type of procedure and language which sub-

sequent rulers of the Church have consistently

followed.

From t he second partof theAct sand from the remain-
ing books of the New Testament we have the means
of ascertaining how St. Paul and the other .\postles

conceived of their mission and authority. It is clear

that they, too, regarded themselves as clothed by Jesus

Christ w-ith authority both to teach and to rule, that

they, too, expected and received in every place a like
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assent to their teaching and a hke obedience to their

commands from their disciples, who just by this

means were held together in the unity of the one
undivided and indivisible Church which the Apostles
had founded. The following texts may be consulted
on this point, but it is not necessary for our present

purpose to do more than refer to them: Acts, xv, 28;
Rom., i, 5; xv, 18, 19; xvi, 19, 26; I Cor., iv,

17-21; v, l-5;x\; 11;II Cor.,iii, 5,9;x,5,8;xiii,2, 10;

Eph., ii, 20;iv,4-6, 11, 12; I Thess., ii, 13;iv, 1,2, 3,8;
IIThess.,i, 7-10; ii, 15; iii, 6, 14;I Tim., i, 20;iii, 1.5;

II Tim., ii, 2; Tit., ii, 15; Heb., xiii, 7-9; I John, iv,

6; III John, 10; Jude, 17, 20. We must not. however,

pass over St. Paul's jubilant description of this unity

in his Epistle to the Ephesians, standing out so con-

spicuously as it does in the New-Testament WTitings,

to convince us of its deep significance, its all-pene-

trating character, and the firm foundations on which
it was set: "One body, one Spirit, one Hope, one
Lord, one Faith, one Baptism, one God and Father of

us all. Who is over all and through us all, and in ua

all." Such was the spectacle of Christian unity born
of the Apostolic preaching which presented itself to

the eyes of the enraptured Apostle some thirty years

from the time when St. Peter preached his first sermon
on the day of Pentecost.

C. As ResiKled by the Earliest Heretics.—To claim

this wonderful unity as distinctive of the followers of

Jesus Christ in the Apostolic days is not to forget that

there were sad exceptions to the general rule. There
were indeed no rival communions then which, whilst

claiming to be Christian, were maintained in formal

opposition to the Church of the Apostles. It is

expressly stated by Tertuliian (Adv. Marcion., IV, v)

that the Marcionites, in the middle of the second
century, were the first who, when expelled from the

Church Catholic, created an opposition Church for

the expression of their peculiar views. Before that

time the dissentients contented themselves with
forming parties and schools of thought, and of this

mode of separation, which sufficed to put men outside

the Church, we find clear traces in the New-Testament
writings together with predictions that the evil thus
originating would become more pronounced in after

times. Men of what would nowadays be called

independent temperament were dissatisfied with the

Apostles' teaching in some particulars, and refused to

accept it without further warrant than the mere
"word of an Apostle". Thus we may gather from
the Epistle to the Galatians that, in spite of the deci-

sion of the Council of Jerusalem, there continued to

be a party which insisted that the observance of the

Jewish Law was obligatory on Gentile Christians,

and from the Epistle to the Colossians that there was
likewise a Jewish party, probably of Hellenistic origin,

which mingled insistence on Jewish legalities with a
superstitious worship of the angels (Col., ii, 18). At
Ephesus we may detect the adepts of an incipient

Gnosticism in St. Paul's warnings against giving heed
to "fables and endless genealogies" (I Tim., i, 4)

and against "profane and vain babblings and opposi-

tions of 'gnosis ' falsely so-called" (I Tim., vi, 20).

HyTnenaus and .\lexander are mentioned by name as

denying the resurrection of the flesh at the last dav
(II Tim., ii, IS. Cf. I Cor., x\', 12). St. John, in the

Apocalypse (ii, 6, 15), teUs us of the Nicolaites who
seem to have fallen into some kind of Oriental admix-
ture of immorahty with worship, and in his second
Epistle (verse 7. Cf. I John, iv, 2) he warns his readers

that many "deceivers are entered into the world " who
confess not that Jesus Christ has come in the flesh,

which the church historians refer to the Docctism of

Cerinthus.
Our modem admirers of comprehensive Churches

would regard the coexistence side by side of the.se

beliefs with those of the Apostles as a healthy sign of

mental activity in those early Christian communities,

and it is instructive to compare such modern judg-
ments with those of the Apostles, because the com-
parison enables us to realize better how strong was the
feeling of the latter as to the essential importance of
basing unity of communion on adherence to the
Apostles' doctrine, and as to the exceeding sinfulness
of dissenting from it. Thus St. Paul calls these alien

doctrines "old wives' fables" (I Tim., iv, 7), "doc-
trines of de\dls" (ibid., 2), and "profanities the
preaching of which will spread and devour like gan-
grene" (II Tim., ii, 17). St. Peter calls them
"fables skilfuDy made up" (II Peter, i, 16), and, in a
passage where the word heresy under Christian influ-

ences has already acquired its traditional meaning,
"damnable heresies", or "heresies leading to damna-
tion" (ibid., ii, 1). The preachers of these heresies

St. Paul calls "men of corrupt minds" (I Tim., vi, 5),

who "speak falsehood in their hj-pocrisy, and have
consciences seared with a red-hot iron" (I Tim., iv, 2).

St. Peter calls them "false teachers who deny the
Lord that bought them and bring upon themselves
speedy damnation" (II Peter, ii, 1), and St. John
calls them "antichrists" (II John, 7; I John, ii, 18;

iv, 3). Moreover, so far from wishing to tolerate such
persons in the Church, St. Paul warns the faithful to

avoid them (Rom., xvi, 17), calls upon those who are

set over Churches to cast out the recalcitrant heretic,

as one who is "subverted and self-condemned" (Tit.,

iii, 10, 11), and, in a particular in.stance, tells St.

Timothy that he has "delivered" two such heretics

"to Sat an "^that is, cast them out of the Church—
"that they may learn not to blaspheme" (I Tim., i,

20). Finally, St. John is most severe towards the
Christians of Pergamos for neglecting to expel from
their midst the two classes of heretics whom he de-

scribes (Apoc, ii, 14, 15).

Summary.—In short, according to the teaching

and record of the Scriptures, the Church is one every-

where with a oneness which is desired by Christ on
its own account as befitting the obedient children of

one God, one Lord, and one Spirit, and likewise as the

necessary outcome of faithful adherence on the part

of its members to the concordant teaching of those

whom He appointed to be its rulers, and whom the

Holy Spirit preserves in all truth. StiU, inasmuch as

each is left free to accept or reject this one teaching,

this wholesome doctrine, there were, side by side with

the general body of the true believers, some appar-

ently small groups who held alien doctrines, for which
they had been rejected from the communion of the

one Church, and these were regarded a.s having placed

themselves outside the pale of salvation. 'There is

not a trace, however, of any third class, separated

from the communion of their brethren, but still

regarded as members of the true Church.

II. Unitt in the Early Church.—In the writings

of the early Fathers, which contain their testimony

to the nature of the Church as it existed in their days,

we find the same formative principles which moulded
its origins continuing to determine the character of its

structure and the distinctive spirit of its members.
The Church is now widely spread through the known
regions of the world, hut it is still, as in the days of

St^ Paul, everjTvhere one and the same, aU its mem-
bers in whatever place being united in the profession

of the same faith, in the participation of the same
sacraments, and in obedience to pastors who them-
selves form one corporate body and are united by the

bond of an intimate solidarity. We learn, too, from
these contemporary witnesses that the principle of

this remarkable unity is still that of a strict adherence

to the Apostles' doctrine, but here a new element from
(he nature of the case comes in. The Apostles no
longer live to proclaim their doctrine; it can be
obtained, however, with perfect security from the

ApostoUc tradition. In other words, it has been

handed down incorrupt by oral transmission through
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the lines of bishops who are the duly appointed suc-

cessors of the Apostles, and who, like them, are

guarded in their teaching by the assistance of the

Holy Ghost. Thus the word tradition now comes into

prominence, and, just as St. Paul said to Timothy,
"keep the deposit" (I Tim., vi, 20), that is the

sacred doctrine committed to him by the Apostle as a

sacred trust, so the Fathers of the Church say, "keep

the tradition." This is ever their first and most
decisive test of sound doctrine, not what recommends
itself to the reason of the individual or his party, but

what is sanctioned by the ApostoUcal tradition; and
for the ascertaining of this tradition the Fathers of

the second and third centiu-ies refer the searcher to

the Churches founded immediately by the Apostles,

and before all others to the Church of Rome. We
learn, moreover, from these early witnesses, that this

Church of Rome, in proportion as the ecclesiastical

system passed out of the state of embryo to that of

fiiU formation, became more and more explicitly

recognized as the see which had inherited the prerog-

atives of Blessed Peter, and was, therefore, the

authority which in all cases of controversy must ulti-

mately decide what was in accordance with the tradi-

tion, and in all questions of jurisdiction and disciphne

was the visible head, communion with which was
communion with the one and indivisible Church. As
these points of ecclesiastical history are discussed

elsewhere, we need not demonstrate them bj' bring-

ing forward the copious Patristic testimonies which
may be found in any good treatise on the Church.

We may, however, usefully quote, not so much in

proof as in illustration of what is said, a passage or

two from St. Irena>us's treatise "Adversus haereses",

he being the earUest of the Fathers from whom we
have extant a treatise of any fullness, and this particu-

lar treatise dealing with just the points with which
we are concerned.
"The Church which is now planted throughout the

whole inhabited globe, indeed even to the ends of the

earth, has received from the Apostles and their dis-

ciples that faith which is in one God, the Father
omnipotent who made Heaven and earth and the sea

and all that is in it; and in one Lord Jesus Christ, the

Son of God, Who was incarnate for our salvation, and
in the Holy Ghost. . . . Having received this preach-

ing, and this faith, as we have said, the Church,
though spread throughout the whole world, preserves

it with the utmost care and dihgence, just as if she

dwelt in one house, and beheves these truths just as

if she had but one and the same soul and heart, and
preaches them and teaches them and hands them
down [Iradil] just as if she had but one mouth. For,

although the languages of the world are diverse, the

force and meaning of the tradition is everywhere the

same. Nor do the Churches which are in Germany
believe differently or pass down a different tradition,

as neither again do the Churches in Spain or Gaul, or

in the East, or in Egypt or Africa, or those situated in

the middle of the earth [that is the Churches of Pales-

tine]. But as the sun, which is God's creature, is one
and the same throughout the whole world, so too does

the preaching of the truth shine everywhere and
illuminate all men who desire to come to the knowl-

edge of the truth. And neither do those of the

Church's rulers who are powerful in speech add to this

tradition—for no one is above the [great] teacher

—

nor do those who arc infirm in speech subtract from
it. For since the Faith is one and the same, neither

does he who can say more add to it, nor he who can

say less diminish it" (Adv. ha^r., I, x, n. 2).

This striking passage .shows not merely how com-
plete was the unity of faith throughout the world in

those days, but how this unity of faith was the

response to the unity of the doctrine everywhere
preached, to the unity of the tradition everywliere

handed <lowii. Elsewhere St. Irena;us testifies to the

source of this uniform tradition, and what was imder-
stood to be the safeguard of its purity. In the first

three chapters of his third book he is criticizing the
heretics of his time and the inconsistency of their

methods; and in so doing sets forth by way of con-
trast the method of the Church. "When you refute

them out of Scripture", he says, "they accuse the
Scriptures themselves of errors, of lack of authority, of
contradictory statements, and deny that the truth
can be gathered from them save by those who know
the tradition." By "tradition", however, they
mean a fictitious esoteric tradition which they claim
to have received, "sometimes from Valentinus, some-
times from Marcion, sometimes from Basihdes, or

anyone else who is in opposition". "When in your
turn you appeal to the tradition that has come down
from the .\postles through the succession of the
presbj'ters in the Churches, they reply that they are

wiser than the presbyters and even than the Apostles
themselves, and know the uncon'upted truth." To
this Irenaeus observes that "it is difficult to bring to
repentance a soul captm-ed by error, but that it is not
altogether impossible to escape error by setting truth
by the side of it." He then proceeds to state where
the true tradition can be found: "The tradition of the
Apostles has been made manifest throughout the
world, and can be found in every Church by those who
wish to know the truth. W'e can number, too, the
bishops who were appointed by the Apostles in the
Churches and their successors down to our own day,
none of whom knew of or taught the doctrines which
these men madly teach. Yet, if the Apostles had
known of these secret mysteries and used to teach
them secretly, without the knowledge of others, to the
perfect, they would have taught them to those chiefly

to whom they confided the Churches themselves.

For they desired that those whom they left behind
them as successors, by dehvering over to them their

own office of teaching, should be most perfect and
blameless, inasmuch as, if they acted rightly, much
good, but if they fell away the gravest calamity, would
ensue."
To exempUfy this method of referring to the tradi-

tion of the Churches, he applies it to three of the

Churches: Rome, Smyrna, and Ephesus, setting that

of Rome in the first place, as having a tradition with
which those of the other Churches are necessarily in

accord. The passage is well kno^Ti, but for its inti-

mate bearing on our present subject we may transcribe

it. "But as it would take too long in a volume hke
the present to enumerate the successions of all the

Churches, we confound aU those who, in any way,
whether through self-will, or vain gloiy, or bhndness,
or evil-mindedness, invent false doctrines, by direct-

ing them to the greatest and most ancient Church,
well known to all, which was founded and established

at Rome by tlie two glorious Apostles, Peter and Paul,

and to the tradition it has received from the Apostles

and the faith it has announced to men, both of which
have come down to us through the succession of the

Bishops. For to this Church, on account of its

greater authority",—the Greek text being defective

here, it is impossible to say exactly what Greek word
Ues behind the Latin principalitas, but the context

indicates "authority" as giving the intended sense

—

"it is necessary that every Church—that is, the
faithful from all parts—should have recourse as to

that in which the Apostolic tradition is ever pre-

served by those"—if we follow Dom Morin's highly
probable correction of an apparently defective

reading—"who are set over it."

One more quotation from St. Irena-us we must
permit ourselves, as it evidences so clearly the feeling

of this Father and his contemporaries as to the

relative conchtions of those who were in the one
Church or without it :

" i'or in the Church God has

set Apostles, prophets, and doctors, together with all
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the other operations of the Spirit, in which those
have no share who do not fly to the Church, but
deprive themselves of hfe by their evil opinions and
evil deeds. For wliere the Churcli is there is the
Spirit of God, and where the Spirit of God is there is

the Church and all grace, but the Spirit is truth.
Wherefore those who have no part in it neither receive
the Life-giving nutriment from the breasts of their
mother, nor drink of the most pure spring that flows
from the Body of Christ; but such people dig for

themselves broken cisterns out of earthly trenches,

and drink out of the filth putrid water, flying from the
faith of the Church lest they should be converted,
rejecting the Spirit that thoy may not be instructed.
Being alienated from the truth by just consequence,
they are rolled and tossed about by every error,

holding at one time one opinion, at another another in

regard to the same subject, never having any fixed and
stable judgments, caring more to cavil about words
than to be disciples of the truth. For they are not
built upon one rock, but upon the stone-strewn sand;
and hence invent many gods, and plead ever in excuse
that they are seeking, but, being blind, never succeed
in finding" (ibid., Ill, xxiv).

A modern reader of St. Irenaus's "Adversus ha>re-

ses" might be inclined to object that the heretics of

those days held doctrines so preposterous that his

severe language about them is intelligible without our
having to suppose that he would have judged with
similar severity doctrines opposed to the tradition

which could claim to rest upon a more rational basis.

But his principle of the authority of the tradition is

manifestly intended to have universal application,

and may be safely taken as supplying the test by
which this tjTjical Father of the second century would,
were he living now, judge of the modern systems in

conflict with the Chinch's tradition.

III. Divisions op Christendom and Their
Causes.—A. Extinct Schisms.—The notable heresies

that originated in the first four Christ ian cent uries have
long since expired. Gnosticism in its various forms
occasioned serious trouble to the Apologists of the
second century, but scarcely survived into the third.

Montanism and Novatianism are not much heard of

after the third century, and Donatism, which arose in

Africa in 311, perished in the general ruin of African
Christianity caused by the Vandal invasion in 429.

Manichieism came forward in the third century, but
is not much heard of after the sixth, and Pelagianism,

which arose at the very end of the fourth century,

though for the time it provoked an acute crisis,

received a crushing blow at the Council of Ephesus
(431) and disappeared altogether after the Council of

Orange in 529. Arianism arose at the beginning of

the fourth centurj' and, in spite of its conclemnation
at Nica'a in 32.5, was kept alive both in its pure form
and in its diluted form of Semi-Arianism by the active

support of two emperors. From the time of the First

Council of Constantinople (3S1) it disappeared from
the territories of the Empire, but received a new lease

of life among the northern tribes, the Goths, Lom-
bards, Burgundians, Vandals, etc. This was due to
the preaching of Ulfilas, a bishop of Arian views, who
was sent from Constantinople in 341 to evangelize

the Visigoths. From the Visigoths it spread to the
kindred tribes and became their national religion,

until 586, when, with the conversion of Reccared,
their king, and of the Spanish Visigoths, the last

remnants of this particular heresy perished.

As these ancient heresies no longer exist, they do
not concern the practical problem of reunion which
is before us in the present age. But it is instructive

to note that the principles they embodied are the very
same which, taking other forms, have invariably
motived the long series of revolts against the author-
ity of the Catholic Church. Thus regarded, we may
divide them into five classes. First there are certain

intellectual difticulties which have always puzzled the
human mind. The difliculty of explaining the deriva-
tion of the finite from the infinite, and the difliculty of
explaining the coexistence of evil with good in "the
physical and moral universe, motived the strange
speculations of the Gnostics and the simpler but not
less inconsistent theory of the Manicha'ans. The
difficulty of harmonizing the mystery of the Trinity
in Unity, and that of the Incarnation, with the con-
ceptions of natural reason motived the heresies of the
Patripassians, the Sabellians, the Macedonians, and
the Arians, and again the difficulty of conceiving the
supernatural or justifying the idea of inherited sin
motived the Pelagian denial of these doctrines. A
second source of heresies has been the outburst of
strong religious emotions, usually based on fancied
visions to which, as being direct communications from
on high, it was claimed that the traditional teaching
of the Church must give way. Montanism, that
earliest example of what are now glorified as "religions
of the Spirit", was the most striking example of this
class.

_
Thirdly, the chafing under the rule of author-

ity, with the desire to pursue personal ambitions, is

discernible in the origins of Novatianism and Dona-
tism, whose founders, although they alleged on the
flimsiest gcrounds that the rulers they wished to dis-

place had been irregularly appointed, must be held to
have acted primarily from the desire to exalt them-
selves, even at the risk of dividing the Christian com-
munity. In the fourth place comes the principle of
nationalism, that is of nationahstic exclusivism, in

those who ally themselves with a separatist movement
not from any conviction personally formed of the
justice of the arguments on its behalf, but because ita

leaders have contri\'ed to present it to them as a
means of emphasizing t heir nat ional feeling. This has
always proved a potent instrument in the hands of
heretical leaders, and w'e have early examples of it

in the way in which Donatism presented itself as the
religion of the Africans, and Arianism as the religion

of the Goths. A last class of motives which has often
worked for separation is to be sought in the disposi-

tion of temporal rulers to intrude into the adminis-
tration of the ecclesiastical province and mould eccle-

siastical arrangements into forms that may a.ssist

their owa political schemes. We have an example
of this evil in the conduct of the Emperors Constan-
tius and Valens, who so disastrously fostered the Arian
heresy. To all these false principles the orthodox
Fathers opposed, in the first place, the authority of

the tradition that had come down from the Apostles,
though not refusing to meet the heresiarchs on their

own ground also, and refute them by argument, as
many beautiful treatises testify.

B. Neslorianism.—Besides these notable heresies

of the early centuries, which fixed the type, as it were,
for all future divisions, Monothelitism in the seventh
century, Iconoclasni in the eighth, together with the
heresies of the Waldcnsians, Albigensians, Wycliffites,

and Hussites of the medieval period, introduced
strife and division into Christendom for periods
shorter or longer. As, however, they too are extinct,

it is enough just to refer to their existence, and we may
pass on to the still-enduring separatist Churches of

the East of which the most ancient is the Nestorian.
The distinctive doctrine of the Xestorians is that
which, as held by Xestorius, was condemned in the
Council of Ephesus, in 431. It is the doctrine that
in Christ there are not only two natures but also two
persons, the Divine person. Who is the Second Person
of the Blessed Trinity, and the human jierson, Who
was born of the Virgin Mary; and that the union
between these two persons is not physical but moral,
the Divine person having chosen the human person
to be in a unique manner His dwelling-place and
instniment. .\s Nestorius, after his condemnation,
was first imprisoned in his former monastery at Anti-
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och and then banished to the Greater Oasis in Upper
Egypt, his personal influence over his disciples ceased.

But his doctrine was undoubtedly derived from his

former master, Theodore of Mopsuestia, and, as

Theodore's memory was cherished as that of the

greatest theological light of Syria, the condemned
doctrine found many friends in the Eastern Patri-

archate, and was taken up with special zeal at Edessa.

From thence it spread to the neighbouring kingdom
of Persia, where it was welcomed and protected by the

Persian king as tending to emancipate his Christian

subjects from Byzantine influence. Shortly after-

wards the prevailing sentiment at Antioch became
Monophysite, and the Nestorians of the patriarchate

had to take refuge in Persia, with the result that the

subsequent development of the heresy had its centre

of propagation in the Persian town of Seleucia-

Ctesiphon, on the Tigris, where was its metropolitan

see. These Nestorians had a fine missionary spirit,

and evangelized many countries in the Far East,

some even reaching China, and others founding those

Christian communities on the Malabar Coast of India

called the Thomas Christians, or Christians of St.

Thomas. This Nestorian Church reached its highest

pitch of prosperity in the eleventh century, but the

Mongol invasion in the thirteenth and fom'teenth

centuries involved its adherents in ruin, and the great

mass of their posterity became absorbed in the general

Mohammedan population. They are now repre-

sented by a small body, who dwell on the borders of

Lake Urumiyah in Kurdistan and in the neighbour-
ing highlands. They are not a very civilized race and
probably know httle of the doctrine which was the
original cause of their secession, or know it only as

the patriotic watchword of their race. A still

smaller body of Uniats of the same spiritual ancestry

and the same liturgical rite are called Chaldees and
live in the Euphrates and Tigris valley. In 1S70 their

catholicos seceded on a purely personal matter, and
induced his people to refuse acceptance of the Vatican
decrees. They returned to unity seven years later,

but the episode seems to show that their faith is not
very firm.

C. Monophysitism.—The Monophysite schism had
still more serious consequences. Its distinctive doe-
trine is associated with the name of Eutyches, former
archimandrite of a monastery near Constantinople,
and Dioscorus, the nephew of St. Cyril and his suc-

cessor in the patriarchal See of Alexandria. This
doctrine, which was condemned at the Council of

Chalcedon in 451, contrasted with Nestorianism by
running to the opposite extreme. It maintained that

in Christ there is not only a single personality, but
also only a single nature. "Of two natures but not
in two natures" was its phrase; for the Monophysites
were zealous upholders of the decrees of Ephesus, and
affirmed that Mary was the Theotokos, from whom
her Son received a perfect human nature; but they
maintained that the effect of the union was that the
Divine nature absorbed the human so that there

were no longer two natures, but one only; anything
short of that seemed to them to dissolve the essential

unity of Christ's person. At Ephesus the two theolo-

gians mentioned had stood by the side of St. CjtH and
had fought hard for the condemnation of Nestorian-

ism just on this ground, that it amounted to a denial

of the unity of Christ ; and now it seemed to them that

his doctrine, which had triumphed so splendidly at

Ephesus, had been condemned at Chalcedon. Nor
can it be denied that some unguarded expressions used
by St. Cyril, though not so intended by him, were
susceptible of a Monophysite interpretation. Besides
Eutyches and Dioscorus, some of those who had
signed the decrees of the new council felt that St.

CjtII's expressions were affected by its decisions, and
they returned home dissatisfied.

But here, too, it was chiefly racial feeling which,

by intensifying the crisis, precipitated a far-reaching
schism. Although heUenized on the surface by their

incorporation first in the Macedonian Empire and
then in the Roman, the populations of Egypt and
Syria were racially distinct from the Byzantines who
governed them and the Greek colonists who had
settled among them. Hence their attitude towards
the dominant race was one of dislike and resentment,
and they welcomed the opportunity which enabled
them to assert in some measure their national dis-

tinctness. Accordingly, when the Egj-ptians were
assured that their great hero St. CjtO had been out-
raged by a condemnation of his doctrine, they rallied

round Timothy jElurus, the usui'ping successor of

Dioscorus, and embraced his doctrine. The Greek
colonists of course took the orthodox side, or rather
took the side of the Court, just as it happened to be at
the time, whether orthodox or Monothelite, according
to the personal policy of the successive emperors; but
from the time of Chalcedon the great mass of the
Christian population of Eg\-pt became Monophysite
and was lost to the unity of the Church. Two cen-
turies later the Mohammedan invasion came both to
emphasize and to enfeeble this extensive schism.
During the interval, though the people were set

against orthodoxy, the imperial power could do much
to enforce it, but when the Mohammedans came the
whole influence of the cahphs was used to confirm the
schism—that is, in those whom they could not suc-

ceed in gaining over to the religion of Islam. In the
Patriarchate of Antioch and the smaller Patriarchate
of Jerusalem events pursued a corresponding course.

The Christians of S>Tian race were predisposed to take
up with Monophysitisra just because their Byzantine
rulers were on the side of orthodo.xy, and so fell away
into a schism which, although from time to time
checked or modified by the action of the Court as
long as Byzantium retained its sovereignty over those
parts, settled down into a permanent separation, when
the Mohammedans had obtained possession of the
country, besides losing vast numbers of its adherents
by perversions to Mohammedanism.
The Christians of the present day who represent

the former populations of the three splendid Patri-

archates of Antioch, Alexandria, and Jerusalem are

few in number, and fall into five classes. First there

are the schismatic Copts in Eg>'pt, descendants of

the native Egyptians, whose numbers are estimated
at about 150,000. Secondly the Abyssinians. These
were in early days converted from Alexandria, and
BO in due course passed into schism along •nath it.

They form the great mass of the inhabitants of Abys-
sinia, about three million and a half, and have kept
their faith well, but are very ignorant of its teaching
and duties. Thirdly, the Jacobites of SjTia, who bear
the same relation to the ancient SjTians as the Copta
to the ancient Egyptians, and are called Jacobites

after Jacob Barradai {Barada?us), who preserved the

episcopal succession when it was threatened by Jus-

tinian. The Jacobites are to be found mostly in

Mesopotamia, Syria, and Kurdistan, and are esti-

mated as numbering some 80,000. Fourthly, the

Thomas Christians on the Malabar Coast, who may
number about 70,000. These were originally Nesto-
rians, having been first evangelized, as we have seen,

by the early Nestorians; the Portuguese sought to

catholicize them by very harsh means, and succeeded

only in attracting their dishke. When the Dutch
succeeded the Portuguese in India, and began to

persecute the Cathohcs, these Malabar communities
returned to schism, but, not being able to find a
Nestorian bishop, procured a Jacobite bishop from
Jerusalem, to renew their episcopal succession, and
thus ended in becoming Monophysites. Fifthly, the

Armenians, if we include with those who dwell in

Armenia Proper those of the same race and religion

who are settled in Asia Minor, European Turkey,
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Galicia, Armenia, and elsewhere, may perhaps amount
to some three milhons and a half, though trustworthy
statistics are difficult to obtain. As in the case of the
Nestorians, by the side of each of these sections of

Monophysites is a corresponding body of Uniats who,
once Monophysites, have at one date or another in the
past renounced their heresy and been reconciled to the
Catholic Church, which has cordially sanctioned the
retention of their native rites. Of these the Melchites,

Coptic and Syrian included, amount to about 35,000,

the Uniats of St. Thomas to about 90,000, and the
Uniat Armenians to about 60,000 or 70,000. Of
Abyssinian Uniats there are practically none.

t>. Pholinnism.—The next great schism which
divided Christendom was that which is known as the

Photian schism, and led to the separatist existence of

that vast body of Christians which has come to be
called "the orthodox Church". We shall employ both
these names as names wliirh have become current desig-

nations, though without accepting the impUcations
that attach to them. Certainly Photianism. is a
name which well expresses the character of a separa-

tion motived, at all events in the first instance, not

by any doctrinal reasons, but by one man's endeavour
to realize his personal ambitions, that one man being
Photius, the usurping Patriarch of Constantinople
in 8.57. It is true that the schism initiated by Photius
did not long survive his death, but he was a man as

rediarkable for his learning and ability as for his

unscrupulousness, and so was able to create—doubt-
less out of pre-existing materials—and to equip with

an effective controversial armoury an ecclesiastical

party animated by his own separatist ambitions and
anti-Latin animosities.

The history and vicissitudes of this most lamentable
of all schisms have been sufficiently told in other

articles (Ignatius op Con.st.\ntinople, Saint;
Photius of Constantinople ;M ichael C^rdlaruts

;

Greek Church), but we must note here how entirely

unprovoked it wa.s, both in the time of Photius and
in that of Michael Cxrularius, by any harsh or incon-

siderate action on the part of the popes. When
Barda.s, the uncle of the Emperor Michael III,

presented himself to the Patriarch Ignatius to receive

Communion while living in incest with his daughter-
in-law—when the empress mother and her daughter
were brought to the patriarch against their will to

receive the veil of religion—what else could a con-

scientious prelate do save refuse what was so improp-
erly .sought? Yet it was just for this that the Patri-

arch Ignatius, on refusing to resign his see, was
banished to the island of Terebinthus, and under just

these circumstances that Photius mounted the still

occupied patriarchal throne and sought confirmation
of his appointment from Pope St. Nicholas I. The
letter which he addressed to St. Nicholas ("Opera",
in P. G., CII, .5JS6-B18) misrepresented the facts, and
besides bore on its face such signs of unreality as
could not but arouse the suspicions of the pope, who,
when at last he found out what the true facts were,
did the only thing that a conscientious pope could do,
pronounced the election of Photius null and void,
and laid Photius under excommunication. Later,
when Photius saw that Rome could not be induced to

sanction his u.surpalion, he threw off his disguise and,
professing to have discovered that certain usages of

the West were scandalous and even heretical, ad-
dre.ssed an encyclical to the other Oriental prelates
inviting them to meet in a general council at Con-
stantinople and pass judgment on St. Nicholas.
Though the pope's real offence, in the eyes of

Photius, was that, as successor of St. Peter, he exer-
cised an authority which stood in the way of Byzan-
tine ambitions, the schismatic felt that, if he would
recommend his cause to the religious world, he must
provide it with a dogmatic basis, and accordingly he
formulated the following charges, only one of which

raised an issue which had even the appearance of
being dogmatic. The Westerns, he said, fast on
Saturdays, use laclicinia during the first week in
Lent, impose the yoke of ceUbacy on their clergy,
reconfirm those who liave been confirmed by simple
priests, and have added the "Filioque" to the creed.
To these five points he added four others, in a sub-
sequent letter to the Bulgarians, namely, that they
sacrifice a lamb along with the Holy Eucharist on
Easter Sunday, obhge their priests to shave their
beards, make their chrism of running water, and
consecrate deacons pt-r sallurn to the episcopate.
Nothing could be more trivial than these charges on
the ground of which this man was prepared to break
up the unity of Christendom; but for the time the
schism thus caused was only transitory. Photius
himself was quickly displaced by a fresh court intrigue,
and though, on the death of Ignatius, he attained to
a more legitimate po.s.scssion of the patriarchate, he
died in 8(17, after which there was a reconciliation
with the Holy See which lasted for the next two cen-
turies.

Then came the Patriarch Michael Caerularius, who
in 10.53—that is at a time when not only was there
no tension between the emperor and the pope, but
the Norman invasion of Sicily just then occurring
made it peculiarly desirable that they should unite
to oppose the common enemy—caused letters to be
WTitten and brought to the notice of the pope, in

which he renewed the old condemnation of the Latins
for fasting on Saturdays, consecrating the Holy
Eucharist in unleavened bread, and requiring clerical

celibacy. Also, at Constantinople, he invaded the
churches built for the use of the Westerns, where the
Latin Rite was used, and ignominiously handled the
Blessed Sacrament there reserved, on the plea that,
being consecrated in unleavened bread, it was not
truly consecrated. Again there was a saint on the
throne of St. Peter, and St. Leo IX in a temperate
letter contrasted the violence offered by Michael to

the Latin Church at Con.stantinople with the pope's
cordial approval of the many monasteries of the
Greek Rite in Rome and its neighbourhood. Further,
at the request of the Emperor Constantine Mono-
machus, who by no means shared the patriarch's

bitter spirit, St. Leo sent two legates to Constanti-
nople to arrange matters. There was nothing,
however, to be done, as the emperor was weak, and
the patriarch was allowed to carry all before him.
So the legates returned home, having first left on the

altar of St. Sophia a letter in the pope's name by
which Michael Cierularius and one or two of his

agents were deposed and excommunicated. Of course
the excommunication touched only the persons
named in the document, and not the whole Byzantine
Church; indeed the excommunication of a whole
Church is an unknown and unintelligible process.

If the whole Church or patriarchate from that time
fell away from unity, and has remained out of it

ever since, it wa.s because, and in so far as, its members
of their own initiative adhered to Michael and his

successors in breaking off relations with Rome.
This fact, however, must remind us of the mistake

we should make were we to regard the vagaries of a
patriarch like Michael Ca>rulariu8 as the adequate
cause of so persistent and far-reaching an effect.

L^ndoubtedly, he had with him in his secession, if

not the whole population of his patriarchate, at all

events a party strong and influential enough to compel
the submission of the rest. This party was the one
to which we have referred as formed and consolidated

by Photius. In a less pronounced form it is traceable

back to the secular struggle between the Greek and
Latin races for universal dominion ; and since the time
of Photius its antipathies had been further stimulated
by the growth of Western kingdoms hostile to the
empire and by the amicable relations in which their
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rulers stood to the Roman bishops. This then was
the main cause of the separation which has endured so

long, and still endures, but to estimate it at its full

strength we must take into account the acconipanj'-
ing negative cause. For, though Photius in one of

his letters claimed for his see that it was "the centre
and support of the truth", and though his followers

would have us seek our standard of doctrinal purity
exclusively in the prescriptions of the first seven
oecumenical councils, St. Leo IX, in his letter to

Caerularius, enumerated nineteen of the latter's prede-
cessors as having fallen imder the condemnation of

these seven councils, while Duchesne"(Eglises separi^es,

p. 164) calculates that in the interval of 464 years
which separates the accession of Constantine the
Great from the celebration of the Seventh Council
(7S7), Constantinople and its ecclesiastical dependen-
cies had been in schism for 203 years. This means
that the sense of unity, so strong in the West, had in

the East, owing to the perversity of emperors and
patriarchs, no fair chance of striking deep roots
among the people, and so could seldom offer effectual

resistance to the forces making for schism.
Unlike the Nestorians and the Monophysites (whom

the Orthodox regard as heretics just as much as
do the Catholics), the Photian schism commenced
nearly nine centuries ago by Michael Cferularius is

now represented not by a few scattered groups which
taken altogether number not more than six or seven
miUions, but by vast populations which, in the
aggregate, number not far short of a hundred millions.

This is chiefly, though not solely, because, the
Russians having been converted by missionaries from
Constantinople about a century before the time of
Caerularius, their direct religious intercourse was with
Constantinople and not with distant Rome; and
accordingly they drifted gradually first into uncon-
scious, and later into conscious, acceptance of its

separatist attitude. The upshot is that out of the
95,000,000, at which the Orthodox Christians are
estimated by statisticians, some 70,000,000 are
Russian subjects, the remaining 2.5,000,000 being
divided among the pure Greeks of the Turkish Empire
and the Kingdom of Greece, the Rumanians, Servians,
and Bulgarians of the Balkan Peninsula, the Cyp-
riotes, and the comparatively small number, mostly
Syrians, who reside in the former territories of the
Alexandrian and two Eastern Patriarchates. (For
particulars see Greek Church.) As against these
must be set a group of Uniats who, since the disrup-
tion, have been converted from their schism and are
now in communion with the Holy See, though keeping
religiously to their ancient Byzantine Rite, whether
in its Greek, Slav, or other vernacular form. These
are estimated by the author of the article just cited
as numbering in all about 5,000,000, of whom the
greater part are Ruthenians and Rumanians in the
Austrian dominions.

Probably, when the Photian schism was first

effected it seemed to the Byzantine leaders that,
though by an unfortunate chance the see from which
they were separating was the one which could claim
the inheritance of the promise made to Blessed Peter,
it was with themselves rather than with the Westerns
that the main portion, the very substance, of Chris-
tendom was and would always be found. Certainly
the centre of the world's culture and civilization,
religious as well as civil, was then on the Hellespont,
and it may be that even in actual numbers the sub-
jects of this one patriarchate surpassed the hordes of
half-converted barbarians (as they would have
called them) who formed the populations of the new
Western kingdoms. Regarded under this aspect,
however, it cannot be said that the comparison still

tells in their favour or that the schism has profited
them. Impressive as is the Orthodox Church numer-
ically, it is far surpassed in that respect by the

260,000,000 or more who represent the old Patri-

archate of the West, nor could anyone now compare,
to the advantage of the former, the rehgious culture
and activity of the East with that of the West.
Indeed, until a quite recent date, stagnation and igno-
rance is the judgment passed on the Orthodox clergy
and laity by observers of all sorts; and if during the
last century there has been a distinct improvement in

the leaders among priests and people, it has derived
much of its inspiration from Protestant sources,
chiefly from German universities, and has not been
obtained without some sacrifice of the integrity of
their ancient tradition and without some admixture
of the modern Protestant spirit.

In another very serious respect the Orthodox
Christians have lost by their separation from
Catholic unity, for they have succumbed to pro-
gressive disintegration—the fate of all communities
that are without an effectual centre of unity.
The Patriarch of Constantinople's original claim
to be exalted to the second, if not to the first, place in
Christendom was (though never formulated dis-

tinctly) that Old Rome had been chosen for the seat
of primacy because it was the imperial city, and
hence, with the transference of the empire, this
primacy had passed to New Rome. Such a claim
quite lost its significance when the Byzantine Empire
was overthrown in the fifteenth centurj-, and the
sultans sat in the seat of the former sovereigns of the
East. For the time, indeed, the new order of things
brought with it even an accession of power to the
patriarchs. The sultan saw the advantage of keeping
aUve a separation which alienated his Christian sub-
jects from their brethren in the West. Accordingly
he made the patriarchs, whom he could appoint, keep,
or change at his pleasure, to be, under himself, the
civil as well as the ecclesiastical governors of the
Christians of whatever race, within his dominions.
Still, the condition of patriarchs thus bound hand and
foot to the chief enemy of Christendom was but a
gilded servitude for which it was difficult to feel

respect; and, as racial consciousness developed among
the many nationalities of the patriarchate, it became
more and more realized that the New Rome theory
could now be given a fresh appUcation.

Russia was the first to revolt, and in 1.589 the Tsar
Ivan IV insisted that the Patriarch Jeremias should
recognize the Metropolitan of Moscow as the head of

an autonomous patriarchate. Why should he not,

when Moscow was fast becoming what Constanti-
nople had formerly been, the metropolis of the great
Christian Empire of the East? Later, to bring the
ecclesiastical government more effectually under the
thumb of the Crown and convert it into an instrument
of political government, the whole constitution of the
Russian Chm-ch was changed by Peter the Great, who,
in contempt of every canonical principle, suspended
the patriarchal jurisdiction of Moscow, and put the
whole Church under a s>Tiod consisting of the three

metropolitans, who sat ex officio, and some prelates

and others personally appointed by the tsar, with a
layman as chief procurator to dominate their entire

action. Till the last century this was the only diminu-
tion of the Patriarch of Constantinople's jurisdiction;

but, with the weakening of the sultan's power, the

various nationalities over which he formerly reigned

supreme have succeeded one after another in gaining

their independence or autonomy, and have concur-

rently established the autonomy of their national

Churches. Though adhering to the same liturgj' and
to the same doctrine as the other Orthodox Churches,
they have followed the example set by Russia and,

casting off all subjection to the patriarch, have insti-

tuted holy synods of their own to govern them ecclesi-

astically imder the supreme control of the civil power.

Greece began in IS,"?;?, and since then the Rumanians,
the Servians, and the Bulgarians, with their respective
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subdivisions, have followed suit ; so that at present
we must no longer talk of the Orthodox Church, but
of the Orthodox Churches, seventeen in number, in

no sense governmentally connected, torn with inter-

necine quarrels, and offering no guarantee, especially

in view of the infiltration of Protestant tendencies
now going on, that their doctrinal agreement will

continue.
Summary.—In these three Eastern schisms, wliich

broke up so disastrously the ancient imion of Chris-
tendom, two things are specially observable from the

point of view of this article. One is that, apart from
the separation from the centre of unit}- which con-
stituted the schism, they have retained almost in its

entirety the ancient system of Church organization

and method. They have retained the threefold hier-

archy endowed with valid orders, the sacrificial wor-
ship of the Ma.ss, a spirituality based on the use of the

seven sacraments, the Catholic doctrine of grace, the
exaltation of the Virgin IMother, and the invocation of

the saints. Above all they have retained the appeal
to tradition as the sure test of sound doctrine and the
principle of submission to a teaching authority. The
other thing observable in these three schisms accords
with what has already been noticed in the early
schisms. Doctrinal considerations based on the exercise

of private judgment may have influenced their found-
ers to an extent greater or less, but reasons of quite a
different order determined the allegiance of their

followers. Nationalism exploited by their leaders, or
more often exploited by civil rulers for political pur-
poses, is the true formula which explains their origin

and long endurance. The nationalism of Syria and
Egypt in its antipathy to Byzantine rule, further

exploited by Persian and Mohammedan sovereigns, is

what explains the facts of Nestorian and Monophysite
history; the nationahsm of Byzantine hellenism in

its antipathy to the Latins, as exploited by the
Eastern emperors and their prelates, is what ex-plains

the separation of the Orthodox Churches from the
Holy See; the nationalism of Greeks, Slavs of different

races, and Byzantines, which is the .source of their

mutual antipathies, is what explains their separation
from Constantinople and their erection into so many
autonomous Churches.

E. Prntesiantism.—The fourth great breach in the
union of Christendom was that caused by the Protes-
tant Reformation of the sixteenth century. Of this

movement it can by no means be said that it left the
organization and methods of the Catholic Church
largely untouched among the populations which it

carried with it. On the contrary, it effected the most
revolutionary changes of system where it prevailed,

substituting church organizations constituted on a
radically different principle and having codes of

religious opinions unknown to previous ages. Luther,
in the first instance, had no thought of breaking with
the church authority; at all events he did not inscribe

that object on his original programme. Out of his

own disordered spiritual experiences he elaborated a
theory of sin and salvation founded on his peculiar

doctrine of justification by faith. Only when the
Holy See rejected this travesty of St. Paul's teaching,
together with the conclusions which Luther had
deduced from it—only when it thus became necessary,
if he would persist in his errors, that he should seek
elsewhere for a principle on which to base them—did
he fall back on the principle of the Bible privately
interpreted as the sole and sufficient rule of Christian
belief. He had, it mu.st be acknowledged, fore-

rtmners in this course; for the Church herself has
always preached the infallibility of Holy Scripture,

and previous heresiarchs had been wont to justify

their revolts against her doctrinal decisions by claim-
ing that, as regards the particular doctrines in which
they were interested, Holy Scripture stood for them
and not for her.

What was special and novel in Luther and his col-
leagues was that they erected the principle of an
appeal to the Bible not only into an exclusive standard
of sound doctrines, but even into one which the indi-
vidual could always apply for himself without
dependence on the authoritative interpretations of
any Church whatever. Luther himself and his
fellow-reformers did not even understand their new
rule of faith in the Ratiouahstic sense that the indi-
vidual inquirer can, by applying the recognized jirin-

ciples of e.xegesis, be sure of extracting from the
Scripture text the intended meaning of its Divine
author. Their idea was that the earnest Protestant
who goes direct to the Bible for his beliefs is brought
into immediate contact with the Holy Spirit, and can
take the ideas that his reading conveys to him jierson-

ally as the direct teaching of the Spirit to him.self.

But, however much the Reformers might thus formu-
late their principle, they could not in practice avoid
resorting to the principles of exegesis, applied well or
ill, according to each man's capacity, for the dis-

covery of the sense ascribed to the Holy Spirit. Thus
their new doctrinal standard lapsed even in their own
days, though they perceived it not, and still more in

later daj-s, into the more intelhgible but less pietistic

method of Rationalism.
Now, if the Bible were drawn up, as it is not, in the

form of a clear, simple, systematic, and comprehensive
statement of doctrine and rule of conduct, it might
not, perhaps, seem antecedently impossible that God
should have wished this to be the way by which his

people should attain to the knowledge of the true
religion. Still, even then the validity of the method
would need to be tested by the character of the
results, and only if these exhibited a profound and
far-reaching agreement among those who followed it

would it be safe to conclude that it was the method
God had really sanctioned. This, however, was far

from the experience of the Reformers. Luther had
strangely assumed that those who followed him into
revolt would use their right of private judgment only
to affirm their entire agreement with his own opinions,
for which he claimed the .sanction of an inspiration
receivetl from God that equalled him with the Proph-
ets of old. But he was soon to learn that his fol-

lowers attached as high a value to their own interpre-

tations of the Bible as he did to his, and were qviite

prepared to act upon their own conclusions instead of

upon his. The result was that as early as the begin-

ning of 152.5—only eight years after he first pro-

pounded his heresies—we find him acknowledging, in

his "Letter to the Christians of Antwerp" (dc Wette,
III, 61), that "there are as many sects and creeds in

Germany as heads. One will have no baptism;
another denies the sacrament, another asserts that
there is another world between this and the last day,
some teach that Christ is not God, some say this,

some say that. No lout is so boorish but, if a fancy
enters his head, he must think that the Holy Ghost
has entered into him, and that he is to be a prophet".
Moreover, besides the.se multiplying manifestations of

pure individualism, two main lines of partv distinc-

tion, each with a fatal tendency to further subdivision,

had begun almost from the first to divide the reform
leaders among themselves. The Swiss Reformer,
Zwingli, had commenced his revolt almost simultane-

ously with Luther, and, though in their fundamental
doctrines of the Bible privately interpreted and of

justification by faith, they were on the same lines, in

regard to the important doctrines of predestination

and the nature of the Holy Eucharist they took oppo-
site views, and attached to them such importance
that they became irreconcilable foes and leaders of

antagonistic parties.

On such a foundation, if consistently held to, it

w.as impossible to build up a Church which should

stand out in the world like the old Church they were
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striving to destroy, for, if in the last resort the judg-
ment of the individual be for him the supreme author-
ity in matters of rehgion, it is impossible that any
external authority can be entitled to demand his sub-
mission to its judgments when contrary to his own.
The early Reformers probably realized this, but they
felt the necessity of building up some sort of a Church
which could bind together its members into a corpo-

rate body professing unity of beUef and worship, and
which, in contrast with the pope's Church, which they
called apostate, could be called the true Church of

God. And so, regardless of the contradictions in

which they were involving themselves, they set to

work to excogitate a theory of church-constitution to

suit their purposes. This theory is exhibited in the

seventh article of the Augsburg Confession of 1530,

to which type the other Protestant Confessions, both
Lutheran and Reformed (that is, Calvinistic), of the

next few decades conformed. "The Church of

Christ", says the Augsburg Confession, "is, in its

proper meaning, the congregation of the members of

Christ, that is of the Saints, who truly beUeve and
obey Christ; although in this hfe many evil men and
hypocrites are intermixed with this congregation until

the day of judgment. This Church, properly so

termed, has, moreover, its signs, namely, the pure and
sound teaching of the Gospel and the right use of the
sacraments. And for the true unity of the Church
it is enough to agree as to the teaching of the Gospel
and the administration of the sacraments."

This idea of the Church lias some surface resem-
blance to the Cathohc idea, but is in reahty its exact

converse. The Catholic, too, would say that his

Church is the home of true teaching and true sacra-

ments, but there the resemblance ends. The Catho-
lic first asks himself which is the true Church that

Christ has set to be the guardian of His Revelation,

the teacher and ruler of his people. Then, having
identified it by the marks set upon its face—by its

continuity with the past, which, in virtue of its inde-

fectibiUty, it must necessarily possess, its unity, cath-

ohcity, and sanctity—he submits himself to its author-
ity, accepts its teaching, and receives its sacraments,
in the full assurance that just because they are sanc-

tioned by its authority its teaching is the true teaching
and its sacraments are the true sacraments. The Prot-
estant, on the other hand, if he follows the course
marked out for him by these Protestant confessions,

begins by asking himself, and decides by the applica-

tion of a wholly distinct and independent test, what
are the true doctrines and true sacraments. Then
he looks out for a Chiirch which professes such doc-
trines and uses such sacraments; and having found
one, regards it as the true Church and joins it. The
fatal tendency to di-sunion inherent in this latter

method appears when we ask what is that distinct and
independent test by which the Protestant decides as
to the truth of his doctrines and sacraments, for it is,

as the whole history of the Reformation movement
declares, that very rule of the Bible given over to the
private interpretation of the individual which is

inconsistent with any real submission to an external

authority. Important, however, and fundamental as

this point is, the Augsburg Confession passes it over
without the slightest mention. So, too, do most of the
other Protestant Confessions, and none of them dare
to go to the root of the difficulty.

The Scottish Confession of 1.560 (of which the
Westminster Confession drawn up in England during
the Commonwealth is an amplification) is the most
explicit in this respect. After claiming that the
Presbyterian Church recently established by .John

Knox and his friends holds the true doctrine and
right sacraments, it gives as its reason for so affirming

that "the ddclrine which we u.se in our Churclics is

contained in the written Word of (iod ... in which
we affirm that all things that must be behoved by men

for their salvation are sufficiently expressed". It

then goes on to declare that "the interpretation of

Scripture belongs neither to any private or pubUc
person, or to any Church . . . but this right and
authority of interpretation belongs solely to the
Spirit of God by whom the Scri])tures were committed
to writing". This, no doubt, is what the other Re-
formers in Germany, Switzerland, and elsewhere
would also have said, but they prudently passed the
point over in their confessions, half conscious that to
claim the right of interpretation for the Spirit of God
was but a misleading way of claiming it for each
individual who might conceive himself to have caught
the mind of the Spirit; foreseeing, too, that, if no
Church could claim the right to interpret with author-
ity, no Church, Protestant any more than Cathohc,
could claim the right to impose its doctrines or worship
on others.

However, the Reformation leaders knew what they
were about. They meant to have a Protestant
Church, or at aU events Protestant Churches, to

oppose to the pope's Church, and they intended that
these new Churches should profess a very definite

creed, and enforce its acceptance, together with sub-
mission to its disciphnary arrangements, on all whom
they could reach by the exercise of a very effective and
coercive jurisdiction. Accordingly, these Protestant
confessions of faith, which were the formal expression
of their doctrinal creeds, contained and prescribed,

quite after the manner of Catholic professions of faith

or decrees of councils, hsts of very definite articles,

often with added anathemas directed against those
who should venture to deny them. The ministers
were to be "called" before they could exercise their

functions, those entitled to call them being governing
bodies consisting of clergy and laity in fixed propor-
tions, and formed hierarchically into local, regional,

and national consistories. To these governing bodies
appertained also the right of administration, of decid-
ing controversies, and of excommunicating. The
difficulty was to equip them with coercive power, but
for this the German Reformers had recourse to the
secular power. The secular power was, they assured
their princes, bound to use its sword for the defence
of right and the suppression of evil; and it apper-
tained to this department of its functions that in

times of religious crisis it should take upon itself to
further the cause of the Gospel—that is, of the new
doctrines—and root out the old errors.

The German princes had hitherto stood off from the
new evangelists, whose democratic tendencies they
suspected, but this appeal for their intervention was
baited with the suggestion that they should take away
from the Catholics their rich endowments, and apply
them to more becoming uses. The bait took, and
within a few years, one after another, the princes of

Northern Germany—no very edifying class—declared
themselves to be on the side of the Gospel and ready
to take over the responsibihty for its administration.

Then, from 1,'J2.5 onwards, following the lead of PhiUp,
Landgrave of Hesse, one of the most immoral men
of the age, they seized the abbeys and bishoprics
within their dominions, the revenues of which they
mostly applied to the increase of their own, and pro-
ceeded to found national Churches, biised on the prin-

ciples shortly afterwards accepted by the Augsbm^g
Confession, which should be autonomous for each
dominion under the supreme spiritual as well as tem-
poral rule of its secular sovereign. For these national
Churches they (h-cw up codes of doctrine, schemes of

worship, and orders of ministers, observance of which
they enjoined on all their subjects under penalty of

exile, a penalty which was at once inflicted on those
of the (^atholic c!erg>' who remained faithful to the
religion of their ancestors, as well as on multitudes of

Catholic laymen.
This system of national Churches did not necessa-
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rily involve the imposition of Protestant creeds differ-

ing among themselves, for it was within the power
ascribed to the princes that they should agree together
as to what they would enforce, and no doubt to a
certain extent this was what happened, and by
happening caused Lutheranism to be the prevailing

form of religion in Protestant Germany. Still the
system did involve that the prince had the power,
if he judged fit, to introduce a creed differing from
that of the neighbouring dominions, and eventually
this was what occurred when the Lutheran and
Reformed parties settled down within the hmits of

the Empire into formal opposition among themselves.

Some principalities—and it was the same w'ith the
free cities which went over to Protestantism—enforced
one of the forms of Lutheran confession, others one
of the forms of Reformed confession, and there were
even oscillations in the same principaUty as one
sovereign succeeded another on the throne. The
signal instance of (his was in the Palatinate, the
inhabitants of which were required to change back-
wards and forwards between Lutheranism and Cal-
vinism four times within the years j.563 and 1623.

This pretension of the German princes to dictate a
rehgion to their subjects came to be known as the jus
reformandi, and gave rise to the maxim, Cujus regio

ejus religio. By the Peace of Augsburg, 1555, this

pretension was reluctantly conceded as a temporary
expedient to the Protestant princes, and by the

Treaty of Westphalia (164S) it received a more formal
kind of imperial sanction, against which an ineffectual

protest was made on behalf of Pope Innocent X by
his nuncio, Chigi.

In Switzerland there were no princes to put them-
selves at the head of the new national Churches, but
their place was taken by the cantonal governments,
wherever these had been captured by the Protestant
faction. Thus Zwingli, who began his fiery preach-
ings against the Catholic Church in 1518, and in a
few years' time had gathered round himself a band of

fanatical followers, with their aid and by holding out
the confiscation of the church property as an induce-

ment, was able by 1525 to draw over to his side the
majority of the members of the State Council of

Zurich. By this majority the Cathohc members of

the council were overpowered and extruded, which
done, at the instigation of Zwingh, the Catholic rehg-
ion, though it had been the religion of their ancestors

for many centuries and was still the rehgion of the
quiet people in the land, was summarily proscribed,

even the celebration of the Mass being forbidden
under the severest penalties; while, to make its restora-

tion forever impossible, fierce crowds led by Zwingli

in person were sent to visit the various churches and
strip them of their statues and ornaments on the plea

that the Bible commanded them to put down idola-

try. The ground being thus cleared, the state Coun-
cil by its own authority set up a national Church
conformed to the German tj-pe. Berne, Ba.s!e,

Schaffhausen, St. Gall, and Appenzell followed quickly
in the footsteps of Zurich, the .same methods of vio-

lence being employed in each case. The desires of

the people themselves coimted for nothing. The
opinions of yesterday adopted by the fanatical leaders

were at once exalted into dogmas for which was
claimed an authority over the consciences of all far

exceeding that which had been exercised by the vener-
able Church of the ages.

Nor were these Protestant cantons satisfied with
imposing their new doctrines on their own subjects.

Having combined with certain cities of the Empire
to form a "Christian League", in its name they
summoned the Catholic cantons, Schwytz, L'ri,

Unterwalden, Zug, and Lucerne, to follow their

example in .supplanting the old Faith by the new.
The latter, however, were resolute in their refusal and,
although their military strength was inferior to that

of their antagonists, the>' <'ventually inflicted on them
a severe defeat at Kappell (31 Oct., 1531), a defeat in
which Zwingli himself and several other preachers
were slain on the field. It was a crushing blow to
Zwinghanism, which, as such, never recovered, and it

saved the Cathohc cantons from the danger of per-
version, while opening the way for the Cathohc
restoration that was to ensue. But, if Zwinghanism
in Switzerland was now practically dead, this meant
not that Protestantism had become extinct there,
but that it was about to pass throughout Switzerland
into Calvinism. John Calvin, a native of Picardy,
after imbibing in Paris the Lutheran views which
later on he recast, in his "Institutes", into the form
ever since associated with his name, settled down at
Geneva in 1536. The desire of the citizens to cast
off the yoke of Savoy by allying themselves with the
Swiss Confederation gave him the opportunity of
acquiring a power over them through the exercise of
which he was enabled to force upon the city that all-

penetrating theocratic despotism which stands out in

history as the supreme example of spiritual tjTanny.
From Germany and Switzerland, the sources rcsjicc-

tively of Lutheranism and Calvinism, Protestantism
was propagated into other lands, but in this respect
Calvinism showed itself more successful than Luther-
anism. Lutheranism spread into Denmark and the
Scandinavian Peninsula, in each ca.se owing its begin-
nings and consolidation to the compulsion and perse-
cution practised on an unwilling people by unworthy
sovereigns; but, except that in Poland also it made
some headway, this was the extent of its conquests.
Calvinism, on the other hand, in Germany itself

supplanted Lutheranism and became the dominant
religion in some parts, especially in the Palatinate,
besides gaining over a suflScient number of adherents
in the predominantly Lutheran districts to make it

an enduring rival to Lutheranism on German soil.

Moreover, in Transylvania and Hungarj', and still

more in the Netherlands, where its domination was
destined to be lasting, it superseded the Lutheran
apostolate which had been first in the field. In
France, though from the time of the Revocation of

the Edict of Xantes (1687) its adherents became a
steadily decreasing number, for a whole century and
a half it was so powerful that at times it seemed
destined to absorb the country; yet there also it

owed its progress chiefly to the militarj- violence of

its leaders. In Scotland it was tyrannically forced

on the people by a corrupt and lawless nobihty which,
covetous of the church property, lent its support
to the fiery energ>- of John Knox, a pupil of Calvin
and a fervent admirer of his theocratic system.

England was a case apart. Henrj' VIII coquetted
with Lutheranism, which was of service to him in his

campaign against the pope, but he disliked Protes-

tantism, whether in its Lutheran or its Calvinist form,

and devised his Six Articles to aid him in .suppressing

it. Under Edward VI Calvinism wa.s favoured by
the two regents and the more influential bishops, and
their legislation was directed towards the establish-

ment of this system in the country, with the sole

difference that episcopacy, in name at least, was to he
retained. The short-lived reaction under Mary left

Elizabeth a free soil on which to build, and -she pre-

ferred an episcopal sj'stem with a consider.able toning
down of the a.sperities of Continental Protestantism,

as more in harmony with a monarchical and aristo-

cratic regime and better ad.apted to gain over a
population which was at heart Cathohc. Still .she

had to employ the personnvl at her disposal, a section

of which was of the same mind as herself, while
another section had strong Calvinistic leanings. The
result was that a double tendency developed in her
newly-formed Church, one which, though hating
Catholicism as a system, clung to some of the char-

acteristic features of Catholic worship and organiza-
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tion, the other which strove perseveringly for a root-

and-branch subversion of the Elizabethan settlement

and the substitution of one conformed to the Genevan
model. During the Commonwealth the latter party

obtained for the time the upper hand, but with the

Restoration it was extruded altogether and became
the parent of those Nonconformist sects whose pro-

gressive divisions and subdivisions have always been

the gravest scandal of English religious hfe. The
other party meanwhile, with some oscillations to the

right or to the left (under the names of the High and
Low Church parties), maintained itself with approxi-

mate consistency as exhibiting the distinctive spirit

of the Established Church of the country.

Towards the middle of the nineteenth century,

however, two quite novel tendencies asserted them-
selves in that communion (and these have since

become so influential that before long they are Ukely

to divide between themselves the race of Anglican

Churchmen), one based on a far-reaching appreciation

(but with some reservations) of the Cathohc system,

dehghting to call itself Catholic, and striving to

assimilate the national worship to the Catholic

pattern, the other, which calls itself Liberal and,

pushing to its bitter end the application of the Protest-

ant principle of private judgment, has by its ration-

ahstic criticism diffused a widespread scepticism as

to the authenticity of the Christian records and the

truth of the most fundamental articles of the Chris-

tian creed. This theological Liberahsm has likewise

exercised a disastrous influence on the Enghsh Non-
conformist bodies, and one more deadly still on Con-
tinental Protestantism, Germany being the primary
source from which it has sprung. Of Germany, in

fact, it must now be said that, as in the sixteenth

century it gave birth to what is called orthodox Prot-

estantism, so in the present age it is engaged in

throttUng its off.spring in the tight grasp of its criti-

cism. Of the forms which Protestantism has assumed
in the United States, Canada, and other countries

colonized from Europe, it is sufficient to say that the

immigrants have taken their beliefs and forms of

worship with them to their new homes, and, the world
of ideas being now one, this many-headed hydra has
displayed in the new countries the same diversities

as in the old.

Except for its Puritan variety, which depended for

its propagation chiefly on the powers of physical

coercion its leaders could dispose of. Protestantism

was an easy-going religion which had aboUshed many
of the ascetic observances and restrictions on Uberty
and hcense that held in the old Church. It was to be
expected, therefore, that it should spread rapidly in

an age when manners were alarmingly corrupt, nor

must we be surprised that, with such a start, it was
enabled soon to present the appearance of a group of

Churches peopled by very many thousands of adher-

ents. Since those early days, however, it cannot be
said to have extended its conquests much, and the

milUons to which it has now grown are due not much
to conversions, but rather to the natural increase of

populations. In the present day the total number
of Protestants is estimated at about 166,000,000, an
enormous number, no doubt, but one which, unlike

the 260,000,000 Catholics who all stand together, is

only an aggregate made up of a multitude of separate

commimions, under separate governing bodies, which
not only differ among themselves as to important
points of doctrine, hut—such is the increasing individ-

ualism among their members—are fast approaching
a goal in which each member will have become a
Church and a creed to himself.

Summary.—It will be useful, as in the cases of the

primitive and the great Eastern divisions, to fix

attention on the forces making for disintegration

which have brought these Protestant divisions

into being. If the effocl of such a summary is to

show the essential similarity of the forces at work in

aU these cases, that wiU be advantageous, for it will

reveal to us how few are these disintegrating forces,

and how elemental is their character; how, in fact,

they spring from the very heart of human nature,

which can only hope to counteract the divisions

towards which they tend if sustained and elevated by
some other forces of a different order altogether. In
two respects, then, these separatist bodies to which
Protestantism has given birth need to be considered,

in their separations from the parent communions and
in their cohesion among themselves, as corporate
bodies enduring for a certain time and in a certain

degree. The principle of private judgment has been
the undoubted cause of their separations and incessant
subdivisions, for the principle of private judgment is

essentially disintegrating. The cause of such cohe-
sion as they have exhibited has been, as their history

shows, of the following nature. First, under the
influence of private judgment, one or more strong-

willed men have conceived a doctrinal system antag-
onistic to that of the religious communions to which
they originally belonged, have gathered a party of

others like-minded around them, and have undertaken
on behalf of their system a propaganda which has
attained a certain success. Next, wishing to establish

a Church which shall be an embodiment of their

system, but finding themselves unable by pure persua-

sion to hold the multitude to their views, they have
had recourse to the civil power, or some dominant
faction of nobles or democrats, and have induced it,

in view of the temporal advantages to be gained, to

impose their sj-stem on the people and sustain it by
physical force. Or, ex converse, resistance to the
ruling power or its estabUshed Church, when it has
been able to maintain itself with comparative success,

has caused the separatists to reahze that they must
unite together under definite rule and government if

they are to make their resistance effectual—as has
been the case with the English Nonconformist bodies.

Thirdly, realizing that no system imposed by violence

can hope to be lasting unless the mass of its people
can be brought round to voluntarj' acceptance of it,

they have exploited the passions and prejudices of

the people, particularly its race and class exclusivisms,

and sought to foment these by campaigns of bitter

controversy and calumny. Fourthly, where this

pohcy has succeeded in the earlier stages of a schism,

a more internal and durable principle of cohesion has
eventually been generated under the influence of

custom and heredity, of antagonisms and misconcep-
tions hardened by long-continued isolations and
estrangements, of affections deepened by long-

continued intimacies, cherished memories, experi-

ences, and associations, and of the good faith and even
high spirituality nourished by the detached truths

retained in such false creeds, which can prevail

under these later conditions.

Such, speaking generally, has been the chain of

causes which has welded into churches and congre-

gations with definite creeds and organizations the

bodies of men that have preferred the principle of

private judgment as a rule of faith to that of submis-
sion to the authority of the Catholic Church. But the

species of unity thus attained is always in its outer

relations separative, in its inner relations precarious;

for the very motives that cause the members of such a

body to cohere among themselves are those that

separate them from other similar bodies; whilst within

it, eating away its structure, there is alwa3-s the latent

consciousness among its members that their ruling

body and its doctrinal formula^ have no valid title

to enforce submission; and it only needs a crisis, or

that spirit of radical inquiry which is now so common,
to arouse this consciousness to activity. (See Prot-
estantism; Lutiikranism; Calvinism; Anglican-
ism; Nonconformists; Hitualist.s; R.^tionalism.)
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F. Divisions uyithin the Catholic Church.—We ought,

not, perhaps, to conclude this survey of the history of

religious divisions without touching on what some
might consider to be such within the bosom of the
Roman commimion itself. There are and always
have been opposite parties in this communion, whose
adherents disagree on points of doctrine the importance
of which may be estimated by the bitterness of their

controversies. Thus there have been Jansenists and
Molinists, Galileans and Ultramontanes, Liberals

and InfaUibili.sts, Modernists and Anti-!\Iodernists.

It is true that a time has come for some of these
parties when their pecuhar tenets have been con-
demned, and a portion of their adherents have passed
from the Church into schism. But this has not
happened in all eases of party divisions; and even
where it has happened, tho.se ejected had for a long
time previously been tolerated in the Church, holding
their distinctive views, and yet not being denied the
sacraments and other privileges of communion.
Again, there have been, many times over, rival popes
each gathering round himself a following and denounc-
ing that of his rival; and during one notorious period
of forty years' duration the Church was rent by the.sc

rivalries into two, and even into three, parts, to

the grave scandal of Christendom. Do not these
divisions show that the Catholic Church is as unable
as the separated communions to claim unity of faith

and government as her perpetual note? In two re-

spects, however, there is an essential difference

between the sort of dissensions that may arise in the
CathoUc Church and those which constitute heresy
and schism in the separated conniiunions.

First, in the Catholic Church the points in dispute
round which the.se di.ssensions gather are not the
Church's accepted doctrines, but further points which
the course of .study within or without the Church has
forced into prominence, and which one parly thinks
to be compatible with the accepted Catholic doctrine
and to make for its vindication, but another thinks
to be incompatible with it and dangerous. Secondly,
on both sides the combatants embrace the formal
principle of Church unity, the ynngixlcrium of the
Holy See, and, should the Holy See think fit to inter-

vene, they .are prepared to submit to its <letermination
of their controversy. So far there is nothing to justify

the imputation of schism but only an illustration of

the error of tho.se who imagine that inside the Church
thought and speculation must be stagnant. For
these domestic controversies, though sometimes
rendered harmful by the defective spirit of those
engaged in them, have their useful side, as conducing
to the fuller, deeper, and more precise comprehension
of the meaning and limits of the accepted doctrines.

It may happen, however, that when the cour.«e of a
controversy ha,s made clear what is involved in the
new opinions advanced, the supreme authority in the
Church will feel the necessity of intervening by some
decree. In that ca.se a crucial moment often arises

for the side whose tenets are now condemned. If

they have the true Catholic spirit, falling back on their

formal principle of unity, they will submit to the voice
of authority, .abandon their former opinions, and in

so doing act with the truest consistency. If, on the
other hand, they attach themselves .so stubbornly to

the condemned opinions as to prefer, rather than
ab.andon (hem, to abandon their form.al principle of

unity, there is no longer .a place for them in the
Church, and they become schismatics in the ordinary
sense.

.\ similar distinction applies to the case of schisms
in the papacy. It is true that many anti-popes have
sprung up and caused division in their time. They
were mostly the creatures of some despot who had set

them up by his own will, in defiance of the lawful
method of appointment, and it is, and invariably was,
easy to tell which was the true pope, which the anti-

XV.—10

pope. The one exception to this general statement is

that referred to in the objection, the ca.se of the
schism which lasted from i;57S to 1417. (For the
fuller history of this distressing episode see Schism,
Western; Urban VI; Boniface IX; Gregory XII;
Robert op Geneva; Lona, Pedro de.)
What concerns us here is that the Concl.ave of 1378

was disturbed by the Roman mob, which, anxious
lest the popes should go back to Avignon, demanded
the election of a Roman or an Italian, that is to say,
not a Frenchman. Urban VI, till then Archbishop of
Bari, was elected and enthroned, and for some weeks
was recognized by all. Then the main body of the
cardinals (iissalisHed with theadministration of Urban,
who certainly behaved in an extraordinarily t.actlcss

manner, retired to Anagni, declared that, owing to
the pressure of the mob upon the Conclave, Urban's
election had been invalid, and elected Robert of
Geneva, who called himself Clement VII. This
latter was soon ctmipelled by circumstances to with-
draw to Avignon, and so the schism resolved itself

into a papacy at Rome and another at .Avignon. Of
the Roman line there were four popes before the
schism was finally healed, Urban VI, Boniface IX,
Innocent VII, and Gregory XII; of the Avignon line

there were two, Clement VII and Benedict XIII.
The effects were terrible and world-wide, some
countries, through their .sovereigns, ranging them-
selves on the side of Rome, others on the side of
Avignon, politics in some degree determining their

choice. But earnest efforts were made from the first

to repair the evil, the kings appointing commissions
to ascertain the facts, and the canonists writing
learned treatises to expound the questions of law
involved. Proposals were also made from the first,

recommending alternative plans for .solving the
difficulty, namely (hat both popes should simultane-
ously resign and another be (hen elected, that both
should agree to go by the decisicm of .arbitrators, or
that a general council .should be called which both
popes should combine to authorize, and that the
decision .should be left to this. All these plans failed

for the time, because neither pope would trust the
other, and this prevented (heir meciingand arranging.
Hence, in 1408, the cardinals of both obediences
abandoned their chiefs and mee(ing together con-
voked a council to be held the following year at Pisa
and end the schism. When i( me( it declared both
Gregory XII and Benedict XIII to have forfeited their

claims by their conduct, which, it was suggested, was
uninteUigible save on the supposition that they had
an heretical disbelief in the unity of the Church. It

then elected Peter Philargi, who took the name of

Alexander V. But this only made matters worse, for

the Council of Pisa, not having been convoked by a
pope, had no standing. Thus the sole effect of its

action was to increase the confusion by starting a
third line of popes. The end of the schism did not
come till 1417. By that time John XXIII, the suc-

cessor of .Mexander V, had been deposed by the

Council of Constance, a council of the same irregular

kind as that of Pisa; and had also resigned. Benedict
XIII had lost his following almost entirely, which
was taken .as a sign that he could not be the true pope,

and Oegorv XII, whose title is now generally held to

have been the best founded, resigned af(er firs( legal-

izing the Council of Constance by a formal act of

convocation, and authorizing it to elect a new pope.

Then the council elected Martin V, who was forth-

with universally acknowledged.
These are the leading facts of the histor>'. It is of

course difficult to exaggerate the injury done (o the

Church by this unfortunate schism, for, apart from
the harm it wrought in its o^\'n age, it provided a
dangerous precedent for future disturbers of the

Church to cite, and, by diminishing the reverence

in which the papacy had hitherto been held, it went
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far towards creating the tone of mind which rendered
the outbreak of Protestantism in the next century
possible. Still, when we compare this schism with
schisms like those of the Orthodox and the Protestants

an essential difference between them appears. In the

other eases the division was over some question of

principle; here it was over a question of fact only.

On both sides of the dividing line there was exactly

the same creed and exactly the same recognition of

the essential place of the papacy in the constitution of

the Church, of the method by which popes should be
elected, of the right to the obedience of the whole
Church which attaches to their office. The only

matter in doubt was: Had this person or that fulfilled

the conditions of a vaUd election? Was the election

of Urban VI due to the terrorism applied by the mob
to the electors, and therefore invahd; or had it been
unaffected by this terrorism and was therefore valid?

If Urban's election was valid, so too were those of his

successors of the Roman line; if his election was
invalid, Clement V'll's and Benedict XIII's were valid.

But the verification of facts is through the testimony
of those who have taken part in them, and in this case

the witnesses were at variance. To decide between
them belongs to the special articles on that schism.

In this article what concerns us is to appreciate the

difference between a schism of this sort over a ques-
tion of fact and a schism over a question of principle

like the others that have been instanced. We may
help ourselves by an analogy; for we may compare
this difference with that between a sword-stroke
which has dissevered a limb from the body and one
which has caused a deep wound in the body itself.

In the former case the life of the organism ceases at

once to flow into the dissevered part, and it begins to

disintegrate; in the latter, all tJie powers and processes

of the organism are at once set in motion for the
repair of the injured part. It may be that the injury

wrought is too serious for recovery and death must
be expected, but the life is still there in the organism,
and oftentimes it is able to achieve a complete resto-

ration. To apply this to the history, whereas in

schisms properly so called a depreciation of the value
of unity is wont to mark their commencement, in

this schism it was most remarkable how strong was
the sense of imity which expressed itself on every
side, so soon as the news of the rival lines set up
became known, and how steadily,, earnestly, dis-

cerningly, and unanimously the different parts of the
Church laboured, with ultimate success, to ascertain

which was the true pope, or to obtain the election of

one.
IV. Reunion Movements in the Past.—A. In

the East.—As Constantinople had so often been in

schism for a season, the popes took some time to

realize that the schism accomplished by the Patriarch
Ca'rularius was destined to continue. Even when
they were at last disillusioned, they never ceased to

regard the Eastern Christians as a choice portion of

Christ's flock, or to work for the restoration of that
portion to unity according to their opportunities.
Thus it was not merely for the recovery of the Holy
Places and the protection of the pilgrims that Urban
II and his succes.sors originated and sustained the
Crusades, but for the far more comprehensive object
of bringing the concentrated strength of the Western
Powers to the aid of their Eastern brethren, now
threatened by a Turkish invasion which bade fair to

overwhelm them. It is true that the intermingling
of human passions and the clash of animosities, for

which Easterns and Westerns were both to blame,
not only brought to naught the realization of this

splendid ideal, but actually enlarged the chasm which
separated the two sides by intensifying the antipathy
of the Easterns for their aggressive allies. Nor can
it be denied that the Western populations often
showed a very unsatisfactory spirit in their dealings

with the East and their feehngs towards them ; for the
Westerns, too, were dominated by the unbrotherly
passions that spring from excessive nationalism, and
it was just this that increased so seriously for the
popes the difficulty of bringing the two sides together
for the defence of Eastern Christendom.

But the important thing to observe is that the
popes themselves, with wonderful unanimity, stood
outside all these racial animosities, and, whatever
were their personal affinities, never lost hold of the

pure Christian ideal or thought to subordinate it to

worldly politics. Thus a succession of popes from
Gregory VII down to our own days (conspicuous among
whom were Urban II, Blessed Eugenius III, Innocent
III, Blessed Gregory X, Nicholas IV, Eugenius IV,
Pius II, Calixtus III, St. Pius V, Clement VIII, Urban
VIII, and Clement XIV) have manifested their

strong desires and have striven most pathetically for

the healing of this saddest of schisms, never losing

heart even when the outlook was darkest, welcoming
each gleam of sunshine as an occasion for repeating
their assurances of a truly brotherly feeling, and a
readiness to concede in the terms of union all that
was not essential to the Church's faith and constitu-

tion. On the Oriental side there has not been much
response to this pathetic call of the popes; but two of

the Eastern emperors made overtures which led on to

the solemn acts of reunion in the Council of Lyons
(1274) and the Council of Florence (1439). Unfor-
tunately, these negotiations were prompted, on the
Oriental side, by the instinct of self-preservation in

face of the Turkish danger more than by any adequate
appreciation of the necessity of rehgious unity, and
were, besides, undertaken by sovereigns the mass of

whose subjects were not prepared to follow them in a
course that ran counter to their traditional resent-

ments. Still, the second of these councils had its

solid results; for it won over the last two emperors of

the East, the last three patriarchs under the old

empire, the two distinguished prelates Bessarion of

Nica?a and Isidore of Kiev, besides originating the
Uniat bodies. Though adverse circumstances have
sometimes disturbed their allegiance, and have
prevented their numbers from attaining to any high
figures, these Uniats have done good service to the
cause of reunion by their standing testimony to the
mode of reunion which is all that the popes ask for,

namely, acceptance of the entire deposit of faith

including the Divine institution of the Roman prim-
acy, but beyond that a full-hearted adherence to those
venerable rites and usages which are dear to Eastern
hearts as an inheritance bequeathed to them by the
highest Christian antiquity.

Although, since the Council of Florence, no more
proposals for healing the schism have come from the
main body of the Orthodox and their rulers, one must
include among the reunion movements of the past

the one which, initiated by some Ruthenian bishops,

led to the union accomplished at Brest in Lithuania
in 1596 (see LTnion of Brest). By this union a
considerable portion of the Ruthenians, the race that

had formed the original nucleus of the Russian Em-
pire, was officially reunited with the Holy See, but it

was not for some tmie, and after the fiercest opposi-

tion, that the main body of that people were gained
over to the union. Having, however, at length

accepted it, they remained firmly attached to it until

the partition of Poland. Then one-half of these

Uniats came tmder Austrian rule, the other under
Russian nde. The former, meeting with toleration

from their rulers, still remain constant, the latter have
been the victims of a succession of the cruellest per-

.sccutions undert.aken to drive them back into schism.

B. In the West.—In the first outburst of Protes-

tantism neither its leaders nor their followers had any
scruples about their separation from the communion
of the ancient Church. They regarded it_ as an
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apostate Church from which it was a blcssinp to be
separated, and they anticipated the speedy advent of

the time when, its members converted by the Protes-

tant preachers, it would dissolve away, and their own
purified Churches take its place everywhere. But,
as new generations grew up which were not responsible

for the schism, devout minds were inevitably led to

contrast the sectarianism they had inherited with the
beautiful ideal of religious unity praised by St. Paul
and realized in their own lands in days i)revious to the
Reformation. That there were many such minds is

evidenced by the stream of converts to the Catholic
Church, which from the days of the Reformers onward
has never ceased to flow—of converts who invariably
ascribe their first discontent with their previous
Protestantism to the scandal of its divisions. The
same deep sense of scandal motived the attempts to

bring about reunion, whether among the Protestant
sects themselves, or between these and the Catholic
Church, which were made at various times during the

succeeding centuries. All of these attempts failed

because set on a false foimdation, but some of them
were certainly inspired by a genuine spirit of concord.
We cannot indeed regard as so inspired the grouji of

German Lutherans, represented by .Tames .\ndrea;

and Martin Crusius, who, in the last quarter of the
sixteenth century, proposed to the Patriarch Jeremias
II of Constantinoole a plan for the union of the Lu-
therans with the Greeks on the basis of the Lutheran
Creed, a plan promptly rejected by the patriarch;

nor the Dutch Calvinists and Anghcan divines who,
a generation later, negotiated for a similar union with
the semi-Calvinist Patriarch Cyril Lucaris, but were
finally repulsed by the Synod of Jerusalem (1672),
which condemned their doctrines together with the
memory of the patriarch who had coquetted with
them; nor again the Galhcan priest, Ellies du Pin, and
the Anglican archbishop, \Vake, who in the first

quarter of the eighteenth century negotiated a reunion
between the Anglican and Gallican Churches. In
each of these cases the predominant motive was not

to heal division, but to aid the cause of separation by
strengthening the opposition to the Holy See.

Very different, however, and in every way com-
mendable, was the spirit in which the party led by
George Callixtus in the second quarter of the seven-
teenth century, and that in which Molanvis and Leib-
niz in their negotiations with Bishop Spinola of Neu-
stadt and the great Bossuet, half a century later,

worked for the elaboration of a reunion scheme which
the Catholic Church and the Protestant bodies might
both be able to accept. The last-mentioned episode,

of which a full account may be read in ^L Reaumes'
"Histoire de Bossuet", is of peculiar interest, sup-
ported as it wa.s by the Court of Hanover, with the
approbation of many Protestant princes, and watched
with sympathy by Clement IX and Innocent XI.
But, though political reasons were the immediate
cause of the discontinuance of these negotiations, they
were doomed to failure for theological reasons also.

Of attempts to unite the Lutherans and Calvinists
who formed the two main varieties of Protestantism,
several were made in Germany from the time of

Melancthon downwards; but all failed until the
occurrence of the tercentenary of the Reformation in

1817, when the scheme recommended by Frederick
William III of Pru.ssia achieved a partial success
which .still endures. By this scheme the two sides

were to retain each its own doctrine, but thev were to

coalesce into one "Evangelical Church" and worship
together according to a common liturgy, or agenda,
which was drawn up on lines .sufficiently vague to

leave untouchc<l the jjoints as to which they were at

variance among themselves. Even this modus
Vivendi , external and superficial as it was, would not
have been able to establish itself had it not been for

the pressure applied by royal authority, which in

some districts had to resort to iihysical force; nor has
it been able to embrace all the Lutherans in its fold,

tending as it did to fa\'our their side less than that of
their traditional adversaries.

V. ReCNION JMoVEMEXTS IN TBE PRESENT AgE.
In the present age the divisions of Christendom not
only furnish its assailants with their most, effective

taunt, but constitute the most serious hindrance in
the way of Christian work. Hence, among those who
have inherited the condition of separation, the value
of Christian unity has come to be much more deeply
appreciated than ever before, and many active move-
ments ha\e been set on foot, and schemes devised,
for its restoration.

A. In the East.—So fiir as the Orthodo.x Churches
are concerned it does not appear that the solicitude

for reimion is very marked, at least among the rulers

and the great mass of the populations. During the
last half-century some members of the High Church
section of the Anghcan party, and likewise some
members of the Old Catholic party in Germany and
Switzerland, have approached the adherents of

Ru.^sian and Greek Orthodoxy, in hopes of inducing
them to promote intercommunion between their

respective Churches; but these negotiations, though
they have led to occasional interchanges of ecclesias-

tical courtesies and concessions, such as the more
rigidly consistent Roman Church would deem to be
compromising, have not yet attained, and are not
Hkcly to attain, their object; for the simple reason
that the Orthodox Churches have no intention of

uniting with Churches which permit the most funda-
mental heresies to be held and taught by prelates and
men of .standing in their communions, and yet they
are perfectly aware that this is the case in the Angli-

can Church, and are likewise aware that the Old
Catholics, since they broke away from the Holy See
in 1870, have come under Protestant influence and
ha\'e lost their hold on much Catholic doctrine. As
for negotiations with the Holy See or even an inter-

change of ideas with it, the rulers of these Eastern
Churches are as ill-disposed as ever, and when invited

to do so by recent popes—as by Pius IX, on his

accession and when convoking the Vatican Council,

and by Leo XIII on his accession and in his "Pra-clara

Gratulationis" of 1894—they have always opposed
either scornful silence or words of studied offensive-

ncss to the affectionate language of the popes.

A pleasant exception to this rule is the present

(1912) Patriarch of Con.stantinoi)le, .Joachim III,

who, contrary to the prevailing custom, has been left

in office .since 1902—an unusually long lime. It is

known that he is personally inclined towards reunion,

l>ut he is only one and when, in 1902, shortly after

his accession, he addressed a letter (o the heads of the

autocephalous Churches of his patriarchate, proposing

to them that they should all agree to enter into nego-

tiations both with the Protestant bodies and also

with the Churches in union with the Holy See, they
were unanimous in refusing even to discuss the idea,

so far as Rome was concerned ("Reunion Magazine",
Sept., 1910, p. 375, .and Feb., 1911, p. 281). The
only basis, they declared, on which the Orthodox
Churches could entertain the thought of reunion with

the Holy See was that of an acceptance of them.selves

as, by rca.son of their fidelity to the teaching of the

seven (ecumenical councils, "alone composing the

one Holy Catholic and .\postolic Church"; .and hence
of a renunciation by the pope of all his innovations on
this doctrinal standard, parlioilarly of that worst
innovation of all. the pap.al despoli.sm. As there was
no present likelihooil of the pope's .a.ssenting to that

basis, what room was there for negotiations?

Such was the answer to this important invitation

returned so recently by the highest authorities of

these Eastern Churches, and, if it represents their real

mind we must agree with them that negotiations
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woiili! 1)0 usoloss; for one lliirip is quite certain, the
Hf)ly See can never accept conditions which would
involve the renunciation of an ollice it knows to be of

Divine appointment and vital for the maintenance of

the Church's imity. Nor is this all, for these Ortho-
dox prelates, if they will reflect, must needs see that
their conditions are such as cannot possibly form a
durable basis for reunion. They claim that their

position anrl theirs only is sanctioned by what they
call "the Seven General Councils"—that is, the
Councils of NicM'ii i:!'_'."ii, Const ant inoj)le I (381),

Ephesus (431), Cli,ilc.-.l..n i l.'il ). Constantinople II

(553), Third Consl:iiilinoplc (C.SO), Second Nica>a

(787). But this is just what C'atliolic historians deny;
and, as it would appear, with a licavy balance of evi-

dence on their side. Who, tlieii, is to decide between
the two contentions? In other words, is tliis Oriental

claim more than a disguised appeal to the Protestant
principle of private iudgnient, the very priiicii)le

which, as the ex[)erience of four centuries of Protes-

tantism has demonstrated, is essentially tlic principle

of division, and not of unity? It will be re()li<'d that

the authority to decide is with the next general
council. Hut if it were at all conceivable that general
councils could take the place of a living centre of

unity in the government of the C^hurch, at least they
would require to be held at short intervals, and then
the question arises: Why, if our Eastern brethren
appreciate the importance of unity, have they not
during all these centuries taken the initiative in

working for the holding of such a general council and
invited the Catholic representatives to take a friendly

part in it? Why, when tlie popes have taken that
initiative and have invited the Jvisterns in the nio.st

cordial terms to join in sucli a council, or at least to

join with them in some friendly conference to discu.ss

the possibilities of a reconciliation, have they always
so sternly refused? There arc those who think that,

as in the times of Phot ius and Ca-rularius, the chief

deterring causes that stand in the way of the reunion
of the Orthodox with the Catholics are political, and
to some extent that may be the case. But the tsars,

who, if they were to put themselves at the head of a
vast reunion movement, could probably carry the
rest of the Easterns (Monophysites and Nestorians
included) with them, cannot be unconscious of the
splendid role which would become theirs as the leading
Christian sovereigns and i)rotect(irs of a united Chris-
tendom of such vastly increased dimensions.

Evidently, then, the jjrimary cause why the East
will not approach the West for the healing of the
schism is .still to be sought in that indefinable spirit

of antipathy which the Easterns have inherited from
past ages, when to .some extent it was reciprocated in

the West, and which makes them suspect every over-
ture that comes from the West of being dictated by
some malign ulterior purpose—such as to suppress
their anc'ient rites, or transform their religious

habits, or crush out their reasonable liberties by
extravagant exercises of ecclesiastical power. To us
in the West it seems unintelligible that such ground-
less suspicions .should be entertained. It may be that
in some districts, where the East .and West toucheach
other closely, and the blending of religious with
political animosities causes tension, material for that
sort of suspicion exists, but certainly there is no
corresponding aversion to Easterns or their religious

habits in the general area of Western Catholicism,
and above all, as has already been observed, there is

absolutely no ground for suspecting the integrity of

the motives that have consistently animated the long
line of ])opes. The Creeks who took refuge in

Southern Italy under pressure of the Turkish invasion
have never to this day found difTiculty, but on the
contrary much encourageminl, from the pojies, in

their adherence to their Eastern customs, the marriage
of their clergy included; and since the timi' of the

Council of Florence it h.as been a fixed principle of
p.ai)al government that Orientals passing into coin-
nuinion with t he Holy See should be required to
remain in their own rites and customs where no doc-
trinal error w.as involved, Leo XIII enforcing adher-
ence to this principle by new .sanctions in his "Orien-
talium ecclesiarum dignitas" (1893). Moreover,
w^hy should the popes or their adherents in the West
cherish dislike for rites and customs so intimately
associated with the memories of those venerable
Fathers and doctors whom East and West agree in
venerating and claiming as their own'.' Could the
Easterns, then, only be induced to lay aside these sus-
picions, if but provisionally, and meet the pope or hia
representatives in friendly conference, the problem of
reunion would already be half solved. For then
explanations could be exchanged, and false impres-
sions removed, particularly the false impression that
it is lust of domination, and not hdelify to a Divine
trust, that constrains the popes to insist on the recog-
nition of their primacy. After that it might be neces-
sary to discuss doctrinal points on which the two sides
are at variance; but the discu-ssion would turn on the
application of ancient principles recognized on both
sides. Seeing how shaflf)wy are some of the points of
disagreemcnl, some of them would surely be cleared
up comiiletely l)y such discussions, and if others stood
out, and thereby ma<le any inunediate act of reunion
impo.s.sible, at least the better understanding arrived
at might be hoped to impart to any further studies
and discussions a convergent tendency and so lead
on to intercommunion at no remote date.

Is such a consummation impossible? For the
present it would seem to be so, if we are to judge by
the atlit\idc of the rulers, civil and ecclesiastical, of the
Orthodox Cluirches. But it is at least symptomatic
that .Joachim III, the present Patriarch of Con-
stantinople, the same who in 1902 proposed confer-
ences on reunion to the other autocephalous churches,
has recently (Bes.sarione, January-March, 1911) ex-
pressed his desire for reunion and for preparatory
efforts to come to an understanding with the Westerns.
The career, too, of such a man as the late Vladimir
Soloviev—who, starting from the ordinary Orthodox
conceptions, set himself to study the whole question
of reunion in the light of the patristic writings, and
was led to enroll himself among the Uniats—may
fairly be t.aken, .seeing what influence he exercised,

and his memory still exercises, over many of his

fellow-countrymen, as a sign that there are others of

like mind in that sealed empire, as indeed is known to
be the case. Moreover, the imperial edicts of tolera-

tion published in Russia in 1905, though they were
quickly to all intents and purposes revoked, sufficed to
lift the veil and make manifest the true sentiments of

the many Hutlienian I'niats who had been given out
as willing deserters to the camp of schism. So, too,

did the memorandum of the thirty-two Orthodox
priests on the necessity of changing the organization
of the Russian Church (published at St. Petersburg
in 1905), together with the subsequent discussions and
proceedings for the determination of this (lueslion in

a national council (Palmieri, "Chiesa russa", i), mani-
fest the grave dissatisfaction of many of the Orthodox
clergy with the suppression by the civil power of the
spontaneous life and thought of their national Church.
Nor do we lack the direct testimony of witnesses

familiar with Eastern lands to the existence there of

many ardent aspirants after reunion. Thus Nicole
Franco, a Uniat priest of the Greek Kite, in his instruc-

tive study of the question under all its aspects, testi-

fies that "the reunion movement has manifest (xl itself

in the provinces of European Turkey among Greeks,
.Mbanians, and Bulgarians, and in Asia among the
Creeks and Melchiles, not to .speak of the Armenians,
Syrians, and Chaldeans, .and. which is more significant

si ill, among the Russians, in whose midst Catholic
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groups of the Greek-Slav Rite keep on establishing

themselves, anti give promise of a wider extension of

the apostolate for reunion" (Difesa del Cristianesimo,

C.

199). It is perhaps the spectacle, which can now
e seen in many places in the Eiust, of Catholics of the

Greek and Latin Rite working side by side in cordial

co-operation, while on terms of friendly intercourse

with the Orthodox of the same neighbourhood, which
is chieflj' helpful in removing prejudice by the object

lesson it offers of wliat reunion would bring to pass

in all parts of the world in these days, when Easterns
as well as Westerns are spreading and mingling in

many lands. Especially impressive in this way
seems to have been the object-lesson of the Eucha-
ristic Congress held at Jerusalem in 1S93 in which the
Catholic clergj- and laity of both rites took part under
the eyes of numerous adherents of the separated
communions. The solemn Eucharistic Liturgies,

according to the rite of St . John Chrysostom celebrated
at St. Peter's in the presence of the pope on 14 Feb.,

1908, and that celebrated later in the same year at

Westminster Cathedral in the presence of his legate,

were examples of similar import. Moreover, if Leo
XIII's letter of 20 June, 1894, addressed to "the
Princes and Peoples", received a rude answer from
the patriarch Anthimus VII and his Synod (Duchesne,
"Eglises separces"), there were not lacking devout
minds in the East who contrasted the patriarch's

brutal language with the exquisitely tender and con-
ciliatory language of the pope. Padre Franco reports

the accession of over a hundred thousand persons to

the Uniat Churches as the han-est gathered from this

episode dinging the years that followed.

B. In the West.—In the West the EngUsh-speaktng
countries must be distinguished from the others,

which, Uke them, have inherited the state of religious

isolation. In the latter no general sense of the evils

of division appears to have been as yet awakened, and
even in the former as much must be said of the great

mass of the population, even of that section of it

which is in earnest about its spiritual condition.

Still, in England and the L?nited States there are

numerous groups of religious-minded persons who do
take very much to heart the scandal of religious divi-

sion which is brought home to them in diverse ways
through their experience of the hindrances that block
the path of Christian progress. Their sense of this

scandal and the consequent desire for reunion goes
back to the second quarter of the last century. It

began with the Tractarians and sprang naturally out
of the fuller reahzation, to which their Patristic studies

had led them, of the nature and authority of the visi-

ble Church. This scliool is still the home of the mo.st

solid and fer\'ent asoiration after reunion, but the
aspirat ion has spread during the last few decades from
this to other parties in the national Church, and even
to the Nonconformists, who have grown ashamed of

the multiplicity of their sects and are now anxious to

find some ba-sis on which they may coalesce among
themselves. These latter, however, have no con-
ception of unity in the Catholic .sense of the term, and
contemplate only a federation on the ba.sis of sinking
differences. The Free Church Council founded in

England in 1S94, and chiefly notorious for its political

campaigns against the Anglican Church, is their prin-

cipal achievement so far. The Presbyterians of Scot-
land have also felt the influence of the reunion ideal,

but they too, except for some individuals, have not
looked beyond the healing of their own intestine

divisions.

The Anglicans (under which designation are in-

cluded, as members of the same communion, the
Episcopalians in America and elsewhere) have a wider
vision, and have even fancied that to their Church, as
holding a central position between the ancient
Churches and the modem Protestant sects, ia as-

signed the providential mission of bringing these two

extremes together, and serving the cause of reunion by
enabling them to understand each other. During
t he last half-century, under the spreading influence of
the High Church movement, thi.s sense of vocation
has been specially cherished, and has found frequent
expression in the pulpit and religious Utcrature. It

has also given birth to some well-meant undertakings.
Thus the A. P. U. C, or Association for Promot-
ing the Unity of Christendom—by which is meant
the union of the Roman, Eastern, and Anghcan
"branches", others not excluded—is a league of
prayer, founded in 1857, which is said to have by
now many thousand members, drawn from various
rehgious communions, though, as being under non-
Cathohc management. Catholics are not allowed to
join it; the Eastern Church As.sociation (E. C. A.)
and the recent 1\- founded Anghcan and Eastern Or-
thodox Church'Union (A. E. O. C. U.) both w^ork for
the union of the Anglicans with the Eastern.s, the
latter, "while in no way antagoni.stic to efforts for

reunion in other directions", confining itself to those
of the Eastern Churches which are in communion
with the Patriarch of Constantinople. This A. E. O.
C. U. is particularly active in the United States, where
the existence side by side of Westerns and Easterns
offers special facihties for mutual intercourse. It is

due mainly to its instances that the Orthodox Bishop
Raphael of BrookljTi recently sanctioned an inter-

change of ministrations with the Episcopalians in

places where members of one or the other communion
are without clergy of their own—a practice which, as
coming from the Orthodox side, seemed strange, but
was presumably justified by the "principle of econ-
omy" which some Orthodox theologians unaccount-
ably advocate (see Reunion Magazine, Sept., 1910).
This concordat did not, however, last verj- long:

Bishop Raphael seems not to have understood, at first,

the motley character of the EpiscopaUan communion,
but having come to reahze it, quickly revoked his

concession (Russian Orthodox American Messenger,
28 Feb., 1912).

Other societies of kindred aim are the Christian
Unity Foundation, estabUshed in the United States in

1910; the Home Reunion Society, estabhshed in Eng-
land in 187.5, of which the object is to reunite the vari-

ous English religious bodies with the National
Church; the Evangehcal Alliance for banding to-

gether the Evangelical Protestants of all nations,

which was founded in 1840, and is thoroughly Prot-
estant in its principles and aims; the Christian L'nity

-Association of Edinbiirgh which is under Presbyterian
management. Apart from these, as being the only
Anglican, or Protestant, Association which directly

contemplates the union of the Anglican with the
Catholic Church, is the Society of St. Thomas of

Canterbury, founded in 1904. and undertaking as its

special work to clear the way for this species of reunion
by studying and making known the real doctrines of

the Catholic Church held by its own members, as op-
posed to the erroneous or coloured accounts of the
same doctrines which prevail so widely. This society

being thus based on sound principles, though at pres-
ent in its infancy, is capable of doing valuable work
for the cause.

The annual Church Congresses in England are
wont to give a place in their discu.ssions to the reunion
question, and even the decennial Pan-Anglican Con-
ferences, in which the bishops of that communion
come together from all lands, are increasingly affected

by the movement; though, as consi-sting of prelates

with very diverse views, they are always chary about
committing themselves to definite statements. Their
committees are allowed to be slightly more coura-
geous, and in the Conferenceof 1888 the committee on
Church Unity formulated four conditions as consti-

tuting the neces.«ary and sufficient basis for all who
might desire to enter into communion with them-
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selves: (1) The Holy Scriptures as the rule of faith;

(2) the Apostles' and the Nicene Creeds, as the state-
ment of the Faith; (3) the two Sacraments ordained
by Christ Himself; (4) the historic episcopate locally
adapted in the methods of its administration to vary-
ing needs. This offer, which has come to be known
as "the Lambeth Quadrilateral", has been renewed by
the subsequent Pan-Anglican conferences and has been
frequently discussed, but so far has not attracted any of

those for whom it was intended. The same Com-
mittee of 1888 looked wistfully towards the separated
communions of the East, but did not venture to do
more than repudiate the idea of wishing to proselj'tize

among them, and recommend that a statement of the
Anglican position should be drawn up for their bene-
fit. Subsequent Conferences have gone a little far-

ther in this du-ection, and the Conference of 1908 went
so far a.s to recommend in one of its resolutions that
there should be an interchange of ministrations offered

and accepted between members of the Orthodox and
of the Anghcan communion, in places where none of

their own clergy were within reach—a recommenda-
tion which, as alreadj' mentioned, was for the moment
reciprocated not indeed by the official representatives
of the Orthodox Churches, but by two of their prelates
in America. In the earher Pan-Anghcan Conferences
the attitude taken up towards the Churches in union
with the Holy See was hostile rather than friendly,
warm sympathy being extended to those who had re-

cently abandoned its communion. In the Confer-
ence of 1897 there was a shght improvement in this

respect, and in the most recent of these Conferences,
held in 1908, whilst recognizing, as they could not but
do, that it would be useless to propose any terms of
intercommunion to the Holy See, as they could offer

none which it would accept, the Committee of Re-
union and Intercommunion recorded their "convic-
tion that no projects of union can ever be regarded as
satisfactory which deliberately leave out the Churches
of the great Latin Communion" and then went on to
urge the importance of cultivating friendly relations

with the ecclesiastical authorities of that communion
abroad, an excellent recommendation which will be
cordially reciprocated by the authorities in question,
whether abroad or at home.

Of individual workers in the cause of reunion four
names should certainly be mentioned. Father Igna-
tius (George) Spencer (1799-1864) was reconciled to
the Catholic Church in 1829; in due course he was
ordained priest, and in 1849 joined the Passionists.

During the last twenty-six years of his hfe, both in

England and on the Continent, he laboured with the
utmost zeal to arouse men's minds to a sense of the
importance of reunion and to engage them in system-
atic prayer for that object. Mr. Ambrose Philhps de
Lisle (1809-77) was another convert from Anglican-
ism and an intimate friend of Father Ignatius Spen-
cer. He took up the same crusade and formed the
most sanguine expectations of a consoling result. In
1877, in co-operation with the Anglican, Dr. Frederick
George Lee, he founded the .Association for Promoting
the Union of Christendom, to which reference has
already been made. Mr. de Lisle failed to see the
theological impropriety of Catholics joining an asso-
ciation of this kind under Protestant management, but
the sincerity of his faith and the single-mindedness of
his zeal were beyond all question. Newman's appre-
ciation of these qualities in him caused him to say to
de Lisle in 18.57: "If England is converted, it will be
as much due, under God, to you as to any one." It

might seerii strange to count Dr. Pusey among prom-
inent reunionists in view of his "Eirenicon", of which
the first part was published in 1864. But this book,
as its name intimates, was written to promote reunion
by rai.sing a friendly discu.ssion on certain point.i of
Catholic practice which to Anglicans of the wTiter's
party caused difficulty. Inadvertently he used lan-

guage in describing these Catholic practices which
gave offence, and brought down upon him from the
Cathohc side a torrent of reproaches that was rather
excessive. This, however, should not bhnd us to the
underlying fact that Dr. Pusey came forward with the
best intentions, as a pacificator, not an assailant, and
was prepared to use his powerful influence on behalf
of a reconciliation. Viscount Hahfax has identified
himself with a method of reunion which can never be
practical, because it overlooks the essential character
of the Cathohc system. It was this that frustrated
his well-meant overtures to Leo XIII in 1894-6, and
stamps with hopelessness the movement connected
with his name. None the less he stands out as the
man who has done more than any other to set the
attractive ideal of Cathohc unity before the eyes of
the present generation. "Pubhc opinion ", he said, in
his famous Bristol speech of 1895, "will never be in-

fluenced if we hold our tongues. It is influenced by
those who, without any concealment, have the cour-
age of their opinions. It is the interest of the whole
church of Christ, it is the interest of poUtical order, it

is the interest of the human race that these estrange-
ments in the Christian family should cease. The
cause is good, we have no need to be ashamed of it.

Let us frankly avow it to be our own." These words
may be regarded as the text of his untiring public
action. And so far as they go, nothing could be more
encouraging.

VI. Conditions op Reunion.—The longing for the
restoration of unity to Christendom, which is active
in these and other ways, must be regarded by Cath-
olics as one of the most precious features of the pres-

ent age, and should enhst all their sympathy. Even
if these reunionists be working on lines that are in

themselves hopeless, at least their desire is for a high
object, and desires fondly cherished and energetically

pursued tend to the acquirement of solid experience,
and so eventually to the discovery of the true course
for the attainment of their object. Nevertheless their
schemes cannot have been worked out with much
insight, for the principles on which they are based are
such as could not possibly sustain a fabric of Chris-
tian unity—are in fact, the self-same principles which
we have seen to be the cause of disunion in the past.

What they contemplate is corporate reunion, that is

to say, the reunion of whole Churches as such, each of

which is to come into the union with its organization
intact, its clergy remaining in their respective ranks,
and the general body of its laity in theirs. It is from
this standpoint that we need to consider the possi-

bility of their projects. We ask, then, what kind of

corporate reunion do they hope for and consider likely

to prove satisfactory? The idea of reunion on a
purely undenominational basis has been generally re-

jected by Anglican reunionists, and rightly. For, if it

means anything, it must mean that the reuniting
communions are to coalesce into a huge undogmatie
Church in which the utmost license of religious opin-
ion will be allowed, as long as it does not claim to be
more than opinion; and in which, on that understand-
ing, the sacraments will be accessible to all who seek
them. Still, it is not out of place to reflect on this

system, inasmuch as it is the system which, though
not in any way sanctioned by its formularies, practi-

cally prevails in the modern Anglican Church, those of

its members who hold the most subversive doctrines

being not only allowed to approach its sacraments un-
checked when they desire to do so, but often pro-
moted to its posts of trust and authority. An indi-

vidualism equally subversive has invaded the ranks
of some of the Nonconformist bodies. Obviously, this

scandal will need to be suppressed by a drastic disci-

pline before the Churches affected by it can be in

a position to propose a scheme of unity to other
Churches. It is of little use for a group of Churches
to pledge themselves to definite doctrines as long as
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their individual members are free to hold or reject

thesR doctrines, or even condemn them, without for-

feiting their right to its membership.
"Comprehension not compromise" is a phrase often

employed to express what is considered fitting and
possible. The rcimiting Churclu's are not to be asked
to renounce any of the beliefs and practices to which
from long usage they have become attached. They
are to come in just as they are—all, that is, who are

agreed as to a substratum of fundamental doctrines

and institutions—and on this basis they are to be in

recognized sacramental communion with one another
everywhere. This .system seems to its advocates not
only to remove the chief difficulties in the way of

reunion, but to have positive advantages. Instead of

a dull and deadening uniformity extending through-
out, it will give unity in variety, a "synthesis of dis-

tinctions", in which each reuniting Church will con-

tribute to the general harnony some special gift

which, under the Providence of God, it has cultivated

with peculiar care and success. Under a slightly

changed form we have here the self-same scheme,
based on the distinction between essentials and non-
essentials, which in the past has been put forward so
often, and always so unsuccessfully. Is it likely to

succeed any better now? First, what are to be
deemed essentials? Is this a point on which agree-

ment is likely to be reached? We have seen what
four conditions the Pananglican Conferences have
laid down as in their estimation essential, and we may
be inclined to wonder at the liberality of the conces-
sions involved in it. This "Quadrilateral" had in

view, so it was understood, the Nonconformist
Churches in England and perhaps the Presbyterians
in Scotland and elsewhere. But general and indefi-

nite as it is, it does not seem to have found favour
with any of these; it does not go far enough for them.
But it will be found to go much too far for the East-

erns, leaving it open, as it does, to anyone to believe

that the sacraments are efficacious channels of grace
or only nude symbols of the same, to believe that in

the Holy Eucharist the Body and Blood of Christ are

truly present or really absent, to believe that besides

the two sacraments explicitly included there are or are

not five others equally instituted by Christ and
equally partaking of the true nature of sacraments, to

beUeve that the historic episcopate does or does not
involve the transmission of a mystic power over the
sacraments such as is wont to be called the grace of

Holy orders. Secondly, what guarantee is there that
the assignment of essentials agreed to at the moment
of union will continue to satisfy the contracting
parties? What makes this question so pertinent is

that in the "Quadrilateral", for instance, the stipula-

tion is only that the reuniting Churches shall in fact

be agreed on these four points; there is no stipulation

for any formal principle of unity. It will be said,

perhaps, that the first-named condition, that Holy
Scripture is to be accepted as containing all things
neces.sary to salvation and hence is the sufficient rule

of faith, is this formal principle. But does this mean,
as it appears to mean, that the individual is to be the
judge of what Holy Scripture contains? If so, surely
it is a bold thing, .after these four centuries of dis-

astrous experience, to put forward this rule as calcu-
lated to ensure an all-pervading and durable doctrinal
agreement. Or does it mean that the governing au-
thorities of the reuniting Churches are to decide what
is contained in Scripture, and are to be qualified to en-
force their decisions? If so, another crop of difficul-

ties springs up. Why is this further condition, su-
premely important .as it is, not included in the first

article of the "Quadrilateral"? And what is to be
the nature of these governing authorities, and of their
relation to one another? Are they to be each an<l all

autonomous, and, if so, what guarantee is there that
they will all agree—for instance, that the Easterns will

not insist that the Bible shall be interpreted accord-
ing to the decrees of the seven oecumenical councils,
and the Anghcans that at least the decrees of the
Seventh, which sanctions the veneration of images,
shall be deemed inadmissible? Or are these govern-
ing authorities of the reuniting Churches to be sub-
jected to one supreme authoritj', and, if so, what is to
be its nature (the papacy being, of cour.se, out of the
question)? Also, is the submission of the individual
to the decisions of the heads of his own Church, or the
submission of the reuniting Churches to the supreme
authority they have recognized as over them, to be
treated as imposed under pain of sin by some Divine
sanction, and, if so, what is that sanction, and why is

it not explicitly stated in the "Quadrilateral"?
Thirdly, if we grant the impossible, and assume that
the system will be found to work on the lines indi-

cated, could the result be claimed as a becoming
realization of Christian unity? Although the essen-
tials are to be firmly fixed and accepted by all, each
reuniting Church is to be free to retain the further
beliefs and methods it has built on this foundation;
in fact, it is just through this superstructure of its

own that it is to make its own contribution to that
"synthesis of distinctions", from which unity in

variety is expected to result. But is it this that will

result? If the Easterns, for instance, are to insist as
they now do on the Eucharistic Sacrifice and the
necessity of confession, on the invocation of saints
and veneration of their icons; and the Anglicans, or at
all events the Nonconformists whom we must suppose
to have joined in likewise, are to teach that confession
is soul-destroying; the Mass and invocation of saints
idolatrous—will that be a synthesis of distinctions,

and not rather a synthesis of contradictions? In
short, if this system of "comprehension not compro-
mise" were to obtain the general acceptance desired
for it, in what respect would it differ from the present
sj'stem of divisions, which is felt to be so scandalous,
except that it would add the further element of scan-
dal that tho.se who preached these conflicting doc-
trines would come up together to the altar-rails, as if

to show what light value they attached to the points
about which they none the less contend so stub-
bornly?

Evidently, "comprehension not compromise" can-
not be a guiding principle for those who wish to re-

store to Christendom such unity as our Lord prayed
for, and the world will be constrained to recognize as
an evidence of Divine handiwork. Neither can com-
promise help us, for truth does not admit of com-
promise, and what it is desired to restore throughout
the world is unity in truth. What we do require is

neither comprehension nor compromise, but convic-
tion; for unity in truth must mean that all whom the
system embraces profess one and the same creed in all

its parts, that they are honestly convinced that in

professing it they are adhering to the simple truth,
and that in reahty they are professing only the truth.
How can a unity of that kind, a unity of conviction
which is also a unity in truth, be brought about in

such wise as to include the many separated Churches
of Christendom and their members? That is the
problem on which serious reunionists should concen-
trate their attention. They may begin by observing
that in societies of all kinds—in kingdoms, armies,
trade-unions, clubs, and even Churches—the prin-
ciple of unity which holds them together is the au-
thority of their chief rulers. If they submit to these
—be they kings or presidents, bishops or moderators,
parliaments, or committees, or conferences—they be-
come one with them in their action, and (if the rulera
have a recognized right to impose opinions) in their
opinions also; and by way of con.sequence become one
among themselves. On the other hand, in propor-
tion as the members refu.se suhmi.ssion to this ruhng
authority they become disunited and, if the insub-
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ordination continuos, hroak up into parties, or drift,

away, or set up opposition societies. Almost any
Protestant Church among the many around us will

supply an illustration of this. At one time its ruling

authority is recognized by all the members to be the

authentic interpreter of its formularies, and all are

prepared to submit to it. It is then a united Church
in itself. Later comes a time when a number of its

members grow dissatisfied with these formularies, and
refuse to accept tliem at the hands of their church
authority. Then disunion sets in; either dissent from
the letter of the formularies is tolerated, and intestine

divisions arise, or some split off and set up for them-
selves opposition Churches elsewhere.

If this is the law of all human societies, is it not to

be anticipated that the Christian community is also

subject to that law, in other words that its unity is to

be secured by the submission of its members and
component Churches to the one ruling authority

which 'S duly set over them all? It will be objected

that this principle of authority, if allowed to prevail,

may suffice to secure unity in Christendom, but not

unity in truth. As soon as the time comes when it is

the conviction of individual members or groups of

members that their ruhng authority is departing from
the truth, they cannot but give the preference to

truth over unity, which in fact is what has happened
in the history of Christendom, and has caused the

present disunion. The answer to this difficulty is that

the human mind is indeed bound to truth, and acts

irrationally if it does not pursue it at all co.sts; but

none the less it is rational for the individual mind to

subordinate its personal judgments to those of a mind
which can give it a securer guarantee of truth than it

can derive from its own reasonings; it is, therefore,

supremely rational for it to submit to the mind of

Christ, whensoever this can be securely ascertained.

If Christ communicated His own mind to His Apostles

as to the doctrines and laws He desired His Church to

receive and obey; if His Apostles transmitted these

Divine communications by tradition to future gener-

ations; if a living authority duly set over His people

has watched over the safe transmission of this tradi-

tion; and, if the Holy Spirit was sent by Him to abide

in His Church and secure this living authority in the

faithful discharge of its trust—then, so far as we can

see, the duty to truth and the duty to unity are fully

harmonized, and a way opened for the reunion of

Christendom without any outrage being done to the

nature of the human mind. This, it may be said, is

only an inference based on the law of human societies

and the nature of the human mind. Can it be safe

to take it as sufficing to determine a question of fact,

such as is the question whether our Lord really did

make this particular provision for the safeguarding of

His revelation? But if it were only that, at least it

proves that this princii>le of a Divinely guarded mag-
isterium is not irrational, but on the contrary is, so far

as we can see, the only principle capable of harmoniz-
ing the two certain facts, that our minds are by nature

bound to truth at all costs and that our Lord prayed
and therefore provided that we might all be one in

faith. A principle, however, of this value must be
regarded as resting on a much firmer basis than mere
inference, especially when it is associated with the

massive historical fact that the oldest and greatest of

all the Churches—which is also the only one that has

known how to secure unity among its children with-

out injury done to their sense of truth—has all along

been ruled by this very principle in the sure behef that

it rests on the express words of Christ. Should not

this send us back to a study of the words as they came
from Christ's lips, and a.s they were understood by
His Apostles, to see if those words do not correspond
with this belief of the later Church?
And here we join on to the historical survey with

which this iirlicle comiiieticcd, for in that survey has

been epitomized the evidence from the New Testa-
ment and the early Christian writings, which shows
that, if we are to credit these records, our Lord did
establish and impose this very system; that the
Apostles, whom He sent forth to lay the foundations
of the Church, did so understand Him; that the
Church of the second century, as represented bj' St.

Irenoeus, likewise so understood Him.
VII. Prospects op Reunion.—If corporate re-

union were a practical ideal, capable of being realized

at no distant date, it would have enormous advantages,
for it woidd greatly facilitate the task of those who
feel the sadness of their present isolation. But, the
conditions of this mode of reunion being such as we
have seen, it is unfortunately impossible to regard the
prospect of its realization as other than discouraging.

Why is it that those who tell us with transparent
sincerity that they long for the time when Christen-
dom will be united once more so persistently resist the
rule of tradition and submission to the Holy See,

though as capable as ourselves of ajipreciating the
reasoning of the last section, and admiring the results

which that rule can produce in the communion of the
Apostolic See? Why is it that they continue, in the
face of all their past disappointments, to stand out for

their principle of comprehension, and to ask for

reunion on the basis of mutual concession and con-
tract? Obviously it is because they are still domi-
nated by those self-same principles of religious divi-

sion which we discerned in the earher part of this

article, when we were tracing to their ultimate causes
the schisms that troubled the first four Christian
centuries. We counted five such causes: "I cannot
belong to a Church in whose doctrines I find insoluble

intellectual difficulties", or "which cannot find a
place in its .system for religious experiences I take to

be the direct voice of God to me", or "which claims

to put fetters on my mental liberty", or "which runs
counter to my national attachments and antipathies",

or "which involves me in opposition to my temporal
rulers". These principles, we said then, all or some
of them, would be found likewise at the root of all

subsequent schisms, and have not the summaries
above given proved the truth of this? In the Oriental

schisms, though private judgment on doctrinal subtle-

ties had its part, the chief agencies at- work were
national antipathies and subservience to temporal
rulers. In the sixteenth-century revolt all the five

influences were fiercely active. Many Catholic
doctrines—as, for instance, those of transubstantia-

tion, the sacramental principle, the merit of good
works—were condemned as offensive to the private
judgment of the Reformers. The doctrine (Lutheran)
of justification by faith was an egregious example
of putting absolute trust in the assumptions of emo-
tionalism, indeed was the first step towards trans-

ferring the basis of faith from the preaching of the

word to the so-called testimony of experience. How
repugnant to these Reformers was the idea of sub-
mission to any teaching authority save tlieir own is

evidenced by their denunciations of popes and priests;

how much they were possessed by the principles of

Nationalism and Erastianism is evidenced by the
way in which they allowed their rulers to split them
up into national Churches and gain their favour for

these by stirring up their national animosities. At
the present time, among the Churches of England and
America which are asking for reunion—or rather,

some of whose members are asking for reunion—these

same sentiments still prevail, witli some modification

as regards their particular application. Is not this

sufficiently attested by the tone of the criticisms

which come so readily to their lips? " I cannot bring

my mind to believe in a Trinity in Unity, in a God-
man, in a sinless man, in an atonement, in transub-
stantiation, in original sin, in the power of a little

water to wash away sin, in a power of absolution
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entrusted to sinful men, in a gift of immunity from
religious error vested in a succession of under-educa-

ted Pontiffs." And again, ''I know from my spiritual

experience that I am saved, that the sacraments I

have received are valid whatever reasons may be
urged against them, that my particular form of religion

is the true one though it contradicts the religion of

others who can cite similar experiences on their

behalf." Or again, "I am not going to hand over

the keeping of my conscience to any priest or Church,
I am not going to surrender the open-mindedness
which is the essential quality of a truth-seeker." Or
again, "I want a religion to suit my national tempera-
ment as an Englishman or an American, I am not

going to submit to a foreign priest or hsten to an
Italian mission." How is it possible that men satu-

rated with principles so antagonistic to the obedience

of faith should be induced to seek reunion in the only

form in which, as we have seen, it can be solid and
lasting, that is, by submission to the teaching of the

Apostolic See? Indeed, how can one imagine that

they would accept even a system of comprehension
unless, like their own present systems, it should be
one prepared to tolerate every variety of individual-

ism? But the fact is, these Anglican reunionists

strangely overlook the mentality of their fellow-

churchmen, and persuade themselves that the
comparatively small section which forms the moder-
ately High Church party can be taken as duly repre-

senting their Church; and then, reahzing that neither

this small section, nor even they themselves, have the

true Catholic disposition of submission to a teaching
authority, they have taken refuge in a project of com-
prehension that would just include themselves.

But it will not do to take this over-hopeful view of

the situation. The possibilities of an approaching
corporate reunion must be judged by the mentality
of the whole body, and what chance is there, humanly
speaking, that—to say nothing of the Presbyterians
and Nonconformists—the general body of Anglicans,
which is every year becoming more and more radical

in its tone, will be brought within a generation or

two to such a degree of doctrinal unity and Catholic
spirit among themselves as to make it likely that, as

an organized body of bishops, clergy, and laity, they
will approach the Holy See in the full spirit of sub-
mission, and ask to be received into its communion?
Moreover, if we can imagine these internal difficulties

overcome, and whole Churches approaching tlie Holy
See in this manner, we must not overlook the prob-
ability that the difficulty from state interference, dor-
mant for the present, would quickly revive. The
statesmen would be sure to take alarm, and work
against the project with all their might as a danger to
their own selfish schemes; and this all the more because
aggressive Anticlericalism has captured so many of

the governments of powerful countries, and would
strive, by appealing to racial prejudices and fostering

campaigns of misrepresentation and oppression, to

stamp out a movement calculated, if successful, to add
so greatly to the forces of Christianity. It must be
repeated that individuals might hold out against
this persecution, but the masses of men whom we are
supposing to form the membership of Churches
anxious to reunite would in all probability be shat-
tered by it, and break up. We must not, indeed,
forget that we are all in the hands of God, and God
may at any time intervene by some signal providence
to clear away the obstacles from the path of corporate
reunion. But we have no right to count on interven-
tions of this kind. Reunionists whose inquiries have
convinced them that the way to unity is through sub-
mission to the Holy See will be imprudent indeed if

they delay their personal submission in expectation
of a corporate act on the part of their respective
Chiirches which, in the absence of any such Divine
intervention, is, in view of the difficulties indicated,

most unlikely to come tiU long after the present gener-
ation of men has passed away. Nor is it to the pur-
pose to ask here if by this method of individual con-
versions there is any prospect of an eventual restora-

tion of Christendom to the unity wliich once held it

together. Possibly there is not ; but why should there
be? ^^'e may indeed look to a continuance, and
perhaps to an expansion, of the process now going on
whereby appreciable numbers are added to the
Church through individual submissions, but it does
not seem likely that, in this age of individualism, whole
nations will be brought in by this method, nor is there
any Divine promise that they will be. Another age
may bring forth better things, but whether it will

we know not. Still, though the prospects of corpo-
rate reunion appear discouraging, Cathohcs may well

show themselves appreciative and sympathetic
towards the efforts of those of other communions who
are captivated by the splendid ideal and think that
under one form or another it is capable of realization.

We may safely leave to the Providence of God to

determine what course the present reunion movement
shall ultimately take, and meanwhile we may empha-
size the substantial point that Catholics and other
reunionists have in common: their mutual desire to

see the barriers that separate them removed. They
can co-operate, too, in working for the good cause in

u.seful ways without any surrender of their own prin-
ciples. For they can cidtivate friendly personal
relations, to the formation of which it will greatly
contribute if they can work together for objects, .social

or otherwise, as to the value of which they are agi'eed.

There is a special value in the personal friendships
thus formed, for they tend to dissolve the obstacles
which come from sheer misunderstandings and the
animosities that these engender. And they can
further co-operate for the removal of these same
obstacles by positive efforts to understand one another
correctly, particularly by the others seeking and the
Catholics, if they are competent, showing a rcadine-ss

to give simple ex^planations of the true character of

their beliefs and practices.

The latter cannot indeed be too careful to avoid
bitter controversies, for these, as experience has
proved, serve more to harden estrangements than to
cement reconcihations. But their explanations will

be often welcomed, if it be known that they will be
marked by candour, cordiality, and patience, for
nowadays there is a growing number who have come
to suspect that Catholicism is not as black as it has
been painted for them, and are anxious to hear about
it from those whom they can trust, and who have inti-

mate knowledge of it from the inside. It would be
rash, however, for Catholics to expect that their non-
Catholic friends will be readily convinced by the
explanations they give. Convictions are of .slow

growth; besides it is not for the human agent to
intrude on the office which the Holy Spirit reserves to
Himself. Lastly, there can be co-operation in efforts

to promote reunion by earnest and assiduous prayer.
Catholics cannot join an association for prayer like

the A. P. U. C, which is under non-Catholic manage-
ment, but they have the highest sanction for joining
similar associations under Catholic management,
such as the Confraternity of Compa.ssion, which Leo
XIII himself established in 1S07, and entrusted to the
administration of the Suljjician Fathers.

(See al.so Chirch; Popk; Tradition; Gnosticism;
Marcionites; Mont.\ni.sts; Novatian; Novatian-
ism; Manich.eis.m; Donatists; Arianism; Albi-
genses; Wyclif, .John; Hns and Hussites; Ne.s-
TORius and Nestorianism; Cyril of Alexandria;
Ephesti.s, Cotncil of; Monophy.sites and Mono-
physiti.sm; Eutyches; ErTYrniANLsM ; Chalcedon,
Council of; Greece; Greek Church; Photius;
Michael C.f.rularius; Russia; Protestantism;
Reformation; Luther, Martin; Calvin, John;
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Knox, John; Anglicanism; Presbyterianism; Non-
conformists; Lyons, Councils of; Florence,
Council of Florence, and the bibliographies attached.
Papal Letters.—Pius IX, In su-prema (Jan., 1848), Arcuno

Divinm Providenlia: and Jam vos omnes novislis (Sept., 1868)

;

Leo XIII, Orientalium dignitas Ecclesiarum (Nov., 1893)

;

PrrEcJara gratulationis {June, 1894). Amantissima voluntatis

(April, 1895), Satis cognitum (June, 1896); Pins X. Ex quo nono
(Dec, 1910).
Franzeun, De tTaditione (Rome, 1875), De ecclesia Christi

(1877); Batiffol, Primitive Catholicism, tr. (London, 1911);
Pesch, PrtElecctiones dogmatica:, I (Freiburg, 1909) ; Bot.\lla,
The Supreme Autharit;/ of the Pope (London, 1868); Rivington,
The Primitive Church and the See of Peter (London, 1894);
Hergenhother, Handbuch der allgemeinen Kirchengeschichte

(3 vols., Ratisbon, 1876-80); Morere, Histoire et filiation

des heresies (Paris, 1881); Photii Opera in P. G., CI-III; Will,
Acta et Scripta gute de controversiis Ecclesia Gr(ec(B et Latinx
s(Bculo XI composita extant (Leipzig, I86I); Hergenrother,
Photius (3 vols., Ratisbon, 1867);Br£3ier. Le schisme oriental du
XI^ sikcle (Paris, 1899); Duchesne, Eglises separees (Paris,

1896); Fortescue. The Orthodox Eastern Church (London. 1906);
DemETRAKOPOULOS, 'IjTTopta roil ffxtff^oTOs T^5 AoTiviKils CKKATjcria?

OTTO TTis bpdo^o^ovL fXXTjvLKfj^ (Leipzig, 1867) ; Ktriakos, Geschichte
der orientalischen Kirchen (German tr. from the Greek, Beriin,

1902); Ffoulkes, Christendom's Divisions (2 vols., London,
1867); HORE, Eighteen Centuries of the Orthodox Eastern Church
(London, 1899); Mouravief (tr. Blackmore), History of the

Church of Russia (London, 1842) ; Silbernagl, Verfassung und
gegenwdrtiger Bestand stimtlicher Kirchen des Orients {2nd ed.,

Ratisbon, 1904); Dollinger, Die Reformation in seine Entwick-
elung und Wirkungen (3 vols.. Ratisbon, 1843) ; Jansen, Geschichte
des deutschen Volkes, II-V (Freiburg, 1882-86); Pastor,
Geschichte der Pdpste. III-V (1889-1909); Creighton, History
of the Papacy during the Reformation (5 vols., London, 1882-86);
Hering, History of the Efforts at Reconciliation made since the

Reformation (Leipzig, 1836); Gairdner, History of Lollardy and
the Reformation (3 vols., London, 1908) ; Lingard, History of
England. V, VI (London, 1883) ; Dixon, History of the Church of
England (4 vols., London. 1878-91).
Theiner, Vetera monumenta Poloniw et Lituanice historiam

illustrantia (2 vols.. Rome, 1861-3); Likowski, Union zu Brest,

German tr. from the Polish by Jedzink (Freiburg, 1904);
Lescceur, La persecution de I'Eglise en - Lithuanie. ISGS. 1872.
French tr. from the Polish (Paris, 1873) ; Michel, VOrienl et

Rome. Etude sur I'union (Paris, 1895); Palmieri, Chiesa Russa
(Florence, 1908); WiLBOis, L'avenir de I'Eglise russe (Paris,

1907); Franco, Difesa di Cristianesimo per I'unione delle chiese

(Rome, 1910): Chapman, The First Eight General Councils
(London, 1906); Urban, De iis qua; theologi Catholici prcestare

possint et debeant erga Ecclesiam russicam. oratio habita in Con-
ventu Velehradensi (Prague, 1907) ; Harper, Peace through the

Truth, First SeriesdjOndion.Xh^S); Manning, Englandand Chris-
tendom (London, 1867); Newman, Letter of March 3. 1866. to

Ambrose Phillips de Lisle in Ward, Life of Newman, 11 (Lon-
don, 1912), 115; Palmer. Notes of a Visit to the Russian Church
with Preface by Newman (London, 1882); Birkbeck, Russia
and England during the last fifty years, a correspondence between
Mr. William Palmer and M. Khomiakoff, in the years 1844-54
(London. 1895) ; Soloviev, La Russie et I'Eglise universelle (Paris,

1889) ; D'Herbignt, Wladimir Soloviev. un Newman Russe (Paris,

1911); PusEY. Eirenicon; Letter to Dr. Newman; Second Letter

to Dr. Newman: Is Healthful Reunion Impossible? (London, 1865,
1867, 1870); Ward, Life of Cardinal Newman (London, 1912);
Dolunger, Reunion of the Churches (tr. London, 1872) ; Angli-
can Bishops, Lambeth Encyclicals, with the Resolutions and
Reports (London, 1888. 1897, 1908); The Anglican Communion in
relation to other Christian Bodies in Pananglican Papers (London,
1908) ; Gore, Orders and Unity (London, 1909) ; Spencer-Jones,
England and the Holy See. with Introduction by Halif.4.x (London,
1902); Rome and Reunion (London, 1904); McBee, An Eirenic
Itinerary (London, 1911); Halifax, Leo XIII and Anglican
Orders (London, 1912) ; Maturin. The Price of Unity (London,
1912); McBee, An Eirenic Itinerar:/ (hondoa and New York,
1911): Lang, Reunion in The Tahlel (London, May, 1912), 763-64.
Reviews devoted to work for Reunion.
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Bessarione (Rome,
1896); Revue de I'Orient Chretien (Paris, 1896); Echos d'Orienl
(Paris, 1897—)j Slavorum Lillera: Iheologicce (Prague, 1905—);
'EieKAijffioffTucTj AA^#€ia, the organ of the Phanar (Constanti-
nople, 1880—); Eirene. the organ of the A. E. O. C. U. (London,
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Sydney F. Smith.

Unions of Prayer.^A tendency to form unions
of prayer among the faithful has recently manifested
itself in the establishment of organizations like the
following:

(1) The Association of Prayer and Penitence in

honour of the Heart of Jesus, founded at Dijon
in 1879, transferred to Montmartre, and made
an archconfraternity by Leo XIII, 10 April, 1894.
Its purposes are: to offer reparation, by prayer
and penitence, for sin, and for outrages against
the Church and the pope; to obtain the welfare
of the Church, the freedom of the pope, and the
salvation of the world. (2) The Archconfraternity
of Our Lady of Compassion for the Return of England

to the Catholic Faith, founded at Saint-Sulpice, Paris,

by Brief of Leo XIII "Compertum est" (22 Aug.,
1897). Jean-Jacques Olier had always been zealous

for the conversion of England ; and the ministiy of his

congregation was favourable to the spreading of this

confraternity. The Brief exhorts the faithful every-
where to join this confraternity, and authorizes its

directors to unite with all other similar confraternities,

and communicate to them its indulgences. The
"Statutes" were pubUshed, 30 Aug., 1897, by Decree
of the Congregation of Bishops and Regulars. The
solemn inauguration took place, 17 Oct., 1897, by
the Cardinal Archbishop of Paris, in the presence of

the Cardinal Archbishop of Westminster. About
1000 confraternities, in France, England, Italy,

Belgium, Australia, and elsewhere, have become
united with the archconfraternity. By Apostohc Let-
ter of 2 Feb., 1911, Pius X extended the scope of the
prayers of the archconfraternity from Great Britain

to the whole of the English-speaking world. (3)

Pious LTnion of Prayer to Our Lady of Compassion for

the Conversion of Heretics, founded at Rome, 7 Nov.,
1896, in St. Marcellus. Similar unions may be
formed in any church where there is an altar and a
statue of Our Lady of Compassion. The director-

general is the Father-General of the Servites, who
names a general secretary from his order. (4) Arch-
confraternity of Prayers and Good Works for the
Reunion of the Eastern Schismatics with the Church,
under the patronage of Our Lady of the Assumption,
founded at the Church of the Anastasis at Constanti-
nople. Organized by Emmanuel d'Alzon, the founder of

the Assumptionists, it was developed under his successor

Frangois Picard to such a degree that even some
Eastern schismatics were induced to pray for the same
intentions. Leo XIII in the Brief "Cum divini

Pastoris" (25 May, 1898) made it an archconfrater-

nity prima-primaria. It is estabhshed at the church
of the Assumptionists, under the title of Anastasis of

Constantinople. Affiliated confraternities may be
formed wherever there is an Assumptionist church
and house, with the same privileges as the .archconfra-

ternity. The "Statutes" were approved 24 May,
1898, by Decree of the Congregation of Bishops and
Regulars. (See also Apostleship of Prayer; Paris,
Famous Pilgrimages ; (2) Notre-Dame-des-\'ictoires.)

Beringer. Die Abldsse (13th ed., Paderborn, 1910). Fr. tr.

(Paris, 1905).

C. F. Wemyss Brown.

Unitarians, a Liberal Protestant sect which holds
as its distinctive tenet the belief in a uni-personal
instead of a tri-personal God.

I. Name and Doctrine.—In its general sense the
name designates all disbehevers in the Trinity, whether
Christian or non-Christian; in its present specific use it

is applied to that organized form of Christ ianitj' which
lays emphasis on the unity of personahty in God. The
term seems to have originated about 1.570, was used in

a decree of the Diet held in 1600 at Lecsfalva in Tran-
sylvania, and received official ecclesiastical sanction in

1638. It supplanted the various designations of

anti-Trinitarians, .A.rians, Racovians, and Socinians.

In England the name first appears in 1682. It became
frequent in the United States from 1815, although
originally it was received unfavourably by some anti-

Trinitarians, and omitted in their official titles by
some congregations whose religious position it defined.

The ex])lanation of this opposition is to be found in

the reluctance of the parties concerned to lay stress

on any doctrinal affirmation. Historical associations

account for the name Presbyterians, frequently
applied to Unitarians in the British Isles, and Lfni-

tarian Congrogationalists, used in the United States.

No definite standard of beUef is recognized in the
denomination and no doctrinal tests are laid down as

a condition of fellowship. The co-operation of all

persons desirous of advancing the interests of "pure"
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(]. c undogmatic, practical) Christianity is welcomed
HI the Unitarian body.

In granting this co-operation each member enjoys
rdniplete freedom in his individual religious opinions,

ami no set of doctrinal propositions could be framed
(in which all Unitarians would agree. The bond of

union between them consists more in their anti-

dogmatic tendency tlian in uniformity of belief. The
authority of the Hible is in some degree retained; but
iis contents are either admitted or repudiated accord-
ing as they find favour before the supreme, and in this

rase exacting, tribunal of individual reason. Jesus
(lirist is consiilered subordinate to the Father and,
although the epithet Divine is in a loose sense not
infrequently applic>d to Uim, He is in the estimation of

many an extraordinarily endowed and powerful but
si ill a human religious leailer He is a teacher to be
followed, not a God to be worshipped. His Passion
and Death are an insjnration and an example to His
disciples, not an effective and vicarious atonement
fur the sins of men. He is the great exemplar which
XVI' ought to copy in order to perfect our union with
( H 1(1 gradually. This teaching concerning the mission
(if Jesus Christ is but the logical complement of the
rnitarian denial of the Fall of Man and with similar

consistency leads to the suppression of the sacraments.
Two of these (bapti.sm and Eucharist) are indeed
ri'tained, but their grace-conferring power is denied
and their reception declared vmnece.s.sary. Baptism
is administered to children (rarely to adults) more for

t-i'iitimental reasons and purposes of edification than
from persuasion of the spiritual results produced in

I he soul of the recipient. The Eucharist, far from
li'ing considered as sacrificial, is looked upon as a
iiiirelj' memorial service. The fond hope of universal

.salvation is entertained by the majority of the denom-
ination. In short, pre.sent-day Unitarianism is hardly
more than natural religion, and exhibits in some of its

nanihers a pronounced tendency towards Pantheistic
s|ii'cuIation. The Church pohty in England and
\inerica is strictly congregational; each individual
congregation manages, without superior control, all

its affairs, calls and discharges its minister, and is the
linal judge of the religious views expressed in its pul-

Iiit. In Transylvania the Church government is

( xercised by a bishop who resides at Kolozsvdr (Klau-
s' nburg) and is assisted by a consistory. The episco-

pal title which he be.irs does not imply special con-
- I ration but merely designates the office of an
('(lesiastical supervisor.

II. History. .\. In Europe.—The first Church
holding Unitarian tenets was founded in Poland dur-
ing the reign of Sigismimd II (1.54S-72). The year
1568 saw the establishment and official recognition of

such congregations in Tran.sylvania. While in the
former country Unitarianism was completely sup-
pressed in 1660, in the latter it has, despite temporary
persecution, maintained itself. The Transylvanian
Church is of Socinian origin but has suppressed the
worship of Jesus Christ, thus casting off what chiefly

differentiated it from strict Unitarianism. Its present
official name is (he Hungarian Unitarian Church,
although comparatively few of its members reside in

Hungary proper. In England the organization of

Unitarianism was effected at a much later date. The
first attempt at (Establishing a congregation was made
by John Biddle (Kil.'i 621, but the organization did
not outlast its author. More permanencv attended
the efforts of Theophilus Lind.sey (1723-lSOS). In
1773 he seceded from the Anglican Communion,
organized the following year a Unitarian congrega-
tion in London, and in 1778 built the E.ssex Street
chapel. About the .same time anti-Trinitarian views
were spread by the scientist Joseph Priestley, pastor
of a congregation at Leeds (1768-80) and later at

Birmingham. His work in the latter place was cut
short by a popular uprising in 1791, and three years

later he emigrated to America. Others, among
them Thomas Belsham (1750-1829) and Lant Car-
penter (1780-1840), continued to propagate Unitari-
anism in England. Legal restrictions were still in

vigour, however, against persons denying the doctrine
of the Trinity and hampered their work. But in

1813 most of these disabilities were removed, and in

1844 complete hberty was obtained, despite opposi-
tion, by the Dissenters' Chapels Act, sometimes
called the Unitarian Charter. As early as 1825
English LInitarians had concluded a union with their
co-religionists abroad under the name of British and
Foreign Unitarian Association. This society dis-

seminated religious literature and promoted the
interests of the -sect. The prospects of this activity
were brightened by the appearance of a capable expo-
nent of Unitarian views. Dr. James Martineau (1805-
1900). After a successful resistance to early opposi-
tion, his personality dominated English Unitarianism
for an extended period. His writings exercLsed a
potent influence far beyond England, and still continue
to advance the cause of Liberal Christianity. His
disciples have taken up his work and outstripped
their master in his radical views.

Scotland never proved a fruitful soil for Unitarian
propaganda. A congregation was organized in 1776
at Edinburgh and the Scottish Unitarian Association
was formed in 1S13; but progress in thai country has
been insignificant and there are \'er_\- few congregations
there. In Ireland Unitarianism is held chiefly in the
North where it has found adherents among the Pres-
byterians. It may not inappropriately be considered
a self-governing branch of the Presljyterian body.
Some l^nitarian congregations are to be found also in

the British colonies, notably in Australia and Canada,
and among the French Protestants a comparatively
large number are Unitarian in view, though not in

name.
B. America.—.\bout the middle of the eighteenth

century Unitarian opinions gained favour among New
England Congregationalists. They were propagated
by Jonathan Mayhew (1720-66), for nineteen years
pastor of the West Church at Boston, and Charles
Chauncey (170.5-87), in the same city. The first

organized church was King's Chapel, Boston, when
the congregation, until then Episcopal, removed in

1785 all references to the Trinity from the Book of

Common Prayer and in 1787 assumed an independent
existence. Congregations were also organized at Port-
land and Saco (Maine) in 1792, and in 1794 Joseph
Priestley began his propaganda in Pennsylvania.
It was particularly in New England, however, that
the movement gained ground. The appointment in

1805 of the Rev. Henry Ware to the HoUis chair of
divinity at Harvard College and the nomination
within the next two years of four other Liberal candi-
dates to important professorships in the same institu-

tion, brought that seat of learning under considerable
Unitarian influence. Its school of divinity was
endowed and organized by the denomination about
1817 and emained under its control until 1878, when
it became undenominational. While the diffusion of
Unitarian ideas was comparatively rapid the organiza-
tion of churches was retarded by tlie reluctance of
many to separate from the Congregationalist com-
munities of which they were members. Before the
separation was effected a heated controversy was
waged between the liberal and the conservative wing
of Congregationalism. Matters came to a head in

1819 when the Rev. WiUiam EUery Channing, in a
sermon preached at Baltimore at the installation of
the Rev. Jared Sjiarks, advocated the public acknowl-
edgement by the liberal members and congregations
of their Unitarian beliefs. This discottr.se proved
decisive, and the parties concerned immediately pro-
ceeded to organize themselves independently. From
this date until his death in 1842, Channing was the
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acknowledged leader of the denomination. Under
his auspices the American Unitarian Association was
founded at Boston in 1825 for the promotion of Uni-

tarian interests.

After his death the radical element became predom-
inant under the direction of Theodore Parker (1810-

60) , who succeeded him in influence. The authority

of the Bible acknowledged by the old school was,

under Parker, largely sacrificed to the principles of a
destructive criticism, and Unitarianism drifted rapidly

into RationaUstic speculation. The activity of Chan-
ning and Parker was supplemented by the more
general and far-reaching influence of the Unitarian

poet -philosopher, Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803-82).

Although he resigned his charge of the Second Con-
gregational Church at Boston after a short period

(1829-32), he continued to preach for many years and
his popularity as a writer and lecturer could but lend

additional prestige to the advanced religious views

which he defended. The interests of the Unitarian

propaganda were also served by the foundation of the

Western Conference of Unitarians in 18.52 and that of

the National Unitarian Conference in 1865. Of a
more universal character was the International

Council of Unitarians and other Liberal Religious

Thinkers and Workers, which was organized at Bos-
ton in 1900. It has held sessions in London (1901),

Amsterdam (1903), Geneva (1905), Boston (1907),

and Berlin (1910) . At the last-mentioned convention

the official title was changed to International Congress

of Free Christians and Other Religious Liberals. The
purpose remains the same, namely: "to open com-
munication with those in all lands who are striving to

unite pure religion and perfect liberty and to increase

fellowship and co-operation among them."
III. Propaoand.\; Educational Institutions;

Statistics.—The Unitarian body sent a missionary

to India in 1855, and since 1887 has carried on an
active propaganda in Japan; however, its missionary

efforts in foreign lands, viewed in the aggregate, have
not been considerable. In accordance with it s general

indifferent attitude towards dogma, it endeavours to

advance the cause of Christianity without emphasiz-
ing its own specific tenets, and its members have in the

past liberally contributed to the missionary funds of

other denominations. Their efforts, moreover, are

more concerned with the dissemination of literature

among civiUzed nations than with the sending of

missionaries to non-Christian lands. This method of

gaining adherents has proved successful, partly owing
to the Liberal, Rationalistic, and excessively individ-

uaUstic tendency of the present age, but largely also

to the number of eminent men and capable writers

who have adhered to or defended Unitarian doctrines.

Financial resources for propagandist purposes were

provided for by the rich Jamaica planter, Robert
Hibbert (1770-1849), through the creation of the fund
which bears his name. Out of it grew the well-known
Hibbert Lectures, and the more recent "Hibbert
Journal". An organization unique in its character

is the Post Office Rlission which, by means of corre-

spondence and the distribution of books and periodi-

cals, seeks to bring courage to the despondent and
joy to the suffering.

The Church has made no determined effort to

organize benevolent institutions of its own. A proj-

ect is on foot to erect at, Washington, in connexion
with the contemplated national church of the Uni-
tarian body, the Edward Isvcrett Hale parish-house.

This establishment, named after the late Unitarian
chaplain of the United St;Ues Senate, is to be the

headquarters of the pliilanthropic work of the

denomination. A considerable number of the Uni-
tarian ministrj; (to which women are admitted)
receive their training in the educational institutions of

other sects. The Church, however, maintains the

following special .schools for this purpose: in Hungary,

the Unitarian College at Kolozsvar; in England and
Wales, the Unitarian Home Missionary College at
Manchester; the Manchester College at Oxford; the
Presbyterian College at Carmarthen; in America, the
Harvard Divinity School at Cambridge, Massachu-
setts; the MeadviUe Theological School at Meadville,
Pennsylvania; and the recently established Pacific

Unitarian School at Berkeley, CaUfornia. In the
United States the denomination maintains, beside
these training-schools for the ministry, seven acade-
mies situated, with but one exception, in the New-
England States. The number of persons holding
Unitarian views cannot be determined, even approxi-
mately; for many undoubtedly reject the doctrine of

the Three Divine Persons and retain the belief in a
uni-personal Godhead without ever affihating with
the Church. Among these must be reckoned not only
a large number of Liberal theologians and advanced
critics, but also some religious denominations which,
either in their entirety, as the Hicksite Friends, or at

least in many of their members, as the Universalists,

are distinctlj' anti-Trinitarian. According to the
"Unitarian Year-Book" (Boston, 1911) there are

nearly 80,000 LTnitarians in Hungary. Great Britain

has 374 places of worship, 29.5 if which are in England,
38 in Ireland, 34 in Wales, and 7 in Scotland. In the
United States the Unitarian body numbers, accord-
ing to Dr. H. K. Carroll ("Christian Advocate,"
New York, 25 Jan., 1912), 533 ministers, 492
churches, and 70,.542 communicants.

I.—On doctrine consult Martineau, Channing, and other
Unitarian writers mentioned above; Hedge, Reason in Religion
(Boston, 1SG5); Clarke. Essetitials and Non-Essentials in Relig-

ion (Boston, 1878); Idem, Manual of Unitarian Belief (Boston,
1884); Allen, Our Liberal Movement in Theology (Boston, 1882);
Emerton, Unitarian Thought (New York, 1911). II A.

—

Bonet-
Matjry, tr. Hall, Early i:^ources of English Unitarian Chris-

tianity (London, 1884). B.

—

Allen, Hist, of the Unitarians in the

United States in Am. Church Hist. Series, X, 1-249; Cooke,
Unitarianism in America; Hist, of its Origin and Development
(Boston, 1902). For a Catliolic point of view, see Kohlmann, Uni-
tarianism, theologically and philosophically considered (Washing-
ton. 1821); Hitchcock, Religion of Unitarianism in Martindale,
Hist, of Religions, IV (St. Louis, 1910) ; Idem, Present Stale of Uni-
tarianism in Irish Theol. Quart. IV (Dublin, 1909), 158-80.

N. A. Weber.

Unitas Fratrum. See Bohemian Brethren.

United States of America, The.—Boundaries
AND Area.—On the east the boundary is formed by
the St. Croix River and an arbitrary line to the St.

John, and on the north by the Aroostook High-
lands, the 45th parallel of N. lat., the St. Lawrence,
and the Great Lakes. West of Lake Superior, the

Rainy River, Rainy Lake, and the Lake of the Woods
form the boundary; thence to Puget Sound the

49th parallel. Thereafter it drops down to the Strait

of Juan de Fuca, leaving Vancouver Island to the

Dominion of Canada. The Atlantic Ocean washes
the entire eastern shore. On the south the Gulf of

Mexico serves as the boundary to the mouth of the

Rio Grande del Norte. That river separates the

United States from the Repubhc of Mexico until at

the city of El Paso it turns northward; from that

point to the Colorado River an arbitrary line marks
the boundary of the two republics. The Pacific

Ocean forms the western boundary. The total area

is 3,026,789 sq. miles. The United States is divided

into two unequal parts by the Mississippi River,

wliich flows almost directly south from its source in a
lake below the 49th parallel. The portion east of

that great river is subdivided into two parts by the

Ohio and the Potomac Rivers. The section west of

the Mississippi is divided into two very unequal parts

by the Missouri River.
In a physiographic view, however, the area of the

United States may be divided into the Appalachian
belt, the Cordilleras, and the central plains. The
first of these divisions includes the middle Appa-
lachian region, or that between the Hudson and the

James Rivers; the north-eastern .\i)palachian region.
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whirli overlaps New England at many points; the
.soiitli-westeni Appalachian, which includes the coun-
try from Maryland to llic C'arolinas. In North Caro-
lina the mountain hell reaches its greatest altitude,

falling away in Georgia and Alabama. Much of the

early history of the United States is concerned with
the Atlantic coastal plain. In New England the
mountains almost front the sea, and harbour and hill

are within sight of each other. From New York,
however, the inter\-al which separates them gradually
widens toward the southward, until in the State of

Georgia it extends into the interior about 120 miles,

after which it unites with the Gulf coastal plain. In
New York is the rugged Adirondack region, which
was very late in being settled. The characteristics of

the region of the Great Lakes, which is a projection of

the Laurentian Highlands in eastern Canada, are

well known. Of almost inexhaustible fertihty and of

immense area is the region included by the Prairie

States. Roughly speaking, it may be bounded by the
Ohio and the Missouri Rivers on the south, and by the

Great Lakes on the north. The Prairies are the gift

of the glacial period. The Gulf coastal plain has been
alluded to. Authorities on physical geography also

distinguish a Texas coastal plain. Passing by the
great valley of the Mississippi, the next division is the
region known as the Great Plains, which extends
from the 97th meridian of W. longitude to the
base of the Rocky Mountains. To the elevated sec-

tion between the Great Plains and the Pacific is given
the name Cordilleras. This includes the Rocky
Mountains, the Basin range, the plateau province,

and the Pacific ranges (Cascade and Sierra Nevada).
Around desirable harbours and in situations favour-
able for defence the first European settlements were
made in what is now the United States. In this con-
nexion are suggested the names: Boston, Salem, Ply-
mouth, Providence, New York, Philadelphia, Charles-
ton. For a long time the waterways not only
influenced the social and political life of the people,

but determined the direction of their movements when
they went to new regions. Thus were the early west-
ward movements of population conditioned "by the
river systems. This, too, explains the irregular char-
acter of the frontier line until railways became nu-
merous, when it moved regularly toward the west.

Geology.—The Laurentian uplift, seen in the Adi-
rondacks and the region of the Great Lakes, was clearly

in the earliest geological periods. The rock structure

and the character of the deposits tend to support this

opinion. The Cordilleras, on the contrary, are of

comparatively recent formation, and exhibit evidences
of late volcanic action. The volcanoes of Mexico and
of Alaska, indeed, are not yet extinct. Many of the
valleys in the Cordilleras are vast lava beds. The
entire region, including New England, New York to

the Ohio River, and westward to the prairies and the
great plains, exhibits evidences that a great glacial

sheet had in practically recent times spread over it.

In its retreat were left fertile prairie in the United
States and unnumbered lakes and water-courses as

well in that country as in Canada. In 1902 the
L'nited States produced about one third of the entire

coal supply of the world. In the east it is generally
distributed, except the anthracite variety, which is

found in only a limited field. It is also found in many
sections of the west. Still more valuable than the
production of coal is that of iron, which in the year
mentioned amounted to .$367,000,000. Approxi-
mately the value of the gold produced yearly in the
United States is .S.SO,000,0(X); copper comes next with
an estimated value of $77,0(K),0()(). Silver amounts to

S29,000,000, lead to S22,()00,0()(), and zinc to 814,000,-
00(). Aluminivmi and quicksilver are less important.
Montana and the Lake Superior region lead in the out-
put of copper; gold is found in many of the western
states, and silver is widelv distributed. The zinc de-

posits in northern New Jersey are among the richest in
the world . The non-metalhc mineral product s are also
of great value, e. g. petroleum, clay, gypsum, salt, and
nal ural gas. Of the tin, antimony, sulphur, and plati-

num consumed in the United States, much is imported.
Colonization.—In April, 1606, King James I

created a company with two branches, viz. the Lon-
don and the Plymouth. The former was given per-
mission to make settlements between 34° and 41° N.
lat., and was to receive grants of land extending fifty

miles north and south from its first settlement,—

a

coast front of 100 miles and the same distance inland.

The Plymouth merchants were permitted to make
their first settlement between 38° and 4.i° N. lat., and
were also given a block 100 miles square. To prevent
disputes, the branch making the second settlement
should locate at least 100 miles from the colony first

estabUshed. Each branch was very careful to fix its

first settlement on territory to which the other had no
right whatever. The two branches are always men-
tioned as two companies. King James's patent of

10 April, 1606, is a document of interest. It pro-
vides that English colonists and their posterity

"shall have and enjoy all liberties, franchises, and
immunities within any of Our other dominions, to all

intents and purposes as if they had been abiding and
born within this Our realm of England or any other
of Our said dominions". A similar provision was
found in the earlier patent granted to Raleigh, and
even in that obtained by Gilbert. On the other
hand, the colonists of France, Spain, and other nations
were regarded as persons outside the laws, privileges,

and immunities enjoyed by these who continued to

dwell in the mother land. It will thus appear that
English settlers carried with them as much of the
common law of their country as was applicable to

their new situation. In colonization this principle

marked an epoch.
The London Company was composed of merchants

and gentlemen in the vicinity of London, and the
Plymouth company of persons dwelling in the west of

England. In some respects the British government
had no more enlightened a conception of colonization

than did contemjjorary governments. England was
"to monopolize the eon.sumption of the colonies and
the carriage of their produce". This led to the enact-
ment of the celebrated Navigation Laws. Commer-
cial legislation affecting colonial trade falls under two
heads: acts controlling exportation and importation,
and those controlling production. By a law of 1600
certain enumerated commodities, being all the chief

products of the colonies, could be landed only in

British ports. Two later acts further extended this

restriction. Under the Navigation Act of 1660,

pjuropean goods could not be imported into the colo-

nies except in ships of Britain or of British colonies,

sailing from British ports. We are not now con-
cerned with the Act of 1733. If strictly enforced this

would have oppressed the New England colonies, but,

fortunately for them, the revenue officers winked at

their frequent infractions of the law.

The London Company was the first to establish

a settlement, viz. that at Jamestown in 1607. The
vicissitudes of that colony and the general out fine of

English colonial development will be found in the
articles on the thirteen original states, viz. Delaware,
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Georgia, Connecticut,
Massachusetts, Maryland, South Carolina, New
Hampshire, Virginia, New York, North Carohna, and
Rhode Island. This summary can touch upon them
but briefly. On 6 May, 1607, the first Virginia settlers,

120 in number, entered Chesapeake Bay, and sailed

about thirty miles up the James River, so named after

the king. Toward evening they landed, and were
attacked by the Indians. In a few months Captain
Newport, who had brought out the first settlers,

returned to England, collected supplies and recruits,
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and in January, IGOS, was again at James Fort, as

the settlement was then called. Fever, hunger, and
Indian arrows had swept off more than half of those

he had fii'st brought over, among them some members
of the council. Wingfield, the first president, was
under arrest, and John Smith, an influential man
in the colony, was awaiting execution.

At the end of three months, when Newport again
sailed for England, one-half of those who were alive

in January had died. Edward Maria Wingfield, the

first president of the local council, was the only person
among the patentees who came with the colonists.

With suffering came dissension. Ratchffe, Martin,
and Smith removed Wingfield not only from the presi-

dency but from the council. In the circumstances
his overthrow was easy. It was charged that he was a
Catholic, some authorities say an atheist, that he
brought no Bible with him, and also that he had
conspired with the Spaniards to destroy Virginia. In
April, 1608, Wingfield left Jamestown, and later in

England made to the authorities an interesting state-

ment in his own defence. For considerably more than
two hundred years Captain John Smith was univer-

sally regarded as the ablest and the most useful of the

first Jamestown settlers. Indeed, he was believed to

have been the founder and the preserver of the
colony. As a matter of fact, he was a mere adven-
turer, responsible for much of the dissension among the
first settlers. His "General History" is an absurd
eulogy of himself and an unfair criticism of his fellows.

Perhaps it was no misfortune to Virginia when the
accidental explosion of a bag of gunpowder compelled
him to return to England for medical treatment.
Smith was never afterward employed by the Virginia

Company. The five hundred new settlers sent to

Jamestown in 1609 were "a worthless set picked up
in the streets of London or taken from the jails, and
utterly unfit to become the founders of a state in the
New World ". This, however, while true of a particu-

lar band of immigrants, will not serve for a description

of those who came later. During the seventeenth
century there arrived numerous knights, and numbers
of the nobihty of every rank, representatives of the
best families and the best intellect in England.

In the beginning the population of Virginia was
almost exclusively English; indeed, Virginia was very
much Uke an English shire. As early as 1619 the
company had sent out a few Frenchmen to test the
soil for its capacity to produce a superior variety of

grapes. Other French immigrants continued to

arrive in the colony throughout the seventeenth cen-
tury. After the English took New Amsterdam, in

1664, many Dutchmen went from New Netherland to

Virginia. Germans and ItaUans were never numer-
ous in that province. During the era of Cromwellian
ascendency many Irish were sent to Virginia. Again
in 1690 and afterwards there arrived many Irishmen
who were captured at the Boyne and on other battle-

fields. These non-English elements in the population
do not appear, however, to have exerted much social

or other influence. They soon melted into the popu-
lation around them. The name of Edward Maria
Wingfield has been mentioned as that of the only
patentee who came over with the colonists. If there
is any doubt as to the Catholicism of the first presi-

dent of the council there is none concerning the
religious belief of the Earl of Southampton. That
nobleman had a keen interest in English colonization.

While England was engaged in developing the
Province of \'irginia, four other European powers,
Spain, France, Holland, and Sweden, were establish-
ing themselves on parts of the Atlantic coast of North
America. In 165.') the Dutch conquered New Sweden,
and nine years later New Netherland was acquired by
the English. The latter conquest was facilitated by
the former, because New Netherland had reduced it-

self to a condition of bankruptcy in order to send its

warlike armament into Delaware Bay. After the
failures of Ribaut and Laudonniere the French made
no attempt to settle the south Atlantic coast. That
nation, however, did not abandon American coloniza-
tion. From the founding of Quebec, in 1608, great
activity was manifested in Canada and later in Louisi-

ana. On the Atlantic coast, therefore, .Spain and
England were the chief rivals. The former manifested
little interest to the northward of the Mexican Gulf,

and after 1664 England ^vas free to develop her mari-
time colonies in her own way. In the meantime
France was exploring the interior, establishing garri-

sons, and in other ways strengthening her hold on the
most desirable part of the continent. Between the
outposts of the two nations colhsions were inevitable.

Inter-colonial Wars.—It is not possible to

discuss here either the causes or the conduct of those
wars which in 176.3 ended in the complete triumph of

British arms. Between 1689 and 1763 four separate
struggles took place between these ancient enemies.
The first, which began in 1689, is known as King
William's War, ending in 1697 by the treaty of Rys-
wick.
The second conflict was Queen Anne's War, known

in European history as the War of the Spanish Suc-
cession. Though not so widespread as the preceding
one, in America it was marked b.y the same character-
istics. In 1710, with the assistance of ships sent
from England, Port Royal was again captured. With
it the whole of Acadia pas.sed into the hands of the
EngUsh. The name of the town was changed to

Annapolis Royal, in honour of Queen Anne. Acadia
became Nova Scotia, or New Scotland. In 1713 this

war was ended by the treaty of LTtrecht. The extent
of the country designated as Acadia was somewhat
vague, and as to the regions included under that
name new disputes were destined to arise.

The War of the Austrian Succession (1744-1748),
occurring in the reign of George II, is known in

American history as King George's War. The French
promptly swept down on and captured the little town
of Canso, in Nova Scotia. They carried off its garri-

son and then attacked AnnapoKs, but were repulsed.

The most important event of this war was the ex-

pedition against Louisburg, on Cape Breton Island.

Though Loviisburg had been fortified at an expense
estimated at S10,000,000, it was compelled to sur-

render. Later there came the alarming report that

a French armada was on the way to retake Acadia
and Louisburg, and to destroy Boston. Though the
armada reached American waters, it was dispersed by
a tempest off the coast of Nova Scotia, and its crest-

fallen crews soon returned to France. At this stage
of the war both sides were freely assisted by savages.
One of the French exijeditions attacked the outpost of

Saratoga, killed thirtj' persons, and took a hundred
prisoners. By the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle in July,

1748, all conquests were mutually restored. The news
of the surrender of Louisburg, which had been chiefly

won and defended at the expense of New England,
caused the greatest dissatisfaction throughout the
colonies, and strained somewhat the relations with
the mother country.
Having emerged from the last war without loss of

territory, France went to work more vigorously than
ever with her preparations for excluding the British

altogether from the Mississippi valley. In 1749 the
Governor of Canada despatched C^loron de Bienville

with a band of men in birch-bark canoes to take formal
possession of the Ohio valley, the only highway still

unguarded. Once on the Allegheny River, the cere-

mony of taking possession began. The men were
drawn up by their commanders, and Louis XV was
proclaimed king of all the country drained bj- the Ohio.
Then the arms of France were nailed to a tree, at the
foot of which was buried a leaden plate with an inscrip-

tion claiming the Ohio and all its tributaries for the
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King of France. At various points along the Ohio
similar plates were hidden. Forts were built along

the Allegheny. This activity on the part of the

French alarmed Governor Dinwiddie of Virginia.

He determined to demand the withdrawal of the

French, and for his messenger chose George
Washington, then an officer of the Virginia militia.

Washington proceeded to Fort Le Boeuf, where he

delivered Dinwiddle's letter to the commandant,
Saint-Pierre, who promised to forward the letter to

the authorities in Canada. In the meantime he
would continue to hold the fort.

When Dinwiddie received the reply of Saint-Pierre,

he knew that the time for action had come. He sent

forward to the forks of the Ohio a party of forty men,
who began the erection of a stockade, intended to

surround a fort , on the site of the present city of Pitts-

burgh. On 17 -April, 1754, while the EngUsh were still

engaged at their work, a body of French and Indians
from Fort Le Boeuf ordered them to leave the valley.

The English conmiander was allowed to march off

with his men. The French then completed the work
thus begim, and in honour of the Governor of Canada
called it Fort Duquesne. The surrender at the forks

of the Ohio was soon known to the governors of Mary-
land, Virginia, and Pennsylvania. Virginia acted
promptly and raised a force, of which Frye was
commander, with Washington as lieutenant-colonel.

Near a place called Great Meadows, Washington
with a few men killed or captured a small party of

French. On 4 July, 1754, he was himself besieged by
a party of French and Indians, and after a brave resis-

tance compelled to surrender. Thus was begun what
the English coloni-sts called the French and Indian
War. The British in 17.55 sent over Major-General
Braddock as commander-in-chief in .America. The
colonial governors met him at Alexandria, Virginia.

Four expeditions were agreed upon: (1) an expedition
from New York to Lake Champlain, to take Forts
Ticonderoga and Crown Point, and to move against
Quebec; (2) an expedition to sail from New England
and make such a demonstration against the French
towns to the north-east as would prevent the French
in that quarter from going off to defend Quebec and
Crown Point

; (3) an expedition, starting from Albany,
up the Mohawk toward its source, to cross the divide
to Oneida Lake, then by the Oswego River to Lake
Ontario and the Niagara River; (4) an expedition from
Fort Cumberland, in Maryland, across Penn.sylvania
to Fort Duquesne. Braddock himself took command
of the fourth expedition. There was no opposition
until his troops had crossed the Monongahela River
and had arrived within eight miles of Fort Duquesne.
Suddenly they came face to face with an armj' of the
Indians and French. It was not in any sense an
ambuscade, but the French and their Indian aUies
instantly disappeared behind bushes and trees, and
poured a merciless .and incessant fire into the ranks of

the British. Br.addock would not allow his men to

fight in Indian fashion: therefore they stood huddled
in groups, targets for the Indians and the French, till

the extent of his lo.ss compelled him to order a retreat.

Had it not been for Washington and his Virginians the
British force would probably have perished to a man.
Braddock, wounded in the battle, died soon after-

wards. The ex-pedit ion against Niagara was a failure.

That against Crown Point was partially successful.

The French Government now appeared to .see

vaguely the great importanceof the contest in Amer-
ica. The demands of the European war had kept the
French armies employed at home; therefore, no con-
siderable force could be sent to America. The king,
however, sent over the Marquess de Montcalm, the
ablest French officer that ever commanded on this

continent, and there followed for the British two years
of disastrous war. Montcalm won over the Indians
to the side of J>ance, captured and burned the post at

Oswego, and threatened to send a strong fleet against
New England. Until the elder Wilham Pitt became
influential in thecouncilsof Great Britain, no progress
was made against the French. In the year 1758 the
strong fortress of Louisburg surrendered to a joint

military and naval force under Amherst and Bos-
cawen. In the same year Washington took Fort
Duquesne, which was renamed Fort Pitt. Fort
Frontenac, on Lake Ontario, was destroyed by a
provincial officer named Bradstreet. With the loss

of Fort Duquesne this second disaster cut off the Ohio
country from Quebec.
On 8 July, 1758, General Abercrombie, with an army

of at least 15,000 men, made a furious and persistent

assault on the strong post of Ticonderoga. The fort

was defended by RIontcalm with about 3100 men.
The battle raged all day in front of Ticonderoga, its

outlying breastworks, and its formidable abattis of

fallen trees. When the British, under cover of dark-
ness, withdrew, they left behind them 1944 killed,

wounded, and missing. The French reported a loss

of 377.
In a fiercely contested battle on the plains of

Abraham, 13 Sept., 17.59, the French were defeated,
and Wolfe and Montcalm were among the dead. In
the following year Montreal was taken, and the
American phase of the war came to an end. In
Europe the conflict continued until peace was made at

Paris in February, 1763. By that treaty France gave
to Spain, for her assistance in the war, all that part
of the country lying west of the middle of the Missis-

sippi River from its source to a point almost a.s far

south as New Orleans. To Great Britain she sur-

rendered all her territory east of this line.

From the beginning of the inter-colonial wars, in

1()S9, the Middle Colonies gave assistance to New
England in its ex-peditions against the French strong-

holds in Canada. When the last conflict broke out
the lower states of the south sent troops into Pennsyl-
vania. Some of these served under Washington at

Fort Necessity. Whenever troops from the difi'erent

colonies acted together, as they frequently did, they
used the name "provincials" to distinguish them-
selves from the British troops. There is a popular
notion that all the proposals after 1643, when the
ITnited Confederation of New England was formed,
were suggested by military necessity. In a meas-
vn-e, but not wholly, such necessity was the sole

influence tending toward their union. As early as
1060 an agreement was entered into by Maryland,
Virginia, and Carolina to restrict the production
of tobacco. Even though nothing came of this com-
mercial agreement, it indicates the existence among
the colonies of interests other than military. As early

as the eighteenth century (1720) Deputy-governor
Keith, of Pennsylvania, submitted to the Lords of

Trade and Plantations a plan, or a recommendation,
for a union of England's North American colonies.

In the treatises on the development of the idea of

union this document is overlooked. It will be found,
however, among the printed papers of Sir William
Keith.
The French and Indian war was the prelude to the

American Revolution. It trained officers and men
for that .struggle. During its campaigns the com-
mander-in-chief in the War for Independence acquired
his first knowledge of strategy. This war relea.sed the

colonies from the pressure of the French in Canada,
and developed in them a consciou,snessof strength and
unity. Besides it gave to the colonies .an unlimited
western expansion. In this great acquisition of

territory is to be found one of the earliest causes of

the quarrel with the mother country-. Though the
provinces h.ad foiight for territorial extension, a royal

proclamation was issued (1763) forbidding present

land sales west of the AUeghenies, thus reserving the

conquered territory as a crown domain. Though
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tlipy dill not dearly perceive it, the war had welded
the thirteen colonies into one people. It was in this

era that there grew up the feeling that this conquered
territory did not belong to the Crown but to the

colonies collectively. So afterwards, when independ-
ence was achieved, it was contended that these

western lands did not belong to the respective states

but to the union collectively, because the domain had
been won by their joint exertions. By the proclama-
tion of 1763 a line was drawn around the head-waters
of all those rivers in the United States which flow into

the Atlantic Ocean, and west of that line the colonists

were forbidden to settle. AD the valley from the

Great Lakes to the Florida country and from the
proclamation line westward to the Mississippi was
set apart for the Indians. Out of the conquered terri-

tory England created three new provinces: in Canada,
the Province of Quebec; out of the country conquered
from Spain, two provinces, namely, East Florida and
West Florida. The Appalachicola separated the

Floridas. The land between the Altamaha and the

St. Mary's was annexed to the Province of Georgia.

In order to provide for the miUtary defence of

the colonies, it was decided to enforce the Navigation
Acts. These required : (1) that colonial trade should
be carried on in vessels built and owned in England
or in the colonies, these ships to be manned, to the
extent of two-thirds of the crew, by Enghsh subjects;

(2) that important colonial products should not be
sent to ports other than those of England. Product.s

or goods not named in a certain list might be sent to

any other part of the world
; (3) if a product ex-ported

from one colony to another was of a kind that might
have been supplied by England, it must either go to

the mother country and then to the purchasing colony,

or pay an export duty at the port where it was shipped,
equal to the import duty it would have to pay in

England; (4) goods were not allowed to be carried

from any place in Europe to America unless they were
first landed at a port in England. Not unconnected
with this measure, perhaps, was an intention of estab-

lishing permanently in America a body of 10,000 Brit-

ish troops, for whose maintenance it was decided to

provide at least in part by a Parliamentary tax in the
colonies. These were among the measures which led

ultimately to a division of the empire.
While these measures of Grenville's administration

were in contemplation, information of the design of

the ministry was received in Boston from the colonial

agent in England, who asked counsel in the emergency.
In the spring of 1764 a Boston town-meeting gave the
subject special consideration. For the guidance of

newly-elected members a committee was appointed to

prepare instructions. This important work was
assigned to Samuel Adams. While motives of policy

suggested the language of loyalty and dejiendence, it

is not difficult to see behind these instructions of

Adams the spirit of a determined patriot who had
long and thoughtfully considered the whole question
of the relation of the colonies to the mother country,
for he furnished Americans with arguments that
never ceased to be urged till the separation from
Great Britain was complete.
By drawing into question the right of the Crown to

put an absolute negative upon the act of a colonial

legislature, the Virginian orator merely revived in

another form that strviggle against prerogative which
with varying success had long been maintained on
both sides of the Atlantic. The resolutions of the
Boston town-meeting, however, had a different pur-
pose, marking, as they do, the first organized action
against taxation.

Trade with the French and the Spanish West
Indies not only stimulated the prosperity of the com-
mercial centres in e\cry colony, but was a chief

source of wealt h to all New England. For the abun-
dant supply of timber standing in her forests, for her

fish, and for her cattle, these islands furnished a
convenient and profitable market. By the vessels

engaged in this extensive trade, cargoes of sugar and
molasses were unloaded at Boston and other New
England ports. A Parliamentary statute of 1733 had
imposed on both commodities a prohibitive duty,
which but for the connivance of revenue officers would
even then have accompUshed the ruin of a flourishing

commerce. When this law, after several renewals,
was about to expire in 1763, the colonists actively

oppo.sed its re-enactment, but Grenville was resolved

to improve the finances in his own way, and against

the successive remonstrances of colonial agents, of

merchants, and of even a royal governor, renewed
the act, says Bancroft, in a form "greatly to the dis-

advantage of America". Commissioners of customs,
regarding their places as sinecures, had hitherto

resided in England. Now they were ordered at once
to their posts; the number of revenue officers was
increased, and, to assist in executing the new regula-

tions, warships patrolled the harbours and the coast.

These were instructed to seize all vessels suspected
of smuggling. Army officers were commanded to

co-operate. The jurisdiction of admiralty courts, in

which cases were tried without juries, was greatly

extended. Both the promise of emolument from con-

fiscated property and the fear of dismissal for neglect

of duty sharpened the vigilance of those engaged in

enforcing the acts of navigation, and it was soon per-

ceived that their unusual activity and violence threat-

ened to destroy not only contraband, but menaced the

very existence of even legitimate, trade. At this time
£164,000 sterhng was the estimated annual value of

the Massachusetts fisheries; and to supply the provi-

sions, casks, and sundry articles yearly required in

the business, there was needed an additional capital of

£23,700. The importance of this industry may be
easily estimated from the extent to which it had
been carried by a single community. A rigorous

execution of the Act of April, 1764, meant to Americans
the annihilation of this natural and legal branch of

commerce, for if the planters in the French West
Indies could not sell their sugar and molasses, they
would not buy fish, and any deficiency or any great

irregularity in the supply of molasses would have
been fatal to the distilleries of Boston and other New
England towns. Ships would have been almost
worthless on the hands of their owners, and the 5000
seamen employed yearly in carrying fish to Portugal
and Spain would have been without an occupation.

The severity of the new regulations, by which prop-
erty amounting to £3000 was soon swept into prize

courts, coupled with the declared intention of raising

by imperial authority a revenue for the defence of

the colonies, created a constitutional question of the

gravest character.

Since 1763, when tlie war ended, the British Govern-
ment had time to consider a system of revenue. The
importunities of British merchants, who were cred-

itors of American importers, as much at least as a
feeling of tenderness for the colonists, influenced Gren-
ville to suspend for almost a year his purpose of laying

a stamp duty on America. An expectation of master-
ing the subject was undoubtedly an additional cause
of delay. His purpose, however, remained unchanged,
and neither petitions nor remonstrances, nor even the

solemn pledges of the colonies to honour as hitherto all

royal requisitions, availed to overcome his obstinacy,

and on 6 Feb., 17tw, in a carefully prepared speech,

he introduced his fifty-five resolutions for a stamp act

.

In the colonies this aroused a bitter spirit; the

stamp distributors were induced to abandon their

offices by persuasion or intimidation, and delegates

from nine colonies met in New York to express dis-

approval.
Patrick Henry, of Virginia, led the opposition with

the resolutions: that the first Virginia colonists
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brought with them "all the privilegeg and immunities
that have at anj' time been held" by "the people of

Great Britain"; that their descendants held these

rights; that by roj'al charters the people of Virginia

had been declared entitled to all the rights of Enghsh-
men "born within the realm of England"; that one
of these rights was that of being taxed "by their own
assembly"; that they were not bound to obey any
law taxing them without consent of their assembly.
The Virginia Resolutions were passed 29 May, 1765.

This action by the southern colony was followed on
the part of Massachusetts by a call for a congress to

meet at New York City. This assembly, known as
the Stamp Act Congress, began its sessions in New
York on 5 Oct., 1765, and was attended by delegates

from nine of the colonies. New Hampshire, Virginia,

Georgia, and North Carolina were unrepresented.
The representatives from six of the nine colonies

present (Maryland, Delaware, Pennsylvania, Rhode
Island, New York, and Massachusetts) signed a
"Declaration of Rights and Grievances", setting

forth that the .Americans were subjects of the British

Crown; that it was the natural right of a British sub-
ject to pay no taxes unless he had a voice in laying

them; that .\mericans were not represented in Parlia-

ment; that Parliament, therefore, could not tax
them, and that any attempt to do so was an attack on
the rights of Englishmen and the liberty of self-

government. The grievances were five in number:
taxation without representation; trial without jury
(in the admiralty courts); the Sugar Act; the Stamp
Act; restrictions on trade.

The "Sons of Liberty" promptly associated for

resistance to that measure. At first they demanded
no more than that the stamp distributors should
resign their offices. Their refusal was the occasion
of violence and serious riots. 1 Nov., 1765, was the
day fixed for the Stamp .\ct to go into force. During
the next six months every known piece of stamped
paper was seized and burned; handbills were posted
denouncing the law, and public meetings were called;

mobs frequently paraded the streets, shouting:
"Liberty, property, and no stamps!" Merchants
pledged themselves not to import EngUsh goods till

the Stamp Act was repealed. These agreements
among the mercantile classes were widespread. The
eflfect was to leave on the hands of British exporters
goods intended for .America. By its restraint on
production it threw out of employment multitudes of

English labourers. This led English merchants to

flood Parliament with petitions calling for the repeal
of the Stamp .Act. The distress occasioned in Eng-
land forced Parliament to yield, and in March, 1766,
the law was repealed. Both in America and England
rejoicings and votes of thanks greeted the repeal.

The term of rejoicing was brief. In England
the king as well as his friends conceived for the
authors of that conciliatory measure the most bitter

dislike, which expres.sed itself in the driving from
power of the supporters of Rockingham, and soon
after, under a more comphant ministry-, adopting a
new form of taxation. -At this unexpected course the
indignation among the colonists far surpassed the
outbreak which marked the first attempt upon their

hberties. The new measures of taxation were known
as the Townshend .Acts: (1) the legislature of New
York was forbidden to pass any more laws imtil it had
provided the British troops in the city with shelter,
fire, and such articles as salt, vinegar, and candles;
(2) at Boston a Board of Commi.'^sioners of the Cus-
toms wa.s established to enforce laws relating to trade;
(3) taxes were laid on glass, painters' colours, le.ad,

paper, and tea. Though these taxes were not bur-
densome, they involved the important principle of the
right of Parliament to tax people not represented in it,

and once more the colonists rose in resistance; again
there were non-importation agreements, correspond-

XV.— 11

ence between assembhes, and a revival of the Sons of
Liberty. For the Massachusetts Assembly, Samuel
Adams drafted a circular letter, which was sent to the
other colonies. It contained expressions of loyalty,
re-asserted the rights of the colonists, and appealed
for united action in opposing the new taxes. Many
of the legislatures were dismissed or dissolved for their
connexion with the circular letter, or for complaining
of the unfair treatment of some sister colony.
The proroguing of colonial assemblies became fre-

quent. The Ma.ssachusetts legislature was dissolved
for refusing to recall the letter. In other words, the
king had been defied. He ordered two regiments to
Boston to assist the authorities in enforcing the new
system of taxation. The people of Boston accused
the soldiers of corrupting the morals of the town, "of
desecrating the Sabbath with fife and drum; of .striking

citizens who insulted them; and of using language
violent, threatening, and profane". This excited
state of feeUng led to frequent quarrels between the
townspeople and the soldiers, and culminated on 5
March, 1770, in a riot known as the "Boston Massa-
cre". More, perhaps, than anything which had yet
happened this event hastened the revolution. A few
years later (177.3) a considerable quantity of tea
which had arrived on ships from England was thrown
info Boston Harbour. In Charleston, Annapolis, and
Philadelphia also there was determined opposition to
receiving the consignments of tea, which, though
cheap, yet concealed a tax. When tidings of these
events reached England, Parliament determined to
punish Massachusetts, and proceeded to pass five

laws so severe that the colonists called them the
"Intolerable Acts". These were: the Boston Port
Bill, which closed the port of Bo.ston; the Tran.sporta-
tion Bill, which gave the authorities power to send
persons, accused of murder in resisting the laws, to
another colony or to England for trial; the Massachu-
setts Bill, which changed the charter of the province,
provided for it a mihtary governor, and prohibited
the people from holding public meetings for any
purpose other than the election of town officers, with-
out permission from the governor; the Quartering
Act, which made it lawful to quarter troops on the
people; and the Quebec Act, which enlarged the
Province of Quebec to include all the territory between
the Great Lakes, the Ohio River, the Mississippi
River, and Penn.sylvania. When the Puritan element
in the colonies found that this law practically estab-
lished the Cathohc religion in the new territory, its

traditional feeling of intolerance revived.

The news of these .Acts of Parliament crystallized
almost every element of union in the colonies. When,
in May, 1774, the Virginia legislature heard of the
passage of the Boston Port Bill, it [jassed a resolution
that the daj' when the law went into efTect in Boston
should be one of "fasting, humiliation, and pr.ayer" in

Virginia. For this conduct the legislature was at
once dissolved by the governor. Before separating,
however, the members appointed a committee to
correspond with the other colonies on the advisability
of holding another general congress. There was a
unanimous approval, and New York requested Massa-
chusetts to name the time and place of meeting. To
this request she agreed, .selecting Philadelphia as the
place, and 1 Sept., 1774, as the date. The Congress
assembled in that city on 5 Sept. It included dele-

gates from all the colonies except Georgia, and hence
is commonly known as the Finst Continental Congress.
It adopted addresses to the king, to the people of the
colonies, of (Quebec, .and of Great Britain; i)a,ssed a
declaration of rights, summing up the various Acta
of Parliament which were believed to be violative of

those rights. This body had met, of cotirse, in virtue
of no existing law. In other words, it was a revolu-
tionary as.senibly, though it a,ssumed revolutionary
functions slowly. In the matter of the petition it
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ignored Parliament; it prepared Articles of Associa-

tion, to be signed by people everywhere, and to be
enforced by committees of safety. The members of

these committees were to be cliosen by the inhabitants

of the cities and towns. The articles bound the

people to import nothing from Great Britain and Ire-

land, also to export nothing to those countries. Hence-
forth the Committees of Safety were to perform an
important service in promoting the Revolution. On
8 Oct. the Congress adopted the following resolution:

"That this Congress approve the opposition of the

inhalDitants of the Massachusetts Bay to the execu-

tion of the late Acts of ParUament; and, if the same
shall be attempted to be carried into execution by
force, in such case all America ought to support

them in their opposition." Before the Congress ad-

journed it was ordered that another Congress should

meet on 10 May, 1775, in order to consider the result

of the petition to the king. It then adjourned.

When the king and his friends heard of the pro-

ceedings of the Congress, they were more determined
than ever to make them submit. On the other hand,

the friends of the colonists exerted themselves to

promote conciliation, but neither the influence of Pitt

nor the eloquence of Burke could alter the resolution

of the king's party. The ultimatum of the First

Continental Congress led to considerable mihtary
activity. When it was seen that force would be met
by force, the people began to arm. As was generally

foreseen, the conflict between the people and the royal

forces occurred before the meeting of the Second Con-
tinental Congress. An encounter was hkely to occur

anywhere, but most likely to take place in Massa-
chusetts. Up to the meeting of the First Continental

Congress there were in America thirteen local govern-

ments. From that time there came into existence a
uew body politic, with aims and with authority supe-

rior to the local governments. These several govern-

ments had actually formed a new state. The Declara-

tion of Independence was merely an announcement
of an estabhshed fact.

National History.—War of the Revolution.—
When the Stamp Act was passed, the Congress which
assembled acted as an advisory rather than as a legis-

lative body. Perhaps the chief result of its meeting
was that it accustomed the colonists to the idea of

union. This feeling was confirmed when the First

Continental Congress convened (1774). On 10 May,
177.5, the Second Continental Congress assembled.

By that time the notion of union was much more
famihar; besides, the military phase of the war had
begun three weeks earlier. Tidings soon came of the

taking of Ticonderoga by a force under Ethan Allen.

This was the key of the route to Canada. Thus far

the chief object of the Americans had been to secure a
redress of grievances. Independence w'as advocated
by nobody, and a little earlier John Adams said that

it would not have been safe even to discuss it. How-
ever, events moved rapidly. Separation was dis-

cussed, and on 4 July, 1776, a Declaration of Inde-

pendence was adopted by the Congress, which had
already become a revolutionary body. It had ceased

to be an advisory assembly, and for some time had
been exercising the powers of a national government.
A constitution, entitled "Articles of Confederation

and Perpetual Union", was proposed, but it was not
until March, 1781, that it was adopted by all the

states. For the conduct of the war in which they
found themselves engaged they were wretchedly pre-

pared: they had no money, no system of taxation, no
navy.

Early in the war Congress sent to Canada a com-
mission to win over its people to the side of the insur-

gent colonists. This body included Benjamin Frank-
lin, Samuel Chase, and Charles Carroll. A cousin of

the last-named. Rev. John Carroll, accompanied the

commission to assist in promoting its patriotic pur-

pose. By virtue of the Quebec Act the Canadians
were enjoying religious liberty, and they must have
wondered what thej' could gain from an alhance with

a people who considered that measure of toleration as

a ground of reproach to England. As to the enlarge-

ment of the Province of Quebec, already noticed, the

people of Canada must have been somewhat indiffer-

ent. These and other considerations led them gener-

ally to adopt a policy of neutrahty. The presence in

the American army of one or two smaU battalions of

Canadians did not to any considerable extent affect

the sentiments of the French population. During
the progress of the war their loyalty was often sus-

pected by British officials, perhaps not without cause.

Under General Montgomery an army also was sent

into Canada. A co-operating force under Benedict
Arnold reached Canada by way of the Kennebec
River and the Maine wilderness. Montgomery had
won several small advantages, but the joint attack on
Quebec, 31 Dec, 1775, resulted in his death, in the
wounding of Arnold, and the defeat of their forces.

Then was begun a disastrous retreat toward the State
of New York. Either this step of Congress or the
plans of the British War Office led to a counter inva-

sion. A force under St. Leger, moving by way of

Oswego and Fort Stanwix (Rome), was intended
to create a diversion in favour of the main army under
Burgoyne, which was advancing leisurely from Can-
ada. With these two commands Clinton was expected
to co-operate along the fine of the Hudson. St.

Leger's army was defeated or dispersed, and, instead

of co-operating with Burgoyne, General Chnton had
gone oil to attack Philadelphia. A detachment from
Burgoyne's army was defeated at Bennington, Ver-
mont. This event left nearly all New England free to

act on Burgoyne's Une of communications. After

two severe battles he surrendered, near Saratoga,

on 17 Oct., 1777, his entire army of nearly six thou-
sand men. Thus ended the struggle for the pos-

session of the Hudson. The event influenced France
to form an alhance, Feb., 1778, with the young
RepubUc.

After the commission had returned from Canada,
several agents were sent to represent the United States

in Europe, and Frankhn's abihty had much to do with
the establishment of friendly relations with France.
When in March, 1776, Washington drove the British

from Boston, he brought his army southward and
occupied New York and Long Island. That portion

of his force in Long Island met with disaster in the

following August. To avoid capture, he turned
northward, crossed the Hudson, entered New Jersey,

and passed over into Pennsylvania. From his camp
in that state he surprised a regiment of his pursuers

at Trenton, 25 Dec, 1776, recrossed to Pennsylvania,

and early in the following year again encountered the

enemy at Princeton. This ended the first stage of

the struggle for the Delaware. CornwaUis gradually

retired towards New York.
In the West, Colonel George Rogers Clark took

Kaskaskia, 4 July, 1778. The influence of Father
Pierre Gibault, its parish priest, enabled Clark speed-

ily to recruit two companies at that place and in the
neighbouring settlement at Cahokia. A generous
loan by Frangois \'igo enabled him to complete his

equipment for the march on Vincennes, which, after

terrible hardships, was surprised and taken. These
were the first steps in the winning of the West. That
term included the region now- covered by Ohio, Indi-

ana, lUinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, and a part of

Minnesota. In this great achievement of Clark's,

Catholics acted a very praiseworthy part. When
that commander arrived at Kaskaskia, he was not

unex-pected; the terms of enlistment of many of his

men had already expired, and in the battalions with

which he marched to Vincennes there was a great

preponderance of Catholics. In the conquest of that
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place lip was also assisted by the inhabitants of Die

town. Indeed, he felt encouraged during the cutue
campaign by the friendship of the Spanish governor
beyond the Mississippi.

When General Clinton should have co-operated
with Burgoyne he set out for the conquest of Phila-

delphia, the capital of the new union. Transporting
his army by the Atlantic and Chesapeake Bay, he
landed in Maryland, marched towards Philadelphia
and, after defeating Washington's army on the
Brandj'wine, occupied the capital. Though the
fighting around Philadelphia was not decisive, the
patriot army, as shown in the engagement at German-
town (Oct., 1777), was improving in efficiency. To
defend the Continental military stores, as well as to
menace Philadelphia, Washington went into winter
quarters at Valley Forge. It is unnecessary to repeat
the familiar story of the sufferings of the patriot army.
One thnig, however, was accomplished during that
terrible winter. The little army of Washington was
rigorously drilled by the German volunteer. Baron
Von Steuben. Thereafter the Continentals were a
match for the best-drilled troops of England. In the
spring of 1778 there was a rumour that, a French fleet

had sailed for the Delaware. This consideration,

together with the improvement in the condition of

Washington's army, persuaded the British to return
across New Jersey to New York City. During this

march a severe engagement occurred at Monmouth
Court House, N. J., 28 June, 1778. It was only
the treachery of General Charles Lee that i)re-

vented Washington from winning a more complete
victory.

The alliance with France has been noticed. The
operations of its fleet at Newport are popularly re-

garded in America as having been somewhat useless.

As a matter of fact, the activity of the allies put the
British on the defensive at the very moment that
they had decided to wage aggressive war. At an
early stage Beaumarchais had forwarded military
supplies to the United States. After Feb., 1778, his

government loaned large sums of money (.S6,352,.500),

used its armies wherever the opportunity offered,

and into every quarter of the globe, even into the
Indian Ocean, sent its warships to tight England.
When New England and the Middle States were

believed to be lost, the British endeavoured to win
back the South. This poUcy brought Cornwalhs into

the Carolinas. After a crushing defeat of one of his

subordinates at King's Mountain he retired into
Virginia, watched by the vigilant General Greene.
That oflicer had been sent South to reorganize and to
command the army that had been ruined by the inca-
pacity of General Gates. While he won no gieat
victories, Greene foimd himself a little stronger after

each engagement ; the discipline and the equipment of

his army also were constantly improving. He suc-
ceeded in drawing Cornwalhs farther and farther from
his base of supplies on the coast. The posts forming
Cornwallis's line of communication were successively
surprised by partisan bands commanded by such
officers as Marion, Sumter, and Pickens. With
Greene's army growing stronger, the independent
forces more bold, aTid his own force melting .awaj',

nothing appears to have been left for Cornwalhs but
to fortify himself in Virginia. His army with a
smaller force under .\rnold (who had deserted to the
British) destroyed much private property in that
state. A small force under General Lafayette had
been sent by W'ashington to watch the movements of

the enemy. It was about this time that there arrived
from Europe a great French fleet under the Coimt
de Grasse, perhaps the most powerful armament that
had put to sea since the days of the Spanish Armada.
It defeated a great British fleet off the capes of the
Chesapeake and gave Washington the opportvmity
for which he had yearned. It then approached the

position of Cornwalhs at Yorktown. Meanwhile
the commander-in-chief was hurrjing southward
from New York with his own army and a fine French
army under General Rochambeau to join the force
under Lafayette. Further to embarrass Cornwalhs,
a French force imdcr the Marciuess Saint-Simon was
landed. Theallied armies under \\ ashington promptly
began the siege of Yorktown, which ended, 19 Oct.,
1781, in the surrender of the army of Cornwalhs.
Thus ended the mihtary phase of the War for Indepen-
dence, and thus culminated a party struggle that had
long been in progress on both sides of the Atlantic.
The Whigs, whether English or American, had been
endeavouring to diminish the power of the king; the
Tories, both English and American, would preserve
that power unimpaired. The Whig opposition in

England and Ireland finally forced George III to
apply to Russia for troops, and, when they were
refused, to hire W^aldeckcrs, Brunswickers, and Hes-
sians. Besides these foreign soldiers there was in

America a large number of Loyalists or Tories. These
fought in the armies of the king, and when the war
was over, because of the hostility of the patriots, settled
in England or in Canada.
When the Revolutionary War began, there were

few Catholics in the United States. Perhaps their
number did not exceed 26,000. However, members
of that faith were to be found on all her borders, and
everywhere they were either neutral, as were many in

Canada, or friendly, as in the Spanish colonies around
the Mexican Gulf and in the French settlements of

the Illinois country. The services of the latter have
been noticed, while those of the Spaniards of New
Orleans would require much space to describe. The
reader who desires to examine this neglected phase of

the Revolution wiU find ample materials in the
unpublished papers of Oliver Pollock, on file in the
Library of Congress. It is well known that Spain
declared war against England (1779) and loaned
money to the United States. It is known also that
the Dutch Republic was friendly to America and that
among all the Netherland elements who favoured its

independence Catholics were conspicuous. During
the progress of the war Frederick the Great had urged
the United Provinces, as he had urged France, to
join in the war against England. The withholding
by George III of the subsidy that had formerly been
granted to Prussia incensed its ruler against his former
ally.

It has been stated that the colonies were wretch-
edly prepared for engaging in war with the mother
country. In July, 177.5, it was voted to issue due bills

for 2,000,000 Spanish milled dollars, to be sunk by
taxes in four successive years, beginning 30 Nov.,
1779, the taxes to be levied and collected by the
states in proportion to population. These bills

Congress petitioned the states to make legal tender.

In different ways and at different times this was
done, and before 4 July, 1776, $9,000,000 in due bills

were out. To distinguish it from the issues of the
states this was called "Continental" currency.
From this time forward fiat money got possession of

the American people, and by 1779 the issues amounted
to .?242,000,000 in a single year. By 1781 the whole
mass became worthless.

Up to this time the fatal error was the behef that

the credit and currency of continental money could
be maintained by acts of compulsion. From this

delusion, which affected governments, state and
national, few persons were exempt. By October,

1779, Boston was on the verge of starvation; money
transactions had nearly ceased, and business was
done by barter. In May, 1779, there was a mutiny
of certain Connectic\it regiments on account of bad
pay. In Janu.ary, 1781, there was a mutiny of the

Pennsylvania Line for the same reason. In that

disturbance the soldiers killed a captain who tried to
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bring them to submission. This is not so much to be
wondered at when one learns that $7.00, the monthly
pay of an enhsted man, dropped by depreciation to .33.

Before Washington could move his army to York-

town it was necessary to give the soldiers their back

pay. To do this, Robert Morris had to borrow hard

money from Rochambeau. In March, 1780, there

was outstanding $200,000,000 of continental money.
Congress declared this to be worth forty dollars for

one dollar of a "new tenor". In other words, of that

entire amount Congress repudiated all but 85,000,000.

The "old tenor" fell to 500 to 1 in Philadelphia, when
it ceased to circulate. To complete the misfortunes

of this experiment, counterfeiters successfully imitated

the issues of Congress and hastened the death of

paper money. Then hard money sprang to Ufe, and
was abimdant for all purposes. Much had been

hoarded and great quantities had been brought in by
the armies and navies of both P>ance and England.

As early as 1779 Congress attempted the expedient

of specific supplies. Requisitions were made upon

the states for meat, flour, forage etc. Because of the

defective system of transportation, and for other

reasons, it became necessary to abandon this resource.

The impressment of horses, wagons etc. was perceived

to be dangerous and was soon given up. The income

of the Continental Treasury from 1775 to 1783 was
$65,863,825. This was received from domestic loans,

foreign loans, taxes, paper money, and from mis-

cellaneous sources. Outstanding certificates of in-

debtedness amounted to $16,708,000. Besides these

sums, the total cost of the war included the expen-

ditures of the several states.

The Confederaiion and the Constitution.—Though
prepared soon after independence was declared, the

"Articles of Confederation and Perpetual Union"
were not adopted until 1781, when the war was nearly

won. This was due chiefly to the opposition of Mary-
land, which refused to confederate until states having

western lands should cede them to the Union; as it

was claimed that all such lands had been held only

by the joint exertion of the states. Under the

Articles all measures of government were directed to

the states as cori'orations; there was no national

executive; tlie Congress was a body of only one cham-

ber; the states paid, and had the power to recall, their

delegates; in theory it was difficult to amend this

constitution, and in practice it had proved impossible;

finally there was no efficient system for obtaining a

federal revenue. In other words, the government

under the confederation had no independent income,

but depended entirely upon the contributions of the

various states. These defects soon produced conse-

quences so alarming that the leading patriots brought

about a constitutional convention which attempted to

amend the fundamental law. When this was found

to be impossible, they framed a new constitution of

government (1787). This provided for a national exec-

utive, a national legislature, and a national judiciary;

also for a simpler method for its own amendment. It

gave to Congress the power to lay and collect taxes,

duties, imposts, and excises for federal purposes.

The Congress was further empowered to borrow

money on the credit of the United States; to establish

a uniform rule of natundization and uniform laws on

the subject of bankruiilcies throughout the United

States; to coin money and regulate the value thereof;

to regulate commerce with foreign nations, with the

Indian tribes, and among \\n- several states. To the

National Legislature was also given power to declare

war; to maintain and equip an army and a navy; to

exercise exclusive legislative power over such tract as

may, by cession of particular stat(>s, become the capi-

tal of the United States; to make all needful rules and

regulations respecting the territory and other property

of the United States. The body vested with (he

powers just enumerated was a bicameral one. In its

upper house (Senate) each state has two senators,

while in the lower house each has representatives in

proportion to population. The House of Represen-
tatives is merely a legislative body. The Senate, on
the other hand, performs a threefold function.

Primarily it assists the house in making laws; in

ratifying treaties or confirming nominations to office it

performs executive functions; in trying an impeach-
ment it acts as a judicial body. The duration of a
session of Congress is two years, the term for which
representatives are elected. Senators are chosen for

a term of six years. In construing an act of the

National Legislature one is to assume that it has no
power to pass such act unless the authority is con-

ferred by the Constitution, or may be fairly derived

from some grant of powers enumerated therein. In

examining the constitutionahty of a state law one is

to assume that the state legislature has power to pass

all acts whatever, unless they are prohibited by the

Constitution of the United States or by the constitu-

tion of the state.

ITnder the Articles of Confederation there was no
national executive. The Constitution, however, vests

the supreme executive authority in a President of the

United States, who, with a vice-president, is chosen for

a term of four years. Both officers are chosen by an
electoral college. In this college each state has a
number of electors equal to its whole number of sena-

tors and representatives in Congress. Originally the

electors of president and vice-president looked over

the country and selected some distinguished pubUc
character for each office. In a httle while, however,
they ceased to exercise such discretion, and nomina-
tions for both the presidency and vice-presidency were
made in congressional caucuses. The contest of 1824

brought this method into disfavour. Thereafter, for

a brief period, many of the states nominated some
favourite son. An evident disadvantage of this

system was the great number of candidates, of whom
none was likely to receive, as the Constitution requires,

a majority of all the votes cast. About 1831 there

began to take shape the present system of a national

nominating convention. In this extra-constitutional

institution the states are represented according to

popvilation, each sending twice as many delegates as

it has senators and representatives in Congress. The
District of Columbia, the Territory of Alaska, and
some of the insular pos.sessions are also entitled to

send delegates. To obtain the nomination in a
Republican National Convention a majority of the

delegates is sufficient, whereas in that held by the

Democratic party a two-thirds vote is necessary.

Presidential electors are chosen on the Tuesday
after the first Monday in November of every fourth

year. No person except a natural-born citizen is

eligible to the office of president or of vice-president.

The president shall be commander-in-chief of the

army and navy of the LTnited States, and of the militia

of the several states when called into the actual service

of the United States. He has power to grant reprieves

and pardons for all offences against the United States,

except in cases of impeachment; by and with the

advice and consent of the Senate he has the power to

make treaties, provided two-thirds of the Senators

Iiresent concur. In addition to these powers he can
nominate, and, by and with the advice and consent of

the Senate, .appoint ambassadors, other public minis-

ters and ccmsuls, judges of the United States Supreme
Court, and all other officers of the United States

whose appointments are not otherwise provided for

in the Constitution. He is empowered to convoke
Congress in special session and to dissolve that body
when the two houses are unable to agree upon a time
for adjournment. Like other civil oflncers, the presi-

dent and vice-president may be removed from office

on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason,

bribery, and other high crimes and misdemeanours.
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By the Constitution the judicial power of the

United States is vested in a supreme court, and such
inferior courts as the Congress may, from time to

time, ordain and establish. In order to secure the
independence of the judiciary the judges of both the
supreme and inferior courts hold their offices during
good behaviour, and, for their services, receive a com-
pensation which shall not be diminished during their

continuance in office. The judicial power is commen-
surate with the legislative, and extends to all cases,

in law and equity, arising under the Constitution, the
laws of the United States, and the treaties made, or

which .shaU be made, under their authority. It also

extends to cases affecting foreign representatives (am-
bassadors, ministers, and consuls), to cases of admi-
ralty and maritime jurisdiction, to controversies to

which the United States shall be a party, to contro-

versies between two or more states, etc. In aU cases

affecting ambassadors, other public ministers and
consuls, and those in which a state shall be a party,

the Supreme Court shall have original jurisdiction.

In all other cases it possesses appellate jurisdiction,

both as to law and fact, with such exceptions and
under such regulations as Congress shall make.

In addition to the division of political power among
the three departments mentioned, the Constitution
also provides for inter-state comity. For example,
it is provided that full faitli and credit shall be given
in each state to the public acts, records, and judicial

proceedings of every other state. It also provides
that the citizens of each state shall be entitled to all

privileges and immunities of citizens in the several

states; for the return of fugitives from justice and for

the admission of new states. By the Constitution the
United States is required to guarantee to every state

in this Union a republican form of government, and
to protect each of tliem against Invasion, and, in

certain circumstances, against domestic violence.

Amendments to the Constitution may be proposed by
two-thirds of both houses of Congress or by the legis-

latures of two-thirds of the states. Amendments
proposed in either manner become valid as parts of

the Constitution, when ratified by the legislatures of

three-fourths of the several states, or by conventions
in three-fourths of them. Congress is empowered to

propose the method of ratification. The schedule
provided that the ratification by conventions of nine
states should be sufficient for the establishment of

this Constitution between the states ratifying the
same.
Owing to the opposition to its adoption, especially

in Virginia and New York, it was agreed by the
friends of the Constitution that a bill of rights should
be added to it. Accordingly, many amendments
were proposed; these w'ero crouped under ten heads,
famihar as the first ten amendments, and known to

students of the Constitution as the Bill of Rights.

The eleventh amendment, declared a part of the
Constitution in 170S. interprets a part of Article III,

and prevents the cit izens of a .state from suing another
state, or a foreign citizen or subject from bringing
suit against one of the states. The twelfth amend-
ment, which became a part of the Constitution in

1804, makes a change in the method of choosing .a

president. It made the ballot of the elector more
definite, and in case the election went into the House
of Representatives, it restricted the choice of that
body to the three candidates highest on the fist. The
remaining amendments, the thirteenth, fourteenth,
and fifteenth, grew out of the Civil War. Contrary
to a popular notion, the framers of the Federal Con-
stitution had had considerable experience in the mak-
ing of constitutions before they set about the estab-
lishment of their crowning work. Shortly after

independence was declared, the states were advised to

prepare constitutions of government. All complied
promptly, except Rhode Island and Connecticut, both

of which retained their liberal colonial charters. The
establishment of any state rehgion is prohibited by
the Constitution. The regulation of charities, edu-
cation, marriages, land tenures, religious corpora-
tions, etc., about which it says nothing, is reserved,
by inference, to the various states.

The period from 1783, when the definitive treaty
of peace was signed, untU 1789, is known as the critical

era of American history. The federal government
was in distress; many of the states were on the verge
of civil war. Relations, external and internal, were
highly unsatisfactory. Indeed, the situation was
worse than at any time during the progress of military
operations. When George III, for himself and his
successors, acknowledged the independence of the
United States, the several commonwealths, claiming
to be sovereign, adopted policies more or less selfish.

This disposition begot a number of domestic quarrels.
In addition to dissension at home, foreign relations
were not too harmonious. The young republic had
nearly forfeited the confidence of its own citizens,

and was beginning to incur the contempt of the world
outside. It was these alarming symptoms that
forced upon a few leaders the idea of amending the
fundamental law. When, however, the Constitution
was submitted to the people, a majority of them
appeared to oppose its adoption. This opposition
wa.s overcome by the influence and activity of the
leading patriots. In this great work the services of
Washington cannot be overestimated. His brilliant

lieutenants, Hamilton and Madison, ably supported
his efforts in conventions and in the Press. The
names of the friends of the Constitution would make a
considerable fist, and no list would be complete. Of
course, all those who signed the instrument worked
for its adoption. The Constitution also had friends
who were not members of the Convention. Among
the ablest and the most useful of these was Pelatiah
Webster, an able student of iniblic finance and of con-
stitutional systems. In 1788 the proposed Consti-
tution was ratified by the requisite n\imber of states
(nine), and on 4 March, 1789, the first Congress assem-
bled under it. Much of its time and energy was
devoted to considering means for improving the public
credit and to organizing the various departments of
government. In this work Congress was greatly
assisted by Alexander Hamilton, Secretary of the
Treasury. On 30 April, 1789, General Washington
had been inaugurated president. John .•\dams had
been chosen vice-president. Internal relations and
external relations were speedily improved by the
wisdom of Washington. The measures of his ad-
ministration soon established domestic tranquillity
and general prosperity.

Sl(irtiti(j the Gorernmcnt.—In his exercise of the
appointing power Washington observed the greatest
care. His nominations to office were remarkable for
their accuracy. He set an example, however, which
none of his successors has seen fit to imitate. He
appointed to the most important position in his cabi-
net Thomas Jefferson, the head of an opposition which
a little later as.-iumed more definite form. Ultimately
Hamilton and Jefferson quarrelled, and both resigned
from the administration. Hamilton, however, had
done his work. His report on manufactures, a
remarkable document, and one still consulted by
statesmen, among other things justifies the tariff

policy then adopted. Measures involving a still

broader construction of the Const itut ion were enacted.
One was the organization of the First United States
Bank. To its establishment there was social, sec-
tional, and constitutional opposition. There was
also considerable hostility toward the measure for

a.ssuming the Revolutionary debts of the states. The
enactment of these laws was chiefly responsible for

the rise of a new political party, the Rei)ublican party
of Jefferson. The revenue system estabhshed by
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Congress led to an insurrection in western Pennsyl-

vania. That outbreak was suppressed in 1794 by
sending the militia of New Jersey, Maryland, and
Virginia, and some troops of Pennsylvania, into the

troubled region. This indicated the energetic poUcy
that was adopted by the new government. Armies
under Generals Harmer and St. Clair were defeated by
the Miamis. In 179.5, after their defeat by General
Wayne, the tribe made a cession of nearly the whole
of Ohio. In 1794-95 John Jay, Chief Justice of the

United States Supreme Court, negotiated a very
unpopular treaty with Great Britain. After the
people of France had put their king and queen to

death. President Washington issued his Neutrality
Proclamation, thus taking the first step in the foreign

policy of the United States. Though Washington
was honoured by a second election, his administra-

tion continued to be attacked with considerable energy
and great bitterness. After enact ing the laws referred

to, tracing the foreign pohcy of his country, and
organizing its departments, Washington determined
to retire from public hfe. Before doing so he issued

his "Farewell Address". Washington's refusal of a
third term was, perhaps, not unconnected with the

at tacks upon him by the coarse journalists of that time.

John Adams, who had served two terms as vice-

president, was chosen to succeed Washington. His
majority over Jefferson, who was elected to the vice-

presidency, was very slight. An effort of this

administration to negotiate a commercial treaty with
France resulted in the celebrated " X Y Z " corre-

spondence. In portions of the country there was
opposition to the new taxes. A graver problem with
the administration was the question of dealing with
those citizens and resident aliens who attacked the

president and the members of his administration.

The Alien and Sedition Laws were designed to meet
the emergency. By a majority of the people the

Sedition Law was regarded as a violation of the First

Amendment of the Constitution, which guarantees
freedom of speech and of the Press. By the legisla-

tures of Virginia and Kentucky these measures were
criticised, and the latter came near to proclaiming
nullification as the rightful remedy. Madison was
the author of the Virginia resolutions, while Jefferson

prepared those passed by Kentucky. These resolu-

tions connect with the Hartford Convention, Nulli-

fication, and Secession. In the third presidential

election the administration was embarrassed by the
taxes necessary for building up a navy, by the Alien

and Sedition Laws, and by dissension among the
Federalist leaders. Hamilton attacked President
Adams with great severity, and contributed to the
defeat of the Federalist party, of which he had been
the intellectual head.

Early Political Parties.—In the Constitutional

Convention at Philadelphia there were many discrep-

ant elements. We are now concerned with only two,
viz., those who favoured the fa^dus, or union, under
the proposed system and those who opposed it. The
former were known as Federalists, the latter as Anti-

Federalists. When the Constitution was finally

adopted, the Anti-Federahsts became "strict con-

structionists" and the Federalists "loose construc-

tionists". Presid(-nl Washington had generally acted
with the Federalists. Adams also belonged to that

party. It was during his presidency that Congress
enacted the celebrated Alien and Sedition Laws.
These measures w(>re unpopular, and, combined with
the attitude of the Federalists during the War of

1S12, led to (heir complete overthrow. They had
organized the government and given it its tendency,
but after the a<liniiiislruti()n of Adams they became
little more than a parly of protest. In ISOO the

followers of Jefferson, (hen known as Republicans,
won the presidency. They had previou.sly obtained

control of Congress. At that time the conflict in

progress between England and France divided the
American people on the question of foreign relations.

The Federalists, who were strongest in New England,
favoured England, while the Repubhcans generally
sympathized with France, the late ally of the United
States. After the War of 1812 party hues had been
almost effaced. President Monroe was practically

the unanimous choice of the American people. The
rivah'y of Andrew Jackson and Henry Clay led, after

1829, to the rise of a new political party. The fol-

lowers of Clay were known as Whigs, those of Jackson
as Democrats. Clay and his friends favoured internal

improvements at federal expense, and the continuance
of the United States Bank, an institution first char-
tered by the Federalists. They also favoured a tariff

for protection. These principles formed what is known
as the "American" system. Of course, the Whigs
were "loose constructionists" of the Constitution.
To these principles the Democrats were opposed.
That organization is generally regarded as being
identical with the Jeffersonian party. William Henry
Harrison, the first Whig president, served for one
month. His successor, X'ice-President Tyler, though
an admirer of Henry Clay, was a "strict construc-
tionist". Again in 1848 the Whigs elected General
Zachary Taylor and Millard Fillmore. This was their

last victory. Their attitude toward the Fugitive
Slave Law impaired their popularity, and in 18.52

they met with a crushing defeat. In 18.56 a new
organization, composed chiefly of anti-slavery ele-

ments, nominated Fremont and Dayton, the first

candidates of the Republican party. They were
defeated. After 1860, however, they won all the
presidential elections except those of 1884 and 1892,
when Grover Cleveland, the Democratic candidate,
was chosen. The third parties, generally parties of

moral ideas, will be noticed presently.

Territorial Accessions.—After 1800 the successive

acquisitions of territory are to be noticed. In point
of time the Louisiana Purchase, in 1S03, came first.

This was acquired from France after she had lost the
important colonial possession of Hayti, and when
Napoleon had decided to renew the war with England.
Florida was acquired from Spain in 1821, when the
United States surrendered any claim they may have
had to the Texan country. At that time and by the
same purchase the United States succeeded to Spain's
rights in the Oregon country. Having achieved her
independence from Mexico, Texas was annexed in

184.5 by a joint resolution of both Houses of Congress.
The constitutionality of that act has been challenged.

The settlement of the Oregon dispute was a contem-
porary event. To that country America had several

distinct titles. Oregon was claimed by right of Cap-
tain Gray's discovery of the Columbia River, which
he named after his ship; when President Jefferson had
bought Louisiana he sent Lewis and Clark to explore
that region; in ISll the fur-trading station Astoria
was established there. The right acquired with the
purchase of Florida has already been mentioned.
These claims, reinforced by American occupation,
ultimately gave the vast Oregon country to the
United States. The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo
(1848), which concluded the war with Mexico, gave
to the United States an immense region in the south-
west. This included the whole of California, Nevada,
LTtah, a small [lart of Wyoming, more than a third of

Colorado, and considerable portions of Arizona and
New Mexico. In 1S.5.S the Gadsden Purcha.se from
Mexico completed the boundary of (he United States
in that region. Alaska w;ia purchased in 1S67 for

$7,200,000 from Russia. In our own time (1S99)

Porto Rico and the Phihppine archipelago were
ac(iuired, as a result of the war with Spain. Less
ini|)or(an( insular possessions in the Pacific (Hawaiian
Islands, Guam, Sanioan Islands) were also acquired
about this time.

i
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Foundations of Foreign Policy.—The Neutrality
Proclamation of President Washington has been
mentioned. A second important step in the develop-
ment of America's foreign policy was taken in 1S23,

when President Monroe sent to Congress his annual
message. Between 1S16 and 1822 a revolutionary
government had been established in each of the
Spanish colonies from the Rio Grande to Cape Horn.
Upon due consideration, the United States had
acknowledged their independence. After the over-
throw of Napoleon the Holy Alliance had restored

absolutism on the continent of Europe. The project

was then considered of restoring to Spain her lost

dependencies in South America. England, however,
was opposed to such intervention. Her attitude was
chiefly determined by the profitable commercial
interests which had sprung up since the o^•erthrow of

Spanish dominion in that region. It was in these

circumstances that Canning, the British Minister of

Foreign Affairs, propn.sed to Dr. Rush, the United
States Minister in England, that the two powers
issue a joint declaration against the proposed inter-

vention of the Holy Alliance. Another element in

the situation was the attitude of Russia, which had
been establishing trading po.sts in the North-West.
It was feared that she would endeavour to extend her
dominion farther down the coast. John Quincy
Adams, Secretary of State, protested against this

action, and informed the Russian Minister that the
United States would assume the position that the
American continents were no longer open to future
colonization by European nations.

President Monroe sought the advice of ex-Presi-
dents Jefferson and Madison, and was encouraged by
both in the stand which he was about to take. In
his message to Congress, Dec., 1823, the president,

in speaking of America's foreign policy, said that
hitherto the United States had not interfered in the
internal affairs of the Allied Powers; that "We owe
it, therefore, to candor and to the amicable relations

existing between the United States and those powers,
to declare that we should consider any attempt on
their part to extend their system to any portion of

this hemisphere as dangerous to our peace and safety.

With the existing colonies or dependencies of any
European power we have not interfered, and shall

not interfere. But with the governments who have
declared their independence and maintained it, and
whose independence we have, on great consideration
and just principles, acknowledged, we could not view
any interposition for the purpose of oppressing them
or controlling in any other manner their destiny, by
any European power in any other hght than as the
manifestation of an unfriendly disposition towards
the United States". And, "It was impossible that
the Allied Powers should extend their political sys-
tem to any portion of either continent without endan-
gering our peace and happiness; nor could any one
believe that 'our Southern brethren', if left to them-
selves, would adopt it of their own accord. It was
equally impossible, therefore, that we should behold
Buch interposition in any form with indifference".

The part of the mes.sage referring to Russia declared
that "occasion has been judged proper for asserting,

as a principle in which the rights and interests of the
United Slates are involved, that the American Con-
tinents, by the free and independent condition which
they have a.ssumed and maintained, are henceforth
not to be considered a.s subjects for future coloniza-
tion by any European power". These announce-
ments of the president have since been collectively
known a.s the " Monroe Doctrine". When these bold
declarations were made, the United States felt con-
fident of the support of Great Britain. Their joint
navies would have made it impossible for the Allie(l

Powers to conduct any military operationa in the
western hemisphere.

Sectional Conflict.—In the Constitutional Conven-
tion (1787) it was clear that the North and the South
had interests which were somewhat different. Not-
withstanding this fact, they agreed upon a funda-
mental law by adopting a number of compromises.
In the endeavour to administer the government other
compromises were adopted between 1789 and 1S60
when the Southern States were convinced that fur-
ther compromises would be useless. It has already
been stated that one form of opposition to the estab-
lishment of the First United States Bank was sec-
tional. It was regarded as a Northern measure; was
supported chiefly by Northern members of Congress,
and received few votes from the South. In 1820 the
difference between the sections assumed a very differ-

ent form. At that time it was bound up with the
institution of slavery. In 1818 the Territory of
Missouri applied for admission into the Union as a
state. That application had not been acted upon in

1819 when Representative Tallmadge, of New York,
proposed an amendment to the effect "that the fur-

ther introduction of slavery or involuntary servitude
be prohibited, and that all children of slaves born
within the said state after the admission thereof into
the Union shall be free at the age of twenty-fi%'e".
This raised an important constitutional question,
namely, whether under the Constitution, Congress
had the power to impose conditions upon the admis-
sion of new states which were not imposed by the
Constitution on the original states. The amendment
of Tallmadge passed the Hou.se, but failed in the
Senate. The discussions on the anti-slavery amend-
ment created the greatest excitement throughout the
country. The matter was finally .settled by the first

of the great compromises between the sections.
Missouri was admitted without any restrictions upon
slavery, but in all other territory north of its southern
boundary (36° 30' N. lat.) slavery was prohibited for-

ever. Bound up with this controversy was the ap-
phcation of the District of Maine, which since 1691
had been a part of Massachusetts. Maine was ad-
mitted as a free state, thus preserving in the Ignited
States Senate the balance between the two sections.

The Missouri con.stitution contained a provision ex-
cluding free negroes. This was a palpable violation
of the Federal Constitution, which guarantees to the
citizens of each state the privileges and immunities
of citizens of the several .states. This part of the
controversy was set at rest by the influence of Henry
Clay. It was provided that this discrimination of

the Mis.souri constitution would not be enforced.
This ended the first controversy over the question of

slavery. In the division of the Louisiana Territorj'

thus effected, the North gained much more territory

than the South.
Grave as was the constitutional question that arose

on the apphcation of Missouri for admi.ssion to the
Union, that which grew up about 18.30 was much more
alarming. After the war of 1S12 the successive Con-
gresses enacted tariff laws. So great was the opposi-
tion to that which was passed in 1828 that it was
called the "Tariff of Abominations". The feeling

between the .sections showed itself when Senator
Foote, of Connecticut, introduced a resolution pro-
posing an inquiry as to whether or not it was desirable
temporarily to suspend the sale of public lands, ex-
cepting such as were already surveyed. It also pro-
posed to abolish the office of surveyor-general. Sen-
ator Hayne, of South Carolina, chose to regard this as
a manifestation of the Eastern jealousy of the West.
He m.ade Foole's resolution the occasion of a general
and energetic attack upon New England and a pre-
tence for expounding the doctrine of nullification.

By "nullification", in .\merican history, is meant the
claim by a state of the right to .suspend within her own
territory the operation of any act of Congress which
the state deems injurious to her own interests.
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Hayne's brilliant oration was replied to by Webster
(1S30) in, perhaps, the greatest speech ever dehvered
in the Senate. It has been said that Webster took
ground on a position toward which the greater part of

the nation was steadily advancing, that is in the di-

rection of nationaUsm. Hayne's sentiments found
favour in the South alone. The theory which he
had championed South Carolina soon sought to put
into practice. In 1832 Congress passed a new tariff

law, which omitted many of the objectionable fea-

tures of the Act of 1S2S, though it still contained the

principle of protection.

In South Carolina, where the objection to the law
was strongest, the governor convoked the legisla-

ture in special session. That body issued a call for a
state convention to meet at Columbia 19 Nov., 1832,

and on 24 Nov. there was passed by that convention

the famous Ordinance of Nullification. This de-

clared the tariff law null and void so far as concerned

South Carolina, forbade the payment of duties after

1 Feb., 1833, and prohibited appeals arising under the

law from being taken to the United States courts.

If Congress attempted to reduce the state to obedi-

ence. South Carolina would regard her connexion with

the Union as dissolved. The legislature passed sev-

eral laws to carry the ordinance into effect. Among
them was an act that provided for placing the state

on a war footing for the purpose of resisting the

authority of the United States. Another act pro-

vided a test oath for all officers of the state, by means
of which Union men were to be excluded from holding

positions of honour or trust under South Carohna.
President Jackson, who had been re-elected in 1832,

does not appear to have been alarmed at the condi-

tion of affairs in South Carolina. He instructed the

collector of customs at Charleston to perform the

duties of his office, and, if necessary, to use force. He
also issued an address to the Nullifiers. In it he
urged them to yield; he hkewise told them that "the
laws of the United States must be executed. . . .

Those who told you that you might peacefully pre-

vent their execution deceived you. . . . Their object

is disunion, and disunion by armed force is treason".

When Congress met in December, 1832, the presi-

dent wanted the passage of an act giving him power
to collect tariff duties by force of arms. A great de-

bate followed on this measure, which was known as

the Force Act. Speaking for the South, Calhoun as-

serted the right of a state to nullify acts of Congress
deemed injurious to her interests, and also the right to

secede from the Union. Webster denied the right of

nullification and secession, and upheld the Union and
the Constitution. Henry Clay, fearing a civil war,

now came forward with a compromise. He proposed

that the tariff of 1832 should be reduced gradually till

1842, when on all imported articles there should be an
ad valorem duty of twenty per cent. This Compro-
mise Tariff became a law in March, 1833. A second

convention met in South Carohna, and repealed the

Ordinance of Nulhfication.

The acquisition of territory from Mexico led to an-

other great controversy between North and South, or

rather between the free and the slave states. In

August, 1846, President Polk asked Congress for

82,000,000 "for the settlement of the boundary ques-

tion with Mexico". Mexico had abolished slavery

long before (1827), and Da\'id Wilmot of Pennsyl-

vania moved that the money should be granted,

provided that neither slavery nor involuntary servi-

tude should exist in any territory that might be ac-

quired from Mexico. The bill passed the House of

Representatives, the Southern members voting

almost solidly against it; in the Senate it never came
to a vote. When finally the measure did pass, the

Wilmot proviso was stricken out. Later it was
Bought to attach this anti-slavery provision to other

bills. While it did not pass, it aroused the most bitter

feeling in the South. At a meeting of Southern mem-
bers of Congress an address written by Calhoun was
adopted and signed, and then circulated throughout
the country. Among other things it complained of

the constant agitation of the slavery question by the
Abolitionists. In 1849 the legislature of Virginia

adopted resolutions of which one declared that "the
attempt to enforce the Wilmot Proviso" would rouse
the people of Virginia to "determinedresistanceat all

hazards and to the last extremity". The Missouri
legislature also protested against the principle of the
Wihnot proviso. One of the toasts at a dinner to

Senator Butler, in South Carohna, was "A Southern
Confederacy". Besides this general Southern oppo-
sition to the Wilmot proviso, that section complained
of the difficulty of recovering slaves who had escaped
to the free states. In almost every part of the South
there was a demand that the territories be opened to

slavery. Some of the legislatures contended that the

abolition of the slave trade in the District of Columbia
would be a direct attack on the institutions of the
Southern States.

In the North, pubhc sentiment was not less excited.

The legislatures of the free states, except Iowa, re-

solved that Congress had the power and was in duty
bound to prohibit slavery in the territories. Many
states instructed their congressmen to do everything
po.ssible toward abolishing the slave trade in the Dis-

trict of Columbia. When Congress met in Decem-
ber, 1849, it had serious business on hand. It then
seemed as if the Union were about to be broken up,

and that in its place there were to be two republics

—

one composed of free states and one made up of slave

states. As in the excitement of 1832, so now again
Henry Clay came forward as a peacemaker. In his

patriotic task he was assisted by both Webster and
Calhoun. Several bills were at last passed by Con-
gress. Collectively they are known as the Compro-
mise Measures of 18.50. By this treaty between the

sections it was provided that Cahfornia be admitted as

a free state, and that the .slave trade, but not the in-

stitution of slavery, be prohibited in the District of

Columbia. These bills were agreeable to the North.

The measures in which the South was interested were:

territorial governments for Utah and New Mexico
without anv restriction on slavery; and the payment
to Texas of $10,000,000 for abandoning her" claim

to considerable neighbouring territory, and for having
surrendered her revenue system to the United States

at the time of her annexation. The measure in which
the South was most interested, howc\'er, was a more
stringent law for the return of fugitive slaves. Dur-
ing the debates on the measure. President Taylor
died (9 .July, 18.50). He was succeeded by the vice-

president, Millard Fillmore. A law relative to the

return of fugitive slaves had been passed in the ad-
ministration of President Washington (1793). The
new law empowered United States commissioners to

turn over a coloured person to anybody who claimed

him as an escaped slave. It also provided that the

negro could not give testimony. It further provided
that all citizens, when summoned to do so, were re-

quired to assist in the capture of the slave, or, if it

seemed necessary, in delivering him to his owners.

Any citizen who harboured a fugitive slave or pre-

vented his recapture was li.able to fine and imprison-

ment . The Comjiromise of 1850 was expected to last

forever. As we shall see, it became the very seed-

plot of graver troubles. Slave catchers in great num-
bers invaded the North and hunted up negroes who
had escaped twenty years, or even a generation be-

fore, and with the assistance of the United States

marshals took them back to slavery. Both the free

negroes and the whites in the North interfere<l with
the officers in the performance of their duties. In

this way many negroes regained their liberty. Dis-

turbances occurred in many Northern cities, and some
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Tipgrn™ wore restored to their owners only after enor-

mous expense. Northern States began promptly to

pass Personal Liberty bills, for the protection of

negroes who were claimed as slaves. In the South
these laws were regarded as a violation of the Com-
promise.

Stfirery Crnilroversy.—In colonial America slavery

was general in the English possessions. In the South
nearly all the unskilled labour was performed by
negro slaves; in the North much of that work was
done by a class of men known as "Redemptioners".
For the latter class there was a prospect of entire free-

dom and even of social importance. For the most,

part the negro was doomed to toil forever; he had no

hni)e of freedom and, perhaps, scarcely dreamt of

wealth. When the War of Independence began,

negro sUiA-ery existed in all the rebellious colonies.

For economic and other reasons negroes were not.

numerous in the North. In the diversified industries

of that section slave labour was not regarded as effi-

cient. In the South, on the other hand, Ufe was
largely agricultural. On the large plantations the

negrocould be emploj'ed to advantage. His mind was
adapted to the simple operations required in the

tobacco and rice fields, while his body was well .suited

to its semi-tropical climate. There he thrived in spite

of malaria. While the South was the section pecu-

liarly interested in the institution of negro slavery,

the North was not less interested in importing them
from Africa. In the Declaration of Independence,
Jefferson in his indictment of George III charged him,

among other counts, with "supjjressing every legisla-

tive attempt to prohibit or restrain this execrable

commerce". In so doing he had "waged cruel war
against human nature itself, violating its nio.st sacred

rights in tlie person of a distant people who had never

offended him". Out of deference to the wishes of

some Southern delegates in Congress, especially those

from South Carolina and Georgia, Jefferson's denun-
ciation was stricken from the final draft of the

Declaration.
In the North the principles of 1776 were applied

early. In 1777 Vermont, whose territory was still

claimed by both New Hampshire and New York,
adopted a constitution which declared that no person

ought to be held as a slave after attaining to the age
of maturity. In 1780 Pennsylvania enacted that the

children of slaves born after that date should be free.

A principle of the Massachusetts constitution of 1780
was interpreted by the supreme court of that state

as abolishing slavery. In 1783 New Hampshire, and
in 1784 Connecticut and Rhode Island all adopted
measures looking to the gradual emancipation of their

slaves. New York and New Jersey came later. ,\t

the time of the adoption of the Constitution (178.')),

slavery had almost disappeared in the North. Even
in p.arts of the South it was unpopular. The great

patriots and statesmen of Virginia, Washington,
Jefferson, Madison, Ma.son, and others, hoped to see

the institution quietly disappear. The Con.stitution

recognized the existence of slavery and permitted the
imi)ortation of negroes until 1 January, 1808. It also

provides that in a census of the people three-fifths of

the negroes be counted. This provision gave ri.se to

two systems of enumeration. For state purposes
every human being was counted, that is, if he were an
inhabitant. For Federal purposes all whites were
counted, three-fifths of the negroes, and any Indians
who paid taxes. Thus the population of the state
was not the same a-s its "Federal numbers". At the
same time that the Constitution was being framed, the
Continental Congress enacted the famous Ordinance
of 1787. Section forever prohibits slavery in the
territory north-west of the Ohio River. This measure
was re-enacted by the Congress under the Constitu-
tion.

When benevolent people and wise statesmen of the

South expected the gradual extinction of slavery, the
invention of the cotton gin created an industrial
revolution in that section. Slavery became a source
of extraordinary profit and was soon regarded as an
economic necessity. Thereafter cotton-raising be-
came the chief industry of the South. There was an
immense demand for negroes, and all thought of
emancipation was forgotten. The Constitution con-
ferred upon Congress no authority over the subject
of slavery except in the territories and in the District

of Columbia. After the admi.ssion of Maine as a free

state, almost to the time of the Civil War, slave states

and free states were admitted to the Union alternately.

This preserved a sort of balance between the two
sections. The American Cok)nization Society was
organized at Washington in 1817. The object of this

association wa^s to organize settlements on t he western
coast of Africa for free negi'oes who would volunteer
to go thither. During the forty years ensuing, 8000
emancipated blacks emigrated to Africa. The
promoters of this society, whose officers were largely

Southern men, were disappointed in the slender

success of the movement. At that time there were a
number of abolition societies in the South, though
very few in the North. After 1829 abolition societies

began to be organized in the North. Thesedemanded
the extinction of slavery not only in the territories

but in the states. Periodicals appealing to this con-
stituency and endeavouring to win converts were now
undertaken from time to time.

Among the pioneers in this movement was one Ben-
jamin Lundy, a New Jersey Quaker. He had resided

in East Tennessee, whence he removed to Baltimore.

In that city he published the "Genius of Universal
Emancipation". There also he made the acquaintance
of William Lloyd Garrison. The hostility of the pro-

slavery element compelled them to leave the city.

In 1831 Garrison began publishing the "Liberator"
in Boston. The "Liberator" denounced the slave-

holders as criminals, and demanded the immediate
emancipation of slaves throughout the United States.

As a defensive measure it was excluded from circula-

tion in the South. While the effect of Garrison's

teachings was feared in the slave states, they were not

very acceptable in Boston. In 1835, while addressing

an anti-slavery meeting at the City Hall, he was taken
from the building and dragged through the streets

with a rope about his body. For personal safety it

was necessary to lodge him in jail. As a result of

Garrison's teachings anti-slavery societies were
formed in the North. The first of these was the
"New England Anti-Slavery Society", organized in

1831. A few years later a national organization was
formed in Philadelphia. The membership of these

early anti-slavery organizations included Wendell
Phillips, Gerrit Smith, Emerson, Dr. Channing,
Theodore Parker, Henry \\'ard Beecher, and other

pensons equally well-known. Anti-slavery meetings
were often disper.sed by Northern mobs. A Connecti-

cut teacher. Miss Crandall, who opened her school to

negro girls, was thrown into jail, while her school

was broken up by the mob. An Illinois Abolitionist

editor. Rev. EHjah P. Lovejoy, was killed by a pro-

slavery mob.
In 1831 occurred in Southampton County, Virginia,

the Nat Turner insurrection, when the slaves rose

against their masters and massacred sixty persons.

In the South this was ascribed, without much reason,

to the influence of Abolitionist literature. Large
rewards were offered, below Ma.son and Dixon's

Line, for the delivery of the prominent anti-slavery

leaders. Northern legislatures were called upon to

suppress the Abolitionist .societies by law. They
continued, however, to flood the South with their

literature, and appear to have seriously expected to

convince the slave-holders of the evils of human
servitude. The South demanded the exclusion from
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the mails of this obnoxious Hterature, but the post-

master-general claimed that he had no authority to

exclude objectionable matter from the mails. In the

summer of 1835 the people of Charleston took the

matter into their own hands, intercepted the mails,

seized the Abohtionist literature and made a public

bonfire of it. The House of Representatives refused

to receive petitions in any way relating to slavery, or

rather voted to lay them on the table. In Congress
ex-President John Quincy Adams acted as the spokes-

man of the Abolitionists. In the brief space of four

years he presented two thousand anti-slavery peti-

tions. The more the House endeavoured to dis-

courage such petitions, the more active became the

Abohtionists. That body therefore on 28 Jan., 1840,

declared that "no petition, memorial, resolution or

other paper praying for the abolition of slavery in the

District of Columbia or any State or Territory, or the

slave trade between the States and the Territories of

the United States in which it now exists, shall be

received by this House or entertained in any way
whatever". About twenty members from the free

states supported this resolution. For a long time

petitions poured into the House praying for the repeal

of the "gag rule", but it was not until 1844 that this

was done.
In 1840 the Abolitionists nominated James Gilles-

pie Birney, a Southerner, as their first candidate for

the presidency. He received 7000 votes. Four
years later (1844) 62,000 voters supported another

Abolitionist candidate. When it is remembered that

many of the anti-slavery party were so radical that

they refused to participate in such contests, their

increase in numbers must have convinced the South
that they were destined soon to be a menace to

slavery. In Congress the discussion of slavery

aroused much bitterness, and henceforth that issue

coloured almost every question in the tide of events.

Slavery had been recognized by the Constitution, but
that instrument gave to Congress authority over the

subject only in the District of Columbia and in the

territories, and it was not until vast areas had been
acquired by the United States that Southern states-

men perceived any danger to their own section in such

agreements as the Compromise on the admission of

Missouri. After the acquisition of the South-West
from Mexico, they insisted that the restriction of

slavery in the territories was a discrimination against

those Southern citizens who were interested in the

institution. The territories were open to the citi-

zens of the Nortli with their property; why not allow

the citizens of the South the same privilege? To this

the North replied that negro slavery was a moral
wrong, and ought to be restricted rather than ex-

tended. The civilized world, said that section, has
condemned slavery as an evil. If, then, the institu-

tion could not be abolished, it should not be further

extended. Moreover, if the citizens of a common-
wealth could take into one of the territories all the

kinds of property recognized by the laws of that

commonwealth, the citizens of other states could

insist upon the same privilege. In this case every-

thing would be property in one of the territories which
was so regarded in any one of the states. This is

entirely inconsistent with any Congressional regula-

tion of the subject. Perhaps not more than one-

third of the Southern people were interested in the

institution of slavery, but the large slave-holders

formed a powerful aristocracy. Though in number
they may not have exceeded 10,000, they were
influential enough to name governors, congressmen,

and state legislators, and for a time to determine
important questions of foreign and domestic policy.

In the South their opinions were not often questioned.

In many of the Southern States it was forbidden to

teach slaves to read and write, but oftentimes the

more humane masters taught them the meaning of

the Scripture and even the elements of knowledge.
Naturally the influence of the more intelligent among
the negroes was feared. Southern statesmen of the
generation before the Civil War expressed opinions

that arc not now held in that section.

The Kansas-Nehraska BUI.—From the results of

the presidential election of 18.52 the Whig party
never recovered. The great Democratic victory of

that year is generally ascribed to the attitude of that

party toward tlie Compromise measures, especially

its position on the Fugitive Slave Law. Though in

the beginning it met with much opposition, that act

was now enforced quietly. When I'Vanklin Pierce

was inaugurated, 4 March, 1853, the nation was
enjoying .something like a state of tranquillity. The
new president ajjparently believed that the slavery

agitation had permanently sunk to rest. In the

midst of this repose a measure was introduced into

Congress which plunged the nation into a sectional

strife more bitter than any which preceded it. Ste-

phen A. Douglas, of Illinois, Chairman of the Senate
Committee on Territories, introduced a bill to organ-
ize a government for that part of the Louisiana Terri-

tory between Missouri and the Rocky Mountains.
Senator Douglas has been accused of having been
influenced by his personal ambition. He could have
added to his popularity by assisting in the acquisition

of Cuba, a project agreeable to the South, but he
was not in the president's cabinet. In the way of

increasing his popularity he could have made himself

acceptable to that section by a better tariff law, but
he had little talent for mathematics or economics.
The position which he occupied, as Chairman of the

Committee on Territories, he proceeded to turn to

account. He maintained that the part of the Com-
promise of 1S50 referring to Utah and New Me.xico
established "certain great principles", which were
intended to be of "general appUcation". In his

second bill it was provided that the country men-
tioned would be divided into two territories, one to be
called Kansas and the other Nebraska. It expressly

repealed that section of the Missouri Compromise
restricting slavery, and opened up to slavery territory

which was already free soil.

The true intent and meaning of this act, said the

law, is, "not to legislate slavery into any territory or

state, nor to exclude it therefrom, but to leave the

people thereof perfectly free to form and regulate

their domestic institutions in their own way, subject

only to the Constitution of the LTnited States".

There began at once a seven years' struggle for

Kansas. From the North the free state men and
from the South the slave state men rushed into Kan-
sas and began a struggle for its possession. The
slave State of Missouri promptly attempted to

colonize the new territory, and settled at a place which
was called Atchison, in honour of a pro-slavery Senator

of Missouri. On the other hand, the North was not

idle. The New England Emigrant Aid Society sent

a band of free state men, who settled west of Atchison
at a place named Lawrence. Strife began in Novem-
ber, 1854, at the election of a territorial delegate to

Congress. Armed bands of Missourians crossed the

border into Kansas, took possession of the polls,

and, though they had no right to vote, elected a pro-

slavery delegate. .According to the principle of the

Kan.sas-Nebraska Bill, the people dwelling in the

territory were to decide whether it should be a free

or a slave territory. Therefore each side endeavoured
to elect a majoril y of members to the territorial legis-

lature. The eleciion took ])ku-e in March, 1855. As
election day aiiproaclinl, armed Missourians entered

Kansas "in companies, squads, and jiavties, like an

invading army, voted, and then went Iidmic to Mi.s-

souri". In this manner was elected :\ li'gisiature of

which every member save one was a pro-slavery ninii.

It promptly adopted the slave laws of Missouri ;ind
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applied them to Kansas. The free state men repu-

diated this legislal ui<% held a convention atTopcka.and
made a free state eonstitufion, which they submitted
to popuhir vote. I'ro-slavery men refrained from
voting hut the free state |)Cople ratified the proposed
constitution. Later they elected a governor and a
legishiture. When that body assembled, senators

were elected, and Congress was asked to admit
Kansas into the Union.
The old leaders of the Whig party. Clay and Web-

ster, were dead, but that organization lost not only
leaders but thousands of voters in the free states. As
early as 1S41 a state convention in Louisiana founded
the Native American or Knownothing party. The
Kansas-Nebraska Act and its execution led to a
breaking up of the old poUtical parties. As early as

1854 there was formed a new organization established

on anti-slavery principles. The new party, named
Republican, was joined by FVee-soilers, Wliigs, and
anti-Nebraska Democrats. The first National Nom-
inating Convention of this party (I85G), its candi-

dates, and some of its principles have been noticed

in the sketch of political parties. In that election the

Democratic nominees, Buchanan and Breckinridge,

were chosen. Whigs and Knownothings then dis-

appeared from national politics. In his inaugural
address President Buchanan referred to a forthcoming
decision of the L'nited States Supreme Court, which
would set at rest the slavery agitation. This was in

the case of Dred Scott v. Sanford. The question in

this cclclirated case was whether a slave became free

if taken by his master to, and permitted to reside in,

a free state. The opinion of the majority decided
(1) that Dred Scott was not a citizen, and therefore

could not sue in the United States courts. His
residence in Minnesota had not made him free; (2)

that Congress could not exclude from the territories

slave )iroperty any more than other sort of property,

(3) the Missouri Compromise of 1820 was null and
void. The dissenting opinion of Justice Ciu'tis in this

case was destined to become the legal basis of the
Thirteenth Amendment.
The effect of this decision was to spUt the Demo-

cratic party in the North and to attract great numbers
of anti-slavery men to the new Republican organiza-
tion. In Kansas the struggle between free-state and
slave-state men continued, the administration giving
its support to the latter. To this era belong the cele-

brated joint debates between Senator Douglas and
Abraham Lincoln for the United States senatorship for

the State of Illinois. The legislature which was to
elect a successor to Senator Douglas was itself to be
chosen in 18.58. One candidate wa.s an advocate of

B<iuatter sovereignty, the other wa.s opposed to the
extension of slavery into the territories. Before the
people of seven towns in their state the rival leaders
<iiscussed their respective platforms. Though Lin-
coln was defeated for the United States Senate, his

n iiiarkable speeches made him a national character
and won for him the Republican nomination in the
great contest for the presidency in 1860. In that era
John Brown, who hated slaverj- and who had opposed
it in Kan.sas, set tied on the Maryland side of the Poto-
mac River not far from Harper's Ferry with about
twenty followers. In October, 1859, they seized the
United States armoury at that town and freed a
number of slaves in its vicinity. The negroes did not
ri.se a-s Brown had expected; his force was soon over-
powered by United States troops; Brown himself was
captured, tried for treason against the State of Vir-
ginia, and convicted of promoting a servile insurrec-
tion. In December, 1859, he was hanged. In some
localities of the North there was sympathy for his

fate, but other communities looked on with indiffer-

ence.

To many people in America the administration of

President Buchanan appeared to be perfectly tran-

quil. Nevertheless, there were at work unseen but
powerful forces. As we have seen, as early as 1832
there was talk of disunion; after 1850 the'notioii of
secession became familiar. In 1860 tlie excuse for this
step was the election of .Vhraham Lincohi, tlie catidi-
date of the Rei)ublican party, who was regarded by
the South as a .sectional eandidate, now a sectional
president-elect. The party to which Lincoln beldiiged
was a minority one. Indeed, there were cast against
him almost a million more votes than wer<' east for
him. In the Presidential contest of 1860 Breckin-
ridge and Lane expected the support of the Southern
States; Douglas was the choice of th<> Northern Dem-
ocrats. The Constitutional Unionists nominated
Bell and Everett. It was this split in the Democrat ic

party that made possible, in November, IstiO,

the election of Abraham Lincoln and Hannibal
HamUn.
The Legislature of South Carolina, which had

assembled for the purpose of appointing electors of
president and vice-president, called a convention,
which met at Charleston on 20 Dec, 1860. and ])assed

an ordinance of secession. According to t lie Southern
theory, this act severed the relations of that state
with the Union. Other states followed her example,
and in Feb., 1861, at Montgomery, Alabama, organ-
ized the Confederate States of America. A provi-
sional constitution was adopted, and agents were
sent into other Southern States to persuade them to
join the slave-holding confederacy. At different
dates until May, 1861, other commonwealths cast their

fortunes with the new government. In all, the
seceding states numbered eleven. The President of

the Southern Confederacy was Jefferson Davis, of
Mississippi; Alexander H. Stephens, of Georgia, was
chosen vice-president. The constitution differed but
shghtly from the Constitution of tlie United States.

Its preamble stated that the Confederate States acted
in their sovereign and independent capacity.

Ciril ^Ytlr.—While the people of the South were
organizing a government. President Buchanan did
nothing to preserve the Union. In his view the
states had no right to secede, but, if they did so, there
was no authority conferred by the Constitution of the
United States to prevent such action. On 4 March,
1861, Lincoln took the oath of office as president and
delivered a very temperate address, in the course of

which he stated that he had no purpose to interfere

with the institution of slavery in the states where it

existed, and he believed that he had no lawful right

to do so. Nevertheless, he had formed a resolution

to enforce the laws and to protect the proj)erty of the
United States. It was in his endeavour to carry
out this policy that the great Civil War began. In
their eagerness to extend their authority over the
entire South the Confederate officials decided to

seize Fort Sumter, wliidi was the property of the
United States. On 12 April, 1S61, a considerable army
under (General Beauregard began its siege. The little

garrison under Major .\nderson was compelled to

surrender. The first important battle between the
sections took place at Bull Run, Virginia, 21 July,

1861, when tlie same Confederate general defeated the

Union army under C.eneral McDowell. For the

conflict thus inaugurated the South, which had long

been preparing, was much better e(|uii)ped th.an was
the North. After lo<iking into the law and consulting

the precedents, President Lincoln in a proclamation
called forth the militia of the .several states.

The policy adopted in Washington was to divide

the Confederate States along the line of the Missis-

sippi, to blockade their ports and to takethcir capital,

which had been removed to Richmond after the

secession of Virginia. The Confederates won another
battle, at Ball's Bluff, in Oct., 1861. Meanwhile a

large army was being brought together at Washing-
ton. This w\as placed under the command of General
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George B. McClellan, who later advanced toward
Richmond from Yorktown. In May, 1862, his army
was close to the Confederate capital. Thereafter
occurred heavy fighting until the beginning of July.

Later in the season the Union forces were again de-
feated near the old Bull Run battle-ground. This
succession of victories persuaded General Robert E.
Lee, then in command of the Army of Northern
Virginia, to make his first invasion of the North. On
16-17 Sept., 1862, he was defeated at Antietam by a
superior Union force under General McClellan, and
compelled to retreat into Virginia. The approach of
winter found him occupying a strong position in the
vicinity of Fredericksburg. There he was attacked
by General Burnside, who had superseded McClellan
in the command of the Federal army. Lee inflicted

immense loss on his opponents, and in May, 1863,
at Chancellorsville won perhaps a still greater vic-

tory. These advantages effaced every recollection

of his defeat at Antietam, and induced him to make
another invasion of the North. During May and
June, 1863, his victorious troops marched leisurely

through Virginia and Maryland, and during the first

three days of July following fought at Gettysburg,
Pennsylvania, the greatest battle of the New
World. The defeat of General Lee by General
George G. Meade, the Commander of the
Army of the Potomac, was a disaster to the
South, and marked the turning-point of the
war. General Lee never again commanded so
splendid an army; in fact the Confederacy could not
furnish one. Perhaps a greater military leader than
Meade would have annihilated the remnant of the
Army of Northern Virginia before it arrived at the
Rappahannock a second time. As it was, Lee escaped
and was able to protract the struggle for more than
another year. When the war was renewed in Vir-

ginia, Lee and his famous captains were opposed to

Generals Sheridan and Grant.
The mention of these officers reminds one of the

progress of the Federal armies in the West. The
problem of opening up the Mississippi was begun in

the south by General Benjamin F. Butler in command
of an army, and Commodore D. G. Farragut, who
co-operated with a powerful fleet. In April, 1862,
New Orleans was permanently occupied by the Fed-
erals. Farther north the river had been freed from
Confederate control by the victories of General Pope,
General Grant, and Commodore Foote. The capture
of Forts Henry and Donelson brought Grant's
army into the heart of Tennessee and led to the flight

of its legislature to Memphis, where the Confederates
still had a foothold. Later that general directed his

attention to the remaining obstacles to the free navi-
gation of the Mississii)pi, namely Vicksburg and Port
Hudson. However, his first movements were not
altogether successful. Sherman and some of his

other officers met with reverses. In fact, there was
little in the first attempts that would lead one to fore-

tell a glorious conclusion of the campaign. Grant
decided to run past the batteries at Vicksburg;
landed a large army below that place, and in the
interior of Mississippi defeated both Pemberton and
Johnston, the Confederate commanders. The army
of the former general, over 37,000 strong, which was
forced into the city of Vicksburg, surrendered on 4
July, 1863. This loss occurring on the day after the
great defeat at Gettysburg was too much for the
resources of the South. Within about five days Port
Hudson also fell into the hands of the Federals, and
the Mississippi was open from its source to the Gulf.
A large LInion force under General Rosecrans was

stationed near Murfreesboro, Tennessee, where also

was the Confederate General Bragg with a fine army.
In that vicinity was fouglit one of the great battles of

the war. Bragg w.as defeated 31 Dec, 1862, and
2 Jan., 1863, and was finally forced to enter Georgia,

where he was greatly strengthened. On 19 and 20
September, 1863, these armies fought at Chicka-
mauga the most desperate battle that had yet taken
place in Tennessee. The mihtary genius of General
George H. Thomas saved the Union army from de-
struction after Rosecrans had left the field. Though
his fame was to come later, even here Sheridan dis-

played great ability. Though still in command,
Rosecrans remained inactive, and pressed the admin-
istration for reinforcements. When it was feared
that he would surrender the army. President Lincoln
sent General Grant to the headquarters of Rosecrans;
Sherman came later with a small force. As we have
seen, Sheridan and Thomas already belonged to that l
army. General Hooker was sent west from the Army 1
of the Potomac, which was following Lee. This was T
the only occasion dui'ing the war when nearly all the
great Union commanders took part in any battle.

The Federal cause had the benefits of their services

at Missionary Ridge and Lookout Moimtain, 23-25
Nov., 1863. In these great battles Bragg, after much
loss, was forced into Georgia, where his command was
turned over to General Joseph E. Johnston. He re- I
treated slowly toward Atlanta, followed by Sher- I
man and Thomas. Grant and Sheridan came east; m
the former, commander-in-chief of aU the Federal
armies, took up his headquarters with Meade's army,
while the latter was given an independent command in

West Virginia. This brought him later into the
Shenandoah Valley, where he destroyed a fine Con-
federate army under General Early during the sum-
mer and autumn of 1864.

After wirming a number of small battles from John-
ston, who had continued to retire before him, Sher-
man finally reached Atlanta. There his command
was energetically attacked by General J. B. Hood,
who had superseded Johnston. The aggressive sys-

tem of the new leader destroyed an excellent army and
left the State of Georgia at the mercy of Sherman's
veterans. To draw the Federal commander away
from the interior of the commonwealth. Hood entered
Tennessee, intending, no doubt, to alarm the people
of the Middle West by a demonstration of force in the
direction of the Ohio River. This policy, however,
failed to divert Sherman from his purpose of marching
to the sea and destroying en route whatever would be
of value to the Confederate armies. This was very
thoroughly. Southern people think ruthlessly, done.
By December, 1863, Sherman captui-ed Fort McAl-
lister, and later made President Lincoln a Christmas
present of Savannah. As he marched northward
through the Carolinas, General Hardee hurried away
from the city of Charleston lest his little army might
be captured. When IIocul invaded Tennessee, Sher-
man left Thomas to deal with him. In an evil hour
for the Confederacy, Hood threatened Thomas at
Nashville. The Union commander came from behind
his defences, captured the Confederate guns and sol-

diers behind their intrenchments and annihilated
Hood's army. After this, all the available troops in

the lower South were entrusted once more to General
Johnston. Great though that oflicer's genius un-
doubtedly was, it was not sufficient to sustain the de-
clining fortunes of the South. Grant had begun at

the Wilderness, 4 May, 1864, his advance toward
Richmond and Petersburg. Sheridan, as already
stated, had destroyed the army of Early in the Shen-
andoah Valley, and of his own account joined the

great army under Grant. In the beginning of 186.5

there was an attempt to end the war by a conference

of Southern statesmen and President Lincoln, with

his Secretary of State, at Hampton Roads, Virginia.

Nothing came of this attempt. The South madean
expiring effort, but its resources were exhausted.

Grant forced Lee out of Richmond; he was hurrying
toward the west(>rn i)art of Virginia, and was com-
pelled at Ai)i)omattox Court House to surrender the
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remnant of his small army. Grant, was in his rear

and Sheridan squarely in his path. The end, which
liad long been foreseen, came on 9 April. Less than
three weeks later Johnston surrendered to Sherman
near Raleigh, North Carolina. The small Confederate

forces still in arms soon dispersed or surrendered.

The Confederate navy wiis built chiefly in England.

Cruisers equipped in that country inflicted much dam-
age on American commerce, and for her failure to re-

frain from these indirect acts of hostihty .
Great

Britain was later compelled to pay the United States

t lie sum of $1.5,500,000. This was distributed among
those American citizens whose property and ships had
been destroyed by vessels of the class of the "Ala-
bama", the "Florida", and the "Shenandoah". For
a time England refused to pay any attention to the

demands of the United States, but finally entered

into a treaty, and consented to leave the settlement

of the matter to an arbitration court, which convened
at Geneva in 1S72, with the result mentioned. These
vessels inflicted great damage on American com-
merce, and Briti.sh ofiicials in the Bahamas, the

Bermudas, and the West Indies permitted ships

known as blockade runners to land immense quanti-

ties of English goods in Southern ports. This had
much to do with the desperate resistance of the South.

The Federal navy, however, was efficient, and during

the war captured or destroyed 1504 ships engaged in

this perilous trade. In the beginning of the conflict

the South built irotidads like'the"Merrimac," and de-
stroyed many of the wiiiidcn ships of the United States

navy. After IS02 the Federal Government began to

construct a new type of warship known as "Moni-
tors", which were found effective in coping with the

Southern ironclads, and resulted in the maintenance
of the blockade of the Southern ports. The first of

those so named was invented by an engineer named
Ericsson, also the inventor of the screw propeller.

When the war began, the vessels of the United States

navy were scattered over the globe.

Reconstruction.—When the Virginia secession con-
vention decided to support the Confederate States,

the citizens in the western part of the "Old Domin-
ion" took steps to establish a loyal state of Virginia.

A governor was chosen, senators and representatives

were elected, and finally admitted to seats in Con-
gress. The new commonwealth, which was called

West Virginia, was proclaimed a member of the
Union, 20 June, 1803. As soon as Tennessee was be-
ginning to slip from the hands of the Confederacy,
President Lincoln appointed Andrew Johnson as

military governor of that state. Immediately after

his arrival in Nashville he began to organize the
Union elements, and took steps toward the building

up of a loyal state government. He also exerted him-
self to persuade men to enlist, and after providing
them with arms sent them to the front. His attempts
to establish a government friendly to the United
States were constantly interrupted by Confederate
armies. It was during the severe fighting in that

state that the president issued his proclamation of

amnesty and reconstruction. He sought to apply
the same system to the States of Arkansas and
Louisiana. His plan of restoring loyal governments
in those states wa.s as follows: a duly qualified person
was to take a census of those who were wilhng to take
an oath of allegiance to the United States. If their

number was equal to ten per cent of the voters of the
slate in the presidential election of 1860, they were
empowered to take steps toward the formation of a
loyal government. This nucleus would be recognized
by the president :w the state, and would receive the
I)rotection of the army and navy of the United States
while they were organizing it. Of the states recon-
structed aicording to this plan only Tenne.s.see was
recognized by Congress. ()n this important subject
the National Legislature was not in harmony with

the executive, and after the assassination of President
Lincoln, that body soon disagreed with his successor,
Andrew Johnson. When the 39th Congress met in

December, 1865, it refused to admit to the seats
which they claimed those senators and representa-
tives who came from states reconstructed under the
direction of President Johnson during the preceding
summer. Instead the Congress appointed a joint
committee, which was empowered to inquire into the
condition of the states recently in rebellion, and deter-

mine whether any of them were entitled to representa-
tion in Congress.
On 18 Dec, 1865, the thirteenth amendment was

proclaimed a part of the Constitution. This abohshed
slavery in every part of the Unit ed States. The presi-

dent's proclamation, which became operative on
1 Jan., 1863, had freed the slaves only in the seceding

states, and of them certain parishes of Louisiana,

a few counties in Virginia and the entire State of

Tennessee were excepted. There was also a doubt in

the minds of some lawyers as to whether the procla-

mation of President Lincoln, which was issued as a
military measure, was perfectly vaUd. To free the
slaves everywhere in the L^nion, and to set at rest the
scruples of constitutional lawyers, it was deemed
necessary to make this change in the fundamental
law. The Joint Committee suggested the submis-
sion to the states of the fourteenth amendment.
This, which was adopted in July, 1S6S, nationalized

citizenship, disfranchised certain classes who had par-

ticipated in rebellion, and prohibited the payment of

the Confederate debt. To entitle a stale to restora-

tion in its former place, these amendments had to be
adopted. Those states that did not do .so promptly
were recjuired to adopt still another amendment, the

fifteenth, which in effect gave the freedmen the
franchise. Mr. Lincoln would have conferred the

suffrage upon the more intelligent of the negroes and
those who had fought gallantly in the Union ranks.

Beyond that he was not jjrepared to go. The enfran-

chisement of the entire body of males twenty-one
years and over among the freedmen was the result of

the adoption by Congress of a plan of reconstruction

very different from that of Mr. Lincoln. It was
shaped to a great extent by Charles Sumner and
Thaddeus Stevens. In pushing their measures
through Congress they were constantly opposed by
President Johnson, who was a Democrat and a

"strict constructionist" of the Constitution. When
he violated the Tenure of Office Act, he was promptly
impeached of high crimes and misdemeanours. The
managers of the impeachment lacked one vote of the

two-thirds necessary to convict. One by one the erring

states returned. The Congressional plan of recon-

struction provided for a division of the South into

eleven military districts, and the establishment in each

of troops commanded by a major-general. Far earlier

there had been established a Bureau of Freedmen,
Refugees, and Abandoned Lands. The army and
the Freedmen's Bureau assisted in preserving order

during the interval up to the spring of 1877, when the

last of the Federal troops were withdrawn from the

South. This was the end of the era of Reconstruc-

tion. It isimpossibleeventoestimatethedestruction

of wealth that had resulted from four years of war, or

the confusion that succeeded.

Burdcnx of War.—In the administration of Presi-

dent Jackson the public debt of the United States was
about $37,000. By 1861 it had risen to 890,000,000.

The total revenue was then only S41,0(X1,0I)0 a

year. When the war began it was necessary to adopt

a metho(l more productive. Early in the conflict

Congress increased the duties on imports; imposed a

tax of 3 per cent on all incomes over $800; created

an internal revenue; taxed trades, professions, occu-

pations, and even sales and purchases. From such

sources there was collected between 1862 and 1865 the
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Bum of $780,000,000. By reason of its constitutional

authority Congress borrowed money "on the credit of

the United States" by selling bonds. The extent to

which advantage was taken of this grant of power
will be apparent from the fact that between 1 July,

1861, and 31 Aug., 186.5, there was sold to the people

of the United States $1,109,000,000 worth of bonds,

to raise money to carry on the war. United States

notes, bearing interest, were issued to the amount of

$577,000,000. There were also notes bearing no in-

terest. These included the "old demand notes", the

"fractional currency", and the "national bank
notes". Though the amount of money paid out in

the course of the war was immense, there was a public

debt of $2,84.5,000,000 on 31 Aug., 1865. Besides the

Federal debt there were state debts of almost $500,-

000,000. A generation after the war had passed

away the National Government was stiU paying out

annuaUy in pensions from $150,000,000 to $160,000,-

000, at that time about one-third of its entire ex-

penses. At the distance of half a century from the

beginning of the great conflict vast sums are still paid

in pensions to the disabled survivors and the de-

pendents of deceased Union soldiers. It has been
estimated that 300,000 men lost their lives in the war
for the Union. In the cause of secession the loss of

life must have been quite as great, and the amount of

suffering very much greater, because the South, in the

era preceding the war, obtained almost everything in

the way of manufactures from the North or from
Europe. The outbreak of the rebeUion found the

people within the Confederacy almost destitute of the

skill or the machinery to make the goods which they

consumed, and the stringent enforcement of the

blockade by the United States ships soon caused em-
barrassment everywhere in the South. Instead of

healing the wounds of war the Congressional plan of

reconstruction, which contained vindictive elements,

served only to aggravate them. It was, however, be-

lieved to be necessary, and was, therefore, supported

by patriotic and enlightened men in the North.
New States.—The south-western part of the United

States was acquired from Mexico at the close of the

Mexican War. California, which was included in

that cession and admitted to the Union as a free state

by a provision of the Compromise of 1850, rapidly

developed. The rumour t hat gold had been discovered

there was soon known throughout the world, and from
the countries and the islands of the Pacific there ar-

rived many settlers. From Mexico and from every

part of the United States came multitudes. The
rush was greatest in 1849, but it continued long after.

Indeed, it has been only in comparatively recent

times that it has nearly ceased. Even yet some of its

rapidly growing cities receive large accessions from
the older states. In 1858, ten years after the dis-

covery in California, tidings reached Missouri that gold

had been found on the eastern slope of the Rocky
Mountains. A mining camp was soon established on
Cherry Creek, in what was then the Territory of

Kansas. Later it was named Denver, in honour of

the governor. Within a year the place had a popula-
tion of 1000. In the interior of the mountains some
silver-mining camps were in 1864 erected into the

State of Nevada. In the space between that .state

and the Territory of Colorado the Mormons, after

having been driven out of Ilhnois, settled in 1848,

when they established the community of Deseret, later

known as Utah. Montana and Idaho, as well as
Colorado, were made territories, while Arizona was
separated from New Mexico. In 1876 Colorado be-

came a state. The camp on Cherry Creek, Denver,
is now a populous city.

On 2 Nov., 1889, the Dakotas came into the Union
as states; Montana w;is admit ted on 6 Nov., and three

days later the Territory of Washington became a

state. In 1907 Oklahoma was admitted as the forty-

sixth state. In 1912 Arizona and New Mexico were
admitted as states. The accession of new states sug-

gests the territorial expansion of the original Union.
It does not, however, give one a definite idea of the

national increase in population, in wealth, and in

power since 1789.

End of Reconstruction.—The two administrations

of President Grant formed a period of recuperation

and industrial progress. His second term was
marked by much corruption in the bureaus of the

general government. This condition may have
been due to his training, which was chiefly military.

Perhaps it was this hmitation that enabled dishonest

men to win his confidence. During the war the
Democratic party formed a very small minority in

Congress, but it was strong enough to watch the op-
position and to take note of the pohtical scandals.

Just at that moment this minority party came under
the leadership of Samuel J. Tilden, of New York.
With great ability as a lawyer and an unquestioned
record as a reformer, he was influential enough to per-

suade his party to accept the Civil War amendments
of the Constitution. In the summer of 1876 he was
nominated for the presidency. At the same time
Thomas A. Hendricks, of Indiana, was nominated for

the vice-presidency. Two weeks earlier the Repub-
lican national nominating convention had named
Governor R. B. Hayes, of Ohio, and William A.
Wheeler, of New York, as its candidates for the
presidency and vice-presidency, respectively. On
6 Nov. the election took place, and on the following

morning most of the Republican leaders conceded
the election of the Democratic candidates. Zacha-
riah Chandler, the campaign manager of the Repub-
lican party, did not, however, admit it, but promptly
claimed for the nominees of his party 185 electoral

votes, and their election by a majority of one vote.

On the face of the returns it appeared that the
Democratic candidates had carried all the Southern
States; also New York, New Jersey, and Indiana.

There was no question that Tilden received 184
votes, or one less than the majority required by the
Constitution. The 185 claimed by the Republican
manager eoidd be made up only by including the

electoral votes of Florida, South Carolina, and
Louisiana. The RepubUcan "returning boards" of

those states had it in their power to determine the

result of the election by throwing out the votes of any
places where, in their judgment, fraud or intimida-

tion had occurred. One of the Repubhcan electors

of Oregon was said to have been disqualified under the

Constitution, because he was an officer of the United
States. The governor gave the certificate in this

case to the Democrat having the highest vote. If

Tilden could get this disputed vote his election was
assured. This disqualification was merely a techni-

cal one, for the Republicans had undoubtedly carried

that state.

It seems to have been otherwise in the case of the

three Southern States. The constitution says that

the presiding officer of the Senate "shall open all the

certificates and the votes shall then be counted", but
it does not say who is to do the counting. In 1876

the Senate was RepubUcan and the House was Demo-
cratic. Two sets of certificates had been sent to

Washington. In November and the months follow-

ing there was much excitement throughout the coun-

try, and some persons thought of attempting to seat

Mr. Tilden by force. To suppress any disorder.

President (^.rant strengthened the military forces

around the capital. In this action the Democrats
perceived an attempt at intimidation. So grave was
the situation that Congress decided lo submit the dis-

puted points to an l-'-lcctonil Comiuission. This v.-as

to consist of five United States senators, five repre-

sentatives, and five justices of the United Slates .Su-

preme Court. There were three Republican and two
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Democratic senators; the House had appointed three

Democratic and two Repubhcan representatives.

Congress had elected two Republican and two Demo-
cratic justices, and they were to choose a fifth. It is

perfectly clear that this member could determine the
entire question. Mr. Justice Bradley, a Republican,
was the person chosen. This made up a commission
of eight Republicans and seven Democrats. Every
important question before the Commission was de-
cided by a strict party vote. By many independent
persons it is regarded as an established fact that the
Democrats had been counted out in the election of

1876 by "carpet baggers" and the negroes, who were
under their guidance. On 2 March the election of

Hayes and ^Vheele^ was announced by the president
of the Senate. Amongst Democrats there was ex-

treme disappointment, but Mr. Tilden himself ad-
vised obedience to the law.
An early act of the new president, often referred to

by orators and newspapers as a fraudulent Executive,
was the withdrawal of the Federal troops from the
South. The "carpet bag" governments soon came
to an end, and also the wild political orgies that dis-

graced them. This also was the era of strikes, Chinese
agitation, and epidemics. Before the administration
of President Hayes began, an important question of

foreign relations was settled. In 1861 Great Britain,

Spain, and France each sent an army to Mexico to

collect debts due their respective subjects. When it

became apparent that Napoleon III had ulterior

designs. Great Britain and Spain withdrew. The
French troops remained. Seeing that the United
States w'as engaged in war. Napoleon overturned the
Mexican Republic and made Maximihan, a brother of

the Emperor of Austria, Emperor of Mexico. The
United States protested against this violation of the
principles of the Monroe Doctrine, but nothing was
done till the war was over. Then General Sheridan
was sent to the Rio Grande with .50,000 veterans.

The French army was promptly withdrawn in 1867,

and Maximilian fell into the hands of the Mexicans,
by whom he was shot. The repubUo was then
restored.

Recent History.—In the election of 1880 the Repub-
lican candidates, General James A. Garfield and
Chester .\. .Vrthur, were successful. The new executive
had scarcely entered upon the duties of his office when
he was shot by Charles J. Guiteau, a disappointed
office-seeker. This event took place on 2 July, 1881,

but the president lingered on till 19 Sept., 1S81, when
he died at Elberon, New Jersey, where he had been
taken in the hope that he might recover. The fort}'-

sixth Congress had ceased to exist on 4 March, and the
forty-seventh would not meet till December. Had
President Arthiir died or been killed during the inter-

val, there would have been no national executive.

It was this condition which suggested the passage in

1886 of the Presidential Succe.ssion Act. Thereafter,

in case of the occurrence of vacancies in both offices,

the heads of departments would succeed to the presi-

dency in the order in which those departments had
been estabUshed, viz.. State, Treasury, War, Justice,

Post Office, Navy, Interior. No other departments
existed at that time. Of course, the secretary suc-

ceeding to the presidency mu.st have the qualificat ions

enumerated in the Constitution. In the adminis-
tration of President Arthur there was passed a law for

the suppression of polygamy in Utah; also an act to

regulate appointments to the Civil Service of the
United State.«. Hitherto most of those appointments
had been bestowed as a reward for partisan services.

The new law was designed to make appointments to

public office on the ground of fitness. Since its

pa.ssage in 18S3 much progres.'i has been made in the
matter of making appointments, but the system is

still crude.

In the presidential contest of 1884 the Republicans

nominated James G. Blaine and John A. Logan as
their candidates, while the Democrats selected Grover
Cleveland and Thomas .A. Hendricks. The nomina-
tion of Blaine was the signal for a secession from the
Republican ranks. Independents within the party,
then known as "Mugwumps", refused to support
the ticket, and contributed much toward its de-
feat. In the first administration of Grover Cleve-
land there were passed several important laws: an
anti-contract labour law (1885), which prohibited
the importation of aliens into the United States under
contract to perform labour or service; the Interstate
Commerce Act (1887), which placed railways under
the supervision of a commission. That body has to

see that charges for the tran.sportation of merchandise
and passengers are reasonable and just; also that no
rebates, special rates, or unjust discriminations are
made for one shipper in preference to another. A
second Chinese Exclusion Act was passed in 1888.
This prevented the return to the United States of any
Chinese labourer who had once left this country.
A Bureau of Labour was created in the same year.
Questions of pubhc finance also received the atten-
tion of the administration. In twenty vears the
pubhc debt had been reduced by $1,100,000,000.
Every bond that could be cancelled was called in and
paid at its face value. There were other bonds, but
they had many years to run. The Government could
indeed buy them at a high rate or allow them to run.
It did not appear sound policy to buy them at a high
rate, while if they were permitted to run, the Govern-
ment did not need its present income, for a surplus
was rapidly accumulating in the Treasury. This was
the condition which led to the proposal to enact a
new tariff law. This conclusion was reached toward
the close of President Cleveland's administration.
When, therefore, the presidential election of 1888
came round, it found the Democrats supporting the
policy of a tariff for revenue. On the other hand, the
RepubUcans desired to retain the protective taritT.

They proposed to reduce the revenue by lowering the
taxes on tobacco and on spirits used in manufactures.
They would also admit free of duty articles of foreign

manufacture, if the United States did not manufacture
a similar class of articles. Benjamin Harrison and
Levi P. Morton were chosen as Republican candi-
dates. When this party was again in control of the
government, it began at once to take measures for

the redemption of its promises. The McKinley Tariff

Act was passed in 1890, and on 27 June in the same
year a dependent pension bill. Hitherto the laws
granted pensions only to those who had sustained an
injury or contracted a disabiUtj' in the service and
in fine of duty. The new law allowed a pension to all

those who had served ninety days in the army or the
navy, and were disabled, whether they contracted that
disability in the service or not. The maximum allow-

ance under this law was $12, and the minimum $6 a
month. This law increased the names on the pension
rolls to 970,000. It was in the administration of

President Harrison that the Sherman Act became a
law. It provided that the Secretary of the Trea.sury

should buy each month 4,,500,000 ounces of silver;

that he should pay for the bullion thus purcha.sed

with treasury notes; that on demand of the holder

the secretary must redeem these notes in gold or

silver; after a fixed date, 1 July, 1S91, the silver need
not be coined, but might be stored in the treasury,

and silver certificates issued. The Farmers' AUiance
and the People's Party belong to this era.

In 1S92 Cleveland was once more elected. This
time the Democratic party had control of the two
political departments of the government, its first

complete triumi)h since 1856. At the lime of his

inauguration, 4 March, 189.3, the business of the

country appeared to be in a very prosperous state,

but during the succeeding summer and autumn there
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Virginia

Washington
West Virginia . . .

.

Wisconsin

Wyoming

Alaska
Canal Zone
Guam
Hawaii
Pliilippine Islands

Area, Sq. Miles Population, 1910

97.890

577,390
400
200

6.740
127.853

12.240
191.909

8.276,802

Dioceses

Richmond (part)
Wheeling (part)
Wilmington (part)
Seattle
Wheeling (part)
Richmond (part)
Milwaukee
Green Bay
La Crosse
Superior
Cheyenne

AIa.>ska. Pref. Apost
Panama (part)
Mariana Island.';. Prcf. Apost. (part)
Hawaiian Islands, Vic. Apost
Manila
Calbayog
Cebu
.laro

Lipa
Nueva Cacereg
Nueva Segovia
Palawan. Pref. Apost
Tuguegarao
Zamboanga
Porto Rico
Samoa and Tokelau, Vic. Apost . . .

Cathoucs in 1912

38.600
3.000
500

90.000
45.500
2.400

250,000
139.660
116.000
51.043
12.000

14.500

37,000
1.327.000
800.000

1.146.26R
1.200.000
640.000
670.000
900.000
16,529

250.000
298.145

1,000,000

swept over the country a financial and industrial

panic which wrecked banks and commercial estab-

lishments. Manufactories shut down everywhere,
and over 300 banks suspended or failed. This was the

beginning of a period of great distress. Believing

that the compulsory purchase of silver by the Secre-

tary of the Treasury was responsible, to some extent,

for the alarming conditions, the president convoked
Congress in special session, and asked for the repeal

of (hat clause of the Sherman Act which required a
monthly purcha,se of silver. On 1 November, after

a considerable struggle, the compulsory clause was
repealed. Industry, however, did not revive. In
December. 1893, the Democratic Congress met and
passed the Wilson Bill, a tariff measure in harmony
with Democratic principles. As it was foreseen that

the revenue from such a tariff would not produce a
revenue sufficient to pay the expenses of the Govern-
ment, one section of the act provided for a t,ax of two
per cent on all incomes above S4000. This part of

the law was afterward declared by the United States

Supreme Court to be unconstitutional.

In the matter of foreign relations there occurred
during the second administration of President Cleve-
land a grave controversy between the United Slates
and Great Britain over the boundary between Vene-
zuela and British Guiana. England claimed terri-

tory which had hitherto been regarded as belong-
ing to Venezuela, and in this claim the president
believed that he perceived a purpose on the part of

England to ignore the principles of the Monroe Doc-
trine. The excitement both in England and the
United States was extreme, and some people looked
for a war as the outcome. On 2 Feb., 1897, however,
a treaty of arbitration was signed at Wa.shington
between Venezuela and Great Britain. While the
controversy was pending a commission appointed by
the president had examined the botmdary question
and made a report on the subject. President Cleve-
land inherited from his predeces.sor the results of a
revolution in the H.awaiian Islands, a revolution in

which the United States w.is involved. In Janu.ary,
1893. (Jueen Liliuokalani was depo.sed by her subjects,
who then set tip a provisional government, and sent
commi.ssioners to W.ashington to prepare a treaty of

annexation to the ITnited .Sl.ates. On 1.5 Feb. this

was sent to the Senate for approval. During the
progress of these negotiations the president had heard
that a force of men from a United States vessel had

XV.—12

landed and given assistance to the revolutionists.
This consideration led him to recall the treaty from
the Senate and also to .send to the islands an agent to
investigate the entire affair. The report of this com-
missioner set forth that the queen had been practically
deposed by United States officials. The president
then sent another representative to the islands. He
was instructed to seek for the restoration of the
de[)osed queen on certain conditions, namely that she
would grant full amnesty to all persons concerned in

the events by which she had been deposed. To this

she demurred, and expressed a purpose to behead the
leaders and to confiscate their property. Upon
receipt of this reply the president instructed his repre-
sentative to cease all communication with her until

she would agree to grant an amnesty. To this she
consented in December, 1893. President Dole was
then requested to surrender the government to the
queen, but he refused to do so, denying the right of

the President of the United States to interfere in the
domestic affairs of the islands. Mr. Cleveland,
doubting his authority to employ force, referred the
entire matter to Congress, where it was investigated

by the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations.

Construing this action as a purpo.se to leave the islands

to take care of themselves, the revolutionists framed
a constitution and organized a republic, 4 ,Iuly, 1894.

The new government was promptly recognized by
President Cleveland, and the deposed queen, to whom
he had promised a restoration, abandoned the contest

for her throne. Though the United States was chiefly

responsible for her deposition, succeeding Congresses
have ignored her repeated applications for indemnity.

In the presidential election of 1896 the Kepublican
party nominated William McKinley .and Ciarret A.
Hobart, and in its platform declared its opposition to

"the free coinage of silver except by international

agreement ". Upon this announcement there took

place a secession of twenty-one delegates from the

convention. These represented the states which
were then the chief producers of silver, namely Colo-
rado, Idaho, Montana. Nevada, South Dakota, .and

Utah. The Democratic convention was held in

Julv, and after a very exciting session chose William

J. Bryan and Arthur Sewall. an<l declared for "the
free and unlimited coinage of both silver and gold at

the present legal riitio of 10 to 1, without waiting for

the aid or con.sent of any other nation". Following

this declaration of the convention, many leaders of
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the party refused to give it their support, scores of

newspapers withheld their assistance, and finally in

the month of September a convention of "gold Demo-
crats" nominated John M. Palmer and Simon B.

Buckner on a platform which declared for a gold

standard. In the meantime the silver party had
endorsed the Democratic candidates (Bryan and
Sewall), and the Populists had nominated Bryan and
Thomas E. Watson. There were also other tickets

in the field, namely: the Prohibitionists, the National
Party, the Socialist Labour Party. After a very
serious discussion of the issues McKinley was elected.

Immediately following his inauguration, 4 March,
1897, he convoked Congress in special session to

revise the tariff. During the course of the same
summer the Dingley Tariff became a law.

Cuban Question—War with Spain.—More serious

than the tariff question was the situation in the neigh-

bouring Island of Cuba. In February, 1S9.5, for the
sixth time in half a century, the natives of Cuba,
weary of the misrule of Sjjain, rose in revolt and
founded a republic. In 1S08 there was an insurrec-

tion in the island which lasted for ten years. By
1878 it had collapsed, but broke out in 189.5 on a
larger scale. General Campos attempted to suppress
the rebellion, but was soon superseded bj- General
Weyler, whose methods were drastic. The chief

feature of his policy was to bring the non-combatants
into the towns, so that they could not give any
further aid to the insurgents. Penned in camps
which soon became filthy, and poorly fed, they died

in great numbers. Of course, this pohcy interrupted

production and, if continued, would soon depopulate
the island. In his annual message, 7 Dec, 1896,
President Cleveland noticed the progress of the
insurrection, and declared that the United States

could not be expected to maintain that attitude in-

definitely. In Cuba upwards of .850,000,000 of Ameri-
can capital were invested in plantations, mines, rail-

ways, and other lines of business. A trade amounting
to about .$100,000,000 was being destroyed. The
wretched condition of the reconccntrados excited the

syropaf hy of the American people, and they began to

send food and medical aid to the stricken island.

President Cle\c!:ind declared that when it became
evident that Spain was unable to subdue the rebelhon,

American obligations to Spain would be superseded by
obligations still higher.

When McKinley became president, he demanded
the release of American prisoners in Cuba, and
requested the Spanish Government to put an end to

the conditions existing in the island. At that time
it was costing the United States much money to

enforce the neutrality laws. A new administration
in Spain led to the recall of General Weyler, and to

the promise of local autonomy for Cuba; also to the
release of the .\merican prisoners and to an ameliora-
tion of the state of the reconccntrados. These con-
cessions, however, did not pacify the insurgents, and
they rejected the offers almost unanimously. In his

message to Congre.-ss, 6 Dec, 1897, President McKin-
ley expressed the opinion that the time for interven-

tion on the part of the United States had not yet come.
He believed that Spain should be given a reasonable
time in which to jirovc the efficiency of the new sys-

tem. The Sp.inish Govenunent had agreed to ad-
mit free of duty art iclcs contributed by .Kniericans for

the relief of the rcconrcntniilofi. In February, 1S9S,
there was publislied by the Cuban junta in Xew York
a private letter of the Spanish .Ambassador to Wash-
ington, Senor Dupuy dc Lome, in which the diplomat
referred to Prc\si(lent M(d\inley as "a pot-house politi-

cian and caterer to the rabble ", who was endeavouring
to stand well with the Spanish Minister and the Jin-

goes of his party.

An incident more grave than this, which was settled

by the resignation of Seuor de Lome, was the destruc-

tion of the battleship "Maine" and about 260 of her

officers and crew, by a mine in Havana harbour. It

was generally believed to have been the work of

Spain, and, of course, the Cubans did not attempt to

remove that idea. A war between the United States
and Spain was what the natives of Cuba were eager
to bring about. A court of inquiry was unable,
however, to fix the responsibihty for the explosion,

which has since been shown to have been an external

one. Congress voted $50,000,000 for strengthening
the national defences and buying ships and material

of war. On 19 April, 1898, Congress adopted a resolu-

tion declaring for the freedom of Cuba, demanding the

withdrawal of Spain from the island, and authorizing

the president to compel such withdrawal by force.

Diplomatic relations were broken off by Spain on 21
April. A few davs later Congress declared war, and
200.000 volunteers were enlisted. On 1 May, 1898,

Commodore Dewey destroyed the Spanish fleet and
captured the forts in Manila Bay, and took posses-

sion of Cavite. A joint land and naval force then in-

vested the city of Manila. Another Spanish fleet,

under Admiral Cervera, took refuge in the harbour
of Santiago de Cuba, where it encountered the Ameri-
can fleet, under Rear-Admirals Sampson and Schley.
Cervera lost all his crews and vessels. Besides the
loss in killed and wounded, the Spanish admiral and
about 1800 of his men were taken prisoners. On 14

July, 1898, General Toral surrendered Santiago and
his army of 25,000 men. General Miles landed a
force on the Island of Porto Rico just as hostilities

came to an end. Before the tidings had reached the
Philippines, Dewey's fleet and an army, under General
Merritt, had taken Manila and 7000 Spanish prisoners.

By the treaty of peace, signed 10 Dec, 1898, at

Palis, it was provided that Spain should relinquish

her title to Cuba, cede Porto Rico, Guam, and the
Philippines to the United States, and that the United
States should pay $20,000,000 to Spain. On 6 Feb.,

1899, the treaty was ratified by the United States

Senate. It was also accepted by Spam, and the

$20,000,000 was promptly paid. Diplomatic rela-

tions were soon resumed. During the progress of the

war with Spain the people of the United States began
to take a different view of territorial expansion.

Though the inhabitants of Hawaii had made repeated
applications for annexation to the LTnited States, it

was only on 7 July, 1898, that the president signed the

joint resolution of Congi-ess which provided for annexa-
tion. The formal transfer took place on 12 August.
The natives of the Phihppines, who had been rest-

less under Spanish rule, ex-pected their political inde-

pendence after the success of the Americans. Their
failure to receive it led them on 4 Feb., 1899, to at-

tack the United States troops at Manila. A war,

disastrous for the natives and their leader Aguinaldo,

ensued and continued for more than a year. Peace
was finally imposed on all the discontented elements
in the islands, and in 1900 a commission was sent

thither by the president to organize civil government
in such locaUties as appeared to be ready to receive it.

On 1 May, 1900, a system of civil government went
into operation in Porto Rico also. Cuba continued

under the military control of the United States for

many months. In June, 1900, however, the city

governments in the island were turned over to the

peoi)le, and on 5 Dec. a constitutional convention as-

sembled.
In the presidential election of 1900, McKinley and

Roosevelt, the Kei)ul)lican nominees, defeated Bryan
and Stevenson, the Democratic candidates. While
holding a reception ihiring the summer of 1901, at the

Pan-.\meriean ICxposition at Buffalo, President

McF\iiiley was shot by an anarchist, and died on
14 September. In succeeding to the presidency, Mr.
Roosevelt ainiounced his intention of continuing the

policy and retaining the cabinet of his predecessor.
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The new executive recommended several new laws,

but Congress did not pass many at that session. He
used his influence during a great strike to bring about
a compromise between the coal operators and the

mine-workers in the anthracite region of Pennsyl-
vania. Upon the president's recommendation, a De-
partment of Commerce and Lalsour was established

in December, 1902. Soon afterwards (18 Oct., 1903),

a dangerous controversy with Great Britain over the
Alaska boundary was settled at London. Another
dispute was arbitrated with Mexico. Relations with
the United States of Colombia were not so cordial.

During President Roosevelt's administration was
passed an act authorizing tlie construction of a ship

canal across the narrow isthmus connecting North
and South .\mprica. After expending !J2.50,000,000 in

digging a canal between Panama and Colon, a French
company was declared bankrupt. In 1889 a new
company was organized and was said to have com-
pleted two-fifths of the work. At that stage this

corporation offered to sell to tlie United States for

$40,000,000 all its rights and property. In June,

1902, Congress empowered the president to accept
this offer and to complete tlie canal at a cost not to

exceed $120,000,000. For the necessary concessions

generous terms were offered to Colombia, but, under a
belief that a much larger sum could be obtained, that
Government failed to ratify the proposed treaty.

This action was the signal for a revolt in Panama, and
for the establishment there of a separate state. In
November, 1903, the people of that province pro-
claimed their independence, and set up a republican
government. The United States prevented Colombia
from suppressing this rebellion, and promptly ac-

knowledged the independence of the new state. With
it a treaty was soon concluded containing the conces-
sions demanded by the United States for the com-
pletion of the canal. At this stage Colombia was
willing to concede, free of cost, all that the Americans
had asked, provided she were allowed to reassert her
sovereignly over her lost province. The Colombian
envoy was informed, however, that it was now too
late. The $10,000,000 which had been oiTered to

Colombia was prompt ly accepted by f he new republic

;

also a perpetual annuity of $2.50,000, beginning nine
years after ratifying the treaty. In return, the
United States secured jurisdiction over a zone of terri-

tory five miles wide on each side of the canal, and any
other land necessary for its construction and main-
tenance. The Panama policy of President Roosevelt
was denounced by many Democratic senators in Con-
gress, but was nevertheless approved by a vote of

66 to 14. Colombia's efforts to stir up complications
in Europe came to naught.

In 1901 Mr. Roosevelt was elected president, with
Charles W. Fairbanks as vice-president. The Den\o-
cratic candidates were Judge Alton B. Parker and
Henry G. Davas. During his second term President
Roosevelt was thwarted by the Senate in his endeav-
ours to regulate railway rates and t o advance the cause
of arbitration. A prosperity almost unparalleled
marked the beginning of the year 1907; at its close

business was greatly depres.sed. In October a panic
swept banks and trust companies into the hands of
receivers. Relief did not come till the beginning of

1908. The.subjpct of the Federal control of corpora-
tions was very fully discussed in the president's message
of 3 Dec, 1007. He recommended the enactment of

more stringent laws on this subject. On 16 June,
1908, at Chicago, the Republican National Nominating
Convention selected as its candidates for the presi-

dency and vice-presidency William H. Taft and
James S. Sherman. Bryan and Kern were the Demo-
cratic nominees. In the November elections the
Republicans were successful. (See articles on tlio

various states of the Union .and the Catholic dioceses.

Sec also America; .\merica, Pre-Columbian Dis-

covery of; Bedini; Indian Missions, Bureau op
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Unity, Mark of the Church.—^The marks of the
Church are certain unmistakeable signs, or distinctive

characteristics which render the Church easily recog-

nizable to all, and clearly distinguish it from every
other religious society, especially from those which
claim to be Christian in doctrine and origin. That
such external signs are necessary to the true Church is

l^lain from the aim and the purpose which Christ had
in view when He made His revelation and founded a
Church. The purpose of the redemption was the

salvation of men. Hence, Christ, made known the

truths which men must heed and obey. He estab-

lished a Church to which He committed the care and
the exposition of these truths, and, consequently.

He made it obligatory on all men that they should
know and hear it (Matt., xviii, 17). It is obvious
that this Church, which takes the place of Christ, and
is to carry on His work by gathering men into its

fold and saving their souls, must be evidently dis-

cernible to all. There must be no doubt as to which
is the true Church of Christ, the one which has
received, and has preserved intact the Revelation
which He gave it for man's salvation. Were it

otherwise the purpose of the Redemption would be
frustrated, the blood of the Saviour shed in vain, and
man's eternal destination at the mercy of chance.

Without doubt, therefore, Christ, the alj-wi.se legisla-

tor, impressed upon His ChiU'ch some distinctive

external marks by which, with the use of ordinary dili-

gence, all can distinguish the real Church from the

false, the society of truth from the ranks of error.

These marks flow from t he very essence of t he Church

;

they are properties insep.ar.ahic from its nature .and

manifest ive of its character, and, in their Christian

.and proper sense, can be found in no other institution.

In Ihe Formula of the Council of Constant ino[)le

(a. d. 381), four m.arks of the Church .are mentioned:
unity, sanctity, Catholicity, Apostolicity—which are

believed by most theologians to be exclusively the
m.arks of the True Church. The nrcsent article cim-

siders unity.

I. Some False, Nolinna nf Unity.—All admit that

unity of some kind is indispensable to the existence
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of any well-ordered society, civil, political, or religious.

Many Christians, however, hold that the unity neces-
sary for the true Church of Christ need be nothing
more than a certain spiritual internal bond, or, if

external, it need be only in a general waj', inasmuch
as all acknowledge the same God and reverence the
same Christ. Thus most Protestants think that the
only union necessary for the Church is that which
comes from faith, hope, and love toward Christ; in

worshipping the same God, obeying the same Lord,
and in beUeving the same fundamental truths which
are necessary for salvation. This they regard as a
unity of doctrine, organization, and cult. A like

spiritual unity is all the Greek schismatics require.

So long as they profess a common faith, ai-e governed
by the same general law of God under a hierarchy, and
participate in the same sacraments, they look upon
the various churches, Constantinople, Russian, Anti-
ochcne etc., as enjoying the union of the one true

Church; there is the common head, Christ, and the
one Spirit, and that suffices. The Anglicans hkewise
teach that the one Church of Christ is made up of

three branches: the Greek, the Roman, and the Angh-
can, each having a different legitimate hierarchy but
all united by a common spiritual bond.

II. True Notion of Unity.—The Catholic conception
of the mark of unity, which must characterize the
one Church founded by Christ, is far more exacting.

Not only must the true Church be one by an internal

and spiritual union, but this union must also be exter-

nal and visible, consisting in and growing out of a
unity of faitli, worship, and government. Hence the
Church which has Christ for its foimder is not to be
characterized by any merely accidental or internal

spiritual imion, but, over and above this, it must
unite its members in unity of doctrine, expressed by
external, pubhc profession; in unity of worship, mani-
fested chiefly in the reception of the same sacraments;
and in unity of government, by which all its members
are subject to and obey the same authoritj-, which
was instituted by Christ Himself. In regard to faith

or doctrine it may be here objected that in none of

the Christian sects is there strict unity, since all of

the members are not at all times aware of the same
truths to be believed. Some give assent to certain

truths which others know nothing of. Here it is

important to note the distinction between the habit
and the object of faith. The habit, or the subjective
disposition of the believer, though .sjjecifically the
same in all, differs numericaUy according to individ-

uals, but the objective truth to which assent is given
is one and the same for all. There may be as many
habits of faith numerically distinct as there are dif-

ferent individuals possessing the habit, but it is not
possible that there be a diversity in the objective

truths of faith. The unity of faith is manifested by
all the faithful professing their adhesion to one and
the same object of faith. All admit that God, tlie

Supreme Truth, is the primary author of then' faith,

and from their ex^phcit willingness to submit to the
same external authority to whom God has given the
power to make known whatever has been revealed,

their faith, even in truths explicitly unknown, is

implicitly external. All are prepared to believe what-
ever God has revealed and the Chiu'ch teaches.
Similarly, accidental differences in ceremonial forms
do not in the least interfere with essential unity of

worship, which is to be regarded primarily and prin-

cipally in the celebration of the same sacrifice and in the
reception of the same sacraments. All are expressive
of the one doctrine and subject to the same authority.

III. The. True Chureh of Christ Is One.—That the
Church which Christ instituted for man's salvation
must be one in the strict sense of the term just ex-
plained, is already evident from its very nature and
purpose; truth is one, Christ revealed the truth and
gave it to His Church, and men are to be saved by

knowing and following the truth. But the essential
unity of the true Christian Church is also expUcitly
and repeatedly declared throughout the New Testa-
ment. Speaking of His Church, the Saviour called
it a kingdom, the kingdom of heaven, the kingdom of
God (Matt., xiii, 24, 31, 33; Luke, xiii, 18; John,
xviii, 3(5); He compared it to a city the keys of which
were entrusted to the Apostles (Matt., v, 14; xvi, 19);
to a sheepfold to which aU His sheep must come and
be united under one shepherd (John, x, 7-17); to a
vine and its branches, to a house biiilt upon a rock
against which not even the powers of hell should ever
prevail (Matt., xvi, 18). Moreover, the Saviour, just
before He suffered, prayed for His disciples, for those
who were afterwards to beUeve in Him—for Hig
Church—that they might be and remain one as He
and the Father are one (John, xvii, 20-23); and He
had aheady warned them that "every kingdom di-
vided against itself shall be made desolate: and every
city or house divided against itself shall not stand"
(Matt., xii, 25). These words of Christ are expressive
of the closest unity.

St. Paul likewise insists on the unity of the Church.
Schism and disunion he brands as crimes to be classed
with murder and debauchery, and declares that those
guilty of "dissensions" and "sects" shall not obtain
the kingdom of God (Gal., v, 20, 21). Hearing of the
schisms among the Corinthians, he asked impatiently:
"Is Christ divided? Was Paul then crucified for
you? or were you baptized in the name of Paul?"
(I Cor., i, 13). And in the same Epistle he describes
the Church as one body with many members distinct
among themselves, but one with Christ their head:
" For in one Spirit we are all baptized into one body,
whether Jews or Gentiles, whether bond or free" (I

Cor., xii, 13). To show the intimate union of the
members of the Church with the one God, he asks:
"The chaUce of benediction, which we bless, is it not
the communion of the blood of Christ? And the
bread, which we break, is it not the partaking of the
body of the Lord? For we, being many, are one
bread, one body, all that partake of one bread"
(I Cor., X, 16, 17). Again in his Epistle to the Ephe-
sians he teaches the same doctrine, and exhorts them
to be "careful to keep the unity of the Spirit in the
bond of peace", and he reminds them that there is

but "one body and one spirit—one Lord, one faith,

one baptism, one God and Father of all" (Eph., iv,

3-6). Already, in one of his very first Epistles, he
had warned the faithful of Galatia that if anybody,
even an angel from heaven, should preach unto them
any other Gospel than that which he had preached,
"let him be anathema" (Gal., i, S). Such declara-
tions as these coming from the great Apostle are
clear evidence of the essential unity which must be
characteristic of the true Christian Church. The
other Apostles also persistently proclaimed this

essential and necessary unity of Christ's Church (cf.

I John, iv, 1-7; Apoc, ii, 6, 14, 15, 20-29; II Peter,
ii, 1-19; Jude, 5-19). And although divisions did
arise now and then in the early Church, they were
speedily put down and the disturbers rejected, bo
that even from the beginning the Christians could
boast that they were of "one heart and one soul"
(Acts, iv, 32; cL Acts, xi, 22; xiii, 1).

Tradition is unanimous to the same effect. ^\Tien-
ever heresy threatened to invade the Church, the
Fathers rose up against it as an essential evil. The
unity of the Church was the object of nearly all the
exhortations of St. Ignatius of .\ntioch ("Ad Ephes.",
n. 5, 16-17; "Ad Philadolph.", n. 3). St. Irenseus
went even further, and t:uight that the test of the one
true Church, in which -.thnw was salvation, was its

union with Rome (.>\dv. Ii;eres., Ill, iii). Tertullian
likewise compared the Church to an ark outside of
which there is no salvation, and he maintained that
only he who embraced every doctrine handed down
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by the Apostolic Churches, especially by that of Rome,
belonged to the true Church (De prsescript., xxi).

The same contention was upheld by Clement of Alex-
andria and by Origen, who said that outside the one
visible Church none could be saved (cf. Schaff, "Hist.
of Christian Church", 169-70). St. CjTirian in his

treatise on the unity of the Church says: "God is

one, and Christ one, and one the Church of Christ"
(De eccl. unitate, xxiii); and again in his epistles he
insists that there is but "One Church founded upon
Peter by Christ the Lord" (Epist.70,ad Jan.) and that

there is but "one altar and one priesthood" (Epist.

40, v). Many more testimonies of unity might be
adduced from Saints .Jerome, .\ugustine, Chrysostom,
and the other Fathers, but their teachings are only
too well known. The long li^it of councils, the history

and treatment of heretics and heresies in every cen-

tury show beyond doubt that unity of doctrine, of

cult, and of authority, has always been regarded as

an essential and visible mark of the true Christian

Church. As shown above, it was the intention of

Christ that His Church should be one, and that,

not in any accidental internal way, but essentially

and visibly, f'nity is the fundamental mark of the

Church, for without it the other marks would have no
meaning, since indeed the Church itself could not
exist. Unity is the source of strength and organiza-

tion, as discord and schism are of weakness and con-

fusion. Given one supernatural authority which all

respect, a common doctrine which all profess, one
form of worship subject to the same authority and
expressive of the same teaching, centred in one
sacrifice and in the reception of the same sacraments,

and the other marks of the Church necessarily follow

and are easily understood.
That the mark of unity which is distinctive of and

essenti.al to the true Church of Christ is to be found
in none other than t he Roman CathoUc Church, follows

naturally from what has been said. All the theories

of unity entertained by the sects are woefully out of

harmony with the true and proper concept of unity

as defined above and as taught by Christ, the .\postles,

and all orthodox Tradition. In no other Christian

body is there a oneness of faith, of worship, and of

discipline. Between no two of the hundreds of non-

Cathohc sects is there a common bond of imion; each
one having a different head, a different belief, a dif-

ferent cult. Nay more, even between the members of

any one sect there is no such thing as real unity, for

their first and foremost principle is that each one is

free to believe and do as he w-ishes. They are con-

stantly breaking up into new sects and subdivisions of

sects, showing that they have within themselves the

seeds of disunion and disintegration. Divisions and
subdivisions have ever been the characteristics of

Protestantism. This is certainly a literal fulfilment

of the words of Christ: "Every plant which my
heavenly Father hath not planted shall be rooted

up" (Matt., XV, 13); and "every kingdom divided

against itself shall be made desolate: and every city

or house divided against itself shall not stand " (Matt.,

xii, 2.5).

St. Thomas. Summn. II-II. Q. i. a. 4 ad 3: a. 5 ad 1: a. 10;Q.
iv, a. 6; Q. v, a. 4; Q. xxxii. a. 1; Q. Ixxx. a. 12 ad 3; Q. clxxiiii,

s. 2; Idem, Contra errorei Grircnrum, xxxii; Idem, Expos, in

Ephta. IV. led. 2; Idem. Opunr. in tymb., a. 9; Bellarmise. De
eccUt. milil., IV, iii: Tasqueret. Sunop. Tkeol. fund., I. 397 sq.;

De Groot, Summa apotog. de ecclen., Q. v. a. 1-2; Newman,
Diff. of Anglicans. I, lect. X; Spaldino. Evidences of Catholicity

(Louisville. 1870). lect. VI; MoRBia. Ecclenology (New York,
188.5). 152. 160; Schaff, Reunion of Chrislendnm in Parliament of

Retioiom. p. 1192; Shields, The Hint. Episcopate (New York,
1894), 13. 62.

Chas. J. Callan.

UniTersalists, a Liberal Protestant sect whose
distinctive tenet is the belief in the final salvation

of all souls, and which is chiefly to be found in \orth
America. The doctrine of universal salvation found
favour among members of various (Christian Churches

(see Apocatastasis for its treatment anterior to
the foundation of the LTniversahst Church). The
present article will exclusively consider UniversaUsm
as a separate denomin.it ion.

I. Dnctrinal Principkn.—The historic creed of this

rehgious body is the profession of belief adopted by
the General Convention at Winchester, New Hamp-
shire, in 1803. It contains the following articles:

(1). We beUeve that the Holy Scriptures of the
Old and New Testaments contain a revelation of the
character of God and of the duty, interest, and final

destmation of mankind.
(2). We believe that there is one God whose nature

is Love, re\ealed in one Lord. Jesus Christ, by one
Holy Spirit of grace, who will finally restore the whole
family of mankind to holiness and hap])ine.ss.

(3). We beheve that holiness and true happiness
are inseparably connected, and that believers ought
to be careful to maintain order and practise good
works; for these things are good and profitable unto
men.
To meet the objections raised by some l^niversal-

ists to parts of the foregoing articles, a briefer state-
ment of essential principles was adopted in 1899
b}- the General Convention held at Boston. It

requires for admission to fellow.ship the belief in the
following articles: (1) the universal fatherhood of

God; (2) the spiritual authority and leadership of

His Son Jesus Christ; (3) the trustworthiness of the
Bible as containing a revelation from God; (4) the
certainty of ju.st retribution for sin; (.5) the final

harmony of all souls with God. To the admi.ssion of

the.se principles must be added "the acknowledgment
of the authority of the General Convention and
assent to its laws". The Trinity is usually rejected

by present-day Universalis* s. The reception of the
sacraments is not enjoined; but baptism and the
Lord's Supper are administered; the former accord-
ing to the mode preferred by the candidate. The
infliction of temporary punishment for sin insuffi-

ciently atoned for on earth is now generally admitted.
A usage of distinctly Universalist origin is the ob-
servance of "Children's Sunday". A special day
(now the second Sunday in June) is set apart for the
baptism of children and their dedication to God's
service. This observance has been taken over by
other Protestant churches. Until a comparatively
recent date the several Universahst congregations
administered their own affairs independently, and
the General Convention enjoyed merely advisory
powers. The functions of this body were enlarged
in 1866 and further extended in 1870, so that it is at
present the highest legislative authority for the United
States and Canada. It meets biennially, and when
not in session most of its powers are exercised by a
bo;ird of trustees. It is comi)Osed of clerical and lay
delegates from the subordinate state conventions.
The latter meet annually, and are made up of dele-

gations from the various p.arishes of the same state.

II. History; Missionary, Social, Educalinna]. Actityi-

ties; Statistics.—The first Universalist congregation
was organized in 17.50 in London by Rev. James
Relly, who ministered to its spiritual needs until his

death (1778). In spite of this early estabUshment
few Universalist churches exist at present in Europe;
but UniversaUsm is undoubtedly believed in outside
of the denomination. The .stronghold of the sect is

in .\merica, where the first church was established by
Rev. John Murray. He landed in New Jersey in

Sept., 1770, preached the doctrine of L^niversalism

along the Atlantic seaboard, and in 1779 formed with
fifteen other persons the first .American congregation
of that faith at Gloucester, Massachusetts. Other
preachers of the same doctrine arose about this time:
Elhanan Winchester, a former Baptist minister,

taught Universahsm at Philadelphia, and Adams
Streeter and Caleb Rich spread it in New P^ngland.
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More marked in its success and wider in the range of

its influence was the propaganda of the Rev. Hosea
Ballou (1771-1852), whose Unitarian views triumphed
in the denomination over the SabeUian conception of

the Trinity taught by Murray. His teaching of

universal salvation immediately after death, however,
did not meet with unanimous approval, and caused
the secession of eight ministers and some members
who, under the name of Restorationists, founded a
separate sect. But the existence of this new creation

was short-lived (1831-41), while the parent body
spread during Ballou's lifetime not only in the United
States but also to Canada. Its progress was retarded
by the Civil War, but the propaganda subsequently
carried on, chiefly under the dhection of the board
of trustees and the state conventions, was crowned
with some success, and the denomination is now
represented in almost every state of the Union.
The statistics for 1910, however, indicate a decrease
of 9 churches and 268t) communicants. Foreign
missionary work has recently been inaugurated, and
is carried on mainly in Japan, where the first station

was founded in 1.890. The church maintains chari-

table institutions in New York, Philadelphia, Minne-
apolis, and Boston. It supports a publishing house
in the latter city, with a branch in Chicago. It

controls the following educational institutions:

Tufts College (founded in 1852), Medford, INIass.;

Lombard College (1852), Galesburg, lUinois; St.

Lawrence University (1856), Canton, New York;
Buchtel College (1872), Akron, Ohio. A school of

divinitj' is connected with the first three institutions

named. Academies are maintained at Frankhn,
Massachusetts (Dean Academy); Barre, Vermont
(Goddard Seminary); and Portland, Maine (West-
brook Seminary). Statistics for the United States
in 1911, according to Dr. H. K. Carroll in the
"Christian Advocate", New York, 25 Jan., 1912: 709
ministers, 886 churches; 52,150 communicants.
Ballou, A Treatise on Atonement (14th ed., Boston, 1902);

Thayer. Theology of Universalism (Boston, 1862, 1891); ATWoon,
The Latest Word of Universalism (Boston, 1880); Eddy, Univer-
salism in America (Boston, 1884-86); Idem, History of Univer-
salism in Amer. Church Hist. Series, X, 251-493 (New York, 1894);
Adams, Fifty Notable Years (Boston, 1882): Thomas,^ Century
of Universalism (Boston, 1872); also the biographies of Ballou
by Whittemore (Boston, 1854-55) and Safford (Boston, 1889);
of Murray by his wife (Boston, 1860), and Adams, Hosea Bal-
lou and the Gospel Renaissance (Boston, 1903),

N. A. W'eber.

Universals.—I. Meaning of the Term.—The
name refers on the one hand to the inclination towards
uniformity (uiii-versus) existing in difTerent things,

in virtue of which dilTerent things may be represented

by a single idea applicable to all in the same way; and
on the other hand to this one idea which is applicable

to the different things {unum versus alia).

II. Definition.—Universals are those ideas which,
while excluding whatever constitutes the difference

of things of the same genus or species, represent that
which is necessary to their constitution, is essential,

and is therefore common to all, remaining fixed in all

vicissitudes {universalia post rem, in re). Universals
are thus merely an expression of those Divine ideas

which are concerned with the universal {universalia

ante rem). Universal ideas are opposed to sense impres-
sions, which represent that which is merely individual

and contingent in a concrete phenomenon, and thus
that which changes with circumstances in corporeal
things of the same kind. These sense impressions
correspond to those Divine ideas which are concerned
with the corporeal individual.

III. Subdivision.—In so far as the nature of a thing
is the object of a direct act of perception, it contains
no relation to individuals, but is recognized in itself

only according to its essential parts. When, how-
ever, the intellect has represented to itself the essen-

tial form of a thing (whether this be a substance or an
accident), it can by reflexion make this representa-

tion of the essence the object of its perception. It

can apply the idea to various individuals of the same
kind, can compare it with other ideas, and thus deter-
mine relationship and differences. The universale

directum thus appears as an embryo, which is devel-
oped, ever more clearly arranged, and constantly more
nearly perfected by reflexion and various logical

operations. It is but another way from the imperfect
idea which a great investigator of ants formed when
as a boy he first saw an ant, to that perfected idea of

the animal which he now possesses as the result of

all his investigations and studies.

The means to arrive at a perfect idea and an exact
definition is the clear distinction between the parts of

a thing, which are grasped directly, if obscurely, by
the perception. It should here be remarked that our
intellect proceeds from the more general and thus
less precise ideas to the less general and more precise.

In the direct recognition of a corporeal being, it

grasps first its reahty, the idea of existence. This
is the most universal of all ideas, but it is no true
universal, since existence pertains to different things
in different ways, and consequently cannot be predi-

cated equivocally of all of them. W'hile the senses
are grasping what is individual in the phenomena, the
intellect presses onward to the essence or nature of

the thing, and grasps especially that which is most
universal, its independence, and forms the idea of

substance. It simultaneously seizes the notes of

existence pertaining to and borne by the substance
(accidents), which in the individual phenomenon are

the object of the senses. Meanwliile it does not
escape the intellect that quality and ciuantity are

possessed by the substance which they determine in

an entirely different way from the actio (action) and
passio (passion), and these again in an entirely

different way from the iibi (where) and quando (when),
and that relation stands on the extreme border of

accidental existence. In short, it grasps the various
modes of existence of the above-mentioned accidents
in the first substance. It thus conies that the idea

of an accident is only analogous, like that of substance,
and that it has no greater claim than this to be con-
sidered a true universal. The case is otherwise with
the idea of substance and the ideas of the individual

accidents mentioned above. They are the most
universal of universals in the true sense of the word.

If these ideas be applied with the help of reflexion

to individuals, they become the highest predicates

(categories) of concrete substance, and prove also

the highest ideas of genera. The intellect is not yet
satisfied. If possible, it proceeds step by step from
the highest and least determinate idea of genus to the
lowest and most determinate, which represents that

which is common to two immediately related kinds.

Only then is it possible to form a clear and distinct

idea of species. This having been accomplished, one
can distinguish tlie difference constituting the species,

and by noting this lowest species and this difference

supply an exact definition. In very many cases,

however, the intellect must remain content with the
greatest possible approximation to the definition.

For this pun^ose are employed description, the char-
acteristics, explanation, and discussion. The final

object in this is to give the lowest clearly recognizable
species and that which, in the notes added to the
substance, is proper (proprium, t&Mv) to all the
iiuliviiluals of the same kind. Consequently, the con-
nexion of the accidents with the substance must be
established to discover which of those accidents neces-

sarily and of themselves arise from the substance
(and from this alone), as speech in the case of man.
Other properties are to be referred to fortuitous exter-

nal influences, as lameness in the case of individual

men. We thus obtain the logical accident, which
indeed must be distinguished from the metaphysical,
which, in accordance with what was said above, may
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)p a prnprium, or logical accident. One may even
nquiro into the genus, species, and specific difference

)f a met apliysicnl accident (e.g. of cont inued quantity).

The above iiaragraplis might lie reviewed a.s

oUows: According to their origin in a direct act of

)erccption or in reflexion, univcrsals are divided into

lirect and reflex universals. The direct universal,

raiving, as it doe.s, the question of the reality of the

)erceived being in nature, is metaphysical. In it

ies only the possibility of being applied to many
hings, but the relation of universality is not recog-

lized in it. Consequently, it is also known as the
'material universal". The reflex universal includes

he relation to individuals, and is thus known as the

iniversale loyicum, or also as the "formal universal",

ince it is recognized as universal. The universale

lirectum is divided into the categories, since these

epresent the various modes of existence in the actual

)eing. Recognized by reflexion as the highest .species,

he categories are included under the itniverKale logicum,

i-hich isdivided into the five predicables: genus, species,

pecific difference, proprium, and logical accident.

IV. Importance or the Problem of the Uni-
ERS.'iLS.—Science in general, inasmuch as it is the
:nowledge of the necessary and permanent drawn
rom the nature of things, is impossible without
he recognition of the universals. Without such
ecognition, it is degraded into the description of

uccessive individual impressions. The war between
he pure Darwinists and the physicists, who recognize

latural .species which, in consequence of their mode
if development and the influence of conditions, can
>e arranged into various systematic species, has been
Iready designated a new pha.se of the Scholastic

ontroversy concerning universals. In physics and
hemistry the constancy of the laws of nature depends
m the constancy of the nature of things. In psychol-
igy the existence of universals has led to the recogni-

ion of the intellect as a faculty fundamentally distinct

rom the senses. That metaphysics and logic would
le an impossibility without univer.sals, is self-evident.

Vithout universals ethics and a'sthetics would also

le surrendered to a relativism ungoverned by- princi-

iles, and thus to annihilation. Without universals

mpre.ssionism in art and individual autonomy in life

nust attain undisputed sway. To these tendencies
orrespond in religion the exclusive validity of reli-

;ious experiences, the beUef in the changing content
if dogmas, and the complete displacement of dog-
natic by historical mode of thought. A history of

he controver.sj- concerning the universals and their

elation to existence must neces.sarily be a presentation
if the most fundamental differences of all philosophi-
al sy.stems. It would reveal that a deviation from
Iristotelean Thomistic moderate Realism leads, on
he one side, over Conceptualism and Nominalism to

icppticism and Agnosticism, or to barren Empiricism
nd Materialism, and on the other side over extreme
iealism to false Idealism and Pantheism.
John Rick.iby, General Melnphysics (London, 1909) ; Bren-

'ANO, Ion dcr mannigfachen Bedeiitung des Seienden jiach Aris-
7leles (Freiburg. 1862); Com.mer. Logik (Paderborn, 1897);
Slohsnf.r, Modeme Philosophic (Frankfort, 1889); H.^tTR^AC,
tisl. df la philosophie scholantiguc (Paris, 1872-80); Kleutgen,
^hilog. der Vorzeit (2nd ed.. Mvlni^ter, 1878) ; Liberatore. DclUi
ononcfmainlHlfmtale (Rome, lS.';7-.59). tr. Derinq, Vniversalx;
London. 1892); Werner, Thomas ron Aquino (Ratiahon, 1889);
ViLLMANN, Gtach. des Idealismus (2nd ed.. Bruni-wick, 1907);
VuLF, Hist, de la philos. m^diitale (2nd ed.. Louvain, 1905).

Alois Pichler.

Universe, Systems of thf,.—ITniverse for world)
f here taken in the astronomical .sen.se, in its narrower
r wi<ler meanings, from our terrestrial planet to
he stellar universe. The term "systems" restricts the
iew to the general structure and mot ions of the heav-
nly bodies, but comprises all the ages of the world,
he present, p.isf, and future.

I. Historic Times of the Univer.se.—The pres-
nt system, in the widest sense of the term, forms the

subject of universal cosmography. Descriptions of

this kind were m.ade by Lambert, the two Herschels,
Laplace, Newcnmb, and others. The present section

treats only of the solar system, and in jiarticular of the
disputed theories of Ptolemy and Copernicus, and the
proofs in favour of the latter.

A. Pinkmaic and Copcmican Systems.— (1) The
earliest astronomical systems are foimd in the Greek
school. No planetary system can be discerned in

Chinese or Babylonian records. The astronomical
knowledge of the Greeks shows three periods. Its in-

fancy is represented by Philolaus and Eudoxus, of the
fifth and fourth century B. c. The earth is the com-
mon centre of the universe, within the celestial sphere
of the fixed stars. The great luminaries, sun and
moon, and the five planets have each their concentric
spheres, upon which they slide in two directions, longi-

tude and latitude, keeping constantly the .same dis-

tance from the earth. The flourishing period of Greek
astronomy extends from Heraclidcs Ponticus in the
fo\irth century B. c. to Hipparchus in the second.
Observation was made its basis. The different de-
grees of brilliancy observed in the nearest planets,

Mercury, Venus, and Mars, at the times of the oppo-
sition and conjunction with the sun, pointed to helio-

centric orbits, and analogy demanded the same ar-

rangement for Jupiter and Saturn. The hypothesis
was then established, probably by Heraclidcs himself,

that the sun revolved annually, with the five planets,

around the earth, while the moon remained on her
sphere as before. Heraclidcs also made an important
step in advance by asserting the diurnal rotation of the
earth. His system was afterwards known as that of

Tycho Brah6. Even the annual motion of the earth

around the sun is mentioned by Herachdes as held by
some of his contemporaries. The heliocentric system
was certainly pronounced and defended by Ari.star-

chus of Sainos, although his mitings are lost, and
known only through Archimedes, wliose works were
pubhshedayearafterCopernicus'sdeath (Basle, l.'i44).

The period of decline had commenced when Hip-
p.archus flashed up as the last genius among the

Greek astronomers. The precession of the equinoxes,

which he discovered, was made to fit the geocentric

system, then prevailing, only a century after Aris-

tarchus. The iihilosophical schools, in particular the
Stoics, began to prefer astrology to observational
astronomy. The geometrical knowledge that ap-
parent or relative motion remains unaflFected by an
interchange of its component motions, .as was correctly

demonstrated by Apollonius, paved the way to the
confusion of the solar system. It must be remem-
bered that the apparent planetary motions are epi-

cyclical, each planet revolving in its own orbit, the
epicycle, around the sun, and with the sun, as centre

of tiie epicycle, apparently around the earth in a
common orbit, which is called the deferent orbit.

These are the correct ideas, and will ever form the
basis of spherical astronomy.
The decadence of astronomical concejits .among the

Greek philo.sophcrs appeared in two ways. First,

they applied the geometrical fiction of .Aixillonius to

the physical planetary system, supposing that the
epicycle must always be the smaller of the two com-
ponents in apparent motion; and, secondly, they be-

lieved that a physical planet could revolve, all alone,

around a fictitious point in space. For the outer
planets. Mars, .Jupiter, and Saturn, the apparent orbit

of the sun is the smaller component—the common
deferent orbit. It cannot b(> made the ejiicycle, with-

out introducing into the system three new circles each
with a fictitious centre. This was done, but worse was
to come for the inner planets, Venus and Mercury.
There was no need for them to di.slodge the common
deferent circle, or solar orbit, as it was larger than the
two planetary epicycles. And yet the centre of the
deferent was moved from the sun towards the earth,
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at the cost of introducing into the system two new
circles and two ideal centres of motion. The preces-

sion of the equinoxes, discovered by Hipparchus, even
lent support to the concept of fictitious pivots. It

seemed to swing the pole of the ecliptic around the
pole of the celestial sphere. In this shape the Greek
system of the heavenly bodies came down to posterity,

during the second century of our era, through
Ptolemy's "Syntax". The two fundamental proposi-
tions of the geocentric system, viz. that the earth has
no axial rotation and no translation in space, form the
sixth chapter of the first book. The "Syntax" did
not pass directly from the Alexandrian school to

Europe. Greek astronomy made its round through
Syria, Persia, and Tatary, under Albategnius, Ibn-
Yunis, Ulugh-Beg. The Ptolemaic system was ac-

cepted by the Arabic astronomers without criticism,

and was made known in Europe through their trans-

lations. An unintelligible Latin "Almagest" had
taken the place of the Greek "Syntax", and rested

like a tomb-stone on European astronomy.
(2) New astronomical life awoke in the fifteenth

century in Germany. Nicholas of Cusa rejected the
axioms of Ptolemy; Peurhach and Midler restored the
text of Ptolemy's "Syntax", and Copernicus made it

his Hfe-work to disentangle the cycles and epicycles of

the Greek system. The task of Copernicus was harder
than that of his predecessor Aristarchus, on account
of the unanimous acceptance of the geocentric system
for more than a thousand years. The first book of

Copernicus's great work, "On the Revolutions of the
Celestial Bodies", is directed against the Ptolemaic
axioms on the centre of the universe and the stability

of the earth. He rightly observes that the universe
has no geometrical centre. He then gives clear defi-

nitions of relative and apparent motion and apijlies

the Apollonian principle of interchanging the com-
ponent motions in the opposite sense of Ptolemy.
The complex heavenly machinery was explained by a
triple motion of the earth, one around its axis, another
around the sun, and a third, a conical motion, around
the axis of the ecliptic, in periods of respectively one
day, one year, and 2.5,816 years. Ptolemy's negative
argimients against a moving earth were answered in a
masterly manner. It had been objected that a dis-

astrous centrifugal force would be created on the sur-

face of the earth. Copernicus retorts that a far

greater centrifugal force must be admitted in the
outer planets and the fixed stars if they revolved
around the earth. The resistance of the atmosphere,
which, it was urged, would sweep away every object
from a moving earth, was disiiosed of by Copernicus,
exactly as it is to-day: each jilanet condenses and car-

ries its own atmosphere. A third difficulty was raised

about necessary changes in the appearance of the con-
stellations, or, in modern language, about largo paral-

laxes of the stars, when viewed from opposite points of

the earth's orbit. Copernicus correctly thought the
stars so far away as to make the terrestrial orbit com-
paratively too small to show any effect in the instru-

ments then available. The negative arguments of

Ptolemy being dispelled, there remained only one pos-
itive argument, in favour of Copernicus.

(3) The simphcity of the heliocentric system had
sufficient weight to convince a genius like Copernicus.
He never called his system an hypothesis. The first

who exorcised censorship on the work "Do revolu-
tionibus" w.as the Reformer, Osiandor. Dreading
the op|)()sition of the Wittenberg school, he put the
word " Hypothesis" on the title-jjage and substituted
for the prefai'c of Copernicus one of his own—all with-
out authorization. It was more than half a century
later that the Congregation of the Index pointed out
nine sentences that had either to be omitted or ex-
pressed hypothetically before the book might be read
freely by all. The argument of simplicity was greatly
strengthened by Kepler, when he discovered the ellip-

ticity of planetary orbits. Copernicus had foimd, by
long years' ob.servation, that the inequaUties of plane-
tary motion could not be accounted for, after Ptole-
maic fashion, by simply placing the circular orbits
excentrically. Not being prepared to abandon the
circle, he resorted to small epicycles. Their final
removal greatly enhanced the simplicity of the Coper-
nican system. Then came the discoveries of the
aberration of hght and of stellar parallaxes. While
they appeared as natural consequences of the orbital
motion of the earth, they threw on the Ptolemaic sys-
tem the condemnation of an almost infinite com-
plexity. The fixed stars were recognized to vibrate
in double ellipses, their major axes parallel to the
ecliptic, in periods of exactly one year. The double
elUpses are the images of the terrestrial orbit, pro-
jected on the celestial sphere by the parallactic dis-
placement of the stars and by the finite velocity of
light. The former kind is much the smaller of the
two, and in most cases dwindles to immeasurable di-
mensions. Some twelve hundred of them have actu-
ally been observed. The aberration-ellipses have
their apparent major axes all of equal length. The
geocentric system not only has no explanation for
these phenomena, but cannot even represent them
without two epicycles for each star in the firmament.
The Copernican argument of simplicity thereby re-
ceived an overwhelming corroboration.

B. Direct Proofs of the Copernican Syslem.—While
the argument of greater simphcity is only an indirect
criterion between the two opposing systems, me-
chanics has furnished more direct proofs. Copernicus
actually had them in mind when he maintained that
centrifugal force in a daily rotating celestial sphere
would have to be enormous, that the atmosphere is

condensed around the terrestrial globe, and that single
planets cannot revolve around fictitious points that
have no physical meaning. Kepler was too much
preoccupied with geometrical studies and with the
favourite idea of cosmical harmonics {Harmonices
mundi) to recognize in the common focus of his ellip-

tical orbits a governing power. It was reserved for
Newton and Laplace to formulate the mechanical laws
of celestial motion.

(1) The annual revolution of the earth around the
sun is a necessary consequence of celestial mechanics,
(a) Knowing the mathematical expression of centrifu-

gal force, Newton computed, from the velocity and
distance of our satellite, the amount of attraction that
the earth must exerci.se upon it to maintain its orbital

revolution. Learning then, from French geometers,
the exact dimensions of the earth, he found the force
that keeps the moon in her orbit to be identical with
terrestrial gravity, divided by the square of the dis-

tance from the centre. The discovery led to the com-
putation of the masses of sun and planets, inclusive of

the earth, the latter turning out more than three hun-
dred thousand times lighter than the sun. The me-
chanical conclusion is that the lighter body revolves
around the heavier, and not the reverse; or, in more
scientific language, that both revolve around their

common centre of gravity, which, in this case, lies

inside the solar sphere.

(b) Our satellite furnishes another more direct

proof of the annual revolution of the earth. Carl
Braun shows in the " Woehenschrift ftir Astronomie",
X (1867), 193, that the moon is attracted nearly three

times more forcibly by the sun than by the earth.

Our satellite wovdd, therefore, leave us unless we re-

volved with it around the sun. The earth is only able

to give the annual lunar orbit a serpentine shape, so as

to have the satelhte alternately outside and inside her

own orbit.

(c) Newton also alludes to comets and shows that,

in the Ptolemaic system, each of them needs an
epicycle parallel to the ecliptic, to turn its orbit

towards the sun. With our present cometary knowl-
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edge of comets the argument can be made stringent.

More than three hundred comets have their orbits well

determined. Over two hundred of them have passed
the ecliptic within the earth's orbit, and some, hke
Halley's comet at its last appearance, almost in line

between sun and earth. Most of the comets, includ-

ing Halley's, come to us from distances beyond the

orbit of Neptune. Now, coniiiutation shows that

they all have their common focu.s in the sun and that

the earth is, as a rule, outside their orbits. In the case

of Halley's comet the earth was, at one time, even on
the convex side of the orbit. The mechanical conclu-
sion is as follows: If, without any regard to the
earth, the comets obey the sun, the earth must do the
same.

(2) The daily rotation of the earth around its axis

is demonstrated in many wavs. Once the annual rev-

olution is proved, the daily rotation becomes a matter
of course. If the earth has not the power to swing the
sun around its own centre once a year, it will be far less

able to do so in one day; and if it cannot swing around
one sun, what could it do with the countless suns of

the universe? Yet, we have direct and special proofs
of the diurnal rotation. They aU rest on mechanics,
partly celestial, partly terrestrial. Celestial mechan-
ics has turned into proofs what formerly seemed to

be difficulties. This occurred in the case of stellar

parallaxes, the absence of which had been objected by
Ptolemy, and the existence of which was shown by
Bes-sel. The precession of the equinoxes also has
changed its role. Laplace showed it to be due to the
action of the sun on the protuberant equatorial re-

gions of the rotating earth. The similar result of the
action of the moon upon the earth is called nutation.
Laplace's demonstration was ba.sed upon the flatness

of the earth, which had been measured in the seven-
teenth century, and was also thcorelically deduced
by him from the existence of centrifugal force. We
have here a complex reverse of roles. The conse-
quences of centrifugal force, so strongly urged against
diurnal rotation by Ptolemy, turned out to be the
cause of precession, known to Hipparchus, and of

several phenomena, discovered only after the time of

Copernicus. Precession was still a matter of special

difficulty to Copernicus, and the one of the three
terrestrial motions that he could not explain. To
him it was the resultant of two annual, slightly differ-

ent, conical rotations of opposite direction, to which no
cause could be assigned.

So much about the proofs from celestial mechanics.
There are others, by means of instruments, so-called

laboratory experiments. They commenced imme-
diately after the time of Clalilei and seem to have
received the impul.se from his trial. The experiments
may be classified chronologically in five periods or
groups. From 1640 to 1770 they were crude trials

without result. The years from 1790 to 1831 were a
period of experiments with falUng bodies. The
twenty years from 18.32 to 18.52 were a time of pendu-
lum experiments. Then followed a period, 18.52-80,
of experiments with more elaborate apparatus; and
the last, since 1902, may be called that of modern
methods.

(a) The first period is represented by the names of

Calignon, Mersenne, Viviani, and Newton. Calig-
non (1643) experimented with plumb lines, without
knowing what their variations should tell. Mersenne
(1(543) had pieces of artillery directed to the zenith,
rightly ex-pecting a westerly deviation of the balls.

Fourault's pendulum experiment was materially fore-
stalled by Viviani at Florence (1661) and I'oleni at
Padua (1742), but was not formally understood. The
ea.sterly deviation of falling bodies was expHcitly
announced by Newton, but unsuccessfully tried by
Hooke (1680). Galilei had alluded to it before, in his
"Dialogo" fOpere, VII, 1897), in a contradictory
manner. In one place (p. 170) he denied the possi-

bility of the experiment, in another (p. 259) he
affirmed it. Lalande missed the opportunity of first

making Newton's experiment at the Paris observatory.
The honour was reserved to Abbate Gughelmini.

(b) The second period comprises the experiments
with faUing bodies, made by Giiglieliuini at Bologna
(1790-2), by Benzenberg at Hamburg (1S02) and
Schlebusch (1804), and by Reich at Freiburg (1831).
The general drift of )li(> balls towards the east side of
the meridian was unniistakiiblc. It proved the rota-
tion of the earth from west to cast, but only in a quali-
tative manner. Quantitative proofs were obtained in

the next period.

(c) Three kinds of pendulum experiments filled the
third period. The horizontal pendulum was invented
and tried by Hengler, in 1832, fur the effects of the
centrifugal force. The instrument is still waiting for

a more delicate manipulator. Foucault's vertical
pendulum dates from 18.51, and was tried first in a
cellar, then in the Paris Observatory, and last in the
Panth6on. The deviation of the pendulum from the
original vertical plane was clockwise, as expected by
Foucault, but no quantitative measures were ever
published by him. They were made in many
places, chiefly in large cathedrals. The best results
known are those of Secchi in Rome (1851) and of

Garthe in Cologne (1852). Secchi ex-perimented in

San Ignazio, in presence of many Italian scientists,

and Garthe in the cathedral, before Cardinal Geissel,

royal princes, and numerous spectators. The coun-
terproof in the southern hemisphere, where the devia-
tion of the pendulum must be counter-clockwise, has
not been made to this day. The attempt at Rio de
Janeiro (1851) cannot be regarded as .such. A conical
pendulum was set in motion by Bravais in the same
meridian room of the ob.servatory and in the same
year as the vertical pendulum of Foucault. The ex-
periment had the advantage of being reversible.

S%vinging clockwise, the pendulum apiicared to move
faster than in the opposite sense, for the reason that
the theodolite, in which it was observed, followed the
rotation of the earth. Two pendulums used simul-
taneously, and moving in opposite directions, yielded
the correct value of the diurnal rotation within a
tenth of one per cent, a result never reached by Fou-
cault's pendulum.

(d) The second half of the nineteenth century, the
fourth period, is remarkable for complicated experi-
ments and profound theories. The instruments were
the gyroscojie and the compound pendulum. The
invention of the former is due to Foucault, and fur-

nished a new proof of the diurnal rotation. It w.as

constructed by him in three forms: the universal, the
vertical, and the horizontal gyroscope, so called

according to their degrees of freedom. The vertical
gyroscope was perfected by Gilbert (1878) into his

barogyroscope, while the horizontal gyroscope was
lately introduced on warships as an astronomical
compass. The proofs of F'oucault and Gilbert could
only be qualitative, for want of electric motors. The
delicate experiment made in 1879 with the compound
pendulum by Kamerlingh Onnes, comprises those of
F'oucault and Bravais as special cases, and in general
all the movements between the plane and the circular
pendulum vibrations (sec "Specola Vaticana", 1, 1911,
Appendix 1).

(e) The fifth and last period of experiments fails

within the twentieth century and presents no less than
four proofs, all widely different among themscb'cs.
The difficult experiment with falling bodies was
brought within the walls of the physical laboratoiy by
E. H. Hall in 1902. Under improved facilities, a
fall of only twenty-three metres showed the easterly
deviation better than all the preceding trials with
heights from three to seven times as large. In 1904
the gyroscope was made to yield quantitative results

by Foppl. An electric motor gave to a double wheel
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of 160 pounds a speed of over two thousand turns a
minute. The rotation of the earth was strong enough
to deviate the horizontal axis, which was suspended
on a triple wire, six and a half degrees from the prime-
vertical. A novel scheme had been tried by Perrot
in 18.59. He made a hquid flow through the central

orifice of a circular ve.ssel, and rendered the currents
visible by means of floating dust. We have to take
his word, that the currents were spiral-shaped, and
ran counter-clockwise. The experiment was repeated
by Tumlirz in Vienna (1908), and its result photo-
graphed and compared with theory. While the ex-

periments of Hall, Foppl, and Tumlii'z are repetitions

of former ones, with improved methods, the next
proof of the diurnal rotation is new as an experiment,
although forecast in the idea by Poinsot as early as

1851. It was carried out at the Vatican Observatory
in 1909. Its principle is that of equal areas described

in equal times, applied to a horizontal beam suspended
in form of a torsion balance, on which heavy masses
can be moved. The shifting of the masses from
extremity to centre will make the beam turn faster

than the earth; the opposite wiU happen in the

rever.se case. The last proof had never been proposed
before, and consists in obser\'ing the tliread of the

Atwood machine in a telescope. Viewed in the merid-
ian, the thread of the falhng weight is seen to come
down east of the plumb-line, but viewed in the prime
vertical it remains exactly plumb. This experiment
was hkewise carried out at the Vatican Observatory
in 1912 (see "Specola Vaticana", I, 1911, appendix
II, 1912).
Some writers have expressed surprise that Catholic

scientists were allowed to take part in the ex-peri-

ments, e. g. that Bonfioli, domestic prelate to Pius VI,

assisted Guglielmini in measuring the impressions of

the balls on the plate of wax (Benzenberg, "Umdre-
hung der Erde", 1804, 278), or that Secchi demon-
strated the rotation of the earth in Rome "before all

the people" (Wolf, "Handbuch", I, Zurich, 1890, no.

262 c). We must remember, however, that what
was condemned in a former age was not the experi-

ment but a then gi-atuitous assertion.

II. P.\ST AND Future of the World.—The present

system of the world has been found, by the greatest

scientists, to be in an unstable condition. As it is,

it cannot have existed for many milhons of years, nor
can it last for many more. NaturaOy, therefore,

speculations have arisen, both retrospective and
prospective; but speculations they wiU remain. How
the world has developed into its pre.sent shape, and
how it will pass out of it, science will never tell. Cos-
mogony is the accepted name for all the hypotheses
on the past (from Kbaiio^, world, and ylyv€<x0ai, to

originate). A con-esponding form from the Greek, to

designate the speculations on the futm-eof the world,

cosmothany (world's death), was used by C. Braun
(Kosmogonie, 190.5, X, 346); more correct formations

are perhaps: cosmophthory ((pBopi, corruption) or

cosmodysy (Si/o-is, occa5!/.s, dechne). World must here

be taken in all its narrower or wider meanings, as

earth, solar system, stellar system, universe.

A. Cosmogony.—The writer of the article Cos-
mogony has well distinguished between mythical.

Biblical, and scientific cosmogonies. While confining

himself to the first kind, he left the second for the

writer of Hexaemeron, and the third for the present

article. The term "scientific" is used only for the

sake of distinction. No cosmogony can really claim

to be a scientific theory or even hypothesis, in the

proper sense of a .systematic development of the de-

tails from a definite number of assumed jn-inciples,

after the manner of the long-accepted atomic theory,

for example. .Ml cosmogonies, so far im.agined, have
shared in the common fate of being refuted as insuffi-

cient or even impossibk'. Proposition and rejection

are alike vague and uncertain, and must be so, as

processes of extrapolation from laboratory laws to th^
fabric of the Creator. Cosmogonies may be classified

according to the component parts of the word, con-

sidering either the various kinds of cosmos, or the

variety of origins. The former classification will

bring to fight the necessity of some great cosmogony,
while the latter wiU prove to be a mere enumeration
of possibilities, real or imaginary.

(1) The classification of cosmogonies by worlds
may begin with the microcosm of our terrestrial abode
and end with the macrocosm of the universe.

(a) The structure of the earth points to a history,

the chronological successions of which can be recog-

nized, although the span of duration is unknown.
The superficial layer, afiotted to the human race,

represents the "Quaternary age". Underlying in

space, and preceding in time, there are three others,

known as the recent formation, the cretaceous and
Jurassic formation, and finally the carboniferous and
Silurian. Parallel to the latter three ages, the tertiary,

secondary, and primary, run the prehistoric ages of

the biological kingdom, known as the cainozoic, the

mesozoic, and the paleozoic. The mere aspect of

the successive layers justifies their names and calls

for a terrestrial cosmogony.
(b) No less exiiUcit are the celestial indications of a

planetary cosmogony. The five kinds of uniformity

in the orbital motions of planets, sateUites, and
comets, adduced by Laplace, are not representative

of modern cosmography. Laplace knew of only
seven planets and eighteen satelUtes, while we can

count eight major and some six hundred minor planets

and twenty-six satellites. Besides smaller exceptions

to Laplace's "uniformities", the singular situation

of our own planet must be accentuated. The earth

has only one moon, comparable to itself in size, while

the inner planets are moonless, and the outer planets

are accompanied by more numerous and more minute
satellites, Neptune alone forming an apparent excep-

tion. The asteroidal and Saturnian rings render the

difference between inner and outer planets still more
conspicuous. The rapid discovery of puny satellites

by photography has brought to light the asteroidal

character of these bodies and suggests the conclusion,

that the great planets are accompanied bj' zones of

pigmy moonlets, in direct and retrograde motion,
in striking contrast to the earth-moon system. The
latter forms a veritable binary system, the only one
in the solar cortege. Far from destroying I,aplace's

conchision, the variations and contrasts onlj' confirm

the belief in some planetary evolution. Whatever
cosmogony may be imagined, it will have to account
for the critical position occupied by om' own planet.

(c) Terrestrial and planetary cosmogonies will not
satisfy those who look up to systems of higher order,

as they are called in Lambert's " Kosmologische
Briefe" (1761). The solar system is a mere fragment
of creation. Its fundamental plane, or echptic, is

replaced in the stellar system by the galaxy, and its

planetary revolutions have their equivalent in the

I^roper motions of the stars, including our own sun,

which is mo\ ing towards the constellation of Hercules.

Even tlie difference between slow and swift planets

is reflected in the white Helium-stars (6.5 kilometres

per second) and the strongly coloured stars (19.3

kilometres). The Jovian and Saturnian sy.stems,

witli their client globes and rings, have their counter-
parts in the solar clusters of the Pleiades and Hyades,
drifting each of them along the galactic plane around
some unknown centre of gravity. The ecliptic

character of the !\Iilky Way is further evidenced by
the grouping of the ,\lgol stars and the nonr along its

bell, representing stellar <'clipses and collisions. The
general condensation of the stars towards the galactic

circle, and its lining by the brightest constellations in

the heavens, has conveyed the idea of a flattened

stellar cumulus. More likely its shape is that of a
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bipolar-spiral, judging from its branches and from
two principal star-drifts in opposite directions. The
vast system calls for an explanation of its origin:

a stellar cosmogony. Here again, as in planetary
cosmogony, our terrestrial home seems to present a
singularity. Science urges the conclusion that one
half of the stars, if not most of them, broke up into

components as they condensed, a manner of evolu-

tion which would incapacitate them from becoming
centres of planetary systems. Stellar cosmogony
must leave the question open, whether the mechanism
of our own system was not the outcome of special

and peculiar design, fitting it to be the abode of life.

(d) Yet even the stellar agglomeration of the Milky
Way is a tiny spot in the abysmal cosmos. From
near its centre, where we find ourselves at present,

the heavens appear studded with similar groupings of

mas-ses, partly gaseous, partly condensed into fluid

streams or solar clusters. Since Herschel gauged the
heavens, more than thirteen thousand of these objects

have been catalogued, and hundreds of thousands are
suspected. Classifying them into diffused, spiral,

and planetary nebula?, Herschel considered them as so

many simultaneous exponents of gradual cosmic
evolution, thus showing his belief in the possibility of

some universal cosmogony. The belief has since

been strengthened by a wider knowledge of the ultra-

sidereal world. Photography shows the heavens
almost covered with nebulous matter, spectrum
analysis reveals the general identity of cosmical ele-

ments, and has moreover disclosed the fact that
planetary nebula? move at great speed with reference

to the stellar system, while the diffused Orion nebula
remains at rest. The necessity of some comprehen-
sive cosmogony is apparent. Attempts in that
direction have not been wanting, as we shall presently

see.

(2) The classification of cosmogonies by the origin

which they ascribe to the world, may appropriately
rest on certain celestial objects, from which they took
their inspiration. These are Saturn's rings, at first

believed to be coherent masses, whether gaseous or
fluid or .solid; then the same rings as recognized (by
Bond, 1S.")1) to be a swarm of minute sateUites; and
finally the spiral nebula?. The differences in the
inspiring t>'pes led to corresponding differences in the
predominant ideas of cosmogonists. Coherent rings
demanded hydrodynamic treatment, pulverulent
rings suggested meteoric theories, and spiral nebula;
prompted balhstic speculations. Hydrodynamic cos-
mogonies confined themselves to the solar system;
mefporic cosmogonies made faint attempts towards
the stellar system, and only ballistic cosmogonies have
dared to speculate on the undivided cosmos.

(a) F'irst among the hydrodynamic cosmogonies is

the "nebular hypothesis", imagined by Kant (17.5.5),

partly in contradiction with mechanical principles.

The application of the hydrodynamic laws was
reserved to Laplace (1798). His mechanism is too
simple, however, for the complex problem. Objec-
tions were raised by Babinet (1.861), Kirkwood (1869),
Moulton (1900), and others. Roche (Montpellier,
1873) even fixed a limit for each primary planet,
within which a liquid satellite cotild not revolve intact.

.Saturn's rings lying inside (he limits, thus failed to
accomplish what K.ant and Laplace had expected.
The field of cosmogonic possibilities was widened by
Darwin and Poincarc'- (1879-188.5), when they intro-
duced planetary tides, pear-.shaped hydrodynamic
surfaces and .sulcUite fission; and again by C. Braun
flSS7- 190.5), when he pointed to plurality of condensa-
tion centres, to excentric collisions, and to the result-
ant fffeet between resisting mrdium and hydrostatic
pressure. The applicability of Darwin's .speculation
to our lunar-terrestrial system, and to binary systems
in general, h.as been questioned by Moulton!

(b) The baaes of meteoric cosmogoniea are the

asteroidal composition of Saturn's rings and the
affinity between meteors and comets, discovered by
Schiaparelli. Meteors were no longer the debris of
ruined worlds, they became the embryos. Nebula^,
stars, comets, zodiac light, solar corona, all originated
from meteoric clouds. Life was brought into the
chaos of cosmic dust, cold and dark as it was from the
first, by a devious variety of motions, after the fashion
of Descartes's vortices, resulting in collisions, evapora-
tions, condensations, and consequent production of

heat. Sims were forming, Newton's gravitational
law set in, and the masses began to comport them-
selves in the manner imagined by Laplace. Meteoric
cosmogonies thus distinguished two periods: the Car-
tesian and the Newtoni.an. The quiet machinery of

Laplace's annulation is preceded by a primeval
whirlpool period. Representatives of meteoric cos-

mogony are Faye (1884), Lockyer (1887), and Li-

gondes (1897), while Kirkwood, Wolf, and Braun
oppose it. Darwin tried to support it by applying
the kinetic theory of gases to cosmic matter in mete-
oric condition, treating its particles as molecules on
an enormously magnifled scale. Belot (1911) has
recently imagined a Cartesian whirlpool of cylindrical
form, shooting like a torpedo into an amorphous
nebular mass, in the direction of the solar apex.
The effects of the impact on the cyhnder are longitu-
dinal vibrations with nodes, the embryos of the future
planets.

(c) Ballistic cosmogonies take their pattern from
nebulise. The spiral form of most nebula-, with inter-

spersed nuclear condensations, opened the widest
field for coUision, ejection, and capture theories.

Herschel did not venture on any hjfjjothesis, although
he believed in stellar growth from chaotic nebulous
matter by a process through diffused spiral and
planetary nebulae. Even to-day science has not
proved the transition from the nebular to the stellar

condition of any celestial object. It is true, the
bijiolar structure of spiral nebula>, disclosed in recent

years by photography, has greatly strengthened the
idea of violent cosmogonic formations. Collision

theories were propounded by Chamberlin and Moul-
ton (1905) and by Arrhenius (1907). The process
in a nebula- begins with nuclear condensations, which
are followed by excentric collisions or disruptive
approaches. Bipolar systems of streams are thus
produced and, if combined with concurrent rotation,

spiral nebula? are formed. Collisions are repeated on
a smaller scale by the accretion of scattered materi.al

around denser nuclei. The further development
partly overlaps with the hypothesis mentioned next.

An ejection theory is mentioned by Laplace, as due
to Buffon, who supposed comets to fall into the sun
and spla.sh solar matter into space. A more scientific

form is given to the theory by Wilde (1910). In the
right and left .spiral streams of nebulx, in their inter-

spersed stellar condensations, and in the elongated
fi.ijsions of their convolutions, he recognized processes

like the eruption of solar protuberances, or the up-
lifting of terrestri.al continents, or the impacts at-

tested by lunar craters. Planets and satellites are
ejerttimenla from exploded primaries. A capture
theory was invented by See (1910). The parent of

the solar system is a spiral nebula. Sun, planets,

satellites, and comets originate from nuclear condensa-
tions, but their grouping into regular order is due to

the capturing of the smaller by the larger. The out-

lying wisps of the solar nebula appear as comets.
What precedes is more a cla.ssification than a

description of the various cosmogonies. None of

them has foimd universal acceptance, and none has
escaped criticism.

B. Cosmoilysii.—This is the proposed name for all

the hypotheses on tlie future of the world, as explained

in the introduction to section II. The literature on
cosmodysy is far lesa extensive than that on cosmog-
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ony. The youth of the world seems to exert a stronger

charm on human speculation than its old age and
decline. There does not seem to exist any mythical

cosmodysy, and very httle can be found on scientific

cosmodysies. So much the more explicit and
detailed is BibUcal cosmodysy (see Judgment,
Divine, IV). And yet, from a scientific point of

view, the prospective conclusion from the known
premises of the present world would seem to be better

warranted than retrospective speculations upon cos-

mical conditions entirely unknown. A classification

of cosmodysies from the various meanings of cosrnos

would have no object, for want of scientific material.

No terrestrial, planetary, stellar, or universal cos-

modysies have been elaborated. Two classes, how-
everj may be distinguished from the manner of end

to which the world may come: the extinction and the

destruction theories.

(1) The extinction theory rests on a certain irre-

versible process, common to all natural phenomena.
While the sum total of cosmical energy is supposed

to remain constant, the amount of potential energy

is steadily diminishing. It is the unstable condition

of potential energy that animates all activity in the

imiverse. Drifting as it is towards stabihty, it will

end in exhaustion and repose. The process is not

reversible and consequently not cyclical. Applying

it to the earth but abstracting from organic life, it

will mean the extinction of its interior plutonic power

and of its rotary speed. The raising and shifting of

continents, the continual tremors, occasional earth-

quakes and volcanic eruptions, the gradual shrinkage

of the crust and the wandering of the polar ice caps,

are so manv irretrievable losses of potential energy.

If the lengthening of our time scale, the sidereal day,

is not directly observable, it is at least indicated in

the apparent acceleration of the moon's longitudinal

motions, and theoretically assured from the oceanic

elevation, always east of the moon and acting as a

perennial brake on the revolving globe.

The stability of planetary movements is guaranteed

only for the "span of historic times. The demon-
strations given by Lagrange, Laplace, Poisson,

Delaunay, Gylden, all rest on successive approxima-

tion, and, what is worse, they are based on fictitious

celestial points and Newtonian attraction, exclusive

of resisting medium, planetary tides, magnetic fields,

and radio-repulsive forces. The resisting medium
alone would suffice to change planetary orbits into

spirals with the sun as the final pole and resting-place.

Our sun is not exempt from the general thermody-

namic process. Its temperature is constantly sinking,

and all theories of complete contemporaneous com-
pensation, by contraction and meteoric impacts, have

been rejected. According to Lord Kelvin, the sun

has not illuminated the earth for five hundred millions

of years, and will not do so for many millions of years

longer, unless new sources are discovered in the

storehouse of creation. The recent electronic theory

of matter has indeed compUcated the problem of ele-

mental evolution, but, so far, has not reversed the

general process towards repose. May not (he

extinction of our luminary be forecast by the multi-

tudinous existence of obscure stars, ascertained by
Bessel and confirmed by the spectroscope?

(2) The destruction theory does not consider

annihilation of matter; it only opens the field of

perturbations in the present organization of planetary

or stellar systems. Within the solar system, the

erratic procedure of comets and meteors is harmless

only becau.se of their insignificance. In a sidereal

cluster, like the Milky Way, however, star may
collide with star, or star with cosmic cloud. The
spectacle of meteors, kindling to brief splendour in

shooting athwart our atmosphere, is repeated on an

enormous scale in the blazing stars that occasionally

appear in nebuk' or clusters, particularly in the

Milky Way. Rising in a few days to a thousand
times their normal brilUancy, they relapse in the
course of years into their former obscurity. Tem-
porary stars were kno^\Ti to Hipparchus and gave the
impulse to his star catalogue. From 1848 to the
time when the continuous photographic survey of the
heavens began, about one in ten years was noticed
with the naked eye. At present, novce are announced
almost every year; but, like the shooting stars, most
will pass unnoticed. Whether the stellar conflagra-

tion is due to direct colUsioU; or the passing of stars

within grazing distance, or rather to the shooting of

globes through cosmical clouds or nebulie, in all cases
it would mean the end of our terrestrial habitation.
The orbit of our sun is inchned at a small angle to

the plane of the Milky Way, and its pace is httle

more than half the average stellar speed. This is all

we know of our cosmic tour. Will the sun forever

keep clear of the star throngs, and never get entangled
in the diffused nebulosities with which the Milky
Way abounds? Small as our knowledge is of the
stellar agglomeration in whicli we travel, it dwindles
to almost nothing in regard to ultra-galactic worlds.

Whether they are embryos or ruins will be an enigma
forever. We can only say that, if spiral nebulae
develop into galaxies, the incessant action of their

clustering power must produce conditions for catas-

trophes, at least similar to those we are witnessing
in the fililky Way.

(.3) Our scanty science of cosmodysy might be a
temptation to look for further information in the
Scripture. Will the darkening of sun and moon, and
the falhng of stars, lend support to the extinction

theory? Or does St. Peter advocate the destruction

theory when he speaks of the heavens being on fire

and the elements melted by burning heat? The like

question may be raised in cosmogony. Can Genesis
be consulted to decide between the hydrodynamic,
the meteoric, and the ballistic hypotheses? The
answer is given by an attempt, made three centuries

ago, in cosmography. The Scriptural decision of the

controversy, whether the solar system be geocen-

tric or hehocentric, was bound to be a failure either

way. Cosmogonic revelation was given to impress
on the human race its physical and moral dependency
upon the Creator. Likewise has cosmodysic revela-

tion the purpose of holding out to mankind the final

administration of justice. Purely scientific curiosity

will find no satisfaction in Scripture.
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UQiversities.—The principal Cathohc foundations

have been treated in special articles; here the general

aspects of the subject are presented: I. Origin and
organization; II. Academic work and development;
III. Renaissance and Reformation; IV. Modern
period; V. Catholic action.

I. Origin and Obg.^nization.—Although the name
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imivprsity is sometimes given (o the celebrated schools

of Athens and Alexandria, it is generally held that the
universities first arose in the Middle Ages. For those

that were chartered during the thirteenth century,

dates and documents can be accurately given; but
the beginnings of the earliest are obscure, hence the

legends connected with their origin: Oxford was
supposed to have been foimded by King Alfred, Paris

by Charlemagne, and Bologna by Theodosius II

(a. d. 433). These myths, though they survived well

on into modern times, are now generally rejected, and
the historian's only concern with them is to discover

their sources and trace their development. It is

known, however, that during the eleventh and twelfth

centuries a revival of studies took place, in medicine
at Salerno, in law at Bologna, and in theology at.

Paris. The medical school at Salerno was the oldest

and the most famous of its kind in the Middle Ages;
but it exerted no influence on the development of the

universities. At Paris, the study of dialectics received

a fresh impetus from teachers like Roseellin and Abe-
lard, and eventually it displaced the study of the
Classics which, especially at Chartres, had constituted

an energetic though short-lived humanistic move-
ment. The dialectical method, moreover, was
applied to theological questions and, mainly through
the work of Peter Lombard, w-as developed into

Scholasticism (q. v.). This meant not only that all

sorts of questions were taken up for discussion and
examined with the utmost subtlety, but also that a
new basis was ])rovided for the exposition of doctrine

and that theology itself was cast into the systematic
form which it presents in the works of St. Thomas,
and above all, in the great "Summa". At Bologna,
the new movement was practical rather than specula-

tive, it affected the teaching, not of philosophy and
theology, but of civil and canon law. Previous to the
twelfth century, Bologna had been famous as a school

of arts, while in regard to legal science it was far

surpassed by other cities, e. g. Rome, Pavia, and Ra-
venna. That it became within a comparatively .short

time the chief centre of the teaching of law, not in

Italy alone b>it in all Europe, was due mainly to

Irnerius (q. v.) and to Gratian (q. v.). The former
introduced the systematic study of the whole Corpus
jurin cirilis, and difTerenliated the course in law from
that in the Liberal Arts; the latter, in his "Decre-
tum", applied the scholastic method to canon law,

and secured for this science a distinct place apart
from theology. In consequence, Bologna, long before
it became a imiversity, attracted large numbers of

students from all parts of the Empire, and its teachers,

as they became more nimierous, also attained un-
rivalled prestige.

The school growing thus vigorously from within
was further strengthened by the privileges which the
emperor granted. In the "Authentic" Habila issued

in 11.58, Frederick I took under his protection the
scholars who re-sorted to the schools of Italy for the
purpose of study, and decreed that they should
travel without hindrance or molestation, and that, in

case complaint were lodged again.st them, they should
have the option of defenfling themselves either before
their profe.s.sors or before (he bi.shop. This grant
naturally turned to the profit of Bologna; but it also

served as the basis of many privileges subsequently
accorded to this and to other schools. That Paris
also enjoyed similar protection and immunities from
an early date is highly probable, though the first,

grant of which there is record was made by Philip
Augustus in 1200. To these two factors of internal
growth and external advantage, a third had to be
added before either Paris or Bologna could become a
university: it was necessarj' to secure a corporate
organization. Both cii ies by the middle of the twelfth
century po,s.^es.sed the requisite elements in the way
of schools, scholars, and teachers. At Paris three

schools were especially prominent: Saint Victor's,

attached to the church of the canons regular; Sainte-
Genevieve-du-Mont, conducted first by seculars and
later by canons regular; and Notre-Danie, the school
of the Cathedral on the "Island". According to one
account these three schools united to form the univer-
sity; Denifle, however (Die Univer.sitaten, CS.") sqq.),
maintains that it originated in Notre-Dame only,
and that this school therefore was the cradle of the
University of Paris. This does not implj- that the
cathedral school as an institution was elevated to the
rank of a university by roj'al or pontifical charter.
The initiative was taken by the professors who, with
the licence of the chancellor of Notre-Dame and
subject to his authority, taught either at the cathedral
or in private dwellings on the "Island". When
these professors, in the last quarter of the twelfth
century, united in one teaching body, the University
of Paris was founded (For the older view, see Paris,
Universtty of).

This consorlium magislrorum included the pro-
fessors of theolog>', law, medicine, and arts (philoso-
phy). As the teachers of the .same subject had special
interests, they naturally formed smaller groups within
the entire body. The name "faculty" originally
designated a discipline or branch of knowledge, and
was employed in this sense by Honoring III in his

letter (18 Feb., 1219) to the scholars of Paris; later,

it came to mean the gxoup of profes.sors engaged in

teaching the same subject. The closer organization
into faculties was occasioned in the first instance by
questions which arose in 1213, regarding the con-
ferring of degrees. Then came the drafting of stat-
utes for each faculty whereby its own internal affairs

were regulated and lines of demarcation drawn be-
tween its sphere of action and those of the ot her facul-
ties. This organization must have been completed
within the first half, or jjerhaps first quarter, of the
thirteenth century, since Gregory IX in the Bull
"Parens scientiarum" (1231) recognizes the existence
of separate faculties. The scholars, on their part,
just as naturally fell into different groups. They
belonged to various nationalities, and those from the
same country must have realized the advantage, or
even the necessity, of banding together in a city like

Paris to which they came as strangers. This was the
origin of the "Nations", which probably were organ-
ized early in the thirteenth century, though the first

documentary evidence of their existence dates from
1249. The four Nations at Paris were those of the
French, the Picards, the Xorinans, and the English.
They were distinctively student a.'isociations, formed
for purposes of administration and discipline, whereas
the faculties were organized to deal with matters
relating to the several sciences and the work of teach-
ing. The Nations, therefore, did not constitute the
university, nor were they identical with the faculties.

The masters in arts were included in the Nations and
at the same time belonged to the faculty of arts,

because the course in arts was simply a preparation
for higher studies in one of the sviperior faculties, and
hence arts formed an "inferior" faculty, whose mas-
ters w'ere still chissed as scholars. The professors of
the superior faculties did not belong to the Nations.
Each Nation elected from among its members a

master of arts as procurator (proctor), and the four
procurators elected the rector, i. e. the head of the
Nations, not, at first, the head of the university. As,
however, the faculty of arts was closely bound up
with the Nations, the rector gradually became the
chief officer of that faculty, and was recognized as
such in 1274. His authority extended later to the
faculties of law and medicine (1279) and finally (1341)
to the faculty of theology; thenceforward the rector
is the head of the entire university. On the other
hand, the office of rector did not confer very large
powers. From the beginning the chief authority
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had been exercised by the chancellor, as the pope's
representative; and though this authority, by reason
of conflicts with the university, had been somewhat
reduced diu-ing the thirteenth centui-y, the chancellor

was still sufficiently powerful to overshadow the rec-

tor. Before the university came into existence, the

chancellor had conferred the licence to teach, and this

function he continued to perform all tlu-ough the

process of organization and after the faculties with

their various officials were fully established.

At Bologna, towards the close of the twelfth cen-

tury, voluntary associations were estabhshed by the

foreign, i. e. non-Bolognese, students for purposes of

mutual support and protection. These students were
not boys, but mature men; many of them were bene-

ficed clergjTnen. In their organization they copied

the guilds of travelling tradesmen; each association

comprised a number of Nations, enacted its own
statutes, and elected a rector who was assisted by a
body of consiliarii. These student-guilds were known
as universitates, i. e. corporations in the accepted legal

sense, not teaching bodies. Originally four in number
they were reduced by the middle of the thirteenth

century to two: universilas ciiramonianorum and
universilas ultraviontanorum. Neither the Bolognese
students nor the doctors, being citizens of Bologna,
belonged to a "university". The doctors were
employed, under contract, and paid by the scholars,

and were subject, in many respects, to the statutes

framed by the student-bodies. In spite of this depen-
dence, however, the professors retained control of

strictly academic affairs; they were the rectores scho-

larum, while the heads of the universities were rectores

scholarium; in particular, the right of promotion, i. e.

conferring degrees, was reserved to the doctors.

These also formed associations, the collegia doctorum,

which probably existed at or before the time of the

founding of the student "universities". At first the
doctors had full charge of examinations and in their

own name granted the licence to teach. But in 1219
Honorius III gave the Archdeacon of Bologna exclusive

authority to confer the doctorate, thus creating an
office equivalent to that of the chancellor at Paris.

The doctorate itself, as implying the right to member-
ship in the collegium, was gradually restricted to the

narrower circle of the doctores legentes, i. e. actually

teaching. On the other hand, the student control

was lessened by the fact that, in order to offset the in-

ducements offered by rival towns, the city of Bologna,
towards the end of the thirteenth century, began
to pay the professors a regular salary in place of the

fees formerly given, in such amount as they saw fit,

by the scholars. As a result the appointment of the
professors was taken over by the city, and eventually

by the reformatores studii, a board established by the
local authority. Meantime the two "universities"

were being drawn together in one body and this was
brought into closer relations with the college of doc-
tors; so that Clement V (10 March, 1310) could speak
of a magistrortmi et scholarium universilas at Bologna.
At the beginning of the sixteenth century there was
only one rector.

The growth of Oxford followed, in the main, that
of Paris. In the middle of the twelfth century the
schools were flourishing: Robert Pullen (q. v.), author
of the "Sentences" on which the more famous work of

Peter Lombard is largely based, and Vacarius, the
eminent Lombard jurist, are mentioned as teachers.

The number of students, already considerable, was
swelled in 1167 by an exodus from Paris. Tliere were
two Nations: the Borcales (.\orthern) included the
English and Scottish students; the Au.strales (South-
ern), the Welsh and Irish. In 1274 these coalesced

in one Nation, but the two proctors remained dis-

tinct. In 1209, owing to difficulties with the town,
3000 scholars dispersed. On their return, the papal
legate Nicholas issued (1214) an ordinance erijoining

that the town should pay an annual sum for the use of

poor scholars and that "in case a clerk should be
arrested by the townsmen, he should at once be sur-
rendered on the demand of the Bishop of Lincoln, or
the archdeacon of the place or his official or the
chancellor, or whomsoever the Bishop of Lincoln
shall depute to this office" (Munimenta, I, p. 2).

The fu'St statutes were enacted in 1252, and confirmed
by Innocent IV in 1254. The chancellor at first was
an independent official appointed by the Bishop of

Lincoln to act as ecclesiastical judge in scholastic
matters. Gradually, however, he was absorbed into

the university and became its head.
The development at Paris and Bologna explains

the term by wliich the university was first designated,

i. e. studium gencrale. This did not originally and
essentially mean a school of universal learning, nor
did it include all the four faculties: theology was often
omitted or even excluded by the early charters. It

first appears at Bologna in 1360, at Salamanca towards
the end of the fourteenth century, at Montpellier in

1421 : yet each of these schools was a studium yenerale

in the original sense of the term, i. e. a school which
admitted students from all parts, enjoyed special

privileges, and conferred a right to teach that was
acknowledged everywhere. This jus uhique docendi

was implied in the very nature of the studium generate;

it was first exphcitly conferred by Gregory IX in the

Bull for Toulouse, 27 April, 1233, which declares that

"any master examined there and approved in any
faculty shall everywhere have the right to teach with-
out further examination".

Universilas, as understood in the Middle Ages, was
a legal term; it got its meaning from the Corpus juris

civilis, and it denoted an association taken as a whole,
i. e. in its corporate capacity. Employed with refer-

ence to a school, xiniversitas did not mean a collection

of all the sciences, but rather the entire group of

persons engaged at a given institution in scientific

pursuits i. e. the whole body of teachers and students:

universilas magistrorum el scholariimi. This is the

meaning of the term in official documents relating to

Paris and Bologna; thus Alexander IV (10 Dec, 1255)

states expressly that under the name university he
understands "aU the masters and scholars residing at

Paris, to whatever society or congregation they may
belong." Gradually, however, the terms U7iifersitas

and studium came to be used promiscuously to denote
an institution of learning: Universilas Oxoniensis and
Studium Oioniense were both apphed to Oxford.
There is mention as early as 1279 of delicto in universi-

tate Oxonice perpetrata (Munimenta, I, 39), and in the

next century such phrases occur as (1306) in vni-
versitnte cursus legere and (1311) in utuversitate Oxonice

studere (ibid., 87 sqq.). That the terms had become
practically sjTionymous at the beginning of the

fourteenth centurv appears from a statement of

Clement V, 13 July, 1312, to the effect that the Arch-
bishop of Dubhn, John Lech, had reported that in

those parts there was no scolarium universilas vel

studium generale. About 1300 also the expression

water universilas was used by the Oxford masters, and
these may have taken it from a document of Innocent

IV (6 Oct., 1254) in which the pope speaks of Oxford
as fcecunda mater. Later the expression alma mater

was apphed, e. g. to Paris in 13S9; Cologne, 1392;

Oxford, 1411. Alma was probably suggested by the

liturgical use, as e. g. in the hymn beginning "Alma
redemptoris mater".
The earliest universities had no charters; they grew

ex consiietudine. Out of these others quickly devel-

oped, by migration, or by formal establishment. As
the universities in tlie beginning possessed no buildings

like our modern halls and laboratories, it was an easy

matter for the students and professors, in case they

became dis.satisfied in one place, to find accommoda-
tions in another. Conflicts with the town often led
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to such migrations, especially where some rival town
offered inducements: hence the secessions from

Bdlogna to Vicenza (1204), to Arozzo (1213), to Padua
(1222), the "great dispersion" from Paris (1229),

rind the migration (1209) from Oxford to Cambridge.

But causes of a less tumultuous sort were also opera-

tive. The privileges enjoyed by the hrst universities

led other cities to seek similar advantages in order to

keep their own scholars at home, and possibly attract

outsiders, thereby adding to the local prosperity and
prestige. Bologna and Paris served as patterns for

the new organizations, and the desired privileges were

sought from pope or civil ruler. It became, indeed,

usual for the papal charter to include a set formula

granting the new university "the same privileges,

immunities, and liberties which are enjoyed by the

masters and scholars of Paris" (or Bologna); thus

Oxford, Cambridge, St. Andrews, and Aberdeen were
to a large extent modelled on Paris and Glasgow on
Bologna. The Parisian type was also reproduced at

the earhest German universities, Prague, Vienna,

Erfurt, and Heidelberg; but these soon began to

depart from the original. The Nations were of less

importance; the rector might be chosen from any
faculty; the authority was vested in permanent and
endowed professors who predominated in tlie univer-

sity council ; and the colleges were under the control of

the university, which kept the teaching in its own
hands.

In Ireland the first step toward establishing a uni-

versity was taken by John Lech, Archbishop of Dub-
lin. At his instance, Clement V issued, 11 July,

1113, a Bull for the erection of a university near
Dublin; Lech, however, died a year later, and nothing
was accomplished until his successor, Alexander de
Bicknor, in 1320 estabUshed a university at St.

Patrick's Cathedral with the approval of Pope John
XXII. The first chancellor was William Rodiart,

Dean of St. Patrick's, and the first graduates WiUiam
de Hardite, O.P., Edward of Karwarden, O.P., and
Henry Cogry, O.F.M. Lectures were still given in

1358; in that year Edward II issued letters-patent

protecting the members of the university on their

travels, and in 1364, Lionel, Duke of Clarence,

founded a lectureship. The university failed for

want of endowment, as did also the one founded by
the Irish Parliament at Drogheda in 1465.

The Founders: Popes and Civil Rulers.—In view
of the importance of the universities for culture and
progress, it is quite intelligible that there .should be
considerable discussion and divergence of opinion
regarding the authority which should receive credit

for their foundation. It has, e. g., been maintained
that only the pope could establish a university; con-
trariwise, it has been held that such an establishment
wa-s the exclusive prerogative of the civil rulers, i. e.

emperor and king. These, however, are extreme
positions, neither of which accords with tlie facts,

while both are based on a study of a limited group of

universities and, in large measure, on a failure to

appreciate the relations of Church and State in the
thirteenth century. From misunderstandings on the
latter point erroneous conclusions have been drawn,
not only regarding the origins of universities, but also

the general attitude of the age towards the paiJaey antl

vice versa. Once it is settled, e. g. that, according to

the view prevalent in the thirteenth century, only the
pope could found a university, it is easy to interpret

any similar foundation by a monarch or any initiative

takenby a municipality, as evidence of host ihty to the
Holy See and as a first move towards that "emancipa-
tion" which actually came to pass in the sixteenth

century. By the same sort of reasoning the inference
is drawn that the popes resented the action of the
ci\nl power in granting charters, and repressed all

attempts at freedom on the part of the universities
themselves. To set thc.se conclusions in the proper

light, it is sufficient to glance at tlie various modes of

foundation.
Previous to the Reformation SI universities were

established. Of these 13 had no charter; they devel-

oped .-iiiontaneously ex consueludine; 33 had only the

pajial charter; 15 were foumleil liy imjjcrial or royal

authority; 20 by both painil and imperial (or royal)

charters. Once the oldest uui\ersities, especially

Paris and Bologna, had gniwn to fame and influence

so that their graduates ciLJijyed the licenlia ubique

docendi, it was recognizrd that a new institution, in

order to become a siudium generate, rec}uired the

authorization of the supreme authority, i. e. of the

pope as head of the Church or of the emperor as

protector of all Christendom. Thus in "Las Siete

Partidas" (1256-1263), Alfonso el Sabio declares

that a " studium generale must be estabhshed by man-
date of the pope, the emperor, or the king"; and St.

Thomas (Op. contra impugn, relig., c. iii): "ordinarc

de studio pertinet ad eum qui prteest reipublica?, et

praecipue ad authoritatem apostolicae sedis qua uni-

versalis ecclesia gubernatur, cui per generale studium
providetur", i. e. in the matter of universities the

authority belongs to the chief ruler of the common-
wealth and especially to the Apostolic See, the head of

the universal Church, "the interest of which is fur-

thered by the university". These last words contain

the essential reason for seeking authorization from the

pope: the university was not to be a merely local or

national institution; its teaching and its degrees were
to be recognized throughout the Christian world.

On the other hand, in the civil order, the emperor was
supreme; hence he conferred on the imiversities

founded by him, without any papal charter, the right

to grant degrees in all the faculties, theology and
canon law included. The imperial charters were
recognized by the popes and, whenever necessary,

additional privileges were granted. It cannot then

be said that the action of MaximiUan I in founding

(1502) the University of Wittenberg was an epo<-h-

making event: Charles IV had long before done the

same for Siena, Arezzo, and Orange, and the charters

with which he founded Pavia and Lucca preceded by
twenty years the papal grants.

The kings were not on the same plane as the em-
peror. They could indeed found a university, appoint

the chancellor, and authorize him to confer degrees;

but they could not establish a sludiutn generale in the

full sense of the term; what they founded was a uni-

versity respedu regni, i. e. the degrees it granted were
vahd only within the limits of the kingdom. To
secure vmiversal recognition for them, papal action

was necessary. This was tlie situation at Naples,

founded (1224) by Frederick II, and especially in the

Spanish universities. The kings themselves were
aware of their limitations in this respect, and accord-

ingly sought the papal authorization. The popes
on their part recognized the royal charters ;is valid,

and added to these the character of universality

required for a studium generale. In some cases the

papal intervention was necessary and was sought, not

simi)ly to confirm what the king had established, but
to save or revive the university: such e. g. were the

measun-s taken by Honorius III (1220) for Palencia,

by Clement VII (1379) for Perpignan, and by Julius

li (1464) for Huesca—all royal foundations which
showed no vitality until the pope came to their assis-

tance. The power of bishops and municipahties

was, of course, still more restricted. They could

take the initiative by calling profe,s,s(irs, establishing

courses of study, and providing endowments; but
sooner or later they were obliged to seek authoriza-

tion from the pope. This wa-s notably tlie case in

Italy where the free and enterprising cities (Tri'viso,

Pisa, Florence, Siena), stimulated by Bologna's

example, undertook the founding of their own uni-

versities. At Siena, it seemed at first that the
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attempt to get on without either imperial or papal
chai'ter would succeed; the studium, inaugurated in

127.5, had ample funds and a large body of professors

and students which was considerably increased by an
emigration from Bologna (1312) ;

yet in 1325 it was on
the verge of collapsing, and its existence was not
secured until it obtained university privileges from
Charles IV in 1357 and papal grants from Gregory
XII in 1404. St. Andrews in Scotland was more for-

tunate. It was founded by Bishop Henry Wardlaw
in 1411; but shortly after its opening the bishop in a
document addressed 27 Feb., 1412, to the masters and
scholars speaks of the "universitas a nobis salva

tamen sedis apostohce auctoritate de facto instituta

et fundata". Six months later (28 Aug., 1412),

Benedict XIII (Avignon) issued the charter of foim-

dation, and appointed Wardlaw as chancellor.

There is no ground, then, for the inference that the

founding of universities by the civil power and their

organization by laymen for lay students was a symp-
tom of antagonism to the Holy See or an attempt at

emancipation from the authority of the Church.
Such an interpretation of the facts merely projects

modern ideas back into a period in which an entirely

different spirit prevailed. That spirit was one of

co-operation, even of emulation, in a common cause;

and neither the spirit nor the cause would have been
possible but for the unity of faith and of hierarchical

jurisdiction which held the West together in one
Church. Had this unity included all Christendom,
the East would doubtless have had its share in the
university movement; at any rate, it is significant

that in Russia and the other countries dominated by
the schismatic Cireek Church, no university was
established during the Middle Ages.

Besides issuing charters the popes contributed in

various ways to the development and prosperity of

the universities. (1) Clerics who held benefices were
dispensed from the obligation of residence, if they
absented themselves in order to attend a university.

Both lay and clerical students enjoyed certain exemp-
tions, e. g. from taxation, from military service, from
the jm'isdiction of the ordinary courts, and from cita-

tion to courts at a distance from Paris (pririlegiuin

fori). To safeguard these privileges was the special

duty of the conservator Apostolic, usually a bishop or
archbishop appointed by the pope for this purpose.

(2) By the Bull "Parens scientiarum" (1231), the
Magna Charta of the university of Paris, Gregory IX
authorized the masters, in the event of an outrage
committed by any one on a master or a scholar and
not redressed within fifteen days, to suspend their

lectures. This right of cessation was frequently

made use of in conflicts between town and gown.
(3) On various occasions the popes intervened to

protect the scholars against the encroachments of the
local civil authorities: Honorius III (1220) took the
part of the scholars at Bologna when the pndestA

drew up statutes that interfered with their liberties;

Nicholas IV (1288) threatened to disrupt the studium
at Padua unless the municipal authorities repealed
within fifteen days the ordinances they had framed
against the masters and scholars. Even the chancel-

lor of Paris, when he demanded of the masters an
oath of obedience to himself, was checked by Inno-
cent III (1212), and his powers were greatly reduced
by the action of later popes. It became in fact quite

common for the university to lay its grievances before

the Holy See, and its appeal was usually successful.

(4) In many instances, e.fpecially in Germany, the
endowment of the universities was drawn, largely if

not entirely, from the revenues of the monasteries and
chapters. More than once the pope intervened to

secure the payment of their salaries to the professors,

e. g. Boniface VIII (1301) and Clement V (1313) at

Salamanca; Clement VI (1346) at Valladohd; and
Gregory IX (1236) at Toulouse, where Count Ray-

mond had refused to pay the salaries. The popes
also set the example of endowing colleges, and these,

founded by kings, bishops, priests, nobles, or private
citizens, became not only residential halls for students
but also the chief financial support of the university.

II. Academic Work akd Development.—The
Academic Year.—In the earUer period lectures were
given throughout the year, with short recesses at
Christmas, Easter, and Pentecost and a longer vaca-
tion in summer. At Paris this vacation was Umited
by order of Gregory IX (1261) to one month, but by
the end of the fourteenth century it had been extended
for the arts faculty from 25 June to 25 Aug., for the-
ology and canon law from 28 June to 15 Sept. The
year really began on 1 Oct., and was divided into two
periods; the grand ordinary, from 1 Oct. to Easter;
and the little ordinary, from Easter to the end of June.
At Bologna the vacation began 7 Sept., and the scho-
lastic year opened again on 19 Oct.; this, however,
was interrupted for ten days at Christmas, two weeks
at Easter, and three weeks at carnival. In Germany,
there was considerable difference between the calen-

dars of the various universities and even between
those of the faculties at the same university. In
general, the year began about the middle of October
and closed toward the end of June. But at Cologne,
Heidelberg, and Vienna there was a httle ordinary
from 25 Aug., to 9 Oct. The vacation, however, was
not a complete suspension of academic work; the
extraordinary lectures, given for the most part by
bachelors, were continued, and credit was given to

students who attended them. About the middle of

the fifteenth century, the division of the year into two
semesters, summer and winter, was introduced at

Leipzig, and eventually was adopted by the other

German universities.

Lectures.—Both the annual calendar and the daily

schedule took into accoimt the distinction between
ordinary and extraordinary or cursory lectures. This
originated at Bologna where certain books of the civil

law ("Digestum Vetus" and "Code") were ordinary,

while others ("Infortiatum", "Digestum novum",
and the smaller textbooks) were extraordinary. In
canon law, the ordinary books were the Decretum and
the five books of the Decretals (Gregory IX) ; the

extraordinary were the Clementines and Exirava-
gants. Ordinary lectures were reserved to doctors,

and were given in the forenoon; extraordinarylec-

tures, known at Paris as cursory, and given by masters
or by bachelors, were assigned to the afternoon during

the year; in the vacation they might be given at any
time of the day, as the ordinary lectures were then
suspended. Cursory meant either that the lecture

was followed by the cursores, i. e. candidates for the

license, or that it ran rapidly over the subject-

matter, whereas the treatment in the ordinary lecture

was more thorough.
In all the faculties the work of teaching centred

about books, i. e. the texts, compilations, and glosses

which were regarded as the chief authorities in each
subject. At the beginning of the year (or semester)

the books were distributed among the professors, who
were obhged to use them in accordance with the

regulations established by each faculty regarding the

daily schedule, the length of the course, the hall to be
used, the academic dress to be worn, and the method
to be followed. The lecture was in the strict sense a
pniiectio (whence the German Vorksung); the pro-

fessor had to read the text; in the ordinary lectures,

he was not allowed to dictate anything beyond the

divisions and conclusions and such corrections of the

text as he deemed necessary. The scholars were

supposed to have their own copies of the text ; if they

were too poor to procure the books, the professor

might dictate the text to them, not in the regular

lecture but at special classes or exercises (repetitions).

The plan of the lecture was analytic: careful explana-
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tion and (Icfiiiition of terms [ponere el (letcrmitmrv);

division of the matter ami discussion of the several

points followed by a summary of the essential (arin-

dere ct sunimnre); presentation of problems suggested

by the text (qu(rstioncs), and solution of objections.

In lectures on law the reading of the glosses was an
important feature, and cases were frequently jiro-

posed to illustrate principles. At the ordinary lec-

tures, the scholars were not supposed to ask ques-

tions; at the extraordinary, greater freedom was per-

mitted, the scholars being encouraged to express their

doubts as to the meaning of the texts and to request

further information on obscure matters. More
thorough training, however, wa-s given in the resump-
tions and repetitions which the masters held at stated

times for the treatment of special problems. The
exercises, conducted in dialectical form, afforded full

opportunity for discussion between scholar and
master; and they served as examinations by which the

progress of the scholar was tested. But the most
important of the academic exercises was the disputa-

tion. This was of two kinds: d. ordinaria and d. de

quodlihet. The ordinary disputation took place every

week and la.sted from morning till noon, or till evening
according to the numtier of participants. On the

day set apart for this purpose the lectures and other

exercises were suspended, .so that all the masters,

bachelors, and scholars might be present at the

disputation. One of the masters (disputans) an-

nounced, in the form of question or thesis, the subject

of the debate; other masters (opponentes) presented

arguments against, the thesis; answers to the argu-

ments were given by two or three bachelors (re-

spomientcs) appointed for the occasion. The number
of arginnents was regulated by statute or was fixed

by the dean of the facuhy whose duty it was to

preside. Throughout the disputation the syllogistic

form was employed. The disputation de quodlihet

was held only once a year, but with greater solemnity
than the ordinary, and over a wider range of topics.

The ma.ster elected or appointed for the occasion,

and known as the quodlihelarius, had to debate a
separate question with each of the other masters who
chose to enter the lists. The disputation lasted

several days, sometimes a fortnight. The arguments
and their solutions were written out and preserved in

book form. A specimen may be found in the " Quod-
libetales" of St. Thomas. It was mainly out of these

lectures, repetitions, and disputations that the works
of the medieval doctors grew; so that the various
commentaries, summce, and books of "sentences"
afford the best idea of university teaching both as to

content and as to method.
Courxea of Study: Degrees.—The distribution of the

subjects to be studied and of the books to be read in

the course was regulated in view of the degrees, i. e.

of the various steps (gradus) by which the student
advanced from the stage of a simple scholar to that
of a ma-ster or doctor. The system of degrees devel-
oped out of the necessity of restricting the right to
teach, and consequently of fixing the qualifications

which the teacher should po.s.sess. It did not, any
more than the university itself, spring suddenly into
existence, nor did it everywhere present the same
details. Three degrees, however, were generally
recognized; baccalaureate, licentiate, and doctorate
or ma.ster.ship. The requirements for these varied
at different periods and in different universities; each
faculty, moreover, had its own regulations regarding
the length of cour.ses and the subjects of study; in

particular, there was a rather liroad division between
the faculty of arts and the superior faculties of the-
ology, medicine, and law. For the courses of study
in arts, see .\rts. Bachelor of; .\rts. The FAcrLTr
of; -Vrts, Master of.—In theology, the texts were
the Bible and the "Sentences" of Peter Lombard; in

law, the books mentioned above; in medicine, the

XV.—13

works of Galen, Avicenna, and other writers pre-
scribed for Montpellier by Clement V in 1309.
The medical course included also practical work in

anatomy, for which the "Anatomia" of Mondino
(1275-1237) of Bologna and a similar text bv Henri
de Mondeville (1260-1320) of Montpellier, s(Vved as
guides. The student Wiis further required, before
graduation, to accompany the professor on the latter'a

visits to the sick for the purpose of clinical study.
For degrees in the higher faculties, see Doctor.
Students.—The most conspicuous feature of the

student body as a whole was its cosmopolitan
character. This is evidenced by the division into
Nations mentioned above. The University of Bo-
logna owed its origin mainly to associations of foreign
students, and among these the Germans enjoyed
exceptional jirivileges. At Paris the English nation
was prominent, and Irish scholars were found in the
continental universities long before they were expelled
from the English universities in 1423. What the
total number was at any of the older universities is a
debated question. According to Odofredus, Bologna,
at the close of the twelfth century, had 10,000;
Oxford, according to Richard Fitz Ralph (d. 1360),
had at one time 30,000 and in his own day 6,000, while
Wyclif (d. 1384) placed the "heroic" number at 60,000,
in his own day at 3,000; the earlier accounts gave
Paris between 20,000 and 40,0000. Recent estimates
have reduced these nimibers, allowing Paris as a
maximum 6000-7000, Bologna about the same, Ox-
ford 1.500-3000 (Rashdall, op. cit. infra). For the
German universities, the numbers are still smaller;

in 1380-1389 Prague had 1027, in the second half of

the sixteenth century Vienna had 933, in 14.50-1479
Cologne had 852, in 1472 Leipzig had 062; while
Greifswald in 146.5-1478 had only 103 and Freiburg,
in 1460-1.500, only 143 (Paulsen). In respect of age
the differences were considerable. A boy could
begin arts at between twelve or fifteen years of age
and graduate at twenty or twentj'-one. The stu-

dents of the superior faculties were, of course, older
men. Candidates for the doctorate in theology at
Paris must have been over thirty; and it was not un-
common for priests who had already spent some time
in the ministry, to matriculate at the university; an
abbot, a provost, or even a bishop might become a
student without any sacrifice of his dignity.

The frequent use of the word clericus or "clerk"
to designate a university student, does not imply that
every student was an ecclesiastic. At Bologna the
distinction was clearly drawn between the scolaris

and the clericus; the statutes concerning the rector

provide that he must be a scholar of Bologna and, in

addition, "an unmarried cleric, wearing the clerical

dress and not belonging to any religious order".

Similar provisions are found at Florence, Perugia, and
Padua. Long before the rise of the univer.sities,

clerics enjoyed certain pri\'ileges and immunities, and
these were extended, when the universities had been
established, to all the students, lay and clerical alike.

The layman would naturally wear the clerical garb
not merely as an academic costume but as an evidence
that he w:is entitled to clerical privileges. Even at

Paris and Oxford, where the ecclesiastical element
domin.ated, the enjoyment of these privileges w;is not
dependent on the reception of tonsure, i. e. on admis-
sion to the clerical state in the canonical .sense (Rash-
dall, II, t>4fi). Celibacy, however, was obligatory on
all scholars and masters; as a rule, a master who
married lo.st his po.sition, and though married scholars

are souK'times mentioned, e. g. at Oxford, they were
disqualified for taking degrees. Still, celibacy was
not universally enforced; there were married profes-

sors of medicine at Salerno, and at the university of

the Roman Curia, which was under the direct super-

vision of the pope, the masters of law had their wives

and children. One of the famous canonists of Bo-
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logna was Joannes Andrea (1270-1348), whose daugh-
ter Novella sometimes lectured in his stead. At
Paris the obligation of celibacy for masters in medi-
cine was removed by Cardinal EstouteviUe in 1452,

for those in law by the statutes of 1600. The first

rector at Greifswald (1456) was married, as was also

the rector at Vienna in 1470. In other German
universities the requirement of celibacy remained
longer in force, owing in part, at least, to the fact that

many of the chairs were endowed with the revenues
of canonries; but this did not imply that laymen were
excluded from university positions.

.

An important element in the student body and in

the entire Ufe of the university was contributed by
the religious orders. In Italy they had long been the
recognized teachers of theology, and when the faculty

of theology was estabUshed at Bologna in 1260, they
supphed the professors and the majority of the

students. The Dominicans settled at Paris in 1217

and at Oxford in 1221; the Franciscans at Paris in

1230 and at O.xford in 1224. At both universities

the Carmelites and Augustinians also had their con-

vents. The members of these orders in their com-
munity life enjoyed many advantages; a permanent
home in which their material needs were provided for,

regular hours of study, discipline, and religious

practice; and for each order the bond of membership
was a source of strength and sohdarity. It is not
then surprising that the regulars took high rank as

scholars and teachers. Of the secular clerks some
lived in apartments, others with their masters, and
others again, the "martinets", with the townsmen.
The students frequently banded together and lived in

a rented hall (hospicium) under the management of one
of their own number, a bachelor or a master elected

by them as principal. For the poorest students

colleges were established and endowed with burses by
generous founders. Between 1200 and 1500 Paris

had sixty colleges; Oxford, eleven; Cambridge, thir-

teen. The founders were mostly bishops, canons, or

other ecclesiastics; but the laity, including the sover-

eigns, did their share (see Oxford, University of:

I. Origin and History). At Bologna the most
famous was the College of Spain founded by Egidio

Albornoz, Cardinal Archbishop of Toledo (d. 1367).

The colleges at the German universities were pri-

marily for the benefit of the teachers, though scholars

also were received. The college residents at Paris

were students in arts or theology; they were known
as socii (fellows) and were governed by a master,

or by several masters if the students belonged to

different faculties. The masters were required to

hold repetitions on the subjects treated in the uni-

versity schools and "faithfully to instruct the scholars

in life and in doctrine". This tutoring gradually

became more important than the university lectures,

and attracted to the colleges large numbers of stu-

dents besides the holders of burses or scholarships; by
the middle of tlie fifteenth century almost the whole
university resided in the colleges, and the public

lecture halls served only for determinations and incep-

tions. In this way the Sorbonne, originally a hospice

for poor clerks, Isecame the centre of theological

teaching at Paris. The university, however, claimed

and exercised the right of visit at ion and of disciplinary

enactments; in 1457 it ohligc-d the martinets to live

in or near some college, and forbade the migration of

scholars from one master's house to another; and in

1486 it enacted that teachers in colleges should be
appointed by the faculty of arts.

With the founding of the colleges, discipline im-

proved. The earlier university regulations dealt

chiefly with academic matters, leaving the students

quite free in other resjjccts. According to all accounts

this freedom meant licence in various forms—fighting,

drinking, and graver offences against morality. With
due allowance for the exaggerations of some writers

who charge the scholars with every crime, it is clear
from the college statutes that there was much need
of refoira. It should, however, be remembered that
in any age the boisterous and lawless elements are
more conspicuous than the serious, conscientious
student; and it is doubtless to the credit of the medie-
val university, as a social factor, that it succeeded in

imposing some sort of disciphne upon the motley
throngs which it undertook to teach. When the
reform did come, it fairly rivalled, in minuteness
and strictness, the monastic mode of hfe. But it did
not prevent the survival of certain practices, e. g. the
initiation or deposition of the bejamius (yeUow-bill),

the medieval form of hazing; nor did it establish

perfect tranquiUity in the university.

Agitations of a more serious nature affected the
development of the universities. Both Paris (1252-
1261) and Oxford (1303-1320) were embroiled in

struggles with the mendicant friars (q. v.). Repeated
conflicts with the town, notably the "Slaughter" of

1354 at Oxford, turned eventually to the benefit of

the university, which, as Rashdall says (II, 407),
"thrived on her own misfortunes". It was the chan-
cellor who profited most and whose jurisdiction was
gradually extended until, in 1290, it included "all

crimes committed in O.xford where one of the parties

was a scholar, except pleas of homicide and may-
hem" (Rashdall, II, 401). In 1395, a Bull of Boni-
face IX exempted the university from all episcopal
and archiepiscopal jurisdiction; but in consequence
of the archbishop's opposition the Bull was revoked
by John XXIII in 1411, only to be renewed by Sixtus

IV in 1479. The conflict between Nominalism (q. v.)

and Realism was in itself a scholastic feud; yet it was
closel}' connected with the "reform" inaugurated by
Wyclif ; and while Wyclif may be regarded as a cham-
pion of intellectual freedom, it is interesting to note
among his errors condemned at Constance (1415) and
by Martin V (1418\ the proposition that "universi-

ties with their studies, colleges, graduations, and
masterships, were introduced by vain heathenism;
they do the Church just as much good as the devil

does" (Denzinger-Bannwart, "Enchiridion", n.

609).

In the calmer appreciation of modern historians the
medieval university was a potent factor for enlight-

enment and social order. It aroused enthusiasm for

learning, and enforced discipline. Its training sharp-
ened the intelligence, yet subjected reason to faith.

It was the centre in which the philosophy and the
jurisprudence of antiquity were restored and adapted
to new requirements. From it the modern university

has inherited the essential elements of corporate
teaching, faculty organization, courses of study, and
academic degrees; and the inheritance has been trans-

mitted through the manifold upheavals which sub-
merged the ancient learning and rent Christendom
itself asunder.

III. Renaissance and Reformation.—The effect

of the "new learning" on the German universities was
revolutionary. At first the Humanist professors got

on fairly well with the re.st of the faculty; but when
they asserted their superiority as representatives of

the only real knowledge, bitter attacks and recrimina-

tions ensued. The Humanists ridiculed the barbarous
Latin of the university and the wTctchcd translations

of Aristotle used in commentaries and lectures.

Then they assailed the Schohistic method of teaching

with its endless hair-splitting and disputations, and
strove to substitute rhetoric for dialectic. Finally

they struck at the content itself, declaring that much
time was spent in gaining very little knowledge of

hardly any value. All these charges were drawn up
in publications marked by brilliant style and sharp
invective; e. g. the "Epistola" obscurorum virorum",
written against the professors of arts and theolo^,
especially those at Leipzig and Cologne. This vio-
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lent satire contained much that was false or exagger-
ated, and therefore calculated rather to add new dis-

turbance than to effect the reform which was really

needed. The better days of Scholasticism, in fact,

had passed ; the universities had no longer such leaders

of thought as the thirteenth century had produced;
both studies and discipUne were on the decline.

Humanism triumphed, in the first place, because, as a
reaction and a novelty, it appealed to the younger men
who were anxious to be free from the dryness of Scho-

lastic exercises and the restrictions imposed by college

statutes. Their unruly conduct and their ceaseless

brawls with the townfolk afforded the princes and the

city authorities a pretext to undertake university

reforms; and the reforming was accomplished by
placing the Humanists in control. These conflicts

and remedial measures, however, were only the sur-

face of a much deeper movement . Before it asserted

itself in the universities. Humanism had won over the

higher and more influential cUisses of the people by
catering, in the form of hterature, to the spirit of

luxury which tlie growth and increasing wealth of the

cities had engendered. There was no doubt a charm
in the elegant diction of the Humanists; but their

attractive force lay in the rehabilitation of those

views and ideals of life which the naturalism of the
pagan world had expressed in perfect form and which
brought men back to themselves and to earth.

Aristotle had triumphed in the thirteenth century;

he was overcome in the fifteenth by the orators and
poets.

The Renaissance, originating in Italy, had thence
spread to the northern countries. Its introduction

into the universities of Italy and France did not lead

to revolt against the Church; the popes were its

patrons, and many distinguished Humanists remained
loyal to CathoUeism. In Germany and England, on
the contrary, the Renaissance coalesced with another
movement which had far more serious consequences.
Luther, though not in sympathy with Humanism,
was bent on sweeping away Scholastic theology by
returning, as he claimed, to the pure teaching of the

Gospel; and he would have made an end of the uni-

versities, which he denounced as the devil's workshops.
The violent theological discussions aroused by the

reform doctrine had a disastrous effect, not only on
Humanism but also on the life of the universities.

Some of these closed their doors, and nearly all were
in danger of dissolution for want of students. Me-
lanchthon declared that philosophy was the worship
of idols and that the only knowledge necessary for a
Christian was to be obtained from the Bible. But the
reformers soon realized that their cause could not dis-

pense with the higher education; and it was Me-
lanchthon himself who reformed theexisting universi-

ties and organized the new, i. e. Protestant, founda-
tions, Marburg (1527), Konig.sberg (1.544), Helm-
stadt (1574). The endowment was supplied chiefly

from the revenues of confiscated monasteries and
other church properties; Classic philology and the new
theology took the place of Scholasticism; and the uni-

versities became state institutions under the control of

secular princes.

As a result, the universities lost in great part their

international character. In place of the medieval
sludium gt-ncrale, there arose a multitude of institu-

tions each limited to its own territory and devoted to

the creed of its founders. During the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, the traditional organization
was presers'cd; but Classical culture was on the wane,
and there was httle progress in other hues. "At the
end of the seventeenth century the German universi-

ties had sunk to the lowest level which they ever
reached in the public esteem and in their influence

upon the intellectual Hfe of the fJernian people . . .

Academic science was no longer in touch with reality

and its controlling ideas; it was held fast in an obso-

lete system of instruction by organization and statutes
and toilsome compilation was the sole result of its

activity. Added to this was the prevailing coarse-
ness of the entire life. The students had sunk to the
lowest depths, and carousals and brawls, carried to
the Umits of brutaUty and bestiaUty, largely filled

their days" (Paulsen, "The German Universities",

p. 42).

When Erasmus came to England in 1497, Classical
studies imported from Italy were already cultivated
at Oxford by men Uke Colet, Grocjn, Lynacre, and
Sir Thomas More. In 1516, Richard Fox, Bishop of

Winchester, endowed the first lectureship in Greek
and founded Corpus Christi College. In 1525, Wol-
sey founded Cardinal College and engaged eminent
teachers to "cultivate the new literature in the service
of the old Church" (Huber). But his princely de-
signs were checked by the question of Henry's divorce
from Catharine of Aragon. At Cambridge also the
Renaissance movement was furthered by the teaching
of Erasmus and the exertions of Bishop Fisher; but
at the same time the writings of Luther were being
studied by a group of scholars under Tyndale and
Latimer, and it was Cranmer, then a fellow of Jesus
College, who suggested that the legaUty of Henry's
marriage should be referred to the universities of

Christendom. After some opposition both Oxford
and Cambridge gave an opinion favourable to the
king; and finally they declared for the separation from
Rome which was consummated by the Act of 1.534.

By the Royal Injunctions of 1535, the teaching of

canon law and of the Sentences was abolished; Aris-
totle, however, was retained, and the study of civil

law, Hebrew, mathematics, logic, and medicine was
encouraged. The spoliation of the monasteries,
which had sheltered many of the poorer scholars,

reduced the numbers at the universities. In 1549
a royal visitation eliminated from the statutes every
trace of popery, and abolished numerous stipends that
had formerly been given for Masses. In a spirit of

iconoclasm, altars, images, and statues were torn
from the college chapels, and many valuable manu-
scripts of the libraries were burned. Under Mary's
brief rule the Protestants in turn suffered; Cranmer,
Ridley, and Latimer perished at the stake at Oxford,
and the anti-C^athoUc statutes were repealed. During
Ehzabeth's reign and Leicester's chancellorship, every
Oxford student above sixteen years of age was obliged
at matriculation to subscribe to the Thirty-Nine
Articles and the Royal Supremacy, a measure which
made the university an exclusively Church of England
institution. At Cambridge a royal mandate in 1613
required all candidates for B.D. or for the doctorate
in any faculty to subscribe to the Three Articles. In
both universities, Puritanism was a disturbing ele-

ment, and a number of its adherents were obliged to
withdraw from Cambridge. In 1570 the Elizabethan
statutes were enacted "on account of the .again in-

creasing audacity and excessive licence of men", as
the preamble declares. These new regulations cir-

cumscribed the powers of the proctors and provided
that they should be elected, not as formerly, by the
regents, but according to a cycle of colleges. The
Elizabethan code remained in force for nearly three
centuries. Under Charles I similar provisions were
made for Oxford by the Laudian statutes (1636), and
the whole administration of the tmiversity was en-
trusted to the vice-chancellor, the proctors, and
the heads of colleges. "This statute effectually

stereotyi)ed the admini.slrative monopoly of the
colleges, and destroyed all trace of the old democratic
constitution which had been controlled only by the
authority of the medieval Church" (Brodrick).
Oxford was governed by this cotle until 1854.

In Scotland, after the abolition of papal jurisdiction

and ratification of Protestant doctrine in 1.560, the
universities suffered severely. "To St. Andrews, afi
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to the other universities, the Reformation did serious

injury. Their constitution and organization were
upset by ecclesiastical discord; their income was sadly

reduced by the rapacity of the nobles who appropri-

ated the hon's share of the patrimony of the Church.
From a greatly diminished income they had to up-

hold the stipends of the paiishes which belonged to

them. This was necessarily accompanied by a reduc-

tion of the salaries of the professors, for which certain

grants by successive administrations made small but

inadequate amends. The attendance of students

was also injuriously affected " (Kerr, p. 108). Though
various schemes of reform were proposed, especially

by Knox, they proved ineffectual owing to the tumults

about religion and the alternations between presby-

tery and episcopacy. The universities became insti-

tutions of the state in 1690 and reUgious tests were

enforced for all teachers and ofiBcials. Curricula and
organization, however, retained for a long time their

medieval features. During the seventeenth and eigh-

teenth centuries, various modifications were intro-

duced in the courses of study ; new chairs were founded
and the financial condition improved.
At Paris this period witnessed the long struggle

between the university and the Jesuits (see Society
OF Jesu.s: History; France), the inroads of Galli-

canism and Jansenism, and the substitution of royal

for papal supremacy. As far back as 1475, Charles

VII had placed the university under the jurisdiction of

the Parlement; by the end of the sixteenth century

the secularization was complete. If RicheUeu, by
rebuilding the Sorbonne, and Mazarin, by establish-

ing the College des Quatre-Nations, enhanced the

outward splendour of the university, they did not

endow it with vitality sufficient to check the new
philosophical movement which culminated in the

work of the Encyclopedists and the Revolution. In

1793 the university was suppressed and with it all

the other universities of France. Napoleon I reor-

ganized them as faculties under the one imperial

university situated at Paris; and this arrangement

continued until, in 1896, the faculties were restored

to university rank.
IV. Modern Period.—In Germany, the eigh-

teenth century brought decided changes which some
authors (Paulsen) regard as the origin of the modern
university. From HaUe, founded in 1694, Christian

WoliT's rationalistic philosophy spread to all the

Protestant universities, and from Gottingen (1737)

the new Humanism, especially the study of Greek.

Freedom of research became the characteristic feature

of the university; the systematic lecture replaced the

exposition of texts; the seminar exercises supplanted

the disputation; and German was used instead of

Latin as the vehicle of instruction. The foundation

of the University of Berlin (1800) was another advance
in the way of free scientific culture. Philosophy

became the leading subject of study. Next in impor-

tance was philology, Classical, Romance, and Ger-

man. The development of the historical method and
its application in all lines of research are among the

principal achievements of the nineteenth century.

In the natural sciences laboratory training was recog-

nized as indispensable, and the study of medicine was
put on a new basis by improved methods of investi-

gation. Specialized research with productive scholar-

ship, rather than aci-uiiuilation of knowledge, was
held up as the aim of university work. As a result

the departments of science multiphed and in each the

number of courses rapidly increa.sed. Th's was the

case especially in the faculty of philosophy, which
came to include practically everything that did not

belong to theology, medicine, or law. The B.A.
degree disappeared, the M.A. was merged with the

doctorate in philosophy, and this had its chief signif-

icance as a requisite for teaching, (ireat iniiinrtanie

was attached to the preparation of teachers for the

schools and gymnasia, while in the university itself,

the recruiting of professors was provided for by the

system of Privaldozcnls, i. e. instructors who have the
privilege of teaching but no official duties or salaries.

These instructors often teach at various universities

before being promoted to a professorship, and thus
acquire a wide experience as well as an acquaintance
with conditions in different parts of the empire.
The students also are encouraged to pass from one
university to another. They no longer hve in col-

leges, nor are they exempt from municipal control
and mihtary ser\'ice. Most of them, however, are
members of some Verein or Verbindung which develops
the social spirit, though it often encom-ages duelling,

drinking, and other practices hardly conducive to
moral or intellectual advance.

In England and Scotland the nineteenth century
was marked by numerous and far-reaching changes.

A succession of statutes revised the .system of exam-
inations and degrees; religious tests were abolished

at the English univer.sities in 1871, at the Scottish in

1892; many of the traditional oaths disappeared, and
the restrictions imposed by the EUzabethan code were
in large part removed. The tendency of legislation

(Acts of 1854, 1856, 1877) was in line with the reforms
advocated by the Royal Commission in 1852, i. e.

"the restoration in its integrity of the ancient super-

vision of the university over the studies of its members
by the enlargement of its professorial system, by the
addition of such supplementary appliances to that

system as may obviate the vmdue encroachments of

that of private tuition . . . the removal of all

restrictions upon elections to fellowships and scholar-

ships ... an adequate contribution from the cor-

porate funds of the several colleges towards rendering

the course of pubUc teaching, as carried on by the

university itself, more efficient and complete". This
movement toward a revival of the authority of the
university has been furthered by Lord Curzon in his

"Principles and Methods of LIniversity Reform"
(1909). The monopoly of higher education so long
enjoyed by Oxford and Cambridge was broken by the

creation of new universities; Durham was established

in 1832, and the I'niversity of London, founded in

1825 and chartered as an examining and degree-con-

ferring institution in 1838, was reorganized on a

broader basis in 1889. The university extension

movement, inaugurated at Cambridge in 1867, was
taken up by Oxford also. Women were admitted to

examinations and degrees at London in 1878, Cam-
bridge in 1881, and Oxford in 1884. The Scottish

universities were remodelled in 1858 and in 1889; the

system of studies and degrees was reorganized and
greater uniformity in government was secured. At
Aberdeen and Glasgow, howe\er, the rector is still

elected by the matriculated students, who are divided

into four nations as in the Middle Ages. Women
were admitted as students in 1892.

For the earliest foundations in America see Univer-
sities, Sp.iNiSH-.'VMERic.^N. In the United States

the oldest universities grew out of colleges modelled
on those of England: Harvard (1636), Yale (1701),

Princeton (1726), Washington and Lee (1749),

L'^niversity of Pennsylvania (1751), King's, i. e.

Columbia (1754), Brown (1764). The first step

towards university instruction was the addition of

graduate studies (lursued by resident students (men-
tioned at Harvard towards the end of the eighteenth

century). During the first quarter of the nineteenth

century, American students began to study in Ger-
many and they naturally, on returning to their own
country, sought to introduce elements from the Ger-
man universities. It was not, however, until 1861

that the doctorate in philosophy was conferred f\'ale);

since that time, the universities have developed
rapidly but not according to any imiforni plan of

organization. In all these institutions there is a
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combination of graduate with undergraduate study,

and in many of them departments of pure science

exist alongside of professional schools; but it would be
impossible to select any one of them as the typical

American university, and difficult to group them on
any purely educational basis. This diversity is

largely owing to the fact that the American institu-

tions, especially the more recent, have been organized

to meet actual needs rather than to perpetuate tradi-

tions; and since these needs are constantly changing,

it is quite intelligible that new forms of university

organization should appear and that the older forms
should be frequently readjusted. Apart, however,
from details, what may be called the university situa-

tion presents certain features that are noteworthy.
(1) The oldest universities were established and

endowed by private individuals, and they have
retained their private character. Even where the

States have organized universities of their own, no
measures have been taken to prevent private founda-
tions; the latter in fact are as a class more influential

than those controlled by the State, and, on the other
hand, the private universities are empowered to give

degrees through charters granted by the State. This
freedom is far more in accordance with the spirit of

American institutions and more es.sential to the
national welfare than any hard and fast uniformity
under state domination. (2) From the beginning, as

the oldest charters exphcitly declare, the furthering of

morality and religion, not merely in a general way,
but in accordance with the behef of some Christian
denomination, was an avowed purpose of the founders;
and divinitv schools are still maintained at Harvard,
Yale, and Princeton. But the state vmiversities and
nearly all the more recently founded private universi-

ties exclude theology. There is a decided tendency
with powerful financial suj)port to make the university
non-sectarian by eliminating all religious tests and
removing denominational influence. (3) Besides the
state appropriations, vast sums of money are contrib-

uted by individuals to the endowment of universities

and the establishment of in.stitutes for scientific

research. Such liberality is an evidence of the practi-

cal interest taken in education, which is con.sidered

as the best mean.s of improving moral, social, and
economic conditions. Whether the final result will

be the application of a money test in deciding wh.at

is or is not a university, must depend largely on the
standards of scholarship that are adopted and the
idea of its functions .as a social power that is formed
by the institution to which so much wealth is entrusted.

(4) The practical character of vmiversity training
is shown by the attention that is paid to technical
instruction in all its forms. The preference for
applied science manifested by many students has a
serious effect not only on university policies and
curricula but also on the work of secondary and ele-

mentary schools, in which the relative value of cul-

tural and vocational studies is keenly debated. (.5)

As the efficiency of the univensity is in part determined
by the quality and extent of the student's previous
education, one of the chief problems demanding solu-

tion at present is the relation between the university
and the preparatory schools. In the endeavour lo
secure satisfactory relations between college, high
school, and elementary school, the university exerts
an influence which becomes more permeating as the
educational system is more thoroughly articulated.
The entire question of adjustment will probably be
settled not so much by discussion or legislation as
by the training of teachers, which now holds a promi-
nent place in each of the larger universities. (G)

Although women have long formed the majority of
teachers in elementary and pul)lic schools, thev were
not admitted to the universities imtil about the
middle of the nineteenth century. The co-educa-
tional movement began in the state universities of

the West, received a fresh impetus at the University
of Michigan in 1870, and then spread rapidly through
the East. In some universities all departments of

instruction are now open to women on the same foot-

ing with men; in others, women are excluded from the
courses in law, medicine, and engineering, and receive

separate instruction in athhated colleges. (7) Within
recent years, university extension, correspondence
courses, and local examinations have enabled the
university to widen out its sphere of activity. It

might seem indeed that the centripetal movement
which in the Middle .\ges brought students from all

parts to the studium (jcncrnle, were now to be reversed
or at least to be reflected in the opposite direction.

V. Catholic Action.—The universities of France,
Italy, and Spain, though affected to some extent by
the Reformation, had remained loyal to the Catholic
Faith, and preserved their chairs of ecclesiastical

science. Louvain especially, while it developed
Humanistic studies to a high degree, resisted the
encroachments of Protestantism. The Council of

Trent ordained that provision should be made for the
study of Scripture, that beneficed clergymen studying
at universities should enjoy their tradit ional privileges,

that bishop.s and other dignitaries should be selected

by preference from among university jirofessors and
graduates (Sess. V, can. i; VII, xiii; XIV, v; XXII,
ii; XXllI, vi; XXIV, viii, xii, x\'i, xviii). It also

provided for the education of priests by its decrees
regarding the establishment of ecclesiastical semi-
naries. (See Semin.\ry, Ecclesiastical.) But the
Church did not lose interest in the universities or
desi.st from establishing new ones. In spite of the
loss of revenues through the confiscation of church
properties, Catholic universities or academies were
founded at Dillingen (1549), Wtirzburg (157.'j),

Paderborn (1613), Salzburg (1623), Csnabruck (1630),
Bamberg (1648), Ohnutz (1581), Graz (1.586), Linz,

(1636), Innsbruck (1672), Breslau (1702), Fulda
(1732), Mtinster (1771). To this period al.so belong
the French universities at Douai (15.59), Lille (1.560),

Pont-a-Mousson, later Nancv (1572), and Dijon
(1722); the Itahan at Macerata (1.540), Cagliari

(1603), and Camerino (1721); the Spanish at Granada
(1.526) and Oviedo (1.574); Manila in the Philippines

(1611), and the South .American foundations (sec

Universities, Sp,\nish-.\meric.^n). Most of these
new universities were entrusted to the Jesuits, whose
colleges in regard to Cla.ssical studies rivalled, and,
in matters of discipline, surpassed the universities.

After the suppression of the Society (1773), the chairs

which they had held were either abolished or trans-

ferred to .secular professors. Among the papal docu-
ments bearing on imiversities should be mentioned:
the Constitution, "Imperscrutabilis", addressed by
Clement XII (4 Dec, 1730) to Philip V of Spain re-

garding the University of Cervera: the "Quod divina
sapientia", published. 2S .\ug., 1824, by Leo XII for

the reformation of university studies in the Papal
States and some other jirovinccs of Italy; the Brief

by which Gregory XVI, 13 Dec, 1S33, api)roved the
action of the Belgian bishops in restoring the Univer-
sity of Louvain; and thcApo.stohc Letter of Pius IX,
23 March, 18.52, approving the statutes of the Uni-
versity of Dublin, the founding of which had been
decided upon by the Irish episcopate at the Council
of Thurles in 18.50.

During the latter half of the nineteenth century
the Spanish and Italian universities were taken over
by the State, .and the faculties of theology disap-

peared. In France, under the present system, there

is no faculty of theology in any state university; the
Catholic faculties at Paris, Bordeaux, Aix, Rouen,
and Lyons were al)olishe<l in 1882, and the Protest.ant

faculties at Paris and Montaubon became free theo-
logical schools in 1905. In 1875, however, the French
bishops established independent Catholic universities
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or institutes at Angers, Lille, Lyons, Paris, and Tou-
louse. In Germany, though all universities are state

institutions, there are Catholic faculties of theology
at Bonn, Breslau, Freiburg, Munich, Munster, Stras-

burg, Tiibingen, and Wiirzburg. The professors are
appointed and paid by the State, but they must be
approved by the bishop, who also has the right to

superintend the teaching. The Austrian universities,

though injured in the eighteenth century by Joseph-
inism and modified in the nineteenth bj' various
reforms, have still retained the teaching of theology
in the faculties of Graz, Innsbruck, Cracow, Lemberg,
Prague, Olmutz, Salzburg, and Vienna; and in Hun-
gary at Agrani and Budapest. It should be noted,
however, that in Germany and Austria the existence
of a faculty of Catholic theology does not make the
whole university Catholic; the other faculties may
include members who profess no creed. This situa-

tion naturally gives rise to difficulties for Catholic
students, especially in philosophy and history. In
countries where a larger freedom is enjoyed, the Holy
See has encouraged new foundations. Pius IX gave
a charter to Laval, Canada (1876); Leo XIII to Bei-
rut, Syria (1881), and to Ottawa, Canada (1889).
The University of Fribourg, Switzerland, established
in 1889, was warmly approved by Leo XIII. The
project of founding a Cathohc university in the LMted
States was suggested at the Second Plenary Council
of Baltimore in 1866; its execution was resolved on at
the Third Plenary Council in 1884, and the statutes of

the Cathohc Universitv of America were approved by
Leo XIII in the Apostolic Letter of 7 March, 1889.

Present Law of the Church.—The principal laws now
in force regarding universities are as follows: 1.

For the establishment of a complete Catholic univer-
sity, including the faculties of theology and canon law,
the authorization of the pope is necessary; and this

alone suffices if the foundation is made with ecclesias-

tical funds or private endowment. If pubUc funds of

the state are also used for the purpose, authorization
must hkewise be obtained from the civil power. The
Church, moreover, recognizes the right of the State,
or corporations or individuals under control of the
State, to estabhsh purely secular faculties, e. g. of
law and medicine (Clement XII, Const. "Imper-
scrutabilis", 1730). 2. The Church requires that
in univer-sities founded by the civil power for Catho-
lics, the faculties of theology' and canon law, once
they are canonically established, shall remain subject
to the sujireme ecclesiastical authority, and moreover,
that professors in the other faculties shall be Catholic
and that their teaching shall accord with Cathohc
doctrine and moral principles. 3. As appears from
recent papal charters, the university enjoys autonomy
e. g. in the appointment of instructors, the regulation
of studies, and the conferring of degrees in accordance
with the statutes. 4. By the Constitution "Sapienti
Consilio", 29 June, 1908, the Congregation of Studies
is charged with all questions regarding the establish-

ment of new Catholic universities and important
changes in those already founded. 5. Degrees in

theology and canon law conferred without examina-
tion by the Holy See through the Congregation of

Studies, give the recipient the same rights and privi-

leges as the degrees conferred after examination bv a
Catholic university (Cong. Stud., 19 Dec, 1903;
Roviano, "De jure ecclesia; in universitatibus studi-
orum", Louvain, 1864; Wernz, "Jus Decrctalium",
III, Rome, 1901).
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Information regarding all the universities of the world is given
in Minerva (Strasburg), of which the Handbuch (vol. I, 1911)
describes the organization, and the Jahrbuch, now in the twen-
tieth year, contains annual announcements of courses, equip-
ment, and statistics.

Edwabd A. Pace.

Canada.—A. University of St. Francis Xavier's
College.—The University of St. Francis, Antigo-
nish. Nova Scotia, was founded in 188.5, under the
name of St. Francis Xavier's College, by Rt. Rev.
Dr. MacKinnon, Bishop of Arichat (now the Diocese
of Antigonish). A legislative enactment of 1866 em-
powered it to confer degrees. A statute of 1882
granted full university powers. The new charter
(enacted in 1909) gave it aU the powers, rights, and
privileges that any university could reasonably de-
mand from the State, including the right to confer all

the usual university degrees, and to acquire and hold
real and personal property to any value or extent
whatsoever. The supreme governing body is a board
of twelve governors, of which the Bishop of Anti-
gonish is ex-offieio chairman. There are at present
(1912) twenty-five professors, lecturers, and tutors.

In 1911-12 there were 356 students, the majority
of whom came from the eastern provinces of

Canada, the New England States, and Newfound-
land, and a few from Western Canada, the Pacific

States, and Great Britain. Four-year courses lead,

respectively, to the degrees of Bachelor of Arts,

Bachelor of Science, and Bachelor of Letters. After
the sophomore year, excellent opportunities are
given to students anxious to devote some of their

time to special preparation for scientific pursuits, or
for one of the profes.sions. The course in philosophy
extends over three years. A short course in law is

given, which counts as a year for the degree of LL.B.
in the Halifax Law School. The two-year course in

engineering admits to the third-year class in any of

the leading schools of engineering in Canada or the
United States. Some university extension work has
been done. Two summer sessions, five weeks each,
have been held. Some of the courses were especially

designed to meet the needs of teachers in the public
schools. Intended for the educ:ition of laymen as

well as ecclesiastics, St. Francis Xavier's has given
to the State many useful and some l)rilliant men

—

judges, legislators, physicians, engineers, and to the
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Church a large number of priests and several bish-

ops. Two archbishops and two other bishops
are still living. The late Dr. Cameron, Bishop of

Antigonish, and Dr. MacNiel, late Archbishop of Van-
couver, are among the presidents whose learning,

ability, and zeal have, despite many disadvantages,
rendered service to the cause of Cathohc education
in Eastern Canada. The present Bishop of Victoria,

Rt. Rev. Dr. Alexander MacDonald, w'as for nineteen

years one of the professors.

A. J. G. MacEchen.

B. University of Si. Joseph's College.—Memram-
cook. New Brunswick, Canada, founded in 1864 by
Rev. Camille Lefebvre, C.S.C. The institution owes
its inception partly to the desire of the late Bishop
Sweeny, of St. John, N. B., to secure for the youth of

his diocese the advantages of a secondary education,

partly to the zeal of the Rev. F. X. Lafrance, pastor
of Memramcook (lS52-f54), for the intellectual devel-

opment of the French Acadians entrusted to his care.

The college was incori)orated, with degree-conferring

powers, by an Act of the New Brunswick Legislature

in 1868; and, thirty years later, by an amendment to

that act, it received its present title. In addition to

the faculties of arts and theology, commercial courses

in English and French have always occupied a well-

defined place in the curriculum. It is mainly owing
to St. Jo.seph's that within the past half-century the
French inhabitants of Canada's maritime provinces

have steadily advanced to a position of acknowledged
social, industrial, and professional eciuality with
their fellow-provincialists of other racial descent.

Scarcely less notable ha.s been St. Joseph's role in

furthering the interests, enlarging the prospects, and
elevating the ideals of New Brunswick's English-

speaking Catholics. At present, practically all the
priests of the Diocese of St. John, including its

bishop, arc sons of New Brunswick and graduates of

St. .loseph's; other graduates hold prominent rank in

commerce, law, medicine, the Provincial Legislature,

and the Federal Parliament.
SORIN, CiTrular Letters (Notre Dame, Indiana, 1880) ; Poibier,

Lc Pire Le/ebtre el VAcadie (Montreal, 1898); St John Globe
(anniversao* number, 13 Dec, 1911).

Arthur Barry O'Neill.

Ireland.—A. Catholic University of Ireland.—
The project of a Catholic ITniversity for Ireland was
launched at the SjTiod of Thurles in IS.iO. To revive
true learning was es.sential for the well-being of Irish

Catholics; the suggestion of Pius IX and the example
of Louvain were inspiring; and, above all, it was
necessary to provide a seat of higher education on
Catholic hues for lay students who kept away from
the condemned Queen's Colleges, where religion had
no official or collegiate recognition and the governing
and academic bodies, as regards Cork and Galway,
were foreign to the religious convictions of the people
they were intended to educate. The Holy See gave
approval in 18.'>2; liberal contributions poured in, and
property was acquired in Dublin for university pur-
poses. The bishops had secured John Henry Newman
as rector for a short term of years. At their meeting in

May, 18.54, the hierarchy gave solemn effect to the
papal letters regarding the erection of the university.

On the Feast of Pentecost following Dr. Newman
took the oath of office at a function in the metropoli-
tan church, where .Vrchbishop Cullen delivered an
address. Statutes, framed for the government of the
university, were sanctioned by the Holy See; papal
authority was granted to confer degrees; and in No-
vember of the same year the work of the university
began. The Irish hierarchy, acting through a com-
mittee, constituterl the supreme governing body.
Among its authorities the senate was the body repre-
sentative of the university; and the rectorial council
was the rector's ordinary adviser. The university

had five faculties, viz.—theology, law, medicine, phi-
losophy and letters, science. Newman was careful
to secure the services of various distinguished men as
professors and lecturers. The first appointments to
professional chairs comprised the names of Edmund
O'Reilly, S. J., Dr. P. Leahy, Eugene O'Curry, T. W.
.Vllies, and D. F. McCarthy; and gradually a consid-
erable number of students, including some in high
rank, from different European countries, began to
frequent the halls of the new university. But the
institution itself and its students laboured under the
greatest disadvantages. The university had no char-
ter from the State to confer degrees, nor were its lec-

tures recognized elsewhere in Ireland as leading to a
degree. It had to depend entirely on voluntary con-
tributions for its revenue. In the immediate issue
these obstacles were not to be adequately surmounted
even by the fame and genius of Newman, the emi-
nence of the professors, the devoted loyalty of Irish

students, and the constant efforts of the bishops.
But the determination of Irish Catholics produced
highly important results. The Government, con-
fronted with their standing protest, after a time
deemed it expedient to attempt to deal with their
grievance in the matter of university education. The
Liberal plan of a Supplemental Charter, incorporating
the Catholic University as a college, not as a univer-
sity, and enabling the students educated in its halls to

obtain degrees from an enlarged Queen's University,
failed in 1866; the Conservative scheme of chartering
an unendowed Catholic university was announced,
considered, and abruptly withdrawn in 1868; Mr.
Gladstone's proposal of one Irish universitj', com-
prising Catholic and other colleges without public
endo-mnent as well as Trinitj^ College and two of the
Queen's Colleges with their endowments continued,
was defeated in 1873 by an adverse majority of three
votes in the House of Commons. But in 1879, on the
second reading of a L'niversity BiU introduced by the
O'Connor Don, the Beaconsfield administration
announced that they would themselves introduce a
University BiU for Ireland; and the promised Bill

became an Act of Parliament in that year. It

aboUshed the Queen's L^niversity, while sparing its

colleges, and set up in its place the Royal ITniversity

of Ireland, an examining body entitled to give degrees
to all comers on condition of passing the prescribed
examinations, and to award prizes for distinguished

answering. ^loreover, an arrangement was made to

provide a small indirect endowment to helj) the work
of the Catholic University through fellowships to be
held by a certain number of its professors.

It was for the purpose of arranging the Cathohc
colleges of higher education in an associated group, to

stand against the endowed Queen's Colleges in the
competition of the Royal University, that the fr.ame-

work of the Catholic University was considerably
modified in 1882. In that year the teaching institu-

tion in St. Stephen's Green became University C'ollege

and the Catholic University, of which Maynooth
since 1876 had been constituted a college, w;is made to

embrace an association of colleges, each retaining its

own independent collegiate organization. The suc-

cess of the Catholic colleges cleared the way for Mr.
Birrell's University .\ct in 1909. University College,

under the management of the Jesuits from ISS.'?. gave
a fine lead in conjunction with the Catholic University
School of Medicine. This school, which in 1S92 was
placed imder a governing body of its own, had been
founded by the bishops in 18.5.'i in Cecilia St., Dublin,
and, unendowed thougli it was, had been a success

from the start, owing to the advantage it enjoyed,
in that its teaching was recognizerl as qualifying a
student to stand the examinations for a licence to

practi.se. It now merges, like University College, in

the new University College, Dublin, which is the

leading constituent college of the National Univer-
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sity ostablishod in 1909. This constituent college has
utiUzed the buildings of the Catholic University.

The Catholic University church, built by Dr. New-
man, has been made available by the bishops for the
Catholic members of the National University; but
the Catholic University itself stiU exists, as was
affirmed in an important judicial decision by the Mas-
ter of the Rolls in 1911.

Dr. Newman, who retired in 1858, was succeeded
in the rectorial Chair by Dr. Woodlock, Dr. Neville,

Dr. MoUoy, and Dr. "O'Donnell. It is said that

£2.50,000, subscribed mainly in Ireland and America,
was collected and expended upon the university.

After providing buildings and equipment, that sum
would allow little over £8000 a year during the quar-
ter of a century that elapsed before the fellowships of

the Royal University were made available. The ideals

sustained and the reforms achieved in higher educa-
tion amply justify the effort. Archbishop Walsh
and John Dillon were its students; the "Atlantis"

and O'Curry's Lectures were its products. Even in

its last years it had among its professors such men as
Aubrey De Vere, Dr. Casey, George Sigerson, Dr.
MoUoy, James Stewart, and Robert Ornsby.

Catholic University of Ireland, Constitution and Statutes;
The Catholic University Gazette (1854); Walsh, Irish University
Question (Dublin, 1897); Royal Commission on University Educa-
tion (1902): Royal Commission on Trinity College (1907).

Patrick O'Donnell.

B. University College, Dublin, a constituent coUege
of the National University of Ireland. By its charter,

granted 2 Dec, 1908, in accordance with the Irish

Universities Act of that year, members of the college

include every graduate of the Royal University of

Ireland who was a matriculated student of "Uni-
versity College, St. Stephen's Green, Dublin, or of

the Medical School, CeciUa Street, Dublin". Thus
the history of the existing college is linked with the
story of NcviTnan's foundation in Ireland. From
12 November, 1883, when the Irish Jesuits opened
University CoUege, St. Stephen's Green, Dublin, in

the old Arts School of the Catholic University, to

1 November, 1909, when the new college began its

work, the history of Irish Catholic and national uni-

versity education centred mainly in the St. Stephen's
Green institution. The college had two purposes to

fulfil; first, to show by its success in the competitive
field that Irish Catholics had the material and capac-
ity, given equal opportunity, to establish a university

of their own upon the highest academic level; second,

to afford a university training to young Irish Cath-
olics, whom conscience prevented from availing of

Trinity College, with its Protestant Episcopalian
atmosphere, or of the Queen's Colleges, with their

secularist atmosphere. The first president of Uni-
versity College was Rev. WiOiam Delany, S. J. With
an interval filled by Rev. Robert Carbery, S. J.,

Father Delany continued in office until the new col-

lege was founded. His colleagues of the Society at

the beginning were Rev. Thomas Finlay, philosopher
and economist. Rev. Denis Murphy, Irish historian.

Rev. James J. O'CarroU, Gaelic scholar and linguist.

Rev. Gerard Hopkins, Oxford Classicist and poet,

and Rev. Robert Curtis, mathematician. Of New-
man's old guard and their first successors there still

remained Thomas Arnold, .son of the Master of Rugby,
Robert Ornsby, the biographer of Hope Scott, James
Stewart, a Cambridge rector who had followed New-
man, John Ca.sey, the Irish mathematician, Dr. John
Egan, afterwards Rishoi) of Waterford, and Abbe
Polin. Among the .issislant. professors selected by
Father Delany were Mr. William J. Starkie, a Cam-
bridge scholar, now Resident Commissioner of National
Education, and Mr. (now Sir) Joseph Magrath, the
present registrar of the National University. Father
Delany began practically without endowment. The
only public assistance received was indirect, Bea-

consfield's University Act empowered the senate of

the Royal University to appoint Fellows, with a
salary of £400 a year out of the university revenues,
on condition of their examining for the university and
lecturing at certain assigned colleges. Fourteen
Fellows, out of twenty-eight, were assigned to Uni-
versity College, the remainder to the Queen's Colleges,
already endowed to the extent of £12, .500 a year each.
Two of the first Fellows were Jesuit Fathers; some
years later the number was increased to five, and with
their salaries the equipment and maintenance of the
college were undertaken.
At the end of the first academic year a hundred of

the distinctions awarded by the Royal University
were won by Queen's CoUege, Belfast; seventy-nine
by University College, Dublin, twenty by Queen's
College, Cork, and eight by students of Queen's
CoUege, Galway. This success of the unendowed
coUege could not be ignored. In the Parliamentary
session following (1885) the Irish Party raised the
university question under the new aspect it had
assumed. The Chief Secretary (Sir Michael Hicks-
Beach) at once admitted the necessity for govern-
ment action. For the Government he promised that,

if they held office in the next session, he would
"make some proposal which might deal in a satis-

factorj' way with this most important matter". The
year 1886, however, brought its change of Govern-
ment, Gladstone's first Home Rule BiU, the Liberal

Irish Alliance, and its developments; and the uni-

versity question as a question of practical politics was
shelved for a generation.

The LTniversity College continued its work with
ever-increasing success. Year by j-ear the tabulated
results of the examinations of the Royal University
showed that the unrecognized Catholic University Col-

lege was not only doing better work than even the

most successful of the well-endowed Queen's Colleges,

but that it was ever increasing its lead until it far

out-distanced the three together. The foUowing table

shows the relative endowments of the colleges and
the first-class distinctions won by each coUege in the

year 1898 compared with those ten years later.

Endow-
ments
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settlonienl. Mr. Bryce took up the question in

courageous fasliion during his brief chief secretary-

shi]). It was left to Mr. Birrell to carry a measure
granting facilities for University education under
conditions fairly satisfactory to Cathohcs. The
Jesuits facilitated the reform in every way and, though
they might have put forward a title to special con-
sideration, they sought no peculiar recognition.

Cardinal Logue declared the settlement to be largely

due to their lal)Ours. The Archbishop of Dublin
expressed his admiration for "the fidelity, constancy,
and undaunted courage" which they had shown in the
enterprise. Many years before, in 1886, when jealous

criticism was; afoot. Father Delany had already
(Ictincd their interest to be to estabhsh "a central

College, which sliould be national in its Constitution;

should be governed by a body representative of the
whole Catholic people, with all its interests; where
the main condition of appointments to posts should
be excellence of qualification, the best man winning
whether priest or layman". The new constitution

of the college approaches that ideal. Mr. Birrell,

n'hen introducing his University Bill, bore testimony
to "the patriotism" of Father Delany 's attitude,

rhe passing of the University Act coincided with the
silver jubilee of the old college; and when the new
i^ollege came into existence the Jesuits, in order to
Facilitate its commencement, surrendered to it, with
the approval of the Irish bishops, the old buildings of

Ihe Catholic University.

The ne%v Irish Universities Act of 1908 is based on
:he principle of the non-recognition of theological or

eligious teaching. No part of the public endowment
'an be applied for the purpose of such teaching. But
he vmiversity may recognize a theological faculty or
I religious chair provided by private endowment,
rhe indifferent ist principle was accepted by Irish

[Catholics because the scheme of government em-
bodied in the charters both for the National Univer-
sity and for its constituent colleges enabled a sym-
pathetic government to be established. The first

senate and the first governing bodies were nominated,
md the governing body of t^niversity College, Dub-
in, now consists of twenty-seven Catholics and three
'rotestants. When it ceases to hold office the new
;overning body will be constituted mainly of persons
•lected by the college corporation itself, and by the
jeneral Covmcil of Irish County Councils, which
epresents Irish opinion. In the first appointment of

leans of residence two Catholic priests were among
hose appointed. They voluntarily provide religious

ectures in addition to discharging the duties of their

>ffice. The bishops of Ireland have also in hand
1912) a scheme for the establishment of a lectureship

n theology in the college and have selected Rev.
'eter Finlay, S.J., for the office. The growth of this

ide of the college work would complete its activities

i-s a imiversity institution. All the other faculties

ire adequately provided for, and include arts, philos-

iphy, Celtic studies (including archaeology, history,

md philology), science, law, medicine, and engineer-

ng. The staff consists of the president (Dr. D. J.

>)ffey, dean of the old successful medical school),

orty-three professors, and eight lecturers. All the
yrofessors of philosophy are Catholics. The public
ndowment of the college is £.32,000 a year and the
otal revenue in 1910-11 was £40,357. Six hundred
ind ninety-five students were in attendance in that
'ear. The first plan of buildings provides for eight
lundred students. One humlrcd and ten thousand
lounds of public grant is available for their erection

nd equipment, but it will certainly prove inadequate,
,nd must be supplemented from either public or
irivate sources. So far, though the college is open to

,11, ninety-eight per cent of the students are Catholics.

tersilu Acts (1897 and 18S1); Royal Uinrrrsiti/ Calendars (1884 to
1909); Delanv, The Irish Vaiversill/ Quesliua: A pica /or Fair
Play (Dublin, 1904); Parliamentary Proceedings (190S).

Robert Donovan.

III. Spanish-.\merican Universitie.s.—The Uni-
versity of St. Mark's at Lima enjoj-s the reputation
of being the oldest in America; it has the distinc-
tion of having first begun its course by royal decree.
The university in Santo Domingo in the West
Indies was the first to be established by a papal
Bull. Other similar institutions soon arose all over
Spanish America, flourishing during the colonial
period, under the joint auspices of Church and State.
Then, wlien the Revolution came, they passed from
the direct control of the former to that of the latter,

with the exception of the University of Havana, which
remained in possession of a religious order until late
in the nineteenth century. It was in 1.538 that a
Bull of Paul III established the pontifical University
of St. Thomas in Santo Domingo, at the request of
the Dominicans. However, the institution was not
definitively established, until Philip II gave it legal

existence in 1558, seven years after the foundation of
St. Mark's in Peru. The University of Santo Do-
mingo had faculties of theology, jurisprudence, philos-
ophy, and medicine, and lasted throughout the colo-
nial period. The University of Lima was founded by
decree of Charles V in 1551 in the monastery of the
Holy Rosary, remaining under the direction of the
Dominicans until 1571, when, being confirmed by
Pope Pius V, it passed into the hands of .seculars.

The Dominicans still continued, however, to occupy
posts of honour. For centuries the university
exercised an influence that spread over all the colonies
of Spain in South America, and many eminent men
went out from its lecture-rooms. The renowned
Pedro Peralta and the French savant, Godin, were
among its professors in the eighteenth century, while
such men as the poets Oiia, Castellanos, and Olmedo,
and the first American bibhographer, Leon Pinelo,
were among its students. The faculties of the uni-
versity included theologj', jurisprudence, philosophy,
medicine, and, for a time, the language of the Incas.
The next in importance of the Peruvian universities

was that of Cuzco, founded, in 1598, as the University
of San Antonio Abad. In the seventeenth century
the University of Guamanga in Peru was established
with the same faculties as that of Cuzco. In the
meantime, university studies had been inaugurated
at Quito with the establishment, in 1586, of the
University of San Fulgencio, under the Augustinian
fathers, by a Bull of Sixtus V. A second University
of Quito, the one which gained the greatest prom-
inence in the colonial period, was that of St. Greg-
ory the Great, founded by the Jesuits in 162().

The early seventeenth century was a period of con-
siderable literary activity and educational work in

Spanish America, and .several universities were
founded. In 1627 the Dominic.ans succeeded in

establishing their royal and pontifical University of

Santo Tomas, at Santa Fe de Bogota, while the Jesuits
continued their old College of San Luis, founded in

1.592, as the Xaverian University. The University of

Santo Tomas obtained renown through such eminent
jurists a.s Luis Brochero, and such Unguists as the
Dominican, Bernardo de Lugo. The celebrated
historian of New Granada, Fern;Sndez de Piedrahita,
Bi.shop of Panama, was a doctor of this university.
The Jesuits arrived in Chile in 1.593 and at once

inaugurated liigher studies with chairs of philos-
ophy and theology. However, the honour of foimd-
ing the first university in Santiago belongs to the
Dominicans. It was established in the Monastery
of the Holy Rosar\', under the title of Santo Tomas
in 1619, by a Bull of Paul V, that permitted its

existence for ten y<'ai"S. In 1684 its privileges

were renewed by Innocent XI for a period to last
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until Santiago should possess a public university.

The faculties included logic, history, mental philoso-

f'hy,
physics, mathematics, canon law, and theology,

n the meantime, as early as 1621, the Jesuits had
obtained from Pope Gregory XV the Bull "In emi-
nenti" which granted the privilege of conferring

degrees for ten years. This privilege was renewed
by Urban VIII for another ten years, and finally

granted without limitation in 1634. There were thus
two pontifical universities in Santiago. Finally, in

the first half of the eighteenth century, Santiago
beheld the foundation of its Royal University of San
Felipe by a decree of Philip IV in 1738, with chairs of

theology, canon and civil law, mathematics, cos-

mography, anatomy, medicine, and Indian language.
About the time that the Jesuit and Dominican univer-
sities were established at Santiago, Charcas, in Upper
Peru, now Bolivia, beheld a university arise in that of

St. Francis Xavier, founded in 1623. This became
one of the most famous in the New World. Towards
the end of the eighteenth century, however, the spirit

of this university had gi'own to be quite anti-clerical.

Yet it produced a number of distinguished men, such
as Mariano Moreno, Bernardo Monteagudo, Jos6
Ignacio Gorriti, and Jos6 Mariano Serrano. In
1622 the Jesuit college at C6rdoba del Tucumdn,
foimded a few years earlier in what is now the Argen-
tine Repubhc, was rai.sed to the rank of a university

by a Bull of Gregory XV and a decree of Philip III.

After the expulsion of the Jesuits, it passed for a
brief period to the Franciscans, until towards the end
of the eighteenth century it was taken over by seculars.

Two universities were established in the eighteenth
century, the one in Venezuela, the other in Cuba. In
1722 the old seminary of Santa Rosa, founded at

Caracas by Don Diego de Banos y Sotomayor, was
raised to the rank of a royal and pontifical university
by a decree of Philip V and a Bull of Innocent XIII,
the faculties of civil law and medicine being added to
those that already existed. The year before the
granting of the facvdties to the University of Vene-
zuela, the Dominicans of Havana liad obtained from
the same pope the privilege of establishing a imiver-
sity which, owing to .some misunderstanding with the
bishop, did not finally begin in the Dominican mon-
astery until 1728. Tlie title of Royal and Pontifical
University was accorded to it in 1734.

Such was the condition of university education in

the West Indies and South America up to the Revo-
lution. Most of the old universities continued, but
no longer under the direct control of the Church,
passing generally, in course of time, to the Depart-
ment of Public Instruction. St. Mark's at Lima stiU

exists, and preserves its autonomy, with the old title

of pontifical, and with a faculty of theology, tliough it

is said that in its secular departments, its religious

influence has passed away. The University of Cuzco
occupies to-day a portion of the former Jesuit college.

That of San Cristobal at Guamanga became extinct in

1878. The University of St. Augustine at Arequipa
Btill exists, and Trujillo, where a college was founded
in 1621, enjoys to-day the benefits of a university.

The University of Sucre (Charcas) is stiU regarded
as the best in Bolivia, where the Universities, also, of

La Paz, Santa Ouz, and Cochabamba exist. The
Bolivian universities have faculties of theology, sub-
ject to ecclesiastical control. Colombia has to-day
a national university at Bogotd, consisting of faculties

in separate colleges. There are also universities at
Cauca, Antio(]uia, Narino, and Cartagena. At
Quito higher education is imparted in the Central
University of Ix'uador, priests, among them Jesuits,

being permitted to hold chairs. Venezuela has
actually two universities, the Central University
and that of Los Andes. The old Jesuit University
(if Ciinloba is to-day one of the three national uni-

versiti(M of Argentina. At Santiago de Chile, the

convictorium of St. Francis Xavier has become the In-
stituto Nacional, that serves as a preparatory school
for the National University which is the historical

sequel of San Felipe. The University of Havana
remained in charge of the Dominicans until 1842,
when it was secularized. It still exists, with faculties
of letters and science, law, and medicine. At present
there are two Catholic universities in South America,
the one of Santiago de Chile, founded by Archbishop
Casanova in 1888, and the other at Buenos Aires.

The former has faculties of law, mathematics, agricul-

ture and industry, and engineering. The Cathohc
University of Buenos Aires, still in the formative
period, has faculties of law and social science. The
tendency of South American universities to-day in

general is rather practical than theoretical and
classical, much stress being laid upon such studies as
engineering and others of a practical nature.
Markham, a Hist, of Peru (Chicago, 1892); Idem, Peru (Lon-

don. 1880); Idem. Cuzco and Lima (London, 1856); Garland,
El Pent en 1906 (Lima, 1907) ; tr by Gepp (Lima, 1907) ; Ciria-
cus MoRELLCs (DoMiNGO MuRiEL, S.J.), Fasti Novi Orbis et

ordinationum apostoHcaTum ad Indias pertinentium cum annota-
tionibus (Venice, 1776); MENDlBURt;, Apuntes histdricos del
Peiil (Lima, 1902) ; Angulo, La orden de Santo Domingo en
et Peru (Lima, 1906); Fuentes, Lima (Paris, 1866); Anales de
la universidad mayor de San Marcos (Lima, 1902-3) ; Memoria de
Justicia, instruccidn y culto (Lima, 1902) ; Fuentes, Cuzco y sua
ruinas (Lima, 1905); Giesecke, Memoria del rector de la uni-
versidad de Cuzco (Cuzco, 1910) ; Men^ndez y Pelayo, introduc-
tion to Antologia de poetas hispano-americanos (Madrid, 1895)

;

Guinaztj, Los frailes en Chile al traves de los siglos (Santiago,
1909) ; ViCTJNA SoBERCASEAUX, Memoria sobre la produccidn
intellectual en Chile (Santiago, 1909) ; Huneeus Gana, Cuadro
histdrico de la produccidn intellectual en Chile (Santiago, 1910)

;

Barros Arana, Historia jeneral de Chile (Santiago, 1885)

;

Ibanez, Las crdnicas de Bogotd (Bogota, 1891) ; Vergara t Ver-
gara, Historia de la literatura en Nueva Granada (Bogota, 1867);
Quijano Otero, Compendia de historia patria (Bogota, 1883);
RocHERAUX, La vie intellectuelle en Colombie (Santander, Colom-
bia) ; Van Brab.\nt, La Bolivie (Paris and Brussels) ; GarcIa,
Compendia de la historia de Santo Domingo (Santo Domingo,
1896); Universidad de la Habana. Memoria anuario (Havana,
1904) ; RoDHfGUEZ, Vida del presbltero Don Felix Varela (New
York, 1S78); Anales de la universidad central del Ecuador,

Charles Warren Currier.

IV. United States.— A. Columbia Vniversily,

Portland, Oregon, formerly known as Portland T^ni-

versity, is located on the east bank of the Willa-

mette River in northern Portland, and is conducted
by the Congregation of Holy Cross, whose mother-
house is at Notre Dame, Indiana. In 1898 Portland
University, conducted by a local Methodist asso-

ciation, failed and was obliged to close its doors.

For three years the buildings were unoccupied.
In 1901 the school buildings and property of this

institution were acquired by Most Reverend .-Al-

exander Christie, D.D., Archbishop of Oregon
City. For one year the school, now called Columbia
University, was conducted by the diocesan clergy.

In 1902 Archbishop Christie appealed for teachers to

Rev. J. A. Zahm, then provincial of the Congregation
of Holy Cross, who at once sent some of his religious

to take charge of the new institute. In 1909 the
university was incorporated under the laws of Oregon,
and empowered to teach collegiate and university

courses and to confer certificates, diplomas, honours,

and degrees in the arts, sciences, philology, litera-

ture, history, mathematics, and other university

branches. To meet the need of a thorough prepara-

tory school in the North-West an academic depart-
ment was founded at Columbia. The first faculties

organized were those of arts and letters and science.

To-day, besides the college department and prepara-

tory school, Columbia has chairs of philosophy,

history and economics, mathematics and languages.

There have been three ])residents of the university.

Rev. E. P. Murphy, of Portland, was chosen as

first president; Rev. Michael Quinlan, C.S.C., and
Rev. Joseph Gallagher, C.S.C., were his successors.

At present (1912) about two hundred students are

registered. The faculties are made up of twenty
professors including a few laymen. The erection of
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Christie Hall, recently, has made accommodations for

an additional one hundred and fifty students.

J. C. McGinn.

B. De Paul Uriwersily, Chicago, is the outgrowth of

St. Vincent's College, which opened in Sept., 1898.

The university was incorporated, 24 Dec, 1907, by ten

Vinccntian priests and five Catholic laymen. Besides

tlic u.'^ual collegiate studies, De Paul offered, at the

time of incorporation, courses in mechanical, civil,

and electrical engineering, also special work in science.

Thirteen priests and six laymen constituted its faculty.

Tlie origin of St. \'incent's College may be traced to

the desire of Archbishop Feehan to have a Catholic

institution for young men on the "North Side" of

Chicago. Tlie "Vincentians had been here for twenty
years, and the Very Rev. T. J. Smith, CM., wnth

three of his priests, became incorporated as St. \'m-

cent's College in June, 1898. Among the first pro-

fessors were; Rev. Thomas Finney, C.M., T. F.

Lcvan, CM., P. A. Finney, CM., J. Murray, CM.,
M. Le Sage, CM., P. H. McDonnell, CM., and D. J.

McHugh, CM. In Jan., 1899, Rev. P. V. B>Tne,

CM., became president. A man of high ideals, he

soon desired to enlarge the educational work, and was
warmly seconded by Rev. J. A. Nuelle, CM., prefect

of studies. Engineering courses were accordingly

begun in Sept., 1906. No expense was spared in

equipping for scientific pursuits the building erected

the following vear. Pre-medical studies were then
undertaken, "in July, 1910, the Very Rev. F. X.
McCalje, CM., LL.D., became rector of De Paul
rnivcrsity. With the approval of Archbishop
(^uiglcy, De Paul entered a new field in 1911, that of

enabling women to gain credits and university degrees.

The summer school of 1911 was attended by one
hundred sisters and lay teachers. Twice this number
are now pursuing extension work. The students

numbered 5.50 in 1911. The faculty includes sixteen

Vincentian priests, and almost the same number of

laymen. In the spring of 1912 the Illinois College

of Law became the Law Department of De Paul, and
liljrary and classes were removed to the university

buildings; 150 students were thus added
Daniel J. McHdgh.

C. Fordham t/nicersi/!/ developed out of Saint .lohn's

College, founded by Bishop Hughes upon the old

Rose Hill Farm at Fordham, then in Westchester
Count>', and formally opened on St. John the Bap-
tist's Day, 24 June, 1841. This same year the theo-

logical seminary of the New York diocese was moved
from Lafargeville, JefTerson Co., to Fordham. In
.April, 1846, an act of incorporation passed by the

New York Legislature granted it the power to "con-
fer such literary honours, degrees or diplomas as are

usually granted by any university, college or seminary
of learning in the United States' . In June, 1846, the
Fathers of the Society of Jesus purchased the property
from the diocese. The first Jesuit president was the
Rev. Augustus Thebaud who, with other members of

the early Jes\iit faculty, came from St. Mary's Col-
lege, Marion Coimty, Kentucky. St . Mary's was prac-

tically transferred to Fordham, and, as it had been
incorporated in 1S20 with all the powers of a univer-
sity, the history of the present college must be con-
sidered to begin with its foimdation in that year.
T'ndfr such presidents as Fathers Thebaud, Larkin,
Tellier, Doucet, and Tissot, S.J., the college rapidly
gained in attendance. In the early fifties there were
200 students. There was a falling off at the time of

the Civil War, but in the year 1869-70 there were 257.

.Vfter a phase of less attendance in tlie late seventies,

there were .327 in 1899 and 1890. The number rose

to 500 in the early part of the i)resent decade.
Many Fordham students of the early times reached

distinction. Among them were: .lohn La Farge the
painti^r; Ignatius Donnelly, the author; John R.

G. Hassard; the MacMahon brothers, James, Arthur,

and Martin, two of whom died nobly in the Civil

War, while the third, though badly injured, sur-

vived for distinction on the bench in New York
City; Thomas B. Connery for many years editor-

in-chief of the "Herald"; Gen. James O'Beirne;

Judges Morgan O'Brien, Amend, Hendricks, of

the Supreme Court; and many weU-known law-

yers, Anthony Hirst of Philadelphia, Phili]) van
Dyke, and William B. Moran of Detroit, the

latter on the Supreme Bench of Michigan at his

death; John A. Mooney of New York, a well-known
writer; Ignatius and Thomas McManus, of Mexico,

and Michael F. Dooley, of Providence, bankers.

Many of Fordham's brightest students have entered

the clergy and reached positions of great influence.

Among them are Cardinal Farley, Bishop Hoban,
Bishop Rosecrans of Columbus, Monsignori Van Dyke
(Detroit), O'Connor (Charleston), Lynch (Utica),

Mooney (New York), and many distinguished Jesuits.

On 21 June, 1904, with the consent of the regents

of the University of the State of New York, the board
of trustees of St. John's College, during the presi-

dency of Father (now Bishop) John Collins, author-

ized the opening of a school of law and a school of

medicine. The law department rapidly increased

until, in 1911, there were 2.30 on its rolls. The
university now (1912) mmibers 548 students imder
124 professors, distributed as follow's: law, 224 stu-

dents, 12 professors; medicine, 164 students, 96 pro-

fessors; academical department, 160 students, 16
professors. The Fordham LTniversitj' Press, whose
historical publications have a wide diffusion, completes

the university organization.
jAs. J. Walsh.

D. Loyola University, Chicago, is the outgrowth of

St. Ignatius College, founded by the Jesuits in 1869
for the higher education of the Catholic youth of

Chicago, and empowered by the Legislature of Illi-

nois (30 June, 1870) to confer the usual degrees in

the various faculties of a university. On 21 Novem-
ber, 1909, Loyola University was chartered and St.

Ignatius College became the department of arts and
sciences. The law department was established in

September, 1908, and is now located in the centre of

Chicago's business district. The engineering depart-
ment opened September, 1911, with cour.ses in civil,

electrical, chemical, and mechanical engineering.

The medical department was founded in 1868 and
became a part of the university in June, 1909. The
pharmacy school has taken its place among the
recognized institutions of the country. The private

library of the institution, consisting of 47,000 volumes,
is meant primarily for the use of the faculty and the
allied schools.

A. J. BtfRKOWES.

E. Loyola University, New Orleans, Louisiana, is

(1912) the only Catholic university in what is popu-
larly designated "The Old South". From a small

college of arts and sciences founded by the Jesuit

Fathers in 1904 it has grown into an institution with
plans under way to organize all the departments of a
modern university. The corner-stone of Marquette
Hall, the main building of the university group, was
laid, 13 November, 1910, by Archbishoj) Blenk, as-

sisted by fourteen membersof the American hierarchy.

On the same d.ay ground was broken for the Louise C.
Thomas Hall by the Apostolic delegate, Monsignor
Falconio. The building dedicated to Father l\Iar-

quette will always bear witness to the generous co-

operation of the clergy and laity of the .Archdiocese of

New Orleans, who, on the invitation and under the
leadership of the Rev. .Albert Biever, S.J., president

of Loyola College, formed an association on 17 Feb-
ruary, 1906, known as "The Marquette As.soeiation

for Higher Education", which made it its aim to
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arouse interest in Catholic education while soliciting

the financial aid necessary for the upbuilding of a

well-equipped Catholic l^niversity. The Louise C.

Thomas Hall has its name from the devoted lady who
subscribed S50,000 towards its erection. The beauty

and nobiUty of her gift is expressed in the stately

architecture, which combines artistic quahties with

\isefulness. Both structures, connected by a graceful

arcade or cloister, are in the Tudor Gothic style and

stand on the beautiful site which fronts St. Charles

Avenue, where that handsome driveway passes Audu-
bon Park.

P. A. Ryan.

F. Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, is

an outgrowth of Marquette College, which was opened

in 1881, although it had been planned by Right Rev.

John Martin Henni as far back as 18.50. In 1848,

while in Europe, the bi.shop met the Chevalier J. G. de

Boeye, of Antwerp, who gave him $16,000 to help to

fouiid an institution under the care of the Jesuits.

The foundation was to be made in the bishop's dio-

cese, in the far North-West, a country first visited by
the missionaries AUouez and Marquette. In 1855

Rev. P. J. de Smet, S.J., and Rev. F. X. de Coen, S.J.,

arrived at Milwaukee, commissioned by the Provin-

cial of Missouri to co-operate with the bi.shop in his

plans for the proposed institution. St. Gall's parish

was placed under the care of the Jesuit Fathers. Two
years later, Rev. Stanislaus P. Lalumiere, S.J.,

commenced the St. Aloysius Academy, which was
soon abandoned. It was resuscitated in 1864, under

the name of St. Gall's Academy, under the manage-
ment of Rev. J. T. Kuhknan, S.J. This school

existed until 1872, when it was also abandoned. The
project of establishing a college had not been relin-

quished, and in 1864 a charter was obtained by a

special act of the legislature. Marquette College

was dedicated, 15 .-^ug., 1881. The degree of bach-

elor of arts was conferred for the first time in 1887,

and when in 1906 Marquette celebrated its sil\-er

jubilee, the college had conferred the degree upon 186

students, Ma.ster of Arts on 38, and Bachelor of

Science upon one.

In 1907, owing to the munificence of the late Robert
A. Johnston, of Milwaukee, who built and donated

the structure on Grand Avenue, between Eleventh and
Twelfth Streets, Marquette College was enabled to

enlarge its usefulness. The charter was amended by
the legislature, and the college became a university.

That year it affiliated temporarily with the Milwau-
kee Medical College, which comprised a school of

medicine, a school of dentistry, and one of pharmacy.
In 1908 the Milwaukee Law School became the Mar-
quette LTniversity College of Law. In the same year

the College of Applied Sciences and Engineering was
opened. In 1910 the Robert A. Johnston College

of Economics was organized. It consists of two
schools; one of business administration, and another

of journalism. In 1911 the Marquette Conservatory

of Music was established.
J. E. Copus.

G. Niagara University, situated near Niagara Falls,

New York, is conducted by the Vincentians. It

was founded by Rev. John J." Lynch, CM., later first

Archbishop of Toronto, and was chartered by the

Legislature, 20 April, 1863, as the Seminary of Our
Lady of Angels. The original building was com-
pletely destroyed by fire in December, 1864; in April,

1865, one wing of the present Imilding was built, and
in 1869, the structure was completed. On 7 August,

1883, the Regents of New York State erected the

Seminary of Our Lady of Angels into a college by the

name of Niagara University. A medical school was
estabhshed at Buffalo, and during its existence

(1883-98), it did much to further the study of medi-

cine, and inaugurated the movement which has

resulted in requiring four years' study for the doctor's

degree in New York State. In 1898 the Niagara
medical school was merged into that of the Buffalo

University, as was also, in 1891, the Niagara law
school. Niagara University has now complete semi-
nary, college, and high school departments, embracing
courses in philo.sophy, higher mathematics, science,

languages, commerce, and music. The university

possesses over 300 acres of ground, a museum, labor-

atories for scientific work, and a library, containing

about 35,000 volumes, begun by Bishop Timon, CM.
Grace, Niagara Index (1870-1912); Golden Jubilee Volume.

Edward J. Walsh.

H. St. John's University, the legal title of a CathoHc
boarding-school at CoUegeville, Minnesota, conducted
by the Benedictine Fathers of St. John's Abbey,
which is situated at the same place. It is the oldest

Catholic college in the North-\^'est, having been
founded in 1857 by the late Archabbot Boniface
Wimmer, then Abbot of St.Vincent's .\bbey at Beatty,
Pennsylvania. Early in 1856 Abbot Wimmer sent

Demetrius de Marogna, a capitular of St. Vincent's

Abbey, to Minnesota to establish a monastery and an
educational institution in what was then the Diocese
of St. Paul, whither the Benedictines had been invited

by Bishop Cretin, at the instance of the Indian mis-

sionary Father Pierz. De Marogna was accompanied
by two Benedictine clerics, Cornelius Wittmann and
Bruno Riss, and two lay brothers. The institution

was originally called St. John's Seminary, which name
was changed to St. John's LTniversity bv an Act of

the State Legislature, 17 Feb., 1883. In March, 1869,

the school was empowered by the State to confer all

college and university degi-ees, and on 16 June, 1878,

Leo XIII authorized Abbot Alexius Edelbrock, then

president of the LTniversity, to confer the degree of

doctor in philosophy, theology, and canon law. The
institution comprises a theological seminary, a school

of arts and science, a high-school, a school of com-
merce and a preparatory school.

Among its presidents deserving of mention are:

Rupert Scidenbusch (1867-75), who in 1875 was
appointed vicar Apostolic of the newly-created Vica-

riate of Northern Minnesota, and titular Bishop of

Halia (d. 3 June, 1895) ; Alexius Edelbrock (1875- 89),

who erected the main universitv building and the

beautiful church (d. 18 May, 1908, as rector of St.

Ansekn's Church, New York City), Bernard Locnikar
(1890-94), who made the theological course a model of

its kind (d. 7 Nov., 1894). Since 1894, under the

presidency of Peter Engel, the university has grown
rapidly. The buildings include the main university

building, the science hall, the library, the observatory,

the gymnasium, and the infirmary. The faculty is

composed of 42 professors and instructors, all of

whom, except the physical instructor, are Benedic-

tines and members of St. John's Abbey. The number
of students during the year 1911-12 in all depart-

ments was 441.
Hoffmann, St. John's University: a sketch of its history (Col-

leceville. Minnesota, 1907): Idem. St. John's Seminary in Amer-
ican Ecclesiastical Renew. XVII (Philadelphia, 1S97), 28.'?-97.

Michael Ott.

Unleavened Bread. See Altar, Altar-Breads;

AzYMEs; Bread, Liturgical Use of.

Unyanyembe, \'icariate Apostolic of, in Ger-

man East -Vfrica, separated from the Vicariate Apos-

tolic of Nvanza by a Decree of Propaganda, 30 De-
cember, 1886. Its Umits, as fixed on 10 December,

1895, were: on the N. the Vicariate Apostolic of

Southern Nyanza; on the S. a line drawn from Lake
Manjara (36° E.) along the mountain ridges to the

N. W. of Ugago; on the S. the northern limits of

Lljanzi, Ugunda, Ugetta, Uvenza, and I'jiji; on the

W. Lake Tanganika and the eastern bovmdary of the

Congo Free State to the village of Ruanda. This
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district was originally included in the ^'icariate of

Tanganika; in 1879 R. P. Ganachan of the White
Fathers penetrated this hitherto unknown region and
endeavoured to settle at Tabora, but was unsuccessful;

two years later R. P. Guillct succeeded and opened an
orphanage there, which was shortly afterwards trans-

ferred to Kipalapala one league distant; in 1844 R. P.

Lourdel settled at Djiue-la-Singa, but the post was
abandoned on 13 March, 1885. On 11 January, 1887,

the mission of Unyanyenibe was separated from Tan-
ganika, with R. P. Girault as superior of the pro-
vicariate; on 23 August, 1887, Mgr Charbonnier was
consecrated bishop in the Kipalapalaorphanage chapel
by Mgi- Livinhac of I'ganda; this was the first epis-

copal consecration in Equatorial Africa. The station

at Kipalapala was destrojed in 1889 by the natives.

Two years later it was restored, and another was
opened at Uchirorabo. Towards the close of 1897 five

Sisters of Notre-Dame d'Afrique arrived at Uchir-
ombo. In 1900 there were in this mission 20 priests,

6 nuns, 49 catechists, 1842 neophj-tes, 6(XX) cate-

chumens, and 150 children in the schools. A Ger-
man scientist, Dr. Kandt, a Protestant, was so

impressed by the good work of the Catholic mission-

aries that he presented his estate at Tabora to the
vicar .\postoUc to found a school and hospital. The
present and first vicar Apostolic, Mgr Frangois Ger-
boin, of the White Fathers, born in 1847 and conse-

crated titular Bishop of Turbubto in 1897, resides at

Ushirombo.—Mission statistics(1905) :33 priests; 7 lay

brothers; G nuns; 72 catechists ; 26 schools with 966 pu-
pils; U hospitals; 5 leper houses; 17 orphanages with
325 children rescued from slavery; 3,000,000 infidels;

3678 Catholics; 2889 catechumens.
Le Roy in Piolet, Les missions cath. franc, au X TXt sihde, V

(Paris, 1902), 410-22. ^ ^ MacEklEAN.

Upper Nile, Vicariate Apostolic of, separated
from the mission of Nyanza, 6 July, 1894, comprises
the eastern portion of Uganda, that is roughly east

cf a line from F'auvcra on the Nile (about 2° 13' N.
lat.), north-east to the Kaffa mountains, and of a
line south from Fauvera past Munynyu near Lake
Victoria Nyanza to 1° S. lat. Of the native tribes,

the Baganda, partly Caucasian, are much superior in-

tellectually to the others. Their religion was spiritual-

istic, acknowledging a Divine Providence, Katondn,
who, being good, was neglected, while the loubalis, or
demon, and imimus, or departed souls, were pro-
pitiated. Totemism was prevalent, the mziro, or

totem, being usually an animal, rarely a plant. The
first Catholic missionaries, the White leathers,

arrived in Uganda in 1878. Father Lourdel obtained
leave from King Mtesa to enter; on 26 June, 1879,
the fathers reached Roubaga.
On Easter .Saturday, 27 March, 1880, the first

catechumens were baptized; two years later the Arabs
induced Mtesa to exijcl the missionaries; they returned
under his successor, IMwanga, 14 July, 1885. Relig-
ion spread rapidly, but the Protestants and Arabs
stirred up the king to begin a persecution. Jo.seph
Mkasa, chief of the royal pages, was the proto-martyr;
on 26 May, 1886, thirty newly baptized Catholics,
on refusing to apo.statize, were burnt to death; soon
more than seventy others were martyred. Then the
Arabs plotted to depose Mwanga, but the Catholics
by the advice of Father Lourdel remained loyal. The
Arabs thereupon expelled the missionaries, who, how-
ever, returned in 1889: Father Lourdel endeavoured to

induce Mwango to submit to the advancing British
Company; on 12 May, 1890, worn out by his labours
this pioneer of the Gospel died. His confreres con-
tinued to reap a rich harvest, but were opposed by
Captain Luarl, the British Company's agent. On 23
May, 1893, Uganda pa.-^sed under the protection of the
British Government and the Church gained compara-
thre peace. Mgr Livinhac, now Superior General of

the White Fathers, obtained the erection of the eastern
portion of L^ganda into a separate vicariate under the
care of the English congregation of Foreign Missions,
Mill Hill, London.
The first vicar Apostolic was Mgr. Henry Hanlon,

b. on 7 ,Jan., 1862, consecrated titular Bishop of Teos
in 1894, went to L'ganda in 1895; after labouring there
for seventeen years, he returned to England for the
general chapter of his Society, and retired from active
missionary work. He was succeeded (June, 1912) by
Mgr. John Biermans, titular Bishop of Gargara.
Coming to LTganda in 1896 he proved himself a valuable
auxiharj- to Mgr. Hanlon. The episcopal residence is

at Mengo, Buganda, near Entebbe, capital of LTganda.
In the mission there are 24 priests, 6 Missionary
Franciscan Sisters of Marv; 15 churches; 12 schools
with 1649 pupils; and about 20,000 Cathohcs. The
missionaries have recently comi)iled and printed in

Uganda, a grammar, phrase-book, and vocabulary of
a Nilotic language, Dho Levo, spoken in Kavirondo.
The language had not previously been reduced to
writing. Some primers, catechisms, and prayer-
books also in Dho Levo have been printed.
Le Rot in Piolet, Missions cath. fram;., V (Paris. 1902),

369-4.55; see also articles in The Month (October, 1893; .\ugust,
1893; June, 1904). A. A. MacErlean.

Upper Rhine, Ecclesiastical Province of the,
includis I lie Archdiocese of Freiburg and the suffragan
Dioceses (if I'ulda, Mainz, Limburg, and Rottenburg.
The German Church was secularized by the Imperial
Delegates Enactment of 25 Feb., 1803, confirmed by
the German Empire on 24 March, and by the emperor
on 27 April. All bishoprics and religious foundations,
abbeys, and monasteries, immediate or mediate, were
used to compensate those rulers who had been obliged
to yield their possessions on the left bank of the Rhine
to France. A part of the Archdiocese of Mainz was
preserved for the primate Karl Theodore von Dal-
berg and was transferred to the cathedral church of
Ratisbon. Hanover, Brunswick, and Oldenburg also

received ecclesiastical lands. None of these thought
of providing for the needs of their Cathohc subjects
by establishing new dioceses. The organization of

the Confederation of the Rhine, the dissolution of the
Holy Roman lOmpire, and the supremacy in southern
Germany of Napoleon, who had no desire for the
settlement of the ecclesiastical confusion in Germany,
made it impossible to conclude a concordat.
The condition of the Church grew desolate. New

bishops were not elected when the old bishops died,

and the cathedral chapters were combined. Besides
Dalberg, those who laboured in the districts which
now belong to the ecclesiastical Province of the Upper
Rhine were: the former Bishop of Speyer, Walder-
dorf, at Bruchsal (up to 1810), and Joseph Ludwig
Colmar, at Mainz (1802-18); in the Duchy of Nassau
J. von Homnier, cathedral vicar of Trier; Hubert
Corden, at Limburg. There were also vicars of the
primate Dalberg at Worms, Ellwangen (from 1817 at
Rottenburg), and Constance. From 18(X) the vicar-
general at Constance was Ignaz Heinrich von Wessen-
berg (q. v.), a Josephinist, who advocated a national
Cierman Church indeijendent of the pope and intro-

duced many anti-clerical innovations.
The Catholics of ( iermany looked to the Congress

of Vienna for the removal of their difficulties. This
they hoped all the more, as those territories had been
won again from France in compensation for which
all landed possessions had been taken from the Church.
Cardinal Consalvi, the pa])al rejjresentative at the
congress, \\'essenl)erg, the representative of the
primate Dalberg. von Wambold, dean of the cathedral
of Worms, HellTerich, cathedral canon of Speyer, .and

Schies, formerly syndic of the collegiate church of St.

.\ndreiis .at Worms, presented to the congress a num-
ber of memorials and statements on the reslonilion of

the earlier rights of the Church, the re endowment of
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dioceses, and the founding of seminaries and parishes.

The congress maintained an unbroken silence; more-
over, it disposed of the church lands on the recovered
left bank of the Rhine. As the congress also divided
the territories of the primate Dalberg, after its

session closed the Church was poorer than before. In
vain Dalberg sought through his representative Wes-
senberg at the congress, and afterwards at the Diet
of the Confederation at Frankfort, to bring it about
that the church affairs of the Catholics should be
made one of the matters to be settled by the Confed-
eration. The reorganization of the Church and its

equipment was left to the good will of the individual

rulers. This was most disadvantageous, as Catholic
principles were regarded with strong disfavour by
Protestants and Freemasons, and by adherents of

Febronianism and Josephinism.
After Bavaria and Prussia had begun the negotia-

tions with Rome that led to the concordats of 1818
and 1821, the envoys of several Protestant rulers met
at P'rankfort in iVIarch, 1818, at the instance of

Wurtomberg, to confer concerning the condition of the
Catholic Church in their respective countries, and to

discuss the general principles which should be followed

by the German states in concluding a concordat.
This conference was attended by representatives of

Wurtemberg, of the Grand Duchies of Baden, Meck-
lenburg, and Hesse, of the Electoral Principalit}' of

Hesse, the Duchy of Nas.sau, Frankfort, and of se^-eral

North German states which later withdrew. In the
opening address on 24 March, 1818, the envoy of

Wtirtemberg threw upon the Roman See the respon-
sibility for the fact that ecclesiastical affairs were not
yet in an organized condition in Germany; then he
urged a close imion of the Protestant governments in

their position towards Rome, and announced that the
governments would take up the national Church
schemes of Febronius in case Rome was not willing

to agree to the "favourable conditions" offered by the
various countries. He i':ill(-d the church law devised
by Febronius and Jo.scph 11, with its episcopal system,
the "only salvation" of the Catholic Church. The
ends to be attained in negotiations with Rome were

:

first, the reorganization of religious conditions
"without endangering the jxro princijium circa sacra

or granting rights to the Roman Court whereby it

could have a disadvantageous effect upon the peace,

civil order, and civilization of the states"; secondly,

"the introduction of a church system which would
bring church affairs more into harmony with the
constitution of the State and the present position of

enlightenment, in order to set boundaries to the papal
system which has lately threatened the states with
obscurantism and aU its consequences". In the
seventeenth session it was decided that a concordat
with the Holy See was not to be sought, but that the
governments were to communicate to the pope in a
Declaration" what they were ready to concede to

the Church; the claims of the state circa sacra were
embodied in an "Organic Statute", that was kept
secret at first and was to be given to the new bishoi)S of

the respective countries at the close of the negotiat ions.

The "Declaration", in which Baden, Wtirtemberg,
the two Hesscs, Nassau, and Frankfort had agreed,
were presented to Pius VII, 23 March, 1819, by the
amba.s.sadors of the combined governments. On 10
Aug. this declaration was answered by Cardinal
Consalvi in a celebrated report, and rejected by the
Holy See. As, however, the pope had requested the
governments to take in hand, at least provisionally,
the circumscription and filling of new dioceses, the
representatives of the governments assembled once
more at Frankfort, where new negotiations lasted

from 22 April, 1S20, to 24 Jan., 1821. The proposal
for the circumscription of new dioce.ses was accepted
by the governments, and they further agreed anion?;

themselves to urge the founding of special dioceses for

each country, and to demand that these dioceses
should not be exempt, but should be under a metro-
politan. The hope was that a church province with an
archbishop would be more independent of Rome than
exempt, isolated bishops. The church Province of

the Upper Rhine, that was to be erected, was to
include the Dioceses of Freiburg, Fulda, Limburg,
Mainz, and Rottenburg, with the metropolitan see at
Freiburg. The desire of the pope to have the archi-
episcopal See of St. Boniface re-established at Mainz
failed of accomplishment, on account of the opposition
of Wtirtemberg and Nassau. In March, 1821, the
draft of an organization and the documents which
designated the amounts necessary for the endow-
ment of the sees were sent to the pope. On the basis
of these documents Pius VII issued, 16 Aug., 1821, the
Bull of circumscription "Provida soUersque", sup-
pressing the Bishopric of Constance and the provost-
ship of EUwangen, and canonically erecting the
church Province of the Upper Rhine with the dio-
ceses already mentioned.
Although the governments were only partially

satisfied with the Bull, still it was accepted by their
representatives at PVankfort ; its pubhcation, however,
was postponed. The principles and schemes of the
combined governments as to national Churches,
concerning which no agreement had been reached with
Rome, were set forth by the assembled diplomats in

the "Fundamental Instrument" and the "Church
Pragmatic". These two documents demanded the
complete control of the Church system by the
State. It was the intention of the governments, as
soon as Rome had estabhshed the new dioceses, to
force upon the new bishops this right of the State over
the Church, which under no circumstances could have
received the approval of Rome. In a secret treaty
between the states, 8 Feb., 1822, it was agreed that
the "Church Pragmatic" was to be made binding
upon the new bishops and canons. The govern-
ments also hastened to select their candidates for the
new sees, some states asking the advice of the deans
of the chapters. The candidates thus chosen were
bound to observe the "Church Pragmatic". The
Holy See, when informed of these proceedings by
Vicar General von KempfT, who was under consider-
ation as Bishop of Fulda, rejected on 13 June, 1823,
both the candidates nominated for bishops and the
whole of the "Church Pragmatic". Negotiations
were again broken off. However, the necessity,

which was every day more apparent, of re-establishing
settled church relations and the lack of agreement
among the governments led Baden, first of all, to

open new and confidential negotiations for itself with
Rome. The results of these negotiations were four
propositions which were sent as the ultimatum of the
Holy See to the Government of Baden on 8 Dec,
1824. These propositions regulated the method of

filling the arcliiepiscopal see, the first and later

appointments of the metropolitan chapter, and the
founding of a seminary for jjriests; they also demanded
a freer intercourse with Rome for the archbishop, and
the free exercise of ecclesiastical jurisdiction according
to the canons of the Church. Baden accepted tlie.se

propositions, with some changes conceded by the
pope. Divided into six articles these propositions

were communicated after this, on (i July, 182,'), to the
other courts that had negotiated witli the Holy See.

The united governments accepted the articles, 4 Aug.,
1S2(), and communicated their acceptance to the pope,
4-7 Sept., demanding, however, the omission of the
articles which treated of the endowment of the
seminaries and guaranteed the freedom of the admin-
istration of the Church. According to their own
declarations th("se reservations of the governments
did not imply the validity of the principles of the

"Church Pragmatic", and, as the governments made
no reply to the explanations which the pope gave
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to these points, the pope assumed that the doubts
of the Governments over these points had disappeared.

Consequently on 11 April, 1827, he issued the supple-

mentary Bull, "Ad Dominici gregis rustodiam",
which incorporated the articles in their entirety.

Upon this the two Bulls, "Provida sollersque" and
"Ad Dominici gregis custodiam", were published in

full by the Governments of Baden, Hesse-Darmstadt,

Hesse-Cassel, Wurtemberg, and Nassau. The Bulls

received the approval of the Governments only "so

far as such have for their object the formation of the

ecclesiastical province of the Upper Rhine, the circum-

scription, equipment, and founding of the five dioceses

belonging to it with their cathedral chapters, also the

filling of the archiepiscopal see, the episcopal sees,

and the offices of the cathedral foundations".

After the Bulls had been proclaimed by the Govern-

ments, the new bishops were elected. After the Gov-
ernment (if Baden had dropped its former canilicialc,

Wes.senberg, the first archbishop was Bernhard Bdll,

parish priest of Miinster; the Bishop of Limburg wiis

Brand; of Rottenburg, J. B. Keller; of Fulda, Rieger; of

Mainz, Burg. The ecclesiastical provinceof the Upper
Rhine was now established, and the episcopal sees

filled, but satisfactory relations between Church and
State had not yet been attained. The Governments
did not abandon their plan to extend the rights of the

State in ecclesiastical questions as far as possible. No
determined resistance was to be expected from most
of the new bishops, who were either weak men or con-

fidants of the Governments. Consequently, on .30

Jan., 1830, the Governments issued jointly an "Ordi-
nance respecting the exercise of the constitutional

right of the State to protect and supervi.se theCatholic
national Church", containing thirty-nine articles,

which were essentially only a revised form of the

"Church Pragmatic" of Frankfort. The pope pro-

tested at once, although in vain. The Bishop of

Fulda and his cathedral chapter also courageously
opposed the ordinance, and obtained the mitigation of

the most severe regulations. The bishops of the
other dioceses accepted at first without opposition the
publication of the ordinance of the sovereign. Still,

in their dioceses also there were later violent struggles

between Church and State.
MCnch, Votlstdndige Sammlung alter dXteren und neueren Kon-

kordate (2 vols.. Leipzig, 1830-31); Longner, Darstellunff der
Reckts-verhdUnisse der BischG/e in der oberrheinischen Kirchen-
proiinz (Tiibingrn, 1840) ; Idem, Beitrdge zur Geschichte der 0. K.
(Tubingen, lS(i3): BrOck. Die O. K. ron ihrer Grtindung bis zur
Gegcnwart (Mainz, 1868): Idem, Geschichte der katholischen
Kirche in Dculsrhland. II. Ill (Mainz, 1889, 1896): Maas, Ge-
schichte der katholischen Kirche in Baden (Freiburg, 1891) : Lauer,
Genchichte der katholischen Kirche im Grossherzogtum Baden (Frei-
burg, 1908): KissuNG, Geschichte des Kulturkamp/en, I (Freiburg,
'911)- Joseph Lins.

Upsala, Ancient See of.—When St. Ansgar, the
-Apostle of the North, went to Sweden in 829 the
Swedes were still heathen and the country contained
many sacrificial groves and temples for the worship of

idols. One of the most celebrated of the latter w.os

the temple at Upsala in what is now called Old Upsala,
the centre of idolatrous worship not only for Sweden
but for all Scandinavia. Even after Christianity had
spread through Sweden, heathen sacrifices were still

maintained at Up.sala. The "Bishops' t^'hronicle",

written by Adam of Bremen in the years 1072-70,
says, "The Swedes have a well-known heathen temple
called Upsala", and adds, " Every ninth year, moreover,
a great (ciist is celebrated at Upsala, which is observed
in common by all the provinces of Sweden. None
is permitted to avoid participation in the feast

More horrible than .any punishment is that even
those who have become Christians must purchase
exemption from participation in the fea-st . . The
.sacrifices are made thus: Nine heads are offered for

every living creature of the male sex. By the blood
of these the gods are appeased. The bodies are hung
up in a grove not far from the temple. Dogs and

horses may be seen hanging close by human beings;
a Christian told me he had seen seventy-two bodies
hanging together."
An episcopal see was established at Old Upsala.

t^ne of the bishops was St. Henry, who took part in

the Crusade to Finland led by St. Eric and suffered
martyrdom there in 11.57. The bishops of Sweden
were first suffragans of the Archdiocese of Hamburg-
Bremen, of which see St. Ansgar was archbishop when
he died. Afterwards the Swedish bishops were suffra-
gans of the Archbishop of Lund, Primate of Scandi-
navia. In 11.52 Cardinal Nicholas of Albano, later
Pope Adrian IV, visited Sweden and held a provin-

XIII Century

cial synod at Linkoping. He had been commissioned
to establish an independent Church province in

Sweden, but the matter was deferred, as the Swedes
could not agree upon the see of the archbishop.
However, in 1164, Pope Alexander III established a
separate ecclesiastical province of Sweden with tlie see
at Upsala. The suffragans were the Bishojis of Skara,
Linkoping, Strengniis, and West er&s; at a later date
the dioceses of Wexio and Abo in Finland were added.
The first Archbishop of Upsala was Stephen, a Cister-
cian monk from the celebrated monastery of Alwa-s-
tra. Cardinal William of Saliina <-aiiic as jiapal legate
to Sweden during the archiepiscopal e of Jarler, a
Dominican monk (12.3.5-5.5). The legate had been
commissioned, among other thing.s, to establish cathe-
dral chapters wherever such were lacking, and to
grant them the exclusive right of electing the bishops.
Another important matter which the legate had been
ordered to carry out Wii,s the enforcement of the law
of clerical celibacy. At a provincial synod held at

Skenninge in 1248 under t he presidency of the cardinal,
the rules as to celibacy were made more severe. The
pious and energetic Archbisho)) Jarler and his suc-
cessor Laurentius (1257-f)7), a Franciscan, constantly
strove to elevate the clergy and to enforce the law of
celibacy. A century later the great saint of Sweden,
St. Bridget (d. 1373), laboured zealously for the
enforcement of the same law.
A new era arose in the history of the archdiocese

when Archbishop Folke (1274-^77) transferred the
Bee from Old I'psala to Aros, a town near by on the
Fyris which w-a-s given the name of Upsala. This
change was approved by the pope, the king, and the
bishops. The relics of the national saint, St. Eric,

were also transferred to the new see. The cathedral
of Upsala, the most important church of Sweden and
the largest in Scandinavia, was built by the French
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architect Etienne de Bonnuille in 12S7. It was a
masterpiece of the Gothic style, and is a monument of

what Cathohc art and Cathohc self-sacrifice were able
to create under the leadership of zealous archbishops
and prelates. The labours of the archbishops extended
in all directions. Some were zealous pastors of

their flocks, such as Jarler and others; some were dis-

tinguished canonists, such as Birger Gregerson (1367-
83) and Olof Larsson (1435-S) ; others were states-
men, such as Jons Bengtsson Oxenstjerna (d. 1467), or
capable administrators, such as Jacob Ulfsson Orn-
fot, who was distinguished as a prince of the Church,
royal councillor, patron of art and learning, founder
of the University of Upsala, and an efficient helper
in the introduction of printing into Sweden. He died
in the Carthusian monastery of Mariefred (Mary's
Peace) in 1522. There were also scholars, such as
Johannes Magnus (d. 154-1), who WTote the "Historia
de omnibus gothorimi sueonumque regibus" and the
"Historia metropolitanse ecclesiae upsahensis", and
his brother Olaus iSlagnus (d. 1588), who wrote the
"Historia de gentibus septentrionalibus" and who
was the last Archbishop of Upsala.
The archbishops and secular clergy found active

co-workers among the regulars. Among the orders
represented in Sweden were the Benedictines, Cis-

tercians, Dominicans, Franciscans, Brigittines (with
the mother-house at Wadstena), Carthusians, etc.

The monks not only laboured in things spiritual, but
were also the teachers of the people in agriculture and
gardening. Still greater credit is due the members of

the orders, both men and women, for their services

in the intellectual training of the people of Sweden.
A Swedish Protestant investigator, Carl SiLfverstolpe,

writes; "The monks were almost the sole bond of

union in the Middle Ages between the civilization of

the north and that of southern Europe, and it can
be claimed that the active relations between our mon-
asteries and those in southern lands were the arteries

through which the higher civilization reached our
country." The beneficial labours of the Catholic

Church were forgotten in the stormy days of the
Reformation, but in the present era they have been
once more recognized by more dispassionate investi-

gators. Dr. Claes Annerstedt, the historian of the

University of Upsala, says: "One of the finest results

of modern research is that the highly important
labours of the Roman Church have received proper
recognition by the exhibition of its services

in the preservation and spread of civilization."
Hergenrother, llnndbuch der allgemeinen Kirchengeschichte,

II (Freitjurg, 1870), 720; Adami Gesta Hammaburijensium Epis-
coporum. IV (Hanover, 1876), 174; Flavignv. Ste. Brigille de
Suede. IV (Paris. 1910), 148-151; XVI, 714-717; Reuterd.ihl,
Srenska Ki/rkans historia, II, pt. II (Lund, 1838-1866), 41.3;

Hildebrand, Sveriges MedeUid. Ill (Stockholm, 1898-1903),
839; SILFVERSTOLPE, Klostret i Wadstena in liistoriskt Bihliotek,

I (Stocktiolm, 1875), 2; Annerstedt, Upsala Unicersitets his-

toria, I, pt. 1 (Upsala. 1877), 2; Krogh Tonning. Die hi. Bir-
gilta von Schweden (Kempten and Munich. 1907); Perger,
Jesuiterpateren Lauritz Nielsen, saakaldt '^ Klosterlasse" (Chris-

tiania, 1896) : Baumgartner, Nordische Fahrten.

GUSTAF ArMFELT.

Upsala, UxivERsrrY of, the oldest and most cele-

brated university of Sweden. Even to-day the
arrangement of its buildings in the city of Upsala
(about 23,000 inhabit ;uits) shows that it is the crea-

tion of the Catliolic: Chtirch. The venerable Gothic
cathedral, which contains in a silver reliquary the
remains of St. Eric the King (d. 1161), is surrounded
by the colleges, houses of the "nations", clinical

hospitals, infirmaries, astronomical oliservatnry, and
library. The proposal to call foreiiiii scholars to

Up.sala to give lectures is said to have been made at

the church synod held at Arboga in 1417. It is

certain that the liishops were commissioned by the
Synod of Soderccjping (1441) to take measures to

obtain a sludium generate. Shortly after this Den-
mark .sought to establish a university at Copenhagen.

This led Archbishop Jakob Ulfsson, primate of the
Swedish Church (1470-1515), a man who did much
for Sweden, to seek from the pope the privilege of
founding a university. In the summer of 1477 the
envoy of the archbishop and the royal council. Canon
Ragvald Ingemundi, returned from Rome bringing
with him from Pope Sixtus IV a Bull, dated 27
February, 1477, granting the charter. The university
was to be modelled on that of Bologna, to have the
same privileges and hberties, and to include the facul-
ties of theology, canon and civil law, medicine, and
philosophy. The Archbishop of Up.sala was to be the
chancellor and to grant the degrees of bachelor,
licentiate, doctor, and master. After receiving the
Bull, the archbishop and his six suffragans, the ad-
ministrator of the kingdom, Sten Sture I, and the
twenty-three members of the royal council of Streng-
nas proceeded to the actual founding of the university
on 2 July, 1477. The lectures began in the autumn
of the same year, and the university developed and
flourished greatly.

Religious schism appeared at the university during
the rectorship of Laurentius Petri, who had studied
at Wittenberg under Luther, and who, as the first

Protestant Archbishop of Upsala, introduced the
Reformation info Sweden. In consequence of the
schism the university was closed in 1580. Its place
was taken, for Catholics, by a collegium regium, at
Stockholm, where the instruction was given for a
time by Jesuits. In 1593 the University of Upsala
was revived by order of the General Council of Sweden.
Originally, it was only intended to have the faculties

of Protestant theology and philosophy, but the others
were added later. The university also received its

old privileges, so that it was able to maintain its

independence until modern times, notwithstanding all

the violent changes in the kingdom. Its second
period of prosperity began during the reign of King
Gusta\'us II Adolphus, who endowed it with his
valuable landed property. Among the university
professors of the eighteenth century was the well-
known natural scientist Karl von Linna?us, who
received the honorary title of Bolanicorum priticeps.

In the nineteenth century the most distinguished
professor was the historian and poet, Eric Gustav
Geijer. The students are distributed, according to
the district they come from, among the thirteen
"nations", all of which, in the middle of the past
century, united into one student body. As in other
Swedish institutions of higher education, the organiza-
tion and instruction are regulated by the royal statutes
of 10 January, 1876. The presiding officer is a chan-
cellor elected for three years by the coimcil of pro-
fessors and confirmed by the king; the substitute for

the chancellor is the Lutheran archbishop. In the
year 1911-12 there were 68 professors. 70 dozenlen.
and 2261 students.
Annerstedt. Upsala unirersiteis historia (1877); And

Up.mla universitets matrikel lB9-'i-t6S0 (1900-04); vON Baiib.
Statider foTordningar (1897) ; VON Bahr and Brandberg, MatriMel
Upsala (1906): Corneuus. Ups. Theolog. FakuUets historia
(1874-75); Baumgartner, Durch Skandinarien nach St. Peters-
burg (3d cd., Freiburg, 1901), xii.

Karl Hoeber.

Uranopolis, a titular see of Asia Minor, suffragan
of Ancyra in Galatia Piima. It is vainly sought in

any "Notitiie episcopal uum " or in any geography,
ancient or modern, profane or ecclesiastical. It is a
f.aulty spelling or variation of Verinopolis, so named
in honour of \'erina, mother-in-law of the Emperor
Zeno. Le Quien (Oriens christ., 1, 4X11 mentions
three bishops: Stephen, jiresent ;it the Trulhm Coun-
cil, 692; .\nthiiniis, at thesecond Comicil of Nice, 7S7;
Sisinnius. :it the Councils of (^)nst:uilin<iiile, S69, 878.

The diocese is described, about tllO. in the " Ecthesis"
of pseudo-Kpiphanius ((!elzer, " I'ngednickte . . .

Texte der Notitia' episcopatuum", 536); about 900, in

the " Notitia episcopatuiim " of Leo the Philosopher
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(Gelzer, op. cit., 552), under the name of Stauros; and
about 940, in the " Notitia" of Constantine Porphyro-
»enitus (Georgii Cj-prii, ed. Gelzer, "Descriptio or-

bis roniani", 63;. Stauros is not a substitute for

V'eriiiopolis, but rather the name of a neighbouring
locality. Ramsay (Asia Minor, 247) and Anderson
[Studia Pontica, 25) say that Verinopolis is the Byzan-
tine name of Evagina, a station described by the
'Tabula Pcutinger" (X, I) and by Ptolemy (V, iv, 7)

indcr the altered name of Phubagina. The ruins of

Evagina-\'erinopolis were discovered a little to the
>outh-wpst of Keuhne, a nahie in thesandjakof Yuz-
;ad, vilayet of Angora.
MuLLER. cd. DiDOT, Xotfs OH PtoUmij, I, 852; Ramsay, Asia

Minor (London. 1S90), 247 sq.; Anderson. Studia Pontica (Brus-
lels. 1903), 25-29; Fault-WisaowA, ReaUEncyclopadie der ctass-

^chen Alterimnswissenschaft (3d ed.), 3. v. Evagina.

S. Vailhe.

Urban I, Pope (222-30), date of birth unknown; d.

!3 May, 230. According to the "IJber Pontificalis"

ed. Duchesne, I, 143), Urban was a Roman and his

ather's name was Pontianus. After the death of

IJaUistus I (14 October, 222) Urban was elected Bishop
)f Rome, of which Church he was the head for eight

b of bt. Calhstus

'ears, according to Eusebius (Hist, eccl., VI, 23).

rhe document called the Liberian catalogue of popes
Duchesne, loc. cit., 4-5) puts the beginning of his

lontificate in the year 223 and its close in the year
!30. The dissension produced in the Roman Church
ly Hippolytus (q. v.) continued to exist during Ur-
lan's pontificate. Hippolytus and his adherents per-

isted in schism; it was probably during the reign of

Jrban that Hippolytus wrote his "Philosophumena",
n which he attacked Pope Callistus severely. Urban
naintained the same attitude towards the schism.at-

ral party and its leader that his predecessor had
dopted. The historical authorities say nothing of

,ny other factious troubles in the life of the Roman
!;hurch during this era. In 222 Alexander Severus
lecame Roman emperor. He favoured a religious

clecticism and also protected Christianity. His
not her, Julia Mamma-a, was a friend of the Alexan-
Irine teacher Origen, whom she summoned to Antioch.
lippolylus dedicated his work on the Resurrection to
ler. The result of the favourable opinion of Chri.s-

ianity held by the emperor and his mother was that
Christians enjoyed complete peace in essentials,

It hough their legal status was not changed. The
listorian Lampridius (.\lex. Sever., c. xxii) says em-
ihatically that .Vlexander Severus made no trouble
f)r the Christians: " Christ ianos esse passus est."
Jndoubtedly the Roman Church experienced the
appy results of these kindly intentions and was un-
lolested during this emperor's reign (222-.35). The
mperor even protected Roman Christians in a leg.al

ispute over the ownership of a jjieceof land. When
hey wi.shed to build a church on a piece of land in

lome which was also claimed by tavern-keepers,
he matter was brought before the imperial court, and
Icverus decided in favour of the Christians, declar-
ig it was better that God should be worshipped on
hat spot (Lampridius, ",\Iex. Sever.", c. xlix).

Nothing is known concerning the personal labours
f Pope Urban. The increase in extent of various
loman Catacombs in the first half of the third century
iroves that Christians grew largely in numbers during
his period. The legendary Acts of St. Cecilia r-on-

lect the saint, as well as her husband and her brother-
XV.—14

in-law, with Urban, who is said to have baptized her
husband and her brother-in-law. This narrative,
however, is purely legendary, and has no historical

value whatever; the same is true of the Acts of the
martyrdom of Urban himself, which are of still later

date than the legend of St. Cecilia. The statement
of the " Liber Pontificalis " (ed. cit.), that Urban con-
verted many by his sermons, rests on the Acts of St.

Ceciha. Another statement on the same authority,
that LTrban had ordered the making of silver liturgical

vessels, is only an invention of the later editor of the
biography early in the sixth century, who arbitrarily

attributed to Urban the making of certain vessels,

including the patens for twenty-five titular churches
of his own time. The particulars of the death
of Urban are unknown, but, judging from the
peace of his era, he must have died a natural
death. The "Liber Pontificahs" states that he be-
came a confessor in the reign of Diocletian; the
date added is without authority. His name does
not appear in the " Depositio Episcoporum" of

the fourth century in the "Kalendarium Philoca-
lianum".
Two different statements are made in the early

authorities as to the grave of LIrban, of which, how-
ever, only one refers to the pope of this name. In the
Acts of St. Cecilia and in the "Liber Pontificalis" it

is said that Pope Urban was buried in the Catacomb
of Pretext at us on the Via Appia. The Itineraries of

the seventh century to the graves of the Roman
martyrs all mention the grave of an Urban in connex-
ion with the graves of several martjTS who are buried
in the Catacomb of Pnetextatus. One of the Itiner-

aries gives this Urban t he t it le " Bishop and Confessor"
(De Rossi, "Roma sotterranea", I, 180). Conse-
quently, from the fourth century, all Roman tradition
has venerated the pope of this name in the Urban
of the Catacomb of Pnetextatus. In excavating a
double chamber of the Catacomb of St. Callistus,

De Rossi found, however, a fragment of the lid of

a sarcophagus that bore the inscription OTPBAJJOC
E [ir/iTKOTros], He also proved that in the list of martyrs
and confessors buried in the Catacomb of St. Calhstus,
drawn up by Sixtus III (432-40), the name of an
Urban is to be found. De Rossi (op. cit., II, 52 sqq.,

151 sqq.) therefore came to the conclusion that the
LTrban buried in St. Callistus was the pope, while the
saint of the same name buried in St. Pra?textatus was
the bishop of another see who died at Rome and was
buried in this catacomb. Most historians agree with
this opinion of the great archaeologist, which, however,
is chiefly founded on the Acts of St. Cecilia. The
lettering of the above-mentioned epitaph of an I^rban
in St. Calhstus indicates a later period, as a compari-
son with the lettering of the papal epitaphs in thfi

papal crj-pt proves. In the list prepared by Sixtus III
and mentioned above, Urban is not given in the suc-
cession of popes, but appears among the foreign
bishops who died at Rome and were buried in St.

Callistus (cf. Wilpert ,
" Die Papstgriiber und die

Caciliengruft", Freiburg, 1909, p. 17).

Thus it seems necessary to accept the testimony
that Pope LTrban was buried in the Catacomb of

Pra-textatus, while the Urban lying in St. Callistus is

a bishop of a later date from some other city. This
view best reconciles the statements of the "Martyr-
ologium Hieronymianum ". Under date of 25 May
(VIII kal. .lun.) is to be found the notice: "Via
nomentana miliario \'III natale Urbani episcopi in

cimiterio Pnetcxlali" ("Martyr. Hieronym.", ed. De
Rossi-Duchcsne. Cifi). The (•at;icomb on the Via No-
mentana, however, is that which contains the grave of
Pope .Alexander, while the Catiicnmb of I'ri'textatusis

on the Via Appia. Duchesni' has proved (Lib. Pon-
tif., I, xlvi-xlvii) that in the list of the graves of

the popes from which this notice is taken a line

dropped out, and (hat it originally stated that the
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grave of Pope Alexander was on the Via Nomentana,
and the grave of Pope Urban on the Via Appia in the
Catacomb of Prretextatus. Consequently 25 May is

the day of the Isurial of Urban in this catacomb. As
the same martyrology contains under date of 19 May
{XIV kal. Jun.) a long list of martyrs headed by the
two Roman martjTS Caloeerus and Partenius, who are

buried in the Catacomb of St. CaUistus, and including

an Urban, this Urban is apparently the foreign bishop
of that name who lies buried in the same catacomb.

Liber pontificalis. ed. Duchesne, I, 63-64, xlvi-xlvii, xciii,

sq.; Acta SS., VI, Mav, 5-14; Analecla Boll, VIII (1889),
164-65; Bibliotheca hagiographica lalina, II (Brussels, 1900-
1901), 1212-14; de Rossi, Roma soUerranea, II, 52-54; Ubbain,
Ein Martyrologtum der christlichen Gemeinde zu Rom (Leipzig,

1901), 145 sq.. 148 sq.

J. P. KiRSCH.

Urban II (Otho, Otto or Odo of Lagery),
Blessed, 1088-1099, b.of a knightly family, at Ch^til-

lon-sur-Marne in the province of Champagne, about
1042; d. 29 July, 1099. Under St. Bruno (afterwards

founder of the Carthusians) Otho studied at Reims,
where he later became canon and archdeacon. About
1070 he retired to Cluny and was professed there un-

der the great abbot St. Hugh. After holding the
office of prior he was sent by St. Hugh to Rome as one
of the monks asked for by Gregory VII, and he was of

great assistance to Gregory in the difficult t.ask of re-

forming the Church. In 1078 he became Cardinal
Bishop of Ostia and Gregory's chief adviser and
helper. During the years 1082 to 1085 he was legate

in France and Germany. While returning to Rome
in 1083 he was made [jrisoner by the Emperor Henry
IV, but was soon hberated. Whilst in Saxony
(1084-5) he filled many of the vacant sees with men
faithful to Gregory and deposed those whom the pope
had condemned. He held a great synod at Quedlin-

burg in Saxony in which the antipope Guibert of

Ravenna and his adherents were anathematized by
name. Victor III had abeady been elected when
Otho returned to Rome in 1085. Otho appears to

have opposed Victor at first, not through any ani-

mosity or want of good will, but because he judged it

better, at so critical a time, that Victor should resign

the honour he was unwilling to retain. After ^'ic-

tor's death a summons was sent to as many bishops of

the Gregorian party as possible to attend a meeting at

Terracina. It was made known at this meeting that

Otho had been suggested by Gregory and Victor as

their successor. Accordingly, on 12 March, 10S8,

he was unanimously elected, taking the title of ITr-

ban II. His first act was to proclaim his election to the

world, and to exhort the princes and bishops who had
been loyal to Gregory to continue in their allegiance:

he declared his intention of following the pohcy and
example of his great predecessor

—
"all that he re-

jected, I reject, what he condemned I condemn, what

he loved I embrace, what he considered as Catholic,

I confirm and approve".
It was a difficult task which confronted the new

pope. To enter Rome was impossible. The Nor-
mans, on whom together with Matilda he could .alone

rely, were engaged in ci\il war. Roger and Bohe-
mvind had to be reconciled before anjihing covild be

done, .and to effect this the pope set out for icily.

He met Roger at Troina, but hi.-;tory is silent .-is to

what took place between them. The year following,

however, saw peace between the two princ(-s, .and

Urban 's first entry into Rome in November, lOSS,

is said by some to have been made possible by Nor-

man troops. His |)light in Rome was truly pitiable;

the whole city practii-ally was in the hands of the

antipope, .and ITrb.an had to take refuge on the Island

of St. B.artholomew, the approach being guarded by
Pierleone, who had turned the theatre of Marcellus on

the left bank of the river into a fortress. Nor was the

outlook in Germany calculated to hold out hopes of

the triumph of the papal party; its stoutest adherents

in the episcopate had died, and Henry was steadily
gaining ground. From amidst the poverty and want
of his wTetched island. Urban launched sentence of
excommunication against emperor and antipope ahke.
Guibert retorted by holding a synod in St. Peter's
before which he cited Urban to appear. The troops
of pope and antipope met in a desperate encounter
which lasted three days; Guibert was driven from the
city, and Urban entered St. Peter's in triumph. He
was now determined to unite his partisans in Italy and
Germany. The Countess Matilda had lost her first

husband, Godfrey of Lorraine. She was now well ad-
vanced in years, but this did not prevent her marriage
with Count Wolf of Bavaria, a youth of eighteen,
whose father, Duke Welf IV of Bavaria, was in arms
against Henry. Urban now turned his steps south-
wards again. In the autumn of 1089 seventy bishops
met him in synod at Melfi, where decrees against simony
and clerical marriage were promulgated. In Decem-
ber he turned back to Rome, hut not before he had
effected a lasting iir;icc brtween Roger and Bohe-
mund, and had rcmNr.I ihcir fuU allegiance. The
fickle Romans had ;i^;uii rcmiunced him on the news
of Henry's success against Matilda in north Italy, and
had summoned Guibert back to the city. The latter

celebrated Christmas in St. Peter's whilst Urban
anathematized him Irom without the walls.

For three years Urban was compelled to wander an
exile .about southern Italy. He spent the time holding
councils and improving the character of ecclesiastical

discipline. Meanwhile Henry at la.st suffered a check
from Matilda's forces at Canossa, the .same fortress

which had witnessed his humiliation before Gregory,
His son Conrad, app<alled, it is said, at his father's de-
pravity, and refusing to become his partner in sin, fled

to the faction of Alatilda and Welf. The Lombard
Le.ague—Milan, Lodi, Piacenza, and Cremona—wel-
comed him and he was crowned king m Milan, the
centre of the imperial power in Italy. The way was
now clear for Urhan's entry into Rome, but still the
partisans of Guibert held the strong places of the city.

This time the pojie took u]) his residence in the fortress

of the Frangipani, a family which had remained faith-

ful to him and which was entrenched under the Pala-
tine near the Church of Sta. Maria Nuova. His con-
dition was piteous, for he had to depend on charity
and was already deeply in debt. A French abbot,
Gregory of Vendome, hearing of Urban's plight, hur-
ried to Rome "that he might become a sharer of his

sufferings and labour and relieve his w.ant". In re-

turn for this he was created Cardinal Deacon of Sta.

Prisca. Shortly before Easter, 1094, the governor of

the Lateran palace offered to surrender it to Urban
on payment of a large sum of money. This money
Gregory of Vendome supplied by selling certain pos-
sessions of his monastery; Urban entered the Lateran
in time for the Paschal solemnity, and sat for the first

time on the papal throne just six years after his elec-

tion at Terracina.
But it was no time for tarrying long in Rome.

Henry's cause was steadily growing weaker, and
Urban hurried north to hold a council at Piacenza in

the interests of peace and reform. The unfortunate
Praxedis, Henry's second wife, had suffered wTongs
which were now the common property of Christendom.
Her cause was heard, Henry not even attempting
to defend himself. She was publicly declared in-

nocent and absolved from any censure. Then the
case of Philip of Fr.ance, who h.ad repudiated his

wife Bertha and espoused Bertrada, the wife of Fulk
of .Anjou, was dealt with. Several bishops had rec-

ognized the tmion, but Archbishop Hugh of Lj-ons

had had the courage to excommunicate Philip for

adultery. Both king and archbishop were summoned
to the council, and both failed to apjiear. Philip was
granted a further respite, but Hugh was suspended
from his office. At this council Urban was able to
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broach the subject of the Crusades. The Eastern
Emperor, Alexius I, had sent an embassy to the pope
asking for help against the Seljuk Turks who were a
serious menace to the Empire of Constantinople.
Urban succeeded in inducing many of those present

to promise to help Alexius, but no definite step was
taken 1)\- I'rban till a few months later, when he sum-
moned the most famous of his councils, that at

Clermont in Auvergne. The council met in Novem-
ber, 1005; thirteen archbishops, two hundred and
twenty-five bishops, and over ninety abbots answered
the jiope's summons. The synod met in the Church
of Notre-Dame du Port and began by reiterating the
Gregorian Decrees against simony, investiture, and
clerical marriage. The sentenee, which for some
months had been threatening Philip of F'rance, was
now launched against him, and he was excommuni-
cated for adultery. Then the burning question of the
East was discussed. Urban's reception in France
had been most enthusia.stic, and enthusiasm for the
Crusade had spread as the pope journeyed on from
Italy. Thousands of nobles and knights had met
together for the council. It w-as decided that an
army of horse and foot should march to rescue
Jerusalem and the Churches ofAsia from the Saracens.

A plenarj' indulgence was granted to all who should
undertake the journey pro sola dcvotione, and further
to help the movement, the Truce of God was ex-

tended, and the property of those who had taken the
cross was to be looked upon as sacred. Those who
were unfitted for the expedition were forbidden to

undertake it, and the faithful were exhorted to take
the ad\'ice of their bishops and jiriests before starting.

Coming forth from the church the pope addressed the
immen.se nmltitude. He us<'d his wonderful gifts of

eloquence to the utmost, depicting the captivity of

the Sacred City where Christ h.id sutTered and died—

•

"Let them turn their weapons drijiping with the
blood of their brothers again.st the enemy of the
Christian Faith. Let them—oppressors of orphans
and widows, murderers and violators of churches,
robbers of the property of others, vultures drawn by
the scent of battle—let them ha.sten, if they love their

souls, under their captain Christ to the rescue of

Sion." When the pope ceased to speak a mighty
shout of Deus lo volt rose from the throng. His most
sanguine hopes had not anticipated stich enthusiasm
as now prevailed. He was urged repeatedly to lead
the Crusade in person, but he appointed Ademar,
Bishop of Le Puy, in his stead, and leaving Clermont
travelled from city to city in France preaching the
Crusade. Letters were sent to bishops who had been
unable to attend the council, and preachers were sent
all over Europe to arouse enthusiasm. In every
possible way Urban encouraged people to take the
cross, and he did not easily dispense from their obliga-
tions those who had once bound themselves to under-
take the expedition.

In March, 1096, the pope held a synod at Tours
and confirmed the excommunication of the French
king, which certain members of the French episcopate
had endeavoured to remove. In July, 1096, the
king, having dismissed Bertrada, was absolved by
I'rlian in a synod held at Nfmes, but having relapsed,
he was again excommunicated by the pope's legate
in 1097. Some of t he great er prelates of France had
now to be brought to subjection to the pope, amongst
them being the Archbishop of Vienne, who had re-
fused to abide by the papal decision regarding the
jurisdiction of the Bishop of Grenoble, and the Arch-
bishop of Sens, who had declined to recognize the .Arch-
bishop of Lyons as papal legate. After a triumphal
progress through France, Urban returned to Italy.
On his way to Rome he met the crusading princes at
Lucca, and bestowed the banner of St. Peter upon
Hugh of Vermandois. It is said by some that this
crusading host enabled Urban to enter Rome, which

at this time was again held by the antipope. If this
was so, the entry appears, according to the statement
of an eyewitness, to have been effected without
fighting. No doubt the presence of well-disciplined
troops, under the most distinguished knights of
Christendom, struck terror into the wild partisans
of Guibert. But Urban's final triumph over the
"imbecile" was now assured. Northern and central
Italy were in the power of Matilda and Conrad, and
Henry was at last forced to leave. Italy. A council
was held in the Lateran in 1097, and before the end of
the year LIrban was able to go south again to solicit

help from the Normans to enable him to regain the
Castle of S. Angelo. The castle capitulated in

August, 1098. He was now enabled to enjoy a brief
period of repose after a life of incessant activity
and fierce strife, which had brought exile and want.
His friendship with the Normans was strengthened
by the appointment of Coimt Roger as papal legate
in Sicily, where the Church had been almo.st swe|)t
away by the Saracens; the antipope was within his
Archbishivjiric uf Ravenna, and Henry's power,
though strengthened by Count Welf, who had for-

saken Matilda, was not strong enough to be any
longer a serious menace.

In October, 1098, the pope held a council at Bari
with the intention of reconciling the Greeks and
Latins on the question of the filioque; one hundred and
eighty bishops attended, amongst whom was St.
Ansehn of Canterbury, who had fled to Urban to lay
before him his complaints against the Red King.
The close of November saw the pope again in Rome;
it was his final return to the city. Here he held his
la.st council in April, 1099. Once more he raised his
eloquent voice on behalf of the Crusades, and many
responded to his call. On 15 July, 1099, Jerusalem
fell before the attack of the crusaders, but Urban did
not live to hear the news. He died in the house of
Pierleone which had so often given him shelter. His
remains could not be buried in the Lateran because
of Guibert's followers who were still in the city, but
were con\-eyed to the crypt of St. Peter's where t hey
were interred close to the tomb of Adrian I. Guibert
of Nogent asserts that miracles were WTought at the
tomb of LIrban, who ai)i)ears as a .saint in many of the
Martyrologies. Thus there seems to have been a
cult of Urban II from the time of his death, though the
feast (29 July) has never been extended to the Uni-
versal Church. Amongst the figures painted in the
apse of the oratory built by Calixtus II in the Lateran
Palace is that of Urban II with the words snnclus
Urbaniis secumlu^ beneath it. The head is crowned
by a square nimbus, and the pope is represented at the
feet of Our Lady. The formal act of beatification did
not take place till the pontificate of Leo XIII.
The cause was introduced by Mgr Langenieux,
Archbishop of Reims, in 1878, and after it had gone
through the various stages the decision was given by
Leo XIII on 14 July, 1881.
The sources are collerted in Watterich, Pontificum roman-

orum vita, I (Leipzig, 1842), and the letters in ,Iaff£, Regesia
Pontif. romanorum, I (I^ipzig, 1888), 657-701. See also P. L..
CLI; Liber Pontif., ed. DncHEsNE, II (Paris, 1892), 293-.5;
Mann. Lims o/ the Popes, VII (London, 1910); Greoorovids,
Pome in the Middle Ages, tr. Hamilton, IV (London, 1872), pt.
I: Paclot, Un pape franfais, f/rfcnm // (Paris, 190.3); Lanoen
(an ' Old Catholic "), Gesch. der rUmisrh. Kirchevon Gregor VII. bis
Innocem III (Bonn, 1893); Miujan, Hist, of Latin Christianity,
IV (London, 1872).

R. Urban Butler.

Urban III, Pope (1185-87), b. at Milan; d. at
Ferrara, 19 Oct., 1187. Uberto, of the noble Milanese
family of the Crivelli, wa.s created cardinal by Lucius
III in 1182 and Archbishoj, of Mil;ui in 1185. On
2.") Noveniber of this year Lucius died at V'erona, and
the archbishoj) was elected to succeed him on the same
d.ay; he w;ia crowned on 1 December. This haste was
jirobably due to fear of imperial interference. Urban
inherited from his predecessor a legacy of feud with
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thfi great Emperor Frederick Barbarossa, and this was
embittered by personal enmity, for at the sack of

Milan in 1162 the emperor had caused several of the

pope's relatives to be proscribed or mutilated. It

has been noticed that the breach between Lucius III

and Frederick coincided with the arrival in Northern
Italy (August, 11S5) of Constance, the heiress of the

Kingdom of >Sicily, who was betrothed to Frederick's

son Henry. The marriage, wh'ch was celebrated at

Milan on 4 Jan., 11S6, si.x weeks after Urban's acces-

sion, "constituted for the papacy the gravest check it

had suffered for a long time. By it was ruined the

whole political edifice so laboriously raised by the

popes of the eleventh and twelfth centuries to keep in

check the power of the Emperors in Italy and to assure

the independence of the Papal States" (Chalandon,
II, 390). By this marriage was lost that Norman
support on which the papacy had so long relied in its

contest with the empire. Nor was this the only
cause of quarrel. The treaty of 1177 had left un-
settled the question of the succession to the estates of

Matilda of Tuscany, while Frederick had seized the

revenues of vacant German bishoprics and sup-
pressed nunneries for the sake of their property.

Urban maintained the refusal of Lucius III to

crown Henry, and the Patriarch of Aquileia was in-

duced by the emperor to perform the office, although
it belonged to the pope in right of the Archbishopric
of Milan which he had retained, possibly to that end,

after his election. LTrban replied by excommunica-
ting the patriarch and the bishops who had assisted

at the ceremony. On 31 May he promoted to the

cardinalate the archdeacon Folmar, and next day con-
secrated him as Archbishop of Trier, contrary to a
promise he had made to the emperor, for though Fol-

mar had been canonically elected, Frederick had
granted investiture to Rudolf, the candidate of the
minority. The emperor closed the passes of the Alps
against the pope's messengers to Germany, and sent

Henry to ravage the Papal States. Urban had hoped
for support from the German bishops, but at the Diet
of Gelnhausen (April or May, 11S7), from which the
papal legate, Philip von Heinsberg, Archbishop of

Cologne, was excluded, Frederick won the bishops to

his side and caused them to send letters to the pope
urging him "to do justice to the Emperor in those
things which were justly demanded of hini" (Arnold
of Liibeck, III, 18). Urban replied by summoning
the emperor to appear before his tribunal at Verona,
and was only prevented from pronouncing excom-
numication against him by the Veronese, who, as

Frederick's subjects, would not permit the sentence to

be promulgated in their city. Urban set out for

Venice, where he would have been able to carry out his

threat, but died at Ferrara, after a pontificateof ayear
and eleven months. His death is ascribed by Bene-
dict of Peterborough to grief at the news of the utter

defeat of the crusa<irrs at the hattleof Hattin,and it is

commonly stated t hat it was caused by the news of the

fall of Jerusalem, l)ut William of Newburgh assures us
that the report of t lie disaster of HattMi (3-4 July) did

not reach the Holy See till after the election of Greg-
ory VIII, so it is hardly jjrobable tliat Urban III ever
heard of the surrender of the Holy City which took
place on 2 October.
A curifius stor>- is told by Peter of Blois, Archdeacon

of Bath, who claims to have been intimate with the
pdjx' ("in scholis I'rbaai socius et discipulus fueram
Maldyebyrig") and connects his death with his wrath
against Baldwin, .^rchbishoii of Canterbury. At the
very beginning of his pontificate Urban had granted
the request made to his predecessor by Henry II of

l']iii;land, and apixiintcd Baldwin ,\po.stiiIic legate in

till' I'nivincc of Canterbury, but in the hitter's qu.arrel

with the monks of his cathedral the i)ope had taken
the part of the monks, and the archbishop had proved
obdurate. Perhaps this was not the only cause of the

pope's anger; for Baldwin, moved probably by jeal-

ousy, had persuaded the king to conduct back to Nor-
mandy the legates sent to crown John as King of Ire-

land (Benedict of Peterborough, "Gesta regis Henrici
Secundi"). The pope even sent a gold crown ("cor-

onam auro contextam ") for this purpose. He exerted
himself to bring about peace between England and
France, and on 23 June, 1187, his legates by threats of

excommunication prevented a pitched battle between
the armies of the rival kings near Chateauroux, and
brought about a two years' truce. Urban's letters

show zeal for the Holy Land and a desire to promote
peace among the quarrelling Christian potentates
of Syria. Unfortunately, it cannot be ascertained
whether the interesting letter addressed to Philip of

Frjince (Jaff<5, "Regesta", 15,924) really belongs to

this pope. The number of privileges in favour of the
Knights Hospitallers is remarkable. The letters and
privileges of LTrban III are given in P. L., CCII. His
tomb, "a handsome sarcophagus resting on four
columns" (Gregorovius), may still be seen in Ferrara
cathedral.
Watterich, Pontificum Tomanorum vitir, II (Leipzig, 18621,

633 sq. : Jaff£, Regesta pontificum romanorum, II (Leipzig.
18SS). 492 sq.; Bacmgarten in English Historical Rerieu\ IX
(London, 1S94), .535 sq.: Langen, Gesch. der romischen Kirche
von Gregor VII. bis Innocenz III. (Bonn, 1893), 565 sq.; Cha-
landox. Domination normande en Italie et en Sicile, II (Paris,

1907); MiLMAN, History of Latin Christianity, V (London, 1872),
149 sq.

Ratmund Webster.

Urban IV, Pope, 1216-64 (Jacques Pantaleon),
son of a French cobbler, b. at Troyes, probably in the
last years of the twelfth century; d. at Perugia, 2 Oct.,

1264. He became a canon of Laon and later Arch-
deacon of Liege, attracted the attention of Innocent
IV at the Council of Lyons (1245),
and in 1247 was sent on a mission
to Germany. There his chief work
was the restoration of ecclesiastical

discipline in Silesia and the recon-

ciliation of the Teutonic Knights
with their Prussian vassals. He be-
came Archdeacon of Laon two years
later, and in 1251 was sent into north
Germany with the commission to
obtain recruits for the cause of ab.m8 or Urban IV
V\ ilham of Holland, the papal candi-
date for the empire. He was made Bishop of Verdun in

1253 and Patriarch of Jerusalem in 1255, at a time of

great difficulty and distress for the Christians of the
Holy Land. On the death of Alexander IV (25 May,
1261) he had returned to the west and was at Viterbo.

After a three months' conclave, protracted by the
jealousies of the eight cardinals who composed the
whole Sacred College, the Patriarch of Jerusalem was
elected on 29 August, 1261. Alexander IV, the
feeblest and most pacific of the popes who were en-

gaged in the struggle with the imperial house of Ger-
many, had left two heavy tasks for his successor to

accomplish; the wresting of Sicily from the Hohen-
staufen and the restoratiim in Italy of the influence

which the Holy See had lost through his indecision.

The Latin Empire of Constantinople came to an end
with the capture of the city by the Greeks a fortnight

before Urban's election, and for a while he intended
a crusade for its re-establishment ; but he felt that

the tasks near home had the first claim on him. In
1268 Conradin, the la.st of the Hohenstaufen, died

on the scaffold at Naples; it was Urban n''s ac-

tion in calling Charles of Anjou into the field

against Manfred that brought this about. "The
fact", says Ranke, "that Urban IV contrived
this combination, places him among the important
pdjies."

His exjierience of affaii-s and his personal character

fitted him for his work. He had had an excellent

education, and was active, capable, self-reliant, and
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nlways ready for any work that presented itself. His
life was a full one, yet business had not banished
piety. "The Pope does what he will", reports a

Sienese ambassador, "there has been no Pope since

Alexander III so energetic in word and deed. . . .

rhere is no obstacle to his will ... he does everj-

;hing by himself without taking advice" (Pflug-

Harttung, "Iter Itahcum", 675). Had his reign been
onger, he woulil liave been one of the most striking

igures in the history of the papacy. Urban's great

mtagonist wa,-; Manfred, son of Frederick II, and
isuri'fi'of the Sicilian crowni. Manfred's chief gift was
;act ; a.s an adiuini.strator he had his father's highly

•entralized system to rely on, but as a warrior he was
acking in decision and boldness. After the battle of

Montaperti, he became the hero of half Italy, the

•entre of the Ghibelline party and of all opposition to

he papacy. He was an.vious for peace and recogni-

ion from the pope, and Urban w;is able to keep him
n play until the long drawn-out negotiations with
Dharles of Anjou were nearly complete. Within less

han a year of his election the pope created fourteen

lew cardinals. Of these six were relatives or de-

)endants of the eight who had elected hhn, but seven
vere Frenchmen, including his ow'n nephew and three

vho had been St. Louis's counsellors. Thus Urban
van sure of a majority in the Sacred College, but he
)rought into being a French party which was a prin-

;ipal factor in ecclesiastical policy for the rest of the

hirteenth century and in the fourteenth became
)ractically the whole College. Among the new cardi-

lals were the three future popes, Clement IV, Martin
\, and Honorius IV, who were to have the greatest

ihare in finishing and defending his work.
Urban's fii-st step towards the restoration of his

lower in Italy was to put the finances in order and
)ay his predecessor's debts. He changed the bankers
if the .\postolic Camera, employing a Sienese firm

vhose services did much to assure the ultimate success
if his plans. Urban's Italian pohcy gives a complete
)icture of his statesmanship—astute and diplomatic
m occasions, but with a marked predilection for ener-

;et ic measures. He aroused dissensions between rival

jhibelline cities and, by an adroit use of the then
;enerally acknowledged right of the Holy See to

leclare null all obligations towards persons excom-
Qunicate, was able to throw their commercial affairs

nto confusion (for some curious details see Jordan,
' Origines ", 3.37 sq.). He estabhshed an ascendancy
ver his partisans and raised up a new Guelph party
lound to him by personal interest, which eventually
urnished Charles of Anjou with monetary support
.ithout which his expedition must have failed. In
he Papal States new officers were appointed, im-
lortant p<jints fortified, and the defensive system of

nnocent III restored. At Rome Urban obtained the
ecognition of his sovereignty, but he never risked a
isit to the city. In Lombardy his most important
ct was the strengthening of the traditional alliance

etween the Holy See and the House of Este. By the
liddle of 12(53 the general results of Urban's extra-
iicilian IlaUan policy were seen in the almost com-
lete restoration of order in the Papal States,

he weakening of Manfred's alhances in Lombardy,
nd the resurrection in Tuscany of the crushed
iuelphs.

A foreign conqueror for Sicily was necessary to at-
ain the expulsion of Manfred, for after the defeat of
ilexander IV's forces at Foggia (20 Aug., 125.5) all

ope was lost of a direct conquest by the papacy,
n 1252 Innocent IV had granted the crown of Naples
the English Henry III for his second son, Edmund;

ut the king had his hands too full at home and
,fi.s himself too prodigal to allow him to embark on
he very costly Sicilian adventure. Charles of .Anjou,
hough he had refu.sed the offer of Innocent IV, had
oth the power and the ambition necessary for such

an undertaking. St. Louis's scruples as to the rights
of Conrailin and Edmund were overcome, and though
he refused the crown for himself or his .sons, he finally

permitted its offer to his brother. In the mind of the
holy king the Sicilian expedition appeared as a pre-
hminary to a great crusade: he saw that Sicily would,
in the hands of a French prince, be an ideal starting-
point. Vet Louis had been desirous of peace between
the pope and Manfred, and even the pope for a time
seemed prepared to recognize him as King of Sicily,

but the negotiations finally failed. Urban made it

his business to prove that the fault lay with his op-
ponent, for European opinion was interested in a
struggle in which great princes such as .A.lphonsus of
Aragon and Baldwin, the exiled Latin Emperorof Con-
stantinople, had intervened on the side of peace. It

was about May, 121)3, that St. Louis made up his mind,
and shortly afterwards the envoy of Charles of Anjou
appeared in Rome. The chief conditions laid down
by Urban were as follows: Sicily must never be
united to the empire, its king must pay an annual
tribute, take an oath of fealty to the pope, and ab-
stain from acquiring any considerable dominion in

Northern Italy; the succession also was strictly

regulated. The treaty in fact "was to be the last

link in the long chain of acts which had e.stabli.shed

the suzerainty of the Holy See over Sicily" (Jor-
dan, 443).

The negotiations dragged on slowly as long as the
pope felt no acute need of French intervention in

Italy, but by May, 1264, the fortunes of the Church
were threatening to decline quickly, in face of the
rising activity and fortunes of the Ghibellines. Urban
sent the French Cardinal Simon de Brion to France as
his legate with power to concede certain disputed
points: he was, however, to insist on a guarantee that
Charles would not retain in perpetuity the Senator-
ship of Rome; vows to go on a crusade to the Holy
Land were to be commuted for the crusade against
Manfred and his Saracens, which was to be preached
throughout PVance and Italy. Urban's position was
daily growing more dangerous in spite of the incom-
prehensible inactivity of Manfred. He feared a sim-
ultaneous attack from north and south, and even
attempts to assas.sinate himself and Charles of
Anjou by the emissaries of Manfred's reputed ally,

the "Old Man of the Mountains". In August
St. Louis's last objections to the treaty were over-
come, and various concessions made to Charles's
demands. The legate held several synods to ob-
tain from the French clergy the tithes granted by the
pope for the expedition. In Italy fortune continued
to favour the Ghibellines; a Guelph army was de-
feated in the Patrimony, and Lucca deserted to the
enemy. Sienese intrigue threatened LVban's security
at Orvieto, and on 9 Sept. he set out for Perugia,
where he died
"Thus the man, whose bold initiative was to in-

fluence so greatly the destinies of three great countries,
to bring to a close the most glorious period of medieval
Germany by the ruin of the Hohenstaufen, to intro-

duce a new dynasty into Italy, and to direct French
policy in a direction as yet unknown, quitted the
stage before he had seen the consequences of his

acts at the very hour when the negotiations, com-
menced at his accession and continued throughout
his reign, had reached completion" (Jordan, op. cit.,

513),

If Urban's treatment of Manfred appear harsh
and un.scrupulous, it must be remembered how the
Church had suffered at the hands of the Hohen-
staufen ever since the days of Frederick I. In the
eyes of feudal law Manfred was a usurper with-
out rights: he had callously seized his nephew Con-
radin's crown, and even that nephew could not in-

herit from a grandfather who had been deprived
of his fief for rebellion against his suzerain. At this
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period, too, the papal Government, owing in part to its

very weakness, stood for municipal freedom, while

the Hohenstaufen had in Sicily substituted for the
aristocratic hierarchy of feudalism a bureaucratic

despotism supported by the arms of their devoted
Saracens.
Two other points in Urban's policy must be noted:

his dealings with the Byzantine Empire and with Eng-
land. Manfred's designs on the territories of Palaeolo-

gus, together with the e.xiled Baldwin's secret attempt
to reconcile Manfred with St. Louis, made the Greek
emperor, politically, at least, the natural ally for a
pope fearful of an increase in the power of the Sicilian

king. Urban sought an understanding with Michael
Pateologus, and here too gave a lasting direction to

papal pohcy, setting it on the path which led to the

union (inoperative though it was) of Lyons in 1274.

In England Urban's collectors of money were ex-

ceedingly busy; like St. Louis, he supported Henry
III against the barons. He absolved the king from
his promise to observe the Provisions of Oxford,

declared oaths taken again.st him to be unlawful, and
condemned the rising of the barons. He was buried

in the cathedral at Perugia. The Feast of Corpus
Christi (q. v.) was instituted by Urban IV.
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Raymunb Webster.

Urban V, Pope, Blessed (Guillaume de Gri-
MOARUI, b. at Grisac in Languedoc, 1.310; d. at

Avignon, 19 Dec, 1370. Born of a knightly family,

he was educated at Montpellier and Toulouse, and
became a Benedictine monk at the little priory of

Chirac near his home. A Bull of

1363 informs us that he was pro-
fessed at the great Abbey of St-

Victor at Marseilles, where he im-
bibed his characteristic love for the
Order of St. Benedict; even as pope
he wore its haliit. He was ordained
at Chirac, and after a further course
of theology and canon law at the uni-

versities of Toulouse, Montpellier,

. y Paris, and Avignon, he received the
doctorate in 1342. Hewasoneof the

greatest canonists of his day; was professor of canon
law at MontpelUer, and also taught at Toulouse,
Paris, and Avignon; he acted successively as vicar-

general of the Dioceses of Clermont and Uzes, was at
an unknown date (before 1342) affiliated to Cluny,
became prior of Notre-Dame du Pre (a priory de-
pendent on St. Germain d'Auxerre), and in 1352 was
named abbot of that famous house by Clement VI.
With this date begins his diplomatic career. His
fir.st mission was to Giovanni Visconti, Archbishop
and despot of Milan, and this he carried out success-
fully; in 13.54 and 1.360 he w;is employed on the affairs

of the Holy See in Italy; in 1361 he was appointed by
Innocent VI to the Ablxicy of St-Victor at Marseilles,

but in 1362 was once more despatched to Italy, this

time on an embassy to .JoaniKi of Naples. It was
while engaged on this businc-^H that the abbot heard
of his election to the papacy. Innocent VI had died
on 12 Sept. The choice of one who was not a car-

dinal was due to jealousies within the Sacred College,

which made the election of any one of its members
almost impossible. Guillaume de Grimoard was
chosen for his virtue and learning, and for his skiU in

practical affairs of government and diplomacy. He
arrived at Marseilles on 28 Oct., entered Avignon
three days later, and was consecrated on 6 Nov.,
taking the name of Urban because, as he said, "all
the popes who had borne the name had been saints".
The general satisfaction which this election aroused
was voiced by Petrarch, who wTote to the pope, "It is

God alone who has chosen you".
On 20 Nov. Iving John of France visited Avignon;

his main purpose was to obtain the hand of Joanna
of Naples, ward of the Holy See, for his son Phihp,
Duke of Touraine. In a letter of 7 Nov. Urban had
already approved her project of marriage with King
James of Majorca, a king without a kingdom; by so
doing the pope safeguarded his own independence at
Avignon, which would have been gravely imperilled
had the marriage of Joanna, who was also Countess
of Provence, united to the Crown of France the coun-
try surrounding the little papal principahty. The
letter WTitten by LTrban to Joanna on 29 Nov.,
urging the marriage with Philip, was probably meant
rather to appease the French king than to persuade
the recipient. The betrothal of the Queen of Naples
to James of Majorca was signed on 14 Dec. The
enormous ransom of 3,000,000 gold crowns, due to
Edward III of England from John of France by the
treaty of Bretigny, was still in great part unpaid, and
John now sought permission to levy a tithe on the
revenues of the French clergy. L'rban refused this

request as well as another for the nomination of four
cardinals chosen by the king. John also desired to
intervene between the pope and Barnabo 'S'isconti,

tyrant of Milan. He was again refused, and when
Barnabo failed to appear within the three months al-

lowed by his citation, the pope excommunicated him
(3 March, 1363). In April of the same year Visconti

was defeated before Bologna. Peace was con-
cluded in March, 1364; Barnabo restored the castles

seized by him, while Urban withdrew the excom-
munication and undertook to pay half a million gold
florins.

The Benedictine pope was a lover of peace, and
much of his diplomacy was directed to the pacification

of Italy and France. Both countries were overrun
by mercenary bands known as the "Free Companies",
and the pope made many efforts to secure their

dispersal or departure. His excommunication was
disregarded, and the companies refused to join the
distant King of Hungary in his battles with the Turks
although the Emperor Charles IV, who came to

.\vignon in May, 136.5, guaranteed the expenses of

their journey and offered them the revenues of his king-
dom of Bohemia for three years. War now broke out
between Pedro the Cruel of Navarre and his brother
Henry of Trastamare. Pedro was excommunicated
for his cruelties and per.secutions of the clergy, and
Bertrand Duguesclin, the victor of Cochi^rel, led the
companies into Navarre; yet they visited .\vignon

on their way and wrung blackmail from the ]>(>pe.

The Spanish war was quickly ended, and Urban re-

turned to his former plan of employing the com-
panies against the Turk. The Count of S;i,voy was
to have led them to the as.sistance of the King of

Cyprus and the Eastern Empire, but this scheme too

was a failure. Urban's efforts were equ;iily fruitless

in Ital>', where the whole land was overrun with bands
led l>y such f;unous comlottitri as the (!iTMi;in Count
of Liuulau and the Englishman Sir John Ibiwkwood.
In 136.5, after the failure of a scheme to unite Flor-

ence, Pisa, and the Italian communes against them,
the pope commissioned .Vlbornoz to persuade these

companies to join the King of Hungary. In 1366
he .solemnly excomnninicated them, forbade their em-
ployment, and called on the emperor and all the
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aowera of Christendom to unite for their extirpation.

\11 was in vain, for though a league of Itahan cities

ivas formed in September of that year, it was dis-

solved about fifteen months later owing to Florentine

jealousy of the emperor.
Rome had suffered terribly through the absence of

ler pontiffs, and it became apparent to Urban that if

le remained at Avignon the work of the warlike

?:ir'linal Albornoz in restoring to the papacy the
it.utes of the Cluu'ch would be undone. On 14 Sept.,

I3(i0, he informed the emperor of his determination to

•eturn to Home. .-^11 men rejoiced at the announce-
nent e.xcept the French; the king understood that the

lep;irture from Avignon would mean a diminution of

French influence at the Curia. The French cardinals

vere in despair at the prospect of leaving France, and
?ven threatened to desert the pope. On 30 April,

I3t)7, Urban left Avignon; on 19 May he sailed from
Marseilles, and after a long coasting voyage he
•cached Corneto, where he was met by Albornoz.

3n 4 June the Romans brought the keys of Sant'

ingelo in sign of welcome, and the Gesuati carrying

tranches in their hands and headed by their founder,

Blessed John Colombini, preceded the pope. Five
lays later he entered Viterbo, where he dwelt in the
;itadel. The disturbed state of Italy made it im-
)Ossible for Urban to set out for Rome until he had
;athered a considerable army, so it was not till 16

3ct. that he entered the city at the head of an impos-
ng cavalcade, under the escort of the Count of Savoy,
he Marquess of Ferrara, and other princes.

The return of the pope to Rome appeared to the
:ontemporary world both as a great event and as a
eligious action (for a vivid picture of the terrible

tate of the city, due in great part to the absence of

ler pontiffs, see Gregorovius, II, 2, ch. ii). The pope
low set to work to improve the material and moral
londition of his capital. The basilicas and papal
>alaces were restored and decorated, and the Papal
rea-sure, which had been preserved at Assisi since the
lays of Boniface VIII, was distributed to the city

ihurches. The unemployed were put to work in the
leglected gardens of the Vatican, and corn was dis-

ributed in seasons of scarcity; at the same time the
liscipline of the clergy was restored, and the fre-

luentation of the sacraments encouraged. One of

jrban's first acts was to change the Roman con-
titution, but it may be questioned whether "the
acrifice offered to the Pontiff as the reward of

lis return was the liberty of the people" (Gregoro-
'ius, loc. cit.).

On 17 Oct., 1368, the emperor joined the pope at

i^iterbo. Before leaving Germany he had confirmed
ill the rights of the Church, and Urban hoped for his

lelp against the Vi-sconti, but Charles allowed him-
elf to be bribed. On 21 Oct. the pope and emperor
ntercd Rome together, the latter humbly leading
he pontiff's mule. On 1 Nov. Charles acted as

leacon at the Mass at which Urban crowned the
iniire.ss. For more than a century pope and em-
leror had not appeared thus in amity. A year later

he Emperor of the East, John V Palaeologus, came
(> RoiiK^ seeking assistance against the infidel; he
lijurcd the schism and was received by Urban on the
teps of St. Peter's. These emperors both of West
,nd East were but shadows of their great predeces-
ors, and their visits, triumphs us they might appear,
i^ere but little gain to Urban V. He felt that, his

losition in Italy was insecure. The death of Al-
lomoz (24 Aug., 1367), who had made his return
o Italy po.isibie, had been a great loss. The rest-

essness of the towns w;is exemplified by the revolt of

'erugia, which had to be crushed by force; any
hance storm might undo the work of the great legate.

U heart, too, the pope had all a Frenchman's love
or his countn,', and his French entourage urged his re-

um to Avignon. In vain were the remonstrances of

the envoys of Rome, which had gained "greater quiet
and order, an influx of wealth, a revival of impor-
tance" from his sojourn; in vain were the admonitions
of St. Bridget, who came from Rome to Monte-
fiascone to warn him that if he returned to Avignon he
would shortly die. War had broken out again be-
tween France and England, and the desire to bring
about peace strengthened the pope's determination.
On 5 Sept., 1370, "sad, suffering and deeply moved",
Urban embarked at Corneto. In a Bull of 26 June
he had told the Romans that his dejiarture was mo-
tived by his desire to be useful to the Universal Church
and to the country to which he was going. It may
be, too, that the pope saw that the next conclave
would be free at Avignon but not in Italy. Charles
V joyfully sent a fleet of richly-adorned" galleys to
Corneto; the pope did not long survive his return
(24 Sept.) to Avignon. His body was buried in

Notre-Dame des Doms at A,vignon but was removed
two years later, in accordance with his own wish, to
the Abbey Church of St . \'ictor at Marseilles. Miracles
multiplied around his tomb. His canonization was
demanded bj- King Waldemar of Denmark and prom-
ised by Gregory XI as early a.s' 137.5, but did not take
place owing to the disorders of the time. His cultua
was approved by Pius IX in 1S70.
Urban V was a man whose motives cannot be

called in question: his policy aimed at European
peace; shortly before his death he had given orders
that preparations should be made to enable him
personally to visit and reconcile Edward III and
Charles V. He had shown great zeal for the Crusade.
On 29 March, 1363, Pierre de Lusignan, King of

Cyprus and titular King of Jerusalem, appeared at
Avignon to appeal for assistance against the Turks,
and on 31 March (Good Friday) Urban preached the
Crusade and gave the cross to the Kings of France,
Denmark, and Cyprus; the chivalrous King John, who
was to have been chief commander, died a (juasi-

prisoner at London in 1364, and though the King of

Cyprus captured Alexandria (11 Oct., 1365), he was
unable to hold the city. The crusading spirit was
dead in Europe. In an age of corruption ami simony
Urban stood for purity and disinterestedness in

church life: he did much for ecclesiastical discipline

and caused many provincial councils to be held;
he refused to bestow place or money on his relatives,

and even caused his own father to refund a pension
bestowed on him by the French king. His brother,
whom he promoted to the cardinalate, was acknowl-
edged by all to be a man most worthy of the dignity
(see Albanes, "Vita Prima", 7-S). The pope's
private life was that of a monk, and he was always
accessible to those who sought his aid.

But Urban was a patriotic Frenchman, a defect in

the universal father of Christendom. He estranged
the English king by the hel)) given to his rival, and
aroused hostility in Italy by the favour shown to men
of his own race whom he matle his representatives
in the States of the Church. He was a great patron
of learning, founded universities at Cracow (by a
Bull of 1364) and at Vienna (by a Bull of 1.36.'j), and
caused the emperor to create the University of Orange;
he revised the statutes of the University of Orleans;
and gave great assistance to the universities of Avig-
non and Toulouse. At Bologna he supported the
great college founded by Albornoz and paid the ex-
penses of many poor students whom he sent thither.

(For Urban's zeal for that seat of learning, see Denifle,

"Chartularium Universitatis Parisiensis", III, 102-
8S.) He also founded a sludium at Trets (later re-

moved to Manosque), but his greatest foundations
were at Montpcllier. His buildings and restorations
were considerable, especiall}' at .\vignon, Rome, and
Montpellier. He approved the orders of Brigittincs
and Gesuati, and canonized his godfather, St. Elz6ar
of Sabran.
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Raymdnd Webster.

Urban VI, Pope (Bartolomeo Prigxano), the
first Roman pope during the Western Schism, b.

at Naples, about 1.318; d. at Rome, 15 Oct., 1389;
according to many he was poisoned by the Romans.
At an early age he went to Avignon, where ne gained

many powerful friends. On 21
March, 1364, he was consecrated
Archbishop of Acerenza in the
Kingdom of Naples, and on 14
April, 1377, Gregory XI trans-

ferred him to the archiepiscopal See
of Bari, on the coast of the Adriatic.

Meanwhile the Cardinal Vice-
Chancellor, Peter of Pampelona,
remaining at Avignon, Prignano
was given the management of the
papal chancery. After the death

of Gregory XI the Conclave proposed him as a
candidate for the tiara. Not only his business
abihty, integrity, and knowledge of law, but
also his being a subject of Queen Joanna of Naples
favoured his eligibility. The Conclave of 1378,
which opened on 7 April (nine days after Gregory's
death), was influenced by the pubhc opinion of

Rome; it consisted of four ItaUan cardinals, five

French, and seven belonging to the Limoges faction.

The Italian and French cardinals, though anxious
to push forward their own candidates, unanimously
determined to oppose one of the Limoges party. The
latter were not strong enough to advance a candidate,
but they hoped to make an alliance with the less

important parties and so attain their end. Their
plan, however, was frustrated, the French and the
Italians having previously resolved to choose a prel-

ate outside the Sacred College. Robert of Geneva
(one of the French cardinals) even resigned his claim
in favour of Prignano, and Pedro de Luna (Robert's
successor in the See of Avignon) did the same. In
this way Prignano's chances increased considerably.

An Italian, though not a Roman, he was supported
by the rivalry of the parties. Perhaps the French
and Italian cardinals expected that, not being a
cardinal, he would be an obedient pope, and for this

reason some of the Limoges party, uneasy about the
coalition between the French and the Italian cardi-

nals, were drawn to this candidature.
This conclave was one of the shortest in history.

When the cardinals entered the Vatican some of the
populace .stole into the palace and tried to extort the
promise that an Italian pope would be chosen. Cardi-
nal d'Aigrefeuille declared that the cardinals could
not make any such concessions, but the disappointed
people remained in the Vatican the whole night,

drinking the wine and crying: "Romano lo volemo,
o al manco Itahano." The next morning, while the
cardinals were at Mass, the tocsin was rung, and
suddenly the bells of St. Peter mingled their tones
with it. Fear and disorder overtook the cardinals;

the guardian of the conclave besought them to hasten,
saying that the people wanted a Roman or an Italian,

and that resistance would be dangerous. Then
Pedro de Luna (Benedict XIII) proposed the elec-

tion of the Archbishop of Bari, adding that he was,
as they all knew, a saintly, learned man, of mature
age. This proposal obtained the desired effect.

After some hesitation, the cardinals, excepting
Orsini (who declared himself not sufficiently hee),
agreed to accept Prignano, but preferred to keep their
choice secret until certain that the latter would
accept. Prignano was requested to repair to the Vati-
can accompanied by several other prelates, so as to
conceal from the people the person chosen. The
uproar did not abate, and the cardinals began to fear
that their choice would not satisfy the multitude.
During a comparative calm thej' went to breakfast
and renewed the election of Prignano. The lawful-
ness and renewed choice thus having been established,
Orsini announced the election of a pope to the people,
omitting to mention the name. Various suppositions
soon ran through the crowds, some saying that the
chosen one was Tebaldeschi (an aged Italian cardinal)
and others that Jean de Bar (one of the most detested
servants of Gregory) was elected. The confusion
increased. Suddenly the cardinals took a desperate
resolution. They presented Tebaldeschi, in the
papal insignia, to the people and commenced the
"Te Deum", paying no attention to his refusal and
protests. Meanwhile, Prignano had reached the
Vatican and declared that he accepted the papal
dignity and the homage of all the cardinals. One
fact seems evident : the moment the cardinals regarded
the choice of Prignano as vahd, they removed all

doubt by a re-election and honoured him as the
rightful successor of St. Peter.

It is to be regretted that after his election Prignano
did not show the good qualities which had distin-

guished him before. Soon he quarrelled with the
Sacred College. Desirous of reforming the Church
in head and members, he began aright by a reform of

the Curia, though perhaps not with the necessary
prudence. It was unwi.se to abuse the cardinals and
high dignitaries of the Church and to insult Otto of

Brunswick (husband of Joanna of Naples). Never-
theless, public opinion was in the beginning favour-
able to him, and not only the cardinals in Rome, but
also the six who remained at Avignon submitted to

him. However the tempest, which broke out at

Fondi in September of the same year, was already
brewing at Rome a few weeks after his election.

Urban's ambassadors, doubtless inspired by the

French and Limousin cardinals, left Rome too late,

when the calumnies concerning the illegitimacy of

the pope's election were widespread. The ground
having thus been prepared, the opposition was
strengthened at Rome; Castel Sant' Angelo never
hoisted I'rban's colours, and the discontented found
there a refuge and the protection of armed soldiers.

The heat of early May afforded the dissatisfied cardi-

nals a pretext for leaving Rome for Anagni, but no
public sign of rebellion showed itself, Urban's opj^o-

nents preferring, perhaps, to conceal their project

for the present. 'The pope's suspicions were eventu-

ally aroused, and in June he requested the three

Italian cardinals who had not followed the others to

join their colleagues and to try and restore kinder

feelings. The French cardinals renewed their prot-

estation of fidehly to the pope, but assembled the

same day lo cstalilish the unlawfulness of the April

election. Moreover they eventually won over the

Italian members of the Sacred College.

Meanwhile, in the name of the pope, the aforesaid

cardinals proposed two expedients to settle the

differences, a general council or a compromise. Both
these means were made ti.se of at the time of the

Western Schism. But the opponents of I'rban
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esolved on violent measures and declared their inten-

ions in a letter of the utmost impertinence. On
August this letter was followed by the famous
Declaration", a document more passionate than
xact, which assumed at once the parts of historian,

urist, and accuser. Seven days later they iniblished

n encyclical letter, repeating false and injurious

ccusations against Urban, and on 27 August left

Liiagni for Fondi, where they enjoyed the protection

f itslord (I'rban's arch-enemy), and were nearJoanna
f Xaj)lcs; the latter at first had shown great interest

1 Urban, but was soon disappointed by his capricious

rays. On 1.5 September the three Italian cardinals

Dined their colleagues, influenced, perhaps, by the

ope of becoming pope themselves, or perhaps
rightcned by the news that Urban was about to

reatc twenty-nine cardinals in order to supply the

acancies left by the thirteen French ones. Charles
' of France, more and more doubtful of the lawful-

ess of Urban's election, encouraged the Fondi faction

choose a rightful pope and one more agreeable to

'ranee. A letter from him arrived on IS September,
nd hastened a violent solution. On 20 September
tobert of Geneva was chosen pope, and on this day
tie Western Schism began.
The Italians abstained from the election but were

onvinced of its canonical character. Robert assumed
lie name of Clement VII. The obediences of the

Ko popes assumed definite Umits between Scptem-
er, 137S, and June, 1379. All Western Europe
sxcept England, Ireland, and the English dominions
1 France) submitted to Clement VII, the greater

art of Germany, Flanders, and Italy (with exception

f Naples) recognized Urban. The obedience of

Irban was more numerous, that of Clement more
nposing. Meanwhile, Urban created twenty-eight

ardinals, four of whom refused to accept the purple,

t is very difficult to decide exactly how far the schi.sm

> to be attributed to Urban's behaviour. Indis-

utably the long exile at Avignon was its principal

au.se, as it diminished the credit of the popes and
iver.sely increa.sed the ambition of the cardinals, who
ere always striving to obtain more influence in the

ovcrnment of the Church. Whatever may have
een the causes of this event, it is certain that the
lection of Urban was lawful, that of Clement unca-
onical.

If the first days of Urban's pontificate were un-
appy, his whole reign was a series of misadventures,
t is true that he was successful in reducing Cast el

ant' Angelo and subduing a revolt of the Romans,
ut these are the only successes of his reign. Naples
as soon in turmoil. Queen Joanna went over to

le Clementines and was deposed by IVban. Charles
f Durazzo took her place. He arrested the queen
nd took possession of the kingdom, but soon lost

ivour with the pope for not fulfilling his engagements
iwards Francesco Prignano (Urban's unworthy and
nnioral nephew), in whose regard Urban is not
ee from neiiotism. The pope now went to the
)uth of Italy, against the advice of his cardinals,

as received at Aver.sa by the king himself, but
nprisoncd on the night of his arrival (30 Oct., 1.383).

hrough his cardinals a compromise was reached,
nd Urban left .\ versa for Nocera. Here he had to

ndure the most unworthy treatment from Margaret,
le wife of Charles. The iiiisiinderstanding between
'rban and Charles increased after the death of the
itter's enemy, Louis of .\njou; the pope, obstinate
nd intractable, continued in a half-hostile, half-

ependent, attitude towards Charles, and created
)urtccn cardinals, only the Neapolitans accepting
le dignity. He became daily more estranged from
le older members of the .Sacred College. No one
inver.sant with the ideas current at this time in the
acred College will wonder that the example of 1378
)und imitation. Highly irritated by Urban's incon-

siderate behaviour, the Urbanist cardinals meditated
a more practical way of proceeding; they proposed to

depose or, at least, arrest him. But their plot was
revealed to him, and six of them were imprisoned and
their possessions confiscated. Those who did not
confess were tortured, and the King and Queen of

Naples, being suspected as accomplices, were excom-
municated. In consequence Nocera was besieged

by the king. Urban courageously fiefended the
place, twoorthreetimesadayanathematizing his foes

from the ramparts. After nearly five months, Nocera
was relieved by the Urbanists, Urban escaping to

Barletta, whence a Genoese fleet transported him and
the imprisoned cardinals to Genoa. During the
voyage the Bishop of Aquila, one of the conspirators,

was executed, and the cardinals, excepting Adam
Aston, were put to death at Genoa, in spite of the
intervention of the doge. It may be taken for cer-

tain that the cardin.als had conspired against Urban,
with a view of deposing him; that they intended to

burn him as an heretic may be a fantastic rumour.
At all events he acted very unwisely by treating them
so cruelly, for he then alienated faithful adherents,

as is proved by the manifesto of the five cardinaKs,

who remained at Nocera and renounced his obedience.

After King Charles was murdered in Hungary
(February, 1386) Urban again undertook to establish

his authority in that kingdom; he left for Lucca,
refused to treat with the dowager-queen IMargaret,

and declined the proposal of a general council, which
some German princes proposed at the insistence

of Clement VII, though he himself had formerly
proposed the same expedient. He insulted the
ambassadors and pressed the German king, Wen-
ceslaus, to come to Rome. In August, 1,'B87, he
proclaimed a crusade against Clement, and in Sep-
tember set out for Perugia, where he remained
till August, 1.388, recruiting soldiers for a campaign
against Naples, which had again fallen into the hands
of the Clementines, and the possession of which was
very important for his own safety. The soldiers, not
receiving their pay, deserted, and Urban returned to

Rome, where his refractory temper brought him into

difliculties that could only be removed by .an inter-

dict. It was at Rome, also, that he fixed the interval

between the jubilees at thirty-three years, the first

of which was to be celebrated the next year, 1390.

But he did not live to open it. Urban might have
been a good pope in more peaceful circumstances; but
he certainly was unable to heal the wounds which the

Church had received during the exile of Avignon. If

the genius of a Gregory VII or an Innocent III was
scarcely able to triumph over the ambition of the
cardinals, the bad conduct of the higher and lower

clergy, and the unruline.ss of the laity, these impedi-
ments could not but shipwreck the inconstant and
quarrelsome Urban.
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William Mulder.

Urban VII, Pope (Giamb.^ttista Castagna), b.

at Rome, 4 Aug., 1521; elected pope, 15 September,

1590; d. at Rome, 27 Sept., 1590. His father,

Cosimo, was a Genoese nobleman; his mother, Cos-
tanza Ricci, was a Roman and sister of Cardinal

Jacovazzi. He
studied civil and
canon law at va-
riou.s universities

of Italy and
graduated as doc-
tor of both laws
at Bologna. Soon
after he became
auditor of his
uncle, Cardinal
Girolamo Verallo,

wliom he accom-
panied as datary
on a papal legation

to France. On his

return to Italy,

.lulius III made
him referendary of

the Segnatura di

Giustizia and on
1 March, 15.53,

appointed him
Archbishop of

Rnss.ino. He w.as

(inlained priest, 30
M;irch, and conse-

crated bishop by
Cardinal Verallo, 4 April. Julius III sent him
as governor to Fano in 1555, and under Paul IV
he was for a short time (jovernor of Perugia

and Umbria. During the reign of Pius IV he set-

tled satisfactorily a long-standing boundary dispute

between the inhabitants of Terni and Spoleto.

From 1562 to 1563 he assisted at the Council of Trent,

where he was made president of various congrega-

tions and manifested great prudence and learning.

In 1565 he accompanied the cardinal-legate Buon-
compagni (afterwards Gregory XIII) to Spain, where he
remained seven years as papal nuncio at the Court of

Philip II. On his return to Italy he voluntarily

resigned the archiepiscopal See of P^ossano in Janu-

ary, 1573, and was sent by Gregory XIII as nuncio

to Venice, whence he was transferred as governor to

Bologna in 1577. A year later he was sent as legate

extraordinary to Cologne, to reiiresent Gregory XIII
at the peace conference between Philip II and the

United Provinces. Upon his return to Rome he was
appointed Consultor of the Holy Office and the Eccle-

siasl ical State. On 12 DeceiribiT, loS3, Gregory XIII
created him cardinal priest with the titular Church of

S. Marcelld, and on S October, l.JSl, appointed him
legate of Bologna. During the reign of Sixtus V
(1.5S5 90) he was highly influential. On 19 Novem-
ber, 15S(), he became Inquisitor-General of the Holy
Office.

Sixtus V having died 27 August, 1590, the cardi-

nals, 54 in number (see Eubel, "Ilierarchia catholica

medii fevi". III, 59), entered the conclaye at the

Vatican on 7 September, and elected Cardinal Cas-
tagna as pope on 15 September. The news of his

elect ion was a cause of universal joy. The new pontiff

was not only highly esteemed for his piety and learn-

ing, he had also, in the many important and difficult

positions which he filled as archbishop and cardinal,

manifested extraordinary prudence and administra-
tive ability. He chose the name Urban in order that

this name, which in Latin signifies "kind", might
be a continuous reminder for him to show kindness
towards all his subjects. One of his first acts was
to have a list made of all the poor in Rome that he
might alleviate their needs. He also gave liberal alms
to those cardinals whose income was insufficient, paid
the debts of all the monis-de-piele in the Ecclesiastical

State, and ordered the bakers of Rome to make larger

loaves of bread and sell them cheaper, indemnifying
their losses out of his own purse. Desirous of check-
ing the luxury of the rich, he forbade his chamberlains
to wear silk garments. In order to give occupation
to the poor, he ordered the completion of the public
works that had been commenced by his predecessor.
He appointed a committee of cardinals, consisting of

Paleotti, Fachinetti, Lancelotti, and Aldobrandini,
for the reform of the Apostohc Datary. Strongly
opposed to nepotism, he expressed his purpose never
to appoint any of his relatives to an office in the Curia
and forbade them to make use of the title "Excel-
lence", which it was customary to give to the nearest
relatives of the pope. A few days after his election

he became seriously ill. The faithful united in prayers
for his recovery; public processions, expositions of

the Blessed Sacrament, and other pious exercises

were conducted. The pope confessed and com-
municated every day of his illness. He once expressed

a desire to remove to the Quirinal, where the air was
purer and more wholesome, but, when told that it was
not customary for the pope to be seen in the city

before his coronation, he remained in the Vatican.

He died before the papal coronation could take place

and was buried in the Vatican BasiUca. On 22
September, 1606, his remains were transferred to the

Church of S. Maria sopra Minerva, where a magnifi-

cent monument was erected in his honour. His
temporal possessions, consisting of 30,000 scudi, he
bequeathed to the Archconfraternity of the Annun-
ciation to be used as dowries for poor girls.

Arrighi, Urbani Vll pontificis maiimi mta (Bologna, 1614)

;

Cardell.a, Memorie storiche de' cardinali delta s. Romarta Chiesa,

V (Rome, 1793). 178-81; Moroni. Dizionario di erudizione

storico ecclesiastics. LXXXVI (Venice. 1837), 36-41 : De .Mo.vtor,

Lives of the Popes, tr. Neuoan. I (New York, 1865), 872-74.

MiCH.AEL OtT.

Urban VIII, Pope (Mapfeo Barberini), b. at

Florence in April, 156S; elected pope, 6 August, 1623;

d. at Rome, 29 July, 1644. His father Antonio Bar-

berini, a Florentine nobleman, having died when
^laffeo was only three years old, his mother, Camilla

Barbadoro, brought him to Rome at an early age.

He lived with his uncle, Francesco Barberini, who was
then prothonotary Apostohc, and was educated at the

Collegio Romano undw- the direction of the Jesuits.

In 1,589 he gr.aduated from Pisa as Doctor of Laws,

and returning to Rome he became abbreviator Apos-

tolic and referendary of the Segnatura di Giustizia.

In 1592 Clement VIII made him Governor of Fano,

then prothonotary Apostolic, and in 1601 papal

legate to France to present his felicitations to King

Henry IV on the birth of the dauphin, the future

King" Louis XIII. In 1604 he was appointed Arch-

bishop of Nazareth and sent as nuncio to Paris, where

he became very influential with Henry IV. In

recognition of his .services in France, Paul V created

him cardinal-priest, 11 September, 160t), with the

titular Church of S. Pietro in Montorio, which he ex-

changed for that of S. Onofrio, 5 September, 1610.

On 17 October, 1608, he was transferred to the See of

Spoleto, where he convened a synod, completed the

seminary, and built two other dioce.^an seminaries, at

Spello and Vis.so. In 1617 Paul V made him legate

of Bologna and prefect of the Segnatura di Giustizm.
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1 19 July, 1623, fifty-five cardinals entered con-

ive to elect a successor to Gregory XV; on 6 August
irdinal Maffoo Barberini received fifty votes. The
w pope took the name of Urban VIII. Being at-

cked by tlie fever which was raging in Rome, he was
hged to postpone his coronation until 29 Septem-
r. It is related that, before allowing himself to be
sted in the pontifical robes, he prostrated himself

fore the altar, praying that God might let him die if

i pontificate would not be for the good of the
lurch.

He began his reign by issuing on the very day of his

ction the Bulls of canonization of Philip Neri, Ig-

tius Loyola, and Francis Xavier, wlio had been
nonized by Gregory XV. Urban himself canon-
'd: Ehzabeth of Portugal, 25 May, 1625; and An-
?w Corsini, 22 April, 1629. He beatified: James
the Marches, a Minorite, 12 August, 1624; Francis

)rgia, a Jesuit, 23 November, U>24; Andrew Avcl-
o, 10 June, 1625; Felix of Cantahee, a Minorite,

3ctober, 1625; Mary Magdalen de' Pazzi, 8 May,
26; Cajetan, the founder of the Theatines, 8 Octo-
r, 1629; John of God, 21 September, 1630; and
saphat Kunoevyc, 16 May, 1643. He reserved the

atification of saints to the Holy See and in a Bull,

ted 30 October, 1625, forbade the representation

th the halo of sanctity of persons not beatified or

nonized, the placing of lamps, tablets, etc., before
?ir .sepulchres, and the printing of their alleged rair-

les or revelations. In a later Bull, dated 13 Sep-
nber, 1642, he reduced the number of holy days of

ligation to thirty-four, besides Sundays. Urban
roduced many new offices into the Breviary. He
mposed the whole proper Office of St. Elizabeth and
ote the hymns, as they are in the Breviary, for the

ists of St. Martina, St. Hermenegild, and St. Eliza-

th of Portugal. A book of poems, wTitten by him
Fore he became pope, was published during his pon-
cate under the tiJe: "Maphei Cardinalis Barberini

emata" (Rome, 1637). In 1629 he appointed a
Tiniittee for the reform of the Breviary. Their in-

Tiplete and often ill-advised corrections were ap-
3ved by Urban, 19 September, 1631, and embodied
the official edition of the Roman Breviary which
s issued the following year (see Breviary.—lie-

m-s nf Ihe Breviart/)- In 1627 Urban gave the final

ipe to the celebrated Bull, "In Coena Domini".
1634 he enjoined upon all ruling bishops, in-

ding cardinals, to observe the episcopal residence

decreed at the Council of Trent. During Urban's
ntificate occurred the second trial and condemna-
n of Galileo by the Roman Inquisition (see

LiLEi, Galileo). On 6 March, 1642, he issued the

11, "In eminent!", condemning the " August inus"
Jansenius (q. v.).

Urban wa^ a great patron of Catholic foreign mis-
ns. He erected various dioceses and vicariates in

?an countries and encouraged the missionaries by
rd and financial a8.sistance. He extended the
lere of activity for the Congregation of Projja-

ida (q. v.), and in 1627 founded the Collegium Ur-
num, whose object was the training of missionaries

foreign countries. For the Maronites he had
eady founded (1625) a college on Mount Lebanon.
order to increase the number of missionaries in

ina and Japan he opened these two countries to all

?sionaries in 1633, although firegory XllI had
en the .Jesuits the exclusive right to those missions
1.5S5. In a Bull, dated 22 April, 1639, he strirtly

)hibited slavery of any kind among the Indians of

raguay, Brazil, and the entire West Indies. In
efforts to restore Catholicism in England Urban

1 little success. In 1624 he sent Richard Smith as
ar .'\po3tolic to that country, but the latter's im-
ident insistence on exercising full episcopal au-
)rity in England and Scotland brought him into

blic conflict with the Jesuits and other missionaries

of religious orders. The Government issued new hos-
tile measures against the Catholics, and in 1631 Smith
was obliged to flee. Three years later Urban sent
Gregorio Panzani (q. v.) to England. Having gained
greater hberty for the Catholics, he was succeeded in

1638 by George Conn, an Englishman, who had
previously been secretary to Cardinal Francesco
Barberini. Forced to return to Rome in 1639, on
account of iU-health, he was replaced by Rossetti. Re-
peated requests made through him to the pope for
financial aid in the war brewing between the king and
Parliament were refused by Urban except on condi-
tion of the king's

conversion. The
ensuing war put
an end to all nego-
tiations. (Seethe
letters of Panzani,
Conn, and Ros-
setti to Cardinal
Barberini in the
Record Office
Transcripts.) The
religious orders
found a zealous
promoter in Ur-
ban. In 1628 he
approved the Con-
gregation of Our
Saviour, a re-

formed branch of

August inian can-
ons, founded by
Peter Fourier in

1609, and in 16.32,

the Lazarists or
Priests of the Mis-
sion, a secular
congregation
founded by Vin- Bronze Bcst of I'rban VIII

cent of Paul. He ^^^ Cathedral, Spoleto

also approved the following sisterhoods: Canonessea
of the Holy Sepulchre, 1631; Sisters of the Incarna-
tion, 1633; Nuns of Our Lady of Nancy, 1634; and
Sisters of Our Lady of Mercy, 1642. The Jesuitesses,
founded by the Englishwoman Mary Ward in 1609,
he suppressed in 1631 for insubordination.

Urban's greatest fault was his excessive nepotism.
Three days after his coronation he created Francesco
Barberini, his nephew, cardinal; in 1627 he made him
librarian of the Vatican; and in 1632 vice-chancellor.
I>ancesco did not abuse his power. He built the
large Barberini Palace and founded the famous Bar-
berini Library which was acquired and made part of
the Vatican Library by Leo XIII in 1902. Urban's
nephew, Antonio Barberini, the Younger, was created
cardinal in 1627, became catnerlengo in 1638, then
commander-in-chief of the pai)al troops. He was
legate at Avignon and Urbino in 1633; at Bologna,
Ferrara, and Romagna in 1641. Urban's brother
Antonio, who was a Capuchin, received the Diocese
of Senigagha in 1625, was created cardinal in 1628,
and later appointed grand penitentiary and librarian
of the Vatican. A third nephew of Urban, Taddeo
Barberini, w'as made Prince of Palest rina and Prefect
of Rome. It is scarcely credible what immense
riches accrued to the Barberini family through Ur-
ban's nepotism. Ranke (loc. cit., 11, 309) reckons it

at 105 million sruili. Finally, tormented with scruples
concerning his nepotism. Urban twice appointed a
special committee of theologians to investigate
whether it was lawful for his nephews to retain their

po.s.sessions, but each time the committee decided in

favour of his nephews. .Vmong the members of the
second committee were ('ardinal Lugo and Father
Lupis.

In the government of the Papal territory Urban, as
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a rule, followed his own judgment; even his nephews
had Uttle influence during the first ten years of his

pontificate. He honoured the cardinals by ordering
them to give precedence only to crowned heads, and
in a Decree of 10 June, 1630, bestowed upon them the

title of "Eminence", their former title having been
"Illustrious and Most Reverend". In 1626 he
extended the Papal territory by inducing the aged
Duke Francesco Maria della Rovere to cede his Duchy
of Urbino to the Church. Towards the end of his

pontificate his nephews involved him in a useless war
with Odoardo Farnese, the Duke of Parma, with
whom they had quarrelled on questions of etiquette

during his visit to Rome in 1639. In revenge they
induced Urban to prohibit the exportation of grain

from Castro into the Roman territory, thus depriv-

ing Farnese of an income without which he could not

pay the interest on his monii, or bonds. The duke's
creditors complained to the pope, who took forcible

possession of Castro, 13 October, 1641, in order to

assure the payment. This proved ineffective, and
on 13 January, 1642, Urban excommunicated Farnese
and deprived him of all his fiefs. Backed by Tuscany,
Modena, and Venice, the duke set out towards Rome
at the head of about 3000 horsemen, putting to flight

the papal troops. Peace negotiations were concluded
near Orvieto, but not accepted by the pope. In 1643
hostilities were renewed and continued without deci-

sive success until the pope finally concluded a dis-

graceful peace on 31 March, 1644. He was obliged

to free the duke from the ban and restore all the

places taken by the papal troops.

Urban spent heavy sums on armaments, fortifica-

tions, and structures of every kind. At Castelfranco

he erected the costly but unfavourably situated Fort
Urbano, established an extensive manufactory of

arms at Tivoli, and transformed Civitavecchia into a
military port. He strongly fortified the Castel of

Sant' Angelo, Monte Cavallo, and built various for-

tifications on the right side of the Tiber in Rome. He
erected the beautifully situated papal villa at Castle

Gandolfo, founded the Vatican Seminary, built va-

rious churches and monasteries, beautified streets,

piazzas, and fountains. The three bees in his

escutcheon attract the attention of every observant
visitor in Rome. In the Basilica of St. Peter he
erected the baldachin over the high altar, the tomb
of Countess Matilda, translating her remains from
Mantua, and his own tomb, opposite that of Paul
III. For some of these structures he used bronze
from the roof of the Pantheon, thus causing the well-

known but unwarranted pasquinade: "Quod non
fecerunt Barbari, fecerunt Barberini."
The pontificate of Urban extended over one of the

most critical periods in the history of the Catholic
Church, the Thirty Years War. Ranke and Gre-
gorovius (see bibliography) attribute Urban's actions

in this war to his intention to humiliate the two
Houses of Habsburg (Austria and Spain), whose too
great power was a constant menace to Italy and
Rome; hence^ they declare, he favoured France and
did not subsidize Emperor Ferdinand II in his war
against Gustavus .'Vdolphus and the Protestants.

An imbias.sed study of the situation will lead to a dif-

ferent conchision. Neither as pontiff nor as tem-
poral ruler coidd Ilrban remain a disinterested on-
looker, and he had no other motive than the welfare

of the Catholic Church. As the common Father
of Christendom he interj'osed concerning the Val-
tellina, a strategically important valley between
Venice and the Cirisons, which was eagerly coveted
by France as well as Spain. He refused to join the
alliance which France had made with Venice and
Savoy against Spain in 1624, and was instrumental in

bringing about the Treaty of Monzon, !\ March, 1626,
which g,'ive equal rights upon the Valtellina (o France
and Spain. He also refusc(l to enter the league which

France had concluded with Venice and Savoy at the
beginning of the war of the Mantuan succession in

1629. "It is impossible for me", he WTites to Nagni,
the French nuncio, 2 April, 1629, "to put in jeopardy
the common fatherhood and, in consequence, to be
no longer able to heal and pacify, which is the proper
business of the pope as the vicar of Christ" (Nunzia-
tura di Francia, Vat. Lib. Cod. 71, and Nicolletti,

III, 1451-58).
Equally false are the accusations of Ranke and

Gregorovius that Urban opposed the ekction of Fer-
dinand's oldest son as King of Rome and advocated
the dismissal of Wallenstein as commander-in-chief of

the imperial army through his nuncio at the Electoral
Diet of Ratisbon in 1630. The first accusation was
already branded as a calumny by Cardinal Francesco
Barberini in a conference with the imperial ambassa-
dor Savelli on 16 March, 1629 (Nunziatura di Ger-
mania. Cod. 118, fol. 89); the second is refuted by
Urban himself, who on 17 January, 1632, congratu-
lated WaUenstein on his reassumption of the command
and sent him the Apostohc blessing (Registrum bre-

vium, XXXI, 87). It is, however, true that Urban
did not subsidize the imperial army and the Catholic
League as liberally as he could and should have done.
Nevertheless, he sent (1632-34) two million francs out
of his own means to the Catholic troops in Germany.
Urban did not join the League of the Catholic Estates,
which was planned by the emperor, as the League was
directed not only against Gustavus Adolphus, but
also against France; hence it could not be joined by
the pope as the common father of Catholics. He
urged Louis XIII and Richelieu to desist from subsi-

dizing the King of Sweden, but refused to excommuni-
cate them, as he feared a repetition of what had
occurred in England under Henry VIII and Eliza-

beth (Nunziatura di Germania, Cod. 127, fol. 266).
The greatest calumny that has been spread about

Urban is his alleged sympathy wiih Gustavus Adol-
phus, whose death he is said to have mourned and for

whose soul he is said to have celebrated a Requiem
Mass. What Urban thought of the Swedish king
and how he mourned his death is manifest from a
Brief, addressed to Ferdinand on 14 Dec, 1632, when
the i)ope received the news that Gusta\-us Adolphus
had fallen in liattle (16 Nov., 1632). The Brief is

published in the original Latin by Ehses (see bibliog-

raphy). Tlie following quotation will suffice: "We
give eternal thanks to the Lord of vengeance because
he rendered retribution to the proud and shook from
the neck of the Cathohcs their most bitter enemy."
The Mass which he is said to have celebrated in the
German National Church, the Anima, at Rome on
11 Dec, was in reality a Mass of thanksgiving, of

which Alaleone, the papal master of ceremonies, says
expressly: "This Mass was celebrated in thanksgiv-
ing upon receiving the message of the death of the
King of Sweden" (Cod. Vat. 9252, II, 71 sq.). On
the next day the "Te Deum" was sung in the Sistine

Chapel in presence of the pope, "ob tetitiam necis

regis Sueciie interfecti", after which the pope himself
chanted the versieles and orations (ibid.).

It is as yet difficult to pa.ss a correct judgment on
Urban from every point of view. His life remains
still to be written fairly. His private life was beyond
all reproach, and the common welfare of the Church
seems to have been the mainsjiring of his pontifical

labours. His one fault was sciuandering money on his

nephews, army, and fortifications, while .stinting

Ferdinand and the C^atholic I^'ague in Germany.

NiroLETTI, Vila di Papa Vrbano VIIT' sloria drl sua pontifi-

calo (8 \-o\k. of 1400-l.''>nO pOROs oach), MS. in Vatican Library,

Collection Barberini, consists of a compilation of despatches of

the papal nunciature. BuUarium romanum, XIII-XV (Turin.
ISfiS); RegislTum brennm, quo- a S. D. N. Vrbano PP. VIII ad
jyrinripen scripla sunt in Vatican Library, Collection B.arberini;

KlEWNlNO. Nunlialurhericlile aus DetilsrHanrl. IV (Berlin. 1895-
97), 1-2; Hanke, Rdm. Papsle. tr. Foster. II (Londcn. 1906),

241-94; GRKOOBovins, Urban VIII im Widerapruch zu Spanier)
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lem Kat^er (Stuttgart 1879) ;
for the two Preceding Protestant 1732 ; over the main door is a high relief of Luca della

Historisch-polMsche Bldiier. xciv (Munich, 1884), 471-92, Hobbia. b. Agostino was also Gothic. The frescoes
I Ehses. Papsi Urban VIII u. Gusiav Adalph in Hisiorische in the oratory of S. Giovanni Battista by Jacopo and
"buch.xri (Munich. 1895) 336-41; Schnitzer, Zur Politik Lorenzo Sanseverino, including a "Crucifixion", are

FJdm.Wic Qu<.rt„(.r;.r,//, XIII (Rome, 1899); PiERALisi, &r- important m the history of painting: S. Spirito
o VIII e Gdlilfo Galilei (Rome, 1S75); Weech. Urban VIII (standards of Luca Signorelh), S. Bernardino (Bra-
ndon. 1905); Wadding, r,to iWani v/// (Rome. 1628); mante), S. Giuseppe (Adoration of the Magi, a rehef
ozzi, Sforia (Wdi /omiffda Barfccnn* (Rome, 1640); SiMONiN, u,, T>^„~A;n;\ T-l, J l i » j i tC V
,B urbanianm (Antwerp, 1637); Carini, II conclave di Urban!, ?,>

Brandini). 1 he ducal palace was erected by Duke
r/ in Spicilegio mlicano. I (Rome. 1891); Cambridge Modern I* ederiCO, With Luciano dl Laurana (1447) as archi-
lory. IV (London and New York, 1906), strongly prejudiced; tect: illustrious sculptors and painters were eneaeed
wl5,^-7rVr(Tr1fn, wioT/'" ''' O'"'"-/""-""'"-

to adorn it, but many of their works are now in
foreign museums. Among those remaining are the
statue of Duke Federico; the carvings on the edges of
the doors, windows, and chimney-pieces; paintings by
Margaritone, Antonio da Ferrara ("Crucifixion",
"Baptism of Christ"), Paolo Uccello ("Profanation
of the Host"), Giusto di Gand ("Last Supper"),
Giovanni Santi, Raphael's father ("Timoteo Viti");
Titian ("Resurrection"). The duke's study, with its

Jrbi et Orbi (which means "for the city and magnificent inlaid door and its ceiling, contains two
the world"): a term used to signify that a papal oratories. The Castracane palace has an important

Michael Ott

Trban College. See Propaganda, Sacred Con
sGATioN of; Roman Colleges.

Jrbania. See Sant' Angelo in Vado ani
baxia. Diocese of.

Jrbanists. See Poor Clares.

c u m e n t is ad-
ssed not only to

City of Rome
to the entire

;holic world. This
ase is applied es-

ially to the solemn
ising with plenary
ulgence which,
ore the occupa-
1 of Rome, tlie

le was accustomed
impart on certain

asions from the
cony of the chief

ilicas of the city.

,s blessing wa.s

en annually at St.

ter's on Holy
arsdav, Ea.ster,

I the"fea.st of Sts.

er and Paul; at

John Lateran on
Ascension;

collection of paint-
ings. Urbino has a
university with fac-
ulties of law, mathe-
matico-physics, and
a school of pharmacy
and obstetrics, and a
hospital founded in
126.'). Urbino is the
native place of Bar-
to 1 o m m e o Carusi,
theologian and pro-
fessor at Bologna and
Paris; Federico Com-
mandini (1509),
mathematician; Ber-
nardini Baldi (seven-
trenth century),
I" let; Ludovico della
Vcrnaccia (thirteenth
century), poet; Laura
Bat tiferri -Ammauat i

(seventeenth c e n -

tury), poe t ; the
Mary Major on the Assumption. It was im- archcologist, Mgr. Fabretti J1619); the painters,

The Cathedral. Urbino, XVIII Century

ted also on extraordinary occasions, as at St. Raffaello Sanzio and Federico Barocci; Bramante and
er's when the pope was crowned, at St. John's Genga, father and .son, architects; the sculptor,
;n he was enthroned, at various times during the Federico Brandani, and Clement XL
year, or jubilee, for the benefit of pilgrims. The

ising Urbi et Orbi of Ascension Day was some-
es postponed till Pentecost on account of the in-

aency of the weather, illness of the pope, etc.

ocent X in the jubilee of 1650 on the Epiphany,
tecost , and All Saints, as well as later popes, includ-
Pope Pius IX, for special reasons, gave this solemn
sing from the balcony of the Quirinal Palace.

Andrew B. Meehan.

ffbino, Archdiocese of(Urbinatensis), Province
e.'iaroand I'rbino, Italy. The city of Urbino issitu-

Urbino is the ancient Urbinum Matauren.se, a
Roman municipium. The city and its environs are
rich in inscriptions, one of which is certainly Christian.
Urbino was held by the Goths, but was caj)tured by
Behsarius (538). Under Pepin it became part of the
pontifical domain. By the eleventh century it had a
commune. Becoming the capital of the counts of
Montefeltrc, it increased in importance. In 1213 Bon-
conte di Montefeltro was elected podexld of Urbino.
The Urbinese rebelled, formed an alliance with the
commune of Rimini (1228), and by 1234 were masters
of the city. He and his descendants were leaders of

I on a hill between the valleys of the Metaurus and the GhibeUincs of the Marches and the Rom.agna.
lia, in a mountainous but well-cultivated country
cathedral, near the ducal palace, was designed by
nt Federico da Montefeltre; but was completely
isformed in the nineteenth century, as the cupola
ed in the sixteenth century and a large portion of

edifice were ruined in 1789. Some valuable pic-

Montefeltrano succeeded (1214-.55), and Guido
(1255-86 and 1293-6). Boniface VIII absolved him
from censures and employed him against Palestrina
and the Colonna. Federico I (1296-1322) increa.sed
his domains by taking from the Holy See Fano,
Osinio, Recanati, (iubbio, Spoleto, and Assisi. His

s are still preserved there, a " Last Supper" and a exorbitant taxes led to his murder, and the city recog-
nized the papal supremacy. But in 1323 his son Nolfo
(1323-59) was proclaimeij lord of I'rbino. In 1355, on
the coming of Cardinal Albornoz, the papal sover-
eignty was again recognized, but not without loss of
territorj'. Federico II w!is entirely despoiled. His
son, .Vntonio (1377-1403), i)rofited by the rebcMion of
the Marclies and I'liibri;! against the Holy .See (1375)
to restore his authority in Llrbino. Guido Antonio

n Sebastiano of Barocci" in the sacristy, the
ourging" by Pier della Francesca, in the oratory
he crypt a "Piet^" of Giovanni da Bologna,
[•r churches: S. Francesco (completed in 1350),
ly Roman, partly Gothic, contains exquisite
ptures of Constantino Trajjpola, paintings by
icci, Procaccini, and others. S. Dominico (1.365),

inally Gothic, but com^etely transformed in
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(1403-43) was appointed by Martin V (1419) ruler

of the Duchy of Spoleto, and carried on war against

Braccio di Montone with varying fortune. Oddo An-
tonio, after a few months' government, was assassi-

nated for his crimes. The Urbinese then offered the
lordship to Federico III (1444-82), the illegitimate

son of Guido Antonio, a pupil of Vittorino da Felt re's

school and a lover of art. Under him Urbino became
the resort of the brightest minds of the Renaissance.

He was implicated in the wars against Sigismondo
Malatesta, the pope, Rene of Anjou, and Florence.

Sixtus IV conferred on him the title of Duke of Ur-
bino (1474). Guidubaldo I (1492-1508) escaped by
flight the plots of Ca;sar Borgia. He adopted Fran-

cesco Maria della Rovere (1508-38), his sister's

child, and thus the signoria of Sinigaglia was united to

Urbino. He aided Julius II in reconquering the

Romagna. Leo X deprived him of his territory,

which was given to Lorenzo de' Medici, and later to

Giovanni Maria Varano (151G-21). On Leo's death
Federico III reascended the throne. The internal

government was almost entirely in the hands of

Duchess Eleonora Gonzaga. Guidubaldo II (1538-

74), by his marriage with Giulia di Varano, obtained

the Duchy of Camerino, which he had to cede in 1539

to Paul III for 60,000 scudi. In 1572 the Urbinese re-

belled against taxation, but were suppressed. Fran-
cesco Maria II (1574-1631) endeavoured to reduce

the taxes imposed by his father. In 1606 and 1626 he
withdrew from the government to study natural sci-

ences, and appointed a commission of eight to rule.

On the assassination of his only son, Federico Ubaldo,

in 1624, he placed his domains imder the Holy See.

The first known bishop of Urbino is Leontius, to

whom St. Gregory entrusted the Diocese of Rimini
(592). Other bi.shops: Theodoricus, who in 1021

transferred the cathedral within the city (the ancient

cathedral was outside); Blessed Mainardo (1057).

Under Bishops Egidio (1288) and Carrado, O.S.A.

(1309), Blessed Pelnigotto, a Franciscan Tertiary and
Blessed Clare of Rimini lived in the city. Marco
Boncioni, O.P. (1342); Fra Bartolommeo Carusi,

O.S.A. (1347), theologians. Under Francesco, O.

Min. (1379), the hermitage of the Gerolamini on
Monte Cesana was established; Oddone Colonna
(1380), later Martin V; Gian Pietro Arrivabeni

(1491), learned writer and restorer of discipline;

Cardinal Gregorio Cortese, O.S.B. (1542) ; FeUce Ti-

ranni (1551), reformer of religious life. In 1563

Pius IV made the see metropolitan, with the suffra-

gans, Cagli, Sinigaglia, Pesaro, Forssombrone, Mon-
tefeltro, and Gubbio. Under Antonio Giannotti

(1578) the seminary was opened; Ascanio Maffei

(1646) restored many churches; Ignazio Ranaldi, Ora-
torian (1819), restored the discipline of the seminary

and the religious orders. The archdiocese has now, as

suffragans, S. Angelo in Vado, Cagli, and Pergola, Fos-

sambrone, Pesaro, Senigallia; it contains 99 parishes;

32,600 inhabitants; 130 secular and regular priests;

1 house of religious (men) ; 4 convents of mms; 4 edu-

cational institutions for boys and 2 for girls.

CAPrELLETTl. Le rhirse if Italia. Ill (Venice. 1845); LlpP.^Bl.M.

Vrbino in Ilalia arlislim, VI (Bergamo, 1907); Ugolixo. Sloria

dei conti e dei duchi di Urbino (Florence, 1859); Alb.^.ni. Memorie
concementi la cilta di Urbino (Rome. 1724); Gcebrixi. Degli

uomini illualri di Urbino (Urbino. 1879); Den.nistowx, Memnir.i

of the Dukea of Urbino, illxutraling the arms, arts, and literature of

Italy from 1440 to 1630 (LondoD, 1851) ; Deladorde, Les dues et la

couT d' Urbino in Revue dea Deux Mondes, II (1851), 393-440.

U. Bbnigni.

TJrbs beata Jerusalem dicta pacis visio, the

first line of a hynui of probably the seventh or eighth

century, comprising eight stanzas (together with a
doxology) of the form:

Urbs beata Jerusalem, dicta pacis visio,

Qua} construitur in crrlo vivis ex lapidibus,

Et angelis coronata ut sponsata comite.

Sung in the Office of the Dedication of a Church, the

first four stanzas were usually assigned to Vespers and
Matins, the last four to Lauds. In the revision by the
correctors under LTrban VIII (see Brevi.^ry) the
unquantitative, accentual, trochaic rhythm was
changed into quantitative, iambic metre (with an
additional syllable), and the stanza appears in the
Breviary with divided lines:

Coelestis Urbs Jerusalem,
Beata pacis visio,

QuEB celsa de viventibus
Saxis ad astra toUeris,

Sponsa-que ritu cingeris

MiUe Angelorum millibus.

The original hjann for Lauds (Angularis fundamen-
tum lapis Christus missus est) was changed into

"Alto ex Olympi vertice", etc. Hymnologists,
Catholic and non-Catholic alike, critic'ise adversely
the work of the correctors in general. Of this hymn
in particular some think that, whereas it did not suffer

as much as some others, yet it lost much of its beauty
in the revision; others declare that it was admirably
transformed without unduly modifying the sense.

However this may be, the changed rhythm and
the additional syllable did not deter the editors of

the Ratisbon Antiphonary from including a melody,
which fitted admirably the rhythm of the "Pange
lingua gloriosi", but which was greatly marred and
rendered hardly singable when adapted to the reversed
rhythm of the "Coelestis L^rbs Jerusalem". A dif-

ferent textual revision, ascribed to Sebastian Besnatdt,
appeared in the Sens Breviary of 1626:

Urbs beata, vera pacis Visio Jerusalem,
Quanta surgit! celsa saxis Conditor viventibus:
Quce polivit, ha;c cooptat Sedibus suis Deus.

Neale thinks this inferior to the original, but superior
to the Roman revision. Roundell admits the blem-
ishes in the original that would suggest emendation,
but thinks that the Roman revision left out "most of

the architectural imagery", and notes that the Sena
Breviary omitted "the whole conception of the Heav-
enly City 'as a bride adorned for her husband'". He
nevertheless considers the revisions, if looked at as

new hymns, "spirited and attractive". The Pari-

sian Breviarj- of 1736 gives the form:

Urbs Jerusalem beata Dicta pacis visio

Qua? construitur in cffhs Vivis ex lapidibus,

Et ovantum coronata Angelorum agmine.

The hymn finds its Scriptural inspiration in Eph.,
ii, 20; I Pet., ii, 5; .\poc., xxi. Including aU forms of

the hymn, there are about thirty translations into

English verse.
Meabns and Juliax in Diet, of Hymnology (2nd ed., London.

1907), 1198, 1720. To the list of trs. add: Baqshawe. Brer-
iary Hymns and Missal Sequenees (London, s. d.). nos. 98, 99;
DoNAHOE, Early Christian Hymns (New York, 1908), 232, 233;
Roundell, Hymns, Their History and Development, etc. (Lon-
don and Edinburgh, 1S92), translates from the Sens Brer., p. 84
(cf. 72-3, 80-4) ; Dcffield, Latin Hymn-Writers and their Hymns
(New York, 1889). 326; Neale in Bute, The Roman Breviary: Idem
in .Manual of Prayers (Baltimore). Trench, Sacred Latin Poetry

(3rd ed., London, 1874), 317-20, interesting notes; Daniel.
Thesaurus hymnalogicus, 1, 239; IV, 193; MoNE. Lateinische

Hymnen des MiUelalters, I, 319-322. Daniel thinks the h.vmn
was not originally intended for the Dedication of a Church, but
was fitted for this use by the subsequent addition of stanias
7 and 8. Mone disagrees, as al~i. <!n.^ Trench. Neale cham-
pions Daniel, because of a "clear .litterenee i.f style and language"
in the two portions, the abruptness -nitli which the.y arc joined,

and the apparently doxological charaeter of the sixth stnnaa.

Daniel returns to his own defence (IV. 10:1-4) by citing from
MartSnc a direction of a Poitiers Pontifical of the tenth century
requiring the " Urbs beata" to be sung at the Blessing of the Font.
The disputed vcrsci do not fit in well with the ceri'niony of the
Blessing, for which the rest of the hymn answers well, for the
boptijed became thus citiiens of the Blessed City. Albin, La
pofsie du brfviaire romain; Les hymms. 4;iS-447; Baudot. The
Roman Breviary (London, lllli'", 1m. s. inr Catholic criticism

of the revision under Urban \l 1 1 I mi m -, Ih/mnarius Mnissin-
CfiLiia (Leipzig, 1888), gives dilTer.n! A,\l'r.^ and two additional
stansas (nos. 6 and 9); for chanpe ,1 rls\ tti'ti. The Corrected Forms
of the Hymns in the Vatican (Iraduale in Ecclesiastical Review
(Feb., 1910), 209-11.

H. T. Henry.
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ITrdaneta, Andr£s, Augustinian, b. at Villafranca,

inpuztoa, Spain, 1498; d. in the City of Moxiro,
168. He had studied Latin and philosophy, hut
iving been left an orphan resolved to devote himself

mihtary life, and in the Italian wars obtained the
nk of captain. Returning to Spain he took up the
udy of mathematics and astronomy, which gave
m an inclination for a seafaring life, and induced
m to accompany Jofre de Loaiza in an expedition
the Molucca Islands in 1525. He served there for

;ven years. On his return to Europe he landed in

sbon, where he was prosecuted bj' the Portuguese
Dvernment for having told the story of his voyage to

e islands when he passed through New Spain,
larles V did not give him a very favourable recep-
)n, and, wearied by his many adventures, he returned
the City of Mexico and entered the Augustinian
der. At the death of the viceroy, D. Luis de
;lasco, in 1564, New Spain had passed under the
vernment, of the Audiencia, one of whose first

res was to equip an expedition for the conquest and
Ionization of the Philippine Islands. This had
en ordered by Philip II in 1559, Fray Andres de
•daneta having been designated as the commander,
d the viceroy had the matter under consideration

the time of his death. Urdaneta was considered a
?at navigator, and especially fitted for cruising in

dian waters.

Philip II wTote urging him to join the expedition,
d offering him the command. LTrdaneta agreed to

company the expedition but refused to take com-
md, and the adelantado, Don Miguel L6pez de
gazpi, was appointed commander. The expedi-
m, composed of the "Capitana", which carried on
ard Legazpi and LTrdaneta, the galleons "San
bio" and "San Pedro", and the tenders "San Juan"
d "San Lucas", set sail on 21 Nov., 1564. After
?nding some time in the islands Legazpi deter-
ned to remain, and sent Urdaneta back for the
rpose of finding a better return route and to obtain
Ip from New Spain, for the PhiUppine colony. He
t the Island of Cebu in July, 1565, and was obliged
sail as far as 36° N. lat. to obtain favourable winds,
daneta had to assume command in person, four-
n of his crew died, and when the ship reached the
rt of .\capulco on 3 Oct., 1565, only Urdaneta and
lipe de Salcedo, nephew of Legazpi, had strength
3Ugh to cast the anchors. From Mexico he went to
irope to make a report of the expedition, and
urned to New Spain, intending to continueon to the
lilippines, but he was dissuaded by his friends. He
ote two accounts of his voyages; the one giving the
Munt of the Loaiza ex-pedition was pubUshed; the
ler, which gives the account of his return voyage,
jreserved in manuscript in thearchivesof thelndies.
'alacio. Mexico d tTavis de los siglos II (Barcelona);
icionario encidopfJico hispano-amtricajui, XXI (Barce-
a, 1897).

Camilltjs Crivelli.

CTrgel, Diocese of (Urgellensis), in Spain,
Tragan of Tarragona; bounded on the N. by France;
by the Provinces of Gerona, Barcelona, and L^rida;
and W. by L^rida, which includes most of the
icese, the latter, however, extends to some towns
Gerona, Huesca, and the valleys of Andorra. The
)ital, Sen de Urgel, is situated in the northern part
!/rida, between the Segre and Balira, and lias

)0 inhabitants. The city, one of the most ancient
Spain, belonged to the Ilergetas and is called Orgia
Orgelia on the Iberian coins.

Christianity was introduced into Urgel at a very
•ly period. St. Justus, Bishop of Urgel, attendee!
; Second Council of Toledo in 527. He also
ended the First Council of I^rida, 546, and wrote
the Canticle of Canticles a work dedicated to

rgius, .Vrchbishop of Tarragona. St . Isidore men-
tis him and his three brothers in his "Varonea

ilustres". Simplicius, Bishop of Urgel, figures in the
Third Council of Toledo and the names of his succes-
sors, in later councils of Tarragona, and the Second
Council of Barcelona. Lubericus, at the time of the
Mohammedan invasion, attended the Sixteenth
Council of Toledo. The line of bishops continued
uninterruptedly during the period of the Mohamme-
dan dominion. The city, however, was totally
destroyed, a district called Vicus Urgelli alone
surviving. Reconquered and taken possession of by
the French the see was governed by Felix who with
Elipandus of Toledo propagated Adoptionism (q. v.),

a heresy in which it appears he died, notwithstanding
the fact that he had several times abjured it. Learned
and except for his heretical tendencies, virtuous, he
died in exile in Le6n, 804, and for this reason the
people of LIrgel in ancient times venerated him as one
of their seven holy bishops. About 885 Bishop
Ingobert was expelled from his see by the intruder
Selva, who, under the protection of the Count of
Urgel, was consecrated in Gascony. This usurper
also unlawfully placed Hermemiro over the See of
Gerona. In 892 a synod was held in the Church of
Santa Maria in Urgel; the two usurpers w'ere deposed,
their vestments rent, their crosiers broken over their
heads, and they were deprived of their sacerdotal
faculties. Bishop Saint Amengol died on 3 Nov.,
1035. Another saint and Bishop of Urgel was Odo,
son of Count de Pallas (1095-1122). Arnaldus of
Perexens retired to the monastery of Bellpuig in 1194.
His successor Bernardo de Cast ell6 attended t he Third
Council of the Lateran, and in 1198 retired to the
monastery of Aspir in the Diocese of Elne. In the
last century Josfj Caixal, who distinguished himself at
the Vatican Council and was so cordially detested by
the Liberals, was Bishop of Urgel (1853-79). When
Seo de LTrgel was captured by Martinez Campos
during the civil war the bishop was taken prisoner,
exiled and died at Rome.

Andorr.\.—The bishops of Urgel have from very
ancient times been sovereign princes of the Andorra
valleys. When Charlemagne liberated the City of
Urgel from the Saracen yoke he conferred on its

bishop Posidonius I the right to one tenth of the
tithes of the valleys. When the territory was recon-
quered and colonized by Louis the Pious he conferred
the .sovereignty on the Count of Urgel. These counts
and the bishop contended for the rights over the
Andorran valleys until 26 Oct., 1040, when on the
occasion of the dedication of the cathedral of Urgel
the Countess Constancia accompanied by her son
Armengol, a minor, ceded to Bishop Eribaldus her
right of sovereignty over Andorra. The contentions,
however, were renewed between Count Armengol and
Bishop Bernardo de Castell6. The latter had
recourse to Raimundo Roger I, Count of Foix, prom-
ising to share with him the government of Andorra.
Relying on this agreement Roger Bernardo III,

Count of Foix, in 12()4, invaded the estates of the
Bishop of Urgel. This war was ended by arbitration.
Jatvert, Bishop of Valencia, acting with, the other
arbitrators, drew up an agreement known as the
"Pariatges", which was accepted by the Count de
Foix on 7 Sept., 1278, and later confirmed by Martin
IV. This convention still forms the Constitution of
Andorra, a neutral territory, known as a republic.
According to it the valleys recognized as their lawful
sovereigns the Count de Foix and the Bishoj) of
Urgel, each of whom appointed a vcgucr (vicar), who
jointly administered the government. The rights of

the counts of Foix passed to the Bourbons, kings of

France, and sub.sequently to the French Government;
the bishops of Urgel still retain a nominal suzerainty
and the title of "principes soberanos" of Andorra.
The ancient cathedral of Andorra was destroyed;

the present cathedral dates from the time of Bishop
Eribaldus and was consecrated in 1040, although the
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building was continued until late into the thirteenth
century. It is an example of the Romanesque of the
second period resembling the transition period archi-
tecture of France. Adjoining the church is a twelfth-
century cloister, restored in the sixteenth century.
The cathedral possesses a rich collection of ancient
jewelled altar-vessels and ornaments. The archives
contain a famous collection of very ancient docu-
ments, some of which date from the time of the
Frankish kings. Inside the cathedral is the parish of
St. Odo, and outside are the churches of San Miguel
and San Augustln. To the east of the city are sit-

uated the citadel, the castle, and the tower of Solsona,
which figured prominently in the late civil wars. The
first seminary was erected by a Bull of Clement VIII,
13 Augu.st, 1592; the new seminary was built by
Bishop Caixal and is one of the finest buildings in

the city. The episcopal palace is also striking.

There are two hospitals, mihtary and civil, the latter
being installed in the former Convent of the Augus-
tinians. There is a convent of sisters devoted to
Christian education, a foundling and an orphan asy-
lum. The cathedral was declared a minor basilica
on 9 Dec, 1905. The diminutive republic (6000) is

governed by a popularly elected council of ex-members
and a syndic or president, elected by the council for
life. Its inhabitants are mostly shepherds, and speak
Catalan.

Statistics.—The present Bishop of Urgel is Mgr.
Juan Bennloch y Vivo, b. at Valencia, Spain, 30 Dec,
1S64 lordained, 25 P"eb., 1888; Vicar-General of Segovia
in 1899; named titular Bishop of Hermopolis Major,
12 Dec, 1901, and Apostolic Administrator of Sol-
sona, consecrated, 2 Feb., 1902, and transferred to
Urgel, 6 Dec, 1906, in succession to Mgr. Juan Jose
Lagnarda y Fenollera. There are about 100,000
Cathohcs; 19 archpriests; 600 priests; 395 parishes;
400 churches; 575 chapels. The religious (male)
include the Franciscans, Trappists, Missionaries of

the Immaculate Conception, and Piarists (with 3
colleges). Among the nuns there are: Carmehtes,
Poor Clares, Little Sisters of the Poor, Dominican
Tertiaries, Carmelite Sisters of Charity, and Sisters
of the Holy Family (with 14 schools)", of the Holy
Guardian .\ngcl, and of St. Joseph; there are 3 hospi-
tals in care of nuns.
Men-£ndez t Pelato, Helerodozos espahoUs (Madrid, 1897);

Fl6rez. Enpafia sdgrada, V (Madrid, 1855); DE la Fcente. Hisl.
ectes. de Espafla (Barcelona, 1859); de Bofarull y Broc\,
Hist, de Cataluna (Barcelona, 1876); Vidal, L'Andorre (Paris,
ISBB); PiFERREH, Cataluna (Barcelona, 1884).

Ram6n Ruiz Amado.

Urim and Thummim (:*r."'1 CIIX).—The sacred
lot by means of which the ancient Hebrews were wont
to seek manifestations of the Divine will. Two other
channels of Divine communication were recognized,
viz. dreams and iinijihetical utterance, as we learn
from numerous passuiics of the Old Testament. The
three forms arc mentioned together in I Kings, xxviii,

t). "And he (Saul) consulted the Lord, and he
answered him not, neither by dreams, nor by priests
(Hebrew, Urim, LXX, S-qkon), nor by prophets."
There can be no doubt that in this instance the Douay
translation "priests" is wrong, ba.sed on the mistaken
rendering "sacerdotex" of the Latin Vulgate. The ety-
mological signification of the words, at lca,st as indi-
cated l)y the .M.-issoretic jxinctuation, is suflieiently
plain. I'rim is derived from TX, "light", or "to give
light", and Thummim from E."i, "completeness", "per-
fection", or "innocence". In view of these deriva-
tions it is surmised by some scholars that the sacred lot

may have had a twofold pur[)ose in trial ordeals, viz.
Urim serving to bring to light the guilt of the accused
person, and Thummim to cstaljlish his innocence. Be
that as it may, the relatively few mentions of Urim
and Thummim in the (^1<1 Testament leave the preci.se

nature and use of the lot a matter of more or less

plausible conjecture, nor is much light derived from
the ancient versions in which the term is subject to
uncertain and divergent i-enderings. In the xx\-iii

chapter of PJxodus ("P") where minute directions are
given concerning the priestlv vestments, and in par-
ticular concerning the "rational" (probably "pouch"
or "breastplate") we read (v. 30): "And thou
(Moses) shalt put in the rational of judgment doctrine
and truth (Heb. the Urim. and the Thummim), which
shall be on Aaron's breiist when he shall go in before
the Lord; and he shall bear the judgment of the chil-

dren of Israel on his breast in the sight of the Lord
always." PVom this it appears that at least towards
the close of the Exile, the Urim and Thummim were
considered as something distinct from the ephod of the
high priest and the gems with which it was adorned.
It also shows that they were conceived of as material
objects sufficiently small to be inserted in the "ra-
tional" or "pouch", the main purpose of which seems
to have been to receive them. In Leviticus, viii, 7-8
we read: "He (Moses) vested the high priest with the
strait linen garment, girding him with the girdle, and
putting on him the violet tunick, and over it he put
the ephod, and binding it with the girdle, he fitted it to
the rational, on which was doctrine and truth" (Heb.
the Urim and the Thummim). Again in Numbers
xxvii, 21: "If anything be to be done, Eleazar the
priest shall consult the Lord for him" (Heb. "and he
[Eleazarj shall invoke upon him the judgment of

Urim before the Lord"). These passages add little

to our knowledge of the nature and use of the oracle,

except perhaps the importance attached to it as
a means of Divine communication in the post-Exilic
period.

Some of the earlier Old-Testament passages are
more instructive. Among these mav be mentioned
I Kings, xiv, 41-2. After the battle"with the Philis-

tines during which Jonathan had unwittingly violated
the rash oath of his father,Saul,by tasting a little wild
honey, the latter consulted the Lord but received no
answer. Desiring to ascertain the cause of the Divine
displeasure, Saul calls together the people in order
that the culprit may be revealed and thus addresses the
Lord: "O Lord God of Israel, give a sign, by which we
may know, what the meaning is, that thou answerest
not thy servant to-day. If this iniquity be in me, or

in my son Jonathan, give a proof (Vulgate da osten-

sionem=Urim) : or if this iniquity be in thy people, give
holiness (V'ulgate da sanctitatem^Thummim). And
Jonathan and Saul were taken, and the people es-

caped. And Saul said: Cast lots between me and
Jonathan my son. And Jonathan was taken." The
above rendering of the Vulgate is confirmed by the
Greek recension of Lucian (see ed. Lagarde), and by
the evidently corrupt Massoretic Ihamitn at the end of

verse 41. From this and various other passages
which it would be too long to discuss here (v. g. Deut.
x.xxiii, 8, Heb., I Kings, xiv, 36, I Kings, xxiii, 6-12
etc.) we gather that the Urim and Thummim were a
species of sacred oracle manipulated by the priest in

consulting the Divine will, and that they were at times
used as a kind of Divine ordeal to discover the guilt or
innocence of susjjected persons. The lots being two
in number, only one question was put at a time, and
that in a way admitting of only two alternative an-
swers (see I Kings, .xiv, 41-42; ibid., xxiii, 6-12).

Many scliolars maintain that in most passages where
the expression "consult the Lord" or its equivalent is

used, recourse to the Urim and Thummim is imjilied

(v. g. Judges, i, 1-2; ibid., xx, 27-2S; 1 Kings, x. 19-22;

II Kings, ii, l.etc). The speculations of later Jewish
writers including Philo and Josephus teach us nothing
of value concerning the Urim and Thununim. They
are often fanciful and extravagant, as is the case with
many other topics (.see "Jewish Encyclopedia", s. v.).

The only instance in the New Testament of anything
resembling the use of the sacred lot as a means to dis-
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ver the Divine will occurs in the Acts (i, 24-26) in

nnexion with the olection of Matthias.
3iGOT. iiuii / ./. ,,,s/i Hist. (New York. 1903), 87. 316;
jss-.\rn"i \ I / , ,uid Thummim, a Suggestion as to Ihcir

ginal Sai-. -ance in American Journal of Semitic
eralurc. \\I c r .,-.. l'.)00), 218 seq.

James F. Driscoll.

Uritana. Sec Oria, Diocese of.

Urmiah, a residential see in Chaldea, in the
iiviiiie of .\dherbaidjan, Persia. The primitive
tnc of this city seems to have been Urniui, or
ther Urmedji (Barbier de Meynard, " Dictionnaire
la Perse", 27). It is said, but with little truth, that
is the native place of Zoro;ister, and that he lived in

trotto near by. Nothing is known of its primitive
itorj-. Some wrongly locate at Urmiah Bishop
hn of Persa, or Perrha, present at the Council of

caea in 325 (Gelzer, "Patrum Nicoenonim nomina",
xi.x and Ixviii). The "Sjiiodicon" of the Chalde.an

lurch during several centuries has no mention
Urmiah. On the other hand there existed from
D. 420 to the thirteenth century, a See of Adher-
idjan. a suffragan of Arbela (Le Quien, "Oriena
iristianus ", II, 12S.i) . But there is no proof that its

;hop resided at Urmiah rather than in any other

y of this province. In the sixteenth century the
istorian Metropolitan of Iclu, Seert, and Salamas
ibraced Catholicism; he was recognized by Rome in

32 as the Chaldean patriarch, under the name of

neon, and fixed his residence at Urmiah. His
3cessors took the name of Mar Seman, and remained
.tholics until 1670; then they returned to Nes-
•ianism, and established themselves at Kotchannes
Kurdistan, where they may be found to-day

ssemaiii, " Bibliotheca orientalis ", I, 621; 11,457;
[, 621 ; Le Quien, op. cit., II, 1327). The present Chal-
AU Diocese of Urmiah w:vs established by Rome in

90; it has 5000 Catholics, 42 priests, 4-1 churches
d chapels, 70 secondary stations, several schools for

ys an<l girls under the direction of the Lazarists and
; Sisters of Charity. The Lazarists established
imsclves at Urmiah in 1S3S; the Sisters of Charity
18.56. The first possess a seminary .and a Syrian
nting press, where P. Bedjan has published many
itions of the ancient texts. The city contains 40,000
labitants, and is the centre of the American Prot-
ant missions. It is situated on the Tchahar-
hai, near Lake Urmiah.
Morgan. Mission scientifique en Perse, I (Paris. 1891). 289-
i; Reuue de I'Orienl chrltien (Paris. 1896). 4.51; Piolet. Les
sions catholiques franfaises au XIX' siicle, I (Paris), 202-209;
ssiones catholica (Rome, 1907), 813.

S. Vailhe.

[Jiraburu, Juan Josfi, Scholastic philosopher, h.

Ccanuri, Biscay, 23 May, 1S44; d. at Burgos, 13
gust, 1904. He entered the Society of Jesus on
Vlay, 1860, at Loyola (Guipi'izcoa). He was pro-
sor of rhetoric, and after having finished his own
idies he taught philosophy in the Jesuit house of

idiis, and later theology at Poyanne, France. In
ScIh >lastic revival promoti'd by Leo X 1 1 1 , Urrdburu
s c.illcd to Rome (1878) to teach philosophy in
• Gregorian University. He remained there nine
irs and on his return was made rector of the Col-
e of V'alladolid (1887-90); of the Colegio Maximo,
a (1891-97); and of the seminary of Sal.am.anca
>98-1902). His i)rincipal work is entitled "Institu-
nes philosophiie qu.as Roma- in Pontificia Universi-
eGregorianatradiderat . . .", Valladolid: I, Logica,
•0; ll.Ontologia, 1891; III, Cosmologia, 1892; IV,
kchologia' part 1, op. 1894; V, Psvchologix part 2,
)6 ; VI, Psvrhologia> part 2 (continual ion), 1898; VII,
eodicea; vol. I, 1899; VllI, Theodicea' vol. II,

K). Other works are: "Coinixndium pliilosophise

lola-sticie . . .", 5 vols., Madrid, 1902-1904; "El
•dadero puesto de la filosofla entro las demiis
ncias", articles published in " Raz6n y Fe", I,

XV.—15

57, 137(1901); "El principio vital y el materialismo
ante la ciencia y la filosofla", ibid., VIII, 313 (1904);
IX, 180, 325 (1904): X, 219 (1904); XI, 54 (1905);
posthumous: " L;i inenic de la Compaiiia acerca de
las doctrinas es<()hisli('as (lue se refieren & la constitu-
ci6n de los cuerpos. Pldctica familiar" (Oiia, printed
privately). Two chapters (Disputat., XI) of "Psy-
chologia fusior", translated into Spanish by Antonio
Madariaga, were published at Madrid, 1901, with
the title "Principios fundamentales de antropo-
logla". The value of Urr;iburu's philosophical work
is fully attested by the favour with which it was
received and the care with wliich it was examined by
the most competent critics. The influence of his teach-
ing has been notable, especially among the members
of his order; the "Institutiones" has been constantly
consulted by professors and students (new edition,

"Logica", 1908); the "Compendium" is the textbook
used at present in the Jesuit scholasticates of Spain
and other countries. Father Carlos Delmas published
an exhaustive appreciation in the " Etudes biblio-

graph.", March, 1893, and in "Etudes", LXXXVIII,
123. Father Jos6 Espi contributed a serious study,
"Un nuevo libro de filosofia escoldstica" in "Raz6n
y Fe", IV, 51. To these articles may be added
Nadal's notice, "La psicologia del P. Urrdburu" in

"Raz6n y Fe", XIV, 314. Urraburu's work, a last-

ing monument to the School in general, and particu-
larly to that of Su&rez, is solid, learned, uncompro-
mising towards error, moderate in expression, and
well-balanced by common sense.

Antonio Nadal.

Ursinus, Antipope. See Damasus I, Saint,
Pope.

Ursperger Chronicle, a history of the world in

Latin that begins with the Assyrian King Ninus and
extends to the year 1229. At the present day it

can hardly be doubted that the chronicle was written
by Burchard of Bibcracli. Burchard was born in

the latter half of the twelfth century in Biberach, an
imperial free city of Swabia. He spent the years
1198-99 in Italy and was ordained priest at Con-
stance in 1203. In 1205 he entered the Premon-
stratensian monastery, Schussenried, and in 1209 he
became its provost. In 1215 he was called as provost
to Ursperg, where he died in 1230. He began to

collect material for his work at an early age and, in

particular, made use of his stay at Rome to examine
the papal Regesta. The basis of the first part of

his work is the chronicle of the world written by
Ekkehard of Aura which he copied almost word for

word ; for a later period he used the records concern-
ing the Guelphs made by the monk of Weingartcn,
and for the time of Frederick I Barbarossa the records
of the priest John of Cremona. Burchard's original

work does not begin until the last years of Henry I

;

from this point on he narrates independently but in

clumsy language the events in which he has taken
part himself, or concerning which he has gained
rehable information. He does not disguise his

adherence to the Hohenstaufen party, and often

speaks bitterly of the papal policy. The chronicle

was last edited by Abel and Weiland in the "Mon.
Germ. Ili.st.: Script.", XXIII, .337-83; also separately
for school use (Hanover, 1874).

Abel, Die Ursperger Chronik in Arehiv der Gesellschaft far
dtlere deulsche Gcschiehlskunde, XI (1858), 76-115: PoTTll.tST,
Bibl. hislorica (Berlin, 1896), 178, 296; Wattenbacb. DeiUsch-
lands GeschichlsqueUen, II (Berlin, 1894), 448-450.

Patricius Schlaqeh.

Ursula, Saint, and the Eleven Thousand
Virgins.—The history of these celebrated virgins of

Cologne rests on ten lines, and these are open to

question. This legend, with its countless variants

and increasingly fabulous developments, would fill

more than a hundred pages. Various characteristics
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of it were already regarded with suspicion by certain

medieval writers, and since Baronius have been uni-

versally rejected. Subsequently, despite efforts more
ingenious than scientific to save at least a part, the

apocryphal character of the whole has been recognized

by degrees. Briefly, for the solid reconstruction of

the true history of the virgin martyrs, there is only

the inscription of Cleraatius and some details fur-

nished by ancient liturgical books. Unfortunately,

these latter are very meagre, and the inscription is

^P^^
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iibsequent revisions of this story there are two an-

ient versions, both originating at Cologne. One of

licse (Fuit tempore ))prvetu,sio) dales from the

»cond half of the ninth eentuiy ("HUt-TO), and was
nly rarely eopied during the ISIiildle Ages. The
ther (Regnante Domino), also compiled in the

iiith century, had a wide circulation, but adds little

f importance to the tirst. The author of the latter,

riiliably in order to win more credence forhisaccount,

lainis to have received it from one who in turnlieard

from the li])S of St. Dunstan of Canterbury, but
iie serious anachronisms which he commits in .saying

bis place it under suspicion. This legendary aeeounl

1 well known: Ursula, the daughter of a Christian

ing of Great Britain, was asked in marriage by tlic

an of a great pagan king. Desiring to remain a vir-

in, she obtained a delay of three years. At her

?quest she was given as companions ten young
romen of noble birth, and she and each of the ten

•ere accompanied by a thousand virgins, and the

•hole company, embarking in eleven ships, sailed for

liree years. When the appointed time was come,

nd Ursula's betrothed was about to claim her, a gale

f wind carried the eleven thousand virgins far from
lie shores of England, and they went first by water
3 Cologne and thence to Basle, then by land from
iasle to Rome. They finally returned to Cologne,

•here thev were slain by the Huns in hatred of the

aith.

The literary origin of this romance is not easy to

etermine. Apart from the inscription of Clematius,
ranscribed in the Passion "Fuit tempore" and para-
hrascd in the "Regnante Domino" Passion and the
Scrmo innatali", the^\Titers .seem tohavc been aware
f atiallic legend ofwhich alate version is found in Geof-
-ey of Monmouth: the usurper Maximus (as Geoffrey
alls the Emperor Maximian), having conquered Brit-

ih Armorica, sent there from Great Britain 100,000
i)lonists and 30,000 soldiers, and committed the gov-
rnment of Armorica to his former enemy, now his

-lend, the Breton prince, Conanus Meriadocus. The
itter decided to bring women from Great Britain to

larry them to his subjects, to which end he appealed
Dionotus, King of Cornwall, who sent him his

aught er Ursul.a, accompanied by 11,000 noble vir-

ins and 60,000 other young women. As the fleet

•hich carried them sailed towards Armorica, a vio-

"nt storm destroyed some of the ships and drove the
pst of them to barbarian islands in Germany, where
he virgins were slain by the Huns and the Picts.

'he improbabilities, inconsistencies, and anachronisms
f Geoffrej''s account are obxious, and have often
een dealt with in detail: moreover the story of Ursula
nd her companions is clothed with a less ideal char-

(•t<T than in the Pa-ssions of Cologne. However, this

ccount has been regarded by several writers since

iaronius as containing a summary of the true history

f the holy martyrs. Like the Pa.ssions of Cologne,
: has been subjected to the anti-scientific method,
I'hich consists in setting aside as false the improba-
ilities, impossibilities, and manifest fables, and
fgarding the rest as authentic history. As a con.se-

uence two essential traits remain: the English origin

f the saints and their massacre by the Huns; and
hen, according ;i.s adherence is given to the "Sermo in

atali", Geoffrey of Monmouth, or the Pa.s.sion "Reg-
ante Domino", the martyrdom of St. Ursula is placed
n the third, fourth, or fifth century. In order to

ccount for all the details, two mas.sacres of virgins

.t Cologne have been accepted, one in the third cen-
ury, the other in the fifth. The different solutions

iith their variations suggested by scholars, some-
imes with levity, sometimes with con.siderable learn-

ng, all share the important defect of being based on
elatively late documents, unauthoritative and dis-

igiired by manifest fables.

No conclusion can be drawn from these texts.

Nevertheless, the fables they contain are insignificant

in comparison with those which were invented and
))ropagated later. As they are now unhesitatingly
rejected by everyone, it suffices to treat Ihiin biiefiy.

In the twelfth cenlury there were discovend in the
Ager Ursulanus at C'ologne, some distance from the
Church of St. Ursula, skeletons not only of women,
but of little children, and even of men, and with them
inscriptions which it is impossible not to recognize
as gross forgeries. All this gave rise to a number of

Wt. UaauL.^ and her Spouse meeting Pope St. CvniACua
Curpaccio, the Academy, Venice

fantastic legends, which are contained in the accounts
of the vision of St. Ehzabeth of Schonau,and of arelig-

io.us who has been regarded as identical with Blessed
Hermann Joseph of Steinfeld. It may be remarked
in passing that visions have played an important jjart

in the question of the Eleven Thousand Virgins, as
may be seen in those of Clematius and of the nun
Helintrude contained in the Passion "Fuit tempore"
and the Passion "Regnante Domino". Those of the
twelfth century, in combination with the inscriptions
of the Agcr Ursulamis, resulted in furnishing the
names of a great many of the male and female com-
panions of Ursula, in particular — and this will

suffice to give an idea of the rest—that of a Pope
Cyriacus, a native of Great Britain, said to have
received the virgins at the time of their pilgrimage to
Rome, to have abdicated the papal cliair in order to

follow them, and to have been martyred with them at
Cokigne. No doubt it was readily acknowledgeil I hat
this Pope Cyriacus was unknown in the pontifical

records, but this, it was said, was because the car-

dinals, di.spleased with his abdication, erased his name
from all the books. Although the history of these
saints of Cologne is obscure and very short, their cult

was very widesjiread, and it would require a volume
to relate in detail its many and remarkable manifesta-
tions. To mention only two characteristics, since
the twelfth century a large number of relics have been
sent from Cologne, not only to neighbouring countries
but throughout Western Christendom, and even
India and China. The legend of the Eleven Thou-
sand Virgins has inspired a host of works of art , .sev-

eral of them of the highest merit, the mo.st famous
being the paintings of the old masters of Cologne,
those of Mcmling at Bruges, and of Carpaccio at
Venice.
The Order of Ur.sulines, fotmded in 1.5.35 by St.

Angela de Merici, and especially devoted to the educa-
tion of young girls, has also lielpcd Id spread through-
out the world the name and the cult of St. Ursula.
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For the inscription of Clematius, often published and com-
mentated, see Kbaus, Die Christliche Inschriften der Rheintande,
I (1890). 143-47. The Latin accounts of the Eleven Thousand
Virgins, with mention of all editions, have been catalogued by
the Bollandists in Bibliotheca hagiographica lalina, no. 8426-51.
yee also Krombach, 5. Ursula vindicate (Cologne, 1847), a large
but uncritical compilation: Rettberg, Kirchengeschichle Deutsch-
lands. I (1846), III, 23; Schabe, Die Sage uon der heiligen Ursula
(Hanover, 1854). an essay in which the exegesis is unfortunately
mythological; de Bdck in Acta SS.. Oct. Ill, 73-303; Friedrich.
Kirchengeschichle Deutschlands, I (1867), 141-66; Kunke.nberq
in Jahrhiicher des Vereins von Alterthumsfreunden im tiheinland,
LXXXVIII (1889), 79-95; LXXXIX (1890), 105-34; XCIII
(1892), 130-79; Duntzer, ibidem (1890), 1.50-63: Delpy, Die
Legende von der heiligen Ursulain der Kolntr 1/'. '

,

'. r',,Iogne,

W01);TOVT, Legend o/ Si. Ursula in Hi.-il.. w l.\ mem-
bers of Owens College. Manchester (I '

I
'"

. 17-56;
Main, L' inscription de Clematius in Melnn<!. r !-d hihrf (Paris,

1902), 51-64; HAncK, Kirchengeschichle Drulsrhtiuuis. 1 (1887).
24-25 (3rd-4th ed., 1904). 25; Reise, Die Inschrijt des Clematius
in Bonner Jahrbilcher, CXVIII (1909), 236^5; Ziluken, ibid.,

CXIX (1910) 108-09; cf. Analecta bollandiana, X, 476; XVI,
97-99; xxii, 109-11; xxiii, 351-55; xxx. 339; 362-63.

Albert Poncelet.

Ursula of the Blessed Virgin, Society op the
SiSTER.s OF St., religious congregtxtion of women
founded in 1606 at Dole (then a Spanish possession),

France, by the Venerable Anne de Xainctonge (1587-
1612). Its aim is twofold: the sanctification of its

members by the observance of the vows of religion

(simple and perpetual), and the salvation and sancti-

fication of their neighbours. The latter is specially

attained by teaching, as well as by works of mercy,
spiritual and corporal. At a time when the education
of girls was more than neglected. Mademoiselle de
Xainctonge, amid extraordinary trials, reahzed her in-

spired thought to do for girls what St. Ignatius had
done for boys. This idea was then an unusual one.

Anne de Xainctonge may be- called a pioneer in the
education of girls. The classes opened at Dole, on
16 June, 1606, were public, without distinction of rich

or poor, and absolutely free. From Dole, the insti-

tute spread rapidly to France, Switzerland, and Ger-
many. With the Church it suffered persecution, but
on being driven from one country, the Ursules found
children and freedom of teaching in another. During
the French Revolution, their houses were closed and
the rehgious comjjelled to return to the world; as soon
as peace was restored, however, they resumed their

former life. Mother de Vers reopened the convent at

Dole, and Mother Roland de Bussy (formerly of Dole)
upon the advice of Father de Cloriviere, S.J., and
with the blessing of Pius VII (then a prisoner at Fon-
tainebleau), founded a new house at Tours (1814). A
number of new foundations were made from Tours,
until, through the anti-religious laws of 1901, the nuns
were expelled and their property confiscated. The
mother-house of Tours was transferred to Haverloo-
lez-Bruges (Belgium). Foundations were successively

made: in New York, 1901 (branch house. Providence,

Rhode Island, 1911); Rome, 1904; Sluis (Holland),

1911. Besides in Belgium, Italy, and the United
States of North America, the sisters are now carrying

on their work in Switzerland, Germany, and Eng-
land.
The society was formally approved by a Brief of In-

nocent X (1048), which was confirmed by Innocent XI
( 1678) . The Constitutions are those of St . Ignat ius as

far as they apply to women; the first draft was Ix-gun

by Mother de Xainctonge aided by Father Guyon,
S.J., rector of the college at Dole, but was finisheil

only in 1623, after her death. The.se Constitutions

were observed until the Revolution, but when the

various houses re-opened, the bishops of the differ-

ent dioceses modified them according to their own
views. In 1898, upon request of the religious of

Tours, the original Const itutions, revised conformably
to the new regulalimis of the Church for religious

orders, were (lefiMitivcly ai)proved by Leo XIII, and
their branch erected ;ts a generalate. In 1902 the
words, "Of the Bl('s.sed Virgin", were added to the

title to distinguish the non-cloistered daughters of

Anne de Xainctonge from the cloistered daughters of

St. Angela.
The system of teaching employed by the order is

similar to that of the Jesuits; the plan of studies con-
forms to the requirements of the Board of Education
in each country.

Mother Hel^ne jM.irie.

Ursulines, The.—A religious order founded by
St. Angela de Merici for the .sole purpose of educating
yoimg girls. It was the first teaching order of

women established in the Church, and up to the
present date has adhered strictly to the work of its

institute. Though convinced of her divinely ap-
pointed mission to lay the foundations of an educa-
tional order, Angela for seventeen years could do no
more than direct a number of young women who were
known as "The Company of St. Ursula" but who
continued to live in the midst of their own families,

meeting at stated times for conferences and devo-
tional exercises. The many difficulties that hindered
the formation of the new institute gave way at last,

and in 1535 twelve members were gathered together
in a community with episcopal approbation, and with
St. Angela de Merici as superioress. The move-
ment was taken up with great enthusiasm and
spread rapidly throughout Italy, Germany, and
France. Within a few years the comjjany numbered
many houses, each independent. Constitutions
suited to the special work of the institute were devel-

oped and completed shortly before the death of

the foundress in 1540. In 1544 the first approbation
was received from Paul III, and the Rule of St.

Augustine adopted. Many important details were left

unsettled at this time, and, as a result, several congre-
gations developed, all calling themselves Ursulines but
differing widely in dress and customs. The largest and
most influentialof these were the Congregation of Paris
and the Congregation of Bordeaux. In 1.572 St. Charles
Borromeo, Cardinal Archbishop of Milan, obtained for

the new congregation the status of a monastic order
with enclosure. In some of the older European con-
vents, in Canada and Cuba, strict enclosure is still ob-
served; in other sections, though nowhere entirely

abolished, the enclosure has been modified to meet
local conditions. A Bull of final approbation was
given in 1618 by Paul V.

In the early part of the seventeenth century an
appeal was made from Canada for bands of religious

women to undertake the arduous task of training

the Indian girls to Christian habits of life. It met
with an instant and generous response. In 1639
Madame de la Peltrie, a French widow of comfort-
able means, offered herself and all that she had to

found a mission in Canada. In May of that year she
sailed from Dieppe accompanied by three Ursulines
and three hospital sisters. At Quebec the latter

founded a Hotel-Dieu, the former, the first Ursuline
convent on the western continent. The superioress

of the new foundation was Mother Marie de I'ln-

carnation Guyard, whose heroic virtues won from
the Holy See the title of venerable in the year 1877,

and the process of whose canonization is about to

be presented. The earliest establishment of the
Ursulines in the United States also owes its origin

to French initiative. In 1727 Mother Marie Tranche-
pain, with ten companions, embarked from
L'Orient to found their convent at New Orleans.

After years of struggle a firm foothold was secured,

and the Ursulines still flourish in the city of their

original foundation. A notable feature of Ursuline

labours in the United States may be found in the

history of the Rocky Mountain missions where for

years they have laboured for the Indians, and liave

estal)lished ten flourishing centres. From these

western foundations have sprung two branches in

Alaska.
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In accordance with the wish of Leo XIII, a con-

gress of Ursuhnes from all parts of the world con-

vened at Rome during the fall of the year 1900.

Representatives were sent from the United Stales,

South America, Java, and all parts of Europe.
Under the ausjiifcs of the Sacred Congregation of

Bishops and Regulars, the Roman Union of Ursulines

wa.s then formed, with the Most Reverend Mother
.Mary of St. Julien as the first mother-general.
Cardinal Satolli was appointed the first cardinal
prot<rtor. To this union belong over a hundred
communities; aggregations are made from year to

year. The united communities are divided into

eight provinces as follows: Italy; Austro-Hungary;
Hungary; the East of France; the West of France;
Holland-Belgium-England-Germany; the North of

Uhscline Ncns

the United States; the South of the United States;
Spain and Portugal. Many large and important
communities still retain their independent organiza-
tion. Of late years the Ursulines have suffered
severely in France and Portugal. The members of
the expelled communities have become affiliated to
other foundations both in Europe and the United
Slates.

The habit of the order is of black serge, falling in

folds, with wide sleeves. On ceremonial occasions
a long train is worn. The veil of the professed relig-

ious is black, of the novice white. The guimpe and
bandeau are of plain white hnen, the cincture of
black leather. There are two grades in each com-
munity; the choir religiou.s, so called from their
obligation to recite the office daily in choir; and the
lay listers. The former are occupied in teaching,
the latter in domestic duties. Candidates for either

grade p;i.ss six months probation as postulants in the
community in which they desire to become stabili-

tated. This period is followed by two years of prep-
aration in a central novitiate, at the expiration of
which the three vows of religion are pronounced
temporarily, for a term of three years. At the end
of the third year the profession is made perpetual.
In .some Ursuline communities solemn vows are
taken, and there papal enclosure is in force. The
vows of the Ursulines in the United States, though
perpetual, are simple. From their earliest founda-

tions the Ursulines have been thorough and progres-
sive teachers. Their sj-stem might be termed eclec-

tic, utilizing the effective points of all methods. The
European houses are for the most part boarding-
schools ; in the United States, combinations of boarding
and day-schools. The nuns also conduct many
parochial schools, which, like the others, comprise
all grades: elementary, academic, and college courses.

Tlie first Catholic college for women in New York
State was founded by the Ursulines at New Rochelle
in 1904. The Ursuhnes in several other parts of the
United States have followed this precedent, and arc
labouring practically to further the higher education
of women. The German Ursulines, who were ex-
jielled through the influence of the Kulturkampf
and re-admitted after an exile of ten years, are jjcr-

mitted to resume their teaching, but for pupils of

high -school grade only. In Europe and America
alike the Ursulines make it a point to secure State
ajiproval, and avail themselves of every advantage
offered by the public institutions.

1'r.sui.ixes of QrEBEr, Wimpsf.s- o! the Mona sirrv (IS07);
II'Heii.i.y, I.ifr of St. Angela (ISSO): Cirrutar LHlers of the
MnlhcT-Genernl (1904-11); Hubert, Die hcilige Ani/ela Merici
I.Mainz. 1S91).

Mother Mary Fidelis.

Ursulines of Quebec, The.—The Ursuline mon-
asten" of (Jucbcc is the oldest institution of learning
for women in Xorth .\merica. Its historj- begins on
1 .\ugust, 16:59, when its first members landed in

Canada, thirty-one years after Champlain had founded
(Quebec (1608) and only four after his death. The
monastery was established by Marie Guyard de
I' Incarnation, declared Venerable by the Holy See
(|S74), and Madame de la Peltrie, a rich widow of

.\len(jon in Normandy. The former, after ten years
of widowhood, had joined the Ursulines at Tours. Her
first biographer Wiis her .son, Dom Claude Martin, a
Benedictine, who died in the odour of sanctity, in

U)96. His "Life of the Venerable Mother of the In-

carnation" was approved (1677) by the venerable
Bishop Laval. Bossuet (Etats d'oraison, IX) calls

Marie de ITncamation "the Theresa of her time
and of the New World". The letters royal sanction-
ing the foundation and signed by Louis XIII are

dated 16.39. After three years spent in the Lower
Town, near Champlain's Hahitnlinn, the nuns entered
(1642) the convent built on the ground they still

occupy, conceded to them (1():59) by the Company of

New France. Their first pupils were Indians, with
whom they succeeded better than the Jesuits with
their native boys. Marie de ITncarnation mastered
the difficult Indian languages thoroughly, and com-
posed dictionaries in Algonquin and Iroquois, also a
sacred history in the former, and a catechism in the
latter idiom. The first monasterj- was burned in 16.50,

but was soon rebuilt. The Constitutions, written by
Father Jerome Lalemant, uncle of the Jesuit martyr,
Gabriel Lalemant, combined the rules of the two
Congregations of Paris and Bordeaux, and were
observed until Bishop La\'al decided (1681) in favour
of the former, which binds its members by a fourth
vow to teach girls.

The mon.astery shared at all times the country's
fate. It was threatened by the Iroquois in 1661-62,

when one of its ch.aplains, the Sulpician Vignal, was
slain and devoured near Montreal by those savages.

It underwent the sieg(? and bombanlment of Quebec
bv Phips (l(i9()) and bv Wolfe (17,59). After the
fateful battle of 13 Sept., 1759, the French hero,

Montcalm, was buricfl by night in the convent chapel.

The first English governor, Murray, used part of the
monastery as his headquarters. On that occasion
the rations served to the nuns for nursing the wounded
and sick sjived them from perishing of starvation.

The governors and viceroys, both English and
French, were always friendly to the institution.
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The foundress, who died in 1672, one year after

Madame de la Peltrie, practised devotion to the Sacred
Heart of Jesus, and had estabUshed it in the cloister

years before the revelation to the Blessed Margaret
Marj'. The first celebration of the feast in the New
World took place in the monastery 18 June, 1700
(Mandemml of Bishop de St-Vallier, 30 March, 1700).

The register of the Confraternity of the Sacred Heart
begins in 1716. Clement XI (1718) enriched it with
indulgences. The first superior elected (1760) after

the conquest was Esther Wheelwright, a New Eng-
land captive, rescued from the Abenakis by the Jesuit

Bigot, and a protegee of the first governor, Vaudreuil.
Besides the French, the Irish, Scotch, and American
elements in Canada have given distinguished sub-
jects to this cloister, prominent among whom was
Mother Cecilia O'Conway of the Incarnation, the
"first Philadelphia nun", one of Mother Seton's

earliest associates. The fist of alumnte is not less

remarkable. Conspicuous among its pupils were
Jeanne Le Ber, the saintly "recluse of Montreal",
and Venerable Mother d'Youville, foundress of the

Grey Sisters at Montreal. The Quebec monastery
founded convents at Three Rivers (1697), Roberval
(1882), Stanstead (1884), and Riraouski, with a
normal school (1906), besides sending missionaries to

New Orleans (1822), Charlestown (Boston) (1824),

Galveston (1849), and Montana (1893). During the
Revolution several French refugees were chaplains

to the monastery, the most notable being .\bbe L.-P.

Desjardins, who died in France, Vicar-General of

Paris. Through him were procured the valuable
paintings by Philippe de Champaigne, Lebrun, Collin

de Vermont, Peter of Cortona, and others, that adorn
the chapel.

Glimpses of the Monastery (Quebec. 1897) ; Ch.<.POT, Hisioire

de la Ven. Marie de V Incarnation (Paria, 1892); Les Ursulinea
de Quibec (Quebec, 1863); Richaudeau, Lettres de la Ven.
Marie de V Incarnation (Tournai, 1876); Casgkain, Histoire de
la Ven. M. de V Incarnation (Quebec, 1864); La Vin. Marie de

V Incarnation (Paris, 1910).

Lionel Lindsay.

Ursus, S.\INT, patron of the principal church of

Solothurn (Soleure) in Switzerland, honoured from
very early times, as a martyr of the Theban Legion,

and recorded in the Roman Martyrology, with St.

Victor, on 30 Sept. Relics of him are shown in many
churches of Switzerland, and since the twelfth cen-

tury the baptismal name LTrsus is very common in

the neighbourhood of Solothurn. The legend, by
St. Eucher of Lyons (Act a SS., Sept. VIII, 461 ), classed

by Delehaye ("Legends of the Saints," New York,

1907, p. 120) among the historical romances, says

that Ursus, after many cruel torments suffered for

his constancy in refusing to sacrifice to the idols,

was beheaded c. 286 under the Emperor Maximian
Herculeus and the Governor Hyrtacus. Between
the years 473 and SOO the body of St. Victor was
brought to Geneva by the Burgundian Queen Theu-
desinde; it is probable that about the same time a
church was built over the remains of St. Ursus. In
1.519 the old coffin was found and the event was
commemorated at Solothurn and Bern. The Roman
urn containing the relics bears the inscription:

Conditus hoc sanctus
Tumulo Thebaidus Ursus.

(Buried in this tomb is the holy Ursus the Theban.)
Steuckelbero, Die schweizerisckcn Ileiliocn (Zurich. 1903),

120; BiiROENER, Helvetia sancta, II (Einsicdcln. 1S60),2,SS.

Francis Mershman.

Urubamba, Prefecture Apostolic of (Mis-
lONE.s DE Santo Domingo de UnnBAMBA y Madre
DE Dios), was created by a I'JeiTCe of the Holy See in

1899 at the request of the Peruvian Government. On
10 .\pril, 1902, three Dominican Fathers of the Span-
ish province took charge of the missions, their number
being gradually increased to eleven, which is the nun>-

ber at present working there, ten Spaniards, and one
Peruvian. Still more recruits for this work are ex-
pected, the vastness of the territories and the class of
people to be civihzed and evangehzed requiring a still

greater number for the work. All these missionaries
are under the jurisdiction of the prefect Apostolic, the
Rev. Fray Ram6n Zubieta, to whose efforts so much
of the progress in civilization, as well as the rehgious
and geographical survey of the Montaiia region in the
eastern part of Peru, is due. The territorial hmits of
these missions cannot be determined with certainty,

but they are about one-eighth of the entire area of
Peru. They are bounded on the north by Brazil and
Bolivia; on the south by Puno and Cuzco; on the east
by the Department of the LTcayabi and Cuzco; on the
west by Bolivia. The inhabitants are for the most
part savages, numbering about 60,000. The remain-
der are whites or mestizos who devote themselves to

the exploitation of the India rubber industry and com-
mercial pursuits. Some of these have preserved some
vestiges of the CathoUc Faith, but for the greater part
they five in a state of complete indifference. The
savages have no religion whatsoever, preserving only a
vague sort of superstition concerning a supreme
being and a spirit of evil.

These missions, after passing through many vicissi-

tudes and surmounting great difficulties, have been
able to estabhsh six stations: in Cuzco, Challabamba,
San Jacinto, Sto Domingo, San Vincente, and San
Luis. Of these the four last mentioned besides their

chapels have free schools, the only ones among the
.savages. In 1911, 360 baptisms, 241 confirmations,

and 22 marriages were registered. The greatest good,
however, that the missionary exercises in these re-

gions is to uplift and maintain a moral level among
these people, who without him would faU into the most
hopeless demoralization. He is the sole representa-

tive of right, of humanity, and of religion.

Victorino Osende.

Uruguay (Republica Oriental del URrouAT),
the smallest independent state in South America,
extending from latitude 30° to 35° S. and from longi-

tude 53° to 58° 30' W., lies south of the Province of

Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil, and east of the Rio Uru-
guay, hence its local name, Banda Oriental, given in

the old Spanish days. Its boundaries are: west, the

Rio Uruguay; south the Rio Urugua}', south the Rio
de la Plata, which separate it from the Argentine
Republic for a distance of 425 miles, south also and
east, the Atlantic Ocean for 200 miles, and Lago
Mirim, a lagoon dividing Uruguay from the south-

east of Brazil. The northern boundar)', 450 miles in

extent, was definitively settled by treaty with Brazil

on 15 May, 18,52, as the Rio Quaraim, the Cuchilla

de Santa Ana to the Rio San Luis, thence to the Rio
Jaguarao, and the western shore of Lago Mirim.
Uruguay's greatest length is about 350 and breadth

300 miles, and its area 72,170 square miles, approxi-

mately six times the size of Belgium, or double the

size of the Stale of Indiana, U. S. A. The capital,

Montevideo (properly San Felipe y Santiago de ^lon-

tevideo), is situated in latitude 34° 54' S. and longitude
58° 32' W.

Natural Features.—The northern portion of the

republic is hilly, the ranges being continuations of the

Brazilian mountains; though the hills are termed
cuchillas (knives), tlie summits are not sharp, but

gently rounded; the chief groups are the Cuchilla de
Santa Ana, 80 miles long and ItilX) feet high on the

border of Brazil, the Cuchilla Grande, 210 miles long

and 1500 feet high, running south-east across the

country, and the Cuchilla de Haedo in the north-

west, 275 miles long. The culminating point is

Acequa in the Cuchilla Grande near the Brazil frontier,

witli an elevation of 2040 feet. The country lying

fl,long the Atlantic is low, dismal, swampy, and sandy.
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and contains many lagoons. The west and south is

composed of beautiful fertile plains, not quite level

like the Argentine pampas lying west of the Rio
Uruguay, but undulating gently. This region is

intersected by numerous arroyos, or small streams,

rendering it suited for agricultural and pastoral

pursuits, while vegetation is very thick in the neigh-

bourhood of the rivers. The most important rivers

rise in Brazil and are the Rio Uruguay, 1000 mUes
long, and its tributary the Rio Negro, which flows

south-west for 3.50 miles, almost bisecting the coun-
try. There are a few islands in the Rio de la Plata
belonging to Uruguay, one of which, Flores, serves as

a tiuarantine station for Montevideo; Lobos, lying to

the south-east of Uruguay, in the Atlantic off Mal-
donado, is a centre of the sealing industry. There are

no good natural harbours in Uruguay, but the port of

Montevideo has been deepened so as to admit ships

drawing 24 feet of water; the Government is develop-
ing the port of La Paloma. The climate is very
healthy, epidemics being almost unknown; the
northern regions are subject to extremes of h^at and
cold, but in the south the temperature is moderate,
varying ordinarily between a maximum of 86° and a
minimum of 35° F. Very severe sudden storms
known as pamperos blow frequently from the south-
west. The mean annual rainfall is 43 inches.

Though the river banks are well wooded, there are

no extensive forests in Uruguay. Excellent timber for

cabinet work is found in the west ; the most note-
worthy native trees are the algarobo, the quebracho,
and the nandubay, wh'ch is much used for fuel, and
has a facility for petrifying. Palms are found in the
valleys of the Sierra Jose Ignacio and in Maldonado,
Minas, and Pay.sandu. Aromatic shrubs are plenti-

ful and over 400 species of medicinal plants are found.
Many European trees have been introduced—acacia,

al<ler, aloe, mulberry, oak, and willow, but the euca-
lyptus and poplar thrive best. The chief wild animals
are the deer, fox, tapir, ounce, puma, and wild cat

;

rattlesnakes are found occasionally especially in

Minas; poisonous spiders are common. The Ameri-
can ostrich-rhea is still plentiful, as are parrakects,
partridges, quails, and water-birds. Seals breed on
the Lobos and Castillos Islands in the Atlantic; the
sealing industry is very strictly preserved by the
Government, but during the season the kilhng is

carried out without judgment, and the industry is in

danger of perishing. The mineral wealth of Uruguay
is as yet unknown; silver, copper, and iron ores have
been found; gold is mined to a small extent at Cun.a-
piru; coal has been discovered in Santa Lucia, Cerro
Largo, and Montevideo but has not been worked;
crvstals, gems, and diamonds also occur.

'Religinn.—Ky articles 1.30 and 1.32 of the Constitu-
tion religious freedom is granted to everyone, but
article .5 provides that Catholicism is the state religion.

There is a small government grant in favour of religion

;

the civil power is unsympathetic when not actively
hostile to the activities of the Church. Almost the
entire population is at least nominally Catholic, there
being only about titXK) Protestants, chiefly Swiss
German Evangelicals, Waldensians, and Anglicans.
At present the entire repubhc forms one ecclesiastical

unit — the .\rchdiocese of Montevideo. In 1878
Montevideo wa.s created a dioce.se, Mgr. Vera being
appointed bishop; in 1807 it wa-s made an archdiocese,
and two suffragan sees Melo (q. v.) and Salta (q. v.)

n-ere erected, hut owing to political troubles no
appointments to them h.ave yet been made. There
are, however, two auxiliary bishops at Montevideo,
Mgr. Rieardo Isasa (h. in the capital, 7 Vvh., 1847;
appointed l.'i Feb., 1891) and Mgr. Pic Cajetano
Stella (b. at P.iso del Molino, 7 Aug., 18.57; appointed
22 Dec, 1803). The former has been administering
the diocese since 2ti Sept., 1008, when the first arch-
bishop, Mgr. Mariano Soler, died. Mgr. Soler was

born at San Carlos, Maldonado, 25 March, 1846,
studied at Santa Fe and Rome. On his return he
estabUshed a paper "El Bueno", and a Catholic club
at Montevideo. He was elected to the House of
Representatives, was made bishop, 29 Jan., 1891, and
archbishop, 19 April, 1897. He was six times a pil-

grim to the Holy Land, where he founded a celebrated
convent and sanctuary, "Hortus Conclusus", a little

south of Bethlehem. He was an able writer, and
pubhshed among other works in Spanish an account
of his travels, the "Ruins of Palmyra", "A Voyage
in the Land of the Bible", and social writings such as
"The New Spirit", "The Social Question". He
went to Rome for the jubilee of Pius X, but fell iU in

Italy and died off Gibraltar on his return journey.
His obsequies took place at Montevideo in presence of
the president and the cabinet.

The diocesan seminary at Montevideo is entrusted
by the archbishop to the Jesuits; the most note-
worthy churches in the capital are the Cathedral of
Saints Phihp and James, with its towers 133 feet
high, in the Plaza Constituci6n; it is in the Renais-
sance style and was built in 1803-4, becoming the
cathedral in 1878; it was renovated in 1905; also the
churches of the Capuchins (Renaissance), Redemp-
forists (Romanesque), and Jesuits (Renaissance).
There are many communities of nuns: Perpetual
Adoration, Dominican, Good Shepherd, Mercy, and
Charity, most of them with schools or charitable insti-

tutes. The Sisters of Charity have care of the great
Hospital de Caridad, founded in 1788 by Francisco
Antonio Maciel. It has 600 beds and is supported by
a government lottery. There are a foundling ho.spi-

tal, a beggars' asylum, and over 40 charitable associa-
tions in the metropolis. Concerning marriage it may
be noted that a law of 1885 makes civil marriage
obligatory; this may account practically for the high
rate of illegitimacy mentioned below; divorce however
is not recognized for any cause. At Montevideo on
.5-8 November, 1911, the Fourth National Catholic
Congress was held under the presidency of Mgr. Isasa.
There were present 360 delegates representing over
500 parishes, as.sociations etc. The Uni6n Cat61ica,
founded in 1880, was dissolved to form three new
unions—Social, Economic, and Civic—each with a
directive committee of five members; a centr.al com-
mittee consisting of the three presidents and two
members elected bj' each of the unions was appointed.
The Congress received a special blessing from Pius X.

Histnry.—LTruguay was discovered in 1512 by Juan
Diaz de Solis, Pilotn mayor of the Kingdom of Castille,

who on a second visit in 1516 landing in Colonia at
Martin Chico, was slain by the Charruas. It was
visited by Magalhaes in 1519-20, and by Sebastian
Cabot in 1526-7. At the time of its discovery Uru-
guay was inhabited by about 40fX) Indians, the Char-
ruas who dwelt on the north shore of the Rio de la

Plata as far as the Rio San Salvador, the Yaros, Ro-
hanes, Arachanes, Gueno.a.s, and Chanas. The la.st

named were converted by the Franciscan pioneers,

but the others proved more intractable. The Char-
ruas were very dark in colour, thick-hpped, small-
eyed, and very warlike, but were not cannibals as
has been asserted. They m.ade constant war on the
other Indians, and were a source of terror to the Span-
iards, whom they prevented for over a century from
establishing colonies. Early in the seventeenth
century the .lesuits began to convert and civilize the
Indians (for the wonderful results of their labours
see Reductions of PARAorAv). After the expulsion
of the Jesuits (1767), the Indians, deprived of their

teachers and protectors, rapidly dwindled, through the
violence of the whites, and finally General Rivera,
first President of Uruguay, slaughtered all the Cliar-
ruas in 1832. The first permanent settlement in

Uruguay was m.ade by the Spaniards who followed
the Jesuits to Santo Domingo de Soriano on the Rfo
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Negro in 1624. Colonia (del Sacramento) was
founded by the Portuguese in 1680; for nearly a cen-
tury Portugal, relying on the Treaty of Tordesillas

(7 June, 1494), disputed with Spain for possession of

Uruguay, but finally recognized the Spanish claims by
the Treaty of San lldefonso (1 Oct., 1777). Monte-
video was estabUshed in 1726 by Mauricio Zabala,
Governor of Buenos Aires, to thwart the efforts of

the Brazilian traders. It was captured by the
British on 23 Jan., 1807, but was soon evacuated, on
Whitelocke's defeat before Buenos Aires. On the
declaration of independence by the Argentine, 23
May, 1810, Uruguay became part of the United
Provinces of Rio de la Plata. In 1811 the Spaniards
were routed by Jose Gervasio de Artigas, but held
Montevideo, tiU their fleet was destroyed by Almi-
rante Brown, in May, 1814, while General Alvear
attacked the city by land. In 1816 the Portuguese
attacked Uruguay but were driven off. In 1821, how-
ever, Brazil, having become independent, annexed
Uruguay as the Provincia Cisplatina. In 1S2.'5

thirty-three exiles at Buenos Aires—the Treinta y
Tres—returned to F16rida under Lavalleja, raised the
standard of revolt, and with the assistance of the
Argentine defeated the BraziUans, Brown destroying
the latter's fleet in February, 1827, while their iand
forces were overthrown at Ituzaingo. Uruguay's
independence was soon recognized by both the Argen-
tine and Brazil in the Treaty of Montevideo, 27 Au-
gust, 182S.

In November, 1828, Jose Rondeau was appointed
provisional governor at San Jose. The Constitution
was promulgated on 18 July, 1830. General Fruc-
tuoso Rivera was elected first president on 25 Octo-
ber, 1830, and inaugurated twelve days later. Unfor-
tunately the rival political leaders soon plunged the
country in bloodshed. The history of tfruguay for

the next seventy years was a series of revolutions and
civil wars, one of which lasted practically from 1835 to

1851, when Manuel Oribe, the chief of the Blancos,
rebelled with the assistance of the tyrant Rosas of

Buenos Aires, and subjected Montevideo to what is

known as the "nine years siege". From 1864 till

1870 President Flores, aided by the Argentine and
Brazil, made war on Paraguay. The country was
eventually brought to the verge of ruin and bank-
ruptcy, but President Cuesta (1897-1902) succeeded
in placing it on a firmer financial basis. On 1 March,
1911, Jose BatUe y Ord6nez, who had already been
president (1903-1907), was again placed in power.
He is agitating for the adoption of a new Constitution,
like that of Switzerland. The two chief political

parties in Uruguay for years have been the Colorados
(Reds) and Blancos (Whites), so called from the
emblems worn by the adverse parties in the struggles
caused by Oribe. The former, who represent the
landed proprietors more than the peasant class, have
generally been in power; there is practically no differ-

ence in the pohcies of the two parties, the struggle
being merely for the emoluments derived from being
in office.

Government and Justice.—The republican Constitu-
tion of Uruguay sworn to on 18 July, 1830, is still

unchanged. The Legislature consists of a Senate and
a House of Representatives, meeting from 15 Febru-
ary to 15 July yearly. In the interim two senators
and five representatives act with the presidents, a
permanent administrative committee. Senators must
be over 32 years of age and possess property worth
$10,000 or its equivalent. They are 19 in number,
one for eacli department, and are chosen by an elec-

toral college elected by popular vote. They hold
office for six years, one-third of their number retiring

every second year. The vice-president of the repub-
lic is ex-oflficio chairman of the Senate. The represen-
tatives, one for every 3000 adult hterate males, are
elected for 3 years. They now number 75. The

president, who is chosen by the Senate and Represen-
tatives, receives an annual salary of $35,000 and may
not be elected for successive terms. The depart-
ments are administered by governors appointed by
the Executive, and by a locally elected council.
Slavery was abolished in Uruguay in December, 1843.
There is a Supreme Court of five judges, appointed by
the chambers; its president is elected annually by its

members from their own number. There are two
inferior courts of appeal, with three judges each.
Montevideo has eleven local com-ts of first instance.
Each department has a departmental court, and there
are smaller judicial sections (205) with justices of the
peace and alcaldes. Uruguayan laws are based on
the Code Napoleon. The death penalty was abolished
in 1907, penal servitude for a maximum of 40 years
being substituted. In 1908 an extradition treaty
with the United States became law. Provision is

being made of a pension system, and laws regulating
j

child and female labour. '

Population and Education.—On 31 December,
1909, Uruguay had 1,094,688 mhabitants, or 15.1
persons per square mile, of whom 291,465 resided at
Montevideo, the most thickly populated departments
after Montevideo being Canelones, Colonia, and
Maldonado. Over 25 per cent of the population is

foreign, principally Italian (73,000), Spanish (58,000),
and Brazilian (28,000). For the years 1906-10 the
annual number of immigrants averaged 144,897, and
emigrants 127,161. In 1910therewere681Smarriages;
16,515 deaths; 35,927 living births (25.9 per cent
illegitimate), and 1317 stiU-births; the figures in 1900
being respectively 4549; 13,882; 31,593; and 1004,
The Uruguayans from a physical point of view are the
finest South American people. Among the country-
folk there are some (Chinos) who give clear evidence
of Indian blood. The Gauchos or farm hands seem
to have some Charruan blood, which may account for

their indifference to animal and even human suffering;

they are restless and willingly join in any uprising,
forming as a rule the main body of the revolutionary
forces that have almost ruined the country. Uru-
guayan education is in a very backward state, though
primary education is nominally obhgatory. In
1907-8 there were 671 pubhc free primary and 289
private schools, with only 78,727 children on the rolls,

though there were 227,770 children of school age. In
1910 the pubhc schools numbered 788, and the chil-

dren enrolled 117,000. Teachers averaged 2 per
public and 3 per private school. In 1908 the number
of illiterates over 6 years of age was 350,547 (of whom
84,502 were foreigners). Montevideo has two normal
schools, a state technical school with 1S5 free students;

a university with faculties of law, medicine, mathe-
matics, sociology, agriculture, veterinary sciences, and
commerce. In i'.lOo the university had 112 professors,

530 undergraduates, and 661 students receiving a
secondary education. The National Library con-
tains over 47,500 volumes, and 9700 MSS. A peda-
gogic museum and library with 7000 volumes was
founded in 1SS8 at Montevideo. ReUgious instruc-

tion is given in the public schools.

ConoiHTce and Finance.—Uruguay has over .5500

miles of good roads; 1472 miles of railroad in 3 systems
running from the capital; 170 of tramway, the system
at Montevideo being electric; 319 telegraph and 1018
post offices; there are 2 telephone companies, and 2
wireless stations. The traction systems are almost
entirely in British hands. Tlie chief ports are La
Paloma and Maldonado on the Atlantic; Montevideo
and Colonia on the Plata; Mercedes on the Rio Negro;
anil Pay.sandii, Fray Bentosand Salto on the Uruguay.
In 1910 over Hi,964,000 tons of .shipping entered and
clcan'd Monleviileo. Vessels of light draught can
ascend the Rio Negro for 55 miles, and the Rio Uru-
guay for over 2(X). Imports in 1911 amounted to

£9,756,000—-chiefly cottons, woollens, coal, and iron;
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jorts amounted to £9,476,000—chiefly meat, tallow,

i wool, as against £.5,041,000 and £.5,901,000

pertively in 1901. The public debt in 1910 was
j.5,S0.5,7.S4. The Bank of the Republic, whose
ectors are nominated by the Government, can alone

lie notes; on 1 Jan., 1911, it had notes to the value
SlS,07ti,S42 in circulation. In 1912 the Govern-
nt created a national insurance bank with a monop-
of accident, fire, labour, and hfe in.surance; the

ng of a date for the enforcement of this monopoly
eft to the Government's discretion. Onlj- foreign

d is in circulation, the standard silver coin is the
0 or dollar (SI.034 in United States currency). In
)7 the use of the metric system was made compul-
y. Uruguay's well-watered allu\ial soil and undu-
ing plains make it primarily an agricultm-al and
itoral country. Sheep-farming is carried on espe-

Uy in Durazno and Soriano, and an excellent variety
A-ool is exported. The centre of the cattle industry
n Salto, Paysandu, and Rio Xegro; the beasts, chiefly

Enghsh slock, are destined chiefly for the salaiicro

de, that is sun-dried salted meat or jerked beef,

ich is exported to Brazil and Cuba. Fray Bentos
the headquarters of large factories for the manu-
t are of extract of beef. Vineyards were introduced

Salto about 1874, and have spread to Monte-
eo, Colonia, and Canelones; the production of wine
ounting to over 4 milhon gallons in 1908. Wheat
1 other cereals, as well as tobacco, are extensively
wn, but not yet in sufficient quantitj' to develop
export trade.
luLH.\Ll., Handbook of the River Plate Republics (London,
3); .-Vkebs, Hist, of S. America (London, 1904); Koebel.
\guay (London. 1911); Uruguay, publ. by Internat. Bur. of
Dr. Rpp. (Washington, 1902 and 1909); Anuario estadlslico de
?tfp. Oriental del Uruguay (MonteWdeo, 1909-11): .\RArJo,
!ta hist, del Uruguay (Montevideo, 1909): M.\eso, El Uruguay
ar>is de un siglo (Montevideo, 1910) : Mclh.\ll, Between the

azon and the Andes (London, 18S1).

A. A. MacErlean.

Jruguayana, Diocese op (Urdguayanensis),
'r;ig;ui of Porto .4.1egre, Brazil. By a Decree dated
.\ugusl, 1910, the See of Sao Pedro do Rio Grande
< rai.sed to archiepiscopal rank, with the title of

•to Alegre, three new dioceses being se|jarated from
territory. Fifteen parishes were allotted to the
)cese of Uruguayana, which includes the western
tion of Rio Grande do Sul, bounded on the south
(he Provinces of Artigas and Rivera (Uruguay) and
the west by the Rio Uruguay. This fertile terri-

y has important stock breeding and dried beef
ustries. The town of I'ruguayana (14,000 inhabi-

ts) is situated on the Rio Uruguay, 360 miles west
r'orto .Alegre, with which it is connected by rail; it

opposite the Argentine town of Restauraci6n and
extensive trade by river and rail with Montevideo

1 Buenos Aires. It was founded in 1843 by order
he revolutionary Government of Rio Grande. On
ugust, 186.5, it was taken by the invading Para-
yan army, but on 18 September following, the
jders, numbering COOO men, h:id lo capitulate to the
•d forces of Brazil, Argentina, and Uruguay. The

1 other chief towns are .\legrilc C.WKIO inhabitants)
I he li'ft bank of the Rio Ibinipuitun, and (Juarahy
)0 inhabitants) opposite the town of .Santo Eugenio
ugiKiy). Numerous flourishing missions were
!i(lc<l by the Jesuits in this territory along the e;i.st-

bank of the Rio Uruguay from 1632 to 1707, but
fruits of their labours were lost on the expulsion of

order (see Reductions of Paraguay). Tlie first

lop of the new see is Mgr. Hermes Joseph Piii-

o, b. at Traipu, in the Diocese of Alag6;i.s, 1871;
itudied at Olinda, was ord.ained in 1901, appointed
ish priest at Boa Vista and canon of Olinda, and
linated Bi.shop of Uruguayana on 12 May, 1911.
cathedral church is dedicated to St. Anne.

vLANTi, Compendia de hietaria do Brazil (SSo Paulo, 1896-
).

A. A. MacErlean.

Use (Rite). See Sarum Rite; York Rite.

Ushaw College (College of St. Cuthbert),
a combined college and seminary for the six dioceses
that were comprised in the old Northern Vicariate of
England. The government is vested in a united
board of the bishops of these dioceses, with a presi-
dent, a vice-president, and staff of about 30 professors.
The average number of students is over 300, divided
into three courses: the preparatory course, including
about 80 boys, the humanity course with about 130,
and the philosophical and theological with about 100.

History.—The suppression of the "Grands
Anglais" at Douai (q. v.), the seminary which for

200 years had meant the Catholic Faith to England,
was only one of the many far-reaching results that
the French Revolution brought in its train. The
immediate necessity under which the English Cath-
olics found themselves of providing for the cont inua-
tion of its work led to a project of establishing one
college for the whole of England on English soil.

Many difiiculties supervened and finally the question
arranged itself by the division of the refugee students
from Douai into two bodies, one of which found shelter
at Old Hall near Ware, while the remainder (mainly
composed of students who were destined for tlie North-
ern Vicariate), after temporary sojourns at Tudhoe
and Pontop, two villages in the vicinity of Durham,
settled on lo Oct., 1794, at Crook Hall, about eleven
miles N. W. of that city. There they re-established
Douai for the north of England, audit lived its life under
the guidance of one of its former professors, Thomas
Eyre, of John Lingard, the future historian, and
of John Daniel, the actual president of Douai at
its suppression, who seems to have been formally in-

stalled as president for a few days. Ten years'
growth made Crook Hall inadequate for its purpose,
and in 1S04 Bishop William Gibson began the build-
ings at Ushaw, to which, four years later, the colony
finaUy migrated, the first detachment on 19 July, the
rest on 2 August, 1808. There they found three
sides of a massive quadrangle, with a frontage of
about 170 feet and a depth of 220, ready for their

habitation. The fourth .side of this quadrangle was
not added till 1819, under the president who suc-
ceeded Eyre in 1811, Dr. John Gillow; but no further
material addition was made to the buildings until

the fourth president, Charles Newsham, succeeded in

1837. He realized that, if Ushaw was adequately
to continue its career, no pains nor expense must be
spared to enlarge its capacity and to bring its arrange-
ments into line with more modern requirements.
The pioneers of the Gothic revival were at hand to
assist him in this, and from the plans of the two Pugins
and the two Hansoms the second church with its

attendant chapels, the Ubrary, infirmary, museum,
exhibition hall, lavatories, kitchens, and farm-
buildings, and a sep:irate establishment for the
younger lioys, all sprang up around the old Georgian
quadrangle.

In much more than a conventional sen.se Monsignor
Newsham may be called the founder of modern Ushaw;
and the best evidence of how far-seeing were his plans
and achievements lies in the fact that for twenty years
after his death, in 1863, practically no addition was
made to the fabric. In 1883 Monsignor Wrennal
found it necessary to build a third church. Under
Bishop Wilkinson, who assumed the presidency in

1890, which he held conjointly with the Bishopric of

Hexham and Newca.stle till his death in 1909, a
fresh period of activity began. A covered swimming
bath, a gymnasium, two new dormitories, and over
forty new living rooms, the enl.argement of the exhibi-

tion hall, the elaborate decoration of the church with
the erection of a new high altar, are all the products
of his nineteen years of presidency. Two presidents

have held office since his death: Monsignor Joseph
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Corbishley, who survived him only a year, and Mon-
signor WiUiani Henry Brown, under whom new
lecture roonis have been erected to accommodate the
largely increased numbers of philosophy and divinity

students. Altogether the present blocks of buildings,

with their enclosed courts, cover a rectangle 8S0 feet

long by 420 feet broad; the outbuildings, grounds,
and campus cover over 100 acres, and the whole
estate, with its home and outlying farms, includes

between 1200 and 1300 acres.

Many objects of historical and artistic interest are

preserved in the college. Lmgard bequeathed to

it all his books and papers, which included an early

MS. and the proof sheets of his " History of England "

witli about l.'jOO of his letters; Wiseman is represented

by the MSS. of "Fabiola" and the "Hidden Gem",
and of many sermons, lectures, and letters, while
Eyre gathered for it a valuable collection of docu-
ments dealing with the English Catholic history of

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and in-

tended for a continuation of Dodd's "Church His-
tory". The library, in which these are stored, con-
tains about 4.5,000 volumes, mainly of theological

and historical interest. It is especially rich in early

printed liturgical books and in seventeenth-century
controversy. Examples of Wynken de Worde's
"York Manual", Higden's "Polychronicon", the
"Nuremburg Chronicle", the "Ulm Cosmographs",
the "Complutensian Polyglot", are found on its

shelves, and, perhaps more mteresting than all, about
forty works that belonged to the pre-Reformation
librarj' of Durham Abbey and which still retain the
original monasticbindings. Themanuscripts include,

in addition to the collection already mentioned, a
large number of old English missals, psalters, and
books of hours, as well as many documents connected
with the history of the colleges at Douai, Lisbon, and
Valladolid, and with the progress of Catholicism in

the north of England. The museum, too, is rich in

relics of persecution times, several missals and altar-

stones and an old wooden crozier that belonged to

Bishop Dicconson being among the most remarkable.
The church treasury contains several splendid exam-
ples of church plate, a chalice assigned to Benvcnuto
Cellini taking the place of honour. It also preserves

a chasuble that tradition connects with Westminster
Abbey and another that belonged to Cuthbert Tun-
stall, the last Catholic Bishop of Durham. The
collection of relics is one of the largest extant in

private hands, and includes a large rehc of the True
Cross and a ring that was taken from the body of St.

Cuthbert when the tomb at Durham was rifled during
the Reformation.
Education.—In her system of education Ushaw

has clung tenaciously, though progressively, to the
traditions she inherited from the "Alma Mater Dua-
censis" which she was founded to replace. No other
college in England has found it possible permanently
to retain, throughout the whole of its career, the
essential characteristic of the Douai system—the co-

education of clerical and lay students throughout
their humanities. The classical element still pre-

dominates in the course, and even the old class names,
rhetoric, poetry, syntax, grammar, and figures, are

still retained. For nearly fifty years after leaving
France the Douai authors were read and the Douai
time-table observed with scarcely an alteration.

Then the second spring began to make its influence

felt in education as in all other things Catholic.

Catholic ciilleges were affiliated to London University

in 1840, and Catholic scholarship was at last able to

find a criterion to test its standing. U.shaw found she

had no reason to shrink from the comparison. Her
first two candidates for a degree in arts obtained a
first class, and their example was so persistently fol-

lowed that twenty years later the London examina-
tions in arts were made the standard for the course.

Roughly speaking, during the thirty-three j-ears from
1863 to 1896, three-fourths of the candidates pre-
sented were successful, the exact numbers being 574
antl 717. But in the latter year several causes com-
bined to make another standard of comparison desir-

able, and, in accordance with a general mo^•ement
among the Catholic colleges, L^shaw substituted the
Oxford local and certificate papers for the London
examinations. About the same time, availing herself

of the privilege newly granted by the Holy See, Ushaw
utilized the university training which she found close

at hand. The college was affihated to Durham Uni-
versity in 1900, and during the next ten years 22 stu-

dents took the degree in arts, 16 obtaining classical

honours at the final examination, and 27 scholaiships
of the aggregate value of over £1000 ha\e been
secured. But once more the necessity of spentling

much time on uncongenial subjects has compelled a
change of front and the college has returned to the
London University course, which during the interval

has been entirely remodelled.
The history of the philosophical and theological

courses, which occupy two and four years respectively,

follows on very similar Unes. The Douai theses and
the customs of "dictates" held for the first quarter
of the nineteenth century. The value of the course
was soon recognized. By a Brief dated Feb., 1813,
Pius VII gave Ushaw and Old Hall the power of

granting degrees in theology, though there is no rec-

ord of the privileges ever having been exercised. The
introduction of more modern methods began with
Monsignor Ncwsham and to-day the various chairs

are held by professors who have received their training

at Ushaw and graduated at foreign universities. \\'ith

very few exceptions professors have always been chosen
from former alumni. Generally speaking, the more
promising students are selected for special training

at the end of theii' humanities, then, after studying
philosophy, they teach the lower schools for three

years, with the title of "minor" professors. They
then proceed to their divinity, where a further

selection is made for specialized study, which is gen-
erally taken at some university on the Continent.
Long ex-perience has shown the advantage of this

system of training professors; another inheritance

from the traditions of Douai.
Prominent Aluhni.—The roll of alumni (1912)

includes close on to 5000 names. It embraces over
1000 priests, 30 bishops, 5 archbishops, and 4 car-

dinals: Wiseman, De la Puente, Bourne, Cardinal
Archbishop of Westminster, and the Cardinal Sec-

retary of State, Merry del Val, who was not only a

student but also a "minor" professor at Ush.aw.
Prominent names in almost every profession and
almost every country can be found there. I^aw is

represented in England by Mr. Justice Shee, the first

Catholic post-Reformation judge; b\- Judge O'Connor,
former deputy chairman of committees in the House of

Commons; in India by Mr. Justice John Power ^\'allis,

Judge of the High Court of Madras; in Canada by the

Hon. James Foy, Attorney-general of Ontario; in

the United States by Joseph Scott of Los Angeles, a
prominent official of the Knights of Columbus.
Statesmanship is represented by the present Under-
Secretary for the Home Office, Wilham Patrick Byrne,

C. B.; the services by General Montague Gerard,
K. C. B., Major Miles O'Reilly, commander of the

Irish Brigade at Castelfidardo, and Commodore
Edward F. Charlton, Commodore of the l^astern

Destroyer Flotilla; art by Charles Napier Ileniy, the

Royal Academician: architecture by George and Ed-
ward C.oldie and the youngest Pugin; literature by
such names as Linganl the historian, Francis Thomp-
son the poet, Wilfred \\:m\ the prcscnit editor of the
"Dublin Review", and Joseph Gillow, the compiler
of the well-known "Bibliographical Dictionary of the

English Catholics".
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Laino, Vahaw CoUeoe, A Centenary Memorial (Newcastle, 1894)

;

axLER. Records and Recollections of Ushaw (Preston. 1889);
GlLLOn-. Chapels al Ushaw (Durham, 1885); J. GlLLOW,

aydock Papers (Ivondon, 1888); Oaklev, Introduction to
I8EMAN, Hidden Gem (Ixjndon, 18!i9); Wilbekfobcb, Ushciw
tllege in Dublin Review. XLV (1858); Bonney, Life and
iters of Lingard (London. 1911); Wabd. Life and Times of
ird. Wiseman (London. 1899); Gillow. Bibl. Diet. Eng. Cath.
lOndon, 1885); Ushaw Magazine, I-XXI (1891). sq. Catholic
ho's Who (1911); Catholic Magazine, I. II (1831-2); Taf*. Mis-
lang. III (18241; Catholic University Bulletin (1908).

E. Bonney.

Usilla, a titular see of Byzacena in Africa. Nothing
known of the history of this city; it is mentioned by
:oleiny (IV, .3, 10) and with variations in the spelling
the name by the Peutinger Tables (ii) which call it a
unicipality, and by other ancient geographical doc-
nents. according to which it was thirty-two miles
3m Thysdrus (to-day El Djem) and twentj'-eight
iles from Thipna; (Bcnshir Tina). The ruins are
lown as Inshilki. among them being the remains of a
izantine basilica. We have the names of six

shops of Usilla: Felix, present at the Council of
irthage (256) ; Cassianus, at the Council of Carthage
49); Theodore, one of the Donatist partisans of
aximianus, who at the Council of Cabarsussi (393)
ndemned Primianus, and in turn at the Council of

igai (394) was condemned by the partisans of the
tter, as one of the consecrators of Maximianus;
ivatus, present at the Conference of Carthage (411);
ctorinus, e.xiled by Huneric (484); Laurentius, a
;ner of the letter addressed by the Council of Byza-
ne ((541), to the Byzantine emperor again.st the
onothelites.

?M1TH, Diet, of Greek and Roman Geogr., s. v. Usilla; Muller,
it<^^ on Ptolemy, ed. Didot, I. 623; Todlotte, Glog. de IWfrique
etienne, Byzaclne el Tripolitaine (Montreuil. 1894). 227-29.

S. P^TRIofes.

Usingen, .Xkn'oldi vox. See Arnoldi, B.'vr-

IOLO.\I.«iuS.

Uskup. See ScopiA, Archdiocese of.

Usuaxd, M.\RTVROLOGY of.—Usuard was a Bene-
?tine monk of the Abbey of St-Germain-des-Prc5s,
iris. He seems to have died about the year 87.5,

d the prologue in which he offers to Charles the
lid his most important work, the "Martyrology",
lich he had undertaken at that monarch's instiga-

>n, was apparently written very shortly before the
thor's death. Usuard wa.s a prominent member of

3 order and he had been sent on a mission to Spain
8.58 to procure certain imjiortant relics, of which
jrney an account is stiU preserved (sec Acta SS.,

ly, VI, 4.59). The "Martyrologium" which bears
i name, a compilation upon which the existing

jman Martyrology depends very closely, remained
roughout the Middle .^ges the most famous docu-
?nt of its kind, and is preserved to us in innumerable
S.S., of which Dom Quentin gives a partial hst
lartyrologes historiques, 1908, pp. (37.5-7). The
ther complicated history of the evolution of the
rly medieval martyrologia culminating in Usuard's
)rk has for the fir.st time been accurately told by
)m (Quentin in the Ijook just cited. It has, however,
ig brcti known that U.^iuard jjrovided what was sub-
intially ,an abridgement of .\do's "MartjTology

"

'C .\do of ViENNE) in a form hotter adapted for

actical liturgical use. In cert:iin points, however,
mard reverted to a Lyonese recension of Bede's
gmented "M.artjTology ", which was attributed to
e famous archdeacon Florus. But the storj' of the
lation of these texts, unravelled for the first time by
am Quentin, is too complicated to be detailed here,
iclext of Usuard's "Martyrologium" was carefully
itcd by Dom Bouillant (Paris, 1718) from M.S.
itisi 1374.5 at Paris, which, if not the autograph of

e author, dates at .any rate from his time. A still

are elaborate edition waa brought out by the Bol-

landist Du Solher in Acta SS., June, VI. It has been
reprintedin I' I ('\ \ MT-CW l\

QllENTi.N, Lr lui
,

l!l(lS). a work of
suprr*nio import , |,m - ,i.,r\ manor of tho
editions of Bonili ,, ,;

, ,
I .. ,. ,nvcd in tho light

of what is then .i. ..,. -i, -,...,.., . ,^,, ,,,.^,. i,,u.,L il„- aceount.s given
by .^HELIS. Die MarlurolugtuH ihn. Uescliichte und ihr Werth
(Berlin. 1900); see also de Smedt. Introd. ad hist, eccles. (Ghent,
1870). 127-55; Veith in Kirchenlexikon. s. v.

Herbert Thurston.

Usury.—In the article Interest we have reserved
the question of the lawfulness of taking interest on
money lent ; we have here to consider first, usury as a.

subject of controversy; and, secondly, usury as con-
denmed by all honest men.

Plato (L.aws, v. 742) and Aristotle (Pohtics, I,

X, xi) considered interest aa contrary to the nature of
things; Aristophanes expressed his disapproval of it,

in the "Clouds" (1283 sqq.); Cato condemned it (see

Cicero, "De officiis", II, xxv), comparing it to homi-
cide, as also did Seneca (De beneficiis, VII , x)

and Plutarcli in his treatise against incurring debts.
So much for Greek and Roman writers, who, it is true,

knew Utile of economic science. Aristotle dis-

approved of the money trader's profit; and the
ruinous rales at which money was lent explain his
severity. On the other hand, the Roman and Greek
laws, while considering the mutuum, or loan for con-
sumption, as a contract gratuitous in principle,

allowed a clause, stipulating for the payment of
interest, to be added to the bond. The Law of the
Twelve Tables allowed OT^Xy unciariumfenus, probably
12 of the capital, or 8.33 per cent. A plebiscitum, lex

Gamicia, 412 a. v. c. went sofaras to forbid all interest

wh.atever, but, at a later period, the Roman Law al-

lowed interest at 1 percent monthly, or 12 per centper
annum. Justinian laid down as a general rule that
this maximvim should be reduced by half (L. 26,

§ 1, c. De usuris, IV, 32). Chaldea allowed interest

on loans (cf. Law of Hammurabi, 48 sqq.). No
absolute prohibition can be found in the Old Testa-
ment; at most, Exod., .xxii, 25, and Deut., xxiii, 19, 20,
forbifl the taking of interest by one Jew from another
(cf.Schwalm, "La vie privce du peuplejuif ^I'^poque
de J. C", III, col. 7, Paris, 1910).

In the Christian era, the New Testament is silent

on the subject; the passage in St. Luke (vi, 34, 35),
which some persons interpret as a condemnation of
interest, is only an exhortation to general and disin-

terested benevolence. \ certain number of authors,
among them Benedict XIV (De sjTiodo diocesana, X,
iv, n. 6), believed in the existence of a Patristic
tradition which regardetl the prohibitory passages of
Holy Scripture a-s of universal application. Exami-
nation of (he texts, however, leads us to the following
conclusions: until the fourth century all that can be
inferred from the Fathers and ecclesiastical writers
is that it is contrary to mercy and humanity to
demand interest from a i)oor and needy man. The
vehement denunciations of the Fathers of the fourth
and fifth centuries were called forth by the moral
decadence and avarice of the time, and we cannot find

in them any expression of a general doctrine on this

point ; nor do the Fathers of the following centuries
say anything remarkable on usury; they simply
protest again.st the exploitation of misfortune, and
.such transactions as, under pretence of rendering
service to the borrower, really threw him into great
distress. The question of moderate rates of interest

seems scarcely to have presented itself to their minds
as a matter for discu.ssion. The texts bearing on the
question are collected in Vermeersch, "Quaistiones
morales de just ilia", II, n. 3.59.—The councils con-
demned in the first place clerics who lent money at
interest. This is the purpose of the 44th of the
.•\postolic Canons; of the Council of .\rles (314), and
of the 17th canon of the First Council of Nica-a (325).

It is true that a text of the Council of Elvira (305 or
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6) is quoted which, while ordering the degradation of

clerics, would also have punishment inflicted on lay-

men, who obstinately persisted in usurious practices;

but the mention of laymen is of extremely doubtful

authenticity. It may tlien be said that until the

ninth century canonical decrees forbade this profit,

shameful as it was considered, only to clerics.

Nevertheless, the 12th canon of the First Council of

Carthage (34.5) and the 36th canon of the Council of

Aix (789) have declared it to be reprehensible even

for laymen to make money by lending at interest.

The canonical laws of the Middle Ages absolutely for-

bade the practice. This prohibition is contained in

the Decree of Gratian, q. 3, C. IV, at the beginning,

and c. 4, q. 4, C. IV; and in 1. .5, t. 19 of the Decretals,

for example in chapters 2, 5, 7, 9, 10, and 13. These
chapters order the profit so obtained to be restored;

and Alexander III (c. 4, "Super eo",eodem) declares

that he has no power to dispense from the obhgation.

Chapters 1, 2, and 6, eodem, condemn the stratagems

to which even clerics resorted to evade the law of the

general councils, and the Third of the Lateran (1179)

and the Second of Lyons (1274) condemn usurers.

In the Council of Vienne (1311) it was declared that

if any person obstinately maintained that there was
no sin in the practice of demanding interest, he should

be punished as a heretic (see c. "Ex gravi", unic.

Clem., "De usuris", V, 5). It is a curious fact that

for a long time a certain impunity was in such matters

granted to Jews. The Fourth Council of the Lateran

(121.5), c. 27, only forbids them to exact excessive

interest. Urban III, c. 12, "De usuris" (V, 19) and
St. Louis in twenty-tliree of his regulations extended
the prohibition to the Jews. With the exception

of e. 27 of the Fourth Council of the Lateran, we know
of no canon law which takes into consideration the

question of moderate interest ; and canon law nowhere
states distinctly that iiiterest is, under any cu-cum-

stances whatsoever, contrary to justice. Theologians

and canonists of the Middle Ages constructed a

rational theory of the loan for consumption, which
contains this fundamental statement: the mutumn, or

loan of things meant for immediate consumption,

does not legahze, as such, any stipulation to jxay

interest; and interest exacted on such a loan must be

returned, as having been unjustly claimed. This was
the doctrine of St. Thomas and Scotus; of Mohna,
Lessius, and de Lugo. Canonists adopted it as well

as the theologians; and Benedict XIV made it his own
in his famous Encychcal "Vix pervenit" of 1 Novem-
ber, 1745, which was promulgated after thorough
examination, but addressed only to the bishops of

Italy, and therefore not an infallible Decree. On 29

July, 1S36, the Holy Office incidentally declared that

tlii.s Encyclical applied to the whole Church; but such

a declaration could not give to a document an infal-

lible character which it otherwise did not possess.

The schismatic Greeks, at least since the sixieenth

cent ury, do not consider the taking of interest on loans

as intrinsically bad.
While Lut her, Melanchthon, and Zwingli condemned

loaning for interest, Calvin permitted interest on
money advanced to rich i)ersoTis; his disciple Salmasius

gave effect to this opinion by a systematic code of

rules. Hy degrees a certain number of Catholic

writers relaxed their severit v. Scipio Maffei, a friend

of HciicdicI XIV, wrote a J'clilirati-d treatise, ''Dell'

inipicgo del dunaro", to justify nn oi)inion which in

this iiialter resembles that of Calvin. Economists
g<iicrally upliold the theoretical lawfulness of interest

on loans. For a long time civil law was in agreement
with canon law; hut as early a.s the sixteenth century,

Germany allowed interest at .5 per cent; in France, on
the contrary, interest on loans was forbiddini until the

Decree of 2 aiul 3 October, 17.S9. Contempo-
rary laws always consider the loan for consumption
as gratuitous in principle, but allow a stiijulation for

the payment of interest to be added. In modern
legislation, two questions remain to be decided: (1)

whether it is desirable to establish a maximum legal

rate; and (2) by what means usurious exactions may
be prevented. The Holy See admits practically the
lawfulness of interest on loans, even for ecclesiastical

property, though it has not promulgated any doc-
trinal Decree on the subject. See the replies of the
Holy Office dated 18 August, 1830, 31 August, 1831,

17 January, 1838, 26 March, 1840, and 28 February,
1871; and that of the Sacred Penitentiary of 11

February, 1S32. These rephes will be found collected

in the "Collectio Lacensis" (Acta et decreta s.

conciUorum recentiorum), VI, col. 677, Appendix to
the Council of Pondicherry; and in the "Enchiridion"
of Father Bucceroni.
Every one admits that a duty of charity may

command us to lend gratuitously, just as it commands
us to give freely. The point in question is one of

justice: is it contrary to the equity required in mutual
contracts to ask from the borrower interest in addition

to the return of the money lent? It may be remarked
that the best authors have long recognized the law-

fulness of interest to compensate a lender for the risk

of losing his capital, or for positive loss, such as the
privation of the profit which he might otherwise have
made, if he had not advanced the loan. They also

admit that the lender is justified in exacting a fine of

some kind (a conventional penalty) in case of any
delay in repayment arising from the fault of the
borrower. These are what are called extrinsic

grounds, admitted without dispute since the end of the

sixteenth century, and justifying the stipulation for

reasonable interest, proportionate to the risk involved

in the loan. Another discussion, which has not been
closed, but only su.spended, relates to the question

whether the civil law creates a new and real title,

whether the State can, in order to extend and promote
credit for the good of the community, permit interest

on loans. We think it can. But there will scarcely

be any need for such a law except in circumstances

which aheady justify the general practice of lending

for interest. (On these extrinsic rights see: Funk,
" Geschichte des kirchhchen Zinsverbotes" ; Lehmkuld,
"Theologia moralis", I, n. 1306 sqq., 11th ed.)

The precise question then is this: if we consider

justice onl}', without reference to extrinsic circum-

stances, can the loan of money, or of any chattel which
is not destroyed by use, entitle the lender to a gain or

profit which is called interest? To this question

some persons, namely the economists of the classic

school, and some Cathohc writers, answer "yes, and
always"; others, namely Sociahsts, and some Catho-
lic writers, answer "no, never"; and lastly some Cath-

oUcs give a less unconditional answer, "sometimes, but

not always"; and they explain the different attitudes

of the Churcli in condemning at one time, and at

another authorizing, the practice of taking interest

on loans, by the difference of circumstances and the

state of society. The principal argument in favour

of the first opinion is that the lender does the borrow er

a service which should be paid for. This is, of course,

a materialistic view of human senice, which when
rendered in a spirit of active benevolence is repaiii by
gratitude: only onerous service, which costs or

represents some trouble or privation, is sold or liired

for money. Now, at times when opportunities for

investing money in commercial luuh'rtakings or con-

verting it into revenue-producing property were com-
paratively rare, a loan made to a solvent person,

instead of being onerous to the lender, was rather an

advantage, in giving him full security for his nioney,

for the borrower insured him against its accidental

loss. And we liave just shown that the loan of things

meant for inunediate consumption was not, as such,

a source of revenue. Father Ballerini (Opus morale,

III, pt. Ill, ii) thought that the justice or injustice
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f taking interest depends on one's intention; thus,

7e may give credit gratuitously, or we may give the
se of our money for a consideration. In the first

ase, the contract is essentially gratuitous; and as

3rmerly this gratuitous contract was the ordinary
ractice, the Church was opposed to all claim of

iterest. However, as tlie use of moncj' has its value,

ke the use of anything else, the Church on this

round at the present day permits the lending of

loney for interest. In spite of the assent of many
uthors to this explanation, we do not approve it.

n Koraan law, gratuitousness was not es.sential to

he mitluum, but only presumed in the absence of any
tipulation to the contrarj'. Persons who openly or
?cretly demanded interest proved conclusively that

liey were not actuated by motives of benevolence;
nd the Church, in condemning them, did not raise

le question of their intention. The answer to Bal-

Tini is that rent is a price paid for the use of a thing

ot destroyed by use. The expenditure of money
lay be productive, and the person lending money
nd so depriving himself of profit may claim a com-
ensation for that privation; but this is a question
F extrinsic circumstances, not of justice in itself.

Others with Claudio-Jannet (I^e capital, la specula-

on et la finance, iii. 11 and III) distinguish between
le loan for consumption and the loan for production:
e may ask interest from the borrower who takes

loney on credit in order to produce or gain money;
ut not from one who borrows under pressure of

pcessity, or for some unproductive expenditure,

he increased frequency of loans for production con-

dered in connexion with the different extrinsic cir-

imstances would seem to justify the demand for

iterest on such loans at the present day. In a spirit

lat is not irreconcilable with the ruMngs of the

athers in the matter, this system contains this ele-

lent of truth, that the lender of a sum of money
hich is intended for productive use may refuse to

nd except on condition of being made a partner in

le imdertaking, and may claim afixed interest which
presents that share of the profit, which he might
asonably expect to receive. The system, neverthe-

ss, is formally condemned by the EncycUcal "Vix
?rvenit", and contradicts the principle of the just

due; it tends in fact to make the borrower pay for

le special advantage, while the compensation is

gulated by the general advantage procured by the

jssession of a thing, not by the special circumstances

the borrower. Ot hers j ust ify the exist ing pract ice by
presumption of extrinsic circumstances, which is con-

med, according to some persons, by the permission
the civil law. This explanation appears to us

isatisfactory. The extrinsic circumstances do not
ways exist, while we can always lend at interest,

ithout any scruple on the score of justice. And
hat is there to show that modem legislators pass
ws merely to quiet men's consciences?

But we may correct this last opinion by the aid of

le general principles of contractual justice; and we
lall then more fully understand the strictness of

le law of earher times, and the greater hberty allowed
the present day. The just price of a thing is

ised on the general estimate, which depends not in

1 cases on universal utiUty, but on general utility,

nee the possession of an object is generally useful,

may require the price of that general utility, even
hen the object is of no use to me. There is much
eater facilil y nowad.iys for making profitable invest-

ents of savings, and a true value, therefore, is always
tarhed lo the po.s-session of money, as also to credit

3elf. A lender, during the whole time that the loan
intinues, deprives himself of a valuable thing, for

le price of which he is compensated by the interest.

is right at the present day to permit interest on
oney lent, as it wa-s not wrong to condemn the
actice at a time when it was more difficult to find

profitable investments for money. So long as no
objection was made to the profitable investment of
capital in industrial undertakings, discouragement of
interest on loans acted as an encouragement of legiti-

mate trade; it also led to the creation of new con-
tractual associations, such as insurance companies,
which give a reasonable hope of gain without risk.

The action of the Church has found distinguished
defenders, even outside her own pale, among the
representatives of contemporarj' economic science.
We may mention tfiree English authors: Marshall,
professor of political economy at the Uni\ersity of
Cambridge (Principles of Economics, I, I, ii, sees. 8
etc.); .\shley, professor at the new University of
Birmingham (An Introduction to Enghsh Economic
History and Theory, I, I, i, sec. 17); and the
celebrated historian of poUtical economy. Professor
Cunningham (Growth of English Industry and
Commerce, I, II, vi, sec. 8.5, third edition).
Even at the present day, a smaU number of French
CathoUcs (Abbe Morel, "Du pret a interet"; Modest e,

"Le pret a interet, derniere forme de resclavago")
see in the attitude of the Church only a tolerance
justified by the fear of greater evOs. 'This is not so.

The change in the attitude of the Church is due
entirely to a change in economic matters that require
the present system. The Holy See itself puts its

funds out at interest, and requires ecclesiastical

adtiiinistrators to do the same. A recent writer,

Father BcUiot of the Friars Minor, denounces in loans
for interest "the principal economic scourge of civiU-
zation", though the accumulation of wealth in the
hands of a few capitalists, which he deplores so much,
does not arise so much from lending money at proper
interest as from industrial investments, banking
operations, and specidations, which have never been
condemned as unjust in principle. There has never
been at any time any prohibition against the invest-
ment of capital in commercial or industrial under-
takings or in the public funds.

Lending money at interest gives us the opportunity
to exploit the passions or necessities of other men by
compelling them to submit to ruinous conditions; men
are robbed and left destitute under the pretext of
charity. Such is the usury against which the Fathers
of the Church have always protested, and which is

universally condemned at the present day. Dr.
Funk defined it as the abuse of a certain superiority
at the expense of another man's necessity; but in

this description he points to the opportunity and the
means which en.able a man to commit the sin of

usury, rather than the formal malice of the sin itself.

It is in itself unjust extortion, or robbery. The sin
is frequently committed. In .some countries are
found instances of the exaction of interest at 30, .50,

100 per cent, and even more. The evil is so great in
India that we might expect legal provisions to fight

against such ruinous abuse. The exorbitant charges
of pawnbrokers for money lent on pledge, and, in

some instances, of persons selling goods to be paid
for by instalments, are also instances of usury dis-

guised under another name. As a remedy for the
evil, respectable associations for mutual lending have
been instituted, such a.s the b.anks known by the
name of their founder, RaifTeisen, and help h.as been
sought from legislators; but (here is no general agree-
ment ;is to the form which legislation on this subject
should take.

Aristotle, Politics. I, 10, 11; St, Thomas, Summa II—II. Q.
lixWii: De nw/o. Q. xiii. t. 2. a. 14 ; Scores, /n IVSenlen<..d. 15. q.
2, nn. 17-20 and 26; Moun.4. De jutlitia el canlractihu.i. t. 2, tr.

2. d. 299, 303 sqq : I.ESsirs, De juslUia el jure, \X: de Lugo, De
justitia etjure.d.WX ; Pirhino, Reiffensttjkl, Schmalzgruber.
in Lib. V. Decretalium, t. 19; Ro.ssCET, Traits deVusure: Broeder-
8ES (Jansenist minister). Df'i.iuris/tri/ijrt ilUHlis (JA^vden, 1743);
SriPloNE Maffei. Dcir impiego del dannro (Rome, 1746); CoN-
ciNA, CommentaritLm adxersxis usuram (Rome, 174S); BENEnirr
XIV, De gynodo di/eceana X, iv; Zech, Rigor moderatu*
doelrintr ponlifirirr rirea usiirns a S. P. .V. Brnrdicto XIV per
epitt. encycl. Iradiliu etc. (Ingolstadt, 1751); Mastrofini, Le
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usnrf (Rome, 1S31); Funk. RccM und Moral in Bezttg auf das
Wirfhschaftsleben: Zina mid Wnrher in Christtichen AUerthum:
Scipio Maffeiu.dns lirrhlirlir Z/7if;rfrhot: (see TheologischeQuartal-
sc/i^I/^ Tubingen, ]m''. l^7', I^T'M; Gesch.des-kirchlichenZinsver-
botes.-ZurGesch.ii' U (Tubingen, 1876, 1901); Ball-
erini-Palmiebi,C)j. , |.. ;i, c. 2.dub. 7n. 680-746, ed.3;
Endemann (non-(_';it!i ' i ,. <'

/
' ; uiderroTimnisch-canonistiscken

u-inhschafls-u.RechlMehre (Berlin, 1883). t. 2, VIII; Das Inleresse,

Das Dariehen; Weiss, Soctafe Frage u. sociale ordiiung {Vre'ihuTg,

1896): Pesch. Zinsgrund u. Zinsgrenze Zeitschrift fiir katholische
Theologie (1888) ; Claudio-Jannet, he capital, la speculation et

la finance au XIX' siecle (Paris, 1892); Gaggia, Le vsure nelle

fonti del diritto canonico in Rivista intemazionale di scienze sociali

(1897, 1898); Van Roet, De justo auctario et contractu credili

dissertatio historico-moralis (Louvaio. 1903) ; Brants, L'usure dans
la legislation contemporaine; Les formes actuelles de la lutte contre
Insure in Bulletin de VAcad&mie royale de Belgique (1895 and
1903): ScHAUB. Der Kampf qegen den Zinswucher, ungerechten
Preis u. unlautern fluudcl im Mittelalter, von Karl dent Grossen
bis Papst Alcxanilir III fl jriKiiru, 1905); Belliot. Manuel de
sociologie cathoh<in> In ! Mi); Vermeersch, Qufesliones de
justitiaadusum h'l.h, ' :> i re disputattv ^2nd ed., Bruges,
1904). Forlh.-c;ilrn, III II st,cf. Fiscber, The Impatience
T/ieorif ol' /,' ' " ' II i\ iif tlie causes determining the rate on
interesti hi ! , 380-401; Maingie, La Iheorie de
Vinteret f! ( Brussels, 1911); Slater, A Manual o/
Moral Thiol.^.jj ilihli.ri, 1908).

A. Vermeersch.

Utah, the thirty-second state admitted to the
Union, takes its name from an Indian tribe known as
the Utes or Yutas—a Shoshonian ofishoot—whose

hunting grounds
embraced three-
fdurtlis of the
territory enclosed
by the boundaries
of the State of
Utah. It is 350
miles long and
27.5 miles wide.
Its .area is 84,990
square miles
(.54,.390,000 acres)

and of these
square miles
2780 are of water
surface. The
population ac-
cording to the

The state extends

Seal of Utah

thirteenth census is 373,351
westerly to the Nevada line, and on the east to Colo-
rado and Wyoming, on the .south it is bounded by
Arizona, and on the north by Idaho and Wyoming.

Phy.siography.—The Wasatch and Uintah Ranges
of the Rocky Mountain system traverse the state from
north to south with collateral elevations stretching
across the face of the land forming a picturesque
variety to the great basins and valleys. These
mountains are furrowed with gorges and canyons
through which the waters, formed by melting snow
and rain, rush to the lowlands where they are diverted
into irrigating canals. These canyons range in depth
from 400 to 5000 feet. There are crests of the
Wasatch Range from 12,000 to 14,000 feet above sea
level. The Great Salt Lake—the kirgest body of in-

land water in the UniliMl .St;itcs west of the Missouri

—

rests in the noitli ccriind p:irt of Ut;ili. The lake has
a surface measurcmciil of 2.12.") s(|uare miles, is 75
miles long by ,50 wide, and is 4210 feet above sea level.

With Sevier and Ut.-ih bakes. Great Salt Lake is all

that remains of Bonneville Sea, a great inland body
of water that at some [leriod in the p.ast covered nearly
all rt:ih. .'>evier L;ike is a saline body of water of
varying dimi'iisioiis which in dry seasons practically
evaj)orates. Icvtving :t crys1:dliiie residuum of impure
.sodium chloride ;ind sul|)h:i,tes, live inches in dei)th.
Jordan River, dniniiig I he fresh w:iter l:d<e, Utah, the
Weber and He:i,r Rivers and m.-iriy sni:ill stre:uns flow
into S;dt L;ike and cdMiixMisatc for l|ic ev;iporation
which h:is been in uninterrupted progress for ;iges and
has made of the waters of Salt Lake a nearly saturated
lirinc.

The mean annual temperature of Utah is 49 de-

grees. The highest temperature ever recorded was
115 degrees above, and the lowest 36 degrees below,
zero. The air is arid, due to a comparatively small
precipitat ion of moisture. Humid air currents travel-
ling eastward from the Pacific Ocean suffer a conden-
sation of their vapours, and when they pass over the
state become drying winds.
M.\TERi.M. Resgxjrces.—About two-thirds of Utah's

population engage in agriculture. There are 2,135,-
000 acres of land under irrigation, with 10,000,000
more ready for irrigation. There are Large farms
which grow nothing but grain, but these are known
as dry or arid farms. Those which are under irriga-

tion are necessarily small, and the product is extraor-
dinarily large. Three crops of alfalfa are harvested
in the same year. The production and value of the
leading crops in 1910 was as follows: corn, 394,000
bushels, valued at $331,000; wheat, 5,708,000 bushels,
$4,795,000; oats, 2,494,000 bu-shels, .$1,197,000; bar-
ley, 468,000 bushels, .$281,000; potatoes, 2,1.30,000
bashels, $1,2.57,000; hay, 1, 140,000 bales,$10,260,000.
The first irrigating canals were opened in LItah fifty

years ago. One that carries water forty miles from
Utah Lake to Salt Lake City was built more than forty
years ago and still furnishes water for irrigating large
stretches of land. About one-third of the area of the
state is capable of cultivation, or is serviceable as
ranges for sheep and cattle. Probably two-fifths of

the area is covered by mountain ranges filled with
precious metals. The remainder is desert land.
LItah, which was the pioneer of irrigation in the inter-

mountain states, has been converted from deserts and
sage-brush wastes into fertile fields. This followed
from the conservation of water, impounding it in

great reservoirs, and distributing the water scientifi-

cally over the land.

In 1909 the state produced gold valued at $4,243,-
907; and the production of silver amounted to
11,242,301 ounces; the lead production in 1910, ac-
cording to local estimates, was 112,209,256 pounds
valued at $4,985,831 ; in the same year the copper pro-
duction was 125,000,000 pounds v.alued at $15,937,-
500; the zinc product was 15,337,367 pounds valued
at $851,243. The total value of metals for 1910 was
$33,028,909. The coal production of the state has
steadily increased, amounting in 1909 to 2,266,899
tons valued at $3,757,060. Oil is developed in San
Juan County, and in south-eastern LTtah; about
265,000 barrels of salt are produced annually.

History.—Long before LUah had a name or the
region was evengeographically placed, the Franciscan
Fathers began their missionary labours in this region.

In those days the missionary regions of the South-
west lay outside the jurisdiction of any Mexican
or Spanish bishop. The Franciscan fathers labouring
in these unexplored lands enjoyed, by special pontifi-

cal indult, except ion:d jirivileges. There can be no
doubt that if this iimnen.se territory, including Utah,
Id.aho, Color.ado, ;in(l Wyoming, had remained under
the control of .Sp:iin. the roving and sedentary tribes

would have been converted to the Faith, civilized, and
made u.-icful citizens. From the time of the conse-
cration of Fray Juan de Zumaraga as Bishop of

Mexico, 2 Sept., 1530, until November, 1823, when
Mexico won its independence and declared for a
republic, the present State of I'tah was Spanish
territory. On 29 Jidy, 1776, two Franciscan priests,

Spaniards, Silvestre Velez de Escalante and .\tanazio

Dominguez, left Santa Fe, N. Mex., explored portions

of Colorado, entered Utah, and were the first white
men to look out upon the pleasjint waters of Utah
L:U<e. They remained withthe Laguna tribe for some
(hiys, preaching lotIi('m;uid instructing them in Chris-

tian doctrine. Le:iving here, 25 Se])t., 1776, they con-
tinued on through .southern Utah; crossed from
the east, for the first time by white men, the

Grand Canyon of the Colorado, and returned to
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Santa Fe, 2 January, 1777. They charted the ex-

)lored lands, described the tribes they had visited,

he botany of the country, named the rivers and
nountains, and bequeathed to us a valuable history
{ their expedition. From 1823 imtil 2 Feb., 1848,

'tah belonged to the Republic of Mexico, and when
he Mormon.s, American citizens, settled, July, 1847,

[1 the valley of the Great Salt Lake they became, un-
onsciously, intruders on Mexican soil. By the

"reaty of Peace, signed 2 Feb., 1848, by the American
nd Alexican representatives at Guadalupe-Hidalgo,
-the home-town of the famous shrine and pilgrimage

f Our Lady of Guadalupe—L'tah came under the
erritorial jurisdiction of the United States. So that

1 less than one hundred years the region now known
,s the State of Utah was possessed by three separate

lations.

It, matters not to the present age or to Utah's
iiture greatness whether Brigham Young and his

ardy followers were directed to Salt Lake Valley

y the great missionary, Father De Smet, by chance,

r, as the Mormons claim, by Divine revelation,

'hey came, they toiled; their settlement attracted

lany of their faith, and many who did not accept that

lith. A territory was organized, a fine city was
lid out, the mountain streams diverted over the arid

ind, and the land that was arable brought imder
ultivation. On 1.5 September, 1847, the American
roops imder General Winfield Scott took possession

f Mexico City, and on 2 Feb., 1848, the Treaty
f (luadalupe-Hidalgo was signed, ceding for a con-
ifleration of $1.5,000,000 all territon,' north and north-

ast of the present boundary of the two republics,

icluding the States of California, Arizona, New
lexico, and Utah. The Latter Day Saints now,
S4S, became subjects of the LInited States and, after

rgaiiizing a provisional government, aiijilicd for ad-
lissi.in into the Union under the title of the State of

)e.-;erot. Pending the will of Congress, the Mormons
stnblished their invn mint and issued gold pieces of

he value of 2. .50, .5, 10, and 20 dollars. They also

ut in circulation paper currency, and organized as a

ua.si-independent state. In the spring of '49

ftah's political history opened with the adoption of a
iinstitution for the State of Deseret. Ignoring the

Plilication of the Mormons for statehood. Congress
assed an act granting to Utah territorial rights.

'he bill was signed by President Millard Fillmore,

.*>eptember, 18.50. The boundaries of the new
'rritf)ry were defined in the Congressional Act to

e: Oregon on the north, California on the west, the
immit of the Uoeky Mountains on the east, and the
7th parallel of latitvide on the south. By the
ecrce of the President of the LInited States, Brigham
oung, the Mormon hierarch and head of the Church

t the Latter Day I'^aints, wa,s appointed first Gov-
•nor of the Territorj' of Utah, 28 Sept., 1851, thu.s

itablishing a theocratic form of government, or an
npcrium in impcrio. within the limits of the republic.

On the first Monday in .\pril, 1S,51, the first niunic-
lal election was held in Salt Lake City. A charter
pr the city had been granted by the As.sembly of

leseret and on 9 Jan., 18.51, the city was in-

)ri)<)rated. By order of Congress the Legislature
Deseret was dissolved 5 April, 1851, when

territorial legislature for Utah was established
1(1 a delegate to Congress elected. At that
me, according to a census taken in April, 1851,
le population of Utah was 11,354. Polygamy,
hich ha<i been proclaimed—and publicly for the
•st time at a special conference held in Salt
ake City, 28 August, 18.52—was abolished by the
manifesto" of the October conference held in 1890
gned on 8 ^Lay, 1895 by Wilford Woodniff, Preai-
-nt of the Church of Jc.-ius Christ of Latter Day
lints. The Constitution w.a.s framed .and adopted
f popular vote, 5 Nov., 1895. By proclamation of

the President of the United States, signed 4 January,
1896, Utah was admitted as a state of the Union.
Salt Lake, the capital of LTtah, is one of the most
picturesque and attractive cities of America. Its
streets are 132 feet wide and its population in 1910
was 92,777. Ogden, Provo, Logan, Murray, and Park
City are prosperous towns of the state.

Legislation.—The Legislature for ITfah consists
of 63 members elected by the people: 45 in the House
of Representatives and is in the Senate. Populatiim
forms the basis of representation both for the local
Legislature and for Congress where Utah is repre-
sented by two senators chosen by the Legislature and
one congressman elected by popular vote. Under the
criminal law murder is punished by death, the criminal
having the choice of death by hanging or shooting.
Blasphemy, arson, and perjury are statutory offences,
but bla,sphemy only when it constitutes a breach of
the peace. Polygamy and bigamy are crimes against
society and those jiroved guilty of either are punished
by imprisonment not exceeding five years or by a fine
of $500. Under the civil law all priests and ministers
attached to churches, all judges, mayors of cities, and
justices of the peace are empowered to marry ap-
plicants, who must have the consent of parents or
guardians if they are under age, that is 21 years for
male and 16 for female. Cnielty, desertion, im-
potency, adultery, permanent insanity, habitual
drunkenness, and conviction of felony are legal causes
for divorce in Utah. Sunday i.^ a legal holiday.
School attendance is compulsory for all chiklren be-
tween the ages of eight and sixteen. Clergymen,
lawyers and doctors are privileged witnesses under
state law.

Education.—The school population of Utah
(1910) was 108,924. A larger percentage of the popu-
lation of Utah is within the school age than can be
found in any other state of the Re])ublic. There are
two universities, the Univei-sily of LItah, and the
University of the Latter Day Saints, thirty-five high
schools, a state Normal school, .State School of Mines,
.State Agricultural College, State School for Deaf and
Dumb, the Brigham Young Colleges at Provo and
Logan, a Presbyterian college, the All Hallows
(Catholic) College, .St. Mary's Academy (Holy Cross
Sisters), Salt Lake City, the Academy of the Holy
Cro.ss Si-sters, Ogden, many private institutions of
learning and 670 common schools. To have an ac-
curate idea of the educational standing of Utah it is

well to remember that, according to a late report of

the .State .Superintendent of Education, there are
only six states of the Union which e\-pend more
per capita of the total population for schools, than
does the State of Utah. The expenditure for educa-
tional purposes was $2,8.32,273 in 1910, and the
valuation of school projierty was $5,902,801

.

Religious Denominations.—Sectarian Protestant-
ism is represented in ITtah by many ecclesiastical

bodies including Protestant Episcopal, Presby-
terian, Lutheran, Scientist, Bible Christian, Metho-
dist, ]\Ietliiidist K])ise(ii)al, Congregational, Baptist,
Theosophist, Spiritist, Unitarian, Latter Day .Saints,

Reorganized Latter Day Saints, Adventists, and
other minor bodies. It is estimated that fully 30
per cent of the population of Utah .attend no iilace

of worship, and as divorce is increasing and becoming
a menace to the stability of society, particul.arly in the
cities .and towns, the church population is threatened
with more serious emaciation. Ecclesiastical prop-
erty in the state is vested in corpor.ations organized
for ecclesiastical or charitable purposes, in a bishop
properly incorporated, or it is held in trust under law
by matured persons.
Ecclesiastical History.—We have seen th.at as

early as 1776 two Spanish Franciscan priests left

Santa Fe, New Mexico, and, crossing .south-western

Colorado, discovered Utah Lake, instructed the
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Laguna family of Utes, crossed the State of Utah
from north to south preaching to the tribes on their

way, and, returning to Santa Fe, January, 1776,

made known the existence of the great inland body
of water, now known as Salt Lake. Not till 1841 do
we again read of a Catholic priest visiting Utah.
In that year the heroic Jesuit missionary and ex-

plorer, Father Pierre-Jean de Smet, passed through
the valley of Salt Lake on his way to Green River,

Wyoming. This remarkable priest was, in the au-
tumn of 1846, the guest of the Mormon leader,

Brigham Young, who was wintering with his followers

near Council Bluffs, preparing to enter the Great
American Desert in the spring of 1847. As the Mor-
mon president had not yet determined where he and
his people would finally settle, he was greatly im-
pressed with Father de Smet's description of Salt

Lake and Cache Valleys stretching away from the

Wasatch Mountains. "They asketi me a thousand
questions about the regions I had explored", writes

the priest to his nephew, " and the valley which I

have just described to you. pleased them greatly

from the account I gave them of it. Was this what
determined them to settle there? I would not dare

to affirm it. They are there!" In the summer of

1863, sixteen years after the Mormons entered Utah,
that exemplary priest, John Baptist Ravardy, came
from Denver, Colorado, and passed some days in

Salt Lake City. He was the guest of General
Patrick Edward Connor, then in command of the

troops at Fort Douglas, built on a bench a little to

the east of the city. Father Ravardy found no
Catholics in Salt Lake and, after administering the

Sacraments of Penance and Holy Communion to

some soldiers at the military post, he returned to

Denver, where he died, 18 November, 1889. Early

in June, 1S66, Rev. Edward Kelly visited Salt Lake
by request of Bishop O'Connell of Sacramento, who
believed his jurisdiction extended over the entire

State of Utah. Father Kelly offered up the Holy
Sacrifice—the first Mass said in Salt Lake City—on
the morning of 29 June, 1866, in the Assembly Hall

of the Latter Day Saints, courteously placed at his

disposal by the president, Brigham Young.
On 5 Feb., 1868, Colorado and Utah were erected

by Papal Brief into a vicariate Apostolic, and the

Very Rev. Joseph P. Machebeuf of Denver was,

on i6 Aug. of the same year, raised to the episcopate

and entrusted with the vicariate. On 30 Nov.,

1868, Bishop Machebeuf, having already appointed
Rev. James P. Foley missionary- rector of Salt Lake,

visited the Mormon stronghold and confinned four-

teen soldiers. The bislio]), during his visit of ten

days, wa-s the guest of General Connor, who accompa-
nied him in some of his visits to the few Catholics then

in Salt Lake. Father Foley remained in the city two
years, and on a lot purchsised by his predecessor. Rev.
Patrick Walsh, built in 1869 an unpretentious church,

the first Catholic church erected in the State of Utah.

In 1870, the Holy See, on the urgent pleading of

Bishop Machebeuf, placed Utah under the jurisdic-

tion of .\rchbishop Alemany of San Fr.ancisco, who
entrusted the mission to the care of the Rev. Patrick

Walsh. Father Walsh began his sacerdotal duties

in Salt Lake early in 1871. He remained on the mis-

sion for two years, organized a parish in the city,

destroyed the little adobe chapel of Father Foley and
built a brick church under the patronage of St.

Mary Magdalene. On 14 .\ug., 1873, Rev. Law-rence

Scanlan, missionary rector of Petaluraa, Archdiocese

of San Francisco, succeeded Father Walsh, and with
him the history of the Church in Utah practically

begins. Wlicn I'^ather Scanlan entered Salt Lake
he became missionary rector over the largest pari.sh

in extent in the Unite'd States. In a state population

of 87,000 there were, perhaps, 800 Catholics. In Salt

Lake and Ogden there were, by actual count, 90

Catholics; the remainder were dispersed along rail-

road divisions, in mining camps, and on the ranches.
The little brick church to which he fell heir carried a
debt of .$6000. It was the only Catholic church in a
region of 85,000 square miles. Father Scanlan soon
licgan, on foot and on horseback, a visitation of his

immense charge, the hardships of which taxed to the
limit the vital forces of a splendid physique. On 29
June, 1887, he was, in recognition of his administra-
tive ability and of his fidelity to the duties of his

priestly mission, appointed vicar Apostolic over all

Utah and a large area of Nevada. He was later

consecrated Bishop of Larandum in the Cathedral of

San Francisco by Archbishop Riordan, assisted by
Bishops O'Connell and Minogue. In 1891 the
Vicariate Apostolic of Utah and Nevada was canon-
ically constituted a diocese, and Bishop Scanlan fixed

his cathedral throne permanently in Salt Lake City.
The newly erected diocese embraced then, as it does
now, 1.53,768 square miles, constituting it the largest

diocese in the United States.

The era of Gentile—as distinguished from the Mor-
mon—emigration practically began with the building
of the Union Pacific to Ogden in Slarch, 1869, and with
the elevation to the episcopal throne of the Very
Reverend LawTence Scanlan in 1887, Cathohcism
entered Utah as an organized religion. Since then,
the Church, so far as adverse conditions have
permitted, has kept step with the educational,
industrial, and political expansion of the state. For
one not familiar with conditions as they existed in

Utah until the present, it would be next to impossible
to understand the almost insuperable difficulties

which opposed, and are j^et opposing, the spiritual

and material expansion of religion in Utah. The
state is inclosed by the mineral belt of the South-west,
and mining is one of the most important of its in-

dustries. When a report is heard on the streets of

Salt Lake that gold or silver has been uncovered in

one of the gulches, canyons, or streams of the Wa-
satch Range, there is at once a rush for the "dig-
gings". If facts verify the rumour, a mining camp is

established which, in time, becomes a town of three

or foiu- thousand energetic men; among them will be
many Catholics clamouring for a church and a priest.

The bishop goes in person to inspect conditions, is

satisfied with the encouragement he receives, and, re-

turning to Salt Lake, commissions one of his priests to

take up his residence and build a church at "Silver

Reef" or "Goldville". A year after the church is

built and partially paid for, the "workings" give out
and the town is abandoned, leaving the church vacant
and the priest a pastor without a flock. This is not an
incident in the experience of Bi.shop Scanlan, it is a
repetition in his episcopal life. ^lany towns and vil-

lages, of from two to seven thousand souls, are en-

tirely Mormon and are outside the influence of the

Cathohc Church. The Catholic population of Utah
is sparse; ne\-ertheless, the bishop has achieved mar-
vels. He brought the Sisters of the Holy Cross from
Indiana to Salt Lake City, to Ogden, to Park City,

and Eureka. In Park City and Eureka the Sisters

teach select and parochial schools; in Ogden they con-

duct the Sacred Heart Academy; in Salt Lake City
the Sisters conduct St. Mary's Academy and also

Holy Cross Hospital. The Kearns' St. Ann's Or-
phanage, built by Senator and Mrs. Ke;u-ns, has,

since its completion in 1900, been under the care of

eleven Sisters of the same order. In 1SS5 Bishop
Scanlan founded and built the .\11 Hallows College

now one of the leading Catholic colleges of the South-
west, and in 1SS9 he invited the Marist fathers to

take charge •>! the institution. On 15 .Vugust, 1909,

St. Mar>- Magdalene's Cathedral was dedicated by
Cardinal (iibbons. In January, 1910, Bishop Scan-

lan introduced into his diocese the Sisters of Mercy
and placed under their charge the "Judge Memorial
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Home", which was built, at a cost of $175,000, by the

ate Mrs. Mary Judge, and given to the bishop to be
ised as a hospital and home for aged and disabled

uiners.

Confronted with unfavourable localities and the un-
ertainties of the permanency of mininK towns, the
liishop of Salt Lake has succeeded in establishing in

lis diocese permanent parishes, outsitle of Salt Lake
md Ogden, at Park City, Eureka, Helper, and Green
{iver, L'tah; and at Austin, Tonopah and Eureka,
Nevada. Annexed to these p;irishes are some forty

nissions and mining stations visited by the diocesan
)riests at measured intervals.
Whitney. Hist, of Utah (Salt Lake Citv. 1S92) ; Chittenden,

.i/e and Traveh of Father Dc Smet (Harper. N. Y.. 1893) ; Harris,
ne Catholic Church in Utah (Salt Lake City, 1909); Talmage,
treat Salt Lake (Salt Lake City. 1900) ; Slate Papers and Reports.

. \V. R. Harris.

nthina, a titular see of Africa Proconsularis, suffra-

;an of Carthage. Uthina is mentioned by Ptolemy
IV, 3, ;J4), Phny (V, 4), and the Peutinger Tables,

'linj- and an inscription call it a colony. From the
iccounts given by geograj^hers the site seems to be the
uins known as Henshir Ondna, near a station on the
ailway from Tunis to Kef, Tunisia. These ruins oc-

upy a surface nearly three miles in circumference,
ovcring a hilly plateau, and commanding the left

)ank of the MiUan wdilt/s: there are the remains of a
ortress, cisterns, an aqueduct, triumphal arch, the-

itre, amphitheatre, basilica with a circular crypt,

)ridge, etc. Many beautiful mosaics are to be found
here. L^thina had a bishop in the time of Tertullian

)y whom he was severely criticized (De Monogamia,
:ii). Five others are known: Felix, present at the
>)uncil of Carthage (2.56); Lampadius, at the Coun-
il of Aries in Gaul (314); Isaac, at the Conference of

!^arfhage (411), where he had as rival the Donatist,
"elicianus; Gallonius, at the Council of Carthage
419); and Quietus at that of .525.

Gu^RlN. Voyage archeologique dans la rigence de Tunis, II
Paris. 1.S62). 283; Toclotte. Geogr. dcVAfrique Chrttienne pro-
onsulairc (Paris, 1892). 316-18.

S. P^TRIDfes.

ntica, a titular see in Africa Proconsularis. The
it_\- w;is founded by Tyrian colonists at the mouth
if the Bagradas River in the vicinity of rich mines,
110 B. c. or 287 years before Carthage. It had two
larbours, and during the Punic wars waa the ally

ather than the vassal of Carthage. In 212 B. c, it

ras seized and plundered by the Roman, Ottacilius.

Iftcr the fall of C.irthage, 146 B. c, Utica became the
•apital of the Roman province of Africa, and was a
ivila.'i libera (free city), perhaps even immunis (ex-

mpt from taxes). It was here that Cato the
fotmger, called Cato of Utica, killed himself after his

lefeat at Thapsus, 46 b. c. Augustus granted the
ight of citizenship to the inhabitants of Utica, which
inder Adrian became a colony, under the tiame of

jolonia .Julia .Eli;i Iladriana Augusta L'tica, and tin-

ier Septimius .Severus and Car.acalla, a cnlonia juris
laUci. \\'hpn Carthage again became the capital of
loman Africa. Utica pa-ssed to the seconil rank. On
;4 .A.ug., 258 A. D.. more than 153 martyrs, accord-
ng to Saint .\ugustine, and according to Prudentius
bout 300, suffered for the Faith at Utica; they are
mown under the n.ime of Massa cnmlitln, and later a
lasilica was built there in their honour (Monceaux,
'Hi-stoire litteraire de I'Afriquc Chr(^tienne", II,

41-147). A number of bi.shops are mentioned by
listorians (Morcelli, " .\frica Christi.ina", I, 362, 11,

.50; Gams, "Series Kpiscoponim ". I. 470; Toulotte,
' Geographic de I'Afrique Chretienne. Proconsulaire",
118-323). The oldest-known bishop, Aurelius, was
)resent at the Coimcil of Carthage, 2.56; the last,

'otentinus, in 6S4, at the Council of Toledo in Spain,
phere he had t.aken refuge after the Anab invasion,
rhis invasion and the choking up of its harbours with

XV.—lb

sand washed in by the Bagradas, hastened the down-
fall of Utica. Its ruins are at Bou-Chateur, not far

from Porto-Farina, with which it is sometimes
wrongly confounded. One may see here large reser-

voirs, an amphitheatre, and some remains of a wall.

Smith, Diet. Greek and Roman Geog., 3. v.

S. Vailh£.

Utilitarianism (Lat. utilis, useful) is a modern
form of the llcdoni.stic ethical theory which teaches
that the end of human conduct is happiness, and that
consequently the discriiniiialing norm which dis-

tinguishes conduct into right and wrong is pleasure
and pain. In the words of one of its most distin-

guished advocates, John Stuart Mill, "the creed
which accepts as the foundation of morals, utility or
the greatest happiness principle, holds that actions

are right in proportion as they tend to promote happi-
ness, wrong as they tend to produce the reverse of

happiness. By happiness is intended pleasure and
the absence of pain; by unhappiness, pain and the
privation of pleasure" (Utilitarianism, ii, 1S63).

Although the term Utilitarianism did not come into

vogue until it had been adopted by Bentham, and
until the essential tenets of the system had already
been advocated by many English philosophers, it may
be said that, with the important exception of Hclve-
tius (De I'csprit, 1758), from whom Bentham seems
to have borrowed, all the champions of this system
have been English. The favour which it has enjoyed
in English speculation may be ascribed in a great

measure to the dominance of Locke's teaching, that
all our ideas are derived exclusively from sense

exi)erience. This epistemological doctrine, hostile to

all shades of intentionalism, finds its ethical comple-
ment in the th(>ory that our moral ideas of right and
wrong, our moral judgments, and conscience itself are

derived originally from the experienced results of

actions.

Tracing the stream of Utilitarian thought from its

sources, we may start with Hobbes (Leviathan, 1651 ),

whose fundamental ethical axiom is that right conduct

is that which promotes our own welfare; and the social

code of morals depends for its ju.stification on whether
or not it serves the wellbeing of those who observe it.

A Protestant divine, Richard Cumberland (De leg-

ibus naturae, 1672), engaged in the refutation of

Hobbes's doctrine, that morahty depends on civil

enactment, sought to show that the greatest happi-

ness principle is a law of the Gospel and a law of

nature: "The greatest possible benevolence of every

rational agent towards all the rest constitutes the

happiest state of each and aU. Accordingly common
good will be the supreme law." This view was
further developed by some other theologians of whom
the last and most conspicuous was Paley (Principles

of Moral and Political Philosophy, 1785), whorea.soned

that since God wills the happiness of all men it follows

that if we would conform our conduct to God's will

we must act so as to promote the common happiness;

and virtue consists in doing good to all mankind in

obedience to the will of God and for the sake of ever-

lasting happiness. Moral obligation he conceived to

be the pressure of the Divine will upon our wills

urging us to right action. More in harmony with the

spirit of the later Utilitarians was Hume, the slightest

of whose preoccupations was to find any religious

source or sanction of morality. In his "Inquiry con-

cerning the Principles of Morals" (1751) he carried

out an extensive analysis of the various judgments
which we pass upon our own character and conduct
and on those of others; and from this study drew the
conclusion that virtue and personal merit consist in

those qualities which are useful to ourselves and
others. In the cour.se of his speculat ion he encounters
the question which is the irremovable stumbling
block in the path of the Utilitarian theorist : How is
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the motive of self-interest to be reconciled with the

motive of benevolence; if every man necessarily

pursues his own happiness, how can the happiness of

all be the end of conduct? Unlike the later thinkers

of this school, Hume did not discuss or attempt sys-

tematically to solve the difficulty; he dismissed it by
resting on the assumption that benevolence is the

supreme virtue.

In Hartley (Observations of Man, 1748) we find

the first methodical effort to justify the Utilitarian

principle by means of the theory of association to

which so large a part in the genesis of our moral judg-

ments is assigned by subsequent speculators, espe-

cially those of the Evolutionist party. From sensations

and the lower elementary or primary emotions,

according to Hartley, result higher feelings and emo-
tions, different in kind from the processes out of which
they have arisen. The altruistic motives, sympathy
and benevolence, are then accounted for. With Ben-
tham arises the group of thinkers who have appro-

priated the name of Utilitarians as their distinctive

badge. The leaders after Bentham were the two
Mills, the two Austins, and Godwin, who are also

known as the Philosophic Radicals. While the

members of this party devoted considerable thought to

the defence and development of theoretical Utili-

tarianism and made it the starting-point of their

political activity, they became remarkable less as

philosophic speculators than as active reformers of

social and economic conditions and of legislation.

The keynote of their doctrines and policy is struck by
Bentham in the opening of his "Principles of Morals

and Legislation" (1789): "Nature has placed man-
kind under the governance of two sovereign rnasters,

pain and pleasure. It is for them alone to point out

what we ought to do as well as what we shall do. On
the one hand the standard of right and wrong, on the

other the chain of cause and effect are linked to their

throne. They govern us in all we do; every effort

we can make to throw off their subjection will serve

but to demonstrate and confirm it. In a word man
may pretend to abjure their empire; but in reahty he

will remain subject to it all the while. The principle

of utihty recognizes this subjection, and assumes it

for the foundation of that system the object of which

is to rear the fabric of felicity by the hand of reason

and law." Staunchly standing by the principle of

unqualified egoism, Bentham rids himself of the task

of reconciling self-interest and altruism: "Dream not

that men will move their little finger to serve you,

imless their advantage in doing so is obvious to them.

Men never did so and never will while human nature

is made of its present materials. But they will

desire to serve you when by so doing they can serve

themselves; and the occasions on which they can serve

themselves by serving you are multitudinous" (Deon-

tology, ii, 1834; posthumous work).

In the hands of Bentham and his disciples Utili-

tarianism dissociates morality from its religious basis

and, incorporating Determinism with its other tenets,

becomes pronouncedly Posit ivistic, and moral oblig.a-

tion is resolved into a i)rejudice or a feeUng resulting

from a long-continued association of disagreeable

consequences attending some kinds of actions, and
advantages following others. The word ought

Bentham characterizes as an authoritative impostor,

the talisman of arrogancy. indolence, and ignorance.

It is the condemnation of Utilitarianism that this

estimate of duty is thoroughly consistent with the

system; and no defender of the iitility theory has been

able, though .some have tried, to indicate the claims

of moral obligation on Positivistic Utilitarian grounds.

Bentham drew up a curious scheme for computing

the worth or weight to be assigneil (o all sortsof

pleasures and pains, as a practical norm to determine

in the concrete the moral value of any action. He
fissumcs that all pleasures arc alike in kind and difTer

only in quantity, that is in intensity, certainty, dura-
tion, etc. His psychological analysis, besides the
original defect of making self-interest the sole motive
of hum.an action, contains many errors. Subsequent
writers have abandoned it as worthless for the very
good reason that to calculate, as its employment would
demand, all the results of every action, and to strike

a balance between the advantages and disadvantages
attendant upon it, woidd require an intellect nuich
more powerful than that with which man is endowed.
The classic expression of the system is John Stuart

Mill's "Utilitarianism," which endeavoiu's to raise the
Utilitarian ideal to a higher plane than that of the
undisguised selfishness upon which Bentham rested

it. As the foundation of his structure Mill asserts

that every man necessarily acts in order to obtain his

own happiness; but finding this ground logically

insufficient to furnish a basis for an adequate criterion

of conduct, and prompted by his own large sympathies,
he quickly endeavours to substitute "the happiness of

all concerned" for "the agent's own happiness".
The argument over which he, the author of a formi-
dable work on logic, endeavours to pass from the first

to the second position, may serve as an example
suitable to submit to the beginner in logic when he is

engaged in the detection of sophisms. The argument,
in brief, is that, as each one desires and pursues his

own happiness, and the sum total of these individual

ends makes up the general happiness, it follows that

the general happiness is the one thing desirable by
all and provides the Utilitarian standard of what is

right in conduct. "As well might you argue", says
Martineau, "that because of a hundred men each
one's hunger is satisfied by his dinner, the hunger of

all must be satisfied with the dinner of each." To
escape some of the criticisms urged against the doc-
trine as stated by Bentham, who made no distinction

in the various kinds of pleasure, Mill claimed that
Utilitarianism notes that pleasures differ in quality as

well as quantity; that in the judgment of tho.se who
have experience of different pleasures, some are

preferable to others, that it is better to be a human
being dissatisfied than a pig satisfied, better to be
Socrates dissatisfied than a fool satisfied. Then he
slips from "preferable" to "higher", thus surrepti-

tiously introducing a moral classification among
pleasures. The only legitimate grounds for attaching
higher and lower moral values to various plea-sures, is

to estimate them according to the rank of the faculties

or of the kinds of action to which they belong as

results. But to do this is to assume some moral
standard by which we can measure the right or wrong
of action, independently of its pleasurable or painful

consequences. To answer the objection that virtue is

desired for its own sake, and men do right frequently

without any calculation of the hai^piness to be derived

from their action. Mill enlists the association theory;

as the result of experience, actions that have been
approved or conflemned on account of their pleasur-

able or disagi-eeable comsequenccs at length come to

be looked upon by us as good or bad, without our

actually adverting to their pleasant or painful result.

Since Mill's time the only writer who has introduced

anv modification into stricllv l^filitarian thought is

Sidgwick (Methods of Ethics, "lS74). who acknowledges
that tlie pleasure-and-pain standard is incai)able of

serving universally as the criterion of morality; but
believes it to be valuable a.s an instrument for the

correction of the received moral code. The general

hai)piness principle he defends as the norm of conduct

:

but he treats it rather as a primary than a demonstra-
ble one. .Although he vigorously denoimced Utili-

tarianism, Herbert Spencer's ethical construction
(Data of Ethics, 1S79\ which may be taken as the

type of the Evolutionist school, is fundamentally
Utilitarian. True, instead of happiness he makes the

increase of life, that is, a fuller and more intensive
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ife, the end of human conduct, because it is the end
if the entire cosmic activity of which human con-

luct is a part. But he holds pleasure and i)ain to be

he standard which discriminates right from wrong,
o that in reality he looks upon the moral value of

ictions as entirely dependent upon their utility. His
ccount of the genesis of our moral ideas, of conscience,

nd of our moral judgments is too lengthy and com-
ilicated to enter into here. Suffice it to say that in it

le sets forth the influence of association with that of

leredity as the source of our moral standards and
udgments. Our sense of moral obligation is but a
ransitory feeling, generated by the confluence of our
nherited racial experience of the results of action

rith another feeling that the remote present them-
elves to our consciousness as possessing more
'authoritativeness" than the immediate results,

["he arguments urged against Hedonism (q. v.) in

;eneral are effective against Utilitarianism. Its own
leeuliar weakness lies in its failure to find a passage
rom egoism to altruism; its identification of self-

nterest and benevolence as a motive of conduct; and
ts claim that the ideas morally right and useful are

[ientical at bottom.
Besides the works mentioned above see: Abee. Hist, of Utili-

irianism (1902); Stephen. The English Ulililarians (1900);
)ouaLAS, The Ethics of John Sluart Mill (1907); Martineac,
"ypes of Ethical Theory (1S91); Greene, Prolegomena to Ethics

18S9); Leckt. Hist, of European Morals (1876); Mever. Insli-

Uiones juris naturalis (1900); Fox, Religion and Morality (1899).

J.\MES J. Fox.

Utopia (Greek oi), no or not, and riros, place), a
erm used to designate a visionary or an ideally

)erfect state of society. The name was first used by
iir Thomas More in his work entitled "De optimo
eipublicae statu deque nova insula Utopia" (Lou-
'ain, 1615), and has since been used as a generic

erm for political romances. Such a romance, to

i-hich More was indebted for many of his ideas, is

'lato's "Republic". In this work Plato prescribes a
ommuni.stic mode of life for the guardians and auxil-

iries (not for the productive classes) of the State.

^he superior qualities of the guardian and auxiliary

lass were to be maintained by the practice of stir-

liculture and state control of the bringing up of chil-

Iren. In the "Republic", the ends sought are politi-

al rather than economic. Sir Thomas More, on
he other hand, does not confine his attention to the
;overning cla.ss but includes the whole social structure
n his plan. He puts most of his narrative into the
iiouth of a certain Raphael Hythloday, a Portuguese
raveller, who criticizes trenchantly the laws and cus-
oms of European states, and paints in glowing colours
he ideal institutions which he had ob.served in a five-

ears' sojourn among the Utopians. Hythloday
ontends that English laws are badly administered,
rhe thief and the murderer alike are punished with
Icath with no consequent diminution of the crime of

heft. Means should be taken rather to .see that men
,re not driven to steal. The servant class, for exam-
ile, should learn trades, so that they need not have
ecourse to highway robbery when dismissed by their

nasters. .\lso some provision should be made for

gricultural labourers that they might not follow a
ike profession when the arable lands were converted
nto sheep runs, a crying evil in England at that time,

ie contended further that most of the difficulties of

i^uropean government grew out of the institution of

irivate property. The objection is made that a
latioB cannot be prosperous where .all property is

ommon because there would be no incentive to

abour, men would become .slothful, and violence and
iloodshed would result. Hythloday answers this

ibjection by giving an account of the institutions and
ustoms of the Utopians.
In the Island of Utopia lying south of the equator

here are fifty-four cities of which no two are nearer
ogether than twenty-four miles. The government

is representative in form. From each city three wise
and ex-perienced men are .sent each year to the capital

to deliberate on public affairs. The rural population
live in farm-houses scattered throughout the island,

each of which contains at least forty persons besides

two slaves. For every thirty farm-houses there is a
leader called a philarch. Ten philarchs together with
their groups of families are under an officer called a
chief philarch. The prince of the island is chosen for

Ufe by the philarchs from four candidates nominated
by the people. He may be deposed if he is suspected
of tyranny. The laws are few in number and seldom
violated. Among the Utopians agriculture is a
science in which all are instructed. The children in

the schools learn its history and theory. From each
group of thirty farms twenty persons are sent annu-
ally to the neighbouring cities to make room for an
equal number who come from the city to the country.
In the course of time all have a taste of farm life. In
addition to agriculture each person is taught a trade.

Usually he selects his father's trade, but if he desires

to learn another he is allowed to do so. The Utopians
work only six hours a day but this is sufficient to

provide them with all the nece.s.saries and comforts of

life, for the reason that there are so few idlers and
that no time is spent in supplying useless or vicious

luxuries. In the cities groups of families have com-
mon dining-halls, although anyone who chooses to do
so may dine at his own hou.se. The menial service

in these dining-rooms is performed by slaves, while
the women of the various families by turns superin-
tend the preparation of the meals. When the Uto-
pians have produced a supply sufficient to last them
for two years, they use any surplus which they may
have to carry on commerce with neighbouring nations,

securing from them gold, silver, iron, and such other
things as they need. They do not use gold and silver

as money, since they have common ownership of

property, but they procure it principally in order to
hire mercenaries from among their neighbours. In
music, arithmetic, and geometry they are not sur-

passed by the Europeans, and in astronomy and me-
teorology they far outstrip them.

There are different varieties of religion, but their

public worship is of such a general nature that they
are able to worship together. All bcUcfs except
Atheism are tolerated. Their ethics is Hedonistic and
very few of them are attracted by an ascetic life.

Those convicted of heinous crimes are reduced to

slavery, and persons sentenced to death in other
countries are also procured as slaves. Children of

slaves do not retain the status of their parents. Per-
sons afflicted with incurable and painful diseases are
advised by the priests and magistrates to take their

own lives. If they do not wish to do so, however,
they are not compelled to. Those who commit
suicide without the consent of the priests and magis-
trates arc given dishonourable burial, and those who
meet death cheerfully have their bodies cremated as

a mark of honour. Women are not allowed to marry
under the age of eighteen nor men under the age of

twenty-two. Much care is taken to make those
contracting marriage acquainted with each other bo

as to avoid unhappy unions. Divorces are permitted
for one cause, and only the innocent party may re-

marry. The Utopian priests are of extreme holiness,

but their numbers are small. They are elected by the

people by secret ballot. Women are not excluded
from the priesthood, though few of them—and these

widows and old women—are chosen. The priesthood
is held in high honour. Tlu' traveller concludes his

account by attributing the happiness and concord
prevailing in Utopia to the absence of private property.

It is sometimes asked whether More meant to have
the proposals in the I'topia taken seriously. Undoubt-
edly he did not. They were merely a means by
which he could call attention to some of the abuses of
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his day without being taken to task by the king for

his freedom. While he shows that he appreciates

the weakness of communism, he allows Hythloday to

present only its strength. Since More's day many
ideal commonwealths in imitation of the Utopia have
flourished in literature. Among the best known are

Bacon's "New Atlantis" (1624), in which the author
dreams of the happiness of mankind attained through
the progress of the natural sciences; Campanella's
"City of the Sun" (1637), which emphasizes commu-
nity of property and stirpiculture; Harrington's

"Oceana" (1656); F(5nelon's "Telemaque" (1699);

Cabet's "Voyage in Icaria" (1840); Bellamy's

"Looking Backward" (1889); William Morris's

"News from Nowhere" (1890); Hertzka's "Freiland"

(1891); and H. G. Wells's "A Modern Utopia"
(190.5) and "New Worlds for Old" (1908). Morley's

"Ideal Commonwealths" contains an English trans-

lation of More's "Utopia", as well as of Bacon's
"New Atlantis", Campanella's "City of the Sun",
and other imaginary states.

Frank O'Hara.

Ut Queant Laxis Resonare Fibris, the first

line of a hymn in honour of St. John the Baptist.

The Roman Breviary divides it into tlu'ee parts and
assigns the fu-st, "Ut queant laxis", etc., to Vespers,

the second, "Antra deserti teneris sub annis", to

Matins, the third, "O nimis felix, meritique celsi",

to Lauds, of the feast of the Nativity of St. John (24

June). With hymnologists generally, Dreves as-

cribes the authorship to Paulus Diaconus aud ex-

presses surprise at the doubt of Duemmler, for which
he can see no reason. The hymn is written in Sap-

phic stanzas, of which the first is famous in

the history of music for the reason that the

notes of the melody corresponding with the initial

syllables of the six hemistichs are the first six notes

of the diatonic scale of C. This fact led to the syl-

labic naming of the notes as Ut, Re, Mi, Fa, Sol, La,

as may be shown by capitalizing the initial syllables

of the hemistichs:

UT queant laxis REsonare fibris

MIra gestorum FAmuli tuorum,
SOLve poUuti LAbii reatum,

Sancte loannes.

Guido of Arezzo showed his pupils an easier method
of determining the sounds of the scale than by the

use of the monochord. His method was that of com-
parison of a known melody with an unknown one

which was to be learned, and for this purpose he

frequently chose the well-known melody of the

"Ut queant laxis". Against a common view of

musical writers, Dom Pothier contends that

Guido did not actually give these syllabic names
to the notes, did not invent the hexachordal

system, etc., but that insensibly the comparison of

the melodies led to the .syllabic naming. When a

new name for the seventh, or leading, note of our

octave was desired, Erich Van der Putten suggested,

in l.")99, the syllabic BI of "labii", but a vast majority

of musical theorists supported the happier thought of

the syllable SI, formed by the initial letters of the

two words of the last line. UT has been generally

replaced by DO because of the open sound of the

latter. Diirandus says that the hymn was composed
by Paul the Deacon on a certain Holy Saturday when,
having to chant the "Exsultet" for the blessing of

the paschal candle, he found himself suffering from

an imwonted hoarseness. Perliaps bethinking him-
self of the restoration of voice to the father of the

Baptist, he implored a similar help in the first stanza.

The melody has been found in a manuscript of the

tenth century, applied to the words of Horace's Ode
to Phyllis, "Est mihi nonum sui)erantis annum".
The hynm offers exegetical difficulties in the stanza

"Ventris obstruso", etc. Littledalc's version, used

in Bute's "The Roman Breviary", refers the "uter-

que parens" to Mary and Elizabeth:

—

"Pent in the closet of the womb, thy Saviour
Thou didst adore within His chamber shrined:

Thus did each parent in their unborn offspring

Mysteries find."

Caswall translates similarly: "What time Elizabeth
and Mary sang." Pauly refers the two words to

Zachary (for his canticle of the Benedictus) and Eliza-

beth (for her address to Mary: "Blessed art thou
among women", etc.); and "uterque" would better

support this view. Also, "Mysteries find" is a poor
version of "Abdita pandit", since it conceals the

allusion to the twofold "utterance" of the parents.

Greater difficulty is found in the interpretation of

the stanza "Serta ter denis", etc. A sufficiently close

rendering would be:

"Some crowns with glory thirtyfold are shining;

Others, a double flower and fruit combining:
Thy trinal chaplet bears an intertwining

Hundredfold fruitage."

This is an evident allusion to the parable of the sower
(Matt., xiii, 8) whose seed fell upon good ground and
brought forth fruit, "some an hundredfold, some
sixtyfold, and some thirtyfold"; but the composer of

the hymn clearly adds the thought of a triple crown

—

perhaps that of Precursor, Prophet, Martyr; perhaps
that of Prophet, Virgin, Martvr.
JnUAN, Diet, of Hymnology, 2nd ed. (London, 1907), 1202,

1720, for first lines of translations, authors, dates, sources, etc.

To his list should be added: Bagshawe, Bretiary Hymns and
Missal Sequences (London, s. d.), 137 ("That, singing to music,
thy servants may praise"); DoN.tHOE, Early Christian Hymns
(New York, 1908), 115 ("As we thv servants will to bring");

Henby, Avierican Ecclesiastical Review (August, 1896), 176-88
("That we thy servants may with freest blessing"), with Latin
text, English translation, extensive comment; Pothier, Sur
Vhymne "Ut queant laxis" in Remie du Chant Gregorien (June.

1894), 171-5, interesting musical and historical comment; Idem,
Les MHodies Gregoriennes (Tournay, 1880), 199, for metre:

Dreves, Lateinisehe Hymnendichter des Mitlelalters, Vol. L of

Analeela Hymiiica (Leipzig. 1907), 120-3. for manuscript sources,

variants, additional dosologies, and life of Paulus Diaconus.

H. T. Henry.

ntraquism, the principal dogma, and one of the

four articles, of the Calixtines or Hussites. It was
first promulgated in 1414, by Jacob of Mies, pro-

fessor of philosophy at the University of Prague.

John Hus was neither its author nor its exponent.

He was a professor at the above-named university,

which required its bachelors to lecture on the works
of a Paris, Prague, or Oxford doctor; and in compli-

ance with this law, Hus, it seems, based his teaching

on the writings of John Wyclif, an Oxford graduate.

The opinions of Wyclif—wliich were a cause of Utra-

quism—were imbibed by the .students of Prague; and,

after Hus had been imprisoned, the Wycliffian influ-

ence showed itself in the Hussites' demand for Com-
munion under both forms as necessary for salvation.

This heresy was condemned in the Councils of Con-
stance, Basle, and Trent (Denzinger-Bannwart, 626,

930 sqq.).

Utraquism, briefly stated, means this: Man, in

order to be saved, must receive Holy Communion,
when he wishes and where he wishes, under the forms

of bread and wine {sub utraquc specie). This, said

the Hussite leader, is of Divine precept. For,

"Except you eat the flesh of the Son of man, and
drink his blood, you shall not have life in you" (John,

vi, 54). To receive only the Sacred Host is not

"drinking" but "eating" the Blood of Christ. That
this is of Divine precept, continued the Hussite, is

further evident from tradition, as up to the eleventh or

twelfth century the Chalice and the Host were offered

to the faithful when they communicated. .-Vdd to

this, that more grace is conferred by the reception of

the Eucharist under both forms, and it is clear, so

Jacob of Mies maintained, that communion sub

utraque specie is obligatory. This conclusion the
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Council of Constance rejectod (Denzinger-Bannwart,
i26). Then followed the Hussite wars. To make
leace, the Council of Basle (1431) allowed Communion
inder both forms to those who had reached the age
if discretion and were in the state of grace, on the

nllowing conditions: that the Hussites confess that

he Body and Blood, Soul and Divinity of Christ were
ontained whole and entire both under the form of

iread and under that of wine; and that they retract

he statement that Communion under both fortns is

lecessary for salvation (Mansi, XXX). To this

ome of the Hussites agreed, and were known as the
'alixtines, from their use of the chaUce. The others,

»d by Ziska, and called Taborites, from their dwelling
n a mountain top, refused and were defeated by
Jeorge Podiebrad in 14.53, from which date Utra-
uism in Prague has been practically an empty sym-
lol. But it is still a tenet of Anglicanism, and is

numerated among "The Plain reasons against

aining the Church of Rome" (London, 1S80). The
"atholic Church has never said that Communion
nder both forms is of itself either sinful or heretical,

^he Church has withheld the ehaUce from the laity

ut of reverence for the Precious Blood, and con-
emned the Hussites because they argued it was
ssential to salvation, and threatened to revive a
eresy. The Xestorians were condemned in the
atristic period, and the heretics in the Council of

'rent, because they denied that the Real Presence
•as whole and entire under each form (Denzinger-
tannwart, 930 sqq.; Mansi, XXX).
The Nestorians had denied that the Real Presence
as wholly and entirely under each form. The
read, they said, contained only the Body of Christ
nd the wine only His Blood. This is heretical,

tecause, as the Church quotes (and the text is the
uthentic Greek), "whosoever shall eat this bread, or
rink the chalice of the Lord unworthil5', shall be
uilty of the body and of the blood of the Lord" (I

^or., xi, 27). For, "Christ rising again from the
ead, dieth now no more" (Rom., vi, 9). Separation
f flesh and blood is death, and hence Christ's presence
hole and entire under each species is a dogma of

lathoho belief. Catholic theology offers this explana-
lon: By the words of consecration. Christ's Bodj' is

nder the appearance of bread, and His Blood under
rie appearance of wine. The Body and Blood, Soul
nd Divinity of Jesus Christ form one indivisible

'erson, and must be found together. That virtue or
jrce which unites the body to the blood, and vice
ersa, in the Euchari.st, is known in Catholic theology
nder the term co?(Co»a7anc«. Utraquism tended to
ndo this dogma, because it declared communion
nder both forms essential to salvation. This wa.s

irtually to deny that Christ was whole and entire
nder each form. It went further, in declaring that
ommunion—the reception of the Eucharist—was
b.scilutcly neces.sary to .salvation.

Theologians distinguish two kinds of necessity:
lat of means and that of precept. Necessity of
leans is that absolutely obligatory use of those
lings required to at t aiii a purpose. It is an " impera-
ve must" that ari.ses from the very nature of things,
'eeessity of precept is an obligation imposed by a
ammand, and for good reasons that which is pre-
'ribcd may be dispensed with. The Hussites con-
vidcd that the Eucliarist was a necessary means to
vlvalion, so that those who died without having
ceived the Eucharist, e. g. the insane, the young,
luld not, according to the Hu.ssites, be saved. All
lis they inferred from Christ's words: "Except you
it the flesh of the Son of man, and drink his blood,
ou shall not have life in you" {.lohn, vi, 54). Now
le Cathohc Church denies that the Eucharist is

ecessary as a means to salvation. She commands
le faithful to receive the Eucharist, emphasizes its

nportance, and declares it wellnigh impossible for

one to continue long in the state of grace without it.

This is a precept; from it dispensations are possible.
Hence if any one died without this sacrament, his

eternal loss would not, merely for this reason, be a
necessary consequence. This is clear from the prac-
tice of the Early Church. Even when Communion
under both forms prevailed, some received under only
one species. To the sick it was thus often given, and
the Church has never considered them lost. As to
the text which seems to oblige Communion under both
forms, it is a question of interpretation. The Cath-
olic Church is the only authoritative interpreter
of Christ's doctrine; to none other has this power been
granted. Omitting here the many meanings Catholic
theologians attribute to the verse, "Except you eat the
flesh of the Son of man, and drink his blood, you shall

not have life in you" (John, vi, 54), it should be noted
that the Cathohc Church has officially declared that
these words do not make Communion under both
forms obUgatory (Denzinger-Bannwart, 930). This
conclusion is substantiated by Scripture: "If any
man eat of this bread, he shall hvefor ever; and the
bread that I will give, is my flesh, for the Ufe of the
world" (.lohn, vi, 52). It is true that some theolo-
gians believe more grace is conferred by Communion
under both forms. But this question is speculative,
not practical. It does not affect the Church's dogma,
nor is this opinion by any means common to all

Catholic theologians.
Ma.vsi, Amplissima Coll. Condi,,. XXVII-XXX (Paris and

Leipzig, 1903); von der Hardt. .l/u;;, urn ( i.n -/,i nliense Concilium,
II. Ill (Frankfort and LeipziK. l(.'J7l: Si. Thomas. .Summa,
III. Q. Ixxxi: BiLLUART, Sumrna Sanch T><"rii,r. ed. LAQTJErrE,
VI (Paris. 1867-72); Suarez, Optra Omnia. XXI, disp. Ixxi
(Paris, 1877) : Tanqcerey, Sj/nopsi's Thmlogia Dogmalica Spe-
cialis, II (10th ed., Paris, 1906) ; Diclionnaire tie Theologie Calh-
oligue: Calixlins (Paris, 1904): .\lzog. Universal Church History,
tr. Pabisch and Byrxe. II ((^'incinnati, 1878); Schaff, Creeds of
Christendom, I {4lh ed.. New York, 1884); Littledale, Plain
Reasons against joimnt^ iht^ Church of Rome (London, 1880);
Ryder, Essays (London, 1911).

Joseph B. Hughes.

Utrecht, Archdiocese of (Trajectensis), situ-

ated in the Netherlands, includes the Provinces
of LUrecht, Friesland, Overyssel, Drenthe, Gron-
ingen, the larger part of Gelderland, and a small
part of North Holland. In 1911 the archdiocese
contained 17 deaneries, 282 parishes, 57S secular
priests engaged in the cure of souls, 1G4 regular priests,

390 churches and chapels, and 383,000 Catholics.
The cathedral chapter consists of a provost and 8
canons; the Government has no part in the nomination
of the archbishop. The archiepiscopal seminary is

divided into two sections: one at Driebergen with five

professors, the other at Culenberg with twelve. The
religious orders and congregations are: Augustinians,
Carmelites, Capuchins, Dominicans, Franciscans.
Trappists, Redemptorists, Brothers of Mercy,
Brothers of Our Lady of the Sacred Heart, and
Brothers of St. John of God, with altogether 15
houses; Sisters of Our Lady of Mercy, Tertiaries of

St. Francis, Tertiaries of St. Dominic, Sisters of
Konigsbusch, Sisters of the Society of Jesus of Bois-
Ic-Duc, .Sisters of St. Joseph, Benedictine Nuns of the
Perpetual Adoration, .'listers of St. Charles Borromeo,
."listers of the Good Shepherd, Carmelite Nuns of the
.'Strict Ob.-iervance, Daughters of Marj' and Joseph,
.Sorores Matris Boni Succursus, Poor Sisters of I he
Child Jesus, Poor School Sisters, Sisters of Mercy,
Sisters of the .Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Marj-, anil
I'rsuline Nuns; altogether about 80 houses. The
principal church of the diocese is the Cathedral of
St. Catherine, built in the Gothic style in 1524; the
former Catholic Cathedral of St. Martin, built 1251-
()7 in the Gothic style, now belongs to the schismatic
Jansenists.

The founding of the Diocese of Utrecht dates back
to the Prankish era. In 695 St. Willihrord was con-
secrated at Rome Bishop of the Frisians. Towards
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the close of the seventh century, with the consent of

the Frankish king, he settled at the market-town of

Utrecht and built two clnin-hes tliere, the Church of

Our Saviour, and that of Si. Martin. The conver-
sion of the Frisians to Christ iaiiit y, t hough, progressed
very slowly. After Willibrord's death St. Boniface
repeatedly gave his attention to the Church of Utrecht
without, however, being its bishop. Under the guid-
ance of his friend St. Gregory, the school founded by
St. Willibrord became a noted centre of Christian
education for the northern part of the Frankish king-
dom. During the early years of its existence the

Choib and Tr.\nsept of the Old Cathedral, Utrecht

diocese suffered greatly from the incursions of the
heathen Frisians, and in the ninth and tenth centuries
from the plundering expeditions of the Normans, who
traversed the territory robbing and burning as they
went. Better times appeared during the supremacy
of the Saxon emperors, who esteemed the Bishops of

Utrecht highly, and frequently summoned them to

attend the imperial councils and diets. Through the
grants of land and privileges bestowed by these
emperors the Bishops of Utrecht became secular
princes, and were among the most powerful feudal
lords of the north-western part of the empire. In this

way, like the other German bishops, they became
involved in the quarrels of the emperors and popes.
Bishop William (1057-76) was an unswerving partisan
of the Emperor Henry IV during the Strife of Investi-

tures. He took part in the Synod of Worms which
pronounced the deposition of Pope Gregory VII, and
signed the decree of deposition directly after the
Archbishop of Mainz. His successor Konrad (1078-
99) was also a zealous adherent of the emperor. The
Concordat of Worms (1122) annulled the emperor's
right of investiture, and the cathedral chapter
received the right to the free election of the bishop.
It was, however, soon obliged to share this right with
the four other collegiate chapters which existed in the
city of Utrecht. The Counts of Holland and Geldern,
between whose territories the lands of the Bishops of

Utrecht lay, also sought to acquire influence over the
filling of the episcopal see. This often led to'disputes
at the election of the bishops, and it was but seldom
that capable and worthy men gained the See of St.

Willibrord. Consequ<'ntly the Holy See frequently
interfered in the elcctiim, and after the middle of the
fourteenth century repeatedly appointed the bishop
directly withoul regard to the five chai)tcrs.

The Great Schism of llie West in the latter quarter
of the fourteenth ccnlurv also afl'ected the Diocese of

Utrecht. Bishoj) Arnold II of Iloorn (1371-78) was
opposed by a rival bishop, Floria of Wevelinkhofen
(1378-93). The latter was generally recognized when

Arnold, in return for a large sum of money, renounced
his claims to Utrecht, and was raised to the See of

Liege. During the episcopate of Floris, Gerhard
Groote, who traversed the diocese as a preacher of
repentance, was very successful in his efforts to bring
about reforms. Floris was succeeded by one of the
best bishops of Utrecht, Frederick of Blankenheim
(1392-1423). Frederick's excellent administration
was followed by a schism that lasted twenty-five
years. Pope Martin V would not recognize Rudolph
of Diepholz (1423-55), who had been elected by the
chapters, and appointed Rabanus, Bishop of Speyer,
as bishop, and, after his resignation, the cathedral
provost of Utrecht, Zweder of Culenberg. After
Zweder's death in 1433 his brother, Walraf of Mors,
was appointed bishop by Pope Eugene IV. As the
neighbouring secular rulers took part in the quarrel
over the diocese, the country suffered terribly until

the general recognition of Rudolph put an end to the
schism. After his death the chapters elected Gijs-
brecht of Brederode, but Philip of Burgundy was able
to obtain at Rome the appointment of his illegitimate

son David. During the entire period of his episcopate
Da\ id (1457-94) maintained himself with difficulty

against his enemies, namely the knights of the diocese
and the city of Utrecht. He was succeeded by Fred-
erick of Baden (]49t)-1516) a protege of Maximilian
of Austria, and Phihp of Burgundy (1518-24), who
did much for the encouragement of art and to improve
church discipline. Henry of Bavaria (1524-28),
who was also Bishop of Freising and Worms, resigned
the see in 1528 with the consent of the chapter, and
transferred his secular authority to Charles V, who
was also Duke of Brabant and Count of Holland.
Thus Utrecht came under the sovereignty of the
Habsburgs; the chapters voluntarily transferred their

right of electing the bishop to Charles V, and Pope
Clement VII gave his consent to the proceeding. The
first bishop appointed by Charles, Cardinal William
Enckevorst, died in 1533 without having ever entered
his diocese.

In 1550, at the instance of Philip II, the church
organization of the Netherlands was entirel}' changed
by forming new dioceses and reorganizing the old

ones. Utrecht was taken from Cologne, of which it

had been a suffragan, and raised to the rank of an
archdiocese and metropolitan see. Its suffragan

dioceses were Haarlem, Bois-le-Duc, JMiddelburg,

Devcnter, Leeuwarden, and Groningen. But the

new ecclesiastical province had not a long existence.

During the administration of the first archbishop,
Frederick Schenk of Toutenberg (1561-80), Calvinism
spread rapidly, especially among the nobility, who
viewed with disfavour the endowment of the new
bishopries with the ancient and wealthy abbe3's.

When the northern pro\"inces of the Netherlands
revolted, the archdiocese fell, with the overthrow of

the Spanish power. As early as 1573, under the
supremacy of the Calvinists, the public exercise of

the Catholic faith was forbidden. Proof of the perse-

cution which the Catholics suffered is given by the
death of the nineteen martyrs of Gorkum. The two
successors appointed by Spain did not receive canon-
ical confirmation, neither could they enter their

diocese on account of the opposition of the States-

General. From the end of the sixteenth century their

place was taken by vicars Apostolic for the United
Netherlands, who, however, were generally driven
from the coimtry by the States-General and forced to

administer their charge from abroad. Although, in

addition to this, there was a great lack of priests, still

a very large part of the population of the Netherlands
remained loyal to the Catholic religion. Among these

vicars .\postolic, who were generally made titular

archbishoi)S, was John of Neercassel (Iti02-S6), a
friend of the Jansenists .\rnold and Quesnel, who had
fled from France and was inclined to Jansenism him-
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;lf. His successor, Petrus Cobde (1688-1704), was
isppnilcd in 1702 by Clement XI on account of his

iiisrnistic opinions and liis sliihliorn opposition to

le papal see, and in 1704 the pope deposed him. The
itliedral chapter of Utrecht, though, illefjally elected

rst a vicar-general (1706), then in 1723 with the

jproval of the States-General chose the parish

riest of Utrecht, Cornelius Steenhoven, as arch-
bishop. Steen-
hoven was excom-
municated by
Pope Benedict
XIII. This was
the origin of the
JansenisticChurch
of Utrecht, which,
however, was
joined by only a
very small part of

theCathohc clergy

and laity, a 1-

t hough the state

favoured it en-
tirely. As the
pro-vicars ap-
pointed by the
pope were not per-
mittedby theGov-
ernment to enter
the country, both
the Catholic
Church of Utrecht
and that of the
entire Nether-

''r.iuhii. LTKiji'iiT"' '
"" lands was admin-

istered until the
rench Revolution by the papal internuncios of
ologne and Brussels.

Owing to the occupation of Holland by the French
1795, the Catholics obtained somewhat more

eedom. Still, there was no proper organization of
lurch affairs, not even after the uniting of the
etherlands with Belgium by the Congress of Vienna
181.5. The concordat made with the pope in 1827

as not carried out. In 1833 a vicar for the Ncther-
nds was appointed once more. The Constitution of
»4S granted the Catholics at last complete parity
ith the other confessions, and gave the church

authorities almost unlimited freedom in purely relig-

ious matters and in the administration of the property
of the Ch\n-ch. The poi)e could now plan the resto-
ration of the ecclcsiasi ical lii<'rar('hy in the Nether-
lands. After long nenotialions the most essential
regulations of the Concordat of 1827 were put into
force. The Bull "Ex qua die" of 4 March, 1853,
organized the Church of the Netherlands anew.
Utrecht was raised once more to an archbislio])ric, and
received the four suffragan dioceses of Haailcni,
Bois-le-Duc, Breda, and Roerniond. John Zwijsen
was appointed the first archbishop; as adminis-
trator he also ruled the Diocese of Bois-le-Duc.
The archbishop took up with great energy and
caution the organization of the new dioceses,

the division into deaneries, the settling of the
boundaries of the individual parishes, the administra-
tion of the lands of the parishes, of the lands of the
Church, and the management of the benevolent insti-

tutions. By numerous excellent decrees he provided
for the improvement of church discipline, for the
encouragement of the orders and of church a.ssocia-

tions, for the training of a competent clergy (1857 a
seminary for priests was opened), for the establish-

ment of Catholic schools independent of the State,
for the improvement of the Press, etc. In 1858 the
cathedral chapters of the dioceses were organized,
and in 1864 the first provincial synod was held. In
1868 the archbishop resigned the archdiocese on
account of age, retaining only the direction of the
Diocese of Bois-le-Duc. His successors were Andreas
Ignatius Schaepman (1868-82), during whose admin-
istration the large archiepiscopal museum was
established; Petrus Matthias Snickers (1883-95), and
Henry van de Wetering (since 1895).

Brom, BuUarium trajectense (2 vols., The Hague, 1891-96);
Necrlandin calholica seu provincia uUrajfctensis historia et con~
dilio (L'treoht, 1887); Albees, Geschiedenis ran he/ herslel der
Hierarchic in de Nederlandcn (2 vols., Xim-noRin. 1903-04);
Archie/ voor de geschiedenis vanhet Aarthis^ium I'frrrht d'trecht,
1874 ); Blok. Geschiedenis mn hel Nedirl.ni.h.hr Vnlk (B vols.,

Groningen, 1892-1904); Ome Pius Alnuui.ik iAIkiiKuir, 1911);
Naamlist der Dekens, Pasloors etc, van het Aarthmdum van Utrecht
(St. Michii-ls e- Gestel. 1911).

Joseph Lins.

Utrecht, Schism of. See Jansenius and Jan-
senism.

Uzes. See NImes, Diocese of.



Vaast, Abbey of Saint, situated at Arras, the an-
cient capital of Artois, Department of Pas-de-Calais,

France; founded in 667. St. Vaast, or Vedast, was
born in western France about 453; d. at Ai-ras in 540.
Having lived for some years as a recluse in the Diocese
of Toul, he was ordained priest by St. Remi
(Remigius), Archbishop of Reims, who deputed him
to prepare Clovis for the reception of the Sacrament
of Baptism. After this he remained at Reims and
acted as archdeacon for St. Remi. In 499 that
prelate consecrated him first Bishop of Arras, and
his labours in planting the faith in those parts were
bl('S.sed by many miracles. Ten years later St.

Remi committed to him the care also of the Diocese
of Cambrai, and these two sees remained united
until the eleventh century. At the death of St.

Remi he was chosen to succeed him but decUned the
honour. His own death occurred in 540 and he was
buried in his cathedral at Arras. In 667 St. Aubert,
the seventh bishop of that see, commenced to build
an abbey for Benedictine monks on the site of a little

chapel which St. Vedast had erected in honour of

St. Peter. St. Vedast's relics were transferred to

the new abbey, which was completed by St. Aubert's
successor and munificently endowed by King Theo-
doric, who together with his wife was afterwards
buried there. This Abbey of St-Vaast flourished

for many centuries and held an important position
amongst the monasteries of the Low Countries.
It was ruled by many distinguished abbots, a Ust
of whom, numbering seventy-nine, is given in "Gallia
Christiana." It was exempt from episcopal juris-

diction and maintained its independence until 1778
when it was aggregated to the Congregation of

Cluny. At the Revolution it was suppressed and the
conventual buildings became first a hospital and then
a barrack. In 1838 the barrack was purchased
by the town, a portion being used as a museum and
archivium, and the rest becoming the residence of

the bishop. The church, which had been desecrated
and partially destroyed, was rebuilt and consecrated
in 1833 and now serves as the cathedral.

Ste-Marthe, Gallia Christiana. Ill (Paris, 172.5); Ada Sft.

Feb., I (Venice, 1735); de Cardevacque and Tehninck, L'ab-
bam de Sainl-VaasI (Arras, 1805); Chevalier, Topo-bibl. (Mont-
Mliard. 1S94-1902); Simpson, Life and Legend of St. Vedast
(I-ondon, 1896).

G. Cyprian .Alston.

Vacancy, the state of being vacant, free, unoccu-
))icd: a term applied to an office or position devoid of
an incumbent, as a vacant benefice, bishojjric, ])arish,

I)rofessorship, etc. Vacancies occur by the volun-
tary act of the incumbent or through comiMilsion.
Generally speaking any cleric, even the pope, for just
rea.sons may resign his ullice, the resignation becom-
ing effective when (hily accei)te(l by the coin|)etent

sui)erior. As the i)ope has no superior, Celestine V,
who renounc(ul the papacy, published a special Con-
stitution (L. I, tit. 7 in 6°) declaring th.at the College
of Cardinals is competent to acc<>j)t the formal abdi-
cation of the i)ope. Under certain conditions with
approval of proper authority, an exchange of benefices
or offices is jjermitted. Certain acts, licit or illicit,

are equivalent to tacit renunciation, for example,
when one accepts a promotion, makes a solemn re-

ligious pr-ifession, violates the canons concerning a
plurality of benefices, renounces the clerical state.

Under compulsion one loses his incumbency by death
or removal. Some vacancies are provided for before
they actually occur; for example, coadjutors may be
named with the right of succession, the pope may make
an appointment to go into effect at the death of the
present incumbent, an exercise of the so-called jus
proeventionis, at one time quite common. Removal
ordinarily is a punishment, and no one should be pun-
ished without cause (sine culpa, nisi subsit causa, non
est aliquis puniendus. Reg. 23 in 6°). The cause is

usually, though not always, a crime committed.
Where removal is a penalty, the crime for which it is

inflicted must be proven juridically. If the reason
for dismissal be merely unfitness (causa non cri-

minosa), a judicial trial is not generally obligatory,

though certain formalities are necessarily observed to

establish the existence of sufficient warrant for re-

moval, as well as to give the occupant an opportunity
of being heard. This is particularly true of the admin-
istrative removal of parish priests or rectors in accord-

ance with the Decree "Maxima eura" (S. C. Consist.,

20 Aug., 1910). This decree permits such removal
(without judicial trial) on account of insanity; inex-

perience or ignorance of such nature a,s seriously to

impede a pastor in his work; deafness, blindness or

other ailment, physical or mental, incapacitating a
rector for a long time, unless provision can be made
for a coadjutor; hatred or ill will on the part of the

people, though unjust and not universal; loss of repu-

tation among men of repute; maladministration of

temporal affairs; continual neglect after one or two
admonitions of parochial duties of moment; disobe-

dience after warning of the bishop's precepts in grave
matters.
Some, like removable rectors, are transferable at

the will of the bishop. Care however should be taken

not to transfer such persons against their will to in-

ferior posts, as this would be considered a punish-

ment. Vicars-general and deans lose their office by
the death or resignation of the bishop or the cessa-

tion for any reason whatever of his jurisdiction. A
vicar capitular or administrator of a vacant see retains

his office till the papal Bulls ajipointing a new bishop

are duly presented. No serious change of moment in

the status of a diocese is permitted during an in-

terregnum in accordance with the prohibition: A'e

g('(h' vacanic aliqui/l innovetur (Deer. L., Ill, tit. 9).

In liturgj' a Sunday is said to be vacant when no
menli.in of it is made in the Office or Mass; such are

the Sun(l:iys that fall on the feast or the Octave of (

Christinas,' St. Stephen, St. John Evangelist, Holy (

Innocents, Epiphany or the vigil of Ei)iphany. Days >

too an? liturgically vacant or free when unoccupied by
a feast, privileged vigil or privileged ferial office: they

are days to which no special Office is ;i,ssigned.

AxDHEW B. NIeehan.

Vacz. See Waitzen, Diocese of.

Vadstena, .Vhhev ok, niother-hoii.se of the Brigit-

tinc Older. situ:ited on Lake Wetter, in the Diocese

of Linkcipiiig, Sweden. Though the abbey was
founded in 1340 by St. Bridget with the assistance of

Magnus II and Blanche of Namur, St. Catherine,

on arriving there in 1374, with the relics of her

mother St, Bridget, found only a few novices

under an Augustinian superior. They chose

St. Catherine as their abbess. She died in
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51, and it was not till 1384 that the abbey
s blessed by the Bishop of Linkoping. The
ionization of St. Bridget in 1391 and her trans-

ion in 1394 added greatly to the fame and
hes of lier abbey. In 1400 Eric of Pomerania was
'ested at Vatlstena by his aunt, Queen Margaret,
Ih full ro>al rights over Denmark, Norway, and
edeii. Vad.'itena now became the literary centre
Sweden. The Brigittinc literature consisted mostly
translations into Swedish of portions of the Bible

of the legends of the saints. Such wi-itings as
' extant have been pubhshed for the most part bv
- Old Swedish Texts Society {Svenska Fornskrifi-

llxkiiii) of Sloekliolm. Of these authors the best
i>wn l)i'l(iiiging to Vadstena are perhaps Margaret
lusddtlcr, abbess (1473-1496), author of a work on
family of St. Bridget (printed in "Seri])tores

rum Svecicarum", III, i, 207-16), and Nicholas
gvaMi, monk and general confessor (1476-1514),

composed several works. When he tlied, the
i of the abbey was near at hand. It was plundered
(iuslavus Vasa in 1.523, and lost most of its lands

)ul I.VJ?. In 1.540 the larger part of the books and
uables were taken. The httle community strug-

d on in spite of persecution. John III (1.569-

)2) restored and enriched the abbey, and Possevin,

papa) legate, reformed it in 1580. In 1594 it was
zecl and destroyed by Charles, Duke of Suderman-
d, afterwards Charles IX. The abbess, Catherine
)fsdotter, and most of the nuns, fled to the Brigit-

e nunnery at Danzig. Now only the chapter-
ise atid a few cells of the convent of the sisters

iiain, and form part of a lunatic asylum. A general
ipital occupies the site of the convent of the
)thers. The abbey church is still standing; it

itains a few memorials of St. Bridget. (See Brig-
'iNEs; Catherine op Sweden, Saint.)
Iteele, Story of the Brigittines (London, 1910); Revelationes S.
gittw, ed. Hormann (Munich. 1680); Rev. Extrav., xxiv-
ii. 759-62; Vitus Katerinw in Scriptores Rerum Svecicarum,
Pt. II (Stockholm, 1876). xx-xxii, 759-63; Diarium Waz-

ensein Script. Rcr. Svecic. I (Stockholm, 1818), xxiv, 99-229;
iTE. Farnsvcnsk Bibtiografi (Stockholm, 1903), B. 980-1001;
rER, Stwtjer i Vadstena-Klosters og Birgittinordens historia
isala, 1905), thesis; Martin, Gustave Vasa et la r^forme en
lie (Paris. 1910); Theiner, La Suide el te Saint Sikge, tr.

!EN- (Paris. 1842). A. W. Taylor.

7aga, a titular see of Numidia, frequently men-
aed by historians and ancient geographers. Be-
G the Roman conquest it was an iinportiint com-
rcial centre. Delivered to the Carthaginians by
issinissa, it was incorporated with the Numidian
gdom, and at a later date became part of Numidia
iconsularis. Metellus destroyed it, but it soon
e from its ruins, and under Septiraius Severus was
iwn as Cnlonia Septimia Vaga. Justinian forti-

1 it, and in honour of his wife Theodora, named it

eodorias. It is to-day the small city of Beja,
itre of a civil district of about 100,000 inhabitants
runisia, and a railroad .station in the heart of that

1 agricultural region. The halls of Justiniim still

it, but are greatly moiiified ; the large tower of the
sba was the donjon of the ancient citadel; oneof its

es dates also from the sixth century and there are
remains of a large reservoir. Among the in-

iptions of Beja several are Christian; from one
learn that the walls were built by Count Paul;
m another that the principal mosque is an ancient
ristian b.asilica, restored under V.alentinian and
lens. The bishops known to us are: Libosus,
sent at the Council of Carthage, 256; Crescens at
.t of 349; .\mpelius .and Primulus, both at the C<m-
I'nce of Carthage, 411; the .second had been a
natist, but having abjure<l his error remained
hop eonjointlv with th<> first.
MiTH, Dirt, (if (7r. and Rom. Geog., s. v., Vacca: Mui.leh.
PS on Ptolrmu, ed. Didot. I. 643; Toulotte. G^og. de VAfrique
iienne. Proconsulaire (Paris. 1892). 3.30-33; Diehl, L'Afrinue
inline (Pari.s, 1896), 157. 220, 416, 530, 583.

S. P^TRIDfes.

Vaillant de Gueslis, Fran50is, Jesuit missionary,
b. at Orleans, 20 July, 1646; d. at Moulins, 24 Sept.,

1718. He entered the Society of Jesus, 10 Nov., 1665;
came to Canada in 1670; and was ordained priest at
CJuebec, 1 Dec, 1675. He first evangelized the Mo-
hawks (1679-84). In the beginning of 1688 he was
chosen by the Canadian authorities as amba.ssador to

Thomas Dongan, Governor of New York. He was also

the first missionary to work among the Indians at

Detroit ; but he remained only a few months, not enter-

ing into the plans of Sicur de Lamothe Cadillac.

After the conclusion of peace between the French and
the Iroquois he evangelized the .Senecas (1702-07).
There he contributed not a little to defeat the

efforts of Colonel Schuyler at Onondaga who w:is trying

to induce the Five Nations to drive out the French
missionaries. The two principal scenes of his zeal in

Canada were Quebec and Montreal. At Quebec
(1685-91; 1697-1702), he filled the important posts of

minister, procurator of the mission, and preacher, and
at Montreal (1692-96; 1709-15), he was the first su-

perior of the residence established by the Jesuits in

1692. He founded the Men's Congregation of Ville-

marie which exists to the present day. He returned
to France in 1715.
O'Callaghan. Documents relating to the Colonial Hist, of

New York (Albany, 1849-51); Charlevoix, Ilistoire et descrip-
tion generate de la Nouvelle-France (Paris. 1744. tr., London,
1761); Lindsay, Notre-Dame de Loreltc (Montreal, 1900).

Arthur Melanqon.

Valdes, .\lfon80 de, Spanish Humanist and chan-
cellor of the Emperor Charles V, b. at Cuenca in

Castile about 1.500; d. at Vienna in October, 1.532.

His talents gave him early advancement and he ac-

companied Charles V in 1520 on the journey from
Spain to the coronation at Aachen, and in 1521 to the
Diet of Worms. From 1522 he was a secretary of the
imperial chancellery and as secretary wrote a number
of important state papers: in 1525, he drew up the

report of the battle of Pavia; in 1526 the energetic,

graphic, and at times deliberately sarcastic state

paper addressed to Pope Clement Vll, in which the
faithlessness of the pope is stigni.il izi<l, and an appeal
is made for the convoking of an (Ecumenical Coun-
cil. After the capture and pillage of Rome in 1527,

Valdes wrote the dialogue "Lactantius" in which he
violently attacked the pope as a disturber of the pub-
lic peace, an instigator of war, and a perfidious de-

ceiver, declared the fate of Rome the judgment of

God, and called the States of the Church the worst
governed dominion in the world. The dialogue was
printed in 1529 and was widely read. The papal
nuncio at Madrid, Baldassare Castiglione, brought an
accusation before the Inquisition, but the trial

amounted to nothing because Charles V took his serv-

ant under his protection, while the grand inquisitor

al.so declared that it was not heretical to speak against
the morals of the pope and the prie-sts. Conse-
quently it was decided that the dialogue was not
calumnious. Valdes was full of enthusiasm for the
ide.as of Erasmus of Rotterdam and sought to gain
currency for them in Spain. In 1,529 he accompanied
the emperor to Italy. (Jerinany, ;in<l the Netherlands.
.\t the Diet held at Augsburg in 1.5;J0 he was an influ-

ential negotiator with Melanehthon and the Protes-

tants, and met them in a pacific and conciliatory spirit;

yet it cannot be said that he shared their views or

showed that he understood Luther's motives; his

point of view was solely t hat of a statesman . 1 n Octo-
ber, 1531, he wrote from Brussels the letter of con-

gratulation to the Catholics of Switzerland after the
victory over Zwingli. He was the brother of Juan
Valdes, the leader of the heretical movement in

Naples, many of whose followers became apos-
tates.

Caballero, Alfonso y Juan deVaWH (Madrid. 1875); Wiffen,
Life and Writings of Juan de Valdis (London, 1869); Cabrasco,
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Alfmae el Juan de Valdes (Geneva. 1880); Bohmeb, Lives of
Juan and Alfonso Valdes (London, 1882).

Klemens Loffler.

Valence, Diocese of (Valentinensis), comprises
the present Department of Drome. It was re-estab-

lished by the Concordat of 1802, being formed of the

ancient Diocese of Valence, less the portion com-
prised in the new Diocese of Viviers, and of various

jiortions of the Dioceses of Die, Saint Paul-Trois-

Chateaux, Vienne (see Lyons, Archdiocese of),

(Jrange, Vaison, Gap, Sisteron (see Digne, Diocese
OF). From 1802 to 1821 Valence was a suffragan

of Lyons; since 1821 it has been dependent on
Avignon.

Ancient Diocese of Valence.—A tradition of the early

sixth century attributes the establishment of Chris-

tianity at Valentia to three missionaries sent from
Lyons by St. Irensus; the priest St. Felix and the

deacons Sts. Achilles and Fortunatus, aU martyrs.

The "Chronicles of the Bishops of Valence", prob-

ably compiled about the middle of the twelfth cen-

tury, gives only confused information with regard

to bishops prior to the ninth century. The first his-

torically known bishop was St. jEmilianus (second

half of the fourth century), who signed at the (Council

of Valence in 374. St. Sextus, martyred during the

invasion of Chrocus, was erroneously introduced into

the list of bishops by the Carthusian Polycarpe de la

Riviere. In 4.50 Poiie St. Leo made Valentia a suf-

fragan of Vienne. St. ApoUinaris, brother of St.

Avitus, occupied the see for thirty-four years during
the first half of the sixth century, and after the con-

version of Sigismund, King of Burgundy, was exiled

by the latter; he is the patron of tlic diocesan cathe-

dral. Other bishops were: Maxinuis II (.')ti7), during

whose episcopate the city was delivered from besieg-

ing Lombards by the prayers of St. Galla, a virgin of

Bourg-les-Valence; Gonfard (1082), who received

Urbanllat Valence, 109.5; St.John I (1141-6), formerly

a Cistercian Abbot of Bonnevaux, disciple of St.

Peter of Tarentaise; Bl. Humbert de Miribel (1200-

20) ; Ceroid (1220-27), formerly Abbot of Cluny, later

Patriarch of Jerusalem; St. Boniface of Savoy (1240-

42), later Archbishop of Canterburv; Amadeus II,

Cardinal of Saluces (138.3-89); John VI, Cardinal of

Lorraine (1521); FrangoLs-Guillaume de Castelnau,
Cardinal of Clermont-Lodeve (1.524-31); Jean de
Montluc, brother of the historian Blaise, who assisted

in the nomination of the Duke of Anjou as King of

Poland (1553-79), and was suspected of Protestant

tendencies. During the Middle Ages Valence recog-

nized only the sovereignty of the emperor, as King of

Burgundy and Aries; under him the bishops exercised

real dominion. The neighbouring territories bore
the title of Count ship and Duchy of Valentinois. In

950 Gontard, of the house of the counts of Poitiers,

made himself master of the Countship of Valentinois,

which passed to the Duke of Savoy in 1419, and to

the Dauphin Louis, son of Charles VII, in 1440, be-

coming imited to the Crown of France. In 1498
Louis XII made Valentinois a ducal peerage which he
gave to (Ja.'.'iar Borgia.

Diocese of Sl-Faul-Trois-ChAlc.aux.—According to

a legend of the fifteenth century, St. Restitutus, first

Bishop of St-Paul-Trois-C^hiiteaux, was the man born
blind, mentioned in the Gospel. Local traditions also

make Sts. Eu.sebius, Torquatus, Paulus, Amantius,
Sulpicius, Bonifalius, (^astoriniis, and Michael early

bishops of St-Paul-Troi.s-Chateaux. Mgr Duchesne
regards St. Paulus (fourth or sixth century), patron
of the city, as the only known bishop. Owing to

Saracen ravages (827-29)" t he Church of St-Paul-Trois-
Chdteaux, by Decree of Gregory IV, was united with
the C'hurch of Orange until th(> end of the eleventh
cent ur\', when ( he Diocese of Orange was re-established.

The Diocese of St-Paul-Trois-Chateaux was always
dependent on Aries. Among its bishops were Ile-

raclius (525-42), correspondent of St. Avitus; Saint
Martin des Ormeaux (seventh century), who became
a solitary.

Diocese of Die.—The Carthusian Polycarpe de la

Riviere gives St. Martinus (220) as first Bishop of

Die. The oldest historically known bishop is St.

Nicasius, who attended the Council of Nica>a in 325.
Aft^er him are mentioned: St. Petronius, followed by
his brother St. Marcellus (c. 463), confessor and mir-
acle-worker; Lucretius (541-73), to whom St. Fer-
reolus of Uzes dedicated his monastic rule. For
various reasons Abbe Jules Chevalier omits from the
episcopal list: St. Ma.ximus (sixth century); Wul-
phinus (end of eighth century); Exuperius and Satur-
ninus (ninth century). Other bishops were: Hugh
(1073-83), consecrated at Rome by Gregory VII,
became a legate of the latter, presided over numerous
councils for the reform of the Church, and subse-
quently became Bishop of Lyons; St. Ismido (1098-
1115) of the noble house of Sassenage; Bl. Ulric (1129-

42), who opposed the Petrobrusian heresy in his

diocese and became a Carthusian; Bl. Bernard (1173-

76); St. Stephen (120.3-S), formerly a Carthusian at

the monastery of Portcs; Bl. Didier (Desiderius) de
Lans (1213-20). After the eleventh century the
Diocese of Die, long disputed between the metropoli-

tans of Vienne and Aries, became dependent on
Vienne. By Bull of 25 September, 1275, in order to

strengthen the Church of Valence in its struggle with
the House of Poitiers, Gregory X united the Diocese
of Die with that of Valence. This union, which lasted

four centuries, was unfortunate for Die. It was an-
nulled in 1687 by Louis XIV, who, to combat Protes-
tantism, appointed a Bishop of Die.

Councils were held at Valence in: 374, at which
measures were taken for ecclesiastical discipline;

530, against Pelagianism; 585, King Gontran's dona-
tions to the Church were confirmed; 855, against
Gottschalk's heresy; 890, Louis, son of Boson, was
proclaimed King of Provence; 1100, the Bishop of.

Autun was suspended as a simoniac; 120!(. dealt with
the conditions on wfiich the Count of Toulouse should
be admitted to absolution. A so-called Council of

Valence, held at Montelimar (1248), anathematized
Emperor Frederick II and organized the Inquisition

in Southern France. The Benedictine Abbey of

Notre-Dame-d'Aiguebelle, which was founded in 1045
through Hughues Adhemar, Baron de Grignan, and
visited by Paschal II in 1107, subsequently fell to

decay. In 1137 the Cistercians of ISIorimond were
summoned by Gontard Dupuy, Lord of Hochefort, to

found a new abbey in the neighbourhood of the first.

From the end of tlic fifteenth century it belonged to

commendatory abbots. Since 1816, when Pierre-

Frangois de Paul Malmy (Pere Etienne), a Trappist,

secured possession of it, there has been a Trappist
congregation at the Abbey d'Aiguebelle. The Canons
Regular of St. Rufus, founded at Avignon in 1039,

opened at Valence in 1158 a house which became
their mother-house in 1210, were secularized in

1774. Among the canons were: Anastasius IV,

Adrian IV, and Julius II.

Among the saints of the diocese were: May (Ma-
rius), Abbot of Bodon (d. 5,50); Barnard (778-842),

Archbishop of Vienne, who became a solitary at Ro-
mans, where he founded a large Benedictine monas-
tery and built a church which still stands: Hugh
(10.53-1132), formerly a canon of Valence anil Bi.shop

of Grenoble, one of the founders of the Carthusians;

Hugh, Abbot of Lioncel, nephew of the pn'ccding

(twelfth century). Blessed Bertrand of (iarriguc, com-
panion of Saint Dominic, died at Bouchet in the Dio-

cese of St-l'aul-Tniis-Chateaux during a mission

(1230); Blessed lluinbert of Romans, general of the

Dominicans, author of a,scetical writings, died at the

convent of Valence (1277). Adhemar de Monteil,

a native of Cirignan, Bishop of Lc Puy, was accon\-
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lied on the First Crusade by Bernard of Valence,

t Patriarch of Antioch in the new Latin Kingdom of

usalem, and by Raymond des Agiles, a native of

Paul-Trois-Chdteaux, one of the historians of the

sade. Marie Teyssonnior, called Marie de Valence
76-164S), had such a reputation for piety that
dinal de Berulle. St. Francis dc Sales, Olier, Father
ton, and Lo\iis XIII visited her. Chri.stophe d'Au-
r dc Sigaud (1609-67), founder in 1632 of the
igregation of Missionary Priests of the Blessed
ramcnt, founded the seminary in 1639.

"wo women warriors played an important part in

history of this region: Margudrite de Laye tri-

phantly led the inhabitants of Montelimar against

Calvinist troops of Coligny; Philis de la Tour du
la Charce in 1696 successfully led the inhabitants

jVons iind the neighbouring communes against the
jsion of the Duke of Savoy. Madame de Sevigne,

f.amous writer of letters, died in 1696 in the Cha-
j de Grignan which belonged to her son-in-law.

Romans Gambetta delivered a famous discourse

Sept., 1S7S) in which he outlined the whole anti-

ical policy of the Third Rejiublic. In the cathe-

1 of Valence a Requiem Mass is sung yearly on
August, for the soul of Pius VI, who died at Val-

e, 29 August, 1799, during his confinement in the

,del. The chief pilgrimages of the dioceses are:

;re - Dame -de - Bonne - Combe at St - Germain
auterives, dating from the twelfth century; Notre-
ne-de-Chatenay at Lens-Lcstang; Not re-Dame-de-
isolation at .A.rpavon; Notre-Dame-de-Mont-Car-
at Chateauncuf-de-Mazcnc; Notre-Dame-la-

nche at Mollans.
Icforc the application of the Associations Law of

1 there were at Valence: Assumptionists, Capu-
is, Marists, Lazari.sts, Carmelites, and Redempto-
s.Ohlatcs of St . Francis de Sales.and various orders
caching Brothers.

everal orders of women are native to the diocese:

nitarians, nursing and teaching sisters, estab-

ed at Valence since 16S.5; Sisters of the Most
ssed Sacrament, hospital and teaching sisters,

nded by Father Vigne, a convert, with mother-
se at Romans, 171.5; the teaching Sisters of St.

rtha, founded in 1815 by Mile du Vivier with
:her-house at Romans; Sisters of the Sacred Hearts
lesus and Mary, founded by Baroness de Mont-
id and Abbe Nee in 1S.51 for the supervision of

k-rooms and studios, with mother-house at Rccou-
u. At the end of the nineteenth century the rc-

5US orders had in the Diocese of Valence: 28 infant

3ols, 1 institution for deaf-mutes, 1 infirmary for

endent children, 1 orphanage for boys, loorphan-
3 for girls, 3 industrial schools, 1 protective society,

'formatories, 12 houses of religious for the care of

sick in their homes, 1 asylum for idiots and epilep-

, 10 hospitals. In 190.5 the diocese had: 297,321
ibitants, 37 parishes, 314 succursals, 68 vicariates.
' present bi.shop, Mgr .lean-Victor-Emile Chesne-

j, b. at Orthez, 6 April, 18,56, studied at Saint-

|)ice, wa-s ordained at Paris, 1879, and consecrated
Pius X at Rome, 2.5 Feb., 1906.
Mia chrisliana (nom), I (1715), 70.3-36. ins/r., 119-129;
. XVI (1865), 289-344. inslr., 101-J2. 18.'>-21S: Albanes,
\a chrisliana Inorinnima). SI-Paid-TroiR-CMlmux (Montb6-
. 1909); Ulysse Chevalier, Notice chronologico-historiquc
cs ivfquot de Valence (Valence, 1857); Idem, Quarante ann4e3
histoire dea eviques de Valence axt vwyen-Age (Paris, 1869);
RIER, Hinloire des Mqiies de Valence (Monaco. 1887); Nadal,
rnre hagioloaiqitc du diocese de Valence (Valence, 18.55);
I, Histoire des seminairejt du diocese de Valence (Valence,
>); JcLES Chevalier, Essai hislorique sur lygtise et la title

'ie (Valence, 1888-1909).

Georges Gotau.

fNivER-siTTOF Valence, erected 26 .July, 14.52, by
ers patent from the Dauphin Louis, afterwards
lis XI, who was very fond of Valence. Pius II

rove<l its erection in the Bull of 3 May, 14,59. In

ruary, 1541, the Canon Pierre Morel opened a

college for thirteen poor students. In the sixteenth
century Valence was famous for its teaching of law,
entrusted to Italian professors or to those who had
studied in Italy. The Portuguese jurist, Govea,
taught at Valence, 1554-55; the French jurist, Cujas
(1.522-90), from December, 1.557, to 1559; and Francois
Hotman from the end of 1.562 until August 1568.
It was at the instigation of Hotman that Bishop
Montluc obtained from Charles IX the Edict of 8
April, 1565, which united the Universities of Grenoble
and Valence. Cujas again filled a chair at Valence,
August, 1567-75; he had among his auditors the
learned Scahger, the historian Jacques-.Augustc de
Thou, the jurist Pithou. The university was a
centre of Protestant tendencies. Hotman w.as a
determined Protestant; Cujas p.assed from Protes-
tantism to Catholicism, but it is doubtful if his con-
version was inspired entirely by religious motives.
In view of these new tendencies the theological teach-
ing was inadequate, and consequently in 1575 Montluc
founded at Valence a college of Jesuits, but this was
of short duration. In the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries the University of Valence was of only minor
importance. From 1738 to 1764 its transfer to
Grenoble was contemplated but this project was
abandoned. It disappeared during the Revolution.

ForRNlER, Slaluis et privileges des universites de France, III
(Paris, 1892). 361—112; Nadal, Histoire de Vuniversiti de Valence
(Valence, 1S61).

Georges Goyau.

Valencia, Archdiocese op (Valentina), in

Spain, comprises the civil Provinces of Valencia,
Alicante, and Castellon. Thecity of Valencia is in the
region known in ancient days as Edetania, and has
173,000 inhabitants. Florus says that Junius Brutus,
the conqueror of Viriathus, transferred thither (140
B. c.) the soldiers who had fought under the latter.

Later it was a Roman military colony. In punish-
ment for its adherence to Sertorius it was destroyed
by Pompey, but was later rebuilt, and Pomponius
Mela says that it was one of the principal cities

of Hispania Tarraconensis.
Nothing positive is known about the introduction

of Christianity into Valencia, but at the beginning
of the fourth century when Dacianus brought the
martyrs St. Valerius, Bishop of Saragossa, and his

deacon, St. Vincent of Huesca, to Valencia, the Chris-
tians seem to have been numerous. St. Vincent
suffered martyrdom at \'alencia: the faithful obtained
possession of his remains, built a temple over the spot
on which he died, and there invoked his intercession.

It is .said that at the time of the Moorish invasion the
people of Valencia placed the saint's body in a boat
and that the bo.at landed on the cape which is now
called San Vincente. The King of Portugal, Alfonso
Enriquez, found the body and transferred it to Lisbon.
The first historically known Bishop of Valencia is

Justinianus (.531-46), mentioned by St. Isidore in

his "Viri illustres". J\istinianus wrote "Respon-
siones", a series of replies to a certain Rusticus.
Bishops of Valencia assisted iit the various councils of

Toledo. Witisclus. present ;it the fourteenth Council
of Toledo, was the last bishop before the Mohamme-
dan invasion, .\bdelazid, son of Muzza, took the
city and, breaking the terms of surrender, pillaged it;

he turned the churches into mosques, leaving only one
to the Christians. This was without doubt the
present Church of San Bartolom6 or that of San Vin-
cente dc la Roqueta.

Valencia was in the power of the Moors for more
than five cenftiries. The Cid (Rodrigo Diaz de
Vivar) reconquered it for the first time on 15 June,
1094, turned nine mosques into churches, and installed

as bishop the French monk Jerome. On the death of

the Cid (July, 1099), his wife, Dona Ximena. retained
power for two years, when \'alencia w;is besieged by
the Almoravids; although the Emperor Alfonso drove
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them from the city, he was not strong enough to hold

it. The Christians set fire to it, abandoned it, and
the Almoravid Masdali took possession of it on 5 May,
1109. Jaime the Conqueror, with an army composed
of French, English, Germans, and Italians, laid siege

to Valencia in 1238, and on 28 September of that year
forced a surrender. 50,000 Moors left the city and on
9 October the king, followed by his retinue and army,
took possession. The principal mosque was purified.

Mass was celebrated, and the "Te Deum" sung.

The see was re-established, ten parishes being formed
in the city; the Knights Templar and Hospitallers

who had helped in the conquest, also Dominicans,
Franciscans, Augustinians, Mercederians, and Cister-

cians, opened houses. The Church of San Vincente
outside the walls was rebuilt and beside it aho.'ipital.

The consecration of the Dominican Berenguer de
Castellbisbal, bishop-elect of the See of Valencia
after the reconquest, was prevented because of the

dispute between the Archbishops of Toledo and Tarra-
gona for jurisdiction over the new see. Gregory IX
decided in favour of Tarragona, and, as Berenguer
had been appointed Bishop of Gerona in the meantime,
Ferrer de San Martin, provost of Tarragona (1239-

43), was appointed Bishop of Valencia. He was
succeeded by the Aragonese Arnau de Peralta (1243-

48) who drove the Bishop of Segovia, Pedro Garcps,

from his see. The third Bishop of Valencia, the

Dominican Andres Albalat (1248-76), founder of the
Carthusian monastery, began the construction of the

cathedral; this was continued and finished by his

successors: Gasperto de Botonach, Abbot of San Felin

(1276-88) ; the .\ragonese Dominican, Raimundo de
Pont (1288-1312); the Catalonian Raimundo Gast6n
(1312-48); Hugo de Fenolet, formerlv Bishop of Vich
(1348-56) ; and Vidal de Blanes (1356-69). Jaime de
Arag6n, Bishop of Tortosa and first cousin of Pedro
IV, succeeded to the see in 1369. Hitherto the chap-
ter had elected the bishops, but owing to the dissen-

sions at the death of Bishop Blanes, Urban IV reserved
the right to name the bishops until 1.523, when the

right of presentation was granted to the Spanish
kings. At the death of Jaime (1396), the antipope
Benedict XIII kept the see vacant for more than two
years, and then appointed Hugo de Lupia, Bishop of

Tortosa (1398-1427). He was succeeded by Alfonso
de Borja (Calixtus III). The latter appointed Rod-
rigo de Borja (.-Vlexander VI) to the See of Valencia;

Rodrigo obtained from Innocent VIII the rank of

metropohtan for his see (1492) and, after he was raised

to the papacy, confirmed this decree. He also raised

the sludium generalc of Valencia to the rank of a
university, conferring upon it all the privileges pos-

sessed by other universities. Csesar Borgia bore the
title of Archbishop of Valencia, and was succeeded
by Juan de Borja y Llansol, Pedro Luis de Borja, and
Alfonso de Arag6n, illegitimate son of Ferdinand the

Catholic and also .\rchbishop of Saragossa (1512-20).

The episcopate of the Augustinian St. Thomas of

VilLanova (1.544-.55), foimder of the Colegio de la

Prcsentaci6n de Ntra. Senora, called also d(^ Santo
Tomds, was one of the most notable in the history of

Valencia. St. Thomas was beatified (1619) by Paul
V, and canonized (1658) by Alexander VII. His
successors, Francisco de Navarra and Martin de
Ayala, who attended the Council of Trent, were also

men of distinction. Perhaps the mo.st noted of all the

archbishops of Valencia was the Patriarch Juan de
Ribera (1569-1611). He decided to expel the Moors
from the city, after hiiving exhausted all po.^ssible

means to bring thom to submission. He founded the

Colegio de Corpus Christ i and furthered the work of

monastic reform, especially among the Capuchins,
whom he had brought to Valencia. Many holy men
shed lustre upon this era, including St. T,ouis Bertram,
the Franciscan NicoUs Factor, the Carmelite Fran-
cisco de Nino Jesus, and the Minim Caspar Bono.

The archbishop and inquisitor general, Juan Tomas
Rocaberti, publicly punished the Governor of Valencia
for interfering in ecclesiastical jurisdiction: Andres
Mayoral (1738-69) improved the system of charities
and public instruction, founded the Colegio de las
Escuelas Pias, and the Casa de Ensenanza for girls.

He collected a library of 12,000 volumes; this was
burnt in the war of independence. The See of Valen-
cia has had two cardinals. Barrio y Ferndndez and
Monescillo y Sancho.
The cathedral in the early days of the reconquest

was called Iglesia Mayor, then Seo {Sedes), and at
the present time, in virtue of the papal concession of

16 October, 1 866, it is called the Basilica tnetropolitana.

It is situated in the centre of the ancient Roman
city where some believe the temple of Diana stood.
In Gothic times it seems to have been dedicated to
the most Holy Saviour; the Cid dedicated it to the
Blessed Virgin; Jaime the Conqueror did likewise,

leaving in the main chapel the image of the Blessed
Virgin which he carried with him and which is believed
to be the one which is now preserved in the sacristy.

The Moorish mosque, which had been converted into
a Christian church by the conqueror, appeared unwor-
thy of the title of the cathedral of Valencia, and in

1262 Bishop Andres de Albalat laid the corner-stone
of the new Gothic building, with three naves; these
reach only to the choir of the present building.
Bishop Vidal de Blanes built the magnificent chapter
hall, and Jaime de Arag6n added the tower, called
"Miguelete" because it was blessed on St. INIichael's

day (1418), which is about 166 feet high and fini.shed

at the top with a belfry. In the fifteenth century the
dome was added and the naves extended back of the
choir, uniting the building to the tower and forming a
main entrance. .A.rchbishop Luis Alfonso de los

Cameros began the building of the main chapel in

1674; the walls were decorated with marbles and
bronzes in the over-ornate style of that decadent
period. At the beginning of the eighteenth century,

the German Conrad Rudolphus built the fagade of

the main entrance. The other two doors lead into

the transept ; one, that of the Apostles in pure pointed
Gothic, dates from the fourteenth century, the other
is that of the PaUu. The additions made to the back
of the cathedral detract from its height. The eigh-

teenth-century restoration rounded the pointed arches,

covered the Gothic columns with Corinthian pillars,

and redecorated the walls. The dome has no lan-

tern, its plain ceiling being pierced by two large side

windows. There are four chapels on either side,

besides that at the end and those that open into the
choir, the transept, and the presbyterium. It con-
tains many paintings by eminent artists. A magnifi-
cent silver reredos, which was behind the altar, was
carried away in the war of 1808, and converted into

coin to meet the expenses of the campaign. Behind
the Chapel of the Blessed Sacrament is a very beauti-
ful little Renaissance chapel built by Calixtus III.

Beside the cathedral is the chapel dedicated to the
"Virgen de Ins dcsaniparados".

In 1409 a hospital was founded and placed under the
patron.ige of Santa Maria de los Inocentes; to this

was attached a confraternity devoted to recovering
the bodies of the unfriended dead in the city and
within a radius of three miles around it. .\t the end
of the fifteenth century this confraternity separated
from the hospital, and continued its work tmder the
name of ''Cofradia para el limparo de los desampara-
dos". Philii) IV and the Duke de .Vrcos suggested
the building of the new chapel, and in 1647 the Viceroy
Conde de Orpesa, who had been preserved from the
bubonic plague, insisted on carrying out their project.

The Blessed Virgin under the title of "Virgen de los

de.samparados " was proclaimed patroness of the city,

and .\rchbishop Pedro de Frbina, on 31 June, lt),")2.

laid the corner-stone of the new chapel of this name.
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he archiepiscopal palace, a grain market in the time
"the Moors, is simple in design, with an inside cloister

nd a handsome chapel. In 1357 the arch which
)nnect3 it with the cathedral was built. In the
juncil chamber are preserved the portraits of all the

relates of Valencia.

Among the parish churches those deserving special

lention are: 8ta. John (Baptist and EvangeUst),
built in 1368, whose dome, decorated by Palonino,

)ntains some of the best frescoes in Spain; The
emple (El Tcmplo), the ancient church of the

!nights Templar, which passed into the hands of the

rder of Montcsa and which was rebuilt in the reigns

Ferdinand VI and Charles III; the former convent
the Dominicans, at present the headquarters of the

capitan general", the cloister of which has a beautiful
othic wing and the chapter room, large colunms
nitating palm trees; the Colegio del Corpus Christi,

hich is devoted to the exclusive worship of the
lessed Sacrament, and in which perpetual adoration
carried on; the Jesuit college, which was destroyed

S(>8) bj' the revolutionary Committee, but rebuilt

I the same site; the Colegio de San Juan (also of the
iciety), the former college of the nobles, now a
•ovincial institute for secondary instruction.

The seminary was built in 1S31: from 1790 it was
tuated at the former house of studies of the Jesuits,

nee the Concordat (18.51) it ranks as a central semi-
iry with the faculty of conferring academic degrees,

here have been in Valencia, since very remote times,

hooLs founded by the bishops and directed by eccle-

astics. In 1412 a sludium generale with special

atutes was established. Alexander VI raised it to

le rank of a university on 23 January, 1500. Ferdi-
ind the CathoUc confirmed this two years later. In
i.'JO the building was reconstructed; a statue of Luis
ives adorns the corridor. Among the ho.spitals and
laritable institutions may be mentioned: the Casa
> Misericordia; the Provincial hospital; the orphan
iylum of San Vicente; and the Infant Asylum of the
[arques de Campo. In Gandia there was a univer-

ty, and the palace of St. Francis Borgia, now the
>vitiate of the Society of Jesus, is preserved.

Ballester. //is(. dfl S.Christo de S. Snhndor {Valencia. 1672).
ntaining a list of the bishops of Valencia: Teixidor, Obserta-
ynes criticas a las antiguedades de Valencia, consulted by Villa-
revA for the catalogue of bishops of Valencia in his Viaje lit-

irio a las IgU&ias de Espatla, I: Llorente. Valencia in Espafia;
13 man. y arirs (Barcelona, 18.S9) : Florez. Espafia sagrada, VIII
rd ed., Madrid): DE la FtJENTE, Hist, de las Unirersidades,
II (Madrid. 1885).

Ram6n Ruiz Amado.

Universitt op Valencia.—At the request of

lime I the Conqueror, Innocent IV in 1246,
ilhorized by a Bull the establishment of estu-

ns {imerales in Valencia. Although in virtue of

lis Bull .some university courses were followed in

ilencia, the university itself was not founded tmtil

111. Its foundation was due to the zeal of St.

incent Ferrer and to the donation of a building by
osen Pedro Vilaragut. Only very meagre accounts
ive been preserved of the practical workings of the
liversity. From the time of its foundation the
lurses included Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Arabic,
lilosophy, mathematics and physics, theology, canon
w, and medicine. The closing years of the seven-
enth, and the whole of the eighteenth centurj-,

itne.ssed the most prosperous era of the university,
reek, Latin, mathematics, and medicine being
lecially cultivated. Among the names of its illus-

ious students that of Tosca,Torricelli's friend, noted
lysicist and author of important mathematical
Drks, stands out prominently. Escolano says that
was the leading university in mathematics, the

imanities, philosophy, and medicine. Large ana-
mical drawings were made by the students,
ilencia was the first university of Spain to foimd a
lurse for the study of herbs. Many of the Valencian

graduates of medicine became famous. Pedro Xi-
meno discovered the third small bone of thf ear. He
was professor at Alcald and had for a pupil the cele-

brated Valles. Luia Collado, professor of botany,
made some valuable discoveries and carried on
exhaustive studies of the plants of the Levant:
Vicente Alonzo Lorente WTote works on botany; and
the famous botanist Cavanilles was also a student of

this university. In the seventeenth century the
university divided into two factions, the Thomists and
the anti-Thomists. The discussions were heated and
aroused partisan feehngs throughout the entire King-
dom of Valencia. The university possessed a library
of 27,000 volumes which was destroyed by the soldiers

under the command of General Suchet. Among the
most noted professors of the university was D.
Francisco Perez Bayer, a man of wide culture and
great influence in the reign of Charles III. Around
the university several colleges for poor students
sprang up: the first was founded by St. Thomas of

Villanova in 1561 and then followed those founded bj-

Dona .\ngela Alonsar, and Mosen Pedro Martin.
The most famous, called Corpus Christi, was founded
by Blessed Juan de Ribera; Philip II founded that of

San Jorge; and Melchor de ViUena founded the last

in 1643.

De la Fuente, Hisioria de las Vniversidades, Colegios y demds
eMablicimienfOS de ensetlanza en Espafia (1887):Orti y Figuerol.\,
^ffmoril-lfi hi.^loriras de la fundacidn y progresos de la insigne
J' '

' '- Valencia (1730); Teixidoh, Estudios antiguos y
^'les de consejos de Valencia: Diago, Anales de

i
I \^o, Hisioria de Valencia: DE Ve^-iana, Crdnica
MMENO, Escritores del retno de Valencia (1747);

t L K.-.1 i-K. bumoteca valenciana (1827); Morej6n, //is/orm de la
medicina espaHota.

Tegdoro Rodriguez.

Valens, Flavius, Emperor of the East, b. in

Pannonia (now Hungary) c. 328; d. near Adrianople,
in Thrace, August, 378. Little is known of his origin,

which, in spite of the Roman gentile name adopted bv
him in common with his brother, Valentinian, the
Emperor of the West, was most probably barbarian.
His elevation to the throne in 364 was duo to Valen-
tinian's favour. Valens, however, soon displayed
some degree of warlike ability, as well as a barbarous
cruelty, in dealing with Procopius, who, alleging as
his title a bequest of the Emperor Julian, seized the
throne. Having defeated and captured Procopius,
Valens caused his rival's legs to be bound to two bent
saplings, which were then released, so that the vic-

tim's body was torn asunder. A pagan at the time
of his elevation, this emperor was baptized, about the
year 367, by Eudoxius, the Arian Patriarch of Con-
stantinople. His necessary ignorance of the fimda-
mentals of Christianity, while, in the circumstances,
not blameworthy, does not excuse his persecution of

the Eastern Cathohcs from about the year 369 until

the end of his reign. The most infamous example of

this was in the case of Sts. Urbanus, Theodorus, and
other ecclesiastics, to the number of eighty, who.se
martyrdom is commemorated on 5 September. This
company of bishops and priests, having come to Con-
stantinople, in 370, to plead for freedom of Catholic
worship, were, by the emperor's orders, embarked
on a vessel which then sailed for the coast of Bithy-
nia; on nearing that coast, the crew, still acting upon
the imperial instructions, set fire to the ship and
abandoned it, leaving St. Urbanus and his companions
to perish.

With this ferocity, Valens also evinced the crudely
.superstitious instincts of the savage. On a journey
through Cappadocia, he visited, at Ca"sarea, St. Ba.sil

the Great (q. v.), whom he intended to drive into

exile as a conspicuous foe of Arianism; but, the emper-
or's son falling sick, the bishop was called upon to

restore him to health. This Basil agreed to attempt,
on condition that the child should be baptized as a
Catholic. In the event, an Arian performed the
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rite, the child died, and the saint escaped the threat-

ened exile. In 347, at Antioch, there was a curious

anticipation of modern "spirit rapping": a spirit,

asked to spell the name of him who should succeed
Valens, was supposed to have rapped out the Greek
letters SEOA which begin the name Thendorus. The
lives of Theodorus, an oflicial of the imperial Court,

and of those who had prepared this manifestation
were forfeited, though the spirit may have meant to

indicate Theodosius.
Throughout his reign, Valens had to defend his

frontiers against formidable enemies. From 3(37 to

369 the Goths battleil with the imperial forces, until

an agreement was reached, fi.xing the Danube as the

southern boundary of their settlements. Frequent
incursions of the Isaurians demanded attention. In
373 Sapor (Shapur) II, King of Persia, having in-

vaded Armenia, was driven back beyond the Tigris.

The Huns and Alans were meanwhile pressing upon
the rear of the Goths north of the Danube. In 376
the latter obtained permission to settle south of the

river as peaceable colonists, unarmed; but when the
imperial commissioners abused theii- authority to

plunder the strangers, these turned in exasperation

to make common cause with their fellow-barbarians

from whom they had but recently fled. Huns,
Alans, and Goths under Fridigern were surprised and
defeated in 378 by Sebastian, the imperial general,

and Valens himself hastened from his capital to com-
plete the conquest before his nephew Gratian, who
had succeeded Valentinian, could reach the enemy.
As the emperor was leaving Constantinople, a monk
openly prophesied his speedy death. Valens caused
the prophet of evil to be imprisoned pending his re-

turn from Thrace. But the emperor never returned.

Defeated by the barbarians near Adrianople, he took
refuge in a country house and there perished in the

conflagration with which the Goths or their allies un-
wittingly avenged the death of St. Urbanus and his

companions.
(See also Abianism; Athan.^sius, S.unt; Meletius

OF Antioch.)
St. B.V8IL, Epistola: in P. 6., XXII; de Brogue, L'Eglise el

I'Empire Romain; Gibbon, Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire
(London, 1S96); Newman, The Arians of the Fourth Century.

E. Macpherson.

Valentine, Saint.—At least three different Saint

Valentines, all of them martyrs, are mentioned in the

early martyrologies under date of 14 February. One
is described as a priest at Rome, another as Bishop
of Interamna (the modern Terni), and these two seem
both to have suffered in the second half of the third

century and to have been buried on the Flaminian
Way, but at different distances from the city. In
Wilham of Malmesbury's time what was known to the
ancients as the Flaminian Gate of Rome and is now
the Porta del Popolo, was called the Gate of St.

Valentine. The name seems to have been taken from
a small church dedicated to the saint which was in the
immediate neighbourhood. Of both tliese St. Valen-
tines some sort of Acta are preserved but they are of

relatively late date and of no historical value. Of
the third St. Valentine who suffered in Africa with a
number of companions nothing further is known.
The popular customs connected with Saint Valen-

tine's Day undoubtedly haii their origin in a conven-
tional behef generally recei\cd in England and France
during the iNIiddle Ages, that on 14 February, i. e.

half way through the second month of the year, the
birds began to jwir. Thus in Chaucer's "Parliament
of Foules" we read;

For this was on Seynt Valentyne's day
Whan every foul cometh ther to choose his mate.
For this reason the day was looked upon as specially

consecrated to lovers and as a proper occasion for

writing love letters and sending lovers' tokens. Both
the French and English literatures of the fourteenth

and fifteenth centuries contain allusions to the prac-
tice. Perhaps the earliest is to be found in the 34th
and 3.5th ''Ballades" of the bilingual poet, John Gower.
written in French; but Lydgate and Clauvowe supply
other examples. Those who chose each other under
these circumstances seem to have been called by each
othertheir Valentines. Inthe"PastonLetters", Dame
Elizabeth Brews writes thus about a match she hopes
to make for her daughter (we modernize the spelling),

addressing the favoured suitor: "And, cousin mine,
upon Monday is St. Valentine's day and every bird
chooseth himself a mate, and if it like )'ou to come on
Thursday night, and make provision that you may
abide till then, I trust to God that ye shall speak to

my husband and I shaO pray that we may bring the
matter to a conclusion." Shortly after the young
lady herself wrote a letter to the same man ad-
dressing it "Unto my right well beloved Valentine,
John Paston Esquire". The custom of choosing
and sending valentines has of late years fallen into
comparative desuetude.

Herbert Thurston.

Valentine, Pope, date of birth unknown; d. about
October, 827. Valentine was by birth a Roman,
belonging to the Via Lata district. While still a
youth he entered the service of the Church. His
biographer in the "Liber pontificahs" (ed. Duchesne,
II, 71-2) praises his piety and puritj- of morals, which
won him the favour of Paschal I (817-24). Paschal
ordained Valentine subdeacon and deacon, employed
him at the Lateran palace, and placed him as arch-
deacon at the head of the Roman diaconate. Valen-
tine retained his influential position during the pontif-

icate of Eugene II (824-7), and after Eugene's death
(27 August, 827) was unanimously elected his succes-

sor by the clergy, nobles, and people of Rome. The
election had taken place at the Lateran whence the
entire company proceeded to Santa Maria Maggiore,
where Valentine was tarrying in prayer. He was led

to the Lateran basilica and placed upon the papal
throne. After this, probably on the succeeding
Sunday, he was consecrated bishop at St. Peter's,

and then enthroned as pope. No information has
been preserved of his brief reign; he died after he had
occupied the papal .see forty days according to the
"Liber pontificahs", and barely a month according
to the testimonv of the "Annales" of Einhard (ad

an. 827).
Liber Poutificalis, ed. Duchesne, II, 71-2; Lanoen, Gesch. der

r6mischen Kirche. II (Bonn, 1885), 815-6.

J. P. KiRSCH.

Valentinian, the name of three Emperors of the
West.
Valentinian I (Flavius Valentinianus), 364-75,

b. at Cibalis (probably Mikanovici), Pannonia, Hun-
gary, of humble parents, in 321; d. at Bregetio, near
Pressburg, 17 Nov., 375. He entered the army early,

became a tribune of the scutarii about 360, and accom-
panied Juhan the Apostate to .\ntioch, whence in 363
he was exiled to Gaul for refusing to honour idols.

On Jovian's death Valentinian was proclaimed em-
peror (26 Feb., 364), and at once he appointed his

brother Valens ruler of the East. In 365 he went
again to Gaid to stop the inroads of the Alammani
and Burgundians; the former were defeated at Char-
peigne and ChCilon.s-sur-Marne, but in 367 captured

^lainz. .\ little later they were overthrown by Val-

entinian at Solicinium, but with heavy Roman losses.

In 374 Valentinian concluded a treaty with their king

Macrianus. In 368 the Picts and Scots were driven

back from Britain, and the province of Valenlia

formed. While in Gaul Valentinian repudiated his

first wife Valeria Severa, or at least he married a

Sicilian, Justina, who became the mother of Valen-

tinian II. In June, 374, the emperor was called to

Illyricum by the incursions of the Quadi and Sarma-
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ns; lif made his headquarters at Bregetio, where
ring the negotiations with the Quadi he died from
iplexy. He was buried at Constantinople.

Phough a sineoro Christian, Valentinian generally

itained from hiterfernig in religious questions, un-

s public interests forced him to act
;
probably in his

leavours to observe imi)artialit.v, he bestowed more
ours on the Arians and heathens; his conduct con-

sted strongly with that of Valens who ardently
jporled the Arians. Valentinian revoked Julian's

ct, which forbade Christians to teach. He pro-

lited nocturnal sacrificial practices and magic, prob-

;y because they were causes of public disorder, for

the re(iuest of Prsetextatus, proconsul of Achaia,
tolerated the mysteries of Eleusis and in 371 de-
icd hnruspici/i legal. Constantius had formerly

)lied the property of the pagan temples to Chris-

n churches, and juUan had given the church prop-

y to the temples, but Valentinian claimed all this

nsferred property, po.ssibly from a desire of wealth,

well as from a wish to be impartial to all reUgions

1 al.so to reduce public taxation. He restored the
iss and the name of Christ to the labarum from
ich .lulian had removed them, supported Pope
masus against Ursinus in the flispute concerning
papal election, forbade judicial proceedings on

ndays, exempted Christian soldiers from guarding
jan temples, or Christians from being made glad-

ors. On the other hand, he increased the privileges

the provincial jiriests of paganism (as the old

man religion now began to be called), restricted the
ht of asylum, forbade the Christian clergy to re-

ve legacies from Christian women unless they were
•ir heirs; though no corresponding restriction was
.ced on pagan priests. Moreover, lest the wealthy
)uld become clerics to enjoy clerical immunity, he
)hibited them from receiving orders unless they
it renounced their patrimony; but he ordered
hops to be tried by their peers. The Manichaeans
considered political disturbers and in 372 forbade
ir meetings at Rome, confiscated their houses, and
nished their teachers. He supported the Arian
shop of Milan, Auxentius, when excommunicated,
ieving him to be orthodox; however, he confirmed
! decrees of the Synod of Illyria (375) against the
eumatomachians and addressed a special letter to

; bishops of Asia, ordering the homousian doctrine
the Trinity to be taught, notwithstanding, as he
d, the example and practice of Valens; but his un-
lely end prevented him from enforcing his instruc-

ns on this point. Valentinian was affable and
id, but vain; he was a courageous, skilful soldier, and
s ready to profess his faith openly when called

on; he wished to restore matters to the condition in

ich Constantino had left them, but in doing so ab-
ined from emphasizing his own views; his legisla-

e activity was very great, not the least interesting

his edicts being one in 36S, by which he appointed
irteen physicians at Rome to care for the poor at
> public expense.
kLLARu. Le chrislianisme et Vempire romain (Pang, 1897); de
^oi.iE, LVglUe et t'f.mpire romain; Tillemont, Hist, des emper-
s, V; HoDOKlN. Italy and her Invaders, 1 (London. 1880);
:rate3. Hist. eccL, IV.

^^ALENTINIAN II (FlaVIUS VaLENTINIANDs), 375-
2, b. in Gaul about 371, murdered atVienne, Dau-
iny, Gaul, 15 May, 392, son of Valentinian I and
I second wife Justina. He was never much more
in a merely nominal ruler, for while Gratian ruled
the East, most of the West was under the control
-Magnus Maximus, Italy was all that was left to
n, and even there the real ruler was his mother
stina, with whom he resided at Milan. In 387
aximus, who had usurped the northern provinces in

3, invaded Italy and Justina and Valentinian fled

Thc.ssalonica to seek the aid of Theodosius, Em-
ror of the East. Maximus was defeated, but

Justina soon died, and Valentinian fell under the evil

influence of Arbogast, who had him assassinated later.

Valentinian was weak, but just, and loved peace.
Justina was opposed to the orthodox party; she en-
deavoured to set up an Arian bishop at Milan and to

procure a church for his followers, but was thwarted
by St. Ambrose, who protested that the churches be-
longed to the bishop not to the emperor. And when
the Roman senate attempted in 3S4 and 391 to restore

the altar of victory and the pagan rites, it was St.

Ambrose again who triumphed. On 23 January, 386,
Valentinian published an edict protecting the Arian
supporters of the Council of Ariminum, but this was
overruled by Theodosius. On the other hand he
supported Po])!' Dainasus against his enemy Ursinus.
With (!rati:in he reaftirnied the exemption of the
clergy from the juri.sdiction of the civil tribunals in

religious matters. In 386 he issued an edict for the
erection of the Basihca of St. Paul and directed Sal-
lust, the prefect of Rome, to co-operate with Pope
Siricus in this matter. The basilica was consecrated
in 390. After Justina's death Valentinian abandoned
Arianism, became a catechumen, and invited St. Am-
brose to come to Gaul to administer baptism to him,
but was not spared to receive it. His body was
brought to Milan, where the saint delivered his funeral
oration, "De obitu Valentiniani con.solatio", in which
he dwells on the efficacy of baptism of desire (P. L.,

XVI).
SozoMEN, Hist. eccL, VII; DE Brogue, L'eglise et Vempire, III;

Tillemont, Hist, des empereurs, V.

Valentinian III, 425-55, b. at Ravenna, 3 July,

419; d. at Rome, 16 March, 455; son of Constantius
III and Galla Placidia, daughter of Theodosius, suc-

ceeded Emperor
Honorius. In 437
he married his

cousin Eudoxia at

Const antinople.
Duringhisreign t he
Western Empire
hastened to decay.
Britain was aban-
doned in 4 4 6,

Mtins failed to

hold Gaul again.'^l

the Franks, Bur-
gun dians, and
Huns, while Africa

was lost in 439 by
Boniface, who was
defeated by the
Vandals under Huneric, later married to Valentinian's
daughter Eudoxia. On 17 July, 425, all schismatics
were ordered to leave Rome; in the same year the
immunity of the clergy from civil jurisdiction was re-
affirmed, though Valentinian abrogated this privilege
later in 452; on S Ajiril, 126, the Jews were forbidden
to disinherit their cluldrcn who became Christians.
Valentinian was a strong adversary of the Mani-
chajans and in 445 declared them guilty of sacrilege,
forbade them to reside in cities, and pronounced them
incapable of performing any judicial acts. When ap-
pealed to by Leo I in the dispute with St. Hilary of
Poitiers concerning the latter's metropolitan rights,
he addressed a constitution to yEtius, Governor of
Gaul, strongly supporting Leo. In it he emphasized
the papal .supremacy, founded on the position of St.

Peter as head of the episcopacy, and pointed out the
necessity of one supreme head for the spiritual king-
dom, and ordered the civil authorities to bring to
Rome any bishop who refu.sed to come there when
called by the pope. In 447 he issued an edict to pre-
vent the violation of sepulchres. He was at Rome,
with his wife and mother, in February, 4.50, for the
celebration of the feast of the Chair of St. Peter, and
after consultation with Pope Leo took active steps for
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the calling of a general Council, which met at Chal-

cedon in October, 451. Valentinian presented Xys-
tus III with 2000 lbs. of silver to construct a taber-

nacle in the Lateran basilica, and in addition with a

large golden ornament representing Christ and His

Apostles, for the Confessio of St. Peter. As he grew
older Valentinian displayed a vindictive, feeble, hesi-

tating character; his training seems to have been pur-

posely ncgleoted by his mother, the real ruler. On
the approach of Attila he fled from Ravenna, his irn-

perial residence, to Rome, which was saved later, as is

known by Pope St. Leo. After his mother's death

(450), he gave way to his passions. In 454 he caused

.^tius and his friends to be murdered; at last he was
assassinated while attending the chariot races in the

Via Labicana, Rome, near the tomb of St. Helena, at

the instigation, it is said, of a Roman senator, Petro-

nius Maximus, whose wife he had wronged.
Grisar, Gesch. Roma und der Pdpste im Mitulalter, I (Freiburg.

1901), tr. Hist, of Rome and the Popes in the Middle Ages (London,

1911); TiLLEMONT, Ilisl. di's empereurs. VI (Paris, 1738); Bury,
Later Roman Empire, U (London, 18S9).

A. A. MacErlean.

Valentinus and Valentinians.—Valentinus, the

best known and most influential of the Gnostic

heretics, was born according to Epiphanius (Haer.,

XXXI) on the coast of Egypt. He was trained in

Hellenistic science in Alexandria. Like many other

heretical teachers he went to Rome the better, per-

haps, to disseminate his views. He arrived there

during the pontificate of Hyginus and remained until

the pontificate of Anicetus. During a sojourn of

perhaps fifteen years, though he had in the beginning

allied himself with the orthodox community in Rome,
he was guilty of attempting to establish his heretical

system. His errors led to his excommunication, after

which he repaired to Cyprus where he resumed his

activities as a teacher and where he died probably

about 160 or 161. Valentinus professed to have de-

rived his ideas from Theodas or Theudas, a disciple of

St. Paul, but his system is obviously an attempt to

amalgamate Greek and Oriental speculations of the

most fantastic kind with Christian ideas. He was
especially indebted to Plato. From him was derived

the parallel between the ideal world (the trXripuna) and
the lower world of phenomena (the Kivuixa). Valen-

tinus drew freely on some books of the New Testa-

ment, but used a strange system of interpretation by
which the sacred authors were made responsible for

his own cosmological and pantheistic views. In

working out his system he was thoroughly dominated
by dualistic fancies.

He assumed, as the beginning of aU things, the

Primal Being or Bythos, who after ages of silence and
contemplation, gave rise to other beings by a process

of emanation. The first series of beings, the a;ons,

were thirty in number, representing fifteen syzygies or

pairs sexually complementary. Through the weak-
ness and sin of Soi)hia, one of the lowest seous, the

lower world with its subjection to matter is brought

into existence. Man, the liighest being in the lower

world, participates in l)citli tln' psychic and the hylic

(material) nature, and the work of redemption con-

sists in freeing the higher, the spiritual, from its

servitude to the lower. This was the work and mis-

sion of Christ and the Holy Spirit. The Christology

of Valentinus is confusing in tlie extreme. He seems

to have maintained I lie exist enc(! of three redeeming
beings, but Christ the Son of Mary did not have a real

body and did not suffer. The system of Valentinus

was extremely comprehensive, and was worked out

to cover all phases of thought and action. While
Valentinus was alive he made many disciples, and his

system was the most widely diffused of all the forms

of Gnosticism. His school was divided into two
branches, the Oriental and the Italian. The former

was spread through Egypt, Syria, and Asia Minor,

the latter in Rome, Italy, and Southern Gaul. Among
the more prominent disciples of Valentinus, who,
however, did not .slavishly follow their master in all

his views, were Heracleon, Ptolemy, Marcos, and
Bardesanes. Many of the writings of these Gnostics,

and a large number of excerpts from the writings of

Valentinus, are still in existence. Tertullian ascribes

to him the apocryphal Gospel of Valentinus, which,

according to Irenaeus. was the same as the " Gospel
of Truth".

Iren*:tj3, Adv. Hctr., I, 1 aeq,, IH, 4; HiPPOLYTrs, Philoso-

phumena. VL 20-37; Tertullian, Adv. Valentin.: Epiphanios,
Har. XXXI; Theodoret, Har. Fab.. I, 7; Heinrici, Die
Valentin. Gnosis u. die heilige Schrift (Berlin, 1871). See
bibliography to Gnosticism.

Patrick J. Healy.

Valerian (Pdblius Aurelius Licinids Valeri-
anus), Roman emperor (253-60). Member of a dis-

tinguished family, he had held several offices before

the army proclaimed him emperor in 253 at Rhsetia.

Weak and irresolute, his abihties were unequal to the

difficulties of the times; his son and coregent, Gal-

lienus, was lacking also in force. Christian tradition

regards him as the originator of the persecution of the

Christians under Decius. Though kindly disposed

towards the Christians as emperor he was driven to

severe measures by the hostile party, whose leader,

the general Macriauus, aimed only to gain advantages
for himself through the difficulties internal disturb-

ances would cause the emperor. In 257 Valerian is-

sued a rescript, in kindly language, taking from Chris-

tians the right to hold assemblies or to enter the

subterranean places of burial, and sending the clergy

into exile. In 258, by a new and absolutely merciless

edict, bishops, priests, and deacons were executed im-

mediately, men of senatorial and equestrian rank were
punished with degradation and confiscation of goods,

to be followed by death if they refused to offer heathen
sacrifice, women were threatened with confiscation of

their property and exile, and Christians in the im-

perial household were sent in chains to perform forced

labour on the imperial domains. In this persecution

Christian Rome and Carthage lost their leaders: Pope
Sixtus was seized on 6 August, 258, in one of the Cata-
combs and was put to death; Cyprian of Carthage
suffered martyrdom on 14 September. Another cele-

brated martyr was the Roman deacon, St. Lawrence.

In Spain Bishop Fructuosus of Tarragona and his two
deacons were put to death on 21 January, 259. There
were also executions in the eastern provinces (Euse-

bius, VII, xii). Taken altogether, however, the re-

pressions were limited to scattered spots and had no
great success. Valerian was finally captured by the

Persians and died a prisoner. Macrianus and his two
sons were killed in the struggle for the throne. Gal-

lienus, who became Valerian's successor, annulled at

once all his father's laws hostile to Christianhy.
TiLLEMONT, Histoire des empereurs. III (Brussels, 1707-39);

Schiller, Gcschichte der rdmischen Kaiserzeit, I (Gotha, 1883),

ii, 811-23; Gibbon, The History of the Decline and Fall of tht

Roman Empire (London, 1S54), ch. x; Linsenmayer, Die Be-
kdmpfung der Christen durch den rSmischen Stoat (Munich,
1905), 146-58; Healt, The Valerian Persecution (Boston. 1903).

Klemens Loffler.

Valerianus, Saint. See Cecilia, Saint.

Validation of Marriage may be effected by a
simple renewal of cdiiscnt when its nullity arises only

from a defcclivc consent in one or both parties.

When, however, matrimony is invalid on account of

the existence of some ecclesiastical impediment, it

may be revalid;itcd by simpU' clispen.sation or by that

known as .S'(n(ri((n i'l kmlice. (1) In the first method,

as soon as a siinpU' dispensation from the im]nMiiment

has been obtained, a renovation of consiMit of both

parties wilt validate the marriage. When the im-

pediment had affected only one of the parties and the

other was unaware of the impediment, it is probable
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lat both must renew their consent. That a true
novation of consent be obtained, it is requisite that

le parties be made aware of the nullity of their

arriage, unless sanatio in radice be resorted to.

he renovation must be made before the authorized
clesiastical authority and witnesses when the im-
diment has been public. (2) The dispensation

,Ued sanalio in radice consists in the revalidation of a
arriage by reason of a consent formerly given, but
effective at the time owing to some ecclesiastical

ipediment. When the impediment is removed, the
nscnt is ipso facto ratified and no renovation is re-

lired. In such a case, it is requisite that the cou-
nt of both parties to the marriage had not ceased
id that their wedlock had had the external appear-
Lce of a true marriage. Sanalio is resorted to when
ere is urgent rc.a.son for not acquainting the parties

th the nullity of their marriage, or when one of the
irties alone is cognizant of the impediment and the
her cannot be informed without grave consequences,
when one party would be unwilling formally to renew
consent that is presumably existent. The pope has
iwer to give the dispensation called sanatio in radice

r all marriages which are invaUd in consequence
an ecclesiastical impediment. Bishops generally

ive no such power, even when by particular indult
ey can dispense in diriment impediments. For
e granting of sanatio in radice a special apostolic

eulty is required. In the United States, the or-

naries may grant such dispensation, under certain
nitations, when only one of the parties to the mar-
ige is aware of the impediment.
Slater-Martin, Manual of Moral Theology, II (New York,
98) ; Sabetti-Barrett, Compendium Theologim Moralis (New
»rk, 1902) : DE Becker. De Sponsalibus ct Malrimonio (New
irk. 190.1) ; Lehmkuhl, Theologia Moralis, II (Freiburg, 1910);
.RRY. The Vnlidaling of Marriage without new consent in Irish
eologicnl Quarterly (July. 1911); Ecclesiastical Review (Phila-
Iphia, July and Aug., 1910).

William H. W. Fanning.

Valla (della Valle), Lorenzo, Humanist and
lilosopher, b. at Rome, 140.5; d. there, 1 Aug., 1457.
is father came from Placentia. He studied Latin
ider Leonardo Bruni (Aretino) and Greek under
lovanni Aurispa. At the age of 24 he wished to
itain a position in the papal secretariate, but was
nsidered too young. After liis father's death he
cepted a chair of eloquence in the University of
ivia, where he wrote his treatise "De voluptate"
431), an emended edition of which appeared later

ider the title, "De vero bono". On account of
i open letter attacking the jurist Bartolo (1433)
d ridiculing the contemporary jurisprudence he
IS forced to leave Pavia. He went to Milan and
;er to Genoa, made another effort to succeed at
)me, and finally settled at Naples (1433), where he
came secretary to Alfonso of Aragon, whose Court,
'Quented by the most distinguished writers, was a
tbed of hcentiousne.ss and debauchery. Lorenzo
nfesses that his life there, like his previous life, was
t free from moral stain. At Naples he wrote "De
ero arbitrio", "Dialectical disputationes", "Decla-
izione contro la donazione di Con.stantino" (1440),
)e professione religiosorum" (1442, not printed
til by Vahlen in 1869). In 1444 he had a con-
iversy with Fra Antonio da Bitonto on the question
the composition of the Apostles' Creed by each of

; .Vpostles. His philosophical and theological
icubrations caused him to be tried for heresy by the
iria at Naples, but the trial was discontinued
ough the intervention of King Alfonso. His
.ndard work is "DeelegantiaUnguaelatina;", which
it placed the study of Latin on a scientific basis.
had laboured on it from 143.5, and in 1444 it was

blished through the indiscretion of Aurispa. The
mianists who preceded him h.ad formed their Latin
le r.ither empirically, and consequently had
tnitted many constructions peculiar to popular

XV.—17

Latin. Though Valla had refrained from personaU-
ties, all the hterary writers considered his work a
provocation, and hurled invectives against the author.
This controversy is one of the most impleasant pages
in the history of the Italian Renaissance. The
fiercest aggressor was Poggio Bracciolini, who did
not confine himself to pointing out errors of style in

Valla's works, but accused him of the most degrading
vices. Valla's no less virulent answers are collected
in his "Invectivarum librisex". Poggio's invectives
could not but cre-

ate a bad impres-
sion at Rome; as

Valla still hoped
to obtain a posi-

tion in the Curia,
he wrote an
"Apologia ad
Eugenio IV", ex-

cusing himself for

his faults and
promising
amendment. But
it was only after

the election of

Nicholas V that
he found favour
(1448), obtaining
first the position
of scriptor, and
later of Apostolic
secretary. Cal-
listus III be-
stowed on him a canonry in St. John Lateran, which
he was able to hold but for a few years. By order of

Nicholas V he translated various Greek authors.
His philosophical and theological works are inter-

esting. In his "Disputazioni diaiettiche" he bitterly

opposes Aristotle and the Scholastics, but he treats
his subjects superficially, and rather as a grammarian
than as a philosopher. He made no positive contri-

bution to philosophy, but only helped to discredit

Scholasticism. His most discussed work is the dia-
logue "De voluptate". In this Leonardo Bruni
(Arentino) defends the Stoic doctrine that a Ufe con-
formed to nature is the summum honum; Antonio
Beccadelli (Panormita) strongly favours Epicurean-
ism, declaring that the desire of pleasure is to be
restrained only lest it might be an obstacle to a greater
pleasure and that continence is contrary to nature;
finally, Niccolo NiccoU speaks against both in favour
of Christian hedonism, holding that perpetual
happiness is the summum honum, and that virtue is

practised only as a means of attaining it. It is

uncertain whether Beccadelh or Niccoli (who is

declared victor by the onlookers) expresses Valla's

personal opinion. It would seem that he had not
then (1431) come to a definitive opinion. He con-
fines himself to expounding the three opinions, but
gives Epicureanism the most ardent and eloquent
defender. The way in which his "Apologia" exten-
uates what had been said in "De voluptate", arguing
on the meaning of the Latin word voluptas, shows
that he wa-s undecided.

In the " Declamazione contro la donazione di Cos-
tantino", probably in,spired by Alfonso, who was at
war with Eugene IV for jiossession of the Kingdom of
Naples, Valla exhorted the Romans to rebel and their

leaders to deprive the pope of his temporal power,
which he deems the cause of all the evils then afflicting

Italy. The "Annotazioni siil testo latino del Nuovo
Testamento" deals chiefly with the Latinity, and less

frequently with the translation itself. In the "De
professione religiosorum " he denies that the religious
state is the most perfect as there is greater merit in

acting spontaneously than in fulfilling what one is

obUged to do by vow, and he taxes the monks with
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arrogance for calling themselves religious, as if other bishop of Santiago; and Fernando Alvarez de Al-

Christians were not so; he refrains, however, from bornoz cousin of the celebrated cardinal; in the fif-

trying to discredit them by relating salacious stories teenth, Diego G6mez de Fuensalida; Cardinal Pedro

as the other Humanists delighted in doing. In the de Fonseca; the famous Alfonso de Madrigal, called

"De libero arbitrio" he concedes that the foreknow!- "el Tostado", Cardinal Fr. Juan de Torquemada;
edge of God is not incompatible with free will, but Cardinal D. Pedro de Mendoza; and in the sixteenth

maintains that our intellects are unable to compre- century, D. Fernando Enriquez, son of the admiral.

hend this truth. Valla first gave expression to many
ideas that were taken up later, especially by the

reformers. Like the other Humanists of his age he

lacked firmness of character.
Valla, Opera (Basle, 1540): Vahlen, iMurentii Valla opuscula

tria (Vienna, 1S69); Gabotto, Lorenzo Valla e Vepicuresimo nel

400 (Milan, 1889); Mancini, Vita di Lorenzo Valla (Florence,

1891); MoNNlER, Le Qualtrocenlo (Pari."!, 1901); Rossi, II quattro

cento, Storia lelteraria rV Italia (Milan, 3. d.) ; Pastor, Gesch. der

Papste, I (3rd ed., Freiburg, 1901), IS.

U. Benigni.

Valladolid, Archdiocese op (Vallisoletan,\),

bounded on the north by Palencia, east by Burgos and
Segovia, south by AvUa and Salamanca, and west

by Zamora. Except-
ing two towns, it

comprises the civil

Province of Vallado-

lid, and has in its

territory six towns
which are alternatelj-

one year under its

jurisdiction and the
next under that of the

Diocese of Avila. Its

suffragan dioceses

are Astorga, Avila,

Segovia, Salamanca,
Zamora, and Ciudad
Real. Valladolid
(60,000) is built on
the site of an ancient

Roman city, and re-

mains of Rom a n

ruins are to be found.

but it does not sccin

to be the Phitia

which Antoninus
says was 106 miles
from Astorga. Probably it was founded by the

Moors and given the name of Ulid or Walid.
The first mention of it is found in the "Cr6nica
de Cardeiia" as one of the towns which Sancho II

offered to his sister Dona Urraca in exchange for

Zamora, the seigniory of which had been conferred

upon her by her father. The real founder of \'alla-

dolid was the Castilian Count .\nsurez to whom Al-

fonso VI ceded it in 1074. He built the churches of

Santa Maria la Antigua and Santa Maria la Mayor,
founded the parish of San Nicolas, but he seems to

have found already existing the churches of San
Julidn and San Pclayo. He built the great bridge

D. Alfonso Enriquez Villarroel; and D. Alfonso de
Mendoza. In 1124, with the assistance of the Car-
dinal legate Adeodatus, a councO of all the prelates of

the kingdom was held at Valladolid, and in 11.37

another, presided over by Cardinal Guido. On 1 July,

1217, St. Ferdinand III was proclaimed king in this

city, on the abdication of his mother Dona Berenguela.
In 123S another council was held, over which the

legate Bishop of Sabina presided. In order to ter-

minate the disputes with Palencia, Philip II, who was
born at Valladolid, wished to have it constituted a dio-

cese, and Clement VIII erected it on 25 Sept., 1595,
and the king conferred on it a city charter. The first

bishop was D. Barto-
lome de la Plaza,

1597, and among his

successors D. Martin
D e 1 g a d o Cenarro
(1743-53) deserves
special mention. Bv
theConcordatof 1851
the elevation of Val-
ladolid to the rank of

a metropolitan was
stipulated, and Pius
IX at the request of

Isabella II issued the
Decree for its erec-

tion on 4 July, 1S57.
The first archbishop
was D. Luis de Las-
tra y Cuesta, and hi?

successors were Car-
dinal Juan Ignacio
Moreno, Cardinal
Benito Sanz y Fores,

and the prelate who
has just been raised

\RD IN THE College of St. Gregory
adolid, Maciaa Carpintero, 1488-96

to the cardinalitial dignity, D. Jose Cos y Macho.
Many noted events have taken place at \"alladolid: the

marriage of Alfonso X and Doiia ^'iolantc de Arag6n
and that of Alfonso XI to Dona Constanza; Columbus
died there; and D. Alvaro de Luna was decapitated.

The first aiito da fe of the Spanish Inquisition was car-

ried out at Valladolid, and the Cortes met there many
times. The city owes much to the famous Dona Maria
de Molina, wife of Sancho the Brave, regent during the
minorities of Ferdinand IV and Alfonso XL The lat-

ter conferred many distinctions upon Valladolid and
gave it its miivcrsit>-. The Court resided several

times at V;d!:i(l()lid, the last time from ItiOl to 1606

over the Pisuerga aiid two hospitals near his own by wish of Philip III, who was much attached to the

palace. On 21 May, 1095, tlie Church of Santa Maria city

la Mayor was dcclicatcd by D. Bernardo, Archbishop
of Toledo, assisted l)y the Archbishops of Palencia,

and many other bishops and noted personages. An-
surez and his wife Kylo conferred vast territories

upon the abbot and chapter of the collegiate church.

Churches.—Santa Maria la Antigua was the parish

church of the coimts of Valladohd and was in exist-

ence as early as lOSS. Behind the modern cathedral

are the remains of the ancient cathedral of Santa
Maria la Mayor, not as founded by the Conde An-

for purposes of colonization. This grant consisted of siirez, but as restored a century and a half later

the monasteries of San Julian and San Pelayo, lands

in Tierra de Campos, and a great stretch of land be-

tween the Ijranches of the River Esgueva.
The first abbots of Valhulolid in the twelfth cen-

tury were Saltus or Agaldus; Herva-us; Pedro; Mar-
tin; Juan; Miguel; and Domingo; in the thirteenth,

Juan Dominguez, counsellor of St. Ferdinand; D.
Felipe, son of St. Ferdinand; D. Sancho de Aragon,
son of Jaime I; D. Martin .\lonso, illegitimate son of

Alfonso the Wi.se; and G6mcz Garcia of Toledo; in the

fourteenth, Juan Forndndez de Limia, later Arch-

Bishop Lucas of Tuy says that the -Vbbot Juan,
chancellor of St. Ferdinand, later Bishop of Osma,
rebuilt and redecorated it, transferring the chapter
meanwhile to Santa Maria la .\ntigua (1226). Its

architecture is of the Transition period. Antolinez de
Burgos, wlio lived in the sixteenth century, describes

with enthusiasm its magnificent cloister. When the

diocese was erected, Philip II engaged Juan de Her-
rera, the famous architect of the I^.scorial, to make the

plans of tlie new c:ithcdr;il. Hcrrcra began the con-

atruction, but was obUged to go back to tlie Escorial,
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d was succeeded by D. Alberto de Churriguera,

iin whom the Spanish style of architecture Chur-
ueresco (Baroque) takes its name. Notwithstand-

{ this, the influence of Iterrera can be traced in the

erior. The principal fagade has four Doric half

uinns, which support the entablature of the first

iry; between each column rises a magnificent arch

erhanging a rectangular door over which is placed
> figure of the Assumption, the titular of the cat he-

ll. In the inter-columnar spaces are statues of

;. Peter and Paul, and a door at each side. Two
pers were to have finished the principal fagade; of

'bf oiii- was never buill Ik \. m.l the first story, and
: other which was finished collapsed in 1841. The
erior is imposing; along the top is an open gallery

ished with a balustrade. The tabernacle built by
in de Arfe (1590) and the choir stalls, which were
lught from the Dominican church, are two of the
cious possessions of this cathedral,

rhe Dominican Convent of San Pablo, founded in
'6 by Dona Violante, wife of Alfonso X, the Wise,
ierves special mention. Juan II hved there, and
s temporarily buried there until his remains could
transferred to the Cartuja de Miraflores. It is a
thic building, the nio.st notable feature of which is

facade of its church, built at the expense of

rdinal Juan de Torquemada and Fr. Alonso de
rgos. Bishop of Palcncia. Beside it is the Domin-
n College of San Gregorio, founded in 14SS by Fr.

)nso de Burgos, confessor of Isabella the Catholic,

e famous Luis de Granada studied there. Its

ade is the best of its kind on account of its original

ligns. Its cloister, with a double gallery, is also

able. The ancient College of Santa Cruz, founded
Cardinal Mendoza, a building in the plateresque
le, has been converted into a museum, and con-
ns many beautiful samples of religious sculptures.

e ancient jxilacio real serves as a court building,

is has a beautiful facade, with a tower at each side,

i finished with a colonnade of alternating arches
.•ing square openings. The episcopal palace is a
id.some building, and the conciliar seminary,
,nded by D. Bartolome de la Plaza in l.')97 and re-

lit in 1S47 by D. Jose Antonio Hibadeneyra, was
de a pontifical university by Leo XIII in 1897.

i^alladolid has secondary and normal schools, ar-

chaeological and art museums, and a library of 30,000
volumes. The Spanish cavalry .school is situated here

also. Among the charitable estabhshments may be
mentioned the Hospital de la Resurrecci6n ; the mili-

tary hospital, formerly a convent of the Carmelites;
the hospital de I'lsgueva; the Casa de Mi-sericordia,

occupying t he ancient palace of the counts of

Benavente; the asylums for mendicants.
QuADRADO. Espafia^ sus tnonumentos y artes, Valladolid (Bar-

celona. 1885) ; DE LA FuENTE, Historia de las univcrsidades de
EspaHa, I (Madrid, 1884); Idem, Hist. eccl. de Espafia (2nd ed.,

Madrid, 1881) ; Ggbhabdt, Historia general de Espafia (Barce-
lona).

Ram6n Ruiz Amado.

University of Valladolid.—The name of the
founder and the date of foundation of the Uni-
versity of Valladolid are not known with cer-

tainty. Its origin probably dates from 1260-64;
in 1293 the university was in a most flourishing condi-
tion. Alfonso XI was the patron of Valladolid, just

as Alfonso the Wise had been that of Salamanca.
He provided a fixed revenue for the estudios, of one
tliird the tithes received from Valladolid and its

surrounding hamlets, conferred many honours on its

professors, and finally petitioned Clement VI for

papal authorization, which w.as given in the Bull of

30 July, 1346. All the courses embraced by the
great universities, including medicine and surgery,

were installed, the latter branch being later separated
and constituted a special course. According to

.Mi)rej6n (see bibl.), medical science in Spain substi-

tuted the system of Hippocrates for Arab methods
much earlier than foreign writers have asserted. In
1.513 the physician Barnadino Montana de Mon-
serrata, in his book "Libro de la anatomia del hom-
bre" (folio 3), said that to study surgery it was
necessary to go to either Montpellier, Bologna, or
\'alladolid. At Valladolid the lectures were so

famous that Montana at the age of seventj- was
carried in a litter to hear the lectures of Prof. Alfonso
Rodriguez de Guevara. The professor of surgery
made twenty-five dissections in the general hospital

each term. The professor and students of botany
went into the country to make a practical study of

plant life. The influence of the university was very
great in both State and Church.
From the catalogue of famous students in the

"Historia de Valladolid" the following names are

taken: Juan Auves, doctor of canon law, librarian of

Santa Cruz, and Bishop of Ciudad (d. 1.549); Antoli-
nez de Burgos, first historian of the city; Augustin
Antolinez, Augustinian, professor of the university

and of that of Salamanca; Tomds Arizmendi, coun-
sellor of Castile; Lorenzo Arrazola, chief counsellor

to the Crown; Pedro Avila y Soto, professor of the
university, counsellor of the Indies and of Castile,

criminal prosecutor for the Crown, and counsellor of

the army; Caspar R. Bravo de Somonte, profes.sor and
physician to Philip IV and Charles II; Breton y
Simancas, Bishop and Viceroy of Naples; Pedro
Cevallos, minister of Ferdinand VII; Agustin Esteban
CoUantes, minister of Isabella II; Dionisio Daza y
Chac6n, distinguished physician who rendered valu-
able services at Augsburg during the plague of 1.564,

was surgeon to Maximilian, the princess Dofia Juana,
physician of Don Carlos and Don Juan of Austria in

the battle of Alpujarra; Diego Escudero, compiler of

the "Nueva RecopiIaci6n"; Jose Larra (Figaro),

celebrated liltrrateur: Luis Mercado, prof., and physi-
cian to Philip II during the last twenty years of his

life, an eminent writer greatly misunderstood by
Sprengel; Claudio Moyano, educational reformer,
professor, and afterwards minister under Isabella II;

Jo.sc Zorrilla, noted poet. The controversy between
the Jesuits and the Dominicans with regard to grace
and free will, which interested all the universities of

Spain, involved the University of Valladolid even
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more deeply, as Diego Alverez, one of its professors,

and Avendano, both Dominicans, opposed the doc-
trine of Molina. Of all the religious orders the Augus-
tinians alone maintained an independent position.

Their moderation contributed to dissipate much ill

feeling aroused by the discussion. In 1770 certain

royal privileges gave rise to heated controversy.

The early days of the university were mostlj- unpre-
tentious; it had only seven courses, the deplorable

state of the times not permitting anything else. The
residence of the Court of VaUadoUd contributed to

its development. In the various grants of privileges

given by the kings the services rendered by this uni-

versity to the Crown are explicitly stated. In the
time of Charles V and PhiUp II the rank of a uni-

versity was conferred upon it. In the time of Charles
III the colleges which had grown up around the uni-

versity were dealt their death blow by the ministry
of Roda, and since then the university has suffered

from the changes, reforms, and systems which the
central government of Spain has imposed on all the
universities.
De la Fuente. Historia de las Universidades, cotegios y demds

establecimientos de Ensenanza en Espaila (1S87); Sangr.\dor
Y VlTORES. Hist, de Valladolid; Ortega y Rdbio, Hist, de Valladolid

(1881); Floranes, Origenes de las Universidades de Costilla in
Revista de la Vniversidad de Madrid, V (April, 1875), n. 4; Anto-
iJnez de Burgos, Hist, de Valladolid; AIorejon, Hist, de la me-
dicina espanola. TeoDORO RODRIGUEZ.

Vallarsi, Dominic, an Italian priest, b. at Verona,
13 Nov., 1702; d. there, 14 Aug., 1771. He
studied with the Jesuits at Verona and after his ele-

vation to the priesthood occupied him.self chiefly
in archaeological and Patristic studies. In his searches
for manuscripts and other antiquities he was aided
financially by the City of Verona and its bi.shop, as
weU as by Benedict XIV, who gave him a benefice in

the Diocese of Vicenza and appointed him reviser for

the Oriental languages at the Holy Office. He was also

highly respected for his archaeological learning by such
men as Muratori, Zeno, Mazzuchelli, and others.
His one fault was his great dogmatism in expressing
his opinions and his lack of appreciation of the learn-

ing of others. His chief work is an edition of St.

Jerome: "S. Hieronymi opera omnia post mona-
chorum e congregatione S. Mauri recensionem qui-
busdam ineditis monumentis aUisque lucubrationibus
aucta, notis et observationibus illustrata" (11 vols.,

Verona, 1734-42; revised and enlarged, Venice,
1766-72, reprinted in P. L., XXII-XXX). Though
in many respects an improvement upon the Maurist
edition by Martinay and Pouget (Paris, 1693-
1706), it was still very imperfect. In the opinion of

ReifTerscheid ("Bibl. Patr. Lat. Itahca", Vienna,
1865, p. 66), Vallarsi in many cases neglected to cor-

rect the tex-t of former editions in accordance with the
excellent manuscripts that were at his disposal.

Vallarsi also assisted Scipio Maffei in his revision of

the Maurist edition of St. Hilary (Verona, 1730) and
brought out an incomplete edition of the works of

Rufinus (Verona, 1745). The second volume, which
was to contain the Latin translations of Rufinus, did
not appear.

CE.11.1AE.R, Auteurs sacrH et eccUs,,\\l, 710-1: Schoenemann,
Bibl. hist, litter, patrum latin., I (Leipzig, 1792), 525 3q.

Michael Ott.

Valle, PiETUO DELLA, Italian traveller in the Ori-

ent, b. at Rome, 2 April, 1586; d. there, 21 April, 1652.

He belonged to a noble family and received an excel-

lent education. As a young man he was a poet, ora-
tor, a soldier in the i)apal service, and a member of the
Roman Academy of the Umoristi. In 1611 he took
part in a campaign against the Barhary States. An
unfortunate love-affair was the cause of a pilgrimage,
lasting eleven j'ears. On S June, 1614, he started
from Venice by sea and went first to Constantinople
where he remained a year and learned Ijotli Turkisli
and Arabic. On 25 September, 1615, he travelled to

Alexandria, thence to Cairo, and in the spring of 1616
on to Jerusalem. After visiting the Holy Places he
continued his journey to Damascus, Aleppo, and Bag-
dad. Here he married a Syrian Christian named
Maani who accompanied him on his travels during
the succeeding
years. It was
probably on ac-
count of his mar-
riage that he vis-

ited Persia, for the
parents of his wife
had been robbed
by Kurds. In 1618
he was hospitably
received in North-
ern Persia by the
Shah Abbas the
Great whom he
followed to the
capital Ispahan.
He acted as media-
tor between the
shah and the Cliris-

tians of Persia.
During the next
four years he ex-
plored Persia; then
in October, 1621, he started for Perseopohs and
Schiras. He was prevented from continuing
his journey as far as India by the war between
the Portuguese and Persians. His wife died on
30 December, 1621, and he kept her body with him
until his return. In 1622 he took part in the siege of

Ormus from which the Portuguese were driven. He
then spent two years (1623-24) in India, where his

headquarters were Surat and Goa. In 1625 he
started on the return journey by way of Muscat, Basra,
Aleppo, Cyprus, and Naples, and arrived at Rome,
28 March, 1626. Urban VIII appointed him a papal
chamberlain. The rest of Valle's life was fairly peace-
ful. His second wife was a Georgian orphan Mariuc-
cia, who had accompanied him on his travels. The
most important of his works is his account of his

travels (Viaggi) in fifty-four friendh' letters (Lettere
famighari) addressed to Mario Schipano, a professor

of medicine at Naples. They appeared first at Rome
in three volumes (1650-53) and were translated later

into EngUsh, French, German, and Dutch. The nar-
rative is distinguished by learning and keen observa-
tion but inclines to creduhty and stories of marvellous
occurrences.

The Travels of Pietro delta Valle, cd. Grey (London, 1892);
Cl.\MPl, Delia vita e delle opere di Pietro delta Valle (Rome,
1880).

Klemens Loffler.

Vallee-Poussin, CH.^RLES-Lon.s-JosEPH-XAviER
DE LA, professor of geology and mineralogj' at the
Cathohc University of Louvain (1SC)3), doctor honoris

causa of the same university (1876), foreign member
of the Acadthnie Royale de Belgique (1885), vice-

president of the directing council of the geological

map of Belgium (1903), b. at Namur in 1827; d. at

Brussels, 1903. De la Vallee Poussin made his

humanities at the College Notre-Dame-<le-la-Paix,
Namur, studied mathematics at Paris, and for ten
years devoted himself to literature and philosophy.

He attracted attention by his literary and scientific

criticisms in various reviews. Appointed professor

in 1863 on the recommendation of Omalius d'Halloy,

he was the real creator of the teaching of geology and
mineralogy at the University of Louvain. His
scientific publications, scattered through numerous
reviews from 1876 till 1903, placed him in the fore-

most ranks of Belgian geologists and crystallographers.

Especially noteworthy wen- his memoirs on the mi-
croscopic study of the crystalline rocks of Belgium and
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inch Ardennes, several in collaboration with A. F.

Qard, particularly the first (1S76), which was
wned by the Royal Academy of Belgium and has
ome a classic; his numerous notes on Belgian car-

liferous limestone, which fixthe true stratigraphical

itions of its beds and destroy Dupont's theory

acuns; his researches concerning the formation of

Valley of the Meuse; and his popularizing articles,

ich rank him with the first promoters of physical
graphy; finally his share in the preparation of the
cial geological chart of Belgium.
ibliographie (1900,1904); AnnuaiTe de VunitersiU de Louvain
14).

C. DE LA VaLlAe-PoUSSIN.

^alleyfield, Diocese op (Campivallensis).—
1( ytitld is a thriving city of about 10,000 inhabi-

ts, situated at the outlet of Lake St. Francis, on the

th shore of the St. Lawrence. Founded in 18,55,

ler the name of St. Cecilia, in 1S74 it became legally

known as Salaberry
or Valleyfield. The
first pioneers were
chiefly fishermen
and lumbermen.
To-day Valleyfield

has developed into

an important man-
ufacturing centre

(cotton, paper,
bronze, powder,
etc.), the motive
energy being de-

rived from one of

the most beautiful

water powers of

the Province of

Quebec. The Dio-
cese of Valleyfield

(erected 5 April,

1892) comprises
the counties of

Beauharnois, Cha-
teauguay, Hunt-

ALLtiMtLu
ingdon, Vaudreuil,

.^oulanges. The first and present bishop
kigr Joseph-Medard Emard (b. at St.-Constant,
Alarch, 18.53, educated at St.-Therese and

ntreal seminaries, ordained priest, 10 June,
6, appointed curate at Mile End). He com-
ed his theological studies at Rome, and after

'e years received the degrees of Doctor of Theology
of Canon Law. He was appointed curate at St.

;ph's Church, Montreal, 1880, summoned by the
Archbishop Fabre to the palace, 1881, when he

illed the duties of vice-chancellor, gave lectures on
esiastical history at Laval University, became
ncellor of the archdiocese, 1891, and was conse-
ed Bishop of Valleyfield, 9 June, 1892. He is the
lior of :

" Voj'age en Terre Sainte " ; several "Mes-
;s"; and many important pastoral letters on
Cglise", "La justice", "Devoir electoral", "Tem-
mce", "Le serment", "L'autorite paternelle",
I femme chrctienne", "Communion frequente",
mgres Eucharistique de Montn^al", which last

quoted at length by Cardinal Vanutelli during
festivities of the Eucharistic Congress held at

titreal, 1910.
ishop Emard founded a classical college affiliated

-aval University, a "jardin de I'enfance", a mon-
ry for cloistered nuns fClarisses), and a normal
)ol for young ladies, took an active part in the first

lary Council of Quebec (1909). .-md is supervising
restoration of the catlicdral of the diocese, which
tains admirable lifi-size portraits of the twentv-
popes who estabhshed .and developed the Catholic
irch in Canada, and is consi)icuous for its beauty
irchitecture. The Diocese of Valleyfield is com-

posed chiefly of French Canadian families distributed
among forty parishes. There are many Irish Cath-
olic families in the parishes of Valleyfield, Hunting-
don, Ormstown, Hemmingford, where the services
are largely given in English. The descendants of

the Iroquois Indians are ministered to by a resident
missionary priest at St. Regis. There are in the dio-

cese: 14 convents and academies, 2 classical colleges,

1 seminary, 4 asylums, and 3 orphanages. The edu-
cation of children in the parochial schools and other
institutions is confided to lay and religious professors
and to secular priests. The religious orders are:

men—Freres Viateurs; women—Sa'urs de la Congre-
gation Notre Dame; Socurs de J6sus Marie; Sceurs de
la Providence; Soeurs Crises; Socurs de Ste Anne;
ScEurs Clarisses (cloistered), and Soeurs de la Ste
FamiUe. Among the secular organizations are: the
St. Vincent de Paul Society; Les Artisans; Soci6t6 St.

Jean Baptiste; Catholic Foresters; and Knights of

Columbus.
J. DORAIS.

Vallgornera, Thomas de, Dominican theologian
and ascetical writer, renowned for his learning and
piety, b. in Catalonia about 1595; d. 15 Sept., 1665.

He was a member of the convent of Barcelona, and
for some time, while Catalonia was subject to the
French, was its vicar-general, about 1642. His prin-

cipal work is a mystical theology first pubhshed at

Barcelona in 1662 under the title "Mystica theologia
D. Thomse, utriusque theologiae scolastica; et mys-
tica; principis", etc. Three years later, 1665, a new
and augmented edition appeared. The second edi-

tion exceeded the first by eighty-five pages. The
work having become rare and difficult to obtain, a
new edition was brought out by the Dominican
Fatlier Berthier at Turin, 1890. The latest edition

contains the text of the original edition of 1662 in the
body of the work, and the editions which appeared in

the edition of 1665 in the form of added notes are
given in an appendix. The doctrine of the book is the
doctrine of St. Thomas, of which the author writes in

his prologue, "The mystical doctrine of St. Thomas
is of such great authority, precisely because it is

founded on Scholastic doctrine, that it can scarcely be
expressed in words. That mystic doctrine which is

not repugnant to the principles of scholastic doctrine
has a firm foundation, and therefore readers who
study mystical theology in St. Thomas find it firm
and well-established; on the contrary, those who read
it in other books which treat of mystical matters alone,

without any teacher or guide, under the appearance of

devotion in somewhat severe words, absorb material
for errors." Besides his "My.stical Theology" Vall-

gornera is the author of a book on the Rosary of the
Blessed Virgin, "De Rosario B. Maria? Virginis",

which appeared at Barcelona about 1662. It consists

of pious meditations.

Qu^TiF-EcHARD. Scriptores ord. prad., II, 604; Httrter,
NomcnclatoT II, 303; Berthier, preface to Mystica Theologia
(Turin, 1890).

A. C. O'Neil.

Valliscaulian Order ("Vallia Caulium", or
" Val-des-Choux", the name of the first monastery of

the order, in Burgundy) was founded towards the
end of the twelfth century by Viard, a lay brother of

the Carthusian priory of Loubigny, in the Diocese of

Langres. Viard was permitted by his superior to

lead the life of a hermit in a cavern in a wood, where
he gained by his Ufe of prayer and austerity the repu-
tation of a saint. The Duke of Burgundy, in fulfil-

ment of a vow, built a church and mon.istery on the
site of the hermitage; Viard became prior in 1193,

and framed rules for the new foundation dr.awn partly

from the Carthusian and partly from the Cistercian

ob.servance. The order of the "Brethren of the
Cabbage-Valley" was foTinally confirmed by Pope
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Innocent III, on 12 February, 1205, in a rescript pre-

served (in connexion with one of the Scottish houses)

in the Register of Moray, and entitled "Protectio

Apostolica". In the same year Odo III, Duke of

Burgundy, gave the brethren a large grant of forest

land round the priory, which was further endowed
by the Duke's successors, by the Bishops of Langres,

and other benefactors. Hclyot states, on the author-

ity of Chopin (Traitc des droits religieux et des mo-
nasteres, II, tit. i., no. 20), that there were thirty de-

pendent houses of the order, but the names of only

twenty are known. Seventeen of these were in France,

the principal one being at Val-Croissant, in the Diocese

of Autun; and the remaining three were in Scotland.

References in the statutes of 12t)8 and elsewhere show
that priories of the order existed also in Germany.
A complete list of the priors-general has been pre-

served, from the founder Viard (also styled Guido),

who died after 1213, to Dorothfie Jallontz, who was
also abbot of the Cistercian house of Sept-Fons, and
was the last grand-prior of Val-des-Choux before the

absorption of the Valliscaulian brotherhood into the

Cistercian Order. In the middle of the eighteenth

century there were but three inmates of the mother-
house; the revenues had greatly diminished, and there

had been no profession in the order for twenty-four

years. Gilbert, Bishop of Langres, strongly urged

the remaining members to unite with the Cistercians,

whose rule they had origin.illy, in great part, adopted.

The proposal was agreecl to, the change was authorized

by a Bull of Clement XIII in 1764, and Val-des-Chou\
was formally incorporated with Sept-Fons in March.
1764, the Parliament of Burgundy having previously

ratified the arrangement. For the next quarter of

a century the monastery flourished under its new con-

ditions; but it was swept away in the Revohition of

17,S9, with the other religious houses of France. Of
the three Scottish houses of the order, Ardchattan,
Beauly, and Pluscarden, the first two became Cis-

tercian priories, and the third a cell of the Bene-
dictine Abbey of Dunfermline, a century before the

dissolution of the monasteries in Scotland, (See

Ardchattan, The Priory of; Pluscarden Priory.)

Birch, Ordinah contentus Vallis Caulium (Rule of the Order
of Val-des-Chou.\), from the original MSS. (London. 1900);
Helyot, Hisioire des ordres monastigues, VI (Paris, 1718),
178-80; MiGNARD, Histoire des principales fandations en Bour-
gogne (Paris and Dijon, 1864), 200, 207, 218, 221, etc.; Mac-
PHAlL, Hist, of the Religious House of Pluscardyn (Edinburgh,
1881), with illustrations of Val-des-Choux in 1833; Batten, The
Charters of the Priori/ of Beauly (Edinburgh, 1877); Registr.

Episcopatus Moraviensis (Edinburgh, 1837), 331, 332.

D. O. Hunter-Blair.

Vallo. See Capaccio and Vallo, Diocese of.

Vallumbrosan Order.—The name is derived

from the motlier-house, Vallombrosa (Latin Vnllis

timhrnsa, shady valley), situated 20 miles from Flor-

ence on the north-west slope of Monte Secchieta in the

Pratomagno chain, 3140 feet above the sea,

I. The Founder.—St. John Gualbert, son of the

noble Florentine Gualbert Visdomini, was born in

98,5 (or 995), and died at Passignano, 12 July, 1073,

on which day his feast is kept; he was canonized in

1193. One of his relatives having been murdered, it

became his duty to avenge the deceased. He met
the murderer in a narrow lane and was about to slay

him, but when the man threw himself upon the

groimd with arms outstretched in the form of a cross,

he pardoned him for the love of Christ. On his way
home, he entered the Benedictine Church at San Min-
iato to pray, and the figure on the crucifix bowed its

head to him in recognition of his generosity. This
story forms the subject of Burne-Jones's picture
"The Merciful Knight", and has been adapted by
Shorthouse in "John Inglesant". John Gualbert
became a Benedictine at San Miniato, hut left that

monastery to lead a more perfect life. His attraction

Wivs for the cenobitic not eremitic life, so after staying

for some time with the monks at Camaldoli, he settled

at Vallombrosa, where he founded his monastery.
Mabillon places the foundation a little before 1038.

Here it is said he and his first companions lived for

some years as hermits, but this is rejected by Martene
as inconsistent with his reason for leaving Camaldoli.
The chronology of the early days of Vallombrosa has
been much disputed. The dates given for the found-
er's conversion vary between 1004 and 1039, and
a recent Vallumbrosan writer places his arrival at

Vallombrosa as early as 1008. We reach surer ground
with the consecration of the church bv Bl. Kotho,

The Monastery of Vallombros.\

Bishop of Paderborn, in 1038, and the donation by
Itta, Abbess of the neighbouring monastery of Sant'

EUero, of the site of the new foundation in 1039.

The abbess retained the privilege of nominating the

superiors, but this right was granted to the monks by
Victor II, who confirmed the order in 1056. Two
centuries later, in the time of Alexander IV, the nun-
nery was united to Vallombrosa in spite of the pro-
tests of the nuns.
The holy lives of the first monks at Vallombrosa

attracted considerable attention and brought many
requests for new foundations, but there were few pos-
tulants, since few could endure the extraordinary
austerity of the Ufe. Thus only one other monastery,
that of San Salvi at Florence, was founded during
this period. But when the founder had mitigated
his rule somewhat, three more monasteries were
foimded and three others reformed and united to the
order during his lifetime. In the struggle of the popes
against simony the earlj' Vallumbrosans took a con-
siderable part, of which the most famous incident is

the ordeal by fire undertaken successfully by St.

Peter Igneus in 1068 (see Peter Igneus, Blessed,
and Delarc, op. cit.). Shortly before this the monas-
tery of S. Salvi had been burned and the monks ill-

treated by the anti-reform party. These events still

further increased the repute of Vallombrosa.
II. Development of the Order.—.After the

founder's death the order spread rapidly. A Bull of

Urban II in 1090, which takes \allombrosa under the

protection of the Holy Sec, rmMner;ites fifteen monas-
teries besides the mioIIut-Iiousc. Twelve more are

mentioned inaBuU of Paschal II in 1115, and twenty-

four others in those of Anastasius IV (11.53) and
.\dri:in IV (11,56). By the time of Innocent III they

numbered over sixty. All were situated in Italy,

except two monasteries in Sardinia. .\l)OUt 1087 Bl.

.Vndrew of Vallombrosa (d. 1H2> founded the niona,s-

tery of Cornillv in the Dio<-e.se of Orleans, and in

1093 the .\bbcy of Cliez;d-Benoit. which became later

the head of a considerable Benedictine congregation.
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'here is no ground for thr legend given by some
Titers of tlie order of a great Vallunihrosan Congrega-
onin Franco with an abbey near Paris, founded by St.

ouis. The Vallumbrosan Congregation was reformed
1 the middle of the fifteenth century by Cassinese
enedictines, and again by Bi. John Leonardi at the
jginning of the seventeenth century. In 148.5 cer-

lin abbeys with that of San Salvi at Florence at

leir head, which had formed a separate congregation,

ere reunited to the mother-house by Innocent VIII.
t the beginning of the sixteenth century an attempt
as made by .\bbot-General Milanesi to found a
3use of studies on university lines at Vallombrosa

;

iit in 1.527 the monastery was burned by the troops
Charles V. It was rebuilt by Abbot Nieolini in

537, and in 1654 an observatory was established,

rom 1662-80 the order was united to the Sylves-

ines. In ISOS Napoleon's troops plundered Val-
mbrosa, and the monastery lay deserted till 1815.

was finally suppressed by the Italian Government
1S66. .\ few monks remain to look after the church
id meteorological station, but the abbey buildings

ive become a school of forestry founded in 1870 on
le German model, the only one of its kind in Italy,

allombrosa is also a health resort.

The decline of the order may be ascribed to the hard
,te of the mother-house, to commendams, and to the
^rpetual wars which ravaged Italy. Practically all

le surviving monasteries were .suppressed during the
)urse of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,

he present Vallumbrosan monasteries, besides Val-
mbrosa itself, are: Passignano, where St. John Gual-
?rt is buried; S. Trinita at Florence, where the
jbot-general resides; St a Prassede, in Rome; Gal-
iro in the Diocese of Albano, with the sanctuary of

1. Benedict Ricasoli (d. 1107); and the celebrated

inctuary of Montessoro in the Diocese of Leghorn,
he modern monastery of Signol near Loriol, Drome,
ranee, was suppressed by the Ferry laws in 1880.

he present abbot-general is Fedele Tarani. The
onks now number about 100. The shield of the
•der shows the founder's arm in a tawny-coloured
>wl grasping a golden crutch-shaped crozier on a
ue ground. The services rendered by the order have
'en mostly in the field of asceticism. Besides the
allumbrosan saints alluded to in other parts of this

tide there niav aLso be mentioned: Bl. Veridiana,
ichoress (1208^2); Bl. Giovanni Dalle Celle (feast,

) March); the lay brother Melior (1 Aug.). By the
iddle of the seventeenth century the order had sup-
ied twelve cardinals and more than 30 bishops.

, E. Hugford (1696-1771), born at Florence of Eng-
ih parents, is well known as one of the chief pro-
oters of the art of scagliola (imitation of marble in

aster) . .Vbbot-General Tamburini's works on canon
w are well known. Galileo was for a time a novice
Vallombrosa and received part of his education

ere.

III. Rule.—St. John adopted the Rule of St. Ben-
lict but added greatly to its austerity and penitential

laracler. His idea wa.s to unite the ascetic ad-
mtages of the eremitic life to a life in community,
hile avoiding the dangers of the former. Severe
ourging wa-s inflicted for any breach of rule, silence
1.S perpetual, poverty most severely enforced. The
le of enclosure was so strict that the monks
ight not go out even on an errand of mercy. The
ain point of divergence lay in the prohibition of the
anual work, which is prescribed by St. Benedict.
. John's choir monks were to be pure contempla-
/es and to this end he introduced the system of lay-
others who were to attend to the .secular business,

e wa-s among the first to systematize this inslitulion,

id it is probable that it was largely popularized
r the Vallumbrosans. The term conversi day
others) occurs for the first time in .4bbot .\ndrew of

rumi's Life of St .John, written at the beginning of t he

twelfth century. The Vallumbrosans do not, strictly

speaking, form a separate order, but a Benedictine
congregation, though they are not united to the con-
federated congregations of the Black Monks. The
oldest extant MS. of the customs of V' allombrosa shows
a close relationship with those of Cluny. The Val-
lumbrosans should be regarded only as Benedictines
who followed the customs observed at that time by
the Black Benedictines throughout Europe. "Horror
of simony was a special bond between them and Cluny,
and it was only special circumstances which caused
them later to be looked upon as a peculiar institute
within the Benedictine order" (Albcrs, op. cit. infra).

The habit, originally grey, then tawny coloured, is

now that of the Black Monks. The abbots were orig-

inally elected for life btit are now elected at the general
chapter, held every four years. The Abbot of Val-
lombrosa, the superior of t he whole order, had formerly
a seat in the Florentine Senate and bore the additional
title of Count of Monte Verde and Gualdo.

IV. Nnxs.—Shortly after the founder's death we
find attached to the monastery of Vallombrosa lay
sisters who, under the charge of an aged lay brother,
lived in a separate lumse and performed various house-
hold duties. Til is irist It uti' survived for less than a cen-
tury, but when tliev ccasi'il to be attached to the monas-
teries of monks, these sisters probably continued to
lead a conventual life. Bl. Bertha (d. 1163) entered
the Vallumbrosan Order at Florence and reformed the
convent of Cavriglia in 11.53. St. Umilta is usually
regarded as the foundress of the Vallumbrosan Nims.
She was born at Faenza about 1226, was married, but
with the con.sent of her husband, who became a monk,
entered a monastery of canonesses and afterwards be-
came an anchoress in a cell attached to the Vallum-
brosan church of Faenza, where she lived for twelve
years. At the request of the abbot-general she then
founded a monastery outside Faenza and became its

abbess. In 1282 she founded a second convent at
Florence, where she died in 1310. She left a number
of mystical wTitings. In 1.524 the nuns obtained the
Abbey of S. Salvi, Florence. There are still Val-
lumbrosan nunneries at Faenza and S. Gimignano,
besides two at Florence. The relics of Bl. Umilta
and her disciple Bl. Margherita are venerated at the
convent of Sjiirito Santo at Varlungo. The habit is

similar to that of the Benedictine Nuns.
Ann SS.. Ill July, 311 sqq.: SnBius. Vitte SS., IV, 1S3 sqq.;

Davidsohx. Forschungen xur dUeren Gesch. p. Florem, I (Berlin,
1896), 55; Ferrante, Vita di 5. Giovanni Gicatberto (Monza,
1SS3): PoTTHAST, Bibliolheca. 1399.

For the order.

—

Nardi, Abbati(g el monasteria (Florence,
1726): Id£m. BttlL Vallumbrosanum (Florence, 1729); Kkhr,
Reg. pont. Tom., Ill (Berlin, 190S), 83 sqq.; .Martexe and Du-
RAND, Amplissima collectio, VI (Paris, 1729), pref.; Heimbucher,
Ortlen u. Kongreg., I (Paderborn. 1907), 408 sqq.; H^lyot,
Ordres Teligieux, V, 294 sqq.; Costiluzione deW ordine di Vallom-
brosa (Florence. 1704); Albers, .iletesle Con^uetudines von VaUom'
brosa in Rev. binMicline (Maredsous. 1911).

Statutes of a general chapter of 1223 will be found in Lamy,
Delicim erudiiorum, II (Florence, 1737), 238 sqq.; Domenichetti,
Guida storica di Vallombrosa (Udine, 1903); I)ei.arc. Pontifical
d'Alexantlre II in Rev. des quest, hist.. XLIII (Paris 188.8), 49
sqq.; Beaumont, Une VaUomhreuae en France (Avignon, 1876);
Story, Vallombrosa in Btachwood's Magazine (London, 1881);
Riv. stor. benedeitina (Rome. 1906), passim.

Raymond Webster.

Valois, Henri (Henricus Valesius), philologist,

b. at Paris, 10 Sept., 1603; d. at Paris, 7 May, 1676.
He belonged to a family of Norman gentlemen settled

near Bayeux and Li.seux; his grandfather, the young-
est of the family, l)ecame rich in trade at Paris, Henri
Valois made excellent studies with the.Ie,suits, first at
Verdun and then at the College de Clermont at Paris,

where he had Pel an .'is pr()fes.sor of rhetoric. He
studied law at Bourges (11)22-24) and returned to

P:iris, where, to plea.se his father, he practised
law against his inclination for seven years. When he
regained his liberty he plunged into study, which he
had never entirely abandoned. Peirese had pur-
chased a MS. in Cyprus containing the work of Con-
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stantine Porphyrogenitus on virtue and vice. Valois

took from it numerous unedited fragments which he
published in 1634: "Polybii, Diodori SicuU . . .

Nicolai Damasceni, Dionj'sii Hahcarn., Appiani,

Alexandri, Dionis et loannis antiocheni excerpta".

In 1636 he edited "Ammiani MarceUini rerum gesta-

rum Ub. XVIII", with abundant notes which illu-

mined all the history of that period and its institutions.

He succeeded in recognizing the rhythm of the phrases

in the estabhshment of the text, at the same time
making no display of his discovery. In 1650 the

assembly of the French clergj- commissioned him
to pubhsh the ecclesiastical historians, after Mgr
Monchal of Toulouse was compelled to resign the

task. In 1659 he issued Eusebius of Csesarea's

ecclesiastical history and biography and panegyric

of Constantine, as well as Constantine's discourse in

the assembly. The text was accompanied by a new
Latin translation, scholarly notes, four dissertations

on Donatism, Anastasius, the Septuagint, and the

Roman Martyrology. In 1668 he pubhshed Socrates

and Sozonien with three books of observations on the

history of St. Athanasius, on that of Paul, Bishop of

Constantinople, and the sixth canon of Nicsea

(against Launoy). In 1673 he completed his book
with Theodoret, Evagrius, and the excerpts from
Philostorgius and Theodore the Lector. In 1664 he
had married a young girl who bore him seven children.

At first he had only the slender means left him by his

father, but later pensions from President de Mesmes,
the clergy of France, Mazarin, and Louis XIV pro-
vided him with the necessary leisure and the assistance

of a secretary, for liis sight was never good, and as

early as 1637 he ceased to have the use of his right

eye. Yet he did important work, and though the

MSS. at his disposal were not always the best, we
cannot but admire the tact and certainty of his criti-

cism. His temperately and sanely learned notes are
excellent documents of the French learning of the
seventeenth century. Valois was associated with the
greatest scholars of his time, with whom however he
always maintained his hberty of judgment. He
wrote the funeral eulogies of Sirmond, Pierre Depuy,
and P^tau. He also wrote several occasional Latin
poems, but to posterity he is the learned and exact
editor of the Greek ecclesiastical historians.
De Valois, De vita Henrici Valesii in the 2nd ed. of Eusebius

(Paris, 1677), also in the Cambridge edition (1720) ; Schwartz,
Eusebius Werke, Die Kirchengesch., Ill (Leipzig, 1909).

Paul Lejat.

Valona, titular see, suffragan of Dyrrachium, in

Epiius Nova. The ancient name was Anion, men-
tioned for the first time by Ptolemy (Geographia,
III, xii, 2). Other geographical documents, such as
Peutinger's "Tabula" and the "Synecdemus" of

Hierocles, also mention it. Among the known bishops
are Nazarius, in 4-58, and Soter, in 553 (Farlati, "Illy-

ricum sacrum", Vll, 397-401). The diocese at that
time belonged to the Patriarchate of Rome. In 733
it was annexed, with all eastern lUyricum, to the
Patriarchate of Constantinople, and yet it is not
mentioned in any "Notitia; episcopatuum " of that
Church. The bishopric had probably been sup-
pressed, for, though (he Bulgarians had been in pos-
session of this country for some time, Aulon is not
mentioned in the "Notitix epi.scopatuum" of the
Patriarchate of Achrida. During the Latin domina-
tion a Latin see was established, and Eubel (Hierarchia
catholica medii ajvi, I, 124) mentions several of its

bishops. Valona, or Vlora, in Albania, is now a caza
of the sandjak of Berat in t he vilayet of Janina. The
city, which has a port on the Adriatic, has about 10,000
iiihabitiiiit.s; there is a Catholic pari.sh, which belongs
to the ,\rch<lic)ccsc of Durazzo. Several of the Latin
bishops ment ioned by Le (^uien (Oriens christianus,
III, 85.5-S), and whom Eubel (op. cit., I, 541) mentions
under the Sec of Valanea in Syria, belong either to

Aulon in Greece (now Salona) or to Aulon in Albania
(Valona).

S. Vailh^.

Valroger, Htacinthe de, French Oratorian, b.
at Caen, 6 Jan., 1814; d. 10 Oct., 1876. He first

studied medicine, and was later ordained priest
(1837), and made director of the lesser seminary of
Bayeux. In 1847 he became titular canon of the
cathedral of Bayeux. In 1852 he joined Pere Gratry
in the work of restoring the French Oratory, where he
became professor of theology, master of novices, and
assistant general. He was a man of great learning,
but being equally modest, always hesitated to publish
his works lest they should not be opportune or suffi-

ciently exact. Besides many articles in Catholic
reviews he published : "Etudes critiques sur le ration-
alisme contemporain " (Paris, 1846); "Essai sur la

credibiUtc^ de I'histoire evangelique en rcponse au Dr.
Strauss" (Paris, 1847) ;

" Du christianisme et du pagan-
isme dans I'enseignement" (Paris, 18.52); "Introduc-
tion historique et critique aux Uvres du Nouveau
Testament" (Paris, 1861); "L'age du monde et de
I'homme d'apres la Bible et I'egllse" (Paris, 1869);
"La genese des especes, etudes philosophiques et

religieuses" (Paris, 1873); " Pensees philosophiques et

rcligieuses du Comte de Maistre" (Paris, 1879).
Labgens in Rev. des quest, hist. (1S77) ; Oll^-Laprune in

Corresjpondant (25 July, 1S73); Ingold, Essai de bibliograpkie
OTatorienne, 177-9

A. M. P. Ingold.

Valva and Sulmona, Dioceses of (Valven. et
Sdlmonen.), Italy, umieA ccque yrinci'paUter . Valva,
a medieval castle belonging to the Bishop of Sulmona,
Baron of Valva, is situated near the ancient Corfin-
ium, chief town of the Peligni, a Samnite tribe. In
the Social War it was the capital of the ItaUci, who
called it Italia, a name found on some coins. Of the
ancient city there remains the Church of S. Pelino,
which recalls the race of the Peligni rather than a
saint. The ruins contained a great number of inscrip-

tions. Corfinium, like Valva, had apparently its own
bishop; S. Pelino was the cathedral. In the vicinity

of Valva is the sanctuary of S. Michele, near which is a
large natural grotto. Sulmona, formerly Sulmo, is

situated in a fertile plain, w.atered by the Gizzio, a
tributary of the Pescara, at the base of the Maiella
and Monte Morrone. The inhabitants are engaged in

agriculture, the manufacture of liquors, confetti, and
musical strings, and tanning. Among the churches
are S. Maria della Tomba, the Annunziata, S. Fran-
cesco. Near the city is the monastery of the Spirito

Santo, erected by Celestine V for his monks; it is

noted for its architecture. The town hall dates from
the fifteenth century. Sulmona was a Pelignian city,

and is first mentioned in the wars of Hannibal, during
which it remained faithful to the Romans. In the
Social War it was destroyed by Sulla. Ovid, who
celebrates the salubrity of its climate, was born there.

There are ruins of temples and ancient buildings in the

vicinity. In the Lombard period the city was sub-
ject to the Duchy of Spoleto; later it belonged to

the counts of the Marsi. When the Normans con-

quered the Abruzzi, Sulmona increased in importance.
Frederick II made it the capital of the "Gran Gius-
fizierato" of the Abruzzi. In 1451 Alfonso of Aragon
defeated there Count- Ruggierone, an ally of Ren6 of

Anjou; the city was regained by Piccinino, who waa
later defeated and slain by Ferdinand I.

Legend associates the evangelizing of the district

with the name of St. Britius, Bishop of Spoleto, in the

second century. The first known Bishop of Sulmona
is Palladius (499); in 503 a Fortunatus Valvensis

is mentioned. St. Pamphilus, Bishop of Valva, re-

nowned for his sanctity and miracles, died about 706;

as he was buried in the catliedral of Sulmona, the sees

had possibly been united then. Four or five other
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ishops of Valva are known, but none of Sulmona
atil 1054, when Leo IX named as Bishop of Valva,

le Benedictine Domenico, and determined the hmits
' the Dioceses of S. Pelino (Valva) and S. Pamphilus
iulmona), which were to have only one bishop,

ected by the two chapters. Under Bishop Giacomo di

enne, a monk of Casa Nova (1252), it was arranged
lat the two chapters should unite in making

.
the

ection, as frequent disjjutes had arisen when they
:ted separately. Other bishops were :Bartolomeo of

occo (1402), highly esteemed for his learning by
mocent VII, who gave him his own mitre; Donato
ottini (1448), an Augustinian, who enriched the

ithedral; Pompeo Zambeccari (1547), nuncio in

aland, who restored the episcopal residence; Fran-
sco Bonapaduh (1()3S), who founded the seminary;
ietro Antonio Corsignani (1738), the historian of the
bruzzi. During the dispute between the Holy See
id the Kingdom of Naples the see remained vacant
3m 1800 till 1818. The See of Subnona is immedi-
ely subject to the Holy See. It contains: 58 par-
ies; 150,000 inhabitants, 200 secular, and 48 regular,

iests; 3 houses of monks; 3 convents of nuns; 2 edu-
,tional institutes for boys, and 1 for girls.

Cappelletti, Le chiese d' Italia, XXI: Dl Pietro, Memorie
riche delta ciUd. di Sulmona (Naples, 1804) ; Corsignani,
Oia marsicana (Naples, 1738).

U. Benigni.

Valverde, Vincent de, b. at Oropesa, Spain, to-

iids the close of the fifteenth century; d.at the Island
Fund, near Guayaquil, 31 Oct., 1541. He was the

n of Francisco de Valverde and Ana Alvarez de
lUegada, and was related to many noble families, in

.rticular, to that of Pizarro, the conqueror of Peru,

id that of Cortes, the conqueror of Mexico. Valverde
came a professed member of the Dominicans at the
nvent of San Esteban, Salamanca, April, 1524. In
29 he accompanied Pizarro as a missionary, on his

tended voyage of conquest, to Peru. Before the
.ttlc of Caxamarca, 16 Nov., 1532, Valverde en-
avoured to obtain Atahuallpa's peaceful submis-
m; later he instructed and baptized the unfortunate
ca monarch. When Charles V learned of Pizarro's
3tories, he named Valverde first Bishop of Cuzco,
e royal city of the Peruvian kings; Paul III ratified

5 choice in a consistory held in January, 1537. The
w bishop found his spiritual duties arduous, for he
d already been charged with the office of Protector
the Natives. This forced him to cross the rude
Idiery constantly, as the adventurers who made up
e Spanish armies had no thought of justice or mercy
the Indians. He strove to settle the feud between
magro and Pizarro and after the assassination of the
ter was forced to flee from Peru. Making his way
Panama, he halted for a brief stay at the Island of

md, where he was put to death by the Indians. The
[ne of Bishop Valverde depends on his conduct at
ixamarca. If the tradition be true that the Span-
1 monk addressed Atahuallpa with haughtiness
d disdain, and when his words were not heeded
lied his compatriots to attack the unoffending
Tuvians, then Valverde merits general condemna-
>n. The great religious historians, however, such as
ilera, Mclendez, Remesal, deny the charge as false.

;rez, an ej'e-witno.ss, in his account (Seville, 1534)
ites that when the Inca refused to yield,Valverde
turned and informed Pizarro, who then ordered his
sn to advance; he makes no mention of anything
iworthj' in the friar's conduct, nor does Pedro Pi-
rro,oneof the earliest WTiters (his "Relacion" being
ted 1571). Particularly bitter to Valverde are
onzo Enrique and Oviodo, who gives the account of
iego de Molina, a .soldier of the expedition, but both
these were partisans of Almagro. Later writers
ke differing views. The case is not proven either
ly. In consideration of the extraordinary com-
stenesaof the details of Valverde's actions, one must

conclude that they are not authentic but the result of

political or personal bias.
Cf. all early histories of Spanish America.

Joseph V. Mollot.

Van Beethoven, Ludwig, b. at Bonn, probably on
16 Dec, 1770; d. at Vienna, 26 March, 1827. The
date of his birth has never been positively ascertained
but is inferred from the fact that the baptismal reg-
ister of his parish church gives 17 Dec. as the date of
his baptism, and that it is customary in Catholic
countries to baptize infants the day following their
birth. Beethoven's father was tenor singer in the
court chapel of the Prince -Archbishop of Cologne,
where his grandfather, a native of Holland, held for a
number of years the post of musical director. He was
therefore brought up from his earliest youth in a
musical atmosphere. While the father was rigorous
and not always reasonable in his rule over the young
genius, his mother was often over-lenient with him, a
fact which may account for some of the traits of char-
acter the young man developed later on. At the age
of five years his father began to instruct him in violin
playing, and at eight the musical director, Pfeifer,

undertook his training on the piano, while the court
organist Van den Eden, and his successor. Christian
Gottlob Neefe, instructed him in organ playing, har-
mony, and composition. As a pianist he made such
rapid progress that in a few years he was able to inter-

pret Bach's "Well-tempered Clavichord" and im-
provise in a masterly fashion. At thirteen years of
age he gave forth his first compositions, a set of six

sonatas. These and some other productions of hia
early youth he later repudiated and destroyed.
When he was fifteen. Elector Maximilian, whose as-
sistant court organist he had in the meantime become,
enabled young Beethoven to visit Vienna. A short
sojourn in the imperial city served the good purpose
of causing him to reahze the incompleteness of his
musical as well as his general education. A few years
later, in 1792, his patron sent him anew to Vienna with
the avowed plan of studying with Joseph Haydn.
Instruction under this master did not continue with
any system or for any length of time, owing to a radi-
cal difference of temperament between the two men.

Beethoven soon found his way to the great contra-
puntist, Albrechtsberger, through whose guidance
and the private study of J. J. Fux's treatise of theory
and counterpoint, "Gradus ad Parnassum", he ac-
quired the solidity and freedom of style which soon
commanded the admiration of the musical world.
Assiduous study of the works of Handel, Haydn, and
Mozart completed what Bach had begun for him in

the creative domain. The protection of his patron,
the Elector Maximihan, brother of Jo.seph II, and hia

striking gifts as player and improvisor served to se-

cure for him, in a comparatively short time, a promi-
nent position in the social and artistic world of Vienna.
Archduke Rudolph, afterwards a cardinal, became his
pupil and hfelong friend, while numerous music-lov-
ing nobles patronized him. As a composer he at-
tracted more and more attention, not only in Austria
and Germany but throughout the world. Beetho-
ven's position in life at this time was probably more
congenial and agreeable than was that of any con-
temporary or preceding m;ister. He was enabled to
live in comparative ea.se without the necessity of ac-
cepting a fixed engagement or of regularly giving
instruction; he was much sought after as an in-

structor, but he entertained an intense aversion to
teaching. His productions of this period, while bear-
ing more and more the stamp of his individuality, yet
reflect the influence and manner of his contemporaries,
Mozart and Haydn. It was probably more on account
of the .success of the oratorios of the latter than be-
cause he realized the sublimity of the subject that
Beethoven undertook the composition of a work in
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this form, his "Christ on the Mount of Ohves". It

is well known that in after years he regretted having
published it. Especially was he dissatisfied with
his treatment of the part of Christ. He had not

yet risen to the height of his capacity, or superior

to the conventional standard of his superficial

surroundings.
When Beethoven was about thirty years old, he

contracted a cold whicli at first impaired his hearing

and at length, through neglectful treatment and his

careless and irregular manner of living, resulted in

almost total deafness. This affliction was destined

to have a momentous effect on his life and to deter-

mine in a large measure the character of his produc
tions. To be shut off to a great extent from social

intercourse, for which, on account of his generous

nature, he always had a craving, and to be unable

to hear even his own creations, was his painful

lot till the end of his days. The isolation and
suffering brought about by his infirmity, the decep-

tion on the part of people whom he had trusted, and
the misconduct of the nephew whom he had adopted,
involving him in all kinds of money troubles, caused

him to experience periods of depression which almost
bordered on despair. Extreme sensitiveness, irri-

tabihty, and a suspicion of almost everybody he was
obliged to have deahngs with, added to his increasing

misfortunes. General ill health gradually developed
into dropsy. In the last stages of his sickness he
was operated on four times without obtaining relief;

but through all this time of trial he never ceased

composing. Even on his death-bed he sketched a

new symphony. He died during a terrific hail

storm after having devoutly received the last sacra-

ments.
Beethoven has left us some 135 works, among

them chamber music in every form, 9 symphonies,
1 oratorio, 1 opera, and 2 Masses. Most of these

creations must be classed with the greatest musical
compositions the human mind has produced. In
Beethoven, instrumental music, the vehicle of sub-

jectivism par excellence, finds its culmination after

a gradual development extending over almost three

centuries. In his hands it becomes the most power-
ful voice of the prevailing Zeitgeist. Living in an age
and atmosphere of religious liberalism, when Hegehan
pantheism pervaded the literature of the day, especially

Goethe's fiction and poetry, he could not escape their

befogging influence. His statement that "thorough-
bass and religion are non-debatable questions", indi-

cates both the spirit of the times and his own attitude;

it also explains his other saying that "music must
strike fire out of the mind of man". It has been
pointed out that in most of his instrumental works
no less than in his opera "Fidelio" and the Ninth
Symphony, the latter ending with a choral finale

on Schiller's "Ode to Joy", Beethoven reveals and
depicts the inner struggle against and triumphant
victory over doubt. His two Masses bear the same
subjective character. They are gi'eat works of

religious art, but they must be considered apart
from liturgical service, to which they do not sub-
ordinate themselves, \^llile the first and shorter

one in C major, ordered by Prince Esterhazy, does
not exce(>d in length and form what was customary
in his day and contains passages of exceptional

devotion and beauty, it is still, taken as a whole,

too individual and too violent in expression to be
admitted for liturgical use. This is true in a far

greater degree of his "Missa Solemnis" in D minor
at the composition of which he laboured for almost
two years. This monumental work has been desig-

nated as a St. Stephen's Cathedral in tones. Its

extreme length and the extensive requirements
needed for its ade(iuate performance—orchestra,

organ, solo, tiuartette, and large chorus, together

witli almo.st HUi)erhuman endurance on the part of

the sopranos and tenor.s—are alone sufficient reasons
for excluding it from liturgical service. Performed
under proper conditions in the concert hall, it is a
mighty profession of faith in a personal God by one
of the greatest geniuses of all times, who composed
it in the midst of the growing doubt and impending
moral and .social disintegration of his age.

ScHiNDLER .^ND MoscHELES. Life of Beethoveti (London,
1841); Wegeler u. Ries, Biograph. Notizen uber L. van Bee-
thoven Leben u. Schaffen (Berlin. 1875); Bfe(Ao!ieres Brie/c (Vienna
and Leipzig, 1911); Thayer-Deiters-Riemann, Litdwig van
BeelhoKiis Leben (Leipzig, 1911) ; Ambros, Cidtur-hislor. Bilder
axis dem Musikleben der Gegentart, Das etiscbe u, religose Moment
in Beethoven (Leipzig, 1860).

Joseph Otten.

Van Beneden, Pierre-Joseph, b. at Mechlin, Bel-
gium, 19 Dec, 1809; d. at Louvain, 8 Jan., 1894.

Educated for the medical profession, he was appointed
curator of the natural history museum at the Uni-
versity of Louvain in 1831. Five years later he be-
came professor of zoology and comparative anatomy
in the Cathohc LIniversity at Louvain. This chair he
held until the time of his death. He was thus able to
celebrate the jubilee of his appointment to his chair

and the occasion was duly honoured both in his na-
tive and his university cities. Throughout his life he
was a most diUgent worker, and the hst of his contri-

butions to scientific periodicals amounts to over two
hundred papers. In the earlier part of his career he
directed his attention especially to invertebrates and
particularly to marine invertebrates, which he studied
during many vacations spent at Ostend. In 1843 he
established at his own expense a marine laboratory
and an aquarium for the further prosecution of these
studies, and this institution is beUeved to have been
one of the earliest if not actually the first example of a
place of study of the kind in any part of the world.
Associated with this part of his work were his classical

studies in connexion with parasitic worms, the devel-

opment, transformations, and life-histories of which
he very fully investigated; indeed, as early as 1858 a
memoir of his on this subject was successful in gaining

the "Grand prix des sciences physiques"of the Institute

of France. It was issued in the "International Sci-

entific Series" (1875), under the title "Les commen-
saux et les parasites dans le regne animal", and was
translated into English and German.
The other direction in which van Beneden's activi-

ties found a vent was connected with the ^•ertebrate

division of the animal kingdom. During the excava-

tions rendered necessary by the fortifying of Antwerp
a number of bones of fossil whales were exposed to

view. These attracted van Beneden's attention and
led him to undertake a detailed study of the group,

whose characteristics were at that time very imper-
fectly known. On the subject of the cetacea, living

and extinct, he published a number of papers and sev-

eral large works. The most important of these is

his "Osteographie des cetaces vivants et fossiles",

which was written in collaboration with Paul Gervais
and published between 1868 and 1880. His papers on
the extinct species found near Antwerp were pub-
lished in the "Annales du mus6e royal d'histoire

naturelle de Bruxelles", and with them was incor-

porated a description of the fossil seals which were
discovered in the same neighbourhood. Van Bene-
den attended the celebration of the tercentenary of

Edinburgh University, and was there made an hon-
orary LL.D. He was a foreign member of the Royal
Society and also of the Linniean, Geological, and
Zoological Societies of London. He was President of

the Royal Belgian Academy in ISSl, and was created

Grand Ofhcer of the Order of Leojiold on the occasion

of his profe.s.iorial jubilee. He was always a devout and
convinced adherent of the Cathohc Church, though,

as the writer of his obituary for the Royal Society

particularly states, always exhibiting "the widest

toleration for the views of others".
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Obituary Notice in Transactions of the Royal Society^ LVII
894-95), p. xx; Kemna, P. J. ran Beneden, La vie el t'auvre
un zoologisle (Antwerp, 1897).

B. C. A. WiNDLE.

Van Buren, William IIcjme, distinguished Anirri-

in surgeon, 1). at I'liihidclphia. "> April, 1819; d. at

ew York, 'Id March, 1SS3. His grandfathor was
braham Van Buren, a son of John Heuron, a pupil of

oerhaave who emigrated to New York from Beuren,
>ar Amsterdam, in 1700. Van Buren entered
ale College in 1S.34. Before graduation he left to

,ke his medical education at the University of Penn-
Ivania, finishing his studies before the legal age at
liich a diijloma could be awarded him. He spent
ine eighteen months in Paris and returned to receive

s degree in medicine at the University of Pennsyl-
inia in 1840, with a gi-aduation thesis on "The
arch and Dextrin Bandage", the technic of which

' had learned in Paris. He entered the army, pass-

g the highest competitive examination. In 1842 he
arried the daughter of Dr. Valentine Mott, and
184.5 received the appointment as pro-sector to

e medical department of the University of New
ork under Dr. Mott. In 18.52 he became professor

anatomy and remained in that position until the
irning of the college building in 1865. He at-

mjited to reorganize the university medical school
ter the fire, insisting on the erection of a building
ar Bellevue Hosjjital. His plans, all adopted later,

'ing rejected, Dr. Van Buren resigned. In 1868 he
came professor of surgery in the Belle\-ue Hospital
edical College, a position which he retained until his

tath. In 18.54 he translated from the French
Orel's "Histolrjgy" and afterwards, Bernard and
uette's "Operative Surgery". This latter work
IS furnished by the United States Government to

e army surg(>ons during the Civil War. President
ncoln offered to make Van Buren surgeon general
the time oi the war, and on his refusal consulted
m with regard to the appointment. In 1865 he
iblished "Contributions to Practical Surgery", in

170 "Lectures on Diseases of the Rectum", and in

;74 in conjunction with Dr. Edward L. Keyes, a
xt-book on genito-urinary surgery. His contribu-
jns to medical periodical literature were frequent.
p became a Catholic early in his medical career and
ed in the profession of the Faith. He was con-
Iting surgeon to many of the prominent New Y'ork
ty ho.s[)itals, and had been president of the Patho-
^ical Society, \ice-president of the New York
'ademy of ^iedicine, and corresponding member of

e Societe de Chirurgie of Paris, an honour that had
en conferred on only one American before him.
Kete9, New York Academy of Medicine Memorial Address in

Y. Med. Journal, XXXVII (1883); Smith. Surgery of New
iri-. Mid-nineteenth century in N. Y. Med. Record (Jul.v 2, 1910).

James J. Walsh.

Vancouver, .Vrchdiocese of (Vancouverien-
<l, includes that part of the mainland of the Prov-
:'e of British Columbia south of 54° N. lat. and west
the Straits of Georgia, together with the Queen

larlotte Islands. It comprises about 1.50,000 squ.are

lies. The first resident of what is now British Co-
inbia was a Catholic and so were the great explorers,

mon Fraser and his lieutenant, J. M. Quesnel. The
merous Cathohcs in the .service of the Hudson Bay
)mpany gave the natives their first ideas of Chris-
inity. Later on, Father De Smet visited the Koo-
nays. In 1842 Father Demers had made an exten-
'e trip through the inland lakes, visiting in turn the
ianagans, the Shuswaps, and the Carriers. In
43 this district was included in the Vicariate Apos-
lic of Columbia, under Ht. Rev. k. Blanchet, titu-

•y. Three years later a .lesuit. Father Nobili, went
far north as Babine Lake. In 1847 Rt. Rev. M.
?mers. Bishop of V.ancouver Island, called the ()b-

;ea of Mary Immaculate, already working in Ore-

gon, to the mainland of British Columbia. These
missionaries founded a mi.ssion in Okanagan in 18.59.

.\bout this time, immediately after the discovery of
gold in the Cariboo district, the city of New West-
minster was founded on the estuary of the Fraser, and
here the Oblates organized a central mission in 1860,
followed by St. Mary's Mission, 60 miles inland, in

1863, from which they evangelized the lower Fraser
Indians and the Sechelts and the Squamish of the
coast.

Father L. J. D'Herboniez, O. M. I., was conse-
crated Bishop of Melitopolis, 9 October, 1864, and
appointed to the Vicariate .'\postohc of British Colum-
bia which included the mainland from 49° to 60° N.
lat. In 1867 he established a mi.ssion 300 miles north
of New Westminster at Williams's Lake, for twenty-
two reserves of Shu.swap, Chilcotin, and Carrier In-
dians, and in 1873 another mis.sion, 600 miles north, at
Stuart's Lake, for thirteen villages of Babines, Se-
kanais, Nahanais, and Skeenas. In 1876 the Koo-
tenay mission at the foot of the Rockies was founded
for thirteen bands of Kootenays and Okanagan, and
in 1878, Kamloops Mission, 2.50 miles east of New
Westminster, was estabhshed for twelve villages of
Nicolas, Shuswaps, and Thompsons. To meet the
needs of the influx of eastern Canadians, Americans,
and British, a pro-cathedral was built in 1861 at
New Westminster, a college in 1866, a ho.spital in
charge of the Sisters of Providence, and an academy
for girls in charge of the Sisters of St. Ann. In
twenty-five years Bishop D'Herboniez, assisted by
pioneer Oblates, mostly from France, completed the
conversion of all the tribes of the coast and interior,

built chapels for each band, and estabhshed three in-

dustrial schools.
At the death of Bishop D'Herbomez, 3 June,

1890, Rt. Rev. Paul Durieu, O.M.I., who had been
appointed Bishop of Marcopolis and coadjutor,
24 October, 1875, took charge. The vicariate was
made the Diocese of New Westminster by a Brief
of Leo XIII, dated 2 September, 1890. The regime
of Bishop Durieu was characterized by a rare insight
and Apostolic gifts; his strict discipline enabled the
Indian tribes to resist the contaminating influence
of the invading logger and miner, to a degree that
makes their annals reminiscent of the early ages of
the Faith. In the nine years of his episcopate,
churches were built in the mining districts at Fernie,
Cranbrook, Greenwood, Nelson, Revelstoke, Sandon,
Rossland, and also at Vernon, Lumby, and Kelowna.
In 1887 he erected a church, a hosjiital in charge of
the Sisters of Providence, and St. Ann's Academy, in
the growing railroad- terminal city of Vancouver.
Father Augustin Dontenwill, O.M.I., b. at Bish-
willer, .Strasbourg, 4 June, 1857, ordained .30 May,
1885, professor in the Faculty of Arts at the Univer-
sity of Ottawa, was appointed Bishop of Germani-
copohs and cx)adjutor, 22 Aug., 1897, succeeding to
the see, 1 June, 1899. He carried on the work of
his predeces.sor, giving special attention to educational
needs, and estabhshed a Catholic weekly, a Children's
,\id Society, an orphanage in charge of the Sisters
of Providence, an academy at Nelson, and ho.spitals

at (Jreenwood and Rossland in charge of the Sisters
of St. Joseph of Peace. He also erected a monumental
church at Vancouver and three parish churches in
the suburbs.
On 25 June, 1903, a separate ecclesiastical province

was formed in British Columbia, with Victoria as
metropolitan see, and Most Rev. Bertram Orth was
consecrated Archbishop of Victoria. By a Brief,
dated 7 Sept., 1908, that part of the diocese north
of 54° N. lat., exclusive of the Queen Charlotte
Islands, was added to the Yukon Vicariate, and
Bishop Dontenwill was appointed first Archbishop of
Vanco\iver, Victoria reverting to the status of suffra-

gan diocese. On 20 Sept., 1908, he was elected
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Superior General of tlie Oblate Congregation and
resigned the archbishopric, 21 Sept., 1908, being

appointed later titular Archbishop of Ptolemais, and
since then resident at Rome. Rt. Rev. Neil McNeil,
Bishop of St. George's, Newfoundland, was trans-

ferred to the See of Vancouver and raised to the

archiepiscopal dignity, January, 1910. Since his

arrival in Vancouver, six parochial churches and
five mission chapels have been erected, and the

Religious of the Sacred Heart placed in charge of

the higher education of girls in Vancouver. Arch-
bishop McNeil was born in Hillsborough, Nova
Scotia, 23 Nov., 1851. He is a son of the late Malcolm
McNeil and Ellen Meagher, was educated at St.

Francis Xavier College, Antigonish, and in 1873

sent to the College of Propaganda, Rome. He was
ordained priest in 1879, joined the teaching staff

of St. Francis Xavier College in 1880, became rector

of the college in 1884, and Bishop of NilopoUs and
Vicar-Apostolic of St. George's, Newfoundland, in

1891. He was consecrated at Antigonish, 20 Octo-

ber, 1895.
Stalistics.—The diocesan property is by Act of

the Provincial Legislature, owned by a corporation-

sole: Title, "The R. C. Archbishop of Vancouver".
There are in the diocese: 15 secular, and 34 religious

priests; 26 churches with resident priests; 50 missions

with churches; 60 chapels where Mass is said; 1

college, 40 students; 8 industrial schools for Indians,

500 students; 3 academies for girls, and 8 parochial

schools, with 800 pupils; 1570 young people under
Catholic care; 5 hospitals; 1 orphanage; 1 House of

Refuge; and about 35,000 Catholics.
MoRiCE, History of the Catholic Church in Western Canada

(2 vols.. Toronto, 1910); Cooke, Sketches of the life of Mgr. de

Mazenod (2 vols., London, 1879); Annates des Oblats; Catholic

Directory CNew York, 1912); Catholic Year Book for B. C. (1911).

Wm. p. O'Boyle.

Vandal, Albert, French writer, b. at Paris, 7 July,

1853; d. there, 30 Aug., 1910. His father was director

general of the postal service under the Second Empire.

At first Albert Vandal entered the Council of State

as auditor. Of moderate temperament and hberal

opinions, the Government found that his family

traditions prevented him from being devoted with

sufficient warmth to Republican institutions and
obhged him to resign. At this period Albert Sorel

was professor of diplomatic history at the Ecole des

Sciences Politiques. Vandal was his disciple and later

his friend, prior to replacing him in his chair. His
first book is entitled "En Karriole a travers la Suede
et la Norvege" (1876). It was followed by an impor-
tant historical work, "Louis XV et Elisabeth de
Russie" (1882). Vandal subsequently published

"Pacha Bonneval" (188.5), "Une ambassade fran-

gaise en Orient sous Louis XV" (1SS7). But the

work which permanently estabhshcd his reimtation

was "Napoleon et Alexandre I". This siilcndid Ixiok

twice won the Gobert grand prix and opcne( 1 1 o \'andal

the door of the French Academy, which he entered

without competition (1897). He afterwards pub-
Ushed "Les voyage du marquis de Naointel" (1901),

and a very important book, "L'avenement de Bona-
parte". He was a colleague and friend of Brunetiere,

and one of those Catholics who, after the passage of

the law separating Church and State, wrote to the

pope asking him to accept the associations culludlcs.

George.s Bertrin.

Vandals, a Germanic people belonging to the

family of East- Germans. According to Pliny and
Tacitus, they were originally settled between the

Elbe and Vistula. At the time of the War of the

Marcomanni (IWKSl) they lived in what is now
Silesia, and in about 271 the Roman Emperor Aure-
lian was obliged to protect the middle course of the

Danube against them. C'onstantine the Great
(about 330) granted them lands in Pannonia on the

right bank of the Danube. Through the Emperor
Valens (364-78) they accepted Arian Christianity,

yet there were also some scattered orthodox Vandals,
among whom was Stilicho the minister of the Emperor
Honorius. In 406 the Vandals advanced from
Pannonia by way of Gaul, which they devastated
terribly, into Spain, where they settled in 411.

From 427 their king was Genseric (Gaiseric), who
in 429 landed in North Africa with about 80,000 of

his followers. It is a disputed point whether or not
he was called to Africa by the Roman governor
Boniface on account of the intrigues of Aetius.

Peace was made between the Romans and Vandals
in 435 but it was broken by Genseric in 439, who made
Carthage his capital after he had thoroughly plun-

dered it. During the next thirty-five years with a
large fleet he ravaged the coasts of the Eastern and
Western Empires. In 455 he plundered Rome itself

during two weeks. It is asserted that the Empress
Eudoxia had asked him to free her from her hated
marriage with the Emperor Petronius Maximus, the

murderer of her husband Valentiuian III. This
story, however, is probably a fable. It is said that

on 2 June, 455, Leo the Great received Genseric and
implored him to abstain from murder and destruction

by fire, and to be satisfied with pillage. Whether
the po])e's influence saved Rome is, however, ques-

tioned; moreover, the Vandals had only booty in

mind, nor was the plundering as extreme as later

tradition and the expression "Vandalism" would
imply. From 462 the Vandal kingdom included

Africa and the islands of the Mediterranean, that is

Sicily, Sardinia, Corsica, and the Balearic Islands,

but like the other Germanic kingdoms on Roman
soil the kingdom of the Vandals in Africa began to

decay from the lack of unity of religion and of race

among the two populations.

The Vandals treated the Cathohcs more harshly

than other German peoples. Catholic bishops were
punished b}' Genseric with deposition, exile, or

death, and laymen were excluded from office and
frequently suffered confiscation of their property.

It is said of Genseric himself that he was originally

a Catholic and had changed to Arianism about
428; this, however, is probably an invention. He
protected his Cathohc subjects when his relations

with Rome and Constantinople were friendly, as

during the years 454-57,when the Catholic community
at Carthage, being without a head, elected Deogra-

tias bishop. The same was also the case during the

years 476-77 when Bishop Victor of Cartenna sent

him, during a period of peace, a sharp refutation of

Arianism and suffered no punishment. Genseric

was one of the most powerful personalities of the

era of the Migrations, and was the terror of the seas.

He died at a great age on 25 January, 477. According

to the law of succession which he had promulgated,

not the son but the oldest male member of the royal

house was to succeed to the throne (law of seniority).

He was succeeded by his incompetent son Hunerich

(477-484), who at first protected the Catholics, owing

to his fear of Constantinople, but from 482 he per-

secuted them in the most terrible manner. King
Guntamund (484-96), his cousin and successor,

protected them once more, and while Thrasamund
(496-523), owing to his religious fanaticism, was
hostile to Catholics, still he contented himself with

bloodless persecutions. Hilderich (523-30) favoured

the Catholics :uul granted religious freedom; con-

sequently C:itholic synods were once more held in

Nortli Africa. Ililderich's policy was opposed by

his cousin Gelimer, who raised the banner of national

Arianism. Hilderich was deposed and murdered in

533. This was taken as an excus(> for interference

by the Byzantine Emperor Justinian. Gelimer was
defeated in 533 ;in<l r)3 I l>y Belisarius, the commander
of the armies of the Eastern Empire, and North
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frica became a Roman province, from which the

indals were expelled. GeHmer was honourably
eated and received large estates in Galicia. He
IS also offered the rank of a patrician but had to

fuse it because he was not willing to change his

rian faith.
Papencordt, Gesch. der vandalischen Herrschaft in Afrika
eriin, 1S37): Dahn, Die K/inige der Germanen, I (Munich,
61), 140-260; Hodqkin, Italy and her Invaders, II (London,
SO): Schmidt, Gesch. der Vandalen (Leipzig, 1901); Schwarze,
itersuchungen ilber die dussere Entvnckelung der afrikanischen
Tche (Gottingen, 1892); Gorres. Kirche u. Stoat im Vandnt-
^eich in Deutsche Zeitschrift fur Geschichtswissenschaft, X
eipzig, 1893), 14-70; Martrove, L Occident A V6poque byzan-
e (Paris, 1904); Idem, Genseric (Paris, 1907).

Klemens Lofpler.

Van den Broek, Theodore J., priest and mission-

y, b. at .\nistpnl;im, Holland, 5 Nov., 17S3; d.

Little Chute, Wisconsin, .5 Nov., 1S51. He made

in the severest weather. He made arduous and dan-
gerous journeys of two hundred miles, to minister to
his Menominee and Winnebago Indians.

He had no income outside of his own resources;

he built his first church himself, with the aid of his

Indians. He was both priest and physician to the
Indians at Buttes des Morts, Fort Winnebago, Fond
du Lac, Prairie du Chien, Lake Poygan, Calumet,
and even the Indian village on the Milwaukee River.
He civihzed the Indians, worked with them, showed
them the use of tools, how to cultivate the land, and
with their help he built a chinxh seventy feet long,

which he dedicated to !St. John Nepomucene. Be-
tween 1836 and 1844 he converted and baptized over
eight hundred Indians. In 1847, having obtained a
priest to temporarily replace him, he sailed for

Holland, arriving at Amstenhim, 13 August. 1847.

DOWN FROM THE CROSS. AND ChRIST'b APPEARANCE TO Hi!

Rogier Van der Weyden, Royal Gallery, Berlin

3 studies in Holland, was ordained in Germany in

08, and was received into the Dominican Order
1817. In 1819 he was appointed to Alkmaar,

lere he pubhshed "Sermons for all Sundays and
3lidaj-s". On 1.5 Aug., 1832, with seven other
issionaries, he arrived in Baltimore, and thence went
Cincinnati. The missionaries were sent to different

ices, and Father Van den Broek eventually went
the convent of St. Rose in Kentucky. After a short
ly .at St. Rose he was removed to Somerset, Ohio.
;aring of the sad condition of the Indians in Michigan
ow Wisconsin), he obtained permission from Bishop
ircell of Cincinnati to go to them, and arrived at
een Bay, 4 July, 1834. He found there only ten
itholic famihes, but laboured zealously among the
lites and Indians. He completed the church and
iest's house begun by Father Mazzuchelli, and de-
ted him.self to the Indians during an epidemic of
olera, aided by two self-sacrificing religious, Sisters
ara and Theresa Bourdalou. In 1836,attherequest
the Indians of Little Chute, he took up his residence
th them. He taught his Indian neophytes the
jhabet, and they could soon read Bishop Baraga's
ayer-books and catechisms. The following year
built a log church thirty by twenty-two feet and
1839 he built an addition thereto of twenty feet.

I the mission at Green Bay was for some time
thout a resident priest. Father Van den Broek
quently said Ma,ss onSimdays at each place, walk-
» the intervening distance of twenty-two miles even

In 1848 he returned with three shiploads of Dutch
immigrants, whose descendants now form the popu-
lation of north-eastern Wisconsin, and are dis-

tinguished by their zealous faith, industry, thrift, and
good order. The influence of their missionary work
has extended info Minnesota, Iowa, Michigan, Ne-
braska, Dakota, Oregon, and other states.

J. H. M. WiGMAN.
Van der Sandt (Sandaus), Maximilian, b. at

Amsterdam, 17 April, 1.578; d. at Cologne, 21 June,
16.56. He entered the novitiate of the Society of
Jesus, 21 Nov., 1.597; taught philosophy at W'urzburg,
and Sacred Scripture at NIainz. He became superior
of the episcopal seminary at Wurzburg. He wrote
many works on philosophy and theology, among
others a notable controversial reply to the Batavian
Calvinist LauTence in defence of the moral teaching
of the Jesuits, "Castigalio conscientia" .Jesuitical

cauteriata ... a Jacobo Laurent io", Wurzburg,
1617. It was said of him that he left a book for every
one of the seventy-eight years of his life, several devo-
tional treatises on the Blessed Virgin, and many ascet-
ical and mystical treati.ses.
SOMMERVOOKI.. liibUothhque de la Compagnte de J^sus, XII

(Paris, 1891-,); Poilain, Des GrAces d'oraison (Oth cd., Paris);
The Graces of Interior Prayer, tr. Smith (London, 1911).

Gertrude Dana Steele.

Van der Slooten, Johann. See Slotanus, John.

Van der Weyden, Rohier, painter, b. at Tournai,
1399 or 1400; d. at Brussels, 14(54. His original name
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was De la Pasture, which was transformed in Flemish
into Van der Weyden. His family, settled in Tour-
nai since 1260, were people of means. He is beheved
to have commenced his artistic life as a goldsmith,
and his figures show that he understood some kind of
sculpture. He was apprenticed to Robert Campin in

1427, became a master painter, was admitted into the
Guild of St. Luke in 1432, and three years later was
painter in ordinary to the municipahty of Brussels.
He only had the appointment, however, for a year,
when the office of town painter was abolished. He
was said to have been a pupil of van Eyck, e. g. by
Vasari and other WTiters, but the researches of Weale
in Flemish dociunents proved this incorrect, and
showed that Campin was Rogier's master. His
work is far more religious than that of van Eyck, and
the figiu-es in his pictures much more dramatic,
animated, and at times almost tragic. He was full of
employment and obtained high prices. He lived at
Brussels, and had four children, Cornelius, who
became a Carthusian, Peter, who was a painter,
John, who was a goldsmith, and one daughter,
Margaret. He was a generous benefactor, especially
to Carthusian houses. One of his important
altar-pieces, now in Berlin, was painted for the
Cartuja of jMiraflores in Spain, another, now in

the Escorial, for the Carthusian house at Scheut,
a third, at Antwerp, for the Bishop of Toumai,
who desired to give it to a Carthusian house,
and a fourth for the Carthusian monastery
of Herinnes, where Cornelius resided. The
"Joys and Sorrows of our Lady of Pity", now at

Berlin, the "Seven Sacraments", at Antwerp, the
"Adoration, of the Magi", at Berlin, and the mar-
vellous triptych in the Prado, are his greatest works.
There are also paintings by him at Frankfort and
Munich, and others attributed to him elsewhere.
Weale in Le Belfroi, passim.

George Ch,4.rles Williamson.

Van de Velde, Peter (Pedro CampaS.^), painter,
b. at Brussels, 1503; d. in that city in 15S0. This
artist should really be grouped under the head of the
Spanish School, and is more generally known by his

Spanish name. His actual birth-name was Pieter
de Kempeneer, translated into French as Champaigne.
His early life appears to have been passed in Italy,

where he carefully studied the paintings of Raphael,
and declared himself as his pupil. In 1530 he was at
work at some scene-painting, representing a triumphal
arch to be erected on the occasion of the coronation of
Charles V, and he then left for Spain, on the advice,
it is said, of Cardinal Grimani, and passed tlie rest of

his life in that country, only returning to Brussels
about 1563 or 1565. Between 1537 and 1562 he was
associated with Luis de Vargas and the Italian sculp-
tor Torregiano in establishing a school of painting in

Seville, which eventually became the academy of the
place; amongst the pupils educated in it was the
celebrated ^Iorales. He painted for the monastery
of St. Mary of Grace, Church of Santa Cruz, in the
city, an altar-piece representing the "Descent from the
Cross", which is now in the cathedral, having been
removed there when the church fell into ruins. This
is dated 1548, and is regarded as his masterpiece.
There arc other works by the same painter in Seville
cathedral, especially two representing the "Purifica-
tion of the Virgin" and the "Resurrection"; and the
various churches of the city, S. Isidoro, S. Pedro,
S. Catalina, and S. Juan, all possess paintings by
this artist. One of his last works was the restoration
and repainting of a chapel belonging to Hernando de
.lacn, an important resident in Seville. Murillo
requested that he should be buried near Campaiia's
picture, and his burial took place in the Church of
Santa Cruz, dose underneath the "Descent from
the Cross", but the whole building was burned to

the ground during the French war, and the tomb
perished.

Palomino de Castso, Las Vidas de los Pinlores Eminenles
Espanoles (Madrid. 1715); Hartley. Spanish Painling (Lon-
don. 1904); and tiie dictionaries of Kugler, Benezit. Siret,
and Brt.vn. See also Bermudez, Diccionario hUtorico . . .

Bellas Aries en Espana (Madrid, 1800).

George Charles Williamson.

Van de Ven, Cornelius. See Natchitoches,
Diocese of.

Van De Vyver, Augustine, sixth Bishop of
Richmond, Virginia; b. at Hssdonck, East Flanders,
Belgium, 1 Dec, 1844; d. at Richmond, 16 Oct.,
1911. His parents were .John Ferdinand Van De
Vyver and Sophia (De Schepper). He was educated
in the city of St.

NichoIas,Belgium, ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^_
can College, Lou- ^^^^^^^Bl^ '^^^^^^H
vain (1867-70). ^^^^^^ ^^^^
Ordained priest,

24 July, 1870, he
served successive-
ly as assistant at
St. Peter's Cathe-
dral, Richmond,
pastor of Harper's
Ferry (1875-81),
pastor of the ca-
thedral, and vicar-
gen era 1 of the
Diocese of Rich-
mond (1881-89).
.Assigned with him
at the cathedral
for a time was the
Rev. Dennis J.

O'Connell, D.D.,
who was destined
to become his I''ll\^^''',,''y^\"J'''''^''
successor in the

S.xtl> Bishop „f I,„M„ ..N„g,n.a

See of Richmond. Father Van Do \'3ver's appoint-
ment by Rome to succeed Bishop Keanc as Bishop
of Richmond, 16 July, 1889, was furthered by a
petition of the priests of the diocese. He was
consecrated, 20 October, 1SS9, having as conse-
crating prelates his two predecessors. His Eminence
James Cardinal Gibbons and Bishop J. J. Keanc
(afterwards archbishop), then rector of the Catholic
University, Washington. During Bishop Van De
Vyver's administration Mr. and Mrs. Thomas For-
tune Ryan of New York donated the Sacred Heart
Cathedral, the former the building, the latter the fur-

nishings, at a cost of nearlj- a half milUon dollars. His
Eminence, Cardinal (then Apostohc Delegate and
Archbishop) Diomede Falconio, laid the corner stone
of the new cathedral, 4 June, 1903, and consecrated
the same, 29 November, 1906. In a quasi-synod held
by the bishop, 12 November, 1907, new laws were en-
acted to meet the needs of the diocese. Guided by a
spirit of deep humility, Bishop Van De Vyver made
several ineffectual attempts to resign his see. The
first, in 1903, and the second, in 1905, were frustrated
by the Church authorities, priests and people being
ignorant of his intention. The bishop's third and
almost successful attempt to resign (190S) came to the
knowledge of I lie people, who held a great tiia.ss meet-
ing of protest, their cause being inalcrially aided by
the public Press. The efforts of clergy and laity

caused the final withdrawal of his resignation.

In 1910 Bishop Van De Vyver acted as spiritual

director of a pilgrimage to Rome. He had already
made two "ad limina" visits to the Eternal Cily, one
shortly after consecration, the other in 1905. Among
the later works which he inaugurated may be men-
tioned the erection of the McGill Catholic Union
and the Knights of Columbus home. At his sug-
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'estion Mr. and Mrs. Thomas F. Ryan gave to the
liocese hirge bunia for charitable, educational, and
)ther purposes of a reUgious nature. Mrs. Ryan
las donated churches, schools, and convents in va-
ious parts of the state. After a farewell visit to his

elatives in Belgium, followed by two weeks of ill-

less on his return, and having calmly prepared him-
elf by the reception of the last sacraments. Bishop
fan De Vy\'pr passed to his eternal reward. He was
)uried, 20 October, on the 22nd anniversary of his

onsecration. By his own request, the burial was in

ilount Calvary Cemetery, Richmond, which he as
icar-genpral had purchased. With the e.xception of

Jishop McGill, he was the only Bishop of Richmond
,-ho died as bishop there, the others having been
ransferred to other sees. He was revered as a kind
ather and sj-mpathetic friend, having a wide ac-

lUaintance amongst people of all ranks and denomina-
ions. His pri\-ate life was simple, himible, and
emocrafic. During his regime, Catholicism made
larked progress within the diocese. (See Richmond,
)[orKSE of; Virginia.)
.Macri. The Catholic Church in the City and Diocese of Rich-

inml iHichmond, 1896); The Catholic Church in the United
tales of America (New York, 1909); Shea, Our Faith and its

defenders (New York, 1S94); The Catholic Directory {Mi\wa\lkee
ad New York, 1871-1911); Diocesan documents and newa-
aper Bles (Richmond, 1870-1911).

F. Joseph Magri.

Van Dyck, .\nthont. See Dyck, Antoon van.

Vane, Thomas, the place and time of his birth and
eath are not known; but he was educated at Christ '.s

'ollege, Cambridge, and took the degree of Doctor (jf

)ivinity in that university. Having taken Anglican
rders, he was m.ade chaplain extraordinary to King
Iharlrs I and rector of Crayford. On becoming a
!ath<)lic. he resigned the.se preferments, and went
ith his wife to Paris, where he practised as a physi-

ian, taking the degree of M.D. there or at some other
)reign university. At Paris he wrote an account of

is conversion, the preface being dated 4 August,
^42, which was pubUshed in 164.3 under the title,

A Lost Sheep returned Home: or the Motives of

le Conversion of Thomas Vane." This book ran
irough several editions and was answered by the
nglican writer Edward Chisenhall (1653). He also

rote "An answer to a libell written by D. Cosens
lainst the great Generall Councell of Laterane under
ope Innocent III" (Paris, 1646), and "Wisdome
id Innocence or Prudence and Simplieity in the
camijlos of the Serpent and the Dove, propounded
V our Lord" fs. 1. 16.52).
Vane. .4 Lout Sheep returned Home (Paris, 164.3); Dodd,
lurch //i.*/.. Ill (Brussels vere Wolverhampton, 1742); GiLLOW,
iW. Diet. Eng. Calk., s. v.; Cooper in Did. Nat. Biog., a. v.

Edwin Burton.

Vannes, Diocese of (^'ENETENSIs), comprises the
epartment of Morbihan, and was re-established by
le Concordat of 1802; it was formed: (1) from the
rmer Diocese of Vannes, excluding the parishes
tuated east of the Oust River, which were annexed
the Archdiocese of Rennes; (2) from the District
Roche-Bernard, detached from the Diocese of

antes; (3) from the southern p.art of the former
iocese of St. Malo; (4) from the District of Gourin,
t ached from the Diocese of Quimper. It was a

ffragan of Tours until IS.'jO and, since that time,
Rennes. The Department of ^Iorbihan is that

irt of T'rance where the greatest number of monu-
ents of the old Gallic worship are preserved; the
ng avenues of menhins at C;imac are famous.
According to tradition, St. Clair, first Bishop of
:intes. died in the third centur>' during the course of
s preaching in the Diocese of Vann&s. The synodi-
I epistle of the Council of Angers, on 4 October, 453,
ves the names of four Breton prelates, one of whom
18 certainly Bishop of Vannes. St. Patemus, whose
igin is much discussed by hagiographers, and who

became bishop between 461 and 490, is the chief
patron of the diocese. No document previous to the
Charter of Quimperle, which dates from the twelfth
century, gives as bishops of Vannes, the saints
Doininius, Clemens, Amans, Saturninus, Guinninus
(Guenin), Vignorocus, Budocus, Hinguethenus,
Meriadocus, Meldrocus, Comeanus, and .Justorus
who probably, without episcopal character, were en-
gaged in evangelizing the country. Bishop Susannus
was expelled from his see by the Breton king Nominoe
(848) because the latter wished to reorganize ec-
clesiastical Brittany. Among the sub.sequent bishojis
are mentioned: Pierre de Foix (1476-90), cardiuMl
in 1476; Cardinal Laurent Pucci (1514-31); Canli-

The Cathedral, V

nal Antoine Pucci (1531-44); Charles de Marillac
(1550-60), ambassador of the King of France in
Turkey and in England.

Saint Gildas "the Wise", or "Badonicus", born
in Great Britain in 494, left there about 527, went
to the Island of Houat, then to the Peninsula
of Rhuis, where he founded the monastery of St.
Gildas, and wTote two treatises which are a valu-
able source for the ancient history of the Britons;
he died in 570. In the tenth centurv'. the Northmen
destroyed the monaster),-, then under tlie Abbot D:ive.
Abbot Dave brought the bodies of Saints Patricius,
Albon, and Patemus to Bourg Deols in Berri, and
there erected a monastery under the name of St.
Gildas. In 1008, Geoffiry I, Duke of Brittany,
asked Gauzlin, Abbot ot Saint Benoit on the Loire, for
religious to re-establish the monasterv of St. Gi]d;us
of Rhuis. It was re-established by Abbot Felix,
who died in 1038. Abelard, Abbot of Rhuis in 1 125,
soon left the .abbey, but retained the title of abbot
until his death. Eufles de Korli\'io d'Hennebond,
•lisciple of St. Vincent de Paul, and F.ather Huby, S.J.,

coMtriliuted gre;itly to the religious reviv.al of the
Diocese of Vannes, by the foundation of the seminary
(1681). In the fourteenth century, during the wars
in which Veneral^le Charles of Blois supported
by Charles V and .lean de Montfort, aided by
the English, contested the sovereignty of Britt.iiiy.

Vannes w.as several times besieged. The battle of
Auray (29 September, 1364), in which Venerable
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Charles of Blois was killed, put an end to the struggle

between the two families of Blois and of Montfort.

An army of emigres, commanded by Puisaye,

Sombreuil, and d'Hervilly, landed, June, 1795, on the

Peninsula of Quiberon, was there joined by 10,000

Chouans, and was attacked by Hoche, who completely

annihilated it, 16 July, 1795. Herc(?, Bishop of Dol,

was shot at Vannes by the Repubhcan troops, on 3

July, 1795; ^QO emigres, who had landed at Quiberon,

were shot at Blech, near Auray; their bones are kept

at the Carthusian monastery of Auray, the ancient

collegiate church founded in the fourteenth century

by Jean de Montfort.
Councils were held at Vannes in 461 or 465, 818,

846. The Viscountship of Rohan, in the diocese, was
erected in 1603, by Henri IV, into a duchy-peerage

for Henri de Rohan (1574- 163S), who became one of

the leaders of the Protestant party under Louis XIII.

A certain number of saints are connected with the his-

tory of the diocese: St. Eguiner or Guyomard (Guig-

nerus), martyr at Ploudery in 499; St. Albinus

(Aubin), Bishop of Angers from 529 to 549, native

of the Diocese of Vannes; St. Salomon, Duke or King
of the Bretons, martyr (ninth century); St. Goustan
(Gulstanus), lav brother of the monastery of St.

Gildas, d. about 1009; St. Vincent Ferrer (1357-

1419), who died at Vannes, where he is buried,

is patron of the episcopal city; Blessed Frangoise

d'Amboise, Duchess of Brittany, who, having become
a widow, refused the brilliant marriages which Louis

XI suggested to her, founded the Carmelites of Vannes,

and died in 1485. The chief pilgrimages of the dio-

cese are: Notre-Dame de Larmor; Notre-Dame de

Quelven, at Guern; Notre-Dame du Roncier, at

Jossehn; Notre-Dame du Vceu, at Hennebont; and
above all the pilgrimage of Saint Anne d'Auray.

From the earliest centuries, Brittany had erected a

chapel to Saint Anne; it was destroyed at the close of

the eighth century, but popular tradition forbade the

sowing of the field of Bocenno, where the chapel had
been erected. In 1623 and 1624, after visions, the

farmer Yves Nicolazic obtained from the bishop per-

mission for a new chapel. The image of St. Anne,

which was venerated there, was burned in 1793; but

a new statue of Saint Anne was solemnly consecrated

by order of Pius IX, 30 September, 1868.

Before the appUcation of the Law of 1901 to the

congregations, there were in the Diocese of Vannes,

Capuchins, Jesuits, missionary priests of the Society

of Mary, Eudists, Picpusiens, Fathers of the Holy
Spirit and of the Sacred Heart of Mary, and lay

Brothers of St. Francis Regis. The powerful so-

ciety of the Brothers of Christian Instruction had
its mother-house at Ploermel, in the diocese (see

Christian Instruction, Brothers of the). Many
communities of women were originally of the diocese:

the Sisters of Charity of St. Louis, hospitallers and
teachers, founded in 1803 by Mme de Malesherbes,

widow of the defender of Louis XVI, and her daugh-

ter, Mme iVIole, with the mother-house at Vannes;

the Daughters of Jesus, with the mother-house at

Kermaria. At the end of the nineteenth century,

the religious congregations conducted in the Diocese

of Vannes: 2 infant asylums; 44 day nurseries; 1

school for deaf mutes; 3 orphan asylums for boys; 8

orphan asylums for girls; 4 industrial rooms; 1 home
for unprotected young girls; 18 hospitals or refuges;

more than 150 houses of religious for the care of the

sick at their homos; 1 insane asylum. The Diocese

of Vannes had in 1905 (at the end of the administra-

tion of the Concordat) : 563,468 inhabitants; 38 hvings;

238 parochial chapels; 279 vicariates, recompensed

by the State.
Callia chrisliana, XIV nom, (1856), 915-40, inslr. 209-224;

Ddchesne, Fastes ipiscopa-ax, II (Paris, IS94-«); Tresvadx.
L'Eglise de Brr.tagnc (Paris, 1839); Lallemand, Les origines hia-

tvriqurn de Vannes (Vannes. 19u4); Le Men^. Hist, archiologique,

Jiodale et rdigieuse dea provincea du diociae de Yannea (2 vols.,

Vannes, 1894) ; Luco, FouiUe historique de Vancien diocese de
Vannes (2nd ed., Vannes. 1908) ; Rosenzweig, La Chartreuse
d'Auray (Vannes, 1863) ; NicOL, Sainte Anne d'Auray, hist, du
pdirinage (Paris, 1878).

Georges Goyad.

Vanni, A^fDRBA, painter and statesman, b. at

Siena, 1320; d. 1414. He entered pohtics after the
democratic overthrow of the government of the city.

A letter written to him by St. Catherine, his country-
woman and friend, concerning the administration of

the country, is still preserved. He was elected to the
Grand Council and sent as Sienese ambassador to the
pope at Avignon and Naples. As an artist he was a
weak imitator of Simone Martini and of Lorenzetti.

With his brother Lippo Vanni, Bartolo di Fredi, and
Taddeo di Bartolo, he. introduced early Sienese art

into the fifteenth century. His chief authenticated
work is a large polyptych in the Church of Santo
Stefano at Siena. This painting depicts the Virgin
enthroned between Sts. Stephen, James the Less,

John the Baptist, and Bartholomew; in the niches
above are the figures of the Evangelists, while several

saints and an Annunciation are painted in five higher
projecting compartments. The small heads and the

gestures betray a certain stiffness. A very agreeable
and carefullv painted picture is a "Madonna and
Child" in tlic Church of San Michele. A "Birth of

the Virgin", representing James, Catherine, Bartho-
lomew, and Elizabeth, in the gallery at Siena, is the
joint work of Vanni and Bartolo di Fredi, who often

worked together both in art and pohtics. A "Cruci-
fixion" with two saints by Vanni is in the Academy
at Siena, an "Aimunciation" in two panels in the

Palazzo Saraceni, and a "St. Sebastian" at the

museum. Vanni celebrated St. Catherine in the

frescoes of San Domenico at Siena. He also painted

at Naples.
Perkins in the Burlington Magazine, VI (1908), no. 2; Milan-

ese, Documenti per la storia delVarte senese (Siena, 1854-56)

;

DELLA Valle, Lettere Senesi, I (Siena, 1782) ; Crowe and C.vvaI/-

CASELLE, New History of Painting in Italy, II CLondon, 1S64 )

;

RicHTER, Siena (Leipzig, 1901).

G. GlETMANN.

Vanni, Francesco, painter, b. at Siena, 1565;

d. there, 1609. Vanni was one of the better class

of artists of the Eclectic School of painting of his

era. He shared,

indeed, in the
weaknesses of this

school, yet many
regard him as the

restorer of Italian

painting in the

sixteenth century.

The artistic value
of his work does
not always equal
his fertility in

production. How-
ever, by teaching
and example he
exerted a lasting

influence, and
trained capable
pupils, among
whom were his

sons Michelangelo
and Raffaello
Vanni. His first

teachers were Sa-
limbene and Pas-
sarotti, and at an early age he studied the works of

Raphael at Rome under the direction of do' Vecchi.

But at Siena the style thus created did not prove popu-
lar. He then went to Parma and Bologna and adopted

the style of Baroccio, the Umbrian leader in the Ba-
roque style of painting. After this, on the recom-

mendation of Baronius, he was called to Rome by Pope
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Clement VIII and commissioned to paint the great

altar picture for St. Peter's, "Simon Magus rebuked
by St. Peter". It is his best work; a remarkable fact

is the good preservation of the colours in this very
carefully painted picture. The pope rewarded him
richly and made him a knight. He was less success-

ful at Rome in the execution of some other pictures,

IS "The Assumption of the Virgin'', two pictures of

3t. Ceciha, etc. A large number of Vanni's frescoes

ind panel paintings are to be found at Siena, among
these are: "The Sienese on the Crusade", "The
"ouncil of Siena", "The Demoniac", "Calvary", "St.
Gialgano in the Wilderness", "St. Francis Xavicr",
'Baptism of Constantine", "MartjTdoms of Sts.

Lucia and Catherine", etc. His works are also to

De found at Pisa, Pistoja, Perugia, Genoa, Florence,

ind various cities outside of Italy. Higlily esteemed
imong his engravings are a "Madonna and Child",
1 "St. Francis in Ecstasj'", and a "St. Catherine
Receiving the Stigmata". Vanni had also a reputa-
;ion as architect and mechanic, but of his architectural

.^"ork nothing important remains.
MiLAVESi, Documenii per la Storia deW arte senesa (Siena,

t854~o6) : see also the general histories of art.

G. GlETMANN.

Vannucci, Pietho. See Pertjoino.

Van Reeth, Joseph. See G.\lle, Diocese of.

Varela, Felix. See Havana, Diocese of.

Varennes, Pierre Gaultier de. See Laveren-
3RVE, Pierre Gaultier de Varennes, Sieur de.

Vargas, Lcis de, painter, b. at Seville, in 1502; d.

hcrem 1.568. He has two claims upon our attention; he
vas not only a great painter, but was also a man of

strong devotional temperament, and known as a holy
nan. His great desire was to use his talent for the
;lory of God, and it was his habit before painting one
)f his great altar-pieces to go to confession and receive

Holy Communion. It is also stated by one of his

;ontemporaries that he kept a coffin in his room to
•emind him of the approach of death, and that one
)f his pictures, "Christ Bearing the Cross", a fresco,

jainted in a street in Seville (known as the Street of
Bitterness, "La Calle de la Amargura"), was so
lotable in the city that condemned criminals were
)roughf there on the way to the scene of execution
n order to make their devotions before it and to
'eceive the last offices of the Church. De Vargas
ived a simple and almost hermit-Uke life; he was
juiet, mild, benevolent, dishked by many of the
jeople of his own rank, but worshipped by the poor,
,0 whom he was extremely generous.
He was trained in Seville, and the works of Cam-

)aiia greatly influenced him. He first painted on the
ough canvas curtains used to cover up the pictures
)n the altars in Holy Week, but owing to the gener-
isity of a friend he was able to visit Italy. There,
luring his stay of twenty-eight years, mainlj- spent
n Rome, he closely studied the works of Perino del
I'aga, one of Raphael's favourite pupils, and came
nto contact with Vasari. The first picture he
)ainted after his return is stiU in Seville Cathedral; it

3 dated 1555, and in the records of the chapter it is

aid to have been discovered by Bermudez. Of his
resco work very Uttle remains. His two greatest
)ictures represent the "Purification of the Virgin" and
he "Temporal Generation of Our Lord," the latter

)eing an allegorical composition showing Adam and
ive adoring the Infant Christ, Who is in the arms of

he Virgin. This is the picture generally known as
'La Gamba" because of the wonderful foreshorten-
ng of the leg of Adam. The Itahan artist Perez de
ilesio, when painting (1548) the giant figure of St.
^Christopher on the southern portal of the cathedral,
ixclaimed, that the whole of his figure was of less

nerit than was the leg of Adam in the "Generation"
XV.—lb

by De Vargas. De Vargas was one of the few Span-
ish artists who were really eminent in draughtsman-
ship. He painted many portraits, but none of them
is of any special merit.

See the writings of Bermudez on the Spanish artists, notably
the Carta (Cadiz, 1806). the Cathedral Guide. (Seville, 1804), and
the Dictionary (6 vols., Maflrid). Maxwell, Annals of the
Artists of Spain; Madrazo in Espaila (1S7S); Hartley, Spanish
Painting (London, 1904), and various works on Murillo.

George Charles Williamson.

Vargas y Mexia, Francisco de, Spanish diplomat
and ecclesiastical writir, h. at Madrid, date unknown;
d. at the Hieronymiir inoniisiiTy of la Cisla in 1566.
He belonged to an old family of the lower nobihtj' and
studied law at the University of Alcald, receiving the
degree of licen-

tiate in law. He
became a govern-
ment official, and
by his energy and
education, espe-
cially by his ex-

cellent knowledge
of law, rose to the
position of fiscal

of the Council of

Castile (Fiscal del

Consejos de Cas-
iilla), that is, at-

torney-general. In
1545 Charles V
sent him to the
Council of Trent.
In January, 154S,

he protested, as
Charles's repre- Francesco Vargas Macciucca
sentative at the Marchese di Vatolla

council, against
From a contemporar>- print

its transfer to Bologna, and in 1551 he congratu-
lated the council on its return to Trent. Dur-
ing the years 1552-59 he was the Spanish ambassador
at Venice; in 1558 he negotiated at Rome with
Paul IV regarding the recognition of Ferdinand I

as emperor, and in reference to the founding of new
dioceses in the Netherlands. From 1559 he succeeded
Figueroa as the Spanish ambassador to the Curia. As
such he took an important part in the election of

Pius IV. When Pius IV brought suit against the
relatives of Paul IV, Vargas exerted himself to sa\'e

the Caraffa. For some time he was not regarded
favourably by the pope, who tried to have him re-

called by Spain; however, Vargas again obtained the
confidence of Pius IV, and was commissioned by the
latter in 1563 to prepare an opinion on the question of
the papal jurisdiction, as to which the Council of

Trent had become involved in a dispute. The docu-
ment Vargas prepared was published at Rome in the
same year under the title of "De episcoporum juris-

dictione et de pontificis maximi auctoritate respon-
sum". In this Vargas speaks as a strict supporter of
the papacy. Another theological question that he
took up was that of granting the cup to the laity; to
this he was decidedly opposed. His reports and let-

ters are important for the information they contain
on the doings of the Council of Trent ; still, he cannot
be regarded as an entirely imprejudiced witness, be-
cause his interest was that of a diplomat in the service
of his king. His keen powers of obsenation were also
chiefly directed to the .scrutiny of earthly motives,
and of the evidences of human weaknesses and short-
sightedness. He w;is prominent in the affairs of the
council for the la.st time when, in conjunction with the
Spanish ambassador at Trent, he tried to postpone
the clo.se of the council. After his return to Sp:iin he
was made state councillor, but soon resigned all hia

offices and retired to the Hieronymite monastery of
la Cisla near Toledo, in order to prepare himself for
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death. His contemporaries praise him as a highly edition. During the last two years a large number of

educated man and a patron of learning. He was also letters and documents by and relating to Vasari have
a zealous, skilful, and conscientious servant of his been discovered; a summary of these private archives

king and a pious Christian. at Florence, belonging to Count Luciano Rasponi-
Le VabsOR, Lellres et memoires de Francois de Vargas touchant SpinelH, WaS published in April, 1910. In 1912

(e Candle de Trmte (Amsterdam,
_ 1700)

;
Weiss, Papiers Mr. Sidney J. A. ChurchiU, of Naples, has issUed,

d' etal du Cardinal de Granvelle. VI (Paris, 1846); Villa-
NUEVA, Vida literaria, II (London, 1825); Coleccidn de documen'
tos ineditos para la hist,

de Espaila, IX (Madrid,
1846), 81-406, 518-551;
La Fdente, Hist, ecle-

sidstica de Espana, V
(2nd ed., Madrid, 1874),
2 76-281; DoLLINGEB,
HeitrSge zur politisehen,

kirchlichen u. Kultur-
gesch., I (Ratisbon, 1862).
265-478; Muller, Das
Konklave Pius I V.

(Gotha, 1889), 41-43;
SusTA, Die rdmische
Kurie u. das Konzil von
Trienl. I-III (Vienna,
1804-1911), passim.

Klemens Loffler.

Vasari, Giorgio,
painter, architect,

and writer, b. at

Arezzo, 1511; d. at

Florence, 1574. Al-

though an artist of

considerable repute,

Vasari depends for

immortality on his

remarkable work,
'Vite de' pill eccell

for private circulation, his

^Sa O B3 Dl! S Ha 8^ «5^ "^ ^ '1 '?'^'

' Bibliografia Vasa-
riana", the first se-

rious attempt to

make an accurate
bibliography of the
works of Vasari, and
chronicling 197 sep-

arate editions, a.'*

wi-ll as references to

his drawings, engrav-
ings , and MSS.
We now come to

Vasari's paintings.

Vasari was a kinsman
of Luca Signorelli,

and Luca's words,
"Study well, little

kinsman", were re-

membered by him
all his life, although
spoken when he was
only a child, and
when his father sub-
mitted to the old

painter some draw-
ings by the little

pitori, scultori ct archit," boy. He was trained at Arezzo; ho was an infant

onthehvesof the most eminent painters, sculptors, and prodigy, exhibiting some of his drawings to Cardinal

architects, a work of stupendous industry and the most Pas.serini when only twelve years old, and reciting a
important record of the greatest epoch of the world's great part of Virgil's Jjineid. At Florence, young
art. Inaccurate in places, owing to the writer's Vasari was placed under jMichelangolo, and later

prejudice against certain painters, it is on the whole a became a great friend of Baccio BandineUi. After-

.\L.\CE OF THE CaROVANA, PiSA
Rebuilt by Giorgio Vaaari

marvel of good writing and a

curacy, and, withallits defects,

is the great treasure-house to

which all writers have gone and
m list go for informal ion respect-

ing the early artists of Italy.

1 1 s first edit ion appeared in 1550
at Florence. It was succeeded
bv editions in 1.567, 1568, 1760,

LSI 1 ,etc. In 1864Milanesi pub-
blished his alphabetical list of

thelives, and followed it in 1868
by his important annotated edi-

tion, adding considerable infor-

mation toVasari's originalwork

.

The book was translated inln

English by Mrs. Foster, :i

published in Bohn's Librarv m
1846, 18.50, and 18.52. In 1881

the sixth volume of the com-
mentary by Richter was issued,

and sections of the origin;

work, comprising selected lives,

were issued by Ellis in 1S!I5,

but notably by Blashficld ;incl

Hopkins in 1897, with very im-
portant notes and appendixes.
A new and sumptuous edition

of Vasari's work was pro-
jected in 1896, to be edited and
annotated by Venturi, but only one volume, deal-

ing with Gentile da Fabriano and Pisanello, was
issued. .A still more importiint edition, to be known
as IheQiiaftrocc-ntenary edition in ten volumes, with a
transmit ion by Gasloii<l('\'<Te, is ( 19 12) being prepared.
\'asari's lesser writings, his letters and " H;igiona-
menti", published in 1.588 after his death, and the
account of the decoration.s he prepared for the wedding
of Francesco de' Medici, are contained in the Milancsi

GioRoio Vasari
Solf-portr.ait, UfTizi Galler.v, Florence

wards he went to Rome with
Cardinal de' Medici, worked
there for some time, and then
returned to Arezzo in poor
health; eventually he went
back to Florence in 1541. He
met Cardinal Farnese at Rome,
and he it was who urged the
painter to write his famous
book, which was dedicated to

Cosimo de' Medici, the Duke
of Florence, whose service Va-
sari entered in 1553, and
whom he served faithfully to

the end of his life. He was
responsible for the greater part
III I he historical decoration of

(he Sala Regia at Rome, and
(Aiuimenced frescoes for the
cupola of the cathedral at
Florence, which he never com-
pleted. Several buildings at
Pistoia were built after his

designs, and his architectural

work was intimately associated

witli the Church of Santa
M:iria Novella at FlorencCj

with the Pahiee of the Uffizi

and the celebrated corridor

connecting it with the Pitti

which he built across the Arno, and witli some
rather unsatisfactory work in the Church of Santa
Croce. His pictures can best be studied at Florence,

but there are fine examples also at Bologna, Lucca,

Madrid, Rome, Vienna, Paris, and Dresdi-n.

George Charles Williamson.

Vasco da Gama. See Gama, Vasco da.

Vasquez, Dio.vtsio. Sec Societv of Jesus.
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Vasquez, Gabriel, theologian, b. at Villaescusa

de Haro, near Belmonte, Cucnca, 1549 or 1551; d. at

Alcala, -3 Sept., 1604. He made his primary and
grammar studies at Behnonte, and went to Alcald

for philosophy, where he entered the Society of Jesus
3n 9 April, 1569. Having completed his novitiate he
;ontinupd his theological studies there, closing with a
public defence of his thesis. At the Fifth Provincial
^"ongregation at Toledo he also defended a thesis.

Between these events he lectured to the Jesuit

^tudents on the "De Anima", and returned to Alcala
study Hebrew. Following this he taught moral

hcology two years at the college of Ocana, two more
it Madrid, and for some time at Alcald. From there,

ilthough not yet thirty years of age, he was called

:o Rome to fill the same post at the Roman College.

[Jefore his departure he made his profession at Bel-

nunte. He remained six j-ears in Rome, then re-

urned to Alcahl, where he taught theology until

lis death. In him, according to Haringer, virtue

ompeted with doctrine, obedience with genius, and
jiety with learning. Tlie Duke de Lerma, favourite

)f Philip HI, frequently consulted him in the most
mportant matters, and Benedict XIV called him the
uminarv of theology. He was noted for his exact
cnowlcdge of the opinions and theories of the different

schools and authors, and commendable for clearness of

•xpression and a strict philosophical met hod. Hemade
1 complete study of the writings of St. Augustine,
or whom he professed great devotion, as well as those
)f the other Fathers of the Church and St. Thomas.
In matters of opinion he sometimes differed from

he general view of the Schools, defending private
jpinions, among which the following deserve to be
nentioned: (1) The natural law consists in rational

lature considered in itself and in the recognition that
•ertain actions are necessarily in accord with it and
ithers are repugnant to it. Nevertheless, he does
lot deny that the natural law might also have cog-
lizance of what the Divine law enjoins, and that it

night, therefore, be the principle of a Divine obhga-
ion. In this he is in opposition to Kant, who holds
hat all the binding force of the moral law should
;ome from man and from man alone. (2) The Divine
deas are not the essence of God, in so far as that
essence or nature is known as imitable or to be imi-

ated, but only as they are the knowledge, the word,
he species cxpressa of possible and future creatures,

rhese ideas thereby concur remotely in the creation
)f beings; their proximate principle being the Divine
ictive potency by which God actuallj' and effectually

Tcates. (3) In the section dedicated to the dis-

cussion of the existence of God he cites the ontological
)roof of St. Anselm, the legitimateness and demon-
itrative value of which he appears to accept abso-
utely. Eternity is, according to him, duralio permo-
lens, uniformis, sine principio el fine, mensura carens,

I definition that differs .somewhat from that adopted
)y Boethius and followed in the Schools.

(4) Grace is necessary for performing all good ac-
ions and overcoming temptation. By grace he under-
tands all good impulses which efficaciously urge to
ight action. It may proceed from natural causes,
)Ut as these are regulated by Divine Providence, if

hey are so regulated as to produce efficacious good
mpulses, il is grace, because man does not himself
nerit it, and to many it is denied. It is to be con-
idered as a gift of (!od, since it is granted through the
Qerits of Christ and for a supernatural end. Hence
t is called grace. (5) Predestination, he maintains,
s posi prirrisa meriln. but chilflren wlio die without
fs being in any way whatsoever possible for them to
eceivo baptism were not, after original sin was fore-
een. included in the salvific will of God. (6) In
^'hristology he held the following opinions: that the
Woptionists are not Nestori.'ins: that Christ cannot
)e called the servant of God: that Christ was under a

command to die, but that He was free to choose the
circumstances of His death; that the regular or formal
dignity of the priesthood of Christ will last forever,
because Christ is a priest according to His substance,
and this remains immutable. (7) The ratio formalis
of the Sacrifice of the Mass lies in the mystic separa-
tion of the Body and Blood of Christ effected by the
words of consecration. (8) It is probable that in the
new birth of baptism the guilt of sin is not pardoned
ex opere operalo, but only the punishment. Since
the death of Christ, baptism is for children the only
means of salvation; for them martyrdom has the
virtue of justification inslar haptismi; but in adults it

justifies only on account of the act of charity. (9)
Episcopal consecration does not imprint a now char-
acter, nor does it in reality extend or increase the
sacerdotal character; a new and distinct power is

thereby conferred, which is nothing else than the
Divine appointment to a new ministry. (10) In the
Sacrament of Matrimony the bodies of the contracting
parties constitute the matter, and their consent,
expressed verbally or by signs, the form. In treating
the existence of God he notes the number of atheists
who lived in his time, and attributes it to the influence
of Protestantism. He also mentions the political

atheists who consider God and religion only as govern-
mental expedients to hold the people in check.

Vasquez was a rival of Suiirez, whom he sometimes
designates as one of the moderns. He established a
School, and the disputes between his disciples and
those of the Dominican Juan de Santo Tomas con-
cerning the difference there is in God between the
Divine knowledge and the Divine idea were, according
to Mencndcz y Pelayo, curious. Luis de Torres and
Diego de Alarcon were the most notable disciples of

the School, and, although it was short-lived, all modern
theologians hold Vasquez in high esteem and fre-

quently quote him. Two principal charges are urged
against him: his independent ojiinions and his dis-

cussion of useless questions. It cannot be denied
that these censures have some foundation. His
independence, as Hurter remarks, led him at times to
defend less safe and even erroneous opinions. His
first volume on the first part of St. Thomas was held
back two years by the censors of the Society. Among
the questions he discussed such as the following
are to be found: "An Deus extra cocluni, vel in vacuo
intra ccelum esse possit, aut ante mundi creationem
alicubi fuerit". Nicolis Antonio, who thoroughly
examined the questions and characteristics of (hose
times when all theologians discussed Questions which
are to-day considered useless, says that some excuse
can be made for this defect if one considers the energy
and vigour of his genius, vir fuil acerrimo ingenin.

Works: (1) "De cultu adorationis libri tres et dis-

putationes duae contra errores Felicis el Elipandi",
AlcaW, 1594; Mainz, 1601, 1604; (2) "Commen-
lariorum ac Disputationum in (partes) S. Thoma?",
Alcald, 8 vols., 1.598-1615. Later abridged editions
were published at Alcahl, Ingolstadt, Vienna, and
more complete ones at Lyons in 1020 and .\ntwerp in

1621. (3) "Paraphrases et compendiaria exphcatio
ad nonnullas Pauli Epi.stolas", .\lcal;i, 1612; Ingol-

stadt, 1613; Lyons, 1630. Vives undertook to print
all his works, but only got ius far as the first volume
(Paris, 1905). "Metaphysic;rdisputationes" (Madrid,
1617; .Antweri), 1618) coniiiri.-ies the philosophical
q\iestions dispersefl throughout his works, and is a rare
and excr])ti(inally valuable book. Some of his manu-
scripts are preserved in the National Library of Madrid.

NiKnKMiirRn. tVirw.M ,7:,s(r,.,, VII! (•Bill,iu>: 1S'.H), 35.5;

V.UU.Hr.KW,-. Mi-nnloge dc In (- : J I
<

, /T ,.,i»nf. Ill
(rririfl. 1W12), III: SOUTHWF.M, /; I: i

li.7r,l,27I;

GovzM.K?., //pW. rfeia Fi7oso/(a. II I
'1 : '

' < "iMen^n-
DEZ V I'Ei.AYO, Hint, detns Wct.. /. '.

' . , 1 1 M mI r: 1
1SS4),207;

SoMMKHvooEi., BMiotMque, Vlll ilirus^rls, is^isi. ,si:i.

Antonio P6rez Goyena.

Vasto. Sec Chieti, Archdiocese of.
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Vatable, Francois (or better, Watebled, the

name is also written Gastebled or Ouateble),
French Hellenist and Hebraist of the eighteenth
century, b. at Gamaches (85 miles north-west of

Paris), Picardy, probably in the latter years of the
fifteenth century;
d. in Paris, 16
March, 1547. He
was for a time
rector of Bramet
in Valois, in 1530
or 1531. King
Francis I ap-
pointed him to the
chair of Hebrew in

the newlv-founded
(1530) '^"CoOegeof
the Three Lan-
guages", after-
wards better
known as "College
de France". At a
later date a royal
grant conferred
upon Vatable the
title of Abbot of

Bellozane, with
the benefices at-

tached thereto.
Vatable is justly

regarded as the re-

st orer of Hebrew
scholarship in

France, and his

lect ures in Paris
were largely attended, even by Jews. Yet he published
nothing during his lifetime. He had, however, com-
pleted a Latin translation of Aristotle's "Meterolog-
ica", which appeared at Lyons in 1548, and
another of the same author's "Parva naturaUa",
which was published in Paris (1619). From
the lecture notes taken by Vatable's pupils
Robert Stephens drew the material for the scholia

which he added to his edition of the new Latin
translation of the Bible by Leo of Juda (4 vols.,

Paris, 1539-45) ; but it has been proven beyond doubt
that these notes had been shamefully garbled by the
Protestants of Zurich. The Sorbonnc doctors sharply
inveighed against the Lutheran tendencies of the
notes of Stephens's Bible, and Vatable himself dis-

owned them; yet, as they are a model of clear, concise,

Uterary, and critical exegesis, the Salamanca theolo-

gians, with the authorization of the Spanish Inquisi-

tion, issued a new thoroughly-revised edition of them
in their Latin Bible of 1584. From the edition of

1729 Migne republished, in his " Script urae sacrse cur-

sus completus" (XII, Paris, 1841), the scholia on
the Books of Esdi-as and Nehemias. The (garbled)
notes on the Psalms, re-edited in R. Stephens's "Liber
Psalmorum Davidis" (1557), were printed ag in,

together with remarks of H. Grotius, by Vogel under
the misleading title: "Francisci Vatabh annotationes
in Psalmos" (Halle, 1767).
Sainte-Marthe; Gallorum doctrina iltustrium elogia (Paris,

l.')9.s): HiTHTER, Nnmcnclator literarms: Calmet, Bibliothkque
sacree, IV (Paris. 1730): Dupm, Table universelle des auteurs
ecvUsdaatiques, I (Paris. 1704) ; Feller, Dictionnaire historique,

VIII (Paris, 1822). 311; Lichtenberger. EncydopMie des
sciences religieuses, XII (Paris, 1877-82), 307; Simon, Hisl. crit.

du Vieux Testament, III (Paris, 1680), 15; Hanebero, Gesch.
der bibl. Offenb. (4th ed., Ratisbon, 1876). 849.

Charles L. Souvat

Vatican, The.—This subject will be treated under
the following heads: I. Introduction; II. Archi-
tectural History of the Vatican Palace; III. De-
scription of the Palace; IV. Description of the
Gardens; V. The Chapels of the Vatican; VI. The
Palace as a Place of Residence; VII. The Palace as a

Treasury of Art; VIII. The Palace as a Scientific
Institute; IX. The State-Halls of the Vatican; X. The
State Staircases of the Vatican; XL The Adminis-
trative Boards of the Vatican; XII. The Juridical
and Hygienic Boards of the Vatican; XIII. The
PoUcing of the Vatican; XIV. The Vatican as a
Business Centre; XV. The Tipografia Poliglotta Vati-
cana; XVI. The Legal Position of the Vatican. Inas-
much as by this disposition of the subject analogous
things may be treated together, regardless of their
various locations in the Palace, this has an advantage
over others which follow a topographical and histori-

cal method.
I. Introduction.—The territory on the right

bank of the Tiber between Monte Alario and Giani-
colo (Janiculum) was known to antiquity as the Ager
Vaticanus, and, owing to its marshj' character, the
low-lying portion of this district enjoyed an ill repute.
The origin of the name Vaticanus is uncertain; some
claim that the name comes from a vanished Etruscan
town called Vaticum. This district did not belong
to ancient Rome, nor was it included within the city

walls built by Emperor Aurelian. In the imperial
gardens situated in this section was the Circus of

Nero. At the foot of the Vatican Hill lay the ancient
Basihca of vSt. Peter. By extensive purchases of land
the medieval popes acquired possession of the whole
hill, thus preparing the way for building activity.

Communication with the city was established by the
Pons -^<;iius, which led directly to the mausoleum of

Hadrian. Between 848 and 852 Leo IV surroimded
the whole settlement with a wall, which included it

within the city boundaries. Until the pontificate of

Sixtus V this section of Rome remained a private
papal possession and was entrusted to a special ad-
ministration. Sixtus, however, placed it under the
jurisdiction of the urban authorities as the fourteenth
region.

II. Architectur.^l History of the V.\tic.an

Palace.—It is certain that Pope Symmachus (498-

514) built a residence to the right and left of St.

Peter's and immediately contiguous to it. There
was probably a former residence, since, from the very
beginning, the popes must have found a house of ac-

commodation necessary in the vicinity of so prominent
a basilica as St. Peter's. By the end of the thirteenth

century the building activity of Eugene III, Alex-
ander III, and Innocent III had developed the resi-

dence of Symmachus into a palatiiim which lay be-
tween the portico of St. Peter's and the Vatican Hill.

Nicholas III began building on the Vatican Hill a
palace of extraordinary dimensions, which was com-
f)leted by his immediate successors. He also secured
and for the Vatican Gardens. The group of build-

ings then erected correspond more or less with the an-
cient portions of the present palace which extend
around the Cortile del Maresciallo and the eastern,

southern, and western sides of the Cortile del Papa-
gallo. These buildings were scarcely finished or fitted

when the popes moved to Avignon, and from 1305 to

1377 no pope resided permanently in the Vatican
Palace. Turban V spent a short time in Rome, and
Gregory XI died there. When Trban V resolved to

return to Rome, the Lateran Palace having been de-

stroyed by fire, the ordinary papal residence was fixed

at the Vatican. The apartments, roofs, gardens, and
chapels of the Vatican Palace had to be entirely over-

hauled, so grievous had been the decay and ruin into

which the buildings had fallen within sixty years (see

Kirsch, "Die Riichkehr der Piipste Urban V. u.

Gregor. XL", Padorborn, 190S). The funds devoted
to the repairs of the Vatican during the residence at

Avignon had been entirely inadequate.
Urban VI (1378) and his succe.s.sors restored to the

palace a degree of comfort as .a place of residence, so

th.Tt, when Martin V came from Constance to Rome
(28 September, 1420), little remained to be under-
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taken except some rcarrangemont of the apartments.
Micholas V (q. v.) eroctod buildings on the cast and
lortli sides of the Cortile del Papagallo, on tlie spot
A'here the Loggia of Raphael and theAjipartamento
Borgia and the Stanze stand to-day. Alexander
idded to the Palace of Nicholas V the Torre Borgia,

\'hich bears his name. Pius II and Paul II beauti-

ied the buildings of the south side, and Innocent VIII
effected such alterations in the old palace in the por-
ico of St. Peter's at the foot of the hill that it was
lenceforth known as the Palazzo di Innocenzo VIII.
Directly south, in the direction of Sant' Angelo,
Nicholas V erected a mighty bastion (called the Tor-
ione di Niccolo V), running down from the summit
)f the hill to Sant' Angelo. The space mounting the
lill in a northerly direction was enclosed by a wall and
lerved as a garden {nridarium, rigna). At a distance
)f about 700 metres from the palace. Innocent VIII
Tectcd a fairly large villa, which may be seen to-day,
md which was remodelled by Clement XIV and
-"ius VI into one of the most stately portions of the
nu.seum of sculpture (see below, section VII). Six-

us IV, who dwelt in the apartments of the Cortile del
^apagallo, made important alterations in the rooms
if the ground floor to accommodate there the Biblio-

heca Palatina (see below, section VIII).
The wing to the south (Galleria delle inscrizioni and

vluseo Chiaramonti) was built by Julius II; the
lorthern wing (picture-gallery and library), by Pius
V. A little later both wings were fully developed
nto their present form. The large Loggia {il gran
licchionc) near the villa of Innocent VIII was erected

)y Pius IV. Pius V erected the apartments to the
lorth of the Torre Borgia, and built the three chapels,
ituated one over the other, in the western portion of

he northern wing. One of these chapels is attached
o the library (that on the ground floor), and one to the
)icture-gallery on the second floor. Pius V and his

uccessor Gregory XIII extended the palace by the
onstruction of the wing running southwards to the
rorrione. The present papal palace was begun by
iixtus V and completed by his successors, Urban VII,
nnocent XI, and Clement VIII.
The buildings extending along the southern slope of

he hill to Piazza S. Pietro, occupied to-day by the
naestro di camera and the majordomo, were erected
ly JuUus III, and completed under Pius IX with the
onstruction of the magnificent Scala Pia. The
luildings branching off from the northern wing to-
i-ards the gardens, in the vicinity of the chapels of
'ius V, were built by Paul V. Sixtus V established
onnexion between the two longitudinal wings of the
lalace by erecting in the middle the Salone Sistino,
n which he housed the library. A second transverse
luilding, constructed by Pius VII in the eastern
ourt, contains theBraccio Nuovo, one section of the
(luseum of sculpture. .\11 the other museum build-
ngs at the eastern end of the palace were erected or
emodelled by Pius VI and Pius VII. The casino
onstructed by Leo XIII on one of the towers of
yco IV in the gardens now servos as the Vatican Ob-
ervatory. This broad sketch of the architectural
;istory of the Vatican and the following description
f the various edifices will afforfl a fairly exact idea of
he gradual growth of this vast collection of buildings.
III. Descriptiox of the P.^lape.—The Vatican

'alace is situated on the e:istern sections of the Vati-
an Hill. Behind it rises the summit of the hill

rith the gardens; at the highest points may still be
een the only remains of the Leonine Wall with its

wo mighty towers. Tlie palace is approached by
he road leading around St. Peter's and by the Scala
'ia, which extends from the Portone di Bronzo to the
^ourt of St. Damasus. The covered way which
Pads from the Cortile di Belvedere to the Cortile della
ientinella and thence to the exit door situated at the
tack of the palace is used only for official purposes.

From the Portone di Bronzo downwards run the pow-
erful buttresses of the palace around the eastern and
northern sides of the hill as far as the Galleria Lapi-
daria (Corridoio delle Iscrizioni). These buttresses
are interrupted by the Torrione, which was formerly of
great strategic importance and now serves as a maga-
zine. At the rear of the Cortile del Forno is the en-
trance to the Nicchione and the museum buildings,
which are the most elevated portions of the palace.
From the cupola of St. Peter's may be seen the

whole collection of buildings included under the name
of Vatican Palace, a long stretch of edifices with many
courts, ending in a row of smaller connected buildings
before which stands a great loggia, known as the
Nicchione. To the right and left of the loggia and at
right angles to it are two narrow buildings, which are

connected transversely by the Braccio Nuovo at a
distance of 328 feet from the loggia. These four
buildings enclose the Giardino della Pigna, so called
because in the loggia stands a gigantic pine-cone of
bronze, preserved from old St. Peter's. Except the
few un.sightly buildings lying immediately to the left,

all the buildings behind the loggia are given over to
the museum—especially to sculptures and to the
Egyptian and Etniscan museums. In the longitu-
dinal wing to the left are accommodated a portion of
the hbrary, the Galleria dei Candelabri, and Raph-
ael's tapestries; the right wing forms tlie Museo
Chiaramonti. while the transverse building, or Brac-
cio Nuovo, also belongs to the museimi of sculpture.
After the Giardino della Pigna succeeds the Cortile
della Stamperia, a narrow building deriving its name
from the fact, that it served as the seat of the Vatican
Press (founded by Sixliis V) until 1909. At the back
of this court stands the Braccio Nuovo; to the left lie

the library, the Galleria delle Carte Geografiche, and
the Torre dei (juattro Venti;to the right the library
and the Galleria Lapidaria; and in the transverse
building in front, the library. The third huge court,
Cortile di Belvedere, lies on a much lower level in an
exact line with the other two. At the rear and to the
left is the hbrary, to the right the Galleria Lapidaria,
and in the transverse wing in front the Appartamento
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Borgia, the Stanze of Raphael, and the Museum of

Modern Paintings.
Between these long stretches of the palaces with the

three courts and the Basilica of St. Peter lie a large

number of courts, surrounded in a somewhat irregular

fashion by a group of buildings of which we shall men-
tion the most important. The Sistine Chapel to the

extreme left adjoins theCortile della Sentinella and the

Cortile del Portoncino; opposite to this ends the left

wing of the library. To the right from the chapel is

the Sala Regia, beyond which, extending towards St.

Peter's, is the Cappella Paolina. Running somewhat
obliquely from the Sala Regia is the Sala Ducale,
which, witli the Stanze di Raffaello and the Apparta-
mento Borgia, encloses theCortile del Papagallo on the

north and south sides. The eastern side of this court

is bordered by llir sjruu]) of buildings containing the

Camere dei Paraiinm i umiIj ihc Loggie di tJiovanni

r'"
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line Wall (see Vatican Observatory). The pavilion,

o the right of the Casino, is on a level with the roof of

!t. Peter's. In this section of the garden vineries

lave been laid out, and vegetables are cultivated,

iefore the first Loonini' tower a terrace affords a wide
-iew across the \'a\\o dcW Inferno, from whose ancient

irick-works half of Rome lias been built. To the left

if the tower is an oak jryove where wild flowers gi'ow.

Incient fragments of marlile are strewn everywhere,

he paths are kept in entirely rural fashion, so that

his small grove forms an especially enchanting por-

ion of the gardens. One of the rough walks leads to

he Fontana di Paolo Quinto, which is fed with water

rora the Lago di Bracciano. The arms of the Bor-

;hese proclaims it the work of Paul V. In the inime-

Ancient and Modern, and its Environs", II, Rome,
1844.)

V. The Chapels of the Vatican.—In the papal
palace there area large number of chapels which serve
various purpo.ses. By far the largest and the most
famous of these is the Sistine Chapel.

A. The Sistine ChiiiHi is the palatine and court
chapel, where all pajial ceremonies ami fuiict ions and
papal elections are held. It was built between 1473
and 1481 by Giovanni de' Dolci at the commission of

Sixtus IV." In length 133 feet and in breadth 4t), it

has at each si(l(> six stained-glass windows, given by
the Prince Regent Leopold of Bavaria in 1911. The
lower third of the chaiiel is separated from the rest li\-

beautiful marble barriers, which divide the spi

iate vicinity are the barracks of the papal gendarmes reserved for invited visitors on the occasion of ti;ri

ntrusted with the
:uarding of the gar-

;ens. A few hundred
eet below is the
Montana del Santis-

imo Sacramento, a

Duntain so called

ecause in the centre

tands a monstrance
(^hose rays are
Drmed by the water;
n either side rise

hree vertical
(reams of water,

'hich represent the
andles.

A path bordered
ly boxwood leads to

he court of the

Casino of Pius IV,

double building

rected by Pirro

jigorio in 1.560, with

(alls decorated with

int mosaic work.
Vomen were there

cceived in audience until they were allowed admission
the pap.alapartmentsby Pius IX. Thousands of artis-

ic addresses received by Pius IX, Leo XIII, and Pius
C lia\'e been t ransferred from the hbrary to t his Casino,
.'here they are now preserved (cf. Bouchet, "La Villa

'ia des Jardins du Vatican, architecture de Pirro

jigorio", Paris, 1837). The paintings in the Ca-sino

re by Baroccio, Federigo Zuccaro, and .Santi di Titi.

mmediately before the casino opens the subter-

anean passage which Pius X had constructed so

hat he might pass with as Utile inconvenience as pos-
ible from the palace to the gardens. The appearance
f the surrounding park has been altered by excava-
ions, but the trees have been untouched. The dis-

ribution of numerous species of trees and flowering

hrubs makes this portion of the gardens very pictur-

sque. The stretch of the gardens to the riglit of the

.solemnities from that

reserved for the Jioiie,

the cardinals, aiul

the papal family. On
the wall to the right

is the box for the
singers of the famous
Sistine Choir. The
marble barriers and
t he balustrade of

the box are by Mino
da Fiesole and his

assistants.

The rear wall of

the chapel is now
without a window,
being broken only
by a small door on
the right, which
leads to the sacristy

of the chapel. Al-

most the whole of

this space is occu-
pied by the painting
of the Last Judg-
ment (see BuoNAR-

ROTTi, Michelangelo). The frescoes on the
side walls were executed between 1481 and
1483 by Florentine and Umbrian masters. On
the left side are given, as the prototypes, scenes
from the life of Moses, and on the right scenes from
the life of Christ—beginning in both cases from the
high altar and meeting at the entrance door. Peru-
gino, Pinturicchio, Botticelli, Pier di Cosimo, Rosselli,

Signorelli, della Gatta, Ghirlandajo, and Salviati

were the collaborators in the wonderful cycle of

paintings. Fiammingo, Matteo da Lecce, and Dia-
mante are also here immortalized. Some years ago
the ceiling frescoes by Michelangelo were thoroughly
cleansed by Ludwig Seitz, and all the plasterwork
blisters which by falling away threatened to work
irremediable damage to the paintings, were again
skilfully fa.stened to the masonry. To lessen the

RTV.\RD OF S. DaMASO, VATICAN PaLACE

ntrance consists of a thick, magnificent alley of ilex effect on the paintings caused by any great change of

rees, in which some cages may still be seen; these

jrnierly sheltered ibexes and other animals. The
iew from here towards Monte Mario over the circular

3untains, and to the riglit towarils the Prati di Cast-
llo with Soracte in the background, is admirable.
cattered around the garden are four other cages for

nimals, which contained until a few years ago
he lions presented to the pope by King Menelik,
nd also ostriches, gazelles, and a number of species

f poultry. All these animals have died, have been
iven away, or sold, since their maintenance and
are demanded too much attention. The Vatican
lardens are the only place in which the pope can
ake exercise in the open air. (Cf. Friedlander,

'DiLS K.'vsino Pius de.sVierten. Kunstge-schichtliche

•"orschungen", ed. Royal Prus,sian Historical

nstitute. III, Leipzig, 1912; Donovan, "Rome,

temperature, Leo XIII installed in the chapel a .sys-

tem of centr.al healing which prevents the walls from
becoming icy cold in winter. (See Steinmann, "Die
Sixtinisclie Kapelle",2 vols, and atlas, Munich, 1900-
0.i.)

B. The CappelUi Paolina, which serves as the pari.sh

church of the Vatican, is .separated from the Sistine

Chajiel only by the Sala Regia. It received its name
from Paul III, who had it erected in l.')40 by Antonio
da Sangallo the Younger. Before l.'i.^O Michel-
angelo painted two frescoes here, the Conversion of

Paul and the Crucifixion of Peter. Other p.aintings

in tlie chaiiel are by Lorenzo Sabbatini and Federico
Zuccaro, The statues in the background are by P.

Bresciano. Before the opening of the conclave the
Sacred Colleg<' assembles in this chapel to attend a
sermon in which the members are reminded of their
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obligation quickly to give to the Church her ablest

son as ruler and guide. The cardinals then with-
draw to the Sistine Chapel. In the Cappclla Pao-
Ima are sung daily the conclave Solemn Masses "De
Spiritu Sancto", at which aU members of the con-
clave must be present.

C. The Chapel of Nicholas F.—While the two
above-named chapels are situated on the first floor

of the palace, which bounds the Cortile di San Dam-
aso, the Chapel of Nicholas V (chapel of San Lorenzo)
lies on the second floor in the immediate \-icinity of

the Stanze and Loggie of Raphael. Built by Nicholas
V, the chapel was adorned (14.50-55) by Fra AngeUco
with frescoes, depicting chiefly scenes from the hves
of Sts. Laurence and Stephen. This wonderful
series of paintings is Angehco's greatest work.
D. The Pope's Prinate Chapel.—In the reception

rooms of the pope, between the Sala degU Arazzi and
the Sala del Trono, hes a smaller room, from which a
door leads to the private chapel of the pope, where
the Blessed Sacrament is always reserved. Here the
pope usually celebrates his Mass, and hither are
invited those who are accorded the privilege of receiv-
ing Communion from his hand. The lay members of

the papal family usually make their Easter Commun-
ion in this chapel on the Monday in Holy Week; the
prelates of Rome make theirs on Holy Thursday.
On both these occasions the pope celebrates. After
Mass all are entertained at breakfast in the Sala
dei Paramenti. the majordomo representing the pope
a.s ho.st.

E. Cappella della Sala Matilde.—On days when a
larger number of strangers are admitted to assist at
the pope's Mass, the Holy Father uses the Cappella
della Sala Matilde, a simple but tastefully decorated
chapel which Pius X had erected in the Sala Matilde
on the second floor in the middle building.

F. The Chapel of the Swiss Guards lies at the foot

of the papal residence in the immediate vicinity of the
Portone di Bronzo and the quarters of the Swiss
Guards, and in it the services for the Guards are
celebrated by their special chaplain. This Chapel
of Sts. Martin and Sebastian dates from the sixteenth
century, and has a special charm.
The former Cappelle di San Pio V lay on the

southern end of the present haUs of the library, the
chapels being situated under one another on three
floors. The middle chapel on the first floor formerly
contained the addresses recently transferred to the
Casino of Pius IV. The paintings here are by Giorgio
Vasari.

VI. The Pal.\ce as a Place of Residence.—
The Vatican Palace was not intended and built as a
residence. Only a comparatively small portion of

the palace is residential; all the remainder serves the
purposes of art and science, or is employed for the
administration of the official business of the Church
and for the management of the palace. The rooms
formerly intended specially for residence are to-day
utilized to accommodate collections or as halls of

state. Hence, the Vatican can more properly be
regarded as a huge museum and a centre of scientific

investigation than as a residence. The residential

portion of the palace is around the Cortile di San
Damaso, and includes also the quarters of the Swiss
Guards and of the gendarmes situated at the foot

of this section. Of some 1000 rooms in the whole
palace about 200 serve as residential apartments for

the pope, the secretary of state, the highest court
officials, the high officials in close attendance on the
pope, an<l some scientific and administrative officials.

This limited number could be increased only with the
most costly and extensive alterations. When the
temporal dominion of the pope came to an end in 1870,

a large number of the minor officials and servants of

the (^uirinal Palace had to be sustained during the
confusion of the time; these latter were temporarily

assigned previously unused rooms of the Vatican.
Pius X executed the plan of erecting in the immediate
vicinitj' of the Vatican a special large residence for
aU these families, where they are now accommodated.
This practical innovation affords them pleasant and
commodious quarters.

In the eastern wing (facing towards Rome) of the
residential section the pope occupies two floors. On
the upper floor (the thkd) he resides with his two
private secretaries and some servants; on the second
floor he works and receives visitors. One suite of
rooms receives the morning, and the other the midday
and afternoon sun. The second floor includes the
reception rooms, which the visitor enters through the
wonderful Sala Clementina, where a division of the
Swiss Guards keep watch at the entrance to the papal
apartments. The next room is the Anticamera
Bassa, in which the servants stand, and in which all

summoned to an audience lay aside their wraps. An
air-trap opens into the Sala dei Gendarmi, so called
because two gendarmes in court imiform are there
stationed. A covered way leads backwards through
the coiut to the working-room of the pope. The next
hall is known as the Sala del Cantone or Sala della
Guardia Palatina, as it is a corner room where during
the reception a division of the Palatine Guards are
drawn up. The eastern suite of rooms begins with
the Sala degU Arazzi, in which three huge Gobelin
tapestries presented by Louis XV adorn the walls.

Between this and the Sala del Trono is a smaller
room which serves to accommodate the Noble Guard,
and leads to the pope's private chapel. The floor of
the tlii'one room is covered with a specially manu-
factured and costly Spanish carpet presented to Leo
XIII. The room is simply fitted, giving a very
impressive and restful effect.

Behind the tlu-one room stands the Anticamera
Segreta, at the entrance of which a member of the
Noble Guard stands. The old and very valuable
Gobehn tapestry which covers the floor is practically
indestructible, but is tended with great care. In this

room wait the majordomo or the maestro di camera
and one or more spiritual chamberlains, when au-
diences are to be given. Here also wait the cardinals
and persons of rank and station until their turn comes,
while the others summoned to the audience wait in

the throne room or in the other above-named halls.

Situated on a corner, this room offers a wonderful
view of the city and the Campagna to the east, the
Piazza S. Pietro and the Janiculum to the south.
Two smaller rooms and the Sala del Tronetto lie

between the Anticamera Segreta and the pope's
hbrary, which is both his working-room and his

reception room for current private audiences. Not
far from the entrance of the hbrary stands the pope's
unpretentious, large writing-desk, beside which are
some seats for visitors. In the middle of this large
room, which is splendidly lighted by three windows,
stands a broad mahogany table several yards long.

The hbrary cases run along the four walls, and above
them hang twelve exquisite paintings of animals.
Other decorations and fittings of the room combine in

perfect harmony; it is an ideal working-room.
Over the Anticamera Segi-eta, the Sala del Tron-

etto, and the two adjoining rooms is the pope's private
chancellery, accessible only by a staircase from the
inner vestibule of the library. Here, under the
pope's direction, two secretaries with a staff of assis-

tants transact all the unofficial affairs of the pontiil.

Immediately under these working and reception

rooms of the pope is the suite of the secretary of

state, who imder Pius IX and Leo XIII occupied
what are now the private rooms of the pope. Leo
XIII a.ssigned this suite temporarily to Cardinal
Ledochowski, when he came to Rome from the prison

of Ostrowo. These neglected rooms were recently

renovated by a Spanish ecclesiastic of weaJtJij'
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Tiily. Here the secretary of state receives twice

•ekiy the diplomats accredited to the Holy See and
merous other visitors. Along the Scala Pia, built

d covered by Pius IX, which leads from the Portone
Bronzo to the Court of St. Damasus, he the exten-

'e apartments of the maestro di camera and the

ijordomo. The other residents of the palace are

3 four spu'itual chamberlains in immediate attend-

ee, the monsignor sagri.sta, the maestro del sacro

lazzo (a Dominican, theological adviser of the

pe and censor of the books printed in Rome),
der-secretary of state, prefect of the Vatican Li-

iry, household administrator of the ApostoUc
lace, other court and administrative officials, and
Few servants.

VII. The P.\l.\ce as a Treasury of Art.—The
itican contains an .ibund;inr'f' ^f '••orV= of art, which

ftcoPHAGUs OF St. Constantia, Daughter of Constaxtine
THE Great

Preser\'ed in the Vatican Museum

3 now catalogued in every tourist's guide-book.
1 the one hand are museums and collections and
the other the interior decoration of the palace,

le Vatican treasures of art also include much of

entific importance, which will be treated in the
lowing section. Here belong especially the rich

asures exhibited in the librarj' and various other
jects. The Vatican works of art represent in their

tirety an irreplaceable trea.sure, which is not
lively at the disposal of tlie Curia, but passively in

eir pos.session, since the repair and maintenance of

pse objects make great claims on the resources of

e Holy See. Those who proclaim the riches of the
iria should know that, though the works of art are
)rth many hundred millions, they have no market
lue. The Holy See, notwithstanding its difficult

ancial position, values too highly its civilizing

ission to divest itself of these treasures, which are
ing constantly increa.«ed.

A. The Vnlican Musrums.—Co.simo Stornaiolo says
one pa.ssage: "The attitude of the Church towarJis

e statues of the false gods and similar works of art

IS proclaimed by the Christian poet Prudent ius in

e fourth century as follows (Contra SjTnmachum,

I, 502): 'Let the statues be retained merely as the
works of great masters; as such they may constitute
the greatest ornament of our native town [Rome] with-
out the misuse of an art which serves the wicked con-
taminating these memorials.' In accordance with
this spirit of the Church, the early Christian emperors
issued repeatedly laws against the destroyers of

ancient works of art, and medieval Rome saw on aU
sides—in its pubhc squares, in the ruins of the ancient
palaces, and in the villas of the neighbourhood

—

numberless statues of gods, emperors, and renowned
men. It is true that, during a period of unrestrained
barbarism when the popes transferred tlieir residence

from Rome to Avignon, works in marble found their

way to the lime-kilns; but scarcely were these times
past, during which Petrarch declares the Romans had
degenerated to a nation of cowherds, than the popes,
in accordance with their full conviction that the
Church was the fu'St-called protectress and patroness
of art, devoted their attention to the preservation of

the ancient objects of art. The papal palaces thus
possess so great an abundance of masterpieces of all

ages for the instruction and enjoyment of both the
friends and the enemies of the papacy that, were
all the other collections of the world destroyed by
some catastrophe, the Vatican collection would suffice

for the perpetuation of all aesthetic culture, both pagan
and Christian. The popes were not alone the first to

cstabhsh museums, but they have also by their exam-
ple spurred all other governments of Europe to imita-
tion, and thereby performed a great service in the
refining of artistic taste among all modem nations.

For the Vatican museums, in contrast to so many
others, were instituted purely from a-sthetic, and not
from historical considerations." These important
i(>niarks apply not alone to the museums, but likewise

to all the Vatican collections and scientific institutions,

riie Vatican museums are: (1) The Museo Pio-

("lementino; (2) the Galleria Chiaramonti; (3) the
I'.iaccio Nuovo; (4) the Egyptian Museum; (5) the
l^truscan Museum.

(1) The Museo Pio-Clementino.—The first col-

lection of antiquities in the world was made bv Popes
lulius II, Leo X, Clement VII, and Paul III in the
Belvedere. Of the treasures there collected, most of

w liich were a few decades later (especially by Pius V)
given away or removed, ordy a few of the prominent
olijects maintain their place in the Vatican to-day.

To tlipse belong, for exam])le, the Torso of Heracles,

the Belvedere Apollo, and the Laocoon. Clement
XIV's activity in collecting antiquities was continued
by Pius VI with such great success that their combined
collections, arranged by Ennio Quirino Visconti,

were united in one large museum, named for these

popes, the Museo Pio-Clementino. It contains

eleven separate rooms, filled with celebrated antiqui-

ties, (a) Sala a croce greca.—At the expense of half

a milhon lire (SIOO.OOO) Pius VI had the two gigantic

porphyry sarcophagi of Sts. Helena and Constantia,

the mother and daughter of Constantine the Great,

repaired and transferred to this museum, built by
Simonetti. Conspicuous among the statues is that

of the youthful Octavian, one of the very few ancient

statues of which the head was never separated from
the trunk. Among the few mosaics is the Cnidian
Venus, which is esteemed the most perfect copy of

the masterpiece of Praxiteles, (b) Sala della Biga.—

•

The masterly restoration of an ancient two-wheeled
racing chariot, drawn by two horses, by the sculptor

Franzoni hjis given its name to the beautiful circular

room erected by (!!amporesi. The wheels and one of

the horses are new, a fact which only the ex])ert can

discern. In this room are also a bearded Bacchus,
two discus-throwers, a bearded athlete, sarcophagi,

and other works of art.

(c) Galleria dci Candelabri.—Under Pius VI the

very long Hall of Bramante was closed on this side,
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and was divided into six compartments by arches
resting on Dorian columns of vari-coloured marble.

In addition to many vessels of costly marbles, eight

magnificent candelabra of white marble, after which
this hall is named, are especially conspicuous. The
exquisitely fine tracings and arabesques are among the

finest examples of this form of art. A Ganymede
carried away by an eagle, a local goddess of a town in

Antiochia, a Greek runner, and a fighting Persian are

the most important among the numerous sculptures.

Especially valuable is a sarcophagus with a repre-

sentation in mezzo-riUevo of the tragedy of the daugh-
ters of Niobe. This hall was selected by Leo XIII to

immortahze, through Ludwig Seitz, some of the most
important acts of his pontificate. In a deeply
thoughtful composition the artist represented St.

Thomas Aquinas as the teacher of Christian phi-

losophy, the agreement between religion and science,

the union of ancient pagan and Christian art, the

Rosary and the battle of Lepanto, and Divine gi-ace in

its various activities as working in Sts. Clara of Mon-
tefalco, Benedict Labre, Laurence of Brindisi, and
John Baptist de Rossi, canonized in 188L Seitz also

jiainted a symboUc representation of foiu' ideas taken
from the EncycUcals of Leo XIII: Christian mar-
riage, the praise of the Third Order of St. Francis, the

condemnation of Freemasonry, and the agreement
between secular and reUgious authority. This cla-ssi-

cal cycle of paintings is important (cf. Senes, "Gal-
leria dei Candelabri, affreschi di Ludovico Seitz",

Rome, 1891).

(d) Sala rotonda.—Built after the model of the
Pantheon by SLmonetti, this hall contains as its most
])recious object the bust of the Zeus of Otricoli.

Pius IX paid 268,000 lire ($53,600) for the colossal

gilt bronze statue of Hercules. The Barberini Hera,
as it is called, is an exquisite work of art. The great

mosaic in the floor, in the centre of which is a monster
porjihyr}' shell, was discovered at Otricoli in 1780.

(e) Sala delle Muse.—The eight-cornered hall,

which Pius VI commissioned Simonetti to build, was
intended to receive the nine Muses under the leader-

ship of Apollo, as well as busts of all those who should

have acquired renown in the service of the same.
Pius VI here paid brilliant homage to art and science,

representing truth with a noble magnanimity against

the brutal caricatures of culture of the waning
eighteenth century, (f) Sala degli animali.—This
room contains the richest collection in the world of

I about 1.50) representations of animals from classical

aiili(iuity, many of the works of art being of high im-
|Miiiance. (g) Galleria delle statue.—Innocent VIII
! 14S4-92) had a summer-house erected in the vicinity

of the Belvedere, and had it adorned with frescoes

by Mantegna and Pinturicchio. Clement XIV and
Pius VI had this building altered, antl transferred

thither such important treasures as the Weeping
Penelope, the Apollo Sauroktonos, the Amazon from
the Villa Mattel, a Greek monumental stele, the

Sleeping .\riadne, and the Barberini Candelabra.
(h) Sala dei Busti.—In this second division of the
former summer-house are over 100 busts of Romans,
gods and goddesses, etc. (i) Gabinetto delle Mas-
rhere.—The floor mosaic with masques, found in the
Villa Hadriana at Tivoli in 1780, gives this third

division of the sinnmer-house its name. Worthy of

sj)ec'ial mention is the renowned Sat\T, of rosso antico,

and the dancing woman of Pentelic marble from
Naples, (j) Corlile del Belvedere.—The former
square court belonging to the ancient Belvedere was
adorned in 177.') with a pillared hall, and in ISO.'? the
chamfered corner halls were converted into little tem-
ples. In the first of these stands the unrivalled and
celebrated Laocoon group. II was discovered near
Selte Sale in l.'iOt), iluring the reign of Julius II, and
w.'iK named by Michelangelo the miracle of art. In

the second little temple is the admirable Belvedere

Apollo, discovered near Grotta Ferrata about 1490.
Canova was allowed to exhibit his Perseus and the
Two Boxers in the third temple, where, however, they ,

are not seen to advantage. In the fourth temple is 1

the well-known Hermes dating from the fourth cen-
J

tury before Christ; formerly this statue was thought
|

to represent Antinous. (k) Gabinetti del Belvedere. I—In the three cabinets, or atria, are conspicuous the
statue of Meleager, the above-mentioned Torso of Bel-
vedere, and the sarcophagi and inscriptions relating
to the Scipio family.

(2) The Galleria Chiaramonti.—Thirty-four pilas-

ters indicate the thirty sections into which the Gal-
leria Chiaramonti is divided in the corridor 492 feet

long. More than 300 sculptures, mostly of smaller
dimensions, and of a variety of subjects, are here artis-

tically exhibited. They are chiefly the work of Greek
sculptors living in Rome, and are carved after Grecian
models. Prominent among the original Greek works
are the Daughters of Niobe, a relief in Boeotian lime-

stone, and the head of Neptune.
(3) The Braccio X'^uovo.—Although many of the

halls of the Museo Pio-Clementino, especially those
built by Simonetti, viewed from the purely architec-

tonic standpoini , make a very lirilhant impression and
justly command much admuation, still the Braccio
Nuovo is incontestably the crown of the museum
buildings. The general impression of absolute per-

fection and symmetry is effected by the harmonious
proportions of the long hall, the method of lighting,

and the arrangement of the masterjjieces exhibited.

This haU was erected by Raphael Stern at the com-
mission of Pius VII, at a cost of 1,.500,000 lire (S300,-

000). The magnificent barrel-vault is decorated with
richly gilt cassettes; the cornices, the fourteen antique
columns of giallo antico, cipoUino, alabaster, and
EgJ^5tian granite, the transverse hall equally dividing
the whole, the marble floor, all contribute an appro-
priate setting for the iiiasiiijiicces. In this museum
stand twenty-eight si aim.- in as many niches, while

in the transverse hall arc tifteen more. Between the

niches on marble consoles are twenty-eight busts;

others rest on mural consoles; between these and the
cornice beautiful bas-rehefs are set in the walls. At
the rear of the hall stands the statue of the Athlete

(of Apoxyomenus) cleaning himself of sweat and dust

with a scraper. This statue, as well as that of the

other Athlete (the Doryphorus, or spearsman), are

antique copies of the Greek originals of Lysippus and
Polycletus. The majestic statue of Augustus har-

anguing his soldiers bears evident traces of having
once been painted. Among the abundance of treas-

ures here exhibited is t he colossal recumbent figure of

the Nile, on whose body play sixteen children rep-

resenting the sixteen cubits in the annual rise of

the river. (Consult Amelung, "Die Skulpturen des

vatikanischen Museum", 2 vols., with charts, Berlin,

190.5-08.)

(4) The Egj-ptian Museum.—The collection of

Egj-ptian objects was begun by Pius VII, but the

museum was not opened until 1S3S, during the pontifi-

cate of Gregory XVI . The Ca\-aliere de Fabris super-

intended the decorations in Egyi)tian characters,

while the Barnabite Father .\loys Ungarelli ar-

ranged the objects for exhibition. The basis of the

museum was siipiiliecl by the collections of Andrea
Gaddi and Cardinal Borgia of Velletri, and by the ob-

jects of public i)roi)ertv distributed throughout the

Papal States. Other valuable objects were acquired

bv iwrchase. Most of the pap\Tus nuinuscri]>ts were

brought hither in ISIS bv the Franciscan Angelo da
Pofi. .\lthough the ten halls full of statues, sar-

cophagi, mummies, sacred animals, and other thing.s,

do not attain the import anceof the Eg>i5tian museums
in Berlin, Paris, London, Turin, and Hildesheim, the

Rom.an is among the first Egvptian collections of

second rank. Particularly notable are the sculptures
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the modern period and the monuments (interesting

)r their style) which were prepared during the reign

F Hadrian for his villa near Tivoli. (Consult JSIa-

lechi, " D Museo Egizio Vaticano discritto ed illus-

•ato", Rome, 1899; Idem, "Monumenta papyracea
gj-ptiea", Rome, 1891.)

(5) The Etruscan Museum.—This museum is sit-

ated over the Egj-ptian. To Gregory XVI it owes
s foundation; to Pius IX, many of its treasures; to

eo XIII, its decoration and systematic arrangement,
he excavations made in Western Etruria between
B2S and 1836 furnished the basis of the museum,
hieh contains statues, sarcophagi, bowls, vessels of

.'ery kind and shape, mosaics, lamps, and numerous
her objects of every description, giving a hihgly

aphic picture of the art of ancient Italy and the cus-

ims of the Etruscans. This entirely unique colloc-

on is of prime interest. (Consult Xogara, "I Vasi

itichi del Museo Etrusco e della Biblioteea del

alazzo Vaticano", Rome, 1912; Xogara and Pinza,

Latomba Regolini Galassiegli altri materiali coevi

4 Mu.seo Gregoriano-Etrusco", Rome, 1912.)

B. The Vatican Pinacotheca.—Among the valuable
easures of art, manuscripts, archives, and collec-

ans which Xapoleon confiscated on his campaigns
id conveyed to Paris, were the most prominent art

easures of the Vatican and the churches in the Papal
ates. When these treasures were broughtback from
iris in 1815, Pius VII formed them into a collection,

Ided other paintings, and formed them into a
cture-gallerj'. This (the V'atican Pinacotheca) was
•St lodged in the Appartamento Borgia, then trans-

rred to the third story of the palace, immediately
Ijacent to the former suite of the secretary of state.

he disadvantages of this situation increased when
us X entered into personal occupation of the suite of

e sccretarj' of State. The rooms were not architec-

rally fitted for a picture-gallery, and the constant
ream of visitors caused annoyance. After long
nsiderations as to convenience and safety from fire,

us X decided to remove the collection to the rooms
1 the ground floor of the Vialone del Museo. These
st on stout arches, and in them the papal equipages
ancient and modern times had been kept. To these
?re added two rooms which were adjacent to the
d library of Sixtus IV and had previously been used
a magazine. Louis Seitz, assisted by some other

tists and in constant consultation with the sub-
•efect of the Apostolic Palaces, Mgr. Misciatelli,

IS intrusted with the gigantic task of transferring

ese priceless treasures and decorating the rooms,
itz died before the work was finally completed. The
tistic spirit shown in the whole plan and decoration
t he new pinacotheca is worthy of admiration. The
rangement is perfect, and the effect of the whole will

iprove with time.

The few masters allowed to foregather in the old
rture-gallerj' were Raphael, Leonardo da Vinci, Fra
igehco da Fiesole, Guercino, Caravaggio, Crivelli,

irofalo, Bartolomeo Mantegna, Murillo, Francesco
)ssa, Perugino, Bonifazio, Domenichino, Titian,
ibera, Pinturicchio, Giulio Romano, Francesco
nni called il Fattore, lo Spagna, SassofeiTato,
iccolo da Foligno, Melozzo da Forli, Valentino
iroccio, Guido Reni, N^. Poiissin, A.Sacchi, Moretto,
lolo Veronese, and Correggio. Beside Leonardo da
nci and Fra Angclico, the Venetian School is repre-
nted by CriveUi, Titian, and Paolo Veronese; the
jlognese by Domenichino's "Communion of St.
rome" and Guido Reni's "Crucifixion of St. Peter";
e Lombardic by the"Pieta"of Amerighi da Cara-
iggio: the French by Pierre Valentin's "Mar-
rdom of Sts. Processus and Martianus"; and other
hools by various canva.>i,«es. .Altogether .50 master-
eces had to be transferred from the old to the new
•Uery. In 1904, when the Greek abbey of Grotta-
rrata celebrated its ninth centenary with an exhibi-

tion of its forgotten treasures, 181 valuable Byzantine
paintings were there acquired for the Vatican. To
these were added 40 taken from the Lateran and other
collections in the Apostolic palaces, making an addi-
tion of 221 besides the 56 from the old gallery. All
the paintings which were not judged worthy to be
exhibited side by side with the masterpieces of the
earlier collection have been transferred to a magazine
adjoining the gallery, where they may be examined by
artists. A very simple opening celebration was held
at the end of 1909. In the gallery itself is the marble
bust of Pius X, by Seebock, which is the pope's favour-
ite likeness of himself. The light, which enters
through the lofty circular windows, is regulated hourly
by shades, and the paintings are always excellently

illuminated. The large rooms have been divided into
sections, so that the distribution of the jiaintings into

separate compartments renders the general effect

harmonious. The collciliijn of ])aintings in the
Pinacotheca is priceless in value. (Concerning the
origin of the Vatican Pinacotheca consult Platner-
Bunsen, " Bcschreibung der Stadt Rom", II, 2nd ed.,

415; for works on the new Pinacotheca, see the official

report, "La Xuova Pinacoteca Vaticana", with
charts, Rome, 1909.)

C. The Gallery of Modern Pninlings.—X^ot so much
artistic value, which is comparatively small, as the
glory of the Church is seen in the majority of the pic-

tures collected in the small Gallery of Modem Pamt-
ings. With few exceptions they are estimable achieve-
ments of Roman artists, and are devoted to the glorifi-

cation of those saints wlio have been canonized in the
second half of the past century. They hang in a single

large hall, beside which is .-iccommodated the colossal

canvas of Matejko representing the saving of Vienna
by .John Sobieski in KVSH. This unique ])ainling was
purcha.sed for Leo XIII in 1SS4 with a subscription
started by a wealthy Pole. In a third hall are exhib-
ited the frescoes of Pode.sti, among which is conspicu-
ous the great picture (the heads of all the personages
are painted from portraits) depicliiic the promulga-
tion of the doctrine of the Immaculate (Conception by
Pius IX. Before this painting stands a magnificent
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shrine, in which the text of the Bull of Promulgation,
translated into many languages, is preserved. The
shrine was presented to Pius LX by the French clergy

in 1878.
D. The Apparlamento Borgia.—On the first floor of

the palace, looking towards the north and the Cortile

del Belvedere, one may enter from the Loggie of

Giovanni da Udine those apartments wliich Alexander
VI had erected in what is called the Old Palace (of

Nicholas V). These rooms received their title from
Alexander's family name, Borgia. Here on IS Jan-
uary, 1495, Alexander received King Charles VIII of

France, and entered into long negotiations with him.
Here also Charles V was accommodated, when, a few
years after the sack of Rome, he returned victorious

from Tunis and was received by the pope as the con-

queror of the Turk. Succeeding popes did not occupy
this suite, utihzing the Stanze di Raffaello, because
there they had better light and air. From many
sources it appears that, until the close of the seven-
teenth century, the Appartamento Borgia was occu-
pied by the cardinal nephews, or, as they were later

called, secretaries of state. After the Palace of

Sixtus V had been completed under Clement VIII
(cf. Colnabrini, "Ruolo degh appartamenti e delle

stanze nel Palazzo Vaticano al tempo di Clemente
VIII", Rome, 1895), the Stanze di Raffaelo and the
apartments of Alexander VI were neglected, and dur-

ing the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries they
were used only for conclave purposes. About the
middle of the eighteenth century the Sale Borgia were
used only as a refectory for the lower officials of the
palace during Holy Week. During the French occu-
pation of Rome, these rooms suffered much injury

from the soldiery, so that immense sums had to be
spent by Pius VII for architectural repair. When the

Appai'tamento Borgia was used as the Pinacotheca
(see above), the marble cross-beams were removed
from the windows, and replaced with iron grating, and
everything was done to secure suitable lighting for the

works of art. As every endeavour proved unsatis-

factory, the paintings were removed in 1821 to the
third story, and the pope then estabUshed here a
museum of statues, known as the Museo Miscellaneo

(for a detailed description see Platner-Bunsen, op.

oil.; cf. the drawings of Craffonara and Guattani,

and also Massi, "Indicazione antiquaria delle Sale

Borgia", Rome, 1830).

As the Appartamento Borgia consisted of six rooms,
and only the first four were employed for the museum,
the remaining two were turned over to the Vatican
Library, to which they are adjacent. In the winter of

1838-39 the museum was limited to the first two
rooms, and the two which were then vacated were hke-

wise transferred to the library. Finally, Pius IX
added also the last two halls to the library, distribu-

ting the marble works between the Vatican and the

Lateran museums. Having acquired the renowned
library of Cardinal Angelo IVIai on 8 September, 1854,

the pope had this housed in the first two rooms of

the Appartamento, clo.sing them to the public. The
artistic creations of Pinturicchio which adorn tlie walls

were, however, restored to the admiral ion of the public

when Leo XIII opened the Borgia suite, estab-

lishing there the con.sulting library of printed books by
Decree of 20 April, 18S9. The ceilings and lunettes,

which preserve the paintings of the great Umbrian
artist, had suffered little despite the vici.ssitudes of the

Sale Borgia, but the walls and the floor had received

serious damage. Louis Seitz maintained, however,

that a thorough cleaning and the covering of the

damaged places with colour would s\ifficiently restore

the frescoes, so that Pinturicchio's original work
remains.

General arcliitectural restoration was successfully

undertaken. The doors which had been broken

through the walla were closed up, and the former doors

reopened. After the removal of the white colouring
which covered the walls, extensive traces of the old
ornamentation were revealed, and the whole restored
in the spirit of the Alexandrine epoch. Plaster
bUsters which had formed on the paintings were se-

cured in place without the shghtest damage to the
frescoes. The floor required complete reconstruction.
Remnants of the original majolica floor were dis-

covered, and with the aid of these, and special technical
studies, a new parquetry for the floor was elaborated
in perfect harmony with the remaining fittings of the
Borgia suite. The complete fitting of the rooms was
not attempted; but the huge walls were beautifully
furnished in exquisite taste. In 1897 Leo XIII
solemnly opened the Appartamento Borgia, declaring
it an integral portion of the Vatican collections which
were accessible to the general visitor. Simultaneous
with this manifestation of the pope's .sympathy with
art appeared the following work, dedicated to him:
"Gliaffresehi del Pinturicchio nell' appartamento Bor-
gia del Palazzo ApostoUco Vaticano, riprodotti in

Fototipia e accompagnati da un Comment ario di

Francesco Ehrle, S.J., prefetto della Biblioteca Vati-
cana, e del Commendatore Enrico Stevenson, diret-

tore del Mu.seo Numismatico Vaticano" (Rome,
1897). When Pius X occupied the former suite of the
secretary of state, the Appartamento Borgia was
temporarily devoted to the secretariate. The rooms
were then beautifully furnished for residence, thus
restoring the ensemble they presented in the time
of Alexander VI and his successors (cf. Ehrle-Steven-
son, pp. 26-27). When a special suite of rooms was
later prepared for the secretary of state, the Apparta-
mento Borgia was again opened to the pubhc.

(1) The first of the six rooms, Sala dei Pontefici,

was not part of the pope's private apartments, being a

pubhc hall in which audiences were given and con-
sistories held. The beautifid stucco decorations har-
monize well with the paintings of Giovanni da Udine
and Perrin del Vaga, who painted the Zodiac and
some representations of stars. (2) In the second hall,

Sala dei Misteri, the mysteries of the life of Christ are

depicted. Here are the Annunciation, the Nativity,

the Adoration of the Magi, the Resurrection and the
Ascension of Christ, the Descent of the Holy Ghost,
and the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin. Besides
the general sketch for the pictures and other decora-
tions in this hall, the lifehke figure of Alexander VI is

from Pinturicchio's hand, as are also the figures of the
prelates represented in the Assumption. All the rest

was painted by his assistants; attempts have been
made to prove that these belonged to one of the Itahan
Schools. (3) Sala dei Santi is the name given to the

third hall, which contains a series of scenes from the
lives of Sts. Catherine of Siena, Barbara, Paul and
Anthony, and Sebastian. All these glorious frescoes

were executed by Pinturicchio himself, as was the
beautiful circular picture of the Madonna and the

scene of the Visitation. (4) Grammar, dialectics,

rhetoric, geometry, arithmetic, music, and astrology,

that is the seven liberal arts, were represented by
Pinturicchio, with the extensive aid of his assistants,

in the fourth hall, Sala deUe arti hberaU. These
paintings have sulTered more from dampness than
those in the other rooms. (5-6) The last two rooms,

del Credo and delle Sibille. are situated in the Torre
Borgia. The decorations in these rooms are not by
Pintiu'icchio and have been injured by overpainting.

A Latin inscription records the munificence of Leo
XIII, who "restored this dwelHng . . . to its pristine

dignity and dedicated it in the twentieth year of his

pontificate". (Cf. Jcsorone, "L'antico Pavimento
delle Logge di Raffaeflo in Vaticano", Naples,__1891;

Volpini, "L'appart anient o Borgia", Rome, 1S87.)

E. Stiuizc di RnjTfuUo.—The Stanze di Raffaello are

an exact reproduction of the Appartamento. but are

situated one floor liigher. They thus include four
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rooms in the Palace of Nicholas V and two in the
forre Borgia, which serve for the Exhibition of Mod-
ern Paintings. As explained above, the popes, who
jnre occupied the Appartamento Borgia, later re-

uoved one story higher, into the rooms which are

vnown (o-day as the Stanze di Raffaello, because
hey were painted by Raphael. Julius II desired

I comparatively simple pictorial decoration of his

mite, and entrusted the task to the painters Piero

lella Francesco, Luca da Cortona, Bartolomeo della

^tatta, Pietro Perugino, and Bramantino da Milano.
During the progress of the work the architect Bra-
iiante Lazzari of Urbino persuaded the pope to sum-
non his nephew Raphael Sanzio from Florence to

issist the others. One of the walls of the third room,
,he Stanza della Segnatura, was assigned to the

vinces) are all important compositions. The smaller
pictures and the socle paintings are of a simpler kind.

The painting of the ceiling was not finished until the
reign of Sixtus V. (2) The paintings in the second
hall, the Stanza d'Eliodoro, are almost exclusively by
Raphael. His most important fresco is the "Mass
of Bolsena", which represents how a priest, who did
not believe in transubstantiation, was converted when
the Blood ran from the Host after the Consecration.
"The Retreat of Attila" represents Leo I (beside

whom stand the Apostles Peter and Paul), with the
features of Leo X, and the pope's attendants are to
some extent contemporary portraits. This is an ex-

tremely effective and superbly coloured painting.

The light effects in the third fresco, "The Deliver-

ance of St. Peter", are wonderful. From the fourth

The Dome of St. Peter's, fbom the Vatican G

'oung Raphael, who between 1.508 and 1511 painted
here "Theolog>'" and the "Disputa"; these works so
lelighted the pope that he entrusted to Raphael the
lecoration of the entire Stanze. All other paintings
vere removed with the exception of those in the vault
pf the fourth room, where Pietro Perugino, Raphael's
eacher, had, infour parts, depicted: the adoration of

he Blessed Trinity by the Twelve .\postles, the
>aviour with Mercy and .Justice at his side, the Father
inthroned on the rainbow, and the Redeemer between
closes and .Jacob. Raphael could not accomplish this
a.sk, with his other commissions, unaided. The
ketches are aU his, but many of the paintings were
xecuted by his assistants and pupils, some after his

leath in 1.520.

(1) The first hall is called the Sala di Costantino.
Phe frescoes were executed after Raphael's death by
jiulio Romano, Francesco Penni, and R.affaello dal
!^olle. The chief incident depicted on the longitu-
linal wall is the battle of Milvian Bridge, which Con-
tantine the Great fought against Maxentius. The
)aptisni of Constantine, the presentation of Rome to
iylvesler I by the emperor, and the latter's address
o his troops concerning his dream {In hoc signo

picture, "Expulsion of Heliodonis from the Temple at
Jerusalem" (II Mach., iii), the hall has taken its

name. The brilhant painting, strength of expression,
and harmonious colour effects form the basis of the
fame of this masterpiece. The paintings on the ceil-

ing are poorly preserved.

(3) In the Stanza della Segnatura (the supreme
court of justice, which sat here under the presidency
of the pope) Raphael began his works. On the ceiling

are "Theology", "Poetry", "Philo.sophy", and "Ju.s-

tice". On the walls, under "Theologj'", is the "Dis-
puta", the fundamental ideas for which were taken,
according to the latest theories of Wilpert, from the
" Last Judgment " of Pietro Cavallini, at Santa CeciUa
in Rome. Wilpert has established doubtful iilenlities

of the saints. The name "Disjuita", though in-

appropriate, h.as clung to the painting. The diflicullies

presented by the conditions of the hall were splendidly
overcome by Raphael in the second picture, "Par-
nas.sus". Apollo and the Muses, with Homer, Dante,
Virgil, Sappho, Pind.ar, Horace, and many other per-
sonages, are here united in one composition, which
breathes forth the gladness and poetic strivings of the
Renaissance. In the

'

' School of Athens "all branches
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of knowledge are represented and powerfully charac-
terized. Plato and Aristotle are the centres of the
organically arranged groups; Socrates, Diogenes,
Ptolemy, and Zoroaster are also easily recognizable.

Other forms are not clearly distinguishable, except the
portraits of some contemporaries. To the extreme
right Raphael has painted himself beside Sodoma.
On the wall containing tlic windows are some smaller
paintings and the glorilication of canon and civil law.

Here again are ])iirt raits of contemporaries, especially

those of Julius II and Leo X.
(4) In thefourth hall, the Stanza deU'Incendio, Perin

del Vaga ha.s painted Leo III taking the oath of pur-
gation before Charlemagne; Giulio Romano, the vic-

tory of Leo III over the Saracens at Ostia; Francesco
Penni, the fire in the Borgo, a painting from which
the room has taken its name. The crowning of

Charlemagne at old St. Peter's is more conventional
and superficial in conception. Raphael's sketches for

this hall reveal the summit of his artistic development
(1517). The ceihng paintings are by Perugino.
Numerous smaller works are painted beside and
under the chief paintings in the Stanze. The major-
ity of the frescoes still remain in an almost perfect

condition, due to the zealous sohcitude with which
the works are cared for.

F. Loggie di Rafaello.—Immediately adjacent to

the Stanze of Raphael, which begin on the second
story of the Loggie of the Court of St. Damasus, lie

the well-known Loggie named after the Umbrian mas-
ter. They were iniprotected from all inclemencies of

the weather until 1813, when Pius VII erected large

windows. The wonderful frescoes were painted in

accordance with the sketches of Raphael and under
his constant personal supervision, by Giulio Romano,
Giovanni da Udine, and other artists in 1517-19. The
whole plasterwork is by Giovanni da Udine, who also

painted all the ornaments. The long passage is

divided by thirteen vaults into as many sections.

The frescoes of the ceihng in the vaults, twelve of

which contain scenes from the Old Testament , and one
from the New Testament, are the chief attraction of

the Loggie. These quadrilateral, framed paintings,

four in each vault, display rich imagination and mar-
vellous beauty of composition, and are among the
most characteristic creations of the master. The
graceful and charming reliefs, the delicate ornaments,
the sitting, standing, hopping, and dancing figures,

and the numerous other admirable details make the

Loggie an inexhaustible source of the richest inspira-

tion for every artist.

G. The Loggie di Giovanni da Udine.—Immediately
under the Loggie of Raphael, on the first floor, are

the Loggie of Giovanni da LIdine. The general

scheme for this suite is likewise due to Raphael, but
the execution was the independent task of Giovanni.
The caps of the vaults are beautifully decorated with
leaf and tendril-work, enlivened by animals of all

kinds. In the rear of the Loggie, under a magnificent

Renaissance portal of great delicacy, dating from the

lime of Leo X, the marble bust of Giovanni is

exhibited. The other portions of the Loggie of the

first and second floors were painted in entirely unpre-
tentious fashion under Clement VIII and Alexander
vn by I^anfranco, Marco da Faenza, Paul Schor,

Consoni, and Mantovani. These are not accessible

to the general public.

11. Cnllrrin dcgli Arazzi.—In a modestly decorated
hall, iimncdiatcly adjacent to the Galleria dei Cande-
l.ibri, liang the famous twenty-seven pieces of tapestry

—called arazzi. Woven of silk, wool, and gold thread

by van Orlay and van Coxis in Brussels at a cost of

.S34(K) each (present value, $12,000), these tapestries

have always been the subject of great admiration,

and numerous copies may be found in Berlin, Loreto,

Dresden, Paris, and other places. Raphael made
cartoons for ten of the Galleria tapestries; his pupils

Penni and Perin del Vaga executed twelve others
in accordance with smaller sketches of the master;
five are works of more recent date. The first series

formerly adorned the unpainted lower portion
of the walls of the Sistine Chapel; the second series

were intended for the Consistorial HaU. Seven of

the original cartoons of Raphael were purchased in

France by Charles I of England, and they may now be
seen in the South Kensington JNIuseum. During the
sack of Rome in 1527 the tapestries were stolen, but
Julius III succeeded in having them restored. When
Rome was occupied by the French in 1798, they were
again seized and bartered to a Genoese Jew, from
whom Pius VII accjuired them in 1808. This rough
handling damaged the tapestries, weakening and
bhuTing the colours, but they are now carefully pre-
served. (Consult Farabuhni, "L'arte degh Arazzi e
la nuova Galleria dei Gobelins at Vaticano", Rome,
1884.)

I. Studio del Mnsaico.—The Vatican possesses an
extensive studio for mosaic painting. The number
of different coloured glass-pastes used exceeds 11,000.
Almost all the altars in St. Peter's furnish evidence of

the perfection to which this art has been carried in the
imitation of renowned paintings. In the studio,

which is at once an exhibition and salesroom for the
mosaics manufactured, the visitor can see how the
various artists work. Even smaller works demand
the patient labour of many years. The pope is wont
to choose a specially beautiful example of mosaic
work as a present for royalty.

At the conclusion of this section it may be said

that there is a vast number of other works of art dis-

tributed here and there throughout the Vatican
Palace, but not accessible to the general public. To
these belong the paintings of the Zuccari in the Torre
dei QuattroVenti, the Bathroom of Cardinal Bibiena,

the chiaroscuri in a hall on the second floor, etc.

VIII. The Pal.\ce as a Scientific Institite.—
Regarded from the point of view of scientific produc-
tivity, the Vatican is the busiest scientific workshop in

Rome. Scientific materials of the highest order and
in astonishing abundance are stored up in the palace,

access to them is easily obtained, and the conditions

for work are most favourable. Apart from the most
modern scientific theories, for which of course the
Vatican treasures offer no materials, information on
all branches of human knowledge may be found there.

The sources which the Vatican affords for the history

of the sciences have heretofore suffered from a great,

and to some extent absolute, neglect. This remark
applies with special force to philosophy, theology,

history, literature, philology in all its branches, juris-

prudence, geography, ethnology, and art, for all of

which categories the most important materials are to

be found here. (Concerning the manner of handling
these sources, see Institutes, Roman Historical.)
Despite the depressed financial position of the Curia,

the pope annually increa.ses his appropriations for the

cultivation of science within the walls of the Vatican;

this offers clear testimony as to the attitude of the

Church towards scientific pursuits. Over this re-

search she exercises only remote supervision; the
in\Tstigator is at perfect liberty to pursue his studies,

all facilities and guidance being given him. One need
only recall the names of Bethmann, Munch, Momm-
sen, Duchesne, Kehr, Liimmer, Sickel, Pastor, and
dozens of others, turn to their works, and learn their

views, to be convinced of the scientific liberality of the
Vatican. (Cf. Walsh, "The Popes and Science.

The History of the Papal Relations to Science diiring

the Middle Ages and Down to our Time", New York,
1911.)

A. The Vatican Archives. (1) The Contents of the

Archives.—It was only natural that the Church
from the first centuries of her existence should devote
great care to the collection of all important documents
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d to preserving them in the manner then customary.

lere is very lit tie information to be found concerning

e manner and extent of these archival collections,

ice the documentary treasures of early Christianity

,ve been lost. E^xtensive remain.s of documents
tedating the thirteenth century no longer exist, and
the papal registers of the preceding period we retain

ly scanty, though valuable, remnants [cf.lho inter-

ting and comprehensive work of Wilhelm I'eitz,

Das Original-register Grcgors VII im N'atikanischen

chiv (Reg. Vat. 2) nebst Beitriigen zur Kenntnis
r Original-register Innocenz' III. und Honorius'

I. (Reg. Vat. 4-11)", Vienna. 1911 (Sitzungsbe-

hte)l.

The existence of the Vatican secret archives really

gan with Innocent III (1198), so that it possesses

e documents of seven centuries. The abundance of

e materials requires, in view of the prime importance
the institutions, a

ecial, though quite
mmary treatment,
fairly reliable esti-

ite of the arranged
cuments—an ap-
aisal of their value

n be only provi-

inally attempt ed as

t—has established

e fact that there

e in round numbers
,000 volumes, cas-

tles, and bundles.

the cassettes arc

e q u e n 1 1 y many
izens of separate
icuments; in the

indies of .'Vets from
to 200 letters

th their enclosures

p occasionally
imd; while the

ige folio volumes of

e registers of the
arteenth century contain as many as 2()l)t)

^nts and even more. It is thus impossible to furnish

en an approximately accurate estimate of the

mber of letters, reports, documents, protocols,

mutes, etc. in every stage of preparation, which are

ntaincd in the secret archives. Were there not
ery guidance to this vast collection of valuable

iterials scholars would find their task of research

Tiost impossible. However, in the working-room
the assistant archi\'ist is a whole library of Indices

81 in number), which have been compiled during
e last 3(H) years for the convenience of the adminis-

ition and, in individual cases, for the use of scholars.

1901 a guide to this labyrinthof Indexes was issued

ider the title, "Inventarium indicum in secretion

chivo Vaticano unica .serie existentium". Gisbert

•cm (Guide aux Archives du Vatican, 2nd ed.,

vised and augmented, Rome, 1911) also gives

cellent notes on the contents of the various divi-

ms of the Indices. Besides many others, Johannes
Pretis (1712-27), his brother Petrus Donninus de

etis (1727-40), and JosephusGarampi (1749-72) did
pecially important work on the Indices. Garampi
d his assistants wrote out 1,.500,000 labels, which
asted into 124 huge foho volumes) form an inex-

ustiblemine. Felix Contelori (l(32t>-44), in addition
work on the Indices, arranged and copied the

ost imperilled documents of the archives. By
e recent publication of his "Manuductio ad
iticani Archivi Regcsta", Gregorio Palmieri,O.S.B.,

,s supplied a very useful help to the study of the
rlegesta". The Indices are alphabetical or chro-

ilogical repertories, which must be regarded
clusively as pure administrative helps, not as aids

to scholarly investigation (see Brom, op. cit., 7-14).

Passing over the Guardaroba and Biblioteca

Segreta, "which have none other than a nominal
existence", and (lie still uninvestigated portions of

the Archivi dei MemoriaH, del Buon Governo, and
deir I'ditore SSmo., the following are the chief

groups of the archival materials: (a) Archivio
Hegreto; (b) .Archive of Avignon; (c) Archive of the
.Vpo.'slolic Chamber; (d) Archive of Sant' Angelo; (e)

.\rcliive of the Dataria; (f) Consistorial Archive;

(g) Archive of the Secretariate of State; (h) Various
Collections.

(a) Archivio Segreto.—The whole archive is called

Archivio Segreto, from the name of its oldest portion,

which, however, retains its specific name. It con-

tains seventy-four armari, or presses, in which are:

(i) the volumes of the Vatican Registers (Armar.
1-28); (ii) the "Diversa Cameraha" (29-30) and

" Collect oria cameras
apostohcEe" ( 57) ;

iii) the Registers of

Transcripts (31-37,

40-19, .52-.54, .'59-61);

(iv) the Register of

Briefs (38-45)
;

(v)

the Indices (50-51,
5(i, 58) ;

(vi) the
"Tridentina et Di-
versa Germanise "

(62-64) ; (vii) the
"Introitus et Exitus
CamerEe" (65-74);
viii) the "Instru-

iiienta Miscellanea".
ib) Archive of Avig-
tion.—The archival

ma'erials, collected

liv the Avignon obe-
ilii'iice during the
-\vignon exile (130.")-

76) and the time of

the Schism, together
with the administra-

ii\c acts of the County of Venaissin, form the
Archive of Avignon, which was gradually (the

last portion in 1783) transferred to Rome. The
series of the "Introitus et E.xitus" found in this sec-

tion, of the "Obligationes et Solutiones" and of the
"CoUectoria; Camera;", together with the "Diversa
Cameralia" and the "Introitus et Exitus" of the
Archivo Segreto (see above) form to-day the Archive
of the Apostohc Chamber, (c) Archive of the Apos-
tolic Chamber.—The four chief portions of this

archive have just been mentioned. These are by no
means four complete series of volumes; on the con-
trary, very important and extensive portions of this

archive are bound up with the volumes of the Avignon
Registers, while other documents must be sought in

other places. Consequently, the making of an exact
inventory of all cameral acts is urgently called for.

In the section "Obligationes et Solutiones" some of

the volumes belong to the Apostolic Chamber and
some to the Chamber of the College of Cardinals.

(d) Archive of Sant',\ngelo.—Six-tus IV, Leo X,
and Clement VIII are the founders of this archive,

since it was their opinion that the most important
documents and titles of possession of the Roman
Curia would be best preserved in Sant'Angelo, as the
strongest bulwark of Rome. In 1798 the contents of

the archive were transferred to the Vatican, where
they received special quarters under the name of

"Archivio di Ca,stello", and are still kept separate.

In the cap.iulw and fasces of this archive a great

variety of things are treated, (e) Archive of the

Dataria.—The three great sections of this archive

contain : (i) the Register of Petitions (Register Suppli-

cationum), which begin with 1342; (ii) the Lateran
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Register of Bulls, which contains the Bulls sent out
by the Dataria between 1389 and 1823; (iii) the Briefs

of the Dataria, a name which is not quite exact.

These Briefs, as distinguished from those mentioned
above (a, 4), were issued in answer to petitions,

(f) Consistorial Archive.—Such of the archival

materials as are found in the secret archives (the

other portions are in the archives of the Consistorial

Congregation in the library) consist of the "Acta
Camerarii" (1489-1600), "Acta Cancellarii" (1517-

64), "Acta Miscellanea" (1409-1692), and "Acta
Consistorialia" (1592-1668; 1746-49).

(g) Ai-chive of the Secretariate of State.—Despite
the great gaps to be found in this section, this archive
possesses the greatest importance for the political

and ecclesiastico-civil history of modern times. It in-

cludes the following subdivisions: (i) Nunciatures and
Legations—Germania (1515-1809),—Francia (1517-

1809),—Spagna (1563-1796),—Polonia (1567-1783),

—Portogallo (1535-1809),—InghilteiTa (1565-1689;
1702-04) ;—Genova (1572-84; 1593-1604),—Venezia
(1532-34; 1561, 1562, 1566-1798),—NapoU (1570-
1809),—Colonia (1575-1799),—Monaco di Baviera
(178()-1808),—Paci, that is negotiations for various

treaties (1628-1715),-Svizzera (1532-1803),—Fi-
renze (1.572-1809),—Savoia (1586-1796),—Avignone
(1564-1789),—Fiandra (1553-1796; to which section

also belong five bundles of letters embracing the years
1800-09 and 1814 and 1815),—Malta (1572-1792),—
Bologna (1.553-1791),—Ferrara (1597-1740),—Ro-
magna (1597-1740),—Urbino (1664-1740),—Diverei,
that is copies of letters and other things, all of which
refer to the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

From this list one may see both the richness and the
great importance of this division, (ii) Letters of

Cardinals.—This contains the coiTespondence between
the Secretariate of State and the various cardinals

for the period from 1523 to 1803. Here are thus
contained both the minutes of the letters dispatched
and the originals of letters received from the cardinals.

There are, besides, in this collection numerous letters

from princes, legates, bishops, etc. (iii) Letters of

bishops and prelates.—The letters of the bishops and
prelates contain not only ecclesiastico-political but
also purely political information, so that they possess

a high value for profane history. The original

letters and the minutes of the answers dispatched
extend from 1515 to 1797. (iv) Letters of princes and
titled persons.—Many distinguished personages (in-

cluding bishops and prelates) are found among the
writers of this collection of letters, which contains a
large series of volumes with answers. The division

extends over the years 1513-1815, and has been as

yet little availed of. (v) Letters of private individ-

uals.—Most of the documents of this collection ema-
nate from the pens of those who, while in communi-
cation with the Curia, do not belong to the above-
named categories. To a great ex'tent the writers are
private people. There are, however, some letters

from bishops, prelates, and nobles, which should have
been included elsewhere. The letters extend from
1519 to 1803. (vi) Letters of military men.—Here
are collected all the documents connected with the his-

tory of the Curial wars between 1572 and 1713.
(vii) Varia Miscellanea (not to be confounded with
other Vatican Miscellanea).—Besides numerous vol-

umes containing tr.anscripts of Acts of the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries, there are here collected all

those documents which could not well be included in

the other divisions: instructions, travelling expe-
riences, concordats, tractates of all kinds, diaries of

conclaves, etc. The whole collection is of great
importance.

(h) Various Collections.—The "Varia Miscellanea"
have absorbed I lie Hiblioleca Ceva as well as tlie chief

portion of tlie Hiblioleca Ciampini. The Biblioteca
Spada, in so far as it is yet in the archives, was

embodied in the nunciature of France. The fol-

lowing, however, remain independent collections:

(i) Biblioteca Pio, manuscripts of Cardinal Pio Carlo
di Savoia, purchased by Benedict XIV in 1753. They
should consist of 428 volumes, but many are missing,

(ii) Biblioteca Carpegna, the Ubrary of manuscripts
of Cardinal Gaspare Carpegna, wliich originally

consisted of 229 volumes. The scientific interest of

these volumes is not very great, (iii) BibUoteca
Bolognetti, consisting mainly of copies of documents
of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. This
belonged to the Bolognetti-Cenci family, which
assigned it to the Vatican archives in 1810. (iv)

Biblioteca Ronconi, a small collection of twenty
manuscripts, which belonged to a former official of

the archives, (v) Papers of Cardinal Gararnpi, the
251 bundles of Acts belonging to the effects of Cardinal
Garampi and containing partly originals and partly
copies of documents pertaining to his diplomatic
activity in Poland and Germany, (vi) Manuscripts
of G. B. Gonfalonieri, eighty-nine volumes which
belonged to the former custodians of the Archive of

Sant'.4ngelo, and, while relating mainly to Spain and
Portugal, have also some importance for the nuncia-
ture of Cologne, (vii) "Registro Dandini", the dip-

lomatic correspondence of Cardinal Dandini for the
years 1541-59 in six volumes, (viii) "De caritate S.

Sedis ApostoUcsB erga Gallos", forty-two volumes and
eighteen bundles detaiUng the help given by the Holy
See to the French emigiants during the Revolution.

(ix) Buon Governo, a huge archive of the old Con-
gregation del Buon Governo, which was entrusted
with the economic administration of the Papal States
from 1592. The archive was transferred to the Vati-

can in 1870, fills si.xteen rooms, and has a special

custodian, (x) "Awisi", a series of 124 volumes,
extending over the period 1605-1707 and composed
of the manuscript journals and newspapers of the
seventeenth century, (xi) Farnesiane papers, twenty-
bundles of documents which disappeared in some
unknown manner from the Neapohtan Carte Far-
nesiane, and were purchased and placed in this archive

by Leo XIII in 1890. They do not contain any
poUtically important papers, (xii) Borghese Ar-
chive.—The huge Borghese Archive may be termed
"an integral portion of the Segretaria di Stato during
the pontificates of Clement VIII, Leo XI, and Paul
V". Leo XIII acquired this great archive in 1892.

With the aid of the inventoriesof the Vatican Archives
and the Vatican Library some guidance as to the
2000 volumes may be obtained, (xiii) "BoUee Bandi".
—In addition to the two other series of this kind
which stand in the "Varia Miscellanea" there is this

third, which extends from 1525 to 1854. The printing

on the title pages possesses a high value for the history

of culture, (xiv) " Varia Diplomata" includes all the
archives of orders and monasteries to be found in the

Secret Archives. Some are of exceptional interest

and prime importance. As many of the archives are

not yet arranged, they are not yet generally accessible.

(2) Statistics.—The estimate of 60,000 volumes,
cassettes, and bundles of Acts, contained in the ar-

chives, does not include such huge collections as that

of the Buon Governo and other smaller collections.

The following list, giving the number of volumes
arranged according to the collections, conveys an idea
of the extent of the archives:

—

Volumes of Vatican Registers 2048
Transcripts 968
Briefs 7654
Tridentinum 154
Diversa GermanioB 34
Volumes of Avignon Registers 394
Introitus et Exitus CamerEe 608
Obligal ioiies et Soliil iones 100
Collect orix (Camera; 509
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)iversa Cameralia 253
upplicat ionos 701

1

.atoran Volumes of Uegisters 2161
)ataria Briefs 850
eta Con.'iistorialia 114
Nunciatures:

—

I. Germania 709
3. Francia 615
:;. Spagna 439
1. Polonia ; 382
;. Portogallo 204
f . Inghilterra 18

;. Genova 10
1. Venezia 360
i. Napoli 411
I. Colonia 297
1. Monaco di Haviera 49
1. Paei 60
1. Svizzera 322
). Firenze 185
). Savoia 281

J. Avignone 344
r. Fiandra 194
5. Malta 165
t. Bologna 317
I. Ferrara 104
r. Romagna 76
. Urbino. . 42
etters of cardinals 189
etters of bishops and prelates 380
etters of princes and titled persons 277
etters of private individuals 315
etters of military men 79
aria Miscellanea 2051
iblioteca Pio 300

" Carjiegna 200
" Bolognetti 340
" Konconi 20

raranii)i papers 251
onfalonieri manuscripts 89
egistro Dandini 6
•e carilate S. Sedis erga Gallos 60
vvisi 124
arnesiane papers 20
orghese archive 2000
oUe e Bandi 80

The abo\e-named collections thus include in the
jgngatc 35, (XM) volumes in round numbers. Of loose

irchment and paper documents, letters, and similar

ipers there are 120,000—a fairly trustworthy esti-

late. Conse{(uently, although the collections already
i'cessible by no means reach the expectations which
ive been entertained regarding the extent of the
chives, it is yet evident that the suiiply of materials
extraordinarily great. A great proportion of the
Dlumes are in the largest folio form and of unusual
lickness. The contents of the volumes are of great
riportance, ina-smuch as the questions treated are
' vast interest. All these considerations render the
scret Archives of the Curia by far the most impor-
mt archives in the world. Other collections not
lentioned by Brom have been acquired in recent
mes. From the Santini effects 200 volumes of Acts
r the Dataria were purchased in 1909. On 13 April,

)10, a number of parchment documents were ac-
jired from a familv in Terni. The historically fa-

lous scheme of Curial reform from the pen of Car-
inal Sala (under Pius VII) came into the possession
' the archives on IS June, 1910. On 15 December,
)10, the Holy Father presented three volumes which
•e registered under Malta 124 A, 124 B, and Arm.
., vol. 178. On the same date a certain Santarelli

3nated five volumes treating of the College of
r'riters of Briefs, and on 25 February, 1911, all the
ipers of Cardinal Mattel passed into the possession
' the archives. In conclusion, it must be remarked

XV.—19

that the Registers of Briefs, mentioned above (a, iv),

have not passed definitively into the possession of the
archives, but have only been dejjosiled there; while
the Indices, without which the use of the former is

scarcely possible, have been again withdrawn. Those
engaged in research must, therefore, apply to the
archivist of Briefs, one of the officials in the Secre-
tariate of State.

(3) The Administration of the Archives.—The
scientific management of the archives is entrusted to a
cardinal with the title of archivist of the Vatican
Secret Archives. All economical questions, such as
the salaries of the officials and the ex-jienditure neces-
sary from time to time, are referred to the Prefecture
of the Apostolic Palaces. The archives have, there-
fore, no regular budget for exiienditure. The practical
administration is entrusted to the assistant archivist,

who issues all instructions to the other officials. He
is assisted by a secretary, who, besides fulfilling other
duties, suppfics information concerning research work
and other scientific quiTtfitn. Five writers (scriplorcs)

are engaged on the making of inventories and the
superintendence of all transcripts to be dispatched to
scholars dwelling outside Rome. To these officials is

also entrusted the administration of certain im])ortant
sections of the archives. The work-room is placed
under the charge of two custodians (custodes), of

whom one is the director of the .Scuola Paleografica of

the archives. Of the five bidetli, or servants, one is

capo sala, that is, it is his special task to regi.ster the
number of the manuscript required, to deliver it to
the student, and to recene it back at the conclusion
of the period of study. For the repair and rebinding
of injured volumes and the restoration of documents
two rislauralori have been appointed. .4 special clerk

is employed exclusively with the pasting on of the
number labels and with the pagination of all the
codices which previously were %vithout page or folio

numbers. Finally, there is a porter who watches over
the entrance door in the Torre dei Quattro Venti.

Besides the work-room, the office of the assistant
archivist, and the old work-room, fifty rooms (in-

cluding a large number of very extensive halls) are
under the charge of the administration. The sixty
places (usually all occupied) in the work-room can be
increased to eighty to accommodate an unusually large
body of investigators. In exceptional cases, women
are permitted to study in the archives. The working
year extends from 1 October to 27 June. During the
working year 1909-10, 6018 application forms for

volumes were received; during the year 1910-11 only
4800. The difference is due to the fact that since
October, 1910, it has been allowed to apply for two or
even three successive manuscripts on the same form

—

a privilege which was not previously allowed. The
last inventory was made in July, 1910.

(4) History.—Concerning the earliest attempts to
create archives in the Vatican, the reader is referred

to the work of the present WTiter on the Camera Col-
legii Cardinaliiun (1898), which treats also of the crea-
tion of an archive of the Sacred ('oUege. In the years
1611-13 Paul V had the present archive buildings
constructed by the cardinal librarian, Bartolomeo
Cesi; these are .situated at the western narrow side of

the Salone Sistino, the hall of state built by Sixtus for

the library. The same i)ontiff devoted large sums to
the perfecting and repair of the materials. This
Secret .\rchive of the Vatican was from the very be-
ginning regarded .as an administrative institution for
the fai'ililalion of Curial affairs. Consequently, it was
so planned as to answer the needs it was intended to
fill. When subsequently, during the heated literary

warfare against the Protestant mnovations, it became
necessary to make the collected trejvsures accessible to
the great historians of that age, it lost nothing of its

original character. In his work, "Co.stituzione dell'

archivio Vaticano e sue primo indice sotto ii Ponti-
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ficato di Paolo V, manoscritto inedito di Michele
Lonigo" (Rome, 1887), Gasparolo gives an accurate

description of the collections deposited in the archives

at its foundation. Since that time the following im-

portant collections have been added: the Archive of

the Secretary of State in 1060; Archive of Avignon, of

which the last portion was added in 1783; Archive of

Sant' Angelo, 1798; Archive of the Congregazione del

Buon Governo, 1870; Archive of the Dataria, 1892;

Borghese Archive, 1893; Archive of Memorials, 1905;

Archive "dell' Uditore Santissimo", 1906; Consis-

torial Archive, 1907; and the Archive of Briefs, 1909

(cf. Marini, "Memorie istoriche degU Archivi della

Santa Sede", 1825). (Concerning the opening of the

secret archives see Institutes, Roman Historical.)

By Motu Proprio of 1 May, 1894 (Fin dal princi-

pio), Leo XIII founded in the Vatican Archives an
institute for palaeography and diplomatics, his Decree

being published on 15 May in a letter to Cardinal Her-
genrother, the learned archivist of the Church ("Leo-

nis papEe XIII allocutiones, epistote, etc.", Bruges,

1887, 76). In the "Studiedocumenti distoriaedi di-

ritto", VI (1885), 106-08, the text of the "Ordina-
menti per la Scuola di paleografia presso I'archivio

Pontificio Vaticano" may be found. The first pro-

fessor was Isidoro Carini, whose successor is (1912)

Angelo Melampo. Lectures are dehvered thrice

weekly from November to June, and students who
successfully compete in the written and oral examina-
tions receive a diploma in archival research and diplo-

matics (cf. Carini, "Prolusione al corso di paleografia

e critica storica, inaugurate nella pontificia scuola

Vaticana il 16 Marzo, 1885", Rome, 1885; "Argo-
menti di Paleografia e Critica Storica trattati nella

Pontificia Scuola Vaticana ne' tre corsi del 1885, 1886,

1887", Rome, 1888). For the extensive works of or-

ganization, the activity of the leading archivists in the

preparation of the Indices, the nature and contents of

the many hundreds of Indices, the reader is referred

to Brom, op. cit.

(5) Apart from the secret archives, there are in the
Vatican Palace other archives, which may be divided

into ecclesiastical, juridical, ecclesiastico-political,

and purely administrative archives, according to the

bodies to which they belong. Most important his-

torically is that of the Apostohc penitentiary; the

older collections, of which until recently scholars knew
nothing, are kept in the Vatican. The large archive

of the Sacra Rota Romana, which is of fundamental
importance for juridical questions and the history of

jurisprudence, is accommodated in a small annex in

the Vatican Gardens, adjacent to the entrance to the

museum. All the collections of the archive of the

Secretariate of State antedating 1860 are included in

the secret archives; later papers are preserved in a
special archive on the third story of the palace, where
is also the archive of the Congi-egation for Extraor-

dinary Ecclesiastical Affairs. This archive admits no
investigator, and questions on particular points ad-
dressed to it by scholars have failed to receive perti-

nent answers. As may be deduced from the ahead}'

published earlier Acts of the archive of the Papal
Ceremoniare, the volumes of this archive contain very
interesting information. The extremely valuable ar-

chive of the CajipcUa Sistina, the papal choir, is de-

posited in the Vatican Library, though only in the

character of a loan. Sj)ecial archives are possessed by
the administrations of the m.ajortlomo, the maestro di

camera, the master of the sacred palace, the admin-
istrations of the Pctcr.spcnce, the Elemosineria, the
Computesteria, the Floreria, the maestro di casa, the

three corps of guards, and the gendarmes. Other
archives are too \inimportant for ment ion here. There
is at present some thought of grudually uniting with
the secret archives the most, important of the

above collections and other ecclesiastical archives

existing in Rome outside the Vatican.

EuBEL, The Secret Vatican Archives in American Eccles. Review
(January, 1896) ; Haskins, The Vatican Archives in American
Historical Review (October, 1S96) ; Idem in Catholic University
BuHrtin .(April, 1897); Si 11.1 %, Ti s.rretofthe V'ahcan (London,
1907); Bertz, Italitm

' :I-SS in Archiv der Gesetl-

scha/t far aUere deutxl'. < . /f, V (1824); cf. Lammer,
Monumenta Vaticana ' ' '/ I'smsticam sac. XVI ilius-

trantia (1861); Dddik, llrr H„manum. II (Vienna. 1855); Ga-
CH.^RO, Les Archives du Vatican (Brussels, 1S74) ; Munch, .Au/-

schliisse iibcr das pdpstliche Archiv, German tr. LowENFELD
(Berlin, 1880); Gottlob, Das vatikanische Archiv in HistoT'
isches Jahrbuch ihr Gum .—Gcstitschaft (1885); LowENFELD, Zur
Gesch, des papslhrh' N Arrfm.^ im Mittelalter in Zeitschr. fUr Kirch-
engesch. (1S7S); li»i\i. d'-rh. des p&pstlichen Archivs bis zum
Jahre 1S17, il>iil, ilssiii 1iii;m. Zur neuesten Gesch. des pdpstl.

Archivs in /// ' V ' ' ir/i ron Raumer (1887); Ehrle,
Historia Bt/'/" '^ "rum Pontificum BonifationfE tum
Avenionensi^. 1 i:i [v mi Langlois and Stein, Les archives
de Vhistoire dv f m,- - I 'in-, ls93) ; Hinojosa, Los dispachos de la

diplomacia poitti/icia t:n K.-^paila (Madrid, 1896); Cadchie, De la

creation d'une ecole beige a Rome (Tournai, 1896); Bacha, Les
collections histor. du Vatican in Covipte-reridu de la Commission
ToyaU d'histoire, XVI (Brussels, 1889) ; Ehses, Das vatikanische
Geheimarchiv in Die kathol. Kirche u. ihre Diener in Wort und Bild,

I (Berlin. 1899) ; Arnold, Repertorium Germanicum (Berlin,

1897) : Wirz. Bullen u. Breven aus italienischen Archiven (Ba.sle,

1902); Berliebe, Aux archives du Vatican (Bruges, 1903):
Brom. Geschiedvorsching in de pauselijke archieven in De Katho-
liek, CXXIII (1903); Horvat, Vatikanskom archivu m U
Zagebru (1906) ; Schmouelo, Rossija i Italia (St. Petersburg,
1908); Otto, Das avignoneser Inventar des pdpstl. Archivs vom
Jahre 1366 in Quellen u. Forschungen aus italienischen Archiven,

XII (Rome, 1909); Glasschhoder in Bcchberger. Kirchl.

Handlexikon, s. v. Archiv, Vatikanisches; Gu^bard, Peitite intro-

duction aux inventaircs des archives duVatikan (Rome and Palis,

1901) ; Palmiehi in Prolegomena to the Regestum dementis Papit
V, I (Rome, 1885), 13-68. reprinted in Journal des Savants
(July-August, 1892) ; Manteyer, Les manuscrits de la Reine
Christine aux archives du Vatican in Melanges d'archiologie et

d'histoire, XVII (1897); Fabbe, Notes sur les archives du Chdteau
Saint-Ange, ibid., XIII (1893); BArMGAHTEN, Die Verhaltnisse

am vatikanischen geheimen Archiv in Supplement to Allgemeine
Zeilung (Munich, 1891), 94, 108, 120. 301.

B. The Vatican Library is the first among the great

Ubraries of the world in the importance of its mate-
rials, but in the number of its manuscripts a few
libraries surpass it, and in the number of printed books
it is surpassed by many. This condition but accords

with its historical development : the Vatican was
founded as a manuscript library, has always been
regarded as such, and is to-day administered as such

by those in charge. The printed books which have
been acquired, either through inheritance, or gift,

or by purchase, are intended solely to facihtate and
promote the study of the manuscripts. This fact

must be borne m mind to understand the attitude of

the administration of the Ubrary. (Consult Barbier

de Montault, "La Bibliotheque Vaticane et ses

annexes", Rome, 1867. A number of essays on the

library are contained in: " Al SommoPontefice Leone
XIII. Omaggio giubilare della BibUoteca Vaticana",

Rome, 1889; "NelGiubileo Episcopate di Leone XIII.

Omaggio della Biblioteca Vaticana", Rome, 1893.

The former contains the pertinent hterature.)

(1) The Manuscripts.—The whole fund of manu-
scripts may be divided into closed (historical) and
open collections. The former are collections which

came to the Ubrary complete, and are administered aa

one entity. As no additional manu.-!cripts from the

same sources can henceforth be obtained, these col-

lections form a unit with a numeriis clatisus. The
open collections are those to which are added new
acquisitions made by the Ubrary (either sep.arately or

a few together), which do not form a complete coUec-

tion in themselves. Separated according to the

languages of the manuscripts, there aie sixteen open,

and thirty-six closed, di\isions; the open all bear the

name of "Codices Vaticani", while the closed are

known according to their origin. Scientific access to

the.se t reasurcs is facilitated by the Indices, concerning

which we shall speak below." The following details,

based on information suppUed by Father Ehrle, S.J.,

prefect of the library, are the most accurate that

have ever been given of the Vatican collections. The
figures for the open collections represent the state of

the library on 1 December, 1911 ; owing to the acquisi-

tion of new manuscripts, these figures are gradually
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icreasing, especially those for the first- two cate-

jries—Latini and Gracci.

aticani Latini 11,150

Or;Eci 2,330
" Hcbraioi 599
" Syraici 472

Arabici 935
Turcici 80

" Persiani 83
Coptici 93

" ^Ethiopici 77
" Slavi 23
" Ruraanici 1

" Georgiani 2
" Armeni 14
" Indian! 39
" Sinici 20
" Samaritani 3

urghesiani 381

otai d'Orange 377
alatini Latini 2,017

Gncci.. 432
rbinates Latini 1,767

Gneci. 165
Hebraici 128

eginse Latini 2,103
" Grsci 190
" Pii II GrKci 55

ttoboniani Latini 3,394
Gra?ci 472

apponiani 288
arberini Latini 10,000

Gra;ci 590
" Orientales 160

orgiani Latini 760
" Graeci 26
" Syriaci 169

Coptici 132
" Hebraici 18
" Arabici 276
" Persiani 21
" Turcici 77
" Armeni 90
" Indiani 31
" Tonsinici 22
" Sinici 521

Illyrici 22
" ^thiopici 33
" Georgiani 16
" Hibernici 2
" Islandici 1

Slavi 1

The total of the collections reaches 40,658 manu-
rii)ts, to which must be added between 8000 and
1,000 manuscripts in the two Barberini archives, and
iU awaiting detailed examination and arrangement,
here are, therefore, in the Vatican Library some 50,-

)0 manuscripts; the first sixteen sections are the

Dove-mentioned open collections; the others are all

osed. The collection of Manuscripta Zeladiana was
\'en to Toledo, while the printed books of the same
)llection remained in the Vatican Library. The
odices Vatican! in various languages are traceable to

le old collections of the library of the fifteenth cen-

iry or to the growth of the library; to this collection

!^w departments have been pi'adually added.

(2) Printed Books.—Noexact caleulationof thenum-
iT of printed books has been yet undertaken. Esti-

lates conscientiously made yield the following figures:

ibliotheca Leonina (consultation librarv) 60-70,0f)0
" Barberini (closed ilepartment) 2.5-30,000
" Palatina (closed department) 10-12,000
" Zeladiana (closed department) 4- 5,000
" Mai (closed department) 2.5-.30,0()0

rima Raccolta (closed department) 10-11,000
accolla Generale 200,000

The total of printed books is thus in round numbers
350,000, which may be said to constitute a very
considerable library. The Consultation Library ia,

as its name suggests, composed of works which imme-
diately promote or facilitate the study of the manu-
scripts. The Prima Kaccolta is the collection of

books which was formed in the Vatican between 1620
and 1630; in the Raccolta Generale are gathered all

the works (arranged according to the various branches
of knowledge) which have been secured li\ the Vati-
can at any period or will hereafter be secured, pro-
vided that they do not specially pertain to the Con-
sultation Library. The name of the other collections

are quickly explained : Barberini, because it emanated
from the princely house of that name; Palatina,

because it came to Rome from the Heidelberg library

of the Elector Palatine (Palatinus elector) ; Zeladiana,
because it belonged to the effects of Cardinal Zelada;
Mai, part of the effects of Cardinal Mai. Among all

these books are found a larger percentage of rarities

than is usual in comprehensive hbraries.

(3) The Accommodation of the Manuscripts and
Books.—The manuscripts are accommodated in their

old, low-sized, painted wooden cases, which are dis-

tributed along the walls of the halls of the hbrary.
When removed from the cases, the greatest care is

necessary lest anything should be lost. As there are

various ways in which damage might be done to the
manuscripts, the library administration has prevailed
on the Prefect of the Apostolic Palaces to establish

eight fire-proof magazines into which they may be
transferred. For these magazines have been utilized

a portion of the old reading room, the room of the
cardinal librarian, and two other rooms. This
alteration was made possible only by the removal of

the Vatican Printing Office into new quarters (see

below, section XV). As the halls of the printing

office lay below the old reading-room, and right beside

the rooms in which the Bibliotheca Barberini has been
accommodated, these halls were easily annexed to the
library. Tlie new reading-room was then established

on the ground floor, and fitted with a water-power
elevator for the transferring of manuscripts from the
magazines situated immediately overhead; this

afforded greater security and convenience, the manu-
scripts being more promptly procured. All these
innovations were of great importance for the promo-
tion of studies. The reading-room is convenient to

the Consultation Library, and contains almost twice

as many desks as the old reading-room.

.\11 the work in the new magazines was completed
at the beginning of 1912, and the transference of the

manuscripts begun. The two Barberini Archives now
stand on the third floor of the new magazines. In
consequence of this recon.st ruction work, the printed

books will be arranged as follows: Among the

smaller rooms of the former printing office is a cabinet

for the Prefect of the Library, a hall for the Biblio-

theca Mai, and other rooms in which the Heidelberg
books (Palatini) and port ions of the Raccolta Generale
are to be accommodated. Two halls will be dev'oted

to the Biblioteca Barberini, a book collection of very
high value. In the hall of the Consultation Library

with its two antechambers will be placed, in addition

to the Consultation Library proper, the Autori Classic!

and the two departments of biography and history

(the Collezioni Generali). To the old presses for the

manuscripts in the state-halls of the librarj', now
vacated, will be transferred the collections on canon
and civil law, the works on art and its history, and
the remainder of the Raccolta Generale, in .so far as

it is not accommodated in the old printing offices.

(4) Inventories and Catalogues, which are es.sen-

tial for the guidance of the reader, are available for

both manuscriiits and printed books. They are either

in manuscrijit or printed. Those for the manuscripts
consist of 170 volumes of manuscript and 17 volumes
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of printed inventories. The preparation of the Latin
inventories was begun in 1594. All the inventories are
in the reading-room; catalogues for the printed books
are to be found partly in the reading-room, and partly
in the Consultation Library.
The preparation of manuscript catalogues for

special divisions of the manuscripts was begun at an
early date. All of these are still retained in their

manuscript form; their printing was commenced as
early as the seventeenth century. For example, An-
astasius Kirscher pubhshed a catalogue of the Coptica
Vaticana in his " Prodrome Coptico" (1636); in the
years 1675-93 appeared a detailed catalogue of the
Hebraica by Giulio Bartolocci, in 1747 the catalogue
of the Capponiana, and in 1821 that of the Cicognara
collection. Apart from these and similar pubhea-
tions, there are in the reading-room fifteen volumes of

printed inventories of manuscripts: (1) Mai, "Cata-
logus codicum BibUotheca; Vaticanae (OrientaUa)

"

(1831). (2-4) Assemani, S. E. and J. S., " Bibliothecae

apostolicEe Vaticana? Codicum Manuseriptorum Cata-
logus":!, " Codices EbraicietSamaritani" (1756);II,

III, "Codices chaldaici sive syriaci" (1758, 1759).

(5) Stevenson (sen.), "Codices Palatini gi'a'ci"

(18S5). (Cf. SyUburgius, "Catalogus librorum man-
useriptorum gra>corum in BibUotheca Palatina Elec-

toral!" in "Monumenta pietatis et literaria virorum
. . . illustriuni selecta", Frankfort -on -the -Main,
1702.) "Codices gvseci Reginje Suecia: et Pii II"
(1888). (6) Feron and Battaglini, "Codices Otto-
boniani graeci" (1893). (7) Stornajolo, "Codices
Urbinates graeci" (1895). (8) Stevenson (jun.),

"Codices Palatini latini", I (1886). (9) Salvo-Cozzo,
"Codici Capponiani" (1897). (10) Vatasso and
Franchi de' Cavalieri, "Codices Vaticani latini", I

(codd. 1-678), 1902. (11-12) Stornajolo, "Codices
Urbinates latini", I (1902), codd. 1-500; II (1912),
500-1000. (13-15) Mai-ucchi, "Monumenta papy-
racea cegyptia" (1891). "Monumenta papyracea
latina" (1895). "II grande papiro egicio deUa Bib-
lioteca Vaticana" (1889).

There are in addition six special catalogues, not
compiled by the officials of the library: (1) Poncelet,

"Catalogus Codicum hagiographicorum latinorum"
(1910). (2) "Hagiographi Bollandiani et Franchi de'

Cavalieri, Pius. Catalogus codicum hagiographi-
corum gra'corum" (1899). (3) Ehreneberger, "Libri
liturgici manuscripti" (1897). (4) Forcella, "Cat-
alogo dei manoscritti riguardanti la storia di Roma,
che si conservano nella Biblioteca Vaticana" (4 vols.,

Rome, 1879-85). (5) Bertini, "Codici Vaticani ri-

guardanti la Storia Nobiliare" (Rome, 1900).

(6) Crispo-Moncada, "I Codici Arabi, nuovo fondo
(iella Biblioteca Vaticana" (Palermo, 1900).

The volumes by Stevenson on the Codices Palatini

have been revised by de Rossi, who prefixed his re-

nowned treatise: "be Origine, Historia, Indicibus

Srrinii et Bibliothecae Sedis Apostolica> Commenta-
tio ", pp. cxxxii (cf . also de Rossi, " La Biblioteca della

Santa Sede Apostolica ed i Cataloghi dei suoi mano-
scritti", 1884). Four other inventories on the Codices
latini, Urbinates gra?ci, and Vaticani grasci are in the

press. A further volume on the Vaticani latini and
one on the Borgiani arabici are also in preparation.

For the books of the consultation hbrary there is an
exhaustive card catalogue according to the system
of Staderini. For the collections of the Prima Rac-
colta there are seven folio volumes of Indices, and for

these two volumes of inventories. A manuscript
catalogue of the incunahutn ("Editioncs Sa>culi XV
BibUotheca; Vaticana;", in large folio), in three vol-

umes with appendix, also stands in the consultation

library. Of the exceedingly valuable Miscellanea

bequeathed by de Rossi there is a bulky manuscript

inventory of 1898 and an alphabetical index. The
Biblioteca Barberini has its okl excellent catalogue in

imperial folio, ten of the volumes being accessible to

the public. For the other departments there are also
catalogues, e. g. twenty volumes for the Raccolta
Generale, a catalogue of the Zeladiana in Cod. Vat.
Lat. 9198, etc., which upon request is placed at the
disposal of scholars in exceptional cases. Among the
printed catalogues of books is that of Enrico Steven-
son, jun., "Inventario dei hbri stampati Palatino-
Vaticani" (1886-91). The authorities of the Vatican
Library are preparing (1912) a "Catalogo dei cata-
loghi mss. deila BibUoteca Vaticana ", which will be of
high scientific and practical interest. It will show
that as early as the sixteenth century the Vatican
Library possessed catalogues of such perfection that
we admire them even to-day.
AU readers who wish to use only printed literature

are earefuUy excluded from the library. In view of
the exclusively manuscript character of the Vatican
as a scientific institution, this is readily comprehen-
sible. The accommodations of the Vatican Library
are entirely inadequate to meet the demands of the
general public in search of printed books. Should
the Vatican Library thus lose its unique position,
the other large libraries of Rome, instituted for the
consultation of printed books, would suffer. Further-
more, the present conditions have been sanctioned by
the past, and have been fully tested by experience.
(Consult Ehrle, "Zur Gesch. der Katalogisierung der
Vaticana" in "Historisches Jahrbuch der Gorres-
Gesellschaft", 1890, 718-27.)

(5) Manuscript-repairing and Bookbinding Depart-
ment.—The Vatican has always possessed a book-
binding department, and also a department for

renovating manuscripts as well as the skill of the
period allowed. In the last decades special chemico-
scientific attention has been devoted to the preserva-
tion and freshening of faded parchment manuscripts
as well as to the preservation of paper manuscripts
whose existence is wholly or partially threatened by a
corroding ink. One of the most successful library
boards in these investigations is that of the Vatican,
which has since 1896 extensively employed every dis-

covery that contributed to the preservation of its

manuscript treasures. At the proposal of the prefect
of the Vaticana an international conference to con-
sider the question of the preservation of manuscripts
assembled at St. Gall in the summer of 1898, and its

consultations were attended with the greatest success

(cf. Posee, "Handschriften-Konservierung. nach den
Verhandlungen der St. Gallener Internationalen
Konferenz zur Erhaltung und Ausbesserung alter

Handschriften von 1898, sowie der Dresdener Kon-
ferenz deutscher Archivare von 1899", Dresden,
1899). A series of model restorations were made in

the Vatican repair-shop, not only of its own valuable
manuscripts, but also those of ecclesia-stical posses-
sion elsewhere. In his "Note upon the Present State
of the Vercelli Gospel" in the "Second Report of the
Revision of the Vulgate" (Rome, 1911, pp. 20 sqq.),

Abbot Ciasquet describes a particularly tlitlicult work
of this kind. Besides these works, which are per-
formed by specially trained and careful workers, the
binding of the manuscripts is also undertaken, the
arms of the reigning pope and of the present cardinal
librarian being placed on the binding. The coats
of arms are omitted from the covers of printed books.
A fire, which liriike out in this shop some years ago,

caused little damage, but it led to the introduction
throughout the whole hbrary of mechanical appliances
against fire. In this respect the Vatican siuisasses

every other library.

(6) The Publications of the Vatican Library.

—

The administration of the Vatican Library makes it

its aim, since the fimdamental ri>organization of the
whole institution by the prefect, Father Ehrle, S.J.

(who resigned his place vohmtarily to Father Ratti
of Milan in 1912). to employ officials with a view to

their own literary productions. This policj', wlu'ch
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L a comparatively short time has produced splendid

!sults, has made possible six great undertakings of

mdamental importance for science. The first col-

ction bears the title: "Codices e Vatieanis selecti,

hototypice expressi, jussu Pii Papae X, consilio et

Dera procuratorum Bibliothecae Vaticanae. Series

laior". This work deals with the most important
id beautiful manuscripts of the Vatican; by photo-
•pe reproduction, these become accessible to persons
nablc to visit Rome. Eleven volumes of this collec-

on have appeared: (1) "Fragmenta et Picture
ergilianje codicis Vaticani 3225" (60 francs; edition

;hau.'^ted); (2) "Pictura-, Ornamenta, complura
ripturie Spccimina codicis \'aticani 3867, qui codex
orgilii Romanus audit" (100 francs; edition ex-

lusted); (3) ''MiniaturedelPontificaleOttoboniano:
)dex Vat. Ottobon. 501 " (25 francs); (4) "Bibliorum
?. Gra"corum codex Vaticanus 1209 (codex B) Pars
rima: Vetus Testamentum", I, 1-394 (230 francs);

:, 395-944 (320 francs); III, 945-1234 (1.50 francs);

Pars altera: Novum Testamentum" (170 francs);

le scientific introduction to this work will appear
, 1912; (5) "11 Rotulo di Gio.sue, codex Vatic. Palat.

aecus 431" (160 francs); (6) "L'originale del Can-
mieredi F.Petrarca, codex Vatic. 3195" (100 francs);
') "Frontonis aliorumque fragmenta, quas codice

iticano 5750 rescripto comprehenduntur " (300
ancs); (8) "II menologio greco dell' imperatore
asilio II (976-1025), cod. Vatic. gra;cus 1613"
00 francs); (9) "Cassii Dionis Cocceiani Historia-

im Romanorum lib. LXXIX, LXXX, quae super-

mt, cod. Vatic. gra>c. 1288. Praefatus est Pius
ranchi de' Cavahere" (.50 francs); (10) "Le Minia-
ire della Topografia Cristiana di Cosma Indico-

euste, cod. Vatic, gra^c. 699. Con introduzione di

[sgr. Cosimo Stornajolo" (120 francs); (11) "I
segni di Giuhano da Sangallo: Codex Vatic. Barber.
t. 4424. Con introduzione del Prof. Dott. C.
ulsen" (400 francs). Three volumes are already in

le press and to be issued during 1912: (1) "Paleo-
afia Musicale Vaticana. Con introduzione di M.
annister M. A."; (2) "Ciceronis Liber 'De Repub-
a' rescript us. Cod. Vatic. 5757"; (3) "Terentii
oma>dia> picturis illustrata. Cod. Vatic. 3868".
With this Scries maior is associated as a second
idertaking the Series minor, of which the following

ro volumes have appeared: (1) "Miniature delle

milie di Giacomo Monaco (cod. Vatic. Urbin. gra-c.

162) e dell'Evangelario Greco urbinate (cod. Vatic,

rbin. gra;c. 2). Con breve prefazione e .sommaria
scrizione di Jvl.sgr. Cosimo Stornajolo" (40 francs);

1) "Pagine scelte di due codici appartenenti alia

adia di S. Maria di Coupar-.\ngus in Scozia. Con
la breve descrizione di H. M. Bannister M. \. Con-
ibuto alia storia della scrittura iiisularc" (5francs).

f the third undertaking, the "Collczione Paleogra-
;a Vaticana", a single fa.scicle has appeared: "Le
[iniature della Bibbia: Codex Vatic. Regin. gnrc. 1 e
'1 Saltario: Codex Vatic. Palat. grace. 381" (.55

ancs). The fourth collection is called "Collezioni
rchoologiche, Artistiche e Numismatiche dei Palazzi
postolici, pubblicate per ordine di Sua Santit^, a
ira della Biblioteca Vaticana, dei Musei e delle

allerie Pontificic". For this work the collaboration

the officials not alone of the library, but al.so of the
u.seums and galleries, has been recpiisitioned.

Dur volumes have already appeared: (1) "Gli avori

'i Musei Profano e Sacro della Biblioteca Vaticana,
ibblicati per cura della medesima, con introduzione
^1 Barone Rodolfo Kanzler" (edition exhausted);
!) "Le Nozze Aldobrandine, i paesaggi con scene
^11' Odi.ssea e le all re pitture murali antiche conserv-

e nella Biblioteca Vaticana e nei Musei Pontifici.

on introduzione del Conim. B. Xogara" (2.50 francs)

;

;i "Le Monete e le Bollc Plumbee Pontificale del

[edagliere Vaticano, descritte ed illustrate dal Cav.
. Serafini. Tome I (615-1572) " (80 francs), with

introduction by Le Grelle, "Saggio di storia delle

collezioni numismatiche Vaticane"; (4) "I Mosaic!
antichi conservati nei Palazzi Pontifici del Vaticano
e del Laterno. Con introduzione del Comm. B.
Nogara" (200 francs). In the press are (1)

Nogara and Pinza, "La Tomba Regolini Galassi e
gli altri materiali coevi del Museo Gregoriano-Etrusco.
Voll. 4 (3 di testo ed. 1 di tavole) "; (2) Nogara, "I vasi
antichi del Museo Etrusco e della Bibhoteca Vati-
cana".
The fifth collection, "Le Piante Maggiori di Roma

nei Secolo XVI e XVII, riprodotte in fototipia a cura
della Biblioteca Vaticana. Con introduzione di

Francesco Ehrlc, S.J. ", is the result of the personal
research of the prefect of the Vatican. It embraces
six numbers and two supplements: (1) "Roma al

tempo di Giuho III. La Lianta di Roma di Leonardo
Bufalini del 1.551, riprodotta per la prima volta dalla

stampa originale" (20 francs); (2) "Roma prima di

Sisto V. La Lianta di Roma Du Perac-Lafrrry
del 1.577. Contributo alia storia del comincnici ilclle

stampe a Roma nei secolo XVI e XVII" i l.'i fiams);

(3) "Roma al tempo di Urbano VIII (162:3-1644;.

La Pianta di Roma Maggi-Maupin-Losi, di quaranta
fogli, riprodotta da uno dei tre esemplari completi,

fin ade.sso conosciuti" (in the press); (4) "Roma al

tempo di Paolo V (160.5-1621). La Pianta di Antonio
Tempesta del 1606" (in preparation); (5) "Roma al

tempo di Urbano VIII (1632-1644). La Pianta di

Roma pubblicata da Goert van Schayck (Gottifredo
Scaichi) nei 1630" (in preparation); (6) "Roma al

tempo di Innocenzo XI (1676-1689). La Pianta di

Roma di Giovanni Battista Falda del 1676" (in prep-
aration). Supplements: (1) "La grande Veduta
Maggi-Mascardi (1615) del Tempio e del Palazzo
Vaticano, stampata coi nomi originali. Con intro-

duzione di Francesco Ehrlc" (to appear shortly);

(2) "La Pianta della Campagna Romana del 1547, in

sei fogli, riprodotta in fototi])ia della copia Vaticana,
unica finora. Con introduzione di Tommaso Ashby "

(in preparation).
As the last and most comprehensive, and further-

more, on account of the smaller expense in prepara-
tion, the most accessible, collection is the "Studi e
Testi". The twenty-three fascicles which have
already appeared contain either the results of sys-

tematic research among the Vatican manuscripts with
a definite purpose, or shavings and ])arings which fall

from the work-table while more important works are
being accomijlished. From the following arrange-
ment of the works according to authors this twofold
distinction becomes apparent. Marco Vata.sso has
published fascicles 1, 2, 4, 10, 14, 16, 17, 18, and 20:

(1) "Antonio Flaminio e le principaU poesie dell'

autografo Vaticano 2870"; (2) "Le due Bibbie di

Bovino, ora codici Vaticani latini 10510, 10511, c Ic

loro note storiche"; (3) " Aneddoti in dialet to roman-
esco del secolo XIV, tratti dal codice Vatic. 7654";
(4) "Per la storia del dramma sacro in Italia"; (5)

"Del Petrarca e di alcuni .suoi amici"; (6) "Initia
Patrum aUonunque scriptorum ecclesiasticorum ex
Mignei Patrologia et ex compluribus aliis libris con-
lecta" (2 vols.); (7) "Frammenti d'un Livio del

quinto secolo recentemente scoperti: Codice Vaticano
latino 10696"; (8) "I codici Petrarcheschi della

Biblioteca Vaticana". Pio Franchi de' Cavalieri

published fascicles 3, 6, 8, 9, 19, and 22: (1) "La
Pa,ssio SS. Mariani et Jacobi"; (2) "I Martiri di

S. Teodoto di Ancisa e di S. Ariadne di Prinnesso con
un'appcndice sul testo originale del Martirio di S.

Eleuthcrio"; (3) "Note agiografiche: a. Ancora del

martirio di S. .Vri.adne; b. Gli Atti di S. Giustino";
(4) "Xuove Note agiografiche: c. Iltestooriginaledel

martirio di .•\gai)e. Irene e Chione: d. Gli Atti di S.

Crispina. e. I Martiri della Ma.s.sa Candida, f. Di una
probabile fonte della leggenda dei SS. Giovanni e

Paolo"; (5) "Hagiographica: a. Osservazioni suUe
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leggende dei SS. Martiri Mena e Trifone. b. Delia

legenda di S. Pancrazio Romano, c. Intorno ad alcune

reminiscenze classiche nelle leggende agiografiche del

secolo IV"; (6) "Note agiografiche, fascicolo

terzo".
Giovanni Mercati published the fascicles 5, 7, 11,

12, and 15: (1) "Note di letteraturabibhcae cristiana

antica"; (2) "Antiche reliquie ambrosiano-romane,
con un excursus sui frammenti dogmatic! ariani del

Mai"; (3) "Varia Sacra: Fasc. 1. a. Anon\-mi Chilias-

tae in Mattha>um Fragmenta. b. Alcuni supplementi

agli scritti dei Dottori Cappadoci e di S. Cii'illo Ales-

sandrino"; (4) a. "Un framniento deUe ipotiposi di

Clemente Alessandrino. b. Paralipomena Ambrosiana
con alcuni appunti sulle benedizioni del Cereo pas-

quale"; (5) "OpuscoU inediti del Beato Cardinal

Giuseppe Tommasi tratti in luce". Enrico Carusi

published fascicle 21: "Dispacci e lettere di Giacomo
Gherardi, nunzio Pontificio a Firenze e Milano
1487-1490". Eugene Tisserant published fascicle

23: "Codex Zugninensis rescriptus Veteris Testa-

menti. Texte grec des manuscrits Vatican Syriaque

162 et. Mus. Brit." Additionel 14665, ^dite avec intro-

duction et notes. Of the published fascicles there

still remains: "Catalogo sommario deUa Esposizione

Gregoriana aperta nella Biblioteca Vaticana dal 7

all' 11 Aprile, 1904, a cura della Direzione della

medesima Biblioteca. Ediz. seconda." In the press

is: Mercati and Ferrini, "Basihcorum paratitla".

The following are in preparation: (1) Mercati,

"Psalmoruni hexaplorum reliquiae e codice rescripto

Ambrosiano"; (2) Vatasso, "Cronache Forlivesi di

Maestro Giovanni de Pedrino (1411-1464). Una
versione in dialetto del secolo XIV deUe Armonie
evangeUche d'Ammonio"; (3) Carusi, "Diario di

Fiorenza dall'anno 1482, di Giusto d'Anghiari";

(4) Nogara, "II libro XXXII deUa Storia d'ltaha di

Flavio Biondo dai codici Vatic. 1940-1946". All

these collections may advantageously be used as

works of reference on the Vatican Libary. The
Vatican stands at the head of the world's libraries in

its number of scientific publications, despite its com-
paratively small staff and insufficient funds.

(7) The Administration of the Vatican Library.

—

Since the time of Marcello Cervini, the first cardinal

who was named (1548) librarian of the Apostohc
Library, this official has borne the honorary title of

Protettore della Biblioteca Vaticana. In him is

vested in general the supreme direction of the library,

which he represents in all questions and under all

circumstances relating to the library as a whole
or to the administration in general. LTnder him
there is, for the technical and scientific management
of the library, a prefect—formerly there were two

—

who has to decide all questions referring to the ordi-

nary administration and to issue such instructions as

these questions may demand. The position of assis-

tant librarian, revived by Leo XIII, is at present

vacant. For the cliief language or groups of languages

represented in the Vatican manuscripts there are six

ordinary and five honorary scriptores, to whom is en-

trusted the scientific cultivation of the departments
committed to them. Thus, including the prefect,

there are twelve scientific general officials. For the

collections connected with the library, e. g. the Cabi-

net of Coins and Medals ( II Mcchigficre) and the Chris-

tian Museum (M\is(() Sacm), there are four directors,

whose duty is the scientific supervision of their collec-

tions. Under the sujiervision of one of the scrii>lor<s,

six assi.stants discharge all the duties connected willi

the printed books, besides superintending special

portions of the library. The jjrefect is assisted by a

secretary, who has in a<l(hl ion 1 he duty of keeping the

accounts. Seven hiihUi (hhrarv attendants) bring

the manuscrii^ts and books to the re:iilers, transfer the

departments to tlieir new quart <ts when a change has
been determined on, and keep everything in order in

the Consultation Library. In the repair-shop and
book-bindery four men are permanently employed.
The salaries of the officials are exceedingly modest.

No official, not even the prefect, receives more than
fifty dollars a month. The title of "Scriptor of the
Vatican Library" has been held by such men as
Giovanni de Rossi, Mariano RampoUa del Tindaro,
Stevenson, and many others, and is to-day borne by
such world-famous scholars as Mercati, Franchi de'

Cavaheri, Vatasso, etc. The annual budget of the
library is the ridiculously smaU sum of 6000 dollars.

On extraordinary occasions great loans have been
secured—e. g., $100,000 when the Barberini Library
was purchased. During his term of office. Father Ehrle
raised the budget to about 7000 dollars by obtain-

ing contributions from his friends and acquaintances.
In all financial questions the library is subordinate
to the Prefecture of the Apostolic Palaces. The
archives of the library contain no acts extending back
beyond the time of the first cardinal fibrarian; more
recent administrative acts are, however, complete.

In earlier times all manuscripts whose pubhcation
was adjudged untimely, dangerous, likely to cause
misunderstandings etc., were marked on the back with

a small black cross. When such a codex was asked for,

the prefect decided whether or not it should be dehv-
ered to the particular scholar. This custom led to

distinctions not always of a very agi-eeable kind, and
was entirely discontinued by Father Ehrle, so that

any scholar can procure without further ceremony any
manuscript, which he desires. In the case of the

exceptionally valuable codices or those which have to

be handled with .special care, the readers must observe
all the directions which the prefect has found it

necessary to impose.
The administration shows the greatest complaisance

in its dealings with scholars, and admits outside the

regular four-hour period of study those whose time

is very limited. The same rule applies to Thursday,
which is a free day, and to the holidays proper. The
hbrary is open from 1 October to 27 June—in winter

from 9 a. m. to 1 p. m., and in summer from 8 a. m.
to 12 noon. On all Thursdays, feasts, certain memo-
rial days, the holidays of Christmas, the Carnival, and
Easter, and on some other occasions, it is closed.

The library ordinances issued by Sixtus V are carved

in marble at the entrance. These have received

timely alterations in the "Chirographa" of Clement
XII, Benedict XIV, and Clement XIII, as well as

in the Decree "Ex audientia Sanctissimi" of Pius IX;
in particular, a nimiber of the holidays which proved
especially burdensome to strangers have been
abohshed. By Motu Proprio of 9 September, 1878,

Leo XIII made further alterations, among others the

revival of the office of assistant fibrarian. Finally,

on 21 March, 1885, the same pontiff issued a new
"Regolamento della Biblioteca Vaticana" together

with a "Calendario per I'apertura e per lo studio e

servizio della B. Vaticana". After these regulations

had remained in force for a three years' trial, they

were revised and raised to a permanent law by
Motu Proprio of 1 October, 1888, which is still

binding.

(8) The Collections connected with the Library.

—

The exhibition in the hbrary halls of the costly

presents received by the popes in the course of the

last hundred years from emperors, kings, princes, and
rich private persons, has converted some of these

lialls into a musevmi, which, while possessing great

attraction for strangers and decorating the rooms, is

without any real scientific value. Counties.* other

objects, however, have been collected for scientific

reasons. A beginning was made by Benedict XIV
(1740-5S), when in 1744 he bought the magnificent

collection of old (Christian gla.>*ses belonging to Cardi-

nal Gaspare Carpegna and transferred them to the

library. This collection forms the basis of the cele-

\
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rated Museo Cristiano. Next comes the Vettori
)llcction of gems, the second great aCQuisition of the
ime pontiff. During the nineteenth century this

useum grew to sucli an extent, owing to the excava-
ons in the catacombs, that the largest pieces (such
I the sarcophagi, the inscriptions, mosaics etc.) had
I be transferred to the Lateran, where a second
luseo Cristiano of greater importance has been
tabhshed.
The remaining most valuable objects of the lesser

ts of gold, silver, bronze, enamel, glass, bone, ivory,

id, etc., form an unrivalled collection of its kind,

be well-known medallion with the heads of Sts.

?ter and Paul, the golden pectoral cross found on the
impo Verano (to which de Rossi has devoted a
ecial monograph), the triptych of Penicaud of

moges, and many other objects belong to the chief

ories of this museum. Baron Kanzler has published
1 edition de luxe on the collection of ivory carvings,

ie above-named Vettori was the first custodian
this collection, which was later placed immediately
ider the prefect of the hbrary. Under Leo XIII
iovanni Battistade Rossi was named prefect of the
useum, an honour intended only for him. To-day
e directors of this division are again subordinate to

e prefect of the library.

The Medagliere or numismatic collection was
lencd in 15.5.5 under Marcellus II. Clement XII
730-40) added many objects to the collection, but
medict XIV (1740-48) became its great benefactor,
' acquiring the incomparable Albani collection,

lis glorious cabinet of coins is described by Venuti
his " Antiqua Numismata maximi moduh ex Museo
irdinalis Albani in Vaticanam Bibliothecam trans-

ta" (2 vols., Rome, 1739-44). The acquisition of

e Carpegna and Scilla collections also falls into this

riod. Many of the objects were sold by the
ench or—a fact which could not be detected in

dividual cases—were secretly incorporated in the
iris collection, so that the Medagliere returned to

jme greatly diminished. Pius VII resumed the
sk of collecting, and the department was continually
I'reased, the Ranchi collection being recently added
901 ) at t he expense of 64,000 lire (812,800) . After
e discarding of valuable duplicates, for which
,000 lire was obtained, the Medagliere stands again
the grand total of 70,000 pieces. Among its most
lebrated exhibits are the uninjured as grave and
e oldest papal coins. The custodian Serafini has
:"ently issued the first volume of the scientific de-
•iption of this collection.

The objects of pagan art in gold, silver, amber, etc.,

lich came to the Holj' See with the Museo Carpegna,
p carved stones, enamels, glasses, carved ivories,

urines, etc., and the small bronze busts and tablets

re accommodated by Pius VI in magnificent ca.ses

the end of the long manuscript gallery at the en-
mce to the museum. Such wa.s the foundation of

:: Pagan Museum, which to-day stands under the
•ect ion of Conimendat ore Nogara, anfl t o which other
melia were later added. The department is sub-
linate to the prefecture of the library. Connected
th this department (although not in the same
11) is the collection of ancient pagan frescoes begun
Pius VII when he purchased the Aldobrandini

ilarriage". I'nder Gregory XVI and Pius IX fur-

T frescoes, obtained from the walls of the old
iman houses, were added. The hall in which the.se

ces are exhibited was painted by Guido Reni.
side them are the brick stamps (classified and be-
eathed by Marini), a kind of factory mark ini-

\ssed by the ancients on the bricks, which is of the
;hest importance for the chronology of classical

ildings. Here were al.so the 33 majolica plates
ich Leo XIII had conveyed from Castel Gandolfo
Rome, but which are now in the Appartamento
rgia. Concerning the Aldobrandini "Marriage"

and analogous objects Nogara has published an
edition de luxe.

The hall for the Latin papyrus documents, richly
fitted with costly marbles, was magnificently painted
by Raphael Mengs. Here are collected more docu-
ments belonging to the period 444 to 854 than are
contained in any other collection in the world. The
collection was begun by Paul V, continued by Clement
XII and Benedict XIV, while the costly decorations
were completed by Pius VII. In each of the twenty-
four receptacles in the walls are from one to three
papyrus fragments. Besides the monumental work
of Gaetano Marinis, "Papyri diplomatici", Marucchi
has recently treated the "Monumenta papyracea
latina" (see above). The Cabinet of Drawings and
Engravings contains originals by Sandro Botticelli,

Raphael, Mantegna, and many other woodcuts and
steel engravings, extending back to the time of
Albrecht Diirer. This is a small but excellent collec-
tion. In the former Chapel of Pius V were on-ie
preserved the addresses received by Pius IX, Leo
XIII, and Pius X from all the countries of the world.
Begun in 1867, the collection was recently transferred
to the Casino di Pio IV in the Vatican Gardens when
this hall had to be used for the special purposes of the
library, but still remains under the direction of the
prefect of the library. In similar manner the pre-
RaphaeUte paintings of the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries and a number of Byzantine tablets, which
were accommodated in special halls of the hbrary,
have been transferred to the picture-gallery.

(9) History of the Library.—Like every great
church, that of Rome found it necessary from the be-
ginning to form a collection of archival materials and
books. This was of the greatest importance for the
transaction of business, for the scientific pursuit of the-
ology, for reference etc. Owing to the frequent change
of the Curial headquarters, the wars and sieges of
Rome, and numerous other vicissitudes, the collect ions
of this kind have suffered great damage. The fate of
the old papal library has been the subject of many
inquiries, of which the most scholarly is that of de
Rossi (referred to above) and the most extensive that
of Ehrle ("Die Frangipani und der Untergang des
Archivs und der Bibliothek der Piipste am Anfang
des 13. Jahrhunderts" in "Melanges offerts a M.
Emile Chatelain . . . par ses ^'l^ves et ses amis 15
avril 1910", Paris, 1910). The following may be also
consulted: Zanelli, "La Biblioteca Vaticana della
sua origine fino al presente" (Rome, 1857), and Fau-
con, " La Librairie des Rapes d'Avignon, sa formation,
sa composition, ses catalogues (131(5-1420) " (Paris,

1887). P'or the new acquisitions made down to the
present day the only reliable source is Carini, "La
Biblioteca Vaticana propriety, della Santa Sede
Memoria Storica" (Rome, 1892). (Cf. Crispo Mon-
cada, "La Biblioteca Vaticana e Monsignor Isidore
Carini", Palermo, 1895.) What were the book
treasures of the Holy See at the end of the thirteenth
century, whence they came, how a new hbrary was
formed at Avignon, and how this hbrary attained its

greatest extent under Clement VI, may be learned
from the above works, as may also the fate of these
collections.

Martin V restored the seat of the Curia to Rome,
and, both by exercising the right of spoil (see Ju.s
Spoli) and also by |)urcha.ses, laid the foimdation
of a library, which was extended and enriched by
Eugene IV. Under the latter pontiff the library
contained 340 manuscripts, of which traces are still

found in the " Fondo antico Vaticano ". But the great
humanist pope, Nicholas V (1447-55), was the true
founder of the Vaticana, which may be regarded as
the fourth p.apal libr.ary. This pontiff acquired the
remains of the imperial library of Constantinople
which had been scattered by the Turks, and was able
to bequeath at this death 824 codices, of which a large
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number can be pointed out in the Vaticana to-day.

The succeeding popes added smaller collections, and
Sixtus IV gave a permanent basis to the hbrary by
the construction of its glorious halls. On the ground
floor of the palace in the Cortile del Papagallo and
under the Appartamento Borgia he had four halls

painted by Melozzo da Forll and his pupil Ghirlan-
dajo, with coloured windows by Hermannus Teu-
tonicus. In tliree of these halls stood work tables, to

which (as was then customary) the manuscripts were
fastened with chains, while in the fourth were twelve
chest-like receptacles and five presses filled with
codices; the furniture of inlaid wood adorns to-day
the Appartamento Borgia. The pope purchased the
library of Gaspare da Sant'Angelo in 1482, employed
numerous copyists, and encouraged his hbrarian
Platina (appointed in 147.5) to restore the Vaticana to

its former position of renown. The Hbrary had a
pubUe division for the Latin and Greek languages, and
a private section (afterwards transferred to Sant'

Angelo), in which the documentary treasures of the
Roman Church were preserved. Under Sixtus the
collection giew to 2.527 codices, of which 770 were
Greek and 1757 Latin. (Cf. Fabre, "La Vaticana de
Sixte IV" in "Melanges d'archeol. et d'hist.", XV.)
The great growth of the Libreria Palatina, as it was

called, continued, and under Innocent VIII it included

36.50 manuscripts and printed works. Besides other
acquisitions, Alexander \l secured forty Bobbio
codices from Tommaso Inghirami; Julius II added
new rooms to the four halls to provide sufficient space
for the collection. Leo X donated to the library his

own Greek codices (cf. Heiberg, "Les premiers manu-
scrits grecs de la Bibliothcque Papale", Copenhagen,
1S92), so that under him the library contained 4070
books and manuscripts—a number imexampled at

that time. The first cardinal librarian and protector

of the library, which office had previously been man-
aged only by prelates, was Marcello Cervini, who was
appointed in 1.548. Cai-dinal Cervini (afterwards

Marcellus II) presented to the library more than
240 codices and many books; about 250 others were
added before the reign of Gregory XIII (1572-85),

who conceived the plan of a new library building.

This plan was realized by Sixtus V (1585-90) in 1588,

through the instrumentality of Fontagna. The new
building divided the huge court of the Belvedere into

two parts, and thus originated the famous Salone
Sistino della Libreria Vaticana—giving to the library

the name by which it was henceforth known. Cesare
Nebbia and Giovanni Guerra painted the hall, which
accommodated in elegant cases the treasures of the

Vaticana. (Cf. Pansa, "Delia Libreria Vaticana
Hagionamenti", Rome, 1.592; Roccha a Camerino,
"Bibliotheca .\postolica Vaticana a Sixto V P. M.
. . . tran.slata", Rome, 1.591; Miintz, "La Biblio-

theque du Vatican au XVI* siecle", Paris, 1886;

Idem, "La Bibhotheque du Vatican au XV" siecle",

Paris, 1887; Stevenson, "Topografia o Monumenti di

Roma nelle pitture di Sisto V della Bibhoteca Vati-

cana", Rome, 1898.)

Sixtus V had a work-room erected beside the Salone,

and this was decorated with the paintings of the

sibyls by Marco da Facnza and the landscapes of

Paul Brill. Hither were transferred (he wooden panel-

ling and furnisliings of the Palatina, carved by Gio-

vannino dei Dolci. The brothers Gughelmo and
Tommaso Sirleto, Antonio Carafa, and Marcantonio
Colonna transferred their entire collections of manu-
scripts and prints to the Vaticana. The renowned
scholar Orsini, who possessed the greatest private

collection of the sixteenth century, was corrector

(,=srriplnr) griFnis of the Vaticana, and in 1000
bequeath('<l io it 4i:{ manuscripts i'M Italian, 270
Latin, and 113 (ircek) with many printed works
(cf. De Nolhac, "La Bibliothcque de Fulvio Orsini",

Paris, 1887). The number of the Greek Codices Vati-

cani thus mounted from 1287 to 1400. Paul V
transferred to the library 212 Greek and Latin
Codices, 30 Bobbienses (presented by Silvarezza),
and 100 manuscripts from the Bibhoteca Altemps.
He also purchased for 1974 scudi (S2000) 83 manu-
scripts from the effects of Prospero Podiani (1616),
25 Coptic from the effects of Raimondo (1614), the
whole library of Cardinal Pole, and many other col-

lections (see Batiffol, "La Vaticane de Paul III et
Paul V", Paris, 1890; Idem, "L'abbaye de Rossano.
Contribution a I'histoire de la Vaticane", Paris, 1891).
Under Urlian \'I1I the Latin codices grew to (3026 in

1627, and to 64.58 in 1640; the number of Greek inl630
was 1566. This pontiff added a room to the Salone
Sistino, and in 1630 separated the office of prefect
of the Archives from that of custodian of the hbrary.
He made great purchases of books, and, owing to the
pressure brought upon him by the Ethiopian Hospice
behind St. Peter's, donated his thirty-nine parchment
manuscripts and some printed works to the Vaticana.
In 1622 the Vaticana was presented with the Heidel-
berg Library (called the Palatina) by Elector Maxi-
milian of Bavaria. This was accommodated in a
newly-erected side wing of the palace, to the left of,

and adjacent to, the Salone Sistino. To-day this

collection contains 1996 Latin and 432 Greek codices,

besides numerous printed works. (Cf. the inven-
tories mentioned above; Theiner, "Schenkung der
Heidelberger Bibliothek durch Maximilian I. an
Gregor XV. und ihre Versendung nach Rom; mit
Originalschriften", Munich, 1S44; Mazzi, "Leone
Alaeci e la Palatina di Heidelberg", Bologna, 1893;
Wilke, "Gesch. der Heidelberger Buchersamm-
lungen", 1817; Bahr, "Die Entfiihrung der Heidel-
berger Bibliothek nach Rom", 1845; Wille, "Aus
alter und neuer Zeit der Heidelberger Bibliothek",
1906; " Kirchl. Handlex.", s. v. "Heidelberg".)

Less than forty years after this great acquisition

followed a second, when Alexander VII added to the
Vaticana the manuscripts of the valuable hbrary of

the dukes of Urbino; the printed works were used
as the nucleus for the library of the university founded
by the popes (Sapienza), which consequently is oven
to-day known as the Alessandrina. The codices of

the Urbino collection included 1767 latiiii et vulgares,

165 gro'ci, and 128 hehraici et arabici. For the polem-
ics concerning this amalgamation and an estimate of

the value of the Bibliotheca urbinas consult RatTaelli,

"La imparziale e veritiera Istoria della Unione della

Bibhoteca di Urbino alia Vaticana", Fermo, 1877;
Valenti, "Trasferimento della Bibhoteca Ducale
d'Urbino a Roma", 1878. The valuable library of

Christina Alexandra (q. v.) of Sweden, which passed
from her heir Cardinal Decio Azzolini to his nephew
Pompeo Azzohni, was purchased from the latter by
Alexander VIII (1689-91) and added to the Vaticana.
The duplicates were donated to the pope's neplicw
Cardinal Otioboni, and the codices transferred to the

Vatican archives. To the Vaticana th(-n accrued 2102
Latin and 190 Greek manuscripts, which were placed
in the gallery to the right of the Salone Sistino. In
the same collection .are st ill found 45 "Codices grsci Pii

Papa- H", added in 1754. (Cf. Manteyer, "Lesmanu-
scrits do la Reine Christine aux archives du Vatican"
in "Melanges d'archeol. et d'hist.", XVII, 1897.)

.Mthough a number of Orientalia were formerlv to

be foimd in the Vaticana, Clement XI (1700^21)
may be regarded as tlie real founder of the very exten-
sive Oriental section of the library. He procured for

it several hundred of these manuscripts, which he had
purchased throughout the entire East through Orien-

tal scholars si)ecially commissioned for this task (see

Carini, op. cit. sui>.). Clement XIII added the whole
collection of manuscripts belonging to the brothers

Assemani and consisting of 202 Syro-Chaldean, ISO

Arabian, and 6 Turkish manuscripts. Nimierous
smaller acquisitions were made, amounting in all to
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lit 500 manuscripts. On 7 Dec, 1746, Benedict
/ purchased the " Fondo Cappoiiiano" (288). For
[) gold scudi he later purcha.sed I he whole coUec-

i of Cardinal Pictro Ottoboni (d. 1748), who
sessed 3300 manuscript.s, obtained partly from the

;mps and Sforza collections, and partly from the
jritance of Queen Christina. Including some later

itions, there are now in the Ottoboniana 3394
in and 472 Greek codices. In this, as in the other
ve-mentioned closed collections, there are nianu-
pts of the highest value. (Cf. Ruggieri-Marini,
emorie Lstoriche degli Archivi della Santa Sede e

a Biblioteca Ottoboniana ora riuiiita alia Vati-

a", Rome, lS2.j.) Under Clement XIV and I'ius

the Vaticana and collections a.ssociated with it

erwent many vicissitudes. In 1797, 500 manu-
pts were confiscated Ji/rc belli by the French Direc-

? (cf. "Recensio Manuscriptorum, qui ex universa

liotheca Vaticana select! procuratoribus Galliarum
hti fuere", Leipzig, 1S03—very rare). Of these

niscripts all except 36 were restored to the Vati-

a.

n the nineteenth century the Vaticana acquired,

des several hundred manusrri])ts, the papers of

;elo Mai, Gaetano Marini, Visconli, Mazzucchelli,
de Rossi, and a portion of the Maurinist corre-

iidence through Cardinal Fesch. Through the
chase, by Leo XIII, of the manuscripts belonging

he Borghese family, almost 300 codices from the
Avignon library, wliich had found their way via
gnon-Aldobrandini to the Borghese, were thus
ored to the Vaticana; furthermore, 100 real

ghesiani, purchased by the Borghese, were found
he collection. These acquisitions, with the archi-

materials which are found in the secret archives,

; 225,000 francs. A still more extensive library

purcha-sed by Leo XIII for .525,000 francs in 1902,

Barberini Archive being then added to the Vati-

a. The transference of the Codices Borgiani from
Propaganda to the Vaticana brought a very no-
le addition to the collection of Orientalia, besides

ing to the Latin and Greek sections (see Borgia,
Fr.\N'0). These final and important additions of

XIII, together with the acquisition of the Codices
;ina;, Capponiani, Urbinates, and Ottoboniani,
ibine with the great Vaticani collection to form the
)stolic Library of the Vatican. (Cf. Carini, "Di
[ni lavori ed acquisiti della Biblioteca Vaticana nel

tificato di Leone XIII", Rome, 1892.)

10) The Legal Status of the Library.—The a.sser-

is that the Vatican Library was the property
of the Church or of the Holy See, but of the late

lal States, were meant to prepare the way for the
titual seizure of the library, or at Iciist its with-
n-al from the operation of the Law of (iuarantees.

'se assertions called forth answers which made clear

baseless ignorance in hi.storical matters of the in-

ters and propagators of t his t heory . Isidoro Carini
. cit.), then prefect of the Vatican Library, by
•losing its general, and especially its financial, his-

,', furnished the most convincing proof that it

ived its income from ecclesiastical properties or
private chattels of the poi)es, that the library

ials derived t heir sal.aries not from the slate treas-

r, but from the majordomo(a papal court official),

, that in fine no sound argument could be brought
vard to dislodge the Vaticana from its position

3ng the private po.s.sessions of the Apostolic See.

s demonstration wa-s successful at every point.
'. The Specola Vaticana.—A third centre of zealous
ntific work at the Vatican is the observatory
; Vatican Obsehvatohy).
). The Gallcrin Lnpidaria (Corrixloio delle Iscrizi-

).—Stimuli to scientific study are offered in abun-
ice by the Gallery of Inscriptions, which connects
Muaeo Chiaramonti with the Appartamento

rgia. No less than 0000 inscriptions in stone, as

well as numberless cippi, sarcophagi, capitals, statues,

architectonic fragments, and other remains, are here
collected, and have recently been greatly increased.

Gaetano Marini, the second founder of Latin epig-

raphy, systematically inserted in the walls on
one side the Christian, and on the other the pagan,
inscriptions. Begun under Clement XIV, and con-
tinued under Pius VI, the work was completed under
Pius VII. Here took place the first memorable
meeting between the young de Rossi and Cardinal
Angelo Mai.

E. The Loggie and the (udhria della Carte Geogra-
fiche.—The Loggie of Gcograiihical Charts is situated

on the third floor in the Cortilc di San Damaso over
the Loggie of Raphael. The gallery is adjacent to the
Gallcria drgh Arazzi (see VII, above). The material
offered in both places for the history of cartography
has been as yet only incompletely utilized. The
charts undoubtedly represent highly important
achievements. The paintings date from the end of

the sixteenth century, being executed by Antonio
Dante according to the sketches of his brother,

Ignazio.
IX. The State Halls of the Vatican.—State

halls for the celebration of various solemnities in the
Vatican Palace came into existence gradually as their

need became apparent; they reflect in their general
decoration the taste prevailing at the periods of their

construction. Although not so numerous as those in

many royal palaces, the halls of the Vatican stand
first in historical importance. Great events of

interest for both profane and ecclesiastical history

have taken place within them during the past cen-
turies. As regards situat ion, there are two groups of

rooms—the first in the immediate vicinity of the
Sistine Chapel and the second before and in the
papal suite. The former group includes the Sala
Regia, Sala Ducale, and Sala dei Paramenti; in the
second are the Sala Clementina, Sala Concistoriale,

Sala degli Arazzi, and Sala del Trono. A. The Sala
Regia.—Although not intended as such, this broad
room is really an antechamber to the Sistine Chapel,
reached by the Scala Regia (see below). To the left

of the entrance formerly stood the papal throne,
which is now at the opposite side before the door
leading to the Cappella Paolina. The hall was begun
under Paul III by Antonio da Sangallo the Younger
and was completed in 1573. The elegant barrel-

vault is provided with the highly graceful and
very impressive plaster decorations of Pierin del

Vaga. The stucco ornaments over the doors are by
Daniele da Volterra. The longitudinal walls are

broken on the one side by two, and on the other by
three, large doors, between which Giorgio Vasari
antl Taddeo Zuccaro have introduced very powerful
frescoes, whose effect is more than ornamental. They
depict momentous turning-points in the life of the
Church, among others the return of Ciregory XI from
Avignon to Rome, the battle of Lepanto, the raising

of the ban from Ilenry IV, and the reconciliation of

Alexander III with Frederick Barbarossa. This hail

served originally for the reception of princes and
royal ambassadors. To-day the consistories are

held in it, and an occasional musical recital in the
presence of the pope; during a conclave it is a favour-
ite promenade for the cardinals.

B. The Sala Dueale lies between the Sala Regia
and the Loggie of Giovanni da LIdine. Formerly
there were here two separate halls, which were con-
verted into one by Bernini by the removal of the sep-

arating wall (the ))osition of which is still clearly per-

ceptible). The decorative ))aintings, whi(^h are of a
purely ornamental natine, arc b>- Raffaellino da Reg-
gio, Sabbatini, and Mattliaus Brill. In this impres-
sive hall were formerly held the pviblic consistories for

the reception of ruling princes. It now serves occa-
sionally for the recept ion of pilgrims, the consecration
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of bishops, when (as rarely happens) this is under-
taken by the pope, or is used for the accommodation
of specified divisions of the papal household, when the
pope holds a consistory in the Sala Regia, proceeds to
the Sistine Chapel, or sets out with great solemnity for

St. Peter's. C. The Sala dei Paramenli lies a little

to the left of the Sala Ducale, and adjoins immediately
the Loggie of Giovanni da Udine. It receives its

name from the fact that the pope assumes the pontif-
ical vestments in one room of this suite before attend-
ing Divine service in the Cappella Sistina. The
Sacred College assembles in another room to accom-
pany the pope. Both rooms, which are not accessible

to the public, are decorated with tapestries of beauti-
ful colour, the walls are overarched with red damask,
and the ceiling richly gilt. Here the members of the
papal court assemble for breakfast after receiving their

EasterCommunion from the pope(see above,sectionV).
D. The Sala Clementina is a gigantic hall, two

stories high, situated on the second floor, at the
entrance to the papal apartments, and reached by the
Scala Nobile. At the rear of this haU a division of the
Swiss Guard is posted. The doors to the right lead

to the apartments of the pope, those on the left to

the Loggie, and those in the rear immediately to the
Consistorial Hall. The magnificent marble wain-
scoting is over six feet; above it rise bold ornamental
frescoes of splendid perspective, extending along the
rounded ceiling. From the middle of the ceiUng
hangs a colossal chandelier, whose green patina com-
bines wonderfully with the whole harmony of colours.

Frequent repetitions of the coat of arms of Clement
VIII, the builder of the hall, have been arranged by
the artist with excellent taste. This great hall serves

to-day as a waiting-room, as a vesting-room in the
case of great receptions in the Consistorial HaU, and
on rare occasions for the reception of pilgrimages or
large deputations. E. The Sala Concistoriale.—
The long but rather narrow Consistorial Hall lies

behind the Sala Clementina, and behind the Ante-
camera bassa to the right of that Sala. Erected by
Clement XIII, it is employed for secret consistories,

for official sessions under the presidency of the pope
(postulations and the like), as well as for solemn recep-
tions. The poor light afforded by the northern ex-

posure of the room is still further reduced by dark red
hangings on the walls. Some large oil paintings,

representing rehgious subjects, give life to the walls,

and the coffered ccihng is richly gilt. Between the
ceiling and the oil paintings are, besides rich orna-
mental painting, a number of landscape frescoes of

delicate tone. At the rear of the hall .stands a more
elaborate than beautiful throne, which dates from the
Vatican Exhibition; simple, but monumental, wooden
stalls extend along the walls.

F. The Sala degli Arazzi receives its name from the
vast framed Flemish tapestries which decorate every
wall. As these magnificent pieces hang very low, the
visitor can closely examine the fineness of the work-
manship. Above the tapestries have been painted,

since the time of Paul V, landscape frescoes, which
alternate with the arms of this pope. A beautifully

carved cornice supports the richly gilt coffered ceiUng,

which looks down on a mosaic marble floor. Curtains
of white silk, with out.side curtains of ungathered
green silk, exclude t oo glaring a light. Perfect taste and
harmony of colour exist throughout this immense
hall. G. The Sdlii del Trono.—Reference has been
already made to the Throne Room. It may be added
that to the right and left of the throne on two great

marble tables stand two very valviable ancient clocks.

Between t he two windows, exact ly opposite the throne,

is an ivory crucifix of extraordinary dimensions and
artistic value.

X. The State Staircases of the Vatican.—
There are three state staircases in the Vatican. The
first and best-known is the Scala Regia, which leads

up to the Sala Regia. It was built under Alexander
VII by Bernini, who, by the skilful arrangement of the
columns supporting the curves, has entirely concealed
the narrowing of the staircase towards the top. The
second staircase, erected by Pius IX, leads from the.

Port one di Bronzo, the chief entrance to the Vatican,
directly up to the Cortile di San Damaso. Con-
structed of granite steps several yards wide, the stair-

case has on the outer side a marble balustrade of

corresponding bulk; the base is of Breccia marble,
and above it as far as the ceiling extends artificial

marble. A large painted window adorns the side

looking towards the Piazza S. Pietro. Half-way up
is the apartment of the sub-prefect of the Apostolic
Palaces, while above, on the same floor as the Cortile

di San Damaso, is the apartment occupied by the
maestro di camera. This staircase is called after

the name of its builder, Scala Pia. The third state
staircase is the Scala Nobile, which leads from the
Cortile di San Damaso to the third story, to the suite

of the secretary of state, and runs past the papal
apartments to the private suite of the pope. Light
is admitted on the ground floor by the painted win-
dows renovated by the Prince Regent of Bavaria
after the powder explosion of 1SS2, and on the second
floor by those donated by the Collegium Germanicura
at the same period. The steps are of white marble;
yellow artificial marble covers the waUs, while the

base is of pure marble. Rich plaster decorations
cover the barrel-vault. The whole well of the stair-

case is simple, but of rare impressiveness and pleasing

colour.

XL The Administrative Boards of the Vati-
can.—The supreme board of administration within
the palace is the Prefettura dei Sacri Palazzi Apostol-
ici, at the head of which stands as prefect the secre-

tary of state. He is assisted by the sub-prefect, who,
as executive and supervising official, possesses exten-

sive authority. All artistic and scientific under-
takings are subject, in so far as their economic aspect,

is concerned, to the decision of the prefect. The
departments of building, furnishing, administration
of the magazine, household management, fire bri-

gade, accountancy, the stables, printing works, gar-

dening, and some other divisions are administered,

under the supervision of the prefect, by more or less

independent boards, whose directors—e. g. the foriere

maggiore and the cavallerizzo maggiore—in some
cases hold a high rank at Court (cf. Die kathol.

Kirche unserer Zeit, I, pp. 286-88). Both the house-
hold and magazine authorities have so completed
their tasks since 1903 that it is no longer necessary to

make special plans for the fitting of rooms etc. on
the occasion of great solemnities such as conclaves.

Pius X has everything arranged in a permanent
fashion and preserved in the store-rooms, and in this

manner has introduced considerable savings. The
department of building, which under Leo XIII was
rather neglected, is now busy with perfecting the
architectural condition of the palace. The sub-
prefect is restoring to their former condition a large

number of magnificent halls, which during the course

of the last century were subdivided vertically and
horizontally to make smaller rooms. In the execu-

tion of these works some important discoveries have
been made. Very important and thorough repairs

were made throughout the palace. The floor of the

Galleria Ijipidaria was laid with bricks, the windows
closed very badly, and the genera! condition of this

magnificent corridor left very much to be desired.

Repairs being thus urgently needed, a mere rectifica-

tion of the damages would not be sufficient. More-
over such a proceeding would be contrary to the

traditionsof the Curia, which executes in monumental
fashion whatever it undertakes. When the floor,

windows, arches, and masonry were all overhauled in

the Api)artamento Borgia, the collections of ancient
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igan carvings, which were exhibited along the walls

ider the inscriptions, received an unusual increase.

lie reduction of the stud was begun under Leo XIII
id completed under Pius X, so that the pope now
issesses comparatively few horses. The extremely
rict discipline which Pius X has introduced into all

anches of the Vatican administration, has met with
lendid success.

XII. The Juridical and Hygienic Boards of
[E Vatican.—Experience has proved it necessary
at the Curia should maintain a tribunal before

lich all legal disputes relating in any way to the
itican administration might be decided. The
alian courts are in such cases powerless and ineffi-

cious, because their jurisdiction ceases at the
lace gates. As there must ever be recriminations
lerever there .are numerous relations with the
mmercial world, wliere there are crowds of clerks

d great circulation of money, two "Commissioni
elatizie per decretare intorno alle controvcrsie e con-
stazioni con le amministrazioni palatine" were
?ated by Decree of 20 Februar)-, 18S2, to decide all

lims made against the Curial administration. The
le pos.sesses a juristic interest: the official bodies are

lied commissioni, not tribunali; decretare, and not
idicnrc or decidere, is used; and the processes are

rmcd conlroversie and contestazioni. Although the
?cree manifestly avoids giving the name of court of

5tice to the new institution, it is such de facto. The
o commissions then created are each composed of

ree prelates, who have the decision of processes both
first and also in second instance. The court of

ird instance is formed by the union of the other two
der the presidency of the general auditor of the
)ostolic Chamber. .\11 the prelates have a legal

lining, and in each of the first two courts are a presi-

nt and two colleagues. Each court has a prelate

petitioner and a secretary. It is a notable feature
at, for the execution of all judgments which are
;ally given against the Vatican administration,
thing is provided.
The procedure of these courts is as follows: The
ocess is begun by written documents placed in the
nds of the president. The defendant lodges a
itten answer within a certain interval, after which
rther pleas and counterpleas may continue. On the
nclusion of the wTitten explanations or after the
piration of a certain interval, during which no fur-

?r countenjleas are forthcoming, the decision is

,'en and pubhshed by exhibition in the Secretariate,

le interval for appeal is six months, dating from the

y of the publication of judgment. These courts
iploy every means to establish the facts as they actu-

y are: the examination of witnesses, the adminis-
ition of oaths, decisive or supplementary oaths, the
imination of ex7)erts, etc. The costs of court are
plated on the basis of the provisions of the Papal
utes. The tribunal of the prefecture, of which the
tnpetence cannot be exactly established, has an
juisitor and a secretary. Before this court are
ard criminal charges.

The sanitary .service and the hygienic department
re reorganized on 14 Xoveniber, 1893. In accord-
ce with modern requirements, exhaustive mca<;ures
re taken in all matters connected with these depart-
mts. In particular the water service was thor-
ghly renovated. The sanitary corps is under the
•ection of the physician in ordinary to the pope,
der whom also stand five other physicians and some
iistants. Two of the physicians are appointed
• day duty, and two for night; the fifth attends the
'iss Guards. The assistants represent the phj'si-

ins, when these are unable to attend, but on
solemn occasions, when an unusually great num-

r of persons assemble, they must (like the physi-
ins) be always in attendance. The sanitary servTCe
d hygienic department are subordinate to the

Prefecture of the Apostolic Palaces. The Vatican
dispensary, which was formerly in the Cortile di San
Damaso, was recently tran.sferred to the quarters of

the Swiss Guards, and lies at the door of the Torrione
di Nicolo V which leads to the city. Consequently
it is easily accessible to the inhabitants of the Borgo,
who avail themselves very freely of it. It is entrusted
to three Brothers of Mercy, and deUvers all medicines
at the rates appointed by the urban council of Rome
in favour of the poor. A list hanging up in the dis-

pensary shows to what residents and servants of the
palace medicines are to be given gratis.

XIII. The Policing of the Vatican.—There is

within the Vatican a weU-organized service of police

and guards. Mihtary and poUce bodies protect
persons and property, and the fire department pre-
vents damage from fire. The special mihtary guard-
ians of the palace are the Swiss Guards; entrusted
with the specifically police duties are the gendarmes.
The Palatine Guards are rather a guard of honour,
and the Noble Guard a mounted bodyguard with very
limited service. The fire brigade is formed by the
Guardie del Fuoco. In view of the peculiar political

position of the pope in Rome, the careful guarding
of the Vatican presents special difficulties; but,
despite the objectionable attitude of the Italian pohce
commissioners in the Borgo, few contretemps are to
be complained of. For among the gi-eat throngs to
the papal assemblages there are always some ready
to seize the opportunity to create a disturbance, if

the slightest pretext offers itself.

A. The Swiss Guards.—The commander of the
Swiss has the rank of a colonel of the regular troops
and is addressed with this title. The other officers,

therefore, have a rank three grades higher than their

name indicates, and all the guards without exception
possess the rank of sergeant in the regular troops.
The quartermaster acts also as secretary of the com-
manding officer and as ordnance officer. The corps
has its special chaplain and chapel, SS. Martino e Se-
bastiano (see above, section V), built by Pius V in

1.568. Every candidate for the Guards must be a
native Swiss, a Catholic, of legitimate birth, un-
married, under twenty-five years of age, at least five

feet and eight inches in height, healthy, and free from
bodily disfigurements. Whoever is not eligible for

militarj' service in Switzerland, is Ukewise refused ad-
mission into the Guards. The following papers are
required: a certificate from his home (or a pass), bap-
tismal certificate, and testimonial as to character, all

signed by the authorities of his parish. After a year
of good conduct the cost of the journey to Rome is re-

funded; this refund may, however, be paid in instal-

ments after a period of seven months. Applications
for admission are to be addressed directly to the com-
manding officer. Those who wish to retire from
the Guards may freely do so after giving three
months' notice. After eighteen years' service each
member of the Guards is entitled to a pension for

life amounting to one-half of his pay, after twenty
years to a ix>nsion amounting to two-thirds of his pay,
after twenty-five years to five-sixths of his pay, and
after thirty years to his full pay.
The duties of the Guards are as follows: They are

responsible for the guarding of the sacred person of
the pope and the protection of the Apostolic Palaces,
all exits from the jjalace to the city and the entrance
doors to the papal apartments being entrusted to their

charge. They have also to take up their position in

all pontifical functions in the papal chapels and in all

other rehgious functions both within and without the
.4postolic Palaces (the latter are now confined to St.

Peter's) at which the pope assists. They have also
other duties regulated by ancient traditions or more
recent decrees. In addition, they have to appear for

service at the order of the prefect of the Apostolic
Palaces (the majordomo) and the maestro di camera.
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The religious privileges of the guards are very exten-

sive. In all public processions the Swiss Guards take

their place immediately behind the Noble Guard.

As guards they are subject to the prefect of the

Apcstolic Palaces and were not in earher times sub-

ject, like the regular troops, to the Ministry of War.
When the po])e occupies the sedia gestatoria, he is

s\irrounded by six of the Swiss Guards, who carry

the large swords known as "double-handed". The
commander (colonel) of the Guards is an ex-officio

privy chamberlain, and has the entree into the Anti-

camera Segreta; the lieutenant (major) and the sub-

lieutenant (captain of the first class) are ex officio

honorary chamberlains, and have the entree only to

the Throne Room, which lies before the Anticamera
Segreta. The Swiss Guards are fully armed, and have
to submit to a strict course of exercises and gymnas-
tics. Football is zealously cultivated by them in the

Cortile del Belvedere, and their trumpet corps is

splendidly organized. On solemn occasions, such

as special functions in the German Cemetery near St.

Peter's (Campo Santo Teutonico), which is also the

burial-place for the Guards, the trumpet corps appears

in public.

Even in the fifteenth century the popes possessed

a body-guard of the Catholic Swiss. In 1.50.5, at the

instance of the Swiss Cardinal Schinner, a treaty was
made by Julius II with the two cantons of Zurich and
Lucerne, in accordance with which these cantons

had to supply constantly 250 men as a body-guard to

the pope. Since this date there has always been

about the pope a corps of Swiss Guards (cf. Baum-
garten, "Kathohsche Kirehe unserer Zeit", I, 297

sqq.; "KirchUche Handlexikon", s. v. "Schweizer-

garde"). At present the Guards possess a strength of

exactly 100 men (including the six officers), who
suffice" not alone for the complete discharge of the

various duties of the corps, but also for the main-

tenance of a watch (formerly essentially more strict

and extensive) over the pope during the night. Their

olfl picturesque uniform of black, red, and yellow, in

sixteenth-century style, is still retained. A black hat

with red strings has recently replaced the very ugly

helmet. While exercising, on night watch, or in

barracks, the men wear a steel-blue undress uniform,

consisting of wider tunic, knee-breeches, dark-blue

stockings, and laced boots, but while on guard duty
they wear dark-yeUow stockings and buckled shoes.

On especially solemn occasions both men and oflicers

appear in military uniform with weapons and helmets.

The barracks of the Guards lies at the foot of the

Palace of Sixtus V. A portion of the building waa
erected in 1492 during the reign of Alexander VI.

The canteen of the Guards furnishes them with their

board. The religious privileges of the Guards are

very extensive and their regulation pertains to their

chaplain who consults the Holy Father in this regard.

The care of their other privileges appertains to their

commander.
B. The Papal Gendarmen.—The corps of Gen-

darmes of the ApostoUc Palaces consists of Itahans,

who must measure at least five feet nine inches, have
completed an entirely iniobjectionable period of

service in the Italian army, and have secured good
certificates of character from both the secular and
religious authorities. Upon them devolves the

policing of the palace and the gardens, and they are

also employed in the honorary service of the Anti-

camera. They have a barracks in the gardens (see

above, section IV) and another near the quarters of

the Swiss Guards. Like the Swiss Guards, they also

have a music corps, which gives a concert on feasts in

the Cortile di S. Damaso. The gendarmes are subject

to the Prefect of the Apostolic Palaces; their com-
mander lias the court rank of lionorary chamberlain

and bears the official title of " Delegato per i servizi

di Sicurezza e Polizia". The corps musters G2 men.

C. The Guardia d'Onore.—The Palatine Guard, as
it exists to-day, extends back to Pius IX. In the
Regolamento of 14 December, 1850, he decreed that
the two bodies of militia, the civici scelti and the
capotori, should be united into one body under the
new name of the Guardia Palatina d'Onore. In 1860
this guard was increased and placed on the footing of

a regiment of 748 men with 2 battalions and 8 com-
panies. Before 1870 the services of this regiment
were not confined to the palace, watch-duties in the
city and military operations in war being assigned
them. After 1870 the regimental band of 63 men was
disbanded, and the corps greatly diminished. The
lieutenant-colonel in command has the rank of colonel.

As distinguished from the Swiss Guards, who are

appointed for the guarding of the pope's person, the
Palatine Guard perform such duties in the papal
service as are detailed in the directions of the major-
domo and the maestro di camera. All the members
of the corps are Roman citizens; they perform their

few duties gratis, but receive 80 lire annually for their

uniforms. During the conclave a company of the
Palatine Guard is stationed in the Cortile del Mar-
esciallo under the command of the hereditary Marshal
of the Conclave, Prince Chigi.

D. The Guardia Kohile.-—This most distinguished

cor])s of the papal military ser\ice has an interesting

history. The mounted guard of the popes was for-

merly formed of the corps of caialleggieri (light

cavalry). By Motu Proprio of 1744 Benedict XIV
gave these mounted guards a new organization,

nxing their number at 90. After the disbanding
of tliese troops during the confusion of the French
Revolution, Pius VII formed a new body-guard
compo-sed of the remainder of the cavalleggieri and
the old cavaliere delle lancie spezzate. A Decree of

11 May, 1801, ordered the institution of the Xoble
Guard (guardie nobili di corpo), the Sjianisli noble

guards being taken as the model. The political revo-

lutions under Napoleon I prevented the proper for-

mation of the new corps, so that the reorganization

effected by warrant of the Cardinal-Secretary of

State, Ercole Consalvi, of 8 November, 1815, was
found necessary. The petition of Count Giovanni
Mastai Ferretti (afterwards Pius IX) for admission

into the Guards (26 June, 1814), which was rejected

on account of his weak health, is still preserved in the

archives of the Noble Guard. Leo XIII amal-
gamated the existing two companies, and in accord-

ance with the changed conditions of the time, gave
them new regulations, and declared that the corps

should consist of 1 captain, 1 heutenant, 1 sub-

lieutenant, 8 lance-corporals, 1 lance-corporal as corps

adjutant, 8 cadets, 1 cadet as adjutant, 48 guards, 1

quarter-master, 1 equerrj', 1 armourer, 1 master of

ordnance, and 4 trumpeters. The whole corps thus

numbered 77 men. The captain ranks as a lieu-

tenant-general of regulars, and the other grades

accordingly. One-third of the simple members of the

corps enjoy the rank of captain, one-third that of

lieutenant, and the remaining third that of sub-

lieutenant.

In place of the earUer cabinet couriers, the Noble
Guards have the exclusive right of conveying the tid-

ings of their elevation to the "crown cardinals" in

Catholic lands, as well as to nuncios of the first class

when i-aisc(l to the cardinalate, and also of bringing to

their residences the red hat. Conditions for reception

into the corps are a,s follows: age. 21-25; testimonial

as to good character from the parish-priest, bi.shop,

or other ecclesiastical authorities; 60 years line of a

nobility recognized in the Papal States, with the same
tests as in the Order of Malta; heiglit, at least five feet

and seven inches; and perfect bodily health. The
post of commander lies at the free disiiosal of the pope,

and is always entrusted to a Roman prince. Other-

wise promotion is regulated exclusively l)y length of
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rvice. The Noble Guard makes its appearance in

iblic only when the pope takes part in a public

nction; when the pope withdraws, he is followed by
e Noble Guard. During a vacancy of the Holy
e, the corps stands at the service of the College of

irdinals. The Gonfaloniere, or standard-bearer, of

e Holy Roman Church, with the rank of lieutenant-

neral, has the right of wearing the uniform of the
Me Guard. (Cf. Baumgarten, "Kathol. Kirche
.serer Zeit", I, 290-93.) E. The Giiardie del

loco.—The Vatican fire-brigade, which is organized
cording to the most modern methods, is emjjloyed
io for other duties, since they are rarely needed
their main duty. The brigade possesses no special

itures.

XIV. The Vatican as a Business Centre.—
le Vatican must be regarded as the administrative
ntre of the Catholic Church, since it is the residence

the supreme head of that Church, and from it the
lole Church is governed. From here the pope
lies a Decree or Motu Proprio, advises the prefects

managing cardinals of the congregations, and in all

port ant matters his per.sonal business activity is

vays clearly indicated. From this standpoint the
tican is a business centre of the first rank. Other
[ensive business transacted in the palace is less

11 known. Since the seizure of the Papal States by
? Piedmontese makes it impossible to hold the con-
ve for the election of a new pope (notwithstanding
' assurances of the Law of Guarantees—see below,
;tion XVI) outside the Vatican, this important
siness must be transacted there. Conclaves were
Id at the Vatican in 1878 and 190.3. On each occa-
n such exact particulars of their distinctive features

re given to the newspapers and other periodicals,

It there is no need of giving any details here (cf.

iNCLAVE, Pius X).
rhe most important of the numerous bodies which
ve their general offices in the palace is the Secre-

iate of .State. All the offices of this department
so far as it deals with pohtical and ecclesiastico-

litical matters) are situated on the third floor of

)se portions of the old Apostolic Palace which were
ilt by Nicholas V, Callistus III, Pius II, and .lulius

and .surround the Cortile del Papagallo and the
rtile del Maresciallo. They lie above the Sala dei
iaroscuri, the Chapel of Nicholas V, and the
ioining rooms. Before 1870 the Secretariate of

ite had its seat in the Quirinal, but was on 20 Sep-
nber of that year changed provisionally to the
tions of the Vatican Palace erected by Gregorv
II, Sixtus V, and Clement VIII, and situated
[ler the Sala Concistoriale, the Sala degli Arazzi,

i the Throne Room and some adjacent rooms.
>anwhile, by raising the walls and the roof, Cardinal
tonelli had a number of new apartments created,

i thereby found at his disposal twenty-one rooms,
which are now found not alone the offices of the
•retariate of State, but also those (7) of the earher
lependent Congregation for Extraordinary p]ccle-

stical Affairs (see Roman Congreg.^tions, The).
re are transacted all the nimierous affairs which,
•ording to the existing regulations, fall within the
i.-idi'tion of these two congregations. When re-

itly the Secretariate of Briefs was placed under the
ection of the secretary of state, the offices of this

at department were transferred to the Vatican
lace and established in the unoccupied halls of the
picture-gallery. All the bureaux of the Secre-

iate of State are now on the .same floor. The ex-
it of business transacted here is evidenced by the
hives. In the archives for "Ordinary " affairs (the
it section of the Secretariate), all the "positions"

—

the huge fa-scicles are called—from the year lSt)0

preserved. Every ten years the then oldest dec-
" here preserved is removed Io the secret archives.

e inventories (called rubricelle), which are added to

the collections from day to da.\-, render it possible to
discover immediately any particular document . The
exceedingly difficult and tedious task of making these
inventories^ is persevered in only on account of their
proved utibty. Regarding the work and organization
of the above-named, formerly independent , congrega-
tions (now treated as the Second Section of the Secre-
tariate of State) see Romax CoNiaiEiiATioNs, The.
A whole series of Roman Ciiiii;rri;at ions hold either

regularly or on special occasidus their scissions in the
Vatican. When not held in the council-room in the
suite of the Secretariate of State, special rooms are
provided for them. Every Tuesday and Friday
morning the secretary of state receives the ambassa-
dors and envoys accredited to the Holy l^ee, so that all

diplomatic affairs not transacted by correspondence
are conducted in the Vatican. The secret, semi-
public, and public consistories are held either in the
Sala Concistoriale or in the Sala Regia. Only in

exceptional cases is a consistory held outside the
palace—in the Aula situated above the porch of St.
Peter's. Accessible only from the Sala Regia (except
by the small staircase for servants), this enormous and
lengthy hall forms no organic portion of the palace.
The last of the consistories was held there on 30
November, 1911. The offices of the Secretariates of
Latin Briefs and of Briefs to Princes, which form dis-

tinct departments, are also found in the palace (cf.

Baumgarten, "Die kathol. Kirche unserer Zeit", I,

491-94). A place of gi'cat activity is the Secret
Chancery of the Holy Father; here are discharged
all affairs pertaining to the pope in so far as they do
not belong to any of the special departments. Within
the sphere of this department, besides the purely
private affairs of the pope, are numberless petitions
which were formerly referred to the now abohshed
Secretariate of Memorials.
The Ahns, to be distributed according to certain

principles, are entrusted to the Secret Almoner of
the pope, who is always a titular archbishop. His
offices lie near the quarters of the Swiss Guards. All
donations accruing in the form of Peter-spence are
administered separately by the "Commissione Cardi-
nalizia amministratrice dei Beni della Santa Sede".
The offices lie in the loggie of the third story in the
eastern wing of the palace. To ensure in so far as
feasible the possessions of a number of small chapters
from possible seizure by the Italians, the pope has
directed that all titles to annuities from these should
be preserved in the Vatican. For the administration
of this property a "Commissione per le opere di reli-

gione" ha-s been instituted, which pays over to the
proper parties the accruing interests and assists the
cori'orations both with advice and actively, when
they are meditating some financial transaction,
whether the purchase of a new title or the exchange
of old titles for others. The "Commissione Cardinal-
izia per gli studi storici", whenever they hold their
meetings, also assemble in the Vatican. In conclu-
sion must still be mentioned the numerous offices of
the palatine administration, which is naturally very
extensive. This collection of heterogeneous depart-
ments for the transaction of business is inevitable,
since the Holy See is compelled to concentrate every-
thing in the Vatican as far as possible.
XV. The TiPonRAFiA Poliglotta Vaticana.—

By the Bull, "Eam semper ex" of 27 April, 1.587,

Sixtus V established a printing-office for the printing
of the official edition of the Latin Vulgate which he
had undertaken (cf. Baumgarten, "Die Vulgata
Sixtina von l.'iOO u. ihre Einfvihrung.sbuUe", Miinster,
1911, pp. 1-12). Since that time there has existed a
Typographia Vaticana, in the rooms on the ground
floor in the middle of the southern wing of the ])alace,

and thus under the old reading-room of the Vatican
Library. Shortly after its foimdation in 1626, the
Congregation of the Propaganda also established a
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printing-office, which, in accordance with the needs
of the missions, soon developed into a Typographia
Polyglotta (cf. Prior, "Die kathol. Kirche unserer
Zeit ", I, 406-07). After enjoying an epoch of inter-

national repute, this institution had in recent years
fallen to a low level owing to the absence of exiiert

management and sufficient funds. Pius X therefore

resolved to unite it with the Vatican Press. This
amalgamation was effected when the Vatican Press,

whose printing machines were to a great extent out-
of-date and whose quarters were inadequate, was
thoroughly reorganized and transferred to new
quarters (1910).

The old riding-school of the Noble Guard, known
as the Cavallerizza, lying on the Torrione di Niccolo
V, was completely reconstructed in 1909 and fitted

for the reception of a great first-class printing-office.

The latest and best machines were procured, the
lighting splendidly regulated, and the arrange-

ment of the offices made in the most practical way.
Hither was transferred the Tj-pographia Vaticana
with all the valuable tvpe of the Polyglotta of the
Propaganda, and given the new name of "Tipografia
Poliglotta Vaticana". At the same time there was
inaugurated an improvement of methods, which guar-
anteed substantial savings and greater capacity as

compared with former arrangements. The general
department of the new printing-offices was established

in the high basement and ground-floor; the secret de-
partment on the first floor of the new building. The
staffs of the two departments are completely sepa-
rate, both departments have different entrances,

which are closed during working hours. The print-

ing-office serves in the first place for the various
official purposes of the Curia. Then, according to its

capacity, it undertakes printing commissions en-
trusted to it by outsiders. Thus, for example, a
portion of the monumental work of the Gorresgesell-

schaft on the Council of Trent was printed here. The
"Acta Apostolica; Sedis", the circulation of which
amounts almost to 10,000 copies, the "Gerarchia
Cattolica", the new choral editions, and similar works
are the best known of the official productions of the
Vatican Press.

XVI. The Legal Position op the Vatican.—
In the Law of Guarantees of the Itahan State, which
came into force on 13 May, 1871, it was explicitly

declared that all residences of the pope on Italian soil

should enjoy immunity and should be extraterritorial.

It follows that the Vatican Palace must be immune
and extraterritorial in the eyes of the Itahan author-
ities. Consequently, all action of the Itahan author-
ities must stop at the gates of the Vatican; the
inhabitants of the palace cannot be taxed, subpoenaed,
or summoned to defend themselves. All consign-
ments directed expressly to the administration of the
palace are duty-free, and all letters addressed to the
pope from Italy require no stamps. The official tele-

grams of the Vatican authorities are sent gratis to aU
parts of the world. These and other exceptions from
the ordinary laws of Italy are the consequences of the
Law of Guarantees, in so far a.'^ they are not expressly

mentioned therein. The Radicals and the Free-
masons have already frequently demanded the abro-
gation of the Law of Guarantees, urging that it is a
purely Italian law, and may therefore he abrogated
by the same agents as made it. This statement is

false. The Vatican is exterritorial, not according to

Italian, but according to international law, as is

clearly .shown in the negotiations preceding its adop-
tion. Both the Lower Chamber and the Senate voted
on the law with the clear intention of bringing it to

pa.ss through international law that llie Catholics
of the whole world should to a certain extent be .set at

ease as to the i)Osition of their supreme head. The
Italian legislative agents freely ass\imed obligations

towards the Powers and all Catholics, as was an

absolute necessity of the politics of the day. These
obhgations can under no circumstances be set aside at
the wishes of one party. The plea that the pope did
not recognize the law is entii-ely beside the question;
his refusal was foreseen by the legislators, and not-
withstanding it, as the premier then declared, Italy
was under an obUgation to pass the law. It thus
follows incontestably that it is not in the power of
the Itahan legislative agents to alter in any way
the present legal position of the Vatican Palace.
The pope is, however, personally indifferent as to
whether the Itahan Government may in the future
perpetrate further injustices in addition to those of
the pa-st. One who has had to endure so much, will
not remain without consolation should another cross
be added to those he already bears.
There is, however, no obstacle to the cultivation

of certain relations between the Vatican and Italian
authorities, such indeed being rendered indispensable
by the social intercourse of the present day. For
example, since the pope refuses to exercise de facto
the right of punishment theoretically vested in him,
malefactors (should any crime be committed) are
turned over to the Itahan authorities for the thor-
ough investigation of their cases, '\^'arnings on
various points are sent from the Italian to the Vatican
authorities, so that the latter may be on their guard.
Communications of a confidential nature may be
exchanged, but in such a manner that neither of the
parties enters into any obligation nor prejudices its

position; when necessary it is effected through recog-
nized channels unofficially. When the pope attends
a solemnity in St. Peter's, the basihca is then and then
only regarded as belonging to the Vatican; on other
occasions it is regarded as a monumento nazionale.
By tacit agreement the whole pohcing during these
services lies in the hands of the Vatican authorities.
But there are also a great number of Italian detectives
in civihan dress, who, assisted by the Vatican author-
ities, bar objectionable persons from the edifice and
quietly remove those who by any means may have
obtained entrance. The ambulance stations in St.

Peter's, rendered necessarj- by the assemblage of from
thirty to forty thousand persons, are estabUshed by
the sanitary board of the Vatican.
The above information makes sufficiently clear

both the theoretical juristic and the practical position
of the relations between the Vatican and the Italian
authorities. In the article Guarantees, L.\w of,
will be found a more exphcit statement of the rela-

tions between the Holy See and the Itahan Govern-
ment. Pius IX at the time of the violent occupation
in 1870 by the troops of Victor Emmanuel refused
to recognize the right of the Italian Government,
and his successors, Leo XIII and Pius X, constantly
maintained the same attitude. Both pontiffs have,
on various occasions, declared themselves as unalter-
ably opposed to the recognition of the claim of
the Italian Government to temporal sovereignty
in Rome.

In addition to works given at the end of certain sections, an
abundance of literature on the Vatican Palace will be found in
comprehensive works on the histor>' of the popes, such as those by
Ranke, Pastob. von Reumont, Gregorovics: treatises on art
by Crowe and Cavalcaselle, Vermiglioli, Schmarsow,
Vahari; chronicles, by Burkh.ard and iNFEsarRA: Annalts
ecclfsiastici of Baronics, RiNALors, and their continuators;
BuUarium Romanum and other collections of documents: and
Blani. Bihlioffraphie italico-fran^aifse, ou Cataloqtte nffthodique de
tons les imprimh en lanffue fran^aise sur V Ilalie ancientie tt

mmlfrne (UT^-lSS'i) (2 vols., Paris. 1886-87). Numerous
Ktiidcs for travellers and pilgrims contain a Krc.it quantity of
more or less reliable information, .\mong the best comprehensive
and accurate works may be mentioned: Chattard. A'uom
descrizione del Vaticana e delta Saerosanta Basilica di
San Pieiro (Rome. 1762-67): Taja, Descri;ione del Palaaa
ApoKlolico Vaticana iRomc, 1750>: Pistolesi. // Vaticatio tfejcrittn

ed itIuKlratn (8 vols., Rome. 1819-38). with numerous plates
and illustrations; Donovan, Rome Ancient and Modern and Its

Encirotis (Rome, 1844).

Paul Maria Baumgarten.
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Vatican Archives. See Vatican.

Vatican Codex. See Codex Vaticanus.

Vatican Council, the twentieth and up to now the
t cecumcnical council, opened on 8 Dec, 1869, and
journed on 20 Oct., 1.S70. It met three hundred
irs after the Council of Trent.
I. Introductory History.—A. Previous to the

Icial Convocation.—On 6 Dec, 1864, two days before
i publication of tlie Syllabus, Pius IX announced,
a session of the Congregation of Rites, his intention
call a general council. He commissioned the car-

lals residing at Rome to express in writing their

:ws as to the opiiortuneness of the scheme, and also

name the subjects which, in their opinion, should
laid before the council for discussion. Of the
?nty-one reports sent in, only one, that of Cardinal
ntini, expressed the opinion that there was no occa-
n for the holding of an oecumenical council. The
lers affirmed t he relat ive necessity of such an assem-
, although five did not consider the time suitable,

arly all sent lists of questions that seemed to need
icihar discussion. Early in March, 1,S65, the pope
pointed a commission of five cardinals to discuss
liminary questions in regard to the council. This
3 the important "Congregazione speziale direttrice

gli affari del future concilio generate", generally
led the directing preparatory commission, or the
tral commission. Four more cardinals were added
the number of its members, and besides a secre-

y it was given eight consultors. It held numerous
etings in the interval between 9 March, 1,S6.5, and
c, 1869. Its first motion was that bishops of vari-

: countries should also be called upon for sugges-
is as to matters for discussion, and on 27 March,
in, the pope commanded thirty-six bishops of the
;in Rite designated by him to express their views
icr jiledge of silence. Early in 1866 he also desig-

ed several bishops of the Oriental Rite under the
le conditions. It was now necessary to form com-
isions for the more thorough discussion of the sub-
:s to be debated at the council. .Accordingly, theo-
lans and canonists, belonging to the secular and
ular clergy, were summoned to Rome from the
ious countries to co-operate in the work.
LS early as 186.5 the nuncios were asked to suggest
nes of suitable people for these prehminary com-
sions. The war between Austria and Italy in

6 and the withdrawal of the French troops from
me on 11 Dec. of the same year caused an unwel-
le interruption of the preparatory labours. They
) made the original plan, which was to open the
ncil on the eighteenth centenary festival of the
rtjTdom of the two great Apostles, 29 June, 1S67,
)ossible. However, the pope made use of the
sence at Rome of nearly five hundred bishops, who
; come to attend the centennial celebration, to
<e. the first public announcement of the council at

onsistory held on 26 June, 1867. The bishops
ressed their agreement with joy in an address dated
.ily. After the return of the French army of pro-
ion on 30 Oct., 1867, the continuance of the prepa-
ons and the holding of the council itself seemed
in possible. The preparatory commission now
ated exhaustively the question who should be
ited to attend the council. Tliat the cardinals and
:esan bishops should be summoned was self-evi-

t. It wa-s also decided that the titular bishops had
right to be called, and that of the heads of the
srs an invitation should be given to the abbots
'ius, the abbots general of congregations formed
n several mona.sterirs, .md lastly, to the generals
he religious orders. It was considered wiser, on
)unt of the state of affairs at the time, not to send
ictual invitation to Catholic princes, yet it was in-

ied to grant .admission to them or their representa-
s on demand. In this sense, therefore, the Bull of

Convocation, "iEtemi Patris", was promulgated,
29 June, 1868; it appointed 8 Dec, 1869, as the date
for the opening of the council. The objects of the
council were to be the correction of modern errors and
a seasonable revision of the legislation of the Church.
A special Brief, "Arcano divinae providentiae", of
8 Sept., 1868, invited non-Uniate Orientals to ap-
pear. A third Brief, "Jam vos omnes", of 13 Sept.,
1868, notified Protestants also of the convoking of the
council, and exliorted them to use the occasion to
reflect on the return to the one household of faith.

B. Reception of the Promulgation.—Although the
Bull convoking the council was received with joy by
the bulk of the Catholic masses, it aroused much dis-
content in many places, especially in Germany,
France, and England. In these coimtries it was
feared that the council would promulgate an exact
determination of the primatial prerogatives of the
papacy and the definition of papal infallibihty. The
dean of the theological faculty of Paris, Bishop Maret,
WTote in opposition to these doctrines the work "Du
concile gencrale et de la paix religieuse" (2 vols.,

Paris, 1869). Bishop Dupanloup of Orleans pub-
fished the work "Observations sur la controver.se
soulevee relativement k la definition de I'infaiUibilite

au prochain concile" (Paris, Nov., 1869). IMaret's
work was answered by several French bishops and by
Archbishop Manning. Archbishop Dechamps of
Mechlin, Belgium, who had vvTitten a work in favour
of the definition entitled "L'infaillibihte et le concile
gencrale" (Paris, 1869), became involved in a contro-
versy with Dupanloup. In England a book entitled
"The Condemnation of Pope Honorius" (London,
1868), WTitten by the convert, Le Page Renouf,
aroused animated discussions in newspapers and peri-
odicals. Renouf's pubfication was refuted by Father
Botalla, S.J., in "Honorius Reconsidered with Refer-
ence to Recent Apologies" (London, 1869). Letters
from French correspondents in the first number for
Feb., 1869, of the "Civiltii Cattohca", which stated
that the majority of French Catholics desired the
declaration of infallibihty, added fresh fuel to the
flames. In particular, it led to the appearance in the
discussion of Ignaz DoUinger, provost of St. Cajetan
and professor of church history at Munich. From
now onwards Ddlhnger was the leading spirit of the
movement in Germany hostile to the council. He dis-

puted most passionately the Syllabus and the doctrine
of papal infaUibifity in five anonj'mous articles that
were published in March, 1869, in the "Allgemeine
Zeitung" of Augsburg. A large number of Catholic
scholars opposed him vigorously, especially after he
pubUshed his articles in book form under the pseu-
donym of "Janus", "Der Papst und das Konzil"
(Leipzig, 1869). Among these w.as Professor Joseph
Hergenrother of \\'iirzburg, who issued in reply
"Anti-Janus" (Freiburg, 1S70). Still the excitement
over the matter grew in such measure that fourteen of
the twenty-two German bishops who met at Fulda
early in Sept., 1869, felt themselves constrained to call

the attention of the Holy Father to it in a special
address, stating that on account of the excitement the
time was not opportune for defining jiapal infallibihty.

The papal notifications addressed to tlie schismatic
Orientals and the Protestants did not produce the de-
sired effect . The European Governments received from
Prince Hohenloh(\ president of the Bavarian minis-
try, a circular letter drawn up by Doflinger, designed
to prejudice the difi'ercnt Courts against the coming
council; but they decided to remain neutral for the
time being. Ru.ssia alone forbade its Cathohc bishops
to attend the council.

C. Pre/parnlory Details.—In the meantime zealous
work hatl been done at Rome in preparation for the
council. Besides the general flirection th.at it exer-
ci.sed, the preparatory commission had to draw up
an exhaustive order of procedure for the debates of
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the council. Five special committees, each presided
over by a cardinal and having together eighty-eight
consultors, prepared the plan {sclifinata) to be laid

before the council. These commit tees were appointed
to consider respectively: (1) dogma; (2) church
discipline; (3) orders; (4) Oriental Churches and
missions; (5) ecclesiastico-political questions.

It may justly be doubted whether the preliminary
preparations for any council had ever been made
more thoroughly, or more clearly directed to the aim
to be attained. As the day of its opening approached,
the following drafts were ready for discussion: (1)

three great dogmatic drafts, (a) on the Catholic doc-
trine in opposition to the errors which frequently
spring from Rationalism, (b) on the Church of Christ
and, (c) on Christian marriage; (2) twentj'-eight
drafts treating matters of church discipline. They
had reference to bishops, episcopal sees, the differ-

ent grades of the other clergy, seminaries, the ar-

rangement of philosophical and theological studies,

sermons, the catechism, rituals, impediments to
marriage, civil marriage, mi.xed marriages, improve-
ment of Christian morals, feast days, fasts and absti-

nences, duelling, magnetism, spiritualism, secret
societies, etc.; (3) eighteen drafts of decrees had
reference to the religious orders; (4) two were on the
Oriental Rites and missions; these subjects had also

been considered in the other drafts of decrees. In
addition a large number of subjects for discussion had
been sent by the bishops of various countries. Thus,
for instance, the bishops of the church provinces of

CJuebec and Halifax demanded the lessening of the
impediments to marriage, revision of the Breviary,
and, above all, the reform and codification of the
entire canon law. The petition of Archbishop
Spalding of Baltimore treated, among other things,

the relations between Church and State, religious

indifference, secret societies, and the infallibility of

the pope. The definition of this last was demanded
by various bishops. Others desired a revision of the
inde.x of forbidden books. No less than nine petitions
bearing nearly two hundred signatures demanded the
definition of the bodily Assumption of the Blessed
Virgin. Over three hundred fathers of the council
requested the elevation of St. Joseph as patron saint

of the Universal Church.
II. PROCEEDiNfjs OF THE CouNCiL.—A. Presiding

Officers, Order of Procedure, Number of Members.—
On 2 Dec, 1869, the pope held a preliminary session
in the Sistine Chapel, which was attended by about
five hundred bishops. At this assembly the officials of

the council were announced and the conciliar procedure
was made known. The council received five presi-

dents. The chief presiding officer was to ha\'e been
Cardinal Reisach, but a-s he died on 22 Dec, Cardinal
Filippo de Angelis took his place, 3 Jan., 1870. The
other presiding officers were Cardinals Antonio de
Luca, Andrea Bizarri, Aloisio Bilio, and Annibale Ca-
palti. Bishop Joseph Fessler of Sankt Polten, Lower
Austria, was secretary to the council, and Monsignor
Luigi Jacobiunder-secretary. The Const it ut ion "I\Iul-

tiplices inter" announcing the conciliar procedure
contained ten paragraphs. According to this the
sessions of the council were to be of two kinds: private
sessions for discussing the drafts and motions, imder
the presidency of a cardinal president, and public
sessions, presided over by the pope himself for the
promulgation of the decrees of the council. The first

drafts of decrees debated were to be the dogmatic
and disciplinary ones laid before the assembly by the
pope. Proposals offerefl by members of the council
were to be sent to a congregation of petitions; these
petitions or postulates were to be examined by the
committee and then recommended to the pope for

admission or not. If the draft of a (lecree wius found
by the gerieral congregation to need amendments, it

was sent with the propo.sed amendments to the respec-

tive sub-committee or deputatio, either to the one for

dogmas, or for discipline, or religious orders, or for
Oriental Rites. Each of these four sub-committees
or deputations was to consist of twentj'-four persons
selected from the members of the council, and a
cardinal president appointed by the pope. The
deputation examined the proposed amendments,
altered the draft as seemed best, and presented to the
general congregation a printed report on its work
that was to be orally explained by a member of the
deputation. This procedure was to continue until
the draft met with the approval of the majority.
The voting in the congi'egation w'as by placet,

placet jiixla modum (with the corresponding amend-
ments), and ?ton placet. Secrecy was to be observed
in regard to the proceedings of the council. In the
public sessions the voting could only be by placet or
7ion placet. The Decrees promulgated by the pope
were to bear the title, "Pius Episcopus, servus servo-
rum Dei: sacro approbante Concilio ad perpetuam
rei memoriam". The northern right transept of St.

Peter's was arranged as the hall of sessions. Between
8 Dec, 1869, and 1 Sept., 1870, four public sessions

and eighty-nine general congregations were held
here. There were in the entire world approximately
one thousand and fifty prelates entitled to take part
in the council, and of these no less than seven himdred
and .seventy-four appeared during the course of the
proceedings. In attendance at the first public .ses-

sion were 47 cardinals, 9 patriarchs, 7 primates, 117
archbishops, 479 bishops, 5 abbots nuUuis, 9 abbots
general, and 25 generals of orders, making a total of

698. At the third public session votes were cast by
47 cardinals, 9 patriarchs, 8 primates, 107 archbishops,
456 bishops, 1 administrator Apostolic, 20 abbots, and
20 generals of orders, a total of 667. There was an
attendance at the coimcil from the United States of

America of all of the 7 archbishops of that time, 37 of

the 47 bishops, and in addition2 vicars Apostolic. The
oldest memiier of the council was Archbishop Mac-
Hale, of Tuam, Ireland; the youngest, Bishop (now
Cardinal) Gibbons.

B. From the Formal Opening to the Definition of the

Constitution on the Catholic Faith in the Third Public
Session. (1) The First Debates.—.\fter the formal
opening of the council by the pope at the first public

session on 8 Dec, 1869, the meetings of the general

congregation began on lo Dec. Th(Mr sessions were
generally held between the hours of nine and one. The
afternoons were reserved for the sessions of the deputa-
tions or sub-committees. First , the names of the mem-
bers of the congregation of petitions were communi-
cated; this was followed by the elections to the four
deputations. The first matter brought up for debate
was the dogmatic draft of Catholic doctrine against

the manifold errors due to Rationalism, "De doctrina

catholica contra multiplices errores ex rationalismo

derivatos". The discussion of it was taken up on
28 Dec. in the fourth general congregation. After a
debate lasting seven days, during which thirty-five

members spoke, it was sent by the tenth general con-

gregation held on 10 Jan., 1870, to the deputation on
faith for revision. There had been held in the mean-
time on 6 Jan. the second public session. This had
been previoii.sly determined upon, on 26 Oct., 1869,

by the central coniiiiission for the making of the con-

fession of faith by the members of the council. The
subjects discussed from the tenth to the twenty-ninth

meeting of the general congregation (on 22 Feb.)

were the drafts of four disciplinary decrees, namely,
on bishops, on vacant episcojial sees, on the morals of

ecclesiastics, and on the smaller Catechism. Finally

they were all sent for further revision to the deputa-

tion on discipline.

(2) The Parties.—Such slow progress of the work
had probably not been expected. The reason of the

disagreeable delay was to be found in the question
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of infallibility, which had callerl fnrlh murh pxcito-

ment even before the rouncil. Directly after the
opening of the session its influence was evident in

the election of the deputations. It divided the fathers

of the council into two, it might almost be said,

hostile camps; on all occasions the decisions and
modes of action of each of these parties were deter-

mined by its attitude to this question. On account
of the violent disputes which had been carried on
ever\-where for the past year over the question of

papal infallibility, the overwhelming majority con-
sidered the conciliar discission and decision of the
question to be imperatively necessary. On the other
hand the minority, comprising about one-fifth of the
total number, feared the worst from the definition,

the apostasy of many wavering Catholics, an in-

creased estrangement of those separated from the
Chvirch, and interference with the affairs of the
Church by the Governments of the different countries.

The minority, therefore, allowed itself to be guided
by opportimist considerations. Only a few bishops
appear to have had doubts as to the dogma itself.

Both parties sought to gain the victory for their

opinions. As however the minority was soon obliged
to recognize its powerlessness, it endeavoured by pro-
tracting the discussions of the council at least to

delay, or even to prevent, a decision as long as possible.

Most of the German and Austro-Hungarian members
of the council were against the definition, as well

as nearly half of the American and about one-third
of the French fat hers. About 7 of the Itahan bishops,

2 each of the English and Irish bishops, 3 bishojis

from British North .America, and 1 Swiss bi.shop,

(ireith, Vjelonged to the minority. While only a few
.Vrmenian bishops opposed the definition, most of

the Chaldean and Greek Melchites sided with the
minority. It had no opponents among the bi.shops

from Spain, Portugal, Belgiimi, Holland, and Central
and South America. The most prominent members
of the minority from the United States were Arch-
bishops Kenrick of St. Louis and Purcell of Cincin-
nati, and Bishop Verot of St. .Augustine; these were
joined by Archbishop Connolly of Halifax, Nova
Scotia. Prominent members of the majority were
.Vrchbishop Spalding of Baltimore, Bishops Williams of

Boston, Wood of Philadelphia, and Conroy of Albany.
Conspicuous members of the coimcil from other

rountries were: France: among the minority. Arch-
bishops Darboy of Paris, Ginoulhiac of Lyons,
Bishops Dupanloup of Orleans, and David of Saint-
Brieuc; among the majority, .\rchbishop Guibert of

Tours, Bi.shops Pie of Poitiers, Freppel of Angers,
Plantier of Ntmes, Rae.ss of Stra.sburg. Germany:
minority, Bishops Hefele of Rottenburg, Ketteler of

Mainz, Dinkel of Augsburg; majority. Bishops .Mar-
gin of Paderborn, Senestr(^'y of Rati.sbon, Stahl of

rt'iirzburg. Austria Hungary: minority. Archbishops
['ardinal Rauscher of Vienna, Cardinal Schwarzen-
lerg of Prague, Haynald of Kalocsa, and Bishop
•itrossmayer of Di.akovar; majority. Bishops G,a.sser

if Brixen, Fessler of Sankt Polten. Riccabona of
Frent, Zwergerof Seckau. Italy: minority, .Archbishop
N'azari di Calabiana of Milan, Bi.shops Moreno of
[\Tea, Losanna of Biella; majority, Valerga. Latin
Patri.arch of Jerusalem, Bishops Ga.staldi of Saluzzo,
Dandolfi of I/ireto. England: minority, Bi.shop Clif-

ord of Clifton; majority, Archbishop Manning of
kVestminster. Ireland: minority, .\rchbi,shop Mac
Hale of Tuam ; majority, Archbishops Cullen of Dub-
in and Leahy of Cashel. The East: minority, Jus-
-ef, Greek-Melchite Patriarch of Antioch; majority,
Hassun, Patriarch of the .Armenians, Switzerland:
iiinoritv. Bishop Greith of St-Gall; majority. Bishop
Mermillod of Geneva. Important champions of the
Icfinilion from the countries which sent no members
if the minority were .Archbishop Dpchamps of Mechlin,
Belgium, and Bishop Paya y Rico of Cucnca, Spain.

XV.—20

(.3) Change of Procedure: the Hall of Assembly Re-
duced in Size.—\'arious memorials were now sent the
Holy Father petitioning for new rules of debate for the
sake of a corresponding progress in the proceedings of

the council. Consequently, the conciliar procedure
was more exactly defined by the Decree "Apostolieis
Utteris", issued on 20 Feb., 1S70. According to this

Decree, any member of the council who wished to

raise an objection to the draft uniicr discussion was to
send in his proposed amendments in writing, in order
that they might be thoroughly considered by the
respective deputation. In the general congregation
the discussion of a draft as a whole was always to jire-

cede the discussion of the individual p.arts of the draft

of a decree. The members of a deputation received
the right to speak in explanation or correction when
not on the list of speakers. Speakers who wanderefl
from the subject were to be called back to it. If a
.subject had been sufficiently debated the president,
on the motion of at least ten members of the council,

could put the question whether the council desired to
continue the discussion or not, and then clo.se the
debate at the wish of the majority. -Although these
rules made for an evident improvement, still the
minority was not satisfied with them, especially in

so far as they contemplated a possible shortening
of the debates. They exprcs.sed their dissatisfaction

in several petitions which, however, had no success.

On the other hand, every effort was made to satisfy

another complaint which had reference to the bad
acoustics of the council hall. Between 22 Feb. and
18 March, that is between the twenty-ninth and
thirtieth sessions of the general congregation, the
council hall was reduced about one-third in size for

the use of the general congregations, so that the
fathers who were thus brought closer together could
undersianrl the speakers better. The hall was restored
to its original size for each of the public sessions.

(4) Completion of the First Constitution.—The
interruption thus caused wa.s used by the deputation
on Faith to revise the draft of the Decree "Dedoctrina
catholica" in accordance with the wi.shes of the gen-
eral congregation. On 1 March, Bishop Martin of

Paderborn laid before the deput.ation the first part of

the revision, the work of Father Joseph Kleutgen. S..I.

It consisted of an introduction and four chapters with
the corresponding canons. After an exhaustive dis-

cussion in the fleputation, it was ready to be distrib-

uted to the fathers of the council on 14 March as the
actual "Constitutio de fide catholica". A report in

WTiting W!is akso added by the deputation. Arch-
bishop Simor of C!ran gave the oral report on 18 March
in the thirtieth general congregation. The debate
began on the same day, and was closed after seven-
teen .sessions on 19 April, in the forty-sixth general
congregation. Over three htmdred proposed amend-
ments were brought up and discus.sed. Although
many objections were made by both sides, yet the new
rules of procedure made possible a relatively smooth
course to the debates. The only disturbing incident

was the passionate speech of Bishop .'^trossmayer of

Diakovar on 22 March in the thirty-first general con-
gregation; it called forth a storm of indignation from
the majority, which finally forced the speaker to leave
the tribime. On 24 April, the first Constitution, "De
fide catholica", was un.animously adopted in the third
public session by the 067 fathers present, and was for-

mally confirmed and promtdgated bv the pope.

_
C. The QueMinn «f Pnp<a Infnilibilihj. (\) Mo-

tions calling for and opposing Definition.—The
opponents of infallibility constantly a.s,sert that the
pope convoked the council of the Vatican .solely to

have papal infallibility proclaimed. Everything else

was merely an excuse and for the sake of appearances.
This assertion contradicts the actual facts. Not a
single one of the numerous dr.afts drawn up by the
preparatory commission bore on papal infallibility.
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Only two of the twenty-one opinions sent in by the

Roman cardinals mentioned it. It is true that a large

number of the episcopal memorials recommended the
definition, but these were not taken into consideration
in the preparations for the council. It was not until

the contest over papal infallibility outside of the coun-
cil grew constantly more violent that various groups
of members of the council began to urge conciliar dis-

cussion of the question of infallibility. The first mo-
tion for the definition was made on Christmas, 1869,

by Archbishop Dechanips of Mechlin. He was sup-

ported by all the other Belgian bishops, who presented

a formal opinion of the University of Louvain, which
culminated in a petition for the definition. The actual

petition for the definition was first circulated among
the fathers of the council tm New Year's Day, 1870.

Several petitions from smaller groups also appeared,
and the petitions soon received altogether five hun-
dred signatures, although quite a number of the

friends of the definition were not among the number
of subscribers. Five opposing memorials circulated

by the minority finally obtained 1.36 names. Upon
this, early in Feb., the congregation for petitions

unanimously, with e.xception of Cardinal Rauscher,
requested the pope to consider the petition for defini-

tion. Pius IX was also in favour of the definition.

Therefore, on 6 March, the draft of the Decree on the

Church of Christ, which had been distributed among
the fathers on 21 Jan., was given a new twelfth chaj)-

ter entitled "Romanum Pontificem in rebus fidei et

morum definiendis errare non posse" (The Roman
Pontiff cannot err in defining matters of faith and
morals). With this the matter dropped again in the

council.

(2). The Agitation Outside the Council.—The pe-

titions concerning infallibility called forth once more
outside the council a large number of pamphlets and
innumerable articles in the daily papers and periodi-

cals. About this time the French Oratorian Gratry
and Archbishop Dechanips of Mechlin opposed each
other in controversial pamphlets. A letter published

by Count Montalembert on 27 Feb., 1870, in which
he spoke of an idol which hud been erected in the Vati-

can, attracted much attention. In England, New-
man gave anxious expression of his fears as to the bad
results of the declaration of infallibility in a letter writ-

ten in March, 1870, to his bishop, Ullathorne of Bir-

mingham. The most extreme opponent was Pro-

fessor DoUinger of Bavaria. In his "Romische Briefe

vom Konzil", published in the "AUgemeine Zeitung"
and issued in book form (Munich, 1870), under the

pseudonym of "Quirinus", he used information sent

him from Rome by his pupils, Johann Friedrich and
Lord Acton. In these letters he did everything he
could by distorting and casting doubts upon facts, by
Bcorn and ridicule, to turn the public against the
council. This was especially so in an article of 19 Jan.,

1S70, in which he attacked so severely the address on
infallibility, which had just become kno^s-n, that even
Bishop Ketteler of Mainz, an old pupil of DoUinger's
and a member of the minority, protested publicly

against it. The Governments of the different coun-
tries also took measures on the subject of infallibility.

As soon as (he original draft of the decree "De
ecclesia" with its canons was published in the ".AU-

gemeine Zeitung", Count von Reust, Chancellor of

Austria, sent a protest against it to Rome on 10 Feb.,

1S70, which said that the .Austrian Government would
forbid and punish the publication of .all decrees that

were contrary to the laws of the State. The French
minister of foreign affairs, Daru, also sent a threaten-

ing memorandum on 20 Feb. He demanded the ad-

mission of an envoy to the council, and notified the

other Governments of his steps in Rome. .Austria,

Bavaria, England, Spain, and Portugal declared their

agreement with the memorandum. The president of

the Prussian ministry, Bismarck, would not change

his attitude of reserve, notwithstanding the urgency
of von Arnim, the ambassador at Rome. On 18
April, the leader of the agitation. Count Daru, retired

from his post in the ministrj'. The president of the
French ministry, OUivier, assumed charge of foreign

affairs; he was determined to leave the coimcil free.

(3) . The Debates in the Council.—In the meantime
the bishops of the minority in the council had con-
stantly sought to block the matter, and especialh' to

exert influence to this end on Cardinal Bilio, the presi-

dent of the deputation on faith. If the members of

the majority had not urged the fulfilment with the
same perseverance, papal infallibility would never
have reached debate. Finalh-, on 29 April, during the
forty-seventh general congregation, the president in-

terrupted the second debate on the smaller Catechism
by the announcement that as .soon as possible the
fathers should receive for examination the draft of a
Constitution, "De Romano Pontifice", which would
contain the dogma of the primacy and of the infalli-

bility of the pope. For this purpose the deputation on
faith had altered the eleventh and twelfth chapters of

the old draft of the Constitution "De ecclesia". On
9 May it was distributed among the fathers in printed
form as the "Constitutio prima de ecclesia", consist-

ing of 4 chapters and 3 canons. For a full month
(13 May-13 June) the general debate over the draft

as a whole was carried on in fourteen general congre-
gations, and sixty-four, mostly very long, speeches
were delivered. The following special debates over
the separate chapters and canons lasted more than a
month. Not less than a hundred speakers took part

in the discussions, which were carried on from 6 Jmie
to 13 July, in 22 congregations. Most of the speeches
were on the fourth chapter, which treated papal in-

fallibility. The most prominent speakers of the
minority were: French; Darboy, GinouUiiac. Maret;
German ;Hefele, Ketteler, Dinkel; Austrian; Rancher,
Schwarzenberg, Strossmayer; United States of

America and Canada; Verot and Connolly. Arch-
bishop Kenrick of St. Louis, who lost his opportunity
to speak by the closing of the general debate, pub-
lished in pamjihlet form his "Concio in concilio ha-

benda, at non habita". On the other hand the con-

ciliar speech published under the name of Bishop
Strossmayer is a forgery perpetrated by an apostate

Augustinian monk from Mexico, Jose Agostino de
Escudero, who was then in Italy (cf. Granderath-
Kirch, III, 189). The majority were chiefly repre-

sented by the French members of the council; Pie and
Freppel; the Belgian member, Dechanips; the English

member, Manning; the Irish, Cullen; the Italian

members, Gastaldi and Valerga; the Spanish member,
Paya y Rico; the Austrian, Gasser; the German mem-
bers, Martin and Senestrey; the American member,
Spalding. Several members of the minority as Ken-
rick, Bauscher, Hefele, Schwarzenberg, and Ketteler,

discussed the question of infallibility in pamphlets
that they individually issued, to which naturally the

majority were not slow to reply. The most impor-

tant of these answers was the ".Animadversiones" of

the conciliar theologian, W. Wilmers, S.J., in which

the writings of the last four of the antagonists just

mentioned were, in succession, thoroughly confuted.

Scarcely in any pailiament have important matters

ever been subjected to as much discussion as was the

question of papal infallibility in the Vatican Council.

In the course of two months all the rea.sons pro and
con had been again and again discussed, and only

what had been already often said could now be re-

pealed. Consequently in the eight>'-second general

congregation held on 4 July, most of those who still

had the right to sjieak, not only of the majority, but

also of the minority, renounced the privilege, and the

cardinal president was able, amid general applause, to

close the debates.

(4) Final Voting and Definition.—The time of the
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eighty-third, eighty-fourth, and eighty-fifth general
congregations was ahnost entirely occupied with the
reports of the deputation on faith concerning the
last two chapters. The report of Prince Bishop
Gasser on the fourth chapter was a very notable one.

In the eighty-fifth general congregation held on 13

July a general vote was taken on the entire draft.

There were present 601 fathers. Of these 451 voted
placet, 62 placet juxta modum (conditional affirma-

tive), 88 ?ton ;jface<. Of the North American bishops
only 7 voted non placet; these were Kenrick, V^rot,
Domenec, Fitzgerald, MacQuaid, IMacCloskey, and
Mrac. Bishop Fitzgerald still voted i^nn placet m ihe
fourth public session, while on this occasion Bishop
Domenec voted placet. The other five did not attend
this session. In the eighty-sixth general congrega-
tion the fathers condemned, on the motion of the
president, two anonymous pamphlets which calumni-
ated the council in the coarsest manner. One, en-

titled "Ce qui se pas.se auConcile", culminated in the
assertion that there was no freedom of discussion at

the council. The other, "La derniere heure du Con-
cile", repeated all the accusations that the enemies of

the council had raised against it, and exhorted the
bishops of the minority to stand firm and courageously
vote non placet in the public session. On account of the
war which threatened to break out between Germany
and France, a number of fathers of both opinions
had returned home. Shortly before the fourth public

session a large number of the bishopsof the minority
left Rome with the permission of the directing officers

of the council. They did not oppose the dogma of

papal infallibility itself, but were against its definition

as inopportune. On Monday, IS July, 1870, one
day before the outbreak of the Franco-German \^'ar,

4.3.T fathers of the council assembled at St. Peter's

under the presidency of Pope Pius IX. The last vote
was now taken ; 4.3-3 fathers voted placet, and only two,
Bishop Aloisio Riccio of Cajazzo, Italy, and Bishop
Edward Fitzgerald of Little Rock, Arkansas, voted
nnn placet. During the proceedings a thunderstorm
broke over the Vatican, and amid thunder and light-

ninK the pope promulgated the new dogma, like a
Moses promulgating the Law on Mount Sinai.

D. The Council from the Fourth Public Ses-
sion until the Prorogation.—At the close of the
eighty-fifth general congregation a "Monitum"was
read which announced that the council would be
continued without interruption after the fourth
public session. Still, the members received a general

permission to leave Rome for some months. They
had only to notify the secretary in writing of their

departure. By 11 Nov., St. Martin's day, all were
to be back again. So many of the fathers made u.se

of this permission that only a few more than 100
remained at Rome. Naturally these could not take
up any new questions. Consequently the draft of

the decree on vacant episcopal sees, which had been
amended in the meantime by the deputation of dis-

cipline, was again brought forward, and debated in

three further general congregations. The eighty-
ninth, which was also to be the last, was held on 1

Sept. On 8 Sept. the Piedmonte.se troops entered the
States of the Church at several points; on Tuesday,
20 Sept., a little before eiglit o'clock in the morning,
the enemy entered Rome through the Porta Pia.

The pope was a pri.soner in the Vatican. He waited
a month longer. He then i.ssued on 20 Oct. the Bull,

"Postquam Dei munere", which prorogued the
council indefinitely. This day was the day after a
Pie<lmnntp.se decree had been issued organizing the
Patrimony of Peter as a Roman province. A circular

letter issued by the Italian minister, Visconti Venosta,
on 22 Oct., to assure the council of the freedom of
meet inc. naturally met with no credence. A very
remarkable letter was sent from London on the same
day by Archbishop Spalding to Cardinal Bamabo,

prefect of the Propaganda at Rome. In this letter

he made the proposition, which met the approval of

Cardinal CuUen, Archbishop Manning, and Arch-
bishop Dechamps, to continue the council in the Bel-

gian city of Mechlin, and gave ten reasons why this

city seemed suitable for such sessions. Unfortu-
nately the general condition of affairs was such that a
continuation of the council even at the most suitable

place could not be thought of.

III. Acceptance of the Decrees of the Coun-
cil.—After the council had made its decision every-
one naturally looked with interest to those members
of the minority who had maintained their opposi-

tion to the definition of infallibihty up to the last

moment. Would they recognize the decision of the

council, or, as the enemies of the council desired,

would they persist in their opposition? As a matter of

fact, not a single one of them was disloyal to his .sacred

duties. As long as the discussions lasted they ex-

pressed their views freely and without molestation,

and sought to carry them into effect. After the

decision, without exception, they came over to it.

The two bishops who on 18 July had voted non placet

advanced to the papal throne at the same session and
acknowledged their acceptance of the truth thus
defined. The Bishop of Little Rock said simply and
with true greatness, "Holy Father, now I believe."

It is not possible in this brief space to mention the
accession of each member of the minority. As con-
cerns the members from North America who are of

special interest here. Bishop ^'^^ot of St. Augustine
gave his adhesion to the dogma while still at Rome in

a letter addressed on 2.5 July to the secretary of the

council. Bishop Mrac of Sault-Saint-Marie sent his

declaration of adherence at the latest by Jan., 1S72.

A year later Bishop Domenec of Pittsburgh did the
same. In 187.5 Bishop MacQuaid of Rochester, if

not earlier, annoimced his adherence to the dogma by
its formal .and pubhc promulgation. When Arch-
bishop Kenrick of St. Louis returned to his diocese

on .30 Dec, 1870, he made an address at the reception

given him, in which he first gave the reasons that had
decided his position at the council as long as the ques-

tion was open to discussion, and then closed with
the declaration that, now the council had decided, he
submitted unconditionally to its decree. He ex-

pressed himself similarly in a letter of 13 .Ian., 1871,

to the prefect of the Propaganda. When Lord Acton
questioned the archbishop in regard to his submission,

the latter replied by a long letter dated 29 March,
1871, which shows, it may be, a certain discontent,

but which clearly confirmed his behcf in the infalli-

bility of the pope. In the same way the distinguished

Frenchmen and Englishmen who, outside of the

council, had expressed opinions antagonistic to the

promulgation of infalhbihty, e. g. Gratry, Newman,
Montalembert, and finally, as it appears, Acton, also

submitted after the decision had been made. On the

other hand, in Germany a ntmiber of Professor Dol-
linger's adherents apostatized from the Church and
formed the sect of Old Catholics. Dollinger also

apostatized, without, however, connecting him.self

with any other denomination. In Switzerland the

opponents of the coimcil united in a sect called Cliris-

tian Catholics. Outside of these, however, the Cath-
olics of the entire world, both clergj' and laity, ac-

cepted the decision of the council with great joy and
readiness. After the clo.se of the Franco-German War
the German Government m,ade the dogma of inf.-dli-

bility the excuse for wliat is called the Kvlturkampf.
Yet the bishops iind priests were ready to hear loss of

property, imjjrisonment, and exile rather than be dis-

loyal to any part of their ecclesia.stical duties. The
Austrian Government took the opportunity offered

bv the definition to relieve it.self from uncomfortable
obligations, and declared that, as I he other contracting

party had changed, the Concordat with the Roman
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See was annulled. Excepting in a few Swiss cantons,

the promulgation of the decision of the council did

not encounter any actual difficulties elsewhere.

IV. The Results.—In comparison with the large

scope of the preparations for the council, and with the

great amount of material laid before it for discussion

in the numerous drafts and proposals, the immediate
result of its labours must be called small. But the

council was only in its beginnings when the outbreak
of war brought it to a sudden close. It is also true,

as is known, that reasons within the council prevented
a larger result from its sessions. Thus it was that

in the end only two not very large Constitutions

could be promulgated. If, however, the contents of

these two const itut ions be examined their great impor-
tanceisunmistakable. The contents meet in a striking

manner the needs of the times.

A. The dogmatic Constitution on the Catholic

Faith defends the fundamental principles of Chris-

tianity against the errors of modern Rationahsm,
MateriaUsm, and atheism. In the first chapter it

maintains the doctrine of the existence of a personal

God, Who of His own free volition for the revelation of

His perfection, has created all things out of nothing,

Who foresees all things, even the future free actions of

reasonable creatures, and Who through His Providence
leads all things to the intended end. The second
chapter treats the natural and supernatural knowl-
edge of God. It then declares that God, the begin-

ning and end of all things, can also be known with cer-

tainty by the natural hght of reason. It then treats

the actuaUty and necessity of a supernatural reve-

lation, of the two sources of Revelation, Scripture and
tradition, of the inspiration and interpretation of the

Holy Scriptures. The third chapter treats the super-

natural virtue of faith, its reasonableness, super-

naturalness, and necessity, the possibility and actual-

ity of miracles as a confirmation of Divine Revelation;

and lastly, the founding of the Catholic Church by
Jesus Christ as the Guardian and Herald of revealed

truth. The fourth chapter contains the doctrine,

especially important to-day, on the connexion between
faith and reason. The mysteries of faith cannot,

indeed, be fuUy grasped by natural reason, but
revealed truth can never contradict the positive

results of the investigation of reason. Contrariwise,

however, everj' assertion is false that contradicts the

truth of enlightened faith. Faith and true learning

are not in hostile opposition; they rather support each
other in many ways. Yet faith is not the same as a
philosophical system of teaching that has been worked
out and then turned over to the human mind to be
further developed, but it has been entrusted as a
Divine deposit to the Church for protection and
infallible interpretation. When, therefore, the

Church explains the meaning of a dogma this inter-

pretation is to be maintained in all future time, and
it can never be deviated from under pretence of a

more profound investigation. At the close of the

Constitution the opposing heresies are rejected in

eighteen canons.
B. The other dogmatic Constitution is of equal,

if not greater, importance; it is the first on the Church
of Christ, or, as it is also called in reference to its con-

tents, on the Pope of Rome. The introduction to the

Constitution says that the primacy of the Roman
pontiff, on which the unity, strength, and stability of

the entire Church rests, h.as always been, and is

especially now, the object of violent attacks by the

enemies of the Church. Therefore, the doctrine of

its origin, constant permanence, and nature must be
clearly set forth and established, above all on account

of the opposing error.'*. Thus tlie first chapter treats

of the establisliment of (he Apostolic primacy in the

popes of Rome. I'^ach chapter closes with a canon
against the opposing dogmatic opinion. The most
important matter of the Constitution is the last two

chapters. In the third chapter the meaning and
nature of the primacy are set forth in dear words.
The primacy of the Pope of Rome is no mere prece-
dence of honour. On the contrary, the pope possesses
the primacy of regularly constituted power over all

other Churches, and the true, direct, episcopal power
of jurisdiction, in respect to which the clergy and
faithful of every rite and rank are bound to true
obedience. The immediate power of jurisdiction of

the individual bishops in their dioceses, therefore, is

not impaired by the primacy, but only strengthened
and defended. By virtue of his primacy the pope has
the right to liave direct and free relations with the
clergy and laity of the entire Church. No one is

permitted to interfere with this intercourse. It is

false and to be rejected to say that the decrees issued

by the pope for the guidance of the Church arc not
valid unless confirmed by the placet of the secular

power. The pope is also the supreme judge of all

the faithful, to whose decision all matters imdcr
examination by the Church can be appealed. On the
other hand, no further appeal, not even to an oecu-

menical cotmcil, can be made from the supreme deci-

sion of the pope. Consequently the canon appended
to the third chapter says: "When, therefore, anyone
says that the Pope of Rome has only the office of

supervision or of guidance, and not the complete and
highest power of jurisdiction over the entire Church,
not merely in matters of faith and morals, but also in

matters which concern the discipUne and administra-

tion of the Church throughout the entire world, or

that the pope has only the chief share, but not the

entire fullness of this highest power, or that this his

power is not actual and immediate either over all and
individual Churches, or over all and individual clergy

and faithful, let him be anathema."
The fourth chapter, lastly, contains the definition

of papal infallibility. First, all the corresponding
decrees of the Fourth Council of Constantinople, 6Sf)

(Sixth (Ecumenical), of the Second Council of

Lyons, 1274 (Fourteenth Oecumenical), and of the

Council of Florence, 1439 (Seventeenth (Ecumenical),

are repeated and confirmed. It is pointed out, further,

that at all times the popes, in the consciousness of

their infallibility in matters of faith for the preserva-

tion of the purity of the Apostolic tradition, have
acted as the court of last instance and have been
called upon as such. Then follows the important
tenet that the successors of St. Peter have been
promised the Holy Ghost, not for the promulgation of

new doctrines, but only for the preservation and
interpretation of the Revelation dehvered by the

Apostles. The Constitution clo.ses with the following

words: "Faithfully adhering, therefore, to the tradi-

tion inherited from the beginning of the Cliristian

Faith, we, with the approbation of the sacred council,

for the glory of God our Saviour, for the exaltation of

the Catholic rehgion, and the salvation of Christian

peoples, teach and define, as a Divinely revealed dog-

ma, that the Roman pontiff, when he speaks ex

cathedra, that is, when he, in the exercise of his office

as .shepherd and teacher of all Christians, by virtue of

his supreme Apostolic authority, decides that a doc-

trine concerning faith or morals is to be held by the

entire Church, he posse.s.ses, in con.sequence of the

Divine aid promi-^^ed him in St. Peter, that infallibility

with which the Divine Saviovir wished to have His

Church furnished for the definition of doctrine con-

cerning faith or morals: and that such definitions of

the Roman pontiff are of themselves, and not in con-

sequence of the Church's consent, irreformable."

Wh.at is given above is essentially the contents of

the two Conslittitions of the \'atican Council. Their

import may be briefly expressed thus: in opi)osition

to the Rationalism and Free-thinking of the present

day the first Constitution gives authoritative and

clear expression of the fundamental principles of
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natural and supprnatural understanding of right and

true faith, their possibihty, necessity, their sources,

and of their relations to f-.\i-h other. Tluis it otTers to

all of honest inlenlion a guide and a firm foothold,

both in solviiiK the grcMt (jueslion of Ufe and in all

the investigations of learning. The second Consti-

tution settles finally a question which had kept the

minds of men disturbed from the time of the Great

Schism, and the Council of Constance, and more
especially from the apjiearance of the four Galilean

articles of 1()S2, the question of the relation between

the pope and the Church. .According to the dogmatic
decision of the Vatican Council, the papacy founded

by Christ is the crown and centre of the entire consti-

tution of the Catholic Church. The papacy includes

in itself the entire fullness of the power of adminis-

tration and teaching bestowed by Christ upon His

Church. Thus ecclesiastical particularism and the

theory of national

Churche.s are for-

ever overthrown.
On the other hand,
it is extravagant and
unju.st to say that

by the definition nf

the primacy of jiiri.>*-

diction and of the

infallibility of the

pope the oecumenical
councils have lost

their essential im-
portance. The oecu-

menical councils
have never been ab-
solutely necessary.

Even before the Vati-

can Council their de-

crees obtained gen-
eral currency only
through the approval
of the pope. The in-

creasing difficulty of

their convocation as

time went on is shown by the interval of three hun-
dred years between the nineteenth and twentieth oecu-

menical councils. The definitions of the last council

have, therefore, brought about the alleviation that

w-as desirable and the necessary legal certainty.

Apart from this, however, the hierarchy united with
the pope in a general council is, now as formerly, the

most complete representation of the Catholic Church.
La-stly, as regards the drafts and proposition which

were left unsettled by the Vatican Council, a number
of these were revived and brought to completion by
Pius IX and his two successors. To mention a few:
Pius IX made St. .lo.seph the patron saint of the Uni-
versal Church on 8 Dec, 1S70. the same year as the
council. Moral and religious problems, which it was
intended to lay before the council for discussion, are

treated in the encyclicals of Leo XIII on the origin of

the civil power (1881), on freemasonrj' (1884), on
human freedom (18S8), on Christian marriage (1880),
etc. Leo XIII also issued in 1900 new regulations
regarding the index of forbidden books. From the
beginning of his administration Pius X seems to have
had in view in his legislative labours the completion of

the great tasks left by the Vatican Council. The
most striking proofs of this are: the reform of the
Italian diocesan .seminaries, the regulation of the
philo.sophical and theological studies of candidates for

the priesthood, the introduction of one catechism for

the Roman church province, the laws concerning the
form of ritual for betrothal and marriage, the revision
of the prayers of the Breviary, and, above all, the codi-
fication of the whole of modern canon law.

(1) Archives of the Vatican Council: AN official papers relat-

ing to the preparations for the Vatican Council, its* proceeding!^,

The Vatica.\ OB.SF.nv

speeches made at the general congregations exist in shorthand
notes and handwriting: in addition, Pius IX also arranged to
have them printed. The first four folio volumes were issued b.v

the Vatican Press in 1875-8, the fifth and final volume appeared
in 1884. .\bout a dozen copies of each volume are in the ar-

chives. (2) Collections of Official Documents: ('i:ir<,M. storia

del Concilio ccumcniro Vaticano itrritia sui linnnrc'iri <<nQi-

nali. Antecedenli, I (Rome, 1873), H. in III |ii~. iHi.mr, l,s7!l);

Friedrich, Docitmenta ad iUustrandum Voiinlnnn V'l'u'unum
(II pts., Nordlingen, 1871); Fbiedberc. S.u,u„h,:,<i ,1. r Ahhn-
stUcke zum ersten ratikanischen Konzil rn>f tnnt/, i,ri.jh/ri - ,I,t

Geschichte desselben (Tubingen, 1872): M^riin, (/,„„,„„, c.,,,-

citii Vaticani quw ad ductrinam et disci pli mi rn i^rii/i'iif ./.'. unnti-

torum collectio (Paderborn, 1873); the most e.-mplrtp r,,ll-. tion

is Ada et decrela sacrosancii acumenici Comiln \''irn,n,i. <<i.

ScHNEEMAN and GRANDERATH (Freiburg, 1802): Iht^ ',,l|rrlinii

is in the Collectio Lacensis, vol. VII. The deer., s if tli.' mil

have often been published, as at Rome by the Propaganda, at
Freiburg, and Ratisbon.

(3) Historical .\ccounts: (a) Catholic: by the secretary of the
council, Fessleh, Das vntikanische Concilium, dessen (iussere

Bcdeuluno unit inncrc Verlauf (Vienna, 1.871): Manning, The
True Slon, of the Vati-

can Council (London,
1S77): OLLrviER. L'iglise
et I'etat au concile du
Vatican (2 vols.. Paris,

1879): Granderath and
Kirch, Geschichte des
vatikanischen Kumils von
seiner ersten Ankiiridii/ung
his zu seiner Vertagnng,
nach den authcntischen
Dokumenten (3 vols,, Frei-
burg, 1903 and 1906);
Fro.vd, Actes et histoire

du concile (scumenique de
Rome (8 vols., Paris,
18(iy), numerous illustra-

tions; Granderath in

Wetzer and Welte.
Kirchenlexikon, s. v. Vati-
can. Condi, (b) Non-
Catholic: Friedrich,
Tagebuch wdhrend des
vatikanischen Konzils ge-
fiihrt (2nd ed., Nordlin-
gen. 1873); Idem, 6V-
schichte des vatikaniscften
Komils (3 vols., Bonn,
1877-87); Mozlev, Ut-
ters from. Rome on the

Occasion of the (Ecu-
menical Council 1869-
1S70 (2 vols., London.

1891); MiRBT in Realencyklopddie fur protest. Theol., s.v. Vati-

can. Condi. In addition, consult the biographies of the most
distinguished members of the council. The most important works
and pamphlets that appeared during the council are mentioned
in the course of the article.

(4) Explanations of the Decrees of the Council: Granderath,
Constitutiones dogmaticce s. cecumen. Concilii Vaticani, explicate
(Freiburg, 1892) ; Vacant, Etudes th&ologiques sur les constitu-

tions du concile du Vatican (2 vols., Paris, 1895),

K. Kirch.

Vatican Observatory.—The Vatican Observa-
tory now bears the official title, "Specola Astronomica
Vaticana". To under.-it and its history it is necessary
to remark that the designations ossenalorio ov specola

are not restricted to astronomy, but may mean any
elevated locality from which aerial ))henomena are
observed. From this point of view the history of the
Specola Vaticana has passed through four successive

stages. (1) The first i)erioil of I lie \:iticaii Observa-
tory is thus described in the Motu Proprio of 18!)1 by
Leo XIII: "Gregorj' XIII ordered a tower to be
erected in a convenient part of the Vat ican buildings,

and to be fitted out with the greatest and best in-

strument.s of the time. There he held the meeting.s

of the learned men to whom the reform of the calendar
had been entrusted. The tower stands to this day,

a witness to the munificence of its author. It con-

tains a meridian line by Ignazio Danti of Perugia,

with a round marble plate in the centre, adorned with
scientific designs. When touched by the rays of the

8un that are allowed to enter from .al)o\e. the designs

demonstrate the error of the old reckoning and the

correctness of the reform." The first half of this

narration is based upon a tradition supported by
Gilii and Calandrelli (see LiLlDs); it is connected
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with the Vatican Observatory, at least as far as the

locality is concerned. The tower is 73 metres above
sea level and stands over tlie museum and library,

between the courtyards Belvedere and della Pigna.

It is often called the "Tower of the Winds".
(2) The second period of the Vatican Observatory

tion of instruments presented to Leo XIII by the
Italian clergy for the celebration of his golden jubilee

of priesthood, in 18S8. The Barnabite Father Denza,
well-known as founder of the Italian Meteorological
Society, then proposed to Leo XIII to preserve the
instruments in the Gregorian Tower, and to restore

deals mainly with the person of Mgr. Filippo Luigi that locality to its former purposes. The plan was
Gilii, whose hfe ha^ been written by Lais. Gilii was accepted and a series of the best instruments was pro

bom in Cometo, in 1756, and died in Rome, in 1821,

a beneficed clergj'man of St. Peter's Basilica. He was
a universal genius, well versed in physics and in

biology, in archeology and in the Hebrew language.

The Gregorian Tower was then in charge of the

cured, partly from donations by Hicks in London,
partly by purchase of self-registering apparatus from
Richard in Paris. From the observatory of the late

Marquis of MontecuccoU in Modena, of which Denza
had been director, a four-inch equatorial, a three-

Vatican librarian, to which office Cardinal Zelada inch transit instrument, and four pendulum clocks

had been appointed in 1780. Zelada wished to with two chronometers, were acquired. Father

honour the traditions of the tower by devoting its Denza had still broader plans. The year before,

upper part to an observatory. In 1797 he obtained in 1887, Mouchez had organized the co-operation of

the sanction of Pius VI, and placed over the entrance a number of observatories for continuing Argelander's

to the tower the Latin inscription Si>ccida Valicana. observations to fainter magnitudes by means of

The upper story was fitted up with meteorological photography. At the second meeting of the com-

and magnetic in-

struments, with a
seismograph, a

Dolland telescope,

a smaU transit and
pendulum clock,

and the observa-
tory was given in

charge of Mgr.
Gihi. From 1800
to 1821 Gihi made
an uninterrupted
series of meteoro-
logical observa-
tions, reading the
instruments twice

a day (after 6 a. m.
and 2 p. m.), ac-

cording to the
programme of the Mannheim Meteorological So-

ciety. The observations of about seven years

of the long series are pubhshed, while the rest

are in great part preserved as manuscripts in the

Vatican Library. There are also deposited astro-

nomical observations of echpses, comets, Jupiter's

sateUites, and of a transit of Mercury. Gihi's scien-

tific activity extended beyond the Vatican Observa-

tory and beyond Rome. The meridian hne in front

of St. Peter's, with the obeUsk as gnomon and the

readings of the seasons by the length of the shadow,

is due to him ; so are also the signs on the floor of St

mittee in Paris, in

1889, Denza de-
clared his inten-

tion to join in the
work. For this

purpose, Leo XIII
ceded to the ^'ati-

can Observatory a
second tower,
more than 400
metres distant

from the Grego-
rian. It is the
western of the two
towers remaining
from the Leonine
Fortress which had
been built for de-

fence against the

Saracens in 8-18-.5.3. With a diameter of 17

metres and a thickness of 4.5 metres in the
lower walls, it seemed large and strong enough to

support the thirteen-inch photographic refractor,

which was ordered from Gauthier in Paris. During
the four years following the observatory remained in

charge of the vice-director. Father Lais, of the Ora-
tory, who has conducted the photographic work from
the beginning, all at his own expense. From 1898

imtil 1905 the directorship was in the hands of the
Augustinian Father Rodriguez, a specialist in nie-

teorology. Seven volumes were published during

Peter's Basilica, indicating the lengths of the greatest the third period of the observatory, four under Denza,

churches of the world; hkewise the two old clocks of the fifth under Lais, and the last two under Rodriguez

French and Italian style, in the front of the basilica, (4) The fourth and present period of the Vatican

and finally the first lightning rod on St. Peter's Observatory began with the appointment in Novem-
cupola. Similar memories of him exist in various ber, 1904, by Pius X of Archbishop (now Cardinal)

churches and cities of Italy. The tombstone in Ara Maffi as President of the Specola. His first step was
Cceli calls him a man "mitissimi ingenii, modestiae to remedy the great difficulty caused by the separa-

singularis, plus". At the death of Gilii the Vatican tion of the two towers. According to his plans, the

Observatory was discontinued, for the following Gregorian Tower was to be abandoned to historical

reason: Pius VII and Leo XII raised the standard archives, and the second round tower of the old

of studies in the papal states. The latter pope, in Leonine Fortre.ss, with the adjoining summer resi-

dence of Leo XIII, was to be given over to astronomy.
The two old towers were to be connected with each

other by a passage over the fortification wall, with an
iron bridge spanning a gap of 85 metres in length.

For carrying out these plans, the author of the present

article was designated in the audience given to Car-

his Apostolic letter, "Quod divina sapientia", gave

instructions about observatories, publications, and
intercourse with foreign scientists. In 1787 the ob-

servatory at the Roman College had been founded,

under Calandrelli, and was declared preferable to

the Vatican, as more accessible to students in

the city, an(l not obstructed bv the great cupola of dinal Mafli on 14 Miuch, 1900, and officially ap-

St. Peter's (Giornale Arcadico,'lI, p. 407). On the pointed on 20 April. The fortification wall, a thou-

advicc of Father Boscovich the instruments were then sand years old, which extends about 400 metres, is now
tran.sferred from the Gregorian Tower to the Roman crowned with four rotary domes, covering the as-

College. trograpliic refractor in the Leonine Tower, and a new

(3) The revival of the Vatican Observatory in its sixteen-inch visual telescope in the second tower,

third periocl was occasioned, on the one hand, by the called Torre Pio X. A four-inch equatorial stands on

loss to the Church of the Roman College an<l its a half round bastion, at the west end of the bridge,

observatory in 1870, and on the other, by the e.xposi- and a photoheliograph at the east end of the old wall.
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over the barracks of the gendarmes. The old transit

instrument is mounteil on a vault over the main walls

of the new residence. After the material restoration

of the observatory, the main problems were a library

and the measuring of the astrographic plates. The
rich meteorological library was consigned to the
Pontifical Academy Lincei, and the old meteorological

and seismic instruments were mainly sent to the ob-
servatory in Valle di Ponipei. An astronomical
library is now filling two rooms of the new residence;

old treasures were secured to it by the loan of the
scientific collection from the Vatican Library, the
latter confining itself to historical and literary

branches. The astrographic plates are being meas-
ured with two new Repsold machines, which are

placed in a neighbouring convent, in charge of three

Sisters. For nearly four years the director enjoyed
the co-operation of Father Stein, S.J., by which it was
possible to publish the first three numbers of the new
series, besides minor essays, and the last two series

of the atlas of variable stars. At the reunion of the
Astrographic Congress at Paris in 1909, P. Lais pre-

sented thirty charts reproduced by himself on silver-

bromide paper.
Denza, La Xitova Specola Valicana in Atti, Acad. Pont. N.

Lincei XLIII (1.S89); Zahm. The Obsermlory of the Vatican in
The Cosmopolitan (1895). well illustrated but not exact in all

details; Stein, Restauri delta Specola Vaticana in Rivista di
Pisica etc., IX (Pavia, 1908): Haqen, Vaticanische Slernwarte in

V. J. S. Astron. Ges., XLV (1910); Maffi. Specula Vaticana.
Inaugurazione (Rome. 1910): Parr, The Vatican Observatory of
To-day ia Knowledge (^1911), correct, except the additions by the
editors.

J. G. Hagen.

Vaudreuil, Philippe de Rigafd, Marquis de,
Governor of Canada, b. in Languedoc, France, in

the first half of the seventeenth century, of Louis R.
de Vaudreuil and Marie de Chateau-Verdun; d. at

Quebec, 10 October, 172.5. In the king's musketeers,
in which he served (1659-76), he ranked as brigadier
and finally as colonel. He went to Canada (1687)
in command of a marine detachment. After the
massacre of Lachine he prevented the Iroquois from
assaihng Montreal (1689). In 1690 he shared in the
defence of Quebec against Phips. In 1698 he received
the Cross of St. Louis, and replaced, as Governor of

Montreal, Callieres, who was promoted Governor-Gen-
eral of Canada. In 1702 the fief still bearing his name
was given him. He again succeeded Callieres (1703),
his prudence and experience fitting him to govern the
colony at that trying period. He was loved by the
people and feared by the Indians with whom he
strove to strengthen an alliance, while the English
colonies sought to shake their fidelity. He adopted
one of the captives of the Abenaki raids, Esther
WheelwTight, who entered the Ursuline cloister in

Quebec, and was later appointed first superior after

the conquest. In 1710 he fortified Quebec against
the threatened attack of Admiral Walker, whose
fleet was shipwTccked off Egg Lsland (1711). Peace
being restored, Vaudreuil encouraged agriculture,

commerce, and education. The country was divided
into 82 parishes, Montreal was fortified by a wall,

and a census taken, giving an entire population of

2.5,000 souls, of which 7000 were in Quebec and 3000
in Montreal. He received the Grand Cross of St.

Louis (1721), and ordered the construction of Fort
Niagara. His wife, Louise Elizabeth Joybert, who
bore him twelve children, had been appointed (1708)
under-governess to the royal children.

Louis Philippe, Count de Vaudreuil, second son
of preceding, b. at Montreal, 1691; d. 27 Nov., 1763.
Entering the army at the age of seven he ranked as
captain in 1738, and received the Grand Cross of St.
Louis (174.5). Tran.sferred to the na\'y as chief of
a squadron, he took part (1747) in a combat off Cape
Finist^re between the fleets of M. de I'Estendu^re
and Admiral Hawkc, one of the most terrible engage-

ments on record. After eight hours, the French
admiral was about to yield, when Vaudreuil, com-
manding the Intrepide, hastened to the front, and,
bearing the brunt of the enemy's broadsides, forced
them to cease firing. In reward he was appointed
lieutenant-general of (he naval forces.

Fr.\n50is-Pierre, Marquis de Rigaud, brother of
preceding, b. 3 Feb., 1703. He was appointed lieuten-
ant (1724), Knight of St. Louis (1738), king's lieu-

tenant (1748), and Governor of Three-Rivers (1749).
He fought with Montcalm at Chouaguen (Oswego),
contributing to the victory by crossing the river with
the vanguard. HewasGovernorof Montreal from 1755
until the conquest forced him to emigrate to France.

Pierre, Marquis de Vaudreuil-Cavagnal,
second governor of that name and the last under the
French rule, fifth son of the former governor, b. at
Quebec, 22 Nov., 1698; d. in France about 1767.
He successively ranked as major of the troops (1726),
Knight of St. Louis (1730), Governor of Three-Rivers
(1733), of Louisiana (1742), Governor-General of Can-
ada (1755) during the period of the Seven Years
War. To his demand of reinforcements, France
responded by sending Montcalm, Levis, Bourlamaque,
Bougainville, who, thougli unable to save New France,
covered her with glor\-. The merit of their victories,

Oswego, William-Henry, Carillon, has heretofore
been too largely attributed to Vaudreuil, who never
appeared in battle and merely issued orders that
were often a hindrance instead of a help to the ex-
perienced and clear-sighted commander-in-chief,
thereby rendering his exploits doubly heroic. Vaud-
reuil even tried in his correspondence to behttle
Montcalm's merit, and was too easily influenced by
Bigot and his unscrupulous chque who dilapidated
the public treasure to the detriment of the army and
of the nation. This apparently rigorous judgment
is supported by the latest historical researches.
After the fatal battle of the Plains of Abraham,
Vaudreuil withdrew to Montreal; when, despite the
victory of Levis over Murray at St. Foy (1760), the
French lost all hope, he signed the capitulation of

Canada, and retired to France.
Louis Philippe de Rigaud, Comte de Vaudreuil,

eldest son of preceding, b. at Quebec, 1723 ; d. in France,
1802; entered the navy in 1741. When the American
revolutionary war began he refused the governorship
of San Domingo to remain at sea. He commanded
the Fendanl at the conquest of Grenada by d'Estaing,
captured 6 million livres of booty in his cruises,

conquered Senegal (1779), took part in five other
engagements, one of which, off the Chesapeake, resulted

in the surrender of CornwaUis. At the disaster of

Dominica he saved 12 ships and retreated success-

fully. Louis XVI thanked him personally and gave
him the Grand Cross of St. Louis (1789). During
the French Revolution he was elected to the States
General; he defended the Tuileries (1792), and
emigrated, returning to France under the Consulate.

BiBAOD, Le Pantheon canadien (Montreal, 1891); Garneau,
Uistmre du Canailn (.Montreal, 1882); Hist, des grandea famillet
frani^aises du Canada (Montreal, 1867); Chapais, Le Marquia
de Montcalm (Quebec, 1911).

Lionel Lind.say.

Vaughan, Herbert, cardinal, and third Arch-
bishop of Westminster, b. at Gloucester, 15 .^pril,

1832; d. at St. .Joseph's College, Mill Hill, Middli'.sex,

19 June, 1903; he came of a family which h:i(l liecn

true to the Cathohc Faith all through the ages of

the persecution. Its members had suffered for their

faith in fines and imprisonment and double hmd
taxes. Sometimes, too, they suffered for their poli-

tics. In the Civil War they sided with Charles I

and were nearly ruined. After the, Stuart rising in

1715, John Vaugh.an of Courtfield refu.sed to t;ike the

oath of allegiance to the House of Hanover, and two
years later his name appears in a list of "Popish
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Recusants Convict". When "Prince Charlie" in

1745 raided south to Derby, two of the Vaughans rode

back with him to Scotland and fought by his side at

Culloden. Driven into exile, both took service under
the Spanish king, and the younger rose to the rank

of field-marshal. The son of the elder brother, the

great-great-grandfather of the cardinal, was allowed

to come back to England and to resume possession

of the family estates at Courtfield, in Herefordshire.

Colonel John Vaughan, the cardinal's father,

married, in 18.30, Eliza, daughterof Mr. John Rolls, of

the Hendre, Monmouthshire, and an aunt of the

first Lord Llangattock. Mrs. Vaughan became a
convert to the Cathohc Faith shortly before her

marriage and was, in many ways, a remarkable
woman. It was her habit to spend an hour every day
in prayer before the Blessed Sacrament, begging of

God that He would call her children to serve Him in

the choir or in the sanctuary. In the e\ent all her

five daughters entered convents, and of her eight

sons six became priests, three of them bishops. Her-

bert, the eldest born, went to the Jesuit College at

Stonyhurst in the spring of 1841, and remained until

the summer of 1847. From Stonyhiu-st he went to

the Jesuit College at Brugelette, in Belgium, for three

years. From an early age his thoughts had been

turned to the priesthood. His mother, writing when
he was only fourteen, said she was confident that he

would be a" priest. His father's dearest wish was to

see him win distinction as an English .soldier, but when
he was only sixteen lie had made up his mind to give

himself to the Clnnch. On leaving Brugelette he

went to the Benedictines at Downside Abbey for

twelve months as an ecclesiastical student. In the

autumn of 1851 he arrived in Rome to attend the

lectures at the Collegio Romano, and there for a time he

shared lodgings with the poet, .\ubrey de Vere. The
student years in Rome were a time of trial and diffi-

culty. Wretched and incapacitating health made the

labour of study a constant strain. At length Vau-
ghan's friends, fearing that he would not live to reach

the canonical age for the priesthood, sought and
obtained from the Holy See permission for him to be
ordained before the usual time. But with this deli-

cacy of health went something of the energy which
was so characteristic of his after career. In the inti-

mate diary which he kept at this time he constantly

reproaches himself for his excessive impetuosity in

speech and action. He was ordained, at the age of

twenty-two, on 28 October, 1854, at Lucca, and said

his fir.st Mass in Florence at the Church of the Annun-
ziata on the following day.

During all his student j'ears he had hoped to be a
missionei- in Wales, but at Cardinal WLseman's call

he now .accei)li'd the position of vice-president at

St. Edmund's College, Ware, the principal ecclesiasti-

cal seminary for the south of England. He went
there in tlie autumn of 1855, after spending some
months in a voyage of discovery among the seminaries

of Italy, France, and Germany. Though not yet at

the canonical age for the priesthood, and younger than
some of the students, he was already vice-president at

St. Edmutid's. Tlic position, a difficult one in any case,

was made imjiossihle when it beeunie known that he

had recently become an Olilate of St. Charles and
therefore was a disci])l(' of Maiming. At once he was
involved in the controversy between Wiseman and
his chapter which darkened and embittered the last

years of the cardinal's life. Wiseman was the friend

and protector of Maiming, and Vaughan was regarded
as the representative of a man .suspected of a wi.sh to

bring all the ecclesiastical education of Southern
England under the control of the Oblates. Litiga-

tion followed in Rome, and the Oblates eventually

withdrew from St . Edmund's. Vaughan looked back
upon his work at St. Edmund's with a sad .sense of

frustration. The disappointment worked in two

ways. He began to look for external work in the
immediate present and, for the future, he dreamed
dreams. He collected money and built a church in

the county town, Hertford, and founded a mission
at Enfield. But he wanted to do something great

for God. Since he was a boy his constant prayer had
been that whatever else was withheld he might hve
an intense life. He resolved to consecrate himself to

the service of the Foreign Missions. Blessed Peter
Claver was his ideal hero and saint, and his first pur-
pose was to go himself to Africa or Japan.

But, gradually, after many months of indecision,

he came to want something which should be more
permanent than anything dependent on the life of

an individual. A great college which should send out
an unending stream of missioners to all the heathen
lands seemed a worthier object of effort. He had no
money but he had a sublime faith, a perfect courage,

and he determined to go abroad and beg, and to

begin with the Americas. With the approval of

Wiseman and the blessing of the pope he set sail for

the Caribbean Sea in December, 1863. Landing at

Colon, he crossed the Isthmus of Panama, then part

of New Granada. The Government was at war with

the Church, and the clergy were forbidden to say

Mass or to administer the sacraments until they had
taken an oath to accept the Constitution, which
required what was regarded as an acknowledgment of

the supremacy of the civil power in spiritual matters.

The churches were all closed and, though hundreds
of people were dying of small-pox, they were left to

die without the help of a priest. That was enough for

Vaughan. He threw himself into the work, said

Mass, heard confessions, and gave extreme unction

without the least regard for the government prohibi-

tion. He was summoned before the president and
told to desist. He had promised to say Mass the

next morning in the house of a dying woman and to

give her Viaticum. He kept his promise, but was
taken before the prefect of the town. His offence

being admitted he was required to give bail, and
instructions were given that he should not be allowed

to leave the port. It was clear that he could do no
more good in Panama, so, forfeiting his bail, he at

once went on board a United States steamer and sailed

for San Francisco. Here, in spite of the limitations

put to his appeals for money, during a stay of fi%e

months he succeeded in collecting $25,000. From
California he went back to Panama, intending to beg
his way through Peru and Chili, then ride across the

Andes into Brazil and thence to sail for home or for

Australia. In Peru he collected .$15,000, and nearly

twice as much in Chili. In March, 1865, he left the

cities of the Pacific but, instead of crossing the Cordil-

leras, he sailed round the Horn in "H. M. S. Charyb-
dis". In Rio he had an interview with the emperor and
money came in fast. In June his campaign was
brought to an abrupt close by a letter of recall from
Manning, who had just been appointed Archbishop of

Westminster, and Vaughan sailed for England in

June, 1865.

In the following March the College for Foreign Mis-

sions was started in a hired house at Mill Hill, some
eight miles from London. It began in a very humble
way. Vaughan determined to keej) t he money he had
collected in .\merica ;us a permanent endowment for the

college, ;us a fund for the maintenance of the students;

and when the gi-owing numbers of the students made
it necessary to huilil there was nothing for it but to beg
again. Haiiiiily friends came to his aid, as they did in

a wonderful way all his life, and in March, 1871, a new
college, built, on a freehold site, was opened with a
community of thirty-four. In the autumn of the

same year St. Joseph's Missionary Society had a.s-

signed to it its first sjilicre of work among the coloured

population of the I'niteil States. To make himself

familiar with the conditions of the problem on the spot
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aughan went back to America, and travelled all

irough the southern states. He was away seven
lonths, and in that time he visited St. Louis, New
rleaus. Mobile, Sa\annah, Memphis, Natchez, and
harleston, making careful investigation in each
lace as to the spiritual provision for the negro race,

lortly after his return to England his direct super-

ision of St. Joseph's College was brought to an end
V his appointment as Bishop of Salford. But
lOUgh St. Joseph's now had its local superior,

aughan, to the end of his life, was the head of the

[issionary Society. He may have done more con-

)icuous and important work in his life, but there was
)ne that was dearer to his heart than the founding of

lis great college, which is still doing the things he
anned. His missioners are at work in the Philip-

nes, in Uganda, in Madras, in New Zealand, in

orneo, in Labuan, in the Basin of the Congo, in

ashmir, and in Kafiristan. In 1910 they gave
iptism to more than 10.000 pagans.

Among the results of Vaughan's first vnsit to the

nited States must be reckoned a new appreciation of

e power of the Press. He came back resolved to

vr\ a paper of his own, and eventually bought "The
iblet". It proved a fortunate investment from
ery ]>oint of view. During the time of the great

ntroversy which preceded the definition of papal in-

llibilily, under the direct editorship of Herbert
lughan, "The Tablet", for services to IheCathoHc
use, received the special thanks of the Holy See.

\"auglian was consecrated Bishop of Salford on
: October, 1872. His first concern was for ecclesias-

al education and the proper supply of priests for

e diocese. The seminarians were scattered about in

fferent colleges, some in England and some abroad,
hen they had completed their theological studies at

ihaw, or in Home, Paris, Valladolid, or Lisbon, they
turned to the diocese almost as strangers to each
her and to their bishop. Bishop Vaughan planned
lat he called a pastoral seminary. It was to be at-

ched to his own house, and when clerical students

me from I'shaw or seminaries abroad, they were to

e with him for a year and, while continuing their

clesiast ical studies, were to be trained by experi-

ced priests in the practical work of a parish. The
ihop exiilalned that he had no money for building,

t £1.S,000 was collected and the seminary was
lilt as he desired. He next considered how best to

?ure a regular supply of candidates for Holy orders.
> knew that among the poorer classes there were
vays boys who, having all the required dispositions
• the clerical state, lacked the funds necessary
• their education. To meet theiiiflnculty, the bishop
deavoured to secure the foundation of a number of

rses for the education of ecclesiastical students.

the case of students whose parents were in easy
cumstances the difficulty seemed to take another
•m. With the ])rincipal Catholic secondary schools
Lancashire in the hands of the religious orders, an
due proportion of tho.se youths who had vocations
• the priesthood would join the regidars and so
.sen the ranks of the secular clerg>'. The bishop
)Ught this difficulty was incidentally met when he
d made up his mind to open a commercial college in

anche.ster. Soon after opening St. Bede's he ac-

ired the Manchester Aquarium, and converted it

o a central hall and museum for the college. Four
ars after this purchase the south wing of the college

IS opened, and the central block was completed in

84. St. Bede's has long since taken its place as one
the recognized and permanent centres of Catholic
^ in England, and at the time of the cardinal's death
f)0 bciys already had been educated within its walls.

Meanwhile litigation in Rome had begun between
? English hierarchy and the representatives of the
igious orders on a number of important points of

risdiction and discipline that had been agitated since

the restoration of the hierarchy in 18.50; such as the
exemption of regulars from cpiscojial jurisdiction; the
right of bishops to divide pai-ishcs or missions cared
for by regulars, and to give the newly-divided parish
to secular priests; the obhgations of regulars engaged
in parish work to attend diocesan conferences or syn-
ods; their right to found new houses or schools, or to
convert existing institutions to other purposes; the
right of bishops to visit canonically institutions in

charge of regulars, to inspect accounts, etc. Though
Cardinal Manning was tlie j)rinci])al in this litigation,

the hierarchy deputed Bislio]) ClilTord of Clifton and
Bisho]) Vaughan to represent them in Home, the latter

being intimately concerned in the matter, asatest case
had been a claim of the Society of Jesus to reopen in

Manchester a college which they had once closed.
After a year and a half spent in this matter at Rome,
the Bull "Romanos Pontifices" (q. v.) was i.ssued to
govern the relations between the rehgious orders and
the bisliops in all missionary countries. When Bishop
\'aughan first went to Salford he found the diocese
comparatively well equipped in regard to its ele-

mentary scliools, but in most other respects without
any sufficient dioce-san organization. Long before he
left the whole administration was placed on a thor-
ough lousiness footing. Strenuous efforts were made
to reduce the burden of debt which weighed upon the
diocese. The peo|)le were very poor, but they gave
generously out of their poverty, and before he left for

Westminster the bishop had the satisfaction of know-
ing that the general debt had been reduced by more
than £64,000. The diocesan synods, which formerly
had been held every seven years, were made annual.
The system of administering the affairs of the dio-

cese through the establishment of deaneries was
greatly extended, the dean being made resjionsible for

the proper administration of the missions within the
limits of his deanery. A Board of Temporal Admin-
istration was formed to advise the bishop on all mat-
ters connected with finance. Vaughan was always
eager to identify himself in every possible way with
the public life of the peoi)le of Manchester, with every
movement for social reform, and every crusade in be-

half of temperance, or sanitation, or the improvement
of the houses of the working classes. Lancashire soon
came to recognize in him a large-hearted citizen to

whom the interests of no class or creed were alien.

When he went to Westminster, the proposal to com-
memorate a great ejiiscopate by placing a marble bust
of him in the Manchester Town Hall, at the public

cost, was carried without a dissentient voice.

In the autumn of 1.884 "a horrible su.spicion forced

itself on his mind" that every year a multitude of

children were being lost to Catholicism, through the
neglect of parents, from the operation of the work-
house system, and through the efforts of proselytizing

societies. A house-to-house ccn.sus of the whole
Catholic population of Manchester and Salford was at

once undertaken, and every child in every family had
to be traced ami accounted for, in wliatever part of the

country it might have migrated. The bishop in-

structed his clergy to throw aside all other occupa-
tions that were not imperative, for the sake of this

work, "let them have fewer services in the churches if

these were a hindrance in hunting out the souls that
were a.stray". By May, 1880, the census was com-
plete. Out of an estimated (^atholic population of

100,000 in Manchester and Salford, 74,000 persons
were individually registered. Of the children imder
sixteen no less than 811.") were reported as in danger of

losing their faith, and of these 2t).').'5 were described as

being in extreme danger. Tlien the Rescue and Pro-
tection Society was started. The l)ishop gave £UK>0
to its funds on the spot, and the episcopal income for

the same object, during the lime he remained in Sal-

ford. His exami)le was contagious and the people

gave generously in money and service. At the outset
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the bishop issued a pubUc challenge to the Protestant
philanthropic societies of the city. Their plea for

accepting and detaining Catholic children in their

institutions was that the children were destitute.

Bishop Vaughan himself boldly undertook to main-
tain every destitute Catholic child in Manchester and
SaKord. Pubhc opinion instantly sided with the
bishop. In some cases, however, the societies were
obdurate, and time after time the law courts had to

vindicate the right of poor Catholic parents to recover
the guardianship of their own children. One by one
the Protestant institutions were emptied of their

Catholic inmates.
A greater task remained. The whole workhouse

system of Lancashire had to be changed. In the year
1886 it was found that there were over 1000 CathoUc
children in the fourteen workhouses of Manchester
and the neighbourhood and that, on the average, 103
Catholic children left the workhouse schools every
year. The bishop's report showed that SO per cent of

these were lost to the Catholic Church. It was no
part of the duty of the Lancashire guardians when
they placed these children out in service to take care

that they were placed in Catholic families. The
bishop did not blame the guardians. The faith of a
workhouse child, always part of a timid minority, was
generally weak and was easily lost amid new Prot-
estant surroundings. At that time London was far

ahead of Lancashire in the fairness of its treatment of

Catholic Poor Law children. In Middlesex it was
already the custom to hand over CathoUc children to

Catholic Certified Homes with an agreed sum for their

maintenance. In Lancashire there were no CathoHc
Certified Homes for the children. To create such
homes the bishop knew would require a vast sum, but
his faith in the inexhaustible charity of his people was
once more justified. Two great homes were quickly

provided and in each case tlie certificate of the Local
Government Board was obtained. There remained
the task of persuading the Boards of Guardians to

utilize the opportunity now brought to their doors.

It was a strong card in the bishop's hand that he could
promise that every child handed over to a Catholic
Home should cost the guardians considerably less than
if it stayed in the workhouse. The more economical
working of the Catholic Homes was, of course, due to

the fact that the members of the religious orders who
managed them gave their services without payment.
Finally, homes were provided for CathoUc waifs and
strays of whatever sort, whether they came within the

reach of the Poor Law or not. Before the bishop left

Salford the Rescue and Protection Society had caught
up with its work and was fairly abreast with the evil.

It is possible even for one who WTites under the shadow
of Westminster Cathedral, and remembers St. Bede's
and the missionary College at Mill Hill, to think that

it was then Cardinal Vaughan achieved the greatest

work of his life.

Cardinal Manning died on 14 January, 1892.

There never was any doubt in the public mind as to

who would succeed him. Vaughan faced the prospect
with something like dismay. He thought the day of

his strength was nearly done, and that at sixty he was
too old to be transplanted to the new world of West-
minster. He wrote privately to the pope protesting

that he was better fitted to be a Lancashire bishop
than the English metropolitan Rome gave no heed
to the letter, and Vaughan was appointed Archbishop
of Westminster on 29 Marcli, 1S92. In May he
was enthroned, in August he received the sacred

paUium, and in December he knew that he was to be
made a cardinal. He received the red hat from the
hands of Leo XIII on 9 .lanuary, 1893, with the pres-

byterial title of Sts. Andrew and Gregory on the
C;rlian. One of the fir.st works to which the arch-

bishop set his hand was to try to improve the educa-
tion of the clergy by uniting all the resources in men

and money of several dioceses for the support of a
central seminary at Oscott. In the autumn of 1894
he took steps to reverse the poUcy which had sought
to prevent CathoUc parents from sending their sons
to the universities of 0.xford and Cambridge. The
bishop's prohibition was being disregarded and
evaded, and he thought it better that it should be
withdrawn, and steps taken to secure for the CathoUc
undergraduates such safeguards for their faith in the
way of chaplains and special courses of lectures
as the circumstances would allow. He lived long
enough to be assured that the change for which he
was responsible had been completelj' successful.

During the next few years a great deal of the cardi-
nal's time and attention was taken up by a con-
troversy which arose out of the movement in favour
of corporate reunion associated with the name of
Lord HaUfax. Representing a smaU fraction of the
Anglican body, Lord Halifax and his friends, warmly
encouraged by certain French ecclesiastics, thought
the way to reconciUation would be made easier if

what they caUed ''a point of contact" could be found
which might serve to bring the parties together. It
was thought, for instance, that a consideration of the
question of Anglican orders might lead to discussion
and then to friendly ex-planations on both sides. If

an understanrling could be arrived at in regard to the
vaUdity of the orders of the English Church, other
conferences might be arranged deaUng with more
difficult points. The cardinal felt that the subject
chosen for discussion was unhappily selected. 'The
vaUdity of AngUcan orders was mainly a question of
fact, and was not one which admitted of any sort of
compromise. Moreover even if the orders of the
AngUcan Church were admitted to be vaUd, that body
would stiU be as much outside the unity of the Church
as the Arians and Nestorians of the past or the
Greeks of to-day. However, he was quite wiUing
that all the facts of the case should be investi-

gated anew—all he insisted on was that the investi-

gation should be as thorough as possible and made by
a body of historical experts. A strong commission
was appointed consisting of Father de Augustinis,
S.J., M. I'Abbe Duchesne, Mgr. Gasparri, Abbot
Gasquet, O.S.B., Rev. David Fleming, O.S.F., Canon
Moyes, Rev. Dr. T. ScanneU, and Rev. Jos6 de
Llevaneras. The conmiission held its first confer-

ence on 24 March, 1896. When after a series of

meetings the process of investigation was finished,

the collected evidence was laid before the cai'dinals

of the Holy Office, who deUvered judgment on 16
July, 1896, and declared the orders of the Anglican
Church to be certainly null and void. This decision

was confirmed by the BuH, "Apostolica Sedis", pub-
Ushed on the thirteenth of the following September.
When the cardinal came to Westminster he came

resolved to build a great cathedral. His predecessor
had secured a site, but the site was mortgaged for

£20,000, and there was no money for building. Few
men ever collected more money than Cardinal
Vaughan, though to him it was always "hateful work".
In July, 1894, he made his first public appeal for the
cathedral. In Jime of the following year the founda-
tion stone was laid and the cardinal had £75,000 in

the bank. It was a cathedral of no mean propor-
tions that he meant to build. Tlie design of Bentley
(q. V.) combined the idea of a Roman basilica with
the constructive improvements introduced by the
Byzantine architects. In Mav, 1899, the building
fund stood at £100,848. A lit'tle later the sale of a
city church whiih the shifting of the population
had made suiierfluous enabled the cardinal, after

setting aside l"J0,()(M) for a new church, to add £48,000
to the credit of the cathedral building fund. In
June, 1902, he made his last appeal. He asked for

another £16,000, and it came. The cathedral was
opened for public worship a year later, and Cardinal
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(''aughan was there before the high altar in his coffin,

during the last years of his hfe the cardinal suffered

rom almost continuous ill-health. He laboured
trenuously to the last, especially in the cause of the
lenominational schools. He had fought their fight

or a quarter of a century and had the satisfaction of

eeing the great Act of 1902 safely on the statute

lOok. On 25 March, 1903, he left Archbishop's
louse for ever. St. Joseph's College, MiU Hill,

lad been his first love and it was his last ; he went
here to die and he chose it for his place of burial,

le lingered on until the nineteenth of June, when the
nd came a few hours after he had made his pubhc
irofession of faith in the presence of the Westminster
chapter. When the body was laid out for burial an
"on circlet was foimd driven into the flesh of the left

rm. Cardinal Vaughan was a man of strong vitality,

nd his energies were devoted, with rare singleness of

urpose, to one end—the salvation of souls. He
)ved directness in thought and speech, and had
ttle taste for speculation or analysis. He knew how
3 win and to hold the allegiance of men, and the
auching extracts from his intimate diary which
'ere published after his death showed him to have
een a man of exceptional and unsuspected humilitv.
.'iNEAD-Cox. The Life of Herbert, Cardinal Vaughan (2 vol's.,

ondon, 1910). J. Q. SneAD-CoX.

Vaughan, Roger William (Bede), second Arch-
ishop of Sj'dney, b. at Courtfield, Herefordshire,
January, 1834; d. at Ince-Blimdell Hall, Lancashire,
7 August, 1883. He was the second .son of Colonel
ohn Vaughan and Ehza his first wife, and was thus
he younger brother of Cardinal Vaughan, Archbishop
f Westminster. Being delicate he was educated at

ome under the influence of his saintly mother till he
ras seventeen, when he went to Downside. There
e decid€-d to become a Benedictine, and, in 185.5,

aving finished his novitiate, he was sent to Rome,
here he studied at the Benedictine house of St. Paul-
lutside-the-Walls. A year after his ordination
1859) he returned to Downside, where he took
harge of the mission. In November, 1861, he
ecame professor of philosophy, and, a year later,

athedral prior at St. Michael's Priory, Belmont, a
ost which he held till 1872. While at Belmont he
Tote his great work, "The Life and Labours of St.

"homas Aquintis" (London, 1S71-2; 2nd ed., 1890).
Q 1872 he was chosen as coadjutor to Archbishop
'olding of Sydney, an event which justified the
remonition he always had that he was destined to
'ork in Austraha. He was consecrated as titular

.rchbishop of Nazianzus by Archbishop Manning at

.iverpool, on 19 March, 1872, and during the summer
liled for Australia. Five years later, on Dr. Pold-
ig's death (16 March, 1877), he succeeded him as
.rchbishop of Sydney. The remaining six years
ere devoted to apostolic work, especially preaching,
1 which he was indefatigable in spite of the strain on
constitution never strong. He proved a capable

dministrator, fighting energetically for Catholic
iterests, especially those of primary education, which
e provided for by the foundation of Catholic schools.
le also took great interest in the completion of his
ithedral which he hved to open. He was a man of
reat holiness, and so far as possible continued even
hen archbishop to lead the life of a simple monk.
f^hile visiting England for the sake of his health he
ied suddenly at his uncle's house.
Hedlet, Afemoir of the Most Rev. Roger Bede Vaughan (London,
W4); GiLLOw. Bihl. Did. Eng. Calh.. a. v. (which gives a list of
is minor work.s) : Snead-Co-X, Life of Cardinal Vaughan (London,
}10). See II. 282-86. for the lamentable differences which
•0!*e with reeard to his burial; Birt, Benedictine Pioneers in
lulralia (London, 1911). EdwI.V BuRTON.
Vauquelin, Louis -Nicolas, b. at Saint-Andr^-
'Hebertot, Normandy, 16 May, 1763; d. 14 Nov.,
8'29. In youth as apprentice to an apothecary of
Loucn he developed a liking for chemistry. Later he

went to Paris and met Fourcroy, who had been in-

fluenced by Lavoisier and the latter's insistence upon
the importance of quantitative measurements. Later
he became even more accomplished than his master in
the field of analytical chemistry. In fact he did nothing
in any other branch of chemical work, and although he
WTote voluminously, as many as three hundred and
seventy-eight papers being pubhshed by him, none
of his work had any other direction than that of giv-
ing descriptions of analytical operations and results.

It made no difference whether it was in vegetable or
mineral chemistry, or whether physiological or patho-
logical, his work was only analytical, but of course it

led to large advances in the field of the constitution
of substances he studied. In 1812 he pubhshed a
manual of assaying. He was one of the first to
instruct students by means of practical laboratory
teaching. The most illustrious of these followers was
Thenard. In 1798 Vauquelin discovered oxide of

beryUium in beryl. He also isolated chromium
from lead ores. With Berzelius he ascertained cor-
rectly the composition of carbon bisulphide, which had
been first made by Lampadius in 1796. He dis-

covered quinic acid, asparagin, camphoric acid, and
other organic substances. His death, which was very
edifying, occurred while he was on a visit to his birth-
place. Charles F. McKenna.

Vauz (Vose), La0rence, canon regular, author
of a catechism, martyr in prison, b. at Blackrod,
Lancashire, 1519; d. intheCUnk, 1.585. Educated at
Manchester and Oxford, he was ordained in 1542, and
took the degree of B.D. at Oxford in 1556. He was
first a fellow, and then, 1558, warden of Manchester
College, a parish church which had been endowed
as a collegiate by Thomas, fifth Baron la Warr, 1421,
and re-established by Queen Mary, 1557. In 1.559

Elizabeth's ecclesiastical commissioners held a visita-
tion in Manchester College, and summoned the warden
and fellows before them. However, knowing what
to expect, Vaux had removed himself and the college
deeds and church plate to a place of safe hiding. He
was now a marked man, and after a time he took ref-

uge in Louvain, 1561. Here he .seems to have kept
a school for the children of the EngUsh exiles, then
comparatively numerous, for whom in fact he compiled
his catechism. Meanwhile in England there was
considerable uncertainty among the faithful as to
how far it was lawful to conform outwardly with the
State rehgion. Pius V commissioned two of the exiles
at Louvain, Doctors Sanders and Harding, to publish
his decision, informing the Catholics that to frequent
the Established services was a mortal sin. Vaux was
in Rome in 1566; in a private audience the pope in-
structed him more fully as to the scope of his decision,
and finally the task of making kno\vn the papal sen-
fence in England was delegated to him. He returned
therefore and conducted a vigorous and successful
campaign against the schismatical practice, especially
in his native Lanca.shire. This activity drew down
the anger of the Government on his head, and in
Februarj', 1568, a queen's WTit was issued for his
arrest; this document mentions also Allen, though he
was not in the countrj' at the time. Vaux again
escaped and returned to Louvain.

Here, now at the age of fifty-four, he sought and
obtained admission among the canons regular in the
Priory of St. Martin's. He was clothed in the habit
on St. Lawrence's Day, 10 August, 1572, and made
his profession the following May. Before taking the
vows he drew up a legal doonnent to provide for tlie

safe custody of the deeds and valuables which he had
saved from the commissioners at Manchester, "until
such time ;is the college should be restored to the
Catholic Faith, or until Catholics should live in it".
So great was the esteem in which Father Lawrence
was held by the canons that shortly after his pro-
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fession he was appointed sub-prior; and when the
prior resigned in 1577, to pass over to the Carthu-
sians, there w;xs a strong movement to elect Vaux in

his stead. Some, however, apparently feared that he
would use his position to introduce a large number
of his fellow-countrj'men with a view to training

them for the English Mission; a marginal note in the
"Priory Chronicle" records, "Coenobium nostrum in

seminarium pcne ereclum Anglorum." Three years
later at the instance of Allen, he was summoned to

Reims by papal authority to take up once more the
perilous missionary work in England; the Chronicle
notes his departure " with the blessing and leave of his

Prior", 24 June, 15S0. Vaux left Reims on 1 Aug.,
and Boulogne on the 12th, arriving that day at Dover
in company with a Catholic soldier named Tich-
borne and a Frenchman, who turned traitor. Escap-
ing detection at Dover, the two Englishmen passed
on to Canterbury, and thence to Rochester, where
they were arrested on infonnation lodged by the spy.

After several examinations Vaux was finally commit-
ted by the Bishop of London to the Gatehouse
Prison, Westminster. According to an account of the
arrest in the "Douay Diaries", Bishop Aylmer de-

manded: "What relation are you to that Vaux who
wrote a poi>ish catechism in English?" The aged
priest admitted the authorship and that confession

settled his fate.

For the first three years of his imprisonment,
owing chiefly to the wealth and influence of noble
friends, Vaux wa.s treated with comparative mildness.

In a letter which he sent to the Prior of St. Martin's

a few months after his arrest he speaks quite cheer-

fully of his condition and surroundings. But later

another letter addressed to John Coppage, Aug.,
1583, was intercepted and the following sentence
underhned by some member of the Council: ily
friends here be many and of much worship, especially

since my Catechism came forth. This communication
also mentioned the disposal of as many as 300 copies

in the Manchester district alone. Thereupon the

aged confessor was transferred to the Clink. Ac-
cording to Strype, he was brought up again before

the relentless .Aylmer, in 15S5, and found guilty "and
so in danger of death". What happened further we
do not know; if actually sentenced, he must have
been reprieved. In all probability he was abandoned
to a lingering death in prison. The common tradi-

tion is represented by this contemporary item from
St. Martin's Chronicle: "The venerable Father
Lawrence Vaux, martyr . . . for the confession of the
Catholic Faith thrown into prison, where he was
starved to death, and so gained the crown of martyr-
dom, 1585." Vaux's catechism, to which we may fairly

attribute his imprisonment and death, was first

published in Louvain, in 1567. Six further editions

in rapid succession, emanating from Antwerp and
Liege, testified to its widesijread popularity and use-

fulness. The Liege, 1583, issue was reprinted with
an excellent biographical introduction for the Chet-
ham Society by Thomiis Graves Law, in 1885. This
edition contains also Vaux's paper on "The Use and
Meaning of Ceremonies", and a few further pages
of instruction added by the Liege publisher. The
catechism is practically formed on the same lines as

its successor of to-day, explaining in sequence the
Apostles' Creed, the Pater and A\e (but the latter

has not the second half, Holy Mary), the Command-
ments (these at considerable length), the sacraments,
and the offices of Christian justice. The treatise

on the ceremonies discusses the use of holy water,
candles, incense, vestments, etc. The style is old-
fashioned, but the matter in both is as useful and
edifying to-day as it was four centuries ago.

Catholic Record Society's Af<«cdtanea. 11; Dodd, Ch, Hial. of
Engl.: Douay Diaria: GiLLOw, Bibl. Did. of Engl. Calh., s. v.;

XiAw in his Introduction tq Vaux's Catechism (Chotham Society,

1885); Pitts, De Anglix Scriptoribus (1619); The Rambler
(London, 1857).

Vincent Scully.

Vaux-de-Cemay, a celebrated Cistercian abbey
situated in the Diocese of Versailles, Seine-et-Oise, in
what was called the "Isle-de-France". In 1118 Simon
de Neaufle and his wife Eve donated the land for this
foundation to the monks of Savigny, in order to have
a monastery built there in honour of the Mother of
God and St. Jolin Baptist. Blessed Vital, Abbot of
Savigny, accepted their offer, and sent a band of
monks under the direction of Amaud, who became
their first abbot. Besides their first benefactors,
numerous others of the nobility came to the aid of
the new community. As soon as they were well es-

tabUshed, many postulants presented themselves for

admission, rendering possible the foundation of
Breuil-Benoit (1137) in the Diocese of EvTeux. In
1148 Vaux-de-Cernay, with the entire Congregation
of Savigny, entered the Order of Citeaux and became
a fihation of Clairvaux. Up to this period their sub-
stance was only enough for them to live on, but from
this time they became prosperous, built a church in

the simple Cistercian style, and, little by little, con-
structed the other regular places, ^iany of its

abbots became well knowTi. Andrew, the fourth,

died Bishop of Arras; Guj', the sixth, was the most
celebrated, having been delegated by the General
Chapter to accompany the Fifth Crusade in 1203.
Three years later he was one of the principal figures in

the crusade against the Albigenses, in recognition of

which service he was made Bishop of Carcassone
(1211) and is commemorated in the Cistercian

menology. His nephew Peter, also a monk of Vaux-
de-Cernay, accompanied him on this crusade, and left

a history of both the heresy and the war. It was
under his successor. Abbot Thomas, that Porrois,

a monastery of Cistercian nuns (later on the famous
Abbey of Port-Royal), was founded and placed under
the direction of the abbots of \'aux-de-Cernav. The
ninth abbot, Thib.ault de Marley (1235-1247), was
canonized and worked many miracles both before
and after death. Towards the end of the fourteenth
century the monasterv' began losing its fervour, both
on account of too great wealth and because of the
disturbed state of the times. But after the intro-

duction of commendatory abbots (1542) there was
little left beside the name of monks. In the seven-
teenth centurj' it was restored in spirit by embracing
the Reform of the Strict Observance of Denis Lar-
gentier. It was during this time that its commenda-
tory abbot was John Casimir, King of Poland. The
monastery was suppressed at the Revolution (1791)
and its members (twelve priests) dispersed. The
buildings, after passing through various hands, are
now partly restored and are much admired both by
artists and archteologists.

Gallia Christiana, VII; Jongeunub. Nolilia Abbaliarum, O.
Cislerciensis (Cologne, 1640); Tissiek. Bibliolheca Palrum Cis-
tercienMum, VII (Paris, 1669); Merlet and Moutier, Cartu-
lairf de I'.Abbaye de N. D., des Vaux-de-Cernay, I-III (Paris,
1S.')7-5S) ; MoRizE, Etude archiologiguc sur r.-lbbaye des Vaur-de-
Cernay with introduction by de Dion (Tours, 1889); de Dion,
Carlulaire de Porrois plus ronnue sous te nom mystique de Port-
Royal (Paris. 190:1): Beai'mer, Recueil hislorique des archf-
v^rlw.-i. fn'rh,'.^. ,i!'fh,i/,-^ ,t prieures de France, prorince ecclisi-
<i,v/", ;' '

' rHi.5)
; Manrique, .4wHa/f5 C!«/crciensc«

(I . I NE AND DfRAND. lV/n-iim Scriptorum
f' 1/ ma collectio, 11 (Paris, 1724) ; Petrus,
//( '

1 I roves. 1615): Janauschek. Originum
C-|.s(.r,iV„,.,„,„, I ,\„.n„M. 1877).

Edmond M. Obrecht.

Vavasour, Thom.\s, English Catholic physician,
pensioner of St. John's College, Cambridge, b. about
ir>3()-7; d. at Hull. 2 May, 1585. On 25 June, 1549, at

the disputations held before the king's commissioners
at Cambridge, \'iivasour was one of the disputants in

f:ivour of Transubstanti:vtion and (he Sacrifice of

the Mjuss. He subsequently went to ^'enice where he
took the degree of ALD., and on 20 Nov., 1556, he
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received a licence from the College of Physicians of

London to practise for two years. His house was
"by the common school house" in the city of York;
there Mass was said in 1570. In 1572 he wjis accused
of having entertained Blessed Edmund Campion.
In Nov., 1571, after lie had been confined to his own
house in the city of York for nearly nine months, he
was pent into solitary confinement in Hull Castle.

Grimlal describe him as "sophistical, disdainful, and
illuding arguments with irrision, when he was not
able to solute the same by learning", and adds that
"his great anchor-hold was in urging the literal sense
of hoc est corpus meum, thereby to prove transub-
stantiation". By June, 1579, he was back again in

his house, where Mass was again said. Later on he
was in the Gatehouse, Westminster, from which he
was released on submitting to acknowledge the royal
supremacy in religious matters; but he was again im-
prisoned as a recusant in Hull Castle, York, where he
died. His wife, Dorothy, died in the New Counter,
Ousebridge, York, 26 Oct., 1587.

STKVH2. <mnmer. I (Oxford, 1840), 290; Idem, Parker. II
(()xt.>rd, lsin,167; Idem, Grindal (Oxford, 1821), 273, 53.'j; Calh.
/fee. Sac. Publ. (London. 1905). II. 219; V, 193; Foley, Kec. Eng.
Prov. S. J.. Ill (London, 1877), 235-9, 809; Dasent, Acts of the

Prity Council, XII (London, 1890-1907). 108; Calendar S. P.
Dam. 1681-90 (London, 1865), 145; Calendar S. P. Dom. Add.
1566-79 (London, 1871). 224, 369; Munk. Royal College of Phy-
sicians, I (London, 187S), 56,

John B. Wainewright.

Vavasseur, Fr,\N50IS, humanist and contro-
versialist, b. at Paray-le-IVIonial, 8 Dec, 1(305; d. at

Paris, 10 Dec, 11)81. He entered the Society of

Jesus, 25 Oct., 1621, taught humanities and rhetoric

for seven years, then positive theology and .'Scripture

at Bourges, and later at Paris. His first work was a
paraplirase of the Book of Job in Latin hexameters
(1(1:17), resunied and accompanied by a commentary
in 1(179. Hi' published also "Theurgicon" (1644), on
the miracles of Christ, "Elegiarum liber" (16.56),

"De ludicra diotione" (16.56); took an active part in

the .Jansenistic controversy ("Cornelius Jansenius
Iprensis .suspeetus", Paris, 16.50), and defended
himself against the charge of having written pam-
phlets concerning the Calaghan affair (De libello sup-
|)Osititio dissertatio, 16.5.3). In this last writing he
iefined accurately the style of the Port-Royal writers
before the "Provinciales", a monotonous, colourless,

unrelieved style, burdened with complicated periods.

He wrote a sharp and learned criticism of the "Epi-
^rammatum delectus" of Port-Royal (16.59), "De
?pigrammate liber et epigr;unmatum libri tres"
(1669), showing delicate and .^olid knowledge of Catul-
lus, Martial, and the Greek anthology. He was
sensitive on this subject and took i.ssue with his

•onfrere Rapin, who had practically declared that no
modern had written a good epigram (Remarques sur
les nouvelles r6flexions du R. P. Rapin Jesuite, touch-
mt la podtifiue, 1675). De Lamoignon, Rapin's
protector, had Vava-sseur's pamphlet suppressed.
'P6re Vavasseur was a learned man, one of those
iritical and severe minds which find something to bite

;ven in good works, and which let nothing pass"
[Sainte-Beuve, "Port-Royal", III, .528). His other
^forks include sermons, a commentary on Osee, and a
lissertat ion on the be.auty of Christ. All his writings
xere collected by Jean le Clerc (.Vmsterdam, 1709).
(lis Latin writings had appeared previously in Paris

; 168:5).
SOMMERVOOEL. Bibl. de la compagnie de Jfsus. VIII (Paris,

1898). 499; Sainte-Beuve, Port-Royal, III. 49, 28, 025.

Paul Lejay.

Vaz, Joseph, a Goanese priest, Apostle of Cevlon,
1. at Goa, 21 .\pril, 1651; d. at Kandy, 16 Jan.,
1711. His parents were Christians of the Konk.ani
Urahmin c.a.ste. He learned Portuguese in Sancoale,
lis father's village, and Latin in Baulim, his mother's
tillage, studied rhetoric at the Jesuit college and phi-

losophy and theology at the College of St. Thomas
Aquinas, Goa, was ordained in 1676, and became a
favourite preacher and confessor. Hearing of the
oppressed state of the Catholics of Ceylon under the
Dutch, Father Vaz desired to go to their rescue, but was
for the time being appointed Superior of the Kanara
Mission, a post which he occupied for three years.
On his return to Goa in 1684 he spent his time preach-
ing in the villages, and joined the < )iatorian,s then re-

cently established in Goa, of which congregation he
was soon made superior. In 16S6 he obtained per-
mission to give up this office and to proceed to Ceylon.
On landing at Jaffna he found a strong Calvinistic
propaganda going on in the island, and the Catholic
religion proscribed antl under persecution. He was
therefore forced to we;ir disguise, and to do his work
in secret. Afterwards, taking up his residence in a
village called Sillale where the CathoUcs were numer-
ous and resolute, he succeeded in reviving the spirit of
the faithful But this aroused afresh the vigilance of
the Dutch, and he was forced to change his quarters
for Putlam, where he worked with great success for a
whole year. He then fixed on Kanily, the capital f>f a
native independent state, as his centre of operations.
Being on his arrival denounced as a Port\igue.se spy,
he was quickly put into prison, where, however, the
Catholics gained access to him, thus enabling him to
continue his good work. In the end he won the fa-

vour of the king, regained his liberty, and began to
extend his operations to other parts of the island.

About 1699 several Oratorians and other priests
were sent to help him in his labours. The news of his
success having reached Rome, Mgr de Tournon, the
papal legate, was directed to enter into communica-
tion with him. The legate conceived the idea of
erecting Ceylon into a diocese with Father Vaz as first

bishop, but thi? latter dissuaded him from this. In
his later years Father Vaz had much to suffer from
declining health, and in 1710 was uiuible to leave
Kandy. The subject of his beat ifii:U ion was fir.st

urged upon the consiiler.ation of the Holy See about
1737 by Dom Francisco de V;isconcelli)s, S.J., Bishop
of Cochin, who also claimed jurisdiction over Ceylon.
The process was begun in tioa, and a number of
miracles were registered. But the non-fulfilment of
certain essential formalities led Benedict XIV to can-
cel the proceedings, with an order, howe\'er, that they
should be re-instituted. In South K:ui:ir;i, he is gen-
erally known as Venerable Father Joseph Vaz. Klgr
Zaleski, Delegate Apostolic of the luist. Indies, wrote
of him in 1894, that he has "unfortunately been al-

most entirely forgotten. In Europe and even in

India, there are still some who remember his name,
and in Ceylon, the theatre of his Apostolic labours,
his name is still mentioned by the older generation;
but the rising generation hardly know what they owe
to him. And yet, his is a name that ought to endure
for ever".
Do Reoo. VApostolo di Ceylan—P. Giuseppe Vaz delta Con-

gregezionc dell' Oratorio di .S. Filippo Neri (Venice, 175:i). tr.

Zaleski. Life of Fr. Joseph Vaz (Calcutta, 1890); Mangalore
Magazine (1905-09). Two pamphlets on the life of Fattier Vaz
have been recently printed with tlie object of reviving hie mem-
ory among his countrymen.

Ernest R. Hull.

Vecchietta, Lorenzo di Pietro, painter, sculp-
tor, goldsmith, and architect, b. at Castiglione di

Val d'Orcia, 1412; d. there, 1480. He is .said to have
been the i)upil of Taddeo IJartoh and Giacomo della
Querela. In sculi)ture he was influenced largely by
Donatello, with whom he came into personal contact;
in painting he adhered to the traditions of Siena.
His noblest work is at the Ho.spital of Santa Maria
della Scala, Siena, to which he gave a chapel dedicated
to Our Lady and decorated with painting and sculp-
ture by his own hand. The frescoes include an
Annunciation, a Nativity, a Last Judgment, all

badly damaged, and an allegory of the Ladder with
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The Risen Christ
Vecchictta. S. Maria della Scala, Siena

children ascending to heaven, which records the

tradition of a local foundation and gives its name to

the institution. Over the high altar is the striking

bronze figure of the Risen Christ keyed to Donatello's

harsher manner, also two angels bearing candles.

The fine bronze
tabernacle was re-

moved by Pan-
delfo Petrucci and
is upon the high
altar of the cathe-
dral. A series of

frescoes in the
Baptistery of S.

Giovanni were ex-

ecuted with the
assistance of pu-
pils, but much is

identified as Vec-
chietta's own : the
Evangelists, the
Four Articles of

the Creed, the As-
sumption, contain-

ing some lovely

angels' heads, and
synibolical figures

of Virtues. In the
Galleria di belle

Arti are a Ma-
donna and some
minor works; a St.

Martin in the Pa-
lazzo Saracini ; two

panels in the Palazzo Pubblico, a sermon and miracle

of St. Bernardino (sometime attributed to di Giorgio),

and a beautiful Our Lady of Pity. The ascetic and
rather formal figures of Sts. Peter and Paul in the old

Mercanzia, Loggia de' Nobili, date about 1458 to 1460.

A silver bust or statue of St. Catherine of Siena,

known to have been made by Vecchietta at the time

of the saint's canonization, disappeared after the

siege of Siena (1555). Outside Siena the artist's chief

painting, an Assumption, of (1451), is in the church at

Pienza; in Florence a Madonna panel and the bronze
tomb statue of Marianus Soccinus the Elder (re-

moved from S. Domenico, Siena), a noted Sienese

jurisconsult, are in the Uflfizi. Vecchietta was the

master of Francesco di Giorgio and Neroccio.

Perkins, Tuscan Sculptors (London, 1864) ; Lubke. History of
Sculpture, tr. Bdn-nett (London. 1S72); Douglas, History of
Siena (London, 1902); Heywood and Olcott, Guide to .Sieno

(Siena, 1904); Seymour, Siena and her Artists (Philadelphia,

1907)

M. L. HandLET.

Vedas, the sacred books of ancient India. The
Sanskrit word veda means "knowledge", more partic-

ularly "sacred book". In its widest sense the term
designates not only the sacred texts, but also the

voluminous theological and philosophical Uterature

attached thereto, the Brahmanas, Aranyakas,
Upanishads, and Sutras (see Brahminism). But
usually the term veda applies only to the four collec-

tions (Samhitds) of hymns and prayers composed for

different ritualistic purposes: the Rig-Veda, Sama-
Veda, Yajur-Veda, and Atharva-Veda. Of these only

the first three were originally regarded as canonical ; the

fourth attained to this position after a long struggle.

The language of the Vedas is an artificial literary

language fully perfected, and is not a mere popiilar

dialect. In this respect it resembles the later chissical

Sanskrit, from which it difTcrs c(insid<'rably in phonol-

ogy and inflections. Though differences exist in the

languag(? of the four Vedas, still there is such agree-

ment on cardinal points as against later Sanskrit

that the term Vedic, which is in common use for the

oldest form of the language of India, is amply justified.

I. The Rig-Veda ("veda of verses"; from ric, or
before sonants rig, "laudatory stanza") is the oldest
and most important of these collections. In its

present form it contains 1028 hymns (including eleven
supplementary ones in the eighth book), arranged in

ten maiidalas (cycles), or books, which vary in extent,
only the first and tenth being approximately equal.
The poems themselves are of different authorship and
date from widely different periods. According to the
generally accepted view the oldest of them dates
back to 1500 b. c, when the Aryan conquerors spread
over the Punjab in Northern India and occupied the
land on both sides of the Indus. The texts themselves
show that the collection is the result of the work of

generations of poets, extending over many centuries.

Books II to VII inclusive are each the work of a single

poet, or risJii (seer), and his descendants; hence they
are aptly called "family books". Book III is attrib-

uted to the family of Vishvamitra, IV to that of

Vamadeva, V to that of Vasishtha. The hymns in

books I and X are all composed by different families.

The ninth consists exclusively of hymns addressed to

Soma, the deified plant, the juice of which was used
for the Soma sacrifice. Books II to VII are the
oldest, and book X the most recent, in point of origin.

The monotony of the Rig-Veda is due not only to
the nature of its mythological content, but also to the
fact that hymns to the same deity are usually grouped
together. Thus, approximately, 500 hymns are ad-
dressed to two gods alone: Indra, the god of light-

ning and storms, and Agni, the god of fire. The
element of nature-worship is a marked feature in

most of the hymns, which are invocations of different

deities. The value of the great collection as present-

ing the earliest record of the mythologj' of an Indo-
European people is apparent. Several of the gods go
back to the time of Indo-Iranian unity, e. g. Yama
(the Avestan Yima), Soma (Haoma), Mitra (the

later Persian Mithra). Some of the divinities,

especially the higher ones, still exhibit the attributes

which enable us to trace their origin to the personifica-

tion of natural phenomena. Thus Indra personified

thunder, Agni fire, Yaruna the sea, Surya the sun,

Ushas the dawn, the Maruts the storm, and others
were of a somewhat similar character. Indra was the
favourite god of the Vedic Aryans; almost one fourth

of aU the hymns in the Rig-Veda are addressed to

him and they are among the best in the collection.

Next to Indra stands Agni. The hymns in his praise

are often obscure in thought and turgid in phraseology
and abound in allusions to a complicated ritual.

Many hymns are in honour of Soma. Other gods
invoked are the two Ashins, somewhat resembhng the
Dioscuri of ancient Greece, the terrilile Rudra, Par-
janya the rain-god, Vayu the wind-god, Surya the

sun-god, Pushan the protector of roads and stray

kine. Prayers are also addressed to groups of divini-

ties like the Adityas and the Vishve Devas (all the

gods). Only a few hymns sing the praise of Vishnu
and of Shiva in his earlier form as Rutira, though these

two deities became later the chief gods of the Hindu
pantheon. Goddesses play a small part, only Ushas,

the goddess of dawn, has some twenty hymns in her

honour; these poems are of exceptional literary merit.

The number of secular hymns is small, but many
of them are of particular interest. They are of various

content. In one (book X, 34) a gambler laments his

ill luck at dice and deplores the evil pa.^sion that holds

him in its grasp. In the same book (X, IS) there

occurs a funeral hymn, from whi<'h important informa-

tion may be gained concerning the funeral rites of

tlie Vedic age. Evidently cremation was most in

vogue, thougli burial was also resorted to. There
are also some riddles and incantations or prayers

exactly like those in the .\tharva-^'eda. Historical

references are occasionally found in the so-called

ddnaslutis (praises of gifts), which in most cases
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are not independent poems, but laudatory stanzas

appended to some ordinary hymn, and in which the

poet gives thanks for generosity shown to him by
some prince. Some six or seven hymns deal with

cosmogonic speculations. It is significant that some
of the hymns, chiefly in book X, are cast in the form

of a dialogue. Here we may possibl}' discern the

beginnings of the Sanskrit drama. The poetry of the

Rig-Veda is neither popular nor primitive, as it has

been erroneously considered, but is the production of

a refined sacerdotal class and the result of a long

period of cultural development. It was intended

primarily for use in connexion with the Soma sacrifice,

and to accompany a ritual, which, though not so com-
plicated as at the time of the Brahmanas, was far from
simple. The Rig-^'eda has come down to us in only

one recension, that of the Shakala school. Originally

there were several schools: the "Mahabhashya"
(great commentary), about the second century B.C.,

knows of twenty-one, while some later writings know
of two only. In these schools the transmission of the

hymns was most carefully attended to; a most elabo-

rate mnemonic system wa.s devised to guard against

any changes in the sacred text, which has thus come
down to us practically without variants.

Editions of the Rig-Veda were published by Max
Miiller, "Rig-Veda-Samhita with the Commentary of

Sayanacharj-a " ((i vols., London, 1849-74; 2nd ed.,

4 vols., 1890-95); "The Hymns of the Rig-Veda in the

Samhita and Pada Texts" (2nd ed., 2 vols., London,

1877); .\ufrecht, "Samhita Text", in Roman char-

acters (2nd ed., Bonn, 1877); selections in Lanman's
•Sanskrit Reader" (Boston, 1884); Bothlingk,

"Sunskrit-Chrestomathie" (3rd ed., Leipzig, 1897);

Windisch, "Zwolf Hj-mnen des Rig-Veda", with

Sayana's commentary (Leipzig, 1883). Translations

were made into: English verse by Griffith (2 vols.,

Benares, 1896-97); selections in prose by Max Miiller

in "Sacred Books of the East", XXXII (Oxford,

1891); continued by Oldenburg, ibidem, XLVI (1897);

German verse by CJrassmann (2 vols., Leipzig,

1876-77) ; German prose by Ludwig (6 vols., Prague,

1876-88). On the Rig-Veda in general see: Kaegi,

"The Rig-Veda", tr. Arrowsmith (Boston, 1886);

Oldenberg, "Rig-Veda", books I-VI, in "Gottinger

Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften", new series, XI
(Berhn, 1909).

II. The S.\ma-Veda ("vedaof chants") consists of

1549 stanzas, taken entirely (except 75) from the Rig-

Veda, chiefly from books VlII and IX. Its purpo.se

was purely practical, to serve as a text-book for the

urigalar or priest who attended the Soma sacrifice.

The arrangement of the verses is determined solely

by their relation to the rites attending this function.

The hymns were to be sung according to certain fixed

melodies; hence the name of the collection. Though
only two recensions are known, the number of schools

for this veda is known to have been very large. The
Sama-Veda was edited: (with German tr.) by Benfey
(Leipzig, 1848); by Satyavrata SamasliramI in

Bibl. Ind. (Calcutta, 1873); Engl. tr. by Griffith

(Benares, 1893).

III. TheYajur-Veda ("veda of sacrificial prayers")

consists also largely of verses borrowed from the Rig-

Veda. Its purpose wa.s also practical, but, unlike the

Sama-Veda, it was compiled to ajjply to the entire

sacrificial rite, not merely the Soma offering. There
are two recensions of this Veda known as the "Black"
and "White" Vajur-Veda. The origin and meaning
of these designations are not clear. The White Yajur-
Veda contains only the verses and sayings necessary

for the sacrifice, while all explanations exist in a
separate work; the Black incorporates explanations

and directions in the work itself, often immediately
following the verses. Of the Black there are again
four recensions, all showing the same arrangement,
but differing in many other respects, notably in

matters of phonology and accent. By the Hindus
the Yajur-Veda was regarded as the most important
of all the Vedas for the practice of the sacrificial rites.

The four recensions of the Yajur-Veda have been
separately edited: (1) "Vajasaneyi Samhita" by
Weber (London and Berlin, 1852), tr. Griffith (Be-
nares, 1899); (2) "Taittiriva.S." bv Weber in " Indische
Studien", XI, XII (BerUn, 1871-72); (3) "Mai-
trayanl S." by von Schroeder (Leipzig, 1SS1-S6);
"Kathaka S." by von Schroeder (Leipzig, 1900-09).

IV. The Atharva-Veda ("veda of the atharvans
or fire priests") differs widely from the other Vedas
in that it is not essentially religious in character and
not connected with the ritual of the Soma sacrifice.

It consists chiefly of a variety of spells and incanta-
tions, intended to curse as well as to bless. There are
charms against enemies, demons, wizards, harmful
animals hke snakes, against sickness of man or beast,

against the oppressors of Brahmans. But there are
also charms of a positive character to obtain benefits,

to insure love, happy family-life, health and longevity,
protection on journeys, even luck in gambling.
Superstitions from primitive ages were evidently
current among the ma.sses. To some of the spells

remarkably close parallels can be adduced from
Germanic and Slavic antiquity. The Atharva-Veda
is preserved in two recensions, which, though differing

in content and arrangement, are of equal extent, com-
prising 730 hjTnns and about tiOOO stanzas, distributed
in twenty books. Many of the verses are taken from
the Rig-Veda without change; a considerable part
of the sayings is in prose. The books are of differ-

ent age; the first thirteen are the oldest, the last two
are late additions. Book XX, consisting entirely of
hj-mns in praise of Indra, all taken from the Rig-
Veda, was undoubtedly added to give the .-^tharva a
connexion with the sacrificial ceremonial and thus to

insure its recognition as a canonical book. But this

recognition was attained only after a considerable
lapse of time, and after the period of the Rig-Veda.
In the "Mahabharata" the canonical character of the
Atharva is distinctly recognized, references to the
four Vedas being frequent. Though as a whole this

collection must have come into existence later than
the Rig-Veda, much of its material is fully as old and
perhaps older. For the history of religion and civili-

zation it is a document of priceless value. The
Atharva-Veda has been edited by Roth and Whitney
(Berlin, 1856); Engl. tr. in verse by Griffith (2 vols.,

Benares, 1S97) ;
prose by Bloomfield in "Sacred Books

of the Ea.'it", XLII; by Whitney, revised by Lanman
(2 vols., Cambridge, Mass., 1905). Con.sult Bloom-
field, "The Atharvaveda" in "Grundriss der Indo-
arischen Philologie", II (Stra.sburg, 1899).
On tbe Ved.'w in general consult: Macdonnell, History of

Sanskril Lileralure (New York, 1900), 29-201, bibl. 439-42;
B.lCMGARTNER, Gesch. der Wrlllileralur. II (Freiburg, 1902);
WiNTERNiTZ. Gcsch. tier indischen Literatur, I Der Veda (Leip-
zig. 1905); PiscHEL, Die indische Literatur in KuUur der Gegen-
u-art I, VII (Berlin and Leipzig, 1906), 164-174, bibl. 212.

Arthur F. J. Re.my.

Ve^a, .\ndreas de, theologian and Franciscan
Observantine, b. at Segovia in Old Castile. Spain, at
unknown dale; d. at Salamanca probably in 1,560.

He studied at the I'niversity of Salamanca, and was a
professor there when he became an Observantine of
the Franci.scan Order. He continued his work as a
teacher in the monastery of the Observantines where
the learned Alphon.so de Castro also taught. Both
were distinguished in speculative theology. Vega
was a moderate Scotist who at the same time held to
St. Bonaventure. The Emperor Charles V sent
Vega .as theologian together with other scholars to
the Council of Trent. At Trent he came into con-
nexion with Cardinal Petrus Pacheco, Bishop of Jaen
(consequently called "Giennensis"), who was a
patron of the Franciscan Order. Vega wa,s conspicu-
ous in t he preliminary discussions on the canon of the
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Scriptures and on the Vulgate, which were treated in

the Decree promulgated in the fourth session of the

council, 8 April, 1546. He also took a prominent
part in the preliminary discussions on the dogma of

justification, and drew attention to himself at the

same time by his debates with Dominicus de Soto, the

Dominican who defended the dogmas of rigid Tho-
mism. The Decree was promulgated in the sixth

session on 13 January, 1547. Previous to the council

Vega had written to defend the Catholic doctrine of

justification against the Protestants, "De justifica-

tione, gratia fide, operibus et meritis quaestiones

quindecim" (Venice, 1546). The dedication to

Cardinal Pacheco is dated Trent, 1 January, 1546.

After the promulgation of the Decree he WTote in its

defence at Trent and Venice, "Tridentini decreti de
justificatione expositio et defensio lib. XV distincta"

(Venice, 1548). In the last two books he confutes

Calvin's "Acta synodi tridentinse cum antidoto"
(Geneva, 1547). This was Vega's most important
work and it was so highly esteemed by Peter Canisius

that he had it reprinted at Cologne (1572) in one
volume with Vega's previous work, "De justifica-

tione". Reprints were issued at Cologne (1585) and
at Aschaffenburg ( 1 62 1 ) . A posthumous work by Vega
was also pubhshed, his "Commentaria in Psalmos"
(Alcam de Henares, 1599).
Wadding. Scriptores ordinis minorum (Rome, 1650), 14 aq.;

(ibid., 1S06), 1829; (ibid., 1906), 17 sq.; Sbakalea, Supple-
mentum ad scriptores ord. min. (Rome, 1806), 37 3q.: (2nd ed.

ibid., 1908), I. 40; Waddinq-Lucas de Venetia, Annahs mi-

norum, XVIII (Rome, 1740), 17-18, 122-23, 143, 147; XIX
(ibid.. 1754), 208; Hdbtee, Nomenclatar, IV (Innsbruck. 1899),

1179 sqq.; II (3d ed. ibid., 1906), 1390-92; Concilium Tridenti-

num issued by the GoRRF.8 Society, I-V (Freiburg. 1901-1911);
Hefner, Die Enistehungsgeschichie des Trienter Rechtfertigungs-

dekretes (Paderborn, 1909), 58-59; 102 sqq.

Michael Bihl.

Vega, G.\RCiLASso de la. See Garcilasso de la
VE(iA.

Vega Carpio, Lope Felix de. See Lope de
Vega Carpio, Felix de.

Veghe, Johannes, German preacher and religious

writer, b. at Miinster in Westphalia about 1435; d.

there, 21 September, 1504. His father seems to

have been a physician. In 1450 he matriculated

at the University of Cologne; in the register of stu-

dents he is called "Johannes ten Loe ahas Veghe
clericus Monasteriensis". In 1451 he entered the

house of the Brethren of the Common Life of Miinster,

in 1469 became first rector of the house of the Brethren
at Rostock, returned to Miinster in 1471, and was
made rector there in 1475. On account of ill health

he resigned in 1481 and became confessor to the

Sisters of Niesink at Miinster; this position which he
retained until his death, gave him time to gratify his

literary tastes. He lived to see the victory of Human-
ism (q. V.) in Miinster and Westphalia; the Human-
ists Murmellius and Hermann von dem Busche in

their poems praise his pious life and his study of

religious books. His earliest work is his "Geist-
liche Jagd", dedicated to Duke Magnus II of Meck-
lenburg. This is a descrijition of a spiritual chase,

whose object is God; all the details of an actual

hunt are applied to the s])here of spiritual things.

This work was followed by the: "Marientrost ", in

which Veglu! wishes to show how and why we should
appeal to the Blessed Virgin; "Geistliches Blumen-
bett" (Lectulus floridus), <ledicated to the Sisters

of Niesink; and "Weingarten dor Seele", which
treats in three books of the jjrogress of man from the

beginning of Christian life to perfection. Veghe's
main work consists of sermons delivered in Low
German before the Sisters of Niesink 1492. They
are splendid examples of puljjit oratory, notable for

the keen observation of nature and knowledge of

the human heart; the mode of exjjression is vigor-

ous and racy. His ab.sohite mastery of the language.

and the simple, natural style, will, in the opinion of
Trilofif, perpetuate the fame of Veghe in the history
of Low German hterature. His sermons were
edited by Profes.sor Franz Jostes in 1883. In dogma
Veghe held rigidly to the teachings of the Church,
but he would not accept the gaining of indulgences
for the dead, who he beUeved were entirely under
the hand and judgment of God. He was genuinely
rehgious, not hypocritical, and at the same time
cheerful and kindly.

Jostes, Johannes Veghe, ein deutscher Prediger des XV Jahr-
hunderls (Halle. 1883); Triloff. Die Traktate u. Predigten Veghea
untersucht (Halle, 1904): Bomer, Daa literari&che Leben \n
Miinster (Miinster, 1906), 55-63.

Klemens Loffler.

Vegio, Maffeo (Mapheus Vegius), churchman,
humanist, poet, and educator, b. at Lodi, Italy, 1406;
d. at Rome, 1458. The details of his life are gathered
chiefly from his WTitings. Born of distinguished par-
ents, his mother being of the house of Lauteria, Vegio
passed his early youth at Lodi and Milan, where he
completed his elementary studies under capable
teachers. One of them, a great admirer of St. Ber-
nardine of Siena, often took his pupils to hear the
sermons of the saint of whom Vegio was later to be the
biographer. At his father's direction Vegio under-
took the study of philosophy in the University of
Pavia, changing later to jurisprudence, and, finally, to

letters, to which his tastes had always inclined him.
He was passionately devoted to the ancient Latin
poets and especially to Virgil. He produced his first

volume of poems when sixteen years of age. For
about ten years Vegio taught poetry and jurispru-

dence at the LTniversity of Pavia. He became an
enthusiastic promoter of the revival of letters. Pope
Eugenius IV appointed him Secretary of Papal Briefs,

and later Apostolic Datary and a canon of St. Peter's.

Vespasiano speaks of him at this time as a secular

jjriest, but the date of his ordination is not known. In
the service of the Church, Vegio's studies turned more
to the Fathers and sacred sciences than to the classics,

to St. Augustine instead of Virgil. Chiefly through
his devotion to Augustine, Vegio was attracted to the
August inians, and joined the order. He was buried
in the Chapel of St. Monica, which he had caused
to be erected in the Church of St. Augustine, Rome.

Vegio's poetical works are as follows: "Poemata et

epigrammata", written about 1422; "DemorteAstya-
nactis", on the death of Hector's son and the grief

of Andromache (Cagli, 1475); "Velleris aurei", six

books on the quest of the Golden Fleece (Cologne,

1589); "In supplementuni ^Eneidos", which Vegio
added to Virgil's "vEneid" to describe the destiny of

.FIneas, and which became the basis of his fame among
later humanists (Paris, 1.507); "Antoniados, sive de
vita et laudibus S. Antonii" (Deventer, 1490). His
prose works are: "De perseverantia rehgionis" (Paris,

1511); "De quattuor hominis novissimis, morte, ju-

dicio, inferno et paradiso meditationes" (Paris, 1511);
"Vita Sancti Bernardi Senensis" in "Acta SS.",
May, V, 117; "Sanctie Monica^ translationis ordo.

Item de S. Monica? vita et ejus officium proprium",
unedited; "Declamatio seu disputatio inter soleni,

terram,et aurum.audienteDeo et homine assistente",

allegorical dialogue (Milan, 1497); "I'hilalethes,

seu Veritas invi.s;i exulaus", allegi^rical di:ilogue ad-
dres.sed to his brother I'.ustachiiis (Bresci;!, 1496) ; "De
felicitate et miseria" (Milan, 1497); "Liber de signifi-

catione verborum in jure civili" (Vicenza, 1477), not

extant ;
" De rebus antiquis memorabilibus BasihciP S.

Petri Roma'", valuable archa-ological study, in four

books, of St. Peter's Rome, in "Acta SS. ", June, VII,

.52; " De educatione liberorum et eorum daris mori-
bus", a treatise, in six books, on the education of

children and their moral formation. The first three

treat of the duties of parents and teachers in educa-
tion; the last three of the duties of the young to God,
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to their fellow-men, and themselves, of the several
virtues, good manners, the use of time, etc. It is his

most important work, and was for a long time at-

tributed to Filelfo. It has the distinction of being the
most Christian in spirit of all the humanistic educa-
tional treatises. It approves the study of pagan lit-

erature only in conjunction with sacred learning, the
study of the Scriptures and the Fathers, makes pro-
vision for the education of girls, and considers the
formation of a sound moral and Christian character
to be the supreme end of education. Many editions

of the work have appeared, the latest at Tournai,
1854 (Fr. tr., 1513; Ger. tr., 1856).

Kopp. Maffeus Vegius Erziehungslekre in Bib. kat. Pad., II
(Freiburg, 1889) : Kohler, Padagogik des Mapheus Vegiits

(Gmand, 1856) ; Tiraboschi, Slaria delta lelteralura italiana, VI;
Ve9P.\8Iano da Bisticci, Vile . . . (Bologna, 1893).

Patrick J. McCormick.

Veglia, Diocese op (Vbgiensis et Arbensis), in

Austria, suffragan of Gorz-Gradisca. Parallel to the
Dinaric .\lps are a number of rocky island.'^, .separated

from the mainland by a deep, though narrow, .strait.

The largest of them is Veglia, which in the year 1000
had a bishop, Vitalis, who was present at a synod in

Spoleto. Eugene III made it a suffragan of Zara, but
since 1828 it has been under Gorz. Bartholomaus
Bozarich was present at the assembly of bishops in

1849 and his successor was a member of the Vatican
Council. Still more ancient is the See of Ossero
(Lusin, Absor, Auxerensis), to whose bishop Pope
John VIII wrote in 870. The fifty-fifth bishop,
Racoamarich, was transferred to Cattiiro in 1818, and
Ossero and Veglia were united. The See of Arbe
(Scardona) is even more ancient. Its first known
bishop attended a council at Salona in 530. The
fifty-eighth bishop, Galzigna (d. in 1823), was also

the last, as his diocese was merged in that of Veglia.
Although Veglia is a triple see, it contains only
809,000 Catholics, 95 secular priests, 64 regulars, and
68 nuns.

Farlati, IllyricisacH, V (Venice, 1775): Veglia, 294-316.639-
47; Ossero, 182-223; .4 ric, 223-294; Theiner, Afonumen(a Sla-
vorum meridionalium, hisl. illustr. (Rome, 1863), 46, 79 sq., 107
sq.. 112, 122, 163, 323, 422 sq., 432 sq., 519 sq., 575, 581, 613 sq.;
Man. Hung. Rom., I (1859): Veglia, 425, 110, 112, 195, 220 sq.,

323. 539 sq.. Absor. 573, Arbe, 247, 281 sq.

COLESTIN WOLFSGBUBER.

Vehe, Michael, b. at Bieberach near Wimpfen; d.

at Halle, April, 1559. He joined the Dominicans at
Wimpfen, and was sent to Heidelberg in 1.500, where
he taught in 1512 and received the doctorate in

theology in 1513. In 1515 he was appointed regent
of the Dominican house of studies at Heidelberg;
later Cardinal Albert of Mainz cho.se him as theolo-
§ian and put him in charge of the Church of Halle,
axony. He was summoned to Aug.sburg (1.530) to

refute the Lutheran Confession of Faith and took
a prominent part in a debate against the Lutherans
in 1.534, at Leipzig. He wrote: "Von dem Gcsatz
der Niessung des h. hochw. Sacraments" (Leipzig,

1531), and "P^rrettung der beschuldigten kclchdieb"
(Leipzig, 1.535) on Communion under one species;
"Wie unterschieldHcher wiess Gott und seine heili-

gen sollen geehrct werden" (Leipzig, 1532), a treatise

on the veneration of the saints; "Assertio sacronim
quorumdam axiomatum" (Leipzig, 1537), on the
points controverted by the Reformers; these writings
are the best apologetical treatises that appeared in

Germany during the sixteenth century. Vehe also
published "Ein neue Gesangbuchlein" (Leipzig,

1537; Hanover, 1853), a collection of hymns. He was
called to the bishopric of Halberstadt; 21 Feb., 1.559.

HtTRTEB, Nomenrlator, II. 1249 sqq.; Srript. ord. prad., II, 95;
Bull. ord. prad., IV, 678; Veeaenmeyer. KUine Beitrdge zur
Oetch. des Reichttagu in Augsburg, 16S0 (Xflrnberg. 1830). 115;
BIuuKER, Da> kath. deulache Kirchentieil, I (Freiburg, 1886),
124 sqq.

Ignatius Smith.
XV.—21

Veil, In the Liturgy. See Baptism; Chalice;
Ciborium; Humeral Veil.

Veil, Religious.—In ancient Rome a red veil,

or a veil with red stripes, distinguished newly-
married women from the unmarried. From the ear-
liest times Christ was represented to the Christian
virgin as a husband, the only One, according to St.
Paul (I Cor., vii, 34), she had to please. It was
natural that the bride of Christ should, as the vestal
virgins had done, adopt that veil, which thus sym-
bolized not so much the purity as the inviolable
fidelity to Christ which was to be reverenced in her.
"There is here", said St. Optatus, "a sort of spiritual
marriage" ("De schismate Donatistarum", VI;
P. L., XI, 1074).
The taking of the veil then suggested an obligation

of constancy, which forbade, first, illicit sexual inter-
course, and afterwards marriage itself. Virgins took
this veil themselves, or received it from the hands of
their parents. It was worn also by widows, who
made a profession of continence, and was called
velum, velamen, maforte, flammeus (flamnieum),
flammeus virginalis, flammeus Chrisli (Wilpert, "Die
gottgeweihten Jungfrauen in den ersten Jahrhunder-
t en der Kirche", p. 17). In addition to this private
taking of the veil, there was early instituted another
solemn clothing, which was performed by the bishop
on feast days during the Holy Sacrifice (see St.
Jerome, "Ad Demetriadem", ii; P. L., XXII,
1108; and St. Ambrose, "De lapsu virginis conse-
crata;", v; P. L., XVI, 3726). Sometimes the
bishop deputed a priest for this purpose (Ful-
gentius Ferrandus, "Breviarum canonum", can. xci;

P. L., LXVII, 957). After a short time, the
solemn consecration of virgins was reserved to the
bishop, while priests gave the veil to widows. These
virgins and widows were not all cloistered; those who
entered a monastery received from the abbess a
veil which symbolized their religious profession, and
the virgins at twenty-five years of age received sol-

emnly from the bishop the veil, which was the mark
of a special consecration.
The veil thus became in convents of women the

distinctive sign of the different conditions. Suarez
(De religione, tr. VI, t. I, col. 11, n. 5) mentions
the following as in use, or as having been in use: the
veil of probation, generally white, given to novices;
the veil of profession; the veil of virginal consecration,
given only to virgins at the age of twenty-five years;
the veil of ordination, wliich the nun received at the
age of forty years, on becoming a deaconess, with
the privilege of intoning the office and reading the
homilies in choir (cap. Diaconissam, 23, c. xxvii, q. 1);
the veil of prelature, which abbesses obtained as a
reward at the age of sixty years (cap. luvenculas, 12,
c. XX, q. 1); the veil of continence, which with widows
took the place of the veil of the virgins (cap. Vidua,
34, c. xxvii, q. 1). Taniburinus (De iure abbatis-
sarum, d. 27, q. 2) mentions also a veil of penitence,
given to penitent sisters. Several of these veils fell

into disuse; at present, we know only the veil which
forms i)art of the religious habit. Even that has
disappeared in some newly founded congregations,
e. g. the Little Sisters of the Poor. Where it still

exists it is customary that the veil of novices should
be white. The nuns of the mendicant orders did not
receive the veil of the virgins, the imposition of which
was still customary in the fifteenth century and did
not disappear till the end of the sixteenth century.
In the eighth and ninth centuries it w.as found neces-
sary to i.ssue ecclesiastical decrees to restrain abbes.se3

from usurping the function of the bi.shop and solcnmly
conferring the veil themselves. See the (:ipitul:iriea

of Aachen of 789, c. Ixxvi (Mon. Germ. Hist.:
Capit. Reg. Franc, t. I, n. 22, can. Ixxvi, p. 00);
Charlcm.agne, can. xiv, promulgated at the Sixth
Council of Paris (829), 1. 1, c. xUii (Hardouin, "Cone",
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t. IV, col. 1321; Abelard.Ep. viii, in P. L., CLXXVIII,
318 B.). In the twelfth century Abelard made a
rule that a white cross on the head should distinguish

the veil given to virgins by the bishop from that of

the other nuns (Ep. viii, P. L., CLXXVIII, 301).

The Roman Pontifical contains the imposing cere-

monial of the consecration of virgins. The gift of

the veil is accompanied by these words: "Receive the

sacred veil, that thou mayst be known to have de-

spised the world, and to be truly, humbly, and with

all thy heart subject to Christ as His bride; and may
He defend thee from all evil, and bring thee to life

eternal." Wilpert quotes a very ancient form, which
is common to the different liturgies: "Receive, O
virgin, this holy veil, and wear it without stain until

thou .shalt appear before the judgment seat of Our
Lord Jesus Christ, before Whom every knee shall

bow, of those that are in heaven, on earth, and under
the earth, for all eternity. Amen."

See Virginity; also the Pontificale Romanum: De benedictione

et consecratione virginum; MujiK and Perscbinka, Kunst und
Leben in AUerlhum (Vienna and Leipzig, 1909); Darenberg,
Saglio, and Pottier, Dictionnaire des arUiquitis grecques et ro-

maines (Paris, 1904), s. v. Malrimonium.
A. Vermeersch.

Veit, Philipp, painter, b. at Berlin, 13 Feb.,

1793; d. at Mainz, 18 Dec, 1877. Veit was a grand-

son of the philosopher Mendelssohn. In 1815 he
went to Rome, where he studied under Overbeck
and Cornehus as their best pupil. In 1830 he settled

at Frankfort, and in 1854 at Mainz. In 1808 his

mother Dorothea and her second husband Friedrich

Schlegel had become Catholics, and he followed them
into the Church in 1810. About the same time also he
decided to become a painter. He studied drawing
under ^latthiii at Dresden, but by 1811 he went to

Vienna where he first tried to paint portraits, pro-

ducing several, but the blending of the colours, to

which he gave special attention, caused him much
trouble. In 1813 he took an honourable part in the

War of Liberation. After this he went to Italy,

but first he painted a beautiful "Madonna with the

Child and John the Baptist", which he left at Heih-
genstadt near Vienna. He joined in the work of the

colony of German painters at Rome, and his share

of the frescoes for the villa called Casa Zuccari was
the "Temptation of Joseph", and also the fresco of

"The Seven Years of Plenty", which is unusually
well done. The colouring in this last mentioned
fresco was fresher than that of his artist friends;

this is even more evident in the cartoon which is at

Frankfort.
He painted in place of Cornehus in the Villa

Massimi the "Paradise" of Dante, not in the grand
Btyle, but in a poetic manner that was full of feeling.

He also painted here the lowest eight divisions of

Dante's "Heaven". A fresco painted by him in the

Mu.seo Chiaramonti treats the re-dedication of the

Colosseum as a place of worship. In Sta Trinita

de' Monti there is a Crowning of the Virgin which is

much admired. At Frankfort, Veit was the director

of the Stiidel Institute, and he made it one of the

chief centres of German Romantic art. He drew
a large number of pupils around him, among them
Settegast who was later his son-in-law, and Rcthel,

who always acknowledged that he had been greatly

aided by Veit.

Besides a few jiort raits, Veit painted the well-

known pictures of the Emperors Charlemagne,
Frederick II, Otto I, and Henry VII, in the Hall of

the Emperors at Frankfort. Taken together, these

portraits convey the ecclesiastical conception of

the medieval empire as it appeared to the rnind of

this painter, who was so strongly imbued with the

ideas of Christian Romanticism. The "Two Marys
at the Grave" has much greater artistic value. This

pen-and-ink sketch of the women sorrowing on the

Btill closed grave is harmonious throughout, and full

of fine feeling; it was intended for the religious

foundation at Neuburg. A contrast to this last is

the "Presentation in the Temple", in which a
certain majesty is happily expressed. Veit painted
an "Assumption of the Virgin" for the cathedral.
During his residence at Frankfort he worked with
restless energy to perfect the technic of drawing and
colour, and to justify the demands of a moderate
realism, and of popular art as typified by Schadow at
Dusseldorf. If, in so doing, he turned aside from
the style of Overbe"' ^ud Cornehus, nevertheless he
gained a more vigorous manner for himself by these
efforts. His greatest work, "Christianity bringing
the Fine Arts into Germany", was painted in the
years 1833-36; it was transferred to canvas in 1877.
In the centre stands Religion full of gentle gracious-
ness; to the right Boniface, the Apostle of Germany,
preaches Christianity in her name to the attentively
listening youth; an old bard and a priestess turn
away, although the sacred oak has just been cut
down at the command of the apostle. Religion
turns towards this side, holding in her hand the
palm-branch, the promise of peace. With the right

hand she points to the Gospel as the source of truth.

Christian hfe flourishes about her, and on the left

side of the picture there are seen representations
of Christian poetry, of medieval knighthood, of

music, and farther in the background the symbohcal
figures of other arts, the monk dead to the world,
but devoted to learning; finally a Gothic building
and a civilized city. As a painting belonging to the
realm of imagination the work belongs to the best
of its class. When Lessing's "Huss before the
Council" was placed opposite his own painting by
way of contrast, Veit, wounded in his religious con-
victions, went to Sachsenhausen and later accepted
a call to Mainz. As director of the picture gallery of

Mainz he painted in the cathedral pictures from
sacred history imder the windows of the main nave,

a task for which his graceful but not vigorous brush
had hardly sufiicient dramatic force. One of his

latest works is a portrait of himself, a masterpiece of

delineation of character and of colour. A skilful

writer, he left, among other productions, ten lectures

on art, which have been edited by L. Kaufniann
(Cologne, 1891).

Spahn, Philipp Veit (Leipzig, 1901). G. GlETMANN.

Veith, JoHANN Emanuel, preacher, b. of Jewish
parents at Kuttenplan, Bohemia, 1787; d. at Vienna,
6 Nov., 1876. In 1801 he took the philosopliical

course at the University of Prague and later studied

medicine. In 1808 he obtained a degree in medicine
at Vienna; in a short time he was professor and then
director of the school of veterinary medicine. He
wrote poetry, and a play of his was acted in one of the
theatres of Vienna. He also published a valuable
compendium in two volumes of veterinary surgery,

and an outhne of botanical medicine. In 1816 he be-

came a Christian, and in 1817 began the study of

theology. He also became a personal friend of Father
Hofbauer, was his physician, and was urged by him
to devote himself to preaching after ordination. Veith

was ordained, 26 Aug., 1821, and the next month joined

the Redemptorists at Maria Stiegen. He was a
Redemptorist preacher at Maria Stiegen, 1821-30;

preacher at the Cathedral of St. Stephen, 1831-45;

retired cathedral preacher, until his total blindness,

184.')-63; finally, a writer of a.scetie devotional works
until his death. His .sermons exist in manuscript up
to 1825; their publication began with "Die Leidens-

werkzeuge Christi" (1826); "Die Worte der Feinde
Christi" (1827); "Das Friedcnso])fer" (1828); "Le-
bensbilder aus der Pa8sionst;esi'hichte" (1829); "Das
Vater Unser" (1830); "Die lieilig.n Berge" (1831);

"Der vorlorneSohn" (18:52); "Die Samaritin" (1833);
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"Die Erweckung des Lazarus" (1842); "Mater dolo-
rosa" (1843); "Dip Heilung des Blindgeborenen

"

(1844); "Euoharistia" (lS4(i); "Die Saulon der
Kirche" (1847); "iMisi-rii-oraia" (1848); "Politische
Passionspredigten " (1S49); "Weltleben iind Christen-

and soon left for the studio of Pacheoo, whose school
at Seville was the most frequented. Although one
of the most tiresome of romanticizing painters,
Pacheco was a cultured mind, appreciative of a genius
opposed to his own. As a critic, poet, and man of the

turn" (1850); "Charitas" (1851); "Der Weg, die world, Pacheco was the centre of the first literary
Wahrheit, und das Leben" (1854); "Prophetie und salon in the city, and from this society young Velaz-
Glaube" (1855) ;

" Diesechs Fastensonntagenach ihren
Kalendernanien " (1.S57); "Die Perikopen-Reihen der
sechs Fastwochen"(lS58) ; "Die JMiichten des Unheils"
(1859); "Die zwolf Stufenp.salmen" (1S(J2); "Die An-
fiinge der Menschenwelt" (1863). Among his homi-
lies are: "Homiletische Vortriige fiir die Sonn-und
Festtage" (7 vols.); "HomiUenkranz fiir das katho-

qucz received an education through contact and
conversation with superior men. Before he was
twenty he had married Pacheco's daughter Dona
Juana. Two daughters were born to him before 1622,
when the young painter decided to seek his fortune
at Madrid.

Here, through Canon Fonseca, a friend of his, who
lische Kirchenjahr" (5 vols.); "Vortrage (iber die held a post at Court, ho was enabled to visit the royal
sonntiiglischen Perikopen von Advent bis Pfingsten".
Among his collections of homilies are to be found ser-

mons on the feast days of the ecclesiastical year; he
also published sermons of this class in 2 vols.: "Fest-
predigten, zumeist in einer Doppelreihe". Of the
sermons on special

occasions may be
named: "Die Chol-
eraprodigt " (1S31);

ami "Austrias Trau-
er, Drei Reden bei

den Exequien fiir

Kai.ser Franz I"
(I8:j5).

Veith took pains
to give his sermons
an attractiv-e and
tasteful form; their

language is classic.

In the third part of

his "Erzilhlungen
und Humoresken"
he gives the de-
lightful "Aphoris-
men fiir Diener der

Christ in the House of Martha
Vclazciuez, Natiiinal Gallfry

collections at the Alcazar, Prado, and especially the
Escorial, with its matchless collection of Tintorettos
and Titians. This was the sole benefit of his visit,

and after some several months Velazquez returned to
Seville. When Philip IV rai.sed the Sevilian Olivarez

to power, Fonseca
summoned V e 1 a z-

quez back to Mad-
rid, and he obtained
pciinission to paint
the king's portrait in

tlie court of the rid-

ing school. This
portrait, now lost,

was an event.
Thenceforth Velaz-
quez had the exclu-
sive right to paint
the person of the
king. By a patent
of 31 October, 1023,
he was appointed
painter of the cham-
ber, with a salary of

twenty ducats pay-
appropriation for court surgeonsKirche von einem Kirchendiener". He never made able out of th

use of the arts of secular orators to create a sensation; and barbers.
least of all did he wish to be a fashionable preacher. For thirty-.seven years Velazquez' fortune lasted:
Veith's pulpit was always surrounded by those classes even the fall of Olivarez, in 1643, did not lessen the
of society which usually do not attend such services.

Prie-sts, scholars, literary men, artists, and students
came with eagerness to hear him proclaim the Word
of God. In the summer of 1869 Veith received an
English translation of his "Leidenswerkzeuge" from
Theodore Noethen, parish priest at Albany, U. S. A.,

the work itself being published at Boston. He pub-
lished three prayer-books: "Jesus meine Liebe",
"Erkenntnis imd Liebe"; "Christus gestern, heute,
und ewig". From 1S63 Veith was both blind and
deaf. He could not preach any longer but he suc-

royal favour tow.ards Velaz(iuez, who rose one degree
in ollicial fun<'tions with each year, becoming in turn
gentleman of the bed-chamber, master of the ward-
robe, and finally (1652) aposciitador, or quartermaster
of the royal migrations. His life was now that of a
functionary occupied with multifarious duties in a
Court noted for the oddities of its protocol, and the
strictness of its etiquette. This monotonous and
somewhat empty existence was varied by sojourns at
Aranjuez and gala excursions which entailed upon
Velazquez serious cares and unpleasant tasks; only

ceeded in writing lectures on spiritual exercises for two joiu'neys to Italy, twenty years apart (1629,
publication, and supplemented and completed his

books of meditations: " Denkbiichlein von Leiden
Christi"; "Erkliirender Text zu Fiihrichs 15 Mys-
terien des Rosenkranzes"; "Meditationen iiber den
118. Psalm"; "Hundert Psalmen"; "Der Leidensweg

1649), brought him a breath of fresh air, freedom, and
relaxation. The artist, however, did not suffer in
consequence of these conditions. He had solicited
all these offices, and they brought him consideration
and honour. At the end of a corridor at the Alcazar,

des Ilerrn"; " Die E^pistelreihe des Kirchenjahres in in a world of ministries and bureaux, he lived his own
ihrem Verhiiltnisse zu den Evangelien"; also the life, which he has shown us in a picture by his son-in-
posthumous work "Koheleth und Hoheslied". Veith law, Mazo, in a va.st, bare, Arabian apartment, with

a rose in a glass shedtling its petals before a bust of
the king. Philip, indeed, ahv,ays carried about with
him a key to the studio of Velazquez, and went daily
to spend .an hour there—to find a brief dislr.action
from the sense of weariness which is exjjressed in his
melancholy countenance. This intimacy was Velaz-
quez' rom.ance; it lends a peculiar charm to the long
series of portraits the painter made of his royal friend.

This peculiar situation makes Vel.azr|uez a figure
somewhat apart in the Spanish School. In an art

was buried m the ^Latzlem.sdorfer cemetery of Vienna.
Ixiwr. Jiihann Emanuel Veilh (Vienna, 1879), with portrait;

Idem, Der hunderlsie Jahrestag der Ceburl Johann Emanuel Ve-iths

in Hei.fert'8 Oculerr. Jahrbuch, XI (Vienna, 1887), 171-81;
Woi.FsaRL-BEH, Veilh als Homileliker; Swoboda, Erxter homi-
letischer K urs (Vicaaa, 1911); Vortrdgeund Verhandlungen (Vienna,
1911). IL"J 4S. COLESTIN Woi.FSGRCBER.
Velazquez, Dieoo Rodriguez de Silva y, Spanish

painter, b. at Seville 5 June, l.">99 (the certificate of
baptism is dated 6 June); d. at Madrid, 7 August,
16tJ0. Ilis fatlier, Juan Rodriguez, belonged to the
Portuguese family of Silva; the child took I he name of almo.st exclusively religious he alone is a lay painter,
hismother,f'.('r(')iiiiiia\elazquez. Heentcred lliestudio he alone scarcely ever painted for convents and
of the aged Herrcra, but could not stand his temper, churches; he alone had occasion to paint historical
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pictures, mythological scenes, and nudes; he was besides various portraits mentioned below, a large

almost alone in avoiding the scenes of martyrdoms and
scenes of torture so characteristic of Spanish painting.

These facts, however, point to no conclusion concern-
ing Velazquez' sentiments; for instance, it does not
follow that he was not a good Catholic, though it may

composition called the "Expulsion of the Moriscoes"
(1677) which unfortunately perished in the burning
of the Alcazar and not even an engraving of it remains.
But to the same period belongs an important picture,

the " Bacchus ", or " The Drunkards '

'
, dating doubtless

well be that he was not a mystic.—Compare the Olym- from 1628, and permitting us to judge of his progress.

pian, majestic serenity of his splendid "Crucifixion"

of the Prado, with the distorted, pale Christs of

Theotocopuli; the evident difference is that between
simple respect and religious passion. At bottom no
one is less unrestrained in his art than Velazquez, no

This, also, despite its mythological title, is a very real

subject : each face is a portrait, one of those portraits
of rustics and beggars, a company recruited from a
picturesque rabble, which became fashionable about
the beginning of the eighteenth century through the

one gives us fewer confidences nor fewer opportunities reaction against the idealist system, and which in

to read the secret of his heart. He felt no compulsion Spain furnished the material for the picaresque ro-

to produce something; he was not tormented by any manee. Otherwise the work is magnificent : each head,

thirst for glory or for self-expression. About 200 with its brick-dust tint and sunburnt skin, is superbly

canvases constitute his entire output, three-quarters forceful and brilliant; the bodies of the two half-clad

of them portraits, and the facility exhibited borders lads are splendid bits. But, as a whole, thepictureis

on the marvellous. Velazquez
seems to have had no imagina-
tion: his work is perhaps the

most remarkable existing ex-

ample of exclusively naturalistic

and realistic art. He never in-

vented anything; he never
showed any desire to seem
original; he only sought more
and more rapid and artistic

ways of expressing facts with-
out any intermingling of per-

sonality, painting with the same
indifference still life or an his-

torical scene, a king or a buf-

foon, the body of a young girl

or a monstrous dwarf; sweep-
ing the universe with his im-
perturbable gaze and embracing
without love or repugnance all

forms of hfe, whether beautiful

or hideous, like an impassive
mirror of nature. His whole
art, his whole ideal, all the in-

terior life and the progress of

this incomparable painter, lay

in a more and more perfect re-

production of things. It may
be said that, starting from a
pure realism, Velazquez reaches
in his last works a sort of impressionism or phenome-
nalism, and it is this which for forty years has con-

stituted him the foremost master of modern
painting.

His first works were those executed at Seville before

his journey to Madrid and his first contact with the

Italian masters. These belong to the class of bode- transformations.

cloudy, lifeless, heavy, and
characterized by a crass sen-
suality.

At this juncture Velazquez
made the acquaintance of Ru-
bens, who had come to Madrid
on a mission to the King of

Spain. Rubens' prodigious
activity stirred the apathy of

the Andalusian artist; animated
by curiosity and a new insight,

the young man set out for Italy

short 1}' after the departure of

the Fleming. He stayed there

a year, visited Venice and
Rome, and returned by way of

Naples, bringing back from the
journey the fruit of contact with
Italy and the antique, a new
conception of the meaning of

art. This was soon made
manifest in two large pictures
which ^'elazquez painted after

his return, but had perhaps be-
gun in Italy, "Joseph's Coat"
(Hscorial) and the "Forge of

Vulcan" (Prado) (c. 1631). As
in "The Drunkards", the idea
and characters, the subject and
types, were, despite the title,

of a popular nature; the "Forge" especially is a genre
picture taken from life and but little altered. He
here begins to employ that silverj- and exquisitely

limpid tone which he constantly made more delicate

and fluid, and which was thenceforth the great re-

source of his poetry and the chief agent of his

gones, or pictures of still life, and are exclusively mere
studies. The young painter sou^tli I to cxjiress simple

objects, fruits and vegetables, kitchen utensils, jars,

and alcarnzas: he was studying, and he learned to

translate things directly, constructed his vocabulary
without troubling masters, and consulted only nature
itself. This was the method of Rembrandt's early

work, as also of Chardin's and, in more recent times,

of Cdzanne's. Most of the important pictures of this

early period are now outside of Spain. Such are

"The Water-Carrier of Seville" (c. 1618) (Apsley

House); the "Two at Breakfast" (same collection);

This progress of art in ^'e!azquez is shown chiefly

in the work of this period, "Christ at the Column"
(National Gallery, London) and the "Crucifixion" of

the Prado, which Theophile Gautier has compared
to a beautiful ivory crucifix on a backgi-ound of dark
velvet. But Velazquez' genius reached its grandest

expression at this time in the famous and magnificent

picture of "The Lances" (see Sp.mn, full-page illus-

tration). The subject is well known; the surrender of

Breda, the meeting of the two approaching forces,

Nassau followed by his Dutch gunners. Spinola at

the head of the picket of lances which gives its name
the "Three at Breakfast" (the Hermitage); the to the work, and the charming gesture of military

'Blind Woman", in the possession of Sir Francis

Cook; "Christ in the House of Martha and Mary

"

(National Gallery, London), which, desiiite its title, is

a scene at an iiui with (wo coarse women; lastly the

"St. Peter" of the Beruete collection and the "Nativ-
ity" of the Prado ( 161(1), which is the author's largest

picture of this date and likewise the best of all.

During (he seven years (l(>23-29) which preceded
the first journey to Italy we know that he painted.

comradeship, whereby the victor welcomes the van-

(luishetl. Two races face each other in a living

contrast of faces and costumes, an abundance of por-

traits. pictures(|uencss. and colour, a charm and bril-

liancy of cxprcssicms wliich perhajjs have never been
equalled id any school. The beauty of the horses,

the spirit of the arrangement, the apparent facility,

the grandeur of t he landscajjc, the quantity of ambient
air, the breadth of the colour scheme, the particular
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sonorousness of tone, the stylo, at once natural and
joyfully heroic, constitute this immense canvas a
unique triumph at this period of Velazquez' work.
The central group impersonates Spanish courtesy in

its noblest and most chivalrous aspect. The impor-
tance of the subject, the dimensions of the work, the

incomparable successof plastic expression, picturesque

and national interest combine to endow this work
with a significance for Spain which some years later

"The Night Watch" was to have for Holland, while

for clearness of expression, value of colours and physi-

ognomies, Velazquez had the advantage. \Vc may
seek in vain in the seventeenth century for anything
comparable to this historic canvas. Yet it may be
asked is this Velazquez' masterpiece? Has it the

immense virtuosity presumed for such a canvas as

properly its own? Is not this decorative grandeur
borrowed from Veronese or Titian? The very popu-
larity of the work shows that it was according to a

received formula, and if Velazquez had died imme-
diately after "The Lances", he still would have been
one of the foremost painters of the world, one of the

most wonderful artists of the Venetian family, but
we should not have known the most intimate and
original side of his genius.

For twent}' years his portraits formed the chief part

of his work. "He only know's how to paint heads",
his enemies said of him. "They pay me a great

compliment", replied the phlegmatic artist, "for I

know of no one else who can do as much." The royal

family, Philip IV, his brother the cardinal infante, his

two wives, his yoiuig son Don Balthazar Carlos, the

infanta Margaret, constitute nearly all the contribu-

tions to his incomparable gallery; from 1624 to 1660
there are more than twenty portraits of the king
himself, and it is doubtful if there exists elsewhere a
similar artistic monograph or biography of the same
individual; but, taken together with those of his

circle—his brother, his wives, and his children—these

portraits assume a new value and constitute a human
document of the first order; they form the reconstruc-

tion of a vanished circle, the natural history of the

agony of a race. There is to be found nowhere a col-

lection of portraits of such powerful and pathetic
interest.

The portraits of Velazquez are distinguished for

their ab.solute truth and the total absence of striving

for effect. No royal personage, especially in the
seventeenth century, was ever surrounded with less

pomp; compared with those portraits Rigaud's
"Louis XIV" seems theatrical and bombastic; Van
Dyck's "Charles I", foppish, beruffled, and flippant.

The black dress, black cloak, black shoes and stock-

ings, the puritanical-looking (joUHa or Spani.sh collar,

give to Velazciuez' portraits a strange severity; we feel

the supreme dignity and distinction of a grandeur
which is not inriobte<l to costumes or accessories; the
prince shows himself and wins our recognition by his

presence alone: Yo il Rry. A new stage is marked
by the portraits of the king, the cardinal infante, and
Balthazar Carlos in hunting costume, made about
10.3.5 for the decoration of a pavilion of the Torre del

Pareja; between these three figures treated in ,a tone
of bistre bordering on monochrome the artist has
sought new relat ions and a sort of harmony expressed
in the motif, the landscape, the atmosphere, and
above all the choice of the tone. An exercise of the
same kind, with immense progress in the orchestra-
tion, consists of the portraits of the king, Olivarez.

and the infante, on horseback, made to adorn a hall

of the Prado. After so many masterpieces, it is still

a question whether Velazquez ever produced anything
happier or more complete than the splendid Infante
Balth.azar Carlos astride his little chestnut horse,
galloping bri.skly on an April morning on the bare
and joyous slopes of the sierras.

Besides these royal series mention must be made of

Ferdinand of Austria
Velazquez, the Prado

.some separate portraits, such as the "Lady in Black"
of the Museum of Berlin, the full-length portrait of
Admiral Pulido Pareja (1630, Longford Castle), and
especially the face of the sculptor Martinez Mon-
tanez (Madrid, c. 1645), one of the master's simplest
and most extraordinary works. To this period (from
1640) belong two
new series in which
Vel.azquez' for-
mula become s

elaborated into his

latest manner ai

the qualities of

ob.server, artist,

and harmonist arc
blended to pro-
duce the unparal-
leled masterpieces
of 1655. These
are the two series

of "Dwiirfs" and
"Infantes". The
seven or eight pic-

tures of dwarfs

—

the "Nino de Val-
lecas" or the
"Bobo de Coria"
possessed by the
Museum of Mad-
rid

—

afford :i

glimpse of I 1m

familiar life of tin

.Spanish Court In

the seventeenlh
century which
nothing can re-

place ; without
them we could not imagine the hardness of this world
of fe.asting and luxury which, to enhance its joy by
contrast, suffered all the miseries of life to creep in its

shadow. The unconscious cruelty which takes such
pictures for granted is what Velazquez has in common
with the ferocious side of his race and, for example,
with the sanguinary art of Ribera. This collection

of frightful studies, these pictures of cripples, goblins,
abortions, might serve to illustrate a treatise on tera-
tology. The painter shows neither affection nor
disgust ; he has no repugnance to painting what nature
is not ashamed of creating and what the sun sfiines

upon. This gallery of monsters is, after all, one of
his most fascinating creations.

In the parallel series of portraits—the infantas at
Vienna, Madrid, and in the Louvre—the great paint-
er's otherwise far from tender work is endowed with
the peculiar characteristic derived from the presence
of women. And yet a strange picture, indeed, of the
eternal feminine is presented by these young figures,

paralyzetl by etiquette, deformed by ridiculous and
extravagant fashions. The artist, thenceforth the
finished mastpr of his technic, and possessed of the
language which was to be the element of his last

works, confincfl himself to iilaying like a virtuoso W'ith

details of reality which took his fancy. He no longer
sought to imitate nature itself, to paint slavishly the
substance of things, but was content to barely evoke
the appearance and arr.ange on his canvas just what
would suggest the whole impression. lie ceased to
paint facts or, rather, the only facts which he depicted
were his intimate sensations. For him, reality hence-
forth consisted only in the reflexion of things per-
ceived in his consciousness, and this abbreviated
reflexion, this new and inner reality, was what he
threw into his picture. Thus proceeding slowlv and
from experience to experience, the painter passed from
the mere copying of material facts to the most indi-

vidual and original expression known in painting.

In this period (1649-50) occurred the painter's second
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journey to Italy, commemorated by three or four
masterpieces, the two landscapes of the Villa Medici,
preserved at ISIadrid, which possess all tlie grace of

the most delightful Corots, and the portrait of Velaz-
quez' mulatto slave Juan de Pareja (Castle Howard),
with which the artist preluded the magnificent por-
trait of Pope Innocent X (Palazzo Doria), the finest

portrait of a pope save Raphael's JuUus II.

On his return to Madrid the painter, now definitely

freed from all shackles, and strong enough to liandle

all ideas as he pleased, produced one after another
the most decided, and most precious of his works.
Such, for example, were the two famous philosophers,

the "jEsop", and the "Menippus" of the Prado, the

most beautiful example of this class of Spanish mendi-
cancy akin to the "Drunkards" of thirty years earlier.

Such, likewise, were the two companion pictures, the
only existing fragments of an entire decoration

—

the "Mercury and
Argus" of the Prado
and the " Venus with
the Mirror" of the
National Gallery.

The "Mars" aiid

the "Coronation of

the Virgin", at the
Prado, are less pleas-

ing and original

works. For a long
time, owing to the
nature of his ideas

and the constant
development of his

researches. Vela z-

quez devoted hini-

seK to the solution

of a more important
problem. We have
seen how in "The
Lances" he had at-

tempted historical

painting, and what
prevented him from
succeeding therein.
Ti_ r * u u Ve azftuez, thehenceforth he
devoted himself to a new idea through a whole
series of works, to express directly, in the fashion of a

portrait, not merely an historical scene nor a single

figure but a complete action of daily life. Thus,
small pictures such as the "Boar Hunt" (Wallace

Collection, c. 1636;), "Balthazar Carlos in the Riding
School" (Wallace Collection, c. 1640), and the "View
of Saragossa" lead us up to Velazquez' grandest works,

those which contain all his genius and present the

highest exi)ression of his art, such as "The Spinners"
and "The Maids of Honour" (Las Meninas) (c. 1655-

56). In subject they are both genre pictures, but of

hitherto unknown dimensions and treated in the

"historical" size. The former shows a workshop
which is being visited by two ladies; the latter, an
inner chamber of the Alcazar in which Velazquez is

shown painting the young infanta, who is surrounded
by her ladies in wait ing, her duefias, her dwarfs, and
her dog. Into these everyday scenes is introduced an
element of selection, of fantasy, caprice, genius—

a

something .subjective and purely individual, without
which such iiictures could never have been conceived.

Such grovips as these were formed again and again

in the noisy and overheated work-rooms or the

coolness of dark palaces, but thcj' demanded a
supremo artist.

To tran.slate these wholly intellectual facts of a
quite peculiar order of existence, the artist did not

make use of known lines or colours; he employed
splashes, vague coloured splashes without parallel in

form and with no more relation to the world of real

facts than the colourless dust on the butterfly's

wing bears to the rich diapering which the eye per-
ceives. Everything became more elliptical, more
uncertain and unreal, and assumed an appearance of

a special nature, no longer that of visible and material
phenomena, but of their reflexion in the artist's soul,

on a rarely sensitive surface; the operations of the
hand become imperceptible and mj'sterious, and
show an agility and caprice bordering on the miracu-
lous; the complete whole takes form before our eyes
with a verisimiUtude w-hich seems fantastic, and we
have no longer a meaningless scene, but a real vision.

These two works, wTites Raphael Mengs, are the
theology or the "Summa" of painting. They seem
to exist outside of all the expedients of art and as by
a mysterious fiat. Through them an entirely new
path was opened to the painting of things. Every
other scene of life has the same claim to be depicted,
provided it has for observer and interpreter such a

witness as Velaz-
quez; it was a new
viewpoint of nature,

a method of fruitful

and infinite applica-
tion. We are as-

sured that on seeing
the "Meninas" the
king was so charmed
with the work that
he perceived only
one oversight and,
taking up a brush,
painted on the
breast of the artist's

own portrait the
grand cross of St.

.lames. Whatever
the worth of the
legend, the coveted
order was none the
less gi'anted to Ve-
lazquez 12 June,
165S. He had given
jjroof of his Hmpieza
dt: sanfire, that is,

that he had in his

family not a drop of Jewish or Moorish blood, that
he had never worked for his living, that he had never
made a trade of painting, that he had never prac-
tised his art save as a recreation and in the service of

the king.

To these last years belong some busts (London,
Turin, Madrid) which Velazquez made of the prince,

stirring works, in which we discern beneath the cold-

ness of the mask the interior tragedy which froze the
charming countenance of the poet that Philip IV
had been. The last, and one of the most charming,
of Velazquez' works is the "Anchorites" of the Prado,
which is perhaps his most airy and luminous, his

tenderest and most poetic work. After his return
from Italy, filling the post of royal aposrntador, he
was charged with all the preparations for the journey
on the occasion of the Peace of the Pyrenees and the
marriage of Louis XIV with the infanta. Worn out

by this excess of labour, the jjainte; was attacked, on
his return, by a fever which i)r()ved fatal. Philip IV
keenly felt the loss of his friend. In the margin of a
report of the Junta de Obras y Hosques, ordering that

lOIX) ducats of the painter's estate be returned to the
budget of the Alcazar, of which Velazquez had been
sui)erinteiident (proving that his management had
been negligent and irregular), the King wTote the
heart-broken words: "I am crushed" (Quedo adha-
lidn).

In his sphere Velazquez had no superiors and
perhaps no equals. Not only must all i)ainting com-
pared with one of his seem artificial and forced, so

that in the wonder-crowded Prado, he seems the sole

a Forge
Prado, Madrid
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painter, but we must discern in him one of the finest

minds and serenest souls that has ever been on earth,

a glance capable of embracing and understanding

nature, the whole of life without omission or scorn,

passion or hatred, and of reproducing it in its true

aspect as it appeared in the mirror of his thought.

Alone of all the Spanish painters, although the most

local of all, he is universal. But no more than any

other master of his class did he form pupils worthy

of him. No school emerged from "The Spinners"

and "The Weavers". Rare pictures were connected

with them, such as the family picture of J. B. del

Mazo, mentioned above, and the "Santa Forma" of

Coello in the Escurial, after which we find no com-

panion to "The Maids of Honour" until Goya's

"Family of Charles IV". But modern art is chiefly

connected with Velazquez; the work of Whistler, for

example, or of Lucien Simon, to mention only these

two, are attempts to utilize the lesson of the last works

of Velazquez. It was more than two centuries before

European painting reached the point to which extra-

ordinary genius had brought this Catholic Spaniard

of the time of Philip IV.
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LO0IS GiLLET.

Veldeke, Heinrich von. See Heinrich von
Veldekb.

Velletri. See Ostia and Velletri, Diocese of.

Venafro. See Isernia and Venafro, Diocese of.

Venantius Fortunatus. Sec Fortunatus, Vb-
nantius Honorius Clementianus.

Venerable. Sec Beatification and Canoniza-
tion.

Venezuela, a republic formed out of the provinces

which, under Spanish rule, constituted the cap-

taincy general of the same name. This republic has

an area of '2S0,01S square miles, lying between the

meridians of 62° and 7.3° W. longitude, and between
1° 8' and 12° 16' N. latitude. Its surface is di.strih-

uted as follows: mountain ranges, 92,913 square
miles; table lands, 1.501 square miles; plains, 228,993

square miles; lakes, 7,509 square miles; lands liable to

inundation, 24, ,544 square miles; the remainder being

swamps, uninhabitable paramos, and small islands.

It is bounded on the north by the Atlantic Ocean and
the Caribbean Sea, where it has a coastline of 898
miles; south, by the Republic of Brazil, from which it

is separated by the great Parima range; east, by the

Atlantic Ocean and British Guiana; west, by the

Republic of Colombia. Without including the rivers

that rise in Colombia, there are 1047 rivers in Vene-
zuela, the principal being the Orinoco, which rises in

the forest regions and by means of the Ca-siquiare

branch unites with the Rio Xegro, which, again,

flows into the .\mazon; it then flows north and after-

wards east, and discharges by means of eighty mouths
into the Atlantic ocean, after a course of 1.323 miles.

The other rivers are the Apure, Meta, ('uyuni, Qua-
riare, Arauca, Quarico, Cuara, Puruni. There are

also two lakes, the Maracaibo and the Valencia; 204
lagoons, among which are the Tjicarigua, the Sina-

maica and the Guasaconica; three principal gulfs, the

Maracaibo, the Triste, and the Paria. The highest

mountain peaks are the Sierra Nevada, 16,437 ft.;

Naiguata, 10,.500 ft.; Maraguata, 9000 ft. There are

no volcanoes, but some thermal springs, the most
famous being those of Trinchsras in Carabobo, Cuiva
in Coro, and Guarume in the Guarico.
Climate and Natural Resources.—Venezuela

is divided into three well-defined zones: first, the
mountainous, formed by a direct arm of the Andes
penetrating through Tachira and Trujillo, and running
along the sea co;ist

to the peninsula of

Paria; secondly,
the zone of the
plains which ex-

tend to the banks
of the Orinoco;
thirdly, the forest

region, which ex-

tends from the

right bank of ilic

Orinoco to ilir

Brazihan boun-
dary line. In the

first of these zones
all varieties of

climate are to be
found, from the

cold of the Sierra

Nevada of Me-
rida, to the genial

warmth of the

foot-hills; and,
excepting the coast, which is warm and unhealthy,
the remainder, which forms a great, agricul-

tural belt, is both salubrious and fertile. In the
plains, where the climate is warm, pastures abound,
and aU kinds of live stock are raised, cattle, sheep,

goats, hogs, horses, mules, asses. In this zone may
also be seen large stretches of plain covered with a
luxuriant growth of wild flowers, and aUve with flocks

of numberless birds of the most marvellously varie-

gated pluinagc. In the forest zones all kinds of

timber and dye woods, medicinal plants, etc. are to be
found, and also enormous birds, crocodiles, and boas.
The climate here is, for the most part, warm and
unhealthy. Mammals abound, chiefly monkeys,
bears, jaguars, panthers, ocelots, pumas, water dogs,
and manatees.
The annual mean temperature of some of the

principal cities is: Caracas, 66° 43'; Valencia, 80°;

Maracaibo, 86° 20'; Barquisemeto, 77° 54'; Ciudad
Bolivar, 86° 40'; Merida, 64° 36' Fahrenheit. The
country has extensive mineral products, copper in

Aroa, gold in Guiana, hard coal in Coro, Barcelona,
and Maracaibo, mene in Cumami, saline deposits

along the coast of Barcelona, Carabobo, Mayarita,
and Maracaibo, and large quantities of a-sphalt in

Barcelona and Maracaibo. The principal agricultural

products are coffee, cocoa, and sugar-cane, besides a
gi'eat abundance and variety of fruits. Cat I le-raising

is extensively carried on in the plains. The popula-
tion, at the census of 1911, was 2,713,703; that of the
capital, ('aracas, 72,429.

Commerce and Industries.—As the most impor-
tant product of exportation has always been coffee,

and the market price of this has been so low during
recent years, the economic situation of the country
has suffered. To this other causes, especially politi-

cal, have also contributed. The official computation
for the vear 1910 gave the amount of exports as
64,184,206.63 bolivars ($12,3S7,.5.52 or £2,477,510).
Among the exports of Venezuela are: cotton, starch,

hemp .sandals, asphalt, cocoa, coffee, rubber, copper,

coco-nut, co[)aiba, cinchona, horn, hides, divi-divi,

fresh fruits, cabinet woods, gold, feathers, sarsapa-
rilla, tobacco in leaf. In manufactures Venezuela is
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still backward, but a movement in this direction is

progressmg. Some establishments, such as the weav-
ing mills of Caracas and Valencia, and the oil factory
of Valencia, have been very successful, and other such
enterprises are in contemplation. There are twelve
lines of railroad. Their income in 1910 from passen-
ger traffic was 1,653,488.04 bolivars (.?319,124 or

£63,825) and from all sources 9,239,363.32 bolivars

(Sl,783,197 or £356,620).
Civil History.—The coast of Venezuela was dis-

covered by Christopher Columbus during his third

voyage, on 1 August, 1498. Its name, meaning
"Little Venice", was given it by reason of the fact

that Alonso de Ojeda, who first explored the coast, in

1499, found a small aboriginal village built on piles in

one of the gulfs to the west. Modified into Ven-
ezuela, the name afterwards served to designate the
whole territory of the captaincy general (cf. Felipe

Fejera, "Manual de Historia de Venezuela"). The
Spanish conquest was complete in the year 1600.

Since then there has existed in Venezuela a regularly

organized society with peculiar ethnic characteristics

and a self-developed culture. The colony was under
the administration of governors and captains general

during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

The first decisive step towards pohtical emancipation
taken by the country was the Conspiracy of 19 April,

1810, by means of which it was wrested from the con-

trol of the captain general, Vicente Emparan. The
definitive Declaration of Independence was issued by
the Congress SJuly, 1811. This Declarat ion cont ains

the following confession of faith: "Taking the Su-
preme Being as witness to the justice of our actions

and the rectitude of our intentions; imploring His
Divine and heavenly aid, and protesting before Him,
in the moment of our birth to that dignity which His
Providence restores to us, our desire to live and die

free; believing and maintaining the Holy Catholic

and Apostolic Religion of Jesus Christ as the first of

our duties. . .
." The War of Independence ended

with the battle of Carabobo, won by the Liberator

Sim6n Bolivar, 24 June, 1821 . When the Republic of

Colombia, formed by Bolivar out of the States of

Nucva Granada, Ecuador, and Venezuela, was dis-

membered, the last-named of these three states be-

came the Republic of Venezuela, in 1830.

Since that date the development of the country has

been retarded by internecine struggles, which, how-
ever, have not entirely impeded all advance towards

culture and material progress. In the early days of

independence, General Jose Antonio Paez, the hero of

the War of Independence, was prominent in political

affairs, aided by Dr. Jose Maria Varjas and Gen.
Carlos Toublette. Following this, for a period of ten

years, the country wavered between content and dis-

content under the rule of the brothers Jos6 Tadeo and
Jose Gregorio Monagas, also celebrated leaders in the

War of Independence. To Jose Gregorio Monagas is

due the abolition of Slavery. The Monagas were
overthrown in 1858, after which began the bloody and
disastrous rule of the Federaci6n, lasting five years,

and terminating in the triumph of the Federal cause

and the elevation of Juan Crisostomo Falc6n to the

supreme power. His rule was characterized by ad-

ministrative inefficiency and a state of turmoil lasting

until 1868. After a precarious regime, known as El

Gobierno Azul, which consisted in a fusion of the

parties, Guzman Blanco came into power in 1870.

During his term of office, a period of twenty years,

strife and bloodshed continued, and Venezuela suf-

fered from a despotism su<-li a.s she had not known up
to this time. Intellectually gifted and possessed (>f

great energy, he availed himself of asi)ectacukir politi-

cal policy and, carefully measuring the elements with

which he had to deal, "was able to dominate ])ersiiiis

and events completely, lie wo\ild have been able to

direct his country into safer paths and to have estab-

lished her once for all in the foremost ranks of the truly
progressive nations, had not his desire for personal ag-
grandizement so led him astray that he discarded all

the established methods of civihzation, concealed in-
ternal decay under a show of materia! progress, and
laid the foundations of that political venality which
has ever since so seriously retarded the progress of the
republic. Rojas Paul and Andueza Palacio followed
him, and would have been able to establish peace and
advance the welfare of the nation had not pohtical
ambition once more asserted itself, bringing with it

revolution and military ascendency. The last of these
governments by bloodshed was that of Cipriano
Castro, which lasted nine years and ended in Decem-
ber, 1908. With the celebration of the first centenary
of its independence the entire nation demanded peace;
the government then proclaimed, and has since en-
deavoured to procure, the estabUshment of law and
order.

The United States of Venezuela is now composed
of twenty federal states and a federal district, the
seat of the national government, the capital of which
is Caracas. Outside the hmits of the Federal Dis-
trict the president had no executive authority except
in such cases as are provided for by the constitution.
The supreme executive power is vested in the presi-

dent, assisted by the cabinet ministers and the Council
of State. The legislative body consists of a Senate
and a House of Representatives which meet in or-

dinary sessions once a year and may be convoked for

extra sessions by the president. The judicial power is

represented by the Federal Court and the Court of

Cassation, whose members are elected by Congress
from candidates presented by the various States.

There are lesser tribunals to meet various needs. The
political organization in the several states is similar to

that of the national government. The president of

the Council of State fills the office of vice-president for

the republic or the state. The president is elected for

a term of four years.

Education.—Though internal disturbances in

Venezuela have not altogether impeded the adwance of

civilization, they have somewhat retarded it . Educa-
tion, however, never completely neglected, has
acquired new vigour and extension. Guzmdn Blanco
issued a decree to extend it throughout the whole
coimtry, and although this has not been very effective,

owing to the poor organization of the school s.ystem,

it cannot be denied that much good has resulted.

The total number of students in the primary grade
in the entire republic for the third quarterlv session

in 1909 was 48,869, of which only 5799 attended
private schools, the remainder attending the national

schools, federal and municipal. In the secondary
schools there were 3565 student,';, 1343 of whom at-

tended private schools. In the fourth cjuarterly

session of 1910 there were 50,991 students registered

for the primary schools. Nevertheless, attention

having been concentrated upon the principal cities

and towns of importance, the interior of the republic

has remained in a state of illiteracy. At present

the Government is endeavouring to give a more
efficient organization to the educational system, both
by providing suitable buildings and increasing the

number of students, as in supervising the management
of the schools, and finding the best means for extend-

ing their usefulness. The Government also takes an
equal interest in the secondary schools, both those

maintained at government expense and the many and
excellent private schools which exist throughout the

country. In July, 1909, one hundred and two such
schools were registered, sixty-three of these being pri-

vateschools. In theseschools the courses are literary,

mercantile, and i)hilosophic. For the higher branches
there are two universities, a school of engineers, and
the episcopal seminaries. There arc eight schools

for the fine arts, and fourteen manual training schools.
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The average of oducaticiii i:~ imt low among the Vene-
zuelans; they are naturally intelhgent and assimilate

knowledge readily. The one drawback is a lax sys-

tem in the various courses. Medical science, in its

various branches, has many representatives who stand
high in their profession; judges and lawyers of high

reputation represent the law; in belles-lettres Vene-
zuelan writers have produced works that bear compari-
son with the best product of the other Spanish-speak-
ing nations, and in the fine arts, such painters as

Tovar y Tovar, .\rturo Michilena, and Crist6bal Rojas
have produced works of which their country is justly

proud. The Press in Venezuela has considerable

merit: it is unfortunate that the influence of modern
anti-religious ideas, for which no antidoteisprovided,
should tinge with unbelief otherwise creditable work;
notwithstanding this, it cannot be generaDy said that

the Venezuelans are irrehgious.

Religious History.—The rehgion of Venezuela
has always been the Catholic Faith. Missionary
work was very efficaciously done in the early days:
the Capuchins, in particular, carried that work very
far forward, and many of the settlements of Vene-
zuela were founded by them and reached a high degree
of prosperity under their direction. Nevertheless,
there have been undeniable shortcomings in public
morahty, due to the interference of extrinsic causes.

One of the greatest glories of the religious orders and
of the Spanish nation is the record of their unselfish

devotion to the social redemption of the American
races. The religious always defended the aborigines
against their cruel assailants, being the first to claim

for them the rights of humanity, and the kings of

Spain fostered these humane and Christian views, pro-
mulgating a great body of laws—the leyes de las

Indias—which wiU always be a monument of the
noble principles which inspired those monarchs in

their dealings with the aborigines. The Franciscans
and Dominicans had the chief part in this civilizing

work. In Venezuela they exercised their ministry
with fruitful results; and when the conquest was com-
pleted, they still continued their mission with the
greatest zeal. According to Dr. Francisco Gonzdlez
Guzmdn in his "Historia Contemporanea de Vene-
zuela", vol. II, pp. 34, 3.5:

—

"Before 1830 there were forty convents in Vene-
zuela: at Caracas, those of San Francisco, San Jacinto,

San Felipe, the Mercedes, and the Capuchins; at
Barcelona, of San Francisco; at Pivitu, of San Fran-
cisco; at Barquisimeto, of San Francisco; at Focuyo, of

San Francisco and of San Domingo; at Carora, of

San Francisco; at Valencia, of San Francisco; at
Cumand, of San Francisco and of San Domingo; at

Cumanacoa, of San Francisco; on the Gulf of Santa
Fe, that of San Domingo; at Cabruta, the Jesuits;

at .\ngostura (Ciudad Bolivar), the Jesuits; at San
Francisco, that of the same name; at Caripe, of San
Francisco; at M^rida, San Domingo, San Agu.stin,

and Candelaria; at Asunci6n, of San Francisco and of

Santo Domingo; at Guanare, of San Francisco; at San
Crist6bal, of San .^gustln; at Trujillo, of San Francisco
and of San Domingo; at Guasipati, of San Fran-
cisco; at Upata, of San Francisco; at Caruachi, of

San Francisco; at Gury, of San Francisco; at Tupu-
quen, of San Francisco; at Santa Maria, of San
Francisco; at Maracaibo, of San Felipe and the
Jesuits.

"About the year 1830 there were in Venezuela the
following communities of nuns: at Caracas, that of

the Concepciones, founded in 1617 by Dona Juana
Villela and her daughters, Spanish ladies, and author-
ized by the King of Spain, 23 March, 1619; that of the
Discalced Carmelites of Santa Teresa, founded by
Doiia .Io,sefa Melchora de Ponte y Aguirre, Dona
Mejias, and Don Miguel de Ponte, authorized by
royal warrant of 1 October, 172.5, the building begun
in 1726 and opened 19 May, 1732; and the Domini-

canesses, estabhshed in IS] 7. The convent of the
Dominican nuns at Trujillo was begun in 1599 anil

opened in 1617. That of the Clarissas of Merida
was foimded in 1651 by Don Juan de Bedoya. The
Beaterio of Valencia was founded by tlie Revs. Juan
Jose Rodriguez Fehpe, Dr. Carlos Hernandez de Mon-
agas, and Dr. Juan Antonio Hernandez de Monagas.
The first idea of these charitable priests was to estab-
lish a college for the education of young girls, and this

object was contemplated in the authorization given
by Archbishop I'rancisco de Ibarra, 28 January, 1806.
Dr. Carlos Herndndez de Monagas having been assas-

sinated, and the Rev. Rodriguez Fehpes being absent.

Dr. Antonio Hernandez de Monagas, with the consent
of Archbishop Coll y Prat, given 3 March, 1814,
turned the college into a beaterio. In accordance
with the archbishop's authorization, the girls were to

be taught bj' Carmelite beatas (devout women), who
were to observe the monastic vows so long as they
wished to Uve in the Beaterio. Archbishop CoH y
Prat received the vows of, and gave the veil to, the
first beatas in 1S14."
The secular clergj' likewise contributed to the work

of civilization. An illustrious phalanx of priests, con-
spicuous by the austerity of their fives, their learning
and piety, and comprising members of the most dis-

tinguished families, maintained the dignity of the
priesthood and the deep popular reverence for min-
isters of religion. This deep and broad rooting of

faith and piety, watered with the blood of martjTs, ex-

plains their wonderful persistence among the Venezue-
lan people of the present day, in spite of all the
assaults of this present age. The influence for good
which the bishops have had upon the civihzation of

Venezuela has been brought out clearly by Pedro M.
.Arcaj-a, a judge of the national courts in "El Episco-
pado en la formaci6n de la sociedad venezolana",
published on the occasion of the Centenarj' of Inde-
pendence (5 July, 1905), in the special commemora-
tive number issued by "La ReUgi6n", of Caracas.
Recalling a number of facts, taken at random, illus-

trative of the meritorious work of Bishops Gonzalo de
Angulo, Antonio Gonzalez de Acuna, and Mauro de
Tovar, Dr. Arcaya draws these conclusions:

—

"In the sixteenth century, and almost as late as the
middle of the seventeenth, the royal power was un-
doubtedly less efficacious for order than was that of

the Church. The former depended very much on the
actual force which supported it: and that force was
not in evidence to any great degree in the colony;
European troops seldom appeared there, and indeed
the territory' was too large for the armies and fleets at

the Spanish king's disposal. It was, therefore, almost
exclusively through the influence of the Church that
the habits of civiUzed life could be implanted in the
country—habits which, but for the Church, the con-
querors would have lost, and which, as a matter of

fact, they did lose to a great extent, by contact with
aboriginal savagery. The conquest would probably
have ended in ferocious civil wars, in which the Euro-
peans would have lost ground, and would have sunk
to the level of the tribes who were their adversaries,

had not the Church spoken to their conscience, reviv-

ing the sentiments of justice and duty, which, in the
heat of the struggle, had been supplanted by b;ise

passions. The retrogression had been terrible, and to

restore the moral le\cl of these ijeople was a difficult

undertaking. To this work, and to that of inculcat-

ing into the Indians and the negro slaves the moral
and rehgious principles which form the basis of civili-

zation, the Venezuelan bishops applied tliemselves

with extraordinary energy. They encountered great
resistance, and, in order to accomplish their civifizing

mission, they had not only to use persuasion and gen-
tleness, but actually to as,sume a sort of dictatorship
.so as to break up abuses, protect the weak, chastise

iniquity, and finally lay the foundations of a society
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inspired by justice and not brute force. They made
great progress in this direction; and if the work was
not, after all, sohdiy accomplished, it was not through
the lack of any efforts of theirs, but because the con-
ditions were difficult in the extreme. In this way,
then, the quasi-diotatorship of our first bishops was
just and beneficial. Venezuelan society was in its

medievalstage; the same phenomenon was reproduced
which had occurred in Europe, when the bishops and
abbots were the only persons capable of protecting
the masses against the excesses of chieftains and
warrior bands."
The first episcopal see in Venezuela was that of

Caro, founded pursuant to a Bull of Clement VII
which was pubhshed 21 July, 1531. This see was
transferred to Caracas in 1637, and elevated to archi-
episcopal rank by a Bull of Pius VII 24 November,
1803. The Dioceses of Merida and Guayana were
created at a much later period, while those of Bar-
quisimeto, Calabozo, and Zuha came into existence in
the course of the nineteenth century. The union of
Church and State has always obtained in the Republic
of Venezuela, though this union has suffered the trials

incidental to modern political ideas, trials which with
each repetition render the situation of the Church in
its relations with the civil power more precarious.
No sooner was the Colombian nationahty constituted
than the State, by the Law of 28 July, 1824, assumed
to the fullest extent tho.se prerogatives over the
Churches of America which, under the name of
Palronato, the popes had conferred upon the Catholic
kings. Without any fresh ratification or negotiations
with the Holy See with respect to this privilege, Vene-
zuela, when it separated from the Colombian Union,
incorporated the Palronato in its legislation (14 Octo-
ber, 1830), in consequence of which a note, accom-
panied by documents, was formulated, in which the
Archbishop of Caracas and other Venezuelan prelates
asked the Constituent Congress for the suspension of
the law in question. On 21 March, 1833, an Act of
Congress declared it to be once more in vigour, and
this law, with po.ssible applications, the Government
has continued to maintain as the principle of its

relations with the Holy See. The steps taken to
conclude a concordat, as prescribed by the Law of
Palronato, "to prevent disputes and complaints in

the future", have so far had no satisfactory re-

sults, while the convention with the Holy See,
concluded in 1862, was repudiated by the Constit-
uent Assembly of 1864, which resolved: "That
the national executive open fresh negotiations with
His Holiness in order to establish a concordat in rela-

tion with the laws of the Republic and in harmony with
the -spirit and letter of the Constitution which has just

been ratified ". The diplomatic mission sent to Rome
for this purpose was not successful.

Conflicts between the ecclesiastical and civil author-
ities occurred in the earliest period of the Republic's
existence. The first of these arose out of the refusal
of Ram6n Ignacio Mendez, Archbishop of Caracas,
to swear allegiance, without qualification, fully, and
in the form pn'scribcd by the Constituent Congress, to
the (^onstitul i(jn rat ilied in 1830. This refu.sal, based
chiefly on the ab.sen('e from the Constitution of any
explicit recognition of Catholicism as the religion of

the State, rcsidted, in spite of endeavours on the part
of the Government to solve the difficulty amicably,
in the exile of the archbishop, together with Mariano
Talavera y Garc6s, titular Bishop of Tricala, Vicar
Apo.stohc of Giiayana, and Buenaventura Arias,

titular Bishop of Jericho, Vicar Apostolic of M<^rida,
who associated them.selves with their metropolitan.
The exile lasted seventeen months, the prelates (with
the excej)tion of Mgr. .\ri.as, who died 21 November,
1831) returning in .\pril, 1832, after reaching an
understanding with the Government. We may add,
in passing, that Mgr. Arias left behind him a holy

memory, the populace even crediting him with
miracles. Another confUct, with Archbishop Men-
dez, arose in 1836. The prelate refused canonical
institution to the persons nominated as dean and arch-
deacon, and the matter was taken up to the Supreme
Court. To the same tribunal was afterwards referred
the complaint of the Government against a pastoral
letter in which Mgr. Mendez protested against the
abolition of tithes, declaring this legislative act to be
null. The result was another exile for the archbishop,
who embarked for Curasao, 30 November, 1830,
never to return, as he died on Colombian territory,

6 August, 1839.
The most lamentable quarrel between the Church

in Venezuela and the Government was that in which
Archbishop Silvestre Guevara y Lira and President
Antonio Guzmdn Blanco were the principals. The
latter having won the battle which definitively
estabhshed his power, in 1870, his Government at
Caracas requested of the archbishop the celebration
of a Te Deum in thanksgiving for the bloody victory.
The prelate replied that there would be no objection
to complying with the request of the Government,
but that it seemed to him more fitting to defer this
religious function until the general amnesty, offered
by the president during the campaign, had been put
into effect, so that the public participation of the
Church in the rejoicings of the victors might not be
coincident with the mourning of families for the
shedding of blood and for the many captives who lay
in prison. This postponement was not satisfactory
to the Government; Dr. Diego B. Urbaneja, its most
influential member, seizing the opportunity to satisfy
a private grudge, announced to ^Igr. Guevara that
his banishment was decreed. In justice to Guzmdn
Blanco it must be recorded that he received the news
of this banishment with no expression of satisfaction,

and that, after his return to Caracas, in the discharge
of his official duties, he took steps to effect the prel-

ate's recall and to re-establish the harmony which
had been so rashly interrupted.

Unfortunately, no good understanding could be
reached, as political passions helped to make the
rupture more and more irremediable, and the dis-

astrous results became lamentable in the extreme.
Guzmdn kept no restraint on his anger; he visited it

upon the whole Church and its most prized institu-

tions, and, to destroy the influence of the priesthood
completely, thenceforward set on foot a systematic
persecution which, unhappily, met with complete
success. He expelled with savage violence the last

communities of religious women left in Venezuela,
despoiling them of their possessions; he suppressed
the seminaries, despoiling them also, and bringing
ruin on that budding revival of ecclesiastical educa-
tion which already constituted a fair hope for the
country's progress in civilization; he destroyed
churches, took possession of buildings, pious institu-

tions, and sacred property of every kind, abolished
revenues, secularized the cemeteries, defamed the
clergy, and, eliminating every element of distinction

in the sacred ministry that could hinder his plan for

the ruin of the Church, opened the field to mediocrity
and low intrigue, bringing in ecclesiastics incapable
of any lofty social influences, whose indecorous char-
acter reflected upon the Church itself—a course
abundantly fruitful of misfortvme and innumerable
evils, (^luznuin Blanco put the finishing touch to the
legislation wliich, from the beginning of the republic,

had been creating obstacles to the liberty of associa-

tion, so far as religious communities are concerned, by
decreeing the total suppression of convents in the
country and prohibiting their restoration in future.

He moreover aimed at setting up in Venezuela a
national Church independent of Rome, but without
the slightest success. Finally, he sought to bring

about the relaxation of the clergy by recognizing, in
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the legislation establishing oivil marriage, unions
entered into by those in Holy orders; the design, how-
ever, was frustrated by an outraged pubhc conscience,

and this article of the Code was suppressed.
The struggle terminated in 1S75, w-hen Mgr. Gue-

vara abdicated the See of Caracas at the suggestion

of Pius IX and through the mediation of Mgr. Rocca
Cocchia, delegate Apostolic. But the wounds inflicted

on the Church were deep, the consequent diminu-
tion of her strength was dangerous, and the process of

convalescence which followed was, in the existing

political conditions of the country, necessarily slow-

in its inception. At present the reaction seems hardly
to be commencing, the fatal consequences having
gone to extreme lengths, and the problem of bringing
that reaction to a successful issue is fraught with
difficulties. During the tw-enty years of Guzm.ln
Blanco's tyranny, laws were imposed on Venezuela
which greatly hampered the salutary action of the

Church. These laws continue to exist because,
unhappily, the same principles of antagonism are

dominant among the legislators of the country;
though, by reason of the good will which subsequent
rulers of the republic have entertained towards the
Church, they have effected less harm than they might
have done under a more drastic apphcation. To
ensure compliance with the law, the Registro Civil,

created by Guzman Blanco, prohibited the recording
of bajitisms in parish books without a corresponding
entry in the public register of births; and in sub-
sequent amendments of the Code additional provi-

sions have been made to the prejudice of the Church's
rights in the custody of parochial archives. With
the same purpose in view, the civil marriage instituted

by Guziniln Blanco prescribed, under heavy penalties,

the precedence of the civil over the religious cere-

mony, and surrounded the former with so many
formalities and difficulties as to make marriage
extremely ditticult. This law has become a constant
source of public demoralization. On account of the
difficulties here indicated, aggravated by abuses on
the part of subordinate officials and the extortion of

pecuniary payments which the law itself prohibits,

marriages have become very infrequent, while it has
been extremely difficult for the Church to exercise her
moral power in this respect. Concubinage is not
infrequent in the country. In the last reform of the
Civil Code, Cipriano Castro, exercising a brutal
despotism over the national conscience, introduced a
divorce law, though repugnant to the people. The
present (1912) government of Venezuela, however,
presided over by Juan Vicente G6mez, has taken effec-

tive steps to improve the situation, perceiving plainly
the deplorable moral and social effects which have
resulted from the degradation of the marriage con-
tract and heeding the zealous remonstrance of the
bishops. A recently issued government order (12
October, 1911) has for its object the extermination of
these abuses, and promises, moreover, to lay once
more before the national congress the bill for revision
of the laws concerning civil marriage. It nmst also
be stated that the administration of Gen. G6mez has
shown marked consideration to the Church, thereby
affording a remedy for many of the evils tliat have
beset her.

The Venezuelan Code recognizes the right of the
Church to acquire and possess property, but curtails
it to a great degree by closing th<' two most usual and
effective ways of acquiring proj)erty for ecclesiastical
institutions, viz., donations and be quests. The Code
prohibits acquisition of property in these ways by
churches, and even persons in Holy orders are for-
bidden to receive anything under testamentary dis-
position or by gift outside of the eighth civil (fourth
ecclesia-stical) degree. Thus the Church in Vene-
zuela, despoiled of almost all that it once po.ssessed,

has been unable to recover itseK in this respect, and is

placed in pecuniary straits which preclude it from
energetic social action and from rising out of the
prostrate condition in which it was left by the perse-
cutor. As a matter of fact, it can count only on the
poor offerings of the faithful for the functions of re-
ligion, while the clergy with difiiculty sui)port them-
selves on stipends. The State now provides, under
the head of ecclesiastical appropriations, only for the
maintenance of prelates and chapters, and that with
really insutheient sums, although, when the tithes
were abolished by the Decree of 6 April, 1833, an en-
gagement was entered into "to defraj' the expenses of
public worship ". This ecclesiastical budget has been
incessantly mutilated, so that the state subvention be-
comes more and more precarious. The Go\-ernment,
however, punctually takes care of the church buildings
and exempts from import duties all articles intended
for the service of religion.

When the power of Guzmdn Blanco was broken, a
reaction in favour of the Church set in, and in conse-
quence, as well as by the operation of the inevitable
law of human progress, certain advantages gained for
the interests of religion may now be discerned in the
country. To be sure, this recovery has been only
very slow; the Church has nothing to rely upon but
the good will of those who wield the supreme powder,

so that there is always the fear of some despotic ex-
cess on their part, or of their falling under some
sinister influence. There have, moreover, been very
unfortunate periods in the administration of the
Church; a certain section of Venezuelan "intellectu-
als" are far from sympathetic with the Catholic
cause, and the Church does not possess in Venezuela
any large number of subjects capable of pushing the
defence of Cathohcism with brilliant success. There
is nothing but the inherent power of the Faith to
operate in society and in individual souls for the re-
covery of its legitimate influence.

In 18S6 the Government it.self introduced into Ven-
ezuela the Sisters of Charity of St. Joseph of Tarbes
and entrusted to them the service of the hospitals.
The Sisters founded educational establishments for
girls, which arc still considered among the best of their
kind in the country. The two best are at Caracas:
but the congregation also has efficiently conducted
colleges at Valencia, Puerto Cabello, and Barquisi-
meto. Later on, another congregation of Sisters of
Charity, tho.se of St. Anne (Spanish), established
themselves at Maracaibo, Merida, and Ciudad Boli-
var; at present, however, they are found only at
Maracaibo. Other institutes of women afterwards
began to appear in the count ry,devot cd t o t he service of
charity, catechetical teaching, and, in some degree,
the contemplative life, but not cloistered. Among
these may be mentioned in particular the Little Sisters
of the Poor of Maiquetia, the Servants of the Most
Holy Sacrament, and the Franciscan Sisters. All of
these work with great abnegation for the respective
objects of their institutes, and do a great deal to main-
tain the influence of religion among the jjeople.

With a view to providing for the evangehzation of
the aborigines, some thousands of whom still hvc as
sav.ages in the regions of the (Orinoco, the (overnment
invited Capuchin monks to Venezuela in 1891. The
work among the Indians has not been successfully
completed, but t he Capuchins have done very merit ori-

ous work as missionaries, a.ssisting prelates in their
apostolic journeyings, preaching to the people in

many districts, and greatly fostering piety in the cities

where they are stationed. At present they ha\-e resi-

dences at Caracas and Maracaibo. At the invitation
of the Government, the Salcsians came to Venezuela
in 1894. This congregation has been obliged to exer-
cise its mission slowly and has not yet attained the full

development of its programme; it has, however, i)ro-

ceeded with a persistent firmness the efhcacy of which
is seen in the results obtained in the education of
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youth. It now has a considerable establishment at

Caracas, a college at Valencia, and one at Maracaibo.
Its members have rendered devoted service in the sal-

vation of souls. In 1899 the Augustinian Recollects

came to Venezuela; their ministrations have been
utiUzed by the bishops in parochial work. They are

employed in the Archdiocese of Caracas and the Dio-
ceses of Guayana and Zulia. In 1903, at the invita-

tion of the Government, the Sons of Mary Immacu-
late estabhshed themselves at Caracas, where they are

known as the French Fathers. There they conduct a
magnificent college and at the same time afford valu-

able assistance to the clergy of the capital in the care

of souls. Lastly, in the same year, 1903, the Domini-
can Fathers, also under government protection, took
possession of the Church of the Sacred Heart of Jesus
at Caracas. They are gaining more and more in the
esteem of society at large and the appreciation of the
metropolitan. Certain members of their community
are now engaged in teaching in the seminary of

Caracas.
All these elements of rehgious progress, although

the numbers of the communities have been small in

each case, have entered Venezuela in sjiite of the ex-

istence of special laws against them and in virtue of

the religious liberty guaranteed to Venezuelans. Cer-
tain it is that, owing to that mistrust of Catholicism
which in these days disturbs the judgment of poli-

ticians throughout the world, the last two Constitu-
tions adopted in this country embody restrictions

which may be considered invidious to the Church
and which, given the occasion, could be used as a
weapon against her; at the same time, these restric-

tions might very well serve to protect her in view of

the peculiar way in which power is exercised in the
RepubUc of Venezuela. One most important com-
pensation made to the Church by the Government
was the legal re-estabhshment of the seminaries in

virtue of an executi\-e order of Genera! Cipriano Cas-
tro, issued 28 September, 1900. These institutions
now no longer lead the diminishedexistence that was
formerly theirs. That of Caracas, known as the
Metropolitan, is divided into a great and a little sem-
inary; the Government contributes to its support, and
its professorships of ecclesiastical science have the
official character oi cdtedras universitarias. The Dio-
ceses of Merida and Barquisimeto also possess semi-
naries with lesser academic privileges, and one
is now being organized in the Diocese of Zulia.

These foundations encourage fair hopes for the
future, even though the number of students be small
owing to the paucity of genuine vocations in the
scanty population.
A large proportion of the secular clergy of Ven-

ezuela conscientiously discharge the duties of their

ministry, labouring to foster pietj', teaching the Cate-
chism, and performing other parochial offices. Nor
must it be overlooked that in the last ten years very
efficacious efforts have been made by worthy priests

for the Catholic revival in the fatherland. It is a
lamentable fact, indeed, that, whether through the
shortcomings of individuals, melancholy relaxations
of discipline, or other internal troubles, deficiencies
are still evident. Certain co-operative enterprises

—

for the instruction of youth, for propaganda through
the Press, for the warfare against particular vices,

and other activities of equal importance—are still

awaiting their hour in Venezuela. As to religious in-

struction in schools and colleges, the State, having
assumed the burden of public education, making it

gratuitous and obligatory, explicitly authorizes the
teaching of religion in elementary schools. Principals
of colleges, on their part, anxious that tlieir establish-
ments, most of them excellent centres of mental
culture, should also be in good esteem among Catho-
lics, are almost invariably attentive to the duty of

giving their pupils religious instruction and making

them fulfil their religious obligations, and at the same
time of fostering piety among them.

In the religious conditions, and consequently the
progress of social culture, tlu-oughout vast tracts of

the national territory, much is lacking. In all parts
of the country the Faith exists, but daily life does not
always correspond with behef. This is due to the
constraints which the government places U])on the
free exercise of the Church's activities. It must be
taken into account that the religious institutes, for

this reason, and on account of the fewness of their

subjects, exercise their activities only with great
difficulty in the capital and in some other important
centres of population. Alcoholism, sensuahty, and
gambling are the predominant vices: it must be
admitted, too, that peculation and other political

abuses have greatly helped to pervert the moral sense
of Venezuelan society. Of the 2,713,703 inhabitants
only 3361 are Protestants and 247 Jews. In Guay-
ana and Goajira there are still remnants of the aborig-

inal tribes, a total of 98,932 souls for whose evangeli-
zation it has not been possible to do very much up to

the present time, notwithstanding the efforts of the
Government. During the last few years, owing to a
misinterpretation of the law of freedom of worship,
the Protestants have begim to spread their doctrines

among the people, but the Government, by a recent

decree, 24 October, 1911, put a stop to this propaganda
by designating exactly the limits within which, accord-
ing to the Constitution, representatives of other
religions may exercise their ministerial functions.

The archdiocese (see Caracas) has a numerous
chapter and eighty-two parishes, besides twenty-two
affihated churches and private chapels. It has two
seminaries, a great and a little. There are 35 male
rehgious, taking all the regular institutes together.

The congregations of women aggregate 242 sisters.

The present archbishop (1911) is Mgr. Juan Bautista
Castro, whose zeal has always manifested itself in the
defence of the Church, and especially as an apostle

of the Divine Eucharist, for the adoration of which he
has consecrated at Caracas the sanctuary of the Santa
Capilla, where perpetual homage is rendered to the

Blessed Sacrament with daily Exposition. He is the

founder of the Congregation of Servants of the Most
Holy Sacrament. It is in this part of Venezuela that

the religious movement is most intense. The admin-
istration of this Church, as of most of the Venezuelan
Churches, was formerly regulated by the synodal
constitutions enacted at Caracas in 1687; at present

all the dioceses are governed under the Pastoral

Instruction promulgated by the Venezuelan episco-

pate in the Conference of 23 May to 27 July, 1904.

This Instruction is based upon the decrees of the

Plenary Council of Latin America. It is signed by
Juan Bautista Castro, Archbishop of Caracas, and
Antonio Maria Durdn, Antonio Ram6n Silva, Felipe

Neri Sendrea, and Francisco Marvez, Bishops respec-

tively of Guayana, Merida, Calabozo, and Zulia;

Aguedo Fehpe Alvarado, at that time vicar capitular,

now Bishop, of Barquisimeto, also assisted at the

conferences. The Catholic Press has flourished at

Caracas, even though, in the existing conditions of the

country, it has ne^•or been materially iMosperous; it

is represented by licriodicals which defend the inter-

ests of (he Church with boldness. The present most
fully authorized organ is "La Religi6n", which has

existed for twenty years; the "Hcraldo Cath61ico",

a weekly, exercises a very salutai'y influence, as well

as several monthly reviews of a devotional character,

—such as the " Mensajero Venezolano del Coraz6n de

Jesiis", "El Santisinio Sacramento"—and periodicals

published by religious houses—such as the "Boletin

del Pan de San Ant onio ". The " Boletin Ecle.sidstico

de la -Vrquidiocesis" is a model of its kind. Mention
should here be made of the Eucharist ic Congress, to

commemorate the twenty-fifth anniversary of the
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Porprtual Adoration of the Blessed Sacrament at

Caracas, celebrated there in December, 1907.

Mariano Marti, twenty-seventh Bishop of Vene-
zuela and fifteenth of Caracas, bequeathed to posterity

a very important work. In the compilation entitled

"Documentos para la historia de la vida pubhca del

Libertador de Colombia, Peru y Bolivia", by General
Jos6 Felix Blanco, vol. I, pp. 501, 502, we read: "I
visited the diocese, making lists of and descriptions of

all the villages, the distances, products, occupations
of the inhabitants, etc. In the absence of a general

census of Venezuela, the lists di-awn up by Marti, on
his visitation of half of what was the Province of

Venezuela, have served as the most probable data of

the Venezuelan population towards the end of the

seventeenth century. These statistical works of

Marti's furnished the first data which the govern-
ments of Venezuela obtained in the way of a formal
census. A large folio volume, unpublished, of the
visitations of this bishop is to be found in manuscript
in the National Library at the capital of the United
States of Venezuela (1875). Bishop Marti laid down
wise rules for the reformation of the customs and
services of churches. He died at Caracas, 20 Feb-
ruary, 1792."

The Diocese of Merida (q. v.) has for its territory

the States of Merida, Trujillo, Tachira, and Zamora
in the most mountainous region of the republic. Its

present bishop (1911) is Mgr. Antonio Ram6n Silva.

In this diocese the traditions of ecclesiastical dis-

cipline are well maintained, with a grateful memory
of the bishops of old who organized its administration

and bravely defended the rights of the Church, as

well as of priests meritorious for wisdom, austerity,

and jiatriotism. Among the former should be men-
tioned Lasso de la Vega (Don Ramon), who, as a
senator in the first Congresses of Colombia, admirably
discharged his duties towards the interests of religion,

and by whose intervention relations between the

republic and the Holy See were first estabhshed.
Transferred to the Diocese of Quito, he died there

4 .\pril, 1831. In 1904, when his tomb was opened,
with a view to building a more artistic one, "his body
was found in a state of good preservation, so much
so as to permit of its being vested anew in pontificals

and piously laid to rest in a new coflnn" (from a
report sent by the secretary of the Archbishop of

Quito to the present Bishop of M6rida). We may
also mention Juan Hilario Boset, who died 26 May,
1873, while suffering exile on account of a pastoral

which he issued in reference to the Civil Marriage
Law. The present bishop has created the diocesan
press, from which "Documentos para la historia de
la Dioccsis de Merida" is being published—a work of

individual zeal and the first great step taken in

Venezuela towards the production of an ecclesiastical

history. Here, too, is pubUshed the "Boletin Dio-
cesano". There are other Catholic publications in

the diocese—such as "El Castillo" of Valera, "La
Cohnena" of Fdriba, the "Angel Guardidn" of

Merida.
The Diocese of Guayana (see Saint Thomas of

Guiana) covers the whole southern, south-eastern,

and eastern portion of the repubUc. To its second
bishop, Jose Antonio Mohedano (d. 1804), belongs the
credit of introducing into Venezuela the cultivation of

coffee; in 1783, while still parish priest of Chacao, in

the neighbourhood of Caracas, he set out the first

plantation of this shrub, which has become a great
.source of agricultural prosperity to the nation. This
diocese numbers in the list of its prelates Mariano
Talavcra y (iarces, "the Orator of Colombia", and
Mariano Ferndndez Fortique, an eminent man of
letters. Bishop Talavcra, who governed the dioco.se

only ijs vicar .Apostolic, edited a periodical called
the "Cr6nica Kclesiasfica rie Venezuela", in which
he gave some excellent data for the religious hi.story of

the country. It has not been possible to adequately
cultivate this widely extended field of souls: the
diocese has 102 parishes and only 40 priests all told.

Such are the obstacles which the zeal and good will of
the present bishop (1911), Mgr. Antonio Maria Durdn,
has had to encounter.
Within the Diocese of Barquisimeto (q. v.) is

included the territory of Coro, which was the first

episcopal see of the country. It was at Coro that
the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass was first celebrated on
Venezuelan soil, in 1527, under a cuji (myrrh) tree.

The cross which was used for the altar on this occa-
sion was carefully preserved, and in 1864 Juan Cris6s-
tomo Falc6n restored it and erected a monument to it

in the same city. The present bishop of this diocese
(1911), Mgr. Aguedo F. Alvarado, has infused much
energy into its administration ever since his occu-
pancy of the vicariate capitular, which lasted ten
years. By means of pastoral visitations, organized as
missions, and other resources of his apostolic zeal, the
religious spirit of his flock has been greatly developed
and strengthened. The diocese has its ecclesiastical

bulletin and some Catholic periodicals—such as
"Rayos de Luz" of Barquisimeto and "La Paz" of
Guarico. The Sisters of St. Joseph of Tarbes serve in

a hospital here and conduct a school for girls. The
Little Sisters of the Poorof Maiquetia have houses at
Barquisimeto and El Focuyo.
The Diocese of Calabozo (q. v.) comprises the cen-

tral and south-eastern portions of the republic, where
the plains of Venezuela are chiefly situated. This dio-
cese is poorly supplied with clergy. The present
bishop is Mgr. Felipe Neri Sendrea.
The Diocese of Zulia (q. v.) covers only the State of

Zulia, in the extreme north-eastern part of the republic.
Maracaibo, its capital, is a city of great importance,
remarkable, also, for its religious fervour and attach-
ment to Catholic principles. The present bishop
(1911) is Mgr. .\rturo Celestino Alvarez, consecrated
6 November, 1910.
Tejera, Manual de historic ih Vi-k^wIi /irr-r (,.,?, A; ^ruflas

y coicffios (1895); GoNZALFZ ( ii
I

. \ . // ' -/.vide

Venezuela (a monumental w- '
! ;- I ' ! :iu3-

pineg): Gil FoRTOTJL, i/t5^7^^( .', 'w / - I ..-,. ; 1!M)7-

09) : La Religion (commemor:iti\c nnnilur isnufd on the nrai cente-
nary of Venezuelan indopendencc. ."> .lui.w l!Ul); Anuario estadis-
tico de Venezuela, correspoudientr a IHOS (11110); Gaceta Oficiat, de
Venezuela, no. 71.399 (statistical synopsis etc., 1910).

N. E. Navarro.
Venial Sin. See Sin.

Venice, the capital of a province in Northern Italy,

is formed of a group of 117 small islands joined to-

gether by 378 bridges mostly built of stone. These
islands are partly natural, partly artificial, constructed
by means of piles driven into the bottom of the shallow
sea, as all the houses of the city are built upon a net-

work of rows of piles. The islands are separated by a
number of canals, three of which are larger than the
others; the Grand Canal, which traverses the city in

the shape of a letter S, the Giudecca, and the S.

Marco, which is the widest of all. The city is con-
nected with the mainland by a railroad which crosses

the lagoon on a bridge 2 miles 2555 feet in length.

Transportation within the city is carried on by means
of gondolas and also, on the three large canals, by
small steamers. The lagoon of Venice is divided into

the "dead" and the "living". The former (Laguna
Mnrta) is a system of little salt lakes and marshes
formed by the sedimentary deposits of the streams
flowing down from the .\Ips, and extends from the
mouth of the Po to that of the I.sonzo; the latter

(Laguna Viva) is a shallow body of salt water out of

which rise a few small islands, among them the group
which forms the city itself. The Lngtuia Vivn i.*; sepa-
rated from the Adriatic by a narrow strip of land (the

Lido) which extends from Cliioggia to Cortellazzo at
the mouth of the Piave. The strip of land is rein-

forced at many points with Istrian marble, and has a
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number of openings for the passage of ships, being del Rosario (Massari, 1726; pictures by Tintoretto
thus broken up into the several Lidi of Pellestrina, and Tiepolo); S. IMaria della Salute (by Longhena,
Malmocco, and S. Erasmo. There is a tide in the built after the plague of 1630; plan, octagonal with
"live" lagoon, rising at certain times to a height of cupola; pictures by Luca Giordano, Titian, Tinto-
between 9 and 10 feet, when it floods the pavements of retto, and Giusto le Court). These churches are in

Venice. The city is a commercial and miUtary port

girdled by six forts distributed about the Laguna Viva.

Churches.—St. Mark's, which, since 1807, has also

been the cathedral, was built in 829, when V'enetian

merchants purchased the relics of St. Mark at Alex-

andria. In the eleventh century it was remodelled
in imitation of the Basilica of the Apostles at Con-
.stantinople. The succeeding centuries, especially the

fourteenth, all contributed to its adornment, and sel-

dom did a Venetian vessel return from the Orient

the Barocco style with a profusion of man3'-coloured
marbles in which all the magnificence of \'enice is dis-

played. In the Gothic .style are: S. Stefano (four-

teenth century, restored in 1904; contains marble
balustrade with statues by Lombardi; Madonna dell'

Orto [1460; pictures by Tintoretto,who is buried there,

Dan. van Dyck, the younger Palma (Giovane), Giov.
Bellini, Cima cla Conegliano, etc.]; SS. Giovanni e

Paolo (1333; the largest church after St. Mark's. It

contains pictures by Vivarini and Lorenzo Lotto;

without bringing a column, capitals, or friezes, taken statues and other sculpture by Vittoria and Bartolo

from some ancient building, to add to the fabric of di Francesco; wood-carving by Andrea Brustolon.

the basilica. Its whole pavement is mosaic; it con- In it are also important monuments of the doges)

tains gold, bronze, and the

greatest variety of stones.

The facade is decorated with
mosaics of different periods,

Byzantine sculptures, and
statues of the Evangelists and
the Saviour. The four horses

of gilded bronze above the
great doorway once adorned
the Arch of Trajan; they were
transferred to the Hijjpodrome
at Constantinople, and in 1204
Enrico Dandolo brought them
to Venice. The mosaics of the

atrium and the interior belong

partly to the tenth century.

The plan of the interior con-

sists of three longitudinal and
three transverse naves. Over
the high altar is a baldacchino

on columns decorated with
eleventh-century reliefs; the

altarpiece is the famous Pain

d'oro (Golden Pall), Byzantine
metal-work of the year 1105,

originally designed for an ante-

pendium. Behind the high

altar is another altar with ala-

baster colunms. The choir

stalls are embellished with
inlaying by Fra Sebastiano
Schiavone, and above them
on both sides are three reliefs

by Sansovino. On the two
marble pulpits of the ambo are

statuettes by the Massegne brotners (1394). Also in

the choir are Sansovino's bronze statues of the Evan-
gelists and Caliari's of the Four Doctors. The crypt

is underneath the choir. In the baptistery is a beau-

tiful font with a bronze cover by Tiziano Minio, Desi

The Winged Lion of St. Mark, scrmountinq
THE Ghey Column in the Piazbett-k di

S. Marco. Venice

Also of Gothic was S. Maria
del Carmine, but modernized
in the seventeenth century
(pictures by Cima da Coneg-
liano, Tintoretto, Lorenzo
Lotto, bronze relief by Vcr-
rocchio), as also S. Maria dei

Frari (1250; statues of Al.

Vittoria, Andrea Vincentino,
Donatello, Sansovino; and
numerous tombs). In the
Renaissance style are S. Fan-
tino di Scarpagnino (1.507;

choir by Sansovino) ; S. Giobbe
(by Ant. Gambello and Pietro

Lombardi, 1451; pictures by
Paris Bordone, Previtah, Gio-
vanni Bellini, Savoldo; ma-
jolica by Luca dclla Robbia);
S. Alvise (pictures bj' Tiepolo)

;

S. Giuliano (the work of San-
sovino) ; S. Salvatore (by

Ciiorgio Spaventa and Tullio

Lombardi, 1506; the fiw^ade,

l(i63; pictures by (iirolamo

Campagna, Titian, Giovanni
Bellini; statues by Al. Vittoria

and Danese Cattaneo; impor-
tant tombs); S. Bartolomeo
(j)ictures by Sebastiano del

Pionibo); S. Giovanni Cri.s-

ostomo (Mario Carducci, 1497;
pictures by Giovanni Bellini

ancl Seb. del Piombo; relief

by TulUo Lombardi); Santi

Apostoli (the Communion of St. Lucia, by
Tiepolo); S. Zaccaria (which still keeps much of

its Gothic character; on its facade is a statue

of the saint by Al. Vittoria; pictures by Giov. Bellini

and Tintoretto; the altars carved in wood in the chapel

derio da Fircnze, and Francesco Segala (sixteenth of S. Tarasio); S. Maria Formosa (pictures by Palina

century). The CapcUa Zeno (mausoleum of Cardinal Vecchio, Vivarini, I-eandro da Bassano, Sassoferrato)

,

Zeno, 1501) is the work of Al. Leopardi, Ant. Lom- S. Maria dei Miracoh (by Tullio Lombardi. vaulting

bardi, and Paolo Savino. In the treasury of St

.

painting by Pennacchi) ; S. Francesco dclla \'igna (liy

Miirk's is an episcopal chair of the seventh century. Sansovino and Fra Francesco di (Siorgio, lias jiictures

The campanile, 321 J feet high, was built in 900 aiid by Girol. da S. Croce, Fra Ant. da N'egroponte, Giov.

repeatedly restored. Sansovino added the graceful Bellini, Paolo Vrnnicse; statues by .\1. \'ittoria); the

liKjt/tttn in 1540. In 1902 the campanile fell, damag-
ing the library of St. Mark's; it has now (1912) risen

again to its ancient splendour.

S. Moise (1668); S. Maria del Giglio (by Sardi,

11)80, with statues of the Barbaro family) ; the church
of the Discalced (Longhena, 1649; fagade by Sardi,

1693; frescoes by Tiepolo; high altar by Pozzo); S.

Maria of the Jesuits (Ro.s.si, 1750; facade by Fattor-

etto; high altar by Pozzo; pictures by Titian and Tin-

toretto; tomb by Girolamo Campagna); S. Panta-
leone (pictures by Fumiani, Solari, Vivarini, Gio

xCKiila. or guild, of S. ( iiorgio degli Schiavoni (pictures

by Viltcirio Carpaccio and \'inc. Catena); S. (iiorgio

dei Greci di Scrate (iconostasis with Byzantine paint-

ings by Lombardi); S.Giuseppe di Castello (pictures

by Tintoretto and Paolo Veronese); S. Pietro di

Castello (one of the oldest churches in Venice, con-

tains the relics of St. Lawrence Giustiniani) ; S.

Giovanni Elemosinario (1525; pictures by Titian and
Pordenone); S. Cassiano (Palma Vecchio and Tin-

toretto), the guild of S. Rocco (works of Tintoretto,

Titian, and others); S. Sebastiano (1.506; works of

Alemanno; relief by Marino Cedrino); the Madonna Paolo Veronese, who is buried in the church; tomb by
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Sansovino), the Redentore (Palladio's masterpiece;
picturea by Tintoretto, Girolamo Campagna, and
others). On the island of S. Lazzaro there has been
since 1716 an establishment of the Armenian Mechi-
tarists, famous for their Oriental publications. The
cathedral (seventh and tenth centuries) of Torcello
is worthy of mention, with its mosaics of the twelfth
century. Torcello was at one time a city of impor-
tance. The seminary, the work of Longhena (1670),
contains a museum of sculpture and a picture gallery;

its faculty confers degrees in philosophy, theology,
and canon law.

NoN-RELiGiois Buildings.—The Palace of the
Doges is said to date from the ninth century; its

actual form, a singularly graceful tj^ie of Gothic,
dates from the fifteenth and fourteenth. Chief among
the artists who WTOught upon it are Pierpaolo Mas-
segne, the three Buon, Ant. Rizzo, Pietro Lombardo,

antique statues, warlike trophies, portraits and busts,
medals, coins, specimens of Venetian industries, cos-

tumes etc. One portion of this exhibition is housed
in the Correr Palace. Among the most important
bridges are the Rialto and the Bridge of Sighs. The
finest private palaces are along the Grand Canal. Of
the public monuments we shall note only the eciues-

trian statue of the Condottierc Bartolomnieo CoUconi,
modelled by Verrocchio and cast by Al. Leopardi.
The principal industries are ship-building, silk-

spinning, galloons and laces, glass (Murano), objects
of art. The sea baths of the Lido are the most elegant
in Italy. Besides the seminary, there are two lyceum-
gj'mnasia, a national boarding-school, a technical
institute, a normal school for girls, a fine-arts insti-

tute, a nautical institute, technical and commercial
schools, a school of marine engineering, etc.; also a
municipal and a military hospital, special hospital for

THK BUCENTAUR IN THE .VrsENAL MuSECM, VENICE

and Scarpagnino. The Giants' Staircase takes its

name from the colossal statues of Mars and Neptune
by Sansovino. The halls contain paintings by Tin-
toretto, Paolo Veronese, Palma Giovane, Titian,

Tiepolo, Andrea Vicentino, Gabriele Caliari. The
doge's private apartments now house the Archseo-
logical Nluseum. The Marciana Library (Library of

St. Mark) is in the old Mint, while the Libreria

Vecchia, the work of Sansovino and the most mag-
nificent non-religious edifice in Italy, is now the Royal
Palace. The Academy of the Fine Arts, in the guild

of S. Maria della Caritft, contains pictures almost
exclusively of the Venetian School. In the Middle
Ages the arsenal gave employment to 16,000 labour-

ers, where there arc now 3000; the annexed museum
of nautical objects and arms contains the model
of the Bucentaur, the ship on which the doge annu-
ally, on the feast of the Ascension, celebrated the
nuptials of the sea, casting a ring into it. The .Vrt

Exposition Palace, founded in ISO.i, is used for the
international art exposition which takes place every
other year. The International Gallery of Modern
Art W'as opened in 190.5 in the Pesaro Palace. Since
1880 there ha.s been established in the Fondaco de'

Turchi the Civic Museum, containing pictures.

phthisis, two lunatic asylums, two orphanages, two
observatories, six theatres. The exports in 1905
amounted to 2,576,000,000 tons (loimelaLe)

.

History.—The beginnings of Venice go back to

the flight of the inhabitants of the Venetian state to

the islands of the lagoon between Chioggia and Grado,

when, in 452, Attila devastated Northern Italy.

Nevertheless it is certain that these islands had al-

ready been inhabited in Roman times. The fugitives

from" the mainland in the fifth century greatly aug-

mented the population. About .520 Cassiodorus

represents the inhabitants of the islands as governed

by tribunes, inhabiting pile-structures, occupied with

fishing and in the navigation of distant, seas; salt was
their medium of exchange. The Lombard invasion

resulted in a further increase of this lagoon popula-

tion; it remained under the rule of Byzantium, which
had the sagacity to allow a great measure of autonomy
to the tribunes. The latter probably resided in the

cities. In 697 a doge {dux) was elected for the

whole lagoon, to put an end to the conflicts between
various tribunes and provide a more efficacious de-

fence against the Lombards and the Slavs. The
first doge was .Vnafestus Paulucius, a noble of Hera-

clea, then the capital of the state. The military
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command was vested in a magistcr militum. The
third doge, Ursus I (726-37), at the request of
Gregory III delivered Ravenna, which had fallen
into the hands of the Lombards (735); he, however,
was killed (737) in a popular tumult. For five years
the state authority was entrusted to the viagister
militum, instead of doges; but that functionary held
office for only one year, with the title of hypatos, or

consul. In 742 the office of doge was restored and
entrusted to Deusdedit, son of Ursus I, who trans-
ferred the capital to Malamocco. He was slain (755)
by a certain Galla, who, after a dogeship of fourteen
months, was slain in his turn. Dominicus Mone-
garius (756-64) became doge, two tribunes, however,
being associated with him. He was expelled by the
Byzantine party, and Maurizio Galbaio (764-87)
was elected. For security against the Lombards
and Franks, Galbaio leaned on Byzantium, and
obtained that his son Giovanni should be associated
with him in office and have the right of succession.
Giovanni (787-805) also had an associate in his son
Maurizio. By reason of the slaying (803) of Joannes,
Patriarch of Grado, his nephew and successor, For-
tunatus, organized a conspiracy; the doges were
driven out, and the Frankish party brought about
the election of Obelierus (805-10). In the ninth
century the commerce of the Venetians was very
extensive. Their flag was respected even by the
Saracens, and their factories sprang up in all the ports
of the East. From that time they traded with the
Christian Slavs, and sold to the Mussulmans of Spain
and Africa. Popes Zacharias and Adrian tried to
prevent this, while for some time Charlemagne ex-
cluded them from the markets of the Empire.

In 775 took place an event which may be called the
foundation of the State of Venice, the "establishment
of an episcopal see on the little island of Olivolo, the
jurisdiction of which extended over the islands of
Luprio, Dorsoduro, and Rialto, taken from the
Diocese of Malamocco. These islands thus formed
a new polity. With the conquests of Charlemagne
in Italy and Islria, the Venetian islands were threat-
ened on all sides. Obelierius pursued a i)olicy of

alliance with the Franks, and helped them to gain
pos.session of the maritime cities of Istria; but a
Byzantine fleet aided the Byzantine party to expel
Obelierius, and Angelo I Participazzo was made doge
(810). Pipin, son of Charlemagne, then attempted
the conquest of the Lagoon; Brandolo and Mala-
mocco fell into his hands, but the Venetians made
head against him on Rialto. Protracted negotiations
followed between Charlemagne and Byzantium. The
Venetian Lagoon remained under the Byzantine
sway, and Charlemagne granted the Venetians free-
dom of commerce throughout the Empire. From
this period the doge's seat was the island of Rialto;
the city, formed by the combination of the surround-
ing islands, including Olivolo, the episcopal see, began
to call itself Venetian. Then followed the reign of
Participazzo (864-81) and of his sons Giustiniano
(829) and Giovanni (deposed, 836). Doges Pietro
Tradonico (836-64) and Orso Participazzo (864-81)
fought victoriously against the Croats and Saracens.
Giovanni Participazzo (881-88), son of Orso, was
deposed for his Francophihsm. Pietro (888-911)
defended the state against the Hungarians (906).
After Orso Participazzo II (912-32) there began,
with Pietro Candiano (932-39), the policy of expan-
sion on the mainland: Comacchio, at the mouths of
the Po, and Capo d'Istria. Then followed Pietro
Badoario (932-42) and Pietro Candiano III, who was
I < need to abdicate in favour of his son Pietro Candiano
1\' (959-76).
Under the latter we meet for the first time with the

Cirand Council, the assent of which was necessary to
all laws; besides the laity, it also included the bishops
of the Venetian States. The new Government pro-
hibited the sale to Saracens of slaves and of any mer-
chandise which could be used in war against Chris-
tians. But in 976 the doge's palace was set on fire,

and he himself killed a-s he attempted to escape. His
partisans, supported by the Emperor Otto II, drove
out (978) his successor, Pietro Orseolo I, who became
a disciple of St. Romuald. Under Memmo, the next
doge, certain rebels attempted to jilace Venice under
the sway of Otto II, but the republic defended itself,

and in 983 peace was restored. Memmo was obliged
to become a monk (992). Under Pietro Orseolo II

(992-1009) the prestige of the republic revived. The
Latin cities of the Istrian and Dalmatian coasts, inces-

santly menaced by the Slavs, voluntarily acknowl-
edged the dominion of Venice, and from that time the
doge, with the consent of the Emperor of Constanti-
nople, was styled Duke of Dalmatia. He gained a
splendid victory over the Saracens at Bari (1003).

His son Ottone (1009-26) was suspected of wishing to
bring the state under Western imperial domination,
and died a prisoner at Constantinople. He was suc-

ceeded by the weak Pietro Barvolano (1030), under
whom Peter, King of Hungary, son of the Doge
Ottone, tried to get possession of Dalmatia. After

grievous internal conflicts, Flavanico became doge in

1033 and enacted wise laws against hereditary doge-
ship. Domenico Contareno (1043-71) was fortunate

in the defence of Dalmatia against the Hungarians.
At this time the office of procurator of St. Mark was
instituted, instead of that of state Irea-surer, making a
clear separation between the personal patrimony of

the doge and the state revenues. Domenico Silvio

married a daughter of the Emperor (\)nstantinc Du-
cas, and, at the reiniost of .Mcxius Coninenus, made
war at sea against I lie Xorinans; lie was fortunate at

first, but was dcfealfd at Corfu in 10S4, with the lo.<s

of nine large ships and 13,000 men, which led to his

deposition. Vitale Faledro (1084-96) retrieved the
loss with the victory of Hotrinto. Alexius Comnenus,
by the famous Golden Bull (lOSt). granted the Vene-
tians freedom from tributes and iiiiposls. full liberty of

conimerce, exeniplion from (inck jiirisdiciion. an
appropriation for the Cluiich of St. Mark, and an
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income for the dogo, with the title of Protosebastos.

From this time Venire is an independent state.

The Doge Vitale Michiel (1096-1112) participated

in the First Crusade only when he saw the Genoese
and Pisans bringingbacli booty from Palestine; and, in

general, the Venetians turned the succeeding crusades

to their own advantage. Alexius Comnenus, per-

ceiving this, refused the bull of investiture to Do-
menico Mirhiel (1117-29) and had the Venetian ships

sequestrated. The Venetians, however, defeated by
the Mussulmans near Jaffa (1123), turned against, the

Greeks, and from that time even the nominal sover-

eignty of Constantinople w;us at an end. It was
esiierially by their aid that, in 1124, Tyre was taken,

one-third of the city being assigned to them. In 1771

another exjK-dition against Manuel Comnenus was
necessary; it had small success, however, on account of

the ])lague, and the Doge Vitale Michiel II (ll.'36-72)

fell a victim to the fury of the populace. Another re-

form in the government was then introduced, increas-

ing the powers of the Grand Council at the doge's ex-

pense. At the same period Venice joined the Lombar-
dic League, without, however, showing any excessive

zeal for a cause which mattered but little to her, .and

thus the Peace of 1177, between Alexander III and
Frederic Barbarossa, was solemnized at Venice, as

being a neutral cit j'. With the Doge Enrico Dandolo
(1192-1205) began the most glorious period of the
republic. Assuming command of the French crusad-
ing army, he used it to reduce to obedience Trieste

and Zara, which had placed themselves under the
sway of Hungary, and then turned against Constanti-
nople, where the Latin F^mpire had been set up.

Venice obtained three quarters in the capital, most of

the Peloponnesus, the eastern shores of the Adriatic,

the Sea of Marmora, and the Black Sea, the coasts of

Terraglia, /Egina, Corfu, and other islands of the
Archipelago, and the rule over about 8,000,000 of new
subjects. In these va.st dominions the doge found
compensation for his diminished power, as the
appointment of podesiA and other magistrates
belonged to him, and thereby he could always win
the friendship of those who entertained ambition^.
These conquests before long became veritable fiefs

of the principal famihes, which thus had an interest

in preserving and increasing them without calling upon
the State for any help to that end. The Govern-
ment even purchased the island of Crete from the
Marquis of Monferrato. Venice had now become the
greatest power in the Mediterranean, and this stirred
up the rivalry of Genoa, which republic, in 12.')7 and
12.58, suffered two naval defeats. Genoa then formed
an alliance with Michael Palaeologus, who recovered
Constantinople, and Venice, her possessions threat-
ened, engaged in a war with her rival (1262-79), in
which the Genoese were, on the whole, worsted.
In 1292 the war recommenced with greater ferocity.
The Genoese were victorious at Laiazzo on the Black
Sea (1294); the Venetians at Galata (1296). In 1297
the Genoese under Spinola wasted the coasts of Dal-
matia. In 1298 the Venetian fleet was destroyed by
Lamba d'Oria, a victory which brought about the
Peace of Milan (1299). V'enice now needed con,soli-

dation. The Venetians had meanwhile become
interested in Italian affairs.

In the thirteenth century the election of the doge
was reserved to theGreater Council, compo.sed of 480
members taken from certain families. The doge
could do nothing without his councillors; the obliga-
tions of the office were restated afresh for every new
doge, and he must swear to observe them. ;\ffairs

of greater moment w'ere discussed by coimcillors, who
invited a certain nvmiber of members of the Council
(pregndi) of whom the Senate was afterwards con-
stituted. In 1297 it w.os enacted that only those who
had sat in the Greater Council and their descendants
should be eligible; thus wa.s formed an aristocracy

XV.—22

which monopolized the offices of State. The con-
spiracy of Boemondo Tiepolo (1310), for the restora-
tion of democratic government, was repressed by the
Doge Gradenigo (1289-1310); the Council of Ten
was instituted to guard the existing constitution, and
the most important matters were afterwards reserved
to it. At first jjrovisional, it became permanent in

133.5; the individual members, however, held office

for only one year. In 14.54 the three inquisitors of

State were instituted for cases of high policy; it was
thanks to this institution that Venice remained a
republic, and no one succeeded in becoming its

SignoTC. Besides, until 1.506 there was no juridical

distinction between nobles and plebeians. In the
fourteenth century Venice began to extend her
dominion on the mainland, joining the league against
Mastino dellaScala, from whom it took Treviso (1338),
Castelfranco, and Ceneda. The possession of Crete
had to be defended by force of arms in 1307 and 1365.

About the same time (1334 and 1342) alliances

were formed with the Byzantines and the Knights of

Rhodes against the Turks, who were beginning to

render navigation unsafe. The Genoese having taken
the island of Sico and interfered with Venetian navi-
gation in the Black Sea, war again broke out in 1350.

There was fighting on the Bosporus (13.52) and off

the coasts of Sardinia (13.53), where the Genoese were
beaten; and then peace was restored, Venice having
to abandon all her ports in the Red Sea.

In 1355 the Doge Marino Falieri was beheaded,
charged with having conspired to overturn the Gov-
ernment and make himself Lord of Venice. This

The Bbidoe of Sig

incident occasioned new limitations to the rights of

the doge. Next followed the war with Hungary for

the possession of Dalmatia, in which all its neighbours
took sides against the republic, and Venice lost the

greater part of Dalmatia (1358). The possession of

the island of Tenedos Wiis the cause of a war with
Genoa, a-ssisted by other foes of Venice. The Vene-
tians, victors at Anzio (1378), were defeated at Pola
(1379). C^iecked by the Genoese at sea and by Fran-
cesco Carrara, Lord of P.adua, on land, Venice would
then have made peace, had not the conditions been
exorbitant. A new armament wa.s prepared, with
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which Vettor Pisani blockaded the Genoese fleet at

Chioggia, forcing it to surrender (1380). By the Peace

of Turin, however, Venice had to cede all Dahnatia to

Hungary, Trieste to the Patriarch of Aquileia, Treviso

to the Duke of Austria, Tenedos to Byzantium. But
the loss was soon recovered. The Genoese were

defeated near Modono in 1403; in 1406 Padua and all

the possessions of Francesco Carrara were taken and
the prince and his sons strangled in prison. Then
the Emperor Sigismund seized the Dalmatian coast,

while Verona and all the Scala possessions were

annexed between 1403 and 140.5 by Venice, which

not long after took FriuU, Udive, Feltre, and Belluno

from the Patriarch of Aquileia. In the meantime
the Venetian possessions had been growing in the

Morea and Albania (1390-1400), and the repubhc

was co-operating with the Christian princes against

the Ottomans.
In 1423 the republic joined the league of Francesco

Gonzaga, Nicolo d'Este, and Florence against FiUppo

Maria Visconti. Ve-
netian troops routed
the Visconti forces at

Maclodio (1427), and
Filippo Maria ceded
Bergamo and Brescia

to Venice. The war
being renewed, tlie

Venetian squadron
defeated the Genoese
alUes of the Visconti

at Portofino (1431 1.

When peace wa-^

made,Venice retains

her acquisitions. In

1437 .she again alli' i

herself with Flori-ncc

against the Visconti,

and the war lasted

until 1441, when she

had taken Ravenna
from the Polenta.

When Francesco
Sforza became Duke
of Milan, Vcn Gesuitt, Gb.<n

united with the King of Naples against him, to

increase her territory on the mainland; but

Nicholas V brought about the Peace of Lodi

(14.54), which was designed to ensure Italian

equilibrium. So soon was Venice again embroiled

with Florence that it seemed as though she aimed
at dominating the whole peninsula, but she was
forced to keep still (1468). In 1480 a pretext was
made to serve for a war against the Duke of Ferrara.

Then all the Italian states united against the republic,

and even Sixtus IV, after the Venetian victory of

Velletri (1482), withdrew from his alliance with

Venice. Still, from this war, too, Venice carried off

an augmentation of her Italian territory. At the

same time, however, the Turks took from Venice the

greater part of the ^gean Islands, as well as Negro-
pont and all her possessions in the Morea, and pushed
their conquests as far as Friuli, threatening the

republic's Italian possessions. In J47',) Wnice had to

renounce all claims to the territory taken from her

by the Turks. Not less disastrous was the war
against the Turks from 1498 to 1503. These losses

were to some degree compensated by the acquisition

of Cyprus, ceded in 1489 by Caterina Cornaro, widow
of the last king, and Zante and Cephalonia. But
another great blow for Venice was the discovery of

the maritime route to India in 1498. To the dis-

covery of the New World two Venetians, Giovanni
Caboto and his son Sebastiano, contributed; with

English vessels they discovered Newfoundland,
Labrador, and Nova Scotia. Still more famous are

the travels of the Venetian Marco Polo in the interior

of Asia, extending as far as China, in the thirteenth

century.
After the accession of Juhus II and the fall of

Cesare Borgia, the Venetians invaded the Romagna.
JuUus II then formed the League of Cambrai, which,

besides the pope and the princes of Southern Italy,

included the emperor, Spain, and France, at that time

mistress of the Duchy of Milan (1508). At first it

seemed that the last hour of Venice had come; in Apu-
lia the Spanish took the coast towns which Venice
had occupied during the wars between France and
Spain for the possession of Naples; at Agnadello the

French defeated the bulk of the Venetian army, and
Brescia, Cremona, and Peschiera were occupied by
France (1509); the Venetians were driven out of

Romagna, while other portions of their territory w'ere

seized by the Gonzaga and the Duke of Ferrara.

Maximilian had the imperial standard raised at Ve-
rona, Vicenza, and Padua. But the pope and Spain,

having accomplished their purpose, withdrew from
the league, and the
emperor was obHged
to recross the Alps
the same year. The
poi)e formed another
league, the Holy
League (1511),
against the French
and their ItaUan
allies, especially the
Duke of Ferrara. On
the death of Julius II,

\'enice formed an
alliance (League of

Blois, 1513) with
France for mutual
assistance against the
emjjeror, or against

the Turks, or for the
roei inquest of the
"

I
' incse. But the
iiiiards and Im-

! lalists, having de-
teated the French,
occupied all the

the mainland. The

LL, \'enICE

Venetian possessions
unexpected arrival of Francis I in Italy (1515)

made it possible, however, for Venice to recover
everything. Again in 1521 and 1525 Venice was
the ally of France against Spain, without suffering

by the victories of Charles V. The Turks mean-
while went on gaining victories; Venice joined the

league of Spain and the pope, but, beUeving that

she had been betrayed at the battle of Prevesa (1538),

concluded an unfavourable peace with the Turks,
paying them a tribute for the islands which she still

retained. In 1569 the Sultan Selira II set about the
conquest of Cyprus, which was heroically defended;
the city of Famagosta was the last to surrender

(18 August, 1571). Meanwhile an alliance had been
formed with the pope and Spain, and the alUed fleet

defeated the Turks at Lepanto (October, 1571).

Venice, however, making peace on her own account,

surrendered her claims to Cyprus. The republic

was beginning to decline politically and commercially.
The habits and customs of tlie feudal nobility had
been introduced among the Venetian nobles, and thus

an aristocracy had been formed without wealth, and
which it was no longer possible to provide with offices

in foreign possessions. This ruined nobility, with

a keen appetite for luxury and pleasures, was a con-

stant element of political disturbance and of foreign

intrigue.

A serious difficulty with Pope Paul V arose out of

the trial of certain priests by lay tribunals, contrary
to the provisions which had then recently been made.
Gaining nothing by an interdict, tlie pope prepared
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for war; but the intorvention of Henry IV of France
effected a reconciliation (1606-07). The Protestants
sought to profit by this occasion to pervert the popu-
lation of Venice. Venice, indeed, had always granted
1 wide liberty to the variou.s creeds, though she would
not permit her own subjects to apostatize. Forced by
the Italian princes to combat the Uscochs Uskoken
(Croatian Christians who had escaped from the Turks
ind become pirates), she made war against, the empire
it Friuli. In the Valtellina controversy Venice was
illied with the Protestant Orisons, out of hatred for

Spain. In 1644 a Turkish fleet attacked Canea, a
^itj- of Crete which Venice had kept in her possession

^y the expenditure of blood and treasure. Canea
'ell before the arrival of the \'enetian fleet aided by
:he pope and the Knights of Malta and of St. Stephen,
riiis war lasted until 1669, when Candia fell, after a

being unable to defend its neutrality. When the
Veronese rose against their French garrison (17-21
April, 1797), Bonaparte used the pretext to arrest the
inquisitors of State and to change the Venetian Gov-
ernment from aristocratic to democratic. To effect

this change, French troops entered the city, seized

all the ships, the treasury, and a great many works of

art. Soon after this, by the Treaty of Campoformio,
Napoleon gave Venice, with its territory on the main-
land, to Austria. Thus ended the republic. In
1805 Austria abandoned all Italian possessions, and
thus Venice was united to the Napoleonic Kingdom of

Italy. In 1814 the viceroy Eugene, to save Lom-
bardy, retroceded Venetia to Austria. The news of

the Revolution of Vienna and the Milanese Insurrec-
tion, in 1848, found a ready echo in Venice, where the
Austrian garrison, the Italians excepted, departed

nege of twenty-four years, attacked by sea, by land,

md underground. The victories over the Turks
lear Phociea (1649), in the Cyclades (1651), and near
he Dardanelles (1652, 1656 and 1657), could only
etard the issue of this unequal war. Francesco
Moro.sini capitulated, and was allowed to depart with
.11 the honours of war. In 1695 he resumed command
ind conquered all the Morea as far as Corinth. The
ivar ended with the Peace of Carlowitz (1699), which
secured to Venice the Morea and the Ionian Isles free

jf tribute. In 1714 the Turks returned to the attack,

md, with the Peace of Pa-ssarowitz (1718), Venice
lost all her conquests in the Balkan Peninsula except
1 few towns in Albania.
The i)criod of jjcace which followed was favourable

to literature and the sciences, but luxury and licence

increa-sed; the philosophy of the Encyclop;edists,
together with indifference to religion, had sown the
seed of revolutionary doctrines. The nobles of the
mainland, in particular, were becoming restless,

desiring a share in the government, which had been
accessible only to Venetians. The last warlike action
of the republic was the expedition of Angelo Emo
against the Barbary States (1784-86). The war
between Napoleon and Austria in 1796 soon passed
from Lombardy to Venetiaa territory, the republic

tti Gems, early XII Century

after peacefully capitulating. Daniele Manin was at

the head of the provisional government, which the

cities of the mainlaml accepted; they soon after

joined the union with Piedmont under Carlo Alberto,

as had already been done by Venice, and in a few days
news arrived of the cessation of hostilities betweea
Piedmont and Austria. The Venetian republic was
then re-established (11 August, 1848). The Neapoli-

tan general Cugliclmo Pepe commanded (he Venetian
troops against the Austrians who came to retake the

city. It was besieged in October; on 24 August,

1849, after a bombardment of twenty-four days, it

surrendered. In 1866 Austria ceded Venice to Napo-
leon III, who gave it to the Kingdom of Italy.

CoMMERCi.\L Hi.sTORY.—The citv it.self was chiefly

occupied in the importation from Africa, the Levant,
and the Black Sea, of the greatest variety of raw
products, such as hides, minerals, salt, wax, sugar,

borax, wool, silk, spices, drugs, gums, ivory, ostrich

feathers, parrots, gold dust, etc. The Venetians also

exploited the iron and copper mines of Friuli, Cadore,
and Carmizia. From Lombardy and their own
possessions on the mainland came their export at ions

of woollen, silk, and linen fabriis. The manufactur-
ers of the Venetian dominions might not export

directly: everything must pass through the capital.
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They maintained important relations with the city

of Augsburg, from which the products were distributed

through the North. On the other hand, the silver

of the Tyrolean mines was brought to Venice. The
special industries of Venice were the manufacture of

chemicals—cream of tartar, cinnabar (vermilion),

shellac, white lead, and iriaca (the "universal medi-
cine"), sugar-refining, tanning, the preparation of furs

imported from Russia, the manufacture of imitation

pearls and gems, and goldsmith's work. The indus-

tries had their guilds, with chapels of their own in

various churches. It was in Venice that banks of

deposit and circulation originated, and Venice was the
first state to raise a public loan (1156, the nionte vecchio;

the monie nuovo was issued in 1580; the mwnssimo,
in 1610). Banking law had its origin in Venice. As
early as 1253 marine insurance was made obligatory

by law. The Doge Renier Zeno (1253-68) had a
code of navigation and commerce compiled. One
important branch of commerce was the supply of the
African Mussulman princes with tools and timber for

building, a practice forbidden under excommunica-
tion by the popes because it tended to the perpetua-
tion of piracy. Printing was an important
industry. Venice was also a thriving centre of the
slave trade.

Art.—In Venice art found an exceptionally favour-
able field. The traditions of centuries, however,
and relations with the East retarded the influence

of that new art impulse which had reached other
Italian cities in the thirteenth century. In paint-

ing, especially, Venetian artists in the fourteenth

century were still trammelled by the Byzantine tradi-

tion. The first art to become emancipated was
architecture, architects and workmen from the main-
land being employed. It appears that the Roman-
esque style, no less than the Gothic, in Venice felt the
influence of the environment. When, with its con-
quests on the mainland, the repubhc had become an
Italian power, it soon became one of the principal

centres of art; its immense wealth, both pubhc and
private, afforded opportunity to the choicest geniuses

for the creation of the works already mentioned in

this article. It is to be noted, however, that few of

the famous artists of the so-called Venetian Sehool
were really Venetians. They were mostly natives

of the Venetian provinces, and therefore Lombards.
First to inaugurate the revival, or rixasciinenio, in

painting was the Paduan Guardiento (1365), a pupil

of Giotto. Next the three Muranesi, Antonio, Gio-
vanni, and Andrea, were eminent, influenced by the
German and Flemish schools, and the Vivarini, Barto-
lommeo (1450-99) and Luigi (1461-1.503). These, as

well as JacobcUo del Fiore, Carlo Crivelli, Fra Fran-
cesco da Negroponte, and also Jacopo and Gentile

Bellini, exhibit, as compared with the contemporary
Lombards, an art still in the archaic stage. With
Giovanni Bellini Venetian art attains perfection,

while at the same time displaying its own special

jjrerogative, mastery of colouring. To this Sehool
belong the following Venetians: G. B. Cima (da Cone-
gliano); Vittore Carpaccio; Giorgio Barbarelli (Gior-

gione), from whom his fellow student, Tiziano Vecelli

(Titian), learned much; Sebastiano del Piombo, who
carried to Rome the art of colour; the two Palma,
the elder of whom (Palma Vecchio) has various

styles at his command; Jacopo Robust! (Tintoretto),

the master of lights and shadows of whom Titian

was jealous, and who knew how to combine beavity

and idealism with Titian's power and naturalness;

I'aolo VcrDiicse, the exponent of the Venetian Sclinol.

Hut aft IT him I he repute of Vonetianpainting was soon

broughl low by his successors. Only witli (iiovaiuii

liallisla Tieiiolo, a pupil of G. B. Piazzetta, in the

eighlcenlh century, does Venetian painting, with a
still iiioic perfect tei^linic, C(!lebrate a glorious resur-

rection. Kvcn in the nineteenth century the Venetian

painters remained faithful to the tradition of their
School; conspicuous among them, Giacomo Fa\Tetto
and Giulio Ciardi. In sculpture even more than in
painting Venice took her artists from abroad. The
most distinguished of the fifteenth century were
Pietro Lombardo and liis sons TuUio and Andrea.
Verrocchio modelled perhaps the finest equestrian
statue in the world. Also eminent were Alessandro
Leopardo and his sons, and the brothers Antonio and
Lorenzo Bregno, to whose credit are the finest monu-
ments in the various churches of the city.

Ecclesiastical History.—The Venetian islands

at first belonged to the Diocese of Altino or of Padua.
It is certain tliat Bishop Tricidius of Padua took
refuge on the island of Malamocco. But when Tri-
cidius returned to Padua there still remained a bishop
at Malamocco (Methamancus), and the Venetian
islands remained under his jurisdiction until 775. In
that year, with the consent of Adrian I and the Patri-

arch of Grado, an episcopal see was erected on the
island of Olivolo (afterwards called Castello) with
jurisdiction over Gemini, Rialto, Luprio, and Dorso-
duro. The first bishop (nominated by the doge) was
Obelerius, who was invested and enthroned by the
doge, and consecrated by the patriarch. The rest of

the islands which now form Venice remained under the
Patriarch of Grado. To succeed him (798), the doge
named a certain Crist oforo, whom, on account of his

extreme youth, Giovanni, Patriarch of Grado, refused

to consecrate. Giovanni was killed, and his successor,

after much hesitation, consecrated Crist oforo. Under
the fotirth bishop, Orso, the relics of St. Mark were
brought to Venice; the legend, that St. Mark himself

had preached the Gospel at Venice, grew up in later

times. As many bodies of saints had already been
brought from the East, so, following the conquest
of Constantinople, a still greater number now came
to Venice, besides the Madonna called Nicopana,
which is still in St. Mark's. Marco II Michel (1225)

finally secured the exemption of the clergy from lay

jurisdiction, except in cases involving real property.

Jacopo Albertini (1311) became attached to the

schism of Louis of Bavaria, whom he crowned with
the Iron Crown (1327), and was therefore deposed.

Under Nicolo Morosini (1336) the dispute between
the clergy and the Government concerning the mortu-
ary tithes was settled, though it began afresh under
Paolo Foscari (1367) and was ended only in 1376.

During the Schism of the West, Venice always
adhered to the Roman obedience. In 1457, upon the

death of Domenico Michel, Patriarch of Grado, Nicho-
las V suppressed the patriarchate and the Bishopric of

Castello, incorporating them both in the new Patri-

archate of Venice (Bull, "Regis a-terni''), and thus

Venice succeeded to the whole metropolitan jurisdic-

tion of Grado, including the sees of Dalmatia. The
election of the patriarch belonged to the Senate, and
this practice sometimes led to differences between
the republic and the Holy See. In like manner parish-

ioners elected their parish priests, by the right of

patronage. Girolamo Quirini, O.P. (1519-54), had
many disputes with the clergy, wnth the Government,
and with the Holy See; to avoid these disputes, the

Senate decreed that in future no one but a senator

should be eligible. Those elected after this were

frequently laymen. Giovanni Trevisano, O.S.B.

(1.560), introduced the Tridentine reforrns, founding

the seminary, holding synods, and <'ollecting the regu-

lations made by his predecessors (Const it utiones et

privilegia patriarchatus et cleri Vcnetiarum). In

15S1 the rtxila Aiinxlulim was sent to Venice; a libellus

cxiiDrliitoniix was published, in which the lisita highly

praises the clergv of Venice.

In 1807, by favour of the Viceroy of Italy, the

Neapolitan Nicola Gambroni was promoted to the

patriarchate and of his own authority tr.ansferred the

patriarchal seat to the Basilica of St. Mark, uniting
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ho two cliapfors; he rcducerl the nmnlirr of parish

hiirchos from seventy to thirty. The work of eii-

irging the choir of the basilica brought to light the

plies of St. Mark (1808). In 1811 Napoleon intruded
ito the See of Venice Stcfano Bonsignore, Bishop of

'acnza, but in 1814 that prelate returned to his own
Be. In 1818 the Dioceses of Torcello and t'arolc wen-
lerged in that of Venice, while the dioceses of the
'enetian territory were placed under its metropohtan
jrisdiclion. Cardinal Giuseppe Sarto, afterwards
'ius X, succeeded in 1893; he was refused recognition

y the Italian Government, which claimed the right
f nomination formerly enjoyed by the Emperor of

lUstria and in earlier times by the Venetian Senate,
ut after eleven months this pretension was aban-
oned.
The suffragans of Venice are Adria, Belluno and

'eltre, Ceneda, Chioggia, Concordia, Padua, Treviso,
'erona, and Vicenza. The diocese contains 4.5 par-
ihes (32 in the city), about 160 churches, chapels,
tc; 250 secular and 280 regular priests; 12 houses of

lale and 32 of female rehgious; 150,000 souls; 5
istitutcs for boys and 15 for girls. It has one
Jatholic dailv (La Difesa) and two weekUes.
Caren Hazlitt, The Venetian Repuhlic (New York, 1900);
[oLMENTi, tr. Brown, Venice, Us Inilividual Growth (London,
)06); MOXNIER, Venice in the Eighteenth Century, tr. (London,
)10); Brown, Life on the Lagoons (London, 1894); Rcskin,
he Stones of Venice (2nd ed., '.i vols, with illustrations bv the
ithor, London 1856-67; New York, 3 vols, in 2, 1885) : Plan of
enice in Bartholomew, Tourist's Atlas Guide to the Continent
vondon, 1893); Cappelletti, Le Chiese d' Italia, IX; Idem,
'oria delta Chiesa di Venezia: Flaminius Cohnelips, Eeelesice
eneta ei Torcellensis antif^uis monumcntis illustratm (Venice,
'49) : Sabellico, DfH' /ii :,'-;! ,,',

, , (Venice, 1558); QuiHi.Ni
s*D GRADENiao, Tiara •{

,
i Brescia, 1761); Holl,

isserlatio de patriarchatu \ II;. Ilicrg, 1776); Romainin,
'oria documentata di Ven€:>n .\rrj , 1 ^Titi-GO); CANXfJ, Venezia
Slorie minari, II (Turin, lsr,4); Daru, Hist, de le Rfp. de

enise (Paris, 1821) ; voN Zwiedeneck-Sudenhorst. Venedig
s Weltnacht u. Weltstadt (Bielefeld, 1906); Kretschmatr, Geseh.
Venedig, I (Gotha, 1905); Matin, Stctria civile e politica del

mmcrcio dei Veneziani (Venice, 1798-1808); Tafel and
BOMAS, Urhunden zur alteren Handels . . . u, Staat-gesch.
enedigs (Vienna, 1856-58): Thomas and Predelli, Diploma-
rium Vencto-Levantinum (Venice, 1880, 1899) ; Franco, Mada-
:n.a, and Morchio, Tarole sinnottiche nummografiche delta
puhlica di Venezia (Venice. 1878); Paoletti, Architettura e

•uUura del rinascimenla (3 vols., Venice, 1893); Trotto Cam-
irin, Venezia net presente e net passato (Padua, 1902) ; Zanotta,
oria delta pittura veneziana (Venice, 1837) ; Yriarte, Venice
'aris, 1878); Zeno, Memorie di scrittori veneti (Venice, 1774);
)SCARI^^, Delta tetleratura veneziana (Venice, 1854). Cf.
rchivio Vencto (1876 ); Monumenti storici (pub. by the
eputazioni Veneta di Storia Patria, 1881 ).

U. Benigni.

Veni Creator Spiritus, "the most famous of
t'mns" (Frere), is a-ssigned in the Roman Breviary
1 Vespers (I and II) and Terce of Pentecost and
iroughout the octave. The Church also sings it at
ich solemn functions as the election of popes, the
in.secration of bishops, the ordination of priests, the
dieation of churches, the celebration of synods or
luncils, the coronation of kings, etc. It is also sung
the more private devotions attending the opening

id closing of the schola,stie year in institutions of
arning. The Congregation of Rites decreed (20
me, 1899) that the Eastertide doxologj' (Deo Patri
\ gloria—Et Filio qui a morttiis—Surrexit ac Para-
ito—In sa-culorum saculal should alw.ays be used,
) matter what the fea-st or sca.«on of the year might
. The Vat ican Graduale (1908) gives t he older te.xt

ttestation of which does not go back beyond the
nth century) and also, under the heading ".secun-
im usum recentiorem", the present Breviary text,
hich is a revision, in the interest of classical pros-
ly, of the older text, by the correctors of the Bre-
ary under Urban VIII. The doxologj' of the older
xt (which is probably not original with the text
ielf) is: "Sit l.ius Patri cum Filio—Sancto simul
iraclito—N'obisque mitt at Filius—Charisma Sancti
jiritus". This doxology is generally associated with
e hymn "Beata nobis gaudia". It is unneces.sary
indicate here the points of revision, since the print-

ing of both texts in the Vatican Graduale makes com-
I)arison easy. Hymnologists think the revision
uncalled for.

Dreves (Analecta HjTnnica, L, 195) places the
hjTun in the section he devotes to Rabanus RIaurus
(d. 856), Abbot of Fulda and Archbishop of Mainz,
and shows (p. 194) the importance of the manuscript
evidence in his favour. I>ere (Introduction to
Hymns Ancient and Modern, historical edition, p.
x.xii) thinks the hymn can "with some confidence" be
ascribed to him; as does also Blume (1908). Added
support of the ascription is found in the scansion of
the line "Qui Paracletus dicitur" (revised into "Qui
dicitur Paraditus"), where, in accordance with prece-
dent found in Rabanus, Pnrncliiits is accented on
the penultimate syllable, as against the almost uni-
versal medieval custom of accenting it on the ante-
penultimate, an illustration of which is found in the
third line of the doxology (which is not part of the
original hymn). Gueranger, with many others,
ascribed the hjinn to Charlemagne, but with slight
ground except his zeal for the doctrine of the Proces-
sion of the Holy Ghost from Father and Son. The
legendary story of Ekkehard V contains its own refu-
tation. The hymn has also been attributed to St.
Ambrose and to St. Gregory the Great, but without
real evidence for either ascription. No ancient writer
ascribes it to St. Ambrose, nor can a good argument
be based on its inclusion of two lines (Infirma nostri
corporis—Virtute firmans perpeti) from the "Veni
Redemptor gentium" (which is certainly by St. Am-
brose) or on the phrasal similarity of its two lines

"Accende lumen sensibus—Infimde amorem cordi-
bus" with the line "Infunde lumen cordibus" of the
hymn "O lux beata Trinitas" (which is probably by
St. Ambrose). Borrowing from celebrated hymns
was a common jiractice of medieval hjinnodists.
Mone ascribes it to St. Gregory because of its classical

metre and occasional rhymes, and especially its

prayerfulness, which he declares is a feature of St.

Gregory's hymns; and the scansion of Paracletus
(with the accent on the penultimate) he considers
referable to the learning of such an author.
The hymn was probably first assigned to Vespers.

One eleventh-century manuscript has it at both Lauds
and Vespers, two others have it at Lauds. Its use
at Terce is said to have begim at Cluny—a highly
appropriate assignment, as it thus commemorates
the descent of the Holy Ghost at the third hour of the
day (Acts, ii, 15). In the council held at Reims in

1049, Pope Leo IX presiding, it was simg at the com-
mencement of the third session in jilaco of the ordi-
nary antiphon, "Exaudi nos, Domine". It is found
in several pontificals of the same century. It is the
only Breviary hymn retained by the Protestant Epis-
copal Church, a translation being given in the Prayer
Book (Ordering of Priests). There are about sixty
English versions. Warton stj'les the translation of
Dryden "most elegant and beautiful". It begins:

Creator Spirit, by whose aid
The world's foundations first were laid,

Come visit every pious mind,
Come pour Thy joys on human kind;
From sin and sorrow set us free.

And make Thy temples worthy Thee.
JnuAN, DicJ. of Hgmnotoga (2nd ed., London, 1907), 1206-

1211, 1720; Dreves, Laletnisrhe Hymncnclichter des Mittet-
alters, II, in Analecta Hymnica, L (Leipzig, 1907). 19.3-4 (Latin
text, MS. references, additional stanzas, notes). 180-1. biographi-
cal notice of Rabanus; Frere, Introduction to Hymns Ancient
and Modem (hist, ed., London, 1909), p. xxii (see h.vmns Nos.
180, 181, for text and two trs., two harmonized plainsong melo-
dies, modern settings and comment); Pimont, Les hymnes du
bririaire romain. III (Paris, 1884), 12.5-143, extensive comment:
"The other two h.vmn.s of Pentecost are mostly narrative, while
the Veni Creator is entirely an address to the Holy Ghost. This
characteristic trait, and the exceptional beauty of the hymn,
have always made it dear and venerable to Holy Church". . .

The Dominicans sing it only at Terce. Other manuscripts
locate it at Matins. The ancient Ordinarium of I^on indicates
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its use at all the canoaical hours. The nuns of the Paraclete
(Nogent-sur-Seine) repeated the first stanza seven times at
Terce. five times at Sext, and thrice at None." He refers to
MARxfeNE, De antig. rit. eccL, III, iv, c. 28; Henry. The Hymn
" Veni Creator Spiritus" in Avier. EccL Review (June, 1S97),
573-596, text and original translation, comment; Shipley,
Annus Sanctus (London, 1874), gives trs. by Aylward (161),
Anon, in Evening Office, 1710 (165), Husenbeth (167), R.
Campbell (170), and in the Appendix, 10, 11, 26, 27, trs. of the
Primers of 1604, 161?, 16S5, 1706 (this last being Dryden's);
MoNE, Lateinische Hymnen des Mittelalters, I (Freiblu-g, 1853),
241-243; Daniel, Thesaurus Hymnologicus, I, 213-215; IV,
124-126; DnFFiELD, iMtin Hymn-Writers arid their Hymns
(New York, 1889), 114-131, text and original tr., biography of
Rabanus, for whose authorship Duffield contends vigorously;
The Seven Great Hymns of the Medieval Church (7th ed.. New
York, 1868), 134-139; Amer. EccL Review (May, 1900, 525), decree
S. R. C. (20 June, 1899) concerning the doxology; Idem (Oct.,
1896, 432-434), the singing of the Veni Creator before the sermon
at High Mass; Johner, A New School of Gregorian Chant (New
York, 1906, p. 87) gives the melody with marked accents and
calls attention to "the upward movement from the first to the
third line". For imitative hymns; Dreves, Analecia Hymnica,
XII, 139; XXI, 52, 56; XXX (three hymns); XLIII, 211;
XXXIII, 23. Ott, Vlnnodia ambrosiana in Rassegna Gregori-
ana. VI (1907), 490, gives the melody of the hymn Hie est dies
verus Dei, shows that it ia the same as that of the Veni Creator,
remarks that "all the spirit of the Ambrosian hymnody is felt

in this fresh and vivacious melody", and thinks that "the music
probably belongs to Saint Ambrose"; Blu.me, Ein neuer Mark-
stein in der liturgischen Hymnodie in Slimynen aus Maria-Laach,
LXXV, No. 1 (July, 1, 1908), 6 and footnote, for comment on
revision. H. T. HenRY.

Veni Sancte Spiritus Et Emitte Coelitus, the
sequence lor Pcnteco.st (the "Golden Sequence"),
It is sung at Ma.s.s from Whitsunday until the follow-
ing Saturday inclusively, and comprises ten stanzas
of the form:

Veni, Sancte Spiritus,

Et emitte ccclitus

Lucis tuoB radium.

Some hymnologists bind two such stanzas into one,
doubtless in order to complete the rhythmic scheme
for the third line, as in the case of the "Lauda Sion"
and the " Stabat Mater". The pecuhar feature of the
"Veni Sancte Spiritus" is, however, the persistence
throughout the hymn of the same rhymic close in

"ium" for all the stanzas—a feature imitated in Dr.
Neale's translation (given in the Baltimore "Manual
of Prayers"). This version of the Anglican hymno-
logist is only less popular than that of Father Caswall,
which is found alike in Protestant and Catholic hym-
nals and in the "Raccol*a" (Philadelphia, 1881).
Dean Trench and others follow Durandus in ascrib-

ing the authorship of the sequence to Robert II, who
reigned in France from 997-1031. With Cardinal
Bona, Duffield gives it to Hermann Contractus (q. v.)

and argues earnestly for the ascription. The se-

quence has indeed been foimd in manuscripts of the
eleventh century, and of the twelfth, but WTitten by
a later hand, and the conclusion is drawn that it dates
sometime after the middle of the twelfth century.
This makes probable the ascription to Stephen Langton
(q. v.), made by a writer whom Cardinal Pitra thinks
an English Cistercian who lived about the year 1210.
More probable is the ascription to Innocent III

(q. V.) made by Ekkehard V in his "Vita S. Notkeri",
written about 1220. Ekkehard. a monk of St. Gall,

says that his abbot, Ulrich, was sent to Rome by
Frederick II, conferred with the pope on various mat-
ters, and was present :it the Mass of the Holy Spirit

celebrated before the Hol>' Father. The sequence of
the Mass was "Suncti Spiritus adsit nobis gratia".
Hereupon Ekkchiird r(iii:irks (what he probably
learned from Abbot Ulrich him.'ielf on his return to St.

Gall) th:il the pope himself "had composed a sequence
of the Holy Si)iril, namely, Veni Sancte Spiritus".
The older .sequence yielded but gradually to its rival,

which W.1S almost univer.sally assigned to one or more
days within the octave. Tiie revi.sed Missal of 1.570

finally assigned it to Whitsunday and the octave.
The revision (lfi.34) under Urban VIII left it im-
altered. Well styled by medieval wTiters the "Golden
Sequence", it has won universal esteem, the rea-

sons for which are set forth by Clichtoveus, who in
his " Elucidatorium " considers it "above all praise,
because of its wondrous sweetness, clarity of style,
pleasant brevity combined with wealth of thought (so
that every hne is a sentence), and finally the con-
structive grace and elegance displayed in "the skilful
and apt juxtaposition of contrasting thoughts".
Daniel applauds this appreciation. Gihr sjiends not
a little space in his work on the Mass in praise of the
hymn, and Julian accords it a careful and apprecia-
tive tribute.
Kayber, Beitrdge zur Gesch. u. Erkldrung der alien Kirchen-

hymnen, 11 (Paderborn, 1886), 61-76, a good commentary;
Julian, Diet, of Hymnol. (2nd ed., London, 1907), 1212, 1721. dis-
cussion of authorship, first lines of trs., etc.; to his list should be
added: Bagshawe, Breviary Hymns and Missal Sequences (Lon-
don, s. d.), 36: "Coipe, O Holy Spirit, down"; Donahoe, Early
Christian Hymns (New York, 1908), 149: "Holy Spirit, come and
shine"; Irish Monthly (Nov., 1887): "O Holv Spirit, come!";
Missal for the Use of the Laity (London, 1903), 4"l0: "Holy Spirit,
come possess us", a four-lined stanza, etc. The version fre-
quently used by Catholic sodalities is a revision of that by Austin
(1668): "Come Holy Spirit, send down those beams which gently
flow in silent streams " etc. For indulgences, plenary and partial,
attached to the recitation of the sequence, see tr. of the Raccolta.
Trench, Sacred Latin Poetry (3rd ed., London, 1874). 198-9 for
text with notes, and 197 for biographical notice of Robert II;
Trench thinks the sequence "the loveliest ... of all the hymns
in the whole circle of Latin sacred poetrj-". Duffield, The
Latin Hymn Writers and Their Hymns (New York, 1889) , 149-68
(prose tr., 163). Dreves, Atuilec)a Hymnica (Leipzig), for
hymns founded on the sequence, e. g., IX, p. 199: "Veni sancte
Spiritus, Katharinse coelitus Invitatus meritor; Consolator op-
time. Doctor disertissime, Katharinam instruens; O lux heatia-
8ima"etc.; for other illustrations see: X, 32, 122, 253; XXXVIII,
166; XXI, 56; XXXIX, 30; XL, 52; XLI, 195: XLII, 69. Hymns
Ancient and Modem (hist, ed., London, 1909), 263-6 for Latin
text, tr. based on Caswall, plainsong and modern setting. The
Vatican Graduate (Rome, 1908) gives the t>-pical and official plain,
song. Shipley, Annus Sanctus (London, 1874), for trs. (pp. 164,
166, 169, 173: also, in Appendix, pp. 33^, Primers of 1685 and
1706). The Seven Great Hymns of the Meditsval Church (7th ed.,
New York, 1868), 126-33, text and tr. of Winkwobth. March,
Latin Hymns (New York, 1875), 92 (text), 268 (grammatical
Dotes). Johner, A New School of Gregorian Chant (New Yorlc,
1906), 115: "Do not lengthen the accented syllables, as otherwise
an unpleasant 0-8 lime is unavoidable". JJ^ X. HeNRY.

Veni Sancte Spiritus Reple, a prose invocation
of tlie Holy Ghost. The Alleluia following the Epistle
of Whitsunday comprises two parts: (1) a chant in the
fourth tone; "Alleluia, alleluia. V. Emitte Spiri-

tum tuum, et creabuntur; et renovabis faciem terrae"

(Ps. ciii, 30,Vulgate edition, with change of "emittes"
into "emitte"); (2) a chant in the second tone: "Alle-
luia. V. Veni sancte Spiritus, reple tuorum corda
fidelium, et tui amoris in eis ignem accende". A ru-

bric directs all to kneel when the "Veni Sancte Spiri-

tus" begins. Then follows the sequence (see Veni
Sancte Spiritus Et Emitte Ccelitus). An invoca-
tion much used in schools and in private devotions is

constructed from the above "Alleluia" by taking first

the "Veni . . . accende", then the "Emitte . . .

terrte", and concluding with the prayer of the feast:

"Deus qui corda . . . gaudere" (omitting the
words "hodierna die"). From the plainsong melody
(composed in the eleventh century) of this "Veni"
was developed the exquisite plainsong of the sequence
following it.

Mearns in JrUAN, Diet, of Hi/mol. (2nd ed., London, 1907),
1215, 631 ("Koniiii !; Ii,: r C i. Herre Gott"): Esuno, tr. in

Catholic Record, Xli !'
i , 43, 44; Marbach, Carmina

Scripturarum (Str^i I
, ! : -ii7-8, liturgical u.ses; La Tri-

bune de S'linl-C' 7
, 115-6, analysis of plainsong:

Dheveh. .1 - twelfth-cent, hymn founded on
?rose pr;i , \'eni Creator). Prose trs. in:

quno, ;. - York, 1884): Croim of Je^us

(1862): .1 ' '
'-! '. Tr. of component parts in

Missal for ttir Lie oj the Lady (London, 1903). 409.

H. T. Henry.

Venosa, Diocese op (Venurin.), in Southern Italy.

The city is .situated on a high precipitous hill, one of

the most advanced posts of the Apennines, o\-er-

looking a fertile plain. Near its sixteenth-century

cathedral, the SS. Trinity, stands an old Benedictine

abbey founded by the first Norman counts. Venosa
is the native place of Horace. It was an important

Sanmite city, and was captured in 291 b. c. by the
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Romans, who made it a Latin colony. It resisted

Hannibal in the Punic War, and during the Civil War
was stormed by Metellus. It was flourishing as late

as the fourth century, .\mong its antiquities is a
Jewish cemetery. The earliest events at Venoza are

the martyrdoms of the Twelve Brothers (2S0) and of

Felix, Bishop of Tabara in Africa, and his companions
(.303). Stephanus (49.S) is the first Bishop of Venoza
whose date is known accurately. The names of

other bishops up to the Norman conquest have not

been preserved. Buono (1223) was assassinated by
a cleric; Lamberto Arbaudo (1,509) embellished the

cathedral, which was demolished a little later to

permit the erection of fortifications. In 1818 the

See of Lavello, suffragan to Bari, founded in 1042
when the Norman count Arnichino fixed his seat at

Lavello, was united to Venosa. The diocese is suffra-

gan to Acerenza and contains 8 parishes, 48,300
inhabitants, 54 secular priests, and 2 convents of

nuns.
Cappelletti. Le chiese d'Ttalia, XX; Cimagua, Antiquilates

venusinct (Naples. 1757); DE Lorenzo. Venosa e la regione del

Vullure in Italia arttstica (Bergamo. 1906).

U. Benigni.

Ventimiglia, Diocese of (Ventimiliensis), in the

Province of Porto Maurizio, northern Italy. The
city is situated on the CJulf of Genoa, having a small

harbour at the mouth of the Roia. It contains a
fine cathedral with a fifth-century baptistery. The
Church of S. Michele is erected on the foundations of a

pagan temple. Some antiquities are collected in the

town hall. Ventimiglia is the ancient Albium Inte-

melium, the capital of the Intemelii, a Ligurian tribe

which long resisted the Romans, but was forced in

115 B. c. to submit to Scaurus. In a. d. 60 the city

was sacked by the army of Otho and Vitellius. In

the Gothic war it was besieged by the Byzantines and
the Goths, and suffered from the raids of Rotharis,

King of the Lombards, but flourished again under
King Rodoaldo. In the tenth century it was at-

tacked by the Saracens of Frassineto. Berengarius

made his son Conrad first Count of Ventimiglia. In

1139 the Genoese attacked it by land and sea and
forced it to surrender; the count continued to hold the

city and counlship as a va.ssal of the victors. The

It is probable that it had a bishop from the fifth

century; the first known is .Joannes ((ISO), .\monghis
successors were : Cardinal .\ntonio Pallavicino (14S4)
and Alessandro Frego.so, both more distinguished as
warriors than as clerics; Filippo de' Mari (1519), who

city rebelled more than once against the Genoese and
sided with their enemies. It was thus temporarilv
held by the dukes of Savoy (1389 and 174(1) and
Ladislas, King of Naples (14i0). In general it shared
the fortunes of Genoa. The most ancient Christian
mention of Ventimiglia is the alleged preaching of Sts.

Marcellinus (Bishop of Embrun), Vincentius, and
Dominus (fourth century).

restored ec'clesiastical discipline; Carlo Visconti

(15()1), later a cardinal; Carlo Grimaldo (1.565), who
distinguished him.self at the Council of Trent; Giro-

lamo Curio (1614), who died by poi-son in Corsica,

whither he had been .sent as commissary Apostolic;

Gianfrancesco Gandolfi (1622), who negotiated the

peace between Savoy and Genoa; Antonio Maria
Bacigaluppi (1773), who converted the episcopal resi-

dence into a seminary. The diocese, which has been
suffragan to Genoa since 1775, contains 65 parishes,

96,000 inhabitants, 2.50 secular and regular priests,

6 houses of religious men, 37 convents of nuns, 3 edu-
cational institutions for boys, and 10 for girls. There
are 4 rehgious ])criiiciic;tls |)ul)lishcd in the diocese.

Cappelletti./,' (7,i.., .fluiha: liossi, titurtn ildln cilia di

Ventimiglia (Uncglia, ISSh;; Savio, I cuiitidi Vmlunialia (Genoa,
1S94).

U. Benigni.

Ventura di Raulica, Gioacchino, Italian pulpit

orator, i)atriiil, iiliilo.sojiher, b. at Palermo, 8 Dec,
1792; d. al Versailles, 2 Aug., 1861. He entered the

Society of .Jesus in 180S, and in 1817, when the Society

was suppressed in Sicily, joined the Theatines. Or-

dained a priest, he distinguished himself as a Catholic

journalist and apologist, as a jireacher, especially by
his "Funeral Oration of Pius VII" (1823), as an exjjo-

ncnt of the systems of de Lamennais, de Maistre, and
de Bonald. He was ajipointed by Leo XII professor

of canon law at the Sapienza, and in 1830 Wiis elected

Superior-(;eneral of the Theatines. He published his

"De methodo philosophandi" in 1828 and "Bellezze

della Fede " in 18.39. After his generalship (l,S:j0-33)

he preached in Rome. His eloquence, though some-
w-hat exaggerated and prolix, was vehement and
direct, with a nolile bearing, a magnificent voice, and
an affecting delivery, and it won him great renown.
In Paris, though not perfectly ma.ster of French, he

almost rivalled Lacordaire. With the accession of

Pius IX, Vent lira became politically prominent. His

"Funeral Oration of O'Connell" ("1847) glorified the

union of religion and liberty. His eulogy of liberty

on the "Morti di Vienna" .sounded almost like a dia-

tribe against kings in general. It was put on the In-

dex; the author nobly submitted.
Ventura niaintaineil the lawfulnes-s of the Sicilian

Revolution (cf. his "Sul riconoscimento della Sicilia,
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Ventura de Rauuca
From a contemporary portrait

etc.", Palermo, 184S; "Menzogne diplomatiche",
etc.). His ideal was an Italian Confederation under
the presidency of the pope. During the exile of Pius
IX at Gaeta, Ventura's position in Rome was a deli-

cate and compromising one. Though refusing a seat

in the Roman Assembly, he advocated the separation
of the ecclesiastical

and temporal
powers, and in the

name of the Sicil-

ians recognized the
Roman Repubhc.
As Commissioner
from Sicily, he was
present at an un-
seemly politico-

religious ceremony
in St. Peter's, but
took no active part
in the services. He
opposed French in-

tervention in behalf
of the pope and,
when Oudinot at-

tacked Rome,
spoke of Pius IX
in words which he
bitterly regretted.

On the downfall of

the Triumvirs
(1849), he went to

Montpellier and then to Paris (1851). Here
he made an ineffectual attempt to convert his

former friend de Lamennais. His Conferences
at the "Madeleine" etc. were pubhshed as "La
raison philosophique et la raison catholique"
(1852-). In 1857 he gave the Lenten Sermons at

the Tuileries before Napoleon III; these appeared as

"Le pouvoir pohtique chretien". Ventura's philo-

sophical views received final expression in "La tra-

dizione e semi-pelagiani della philosophia", "Saggio
suir origine dell' idee", "Philosophic chretienne"
(Paris, 1861). He is a moderate TraditionaUst of the
Bonald-Bonnetty School. Ventura's private life was
irreproachable. In spite of some blunders, he re-

mained a loyal Catholic and died an edifying death.

His works were pubhshed as: "Opere Complete" (31

vols., Milan, 1854-64); "Opere Postume", (Venice,

1863).
CuLTRERA, Delta vita e delle opere del Rev. P. D. Giocchino

Ventura (Palermo, 1877); Mostazio, Gioacchino Ventura
(Turin, 1862): Rastoul, Le P. Ventura (Paris, 1906); Brown-
son, Works (Detroit, 1904), III, 180; X, 69, 78, 263; XII, 423;
XIV, 526; XVI, 139; Dudon, Lettres inidites de Lamennais a
Ventura (1826-33), in Etudes. CXXII, 602; CXXIII, 239. 621;
Etudes, VIII, 156: XII, 650: Hurter, Nomenclalor Litternrius,

III (Innsbruck, 1895). 1005; Darras-Fevre, Histoire de VEglise,
XLII (Paris, 1884-97), 419-31; Laurentie, Melanges (Paris,

1805): DE R^MUSAT, Le P. Ventura et la Philosophie in Revue des
Deux Mondes (Feb., 1853): Rerue du Monde Calholigue (Feb.,
1874). For Ventura's philosophy cf. Bonald, Loris Jacques
Maurice de; Bonnetty. Augustin; Urhaburu, Institutiones
Pkilosophicet CRotne, 1896); Kleutgen, Theologie der Vorzeit, I
(InMbruck, 1873), 361.

John C. Reville.

Venturino of Bergamo, preacher, b. at Ber-
gamo, 9 April, 1304; d. at Smyrna, 28 March, 1346.

He received the habit of the Order of Friars Preachers
at the convent ot St. Stephen, Bergamo, 22 January,
1319. From 1328 to 1335 he won fame preaching in

all the cities of upper Italy. In February, 1335, he
planned to make a penitential pilgrimage to Rome
with about thirty thousand of his converts. His pur-
po.se was misunderstood, and Benedict XII, then re-

siding at Avignon, thought that Venturino wished to

make himself pope. He wrote letters to Giovanni
Pagnotti, Bishop of Anagni, his spiritual vicar, to the
Canons of St. Peter's and St. John Lateran's, and to
the Roman senators empowering them to stop the
pilgrimage. This complaint to the Dominican Master

General resulted in an ordinance of the Chapter of

London (1335) condemning such pilgrimages. The
pope's letters and commands, however, did not reach
Venturino, and he arrived in Rome, 21 March, 1335.
Hewaswell received, and preached in various churches.
Twelve days later he left Rome, without explanation,
and the pilgrimage ended in disorder. In June, he
requested an audience with Benedict XII at Avignon;
he was seized and cast into prison (1335-43). He
was restored to favour by Clement VI, who appointed
him to preach a crusade against the Turks, 4 January,
1344; his success was remarkable. He urged the pope
to appoint Humbert II of Dauphine, whose friend and
spiritual adviser he had been, leader of the crusade,
but Humbert proved incapable and the crusade came
to naught. Venturino's writings consist of sermons
(now lost) and letters.
Quetif-Echard, Scriptores Ordinis Prmdicatorum, I (Paris,

1719), 620; Leander, De viris illuslribus Ord. Prxd., V; MoR-
tier, Histoire des Mattres Generaux de I'Ordre des Freres Pr., Ill
(Paris, 1907), passim; Clementi, // beato Venturino da Bergamo
(Rome, 1904).

A. C. O'Neil.

Venusti (Venosta), Raff.\ele, b. at Tirano,
Valtellina, northern Italy, about the end of the
fifteenth century; d. at Venice, in 1543; he joined the
Canons Regular of SS. Salvatore, devoting himself to

theological and canonical studies, and winning fame
as a powerful Catholic controversiahst against the
Lutherans and Calvinists. When the discussion
concerning the divorce of Henry VIII of England
arose, Venusti was invited both by the king and by
the Emperor Charles V, the protector of Catherine
of Aragon, to wTite an expression of his views on the
question. His polemical and apologetic works were
printed in 1543; they treat of the truth of the Catholic

doctrine as opposed to Protestantism, especially of

the notes of the true Church, free will, the councils,

etc. These wTitings have a special historical value
as representing the first phase of anti-Lutheran, anti-

Calvinistic Cathohc polemics, a phase which gave way
later to the WTitings of Catholic theologians like Mel-
chior Cano and the early Jesuit theologians. This
class to which Venusti belonged is, in theology,

parallel to the group of Cathohc apologists in the

field of history, who were predecessors of Baronius
in his controversies with the Centuriators of Magde-
burg.

Nuovo dizionario istorico (Bassano, 1796); see also the works
relating to the order of the Canons Regular of SS. Salvatore.

U. Benigni.

Vera Cruz, Diocese of (Verje Crucis or Jala-
PENsis), a Diocese of the ^Iexican Republic, suffra-

gan of the Archbishopric of Mexico. Its area covers

all the State of Vera Cruz with the exception of one
or two parishes in the northern part which belong to

Tamaulipas, one in the western part which belongs to

the Diocese of Tulancingo and a few others in the

southern part which are a part of the Bishopric of

Tehuantepec. Its population amounts to 1,124,368.

The capital of the State, which is the residence of the

bishop, is Jalapa, 4335 feet above the level of the sea,

and has a population of 24,816 inhabitants. (Cen-

sus of 1910.) When Hernando 'Cortes landed at

what is now the seaport of Vera Cruz on 22 April,

1519 (Good Friday, whence the town obtained its

name) he Wits accomi)anied by Father Fray BiVtolome
de Olmedo, who was intrusted with the spiritual direc-

tion of the new colony founded by this audacious

lender. With them was the licenci.ado, Juan Diaz,

and the deacon, Geronimo Aguilar, who, having been

ket)t a pri.soner by the Indians for a few years, knew
their language and acted as interpreter for the expe-

dition. From a letter WTitten by Hernando Cortes

to the Emperor Charles V, it is known that on 15 Oct.,

1524, there were parishes, with their rectors, sex-

tons, and ornaments, in Vera Cruz.

During the first century of the existence of the
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olony, Vera Cruz was considered of such importance,

nd Christianity had made such headway, that the

stablishment of a bishopric was thought advisable,

n consequence, the viceroy, Martin Enriquez,

rought over a royal decree in which the name of

'at her Fray Domingo Tineo Dominico was pre-

ented for the bishopric; but when his nomination
.•as received in 1567, a year had already elapsed

ince the candidate had died at Puebla. While
lassing through Vera Cruz, Bishop Luis de Penalver

f New Orleans, who had been promoted to the

.letropolitan See of Guatemala, was asked by the
Church Board of Vera Cruz to visit the coast of

lotavento which had not been visited by a bishop for

period of forty years; Bishop Peiialver complied
fith this request and in his report showed the ne-

essity of establishing a bishopric in that country with
'^era Cruz as its episcopal see. This request was
;ranted in 1S04 but was never fulfilled. Futile at-

empts were also made in 18.3.5 and 184.5; finally,

'ius IX, in a secret consistory on 19 March, 186.3,

amed Francisco Suarez Peredo, Bishop of Vera
>uz, and the bishop established his residence in

alapa, the city in which his successor still resides.

'he parishes of this diocese were taken from the

iishopric of Puebla and Oaxaca; since its establish-

ment it has always been suffragan of the Archbishoj)-

ic of Mexico. It has a seminary with a few alumni;
7 parochial schools and 11 Catholic colleges which
ave about 5205 students; it has 61 parishes and 3
lermanent vicariates. There are 3 Protestant col-

;ges with 113 students and 5 Protestant churches in

his diocese. The most important city of the Dio-
ese is Vera Cruz, the principal seaport of the Re-
lublic of Mexico, situated not far from the town
3unded by Cortes. Only a few ruins are left to-day
attest the good work inspired bj- the faithful of the

imes, where stood a great many convents at the

ime of the colony. It was there that the Franciscan
fathers, the Dominican Fathers, the Barefooted Car-
lehtes, and other orders made their residences.
Vera, CnterUmo geag.-hist. estadist, de hi Iglesia Mexicana
imecameca, 1881).

Camillus Crivelli.

Verapoly, .Vrchdioce.se of (Verapolitan.'v), on
he .Malabar Coast, India, having the Dioce.se of

Juilon as suiTragan, extends northwards to the River
'onany, southwards to the Rani River, bounded
n the east by the (Ihaut line and on the west by the
ndian Ocean. The Catholic population within the
onfines of the archdiocese is divifled into two parts
-those of the Syrian Rite, called Thomas Christians,

?ho are under the personal (and quasi-territorial)

urisdiction of the three Vicars Apostolic of Trichur,
Crnakulam, and Changanacherrj-; and those of the
jatin Rite, originally converts of the Portuguese mis-
ionaries, who are territorially under the jurisdiction
if the archbishop. These latter form a Catholic
lopulation of 75,380, having 31 churches and 25
hapels, served by 25 European Fathers of the Car-
nelitc Order (mostly Spani.ards), about 40 native
eoilar priests of the L.atm Rite, and 6 of the SvTian
lite. There are besides in mona-stic enclosure 10
Carmelite Fathers of the First Order and 12 of the
rhird Order, making a total of al)out 00 priests.

Usn 10 Carmelite Nuns of the Third ')rd(r, 6 Brothers
if St. Teresa, and 15 catcclii.-:ts. Candidates for the
(riesthood are sent partly to St. .Joseph's Central
ieminar\-, Puttenpally, under the direction of the
!^armelite Fathers, and partly to Kandy. The
irchbi..;hop's present residence is at Em.akul.am in
he Cochin State, but the cathedr.al is at Verapoly.
HiMnry.—This district w.aa occupied in the first

nstanco by a large community of Christians claiming
o have been converted by St. Thoma,*) the .Apostle,
ind using a Syrian Rite. These were brought tinder
he jurisdiction of the Portuguese after the Synod of

Diamper in 1599, and ruled by .lesuit archbishops at

Angamalc, and afterwards at Cranganore. After a
few years there arose a factional dispute which led to

a revolt of practically the whole community. Car-
melite missionaries were sent by Alexander VI in

1637 to bring about a reconciliation between the
people and the Jesuits; but failing this they managed
at least to bring the majority of them into ecc'lesias-

tical unity under their own rule. Thereupon the
Carmelites (under Propaganda) were placed in full

charge of the Syrian Christians, while those of the

Latin Rite, who had been converted by Portuguese
missionaries, were attached to the Diocese of Cochin.
When the Dutch in lt)63 drove the Portuguese out of

Cochin, the Carmelites extended their care to the
Latin Christians in Dutch territory. After 1700 the
See of Cranganore acquired once more the allegiance

of a certain portion of the Syrian Christians—the rest,

with the Latin Christians, remaining under the Car-
melite Vicar Apostolic of Verapoly or Malabar. Dur-
ing this time tlie lines between the two jurisdictions

were practically indefinite, and the faithful passed
freely from one side to the other. In more recent

times the vicar Apostolic had, besides Malabar, active

centres along the coast northwards up to Portuguese
limits, including Mangalore and Carwar; and there

was a free intercluange of missionaries between the
Malabar .and the Bombay vicariates. In 1838 by the

Brief Miilla prwdarc jurisdiction was totally with-

drawn from the Portuguese Sees of Cochin and Cran-
ganore, and transferred to the Vicar Apostolic of

Malabar, though in many places the Portuguese
clergy still remained in possession and maintained
their claims to jurisdiction as derived from Goa.
The Vicariate of Verapoly, which extended in-

definitely even as far as Tanjore, w.os curtailed by
dividing off the Vicariate of Quilon in 1S45, and the
Vicariate of Mangalore in 1853. Further retrench-

ments occurred when the hierarchy was established

in 1886. By this act Verapoly was made into an
archbishopric; Quilon became a .suffragan bishopric;

the pnihncdii Diocese of Cochin was restored, but with
limits much smaller than formerly; the next year the

Syrian Christians were assigned to two new vicars

Apostolic of the Latin Rite at Kottayam and Trichur,

who thus took the place of the suppressed See of

Cr.anganore; and only Latin Christians in the remain-
ing territory were left to form the Archdiocese of

Verapoly,
Succession of Vicars Apostolic (all Carmelites):

—

J.iseph a Sta. Maria de Sebastiani 1656 (1661), re-

tired before the Dutch in 1663; Alexander de Campo,
1663-1678; Thom.as de Castro, 1675-1684; Raphael
de Figuredo Salgado, 1681, retired on account of

qu.arrels in 1694; Angelus Francis of St, Teresa, 1700,

was in 1709 entitled "Vicar Apostolic of Cranganore
and Cochin" on account of long vacancy of those

sees, died 1712; John Baptist Multedo of St, Teresa,

1714-1750; Florence of Jesus of Nazareth, 17.50-1773;

Fr.ancis de Sales a Matre Doloro.sa, 1774-1787; John
Mary of St. Thomas, 1780 (died before consecration);

John Mary of Jesus, 1784 (death not marked)

;

Raymond of St. Joseph, 180.3-1816; Miles Prcnder-

gast, 1819, resigned 1831; F'rancis Xavier Pc.^cetto of

St. Anne, 1831-1844; Ludovico Nartini of St. Teresa,

lS:i9, resigned 18.59; Bernardino Bacciiielli of St.

Teresa, 1817 (18.50), ISfiS, received arcliici)iscnpal

rank; Lermardo Mellano of St, Louis, ISlis, riicived

archiepiscop.al rank 1860, became first .Vrchbisho]) of

Verapoly in 1887, died 1897; Bernard of Jesus, present

archbishop since 1897.

Religious Institutions.— For Men.—St. Teresa's

Monastery, Em.akulam, with 7 Discalced Cannelite
Fathers of the First Order .and 3 lay brothers; Monas-
tery of the Immaculate (!oncei)tion, Magnunicl, near

Ver.apoly, with 9 Tortiarj' Carmelite Fathers, ,uid lay

brothers, besides novices; St, Philomcna's Monasteryt
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Cunemao, near Verapoly, with 3 Tertiary Fathers, 3
lay brothers and some postulants. For Women, St.

Teresa's Carmelite Convent, with 7 Tertiary sisters;

St. Joseph's Convent, Verapoly, with 8 sisters; and
St. Joseph's Convent, Kottayam, with 4 sisters, be-

sides novice.s in each convent. Educational Insli-

tulions for Boys.—St. Joseph's Preparatory Seminary,
founded in 1908, with 16 students; St. Albert's High
School, Ernakulam, teaching up to matriculation with

600 pupils, of whom above 100 are boarders. For
Girls.—St. Teresa's Convent Boarding School,

Ernakulam, with 191 pupils; St. Joseph's Boarding
School Convent, Verapoly, with 95 pupiL; St.

Joseph's Convent Boarding School with 144 pupils;

all under Tertiary Carmelite sisters. Also 10 ver-

nacular schools and 123 parochial schools, with a

collective roll of 462.5 boys and 2918 girls. Chari-

table rnslilutions for Boys.—St. Joseph's Orphanage,
Ernakulam, vernacular, English and industrial schools,

with 30 orphans; Good Shepherd Orphanage, Kot-
tayam, under Brothers of St. Teresa, with industrial

school, etc., 28 orphans. For Girls.—St. Teresa's

Orphanage, Ernakulam, with 84 orphans; St. Joseph's

Orphanage, Verapoly, with 4.5 orphans; St. Joseph's

Orphanasc Kottayam, with 39 orphans, all under
Cannclitc Sisters. Various.—St. Joseph's Hospital,

Magiiunicl, and dispensary with 128 indoor and about
12,000 outdoor patients during the year. Four
catechumenates at Verapoly, Magnumel, Cranganore
and Kottayam. The number of conversions re-

corded in 1909 was 632. The publications of the

archdiocese are: "Messenger of the Sacred Heart"
in Malayalam; " Promptuarium Canonico-Litur-

picum" for the clergy; both printed at the Industrial

School Press, Ernakulam.
Ernest R. Hull.

Verbiest, Ferdinand, missionary and astronomer,

b. at Pittheni near Courtrai, Belgium, 9 Oct., 1623;

d. at Peking, 28 January, 16SS. He entered the

Society of Jesus on 2 Sept., 1641, and studied theol-

ogy at Seville, where he defended public theses in

16.5.5. In 16.58

with thirty- five

new missionaries

he accompanied
Father Martin
Martini on his re-

turn to China
after liaving se-

cured at Rome t he
Decree of Alexan-
chr VII for the
1 1 ilorat ion of the
I 'hinese rites (see

Hicci, Matteo).
lie reached Macao
in 16.59, and was
e.xercising his min-
istry in Shen-si

when in 1660 he
was called to

Peking to assist,

and eventually to replace. Father Adam Schall

in his astronomical labours. He was among
those imprisoned during the persecution of 1664.

Father Schall, the chief of those accused, being

unable to make himself understood by his judges.

Father Verbiest, himself loaded with nine

chains, <lefended him with courage and eloquence.

In fact the Church in China owed to Father Verbiest

the recovery of peace and greater security than it had
before the Outbreak. In 166St the yoimgemperor coin-

niamlnl a public test, which allowed the priest to prove
beyond ilispute the nicriis of European a.stronomy
compared with the ancient astronomy of China.
Father Verbiest and the mandarin who had instigated

Ferdinand Verbiest
From an engraving in Du Halde's

Description do la Chine

the persecution and who had taken Father Schall's

place as president of the bureau of mathematics, were
each commissioned to determine in advance the
length of the shadow thrown by a gnomon of a given
height at noon of a certain day; then the absolute and
relative positions of the sun and the planets on a
given date; and finally the moment of a lunar eclipse.

The results of the test, which the emperor, ministers,

and nobles established in person, were a triumph
for the astronomy of the missionaries. Father Ver-
biest was immediately placed at the head of the
Bureau of Mathematics, and, out of consideration for

him, his exiled brethren were authorized to return to

their missions.

Thenceforth K'ang-hi's benevolence towards Father
Verbiest and the Christian religion increased steadily.

The emperor requested the priest, to construct instru-

ments like those of Europe, and in May, 1674, Verbiest
was able to present him with six, made under his

direction: a quadrant, six feet in radius; an
azimuth compass, six feet in diameter; a sextant, eight

feet in radius; a celestial globe, six feet in diam-
eter; and two armillary spheres, zodiacal and equi-

noctial, each six feet in diameter. These large instru-

ments, all of brass and with decorations which made
them notable works of art, were, despite their weight,
very easy to manipulate, and a credit to Verbiest's

mechanical skill as well as to his knowledge of astron-

omy and mathematics. They are still in a perfect

state of preservation, and at the time of the expedition
against the Boxers (1900) the international troops
admired them on the platform of a tower of the im-
perial palace where P^ither Verbiest installed them
more than two centuries and a, half ago. K'ang-hi
made use of the talents of the Belgian Jesuit in various
other ways, e. g. the transportation of enormous
blocks of stone, the construction of an aqueduct, and
the casting of cannons. Not only did Father Verbiest.

cast 132 cannons of far superior power than those
possessed by the Chinese, but he invented a new
gun-carriage.

At the same time the missionary had to write in

Chinese a collection of works explaining the con-
struction of the instruments, their object, and the

manner of using them. The emperor also desired

him to compile astronomical tables indicating the

movements of the planets and the solar and lunar

eclipses for 2000 years to come; moreover, he had him
give on certain days a course in mathematics and
astronomy, at which many of the great mandarins as

well as the 160 students of the Bureau of Mathematics
assisted. In his desire to acquire the European
sciences, K'ang-hi himself became a pupil of the
missionary; for five whole months he summoned him
almost daily to his presence, setting aside in his behalf

all the laws of Chine.se etiquette and detaining him for

whole days, while Father ^'erbiest explained the astro-

nomical books compiled in Chinese liy himself and his

fellow-religious, and finally studying like a school-boy
under his direction arithmetic, rectilinear and spher-

ical geometry, geodesy, topography, etc. On behold-
ing the earnestness with which K'ang-hi endeavoured
to learn especially the chart of the heavens, Father
Verbiest began to ho|)e that "as a star of old brought
the magi to the adoration of the true Ciod, so the

princes of the I*'ar East t hrough knowledge of the stars

would be brought to reciignize and adore the Lord of

the -stars". K'ang-hi did not fulfil this hojie, but his

bent for the European sciences, by inclinmg him to

favour more and more the missionaries who made
them known to him, became the means of salvation

for thousands of his subjects. Through his influence

with the emiicrpr Father \'erbiest ilid more for the

spread of the (Sospel than any of the missi(maries who
preached it in the jirovinccs; nevertheless he found
time for the direct exercise of the apostolale, espe-

cially in the composition of short works in Chinese on
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ho principles of the Christian rehgion. As he says
n one of his letters, books which the Chinese always
velcomod as gifts, and which were especially esteemed
oniing from his pen, were a means of conveying the
ruth to persons to whom the missionaries would
itherwisc not have access. K'ang-hi recognized the
er\ic('s of the missionary by conferring on him
ucccssively the highest degrees of the mandarinate.
rhe Hbortj' to prcacli, the only reward Father Verbicst
ooked for, was almost the sole benefit he derived
mm his dignities.

It would seem that the use of the human sciences,

rhich had so powerfully a.ssisted Father Ricci to

Dund the Chinese mission, and permitted Father
'erhicst to save it, would henceforth not be mis-

cpresented. But such was not the case, and, as is w ell

nown, it was a missionary from China who consnU u d
I his duty to carry to Rome, and by me iiis of liis

.•ritings to spread throughout the world, imp is^ioik d
ccusations against the methods of the Jesuit misMon-
ries. Among the replies elicited by the attack of

'ather Nav.arrele there is one by Father \eibiesl,

: was not published, but was read at Rome and thence
ame an ample justitication of the worthy mlsslonar^
stronomer. Innocent XI, to whom he had dedicated
he Chinese translation of theMis--a! printed at Peking
nd .another work containing liis a st re moMiicalobserva-
ions, answered him on ;i Dereiiilier, KlSl b\ a Brief

hich means much more than a commoniilire ( \pies-
ion of thanks: "It ha,s pleased us especulh ", says
lie pope, "to learn from your letter with whit wisdom
nd .season.ableness {qiinm xaiiifiilcr nHpic opjmrtitne)

on have made use of the profane sciences for the
ilvation of the Chinese peoples and the ad^ ancement
nd benefit of the Christian faith: employing them to
^lel the false accusations and calumnies which have
een heaped upon the Christian name, opening the
ay to that high degree of favour with the Chinese
ing and his advi.sers, which has obtained both that
on yourself should be rielivered from the hai'sh
ri-i riiiions which you have long endured with the
1

I

' (ouragr, and the power to recall your fellow-
— :iiies from e.xile ami to restore to religion not

nl,\' us former lib("rt.\' and splendour, but to inspire
, with the hope of daily progress. ..."
In 1677 Father VerbiesI was a|)pointed vice pro-

incial, i. c. superior of all the Jesuit missions of
ihina. This nomination w;is a stimulus to seek new
leans of developing the work confided to his direc-
on, with which oliject he addressed (1.5 .\ug., 167S) a
ircular letter to all the members of his order in

lurope. In it he set forth the hopes which more than
rer were held out to the Faith in China, together
ith the impo.ssibility for the missionaries then in the
eld, with the fewness of their number and the inad-
^uacy of their resources, to gather in all the harvest.
[e then urge<l his bretliren in Kurope by most touch-
ig arguments to come in as great numbers as po.ssible

) reinforce this b<idy of overworked latiourers, and
Iso to procure for the mission the material resources
pccs-sary for founding new Christian coinmunities,
ipporting catechists, establishing schools, etc.

r'hile seeking assistants in Europe he endeavoured to
btain them also in China itself. The question of a
alive clergy h.ad arisen at the beginning of the mi.s-

on. There were didiculties in the way. Hitherto
Chinese had been raised to the priesthood, tliough

lany of them had entered the Society and iiad ren-
cred good service to the mission ;i.s catechists. The
ersccution of 16f)l, which for nearly five years de-
rived the Christians of their Kuropean missionaries,
Tiph.i.sized more urgently the need of Chinese priests,

'here is a memoir of the consultation then ordered by
le .lesuit superiors; it was dr.iwn up for the father
eneral by Father Verbicst, and is dated from Peking,
2 June, 107S. Herein the vice-provincial energetically
dvocatcd the necessity of ordaining Chinese priests;

to better assure their perseverance he urged that none
be raised to the priesthood save young or mature men
who had pre\iously been received and tried in the So-
ciety. Moreover, he desired t hat these Chinese priests
might be allowed to say Mass and adniiriisiii' ihe sacra-
ments in the Chinese language, wlu'li p. i mission had
been granted in principle by Paul \ , as eai ly as 1615.
Among the things which Father Verbiest particularly
recommended to Father Couplet, sent to Rome in
1680 as procurator of the missions of China, was a re-

quest for a confirmation of this permission. His gift

to the pope of the Chinese tiansLition of the Missal by

Verbiest's .Astronomical Instruments at Peking
From a drawing by hiiiLscIf engraved in his .A.sfrononiia Enropea

Father BugUo was calculated to support this request

,

but Father Couplet's negotiations in this respect were
without result.

Father Verbiest was more fortunate in his appeal to
his brethren in Europe. Well .seconded by F. Cou-
plet in his journeys with a Chinaman through Italy,

France, and the Low Countries, this appeal amused
numerous and ardent volunteers. The strongest con-
tingent of aspirants was furnished by France. Louis
XIV, who had several times received Father Couplet
and Michael, the Chinaman, at Versailles, longed for
the glory of founding at his own expense a French mis-
sion, which would simultaneously serve the interests of
religion and science in the Far East. And his min-
isters rightly divined how much France's commercial
expansion would gain thereby. Con.sequently, six

Jesuits were taken from t he cho.sen st alTof t he college of
Paris. Having previously been made fellows of the
Academy of Sciences and given the title of mathemati-
cians to the king, they set sail from Brest, ;{ March,
lliS.^, with the embassy which the king was sending to
Siam, Five of them set out from Siam in 1687 and
landed at Ning-po in China on 23 July. The authori-
zation to penetrate to the interior, which the Viceroy
of Chekiangand even the Tribunal of Rites at Peking
would have refused them, was granted them by the
emjieror at Father Verbiest 's request . The arrival of
these recruits was a great consolation to the venerable
missionary. Nevertheless he wa.s not to have the joy
of receiving them at Peking, which they reached
(7 February) ten days after his death. They ar-
rived in time for his funeral which K'ang-hi dclaved in

order that it might be more .solemn. On 11 ^Iarch
Father Verbiest's remains were caiTied to the burial-
l)lace formerly given to Father Ricci.
Carton, Notice bioa. sur Ic P. F. Verbiest, missionaire <l la

Chine (BruKea. 18,1!)); de Backer-.Iommervogei.. Bibl. de la
comp. de Jfms. VIII. .';74-.')SB; Cordier. Bibl. mnica, II, 1098;
Greslon, Hist, de la Chine toun la domination dea Tarlares (Paris,
1B7I); Idem, Rfcil des choeea Ics plus remarquables qui Ae xont
passles a la cour de Pikin louchant nos pirea el touchanl lea malh6-
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maliqu£s celte annee 1669 (MS. Archives of the state, at Brussels;
,/esm'(«, no. 1427), 173-192; Astronomia Europaea sub imperalore
ToTtaro-Sinico Cam-Hy appetlato ex umbra in lucem revocata a R. P.
Ferdinando Verbiesl (Dilhngen, 1687); Ada SS.. XIII, Parali-
pomena dissert. 48 and 49; Le Comte, Nouveaux mem. sur I'elat

present de la Chine, I (Paris, 1696), 139-49, describing and illus-

trating Verbiest's instruments; D£l.\mbbe, Hist, de Vastronomie
du moyen-age (Paris, 1819), 213; Lettre ecrile de la Chine cm Von
voit I'etal present du chrislianisme dans cet em-pire, et les biens qu'on

y peut Saire (Paris, 1682), containing Verbiest's letter to the
Society, the Brief of Innocent XI to Verbiest, etc.; Lettre du P. de
Fonlaney au P. de la Chaise (Tcheou-chan, 15 Feb., 1903) in
Lettres edtfiantes el curieuses, VII (Paris, 1707), 61: Lettre du P.
AnSoine Thomas, S.J., datee de Pekin 8 Septembre, 1688, published
by BosMANS in Archiv fiir die Gesch. der Naturvrissenschaften und
der Technik, I (Leipzig, 1909); Bosmans, Ferdinand Verbiest in
Revue des Quest. Scientif. (1912).

Joseph Brucker.

VerbumSupernumProdiens, the first line of two
hymns celebrating respectively the Nativity of Christ

and the Institution of the Holy Eucharist. The
hymnologist Daniel remarks on the obvious relation

between the Nativity and the Eucharist "by which
through all ages the Word made Flesh wfll dwell
among us" as justifying the similar forms of the two
hymns (Thesaurus, I, 254).

I. The N.\tivity Hymn.—In its unrevised form the

second line was: "A Patre olim e.xiens". The cor-

rectors of the Breviary under Urban VIII changed it

into its present Breviary form: "E Patris a'terni

sinu". Sometimes ascribed to St. Ambrose or to St.

Ciregory the Great, its authorship is unknowii. Mone
supposed it to be of the second half of the fifth cen-

tury; but although Advent may possibly date back
that far, the hymn is probably much later. From
the tenth century it has been the usual hjTnn for

Matins, although given in a few manuscripts to

Lauds. Originally the hymn was rhj'med through-

out in couplets (with one exception). The revision

under Urban VIII left not a single strophe unchanged,
in the removal of its many unclassical prosodic fea-

tures.

II. The Eucharist Hymn.—Its second line is;

"Nee Patris linquens dexteram". Left untouched
by the revisers of L^rban VIII, it lacks classical jjros-

ody, is in accentual rhythm, and rhymes alternately:

Verbum supernum prodiens
Nee Patris linquens dexteram,

Ad opus suum e.xiens

Venit ad vitse vesperam.

The Word of God proceeding forth

Yet leaving not the Father's side,

And going to His work on earth.

Had reached at length hfe's eventide.

The hymn is assigned to Lauds of Corpus Christ i

(q. V.) and is commonly ascribed to St. Thomas Aqui-
nas. Dom Morin (Revue Benedictine, April, 1910,

236-46) compares the Office of Corpus Christi with
that of the older Cistercian breviaries (1484-1674),

and shows that St. Thomas probably borrowed (while

revising) seven of the responsories of Matins from it,

and also probably the hymn "Verbum Supernum".
In the Cistercian Office the hymn comprised nine
stanzas divided into two hymns (for Matins and
Lauds respectively), whereas now the hymn has only
six stanzas. The Cistercian hymn was sung to the
the melody of the Advent hymn, "Verbum Super-
num", whereas we now sing the Eucharist ic hymn to

the different melody of the Ascensiontide hymn,
"Sterne Rex Altissime". "It is very natural to sup-
po.se that this choice (a common melody, as in the Cis-

tercian Office, for both of the Verbum Supernum
hvmns) was the primitive one" (Morin).

"I. Julian. Diet, of HymnolootI (2nd cd., London, 1907). 1217,
1721, gives twenty-five references to trs.; to his list add: Baq-
8HAWE, Breviary Hymns and Missal Sequenres (London, s. d.),

no. 41: "Kternal Word who dost proceed": Donaiioe. Karly
Christian Hymns (New York, 1908), 49: "O Word of Might that
springing forth". SniPLEr, Annus Sanctus (London, 1874),

gives trs. of Newman, Caswall, Earle, and Primer of 1706 (which
8hiplpv thinks is probably by Drvden). Pimont, Les Hymnes du
Breriaire Romain. II (Paris, 1878), 29-38, old and revised texts,
comment.; Mone, Lateinische Hymen des Miltelalters, I (Frei-
burg, lSo3), no. 33, 48; Daniel, Thesaurus Hymnologicus, I, no.
74, 77; IV, 144.

II. JuUA.v (op. cit.), 1218, 1721, gives references to twenty-one
trs.; to his list add: Bagshawe (op. cit.), no. 87: "The Heavenly
Word proceeding forth"; Donahoe (op. cit.), 185: "The Word
at God's right hand came forth"; Henry. iSursum Corda (1910), 5.

Shipley (op. cit.) gives trs. by Kent, .^ylward, Campbell, Primer
of 1706 ("probably by Dryden"). Pimont (op. cit.). Ill (Paris,
1884), 189-97, speaks enthusiastically of the stanza "Se nascens
dedit socium", whose single rhymic scheme suggests that the
writer, "borne on the wings of enthusiasm, breaks through his
self-imposed limitations of form and seeks to emphasize )iis

thought by a uniform rhyme". The thought seems to be bor-
rowed from St. Bernard (De diligendo Deo): "Se dedit in meri-
tum; se dedit in pr^Emium; se apponit in refectione animarum
.sanctarum: se in redemptione distrahit captivarum". But the
writer of the hymn put the thoughts "in a style, a bre\nty, a col-

location, which we cannot too much admire and to which the
movement so magisterially cadenced and the highly felicitous

rhyme give an inexpressible charm" (Pimont). Hymns .4n-
eient and Modern (hist, ed., London, 1909). for Latin tests, Eng.
trs., harmonized plainsong and modern setting of both hymns,
nos. 44 and 261; Blume, Thomas von Aquin u. das Frohnleichnams-
offizium etc. in Theologie u. Claube (1911), no. 5, 358-72.

H. T. Henry.

Vercelli, Archdiocese of (Vercellensis), in the
Province of Novara, Piedmont, Italy. The city of

Vercelli is an important commercial centre for agri-

cultural produce. The cathedral, erected and en-

larged by St. Eusebius, formerly adorned with pre-

cious pillars and mosaics, was remodelled in the ninth
century, and radically changed in the sixteenth by
Count Alfieri. Like the other churches of the city it

contains valuable paintings, epecially those of Gau-
denzio Ferrari, Giovenone, and Lanino, who were na-
tives of Vercelli. Noteworthy also are Sta. Maria
Maggiore and Sant' Andrea. The latter was erected

by Cardinal Guala Bicchieri (1219) together with the

old Cistercian monastery, one of the most beautiful

and best preserved Romanesque monuments in Italy.

There is an Institute of the Beaux-Arts, containing

]).aintings by Vercellese artists. There are many reUcs

of the Roman period, e. g. an amphitheatre, hippo-
drome, sarcophagi, many important inscriptions, some
of which are Christian. There are old charitable insti-

tutions, like the hospital founded by Cardinal Guala
Bicchieri (1224), which has an annual revenue of

more than 600,000 lire (.SI 17,000); the hospices for

orphan girls (1.5.53), and for boys (1.542), and mendi-
cant homes. The archives of the metropolitan chap-
ter contain valuable MSS., including an evangelarium
of the fourth century, the "Novels" of Justinian, the

"Leges Langobardorum", the "Capitulare regum
Francorum", also hagiographical MSS. not all of

which have been critically examined, and a very old

copy of the "Imitation of Christ", which is relied

upon as an argument for attributing the authorship

of the work to John Gersen. The civil archives are

not less important, and contain documents dating

from 882. The extensive seminary contains a large

library.

Vercellae (Vercellum) was a city of the Libici, or

Lebecii, a Ligurian tribe; it became an important
muniriinum, near which in 101 B. c. Marius defeated
the Cimbri and the Teutones, and Stilicho annihi-

lated the Goths .500 years later. It was half ruined in

St. Jerome's time. After the Lombard invasion it

belonged to the Duchy of Ivrea. From 88,5 it was
under the jurisdiction of the bishop, who was a count
of the emiiire. It became an independent commune
in 1120, and joined the first and second Lombard
leagues. Its statutes are among the most interesting

of those of the medieval republics. In 1197 they

abolished the servitude of the glebe. In 1228 the

University of Pavia was Ininsferred to \'ercelli, where
it remained till the fourteenth century, but without

gaining much prominence. Only :i university school

of law has been niaint:uned. During the troubles of

the thirtccntii century it fell into tlie power of the
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'ella Torre of Milan (1263), of the Marquesses of

[onferrato (1277), who appointed Matteo Visconfi

ijilain (1290-9). The Ghibellines (Tizzoni) and
uclphs (Avogadri) disputed the city from 1301 till

(34, the latter party being expelled several times,

lus enabling the Marquess of Monferrato to take
ercelh (132S), which voluntarily placed itself under
le Viscount of Milan in 1334. In 1373 Bishop Gio-

inni Fieschi expelled the Visconti, but Matteo ro-

mquered the city. Facino Cane (1402), profiting

i' the strife between Giovanni Maria and Fihppo
iaria Visconti, took Vercelli, but was driven out by
eodoro di Monferrato (1404), from whom the city

issed to the dukes of Savoy (1427). In 1499 and
)53 it was captured by the French, and in 1616 and
)78 by the Spaniards. In 1704 it sustained an ener-

'tic siege by the French, who failed to destroy the

rtress; after this it

lared the fortunes

Savoy. In 1821
ercelli rose in fa-

)ur of theConstitu-
Dn.

According to an
a c lent lectionary

le Gospel was first

cached here in the

cond half of the

ird century by Sts.

ibinianus and Mar-
ilis, bishops from
aul, when they w-ere

turning to their

oceses. The epis-

ipal see was not es-

blished till after

le peace of Con-
ant inc. The first

shop was St. Euse-
us, a Sardinian, a

ctor of the Roman
hurch and a stren-

)us opponent of Arianism. From Vercelh the Gospel
iread through the valley of the Po and its environs;

wards the end of the fourth century, perhaps even
iring the episcopate of St. Eu.sebius, new dioceses

ere erected. From Eusebius to Nottingo (830)
lere were forty bishops, whose images were pre-

rved in the Eusebian basilica, so called because St.

ii.sebius dedicated it to St. Theonestus, martyr, and
IS interred in it. He introduced the common and
onastic life among his clergy, from whom bishops
r the surrounding territory were often selected,

niong his successors were: St. Simenus (370), who
iptized and consecrated St. Ambrose; St. Honoratus
9li), who administered the Viaticum to St. Ambrose;
. Justinianus (living in 451); St. ^milianus (about
10) built an aqueduct for the city at his own expen.se;

. Flavianus (541); St. Celsus (6t)5); Norgaudus
44) restored common life among the canons; Liu-
ardus (880), who had been archchancellor of Charles
e Fat (deposed later); and who was slain during the
vasion of the Huns (899), Uke Regenbertus (904-

;) ; Atto (d. 960), reformer of ecclesiastical discipline;

trus (978), imprisoned in the Holy Land by the
lyptian Mu.ssulmans; Leo (999), chancellor of

to III and Henry II; Gisulfus (11.33) re-established
mmon life among the canons in 1144; St. Albertus
18.5-1204), founder of the chair of theology, later

itriarch of Jerusalem; Renerio Avogadro (1296) op-
i.sed the partisans of the heretic Fra Dolcino; Gu-
ielmo Didier (1437), an elector of Felix V, antipope;
iuliano della Rovere (1.502), later Pope Julius II

503) ; Cardinal Guido Ferrerio (1562), founder of the
minary, embellished the cathedral and introduced
e Triclentine reform; Gianfrancesro Honomo (1572)
ntinued the reform and replaced (1573) the Euse-

bian Rite by the Roman. In 1817 the Diocese of
Vercelli, then suffragan of Turin (but previously of
Milan\ was made an archdiocese, the first archbishop
being Giuseppe di Grimaldi. The dioceses .suffragan

to Vercelli are: Alessandria, Biella, Casale, Novara,
Vigevano. The archdiocese contains 136 parishes;

250,000 inhabitants; 447 secular and 33 regular
priests; 7 houses of religious (men), and 4 of nuns;
4 educational institutes for boys, and 8 for girls.

The religious periodicals are "L'unione" (weekly)
and "La santa infanzia" (monthly).

Cappelletti, Le chie^e d' Italia, XII: Savio, GH antichi vescovi
del Piemonle (Turin, 1899), 403; Pasti, VerceUi sacra (Como,
1909).

U. Benigni.

Vercellone, Carlo (Charles), Biblical scholar,

b. at Biella, Milan; d. at Rome, 19 Jan., 1869.

He entered the Order
of the Barnabites,
at Genoa, in 1829;
studied philosophy
at Turin and theol-

ogy at Rome, under
Aloj'sius Ungarelli

;

taught the sacred
sciences at Alessan-
dria, Turin, Perugia,
and Parma; and, in

1847, was made presi-

dent of the college

of the Barnabites at

Rome, a position

which he held to-

gether with the
charge, first, of proc-
urator, and then
general, of his order,

and with various
offices in several
Roman Congrega-

,. tions, until hisdeath.
•• ^^'"^^'•^

His first publication
was (1857) the edition (5 quarto volumes) of the Vati-
can MS. (B) of the Scriptures prepared by Cardinal
Mai under the auspices of Leo XII and printed from
1828 to 1838, to which he added by way of preface a
letter to the reader. That this edition was far from
perfect, Mai himself had well reaUzed, and Vercellone
pubhcly acknowledged in the above-mentioned letter;

he at once set out to have it corrected mainly from
Mai's notes, the outcome of his labours being a new
octavo edition of the New Testament (Rome, 1859),
prefaced by an excellent epistle. A few months
before, a poor reprint of the New Testament edition
of 1857 had been struck off at Leipzig for a London
firm. Yet critics persisted in thinking a new and
accurate edition of the "Vaticanus" was imper-
atively needed, and Pius IX manifested his inten-
tion to carry out the design and entrust it to Wrcellone.
The latter helped Tischendorf in the preoaration
of his "Nov. Test. Vat." (Leipzig, 1867).

In 1868, appeared the first volume of the "Bibliorum
sacrorum gra'cus codex vaticanus, auspice Pio IX . . .

editus",theworkof Vercellone and the Basilian monk
Cozza; the second volume (Cienesis-Josue) followed
in 1869, shortly before Vercellone's death, and the
others in 1870, 1871, 1872, and 1881, Cajetan Sergio
and Canon Henry Fabiani having replaced Vercellone.
Vercellone's critical studies on the text of the Latin
Vulgate, although he brought the work only as far as
IV Kings, contributed more to his fame than the
editing of the Vatican MS. These studies, with im-
portant and valuable prolegomena, appeared (2 vols.,

l.S()0-64) under the title, "Varia> lectiones Vulgatx
latins' editionis Bibliorum", and may be said to have
paved the way to the revision of the Vulgate now
in progress. As i)reparatory to his edition of the
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Greek Bible, Vercellone wrute "Ulteriori studii

sul N. T. greco dell' antichissimo Cod. Vaticano"
(Rome, 1866) ; in 1867 he published a critical study,

"La Storia dell' adultera nel Vangelo di s. Giovanni"
(Rome), in which he defended the authenticity
of the passage (John, vii, 53-viii, 11). He also

edited nine pamphlets of Gerdil on the Hierarchy of

the Church. In 1869 he pubUshed a "Discours sur

I'histoire des langues semitiques de Renan", in which
he refuted some of the assertions of the French critic.

A sketch of Vcrcellone'a life is in the edition of the Codex vati-

canus, VI (Rome, 1881), pp. xiv-xv; Scrivener, Introduction to

the criticism of the N. T., I (London, 1894), 112, 116-18; Hohtek,
Nomeiiclator, V (Innsbruck, 1911), i, 1214; Sergio, Notizie intomo
alia vita ed agli scritti del P. D. C, Vercellone (Rome, 1869).

Charles L. Souvat.

Verdaguer, Jacinto, poet, b. at Riudeperas,
Province of Barcelona, Spain, 17 April, 184.5; d. at

Vallvidrera, Barcelona, 10 June, 1902. While in

training to receive Holy orders, he early showed his

literary instincts by competing for the prizes offered

in the Jochs Florals, or poetical toiu'nament, lield

yearly for the purpose of stimulating composition in

the vernacular of the eastern part of the Iberian

peninsula. Religious faith, country, and love are the

main themes promoted by the Jochs Florals, and on
the first two of these Verdaguer wrote with signal

success, winning his first prize in 1861. He was or-

dained in 1870. In 1877 he published his most famous
work, one of the most notable in the history of modern
Catalan, the epic "La Atlantida," which quickly
attracted attention and was translated into Spanish,

French, ItaUan, English, and German. The "Oda a
Barcelona" of 1883 was followed by the epic legend,

"Canig6" (dealing with the times of the reconquest
of Spain from the Moors and locating its scenes in

the Pyrenees region). Then came the noted "Idilis

y cants mistichs" (1879), the "Cansonsde Montserat"
(1880), the "Caritat"(1885),the"Patria"(188S),the
"Cants religiosos pel poble" (1882), the "Somni de
Sant Joan" (1887), the "Jesus Infant" (1890-05), the

"Sant Francesch" (1895), the "Flors del Calvari"
(1896), the "Santa Eularia" (1898), etc.

Obres completes ordenades y dnotades (7 vols., Barcelona, 1905-
1908) ; La Atlantida ab la traduccid Castellana per Melcior de Patau
(Barcelona, 1878); Sp. tr. Palic (Madrid, 1906); S.ivine,

L'Atlantide, poeme traduit du Catalan de Mossen Jacinto Ver~

(/a£/uer (Paris, 1884): this contains the Catalan textwith the French
and an interesting essay on La renaissance de la poesie catalane.

J. D. M. FoED.

Verdi, Giuseppe, composer, b. at Le Ronoole,
Parma, Italy, 10 October, 1813; d. at S. Agata, near
Busseto, 27 January, 1901. From his earliest years

he evinced an extraordinary musical aptitude, and
at the age of ten became organist of the village

church. From 1826 to 1829 he took lessons from
Proves!, organist of Busseto cathedral, and in 1S31

went to Milan to study under Lavigna. On the

death of Provesi (1833) Verdi returned to Brusset,

where he remained for five years, during which he
married Margherita Barezzi; in 1838, however, he
settled in Milan. His first opera, "Oberto", was
performed in 1839 and gave a foretaste of the young
composer's abihties, but the production of "Nabuco"
(9 March, 1842), followed by "Lombardi" (11 Feb.,

1843), showed that a rising star had appeared. The
success was accentuated by "Ernani" (9 Mar., 1844),

and Verdi's fame as an operatic composer was assured.

Several other o])eras followed in the years 1844 and
1846, and he declined ;m ofTer as conductor of Drury
Lane Theatre, London, in succession to Costa, though
his reception in England was not over cordial. His
"Luisa Miller" (8 Dec, 1849) added to his triumphs,

and with it ended his fame in one style of opera.

Verdi entered on a new pha.se in 1850, and his "Rigo-
letto" (produced :tt Venice on 11 March, 1851)
astonished the musical world. Then followed "II

Trovatore" (19 Jan., 1853) and "La Traviata"

GirsEP
From a pliotugraph

(6 Mar., 1853), all three being still popular. "Un
Ballo in Maschera" (17 Feb., 1859) completed his

triumph in a new style of wTiting. "Don Carlos"
(11 Mar., 1867) and "Aida" (produced at Cairo, 24
Dec, 1871) represent what has been aptly termed
Verdi's third style. "Aida" is not only an advance
on "Rigoletto", but is clearly a development of

genius so strong
that it may well
be regarded as a
new style.

Meantime
Verdi visited
England in 1855
and again in

1862, when he
conducted h i s

"Inne deUe Na-
zioni" at Her
Majesty's Thea-
tre. "His la>I

visit was in ls7."i.

when he was :ii

the zenith of ]i\s

powers. It was
rumoured that

he had laid down
his pen forever
after the produc-
tion of "Aida",
but on 5 Feb.,

1887, he astonished even his warmest admirers by a
four-act opera, "(Jtello" (hbretto by Boito). On 5
Feb., 1893, his "Falstaff " was given at La Scala, and
he was created Marchese of Busseto by the King of

Italy. For an octogenarian this opera was a tour de
force in musical annals. Its dramatic quahties place
it on a level with Wagner's operas, and Verdi's han-
dling of the comic element showed an undreamt-of
power. Indeed it has been truly said that "Otello"
and "Falstaff" rank as a fourth style of Verdi. His
place in music is as an operatic composer of the first

rank, and he considerably influenced the Italian

School of the second half of the nineteenth century.
Verdi deserves to be reckoned in the category of

church composers; his "Requiem" (wTitten for the
anniversary of Manzoni's death) is a work of art, and
continues to find much favour; it was first performed
at Milan on 22 May, 1874. Among his rehgious com-
positions are: "Pater Noster", for five voices; an
"Ave Maria", for soprano solo and strings (both
performed in 1880); a "Te Deum", for two four-part
choirs, voices, and orchestra; a "Stabat Mater",
four-part, and two motets in honour of the Blessed
Virgin. These four appeared in 1898, and were per-

formed in Paris on 7 April, 1899. Verdi's Catholic
spirit was shown by his resigning his office as member of

the Italian parliament for Busseto; and, subsequently,
when, on being appointed a senator by the King
of Italy (1875), he went to Rome to be duly admitted,
but never assisted at a single sitting. Professor
Dickenson in his " JVIusic in the History of the \A'estern

Church ' WTites: "In Verdi also we have a truly

filial devotion to the Catholic Church, united with
a temper;imcnt easily excited to a white heat when
submitted to his nuisical inspiration." By his will

Verdi be(]ue;itlied an endowment fund for a home for

aged musicians.
Potlai.N, Verdi (Paris. 1881); STRE.txriELD, Masters of Tialian

Music (London, 1895); Mazzucato in Grove, Diet, of Music and
Musicians (new ed., Ix>ndon, 1910), s. v.

W. H. GnATTAN-FLOOD.

Verdon, Michael. See Dunedin, Diocese of.

Verdun, Diochsk of (Vuiodixkxsis), comprises

the Department of t he Mruse. Supprcsscil by t he Con-
cordat of 1802, and sulwequently united to the Diocese

of Nancy, Verdun was re-established by the Bull of 27
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ily, 1817, and by the Royal Decree of 31 October,

(22. It was formed practically of the entire ancient

iocese of Verdun, portions of the ancient Dioceses of

rier, Chdlons, Toul, Metz, and Keims, and became
.ffragan of the Archdiocese of Besan^on. For the late

adition attributing the foundation of the Church of

?rdun to St. Sanctinu.s, disciple of St . Denis the Areo-

Lgite, after he had founded the Church of Meaux, see

!eaux. Certain local traditions state that Sts.

!aurus, Salvinus, and Arator were bishops of Verdun
ter St. Sanctinus, but the first bishop known to his-

ry is St. Polychronius (Pulchrone) who lived in the

th century and was a relative and disciple of St.

ipus de Troyes. Other bishops worthy of mention

e: St. Possessor (470-86); St. Firminus (486-502);

itonus (Vaune) (502-29); St. Desire (Desideratus)

29-54); St. Agericus (Airy) (554-91), friend of St.

regory of Tours and of Fortunatus; St. Paul (630-

!), formerly Abbot of the Benedictine Monastery
Tholey in the Diocese of Trier; and St. Madalvaeus
.lauve) (753-76). The legend according to which
>ter, successor of Madalva;us, received the Diocese

Verdun from Charlemagne as a reward for the

ssion of the town of Paviaor Trevi.so to the P>anks,

no longer accepted. Peter became Bishop of Ver-

in in 781, named to that office by Adrian I at the

quest of Charlemagne; shortly afterwards he was
cused of conspiring against the emperor but was
jared of the accusation at the Synod of Frankfort

94). Bishop Dado (880-923) caused the "Gesta
liscoporum Virodunensium " to be begun by Ber-
arius, a Benedictine of Saint-Vanne, afterwards
ntinued down to 1250 by Lawrence, another monk
Saint-Vanne, and later by an anonymous writer.

Verdun, which had been originally a Roman
fitas, shared the destiny of Lorraine in the Middle
jes and formed part of Lower Lorraine. The
unts of Vc-rdun belonged to the family of Ardennes
which Godfrey of Bouillcm, the hero of the First

rusade, was an illu.strious member. The Emperor
;to III in 997 conferred on Bishop Haymon of Ver-
u\ and his successors the titles of counts of their

liscopal city and princes of the Holy Roman F^npire
ith all the rights of sovereigns, especially that of

lining for life a count subject to the commands of the
shop {('(imir I'iriger). These "episcopal counts" also

,lled vi}tws {<!(!rncali) continued to be .selected by the
shops of Verdun from the family of Ardennes, and
ere were fre(|uent quarrels between the bislmps and
e voues. Thus Godfrey of Bouillon, Vouv of Verdun,
win conflict with Thierry the Great, Bishop of Ver-
m from 1047 to 1088, before leaving for the Crusade,
id renounced his rights to thecountship. Duringthe
St half of the twelfth centiu'v, Henauld le Borgne,
3unt dc Bar and Tout' of V'erdun, governed the town
a tyrant and resisted the authority of the bishops

r thirty-five years. The feast entitled "Com-
emoration of the Miracles of the Virgin Mary"
celebrated in the diocese on 20 October, in honour
the final victory of Bishop .Mbero (1131-56) over

le BorgiM?" to whom the former ceded Clermontois
id Vienne-le-Chateau. F'rom this time the voites of
prdun were s\ippressed. The concessions obtained
im the Emijcror Louis of Bavaria in 1227 by the peo-
e of Verflun were the cause of a two-years' war be-
^een them and Bishop Kaoul de Tf)rote (1224-45).
icques de Troyes. later i)op<' under the name of Urban
f, was BLsho]) of Verdun from 12.52 to 1255. Among
her bishoi)s arc: Li^bauld de Cus.ance (1379-1403),
ho signed a treaty with King Charles VI of France
, which French dominion was established in Verdun;
ardinal Ix)uis de Bar (1419-30); fiuillaume de
illastre (1437-49), historian of the Golden Fleece
''oiinn d'Or); and Cardinal .Jean de Lf>rraine (1.523-

1). Nicolas Pseaulme (1.548-75) successfully with-
ood the inro.ads of Protestantism in the diocese,
t the Council of Trent he vigorously attacked the

system of commendatory abbots. It was during hia

episcopate that the Constable de Montmorency con-
quered in the name of Henry II, King of France, the
"Three Bishoprics" of Metz, Toul, and Verdun
(1552), though theoretically they remained terri-

tories of the empire until the Peace of Westphalia in

1648. Other incunilients of the see were Charles de
Lorraine, Cardinal ile Vaudcmont (15S.5-S7), and
Eric de Lorraine Vaudemont (1593-1610) to whom, at

the end of 1603, after many difticulties, Clement VIII
ga\'e full power to legalize the marriage of the Catho-
lic Henry, heir to the Duchy of Lorraine, to his

Calvinist cousin Catherine, sister of Henry IV.

Under the old regime the bishops of Verdun were

The CathedIial. Verdun

suffragans of Trier. Eugene III visited Verdun to

consecrate the new cathedral on 11 November, 1147.

This cathedral was built at the order of Bishop
Albero by the architect Garin, its cloister being a
masteri)iece of flamboyant Gothic, built from 1509 to

1517. The Abbey of Tholey was given in 634 to the
church of Verdun by the rich deacon Adalgisus, its

founder, out of esteem for his friend Bishop Paul.
Until the time of Charlemagne it w.as the chief

ecclesiastical school for the clergy of Verdun. The
Benedictine Abbey of Vasloge, later Beaulieu,
founded in 642 by St. Rouyn, numbered among its

abbots in the eleventh century Blessed Richard (d.

1046), Abbot of Saint-Vanne, who reformed it, and
St. Poppon, who died in 1048. The Benedictine
Abbey of Saint-Vanne de Verdun was founded in 952
t,o replace a community which had been esl.'i,blislied

in the same churchbySt. Vitoiius. Among the abbots
of Saint-Vanne may be mentioned the aforesaid
Blessed Richard, who dissuiidecl the ICmperor St.

Henry from becoming a monk of .Saint-Vanne when
he came to Verdun for that ])urpose about the year
1024; also .\bl)ot Conon, who playefl an important
part in the conflict of investitures, and who died
in 1178. I'\)r the important monastic reforms of

the beginning of the seventeenth century, which,
thanks to the prior Doni Didier dc? la Cour, emanated
from the Abbey of Saint-Vanne, see Benedictine
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Order. The superb Church of Saint-Vanne was
destroj-ed in 1832 and its cloister, which had been
converted into barracks, was burned in 1870. The
Abbey of Saint-Paul de Verdun was founded (970-

973) by Bishop Vicfrid. It was originally occupied

by Benedictines, but in 1135 by Premonstratensians,

and was finally destroyed in 1552. The Benedictine

Abbey of Saint-Airy de Verdun, founded between
1025 and 1042, opened pubhc schools about the year
1100, which enjoyed renown for a number of years.

In 709 a monastery dedicated to St. Michael was es-

tablished on Mont de Chatillon by Vulfoad, mayor
of the palace under Childeric, King of Austrasia.

Abbot Maragdus, a friend of Charlemagne, trans-

ferred it in 819 to the borders of the Aleuse, thus
founding the town of Saint-Mihiel. The reform
inaugurated by the congregation of Saint Vanne was
introduced into this monastery in 1606 by Cardinal
Charles de Lorraine, one of its abbots. Cardinal de
Retz was also an abbot of Saint-Mihiel and occupied
the castle of Commercy, where he wrote his "Me-
moirs on the Fronde", and which castle he restored

and afterwards sold to Charles IV of Lorraine.

The castle and town of Vaucouleurs belonged to

the lords of Joinville, one of whom wrote the life of

St. Louis. At this town Joan of Arc presented her-

self to Robert de Baudricourt, offering her services

against the English who were then besieging Orleans.

Before the foundation of the Fortress of Montmedy
there existed, on the rock dominating the town, a

chapel under the protection of the Blessed Virgin

which in the sixth century had replaced a statue of

the Gaulish Mercury. The Diocese of Verdun fig-

ures largely in the history of art, owing to the sculp-

tor Ligier Richier (1500-72), a pupil of Michelangelo.

His mausoleum of Rene de Chalons, Prince of Orange,

at Bar-le-Duc and his Holy Sepulchre in the church of

Saint-Mihiel are admirable works of art. A council

held at Verdun in 947 dealt with the conflict between
Hugues and Artaud both of whom claimed the See of

Reims, finally retained by Artaud. At Tusey (Tusia-

cum) near Vaucouleurs, a council, convened by
Charles the Bald and Lothaire, was held in 860. The
synodal letter despatched by the council and revised

by Hincmar, dealt with usurpers of ecclesiastical

benefices and maintained against the doctrine of

Gottschalk that Jesus died for all men without ex-

ception. The Treaty of Verdun signed in 843 by the

three Kings, Lothaire, Charles the Bald, and Louis

the German, definitively confirmed the division of

Charlemagne's empire. A number of saints are con-

nected with the history of the diocese of whom the

following are worthy of mention: St. Euspicius, who
during the siege of Verdun in 502 by Clovis, prevailed

on him to spare the town and received the territory

of Micy near Orleans on which to build an abbey; he

was an uncle of St. Vanne (V'itonus). Bishop of Verdun,

and of St. Mcsniin (Maximinus) from whom the Ab-
bey of Micy received its name. St. Wandrille (Wan-
dregesilus), b. in Verdun in 570, founder of the

Monastery of Fontenelle and his nephew St. Gou, also

bom in Verdun and a monk of Fontenelle; St. Rouyn
(Rodingus) of Irish origin, who founded the Abbey of

Beaulieu in the episcopate of St. Paul and died in 708

at the age of 117; also Ble.ssed Pierre of Luxembourg
(1369-1387), Bishop of Metz and cardinal, son of

Gui de Luxembourg, Count de Ligny. Father Ger-

billon (1634-1707), a Jesuit, who ]>layed an iniimrtaiit

part in the Chinese Mis.sioiis, came originally from

Verdun, and the celebrated and learned Doni Calniet

(1672-1757) was bom at Mesnil la Ilorgne.

The chief pilgrimages of the diocese are: Notre
Dame d'Avioth, near Montin(5dy, dating from the

twelfth century, with a sanctuary dating from the

fourteenth to the fifteenth centuries; Notre Dame de

Benolte Vaux; Notre Dame de la Belle Epine, at

Bouchon; Notre DameduGuet, at Bar-le-Duc, dating

from 1130; Notre Dame des Vertus, at Ligny; Ste
Anne d'Argonne, dating from 1338; and Notre Dame
de La VoOte at V'aucouleurs. Before the application
of the law of 1901 regarding the associations, the fol-

lowing orders were represented in the Diocese of \'er-

dun: Capuchins; Clerks Regular of our Saviour and
several orders of teaching brothers. Among orders
for women were: Canonesses Regular of St. Augustine
of the Congregation of Our Lady, founded at Corbeil
(Seine et Oise) in 1643, in 1816 they were charged
with the education at Versailles of the daughters of

the Chevaliers de St. Louis and were transferred to
Verdun in 1839; also the Sisters of Compassion, a
teaching order founded in 1846 with a mother-house at

St-Hilaire-en-Woevre. At the end of the nineteenth
century the religious congregations directed: 64 infant

schools, 7 orphan asylums for girls, 2 houses of

charity, 1 dispensary, 3 houses for nursing the sick in

their homes, 1 house of retreat, 1 lunatic asylum, and
18 hospitals. In 1905 at the end of the concordatory
regime there were 283,480 inhabitants, 30 first-class

parishe.^, 444 succursals and 34 vicariates.
Gallia Christiana, XIII (nova. 1785), 1160-1263; instr., 551-584;

RoussEL, Hiat. ecclesiaslique et civile de Verdun, first published in

1745 (rev. ed., Bar-le-Duc. 1863); Clouet, Hist, de Verdun el du
pays verdunois (Verdun, 1867-1869); Robinet and Gillant.
Pouille du diocise de Verdun (Verdun, 1888-1904); DcFOUR.
Eglise catkidrale de Verdun (Verdun, 1863) ; Labande, La chariti

a Verdun (Verdun, 1894); Gabriel, Verdun, notice hislorique

(Verdun, 18SS). GeoRGES GotAU.

Verecundus, Bishop of Junca, in the African

Province of Byzacena, in the middle of the sixth

century, when the question of the Three Chapters was
raised; d. at Chalcedon, in the beginning of 552.

Pope VigiUus's "Judicatum" having excited almost
universal discontent, both the pope and the Emperor
Justinian agreed the question should be settled in a
general council to be held at Constantinople. Vere-

cundus, with Primasius of Hadrumeta, went to repre-

sent the Province of Byzacena, and arrived at Con-
stantinople towards the middle of 551. At once the

Greek bishops set out to induce them by promises and
threats to anathematize the Three Chapters. Both
resisted strenuously at first, and, in the grave difficul-

ties then besetting Pope VigiUus, stood by his side;

and when the latter had taken refuge in the Basilica

of St. Peter's, both, in union with him, issued a sen-

tence of excommunication against Theodore Askidas

and of deposition against Mennas, the patriarch of

the imperial city (17 Aug., 551). Soon, however, the

conditions became so unbearable that on 23 Dec.

Pope Vigilius, although his residence was carefully

watched, managed to escape across the Bosporus and
to reach tlie Church of St. Euphemia at Chalcedon.

Thither Primasius and Verecundus followed him a
few days later. Verecundus, up to the end an ardent

champion of the Three Chapters, died shortly after-

wards. AfterVerecundus'sdeath, Primasius was moved
by ambition to relent from his unyielding attitude.

As an ecclesiastical writer, Verecundus is little

known. His works, edited by Cardinal Pitra

("Spicil. Solesm.", IV, Paris, 1858), consist first of a

collection of historical documents on the Council of

Chalcedon, "Excerptiones de gestis Chalcedonensis

Concihi", of which we po.sses8 two recensions;

secondly, of an exegetical commentary in nine books
upon the Canticles of the Old Testament ; and thirdly,

of a poem of 212 hexameter lines, "De satisfactione

pa^nitcntix", in which exquisite thoughts are unfor-

tunately presented in a very incorrect form. St.

Isidore of Seville (De vir. ill., vii) attributes also to

Verecundus another poem on resurrection and judg-

ment, which is possibly no other than the " De
iudicio Domini" or " De resurrectione mortuorum",
found among the works of Tertullian and St. Cj-prian.
Bardenhewer, Palrolooy. tr. .Shahan (St. Louis, 1908);

Hefele, ConcilienQCschichte: Fr. tr. Leclerco, III (Paris, 1909).

ii. 41 sq.

Charles L. Souvay.
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Vergani, Paolo, Italian political economist, b. in

Piedmont, 1753; d. in Paris, about 1820. As a stu-

dent, he devoted himself especially to ecclesiastical

and civil law, and history. Having won distinction

in theology and been ordained priest, he went to

Rome the better to prosecute his studies and soon
became a canon of St. John Lateran. It was then
that he wrote the "Trattato suUa pena di morte"
(2nd ed., Milan, 1780), the "Discorso sulla giustizia

criminale", and "Dell' enormita del duello", which
earned for hira a distinguished position among the

jurists of the eighteenth century and particularly con-
triliuted to the reform of the criminal law. It was
also probably due to them that he was appointed
assessor general of finances and commerce, and
inspector of agriculture and the arts. He wrote on
the financial system of the Pontifical States as

reformed l)y Pius VI (Rome, 1791), taking the posi-

tion of an advocate of import duties for the protection

of home industries, and maintaining that agriculture

cannot be tlie only source of wealth in a state. He
displays at the same time a thorough acquaintance
svith the history of political economy. In this work
the author makes a remarkable appeal to religion and
the duty of Christian charity, asserting the necessity

af protecting and fostering the home industries, which
provide occupation for so large a number of people,

nhile manufacturing and foreign importation give

work to only a few. This literary activity was in-

terrupted for some thirty years: the Lateran Chap-
ter having been dispersed in 1811, Monsignor Vergani
went to Paris and there supported himself by giving

lessons in Italian. He published also "La legislation

le Napoleon le Grand consid^ree dans ses rapports

ivec I'agriculture " (Paris, 1812) and "Essai histo-

ique sur la derniere persecution de I'eglise" (1814).

U. Benigni.

Vergerio, Pier Paolo, the Elder, humanist,
>tatesman, and canonist, b. at Capodistria, 23 July,

1370; d. at Budapest, 8 July, 1444 or 1445. He
itudied rhetoric at Padua, canon law at Florence

:i387-89) and at Bologna (1389-90); taught logic at

r*adua and Florence, and was tutor of the princes of

Carrara at their court at Padua. After 1406 we find

lim at Rome as secretary to Innocent VII and Gregory
?fll. Later he became canon of Ravenna and took
jart in the Council of Constance in 1414. The next
,fear he was one of the fifteen delegates who aecom-
janied the Emperor Sigismund to Perpignan, where
m endeavour was made to induce Benedict XIII to

enounce his claims. From 1417 to his death he was
lecr^tary to the Emperor Sigismund. In July, 1420,

le was the chief orator of the Catholic party at the

Hussite disputation at Prague. Though never
narried and probably in minor orders, he was not a
jriest. The following of his works have been printed

:

'Pro redintegranda uniendaque Ecclesia", edited

vith introduction and notes by Combi in "Archivio
itoriro per Trieste, I'l.stria ed il Trentino" (Rome,
:882), 351-74; "Historia principum Carrariensium ad
mnum circiter MCCCLV", edited by Muratori,
'Rerum ital. script.", XVI, 11.3-184; "Vita Petrar-

!se", edited by Tommassini in "Petrarca redivivus",

Padua, 1701); "De ingenuis moribus ac liberalibus

itudiis" (Venice, 1472). His letters, 146 in number,
were edited by Luciani (Venice, 1887). There are

itill in manuscript: a Latin version of Arrian's "Ciesta

^lexandri Magni " ; a Life of Seneca; a panog>Tic on St.

lerome; a few comedies, .satires, and other poems.
BisrHOFF, SturKm zu P. P. Veracrio dem Aellern (Berlin. 1909);

Vopp. Pietro Paolo Verfjrrio der erfile humanislische Pddagog
Lucerne. 1>*94): Badcbeh. P. P. Vrrgtrin il seniore (Capodis-
ria. 1806) ; Woodward, ViUorino da Fcllro and other Humanint
Educators (Cambridge, 1897) ; Jachino. Del pedaoogisla Pier
°aoto Vergerio (Florence. 1894): BrscHBELL, Reformation und
Inquisition in Ilalien und die Mitte dea 16. Jahrhunderls (Pader-
)oni, 1910), 103-54.

Michael Ott.

XV.—23

Vergil, PoLTDORE, b. at Urbino about 1470; d.

there probably in 15.55. Having studied at Bologna
and Padua, he became successively secretary to the
Duke of Urbino and chamberlain to Alexander VI.
He became famous by two early works, "Prover-
biorum libellus" and "De inventoribus rerum",
which attained
extraordinary
popularity. I n
1501 the pope
sent him to Eng-
land as s u fa-

collector o f Pe-
terspence. H e

became intimate
with Henry VII,
who in 1505
commissioned
him to write the
history of Eng-
land, and he ob-
tained much pre-
ferment, including
the archdeaconry
of Wells. On 22
Oct., 1510, he was
naturahzed as an
English subject.

PoLYDORE Vergil
From Thevet, Livre des Vrais Pourtraits,

Paris, 1584

Subsequently to a visit to Rome in 1514, he offended
Wolsey who had entrusted him with business, and
was imprisoned and deprived of his sub-collector-
ship. Though finally released, he avenged himself
by writing a ho.stile view of Wolsey in his history,
which profoundly influenced later English historians.
This work was published in 1533 and is specially

valuable for his account of Henry VII's reign. In the
third edition (Basle, 1555) the work is continued from
1509 to 1538. He is the first of the modern his-

torians, consulting authorities, weighing evidence,
and writing a connected story, not a simple chronicle.
His other works are too numerousto specify. Through-
out the religious changes he remained a loyal, though
not a fervent. Catholic. He kept in touch with Italy
by frequent visits, and the religious changes under
Edward VI led him to return there to spend his last

years in his native land.

There is no complete biography, hut references to him and his
career are found in all the numerous sources for the reigns of
Henry VII and Henry VIII. The best connected accounts are:
Ellis. Prefaces to the History of England published by the Cam-
den Society (London, 1844); Archbold in Diet. Nat. Biog., a. v.

Edwin Burton.

Vergilius of Salzburg, Saint, Irish missionary
and astronomer, of the eighth century. Vergilius (or

Virgilius, in Irish Fergal, Fcrgliil, or Feirghit) is said to

have been a descendant of Niall of the Nine Hostages.
In the "Annals of the Four Masters" and the "Annals
of Ulster" he is mentioned as Abbot of Aghaboe, in

Queen's County. About 745 he left Ireland, intend-

ing to visit the Holy Land, but, like many of his

countrymen, who seemed to have adopted this prac-

tice as a work of piety, he settled down in France,
where he was received with great favour by Pepin,
then Mayor of the Palace under Childeric III. After
spending two years at Cre.ssy, near Compiegne, he
went to Bavaria, at the invitation of Puke Otilo, and
within a year or two was made Abbot of St. Peter's at
Salzburg. Out of humility, he "concealed his or-

ders", and had a bishop named Dobd:igrecus, a fel-

low countryman, appointed to perform his episcopal

functions for him. It w;is while Abbot of St. Peter's

that he came into collision with St. Boniface. A
priest having, through ignorance, conferred the Sacra-
ment of Baptism using, in pl.ace of the correct for-

mula, the words "Baptizo te in nomine patria et filia

et spiritu sancta", Vergilius held that the sacrament
had been validly conferred. Boniface complained to
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Pope Zachary. The latter, however, decided in fa-

vour of Vergihus. Later on, St. Boniface accused
Vergihus of teaching a doctrine in regard to the
rotundity of the earth, which wa3 "contrary to the
Scriptures". Pope Zachary's decision in this case
was that "if it be proved that he held the said doc-
trine, a council be held, and Vergilius expelled from
the Church and deprived of his priestly dignity"
(JafT6, "Biblioth. rerum germ.". Ill, 191). Unfor-
tunately we no longer possess the treatise in which
Vergihus expounded his doctrine. Two things, how-
ever, are certain: first, that there was involved the
problem of original sin and the universality of re-

demption; secondly, that Vergihus succeeded in free-

ing himself from the charge of teaching a doctrine
contrary to Scripture. It is hkely that Boniface mis-
understood him, taking it for granted, perhaps, that if

there are antipodes, the "other race of men" are not
descendants of Adam and were not redeemed by
Christ. Vergihus, no doubt, had Uttle difficulty in

showing that his doctrine did not involve conse-
quences of that kind. (See Antipodes.)

After the martyrdom of St. Boniface, Vergilius was
made Bishop of Salzburg (766 or 767) and laboured
successfully for the upbuilding of his diocese as well as
for the spread of the Faith in neighbouring heathen
countries, especially in Carinthia. He died at Salz-

burg, 27 November, 789. In 1233 he was canonized
by Gregory IX. His doctrine that the earth is a
sphere was derived from the teaching of ancient
geographers, and his belief in the existence of the
antipodes was probably influenced by the accounts
which the ancient Irish voyagers gave of their jour-
neys. This, at least, is the opinion of Rettberg
("Kirchengesch. Deutschlands", II, 236).

Diet, of CJiTistian Biog., a. v. Vergilius; Olden in Diet, of
National Biography, s. v. Fergil; Kretschmer, Die physiche
Brdkunde (Vienna, 1S89).

William Turner.

Vering, Friedrich Heinrich, a German canonist,

b. at Liesbom in Westphaha, 9 March, 1833; d. at
Prague, 30 March, 1896. After completing his course
at the gymnasium of Paderborn in 1850, he studied
law at the Universities of Bonn and Heidelberg,
graduated at the latter university in 1856, was ad-
mitted there as privatdocent of Roman and canon law
in 1857, and became professor extraordinary in 1862.
He held this position until 1875 when he accepted
the chair of canon law at the newly-erected university
of Czernowitz in Bukowina, Austria. In 1879 he
became professor of canon law at the German Uni-
versity of Prague, holding this position till his death.
He was one of the leading German canonists of the
nineteenth century. Though a layman, he was a
staunch defender of the rights of the Church against
the encroachments of the State. His best known
work is his comprehensive text-book on canon law:
"Lehrbuch des katholischen, orientalischen und pro-
testantischen Kirchenrechts " (Freiburg, 1876; 3rd
ed., ibid., 1893). His two other important works are:
"Geschichte und Institutionen des romischen Priva-
trechts" (Mainz, 1865, 5th ed., entitled: "Gesch.
und Pandekten d. rom. und heutigen gemeinen
Privatr.", Mainz, 1887); and "Romisches Erbrecht in

historischer und dogmatischerEntwickelung" (Heidel-
berg, 1861). He also wrote the eighth volume of

Philipps's "Kirchenrecht" (Mainz, 1SS9| and numer-
ous smaller juridical treatises. From 1S()0 he was,
with Moy de Sons, joint editor, and from 1862, sole

editor, of "Archiv fur kathoUsches Kirchenrecht"
(Mainz).

Alte und nene WeU, XXXI (Einsiedeln, 1896), 574, and
Deutscher Ilaussehal: (Ratisbon, 1896).

Michael Ott.

Vermont, one of the New England States, extends
from the line of Massachusetts, on the south, 42° 44'

N. lat. to the Province of Quebec in Canada, on the

north, at 45° N. lat. Its eastern boundary, through-
out its entire length, is the Connecticut River which
separates it from New Hampshire; it is bounded on
the west by the State of New York, from which it is

separated by Lake Champlain for a distance of more
than one hundred miles south from the Canadian
border. Its area is 10,212 sq. miles. Its length
between Massachusetts and Canada being 158 miles,

and its width on the northerly border 88 miles, while
it narrows to a
width of 40 miles
on its southerly
border.
Physical Char-

acteristics.—The
Green Mountains,
from which the
State derives its

name, extend
through its entire

length, about mid-
way between the
easterly and west-
erly borders. Five
of these moun-
tains exceed 4000 ^^'''- °^ ^ ermont

feet in elevation, the highest, Mount Mansfield,
being 4389 feet above sea-level. Several parallel

ranges of mountains lie upon either side of the
main chain and the surface of the state generally is

broken and diversified, the mountain slopes being
densely covered with forest growths, principall}- of

spruce and other evergreen trees. The scenery i.s

everywhere attractive, and in many districts very
beautiful. Five rivers flow westerly and northerlx'

into Lake Champlain; three flow northerly to Lake
Memphremagog, on the Canadian border; eleven are
tributaries of the Connecticut, on the east; while two
run in a southerly direction to the Hudson. Not
only do the streams of Vermont water beautiful and
fertile valleys, but along their courses they furnish
valuable water power for manufacturing purposes.
The chmate is healthful, although subject to sudden
changes. The mean annual temperature for the
different parts of the state varies from 40° ; the highest
temperature runs from 90° to 100° F., and the lowest
from 30° to 45° F. The average annual rainfall is

from 30 to 45 inches.

Resources.—The soil of Vermont is very fertile,

especially in the river valleys. The low rolhng hills

are excellent for tillage purposes; the uplands furnish

good pasturage and the mountain sides produce much
valuable timber. Agriculture is the chief industry of

the people, and the state leads all others in the produc-
tion of butter and cheese, in proportion to population,
while in the amount of these jiroducts it is surpassed
by only nine states. On the eastern slope of the
mountains, in the Counties of Windsor, Washing,
and Caledonia, granite of excellent quality is produced
and its manufacture forms an extensive and important
industry. The westerly portion of Rutland County
is one of the principal slate producing regions of the
country. Marble is found in several localities on the
western mountain slope, jnincipally in Rutland,
Bennington, and Addison counties, which furnish

about three-fourths of the finer grade marble pro-

duced in the United States. A large lumiber of manu-
facturing establishments are in operation, producing
a great variety of products, many of which, hke the

Fairbanks scales, made at St. Johnslniry, and the

Howe scales made at Rutland, are shipped to distant

countries. The value of the agricultural output of

the state in 1910, comprising corn, wheat, oats, rye,

buckwheat, potatoes, and tobacco, aggregated S21,-

491,400. A simimary, issued by the United States

Census Bureau for the year 1909, shows that the

capital employed in manufacturing in the state was
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$62,658,741; the numbrr of wago-camers employed
in the several factories was 33,106, and the total wages
paid them was $15,221,059. The total value of the
manufactured products was $63,083,611.
Population.—The first census taken in 1791 showed

a population of 85,499, which had nearly doubled in

1800. Rapid gains were made in each succeeding
decade up to 1850, after which the increase was smaller

owing to emigration to the western parts of the Coun-
try. In 1910 the total population was 355,956. The
state contains six cities and two hundred and forty

organized towns.
Legislature and Judiciary.—The Legislative

Assembly consists of a senate with thirty members,
apportioned among the counties according to popula-
tion, and chosen by the voters of the several counties;

and a house of representatives, in which each town
and city has one member. The governor, members of

the Legislature, state and county officers are elected

biennially, in the even years, in September, and the

sessions of the Legislature convene in October follow-

ing. The Supreme Court of the state consists of five

judges, elected for a term of two years by the two
houses of the Legislature in joint assembly. Regular
terms of this court are held at Montpelier in January,
February, May, and October, with one session each
year at Rutland, St . Johnsbury, and Brattleboro. In
each county is a court which holds two sessions an-
nually, the presiding judges being elected by the
Legislature in joint assembly. Associated with the
presiding judge in each county court are two assistant

judges, elected by the freemen of the several counties.

Probate courts are established in the several counties,

being divided into two probate districts for each.

The state is represented in the National Congress by
two senators and two representatives. Since 1903 the
liquor traffic has been regulated by a local option law
under which the voters of each town or city determine
its policy at the annual town elections in March.
HisTORr.—Starting from Quebec, in the spring of

1609, Samuel Champlain ascended the St. Lawrence
and Richelieu Rivers, accompanied by two French-
men and about sixty Algonquin Indians. He entered
the lake which bears his name on 4 July, and upon
seeing the mountain range extending along the eastern
shore, he exclaimed "Voili les monts verts", thus
giving their name to the mountains and the state. A
month w.as spent in ex-ploring the lake and the adja-
cent country. Proceeding southward, Champlain
reached another large lake, now called Lake George,
to which he gave the name of St. Sacrement. The
Srst settlement by white men, within the borders of

the state, was made by the French on Isle La Motte,
in Lake Champlain, in 1666. It was called Fort St.

Anne, and was occupied until about 1690. The
French claimed the territory as far south as the south
?nd of Lake Champlain, and forts were built by them
?arly in the eighteenth centurj' at Crown Point and
Ticonderoga, on the west side of the lake. At about
the same time they established a settlement on the
fast shore at Chimney Point, in the present town of

Addi.son. This settlement together with one in what
is now the town of Alburg, Vermont, flourished until

Canada was ceded to the British. The first English
settlement within the present hmits of the state was
made about 1690, in the present town of Vernon.
This was an extension of the settlement of Northfield,

in Massachusetts, which a later survey showed to be
north of the boundary of that colony. In 1724 Fort
Dummer was built on the west bank of the Connecti-
cut River near the present village of Brattleboro.
This also was supposed to be within the territory of

Ma-ssachusetts, but a survey made in 1741 established

the northern boundary line of the colony several miles
south of the fort.

During the period covered by the Colonial wars,
the country was the gateway through which the con-

tending forces advanced to attack each other, the
troops of each side being generally accompanied by
savage allies. Raiding expeditions were frequent, and
the country was so exposed to attack as to make set-

tlement and development practically impossible; but
after the final conquest of Canada by the British in

1760, this feature being practically removed, settle-

ments increased very rapidly, the rich lands of the
valley being much sought after. In 1761 a settlement
was made in Bennington, under a charter granted by
New Hampshire in 1749, and others grew up near it in

the next few succeeding years. Newbury on the
eastern border of the state near the Connecticut River
was permanently settled in 1762. Before the close of

1765, 150 townships lying west of the Connecticut
River had been granted by Governor Wentworth of

New Hampshire to purchasers from the New England
colonies, and the country became known by the name
of the "New Hampshire Grants". In granting
charters, the Governor of New Hampshire had acted
upon the theory that the western boundary of that
colony was an extension of the west line of Connecti-
cut and Massachusetts, substantially 20 miles east of

the Hudson River, but in 1765 claim was made, by the
Governor of New York, that the easterly boundary
of New York was the Connecticut River. Several
townships were granted bj' New York in the disputed
territory, regardless of the authority of New Hamp-
shire, and the titles of purchasers from New
Hampshire were declared to be void. The di.spute

was carried to the courts of New York, whose decision
was adverse to the settlers, and in 1770 a convention
at Bennington declared that the inhabitants would
resist by force the claims of New York. For defence
against the aggression of New York, committees of

safety in several towns were estabhshcd, and a regi-

ment of mihtia called "Green Mountain Boys" was
organized with Ethan Allen as colonel commandant.
Few of the settlers complied with the demand that
their lands be repurchased from New York, and the
officers of the latter colony found it impossible to exe-

cute the judgments of the courts of Albany.
In spite of an order made by the British king in

council on 24 July, 1767, prohibiting all further grants
by the Government of New York pending the settle-

ment of the questions involved, the colonial Govern-
ment continued to make grants, to press its claims,

and attempted to organize counties in the disputed
territory, with courts and county officers. Indict-

ments were filed against many of the settlers in the
courts at Albany, but the principals could not be ap-
prehended nor brought to trial. A convention of the
settlers prohibited the holding of offices and the ac-

cepting of grants of land under the authority of New
York, and obedience to these orders was enforced. The
only legislative authority recognized was that of the
conventions of settlers and the country became in fact

an independent state, which it was formally declared

to be by a convention held at Windsor on 4 June, 1777,

and it continued as such until its admission to the
Union in 1791. Upon the outbreak of the Revolu-
tionary War, the Green Mountain Boys gave valuable
aid to the cause of the patriots. On 10 May, 1775,
Ethan Allen in command of a small party captured the
fortress at Ticonderoga and made its garrison prison-

ers. On the following day Crown Point was cap-
tured by troops under Captain Seth Warner. A large

number of settlers joined the expedition of General
Montgomery against Canada and participated in the
capture of St. Johns and Montreal, and in an unsuc-
cessful as.sault upon Quebec. On 7 July, 1777, the
rear gu.ard of the American army, retreating from
Ticonderoga, gave battle to the advancing British

forces at Hubbardton. Colonel Warner commanded
the patriot forces, composed largely of Green Moun-
tain Boys. After an obstinate struggle, the patriot

forces were finally greatly o\itnumbered and forced to
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retreat. On 16 August following the same troops

participated, with a force from New Hampshire under
General John Stark, in the important battle of Ben-
nington, which resulted in a victory for the patriots

that helped to bring about the final surrender of Bur-
goyne's army. In the war of 1812 the state furnished

its full quota of 3000 troops for service; in addition

more than 2.000 of the inhabitants volunteered for the
defence of Plattsburg, and participated in MacDon-
ough's victory on 11 Sept., 1814. The state's troops
were among the first to respond to the call of President
Lincoln for service in the Civil War in 1861; they
served principally in the Army of the Potomac and
participated in all its engagements and campaigns.
The total number of men furnished for the national
forces was 3.5,242, or a little more than one-half of the

total available population between the ages of 18 and
45.

Educational System.—The University of Vermont,
founded at Burlington in 1800, provides instruction

in the arts, engineering, chemistry, agriculture, and
medicine. In 1910 it had a teaching staff of 53 in the
collegiate departments and 37 in the professional de-

partments, with an attendance of 498 students. Mid-
dlebury College has 18 professors and instructors with
334 students enrolled; Norwich University has 15 pro-

fessors and instructors, and 172 students; St. Michael's
College (CathoUc) at Winooski Park, near Burlington,

has 14 professors and 125 students; there are 18
academies with a total attendance of 1350 students,

and 71 high schools, which in 1910 had 3650 students.

Public schools are required to be maintained by the
several towns and cities throughout the state, the total

attendance in 1910 being 66,615. The total number of

public schools is 2489 with 3266 teachers. The state

agricultural college is located at Burlington, and is a
department of the University of Vermont; inl910it
had 35 students, and the medical department of the
University had 168 students. There are 25 Cathohc
parochial schools with 168 teachers and 5950 pupils.

In the original township allotments lands were re-

served for the maintenance of schools in each town,
and the income is used to defray the expense of public
schools. State supervision is exercised through a
superintendent elected by the General Assembly.
Means op Transportation.—There are 1094 miles

of steam railway in the state, of which the three princi-

pal systems run to Montreal and Canadian points on
the north, and to New York and Boston on the south
and east. The Grand Trunk Railway Company of

Canada controls and operates the Central Vermont
system extending from the Canadian border to the
Connecticut River; the Rutland Railroad system ex-

tending from Bellows p'alls, on the east, and Benning-
ton on the South, through the western part of the
state to the Canadian border, is controlled and oper-
ated by the New York, New Haven, and Hartford
Railroad Company, which also controls the line ex-

tending from the southern border of the state north-

erly through the Connecticut valley. In all the cities

and some of the larger towns there are electric street

railways, which in 1910 comprised a total of 135 lines.

The ports of Lake Champlain have water transporta-

tion to Canadian points, and by means of the Cham-
plain Canal, to the Hudson River.

Ecclesiastical.—As already noted, the state was
discovered and named by a Catholic nobleman,
Samuel ('ham])lain, whose high character is shown by
the sentiment lie often exjiressed, that the "salvation

of one soul is of more value than the conquest of an
empire". The first sacred edifice to be erected within
the state was the little chapel at l''t. Anne, which wa.'^

built in 1666, and the Sacrific-c of Ma,ss there offered

up was the earliest ( 'liristian s(Tvice williin the terri-

tory that now comprises the Slate of Vermont.
Father DoUier de (;a.Mson came to the fori from Mon-
treal in the winter of 1666 and ministered to the

spiritual wants of a battalion of soldiers stationed at

the fort. Father de Ca^on, in his youth, had been a
soldier in France, and tradition credits him with
wonderful physical strength; it is related that he was
able to stand, with his arms outstretched, and hold up
an ordinary man with each hand. He was of a most
cheerful and genial disposition, as weO as courageous
and zealous in his missionary work. A mission was
preached by three Jesuit Fathers at Fort St. Anne
in 1667, and in 1668 confirmation was administered
there by Mgr Laval, Bishop of Quebec. This was,
undoubtedly, the first administration of confirmation
in New England, and probably in the United States.

In the early years of the seventeenth centurj-, the
Jesuits established several missions in the vicinity of

Lake Champlain; they had a chapel at a permanent
Indian settlement near the present village of Swanton,
and another in the town of Ferrisburg. A Swedish
naturahst, Peter Kalm, who went through Lake
Champlain in 1749, says: "Near every town and
village, peopled by converted Indians, are one or two
Jesuits. There are, likewise, Jesuits with those who
are not converted, so that there is, commonly, a
Jesuit in every village belonging to the Indians."
Vermont was included within the jurisdiction of the

Diocese of Baltimore, established in 1789, and the
bishops of Quebec continued to look after the spiritual

interests of the Catholic settlers and Indians. When
the Diocese of Boston was formed in 1810 Vermont
became part of its territory. In the early years of

the nineteenth century, there were no resident priests

in Vermont, but missions were given from time to

time. Father Matignon, of Boston, visited Burling-
ton in 1815 and found in that place about 100 Cath-
olic Canadians. Commencing about 1818 Father
MigneauU, from Chamblay, Canada, looked after

the settlers on the shores of Lake Champlain for

several years. He was appointed vicar-general of

this part of the diocese by the Bishop of Boston and
continued in that capacity until 1853. In 1808
Fannie Allen, daughter of General Ethan Allen, the

hero of Ticonderoga, became converted to the Cath-
ohc Faith, and entered the novitiate of Hotel-Dieu,
Montreal, where she was received as a member of the
order, and after a most exemplary life died there on
10 Sept., 1819. Orestes A. Brownson, the noted
Catholic author and philosopher, was a native of the
state. He was born in Stockbridge, Windsor County,
in 1803. Father Fitton, of Boston, came to Burhng-
ton for a short time in the summer of 1829. Rt. Rev.
Bishop Fenwick, second Bishop of Boston, visited

Windsor in 1826. The first resident priest in Ver-
mont was Rev. Jeremiah O'Callaghan, who in 1830
was sent by Bishop Fenwick to Vermont, and visited

successively Wallingford, Pittsford, Vergennes, and
Burlington. He settled at Burlington, where his

influence and pastoral zeal radiated far and wide for

nearly a quarter of a century. His field of labour
extended from Rutland to the Canadian hne, a dis-

tance of about 100 miles, and from the shores of Lake
Champlain to the Connecticut River.

In 1837 Rev. John Daley, who is still lovingly
remembered by many of t he generation that is psissing,

came to the southern part of the state. He is de-
scribed as an "eccentric, but very learned man".
During the time of his zealous labours in Vermont, he
had no particular home; he usually made his head-
quarters at Rutland or Middlebury. He was in every
sense a missionary, travelling from place to place
wherever there were Catholics, and stopping wherever
night overtook him; he remained in llie state until

lS.>t and died at New York in 1870. Bishop Fenwick
made his lirst jiiistoral visit, as Bishoj) <if Boston, to

Vermont in 1S:50, and in 1832 he dediealed the first

church built in Vermont in the nineteenth century.

This was erected at Burlington under the supervi.-iion

of Father O'Callaghan. A census of the t'atholic
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population of Vormont, taken in 1843, showed the

total number to be 4940. At about this time emigra-
tion from European countries, particularly from
Ireland, increased very rapidly, and there was a great

increase in the Catholic population. In 18.52 a
meeting of the bishops of the province of New York
decided to ask the Holy See to erect Vermont into a
diocese, with Burlington as the titular city, and Bishoji

Fitzi)atrick of Boston jiroposed fur Bishop of Burling-

ton, Very Rev. Louis De (ioesbriand, \'icar-(ieiieral of

Cleveland, Ohio. On 29 July, 18.53, the Diocese of

Burlington was created and Father De Goesbriand
named as bishop. He was consecrated at New York
by the papal ablegate, Mgr Bedini, on 30 Oct., 1853,

and on 5 Nov. arrived at BurUngton, where he was
installed the following day by Bishop Fitzpatrick.

Bishop De Goesbriand entered upon his work with
the greatest zeal, making a visitation of the entire

dioce.se. He then found about 20,000 Catholics

scattered throughout Vermont. In 18.5.5 he visited

France and Ireland for the purpose of securing priests

forthcDioce-seof Vermont, in which work he was emi-
nently .successful, and he brought to the diocese in

the succeeding years, several ])riests who did splendid

work in the up-building of the Church in Vermont.
The first diocesan synod was held at Burlington,

4 Oct., 18.55. Rev. Thomas Lynch was appointed
vicar-general in 18.58. The cathedral at Burlington
was built under the supervision of Bishop De Goes-
briand, work having commenced in 1861; it was com-
pleted and dedicated on 8 Dec., 18(57. Bishop De
Goesbriand laboured for the welfare and prosperity of

his diocese with tireless zeal and gratifying success

during thirty-eight years. In 1892 on account of

advancing years and failing health, he requested the

appointment of a coadjutor. Rev. J. S. Michaud,
then pastor of Bennington, Vermont, was apjiointed.

liishop De Goesbriand retired to the or])hanage,

which he himself had founded, and there on 3 Nov.,

1899, he died at the age of 84. Bishop Michaud died

on 22 Dec, 1908, and Rev. J. J. Rice, D.D., then
pastor of St. Peter's Church, Northbridge, Massa-
chusetts, was selected as his successor. Bishop Rice
was consecrated on 14 April, 1910.

There are now in the Diocese of Burlington 97
chvirches of which 72 have resident priests and 25 are

missions. There are 93 secular priests and 14 priests

of religious orders. Twenty parishes maintain
parochial schools, attended by .59.50 pupils. There
are three academies for boys, and six for young ladies;

an orphan asylum is maintained at Burlington, which
cares for 220 children. Two orphan schools have 252
pupils, making the total number of young people
under Catholic care 6202. Two hospitals are main-
tained, one at Burhngton and one at St. Johnsbury.
The Loretto Home for aged women at Rutland, under
the care of the Sisters of St. Joseph, was built and
e<iui])ped by the late Rev. Thomas J. Gaffney, almost
entirely with his private funds. The Catholic popu-
lation in the diocese in 1911 was 77,389 divided almost
equally between Irish and Can.adians, by birth or
descent. There are two Poli.sh congregations, and a
small percentage of other nationalities. The princi-

pal non-Catholic denominations are: Congregat ion-

alists, 20,271 members, 197 churches, 186 ministers;

Baptists, S623 members, 105 churches. 111 ministers;

the Methodists, 16,067 members, 1,82 churches, 161

ministers; the Episcopalians, 3926 communicants,
36 ministers, .52 parishes; Free Baptists, 4000 minis-

ters, 00 churches; Adventists, 17.50 ministers, 35
churches.

Lkcislation.—The first Constitution of Vermont
was adopted in 1,877 and provided (.\rt. 3, chap. 1):

"That .all men h.ave the natural and unalienable right

to worship .\lniighty God .according to the dictates of

their own consciences and understanding, regulatcfl by
thewordofCjod, and that no nmn should, nor of right

can be compelled to attend any religious worship, or
erect or support, any place of worship, or maintain
any minister, contrary to the dictates of his con-
science; nor can any man who professes the Protestant
religion be justly deprived or abridged of any civil

right as a citizen on account of his religious sentiment
or peculiar mode of religious worship. . . . Never-
theless, every sect ought to observe the Sabbath or
Lord's Day, and keep up and support some sort of

religious worship, which to them shall seem most
agreeable to the revealed will of God." The same
Constitution (Chap. 2, sec. 9) provided "that each
member of the House of Representatives, before he
takes his seat, shall make and subscribe the following
declaration, viz. I do believe in one God, the creator
and governor of the universe, the rewarder of the good
and the punisher of the wicked; and I do acknowledge
the scriptures of the old and new Testament to be
given by Divine Inspiration, and own and profess the
Protestant religion". The Constitution was revised
and amended in 1786 and the clause requiring a test

declaration was dropped entirely from the revision.

The words "who professes the Protestant religion"

were also eliminated from the third article of chapter
1, leaving the declaration one of freedom of worship
for all. And such was the provision of the Constitu-
tion adopted after the admission of Vermont to the
Union in 1793.

No legislation nor constitutional provisions, dis-

criminating in favour of one sect, or against another,
have ever since been enacted in the state. The exercise

of any business or employment, except such only as
works of necessity and charity, and the resorting to

any ball or dance, or any game, sport, or house of en-
tertainment or amusement on Sunday, is prohibited
by statute. The administration and voluntary taking
of an unnecessary oath is made penal by statute

(Pub. Stat., sec. .5917). The prcnision was originally

a part of the anti-Masonic Icglshiliou iTuictcd in is:i3.

The ordinary form of oaths, which are administered
without the use of the Bible and while the recipient

holds his right hand raised, commences with "You do
solemnly swear" and ends with "So help you God".
The statute provides (Pub. Stat., sec. 6268) that the
word "swear" may be omitted and the word "affirm"
.substituted, when the person to whom the obligation

is administered is religiously scrupulous of swearing
or taking an oath in the prescribed form, and in such
case the words: "So help you God" are also omitted,
and the words: "Under the pains and penalties of

perjury" are substituted. The daily sessions of each
house of the Legislature are opened by prayer. 1 Jan-
uary and 25 December are legal holidays (Sec. 2690).
It is provided by .statute that no ])riest nor minister
of the Gospel shall be permitted to testify in court to

statements made to him by a person under the sanc-
tity of a religious confessional (Pub. Stat., sec. 1,594).

The Catholic Dioce.se of Burlington is a corporation
under a special charter from the Legislature. Incor-

poration of churches can be h.ad by the filing of arti-

cles of association with the Secretary of State, signed
by five or more persons (Pub. Stat., sec. 4237); and
this may be done without the payment of charter fees

or taxes (Pub. Stat ., see. 802). All real and person.al

estate, granted, sequestered, or u.sed for public,

pious or charitable u.ses, and lands used for cemetery
purposes, and the structures thereon are exempt from
taxation (Pub. Stat., sec. 496). Divorces from the
bond of matrimony may be decreed by the several

county courts. Five causes for divorce are recog-
nized by law, for any one of which may be also

granted a divorce from bed and board. In 1910, .369

divorces were granted in the state. M.arriages may
be solenmized by a justice of the peace in the county
for which he is a))pointed, or by a minister of the (Jo.s-

Jiel ordained according to the usage of his denomina-
tion, who resides in the state or labours steadily in the
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state as a minister or missionary. The number of mar-
riages solemnized in 1910 was 2992. The state prison

is located at Windsor, the house of correction at Rut-
land, and the industrial school at Vergennes. The free

exercise of reUgious beUef is granted to prisoners by
Pubhc Statutes, sec. 6075. All bequests to charitable,

educational, or religious societies or institutions, ex-

isting under the laws of the state, are exempted from
the payment of the state inheritance tax of o% (Pub.
Stat., sec. 822). Blasphemy and profanity are pun-
ishable as crimes, the former by a fine not exceeding
$200. All persons who have arrived at the use of rea-

son are amenable to the penalty for profanity (Pub.
Stat., sees. 5896-7).

Licences for the sale of intoxicating liquors are

granted only in towns and cities which vote to grant
them at the annual March elections. They are re-

stricted in number, one for each 1000 inhabitants or

major fraction thereof. Licencees must be legal

voters, and more than twenty-five years of age. No
licences can be exercised within 200 feet of a church or

school; sales can be made only on the street floor of

the building specified, and no screens or obstructions

can be maintained so as to prevent a view from the

street; tables, chau-s, stalls, and sofas are prohibited

on the licensed premises, and all licensed drinking-

places are required to close at ten o'clock in the even-

ing. Those authorized to sell liquor in packages are

required to close at 7 P. M. All places are to close on
Sundays, legal holidays, election days, and the days of

circus exhibitions and agriculturalr fairs; no Uquor can

be furnished to a minor for his own or another's use,

or to an habitual drunkard or a person known to have
been intoxicated within six months. Minors are not

allowed to be employed in licensed places.
Thompson. FUat. of Vermont (1S.53); Conant, Vermont (1907);

MicHADD, Diocese of Burlington in Hist, of Catholic Church, II

(1899); Benedict, Vermont in the Civil IFar (1886) ; Walton,
Vermont Register (1911-2).

Thos. W. Maloney.

Verna, L.\, an isolated mountain hallowed by
association with St. Francis of Assisi, situated in

the centre of the Tuscan Appenines, and rising about
4000 feet above the valley of the Casentino. Its

name (Latin, Alvcrna) is said to come from the

Italian verb vernare, to make cold or freeze. On
8 May, 1213, La Verna was given to St. Francis by
Count Orlando of Chiusi as a retreat "specially favour-

able for contemplation". Thither the saint with-

drew in August, 1224, to keep a forty days fast in

preparation for Michaelmas, and it was while praying

on the mountain-side that he received (on or about
14 Sept.) the stigmata. Thenceforth La Verna
became sacred ground. Pope Alexander IV took it

under his protection. In 1260 a church was con-

secrated there in presence of St. Bonaventure and
several bishops. A few years later the Chapel of the

Stigmata was erected, through the munificence of

Count Simone of Battifole, near the spot where the

miracle took place. An older chapel, S. Maria
degli Angeli, which was built 1218 for St. Francis

by Orlando, is approached from the sacristy of the

Chiesa Maggiore, which was begun in 1348, but not

finished until 1459 From the latter church the

friars dwelling on La Verna go in solemn procession

twice daily (at 2 p. M. and at midnight") to the

Chapel of 1 he Stigmata. On the Feast of 1 he St igmuta

(17 Sept) and on other festivals, large crowds of

priests with their people from neighbouring parislies,

as well as straiigrrs, visit the nicmnlains, :ind on such

occasions the friars dflcii acccmuiiodate and cnlertaiu

between 2000 and 301)0 pilgrims. The convent was
partly destroyed by fire in the fifteenth century; it

suffered desecration also during the war of this cen-

tury. In 1810, and again in lSt)6, the friars were

expelled in consequence of the suppression of religious

orders. At present they arc in possession of La

Verna which belongs, however, to the municipality
of Florence.

Sbabalea, Bullarium Franciscanum. IV (Rome. 1768), 156,
gives a copy (made in 1274 by the sons of Orlando) of the deed
confirming the gift of La Verna to St. Francis. The original of
this deed is preserved at Borgo San Sepolcro. Menchehini,
Guida illustr. delta Verna (2nd ed., Quaracehi. 1907), 462, gives
details of historical and traditional events connected with the
mountain, as well as a complete list of its flora; Idem, L'Appenino
Serafico prose di Vari autori sulla Verna (Quaracehi. 1908), 262;
Carmichael, In Tuscany (London, 1901), 221-44; de Seli-
couRT, Homes of the First Franciscans (London, 1905), 278-316:
JoRGENSEN. Pilgrim Walks in Franciscan Italy (London, 1908),
135-76: EcKENSTEiN, Through the Casentino (London, 1902),
33-50; NoYES. The Casentino and its Story (London, 1905),
139-88.

Paschal Robinson.

Vernacular Languages, Use of in the Church.
See Rites: V. Liturgical Langdage.

Vernazza, Tommasina, b. at Genoa, 1497; d. there,
1587. Her father, Ettore Vernazza, was a patrician,
founder of several hospitals for the sick poor in

Genoa, Rome, and Naples. Her godmother was St.

Catherine Fieschi-Adorno. At the early age of 13,

Tommasina entered the monastery of St. Mariadelle
Grazie, and became a canoness regular, taking the
name of Batti.stina. She filled at various times the
office of treasurer, novice-mistress, and prioress. She
wrote, among other things, a commentary on the
Pater Noster; "The Union of the soul with God";
"Of the knowledge of God"; "Of prayer"; "Of the
heavenly joys and of the means of attaining them";
"Of those who have risen with Christ"; meditations,
spiritual canticles, and letters to eminent men of her
time. Possevin speaks of her writings as inspired.

Her works were published at Venice in 3 vols, in

1588. They have been published many times since

in 4 or 6 vols.; in Genoa 6 editions have been issued.
Vernazza, Opere Spirituali (Venice, 1588; Genoa, 1785);

Rossini, Lyceum Lateranense Cesenw (1622) ; Serr.v, Storia
letteraria (Genoa, 1832); Semeria, Storia ecclesiastica di Genova
(Turin, 1838); RONCO. Soneiti inediti (Genoa, 1819); Boeri,
Una Gloria di Gerum (1906).

A. Allaria.

Verne, Jules, novelist, b. at Nantes, France,

1828; d. at Amiens, 1905. His first literary venture
was a httle play, "Les pailles rompues", which was
I)roduced on the
stage in the early

fifties, but the
difficulty he expe-
rienced in o^'er-

coming the ill-will

of the theatre
managers discour-

aged him, and he
began to publish,

in the "Musee des
Families", novel-
ettes after the
fashion of Edgar
.Mian Poe. One
o f the in ,

" k
Drama in the Air ",

attracted the :it-

tention of the pub-
lie. The subject

is this: a madman ,,
''i"' \ t-K^^'^

embarks l)y mi.s-

t.ake in the cai' of an aeronaut, and while in the

air he tries to kill his companion. Verne had dis-

covered his forte and it was his good fortune at this

juncture to find in his publisher, Mr. Ilerzel, a man of

sound ju<lginent, who advised him not to wa.ste his

strength, but to limit his energies to the kind of novel

he seemed to have discovered. Verne followed this

advice, and success crowned his talent .and strenuous

work. Most of his novels h;ive had a vogue that has

Iieen denied many a masterpiece of French literature,

and tliis vogue has not been limited to France; it has
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spread beyond its frontiers. Verne was wont to show
to visitors, not witliout a certain legitimate pride, the
translations of his works kept in his Ubrary, where
they occupied a goodly number of shelves, on which
every language seemed to be represented. This
wonderful success was undoubtedly due to the
charming talent of the WTiter and the public's fond-
ness for novels of adventure, but there was another
cause for it, at least in so far as France was concerned.
The P>ench reading public had become tired of the

pale copies of Dumas' stories that were published in

the early fifties, and it was Verne's good luck and
merit to revive in an attractive manner a kind of

novel that seemed to be exhausted. With no less

dexterity, and, it must be said, with no greater regard
for accuracy, than that displayed by Dumas in his

adaptation of history to the whims and fancies of

story-telling, he brought science into the realm of fic-

tion, and whatever may be the final verdict on the

value of his work, he deserves the commendation
that none of his books contains anything offensive to

B;ood taste or morals. Verne lived and died a Cath-
alic.

The following are the best-known of his novels that

have been translated into EngUsh: "Around the

World in Eighty Days"; "Twenty Thousand Leagues
under the Sea"; "Michael Strogoff"; "A Floating
City, and the Blockade Runners"; "Hector Serva-
iac"; "Dick Sands"; "A Journey to the Centre of

the Earth"; "The Mysterious Island"; "From the
Earth to the Moon"; "The Steam House"; and
'The Giant Raft".

P. Marique.

Vernier, Pierre, inventor of the instrument
ivhich bears his name, b. at Ornans, Franche-Comt^,
3. 1580; d. there, 14 Sept., 16.37. His father was his

:eacher in science. He became captain and castellan,

'or the King of Spain, of the castle at Ornans, and
councillor and director general of moneys in the
[bounty of Burgundy. At Brus.sels, 1631, he pub-
ished and dedicated to the Infanta, the treatise "La
jonstruction, I'usage, et les proprictes du quadrant
louveau de mathcmatiques", describing the ingenious
device on which his fame now rests. To a quadrant
with a primary scale in half degrees. Vernier pro-
posed to attach a movable sector, thirty-one half de-

uces in length but divided into thirty equal parts
;each part consisting then of a half degree plus one
ninute). In measuring an angle, minutes could be
;asily reckoned by noticing which division line of the
sector coincided with a division Une of the quadrant.
Zlhristopher Claviua (q. v.) had mentioned the idea
DUt had not proposed to attach permanently the scale

:o the ahdade. The name frrnicr, now commonly
ipplied to a small movable scale attached to a sex-
;ant, barometer, or other graduated instrument, was
;iven by Lalande who showed that the previous name
loniux, after Pedro Nunez, belonged more properly
;o a different contrivance.
Delambre, Histoire de Vastronomie modftrne, II (Paris, 1821),

119-25; Lalande, Bibtiographie astronomique (Paris, 1803). 196.

Paul H. Linehan.

Veroli, Diocese of (Verulana), in the Province
->{ Home. The city of Veroh (Verulae) is situated on
the crest of the Hemican Mountains, at the elevation
-){ 1040 feet above the sea level, with the River Cora
running below it. Its antiquity is evidenced by the
remains of Pelargic walls. Upon the loftiest portion
?tand the ruins of a very ancient castle which served
IS a prison for John X. The textile industry, which
9till flourished in the middle of the nineteenth cen-
tury, is now reduced to very small proportions. The
cathedral and episcopal palace received their present
Form from Bi.shop Ennio Filonardi in the beginning
of the sixteenth century. Some very precious manu-
scripts and documents are preserved in the archives

of the chapter, among them the Breviary of St. Louis,
Bishop of Tolosa. Adjoining the cathedral is the
Church of St. Salome, whose body is beheved to be
preserved there. S. Erasmo still retains its Gothic
porch, though its interior has been entirely trans-
formed. The seminary has a rich hbrary, the gift of

Bishop Vittorio Giovardi, who had the seminary
rebuilt in 1753. At the same period a school of canon
and civil law, founded as early as 1538, was combined
with the seminary.
Veroh was a city of the Hemici, and thus was

aUicd with the Romans against the Volsci; remaining
so during the Samnite War, it was able to preserve its

autonomy. In 872 it was taken by the Saracens. In
1144 Roger I besieged it in vain. It served as a
place of retreat for Alexander III and other popes.
A memorable event in its history was the meeting
which took place there between Honorius III and
Frederick II. The humanists Giovanni Sulpizio
and Aonio Paleario (Antonio Pagliari), the latter

burned in 1.570 for his writings in support of Protes-
tantism, were natives of Veroli. The city boasts of

having received the light of the Gospel from St. Mary
Salome, whose relics, it is said, were discovered in

1209 through a vision seen by one Thomas. Never-
theless, no bishop is known before Martinus (743).
The martyrs Blasius and Demetrius are still vener-
ated there. Among the bishops worthy of mention
are Agostino (1106) and Faramondo (1160), who had
been abbots of Casamari; Giovanni (1223), the
restorer of clerical discipline; Ennio Filonardi (1,503),

who was distinguished in the nunciature; Gerolamo
Asteo (1608), a Conventual, founder of the seminary
and author of many works, mostly unpublished;
Domenico de Zaulis (1690), who restored the cathe-
dral and other churches; Antonio Rossi (1786), who,
with his whole chapter, took the oath of allegiance to
Napoleon.

"The diocese is immediately subject to the Holy
See. It has 37 parishes, with 7000 souls; 100 secular
and 100 regular priests; 10 houses of male religious,

11 of sisters; 4 schools for boysj and 5 for girls.
Caperna, SioTia di Veroli (Veroh. 1907) : Cappelletti, Le

Chiette d'Ttalian, VI, 467; RoNDiNiNi, Monasterii . . . deCaste
Mario brevis historia (Rome, 1707).

U. Benigni.

Veron, Francois, French controversalist, b. at
Paris about 1575; d. at Charenton, 1625. After
brilhant studies under the Jesuits he became one and
taught in several colleges. In order to devote himself
more freely to preaching and controversy against
Protestants, he left the Society. He did not hesitate

to challenge every minister he encountered, even the
most learned and famous, such as Moulin, Blondel,
Daillfi, or Bochard. His conferences with them and
many other occasional or controversial writings he
afterwards published. Having secured from King
Louis XIII letters patent authorizing him to dehver
his sermons in public and to conduct conferences with
the ministers or any other Protestants wheresoever
he pleased, he went to Paris, to Charenton, where he
was cur6 for ten years (1638-48), because Calvinism
had there its chief stronghold, to Saintonge, Bl^arn,

Brie, Champagne, Lorraine, Normandy etc. Enor-
mous success crowned hiszeal, which was supported by
animation of spirit, facility of speech, extensive and
solid learning, and courage. He preached before
audiences of 9000 or 10,0(K) persons; ministers like

Boule, after h.aving heard him, abjured Calvinism
after thirty ye.ars in the ministry. "He has van-
quished more ministers", wrote publicly the congre-
gation of the Propagation of the Faith, "than another
could have seen, alone he has converted more heretics

to the Catholic faith than a thousand others."
V<5ron became the most celebrated controversialist in

France; the general aa.sembly of the clergy assigned
him a pension of 600 hvres yearly and accepted tie
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dedication of some of his books of which it defrayed

the expenses; the Estates of Languedoc undertook his

support while he preached in their province; Gregory

XV sent him encouragement. He was invited to

give lessons in controversy at the College de France

and to teach his method at Saint-Lazaire under St.

Vincent de Paul and at St. Sulpice under M. Oher.

This method Veron set forth in a theoretical

treatise and illustrated by his other works. Since

the Protestants reject Tradition and admit only Holy
Scripture as the source and ground of faith they must
be required to show all their dogmas in the Bible,

and all the articles of their Confession of Faith which
they cannot support with formal and explicit texts

from the Sacred Books should be considered as

untenaljle. On the other hand, it is of great impor-

tance to set forth the doctrine of the Church in all its

purity; thus explained, it is entitled to the respect and
the acceptance of heretics; hence it is important to

separate authentic points of doctrine from what the

heretics confuse with it, for example all the opinions

of the schools, historical errors, popular legends, or

private practices. By this manner of simphfying

Catholic dogma and of showing consideration to

Protestants, Veron sometimes aroused the protests

of certain Catholics; his treatise on the primacy of the

church wherein he refutes Blondel's work of the same
name was even placed on the Index at Rome (Jan.,

1643). He was also accused of sometimes using

blustering language and excessive harshness against

his adversaries, who used the same towards him.

Veron next attacked the Jansenists, writing three

books against them during the last years of his life.

Works.—Apart from his anti-Jansenistic works
and some partial translations of the Bible all of

Veron's writings have to do with controversy. They
are about eighty in number. Several of them are

only a few pages in length; some are successive redac-

tions of the same work under different names. Three

are worthy of mention because they summarize
nearly all the others: (1) "La methode nouvelle,

facile et solide de convaincre de nulhte la religion

pretendue rcform6e", pubhshed in 161.5, re-edited in

1617, 1618, 1619, 1623, in several cities of France,

translated into English, Dutch, and German, read

and praised by Leibniz, reprinted by Migne in his

"Theologiae ciirsus completus" (Paris, 1860); (2)

"L'epitome de toutes les controverses de rehgion en ce

siecle" (1 vol., Paris, 1638; re-edited in 2 and 3 vols.,

translated into Latin, and abridged); (3) "Regie
de la foi catholique" (Paris, 1649), approved by the

general assembly of the French clergy, by the faculty

of theology of Paris, translated into Latin, read and
praised by Leibniz, reprinted several times abroad

and three times in France in the nineteenth century.

La Bouderie, Notice sur la vie de Fr. Veron et sur ses ouvrages;

DE Backer, Biblioth. des ^crivains de la Comp. de Jesus, III

(Paris, 1876) ; F^ret, Un curf de Charenton au X VII' siicle (Paris,

1881); La FacuUi de IMologie de Paris, IV, Epoque moderne
(Pans, 1906).

Antoine Degert.

Verona, Diocese of (Veronensis), in Venetia

(Northern Italy). The city, situated on both branches

of the River Adige, is the centre of extensive agricid-

tural industry. In the days of the Venetian Republic

it was already an important fortress, and was sur-

rounded with walls and other defences by the Veronese

Fra Giocondo, and remained ."o vmder the Austrian

domination and under the Kingdom of Italy. The
headquarters of the Third Army Corps are in the

Castel S. Pietro, on a hill formerly occupied by the

Ostrogothic and Lombard kings and the Visconti.

Churches and Princital Buildinos.—The du-

omo (cathedral) is in the Romanesque style of the

twelfth century, with additions of the fifteenth. It

has an ambo by Sanmicheli; pictures by Liberale da
Verona (Adoration of the Magi) and Titian (Assump-

tion), and frescoes by Falconetto. Adjoining it is

S. Giovanni in Fonte, with a baptismal font decorated
with reliefs of the twelfth century; in the cloi.ster are re-

mains of ancient marbles and mosaics. In the palace

of the canons is the capitular library, rich in precious

manuscripts. S. Maria Antica is surrounded with the

tombs (arche) of the Scaligeri, lords of Verona, in the

form of Gothic shrines, or tempietti, enclosing their

sarcophagi (Can Grande, with equestrian statue; Can
Signorio, the finest work, by Bonino da Campione).
S. Anastasia, the Dominican church (1261), is Gothic;

the sculptures of the great door represent scenes from
the life of St. Peter Martyr; inside is the gobho

(hunchback), bearing the holy-water font, also pic-

tures by Niccolo Giolfino, Giunesello da Folgaria (En-
tombment of Christ), Liberale, and Girolamo dai

Libri; frescoes by Antichiero, Vittore Pisano (St.

George), and Michele da Verona. S. Bernardino,

fifteenth century, is adorned with frescoes by Giol-

fino, Morone, and others; noteworthy is the Pelle-

grini chapel, by Sanmicheli (1.557). Of S. Zeno
Maggiore mention is made as early as the time of St.

Gregory the Great ; in its present form it dates back
to the eleventh century, and was restored in 1870. Its

doorway is decorated with Biblical sculptures by
Nicolaus and Guilelmus, and the bronze doors

themselves are sculptured with scenes from the

life of St. Zeno. The ambo is crowned with marble
statues (1200). The statue of St. Zeno is of

the ninth century, and a Madonna enthroned
in the midst of saints is by Mantegna. Ad-
joining the church was a Benedictine abbey, which
was suppressed in 1770. S. Fermo Maggiore, a

Gothic church (13131, belonged first to the Benedic-

tines, then to the Franciscans; its facade is adorned
with marbles and with the sarcophagus of the physi-

cian Aventino Fracastoro (1350); it contains pictures

by Caroto, also by Giambattista del Moro, Liberale,

and Torbido, frescoes of the fourteenth century; the

marble pulpit dates from 1396. Santi Nazzaro e

Celso, a very ancient church, restored in the four-

teenth and sixteenth centuries, contains pictures by
Montagna and frescoes by Farinato and Falconetto.

S. Maria in Organo was restored by Sarunicheli in

1481, and contains frescoes by Marone; in its choir

and sacristy are intarsic (inlaid decorations) by Fra
Giovanni (1499). Among the other churches are S.

Giorgio in Braide, S. Stefano, and S. Eufemia (thir-

teenth century).

A very fine public piazza is that known as the

Erbe, the ancient forimi of the city, surrounded by
imposing and historical residences—the Palazzo

Maffei, the Mazzanti, once the residence of the Scali-

geri, the Casa dei Mercanti (1210), the Ca,sa della

Fontana (tenth century)—and an ancient statue

known as the Verona. In the middle of the piazza is

the tribune where, in the Middle Ages, trials used to

he held. The Piazza dei Signori is surroimded by the

Palazzo dei Giurisconsulti [Lawyers (1263)1 and the

Palazzo della Ragione (1193). The court house and
the prefecture were formerly palaces of the Scaligeri;

the Coimcil Building, the old Municipio (1476), has a

tower (the Civica) 272 feet h'gh. Other buildings are:

the Rocca (Keep) of Can Grande II : the Teatro Filar-

monico, containing the lapidary museum; the Palazzo

Lavezzola Pompeii, built by Sanmicheli in 1.530, con-

taining the civic museum, with its prehistoric dis-

coveries, Roman and medieval sculpture, and a

special collection of Veronese painters. The com-
munal library contains 100,000 volumes and 3100

manuscripts. Noteworthy among the Roman an-

(iqiiities are the arena, which is in better preservation

than the Colosseum at Rome; the remainsof a theatre,

the greater axis of which is 502 feet in length; the

Borsari Gates (265); the Arch of the Lions. The an-

cient Christian cemetery has not been found.

IIisTORV.—Verona, or Vcronia, was a city of the
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Euganei, who were obliged to cede it to the Ceno-
niani (5.50 B. c). With the conquest of the Valley of

the Po the Veronese territory berame Roman (about
.300 B. r.)l Verona had the franchise in 59. The city

derived importance from being at the intersection of

many roads. With the taking of Verona (a. d. 489)
the (lothic domination of Italy began; Theodorio
built his palace there, and in Germanic legend the
name of Verona Ls linked with his. This city re-

mained in the power of the Goths all through the
Gothic War, with the exception of a single day in 541,
when an Armenian officer effected an entr.ance. Dis-
sensions which arose among the Byzantine generals in

regard to booty enabled the Goths to regain posses-

sion. In 552 Valerian vainly endeavoured to gain an
entrance, an<l only the complete overthrow of the
Goths brought about its surrender. In 569 it was
taken by .\lboin, King of the Lombards, in whose
kingdom it was, in a sense, the second city in impor-
tance. There Alboin himself was killed by his own
wife in 572. The dukes of Treviso often resided

there. At \'erona Adalgisus, son of Desiderius, in 774
made his last desperate resistance to Charlemagne,
who had destroyed the Lombard kingdom. Verona
was then the ordinary residence of the kings of Italy,

the government of the city becoming hereditary in the
family of Count Milo, progenitor of the counts of San
Bonifacio. From SSO to 951 the two Berengarii re-

sided there. Otto I ceded to Verona the marquisate
dependent on the Duchy of Bavaria.
The splendour of the city in those days, dominated

by its forty-eight towers, is described in a Latin ode of

which we shall speak later on. The increasing wealth
of the burgher families eclipsed the power of the
counts, and in 1100 we find Verona organized as a
commune. The San Bonifacio could at most hold the
office of podest^ of the city now and then. Verona,
at fir.st undecided, was forced by Vicenza to join the

Lombard League. This, however, gave rise to the
factions of Guelphs and Ghihellinos in Verona. When
Ezzelino IV was elected podcsta, in 1226, he was able
to convert the office into a permanent lordship, and in

1257 he caused the slaughter of 11,000 Paduans on the
plain of Verona (Canipi di Verona). Upon his death
the Great Council elected as podest;\ ^Iastino della

Scala, and he converted the "signoria" into a family
possession, though leaving the burghers a share in the
government. Failing to be re-elected podest;\ in

12()2, he effected a coup d'clal, and was acclaimed
cnpiiano del popolo, with the command of the com-
munal troops. It w.as not without long internal dis-

cord that he succeeded in establishing this new office, to

which was attached the function of confirming the
podesti. In 1272 Ma.stino was killed by the faction
of the nobles. The reign of his son Alberto as capi-
tano (1277-1.302) was one incessant war against the
count.s of San Bonifacio, who were aided by the House
of Este. Of his sons, Bartolommeo, Alboino, and
Can Grande I, only the l.a-st shared the government
(1.308); he was great as warrior, prince, and patron of

the arts; he protected Dante, Petrarch, and Giotto.
By war or treatv he brought under his control the
cities of Padua (132S), Treviso (1.308), and Vicenza.

Alberto w;is succeeded by Mastino II (1329-51)
and .\lberto, .sons of .Mboino. Mastino continued
his uncle's policy, conquering Brescia in 1.332 and
carrving his power beyond the Po. He purchased
Parma (1335) and Lucca (1339). After the King of
France, he w.as the richest prince of his time. But a
powerful leagiie w.as formed .against him in 1.337

—

Florence, Venice, the Visconti, the Este, and the Gon-
zaga. After a three years war, the .Scaliger domin-
ions were reduced to Verona and Vicenza. His son
Can Grande II (1351-.59) was a cruel, diasolute, and
su.spicious tyrant; not tnisting his own subjects, he
surrounded himself with Brandenburg mercenaries.
He was killed by his brother Cansignorio (1359-75),

who beautified the city with palaces, provided it with
aqueducts and bridges, and founded the state treas-

ury. He also killed his other brother, Paolo Alboino.
Fratricide seems to have become a family custom, for
.Vntonio (1375-87), Cansignorio's natural brother,
slew his brother Bartolommeo, thereby arousing the
indignation of the people, who deserted him when
Gian Galeazzo Visconti of Milan made war on liim.

Having exhausted all his resources, he fled from
Verona at midnight (19 October, 1387), thus putting
an end to the Scaliger domin.ation, which, however,
survived in its monuments. His son Can Francesco
in vain attempted to recover Verona (1390). Gugl-
ielmo (1404), natural son of Can Grande II, was more
fortunate; with the support of the people, he drove
out the IVIilanese, but he died ten days after, and
Verona then submitted to Venice (1405). The List

representatives of the Scaligcri lived .at the imperial
court and rei)eatedly attemjjted to recover Verona
by the aid of popular risings. From 1490 to 1517
the city was in the power of the Emperor Maximilian
I. It was occupied by Napoleon in 1797, but on
Easter Monday the populace rose and drove out the
French. It was then that N.apoleon made an end of

the Venetian Republic. In 1866, on the annivers.ary

of the defeat of Kiinigralz, the Austrians ev.acuated
Verona, their strongest fortress in Venetia, which
thus became Italian.

For the origins of the Church in Verona the impor-
tant document is the "Carmen Pipinian\mi" (ninth
century), in which, besides a drscripliiui of the city

and an enumeration of its chiirclics, ihirr is a list of

the first eight bishops, from Si . Eupnpius to.St. Zeno,
who died in 380. Less important is the famous
pianeia (chasuble) of Classe, Ravenna, on which are
represented not only the bishops of Verona, but
also other saints and bishops of other dioceses vener-
ated at Verona in the ninth century. St. Zeno having
been the eighth bishop, the period of .St. Euprepius,
and therefore of the erection of the see, must be
placed not before the peace given to the Church
under Gallienus (260), but rather under the first

period of the reign of Diocletian, when the Church
enjoyed peace. In the .same "Carmen" mention is

made of Sts. Firmus and Rusticus, martyred at
Verona, probably under Maximi.an. The hst of the
earliest bishops is as follows: Euprepius, Dimidrinnus
(Demetrianusl, .Simplicius, Proculus, .'^aturninus,

Lucilius, present at the Council of Sardica in 343
(called Lucilius by St. Athanasius and Lucius in the
signatures of the bishops at Sardica), Gricinus, Zeno.
This St. Zeno is called a martyr in the "Carmen"
and is placed in the time of Gallienus. At any rate
the existence of a distinguished St. Zeno, Bishop of
Verona, a contemporary of St. Ambrose, .and author
of a series of rehgious discourses, is historically

attested, and as, on the other hand, the ancient docu-
ments know but one bishop of that name, it must be
concluded that, as early .as the ninth century, the
legend h.ad corrupted chronology. For the rest, we
know from the sermons of .St. Zeno how deeply
paganism was .still rooted in Verona in his time, partic-
ularly in the country districts. His succes.sor was
Syagrius. Other bishops were: St . Petronius (c. 410)

;

G'audentius (465); St. ^'alens (."i22-31); Solatius and
Junior, who joined the schism of the Three Ch,ai)ters;
Hanno (.about 7.58); Hatoldus, who imposed conunu-
nity lifeon the canons (806) ancl irorganized the educa-
tion of the clergy. Among the masters of his school
the deacon Pacifirus was eminent for his knowledge
of Greek and Hebrew. Xottingus (840) was the first

to denounce the heretic Godescalcus. Adelardus
(876) was excommunicated for invading the monas-
ter>' of Nonnantula. Hatherius (9.30), a Benedictine
and a distinguished author, was thrice driven from his
see by usurpers, among whom was the notorious
Manasses of Aries. He, too, fostered learning in the
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cathedral school. Joannes (1027) was distinguished

for sanctity and learning. Bruno (1073), who wrote

some interpretations of Scripture, was killed by one

of his chaplains.

In the time of Bishop Ognibene (1157), a distin-

guished canonist, Pope Lucius III died at Verona, in

1183, after meeting Barbarossa and holding a synod

there. There, too, was held the conclave which

elected Urban III, who spent nearly all of his brief

pontificate at Verona. Bishops Jacopo da Breganze

(122.5) and Gerardo Cossadocca (1254) were exiled

by the tyrant Ezzelino. Manfredo Roberti (1259)

suffered insult and imprisonment at the hands of the

Ghibellines. Bonincontro (1295) died in the odour of

sanctity. Bartolommeo deUa Scala (13.36), a Bene-

dictine, was calumniated to his nephew Mastino, Lord
of Verona, who slew him with his own hand, and
among the penalties for this crime inflicted by Bene-

dict XII was the revocation of the privilege of nomi-
nating bishops. Pietro della Scala reformed the lives of

the clergy and vainly endeavoured to bring the canons

under his own jurisdiction instead of that of the

Patriarch of Aquileia. When the Visconti obtained

possession of Verona, Pietro was banished. Fran-

cesco Condulmer (1439) founded the college of aco-

lytes to add to the beauty of pubhc worship and to

form a learned and pious clergy; the school still exists.

This institution was rendered necessary because, with

the establishment of the L^niversity of Verona, the

cathedral school had been suppressed, and the young
clerics who attended the university were at that time

dispensed from officiating in church functions: the

acolytes of the new college were obliged both to

study and to attend ecclesiastical functions. Ermo-
lao Barbaro also did much for the reform of the dio-

cese. Cardinal Giovanni Michele (1471) was a
munificent restorer of the cathedral and the episcopal

palace, as also was Cardinal Marco Cornaro (1502).

For Gian Matteo Giberti (1524) and Pietro and Luigi

Lippomano (1544, 1548) see articles under their

respective names. Agostino VaUer (1565) was a

cardinal. Sebastiano Pisani (1650) was a zealous

pastor. Giovanni Bragadino (1733) was a mirror of

all the virtues; in his episcopate the Patriarchate of

Aquileia was suppressed, and Benedict XIV brought
the chapter under the bishop's jurisdiction, at the

same time laying dowTi wise rules for the government
of the diocese. Giovanni Andrea Avogadro (1790)

abdicated the see to return to the Society of Jesus.

Benedetto de Riccabona (1854), a Tyrolese, was a

model pastor. The present bishop is Bartolommeo
Cardinal Bacilieri (1900). Councils of Verona
worthy of note are those of 1184, at which the pope
presided, and 1276, against the Patarenes who were
somewhat numerous in the Veronese territory, even

among the clergy.

At Verona is the mother-house of the Sons of the

Sacred Heart of Jesus and their college for the Central

African missions. The Congregation of the Stim-

matini was also founded at Verona. Natives of this

city were the architects Fra Giocondo, a Dominican,
and Sanmichele; the painter Paolo Caliari (known
also as Paolo Veronese), Falconet to. Liberal!, Fran-

cesco and Girolamo dai Libri, Brusasorci, and others;

among men of learning, Guarino, Lipomanno, Maffei,

BiancTiini, and others. The diocese was suffragan of

Aquileia, then of Udine; since 1818 it has been
suffragan of Venice. It has 262 parishes with 400,500
faithful; 7.80 secular priests; 132 regular priests; 17

houses of male religious; 45 of Sisters; 4 colleges for

boys; 7 for girls. The Catholic Press consists of

"Verona Fedele" (a daily paper), three weeklies, and
the monthly "La Nigrizia .

Cappelletti, Le chiese d'ltalia, X; Maffei. Verona lUustTota
(Verona. 1731; Milan, 1825); Biancouni. Serie cronologica dei

Vescovi e governatori di Verona (Vnrona, 17fi0) ; Zagata, Cronica di

Verona (3 vols., Verona, 1745-49) ; Fainelli, PodcsIA e ufficiali di

Verona dal ISOB al 1406 (Verona, 1909) ; Biermann, Vennta (Leip-

zig. 1904) : Spagnolo, Le Scuole accoUlali di Verona (Verona, 1905)

;

CiPOLLA. Compendio delta sloria potitica diVerona (Verona, 1900);
BoLOGNlNl. L' Universita di Verona (Verona. 1896).

U. Benigni.

Veronese, Paolo. See Caliari, Paola.

Veronica, Saint.—In several regions of Christen-

dom there is honoured under this name a pious matron
of Jerusalem who, during the Passion of Christ, as one
of the holy women who accompanied Him to Calvary,
offered Him a towel on which he left the imprint of His
face. She went to Rome, bringing with her this image

House of St. Veronica, in the Via Dolorosa. Jerusalem

of Christ, which was long exposed to public venera-
tion. To her likewise are traced other relics of the

Blessed Virgin venerated in several churches in the

West. The belief in the existence of authentic images
of Christ is connected with the old legend of Abgar of

Edessa and the ajjocrj-phal wTiting known as the
"Mors Pilati". To distinguish at Rome the oldest

and best knowai of these images it was called I'cra icon

(true image), which ordinary language soon made
vero7iica. It is thus designated in several medieval
texts mentioned by the BoUandists (e. g. an old Mis-
sal of Augsburg has a Mass "De S. Veronica seu Vul-
tus Domini"), and Matthew of Westminster speaks of

the imprint of the image of the Saviour which is called

Veronica: "Effigies Dominici vultus quae Veronica
nuncupatur". By degi'ees popular imagination mis-

took this word for the name of a person and attached
thereto several legends which vary according to the

country. In Italy Veronica comes to Rome at the

summons of the Emperor Tiberius, whom she cures

by making him touch the sacred image. She thence-

forth remains in the capital of the empire, living there

at the same time as Sts. Peter and Paul, and at her

death bequeaths the precious image to Pope Clement
and his successors. In France she is given in marriage

to Zacheus, the convert of the Gospel, accomjianies

him to Rome, and then to Quiercy, where her husband
becomes a hermit, under the name of Amadour, in the

region now called Rocamadour. Meanwhile, Ve-
ronica joins Martial, whom she assists in his apostolic

preaching. In the region of Bordeaux ^eronica,

shortly after the .Vscension of Christ, lands at Soulac

at the mouth of the (iiroiule, bringing relics of the

Blessed Virgin; there she preaches, dies, and is buried

in the tomb which was long venerated either at Soulac
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or in the Church of St. Seurin at Bordeaux. Some-
times she ha.s even been ronfounded witli a pious
woman who, according to tirogory of Tours, ljro\ight

to the nciglibouring town of Bazas some drops of the

blood of Jolm the Baptist, at whose beheading slie wa.s

present. In many places she is identified with the
haemorrhissa who was cured in the Gosi)el. These
pious traditions cannot be documented, but there is no
reason why the belief that such an act of compassion
did occur should not find expression in the veneration
paid to one called Veronica, even though the name
has found no place either in the Hieronymian Mar-
tjTology or in the oldest historical Martyrologies, and
St. Charles Borromeo excluded the Office of St. Ver-
onica from the Milan Missal where it had been intro-

duced. The Roman Martyrology also records at
Milan St. Veronica de Binasco, of the Order of St.

Augustine, on 13 January, and St. Veronica Giuliani,

on 9 July (q. v.).
Ada SS. Bollarul.. Feb. I (Paris, 1S63); Maubt. Lettres aur

Vitymologie du nam de Vironique in Revue Archeologique (Paris,
1851); ArR^UEN, Sainte V^ronique, apdtre de VAquitaine (Tou-
louse. 1877): BouBRlfeRES. .Sain; Amadour el sainte Vironique
(Cahors, 1894); Palme, Die deutschen Veronicalegenden des XII.
Jahrh. (Prague. 18921.

Antoine Degert.

Veronica Giuliani, Saint, b. at Mercatello in the
Duchy of Urbino, Italy, 1660; d. at Citta di Castello,

9 July, 1727. Her parents, Francesco Giuliana and
Benedetta Mancini, were both of gentle birth. In
baptism she was named Ursula, and showed marvel-
lous signs of sanctify. When but eighteen months old
she uttered her first words to upbraid a shopman who
was serving a false measure of oil, saying distinctly:

"Do justice, God sees you". At the age of three
years she began to be favoured with Divine commu-
nications, and to show great compassion for the poor.
She would set apart a portion of her food for them,
and even part with her clothes when she met a poor
child scantily clad. These traits and a great love for

the Cross developed as she grew older. When others
did not readily join in her religious practices she was
inclined to be dictatorial. In her sixteenth year this

imperfection of character was brought home to her in

a vision in which she saw her own heart as a heart of

steel. In her WTitings she confesses that .she took a
certain pleasure in the more stately circumstances
which her family adopted when her father was ap-
pointed superintendent of finance at Piacenza. But
this did not in any way affect her early-formed resolu-
tion to dedicate herself to rehgion, although her father
urged her to marry and procured for her several
suitors as soon as she became of marriageable age.
Owing to her father's opposition to her desire to enter
a convent, Veronica fell ill and only recovered when
he gave his consent.

In 1677 .she wa.s received into the convent ol the
Capuchin Poor Clares in Citt^ di Castello, taking the
name of Veronica in memory of the Passion. \t the
conclusion of the ceremony of her reception the bishoj)

said to the abbess: "I commend this new daughter to

your special care, for she will one day be a great
saint". She became absolutely submissive to the will

of her directors, though her novitiate was marked by
extraordinary interior trials and temptations to re-

turn to the world. At her profession in 1678 she con-
ceived a great desire to suffer in union with our
Saviour crucified for the conversion of sinners. About
this time she had a vision of Christ bearing His
cross and henceforth suffered an acute physical pain
in her heart, .\fter her death the figure of the cross
was found impressed upon her heart. In 1693 she
entered upon a new pha.se in her spiritual life, when
she had a vision of the chalice symbolizing the Divine
Passion which was to be re-enacted in her o%vn soul.
At first she .shr.ank from accepting it and only by great
effort eventually submitted. She then began to en-
dure intense spiritual suffering. In 1694 she received

the impression of the Crown of Thorns, the wounds
being visible and t he pain permanent. By order of t he
bishop she submitted to medical treatment, but ob-
tained no relief. Yet, although she hved in this su-
pernafuraUy mj-sticai life, she was a practical woman
of affairs. For thirty-four years she was novice-
mistress, and guided the novices with great prudence.
It is noticeable that she would not allow them to read
mystical books. In 1716 she was elected abbess and
whilst holding that office enlarged the convent and
had a good system of water-pipes laid down, the con-
vent hitherto having been without a proper water
supply. She was canonized by Gregory XVI in 1839.
She is usually represented crowned with thorns and
embracing the Cross.

The Life of St. Veronica Giuliani in The Oratorian Series (Lon-
don, 1874); translated from the Italian of Salvatori, published
in 18.39 and compiled largely from the processes of the saint's
canonization; i'. Veronica Cliuliani: I suoi Scrilli (3 vols., CittA di
Castello, 1883-85).

Father Cuthbert.

Verot, AuGUSTiN, third Bishop of Savannah, first

of St. Augustine, b. at Le Puy, France, May, 1804; d.
at St. Augustine, 10 June, 1876. He studied at St-
Sulpice, Paris, was ordained priest by Archbishop de
Quelen, 20 Sept., 1828, subsequently joined the Society
of St-Sulpice, and in 18.30 came to Baltimore. He
taught science, philosophy, and theology at St. Mary's
College and the seminary until 1853, when, being
appointed pastor at Elhcot 's Mills, he continued four
years in missionary activity. Nominated Vicar
Apostohcof Florida, 11 Dec, 1857, he was consecrated
titular Bishop of Danabe, 25 April, 18.58, by Arch-
bishop Kenrick in the cathedral of Baltimore.
Religious conditions in Florida, owing chiefly to
repeated mutations and instabihty in both civil and
ecclesiastical regimes, were disheartening. Un-
bounded zeal and resourcefulness characterized Bishop
Verot's admini,stration from the beginning. The new
vicariate had only three priests. He sought assis-
tance in France and soon the churches at St. Augus-
tine, Jacksonville, and Key West were repaired, new
ones were erected at Tampa, Fernandina, Palalka,
Mandarin, and Tallahassee and provided with resi-
dent pa.stors, religious communities were introduced,
and Catholic schools inaugurated. In July, 1861,
Bishop Verot was translated to the See of Savannah,
retaining meanwhile vicarial powers over Florida.
Religion suffered enormously during the disastrous
periods of the Civil War and the subsequent "recon-
struction". The bishop's unfaihng courage and
energy inspired his afflicted people with patience
and resolution in repairing the great losses they sus-
tained in their religious and material interests. The
Florida vicariate was constituted a diocese in March,
1870, and Bishop Verot became first Bishop of St.
Augustine, concentrating henceforth all his efforts
on the work begun there fourteen years previou.sly.
Contemporaneous files of the "Cathohc Directory"
disclose his just appraisal of the latent material
resources of a then undeveloped region. Florida
owes to Bishop Verot's initiative much of its present
material as well as rehgious progress. He was
amongst the first to advocate its claims as a health
resort and its adaptabihty for the culture of products
which have since become valuable. He made an
annual visitation of the whole diocese, estabhshing
churches and schools at advantageous points, and
aiming to lay a broad and solid .spiritual foundation
on which his successors might build. He loved to
revive the memory of Florida's early martyrs His
numerous contributions on religious and historical
themes in contemporary periodicals possess perma-
nent value; his best-known writings are his "Pastoral
on .Slavery" and his "Catechism". He took a
prominent p.art in the Councils of Baltimore and in
the Vatican Council (see Florida).
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Shea, Hint. Catholic Church in the U. S.. IV (New York, 1892)

;

Clarke, Lites of Deceased Bishops. Ill (New York, 1SS8) ; vari-

ous pastoral letters (Savannah and St. Augustine, lS58-7o);

O'CoNNELL, Catholicity in the Carolinas and Georgia (New York,

1878).
James Veale.

Verrazano, Giovanni da, navigator, b. about

1485, of good family, at Val di Greve, near Florence;

executed at Puerto del Pico, Spain, November, 1.527.

Entering the naval service of Francis I of France,

he soon became famous as a corsair, preying on the
sliips of Spain and
Portugal, one of

his prizes in 1522
being the treasure-

s h i p sent to
Charles V by
Cort(5s with Mexi-
can spoils, valued
at nearly two mil-

lion dollars. In
Jan., 1524, he be-

gan a voyage of

discovery to the

New World on
behalf of his pa-
tron Francis I,

during which he
kept a log-book
(if his experiences.

In 1.556 Ramusio
published in his

collection of voy-
ages a letter writ-

ten by Verrazano
giving an account
of his voyage to

and its explora-North Americathe coast
tion from 30° to 50° N. lat. It is the first

post-Columbian description of the North At-
lantic coast, and gives the first description of New
York Bay and harbour and the present Hudson
River. Thence he sailed along Long Island Sound to

Block Island and Newport, of which he makes men-
tion. From this note-book of the voyage his brother
Hieronimo drew in 1529 a map of the North Atlantic

coast, which is now in the museum of the Propaganda
at Rome, and testifies to the accuracy of Verrazano's
observations along the coast as far as a point in the
present State of Maine, whence he returned to France,

arriving at Dieppe in July, 1524. Little that is

authentic is known of his subsequent career; Spanish
records relate that he was captured in 1527, while
cruising off the coast of Cadiz, and executed by order
of the Emperor Charles V. The authenticity of his

letter descriptive of his voyage along the Atlantic

coast has given rise to an extensive historical contro-

versy, but the most recent researches affirm its

reliability as well as that of his brother's map, the
best sixteenth-century map extant in its original

form, which has special influence on the subsequent
cartography of the time.

A bronze statue, set up in 1910, by his admiring
fellow-countrymen, facing the mouth of the great
river on whose east bank the metropolis of the
United States has grown, proclaims their conviction
that Giovanni da Verrazano, and not Henry Hudson,
was its discoverer.

Memorial History of the City of New York, II (New York, 1892)

;

Brevoort. Verrazano the Nai'igalor (New York, 1874); Idem.
Verrazano the First Explorer of the Atlantic Coast in Magazine of
Am. Ilisl.. VIII (New York, 1SS2). 481: de Costa, Verrazano the

Explorer (New York. 1880) ; Murphy. Voiiages of Verrazano (New
York. 1875); Collections of N. Y. Hist. Soc, I (New York, 1841),
37; Bennett, Catholic Footsteps in Old New York (New York,
1909).

Thomas F. Meehan.

Verreau, Hospice-Anthelme, a French-Cana-
dian priest, educator, and historian, b. at I'lslct,

P. Q., 6 Sept., 1828, of Germain V.and Ursule Foumier;
d. at Montreal in 1901. After terminating his

classical course at the Quebec Seminary, he taught
at Ste Therese College, and, in 1857, was appointed
principal of the newly founded Jacques-Cartier
Normal School, an office he held until his death.
He was made a Lit.D. of Laval (1878) and a Fellow
of the Royal Society of Canada. In 1873 he was
commissioned by the Quebec Government to investi-

gate certain European archives for materials relating

to Canadian history. Besides many contributions

to the Historical Society of Montreal, of which he
was the first president, and to the Royal Society,

he pubUshed (1^70-73) two volumes of memoirs
concerning the invasion of Canada by the Americans.
His chief publications are: "Notice sur la fondation

de Montreal"; "Des commencements de I'^glise du
Canada;" "Jacques-Cartier; Questions du calen-

drier civil et eccMsiastique; Questions de droit

politique, de legislation et d'usages maritimes".
These works of patient research and erudition are

written in a chaste, clear, and ea.sy style. He eluci-

dates some very obscure historical points regarding

the true motives animating the founders of Ville-

Marie. As an educator he was incomparable, ever

striving to realize his lofty ideal of those who are

called to train youth for life's duties. This he
strove to obtain through love of God and country,

by a firm and just discipline, whereby order was
observed, study seriously pursued, application duly
controlled, and Christian politeness inculcated.
Morgan, Bibliotheca canadensis (Toronto, 1898); Casgrain,

Annuaire de I' Universite Laval (Quebec. 1902); Desrosiers, Lea
Ecoles Normales de la Prov. de Quibec (Montreal, 1909).

Lionel Lindsay.

Verri, Pietro, Count, economist, b. at Milan,

Dec, 1728; d. there, 29 June, 1797. After studying

at Monza, Rome, and Parma, he entered the Austrian

army. Returning home, he devoted himself to the

study of administration and political economy. He
became vice-president (1772), and then president

(1780), of the Chamber of Counts; but retired to pri-

vate hfe in 1786. With his brother Alessandro (1741-

1816), the philosopher Beccaria, and others, Verri

founded the "Society del Caffe", in which the chief

problems of philosophy, economy, and literature were
discussed. His chief works are: "Meditazioni suU'

economia politica" (Leghorn, 1771), translated into

French and German; "Discorsi suU' indole del piacere

e del dolore, suUa felicitS, e suUa economia politica"

(Milan, 1781); "Riflessioni suUe leggi vincolanti prin-

cipalmente nel commercio dei grani" (ISIilan, 1796);

"Klemorie storiche sull' economia politica nello stato

di Milano" (published after the author's death in

Custodi's collection); and some memoranda on coinage

in the Milanese territory. He also wrote small dra-

matic works. His economic theories are midway be-

tween Pliysiocratism and the theories of Smith. He
advocated the breakingupof large estates infavourof

small holdings. His greatest merit is to have formu-
lated and expounded the theory of tlemand and supply,

in defence of which he carried on a controversy with

Melchiorre Gioia. His works have been printed in

Custodi's "Sorittori classici italiani di economia
politica" (Milan, 180.3-16) and, in part, in Fcrrara's

"Biblic.tocadcU' Economista" (Turin, 18.52).

BuNrHi Eh«iio »/./n>i, di P. r,Tri (Cremona, 1S03); Ccstodi.
Nutizir .lulh riln del P. IVrri (Milan, 1843); BotrvT, Le comie P.

Verri (Paris, 1889); Pecchio, Hist, de Viconomic politique en

Italic, tr. Galuhs (Paris, 1830); McCclloch, Literature of

Political Economy (London, 1845); Nouteau diet, d'iconomie

politique, s. V. Verri.

U. Benigni.

Verrocchio, Andkea dki., b. at Florence, 1435; d.

at Venice, 148S. He was called .Andrea di Michelc di

Francesco de' Cioni,but for his true name he substi-

tuted that of his master, the goldsmith Giuliano Ver-
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rorchio. Somo autliorilios liold that he frequented

the studios of Donatello and Baldovinetti, but in any
case the impress of liis early odueation with a gold-

smith is strongly evident in his work. He always re-

tained a very keen taste for delieate rhasing, which
taste is especially manifested in the equestrian statue

of CoUeoni, wherein the horse's head and the harness

are chased like a piece of jewellery. He excelled in

depicting the charms of children and womanly grace.

Xevertlicless he was not married, but Uved in the
household of a married sister, who had many children.

Although favoured with the friendship of Lorenzo de'

Medici, honoured with important commissions, and
reputed the greatest artist of his time, he seems never
to have known the favours of fort une. His art, which
often shone with a radiantly smiling beauty, seems to

have been the reflection of a happy and cheerful life.

He was both painter and sculp-

toi , but chiefly the latter.

His chief sculptural works
were: the tomb of Piero and
Giovanni de" Medici, in the

Church of San Lorenzo, in

marble and bronze, withoul
religious emblem. His "David

"

in bronze was in the national

museum (the Bargello), Flor-

ence. The "Child holding a

floli)hin", in bronze, made to

:i(li:iii a fountain of the Villa

Medici at Careggi, is in the
fourtyard of the Palazzo Vec-
chio at Florence. These three

norks were ordered from Vei-
rocchio by Lorenzo the Mag-
nificent. In the terra-cot t

a

"Madonna" made for the

hospital of Santa Maria Novella
"supreme distinction of thought
is united to the most scrupulous
abservation of nature" (A.

Michel). The marble bust of

the "Flower-girl" is in the
Bargello. The silver bas-relief

Df the "Decollation of St. John
the Baptist", which adorned
the altar of the baptistery of

?an Giovanni, is preserved in the cathedral museum
(Opera del Duomo), Florence. The marble monument
?rected in memory of Cardinal Forttegiierra in the
[athedral of Pistoia was designed by Verrocchio but
pxecuted by his pupils.

His two masterpieces, both in bronze, were the "In-
credulity of St. Thomas" (1483) and the "Colleone"
(1479-88). The first group, wherein the artist has
touchingly represented Christ urging the doubting
.\postIe to put his hand in His pierced Side, was or-

dered by the Council of Merchants and placed out-
side the Church of San Michele, in a beautiful niche
made by Donatello. But Verrocchio erred in making
so muchof thedraperies, for this exaggerated realism

Ereatly distracts the attention from a subject so pa-
thetic in itself. The second work was the splendid
equestrian statue which the Republic of Venice ordered
to honourthememory of the celebrated fojirfoHifre, Bar-
folommeo Colleoni of Bergamo, who had commanded
the Wnetian troops. While casting it Verrocchio was
seized with a chill, which ended fatally. The statue
was completed by the Venetian Alessandro Leopardi,
who had the audacity to sign a work of which he had
only finished the ca-sting and perfected the details.

The statue w;is not erected until 1495; it is still to be
seen on the Piazza dei Santi Giovanni e Paolo.
.Assuredly, "we have a right to say that this eques-
trian statue is the finest in the world" (J. Burckhardt).
Only two paintings can with certaintv be assigned

made for the Convent of San Salvi at the gates of
Florence, and which is now at the Academy of Fine
Arts in the same city; and the "Madonna" of the
Duomo of Pistoia, long ascribed to Lorenzo di Credi,
on the word of Vasari, but which a document pub-
lished by Signor Chiti assigns to Verrocchio. The
"Baptism" (c. 1470) is an oil painting, at that time
still a great novelty in Florence. .Accordingly, it

shows traces of grouping and experiment. Its differ-

ent parts are of unequal value, which led \'asari to as-

sert boldly that the angel respectfully guarding the
garments of Christ is by Leonardo da Vinci. It is

more perfect than the other figures in the picture.
The "Baptism" marked an epoch in the history of

Italian painting, because the accuracy of design and
the refinement of the model were an innovation
whereby Verrocchio broke with the school of the fres-

coists, less correct and broader
in execution. But these tec^h-

nical studies, so evident espe-
cially in the angular figure of

St. John Baptist, explain whj'
A'asari called Verrocchio's man-
ner "alquanto dura e cru-
detta". The perfection of the
landscape which forms the back-
ground of the picture foreshad-
ows modern art, because "for
the first time the artist gives
attentive observance to the
study of values, the gradation
of colours, especially to the
unity of the figures with the
environment" (M. Raymond).
Tlie ".soiTicwhat rough and
crude" manner disappears in

the "Madonna" of Pistoia.

This delightful composition
rc])re,sents the Blessed Virgin
between St. John the Baptist
and St. Zeno. supporting the
Infant Jesus Who lifts His little

hand to ble.ss.

Critics do not agree with re-

gard to the other pictures as-

cribed to Verrocchio; neverthe-
less he may be unhesitatingly

credited with the beautiful "Annunciation" at

the Uffizi, and the graceful "Madonna with the
Carnation", in the Old Pinacothek at Munich.
The authorship of the Madonnas at the museums of

Berlin and London is disputed. Verrocchio was pvr-

haps the greatest artist of the second half of the
fifteenth century. On the boundary of two ages, be-
tween the old Florentine school, about to disappear,
and the School of the Renaissance in cour.se of forma-
tion, he was not, like the masters of preceding periods,

a Christian artist, because he rejected the purpose of

placing art at the service of a moral and religious idea;

he was not as yet an artist of the Renaissance neglect-

ing the soul to study the body, for he did not attempt
to imitate anticpiity; instead of drawing his insjiira-

tion from the statues which he has bequeathed to us,

and of becoming exclu.sively enamoured of the iilastic

beauty of con^oreal forms, he preferred to oliserve

living nature, and like his predecessors continued to

subordinate form to the expression of the feelings of

the soul, but, more skilful than they, he succeeded in

perfecting his methods of expression, because his

drawing is more correct and his modelling more scien-

tific.

Hence Verrocchio's powerful influence over paint-
ing; his studio was the centre of resistance to the
invasion of antifpie influence; and his pupils Lorenzo
di Credi, Perugino, and Leonardo da Vinci continued
to spread the doctrine of the Florentine School. This

Verrocchio
Uffizi Gallery

to Verrocchio, the "Baptism of Christ'', which was doctrine may be summarized as follows: art should be
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spiritual, that is, it should mako form serve the expres-

sion of thought and sentiment.
Vasabi, he Vila de piit eccellenti piUori, ed. Milanesi, III

(Florence, 1878), 357-82; Semper, Andrea del Verrocchio (Leio-
zig, 1878); Muntz, Histoire de I'art pendant la Renaissance, II

(Paris, 1891); Chiti, Andrea del Verrocchio in Pisloia in Botlelin
storica pistoiese (1899); Mackowsky, Verrocchio (Leipzig, 1901);
BuRCKHABDT AND BoDE, Der Cicerone (Leipzig, 1904), Fr. tr.

GiRARD, II (Paris, 1896), 373-77. 557-58; (^RnTTwELL. Verroc-

chio (London, 1904, Reymond, Verrocchio (Paris, 1906) ; Venturi.
Storia delV Arte italiana, VI (Milan, 1908), 706-34; VI, pt. I

(1911), 776-86; Michel, Histoire de I'Art, IV, pt. I (Paris. 1909),
128-135.

Gaston Sortais.

Versailles, Diocese of (Versaliensis), includes

the Department of Seine-et-Oise, France. Created
in 1790 by the Civil Constitution of the Clergy,
this diocese was maintained by the Concordat of

1802; it included also the Department of Eure-et-

Trianon was given bv Louis X\'I to Marie .Antoinette.

The chapel of the chateau was buiU 1699-1710; the
Theophilanthropista worshipped there during 1794-
95. "This chapel", Perate says, "is, in the whole
and its details, one of the most perfect monuments
that Louis XIV ever built."

Saint-Cyr, near Versailles, is famous for the educa-
tional institute that Madame de Maintenon founded
there for young girls. The city of St-Cloud, whose
chateau dates from Louis XIV, owes its origin to the
Monastery of Novigentum, founded by St. Clodoald or
Cloud, son of KingClodomir (d. about 560). At St-

Cloud, Jacques Clement attempted the hfe of Henry
III. There also Bonaparte executed against the "As-
sembly of the Five Hundred" the coup d'etat of 18
Brumaire. Nearby is Meudon, once the parish of

Rabelais. The town of St-Germain-en-Laye, whose
Loir, detached from it in 1S22 by the restoration of the present chateau dates from Louis XIV, owes its origin

I

Diocese of Chartres. It was made up of consider-

able parts of the ancient Dioceses of Paris, Chartres,

Rouen, Sens, and some cantons belonging formerly to

the Dioceses of Beauvais, Senlis, and Evreux. At
the beginning of the seventeenth centurj' Versailles

was a mere village, whose seigneur was Antoine de

to a convent founded during the eleventh centurj' by
King Robert; IajuIs XIII died there. Louis XIV was
born there, and James II of England died there.

The Benedictine Abbey of Morigny, near Etanipes,
was founded about 1102 by a nobleman called An-
seau. He established in it monks from St-Germer de
Flai.x, a monastery in the Diocese of Beauvais. At
the beginning of the eleventh century the abbey and
revenues of St-Martin d'Etampes, said to have been
founded by Clovis, were given to the monks of

Morigny by Philip I. On 3 Oct., 1120, Cahxtus II

consecrated the church of Morigny. In Jan., 1131,

Innocent II consecrated an altar to St. Lawrence
there; Abelard and St. Bernard were present at this

ccremonj'. The Abbey of Morigny was united in 1629
t ) the Congregation of St-Maur, and has cea,sed to

exist since the French Revolution. In 1091, 1099, 1130
councils took place at Etampes (in the latter of which,
on the advice of St. Bernard, the bishops sided with
Innocent II, against the antipope Anacletus); also in

1147. At Poissy, St. Louis was baptized. The Domin-
ican priory, founded at Poissy in 1304, was celebrated.

The "Colloquy of Poissy" tq,ok place (1561) be-

tween Catholic theologians under the Cardinal of

Lorraine, and INIontluc, Bishop of Valence, and Cal-

\inist theologians under Theodore Beza. It opened
on 9 Sept., in the refectory of the abbey, before

Charles IX and Catharine de'Medici. A second sit-

ting took place 16 Sept., and was followed by two con-
ferences between the theologi.ins of both sides. The
colloquy had no result. The town of Isle-Adam, in

the Diocese of Versailles, belonged, since the twelfth

century, to the family of the Villiers de ITsle-Adam,
whose most famous member was Philippe de ITsle-

Adam (1464-1534), Grand Master of the Order of

Jerusalem, who in 1522 held Rhodes for six months
against 200,000 Turks. The monastery- of Port-

Royal was situated in the commune of St-Lambert,
at the hamlet of Vaumurier. Among the natives of

Lomenie. Louis XIII bought it in 1632, and had a the present territory of the Diocese of Versailles may
small chateau built there. The present chateau was
begun under Louis XIV by Mansart (1661), the gar-

dens were designed by Lenotre; the interior decora-
tions were entnisted to Lebrun. Louis XIV hved
there in 1672 and constantly from 1682. The resi-

dence wa,s finished in 16S4, and a town soon grew up.

The French monarchs resided at Versailles for more

be mentioned: Duplessis-Mornay (1549-1623), sur-

named the "pope of the Huguenots", author of a

treatise on "The Institution of the Eucharist", and
who was defeated by the Catholic theologians at the

Conference of Fontainebleau (1.600); Pierre du Moulin
(1568-1658), a Calvinist theologian, who composed
for James I of England several apologetic writings.

i

than a century; here was signed (3 Sept., 1783) the and taught theolog\- at Sedan; Abbe de I'Epce (1712-

treaty between France .and England, acknowledging 89), inventor of a method for teaching the deaf and
the independence of the United States; here took dumb; Abbe Gu^nee (1717-1S03), born at Etampes,
place (1 May, 1789) the ojieiiing of the States-Gen- author (1769) of the wcll-knowni " Lett res de plusieurs

eral, .and it w.as here too, in the h;ill of the Jcu de Juifs Portugais etc., a M. de ^'oltaire"; Marquise de
Paume, that the delegates of the Third Estatt

some members of the other two estates (ii()l)ility ;uid

clergj'), constituted themselves a Niitional Asseinhly.

It was from Versailles that the Parisian populac(> took
Louis XVI and his family (0 Oct., 1789), and
broiight them back to Paris. The Grand Trianon

1 La Rochejucc|uelein (1772-1857), author of memoirs
((inrerning the War of La Vendi'-e.

Tlie chief ])ilgrimages of the diocese are: Notre-
Dame <le Bonne Garde, at Longpoint (ninth century);

St. Bernanl, Philii) the Fair, and St. Jeanne
de Valois visited this sanctuarv; Notre-Dame de

Wiis built under Loins XIV by Mansart; the Petit Pontoise (1226) to which St. Louis, Charles V, and
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Louis XIV were very generous; Notre-Dame des

\nfces, at Cliehy I'Aunois (1212) ; the pilgrimage of the

Hoh- Tunic of thrist that Charlemagne, who had re-

'eive<l it from the Empress Irene, gave (August, 800)

;o his daughter Theodrade, Abbess of Argenteuil, and
hat was transferred (1804) from the priory, destroyed

luring the Revolution, to the parish church of Argen-

;euil. There were in the Diocese of Versailles before

ihe Law of Associations (1901): Assumptiohists;

[Capuchins; Cistercians of the Immaculate Concep-
ion; Jesuits; Missionaries of Notre-Dame of Africa;

Resurrectionists; Salesians of Don Bosco; and several

jrders of teaching brothers. Several orders of women
irose in this diocese: the Hospitaller Augustines of

Etampes, founded in 1515; the Maid-Servants of the

Sacred Heart of Jesus (hospitals and teaching) , founded
n 1S(>6 with mother house at Versailles; the Sisters of

he Holy Childhood, with mother house at Versailles.

—Religious congregations conducted in the diocese at

he end of the nineteenth century : 7infant asylums ; 121

nfant schools; 5 special homes for sick children; 2
nixed oqjhan asylums; 12 orphan asylums for boys;

54 ori>han asylums for girls; 3 apprenticeship houses;

i refuges and ;isylums for imperilled girls; a work-

lousc for beggars; 29 houses of nuns for taking care

)f sick persons at home; 44 hospitals; 1 hospital for

ncurables. The Diocese of Versailles had (1905)

'07,325 inhabitants, 64 first class parishes, 520 second
;lass parishes, 38 curacies, recognized by theConcordat.
BaU.V.UID. L'Episcopal Fran^ais depuis le Concordat jusqu'a la

Uparalion (Paris, 1907); P^RArt. Versailles (Paris, 1904); de
»IoLHAC, Hisloire du chileaude Versailles (Paris, 1900); Bradby,
the great days of Versailles: Studies from Court life in the later

(ears of Louis XIV (London, 1906); Farmer, Versailles and the

?ourt under Louis XIV (London, 1906); Grimot, Histoire de la

ViUe de I Isle-Adam, el notice biographique de ses seigneurs (Pon-
«iae, 1885) ; Mont-Rosd, Essais historiques sur la ville d'Etampes
.2 vols., Etampes, 1836-37).

Georges Gotau.

Versions of the Bible. Synopsis.

—

Greek:
Septuagiut; Aquila; Theodotion; Symmachus; other
versions. Versions from the Septuagint: Vetus
[tala or Old Latin; Egyptian or Coptic (Bohairic,

^ahidic, Akhmimic, and Faytjmic, i. e. Middle Egyp-
tian or Bashmuric); Ethiopic and .\mharic (Falasha,

jalla); Gothic; Georgian or Grusian; Syriac; Slavic

(Old Slavonic, Russian, Ruthenian, Polish, Czech
w Bohemian, Slovak, Servian or lUyrian, Croatian,

Bosnian, Dalmatian); Arabic; Armenian. Versions
FROM the Hebrew: Chaldaic; Syriac (Peschitto);

r^rabic (Carshuni); Persian; Samaritan Pentateuch;
Vulgate; other Latin versions. Hebrew Versions
3F THE New Testament. Versions from Mixed
Sources: Italian; Spanish; Basque; Portuguese;
French; German; Dutch and Flemish; Scandinavian
(Danish, Swedish, Norwegian, Icelandic); Finnish
(Esthonian, Laplandish); Hungarian; Celtic (Irish,

Scotch, Breton or Armoric, Welsh or CjTnric).

Miscellaneous: Aleutian; .\niwa; Battak; Benga;
Bengali; Chinese; Gipsy or Romany; Hindu; Hindu-
stani; Japanese; Javanese; Mexican; Modern Greek.
English Versions.
Greek.— (1) The Sepluaginl. The Septuagint, or

Alexandrine, Version, the first and foremost transla-

tion of the Hebrew Bible, was made in the third and
second centuries b. c. An account of its origin,

recensions, and its historical importance has been
given above (see Septuaoint Version). It is still

the official text of the Greek Church. Among the
Latins its authority was ex]ilicitly recognized by the
Fathers of the Council of Trent, in compliance with
who.se wishes Sixtus V, in 15S7, pubhshed an edition
of the Vatican Codex. This, with three others, the
Complulensian, .Mdine, and Gr.abian, are the leading
representative editions available.

(2) Vcrxion nf Aquitd.—In the second century, to

meet the demands of both Jews and Christians, three
Other Greek versions of the Old Testament were

produced, though they never took the place of the

Septuagint. Only fragmentary remains of them are

preserved, chiefly from Origen's "Hexapla" (q. v.).

The first and the most original is that of Aquila, a
native of Sinope in Pontus, a proselyte to Judaism,
and according to St. Jerome, a pupil of Rabbi Akiba
who taught in the Palestinian schools, 95-135.

Aquila, taking the Hebrew as he found it, proves in

his rendering to be "a slave to the letter". When his

version appeared, about 130, its rabbinical character

won approval from ths Jews but distrust from the

Christians. It was favoured among the Greek-
speaking Jews of the fourth and fifth centuries, and
in the sixth was sanctioned by Justinian for pubUc
reading in the synagogues. Then it rapidly fell into

disuse and disappeared. Origen and St. Jerome found
it of value in the study of the original text and of the

methods of Jewish interpretation in early Christian

years.

(3) Version of Theodotion.—Another Greek version

practically contemporaneous with Aquila's was made
by Theodotion, probably an Ephesian Jew or Ebion-
ite. It held a middle place among the ancient Greek
translations, preserving the character of a free

revision of the Septuagint, the omissions and errone-

ous renderings of which it corrected. It also showed
Ijarts not appearing in the original, as the deutero-

canonical fragments of Daniel, the postscript of Job,

the Book of Baruch, but not the Book of Esther. It

was not approved by the Jews but was favourably
received by the Christians. Origen gave it a place

in his "Hexapla" and from it supplied parts missing in

the Septuagint. St. Irena?us used its text of Daniel,

which was afterwards adopted in the Church.

(4) Version of Symmachus.—This appeared at the

close of the second century. Its author was an
Ebionite of Jewish or Samaritan origin. Giving the

sense rather than the letter of the Hebrew, he turned
its idioms into good Greek, used paraphrases, and
translated independently of the earlier versions. His
work, though finished and inteUigible to readers igno-

rant of Hebrew, sometimes failed to give the real

meaning of the original. It was but little used by
the Jews. St. Jerome admired its literary quaUties

and was often guided by it in preparing the Vulgate.

(5) Other Greek Versions.—In Umited portions of

the Hexapla, Origen made use of other partial Greek
versions which he designated as the Quinta, Sexta
and Septima, from the numerical position of the

columns assigned them in his work, but their authors

are unknown and very httle can be said of the merits

of the versions.

Version.s from the Septtiagint. (1) The Vetus

Itala or Old Latin.—The origin of the oldest Latin

version or versions is involved in much uncertainty.

Some contend that there was but one primitive ver-

sion, others show with strong arguments that there

were several. It is generally admitted that long

before the end of the second century, Latin transla-

tions, though rude and defective, of Tobias, I and II

Machabees, and Baruch were in use and that towards
the close of the same period, there existed at least one
version of the whole Bible, based on the Septuagint

and on Greek MSS. of the New Testament. This
was the Vetus Itala, or Old Latin. Its New Testa-
ment is possessed complete in some thirty-eight MSS.,
but its Old-Testament text has survived only in parts.

As it contained both the protocanonical and the deu-
terocanonical books and parts of books of the Old
Testament, it figured importantly in the history of

the Biblical Canon. It exercised a vast influence on
the Vulgate and through it on modem translations

and Church language. In the latter part of the

fourth century, the text of the Itala was found to have
variant readings in different parts of the Church.
Pope Dama.sus therefore requested St. Jerome to

undertake its revision. Guided by old Greek MSS.,
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he corrected its mistakes and emended such transla-

tions as affected the true sense of the Gospels, and
probably followed the same method in revising all the

books of the New Testament, which he put forth at

Rome about 383. In that year, working from the

commonly received text of the Septuagint, he made
a cursor}' revision of the Psalter, which was used in

the Roman Church until the time of St. Pius V, and is

still retained at St. Peter's, Rome, in the Ambrosiau
Rite at Milan, and in the Invitatory psalm of Matins
in the modern Breviary. About 388, using the Hexa-
plar text a." a basis, he revised the Psalter more care-

fully and this recension, called the GaUican Psalter

from becoming current in Gaul, is now read in the

Breviary and in the Vulgate. From the same sources

he later corrected all the Old-Tostament books that

he judged canonical, but even in his own day all this

revision, excepting the Book of Job, was lost. The
unrevised text of the greater part of the Old Latin
Version continued in use in the Western Church until

it was supplanted by the Vulgate.

(2) Egyptian, or Coptic, Versions.—The first Chris-

tians of Lower Eg3i)t commonly used Greek, but the

natives generally spoke Coptic (see Egypt, \I,

Coptic Literature), which is now recognized in

four dialects, viz.: Bohairic, Sahidic, Akhmimic, and
Fayiknic (Middle Egyptian). As Christian com-
munities formed and flourished, the Bible was trans-

lated into these dialects and it is generally admitted
that some versions, if not all, date back to the second
century. That they were independent translations

from the Greek seems certain, and Bibhcal criticism

has therefore profited by the light they have thrown
on the Septuagint andi the New-Tesiament MSS.
Of these versions the most important are in Bohairic

or Memphite, the language used at Memphis and Alex-

andria, and Sahidic, the language of the upper Thebais.

The former is entirely extant and since the eleventh

or twelfth century has been the standard text of the

Church in EgyiJt. The latter exists in large frag-

ments, but Uttle has so far been found of the others.

FayHmic (Middle Egyptian) or as it has been
termed Bashmuric (Bushmuric), one of the Coptic
dialects according to the division of Athanasius,

Bishop of Cos (eleventh cent.), is the name now
applied to some fragmentary versions pubUshed as

the "Codices BasmjTici" by Zoega ("Catalogus",
Rome, 1810).

(3) Ethiopia and Amharic Versions.—Early in the

fourth century, St. Frumentius preached the Gospel
in Abyssinia and there laid the foundation of the

Ethiopic Church. Its version of the Scriptures

probably dates from the close of the following century.

It undoubtedly originated from the Septuagint and
Greek MSS., but present texts do not certainly repre-

sent the original version and may possibly be a later

translation from the Arabic or Coptic.

Falasha Version.—This is an Old Testament in

Geez, the sacred speech of Abyssinia, among the Fala-

sha in North Abyssinia, who follow the Jewish religion

and claim to be descended from Jewish exiles of the

time of Solomon.
Amharic Versions.—As a language, the Amharic

Bupplanted the Geez about 1300 and is still in use.

Catholic missionaries liave made it the medium of

their translations of portions of the Scriptures, but
the first Amharic Bible was completed in 1810-20 by
Asselin de Chcrville, French consul at Cairo. A
Bible Society reprint appeared in 1842, and a new
edition was prepared in 1875 by Krapf, aided by
several Abyssinian scholars.

Galln Ver.'iinn.—A Gospel of St. Matthew in the

language of the South ,\bvssinian Galla was published
by Krapf (Ankobiir, 1S42). A G.alla New Testament
in .4mharic characters was edited bv a Bible Society

in 1870; Genesis and Psalms, 1873; Exodus, 1877.

(4) Gothic Version.—The Goths embraced the

faith in the third centurv but in the fourth thev fell

into Arianism. Their Bishop Ulfilas (318-388j, 'after

devising an alphabet, produced a version of the Scrip-

tures from the Septuagint Old Testament and from
the Greek of the New. Extant fragments, the oldest

of which are of the fifth and sixth century, bear traces

of the Septuagint recension of Lucian and of the
Syriac versions of the New Testament.

(5) Arnieiiian Version.—History.—In 406 the
Armenian alphabet was invented by Mesrob, who
five years later completed a translation of the Old and
New Testament from the SyTiac version into Arme-
nian. This translation was recognized as imperfect,

and a few years later Joseph of Baghim and Eznak,
disciples of Mesrob, were sent to Edessa to make a
new version from the Syriac. ^^'hen they returned
bringing some copies of the Greek version it was seen
that their work would be greatly benefited by the
use of this "authentic" copy. Consequently some of

the translators, including Moses Chorenensis, were
sent to study Greek at Alexandria, where the final

revision was made, the Old Testament being trans-

lated from the Septuagint according to the "Hexapla"
of Origen. This version was without delay officially

adopted by the authorities in the Armenian Church.
Comparatively little use has been made of the
Armenian version by scholars engaged in critical work
on the Bible, as few of them in the past knew Arme-
nian, and the version moreover was beheved to have
been modified according to the Peschitto, and even
revised under King Haitho II (1224-70), according
to the Vulgate. The insertion in particular of the
text concerning the three heavenly witnesses (I John,

V, 7) was attributed to him, since it was found in

Uscan's first printed edition of the Armenian Bible

(Amsterdam, 1666). Modern investigation reveals

no solid ground for believing in these revisions. As
regards I John, v, 7, it is not necessary to assume its

insertion by anyone before Uscan, whose edition is

lacking in critical value and embodies many emenda-
tions and additions taken from the Vulgate. The
Armenian version follows quite closely the "received"
Greek te.xt. The variations in the MSS. are probably
due to divergencies in the Greek sources. The
version is a witness to the general reading of certain

Greek copies of the fifth century.
Principal Editions.—The first part of the Armenian

version to be printed was the Psalter, pubUshed at

Venice in 156.5 by Abgar. In 1666 Uscan (probably
Bishop of LTschovank in Erivan) published at Amster-
dam a complete Bible in 4to, and in 1668 a New Testa-

ment in Svo. The former work leaves much to be
desired from the standpoint of critical accuracy.

Apart from the insertion of the verse I John, v, 7,

Ecclesiasticus and IV Esdras were simply translations

from the Vulgate made by Uscan himself and the

Apocalypse was scarcely less so. The work begun by
Uscan was continued and perfected by the Jilechi-

tarists (q. v.) and Zohrab published a New Testa-

ment (1789), and a critical edition of the whole Bible

(1805). Another was issued in 18.59. In both these

editions the verse I John, v, 7, was omitted as it was
not to be found in any of the older MSS. The Prot-

estant Bible societies have also brought out several

editions of the Armenian version both in the classical

and in the modern language. Among the former

are: Complete Bible (St. Petersburg, 1814; Cal-

cutta, 1817); Old and New Testament separately

(St. Petersburg, 1817). Editions in the modern
dialects are, among others: Complete Bible (Mos-
cow, 1835); Psalter (Basle, 1844); New Testament
(Constantinople, 18t)0).

(6) Georffian, or Grusian, Versions.—Apparently
kindred to the Armenian and probably derived from

it in the sixth century is the Gregorian version,

showing the influence of the Septuagint and the Greek
New Testament. It was revised after the Slav trans-
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lation by Prince Wakuset (Moscow, 1743), and has
appeared later with many changes (e. g., Moscow,
1816; St. Petersburg, 1818).

(7) Syriac Versions.—In the earUest years of Chris-
tianity, a Syriac version of the Old Testament made
dirertly from the Hebrew text was employed in the
Syrian Church, but in the seventh century, Paul,

Bishop of Telia, gave the Monophysites a translation

(617) from the Septuagint. It followed Uterally

Origen's Hexaplar text and was later revised by James
jf Edessa (died 907). In the sixth century there had
appeared a version of the Psalter and New Testament
from the Greek at the request of Philoxenus, by whose
aame it has since been known. A century later it

ippeared at Alexandria in a recension of great criti-

cal value.

(8) Slavic Versions.—Saints Cyril and Methodius
preached the Gospel to the Slavs in the second half of

he ninth century, and St. Cyril, having formed an
ilphabet, made for them, in Old Ecclesiastical Slavic,

)r Bulgarian, a translation of the Bible from the
^reek. Toward the close of the tenth century this

.ersion found its way into Russia with Christianity,

md after the twelftli century it underwent many
inguistic and textual changes. A complete Slav
3ible after an ancient codex of the time of Waldimir
d. 1008) was published at O.strog in 1581. When
impress Elizabeth ordered a new revision of St.

i^yril's translation (17.51), the translators used the
Jstrog edition, correcting it according to the Septua-
;int and changing the Old Slavonic in great part to
ilodcrn Russian. This has remained the norm for

ater Ru.ssian Bibles.

The I'nitcil Ridhcnians have a version approved by
heir bishops and printed at Poczajow (1798) and
'rzemysl (1862).

The first complete Polish Bible was printed at
>acow in 1.561, 1.574, and 1.577. As it proved unsat-
sfactory to Catholics, Jacob Wujek, S.J., undertook
I new translation from the Vulgate (Cracow, 1593),
vhich was praised by Clement VIII, and
eprinted frequently. Other PoUsh Bibles are a
Socinian version (Cracow, 1.563), and a Unitarian
rom the Hebrew by von Budey (Czaslaw, 1572).

In the Czech, or Bohemian, tongue, thirty-three

kIS. versions of the entire Bible and twenty-eight of

he New Testament are known to have existed in

he fifteenth century. A New Testament was
irinted at Pilsen in 1475 and 1480. A complete
5ible b)' John Pytlik and others appeared at Prague
a 1488. In the si.xteenth century there were six

ersions of the whole Bible and sixteen of the New
f'estament. In the seventeenth century the Jesuits
dited the so-called St. Wenceslaus Bible at Prague
1677, 1715, and later). A new translation was made
ly Durych and Prochaska (Prague, 1778, 1786,
807). Protestant versions appeared at Pressburg
1787, 1808), Berhn (1807, 1813), and Kisek (1842).
A Slnrak version of the Bible for Catholics was

lade by Bernolak (Gran, 1829).
A Servian, or Ilbjrian, version of the Bible was made
V Kassich (1632). There are also two MS. versions,

y Stephen Rosy (1750) and Burgadelli (1800).
,\ Croatian version of the Bible was made by
tephen Istranin and Anton Dalmatin in the six-

pent h century.
The Vulgate was translated into Bosnian bv Peter

[atanic, O.S.F. (Budapest, 1831).
A Dalmatian version with commentary by John

karic appeared at Vienna (1857-61); a Bible Society
dition, the Old Testament by George Danicic and
he New Testament by Vuk Karadzic, was also pub-
shed there (1868).
(9) Arabic Ver-iions.—There exist six or seven

irabic translations of portions of the Old Testament
ccording to the Septuagint, some of them belonging
the tenth century.

XV.—24

Versions directly fro.vi the Hebrew. (1)
Chaldaic Versions or Targums.—After the Baby-
lonian Captivity, the Jews developed a large use of
the Chaldaic, or Aramaic, tongue. To meet their
needs the Sacred Books were translated into tliis dia-
lect, and used in the pubhc services of the synagogues
not later than the second century B. c. At first the
translations were oral, being largely paraphrastic
interpretations with comments. In time rules of
exegesis were determined, the translations were fixed
in WTiting, and were thus widely circulated even
before the time of Christ. Of these Chaldaic ver-
sions, called Targums (Paraphrases), there is none
extant containing the entire Hebrew Bible, (a)
The earliest is on the Pentateuch and is known as the
Targum of Onkelos, whom tradition has identified
with Aquila and whose Greek translation has some-
thing of the same Uteral character. This Targum,
however, was produced by some other, probably in
Babylon in the third century, (b) A Targum on the
Prophets, in its present form of the fourtli century,
is attributed to Jonathan ben Uzziel, to whom the
Talmud alludes as a disciple of Hillel. In style it

resembles the Targum of Onkelos, but its i)araphrase
is freer, (c) A Targum on the Pentateuch, said
to be of Jeruskalmi, or of Pseudo-Jonathan, is also a
freer rendition and belongs to the sixth or seventh
century, (d) There are also Targums on the Hagi-
ographa. Psalms, Job, Proverbs, etc. (See Targum.)

(2) Syriac Versions.—The Peschitto.—As early as
the second century, portions of the Hebrew Bible, as
the Pentateuch, the Prophets, and the Psalms, had
been translated into Syriac and were in use in the
Syrian Church. Gradually the remaining books were
given out with versions from the Greek of all the
deuterocanonical books except Ecclesiast icus, which
was rendered from the Hebrew. The fourth century
found the Syrian Christians possessed of a complete
translation of the Old Testament, which is known
since the ninth century as the Peschitto or "Sim-
ple". This name denotes its literal fidehty, or, as
others think, a meaning like Vulgate, or Communis,
or again indicates its distinction from the version of
Paul of Telia, its source, which contains the critical

additions of the He.xaplar text. It is the first version
of the Hebrew Scriptures made for and by Christians.
In antiquity and importance, it ranks next to the
Septuagint, according to which it was revised later.
A recent edition of the Peschitto was issued from the
Dominican printing-press at Mossul (1887-91).
Of S\Tiac versions of the New Testament, one of

the earliest is (a) the Diatessaron of Tatian (q. v.).

(b) The Peschitto New Testament, hke the Old,
is sti|l used in the Syrian Church; it was in circula-
tion in the fourth century and existed, in part at
least, in the third, (c) In 1842 a portion of what
is believed to be an independent Syriac version
was found in Egypt. Since its pubhc'ation in 1858
by Dr. Cureton, it is known as the Curetonian text.
(d) The Sinaitic text of a Syrian ver.sion consists of
fragments found at Mt. Sinai in 1892, and seems an
independent version of great antiquity.

(3) Arabic Versions.—An Arabic version of the
Hebrew Bible was made in the tenth century by
Saadia ha Gaon. Only its Pentateuch, Minor Proph-
ets, Isaias, Psalms, and ,Iob have been [ik .served.
In 1671 an Arabic Bible was published at Rome under
the direction of Sergius Risi, Archbi-shop of Dama.scus.
It appeared in numerous later editions. A mutilated
reprint of it (London, 1S22) was circulated by the
Bible Society. To oft-set this Protestant influence,
complete Arabic versions were issued both by the
Dominicans at Mossul (1875-8) and the Jesuits at
Beirut (1876-8).

Cai-shuni fKarshimi) Version.—This is an Arabic
version made in Syriac characters for Syrian Chris-
tiana chiefly of Mesopotamia, Aleppo, and adjacent
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parts. A New Testament in Carshuni characters

containing in two columns the Syriac Peschitto and
the Arabic of the Codex of Erpenius was published

at Rome (1703) for the Maronites of Lebanon. A
Bible Society edition appeared at Paris (1827).

(4) Persian Version.—In the first half of the

sixteenth century Rabbi Jacob Tawus translated

hterally the Massoretic text of the Pentateuch.

(5) Samaritan Version of the Pentateuch. From
at least the fourth century b. c. the Samaritans used a

copy of Hebrew Law. It was written in archaic

Hebrew characters and differed in some respects from
the original. Many of its readings have found favour

with not a few Biblical scholars. It was translated

with hteral fidelity into Samaritan in the second

century b. c. This version was printed in the Polj--

glots of 1645 and 1647.

(6) The Vulgate.—While revising the text of the Old
Latin Version, St. Jerome became convinced of the

need in the Western Church of a new translation

directly from the Hebrew. His Latin scholarship,

his acquaintance with Biblical places and customs
obtained by residence in Palestine, and his remark-
able knowledge of Hebrew and of Jewish exegetical

traditions, especially fitted him for a work of this

kind. He set himself to the task a. d. 390 and in a. d.

405 completed the protocanonical books of the Old
Testament from the Hebrew, and the deuterocanoni-

cal Books of Tobias and Judith from the Aramaic.

To these were added his revision of the Old Latin,

or Galilean, Psalter, the New Testament, revised

from the Old Latin with the aid of the original

Greek, and the remaining deuterooanonical books,

and portions of Esther, and Daniel, just as they

existed in the Itala. Thus was formed that version of

the Bible which has had no less influence in the

Western Church than the Septuagint has had in the

Eastern, which has enriched the thought and lan-

guage of Europe and has been the source of nearly all

modern translations of the Scriptures. The Hebrew
text used by St. Jerome was comparatively late, being

practically that of the Massoretes. For this reason

his version, for textual criticism, has less value than

the Peschitto and the Septuagint. As a translation

it holds a place between these two. It is elegant in

style, clear in expression, and on the whole, notwith-

standing some freedoms in the way of restricted or

amplified readings, it is faithful to the sense of the

original. At first it met with httle favour. It was
looked upon by some as a perversion suggested and
encouraged by the Jews. Others held it to be inferior

to the Septuagint, and those who recognized its merits

feared it would cause dissensions. But it gradually

supplanted the Old Latin Version. Adopted by
several writers in the fifth century, it came into more
general use in the sixth. At least the Spanish
churches employed it in the seventh century, and in

the ninth it was found in practically the whole
Roman Church. Its title "Vulgate", indicating its

common use, and belonging to the Old Latin until the

seventh century, was firmly established in the thir-

teenth. In the sixteenth the Council of Trent de-

clared it the authentic version of the Church.

From an early day the text of the Vulgate began to

suffer corruptions, mostly through the copyists who
introduced familiar readings of the Old Latin or

inserted the marginal glosses of the MSS. which they

were transcribing. In the eighth century Alcuin

undertook and coniiili-ted (a. d. SOI) a revision with

the aid of the best MSS. then current. Another was
made about the same time by Theodulph, Bishop of

Orleans. The best known of other and subsequent

recensions are those of Lanfranc (d. 1089), of St.

Stephen, Abbot of Citeaux (d. 1134), and of Cardinal

Nicolas (d. 1150). Then the universities and religious

orders began to jjublish their "Correctoria biblica",

or critical commentaries on the various readings

found in the MSS. and writings of the Fathers. After
the first printing of the Vulgate by Gutenberg in

14.56, other editions came out rapidly. Their circu-

lation with other Latin versions led to increasing

uncertainties as to a standard text and caused the
Fathers of the Council of Trent to declare that the
Vulgate alone was to be held as "authentic in public

readings, discourses, and disputes, and that nobod>'
might dare or presume to reject it on any pretence"
(Sess. IV, deer, de editione et usu sacrorum librorum).

By this declaration the Council, without depreciating

the Hebrew or the Septuagint or any other version

then in circulation and without forbidding the original

texts, approved the Vulgate and enjoined its pubhc
and official use as a text free from error in doctrine

and morals. It was left to the Holy See itself to

provide for a corrected revision of the Vulgate, but

the work went on but slowly. Contributing towards
the desired end, John Henten, O.P., published at

Louvain, 1547, an amended text with variants,

which was favourably received. The same was
repubUshed at Antwerp, 15S3, with a larger number
of variants, by the Louvain theologians under the

direction of Lucas of Bruges. In 1590 a Roman
edition was prepared by a commission of scholars.

After revising it, Sixtus V ordered it to be taken as

the standard text. After his death a further revision

was carried out under the direction of Franciseus

Toletus, S.J., and finally the work was printed in

1598, with its title unchanged: "BibUa Sacra Vul-
gatae editionis, Sixti V Pontificis Maximi jussu recog-

nita et edita". This was under the pontificate of

Clement VIII, and his name has appeared in the title

since 1641. This revision is now the officially recog-

nized version of the Latin Rite and contains the only
authorized text of the Vulgate. That it has numerous
defects has never been denied, yet it ranks high in the

evidence it affords of the competent scholarship that

produced it. To bring it into closer touch with the

latter developments of textual criticism is the purpose
that induced Pius X to entrust to the Benedictines

the work of further revision. The importance of

this enterprise consists in this that it will reproduce,

as correctly as po.ssible, the original translation of

St. Jerome, and will thereby furnish biblicists with a

rehable chie to an ancient Hebrew text, differing in

many details from the Septuagint, or the Massoretic

Text (Bellarmine; Vulgate, Revision of).

Other Latin Versions.—After St. Jerome the first

to translate the Old Testament from the Hebrew into

Latin appears to have been Cardinal Carton (d. 1307),

Bishop of London, whose work has been lost. Of
numerous versions, many of which have perished or

are preserved only in MSS., noteworthy are the

Psabiis from the Hebrew by Felix Pratensis, O.S.A.

(Venice, 1515). Another Psalter with a version of

Job was made by Aug. Justinian, O.P. (Paris, 1516).

Xantes Pagninus, O.P. (d. 1541), made an inter-

Unear version of both the Old and New Testaments
from the original languages, which by its hteral

fidelity pleased Christians and Jews and was much
used by the Reformers. A revision of this translation

resulting in a text even more literal was made by
Arias Montano. His work appeared in the .Vntwerp

Polyglot (1572). Another literal version was under-

taken by Thomas Malvenda, O.P. (d. 162S), as the

basis of an extensive commentary- but death ended
his labours at the fifteenth chapter of Ezechiel. His

work was published at Lyons (1650). In 1763 the

Oratorian F. Houbigant "edited his "Bibha Veteris

Testament i", rendered from the Hebrew. In the

"Biblia Maxima" (Paris, ItitiO), J. de la Haye,
O. Mill., colliitiHi a great number of variant readings

of older Latin versions. A revision of the Vulgate

(Venice, 1.542, 1557) by Isadore Clarius gave offence

on account of many arbitrary (changes in the text and
was put on the Index.
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Among the Reformers, Latin Scriptural labours

were largely confined to commentaries and the trans-

lation of single books, e. g. Melanchthon, Proverbs
(1524); Luther, Deuteronomy (1525); Brentius, Job
(1527); Draoh, Psahns (1540), Daniel (1544), and
Joel (1565). A complete Hebrew-Latin Old Testa-

ment was given out by Sebastian Munster (Basle,

1534-46). Another Latin version of the Old Testa-

ment (Zurich, 1543, and Paris, 1545), bearing the

name of Leo Juda, w;is partly the work of Bibhander,
who translated Ezechiel, Daniel, Job, Ecclesiastes,

Canticles, and the last forty-eight psalms. Its

Apocrypha were translated from the Greek by P.

Cholin. A version whose author, Castalion, affected

a style of classic elegance, was printed at Basle in

1551. Other versions were put forth by Tremellius

and Junius or du Jon (Frankfurt, 1575-9), and by
Luc and Andrew Osiander, who sought to correct the
Vulgate after the Hebrew.
Hebrew Versions op the New Testament.—In

1537 Sebastian Miinst er published an old translation of

the Gospel of St. Matthew, in a rabbinical Hebrew by
Schemtob Isaac. Improved editions were made by
Tillet (1555), and by Herbst (Gottingen, 1879). The
four Gospels were done info classic Hebrew by a
converted Jew, Giona, at Rome (1668). The first

complete New Testament in Hebrew was made by
Elias Hutter and was published in the Nuremberg
Polyglot (1600), revised by Robertson (London,
UiiiVi). A corrected New Testament in Hebrew was
given out by Caddock (London, 1798). A number of

Bible Society versions have appeared since 1818, and
in 1866 Reichhardt and Biesenthal edited a text with
accents and vowels. This was revised by Delitzsch

in 1877.

Mixed Sources. Italian Versions.—Evidences of

early versions of at least portions of the Scriptures for

liturgical purposes, public readings, and private devo-
tion are not wanting in the history of the Church
among any of the peoples to whom her missionaries

carried the Gospel. Leaving them and even many
later recensions unnoticed, this article will touch on
only the more important versions which have had
some part and influence in national rehgious life. In
Italy popular knowledge of the Bible in the thirteenth

and fourteenth centuries was spread chiefly by the
Franciscan and Dominican Friars. A complete version

in the vernacular, a MS, preserved in the National
Library at Paris, was made by Nicholas de Nardo,
O.P., in 1472. The first printed Bible (Venice, 1471)
was due to Nicholas Malermi, O. Camald. A revi-

sion of this, with notes, rubrics, and r^sumds largely

after the Biblical commentaries of Nicholas Lyra, was
made by Marine de Veneto, O.P. (Venice, 1477).

Santes Marmochini, O.P. (d. 1545), corrected the
heretical version of Bruccioh according to the Vul-
gate (Venice, 1538, 1547, etc.). Two noteworthy
translations of the New Testament were made by
Zaccaria Florentini, O.P. (Venice, 1542), and Donie-
nico Gigli (Venice, 1551). The most widely used
complete version was produced by Antonio Martini,
.\rchbishop of Florence (Turin, 1776-81). It was
approved by Pius V'l and has been widely circulated.

The first complete Protestant Bible in Italian was
printed at Geneva (1.562). It was made up of the
slightly revised heretical text of Bruccioli's Old
Testament (L532), which was a perversion of the
Latin of Xantes Pagninus, and not, as pretended, a
translation from original sources, and of the apostate
Massimo Teofilo's New Testament, first published at

Lyons (1551), and revised by Gallars and Beza. This
was adopted by the Bible societies. Martini's trans-
lation was also taken and shaped to Protestant pur-
poses bv the British .ind Foreign Bible Society (New
Testament, 1813, and Bible, 1S21).

Spanish Versions.—Several M.SS. of early Spanish
versions, e. g. the Biblia Alfonsina, and some made

from the Hebrew, are preserved at the Escurial,
Madrid. A later work (sixteenth century) is called
the Bible of Quiroga, a convert from Judaism, who
rose to be cardinal inquisitor. The first printed
Bible (Valencia, 1478), following an Old-Testament
version from the French and Latin by Romeu de
Sabruguera, O.P., was in the Catalonian dialect and
was the work of the General of the Carthusians, Boni-
face Ferrer (d. 1417), a brother of St. Vincent Ferrer,
O.P. His MS. was revised and extensively corrected
by Jaime Borrell, O.P. A later translation, of classic

elegance and with copious notes, by Philip Scio de S.

Miguel, was pubhshed at Madrid (1794). Another
with a paraphrastic commentary in the text was given
out at Madrid (1823) by Amat, but the work is said

to have been taken from a MS. of Father Petisco,

S.J. A New Testament by Francisco de Enzinas
(Antwerp, 1543) was later much used by the British

and Foreign Bible Society. It also adopted a com-
plete version from the Vulgate by the apostate Cassio-
dore Reyna (Basle, 1596), and a revision of this by
the apostate Cypriano de Valera (Amsterdam, 1602).

A Lutheran version, the so-called Biblia delOso, was
published by Juan de Valdes (Basle, 1567-69). The
Bible of Ferrara, or the Bible of the Jews, was a
Spanish version from the Hebrew by Abraham Usque,
a Portuguese Jew. Under a pseudonym he issued an
edition of the same for Christians. It gained con-
siderable authority and was many times reprinted.

A revision by Jos. Athias appeared at Amsterdam in

1661.

Portuguese Versions.—A Portuguese Bible for Cath-
olics was issued by Ant. Pereira de Figueiredo at Lis-

bon (1784). A New Testament (Amsterdam, 1712),
and the Pentateuch and historical books (1719) by
J. Ferreira a Almeida, a "convert from Rome", sup-
plied the Bible societies with a version for Portuguese
Protestants.
Basque Versions.—A New Testament by Jean Li-

carrague (Roehelle, 1571) is probably the earliest

Biblical work in the Basque tongue. The first Cath-
ohc New Testament, translated by Jean Haraneder
and later revised by two priests, was published at

Bayonne (1855). A complete Bible after the Vulgate
was edited at London (1859-65), under the patronage
of Prince Lucien Bonaparte. Various portions of the
Scriptures and revisions have appeared since.

French Versions.—Versions of the Psalms and the
Apocalypse, and a metrical rendering of the Book of

Kings, appeared as early as the seventh century. Lip

to the fourteenth century, many Bible histories were
produced. A complete version of the Bible was made
in the thirteenth century; the translation of the vari-

ous parts is of unequal merit. The fourteenth cen-
tury MS. Anglo-Norman Bible follows it closely. In-

dependent of either is the MS. Bible of King John the
Good, which though unfinished is described as a
"work of science and good taste". Done in the sec-

ond half of the fourteenth century, it is largely the
work of the Dominicans Jean de Sy, Jehan Nicolas,

William Vivien, and Jehan de Chambly. Another
incomplete version based on the thirteenth-century
Bible was the work of Raoul de Presles and is known
as the Bible of Charles V. About 1478, appearing at

Lyons among the incunabula of France, is a New Tes-
tament by Juhan Macho and Pierre Farget, and the
books of the Old Testament histories. A complete
Bible was published at Paris in 1487, by Jean de R^ly,
confessor to Charles VIII. Up to 1545 it went
through twelve editions, being called the Great Bible

to distinguish it from the Bible for Simple People, a
briefer Old-Testament history, published six times.

A complete version done literally from the Vulgate
and the Greek New Testament was given out by
Lefevred'Etaples (Antwerp, 1.5.30, 1.534, 1.541). After
revisions by Nicolas de Leuze (Antwerp, 1.548), and
by Louvain theologians (1550), it remained a standard
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for over a century. Only verbal improvements were
the versions of Pierre de Besse (1608), Pierre Frizon
(1621), and Boron (1647). By order of Louis XIII,
Jacques Corbin edited his version of the Vulgate
(Paris, 1643-61). A translation by Ren<> Benoist
(Paris, 1566) savoured of Calviniam and aroused
much controversy. Well known and widely read
were the Latin -French editions of Calmet (Paris,

1707-16) and dc Carrieres (Paris, 1709-17); the latter

gave out the French alone (1741), but it was not with-
out errors. A version from original sources (Cologne,

1739; Paris, 1753, 1777, 1819) was the work of Le
Gros. Another popular French-Latin Bible was put
forth by de Vence (Paris, 1748, 17.50). It was re-

vised and furnished with Carrieres's translation and a
commentary after Calmet by Rondet (Paris, 1767-73;
Nimes, 1779). A translation which v^ent through
some six editions despite inaccuracies was published
at Paris (1821-2) by de Genoude. Bourass6 and Jan-
vier gave out a complete version at Tours in 1865.
Arnaud published his translations at Paris (1881), but
perhaps the most popular of the French versions is

that of J.-B. Glaire (Paris, 1871-3), later edited with
notes by M. Vigouroux. These complete versions
but partially represent the extensive BibUcal work of

the French Catholics.

The first and nearest approach to a national Prot-
estant version for France was made (Serrieres, 1535)
by Pierre-Robert Olivetan, Calvin's cousin. He was
supposed on his own statement to have translated in-

dependently, but it is clear that he used almost wholly
the New Testament with the interlinear version of

Pagninus. Corrected by Calvin, it was republished
at Geneva in 1.545, and later in other editions, the
principal one being the revision (1588) of the pastors

of Geneva. This was supplanted by the recension of

Osterwald (1744), an improvement in style, but a
work replete with errors. Others differing but little

from the Olivetan-Genevan versions were edited by
Castalio (Basle, 1.5.55) and Martin (Amsterdam,
1707). A version from original sources, and accepted
by the Oxford LTnivcrsity Press for national official

use, was given out by Segond (Geneva, 1874; Nancy,
1877; and Geneva, 1879).

The Jansenists are represented in a New-Testament
translation (Amsterdam, 1667) by Isaac Le Maistre
de Sacy and Antoine Arnauld. The work contained
many errors and the writers' bias appeared in fre-

quent alterations. A version of the whole Bible was
undertaken by de Sacy in 1666, but death intervened;
it was completed by du Foss6 and Hure (Paris, 1682-
1706; Brussels, 1705-30; Nimes, 1781). Whilst the
work was never censured as a whole, several of its

New-Testament books were condemned by individual

bishops. A Jewish Bible by S. Cahen, presenting
both the Hebrew and the French with notes philologi-

cal, etc., was issued at Paris (1831-51), but its text

has been found incorrect and its notes often contra-

dictory. A Rationalist Bible after the Hebrew and
Greek by Ledrain appeared at Paris (1886-96).
German Veraions.—The history of Biblical research

in Germany shows that of the numerous partial ver-

sions in the vernacular some go back to the seventh
and eighth centuries. It also establishes the cer-

tainty of such versions on a considerable scale in the
thirlconth and fnurl<-rnth centuries, and points to a
complete Bible fif the tifleenlh in general u.se before

the invention of printing. Of special interest are the
five complete folio editions printed before 1477, nine
from 1477 to 1522, and four in Low German, all prior

to Luther's New Testament in 1522. They were
made from the Vulgate, differing only in dialect and
presenting v.ariant readings. Their worth even to

this day has been attested by many scholars. De-
serving notice as belonging to the same period are

some fourteen editions of the Psalter and no less than
ninety editions of the Epistles and Gospels for Sun-

days and Holy Days. On the authority of a Nurem-
berg MS., Jostes (Histor. Jahrbuch, 1894, XV, 771,
and 1897, XVIII, 133) estabhshes the fact of a com-
plete translation of the Bible by John ReUach, O.P.,
of Constance (before 14.50), and thinks it was the first

German version printed. A New Testament by Ber-
inger (Speyer, 1526) was in part a correction of
Luther's version. In 1527 another New Testament
was put forth by Emser who worked from the Vulgate
and an older version, likewise correcting Luther.

In 1.534 John Dietenberger, O.P., gave out a com-
plete version at Mainz based on a iirimitive transla-
tion with aid from Emser's New Testament and from
the deuterocanonical books by Leo Juda. His agree-
ment in places with Luther is due to the use by both
of a common source. The Dietenberger Bible under-
went frequent revision, and up to 1776 had fifty-eight

complete editions. It was revised (1) by Caspar
Ulenberg (Mainz, 1549, 1617; Cologne, 1630); (2) by
the theologians of Mainz, i. e. Jesuits (1661, 1662,
etc.), from whom it received the title of the Catholic
Bible; (3) by Th. Erhard, O.S.B. (Augsburg, 1722,
6th ed., 1748); (4) by G. Cartier, O.S.B. (Constance,
1751); (5) by Ignatius Weitenauer (Augsburg, 1783-
89), whose version with notes was valued even by
Protestants for its fidehty and literary exceOence.
An important new translation of the Vulgate was
published at Augsburg (1788-97) by H. Braun,
O.S.B. This was revised by Feder (Ntirnberg, 1803)
and by Allioli (Landshut, 1830, 1832). In successive
editions the last named has almost wholly changed
the original so that it is now known only by his name.
It is much esteemed as a literary rendering and is

widely read. An excellent version made from the
Vulgate and compared with original sources was put
fortfi by Loch and Reischl (Ratisbon, 1851-66). From
original sources D. Brentano began and Th. A. De-
rcser finished a version (Frankfurt, 1799-1828), with
notes savouring of Rationalism. A second edition

was emended by J. M. Scholz. This account includes
only the most representative versions made by Ger-
man Catholics.

Luther's Biblical translations, begun in 1522, when
he issued his New Testament, and carried on to 1545,
when he finished the deuterocanonical books and the
first complete edition of his Bible, have retained a
strong hold on German and other Protestants and by
many are esteemed as little less than inspired. He
saw to many corrections and revisions himself, and his

work went through some ten editions in his own life-

time. Though supposed to translate from the origi-

nals, he made use of the Latin version of Lyra, the
Hebrew-Latin interlinear of Pagninus, and an older
German translation of the Vulgate whose order he
retained. His renderings were often excessively

free and at times he arbitrarily changed the sense of

the original. The Swiss Zwinglians adopted such
portions of Luther's work as had appeared before
1529. That year they added their own ver.<:ion of

the Prophets and the deuterocanonical books by Leo
Juda, the whole being called the Zurich Bible. In
1860-8 this work was revised and is still in use. An
Anabaptist version was made by Hetzer (Worms,
1529), and Calvinist versions by Parens (1579) and
by Piscator (Herborn, 1602-4). A Socinian Bible was
given out by Crellius (Racovia, 1630). In the

eighteenth century versions reflecting different

behefs and doctrinal attitudes were put forth by
Michaelis (1709), Moldenhauer (1774), Grynanis
(1776), and Vogelin (17S1). Of .several nineteenth-

century versions the most important is that of de
Wette'and Augusti (Heiclelberg, 1S09-14). A com-
plete revision by \\'ittc was published in 1S31-3 and
later. It is considered a good translation but exces-

sively literal.

A Jewish-German Bible (Old Testament) by
Athias appeared in 1666. It was reproduced in the
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Jiblia Pentapla (Hamburg, 1711). Another Jewish
ersion (Berlin, 1838) was the work of Arnheim,
^iiohs, and Sachs.
Diilch and Flemish Versions.—The first Bible for

^athoHcs in Holland was printed at Delft in 147.5.

iniong .several issued from the press of Jacob van
,eisveldt at Antwerp, one (1,540) with the text of the

'ulgate is called the Bibiia Belgica. The first authori-

ative version for Catholics wa.s translated from
lenten's Vulgate by Nicholas van Wingh, Peter de
^ort, and Godevaert Stryode, O.P. (Louvain, 1545).

Lfter seventeen complete editions it was revised

ceording to the Clementine Vulgate and became the
elebrated Bible of Moerentorf or Moretus (1599).

'his revision reached more than a hundred editions,

nd is still used. Among several unfinished versions,

ne by Th. Beelen was carried out by a group of

celesiastics, viz. Old Testament (Bruges, 1894-6).

teelen's New Testament had previously appeared
t Louvain (l.S.59-69).

A complete Bible based largely on Luther's version

'as given out by Jacob Van Liesveldt at .Antwerp in

526. In 1556 it was superseded by Van Utenhove's
ersion after Luther and Olivetan. The Calvinists

f Holland completed in 1637 a so-called state Bible,

version said to be from original sources, but greatly

ifluenced by the English Authorized Version, repro-

ucing in a great measure its remarkable felicity of

tyle.

Scandinavian Versions.—In the fourteenth century,
ersions of the Sunday Epistles and Gospels were
lade for popular u.se in Denmark. Large portions

f the Bible, if not an entire version, were published
bout 1470. The historical books of the Old Testa-
lent and the Apocalypse in Swedish are all that are

reserved of a complete version made in the fifteenth

Bntury and derived from earlier translations in use
1 the time of St. Bridget (d. 1373). In the beginning
f the fourteenth century. King Hakon V provided for

Norwegian translation of the historical books of the
lid Testament, with glossary. (Cf. Dani.sh Hepta-
'uch edited by INIolbech, Havnian, 1S28.) Scandi-
avian Protestant Bibles for the most part are trans-

ited from Luther's version. A complete Danish
ible was published 15.50 under the direction of Chris-
an Pcdersen (revised in 1824). Two independent
ersions were given out by Lindherg and Kalkar. In
541 the first Swedish version appeared; it has been
equently revised. An Icelandic version was pub-
shed at Holum in 1584.
Finnish Versioti.—A translation of the New Testa-

lent by Michael Agricola, a Lutheran, was made
)r the Finns and published at Stockholm (1.548),

nd a complete Bible from original sources by several
•holars was put forth in 1642, 17.58, 1776, etc. A
ss successful version of the Bible was issued by
'enry Florin at Abo (1685). Numerous Bible
aciety editions of both Testaments appeared later.

1 the Esthonian dialect, a New Testament by John
isher (1686), and the Old Testament by Fisher
id Gosekenius (1689), are noteworthy. Other com-
lete Bibles from partial versions of an earlier date
ere made in the F^sthonian dialect of Reval (Berlin,

B76) and in the Esthonian of Dorpot (18.50). A
aplandish version of the whole Bible was published
: Hernosand (1811).
ffunfiarian Versions.—A fourt*enth-fifteenth-cen-
iry MS. in Vienna gives parts of the Old Testament
om the Vulgate by the Friars Minor, Thomas and
alentine. A fifteenth-century M,S. of the whole
ible at Gran, the Codex Jordanszky, is believed to
jntain at lea-st in part a version that was made by
adislaus Bathory, Hermit of the Order of St. Paul
1. 14.56). John Sylvester, or Sere.stely, O.P., is

•edited with a translation of the New Testament
hich was published at Nova- Insula (1541) and
ienna (1574). A complete version was made

towards the end of the sixteenth century by Stephen
Szdnt6 (Latin, Arator). In 1620 a translation after
the Vulgate was put forth at Vienna by George
Kdldi, S.J. Having ecclesiastical approbation, it

gained a wide circulation and is still in use after
having been printed in many editions. A version
after the Protestant Genevan Bible was made by
Caspar Kdroly in 1590. It was revised by Albert
Molnar (Hanau, 1608). Other translations appeared
by Caspar Heltai (Klausenberg, 1551-64) and by
George Csipkes (Leyden, 1717). Andrew Torkos
(Wittenberg, 17.36) and G. Bdrdny (Lauban, 1754)
gave out Lutheran versions.

Celtic Versions. Iri.sh.—Ancient Gaelic versions
of the P.salms, of a Gospel of St. Matthew, and other
sacred writings with glosses and commentaries are
foimd as early as the seventh century. Most of the
literature through sulxsequent centuries abounds in

Scriptural quotations. A fourteenth-century MS.,
the "Leabhar Braec" (Speckled Book), pubhshed at
Dublin (1872-5), contains a history of Israel and a
compendious history of the New Testament. It has
also the Passion of Jesus Christ, a translation from
the apocryphal Gospel of Nicodemus. Another four-
teenth-century MS., the "Leabhar Buide Lecain",
also gives the Passion and a brief Old-Testament
history. Some scholars see in these writings indica-
tions of an early Gaelic version of the Scriptures
previous to the time of St. .Jerome. A modern Prot-
estant Gaelic New Testament, bcKun from tlio original

Greek by John Kearney, 1.574, Niclmlas \\ :ilsh (later

Bishop of Os.sorv), and Nehemias Dom-llan (later

Archbishop of Tuam), and finished by William
O'Donnell and MorfoghO'Cionga (King), was printed
in 1602. An Old-Testament version from original
sources by Dr. Bedell was published at London
(1686). A second edition in Roman characters was
published (1790) for the Scottish Highlanders. A
version of Genesis and Exodus was made by Connel-
lan (London, 1820), and also by John MacHale,
later Archbishop of Tuam (1840).

Scotch.—In Scotland the Synod of Argyll gave out a
Gaelic version of fifty psalms (Glasgow, 1059), and all

the psalms in 1715. A Psalter was also made by
Robert Kirk (Edinburg, 1684). A complete Bible,

based on earlier versions of the Testaments,
was published for the London Bible Society
(London, 1807), and a revision of it was ordered
by the General Assembly of the Presbjterian
Church at Edinburgh (1826). A New Testament
from the Latin for Catholics by P. MacEachain
appeared at Aberdeen in 1875.

Breton, or Armoric, Versions.—A New Testament
was in existence at the end of the fifteenth century,
but the first complete Bible was published by Le
Gonidec at St-Brieuc (1866), and a Protestant ver-
sion by M. Le Coat appeared at London in 1890.
These versions differ in diiilect.

Welsh, or Cymric, Versions.—Partial versions were
made before the fifteenth century, but a translation
by Celydd Kfan was known to be in existence about
1470. .\ New Testament, decreed by Parliament in

1526, was edited by several scholars in 1557. A re-

vision of this and an Old Testament version by Wil-
liam Morgan appeared at London in 1588. This was
got out in a revision which was practically a new
translation by Richard Parry and John Davies (Lon-
don, 1620). It was the standard for later reprints. A
more convenient edition, including the Book of Com-
mon Prayer, etc., was publislied by Pryce (London,
1630). A version made at Oxford (1690) was called

the Bi.shop Lloyd's Bible and was the first to be
printed in Roman characters. The Moses Williams'
Bible (London, 1718) was i)ut forth by the .Society for

the Promotion fif Christian Knowledge. The British

and Foreign Bible Society grew out of th(- efforts of

Thomas Charles to provide Bibles for the people of
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Wales. Its first Welsh Bible following an edition of

1752 was printed in 1806.

Miscellaneous Versions. Aleutian.—An Aleutian
version of St. Matthew was made by the Russian
priest, Ivan Veniaminoff, in 1840 for the Aleutian
Islanders.

Aniwa.—The Gospels of St. Matthew and St. Luke
were translated into the dialect of the Island of Aniwa
by Paton (Melbourne, 1877).

Aneitumese Versions.—For the inhabitants of the
Island of Aneiteum, New Hebrides Islands, a New
Testament was made by Geddie and Inglis (1863),
and an Old Testament version by Inghs (1878).
Battak Versions.—A New Testament for the Bat-

taks of Sumatra was made in the Toba dialect by
Nommensen (Elberfeld, 1878) ; another by Schreiber,

revised by Lcipoldt, was made in the Mandeling dia-

leet (1878).
Benga Versions.—A version of St. Matthew in 1858,

and of the other Gospels and the Acts later, revised by
Nassau in 1874, was provided for the people south of

the Congo River, who use the Benga dialect.

Bengali Versions.—This was a New Testament by
Carey (Serampur, 1801; 8th ed., 1832), and an Old-
Testament version (1802-09). The Old Testament
also appeared at Calcutta (183.3-44). Revisions of

both Testaments were made by Wenger (1873) and by
others.

Chinese Versions.—Among earher translations is a
version of St. Matthew by Anger, a Japanese Chris-
tian (Goa, 1.548). The .Jesuit Father de Mailla wrote
an explanation of the Go.'^pels for Sundays and feasts

in 1740, and it is still used. The four Gospels with
notes were edited by J. Dejean, Apostolic missionary
(Hong-Kong, 1892). Other partial versions were
made by missionaries, but the first Bible for Protest-

ant use was the work of Lassar and Marshman (Ser-

ampur, 1815-22). Another version is credited to Dr.
Morrison. Aided by Milne he translated the Old
Testament, to which he added the New Testament of
Hodg.son; the whole was published at Malacca (1823;
new edition, 1834). A company of Protestant mis-
sionaries gave out a new translation of the New Testa-
ment in 1850 and of the whole Bible in 1855 at Shang-
hai and Hong-Kong. This, which was the generally

adopted version, came out in a new edition at Shang-
hai (1873). An Old Testament in the Mandarin col-

loquial dialect was made by Schereschewsky and pub-
lished at Pekin (1875). These translations in general

are unsatisfactory.

Gipsy or Romany Version.—A Gospel of St. Luke
by G. Borrow was published at Madrid (1837). It is

said to have been the first book ever printed in this

tongue. It was revised and reissued in 1872.

Hindi Version.—A New Testament was published

by Carey (Serampur, 1811); and the whole Bible,

after the Hindustani, by Bowley (1866-69).
Hindustani Versions.—A translation of the Psalms

and the New Testament was made by Schulze, a
Danish missionary, and published at Halle (1746-58).
Another New Testament by Henry Martyn appeared
at Serampur (1814). There was also a Bible Society
edition at Calcutta (1817) and one at London (1819);

the Pentateuch (1823), and the Old Testament
(1844). Other editions have followed.

Japanese Versions.

—

\ version of St . John's Gospel
and of the Acts was edited in kalnkana (square type)
at Singapore (1836) by Charles Gutzlaff. The four
Gospels and the Acts were put forth in a very imper-
fect hiragana (round tjT)e) version at Vienna (1872)
by Bettleheim, who was aided by an American stu-

dent of Japanese origin. A company of revisers and
translators gave out the Gospels of Saints Matthew,
Mark, and John and the Acts at Yokohama in 1871
and a New Testament in 1879. A later and better

version was provided by the Baptists, and the Old
Testament (except the deuterocanonical books) was

published in 1888. A version of Saints Matthew and
Mark (1895) and of Saints Luke and John (1897),
edited at Tokio, was made by Fathers P^ri and
Steichen, aided by a native litteratevr, M. Takahashi-
goro.

Javanese Version.—Gottlob Briickner pubhshed a
New Testament at Serampur in 1831. This was
made a Bible Society revision in 1848, and under the
same auspices an Old-Testament version appeared in

1857 and later.

Mexican Versions.—The first known Biblical un-
dertaking in Mexico was a version of the Gospels and
Epistles in 1579 by Didacus de S. IMaria, O.P., and
the Book of Proverbs by Louis Rodriguez, O.S.F. A
Bible Society version of the New Testament was made
in 1829. but only the Gospel of St. Luke was printed.
Modern Greek Version.—A New Testament for

Catholics was made by Colletus (Venice, 1708). A
Protestant edition by ^Iaximus of Kallipoli was pub-
lished at Geneva or Leyden in 1638. It appeared in

later revisions. A Bible Society version of the Old
Testament was published in England (1840); a New
Testament at Athens (1848).

ViGonHoux, Diet, de la Bible (Paris, 1895) : Cornelt. Hislorica
et crit. introd. in libros saeros (Paris. 1885) ; GinoT, Gen. Introd.
to the Study of the Holy Script. (New York. 1901) : Bbiggs. Gen.
Introd. to the Study of Holy Script. (New York. 1899) ; Davidsox.
Treatise on Bibl. Criticism (Boston, 1853); S.^UL, Das Bibel-
studium im Prediger Orden in Der Katholik, XXVII (Mainz,
Oct. and Nov., 1902); Nestle. Vrtext und Uebersetzungen der
Bibel (Leipzig, 1897); Marsh, Hist, of the Translations . . ,

of the Scriptures from the earliest to the present age (London,
1812); Schroder, Thesaurus ling, armenica (Amsterdam, 1711);
Hrv-ERNAT, Elude sur les versions copies de la Bible in Rerue
biblique. III, IV, 6, 1 ; Whittakeb, Hist, and Crit. Inquiry into the
Interpretations of the Hebr. Script. (London. 1819-20); Swete,
Introd. to the Old Test, in Greek (Cambridge, 1900); Hodt, De
bibliorum textibus originalibus, rersioyiibus gracis, et latina Vul-
gata (Oxford, 1705) ; Ziegler, Die lateinische BibelUbersetzungen
vor Hieronymus (Munich, 1879); Sabatier, Bibliorum sarr.

latino: vers, antiq. seu Vetus Itala (Reims, 1739-49); Wiseman,
Two letters on I John, v. 7, in Essays. I (London, 1853); Ronsch.
Itala und Vulgata (Marburg. 1869) ; BrRKlTT. The Old Latin and
Itala in Texts and Studies (Cambridge, 1896); KArLEN, Gesch.
der Vulgata (Mainz, 1868) ; Berger. Hist, de la Vulgate (Paris,

1893); Rerue biblique (1893), 307, 544; (1903), 633; (1908), 159,
treats of the Vulgate; LAGARnE, Probe einer neuen Ausgabe der
latein. Uebersetzungen des .ilten Testaments (1870); Batiffol,
Chrysostome et la version gothique in Rev. biblique, VI (1899),
566-72; Westcott and Hoht, New Test. (Cambridge, 1882).
introduction; Kehrein, Gesch. der deutschcn Bibelabersetzutigin
vor Luther (Stuttgart, 1851); W.'^hTuiiR, Die Bibeliibersetzung irn

Mittelaller (Brunswick. 1889-92) ; Hinlapen, Hist, van den AVrfrr/.

Overzetlinge des Bybels (Leyden. 1777); Reid, Bibtiotheca scoto-

ceUica (Glasgow, 1833); The Bible in Every Land (London, 1860).
(See also Manuscripts of the Bible.)

A. L. McMahon.

English Versions.—^^"hat prevented the earliest

English missionaries from translating the Scriptures

into the vernacular, or what caused the loss of such
immediate translations, if any were made, is hard to

determine at this late date. Though Christianity

had been established among the Anglo-Saxons in

England about the middle of the sixth century, the
first known attempt to translate or paraphrase parts

of the Bible is Ca^dmon's song, "De creatione mundi,
et origine humani generis, et tota Genesis historia

etc." (St. Bede, "Hist, eccl.", IV, xxiv). Some
authors even doubt the authenticity of the poetry
ascribed to C:rdmon. The English work in Bible

study of the following nine centuries may be conve-
niently divided into three periods comprising three

centuries each.

A. Eighth to Tenth Century.—In the first period
extending from the eighth to the tenth century we
meet: (1) St. Bede's translation of John, i, 1-vi, 9;

(2) interlinear glosses on the P.salms; (3) the Paris

Psalter; (4) the so-called Lindisfarne Gospels; (5) the
Rushworth version; (6) the West-Saxon Gospels;

(7) ^Ifric's version of a number of Old-Testament
books.

(1) The proof for the existence of St. Bede's work
rests on the authority of his pupil Guthberht who
wrote about this fact to his fellow-student Cuthwine

1
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'see Mayor and Luniby, "Boda; hist, eccl.", 178).

2) The "Glossed Psalters" have come down to ua

n twelve MSS., si.x of which represent the Roman
r'salter, and six the Gallican. The oldest and moat
mportant of these MSS. is the so-called Vespasian
I'salter, written in Mercia in the first half of the ninth
century. (3) The Paris Psalter advances be.yond

he glosses in as far as it is a real translation of Ps.

, 1-1, 10, ascribed by some scholars to King Alfred

d. 901), though others deny this view. Cf. William
if Malmesbury, "Gesta regum Anglorum", II, 123.

4) The Lindisfarne Gospels, called also the Durham
iook, the Book of St. Cuthbert, present the Latin
ext of the Gospels dating from Redfrith, Bishop of

lindisfarne (698-721), with the so-called Northum-
irian Gloss on the Gospels, added about 9.50 by
Udred. Cf. Dr. Charles O'Conor, "Bibl. stowensis",
I (1818-19), 180. (5) The Rushworth version of the
jospels contains an independent translation of the
irst Gospel, with glosses on the second, third, and
ourth Gospels, based on the Lindisfarne glosses,

""aerman, a priest of Harewood (Harwood), made the
ranslation of St. Matthew and furnished the glosses

m St. Mark, i, 1-ii, 1.5; St. John, xviii, 1-3; the rest of

he work is taken from Owun's glosses. (6) The
Vest-Saxon Gospels are a rendering of the Gospels
iriginating in the south of England about the year
000; seven manuscripts of this version have come
town to us. Cf. W. W. Skeat, "The Gospels in

inglo-Saxon etc." (Cambridge, 1871-87). (7) ^1-
ric himself states in his work " Do vetere testamento",
s'ritten about 1010, that he had translated the Penta-
euch, Josue, Judges, Kings, Job, Esther, Judith, and
he Books of the Machabees. The translator fre-

[uently abridges, slightly in Genesis, more notably
n the Book of Judges and the following books; he
.dopts a metrical form in Judith. Cf. Niedner in

'Zeitschrift fiir historische Theologie" (185.5-56).

B. Eleventh lo Fourteenth Century.—The second
leriod coincides with the Anglo-Norman time,
xtending from the tenth to the thirteenth or four-
eenth century. During this time, IVench or the
^.nglo-Norman dialect reigned supreme among the
ipper classes, and in academic and official circles,

rhile English was confined to the lower classes and
he country-districts. The Bible renderings during
he twelfth, thirteenth, and early fourteenth centuries
I'ere in French, whether they were made in England
T brought over from France. Before the middle of
he fourteenth century the entire Old Testament and
great part of the New Testament had been trans-

ited into the Anglo-Norman dialect of the period
cf. Berger, "La Bible frangaise au moyen Sge",
'aris, 1884, 78 sqq.). As to English work, we may
ote two transcripts of the West-Saxon Gospels
uring the course of the eleventh centurj' and some
opies of the same Gospels into the Kentish dialect
lade in the twelfth century. The thirteenth century
« an absolute blank as far as our knowledge of its

yUglish Bible study is concerned. The English which
merged about the middle and during the second
alf of the fourteenth century was practically a new
inguage, so that both the Old Enghsh versions
rhich might have remained, and the French versions
itherto in use, failed to fulfil their purpo.se.

G. Fourteenth Century and After.— The third
eriod extends from the late fourteenth to the six-

eenth or early seventeenth century, and has furnished
s with the pre-Wyclifite, the Wychf, and the
Tinted versions of the Bible.

(1) Pre-Wyclifite Translations.—Among the pre-
^'yclifite translations we may note: (a) The West
•lidland Psalter, probably written between 1340 and
3.50; some attribute it to William of Shorcham. It

ontains the whole P.salter, eleven canticles, and the
ithanasian Creed, and is preserved in three manu-
cripts (cf. Bulbring, "The Earliest Complete English

Prose Psalter", I, London, 1891). (b) Richard
Rolle's (d. 1349) English version of the "Comnient.ary
on the Psalms" by Peter Lombard spread in nvmier-
ous copies throughout the country (cf. Bramley,
"The Psalter and Certain Canticles . . . by Richard
RoUe of Hampole", Oxford, 1884). (c) Here belongs
a version of the Apocalypse with a commentary; the
latter was for .some time attributed to Wyclif, but
is really a version of a Norman commentary from the
first half of the thirteenth century. Its later revisions
agree so well with the \\yolitite version that they
must have been utilized in its preparation, (d) The
Pauline Epistles were rendered in the North Mid-
lands or the North; they are still extant in a MS. of

the fifteenth century, (e) Another version of the
Pauline Epistles, and of the Epistles of St. James and
St. Peter (only the first) originated in the south of

England somewhere in the fourteenth century (cf.

the edition of A. C. Paves, Cambridge, 1904). (f)

A scholar of the north of England translated also

commentaries on the Go.spels of St. Matthew-, St.

Mark, and St. Luke, (g) Several MSS. preserve to
us a version of the Books of Acts and the Catholic
Epistles, either separately or in conjunction with a
fragmentary Southern version of the Pauline Epistles
and part of the CathoUc Epistles, mentioned under
(5). Cf. A. C. Paues, "A Fourteenth-Century English
Biblical Version", Cambridge, 1904. (h) Besides
these versions of particular books of Holy Scripture,
there existed numerous renderings of the Our Father,
the Ten Commandments, the Life, Passion, and
Resurrection of Christ, and of the parts read on
Sundays and Feastdays in the Mass. In general, if

we may believe the testimony of Archbishop Cran-
mer, Sir Thomas More, Foxe the martyrologist, and
the authors of the Preface to the Reims Testament,
the whole Bible was to be found in the mother tongue
long before John Wyclif was born (cf. "American
Ecclesiastical Review", XXXII, Philadelphia, June,
1905, .594).

(2) Wyclifite Versions.—The Wyclifite versions
embrace the earlier and the later version of this

name, (a) Early Version.—The Early Version was
probably completed in 1382, the Later Version about
1388 (cf. Madden and Forshall, "The Holy Bible
. . . made from the Latin Vulgate by John Wycliffe
and his P^ollowers", Oxford, 18.50; Gasquet, "The Old
English Bible and other Essays", London, 1897, pp.
102 sqq.). It is quite uncertain what part Wyclif
himself took in the work that bears his name. As far

as the New Testament is concerned, Wyclif's author-
ship of the Early Version is based on his authorship
of the "Commentary on the Gospels", the text of
which is said to have been used in the Early Edition;
the style of this text is claimed to resemble the style
of the tr.an.slation of the Book of Acts, the Epistles,

and the Apocalypse. But the style of the text of the
"Commentary" resembles that of the Later Version
rather than that of the Early Version; besides, pas-
sages from both the Old and the New Testament of
the Early Version are quoted in the "Commentary
on the Gospels". It would be folly, therefore, not to
assign the authorship of the "Commentary" to a
time posterior to the Early Edition. As to the Old
Testament, the translator's original copy and a coeval
transcript are still extant, but both break off at
Baruch, iii, 19, with the words: "explicit translacionem
Nicholay deherford". It is claimed that a similarity
of style and mode of translating shows that Nicholas
of Herford translated the Old Testament up to Bar.,
iii, 19. It is claimed, furthermore, that the remain-
ing portion of the Old Testament was translated by
one hand, the one who made the version of the New
Testament. But both these claims rest on very
slender evidence. The extant translator's copy is

written in not less than five h.ands, differing in orthog-
raphy and dialect. Nicholas, therefore, translated
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at most only the portion ending with Bar., iii, 19.

Beside.s, the magnitude of the work renders it most
probable that other translators beside Wyclif and
Nicholas took part in the work, and that already

existing versions were incorporated or utiUzed by the

translators.

(b) Later Edition.—The Early Edition was com-
plete indeed, as far as the translators considered the

books canonical, but it was soon found lacking in the

necessary qualities of style and English idiom. It is

at times unintelligible and even nonsensical from a too

close adherence to the Latin text. A revision was,

therefore, found necessary and taken in hand shortly

after the completion of the Early Version. The prin-

ciples of the work are laid down in the prologue of the

so-called Later Version. We do not know either the

revisers or the exact date of the revision. John Pur-

vey, the leader of the Lollard party, is generally as-

sumed to have taken a large part in the work. The
style and idiom of the Later Version are far superior

to those of the Early, and there can be httle doubt as

to its popularity among the WycUfites. But the

Lollards soon introduced interpolations of a virulent

character into their sacred texts; violence and anarchy
set in, and the party came to be regarded as enemies

of order and disturbers of society. It is small wonder
that the ecclesiastical authorities soon convened in

the Synod of Oxford (1408) and forbade the publica-

tion and reading of unauthorized vernacular versions

of the Scriptures, restricting the permission to read

the Bible in the vernacular to versions approved by
the ordinary of the place, or, if the case so require, by
the provincial council.

(3) Printed English Bibles.—We are now entering

the period of printed English Scriptures. France,

Spain, Italy, Bohemia, and Holland possessed the

Bible in the vernacular before the accession of Henry
VIII; in Germany the Scriptures were printed in

1466, and seventeen editions had left the press before

the apostasy of Luther. No part of the English

Bible was printed before 1.525, no complete Bible

before 1.5.3.5, and none in England before 1538.

(a) William Tyndale was the first to avail himself

of the new opportunities furnished by the press and
the new learning. Tyndale went early to Oxford,

thence to Cambridge; he was ordained priest, and
professed among the Franciscan Fathers at Green-

wich. In 1524 he went to Hamburg and from there

to Wittenberg to visit Luther. Assisted by William

Roye, like himself an apostate Franciscan from the

monastery at Greenwich, he translated the New Tes-

tament, and began to have it printed in Cologne in

1525. Driven from Cologne, he went to \Vorms
where he printed 3000 copies, and sent them to Eng-
land in the early summer of 1526. The fourth edition

was printed at Antwerp (1534). In 1530 Tyndale's

Pentateuch was printed, in 1531 his Book of Jonas.

Between the date of Tyndale's execution, 6 Oct.,

1536, and the year 1550 numerous editions of the New
Testament were reprinted, twenty-one of which
Francis Fry (Biographical Descriptions of the Edi-

tions of the New Testament, 1878) enumerates and
describes (see Westcott, "Hist, of the English Bible",

London, 1905).

(b) Miles Coverdale, born about 1488, educated at

the Augustinian monastery at Cambridge, was or-

dained priest in that order about 1514. After 1528 we
find him on the Continent in Tyndale's society. He
was favoured by Edward VI, Init was imi)risoned

under Queen Mary in 1553; after obtaining liis free-

dom, he remained on tlie Continent till the di'atli of

Mary, after which he returned to England, and died

in February, 1.569. He prepared a complete Englisli

Bible, the printing of which was finished 4 Oct .. 1.535.

He was the first to omit the deuterocanonical books

in the body of the Old Testament, adding them at the

end as "apocryplia". His work is a second-hand

eclectic translation, based on the Latin and the
German versions.

(c) The London booksellers now became alive to
the ready .sale of the Bible in English; Grafton and
Whitchurch were the fiist to avail themselves of this

business opportunity, bringing out in 1537 the so-
called Matthew's Bible. Thomas Matthew is an
alias for John Rogers, a friend and fellow-worker of
Tyndale. The Matthew's Bible is only a compilation
of the renderings of Tyndale and Coverdale.

(d) In 1539 the Matthew's Bible was followed by
Taverner's edition of the Bible, a work which in our
day would be considered a literary "piracy", being
nothing more than a revision of the Matthew text.

Though Taverner was an accomplished Greek scholar
and somewhat of an English purist, his edition had no
influence on the subsequent translations.

(e) About 1536 Cromwell had placed Coverdale at
the head of theenterpri.se for bringing out an approved
version of the EngUsh Bible. The new version was
based on the Matthew's Bible. Coverdale consulted
in his revision the Latin Version of the Old Testament
with the Hebrew text by Sebastian Miinster, the Vul-
gate, and Erasmus's edition of the Greek text for the
New Testament. The work was ready for the press

in 1538, and the printing was begun at Paris, but had
to be transferred to London on 17 December of the
same year. In April of the following year the edition

was finished, and owing to its size the version was
called the Great Bible. Before 1541 six other editions

issued from the press.

(f) During the reign of Mary a number of EngUsh
reformers withdrew to Geneva, the town of Calvin
and Beza, and here they issued in 1557 a New Testa-
ment with an introduction by Calvin. It was prob-
ably the work of William ^^'hittingham, and it was the
first English Bible which had its text divided into

"verses and sections according to the best editions in

other languages".

(g) Whittingham's work was soon superseded by
an issue of the whole Bible, which appeared in 1560,

the so-called Genevan Bible, also known as the
Breeches Bible from its rendering of Gen., iii, 7, "they
sewed fig leaves together and made themselve.s

breeches". The Old Testament represented the text

of the Great Bible thoroughly revised with the help of

the Hebrew original and other sources, while the New
Testament consisted of Tyndale's latest text revised

in accordance with Beza's translation and commen-
tary. The handy form and other attractive features

of the work rendered it so popular that between 1560
and 1644 at least 140 editions were pubhshed.

(h) After the accession of Elizabeth an attempt
was made to improve the authorized Cireat Bible and
thus to counteract the growing popularity of the Cal-

vinistic Genevan Bible. Bishop Parker divided the

whole Bible into parcels, and distributed them among
bishops and other learned men for revision. The re-

sultant version was ready for publication on 5 Octo-
ber, 1568, and became generally known as the

Bishops' Bible. Several editions were afterwards

published, and the Great Bible ceased to be reprinted

in 1569, excepting its P.salter which was introduced

into the Bishops' Bible in 1572, and admitted exclu-

sively in 1.585. The Bishops' Bible is noted for its

inecpiality in style and general merit ; it could not re-

place the Genevan Bible in the Enghsh home.
(i) In October, 157S, Gregory Martin, assisted

<'hic>fly by William (later Cardinal) Allen, Richard
Brislow, "Thomas Wort liington, and William Rey-
iiiilds began the work of preparing an English transla-

tion of the Bible for Catholic rea<lers. Dr. Martin
rendered into Englisli one or two chapters every day;
the others then revised, criticised, and corrected the

translation. Thus tlie New Testament was pub-
lished at Reims in 1.5S2 with a preface and explanatory

notes. TIic notes were written chiefly by Bristow,
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illen, and Worthington. The Old Testament was
nblishod at Douai (1609-10) through the efforts of

)r. Worthington, then superior of the seminary,

^he translation had been prepared before the appear-
nce of the New Testament, b»it the publication was
elayed ''for lack of good means" and "our poor es-

ate in banishment ". The religious adherence to the

yatin text is the reason of the less elegant and idio-

latic words and phrases found in the translation,

'he original Douai Version has undergone so many
pvisions that "scarcely any verse remains as it was
riginally published". Dr. Challoner probably mer-
s the credit of being the principal reviser of the

)ouai Version (1749-.50); among the many other re-

isers we may mention Archbishop Kenrick, Dr. Lin-

ard. Dr. John Gihnary Shea.

(j) The Reims Version had its influence on the

authorized Version (q. v.), which was begun in 1604
nd published in 1611 (.see Carleton, "The Part of

teims in the Making of the English Bible", O.xford,

902). The work was distributed among six com-
littees of scholars, the Bishops' Bible being taken as

lie basis to work on. A body of rules was drawn up
hich contained both a scheme of revision and gen-
ral directions for the execution of their work. The
ctual work of revision occvipied about two years and
ine months, and an additional nine months were re-

uired for the final preparation for the press. But
ven after its publication in 1611 deliberate changes
ere introduced silently and without authority by
len whose very names are often unknown.
(k) In February, 1870, the Convocation of Can-

>rbury appointed a committee to consider the subject

F an authorized revision of the .\uthorized Version,

iter the report of the committee had been pre-

mted in May and had been adopted, two companies
ere formed for the revision of the (^Id and the New
estament res])ectively. The members of each com-
any were partly appointed, partly invited. The re-

ision of the New Testament was completed in 407
leetings, distributed over more than ten years, and
as finally presented to Convocation on 17 May,
fSl; the revision of the Old Testament occupied
32 days, and was finished on 20 June, 1884. The
'vised Apocrypha did not appear until 1895. At
rst the work of the revisers satisfied neither the ad-
inced nor the conservative party, but in course of

me it lias grown steadilv in popularity.
Lewis, rompletc Hist, o/ the 'several Translations of the Holy
Me into Englisli (London. 17:)!1) ; Newcome. Hist. View of Enal.
ible Translations (Dublin. 1792); Baqster, Enalish Heiapla
-ondon, 1841): Cotton, List of Editions of the Bible (Oxford,
;51-2); Anderson, Annals of the Engl. Bible (London, 1S4.5);

DOAR, The Bibles of England (London, 18.S9) : Westcott, Hist,
the Engl. Bible (London, 186S) : Hoare, Erolution of the Engl,
ible (London, 1902); Eadie, Hist, of the Engl. Bible (London,
176): Westcott and Hort. New Testament (Cambridge. 1882),
troduction; Grat, Where tre got the Bible. Our debt to the
Itholic Church (St. Louis, 1911); PiiPE, Origin of the Douay
bleinDublin /frr.. CXLVII, 97; Idem. The Origin of the Clemen-
i« Vulgate \n .\mer. Ercl. Rrv. (0<-t. 1911); Maas. The English
otcatant Version of the Bible after 300 years in Eccles. Rev.
lov., 1911); IDE.M, The Revision of the Vulgate in Amer. Eccl.
:v. (Apr., 19121. A. J. Maas.

Verstegan, Richard, nlia.'! Rowlands, publisher
id antiquarian, b. at London, about 1.548; d. at .Ant-

"rp 16.36 (?). Hisgrandfalher, whohadmigratedfrom
uclderland, took the name Rowlands, and Richard
is sent to Oxford (Christchurcli) under this name
1.565. Being a Catholic he found it impossible
obtain a degree, and finally returned to Antwerp,
suming his proper f.amily name. His fir.st impor-
nt work was his "Theatrum crudelitatis hareti-
rum nostri t<<mporis" (P,aris, 1.58.3), with illustr.a-

)ns of the late mart>Tdoms in England, continuing
e idea of Persons', "De per.secutione " (1.582).

r Edward St.afford, the English ambas.s.ador to
ance, declared that these pictures were libels on
leen Elizabeth. The book was confiscated and
stroyed (one page survives in trs., London, Record

Office, "Dom. Eliz.", 16,5, f. 77), and Verstegan was
arrested and in danger of being extradited (January,
1.584). Through the influence of Cardinal Allen
and the papal nuncio the author was soon free again.
On 25 April, 1584, he went to Rome (Foley, V, 555)
to beg aid from the pope. This was refused (15
May), but he afterwards obtained a Spanish pension.
Returning to Antwerp, he published a fuller edition
of his "Theatrum" (1588, 1.592; French tr., 1607).
He was at this time corresponding agent for Cardinal
Allen at Rome, the Catholics in England, .and
especially for the Jesuits (some fifty of his letters,

1591-95, are in the Archives of Westminster and of
Stonyhurst). He also composed several political
tracts (Calendar of State Papers Addenda, 1589,
p. 290), and printed an answer to the Proclamation
of October, 1591 (A Declaration of great Troubles
intended against the Realm, 1592), which was
answered by Francis Bacon ("Works", ed. Spedding,
1862,Vni, 146); he took a leading part in the writing
and publication in 1595 of "Dolman's Conference"
(see Persons, Robert). During the heated Appel-
lant controversy he seems to have written a manu-
script tract in answer to Watson, which drew upon
him the furious abuse of Anthony Copley.

His main occupation was the publication of
Catholic books of devotion, sometimes signed
by his initials, but never with his name either
as composer or publisher. The earliest known
English post-Reformation manuals (see Prayer-
BooKs) and primers (q. v.) were brought out by
him, and, 25 March, 1595, he applied for the monop-
oly of printing the latter (Stonyhurst MSS., "Ang-
lia", ii, n. 4). He also wrote verse, with little poetic
fire, but with facility and a homely, simple taste,

.sometimes rising, as in "Our Lady's Lullaby", to
religious song of real merit. The translations of
hymns in the Primer of 1599, presumably by him,
are again above the average. He published a
small collection of verse, "Odes in imitation of the
Seaven Penitential Psalms", s. 1., UiOl. His chief
work was, "A Restitution of decayed Intelligence in

Antiquities" (Antwerp, 1605), remarkable as per-
haps the first endeavour to persuade Englishmen that
they should regard with special piedilection the
remains of Anglo-Saxon in their language, customs,
and laws, a matter in which (despite obvious faults)
he was far in advance of his age, when the influence
of Latin was so predominant. It is probable that
he translated and published many more works than
can now be traced to him, but the later Dutch works,
sometimes attributed to him, should no doubt be
ascribed to a younger man, probably his son, of
the same name. Exile and other hardships some-
times embittered his pen; but his correspondence and
publications show us a man of faithful and affection-
ate mind, and of varied talents, a diligent collector
of literary and .scientific curiosities, with a wide
circle of literary friends.

Be.sides the correspondence, mentioned above, and introduc-
tions to his various works see: French Correspondence (Loudon,
Record Office, Januar.v. 1584); Roman Transcripts (ibid.. May,
1584); Wood. .Athena- Ozonicnscs (1813), ii. .i92: .'^mith in Did.
Nat. Biog., a. V. Rowlands, Richard; GlLLOW, Bibl. Diet. Bng. Calh.,
s. v.; Kelly, Neva Review (July, 1897), a literary estimate.

J. H. Pollen.

Vertin, John, third Bishop of Marquette, U. S. A.,
b. at Doblicc, Diocese of Laibach (Carniolia), Austria,
17 .luly, 1844; d. at Marquette, 26 Feb., 1899. He
received his classical education at Rudolfswert, and
came to America at the age of nineteen. His pious
parents presente<l him to Bishop Baraga, who, upon
ado])! ing him into the diocese, sent him to SI . Fr.ancis,

Wisconsin, where he completi'd his lheologic;d train-
ing. On ;il Aug., 1866, he wius ordained priest. For
twelve years he Laboured zealously, dis|)l.iying great
administrative ability. Upon the resignation of
Bishop Mrak, Leo Xtll elevated him to the episco-
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pate, and he was consecrated at Negaunee, Michigan,
14 Sept., 1879. The greatness of his mind and heart

are reflected in the
management o f

his diocese and in

untold charities.
Rezek, History of

Ike Diocese of Sault Ste
Marie and Marquette
(Houghton, Michigan,
1906); Diocesan Ar-
chives (Marquette).

Antoinb Iv.^n

Rezek.

Vertot, Rene-
AuBERT, Sieur de,

French historian,

b. at Benetot, Nor-
mandy, 25 Nov.,
1655; d. in Paris,

15 June, 1735. He
was for some time
a pupil of t li e

Jesuit Fathers,
then went to the

John Vertin
From a photograph

seminary at Rouen, which he left at the end of two
years to enter the Capuchin Order. His health was
here greatly impaired by his austerities, and his

family, alarmed, obtained permission for him to join

the Premonstratensian Canons. He was afterwards
appointed pastor to several small parishes in Nor-

mandy. In 1690,
at the suggestion
of Fontenelle and
the Abb6 de Saint-

Pierre, he wrote
hi.s "Histoire de la

c (3 n j u r a t i o n de
Portugal". The
l^ooli was received
wit h favour, and in

1095 appeared the
"Histoire des
revolutions de
Su(\le". In 1703
\'iTtot was made
a member of the
"Academie des
inscript ions".
Besides contribu-
tions to the "Me-
moires" of the
Academie and
other minor works,

he wrote the "Revolutions romaines" (1719) and
"Histoire des chevahers hospitaliers de Saint-Jean
de Jerusalem". It is related, in connexion with
the latter, that in answer to an offer of additional
data, he said, "Mon siege est fait",

—"My siege is

finished", a phrase misconstrued by some of his

critics and interpreted as an expression ofVertot's
utter disregard for historical accuracy. The truth
seems to be that he simply wished to get rid of an in-

truder who was trying to force upon him documents
whose authenticity was very doubtful. On the other
hand it must be aclcnowledged that Vertot 's talent as

an historian is more of a literary than of a critical

character.
Vii-LEMAIN, Tableau du huitikmc sie.cle; Renodard, Catalogue

d'un amateur, IV; d'Oltvet, Hist, de VAcadtmie fraw^aise.

Pierre J. Marique.

Veruela, a celebrated Cistercian monastery and
churcli dedicated to the Blessed Virgin. It is situated

five miles north-west of Borja, Saragossa, Spain.
The monastery and church, forming one edifice, were
founded in lllG by Pedro de Atari's, to whom the
Blessed Virgin ai)peared, and whom she directed in the
discovery of a hidden statue of herself. The statue

was placed in the monastery chapel, where it is still

venerated. Pedro de Atares did not Uve to see the
completion of the buildings, whose construction took
more than twenty years, but before his death he was
enrolled among the Cistercians, who were dwelling
in the partly-finished cloister. The most famous
abbots of Veruela were Fernando de Arag6n (1498-
1577) and Lope Marco (d. 1560). The former was
nominated abbot by Charles V in 1537, and two years
later became Archbishop of Saragossa; V. la Fuente
calls him one of the most eminent Spanish clergymen
of the sixteenth century (Espana Sagrada, L, 223) . He
was succeeded by Lope Marco who, as his epitaph tells

us, raised the monastery "ex terreo marmoreum. ex
angusto aniplum". But his grotesque Renaissance
addition of the living apartments did not improve the
Gothic church and cloister. The chapter house at
the southern side of the cloister, an exact representa-
tion of the Westminster cloister, is Byzantine. The
great buildings, including church, monastery, house,
and cloister, constructed at different times and in

different styles, surrounded by a wall that dates
back to feudal times, present an imposing and beauti-
ful appearance. Antonio Jo.se Rodriguez, styled by
Menendez y Pelayo "one of the most remarkable
cultivators of medical moral studies" (Ciencia espa-
iSola, III, 440), lived at Veruela and died within its

walls in 1777. Gustavo Becquer, the Spanish poet,
made Veruela his abode while the religious were
prevented from living there. From 1835 to 1877
the buildings were in the hands of seculars, and from
this date down to the present day they have been
occupied by the Jesuits, who, assisted by the Duchess
of Villahermosa, a descendant of Pedro de Atares,
restored the church and monastery. Of the Jesuits

who lived at Veruela Padre Costa was theologian to

the Vatican Council; L. I.Fiter revived the "Congre-
gaciones Marianas" in Spain; Antonio Rota, now
secretary of the Society of Jesus, was the rector of

Veruela when in 1888 the image of the Blessed Virgin
was solemnly crowned.
The fact of the apparition is attested by Abarca. Zurita, and

Argensol-\ in their Anales de Aragdn. Piferrer, Nohiliario de
los rcinos y senorios de Espafia, IV; Yepes, Crdnica de San Benito,
VII (Valladolid, 1621), 370; de Zaragoza, Teatro hist, de las
ii/lesiafi del reino de Aragdn, IV. 74; Definitiones congregationis
cistcrcieusis corona: Aragonum (Valladolid, 1790): de UzT.utR6z.
Cronologta de las imdgenes aparecidas de N. Sefiora en Aragdn
(Saragossa, 1644); Torre, Resefia hist, de N. S. de Veruela (Bar-
celona, 1881); NoxELL, La santa duquesa (Madrid, 1S92); Qr.i-
DRADO, AragSn in EspaHa, sus monumentos y artes (Barcelona,
1886); there is at present in the archives of Veruela an extensive
collection of documents gathered by Fixer who began to write
a complete history of Veruela. Tliere is also a MS. Breris hist,

regalis monasterii Berolce, ab ejus /undatione qucc fuit anno 1146
usque ad annum 1 738.

AViLLiAM Furlong.

Vesalius (Wesahus), Andreas, the reorganizer of

the study of anatomy, b. at Brussels, 31 Dec, 1514;
d. in a Greek city on his journey home from Jerusalem
in 1564. He was descended from a German family
of physicians called Witing (Wytinck), which came
from Wesel on the Rhine, and was the son of Andreas
Vesalius, court-apothecary to the Emperor Charles
V. As a boy he showed great interest in the dissec-

tion of animals. After pursuing his early studies

at Louvain, he went about 1533 to the University of

Paris, where Johannes Quinterus of Andernach and
Jacobus Sylvius taught medicine. At the university

Vesalius gave his attention largely to anatomy,
especially that of the bones which he found in ceme-
teries and at the place of execution. He dissected

entire animals, and gained in this way so much
knowledge that at the request of his teachers and
fellow-students he publicly dissected a corpse and
explained its parts. In 1536 he returned to Louvain
and made a public dissection there, the first in eigh-

teen years. He also published a more accurate

Latin translation of the ninth book of Almansor of

Rhazes. In 1537 he went to Venice, thence to
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adua, where he took the degree of Doctor of Medi-
ne, and on 6 Dec. was appointed professor of

irgery and anatomy at Padua. Contrary to cus-

im, Vesalius dissected the bodies himself and ex-

ained the different parts: tlie former usage had
>en for a surgeon to dissect while a physician read

oud suitable chapters from Galen or the "Ana-
imie" of Mundino. In 1538 he published the

Tabulae anatomica;" from his own drawings and
lose of the painter Johann Stephan of Kalkar;
lis was the first fruits of his investigations. His
hours led him to the conviction that Claudius
alenus had never dissected the dead body of a

human being, and
that Galen's cele-

brated "Anat-
omy" lacks the
stamp of truthful-

ness, as it is

based almost en-
tirely on the dis-

section of apes.

In 1540 he began
his celebrated
work "Fabrica",
in 1542 went to

Basle in order to

stipervise the
lirinting of it, re-

turned to Padua
at the end of 1.543

after the publica-
tion was com-
pleted, spent a
short time in

Bologna and Pisa,

Andreas Vera
Painting by G. Calpa

id in 1544 was appointed court physician to the
mperor Charles V. Up to the time of the emperor's
)dication in 1556, Vesalius accompanied Charles
1 all his journeys and campaigns. After the abdica-
3n he entered the service of King Philip II of Spain.
jT unknown reasons, in the spring of 1564 he under-
ok a pilgrimage to the Holy Land, from which he
'ver returned.
The services of Vesalius to anatomy were that he
IS the first to lead the way to independent invest i-

ition in the examination of the structure of the
iman body, and in the teaching concerning it,

id that he discovered the numerous errors of Galen.
1 so doing he destroyed the foimdation of the whole
aching of Galenism and of the belief in its authority,
id pointed out the way for the free investigation of

iture. However, the numerous followers of Galen
^gan a bitter struggle against the daring investiga-

r, and even the medical school of Padua turned
;ainst him. Jacobus Sylvius called him a madman
esanus) and declared that an advance beyond the
lowledge of Galen was impossible, and] that Galen
id not erred, but probably the human body had
langed since then. Bartholomew Eustachius of

ome declared he would rather err with Galen than
icept the truth from the innovator. His enemies
•en sought to prevent his appointment ,as physician
the emperor and si)read slanders broadcast, so that
psalius, depressed by his troubles, threw a large
irt of his manuscript works into the fire. Never-
leless his works and drawings were frequently
ied by opponents unrighteously for their own
ivantage.
His most important works are: "Paraphrasis in

)num librum Rhaza' ad Almansorem" (Basle,

)37); "Tabuhe anatomic*" (Venice, 1.538); "Epis-
ila docens venam axillarem dextri cubiti in dolore
terali secandam" (Ba-sle, 1.543, 1555); "De humani
jrporis fabrica libri septem" (Ba.sle, 1.543, 1555),
s chief work, containing numerous plates, and
:peatedly reprinted; "Suonim de humani corporis

fabrica librorum epitome" (Basle, 1543); "Epistola
rationem modumque propinandi radicis Chyna;
decocti, quo nuper invictissimus Carolus V imperator
usus est, pert ractans" (Basle, 1546); "Anatomicarum
Gabrielis Fallopii observationum examen" (Venice,

1564); "Opera omnia anatomiea et chirurgica", ed.

by H. Boerhaave and B. S. Albinus (Leyden, 1725).
In addition, in "Galeni opera omnia" (Venice, 1541),
the following translations: I, ii, p. 49, "Galeni de
nervorum dissectione liber"; I, ii, p. 50, "Galeni de
venarura arteriarumque dissectione liber"; I, ii, p. 58,
"Galeni de anatomicis administrationibus libri

novem". The treatise "GabrieUs Cunei Medio-
lanensis apologia; Franc. Putei pro Galeni anatome
examen" (Venice, 1564) is not by Vesalius, as H.
Haeser ("Lehrbuch der Geschichte der Medizin", II,

1881, 39) beUeves.
The story, that towards the end of his life Vesalius

came into conflict with the Inquisition, is found in a
letter, written at Paris under date of 1 Jan., 1565, by
Hubertus Languetus to Kaspar Peucer. A rumour
brought from Spain said that Vesalius had dissected

a distinguished man whose heart still beat, and was
therefore accused of murder by the family of the
deceased. In order to secure a more severe punish-
ment the family also made an accusation of atheism
against him before the Inquisition. Only the personal
intervention of Philip II saved him from the death
penalty, and Vesalius was obliged as penance to under-
take a pilgrimage to Jerusalem and Mount Sinai.

Modern historians regard the report as a malicious
invention, and aU the more as, according to his own
statement, Vesalius never had an opportunity in

Spain to perform a dissection. At that era a scholar

with so many enemies, one who generally struck out
new ideas in opposition to the commonly-held opin-

ion, could easily be accused of heresy. To many his

relationswith Protestant scholars appeared suspicious.

When a young man he had a dispute about 1536 with
the theologians of Louvain because he differed from
them as to the seat of the soul. About the same time
an opponent characterized Vesalius in connexion with

a dispute about blood-letting, as the "Luther of the
physicians". There is not a single sentence in his

writings which has even the appearance of heresy.

In speaking of the seat of the soul he blames the theo-

logians for wishing to solve such questions without
understanding anatomy. Personally he avoided
expressing his opinion, in order not to fall under sus-

picion of heresy. In that age there could be only one
reason for such a dangerous journey as one to the
Holy Land, namely strong religious feeling.
Roth, Aiuireas Vesalius Bruxeltensis (Berlin, 1892), an ex-

haustive authority.

Leopold Senfelder.

Vespasian (Titus Flavitjs Ve.spasianus), Roman
Emperor, b. at Reate (now Rieti), the ancient capital

of the Sabines, 18 Nov., A. D. 9; d. there, 23 June, 79.

His father was a prosperous tax-gatherer and money-
lender, while the fact that his mother's brother was a
senator may have at lea.st encouraged him to enter the
public service. Early in his career he had opportu-
nities to become famihar with conditions in the Le-
vant, where he served as qua'stor; before entering his

thirty-fourth year he had filled still more important
magistracies. After serving with the army in Ger-
many, he made a successful expedition into Southern
Britain in command of the Second Legion, and at-

tained con.sular rank in a. d. 51. Ten years later he
was proconsul in Africa. He first apiiears in history

as a member of the imperial suite when he accom-
panied Nero on a tfnir through Greece; but Vespasian
was evidently a very poor co\irtier, for it is said that he
fell asleep in Nero's presence while the emperor was
reciting one of his own poems. In spite of this offen-

sive conduct, and cither because Nero could be sensi-

ble enough to forget personal animosities when rea-
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Antique Bust of Vespasian
Villa Albani

sons of state demanded, or because no one else could
be found who was not still more objectionable, Ves-
pasian was appointed to conduct the war against the
Jews—an appointment which proved the immediate
cause of his elevation to the purple.

Brutal opi)ression by successive Roman governors,
culminating in the atrocities of Gessius Florus, had
stirred the Jews to an insurrection in which t he Roman
garrison of Jerusalem was slaughtered. Many con-
siderations obliged the Roman Court to take a serious
view of this disturbance, not the least being the wide-
spread beUef that a new power originating in Judea

was destined to
supplant Rome
in the masterv of

the world. Tak-
ing with him his

son Titus, Vespa-
sian, in 66, in-

vaded Judea, en-
tering upon the
last war in which
the Jews were to
take part as a
nation. The siege

of Jerusalem, in

which more than
half a million of

t h e inhabitants
perished, was con-
ducted by Titus,
and ended in the
fall of the citv

(2 Sept., 70), and
the final destruc-
tion of the Tem-

ple. In the meantime Nero's career had ended
in suicide, his successor, Galba, had been killed

by Otho, and Otho, in his turn dethroned by the
partisans of Vitellius, had followed Nero's last

example. While the Jewish war was still in

progress, the soldiers in Egj^pt proclaimed Vespasian
emperor (1 July, 69), and their comrades in Judea
confirmed the choice. Ostensibly, at least, he had
made no bid for the diadem, but his soldiers were sin-

cerely attached to him, and the debauchee Vitellius,

Nero's parasite and favourite, whom the legions in

Germany had proclaimed, was as unpromising from a
mihtary point of view as he was morally worthless.
Vespasian remained at his post in Judea while his
lieutenant, Antonius Primus, with the armies of Pan-
nonia and the Balkan Peninsula, invaded Italy, routed
the Vitellian forces near Cremona, and stormed
Rome, which was defended by the Praetorian Guard
and the populace (20 Dec, 69). It was not until the
following summer that the new emperor left the eon-
duct of affairs in Palestine to his son Titus and entered
the city to receive confirmation at the hands of the
Senate.

Vespasian's assumption of the imperial authority
ended one of those spasms of civil war which had
shaken Rome at intervals ever since the days of Ma-
rias and Sulla. His reign was distinctly an era of re-

form. Titus, who was to become one of the most
beneficent pagan rulers in history, was associated
as Ca'sar in his father's administration. The dignity
of the Roman Senate was revived, largely by elimina-
tion of the disreputable elements; the law of treason,

an odious legal cloak for tyranny, was abrogated; the
courts of law were reformed; military disripliiie was
placed ujion a fairly secure basis. Vespasian, who was
a master of financial adminislration, knew how to

lavish his wealth in adding to the si)Icndour of the im-
perial city, and it was in liis reign tliat the Colo.s.seum

was begun, .\brnad, the final conquest of Judea was
followed by the suppression of a serious rising in Gaul
and the consohdation of Roman authority in ijrituin by

Cneius Agricola, who built the chain of forts between
the Firths of Clyde and Forth. Still more important
to the subsequent progress of civilization was the
period of tranquilUty for the infant Church which
began in this reigii. The official classes of Rome then
regarded the Christians vaguely as a Jewish sect, and
as such the latter were subject to the impost of half a
shekel for rebuilding the Capitohne temple, which had
been destroyed when Rome was stormed for Ves-
pasian; but this tax does not seem to have been the
occasion of any general harsh treatment. TertuUian
(Apologia) and Eusebius (Hist, eccl.) agree in acquit-
ting Vespasian of persecution. St. Linus, the pope
whose death occurred during this period, cannot be
proved to have suffered martjTdom, while St. Apol-
linaris of Ravenna, though a martjT, may very well
have suffered at the hands of a local mob.
The character of this emperor showed very little, if

anything, of the pagan tyrant. Though himself a
man of no literary culture, he became the protector of

his prisoner of war, the Jewish historian Josephus, a
worshipper of the One God, and even permitted him
the use of his own family name (Flavins). While this

generosity may have been in some degree prompted
by Josephus's shrewd prophecy of Vespasian's eleva-

tion to the purple, there are other instances of his dis-

position to reward merit in those with whom he was
by no means personally sympathetic. Vespasian has
the distinction of being the first Roman Emperor to

transmit the imperial purple to his ovm son; he is also

noteworthy in Roman imperial history as having very
nearly completed his seventieth year and died a natu-
ral death: being in feeble health, he had withdrawn to

benefit by the purer air of his native Reate, in the
"dewy fields" {rosei campi) of the Sabine country.
By his wife, Flavia Domitilla, he left two sons, Titus
and Domitian, and a daughter, Domitilla, through
whom the name of Vespasian's empress was passed on
to a granddaughter who is revered as a confessor of the
Faith.

Tacitus, History; Suetonius, Lives of the Twelve Cwsars:
Ve.ipasian; Josephus, De hello jud.: Tertullian, Apologia, V;
Allard. Hist, des persecutions pendant les deux premiers siicles

(Paris, 1892); Idem. Le Christianisme et VEmpire Romain (Paris,

iSOS) : Merivale, Hist, of the Romans under the Empire (Ix)ndoD,
186j) : Henderson, Civil War and Rebellion in the Roman Empire,
A. D. 119-70.

E. Macpherson.

Vespasiano da Bisticci (or Fiorentino), Floren-
tine humanist and librarian, b. in 1421; d. in 149S.

He was chiefly a merchant of choice books, and had a
share in the formation of all the great libraries of the

time. When Co.simo de' Medici wished to create the
Laurent ian Library of Florence, Vespasiano advised
him and sent him by Tommaso Parentucelli (later

Nicholas V) a systematic catalogue, which became
the plan of the new collection. In 22 months Ves-
pasiano had 200 volumes made for Cosinio by 25
copyists. Most of them were, under the circum-
stances, books of theology and liturgical chant. He
had performed important services for the diffusion of

classical authors when Nicholas V, the true founder of

tlic Vatican Library, became pope. He devoted
fourteen years to collecting the library of the Duke of

Urbino, organizing it in a quite modern manner;
it contained the catalogues of the Vatican, of

St. Mark's, Florence, of the Visconti Library at

Pavia, and even that of Oxford. Vespasiano had
only a mediocre knowledge of Latin, and he is one of

the few writers of the time who acknowledged it.

He left a collection of 3(X) biograi)hies, which is a
source of the first rank for the history of fifteenth-

century humanism: " Vite di uoniini illustri del secolo

X\", pubhshed bv Mai. "Spiciligium Ronianum",
I, Rome, 1S.30; by Frati, Bologna, 1S92. He is

certainlv inferior to the great Italian historians, such
as Macliiavelli and (iuicciardini, but he admirably
depicts the atmosphere of the period. His accounts
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plunge the reader into the very atmosphere of Flor-

ence; they contain delicate pictures of manners,
charming portraits, noble female figures, of which
last jinint it is possible to judge by reading the biog-

raphy of Alessandro Bardi (ed. Mai, 593). The
general tone is that of a grave moralist, who shows
the dangers of the Renaissance, especially for women,
warns against the reading of the noveUsts, and
reproaches the Florentines with usury and illicit

gains. Vespasiano is a panegj'rist of Nicholas V, the
great book-lover; he is severe to the point of injustice

against Callistus III, the indifferent lender of books,
which, liowever, he did not give over to pillage, as
Vespasiano accuses liim of doing.
BuRcKHARDT, Die CuUur der Ilenaissance, I (3rd ed., Leipzig,

1877), 198. 236-39. 261. 354; MttNTZ and Fabre, La biblio-

thiiiue du Valitxin au XV> siMe (Paris, IS87), 116; Sandys, A
Hialory of Classical Scholarship, II (Cambridge, 1908), 95.

Paul Lejay.

Vespers.^This subject will be treated under the
following headings: I. Vespers in the sixth century;

II. The origin of Vespers: Period anterior to the sixth

century; III. The Office of Vespers in the Middle
Ages: Variations; IV. The latest changes; V. Sym-
bohsm: the Hymns; VI. Importance.

I. Vespers in the Sixth Century.—In the sixth

century the Office of Vespers in the Latin Church
was almost the same as it has been throughout the
Middle Ages and up to the present day. In a docu-
ment of unquestionable authority of that period the
Office is described as follows: The evening hour, or
vespertina synaxis, is composed of four psalms, a capit-

ulum, a response, a hymn, a versicle, a canticle from
the Gospel, litany (Kyrie eleison, Christe eleison),

Pater with the ordinary finale, oratio, or prayer, and
dismissal (Regula Sancti Benedict!, xvii). The
psalms recited are taken from the series of psalms
from Pss. cix to cxlvii (with the exception of the groups
cxvii to cxxvii and cxx-xiii to cxhi); Pss. cxx.\vui,

cxUii, cxliv are each divided into two portions, whilst

the Pss. cxv and cxvi are united to form one. This
disposition is almost the same as that of the "Ordo
Romanus", except that the number of psalms recited

is five instead of four. They are taken, however,
from the series cix to cxlvii. Here, too, we find the
capitulum, versicle, and canticle of the "Magnificat".
The hymn is a more recent introduction in the Roman
V'cspers; the finale (litanies, Pater, versicles, prayers)
seems all to have existed from this epoch as in the
Benedictine cursus. Like the other hours, therefore.

Vespers is divided into two parts; the psalmody, or
singing of the psalms, forming the first part, and the
capitulum and formulae the second. Vesper time
varied according to the season between the tenth hour
(4 p. m.) and the twelfth (6 p. m.). As a matter of

fact it was no longer the evening hour, but the sunset
hour, so that it was celebrated before the day had
departed and consequently before there was any
necessity for artificial light (Regula S. Benedicti, xli).

This is a point to be noted, as it was an innovation.
Before this epoch this evening synaxis was celebrated
R'ith all the torches alight. The reason of this is that
St. Benedict introduced in the cursus, another hour

—

that of Compline—which was prescribed to be cele-

brated in the evening, and which might be considered
as a kind of doubling of the Office of Lucernarium.

II. Origin of Vespers: Period anterior to the Sixth
Century.—The Rule of St. Benedict was wTitten about
5.30-4.3 and represents the Office of Vespers drawn up
in the manner shown above. Much earlier than this
we find an evening Office corresponding to both that
nf Vespers and that of Compline. Its name varies.

In St. Benedict we find the name vespera which has
prevailed, whence the French word vepres and
the English vespers. Ca-ssian calls it Vespertina
synaxis, or Vespertina solemnilas (P. L., XLIX, 88-9).
The name, however, by which it was moat widely

known during that period was Lucemalis or Lucer-
naria hora (1. c, 126). This name is characteristic.

It was so called because at this hour a number of
candles were lighted, not only to give light, but also

for symbolical purposes. The "Peregrinatio", which
gives the liturgical order as practised at Jerusalem
and the date of which is probably the fourth century,
calls it Lichnieon. This is the Latin transcription of

the Greek word Xvxii-nbv, which corresponds to the
word Lucernarium (cf. .\mbrosian Liturgy and
Rite). The author tells us that this Office took place
at the tenth hour (four o'clock in the evening); it is

really the Office des lumiires, i. e. of the lights; it was
celebrated in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre; all

the lamps and torches of the church were lighted,

making, as the author says, "an infinite light". The
Lucernal psalms were sung, after which followed the
recitation of the supplication and commemorations or
litanies, then the prayers, and finally the blessing and
dismissal. In the "Antiphonary of Bangor", an
Irish document of the sixth century. Vespers are
called hora duodecima, which corresponds to six

o'clock in the evening, or hora incensi, or again ad
cereurn henedicendum. All these names are interest-

ing to note. The hora incensi recalls the custom of

burning incense at this hour, while at the same time
the candles were lighted. The term ad cereum hene-

dicendum presents a still greater interest because it

reminds us that the ceremony of the lights at Vespera
was sjTnbolic and very solemn. In Prudentius (fourth
century) we find a hymn entitled "Ad incensum lu-

cerna; " which, according to some critics, would appear
to have been composed for the hour of the Lucer-
narium (Arevalo, "Prudenti carmina", I, 124, ed.

1788; cf. also Cabrol, "Les ^glises de Jerusalem, la

discipline et la liturgie au IV<= siMe", 47). Others
see in this an allusion to the ceremony of the paschal
candle. However, the Lucernarium may have had,
at that time, some analogj* with the ceremony of Holy
Saturday, and the hymn could thus be adapted to

one or the other. In the "Old Galilean Sacr:imen-
tary" (Thomasi, "Opera", VI, 395) we find for Holy
Saturday an oratio ad duodecima, designed to celebrate

the light as well as the Resurrection, which would
seem thus to favour our hypothesis. St. Basil also

speaks of a hymn being sung at the moment when the
torches were lighted, doubtless the famous hymn

—

"Lumen hilare" (cf. Cabrol, 1. c, 47-S).
Vespers, then, was the most solemn Office of the day

and was composed of the psalms called Luccrnales
(Ps. cxl is called psalmus biccrnalu by the Apostolio
Constitutions, VIII, xxxv; cf. II,lix; aisoCabrol, 1. c).

The "Peregrinatio" does not mention the number
of psalms sung at this hour, but Cassian, who, a short

time after the "Peregrinatio", describes this Office as

it was celebrated by the monks of Egypt, says they
recited twelve psalms as at Vigils (Slat ins). Then
two lessons were read .as at Vigils, one from the Old,
and the other from the New, Testament. Each psalm
was followed by a short prayer (P. L., XLIX, 83-4,
88-9). For the rest Cassian agrees with the "Pere-
grinatio". He says the Office was recited towards
five or six o'clock and that all the lights were lighted.

This evening synaxis is looked upon as a souvenir of

the evening sacrifice of the Old Law. The use of in-

cen.se, candles, and other lights would seem to suggest
the Jewish rites which accompanied the evening sac-

rifice (Ex., xxix, 39; Niim.,xxviii,4; Ps.cxl,2; Dan.,ix,

21; Par., xxiii, 30; cf. Haneberg, "Die relig. Alterth.

der Bibel", Munich, 1869, p. 362). It may thus be
seen that the Lucernarium v:asf, together with Vigils,

the most important of the Offices of the day, being
composed of almost the same elements as the latter, at

le.ist in certain regions. Its existence in the fourth
century is also confirmed by St. Augustine, St. Am-
brose, St. Basil, St. Ephraem, and, a little later,

by several councils in Gaul and Spain, and by
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the various monastic rules (see texts in Baumer-
Biron, 1. c, 78, 80, 118-27, 188-98, 208, etc.).

The "Apostolic Constitutions" (VIII, xxi, 34, 35)
describe it in almost the same terms as the "Pere-
grinatio". Before the fourth century we find allu-'

sions to the evening prayer in the earlier Fathers,
Clement I of Rome (Clemens Romanus), St. Ignatius,

Clement of Alexandria, TertuUian, Origen, the Can-
ons of St. Hippolytus, St. Cyprian (for texts see

Baumer-Biron, 1. c, I, 20 sqq., 73-4, 76, 78). PHny,
in his famous letter at the beginning of the second
century, speaks of liturgical reunions of the Christians
in the morning and in the evening: "ccEtus antelu-
cani et vespertini" (Ep., x, 97). Vespers is, there-

fore, together with VigUs, the most ancient Office

known in the Church.
III. Office of Vespers in the Middle Ages: Varia-

tions.—We have already remarked that the institu-

tion of the Office of Compline transformed the Lucer-
narium by taking from it something of its importance
and symbolism, the latter at the same time losing

its original sense. We have seen that St. Bene-
dict calls it only Vespera, the name which has pre-

vailed over that of Lucemarium (cf. Ducange, "Glos-
sarium med. et inf. lat.", s. v. Vesperce). The Galil-

ean Liturgy, the Mozarabic Liturgy, and, to a certain

extent, the Alilanese, have preserved the L?/c(Tnan'uOT
(cf. Baumer-Biron, 1. c, I, 358). The Greek Church
retains the " Lumen hilare" and some other traces of

the ancient Lucernarium in the Offices of Vespers and
Compline (cf. Smith, "Diet. Christ. Antiq.", s. v.

Office, Divine). In the Rule of St. Cohunbanus,
dated about 590, Vespers still has twelve psalms,
amongst which are Pss. cxii and cxiii, the Gradual
psalms, Pss. cxix sqq. (cf. Gougaud, "Les chre-
ticnt(5s celtiques", 309; "Diet, d'arch. clu'^t. et de
liturgie", s. v. Celtique, 3015). The " Antiphonarj-
of Bangor", a document of Irish origin, gives for

Vespers Ps. cxii and also the "Gloria in excelsis".

For modifications since the twelfth century, cf.

Baumer-Biron, 1. c, II, 54 sqq.

IV. Latest Changes.—The recent Decree "Divino
afflatu" (1 Nov., 1911) involves some important
changes in the old Roman Office. New psalms are

appointed for each day of the week. These psalms
are to be recited with their antiphons, not only at the
Office de tempore (.Sundays and feriae) but also on
feasts of a lesser rite than doubles of the second class,

that is to say, on simples, semidoubles (double mi-
nors), and doulDle majors. On feasts which are doubles
of the second class and a fortiori of the first class, as

well as on feasts of the Blessed Virgin, the Holy
Angels, and Apostles, the psalms are proper to the

feast as heretofore. On all feasts, of whatever rite,

the second part of Vespers, that is, the capitulum,
hymn, antiphon of the "Magnificat", is taken from
the Sanctorale. On semi-doubles and those of a lesser

rite the suffrages are now reduced to a single antiphon
and orison which is common to all the saints hereto-

fore commemorated, whilst the preces ("Miserere"
and versicles) formerly imposed on the greater feria>

are now suppressed.
V. Symbolism: the Hymns.—Notwithstanding the

changes brought about in the course of time, Vespers

still remains the great and important Office of the

evening. As already pointed out, it recalls the snc-

rificium vespertinitm of the Old Law. In the same
manner as the night is consecrated to God by tlie

Office of the Vigil, so also is the end of the day by
Vespers. It terminates, as Matins formerly termi-

nated, and Lauds at present terminates, by a
lection, or reading, from the Gosi)el, or ca>itirii7n

evangelii, which, for Vespers, is always tlie "Mag-
nificat". This is one of the characteristic traits of

Vespers, one of the liturgical elements wliich this i)ar-

ticular Office has retained in almost all regions and at

all times. There are, however, a few exceptions, as in

some liturgies the "Magnificat" is sung at Lauds (cf.

Cabrol in "Diet, d'arch. et de hturgie", s. v. Cantiques
evangeliques) . This place of honour accorded so persist-

ent ly to the canticleofMaryfrom such remote antiquity
is but one of the many, and of the least striking,

proofs of the devotion which has alwa)-s been paid to
the Blessed Virgin in the Church. The psalms used
at Vespers have been selected, from time immemorial,
from Pss. cix to cxlvii, with the exception of Ps.
cxviii, which on account of its unusual length does
not square with the others, and is consequently or-
dinarily divided up into parts and recited at the little

hours. Pss. i to cviii are consecrated to Matins
and Lauds, whilst the three last psalms, cxlviii to cl,

belong invariably to Lauds. The series of hj-mns
consecrated to Vespers in the Roman Breviary also
form a class apart and help to give us some hints
as to the sjTiibolism of thi'; hour. The hymns are
very ancient, dating probably, for the most part,
from the sixth century. They have this particular
characteristic—they are all devoted to the praise of

one of the days of the Creation, according to the day
of the week, thus: the first, "Lucis Creator optime," on
Sunday, to the creation of light ; the second, on Mon-
day, to the separation of the earth and the waters; the
third, on Tuesday, to the creation of the plants; the
fourth, on Wednesday, to the creation of the sun and
moon; the fifth, on Thursday, to the creation of the
fish; the sixth, on Friday, to the creation of the beasts
of the earth; Saturday is an exception, the hjTnn on
that day being in honour of the Blessed Trinity,

because of the Office of Sunday then commencing.
VI. Importance.—We can now see the great impor-

tance which the Church appears to have attached
always to the Office of Vespers. It is the only one
which has remained popular (excepting, of course, the
Holy Sacrifice which we do not consider here as an
Office) among pious Christians up to the present
day. Matins and Lauds, on account of the hour at

which they are celebrated, have always been more or
less inaccessible to the faithful; hkewise the httle

hours, except, perhaps, Terce, which serves as an in-

troduction to the Mass. Vespers, on the contrary,
occupies a privileged place towards the end of the
day. On Sundays it is the Office most likely to bring
the faithful together in church for the second time
and thus becomingly completes the Divine Service for

that day. This is why, in the majority of Catholic
countries, the custom of Sunday ^'espcrs has been for

so long a time, and is still, maintained. It is quite

conformable to tradition, moreover, to invest this

Office with a particular .solemnity. The Vesper psalms,
as well as the hymns and antiphons, are well calcu-

lated to edify the faithful. Lastly, the ancient cus-

tom of having a lection or reading from the Old, or

from the New, Testament, or from the homilies of the
Fathers, might well in certain cases and to a certain

extent be re-adopted, or serve as the subject-matter
for the sermon which is sometimes delivered at this

service.

Conwrning the Lucmmniim; M^NABDin P.L.. LXXVIir.335:
Regula incerti auctoris (sixth centurv) in P. L.. LX^1, 996; Regula
maqisiTi in P. h.. LXXXVIII, 1004, 1000; I., 1013; MABTtNE,
/), tint, t'cct. ritibus, IV, 32 sqq.; de \'ert. Esplic. dts cirimoniei
dc rti/lise. II, 385; IV. 133, 150; Lebrdn, Erplic. de la wiesse, I,

Oti sqq. : Cabrol, Les igtises de Jerusalem, la discipline el la liturgie

au ii' siide (Paris, 18951. 47-8.
Concerning VesptTs: Z.vccaria, Onomasticon, 13, 19; Cat-

AUEBI, Opera Ulurnica, II (Ba.'isani, 1778), 139; MoBlN,
Les ttpres du dimanehe in fffv. bfiMieline. IV (1887), 434-46;
Leclerq in Diet, d'arch. et de liturgie, II, 1270 sqq.; Bacuer-
BlRON, Hist, du briviaire. 1. 208-31, etc.; Batiffoi, Hist, du
br(viaire remain (3d ed., 1911), 23, 108, etc.

F. Cabrol.

Vespers, Mrsic of.—The texts (e. g. antiphons,

psalms, hymn) .sung in Vespers vary according to the

feast or the season of the church year; and in churches

where it is obligatory to recite publicly the (\inonical

Hours of the Divine Office the Vespers must follow

\
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;he direction of the "Ordo". The Second Plenary
Council of Baltimore (1868) decreed (no. 379) that

complete vespers be sung on Sundays and feasts in

ill churches, as far as possible, after the Roman
ashion, and that vespers be never replaced by other

exercises of piety; "for the solemn worship approved
jy bishops of tlie Church and flourishing through so

nany centuries must be deemed pleasing to Almighty
jod". To facilitate the introduction of Vespers,

;he council further legislated (no. 380) that the rudi-

Tients of Gregorian chant be taught in parish schools,

'so that gr.adually the greater part of the congrega-

ion might be enabled to join with the sacred ministers

md the choir" in singing. A Rescript of the Con-
;regation of Sacred Rites (11 Mar., 1882, Monte-
eyen. et Angelor. n. 3.539, 3) declared that the custom
\'hich had obtained in certain churches, of singing

:ome verses of all or of some psalms in Vespers and
)f omitting the others, should be wholly eliminated;

md two years later the Third Plenary Council of

Baltimore (1884) decreed (no. 118): "Moreover we
vill and command . . . that, where the office of

k'espers is performed, complete Vespers, that is, with
ntegral psalms, be sung."

The difficulty of preparing different antiphons,

jsalms, etc., for the various Sundays and feasts

ivertaxed the powers of ordinary choirs; and happily

I decree of the S.R.C. (29 Dec, 1884, Lucionen. n.

5624, 12) met the difficulty by declaring that in mere
jarish churches, where there is no obhgation of public

ecitation of the Divine Office, but where Vespers are

lung for the devotion of the people, the Vespers may
)e taken from any Office, such as that of the Most
Blessed Sacrament or of the Blessed Virgin, provided
hat the sacred ministers privately recite the Vespers
jroper to the day. It is therefore clear that in practi-

ally all churches in English-speaking countries the

;hoir may repeat the same Vespers, selected from any
ippropriate feast, for every Sunday or feast. Com-
josers and publishers of church music have further

limpUfied the task of the choir by issuing brochures
vhich contain all the ceremonial or rubrical directions

n Enghsh, in their appropriate place, and which
;ive easy musical settings to the antiphons, psalms,

;tc., or furnish easy accompaniments to the plainsong
nelodies. Must the Vespers thus selected at the
pleasure of the priest or the choirmaster be complete
n every part, e. g., the antiphons? Johner (p. 14)

leclares that "such Vespers must accord in every
•espect with the Vespers of the Office selected".

rhe Provincial Council of Milwaukee follows the

Fourth Provincial Council of Cincinnati in the desire

;hat "in vespers on Sundays the antiphons, the entire

3ve psalms, and the hymn proper to the occurring

east should never be omitted, unless the bishop
leems it impossible to observe this rule on account of

ocal circumstances". In this connexion, the dis-

cussion in the "Ecclesiastical Review" (Dec, 1911)
should be consulted.

The texts must be either sung or "recited" in a
;lear and intelligible manner. The portions that

must be sung are: the first verse of the "Magnificat",
:he first and last verse of the hymn, the verses where
genuflection is prescribed (e. g. "Veni Creator", "O
Znix Ave" on the Feasts of the Holy Cross, "Ave
Maris Stella") or where all bow the head (e. g. the
'(iloria Patri"). The "Ceremonial of Bishops"
permits alternate verses of the "Magnificat" to be
iuppUed by the organ, provided the choir meanwhile
recites the text in an intelligible voice or—a better
irrangement—a .single chanter sings the text to

iccompaniment of the organ. The S.R.C. (Seno-
jallien., 4 Mar., 1901, V) permits a similar arrange-
ment for the psalms, but adds the condition that there

be a povertj' of voices (e. g. one or two voices on each
side of the choir, aa the Ephemerid. liturg., XV,
J53, interprets). The "Ceremonial of Bishops"

forbids the playing of the organ on Sundays of Lent
and Advent, except Gaudete and Lajtare Sundays
(the third of Advent and the fourth of Lent); but, a
Rescript of the S.R.C. (11 May, 1911) permits the
organ to be played when it is necessary for sustaining
the voices, provided it ceases when the voices cease.

The S.R.C. (Senogallien., 4 Mar., 1901, VII) requires
a pause to be made at the asterisk in each verse of the
psalms, "any custom whatsoever to the contrary not-
withstanding".
The general musical character of Vespers is indi-

cated in the "Instruction on Sacred Music" issued by
Pius X (22 Nov., 1903), no. IV, 11. Classical poly-
phony or modern music may be used, although the
Gregorian chant is the typical setting for the texts.

While the antiphons should regularly be in the
assigned Gregorian melodies, it is permitted occasion-
ally to sing them in figured music; but in this case
"they must never have either the form of a concert
melody or the fullness of a motet or cantata". While
the "Gloria Patri" and "Sicut erat" may also be in

figured music, the psalms should regularly be in

Gregorian chant; but on greater feasts the verses
in Gregorian chant may be alternated with verses in

falsibordoni or "with verses similarly composed in a
proper manner". Single psalms may sometimes be
sung wholly in modern music, "provided the form
proper to psalmody be preserved in such compositions;
that is, provided the singers seem to be psaLmodizing
among themselves, either with new motifs, or with
those taken from the Gregorian chant or based upon
it". The "Instruction" immediately adds that
"psalms known as di concerto are, therefore, forever
excluded and prohibited". These di concerto psalms
are "theatrical compositions . . . with soli, chorus,
and orchestra, comprising adagios, allegros, and often
dance airs" (Duclos, 106, footnote 2). Pius X
alludes to these in his Letter to Card. Respighi
(8 Dec, 1903): "For the devout psatoiody of the
clergy, in which the people also used to join, there
have been substituted interminable musical com-
positions on the words of the Psalms, all of them
modelled on old theatrical works, and most of them
of such meagre artistic value that they would not be
tolerated for a moment even in second-rate concerts.
Certain it is that Christian piety and devotion are not
promoted by them; the curiosity of some of the less

intelhgent is fed, but the majority, disgusted and
scandalized, wonder how it is that such an abuse can
still survive. We, therefore, wish the cause to be
completely extirpated, and that the solemnity of
vespers should be celebrated according to the liturgi-

cal rules indicated by us." As to the hymn, the
"Ceremonial of Bishops" permits recitation of alter-

nate stanzas with accompaniment of organ.
Johner, New School of Gregorian Clmnl (New York, 1906),

9-14; Benedictines of Stanbrook. GramvuiT of Plainsong (Lon-
don, 190.5), C8-9: PoTHlER, Les nUlodies gr^goriennes (Tournai,
1880), 240-68; Terry. Catholic Church Music (rx>ndon, 1907),
21-38 (Church legislation), 12.5-6 (Order of Vespers), 128 (Pon-
tifical Vespers), 136 (Vespers of the Dead); Ddclos, Sa saintetS
Pie X et la reforme de la musique religieuse (Rome, 1905), 10.5-7;
Finn, Wells, and O'Brie.n. Manual of Church Music (Phila-
delphia, 1905), 90-4, 134-5; Johner, Die Psalmodie nach der
Vaticana (Ratisbon, 1911); Ecclesiastical Rev.. Feb., 1904, 184-8
(Letter of Pius X to Card. Respighi): "There is much to be cor-
rected or removed in the chants of the Mass . . . but that which
Deeds a thorough renewal is the singing of the Vespers of the
feasts celebrated in the different churches and basilicas. Tlie
liturgical prescriptions of the ' Cieremoniale episcoporum', and
the beautiful musical traditions of the cla.ssical Roman school,
are no longer to be found. . . . And do you, Lord Cardinal,
neither grant indulgences nor concede delays. The difficulty is

not diminished but rather augmented by postponement, and
since the thing is to be done, let it be done immediately and reso-
lutely. . . . The Vesper ser\-iee will, indeed, be notably short-
ened. But if the rectors of the churches desire on a special occa-
sion to prolong the function somewhat . . [they may] have a
suitable .sermon after the vespers, clo.sed with Solemn Benediction
of the Most Holy Sacrament"; Lemaistre, Vatican Chant (New
York, 1905), 69-95; Benedictiner of .Solesmes, Rules for
Psalmodu (Rome, 1904), no. ,598, English ed.; foEM, Psatmi in
notis pro resperis et oflieiis in omnibus dominicis et festis duplicihus
(Rome, 1909), no. .590, gives the texts in full under each of tba
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eight psalm tones in notation; P.i^RARD. Psautier-vesv^ral. semeio-

graphie nouvdle (Rome, 1908); BoNviN, On Recitation in Church
Music (March, 1906, 145-56).

H. T. Henry.

Vespers, Sicilian, the traditional name given to

the insurrection which broke out at Palermo on Easter

Tuesday, 31 March, 1282, against the domination of

Charles of Anjou. It was only in the fifteenth cen-

tury, during the excitement aroused by the passing of

Charles VIII (Nov., 1494), that the expression "Sicil-

ian Vespers" and the legend of the Easter bells calling

the insurgents to arms seem to have originated.

Charles of .^njou. Count of Provence and brother of

St. Louis, liad received from Urban IV the crown of

the Two SiciUes which had been taken from the

Hohenstaufens. Having defeated Manfred in 1256,

he estabUshed his authority by force, and cruelly re-

pressed the Ghibelline revolt led by Conradin in 12(58,

in consequence of wliich 130 barons were condemned
to death. As undisputed master of the Two Sicihes,

he resumed the ambitious designs of his predecessors,

the Norman and Hohenstaufen kings, and sought to

estabhsh his dominion in the Mediterranean. In

1281 he was on the point of attaining his object; in

1277 he had purchased the rights of Mary of Antioch
to the Kingdom of Jerusalem, he was the protector of

the Kingdom of Armenia, the Emir of Tunis was pay-
ing him tribute, and his soldiers occupied a portion of

the Morea. Finally, at his instance Pope Martin IV
had excommunicated the Emperor Palseologus. Then,
concluding a treaty which assured him the assistance

of the Venetian fleet (3 July, 1281), Charles was or-

ganizing a formidable crusade for the conquest of

Constantinople, when the revolt of 31 March, 1282,

obliged him to direct his arms against Sicily and save
the Byzantine Empire.

It was long held on the authority of Giovanni Vil-

lani (d. 1348) that this revolt was the result of a plot

between Michael Palicologus, Pedro III, and the

Sicilian barons, whose active agent was a gentleman of

Salerno, Giovanni da Procida. In a famous book,
" La Guerra del Vespero Siciliano", the first edition of

which api)eared at Palermo in 1842, the Sicilian

patriot Amari endeavoured to show that the insurrec-

tion of 1282 was a wholly spontaneous popular move-
ment due to the oppressive administration and fiscal

tyranny of Charles of Anjou. The legend of Gio-
vanni de Procida did not appear until the fourteenth
century, in works such as the "Ribellamentu di

Sicilia" (Bibhoth. Script. Aragon., I, 241-74), or in a
letter of King Robert of Naples (1314). Contempo-
rary historians [Saba Malaspina, Dean of Malta
("Rerum sicularuin historia", ed. Muratori, "SS.
Rer. Ital.", VIII, 785-874), who wrote about 1285;
Bartolommeo de Neocastro, author of an "Historia
Sicula" (ed. Muratori, "SS. Rer. Ital.", XIII, 1013-
1196)] speak only of a popular outbreak of fury conse-
quent upon injuries and annoyances of all kinds in-

flicted on the people by French barons and the officers

of Charles of Anjou. A search of the State archives
of Naples and Barcelona has led to the same conclu-
sion.

What is certain is that on 31 March the insurrection

broke out, amid cries of "Death to the French", after

vexatious searches had been carried on by the com-
mand of the Giivernor of Palermo, who wished to de-
prive the inhal)ilaiils of tlie riglit of bearing arms.
Within a few weeks the revolt spn'ad over the entire
island and more than 8000 French were massacred.
The towns of Sicily formed a sort of federal republic
and placed Iheinselves under the proleelion of tlie

Holy .See. It was only when Charles of Anjou ap-
peared before Messina with all his troops that the
Sicilian nobles called to their aid King Pedro III of
Aragon, and the other towns only approved this ac-
tion when it seemed to them impossible to resist

Charles of Anjou.

Amari's theory, though fundamentally correct, is

too sweeping. The popular and spontaneous nature
of the uprising of 1282 is an indisputable fact, but on
the other hand the negotiations between Michael
Pala>ologus and Pedro of Aragon unquestionablj' took
place. In these Giovanni da Procida played a part
which it is impossible to define precisely, and possibly

certain of the Sicilian nobles were aware of this in-

trigue. There was at least a coincidence between the
coalition against Cliail. - of .\njou and the popular
insurrection of I lie Sicilian Vespers. The results of

this revolt were considerable, as it proved the death
blow to all the projects for the domination of the East
formed by Charles of Anjou. The crusade against
Constantinople did not take place, and Charles of

.\njou began the long and fruitless warfare against the
House of Aragon, which exhausted his resources with-
out obtaining Sicily. A compromise between the
rival dynasties was only effected in 1302.

.\mari. La guerra del Vespero Siciliano (9th ed., 3 vols., Milan,
1SS6) ; C.\D]ER, Essai sur Vadministration du royaume de Naples
sous Charles let Charles 11 (Paris. 1891); Durriel', Les Archives
angetnnes de Naples (Paris, 1886-87); Cartelueri, Peter von
Aragon und die Siziliajier (Heidelberg, 1904); Cipolla, Les Vi-
pres Sicitiennes in Revue Historique, XXI, 135.

Louis Br^hier.

Vespucci, Amerigo, a famous Italian navigator,

b. .at Florence, 9 March, 1451; d. at Seville, 22 Feb.,

1512; he was the third son of Ser Nastagio, a
notary of Florence, son of .4merigo Vespucci. His
mother was Lisabetta, daughter of Ser Giovanni, son
of Ser Andi'ea Mini; her mother was Maria, daughter
of Simone, son of Francesco cU FiUcaia. The date of

Vespucci's birth, formerlj' much discussed, is now
definitively established by the books of the Ufficio

delle Tratte, preserved in the Reale Archivio di Stato
of Florence, where the following passage is found:
"Amerigo, son of Ser Nastagio, son of Ser Amerigo
Vespucci, on the IX day of March MCCCCLI"
(14.52, common style). The mother of Amerigo's father

was Nanna, daughter of Mestro Michele, of the Onesti
of Pescia, and sister of Mestro Michele, the father of

Nicolo and of Francesco, who resided in the magistrato

supremo of the Priors in the Re])ublic Florence.

Vespucci received his first instruction from his uncle
Giorgio .4ntonio, a Platonic philosopher who was a
teacher of the greater part of the Florentine nobility.

Amerigo cultivated the study of literature, including

that of the Latin language, as is shown by a small

autograph codex in the Biblioteca Ricardiana of

Florence, entitled "Dettati da mettere in latino", at

the end of which there is wTitten the following: "This
booklet was written by Amerigo Ser Anastagio Ves-
pucci." He also wTote a letter in Latin to his father,

dated 19 October, 1476, in which he gives an account
of his studies. Possibly Vespucci had relations with
Toscanelli, who, as is known, died in 1482, two years
after .Amerigo left for Spain. Thereafter, Amerigo
devoted himself to the study of physics, geometry,
astronomy, and cosmography, in which sciences he
made rapid progress.

After the death of his father, which occurred about
the year 1483, Amerigo, perhaps on account of the un-
fortunate circumstances of his family, became sf ewai'd

in the house of Lorenzo di Pierfrancesco de' Medici,
with various charges that were multiplied in propor-
tion its he acquired the confidence and the affection of

the sons of Pierfrancesco, of whose niral and com-
mercial interests he became superintendent, as ap-
pears from nunienms lettei-s written to him, which
h;ive recently been (mblished. Fnmi 1478 to 1480
he was attached to the eniljassy at Paris, under his

relative Giiido Antonio Vespucci, ambassador of

Florence to Louis XI of France, .\ccordingly, he
wrote many rejjorts to the Signoria, which are i)re-

served in the Archivio di Stato at Florence. The
sojourn of Vespucci at Paris, and that of Duke Ren6
of Lorraine at Florence, earlier, exjjlain why Vespucci
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should have sent, to Duke Rene a copy, in Latin, of

the letter of the four voyages, written m ItaUan to the

gondolficre pcrpetuo Piero Soderini, and why one of

the earliest editions of V'espucci's voyages (the third)

should ha\e been made at Paris in 1504. The offices

that Vespucci laeld from the younger branch of the

house of Medici explain why the former, between
November of 1491 and Februan.- of 1492, joined, at

Seville, Giannetto di Lorenzo Berardo Berardi, chief

of a house, established at that city, which had close

financial relations with the younger branch of tlie

Medici, that is, with Lorenzo di Pierfrancesco and his

son. Through his intelligence, he became one of the
chief agents of that firm, wliich, later, had a leading

[lart m fitting out the oceanic expeditions that led to

the discover,' of the New World.
The successful voyages of Christopher Columbus

increased ^'espucci'e desire to take a part in the gen-
eral European movement to seek a western passage
to the Indies. Having obtained three ships from

he wrote an account of his voy.age to Lorenzo di Pier-

francesco do' Medici.
On 14 May, 1.501, he sailed from Lisbon to Cape

Verde, and thence westward, until, on 1 January,
1502, he came to a gulf at 13° S., to which he gave the
name of Bahia de Todos Santos, and upon the shores
of which the city of Bahia now stands. From there
he coasted along South America, as far as the Plata.
On his return, he discovered the island of South
Georgia, at 54° S., and 1200 miles east of Tierra del

Fuego. He arrived at Lisbon on 7 September, 1502.
On his fourth voj'age, he sailed with Gonzal Coelho
from Lisbon, on 10 June, 1503, touched land at the
Cape Verde Islands, and bent his course towards the
Bay of All Saints. At Cape Frio, having found great
quantities of brazil-wood, he estabUshed an agencj-,

exactly on the Tropic of Capricorn. Thereafter, he
coasted along the continent, nearly to the Rio de la

Plata, and then returned to Lisbon, where he arrived
on IS June, 1504. Vespucci made a fifth voyage

Ferdinand, Kng of Castille, Vespucci was able to

undertake his first voyage. Accordingly, he set sail

from Cadiz on 10 May, 1497, sailing towards the For-
tunate Islands, and then laying his course towai'ds

the west. After twenty-seven or thirty-seven days,
on 6 or 10 April, he touched the mainland (Guiana or

Brazil?), and was well received by the inhabitants.

In this first voyage he maj' have entered the Gulf of

Mexico and coasted along a great portion of the
L'nited States, as far as the Gulf of St. LawTence.
Then he returned to Spain, and landed at Cadiz on
15 October, 149S. There is no other relation of this

first voyage than that contained in the first letter of

Amerigo Vespucci concerning the islands newly found
in his four voyagas, addre.ssed to Piero Soderini, Gon-
faloniere of Florence.
On 16 May, 1499, Vespucci sailed from Cadiz on

his second voyage, with Alonzo de Ojeda and Juan de
la Cosa. He directed his course to Cape Verde,
crossed the Equator, and saw land, on the coast of

Brazil, at 4° or 5° S., possibly near Aracati. From
there, he coasted along the Guianas and the conti-

nent, from the Gulf of Paria to Maracaibo .and Cape
de la Vela; he discovered Cape >St. Augustine and the
River Amazon, and made notable obser\-ations of the
se.i currents, of the Southern Cross and other southern
constellation.s. He returned to Spain in September,
1500. These Iw.t expeditions were undertaken in the
service of .'^pain; the third and the fourth, in that of

Portugal. In con.sequence of the long fatigues of

his second voyage, \'espucci w.as taken ill of the
quartan ague, \\lieu his health was re-established,

XV.—25
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witk Juan de la Cosa, between May and December,
1505; they visited the Gulf of Darien, and sailed
200 miles up the Atrato River. During that voyage,
they collected gold and pearls, and received informa-
tion of there being a great abundance of those sub-
stances in that region. This voyage was repeated
by the two navigators in 1507. Of these two ex-
peditions, however, there is no special account by
Vespucci. It should be added that, in 150(3, Ves-
pucci was busy in Spain, fitting out the expedi-
tion of Pinz6n, which was abandoned in March,
1507.

The facts regarding the voyages of Vespucci are
accepted as given in the above n,arrative by the ma-
jority of the authoritative biographers of that navi-
gator; but the incxactne-ss of the printed texts, the
difficulty of identifying the names of places, used by
Vespucci, with the modern ones, and the error of
attributing sinccritj' to all assertions contained in
official documents, especially in those relating to

legal proceedings, have given rise to enormous con-
fusion in all that relates to the voyages of Amerigo
Vespucci, of which the chief b.ase for future criticism
will be the investigation of the apocryphal codices of
the narratives of the voyages of Vespucci, written at
the time when the authentic ones appeared. Ves-
pucci was certainly held in high esteem in Spain,
where he established himself after his voyages in

the service of Portugal. In 1.505, by a royal decree of
14 .\pril of that year, he had received .Spanish nat-
uralization, and a decree of 6 Augu.st, 1.50.S, named
him pilolo mayor de Espana, a title corresponding
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to the modern one of head of the admiralty, and
which was borne by Vespucci until his death.

Amerigo Vespucci married Maria Cerezo, apparently
in 150.5. The only precise information concerning
her is furnished by the royal decree of 28 March,
1512, according her a pension, on account of the
satisfaction given by her husband as piloto mayor,
which pension was confirmed by the decree of 16

November, 1523. On the other hand, a decree of

26 December, 1524, grants the remainder of her
pension to her sister Catalina Cerezo; which proves
that Maria died between the two latter dates, and
that she left no children. With Amerigo Vespucci,
however, was the son of his brother Antonio, Gio-
vanni, who was born on 6 March, 1486, and who was
named piloto mayor in 1512, upon the death of his

predecessor and imcle, Amerigo. For information
concerning him, see Harrisse, "The Discovery of

North America" (1892), 744-5.
It is impossible to determine, here, the place of

Amerigo Vespucci in the history of the discovery of

the New World, in relation to those of Christopher
Columbus, of Sebastian Cabot, and of the brothers
Pinz6n. First it is necessary to distinguish between
the geographical, and the social, discovery of America.
The former is due to the Icelanders, who established,

on the eastern coast of Greenland, a colony that was
maintained from the tenth to the fifteenth century, of

the history of which a very good compendium is

given by Fischer in "The Discoveries of the Norse-
men in America" (London, 1902); in connexion with
this work there should be consulted the collection

of documents concerning the relations of the Church
of Rome with Greenland during those centuries, pub-
lished by order of Leo XIII.
The discovery of America was due to the failure

of the crusade against the Turks which was attempted
by Pius II, and the success of which was frustrated
by the rivalry and corruption of the states of Europe
at that time. Europe then felt the necessity of going
to the East by another way, of seeking the East by
way of the West, a motto that became the flag of the
navigators of that age. Paolo Toscanelli, whose
sincerity of religious sentiment was not less than his

great merit of scientific attainment (see the present
writer's work on Toscanelli, I, 1894, in the "Raccolta
Colombiana", part V), foresaw, before Portugal
foresaw it, that the time had come for that count rj-

to take the place of Italy as the intermediary of the
commerce between Europe and Asia, and therefore,

as the starting-point of navigators and adventurers,
seduced by the desire of being the executors of the
great emprise. Columbus was the first to reach land
to the west—one of the islands of the Bahamas—on
12 October, 1492, convinced that he had reached one
of the islands of eastern Asia. He was followed by
Vespucci, Cabot, and many others, each proposing
to himself to reach the land of spices, that is, India.
We may not, here, enter into the very intricate

question of which, of the three navigators named, was
the first to tread the mainland of the New World.
For that, it would be necessary to have before us the
correct texts of all the fundamental documents con-
cerning those navigators. As regards Columbus, the
"Raccolta Colombiana", published by the Italian

Government on the occasion of the fourtli centenary
of the discovery of America, is an exhaustive docu-
ment. Very important, for all the histoi-y of the dis-

covery of America, are the collection of Navarrete,
the books and documents published by Harrisse,

the Duchess of Alba, and many others. But as re-

gards Vesi)ucci, there arc, at Florence, the apocry-
phal sjTiciironous copies of all the accounts of his

voyages, except the text that was used for the pub-
lication of the "Mundus novus", of which accounts,
as will be seen further on, a correct edition is

lacking.

The first editions of the documents relating to the
voyages of Vespucci may be classified as follows:

—

A. Parisian text,.—A. "Mundus novus" (third
voyage), 1st ed., 1503 or 1504. B. Florentine text.3.

—Ba. Letter of the four voyages in the years 1497-
98, 1499-1500, 1501-2, 1503-4; 1st ed., 1.507; Bb.
Letter published by Baldini in 1745, relating to the
second voyage; Be. Letter published by Bartolozzi
in 1789, relating to the third voyage; Bd. Letter
published by Baldelh Boni in 1827, relating to the
third voyage. C. Venetian texts.—Ca. Letter of

Girolamo Vianello to the Signoria of Venice, dated 23
December, 1506, relating to a fifth voyage, published
for the first time by Humboldt, in 1839. Cb. Letter
of Francesco Corner to the Signoria of Venice, dated
19 June, 1508, relating to a sixth voyage, pubhshed
for the first time by Harrisse, in 1892.

The principal question turns, at once, upon the
authenticity of the voyage and upon that of the pub-
Hcations A, Ba, Bb, Be, Bd, Ca, and Cb. In general,

a very erroneous confusion is made between two
points: nearly every one admits the authenticity of

the publications A and Ba, but many reject the au-
thenticity of the first voyage, made by Vespucci in

the years 1497 and 1498, and described in the pub-
lication Ba. Some, as Varuhagen and others, deny
the authenticity of the texts Bb, Be, and Bd, while
others hold the contrary opinion with regard to one
or another, or to all three, of these texts. Nearly
aU regard as inadmissible the fifth and the sixth

voyages, narrated in the texts Ca and Cb.
For the various editions of the "Mundus no\'ns",

the pubhcation of Sarnow and of Triibenbach is ex-

haustive, but there is no critical edition of any of the
other texts, which were printed with many errors;

while, as has been said, the apocryphal, though con-
temporary, texts of all of them are preserved at

Florence. The present writer proposed the prepara-
tion of a critical edition of this kind, and the proposi-

tion was approved by three National Geographical
Congresses of Italy, held at Florence (1S98), at Milan
(1901), and at Naples (1904), respectively, and by
the International Congress of Americanists, held at

Stuttgart, in August, 1904. Recently, a commission
has been created at Florence, for the execution of that

purpose, under the presidency of the Marchese Filippo

Corsini, president of the Society of Geographical and
Colonial Study resident at Florence; of this com-
mission. Professor Attilo Mori, of the Military Geo-
graphical Institute, and the writer of this article are

members. Until the publication in question appears,

it will be useless to discuss the genuineness of the
voyages of Vespucci, basing such discussion upon the
incorrect texts that are now available—exception

being made of the "Mundus no%-us", cited above.
Those seeking further details in regard to these codices

mav consult Harrisse, "Biblioteca americana vetus-

tisslma" (1868), and "Additions" (1872). All the
works of that author, whether bibliographical or
historical, are the basis for any work on the discovery

of America.
It is well known to-day that Vespucci was in no

way responsible for the fact that his name, and not that
of Columbus, was given to the New World, and there-

fore, that he certainly does not deser\'e the charge of

theft that has been made against him by many;
among them, thefamous American publicist, Emerson,
who was led into error by partisan wTiters. On the
other hand, the affectionate correspondence between
the two great navigators would sufhce to disprove

all unworthy accusations. The charge received some
support from the efforts of a considerable portion of

the clergy, throughout the world, to obtain the canon-
ization of Columbus, which, however, was unsuc-
cessful, when the merits of the case were examined,

by order of Leo XIII, on the occasion of the fourth

centenary of the discovery of America. At that time,
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the general outcry against Amerigo Vespucci was so

great that the famous American statesman Blaine,

upon the occasion of the exposition at Chicago,

published a book under the title of "Columbus and
Columbia," in order that it might not be contamin-

ated by the unholy name of Vespucci.

It may be remarked that, at the time of the dis-

covery of America, as is new clearly proven, the nar-

ratives of the voj'ages of Vespucci were more widely

disseminated, by far, than were those of the voyages

of Columbus, and that Florence was the chief centre

for the diiTusion of news on the discovery of the New
World. To the close relations that existed between
Gianfrancesco Pico, Duke della Mirandola, and
l-'lorence, and between Gian Francesco and the

learned German, Matthew Ringmann, who, in 1504,

edited one of the most important editions of tlie

".Mundus novus", under the title of "De ora antar-

tica per regem Portugalliae pridem inventa", and to

the close relations between Ringmann and the

geographer Martin Waldseemliller (Hylacomilus),

is tfue the fact that when, in 1507, Waldseemliller

published the celebrated work " Cosmographiae in-

troductlo", at Saint-Die, in Lorraine, he gave the

name of America to the New World, ajguing that,

since the three continents then known, Europe, Asia,

and Africa, had names of women, it was [iroper to give

the newly-discovered continent also the name of a

woman, taking it from the baptismal name of the dis-

coverer of the new continent, Vespucci. Many at-

tempts were made to name the New World Columbia,

as justice seemed to demand, but all such efforts

failed. The writer has tried to clear up these points

and to prove the honesty of Vespucci ; and his efforts

ha\'e received the approbation of the Numismatic and
Archxological Society of New York; for, the latter,

having resolved to strike, each year, a medal com-
memorative of some benefactor of America, decided

that the first of these medals should be coined in

honour of Amerigo Vespucci, and requested the writer

to propose the best portrait of the great navigator for

reproduction. The Society accepted the ^Titer's sug-

gestion and gave the preference to the portrait of the

Galleria degli Uffizi of Florence, which is generally

considered to be the most genuine, but thought that

they should take into account the great map of Wald-
seeratiller, of 1507, on which there is a portrait of

Amerigo Vespucci; and therefore, the medal was
struck with the two portraits, one on either side.

In the following bibliography, we have deemed it useless to cite

the general works upon America, and upon its discover>', which.
Although not concerning Vespucci specially, refer to him, as are

those of AsENsio, Fiske, Gaffarel, Herrera, HnonEs, Hum-
boldt, Irving, Payne, Robertson. Robellt de Lorques,
TiRABOSCHi, Windsor, etc., for which the reader is referred to the

articles America and Coldmbcs; we have, on the contrary, lim-

ited our citations to the works that have brought new tacts to light,

and are not. therefore, expositions of the opinions of their authors.

For the bibliography of the various editions of the voyages of

Vespucci and of the authors who wrote concerning them between
the years 1492 and 1551. see Harrisse, Biblioleca amerirann ve-

tustissima (New York. 1866) ; Idem, Additions (Paris, 1872) ; and
for the same, but, to the present day, see Fumaqalli, Biblio-

QTaphin rii Amerigo Vespucci in Bandini, Vita di Amerigo Vespucci
illustrataecommmtala da Gustavo Uzielli (Florence, 1898), 104-28.

Some may find it strange that certain authors are not cited, as,

for example, Hugues. who has written numerous very learned
works on Ve.spucci, totally devoid, however, of criticism; they are

all cited in the Bibliografia of Fumagalli. Hugues and Varn-
hagen regard as apocryphal some narratives of voyages of Ves-

pucci that are regarded by other writers as being the most au-
thentic: and they base this view on the fact that the narratives

in question were published two or three centuries after the death
of Vespucci. By that reasoning, one should declare the com-
mentary of Pietro Alighieri on the "Divine Comedy" to be
apocryphal, for it was published five centuries after Dante*s
death. Hugues and Berchet, however, in accordance with that
reasoning, have omitted some of the accounts of the voyages of

Vespucci, contained in the " Raccolta Colombiana ", part V.
vol. II, and, like all students of Vespucci, except Sarnow and
TrQbenbach, they have entirely omitted any critical study of the
texts of the narratives, accepting the current publicationa as they
stand, without taking heed to compare them with the codices.

Ramusio, t^aiigationi et viaggi. 1 (Venice, 1550-59); Bandini,
Vita e leUere di Amerigo Vespucci (Florence, 1745); Bartoijjizi,
Rictrche istorico-critiche circa aUe scoperte di Amerigo Vetpucci

(Florence, 1789): Canovai, Viaggi d' Amerigo Vespucci (Florence,

1817); Baldelli-Boni, II mill,;,,. I i Kinrr-iici^. 1S27I. pp. hii-H;

^RRETE. Coleccidn de los t

1825-37); Humboldt, Exam,,,
conlinenl. XI (Paris. l.S.3fi-.3>li, 1

Son
'spucci.

ie et see

.'...:.,.:. l;':u,. 11... „, /j!!-, -,.ri,-anave-

Additions iParia, 187:2), p. xxviii; Idem, The Dis-
cery of North America (London, 1S92); Toscanelli, Notes et

documents concemant les rapports entre V Italic et I'Amirique
(Florence, 1893); Markham, Vespucci. The Letters and other

Documents illustrative of his Career (London, 1894) ; Harbis8E,
Americus Vespuccius (London, 1895) ; Thacher, The Continent of

America: its Discovery and its Baptism (New York, 1896);
LTzielli, Amerigo Vespucci davanti la critica storica in Atti del

Congresso Geografico Italiano (Florence, 1898); Bandini, Vita dl

Amerigo Vespucci, illustrata e commentata da Gustavo Uzielli

(Florence, 1S9S) ; Masetti Bencini and Howard Smith, La vita di

Amerigo Vespucci in Firenze (Florence, 1903); SaRNOW and
TrCbenbach, Mundus novus (Strasburg, 1903); Fischer and
WiESER, The oldest Map with the name of America of the year 1507
and the Carta Marina of the year 1516 by M. Waldseemuller
(Ilacomilus) (Innsbruck, 1903); Proceedings and Papers of the

American Numismatic and Archceologicat Society of New York
City, 46th annual meeting (1904), 8-15.

Gustavo Uzielli.

Vessels, Sacred. See Chalice; Ciborium; Os-
tensorium; Paten; Pyx.

Vestibule, a hall projecting in front of the facade

of a church, found from the fifth century both in the

East and the West. In western Europe it was gener-

ally a narrow open
ante-chamber
with sloping roof

and closed on the

smaller sides,
which were prob-

ably, when con-

nected with the

main buildings,

provided with
apses, as in the

baptistery of San
Giovanni atRonie.

In the East, espe-

cially in Syria,

this "ante-chamber
was given a fine

facade, and was
flanked by two
towers. It was
also frequent ly

closed in front in

Oriental countries

and entered by
one or three doors,

and often had two
stories,—as in the churches of Turmanin and
Suweda. The purpose of the vestibule, at lea.st

in western Europe, was not to provide a resting-

place for penitents, but to deaden the noise out-

side. In medieval times Italy held firmly to

the simple open chamber with sloping roof.

North of the Alps, however, the vestibule developed
into a projecting structure united with the main
building, recalling the SjTian churches. The method
of construction shown in the palace church of Charle-
magne at Aachen, an ante-.structure of several stories

between the two western round towers, was adopted
in the early Romanesque period, especially by the

Cluniac monks. The Romanesque architecture also

made use of a covered ante-structure placed before

the west front. This style was first used on a large

scale in the cathedral at Speyer, where the vestibule

has three stories. The churches in which the main
entrance was on the side aisle had a vestibule or

portico (called the "Paradise") on the same aisle,

as in the cathedrals at Miinster and Paderbom.
The name "Paradise", originally given to the atrium,

waa given later to the ante-chamber. In Gothic
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architecture the vestibule was reduced in size, and
became an ornamental baldachino-like structure,

which also served as an entrance, as in the cathedral
at Freiburg in Baden. The name "Paradise" for the
vestibule explains the festival, popular among the
common people and called the Expulsion of Adam,
held at Halberstadt as early as 1391, and which took
place in the vestibule. In the Middle Ages alms
were distributed and offerings made in the vestibule.

The latter was used at times also for judicial pro-
ceedings, and in many such ante-chambers the
announcements of the standard weights and measures
were posted up, as at Freiburg in Baden the standard
weight of bread in 1270, 1317, and 1320.

In Italy the architecture of the Renaissance and
of the Rococo style held to the vestibule, which had
been made sacred by tradition. Alberti considered
its use necessary on all occasions. Even basilicas,

as San Giovanni in Lateran and Santa Maria Mag-
giore, received new porticoes, which in the two
churches just mentioned were constructed as loggias

in two stories. These vestibules were detrimental
to both churches, concealing the facades and giving
the buildings a somewhat secular appearance. The
Carmelite church at Arezzo has a vestibule with
columns built by Benedetto da Majano.

Beda Kleinschmidt.

Vestments. In Western Europe.—By liturgi-

cal vestments are meant the vestments that, accord-
ing to the rules of the Church or from ecclesiastical

usage, are to be worn by the clergy in performing the
ceremonies of the services of the Church, conse-

quently, above all, at the celebration of the Mass,
then in the administration of the sacraments, at bless-

ings, the solemn recitation of the canonical hours, pub-
lic services of prayer, processions, etc. The liturgical

vestments of the Latin Rite are: the amice, alb, cinc-

ture, maniple, stole, tunicle, dalmatic, chasuble, sur-

plice, cope, sandals, stockings (or buskins), gloves,

mitre, pallium, succinctorium, and fanon. The pope
has the most elaborate and the greatest number of

liturgical vestments, for all the vestments mentioned
belong to him. The vestments of the priest arc the

amice, alb, cincture, maniple, stole, chasuble—vest-

ments which the priest wears at the celebration of the

Mass—then, in addition, the surplice and the cope.

Besides the vestments worn by the priest the liturgical

dress of the bishop includes also the tunic, dalmatic,

sandals, buskins, gloves, and mitre; those of the arch-

bishop include further the pallium. The subdiaconal

vestments consist of the amice, alb, cincture, maniple,

and dalmatic; those of the deacon of amice, alb, cinc-

ture, maniple, stole, and dalmatic. Finally, the

lower clergy wear the surplice as a liturgical vestment,

a vestment that belongs to all the grades of ordination.

In the E.\st.—There :ire also liturgical vestments
in the Oriental Rites. They are fewer than the sacer-

dotal vestments of western Europe, and vary from
these also as regards form, nature, and use. Never-
theless the sacerdotal vestments of the Ea.st and
West agree in essentials. The liturgical vestments
worn in all Oriental Rites as well as in western Euroi)e

are: the under-tunic (alb), the cincture, stole, chasu-

ble, and omoph()rif)n (pallium). In the East the

chasuble is still bell-shaped, but, according to present

usage, is .slit in front in .some rites. It is customary
only in a few of the Eastern Rites to use the humeral
veil and the mitre as in the Latin Rite, still, some,

instead of a mitre, have a hat like the tiara, a
covering like a turban, or, lastly, a cowl or veil.

The vestments peculiar to the Oriental Kites .'ire: the

sakkos, the outer vestment of the Creek bishop,

which is like a dalmatic; the epigonation of the dreeks
and .Vnnenians, a rhomhic-shai>ed (iniamcnt of bish-

ops and prelates that hangs on the right side to

below the knee, hence the name; lastly the epimanikia,

cuffs, or gloves with the part for the hand cut off,

customary in all ( )riental Rites. Pontifical vestments
are the liturgical head-covering, excepting in the Ar-
menian Rite where the priest also wears such a cover-
ing for the head, the sakkos, the omophorion, the
epigonation, and the epimanikia.

Liturgical Vestments in a more General Sense.—Be-
sides the vestments worn by the clergy there are vari-
ous other articles of clothing worn by ecclesiastics
which are not, it is true, designated as vestes sacr(F, but
which, ne\-ertheless, in a general sense can be included
among the liturgical vestments. Thus, in the Latin
Rite, there are the cappa magna, the amess, the
mozetta, the rochet, the biretta; m the Greek Rite the
mandyas (mantle) of the bishops, and the biretta-like

covering for the head called kamelaukion, which, when
worn by monks or bishops, has a veil called exokame-
laukion.

Origin.—The Mturgical vestments have by no
means remained the same from the founding of the
Church until the present day. There is as great a
difference between the vestments worn at the Holy
Sacrifice in the pre-Constantinian period, and even in

the following centuries, and those now custotaary at
the services of the Church, as between the rite of the
early Church and that of modern times. Just as the
ceremonies that to-day surround the celebration of

the Sacred Mysteries are the product of a long de-
velopment, so are also the present liturgical vest-
ments. It was sought at an earlier era to derive the
Christian priestly dress from the vestments of the
Jewish religion. Yet even a superficial comparison
of the liturgical vestments of the New Covenant with
those of the Old should have sufficed to show the error

of such an opinion. The Chi'istian vestments did not
originate in the priestly dress of the Old Testament,
they have, rather, developed from the secular dress of

the Gra>co-Roman world. The influence of the dress
of the Mosaic cult upon the form of the Christian
priestly dress can only be conceded in this sense, that
the recollection of it must have made the use ol'

liturgical garments specially reserved for the services
of the Church appear not only entirely in keeping
with the dignity of the mysteries of religion, but even
necessary. This influence, however, was clearly gen-
eral in character, not such as to make the Jewish
priestly dress the prototype of the Christian.

Development.—Four main periods may be dis-

tinguished in the development of the Christian
priestly dress. The first embraces the era before
Constantine. In that period the priestly dress did
not yet differ from the secular costimie in form and
ornament. The dress of daily life was worn at the
offices of the Church. In times of peace and under
normal conditions better garments were probably
used, and these were especially reserved for the cele-

bration of the Sacred Mysteries. It would undoubt-
edly have scandalized the faithful if they had seen the
bishop and his assistants perform their sacred office in

dusty, dirty, or worn garments. The opinion which
St. Jerome expresses—"The Divine religion has one
dress in the ser\ice of sacred things, another in or-

dinary intercourse and hfe"—is certainly true also

for the pre-Constantinian period, which it is hardly
permitted to reg;ird as a period of liturgical barbarism.

It is even possible, though not demonstrated, that, as

early as the cIo-'jc of the ])re-Constantinian (leriod, lit-

urgical insignia came into use among the bishops and
deacons, as the orarion, or stole, and the omophorion
or pallium.
The second period embraces the time from about

the foui-th to the ninth century. It is the most im-

liortant epoch in the history of liturgical vestments,

the epoch in which not merely ;i priestly dress in a
special sense was created, but one which at the same
lime determined the chief vestments of the present

liturgical dress. The jirocess of de\elopment which
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was completed in this period includes five essential of the Mass, as the pluvial, the liturgical cappa, took

elements: definitive separation of the vestments worn its place at the other functions. Another, and new
at the liturgical offices from all non-liturgical cloth

ing, and especially from that used in secular life; sepa-

ration and definitive settlement of certain articles of

dress; introduction of the sacmlcs (lislinclira; employ-

ment of the vestments definitely assigned for use at

the Divine offices with retention of the ordinary cloth-

ing under these vestments;

lastly, introduction of a spe-

cial blessing for the vest-

ments intended for liturgical

use. It cannot be decided
positively how fax this de-

velopment was consum-
mated by means of nici^

custom, and how far !•

positive ecclesiastical legi-1

tion. However, it may 1

taken as certain that tli

growth of a priestly dre.-is

did not proceed everywhere
at an equal pace, and it is

very probable that this de-

velopment was complctril

earUer and more rapidly in

the East than in Western
Europe, and that the Orient

was the prototype for West-
ern Europe, at least with re-

gard to certain garments
(stole and pallium). It was
of much importance fort lie

forming of a special priest 1>

costume differing from the

garments ordinarily worn,
that the pcenula (cloak or

mantle) and the long tunic,

which came into universal

use in the third century and
were also worn in the offices

of the Church, were grail-

ually replaced in daily life

from about the sixth cen-

tury, by the shorter tunic

and the more convenient
open mantle. The Church
did not join in this return to

the former fashion, but re-

tained the existing costume,
which was more suitable to

the dignity of the Divine
offices; this fact in itself was
the beginning of a rubrically

distinct priestly dress. As
regards the influence of

w
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namental trimmings, and the nature of the material
from which they are made. For the various par-
ticulars the reader is referred to what is said in the

SvBt)l\CON

Lector ys^ fcXORCS

OiTIAR. O iijW Jl _ ACHOUT

Miniature in a IX-Century Sacramentary at Autun
Shoiving vestments of the Subdiaconate and Minor Orders

articles devoted to the various vestments. In gen-
eral the tendency in the fourth period has been to-

wards greater richness of material and ornamentation,
but, at the same time, towards greater convenience,

constantly increasing shortening and
fitting to the figure of the
vestments, naturally im-
iniiring the form and the
a'stlietic effect of the vest-
ments. The mitre alone
has been permitted to grow
into a tower, dispropor-
tionate in shape. Taking
I'N-erything together, the de-
\ elopment which liturgical

vestments have experienced
since the thirteenth cen-
tury-, and more especially

since the sixteenth century,
hardly appears to be a
matter of satisfaction, not-
withstanding all the rich-

ness and costliness of orna-
mentation, but rather a
lamentable disfigurement
caused by the taste of the
time.

In the East there has been little or no development
in the fourth period. The one vestment which has
been added to the liturgical dress of the Greek Rite
is the episcopal mitre.

Lilurgir.al Veslnvnls and Prolcslaiitiain.—.\s is

Emdroidered .^mice and Gibdle. XII Centort
Marienkirche. Danzig

known, all denominations of Protestantism rejected
the doctrine of the Sacrifice of the Mass and of the
priesthood. It would therefore have been logical
if all denominations had done away with liturgical

vestments. For even though these are not in them-
selves essential to the Sacrifice of the Mass, being
only something extern.il, yet by their entire history
they are connected most intimately with it. Without
the Mass our liturgical dress would not have appeared
either in the East
or West. Of all

the Protestant
denom i n a t i o n s

logical action was
taken only by
the Reformed
Churches (Cal-
vinist and Zwin-
glian), which did
away entirely
with the Mass
and the Mass
vestments, and
substituted for
these vestments
in the church ser-

vice a dress taken
from secular life.

On the other
hand, the Luther-
ans did not show
themselves so
logical. It is

true that, in agreement with their rejection of
celibacy and the degrees of Holy orders, they re-
jected the cincture, the symbol of chastity, aa
well as the maniple and stole, the insignia of the
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with the appearance of Ritualism. Although the

ecclesiastical authorities fought the revival with de-

termination, yet it has continually advanced until

now there are at least 2000 Anglican churches where
the old liturgical vestments have been reintroduced.

Blessing of the

Liturgical Vestments.

—Not all the vesles

sacrm necessarily

re(|uire a blessing.

This is strictly com-
manded only for the

amice, alb, maniple,
stole, chasuble, and
perhaps also the

cincture. The bless-

ing of the liturgical

vestments is a pre-

rogative of the bish-

ops; others can bless

them only when spe-

cially empowered to

do so. Vestments
that have been
blessed lose the
blessing when the
form is essentially

altered, when thej'

are much worn, and
are therefore un-
worthy of the holy
service, finally, when
very greatlj' re-

paired. On account

Priest of Italo-Greek Rite
Showing Kamelaukion and Greek

Tunic, or Cassock

of the lack of positive information, it cannot be even
approximately settled as to the time at which the
blessing of liturgical vestments was introduced. The
first certain statements concerning the blessing of

liturgical vestments are made by the pseudo-Isidore
and Benedict Levita, both belonging to the middle
of the ninth century, but the oldest known formula of

blessing, which is in

the Pontifical of

Reims, belongs to

the end of the ninth
century, for the
benedictory prayers
in the Pontifical of

Egbert of York are
an interpolation of

the tenth century.
From the twelfth

centurj' and espe-
cially in the later

Middle Ages, the
forms of blessing

were very numerous.
The blessing of the

vestments w;ia prob-
.ably alwaj's the pre-

rogative of the
bishop, though this

is not expressly
mentioned before
(lilbert of Limerick
in the early part of

the twelfth century.
In the Oriental

Rites the blessing of the liturgical vestments
is also customan,'; it is given by the bishop,

but in case of necessity the priest can perform the

ceremony. The benedictory' prayers in the Greek
Rite are very similar to those in the Latm Rite. It

is perhaps even more difficult to determine the time
when the bles-sing of the vestments in the Oriental

Ritea began than to settle its date in Western
Europe.

su

Symbolism.—It h;is been said at times that mys-
tical considerations were the cause of the introduc-
tion of liturgical vestments and consequently of their

existence. But this is absolutely wrong. These
mystical considerations did not create the priestly

dress; they are, rather, the result of the appearance of

these vestments and of the defining of the individual

ones. The omopho-
rion and orarion

were the first to re-

ceive symbolical in-

terpretation, which
was given by Isidore

of Pelusium (died

about 440) ; the ear-

liest symbohsm of

the entire priestly

dress of the Greek
Rite is found
in the '1 <r t o p I a

iKK\v'qia(7TLKrij prob-
ably of the eighth

centurj'. This work
was the basis of the
symbolical inter-
pretation of the
sacred vestments
among the Greek
hturgists until the
late Middle Ages.

In Western Europe
the first attempt to

give a symbolical
meaning to the vest-

ments of the Mass
is found in what is

called the Galilean
explanation of the

Mass. However, it

Greek Cathouc Bishop (Ruthe-
nian) vested in Phelonion,
Mitre, and Omophorion,
holding Dikirion and

Trikirion

was not until the ninth centurj' that a more com-
plete symbolism of the priestly dress was attempted
in Gaul. The mystical interpretation became from
this time a permanent theme for the writers on the

liturgy, both in the Middle .\ges and in modem times.

In the symbolical
interpretation of the

sacred vestments.
Amalarius of Metz
became especially

important. Even
in his hfetime Ama-
larius aroused much
opposition on ac-

count of his sym-
bolism, which, it

must be acknowl-
edged, was not sel-

dom peculiar, la-

boured, and arbi-

trary. In the end,

however, his mys-
tical interpretations,

which in r e a I i t j'

contained many
beautiful and edi-

fying thoughts, were
greatly admired, and
were a model for

hturgists until far

into the thirteenth

century. Various
tr.aees of the influ-

ence of .\malarius's

interpretations are

evident even in the late Middle Ages. A symboliBm,
however, appeared even as early as the ninth century
in certain liturgical prayers, the prayers that are

;hop (Kc'THE-
K03, Mitre.

IOpiookation, and Omopho-
rion. holding Pas-

toral Staff
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spoken when putting on the sacred vestments, and the
words pronounced by the bishop at an ordination, when
he gives the garments to the newly ordained. It

should, however, be said that up to the twelfth century
these prayers appear only occasionally in the Sacra-
mentaries. Missals, and Pontificals, but after this they
soon appeared more frequently in these books. It is

a striking fact that the symbolism of these prayers
often pursues its own course without regard to the
interpretations of the hturgists. It was not until

towards the end of the Middle Ages that a greater
agreement arose between the symbolism of the
liturgists and what might be called the official sym-
bolism of the Church expressed in the prayers in ques-
tion; this official symbolism, moreover, differed

greatly at different periods and in difTerent places.

Characterization of the Symbolism.—-This is not the
place to enter into the details of the many interpreta-

tions which the various liturgical vestments have re-

ceived and which, notwithstanding the chaff, contain

much pure wheat. (For such detailed presentation
cf. Braun, "Geschichte der hturg. Gewandung", pp.
701 sqq.) It must suffice here to give them a general

characterization. The symbolism customary among
the liturgists from the ninth to the eleventh century is

a moral symbolism, that is, the liturgical vestments
were made to symbolize the official and priestly vir-

tues of their wearers. In the twelfth century there

was added to this the lypico-dogmatic symbolism, in

which the vestments were expounded m reference to

Christ Whose representative is the priest, and soon
they symbolized Christ's Incarnation, the two Na-
tures of Christ, the unity and relation to each other
of these natures, before long the virtues of Christ, His
teaching, and soon, lastly, His relations to the Church.
Curious to say the vestments were not made to sym-
bolize Christ's Passion and Death. This last sym-
bolism, which may be called typico-representativc,

first appeared in the course of the thirteenth cen-

tury, and quickly became very popular, because it

was the most easily expressed and consequently most
easily understood by the people. The people inter-

preted the vestments as symbolizing the instruments
of Christ's Pas.^ion, as the cloth with which Christ's

head was covered (amice), the robe put on him in

mockery (alb), the fetters (cincture, maniple), etc.,

and the priest who was clothed with these was re-

garded as tjTjifj-ing the suffering Saviour. A fourth

method of inter]5retation may be called the allegorical.

This method of interpretation looks upon the priest at

the altar as the warrior of God, who fights with the foe

of the God of the people, and regards Iiis vestments as

his weapons in this spiritual struggle. The first

traces of this symbolism are found in the ninth and
tenth centuries, but are not seen in a developeil form
until the twelfth century. However, this last method
of symbolism was never very widespread. As early

as the Middle Ages the moral symbolism was cus-

tomary in the putting on of the vestments, and in the

prayers of the ordination service. The tj-pical refer-

ence to Christ was always foreign to them.
Up to the fifteenth century it was customary

among the Greek liturgists to make use, almost ex-

clusively, of typical symbohsra. It was not until

later that they employed moral symbolisrn; this

symbolism apparently arose in connexion with the
prayers pronounced while putting on the vestments, a

custom of prayer tliat had in the meantime come into

use. In these prayers the liturgical vestments sym-
bolize the virtties (if their wearers.
Mabruitt. lVs(uiriMm chrtslinnum (London. 1868); ReaUn-

cuklopailie ilcr chriat. AlterHlmcr. II (FreiliurK, 1886); Thaijiofer,
Haniibuch der kalh. Liturgik (Freiburg, 188,-!) ; BnArN. Die litur-

ffische Gewandung im Occident und Orient (Freiburg. 1907).

Joseph Braun.

Veszprfim, Diocese op (Vesprimiensis), in Hun-
gary. sutTr:ig:m of Gran, one of the sees founded about

1009 by King St. Stephen, or perhaps by Queen
Gisela, his wife. Later records make no mention of a
foundation by the queen. But the see owes much to
the queen who caused the beautiful cathedral with its

four spires to be built; it was completely destroyed by
fire in 1276. Queen Gisela gave rich donations to the
church, especially gold and silver plate. She also se-
lected Veszpr^m as her place of burial, and her ex-
ample was followed by several of the succeeding
queens of Hungary. From the earhest times the
bishop po.ssessed the right of crowning the queen, and
was, ex officio, her chancellor. The bishopric was one
of the richest episcopates in Hungary during the four-
teenth century. A celebrated school offered facilities
for theological studies as well as for the study of law.
When, in 1270, the town was destroyed in the con-
flicts between the lords of Nemetujvdr and those of
Csdk, the cathedral, the school, and the library were
demolished. After the battle of Mohdcs (1526) the
Turks destroyed the possessions of the see; shortly
afterwards, the Reformation seriously affected ec-
clesiastical life. The battles, which were fought
against the Turks in this part of Hungary, greatly
injured the see; the ecclesiastical and religious life was
ruined in spite of the endeavours of prominent
bishops like Francis Forgdch, George Lippay, George
Szelepcs^nyi, and George Szech^nyi. It was not until
16S6, after the fall of Turkish suzerainty in Hungary,
and the conquest of Buda, that better times came.
The work of reconstruction began in 1711 and was
completed in the reigns of Charles III and Maria
Theresa. In 1777 several districts of the diocese
were taken away and incorporated in the newly-es-
tablished sees of Stuhlweissenburg and of Steinaman-
ger. Of the later bishops of Veszprem the following
are particularly notable: Martin Bird, one of the most
zealous opponents of Protestantism; Joseph Kopacsy
(1825-41), afterwards Archbishop of Gran; John
Ranolder (1848-75), prominent in public instruction
and the education of girls. Since ISSS Baron Charles
Hornig is bishop. The diocese consists of the " Komi-
tate" of Veszprem, Zala, and Somogy. It is divided
into 5 archdeaneries and vice-archdeaneries. It has
9 active and 19 titular abbeys; 5 active and 12 titular

provostships; 226 parishes; 18 monasteries and 23
convents of women with 140 and 228 inmates, re-

spectively. The chapter consists of 12 active and of

6 titular canons; the number of clergy is 358. The
diocese has a Cathohc population of .about 613,477.
R6ka, VilfE Veszprimiensium Prfrsulum (Posen, 1779); Pbat,

S. Specimen Hierarchim Hungariir, I, 260-307; Monumenta
Romana episcopatus Veszprimiensis (.3 vols.. Budapest, 1896);
LuKcaics, Bibliographia diacesis Veszprimiensis (Budape.st,
1909); A kalolikus Magyarorszig (Budapest. 1902). in Hun-
garian; KollAnyi, ,4 veszpr^mi piispdk kirdlyne koromizdei Jogd-
nak tGTtinete (Veszprem, 1901); Schematismus Jiffcesi's (Veszprem,
1911). On Bishop IVIartin Biro see the Hungarian work: Hor-
nig. Paddnyi Bird Mdrton veszprlmi pUspOk napldja (Vespr6m,
1903).

A. AldXst.

Veto, The Royal, in the appointment of Bishops
in Ireland and England.—Although the penal laws
enacted against the Catholics of Ireland .and of Eng-
land were still on the statute book towards the close

of the eighteenth century, they were less strictly

administered than before. Several causes helped to

bring this about. The Catholics formed the vast
majority of the population of Ireland. Their sym-
patliies were thought to be with the French whom
England had at that time cau.se to fear. The penal
laws h.ad utterly failed of their purpose, and the Gov-
ernment hoped to reach that purpose by other means.
The authority of the bi.^hops and the priests, the
influence of both on the people, w;is great; and the
Government thought if it could direct or control the
influence of the bishops it would .secure the allegiance

of the people. It hoped thus to fetter the action of

the Catholic Church in Ireland. The Government
saw an opportunity when the College of Maynooth
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was about, to bo founded. The Irish bishops were
asked if they would agree that the president or pro-

fessors of the proposed college be appointed by Gov-
ernment ; if they would consent, that the bishops be
appointed by the king; and how they would advise
the por>o if such a proposal about the appointment of

bishops wc>re laid liefore him. The bishops on 17 Feb.,

17!)."), rejected the tirst and second proposals categor-

ically. To the third they answered that they would
advise the pope "not to agree to his Majesty's nomi-
nation if it could be avoided; if unavoidable, the king
to nominate one of the three to be recommended by
the Provincial bishops".

In connexion with the Union, Pitt intended to

bring in a Catholic Relief Bill, or at least he so pre-

tended; and he sought for such security of Catholic
loyalty as might allay the prejudices which he should
have to encounter in England. He commissioned
Lord Castlereagh to make such arrangements as

would satisfy the king that no priest whose loyalty

the king should ha^e reason to suspect would be
appointed to an Irish bishopric. Ten bishops,

trustees of Maynooth College, met on 17 Jan., 1799^

to transact college business. Castlereagh submitted
his views to them, reminding them of the suspicion

of disloyalty under which the Catholics of Ireland lay

since the insurrection of the year before. The ten

bishops embodied their reply in certain resolutions,

of which this was one: "That in the appointment of

the Prelates of the Roman Catholic Religion to

vacant sees within the kingdom, such interference of

government as may enable it to be satisfied of the
loyalty of the person appointed, is just, and ought to

be agreed to." And as a way towards that security,

the>' expressed the opinion that the name of the priest

cliosen to be submitted to the pope might be trans-

mitted to the Government, but that the Government
should declare within a month whether there was any
cause to suspect his loyalty. They did not leave to

the Government to decide the reasonableness of such
suspicion, for they said "if government have any
proper objection against such candidate". More-
over they laid it down that no security given must in

the working out "infringe the discipline of the Roman
Catholic Church, or diminish the religious influence

which the Prelates of the Church ought justly to

pos,sess over their respective flocks", and that any
agreement made "can have no effect without the
sanction of the Holy See".
Those were not resolutions of the Irish episcopate,

but simply the opinion of ten bishops who had met to

transact business of another kind; they were driven
again,st their wish to give an opinion. On 1.5 June,
1790, Cardinal Borgia, Prefect of Propaganda, having
heard a report that Dr. Troy, Archbishop of Dublin,
wa.« leader of a party which was disposed to compro-
mise the jurisdiction of the Holy See by assenting to
some plan about church discipline, wrote to him a.sking

him for the facts. On 17 .\ug., 1799, Dr. Troy replied

to the cardinal declaringit %vas quite false that .any plan
had been arranged, and having given an account of

the meeting and resolutions of the Maynooth trustees
he .adds: ".\s to the proposal itself, the Prelates were
anxious to set aside or elude it; but being unable to

do so, they determined to have the rights of the
Church secured." In the spring of 1800, Dr. Troy,
writing on the same topic to his agent at Rome,
Father Concannon, .says: "We all wish to remain as
we are; and we would so, were it not that too many
of the clergy were active in the wicked rebellion, or
rlid not oppose it. If the Prelates had refused to
lonsider the proposal, they would be accused of a
design to exercise an influence over the people, inde-
pendent of government, for seditious purposes.
Nothing but the well grounded .apprehension of such
a charge, though groundless in itself, would have
induced the Prelates to consider the proposal in any

manner ... If we had rejected the proposal in loto

we would be considered as rebels. This is a fact . If

we agreed to it without reference to Rome we would
be branded as schismatics. We were biUveen Scylla
and Charybdis." The opinion thus expressed by those
ten bishops in Jan., 1799, was never published by
them. It was not meant for publication; the bishops
never took official cognizance of it except to discard
it. Every pronouncement of the Irish bishops from
that time forward rejected absolutelj- any proposal
which would allow the British Goverimient to meddle
in appointments to Irish bishoprics.

In ISO.") Fox and Lord Grenville presented to
Parliament a petition to relieve the Irish CathoUcs
from their civil disabilities. In the debate which
followed. Sir John Hippisley spoke in a general way of

securities for Catholic loyalty. That was the first

time any such proposal was made in public; but
nothing definite was proposed. On 2.5 May, 1808,
Grattan, in moving for a pariiamentary committee to

consider the claims of the Catholics, said he was
authorized by them to ijropose "that no Catholic
bishop be appointed without the entire approbation
of His Majesty". On 27 May, Lord Grenville pre-

sented a petition for the Catholics in the Lords, and,

in moving for a committee, proposed an effective veto
for the king on the appointment of bishops. \\'hat is

known as the "veto" thus assumed a definite form
as a public question in Ireland and in England. How
did the Irish bishops meet it? Dr. Milner tells us in

his "Supplementary Memoirs of the English Catho-
lics" that "both in conversation and in correspond-
ence they universally disavowed" what had been
said by the promoters of the Bill on the subject of the
veto; and on 14 September they met and officially

protested against the veto. In 1810 Grattan gave
notice that he would again bring the Catholic claims

before Parliament. On 1 Feb. the Enghsh Catholic

Board held a meeting in London at which a series of

resolutions were carried, including one which involved
the veto. It is known as the 5th resolution. Charles
Butler, the leader of the English Catholic vetoists,

says of that resolution that it "was with the single

exception of the Vicar Apostolic of the Midland
District, agetit of the Irish bishops, unanimously
adopted". He was Dr. Milner, whom the Irish

bishops had commissioned in 1807 to represent them.
The Irish bishops at once condemned the 5th resolu-

tion. In May, Gratt.an's motion for a committee to

consider the Catholic petition was defeated. Early
in June Lord Donoughmore made a like motion in the

House of Lords, which was also defeated. Rut here

was the parting of the ways between the great body
of the Irish Cathohcs led by the bishops, and the
English Catholics, with whom were the vicars Apos-
tolic except Milner.

In 181.3 Grattan, Canning, and .Castlereagh

brought in what purported to be a Catholic Relief

Bill, with a condition which would practically pl.ace

the appointment of bishops in the hands of a board of

commissioners to be named by the king; it also

provide<l that anyone exercising special functions or

receiving documents from the Holy See without the
knowledge and approbation of that Board, was to be
considered guilty of a misdemeanour. Those imcath-
olic conditions notwithstanding, 'an amendment to

the Bill was proposed and carried, which wordd still

disable Catholics "to sit and vote in Parliament".
Thus the Bill was lost : bigotry had defeated itself.

The Irish bishops had declared that they could not
accept the Bill "without incurring the guilt of

schism". A few d.ays after, .at a meeting of the Irish

Catholic Bo.ard in Dublin, O'Connell proposed that

their th.anks be sent to the bishops. .Some of the laity,

who were in agreement with the English Catholics,

opposed the vote; but it was carried by a very large

majority. The vetoists were disappointed at the
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defeat of the Bill of 1813. It then occurred to them
that if they could get the Holy See in any way to
countenance it, the mark of schism attached to it by
the Irish bishops would no longer stain it. They
therefore represented to Propaganda the great benefit

which the Catholic religion would derive from Eman-
cipation, and the harmlessness of the vetoistie condi-
tions on whicli the Government had offered it. Dr.
Milner was represented to the aged secretary of

Propaganda, Mgr. Quarantotti, as one whose imcom-
promising attitude would fasten the chains more
painfully on the Catholics; the assent of the vicars
Apostolic of England was set forth as evidence that the
veto claimed in the Bill did not contain any element of

danger for reUgion ; the mot ive for the opjjosit ion in Ire-

land was made to appear political rather than religious.

In the hght of these representations Mgr. Quar-
antotti, whilst rejecting certain conditions of the
Relief Bill as not lawful, declared that securities for

the loyalty of bishops which the Government claimed
might be allowed. That was the famous Rescript
of February, 1814. It did not contain an order, but
rather a permission, its words being: "Haec cum ita

sint, indulgemus" etc., thus leaving the Cathohcs
free to accept or refuse Emancipation on the condition
offered. It raised a storm, however, in Ireland. The
Irish bishops deputed Dr. Murray and Dr. Milner to

represent to the pope, who had been a prisoner when
it was issued, that there was danger in the Rescript
such as it was. Pius VII declared that Mgr. Quar-
antotti "ought not to have written that letter without
authority from the Holy See". He appointed a
commission to examine the cjuestion. In the mean-
time, Murat marched on Rome, and the pope fled

to Genoa. On 26 April, 1815, Cardinal Litta, Pre-
fect of Propaganda, in a letter set forth the only
conditions under which the Cathohcs could safely

accept Emancipation. It rejected aU arrangements
hitherto proposed. The claim of the Government to
examine communications between the Catholics and
the Holy See "cannot even be taken into considera-
tion". As to the appointment of bishops, it said that
quite enough provision has been made for their

loyalty in the Catholic oath; but for their greater
satisfaction it permits "those to whom it appertains"
to present to the king's ministers a list of the candi-
dates they select for bishoprics; it insisted, however,
that if those names were presented, the Government
must, if it should think any of them "obnoxious or
suspected" name him "at once"; moreover, that a
sufficient number, from amongst whom the pope would
appoint the bishop, mu.st always remain even after
the government objection.
The Catholics of Ireland had become so mi.stnistful

of the Government that they still feared danger and
they sent deputies to Rome to make known their

feelings to the pope. Two replies were sent, one to
the bishops and the other to the laity. The pope
insisted on the terms of Cardinal Litta's letter, point-
ing out its reasonableness under the trying circuni-

stances. According to the terms of the letter it

would, in fact, be the fault of the ecclesiastics who
had tlie selection of candidates if any undesirable
person were left for papal appointment. Cardinal
Litta's letter was tlie last i)a])al doc\mient issued on
the veto question. The controversy between vetoists
and anti-vetoists was, however, kept alive by the
passions which it had raised. The Catholic cause
grew so hopeless that in December, 1821, O'Connell
submitted to Dr. Bl.ake, the Vicar-General of Dublin,
a sort of veto plan, to get his opinion on it. Soon
after the prospect grew brighter; O'Connell founded
the Catholic Association in 1S23, through which he
won Emancipation six years later for the Catholics of
Ireland and England—^without a veto.

Archives of Pro-pagandn; Orthodox Journal, files from 1813 to
1817; BuTLEB, Iliat. Memoirs of the English. Irish, and Scottish

Catholics (London, 1822); Milxer, Supplementary Memoirs of
English Cathol'cs (London, 1820), written to correct Butler's
work; Wtse, Hist, of the Catholic Association in Ireland (Lon-
don, 1829); Fleshnq. The Catholic Veto (Dublin, 1911); Dublin
Etening Post, files especially from 1S08 to 1817.

M. O'RiORDAN.

Vetter, Conr.\d, preacher and polemical writer,

b. at Engen in the present Grand Duchy of Baden,
1547; d. at Munich, 11 October, 1622. He entered
the priesthood and vigorously championed the Cath-
ohc cause in speech and writing. While prefect of

music in the collegiate church for nobles, at Hall, he
became more thoroughly informed concerning the
Society of Jesus. As all he learned of it agreed with
his desires, he asked to be received into the Society,
and in 1576 entered the novitiate at Munich. After
completing his studies he was made academic preacher
at ^Iunich, on account of his unusual gift for oratory.
He subsequently preached for several years at Ratis-
bon, where many Lutherans were brought back to the
Church by his sermons. At the same time Vetter
developed an extraordinarj' activity as a WTiter. It

is stated that his nTitings, large and small, number
nearly one himdred; they were chiefly polemical.
Unfortunately the tone is ordinarily not very refined.

Vetter used all the coarseness of which the Swabian
tongue is capable to disparage Luther; so that involun-
tarily Luther's similar style is recalled. In spite of

this, or perhaps exactly for this reason, the httle

books found a large sale and were often reprinted.
Catholic contemporaries sought to defend Vetter's
method of WTiting, among them was Duke MaximiK
ian who defended him against the Count Palatine of

Neuburg. He was highly regarded by the Dukes of
Bavaria, WiUiam V, and Maximihan.
SoxiMERVooEL. BibUothiquf de la Comp. de Jesus, VIII, 617-

635: Thoelen, Menologium oder Lebensbilder aus der Gesch. der
deutschen Ordenspropim, als Manuscript gedruckt (Roermond,
1901); DuHB, Gesch. der Jesuiten in den Landen deutscher Zunge
(Freiburg, 1907).

N. SCHEID.

Veuillot, Louis, journalist and writer, b. at
Boynes, Loiret, 11 Oct., 1813; d. in Paris, 7 April,

1883. He was the son of a poor cooper and at the
age of thirteen was obliged to leave the primary
school and earn his living, obtaining a modest position

with a Paris attorney, the brother of the then famous
poet, Casimir Delavigne. The poet's friends fre-

quented the lawyer's studio, even the clerics among
them being more or less engaged in literary pursuits,

and in these surroundings the youtliful Veuillot

became conscious of his vocation as a writer. He was
encouraged by some well-informed friends, some of

whom gave him advice and lessons. He devoted
every free moment, especially at night, to the study
of literature and history. At seventeen he was the
editor of a newspaper at Rouen, and shortly after of

another at Perigueux. .Attention was soon drawn to

his talent as manifested in his style and wit and he
was called to enter Parisian journalism, where his

successes followed one another rapidly. But he was
troubled to know what political party he should
adoi)t definitively. Political questions under discus-

sion at that time (reign of Louis-Philippe) did not
seem interesting to the young writer, imbued with
eagerness and strength. He did not despise religion,

but he lacked almost any conception of it, and he
complained that he did not know what use to make of

his life and his devotion. A friend who had just

turned to the practice of religion took him to Rome
and there he discovered tlie splendours of faith.

When he returned to Paris he had sworn to devote
himself completely to the cau.'Je of Catholicism.

In France at that time this cause had very few
re.«ohite and active parti-;ans. The Government
declared itself favourable to religion, but it also feared

to displease the public, still more or less animated by
the prejudices and hatreds diffused by Voltaire and
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the Revolution. Veuillot wrote several works en-

tirely devoted to depicting the beauty of Christian

doctrine and life and then he found the journal of

which he stood in need, the "Univers", which had
boon established some years previously and was still

unknown and almost without financial resources. At
this juncture friends of Vcuillol's in official positions

offered him an enviable post. He had as yet acquired

no fortune, being content to gain a livelihood and to

assi.st his family, but he refused all the advantages
offered him and became a Catholic journalist, resolved

never to be anything else. The chief question then
being discussed (1843-50) wa.s liberty of teaching,

which was claimed by the Cathohcs headed by Mont-
alciiihert. Transformed by the ardour and talent of

\i-uillot, the "Univers" became the organ of the party
ami contributed greatly to its ultimate success. But
this struggle was long and impassioned. The un-
believing Press and, in general, even that which claimed
or imagined itself to be favourable to religion, pas-
sionately opposed the Catholic journalist. The wide-
spread prejudices would not suffer Catholics to dis-

play daring, talent, or wit. These three qualities

Veuillot possessed abundantly, and the use he made of

them won him not only much renown and admiration
but also inflexible hatred. In 1844 he was sentenced
toa month's imprisonment for having in the" Univers"
undertaken the defence of the Abbe Combalot, a
preacher whom the Government had just condemned
in connexion with the controversy concerning the
university. Even among Catholics there was a party
which always remained hostile to him. After the par-
tial triumph of liberty of instruction (1850), Veuillot
found him.self in conflict with his former friend

Montalembert, with bishops (especially Mgr Dupan-
loup), and other persons who reproached him with
carrying doctrinal intransigentism too far and with
defending religion with too great violence, though all

he asked for the Church was mere liberty.

Under the Second Empire this double conflict con-
tinued. Veuillot combated free-thinking, which as-

sumed a philosophical character, and the liberal

world, which sought, then, " to reconcile rehgion with
modern ideas". In 18.59, during the war of Napoleon
III with .-Vustria, Veuillot foresaw that this under-
taking would result inevitably in the destruction of

the temporal sovereignty of the pope, and he pointed
out the dangers of the Napoleonic policy. Soon
the "Univers" was suppressed by the Govermnent
for having pubhshed the EncycHcal, "NuUis certe",

in which Pius IX denounced the same dangers
(29 Jan., 1860). Deprived of his journal Veuillot

devoted himself to writing pamphlets and books
which made a great stir. All were devoted to a
single cause, religious truth. In 1867 he was once
more able to publish the "Univers". The Bubjects
which engaged him were of the utmost importance
to France, Europe, and the world. They may be
cl.i.ssified in three categories: the visible decline
of the imperial r<5gime, the European conspiracy
against the temporal power of the pope, the Vatican
Coimcil and its preUminaries. The discussions were
incessant. Veuillot withstood the opposition of ten
journals. His adversaries included men of talent,

such a-s Pr6vost-Parad()l, Gu(5roult, About, and
many others who represented free-thinking, phi-
lo.sophy, or the revolutionary policy known as Liberal,

an<i during this time he was often also the object of
attacks from Catholic sources.

This double conflict became still more acute prior
to and during the session of the council. Numerous
and prolonged discussion.s were sustained by Veuillot
with the free-thinkers, who were extremely irritated

by the announcement of the council, and with the
Catholic opponents of the doctrine of infallibility.

Several times in the course of the di.sjjutes entered
into by the "Univers", Piux IX declared himself in

I.OUI8 Veuillot
igrav-ing on stone by L<

favour of that journal which several bishops were
attacking vigorously, while many others defended it.

Veuillot refrained from allying himself with any polit-

ical party. His rule of conduct formulated in 1842
was: "Avoid factions of all kinds; we belong only lo

our Church and our country." He supported or
opposed the successive Governments according to the
manner in which they treated the Church. Hence,
after having vigorously upheld the Second Empire
he withdrew his

support when Na-
poleon III favoured
the free-thinking
or revolutionary
ideas. In 1871 he
supported Cointe
de Chambord who
wished to rest ore

the Christian mon-
archy.

\'euillot's work
as a journalist is

comprised in 12

volumes entitled,

"Melanges reli-

gieux, historiques,

politiques et httc-

raires". This col-

lection represents
the political and
rehgious historj' of

a period of forty

years, many of the articles being masterpieces. This
is acknowledged by the free-thinkers themselves, who
recognize Veuillot not only as an incomparable jour-
nalist but as one of the greatest writers of France.
Since his death his reputation has continued to spread.
In the free-thinking world, where formerly he was furi-

ously attacked, his talent and character are now
admired. Besides countless works as a journahst, he
wrote also romances and poems, all inspired by a love
of religious faith. Of his voluminous correspondence,
an eminent critic, a skeptic, Ijut one always respectful

towards religion, M. Jules Lemaitre, says that it is

"With that of Voltaire—for what different reasons

—

the most extraordinary ever left by a man of letters".

The same critic says again, "Among writers who
count, Veuillot seems to me the best in the tradition

of the language, while he is likewise one of the most
free and individual. . . .1 do not hesitate to number
him among the half-dozen very great prose wTiters of

the century." Louis Veuillot's brother, Eugene
Veuillot, intimately sharing his life, labours, and com-
bats, himself a very brilliant polemist, and who until

his death at the age of 87 (1905) continued to edit

the "Univers", wrote an accoimt in three volumes of

his brother's career and history.

The works of Louis \'euilIot comprise 58 volumes.
They are: "Les Pelerinages de SuLsse" (2 vols.,

1838); "Pierre Saintive" (1S39); "Rome et Lorrette"
(1841); "Histoirettes et fantaisies" (1844-66);
"Agnes de Lauwens: IM(;moircs de Soeur Saint-Louis"
(1845); "L'honnete femme" (1844; 1908); "Les
Fran^ais en Alg^rie" (1845); "Les libre penseurs"
(1848; 1866); " L'esclave Vindex" ; "Lelendemaindela
victoire"; " La legality"; (pamphlets, 1851; 1871);
"La vie de la bienheureuse Germaine Cousin" (1854;
1909); "Le droit du seigneur au moyen-Age" (1854);
"La guerre et I'homme de guerre" (1855); "Ck et

La" (2 vols. 1859; 1874); "Le parfum de Rome"
(2 vols., 1861; 1867); "Le fond de giboyer" (1863);
"De quelques erreurs sur la papaute" (1859); "La
Vie de Notre Seigneur Ji'sus-Christ" (1864; large

illustrated edition, 1875); "Les odeurs de Paris"

(1867); "Corbinet d'Auhecourt" (18.54; 1869); "Paris
pendant les deux sieges" (2 vols., 1871); "Rome pen-
dant le concile" (1876; from the Melanges); "Mol-
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ifere et Bourdaloue" (1877); "CEiivres po^tiques"

(1878); "Etudes sur Victor Hugo" (1886); "Cara"
(posthumous poems); "Melanges" etc. (22 vols, in 4

series, 1856; 1859; 1876; 1909); "Correspondance"
(7 vols. 1884; 1885; 1887; 1892).
VlLLEFRANCHE, Dix grands Chretiens du Steele (1892); Le-

MAITRE, Les contemporains (Paris, 1896) ; Longhaye, Equisses lit-

ieraires et morales (Paris, 1906) ; Albalat, Louis Veuillot, pages
choises (Paris, 1906) with biographical and hterary introduction;

CERcEAti, L'dme d'un grand chrHien (Paris, 1908); Eugene
Veuillot, Louis Veuillot, (3 vols. Paris. 1899, 1901, 1904); Bei^
LEBSORT, Conference stir Louis Veuillot in Revue francaise (19

Feb., Paris, 19111.

Eugene Tavernier.

Vezilla Regis Prodeunt.—This "world-famous
hymn, one of the grandest in the treasury of the Latin

Church" (Neale), and "surely one of the most stirring

strains in our hjinnology" (Duffield), was written by
Venantius Fortunatus, and was first sung in the pro-

cession (19 Nov., 569) when a relic of the True Cross,

sent by the Emperor Justin II from the East at the

request of St. Radegunda, was carried in great pomp
from Tours to her monastery of Saint-Croix at Poi-

tiers. Its original processional use is conmiemorated
in the Roman Missal on Good Friday, when the

Blessed Sacrament is carried in procession from the

Repository to the High Altar. Its principal use,

however, is in the Divine Office, the Roman Breviary

assigning it to Vespers from the Saturday before Pas-

sion Sunday daily to Maundy Thursday, and to Ves-

pers of feasts of the Holy Cross, such as the Finding

(3 May), the E.xaltation (14 September), the Tri-

umph (16 July, "pro aliquibus locis").

Originally the hymn comprised eight stanzas. In

the tenth century, stanzas 7 and 8 were gradually re-

placed by new ones ("O crux ave, spes unica", and the

doxology, "Te summa Deus trinitas"), although they

were still retained in some places. Stanza 2 survived

the omission of the other two, and passed from the

manuscripts into many printed breviaries. The cor-

rectors of the Breviary under Urban VIII revised the

whole hymn in the interest of classical prosody.

They omitted stanzas 2, 7, and 8, which are as follows:

Confixa clavis viscera

Tendens manus, vestigia

Redemptionis gratia

Hie immolata est hostia.

Fundis aroma cortice,

Vincis sapore nectare,

lucunda fructu fertili

Plaudis triumpho nobili.

Salve ara, salve victima
De passionis gloria

Qua vita mortem pertulit

Et morte vitam reddidit.

Pimont thinks the hymn has lost nothing by the

omi.ssions, and that "its movement is more active ;ind

its imction more penetrating". The correctors also

replaced the last two lines of the first stanza by those of

the eighth, and changed "reddidit" into "protulit",

giving us the stanza as now found in our breviaries:

Vexilla regis iirodetmt,

Fulget crucis mysteriuni,

Qua vita mortem pertulit

Et morte vitam protulit.

[.\broad the royal banners fly

And bear the gleaming Cross on high^

—

That Cross whereon Life suffered death

And gave us life with dying breath.)

It is unnecessary to indicate more in detail the changes

wrought by the correctors, as our Breviaries give the

revi.sed text, and the Vatican Graduate gives the

ancient text. In general, the changes made by the cor-

rectors in the Church hymns are not liked by hyni-

nologists. Some exceptions taken by the Abb6 Pimont

to these made in the "Vexilla Regis" are noted in the
appended bibliography. The \'atican Graduale gives
plain evidence of the desire and purj'ose of the Com-
mission on Plain Chant, established by Pius X, to
restore the original texts. The Antiphonary (1912)
gives equal evidence of an intention to retain the
revised te.xts. Thus the Graduale (1908) gives only
the ancient form of the hj-mn, while the Antiphonary
gives only the revised form. Curiously, the Pro-
cessionale (1911) gives both forms.

"Vexilla" has been interpreted sj-mbolicaUy to rep-
resent baptism, the Eucharist, and the other sacra-
ments. Clichtoveus explains that as vexilla are the
military standards of kings and princes, so the vexilla

of Christ are the cross, the scourge, the lance, and the
other instruments of the Passion "with which He
fought against the old enemy and cast forth the prince
of this world". Kayser (p. 397) dissents from both,
and shows that the vexillum is the cross which (in-

stead of the eagle) surmounted, under Constantine,
the old Roman cavalry standard. This standard be-
came in Christian hands a square piece of cloth hang-
ing from a bar placed across a gilt pole, and having
embroidered on it Christian symbols instead of the
old Roman devices. The splendour and triumph sug-
gested by the first stanza can be appreciated fully

only by recaUing the occasion when the hymn was
first sung—the triumphant procession from the walls

of Poitiers to the monastery, with bishops and princes

in attendance and with all the pomp and pageantrj- of

a great ecclesiastical function. "And still, after thir-

teen centuries, how great is our emotion as these im-
perishable accents come to our ears!" (Pimont).
Goimod took a very plain melody based on the chant
as the subject of his "March to Calvary" in the "Re-
demption", in which the chorus sings the text at first

very slowly and then, after an interval, forlissimo.

There are about forty translations into English
verse.
Mearns AND Julian in Diet, of Hymnology (2nd ed., London,

1907), 1219-22, 1721, first lines etc. of thirty-five translations, to
which list should be added: Bagshawe, Breviary Hymns and
Missal Sequences (p. 53; "Behold the Royal Standard raised");
DoNAHOE, Early Christian Hymns (p. 82; "Behold the Standard
of the King"); Henrv, The Poet of Passionlide in American Ec-
clesiastical Review (March, 1891), 179-192 ("Behold the banners
of the King"), togetherwith Latin text and liistorical and exegeti-

cal comment. Duffield, The Latin Hymn-Writers and Their
Hymm (New York, 18S9), 88-95. Neale, Medimal Hymns and
Sequences (3rd ed.. London, IStiTl. ti-S: thr version of thisfelici-

tous Anglican h^-mnologist iiml t r iti-iir. .r i^ also given in the
^Baltimore) Mamial of Prayer .i 'U [\ \\i^Y.v., Geschichte und
Erklarung der dltesten Kirchc'J , I ; -l-rborn, 1881), 395-
411. Pimont, Les Hymnes <h< A - ;• h'mnain. Ill (Paris,

1884), 30-^6, thinks the correctors irn-d in transfemng the last

two lines of the eighth stanza to the first stanza (footnote, pp. 36-
38), and also in changing "reddidit" to "protulit", since "red-
didit" is the more exact and theologically appropriate word
(footnote, p. 34), and dislikes the "Dicendo nationious" of the
third stanza as a correction of the original "Dicens; in nationi-

l3us ", this latter being the reading of ail the old manuscripts and
an exact reproduction of the \ ulpiilr rt-iiding. Psalm xcv, 10
(except that "gentibus" is u-.d i..i nii i. nibus"): "Can it be
believed that the presence ol :> hr third foot, surely
inoffensive enough, would mi'' j^ction?" Holding
that Justin Martyr's charge tli:u iIm ,) v\ - l.aii suppressed the "a
ligno" is now untenable, Pimont thinks that Fortunatus may
have borrowed it from some of the Latin Fathers who maintained
its correctness, or perhaps from a copy of the Psalms in which a
gloss had crept into the text, .\propos of this stanza, Julian (loc.

cit. supra) thinks its best English translation is that of Blount iu

The Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary in English (1687). which first

appeared in Blount's Office of Holy Week (Paris, 1070), "Abroad
the regal banners fly ";

"That which the Prophet-King of old
Hath in mysterious Verse foretold.

Is now accoinplisht, whilst wc see
God ruling nations from a Tree".

Shiplet, Annus Sanclus (London, 1874), 94-100. gives trs. of

Ke.nt, Avlwabd, Campbell, A'i'fnini;Q/ficf (1710); and in the ap-

pendix, trs. of Primers of 1004. 1619. 16S5, 1706. Marbach. Cor-

minaScripturarum (Strasburg, 1907). p. 197 for various liturgical

uses of " Regnavit a ligno Deus". Hymns Ancient and Modem,
historical edition (London. 1909), xx. xxi. xxii. xxxiv and pp.
148-9 for harmonized plainsong, modem setting, comment.
Dreves, Lateinische Hymnendiehter des Mittelaltrrs in vol. L of

.4n<i(<-r(a Hymnira (Leipzig. 1907). pp. 74-75, for manuscript
readings and brief sketch of Forttmatus. Church Music (\Iarcn,

1908), p. 140. for answers to questions arising out of the different
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texts (unreviaed and revised) of the hymn in the Breviary and
Graduate (Vatican edition).

H. T. Henry.

Vezelay. See Sens, Archdiocese of.

Vezzosi, .\xTONio Francesco, member of the
Thcaline Congregation and biograDhical writer, b.

at Arezzo, Italy, 4 October, 170S; 3. fn Rome, 29 May,
17S3. At an early age he determined to devote him-
self entirely to the service of God and in 1731 he
entered the Theatine Congi'egation. On account of

his unusual abilities he was a))pointed professor of

philosophy at the sem.inary at Rimini (1736-38).
In 1742 he was sent to Rome as professor of theology
at San Andrea della Valle. While here he became
favourably known for his fine scholarship and loyal

orthodoxy. His superiors entrusted him, therefore,

with the editing of the collected works of Cardinal
Tommasi (11 vols., Rome, 1749-69). The attention of

Benedict XIV was thus called to him, and in 1753 the
pope appointed him professor of church history at the
College of the Sapienza and examiner of candidates
for the episcopal office. Later he was also elected

general of his congregation. Among his pubUcations
are an oration on Leo X, "De laudibus Leonis"
(Rome, 1752), and the biographical work, excellent

for that era and still useful, "I scrittori de' Chierici

regolari detti Teatini" (2 vols., Rome, 1780), which
forms the basis of the "Bibliotheca Teatina" of P.
Silvos.

Patricics Schlager.

Viader, Jose, b. at Gallimes, Catalonia, 27 Aug.,
1765. He received the habit of St. Francis at Bar-
celona in May, 1788, joined the missionary CoOege
of San Fernando de Mexico in 1795, and was sent to

California in the following year. Appointed assist-

ant at the Indian mission of Santa Clara, he served
there steadily until 1833, when he returned to Spain
by way of Mexico and Cuba. For thirty-three years
Father Viader was the faithful companion of the
saintly Father Magin Catala. As such he fearlessly

resisted the encroachments of the military and colo-

nists, carried on the correspondence, and drew up the
reports, which Father Catala countersigned. Hence
it is that numerous letters of Father Viader concern-
ing Mission Santa Clara still exist, whereas not one
has thus far been discovered WTitten by Father Catala.
Father Josi?, albeit an exemplary religious, knew how
to make use of his great physical .strength and courage.

On one occasion three Indians suddenly fell upon him,
but he defeated them all, and they became his best

friends. In 1818 he .accompanied the jiresidente of

Misi6n San Jose to San Francisco and San Rafael;

but otherwi.se he never left his Indians for any length
of time. Like nearly all the missionaries, he in 1826
declined to take the oath of allegiance to the so-

called Republic of Mexico.
Snntn Barfmra Mission Archives: Records of Mission Santa

Clara; ICvoei.h.krdt, The Holy Man of SanJa Clara (San Fran-
ci.-i-o. 19(W); TAfFrannscarwo/Ca/i/ornta (Harbor Springs, Michi-
gan, 1S!I7).

Zephvrin Engelhardt.

Vianney, Jean-Baptiste-Marie. See Jean-Bap-
tiste-Marie Vianney, Blessed.

Viaticum.

—

Name.—Among the ancient Greeks
the custom prevailed of giving a supper to those
setting out on a journey. This was called iSoijripiov,

" Convivium, quod itineris comitibus pra>betur

"

(Hedericus. " I^x. grjec-lat."). The provision of

all things necessarj' for such a journey, viz. food,
money, clothes, utensils, and expense, wa.s called
i<p6Siov. The adjectival equivalent in Latin of

both these words is viaticux, i. e. "of or pertaining
to a road or journey" (Facciolati and Forcellini,

"Lexicon"). Thus in Plautus (Bacch., 1, 1, 61)
we read that Bacchis had a supper prepared for

his sister who was about to go on a journey: "Ego

Borori mea; coenam hodie dare volo viaticam",
and (Capt. 2, 3, 89), "Sequere me, viaticum ut
dem trapezita tibi", and in PUny (VII, ep. 12, in

fine), "Vide ut mihi viaticum reddas, quod im-
pend!". Subsequently the substantive "viaticum"
figuratively meant the provision for the journey of
life, and finally by metaphor the provision for the
passage out of this world into the next. It is in this
last meaning that the word is used in sacred liturgy.

Formerly it meant anything that gave spiritual
strength and comfort to the dying and enabled them
to make the journey into eternity with greater confi-

dence and seciu'ity. For this reason anciently not
only any sacrament administered to persons at the
point of death, baptism (St. Basil, "Hom. in sac.

bapt."; St. Gregory Naz., "Orat. de bapt."), con-
firmation, penance, extreme unction (Moroni, "Diz.
di erudizione stor.-eccl.), Eucharist (Fourth Counc.
of Carthage, cap. 78, calls it "v-iaticum Eucharistia;"),
but even prayers offered up or good works performed
by themselves or by others in their behalf, e. g. alms-
deeds (St. Cyprian), and finally anything that tended
to reconcile the dying with God and the Church came
under this designation. In the course of time "viati-

cum" was applied to the Eucharist generally, but
finally it acquired its present fixed, exclusive, and
technical sense of Holy Communion given to those in

danger of death. The Catechism of the Council of

Trent (De Euch. sacr., n. 3) .says: "Sacred writers call

it the Viaticum as well because it is the spiritual food
bj' which we are supported in our mortal pilgrimage,

as also because it prepares for us a passage to eternal
glory and happiness". As early as a. d. 325 the Holy
Eucharist given to the dying was called the "last and
most neces.sary Viaticum" (Counc. of Nice, can. 13).

Although .\ubespine. Bishop of Orleans, in his note on
this canon says that "vi.aticum" here means only the
reconciliation and absolution granted at the hour of

death to public penitents who h.ad not performed the
prescribcfl canonical penance, yet Macri (Hierolexi-

con) decl.ares that it means simply "Sacramentum
Eucharistiie, cui antonomastice nomen veri muni-
minis convenit". Innocent I (402-17), in ".\d Ex-
superium", and the First Council of Orange, 441, em-
ployed this word in the same sense.

Minister.—Formerly Viaticum was .administered
not only by bishops and priests, but also by deacons
and clerics of inferior orders and even by lay people.
During the persecutions lay peojile carried conse-
crated particles to their homes and administered Holy
Communion to themselves, and it is natural to con-
clude that they received it as Viaticum in the same
manner. Dionysius of Alexandria ("Ep. ad Fabium
Antioch." in Eusebius, "Hist, eccl.", VI, xliv) relates

that Serapion, an old man in danger of death, re-

ceived Viaticum from his nephew, a mere boy, who
had received the consecrated particle from a priest.

From a Decree of the Council of Reims (Regino, "De
eccl. disc", I, cxx) it appears that sometimes even
females carried the Viaticum to the dying, which
practice the Council strictly forbade. .Apparently for

a while it was difficult to eliminate this abuse, for

Hincmar, .\rchbishop of Reims, required the diocesan
visitors to inquire whether the priests gave Com-
munion to the .sick with their own hands or by
others', "per se et non per quemlibet ", and whether
they gave the consecrated p.article to any lay person,

"cuiquam laico", to carry it home for the sake of

giving it to the dying (Marline, "De antiq. eccl. rit.",

I, I, V, 2). After the tenth centiiry no mention is

made of Lay persons carrying Viaticum to the dying,
but deacons regularly administered it, .and from two
manuscri[)l codices in the mona-stery of C.a.salis Bene-
dict! it is evident that subdeacons carried it to the
hou.se of the sick person, but that the priest adminis-
tered it (Martdne, ibid.). At i)re.sent only p.arish

priests or their assistants carry and administer it to
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the dying. In case of necessity a deacon may be
delegated, and if the necessity be urgent this delega-

tion need not be waited for (Lehmkuhl, II, 135).

Subject.—All, even children who have reached the
age of reason (Deer., "Qiiam singulari", prEescriptio

"VIII, 8 Aug., 1910), ai'e bound by Divine precept to

receive the Viaticum when they are in danger of

death, according to the opinion of theologians and the
rule of the Church; though it is disputed whether one
who is now in danger of death and who has within the
last few days received Holy Communion is so bound
by Divine precept. The obligation in the latter case
is not clear, as the previous Communion in all prob-
ability satisfies the Divine law (Slater, II, v, 1

;

Lehmkuhl, II, n. 146). St. Liguori says that accord-
ing to the more probable opinion the obligation exists

(VI, n. 285, dub. 2, sec. sent.). If a person becomes
dangerously ill on the day on which he received Holy
Comnmnion out of devotion, it is disputed whether he
may, or is bound to, receive it as Viaticum (Slater

and Lehmkuhl, ibid.). Benedict XIV (De syn.

dicec, VII, xi, n. 2) leaves the decision of this ques-
tion to the prudent discretion of the priest, but St.

Liguori (ibid., tertia sent.) thinks that the sick per-

son is bound to receive it if the danger comes from an
external cause, but not if he were already iU or if the
danger already existed in some internal, though un-
known cause, as might be presumed in case of sudden
illness, e. g. apoplexy and the hke. Viaticum, hke
Holy Communion, out of devotion, may not be given
to persons who are insane and who have never had
the use of reason (Rit. Rom., Tit. IV, n. 10). To per-

sons labouring under insanity from fever or other
causes and at the time incapable of sentiments of

piety, Communion cannot be administered; if, how-
ever, before they became insane they evinced pious
and religious sentiments and led a good life and it is

apprehended that they will not recover their reason
until they are dying. Viaticum may be administered
to them in their delirium provided there be no danger
of irreverence (Catech. of Council of Trent, II, vi, n.

64). It should not be administered when there is

danger of irreverence to the sacrament from incessant

coughing, difficulty of breathing or swallowing, and
frequent vomiting. In all these cases, a little food or
drink may be gi\en first, to try whether the person
can receive without danger of rejecting the Sacred
Host. The same may be done in case of delirium
also. Many recommend the trial to be made with an
unconsecrated particle (O'Kane, "On the Rubrics",
n. 782). Public sinners ("Pubhci usurarii, concu-
binarii, notorie criminosi, nominatim excommunicati
aut denuntiati"—Rit. Rom., Tit. IV, cap. iv, n. 1)

are not allowed to receive Viaticum until they have
repaired, as far as circumstances will permit (the con-
fessor must decide in each case the nature and extent

of this obligation), the injuries and scandals of which
they have been the cause.

Species.—Formerly Viaticum was usually adminis-
tered under the species of bread, because the Blessed
Sacrament, which was to be carried to the hou.se of the

dying person, %vas customarily reserved imder this

form only. The incident, related above, of the aged
Serapion would indicate this, for the boy was in-

structed by the priest to dip the consecrated particle

into water before giving it to his uncle. To this rite

the Fourth Council of Carthage (Can. 76) seems to

allude, hecau.se it states "infundatur ori eius Eu-
charistia" when Viaticum was to be given to dying
persons, who, on account of the parched state of the
throat, were unable to swallow the Host. About the
twelfth century the custom of receiving Holy Com-
munion out of devol ion under both species began to be
(ILsused (Chardon, "Storia dei sacramenti", I, III,

vii). It cannot be doubted that, as long as this cus-

tom prevailed, Viaticum was often administered in the

same manner when it was given after Mass, cele-

brated in the room of the dying person, which was
frequently done. Menard, in his notes on the " Grego-
rian Sacramentary", says that it contained two sepa-
rate forms for the administration of Viaticum," Cor-
pus Domini nostri Jesu Christi custodiat te in vitam
Beternam" and "Sanguis Domini nostri Jesu Christi
redimat te in vitam Eeternam". Sometimes the Host
was dipped into the Precious Blood, as is evident from
many ancient Rituals, and the Council of Tours pre-
scribes: "Sacra oblatio (Host) intincta debet esse in

Sanguine Christi, utveraciter presbyter possit dicere

—

Corpus et Sanguis Domini proficiat tibi" (Martene,
ibid.). Although anciently it was the custom to re-

ceive Holy Communion during Mass under both
species (also Viaticum after Mass), yet it was never
believed that those who communicated under the
species of bread only did not receive, whole and entire,

the Body and Blood of Christ. At present Viaticum
is administered, at least in the Latin Church, imder
the form of bread only.

Rite.'i and Ceremonies.—Things to be prepared.— (a)

By the priest.—The pyx, a small corporal, and a
purificator in small burse, a white (even on Good Fri-

day) stole, and a Ritual, (b) In the sick room.—

A

table (near the foot of the bed, or in some other posi-

tion in which it is easily visible to the sick person), a

crucifix (although this is not prescribed by the rubric),

two lighted wax candles, a wineglass containing a
little water for purifying the priest's fingers, a clean

cloth or napkin for the sick person, a vase containing
holy water, and a sprinkler of box or other wood.
(c) On the altar.—Two lighted wax candles, the key
of the tabernacle and a burse with a large corporal (if

the particle is to be transferred from the ciborium to

the pyx; in this case also an ablution cup and a

finger-towel). It frequently happens that all the
necessary things are not prepared in the sick room,
therefore it will be expedient for the priest to carry
with him two wax candles, holy water, and a small
communion-clot h

.

The priest, having placed the pj-x in the burse,

which should hang on his breast by a cord round his

neck, goes to the sick person's house, reciting on the

way the "Miserere" and other psalms and canticles

he may know by heart. At the door of the sick-room

he says: "Pax huic domui" and if there be no one to

answer, he replies himself; "Et omnibus habitantibus
in ea", enters the room, puts on his stole, takes out

the pyx, places it on the table, genuflects, and rises.

Then he takes the holy water and sprinkles first the
sick person in the form of a cross, i. e. in front of him-
self, then on his (own) left, then on his (own) right,

after which he sprinkles some around him on the

floors and walls of the room and on those present, say-

ing in the meantime: "Asperges me . . . dealbabor",
to which he adds the first verse of the "Miserere",
"Gloria Patri", "Sicut erat", and then repeats the

antiphon "Asperges me", etc. which must not be
changed during Pjischal time. He immediately sub-

joins the versicles "Adjutorium", etc. and the prayer

"Exaudi nos", etc.

If the sick person has not previously confessed, the

priest should a.sk those present to leave the room; then

he hears the confession, impo.ses a light penance, and
may recall the sick person's attendants. Even if the

priest had previously heard the confession, he should

not administer Viaticum until he has given the sick

person an opportunity lo confess again, if he desires

it. The priest then goes to the table, genuflects, and
uncovers the pyx, and the conununion-cloth or napkin
is adjusted under the chin of the siik per.son, who re-

cites the "Confiteor", if he be able; if not, it is said in

his name by one of the bystanders, or, when there is no
one able to do this, by the priest himself. After the

"Confiteor" the priest genuflects, rises, and turns

towards the sick person, taking care, however, not to

turn his back to the Blessed Sacrament. In this posi-
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tion he says " Misereatur" and " Indulgent iam " using
the words tui, tuis, tuorum, and tibi. (The singular is

used when Communion is given to one who is sirk, ex-

cept in the rare case in which it is given during Mass,
when the phiral form is used. "Sacrorum Rituum
Cong.", 16 Nov., 1906. i The priest then turns to the
table, genuflects, and takes the jiarticle between the
thumb and index finger of the right hand and holds
the pyx in his left hand under the particle. The
"Ecce Agnus Dei" and the "Domine non sum dig-

nus" are said as prescribed for the ordinary Com-
munion in the church. The sick person should say
the "Domine non sum dignus" with the priest, at

least once, in a low tone (Rit. Rom. Rubr., 19). In-

stead of the "Corpus Domini", the form "Accipe
frater (soror)" etc. is used, whether the sick person is

fasting or not, for it is always used whenthesick person
is in probable danger of death. It is a very probable
opinion that Communion maj' be administered the
next day, and even every day, and while the danger
continues the form should always be "Accipe frater"
(O'Kane, op. cit., 777). If difficulty is experienced in

swallowing the Host on account of the parched condi-
tion of the throat, a Uttle water may be given to the
si ;k person before he receiv'es Holy Commimion, or
the Host may be placed in some wine or water in a
spoon, or a little wine or water may be given imme-
diately after receiving the Host.

If the danger of death be imminent, but the person
be able to receive, all the prayers, as far as the
"Misereatur", may be omitted. In case of extreme
nece.ssity the priest may even omit the "Misereatur"
and the following, and give Communion immediately.
In these cases the prayers which were omitted are not
supplied afterwards, even though the state of the sick

person sliould allow this. If it be feared that the per-

son will be unable to swallow the Host before death, it

should not be given. If it be given and death ensue
before he can swallow it, it should be removed from his

tongue and placed either in a corporal or in some
vessel and kept in some secure place and in due time
put into the sacrarium. Should the Host not be visi-

ble in the mouth, nothing further need be done
(Dimne, "The English Ritual Explained", 67; De
Herdt, III, n. 191; O'Kane, np. cit., n. 823). If the
priest, after bringing the Blessed Sacrament, finds un-
expectedly that the sick person is unable to communi-
cate, he may give benediction with it to the sick per-

son. Bvit he is never allowed the bring the Blessed
Sacrament for this purpose when he knows that the
person will be unable to receive. Should the sick per-
son be unable to retain the Sacred Host, it should be
removed and carried to the church in a corporal or
clean vessel. There it should be kept in a becoming
place until it corrupts, when it should be put into the
sacrarium.

AfiPT the Communion the priest purifies the pyx
and his fingers in a small glass of water, and the water
is given by the priest, or one of the attendants, to the
sick person to drink. If the latter be unable or un-
willing to take it, it may be thrown into the sacrarium
or into the fire at the house. The priest may, if he
wish, purify the pyx and his fingers by rubbing them
with one part of the little piirificafor previously
moistened with water. The purificator should then
not be used again before it is washed. The priest then
says "Dominus vobiscum" and the prayer "Domine
8anctc",etc. If no particle remain in thepyxhebles.ses
the sick per.son with his hand in the same manner as
after Communion in the church, using the form "Ben-
edictio Dei", etc. O'Kane fn. S:?.")) thinks that since
we use "tui" instead of "vestri" inthe "Misereatur",
there is sufficient reason to justify the use of "super te"
instead of "super vos" in this blessing; the rubric
"eummanu benedicit" seems to favour this opinion,
although authors who give the form in full say it ought
to be "super vos". If a particle remain in the pyx, the

priest genuflects, puts the pyx in the burse, and, with-
out saying anything, gives the blessing with the pyx,
puts off his stole and surplice, and returns to the
church, reciting on the way the Psalm, "Laudate
Dominum de coelis", etc. (This rubric ought to be
observed, when the priest is obliged to give Viaticum
to persons in different houses, until the last particle is

given, for the rubric says: "Si altera particula Sacra-
menti superfuerit".) Having arrived at the church he
places the pyx on the corporal, genuflects, descends
to the lowest step and there recites the versiclea
"Panem de coelo", etc. and "Dominus vobiscum"
and the prayer "Deus, qui nobis", etc., after which
he announces the indulgence of seven years and seven
quarantines to those who accompanied the Blessed
Sacrament inth a light, and five years and five quar-
antines to those who accompanied it urilhout a light.

He then ascends to the jiredella, genuflects, gives the
blessing (o the assembled people in the church with
the pyx and places the latter in the tabernacle in the
customary manner.
From the Mass of Maundy Thursday till the Mass

of Holy Saturday the colour of the stole must be
white, the "Gloria Patri" is recited at the end of the
Psalms, and the blessing with the pyx may be given
in the room of the sick person, but not in the church.
It may happen that Viaticum is to be given during
Mass, e. g. to a criminal about to be executed, in an
hospital or private house, when the sick person is in

view of the altar. The rites and ceremonies observed
in such cases are exactly the same as when Com-
munion is given in the church, except that the form
will be "Accipe frater (soror)". The colour of the
vestment wiU be suited to the Mass. When Viati-
cum is administered to two or more persons at the
same time, it is given to them successively, as in the
church, provided they be in the same apartment or in
apartments opening into each other. In this case
"Misereatur vestri . . . veslris" and " Indulgentiam
. . .vestroTum . . . vobis" are said; the ablution may
be given to any one of them, and need not be divided;
in the prayer "Domine sancte" the words "fratri

nostro" or "sorori nostra;" are changed into "fratri-

bus nostris", or, if all are females, "sororibus no.s-

tris", and at the end the blessing with the pyx is given
only once to all together.
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.\. J. SCHILTE.

Viator, Clerics of Saint.—St. Viator, lector of
the cathedral at Lyons, France, lived in the fourth
century and is the earliest \ype of the teacher of the
cathedral schools. In the exerci.sr of the then impor-
tant functions of the lectorate, namely in reading and
exjiounding the ScriiJturea to the people and in

catechizing the children, he displayed that zeal and
ability for which he was held in such high esteem by
his bishop, >'>aint .lust, and by the Christian flock of
Lyons. Hagiographers refer to him as "a most holy
youth, who on account of his eminent virtues was
much beloved by his bishop". After the Council of
Aquilria (.3S1) St. ,Ju.st decided to spend the remain-
der of his life in the penitential solitudes of Thebais,
and selected young Viator as the companion of his
voluntary exile. Both the aged bishop .and his

youthful lector died in the odour of sanctity in an
austere monastery of Sc^'t<i in the year 38'). The
feast of St. Viator, according to the Roman martjT-
olog>', is observed on 21 October.

Because St. Viator had sanctified himself in teach-
ing the young, he was sclccteii as the patron of a
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community of parochial clerics or catechists, who are

priests and teaching brothers living on a footing of

religious equality. This community, known as the

Clerics of St. Viator, was founded in the j'ear 1835 by
the Very Rev. Father Louis-Joseph Querbes, pastor of

the village of Vourles in the Archdiocese of Lyons.
Desirous of securing Christian teachers for his own
and for neighbouring parishes, where sad havoc had
been wrought by the Reign of Terror, Father Querbes
established at Vourles as early as 1S29 a school for

the training of lay teachers, which was soon officially

sanctioned by the Royal Council of Public Instruc-

tion. In 1835 this organized band of secular teachers

developed into a community of priests and brothers
with the vows of religion, and was approved by the
archiepiscopal authority of Lyons. Willi the assis-

tance of the Roman Jesuits, Father Querbes obtained
the approbation of the statutes of liis new community
from Gregory XVI in 1838. Lender the generalship

of Father Querbes the membership of the community
increased so rapidly that before the time of his death
(1 Sept., 1859) there existed three provinces of the
society in France and one in Canada; and the Clerics,

besides teaching very many parochial schools, eon-
ducted the boarding colleges of Camonil (Rodez),

St-Michel (Pai'is), St. Angeau College, the Deaf and
Dumb College of Rodez, schools of agriculture at

Blancotte and Notre-Dame de Treize-Pierres, and at

Fontaines-sur-Saone a well-equijiijed publishing house
from which were issued a large number of practical

school classics and educational magazines such as

"L'Ecole et la Famille" and "L'Ange Gardien",
setting forth the necessity of co-operation between
home, church, and school, pastor, parent, and teacher

in view of the best educational results.

All the important houses of the community have
been suppressed in France, where some two hundred
members of the institute are stiU teaching in what are

called Ecoles Libres. The exiled members are con-

ducting flourishing schools in Spain and in Belgium,
where the superior-general now resirles. In 1847
Bishop Bourget, of Slontreal, obtained from Father
Querbes teachers for a small college recently founded
in Joliette, Canada. Father S. Champagneur, C.S.V.,

who was appointed president of the college, opened a
novitiate in Joliette in 1848, and became provincial

superior of the new obedience of Canada, which
developed rapidly in membership and efficiency.

Soon Bourget College arose in Rigaud, the Deaf and
Dumb School and the St. Louis School in Montreal,
the St. Viator School in Joliette, and ten commercial
colleges in the villages of the Province of Quebec.
With this impetus the community continued to make
rapid strides imder the successors of Father Cham-
pagneur, Fathers Lajoie, Beaudry, and Ducharme,
who found it necessary to enlarge the colleges of Bour-
get and Joliette. This last is now known as the
Seminaire de Joliette, and is admittedly one of the

best-equipped colleges of the Dominion. Having
now three hundred priests and brothers, the Provin-
cial administration was alile to accept the large Ecole
St. Jean Baptiste, Montreal, and to open colleges in

St. Joseph de Levis, Berthier, Terrebonne, Boucher-
ville, St. Remi, and to take charge of a large number
of primary schools.

In the United States the Clerics of St. Viator,

sometimes called Viatorians, have since 181)5 had
important parochial schools in Bourbonnais, Kanka-
kee, St. George, .Aurora, and Chicago, Illinois, in

St. Joseph's jiarish, Cohoes, New York, in tlie cathe-

dral pari.sh, Ogdensburg, New York, and in Baker
City, Oregon. In all these schools, except tliat of

Bourbonnais, the Brothers have gi'ad\ially been
replaced by Sisters. The members of the community
are now exercising their educational activities almost
exclusively in high school and college work. Owing
chiefly to this change in llie educational conditions

of the country, the Brothers of the American province
more often embrace the larger opportunities offered

by the community to pursue courses leading to the
priesthood. The most important institution of the
Viatorians in the United States is St. Viator College,
Bourbonnais, Illinois, which grew out of the original

district or village school, first into a commercial
academy in 1865 upon the arrival of Father P. Bcau-
doin, and Brothers Martel and Bernard; then in

1868 with Father Thomas Roy, recently from Canada,
the young school evolved into a classical college.

The institution won the patronage of the public and
the favour of the ecclesiastical authorities. After
nine years of work Father Roy, whose memorj- was
enshrined by his students in the beautiful Roy Me-
morial Chajjel, returned in broken health to Canada,
and was succeeded bj' Father M. J. Marsile, who
directed the growing institution for over a quarter of

a century. Under Father Marsile's presidency,
courses and faculties in theology, philosophy, science,

and languages were strengthened, and several

branches were added to divers other courses to answer
the need of the times. In his honoiu' his students
built the MarsUe Alumni HaU as a memorial. In 1906
the several buUdings of St. Viator College were de-
stroyed by fire. Courses were continued in improvised
quarters and new buildings were erected. Father
Marsile then resigned the presidency and Rev. J. P.

O'Mahony, C.S.V., was appointed his successor.

The college for several years has had a yearly enroll-

ment of over three hundred students, and nearh" three
hundred priests and religious are numbered among
its alumni. The Ust of commercial graduates and
alumni who have entered the professions of law and
medicine is larger still. St. ^'iator College has,

besides a preparatory department and high school,

the foiu- years' college course proper. There is also,

chiefly for the scholastics of the community, a com-
plete four years' course of theologj', to which diocesan
students are admitted.

In 1910 Bishop O'Gorman, of Sioux Falls, South
Dakota, purchased from the Federal Government
a group of ten school buildings situated in Cham-
berlain, and placed these in the hands of the com-
munity of St. Viator. The Knights of Columbus
took an active interest in the founding of the new
institution, which therefore was called Columbus
College. In the United States the Viatorians have
also undertaken the care of parishes. They have now
charge of: the Maternity parish, Bourbonnais, Illinois;

St. Edward's and St. Viator's, Chicago; St. Mary's,
BeaverviUe, Illinois; and in Chamberlain, Pukwana,
and Plankinton, South Dakota; and the five missions
attached to the parish of McMinville, Oregon. In
years past they were pastors in St. George, Manteno,
Aurora, Dwight, Brimfield, and St, Jean Baptiste,

Chicago, Illinois. In 1882 the establishments of the

middle west became independent of the Canadian
province and were erected into a separate obedience.
Very Rev. Father C. Fournier wa.s apjHiinted superior,

and opened a novitiate in Bourbonnais, 6 Oct., 1882.

In 1888 the novitiate and the headquarters of the
provincial administration were moved to Chicago.
During the twenty-five years of his incumbency as
Iirovincial and master of novices. Father Fournier
sujjplied the new province with the needed force of

well-trained teachers for the various schools of his

jurisdiction. Very Rev. A. Corcoran came to the

assistance of Father Fournier for four years as pro-

vincial (1898-1902). Upon tlie death of Father Cor-
coran, Fatlii'r Fournier again resumed the burden
of t he provincial direction. Resigning in 1908, he was
succeeded by Very Rev. J. A. Charlebois, the present

superior. As teaching Christian doctrine by word
anfl exanii)Ie is the most imi)ortant function of the
Christian educator, every catechist of St. Viator is

required by the rule to write a complete course of
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religious instruction. The brother catechists twice

every day read selected portions of the Holy Scrip-

ture, of the Catechism of the Council of Trent, and
of the Following of Christ. Priests and Brothers

make daily a half hour meditation on the life of

Christ and the virtues of rchgious life, read regularly

ascetical works such ;is the "Christian Perfection"

of Rodriguez, hear or say daily Mass, receive Holy
Communion daily, and, besides morning and evening
prayers and beads in common, make a daily visit to

the Blessed Sacrament or assist at benediction. The
community rules require careful personal research

in j)reparation for teaching. The books, school

classics, published by members of the Congregation
range from the element ar.y reading and spelling books
to manuals of belles-lettres, from language primers and
the small catechism to literary criticism and apolo-

getics, from arithmetic to the higher mathematics.
Manual of the Clerics oj St. Viator (Bourbonnais, Illinois, 1S90)

;

Directoires el riglements organiques de L' InstitiU des Clercs St- \'ia~

leur (Paris. 1900); QuERBES, Lhre d'Or (Ms., Jette, Belgium);
BODROET, Vie de St-Vialeur (Montreal, 1897); Bollandists,
Vita Brevis Sa7icti JuMi; SuRins, Vita proUxior Sancti Justi;

GouiLLOUD. Deux grands fv^ques de Lyon (Lyons, 1890); Breviary
of Lyons: Feast of St. Viator, 21 Oct., Martyrology of Adon (858);
Roman Martyrology, 2 Sept. and 21 Oct.; Collections deVannuaire
de Viiistitut et des lettres drculaires du sup^ieur girUral (Jette,

Belgium) ; UEcole et La Famille (pedagogical monthly. Fontaine.s-

sur-Saone, France); L'Ange Gardien (devotional monthly, Paris);

The Viatorian (college monthly, Bourbonnais, III.): The Mission-
ary (Washington. D. C. June, 1912); The Catholic Church in the

U. S. (New York. 1912).

Eugene Louis Riv.\rd.

Vicar (Lat. tricarius, from vice, instead of), in

canon law, the representative of a person clothed
with ordinaiy ecclesiastical jurisdiction. The office

of vicar was in use among the ancient Romans,
that being the title of officials subordinate to the
proetorian prefects. In the ecclesiastical forum,
from verj' early times, we read of vicars of the Apos-
tolic See, such as the archbishops of Thessalonica.

Bishops also had their vicars, such as the arch-
deacons and archpriests, and likewise the rural

priests, who, in the first ages, had the cure of souls

outside of episcopal cities. In course of time, all

of these officials became part of the ordinary magis-
tracy of the Church. These vicars are treated in

the Decretura of Gratian and in the Decretals of

Gregory IX, but vicars-general of bishops first appear
in the sixth book of Decretals and in the Clementines
of the "Corpus juris canonici". After the institu-

tion of vicars-general, the office of archdeacon ceased
almost entirely when the Council of Trent had lim-

ited the powers of such officials. That council (Sess.

XXV, c. xvi, "De ref.") completely abrogated other
vicarships that were incompatible with clerical

disciphne. A vicar differs from a vicegerent, who
is constituted by a prelate in place of a vicar. The
vicar himself without special faculties cannot sub-
stitute another vicar with equal powers in his own
place. The jurisdiction of vicars is generally ordinary,
but sometimes only delegated. The former arch-

deacons and archpriests and the pre.sent vicars

capitular and some others have ordinary power in

consequence of their office, but by the present dis-

cipline vicars .\postohc and vicars forane have only
delegated power conferred by special commi-ssion.
Vicarial jurisdiction in general can not be called

merely mandatory (which is ultimately del<>gated

poweri, for many vicars have a tribunal distinct

from that of the prelate represented by them. As
to their powers: vicars are constituted either in
iirini.f. as parochial vicars and auxiliary bishops, or
created vicars in jurisdiction, as vicars capitular
and vicars general, to exercise power in the external
forum, either voluntary or contentious. Some
writers also distinguish vicars a Icgr, or those whose
powers are pcrj'etual and prescribed in law, and
vicars ah homine, who depend entirely on delegated
powers and are removable at will. Neither bishops

XV.—26

nor inferior prelates can constitute vicars except in

cases permitted by canon law. The powers of

vicars are not affected by the mode of appointment,
that is whether they are freely nominated or elected.

When vicars have ordinary jurisdiction, their rights

and duties in general are the same as those of other
ordinary prelates, but their particular obhgations
must be learnt from the office they hold. The same
is to be said of the cessation of their powers, which
are terminated by resignation, etc., with the addition,
however, of some special regulations for particular
vicarships, as that of vicar-general.
Wernz, Jtis decretalium, 11 (1899) ; Aichner, Compendium

juris ecclesiastici (Brisen, 1895).

WiLLi.-iM H. W. Fanning.

Vicar Apostolic.— tl) In the early ages of the
Church, the pojies committed to some residentiary
bishops the duty of watching over ecclesiastical

matters in a certain region, as the Archbishop of

Aries for Gaul and the Archbishop of Thessalonica
for lUjTia. These prelates were called vicars Apos-
tohc. (2) Prelates with the title of vicar Apostolic
are sometimes commissioned by the Holy See to

administer dioceses which are vacant, or whose
bishops are prevented from exercising their ordinary
jurisdiction by some impediment. These vicars
Apostolic have the powers of vicars capitular (q. v.)

and at times receive also some extraordinary facul-

ties, which must be learnt from their Brief of appoint-
ment. (3) In regions where the ordinary hierarchy
of the Church has not yet been established, and
which consequently fall under the ordinary and
immediate jurisdiction of the pope in a special

manner, the Holy See usually governs such missionary
regions by means of a delegate who has received
episcopal con.secrat ion to some titular .see, and who is

designated a vicar Apostohc. These prelates gener-
ally have the same powers that bishops have by
common law in their own dioceses, and the Congre-
gation of Propaganda also concedes to them various
extraordinary faculties. All these powers, however,
are delegated, not ordinary. As they are not dio-

cesan bishops, they have no cathedral or chapter
(S. C. Prop., 27 Nov., 1858). Without special

concession from the Holy See, they may not concede
the usual forty days indulgence, nor erect a throne
in a churchy nor wear the cappa magna, nor have
their names inserted in the canon of the Mass (Collect.

S. C. Prop., 1883, n. 139, etc.). While they may not
constitute ordinary vicar-s-general, they can give
special faculties to various priests to assist them in

administering the vicariate. They must, in addition,

name some proper secular or regular cleric who, in

case of their unexpected demisCj may rule the region

as pro-vicar until other provision is made. The
pro-vicar has the same faculties as the vicar, except
those that flow from episcopal consecration. He
can, however, in case of necessity consecrate chalices,

patens, and portable altars, with oils consecrated by
some bishop. Regulars in a missionary district

must communicate their letters patent to the vicar

Apostolic, and in the cure of souls are subject to his

authority. Vicars Apostolic are appointed outside
of Consistory by a special pontifical brief, and later

this provision is merely published in Consistory.

All matters concerning the promotion of vicars

Apostolic are conducted by Propaganda on the
lines of the Constitution, ''(iravissimum",of Benedict
XIV (18 Jan., 17.57) and the later Decrees of the
Holy See (CoUect. S. C. Prop., n. 38-87). There
are about 1.50 vicariates in exi.stence at present.
TAnNTON, The Law of the Church (I-ondon. 1906). s. v.; Wernz.

Jus decretalium, II (Rome, 1899) ; Ferraris, Bibtiotheca canon-
ica. VII (Rome, 1891). 3. v.

William H. W. Fanning.

Vicar Capitular, the administrator of a vacant
diocese, elected by a cathedral chapter. On the
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death of a bishop, the canons of a cathedral chapter
(where such exists) inherit the episcopal jurisdiction as

a body corporate. Within eight days of the vacancy
of the see, however, they must meet and constitute

a vicar capitular (Cone. Trid., Sess. XXIV, c. xvi, de
ref.). If they neglect this duty, the right passes to

the metropoiitan, or, in case the metropolitan see

is in question, to the senior suffragan bisliop, or,

when the diocese is exempt, to the nearest bishop.
In constituting a vicar capitular, a strict form of

election need not be followed; but if suffrages are

cast, they should be secret, and no one may vote for

himself. The vicar chosen should be a doctor or

licentiate in canon law if possible, and thougli a
canon is commonly to be chosen yet this is not
required for validity.

On his election the vicar succeeds to all the ordi-

nary episcopal jurisdiction that the chapter had
inherited, nor can the chapter reserve any part of

the jitfisdiction to itself, nor constitute only a tem-
porary vicar, nor remove him. Faculties which are
committed to bishops by the Holy See for a term of

years, pass also to the vicar capitular (S. Off., 22
Apr., 189S), in which are included the powers usually

granted for deahng with a certain number of cases

(S. Off., 3 May, 1899). Canonists usually hold that
perpetual delegations to ordinaries, sanctioned by
the Council of Trent, pass likewise to the vicar capitu-

lar. Faculties, however, which had been granted
to the bishop personally are not extended to the
vicar. There are, nevertheless, some Umitations
on the power of a vicar capitular, even as regards
ordinary episcopal jurisdiction. Thus, he may not
convoke a synod or visit the diocese unless a year
has elapsed since these offices were performed. He
may not grant indulgences. He should not under-
take any new work or engagements that might
prejudice the action of the in-coming bishop. Hence,
during the first year of vacancy, he can promote to

sacred orders only those who are obliged to receive

that dignity through possession of a benefice. The
vicar cannot grant the benefices of free collation,

nor may he suppress them and unite them to the
cathedral chapter. He may not alienate the goods
of the cathedral chiu'ch or of the episcopal mensa.
He can, however, grant permission for the alienation

of the goods of inferior churches. He can neither

begin nor pursue a judicial process concerning the
goods or rights of the cathedral church. The vicar

cannot give permission for the erection of a new
monastery or a new confraternity (S. C. Ind., 23
Nov., 1878). Canonists usually declare that a
vicar capitular can receive extern clerics into his

diocese, but deny that he can excardinate the home
clergy. If the vicar is in episcopal orders, he can
perform aU that belongs to the ministry of consecra-
tion; otherwise he may invite a bishop from another
diocese to e.xercise such functions. If the vicar die

or resign, the chapter must elect another within
eight days, but the newly-elect must not be
one who has already received the nomination to

the vacant see. In case the removal of the
vicar capitular becomes necessary, this may be
done only by the Holy See. The office of a
vicar capitular ceases when the bishop who has
been promoted to the diocese presents his letters

of appointment to liis cathedral chapter. The
new bishop has the right of demanding an account
from the chapter and vicar capitular of all their

acts of .administration, and of punishing any dere-
liction of duty.

LAUKF.NTins, Insiiiutionea juris ecclesiastici (Fribourg, 1903);
Taunton, The Imw of Ihr. Church (London, 1900), s. v.; Wf.rnz,
JwKkcrelalium, U (Koine, 1S99); Ferrakis, Bibliotheca canonica,
Vn (Uonii-. 1.S91), s. V.

William H. W. Fanning.

Vicar-Forane. See Dean.

Vicar-General, the highest official of a diocese
after the ordinary. He is a cleric legitimately de-
puted to exercise generally the episcopal jurisdiction
in the name of the bishop, so that his acts are reputed
the acts of the bishop himself. The wide powers of

administration now enjoyed by the vicar-general be-
longed formerly to the archdeacon. The latter official

was the first among the seven deacons, a number long
retained in many churches, and he held office, not by
reason of priority of ordination, but by free appoint-
ment of the bishop. To him was generally committed
the external administration of the diocese, including
the control of the inferior clergy and the right of visit-

ing and correcting all the clerics by judicial procedure.
In the sixth century, there were both urban and rural
archdeacons, and the dioceses were divided into dis-

tricts ruled by these officials. This custom began in

France and later spread all over Europe. By the
eleventh century, the jurisdiction of archdeacons had
become ordinary and stable. They had courts of

first instance, and, besides their contentious jurisdic-

tion, they had wide administrative powers, so much
so indeed that they became obnoxious to the legiti-

mate exercise of the bishop's authority. In conse-
quence, from the twelfth century onwards, we find

new diocesan assistants of the bishop, later called

vicars-general, or officials, removable at the will of the
ordinary. Vicars-general are not named in the De-
cretals of Gregory IX, but they are frequently re-

ferred to in the Sixth Book of Decretals (e. g., cap. ii,

iii, "De off. vie", I. 13 in 6) and in the Clementines
(cap. ii, "De rescr. ", 1. 2. in Clem.). In large dio-

ceses in England and some other countries, a distinc-

tion was made between the vicar-general, who had
voluntary jurisdiction or administration, and the
official, who had contentious jurisdiction, but this dis-

tinction was never received into the common law, and
the titles vicar-general and official are used indiscrim-

inately for the same person in the Decretals and the
Tridentine decrees. The institution of vicars-general
greatly hmited the powers of the archdeacons, and
finally the latter officials were reduced by the Council
of Trent (Sess. XXIV, c. xii, "De ref.") to mere hon-
orary dignitaries in cathedral chapters.

According to the present discipline, the vicar-gen-

eral is deputed by the bishop to exercise the latter's

jurisdiction with a certain universahty of power.
Bishops could not of themselves be competent to es-

tablish officials with the same ordinary faculties

which they themselves have, and consequently the
office of vicar-general rests on powers communicated
by the pope and common law. The bishop, therefore,

cannot concede to the vicar-general any jurisdiction

except within the bounds allowed by the law or legiti-

mate custom, or express .4postolic indults. The juris-

diction of the vicar-general is necessarily universal in

the whole diocese, both for persons and causes, with a
universality, however, not absolute, but moral, and
therefore, though the bishop can restrict it both as to

places and causes, he cannot so limit it that it ceases

to be general, at least morally. It is in thediscretion of

the bishop to constitute a vicar-gencral for his dio-

cese, but he cannot suppress an office instituted by
common law. The office of vicar-general is unique,

and therefore there should not be several of them in

one diocese, either acting in concert or governing a
speciiil part of the diocese (S. C. C, 29 Apr., 1893).

The contrary practice in some dioceses is an exception

to the common law and must rest on legitimate cus-

tom approved expressly or tacitly by the Holy See
(S. C. C., 21 Feb., 1()14). However, separate vicars-

general may be ajipointed for the faithful of a differ-

ent rite or language (C. 14, X, 1, 31). The cleric ap-
pointed as vicar-general sliould be of legitimate birth,

tonsured, and celibate. He should have attained his

twenty-fifth year and be commendable for the probity

of his life, hifl prudence, and his knowledge of canon
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law, in which he should be a doctor or licentiate, or at
least equivalently qualified. Statutes of particular

councils and rescripts of Roman Congregations de-
clare that the vicar-general should not have the cure
of souls, but this is nowhere prescribed in common
law, and though an urban parish, or a capitular office,

or the rectorship of a seminary are hindrances to the
liberty of a vicar-general, yet they are not strictly in-

compatible with it. Regulars cannot be appointed
vicars-general without the permission of their religious

superiors, and they need, in addition, the license of the
Holy See to live outside their monasteries. It is ex-

pedient that the vicar-general should not be a blood
relation of the bishop or a cleric of the diocese, but
there is no general law to this effect, though the
schema of the Vatican Council contains one (Jus.

Pont, de Prop. Fid., VI, append.).
The power of the vicar-general, by reason of his

office and deputation, extends to all causes in the or-

dinary episcopal jurisdiction, e.xcejjt those which com-
mon law or the bishop may have reserved or made de-

pendent on a special mandate. The tribunal of the
vicar-general is one with the bishop's, and therefore

there is no appeal from one to the other. The vicar-

general cannot substitute another cleric in his place

to exercise his whole jurisdiction, but he may ap-
point delegates for special causes. Owing to the
dependence of the jurisdiction of the vicar on that of

the bishop, it ceases or is impeded with the latter.

When, however, the vicar is acting in a special case as

a strict delegate, he may even then finish the cause he
had begim. The jurisdiction of a vicar-general, ac-

cording to most canonists, is of a class by itself be-

tween ordinary and delegated, and it may be called

quasi-ordinary, because, on the one hand, it is con-
nected with a certain office by legal enactment and,

on the other, it is exercised not in his own, but an-
other's, name, .^s ordinary jiu-isdiction, however, is

always exercised by him as a matter of fact, there is no
reason whj' his power should not be called ordinary.
By virtue of a general mandate, the vicar-general ex-

ercises ordinary jurisdiction in the name of the
bishop, but for some causes he needs a special man-
date. These are: to make a visitation of the diocese,

to confer benefices of free collation, to punish the ex-

cesses of clerics or remove them from their benefices or
offices, to use the bishop's Tridentine faculties of dis-

pensation and suspension, to concede dimissorial let-

ters for receiving orders. All the above require a
special mandate by explicit law, but others of a simi-

lar nature, according to canonists, also require this

mandate. They are: to suppress, unite, or divide
benefices, to admit resignations for the purpose of

exchanging benefices, to convoke a diocesan synod, to

erect monasteries and confraternities. The office of a
vicar-general expires with his death or resignation;
with the cessation of the bishop's jurisdiction; with
the revocation of his vicarial mandate, which must,
however, be justifieti by a grave cause and against
which, if his honour be impugned, he has recourse to
the Holv See.
Taunton, The Law of the Church (London, 1906), s. v.; Smith,

Element)! of Ecclesiaslicat Law, I (New York, 1895); Wehnz, Jus
iecretalium, U (Rome, 1899): Thomassin, Vetxus ct nova rfis-

ripliTia rPari'^, insH); LArnENTiu.'i, InatitiUiones juris ecdrsiag-
lici(Fribourg, 1903); Ferraris, BiWioMeca caTumica, Vll (Rome
1891), s. V.

WiLLiA.M H. W. Fanning.

Vicari, Hermann von. Archbishop of Freiburg in

Baden, b. at Aulendorf in Wiirtemberg, 13 Mav,
177.3; d. at Freiburg, 14 April, 1868. In 1789 he r(>-

ceived tonsure at Constance and obtained a canonry,
studied law until 179.') at Vienna, and after a brief
practice began the study of theology-. In 1 797 he wa.s
ordained priest, and made ecclesiastical councillor and
official of the episcoiial curia at Constance. .4ft er
the sut)pression of the diocese (1S02) the Archbishop
of Freiburg appointed him cathedral canon, in 1827

vicar-general, and in 1830 cathedral dean. In 1832
he was appointed AuxiUary Bishop of Macra, in 1836
and 1842 diocesan administrator, and in 1842 arch-
bishop. As archbishop, Vicari endeavoured to re-

lease the Church of Baden from the bonds of Joseph-
inism and the principles of Wessenberg, and to defend
its rights against the civil Government. To over-
come prevalent rehgious indifference he emphasized
the rights of bishops in training and appointing the
dergj', and enforced discipUne as regards mixed mar-
riages. In a violent dispute with the (jovernment over
his prohibition of a Requiem Mass for deceased Protes-
tant rulers he was victorious, as also in later contests
about the schools. Though placed under pohce super-
vision and held prisoner in his palace, his unwavering
determination brought about the reorganization of
Catholic Ufe in Baden. He founded a seminary for

boys out of his private means, estabhshed a theologi-
cal house of studies, and appointed learned and ascetic
men of sound religious convictions as professors at the
ecclesiastical seminary. In numerous pastoral letters

and exercises he animated the priests for their high
calling, exhorted them to the faithful fulfilment of

their duties, especially in the administration of the
sacraments, and punished disobedience with great
severity. He was energetic in his support of the secu-
lar authority, and in the revolutionary years of 1848-
1849 he exhorted the Catholics to remain loyal.
KuBEL, Hermann van Vicari (Freiburg, 1869); Hansjakob.

Hermann von VicaH (Wiirzburg, 1873).

Patricids Schlager.

Vicariate of Rome. See Cardinal Vicar.

Vicarius Urbis. See Cardinal Vicar.

Vicar of Christ (Lat. Vicarius Chrisli), a title of

the pope implying his supreme and universal primacy,
both of honour and of jurisdiction, over the Church
of Clirist. It is founded on the words of the Divine
Shepherd to St. Peter: "Feed my lambs. . . .

Feed my sheep" (John, xxi, 16, 17), by which He
constituted the Prince of the Apostles guardian of

His entire flock in His own place, thus making him
His Vicar and fulfilUng the promise made in Matt.
xvi, 18, 19. In the course of ages other vicarial

designations have been used for the pope, as Vicar
of St. Peter and even Vicar of the Apostolic See
(Pope Gelasius, I, Ep. vi), but the title Vicar of

Christ is more ex-pressive of his supreme headship of

the Church on earth, which he bears in virtue of

the commission of Christ and with vicarial power
derived from Him. Thus, Innocent III appeals
for his power to remove bishops to the fact that he is

Vicar of Christ (cap. "Inter corporalia", 2, "De
trans, ep."). He also declares that Christ has given
such power only to His Vicar Peter and his succes-
sors (cap. "Quanto", 3, ibid.), and states that it is

the Roman Pontiff who is "the successor of Peter and
the Vicar of Jesus Christ" (cap. "'Licet", 4, ibid.).

The title Vicar of God used for the pope by Nicholas
III (c. "Fundarnenta ejus", 17, "De elect.", in 6)

is employed as an equivalent for Vicar of Christ.
Petra, Commentaria ad c.onMiluliones apostolicas, V (Rome,

1705): .ScHMlER, Jurisprwicruia canonico-civilia, I (Venice, 1754);
Ferraris, Bibliotheat canonica, VI (Rome, 1890), s. v. Papa.

William H. W. Fanning.

Vice (Lat. vitium, any sort of defect) is here
regarded as a habit inclining one to sin. It is the
product of repeated sinful acts of a given kind and
when formed is in some sense also their cause. Its

specific characterization in any in.stance must be
gathered from the op])osition it implies to a particular
virtue. It is manifest that its einjiloyiiienl to desig-

nate the individu:d wicked act is enlirely impro])er.

They differ as the habit of doing .anylliing is dis-

tinguished from the act of that thing. Hence a
man may have vices and yet be at times guilty of no
sin, and conversely the commission of isolated sine
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does not make him vicious. Such guilt as he may
have contracted in any case is charged directly to

the sinful act, not to the vice. Hence the teaching of

St. Thomas Aquinas that, absolutely speaking, the sin

surpasses the vice in wickedness. Even though the
sin be removed by God the vice, if there was one, may
still remain, just as failure to act in any direction

does not necessarily and straightway destroy the
habit which perchance existed. The habit of sinful

indulgence of any sort is to be extirpated by unrelent-

ing vigilance and the performance of contrary acts

over a space more or less protracted according as the
vice was more or less inveterate. Obviously this

applies to vices antagonistic to acquired virtues,

for so far as the infused virtues are concerned they
can be recovered only, as they wereoriginally obtained,
through the gratuitous bounty of God. It is inter-

esting to note that according to St. Thomas after

one has been rehabilitated in the state of grace and
has received, let us say, the infused virtue of tem-
perance, the vice of intemperance does not continue
formally as a habit but only as a sort of disposition

and as something which is in process of destruction
(m via corruptionis)

.

S. Thomas, Summa tkeoiogim, I-II, Q. Isxi (Turin, 1885):
BiLHiART, Summa S. Thoma:; Rickaby, Ethics anil Natural Law
(London, 1908) ; d'Annibale, Summula theologi<B moralis (Home,
1908).

Joseph F. Delany.

Vicelinus, S.\int, Bishop of Oldenburg, apostle

of Holstein, b. at Haraeln about 1086; d. 12 Dec, 1154.

Orphaned at an early age, he received his primary
education at Hameln. He left secretly for Pader-
born, where he enjoyed the home and instructions

of Hartmann, and soon surpassed his companions
and assisted in the management of the cathedral
school. He was called to Bremen to act as teacher
and principal of t he school, and was offered a canonry
by Archbishop Frederic. In 1122 he went to Laon
in France to complete his studies (Hauck, "Kirchen-
gesch. Deutschl.'', Leipzig, 1903, IV, 600); this is

doubted by SchuTen (Beitrage zur Kritik iiltercr

hoist. Geschichte, 1876, 38). On his return he
was ordained priest by St. Norbert of Magdeburg.
Archbishop Adalben sent him among the Wends, and
in the fall of 1126 Henry, Prince of the Obotrites,

gave him a church in Llibeck. At the death of Henry
(22 March, 1127) Vicelinus returned to Bremen,
and was appointed pastor at Wippenthorp. This
gave him an opportunity to work among the Holsa-
tians and neighbouring Slavs. His preaching gath-
ered crowds of eager listeners, and many priests

aided him in founding the monastery of Neumiinster,
according to the Rule of St. Augustine, which was
liberally endowed by the archbishop. Wars among
the tribes in 1137 caused the missionaries to abandon
their labours for two years. Vicelinus sent two
priests to Liibeck, but with httle success. At his

suggestion King Lothair intended to build a fortress

and monastery at Segeburg, but death prevented
him. Some years later Vicelinus established a house at

Hogensdorf. In 1149 he was made Bishoi> of Olden-
burg, where he did much for the siiiritual and temporal
welfare of his diocese. In ll.'J2 lie was struck by
paralysis and lingered amid much suffering for two
years. His body was transferred to Bordesholm in

1332, and buried before the main altar. In 1874 the
small Cathohc parish at Hameln had his ])icture

engraved on a new bell. He is usually represented
with a church resting on his left arm; his feast is

celebrated on 12 Dec.
Kkeusch, Kirchengfurh. der Wendeiilande (Pa<)erborn. 1902).

35; Strdnck, Lelim der Heiligen WcHtfalms.l (Mtinstcr, ISliS),

123; Helmodi, Chrun. S!ai'.; Bibl. Ilaii. Lat.. II, 12:iB.

Fhancis Mershman.

Vicente, Gil, Portuguese dramatist, b. about
1470; he was living in 1536. He took up the study of

law but abandoned it for literature. As a lyric poet
he is represented by some humorous poems in the
" Cancioneiro " of Garcia de Resende. He owes his

fame to his plays, and with good reason he is styled
the father of the Portuguese drama. He wrote in

all no fewer than 42 pieces, of which 10 are in Spanish,
14 in Portuguese, and the rest in mingled Spanish
and Portuguese. It had already become the fashion
for the leading Portuguese authors to write in Spanish
as well as in their native tongue, and this fashion was
to continue throughout the Renaissance. Many
of Vicente's plays were composed for the purpose
of celebrating religious and national festivals;

others commemorate events in the life of the royal
family; still others are quite popular in their tone and
were intended by him to serve the ends of entertain-

ment only. The first of his plays was the "Visitacao"
(in Spanish), which celebrates the birth of John III,

King of Portugal (1502). He recited it himself in the
chamber of the Spanish mother of John III. It is

known that ladies and gentlemen of the Court, as
well as the poet himself, played parts in his dramas
when they were produced in the palace. Like the
classic di'amas of Spain, they are regularly in verse,

and they contain lyrics of his own with melodies
composed also by him, as well as other popular lyrics

and melodies introduced for particular effect. For
the sake of convenience the plaj's may be grouped
under the headings of autos (the more pecuharly
religious pieces), comedias and tragi-comedias, and
farces. The 17 autos are usually called his "Obras
de devocao". They reveal an influence of the con-
temporaneous Spanish dramatist, Juan del Encina,
while contemporaneous Spaniards, like Lucas Fernan-
dez and Torres Naharro, may possibly have inspired

his profane compositions. But he was never a ser-

vile imitator; the hfe of the time is reflected again
and again by him in an original and interesting man-
ner, and, in spite of uncouthness of form, his little

dramas remain very readable. Of course only a
genuinely devout Cathohc could have WTitten his

"Obras de devocao". The first edition of his works
was published at Lisbon in 1561-2.

Eds. of the Obras de Gil Vicente (Hamburg, 1834. and Lisbon,
1852). a good critical ed. is needed: Mkhaelis de Vasconcellos
in Greber, Grundriss der romanischen Phdologie, II, ii, 270 sqq.;
Menendez y Pelayo, Antnlogia dc poctas liricos castellanos,

VII (Madrid. 1898), clxiii; Sancbes de B.iESA, Gil Vincente
(Marinlia Grande, 1894); Braga, Eschola de Gil Vincente, etc.

(Oporto, 1898) ; Idem, Gil Vicente e as origens de theairo nacional
(Oporto, 1S98) ; Braga is always to be used with caution.

J. D. M. Ford.

Vicenza, Diocese of (Vicentina).—The city is

the capital of a province in Venetia (Northern Italy).

The surrounding country is agricultural, but there are

also quarries of marble, sulphur, copper, and silver

mines, and beds of lignite and kaolin; mineral springs

also abound, the most famous being those of Recoaro.
Among the industries worthy of mention are the
woollen and silk, pottery, and musical instruments.

Tlie cathedral, dating from early in the eleventh cen-

tury, and restored in the thirteenth, sixteenth, and
nineteenth, possesses numerous pictures and sculp-

tures, nearly all of them by Vicentine artists (Citta-

dello, Celestia, Liberi, Ruschi). The Church of the
Ara Cocli (1244), formerly belonging to the Clarisses,

contains statues by Marinali and Ciissetti, and paint-

ings by Tiepolo. The Chtnrhes of the Carmine
(1372) and S. Caterina (1292), formerly belonging to

the Humilinti, possess notable pictures. S. Corona
(1260) was built by the l)()mim(Mns after the death of

Ezzelino, and is rich in pictures by Montagna ("The
Magdalene") and Rellini ("Baptism of Christ").

Other chin-ches are: S. Croce (1179), SS. FeHce e For-

tunato (eighth century), SS. Filippo e Giacomo
(twelfth century). S. Lorenzo of the Friars Minor
(12S0), in the Gothic style, contains the tombs of

many illustrious Vicentines. In the cloister of S.
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Maria of the Srrvites (1310) took place the miradrs of

Si. Philip Bonizi di Damiani. The most reniarkaMe
secular buildings are Ihe I heal re, huill hy Palladio in

1580 for the Aceademia dcgH Oiimpici, and I lie

Basilica—tlie building itself (iotliie of 1144, tliough

Palladio built the outer portico in two orders. Near
the latter are the clock tower (1224-1446), 268 feet in

height, and the Rotondo, another work of Palladio's

(1570), with four porticoes. There are numerous
private palaces which were transformed by Palladio

and his pupils. A special feature is the multitude of

towers which still remain. The Communal Library

was founded by Count Giovanni M. Bertolo. The
Museum contains a picture-gallery exclusively de-

voted to Vicentine painters. Of the philanthropic

institutions many, like the hospital, date back to the

fourteenth century, (jthers to the fifteenth.

Vicentia was a city of the Veneti, from whom it was
taken by the Gauls. In Roman times it was of httle

importance, thougli

it had the francliisc

in 45 B.C. It suffered

by the incursions of

the Goths and Hun.s,

but is not mentioned
in connexion with
the Gothic War. In

the eighth century
we find a Lombard
Duke of Vicenza.

When the Othos
handed over the gov-
ernment of the city

to the bishop, its

communal organiza-

tion had an oppor-
tunity to develop,

and separated it.self

from the episcopal

authority. It took
an active part in the
Lombard League,
compelling Padua
and Trevi.so to join.

and its podesta, Ezzelino 111, il Balbo, was cap-

tain of the league. When peace was restored,

however, the old rivalry with Padua, Bassano,

and other cities was renewed, besides which
there were the internal factions of the Vivaresi

(GhibeUines) and the Maltraversi (Guelphs). The
tyrannical Ezzelino IV drove the Guelphs out of

Vicenza, and caused his brother, Alberico, to be
elected podestS, (1230). The city joined the Second
Lombard League against Frederick II, and was
sacked by that monarch (1237), after which it formed
part of Ezzelino's dominions. On his death the old

government was restored—a consiglin maggiore of

four hundred members and a consiglio minorc of forty

members—and formed a league with Padua, Treviso,

and \'erona. Three years later the Vicentines
entrusted the protection of the city to Padua, so as

to safeguard republican liberty; but this protectorate
{cusloflia) quickly became dominion, and for that
reason Vicenza in 1311 voluntarily submitted to the

Scaligeri of Verona. In 1404 it submitted to Venice,

and thenceforward shared the history of that republic.

It wa.s besieged by the Emperor Sigismund, and
Maximilian I held possession of it in 1509 and 1516.

In 1848 it rose against Austria, l)ut was recovered
after a stubborn resistance. Vicenza was the native
city of the historian Ferreto dei Ferreti (fourteenth

century), the poet Trissino (1478-15.53), the traveller

Pigafeita, companion of Magalhaes, the architects

Palladio and Scamazzi, and the engraver Valerio
Belli.

Among its patron saints the city venerates St.

Lontius, bishop and martyr, and Sts. Theodore and

.\pollonius, bishops and confessors in the fourth
(•(-ntury. The Christian cemetery discovered recently

near the Church of Sts. Felix and Fortunatus, dates
from the earlier half of the fourth century, and these

two saints were probably martyred under Diocletian.

The first bishop of whom there is any certain record
is Horontius (590), a partisan of the Schism of the
Three Chapters. Other bishops were: Vitalis (901),

high chancellor of King Berengarius; Girolamo (1000),
deposed by Henry II for political sedition; Torengo,
in whose episcopate a number of bishops rebelled

against the episcopal authority; Blessed Giovanni
Cacciafronte (1179-85), a Benedictine, .slain by one of

his own vassals. Uberto was deposed by Innocent
III (1212) as a despoiler of church property, but the
canons put off until 1219 the election of his successor,

Gilberto, who was forced by the tyranny of Ezzelino
to live in exile. Blessed Bartolommeo da Breganze
(1256), a Dominican, had previously been Bishop of

Nicosia, in Cyprus,
and legate in Syria.

Under Bishop Emi-
liani (1409) took
place the apparition
of the Blessed Virgin
on Monte Berico
which led to the
foundation of the
famous sanctuary,
3280 feet above the
sea level. Pietro
Barbo (1451) was
afterwards Pope
Paul II. Cardinal
Giovanni Batti.sta

Zeno (1468) was dis-

t inguished for his

sanctity and learn-

ing. Matteo Priuli

(1.563) founded the
seminary and made
efforts for reform.
.Alvise M. GanrioUi
(1779) restored

many churches and the seminary. The See of Vicenza
was sulTragan of Aquileia, then of Udine, and since

1818 of Venice. The diocese contains: 219 parishes,
with 477,000 souls; 699 secular and 39 regular priests;

10 houses of male religious and 52 sisters; 4 schools
for boys, and 52 for girls. The Catholic Press com-
prises "II Berico" (tri-weekly, Vicenza), "La Ris-
cossa" (tri-weekly, Breganze), and six other periodi-
cals.
Cappelletti, Le chie^e d'lUiUa, X; Castellini, Storia deUa

citta di Vicenza (14 vols.. Vicenza. 1782-1822); Riccardo,
Storia dei Vencom Ficendni' (Vicenza. 1786); Giarolo, La necro-
policrisliana di Vicenza (Vicenza. 1909).

U. Benigni.

Vich, Diocese of (Vicensis, Ausonensis),
suffragan of Tarragona, bounded on the north by
Gerona, on the east by Gerona and Barcelona, on
the south by Barcelona and Tarragona, on the west
by Tarragona and Lerida. It hes witliin the four
Catalonian provinces, but the greater i)art of it in

that of Barcelona. The capital has 9.500 inhabitants.
Vich is of very ancient origin; it was called Ausa by
the Romans, and Iberian coins hearing this name have
been found there. The Goths called it Ausona.
After its destruction by the Moors only one quarter
(Viais) was rebuilt, and this was called Vicu^ Auso-
yicnxis, from which the name Vich was derived. The
introduction of Christianity was undoubtedly very
remote, as martyrs of Ausa are recorded in the time
of Decius, and in the earliest records of the Tarra-
conensian sees the Bishop of Vich is one of the very
first mentioned. None, however, is mentioned by
name until 516 when Cinidius ie named as assisting
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at the provincial Council of Tarragona and Gerona.
Aquilinus (589-99) attended the third Council of

Toledo; Esteban, the fourth and one at Egara; Dom-
ninus, the sixth of Toledo; Guericus, the eighth;
Wisefredus sent his vicar to the thirteenth, and at-

tended in person the fifteenth and sixteenth. With
this bishop ends the history of the Church of Ausona
before the Saracen invasion. The reeonquest of Violi

was begun in the time of Louis the Pious, who confided
the civil government to Borrell, Count of Ausona, all

ecclesiastical matters being under the direction of tlie

Archbishop of Narbonne. In 826 Vich fell once more
into the hands of the Moors and was finally recon-
quered by Wifred the Hairy, independent Count of

Barcelona.
Wifred dedicated to the Blessed Virgin the famous

monastery of RipoU, which was already in existence
in 888, and obtained from the Arclibishop of Nar-
bonne the consecration of Godmarus as Bishop of

Vich. The bishops and the family of Moncada dis-

puted the right of sovereignty over the city until

131.5, when the Bishop Berenguer Gaguardia ceded
his rights to the king, James II, who also purchased
the rights of the Moncadas. It is disputed whether
the Church of San Pedro Ap6stol or S. Maria la

Rotonda was the first cathedral church. For cen-

turies the bishops celebrated the first Christmas Mass
in this church and the third in that of San Pedro.
The very ancient Chm-ch of S. Maria was rebuilt

from the foundations by Canon Guillermo Bonfil in

1140, and consecrated forty years later by Bishop
Pedro Retorta. In 1787 it was demohshed to make
room for the new cathedral. Bishop Jorge (915-38)
reconsecrated the Church of RipoU and also conse-
crated that of S. Maria de Manresa. Bishop Atton
(960-72) is worthy of mention as a great promoter of

studies. Many persons availed themselves of the
advantages offered by his reforms, among them
Gerbert, the monk of Orleans, afterwards Pope Syl-
vester II, who was distinguished for his learning.

Another of the most illustrious bishops of Vich was
OUva (1018—i6), son of the Count of Besahi, and
Abbot of RipoU where he reconstructed and richly

decorated the church. The dedication took place
15 January, 1032. He also, with the help of Erme-
sinda. Countess of Barcelona, reconstructed the cathe-
dral and dedicated it to Sts. Peter and Paul on 31
August, 1038. In the time of his successor GuiUermo
I the relics of its patron saints, the martyrs Lucianus
and Marcianus, were found at Vich, and a council
was held for the restoration of peace among the faith-

ful. Berenguer Seniofredo reformed the chapter,
expelhng lax members and introducing regular
observance. Berenguer obtained for himself the
dignity of Archbishop of Tarragona, which was con-
tested by the Bishop of Narbonne. Among (he
Spanish bishops who attended the Council of Trent
was Acisclo Moya de Contreras, Bishop of Vich, wlio
was accompanied by the theologian Pedro IMercado.
Of the more recent bishops, ,Tose Morgades y C'.ili

deserves special mention. He restored tlie monastery
of RipoU, destroj'ed and pillaged by the revolutionists,

and reconsecrated its church on 1 July, 1893. He also
e.stabhshed at Vich an archa't)logical inu.seuni where
he collected ni.'Uiy t reasures of medieval art wliicli liad

been dispersed among tlu^ ancient churches of the dio-
cese. The present Bisliop of Vich is Jos6 Torras y
Bages, a man of great culture and learning. The
greatest glory of Vich in modern times is Jaime
Rahnes, the foremost Spanish philosopher of the nine-
teenth century, whose remains are interred in the
cloister of the cathedral. His first centenary was
celebrated at Vich by a Catholic Congress. The
original cathedral, which had but a single nave, thick
walls, and few windows, was replaced liy that built by
Bishop Oliva. As early as the thirteenth century
Bishop Raimundo de Anglesola wrote a pastoral let-

ter exhorting his people to contribute towards repair-
ing the cathedral. In 1401 Bishop Diego de Heredia
added a transept, and in 1585 the door of San Juan
was added, but the necessity of a complete recon-
struction was soon recognized, and towards the end of
tlie eighteenth century the building was torn down,
and the corner stone of the new one was laid on 24
September, 1781. It was consecrated on 15 Septem-
ber, 1803. It is classic in design, a combination of
Doric and Tuscan, with a fagade of white stone en-
riched with a beautiful balustrade. It has three en-
trances, corresponding to the three naves, and colossal
statues of its six patrons. The interior is Corinthian.
All the monuments and altars were destroyed when
the old church was demolished, except the high altar
which is of alabaster, in the Gothic style, and was
given early in the fifteenth century by D. Bernardo
Despujol. Among the chapels that of S. Bernardo
Calvo (1233-43), who assisted Jaime I in the conquest
of Valencia, deserves special mention. The two-
storied Gothic cloister is exceedingly beautiful. A
handsome Gothic doorway leading to the chapter
house has been preserved.
The conciUar seminary was begun in 1635 by Gas-

par Gil and was finally finished, by command of Bene-
dict XIV, by Manuel Munoz in 1748. The present
seminary is located in the former Jesuit College. It

has sent out many famous men, among them Balmes
and the poet Mosi^n Jacinto Verdaguer, author of
" La Atlantida". The episcopal palace was destroyed
in the wars of 1640 and rebuilt by degrees, being com^
pleted by Bishop Veyan. The archaeological museum
is in this building. The LTniversity of Vich never at-

tained to any great importance; it is not known when
or by whom it was founded. PhiUip III granted it

the privilege of conferring degrees, but only in phi-
losophy and the arts (1599). PhiUip V, in the Cortes
of Barcelona (1702), granted it the power to confer
degrees in theology and other higher sciences. Man-
resa, where St. Ignatius Loyola WTote his Spiritual
Exercises, is situated in the Diocese of Vich. His
memory is venerated in the Santa Cueva, which has
been converted into a church, and a magnificent col-

lege of the Jesuits built near it. Among the cele-

brated natives of Vich should be mentioned the Trini-
tarian St. Miguel de los Santos and Padre Claret,
confessor of Isabella II and founder of the Congrega-
tion of the Missionaries of the Immaculate Heart of
Mary.
PiFFERRER, Esp„ siis monuTTientos y artes: CatahiHa, II (Barce-

lona. 1884): Florez, Esp. Sagrada, XXVIII (Madrid, 1774); de i.i

FuENTE, Hisl. de las universidades de Esp., II (Madrid 1885) ; Idem,
flist. erles. de £^sp.; (Barcelona, 1855) ; Fl6rez. Arq.iiz, Moncada
\'evan', Episcopologios.

Ramon Ruiz Amado.

Vico, Francescoe, de, astronomer, b. at Macerata,
States of the Church, 19 May, 1805; d. at London,
England, 15 Nov., 1848. Entering the Society of

Jesus at San Andrea, Rome, and showing peculiar
aptitude for mathematics and astronomy, he was
,ap]M)inted professor of these branches at the Roman
College an<l assistant to the director of the observa-
tory, Father Dumouchcl, whom he succeeded as
(lircctor in is:j9. Under his direction the observa-
tory acquired a Eurojiean reputation, and his labours
in astronomy made him famous. Science owes to

him many inijiortant discoveries. ITnwearied in

activity, he held corresiiondence with the most
celebrated a.stronomers, and was a frequent contribu-
tor to scientific piihlications. He was a charter
member of the Italian Society of Science, and was
elected to membership in many scientific socii>ties

at home and abroad. He received the Lalande
prii^es of the French academy, and six times won the
gold medal otTered by the King of Denmark to the first

discoverer of a telescopic comet. One of these medals
is in the museum at Georgetown University, U. S. A.
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Pather de Vico left Rome towards the end of March,
;he political disturbances of 1848 making his stay
mpossible. Arago, then Minister of Marine, wished
o retain him at Paris, but the threatening outlook
if affairs in Europe and the cordial invitation from
jeorgetown College to assume charge of its recently

'ounded observatory impelled him to come to the
United States. He arrived on 22 July, 1848, and, with
characteristic activity, spent the whole of the first

light with Lieutenant Jilaury at the U. S. Naval
3bservatory, Washington. The honourable reception,

:he frank and liberal treatment accorded him, and
:he generous offerings made to him, were powerful
nducements to retain him in America, and he accepted
:.he position of director of the observator\' at George-
:own College. Clear-sighted and prompt in planning
'or future work, after a few weeks stay at George-
town, he returned to England to expedite necessary
Dusiness arrangements: at Li\erpool he contracted
;yphus fever, and, although he recovered, his con-
ititution had been undermined, and he fell into a
lecline.

As de Vico's most important works may be men-
ioned: "The Discovery of six Comets" (see Poggen-
lorfT, infra); "The Discussion of the Rotation-period
jf the planet Venus". The dispute between the

periods of twenty-four days and twenty-three hours
lad been kept up for a century, and was settled by
lim by the important discovery that the spots on
he planet Venus could be observed in the day-time,
it least under the Italian sky. He gave the period
:.wenty-three hours, twenty-one minutes, and twenty-
mo seconds, which was generally accepted until

schiaparelli (1890) maintained that the rotation

;oincided with the revolution, as is the case with our
noon. De Vico's value was, however, justified,

imong others, by A. MuUer (1898) and Belopolsky
11911). His various astronomical works are con-
ained in the "Memorie" of the Roman CoUege for

he years 1836 to 1847, besides minor articles in the
istronomical journals ("Comptes Rendus" and
'Astronomische Xachrichten"). In addition to

lis scientific attainments, de Vico acquired reputa-
;ion as a musical composer; his compositions were
produced in the churches in Rome on the principal

easts, and his "Lamentations", published under the
itle " Antiphons and Responses of Matins and Lauds
or the Last Three Days of Holy Week" (London,
1877), are famous in sacred music.
Secphi in Memorie del Osservatorio del Collegia Romano (1850),

..31 s<iq.: V01.PICELLI. Atti Acad. Xuuvi Lincei, I, 172; PoooEN-
)ORFF, I1andw6Tterbuch, II, 1203; Herschel, Monthly Notices of
he Royal Astronomical Society of London, IX (1849), 65;
;o.MMERVOOEl.. Bihliothique de la Compagnie de J^sus, VIII, 642.
iee also L'Ami de la Religion. CXXXIX (Paris, 1S4H). 2,39-42.

E. I. Devitt.

Victimse Paschali Laudes Immolent Christiani,
;he first stanza of the Easter sequence. Medieval
nissals placed it on various days within the octave,
lut the Roman Missal a.ssigns it daily from Easter to
he following Saturday inclu.sively. On the au-
hority of ,<in Einsiedeln manuscript of the eleventh
'entury, its authorship, has been ascribed to Wipo
[q. v.). With less apparent reason it has been
iscribed to Notker Balbulus (q. v.) by Cardinal Bona,
;o Robert II of France by Durandus, and even to
\dam of St. Victor (although found in manuscripts
intedating his birth). It shares with certain of Not-
ter's .sequences their varying stanzaic form and almost
M.sual £is.sonance, but makes an advance in the fre-

quency of rhyme; it thus marks a transition from the
Notkerian sequences to the regul;ir rhymic and stan-
zaic form of those of Adam of St. Victor. As the
inly sec^uence in quasi-Xotkerian form retained in our
Missal, It is of great interest hymnologically. " Vos"
in the line "Pra'cedet vos in Galilaam", in the typi-
cal Mi.ssal (19(X)), w-as replaced in the Vatican Gnidu-
ile (1908) by "suos", the original word; this brings

the line into appropriate syllabic conformity with the
similar line in the preceding stanza, "Et gloriam vidi

resurgentis". Although the lines in any one stanza
will vary in syllabic length, a comparison of stanzas
will show perfect numerical correspondence in the
lines. Thus, stanzas 2 and 3:

Agnus redetnit ovcs;
Christus innocens Patri
Reconciliavit
Peccatores.

Mors et Vita duello
Conflixere mirando;
Dux vitae mortuus
Regnat vivus.

The first two lines in the stanzas have seven syllables

each; the third Une has six; the fourth line, four. The
chant melody is the same for each stanza. Another
melody is foimd for the next two stanzas, which are
also in perfect syllabic correspondence:

Die nobis, Maria,
Quid vidisti in via?
Sepuichruni Christi viventia
Et gloriam vidi resurgentis.

Angelicos testes,
Sudarium et vestes.
Surrexit Cliristus spes r

Prsecedet suos in Galila

Finally, comparing the original sixth stanza (omitted
in the reform of the Missal by the Council of Trent,
when, also, "suos" was changed into "vos" and
"Amen. Alleluia." w-as added to the sequence), per-
fect correspondence is again found:

Credendum est magis soli Scimus Christum surrexisse
A mortuia vere.
Tu nobis victor
Rex miserere.
Amen. Alleluia.

Dr. Neale, in his "Epistola" (published in Daniel,
IV), speaks (p. 22) of the wonderful art of building
proses or sequences, and expresses (p. 10) his surprise

at the deep ignorance, displayed by hturgists, of the
rhythm of the Notkerian proses. Daniel also (V, p.

68) is shocked at the judgment of Frantz,—that the
text is trivial, considered as poetry, and that the se-

quence has retained its popularity because of its good
melody. The text of the " Victimae Paschali Laudes"
has, however, so rarely appeared in correct form, that
the syllabic correspondence cannot be perceived.
Modern commentators often replace "surrexisse" by
"resurrexisse", ".suos" by "vos", and omit "vidi"
from the fourth stanza. The apparently irregular
rhj'thms and casual rhymes or assonances liave com-
bined to give pause to translators, who render the
sequence in our regular English stanza (as C. S. Cal-
verley)

:

Our salvation to obtain
Christ our Passover is slain:

Unto Christ we Christians raise

This our sacrifice of praise,

or (like Caswall) rhyme with apparently equal casual-
ness:

Forth to the paschal Victim, Christians, bring
Your sacrifice of praise:

The Lamb redeems the sheep . . .

What thou sawest, Mary, .say.

As thou wentest on the way . . .

or vary the verse lengths while keeping rhyme (like

C. B. Pear.-ion in I lie Baltimore " Manual of Prayers"),
or franklv adopt i)rosc (like the version in the "Missal
for the Use of the Laity", London, 1903).

This "magnificent sequence . . . this triumphal
hymn" (P. Wagner) assumed a .scenic character as
early as the thirteenth century, became a portion of
the "Office of the Sepulchre", entered into many
paschal Mystery Plays, and served as a model for

many imitations in honour of the Blessed Virgin and
the saints.

Mearns and Julian in Diet, of Hymnology (London, 1907),
1222-4. 1722, with bibliographical references; to the list of tra.

add: Baoshawe, Breviary Hymns and Missal Sequences (London,
B. d.), no. 80: Esung in Catholic Record, V, 12; Donahoe, Early
Christian Hymns. H. II (Middletown. Conn., 1911); and prose tr.

in Missal for the Use of the I^iity (London. 1903). Kay»er,
Beitrdgc zur (Icsch. u. ErkUirung der tilteslen Kirchenhymncn, II
(Paderborn, 1886), .37-60, with variant texts, rubrics, in full, of
the tjepulcri Officiujn. comment. Waoneb, Origine el Dtveloppe-
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meni du Chant Liturgique, etc.. tr BouB (Rome, Tournai, 1904),

264-5, gives corrpoted text: " It became quite aa celebrated as tlie

Media vita of Notker. ... In Germany it has maintained a

glorious popularity even down to our own times through the

hymn Christus ist erstanden. " Wagner adds that he published

in the Gregoriusblatt (1896), no. II sq.. two imitations "which
could be sung to the triumphant and much-loved melody of

Wipo". JOHNER, A New School of Gregorian Chant (New York,
1906), 115: "The melody is imbued with a spirit of triumphal
joy . . . The jubilant scimus Christum surrexisse . . . should
be sung with emphasis and solemnity, tempo moderate, not
dragged." The tr. of Leeson, omitted from the hist. ed. of

Hymns Ancient and Modern (London, 1909), is given by Ould,
Book of Hymns (Edinburgh, 1910). Bates, The English Re-
ligiotis Drama (New York and London, 1893), omits "vidi" and
has "vos" for "suos". Courthope, History of English Poetry, I

(London and New York, 1895). 394-5, omits "vidi" and has
"vos" for "suos", dates the beginning of modern drama from the

use of the " Victimse paschali laudes" in the Sepulcri Officium and
the representations thence developed. Thompson in Duffield,
The Latin Hymn Writers and Their Hymns (New York, 1889),

thinks the undoubted poems of Wipo do not "show the fine ear

for rhythm which the author of the VictimEe paschali laudes must
have possessed. The sequence was one of those Easter hymns in

which Luther took such delight. ... He calls this a ' very beau-
tiful hymn*, especially finding delight in the second verse Mors et

Vita ,*
. , ". See also Easter—The Easter Office and Mass.

H. T. Henry.

Victor I, Saint, Pope (189-198 or 199), date of

birth unknown. The "Liber Pontificalis " makes
him a native of Africa and give.s his father the name
of Fehx. This authority, taking the "Liberian

Catalogue" as its basis, gives the years 186-197 as

the period of Victor's episcopate. The Armenian
text of the "Chronicle" of Eusebius (Leipzig, 1911,

p. 223) places the beginning of Victor's pontificate in

the seventh year of the reign of the Emjieror Commo-
dus (186-87) and gives it a duration of twelve years;

in his "Church History" (V, xxii, ed. Schwarts,

Leipzig, 1902, p. 486) Eu.sebius transfers the beginning

of the pontificate to the tenth year of the reign of

Commodus (189 or 190) and makes it last ten years.

During the closing years of the reign of Commodus
(lSO-192) and the early years of Septimius Severus
(from 193) the Roman Church enjoyed in general

great external peace. The favourable opinion of the

Christians held by Commodus is ascribed to the

influence of a woman named Marcia. According to

the testimony of Hippolytus ("Philosophumena",
IX, 12) she had been brought up by the presbyter

Hyacinthus, was very favourably inclined towards

the Christians, perhaps even a Christian herself

(Hippolytus, loc. cit., calls her (piXiBeot God-loving).

One day she summoned Pope Victor to the imperial

palace and asked for a Ust of the Roman Christians

who had been condemned to forced labour in the

mines of Sardinia, so that she might obtain their

freedom. The pope handed her the list and Marcia,

having received from the emperor the required

pardon, sent the presbyter Hyacinthus to Sardinia

with an order of release for the Christian confessors.

CalUstus, afterwards pope, who had been among those

deported, did not return to Rome, but remained at

Antium. where he received a monthly pension from
the Roman Christians. Irena-us ("Adv. Haereses'',

IV, XXX, 1) points out that Christians were em-
ployed at this period as oflncials of the imperial Court.

Among these officials was the imperial freedman
Prosenes, whose gravestone and epitaph have been
preserved (De Rossi, "Inscriptiones christ. urbis

Roma;", I, 9, no. 5). Septimius Severus, also, during

the early years of his reign, regarded the Christians

kindly, so that the influence of Christian ofTicials

continued. The emperor retained in his palace a
Christian named Proculus who had once cured him.

He protected Christian men and women of rank

against the excesses of the heathen ral)ble, and his

son Caracalla had a Christian wet nurse (TertuUian,

"Ad Scapulam", IV). Christi.anity made great

advances in the capital and also found adherents

among the families who were distinguished for wealth

and noble descent (Eusebius, "Hist, eccl.", V, xxi).

Internal di.s.sensions during this era affected the

Church at Rome. The dispute over the celebration
of Easter (see Easter—Easier Conlrovcrsy) grew
more acute. The Christians at Rome, who had
come from the province of Asia, were accustomed to
observe Easter on the 14th day of Nisan, whatever
day of the week that date might happen to fall on,
just as they had done at home. This difference
inevitably led to trouble when it appeared in the
Christian community of Rome. Pope \'ictor decided,
therefore, to bring about unity in the observance of
the Easter festival and to persuade the Quartodeci-
mans to join in the general practice of the Church.
He wrote, therefore, to Bishop Polycrates of Ephesus
and induced the latter to call together the bishops of
the province of Asia in order to discuss the matter
with them. This was done; but in the letter .sent by
Polycrates to Pope Victor he declared that he firmly
held to the Quartodeciman custom observed by so
many celebrated and holy bishops of that region.
Victor called a meeting of Italian bishops at Rome,
which is the earliest Roman synod known. He also
wrote to the leading bishops of the various districts,

urging them to call together the bi-shops of their
sections of the country and to take counsel with
them on the question of the Easter festival. Letters
came from all sides: from the synod in Palestine, at
which Theophilus of Ca>sarea and Narcissus of Jerusa-
lem presided; from the synod of Pontus over which
Palmas as the oldest presided; from the communities
in Gaul whose bishop was Irena-us of Lj'ons; from the
bishops of the Kingdom of Osrhocne; also from indi-

vidual bishops, as Bakchylus of Corinth. These
letters all unanimously reported that Easter was
observed on Simday. ^'ictor, who acted throughout
the entire matter as the head of Catholic Christen-
dom, now called upon the bishops of the province of
Asia to abandon their custom and to accept the
universally prevaiUng practice of always celebrating
E.aster on Sunday. In case they would not do this

he declared they would be excluded from the fellow-

ship of the Church.
This severe procedure did not please all the bishops.

Irenteus of Lyons and others wrote to Pope Victor;
they blamed his severity, urged him to maintain
peace and unity with the bishops of Asia, and to

entertain affectionate feelings toward them. Irenoeus

reminded him that his predecessors had indeed always
maintained the Sunday observance of Easter, as was
right, but had not broken off friendly relations and
communion with bishops because they followed
another custom (Eusebius, "Hist, eccl.", V, xxiii-

XXV.) We have no information concerning the fur-

ther course of the matter under Victor I so far as it

regards the bishops of Asia. All that is known is

that in the course of the third century the Roman
practice in the observance of Easter became gradually
universal. In Rome itself, where Pope Victor natu-
rally enforced the observance of Easter on Sunday by
all Christians in the capital, an Oriental named Bla.s-

tus, with a few followers, opposed the pope and
brought about a schism, which, however, did not grow
in importance (Eusebius, loc. cit., V, xx). Pope
Victor also had difficulties with a Roman priest

named Florinus, who probably came from Asia Minor.
As an official of the imperial court, Florinus had
become acquainted in Asia Minor with St. Polycarp,

and later was a presbyter of the Roman Church. He
fell into the Gnostic heresy and defended the false

learning of Valentine. St. Irena-us wrote two trea-

tises against him: "On the Monarchy |of God] and
that (>od is not the .Vuthor of I'A-il", and "On the

Ogdoad". Irena"us also cvilled \'ictor's attention to

the dangerous writings of Florinus, who was probably
degraded from his jiriestly functions by the pope and
exi)elled from the Church (Eusebius, "Hist, eccl.",

V, XV, 20).

During the pontificate of Victor a rich Christian,
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heodotus the Leather-seller, came from Constanti- most German sources designate Swabia as his birth-

)ple to Rome and taught false doctrines concerning place. His parents were Count Hartwig and Coun-
lirist,Whomhe declared to be merelyaman endowed tess Baliza; the Emperor Henry III recognized him
• the Holy Ghost, at baptism, with supernatural as a collateral kinsman, and he was a nephew of Bishop

)wer. The pope condemned this heresy and excluded Gebhard HI of Ratisbon, who at the court Diet of

iieodotus from the Church. The latter, how- Goslar presented him (Christmas Day, 1042) to

er, would not submit, but, together with his adher- Henry HI as a candidate for the episcopal see of

ts, formed a schismatic party, which maintained Eichstatt. The emperor hesitated at first because

ielf for a time at Rome. Victor may also have come
to contact with the Montanists. TertuUian reports

Ad Praxeam", I) that a Roman bishop, whose
ime he docs not give, had declared his acceptance

the pi'ophecies of INIontanus, but had been per-

aded by Praxea-s to withdraw. Duchesne ("His-
ii-e ancienne de I'egUse", I, 278) and others think
rtuUian means Pope Eleutherius, but many investi-

Gebhard was only twenty-four years old, but, on the
advice of the aged Archbishop Bardo of Mainz, he
finally consented to invest him with this important
see. Gebhard proved to be a good bishop and a
prudent statesman. He was in the emperor's ret-

iime when the latter was crowned at Rome in 1046;
he took p;urt in the synod presided over by Leo IX at

Mainz in October, 1049, and in the consultations be-

tors con.sider it more probable that he meant Pope tween the pope and the emperor at Ratisbon and
ctor, because the latter had had much to do with Bamberg in 1052. By this time he had become the

e inhabitants of Asia Minor, and because, between most influential councillor of Henry III. It was upon
and 200, Praxcas had gone from Rome to Car- his advice that in 1053 a German army, which was

age, where he was
rposed by TertuUian.
le riviestion cannot be
cidcd positively.

Jerome calls Pope
ctor the first Latin
•iter in the Church
Ihronicon, ad an. Abr.

09); he mentions
lall treatises (medio-

la de religione volu-

Ina, loc. cit.; cf. "De
ris i 1 1 u s t r ib u s",

XXIV: "Victor, thir-

enth bishop of the
jman city, the wTiter

certain opuscida on
e paschal question
d others, ruled the
lurch ten years under
verus"). Besides
e letters touching
e Easter controversy none

Victor II with Bishops Gezmann and Gundekab of Eichstatt
From Gundekar's Pontifical, the Cathedral Treasury', Eichstatt

on its way to join Leo
IX in his war against
the Normans, was re-

called, an advice which
he is said to have re-

gretted when he was
pope (Leo Marsicanus
in his "Chronicon
Casinense", II, 89, in

P. L., CLXXIII, 692).

Early in the same year
he became regent of

Bavaria for the three-

year old Henry IV. In
this capacity he had oc-

casion to prove his loy-

alty towards the em-
peror by defending the
rights of the empire
against the deposed
Duke Conrad, the
counts of Scheyern,

)rks is known. Harnack tried to prove that
was the author of the treatise against the

pe-throwers ("De aleatoribus''), erroneously as-

ibed to St. Cjiprian (see "Texte und LTntersuch-
igen," V, Leipzig, 1899), though the opinion is now
liver.sally rejected (cf. Harnack, "Geschichte der
tchristl. Litcratur", II, pt. II, 370). It was during
ctor's administration, perhaps, that the canon of

ripturc used at Rome, and which has been partially

e.served in the Muratorian Fragment, was drawn

of St. Victor's and his own uncle, Bishop Gebhard of Rati-sbon.

After the death of Leo IX (19 April, 1054) Cardinal-
subdeacon Hildebrand came to the emperor at the
head of a Roman legation with the urgent request to

designate Gebhard as pope. M the Diet of Mainz,
in September, 1054, the emperor granted this re-

quest, but Gebhard refused to accept the papal
dignity. At a court Diet held at Ratisbon in March,
1055, he finally accepted the papacy, but only on
condition that the emperor restored to the Apostolic

See aU the possessions that had been taken from it.

In the note concerning him in the "Liber Pon- The emperor consented to this condition and Geb-
icalis" (ed. Duchesne, I, 137) the Easter contro- hard accompanied Hildebrand to Rome, where he was
Tsy is also mentioned; in addition, the introduction formally elected and solemnly enthroned on Maundy
seguenles among the clergy is also attributed to Thursday, 13 April, 1055, taking the name of Victor

It is not certain what this means, whether it II. Even as pope he retained the Diocese of Eich-
iplics to the acolytes, or to the assistants who ap-
ared later at Rome for such clcrg>' as were much
cupied with the administration of their cures. In
ly c;i,sc the note is one of tho.se which the author
hitrarily inserted into the biographies of the various
pes, and has, accordingly, no historical value. The

statt. Victor II was a worthy succe.s.sor of Leo IX.
With imtiring zeal he combated, like his predecessor,

against simony and clerical concubinage. Being well

supported by the emperor, he often succeeded where
Leo IX had failed. On Penteco.st Sunday, 4 June,

1055, he held a large synod at Florence, in presence of

me is true of the ordinance respecting the adminis- the emperor and 120 bishops, where former decrees
at ion of baptism in cases of necessity ascribed to again.st simony and incontinence were confirmed and

several offending bishops depo.sed. To King Ferdi-

nand of Spain he sent mcs.sengers with threats of

excommunication if he should continue in his refusal

to acknowledge Henry III as Roman Emperor.
Ferdinand submitted to the papal demands. Before
the emperor returned to Germany he transferred to

the pope the duchies of Spoleto and Camerino.
Early in 1056 Victor II .sent Hildebrand back to

France to resume his labours against simony and

)pe Victor by the .same author.
EfsEniira. Hill. rrrl.. V, M-xn-iii; Liber PonlificGlin. ed.

^CHESXE. I. 137-1.38; Ada SS.. July, VI, .534-542: Lanoen,
xrhirhtc dcT Tdminchen KiTche, I (Bonn, 1881). 176 sqq., 179 sq.,

2 .sqq.; DucHE-SNE, HisUnTe ancienne de V^glise, I (Paris, 1906),
1 sq.. 277 sq.. 289 sqq.

J. P. KiRSCH.

Victor II (Gebhard, Count of Calw, Tollen-
EIN, AND HiR.scHBERo), PoPB, b. about 1018; d.

\rezzo, 28 July, 10.57. The papal catalogues concubinage, which he had begim under Leo IX.
ake him a native of the Bavarian Nordgau, while He appointed the archbishops Uaimbaud of Arleg
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and Pontius of Aix papal legates to battle against

the same vices in Southern France. Late in the sum-
mer of the same year he accepted the urgent invitation

of the emperor to come to Germany, arriving at

Goslar on 8 September. He accompanied Henry III

to Botfeld in the Hartz Mountains where on 5
October he witnessed the untimely death of the em-
peror. Before his death, the emperor entrusted his

six-year-old successor, Henry IV, and the regency of

the kingdom to the pope. On 28 October, after

burying the emperor in the cathedral at Speyer, he
secured the imperial succession of Henry IV by having
him solemnh' enthroned at Aachen. He still further

strengthened the position of the boy-king by recom-
mending him to the loyalty of the princes at the im-
perial Diet which he convened at Cologne early in

December, and at the court Diet of Ratisbon on
Christmas Day.

Leaving the regency of Germany in the hands of

Agnes, mother of Henry IV, Victor returned to Rome
in February, 1057, where he presided over a council

at the Lateran on 18 April. On 1-1 June he created
Frederick, whom he had a month jireviously helped
to the abbacy of Monte Cassino, Cardinal-priest of

San Crisogono, thus gaining the friendship of the
powerful Duke Godfrey of Lorraine, a brother of the
new cardinal. He then went to Tuscany, where he
settled (23 July) a jurisdictional dispute between the

Bishops of Arezzo and Siena at a synod held in the
palace of St. Donatus near Arezzo; five days later he
died. His attendants wished to bring his remains
to the cathedral at Eichstatt for burial. On their

way thither, the remains were forcibly taken from
them by some citizens of Ravenna and buried there

in the Church of Santa Maria Rotonda, the burial-

place of Theodoric the Great.
The chief sources for the life of Victor II are the narrations

of an anonymous writer of Herrieden, Anontmus Haserensis. a
contemporary of Henry IV; thev are printed in Mon. Germ. Hist.:

Script.. VII. 263 sq.; Mann, The Lives of the Popes in the Middle
Ages, VI (London, 1910), 1S3-206; Joris, Victor II, pope et

rigent de Vempire inRevue du monde cathoti<iue(18G2-3),l\\560-
^2, V, 46-61; HoFLER, Die deutsch. Pdpste, II (Ratisbon, 1839).
217-68; Steindorff in Allgemeine deutsch. Biographic, XXXIX
(Leipzig, 1895), 670-3; Idem, Jahrbucher des deutsch. Reiches
unter Heinrich III, I, II (Leipzig, 1874-81); Meyer von Kno-
N-AU, Jnhrb. des deutsch. Reiches unter Heinrich IV. u. Heinrich V,

I ^Leipzig, 1S90); Lefflad, Regesten der BischOfe von Eichstddt, I

(Eichstadt, 1871); Sax, Die Bischofe u. Reichsjursten von Eich-
stddt, I (Landshut, 1884), 39, 43; Will, Viktor II als Papst und
Reichsverweser in Tiibinger Theol. Quartalschrift (1862), 185-
243; jAFFfc, Reoesta Pontif. Rom. (Leipzig, 1885-8), I, 549-553;
II. 710-1. 750; Watterich, Pontif. rom. vitce, I (Leipzig, 1862),
177-88; Liber vontif., ed. Duchesne, II, 277.

MiCHAEl. OtT.

Victor III, Blessed, Pope (Dauferius or Dac-
fak), b. in 1026 or 1027 of a non-regnant branch of

the Lombard dukes of Benevento; d. in Rome, 16

Sept., 10S7. Being an only son his desire to embrace
the monastic state was strenuously opposed by both
his parents. After his father's death in battle with

the Normans, 1047, he fled from the marriage which
had been arranged for him and though brought back
by force, eventually after a second flight to Cava
obtained permission to enter the monastery of S.

Sophia at Benevento where he received the name of

Desiderius. The life at S. Sophia was not strict

enough for the young monk who betook himself first

to the island monastery of Tremite in the Adriatic

and in 10.53 to some hermits at Majella in the .\h-

nizzi. About this time he was brought to the notice

of St. Loo IX and it is probable th;it the pope employed
him at Benevento to negotiatepeace witli the Xoniuuis
after the fatal battle of Civitate. S.imewhnt later

Desiderius attached himself to the Covirt of Victor 11

at Florence and there met two monks of Monte Cas-

sino, with whom he returned to their mon;istery in

10,55. He joined the cninmunity, and was shortly

afterwards appointed siiperior of the dependent
house at Capua. In 1057 Stephen IX (XI who had
retained the abbacy of Monte Cassino came thither

and at Christmas, believing himself to be dying, or-

dered the monks to elect a new abbot. Their choice
fell on Desiderius. The pope recovered, and, desiring

to retain the abbacy during his lifetime, appointed the
abbot-designate his legate for Constantinople. It

was at Bari, when about to sail for the East, that the
news of the pope's death reached Desiderius. Hav-
ing obtained a safe-conduct from Robert Guiscard,
the Norman Count (later Duke) of Apulia, he re-

turned to his monastery and was duly installed by
Cardinal Humbert on Easter Daj', 1058. A year later

he was ordained cardinal-priest of the title of S.

Cecelia and received the abbatial blessing.

Desiderius was the greatest of all the abbots of

Monte Cassino with the exception of the founder, and
as such won for himself "imperishable fame" (Gre-
gorovius). He rebuilt the church and conventual
buildings, established schools of art and re-established

monastic discipline so that there were 200 monks in

the momvstery in his day (see Monte Cassino). On
1 Oct., 1071, the new and magnificent Basilica of

Monte Cassino was consecrated by Alexander II.

Desiderius's great reputation brought to the abbey
many gifts and exemptions. The monej- was spent
on church ornaments of which the most notable
were a great golden altar front from Constantinople,
adorned with gems and enamels and "nearly all the
church ornaments of Victor II which had been pawned
here and there throughout the city" [Chron. Cass.,

Ill, 18 (20) ]. The bronze and silver doors of the
Cassinese Basilica which Desiderius erected rernain,

and in the Church of S. Angelo in Formis near Capua
some of the frescoes executed by his ortlers may still

be seen. Peter the Deacon gives (op. cit., Ill, 63) a
list of some seventy books which Desiderius caused to

be copied at Monte Cassino ; they include works of Sts.

Augustine, Ambrose, Bede, Basil, Jerome, Gregorj' of

Nazianzus, and Cassian, the regist ers of Popes Felix and
Leo, the histories of Josephus, Paul Warnfrid, Jordanus,

and Gregorj' of Tours, the" Institutes "and "Novels"
of Justinian, the works of Terence, Virgil, and Seneca,

Cicero's "De natura deorum", and Ovid's "Fasti".

Desiderius had been appointed papal vicar for

Campania, Apulia, Calabria, and the Principality of

Beneventum with special powers for the reform of

monasteries; so great was his reputation with the

Holy See that he " w;is allowed by the Roman Pontiff

to appoint Bishops and Abbots from among his

brethren in whatever churches or monasteries he de-

sired of those which had been widowed of their

patron" (Chron. Cas., Ill, 34).

Within two years of the consecration of the Cas-
sinese Basilica, Pope Alexander died and was suc-

ceeded by Hildebrand. Undoubtedly the chief im-
portance of Desiderius in papal history lies in his

influence with the Normans, an influence which he
was able repeatedly to exert in favour of the Holy
See. Already in 1059 he had persmided Robert
Guiscard and Richard of Capua to become v.issals of

St. Peter for their newly conquered territories: now
Gregory VII immediately after his election sent for

him to give an account of the state of Norman It.tly

and entrusted him with the negotiation of an inter-

view with Robert Guiscard. This took place on
2 Aug., 1073, at Benevento. In 1074 and 1076 he
acted as intermediarv', probably a.s Gregor>''s agent,

between the Norman princes themsel\-es, and even
when the Iatti>r were at open war with the pope, they

still maintained the best relations with Monte Cas-

sino (end of 1076). At the end of 1080 it was Deside-

rius who obtained Norman troops for Gregorj'. In

1082 he visite<l the emperor at .Mliano, while the

troops of the Imperialist antipope were harassing the

pope from Tivoli. In 1083 the peace-loving abbot
joined Hugh of Cluny in an attempt to reconcile pope
and emperor, and his proceedings seem to have
arousetl some suspicion in Gregory's entourage. In
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10S4 when Romo was in Henrj^'s Lands and the pope
besiegedinSant' Angelo, Desiderius announced the ap-
proach of Guiscard's army to both emjieror and pope.
Though certainly a strong partisan of the Hilde-

brandine reform the gentler Desiderius belonged to the

moderate party and could not always see eye to eye
n-ith Oregon,- in his most intransigeant proceedings.

Vet when the latter lay dying at Salerno (25 May,
10S5) the Abbot of Monte Cassino was one of those
ivhom lie named as fittest to succeed him. Desiderius

nas by no means willing to assume the mantle of

Gregory VII, experience had taught him that his

power and utility la}' in being a middleman, yet at a
time when the Church was surrounded by powerful
enemies his influence with the Normans made him the

most obvious candidate. The Romans had expelled

[he antipope from the city, and hither Desiderius

lastened to consult with the cardinals on the ap-
proaching election; finding, however, that they were
Pent on forcing the papal flignitj- ujion him he fled to

Monte Cassino, where he busied himself in exhorting
the Xonnans and Lombards to rally to the support of

the Holy See. When autumn came Desiderius ac-

companied the Norman army in its march towards
Rome, but becoming aware of the plot which was on
foot between the cardinals and the Norman princes to

force the tiara upon him, he would not enter Rome
jnle.ss they swore to abandon their design; this they
refused to do, and the election was postponed. At
ibout Easter (Chron. Cass., Ill, 66) the bishops and
cardinals assembled at Rome summoned Desiderius
iud the cardinals who were with him at Monte Cas-
sino to come to Rome to treat concerning the elec-

tion. On 23 May a great meeting was held in the
leaconr>' of St. Lucy, and Desiderius was again im-
Dortuned to accept the papacy but persisted in his

refusal, threatening to return to his mon;ister\' in case
")f violence. Next day, the feast of Pentecost, very
?arly in the morning the same scene was repeated,
riie con.sul Cencius now suggested the election of Odo,
3ar<linal-Bishop of Ostia (afterwards Urban II), but
this w;is rejected by some of the cardinals on the
ground that the translation of a bishop was con-
trary to the canons. The assembly now lost all

Datience; Desiderius was seized and dnagged to the
[Church of St. L\icy where he w.os forcibly vested in the
•ed ope and given the name of Victor (24 May, 1086).
rhe Church had been without a head for twelve
Tionths all but a day. Four days later pope and
carflinals had to flee from Rome before the imperial
Drefect of the city, and at Terracina, in spite of all

t)rotests, Victor laid aside the papal insignia and once
Tiore retired to Monte Cassinf) where he remained
learly a whole year. In the middle of Lent, 1087, a
jouncil of cardinals and bisliops was held at Capua at

ivhich the pope-elert as.-iisted as " Papal vicar of those
t)arts" (letter of Hugh of Lyons) together with the
^fo^m.an princes. Cencius the Consul, and the Roman
lobles; here Victor finally yielded and "by the a-s-

'umption of the cross and pun'le confirmed the past
Mrction" (Chron. Cass., Ill, 68). How much his

ilintinacy had irritated some of the prelates is evi-

lenced in the letter of Hugh of Lyons preserved by
Hugh of Flaviony (Mon. Germ. Hist.: Script. VIII,
t66-8).

.\fter celebrating Easter in his monastery Victor
[proceeded to Rome, and when the Normans had
Iriven the soldiers of the Antipope Clement III

IGuibert of Ravenna) out of St. Peter's, was there
consecrated and enthroned (9 May, 1087). He only
remained eight d.ays in Rome and then returned to

Monte Cassino. Before May was out he was once
more in Rome in answer to a summons from the
O'ountess Matilda, whose troops held the Leonine
3ity and Trastevere, but when at the end of June
the .antipope once more gained pos.seRsion of St.

Peter's, Victor again retired to his abbey. In Au-

gust a council was held at Benevento, at which he re-

newed the excommunication of the antipope and the
condemnation of lay-investiture, and anathematised
Hugh of Lyons and Richard, Abbot of Marseilles.

\\lien the council had lasted three days Victor became
seriously ill and retired to Monte Cassino to die. He
had himself carried into the chapter-house, issued

various decrees for the benefit of the abbey, appointed
with the consent of the monks the prior. Cardinal
Oderisius, to succeed him in the Abbacy, just as he
himself had been appointed by Stephen IX (X), and
proposed Odo of Ostia to the assembled cardinals and
bishops as the next pope. He died 16 Sept., 10S7,

and was buried in the tomb he had prepared for him-
self in the chapter-house. In the sixteenth century
his bodj- was removed to the church, and again trans-

lated in 1890. The cultus of Blessed Victor seems to

have begim not later than the pontificate of Ana-s-

tasius IV, about 60 years after his death (Acta
SS. loc. cit.). In 1727 the Abbot of Monte Cassino
obtained from Benedict III permission to keep
his feast (Tosti, I, 393).

Pope Victor III is a far less impressive figure in

history than Desiderius the great Abbot of Monte
Cassino, but there is abundant evidence that it was
largely his failing health that made him so reluctant

to accept the great position which w:us thrust upon
him, indeed Ordericus tells us that he was taken ill

when saying the first Mass after his consecration, so

that during his papacy "he hardly got through one
single Mass", vix una lanium missa perfunclus (P. L.,

CLXXXVIII, p. 578). On 5 Aug., 1087, when
Victor was holding the Coimcil at Bene\'ento, an army
consisting of Roman, Genoese, Pisan, and Amalfitan
troops sent by him to Africa under the Banticr of

St. Peter captured the town of El Mahadia, and
forced the Mohammedan ruler of Tunis to promise
tribute to the Holy See and to free all Christian slaves.

This event may perhaps be considered as the begm-
ning of the Crusades. The only literary work of

Victor which we possess is his "Dialogues" on the
miracles wrought by St. Benedict and other saints at

Monte Cassino. There is also a letter to the bishops
of Sardinia to which country he had sent monks while
still .\bbot of Monte Cassino. In his "De Viris

illustribus Casinensibus, " Peter the Deacon ascribes

to him the composition of a " Cantus ad B. Maurum"
and letters to Philip of France and Hugh of Cluny
which no longer exist.
The chief source is tlie Chrnnicon Casxinenae, in Afori, Germ.

His/.: Script., VII. reprintecl in P. L., 173; some iiutobioKraphical
details are to be met with in his own Dmlopurs, P. L., 149. See
also M.\BILLO.S, Aria SS. O.S.B., VI, 2; .^rl„ SS.. Sept., V.
373 .sqtl.; W.^TTKnirn, Pontifirnm R.-.m,in.-.r„m Ti'-T. I (Leipzig,

1862), in which (362)18 to be f'i '',,< lyons
mentioned above; Liber Ponl' ' M (I'.iris,

1892), 292; Jaff*, Kcpeste P../ r,:,.-,-6.

The best English account is J.I v > 1 1 i Lon-
don, 1910), 218-244. ForDesi.u riu» M ,.,:,,,.„., >MM, ilie Nor-
mans see Ch.\LAXDON, Hi.H. dc Ul Di/nnnaluin Nijrnianilc en Italic

tl en Sieile (Paris, 1907); B6HMF.R, Victor Illia Rcalcncyklopadie
fur jirnleslanlische ThcolnQic, XX (Leipzig, 1908); Greoohovius,
ffi.^t. of Rome in the Middle .4ffc«, tr. Hamilton, IV (London,
1894-1900); Milman. I^tin Chrislixmity, IV (London, 1872);
Tosti, Storia deUa Badia di Monte Cassino (Naplr's. 1842);
Crowe and Cavalcaselle, Hist, of Painting in Italy (New
York, 1909).

Raymund Webster.

Victor IV, two antipopes of this name.—I. Car-
dinal Gregory Conti, elected in opposition to Inno-
cent II in the middle of March, 1138, by the partisans

of the Pierleoni family, as successor to .\naclctus II.

At the end of two mont hs, however, Gregory submit ted

on 29 May to Innocent and renounced his office.

II. Octavius, Cardinal of St. Cecilia, d. at Lucca,
20 April, 1164. He was elected 7 Sept., ll.W, by a
small minority of the cardinals (four or five), the
clergy of St. Peter's, and the Roman populace, while
at the same time the majority of the college of car-

dinals elected the chancellor Rolando who assumed
the title of Alexander III. Octavian belonged to one
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of the most powerful Roman families (Counts of

Tusculum), had been cardinal since 1138, and was
very popular on account of his liberality, accessibiUty,

and splendour of hving. He was considered a great

friend of the Germans, and rested his hopes on the

Emperor Frederick Barbarossa. Yet it is not to be

assumed that the emperor had desired his election;

Rolando was certainly not agreeable to him, yet

neither was it to his interest to have an antipope. As
a matter of fact the emperor was at first neutral and
called upon the bishops not to take sides; the decision,

the emperor said, should be reserved for the action of

the Church. As the chief protector of the Church,

therefore, he convoked a synod at Pavia (February,

1160). It decided, as was to be expected, for Victor,

and pronounced an anathema upon Alexander, while

Alexander on his side excommunicated the emperor.

The attempt to secure Victor's recognition was never

completely successful in Germany, where Bishop

Eberhard of Salzburg was his principal opponent.

France and England sided with Alexander; Spain,

Hungary, Ireland, and Norway followed their ex-

ample. King Louis VII of France wavered, indeed,

once more in 1162, but the disastrous meeting with the

emperor at Saint-Jean-de-Losne had as its result that

the king held firmly to the obedience of Alexander.

During the years 1162-65 Alexander lived in France,

and from 1163 the pope exerted himself to gain more
of Germany for his cause. All uncertainty came to

an end at the death of Victor IV. His successor was
Paschal III.

Japf£, Regesta pontificum Romanorum (2nd ed., Leipzig. 1885-

1886), I, 919; II, 418-26; Langen. Geschichle der romischen Kirche

von GregoT VII. bis Innocem III. (Bonn. 1893), 439-76; Hauck,
Kirchmgeschichle Deulschlands, IV (Leipzig, 1902), 156, 225-58;
Hehoenbother, Handbuch der allgemeinen Kirchengeschichte, ed.

KiRSCH, II (4tli ed., Freiburg, 1904). 454-57.

Klemens Loffler.

Victor, Bishop of Tunnunum (Tonnenna, Tun-
nuna) in Northern Africa and zealous supporter of the

Three Chapters; d. about 569, probably in confine-

ment at a mona.stery in Constantinople. On account

of his fanatical adherence to the Three Chapters,

which had been condemned by an edict of Justinian I

in 544, he was first imprisoned in the monastery of

Mandrakion, then exiled to the Balearic Islands on the

Mediterranean Sea, and finally to Egypt. In 564 he

was summoned before the emperor and the Patriarch

of Constantinople, with five other African bishops,

and ordered to submit to the emperor's edict. AH of

them remained obstinate and were imprisoned in dif-

ferent monasteries of Constantinople. Victor is the

author of a celebrated chronicle from the creation of

the world to the end of the year 566. Only that part

of the chronicles which extends from 444 to 566 is

extant. It is of great historical value, dealing chiefly

with the Eutychian heresy, the controversy about the

Three Chapters, and giving some details concerning

the Arians and the invasion of the Vandals. It was
first edited by Canisius in 1600, is reprinted in Migne,

P. L., LXVIII, 941-62, and was newly edited by
Mommsen in "Mon. Germ. Hist. Auct. Antiq.", XI
(Berlin, 1894), 178-206. The chronicle was con-

tinued to ,590 by Joannes Gothus, founder of the

Abbey of Biclar in Sjxiin (Migne, P. L., LXXII,
8.59-70 and Mommsen, loc. cit., 211-20). Victor is

prob;\bly also the author of "De Pocnitentia", a
treatise formerly attributed to St. Ambrose and
printed in Migne, P. L., XVII, 971-1005.
Papencordt, Oeschichte der Vandalischen Uerrschafi in Afrika

(Berlin, 1837). 359-65; Holder Eoqer, Victor von Timnuna in

Neuc.^ Archiv filT dllere deulsche Geschichts/orschung, I (Berlin,

1876), 298 sq.; Leclehco, L'A/rique Chrttiennc. II (Paris, 1904),

271-72; Stokeb in Diet. Christ. Biog., IV, 1126.

Michael Ott.

Victor, Canons Regclar op Saint. See Canons
AND Canonesses Re(!oi.ar; Saint-Victor, Ab-
IlKY OK.

Victor Emmanuel. See Italy; Piedmont.

Victoria, Diocese of (Victorien. in ins. Van-
couver), in southwestern British Columbia, of which
province it is the capital, was known until recently,
first, as the Diocese, and later, as the Archdiocese of
Vancouver. It is the mother-diocese of British Colum-
bia, for at its estabhslmient in 1847 it comprised the
mainland of this province and all the coast islands, in-
cluding the Queen Charlotte group. In 1863 the
mainland became an ApostoUc vicariate, and was
afterwards erected into the Diocese of New West-
minster, at which time the Diocese of Vancouver
was restricted to Vancouver Island and adjacent
islands. Alaska, after its cession to the United States
in 1867, was attached to this see, and remained so
untU 1894 when it became a prefecture Apostolic
(see Alaska). In 1904 the title was changed to
that of the archdiocese, and in 1909 to that of the
Diocese of Victoria, the Archdiocese of Vancouver
being then transferred to Vancouver City, B. C.
As early as 1778 Franciscan missionaries reached

Nootka on the west coast of the island. Later, a
sprinkling of settlers established themselves in the
southern part, in what was known as Fort Camosun,
a name afterwards changed to Victoria, in honour of

the reigning Queen of England. In 1843 Father
Bolduc volunteered to minister to the spiritual neces-

sities of these pioneers. In 1847 Rev. Modeste
Demers (q. v.), a missionary of Oregon, was called

to take charge of the newly created See of Vancouver.
He had already acquired personal knowledge and
experience regarding the territory known as British

Columbia, and, before taking possession of his see,

he went to Europe to seciu-e priests and means for

his needy diocese. Father, afterwards Bishop,
Lootens was one of the generous volunteers. With
characteristic energy, foresight, and wisdom, Bishop
Demers soon organized the district assigned him.
To aid him, he brought the Sisters of St. Ann in 1858,

and, the following year, the Oblates of Mary Immacu-
late. The latter were given charge of the natives

of the entire diocese, and established themselves with
headquarters at Esqiiimalt ; they remained until

1864. The former, devoted both to education and the

care of the sick, are still actively engaged in various

parts of the diocese, and have two institutions in Vic-

toria, St. Ann's Academy for girls and St. Joseph's

Hospital.
Before the death of Bishop Demers in 1871, he

appointed as his administrator, the Reverend C. J.

Seghers, (q. v.), who two years later became bishop.

The apostolic zeal of his saintly predecessor marked
his six years' tenure of office, when Bulls from
Rome appointed him coadjutor to Archbishop Blan-
chet of Oregon, with right of .succession, and the

Rev. J. B. Brondel succeeded him in Victoria. Five
years later, the latter \yas transferred to Helena,

Montana, and Ai'chbishop Seghers, at his own sug-

gestion, was reappointed to the vacant see of Van-
couver. Right Rev. J. N. Lemmens (b. in Schim-
mert, Holland, in 18.50) was ordained at the American
College of Louvain, Belgium, in 1S75, and came the

fohowing year to Victoria. In 1884, he w'as sent to

represent "the diocese at the Third Plenary Council

of Baltimore. After the tragic death of .\rehbishop

Seghers, Father Lemmens was consecrated Bishop of

Vancouver, in 188S. .\ Listing monument to his ener-

getic cfTorts is the Gothic cathedral, which was com-
plcl<'(l in 1S92. He died in IS'.IT in Guatemala, Central

America, where he was spending sonic months for the

double purpose of solii'iiing cnniributions towivrds the

payment of the c:ithcdraldclit, and of :iiding the exiled

.'\rchl)ishop of Gu:itcniala by administering confir-

mation throughout the diocese. His successor. Right
Hiv. .Mcxandcr Clnislie, took jwssession of his see

in 1898, anil (he following year was promoted to th9
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Archdiocese of Orogon City. Right Rev. BerlrariiOrlh
suereeded in 1899, .ind in 1903 wa.-; raised to the

dignity of archbisho]) cif Ihn newly established cecle-

sia.stical province of Uritisli ( 'nlinnbia. < )\ving to fail-

ing health, he resigned in 19l)S, and in 1909 Right Rev.
Alexander MacDonald, of Antigonish, Nova Scotia,

was consecrated in Rome luuler the title of Bishop
of Victoria. Bishop JMacDonald is well-known as a
writer on religious subjects and questions of the day.

The Indian missions both on the east and on the

west coast of the island were established by the

secular clerg}' of the diocese, and were, until recent Ij-,

under their sole direction. In 1900, the Benedictine

Fathers of Mount ."^nge!, Oregon, and in 1903, the
Fathers of the Company of Alary, came to take a
share in the work of the diocese. There are 2,500
Catholic Indians, and the total Catholic population
is 10,000. There are 8 schools, 1 college, .5 convents,
24 churches, 13 missions, 19 priests, and 40 stations.

A. J. Brabant.

Victoria Nyanza, Vicariate Apostolic of
NoRTHERX.—The Mission of Victoria Nyanza,
founded in 1S78 by the White Fathers of Cardinal
Lavigerie, was erected into a vicariate Apostolic
31 May, 1883, with Mgr. Livinhac as the first vicar
Apostolic. When the latter was raised to the
superior-generalship of the Society of White leathers

(October, 1889), the Holy See appointed Mgr. Hirth
as his successor. A Decree of 6 Jul)-, 1894, divided
Victoria Nj'anza into three autonomous missions:

that of Southern Nyanza in the German Protectorate,

of which Mgr. Hirth retained the government and
became the first titular; those of the Upper Nile and
Northern Nyanza, in English territory, the former
given to the Fathers of Mill Hill and the second to the
White Fathers. From the IS provinces of Uganda the
Decree of 1894 detached that of Kyaggive and Kam-
pala Mengo, which it placed under the jurisdiction of

the Fathers of Mill Hill, and gave to Northern Nyanza
the remaining 17 provinces of the Kingdom of Uganda,
the three Kingdoms of Unyoro, Toro, .and Ankole,
and in the Belgian Congo an isosceles triangle whose
top w;i.s the northern point of Lake Albert Nyanza
and whose base followed the 30th degree of longitude.

Three races share the portion of Northern Nyanza
lying in the English protectorate; the first, that of the
Baganda, is represented by 670,000 inhabitants, and
has given the strongest support to evangelization,
and in 1886 had the courage and the honour to give
to the Church its first negro martjTs. The second
race, the Banyoro, is represented by 520,000 aborig-
ines; the third, the Bahima (Hamites), the leading
class in the shepherd Kingdom of Ankole, is in a
minority not exceeding .50.000 souls. The total
population of Northern Nyanza equals therefore
about 1,.500,000 inhabitants, of whom 1,400,000 are
in English territory, and 360,000 in the Congo
country.
At the time of its creation (July, 1894) Northern

Nyanza had an administrator, 17 missionaries divided
among 5 stations, 15,000 neophytes and 21,000
catechumens. In July, 1896, the date of the death
of Mgr. Guillerman, the first vicar Apostolic, the
vicariate had 6 stations, 21 missionaries, and 20,000
baptized Christians. In July. 1911, it had 1 bishop,
Mgr. Henri Streieher (preeonized 2 P"eb., 1897),
Bishop of Tabarca and second vicar .\postolic of
Southern Nyanza, 118 missionaries divided among
28 stations," 113,810 neophytes and 97,6.30 cate-
chumens. All the missionaries of Northern Nyanza,
including the vicar Apostohc, are members of the
Society of White F.athers founded by Cardinal
Lavigerie. As yet the native clergj' consists only of
2 subdeacons, 4 minor clerics, and 4 tonsured clerics.

They are .issisted by 28 European religious of the
Society of White Sisters, and by an institute of native

religious called the Daughters of Mary. Eleven
hundnil and live H.iganda and Banyoro teachers co-
oijcralc in the educational work and in the service of

832 chinches or chapels. The Vicariate of Northern
Nyanza h;is 894 scholastic establishments, viz. a lower
seminary with 80 students, and upper seminary with
16 students in philosophy and theology, a high scliool

with 45 pupils, most of them the sons of chiefs, a
normal school with 62 boarders, and 890 primary
schools in which free instruction is given to 19,1.57

pupils, of whom 11,244 are boys and 7913 girls. The
annual report of the vicar Apostolic from June, 1910,
to June, 1911, shows 7930 confirmations, 1154 mar-
riages, 578,657 confessions heard, 1,236,126 commun-
ions administered, and the gratuitous distribution of

394,495 remedies. The headquarters of the mission
is at Villa Maria, near Masaka, l^ganda. There are
situated the residence of the bishop, the two semi-
naries, a flourishing mis.sion station, the central hou.se

of the White Sisters, the novitiate of the native sisters,

and a printing establishment where there is published
monthly in the Ruganda language an interesting

16-page magazine entitled "Munno", which has 2000
native subscribers. Entebbe is the seat of the proc-
urator of the vicariate.

Henry Streicher.

Victoria Nyanza, Vicariate Apostolic of
Southern, erected from the mission of Nyanza, 13
June, 1894, hes north of the Vicariate of Unyanyembe,
and comprises the land surrounding the southern half

of LakeVictoriaNyanzafromLakeKivuinthewest to
LakeNatronintheea.st,onthe Anglo-German frontier
(36° E). The mission thus including 1he northern
portion of German East Africa is entrusted to the
White Fathers, who first settled in the district in

1883, when expelled from Uganda (see Upper Nile,
Vicariate of the). They were weU received by the
Wasukuma and the Unyamwezi, but these peoples
being engaged chiefly as porters for caravans, have
all the vices natural to a roving life and but little

inclination for religion; progress among them has
been slow, but the fruit is permanent. About 1896
a mission was established on the island of Ukerewe,
as a result of numerous conversions made there for

some years previous by a native who had been bap-
tized in 1889 at the first mission headquarters Notre-
Dame de Kamoga and had returned to spread the
light among his fellow-islanders. As polygamj' and
divorce are practically unknown in Ukerewe good
progress has been made. In 1900 the Mission of the
Sacred Heart, Isavi, near Lake Kivu, in Ruanda was
established among the Bahutus, a simple laborious
race, rarely indulging in polygamy. The Catholic
natives of the vicariate are a source of great consola-
tion to the missionaries, they recite the rosary daily,

very many attend daily Mass, and most of them
approach the sacraments weekly; they have a strong
filial devotion to the Blessed Virgin and some, espe-
I'ially those of Baganda race, give proof of a very high
degree of virtue and a wonderful delicacy of sent iment

.

Statistics:—Mgi'. ,Iohn Joseph Hirth, titular Bishop
of Teveste, born at Niederspechbach, near ,\ltkirch,

26 March, 1854, appointed vicar .\postolic, 13 July,

1894, resides at Rubia; there is also a co.adjutor vicar,

Mgr. Joseph Sweens, titular Bishop of (\apsa, liorn at
Bois-le-duc, Holland, 22 May, 1855; ordaineil 1S,S2;

joined the White Fathers, 1889; was ai)poinfed direc-

tor of the lay-brothers at Maison-Carree, .-\lgiers, in

1891, and later superior at Marienthal; in 1901 he
went to Africa and established the mission of ALarien-
heini; in 1909 he was named visitor of his congrega-
tion, was nominated coadjutor to Mgr. Hirth, 1 Jan.,

1910, and consecrated at Bois-le-<iuc. The vicariate

contains about 2,.50O,0(X) pagans, 7000 Catholics,

12,000 catechumens, 30 White F'athers; 23 lay broth-
ers; 6 Missionary Sisters of Notrc-Dame-d'Afrique;
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20 phurches or chapels; 15 stations; 85 schools with

3900 pupils; 190 oatechists; 4 orphanages and 5 dis-

pensaries; and a meteorological station belonging to

the missionaries. Current details of the missions in

German Africa are given in "Gott will es" (Maria-

Gladbach), pubUshed by the "Afrikaverein deutscher

katholiken".
Le Roy in Piolet, Les missions cath. Sranc. au xixe si^cU-, V

(Paris, 1902), 458-66.

A. A. MacEblean.

Victorinus, Saint, an ecclesiastical wi'iter who
flourished about 270, and who suffered martyrdom
probably in 303, under Diocletian. He was Bishop
of the City of Pettau (Petabium, Poetovio), on the

Drave, in Styria (Austria); hence his surname of

Petavionensis or sometimes Pictaviensis, e. g. in the

Roman Martyrology, where he is registered under

2 November, which long caused it to be thought that

he belonged to the Diocese of Poitiers (France).

Until the seventeenth century he was hkewise con-

founded with the Latin rhetorician, Victorinus .\fer.

According to St. Jerome, who gives him an honourable

place in his catalogue of ecclesiastical wTiters, Vic-

torinus composed commentaries on various books of

Holy Scripture, such as Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus,

Isaias, Ezechiel, Habacuc, Ecclesiastes, the Canticle

of Canticles, St. Matthew, and the Apocalypse, be-

sides treatises against the heresies of his time. All

his works have disappeared save extracts from his

commentaries on Genesis and the Apocalypse, if

indeed these texts are really a remnant of his works,

concerning which opinions differ. These latter with a

critical annotation are pubhshed in IMigne's P. L.,

V (1844) 301-44. It is certainly incorrect to regard

him as the author of two poems, "De Jesu Christo"

and "De Pascha", which are included in the collection

of Fabricius. Born onthe confines of the Eastern and
Western Empires, Victorinus spoke Greek better than

Latin, which explains why, in St. Jerome's opinion,

his works WTitten in the latter tongue were more re-

markaljle for their matter than for their style. Like

many of his contemporaries he shared the errors of

the Millenarians, and for this reason his works were

ranked with the apocrypha by Pope Gelasius.

BiRONius. Ann. (1589). 303, 126-7; Cave, Script, ecdes. hist,

litt I (1741), 147-51; Ceillieb, Hist, des aut. sacr.. Ill (1732),

245-48; Fabricids, Bib. lat. med. mv., VI (1746), 822-23; Har-
NACK, ChTon. altchristl. Litt., II (Leipzig. 1904), 426-32; Hjerokv-
MCS, De rrir. ill., 7i: Act. SS. Boll. Nov. 1 (1887). 432^3;
LacnOT, De Victorino episc. et mart, dissert. (Paris. 1664);

Pbileszkt, Act. et Script. SS. Com. Firmil., Pont, et Victonm suo

ord. digesta Cassovia (1765); Tillemont, Mim. pour sen. a

Vhist. ecdes., V (1698), 311-3, 707-9.

Leon Clugnet.

Victorinus, Caius Marius (called also Victori-

nus Marius, or Marius Fabius Victorinus, and
frequently referred to as Victorinus Afer), a fourth-

century grammarian, rhetorician, philosopher, and

theologian, b. in Africa about the year 300. In

pursuance of his profession as teacher of rhetoric lie

migrated to Rome where he attained such fame and

popularity that in 353 a statue Wixs erected in his

honour in the Forum Romanum (Aug.. "Conf." VII, 2,

3), or the Forum of Trajiui (.Jerome, 'Chron." ad an.

2.370). Details regiirding his life come almost entirely

from Jerome or Augustine, the latter of whom calls

him a man of the highest learning and thoroughly

skilled in the liberal arts. In addition to his activities

as a teacher he was a copious author and wTote or

translated many works. Three works written before

his conversion still exist: "Liber de Definitionibus";

a commentary on the "De inventione" of Cicero;

and a trealise on grammar, "Ars grammatica".

Works from the same period which have perished an':

a treatise on logic, "De syllogismis hypotheticis";

commentaries on the "Topica" and the "Dialogues'

of Cicero; a translation and commentary of Aristotle's

"Categories"; a translation of the same author's

"Interpretation"; translations of Porphyry's
"Isagoge", and works of other Neo-Platonists. The
conversion of Victorinus, which took place before 361,

was brought about, according to Augustine, through
study of the Bible. A seeming reluctance at first to

enroll himself in the Christian community was com-
pensated for afterwai-ds by his insistence on making
his profession of faith as pubhcly as possible. His
accession to the Church, which was received with joy

by the Christians of Rome, did not cause Victorinus

to abandon his profession, and he continued to teach
until the edict of Julian in 362, closing the teaching
profession to Christians, caused him to retire.

Nothing more is knowTi of his subsecjuent career

except what can be gleaned from his writings. The
range and fulness of these manifest his diligence and
zeal in defence of his faith. Most of the writings of

his Christian days have perished. Those which sur-

vive are an anti-Arian treatise, "Liber de generatione

divini Verbi"; a work "Adversus Arium" in four

books, a tract "De Homoousio Recipiendo"; three

hymns "De Trinitate"; commentaries on St. Paul's

Epistles to the Galatians, to the Ephesians, and to

the Philippians. Other works of doubtful authen-

ticity are "Liber ad Justinum manichseum"; "De
verbis scripturje: Factum est vespere et mane dies

unus"; "Liber de physicis". Many references in his

own WTitings show that Victorinus was the author of

many other works of a theological, exegetical, or

polemical character. He is also credited with the

translation of some of Origen's works and the author-

ship of other Christian hymns. Though a man of

varied books and great erudition Victorinus is httle

studied. This neglect is largely attributed to the

fact that his style is obscure and burdensome in the

extreme. Recent study of his works tends to enhance
his position in the history of pedagogy, letters, and
theology, and above all as a potent influence in dis-

seminating Neo-Platonic doctrines in the West.
There is no critical edition of the works of Victorinus. P. L.,

VIII, is the most accessible. Koffmann', De Mario Viaorino
philosopho christiano (Breslau, 1880); Moxceaux. Hisloire

litliraire de I'A/rique chrUienne, 111 (Paris, 1905), 373-422.

Patrick Healy.

Victor of Capua, a sixth-century bishop about
whose life nothing is known except what is found in

his epitaph (C. I. L., 4503), which has been preser\'ed,

though the tomb itself has disappeared. This inscrip-

tion simply states that his episcopate of thirteen

years ended in April, 554. The authenticity of the

inscription and its chronological data admit of no

doubt. Victor is commemorated in the Roman
Martyrology on 17 Oct., as "eruditione et sanctitate

conspicuus". His original writings, preserved only

in fragments, show him to have been a devoted stii-

dent and a man of wide and varied learning. His

best known work is the "Codex fuldensis", one of

the most ancient MSS. of the \'ulgate, prepared under

his direction, and which he himself revised and
corrected. In this codex the place of the Four Gos-

pels is taken by a harmony of the Gospels, or as he

himself terms it in the preface, a single Gospel com-
posed from the four. \'ictor was not certain that the

harmony he used was identical with the "Diatcs-

seron" of Tatian. The discovery of the text of the

latter work and recent investigation have made it

clear that this Latin harmony used by Victor was
drawn up about a. d. 500. The anonymous author of

this work simplv substituted the L.atin of St. Jerome's

Vulg;vte for the Greek of Tatian, and at times changed

the order or inserted additional passages. Many of

the discrepancies may be due however to subsequent

changes. Other \vorks by Victor were: "De cycle

paschali" written about 550 in refutation of the

"Cursua paschalis" of Victorius. Only a few frag-

ments of this work have survived (P. L., LXVIII,
1097-98; Pitra, "Spic. Solesm.", I, 296); com-
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mentaries on tlie Old and New Testament, for the

most part caterue of quotations from the Greek
exegetes; " Libellus reticulus seu de area Noc"
(Pitra, "Spic. Solesm.", I, 287), containing an ingen-

ious allegorical computation showing that the dimen-
sions of the Ark typified the years of Christ's earthly

life; "Capitula de rcsurrcctione Domini" dealt with
some of the chief difficulties regarding Christ's gene-
alogy and the hour of the Crucifi;don as recorded in

the Evangelists.
Ughelu. Italia sacra, VI. 306; Pitra, Spicileg. solesm, I (Paris,

1852). p. 1 sq., 265 sq., 287, 296; Zahn, Gesch. d. neuieslam.
Kanons, II, 535; Bardenhewer-Shahan, Patrology, p. 628.

Patrick Healt.

Victor Vitensis, an African bishop of the Province
of Byzacena (called \'itensis from his See of Vita),

1). probably about 430. His importance rests on his:

"Historia pcrsecutionis Africana? Provincia', tempor-
ibus Geiserici ct Hunirici rcgum Wandalorum".
This is mainly a contemporary narrative of the cruel-

ties practised against the orthodox Christians of

Xorthern Africa by the Arian Vandals. Formerly
iivided into five books, this work is now usually

?dited in three, of which the first, dealing with the
reign of Geiseric (427-77), is derived from the accounts
af others, while the second and third, covering the
reign of Huneric, are a strictly contemporary account
jf events, of which the author was in the main an eye-
witness. No exception can be taken to the accuracy
Df Victor's narratives, except that at times he exag-
gerates, but when allowance is made for the stress of

:eeling under which the work was written, it can be
seen that he records little that did not happen,
^'ictor throws much light on .social and religious condi-
:ions in Carthage and on the African liturgy of the
3eriod. His history contains many valuable docu-
iients not otherwise accessible, e. g. the Confession
)f Faith drawn up for the orthodox bishops bj' Eugen-
us of Carth.age and presented to Huneric at the
jonference of Catholic and Arian bishops in 484.

rwo documents: a"Passio beatissimorum mart5Tum
jui apud Carthaginem passi sunt sub impio rege
iiunerico (die VI. Non. Juhas 484) " and a "Notitia
Provinciarum et Civitatum Africae", formerly ap-
lended to all the MSS. and now incorporated in the
irinted editions, are probably not Victor's. The
ormer may be the work of one of his contemporaries;
he latter is a list of the Catholic bishops summoned
o the conference of 484, arranged according to prov-
nces, with an exact indication of the ecclesiastical

jeography of that portion of .Vfrica.

The early editions of Victor arc found in Mione. LVIII, 179-
>76. Newer and more critical editions hy Halm (Berlin, 1.S79)

n Mon. Germ. Hist. :AucL Antiq,, III. 1: and Petschenio (Vi-
enna, 1881) ; Corpus Scrip. Eccles. Lat..yil: FerbJire, De Victoria
VitenMs libra qui inscrilntur historia pcrsecutionis .ifricancB
Vrovincia (Paris, 1898).

Patrick Healy.

Victory, Feast of Our Lady of.—There are sev-
;ral feasts, in various churches, celebrated under this

;itle. The best known are:

(1) 7 Oct., in commemoration of the naval victory
lear Lepanto on 7 Oct., 1571; instituted the same
rear as a greater double by Pius V; changed by
jregory XIII on 1 .4pril, 157.'5, into the feast of the
3oly Rosarj', first Sunday of October. The original
east, 7 Oct., is still celebrated in many churches, e. g.

n the dioceses of Messina and Nicosia, in the Church
)f Nuestra Senora del Palan, at Barcelona, Spain,
rnd elsewhere.

(2) Fourth Sunday of October (Our Lady of Vic-
ories), double of the first class with octave, kept in

he Church of Notre-Dame-des-Victoires, Paris, in

hank.sgiving for the victory of Louis XIII over the
Dalvinists after the siege of La Rochelle in 1628. The
;elebrated Archconfraternity of Our Lady, Refuge of
sinners, originated in this church.

(3) Second Sunday of November, at Prague, Bo-

hemia, in the Carmelite church; and at Rome in

Santa Maria della Vittoria, double of the first class, in

commemoration of the battle of Weissenberg on 8
Nov., 1620. Formerly this feast was celebrated all

over Bohemia and Silesia (double of the second class,

Decree of 13 July, 1675).

(4) At Toledo, Spain, 6 Sept., greater double, in

thanksgiving for the victorj' of the Cardinal Infant
Ferdinand at Nordlingen, 6 Sept., 1634.

(5) The last Sunday of Sept., in the Diocese of

Marsi, Italy, in commemoration of the victory of

Charles of Anjou over Conradin at Tagliocozzo in

1268.
See the corresponding officio propria; Hoi.weck, Fasti Mariarti

(Freiburg, 1892).

F. G. HOLWECK.

Victricius, Saint. See Rouen, Archdiocese op.

Vida, Marco Girolamo, Italian Humanist, b. at
Cremona about 1490; d. in 1566. He came to Rome
under Julius II; a priest and canon regular, he pre-

sented, in the rather lax Court, the greatest example of

severity of morals. The Humanists were called upon
to produce a great Christian epic. Vida undertook
it, and in order that he might work at it Leo X gave
him the priory of St. S3'lvester at Frascati. The
work, the "Christias", was not finished until after

the death of Leo X (Cremona, 1.535). The subject
goes beyond the life of Christ and is in reaUty the
establishment of Christianity, for Vida accords much
space at the end of his poem to the spread of the
Gospel. There is no mythological element in the six

cantos; hence the imitj' of tone is more perfect than
in Sannazaro's " De partu Virginis". Vida was also the
author of short poems, such as "De Bombyce", "De
ludo scaccorum" (on che.ss), and of a second serious

and extensive work, "De arte poetica", written before
1520 (pubUshed in 1527). This didactic poem is

interesting as an expression of the ideas of Humanism
concerning poetry and because of its great influence.

Vida dealt only with the ancients and their imitators,

wholly neglecting writers in the vernacular. The
general conception of his " Ars poetica" is inspired by
Quintilian. The writer takes the future poet almost
at the cradle, and describes the education and care
which he should receive. He instructs him in inven-
tion, composition, and especially style, emphasizing
particularly the harmony of the verse and defining
imitative harmony, examples of which, taken from
Virgil, have pas.sed into classical teaching, e. g. "ruit
Oceano nox, procumbit-humi bos, conuolsum remie
rostrisque stridentibus a-quor ". While Boileau exag-
gerates the difficulties of poetry and multiplies the
duties of the poet, Vida undertakes to cultivate a
taste for poetry and to remove the obstacles from the
poet's path. In consequence of his plan Vida treats

only of poetry in general. To him the model and
prince of poets was Virgil, while he depreciates Homer,
criticising his prolixity, repetition, and low style. He
was the source of arguments later made u.se of in

France by the partisans of the moderns; Vida was the
first to as.sert that the word "ass" u.sed by Homer did
not belong to the noble style. He carried prejudice
so far as to congratulate the Latin language for being
ignorant of compound words so frec|uent in Greek.
Vida's own style is elegant, clear, harmonious, and
ordinarily simple. He was warm in admiration,
especially in his eulogies of Virgil, but he is verbose,
and if by chance he imitates Horace he dilutes him.
The poem is now of interest only as a manifestation of

Classicism in modern literature.
Saxdts. Hist, o/ Classical Scholarship, II (Cambridge, 1908),

117, 133; V188AC, De Marci Hieronymi Vidcc poelicorum libris

tribus (Paris, 1862), a thesis.

Paul Lejay.

Vieira, Antonio, missionary, diplomat, orator, b.

at Lisbon, 6 February, 1608; "d. at Bahia, Brazil,

18 July, 1697. Brought when a child to Bahia, he
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studied under the Jesuits, and entered the Society
of Jesus in 1623, pronouncing his first vows in 1625.

At eighteen he was teaching rhetoric, and shortly

after writing commentaries on the "Canticle of

Canticles", the tragedies of Seneca, and the "Meta-
morphoses" of Ovid. Ordained priest in 163.5, he
immediately astounded all by his eloquence. When
the Dutch besieged Bahia (1640), he delivered his

"Discourse for the Success of the Portuguese Arms",
called by the sceptical Raynal the most extraordinary
outburst of Christian eloquence. Portugal, under
John IV, had thrown off the Spanish yoke in 1640.

The following year Vieira went to Lisbon with young
Mascarcnhas, whom the viceroy had commissioned to

assure the new king of the loyalty of the colonists.

John, recognizing the Jesuit's merit, made him tutor

to the Infante Dom Pedro, court preacher, and a
member of the Royal Council. Vieira did efficient

work in the War and Navy Departments, revived
commerce, urged the foundation of a national bank
and the organization of the Brazilian Trade Company.
A champion of freedom, he maintained that no citizen

should be exempt from taxation, and denounced the
severity of the Portuguese Inquisition. He ad-
vocated a purely defensive war with Spain, and to his

skilful plans are partly due the victories of Elvas,
Almeixal, Castello-Rodrigo, and Montes-Claros.
At difTerent periods (1646, 1647, 1650) John IV

sent Vieira on diplomatic missions, to Paris, The
Hague, London, and Rome. The Jesuit little relished

such honours, and steadily refused the official title

of ambassador and the offer of a bishopric. In 1652
he returned to Maranhao. But so fearless were his

denunciations of the slave owners and their excesses

that in 1654 he was obliged to return to Lisbon, where
he pleaded the cause of the outraged Indians. He
was successful, and sailed for Brazil in 1655. Six

years he worked for the Indians, translating the Cate-
chism into their rude idioms, teaching them the arts

of peace, travelling hundreds of miles on the Amazon
and its tributaries, winning even the fierce Nheen-
gaibas by his eloquence, but again arousing the hatred
of the slave owners, who in 1661 "exiled" him to Lis-

bon. The corrupt Alphonso VI had succeeded John
IV, and Vieira found many enemies at Court. For
his leniency to the converted Jews, for alleged doc-
trinal errors, for his ultra-patriotic "Sebastianism",
and his too credulous acceptance of the prophecies of

Bandarra, who foretold a millennium in which Portu-
gal and the Church should rule the world, for his

harmless, but extravagant, "As Esperangas do Por-
tugal" and "Clavis Prophetarum ", he was con-
demned by the Portuguese Inquisition, forbidden to

preach, and kept a prisoner from Oct., 1665, to Dec,
1667. Under Pedro II the Inquisition reversed its

sentence. But Rome was a safer residence, and from
1669 to 1675 he found there an enthusiastic welcome.
Clement X, the cardinals, his general, the great

preacher Oliva, that erratic princess Christine of

Sweden, who vainly begged him to become her direc-

tor, and high and low were fascinated l)y his eloquence.

But Vieira, amid his triumphs, longed for his Indians
of Maranhao, and after a brief stay in Portugal sailed

for South America in 1681. Trial and tribulation

again faced him. Worn out byhis labours as preacher,

superior, and visitor of the missions, slanderously

accused of conniving at the murder of a colonial offi-

cial, denounced to his superiors for illegal canvassing
in a provincial congregation of his order, and cleared

of the charge only when in his grave, he died, .sorrow-

ing, but unbroken, in his ninetieth year. The slav<-s

and the poor wen- his chief mourners.
Vieira is one of Portugal's greatest figures in the

seventeenth century. Scnithey (History of Brazil)

calls him one of the greatest statesmen of his country.

A thorough-going Jesuit, Vieira was also a progressive

administrator with large and democratic views. His

character, though streaked with a vein of extrava-
gance, was of the noblest. He had lofty conceptions,
and, in their execution, was independent and bold.
In the midst of courts, he remained humble and morti-
fied. He had one dream, to see Portugal the standard-
bearer of civihzation and Christianity in the old
and new world. As a prose writer he is perhaps the
greatest Portugal has produced. As an orator he is

undoubtedly one of the world's masters, equally great
in the cathetlrals of Europe and the rude shrines of
Maranhao. He is not free from the bad taste and
artificial "gongorism" imported from Spain, but he is

clear, popular, and practical, profoundly original and
frequently sublime. In this respect he does not suffer

by comparison with Bossuet himself. He has variety,

dialectical skill, imaginative colouring, pathos, power,
and even humour. He is amazingly fertile; he has, for

instance, 30 sermons on the Rosary, 18 on Saint Francis
Xavier, 14 on the Eucharist. He had mastered the
Scriptures, and his interpretations, if forced at times,

are always striking. Vieira's works have been fre-

quently pubhshed, as, for example, "Obras Com-
pletas" (Lisbon, 1854), fairly complete with 15 vol-

umes of .sermons alone, .500 letters, etc.; this edition,

however, omits many manuscripts kept in the British

Museum and the National library, Paris; "Obras
Completas" (Porto, 1907); "Sermoes Selectos" (6

vols., 1852-.53); "Cartas" (3 vols., Lisbon, 1735).

For a complete list cf. Sommervogel and Cabral's
fine work, "Vieira Pregador".

Barros, Vida do Padre Antonio Vieira (Liabon. 1746) : BaK-
BOSA Machado, Bibliolhecn Lvsilmn. I (Lisbon, 1741-39), 416;
Perreira de Bekredo. .1 jn^n^r- ' 'r,-,^ ,io Estado do MaranhSo
(Lisbon, 1749); LoBO, Di^r'^- ' , . rriUco (Coimbra, 1823);
Mag.nin, Causeries et m. ,' -r.-s (Paris, 1842); Ro-
tiJj^TVE, Epitome da Vida '," I' I \ , ,.j \n Revista trimensal do
instituo historico (Rio de J.iiieiru, iM.lOi HoNORATi, O Chrijsos-

tomo Portuguez (Lisbon, ISTS); Lisbua, Vida do P. A. Vieira in

Obras posthumas (S. Luis de Maranhao. 1864) ; Carel, Vieira, sa

vie et aes ceuvres (Paris, 1S79) ; Cabral, Une grande figure de
prttre, Vieira (Paris. 1900); Cabrai., Vieira Pregador (Porto,

1901); DE SouSA, Trechos Selectos do P. A. Vieira (Lisbon. 1897);
Avelino d'Almeida e Santos Lourenco, O livro de oiro do P. A.
Vieira (Porto. 1897) ; G. Alves in Introduction to Obras com-'

pletas (Porto, 1907); Prestage, Portuguese Literature to the end of
the eighteenth century (London, 1909) ; Sommervogel, Bibliothique
de la C. de J., VIU, 653. JoHN C. RevILLE.

Viel, Nicolas, d. 1625, the first victim of apostolic

zeal on the shores of the St. Lawrence. After per-

sistently asking for three years, he at length obtained
the favour of consecrating his life to the Canadian
missions. He arrived at Quebec, 28 June, 1623, ac-

companied by Brother Sagard, the future historian.

After a few days rest he set out for the Huron country,

which he reached with great difficulty, taking up his

residence in the village of St. Nicolas (Toanchd), but
did not remain long before joining Father Le Caron
stationed at St. Joseph (Carhagouha). Here he began
earnestly to study the language, collecting the first

elements of a dictionary, and sowing the good seed of

faith amidst great difficulties and tribulations. In

the spring of 1624 he foimd himself completely iso-

lated, Fr. Le Caron and Br. Sagard having left for

Quebec. The following jear he consented to ac-

company a band of Hurons going down to Quebec,
with the intention of making a few days retreat and
then returning to his missions. It is known that he
never reached Quebec, but was drowned in the last

chute of the Riviere des Prairies, wliich from that

tiiTir bears the name of Sault-au-Recollet. The nco-

ph> le Auhaitsique, whom he had instructed and bap-
tized, met with the .same fate. It was learned later

that this was not an accident ; but that a few Hurons,
enemies of religion, drownc'd them in hatred of the

Faith. If we can rely on the "Mai-tyrologe des

HecoUets", Father \'iei was buried in St. Charles's

Chapel, 25 June, 11)25.

Sagard, Orand voyage: Histoire du Canada; Leclercq. PrfmiffT
etablissement de la Foi: Le Tac, Histoire chronologique; Jones,
Huronia; Jesuit Relations.

.\HT. MlSLANgON.
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Vienna, the capital of Austria-Hungai'v, the resi-

dence of the emperor, and the seat of a Latin arch-
bishopric, is situated at the north-east end of the
Alps, mainly on the right bank of the Danube.

I. The City of Vienna. (1) History.—The first

settlers on the site were Celts, about five hundred
year? before Christ. Shortly before the Christian
era the land was occupied by the Romans under
Tiberius, stepson of the Emperor Augustus; a perma-
nent Roman camp for the thirteenth legion was
established on the spot, and remainsof this camp still

exist. The first mention of the place in Roman liter-

ature is in Pliny's encyclopedia (about A. D. 77), where
it is called Vianiomina, while the inscriptions extant
use only the form Vindobona. During the reign of

Domitian, Vindobona was a naval port, under Trajan
it was the stati(m for the tenth legion, the legion of

the imperial family. During his struggle with the
Marcomanni Marcus Aurelius often stayed at Vindo-
bona and finally died there. After this there began
an amalgamation of the Romans resident at Vindo-
bona with the Germans who were forcing their way
into the empire. Caracalla raised Vindobona to the
rank of a municipality with mayors {duumiiiri) and
town councils. The martyrdom, about 303, of St.

Florian during the persecution of Galerius proves that
as early as the third century Christianity had gained
entrance into Vienna. In 427 Vindobona together
with Pannonia, to which it belonged, fell to the
Eastern Roman Empire; in 448 it was ceded to Attila
and after his death was independent. During the
migrations Vienna was conquered and plundered by
the Huns and Ostrogoths, most of its inhabitants
taking refuge in the mountains. Vienna is first

mentioned again in the Chronicles when Charlemagne
advanced down the Danube in 791, destroyed the
Empire of the Avars, and formed the East Mark out
of the region between the River Enns and the moun-
tains called Wicnerwald. There is but little mention
of Vienna in the succeeding era, which signifies that
no legal changes had occurred within its walls.

According to ancient tradition the oldest parish
church of Menna was founded in the Carolingian
period. This was St. Rupprecht's, built on a Roman
foundation and probably dedicated by Archbishop
Arno of Salzburg. In the tenth century the East
Mark was held for a time by the Magyars, but re-

stored to the empire, when it was settled by Bavarian
peasants. Then it was transferred by the Saxon
kings to the Babenbcrgs. Conquered by the Magyars
in 1030, it was restored to the empire by the victory
of the German King Henry III over the Magj-ar
King Aba.
By the middle of the twelfth century Vienna was a

town of importance and a centre of German civiliza-

tion in eastern Europe. The four churches, of which
only one was a parish church, no longer met religious
needs: consequently in 1137 a second parish church,
that of St. Stephen, was founded. The church was
solemnly dedicated in 1147 in the presence of the
German Emperor Conrad III, of Bi.shop Otto of
Freising, and of other German nobles who were going
to the East on a Crusade. In ll.'jG the East Alark
became an independent duchy and the bishops to
whose diocese it belonged built residences for them-
selves at Vienna. Thus there arose within the city
walls the residences of the Bishops of Salzburg, Frei-
eing, and Seckau, of the Abbots of Klosterneuburg,
Melk, Giittweig, Heiligenkreuz, etc. Through the
favour of the Babenberg djTiasty a flourishing church
life developed. In 11.58 Henry Ja.somirgott founded
what is called the Scotch monastery (Scholtfiiklnster)

for Irish Benedictines, who were called Scots by the
common people; until 1418 the monks were entirely
Irish. Leopold VI built the church of St. Michael
near the new palace for the people of his court and the
citizens who lived near the palace. He also invited
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Dominicans from Hungary, after his return from
Palestine gave a house and chapel to the Franciscans,
and offered a friendly reception to the Teutonic
Knights; who thereupon built a house of their order
at Vienna. At about the same time the Knights of

St. John of Jerusalem settled in the town. The
churches of St. Paul and St. Nicholas, the convents of

the Cistercian nuns of St. Nicholas, of the Penitents
of St. Mary Magdalen, and other convents were built

outside the city walls. Leopold VI sought, although
unsuccessfully, to release Austria from the ecclesiasti-

cal control of the Bishops of Passau and to make
Vienna the see of an independent bishopric. In 1198
the city had already its own jurisdiction; in 1221
Leopold VI gave it a new municipal law, the privileges

of which were still further increa,sed by the last of the
Babenberg dynasty, Frederick II (1230-46). All

these circumstances increased the importance and
prosperity of the city, so that Vienna became the
most prominent city on the Danube as a prosperous
commercial place, the home of noted Minnesingers, a
centre of much visited tournaments, etc. Towards
the close of the thirteenth century a decided change
took place for Vienna; it became the centre of the
great empire which the Habsburgs acquired in the
course of centuries, of which Rudolph laid the founda-
tion. The citizens of Vienna fought readily under the
flag of the Habsburgs against the Magyars (1291,
1403), the Hussites (1421-25), the Bohemians and
Moravians, Matthias Corvinus, the Turks, etc., and
received from the ruhng house a chai'ter whereby their

rights could not be infringed either by nobles or eccle-

siastics; these rights included the holdingof fiefs, free

election of burgomaster and city councillors, juris-

diction over fife and property, while they undertook
the defence of the city. Duke Rudolph IV (13.58-

6.5), in particular, suppressed most of the courts
existing in the city, limited the right of sanctuary, and
forbade the building of houses without the consent
of the city council. In order to make Vienna a centre
also of learning he founded in 130.5 a university, which
he endowed richly and to which he invited distin-

guished scholars from Germany and France. He
added a cathedral chapter to the parish church of St.

Stephen, and made the crj-pt of the church the place
of burial for the Habsburg dynasty. He also enlarged
the church and laid the corner-stone of the high south
tower. His brother and successor, Albert III (1366-
9.5), encouraged the university and acquired Trieste,

thus making the commerce of Vienna independent of

Venice. In the first half of the fifteenth century the
prominent position of Vienna was still maintained,
although the university was ravaged by the pest, the
Hussites advanced almost as far as the city, and the
good relations of Vienna with the ruler were disturbed,
because Vienna sided with the Antipope Felix V,
while Frederick III adhered to Eugenius IV. There is

a celebrated description of Vienna during this era

written by ^neas Sylvius, later Pope Pius II, who
was one of the most distinguished men of Vienna
during the years 1443->5.5: he asserts that of all the
cities on the Danube none is richer, h.as a larger popu-
lation, nor is more charming than Vienna, the chief

town of the country and the (luecn of the cities of

Ea.«tem Europe. Through the efforts of Frederick
III Vienna was raised to the rank of a diocese.

In the second half of the fifteenth century Vienna
began to decline. After the advance of the Turks
into Europe the feeling of security had disappeared,
and on account of the deba.sement of the currency and
the deamcss of living foreign merchants avoided
Vienna more and more. The spread of Humanism
led to violent conflicts at the university, which lost

much of its renown. The revolt in 1461 of a large

part of the citizens against Frederick III, which cost

the burgomaster his office and fife, the siege of the
city by Matthias Corvinus in the years 1482-85, and
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the supremacy of this king for the five years 1485-
90, caused the prosperity of the city to decay. The
growth of the power of the Habsburg dynasty during
the reign of Maximilian was no benefit to the city of

Vienna itself. After the discovery of the sea-route
to the East Indies and the discovery of .'America,

international commerce followed another course; this

led to a great decUne in the importance of Vienna for

trade with Italy and the East. When, after the death
of Maximilian, Vienna revolted against his grandson
Ferdinand, a new municipal Constitution wa-s intro-

duced, which annulled the former autonomy and a
large part of the ancient rights and privileges of the
city and strengthened the power of the sovereign. To
the internal confusion was added the danger of the
Turks, who advanced farther and farther up the
Danube and on 19 September, 1.525, appeared before

Vienna. The heroism of the besieged, who aban-
doned aU the suburbs of Vienna in order to concen-
trate for the protection of the inner city, forced Sultan
Suleiman to abandon the siege in the middle of Octo-
ber and to withdraw after murdering 2000 prisoners.

As, however, the Turks ruled a large part of Hungary
and constantly renewed the war from this base,

Vienna was now constantly in danger of conquest by
them. The effects of the Reformation were fully as
destructive for Vienna as the danger from the Turks.
The new doctrine fotmd entrance first among the
nobility and then spread through a large part of the
population, as at first the Government did not take
strong measures against the innovations. The work
of the Counter-Reformation was not zealously pro-

moted until the Jesuits were called to Vienna in 1.551,

and until, in particular, the reigns of the emperors
Ferdinand II and III. UnUke Rudolph II, these
rulers preferred to live at Vienna, to which they
invited numerous artists, poets, musicians, and schol-

ars. The citizens were obliged to take an oath to

conform to the Catholic religion; large numbers of

monasteries and brotherhoods laboured to revive the
Catholic religion, partly by preaching and partly by
education and training. Besides the disastrous effects

of the danger from the Turks and the Reformation,
the prosperity of Vienna was also kept in check by the
fact that on account of the danger of its position it

had to be turned into a strong fortress, a condition

very unfavourable to the health of the city. Terrible
devastation was caused bv the plague during the years
1541, 1570, 1586, and 1679.

Vienna had to suffer another siege by the mortal
foe of Christendom during the reign of Emperor
Leopold I. Influenced by Louis XIV of France, the
sultan sent directly against Vienna an army of 200,000
men under the command of the Grand Vizier Kara
Mustapha; this army appeared before the citj- before

the gathering of the imperial army had been com-
pleted. The defenders of Vienna were led by Count
Rudiger von Starrhemberg, Bishop Leopold Kollonitz,

who laboured unweariedly for the wounded and for

the obtaining of provisions, and the burgomaster,
Johann Andreas von Liebenberg. The Turks began
the attack 13 July, 1683, and made violent assaults

almost daily; the number of defenders sank from day
to day, hunger and misery appeared, and the hospitals

were full of sick and wounded. It was not until early

in Sci)tember that the relieving army, which had
collected at ^Tulln, set out for Vienna; the commander-
in-chief was the King of Poland, John Sobieski;

among his generals were Charles of Lorraine, Maxi-
milian Emmanuel of Bavaria, Margrave Louis of

Bavaria, and others. The memorable battle began
on 12 September; the Christian army descended from
the Kahlenbcrg in three charges and won a brilliant

victory over the Turks. Thenceforth .-XustriaandGer-

nuiny were permanently relieved of the danger of in-

vasion by theTurks, and Vienna wa.s released from its

difficult position of being the outpost of Christendom.

The eighteenth century brought a new internal
organization of the empire for the provinces of ."Austria.

The erection of large ecclesiastical and secular build-
ings made it a capital worthy of the emperor and his
empire. Thus the ties uniting Vienna and its rulers
were constantly drawn closer. Consequently the
Viennese welcomed the Pragmatic Sanction, by which
Charles VI secured the unity and indivisibility of the
monarchy: they hailed with joy the entry of the
Empress Maria Theresa and the birth of her son
Joseph II. Vienna also tolerated in some degree the
reforms that Joseph II wished to introduce in eccle-
siastical and secular affairs, odious though they
were in themselves because by his friendliness
towards the citizens he had done much for the beauti-
fying and improvement of the city. When, after the
death of Francis I, Ferdinand I came into power and
none of the much-needed reforms were imdertaken,
although such were urged by the estates, discontent
constantly increased and the conviction that absolu-
tism could not be maintained became almost universal.
The Liberals and Democrats of all countries violently
attacked the Austrian Government as the chief enemy
of all political and intellectual advance. This dis-

content found expression in 1848, when the revolu-
tionary wave from France spread over almost the
whole of Europe. Vienna took the lead in the move-
ment in Austria which aimed to overthrow the ex-

isting system of ab.solutism. On 16 March, 1848,
Emperor Ferdinand proclaimed a Constitution,
granted the freedom of the jjress, and the right of the
people to bear arms, but the Radical leaders kept up
the discontent of the people, notwithstanding the con-
cessions, and succeeded in having the Constitution
rejected as insufficient. On 2 December, 1848,
Francis Joseph became emperor in succession to his

uncle Ferdinand, who abdicated voluntarily. Vienna
now developed rapidly as the capital and residence of

the ruler. Its prosperity was only temporarily
interrupted by economic crises and wars, as in 1859
and 1866. In 1895 the supremacy of the Liberal
party in the city council was broken by the Christian
Socialists. Under the guidance of the great burgo-
master, Karl Lliger (1897-1910). Vienna became not
only one of the best administered cities economically,
but there also sprang up such an abundance of insti-

tutions for pubhc and social benefit as no other large

city of the world can show. ReUgious life has also

enjoyed a great revival under the supremacy of the
Christian Socialists.

(2) Statistics.—On 31 December, 1910, the city of

Vienna numbered, including the garrison, 2,004,493
inhabitants; of these 1,767,223 were Catholics (includ-

ing 3723 adherents of the Greek Rite and 125 adher-
ents of the Armenian Rite), about (lO.OOO Protestants,

and about 150,000 Jews. The city is divided into

21 administration districts; of these 20 lie on the right

bank of the Danube proper, 9 constitute Old Vienna
which up to 1891 was separated from the adjacent

districts by a circle of fortifications. Ecclesia-stically

there are 4 city deaneries, 76 parishes with the same
number of parish churches, 77 monastery churches,

chapels of ease, and public chapels, and about 100

private chapels. In 1912 there were in the city 308
secular priests of the diocese, 103 regulars, and 45
priests from other dioceses, 44 houses of 25 male
orders, and 121 houses of 27 female orders. Besides

the chief officials of the archdiocese, Vienna is also

the see of the Apostolic field vicariate of the imperi.al

and royal army and navy, which is imminliately imder
thedirection of the pope. Only tliemost important of

the churches can here be mentioned: the cathedral of

St. Stephen, a Gothic bviilding of tliree naves of equal

height, with a south tower 449'2 feel high. The
cathedral is the most important (lothie building of

the .\ustrian territories; it was dedicated in 1147 as a
email Romanesque church, after the fire of 1293 was
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rebuilt in the Gothic style during the fourteenth to

sixteenth centuries, and since 1852 has been com-
pletely restored by tlio architects, Ernst Fr. Schmidt
and Hermann. The Vnliv Kirche of Our Saviour,
one of the most beautiful Ciothio churches of modern
times, was built 1850-79 according to the plans of Fer-
stel, in commemoration of the escape of the Emperor
Francis Joseph from assassination in 1853. It has a
very rich facade and two towers each 316 feet high.

The church of Maria Sticgen (Maria on the river-

bank), the national church of the Czechs, was built

in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries in the Late
Gothic style; the heptagonal tower was erected in

1536. The "Karlskirche", an elaborate structure in

the Baroque style with a huge cupola, is the master-
piece of Fischer von E)rlach, and was erected 1715-37.
The parish church "zu den sieben Zufluchten" was
built by Mullcr (1848-61), in the Itahan Round-
arched style with an octagonal cupola and two towers
each 223 feet high; the church of the Lazarists was
built 1860-62 in Early Gothic style after the design of

F. Schmidt; St. Brigitta, a Gothic church, erected in

1862-73 by the same architect; the Gothic church of

the Augustinians, dating from the fourteenth century,
contains the celebrated monument by Canova of

Maria Christina, daughter of the Empress Maria
Theresa; the Capuchin church erected in the Baroque
style (1622-32) contains the crypt of the imperial

family with 132 coffins; St. Peter, the second oldest

church of Vienna, rebuilt in the Baroque style (1702-
13) by Fischer von Erlach. Associational church
life is highly developed in the city of Vienna, and there
are numerous Cathohc charitable institutions.

II. The Diocese op Vienna. (1) History.—The
territory which now belongs to the Diocese of Vienna
was subject, from the time the Germans acquired it,

to the jurisdiction of the Bishop of Passau, who was
represented in Vienna by an official. At the begin-
ning of the thirteenth century Duke Leopold VI
began negotiations with Rome for the founding of a
separate bishopric for Vienna, but the.se elTorfs failed

owing to the opposition of the Bishops of Passau.
Like the rulers of the Babenberg dynasty the first

princes of the house of Habsburg also desired to make
Vienna an independent diocese. However Emperor
Frederick III was the first to bring it about; in 1469
two dioceses were established at the same time in the
Austrian territories by the Bull "In supremaK digni-

tatis specula"; these sees were placed directly under
the control of the pope: one was for the city of Vienna,
which then contained three parishes, and for the four-

teen, later sixteen, parishes of its immediate
vicinity; the second was for the city of Wiener-
Neustadt. The right to appoint the bishops of these
two small dioceses was given by Pope Paul II to
Emperor Frederick III and his successors. The
church of St. Stephen was made the cathedral church
of the Diocese of Vienna. The Bishop of Passau did
not withdraw his opposition until 1481, consequently
it was not until this year that the Bull of erection

could be formally proclaimed in the presence of a
papal envoy, Bi.shop .Mexander of Forli, and a deputy
of the Archbishop of Salzburg, the primate of Ger-
many. In 1471 Frederick III appointed as first

bishop Count Leopold of Spaur, who was not, how-
ever, able to occupy his see. The small endowment
of the diocese was the main reason why during the
first century administrators rather than bishops were
generally appointed. The first administrator was
Johann Beckcnslor or Peckenschlagcr (14SO-S2),
formerly Archbishop of Gran, from which he had been
driven by the Magyars; he received the archiepiscopal
See of Salzburg in 1482. This bishop was succeeded
by Bernhard Rohrer (1482-87), who could only
exercise his office for a short period on account of the
siege and occupation of Vienna by Matthias Corvinus.
The diocese was administered during the supremacy

of Matthias Corvinus by his court preacher. Urban
Docsi.

After ^'iellna came again under the control of the
Habsburgs the succession of administrators was as
follows: Mattliias Scheldt (1490-93), Bishop of Sec-
kau; Johann Vitez (1493-99), private secretary to
Matthias Corvinus and a zealous promoter of Human-
ism; Bernhard PoUheim of Wartenberg (1499-1504),
formerly rector of the University of Padua, and Franz
Bakacs of Erdod (1504-09), Bishop of Raab. After a
vacancy of several years the diocese was administered
by Georg Slatkonia, Bishop of Piben in Istria (1513-
22); Petrus Bonomo, Bishop of Trieste and governor
of the Austrian Netherlands (1522-23), and Johann
of ReveUis (1523-29), chief ahnoner of Archduke
Ferdinand. Distinguished administrators were Jo-
hann Faber (1533-41) and P'rederick Nausea (1541-
52). After the death of Nausea's successor, Christo-
pher Werthwein (1552-53), the cathedral chapter
undertook the administration of the diocese. Blessed
Peter Canisius aiding it by advice and deed in the
struggle against the religious innovations. Bishop
Anthony Bruns, who was appointed in 1558, received
the Archdiocese of Prague in 1561. His successor
Urban Sagstetter, a zealous defender of the ancient
Faith, resigned in 1568, on account of the violent
opi)nsition he encountered among the clergy and
laity, who were largely inclined to Lutheranisra.
After his resignation the chapter undertook the
spiritual administration. Johann Kaspar Neubock
(1574-94), formerly professor at the llniversity of

Freiburg in the Breisgau, was the first of the unbroken
series of the actual Bi.shops of Vienna. During his

episcopate the Protestant movement, which he
opposed to the best of his ability, although without
great success, reached its culmination at Vienna.
His successor Cardinal Melchior Klesl (1.598-1630)
introduced the Counter-Reformation in Austria with
the aid of Emperors Ferdinand II and III and carried
it to a successful termination. Anthony Wolfrath of

Cologne (1631-39), who was also Bishop-Abbot of
Kremsmiinster, obtained for himself and his successors
the dignity of a prince of the emijire.

Among the most distinguished of his successors
were: the zealous and energetic Prince-Bishop Philip
Frederick Count of Breuncr (1639-69), the Capuchin
Emmerich Sinelli (1680-85), councillor of the emperor,
during whose episcopate the memorable siege of
Vienna by the Turks occurred; Francis Ferdinand
Freiherr von Rummel (160(}-16), who was the tutor
of the later Emperor Joseph I ; Prince-Bishop Sigmund
Count von Kollonitz (171(5-51), nephew of Bishop
KoUonitz of W'iener-Neustadt, who won imperishable
glory during the siege of Vienna. During this episco-
pate Pope Innocent XIII, at the request of Emperor
Charles VI, raised the Diocese of Vienna in 1722 to
the rank of an archdiocese and gave it the formerly
exempt Diocese of Wicner-Neustadt as suffragan. In
1729 the diocese w.os enlarged by the addition of the
parishes in the "district under the Wienerwald"
which had formerly belonged to Pa.ssau. His suc-
ces.sor John Joseph Count von Trautson (1751-57)
was regarded as a free-thinker on account of his le-

niency towards Protestants and his enmity to the
Jesuits, although he was zealous for the training and
discipline of the clergy. During the episcopate of

Cardinal Anthony Christopher von Migazzi (17.57-

1803), the keen adversary of the Josephine system,
the Diocese of Vienna received its present boundaries.
In 1785 the Diocese of Wiener-Neustadt was sup-
pressed and incorjjorated in that of Vienna; in addition
Vienna received the parishes of the '.'district under the
Mannhartsberg" in Lower Austria, and five parishes
of the Diocese of Raab. At the same time the two
Dioceses of Lins and St. Piilten, which Joseph II had
erected against the wish of the pope and of the Bishop
of Pa.ssau, were made suffragans of Vienna. Miga?,*
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was followed by Sigmund Anthony Count von Hohen-
wart (1803-20), who had been a tutor of the Emperor
Francis II, and was distinguished for charity and his

care for the training of the clergy; Leopold Maximilian
Firmian (1820-31), formerl}' administrator of Salz-

burg; Eduard Milde (1831-53), the celebrated peda-
gogue; Cardinal Othmar Rauscher (1851-75), a
noted statesman and orator. Rauscher's successors
were also raised to the cardinalate: John Rudolph
Kutschker (1876-81), a distinguished scholar in

canon law; Colestin Joseph Ganglbauer (1881-89),
noted for his kindness and benevolence, who was
formerly abbot of the Benedictine Abbey of Krems-
miinster; Anthony Joseph Gruscha (1890-1911), who
like his predecessor did much to relieve the lack of

churches; Gruscha also deserves gi'eat praise for his

labours in regard to Catholic associational life in

Vienna, especially in respect to the Catholic Gesel-
lenverein, which he and Kolping founded in Austria.

He was the president of its central association for

Austria-Hungary while stiU archbishop. The present
archbishop is Francis Xavier Nagl, b. at Vienna 26
November, 1855, rector of the German national
church, Santa Maria dell'Anima at Rome in 1889,

Bishop of Capo D'Istria in 1899, coadjutor at Vienna
with the right of succession in 1910, Prince Arch-
bishop of Vienna 5 August, 1911, made cardinal 27
November, 1911.

(2) Statistics.—The Archdiocese of Vienna forms
with the suffragan dioceses of Linz and St. Polten the
ecclesiastical Province of Vienna. Tlie archdiocese
includes the eastern part of the Archduchy of Austria
below the Enns, namely the two former administrative
departments of the "District under the Wienerwald"
and the "District under the Mannhartsberg". At
the beginning of 1912 it included 4 city deaneries in

Vienna and 25 rural deaneries, 526 parishes, 4 vica-

riates, 54 benefices, 20 positions for assistant priests,

1 prince archbishop, 2 coadjutor bishops, 903 secular
priests, 640 regular priests (these figures include resi-

dent priests who do not belong to the diocese); 2,564,-

240 Catholics. The cathedral chapter consists of

2 auxiliary bishops, 1 cathedral provost, 1 cathedral
dean, 1 custos, 1 cantor, 1 scholasticus, 10 canons,
12 honorary canons. The institutions for the training
of the priesthood are the Catholic theological faculty
of the University of Vienna with 14 professors and
(1911) 237 students; the clerical seminary under the
direction of the prince-archbishop with li2 students;
the seminary for boys with 240 pupils; and the theo-
logical schools conducted by the orders in their mon-
asteries: the school of the Augustinian Canons at

Klosterneuburg, of the Mechitarists at Vienna, of the
Cistercians at Heiligcnkreuz, of the Society of the
Divine Word at Maria-Enzersdorf . For the priests of

other dioceses there are the higher institute of St.

Augustine for secular priests, intended for priests

from all the dioceses of Austria, and the Pazmanian
college for the dioceses of Hungarj- that was founded
in 1623 by Cardinal Pdzamdny. The public higher
and middle schools of Austria are established on an
inter-denominational basis. The CathoUcs of the
diocese, however, have a large number of private
schools and institutions of learning which are gener-
ally conducted by members of religious orders and are

largely intended for the education of girls. Among
the schools for boys should be mentioned: the Jesuit
gymnasium at Kalkburg, the gymn;i.siums of the
Benedictines and Mechitarists in Vienna, the boarding
schools for seminarians of the Piarists, Redemptorists,
the Pious Workers, and of the School Brothers. The
ancient monasteries for men which still exist in the
archdiocese are: the Abbey of Klosterneuburg of the
Reformed Lateran Augustinian Canons, founded in

1 106 by Margrave St. Leopold, which has 96 members;
the Benedictine Schottenkloster at Vienna, founded
in 1158 by Henry Jasomirgott, which has a gymna-

sium witli 77 members; the Cistercian Abbey of Heil-
igenkreuz-Neukloster with a high-school for boys
preparing for the priesthood, with 63 members; it

was also founded by St. Leopold (1135).
Other orders and congregations are: Mechitarist,

1 monaster^' at Vienna with 45 members; Dominican,
2 monasteries, with 29 members; Minorite, 3 houses,
24 fathers; Franciscan, 3 houses, with 42 members;
Capuchin, 2 houses, with 18 members; Calced Car-
mehfes, in Vienna, with 5 members; Discalccd Car-
mehtes, 1 house, 19 members; Servites, 2 houses, with
14 members; Brothers of Mercy, 2 houses, with 45
members; Trinitarians in Vienna, ^\ith 9 members;
Barnabites, 4 houses, with 19 members; Jesuits, .5

houses, with 144 members; CamiUans, 1 monastery,
13 members; Piarists, 3 houses, 16 fathers; Lazarists,

3 houses, 87 members; Redemptorists, 3 monasteries,
103 members; Resurrectionists, 1 house, 7 members;
Salesians of Don Bosco, 1 house, 12 members; Broth-
ers of Mary, 2 houses, 25 members; Oblates of St.

Francis of Sales, 2 houses, 12 members; Salvatorians,
2 houses, 31 members; the Society of the Divine
Word, 3 houses, 357 members; of the Christian
Schools, 9 houses, 304 members; Pious Workers, 5
houses, 94 members; total, 66 monasteries, 640 priests,

229 clerics, .508 brothers, 342 novices and candidates.
The 30 female orders and congregations represented
in the archdiocese had, at the close of 1911, 252 houses
and 5180 members. The most important, reckoned
by the number of members, are: Daughters of the
Divine Saviour, 918; Sisters of Mercy of St. Vincent.
de Paul, 492; Sisters of Mercy of the Third Order of

St. Francis, 478; Sisters of the Poor Child Jesus, 379;
Daughters of Christian Love of St. Vincent de Paul,
374; Daughters of Dh-ine Love, 274; Sisters of Mercy
of the Holy Cross, 223; School Sisters of the Third
Order of St. Francis, 211; Nuns of the Holy Heart of

Jesus, 120; Poor School Sisters of Notre Dame, 114;
LTrsuline Nuns, 109; there are also Nuns of the Good
Shepherd, Sisters of St. Ehzabeth, Salesian Nuns,
Carmehte Nuns, Sisters of St. Charles Borromeo,
Missionaries of ISIary, Sisters of the Perpetual Adora-
tion; Daughters of the Childhood of Jesus and Mary;
Sisters of the Mother of Sorrows, etc. Most of the
female orders devote themselves to the care of the
sick in and outside of hospitals, or take chai-ge of

primary and middle schools and schools for girls, of

homes for children, asylums, institutions, etc. Of
late years Catholic associational hfe has developed
greatly. Among the most important societies are:

the Cathohc School Union for Austria, the Society
for the training of Cathohc Teachers, the Austrian
Leo Society for the promotion of Christian learning,

hterature, and art; there are also societies for jour-

neymen, for men, workmen, youths, the St. Vincent
de Paul Societies, etc. Outside of Vienna the most
important churches are the old cathedral at Wiener-
Neustadt, the church of St. Othmar at Modling, the
monastery churches at Klosterneuburg and Heiligen-

kreuz.

The more ancient sources are indicated in Deutsche Geschichts-
btailer. XI. XII (Cotlia. 1909-11). Important worlis are:
Iii/uhi I -

>, ., 1716); ScHlER. Die Bischofe und
Er:f'i . 1777); V. Geusac, GesMchte da-
llauy- I II (2nd od., 3 vols., 1792-93): v.
Ht>nM\^i;. il ' ir^fc urtti Dt*nfcuTirrfifffce»/fn (9 vela.,

Vienna, lS:^:i-L'.'Jl ; Waackn, Die vornehmslen Kun&tdenkmdter
von Wien (2 vols., Vienna, 1866-67); Geschichtsquellen der SUuU
Wien, ed. Kabl Weiss (3 vols., Vienna, 1877-1904); Wei88,
GeschicUe der SladlWien (2nd ed.. 2 vols., Vienna. 1882-85); Die
dslrrreichisch-ungarifche Monarchie in Wort ttnd Bild, I (Vienna,
1886); Zapf, Wirlschaflsaeschichle Wiens (Vienna, ISSS); Rrees-
ten zur Geschichte der Brzdiiizese Wien, cd. Kopai.uk (2 vols.,

Vienna, 1891-94); Pesch, Die Wohliaiigkeilsanslallen ron Wien
(Vienna, ISOl) ; Gvoua, Geschichle der Sladl Wien (Vienna, 1891):
ZscHOKKE, Geschichte des Metropolilankapitets zum hi Slephan in

Wien (Vienna, 1893); Umlatift, Namenbuch von Wien (Vienna,
1S9.5, 1905); Geaehichle der S(adt Wien, herausgegeben vom
Allertumsverein in Wien (6 vols., Vienna, 1897 ), chief work on
the subject, unfinished; Bkrman, AU- und \eu-Wien (2nd ed.,

Vienna, 1903-4); Levetus. Imperial Vienna: an account o/ itt

history, traditions and arts (New York and London. 1905); D%9
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fVohlUUiekeilstereine der Stadt Wein (Vienna. 1905) ; Mates, Das
kirchtiche Leben uiid die chriMliche Charitas in Wien (Vienna,
1905); Wien am Anfang des SO, Jahrhunderts, herausgegeben vom
Architekten- und Ingenieruverein (2 vols., Vienna, 1905-06);
Starzer, Quellen zur Geschichte der Stadt Wien, I (Vienna. 1906)

;

Grippel, Geschichte des fUrsterzbischdfiichen Knabenseminars der
Erzdidzese Wien (Vienna, 1906); Petermann, Wien im Zeitalter

Kaiser Fram Josephs I. (Vienna. 1908); Boeglin, Vienne (Paris,

1910): WiLHELM, Wien (Vienna. 1910); Kralie and Schlitter.
Wien, Geschichte der Kaiserstadt und ihrer KtUtur (Vienna. 1912);
Pezzl. Skizzen ton Wien, ed. Bl^Jmml (2 vols.. Munich. 1912);
Personalstand der S&kutar- und Regulargeistlichkeit der Wiener
Erzdidzese (Vienna. 1912). JoSEPH LiNS.

Vienna, University op.—Foundation of the Uni-
versity.—Next to the University of Prague that of

Vienna is the oldest university of the former Holy
Roman Empire. It was founded on 12 March, 1365, by
Rudolph IV, Duke of Austria, and its charter con-
firmed on IS July of the same year by Urban V, a
faculty of theology not being included in the papal
authorization. The
school, planned on
too large a scale and
not sufficiently en-

dowed, did not pros-

per; moreover, the
duke died on 27 July
at Milan. About
1380 his successor,

Albert III, called

teachers from Paris

and obtained per-

mission from Urban
VI, 20 Feb., 1384,

for the establishment
of a theological fac-

ulty. After the draw-
ing up of the univer-

sity statutes in 138.5,

and of the .statutes

of the faculties of

theology, law, medi- The University

cine, and philosophy on 1 April, 1389, the or-

ganization of the university on the model of Paris
was complete. All members of the university,

scholars, bachelors, licentiates (who were obhgcd
to lecture for a certain period), and doctors, were
divided into "nations", Austrian, Rhenish, Hun-
garian, and Saxon. Each "nation" elected a proctor
from its membership; the head of the university was
the rector elected semi-annually by the proctors, while

his council was composed of the proctors and the
deans of the faculties. The university was subject

to the ruler of the country, who was its patron, but
otherwise it was autonomous and had its own juris-

diction. The ])ermanent ecclesiastical representative
of the university was the cathedral provost of St.

Stephen's, who was chancellor of the university and
conferred the academic' degrees.

During the first century of its existence the univer-
sity repeatedly provi'd that it was founded as an
in.stitution of the Church <-liiefly for the extension and
defence of the Faith. .\n address of loyalty {rotulits)

was sent to each newly-elected pope with ,a request
for the confirmation and increa.se of the privileges.

As an ecclesi-astical corporation the university took
an active part in the Councils of Pisa (1409), Con-
stance (1414), and Basle (1431), ,and in several pro-
vincial synods. In that era of incessant disorder and
scanty revenues, the continued existence of a uni-
versity was possible only when closely connected with
the Church and under the protection of the papacy.
The popes gr.anted important rights, e. g., the privi-

lege, granted on 20 Feb., 13S4, and 27 May, 1399,
that distant benefices of priests teacliing and studj'ing
at Vienna could be .administered by a vicar; the
appointment of ecc!esi.a.st ical conserv-ators (17 Aug.,
1411; 21 May, 1434; 12 July. 1513); ecclesiastical

jurisdiction with the right of pronouncing excom-

munication (27 May, 1420; 16 Feb., 1441; 12 July,
1513; 1 July, 1517), and the right of trying and
judging heretics (16 Feb., 1441). Physicians (28
March, 1452) were protected by a letter of the Bishop
of Passau in 1406 excommunicating quacks. The
subject-matter taught was confined to prescribed
books, the method of teaching rigidly scholastic.
The theological students were hmited to the Scrip-
tures and dogmatic theology, pastoral theology and
Hebrew being added later. At first, in the faculty of
law, canon law alone was taught, but Roman law was
added in 1494; medicine was still entirely under the
spell of sterile Arabian theories. The widest range of
subjects belonged to the philosophical (liberal arts)

faculty, which, as the introductory course to the three
"higher faculties", had the largest number of students.
Among the celebrated mathematicians and astrono-
mers of this faculty were Johannes of Gmunden

(about 1380-1442),
George of Peuerbach
(1423-61), and Jo-
hannes Miiller of
Konigsberg, also

called Regiomonta-
nus (1436-76). A
distinguished theolo-

gian and statesman
was Thomas Eben-
dorffer (1387-1464),
noted for his part in

the Council of Basle.
Period of Prosper-

ity and Humanism.
—During the reign
of Maximilian I

(U03-1519) the uni-
versity enjoyed its

tiist period of pros-

peritv; with the rise
BniLDiNos, Vienna of Humanism about

1490, the influence of the Church steadily de-
creased.

Decline: Reforms.—The disorders after Maxi-
milian's death and the appearance of Luther's doc-
trines in Austria caused the university to decline
rapidly. As early as 1511 it refused to .send a repre-

sentative to a council. The laxity of the medical and
philosophical faculties in regard to heretics obliged
the theological faculty on 14 July, 1526, to give back
to the bishop authority in such matters. During the
years 152.5->30 the munber of students steadily
declined, the faculty of law w.as hardly more than
nominal, and in 1529 that of theology had but two
professors. Only the strong hand of Ferdinand I

(1522-1564) saved the university from complete
decay; reforming statutes were promulgated on
2 Aug., 1.5.33, 15 Sept., 1537, and 1 Jan., 15.54. It

was placed under the direction of a superintendent
with large powers, who was appointed by the sover-
eign. Teachers having regular salaries were ap-
pointed to each faculty; the faculties of medicine and
theology had each three such professors, the faculty
of law four. The period of study w.as made five

years, for the philosophical course two years. In the
medical department more attention w.as to be paid to
practical branches; in the law cour.se Roman l;xw was
madethemost important study. In 1.551 Ferdinand I

called the Jesuits to V"ienna to revive the religious

spirit and on 17 Nov., 1558, gave them two perma-
nent theological professorships. The Jesuits estab-
lished a Latin school and a house of studies, and gave
philosophical courses that were largely attended.

Non-Cat)wlic Tendency and the Counter-Rrfnrmalion.
—From 30 March, 1.546, each new professor was
obliged to submit to an examination of his orthodox-^-,

in order to prevent the admission of heretics. This
regulation was annulled on 5 Sept., 1564, by Maxi-
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milian II (1564-76), who also ordained that instead of

the customary formal profession of Catholic Faith,

the candidate for degrees had only to declare himself a
Catholic—disregarding the Bull of Pius IV (13 Nov.,
1564). The emperor withdrew one professorship

from the Jesuits and, at the demand of the Diet,

ordered the house of studies to be closed. During the
reign of Rudolph II (1576-1612), who was bj' educa-
tion a strict Catholic, a Counter-Reformat ion was
begun. This was due to the efforts of the cathedral
provost Melchior Khlesl, appointed chancellor of the
university in 1579. The first step was the publica-

tion on 2 July, 1581, and 31 March, 1591, of the papal
Bull of 13 Nov., 1564; the entrance of Protestants

into the university was thus prevented. In 1565 the
Jesuits attempted to obtain university degrees for

the students trained at their school, but their appeal
was rejected both at this date and in 1573. The
university was not altogether wrong in regarding as

an infringement of its privileges the permission
granted the Jesuits in 1570 to hold philosophical and
theological courses in their college. It felt its very
existence threatened, especially as the Jesuits, e. g.

in 1593, had one thousand students, while the entire

university had but two hundred. The dispute was
settled by Emperor Matthias (1612-19) on 25 Feb.,

1617, who again gi-anted the Jesuits two professor-

ships in theology, and in addition three in philosophy.

Finally, during the reign of Ferdinand II (1619-37),

the entire theological and philosophical faculties

were handed over to the Jesuits, and their college was
incorporated into the university (21-22 Oct., 1622;

17 Nov., 1622; 9 Aug., 1623; Sanclio pragmatica
of 13 Oct., 1623, confirmed by Ferdinand III on 4
May, 1640). The Society renounced in perpetuity

any claim to the dignity of rector of the university,

but on the other hand the rector of the Jesuit college

had a seat and vote directly after the superintendent

appointed by the ruler. The election of professors

and the methods of teaching were left to the Society.

The intent of the Sanclio pragmatica was to

make the university Catholic in its further develop-

ment. This end was the easier to attain as the Jesuits

controlled all the preparatory schools. The matter,

however, was more difficult in regard to the students

of law and medicine, among whom many were still

openly or secretly non-Catholic. The restriction to

Catholics was finally effected in these departments by
decrees and by the edict of 17 Nov., 1651, which expelled

all non-Catholics from the country. Following the

example of otlier vmiversities, as Paris, Cologne, and
Mainz, Ferdinand III (1637-57) appointed (17 May,
1649) the feast of the Immaculate Conception as the
church feast of the university; henceforth before

attaining a degree, the rectorship, or a professorship,

the candidate was obliged to profess his beUef in the

Immaculate Conception. From 2 Dec, 1656, the

dean-elect had also to make this profession. The
Dominicans alone were exempted (31 Oct., 1649)

from this obligation, but on this account they were
excluded from the position of dean. Thanks to the
zeal and learning of the Jesuits, the theological and
philosophical departments flourished greatly; those

of law and medicine, however, lagged behind. There-
form of studies carried out liy Ferdinand 1 had not the

desired success in these two branches, as money was
hwking, and the very .scanty salaries of the professors

were seldom paid. The great disadvantage in tlie

faculty of law was that German common Uiw, though
necessary in practice, was not taught. The students

of medicine were more fortunate, for after winning the

baccalaureate they generally attended an Italian

university, partitMilarly Padua, where better facilities

for study were offered, and a shorter period of attend-

ance re(|uired. Thus the members of the faculty

of medicine were generally phy.sicians educated in

Italy, as Johann Wilhelm Mnnnagetta (d. 1660), aiul

Paul de Sorbait (d. 1691). However, owing to the
lack of students and of equipment, there was no stimu-
lus to woik. Numerous proposals of reform were
made, such as those of 1629, 1687, and 1735, but all

attempts to bring the two faculties to a higher level

failed on account of the financial embarrassment of

the Government.
Reorganization in Die Reign of Maria Theresa:

University a Stale Inslituiion.—During the reign of

Maria Theresa (1740-80) the university was com-
pletely reconstructed. What led to this change was
the calling to Vienna in 1745 of Gerhard van Swieten
(1700-72), a medical professor at Leyden, as court
physician and university professor. The reforms of

the medical faculty, which he planned, went into
effect on 7 February: i. e. the designation of van
Swieten as director of studies, appointment of pro-
fessors by the empress, not as before by the university
consistory, rigid supervision of the examinations by
the Government, establishment of a professorship of

chemistry, founding of a botanical garden, and the
delivery of clinical lectures in the hospital. The
university soon excelled the University of Leyden,
previously so celebrated; this was effected by the
appointment of distinguished teachers, as, in 1749, for

chemistry and botany, Alexander Ludwig Laugier,
whose successor in 1769 was Nikolaus Jacquin; in

1754, for practical therapeutics, Anton de Haen, whose
successor in 1776 was MaximiUan StoU; and Ferdinand
Leber, in 1761, for surgery. The theological and
philosophical faculties were reformed in 1753. The
professors of philosophy were forbidden to dictate

their lectures to the students as formerly, or to teach
the Aristotelean doctrine. The plan drawn up for the
reform of the department of law b}- Prince-Archbishop
Count Trautson and Sigismund Popowitsch, professor
of eloquence, was put in force in 1753. New courses
in constitutional law, the law of nature, feudal law,

the Theresian laws for the hereditary Austrian domin-
ions, and, as an experiment, history, were established.

The director of studies was Johann Franz von Bour-
guignon. Up to 1757 all matters pertaining to instruc-

tion were controlled by Prince-Archbishop Count
Trautson, the "protector of studies". The position

of superintendent was abolished in 1754.

These reforms took from the university the last

vestiges of its former autonomy, made it entirely

subsidiary to the purposes of the State, and turned the
professors into state officials. Intellectual life was
restricted by the directors of studies who prescribed

the text-books to be used, and by the Government
censorship of books. The medical faculty suffered

least from these limitations and continued todevelop.
The aim of the prevailing system was to exclude
entirely the influence of the Church and of the

Society of Jesus; its leading spirits were van Swieten
and, in the course of time, the freemason Joseph von
Sonnenfels (1733-1817). Thus in 1755 the conferring

of the degi-ees at St. Stephen's was abolished, and the

influence of the chancellor limited; in 1757 the .Jesuit

rector was removed from the university consistory,

and in 1759 the directors of studies belonging to the

Society were removed. The court commission of

studies, with van Swiet en as vice-president , was created

on 23 March, 17(>0, as the chief board of supervision.

In the same year the commission made a request for

the admission of Protestants to the courses in law and
medicine, but did not secure this until 177S. From
18 Jan., 1782, the university was open to all creeds.

The suppression of the Society of Jesus in 1773
necessitated the reorganization of the theological and
philosophical faculties. The property of the Jesuits

went to the fund for stipends for students (Jesuit-

fond); ex-Jesuits were excluded from the new appoint-
ments to the theological chairs. The process of

separating the university from the Church continued
(hiring the last years of the reign of Mariji Theresa
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and still more during the reign of Joseph II (1780-
90). Abbot Stefan Rautenstrauch of Braunau wrote
a text-book on canon law, pervaded with the spirit of

Febronius, that received the approval of the Govern-
ment in 1776. The oath before receiving a degree,

and in general everj'thing that had the appearance of

an ecclesiastical celebration at the graduation exer-

cises, was done away with in 178.5. Prince-Arch-
bishop Count Migazzi protested repeatedly, although
in vain, in 1786 against the university text-books which
contained false statements and attacks upon the
Church. The university sank to a training school

for government officials, the students of theology
included. This intellectual ser\'itude checked all

scientific activity, and in the succeeding years brought
the university into a condition of stagnation from
which it could be rescued only by a fundamental
reformation of the bureaucratic sj-stem.

Self-Governing University since 1S4S.—The first

step towards self-government was taken (on 12 March,
1848) by a general assembly of the university, which
petitioned Ferdinand I (1835-48) for freedom of

teaching and study. On 20 March the newly-
appointed minister of instruction, Freiherr von
Somaruga, promised the .speedy granting of academic
freedom, and at the same time announced a reform
of the courses of study. The medical facultv, still

the most important one, made proposals regarding the
restoration of the old autonomy, such a-s the elect ion of

rector and deans by the profes.sors. On 30 Sept.,

1849, this was granted by the provisional law on the
organization of academic authorities. A distinction

was made in the faculties between the group of

professors and that of the doctors or teachers below
professors in rank, each electing a dean. On 13 Oct.,

1849, the "general ordinances concerning the system
of studies at the royal and imperial universities",

with exception of the theological .studies, was issued;

on 1 Oct., 18.50, "the general regulations for studies".

On 9 Jan., 186.5, the year of the celebration of the
fifth centenary of the existence of the university, fifty-

eight professors presented to the minister of instruc-

tion, von Schmerhng, a memorial which denounced
the exclusively Catholic character of the universitj'

as no longer just. Pursuant to the law of 28 April,

1873, on the organization of academic administration,
the attainment of an academic dignity is now inde-

pendent of the candidate's faith. The Cathohc
character of the university is at present limited to the
theological faculty, for the "Protestant theological

institute" that was raised to a faculty in 18.50 is not a
part of the university. On 11 Oct., 1884, the new
university building on the Franzen-Ring was dedi-

cated in the presence of Emperor Francis Joseph. In
18.57 the "new university-house", built in 1756, was
given to the academy of sciences. New statutes for

the regulation of the examinations for the doctorate
in the three secular faculties were issued on 15 April,

1872. The course of study in the medical school
requires five years, in the other faculties four years
are necessary.
The reform of the theological faculty indicated a

complete break with the Febronian-Josephinist sys-

tem. There was a meeting of the bishops at the invi-

tation of the Government on 30 April, 1849; the
a.ssembly made the demand that the competent
bishop .should have influence over the appointment of

profes.sors, that he should appoint half of the hoard of

examiners, and that all should be obliged before
appointment to make the Trident ine Confession of

Faith. This request was granted on 30 June, 1850.
The plan of .study approved by the Government on
29 March, 1858, and still in use, was worked out by
Prince-,\rchbi.'<hop Rau.sc.her. The present statutes
governing the ex.amination for the doctorate were
i&sued on 16 Jan., 1894. In respect to the ceremony
of conferring degrees it was ordained on 19 May, 1880,

that the protector or the dean of the faculty of which
the rector was a member should be the presiding
oflicer in case the rector was not a Catholic.
On 18 Oct., 1849, temporary statutes were issued

regulating the study of law and political economy; on
2 Oct., 1855, these ordinances were revised, and on
20 April, 1893, the present statutes respecting
studies and examinations for the doctorate were
promulgated. The original freedom of study was
limited in so far that students must pass three state
examinations at fixed times. The medical faculty,
which even before 1848 had had a high reputation,
gained a world-wide renown both by the calling of
foreigners to professorships, as Ernst Briicke (1849-
92), JohannOppolzer (1850-71). and Thcodor Bilh-oth
(186.5-94), and others, and by the work of native
investigators, as Karl Rokitanskv (1844-78), Joseph
H\Ttl (184.5-74), Joseph Skoda "(1846-81), and Fer-
dinand Hebra (1849-80). The statutes of 1872,
respecting examinations for the doctorate, those con-
cerning the organization of the medical instruc-
tion (IJune, 1872) and of the practical tests in

the examination for the medical degree (24 Oct.,

1872), put an end to the institute for partially
trained medical men (surgeons) and instead only
permitted the gaining of "the doctorate of the entire
science of medicine" (medicina; universw doctor), with
which the right to practise medicine is united. On
21 Dec, 1899, a new series of statutes suited to modern
needs was issued in regard to the examinations for
the doctorate. In the philosophical faculty the
former two years' preparatory course was transferred
to the gj-mnasium (18 May, 1845) ; the departments of
natural science (chemistry, natural history) were
taken over from the medical faculty on 16 Nov., 1849.
Besides increasing the number of professorial chairs,

seminars and institutes for scientific research and for
the training of teachers of the intermediate schools
were established. Among the distinguished scholars
of this faculty should be mentioned: in physics. Chris-
tian Doppler (1S50-.53); in astronomy, Karl von
Littrow (1842-77); in photographic optics, Josef Max
Petzval (1837-77); in the history of art, Rudolf von
Eitelberger (18.52-85); in classical philologv, Hermann
Bonitz (1849-67).

University Statistics (on 1 October, 1911).—The-
ology: 8 regidar and 2 auxihary professors, 4 Privat-
dozenten; law: 17 regular and 13 auxiliary professors,

41 Frii'ofrfo^erifere; medicine: 24 regular and 22 auxiliary
professors, 197 Privatdozenten; philosophy: 54 regu-
lar and 25 auxiliary professors, 95 Privatdozenten,

25 lecturers and teachers. In the winter of 1910-11
the total number of students was 9922. Of this
number 241 studied theologj-, 39.56 law, 2491 medi-
cine, 3234 philo.sophy; in the summer of 1911 the
student-body numbered 8457; 226 of its members
studied theology, 3467 law, 20.53 medicine, 2711
philosophy. In the university year of 1911-12 the
doctorate was granted to 921 students, of whom 27
had studied theologj-, 447 law, 231 medicine, and 216
philosophy. Total amount of endowments 4,539,600
Kronen. The university and its institutes is sup-
ported by the tre.a.'jurv of the State.

KlXK. Ge^rh. drr i;msfrlirhfn VniveriiiUtt in Wien (Vionna,
1854); AscHBACH, Genrh. der wienrr UniversiMI im II. Jnhrhunde
(3 vols., Vionn.q. l.S(i.5-SS). Supplt-menl to third vol. bv Habtl
and ScHRAtTF (Vienna, 1898): dfsrh. der wimir Uniterniial ISiS-
1898 (Vienna. 1898); Wappler. Gftch. drr Ihfolooitchcn Fakul-
UU (Vienna. 1884); Schhauf. Ada Jacullatit medicm (.3 vols.,

Vienna, 1894-1904). covers the years l.'!99- 1.5.58; Senfelder,
Acta facrdtalia mediciT. ISoS-IJli (.l vols., Vienna. I90S-1912),
a continuation of the preceding work. A complete bibliography is

given in Erman* and Horn, Bihliographxe der deutschen Vnitern-
laien, II (Lcipjig, 1904-5). 1051-95.

Leopold Senfelder.

Vienne, Ancient See op. See Grenoble,
Diocese of.

Vienne, Council of (1311-12).—Pope Clement V,
by the Bull "Regnans in coelis" of 12 Aug., 1308,
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called a general council to meet on 1 Oct., 1310, at

Vienne in France for the purpose "of making provi-

sion in regard to the Order of Knights Templar, both
the individual members and its lands, and in regard

to other things in reference to the Catholic Faith,

the Holy Land, and the improvement of the Church
and of ecclesiastical persons". The BuU was sent to

the kings of the respective Christian countries and to

the archbishops of the various church provinces.

The archbishops of every church province with two
or three bishops, as designated in the individual Bulls,

were to appear in person at the coimcil, the bishops

remaining at home were to transfer their rights to

their colleagues who had been personally called. The
bishops and prelates of all kinds were also to bring

to the council proposals and motions in WTiting con-

cerning the points to be improved in church hfe. A
special Bull of 8 Aug., 1308, duected the Order of

Knights Templar to send suitable defensores to the

council, before which the grand master and the other

chief officials had been commanded to apjjear in

person. The council, however, could not open at the

appointed time, on account of the trials of the Tem-
plars which were begun in the various countries, and
the process respecting Boniface VIII which Clement
V had undertaken at the appeal of the French king
Philip the Fair. The Bull "Alma mater" of 4 April,

1310, postponed the opening of the council until 1 Oct.,

1311, on account of the investigation of the Templars
that was not yet finished. In September the pope
went to Vienne with the cardinals and on 16 Oct.,

1311, the first formal session of the council was held in

the cathedral there. This was the Fifteenth (Ecumeni-
cal Council. In his opening address the pope again
designated the three following points as the main
tasks of the council: the matter of the Templars;
the assistance to be given the Holy Land; and the
reform of the clerical order and of morals.

The Acts of the council h.ave disappeared, with
exception of a fragment which Father Ehrle, S.J.,

found in a manuscript in the National Library at

Paris (see below). Consequently there is no positive

certainty as to the course of the synod. The number
of its members is also variously stated by the authori-

ties. Villiani ("Chron.", IX, XXII, ed. Muratori,
"Script.", XIII, 454) enumerates 300 bishops, while

other authorities whose testimony is more probable
give 114 bishops, to which should be added a number
of abbots and proxies. The best known proceedings

of the council are those respecting the Templars. A
commission was appointed to examine the official

records concerning the order, in which commission
the various cla,sses of participants in the council and
the different countries were represented. From the
members of this commission was formed a smaller

committee of archbishops and bishops presided over
by the Archbishop of Aquileia, which was to examine
exhaustively the official records and the abstracts of

these. The pope and the cardinals negotiated with
the members of this commission respecting the matter.

The majority of the cardinals and nearly all the mem-
bers of the commission were of the opinion that the

Order of Knights Templar should be granted the
right to defend itself, and that no proof collected up
to then was sufficient to condemn the order of the
heresy of which it was aecustd without straining the

law. As early as the beginning of December, 1311,

the cardinals and commission had voted to this

effect. The pope was in a difficult position, on
account of the insistence of the powerful French
king. In February, 1312, the king himself .appeared

with a great retinue before the gates of the city of

Vienne, and vehemently demanded the suppression

of the Templars in a letter of 2 March, addressed to

the pope. Clement now adopted the expedient of

suppressing the Order of Knights Templar, not by
legal method {de jure), but on the plea of solicitude

for the Church and by Apostolic ordinance (per

modum provisionis seu ordinationis aposlolicoe). The
pope announced this decision in an a,ssembly of the
cardinals, on 22 March, 1312. On 3 April the second
formal session of the council was held; the French king
and his three sons were present, and the decision
respecting the suppression of the Templars was
promulgated. The Bull of Suppression "Vox cla-

mantis" is dated 22 March, 1312. The pope had
retained for himself the decision as to the persons and
the lands of the Templars; two further Bulls were
issued to cover these points on 2 and 6 May. During
the council, appai-ently at this second session,

Boniface VLTI was declared to have been a lawful
pope, and absolved from the accusations brought
against him. Nevertheless, an earlier Decree issued by
Clement V was renewed, whereby the King of France
was absolved from all responsibility for what he had
done against Boniface and the Church.
The synod also took up the question of the Holy

Land. In the third formal session, held 6 May, a
letter from the King of France was read aloud, in

which he promised to take the cross, together with his

sons and large numbers of the nobility, and to begin
the Crusade within six years. If he should die before
this time his eldest son would undertake the expedi-
tion. Upon this, it was decided to lay a church tithe

for six years for this purpose, which was to be raised
throughout Christendom for the Holy Land. Con-
cerning the raising of this tithe, cf. Kirsch, "Die
papstlichen KoUektorien in Deutschland" (Pader-
born, 1894), 18. In France the revenues drawn from
the tithe for six years were given to the king, who
used the money for the war against Flanders. The
Crusade never took place, although both the Kings
of England and of Navarre had agreed to it at the
council.

As already mentioned, the bishops were directed
before the meeting of the council to bring with them
written suggestions as to the reform of the Church.
The pope renewed this demand at the opening of the
council. Only three of the proposals sent in are
known up to now, namely the treatise of William
Durandus, Bishop of Mende, on the holding of the
council ("De modo celebrandi generalis concilii"),

that of Major, Bishop of .\ngers [in "Collection des
documents inedits sur I'hist. de France. Melanges
historiques", II (1877), 471 sqq.], and that of James
Dueze, later Pope John XXII [published by ^'erlaque,

"Jean XXII" (Paris, 1883), 52 sqq.]. This material
W.TS divided into two parts for discussion by the coun-
cil: improvement of morals and protection of the
independence of the Church. The countless com-
plaints, opinions, and suggestions that were handed
in by prelates as well as by secular nobles were sys-
tematically arranged and treated. Still it is not
known what decrees on these questions resulted from
the discussions of the council itself and were promul-
gated in the third and last session. All that is certain

is that a number of decrees on these subjects were
proclaimed. These were issued later on 25 October,
1317, by John XXII, together with other decrees of

Clement V, which the latter had been prevented by
death from promulgating. John published thom as
the collection of the laws of the Church, the Clemen-
tines, "Corpus Juris Canoniei". The decrees passed
at the council which ai'C found in this collection refer

to the disputes concerning the Franciscan Spirit-

uals (condemnation of the three propositions attrib-

uted to Petrus .Johannes Olivi), the dispute about
poverty among the Minorites, the Mendicants, the
visit.ation of convents by the bishops, tlie Beguines,
the observance of the ecclesiastical hours, administra-
tion of religious foundations, matters relating to

benefices, the foundiiij; of profcs.sorships for the Orien-
tal languages at t he Curia and at the four chief univer-
sities, the management of the Inquisition, and various
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ordinances respecting the clergy. The council

closed with the third formal session, 6 May, 1312.
Mansi. Conciliorum collectio, XXV, 367 sqq.; Ehble, Bin

BruchslQrk der Akten des Konzils von Vienne in Archiv fUr Lit-

eratur-und Kirchengeschichte des Miltelalters, IV (1888), 361
sqq.: Idem, Vorgeschich'e des KoJizils von Vienne, loc. cit., II,

353 sqq.. Ill, 1 sqq., 1409 aqq.: Hefele, Komiliengeschichte, VI
(2nd ed , Freiburg im Br., 1890), 436 sqq.. 515 sqq.; Hebeb,
GiUachten und Reformvorschlage fiir das Vienner Gencralconcil
(Leipzig, 1S98) ; Goller. Die Gravamina auf dem Korizil von
Vienne in Feslgabe far H. Finke (Mflnster, 1904), 197 sqq.;
MoLLAT, hes doUances du clergS de la province de Sens au concile

de Vienne in Revue d'hisl. eccUs., VI (1905), 319 sqq.

J. P. KlRSCH.

Vierthaler, Fr.\nz Michael, a distinguished
\ustrian pedagogue, b. at Mauerkirchen, Upper Aus-
tria, 25 September, 1758; d. at Vienna, 3 October,
1827. As his parents were poor, he was a choir-boy
at the Benedictine .-Vbbey of Michaclbeuren and at

Salzburg. \t Salzburg he also attended the gj'mna-
eiuni and from 1770-77, he took the law course
at the university, though his favourite study was
classic languages. In 1783 he became instructor

at the Virgilian college for nobles at Salzburg.
By teaching history he was led to WTite his"Phil-
osophische Geschichte der Menschheit" (7 vols.,

1787-1S19). The first volume attracted attention
and gained for Vierthaler, in 1790, the position of di-

rector of the seminary for teachers at Salzburg, which
the archbishop had estabhshed for the betterment of

the primary schools. In the same year he began a
course of catechetical instruction for the students of

the seminary for boys, and in 1791 pedagogical lectures

at the university. In 1796 he was made court hbra-
rian. During 1800-02 he edited the "Salzburger
Literaturzeitung" and from 1799-1806 the "Salz-
burger Staatszcitung". He married in 1802; in 1803
he w.as appointed supervisor of the pubhc schools in

the Duchy of Salzburg, and in 1804 supervisor of the
two orphan asylums. Three years later, when Salz-

burg was made part of Austria, the Austrian Govern-
ment called him to Vienna, where he took charge of
the orphan asylum.

Vierthaler was a strong advocate of practical train-

ing in teaching. Ho kept up a correspondence with
the young teachers from the seminary and encouraged
their zeal. He prepared a unified plan of studies for
schools that he visited, sought to provide good and
cheap school-books and other aids to study, and suc-
ceeded in arousing pubhc interest infthe cause of the
schools. His three chief pedagogical works are:

"Elemente der Methodik und Piidagogik" (1791);
"Gei.st der Sokratik" (1793); "Entwurf der Schuler-
ziehungskunde" (1794). He was a master in his call-

ing, distinguished by the clearness, simphcity, and
practicalness of his teachings. He laid more em-
pliasis than other teachers of his era on the principle
that instruction should subserve education. The
aim of his pedagogical method was a "noble
humanity tr.ansfigured by God". The basis of all

his efforts was the Catholic P'aith which he placed
above everything else. Like Overberg he regarded
the personality of the teacher as the most important
thing in education. In many respects he was ahead
of his times, c. g. in his high estimation of the teaching
of the natural sciences and of physical training; also in

his opposition to corporal punishment. Besides his
pedagogical writings Vierthaler wrote a large number
of school-books and books for children; among the.se

are an edition of the Gospels and Epistles and a
geography of Salzburg.

.^NTnALLER. Franz Mirhael Vierthaler, der Salzburger Padegoge
(Salzl)urg, 1880); Vierthaler, Padagogische Hauplschriflen, cd.
VON DER FcHR (Pwlcrbom. 1904): VON DER FuHB, Michael
Vierthaler u. seine Zeil (Berlin, 1909).

Klemens Loffler.

Viesti. See Manfredonia, Archdiocese op.

Vieta (VifcTE), Francois, Seigneur de La Bigotti&re,
father of modem algebra, b. at Fontenay-le-Comte

(Poitou), 1540; d. in Paris, Feb., 1603. The son of a
solicitor, he made his early studies under the Fran-
ciscans of his native place. He studied law in the
University of Poitiers, returned to Fontenay at nine-
teen, and soon took rank with the leading barristers of
the province, numbering Mary Stuart among his cli-

ents. Indifferent in religion, and with his legal prac-
tice ruined by the religious wars, he accepted the
position of tutor to Catherine, the eleven-year-old
daughter of Jean de Parthenay, Sieur de Soubise, a
militant Huguenot. Three years later, at the mar-
riage of his pupil, ho left the Chateau du Pare and
went to La Rochelle. Here ho gained as chents and
friends the Huguenots, Coligny, Conde, the Queen of

Navarre, Henry of Navarre, and Fran^oise de Rohan,
who, hke his former pupil, Catherine, Viscountess de
Rohan by a second marriage, remained his benefactress
for life. Of his wife little beyond the name is known.
The title of Sieur de La Bigottiero lie ]irobably as-

sumed. He became a barrister in Paris and later a
councillor of the Parlement in Rennes. For some years
he was in disfavour witli Henry III, despite the efforts

in 1585 of his friend Henry of Navarre. To the lat-

ter, as king, Viota^ while councillor of the Parlement in

Tours, rendered signal service by discovering the key
to the Si)anish cipher. During his last years, spent
mainly in Paris, he was maitre des requites (ma-ster of
requests) and royal privy councillor. He was a
Catholic at his death. His kindly treatment of Adri-
anus Romanus, a rival scholar, indicates a generous
nature.

To Vieta as a mathematician Huygens, Halley,
Cha.sles, and Fourier have given high rank. He made
the use of letters as symbols of quantity a general cus-
tom. He was higfily skilful in the treatment of equa-
tions, knew the relations between the po.sitive roots
and the coefficient!?, and devised solutions for the
equations of the second, third, and fourth degrees by
methods different from the existing ones. He enun-
ciated the principle of homogeneity. He extended the
tables of Rheticus, gave formulse for the sine and co-
sine of a multi])le angle, and attempted to find the
value of TT by moans of infinite series. To a consider-
able extent ho ajiplied algebra to geometry and trig-

onometry and geometry and trigonometry to algebra.
His collected works were ]niblishod by Van Schooten,
"Opera Matheniatica", Leyden, 1646.

Bertrand in Revue des Deux Mondes (15 May, 1897), or
Eloges Academiques, new series, 143-76 (Paris, 1902); Cha.sle8,
Camples rcndus de I'Acad. des Sci., XII, XIII (1841); Fillon et
Ritter, Notice sur la vie et les ouvrages de Francois Viite
(Nantes, 1850); GaMBIER. Le nuithimaticien Fraji^ois Viite,
GSn^logie de sa famille (La Rochelle, 1911); Hittton, Tracts on
Math, and Phil. Subjects, II, (London, 1812), 260-74; Ritter. BulU
ettino di Hibliografia e di Storia delte Sci. mat. e fis., I (Rome.
1868), 223-27.

Paul H. Linehan.

Viger, Denis-Benjamin, French-Canadian states-
man and writer, b. at Montreal, 19 .Vug., 1774;
d. 1861. After studying classics and philosophy at
the Sulpician college of his native city, he joined the
bar, was elected (1808) member of Parliament for

Montreal, and re-elected for other constituencies in

ISIO, 1SI4, and 1827. He was sent (1828) to repre-
sent French Canadian interests against Lord Dal-
housie's .administration before the English Parhament.
In 1830, though a member of the Upper House, he
returned to London, where he spent two years refut-

ing .\ttorney-General .Stuart's memoir. His patriot-
ism did not impair his loyalty. Yet, in 1838, he was
imprisoned for nineteen months, refusing bail, and
demanding a trial. After the union of the Canadas,
he was twice returned to Parliament (1841 .and 184.5).

His knowledge of constitutional law urged him to side
with Governor Metcalfe, and accept Lafontaine's
heritage as premier; wliereby he assumed the respon-
sibility of dividing the Liberal party. His friends

misunderstood him and suspected him of inclining
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towards British influence. He was accused of per-

sonal ambition, though he acted through loftier mo-
tives—the dread lest responsible government might
be compromised. In a pamphlet, "La crise minis-

terielle" (1844), he rightly defines constitutional

government. He was the first president of the na-
tional society of St. Jean-Baptiste. Fordham Uni-
versity gave him the degree of LL.D. (1853). He
wrote many newspaper articles and several important
poUtical treatises demonstrating England's interest

in maintaining the laws, usages, and education of

Lower Canada. He contributed to the foundation
of the new.spapers "La Minerve" and "L'Aurore des

Canadas". His writings are noted for their logic,

depth, and erudition.
BlBAtJD, he Pantheon canadien (Montreal, 1891); TnHCOTTE,

Le Canada SOILS V Union {f^utihec, 1S71); Royal, Viger in Journal
de V InslTuction publique (March, 1861); Morqan, Bibliotheca

canadensis (Ottawa, 1867).

Lionel Lindsay.

Viger, Jacques, a French-Canadian antiquarian
and archaeologist, b. at Montreal, 7 May, 1787; d.

12 Dec, 1858. He studied at the Sulpician college

of Montreal. During the war of 1812 he served as
captain in the " Voltigeurs" under de Salaberry. He
was elected the first Mayor of Montreal (183.3), and
strove to improve its sanitary condition. Although
he wrote little, his reputation as an archaeologist was
universal, and the greatest contemporary historians

of France and the United States have drawn from his

collection of MSS., the fruit of forty years research.

He compiled a chronicle under the title of "Sabre-
tache" (28 vols.), wherein he gathered plans, maps,
portraits, with valuable notes illustrating many con-

tested historical points. He was the founder of the
" Historical Society of Montreal". Pius IX honoured
him with the knighthood of the Order of St. Gregory
the Great.

BiBAUD, Le PaTUhion canadien (Montreal, 1891) : Morgan,
Bibliotheca canadensis (Ottawa, 1867).

Lionel Lindsay.

Vigevano, Diocese of (Viglevanensis), Lom-
bardy, Province of Pavia. The city is a gi-eat agri-

cultural centre. As late as the middle of the nine-

teenth century, gold was obtained from the Ticino

in the neighbourhood, but that industry has since

been abandoned. The cathedral was built in 1100,

rebuilt in the sixteenth century, and in the seven-

teenth by Bishop Caramuel Lobkowitz, 1680, himself

an architect, who also contributed to the expense.

The Church of S. Pietro Martire was built, with the

adjacent Dominican convent, by Filippo M. Visconti

in 1445; the convent is now used for government
offices and courts. Among the civil edifices is the

castle, once a fortress, built by Braniante in 1492,

by order of Ludovico il Moro, and now a royal palace.

The earliest notices of Vigevano date from the

tenth century, when it was favoured as a residence

by King Arduin for the sake of the good hunting in

that vicinity. In the next period it was a Ghibelline

commune, and was accordingly besieged and taken by
the Milanese in 1201 and again in 1275. In 1328 it

surrendered to Azzone Visconti, and thereafter

shared the pohtical fortunes of ^Iilan. In the last

years of the Visconti domination it sustained a siege

by Francesco Sforza, himself a native of the city.

With the Treaty of Worms (1743) it passed to the

King of Sardinia. Blessed ISIatleo Carreiro, O.P.,

died at Vigevano. Until 1530 the town belonged to

the Diocese of Novara and had a collegiate chapter.

Francesco Sforza procured tlie erection of the see and
provided its revenues. Tlie first bisliop was Cialeazzo

Pietra, succeeded by his ne|)hew Maurizio Pietra

(1552); both of these promoted the Tridentine
reforms, and the work was continued by their suc-

cessors. Marsilio Landriani (l.')94) distinguished

hims(>lf in various nunciatures and founded a Bar-

nabite college for the education of young men. Giorgio

Odescalchi (1610) was a very zealous pastor; the
process of his beatification has been commenced.
Giovanni Caramuel Lobkowitz (1675) was an exam-
ple of pastoral virtue and zeal and the author of
many works, philosophical, theological, ascetical
etc., though his "Theo'ogia fundamentahs" was
censured. Pier Marino Sonnani (1688), a Minorite,
who enlarged the seminary, had to maintain a struggle
against the spread of the doctrines of Miguel Mohnos.
Nicola Saverio Gamboni was intruded into the see by
Napoleon in 1801. The diocese is suffragan of
Vercelli. It contains 75 parishes, 1S0,Q00 souls, 250
secular and regular priests, 1 house of male rehgious,
1 of sisters, and 3 girls' schools. One weekly and
two monthly periodicals are published.

Cappelletti. Le chiese d' Italia, XIV; BiFFlGNANDl, Memorie
storxche deUa cittd e contado di Vigemno.

U. Benigni.
Vigil. See Eve of a Feast.

Vigilius, Saint, Bishop of Trent, martvT, patron
of Trent and of Tyrol, b. c. 353; d. 26 June, 405;
feast 26 June. The name of his father was not
known (Acta SS., June, VII, 143), though given by
some as Theodosius. His mother Maxentia (Acta
SS., Apr., Ill, 781) and his brothers Claudian (Acta
SS., March, I, 426) and Magorian (Acta SS., March,
II, 398) are numbered among the saints. At an
early age he came with his parents to Trent (possibly

he was born there), and pursued his studies at
Athens, becoming noted for his sanctity and learning;

here he seems to have formed a friendship with St.

John Chrysostom. He went to Rome and thence in

380 returned to Trent, where the people by acclama-
tion chose him their bishop. He was consecrated by
Valerian, Bishop of Aquileia, or possibly by St.

Ambrose of Milan who donated the episcopal insig-

nia and showed a paternal solicitude for Vigilius;

he urged him (Ep. 29 in P. L., XVI, 982) to strongly
oppose marriages with heathens. VigiUus laboured
strenuously to convert the Arians in the city of

Trent and the many idolaters throughout the diocese.

He preached the Gospel in the districts of Brescia
and Verona, beyond the confines of his diocese, and
there erected some thirty parishes placing his mis-
sionary companions as pastors and bishops. Among
these were Sts. Sisinnius, Martyrius, and Alexander
(Acta SS., May, VII, 37), natives of Cappadocia,
whom Vigilius had brought from Milan, and who
after a short apostolate were martyred; parts of the
rehcs were sent to Milan and others to Constanfi-
nople.
Accompanied by his brothers and a priest named

Julian, Vigilius then went west of Trent to the
Rendena Valley to teach the Gospel to the worshippers
of Saturn. At a place, which is now the parish of

Rendena, he offered the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass and
threw the statue of Saturn into the River Sarka.
Enraged at this the idolaters stoned him to death.

The body was brought back to Trent and buried in

the church built by Vigilius. The acts of his life and
martyrdom were immediately sent to Rome. Inno-
cent I gave them to the Emperor Honorius as a
protection on one of his military expeditions. He
seems to have made a formal canonization, for

Benedict XIV ("De canonizat. SS.", Prato, 1839,

I, ch. iv, no. 12) calls \igilius the first martyr canon-
ized by a pope. Eugippius, the successor of Vigilius

in the See of Trent, enlarged the cathedral and dedi-

cated it to St. Vigilius. In 1386 the right hand was
separated from the body and put into a precious

reli(iuary. Many churches in Tyrol bear the name
of the saint. He is the author of the work, "De
Martvrio SS. Sisinnii, Martyrii ct Alexandri", in

P. L.; XIII, 549.

Bardenhewer, PaiTology, tr. Shahan (St. Louis, lOOS), 444;
Kr6»8, Austria Sancta, I (Vienna, 1910), 8.

Francis Mershman.
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Vigilius, Bishop of Tapsds, in the African Prov-

ince of Byzacena, is mentioned in the "Notitia"
appended to the History of Virtor Vitensis, among the

bisnops wlio were present at the conference of Catho-
lic and Arian bishops in Cartilage summoned by the

Vandal King Huneric in 484. With the exception of

this fact nothing certain is known regarding the

previous or subsequent career of Vigilius. It is con-

jectured that he fled to Constantinople at the time

the Catholic bishops were exiled from Africa by the

Vandals. His writings show that he took an active

part in the controversies which were then agitating

the Eastern Church. A dialogue, "Contra Arianos,

SabeUJanos, et Phofinianos; Athanasio, Ario, Sabellio,

Photino et Probo judice, interlocutoribus", is un-

doubtedly the work of his hands. He also wTote a
treatise, "Contra Eutychetem", in five books, which
contains a valuable summary of the arguments
against Eutychianism. He refers in this book to two
or three works he had composed against the deacon
Maribadus, and against the Arian bishop Palladius.

A large number of other works have been attributed

to Vigilius, but without sufficient evidence. Among
these are: "Contra Maribadum Arianum"; "Contra
Palladium Arianum"; a dialogue "Contra Arianos";
twelve books "De Trinitate"; "Contra Fehcianum
Arianum"; "Solutiones objectionum Arianorum",
and a "Collatio cum Pascentio Ariano". Many of

these works are preserved among the wTitings of

other authors. The hj-pothesis that Vigihus was the

author of the Quicumque has been shown to have no
foundation (Kiinstle, "AntiprisciUiana", Freiburg,

190.5, 109).
A complet* edition of the works of Vigilius was prepared by

Chifflet (Dijon, 1664). reprinted in P. L., LXII; Ficker,
Sludien zu Vigilius von Tapsus (Leipzig, 1897); Bardenhewer-
Shahan, PatTology, 615.

Patrick J. Healy.

Vigilius, Pope (.537-55), date of birth unknown;
d. at Syracuse, 7 June, 5.55. He belonged to a dis-

tinguished Roman family ; his father Johannes is caUcd
"consul" in the "Liber pontificalis" (ed. Duchesne,
I, 298), having received that title from the emperor.
Reparatus.abrother of Vigilius, was a senator (Proco-

pius, "De bellogothico", 1,26). Vigilius entered the

service of the Roman Church and was a deacon in

531, in which year the Roman clergy agreed to a
Decree empowering the pope to determine the suc-

cession to the Papal See. Vigilius was chosen by
Boniface II as his successor, and presented to the

clergy a-ssembled in St. Peter's. The opposition to

such a procedure led Boniface in the following year to

withdraw his designation of a successor and to burn
the Decree respecting it (cf. Holder, "Die Designa-
tion der Nachfolger durch die Piipste", Fribourg,

1892, 38 sqq.). The second .successor of Boniface,

Agapetus I (535-36), appointed Vigilius papal repre-

sentative (Apocrisiary) at Constantinople; Vigihus

thus came to the Eastern capital. Empress Theo-
dora sought to win him a.s a confederate, to revenge

the deposition of the Monophysite Patriarch Anthi-
mus of Constantinople by Agapetus and also to gain

aid for her efforts in behalf of the Monophysites.
Vigilius is said to have agreed to the plans of the in-

triguing empress who promised him the Papal See
and a large sum of money (700 pounds of gold).

After Agapetus's death on 22 April, .5.36, Vigilius re-

turned to Rome equipped with letters from the im-
perial Court and with money. Meanwhile Silveriua

had been made pope through the influence of tlie King
of the Goths. Soon after this the Byzantine com-
mander Belisarius garrisoned the city of Rome, which
was, however, besieged again by the Goths. Vigihus
gave Beli.sarius the letters from the Court of Con-
stantinople, which recommended Vigilius himself for

the Papal See. False accusations now led Belisarius

to depose Silverius. Owing to the pressure exerted by

the Byzantine commander, Vigilius was elected pope
in place of Silverius and consecrated and enthroned
on 29 Marcli, .537. Vigilius brought it about that the
unjustly (Icpcisoil Silverius was put into his kwping.
He .sent Silverius as an exile to the Island of Palmaria
where the late pope soon died from the harsh treat-

ment he received. After the death of his predecessor
Vigihus was recognized as pope by all the Roman
clergy. Much in these accusations against Vigilius

appears to be exaggerated, but the manner of his ele-

vation to the See of Rome was not regular. Empress
Theodora, however, saw that she had been deceived.

For after the latter had attained the object of his am-
bition and been made pope he maintained the same
position as his predecessor against the Monophysites
and thedeposed Anthimus. It is true that there is an
alleged letter from the pope to the deposed Monophy-
site patriarchs, Anthimus, Severus, and Theodo-
sius, in which the pope agrees with the views of the
Monophysites. This letter, however, is not regarded
as genuine by most investigators and bears all the

marks of forgery [cf. Duchesne in "Revue des quest,

histor." (1884); II, 373; Chamard, ibid., I (1885),

557; Grisar in "Analecta romana", I, 55 sqq.; Savio
in "Civilta catt.", II (1910), 413-22]. The pope did
not restore Anthimus to his office.

It was not until the year 540 that Vigilius felt him-
self obliged totakeastand in regardto Monophysitism
which he did in two letters sent to Constantinople.

One of the letters is addressed to Emperor Justinian,

the other to the Patriarch Mcnas. In both letters the

pope sup[)orts positively the Synods of Ephesus and
Chalcedon, also the decisions of his predecessor Leo I,

and throughout apiiroves of the deposition of the

Patriarch Anthimus (Mansi, "Cone, coll.", IX, 35
sqq., 38 sq.). Several other letters written by the

pope in the first years of his pontificate, that have
been preserved, give information respecting his inter-

position in the ecclesiastical affairs of various coun-
tries. On 6 March, 538, he WTote to Bishop Caesarius

of Aries concerning the penance of the Austrasian
King Theodobert on account of his marriage with his

brother's widow. On 29 June, 538, a decretal was
sent to Bishop Profulurus of Braga containing de-

cisions on various questions of church discipline.

Bishop Auxanius and his successor, Aurelian of Aries,

entered into communication with the pope respecting

the granting of the palhum as a mark of thedignity and
powers of a papal legate for Gaul; the pope sent .suit-

able letters to the two bishops. In the meantime new
dogmatic difficulties had been developing at Constan-
tinople that were to give the pope many hours of bit-

terness. In 543 Emperor Justinian issued a decree
which condemned the various heresies of Origen; this

decree was sent for signature both to the Oriental

patriarchs and to Vigilius (cf. Origen and Origen-
ism).

In order to draw Justinian's thoughts from Ori-

genism, Theodore Askidas, Bishop of Cipsarea in Cap-
padocia, called his attention to the fact that the

condemnation of various representatives of the Anti-

ochene school, who had clianipioned Nestorianisni,

would make union with the Monophysites much
easier. The emperor, who laid much stress upon win-
ning over the Monophysites, agreed to this, and in

543 or 544 he issued a new edict condemning the

"Three Chapters" (see Constantinople, Councils
OF, and Three Chapters). The Oriental patri-

archs and bishops .signed the condemnation of these

Three Chapters. In Western Europe, however, the
procedure was consiilered unjustifiable and danger-
ous, because it was feared that it would detract

from the importance of the Council of Chalcedon.
Vigilius refused to acknowledge the imperial edict and
was railed to Constantinople by .Justinian, in order to

settle the matter there with a synod. According to

the "Liber pontificalis" (ed. cit.) on 20 November,
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while the pope was celebrating the feast of St. Cecilia

in the Church of St. Ceciha in Trastevere, and before

the service was fully ended, he was ordered by the

imperial official Anthimus to start at once on the

journey to Constantinople. The pope was taken
immediately to a ship that waited in the Tiber, in

order to be carried to the eastern capital, while a part

of the populace cursed the pope and threw stones at

the ship. Rome was now besieged by the Goths un-
der Totila and the inhabitants fell into the greatest

misery. Vigihus sent ships with grain to Rome but
these were captured by the enemy. If the story re-

lated by the "Liber pontificahs" is essentially correct,

the pope probably left Rome on 22 Nov., 545. He
remained for a long time in Sicily, and reached Con-
stantinople about the end of 546 or in January, 547.

Vigilius sought to persuade the emperor to send aid

to the inhabitants of Rome and Italy who were so hard
pressed by the Goths. Justinian's chief interest,

however, was in the matter of the Tliree Chapters,

and as Vigilius was not ready to make concessions on
this point and wavered frequently in his measures, he
had much to suffer. The change in his position is to

be explained by the fact that the condemnation of the

writings mentioned was justifiable essentially, yet ap-

peared inopportune and would lead to disastrous con-

troversies with Western Europe. Finally, Vigihus
acknowledged in a letter of 8 Dec, 553, to the Patri-

arch Eutychius the decisions of the Synod of Con-
stantinople and declared his judgment in detail in a
Constitution of 26 February, 554. Thus at the end of

a sorrowful residence of eight years at Constantinople

the pope was able, after coming to an understanding
with the emperor, to start on his return to Rome in the

spring of 555. While on the journey he died at Syra-

cuse. His body was brought to Rome and buried in

the Basihca of Sylvester over the Catacomb of Pris-

cilla on the Via Salaria.
JaffiS, Regesta rom. pont,, 2nd ed., I, 117 sqq.; Liber pontificatis,

ed. Duchesne, I, 296 sqq.; with Duchesne's notes; Chronica
minora, ed. MoMMSEN in Man. Germ. //«.; Auct. ant.. XI (Berlin,

1894); COUSTANT, De I7.;./i; ;-'-;" -;.''
.7 r-i/,..7 rf^;,•^ ,-/, -rrMOo

in 'PlTRA, ATialecta nor) I ri-'- I^^r,' ';7n -...| IM -.i/rs.

Papst Vigilius und dt r !> '. Mm.i, i, i^il I )r-

CHESNE, Vigile et Pelan' VA t.' .' ;;• '
''

/ ' / . \ \ X \ 1 il^^4).

289 sqq.; Chamard. t6iJ., XX.Wil i l,s»,,), 04u».ni. ;
LiLanK.-iNB,

ibid., 579 sqq. ; LEvfeQUE. Etude sur le pape Vigile (Amiens. 1SS7)

;

Hefele, Konziliengeschichte, II (2nd ed., Freiburg. 1875), ed.

Leclercq., Ill, 1 sq.; Grisar, Gesch. Boms und der P&pste, I

(Freiburg. 1901), 502 sqq., 574 sqq.; Savio, // popo Vigilio

(Rome, 1904).

J. P. KiRSCH.

Vignola, Giacomo Barozzi da, a theoretical and
practical architect of the Transition Period between
the Renaissance and Baroque styles; b. at Vignola in

1507; d. in 1573. He was the pupil and successor

of Michelangelo. His two books, "Regole delle

cinque ordini d'architettura" (1563) and the po.stbu-

mous "Due regole della prospettiva pratica", had
great influence for centuries. This is partly because

he presents with skill the rigid sequence and the

beautiful relation of parts in ancient architecture, and
partly because his writings present a standard for

work easily grasped by amateurs and persons of small

ability. These writings place him in the same class

with Serlio and Palladio. He built near the Piazza

Navona a small palace in strict accordance with his

own rules. The lowest story was embellished with

Doric columns beneath a vigorous Doric frieze; the

middle story with Ionic columns; while above the

top story was a cornice with brackets, the whole
forming a simple and graceful fa<,'ade. The most
celebrated of his secular buildings was the Farncse

castle at Viterbo, which shows the impressions made
upon him during a visit to France: the exterior is

a pentagonal fortress; within is a fine circular court

in the Renaissance style. The first Jesuit church at

Rome, the famous Gesfl, built by him, although itself

restrained in manner, prepared the way for t he Baroque
Btyle. Here Vignola connected the dome with a nave,

giving the latter such breadth and height, in contrast

with the very narrow aisles, that the central space
produces a preponderating effect, the aisles showing as

mere rows of chapels. .Appropriately furnished and
decorated, such a structure is well adapted to the
services of the
Church. The
plan has been fre-

quently repeated
both in Jesuit and
other churches.
The porch of the
Gesii was built by
Giacomo della

Porta; its uniting
volutes between
the stories and the
ornamental ion
around the door-
way also became
models for the
succeeding period.

Maderna was one
of the first who,
in the completion
of St. Peter's, was
strongly influenced

by Vignola. From
1.564 Vignola car-

ried on Michelangelo's work at St. Peter's and
constructed the two subordinate domes according to

Michelangelo's plans, yet with a successful independ-
ence. Besides buildings erected at an earlier date
at Bologna and Montepuleiano, mention should be
made of his work in the Villa Giulio for Pope JuUus II,

the Church of the Angels at Assisi, and lastly the
much-admired little Church of Sant' Andrea at Rome
on the Pontemolle road, a square structure with a
cupola.
WiLUCH. Monographic (Strasburg, 1906). See also the well-

known works of Vasari and Quatrem^re de Quincy.
G. GlETMANN.

Vigor, Simon, French bishop and controversiaHst,

b. at Evreux, Normandy, about 1515; d. at Car-
cassonne, 1 Nov., 1575. Son of Raynaud Vigor, a
court physician, he went to Paris about 1520, where
his studies included Greek, Hebrew, and Latin; later

he devoted himself to theology. Admitted to the
College of Navarre in 1540, in the same year he
became rector of the University of Paris. In 1545
he became a doctor of theology and was appointed
penitentiary of Evreux. Thenceforth he devoted
himself to pastoral and controversial preaching with
great success. He was called upon to speak at Rouen,
Paris, Metz, and eLsewhere. When conferences took
place at Saint-Germain near Paris (1562) between the
Catholics and the Calvinists defended by Theodore
Beza and others, Vigor was one of those chosen to
defend the Catholic cause in the name of the Sor-
bonne. In 1563 he was among the twelve theologians
representing the Sorbonne at the Council of Trent,
where he took part in the discussions on clandestine
marriages and indulgences, and distinguished himself
by his vast erudition. He was instrumental in cement-
ing amicable relations between Cardinal Hosius of

\\'arsaw, papal legate to the council, and Francisco
Torres (Turrianus), and won the confidence of Cardi-
nal de Lorraine whom he accompanied on his visit

(Feb., 1563) to Ferdinand I at Innsbruck.
On his return to France Vigor became pastor of the

Church of St. Paul-de-Paris, tlie royal parish, theolo-

gian of the chapter of Notre-Dame, and court
preacher. He persevered in his combat against the
Protestants with an ardour which drew on him for

some of his propositions (March, 1564) if not the
censure, at least the displeasure, of the Sorbonne.

He converted several of them, among others the
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learned Pierre Pithou, the Varo of France. After

preaching a Lent at Amiens, he stated that at his arrival

he had found there more than SOO heretics and at his

departure there remained only forty. In 1566 he

held, together with Claude de S.ainctes, against the

Calvinist ministers Jean de I'Epine and Sureau de

Rosier, a conference of which the acts were printed

(Paris, 15S2). .\ccording to G^nebrard the defeat of

the ministers was so OAerwhekning that the subse-

quent Calvinist synod forbade conferences to be held

thenceforth with Catholics. These successes had
made Vigor famous when in 1572 Gregory XIII
raised him to the See of Narbonne. After his conse-

cration he went to his diocese, and began at once to

eradicate the evils his diocese had suffered, in being

long without a resident bishop. He never returned to

Paris or to his home, being wholly engaged in convert-

ing the Protestants of his own and the neighbouring

dioceses, in which work death overtook him. After

his death the Bishop of Rennes in a letter to Gregory
XIII called him the ,\thanasius or Hilary of his time,

and Duval praised him as a model of learning and
piety, a pillar of the Roman Church. There were
edited after his death five volumes of his "Sermons ou
predications chretiennes et catholiques" (Paris,

1577-88; several times reprinted).
Launot, Regii Namrrm qymnasii parisiensis historia in Opera

omnia, IV (Paris, 1732), pt. i; DupiN, Hist, des auteurs eccl. du
XVI' siMe, II (Paris, 170.3), pt. ii; Feret. La facuUi de
theologei de Paris: epoque moderne, II (Paris, 1901), 181.

Antoine Degert.

Villalpandus, Juan Bautista, b. at Cordova,
Spain, in 15.52; entered the Society of Jesus in 1575;

d. on 22 May, 1608. Hisfamerests mainly on a "Com-
mentary on Ezechiel". This commentary, begun bj'

Jerome Prado(d. 1.595), who treated the fir.st twenty-
six chapters, was completed by VilLalpandus and
pubhshed at Rome (1596-1604), in three volumes:
the first contained Prado's explanation of cc. i-xxvi;

the second Vill.alpandus's remarks on the thirteen

chapters following; the third an illustrated descrip-

tion of Jerusalem and the Temple with all its furniture.

Villalpandus had prepared for this work by a study of

cla.ssical antiquity, particularh- of Greek and Roman
architecture, in which he was regarded as master.

WTiatever the merit of his commentary, and the
prai.se bestowed upon his description of the City and
Temple of Jerusalem, which was once regarded by
some as "classical" and "a true masterpiece" (Du-
pin), for the modern reader, better acquainted with
Oriental architectural art, the writer's strict adherence
to classical standards of architectural beauty mars
his description and renders it less accurate. Starting

from the idea that a temple designed, as it were, by
God Himself, should embody all conceivable splen-

dour and gorgeousness, he fancied the sanctuary at

Jerusalem to be a display of porticoes and courts

paved with porphyry flags, depicted the walls covered
with rich Parian marble, and described a furniture of

golden va-ses, candelabra, tables, httle in keeping with
actual reahty. Still less happy were his endeavours
to prove against evidence that the "Explanationes
epist. B. PauH .Ap.", which he h.ad quoted .several

times in his "Commentary on FyZechiel", and of

which he gave the editin princeps (Rome, 1.598), was
the work of St. Remigius of Reims, and not of Remi-
gius of Auxerre.
HcRTER. Nomenclator Literariw. Ill (Inn.sbnirk. 1907), 2.3.^7;

RorevmCller. Eze.ch. valieinia, I (Leipzie. 1826). 32; DtrpiN;
Bihl. den nuleurn ted. du XIII' siicle, I (Paris, 1719) ; Simon. Hist,
cril. du iV.-r. (Paris. 1693). xxvi.

Charles L. SorvAY.

Villani, Giovanni, Florentine histori.an, b. about
1276; il. of the plague in 1348. Descended from a
wealthy family of merchants, he devoted the whole
of his life to commerce, being a member of the Peruzzi
company and after^vards of the Bonaccorsi. Busi-
ness took him to Flanders, on three occasions; like a

good Florentine he took part in politics, was priore

several times, and served as an official of the zccca, or
mint, where he introduced some wise changes. He
was thrice entrusted with the maintenance of the forti-

fications. In 1341 he was one of the hostages given
by the Florentines to Ferrara in pledge for the money
to be paid for the
purchase of Lucca.
The failure of the
Peruzzi bank, in

1346, occasioned
by the insolvency
of the Kings of

England and of

Sicily, caused Vil-

lani's imprison-
ment. At Rome
in 1300 Villani

conceived the idea

of ViTiting the his-

tory, or chronicle,

of Florence, which
he divided into

twelve books. He
begins with the
Tower of Babel,
passes rapidly
over the history of

Rome and Italv,

to the year 1080,
but treats the
history of Tuscany more minutely. For the periods

of which he has no direct knowledge he follows

his authorities without much discernment. But from
the middle of the thirteenth century his chronicle

becomes an excellent historical source; even in its

style one perceives that the author now feels on firm

ground. Errors are not entirely absent even here; but
his own experience of the world, the facilities which
the commercial relations of Florence afforded him for

obtaining trustworthy information of foreign events,

the close connexion of Florentine politics with the
politics of all Italy, the Empire, and France, his own
share in the government of the city, were circum-
stances highly favourable to the work of the historian.

L'nlike most medieval historians, Villani is interested

in the economic Ufe both of the State and of private

individuals. He records statistical data, informs us
of the cost of provisions, and gives details of the
finances of the State. Thus he may be considered the

most modern of the medieval historians. Although
a Guelph and a Black, he does not disguise his dis-

approval of wrong done by his own party. He is

devoted to the Church, including the temporal gov-
ernment of the pope; yet he has bitter things to say of

Boniface VIII, the supporter of the Blacks. His
greatest defect is in his method of exposition, which
fails to co-ordinate the various facts from one point

of view—a defect, however, pardonable in a man
occupied in commerce. His chronicle was brought
down to the year 1363 by his younger brother Matteo,
and to 1410 by Filippo," Matteo's.son. The best edi-

tion of the "Cronica" is that of Magheri (Florence,

1823), preceded bv biographical notices.
M11.A.NE8I, Doe. rio'uarilaiiti (Ho. Villani in .Arehivio star. Hal.

(18.56). 1 sqq.; Volpe. /( Ireeenlo in Sloria letleraria d' Italia

(Milan, 3. d.), 377-82; fuller biographical matt«r, ihid., 445.

U. Benigni.

Villanova, Thomas of. See Thomas of Villa-
nova, Saint.

Villanovanus, Arnaldi'.s (Arnai-dtts of Villa-
NUEVA, or ViLLENFUVE, or BACHroNE), celebrated in

his day as a physician, pharmacist, and alchemist, b.

between 1235 and 1240: d. at .sea near Genoa, 1312 or

1313. Like much else connected with this very unus-

ual man, most of the details of his life are obscure.

The latinized form of his native town is Villanova;
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there were not a few towns of this name at that period
in Spain, France, and Italy. Some identify it with
Villanueva in Catalonia, Diocese of Valencia, others
with Villeneuve-Loubet in the arrondissement of

Grasse, France. He died while on his way to visit the
sick pontiff, Clement V. Well versed in the classical

languages, Hebrew, and Arabic, he also understood all

that was then known of the natural sciences, espe-
cially medicine and pharmacology. At Barcelona he
had John Casamila as teacher, thought highly of

Galen, and among the Arabs cared only for Rhazes.
He taught medicine, botany, and alchemy at Bar-
celona, Montpellier, and Paris. His life was a wan-
dering one; besides the cities just mentioned, he lived

for considerable periods of time at Lyons, Avignon,
Rome, Florence, Bologna, Naples, and Palermo. He
was considered superior to all other phj-sicians and
alchemists, so that he was frequently summoned by
popes and princes. Thus he was at times at the papal
Court during the reigns of Innocent V, Boniface VIII,
Benedict XI, and Clement V. He was also the per-

sonal physician of Pedro III and James II of Aragon,
Robert of Naples, and Frederick II of Sicily. He was
repeatedly obliged to go from place to place because
the Inquisition in Spain and Paris sentenced him to

banishment on account of his fantastic writings,

which were at times heretical. Owing to the large

number of writings still extant bearing his name, some
evidently .spurious, others doubtful, it is not easy to

judge Villanovanus. His reputation in alchemy was
excelled only by that of Raymond Lully, who was re-

garded as his pupil. Modern criticism has assigned

to an earlier age many chemical discoveries that were
formerly ascribed to Villanovanus, as acids, alcohol,

distillation etc. Yet a number of his works were very
important in placing medicine and pharmacology on a
scientific basis; besides an independent judgment they
show ripe experience and great humanity. Although
a layman he -nTote much on theology. His alche-

mistic and astrological bent led him into erroneous
opinions regarding the Church, the Mass, Antichrist,

the end of the world, and the person of Christ. The
first complete edition of his works was issued at Lyons
in 1.504, reissued at the same place in 1.520 and 1.532

(folio). The most complete edition is that of Taurellus

(Basle, 1585), with a biography of Arnaldus. For the

individual works see, in particular, Hiiser, op. cit. in

bibUography below. Several of them were repeatedly
reprinted before 1500.
HoEFER, Histoire de la chimie (Paris, 1842); Haser, Geschichte

der Medicin (Jena. 1875); von Meyer. Geschichte der Chemie
(Leipzig, 1905): Hergenrother-Kirsch, Handbuch der allge-

meinen Kirchengeschichte (2 vols., Freibxjrg, 1904).

Joseph Rompbi,.

Villefranche, Jacques-Melchior, publicist, b.

at Couzon-sur-SAone, 17 Dec, 1829; d. at Bourg,
10 May, 1904. After excellent classical studies at

the lesser seminary of Largentiere, he entered the
telegraphic service, in which capacity in 1855, during
the Crimean War, he directed the telegraphic bureau
of Varna, the first landing-place of the Franco-Russian
troops. In 1870 as telegraphic director at Versailles

he was attached to the service of telegraphic communi-
cations of the army of Le Mans. In 1875 he left the

telegraphic service, and assumed the editorship of

the "Journal de I'Ain", in which he defended the

cause of religious liberty. His campaigns against the

laws of scholastic secularization were widely noted.

His activity as a writer was verv gre.at. His "Fables"
(1851) and his "Fabuliste Chri'ti(>n" (1875) were
welcomed in many houses of education. A number
of historical and judicial romances from his pen have
long been read, especially "Cineas, ou Rome sous
Neron" (18t)9), which wa.s translated into .several

foreign languages. But his most lasting works are

historical: "Pius IX, son histoire, .sa vie, son siecle"

(1874), reprinted nineteen times; "Vie de Dom Marie-

Augustin, Marquis de Ladouze, fondateur de la

Trappe de Notre Dame des Dombes" (1876); "Vie
de I'abbe Olivieri, fondateur de I'oeuvre du rachat des
jeunes ncgresses" (1877); "Histoire des Martyrs de
Gorcum, du Japon et autres canonises par Pie IX"
(1882); "Vie de Dom Bosco" (1887); "Vie du Pere
Che\Tier, fondateur du Prado a Lyon" (1894); and
"Histou-e de Napoleon III" (2 vols., 1896). Men-
tion should also be made of the controversial pamphlet
published in 1891 and entitled "Le Concordat, qu'on
i'observe loyalement ou qu'on le denonce"; it should
always be consulted for the rehgious history of the
republic. In this pamphlet Villefranche struck at the
policy which, according to a captious formula, was
in favour of the strict application of the Concordat,
and which, in fact, resulted in despoihng the Church
of certain of its rights on the pretext that they were
not expUcitly contained in the concordatory text.

Georges Got.'^u.

Villehardouin, Geoffroi de, Marechal de Cham-
pagne, warrior, and first historian in the French
language, b. about 1150; d. at Messinople, 1213. As
early as 1191 he was Marechal of Champagne. His
hfe is known only by the occurrence of his name in

some charters and by very meagre details in his

history. In 1199, with other knights of Champagne,
he took the cross at the tourney of Ecry-sur-Aisne.
Thibaud III, Count of Champagne, named him as one
of the embassy sent by the crusading barons to

Venice. After the death of Thibaud III he assisted

in electing Boniface de Montferrat as leader of the
Crusade (1201). He returned to Venice in 1202 and
was engaged in preventing the Crusaders from
embarking from other ports. He is silent concerning
his share in the intrigues which resulted in changing
the direction of the Crusade, but this share must have
been very important, for he always participated in the
deliberations of the principal leaders and was asso-

ciated in all their undertakings. At Zara he laboured
to restrain the dissidents who wanted to fulfil their

vow and set sail for Palestine. At the first siege of

Constantinople he was in the fifth battle with Mat-
thieu de Montmorency. He was one of the agents
sent to replace Isaac Angelus on the throne. He was
also in the embassy commissioned to request Alexis

IV to observe the treaty concluded by him. In 1204,
after the foundation of the Latin Empire, he became
Marechal of "Romanic", and undertook to .settle

the quarrel between the Emperor Baldwin and Boni-
face de Montferrat. He took part in the expedition

against the Bulgars (1205) and, after the defeat of

the Crusaders at Adrianople (April, 1205) and the
disappearance of the emperor, he rallied the army and
valiantly directed its retreat. Under Henry II he
took part in a naval battle against Theodore Lascaris

and received from the emperor the fief of Messinople
(Mosynopolis, near the ancient Abdera). After the

death of Boniface de Montferrat (1207) Villehardouin

seems to have played no further part.

His account of the Conquest of Constantinople,

"dictated" by him after 1207, is a narration of all

the events in which the author took part and of which
he was a witness. He begins with the preaching of

the Crusade by Foulque de Neuilly, and ends suddenly
with the death of Boniface de ^lontferrat. A con-

tinuation, imder the name of Henri de Valenciennes,

which relates portions of the reign of Emperor Henry,
was added by copyists. Villehardouin's book is of

inestimable value because it is one of the oldest books
compo.sed in French prose. Besides, the author is

one of the earliest representatives of the cla.ss of his-

torical memoirs which characterize ail the literatures

of Europe. Owing to its literary qualit ies of sobriety,

exactness, and clearness, it furthermore gives most
reliable information regarding the sentiments of the

Western knights who were drawn to the Orient and
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the impressions produced on them by the magnificence
of Byzantine civiHzation. The description of the
arrival of the Crusaders before Constantinople (ed.

Natalis de Wailly, p. 73) is justly celebrated for the
depth of the impression which it reveals. Unhappily,
its testimony is not sufficient to afford an exact idea
of the Crusade of Constantinople. He tolls posterity
only wliat he wishes, and refrains from making known
the secret details of the negotiations in which he took
part, and which are necessary to understand the
reason for diverting the Crusade towards Constanti-
nople. His sincerity is not therefore complete; more-
over, his point of view is that of the great barons,
for whose conduct he makes an incessant apology.
Hence it is necessary to supplement his testimony by
that of Robert de Clari, who represents the knights.
His book has had many editions, including those of:

Ducange. "Hist, de I'empire de Constantinople sous
les empereurs frangois" (Paris, 1657), the text of which
is defective; in the edition of the Societe de
I'hist. de France (Paris, 183S); de Wailly, "Le
conquete do Constantinople avec la continuation de
Henri de Valenciennes (Paris, 1872); Bouchet (Paris,

1891, with notes), English translation by Sir F. T.
Marzial (Everyman's Library, 1908).
Gerlaxd, Gesch. des latein. Kaiserreiches von Konsiantinopel,

I (Hamburg, 1905) ; Re.nnell Rodd, The Princes of Achaia, I

(London, 1907).

Louis Br^hier.

Villeneuve-Barcement, Je.\n-P.\ul-Alban, Vi-
comte do, b. at Saint-Auban, Var, 8 Aug., 1784; d. at
Paris, 8 .Juno, 1850. After having taken part in the
prefect orial administration of the Empire and the
Restoration he became councillor of State in 1828, but
in 1830 refused to take the oath to the Government of

Louis-Philippe. He was a deputy from 18.30 to
1831 and from 1840 to 1848 held a seat among the
Legit imi.sts. In 18.32 when the Duchess of Berri
was planning to land in Provence, he accepted from
her the commission of royal commissary in the Var,
but he soon returned to Paris and devoted himself
chiefly to studies in political economy, and in 1848
was appointed a member of the Academic des Sciences
Morales. He realized the importance of the social

question when he visited Lille, where there wore
32,0(X) paupers, that is nearly half the population.
The idea of combating pauperism was thenceforth in

his mind. As a deputy he was one of the foremost
authors of the law of 1841 hmiting child labour, a law
which for the first time in France embodied the princi-

ple of legal protection for labourers; he caused to be
inserted in the fiscal law of 1847 an amendment dis-

pensing from stamp tax and registration the acts
necessary to the marriage of the poor and the legiti-

mation of their children. As an economist he stood
apart from the school of Adam Smith and Jean-
Baptiste Say, whom he regarded as Materialists. He
considered that political economy should concern
itself less with production of wealth than with its

distribution and the general diffusion of well-being;
and believed that the State ought to interfere in the
regulation of labour to protect the weak against the
"new feudalism of patrons". In his "Li\Te dos affli-

g6s" he depicts a bishop complaining with equal
bitteme-ss of the industrial proprietors who think only
of increasing their gains and of the legislators who arc
concerned solely with enacting penal prohibitions
against labour organizations. His idea of a salary
was the "vital and family salarj'", sufficient to sus-
tain both the workman and his family, and he held
that the employer ought to receive a profit only after
the payment of this .salarj'. The chief writings in

which his ideas are set forth are the "Economic poU-
tique chretionne, ou recherches sur la nature et les

causes du pauperisme en France ei en Europe, et sur
les moyens de le soulager ct de le pr^venir" (Paris,

1834); "Histoire de reconomie pohtique, ou dtudes

historiques, philosophiques et rehgieuses sur I'^cono-
mie pohtique des peuples anciens et modemes"
(Paris, 1841); "Le livre des afflig^s" (Paris, 1841).
LippERT in CoNB.^D AND Lexi9. Haiidworterbuch der Staats-

wissrnschafttn, VH (Jena, 1901); Theby, Vn pricurseur du catho-
licisme social, le vicomle de ViUeneuve-Bargemonl (Lille, 1911).

Georges Gotad.

Villerme, Louis-Ren£, French economist, b. at
Paris, 10 March, 1782; d. there, 16 Nov., 1803. He
was devoted to medical studies, and later to social
questions. He wrote two important memoirs on the
mortaUty among prisoners and promiscuity in gaols
(1820, 1829) and established the "Annales d'hygiene"
(1829). His works on vital statistics were regarded as
a refutation, on many points successful, of Double-
day's "True Law of Population". His chief title to
renown is his "Tableau de l'(5tat physique et moral
des ou\Tiers employes dans les manufactures de
coton, de laine et de soie" (1840), which was the re-
sult of lengthy investigation. It showed how the
hand combing of cotton engenders pneumonia, and
contained a protest against excessive child-labour in
manufacturing; Villcrmo's cry of warning was thus
the origin of the law of 1841 on child labour. The
period of 1848 was marked by three works of Vil-
lerm6: "Les associations ouvTieres" (1849); "Les
cites ou\Tieres" (1850); "Les accidents produits dans
les ateliers par les appareils mecaniques"(1858). To
Villerme belongs the credit of having given an accu-
rate diagnosis of the industrial evils which social
Catholicism later sought to remedy. A Liberal in
political economy, he was timid when it came to or-
ganizing remedies, but he brought to the observation
and exposition of the social evil the exactitude em-
ployed by a physician in the diagnosis of a patient's
malady. He was a member of the Acadcmie des Sci-
ences I^Iorales et Politiques from about 1833.

B^cLARD, Eloge de Villerme (Paris, 1866): Lippert in Conrad
AND Lexis, Ilandworlerb. d. Staalswissenschaften (Jena, 1901),

Georges Govau.

Villers, Cistercian Abbey of, situated on the
confines of Villers and Tilly, Duchy of Brabant, pres-
ent Diocese of Namur (Belgium), and first monastery
of the order in this territory. In April, 1146 (most
probably), St. Bernard sent twelve monks and five

lay-brothers from Clairvaux, under the direction of
Abbot Lawrence, to establish themselves at Boverie,
from whence, after over a year of struggle against dis-

couragement and failure, they transferred their mon-
asterj- to a more suitable location, about three miles
distant, where a modest oratorj- and dwelling were
soon erected. The early years were replete with
Bufferings for the new community, but little by little,

as it became known, tlie nobles of the vicinity came
to its aid with material assistance. Abbot Charles
(1197-1209) laid the foundations for the magni-
ficent church, the niins of which oven to-day pro-
foundly impress the beholder, but it was not com-
pleted until about the year 1300; he also began the
construction of the new monastery. With the in-
crease of temporal prosperity, and their minds free
from such anxieties, the spiritual growth of the mem-
bers of the community became the more remarkable;
vocations were multiplied and the abbey attained
great renown as an abode of sanctity. In 1231 and
1238 it founded the monasteries of Grand Pro and
Lieu St. Bernard. Towards the middle of the thir-

teenth centur>' Villers was at the height of its glorj';

it.^ revenues were very large, both spiritual and tem-
poral powers regarded it with the greatest favour, and
it numbered amongst its members over 100 monks
and 300 lay-brothors. More than 50 monks and lay-
brothers, who lived during this period, are honoured
as saints and Blessed in the Order of Citeaux. Prom-
inent amongst these wore its first thirteen abbots,
especially G<;rard I, who died Bishop of Toumai
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(1166), and Conrad de Seyne, who died Cardinal-
Bishop of Porto. Gradually the selection of the ab-
bots became the prerogative of the sovereign, and the
monastery suffered from the intrusion of unworthy
prelates; it also suffered from pohtical disorders, so
that at one time the entire community were obliged
to quit the abbey for nearly twenty years. In 1776
the community still numbered 54 monks and 11 lay-

brothers, but shortly afterwards (1796) the abbey fell

under the law of suppression. Later on the Belgian
Government purchased the ruins, restored them and
preserves them as a monument of the historic past.

Sanderus, Chorographia sacra BrabanticE, I (The Hague, 1726)

;

Brasseur, Origines omnium hannoiii(e ctmobiorum (Mons,
1650) ; NiMAL, Villers et Aulne (Liege, 1896) : Idem, L'Eglise de
Vitlers (Brussel8, 1904) : de Moread, UAbbaye de ViUers en
Brabant (Brussels, 1909); Gallia Christiana, III; Manrique,
Annates Cistercienses (Lyons, 1642); Mart^ne and Durand,
Thesaurus novtis anecdotorum. Ill (Paris, 1717); Iv^M, Hist. Vil-

lariensis monasterii (Paris, 1717); Idem, Veterum scriptorum et

monumentorum ampHssima coUectio, V (Paris, 1729); Henriquez,
Fasciculus sanctorum Ord. Cisterciensis (Brussels, 1623) ; Casarii
Heisterbacensis Dialogus Miraculorum (Cologne, 1851) ; Ja-
NAT78CHEK, Originum Cisterciensium, I (Vienna, 1877).

Edmond M. Obrecht.

Vilna, Diocese of (Vilnen.sis).—Vilna, the
capital of Lithuania, is situated at the junction of the
Rivers Vileika andVilja; population 16.5,000 in 1910.

Its foundation is traced back to the twelfth, and even,

by Polish writers, to the tenth century; but its his-

torical origins must be referred to the year 1323, when
Giedymin, Grand Prince of Lithuania, set up his

capital there, wrote a letter to John XXII, and made
treaty with the Brethren of the Sword. The German
Crusaders partly devastated the city in 1383. When
the Grand Prince JagicUo, in 1383, received baptism
and married Hedwige, Queen of Poland, taking the
name of Wladislaus 11, and uniting Poland with
Lithuania, the rehgious and pohtical prosperity of

Vilna began. In 1.577 it became the seat of a flourish-

ing academy which gained a great literary reputation,
especially under the Jesuits. In the later half of the
seventeenth century and the earUer of the eighteenth
it suffered much from war, fire, and jiestilence.

United with Russia in 1794, it ceased to be the capital

of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. The Polish insur-

rection of 1831 and 1863 exposed it to cruel reprisals;

from 1870 it has developed industrially and commer-
cially.

Bishops.—The Diocese of Vilna owes its founda-
tion to Wladislaus II Jagiello (1383-1434), who was
active in propagating Catholicism in Lithuania.
In 1387 Jagiello sent Dobrogost, Bishop of Posen, as

ambassador to Urban VI (1378-87) to petition for the
erection of an episcopal see at Vilna and the appoint-
ment of Andrew Wasilon (then Bishop of Ceretenska)
to fill it. This was granted and the foundation of a
collegiate church of ten canons authorized. Lender
Wasilon's rule, the Churches of St. John, St. Martin,
and St. Anne were built at Vilna. Upon his death,
in 1398, he was succeeded by the Franciscan James
Plichta (1398-1407), in whose time the cathedral was
burnt down. Among his successors were: Peter of

Kustynia (1414-21), whom Martin V invested with
full powers to bring back the Orthodox of Lithuania
to the bosom of the Catholic Church; Matthias of

Trok (1421-.53), a Lithu.anian, who sent represent;i-

tives to the Council of Basle and set up the Inquisition

to coml>:it the Hussites, founded many churches and
strenuously defended the rights and privileges of the
Lithuanians. Under John Losowicz (14()7-81) many
Ruthenians were converted to Catholicism and the
Franciscans (Bernardines) were established at Vilna.

Albert Tabor, a Lithuanian, invited the Dominicans
to Vilna and entrusted to them the Church of the
Holy Spirit; Albert Radziwill (ir)0S-19) died in the

odour of sanctity; John the Lithuanian (1.519-37)

held the first diocesan synod at Vilna in 1.526; Prince
Paul Holszanski (1534^55) restored his cathedral in

the Gothic style and held a synod in 1555; Valerian
Protasewicz Suszkowski (1556-80) had to contend
for the cehbacy of the clergy and the use of Latin in

the Liturgy; he brought the Jesuits, among whom was
Peter Skarga, to Vilna.

Prince George Radziwill (1581-91) fostered the
Academy of Vilna, founded a seminary, under the
direction of the Jesuits, introduced the regulations of
the Council of Trent, and, having been made a cardi-

nal, was transferred to the Diocese of Cracow in

1591. The chapter then entrusted the administra-
tion of the diocese to the suffragan bishop, Ciprian.
At his death, in 1594, the clergy were divided into
factions on the choice of a successor, until Sigismund
III nominated Benedict Woina (1600-15), who
exerted himself efficaciously for the canonization of

St. Casimir of Poland, in whose honour the first stone
of a church was laid at Vilna in 1604. He succeeded
in his efforts to have St. Casimir regarded as patron
of Lithuania. His successor, Eustachius Wollowicz
(1616-30), founded hospitals, invited the Canons
Regular of the Lateran to Vilna, and energetically

combated the Protestants and the Orthodox. Abram
Wojna (1631-49) introduced the Fatebene Brethren
and strenuously opposed Calvinism. George Tysz-
kiewicz (1650-6) annexed the whole of Courland to his

diocese. Alexander Sapieha (1666-71) founded the
Church of Sts. Peter and Paul, taking St. Peter's for

his model. The diocese then comprised 25 deaneries
with 410 churches. Constantius Casimir Brzostow-
ski (1687-1722) brought the Piarists to Vihia
and encouraged the development of the religious

orders. In the episcopate of Michael Zienkowicz
(1730-62) there arose sad conflicts between the Jesuits

and the Piarists, resulting in the closing of the Piarist

schools. Prince James Massalski (1762-94) encour-
aged the reform of the clergy, and devoted his

immense fortune to the churches of his diocese.

After the annexation of Lithuania by Russia, the
Diocese of Vilna no longer enjoyed freedom of rela-

tions with the Holy See. In 1795 the chapter nomi-
nated David Pilchowski vicar in spiritualibus. Livo-
nia was added to the diocese, and Jolm Nepomucene
Kossakowski (1798-1808) was appointed bishop. He
did much for the prosperity of the seminary. After
his death the chapter became involved in a conflict

with Siestrzencewicz, the Catholic Metropolitan of

St. Petersburg, who usurped rights exclusively belong-
ing to the Holy See. Siestrzencewicz forced upon the
chapter, as administrator of the diocese, Geronimo
Strojonowski (1808-15), upon whose death he arro-

gated to himself the government of the diocese with
the t it le of Primate of Lithuania. In 1827, after Siestrz-

encewicz's death, the vicar Capitular, Milucki, ruled
the diocese for a short time. In 1S28 Andreas Kla-
giewicz was appointed administrator; he was sent to the
interior of Russia during the Pohsh insurrection of

1831, and returned to Vilna in 1832, was preconizcd
Bishop of Vilna in 1839, and took possession of the
see on 28 June, 1841. He died the same year, after

witnessing the ruin of the Ruthenian Uniat Church
in his diocese and a most ferocious persecution of

Cathohcisni. The chapter elected John Cj'winski as

vicar suffragan; he had the grief of seeing the Univer-
sity of Vilna closed, the clergy and churches of his

diocese comi)letely despoiled of their i)roperty, and
died on 17 Nov., i,S46. In 1848 he was succeeded by
Wenceslaus Zylinski, who was transferred in 1856 to

the metropolit:in See of Mohilov, but continued to

govern his former dioco,';e milil 1S.5S. .Adam Stanis-

laus Krasinski was expelled from tlio diocese in con-

sequence of the Polish insurrection, hut nrvcrtlieless

continued to govern the diocese until 1SS3, wlicn he
withdrew to Cracow. His successor, Charles Hrynie-
wcki, was exiled to Jaroslav after two years of the

episcopate, and in 1890 al)dicated and withdrew to

Galicia. During his exile Ludovic Zdanowicz gov-
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erned the diocese as vicar patriarchal. In 1890
Anthony Francis Audziewicz, a canon of St. Peters-

burg and a learned theologian, was appointed Bishop
of Vilna. He died in 189.5; the diocese was then
governed by Louis Zdanowicz, titular Bishop of Dio-
nysias. In 1897 Canon Stephen Alexander Zwerowicz
succeeded, and was transferred in 1902 to the See of

Sandomir. His place was taken by Baron Edward
Ropp, who set about organizing the Catholic move-
ment in the dioce.se, thereby incurring the hostility of

tne Russian Government. Bishop Ropp having been
banished to Pskov, the diocese was entrusted to Casi-

mir Nicholas Michalkiewicz as administrator Apos-
tolic.

The bishops of Vilna, presiding over a vast diocese

and being senators of Lithuania, could not give all

their attention to the spiritual necessities of their

flock: hence, from the fifteenth century they had coad-
jutors or suffragans. Many of these, particularly in

the sixteenth and .seventeenth centuries, were titular

bishops of Mcthone (Peloponnesus). Among the

most famous may be mentioned George Casimir
Ancuta (d. 1737), author of "Jus plenum rehgionis

catholicEe in regno Polonia;", showing that the Prot-
estants and Orthodox had not the same riglits as the
Catholics. Beginning from the seventeenth century
there were also suffragans for Belorusi. In 1798 Pius
VI recognized the ancient See of Brest as suffragan of

Vilna. So also the ancient Diocese of Livonia, sup-
pressed in 1797, had become suffragan to Vilna, and in

1798 had for its first bishop Adam Kossiafkowski
(d. 1828); in 1848, however, it was annexed to the
t)iocese of Samogitia or Kovno.
Synods.—The flourishing Catholic life of the Dio-

cese of Vilna is attested by the large number of synods
held there. The first of these was in 1.502, under
Bishop Tabor. Then followed the synods of 1526,

for the reform of manners and the organization of the
parochial schools; those of 1.528, to collect funds for

the restoration of the cathedral; of 155.5, to oppose the
spread of Lutheranisni; of 1.582; of 1607, which made
many regulations for the administration of the sacra-

ments and the (lisoii)line of the clergy; of 16.30, which
regulated the administration of ecclesiastical property;
of 1654, to aid the state with new imposts; of 1669,
with its disciplinary regulations; of 16S5, with ordi-

nances relating to the administration of the sacra-

ments and the life of the clergy; of 1744, with regula-

tions in regard to the catechism, mi.xed marriages, and
spiritual exercises, .\fter the synod of 1744, under
Bishop Michael Zicnkowicz, no others were held, but
the bishops addressed to their clergy pastoral letters,

some of them of notable import.
Churches.—-The diocese possesses splendid churches

and venerable sanctuaries. Of the former the largest

and most beautiful are at \'ilna, ahhough many,
violently wrested from the Catholics, have become
Russian Orthodox churches. The cathedral, dedi-

cated to the Blessed Trinity, St. Stanislaus, and St.

Wladislaus, wa.serectpdin virtue of a Bull of 12 March,
1387. Burned down in 1399, it was rebuilt in the
Gothic style in 1399 by Grand Duke Witold. .-^gain

destroyed in 1531 and 1662, its restoration was begun
in 1769 and finished in 1801. It contains .splendid

chapels, especially those of St. Casimir and of the
Immaculate Conception. Other important churches
are those of the Holy Cross, founded in the fourteenth
century on the .spot where, in 1366, fourteen Francis-
cans were martyred by the pagans; the Church of St.

Martin, founded by Jagiello in 1380 on the ruins of an
ancient pagan temple; St. .Anne, founded for the
Germ.ans by .Anna, the consort of Witold, in 1392; St.

John the F.vangelist, foumled in 1386 and enriched
with privileges by Leo X; Corpus Domini, founded by
the .\rchconfraternity of the Blessed ."^jierament in

1573; and the Church of the Guardian .Angels. To
these must be added the numerous churches of the

XV.—28

religious orders, which flourished in Lithuania, but of
which few traces remain. The Dominicans, who in
the fifteenth centurv had a church dedicated to the
Holy Spirit, built in 1679-88 another, which in 1844
was given up by them and transformed into a parish
church. The Bernardines undertook at Vilna, in

1469, the construction of a wooden church, rebuilt in
stone in 1500; it was burnt down in 1794 and restored
in 1900. This order was forced to leave the diocese in
1864. The Church of Sts. Peter and Paul was given
to the Lateran Canons in 1638; they abandoned it in
1864. St. Casimir, with the annexed Jesuit college,

founded in 1604, was turned into an Orthodox church
in 1832. St. Ignatius Loyola, founded by the Jesuits
in 1622, is now the club of the officials. The Carmel-
ite Church of St. Teresa has a miraculous image of
the Madonna. The Augustinians, Trinitarians, Brig-
ittines, Carmehte Sisters, Piarists, Visitandines, and
others also had churches, to which must be added
numerous chapels. After the Polish Revolutions of
1863, the diocese saw all its rehgious violently expelled.
The monasteries were converted into barracks, the
churches given to the Orthodox or the secular clergy,
the libraries dispersed, the possessions of the rehgious
confiscated. In 1910 there remained only one mon-
astery of Benedictine Sisters (connected with the
Church of St. Catherine at Vilna) with six septua-
genarian nuns, a Bernardine convent at Slonim with
four septuagenarian nuns, a Franciscan monastery at
Grodno with a single friar, and, in the same city, a
convent of Brigittine Sisters with two rehgious. The
efforts made since 1905 by the various orders to
re-establish themselves in the diocese have been
fruitless.

Statistics.—The Diocese of Vikia contains 1,420,000
faithful distributed among 23 rural deaneries aa
follows: Bialv.stok, 20 pjirishes and stations, 101,-
761 souls; Bielsk, 20 parishes, 66,135 souls; Brest,
3 parishes, 14,212 souls; Dzisna, 15 parishes, 66,.536
souls; Giedrojee, 13 parishes, 58,813 souls; Grodno,
20 parishes, 58,116 souls; Kobryn, 2 parishes, 7925
souls; Lida, 14 parishes, 65,100 souls; Merecz, 20
pari.shes, 82,948 souls; Nad%vilejski, 8 parishes, 41,0.53

souls; Oszmiana, 11 parishes, 61,032 souls; Prwjany,
7 parishes, 11,648 souls; Radun, 15 pari.shes, 83,451
souls; Slonim, 7 parishes, .30,337 souls; Sokolka, 14
parishes, 75,709 souls; Swienciang, 19 parishes,

93,716 souls; Swir, 11 parishes, 48,266 souls; Troki,
20 parishes, 88,856 souls; Vilna (city), .30 churches and
chapels, 141,104 souls; Vilna (district) 9 parishes,
52,690 souls; Wilejka, 10 pari.shes, 35,783 souls;
Wiszniew, 15 parishes, 83,900 souls; Wolkowysk, 16
parishes, 58,825 souls. Besides the cathedral parish
the city of Vilna contains those of St. John Baptist,
the Holy Spirit, St. Teresa, Sts. Philip and James,
St. Raphael the Archangel, St. Francis of Assisi, All
Saints, the Holy Apostles Peter and Paul. The
Catholic population of the city is 96,000 .souls.

Dependent upon the parish of St. Teresa is the chapel
of the miraculous image of Our Lady of Ostrohrama,
the centre of many pilgrimages in Lithuania, and
venerated also by the Orthodox. The chapel con-
taining the miraculous image standsupon an arch, and
the street which passes under this arch is occupied at
all hours of the d.ay by a crowd of prostrate .suppliants;

no one passing under the arch—not even the Hebrews
—will neglect to uncover the head in token of rever-
ence.

The secular clergy number about 440 priests. The
cathedr.al chapter compri-^es 5 prelates and 3 canons.
The secular clergy are educated in the seminary,
which has 15 professors .and 160 students. Its foun-
dal ion dates from 1.582; it w.as closed in 1862; reopened
in 1S72, and had but two students, but their number
gradually increased. At Brest there was a petit

seminaire, which was clo.sed in 18,30; the seminary at
Bialystok was closed in 1842. The clergy has always
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exerted, and still exerts, a beneficial influence upon
popular education. At the beginning of the nine-

teenth century twenty-five parochial elementary

schools were in operation at Vilna; schools and colleges

were conducted by the Jesuits, the Uniat Basilians,

the Piarists, and other reUgious orders. The mo-
nastic libraries were centres of culture. As late as the

seventeenth century there were 101 monasteries in

Lithuania. The library of the Missionaries of Vilna

contained 8284 volumes; that of the Piarists, 7000;

that of the Bernardines, 4142. The University of

Vilna possessed 20,000 volumes of theology, part of

which were given to the Theological Academy of

St. Petersburg, to the University of Kiev, and to the

Public Library of \'ilna.

In consequence of the fierce persecution stirred up
against Catholicism, the scientific glory of the Diocese

of Vilna became obscured; but the Faith remained
firmly rooted in the hearts of the people. Vilna is

perhaps the most devout city in the Russian Empire,

and its piety is all the more admirable because the

paucity of secular clergy and the complete lack of

religious orders render it difficult for the people to

fulfil their reUgious duties. Of late years, however, the

bitter quarrels between the PoUsh and Lithuanian
Nationalists led to divisions in the Catholic camp.
The Lithuanian clergy demand that in all the churches

of the diocese Lithuanian shall be equally considered

with Polish in religious instruction and in supple-

mentary devotions. A portion of the PoUsh clergy

are opposed t o t hese claims. But wise measures taken
by the ecclesiastical authorities have allayed the

animosity, and opportune concessions to the Lith-

uanians have, at least in appearance, removed the

causes of discord.
KojALOwicz, Hist. Lithuana (Antwerp. 1669); Constiiuliones

synod, diac. VUnensis (Vilna, 1633) ; Aria synodi diac. Vilmesis
prasidente D. Alex. Sapiela (Vilna, 1669); Ada synodi diac. Vil.

prirsid. Kotowicz (Vilna, 1685) ; Dcrrcto synodi dine, a Brzostowski

celcbrata (Vilna. 1717); Synodus diae. Vil. a Zienkowicz celebr.

(Vilna, 1744); Narbut, Dzieje naroda litewskiego (Vilna, 1847);

Dc origine, ereetionc et revolutione dicec. VUnensis in Directorium
prodicrcesi Vilnensi inA.D. 1009 (Vilna, 1908), 243-71; Kubczew-
8KI, Wilenski bisupslwo in Encyclopedja Koscielna, XXXI
(Plock, 1911), 203-330; De primis i}esligiis Teligionis Christiana!

inter Lithuanos propagatte (Konigsberg, 1810); BuUa papieza

Urbana VI o pierwiatslkowem ustanowienim biskupstwa w Wilnie.

Dzieje Dobroczynnosci, III (1822), 870-84; Wazynski, Litwapod
wzglediem przcsladowania w niej rzgmsko-katoUckiego kosciola,

szczegdlnie w diecezyi wilenskiej od r. ISSS do 1872 (Posen, 1872);

Wizyta jeneralna dyecezyi wilenskiej roku 18S8 (Vilna. 1828);

Balinski, Opisanie statystyczne miasta Wilna (Vilna, 1835)

;

Idem, Historia miasta Wilna (Vilna, 1836-7); Narbutt, Dzieje

slarozytne narodu litewskiego (Vilna. 1835-41); Idem, Dzieje

narodu litewskiego (Vilna, 1847) ; Homoucki, Katedra wilenska

(Vilna, 1838) ; Kbaszewski, Wilno od poczratkow jego do roku 1 730
fV^ilna, 184(>-2); (Jyszkiewicz, Wiadomosc historyczna o zgroma-
dzeniark i fvndnryack mezkich i zeskich klasztorow w dyecezyi

Witrri^fr^'-' ^\'i!n-t, ! Si.'tS) ; Semin:irii principali vilnensi (St. Petera-

burc, 1^^^': \v' Mi\!, Ostrovorotnaia Hi ostrobramskaia cudotvor-

nain > '-'/ r gorodie Vitnie (Vilna, 1890); Kipbian-
ovir ./ , u, mitropolit litovskii i vilenskii (VilnSL, 1S94);

SlosunL, k..^.A.A..i n.i Litwie (Lemberg. 1900).

A. Palmieri.

Vincent (Maldegariiis), Saint, founder and
abbot of the monasteries of Hautmont and Soignies,

b. of a noble family at Strepy les Binche, Hainault,

early in the seventh century; d. at Soignies, 14 July,

677. That he was not of Irish descent, as stated by
Jean du Pont and some Irish WTiters, has been proved
by Mabillon and the BoUandists. About 635 he
married tlie noble Waldetrude, also venerated as a
saint, and by her had two sons and two daughters, all

of whom are honoured as saints. Their names were:

Landric, Bishop of Meaux; DenteUn, who died as a
boy of seven years; Aldetrude and Madelberte, both
of whom became abbesses of Maubeuge. It is probable

that Vincent visited Ireland on a mission of King
Dagobert I, who esteemed him very highly, though
there is no historical basis for the statement made
in his anonymous life, written abo\it the eleventh

century, that King Dagobert made him ruler over

Ireland. He is said to have brought with him from

Ireland a number of missionaries, chief among whom
were Sts. Fursy, Foillan, Ultan, Eloquius, Adalgisus,
and Etto. About 642 he founded the monastery of
Hautmont, near Maubeuge, where he himself became
a monk about 643, being invested with the rehgious
garb by Bishop St. Aubert of Cambrai, while his wife
took the veil and hved in a cell which later became the
monastery of Mons. His holy life and his fame as a
spiritual guide attracted to the monastery many of
his former friends, who put themselves under his

spiritual direction. In the hope of finding great
seclusion he erected a new monastery at Soignies,

whither he withdrew with a few of his monks about
670.

Lalieu. Vie de St. Vincent Madelgaire et de Ste Waudrau, son
(pouse, princes et patrons du HainaiU (Tournai, 1886); Acta SS.,
Ill, July. 628-659; Mabillon, Acta SS. Bened., II, 643-5;
Analecla Bollandiana, XII (Brussels, 1893), 422-440; O'Hanlon,
Lives of the Irish Saints. VII (Dublin, s. d.), 227-234; du Pont,
Memoriale immorlale de vita et virtulibus S. Vincentii tAIons, 1649).

Michael Ott.

Vincent, Saint, Deacon of Saragossa, and martyr
under Diocletian, 304; mentioned in the Roman
MartjTologj', 22 Jan., with St. Anastasiusthe Persian,
honoured by the Greeks, 11 Nov. This most renowned
martvT of Spain is represented in the dalmatic of a
deacon, and has as emblems a cross, a raven, a
grate, or a fire-pile. He is honoured as patron in

Valencia, Saragossa, Portugal etc., is invoked by
vintners, brickmakers, and sailors, and is in the
Litany of the Saints. His Acts were read in the
churches of Africa at the end of the fourth century,

as St. Augustine testifies in Sermon 275. The
present Acts (Acta SS., Ill Jan., 6) date from the
eighth or ninth century, and were compiled from
tradition. Anal. BoU., I, 259, gives another life.

All agree in substance with the metric life by
Prudentius (P. L., LX, 378). He was born at
Saragossa; his father was Eutricius (Euthicius), and
his mother, Enola, a native of Osca. Lender the
direction of Valerius, Bishop of Saragossa, Vincent
made great progress in his studies. He was ordained
deacon and commissioned to do the preaching in the
diocese, the bishop having an impediment of speech.

By order of the Governor Dacian he and his bishop
were dragged in chains to Valencia and kept in

prison for a long time. Then Valerius was banished,

but Vincent was subjected to many cruel torments,

the rack, the gridiron, and scourgings. He was
again imprisoned, in a cell strewn with potsherds.

He was next placed in a soft and luxurious bed, to

shake his constancy, but here he expired.

His body was thrown to be devoured by vultures,

but it was defended by a raven. Dacian had the

body cast into the sea, but it came to shore and was
buried by a pious widow. After peace was restored

to the Church, a chapel was built over the remains
outside the walls of Valencia. In 1175 the relics

were brought to Lisbon; others claim that they

came to Castres in 864. Cremona, Bari, and other

cities claim to have rehcs. Chikleric I brought the

stole and dalmatic to Paris in 542, and built a church

in honour of St. Vincent, later called St-Germain-des-

Pres. Regimont, near Bezicres, had a church of the

saint as early as 455. Rome had three churches

dedicated to St. Vincent; one near St. Peter's,

another in Trastevere, and the one built by Honorius

I (62,5-38) and renewed by Leo III in 7<tt). .\ pilaster

found in the basilica of Salona in Dalniatia shows
an inscription of the fifth or sixth centurv in honour

of the saint (Rom. Quartalschrift, 1907, Arch. 135).
Butler, Lives of the Saints: Stadler, Hciliornlciicon: Allabd,

Hist, des perslcut., IV, 237; Leclekcq. Les Martyrs, II (Paris,

1903), 437.

Francis Mershman.

Vincent de Paul, Saint, b. at Pouy, Gascony,

Franco, in 15S0, though some authorities have s.aid

1576; d. at Paris, 27 Sept., 1660. Born of a peasant
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studies and the preparatory researches for the famous
equestrian statue of the condottierc CoUeone. He was
also admitted to the celebrated garden of the Medicis,
where they had gathered a collection of antiquities,

then the foremost in the world, and which they had,
moreover, made a museum and a school, or academy,
of fine arts. The young artist nevertheless almost

also great terror because of the smoke. ... (8)
\\'here the use of cannon is impracticable I can replace
them by catapults and engines for casting shafts with
wonderful and hitherto unknown effect; briefly, what-
ever the circumstances I can contrive countless
methods of attack. (9) In the event of a naval battle
I have numerous engines of great power both for

entirely escaped the superstition of antiquity, and attack and defence : vessels which are proof against the
this is a clear proof of his wonderful independence, hottest fire, powder or steam. (10) In times of peace
The artists of the next generation, especiall,y Michel- I believe that I can equal anyone in architecture,
angelo, scarceh' beheld life save through the marble whether for the building of pubhc or private monu-
veil of Graeco-Roman sculpture; Leonardo, on the ments. I sculpture in marble, bronze and terracotta;
other hand, borrowed almost nothing from the past; in painting I can do what another can do, it matters
a few details in a candelabrum in the small " Annun- not who he may be. Moreover I pledge myself to
elation" of the Lou\Te, rare sketches such as the execute a bronze horse to the eternal memory of your
"Dancers" of the Academy of Venice, a warrior's head father and the very illustrious House of Sforza, and if

at London (British Museum), these constitute nearly any of the above things seems impracticable or impos-
the whole of his debt to antiquitj'. In this sense sible I offer to give a test of it in your Excellency's
Leonardo is the first of the "moderns". park or in anj* other place pleasing to your lordship,
We possess very few of the works of his youth, to whom I commend myself in all humility."

Apart, from the face of the angel in the "Baptism of Leonardo was at this time thirty years of age and
Christ" spoken of above, we
can ascribe to him with cer-

tainty only the delicate minia-
ture "Annunciation" of the
Louvre, the portrait of a young
woman in the Lichtcnstein Gal-
lery at Vienna, and two small
terra-cottas in the South Ken-
sington Museum, London; a
"Madonna and Child" and a
bust of St. John the Baptist.

Drawings have preserved for ua
the traces of other projects, e.g.,

an "Adoration of the Shep-
herds" (drawing at theLou\Te),
but we have almost no infor-

mation concerning this period.

A landscape drawing dated 157.3

and another study dated l.'JTS

(Uffizi) are the first certain

dates we encounter in his life.

The following note has also

been found: "... bre l.")78

cominciai le due Madonnc "
;

but no one knows what became
of these Madonnas, nor even if

they were ever executed. How
ever, a great many studies,

leaves covered with .sketches, heads
women, children plaj-ing with cats, etc

Leonardo da Vinci
Self-portrait. Uffizi Gallery

very handsome. He was an
accomplished gentleman, and
had a keen mind for the inven-
tion of fables. His contempo-
raries, for example the story-
teller Bandello, relate the
charms of his conversation. He
was a musician, being given to
improvising verses while ac-
companying himself on a lute
of his own invention, shaped
like a bucranium and possessing
wonderful sonorousness. For
the fetes, ballets, amusements,
:ind interludes of which the
Itpnaissance was so fond, Leo-
nardo was unequ.aUed. At the
time of Louis XII's entry into
Milan a mechanical lion crossed
the banquet hall, halted before
the king, and, kneeling and
opening its breast, spread before
him a shower of UUes. This
machine Leonardo had in-
vented. Such was Leonardo
when towards the end of 1482
he entered the service of
Ludovico il Moro. One of his

of young earUest Milanese works was the dehghtful "Woman
show the with a Marten", which is beheved to be the portrait of

direction of his researches. He had already con- Cecilia Gallerani, Ludovico's mistress, and which is

ceived this type of mother and child in which now at Cracow, in the collection of Count Czartori.sky.
the divine expression results only from human
grace and the poetry of life carried to its highest
degree. This was the formula of the Renaissance, of

the Madonna-s of Raphael and Andrea del Sarto, and
which Leonardo himself soon applied in the immortal
masterpieces, the "Virgin of the Rocks" and "St.
Anne and the Blessed Virgin".

^filanese Period.—In 1481 LudoviCO 11 Moro
assumed in the name of his nephew, Gian Galeazzo,
the regency of the Duchy of ^iilan. He was one of

Unfortunately, the work has been much injured by
restorations, "but it is the first truly modern work of
its kind, wherein feminine grace, subtlety of analysis,

refinement of the moral personalitj', and not merely
resemblance of features, constitute the subject of the
picture. The pretty profile of "Beatrice d'Este" at
the .\mbrosian and the so-called "Lucrezia Crivelli"
(also called "La Belle Ferroniere") of the Louvre
have nothing in common with Leonardo.

At Milan, also, in the early years of his sojourn
the most remarkable princes in that age of tyrants of there, he completed his first large picture, the won-
genius: clever, magnificent, ambitious, and cruel. A
letter of which a copy forms part of the celebrated
"Codex .Vtlanticus" in the Ambro.sian Library, Milan,
has preserved the terms in which Leonardo offered
his services to this formid.able lord; among other terms
we read: "(1) I have a process for constructing very
light, portable bridges, for the pursuit of the enemy;
others more solid, which will resist fire and a.ssault and
may be easily set in place and taken to pieces. I also

derful "Virgin of the Rocks". Besides copies there
are two of these pictures in existence, differing some-
what in details, one at the LotnTC and the other at the
National Gallery. There have been endless discus-
sions with regard to their authenticity. The truth is

that they are both originals, the first in point of time
being that of the Lou^tc, the execution of which,
extremely minute in detail, still shows something of

the somewhat dry methods of Verrocchio's studio.
know ways of burning and destroying those of the The other and somewhat later one repeats the same
enemy. ... (4) I can also construct a very manage- tnntif for the convent of San Francesco, Milan. On
able piece of artillery which projects inflammable the side panels .\mbrogio da Prcdis painted .angelfl

materials, causing great damage to the enemy and playing on musical instruments. These side panels
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are with the central picture at the National Gallery.

But Leonardo did not finish the picture he had begun,
its Madonna and the landscape are the work of a
pupil and a mediocre pupil. On the other hand the
angel kneeling behind the Infant Jesus, whose attitude

differs from that of the Paris Angel, is one of the

artist's most perfect creations. Both pictures are

poetical. The fantastic Landscape, the dolomite
grotto of prismatic rocks, the ineffable art of the
"pyramidal" grouping, the often copied triangle of





I
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laurel, vines, and foliage. The artist conveyed the
illusion of a hall of verdure. To this period likewise

belong the studies for the St. Anne. Together with
the cult of the Immaculate Conception the end of the
fifteenth century saw the rise of that of the mother of

the Blessed Virgin. The work of the learned Trithe-

mius, " De laudibus sanctissimx matris Anna^ ", dates
from 1494 (cf . Shankell, " Der Kultus der heilige Annas
am ausgange Mittelalters", Freiburg, 1893). Leo-
nardo composed two different versions of this subject,

one of them being now at the Louvre, the other at the
London Academy. That of the Louvre is unfinished.

The Vii^in is only sketched, the head of St. Anne
alone showing that modelling in which Leonardo is

unrivalled. Art possesses few groups more charming
than that of these two women, one seated on the
other's knees. Together with the "Last Supper"
Leonardo's greatest Milanese work must have been
the equestrian statue of Ludovico il Moro, the famous
"bronze horse" which he pledged himself to cast in

the letter quoted above. He worked on this con-
stantly for more than fifteen years ^1483-99). A
plaster model was cast in 1489, but the artist was dis-

satisfied with it and made another which was moulded
in 1493. He then turned his attention to prepara-
tions for casting. But the French came in 1499 and
besides driving out the duke they broke the plaster

model of his statue. We have only countless sketches,

studies, and drawings of this masterpiece and Leo-
nardo's books dealing with the anatomy and science of

the horse.

Nomadic Period.—By Ludovico's fall Leonardo was
left unemployed, and he was in no haste to seek an-

other position and there began for him a period of

wandering. Completed works grow more and more
rare, each of them showing traces of more complicated
ambitions. From this period date most of his scien-

tific works. At fifty he began to gather the elements

of a new synthesis which was never completed. The
last twenty years of his fife were given to this activity

and to these experiences. From Milan, Leonardo
went to Mantua where he sketched (1500) the por-

trait of the Marchesa Isabella d'Este, the cartoon of

which is one of the wonders of the Lou\Te. Then he
went to Venice (1501) and thence to Florence; from
there he entered the service of Ca?sar Borgia as mili-

tary engineer and head of the corps of engineers in his

Romagna campaign. After Ca-sar's fall he returned

to Florence and seems to have stayed there for three

or four years. Then he began see-sawing between
Florence and Milan, finally taking up his residence

in the latter city where he was called by a law-suit

concerning the property left by his father. In 1514
we find him at Rome, but at the end of the year he
returned to Florence; in 1515 came journeys to Pa via,

Bologna, and a last stay of some months at Milan.
Finally in 1516 he accepted the invitation of King
Francis I to come to France and left Italy, never to
return.

During these wanderings there are only two places
where we find undoubted proofs of his activitv, at

Florence (1.501-0«i) and Milan (1.506-13). At Florence
he executed two of his most famous works now unfor-
tunately lo.st or destroyed. The Seigniory of Florence
had for the decoration of its council hall opened a
contest for the portrayal of two patriotic subjects
drawn from the annals of the Republic. One was an
occurrence of the war against Pisa in 1304 and was
confided to Michelangelo: the other commemorated
the victory of .-Xnghiari Maria Visconti. This was the
subject treated by Leonardo. The rival cartoons
were exhibited in 1.505 and were an event in the his-

tory of the school. All the youth of the artist world
hastened to copy them, but in the midst of all this

Michelangelo was called to Rome and abandoned his

work. Warned by his experience with the "Last
Supper" IxK)nardo refrained from painting in oil, but

would not be satisfied with fresco; he fancied some
process of encaustic (one of the rare instances in him
of the influence of the ancients). The attempt was
unfortunate. The coat did not dry and the colours
flowed together. But the artist was not discouraged
and continued his work. The cartoon still existed in
the eighteenth century; it is not known when it or
that of Michelangelo disappeared. The latter is

known only through a famous engraving of Marcan-
tonio Raimondi. Leonardo did not fare so well.
Apart from countless sketches there exists only a
single group from his work, that of the knights or the
"Battle of the Standard" which has been preserved by
a drawing of Rubens (Lou\tc) and an engraving of
Edelinck. Nevertheless there are few more impor-
tant battle pieces in the art work of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. All the chasses of Rubens and
the Flemish school are but variations and repetitions
of this furious melee. The Adoration of the Magi in
the ITflizi is unfortunately only a sketch, a rough car-
toon, chiefly interesting for the information it gives
concerning the basis of Leonardo's painting and his
manner of preparing a picture. It belongs to the
same period (about 1505) as that work of the artists
which is most popular, most complete, and most
closely associated with his name as that which best
sums up in a woman's face all the research, grace, and
seductiveness of his genius. This is the portrait of
Madonna (Monna) Lisa, wife of Ser Giocondo, and
universally known as Joconde (La Gioconda), and
which, acquired directly from the artist by Francis I,

and preserved for three centuries at Fontainebleau,
disappeared, 21 August, 1911, under mysterious cir-

cumstances, from the Louvre, where it had been
since 1793.

The numerous copies of this enchantmg face, those
of the mu.seimis of Madrid, Munich, Quimper, and
St. Petersburg, the Torlonia Gallery at Rome, and
the Mozzi Gallery, Florence, of the Villa Sommariva
on Lake Lugano, of the Hume andWoodburn collec-

tions at London, can scarcely con.sole us for the loss

of the masterpiece. Leonardo never painted any-
thing with more love. He devoted four years to this

single face. Vasari relates what delicate care he took
to amuse his graceful model during the sittings and
to bring to her lips that imperceptible smile, which has
been taken to mean such depth and perfidy and which
is merely the serene expression of a harmonious soul,

of moral peace and health, with a shght tinge of
Florentine irony. Its place in the Louvre is occupied
by another of Leonardo's works, one of the last really
authentic of his productions, the enigmatic St. John
Baptist. Here the depth and complexity of his inten-
tions, the search for ideal beauty, the abuse of the
model, above all the systematic use of chiaroscuro,
lead to odd and equivocal results. But the spoiled
work formulated the whole language of chiaroscuro,
and fixed its laws with a clearness which has never
been surpassed.

The following pictures preserve the memory of

others of Leonardo's works of which the originals are
lost. The .St. John the Baptist or Bacchus full length,
seated, amid a landscape; the picture belongs to a date
previous to 1.505 and is contemporary with the Gio-
conda. Ancient copies are at the Lou\Te and at Sant'
Eustorgio, Milan. The Leda; same period; copy (by
Bacchiacca?) at the Casino Borghese; others in the
Ruble collection, Paris, and the Opplcr collection,

Cologne; drawing by Raphael at Wind.sor. The
Resurrection at the Museum of Berlin is apocryphal.
The famous wax bust acquired in 1909 by the same
museum is the work of an English forger who worked
about 1S40. Finally the charming wax Head of the
Wicar Museum, at Lille, belongs probably to the
school of Canova, which robs it of none of its exquisite
grace. The last picture of Leonardo's which we pos-
sess is the splendid sketch of St . .Jerome in the desert
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in the collection at the Vatican. It dates from 1514.

Leonardo spent the last three years of his unquiet hfe

in France. The king gave him a pension of 7000
crowns and had given him a dweUing in the Chateau
of Cloux near Amboise. At this period the master
was very tired, and his faculties were dechning. He
was still engaged with the question of canahzation
and studied ways of regulating the course of the

Loire and making it navigable. He filed amid these

occupations at the age of 67. A legend, popularized

by Ingres's picture, relates that he passed away in the

arms of Francis I; but on that day the king was at

Saint-Germain-en-Laye.
II. The Scholar.—Art represents only a small

part of Leonardo's activity. Always and especially

at Milan from 1.506 his genius was absorbed in scien-

tific matters, but these researches had begun in Ver-
rocchio's studio, as is shown by the letter of 1482 to

Ludovico il Moro. It is impossible to give here a de-

tailed analy.?i8 even of his principal works, for his

studies included aU branches of knowledge. On the

other hand their strictly personal natiu-e, the secret

and deliberately cabbalistic practices witli which he
loved to surround them, the methods of abbre\aation

and cryptography of which he made use in order to

conceal his discourse (he wrote from right to left, in an
inverted hand which could probably only be read with
the aid of a mirror), all this mystery removes a great

deal of the interest from the treasures of observation

which Leonardo consigned to coiintless MSS. In fact

by refusing to disclose his discoveries, by wishing to

retain the monopoly of his processes and secrets, he
condemned this portion of his work to obUvion and
sterihty. However, his art is in so many ways con-

nected with his science that the former cannot be
known without an acquaintance with the latter. In

his drawings of flowers, plants, landscapes, and in his

studies of persons, it is impossible to say whether it is

the botanist, the geologist, the anatomist or the artist

who interests us most. In Leonardo, knowledge and
art are never separate. The characteristics frequently

Been in the men of the Renaissance, the encyclopedic

turn of mind so striking in a Leone Battista Alberti, a
Bramante, or a Diirer, is never more brilliantly evi-

dent than in Leonardo da Vinci. His method is based
exclusively on observation and ex-periment. He rec-

ognized no mistress save nature. Neither in science

nor in art did he admit the authority of either the

ancients or the scholastics.

Furthermore he clearly understood: (1) that science

should be subject to formulation in mathematical
laws; (2) that science has power over nature, an
ability to foresee phenomena and at need to reproduce
or imitate them. This granted, there were few ques-

tions which this tireless mind did not study, and to

which he did not bring ingenious views and new solu-

tions. Often he perceived truths established by mod-
em science. Long before Bacon and with a far differ-

ent range of apphcation he invented the positive sci-

ences. As a geologist, for example, he discerned that

there was a "history of the earth", that the outside of

the globe was not formed at a single stroke, and in this

history, guided by studies of hydrauhcs, he successfully

saw fiirough the function of water. He divined the

true nature of fossils. In botany he formulated the

laws of the alternation of leaves, that of the eccen-

tricity of trunks, and that of .solar attraction. As an
anatomist (he had dissected nine bodies) he gave fig-

ures concerning the insertion of the nuiscles and their

movements which specialists still admire for their

accuracy. He devised tlie earliest theories concerning

the muscular movements of the rardiac valves. By
his studies in embryology he laid tlie foimdations for

comparative anatomy. In UKThanics he understood
the power of steam and if he did not invent any ac-

tion machines he at least made it an agent of propul-

sion, for he invented a steam cannon. He composed

explosives and shells. But perhaps his most "mod-
ern " title to fame lies in his having laid down the prin-
ciple of aviation, devoting years to this task. He fore-
saw nearly all the forms, parachute and montgolfier,
but by boldly adhering to the "heavier than air"
principle he constructed the first artificial bird. Long
series of studies analyze with astonishing clearness the
flight of the bird, the form and movement of the wing.
Leonardo distinguishes between the soaring flight and
that made by successive flappings, in each case de-
fining the action of the air and the part played by it;

he understands that the bird rises obliquely on an
aerial inchned plane, forming under it a kind of angle
and that currents form in the concavity of the wing
which serve it as momentary supports to recover its

equilibrium, like the waves on which the oar is rested
to propel the boat.

Leonardo was more a scholar than a philosopher,
nevertheless liis wholly naturalistic science implies a
certain philosophy, which if it is neither the kind of

paganism nor the materiahsm in which the Renais-
sance so often resulted cannot be called truly Chris-
tian. Either through prudence or through scorn of

abstract ideas Leonardo seems to have avoided de-
claring himself on this subject. Nevertheless it is

easy to see that the idea of miracles is repugnant to his

imagination. He admits or would logically admit only
an immanent Providence, a God who refrains from in-

tervention in the universe hke the God of Lucretius or
the Stoics. It is also certain, and he does not conceal
it, that he did not like monks. However, as an artist,

he accommodated himself perfectly to the Christian
tradition. His art, though not at all mystic, is in its

forms certainly less pagan than that of Raphael or
even Michelangelo. He died a very Christian death.

His MSS. are now divided among several deposi-
tories. The most important are (1) the gigantic col-

lection in the Ambrosian Library of Milan called the
Codex Atlanticus consisting of 393 folio pages on
which are pasted more than 1600 leaves of notes;

(2) at Paris in the hbrarj- of the Institut twelve
IvISS. numbered from A to M; (3) at London three
volumes at South Kensington, a MS. of 566 pages at

tlie British Museum, and at Windsor splendid ana-
tomical plates and drawings. Other books are in the
possession of Count Manzoni and the Earl of Leices-

ter. The treatise on painting is his first work. It

was printed at Paris in folio in 1651 in the Itahan text

by Raphael du Fresne and almost immediately trans-

lated into French by Frcart de Chambray. More cor-

rect editions have since been issued, notably that of

Manzi (1817), and that of Ludwig made according
to a Vatican MS. (3 vols., at Vienna, 1883).
Ventura compiled a memoir on Leonardo's scientific

works properly so called which he presented to the
Institute in 1797. He announced that this would
soon be followed by the publication of original docu-
ments, but this promise was not kept. In 1872 the
Itahan Government issued a hmited number of copies

of a de luxe work, "Saggio dell' opere di L. da V.",
containing extracts from the Codex Atlanticus with
twenty-four facsimiles. In 1889 J. P. Richter issued

at London, under the title "The Literary Works of

Leonardo da Vinci", two quarto volumes comprising
more than 1500 extracts and fragments of MSS.
systematicallv classified, with beautiful reproductions.

However, Ravaisson-MoUier had undertaken the
entire publication of the MSS. of the Institut in a
model edition with facsimiles of the original text,

transcription in ordinarv characters and French trans-

lation (6 vols, fob, Paris, 1881-92). The example
was followed in 1891 when Signor Beltrani published
at Milan a MS. of Leonardo's belonging to Prince
Trivulzio. .Vnd since 1892 the .Vccademia dei Lincei

has published completely the Codex Atlanticus. If

tlu< London MS. were publislied wc should have as

complete knowledge as possible of this extraordinary
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Eugene-Emmanuel Violle->1j>Duo
Portrait by Fr6d6ric Millet

Paris (1870-71) he commanded a corps of engineers,

and wrote a "Memoire sur la defense de Paris"
(1871). Soon after this he expressed radical opinions
in politics, was elected deputy in 1874, and opposed
Thiers. -As a connoisseur of art he wrote a number of

valuable works: "Dictionnaire raisonnc de I'archi-

tecture frangaise

du onzieme au
seizieme si&cle"

(10 vols., 1854-69),
illustrated by his

(nvn sketches ;

' Essai sur I'archi-

ircture militaire au
111 () y e n & g e"
1S.54); "Diction-

naire du mobiher
Irangais jusqu'i la

lieuaissance" (6

vols., 1855-75);
"Monographic de
Notre - Dame de
Paris" (1856), writ-

iin in conjunction
1 t h Guillermy;

1 )cscription du
chateau de Picrre-

fonds" (1857)
;

"Description du
chateau de Coucy " (18.58); " Histoire d'une maison"
(1873); "Histoire d'une forteresse" (1874); "Histoire
d'un hotel de ville et d'une cathedrale" (4 vols.,

1873-78); "Histoire d'un dessinateur" (1879); "Les
^ghses de Paris" (1883); " La cit^ de Carcassonne

"

(1886); "L'art russe" (1877). There are interesting
essays in the "Entretiens sur I'architecture" (1858-
72).

VioUet-Le-Duc is exact, clear, and often brilliant in

his writings, just as in his practical works. Drawings
of his preserved at

t h e Trocad^ro,
and which have
appeared in print,

are a treasure-
house of sugges-
tive designs. The
exact knowledge
of medieval archi-

tecture acquired
by life-long expe-
rience would not
alone have
brought him such
far-reaching influ-

ence. What is

best both in his

works and in his

theories is the pro-
found comprehen-
sion of the spirit

of the medieval
master - builders.

He not only
grasped the his-

torical forms, but
he comprehended
also their mean-

The Castle of Pierrefo.nds

Reconstruction by Viollet-Le-Duc

ing, and knew how to evolve the organic struc-
ture from its inward spirit. The task involved in the
structure, its suitable execution with an independent
use of the traditional forms, were of more importance
to him than the style itself. Consequently he did not
follow exclusively the Gothic style, however highly he
valued in Gothic architecture the development of the
forms from the object in view and the material used in

construction, and the logical consecutiveness of the
parts. He knew how to impart to his pupils and to

co-workers a keen sense of perception, that was not
satisfied with the mere external imitation of what was
ancient. Among the important architects who imi-

tated him closely were Boswillald and Paul Abadie,
the architect of the Church of the Heart of Jesus at

Montmartre. It must be acknowledged tha( in the re-

vival of medieval architecture a dubious principle

gained the mastery. Although the best followers of

the great restorer of architecture believed with him
that the architect ought not to be permitted to be a
mere imitator, still the way was not made sufficiently

clear for an independent development of architecture
according to the needs, and in harmony with the feel-

ings, of the present era.
Saint-Paul, Viotlei-Le-Duc, ses travaux d'art et son systime

archeohgique (2nd ed., Toura, 1882); Sauvageot, VioUrt-Le-Ditc
et son mare dessini (Paris, 1880).

G. GlETMANN.

Viotti, Giovanni Battista, founder of the modem
school of vioHnists, b. at Fontanetto, Piedmont,
23 May, 1753; d. 3 March, 1824. He .studied under
Giovannini, and at Turin under Pugnani, with whom
he went on a tour in 1780. He showed not only an
extraordinary vir-

tuosity, but wTote
several concertos
for the vioHn, and
his playing in

Germany, Russia,

and France at -

tracted consider-

able attention.
For a time he was
attached to the

Court of Marie
Antoinette, and he
lived with Cheru-
bini in 1785 and
1786. Owing to

the Revolution, he
quitted Paris, and
arrived in London
in July, 1792. He
succeeded Cramer
as leader at the
King's Theatre,
and was in the

Giovanni Battibta Viotti
Painting by Trosaarelli

highest esteem as a teacher, but owing to base intrigue
he had to leave England in 1798. Returning to London
in 1801 he resumed his violin classes, but had a dis-

astrous experience as a wine merchant. Again de-
voting himself to the vioHn, he returned to Paris in
1814 and was Director of the French Opera from 1819
to 1822. Unfortunately, his directorate was not a
financial success and he came back to London in the
spring of the year 1824. As a composer, he enriched
violin music by his numerous concertos and .sonata.s,

and by a few dainty songs. Howwer, it is as a vir-

tuoso and as the founder of modern violin playing that
Viotti will be remembered. Among his pupils were
Pixis, Rode, Alday, Vacher, Labarne, and others.
Grove, Diet, of Music and Musicians, new cd . V (London,

1909); DuNSTAN, Cyclopedia of Music (London, 1909); contem-
porar>* Frencli and English papers.

W. H. Grattan-Flood.

Virgilius (Virgile), Saint, Archbishop of Aries,

d. c. 610. According to a life written in the eighth
century he was born in a village of .\quitaine, became
a monk. Abbot of Lerins, and Bi.shop of Aries, where
he built a basilica of Saint Stephen and another of the
Saviour. This life, accepted in its outlines by Mabil-
lon and the Bollandists, is (he scarcely modified re-

production of the Life of St. Maximus, Bishop of
Riez, written by the patrician Dynamius before the
death of Virgilius. According to Ciregory of Tours,
Virgilius was first .\bbot of the Monastery of St.

Symphorien at Autun, and through the supijort of
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Syagrius, Bishop of Autun, succeeded Lizier as

Bishop of Aries. In his great zeal for the conversion
of the numerous Jews whom trade attracted to Pro-
vence, Virgilius did not hesitate to employ force;

whereupon St. Gregory the Great wTote (591) to Vir-

gihus and to Tlieodore, Bishop of Marseilles, praising

their good intentions but recommending them to con-
fine their zeal to prayer and preaching. On 1 Aug.,

595, St. Gregory extended to VirgiUus the title of

pontifical vicar, granted to the bishops of Aries by
Pope Zosimus (519); this dignity made him the inter-

mediary between the Galhc episcopate and the Apos-
tohc See. King Childebert was ui'ged by the pope to

assist Virgihus in exterminating simony from the
Churches of Gaul and Germania. St. Gregorj' several

times requested Vu'gilius (596, 601) to extend a wel-

come to Augustine and his monks whom he was send-

ing to England. On another occasion he recom-
mended to his protection a monastery belonging to

the Patrimony of the Roman Church of which Lizier

had taken possession. In a letter to Virgihus and to

Syagrius, Bishop of Autun, the pope complains (July,

599) of their negUgence in not pieventing the mar-
riage of Syagria, a woman who, having embraced the
rehgious life, had been violently given in marriage.

In 601 St. Gregory advised Virgihus to as.semble a
council against simony and to induce the Bishop of

Marseilles to reform his house. On 23 Aug., 613,

Boniface IV sent the paUium to VirgiUus's successor

Florian.
M.iBlLLON, Acta SS. O.S.B., II (Paris, 1669); Acta SS.. Mar.,

I, 397^02 (Paris, 1865) ; Andhien, Un insigne plagiat: faussete
des actes de S. Virgile in Bulletin de la Societe scientifique des
Basses-Alpes, III (Digne. 18S8); St. Gregobt, Epistola: in P. L.,

LXXVir. Albanes and Chevauer, Gallia Christiana noviasima,

Aries (Valence, 1900).

Antoine Degert.

Virgil, Polydore. See Vergil, Poltdore.

Virgin Birth of Christ, the dogma which teaches

that the Blessed Mother of Jesus Christ was a vu-gin

before, during, and after the conception and birth of

her Divine Son.
I. The Virgin Birth in Catholic Theology.—

The virginity of our Blessed Lady was defined under
anathema in the third canon of the Lateran Council

held in the time of Pope Martin I, A. D. 649. The
Nicene-Constantinopolitan Creed, as recited in the

Mass, expresses beUef in Christ "incarnate by the

Holy Ghost of the Virgin Mary "; the Apostles' Creed
professes that Jesus Christ "was conceived by the

Holy Ghost, born of the Virgin Mary"; the older

form of the same creed uses the expression: "born of

the Holy Ghost and of the Virgin Mary". These
professions show: (1) That the body of Jesus Christ

was not sent down from Heaven, nor taken from earth,

as was that of Adam, but that its matter was supplied

by Mary; (2) that Mary co-operated in the formation

of Christ's body as every other mother co-operates in

the formation of the bod'y of her child, since otherwise

Christ could not be said to be born of Mary, just as

Eve cannot be said to be born of .\dam; (3) that the

germ in whose development and growth into the

Infant Jesus, Mary co-operated, was fecundated not

by any human action, but by the Divine power
attributed to the Holy Ghost; (4) that the super-

natural influence of the Holy Ghost extended to the

birth of Jesus Christ, not merely preserving Mary's
integrity, but also causing Christ's birth or external

generation to reflect his eternal birth from the Father

in this, that "the Light from T-ight" proceeded from

his mother's womb as a light sh(>d on the world; that

the "power of the Most High" passed through the

barriers of nature without injuring them; that "the

body of the Word" formed by the Holy Ghost pene-

trated another bodv after the manner of spirits.

The perpetual virginity of our Blessed Lady was
taught and proposed to our belief not merely by the

councils and creeds, but also by the early Fathers.
The words of the prophet Isaias (vii, 14) are under-
stood in this sense by St. Irenaeus (III, 21 ; see Euseb.,
H. E., V, viii), Origen (Adv. Cels., I, 35), TertulUan
(Adv. Marcion., Ill, 13;Adv. Judaeos, IX), St. Justin
(Dial. con. Tryph., 84), St. Chrysostom (Hom. v in
Matth., n. 3; in Isa., VII, n. 5); St. Epiphanius
(Haer.,xxviii, n. 7), Eusebius (Demonstrat. ev., VIII,
i), Rufinus (Lib. fid., 43), St. Basil (in Isa., vii, 14;
Hom. in S. General. Christi, n. 4, if St. Basil be the
author of these two passages), St. Jerome and Theo-
doretus (in Isa., vii, 14), St. Isidore (Adv. Judaeos,
I, X, n. 3), St. Ildefonsus (De perpetua \nrginit. s.

Mari*, iii) St. Jerome devotes his entire treatise
against Helvidius to the perpetual virginity of Our
Blessed Lady (see especially nn. 4, 13, 18); the con-
trary doctrine is called madness and blasphemy by
Gennadius (De dogm. eccl., Ixix), madne,ss by Origen
(in Luc, h. vii), sacrilege by St. Ambrose (De instit.

virg., V, xxxv), impiety and smacking of atheism by
Philostorgius (VI, 2), perfidy by St. Bede (hom. v,

and xxii), full of blasphemies by the author of Prse-
destin. (i, 84), perfidy of the Jews by Pope Siricius

(ep. ix, 3), heresy by St. Augustine (t)e Hasr. h.,lvi).

St. Epiphanius probably excels all others in his

invectives against the opponents of Our Lady's
virginity (Haer., l.xxviii, 1, 11, 23).

There can be no doubt as to the Church's teaching
and as to the existence of an early Christian tradition

maintaining the perpetual virginity of our Blessed
Lady and consequently the virgin birth of Jesus
Christ. The mystery of the virginal conception is

furthermore taught by the third Gospel and confirmed
by the first. According to St. Luke (i, 34, 35),
"Mary said to the angel: How shall this be done,
because I know not man? And the angel answering,
said to her: The Holy Ghost shall come upon thee,

and the power of the most High shall overshadow
thee. And therefore also the Holy which shall be born
of thee shall be called the Son of God." The inter-

course of man is excluded in the conception of Our
Blessed Lord. According to St. Matthew, St. Joseph,
when perplexed by the pregnancy of ]\Iary, is told by
the angel: "Fear not to take unto thee Mary thy
wife, for that which is conceived in her, is of the Holy
Ghost" (i, 20).

II. Sources of this Doctrine.—Whence did the
Evangehsts derive their information? As far as we
know, only two created beings were witnesses of the
annunciation, the angel and the Blessed Virgin.

Later on the angel informed St. Joseph concerning the
mystery. We do not know whether Elizabeth,

though "filled with the Holy Ghost", learned the full

truth supernaturally, but we may suppose that Mary
confided the secret both to her friend and her spouse,

thus completing the partial revelation received by
both. Between these data and the story of the

Evangehsts there is a gap which cannot be filled from
any express clue furnished by either Scripture or

tradition. If we compare the narrative of the first

Evangelist with that of the third, we find that St.

Matthew may have drawn his information from the

knowledge of St. Joseph independently of any infor-

mation furnished by Mary. The first Gospel merely
states (i, 18): "When as his mother Mary was es-

poused to Joseph, before they came together, she

was found with child, of the Holy Ghost." St.

Joseph could supply these facts either from personal

knowledge or from the words of the angel: "That
which is conceived in her, is of the Holy Ghost."
Tlie narrative of St. Luke, on the other hand, must
ultimately be traced back to the testimony of Our
Blessed Lady, unless we are preparc^d to admit
unnecessarily another independent revelation. The
evangehst himself points to Mary as the source of his

account of the infancy of Jesus, when he says that
Mary kept all these words in her heart (ii, 19, 61).
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Zahn ("Einlcituns in das Neue Testament", 2nd ed.,

II, 406, Leipzig, 1900) does not hesitate to say that

Mary is pointed out by these expressions aa the bearer

of the traditions in Luke, i, ii.

A. How did St. Luke derive his account from the

Blessed Virgin? It has been supposed by some that

he received his information from Mary herself. In

theM iddle Ages he is at t imes called the" chaplain
'

' of

Mary (cS. Du Cange, "Gloss, med. et inf. latinitatis",

s. V. "Capellani"; ed. L. P'a\Te); J. Nirsch ("Das
Grab der hciligen Jungfrau Maria", 51, Mainz,
1896) calls St. Luke the Evangehst of the Mother of

God, believing that he wrote the history of the irifancy

from her mouth and heart. Besides, there is the

imphed testimony of the Evangelist, who assures us
twice that Mary had kept all these words in her heart.

But this does not necessitate an immediate oral com-
munication of the history of the infancy on the part

of Mary; it merely shows that Mary is the ultimate

source of the account. If St. Luke had received the

history of the infancy from the Blessed Virgin by way
of oral communication, its presentation in the third

Gospel naturallj' would show the form and style of its

Greek author. In point of fact the history of the
infancy as found in the third Gospel (i, 5, to ii, 52)

betrays in its contents, its language, and style a
Jewish-Christian source. The whole passage reads

like a chapter from the First Book of Machabees;
Jewish customs, and laws, and peculiarities are intro-

duced without any further explanation; the "Mag-
nificat", the "Benedictus", and the "Nunc dimittis"

are filled with national Jewish ideas. As to the style

and language of the history of the infancy, both are

so thoroughly Semitic that the passage must be re-

translated into Hebrew or Aramaic in order to be
properly appreciated. We must conclude, then, that
St. Luke's immediate source for the history of the
infancy was not an oral, but a written one.

B. It is hardly probable that Mary herself wrote
the history of the infancy, as was supposed by A.
Plummer ("A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on
the Gospel of St. Luke" in "The International
Critical Commentarj-", Edinburgh, 1896, p. 7); it is

more credible that the Evangehst utihzed a memoir
written by a Jewish Christian, possibly a convert
Jewish priest (cf. Acts, vi, 7), perhaps even a member
or friend of Zachary's family (cf. Blass, "Evangelium
secundum Lucam", xxiii, Leipzig, 1897). But, what-
ever may be the immediate source of St. Luke's
account, the Evangehst knows that he has "diligently
attained to all things from the beginning", according
to the testimony of those "who from the beginning
were eyewitnesses and ministers of the word" (Luke,
i, 2). As to the original language of St. Luke's
source, we may agree with the judgment of Lagarde
("Mitteilungen", III, .345, Gottingen, 1889) that the
first two chapters of St. Luke present a Hebrew
rather than a Greek or an Aramaic colouring. Writers
have not been wanting who have tried to prove that
St. Luke's written source for his first two chapters
was composed in Hebrew (cf. Gunkel, "Zum rehgions-
geschichtl. Verstiindnis des Neuen Testaments",
pp. 67 sq., Gottingen, 1903). But these proofs are
not cogent; St. Luke's Hebraisms may have their
origin in an Aramaic source, or even in a Greek origi-

nal composed in the language of the Septuagint.
Still, considering the fact that Aramaic Wiis the
language commonly spoken in Palestine at that time,
we must conclude that Our Blessed Lady's secret was
originally written in Aramaic, though it must have
been translated into Greek before St. Luke utilized
it (cf. Bardenhewer, "Maria V'crkiindigung" in
" Biblische Studion", X, v, pp. 32 sq., PVeiburg, 1905).
As the Greek of Luke, ii, 41-.52, is more idiomatic than
the language of Luke, i,.5 to ii, 40, it has been inferred
that the EvangeUst's written som'ce reached only to
ii, 40; but as in ii, 51, expressions are repeated which
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occur in ii, 19, it may be safely inferred that both
passages were taken from the same source.

The Evangelist recast the source of the history of

the infancy before incorporating it into his Gospel;
for the use of words and expressions in Luke, i and ii,

agrees with the language in the following chapters
(cf. Feine, "Eine vorkanonische Ueberlieferung des
Lukas in Evangelium und Apostelgcschichte",
Gotha, 1891, p. 19; Zimmermann, "Theol. Stud, und
Krit.", 1903, 250 sqq.). Harnack (,Sitzung.sbcr.

der Berlhier Akad., 1900, pp. 547 sqq.) and Ualman
("Die Worte Jesu", I, 31 sq., Leipzig, 1898) suggest
that St. Luke may be the original author of his first

two chapters, adopting the language and style of the
Septuagint; but Vogel ("Zur Charakteristik des
Lukas nach Sprache und Stil", Leipzig, 1897, p. 33)
and Zahn (Einleitung, 2nd ed., ii, 406) maintain
that such a literary feat would be impossible for a
Greek-speaking writer. What has been said explains

why it is quite impossible to reconstruct St. Luke's
original source; the attempt of Resch ("Das Kind-
heitesevangelium nach Lukas und Matthiius" in

"Texte und Untersuchungcn zur Gesch. der alt-

christl. Literatur", X,v, 319, Leipzig, 1897) torecon-
struct the original Gospel of the infancy, or the source
of the first two chapters of the first and third Gospel
and the basis of the prologue to the fourth, is a failure,

in spite of its ingenuity. Conrady ("Die Quelle der
kanonischen Kindheitsgeschichte Jesus", Gottingen,
1900) believed that he had found the common source
of the canonical history of the infancy in the so-called

"Protevangehum Jacobi", which, according to him,
was WTitten in Hebrew by an Egyptian Jew about
A. D. 120, and was soon after translated into Greek;
it should be kept in mind, however, that the Greek
text is not a translation, but the original, and a mere
compilation from the canonical Gospels. All we can
say, therefore, concerning St. Luke's source for his

history of the infancy of Jesus is reduced to the
scanty information that it must have been a Greek
translation of an Aramaic document based, in the
last instance, on the testimony of Our Blessed Lady.

III. The Virgin Birth in Modern Theology.—
Modern theology, adhering to the principle of his-

torical development, and denying the possibility of

any miraculous intervention in the course of history,

cannot consistently admit the historical actuahty of

the virgin birth. According to modern views, Jesus

was really the son of Joseph and Mary, and was
endowed by an admiring posterity with the halo of

Divinity; the story of his virgin birth was in keeping
with the myths concerning the extraordinarj- births of

the heroes of other nations (Gunkel, "Zum rchgions-
gesch. Verst. des N. T.", p. 65, Gottingen, 1903); the
original text of the Gospels knew nothing of the virgin

birth (ITsener, "Geburt und Kindheit Christ!" in

"Zeitschrift fiir die neutest. Wissenschaft", IV, 1903,

8). Without insisting on the arbitrariness of the
philosophical assumptions implied in the position of

modern theology, we shall briefly review its critical

attitude towards the text of the Gospels and its

attempts to account for the early Christian tradition

concerning the virgin birth of Christ.

A. Intigrity of the Gospel Teil.—WelUiausen ("Das
Evangehum Lukii", Berlin, 1904) contended that the
original text of the third Gospel began with our
present third chapter, the first two chapters being a
later addition. But Harnack seems to have foreseen

this theory before it was proposed by WelUiausen; for

he showed that the two chapters in question belonged
to the author of the third (Jospel and of the Acts
(Sitzungsberichte der Kgl. preuss. Akad. der Wissen-
schaften zu Berlin, 1900, 547). Holtzmann ("Hand-
kommentar zum Neuen Testament", I, 31 sq., Frei-

burg, 1.SS9) considers Luke i, 34, 35, as a later addi-

tion; Hillmann (" Die Kindheitsgeschichte Jesu nach
Lukas kritisch untersucht" in "Jahrb. fiir protest.
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Theol.", XVII, 225 sqq., 1891) believes that the
words 01! ivovl^cTo of Luke, iii, 23, ought to be con-
sidered in the same light. Weinel ("Die Auslegung
des apostolischen Bekenntnisses von F. Kattenbusch
und die neut. Forschung" in "Zeitschrift fiir d. n. t.

Wissensch.", II, 37 sqq., 1901 ;cf. Kattenbusch, "Das
apostoUsche Symbol", II, 621, Leipzig, 1897-1900)
believes that the removal of the words ivel ivSpa ov

yivuaKu from Luke, i, 34, leaves the third Gospel
without a cogent proof for the virgin birth; Harnack
not only agrees with the omissions of Holtzmann and
Hilhnann, but deletes also the word Tvap${voi from
Luke, i, 27 (Zeitsclirift fiir d. n. t. Wissensch., 53
sqq., 1901). Other friends of modern theology are
rather sceptical as to the solidity of these text-critical

theories; Hilgenfield ("Die Geburt Jesu aus der Jung-
frau in dem Lukasevangelium " in "Zeitschr. fiir

wissenschaftl. Theologie", XLIV, 313 sqq., 1901),
Clement (Theol. Literaturzeitung, 1902, 299), and
Gunkel (op. cit., p. 68) reject Harnack's arguments
without reserve. Bardenhewer ("Maria Verkiindi-
gung", pp. 8-12, Freiburg, 1905) weighs them singly
and finds them wanting.

In the light of the arguments for the genuineness of

the portionsof the third Gospel rejected by the above-
named critics, it is hard to understand how they can
be omitted by any unprejudiced student of the sacred
text. They are found in all manuscripts, translations,

and early Christian citations, in all printed editions

—

in brief, in all the documents considered by the
critics as reliable witnesses for the genuineness of a
text. Furthermore, in the narrative of St. Luke, each
verse is like a link in a chain, so that no verse can be
removed as an interpolation without destroying the
whole. Moreover, verses 34 and 35 are in the Lucan
history what the keystone is in an arch, what a
diamond is in its setting; the text of the Gospel with-
out these two verses resembles an unfinished arch,
a setting bereft of its precious stones (cf. Feine, "Eine
vorkanonische UeberUeferung", 39, Gotha, 1891).
Finally, the Lucan account left us by the critics is

not in keeping with the rest of the Evangelist's narra-
tive. According to the critics, verses 26-33 and 36-
38 relate the promise of the birth of the Messias, the
son of Joseph and Mary, just as the verses immedi-
ately preceding relate the promise of the birth of the
precursor, the son of Zachary and Elizabeth. But
there is a great difference: the precursor's story is

filled with miracles—as Zachary's sudden dumbness,
John's wonderful conception—while the account of

Christ's conception offers nothing extraordinary; in

the one case the angel is sent to the child's father,

Zachary, while in the other the angel appears to Mary;
in the one case Elizabeth is said to have conceived
"after those days", while there is nothing added about
Mary's conception (Bardenhewer, op. cit., 13 sqq.;

Gunkel, op. cit., 68). The complete traditional text

of the Gospel explains these differences, but the
critically mutilated text leaves them inexplicable.

The friends of modern theology at first believed that
they possessed a solid foundation for denying the
virgin birth in the Codex Syrus Sinaiticus discovered
by Mrs. Lewis and Mrs. Gibson in 1892, more accu-
rately investigated in 1893, published in 1894, and
supplemented in 1896. According to this codex,
Matt., i, 16, reads: "Joseph to whom was espoused
Mary the Virgin, begot Jesus who is called Christ."
Still, the Syriac translator cannot have been igno-
rant of the virgin birth. Why did he leave the
expression "the virgin" in the immediate context?
How did he understand verses 18, 20, and 25, if he did
not know anything of the virgin birth? Hence,
either the SjTiac text has been slightly altered by a
transcriber (only one letter had to be changed) or the
translator understood the word hegol of conventional,
not of carnal, fatherhood, a meaning it has in verses
8 and 12.

B. Non-historical Source of the Virgin Birth.—
The opponents of the historical actuality of the virgin
birth grant that either the Evangelists or the inter-

polators of the Gospels borrowed their material from
an early Christian tradition, but they endeavour to
show that this tradition has no sohd historical founda-
tion. About A. D. 153 St. Justin (ApoL, I, xxi) told
his pagan readers that the virgin birth of Jesus Christ
ought not to seem incredible to them, since many of
the most esteemed pagan writers spoke of a number of

sons of Zeus. About a. d. 178 the Platonic philosopher
Celsus ridiculed the virgin birth of Christ, comparing
it with the Greek myths of Danae, Melauippe, and
Antiope; Origen (c. Cels. I, x.x.xvii) answered that
Celsus WTote more Uke a buffoon than a philosopher.
But modern theologians again derive the virgin birth
of Our Lord from unhistorical sources, though their

theories do not agree.

A first class of writers have recourse to pagan myth-
ology in order to account for the early Christian
tradition concerning the virgin birth of Jesus. Usener
("ReUgionsgeschichtl. Untersuehungen", I, 69 sqq.,

Bonn, 1899; "Geburt und Kindheit Christi" in

"Zeitschrift fiird. n.t. Wissensch.", IV, 1903, 15 sqq.)
argues that the early Gentile Christians must have
attributed to Christ what their pagan ancestors had
attributed to their pagan heroes; hence the Divine
sonship of Christ is a product of the religious thought
of Gentile Christians. Hillmann (Jahrb. f. protest.

Theol., XVII, 1891, 231 sqq.) and Holtzmann (''Lehrb.

d. n. t. Theol.", I, 413 sqq., Freiburg, 1897) agree sub-
stantially with Usener's theory. Conrady ("Die
Quelle der kanonisch. Kindheitsgesch. Jesus", Gdt-
tingen, 1900, 278 sqq.) found in the Virgin Mary a
Christian imitation of the Egj^ptian goddess Isis, the
mother of Horus; but Holtzmann (Theol. Literatur-
zeit., 1901, p. 136) declares that he cannot follow
this "daring construction without a feeling of fear and
dizziness", and LTsener (Zeitschr. f. d. n. t. Wissensch.,

1903, p. 8) is afraid that his friend Conrady moves on a
precipitous track. Soltau ("Die Geburtsgeschichte
Jesu Christi ", Leipzig, 1902, p. 24) tries to transfer the
supernatural origin of Augustus to Jesus, but Lob-
stein (Theol. Literaturzeitung, 1902, p. 523) fears that
Soltau's attempt may throw discredit on science itself,

and Kreyher ("Die jungfriiuhche Geburt des Herrn",
Gutersloh, 1904) refutes the theory more at length.

In general, the derivation of the virgin birth from
pagan mythology through the medium of Gentile
Christians implies several inex-plicable difficulties:

Why should the Christian recently converted from
paganism revert to his pagan superstitions in his con-
ception of Christian doctrines? How could the
product of pagan thought find its way among Jewish
Christians without lea\'ing as much as a vestige of

opposition on the part of the Jewish Christians?

How could this importation into Jewish Christianity

be effected at an age early enough to produce the
Jewish Christ ian sources from which either the Evan-
gehsts or the interpolators of the Gospels derived
their material? Why did not the relatives of Christ's

parents protest against the novel views concerning
Christ's origin? Besides, the very argvmient on which
rests the importation of the virgin birth from pagan
myths into Christianity is fallacious, to say the least.

Its major premise assimies that similar phenomena
not merely may, but must, spring from similar causes;

its minor premise contends that Christ's virgin birth

and the mythical divine sonships of the pagan world
are similar phenomena, a contention false on the face

of it.

A second class of writers derive the early Christian

tradition of the virgin birth from Jewish Christian in-

fluence. Harnack (" Lehrb.d. Dogmengesch.", 3rded.,

I, 95 sq., Freiburg, 1894) is of the opinion that the

belief in the virgin birth originated from Isa., vii, 14;

Lobstein (" Die Lehre von der iibernatUrlichcn Geburt
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Christi", 2nd ed., 2S-31, Freiburg, 1896) adds flie

"poetic traditions surrounding the cradlr of Isaar,

Samson, and Sauuirl" as anothrr soiu'cc of the belief

in the virgin birth. Modern theology does not grant
that Isa., vii, 14. contains a real prophecy fulfilled in

the virgin birth of Christ; it must, maintain, therefore,

that St. Matthew misunderstood the passage when he
said: "Now all this was done that it might be ful-

filled which the Lord spoke by the prophet, saying;
Behold a virgin shall be with child, and bring forth a
son," etc. (i, 22, 23). How do Harnack and Lobstein
explain such a misunderstanding on the part of the
Evangelist? There is no indication that the Jewish
contemporaries of St. Matthew understood the proph-
et's words in this sense. Hillmann ("Jahrb. f.

protest. Theol.", 1891, XVII, 233 sqq., 1891) proves
that belief in the virgin birth is not contained in the
Old Testament, and therefore cannot have been taken
from it. Dalman (Die Worte Jesu, I, Leipzig, 1898,

226) maintains that the Jewish people never expected a
fatherless birth of the Messias, and that there exists no
vestigeof such a Jewish interpretation of Isa., vii, 14.

Those who derive the virgin birth from Isa., vii,

14, must maintain that an accidental misinterpreta-
tion of the Prophet by the Evangelist replaced historic

truth among the early Christians in spite of the better
knowledge and the testimony of the disciples and
kindred of Jesus. Zahn ("Das Evangelium des
Matthaus ausgelegt", 2nd ed., Leipzig, 1905, pp. S3
sq.) calls such a supposition "altogether fantastic"

;

Usener ("Religionsgesch. Untersuch.", I, Bonn,
1889, 75) pronounce the attempt to make Isa., vii, 14,

the origin of the virgin birth, instead of its seal, an
inversion of the natural order. Though Catholic
exegesis endeavours to find in the Old Testament
prophetic indications of the virgin birth, still it grants
that the Jewish Christians arrived at the full meaning
of Lsa., vii, 14, only through its accomplishment
(Bardenhewer, op. cit., 23; cf. Flunk, "Zeitschrift f.

kathol. Theol.", XXVIII, 1904, 663).

There is a third theory which endea\ours to account
for the prevalence of the doctrine of the virgin birth
among the early Jewish Christians. Gunkel (op. cit.,

65 sqq.) grants that the idea of virgin birth is a pagan
idea, wholly foreign to the Jewish conception of God;
but he also grants that this idea could not have found
its way into early Jewish Christianity through pagan
influence. Hence he believes that the idea had found
its way among the Jews in pre-Christian times, so
that the Judaism which flowed directly into early
Christianity had undergone a certain amount of syn-
cretism. Hilgenfeld ("Zeitschr. f.wissensch. Theol.",
1900, XLIII, 271; 1901, XLIV, 2.35) tries to derive
the Christian teaching of the virgin birth neither from
cla.ssical paganism nor from pure Judaism, but from
the Essene depreciation of marriage. The theories

of both Gunkel and Hilgenfeld are based on airy com-
binations rather than historical evidence. Neither
writer produces any historical proof for his assertions.

Gunkel, indeed, incidentally draws attention to
Parsee ideas, to the Buddha legend, and to Roman and
Greek fables. But the Romans and Greeks did not
exert such a notable influence on pre-Christian Juda-
ism; and that the Buddha legend reached as far as
Palestine cannot be seriously maintained by Gunkel
(cf. Oldenberg, "Theol. Literaturzeit.", 1905,65 sq.).

Even Harnack ("Dogmengesch.", 3rd ed., Freiburg,
1894, 96) regards the theory that the idea of virgin
birth penetrated among the Jews through Parsee
influence, as an unprovable as.sumption.

Besides the works cited in the cour.se of this ftrticle, we may
draw attention to the dogmatic treati.ses on the supernatural
origin of the Humanity of Christ throuuh the Holy Ghost from
the Virgin Marv. especially: Wilhelm and .SrAVNEi.i,, Manual
of Catholic Theoloou. II a.K5ndon and New York, 1898), 105 sqq.;
208 sqq.: Hdsteb. Outlinm of Doomatic Theology, II (New York,
1896), 567 sqq.; also to the principal commentaries on Matt.,
i, ii; Luke, i. ii. Among Protestant writings we may mention the
tr. of Lobstein. The Virgin Birth of Chriat (London, 1903);

Birlh of Our Lord (I'.IUij).

Brioos, Critieism and the Dogma of the Virgin Birth in North
Ant. l/rr. I.hjnc'. I'.MIhl; Al.l.KN in lnhri,ril,r ( K.-l>r., 1905), 115
s.|.| '
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Virginia, surnamed "The Old Dominion", "The
Mother of States an<l of Statesmen", one of the thir-

teen original .-states, and the most southern of the Mid-
dle Atlantic divi.sion, lies between 36° 31' and 39° 27'

N. lat., and 75° 13' and 83° 37' W. long. Its area is

42,627 square miles,

of which 40,262
square miles repre-

sent land and 2365
square miles, water.
Its greatest meas-
urement from east

to west is 476 miles,

and from north to

south, 192 miles.

The boundaries are,

north. West \'ir-

ginia and Mary-
land; east, Mary- x-,

•'

land and the
Atlantic Ocean;
south. North Caro-
lina and Tennessee; and west, Kentucky and West
Virginia. The state contains one hundred counties.

Population.—The population of Virginia in 1910
was 2,061,612; whites, 1,389,809; negroes, 671,096;
Indians, Chinese, and Japanese, 707. 'The general
increase during the last decade was 11.2 per cent, that
of the negroes only 1.6 per cent. In 1S90 the negroes
formed 38.4 per cent of the total population; in 1900,
35.6 per cent; in 1910, 32.6 per cent; their relative de-
crease being due to absence of negro immigration,
neglect of hygiene, exposure, overcrowding, poverty,
and, in many cases, lack of ambition and energy, or
indulgence in alcoholic or other excesses. The density
of population in 1910 was 51.2 persons per square mile.

'The state contains 19 cities, all, except Hampton
and Williamsburg, being independent of counties.
They are, with their population of 1910: Richmond
(127,628), the State capital and former capital of the
Confederacy, noted for historic associations and mon-
uments; Norfolk (67,452), Virginia's great .shipping

port; Roanoke (34,874), called "The Magic City",
because of its rapid growth; Portsmouth (33,190), a
progressive city with one of the country's greatest
navy yards; Lynchburg (29,494), known as "The Hill

City", because of its many hills, one of the richest per
capita cities in the United Slates; Peter.sburg (24,127),
of Civil War fame; Newport News (20,205), at the
mouth of the James River, famed for its ship-building
and immense shipments to all quarters of the globe of

coal and grain; Danville (19,020), one of the gi'eatest

tobacco cities in the world; Alexandria (15,329), of

historic interest and a Potomac port for Virginia's
products; Staunton (10,604), with fine educational
and corrective institutions; Charlottesville (6765),
the seat of the University of Virginia; Bristol (6247);
Fredericksburg (5874); Winchester (5864); Clifton
Forge (5748); Hampton (5505); Radford (4202);
Buena Vista (3245); and Williamsburg (2714).
The church membership (1906) was 793, .546, of

which the Baptists numbered 415,987; Methodists,
200,771; Presbvterians, .39,628; Protestant Episcopal,
28,487; Disciples, 26,248; Lutherans, 15,010; the re-

mainder consisting of Dnnkers. Christians, and other
denominations. The Catholics were given as 28,700.

The total value of Church property of all denomina-
tions in 1906 was ?19.699,0I4, and the Church debt
$996,-367. Owing to dearth of Catholic immigration,
the Church depends for accessions principally on nat-
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ural increase and conversions. Seventy years ago the (output, 4,284,000 pounds; value, $4,240,000),
Catholic population was but 3000. In 1912 the faith- second in tobacco (output, 132,970,000 pounds; value,
ful numbered 41,000, composed mainly of native
Americans, Irish, Germans, Italians, Bohemians,
Poles, Slavs, and Syrians, with a few French, Bel-

gians, and other nationalities. There is one parish
each for Germans, Italians, and Bohemians.
PHYSiciL Characteristics.—Virginia is divided

into six great natural sections: (1) Tidewater, (2)

Middle, (3) Piedmont, (4) Blue Ridge, (5) The Valley,

and (6) Appalachia. Some make a seventh division

into Trans-Appalachia. Certain sections possess

some things in common, yet all differ greatly in topog-
raphy, climate, soil, and resources. The altitude

varies from a few feet in Tidewater to more than
5000 feet in the mountainous regions. The highest

mountains areMount Rogers (5760 feet), and the Peaks
of Otter (3993 feet). Nearly the whole of the state

is drained by five

large rivers, navigable
to the head of Tide-
water, and their trib-

utaries; namely, the
Potomac, Rappahan-
nock, York, James,
and Roanoke or
Staunton, all tlnwini;

in an easteily diiir-

tion; while the Shen-
andoah, Kanawha, or

New, and Holston, i n-

Tennessee rivers,

drain the valley. Be-
cause of the gradual,

and sometimes ab-
rupt, lowering of the

river-beds from their

$12,169,000), and fourth in fertilizirs (niitput 364,613
tons; value, .$6,561,000). In 1910 ihe \icld in bushels
was, corn, 38,295,000 (value, $2S,,S66,000); wheat,
8,077,000 ($8,776,000); Irish potatoes, 8,771,000
(85,668,000) ; sweet potatoes and yams, 5,270,000 ($2,
681,000); oats, 2,884,000 ($1,610,000); rye, 438,000
($.344,000); buckwheat, 332,000 ($196,000); barley,
254,000 ($180,000); and in tons of hay and forage,
823,000 ($10,257,000). The cultivation of alfalfa
(now 3126 acres) is rapidly increasing. The total
value of crops in 1910 was $236,000,000, from
3,300,000 acres, an increase over 1900 of nearly 100
per cent. The farming interests are greatly furthered
by the Commissioner of Agriculture, literature, farm-
ers' institutes, inspectors of fertilizers, seed and lime
laws, a horticultural society, test farms, and a truck

and an agricultural
station.

The rapid develop-
ment of tlairying is

due principally to

the efforts of the
dairy and pure food
department . The
number of dairy cows
(1910) was 356,000
(value, $10,285,000).
Effective means to-

wards the eradication
of tuberculosis and
other diseases existing

amongst cattle are

emplojed by the
state. With an

The State Capitol, Richmond, Virginia abundance of forage

elevated sources to Formerly the Capitol of the Confederacy^ _The Central Portion was designed Crop, a long grazing

the basins into which . ™. .
.

they empty, an almost limitless supply of water-

power is found within the borders of the state. The
state is famed for natural wonders, including the

Natural Bridge; Luray, Weyer's, Madison, Blowing,
and Saltpetre caverns; Mountain Lake, Balcony Falls,

Natural Tunnel; and the great Dismal Swamp (30 by
10 miles, extending into North Carolina), with beauti-

ful Lake Drummond (7 by 5M miles) in the centre.

There are 68 accredited mineral springs. The climate

is mild, the temperature varying from an average
mean annual of 64° in Tidewater to 48° in the mount-
ains, the average temperature being 56°. The rainfall

is plentiful, averaging from 32 to 60 inches. The

by Thomas Jefferson season, and mild
winters, the conditions for stock raising are pecu-
liarly favourable. Thousands of beef and other cattle

are annually exported. Within 30 years the sheep in-

dustrv has increased 150 per cent. The value of Uve
stock'in 1910 was $74,891,000. Virginia has (1911)

taken the lead of the other states in fisheries, the an-
nual output totalling $7,600,000, thus distributed:

oysters, $3,500,000; crabs and clams, $1,000,000;
menhaden fish, $1,250,000; from pound nets, $1,500.-

000; other fish, .$250,000. The increase over four

years is 300 per cent . Of t he nearly 3000 square miles of

salt-water bottom, 4000 acres are set aside for oyster

planting and about 200,000 acres as a reserve, making
border ranges of mountains protect the state from the Virginia waters one of the greatest oyster sections

unusual storms and hurricanes. Government statis- in the world. Tidewater abounds in water-fowl such

tics show the Piedmont region to be the most healthful as the canvasback, black mallard, water-goose, and
belt in the United States. teal. There are various species of birds, including

Resources.—In agriculture Virginia ranks as one quails, woodcocks, and sora, with some wild deer,

of the foremost states of the union. Every product bears, foxes, and wild turkeys, and many rabbits,

grown in the other states, except the tropical and squirrels, opossums, muskrats, and lesser ganie.

semi-tropical, thrives upon her soil. The total value Every wood, except the sub-tropical, including the

of farm lands with buildings, implements, machiner}', valuable hardwoods, is grown in Virginia. The Tide-

and live stock, in 1910 was $625,065,000; an increase water section contains vast forests of pine and cypress

in a decade of 93.2 per cent. The farms embrace and much cedar, willow, locust, juniper, and gum. In

more than three-fourths of the total land area, or the inland region abound the oak, walnut, hickory,

19,495,636 acres; over one-half representing improved chestnut, beech, birch, maple, poplar, ash, cherry, elm,

acreage. The number of farms was 184,018, of and sycamore; whilst the mountains are rich in white

which 84 per cent were free of debt; the average value pine, spruce, and hemlock. The bark of the oak and

per farm, including equipment, being $3397, and of sumac leaves are much used in tanning and dyeing. In

farm land per acre, $20.24. Tidewater, the great

trucking section, and the Valley of Virginia, are con-
sidered the most fertile regions. The trucking has in-

crea.sed .500 per cent in thirty years. In 1910 the
Norfollc truckers shii>pc<l 4,555,200 packages of truck.

There arc many varieties of fruits, including the Al-
bemarle pijipins, recognized as the best-flavoured of

all apples. The orchards are numerous, some yield

1909 there were 2,102,000,000 feet of cut lumber, an
increase in 10 yeiiis of over 100 per cent.

Beneath the soil of N'irgiuia are found geologic rocks

of all ages, with almost e\cr>- known mineral of com-
mercial value. The estimated vearlv mineral output

in 1906 was $30,000,000. The minerals may be

divided into (1) building and ornamental stone, in-

cluding the famous Richmond and Virginia granites,

ing $500.00 per acre. The state ranks first in peanuts sand.stonc, slate, and limestone; (2) cement and ce-
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mpnt materials; (3) clays, sands, marls, and gem min-
erals; (4) metallic minerals, embracing iron, copper,

zinc, lead, gold, silver, tin, nickel, and cobalt; in

1910 Viiginia produced 800,000 tons of iron ore and
444,976 tons of pig iron; (5) non-metallic minerals,

including graphite, sulphides, sulpharsenides, the hal-

ides, embracing
sodium chloride,

or common salt,

oxides, silicates,

phosphates, ni-

trates, sulphates,

and the hydrocar-
bons : namely,
I'oal, coke and
I heir by-products,
i;as, tar, and am-
monia. There are

in the state 19(.X)

square miles of

coal fields, the
production (1910)
l)cing 5,000,000
tons, and of coke,

l,i:?5,000tons. In
1910 the shipment
of coal from
Hampton Roads
was greater than
from any other
port in the world.
Newport News

xported 7SG,000 tons (value, .52,083,000).

Manufactures.—In 1909 the output in manufactures
amounted to 8219,794,000; capital, .$216,392,000, an
incrcjise over 1900 of more than 100 per cent. Tne
output from iron and machine works alone in 1911 was
$24,143,000; capital, $24,982,000; wages, $8,206,000;
and from tobacco manufactures, $21,445,000; capital,

86,321,000; wages, $2,378,000. Some of the other
principal products, in order of output, are flour and
grist, woodenware, leather, cotton goods, paper and
pulp, and boots and shoes. The total manufacturing
capital in 1912 should reach $260,000,000. with out-
put of about $285,000,000. If to these last figures

is added the value of the products of farms, fish-

eries, forests, and mines, the yearly production of

the state (1912) should approximate "$435,000,000.
Banking, Real Estate, Insurance.—There were in

Virginia (December, 1911) 130 national banks with
total resources, $151,932,000, a marked increa.se since
1900. The resources of state banks (April, 1912)
amounted to $73,862,000. In Richmond alone the
bank clearings (1911) were $392,000,000; deposits,

$45,800,000; loans and discounts, $43,000,000. The
total valuation of real estate (1911), other than min-
eral lands and standing timber, was $486,339,000, di-

vided as follows: counties, S2ti7,923,000; cities, $218,-
416,000. Of the total, the whites owned $461,242,000;
the negroes, $25,097,(K)0. The building operations in

the city of Richmond equalled .$6,017,000. The gross
insurance risks written in Virginia (1910) were as
follows: fire insurance, S315,9.57,0(X); marine in-

surance, $21,097,000; life insurance, $225,717,000.
Transportation.—The Atlantic Ocean, Chesa-

peake Bay and its numerous inlets, with large navi-
gable rivers, give Virginia direct water communi-
cation with every seaport. Hampton Roads, the
manoeuvring place of the I'nitcd States fleet, is con-
sidered one of the world's finest bodies of water.
Extensive shii)pinK is carried on by Norfolk (1911:
exports, $10,K.S0,00fJ; imports, .$2,010,f)00), Newport
News (exports, $5,821,000; imports, $9S2,000), Ports-
mouth, and Fort Monroe. The principal river porta
are Richmond, on I he.lames; Peti-rsl>urK, on the .Appo-
mattox; West Point, on the York; Frederick.sburg, on
the Rappahannock; and Alexandria, on the Potomac.

The steam railroads in Virginia number 4 1 ; with branch
Unes listed separately, 50. The total mileage (1910)
was 4609. The principal lines are the Atlantic Coast
Line; Chesapeake and Ohio; New York, Philadelphia,
and Norfolk; Norfolk and Western; Richmond,
Fredericksburg, and Potomac; Seaboard Air Line;
Southern; Virginia and South-western; Virginian;
and Washington Southern. There are 22 electric

railroads, some of great length, extending between
cities. Nluch is being done for public highways by
the good roads movement, due in part to the increas-
ing use of automobiles.
Education.—A. General.—The Constitution re-

quires the General Assemblj' to maintain an efficient

system of public free education. The schools for
whites and negroes are separate, for both of which
annual appropriations are made. The State appro-
priations for 1912 were more than double those of the
last six years, being as follows: elementary and high
schools, $1,733,081; higher institutions, approxi-
mately, $.500,000; total, $2,233,081. The local funds
raised from taxation and otherwise for elementary
and high schools amounted to $3,434,357, giving
grand total for public educational purposes of

$5,667,438. State aid is refused to all denomina-
tional schools, although provision is made for their
incorporation, as also for that of all religious and
charitable institutions. Statistics of public schools
(1911) show: school population, 616,168; total enrol-
ment, 409,397; in high schools, 16,471; average daily
attendance, 263,241; teachers, 10,676; number of
school houses, 6838; school revenue, $5,073,000;
salaries of teachers, $2,935,000; annual cost of build-
ing.s, $1,021,000; libraries and class apparatus,
$30,000; total value school property, .$8,5.53,000, an
increase in 6 years of over 1(M) per cent. The Uni-
versity of Virginia was begun by Thomas Jefferson
in 1819. There are departments of law and of
medicine. It numbers amongst its graduates some of
the state's most illustrious sons. In 1911 there were
9() professors, 24 oflncials, 784 students, and including
the summer school, 2070. Other advanced state
institutions are William and Mary College, Virginia
Polj'technic Institute, Virginia Nlihtary Institute,

Miller Manual Labour School, and the Female State
Normal School. Among private schools, Washing-
ton and Lee Uni-
versity, Lexington,
with law school,

and the Lynch-
burg Women's
College, like the
University of Vir-

ginia, have a high
rank. Other col-

leges, many of a
denominational
character, are
Brid ge water,
Eastern, Emory
and Henry, Frcd-
erick.sburg,Hampt-
den-Sidncy,Hamp-
ton Normal and
Agricultural Insti-

tute, Hawthorne,
Hollins, Martha
Washington, Mary
Baldwin, New-
market I'olytechnic Institute, Randolph -Macon,
Richmond, with law school, Richmond Women's,
Roanoke Southern Female; Staunton Military,
Stonewall .Jackson Institute, Sweetbriar, Virginia,
('hristian, Virginia Intermont, «nd Virginia Union
(coloured university). There are many business
colleges, various seminaries of different denominations
for white and for coloured, and three highly-rated
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Houdon's Statde of Washington
Erected 1788 in the State Capitol

at Richmond

medical colleges: the Medical College of Virginia, the
University College of Medicine, both of Richmond,
and the Medical College attached to the University
of Virginia.

B. Calholic.—Each parish in the larger, as in some
of the smaller, cities, has its own parochial school or
schools. There are three colleges: namely, Old
Point Comfort, under the Xaverian Brothers, the
Richmond Benedictine Military, and Van De Vyver
(coloured), Richmond. St. Emma's Industrial

and Agricultural
School for Col-
oured Boys and
St. Francis' Insti-

tute for Coloured
Girls, Rock Castle,

were founded and
are supported, the
one by General and
Mrs. Edward Mor-
rell, the other by
Mother Mary
Katherine Drexel,

ooth of Pennsyl-
vania. The Bene-
dictine Fathers
have charge of St.

Joseph's Institute,

and the Benedic-
tine Sisters of St.

Edith's Academy,
Bristow. The
Xaverian Brothers
teach in acade-
mies at Rich-

mond, Norfolk, Portsmouth, and Newport News,
whilst the Clu'istian Brothers labour at Rock
Castle. The teaching Sisters are Sisters of Charity;
of Charity of Nazareth; Visitation; Benedictine; of

the Holy Cross; of St. Francis; of the Blessed Sacra-

ment; and of Perpetual Adoration.
Charities and Corrections.—A. General-

There are city and county almshouses, private chari-

table organizations, many the result of denomina-
tional efforts, with various orphanages and homes for

the aged. These, with the associated charities,

nurses' settlements, free dispensaries, and charity

hospitals, are doing a most commendable work. The
white and the coloured are provided each with a school

for the deaf, dumb, and blind, and one each for

delinquent youths. A sanatorium for tuberculosis

patients is maintained by the State at Catawba.
There are four state asylums for the insane: namely,
the Eastern, Williamsburg; the Western, Staunton;
the South-western, Marion: and the Central (col-

oured), Petersburg. A late institution is the Epilep-

tic Colony, Amherst County, near Lynchburg. The
state convicts not working on the public roads are

located either in the penitentiary, Richmond, or at

the James River State Farm. There were (1 Jan.,

1912) 2135 state convicts, of whom 84 per cent were
coloured. Of the 89 women prisoners, only 3 were
white, the remainder being negroes.

B. Catholic.—The Catholics have 4 orphanages
(inmates, 215), 1 coloured infant asylum (inmates,

65), 4 industrial schools, 2 each for boys and girls,

half for coloured (pupils, 395), and 1 home for the
aged, conducted by the Little Sisters of the Poor,

form of religion being no bar to entrance (inmates,

200). For the relief of the poor are found in various

parishes conferences of St. Vincent de Paul, and
women's aid and benevolent societies.

GovERNMKNT.—The governor :in<l lieufenanl -gov-

ernor are elected by the people for four years, and Iho

secretary of State, treasurer, and auilitor, by the Gen-
eral Assembly for two years. The legislature embraces
40 senators, popularly chosen for four years, and 100

representatives for two years. Biennial sessions of sixty
days, unless extended by vote to ninety days, beginthe
second Wednesday in January . Five j udges, chosen by
the legislature for twelve years, form the Supreme
Court of Appeals. There are also circuit and county
courts, and various state departments. The right to
vote is given to male citizens of the United States,
twenty-one years of age, who have resided in the state
one year and in the city or county in which they
offer to vote three months preceding an election. A
capitation tax is also levied.

National Institutions.—Fort Monroe, with its

extensive fortifications and garrison, together with a
National Soldiers' Home near Hampton, Fort Meyer
near Washington, and the Norfolk (Portsmouth)
Navy Yard, are government institutions of renown.
The principal national cemeteries are at Alexandria,
Arlington, Fredericksburg, Hampton, Petersburg,
Seven Pines, and Richmond.

Legislation Affecting Religion.—The follow-
ing data concerning legislation has been carefully
compiled by Attorney Maurice A. Powers, Secre-
tary Treasurer of the Richmond Bar Association:
Violation of the Sabbath by labouring at any trade or
calling, except household or other work of necessity
or charity, hunting on Sunday, carrying dangerous
weapons on Sunday, or to a place of religious worship,
and disturbance of religious worship, are misdemean-
ours, and punishable either by fine or imprisonment,
or both. Profane cursing and swearing, pubhcation
of obscene books and pictures, and, generally, all-

offences against morality and decency are hkewise
misdemeanours. Officers of the State must take and
subscribe an oath to support the State and P'ederal

Constitutions, to faithfully and impartially discharge
the duties of their respective offices, and against duel-

ling. Jurors are required to take an oath to try the
case according to the law and the evidence. Wit-
nesses in the several courts are sworn to tell the truth,

the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. Any per-

son required to take an oath, if he has rehgioua
scruples against doing so, may make a solemn affirma-

tion. No form is prescribed for the administration of

oaths; but they are usually administered by using the
Bible to swear upon, or by uplifted hand. New Year's,

Christmas, and Thanksgiving Days are legal holidays,

but no holy days, as such, are recognized by law.

Daily, while in session, the General Assembly is

opened with prayer, but its use is not sanctioned by
legislative provision.

Church Incorporations.—The incorporation of a
Church or a religious denomination is prohibited by
Section 59 of Article IV of the Constitution of Vir-

ginia, but, to a limited extent, conveyances, devises,

and dedications of lands to a Church, or unincorpo-
rated religious society, as a place of pubhc worship, or

asaburialplace, or a residence for a minister, are valid.

Tax, Jury, and Military focHip^tons.—Churches,
church lots, church rectories, and public burying-

grounds, not held for speculat ive purposes, are exempt
from taxation, as is also the proi)erty of literary, edu-
cational, and charitable institutions, actually occu-

pied and used solely for the specific purposes indi-

cated. Legacies and devises to such institutions are

not subject to the collateral inheritance tax. Min-
isters of the Gospel are exempted from jury duty.

Exemptions from military service are the same as

provided by the statutes of the United States.

Matrimony and Divorce.—A minister of any re-

hgious denomination, with authority from any county
or corporation court, may witness the rites of mar-
riage, or the court may ai)point one or more per.sons to

celebrate svicli rites. Marriages must be under a

license an(l solciimized as provided by the statutes of

the State. Parental con.sent, or con.sent of guardian,

is neces.sary when the contracting parties, or either of

them, arc iinder the age of twenty-one years. In ad-
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dition to the direct line of consanguinity, no man may
marry his step-mother, sister, aunt, son's widow,
wife's daughter, or her granddaughter, or her step-

daughter, brother's daughter or sister's daughter; and
no woman may marry her step-father, uncle, daugh-
ter's husband, husband's son or his grandson or step-

son, brother's son, sister's son, or husband of her
brother's, or sister's, daughters. Marriages between
white and coloured persons are forbidden, and mar-
riages between such persons and between persons
under the age of consent, the age of consent of the

male being fourteen j-ears and of the female twelve
years, and bigamous marriages, are void without de-
cree of court. Seven years' absence of the husband
or wife without knowledge that he orshebe living, will

entitle the other to remarry without incurring the pen-
alty for bigamy. The statutory grounds for divorce a
vinculo arc: consanguinity or affinity within the pro-

hibited degrees; want of mental or physical capacity
existing at the time of the marriage; felony; desertion

for a period of three years; pregnancy of the wife at

the time of marriage, by some person other than the
husband; and prostitution of the wife before mar-
riage. Divorces a merisn are granted for cruelty, rea-

sonable apprehension of bodily hurt, and abandon-
ment. One year's residence in the state of either the
husband or wife is necessary to the jurisdiction of the
court. From 1S67 to 1886, 2635, and from 887 to

1907, 12,120 divorces were granted.
Denominnlionnl Appropriations.—Appropriations

by the General Assembly of money or other property
to any Church or denominational or sectarian institu-

tion, directly or indirectly controlled by any Church or
denominational or sectarian society, are prohibited by
the Constitution; nor has the General Assembly power
to make anj' appropriation of money or other prop-
erty to any charitable institution which is not owned
or controlled by the State.

Intoxicaling Liquors.—The General Assembly has
full power to enact local option, or dispensary laws, or
any other laws, controlling, regulating, or prohibiting,

the manufacture or sale of intoxicating liquors; but
local option has been to the present time (1912) the
policy of the legislature. On 1 Januarj', 1912, 66 of

the 100 counties, and 8 of the 19 cities of the state had
no form of liquor license.

WilU and licquesls.—^o person of unsound mind,
or under twenty-one years of age, is, by law, capable
of making a will, except that minors, eighteen years of

age or over, may, by will, dispose of their personal
estate. A will to be vaUd must be signed by the tes-

tator, or by someone for him, in his presence, and by
his direction, in such manner aa to make it manifest
that the name is intended as a signature, and, more-
over, unless the will be wholly WTitten by the testator,

the signat\ire must be made, or the will acknowledged
by him, in tlie presence of two witnesses, present at
the same time, and the witnes.ses must subscribe the
will in the presence of the testator, but no form of at-

test at ion is necessary. Wills arc revoked by the mar-
riage of the maker. A devisee or legatee under a will

is a competent witness thereto, if the will may not
otherwise be proved, but the devise or legacy to him is

void. The influence which will vitiate a will must
amount to force and coercion, destroying free agency.
Bequests to inror[)orated charitable institutions are
valid, but those to unincorporated institutions gener-
ally fail for uncertainty as to the beneficiaries.

History. .S'/wni.s/i Sittlements (1.526-70).—Eighty-
one years before the coming of the English to James-
town in lt')07, a .settlement was made in Virginia by
Spaniards from San Domingo, under (he leadership of

Lucas V'!ts()Uez de .AylMn, one of the judges of the
island, who, 12 .June, l.')20, had obtained from the
King of Spain a patent empowering him to explore the
co-ast for SOO leagues, make settlements within three
years and Christianize the natives. Accompanied by

the Dominican Fathers Antonio de Montesinos and
Antonio de Cervantes with Brother Peter de Estrada,
the expedition set sail in three vessels from Puerto de
la Plata, June, 1526. It was composed of no less than
600 persons of both sexes, with horses and extensive
supplies. Entering the Virginia capes and ascending
a wide river (the .James), the Spaniards landed at
Guandape, which A}116n named St. Michael. Rude
buildings were erected and the Sacrifice of the iVIasa

ofifered in a log chapel. On the death by fever of

Ayll6n, 18 October, 1526, Francis Gomez succeeded
to the command. The severity of the winter, the re-

belhon of the settlers, and the hostility of the Indians
caused the abandonment of the settlement in the
spring of 1527, the party setting sail in two of the
vessels. The one containing the remains of Ayll6n
foundered with all on board, leaving only 150 souls to
reach San Domingo.

Menendez, the Governor of Florida, sent to Vir-
ginia a second Spanish ex-pedition, which settled on
the Rappahannock River at Axacan, 10 September,
1570. It was composed of Fathers Segura, Vice-Pro-
vincial of the Jesuits, and Louis de Quiros, with six

Jesuit brothers and some friendly Indians. Bent on a
permanent settlement, the missionaries carried chapel
furnisliings, implements, and necessary winter sup-
plies. A log house with chapel served as residence.
Don Luis de Velasco, so named by the Spaniards, a
treacherous Indian guide, led a party of Indians who
slew Father Quiros and Brothers Sohs and Mendcz,
14 February, 1571. Father Segura, with the remain-
ing brothers, I^inares, Redondo, Gabriel Gomez, and
Sancho Zevalles, met a similar fate four days after-

wards. In the late spring a Spanish pilot was sent to
Axacan to get news of the missionaries. He returned,
bringing an account of their murder, whereupon
Menendez again sailed to'Axacan and had eight of the
murderers hanged, they being converted and baptized
before their execution by Father Rogel, a Jesuit mis-
sionary.

English Colonization (1607-1775).—Sebastian Ca-
bot probably explored the Virginia shores in 1498.
In 1584, 1585, and 1.587, Sir Walter Raleigh sent fleets

to the coast of North Carolina, but no permanent set-

tlement w:»s effected. The name ," Virginia", in

honour of Queen Ehzabeth, was given to all the terri-

tory from the I>ench colonies on the north to the
Spanish settlements on the south, and from the At-
lantic to the Pacific Oceans. In 1006 when Virginia
extended from the 34th to the 45th parallels, it was
divided by James I between the London and the
Plymouth companies, the former getting the land
from the 34th to the 41st parallels. Colonists to the
number of 143, the prime mover being Captain John
Smith, set sail from England in three small ships.

Passing up a large river, which they named the
James, they formed on its shores the first permanent
English settlement in America, 13 May, 1607, calling

the place Jamestown. That the English settlement
was on the exact spot (Guandape) where the Span-
iards had settled the preceding century, appears from
the relation of Ecija, the pilot-in-chief of I'lorida, who
was sent to Virginia by the Spanish in 1609, to learn
the movements of the English. His statement is

practically conclusive, since he possessed Spanish
charts and maps of the coast, which he studied accu-
rately, and m.ade careful measurements to establish

his as.sertion, WTitten only 83 years after the landing
in Virginia of the Spani.ards under Ayll6n. It is

probable that some evidences of the Spanish occupa-
tion remaine<l to help determine the ICnglish in their

choice of Guandajie as .a place of settlement. The
colonists elected Edward Wingfield president and pro-
ceeded to construct houses and a suitable fort.

Meantime, Ca|)lain Christopher Newport, who had
commanded the ve.s.sels, with C.iptain John Smith and
23 others, explored the James River as far aa the falls
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(now Richmond), 10 June, 1607; this event they com-
memorated by setting up a cross. On the party's re-

turn to Jamestown, Smith found himself in disgrace,

and the colony upset, owing to an attacli by the In-

dians. He was arrested and tried for ambitious
machinations, the charge being the result of jealousy.

President Wingfield acquitted him and restored him
to favour, after which Smith became the real leader,

and, later, the president of the colony. As might be
expected, the colonists had many ups and do'mis.

The arrival of Lord Delaware, Sir Thomas Gates, and
Sir George Somers prevented the abandonment of the

colony. About 1611 settlements were made at Hen-
rico (now Dutch Gap), and where the James and
Appomattox Rivers join near Bermuda Hundred.
Some ten years later new settlements were made on
Chesapeake Bay and the James, York, and Potomac
Rivers. The marriage of John Rolfe, 1613, to Poca-
hontas, the daughter of the great chieftain, Powhatan,
helped for a time the maintenance of peace between
the EngUsh and the Indians.

In 1619 slavery was introduced. The same year a
shipload of young women, to serve as wives for the

colonists, came to Virginia. One hundred and twenty
pounds of tobacco was the purchase price of a wife.

The London Company was dissolved in 1624, Vir-

ginia becoming a colony of the Crown. During the
troubles with Parhament, Virginia remained loyal to

the king, Charles I. Tobacco constituted the great

staple and wealth of the colonists. King Charles ap-
pointed Sir George Yeardley governor of the colonies,

to succeed Samuel Argall, recalled. From time to

time, Indian massacres of the whites occurred. Ow-
ing to the tjTanny of Lord Berkeley, Nathaniel
Bacon, with some followers, headed a rebelHon against

him in 1676, which did not accomphsh its purpose,
owing to Bacon's death. Berkeley's successors were
Sir Herbert Jeffries, Sir Henry Chicheley, and Lord
Culpeper. WilUam and Mary College, the oldest col-

lege, after Harvard, in the United States, was founded
in 1693, and the seat of government, shortly after

(1698), transferred to Williamsburg. Governor Spots-

wood proved a far greater governor than any of his

predecessors. Under his able rule of twelve years, be-

ginning in 1710, Virginia made marked progress. In the

French and Indian War, which began in 1754, George
Washington won distinction during the regime of

Governor Dinwiddle. Braddock's defeat was due to

his not following Washington's advice. Francis Fau-
quier succeeded Governor Dinwiddle.

Revolutionary Period (1775-81).—Owing princi-

pally to the wars carried on by the mother-country,
the colonies were burdened with taxation, and this,

too, without representation. Nor were they al-

lowed to trade with any nation other than England.
These were the primary causes of the Revolutionary
War, which was fanned into flame by the passage of

the Stamp Act and Patrick Henry's historic speech in

St. John's Church, Richmond. Other great Virginia

statesmen of the time who helped the cause of liberty

were Thomas Jefferson, Richard Henry Lee, Pey-
ton Randolph, Edmund Pendleton, Richard Bland,
George Mason, CJeorge Wythe, James Monroe, James
Madison, and John Marshall. Washington was ap-
pointed Commander-in-Chief of the Continental
Army, 15 June, 1775, and the war began in earnest.

George Mason wrote the Bill of State Rights, which
was followed by the Declaration of Independence,
composed by Thomas Jefferson and adopted by the
colonists, 4 July, 1776. Each colony was to have a
governor, legislature, and three courts. Patrick
Henry was elected as Virginia's first governor. The
Seal of Virginia w.as adopted from the suggestion of

George Wythe. This was followed by a law ensuring
liberty of conscience as to religion. Henry would
not stand for re-election, and Jefferson was chosen
second governor. In 1779 Richmond became the

state capital. The British were defeated in their

ships from shore at Hampton, but (1779) burned Nor-
folk, and in 1781 Richmond was burned and occupied
by Benedict Arnold. The war ended with the sur-

render of CornwaUis to Washington, assisted by La-
faj'ette, Rochambeau, and Count De Grasse, at
Yorktown, 19 Oct., 1781.

American Period (1781-1861).—A special Virginia
convention, 2 to 25 June, 1788, adopted the code of

laws proposed by the Philadelphia National Conven-
tion of May, 1787. In the war with the British of

1812 some little fighting occurred along the Virginian
coast at and near Norfolk and Hampton. Meantime
Virginia grew in wealth, power, and influence. The
state constitution was revised at Richmond, 5 Octo-
ber, 1829. A serious negro insurrection took place
under Nat Turner in 1831. The slave question be-
came now a paramount issue. Virginia, as far back
as 1778, with other states, introduced in congress a
bill for the abolition of slavery, which was defeated
by the New England states, which made money by
importing negroes to be sold to the South, and by the
cotton states, desirous of negro service for the planta-
tions. Later, after being freed from the presence of

the negroes, New England became the hotbed of abo-
lition. Because of agricultural interests, Virginia was
naturally a .slave state. The agitation of the slave

question, together with that of state rights, grew in

bitterness, culminating in John Brown's raid at

Harper's Ferry, October, 1859, which helped mate-
rially to precipitate the Civil War.

The Confederacy (1861-65).—Virginia brought
about a peace conference of the States at Washington
with no result, 4 February, 1861. Lincoln's call for

75,000 troops caused Virginia to secede from the
Union, 17 April, the vote of the General Assembly
being ratified by the people, 23 May. Jefferson

Davis had already been chosen President of the Con-
federacy. It was with untold reluctance and grief

that the state was practically forced out of the Union,
for which she had fought, and to further whose inter-

ests she had supplied seven presidents, the revolu-

tionary commander-in-chief, the drafter of the Bill of

Rights and that of the Declaration of Independence, a
Patrick Henry, the mouthpiece of Ubertj', a chief

justice, John Marshall, and many other national

heroes of renown. The state could not remain neu-
tral. The question was whether she would take up
arms against the North or her sister states of the

South. The Confederate capital was removed from
Montgomery, Alabama, to Richmond, 21 May, 1861,

and the command of the Virginia forces tendered to Col.

Robert E. Lee, who later became commander-in-chief.

General Thomas (Stonewall) J. Jackson proved
his mainstay, and, with Lee, won widespread fame.
Virginia also gave to the Confederacy Generals

Joseph E.Johnston, J. E.B. Stuart, Jubal A. Early,

and other notable military leaders. The state

became a verit able batt le-field, t he scene of many of the

most sanguinarj' conflicts of all time. The Southern
troops, at first victorious, were later overcome by su-

perior numbers and the tremendous resources of the

North; the war being virtually ended by Lee's sur-

render to Grant at Appomattox, 9 April, 1865.

The so-called "Reconstruction Days" were the

darkest in the history of the state. Her former pres-

tige gone, many of her best sons killed, or maimed, in

war, families broken up and scattered, agriculture

and industries paralyzed, burdened with debt, the

negro problem to handle, and part of her territory

formed into another state, the prospects of Virginia

after the war were gloomy in t he ext reme. The South
was put under federal military rule and became the

rendezvous of unscrupulous ofiice seekers and fraudu-

lent persons.
Rcreiil Progress (1870-1912).— The state was

restored to her constitutional rights, 26 January,
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1870. Headway gained against adverse conditions,
Blow at first, gradually became more rapid, until

within the last twenty years th(^ progress of Virginia
has been marked, a striking indication of which was
evinced in the character, quality, and quantity of the
state exhibits at the Jamestown Tercentenary Ex-
position of 1907. The great debt of $45,718,000 in

1871 had in 1911 been reduced toS25,159,000. With
the occurrence of the Spanish-American War in 1898,
Virginia readily sent her sons to the front, including
Major-Oeneral Fitzhugh Lee, who had also proved a
valiant Southern leader during the Civil War. The
Constitutional Convention of 1901-2 made radical

changes concerning qualifications for the right of

sufTrage.

Religious Conditions.—The state constitution
allows full religious liberty, yet during colonial

times, because of the establishment of the English
Church, intense hostility was shown to adherents of

other beliefs and to Catholics in particular. In vain
did Lord Baltimore attempt to plant a Catholic
colony in Virginia (1629-30). Soon stringent legis-

lation was enacted against Catholics. In 1641 a de-
cree-declared that adherents of the pope were to be
fined 1000 pounds of tobacco if they attempted to
hold office. The following year aU priests were given
five days within which to leave the colony. In 1661
all persons were obliged to attend the Established ser-

vices or pay a fine of £20. The governor issued orders
to magistrates, sheriffs, constables, and people to be
diligent in the apprehension and bringing to justice of

all Catholic priests. The records of Norfolk County
(1687) show Fathers Edmonds and Raymond arrested

for exercising their priestly offices. In 1699 Catholics
were deprived of the right of voting, and later a fine of

500 pounds of tobacco was imposed upon violators of

the law. They were declared incompetent as wit-

nesses in 1705, and in 1753 such incompetency was
made to cover all cases. In 1776, however, Virginia
declared for religious freedom, and ten years later,

enacted a special statute further guaranteeing the
same.

Scnl of the Confessional—Concerning the seal of

the confessional there has been no legislative enact-
ment, nor judicial decision by Virginia's supreme
court of appeals. However, a particular judge has
rendered a decision in favour of the Church's position

in the interesting case which follows. .Vt Richmond
in October, 1S55, Very Rev. John TeeUng, D. D., the
vicar-general, was summoned to testify against John
Cronin, who, prompted by jealousy, had fatally

wounded his wife, whose confession Dr. Teeling had
heard as she lay dying. The priest was ordered to
reveal her confession. Dr. Teeling's reply, that any
other priest would in substance have made, was as
follows: "Any statement made in her sacramental
confession, whether inculpatory or exculpatory of the
prisoner, I am not at liberty to reveal." In various
ways were questions put to the priest, who always
refused to answer concerning the confession, and
finally explained to the court his motives. Judge
John A. Meredith, who presided, then gave the fol-

lowing decision, which was spoken of for years after-

wards as the "Teeling Law": "I regard any infringe-
ment upon the tenets of any denomination as a viola-
tion of the fundamental law, which guarantees perfect
freedom to all classes in the exercise of their religion.

To encroach upon the confes-sional, which is well
understood to be a fundament.al tenet in the Catholic
Church, would be to ignore the Bill of Rights, so far

as it is applicable to that Church. In view of these
circumstances, as well as of other considerations con-
nected with the subject, I feel no hesitation in ruling
that a priest enjoys a privilege of exemption from re-
vealing what is communicated to him in the confes-
sional."

Catholic Missionary Period (1526-1820).—An ac-

count of the Spanish settlements and missions of 1526
and 1570 has been given elsewhere. Bishop Richard
Challuncr, of the London District, to whom the early
English missionswcrciiitrusled, wrotc.in 1756, that he
had about twelve Jesuit ini.ssionariosin Maryland and
four in Pennsylvania, who also attended the few Cath-
ohcs in Virginia upon the borders of Maryland. Rev.
John Carroll (afterwards bishop and archbishop), who,
before his consecration as bishop, laboured much in
Virginia, in a letter (1785) to Cardinal Antonelli
stated there were 200 Catholics in Virginia, attended
four or five times a year by a priest. He added, how-
ever, that many more Catholics were said to be scat-
tered throughout the state. The coming to Richmond
in 1791-92 of the Rev. Jean Dubois (afterwards third
Bishop of New York) marked an epoch for Catholicism
in Virginia. He carried letters of introduction from
Lafayette to the greatest Virginian families, the Gen-
eral Assembly then in session giving him the use of a
hall in the State Capitol, where he offered the first

Mass ever said in Richmond. During his stay he in-

structed Patrick Henry in French, the latter in turn
teaching him Enghsh. The successors of the Abb6
Dubois in the capital city were Fathers Mongrand,
Michel, McEh-oy, Baxter, Mahoney, Walsh, Hore,
and Hoerner. In 1794 Rev. John Thayer was labour-
ing at Alexandria where he was succeeded two years
later by Rev. Francis Neale, who built there a brick
church. Rev. James Bushe began a church at Nor-
folk in 1796. He was succeeded by Very Rev.
Leonard Neale (afterwards Archbishop of Baltimore).
Fathers Lacy, Delaney, Stokes, Cooper, Van Hor-
sigh, Hitzelberger, O'Keefe, and Doherty were later
missionaries of note. In the Valley of Virginia
laboured successi\-ely Fathers Cahill, Gildea, Florid,
Mahoney, Du HamiUe, and McElroy.

Notable Catholics.—Besides the names of the great
bishops and zealous priests already mentioned, it is

proper to note those of Rev. Abram J. Ryan, the
"Poet Priest of the South", and Rev. John B.
Tabb whose verses are read abroad. Besides the
notable Cathohc laymen already noted, mention
should be made of the names of Rear-.Admiral Boar-
man, U. S. N.; United States Senators John W.
Johnston and John S. Barbour; Judge Anthony M.
Keiley, Judge of the International Court, Egypt;
Major Peter J. Otey, congressman; Dr. George Ben
Johnston, Richmond, surgeon, and Dr. Daniel J.

Coleman; John J. Lynch, reformer; Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas F. Ryan, donors of churches, schools, con-
vents, and charitable institutions; Joseph Gallego;
Captain John P. Matthews; WiUiam S. Caldwell;
Mark Downey; John Pope; and Michael Murphy.
The conversion to the Faith about 1S32 of IVIrs.

Letitia Floyd Lewis, daughter of Governor John
Floyd, which, owing to her prominence, caused a
sensation throughout the state, was followed by that
of her two sisters, Mrs. Lavalette Floyd Ilohiies, wife
of the erudite Professor George F. Holmes of the Llni-

versity of Virginia; Mrs. Nicotai Floyd Johnston,
wife of Senator John W. John.ston, and of three of her
brothers, Hon. Benjamin Rush Floyd (a formidable
opponent of Knownothingism), Dr. WiHiam Preston
Hoyd, and Colonel George Rogers Floyd. Then fol-

lowed the conversion of her father, John Floyd, when
ex-governor, and of her mother, Mrs. Letitia Preston
P'loyd, their son, John B. Floyd, like the father, be-
coming governor of the state, and also later secretary
of war under President Buchanan. Mrs. Letitia
Preston Floyd was herself the sister of General Fran-
cis Preston, who vahantly served his country in the
War of 1812, and in the halls of (congress. "The con-
version of the Floyd and Johnston families led into
the Catholic ('hurch other members of the most dis-

tinguished families in the South.
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F. Joseph Maori.

Virginity.—Morally, virginity signifies the rever-

ence for bodily integrity whicli is suggested by a vir-

tuous motive. Thus understood, it is common to

both sexes, and may exist in a woman even after bod-
ily violation committed upon her against her will.

Physically, it implies a bodily integrity, visible evi-

dence of whicli exists only in women. The Cathohc
Faith teaches us that God miraculously preserved
this bodily integrity in the Blessed Virgin Mary,
even during and after her child-birth (see Paul IV,
"Cum quorundam", 7 August, 1555). There are

two elements in virginity: the material element, that
is to say, the absence, in the past and in the present, of

all complete and voluntary delectation, whether from
lust or from the lawful use of marriage; and the formal
element, that is the firm resolution to abstain forever

from sexual pleasure. It is to be remarked, on the
one hand, that material virginity is not destroyed by
every sin against the sixth or ninth commandment,
and on the other hand that the resolution of virginity

extends to more than the mere preservation of bodily
integrity, for if it were restricted to material virginity,

the resolution, at least outside the marriage state,

might coexist with vicious desires, and could not then
be virtuous.

It has been sometimes asked whether there is a
special virtue of virginity; and in spite of the affirma-

tive answer of some authors, and of the text of St.

Thomas, II-II, Q. clii, a. 3, the statement of wh'ch
cannot be taken literally, the question must be
answered in the negative. Formally, virginity is but

the purpose of perpetually preserving perfect chastity
in one who abstains from sexual pleasure. Ordinarily
this purpose is inspired by a virtue superior to that of

chastity; the motive may be rehgious or apostolic.

Then the superior ^irtues of charity or rehgion will

ennoble this purpose and communicate toil their own
beauty; but we shall not find in it any sfjlendour or
merit which are not the splendour or merit of another
virtue. The resolution of virginity is generally offered

to God under the form of a vow. The counsel of

virginity is expressly given in the New Testament;
first in Matt., xix, 11, 12, where Christ, after remind-
ing His disciples that besides those who are unfit for

marriage by nature, or by reason of a mutilation
inflicted by others, there are others who have made the
same sacrifice for the kingdom of heaven, recommends
them to imitate these. "He that can take, let him
take it." Tradition has always understood this text
in the sense of a profession of perpetual continence.
St. Paul again, speaking (I Cor., vii, 2.5-40) as a
faithful preacher of the doctrine of the Lord (tam-
quam misericordiam consecutus a Domino, ut sim
fidehs), formally declares that marriage is permissible,

but that it would be better to follow his counsel and
remain single; and he gives the reasons; besides the
considerations arising from the circumstances of his

time, he gives this general reason, that the married
man "is sohcitous for the things of the world, how he
may please his wife: and he is divided''; whereas he
that is without a wife directs all his care to his own
bodily and spiritual sanetification, and is at liberty to

devote himself to prayer.
The Church, following this teaching of St. Paul,

has always considered the state of virginity or celi-

bacy preferable in itself to the state of marriage, and
the Council of Trent (Sess. XXIV, can. 10) pro-
nounces an anathema against the opposite doctrine.

Some heretics of the sixteenth century understood
Christ's words, "for the kingdom of heaven", in the
text above quoted from St. Matthew, as applying to

the preaching of the Gospel; but the context, espe-

cially verse 14, in which "the kingdom of heaven

"

clearly means eternal Ufe, and the passage quoted
from St. Paul suflSciently refute that interpretation.

Reason confirms the teaching of Holy Scripture.

The state of virginity means a signal victory over the
lower appetites, and an emancipation from worldly
and earthly cares, which gives a man liberty to devote
himself to the service of God. Although a person
who is a virgin may fail to correspond to the sublime
graces of his or her state, and may be inferior in

merit to a married person, yet experience bears wit-

ness to the marvellous spiritual fruit produced by the
examjile of those men and women who emulate the
purity of the angels.

This perfect integrity of body, enhanced by a
purpose of perpetual chastity, produces a special

likeness to Christ, and creates a title to one of the
three "aureola;"', which theologians mention. Ac-
cording to the teaching of St. Thomas (Supplement,
Q. xcvi) these "aureoUr" are particular rewards added
to the essential happiness of eternity, and are like so

many laurel wreaths, crowning three conspicuous
victories, and three special points of resemblance to

Christ: the victory over the flesh in virginity, the

victory over the world in martyrdom, and the victory

over the devil in the preaching of the truth. The
text of St. John (Apoc, xiv, 1-5) is often understood
of virgins, and the canticle which they alone may sing

before the throne denotes the "aureohi" which is

given to them alone. It is most probable that the
words in the fourth verse, "These are they who were
not defiled with women: for they are virgins", are

really spoken of virgins, though there are also other

interpretations; perhaps, those who "were purchased
from among men, the firstfruits to God and to the
Lamb: \\v\ in tlicir mouth there was found no lie"
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Goc. cit., 4, 5) are the martyrs; they are declared to

be without spot, as in an earlier chapter (vii, 14) ; they
are said to "have washed their robes, and have made
them white in the blood of the Lamb".

In the article Nuns it is shown how Christian vir-

gins have been one of the glories of the Church since

the first ages, and how very ancient is the profession

of virginity. Under Religious Life is treated the
difficulty of proving the strict obligation of persever-

ance before the fifth century, when we meet with the
letter of Innocent V (404) to Vitricius (chapters xiii,

xiv; cf. P. L., XX, 478 sqq.). Even at an earlier period

still, the bishop presided at the clothing, and the con-
secration of virgins became a sacramental rite, in

which the prayers and benedictions of the Church were
added to the prayers and merits of those who pre-

sented themseh-es, in order to obtain for them the
grace of fidelity in their subhme profession. In the
fourth century no age was fixed for the con.secration;

virgins offered themselves when quite young, at ten

or twelve years of age. As there were children

offered by their parents to the monastic life, so also

there were children vowed to virginity before their

birth, or very shortly after. Subsequently the law
was passed which forbade consecration before the age
of twenty-five years.

The ceremony prescribed in the Roman Pontifical

is very solemn, and follows, step by step, that of an
ordination. It is reserved to the bishop, and can
never be repeated. The days fixed for the solemnity
were at first the Epiphany, Easter week, and the
feasts of the Apostles. The third Council of the
Lateran gave permission to consecrate virgins on all

Sundays, and custom sometimes extended the per-
mission (C. Subdiaconos, 1, De temp, ordinat., 1,

10). The ceremony takes place during Mass; the
archpricst certifies the worthiness of the candidates,

as he does that of the deacons. After the introductory
hymns, the pontiff first asks them all together if they
are resolved to persevere in their purpose of holy
virginity; they answer: "Volumus" (we are). Then
he asks each one severally: "Dost thou promise to

preserve perpetual virginity"? and when she answers,
"I do promise", the pontiff says, "Deo gratias".

The litany of the saints is then sung, with a double
invocation on behalf of the virgins present: "Ut
praesentes ancillas benedicere . . . sanctificare dig-

neris" ("That thou wouldst vouchsafe to bless and
sanctify thy handmaidens here present"). It is to be
remarked that the third invocation, "et consecrare
digneris" ("That Thou wouldst vouchsafe to conse-
crate them"), which is added for major orders, is

omitted here. The hymn "Veni Creator" follows,

after which the pontiff blesses the habits, which the
virgins put on. He then blesses the veil, the ring, and
the crown. After the singing of a very beautiful
preface, the bishop gives these three articles to the
virgins with the formula- used in ordinations, and the
ceremony ends with a benediction, some prayers, and
a long anathema directed against any persons who
attempt to seduce the virgins from their holy profes-

sion. Sometimes after the Mass, the bishop gave
them, as also to the deaconesses, the Book of Hours,
to recite the Office.

From the fourth century the virgins wore a modest
dress of dark colour; they were required to devote
themselves to prayer (the canonical hours), manual
labour, and an ascetic life. After the eighth century,
as enclosure became the general law for persons con-
secrated to God, the rea.son for this special consec'ra-

tion of persons, already i)rotected by the walls of the
monastery and by their reUgious profession, ceased
to exist. Secret faults committed before or even
after admission to the monastery led to questions
which were very delicate to decide, and which became
the subject of controversy. Was one who had lost

her virginity to make the fact known at the price of

her reputation? Was it enough to present herself
as a virgin in order to be able to receive consecration?
(See for example "Theol. moralis Salmaticensium ",
Q. xvi de 6 et 9 praecepto, i, n. 75; or Lessius, "De
justitia", etc., IV, ii, dub. Id.) The ceremony be-
came more and more rare, though exanqilcs were found
still in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries; but
it was not practised in the Mendicant orders. Saint
Antoninus knew it in the fifteenth century; while St.
Charles Borromeo in vain tried to revive it in the
sixteenth. The abbess alone received and still

receives a solemn benediction.
Virginity is irreparably lost by sexual pleasure,

voluntarily and completely experienced. " I tell you
without hesitation", writes St. Jerome in his twenty-
second Epistle to St. Eustochium, n. 5 (P. L., XXII,
397) "that though God is almighty. He cannot restore
a virginity that has been lost". A failure in the
resolution, or even incomplete faults, leave room for
efficacious repentance, which restores virtue and the
right to the aureola. Formerly virginity was required
as a condition for entrance into some monasteries; at
the present day, in most congregations, a pontifical

dispensation is necessary for the reception of persons
who have been married (the Order of the Visitation
however is formally open to widows); but bodily
integrity is no longer required. If the candidate's
reputation is intact, the doors of monasteries are open
to a generous repentance as to a generous innocence.
(See Nuns; Religious Life; Vows; Veil, Relig-
ious.)
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A. Veemeersch.

Virgin Mary, Devotion to the Blessep.—
Down to the Council of Nicwa.—Devotion to Our
Blessed Lady in its ultimate analysis must be regarded
as a practical application of the doctrine of the Com-
munion of Saints. Seeing that this doctrine is not
contained, at least ex-plicitly, in the earlier forms of the
Apostles' Creed, there is perhaps no gi'ound for sur-

prise if we do not meet with any clear traces of the
cultus of the Blessed Virgin in the first Christian cen-
turies. The earhest unmistakable examples of the
"worship"—we use the word of course in .a relative

sense—of the saints is connected with the veneration
paid to the martyrs who gave their lives for the Faith.
The subject has been fully treated by Kirsch ("Com-
munion of Saints", tr., pp. 19 sq., 72 sq.). From the
first century onwards, martyrdom was regarded as
the surest sign of election. The martyrs, it was held,

passed immediately into the presence of God. Over
their tombs the Holy Sacrifice w.as offered (a practice

which may possibly be alluded to in Apoc, vi, 9)
while in the contemporary narrative of the martyr-
dom of St. Polycarp (c. l.'il) we have already mention
of the "birthday", i. e. the annual commemoration,
which the Christians might be expected to keep in his

honour. This attitude of mind becomes still more
explicit in Tertullian and St. Cyprian, and the stress

laid upon the "sati.sfactory" character of the suffer-

ings of the martyrs, emphasizing theviewthat by their

death they could obtain gi-accs and blessings for

others, naturally and imnicdiately led to their direct

invocation. A further r('inff)rcement of the same idea

was derived from the cull of the angels, which, while
pre-Christian in its origin, was heartily embraced by
the faithful of the .sub-.\postolic age (see the examples
given by Kirsch, loc. cit., pp. 33-39; from Hennas,
Ju.stin, etc.). It seems to have been only as a sequel

of some such development that men turned to implore
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the intercession of the Blessed Virgin. This at least

is the common opinion among scholars, though it

would perhaps be dangerous to speak too positively.

Evidence regarding the popular practice of the early

centuries is almost entirely lacking, and while on the

one hand the faith of Christians no doubt took shape
from above downwards (i. e. the Apostles and teachers

of the Church dehvered a message which the laity

accepted from them with all docihty),stiU indications

are not lacking that in matters of sentiment and devo-

tion the reverse process sometimes obtained. Hence,
it is not impossible that the practice of invoking
the aid of the Mother of Christ had become more
famihar to the more simple faithful some time before

we discover any plain expression of it in the vvTitings

of the Fathers. Some such hypothesis would help

to explain the fact that the evidence afforded by the

catacombs and by the apocryphal literature of the

early centuries seems chronologically in advance of

that which is preserved in the conternporaneous
writings of those who were the authoritative mouth-
pieces of Christian tradition.

Be this however as it may, the firm theological basis,

upon which was aftera'ards reared the edifice of

Marian devotion, began to be laid in the first century

of our era. It is not without significance that we are

told of the Apostles after the Ascension of Christ,

that "all these were persevering with one mind in

prayer with thewomen, and Mary the mother of Jesus,

and with his brethren" (Acts, i, 14). Also attention

has rightly been called to the fact that St. Mark,
though he tells us nothing of our Christ's childhood,

nevertheless describes Him as "the son of Mary"
(Mark, vi, 3; cf. McNabb m "Journ. Theol. Stud.",

VIII, 448), a circumstance which, in view of certain

known peculiarities of the Second EvangeHst, greatly

emphasizes his belief in the Virgin Birtli. The same
mystery is insisted upon by St. Ignatius of Antioch,

who, after describing Jesus as "Son of Mary and Son
of God", goes on to tell the Ephesians (cc. 7, 18, and
19) that "our God, Jesus Christ, was conceived in the

womb of Mary according to a dispensation of the

seed of David but also of the Holy Ghost", and he
adds: "Hidden from the prince of this world were the

virginity of Mary and her child-bearing and likewise

also the death of the Lord—three mysteries to be
cried aloud". Aristides and St. Justin also use exphcit

language concerning the Virgin Birth, but it is St.

Irenffius more especially who has deserved to be called

the first theologian of the Virgin Mother. Thus he
has drawn out the parallel between Eve and Mary,
urging that, "as the former was led astray by an
angel's discourse to fly from God after transgressing

His word, so the latter by an angel's discourse had the

Gospel preached unto her that she might bear God,
obeying His word. And if the former had disobeyed

God, yet the other was persuaded to obey God : that the

Virgin Mary might become an advocate for the virgin

Eve. And as mankind was bound unto death through

a virgin, it is saved through a virgin; by the obedience

of a virgin the disobedience of a virgin is compen-
sated" (Iren., V, 19; cf. Durand, "L'Enfance de
Jesus Christ", 29 sq.). No one again disputes that

the clause "born of the Virgin Mary" formed part

of the primitive redaction of the Creed, and the lan-

guage of TertulUan, Hippolytus, Origen etc. is in

thorough conformity with that of Irensus; further,

though writers like 'TertuUian, Hevidius, and possibly

Hegesippus disputed the perpettial virginity of Mary,
their more orthodox contemporaries affirmed it. It

was natural then that in this atmosphere we should
find a continually developing veneration for the .sanc-

tity and exalted privileges of Mary. In the paintings

of the catacombs more particularly, we begin to

appreciate the exceptional position that she began,

from an early period, to occupy in the thoughts

of the faithful. Some of those frescoes, representing

the prophecy of Isaias, are believed to date from the
first half of the second century (Wilpert, "Die Maler-
eien der Katakomben ", pi. 21 and 22). Three others
which represent the adoration of the Magi are a
century later. There is also a remarkable but very
much mutilated bas-rehef, found of late years at
Carthage, which may be probably assigned to the
time of Constantine (Delattre, "CultedelaS. Vierge",
10-13). More starthng is the evidence of certain
apocryphal writings, notably tiiat of the so-ca.lled

Gospel of St. James, or "Protevangelion". The
earlier portion of this, which evinces a deep veneration
for the purity and sanctity of the Blessed Virgin, and
which affirms her virginity in partu el post parlum,
is generally considered to be a work of the second
century. Similarly, certain interpolated passages
found in the SibylUne Oracles, passages which proba-
bly date from the third century, show an equal pre-
occupation with the dominant role played by the
Blessed Virgin in the work of redemption (see espe-
ciaUy II, 311-12, and VIII, 357-479). The first of

these passages apparently assigns to the intercession
"of the Holy Virgin" the obtaining of the boon of

seven days of eternity that men may find time for

repentance (cf. the Fourth Book of Esdras, vii, 28-
33). Further, it is quite hkely that the mention of

the Blessed Virgin in the intercessions or the diptychs
of the hturgy goes back to the days before the Council
of Nicsea, but we have no definite evidence upon the
point, and the same must be said of any form of direct

invocation, even for purposes of private devotion.
The Age of the Falhers.—The existence of the

obscure sect of the CoUyridians, whom St. Epiphanius
(d. 403) denounces for their sacrificial offering of

cakes to Mary, may fairly be held to prove that even
before the Council of Ephesus there was a popular
veneration for the Virgin Mother which threatened to

run extravagant lengths. Hence Epiphanius laid

down the rule: "Let Mary be held in honour. Let
the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost be adored, but let

no one adore Mary" (ttji/ Maplav /xT/Sels irpoaKmelru).

None the less the same Epiphanius abounds in the
praises of the Virgin Mother (see Lehner, pp. 197-

201), and he beheved that there was some mj'sterious

dispensation with regard to her death imphed in the
words of the Apocalypse (xii, 14): "And there were
given to the woman two wings of a great eagle, that
she might fly into the desert unto her place". Certain
it is, in any case, that such Fathers as St. Ambrose
and St. Jerome, partly inspired with admiration for

the ascetic ideals of a life of virginity and partly grop-

ing their way to a clearer understanding of all that

was involved in the mystery of the Incarnation, began
to speak of the Blessed Vugin as the model of all

virtue and the ideal of sinlessness. Several striking

passages of tMs kind have been collected by Khsch
(1. c, 237-42). "In heaven", St. Ambro.se tells us,

"she leads the choirs of virgin souls; with her the con-

secrated virgins will one day bo numbered", while

St. Jerome (Ep. xx.xix, Migne, P. L., XXII, 472)
already foreshadows that conception of Mary as
mother of the human race which was to animate so
powerfully the devotion of a later age. St. Augustine
in a famous passage (De nat. et gratis, 36) proclaims

Mary's unique privilege of sinlessness, and in St.

Gregory of Nazianzus's sermon on the martyr St.

Cyprian (P. G., XXXV, 1181) we have an account

of the maiden Justina, who invoked the Blessed

Virgin to preserve her virginity. But in this, as in

some other devotional aspects of early Christian

beliefs, the most glowing language seems to be found
in the East, and particularly in the S\ri:ui writings of

St. Ephraem. It is true that we cannot entirely trust

the authenticity of many of tlie poems atlriliuted to

him; for example, the hynms "De beata Virgine

Maria" are not included in the list of genuine writings

compiled by Prof. Burkitt (Texts and Studies, VII),
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while tlic Greek prayers translated by Zingerle in Iiis

" M;irion-Kosen aus Damaskus" are certainly of later

date than the fourth century; the tone, however, of

some of the most unquestioned of Ephraem's composi-
tions is still very remarkable. Thus in the hymns on the
Nativity (vi) we read: "Blessed be Mary, who with-

out vows and without prayer, in her virginity con-
ceived and brought forth the Lord of all the sons of her
companions, who have been or shall be chaste or
righteous, priests and kings. Who else lulled a son
in her bosom as Mary did? who ever dared to call her
son. Son of the Maker, Son of the Creator, Son of the
Most High?" Similarly in Hymns 11 and 12 of the
same series Ephraem represents Mary as soliloquizing

thus: "The babe that I carry carries ine, and He
hath lowered His wings and taken and placed me
between His pinions and mounted into the air, and a
promise has been given me that height and depth shall

be my Son's" etc. This last passage seems to suggest

_
a belief, like that of St. Epiphanius already referred

'to. that the holy remains of the Virgin Mother were
in some miraculous way translated from earth. The
fully-developed apocryphal narrative of the "Falling
asleep of Mary" probably belongs to a shghtly later

period, but it seems in this way to be anticipated in

the wTitings of Eastern Fathers of recognized author-
ity. How far the behef in the "Assumption", which
became generally prevalent in the course of a few
centuries, was independent of or influenced by the
apocrj'phal "Transitus Mariad", which is included by
Pope Gelasius in his list of condemned apocrypha, is a
difficult question. It seems likely that some germ of

popular tradition preceded the invention of the
extravagant details of the narrative itself.

In any case, the evidence of the SjTiac manuscripts
proved beyond all question that in the East before
the end of the sixth century, and probably very much
earlier, devotion to the Blessed Virgin had assumed
all those developments which are usuallj' associated
with the later Middle Ages. The manuscript of the
"Transitus Maria>" used by Mrs. Smith Lewis is

described as probably of the later portion of the fifth

century, and, at latest, of the early part of the sixth.

In this we find mention of three annual feasts of the
Blessed Virgin, one two days after the feast of the
Nativity, another on the 15th day of lyar, corre-

sponding more or less to May, and a third on the 1.3th

(or 15th) day of Ab (roughly August),' which last

probably is the origin of our present feast of the
Assumption (see Studia Sinaitica, XI, .59-61). More-
over, the same apocryphal relation contains an account
of the Blessed Virgin's miracles, purporting to have
been forwarded from the Christians of Rome, and
closely resembling the " Maricnlegenden" of the Middle
Ages. For example we read: "Often here in Rome
she appears to the people who confess her in prayer,
for she has appeared here on the sea when it was
troubled and raised itself and was going to destroy the
ship in which they were .sailing. .And the sailors

called on the name of the Lady Man,- and said: 'O
Lady Mary, Mother of God, have mercy on us', and
straightway she rose upon them like the sun and
delivered the ships, ninety-two of them, and rescued
them from destruction, and none of them perished".
And again we are told: "She appeared by day on the
mountain where robbers had fallen upon people and
sought to slay them. And these people cried out,

saying: 'O Lady Mary, Mother of God, have mercy
on us'. .'Xnd she appeared before them hke a flash of

lightning, and blinded the eyes of the robbers and
they were not seen by them" (ib., 49). Of course
the wild extravagance of this apocrj'phal literature

cannot be questioned. It is all pure invention and a
comparison of the various texts of the "Transitus"
shows that this tre.ili.sc in jiarticular was continually
being modified and added to in its various transla-
tions, 80 that we cannot be at all sure that the "Liber

qui appellalur transitus, id est Assumptio, Sanctis
Maria' apochryphus", condemned by Pope Gelasius
in 49-4, Wiis identical with the Syriac ver.sion just cited.

But it is highly probable that this same Syriac version
was then in existence, and apocrj^phal as the text may
be, it undoubtedly testifies to the state of mind of at
least the less instructed Christians of that period.
Neither is it hkely that feasts would be spoken of and
ascribed to the institutions of the Apostles themselves
if no .such commemoration existed in the locality in

which this fictitious narrative was so widely popular.
In point of fact Dr. Baumstark gives good rca.^ion for

believing that a feast described as f-i'Vt^V ''^s ayiat
OeordKov Kal aeiKapdivov Ma/)tas was celehrateil at
Antioch as early as the year 370 (see"RdmischeQuar-
talschrift ", 1897, p. 55), while from the circumstance
that it was connected with the Epiphany we may
probably identify it with the first of the feasts referred
to in the Syriac Transitus.
There is also confirmatory evidence for such a feast

to be found in the hj-nms of Balai, a SjTiac writer of
the beginning of the fifth century; for not only does
this writer use the most glowing language about Our
Lady, but he speaks in such terms as these: "Praise to
Thee Lord upon the memorial feast of Thy Mother"
(see Zettersteen, "Beitriige", Poem 4, p. 14, and Poem
6, p. 15). Another clear testimony is that of St.

Proclus, who died Patriarch of Constantinople, and
who in 429 preached a sermon in that city, at which
Nestorius was present, beginning with the words
"The Virgin's festival (TrapOtvmri iravfiyvpi^) incites

oiu' tongue to-day to herald her praise". In this,

we may further note, he describes Mary as "handmaid
and Mother, Virgin and heaven, the only bridge of

God to men, the awful loom of the Incarnation, in
which by some unspeakable way the garment of that
union was woven, whereof the weaver is the Holy
Ghost; and the spinner the overshadowing from on
high; the wool the ancient fleece of Adam; the woof the
undefiled flesh from the virgin; the weaver's .shuttle

the immense grace of Him who brought it about; the
artificer the Word gliding through the hearing"
(P. G., LXV, 681). The authenticity of this dis-

course seems to be admit ted by such scholars as Zockler
and Loots (cf, Realencyclopiidie fiir prot. Theol.,
XII, 315; XIII, 742), and it illustrates in a remark-
able degree how the controversies which bore fruit- in
the canons of Ephesus and the title theolokos had led to
a deeper understanding of the part of the Blessed
Virgin in the work of Redemption.
Turning to another Eastern land, we find a very

remarkable mommient of Marian devotion among the
ostraca recently discovered in Eg>-pt and assigned by
Mr. Crum (Coptic Ostraca, p. 3) to about A. D. 600.
This fragment bears in C!reek the words: "Hail Mary
full of grace, the Lord is with thee; blessed art thou
among.st women and blessed is the fruit of thy womb,
because thou didst conceive Christ, the Son of God,
the Redeemer of oiu- souls". This oriental variant
of the Ave Maria was apparently intended for liturgi-

cal use, much as the earhest form of the Hail Mary in

the West took the shape of an antiphon employed in
the Mass and Office of the Bles.sed Virgin. Rela-
tively late .as this fragment may seem, it is the more
valuable because the direct mention of the Blessed
Virgin in our earhest hturgical formute is of rare
occurrence. None such, for example, is found in the
prayer-book of Serapion, or in the liturgj- of the Apos-
tolical Constitutions, or in the fragments of the Canon
of the Mass preserved to us in the Ambrosian treatise
"De Sacrament is". Bickell ("Ausgewiihlte Gedichte
der syrischen Kirchenviiter", and "Ausgewiihlte
Schriften", etc.) has edited and Ininslated certain
Syriac hymns by Cyrillonas (c. 400) and especially by
Rabulas of Edes.sa (d. 435), which speak of RIary in

terms of warm devotion; but as in the case of St.

Ephraem there is a certain clement of uncertainty
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regarding the authorshi]) of these compositions. On
the other hand the dedication of many early churches

undoubtedly affords an indication of the authorita-

tive recognition at this period extended to the cultus

of the Blessed Virgin . Already at the beginning of the

fifth century St. Cyril wrote: "Hail to thee Mary,
Mother of God, to whom in towns and villages and in

island were founded churches of true behevers" (P. G.,

LXXVII, 1034). The Chiu-ch of Ephesus, in which
in 431 the (Ecumenical Council assembled, was itself

dedicated to the Blessed Virgin. Three churches
were founded in her honour in or near Constantinople
by the Empress Pulcheria in the course of the
fifth century, while at Rome the Church of Santa
Maria Antiqua and Santa Maria in Trastevere are

certainly older than the year 500. Not less remark-
able is the ever increasing prominence given to the

Blessed Virgin during the fourth and fifth centuries

in Christian art. In the paintings of the catacombs,
in the sculptures of sarcophagi, in the mosaics, and in

such minor objects as the oil flasks of Monza the

figure of Mary recurs more and more frequently,

while the veneration with which she is regarded is

indicated in various indirect ways, for example by the

large nimbus, such as may be seen in the pictures of

the Crucifixion in the Rabulas MS. of A. D. 586
(reproduced in The Catholic Encyclopedia, VIII,

773). As early as 540 we find a mosaic in which
she sits enthroned as Queen of Heaven in the centre

of the apex of the cathedra! of Parenzo in Austria,

which was constructed at that date by Bishop Euphra-
sius.

The Early Middle Ages.—With the Merovingian
and Carlovingian developments of Christianity in the
west came the more authoritative acceptance of

Marian devotion as an integral part of the Church's
life. It is difficult to give precise dates for the intro-

duction of the various festivals, but it has already been
pointed out in the article Calendar that the cele-

bration of the Assumption, Annunciation, Nativity,

and Purification of Our Lady may certainly be traced

to this period. Three of these feasts appear in the

Calendar of St. WiUibrord of the end of the seventh
century, the Assumption being assigned both to

18 Jan., after the practice of the Galhcan Church, and
to Aug. (which approximates to the present Roman
date), while the absence of the Annunciation is prob-

ably due only to accident. Again we may quite

confidently affirm that the position of the Blessed

Virgin in the liturgical formula? of the Church was by
this time securely established. Even if we ignore the

Canon of the Roman Mass which had taken very much
the form it now retains before the close of the sixth

century, the "prsfatio" for the January festival of

the Assumption in the Galilean Rite, as well as other

prayers which may safely be assigned to no later date
than the seventh century, give proof of a fervent

cultus of the Blessed Virgin. In poetic language
Mary is declared not only "marvellous by the pledge

which she conceived through faith but glorious in the

translation by which she departed" (P. L., LXII,
244-46), the belief in her Assumption being clearly

and repeatedly taken for granted, as it had been a
century earher by Gregory of Tours. She is also

described in the liturgy as "the beautiful chamber
from which the worthy spouse comes forth, the light

of the gentiles, the hope of the faithful, the spoiler

of the demons, the confusion of the Jews, the

vessel of life, the tabernacle of glory, the heavenly
temple, whose merits, tender maiden as she was, are

the more dearly displayed when they are set in con-
(r;i.st with the example of ancient Eve" (ib., 245).

.\t the .same period mimberiess eliurehes were erected

umler Mary's dediealion, and many of thes(^ were
among the most important in Christendom. The
eatliedrals of Reims, Chart res, Rouen, Amiens,
Nimea, Evreux, Paris, Uayeux, Scez, Toulon etc.,

thougli built at different dates, were all consecrated in

her honour. It is true that the origin of many of

these French shrines of Our Ladj' is impenetrably
shrouded in the mists of legends. For example no
one now seriously beheves that St.Trophimus at Aries
dedicated a chapel to the Blessed Virgin while she was
still Uving, but there is conclusive evidence that some
of these places of pilgrimage were venerated at a
very early date. We learn from Gregory of Tours
(Hist. Fr., IX, 42) that St. Rhadegund had built a
church in her honour at Poitiers, and he speaks
of others at Lyons, Toulouse, and Tours. We also

possess the dedication tablet of a church erected
by Bishop Frodomund in 677 "in honore almae Maria,
Genetricis Domini", and as the day named is the
middle of the month of August (mense Augusio medio),

there can be httle doubt that the consecration took
place upon the festival of the Assumption, which was
at that time beginning to supplant the January feast.

In Germany the shrines of Allotting and Lorch profess

to be able to trace their origin as places of pilgrimage
to remote antiquity, and though it would be rash to
pronounce too confidently, we may probably feel safe

in assigning them at least to the Carlovingian period.

In England and Ireland the evidence that from the
earliest period Christianity was strongly leavened
with devotion to Mary is very strong. Bede tells us
of the church consecrated to the honour of Our Lady
at Canterbury by St. Mellitus, the immediate suc-

cessor of Augustine; we also learn from the same
source of many other Mary churches, e. g. Weremouth
and Hexham (this last dedication being due to the
miraculous cure of St. Wilfrid after invoking the
Mother of God), and Lastingham near Whitby, while
St. Aldhelm, before the end of the same seventh
century, informs us how the Princess Bugga, daughter
of King Edwin, had a church dedicated to the Blessed
Virgin on the feast of her Nativity:

—

Istam nempe diem, qua templi festa coruscant,
Nativitate sua sacravit Virgo Maria.

And Our Lady's altar stood in the apse:

—

Absidem conseerat Virginis ara.

Probably the earliest vernacular poetry in the West to
celebrate the praise of Mary was the Anglo-Saxon; for

CynewuH, slightly before the time of Alcuin and of

Charlemagne, composed most glowing verses on this

theme; for example to quote GoUancz's tnuislation of

"the Christ" (ii, 274-80):—

Hail, thou glory of this middle-world!
The purest woman throughout all the earth
Of those that were from immemorial time
How rightly art thou named by all endowed
With gifts of speech! All mortals throughout

earth
Declare full blithe of heart that thou art bride

Of Him that ruleth the empyreal sphere.

To speak in detail of all that we find in the writings

of Aldhelm, Bede, and Alcuin would be impossible;

but it is well to note the testimony of an Anglican
writer with regard to the whole period before the Nor-
man Conquest. "The Saint '', he says, "most persis-

tently and frequently invoked, and to whom the most
passionate epithets were applied, trenching upon the
Divine prerogatives, was tlie Blessed Virgin. Mari-
olatry is no very modern development of Romanism";
and he instances from a tenth-century English manu-
script now at Salisbury, such invocation.^ as "Sancta
Redemptrix Mundi, Sancta Salvatrix Mimdi, ora iiro

nobis". The .same writer after referring to prayers

and practices of devotion known in Anglo-Saxon
times, for example I lie special Mass already a.ssigned to

the Bli'.ssed \irgin on Satunlays in the l,eofri<- Mi.ssal,

comments upon the strange delusion, as he regards it,

of many Anglicans, who can look upon a Church which
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tolerated such abuses as primitive and orthodox
(Church Quarterly Review, XIV, 291-94). Not
less remarkable are the developments of devotion to

the Mother of God in Ireland. The calendar of iEngus
at the beginning of the ninth century is very remark-
able for the ardour of the language used whenever
the Blessed Virgin's name is introduced, while Christ

is continually referred to as ".lesus Mac Mary" (i. e.

Son of Mary). There is also, besides certain Latin

hymns, a very striking Irish litany in honour of the

Blessed Virgin, which as regards the picturesqueness

of the epithets apphed to her, yields in nothing to the

present Litanj' of Loreto. Mary is there called

"Mistress of the Heavens, Mother of the Heavenly
and earthly Church, Recreation of Life, Mistress of

the Tribes, Mother of the Orphans, Breast of the

Inf.ants, Queen of Life, Ladder of Heaven". This
composition may be as old as the middle of the eighth

century.
The Later Middle Ages.—It was characteristic of

this period, which for our present purpose may be
regarded as beginning with the year 1000, that the

deep feeling of love and confidence in the Blessed
Virgin, which hitherto had expressed itself vaguely
and in accordance with the promptings of the piety

of individuals, began to take organized shape in a vast
multitude of devotional practices. Long before this

date a Lady altar was probably to be found in all the
more important churches—St. Aldhelm's poem on the
altars takes us back to before the year 100-—and many
records testify that at such altars paintings, mosaics,

and ultimately sculptures reproduced f he figure of the
Blessed Virgin to delight the eyes of her clients. The
famous seated figure of the Madonna with the Divine
Infant at Ely dated from before 1016. The statue of

the Blessed Virgin at Coventry, round the neck of

which Lady Godiva's rosary was hung, belongs to the
same period. Even in Aldhelm's day Our Lady was
besought to hearken to the prayers of those who bent
the knee before her shrine.

Audi clementer populorum vota precantum
Qui . . . genibus tundunt curvato pophte terram.

It was especially for such salutations that the Ave
Maria, which probably first became familiar as an
antiphon used in the Little Office of the Blessed Virgin,

won popular favour with all classes. Accompanying
it each time with a genuflexion, such as tradition

averred that the Angel Gabriel himself had made,
Mar\''s clients repeated this formula before her
images again and again. As it was destitute at first

of its concluding petition, the Ave was felt to be a
true form of salutation, and in the course of the
twelfth century came into universal use. To the
same epoch belongs the wide popularity of the Salve
Regina, which also seems to have come into existence
in the eleventh century. Though it originally began
with the words "Salve Regina Mi.sericordia", with-
out the "Mater", we cannot doubt that something of

the vogue of the anthem was due to the immense
diffusion of the collections of Marj'-stories (Marien-
legenden) which, as Mus.safia has shown, multiplied
exceedingly at this time (twelfth to fourteenth cen-
tury), and in which the Mater Misericordiai motij
was continually recurrent. These collections of

stories must have produced a notable effect in popu-
larizing a number of other practices of devotion
besides repetitions of the .Vve and the use of the Salve
Regina, for example the repetition of five salutations
beginning "Gaude Maria V'irgo ", the recitation of
five psalms, the initials of which make up the word
Maria, the dedication of the Saturd.'iy by special prac-
tices to the Bles.><ed Virgin, the use of lu-wigned prayers,
such as the sequence "Missus Gabriel", the "{) inte-
merala", the hymn "Ave Maris Stella", etc., and the
celebration of particular fea.sts, .such as the Conception
of the Blessed Virgin and her Nativity. The five

Gaudes just mentioned originally commemorated Our
Ladj''s "five joys", and to match those joys spiritual

writers at first commemorated five corresponding sor-

rows. It was not until late in the fourteenth century
that seven sorrows or "dolours" began to be spoken
of, and even then only by exception.

In all these matters the first impulse seems to have
come very largely from the monasteries, in which the
Mary-stories were for the most part composed and
copied. It was in the monasteries undoubtedly that
the Little Office of the Blessed Virgin (see Primer)
began to be recited as a devotional accretion to the
Divine Office, and that the Salve Regina and other
anthems of Our Lady were added to CompUne and
other hours. Amongst other orders the Cistercians, par-
ticularly in the twelfth century, exercised an immense
influence in the development of Marian devotion. They
claimed a very special connexion with the Blessed
Virgin, whom they were taught to regard as always
presiding unseen at the recitation of Office. To her
they dedicated their churches, and they were particu-

lar in saying her hours, giving her special prominence
in the Confiteor, and frequently repeating the Salve
Regina. This example of a special consecration to

Mary was followed by other later orders, notably by
the Dominicans, the Carmehtes, and the Servites,

indeed almost every such institution from this time
forward adopted some one or other special practice of

devotion to mark its particular allegiance to the
Mother of God. Shrines naturally multiphed, and
although some, as already noted, are in their origin of

later date than the eleventh century, it was at this

period that such famous places of pilgrimage arose as

Roc Amadour (on which see, as a specimen of the his-

tory of many similar shrines, the admirable mono-
graph of Rupin, "Roc Amadour, Etude historique et

archeologique", Paris, 1904), Laon, Mariabrunn near
Klosterneuburg, Einsiedeln etc. and in England, Wal-
singham, Our Lady I'ndercroft at Canterbury,
Evesham, and many more.
These shrines, which as time went on multiphed be-

yond calculation in every part of Europe, nearly always
owed their celebrity to the temporal and spiritual fa-

vours which it was believed the IMcssed Virgin granted
to those who invoked her in these favoured spots.

The gratitude of pilgrims often enriched them with
the most costly gifts; crowns of gold and precious
gems, embroidered garments, and rich hangings meet
us at every turn in the record of such sanctuaries.

We might mention, to take a single example, that of

Halle, in Belgium, which was exceptionally rich in

such treasures. Perhaps the commonest form of

votive offerings took the shape of a gold or silver

model of the person or limb that had been cured. For
example Duke Philip of Burgundy sent to Halle two
silver statues, one representing a knight on horseback
the other a foot-soldier, in gratitude for the cure of

two of his own bodyguard. Often again the special

vogue of a particular shrine was due to some miracu-
lous manifestation which was believed to have
occurred there. Blood was said to have flowed from
certain statues and pictures of Our Lady which had
suffered outrage. Others had wept or exuded mois-
ture. In other ca.ses the head had bowed or the hand
been raised in benediction. Without denying the po.s-

sibility of such occurrences, il can hardly be doubted
that in m.any instances the historical evidence for these

wonders was unsatisfactory. That pojjidar devotion
to the Blessed Virgin was often attended with extrav-
agance and abuses, it is iinpo.ssible to deny. Never-
theless we may believe that the simple faith and devo-
tion of the people was often rewarded in proportion to

their honest intention of paying res[)ect to the Mother
of God. And there is no rea.son to believe that these

forms of piety h.ad on the whole a delusive effect, and
fostered nothing l>ut superstition. The purity, pity,

and motherhness of Mary were always the dominant
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motive, even the recent "Miracle" of Max Reinhardt,
the wordless play which in 1912 took London by
storm, persuaded many how much of true religious

fceUng must have underlain even the more extrava-
gant conceptions of the Middle Ages. The most
renowned English shrines of Our Lady, that of Wal-
singham in Norfolk, was in a sense an anticipation of

the still more famous I.oreto. Walsingham pro-

fessed to preserve, not indeed the Holy House itself,

but a model of its construction upon measurements
brought from Nazareth in the eleventh century. The
dimensions of the Walsingham Sant a Casa were noted
by WiUiam of Worcester, and, as Waterton points
out, they do not agree with those of Loreto. Walsing-
ham measured 23 ft . 6 in. by 12 ft. 10 in. ; Loreto, 31 ft.

3 in. by 13 ft. 4 in. (Pietas Mariana Britannica, II,

163-4).

In any case the homage paid to Our Lady during
the later Middle Ages was universal. Even so unor-
thodox a writer as John Wychf , in one of his earher

sermons, says: "It seems to me impossible that we
should obtain the reward of Heaven without the help
of Mary. There is no sex or age, no rank or position,

of anyone in the whole human race, which has no
need to call for the help of the Holy Virgin" (Lechler,
" Wychf ", Eng. tr., p. 200). So again the intense feehng
evoked from the twelfth to the sixteenth century over
the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception is only an
additional tribute to the importance which the whole
subject of Mariology possessed in the eyes of the most
learned bodies of Christendom. To give even a
brief sketch of the various practices of Marian devo-
tion in the Middle Ages would be impossible here.

Most of them, for example the Rosary, the Angelus,

the Salve Regina etc. and the more important festi-

vals, are discussed under separate headings. It will

be sufficient to note the prevalence of the wearing of

beads of all possible fashions and lengths, some of

fifteen decades, some of ten, some of six, five, three, or

one, as an article of ornament in every attire; the mere
repetition of Hail Marys to be counted by the aid of

such Pater Nosters, or beads, was common in the
twelfth century, before the time of St. Dominic; the
motive of meditating on assigned "mysteries" did
not come into use until 300 years later. Further, we
must note the almost universal custom of leaving

legacies to have a Marj'-Mass, or Mass of Our Lady,
celebrated daily at a particular altar, as well as to

maintain lights to burn continually before a particular

statue or shrine. Still more interesting were the

foundations left by will to have the Salve Regina or

other anthems of Our Lady sung after Compline at

the Lady altar, while hghts were burned before her
statue. The "salut" common to France in the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries formed only a
later development of this practice, and from these

last we have almost certainly derived our compara-
tively modern devotion of Benediction of the Blessed
Sacrament.
Modem Times.—Only a few isolated points can be

touched upon in the development of Marian devotion
since the Reformation. Foremost among these may
be noticed the general introduction of the Litany of

Loreto, which though, as we have seen, it had pre-

cursors in other lands as remote as Ireland in the

ninth century, not to speak of isolated forms in the

later Middle Ages, itself only came into common use
towards the close of the sixteenth century. The same
may also bo said of any general adoption of the second
part of the Hail Mary. Another manifestation of

great importance, which also like the last followed

close after the Council of Trent, was the insti-

tution of sodalities of the Blessed Virgin, particu-

larly in houses of education, a movement mainly
promoted by the influence and example of the Society

of .Jesus, whose members did so nuich, by the consecra-

tion of studies and other similar devices, to place the

work of education under the patronage of Mary, the
Queen of Purity. To this period is also due, with
some occasional exceptions, the multiphcation in the
calendar of minor feasts of the Blessed Virgin, such
as that of the Holy Name of Mary, thefestum B. V. M.
ad Nives, de Mercede, of the Rosary, de Bono Con-
silio, AuxiUum Christianorum, etc. Still later in date
(seventeenth centurj' at earhest) is the adoption of the
custom of consecrating the month of May to the Blessed
Virgin by special observances, though the practice
of reciting the Rosary every day during the month of
October can hardly be said to be older than the Rosary
Encychcals of Leo XIII. Not much controversy was
maintained regarding the Immaculate Conception
after the indirect pronouncement of the Council of
Trent, but the dogma was only defined by Pius IX in

1854. Undoubtedly, however, the greatest stimulus
to Marian devotion in recent times has been afforded
by the apparitions of the Blessed Virgin in 1858 at
Lourdes, and in the numberless supernatural favours
granted to pilgrims, both there and at other shrines,

that derive from it. The "miraculous medal" con-
nected with the church of Notre-Dame des Victoires
at Paris also deserves mention, as giving a great
stimulus to this form of piety in the first half of the
nineteenth century.
Lehneh, Die MaHenverehrung in den ersten Jahrhunderten

(Stuttgart, 1886) ; Newman. Letter to E. B. Pusey (Oxford, 1868),
recently translated and re-edited in French by Cabrol; Nettbert,
Marie dans I'Eglise antenicienne (Paris, 1908) : Friedhich, Die
Mariologie des hi. Auguslin (Tiibingen, 1907); Beissel, Marien-
verehrung in Dcutschland (2 vols., Freiburg, 1907, 1910) ; LEM.4NN,.
La Vierge Marie dans I'histoire de VOrient Chretien (Paris, 1904);
Delattre, Le Culte de la Sainte Vierge Marie en Afrique (Paris,
1907): RoHArLT de Fleuhy, La Sainte Vierge (Paris, 1878),
etill the best collection of drawings of original monuments con-
nected with Marian devotion; Waterton, Pietas Mariana Brit'
anniea (London, 1879); Bridgett, Doury of Mary (London,
1886) ; Kronenberg, Maria's Heerlijkheid in Nederland (Amster-
dam, 1905 ); Meschler, Marien Maiandacht in Der Katholik^
XXXIX (Mainz, 1909), 100, 171, 262; Folk, Marianum Mogun-
tinum (Mainz, 1906) : Drochon, Histoire des pelerinages fran^ais
de la Sainte Vierge (Paris, 1890) ; Mrfioz, Iconografia delta Madon'
na (Florence, 1905) ; Barrett, Ancient Scottish devotion to Mary
in Amer. Cath. Quart. Rei<.. XXX, 311-31 (1905); Rocsselot,
La S. Vierge dans la poisie francaise du moyen dge in Rev. du clergi

/rancais, XLII (Paris, 1905, 457-81); Lepitre, La Vierge Marie
dans la litterature fransaise et proien^ale du M. A. in Universit6
Cath., L (Lyons, 1905, 51-91); Nesbitt, Mary in the lit. of Anglo-
Saion PeriodiD Amer. Bccles. Rev., XL (Philadelphia, 1909), 513-
24; Chaine, L'ivolution de fart Marial in Eludes, CVII (Paris,

1906), 289, 454, 621; Livios, The Blessed Virgin in the Fathers

of the First Six Centuries (London, 1893), uncritical; Krebs,
Salve Regina in Theol. Quartalschrift, LXXXVIII (Tubingen,
1906), 74-81; Manreba, La Virgeii Maria en la litteratura His-
pafla (Rome, 1905); Siebert, Madonnendarstellung in der altni«-

derlandische Kunst (Strasburg, 1906); Ventcri, La Madonna
(Milan, 1900).

Herbert Thdrston.

Virgin Mary, The Blessed, is the name of the
mother of Jesus Christ, the mother of God.

A. Name of Mary.—The Hebrew form of the

name is mirySm, denoting in the Old Testament only
the sister of Moses. In I Par., iv, 17, the Massoretic
text appUes the same name to a son of Jalon, but, as

the Septuagint version transcribes this name as
MapiiK, we must infer that the orthography of the
Hebrew text has been altered by the transcribers.

The same version renders miryam by Mopiif^, a form
analogous to the SjTiac and Aramaic word Maryam.
In the New Testament the name of the Virgin Mary
is always Mapti/i, excepting in the Vatican Codex
and the Codex Bezae followed by a few critics who
read Mapfo in Luke, ii, 19. Possibly the Evangelists

kept the archaic form of the name for the Blessed

Virgin, so as to distinguish her from the other women
who bore the same name. The Vulgate renders the

name by Maria, both in the Old Testament and the

New; .Tosephus (Ant. Jud., II, ix, 4) changes the name
to MapiiMA";.

It is ;intecedently probable that God should have
chosen for Mary a name suitable to her high dignity.

What has been said about the form of the name Mary
shows that for its meaning we roust investigate the
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meaning of the Hobrow form mil yarn, nardonliewer
has pulilished a most satisfactory monograph on lliis

subjeot, in which he explains and discusses about
seventy different meanings of the name miryam (Dor
Name Maria. Geschichte der Deutung desselben.

Freiburg, 1895); we shall be able to give only an
outline of his work. Fr. von Hummelauer (in Exod.
et Levit., Paris, 1897, p. 161) mentions the possibility

that miryam may be of Egj-ptian origin. JMoses,

Aaron, and tlioir sister were born in Eg>'pt; the name
Aaron cannot be explained from the Hebrew; the

daughter of Pharaoh impo.s(-d the name Moses on the

child she had sa\'od from the waters of the Nile; hence
it is possible that their sister's name Mary was also of

Egyptian origin. This seems to become even prob-
able if we consider the fact that the name Mary was
not borne by any woman in the Old Testament
excepting the sister of Moses. But the question why
was not the name Marj' more common in the Old
Testament, if it was of Hebrew origin, is answered
by another question, why was the name Mary chosen
by the parents of our Blessed Lady and by a mmiber
of others mentioned in the New Testament, if the
word was Egyptian? Though the meaning of Mary
as derived from the Egyptian Mery, Meryt (cherished,

beloved), is most suitable for an onlj' daughter, such
a derivation is only possible, or at best barely prob-
able.

Most interpreters derive the name Mary from the
Hebrew, considering it either as a compoimd word or

as a simple. Miryam has been regarded as composed
of a noun and a pronominal suffix, or of a noun and an
adjective, or again of two nouns. Gesenius was the
first to consider miryam as a compound of the noun
merl and the pronominal suffix Sm; this word actually

occurs in II Esd., ix. 17, meaning "their rebellion".

But such an exTJression is not a suitable name for a
yoimg girl. Gesenius himself abandoned this ex-

planation, but it was adopted by some of his followers,

e. g. by J. Grimm (Das Lebcn Jesu; sec. edit., I,

414-431, Regensburg, 1890) and Schanz (Comment.
uber d. Ev. d. hi. Matthiius, p. 78, Freiburg, 1879).

One of the meanings assigned to the name Mary in

Martianay's edition of St. Jerome's works (S. Hier.

opp., t. 11, Parisiis, 1(599, 2°, cols. 109-17(), 181-246,
245-270) is jr«p4 ffiXaa-aa, hilter sea. Owing to the
corrupt condition in which St. Jerome found the
"Onomastica" of Philo and of Origen, which he in a
way re-edited, it is hard to say whether the interpre-

tation "bitter sea" is really due to either of these two
authorities; at any rate, it is based on the assumption
that the name mirjam is composed of the Hebrew
words mdr (bitter) and yam (sea). Since in Hebrew
the adjective follows its substantive, the compound
of the two words ought to read yam mdr; and even
if the inverse order of words be admitted as possible,
we have at best mdryam, not miryam. Tho.se who
consider miryam as a compound word usually explain
it as consisting of two nouns: mor and ySm (myrrh of
the sea); mdri (cf. Dan., iv, 16) .and ydm (mistress of
the sea); mdr (cf. Is., xl, 15) and yam (droj) of the
sea). But these and all similar derivations of the
name Mary are philologically inadmissible, and of
little use to the theologian. This is notably true of
the expl.anation <puTli'ov<ra ainoii, enlightening them,
whether it be ba.sed on the identification of mlrj'am
with me'tram (part. Hiphil of 'or with pronominal
suffix of 3 plur.), or with mdr'am (part. Hiphil of
ra'ah with pron. suffix of 3 plur.), or again with mdr'-
eyS' Cpart. Hiphil of raah with Aramaic fern, termi-
nation va'; cf. Knabenbauer, Evang. sec. Matt., pars
prior, Parisiis, 1892, p. 43).

Here a word has to be added concerning the expla-
nation slrlh maris, star of the sea. It is more popular
than any other interpretation of the name Mary, and
is dated back to St. Jerome (De nomin. hebraic, de
Exod., de Matth., P. L.. XXIII, col. 789, 842). But

XV.—2934

the great Doctor of the Church knew Hebrew too
well to translate the first syllable of the name miryam
by star; in Is., xl., 15, lie renders the word mdr by
stilla (drop), not stella (star). A Bamberg manu-
script dating from the end of the ninth century reads
stilla maris instead of stcUa maris. Since Varro,
Quintilian, and Aulus Gellius testify that the Latin
peasantry often sulistituted an e for an i, reading vea

for via, nlla for riUu, spcca for spica, etc., the substi-
tution of iiKirix slclld for maris stilla is easily explained.
Neither an appeal to the Egvptian Minur-juma Tcf.

Zeitsclir. f. kathol. Theol., IV, 1880, p. 389) nor the
suggestion that St. Jerome may have regarded miryam
as a contracted form of jne'or ySm (cf . Schegg, Jaco-
bus der Brudcr des Herrn, Miinchen, 1882, p. 56 Anm.)
will account for his supposed interpretation stella

maris (star of the sea) instead of stilla maris (a drop
of the sea).

It was Hiller (Onomasticum sacrum, Tubingen,
1706, pp. 170, 173, 876, 886) who first g.ave a philo-
logical ex-]>lanation of miryam as a simple word.
The termination 6,m is according to this WTiter a
mere formative affix intensifying or amplifj-ingthe
meaning of the noun. But practically mSryam had
been considered as a simple noun long before Hiller.

Pfiilo (De somn., II, 20; ed. Mangey, II, 677) is

said to have ex-plained the word as meaning Airis

(hope), deriving the word either from r&'ah (to see, to
expect?) or from tndrdsh (hope); but as Philo can
hardly have seriously beheved in such a hazardous
derivation, he probably presented Mary the sister

of Moses as a mere symbol of hope without main-
taining that her very name meant hope. In Rab-
binic Uterature miryam is ex-plained as meaning
tnirdm (bitterness; cf. J. Lew, Neuhebraisches und
chaldiiisches Worterbuch iiber die Talmudim und
Midraschim, Leipzig, 1876-89, s. v. mfirtim); but
such a meaning of the word is historicalh- improbable,
and the derivation of miryam from mardr is grammati-
cally inadmissible. Other meanings assigned to
miryam viewed as a simple word are: hitter one, great

sorrow (from mardr or marah: cf. Simonis, Onomas-
ticum Vcteris Testament i, Halae Magdeburgicae,
1741, p. 360; Onom. Novi Test., ibid., 1762, p. 106);
rebellion (from merl; cf. Gesenius, Thesaur. philol.

critic. Ung. hebr. et chald. Veter. Testamenti, edit,

altera, Lipsia, 183.5-58, II, p. 819b); healed one (cf.

Schafer, Die Gottesmutter in der hi. Schrift, Miinster,

1887, pp. 135-144); fat one, well nourished one (from
marA; cf. Schegg, Evangehum nach Matthiius, Bd. I,

Miinchen, 18.56, p. 419; id.. Jacobus der Bruder des
Herrn, Miinchen, 1882, p. 56; Fiirst, Hebr. und chald.

Handworterb. iiber d. alte Test., Leipzig, 1857-
1861, s. V. miry.am); mistress (from marl; cf. v. Hane-
berg, Geschichte d. biblisch. Offenbarung, 4th edit.,

Regensburg, 1876, p. 604) ; strong one, riding one (from
mar.ah; cf. Bisping, Erkliirunp d. Evang. nach Matth.,
Miinster, 1867, p. 42); gracious or charming one
(from ra'dm which word docs not have this meaning
in the Old Testament; cf. v. Hancbcrg, 1. c); myrrh
(from mor, though it does not appear how this word
can be identified with miry.am; cf. Knabenbauer,
Evang. sec. Matth., p.ars prior, Parisiis, 1892, p.

44); exalted one (from rdm; cf. Caninius. De locis S.

Scripturse hebraicis comment., Antverpiae, 1600,

pp. 6.3-64).

In 1906 Zorrell advanced another explanation of

the name Mary, based on its derivation from the
Egyptian mer or mar, to love, and the Hebrew Divine
name Yam or Yahxreh (Zeitschrift fiir katholische
Theologie, 1906, pp. 3.56 sqq.). Thus ex-plained the
name denotes "one loving Yahweh" or "one beloved
by Yahweh". We have already pointed out the
difficulty implied in an Eg>'ptian origin of the name
Mary. Probably it is safer to adhere to Barden-
hewer's conclusions (1. c, pp. 1.54 sq.): Mapid/i and
Mapla are the later forms of the Hebrew miryam;
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mlryam is not a compound word consisting of two
nouns, or a noun and an adjective, or a noun and a
pronominal suffix, but it is a simple though derivative
noun; the noun is not formed by means of a prefix

(m), but by the addition of a suffix (am). Pre-
supposing these principles, the name mlryam may be
derived either from marah, to be rebellious, or from
mara', to be well nourished. Etymology does not
decide which of these derivations is to be preferred;

but it is hardly probable that the name of a young
girl should be connected with the idea of rebellion,

while Orientals consider the idea of being well nour-
ished as synonymous with beauty and bodily per-

fection, so that they would be apt to give their

daughters a name derived from mara'. Mary means
therefore The beautiful or The perfect one.

II. Mary in the Old Test.\ment.—In general,

the theology and history of Mary the Mother of God
follow the chronological order of their respective

sources, i. e. the Old Testament, the New Testa-

ment, the early Christian and Jewish witnesses. The
Old Testament refers to Our Blessed Lady both in

its prophecies and its types or figures.

A. Prophecies.—The first prophecy referring to

Mary is found in the very opening chapters of the
Book of Genesis (iii, 15); "I wiU put enmities be-

tween thee and the woman, and thy seed and her

seed; she shall crush thy head, and thou shalt lie in

wait for her heel." This rendering appears to differ

in two respects from the original Hebrew text: first,

the Hebrew text employs the same verb for the two
renderings "she shall crush" and "thou shalt lie in

wait"; the Septuagint renders the verb both times by
rrjpetv, to he in wait ; Aquila, Symmachus, the Syriac

and the Samaritan translators, interpret the Hebrew
verb by expressions which mean to crush, to bruise;

the Itala renders the verb rrioeiv employed in the
Septuagint by the Latin "servare", to guard; St.

Jerome (Qusest. hebr. in Gen., P. L., XXIII, col.

943) maintains that the Hebrew verb has the meaning
of "crushing" or "bruising" rather than of "lying
in wait", "guarding". Still in his own work, which
became the Latin Vulgate, the saint employs the
verb "to crush" (conterere) in the first place, and
"to lie in wait" (insidiari) in the second. Hence the
punishment inflicted on the serpent and the ser-

pent's retaliation are expressed by the same verb:

but the wound of the serpent is mortal, since it affects

his head, while the wound inflicted by the serpent is

not mortal, being inflicted on the heel. The second
point of difference between the Hebrew text and our
version concerns the agent who is to inflict the mortal
wound on the serpent: our version agrees with the
present Vulgate text in reading "she" (ipsa) which
refers to the woman, while the Hebrew text reads

hix' (oi5t6s, ipse) which refers to the seed of the woman.
According to our version and the Vulgate reading,

the woman herself will win the victory; according to

the Hebrew text, she will be victorious through her

seed. In this sen.se does the Bull "Ineffabilis"

ascribe the victory to Our Blessed Lady. The reading

"she" (ipsa) is neither an intentional corruption of

the original text, nor is it an accidental error; it is

rather an explanatory version expressing ex-plicitly

the fact of Our Lady's part in the victory over the

serpent, which is contained implicitly in the Hebrew
original. The strength of the Christian tradition .as

to Mary's share in this victory may be inferred from
the retention of "she" in St. Jerome's version in

spite of his acquaintance with the original text and
with the reading "he" (ipse) in the old Latin version.

As it is quite commonly admitted that the Divine

judgment is directed not so much against the serpent

as against the originator of sin, the seed of the serpent

denotes the followers of the serpent, the "brood of

vipers", the "generation of vipers", those whose
father is the Devil, the children of evil, imilando,

nan nascendo (Aug.); cf. Wis., ii, 25; Matt., iii, 7;
xxiii, 33; John, viii, 44; I, John, iii, 8-12. One
may be tempted to understand the seed of the woman
in a, similar collective sense, embracing all who are
born of God. But seed not only may denote a
particular person, but has such a meaning usually,
if the context allows it. St. Paul (Gal., iii, 16)
gives this explanation of the word "seed" as it

occurs in the patriarchal promises: "To Abraham
were the promises made and to his seed. He saith
not, and to his seeds, as of many; but as of one. And
to his seed, which is Christ". Finally, the expression
"the woman" in the clause "I will put enmities
between thee and the woman" is a literal version of

the Hebrew text. The Hebrew Grammar of Gese-
nius-Kautzsch (Hebriiische Grammatik, 26th edit.,

402) establishes the rule: Peculiar to the Hebrew is

the use of the article in order to indicate a person or
thing, not yet knowTi and not yet to be more clearly
described, either as present or as to be taken into
account under the contextual conditions. Since
our indefinite article serves this purpose, we may
translate: "I will put enmities between thee and a
woman". Hence the prophecy promises a woman,
Our Blessed Lady, who will be the enemy of the ser-

pent to a marked degree; besides, the same woman
will be victorious over the Devil, at least through her
offspring. The comjileteness of the victorj' is em-
phasized by the contextual phrase "earth shalt thou
eat", which is according to Winckler (Der alte Orient
und die Geschichtsforschung, 30) a common old-

oriental expression denoting the deepest humihation
(cf. Jeremias, Das Alte Testament im Lichte des
alt en Orients, 2nd ed., Leipzig, 1906, 216; Himpel,
Messianische Weissagungen im Pentateuch, Tiibinger
theologische Quartalschrift, 1859; Maas, Christ in

Type and Prophecy, I, 199 sqq., New York, 1893;
Flunck, Zeitschrift ftir kathohsche Theologie, 1904,
641 sqq.; St. Justin, dial. c. Tryph., 100 (P.G.,VI,
712); St. Iren., adv. hser.. Ill, 23 (P. G., VII, 964);
St. Cypr., test. c. Jud., II, 9 (P. L., IV, 704); St.

Epiph., hser.. Ill, ii, 18 (P.G., XLII, 729).
The second prophecy referring to ^Iary is found in

Is., vii, 1-17. Critics have endeavoured to represent
this passage as a combination of occurrences and
sayings from the fife of the prophet written down by
an unknown hand (Lagarde, Guthe, Giesebrecht,
Cheyne, Wilke). The credibihty of the contents
is not necessarily affected by this theory, since pro-
phetic traditions may be recorded by any WTiter with-
out losing their credibility. But even Duhm con-
siders the theory as an apparent attempt on the part
of the critics to find out what the readers are wiUing
to bear patiently; he believes it is a real misfortune
for criticism itself that it has found a mere compilation
in a passage which so graphically describes the birth-

hour of faith.

According to IV Kings, xvi, 1-4, and II Par.,

xx^-iii, 1-8, Achaz, who began his reign 736 b. c,
openly professed idolatry, so that God gave him into

the hands of the kings of Syria and Israel. It appears
(hat an alliance had been concluded between Phacee,
King of Israel, and Rasin, King of Damascus, for the
purpose of opposing a barrier to the Assyrian aggres-
sions. Achaz, who cherished Assyrian proclivities,

did not join the coalition; the allies invaded his

territory, intending to substitute for Achaz a more
subservient ruler, a certain son of Tabeel. While
Hasin was occupied in reconquering the maritime
city Elath, Phacee alone proceeded against Juda,
"but they could not prevail". After Elath had
fallen, Rasin joined his forces with tho.se of Phacee;
"Svria hath rested upon Ephraim", whereupon "his
(Achaz') heart was moved, and the heart of hia

people, as the trees of the woods are moved with the
w'ind". Immediate preparations must be made for

a protracted siege, and Achaz is busily engaged near
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the upper pool from which the city received the

greater part of its water supply. Hence the Lord
says to Isaias: "Go forth to meet Arhaz ... at the
end of the conduit of the upper pool". The prophet's
commission is of an extremely consoling nature:

"See thou be quiet ; fear not, and let not thy heart be
afraid of the two tails of these firebrands". The
scheme of the enemies shall not succeed: "it shall not
stand, and this shall not be." What is to be the
particular fate of the enemies? a. Syria will gain

nothing, it will remain as it has been in the past:

"the head of Syria is Damascus, and the head of

Damascus is Rasin". h. Ephraim too will remain
in the immediate future as it has been hitherto: "the
head of Ephraim is Samaria, and the head of Samaria
the son of Romelia"; but after sixty-five years it will

be destroyed, "within threescore and five yeara
Ephraim shall cease to be a people".
Achaz had abandoned the Lord for Moloch, and

put his trust in an alliance with Assyria; hence the
conditional prophecy concerning Juda, "if you will

not belie\'e, you shall not continue". The test of

belief follows immediately: "ask thee a sign of the
Lord thy God, either unto the depth of hell or unto
the height above". Achaz hypocritically answers:
"I will not ask, and I will not tempt the Lord", thus
refusing to express his belief in God, and preferring

his AssjTian policy. The king prefers Assyria to

God, and Assyria will come: "The Lord shall bring
upon thee and upon thy people, and upon the house
of thy father, days that have not come since the time
of the separation of Ephraim from Juda with the
king of the Assyrians." The house of David has
been grievous not merely to men, but to God also by
its unbehef; hence it "shall not continue", and, by an
irony of Divine punishment, it will be destroyed by
th(5se very men whom it preferred to God.

Still, tlie general Messianic promises made to the
house of David cannot be frustrated: "The Lord
Himself shall give you a sign. Behold a virgin shall

conceive, and bear a son, and his name shall be called
Emmanuel. He shall eat butter and honey, that he
may know to refuse the evil and to choose the good.
For before the child know to refuse the evil, and to
choose the good, the land which thou abhorrest .shall

be for.saken of the face of her two kings." Without
answering a number of questions connected with the
explanation of this prophecy, we must confine our-
selves here to the bare proof that the virgin mentioned
by the prophet is Mary the Mother of Christ. The
argument is based on the premises that the prophet's
virgin is the mother of Emmanuel, and that Emman-
uel is Clirist. The relation of the virgin to Emmanuel
is clearly expressed in the inspired words; the same
indicate also the identity of Emmanuel with the
Christ.

The connection of Emmanuel with the extraordinary
Divine sign which was to be given to Achaz predi.s-

poses one to see in the child more than a common
boy. In viii, 8, the prophet ascribes to him the
ownership of the land of Juda: "the stretching out of
his wings shall fill the breadth of thy land, O Emman-
uel". In ix, 6, the government of the house of
David is said to be upon his shoulders, and he is

described as being endowed with more than human
qualities: "a child is born to us, and a son is given
to us, and the government is upon his shoulders, and
his name shall be called Wonrlerful, Counsellor, God
the Mighty, the Father of the WorldtoCome, and the
Prince of Peace". Fmally, the prophet calls Em-
manuel "a rod out of the root of Jesse" endowed with
"the spirit of the Lord . . . the spirit of wisdom
and of underst.anding, the spirit of counsel, and of
fortitude, the spirit of knowledge and of godliness";
his advent shall be followed by the general signs of
the Mes.sianic era, and the remn.ant of the chosen
people shall be again the people of God (xi, 1-16).

Whatever obscurity or ambiguity there may be in
the prophetic text itself is removed by St. Matthew
(i, 18-25). After narrating the doubt of St. Joseph
and the angel's assurance, "that whic'h is conceived
in her is of the Holy Ghost", the EvangcUst pro-
ceeds: "now all this was done that it might be ful-

filleil which the Lord spoke by the prophet, saying:
Behold a virgin shall be with child, and bring forth
a son, and they shall call his name Emmanuel."
We need not repeat the exposition of the passage
given by Catholic commentators who answer the
exceptions raised against the obvious meaning of the
Evangelist. We may infer from all this that Mary is

mentioned in the prophecy of I'saias as mother of
Jesus Clirist; in the hght of St. Matthew's reference

Detail, the Virgin and Child
Francia, Borghese Galler>-, Rome

to the prophecy, we may add that the prophet pre-
dicted also Mary's virginity untarnished by the con-
ception of the Emmanuel (cf. Knabenbauer, Com-
ment, in Isaiam, Paris, 1887; Schegg, Der Prophet
Isaias, Miinchen, 1850; Kohling, Der Prophet Isaia,
Miinster, 1872; Neteler, Das Buch Isaias, Miinster,
1876; Condamin, Le livre d'Isaie, Paris, 1905; Maas,
Christ in Type and Prophecy, New York, 1893, I,

33.3 sqq.; Lagrange, La Vierge et Emmanuel, in Revue
biblique, Paris, 1892, pp. 481-497; L(^mann, La Vierge
et I'Emmanuel, Paris, 1904; St. Ignat., ad Eph., cc. 7,
18, 19; St. Justin, Dial., P. G., VI, 144, 195; St.Iren.,
adv. hser., IV, xxxiii, 11).

A third prophecy referring to Our Blessed Lady is

contained in Micheas, V, 2-3: "And thou, Bethlehem,
Ephrata, art a little one among the thousands of
Juda: out of thee shall he come forth imlo me that
is to be the ruler in Israel, and his going forth is from
the beginning, from tliedaysof (tcrnity. Therefore will
he give them u|) (ill the time whcreinshe that (ravail-
eth shall bring forth, and (he remnant of his brethren
shall be converted to the children of I.srael." Though
the prophet (about 7.5()-()()0 B. c.) was a contemporary
of Isaias, his prophetic activity beg.an a Uttle later
and ended a little enrlier than that of Isaias. There
can be no doubt that the Jews regarded the foregoing
prediction as referring to the Messias. According to
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St. Matthew (ii, 6) the chief priests and scribes, when
asked where the Messias was to be born, answered
Herod in the words of the prophecy, "And thou
Bethlehem the land of Juda . .

." According to

St. John (vii, 42), the Jewish populace gathered at

Jerusalem for the celebration of the feast asked the
rhetorical question: "Doth not the Scripture say
that Christ cometh of the seed of David, and from
Bethlehem, the town where David was?" The
Chaldee paraphrase of Mich., v, 2, confirms the same
view: "Out of thee shall come forth unto me the
Messias, that he may exercise dominion in Israel".

The verj' words of the prophecy admit of hardly any
other exjjlanation; for "his going forth is from the
beginning, from the days of eternity".

But how does the prophecy refer to the Virgin

Mary? Our Blessed Lady is denoted by the plirase,

"till the time wherein she that travaileth shall bring
forth". It is true that "she that travaileth" has
been referred to the Church (St. Jerome, Theodoret),

or to the collection of the Gentiles united with Christ

(Ribera, Mariana), or again to Babylon (Calmet);

but, on the one hand, there is hardly a sufficient con-

nexion between any of these events and the promised
redeemer, on the other hand, the passage ought to

read "till the time wherein she that is barren shall

bring forth" if any of these events were referred to

by the prophet. Nor can "she that travaileth" be
referred to Sion: Sion is spoken of without figure

before and after the present passage so that we cannot
expect the prophet to lapse suddenly into figurative

language. Moreover, the prophecy thus explained

would not give a satisfactory sense. The contextual

phrases "the ruler in Israel", "hisgoingforth", which
in Hebrew imphes birth, and "his brethren" denote
an individual, not a nation; hence we infer that the

bringing forth must refer to the same person. It

has been shown that the person of the ruler is the

Messias; hence "she that travaileth" must denote the

mother of Christ, or Our Blessed Lady. Thus ex-

plained the whole passage becomes clear: the Messias
nmst be born in Bethlehem, an insignificant village

in Juda: his family must be reduced to poverty and
obscurity before the time of his birth; as this cannot
happen, if the theocracy remains intact, if David's
house continues to flourish, "therefore will he give

them up till the time wherein she that travaileth shall

bring forth " the Messias. (Cf. the principal Catholic
commentaries on Micheas; also Maas, "Christ in

Type and Prophecy", New York, 1893, I, pp. 271

sqq.)
A fourth prophecy referring to Mary is found in

Jer., xxxi, 22: "The Lord hath created a new thing

upon the earth: A woman shall compass a man".
The text of the prophet Jeremias offers no small

difficulties for the scientific interpreter; we shall

follow the Vulgate version of the Hebrew original.

But even this rendering has been explained in several

different ways: Rosenmiiller and several conservative

Protestant interpreters defend the meaning, "a
woman shall protect a man"; but such a motive would
hardly induce the men of Israel to return to God.
The explanation "a woman shall seek a man" hardly

agrees with the text; besides, such an inversion of

the natural order is presented in Is., iv, 1, as a sign

of the greatest calamity. Ewald's rendering, "a
woman shall change into a man", is hardly faithful to

the original text. Other commentators see in the

woman a tjT^e of the Synagogue or of the Church, in

man the tyjje of God, so that they explain the proph-
ecy as meaning, "(^lod will dwell again in the midst of

the Synagogue (of t he people of Lsrael) " or "the Church
will i)rotect the earth with its vahant men". But
the Hebrew text hardly suggests such a meaning;
besides, such an exi)lanation renders the passage
tautological: "Israel shall return to its God, for

Israel will love its God". Some recent writers render

the Hebrew original: "God creates a new thing upon
the earth: the woman (wife) returns to the man (her
husband)". According to the old law (Deut., xxiv,
1-4; Jer., iii, i), the husband could not take back
the wife once repudiated by him; but the Lord will

do something new by allowing the faithless wife, i. e.

the guilty nation, to retm-n to the friendsliip of God.
This explanation rests upon a conjectural correction

of the text; besides, it does not necessarily bear that
Messianic meaning which we expect in this passage.

The Greek Fathers generally follow the Septuagint
version, "The Lord has created salvation in a new
plantation, men sliall go about in safety"; but St.

Athanasius twice (P. G., XXV, col. 205; XXVI, 1276)
combines Aquila's version "God has created a new
thing in woman" with that of the Septuagint, saying
that the new plantation is Jesus Christ, and that the
new thing created in woman is the body of the Lord,
conceived within the virgin without the co-operation
of man. St. Jerome too (In Jer., P. L., XXIV, 880)
understands the prophetic text of the virgin conceiv-
ing the Messias. This meaning of the passage satis-

fies the text and the context. As the Word Incarnate
possessed from the first moment of His conception all

His perfections excepting those connected with His
bodily development. His mother is rightly said to

"compass a man". No need to point out that such a
condition of a newly conceived child is rightly called

"a new thing upon earth". The context of the proph-
ecy describes after a short general introduction
(xxx, 1-3) Israel's futm-e freedom and restoration

in four stanzas: xxx, 4-11, 12-22; xxx, 23; xxxi,

14, 1.5-26; the first three stanzas end with the hope
of the Messianic time. The fourth stanza, too,

must be ex-pected to have a similar ending. More-
over, the prophecy of Jeremias, uttered about 589 B. c.

and understood in the sense just explained, agrees
with the contemporary Messianic ex-pectations based
on Is., vii, 14; ix, 6; Mich., v, 3. According to

Jeremias, the mother of Christ is to differ from other
mothers in this, that her child, even while within her
womb, shall possess all those properties which consti-

tute real manhood (cf. Scholz, Kommentar zuni Pro-
pheten Jeremias, Wiirzburg, 1880; Knabenbauer,
Das Buch Jeremias, des Propheten Klageheder, und
das Buch Baruch, Vienna, 1903; Condamin, Le texte

de J^remie, xxxi, 22, est-il messianique? in Revue
bibhque, 1897, 396-404; Maas, Christ in Tvpe and
Prophecy, New York, 1893, I, 378 sqq.). The Old
Testament refers indirectly to Mary in those prophe-
cies which predict the incarnation of the Word of

God.
B. Types and Figures of the Blessed Virgin Mary.

•—In order to be .sure of the typical sense, it

must be revealed, i. e. it must come down to ua
through Scripture or tradition. Individual pious
writers have developed copious analogies between
certain data of the Old Testament and corresponding
data of the New; however ingenious these develop-
ments may be, they do not prove that God really

intended to convey the corresponding truths in the
inspired text of the Old Testament. On the other

hand, it must be kept in mind that not all truths

contained in either Scripture or tradition have been
explicitly proposed to the faithful as matters of belief

by the exphcit definition of the Church. According
to the principle "Lex orandi est lex credendi" we
must treat at least with reverence the numberles.s

suggestions contained in the official prayers and litur-

gies of the Church. In this sen.se we n\ust regard

many of the titles bestowed on Our Blessed Lady in

her litany and in the "Ave maris stella". The Anti-
phons and Respon.ses found in the Offices recited on
the various feasts of Our Blessed Lady suggest a
number of tyjies of Mary that hardly could have been
brought so vividly to the notice of the Church's
ministers in any other way. The third antiphon of
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Lauds of the Feast of the Circumpision sees in "the
bush that was on fire and was not burnt" (Ex., iii,

2) a figure of Mary conceiving her Son without the

loss of her virginity. The second antiplion of Lauds
of the same Office sees in Gedcon's fieece wet with dew
while all the ground beside had remained dry (Judges,

vi, 37-38) a type of Mary receiving in her womb the
Word Incarnate (cf. St. Ambrose, de Spirit. Sanct.,

I, S-9, P. L., XVI, 705; St. Jerome, Epist.,cviii, 10;

P. L., XXII, 886). The Office of the Blessed Virgin
applies to Mary many passages concerning the spouse
in the Canticle of Canticles (cf. Gietmann, In Eccles.

et Cant, cant., Paris, 1890, 417 sq.) and also concern-

ing Wisdom in the Book of Proverbs, viii, 22-31
(cf. Bull "Ineffabilis", fourth Lesson of the Office for

10 Dec). The application to Mary of a "garden
enclosed, a fountain sealed up" mentioned in Cant.,

iv, 12, is only a particular instance of what has been
said above (Hesiionse of seventh Noeturn in the Office

of the Immaculate Conception). Besides, Sara,

Debbora, Judith, and Esther are variously used as

figures of Mary; the ark of the Covenant, over which
the presence of God manifested itself, is used as the
figure of Mary carrying God Incarnate within her
womb. But especially Eve, the mother of all the liv-

ing (Gen., iii, 20), is considered as a type of Mary
who is the mother of all the living in the order of grace
(cf. St. Justin, dial. c. Trvph., 100; P. G.,VI, 709-711;
St. Iren., adv. haer.. Ill,' 22; V, 19; P.G., VII, 958,

1175; Tert., de carne Christi, 17; P. L., II, 782; St.

Cyril., catech., XII, 15; P. G., XXXIII, 741; St.

Jerome, ep. XXII ad Eustoch., 21; P.L., XXII, 408;
St. Augustine, de agone Christi, 22; P. L., XL, 303;
Terrien, La INI^re de Dieu et la mere des hommes,
Paris, 1902, I, 120-121; II, 117-118; III, pp. 8-13;
Newman, Anglican Difficulties, London, 1885, II,

pp. 26 sqq.; Lecanu, Histoire de la Sainte Vierge,
Paris, 1860, pp. 51-82).

III. M.\RY IN THE New Testament.—We shall first

con.sider Mary as portrayed in the Gospels, and then
add the references to Our Blessed Lady found in the
other books of the New Testament.

A. MaTyinthe Gospels.—The reader of the gospels
13 at first surprised to find so little about Mary; but
this obscurity of Mary in the Gospels has been studied
at length by Blessed Peter Canisius (de B. Virg.,

I. IV, c. 24), Auguste Nicolas (La Vierge Marie d'apr^s
I'Evangile et dans I'Eglise), Card. Newman (Letter

to Dr. Pusey), and Very Rev. J. Spencer Northcote
(Mary in the Gospels, London and New York,
1885, Lecture I). In the commentary on the
"Magnificat", pubhshed 1518, even Luther expresses
the beUef that the Gospels praise Mary sufficiently

by caUing her (eight times) Mother of Jesus. In the
following paragrajjhs we shall briefly group together
what we know of Our Blessed Lady's life before the
birth of her Divine Son, during the hidden life of Our
Lord, during His public life and after His Resurrection.

(1) Mary beforetheBirthof JesusChrist. St. Luke,
ii, 4, says that St. Joseph went from Nazareth to

Bethlehem to be enrolled, "because he w;is of the
house and Family of David". As if to exclude all

doubt concerning the Davidic descent of Mary, the
Evangehst (i, 32, 69) states that the child born of

Mary without the intervention of man shall be given
"the throne of David His father", and that the Lord
God has "raised up an horn of .salvation to us in the
house of David his servant" (cf. Tertul., de carne
Christi. 22; P. L., II, 789; St. Aug., do cons. Evang.,
II, 2, 4; P. L., XXXIV, 1072). St. Paul too testifies

that Jesus Christ "was made to him [God] of the
seed of David, according to the fle.sh" (Rom., i, 3).

If Mary were not of Davidic descent, her Son con-
ceived by the Holy Ghost could not be said to be "of
the seed of David". Hence commentators tell us
that in the text "in the sixth month the an^el Gabriel
was sent from God ... to a virgin espoused to

a man whose name was Joseph, of the house of David "

(Luke, i, 26-27); the last clause "of the house of

David" does not refer to Joseph, but to the virgin
who is the principal person in the narrative; thus we
have a direct inspired testimony to Mary's Davidic
descent. Cf. St. Ignat., ad Ephes., 18; St. Justin,

c. Tryph., 100; St. Aug., c. Faust, xxiii, .5-9; Bar-
denhewer, Maria Verkiindigung, Freiburg, 1896,
74-82; Friedrich, Die Mariologie des hi. Augustinus,
Coin, 1907, 19 sqq.

While commentators grnerally agree that the gene-
alogy found at iIh' liciriiniint; of the first Gosjiel is that
of St. Joseph, Annuls nl \'iii-rho proposes the opinion,
already alluded to by St. .\iil-- •:-

,

'' it St. Luke's
genealogy gives
the pedigiee of

Mary. The text

of the third Gos-
pel (III, 23) may
be explained so as

to make Heli the

father of Mary:
"JftSUS

being the son (as

it was supposed
of Joseph) I if

Heli", or "Jesus
. . . being tlie

son of Joseph, as

it was supposed,
the son of Heli'

(Lightfoot, Ben-
gel, etc.), or again
"Jesus
being as it was
supposed the son
of Joseph, who
was [the son-in-

law] of Heli "

(Jans., Harduin., etc.). In these explanations the
name of Mary is not mentioned explicitly, but it is

imphed; for Jesus is the Son of HeU through Mary.
Though few commentators adhere to this view of St.

Luke's genealogy, the name of Mary's father, Heh,
agrees with the name given to Our Lady's father in a
tradition founded upon the report of the Protoevange-
hum of James, an apocryphal Gospel which dates from
the end of the second century. According to this

document the parents of Mary are Joachim and Anna.
Now, the name Joachim is only a variation of Heli
or Eliachim, substituting one Divine name (Yahweh)
for the other (Eli, Elohim). The tradition as to the
parents of Mary, found in the Gospel of James, is

reproduced by St. John Damascene (hom. I. de nativ.

B. v., 2, P. G., XCVI, 664), St. Gregory of Nyssa
(P. G., XLVII, 1137), St, Germ, of Con.stantin. (de
pra;.sent., 2, P. G., XCVIII, 313), pseudo-Epiphan.
(de laud. Deipar., P, G., XLIII, 488), p.seudo-Hilar.

(P. L., XCVI, 278), St. Fulbertof Chartres (in Nativit.
Deipar., P. L., CLI, 324). Some of these WTiters

add that the birth of Mary was obtained by the fer-

vent prayers of Joachim and Anna in their advanced
age. As Joachim belonged to the royal family of

David, so Anna is supijosed to have been a descend-
ant of the priestly family of Aaron; thus Christ the
Eternal King and Priest spr.ing from both a royal and
priestly family (cf. Aug. Consens. Evang., 1. II, c. 2).

According to Luke, i, 26, Mary lived in Nazareth,
a city in Galilee, at the time of the Annunciation. A
certain tr,adition maintains that she was conceived
and born in the same hou.se in which the Word became
flesh (Schuster and Ilolzammer, Handbuch zur
biblischen Geschichte, Freiburg, 1910, II, 87. note 6).

.Another tradition ba.sed on the Gospel of James
regards Sephoris as the earliest home of .loachim and
Anna, though they are said to have lived later on in

Jerusalem, in a house called by St. Sophronius of

The VraaiN of Sorrows
Sasaoferrato, National Gallery
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Jerusalem (Anacreont., XX, 81-94, P.'G., LXXXVIl,
3822) Probatica, a name probably derived from the
sanctuary's nearness to the pond called Probatica or
Belhsaida in John, v, 2. It was here that Mary was
born. About a century later, about a.d. 750, St.

John Damascene (hom. I in Nativ. B. M. V., 6, II,

P. G., CXVI, 670, 678) repeats the statement that
Mary was born in the Probatica. It is said that, as
early as in the fifth century, the empress Eudoxia
built a church over the place where Mary was born,
and where her parents lived in their old age. The
present Church of St. Anna st ands at a distance of only
about 100 feet from the pool Probatica. In 1889,

18 March, was discovered the crypt which encloses

the supposed biu-ying-place of St. Aima. Probably
this place was originally a garden in which both
Joachim and Anna were laid to rest. At their time
it was still outside of the city walls, about 400 feet

north of the Temple. Another crypt near St. Anna's
tomb is the supposed birthplace of the Blessed Vir-

gin; hence it is that in early times the church was
called St. Mary of the Nativity (cf . Gu^rin, J<^rusalem,

Paris, 1889, pp. 284, 351-57, 430; Socin-Benzinger,
Palastina und Syrien, Leipzig, 1891, p. 80; Revue
biblique, 1893, pp. 245 sqq.; 1904, pp. 228 sqq.;

Gariador, Les B^nedictins, I, Abbave de Ste-Anne,
V, 1908, 49 sq.). In the Cedron Valley, near the
road leading to the Church of the Assumption, is a
little sanctuary containing two altars which are said

to stand over the bm-ying-places of Sts. Joachim and
Anna; but these graves belong to the time of the
Crusades (cf . de Vogue, Les ^ghses de la Terre-Sainte,
Paris, 1850, p. 310). In Sephoris too the Crusaders
replaced by a large church an ancient sanctuary wliich

stood over the legendary house of Sts. Joachim and
Anna. After 1788 part of this church was restored

by the Franciscan Fathers.
The Immaculate Conception of om- Blessed Lady

has been treated in a special article. As to the place

of the birth of Our Blessed Lady, there are three differ-

ent traditions to be considered: First, the event has
been placed in Bethlehem. This opinion rests on the
authority of the following witnesses: it is expressed
in a writing entitled "De nativ. S. Mariae" (2, 6, P.

L., XXX, 298, 301) inserted after the works of St.

Jerome; it is more or less vaguely supposed by the
Pilgrim of Piacenza, erroneously called Antoninus
Martvr, who WTote about A. l>. 580 (Itiner., 5, P. L.,

LXX'II, 901); finally, the popes Paul II (1471),
Julius II (1507), Leo X (1519), Paul III (1535), Pius
IV (1565), Sixtus V (1586), and Innocent XII (1698)
in their Bulls concerning the Holy House of Loreto
say that the Blessed Virgin was born, educated, and
greeted by the angel in the Holy House. But these

pontiffs hardly wish to decide an historical question;

they merely express the opinion of their respective

times. A second tradition places the birth of Our
Blessed Lady in Sephoris, about three miles north
of Bethlehem, the Roman Dioctesarea, and the resi-

dence of Herod Antipas till late in the life of Oiu"

Lord. The antiquity of this opinion may be inferred

from the fact that under Constantine a church was
erected in Sephoris to commemorate the residence

of Joachim and Anna in that place (cf. Li^^vin de
Hammo, Guide de la Terre-Sainte, Jerusalem, 1887,

III, 183). St. Epiphanius speaks of this sanctuary
(h!cr., XXX, iv, II, P. G., XLI, 410, 426). But this

merely shows that Our Blessed Lady may have lived

in Sephoris for a time with her parents, without
forcing us to believe that she had been born there.

The third tradition, that Mary was born in Jerusalem,

is the most probable one. We have seen that it

rests upon the testimony of St. Sophronius, St. John
Damascene, and upon the evidence of the recent

finds in the Probatica. The Feast of Our Lady's
Nativity was not celebrated in Rome till toward the

end of the seventh century; but two sermons found

among the writings of St. Andrew of Crete (d. 680)
suppose the e.xistence of this feast, and lead one to

suspect that it was introduced at an earlier date into

some other churches (P. G., XCVII, 806). In 799
the 10th canon of the Synod of Salzburg prescribes

four feasts in honor of the Mother of God: the Puri-
fication, 2 Febr.; the Annunciation, 25 March; the
Assumption, 15 Aug.; the Nativity, 8 Sept.

According to Ex., xii, 2, 12, all the Hebrew
first-born male children had to be presented in the
Temple. Such a law would lead pious Jewish parents
to observe the same religious rite with regard to
other favourite children. This inclines one to beheve
that Joachim and Anna presented in the Temple
their child, which they had obtained by their long,

fervent prayers. As to Mary, St. Luke (i, 34) tells

us that she answered the angel announcing the birth

of Jesus Christ: "how shall this be done, because I

know not man". These words can hardly be under-
stood, unless we assume that Mary had made a vow
of virginity; for, when she spoke them, she was be-
trothed to St. Joseph (cf. Aug., de santa virginit., I,

4, P. L., XL, 398). The most opportune occasion for

such a vow was her presentation in the Temple. As
some of the Fathers admit that the faculties of St.

John the Baptist were prematurely developed by a
special intervention of God's power, we maj- admit
a similar grace for the child of Joachim and Anna
(cf. Luke, i, 41; Tertulhan, de carne Christi, 21, P. L.,

II, 788; St. Ambr., de fide, IV, 9, 113, P. L., XVI,
639; St. Cyril of Jerus., Catech., Ill, 6, P. G., XXXIII,
436). But what has been said does not exceed the

certainty of antecedently probable pious conjectures.

The consideration that Our Lord could not have re-

fused His Blessed Motherany favours which depended
merely on His munificence does not exceed the value
of an a priori argument. Certainty in this ques-

tion must depend on external testimony and the
teaching of the Church. Now, the Protoevangelium
of James, vii-viii, and the wTiting entitled "De
nativit. Maria", vii-viii (Tischendorf, Evangeha
apocrypha, 2nd ed., Leipzig, 1876, pp. 14-17, 117-

179), state that Joachim and Anna, faithful to a vow
they had made, presented the child Mary in the Tem-
ple when she was three years old; that the child

herself mounted the Temple steps, and that she made
her vow of virginity on this occasion. St. Gregory
of Nyssa (P. G., XLVII, 1137) and St. Germ, of

Constantin. (P. G., XCVIII, 313) adopt this report;

it is also followed by pseudo-Gregorv of Naz. in his

"Christus patiens" (P. G., XXXVIII, 244). More-
over, the Church celebrates the Feast of the Presen-
tation, though it does not specify at what age the
child Mary was presented in the Temple, when she
made her vow of virginity, and what were the special

natural and supernatural gifts with which God en-

dowed her. The feast is mentioned for the first

time in a document of Manuel Comnenus, in 1166;
from Constantinople the feast must have been intro-

duced into the western Church, where we find it at

the papal court at Avignon in 1371; about a century
later. Pope Sixtus IV introduced the Office of the
Presentation, and in 1585 Pope Sixtus V extended the
Feast of the Presentation to the whole Church.
The apocryphal writings to which we referred in

the last paragraph state that Mary remained in the
Temple after her presentation in order to be educated
with other Jewish children. There she enjoyed
ecstatic visions and daily visits of the holy angels.

When she was fourteen, the high priest wished to send
her home for marriage. Mary reminded him of her
vow of virginity, and in his embarrassment the high
priest consulted the Lord. Then ho called all the
young men of the family of David, and promised
Mary in marriage to him whose rod should sprout
and become the resting jjlace of the Holy Gliost in

form of a dove. It was Joseph who was privileged
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in this extraordinary way. We have already seen

that St. Gregory of Nyssa, St. Germ, of Constant.,

and pseudo-Gregory Nazianzen seem to adopt these

legends. Besides, the emperor Justinian allowed a

basilica to be built on the platform of the former

Temple in memory of Our Lady '.s stay in the sanctu-

ary; the church was called the New St. Mary's so as

to distinguish it from the Church of the Nativity.

It seems to be the modem mosque el-Aksa (cf . Gu^rin,

Jerusalem, 302; Li(5vin, Guide de la Terre-Sainte, I,

447). On the other hand, the Church is silent as to

Mary's stav in the Temple. St. Ambrose (de virgin.,

II, ii, 9, 10, P. L., XVI, 209 sq.), describing Mary's

life before the Annunciation, supposes expressly that

she Uved in the house of her parents. All the descrip-

tions of the Jewish Temple which can claim any
scientific value leave us in ignorance as to any locali-

ties in which young girls might have been educated.

Joas's stay in the Temple till the age of seven does not

favour the suiiposition that yoimg girls were educated

within the sacred precincts; for Joas was king, and

was forced bv circumstances to remain in the Temple
(cf. IV King's, xi, .3). What II Mach., iii, 19, says

about "the virgins also that were shut up" does not

show that any of them were kept in the Temple build-

ings. If the prophetess Anna is said (Luke, ii, 37)

not to have "departed from the temple, by fastings

and pravcr serving night and day ", we do not supjiose

that she actually lived in one of the temple rooms
(cf. Corn. Jans.', Tetrateuch. in Evang., Louvain,

1699, p. 484; Knabenbauer, Evang. sec. Luc, Paris,

1896, p. 138). As the house of Joachim and Anna
was not far distant from the Temi)le, we may suppose

that the holy child Mary was often allowed to visit

the sacred buildings in order to satisfy her devotion.

Jewish maidens were considered marriageable at

the age of twelve years and six months, though the

actual age of the bride varied with circumstances.

The marriage was preceded by the betrothal, after

which the bride legally belonged to the bridegroom,

though she did not live with him till about a year

later, when the marriage u.sed to be celebrated. All

this well agrees with the language of the Evangelists.

St. Luke (i, 27) calls Mary "a virgin e-spoused to a
man whose name was Joseph"; St. Matthew (i, 18)

says, "when as his mother Mary was espoused to

Joseph, before they came together, she was found
with child, of the Holy Ghost". As we know of no
brother of Mary, we must suppose that she was an
heiress, and was obliged by the law of Num., xxxvi,

6, to marry a member of her tribe. The Law itself

prohibited marriage within c(>rtain degrees of rela-

tionship, so that the marriage of even an heiress was
left more or less to choice. According to Jewish
custom, the union between Joseph and Man,- had to

be arranged by the parents of St. Joseph. One might
ask why Mary consented to her betrothal, though she

was bound by her vow of virginity. As she had
obeyed God's inspiration in making her vow, so she

obeyed God's inspiration in becoming the affianced

bride of Joseph. Besides, it would have been singular

among the .lews to refuse betrothal or marriage; for

all the Jewish maidens aspired after marriage as the

accomplishment of a natural duty. Mary trusted

the Divine gviidance implicitly, and thus was certain

that her vow wf)uld be kejjt e\en in her married state.

The Annunciation has been treated in a special

article. According to Luke, i, 36, the angel Gabriel

told Mary at the time of the annunciation, "behold,

thy cousin Elizabeth, she also hath conceived a son

in her old age, and this is the sixth month with her

that is called barren". Without doubting the tnith

of the angel's words, Mary determined at once to

add to the pleasure of her pious relative (cf. St.

Ambrose, Expos. Evang. sec. Luc, II, 19, P. L.,

XV, 1.560). Hence the Evangelist continues (i, 39):

"And Mary, rising up in those days, went into the

hill country with haste into a city of Juda. And she

entered into the house of Zachary, and saluted Eliza-

beth." Though Mary must have told Joseph of

her intended visit, it is hard to determine whether he
accompanied her; if the time of the journey happened
to coincide with one of the festal seasons at which
the Israelites had to go to the Temple, there would be
httle difficulty about companionship. The place of

Elizabeth's home has been variously located by differ-

ent writers: it has been placed in Macha?rus, over ten

miles east of the Dead Sea, or in Hebron, or again

in the ancient sacerdotal city of Jutta, about seven
miles south of Hebron, or finally in Ain-Karim, the

traditional St. John-in-the-Mountain, nearly four

miles west of Jerusalem (cf. Schick, Der (ieburtsort

Johannes' des Taufers, Zeitschrift des Deutschen

Detail, the Virgin Adoring the Infant jEsns

Lorenzo da Credi, Uffizi Gallery, Florence

Palastina-Vereins, 1899, 81; Bamab6 Meistermann,
La patrie de saint Jean-Baptist e, Paris, 1904; Idem,
Nouveau Guide de Terre-Sainte, Paris, 1907, 294
sqq.). But the first three places possess no tradi-

tional memorial of the birth or life of St. John;
besides, Machaerus was not situated in the mountains
of Juda; Hebron and Jutta belonged after the Baby-
lonian caj)tivity to Idumea, while Ain-Karim lies

in the "hill country" (cf. Plinius, Histor. natural.,

V, 14, 70) mentioned in the inspired text of St. Luke.
After her journey of about thirty hours, Mary
"entered into the house of Zachary, and saluted

Elizabeth" (Luke, i, 40). According to tradition,

Elizabeth lived at the time of the visitation not in

her city home, but in her villa, about ten minutes
distant from the city; formerly this place was marked
by an upper and a lower church. In 1S61 the present

small church of the Visitation was erected on the

ancient foundations. ".Vnd it came to pass that,

when P^Iizabeth heard the .salutation of Marj', the

infant leajx'd in her womb." It was at this moment
that God fulfilled the promise made by the angel

to Zachary (Luke, i, l.'j), "and he shall be filled with

the Holy Ghost, even from his mother's womb";
in other words, the infant in Elizabeth's womb was
cleansed from the stain of original sin. The fullness
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of the Holy Ghost in the infant overflowed, as it were,
into the soul of his mother: "and Ehzabeth was
filled with the Holy Ghost" (Luke, i, 41). Thus
both cliild and mother were sanctified by the presence
of Marj' and the Word Incarnate (cf. Aug., ep.

CLXXXVII, ad Dardan., VII, 23 sq., P. L., XXXIII,
840; Ambr., E.xjjos. Evang. sec. Luc, II, 23, P. L.,

XV, 15(31); filled as she was with the Holy Ghost,
Elizabeth "cried out with a loud voice, and said:

Blessed art thou among women, and blessed is the
fruit of thy womb. And whence is this to me, that
the mother of my Lord should come to me? For
behold, as soon as the voice of thy salutation sounded
in my ears, the infant in my womb leaped for joy.

And blessed art thou that hast believed, because those

things shall be accomplished that were spoken to

thee by the Lord" (Luke, i, 42-45). Leaving to

commentators the full explanation of the preceding
passage, we draw attention only to two points: first,

Elizabeth begins her greeting with the words with
which the angel had finished liis salutation, thus
showing that both spoke in the same Holy Spirit;

secondly, Elizabeth is the first to call Mary by her
most honourable title "Mother of God". Mary's
answer is the canticle of praise commonly called

"Magnificat" from the first word of its Latin text;

the " Magnificat" has been treated in a special article.

The Evangelist closes his account of the Visitation

with the words: "And Mary abode with her about
three months; and she returned to her own house"
(Luke, i, 56). Many see in this brief statement of the

third gospel an implied hint that Mary remained in the
house of Zachary till the birth of John the Baptist,

while others deny such an impUcation. As the Feast
of the Visitation was placed by the 43d canon of the
Council of Basle (a. d. 1441) on 2 July, the day
following the Octave of the Feast of St. John Baptist,

it has been inferred that Mary may have remained
with Ehzabeth until after the child's circumcision;

but there is no further proof for this supposition.

Though the visitation is so accurately described in

tlie third Gospel, its feast does not appear to have
been kept tiU the thirteenth century, when it was
introduced through the influence of the Franciscans;

in 1389 it was officially instituted by Urban VI.

After her return from Elizabeth, Mary "was found
with child, of the Holy Ghost" (Matt., i, 18). As
among the Jews, betrothal was a real marriage, the
use of marriage after the time of espousals presented
nothing unusual among them. Hence Mary's preg-

nancy could not astonish anyone except St. Joseph.

As he did not know the mj-stery of the Incarnation,

the situation must have been extremely painful both
to him and to Mary. The Evangehst says: "Where-
upon Joseph her husband being a just man, and not

willing publicly to e.xjjose her, was minded to put
her away privately" (Matt., i, 19). Mary left the

solution of the difficulty to God, and God informed
the peri)Iexcd spouse in His own time of the true con-

dition of Mary. While Joseph "thought on these

things, behold the angel of the Lord appeared to him
in his sleep, saying: Joseph, son of David, fear not to

take unto thee Mary thy wife, for that which is con-
ceived in her is of the Holy Ghost. And she shall

liring forth a son, and thou shalt call his name Jesus.

For He .shall .save His people from their sins" (Matt.,

i, 20-21). Not long after this revelation, Joseph
concluded the ritual marriage contract with Mary.
The Gosjjel simply says: "Joseiih rising up from sleep

did as the ang(>l of the Lord had commanded him,
and took unto him his wife" (Matt., i, 24). While
it is certain that between the betrothal and the

marriage at least three months must have elapsed,

during which Mary stayed with Elizabeth, it is

impossible to determine the exact length of time
between the two ceremonies. We do not know how
long aft(T the betrothal the angel announced to Mary

the mystery of the Incarnation, nor do we know how
long the doubt of Joseph lasted, before he was en-
lightened by the visit of the angel. From the age at
which Hebrew maidens became marriageable, it is

possible that Mary gave birth to her Son when she was
about thirteen or fourteen years of age. No histori-

cal document tells us how old she actually was at
the time of the Nativity.

(2). Majy During the Hidden Life of Our Lord.

—

St. Luke (ii, 1-5) e.xplains how Joseph and Mary jour-
neyed from Nazareth to Bethlehem in obedience to a
decree of Csesar Augustus which prescribed a general
enrolment. The questions connected with this
decree have been considered in the article Chronol-
ogy, Biblical. There are various reasons why
Marj' should have accompanied Joseph on this
journey: she may not have wished to lose Joseph's
protection during the critical time of her pregnancy,
or she may have followed a special Divine inspiration
impelhng her to go in order to fulfil the prophecies
concerning her Divine Son, or again she may have been
compelled to go by the civil law either as an heiress

or to settle the personal tax payable by women over
twelve years of age (cf. Ivnabenbauer, Evang. sec.

Luc, Paris, 1896, 104-114; SchUrer, Geschichte des
Jiidischen Volkes im Zeitalter Jesu Christi, 4th
edit., I, 508 sqq.; Pfaffrath, Theologie und Glaube,
1905, 119). As the enrolment had brought a multi-
tude of strangers to Bethlehem, Mary and Joseph
found no room in the caravansary and had to take
lodging in a grotto which served as a shelter for

animals (cf. St. Justin, dial, c Trj-ph., 78, P. G., VI,
657; Orig., c Cels., I, 51, P. G., XI, 756; Euseb.,
vita Constant., Ill, 43; Demonstr. evang., VII, 2,

P. G., XX, 1101; St. Jerome, ep. ad MarceO.,
XLVI [al. XVIIl, 12; ad Eustoch., CVIII [al. XXVII],
10, P. L., XXII, 490, 884). "And it came to pass,

that when they were there, her days were accom-
plished, that she should be dehvered" (Luke, ii, 6);

this language leaves it uncertain whether the birth

of Our Lord took place immediately after Joseph and
Mary had taken lodging in the grotto, or several

days later. What is said about the shepherds "keep-
ing the night watches over their flock" (Luke, ii,

8) shows that Christ was born in the night time.

After bringing forth her Son, Mary "wrapped Him
up in swaddling clothes, and laid Him in a manger"
(Luke, ii, 7), a sign that she did not suffer from the
pain and weakness of childbirth. This inference

agrees with the teaching of some of the principal

Fathers and theologians: St. Ambrose, in Ps. XLVII,
11, P. L., XIV, 1150; St. Gregory of Nyssa, orat. I.

de resurrect., P. G., XLVI, 604; St. John Damascene,
de fide orth., IV, 14, P. G., XLIV, 1160; Fortun.,

VIII, 7, P. L., LXXXVIII, 282; the author of "Chris-
tus patiens", 63, 64, 70, P. L., XXXVIII, 142; St.

Thom., Summa theol.. Ill, q. 35, a. 6; etc. It was
not becoming that the mother of God should be
subject to the punishment pronounced in Gen., iii,

16, against Eve and her sinful daughters. Shortly

after the birth of the child, the shepherds, obedient

to the angehc invitation, arrived in the grotto, "and
they found Mary and Joseph, and the infant lying

in the manger" (Luke, ii, 16). We may supixise

that the sheitherds spread the glad tidings they had
received during the night among their friends in

Bethlehem, and that tfie Holy Family was received

by one of its pious inhabitants into more suitable

lodgings. ".\nd aft(>r eight days were accomplished,

that, the child should be circumci.sed, his name was
called Jesus" (Luke, ii, 21^. The rite of circumcision

was performed either in the synagogue or in the home
of the Child; it is impossible to determine where Our
Ijord's Circumcision took place. At any rate. His
Blessed Mother must have been present at the cere-

mony.
According to the law of Lev., xii, 2-8, the Jewish
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mother of a male child had to present herself forty

days after his birth for legal j)urifioation ; according

to Ex., xiii, 2, and Num., xviii, 15, the first born
son had to be presented on the same occasion.

Whatever reasons Mary and the Infant might have
for claiming an exemption, they complied with the

law. But, in.stead of offering a lamb, they presented

the sacrifice of the poor, consi.sting of a pair of turtle-

doves or two young pigeons. In II Cor., viii, 9,

St. Paul informs the Corinthians that Jesus Christ

"being rich . . . became poor, for your sakes,

that through his poverty you might be rich". Even
more acceptable to God than Mary's poverty was
the readiness with which she surrendered her Divine
Son to the good pleasure of His Heavenly Father.

After the ceremonial rites had been compUed with,

holy Simeon took the Child in his arms, and thanked
God for the fulfilment of His promises; he drew atten-

tion to the imiversality of the salvation that was to

come through Messianic redemption "prepared
before the face of all peoples: a hght to the revelation

of the Gentiles, and the glory of thy people Israel"

(Luke, ii, 31 sq.). Mary and .Joseph now began to

know their Divine Child more fully; they "were
wondering at those things which were spoken con-

cerning him" (Luke, ii, 33). As if to prepare Our
Blessed Mother for the mystery of the cross, holy

Simeon said to her: "Behold this child is set for the

fall, and for the resurrection of many in Israel, and
for a sign which shall be contradicted. And thy own
soul a sword shall pierce, that, out of many hearts,

thoughts may be revealed" (Luke, ii, 34-35).

Mary had suffered her first great sorrow at the time
when Joseph was hesitating about taking her for his

wife; she experienced her second great sorrow when
she heard the words of holy Simeon. Though the

incident of the prophetess Anna had a more general

bearing, for she "spoke of him (the Child) to all that

looked for the redemption of Israel" (Luke, ii, 38),

it must have added greatly to the wonder of Joseph
and Mar>'. The Evangehst's concluding remark,
"after they had performed all things according to

the law of the Lord, they returned mto Galilee, to

their city Nazareth" (Luke, ii, 39), has been variously

interpreted by commentators; as to the order of

events, see the article Jesus Christ, B. Relative Chro-
nology.

After the Presentation, the Holy Family either

returned to Bethlehem directly, or went first to Naza-
reth, and then moved mto the city of David. At any
rate, after the "wise men from the east " had followed

the Divine guidance to Bethlehem, "entering into

the house, they found the child with Mary his mother,
and falling down they adored him ; and opening their

treasures, they offered him gifts: gold, frankincense,

and m>Trh" (Matt., ii, 11). The Evangelist does
not mention .Joseph; not that he was not present,

but because Marj* occupied the principal place near
the Child. How Mar>- and .Joseph disposed of the

presents offered by their wealthy visitors has not
been told us by the Evangelists. Soon after the
departure of the wise men Joseph received the mes-
sage from the angel of the Lord to fly into Egypt
with the Child and His mother on account of the evil

designs of Herod; the holy man's ready obedience is

briefly described by the Evangelist in the words:
"who arose, and took the child and his mother by
night, and retired into Eg>7)t" (Matt., ii, 14). Per-
secuted .Jews had ever sought a refuge in EgjTit fef.

Ill Kings, xi. 40; IV Kmgs, xxv, 26); about the
time of Christ .Jewish colonists were especially

numerous in the land of the Nile ("cf. Joseph., Bell.

Jud., II, x\-iii, R): according to Philo (In Flaccum, 6,

Mangey's edit., II, p. .523) they numbered at least a
million. In Ix-ontopolis. in the district of Heliopolis,

the Jews had a temple (KiO n. c.

—

a. d. 73) which
rivalled in splenrlour the temple in Jerusalem (cf.

XV.—30

Schiirer, Geschiehte des jiidischen Volkes im Zeitalter

Jesu Christi, Leipzig, 1898, III, 19-25, 99). The
Holy Family might therefore expect to find in Egypt
a certain amount of help and protection. On the
other hand, it required a journey of at least ten days
from Bethlehem to reach the nearest habitable dis-

tricts of EgjTJt. We do not know by what road the
Holy Familj- effected its flight; they may have followed
the ordinary road through Hebron, or they may have
gone by way of Eleutheropohs and Gaza, or again
they may have passed west of Jerusalem towards
the great military road of Joppe. There is hardly
any historical docimient which will assist us in deter-
mining where the Holy Family lived in Egj^pt, nor do
we know how long the enforced exile lasted. The
legends and traditions concerning these points may
be found in Julhen's "L'Eg>-pte" (Lille, 1891), pp.
241-251, and in the same author's work entitled.

"I/arbre de la Vierge k MatariSh", 4th edit. (Cairo,
1904). When Joseph received from the angel the
news of Herod's death and the command to return
into the land of Israel, he "arose, and took the child
and his mother, and came into the land of Israel"
(Matt., ii, 21). The news that Archelaus ruled
in Judea prevented Joseph from settling in Bethle-
hem, as had been his intention; "warned in .sleep

[by the angel, he] retired into the quarters of Galilee.
And coming he dwelt in a city called Nazareth"
(Matt., ii, 22-23). In all these details Mary simply
followed the guidance of Joseph, who in his turn
received the Divine manifestations as head of the
Holy Family. There is no need to point out the in-

tense sorrow which Mary suffered on account of the
early persecution of her Child.

The hfe of the Holy Family in Nazareth was that
of the ordinary poor tradesman. According to
Matt., xiii, 55, the townsfolk asked "Is not this

the carjienter's son?" the question, asex-pressed in the
second Gospel (Mark, vi, 3), sliows a slight variation,
"Is not this the carpenter?" While Joseph gained
the hvelihood for the Holy Family by his daily work,
Marj- attended to the various duties of housekeeper.
St. I^uke (ii, 40) briefly saysof .Jesus: "And the child

grew, and waxed strong, full of wisdom; and the
grace of God was in him". The weekly Sabbath
and the annual great feasts interrupted the daily

routine of life in Nazareth. According to the law of
Exod., xxiii, 17, only the men were obliged to visit

the Temple on the three solemn feasts of the year; but
the women often joined the men to satisfy their de-
votion. St. Luke (ii, 41) informs us that "his [the

child's] parents went every year to Jerusalem, at the
solemn day of the pasch". Probably the Child Jesus
was left in the home of friends or relatives during the
days of Mary's ab.sence. According to the ojiinion of

some writers, the Child did not give any sign of His
Divinity during the years of His infancy, so as to in-

crease the merit of Joseph's and Mary's faith based
on what they had seen and heard at the time of the
Incarnation and the birth of Jesus. Jewish Doctors
of the Law maintained that a boy became a son of the
law at the age of twelve years and one day; after that
he was bound by the legal precepts. The evangelist

supplies us here with the information that, "when he
was twelve years old, they going up into Jerusalem,
according to the custom of the feast, and having ful-

filled the days, when they returned, the child Jcstis

remained in Jerusalem; and his parents knew it not"
(I>uke, ii, 42-43). Probably it was after the .second

festal day that Joseph and Mar>' returned with the
other Galilean pilgrims; the law did not require a

longer sojourn in the Holy City. On the first day the
caravan iistially made a four hours' journey, and
rested for the night in Beroth on the northern boun-
dary of the former Kingdom of Jiida. The crusaders
buiit in this place a J)cautifiil Gothic church to com-
memorate Our Lady's sorrow when she "sought him
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[her child] among their kinsfolks and acquaintance,
and not finding him, . . . returned into Jerusalem,
seeking him" (Luke, ii, 44-45). The Child was not

found among the pilgi-ims who had come to Beroth
on their first day's jovirney; nor was He found on the

second day, when Joseph and Mary returned to

Jerusalem; it was only on the third day that they
"found him [Jesus] in the temple, sitting in the midst
of the doctors, hearing them, and asking them ques-

tions . . . And seeing him, they wondered. And
his mother said to him: Son, why hast thou done so

to us? behold thy father and I have sought thee sor-

rowing" (Luke, ii, 46-48). Mary's faith did not
allow her to fear a mere accident for her Divine Son;
but she felt that His behaviour had changed entirely

from His customary exhibition of docility and sub-
jection. This feeling caused the question, why Jesus

had treated His parents in such a way. Jesus simply
answered: "How is it that you sought me? did you
not know, that I must be about my father's business?"

(Luke, ii, 49). Neither Joseph nor Mary understood
these words as a rebuke; "they understood not the

word that he spoke to them" (Luke, ii, 50). It has
been suggested by a recent writer that the last clause

may be understood as meaning, "they [i. e., the by-
standers] understood not the word he spoke unto
them [i. e., to Mary and Joseph]". After this, Jesus

"went down with them, and came to Nazareth"
where He began a Ufe of work and poverty, eighteen

years of which are summed up by the Evangelist in

the few words, and he "was subject to them, and . . .

advanced in wisdom, and age, and grace with God and
men" (Luke, ii, 51-52). The interior hfe of Mary is

briefly indicated by the inspired WTiter in the expres-

sion, "and his mother kept all these words in her

heart" (Luke, ii, 51). A similar expression had been
used in ii, 19, " Mary kept all these words, pondering
them in her heart". Thus Mary observed the daily

life of her Divine Son, and grew in His knowledge and
love by meditating on what she saw and heard. It

has been pointed out by certain writers that the Evan-
gelist here indicates the last source from which he de-

rived the material contained in his first two chapters.

In connexion with the study of Mary during Our
Lord's hidden hfe, we meet the questions of her per-

petual virginity, of her Divine motherhood, and of

her personal sanctity. Her spotless virginity has
been sufficiently considered in the article on the Virgin

Birth. The authorities there cited maintain that

Mary remained a virgin when she conceived and gave
birth to her Divine Son, as well as after the birth of

Jesus. Mary's question (Luke, i, 34), the angel's

answer (Luke, i, 35, 37), Joseph's wav of behaving
in his doubt (Matt., i, 19-25), Christ's words
addressed to the Jews (John, viii, 19) show that

Mary retained her virginity during the conception of

her Divine Son. As to Mary's virginity in her child-

birth we mav consult St. Iren., hter. IV, 33, P. G.,

VII, lOSO; St. Ambr., ep. XLII, 5, P. L., XVI, 1125;
St. Aug., ep.CXXXVII, 8, P. L., XXXIII, 519; serm.
LI, 18, P. L., XXXVIII, 343; Enchir. 34, P. L.,XL,
249; St. Leo, serm., XXI, 2, P. L., LIV, 192; St. Ful-
gent., de fide ad Petr., 17, P. L., XL, 758; Gennad., de
eccl. dogm., .36, P. G., XLII. 1219; St. Cyril of Alex.,

horn. XI, P. G., LXXVII, 1021; St. JohnDamasc.,de
fideorthod., IV, 14, P. G.,XCIV, 1161 ;Pasrh. Radb.,
departu Virg.,P. L.,CXX, 1367; etc. As to the pass-

ing doubts concerning Mary's virginity during her
childbirth, see Grig., in Lue., horn. XIV, P. G., XIII,
18.34; Tertul., adv. Marc, III, 11, P. L., IV, 21 ; do
came Chri.sti, 23, P. L 11,336, 411, 412, 790. As to

Mary's virginity after her childbirth, it is not denied
by St. Matthew's expressions "before they came to-

gether" (i, IS), "her fir.stborn son" (i, 25), nor by
the fact that the New Testament books repeatedly
refer to "the brothers of Jesus" (Matt., xii, 46-47;
xiii, 55-56; Mark, iii. 31-32; iii, 3; Luke, viii, 19-20;

John, ii, 12; vii, 3, 5, 10; Acts, i, 14; I Cor., ix, 5;

Gal. i, 19; Jude, 1). The words "before they came
together" mean probably, "before they lived in the
same house", referring to the time when they were
merely betrothed; but even if the words be understood
of marital intercourse, they only state that the In-
carnation took place before any such intercourse had
intervened, without implying that if did occur after

the Incarnation of the Son of God [cf. St. Jerome, in

Matt., i, 2 (P. L., XXVI, 24-25)]. The same must
be said of the expression, "and he knew her not till

she brought forth her firstborn son" (Matt, i, 25);
theEvangehstteUs us what did not happen before the
birth of Jesus, without suggesting that it happened
after his birth (cf. St. John Chrys., in Matt., v, 3,

P. G., LVII, 58; St. Jerome, de perpetua virgin. B. M.,
6, P. L., XXIII, 183-206; St. Ambrose, de instit.

virgin., 38, 43, P. L., XVI, 315, 317; St. Thomas,
Summa theol.. Ill, q. 28, a. 3; Petav., de incarn.,

XIV, iii, 11; etc.). The name "firstborn" applies to

Jesus whether his mother remained a virgin or gave
birth to other children after Jesus; among the Jews it

was a legal name [cf. Exod., xxxiv, 19; Num.,
xviii, 15; St. Epiphan., ha-r. Ixxviii, 17, P. G.,

XLII, 728], so that its occurrence in the Gospel cannot
astonish us. Finally, the "brothers of Jesus" are
neither the sons of Mary, nor the brothers of Our Lord
in the proper sense of the word, but they are His cous-
ins or his more or less near relatives (cf. Revue bib-

lique, 1895, pp. 17.3-183). The Church insists that
in His birth the Son of God did not lessen but con-
secrate the virginal integrity of His mother (Secret in

Mass of Purific). The Fathers express themselves
in similar language concerning this privilege of Mary
(St. Peter Chrvsol., serm., CXLII, in Annunt. B. M.
v., P.G.,LII, 581; Hesych., hom. V. de S. M. Deip.,

P. G., XCIII, 1461; St. Ildeph., de virgin, perpet.

5. M., P. L., XCVI, 95; St. Bernard, de XII pra?r.

B. V. M., 9, P. L., CLXXXIII, 4.34, etc.).

Mary's Divine motherhood is based on the teach-
ing of the Gos])els, on the WTitings of the Fathers, and
on the express definition of the Church. St. Matthew
(i, 25) testifies Hint Mary "brought forth her first-

born son" and that He was called Jesus. According
to St. John (i, 14) Jesus is the Word made flesh, the
Word Who assumed human nature in the womb of

Mary. As Mary was truly the mother of Jesus, and
as Jesus was truly God from the first moment of His
conception, Mary is truly the mother of God. Even
the earliest Fathers did not hesitate to draw this con-
clusion as may be seen in the writings of St. Ignatius
(ad Ephes., 7, P. G., V, 6.52), St. Irena>us (adv. hser.,

Ill, 19, P. G., VIII, 940, 941), and TertuUian (adv.

Prax. 27, P. L., II, 190). The contention of Nestorius
denying to Mary the title "Mother of God" (Serm. I,

6, 7, P. G.,XLVIII, 760-761) was followed by the
teaching of the Council of Ephesus proclaiming Mary
to be 6eoT6(cos in the true sense of the word. (Cf. Ambr.,
in Luc. II, 25, P. L., XV, 1.521 ; St. Cyril of Alex., Apol.
pro Xll cap.; e. Julian, VIII; ep. ad Acac, 14; P. G.,

LXXVI, 320, 901 ; LXXVll, 97; John of Antioch, ep.

ad Nestor., 4, P. G., LXXVII, 14.56; Theodoret, ha-r.

fab., IV, 2, P. G., LXXXIII, 4.36; St. Gregory Nazian-
zen, ep. ad Cledon., I, P. G., XXXVII, 177; Proclus,

hom. de Matre Dei, P. G., LXV, 680; etc. Among
recent WTiters nuist be noticed Terrien, La mere de
Dieu et la mere des honmics, Paris, 1902, I, 3-14;
Turmel, Histoire de la thdologie positive, Paris, 1904,
210-211.)
Some few patristic writers expressed their doubts

as to the presence of minor moral defects in our
Blessed L.ady (cf. Petav., de incarnaf., XIV, i, 3-7).

St. Basil, e. g., suggests that Mary yielded to doubt
on hearing the words of holv Simeon and on witness-

ing the crucifixion (ej). CCLX, P. G.. XXXII, 96,5-

9l)S); St. ,(ohn Clirys. is of opinion that Mary would
have felt fear and trouble, unless the angel had ex-
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plained the mystery of the Incarnation to her, and that

she showed some vainglory at the marriage feast in

Cana and on visiting her Son during His public hfe

together with the brothers of the Lord (hom. IV, in

Matt., P. G., LVII, 45; hom. XLIV, in Matt. P. G.,

XLVII, 464 sq.; hom. XXI, in Jo., P. G., LIX, 130);

St. Cyril of Alex, (in Jo., P. G., LXXIV, 661-664)

speaks of Mary's doubt and discouragement at the

foot of the cross. But these Greek writers cannot be
said to express an Apostolic tradition, when they ex-

press their private and singular opinions. Scripture

and tradition agree in ascribing to Mary the greatest

personal sanctity: She is conceived without the stain

of original sin; she shows the greatest humility and
patience in her daily life (Luke, i, 38, 48) ; she exhibits

an heroic patience under the most trying circum-
stances (Luke, ii, 7, 35, 48; John, xix, 25-27).

When there is question of sin, Mary must always be
excepted (St. Ambrose, in Luc. II, 16-22; P. L., XV,
1558-1.560; de virgin. I, 15; ep. LXIII, 110; de obit.

Val.,39, P. L., XVI, 210, 1218, 1371; St. Augustin, de
nat. et grat., XXXVI, 42, P. L., XLIV,267; St. Bede,
in Luc. II, 35, P. L., XCII, 346; St. Thomas, Summa
theol., III. Q. XXVII, a. 4; Terrien, La mere de Dieu
et la mere des hommes, Paris, 1902, I, 3-14; II, 67-84;
Turmel, Histoire de la theologie positive, Paris, 1904,

72-77; Newman, Anglican Difficulties, II, 128-152,
London, 1885). Mary's complete exemption from
actual sin is confirmed by the Council of Trent (sess.

VI., can. 23) :
" If any one say that man once justified

can during his whole life avoid all sins, even venial

ones, as the Church holds that the Blessed Virgin did

by special privilege of God, let him be anathema."
Theologians assert that Mary was impeccable, not
by the essential perfection of her nature, but by a
special Divine privilege. Moreover, the Fathers, at

lea.st since the fifth century, almost unanimously
maintain that the Blessed Virgin never experienced
the motions of concupiscence.

(3) Mary during the Pubhc Life of Jesus Christ.

—

The evangelists connect Mary's name with three

different events in Our Lord's pubhc life: with the
miracle in Cana, with His preaching, and with His
passion. The first of these incidents is related in

John, ii, 1-10. "There was a marriage feast in Cana
of Galilee . . . and the mother of Jesus was there.

And Jesus also was invited, and his disciples, to the
marriage. And the wine failing, the mother of Jesus
saith to him: They have no wine. And Jesus saith

to her: Woman, what is that to me and to thee? my
hour is not yet come". One naturally supposes that
one of the contracting parties was related to Mary,
and that Jesus had been invited on account of his

mother's relationship. The couple must have been
rather poor, since the wine was actually failing.

Mary wishes to save her friends from the shame of

not being able to provide properly for the guests, and
has recourse to her Divine Son. She merely states

their need, without adding any further petition. In
addressing women, Jesus uniformly employs the word
"woman" (Matt, xv, 28; Luke, xiii, 12; John,
iv, 21; viii, 10; xix, 26; xx, 15), an expression used
bv classical wTiters as a respectful and honorable
address (cf. Iliad, III, 2(M; Xenoph., Cyrop., V, I, 6;
Dio Ca.ssius, Hist., LI, 12; etc.). The above cited
passages show that in the language of Jesus the ad-
dress "woman" has a most respectful meaning. The
clause "what is that to me and to thee" renders the
Greek t( f^ol Kal aol, which in its turn corresponds to
the Hebrew phrase mah If walakh. This latter

occurs in Judges, xi, 12; II Kings, xvi, 10; xix, 23; III

Kings, xvii, 18; IV Kings, iii, 13; ix, 18; II Par.,
xxxv, 21. The New Testament shows equivalent
expressions in Matt., viii, 29; Mark, i, 24; Luke, iv,

34; viii, 2H; Matt., xxvii, 10. The meaning of

the phrase varies according to the char.acter of the
speakers, ranging from a most pronounced opposition

to a courteous compUance. Such a variable meaning
makes it hard for the translator to find an equally
variable equivalent "What have I to do with thee",
"this is neither your nor my business", "why art thou
troublesome to me", "allow nie to attend to this",
are some of the renderings suggested. In general, the
words seem to refer to well or ill-meant importunity
which they endeavour to remove. The la.st part of

Our Lord's answer presents less difficulty to the inter-

preter: "my hour is not yet come", cannot refer to

the precise moment at which the need of wine will

require the miraculous intervention of Jesus; for in

the language of St. John "my hour" or "the hovir"
denotes the time preordained for some important
event (John, iv, 21, 23; v, 25, 28; vii, 30; viii, 20;
.xii, 23; xiii, 1; xvi, 21; xvii, 1). Hence the mean-
ing of Our Lord's answer is: "Why are you troubling
me by asking me for such an intervention? The
divinely appointed time for such a manifestation
has not yet come"; or, "why are you worrying? has
not the time of manifesting my power come?" The
former of these meanings implies that on account of

the intercession of Mary Jesus anticipated the time
set for the manifestation of His miraculous power (cf

.

St. Irena;us, c. ha;r.. Ill, xvi, 7, P. G.,VII, 926); the
second meaning is obtained by understanding the last

part of our Lord's words as a question, as was done by
St. Gregory of Nyssa (P. G., XLIV, 1308) and by the
Arabic version of Tat ian's "Diatessaron" (Rome, 1888)

.

See Knabenbauer, Evang. sec. Joan., Paris, 1898, pp.
118-122; Hoberg, Jesus Christus. Vortriige, Freiburg,

1908, 31, Anm. 2; Theologie und Glaube, 1909, 564,"

808. Mary understood her Son's words in their proper
sense; she merely warned the waiters, "Whatsoever
he shall say to you, do ye" (John, ii, 5). There can
be no question of explaining Jesus's answer in the
sense of a refusal.

During the apostolic hfe of Jesus, Mary effaced

herself almost completely. Not being called to aid

her Son directly in His ministry, she did not wish to

interfere with His work by her untimely presence. In
Nazareth she was regarded as a common Jewish
mother; St. Matthew (xiii, 55-56; cf. Mark, vi, 3)

introduces the people of the town as saying: "Is not
this the carpenter's son? Is not his mother called

Mary, and his brethren James, and Joseph, and
Simon, and Jude: and his sisters, are they not all with
us?" Since the people wish to lower Our Lord's
esteem by their language, we must infer that Mary
belonged to the lower social order of townspeople.
The parallel passage of St. Mark reads, "Is not this

the carpenter?" instead of, "Is not this the carpenter's

son?" Since both evangelists omit the name of St.

Joseph, we may infer that he had died before this

episode took place.

At first sight, it seems that Jesus Himself depre-
ciated the dignity of His Blessed Mother. When He
was told: "Behold thy mother and thy brethren
stand without, seeking thee", He answered: "Who is

my mother, and who are my brethren? And stretch-

ing forth his hand towards his disciples, he said: Be-
hold my mother and my brethren. For whosoever
shall do the will of my Father, that is in heaven, he is

my brother, and mv sister, and my mother" (Matt.
xil, 47-.50; cf. Mark, iii, 31-35; Luke, viii, 19-21).

On another occasion, "a certain woman from the
crowd, lifting up her voice, said to him: Rle.s.sed is the
womb that bore thee, and the p.aps th.at gave thee
suck. But he said: Yea rather, blessed are they who
hear the word of God, and keep it" (Luke, xi, 27-28).

In reality, Jesus in both these passages places the
bond that unites the soul with God above the natural
bond of parentage which unites the Mother of God
with her Divine Son. This latter dignity is not be-
littled; as men naturally appreciate it more easily,

it is employed by Our Lord .as a means to make known
the real value of holiness. Jesus, therefore, really
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praises His mother in a most emphatic way; for she
excelled the rest of men in hohness not less than in

dignity (cf. St. Augustin, de virgin,, 3, P. L., XL, 398;
pseudo-Justin, quaest. et respons. ad orthod., I, q.

136, P. G., VI, 1389). Most probably, Mary was
found also among the holy women who ministered to

Jesus and His apostles during their ministry in GaUlee
(cf. Luke, viii, 2-3); the Evangelists do not mention
any other public appearance of Mary during the time
of Jesus's journeys through Gahlee or Judea. But
we must remember that when the sun appears, even
the brightest stars become invisible.

Since the Passion of Jesus Christ occurred during
the paschal week, we naturally expect to find Mary at

Jerusalem. Simeon's prophecy found its fulfilment

principally during the time of Our Lord's suffering.

According to a tradition, His Blessed Mother met
Jesus as He was carrying His cross to Golgotha. The
Itinerarium of the Pilgrim of Bordeaux describes the
memorable sites which the writer visited A. D. 333,
but it does not mention any locaUty sacred to this

meeting of Mary and her Divine Son (cf. Geyer,
Itinera Hierosolymitana sseculi IV-VIII, Vienna,
1898, 1-33; Mommert, Das Jerusalem des Pilgers von
Bordeaux, Leipzig, 1907). The same silence prevails

in the so-called Peregrinatio Silviae which used to be
assigned to a. d. 38.5, but has lately been placed in

A. D. 533-540 (Meister, Rhein. Mils., 1909, LXIV,
337-392; Bludau, Katholik, 1904, 61 sqq., 81 sqq.,

164 sqq.; Revue Benedictine, 1908, 458; Geyer, 1. c;
Cabrol, Etude sur la Peregrinatio Silviae, Paris, 1895).

But a plan of Jerusalem, dating from the year 1308,
shows a Church of St. John the Baptist with the in-

scription "Pasm. Vgis.", Spasmus Virginis, the swoon
of the Virgin. During the course of the fourteenth
century Christians began to locate the spots con-

secrated by the Passion of Christ, and among these

was the place where Mary is said to have fainted at

the sight of her suffering Son (cf. de Vogiie, Les
Eghses de laTerre-Sainte, Paris, 1860, p. 43S; Lievin,

Guide de la Terre-Sainte, Jerusalem, 1887, I, 175).

Since the fifteenth century one finds always "Sancta
Maria de Spasmo" among the Stations of the Way of

the Cross, erected in various parts of Europe in imi-

tation of the Via Dolorosa in Jerusalem (cf . 'Thurston,

in The Month for 1900, July-September, pp. 1-12;
15.3-166; 282-293; Boudinhon in Revue du clerge

frangais, Nov. 1, 1901, 449-463). That Our Blessed

Lady should have fainted at the sight of her Son's
sufferings, hardly agrees with her heroic behaviour
under the cross; still, we may consider her as woman
and mother in her meeting with her Son on the way
to Golgotha, while she is the Mother of God at the
foot of the cross.

While Jesus was hanging on the cross, "there stood
by the cross of Jesus, his mother, and his mother's
sister, Mary Cleophas, and Mary Magdalen. When
Jesus therefore had seen his mother and the disciple

standing whom he loved, he saith to his mother:
Woman, behold thy son. After that, he saith to the
disciple: Behold thy mother. And from that hour,
the disciple took her to his own" (John, xix, 2.5-27).

The darkening of the sun and the other extraordinary
phenomena in nature must have frightened the ene-
mies of Our Lord sufficiently so as not to interfere

with Ilis mother and His few friends standing at the
foot of the cross. In the meantime, Jesus had prayed
for His enemies, and had promised pardon to the
penitent thief; now. He took compa.'ision on His deso-
late mother, and provided for her future. If St.

Joseph had been still alive, or if Mary had been the
mother of tho.se who are called Our Lord's brethren
or sisters in the gospels, such a provision would not
have been necessary. Jesus uses the same respectful

title with wliich he had addressed his mother at the
marriage feast in Cana. Then lie commits Mary to

John as his mother, and wishes Mary to consider

John as her son. Among the early writers, Origen
is the only one who considers Mary's motherhood of

all the faithful in this connexion. According to him,
Christ hves in his perfect followers, and as Mary is

the Mother of Christ, so she is mother of him in whom
Christ hves. Hence, according to Origen, man has an
indirect right to claim Mary as his mother, in as far

as he identifies himself with Jesus by the life of grace
(Praef. in Jo., 6, P. G., XIV, 32). In the ninth cen-
tury, George of Nicomedia (Orat. VIII in Mar. assist.

cruci, P. G.,C, 1476) explains Our Lord's words on the
cross in such a way as to entrust John to Marj-, and
in John all the disciples, making her the mother and
mistress of all John's companions. In the twelfth
century Rupert of Deutz explained Our Lord's words
as establishing Mary's spiritual motherhood of men,
though St. Bernard, Rupert's illustrious contem-
porary, does not enumerate this privilege among Our
Lady's numerous titles (cf. Sermo dom. infr. oct.

Assumpt., 15, P. L., CLXXXIII, 4.38). After this

time Rupert's explanation of Our Lord's word.s on
the cross became more and more common, so that
in our day it has found its way into practically all

books of piety (cf. Terrien, La mere de Dieu et la

mere des hommes, Paris, 1902, III, 247-274; Knaben-
bauer, Evang. sec. Joan., Paris, 1898, 544-547;
BeUarmin, de sept. verb. Christi, I, 12, Cologne, 1618,
105-113).
The doctrine of Mary's spiritual motherhood of

men is contained in the fact that she is the antitype
of Eve: Eve is our natural mother because she is the
origin cf our natural life; so Mary is our spiritual

mother because she is the origin of our spiritual hfe.

Again, Mary's spiritual motherhood rests on the fact

that Christ is our brother, being "the firstborn among
many brethren" (Rom., viii, 29). She became our
mother at the moment she consented to the Incarna-
tion of the Word, the Head of the mystical body whose
members we are; and she sealed her motherhood by
consenting to the bloody sacrifice on the cross which
is the source of our supernatural life. Marj- and the
holy women (Matt., xvii, 56; Mark, XV, 40; Luke,
xxiii, 49; John, xix, 25) assisted at the death of

Jesus on the cross; she probably remained during the
taking dowTi of His sacred bodj' and during His fvmeral.

The following Sabbath was for her a time of grief

and hope. The eleventh canon of a council held in

Cologne, in 1423, instituted against the Hussites the
feast of the Dolours of Our Blessed Lady, placing it on
the Friday following the third Sunday after Easter.

In 1725 iBenedict XIV extended the feast to the
whole Church, and placed it on the Friday in Passion
Week. "And from that hour, the disciple took her to

his own" (John, xix, 27). Whether they lived in

the city of Jerusalem or elsewhere, cannot be deter-

mined from the Gospels.

(4) Mary after our Lord's Resurrection.—The in-

spired record of the incidents connected with Christ's

Resurrection do not mention Mary; but neither do
they pretend to give a complete account of all that
Jesus did or said. The Fathers too are silent as to

Mary's share in the jovs of her Son's triumph over
death. Still, St. Ambrose (de Virginit.. Ill, 14, P. L.,

XVI, 283) states expressly: "Mary therefore saw the
Resurrection of the Lord: she was the first who saw
it, and believed. Mary Magdalen too .<aw it, though
she still wavered". George of Nicomedia (Or. IX,
P. G., C, 1,500) infers from Mary's j^hare in Our Lord's
sufferings that before all others and more than all she
must have shared in the triumph of her Son. In the
twelfth century, an apparition of the risen Saviour
to His Rle.s.sed Mother is admitted bv Rujicrt of

Deutz (de div. offic, VII, 25, P. L., CLXX, .30r>\ and
also by Eadmer (de excell. V. M., 6, P. L., (T.IX, 5GS),

St. Bernardin of Siena (Quadrages. I, in Re.^nrrect.,

eerm. LII, 3), St. Ignatius of Loyola (Exercit. spirit,

de resurrect., I apparit.), Suarez (de myeter. vit.
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Christi, XLIX, I), Maldon. (In IV Evang., ad
XXVIII Matth.), etc. See Terrien, La mere de
Dieu et la mere ties hoinmes, Paris, 1902, 1, 322-325.

That the risen Christ should have appeared first to

His Blessed Mother, agrees at least with our pious

expectations. Though the Gosjjels do not exprcssl.y

tell us so, we nia.v suppose that Mary was present

when Jesus showed himself to a number of disciples

in Galilee and at the time of HLs Ascension (cf. Matt,
xxviii, 7, 10, 10; Mark, xvi, 7). Moreover, it is

not improbable that Jesus visited His Blessed Mother
repeatedly during the forty days after His Resurrec-

tion.

B. Mary in the Other Books of the Neiv Testament.—
According to the Book of Acts (i, 14), after Christ's

Ascension into Heaven the apostles "went up into an
upper room", and: "all these were persevering with
one mind in prayer with the women, and Mary the

mother of Jesus, and with his brethren". In spite of

her exalted dignity, it was not Mary, but Peter who
acted as head of the assembly (i, 15). Mary behaved
in the upper room in Jerusalem as she liad behaved in

the grotto at Bethlehem; in Bethlehem she had cared

for the Infant Jesus, in Jerusalem she nurtured the
infant Church. The friends of Jesus remained in the

upper room till "the days of the Pentecost", when
with "a sound from heaven, as of a mighty wind com-
ing, . . . there appeared to them parted tongues as

it were of fire, and it sat upon every one of them, and
they were all filled with the Holy Ghost" (Acts, ii,

1-4). Though the Holy Ghost had descended upon
Mary in a special way at the time of the Incarnation,

He now communicated to her a new degree of grace.

Perhaps, this Pentecostal grace gave to Mary the
strength of properly fulfilling her duties to the nascent
Church and to her spiritual children.

As to the Epistles, the only direct reference to Mary
is found in Gal., iv, 4: "But when the fulness of time
was come, God sent his Son, made of a woman, made
under the law". Some Greek and Latin manu-
scripts, followed by several Fathers, read yivvaiiivov iK

^uraiKJs instead of femfiivov iK ymaiKds, "born of a
woman" instead of "made of a woman". But this

variant reading cannot be accepted. P'or (1) ytnnwfUvoy

is the present participle, and must be rendered, "being
born of a woman", so that it does not fit into the
context (cf. Photius, ad Amphiloch., q. 228, P. G.,

CI, 1024). (2) Though the Latin variant rendering
"natum" is the perfect participle, and does not imply
the inconveniences of its Greek original, St. Bede (in

Luc. XI, 27, P. L., XCII, 408) rejects it, on account of

its less appropriate sense. (3) In Rom. i, 3, which is

to a certain extent a parallel of Gal. iv, 4, St. Paul
writes yemii^ms ix VTripuaTOi AavtlS Kara adpKa, i. e.,

"made of the seed of David, according to the flesh"

(4) TertuUian (de carne Christi, 20, P. L., II, 786)
points out that the word "made" implies more than
the word "bom "

; for it calls to mind the "Word made
flesh ", and estabhshes the reality of the flesh made of

the Virgin. Furthermore, the Apostle employs the
word "woman" in the phrase now under considera-
tion, because he wishes to indicate merely the sex,

without any ulterior connotation. In reality, how-
ever, the idea of a man made of a woman alone, sug-
gests the virginal conception of the Son of God. St.

Paul seems to emphasize the true idea of the Incarna-
tion of the Word; a true understanding of this mystery
safeguards both the Divinity and the real humanity
of Jesus Christ. Cf. TertuUian, de virgin, vel., 6,

P. L., II, 897; St. Cyril of Jerus., Catech., XII, 31,
P. G., XXXIII, 766; St. Jerome, in ep. ad Gal. II, 4,

P. L., XXVI, 372.

The Apostle St. .John never uses the name Mary
when speaking of Our Ble.s.sed Lady; he always refers

to her as Mother of Jesus (John, ii, 1, 3; xix, 25-26).
In his last hour, Je.sus had estabhshed the relation of

mother and son between Mary and John, and a child

does not usually address his mother hy her first

name.
In the Apocalyiise (xii, 1-6) occurs a passage

singularly api)lical)li' to Our Blessed Mother: "And a
great sign appeared in heaven: A woman clothed with
the sun, and the moon under her feet, and on her head
a crown of twelve stars; and being with child, she
cried travailing in birth, and was in pain to be de-
livered. And there was seen another sign in heaven:
and behold a great red dragon, having seven heads,
and ten horns, and on his heads seven diadems; and
his tail drew the third part of the stars of heaven, and
cast them to the earth; and the dragon stood before
the woman who was ready to be dehvered; that when
she should be delivered, he might devour her son.
And she brought forth a man child, who was to rule
all nations with an iron rod; and her son was taken
up to God, and to his throne. And the woman fled

into the wilderness, where she had a place prepared
by God, that there they should feed her a thousand
two hundred sixty days". The appUcabihty of this

passage to Mary is based on the following considera-
tions : (1) At least part of the verses refer to the mother
whose son is to rule all the nations with a rod of iron;

according to Ps. ii, 9, this is the Son of God, Jesus
Christ, Whose mother is Mary. (2) It was Mary's
son that "was taken up to God, and to his throne"
at the time of His Ascension into heaven. (3) The
dragon, or the devil of the earthly paradise (cf . Apoc.
xii, 9; XX, 2), endeavoured to devoiu- Mary's Son
from the first moments of His birth, by stirring up the
jealousy of Herod and, later on, the enmities of the
Jews. (4) Owing to her unspeakable privileges, Mary
may well be described as "clothed with the sun, and
the moon under her feet, and on her head a crown of

twelve stars". (5) It is true that commentators
generally understand the whole passage as applying
literally to the Church, and that part of the verses is

better suited to the Church than to Mary. But it

must be kept in mind that Mary is both a figure of the
Church, and its most jjrominent member. What is

said of the Church, is in its own way true of Mary.
Hence the passage of the Apocalypse (xii, 5-6) does
not refer to Mary merely b.y way of accommodation
(cf. Drach, Apocal., Paris, 1873, 114), but apphes to

her in a truly fiteral sense which appears to be partly
limited to her, and partly extended to the whole
Church. Mary's relation to the Church is well

summed up in the expression "coUum corporis mys-
tici" applied to Our Lady by St. Bernardin of Siena.
Cf. pseudo-Augustin, serm. IV de symbol, ad cate-

chum., I, P. L., XL, 661; pseudo-Ambrose, expos, in

Apoc, P. L., XVII, 876; Havmo of Halberstadt, in

Apoc. Ill, 12, P. L., CXVII, 1080; Alcuin, Comment,
in Apoc, V, 12, P. L., C, 1152; Cassiodor., Com-
plexion, in Apoc, ad XII, 7, P. L., LXX, 1411;
Richard of St. Victor, Explie. in Cant., 39, P. L.,

CXCVI, 517; Rupert of Deutz, Comm. in Apoc,
VII, 12, P. L., CLXIX, 1039; St. Bernard, serm. de
XII pra?rog.B.V.M., 3, P. L., CLXXXIII, 430; de la

Broise, Muher amicta sole, in Etudes, April-June,
1897; Terrien, La mere de Dieu et la m^re des
hommes, Paris, 1902, IV, 59-84.

Card. Newman (Anglican Difficulties, London,
1885, II, 54 sqq.) considers two difficulties against
the foregoing interpretation of the vision of the
woman and child: first, it is said to be poorly sup-
ported by the Fathers; secondly, it is an anachronism
to ascribe such a picture of the Madonna to the
apostolic age. As to the first exception, the eminent
writer says: "Christians have never gone to Siriplure
for proof of their doctrines, till there was actual nee<l,

from the pressure of controversy; if in those times the
Blessed Virgin's dignity was unchallenged on all

hands, as a matter of doctrine, Scripture, as far as its

argumentative matter was concerned, wa.s likely to

remain a sealed book to them ". After developing
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this answer at length, the cardinal continues: "As to

the second objection which I have supposed, so far

from allowing it, I consider that it is built upon a
mere imaginary fact, and that the truth of the matter
lies in the very contrary direction. The Virgin and
Child is not a mere modern idea; on the contrary, it is

represented again and again, as every visitor to Rome
is aware, in the paintings of the Catacombs. Mary
is there drawn with the Divine Infant in her lap, she
with hands extended in prayer, he with his hand in

the attitude of blessing".

IV. Mary in the Early Chhisti.a.n Documents.
—Thus far we have appealed to the writings or the re-

mains of the early Christian era in as far as they explain

or illustrate the teaching of the Old Testament or

the New, concerning the Blessed Virgin. In the few
following paragraphs we shall have to draw atten-

tion to the fact that these same sources, to a certain

extent, supplement the Scriptural doctrine. In this

respect they are the basis of tradition; whether the

evidence they supply suffices, in any given case, to

guarantee their contents as a genuine part of Divine
revelation, must be determined according to the ordi-

nary scientific criteria followed by theologians.

Without entering on these purely theological ques-

tions, we shall present this traditional material, first,

in as far as it throws Ught on the life of Mary after the

day of Pentecost; secondly, in as far as it gives evi-

dence of the early Christian attitude to the Mother
of God.

V. Post-Pentecostal Life op Mary.—On the day
of Pentecost, the Holy Ghost had descended on Mary
as He came on the Apostles and Disciples gathered
together in the upper room at Jerusalem. No doubt,
the words of St. John (xix, 27), "and from that hour
the disciple took her to his own", refer not merely to

the time between Easter and Pentecost, but they
extend to the whole of Mary's later life. Still, the

care of Mary did not interfere with John's Apostolic

ministry. Even the inspired records (Acts, viii,

14-17; "Gal., i, 18-19; Acts, xxi, 18) show that the

apostle was absent from Jerusalem on several occa-

sions, though he must have taken part in the Council
of Jerusalem, A. D. 51 or 52. We may also suppose
that in Mary especially were verified the words of

Acts, ii, 42: "And they were persevering in the doc-
trine of the apostles, and in the communication of

the breaking of bread, and in prayers". Thus Mary
was an example and a source of encouragement for

the early Christian community. At the same time,

it must be confessed that we do not possess any
authentic documents bearing directly on Mary's
post-Pentecostal life. As to tradition, there is some
testimony for Mary's temporary residence in or near
Ephesus, but the evidence for her permanent home in

Jerusalem is much stronger.

Mary's Ephesian residence rests on the following

evidence: (1) A passage in the synodal letter of the

Council of Ephesus reads (Labbe, Collect. Concilior.,

Ill, 573): "Wherefore also Nestorius, the instigator

of the impious heresy, when he had come to the city

of the Ephesians, where John the Theologian and
the Virgin Mother of God St. Mary, estranging him-
self of his own accord from the gathering of the holy
Fathers and Bishops ..." Since St. John had
lived in Ephesus and had been buried there (Eu.sebius,

Hist. Eccl., Ill, 31; V, 24, P. G., XX, 2S0, 493), it has
been inferred that the ellipsis of the synodal letter

means either, "where John . . . and the Virgin . . .

Mary lived", or, "where John . . . and the Virgin

. . . Mary lived and are buried". (2) Bar-Hebra-us
or Abulpharagius, a Jacobite bishop of the thirteenth

century, relates that St. John took the Ble.'^.'ied Virgin
with him to Patinos, then founded the Church of

Ephesus, and buried Mary no one knows where (cf.

Asscmani, Biblioth. orient., Home, 1719-172S, III,

318). (3) Benedict XIV (do fest. D. N. J. C, I, vii,

101) states that Mary followed St. John to Ephesus
and died there. He intended also to remove from the
Breviary those lessons wliich mention Mary's death
in Jerusalem, but died before carrying out his inten-
tion (cf. Arnaldi, super transitu B. M. V., Genes
1879, I, c. I). (4) Mary's temporary residence and
death in Ephesus are upheld by such WTiters as Tille-

mont (M6m. pour servir a I'histoire eccl^s., I, 467-
471), Calmet (Diet, de la Bible, art. Jean, Marie,
Paris, 184(5, II, 902; III, 975-976), etc. (5) In
Panaghia Kapouli, on a hill about nine or ten miles
distant from Ephesus, was discovered a house, or
rather its remains, in which Mary is supposed to have
lived. The house was found, as it had been sought,
according to the indications given by Catharine Em-
merich in her life of the Blessed Virgin.

On closer inspection these arguments for Mary's
residence or burial in Ephesus ai-e not unanswerable.

(1) The elhpsis in the synodal letter of the Council
of Ephesus may be filled out in such a way as not to

imply the assumption that Our Blessed Lady either

Uved or died in Ephesus. As there was in the city a
double church dedicated to the Virgin Mary and to
St. John, the incomplete clause of the synodal letter

may be completed so as to read, "where John the
Theologian and the Virgin . . . Mary have a sanc-
tuary". This explanation of the ambiguous phrase
is one of the two suggested in the margin in Labbe's
Collect. Concil. (1. c.) (cf. Le Camus, Les sept Eglises

de I'Apocalypse, Paris, 1896, 131-133. (2) The
words of Bar-HebriEUS contain two inaccurate state-

ments; for St. John did not found the Church of

Ephesus, nor did he take Mary with him to Patmos.
St. Paul founded the Ephesian Church, and Mary was
dead before John's exile in Patmos. It would not be
surprising, therefore, if the WTiter were WTong in what
he says about Mary's burial. Besides, Bar-Hebra?us
belongs to the thirteenth century; the eariier writers

had been most anxious about the sacred places in

Ephesus; they mention the tomb of St. John and of a
daughter of Phihp (cf. Polyt rates, in Eusebius's Hist.

Eccl., XIII, 31, P. G., XX. 280), but they say nothing
about Mary's burying place. (3) As to Benedict
XIV, this great pontiff is not so emphatic about
Mary's death and burial in Ephesus, when he speaks
about her Assumption in heaven. (4) Neither Bene-
dict XIV nor the other authorities who uphold the
Ephesian claims, advance any argument that has not
been found inconclusive by other scientific students
of this question. (5) The house found in Panaghia-
Kapouli is of any weight only in so far as it is con-
nected with the visions of Catharine Emmerich. Its

distance from the city of Ephesus creates a presump-
tion against its being the home of the Apostle St.

John. The historical value of Catharine's visions is

not universally admitted. Mgr. Timoni, Archbishop
of Smyrna, writes concerning Panaghia-Kapouli:
"Every one is entirely free to keep his personal opin-

ion". Finally, the agreement of the condition of the

ruined house in Panaghia-Kapouli with Catharine's
description does not necessarily prove the truth of

her statement as to the history of the building. In
connexion with this controversy, see Le Camus, Les
sept Eghses de TApocalypse, Paris, 1896, pp. 133-136;

Nirschl, Das Grab der hi. Jungfrau Maria, Mainz,
1896; id.. Das Haus und Grab der hi. Jungfrau, Mainz,
1900; P. Barnab6, Le tombeau de la Sainte Vierge i
Jerusalem, Jerusalem, 1903; Gabri(51ovich,Le tombeau
de la Sainte Vierge i Ephcse, r^ponse au P. Barnab6,
Paris, 1905.

Two considerations militate against a permanent
residence of Our Lady in Jerusalem: first, it has al-

ready been pointed out that St. John did not per-

manently remain in the Holy City; secondly, the

Jewish Christians are said to have left Jerusalem dur-

ing the periods of Jewish per.^ecution (cf. Acts, viii,

1; xii, 1). But as St. John caimot be supposed to
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have taken Our Lady with him on his apoatoUc expe-
ditions, we may suppose that he left her in the care

of his friends or relatives during the periods of his

absence. And there is httle doubt that many of the
Christians returned to Jerusalem, after the storms of

persecution had abated. Indepeiiileiitly of these con-
siderations, we may appeal to the follciwinp; reasons

in favour of jMary's death and burial in J(>rusalem: (1)

In 4-51 Juvenal, Bishop of Jerusalem, testified to the

presence of Mary's tomb in Jerusalem. It is .strange

that neither St . Jerome, nor the Pilgrim of Bordeaux,
nor again pseudo-Silvia give any evidence of such a
sacred place. But when the Emperor Marcion and
the Empress Pulcheria asked Juvenal to send the
sacred remains of the Virgin Mary from her tomb in

Gethsemani to Constantinople, where they intended
to dedicate a new church to Our Lady, the bi.shop cited

an ancient tradition saying that the sacred body had
been assumed into heaven, and sent to Constantinople
only the coffin and the winding sheet. This narrative

rests on the authority of a certain Euthymius whose
report was inserted into a homily of St. John Damas-
cene (hom. II in dorrait. B. V. M., IS, P. G., XCVI,
748) now read in the second Nocturn of the fourth

day within the octave of the Assumption. Scheeben
is of opinion that Euthymius's words are a later inter-

polation (Handb. der Kath. Dogmat., Freiburg, 1875,

III, 572): they do not fit into the context; they con-
tain an appeal to pseudo-Dionvsius (de divinis nomin..
Ill, 2, P. G., Ill, 690) which "are not otherwise cited

before the sixth century; and they are suspicious in

their connexion with the name of Bishop Juvenal, who
was charged with forging documents by Pope St.

Leo (ep. CXIX, 4, P. L., LIV, 1044). In his letter

the pontiff reminds the bi.shop of the holy places

which he has under his very eves, but does not men-
tion the tomb of Mary (ep. CXXXIX, 1, 2, P. L.,

LIV, 1103, 1105). Allowing that this silence is

purely incidental, the main question remains, how
much historic truth underlies the Euthymian account
of the words of Juvenal? (2) Here must be men-
tioned too the apocryphal "Historia dormitionis et

as.sumptionis B. M. V.", which claims St. John for its

author (cf. Assemani, Bibhoth. orient., Ill, 287).

Tischendorf believes that the substantial parts of this

work go back to the fourth, perhaps even to the
second, century (Apoc. apocr., Marisp dormitio,

Leipzig, 185(5, p. XXXIV). Variations of the original

text aiipeared in Arabic and Syriac, and in other lan-

guages; among these mu.st be noted a work called "De
Transitu Mariie Virg.",which appeared under the name
of St. Melito of Sardes (P. G., V, 1231-1240; cf. I,e

Hir, Etudes bibliques, Paris, 1869, LI, 131-185).

Pope Gelasius enumerates this work among the for-

bidden books (P. L., LIX, 152). The extraordinary
incidents which these works connect with the deatli of

Mary do not concern us here; but they place her last

moments and her burial in or near Jerusalem. (3)

Another witness for the existence of a tradition plac-

ing the tomb of Mary in (Jeth.semani is the basilica

erected above the sacred spot, about the end of the
fourth or the beginning of the fifth century. The
present church was built by the Latins in the same
place in which the old edifice had stood (Gufirin,

Jerusalem, Paris, ISSO, 34()-350; Socin-Benzinger,
Palastina und SjTien, Leipzig, 1891, pp. 90-91; Le
Camus, Notre voyage .aux pays bibliques, Paris, 1894,
I, 2.53). (4) In the early part of the seventh century,
Modest us. Bishop of Jerusalem, located the pa.ssing

of Our Lady on Mount Sion, in the hou.se which con-
tained the Cenacle and the upper room of Pentecost
(P. G., LXXXVI, .3288-.3300). At that time a single

church covered the localities consecrated by these
various mysteries. One must wonder at the late

evidence for a tradition which became so general since
the seventh century. (5) Another tradition is pre-
served in the "Commemoratorium de Casis Dei"

addressed to Charlemagne (Tobler, Itiner. Terr.
sanct., Leipzig, 1S()7, I, 302). It places the death of
Mary on Mt. Olivet, where a church is said to com-
memorate this event. Pcrhaiis the writer tried to
connect Mary's pas.sing with the Church of the As-
sinnption as the sister tradition connected it with the
cenacle. At, any rate, we may conclude that about
the beginning of the fifth century there existed a fairly
general tradition that Mary had died in Jerusalem,
and had been buried in Gethsemani. This tradition
appears to rest on a more sohd basis than the report
that Our Lady died and was buried in or near Ephesus.
As thus far historical documents are wanting, it would
be hard to estabhsh the connexion of either tradition
with apostolic times. Cf . Zahn, Die Dormitio Sanctae
Virginis und das Haus des Johannes Marcus, in Neue
Kirchl. Zeitschr., Leipzig, 1898, X, 5; Mommert, Die
Dormitio, Leipzig, 1899; S(5journ(;, Le heu de ladormi-
tion de laT. S. Vierge, in Revue biblique, 1899, pp. 141-
144; Lagrange, La dormition de la Sainte Vierge et la
maison de Jean Marc, ibid., pp. 589-600.

It has been seen that we have no absolute certainty
as to the place in which Mary hved after the day of
Pentecost. Though it is more probable that she re-

mained uninterruptedly in or near Jerusalem, she may
have resided for a while in the vicinity of Ephesus,
and this may have given ri.se to the tradition of her
Ephesian death and burial. There is still less histor-

ical information concerning the particul.ar incidents
of her hfe. St. Epiphanius (ha>r. LXXVIII, 1 1, P. G.,
XL, 716) doubts even the reality of Mary's death;
but the universal belief of the Church does not agree
with the private opinion of St. Epiphanius. Mary's
death was not necessarily the effect of violence; it was
undergone neither as an expiation or penalty, nor as
the effect of disease from which, like her Divine Son,
she w.as exempt. Since the Middle Ages the view
prevails that she died of love, her great desire to be
united to her Son either dissolving the ties of body and
soul, or prevailing on God to dissolve them. Her
passing away is a sacrifice of love completing the
dolorous sacrifice of her life. It is the death in the
kiss of the Lord (iti osculo Domini), of which the just
die. There is no certain tradition as to the year of
Mary's death. Baronius in his Annals rehes on a
passage in the Chronicon of Eusebius for his a.ssunip-

tion that Mary died A. D. 48. It is now believed that
the passage of the Chronicon is a later interpolation
(cf. Nirschl, Das Grab der hi. Jungfrau Maria, Mainz,
1896, 48). Nir.schl relies on a tradition found in

Clement of Alexandria (Stromat. VI, 5) and Apol-
lonius (in Eus., Hi.st. eccl., I, 21) which refers to a
command of Oiu' Lord that the Apostles were to preach
twelve years in Jerusalem and Palestine before going
among the nations of the world; hence he too arrives

at the conchi.sion that Mary died A. D. 48.

The Assumption of Our Lady into heaven has been
treated in a special article. The reader may consult
also an article in the "Zeitschrift fiir kathohsche
Theologie", 1906, pp. 201 sqq. The fea.st of the As-
sumption is most probably the oldest among all the
feasts of Marv properly so called; cf. "Zeit.sclirift fur

katholische theologie", 1878, 213. As to .art, the

a-ssumpt ion was a favourite subject of the school of

Siena which generally represents Mary as being car-

ried to heaven in a mandorla.
VI. Early Chkistian Attitude to the Mother

OF God.—No picture has preserved for us the true like-

nessof Mary. The Byzantine representations, said to

be painted by St. Luke, belong only to the sixth cen-

tury, and reproduce a conventional type. There are

twenty-seven copies in existence, ten of which are in

Rome (cf. Martigny, Diet, des antiq. p\\t('\., Paris,

1877, p. 792). Even St. Augustine expres.ses the opin-

ion that the real external appearance of Mary is

unknown to us, and that in this regard we know and
beUeve nothing (de Trinit. VIII, 5, P. L., XLII, 952).
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The earliest picture of Mary is that found in the ceme-
tery of PrisciUa; it represents the Virgin as if about
to nurse the Infant Jesus, and near her is the image of

a prophet, Isaias or perhaps Micheas. The picture

belongs to the beginning of the second century, and
compares favourably with the works of art found in

Pompeii. From the third century we possess pictures

of Our Lady present at the adoration of the Magi;
they are found in the cemeteries of Domitilla and
Calixtus. Pictures belonging to the fourth century
are found in the cemetery of Saints Peter and Mar-
cellinus; in one of these she appears with her head
uncovered, in another with her arms half extended as

if in supplication, and with the Infant standing be-

fore her. On the graves of the early Christians, the
saints figured as intercessors for their souls, and
among these saints Mary always held the place of

honour. Besides the paintings on the walls and on the
sarcophagi, the Catacombs furnish also pictures of

Mary painted on gilt glass disks and sealed up by
means of another glass disk welded to the former (cf

.

Garucci, Vetri ornati di figure in oro, Rome, 1S58).

Generally these pictures belong to the third or fourth
century. Quite frequently the legend MARIA or

MARA accompanies these pictures. Towards the
end of the fourth century, the name Mary becomes
rather frequent among Christians; this serves as
another sign of the veneration they had for the Mother
of God (cf. Martigny, Diet, das antiq. chret., Paris,

1877, p. 515). No one will suspect the early Chris-
tians of idolatry, as if they had paid supreme worship
to Mary's pictures or name; but how are we to explain
the phenomena enumerated, unless we suppose that
the early Christians venerated Mary in a special way
(cf. Marucchi, Elem. d'archeol. chret., Paris and
Rome, 1899, I, 321; De Rossi, Imagini scelte deUa
B. V. Maria, tratte dalle Catacombe Romane, Rome,
1863)? Nor can this veneration be said to be a cor-

ruption introduced in later times. It has been seen
that the earhest picture dates from the beginning of

the second century, so that within the first fifty

years after the death of St. John the veneration
of Mary is proved to have flourished in the Church
of Rome.

For the attitude of the Churches of Asia Minor and
of Lyons we may appeal to the words of St. Irenieus,

a pupil of St. John's disciple Polycarp (adv. ha?r., V,
17, P. G. VII, 1175); he calls Mary our most eminent
advocate. St. Ignatius of Antioch, part of whose
life reached back into apostohc times, \viote to the
Ephesians (c. 18-19) in such a way as to connect the
mysteries of Our Lord's hfe most closely witli those
of the Virgin Mary. For instance, the virginity of
Mary, and her childbirth, are enumerated with Christ's
death, as forming three mysteries unknown to the
devil. The sub-apostolic author of the Epistle to
Diognetus, writing to a pagan inquirer concerning
the Christian mysteries, describes Mary as the great
antithesis of Eve, and this idea of Our Lady occurs
repeatedly in other writers even before the Council of

Ephesus. We have repeatedly appealed to the words
of St. Justin and Tertullian, both of whom wrote be-
fore the end of the second century. As it is admitted
that the praises of Mary grow with the growth of the
Christian community, we may conclude in brief lliat

the veneration of and flevotion to Mary began even
in the time of the Apostles.
The works trcatinj]: the various qiiestiona concerning tlie name,

the birtli, the Hfe, and the death of Mary, have been cited in tlie

correHponding part.s of this article. We add here only a few
name.H of writer.^ or of collectors of works of a more general char-
acter: B0UHA8SB, Summa aurca de laudihus B, Maria Viri/inis.

omnia romplectens qua; de aloriosa Virgine Deipara reperiutUur
(1.3 vols.. Paris, 1866); Kurz, Mariologie oder Lehre der htthit-

lischen Kircke iiher die altersetiff-ite Jitngfrau Marin (Ratisbon,
1881); MAn\rci, Bihliotheca Mariana (Rome, 1648); Idkm.
Palyanthea Mariana, republished in Summa aurea, vols, IX and
X; Lkhnrr, Die Mnrienverehrung in den erslen Jahrhundericn
(2nd ed., Stuttgart, 1886).

A. J. Maas.

Virtue.—The subject will be treated under the fol-

lowing heads: I. Definitions; II. Subjects; III. Di-
visions; IV. Causes; V. Properties.

I. Definitions.—.\ccording to its etymology the
word virtue (Latin virtus) signifies manliness or cour-
age. "Appelata est enim a viro virtus: viri autem
propria maxime est fortitudo" ("The term virtue is

from the word that signifies man; a man's chief

quaUty is fortitude"; Cicero, "TuscuL", I, xi, 18).

Taken in its widest sense virtue means the excellence
or perfection of a thing, just as vice, its contrary, de-
notes a defect or absence of perfection due to a thing.

In its strictest meaning, however, as used by moral
philosophers and theologians, it signifies a habit .super-

added to a faculty of the soul, disposing it to eUcit

with readiness acts conformable to our rational

nature. "Virtue", says Augustine, "is a good habit
consonant with our nature." From Saint Thomas's
entire Question on the essence of virtue may be
gathered his brief but complete definition of virtue:

"habitus operativus bonus", an operative habit essen-

tially good, as distinguished from vice, an operative
habit essentially evil. Now a habit is a quahty in

itself difficult of change, disposing well or ill the sub-
ject in which it resides, either directly in itself or in

relation to its operation. An operative habit is a
quality residing in a power or faculty in itself indiffer-

ent to this or that line of action, but determined by
the habit to this rather than to that kind of acts.

(See Habit.) Virtue then has this in common with
vice, that it disposes a potency to a certain deter-

mined activity; but it differs specifically from it in

that it disposes it to good acts, i.e. acts in consonance
with right reason. Thus, temperance inclines the sen-

suous appetite to acts of moderation conformably to

right reason just as intemperance impels the same
appetite to acts of excess contrary to the dictates of

our rational nature.

II. SuBJECT.s OF Virtue.—Before determining the
subjects or potencies in which the different virtues

reside, it will be necessary to distinguish two kinds of

virtues: those which are virtues absolutely {simpli-

ciler) and those which are virtues only in a restricted

sense (secundum quid). The latter confer only a
faculty for well-doing, and render the possessor good
only in a restricted sense, e. g. a good logician. The
former, in addition to the facility for well-doing, cause

one to use the facility rightly, and render the possessor

unqualifiedly good. Now the intellect may be the

subject of those habits which are called virtues in a
restricted sense, such as science and art. But the

will only, or any other faculty only in so far as it is

moved by the will, can be the subject of habits, which
are called virtues in the absolute sense. For it is the

proper function of the will to move to their respective

acts all the other powers which are in any way
rational. Thus the intellect and sensuous appetite as

moved by the will are the subjects of prudence and
temperance, while the will itself is the subject of

justice, a virtue in the absolute sense.

III. Divisions of Virtue.—Virtues may be
divided into intellectual, moral, and theological.

A. Intellectual rirtHfs.^Intellectual virtue maybe
defined as a habit perfecting the intellect to ehcit

with readiness acts tliat are good in reference to their

proper object, namely, truth. As the intellect is

called speculative or practical according as it confines

itself to the sole contemplation of truth or con.^iiders

truth in reference to action, the intellectual virtues

may be classified according to this twofold function of

the mental faculty. The speculative intellectual

virtues are wisilom, science, and imderstanding. Wis-

dom is the knowledge of conclusions through their

highest causes. Thus iiliilosophy, and i)aTt icuhirly

metaphysics, is properly designated as wisdom, since

it considers trutli of tlie natural order according to its

highest principles. Science is the knowledge of con-
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elusions acquired by demonstration through causes
3r principles which arc final in one class or other,

rhus there are difTcrent sciences, mathematics, phys-
ics etc., but only one wisdom, the .supreme judge of

ill. Understanding is defined as the habit of first

Drinciples; as a habit or virtue it is to be distinguished,

it least logically, from the faculty of intelligence. It

s also called intuition, as it has for its object truths

:hat are self-evident, the perception of which requires

lo discursive process. It is to be observed that these

tirtues differ from the gifts of the Holy Ghost, desig-

nated by the same name, inasmuch as they are quafi-

:ies of the natural order, while the gifts are intrinsic-

lUy supernatural. The practical intellectual virtues

ire two, namely, art and prudence. Art, according

:o the Schoolmen, signifies the right method with
egard to external productions (recta ratio factibilnim)

.

lust as science perfects and directs the intellect to

•eason correctly with regard to its proper object in

,'iew of the attainment of truth, so also art perfects

ind directs the intellect in the application of certain

•ules in view of the production of external works,
vhether these be of a useful or aesthetic character.

Hence the division into useful and fine arts. Art
las this in common with the three speculative intel-

ectual habits, that they are aU virtues only in a

•e.stricted sense. Hence they constitute a man good
)nly in a qualified sense, e. g. a good geometrician or

I good sculptor. For the proper function of science

md art, as such, is not to confer moral goodness, but
direct the intellect in its scientific or artistic proc-

!sses.

As art is the right method of production, so pru-
lence, as defined by St. Thomas, is the right method
)f conduct (recta ratio agihilium). It differs from all

he other intellectual virtues in this, that it is a virtue

n the absolute sense, not only conferring a readiness

or well-doing, but causing one to u.se that readiness
•ightly. Considered more specifically, it is that vir-

ue which directs one in the choice of means most apt,

mder existing circumstances, for the attainment of a
hie end. It differs from the moral virtues as it re-

iides not in the appetitive powers but in the intellect,

ts proper act being, not the choice of apt means, but
he direction of that choice. But although prudence
s essentially an intellectual virtue, nevertheless, under
1 certain respect (matrrialitcr) it may be considered
I moral virtue, since it has as its subject matter the
icts of the moral virtues. For that alone is true pru-
lence which is directive of means in pursuit of a good
n accordance with right reason, which good is the
)roper object of the moral virtues. For if the end be
ricious, though a certain astuteness be manifested in

he discernment of means, such astuteness is not real

)ruflence, but the semblance of prudence. (See
^RfDENCE.)
B. Moral Virtues.—Moral virtues are those which

)erfect the appetitive faculties of the soul, namely,
he y.-\\\ and the sensuous appetite. Moral virtue is

o called from the word mna, which signifies a certain
latural or quasi-natural inchnation to do a thing,

iut the inclination to act is properly attributed to the
ippetitive faculty, whose function it is to move the
ither powers to action. Consequently tha,t virtue is

ailed moral which perfects the appetitive faculty,

'or as appetite and reason have distinct activities,

t is necessary that not only reason be well disposed
)y the habit of intellectual virtue, but that the appe-
itive powers also be well disposed by the habit of

noral virtue. From this necessity of the moral
artuea we see the falsity of the theorj- of Socrates,
vho held that all virtue was knowledge, as he held
hat all vice was ignorance. Moreo\'er, the moral
'irtues excel the inteller-tual, prudence excepted, in

his, that they give not only the facility, but also the
ight use of the facility, for well-doing. Hence moral
rirtues are virtues absolutely; and when we say with-

out qualification that a man is good, we mean morally
good. As the proper function of the moral virtues is

to rectify the appetitive powers, i. e. to dispose them
to act in accordance with right reason, there are princi-
pally three moral virtues: justice, which perfects the
rational appetite or will; fortitude and temperance,
which moderate the lower or sensuous appetite.
Prudence, as we have observed, is called a moral vir-
tue, not indeed essentially, but by reason of its subject
matter, inasmuch as it is directive of the acts of the
moral virtues. Justice, an essentially moral virtue,
regulates man in relations with his "fellow-men. It
dispo-ses us to respect the rights of others, to give each
man his due. (See Justice.) Among the virtues
arme.xed to justice are: (1) rehgion, which regulates
man in his relations to God, disposing him to pay due
worship to his Creator; (2) piety, which disposes to
the fulfilment of duties which one owes to parents
and country (patriotism); (3) gratitude, which inclines
one to recognition of benefits received; (4) liberality,

which restrains the immoderate affection for wealth
from withholding seasonable gifts or expenses; (5)
affability, by which one is suitably adapted to his
fellow-men in social intercourse so as to behave towards
each appropriately.

All these moral virtues, as well as justice itself,

regulate man in his dealings with others. But besides
these there are moral virtues which regulate man with
regard to his own inner passions. Now there are
passions which impel man to desire that which reason
forbids and those which hold him back when reason
impels him forward; hence there are principally two
moral virtues, namely, temperance and fortitude,

whose function it is to regulate those lower appetites.

Temperance it is which restrains the undue impulse of

concupiscence for sensible pleasure, while fortitude
causes man to be brave when he would otherwise
shrink, contrary to reason, from dangers or difficulties.

Temperance, then, to consider it more particularly, is

that moral virtue which moderates in accordance
with reason the desires and pleasures of the sensuous
appetite attendant on those acts by which human
nature is preser\'ed in the individual or propagated in

the species. The .subordinate species of temperance
are: (1) abstinence, which dispo.ses to moderation in

the use of food; (2) sobriety, which inchnes to modera-
tion in the use of spirituous liquors; (3) chastity,

which regulates the appetite in regard to sexual pleas-

ures; to chastity may be reduced modesty, which is

concerned with acts subordinate to the act of repro-

duction. The virtues annexed to temperance are:

(1) continence, which according to the Scholastics,

restrains the will from consenting to violent move-
ments of concupiscence; (2) humihty, which restrains

inordinate desires of one's own excellence; (3) meek-
ness, which checks inordinate movements of anger;

(4) modesty or decorum, which consists in duly order-

ing the external movements of the body according
to the direction of reason. To this virtue may be
reduced what Aristotle designated as rulrapelia, or
good cheer, which disposes to moderation in sports,

games, and jests, in accordance with the dictates of

rea.son, taking into consideration the circumstances
of person, sea.son, and place. As temperance and its

annexed virtues remove from the will hindrances to

rational good arising from sensuous pleasure, so forti-

tude removes from the will those obstacles arising

from the difficulties f)f doing what reason requires.

Hence fortitude, which implies a certain moral
strength and courage, is the virtue bj' which one
meets .and sustains dangers .and difficulties, even
death itself, and is never through fe.ar of these de-
terred from the pursuit of good which reason dictates.

(See FoHTiTtTDE.) The virtues annexed to fortitude

are: (1) Patience, which disposes us to bear present
evils with equanimity; for as the brave man is one who
represses those fears which make him shrink from
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meeting dangers which reason dictates he should
encounter, so also the patient man is one who endures
present evils in such a way as not to be inordinately

cast down by them. (2) Munificence, which disposes

one to incur great expenses for the suitable doing of a
great work. It differs from mere liberality, as it has
reference not to ordinary expenses and donations, but
to those that are great. Hence the munificent man
is one who gives with royal generosity, who does
things not on a cheap but magnificent scale, always,

however, in accordance with right reason. (3) Mag-
nanimity, which implies a reaching out of the soul to

great things, is the virtue which regulates man with
regard to honours. The magnanimous man aims at

great works in every line of virtue, making it his

purpose to do things worthy of great honour. Nor
is magnanimity incompatible with true humility.

"Magnanimity", says St. Thomas, "makes a man
deem himself worthy of great honours in considera-

tion of the Divine gifts he possesses; whilst humility

makes him think little of himself in consideration of

his own short-comings". (4) Perseverance, the virtue

which disposes to continuance in the accomplishment
of good works in spite of the difficulties attendant

upon them. As a moral virtue it is not to be taken

precisely for what is designated as final perseverance,

that special gift of the predestined by which one is

found in the state of grace at the moment of death.

It is used here to designate that virtue which disposes

one to continuance in any virtuous work whatsoever.

(For a more detailed treatment of the four principal

moral virtues, see Cardinal Vietces.)

C. Theological Virtues.—All virtues have as their

final scope to dispose man to acts conducive to his

true happiness. The happiness, however, of which
man is capable is twofold, namely, natural, which is

attainable by man's natural powers, and supernatural,

which exceeds the capacity of unaided human nature.

Since, therefore, merely natural principles of human
action are inadequate to a supernatural end, it is

necessary that man be endowed with supernatural

powers to enable him to attain his final destiny. Now
these supernatural principles are nothing else than the

theological virtues. They are called theological (1)

because they have God for their immediate and proper

object; (2) because they are Divinely infused; (.3)

because they are known only through Divine Revela-

tion. The theological virtues are three, viz. faith,

hope, and charity. Faith is an infused virtue, by
which the intellect is perfected by a supernatural

light, in virtue of which, under a supernatural move-
ment of the will, it assents firmly to the supernatural

truths of Revelation, not on the motive of intrinsic

evidence, but on the sole ground of the
_
infallible

authority of God revealing. For as man is guided

in the attainment of natural happiness by principles

of knowledge known by the natural light of reason,

so also in the attainment of his supernatural destiny

his intellect must be illumined by certain super-

natural principles, namely, Divinely revealed truths.

(See Faith.)
But not only man's intellect must be perfected

with regard to his supernatural end, his will also must
tend to that end, as a good possible of attainment.

Now the virtue, by which the will is so perfected, is the

theological virtue of hope. It is commonly defined

as a Divinely infused virtue, by which we trust, with

an unshaken confidence grounded on the Divine assis-

tance, to attain life everlasting. But the will must
not only tend to God, its ultimate end, it mii.st

also be united to Him by a certain conformity. This
spiritual union or conformity, by which the soul is

united to (!od, the sovereign Good, is effected by
charity. Charity, then, is that tlieological virtue,

by which God, our ultimate end, known liy super-

natural light, is loved by reason of Ilis own intrinsic^

goodness or amiability, and our neighbour loved on

account of God. It differs from faith, as it regards
God not under the aspect of truth but of good. It
differs from hope inasmuch as it regards God not as
our good precisely {iiobis bonum), but as good in

Himself {in se honum). But this love of God as good
in Himself does not, as the Quietists maintained,
exclude the love of God as He is our good (see Quiet-
ism). With regard to the love of our neighbour, it

falls within the theological virtue of charity in so far

as its motive is the supernatural love of God, and it is

thus distinguished from mere natural affection. Of
the three theological virtues, charity is the most
excellent. Faith and hope, involving as they do a
certain imperfection, namely, obscurity of light and
absence of possession, will cease with this life, but
charity involving no essential defect will last forever.

Moreover, while charity excludes all mortal sin, faith

and hope are compatible with grievous sin ; but as such
they are only imperfect virtues; it is only when in-

formed and vivified by charity that their acts are
meritorious of eternal hfe (see Love, Theologicai.
Virtue of).

IV. Cau.ses of Virtues.—To the human intellect

the first principles of knowledge, both speculative and
moral, are connatural; to the human will the tendency
to rational good is connatural. Now these naturally

knowable principles and these natural tendencies to

good constitute the seeds or germs whence the intel-

lectual and moral virtues spring. Moreover by rea-

son of individual natural temperament, resulting from
physiological conditions, particular individuals are

better disposed than others to particular virtues.

Thus certain persons have a natural aptitude with
regard to science, others to temperance, and others

to fortitude. Hence nature itself may be assigned as

the radical cause of the intellectual and moral virtues,

or the cause of those virtues viewed in their embryonic
state. In their perfect and fully developed state,

however, the aforesaid virtues are caused or acquired

by frequently repeated acts. Thus by multiplied

acts the moral virtues are generated in the appetitive

faculties in so far as they are acted upon by reason,

and the habit of science is generated in the intellect

under the determination of first principles (see Habit).
The supernatural virtues are immediately caused or

infused by God. But a virtue may be called infused

in two ways: first, when by its very nature (per sc) it

can be effectively produced by God alone; secondly,

accidentally (per accidens) when it may be acquired

by our own acts, but by a Divine dispensation it is

infused, as in the case of Adam and Christ. Now
besides the theological virtues, according to the doc-

trine of St. Thomas, there are also moral and intel-

lectual virtues of their very nature Divinely infused,

as prudence, justice, fortitude, and temperance.

These infused virtues differ from the acquired virtues

(1) as to their effective principle, being immediately

caused by God, whilst the acquired virtues are cau.scd

by acts of a created vital power; (2) by reason of their

radical principle, for the infused virtues flow from
sanctifying grace as their source, whereas the acquired

virtues are not essentially connected with grace;

(3) by reason of the acts they elicit, those of the in-

fused virtues being intrinsically supernatural, those

of the acquired not exceeding the capacity of human
nature; (4) whilst one mortal sin destroys the infused

virtues, with the acquired virtues acts of mortal sin

are not necessarily incompatible, as contrary acts are

not directly opposed to the corresponding contrary

habit.

V. Properties of Virtues.—A. Mean of Vir-

tues.—One of the properties of virtues is that they

consist in the golden mean, that is to .say, in what lies

between excess ami defect. For as the perfection of

things subject to rule consists in confiirmily with that

rule, .so also evil in those same things results from

deviation from that rule either by excess or defect.
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Hence the perfection of the moral virtues consists in

rendering the movements of the appetitive powers
conformable to their proper rule, which is reason,
neither going beyond nor falling short of it. Thus
fortitude, which makes one brave to meet dangers,
avoids on the one hand reckless daring and on the
other undue timidity. This golden mean, which con-
sists in conformity with right reason, sometimes coin-

cides with the mean of the objective thing {medium
rei), as in the case of the virtue of justice, which ren-
ders to every man his due, no more and no less. The
golden mean, however, is sometimes taken in refer-

ence to ourselves, as in the case of the other moral
virtues, viz. fortitude and temperance. For these
virtues are concerned with the inner passions, in

which the standard of right cannot be fixed invariably,

as different individuals vary with regard to the pas-
sions. Thus what would be moderation in one would
be excess in another. Here also it is to be observed
that the mean and extremes in actions and passions
must be determined according to circumstances,
ivhich may vary. Hence with regard to a certain
I'irtue, what may be an extreme according to one cir-

:umstance may be a mean according to another.
Thus perpetual chastity, which renounces aU sexual
pleasures, and voluntary poverty, which renounces all

temporal possessions, are true virtues, when exercised
"or the motive of more surely securing life everlast-
ing. With regard to the intellectual virtues, their

golden mean is truth or conformity to reality, whilst
?xcess consists in false affirmation, and defect in false

legation. Theological virtues do not absolutely {per
!f) consist in a mean, as their object is something in-

inite. Thus we can never love God excessively.
Accidentally (per accidens), however, what is extreme
)r mean in theological virtues may be considered rela-

:ively to ourselves. Thus although we can never love
aod as much as He deserves, still we can love Him
iccording to our powers.
B. Conneximi of Virtues.—Another property of vir-

ues is their connexion with one another. This mutual
connexion exists between the moral virtues in their
lerfoct state. "The virtues", says St. Gregory, "if
icparated, cannot be perfect in the nature of virtue;
or that is no true prudence which is not just and tem-
perate and brave". The reason of this connexion is

hat no moral virtue can be had without prudence;
jecause it is the function of moral virtue, being an
elective habit, to make a right choice, which rectitude
)f choice mu.st be directed by prudence. On the other
land prudence cannot exist without the moral virtues;
jecause prudence, being a right method of conduct,
las as principles whence it proceeds the ends of con-
luct, to which ends one becomes duly affected through
he moral virtues. Imperfect moral virtues, how-
>ver, that is to say, those inclinations to virtue result-

ng from natural temperament, are not necessarily
onnrctefl with one another. Thus we see a man
rom natural temperament prompt to acts of liber-

dity and not prompt to acts of chastity. Nor are the
latural or acquired moral virtues necessarily con-
lected with charity, though they may be so occa-
lionally. But the supernatural moral virtues are in-

used simultaneously with charity. P^jr charity is the
)rincij)lc of all good works referrablc to man's super-
latural destiny. Hence it is nece.s,sary that there be
nfu.sed at the same time with charity all the moral
•irtues by which one performs the different kinds of
;ood works. Thus the infused moral virtues are not
miy connected on account of prudence, but also on
iccount of charity. Hence he who lo.^Jes charity by
nortal sin loses all the infused but not the acquired
norul virtues.

From the doctrine of nature and properties of vir-

ues it is abundantly clear how important a role they
)lay in man's true and real perfeclinn. In the
!Conomy of Divine Providence all creatures by the

exercise of their proper activity must tend to that end
destined for them by the wisdom of an infinite int elli-

gence. But as Divine Wisdom governs creatures con-
formably to their nature, man must tend to his des-
tined end, not by blind instinct, but by the exerci.se of
reason and free will. But as these faculties, as well as
the faculties subject to them, may be exercised for
good or evil, the i>roper function of the virtues is to
dispose these various psychical activities to acts con-
ducive to man's true ultimate end, just as the part
which vice plays in man's rational Ufe is to make him
swerve from his final destiny. If, then, the excellence
of a thing is to be measured by the end for which it is

destined, without doubt among man's highest perfec-
tions must be enumerated those principles of action
which play so important a part in his rational, spirit-
ual, supernatural hfe, and which in the truest sense of
the word are justly called virtues.

Aristotle, Ethics: Peter Lombard. Snil., Ill, tiist. x»v-
xxxvi; Saint Thomas, Summa Tlicol. I-II., Q. Iv-lxsxi, tr.
TXlcKKBY

, Aquinas Ethicus: .Suahez, De virtuUhua: Joannes A. S.
Thoma, Cursus tkeologicus. Comment, in /-77; Salmanticenses,
Tractatus XII de virtutibus; Barre, Tractatus de virtutibus;
Lequedx, Man. Comp. doct. mor de ririut; Billot, De viTtiU. infu-
st.s; Pesch, De virtutibua Iheologicis et moratibus (Freiburg, 1900);
Janvier, Conf. de Notre Dame: La rertu (Paris, 1906) ; Rickabt,
Moral phiJ. (London, 1010); Chomn, Science of Ethics: Ulla-
thorne. Groundwork of the Christian Virtues (London, 1888);
MiNO, Data of Modern Ethics Examined.

AUGOSTINE WaLDRON.

Virtues, Cardinal. See Cardinal Virtues.

Virtues, Theological. See Faith; Hope; Love;
Virtue.

Vischer, Peter, sculptor and metal founder,
b. at Nuremberg about 1460; d. in 1.529. His
father Hermann, wlio had immigrated to Nurem-
berg, made a baptismal font at Wittenberg, and
memorial brasses at Bamberg, Meissen, and Posen,
which show evi-

dences under the
Gothic forms of

the greater natu-
ralness of a new
era. His son car-

ried this freedom
of form further,

St ill without es-

sentially changing
the Gothic style.

However, later, he
adopted more and
more the ideas of

the Renaissance in

details. Peter's

three sons, Her-
mann, Peter, and
Hans, who worked
with him, carried

out more fully the
ideas of the new
I)criod. This
circumstance has
raised the much disputed question of the share of
these sons in the formal execution of the works,
especially of those produced from IMh. The father
often made castings as a bronze-founder from the
designs of others, consequently it is often doubted
whether what he did in various productions was
original work. Nevertheless, the ideal figure of
Peter Vischer maintains its jiosition by the side of
his great contemporaries Stoss and Krafft. The
sej)uichral monuments which he made, or which were
produced by his workshop, range from simple,
engr.aved memorial bra-sses or bronze plates cast in

relief to richly orn.amented sepulchral monuments.
Among his earlier works, those made about I 190, are
the three memorial tablets of the bishojis of Bamberg.
They were followed by the sepulchral tablets for the
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princely house in the cathedral at Meissen, and the
episcopal tombs at Breslau and Magdeburg. These
works contain some curious details; in one it is the
carpet spread out back of the recumbent body with
a perspective background and scrolls in the Renais-
sance style; in another the horizontal church-doorway
in which the recumbent body is, so to speak, placed
upright under a baldachino.
From 1505 Vischer was at work on his master-

piece, the sepulchral monument to St. Sebaldus,
which, according to an inscription, he finished with
the aid of his sons in 1519. The structure as a whole
has great dignity and a compact unity, although the
fundamental Gothic form has some Romanesque
additions, and a large number of small Renaissance
figures surround the monument. The rectangular
base has an ornamental candlestick at each corner;

each of the longer sides of the base presents in relief

two scenes from the hfe of St. Sebaldus, patron of

Nuremberg: Sebaldus draws fire from an icicle, fills

an empty jug with wine, gives sight to a blind man,
and causes the earth to swallow a mocker. On one
of the shorter sides stands an ideal figure of the saint,

on the other a figure after real life of Vischer himself
wearing a leather apron, as when at work. The
structure terminates above in Gothic arches and
dome-like pyramids, the one in the centre supporting
the Infant Jesus with the orb. Below the top, on a
pedestal and clearly seen from all sides, is the silver

shrine of the saint. In front of the columns of the
structure rise candelabra, which bear figures of the
Apostles. The tops of the main columns support
figures from the Old Testament. For jirotection the
spans of the arches are equipped with two columns,
one standing above the other; the lower column rises

as high 33 the socle, the upper, which rises much
higher, has at its top a stately capital. The other
similar parts of this chapel-Uko monument gi\'e proof
of the richness of imagination of the master.

The fine statues of King Arthur and King Theo-
doric, which form a part of the monument to the
Emperor Maximilian in the court church at Inns-
bruck, are also, according to the original documents,
the work of Vischer's workshop and should be as-

cribed chiefly to Peter the elder (1513). In later

works the part taken by the sons is more and more
evident. The Madonna of Nuremberg is also held
to be a production of Vischer's workshop.
Daun, Monographic (Leipzig, 1905): Neudorfeb, Nachrichten

von Kiinstlem unci Werkleute zu Niirnberg (1547), ed. LocHNER;
Bergau in DoHME, Kunst und KiinftUer, I; LiiBKE, Peter Vischers
Werke reproduziert in Photographien (Nuremberg, 1875) ; Auten-
BEiTH, Das Sebaldusgrab (Nuremberg, 1887).

G. Geitmann.

Visdelou, Claude db, b. at the Chdteau de Bien-
assis, Pleneuf, Brittany, 12 Aug., 1656; d. at Pondi-
cherry, 11 Nov., 1737. He entered the Society of

Jesus, 5 Sept., 1673, and was one of the missionaries

sent to China by Louis XIV in 16S7 (see Verbiest,
Ferdinand). He acquired a wide knowledge of the
Chinese language and literature. Other learned

Jesuits considered that he gave too much credit to

modern Chinese commentators, who being atheists

and materialists read their own ideas into the ancient

Chinese sages. When the pajial legate Mgr. de Tour-
non came to China in 170.") chiefly to regulate the

question of the Chinese Rites, Visdelou was the only
Jesuit favourable to their jirohibition. Tournon
appointed him Vicar Apostolic of Kwei-chou with the
title of Bishop of Claudiopolis, but his superiors op-
posed the nomination, since Visdelou had not received

papal dispensation from his vow not to accept eccle-

siastical dignity. With the missionaries who had sub-
mitted to the decree against the rites, Visdelou fol-

lowed thi> legnte to Macao, where he was secretly con-
secrated bislicip, 2 Feb., 17()<). lie then set out for

Pondiclierry where he arrived, 25 June, 1709; he

remained there in great retirement in the house of the
French Capuchins until his death. Visdelou took
with him over 500 volumes in Chinese and almost his
sole occupation consisted in working on these. He
sent to Rome several writings on the questions of the
rites. The Sinologist, James Legge, says he "was in

the habit of writing extravagantly about the Chinese
and caricaturing their sentiments" ("Notions of the
Chinese concerning God and the spirit", Hong Kong,
1852, 10). His most trustworthy works deal with the
history of the Tatars. He collected from Chinese
historians unique documents on the peoples of Central
and Eastern Asia, Huns, Tatars, Mongols, and Turks.
His researches on this subject were first pubUshed as
supplement to Herbelot's "Bibliotheque orientale"

(1779). However, they must have assisted Deguignes
in his history of the Huns, for the geographer Anville
who had handled all Visdelou's valuable MSS. on
the Tatars tells us that the author had .sent them to
the Academician Malet, who died in 1736 ("Mem-
oire de M. d'Anville sur la Chine", 1776, 33).

NoBBEBT, Oraison funkhre fie N. de Visdelou, Jesuile, erigue de
Claudiopolis, Vicnire Apostolique en Chine et aux hides, etc. in
Memoires historiques . . . sur les missions orientates. III (Lucca,
1745), 343^60; De Backer-Sommeevogel, Bibliolhique, VIII,
838-43.

Joseph Brccker.

Visigoths, one of the two principal branches of

the Goths. Until 375 their history is combined with
that of the Ostrogoths. Ulfilas (Wulfila) laboured
among the Visigoths, translated the Bible into their

language, and preached Arianism with great success
until Prince Athanaric obhged him to withdraw
(34S). At the invasion of the Huns some of the
Visigoths fled with Athanaric into the mountains
of Transylvania, but the majority of the people
turned to the Emperor Valens with the entreaty to

be taken into the Roman Empire. In 376 a force of

200,0(K) Visigoths crossed the Danube, but their

oppression by the governors led to a revolt. They
traversed the country plundering as they went, and
defeated Valens in 378 near Adrianople. Valens was
slain andhissuccess(ir,Theodosius, made peace with the
Visigoths in 382. His policy was to unite them with
the empire by means of national commanders ap-
pointed by the emperor. Desirous of maintaining
peace, he endeavoured to unite the Arians with
those who held the Nicene faith. After the death of

Theodosius (395) the Visigoths elected Alaric of the
Baltha family as their king. Alaric sought to
establish a Germanic kingdom on Roman soil by
bringing his people into connexion with Roman
civihzation. In 396 he invaded the Balkan peninsula
as far as the Peloponnesus and was given the Province
of Illyria. He now turned against the Western
Empire, and in 401 entered Italy. He was victorious

at Aquileia but after the battle at Pollentia (403) was
forced to retreat. In 408 he demanded the cession

of Noricum, Illyria, Pannonia, and Venetia, in 410
he plundered Rome, and soon after died in southern
Italy. His successor Athaulf (410-15) led the Visi-

goths into Gaul, where the following king Wallia
(41.5-19) gained the land between the Garonne and
the Loire. Under the succeeding rulers the kingdom
was enlarged, and, during the reign of Euric (466-

84), the Visigotliic Kingdom of Toukni.se, named after

its capital Toulouse, included the southern part of

Gaul and a large portion of Spain. The Arian kings

found the Cathohc Church firmly established in the

country; and the Catholics enjoyed toleration until

the reign of Euric. The conflicts whidi then arose

have been described by Gregory of Tours as bloody
per.secutions, but this is exaggerated. Euric was
in general just towards his Catholic subjects, but
took steps against individual bisliops and clerics

who encouraged religious quarrels ami were political

opponents of the kingdom. Catholics who fled
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From Africa found an asylum among ilic Visigothe,

and Euric's miniwtor, Loo, was a Catholic.

Wlien King Clovis and his Krankish followers

accepted Cathohcism, Clovis undertook to drive the
"heretics" out of Gaul. The Cathohe clergy made
comnion cause with the Franks and Alaric II (485-

507) took severe measures against them, but was
not otherwise a persecutor of the Church. In 507
Alaric was defeated and .'ilain by Clovis. Almost all

of Visigothic Gaul now fell to the Franks, the last

remnant during the reign of Amalaric (526-31).

The seat of government was transferred to Si)ain

where Toledo became the capital. The succeeding
era was fairly peaceful. The Cathohcs received
unlimited tolerance, so that the Church constantly
increased in strength while the Visigothic nation
and kingdom grew steadily weaker. The nobility

enthroned and deposed kings at pleasure; of thirty-

five kings seventeen were murdered or deposed.
Arianism, isolated after the destruction of the Ostro-

gothic and Vandalic kingdoms, constantly declined
but was revi\ed during the reign of Leovigild (.'JIJS-

86). His son Hermenigild revolted against him but
was defeated and beheaded. Later narratives repre-

sent Hermenigild as a martyr for Catholicism, his

wife, a Frankish princess, having converted him,
but contemporary authorities say nothing of it.

Leovigild made a vain effort to win the Catholics

by a conciliatory confession of faith drawn up by an
Arian synod at Toledo. His son Reccared (58(3-

601) became a Catholic and the Visigoths soon
followed his example. With this began the amalga-
mation of Roman and German elements in Spain.
In law and politics the Romans became Gothic, the
Goths in social hfe and religion became Roman.
The Catholic Church was the national and established

Church, while connexion with Rome ceased almost
entirely. The court of highest instance was the
nationalcouncil at Toledo. The king appointed the
bishops and convoked the council. But the constant
struggles of the royal house with the secular and
spiritual aristocracy caused the downfall of the nation.

From the middle of the seventh century the Arabs
were masters of North Africa. In 711 they forced
their way into Spain under Tarik. King Roderick
was defeated at Jerez de la Frontera, and the Arabs
acquired almost the whole of Spain. The Romans
and Goths coalesced, forming the Spanish nation
which succeeded later in driving the Arabs out of the
peninsula.
Abchbach, Gesch. der Weslgoten (Frankfort, 1827) ; Dahn, Die

Kinige der Germanen, V. VI (Wurzburg, 1870-71) ; Bradi^y, The
Goths (London, 1898); Hodgkin, Italy and her Invaders: I. The
Visigothic Invasion (London, 1880); Schmidt, Gesch. der deutschen
Stammen. I (Berlin. 1905-07), ii, lii; Gobres. Kirche u. Stoat im
Weslgolenreich in Theolagische Sludien u. Kritiken (1893), 708-34;
Shaw, The Fall of the Visigothic Power in Spain in English His-
torical Retien; XXI

Klemens Loffler.

Vision, Beatific. See Beatific Vision; Heaven.

Visions.—This article will deal not with natural
but with supernatural visions, that is, visions due to

the direct intervention of a power superior to man.
Cardinal Bona (De discret. spir., xv, n. 2) distinguishes
between visions and apparitions. There is an appari-
tion when we do not know that the figure which we
see relates to a real being, a vision when we connect
it with a real being. With most mystics we shall

consider these terms as synonymous. Since St.

Augustine (De gen. ad litt., 1. XII, vii, n. 16) mystical
wTiters have agreed in dividing visions into corporeal,
imaginative, and intellectual.

(1) Corporeal vision is a supernatural manifesta-
tion of an object to the eyes of the body. It may
take place in two ways: either a figure really present
externally strikes the retina and there determines the
physical phenomenon of the vision; or an agent super-
ior to man directly modifies the visual organ and

produces in the composite a sensation equivalent to
that which an external object would produce. Accord-
ing to the authorities the first is the usual manner; it

corresponds to the invincible belief of the seer, e. g.
Bernadette at Lourdes; it imphes a minimum of
miraculous intervention if the vision is prolonged or
if it is common to several persons. But the presence
of an external figure may be understood in two ways.
Sometimes the very substance of the being or the
person will be presented; sometimes it will be merely
an appearance consisting in a certain arrangement of

luminous rays. The first may be true of living per-
sons, and even, it would seem, of the now glorious

bodies of Christ and the Blessed Virgin, which by the
eminently probable supernatural phenomenon of

multilocation may become present to men without
leaving the abode of glory. The second is realized

in the corporeal apparition of the unresurrected dead
or of pure spirits.

(2) Imaginative vision is the sensible representation
of an object by the action of the imagination alone,

without the aid of the visual organ. Sometimes the
subject is aware that the object exists only in his

imagination, that it is a purely reproduced or com-
posite image. Sometimes he projects it invincibly

without, which is the case in supernatural hallucina-

tion. In natural imaginative vision the imagination
is stirred to action solely by a natural agent, tlie will

of the subject, an internal or an external force, but in

supernatural imaginative vision an agent superior to

man acts directly either on the imagination itself or

on certain forces calculated to stir the imagination.
The sign that these images come from God lies, apart
from their particular vividness, in the lights and
graces of sincere sanctity which accompany them, and
in the fact that the subject is powerless to define or

fix the elements of the vision. Such efforts most
frequently result in the cessation or the abridgement
of the vision. Imaginative apparitions are ordinarily

of short duration, either because tlie human organism
is unable to endure for a long time the violence done
to it, or imaginative visions soon give place to intel-

lectual visions. This kind of visions occur most fre-

quently during sleep; such were the dreams of

Pharao and Nabuchodonosor (Gen., xh; Daniel, ii).

Cardinal Bona gives several reasons of expediency
for this frequency: during sleep the soul is least divided

by multiphcity of thoughts, it is more passive, more
inclined to accept, and less inclined to dispute; in the
silence of the senses the images make a more vivid

impression.

It is often difficult to decide whether the vision is

corporeal or imaginative. It is certainly corporeal

(or extrinsic) if it produces external effects, such as
the burnt marks left on objects by the passing of the
devil. It is imaginative if, for example, the image
persists after one has closed one's eyes, or if there

are no traces of the external effects which ought to

have been produced, such as when a ball of fire appears
above a person's head without injuring it. The time
most conducive to these visions is the state of ecstasy,

when the exercise of the external senses is suspended.
However, although the question has been discussed

among mystics, it seems that they may also be pro-
duced outside this state. This is the opinion of

Alvarez de Paz (De grad. contemp., 1., V, pt. Ill, cii,

t. 6) and of Benedict XIV (De servorum Dei beatif.,

1. Ill, 0. i, n. 1). Imaginative vision may be either

representative or symbolic. It is representative when
it presents an image of tlie ver>' object intended to be
made known: such may have been the apparition to

Blessed Joan of Arc of St. Catherine and St. Margaret,
if it was not (which is more probable) a luminous
vision. It is symbolic when it indicates the object

by means of a sign: such were the apparition of a
ladder to Jacob, the apparition of the sun, moon, and
stars to the Patriarch Joseph, as were also numerous
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prophetic visions. (3) Intellectual visions perceive the
object without a sensible image. Intellectual

vision.s in the natural order may apparently be
admitted. Even when we hold with the Scholastics

that every idea is derived from some image, it does
not follow that the image cannot at a given time
abandon the idea to itself. The intellectual vision is

of the supernatural order when the object known
exceeds the natural range of the understanding, e. g.

the essence of the soul, certain existence of the state

of grace in the subject or another, the intimate nature
of God and the Trinity; when it is prolonged for a
considerable time (St. Teresa says, that it may last

for more than a year). The intervention of God will

be recognized especially by its effects, persistent hght.

Divine love, peace of soul, inclination towards the
things of God, the constant fruits of sanctity.

The intellectual vision takes place in the pure
understanding, and not in the reasoning faculty. If

the object perceived hes within the sphere of reason,

intellectual vision of the supernatural order takes

place, according to the Scholastics by means of species

acquired by the intellect but apphed by God himself

or illuminated especially by God. If it is not within
the range of reason it takes place by the miraculous
infusion into the mind of new species. It is an open
question whether in intellectual visions of a superior

order the understanding does not perceive Divine
things without the aid of species. In this kind of

operation the object or fact is perceived as truth and
reality, and this with an assurance and certainty far

exceeding that which accompanies the most manifest

corporeal vision. According to St. Teresa "We see

nothing, either interiorly or exteriorly . . . But without
seeing anything the soul conceives the object and feels

whence it is more clearly than if it saw it, save that

nothing in particular is shown to it. It is like feeling

someone near one in a dark place" (first letter to Father
Rodrigo Alvarez). This is the sense of the presence, to

use the expression of modern wTiters. And again: "I
have rarely beheld the devil under any form, but he has
often appeared to me without one, as is the case in

intellectual visions, when as I have said, the soul

clearly perceives someone present, although it does
not perceive it under any form" (Life, xxxi). The
vision is sometimes distinct, sometimes indistinct.

The former attests the presence of the object without
defining any element. "On the feast of the glorious

St. Peter", WTites St. Teresa, "being at prayer, I saw,

or rather (for I saw nothing, either with the eyes of

the body nor with those of the soul) I felt my Savioiu-

near me and I saw that it was He who spoke to me"
(Life, xxvii).

At a certain degree of height or depth, the vision

becomes indescribable, inexpressible in human lan-

guage. St. Paul, rapt to the third heaven, was
instructed in mysteries which it is not in the power of

the soul to relate (II Cor., xii, 4). There is no occa-

sion, however, to accuse the mystics of agnosticism.

Their agnosticism, if we may so speak, is merely
verbal. The inexpressible is not the incomprehen-
sible. Since Pseudo-Dionysius Areopagitica mystics

have been in the habit of designating the profundity

of Divine realities by negative terms. The avowal of

the powerlessness of human speech does not prevent
them from saying, as did St. Ignatius, for example,
that what they have seen of the Trinity would be
sufficient to establish their faith, even though the
Gospels were to disappear. It is impossible to

estalslish a parallel between the degree of spirituahty

of the vision and the degree of the mystic state or

the sanctity of the subject. Imaginative or even
corporeal visions may continue in the most advanced
state of union, as seems to have been the case with
St. Teresa. However, intellectual visions of the super-

natural order, as of tiie mystery of the Trinity, point

indisputably to a very high degree of mystical union.

Visions of Demons.—Since the day when, in the
terrestrial paradise, the enemy of the human race
took the form of a serpent in order to tempt our first

parents, the Devil has often shown himself to men in

a sensible form. The struggles of St. Anthony in the
desert against the visible attacks of the enemy are
well known (St. Athanasius, "Vita S. Antonii",
P. G., XXIV sq.), as also in modern times are the
Devil's visible attacks on the Cure of Ars, Blessed Jean-
Baptiste-Marie Vianney (Alfred Monnin, Life). As
St. Paul says (II Cor.,xi, 14), Satan often transforms
himself into an angel of light in order to seduce souls.

Sulpicius Severus has preserved the account of an
attempt of this kind made against St. Martin. One
day the saint beheld in his cell, surrounded by a
dazzUng hght, a young man clad in a royal garment,
his head encircled by a diadem. St. Martin was silent

in surprise. "Recognize", said the apparition, "him
whom thou seest. I am Christ about to descend upon
earth but I wished first to show myself to you". St.

Martin made no reply. "Martin", continued the
apparition, "why dost thou hesitate to beheve when
thou seest? I am Christ". Then said Martin:
"The Lord Jesus did not say that he would return

in purple and with a crown. I will not recognize my
Saviour unless I see Him as He suffered, with the
stigmata and the cross. " Then the diabolic phantom
vanished leaving behind an intolerable odour (De
Vita Martini, P. L., XX, 174). Newman has
given an interpretation of this vision for his own
period (Martin and Maximus, 20(3). The best way
of judging of the origin of these manifestations is that
given by St. Ignatius, viz., to examine the series of

incidents; to question one's self concerning the begin-
ning, the middle, and the end, will lead to a good
result (Exerc. Spirit.: Reg. pro plen. discret. spir. 5 a).

Evocation of the Dead and Spiritism.—It is written

(I Kings, xxviii) that Saul, when defeated by the
Phihstines, went to the witch of Endor and asked her
to bring before him the shade of Samuel, and the
shade rose out of the earth and revealed to Saul that
God was angry with him because he had spared Ama-
lec. Numerous pagan cults practised evocation of

the dead; magicians practised it in the Middle Ages,

and in modern times mediums or spiritists have taken
upon themselves the task of communicating with the
souls of the dead or with disembodied spirits (see

Spiritism). The Cathohc Church has on various
occasions condemned the practice of magnetism and
spiritism, inasmuch as this practice evokes the spirits

of the dead and may call evil spirits into action. But
it has never thereby declared that each operation puts
us into real relation with the spirits of the dead or an
evil spirit. The chief condemnations are those of the
Holy Office, 4 Aug., 1S56; 21 April, 1S41; 30 March,
1898. [See also Acta Concil. Baltim., II (Col. Lac,
III, 406).]

St. Thomas. Sum. Theol, I, Q. xcv, a. 6; Q. Ivi, a. 3; Q. xlii,

a. 2; II-II, Q. clxxiv, a. 1; Q. clxxv, a. 3; III. Q. xii. a. 3; Bona,
De discret. spir., c. 16-19; Alvarez de Paz, De grad. contempt.

,

V; RiBET. La mystique divine (Paris. 1S79), pt. II. i; Les visions:

Mar£cheaux, La Halite des apparitions di-moniaques: La rfaliti

des apparitions angHiques (Paris, 1899, 1901); Matiqnon,
L'hiKalinn dm miirls (Paris, 19021; Lapposi, Ipnotismo <
spiTlti^m^' lH"ltir, 190IH; MvKRs, (^,1-RNEY, AND PoDMORE,
Plianlnsinfnfih, /,,,;„.;( I."n.|. .i.

' ; MwK^. Human Personalityand
its .SuriM.,/ ,'l lio.hlu Dralh il,..iul,,n. I'.IO;!); FLOnRNOT, EspriU
et midiums ^UiUvvn. 1911), Holbe, Les mesarenlures du merveil-
leux. Materialisations d'esprits in Etudes (Paris, 5 Feb., 20
April, 1901) ; DE Grandmaison, Les merveities de la tMosophie in
Etudes (Paris, 6 Mar., 1905).

Ldcian Roure.

Visit ad Limina (sc. A postolomm) means, techni-

cally, the oliligation incumbent on certain members of

the hierarchy of visiting, at stated times, the "thresh-
olds of the .Vpostles", Sts. Peter and Paul, and of pre-

senting themselves before the pope to give an account
of the state of their dioce.ses. The object of the visit

is not merely to make a pilgrimage to the tombs of

the apostles, but, above all, to show the proper rever-
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;nce for tlie Successor of St. Peter, to acknowledge
jractically his universal jurisdiction by giving an

iccount of the condition of particular churches, to

eceive his admonitions and counsels, and thus bind

nore closely the members of the Church to its

Divinely appointed head.

I.—Although it was the custom of bishops from the

nost remote times to refer causes to the pope, and
•ven to visit him personally when circumstances

equired it, yet we can find no trace in the earliest

iges of any obligation binding them to repair to Rome
it stated times. The first vestiges of this duty are

ound in the ancient practice of celebrating twice a

ear provincial councils of the bishops of Italy who
)ertained to the province of the Roman Pontiff. In

he fifth century. Pope Leo I insists on the custom
)f Sicily sending three bishops yearly to Rome to

issist at a council. In the next century, Gregory I

leclared that although in his time the Sicilian bishops

vere obUged to visit Rome only once every three

•ears, yet he extends the term to five years. A
rloman council under Pope Zacharias {a. d. 743)

lecreed that bishops consecrated by the pope, who
eside near Rome, should make the visit ad limina

.-early in person, and those who are far away should
ulfil the same obligation by letter (can. IV). A cus-

om gradually arose which, at least from the eleventh

;entury, obliged metropoUtans when asking for the

^allium, and, soon after, all bishops to visit the thresh-

)lds of the apostles at stated times, either personally

)r by a substitute. That this visit was of strict obli-

gation can be gathered from the expressions of Pas-

'hal II (cap. iv, x, De elect., I, 0), and especially of

Innocent III in many decretals, while in the Decretals

)f Gregory IX, a form of oath is given (cap. iv, x, De
urejurand., II, 24), in which bishops are obhged
jefore their consecration to promise that they will

^isit Rome annually, either personally or by deputy,

inless the pope dispenses them.
II.—In 1.585 Sixtus V issued the Constitution

' Romanus Pontifex", which for over three hundred
i^ears formed the mam rule and norm for visits ad
imina. This document states in detail within what
;erm of years, each bishop, from whatever part of

;he world, should visit Rome, and what heads of

nformation he should consider in making his report

;o the pope. Benedict XIV (23 Nov., 1740) in the
Constitution "Quod Sancta", extended the obliga-

iion to prelates ntdlius ruhng over a separate terri-

tory. This pope also established a particular congre-
gation super statu erdesiarum to deal with the reports

jf Bishops when they made the prescribed visit.

III.—The present discipline concerning visits

id limiria is found in the Decree of the Consistorial

Congregation, issued by order of Pius X (31 Dec,
1909) for all bi.shops not subject to the jurisdiction of

the Proi)aganda. This decree states that every
bishop must render to the pope an account of the
Jtate of his diocese once every five years. The quin-
quennial periods are to begin in 1911. In the first

year of that term, the report is to be sent in by the
bishops of Italy and of the islands of Corsica, Sar-
dinia, Sicily, and Malta; in the second year, by the
bishops of Spain, Portugal, France, Belgium, Holland,
England, Scotland, and Ireland; in the third year, by
the bishops of the Austro-Hungarian and (!erman
Empires and of the remainder of Europe; in the fourth
year, by the bishops of all America; in the fifth year,

by the bishops of Africa, Asia, Australia, and the
adjacent islands. In their first report, the bi.shops

are directed to answer every (juestion in a subjoined
elenchu.'!, but in subsequent relations they are merely
to add anything new, if such there be, and state the
result of the counsels and admonitions given by the
Sacred Congregation in its reply to the report.

Bishops, when they come to Rome in fulfilment of

their obligation ad limina, nmst visit the tombs of

the apostles and present themselves before the pope.
Ordinaries who reside outside of Europe arc obliged
to visit the Eternal City once every alternate five

years, or otdy decennially. The bishop maj' satisfy

this obligation, either personally or by his coadjutor
or auxiliary bishop, or even, with permission of the
Holy See, by a priest. Finally, the decree declares
that this visit and diocesan report to the pope are not
to take the place of the canonical visitation of the
diocese, which must be made annually, or, in large
dioceses, biennially.

IV.—To this decree of the Consistorial Congrega-
tion is added an elenchus containing the points of

information to be supplied by the ordinaries in their

relation to the Holy See. It may be briefly sum-
marized as follows: (1) The name, age, and fatherland
of the ordinary; his religious order, if he belongs to

one; when he began to rule his diocese; and if a bishop,
when he was consecrated. (2) A general statement
concerning the rehgious and moral condition of his

diocese and whether religion progressed or lost ground
in it since the last quinquennium. (3) The origin of

the diocese, its hierarchical grade and principal priv-

ileges, and if archiepiscopal, the number and names of

the suffragan sees, but if immediately subject to the
Holy See, what metropolitan synod its bishops must
attend; the extent of the diocese, its civil government,
its climate, its language; the place of residence of the
ordinary, with all directions necessary for safe epis-

tolary correspondence; the number of inhabitants and
the principal cities; how many CathoUcs there are,

and if different rites prevail, how many Catholics
belong to each; if there are non-Catholics, into what
sects thay are divided; the diocesan curia: the vicar-

general, the synodal judges and examiners, the ecclesi-

astical court and its officials, the archives, the various
chancery taxes; the number of secular priests and
clerics, their dress, their mode of life and how they
attend to their duties; whether there are any, and if so
what, chapters of canons, and other aggregations of

priests that form quasi-chapters; how many parishes
there are and the number of faithful in the largest

and smallest; into how many vicariates forane or
rural deaneries parishes are grouped; how many non-
parochial churches and public oratories there are;

whether there is any celebrated sacred shrine and if

BO, what; concerning the administration of the sacra-

ments, exliortations to frequent communion, .special

devotions, missions, sodahties, and social works; the
diocesan seminary, its buildings, government, instruc-

tion in theology, phDosophy, and liturgy, the admis-
sion and dismissal of seminarians; the inter-diocesan
seminary, if there is one, and its condition; what
institutes of religious men there are, with the number
of hou.ses and of religious, both priests and lay-

brothers; what special work these religious dedicate
themselves to and their relations to the ordinary;
what are the institutes of religious women in the dio-

cese, with the number of houses and persons; con-
cerning the cloister of religious women, their work and
the observance of canonical prescriptions; the in.st ruc-
tion and education of youth; and the editing and
reading of books and periodicals.

LrciDi. De VitiUitione SS. Liminum (4th ed., Rome, 1899);
Melchers, Df Canoniea Diacesium Visilalione (Cologne. 18S3);
Tacnton, The Law of the Church (London, 1906), s. v.. Limina:
Ferraris. Bibliotheca Canoniea, V (Rome. 1889), a. v., Limina;
Wehnz, Jus Decrelalium, II (Rome. 1899).

William H. W. Fanning.

Visitation, Canonical, the act of an ecclesiastical

superior who in the discharge of his office visits i)er-

sons or places with a view of maintaining faith and
discipline, and of correcting abuses by the applica-

tion of pro|)er remedies. Such visitation is in-

cumbent on the shepherd who would properly feed

and guard his flock. This practice, in vogue from
early Christian times, had somewhat fallen into
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desuetude when re-established by the Council of

Trent in these words: Patriarchs, primates, metro-
poUtans and bishops shall not fail to visit their re-

spective dioceses either personally, or if they be law-
fully impeded, by their vicar-general or visitor; if

unable on account of its extent to make the visitation

of the whole diocese annually, they shall visit at least

the greater part thereof, so that the whole shall be
completed within two years, either by themselves or
their visitors. Of the purpose of visitation the Coun-
cil says: But the principal object of all the visitations

shall be to lead men to sound and orthodox doctrine

by banishing heresies, to maintain good morals, and
to correct such as are evil; by admonition and ex-

hortation to animate the people to rehgion, peace,

and innocence, and to put in vogue whatever else

may be dictated by the prudence of the visitors for

the benefit of the faithful, as time, place and oppor-
tunity shaU permit.
The right of visitation belongs to all prelates who

have ordinary jurisdiction over persons in the exter-

nal forum. The pope through his delegates may in-

stitute a visitation throughout the world, patriarchs,

primates, metropolitans, bishops, vicars apostolic, and
vicars capitular or administrators of vacant dioceses in

their respective territories, religious superiors within
their own jurisdiction. Prelates nullius enjoy this

right in conjunction with the neighbouring bishop,
whose precepts in case of disagreement will prevail.

Visitation does not, however, fall within the province
of a vicar-general unless he be specially commissioned
by the bishop. A metropolitan is not permitted to

visit the dioceses of his suffragan bishop save for

reasons approved in a provincial synod and then only
after the visitation of his own diocese has been
C(jmpleted.

The canonical visitation of a diocese is incumbent
on the bishop personally unless lawfully hindered.
A bishop may visit the various parts of his diocese as
often as he chooses. According to the Council of

Trent he must do so every year if possible, or at least

every two years. Attention is drawn to this Decree
by the Sacred Congregation of the Consistory (A
remotissima, 31 Dec, 1909). The Third Plenary
Council of Baltimore requires a bishop to visit every
part of his diocese at least once every three years, not
only that he may administer the Sacrament of Con-
firmation, but likewise that he may know his people.

Associate visitors, men versed in ecclesiastical affairs,

are recommended as useful in promoting the end in

view. A secretary to do the clerical work is gen-
erally in attendance. It proves a saving of time and
labour if the chancellor or secretary receives in ad-
vance answers in writing to the numerous questions
compiled, since from the replies it may be seen what
particular subjects require a personal investigation.

The visitation comprises persons, places, and things.

It is an examination into the conduct of persons, viz.

clergy, nuns, and laity; into the condition of churches,

cemeteries, seminaries, convents, hospitals, asylums,
etc., with their furnishings and apinn-tcnances, into

the administration of church pnijjerty, finances, rec-

ords, state of religion: briefly, it is a complete in-

vestigation of the s[)iritual and temporal affairs of the
diocese. The visitor hears complaints, investigates

crimes, sees whether jiastors and others properly
discharge their duties, and inquires into the private
conduct or morals of clergy and laity. Ilegul.ars in

matters pertaining to the cure of souls and Divine
worship are subject to episcopal visitation and cor-

rection. As delegate of the Apostolic See a bishop
may also visit exempt places, but may punish de-
linquents therein only when the regular superior,

being duly notified, fails to do so. Religious communi-
ties of nuns are visited by tlie bishop either by virtue

of his own right or as delegate of the Holy See.

The episcopal visitation should be u paternal in-

vestigation of diocesan matters. Formal trials and
judicial penalties consequently will not be common:
from such, should they be made use of, a suspensive
appeal may be taken. Otherwise an appeal from
decrees promulgated in visitation will beget merely a
devolutive effect. The laws made should be enforced,
and an authentic account of the entire visitation

should be preserved in the dioee-san archives as an
official record, as well as to enable the bishop in his

visit ad limina to render to the Holy See an accurate
report of conditions in his diocese. This report to
the pope is to be signed not only by the bishop, but
likewise by one of the associate visitors. A bishop
or other visitor, content with hospitality, will accept
no offering for the visitation.

The Pontifical prescribes the ceremonies to be ob-
served in a formal visitation of a pai'ish. At the door
of the church the bishop in cappa magna kisses the
crucifix, receives holy water, and is incensed; then
proceeding to the sanctuary he kneels tiU a pre-
scribed prayer is sung. Ascending the altar the
bishop gives his solemn episcopal blessing. A sermon
follows in which the bishop refers to the purpose of

the visitation. Later he imparts the indulgence that
he is empowered to grant. Putting on a black cope
and simple mitre, the bishop recites certain prayers for

the deceased bishops of the diocese. The procession
then proceeds to the cemetery if near by, otherwise
to some convenient place in the church where a
catafalque shall have been erected: there prayers are
offered for all the faithful departed. The ceremony
is terminated on retiu'ning to the sanctuary by still

another prayer for the dead. White vestments being
substituted for black, the bishop examines the taber-

nacle and contents (blessing the people with the
ciborium), altars, baptismal font, sacred oils, confes-

sionals, rehcs, sacristy, records, cemetery, edifices,

etc. as above. Finally the Pontifical contains other
prayers to be said privately before the departure of

the bishop and his assistants.

Religious superiors also visit canonicaUy institu-

tions and persons subject to them, each observing the
Constitution and customs of his own order. The
efforts of female religious superiors in visiting their

houses are directed chiefly to promoting zeal and dis-

cipline; their authority is confined to correcting minor
breaches of rule, since they are devoid of canonical
jiuisdiction. Difficulties beyond their power to

settle are reported to the bishop or other lawful
superior.

Concilium Tridentinum, sess. XXIV. c. iii, De re/.; Concilium
Plen. Ball. Ill, n. 14; TAnNTON. The Law of the Church (London,
1906), a. V. Viaitation.

Andrew B. Meeh.\n.

Visitation of the Blessed Virgin Mary.—I.

The Event.—Assuming that the Annunciation and
the Incarnation took place about the vernal equinox,
Mary left Nazareth at the end of JNIarch and went
over the mountains to Hebron, south of Jerusalem, to

wait upon her cousin Elizabeth, because her presence
and much more the presence of the Divine Child in

her womb, according to the will of God, was to be the
source of very great graces to the Blessed John,
Christ's Forerunner. The event is related in Luke,
i, 39-57. Feeling the presence of his Divine Saviour,
John, upon the arrival of Mary, leaped in the womb
of his mother; he was then cleansed from original sin

and filled with the grace of God. Our Lady now for

the first time exercised the office which belongeil to

the Mother of God made man, that He might by her
mediation sanctify and glorify us. St. .loseph prob-
ably acconipaniecl Mary, returned to Nazan'th, and
when, after three m<intlis, he came again to Hebron to

tak<' liis wife home, (he ai)i)arition of the angel, men-
tioned in Matthew, i, 10 -'ITt. niiiy have taken place to

end the tormenting doubts of .loseph regarding Mary's
maternity. (Cf. also Maunificat.)
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II. The Feast.—The earliest evidence of the ex-

istence of the feast is its adoption by the Franciscan

ChaiJter in 1263, upon the advice of St. Bonavcnture.
The list of fciusts in thi> "Staluta Synodalia eccl. Ceiio-

manensis" (1237, revised 1247; Maiisi, supplein., II,

1041), .iccordinfs to which this feast wius kept 2 July

at Le Mans in 1247, may not be genuine. With the
Franciscan Breviary this feast spread to many
churches, hut was celebrated at various dates—at

Prague and Ratisbon, 28 April; at York, 2 April; in

Paris, 27 June; at Reims and Geneva, 8 July (cf.

Grotefend, "Zeitrechnung", II, 2, 137). It was ex-

tended to the entire Church by Urban VI, 6 April,

1389 (Decree published by Boniface IX, 9 Nov.,

1389), with the hope that Christ and His Mother
would visit the Church and put an end to the Great
Schism which rent the seamless garment of Christ.

The fea-st, with a vigil and an octave, was assigned to

2 July, the day after the octave of St. John, about the
time when Mary returned to Nazareth. The Office

was dr.awTi up by an Englishman, Adam Cardinal
Etiston, Benctiictine monk and Bishop of Lincoln
(Bridgett, "Our Lady's Dowry", 235). Dreves
(.\nalecta HjTnnica, .vxiv, 89) has published this

rhythmical office with nine other offices for the same
fe.ost, found in the Breviaries of the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries. Since, during the Schism, many
bishops of the opposing obedience would not adopt the
new feast, it was confirmed by the Council of Basle, in

1441. Pius V abolished the rhythmical office, the
vigil, and the octave. The present office was com-
piled by order of Clement VIII by the Minorite Ruiz.
Pius IX, on 13 May, 1850, raised the feast to the rank
of a double of the second class. Many religious or-

ders—the Carmelites, Dominicans, Cistercians, Mer-
cedarians, Servites, and others—as well as Siena,

Pisa, Loreto, Vercelli, Cologne, and other dioceses

have retained the octave. In Bohemia the feast is

kept on the first Sunday of July as a double of the
first class with an octave.
HoLwEcK, FasH_ Mariani (Freiburg. 1892); Grotefend,

Zeitrechnung (Leipzig, 1892). On the iconography of the event,
see Gtr^NEBRAULT, Dirtionnaire ieonographique (Paris, 1850),
645; CoLEHiDOE, The Mother of the King (London, 1890).

Frederick G. Holweck.

Visitation Order—The nuns of the Visitation of

Mar}', called also Filles de Sainte-Marie, Vi.sitan-

dines, and Sale.sian Sisters, were founded in 1610 at

Annecy in the Duchy of Savoy by St. Francis de
Sales, Bishop of Geneva, and by St. Jane de Chantal.
Their aim was to secure the benefit of the religious life

for per-sons who had neither the physical strength nor
the attraction for the corjJoral au.sterities at that time
general in religious orders. St. Fr.ancis wished espe-
cially to apply in souls of good will and in a perma-
nent institution the spiritual method dear to him: to

reach God chiefly through interior mortification and
to endeavour to do in every action only the Divine
Will with the greatest po.ssible love. The Visitation
is therefore the principal work of St. Fnancis de Sales,

the per])etu.ation of his doctrine and spirit, the living
commentary on the "Introduction h, la vie devote"
and the "Traite de I'amour de Dieu".

.'\t first the founder had not a religious order in

mind; he wished to form a congregation without
external vows, where the cloister should be observed
only during the year of novit iate, after which the sis-

ters should be free to go out by turns to visit the sick
poor. This was why he called his institute the Visi-

tation. This project was quite different from the
iilea realized later by St. Vincent de Paul in the Sisters

of (Charity, for what the bishop desired above all was
the contemplative life; to this he added visitation of
the sick, but merely by way of devotion. The under-
taking was begun on Trinity Sunday, 6 June, 1610.
The Baronne de Chantal, a widow, native of Bur-
gundv, was de-stined to be the first supcriores,s. Marie-

XV.—31

Jacqueline Favre, daughter of the Savoyard juris-

consult Antoine Favre, and Mile Charlotte de Brech-
ard, a Burgundian, accompanied the foundress as did
also a servant, Anne-Jacqueline Coste, destined to
be the first outdoor sister of the Visitation. After
having received the bishop's blessing they assembled in

thehouseof "la Galerie", still standing, in a suburb of
Annecy. Trials, especially those arising from ridicule,

were not wanting to the young congregation. People
did not readily understand the mild and sim)ile rule of
the new institute. Superficial observers did not take
into account that the bishop was in his conductr and
direction really the most mortified of all the saints.
Nevertheless the novices arrived, and the names of
two, Peronne-Marie de Chatel and Marie-Amee de
Blonay, have remained noted in the history of the
Visitation.

When the establishment was an accomplished fact
(1615)Archbishopde Marquemontof Lyons undertook
to persuade the founder to follow the common practice
and erect his congregation into a religious order under
the Rule of St. Augustine, with the cloister imposed by
the Council of Trent. At first the saint resisted. It

cost him much to abandon the sick poor and leave to
his daughters only the apostolate of prayer and sacri-

fice, but he eventually yielded. He then (1616)
undertook the compilation of the "Constitutions pour
les rehgieuses de la Visitation Sainte-Marie". The
Church has thus characterized this work: "He had
added to the Rule of St. Augustine constitutions which
are admirable for wisdom, discretion, and sweetness"
(Brev. Rom., 29 Jan., sixth lesson). At once the founder
opened the door of the monastery to all of good will.

No severity, however great, could prevent the weak
and infirm from coming "there to seek the perfection
of Divine love". He exjiressly ordered the reception
at the Visitation not only of virgins but also of widows,
on condition that they were legitimately freed from
the care of their children; the aged, provided they
were of right mind; the crippled, provided they were
sound in mind and heart; even the sick, except those
who had contagious diseases.

Austerities of the cloister, hke rising at night,
sleeping on hard surfaces, were suppressed. Instead
of chanting the canonical office in the middle of

the night tfie sisters recited the Little Office of the
Blessed Virgin at half-past eight in the evening.
There was no perpetual abstinence nor prolonged
fast. Besides the ordinary fast days of the Church,
he retained only that on every Friday and certain
vigils. CoriJoral mortifications properly so called
were limited to the use of the discipline every Friday.
But the wise legislator was careful to give to interior

mortification what he withdrew from exterior morti-
fication. His first concern was for poverty, which is

nowhere so strict as in the Visitation, where every-
thing is absolutely in common. No sister may " have
as property anything however little, or under any
pretext whatever". Not only the rooms and the
beds, but medals, crosses, rosary beads, even pictures,

are changed every year in order that the sisters may
never come to consider them as their own. Next
comes obedience. Whether general or particular it

extends to every moment of the day, and the superior
is to be obeyed as a mother, "carefully, faithfully,

promptly, simply, frankly, and cordially". The
nio.st trying mortification is perhaps that of the
common life as understood by St. Francis de Sales.

The day of the Visitandin(^ is divided from 5 a. m.
until 10 p. m. into a multitude of short exercLses which
keej) her occupied every inst.ant in duties determined
by her rule. An hour of mental prayer in the morning
and a half-hour in the evening. Mass, Office, spiritual

readings, and examens of conscience succeed one
another, and keep the religious in perpetual contem-
plation. Silence, recollection, modesty of demeanour
prepare for and facilitate prayer. Two recreations
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of an hour each relax without dissipating the mind;
the sisters should talk with cordiaUty and simplicity

only of agreeable and piously cheerful topics.

A little book based on St. Francis de Sales and
which St. Jane de Chantal added from the first to the
Constitutions of the order, namely, the "Directoire
spirituel pour les actions journaheres", gives the

practical means of fulfilhng the Constitutions in the

spirit of the holy founder, the method of performing
each of the daily actions under the eye of God, in

dependence on Him, and in union with the Divine
Model, Jesus Christ. It may be said that the
"Directoire" is the mould of the Visitandines. The
sisters wear a black habit. The gown is made d sac,

rather full, and is confined by a girdle. On the head
they wear a veil of black taminy. A black bandeau
encircles the brow; a guimpe or barbette of white
linen covers the neck, from which is suspended a
silver cross; a large chaplet hangs at the belt. There
are three grades among the sist ers : the choir sisters who
sing the Office; the associate sisters dispensed from the

Office because of their health, but in other respects

the same as the first grade; and finally the lay sisters

who wear a white veil and are engaged in domestic
tasks; they have no voice in the chapter but they
make the same vows and are as much religious as the
others. The communities are cloistered. The out-
door sisters who make publicly only the vow of

obedience are charged with the external service of the
house. Each convent is governed by a superior

whom all the sisters elect by secret ballot. She is

chosen for three years at the end of which time she
is ehgible for election for three more years. When
this time is ended .she is ineligible for the subsequent
term. A council of four other sisters assists her in

the government of the house. An assistant replaces

her when it is necessary. All the houses of the order
are independent of one another. Circulars sent from
time to time keep all acquainted with the events of

each convent. There is no superior general, no visitor

general, nor general chapter. In doubts regarding
observance, recourse is had to the house of Annecy,
the sainte source, which actually exercises no au-
thority, but whose right to advise is recognized as

that of an elder sister. The first superior of each
convent is the bishop of the diocese and it is under his

direct and immediate care. Two priests are charged
by the bishop with the care of the convent, one with
the title of superior, the other with that of confessor.

Such are the chief rules of the Visitation, their most
striking characteristic being moderation and common
sense. Made for generous souls, there is nothing
about them which could weaken the body, while they
overlook nothing which could mortify the spirit. For
three centuries the Visitation has never stood in need
of reform and each century has brought to the
Church and the world its contingent of holy souls.

The Order of the Visitation of Mary was canonically

erected in 1618 by Paul V who granted it all the privi-

leges enjoyed bj' the other orders. A Bull of Urban
VIII solemnly approved it in 1626. At the first

centenary of the institute in 1710 came renewed
praise for its Constitutions "admirable for wisdom,
discernment, and mildness, and which open up a
certain easy and united path" to religious perfection.

The Visitation developed rapidly. As early as the
third year the house of "la Galcrie" was too small; it

was necessary to purchase an estate and build not far

from the lake the convent which kept the name of the
first convent of Annecy. The church still exists; the
remainder of the building was destroyed during the
French Revolution. Lyons (1615) was the first

foundation with Mother Favre as superior; Moulines
(1616) was the second with Mother deBr(^chard. Gre-
noble (1618), Bourges (1618), and Paris (1619) followed
in close succession. When St. Francis de Sales died

(1622) there were already 13 convents established.

At the death of St. Jane de Chantal (1641) there were
86. The Bull of Clement XI at the first centenary of

the foundation mentions 147. In the seventeenth cen-

tury the order was confined to France and especially

to Savoy; in the eighteenth century it extended to

Italy, Germany, Spain, Switzerland, Poland, and the
Low Countries. There werel67 houses in 1792 when the
FrenchRevolut ion dispersedand closed all theconventa
itreached. Theforeign houses retained the tradition of

the founders. The storm passed and as early as 1800
the convents of the Visitation began gradually to be
restored in all parts of France. That of Annecy was
not restored until 1824.

The convent of Georgetown was the first house of

the Visitation founded in the United States (see sub-
article below). The Visitation of Georgetown
founded that of Mobile 1833 and in the same year that
of Kaskaskia, which was transferred to St. Louis in

1844. In 1837 it founded the Visitation of Balti-

more, that of Frederick in 1846, and Philadelphia in

1848. These various convents founded others, and
at present there .are in the United States 21 houses of

the Visitation in relation with Annecy. England
has two convents, Westbury, now transferred to

Harrow, London, and that of Roseland, Walmer,
Kent, which is the ancient convent of Vilna, Poland.
The last Visitation convent founded in an English-
speaking country is that of Ottawa, Canada, founded
by sisters from Annecy in 1910. At the third cen-
tenary of the order, 6 June, 1910, the Visitation

numbered 170 convents: 56 in France and 12 other
French houses which the religious persecution com-
pelled to go into exile; 30 in Italy; 2 in Switzerland;
7 in Austria; 1 in Russian Poland; 4 in Belgium; 1 in

Holland; 2 in England; 17 in Spain; 3 in Portugal
(these convents were driven into exile by the Revolu-
tion in 1910); 21 in the United States; 1 in Canada;
11 in Latin America; and 2 in SjTia.

The first Visitandines, emulating their foundress,

had nearly all received extraordinary gifts of prayer.

The process of beat ificat ion of Mot her de Brechard was
even begun but was abandoned to make way for that

of Mother de Chantal. It was Blessed Margaret Mary
Alacoque (q. v.), a Visitandine of Paray-le-Monial in

Burgundy, to w'hom the Sacred Heart of Jesus was
manifested, in order that the devotion to the Sacred
Heart might be communicated to the Church.
Another Visitandine, Venerable Anne-Madeleice
R^musat of the second convent of Marseilles, was
the propagator of devotion to the Sacred Heart at

the time of the plague of Marseilles in 1722; her cause
was introduced in 1891. The cause of Venerable
Marie de Sales Chappuis, superioress of the Visitation

convent of Troyes (d. in 1875), was introduced in 1879
and the process of her beatification is proceeding
rapidly. A religious of exalted virtue, she encouraged
a number of souls both within and without the cloister

in that path of confidence, generosity, obedience to

the Divine Will, of fidelity to the duty of the present

moment, which was inculcated by St. Francis de
Sales. In the course of the process of beatification

her authentic writings have been carefully examined
and approved by the Sacred Congregation of Rites
(Decree of 21 Sept., 1892). The Visitandines are

contemplatives, and in order that they might not be
turned aside from the chief aim the founder often

recurs in his letters to the nece.'^sity of not imposing
external duties which would divert them from their

first vocation. Nevertheless, even in the time of St.

Francis de Sales the ^'isit:^tion several times accepted
temporarily I he mission of reforming foreign communi-
ties or even houses of penitent women, and God has
blessed their devotion. It was likewise the need of the

times which at a certain i)eriod led many convents to

open within their cloisters boarding-s<-hools for young
girls. These boarding-schools which still exist in

certain communities have done great good to youth.
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Tho instruction given at the Visitation is generally
i^olid and on a par with t hat of the most serious schools.

But what especially characterizes the schools of the
Visitation and the pupils themselves is the strong
education of will and character. In a constantly
serene and maternal atmosphere the child learns at

an early age self-denial, a sense of duty, and of re-

sponsibility to God for every action. The mistress
methods of going to God become to a certain extent
those of the children.
Hamon, Hist, de St. Francois de Sales, ed. Gonthier and

LiTODRNEAnx (Paris, 1909); Bodoaud, Hisl. de sle Chantal
(Paris. 1S65); St. Francis de Sales. Lellres, in (Euvres, XIV
(Annecy, 1908); Regies, de st Augustin et constitutions pour les

acturs de la Visitation (Annecy, 1889) ; Annie sainte des religieuses
de la Visitation Ste Marie (Annecy, 1871); de Chattgy, Vie de
quatre des premiires mires de VordTe de la Visitation Ste. Marie,
ed. Veuii-lot (Pars, 1852).

Raphael Pernin.

Visitation Convent, Georgetown, The, in the
District of Columbia, United States of America. This
convent was founded by Miss Alice Lalor, native of
Kilkenny County, Ireland, who sailed for this country
in 1794 with her sister, Mrs. Doran, the wife of an
American merchant. On the voyage she formed an
intimacy with Mrs.Sharpe and Mrs. AIcDermolt and,
united in their vocation, they bought a small house
in Philadelphia and began their community Hfe under
the direction of the Rev. Leonard Neale, who had suc-
ceeded Rev. LanTence Graessel and Rev. PYancis
Fleming, victims of the yellow fever epidemic of 1793.
The return of the fever in 1797-8 broke up their
house, and Father Neale having been made president
of Georgetown College invited them to settle in that
place. Miss Lalor bought a small cottage near that of

three French noblewomen of the Order of Poor Clares,
who had escaped the Terror and hoped to found a
house in the land of their asylum. Father Neale put
the Congregation of the Pious Ladies, as they were
called, under the Rule of St. Francis de Sales, con-
tinued his directorship and encouraged and helped
them in every way. His inspiration was to advance
Cathohc education and especially to secure it for the
daughters of Catholic families in Maryland, where tlie

proscriptive laws and penalties established by those
who had seized the Government from the Lords Pro-
prietary had reduced Catholic education to a low ebb
(see Acts of Assembly, 16.54; 1704; 171.5; 1718; 1755).
The school wa.s ojiened, 24 June, 1799. The first

pupil was Anna Smith, the first novice Sister Aloysia
Neale. Their ranks were immediately recruited,
their pupils multiplied, and in 1802 the school was
developed into an academy. In 1804 the Poor Clares
returned to France; Bishop Neale and hi.s brother
Father Francis bought their property, furniture, and
books, and it was among the la«t that the Rules of
the Visitation were discovered in 1812, after being
vainly sought for years by the bishop, for .Annecy had
been swept away in the Terror. No enclosure was
observed at first and the ladies were called Mistress
or Madam until 1816 when .\rchbishop Neale obtained
from Pius VII the Brief dated 14 July, which raised
the community to the rank of a monaster^-. Solemn
vows were taken, 28 Dec, 1816, by .30 choir sisters,

4 lay sisters, and 1 out sister. Father Beschter,
formerly of the papal choir, instructed them in the
chants of the office and the Visitandines of Chaillot
sent them a model of the habit and silver crosses.

Six months later Archbishop Xeale died, but he had
appointed Father Cloriviere director of the commu-
nity. He arrived, 1.3 Jan., 1818, and devoted his life

to his new charge. He sold his estate in Bretagne and
gave the proceeds as well as his French pension to
building the chapel for the sisters. He asked and
obtained from his friend Charles X an alt.ar-piece,

and by every means in his power helped the sisters in

their poor school—the first free school in the District
of Columbia. Mother Catharine Rigden broke

ground for the chapel, the symbolic window of which
was given by a lady in South Carolina. This was the
first chapel of ihe Sacred Heart in the United States.

In 1819 I lie first prosperlus wa.s issued over the signa-
tures of Mrs. Ib'nriclla Brent, Mrs. .lerusha Barber,
and Father Cloriviere; in 1823 a new academy was
built, and in 1829 three European .sisters arrived.

On 9 Sept., 1846, Mother Teresa Lalor died, having
seen her daughters established at Kaskaskia, Mobile,
St. Louis, Baltimore, and Brooklyn. In 1872-3 the
present academy building was erected, and in 1899-
1900, after a fire, this was enlarged. Where the cottage
stood there .is now a square of many-storied buildings
and the small lot has giown to thirty-eight acres in

extent. Archbishop Nealc, Father Cloriviere, Mother
Teresa, Sister Joanna, the daughter of the Mexican
Emperor Iturbide, and the thirty original sisters are
laid in the crypt of the chapel and buried in the walls
of its foundations, while many distinguished names
carried on the rolls of the academy make it one of the
historic spots of the country. At Gen. Winfield
Scott's request the academy was exempted from
seizure for hospital purposes during the Civil War.
His daughter Virginia (Sister Mary Emmanuel) who
was a Visitation nun is buried in the cemetery.

Ella Loraine Dorsey.

Visitors Apostolic, officials whom canonists com-
monly class with papal legates. Visitors differ from
other Apostolic delegates, principally in this, that
their mission is only transient and of comparatively
short duration. In ancient times, the popes generally
exercised their right of inspecting the dioceses of va-
rious countries through their nuncios or legates (c. 1,

Extravag. Comm. de Consuet. I, 1; c. 17, X, de Cens.
Ill, 39), though they occasionally, even in th& prim-
itive ages, sent special visitors. At the present time,
the mission of papal nuncios is rather of a diplomatic
than of a visitatorial character. Visitors are, at present,
deputed by the pope for special emergencies and not
at stated intervals. Their duty is to inspect the
state of the Church in the country confided to them
and then to draw up a report to the Holy See. At
times, this visitation is made with the same attention
to details as is an episcopal visitation. Visitors

Apostolic are also appointed to visit the various prov-
inces pf a religious order, whenever, in the judgment
of the pope, this becomes useful or necessary. In all

cases of Apostolic visitation, the pope, through dele-

gates, is putting into effect the supreme and imme-
diate jurisdiction which is his for any and every part
of the Church. The exact powers of a visitor can
be known only from his brief of delegation. His of-

fice ceases as soon as he has submitted his report to

the Holy See through the Consistorial Congregation.
For the city of Rome itself there is a permanent
Commission of the Apostolic Visitation. Estab-
lished by Urban VIII as one of the Roman congrega-
tions under the presidency of the cardinal vicar, it

was changed into a commission by Pius X through
the Constitution " Sapient i Consiho" (29 June, 1908).

These Apostolic \'isitors annually inspect the parishes

and institutions of Rome and make report on their

spiritual and financial condition. They pay special

attention to the fulfilment of the obligations spring-

ing from pious foundations and legacies for Masses
and chaplaincies.

Leitner. De Curia Romana (Ratisbon, 1909): DE LuCA, Pra-
Ircliones Juris Canoniri. II (Rome, 1897); Martin in Amer.
Ecctes. Retirw (Oct., 1910).

William H. W. Fanning.

Visitors' Synod. See Councils, General.

Visits to the Blessed Sacrament.—By this devo-
tional i)rac1ice, which is of comparatively modem
development, the presence of Jesus Christ in the
Blessed Eucharist is regarded in the same light and
honoured with the same ceremonial observances as
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would be paid to a sovereign who favoured any place
in his dominions by taking up his abode there. The
conception is that in the tabernacle Jesus Christ, as

it were, holds His court, and is prepared to grant
audience to all who draw near to Him, though others
prefer to regard Him as a prisoner bound to this earth
and to existence in a confined space, by the fetters of

His love for mankind. In this latter ease the visits

paid to the Blessed Sacrament assumed the special

character of a work of mercy intended to console the
Sacred Heart of Jesus for the indifference and ingrati-

tude shown Him by the majority of Christians, for

whose sake He remains in the sacramental species.

It must be plain that this devotional exercise of

"visiting" the Blessed Sacrament is essentially de-
pendent upon the practice of ceremonial reservation

(q. v.). As has already been pointed out in this

latter article, the attempts formerly made to demon-
strate the existence of a custom in the early Church of

showing special and external veneration to the Sacred
Species when reserved for the sick break down upon
closer investigation. To this day in the Greek
Church no practice of genuflecting to the Blessed
Sacrament is known and in fact it may be said that,

though it is treated respectfully, as the Book of the
Gospels or the sacred vessels would be treated respect-

fully, still no cultus is shown it outside of the Liturgy.
During the first ten or twelve centuries after Christ
the attitude of the Western Church seems to have
been very similar. We may conjecture that the
faithful concentrated their attention upon the two
main purposes for which the Blessed Eucharist was
instituted, viz. to be offered in sacrifice and to become
the food of the soul in Holy Communion. It was only
by degrees that men awoke to the lawfulness of hon-
ouring the abiding presence of Christ outside the
sacred mysteries, much as we may conceive that if a
monarch chose to dress in mufti and to lay aside all

marks of rank, people might doubt as to the good
taste of showing him demonstrations of respect which
he seemed purposely to exclude. In any case the
fact is certain that we meet with no clear examples
of a desire to honour the presence of Jesus in the
Blessed Sacrament reserved upon the altar before the
twelfth century.

Perhaps one of the earliest indications of a new
feeling in this regard is revealed in a direction given
to the anchoresses in the "Ancren Riwle" (q. v.):

"When ye are quite dressed . . . think upon God's
Flesh and on His Blood which is over the high altar

and fall on your knees towards it with this salutation

'Hail thou author of our Creation, etc'". So again,

in one of his letters St. Thomas of Canterbury writes:

"If you do not harken to me who have been wont to

pray for you in an abundance of tears and with groan-
ings not a few before the Majesty of the Body of

Christ" (Materials, Rolls Series, V, 276). this
example, perhaps, is not quite certain but we know
from instances in the Holy Grail romances, that the
idea of praying before the Blessed Sacrament was
growing famihar about this period, i. e. the end of

the twelfth century. The English mystic Richard
Rolle of Hampole, at the beginning of the fourteenth

century, explicitly exhorts Christians to visit the
church in preference to praying in their own houses,

for he .says: "In the church is most devotion to pray,

for there is God ui>on the altar to hear those that pray
to Him and to grant them what they ask and what
is best for them" ("Works", ed. Horstman, I, 145).

But in the course of the .same century the practice of

visiting the Blessed Sacrament became fairly common,
as we see i)arlicularlv in the case of Blessed Henry
Suso and Blessed Mary de Malliaco (a. d. 1;«1-1414),
who, we are told, "on solemn feasts kept vigil before
llie most holy Sacrament". It was often at this

period joined with an intense desire of looking upon
the Bh'K,seil Sacrament exposed, a most striking exam-

ple of which will be found in the "Septililium" of
Blessed Dorothea, a holy recluse of Pomerania who
died in 1394. But the practice of compiling volumes
of devotions for visits to the Blessed Sacrament, one
of the best known of which is the "Visits" of St.

Alphonsus Liguori, was of still later date.
The information given by writers auch as Corblet. Hist, de

la sainte Eucharistie (Paris, 1886) and Raible, Der Tabemakel
einsl undjetzt (Freiburg, 1908), must be used with caution as the
present writer has pointed out in The Month (April and Decem-
ber. 1907)

Herbert Thur.stgn.

Vis Mara, Denis. See Hyderabad, Diocese of.

Vit, ViNCENZO DE, latinist, b. at Mestrina, near
Padua, 10 July, 1810; d. at Domo d'Ossola, 17 .A.ug.,

1892. He made his studies at Padua, was ordained
priest in 1830, in 1844 became librarian of the Accade-
mia dei Concordi at Rovigo and canon of the cathe-
dral. He was thus advancing in the path of eccle-

siastical honours, but under the influence of Rosmini
he^ entered at Stresa the Institute of Charity. He
began his revision of Forcellini's lexicon at Stresa.
Compelled to have recourse to Ubraries, he went first

to Florence in 1861, and in 1862 to Rome, where he
took up his residence, returning to Northern Italy in

the summer. De Vit's idea ditfered from that of

Forcellini and P'urlanetto, it being his intention to
include in his book all the periods and aU the varieties

of Latin down to a. d. 508. He likewise gave an
exact digest of the authors of the decadence and the
Fathers of the Church, and accorded considerable
space to inscriptions, which he also treated in special

works. His work was a third larger than Furlanetto's
edition, which extension compelled him to leave out
proper names. The "Lexicon totius latinitatis" was
completed in 1879. De Vit undertook the "Onomas-
ticon", which he brought down to the beginning of the
letter P. Unfortunately no one has undertaken its

completion. One of the great merits of the "Lexicon",
apart from its extent, is that it allows the restoration

of the exact history of each word according to writers

and periods. Very rarely does a text important for

meaning escape de Vit's gleaning. His work will

always be useful because it gives all essential

information in a comparatively brief form.
He also laboured on the history of his native

place, and published his researches in eight volumes:
"II lago maggiore Stresa e le isole Borromeo"
(Prato, 1875-78); "Memorie storiche di Borgo-
manero e del suo mandamento" (1859; 2nd ed.,

1880); "Adria e le sue antiche epigrafi illustrate'

(Prato, 1888); "La provincia romana dell' Ossola
ossia delle Alpe Atreziane" (Prato, 1892). All these
works were collected in a series of "Opera varie"
(11 vols., Prato, 1875-92), which also contains
numerous memoirs of antiquity and lexicography, the
most celebrated being "Delia distinzione tra i Brit-

anni o Brittonni dell' Isola e i Britanni o Brittonni del

continente", (Modena, 1807-72). According to de
Vit the name Brittany was given to the Armorican
Peninsula because some Britanni had established
themselves there in the time of C;rsar, coming from
the right bank of the Rhine. These must have been
the Britons, whih- the inhabitants of the island must
have been the Britanni. A confusion of names sub-
sequently arose. This theory has not been admitted
by scholars. Another dissertation (1873-74 and
1881), concerning the road of the invasion of the
Cimri, and on the site of the battle of Marius, also

aroused lively controversies.
Ferrero in Biographischcs Jahrbuch fiir AttcrtutTiskunde (Leip-

lig, 1899), 26.

Paul Lejay.

Vitalian, S.mnt, Pope (657-72), date of birth

unknown; <!. 27 January, 672. Nothing is known of

Vitalian's life before he was raised to the Holy Sec.
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According to the "Liber Pontificalis" (ed. Duchesne,

I, 343) he was a native of Segni in Campagna, and hia

father's name was Anastasiiis. After the death of

Pope Eugene I, on 2 or 3 June, 657, Vitahan was
elected his successor, and consecrated and enthroned
on 30 July. Like his predecessor, Vitahan sought to

restore the connexion with Constantinople by friendly

advances to the Eastern Emperor Constans 11 (041-

668) and to prepare the way for the settlement of the

Monothelite controversy. He sent letters (aynodica)

annoimcing his elevation by envoys both to the em-
peror and to Patriarch Peter of Constantinople, who
was incUned to Monothelitism. The emperor con-

firmed the privileges of the Roman Church and sent

to St. Peter as a present a codex of the Gospels in

a cover of gold richly ornamented with precious

stones. The Patriarch Peter also sent an answer,
though not a definite one, as to Monothelilism, which
he sought 1o defend. He made it appear that he was
of the same opinion as the pope, who in writing to

Peter had expounded the Catholic Faith. Thus
ecclesiastical intercourse between Rome and Constan-
tinople was restored on the basis of this mutual reserve

over the dogmatic question, and Vitalian's name was
entered on the diptychs of the Byzantine Church

—

the only name of a pope so entered between the reign

of Honorius I (d. 638) and the Sixth (Ecumenical
Council of 680-81. Vitalian also showed the same
friendliness to the Emperor Constans II, when the
latter, in 663, came to Rome and spent twelve days
there during the campaign against the Lombards.
On 5 July the pope, accompanied by the Roman
clergy, went as far as the sixth milestone to meet the
emperor and accompanied him to St. Peter's, where
the emperor offered gifts. On the following Simday
Consstans went in state to St. Peter's, offered a pallium
wrought with gold, and was present during the Mass
celebrated by the pope. The emperor dined with the
pope on the following Saturday, attended Ma.ss again
on Sunday at St. Peter's, and after Ma.ss took leave of

the pope. At his departure Constans carried off a
large number of bronze works of art from Home, tak-
ing even the bronze tiles from the roof of the Pantheon,
which had been dedicated to Christian worship.
Constans stopped in Sicily, where he cruelly oppressed
the population, and was assassinated at Syracuse in

668. The pope supported his son Constantine IV
Pogonalus against a usurper and thus aided him to

attain the Byzantine throne. The new emperor had
no intention of using force to maintain the Mono-
thelite decree {typus) of his father, and Pope Vitalian
probably made use of this inclination to take a more
decidefl stand against Monothelitism and to win the
emperor to orthodoxy. In this latter attempt, how-
ever, he was not able to succeed. The Monothelite
Patriarch Theodore of Constantinople (from 678) even
removed Vitalian's name from the diptychs. It was
not until the Sixth (Ecumenical Council (681) that
MonotheUtism was suppressed, and Vitalian's name
was replaced on the diptychs of the Byzantine
Church.
Pope Vitahan was verj' successful in England,

where disputes still divided the Anglo-Saxon and the
British clergj', respecting various ecclesiastical cu.s-

toms. At the Synod of Streaneshalch (Whitby) King
Oswy of Northumberland decided for the general
acceptance of the Roman practices in regard to the
keeping of E.aster, and the shape of the tonsure.
Together with King Egbert of Kent, he sent the priest
Wighard to Rome, to be consecrated there after the
death of Archbishop Deusdedit of Canterbury in 664,
but Wighard died at Rome of the pestilence. The
pope WTole a letter to King Oswj' promising to send a
suitable bishop to England as soon as po.ssible.

Hadrian, abbot of an abbey near Naples, was selected
to go, but he considered himself unworthy to be con-
secrated bishop. At his recommendation a highly

educated monk, Theodore of Tarsus, who understood
both Latin and Greek and who was at Rome, was
chosen as Archbishop of Canterbury and consecrated
on 26 March, 668. Accompanied by Abbot Hadrian,
Theodore went to England, where lie was recognized

as the head of the Church of England by all the clergy,

Saxon and British. The pope confirmed to him all

the privileges that Gregory the Great had formerly
granted to Archbishop Aiigustine.

The archiepiscopal See of Ravenna was immediately
subject to Rome. Archbishop Maurus of Ravenna
(648-71) sought to rid himself of this dependence, and
make his see autocephalous. When Pope Vitahan
called upon him to justify his theological views, he
refused to obey and declared himself independent of

Rome. The pope excommunicated him, but Maurus
did not submit, and even went so far as to excom-
municate the pope. The EmperOr Constans II sided

with the archbishop, issued an edict removing the
Archbishop of Ravenna from the patriarchal jurisdic-

tion of Rome, and ordained that the former should
receive the palhum from the emperor. The successor

of Maurus, Reparatus,'was in fact consecrated, in 671,

by three of his suffragan bishops and recci^•ed the
paUium from the emperor. It was not until the reign

of Pope Leo II (682-83) that the independence of the

See of Ravenna was suppressed: Emperor Constan-
tine IV repealed the edict of Constans and confirmed
the ancient rights of the Roman See over the See of

Ravenna. Vitalian also had occasion to enforce his

authority as supreme judge in the Eastern Church.
Bishop John of Lappa in Crete, deposed by a
synod under the presidency of the Metropohtan
Paulus, appealed to the pope, and was imprisoned for

so doing. He escaped, however, and went to Rome,
where Vitalian held a synod in December, 667, to

investigate the matter, basing its action on the records

of the metropohtan S3mod of Crete, and pronounced
John guiltless. Vitalian wrote to the Metropoli-

tan Paulus demanding the restoration of John to

his diocese, and the return of the monasteries which
had been unjustly taken from him. At the same time
the pope directed the metropolitan to remove two
deacons who had married after consecration. Vita-

lian also wrote respecting John to an imperial

official and to Bishop George of Syracuse, who had
supported the deposed bishop. Some of the letters

attributed to this pope are spurious. He was buried

in St. Peter's.
titer Pon(i/ira(is, ed. Duchesne, I, 343 sq.; Jaff^, fffflesto

Rom. Pont., I (2nd ed.), 235-237; AIansi, Cone. coll.. XI, 16 sqq.

Hefele. Konziliengeschichtc, III (2nd ed.), 248 sq.; Langen,
Geschichte de rsmischen Kirche, II (Bonn, 185.5), 439-545.

J. P. KiRSCH.

Vitalini (de Vitalinis), Bonifazio, jurist, b.

at Mantua, Italy, about 1320; d. at Avignon after

1388. After completing his law studies at Padua
he returned to his native city and took up the prac-

tice of criminal law. While thus engaged he wrote:

"Super maleficiis" (Milan, 1.50.5; Venice, 1.5.59, 1584;

Lyons, 15.58; Frankfort, 1600 and 1604). He
suddenly gave up the law, entered the priesthood,

and left Padua with the intention of never returning.

In 1350, however, he came back as rector of the

Church of San Martinio de' Tribesii and vicar of the

bishop. Two years later he went to Avignon, where
he received a professorship. He was given the

privilege of granting the doctorate, was made pro-

thonotarv Apostolic, aflvocate of the Consistory,

fiscal of the Roman Curia, and finally auditor of the

sacred palace. He is known to have been in various

Itali.an cities, and at Avignon in 1388. He wTote a
commentary on the "Clementines" entitled "Cotn-

mcntarii iii Constitutiones Clementis PapEB V in

alma .\venionensi universitale editi" (Lyons, 1.522),

ancl two treatises, "Solemnis ac penitilis tractatua

de mode procedendi contra apostataa" (Venice,
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1556), and "Tractatus, qui casus respirat speciale

mandatum" (Zurich, 1584).
Von Schdlte, Gesch. der Quellen u. Literatur des canonisch.

Rechls, II (Stuttgart. 1877), 255 .sq.; Tiraboschi, Storia della let-

teratuTa italiana, V (Florence, 1807), 2, 388.

Patricius Schlager.

Vitalis, Saint, martyr. His legend, which is of

little historical value, relates that he was martyred
by order of a judge named Paulinus for having en-

couraged St. ilrsicinus, who was wavering at the

prospect of death, and for having given burial to

his remains. St. Vitahs was racked and then buried

alive. He was the husband of St. Valeria who was
martyred at Milan, and father of the more famous
Sts. Gervasius and Protasius. The feast of St.

Vitalis occurs on 28 April, but the date of his martyr-
dom is uncertain. The legend makes him a victim

of the Neronian pensecutions, but Baronius gives the

year 171 during the persecution of Marcus Aurelius.

The question is discussed by Papebroch in the

Bollandist "Acta" and by Tillemont in his "Mem-
oires pour servir a I'histoire ecclesiastique". Pape-
broch cites churches dedicated in honour of St.

Vitalis at Rome, Faenza, Rimini, Como, Ferrara,

Venice, Verona, and at Jadera in Dalmatia, but the

most famous church bearing his name is the octagonal

San Vitale at Ravenna, the place of his martjTdom,
built in the years 541-46 and dedicated as an inscrip-

tion attests in 547. This church, which was origi-

nally constructed by Julius v^gentarius and restored

by Ricci in 1898-1900, is one of the most magnificent
works of Bvzantine architecture and mosaic.
AHa SS. April, III, 562; Diet. Christ. Biog., IV, 463: SuRlus,

Vilcc SS., IV, 334; Gu^rin, Pelils Bollandisles. V, 62; Serra-
TRicE, Brevi Cenni suUa vita e sut cutlo di S. Vitale Martire (Mon-
dovi, 1899).

R.4YMUND Webster.

Vitalis, Ordericus. See Ordeeicus Vitalis.

Vitalis and Agricola, Saints, martyred at

Bologna about 304 during Diocletian's persecution.

Agricola, who was beloved for his gentleness, con-
verted his slave, Vitalis, to Christianity; they became
deeply attached to each other. Vitalis was the first

to suffer martyrdom, being executed in the amphi-
theatre. By his tortures and by flattery the per-

secutors sought in vain to win over Agricola, whom
they finally crucified. Both martyrs were buried in

the Jewish graveyard. In 393 St. Ambrose and
Bi.shop Eusebius of Bologna transferred the remains
of the martyrs to a church. Ambrose took some of

the blood, of the cross, and of the nails to Florence,

placing these relics in the church erected by the saintly

widow Juliana. On this occasion he delivered an ora-

tion in praise of virginity, with special reference to the
three virgin daughters of Juliana. His mention of

the martyrs Agricola and Vitalis in the first part of

the oration is the only authority for their fives ("De
exhortatione virginitatis", cc. i-u, in P. L., XVI,
335). The feast of the two martyrs is observed on
4 November. In 396 other relics were sent to St.

Victricius, Bishop of Rouen, and, about the same date,

to St. Paulinus of Nola and others.
Acta SS., Nov., II, 233-53; Ruinart, Acta martyrum (Ratis-

bon, 1869), 491-94,

Gabriel Meier.

Vitalis of Savigny, Saint, founder of the mon-
astery and ('ongregalion of Savigny (1112), b. at

Tierceville near Baycux atinut 1 060-5 ; d. at Savigny,
16 Sept., 1122. His parents were n:im('(l Uainfrcd
and Rohais. We know nothing of his early years; after

ordination he became chai)lrtin (o the Conqucmr's
brother, Robert of Mortain (d. 1100). \'il:ilis g:iiii((l

the respect and confidence of Robert, who bistowtd
upon him a canonrv in the Church of Saint Kvroult
at Mortain, wlii<'ir he had foundi-d in 1082. But
Vitalis felt within him a desire for a more perfect

State of life. Ho gave up his canonry in 1095,

MoRTr.ARY
XII Ce.ntury,
of France

settled at Dompierre, 19 miles east of Mortain,
and became one of the leaders of the hermit
colony of the forest of Craon (see Robert of Arbris-
sel). Here for

seventeen years he
lived an ascetical

life. At the same
time he concerned
himself, like Rob-
ert of Arbrisscl,

with the salvation
of the surrounding
population, giving
practical help to

the outcasts who
gathered round
him. He was a
great preacher, re-

markable for zeal,

insensible to fa-

tigue, and fear-

lessly outspoken;
he is said to have
attempted to reconcile Henry I of England with his

brother, Robert Curthose. He seems to have visited

England and a considerable part of western France,
but Normandy was the chief scene of his labours. Be-
tween 1 105 and 1 120 he founded a nunnery at Mortain,
with his sister St. Adeline as abbess. (See Savigny.)
Walter, Ersten Wanderprediger Franhreiehs, II (Leipzig,

1906), ii; Acvrv, Hist, de la congreg. de Savigny. I (Caen, 1896);
Vitce bb. Vitalis el Gaufridi, ed. Sauvage in Anal, boltand., I

(Brussels, 1882), 355-410.

Raymund Webster.

Vitelleschi, Mnzio, b. at Rome 2 Dec,
1563; d. there 9 Feb., 1645. He belonged to a
distinguished family but notwithstanding brilliant

prospects he entered the Society of Jesus 15 August,
1583, and after completing his studies in the order
was made a professor. In 1593 he was appointed
rector of the Engfish College which had been established

in 1579 by Gregory XIII. At later dates he was
made provincial of the society for Rome and Naples,
assistant of the Jesuit general for Italy, and finally

was elected General of the Society on 15 November,
1615, by the seventh general congregation. The
society during his generalate attained a high degree
of i)rosperity. The missions were extended to

Thibet, Tonking, and to the Maraiion, and the
Engfish mission was raised to an independent province.

The only difficulties encountered by his administra-
tion were in France, where finally, on account of

Richelieu, he forbade his subordinates to speak or
write of the supremacy of the pope. In 1617 and
1619 he issued regulations concerning the doctrine
of Probabilism in two general letters addressed to

the superiors of the society. Some of his letters

and general epistles have been edited by de Prat,

"Recherches historiques", V (Lyons, 1878), 360 sq.
De Backer, Biblioth^que des ecrivains de la Compagnie de

Jisus, cd. SOMMERVOGEL, VIII (Brusscls, 189S), 848.

P.4TRICIUS Schlager.

Vitellius, Lticius, proclaimed Roman Emperor by
the soldiers at Cologne during the civil war of A. D. 69;
d. at Rome, 21 Dec, 69. The Emperor Galba had
placed Vitellius at the head of the army of the Lower
Rhine, because he considered Vitellius, who lived only
for the pleasures of the tabl(>, in<-apable of conspiring.

.After Galba's death, when Olho ])rove(l incap.abic of

maint:iiiiing his position, thi- .^ioldiers of Lower (Jer-

niany procl:iiineii \'ilellius :is C;i's;>r, while the adjoin-

ing provinces :l1so :ii'kiuiwledged liiiii. The two vigor-

ous legates, .\lieniis(':i'ciii;i and l'';il)ius Valens, led Ihe
armies of the Upper ami Lower Hhine towards Italy,

the troops robbing and plundering the provinces

through which they marched. Olho transferred to his

generals the command of the imperial army then being
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collected in northern Italy. Otho's army was com-
pletely defeated and the greater part of his troops

killedat the battle of Bedriaeum (Cremona). Mean-
while Vitellius was advancing with the last of the

army of the Rhine by way of Lugdunum (Lyons) in

Gaul towards Italy.
" With an undisciplined force of

60,000 men he marched towards Rome. Here his gen-

erals ruled with unUmited sway. The news from the

East constantly grew more ominous, for Vespasian

was proclaimed emperor and received the homage of

his soldiers at Berytus, while the legions in Egypt and
the Danubian provinces swore loyalty to him. Vitel-

lius saw himself forced to prepare for war against

Vespasian and sent Ca'cina to northern Italy. Here
the latter divided his forces and entered into negotia-

tions with Vespasian's generals, opening the way for

the defeat of the adherents of Vitelhus in the battle of

Cremona. Vitellius made a few attempts to check

the victorious advance of his opponent, and even tried

to collect a new army at Rome, but both officers and
soldiers soon laid down their arms. When the em-
peror saw that all was lost he abdicated. A desperate

struggle aro.se in Rome between the contending parties

and the CapitoUne temple and many palaces were

destroyed by fire. Vespasian's adherents captured

Rome and Vitelhus was killed by his enemies. As the

Emperor Vespasian and his army were still a long

way from Rome, the government was carried on for a

time by Vespa-sian's son, Titus Flavins Domitianus.
KoRTH, Kiiln im MittdaUer. Annalen des hist. Vereins fiir d.

Nitderrhnn. no. L (1890); see Otho.
Karl Hoeber.

^iterbo and Toscanella, Diocese of (Viter-
BiExsis ET Tu.scvNENsis).—The city of Viterbo in

the Province of Rome stands at the foot of Monte
Cimino, in Central Italy, in an agricultural region.

It has to a great degree preserved its medieval char-

acter, more particularly in its encircling walls, which
are still in good preservation. The most ancient

building in the city, the cathedral, dedicated to St.

LawTcnce, was altered in the twelfth and the sixteenth

centuries. The capitals of the columns, the two
monuments of John XXI, and some frescoes and
framed pictures are worthy of note. On the cathedral

square stands the episcopal palace, decorated with

fine sculpture of thethirteenthcentury; here were held

the conclaves of Gregory X (1271-73), John XXI
(1276), and Martin IV (1282). The former Scrvitc

church of the Verity is now a museum in which is

preserved a fresco of Lorenzo da Viterbo representing

the "Espousals of the Blessed Virgin". The adjoin-

ing convent is occupied by the Technical Institute.

In the Church of S. Francesco are a Madonna by
Sebastiano del Piombo, and the tombs of Adrian V,

by Vassalletto, and of Clement IV, by Pietro d'Oderi-

sio. The Church of S. Sisto is remarkable for the

great height of the sanctuary above the bulk of the
nave; in this church Henry, son of Richard of Corn-
wall, was slain by Simon and Guy de Montfort in

1271. S. Maria della Salute is remarkable for its

graceful doorway. The Madonna della Querela, with
its annexed Dominican convent, is of elegant Renais-
sance architecture; in the lunette of the doorways of

the facade are examples of majolica by Luca and
Agostino della Robbia. The richly gilded ceiling is

by Antonio da Sangallo; the tabernacle by Andrea
Bregno. In the Church of S. Rosa is preserved the
mummified body of the saint; on her feast day (4

September) her statue, enshrined in a large lempielin

decorated with lanterns, is borne aloft by sixteen men.
S. Maria dei Gra<ii, of which the church still remains,
was one of the earliest convents of the Dominicans
and is even now a house of retreat, S. Juhana de
Marescotti is buried in the Church of S. Maria della
Pace,

Among illustrious Viterbans may be mentioned the
Augustinian Blessed Giacomo of 'Viterbo (thirteenth

century) , Not able profane edifices are the Municipal
Building, with its splendidly frescoed halls and impor-
tant Etruscan, Roman, and medieval mu.seum, the
Rocca, and, among a number of private buildings, the
arches of S. Pellegrino, The neighbourhood is rich

in Etruscan and Roman remains. The public foun-
tains are especially beautiful. Noteworthy are the
burial-places of Cartel d'Asso, Norcia, and Musarna,
which have yielded a large number of Etruscan sar-

cophagi and inscriptions. Ferento, on the other
hand, is rich in Roman remains, among them the
theatre and temple of Fortuna, Viterbo is famous for

its numerous and copious mineral springs, the chief

of which is the little sulphur lake of Bulicame; other
sulphur springs are those of Bagnaccio, Torretta, and
Cruciata, The water of the Grotta spring is sub-
acid.

There is much dispute as to the origin of the city of

Viterbo, It is certain that many relics of the Roman

The Cathedral and Campanile. \'iTi-:Rito

Built XH and XIII Centuries: Facade, 1500

period arc found in the district, and the baths of

Buhcame (Aquse Caise) and of Bacucco (Aqua> Passe-

ris) were unquestionably frequented both in the

Roman and the Etruscan periods. It is not improb-
able that the city of Sorrina Nova stood here; others
think that this may have been the site of Forum Su-
bertanum. The name of Viterbo occurs for the first

time in the eighth century, under the pontificate of

Zachary, when it was a village tributary to Tosca-
nella, in Lombardic Tu.scany (Tuscia Langobardorum)
on the Via Cassia, Charlemagne gave the pope all

this Tuscan territory in feudal tenure, the imperial
authority over it being still represented by a scid-

dascio and later by a count. In the eleventh century
the city had already grown very considerably, num-
bering thirteen churches, three of them with collegiate

chapters. For its loyalty to him Henry IV granted
it communal privileges. Paschal II was brought
thither a prisoner in 1111, During the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries the city several times afforded
the popes an asylum. In 11.5.5 Adrian IV here met
Barbarossa, who, it is said, had to hold the pope's
stirrup. When Rome became a republic it endeav-
oured to subdue Viterbo, which, supported by Bar-
barossa, attached itself to his party, and sheltered the
antipopes Paschal III and Callistus III. But the
populace were faithful to Alexander III, and only the
nobility were (ihibelline, though after (he peace
between the pope and tlie emperor they rebelled

against the latter also.

The dominions of the city increased after this,

many towns and villages placing themselves under its

protection, while others were subdued by force. The
neighbouring town of Ferento was completely de-
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stroycd (1172) because it represented Christ crucified

with the eyes opened instead of closed. These con-
quests resulted in renewed friction with the Romans,
who overcame the Viterbans (1201). War broke out
again when Viterbo purchased Centocelle (1220).

As a result of the victory of Viterbo (1234), the cities

of Tuscany were freed from allegiance to the Senate
of Rome. In 1207 Innocent III there held a parUa-
ment to estabUsh a form of government for this

province, which was called the Patrimony (more
properly, the Palrimonium Tuscice), and of which
Viterbo was then the capital. In the discord between
the popes and Frederick II the city was GhibeUine;
it refused to receive Gregory IX in 1232; in 1237, while

the same pope was at Viterbo, a GhibeUine revolt

broke out; and in 1240 the city received Frederick II.

In 1243 Raniero Capocci drove the Imperialists out

of Viterbo. Frederick regained the city in 1247,

after a siege lasting a year. On the death of Frederick

II it submitted to the temporal authority of the pope,

after Innocent IV had guaranteed its communal
liberties.

At this period occurred the death of St. Rose of

Viterbo, who, because she had preached against Fred-

erick II, had been exiled, with all her family, a few
days before the emperor's death was known, but had
been permitted to return some months before her own
death. Under Alexander IV her body was buried

in the monastery of the Clarisses. In the subsequent

period of tranquilUty the city extended its dominion
over all the territory of the Papal States north of Lake
Bracciano and on the right bank of the Tiber. After

the death of Alexander IV at Viterbo (the exact

whereabouts of his grave in the cathedral is unknown),
the papal Court remained there for twenty years.

Urban IV, Gregory X, John XXI, Nicholas III, and
Martin IV were elected there. In the last election

the Viterbans attacked the two Orsini cardinals and
threw them into prison, on account of a dispute as to

the possession of certain villages. The controversy

between the Orsini and Viterbo was eventually settled

by Boniface VIII. About 1300 the communal gov-

errmient was reorganized; the power was placed in the

hands of eight "reformers" and of a "defender of the

people" without whose assent the assembly could not

be convoked, nor any pubUc matter discussed or

expense incurred. This soon developed into despo-

tism; after 1312 the office became hereditary in the

GhibeUine family of Prefetti di Vico. From 1319 to

1329, however, Silvestro Gatti forcibly caused himself

to be elected defender, and serious disorders ensued.

In 1328 the city accorded a festive reception to Louis

the Bavarian and received a schismatic bishop from
him; very soon, however, it repented and received

the legate of John XXII with honour. In 1329
Faziolo di Vico slew Gatti and made himself defender.

Faziolo was in turn slain by his brother Giovanni,

who lorded it over the whole Patrimony during the

absence of the popes, but was driven out by Lando
Gatti, a former Cistercian monk. Wars followed

with the governor of the Patrimony, when the Viter-

bans refused to pay certain imposts (1346-50), and
with Cola di Rienzi (1347), to whom the city sur-

rendered.
When Cardinal Albornoz came to effect the recon-

quest of th(> l^ai):Ll States, Viterbo submitted and built

a fortress (Riirra) for tlu; governor of the Patrimony.

In 131)7, during the sojourn of Urban V at Viterbo, a

quarrel between the populace and the retinue of one
of the cardinals developed into a general uprising,

whi(^h the Vitcrban Cardinal Marco quickly put down.
In 137.5 Francesco di Vico took pos.srssion of the city,

which joined in the general revolt against papal rule,

but quickly submitted. When the Schism arose,

Vice's tyranny recommenced; he took the side of

Clement VII and sustained a siege by Cardinal Orsini.

The peoi)Ie rose against the tyrant and killed him

(8 May, 1387), and Viterbo returned to the obedience
of Urban VI. But in 1391 Gian Sciarra di Vico re-

entered the city and took possession of its govern-
ment. In 1391' Cardinal Pileo, the legate of Clement
VII, wotild have given the city over to Boniface IX,
but his plan failed, and he with difficulty saved him-
self by flight: Vico came to an understanding with
Boniface.

In the beginning of the fifteenth century Viterbo
and the Patrimony were incessantly objects of attack,
now of Ladislaus of Naples, now of Braccio da Mon-
tone, now of the Sforza. Two of these having died,

Giovanni Gatti made himself lord of Viterbo, endeav-
ouring at the same time to maintain good relations

with the pope, who stiU kept a governor of the Patri-
mony there. His son PrincivaUe was killed at the
instigation of the Monalde-schi (14.54), and a like fate

befeU Guglielmo Gatti (1456). There followed a
series of fights between the Gatteschi and Magan-
zesi factions, especially in 1496, leading to the extinc-

tion of the Gatti domination. Peace was not re-

established until 1503, when certain devout youths,
robed in white, went about the city repealing: "Pace,
pace sia con noi! Pace, pace vuole e commanda
Maria Vergine" (Peace be with us! The Virgin Mary
wills and commands peace). The Bishop of Adria,
governor of the city, joined in this movement, and he
was followed by all the magistrates and nobles, who
bound themselves by oath to observe perpetual peace.

The government of Viterbo was subsequently con-
fided to, instead of the governor of the Patrimony, a.

cardinal legate; after 1628 it was the residence of a
simple governor. One of its cardinal legates was
Reginald Pole, around whom there grew up at Viterbo

a coterie of friends, Vittoria Colonna among them,
who aroused suspicions of heterodoxj-. In 1860 the
Piedmontese had ahead}' advanced as far as Viterbo,

when an order from France recaUed them.
Toscanella, which has recently resumed its ancient

name of Tuscania, is a small town in the Province of

Rome, about twelve and a half miles from Viterbo,

on the River Marta and the ancient Via Clodia. It

stiU preserves its medieval encircling waUs. The two
most interesting and most ancient churches are out-
side the city, those of S. Maria Maggiore, the old

cathedral, and of S. Pietro, situated on a hill, also at

one time a cathedral. Both are notable for their

Lombard architecture of the eleventh and twelfth

centuries, their sculptures, and their frescoes. The
churches themselves date back as early as the fifth

century; that of S. Leonardo, now a hay loft, preserves

its fifteenth-century facade. The httle Church of S.

Francesco, also turned to profane uses, is decorated

with frescoes by Giovanni Desparapane and his son

(1466). The present cathedral was enlarged by Cardi-

nal Gamb.ara (sixteenth century) and restored in 1706;

the"St. Janies"onthehigh altar isa notable work of

Salvagni, and in one of the chapels are six fifteenth-

century statuettes taken from the old Abbey of S.

Giusto". S. Maria delle Rose (1484) is remarkable for

its facade. S. M;iria del Riposo (1495), formerly a
Franciscan church, contains some good pictures. In

the vicinity of Toscanella have been found Etruscan
tombs, which, however, have mostly gone to enrich

the various museums of Europe. The archivium of

the commune contains most interesting jiapers.

Tuscania w;is anciently included in the territory of

Tarquinia (Corneto). V\ith the decay of the latter,

the former grew, and became i)articularly important

in the Lombard period, when it was a royal fief. Tus-
cania supported the Romans, to whom it was tribu-

tarv, but after frequent conflicts with Viterbo finally

yielded to it. From 1419 to 1421 it was under the

lordship of Angelo Tartaglia, a soldier of fortune, the

remains of whose palace are still extant, and to the

tower of which access is gained by a subterranean

passage. In 1495 Cliarles VIII, returning from the
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Neapolitan campaign, wished to enter Toscanella, but
being denied admission sacked the city and destroyed

a great part of it. On 12 September, 1870, it wsis

annexed to the Kingdom of Italy. Toscanella was the

native city of Cardinal Consalvi.

The episcopal See of Viterbo was transferred from
Toscanella, which venerates the martyrs Sts. Secun-
dianus, Verianus, and companions (who, however,
were Romans). They suffered not far from the city,

to which their relics were translated in the seventh
century by Bishop Maurus, the first bishop known
(649). Among the successors of Maurus may be men-
tioned Homobonus, to whom Leo IV (8.50) addressed

a letter determining the boundaries of the diocese.

In 876 Joannes, in the name of John VIII, carried the
imperial insignia to Charles the Bald. During the
tenth century Toscanella was for .some time under the
Bishop of Centumcelte. The succession of its bishops
recommences with Joannes (1027); another Joannes
distinguished himself in the reform of Benedict (1049)

and brought back the clergy of Tuscania to the com-
mon life. Gilbert (10.59) and Giselbert (1080) were
also promoters of reform, while Richard (1086)
adhered to the antipope Clement III, who united
with Toscanella the sees of Centumcelte and Blera
(Bieda). In 1192 Celestine III formed Viterbo into

a diocese, combining it with that of Toscanella.

Among other bishops to be noted is Ranieri (c. 1200),
in whose episcopate the Paterini came to Viterbo,
and this heresy had still to be combated in 1304.
After him Cardinal Raniero Capocci was for a long
time the administrator.

In the fourteenth century the clergy of Toscanella
repeatedly refused to recognize the bishop elected by
the chapter of Viterbo, so that Clement V (1312)
reserved to the Holy See the right of appointment.
Bishop Angelo Tignosi (1318) laboured for peace
among his fellow citizens. Niccol6 dei Vetuh (1351)
was famous as a physician and man of letters, and
held an important diocesan synod at Montalto. In
1435 the Diocese of Cometo was separated and joined
with the then recently erected Diocese of Montefias-
cone. In 1467 was commenced the church of the
image, or picture, of the Madonna della Querela, a
pictiu-e painted on a tile which had been hung by a
peasant upon an oak tree (quercia). Other bishops
were: Gian Pietro Gratti (1.533), a distinguished
WTitcr; Sebastiano Gualtieri (1.551), the author of a
diary of the Council of Trent; Cardinal Francesco
Gambara (1.561), a munificent restorer of churches;
Alessandro Sforza Cesarini (1636), who began the
seminary of Viterbo, completed by Cardinal IVan-
cesco Brancacci (16.38), a model of all the virtues;

Michelangelo Conti (1712), afterw.ards Pope Innocent
XII; Cardinal Gabriele Severoli (1806), nuncio at
Vienna. The present bishop, Mgr. Ant. M. Grasselli

(1899), O. M. C, was formerly delegate Apostohc
at Constantinople.
The canons of Viterbo received from Benedict XIII

the privilege of the mitre, ring, and bugia. The
seminary is interdiocesan for the dioceses of the
Roman province north of Rome. Toscanella also

has a seminary of its own for clerical studies. Of
Blera (Bieda) seventeen bishops are known, the first

of whom was Maximus (487). Other ancient dioceses
are Barbarano (Martaraniim) of which one bishop,
Reparatus (647), is known, and Ferentum, the native
place of the Emperor Olho, a famous bi.shop of which
was St. Bonifacius (sixth century). Here is the
Cemetery of S. Eutichio.

The diocese is immediately .subject to the Holy See.
It has 34 parishes, with 47,000 souls, 90 secular and
.58 regular priests, 8 houses of religious men, 18 houses
of Sisters, 2 schools for boys and 4 for girls.
Cappelletti, Le chienf d' lialm, VI ; PiNzi. Storia di Vitrrbo,

III (1S87); SlONORELLl. Vilnrho nrlla Slnrin dHla Chitiui, I (Vi-
terbo. IflOT); EoiDI. L'archivio delta caUedrale di Vilerba (Homo,
1906J ; Caupanabi, Tuscania e i suoi Monujnenti (Mootcfiascooe,

(Rome, 1849); AuBBU,

U. Benigni.

Vitoria, Diocese op (Victoriensis), suffragan of

Burgos, in Spain, bounded on the north by the Bay of

Biscay; on the east by Guipuzcoa and Navarre; on
the south by Logrono; and on the west by Burgos. It

comprises the Basque Provinces and the greater part
of the Province of Alava. The principal city, Vitoria,

has more than 27,000 inhabitants. Prior to the tenth
century the city was called Gazteiz, a Basque word
meaning "the height of the fray", and belonged to

the very ancient Federation of Arriaga, a federation of

the towns of Alava. It occupied the upper portion of

the present city, which is called el Campillo, or Villa

de Suso. The name Gazteiz is found in adocumentof
the Conde Fernan Gonzalez, dated 9.34, preserved in

the monastery of San Millan de Rioja. The Navar-
rese king D. Sancho the Wise took possession of this

region in 1181, giving it the name of Victoria, which
has been converted into Vitoria by the peculiarities

of the local phonetics, and conferred upon it the
privileges of a town. He built two castles, siurounded
the town with walls, appointed Pedro Ramirez its

military chief, and granted it the fucro, or charter, of

Logrono. Alfonso VIII conquered it for Castile and
conferred upon it still further fueros and privileges,

which were confirmed by Ferdinand III and Alfonso
X the Wise. John II conferred a city charter upon
it on 20 November, 1431. Isabella the Catholic
obtained from Pope Alexander VI the transfer of the
collegiate Church of Armentia to the parochial Church
of Santa Maria de Vitoria, the present cathedral, and
in 1862 the Diocese of Vitoria was erected, in con-
formity with the Concordat of 1851, under the Bull of

Pius IX, 5 October, 1861.

When Calahorra was conquered by the Moors, its

episcopal see was established in the Church of Armen-
tia, and the kings of Asturias then gave it the name
of Diocese of Alava. Theodomir, Reccared, and
Vivere (eighth and ninth centuries) signed as bishops
of Calahorra, although they resided in Armentia.
Bishop Fortunius was one of those who defended the
use of the Mozarabic Rite before Alexander II, and
at his death (1088) the Diocese of Alava was sup-
pressed, the Church of San .\ndr^s de Armentia taking
rank .simply as a collegiate with canons and digni-

taries, the Archdean of Alava being the principal.

This was transferred to Vitoria in 1498. In the fif-

teenth century Vitoria was disturbed by the factions

of the Cnllejac (Aristocrats) and the Agalas (Demo-
crats); the former held their meetings in the Church
of San Pedro, and the latter in that of S.an Miguel.
Ferdinand the Cathohc made strenuous efforts to

restore peace.
The three distinct periods of its existence can easily

be traced in the city of Vitoria. The most ancient
city, the Campillo, or Villa, de Suso, surrounded by
walls and ramparts, now for the most part in ruins;

the old city, built at the foot of the Villa de Suso and
now shut in by the modern Vitoria with its handsome
edifices. The Cathedral of Santa Maria, the ancient

collegiate church, which in 1181 was a fortress as well

as a church, w;is situated in the old city. It dis-

appeared when the fourteenth-century edifice was
built. This is a Gothic structure of the second
period; its beautiful open portico is .surmounted by
a clock tower; it has three naves and a transept; the
main chapel (capilh mnynr) has a beautiful taber-

nacle, the work of Olaguibel, and reredos by Valdivi-

eso, both natives of Alava. In the sacristy is the
"Immaculate Conception" by Juan de Carreno, a
"Pieta" attributed to Van Dyck, and some small
pictures by Zurharan and Juan de Juanes. The
processional cross is attributed to Benvenuto Cellini.

The image of the Blessed Virgin, called de In escUinilud,

because she holds an S and a nail (clavo) in her hand,
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is a precious relic of the twelfth century. A new
cathedral, which will be larger than that of Burgos, is

now (1912) being built through the zeal of the bishop,

D. Jose Cadena y Eleta. The crypt was opened in

1911. Other notable churches of Vitoria are San
Vicente and San Miguel, which were the churches of

Gazteiz in the time of Sancho the Wise. The
Church of San Miguel is built on the site of an ancient

Roman temple and contains a statue of the Blessed
Virgin called La Blanca, from the whiteness of the

stone of which it is made. The parish church of

San Pedro contains some curious tombs. The con-

vent of the Dominicans was founded by St. Dominie
on the site of the house of Sancho the Strong of

Navarre. It has since served for a barracks and a
mihtary hospital. The convent of San Francisco,

founded in 1214, is also a barracks for infantry and
cavalry. Adrian of Utrecht was living in the famous
"Casa del Cordon" when he received the news of his

elevation to the papacy.
The conciliar seminary was inaugurated in 1880

under the patronage of St. Prudentius and St. Igna-
tius. It was enlarged by Bishop Mariano de Miguel
y G6mez. The seminary of Aguirre was founded in

1853. During the civil wars it was used for a military

storehouse. The secondary school has a good build-

ing surrounded by the gardens of La Florida. The
hospital occupies the old seminary building of San
Prudencio which was founded in the seventeenth
century by Bishop Salvatierra of Segorbe and Ciudad-
Rodrigo, a native of Vitoria. Oil ate is situated in

this diocese. Its university dates from about the

middle of the sixteenth century, having been founded
by Rodrigo de Mercado y Zuazola, Bishop of Majorca
and Avila. Paul III, in 1.540, issued a Bull to estab-

hsh a collegia mayor and imiversity under the invoca-

tion of the Holy Spirit. Diu'ing the first civil war
this institution was transferred to Vitoria, and then

suppressed. Some years later it was reopened as an
independent institution, but was afterwards again
closed. D. Carlos de Borb6n gave his protection to

the university while he was in power in the Basque
Provinces during the last Carlist war. The Loyola
House, which formerly belonged to the Diocese of

Pamplona, now belongs to Vitoria.

De la Fuente, Hist, de kis Universidades en Esp., II (Madrid,
1885) ; PiRALA, Provincias Vascongadas in Esp, sua monumentos
y artes (Barcelona, 1885).

Ram6n Ruiz Amado.

Vitoria, Francisco. See Francis of Vittoria.

Vittorino da Feltre (Vittorino de' Rambal-
DONi), humanist educator, b. at Feltre, 1397; d. at

Mantua, 1446. He was the son of Bruto de' Ram-
baldoni, a notary, but is best known by the surname
of Feltre. Vittorino entered the University of Padua
in 1396, attended the courses of Gasparino da Barzizza
and Giovanni da Ravenna in grammar and Latin
letters, and studied philosophy and perhaps theol-

ogy. As a student he supported himself by tutoring.

After obtaining the doctorate he studied mathematics
under Pelacani da Parma, serving meanwhile as a
famulus in the professor's household. Soon his

fame as a teacher of mathematics surpassed his

master's. He spent eighteen months studying Greek
under Guarino da Verona, his fellow-student at the
University of Padua, and then the best Greek scholar

in Italy. Afterw.ards Vittorino opened a private
school at Padua, and in 1422, upon the resignation of

Barzizza, obtained the chair of rhetoric in the uni-

versity. After about a year, either being disgusted
with the immorahty of the city or unable to control
his students, he resigned his chair and went to
Venice, where he again organized a school. In that
year, 1423, he was invited by Gian Francesco Gon-
zaga, Marquis of Mantua, to imdertake the education
of his children. Vittorino accepted the invitation

with the agreement that he could conduct a school at
the Court and receive other students; and he estab-
lished at Mantua the school with which his name is

most famiharly associated.

A villa, formerly the recreation hall of the Gon-
zaghi, was transformed by him into an ideal school-
house. Because of its pleasant surroundings and the
spirit that prevailed therein, it was called the "Casa
Jocosa" or " Pleasant House". All the scholars were
boarders and Vittorino endeavoured to make the
school as pleasant and enjoyable as the ideal home.
Children of the leading families of Mantua, sons
of other humanists Uke Filelfo, Guarino, and Poggio,
and poor children were admitted to the classes.

The instruction given was of the new Humanistic
type but Christian in character and spirit. It was
not merely a literary training, but embraced the
physical and moralrequirements of a Uberal education.
Letters (Latin and Greek), arithmetic, geometry,
algebra, logic, dialectics, ethics, astronomy, history,

music, and eloquence were all taught there, and
frequently by special masters. The pupils were
directed also in some form of physical e.xercise, chosen
usually according to their needs, but, at times, accord-
ing to their tastes. There were some general exer-

cises which were obligatory in aU kinds of weather.
Vittorino taught here as elsewhere by example, and
participated in the field games.
He was an exemplary Catholic layman and as a

teacher strove to cultivate in his pupils all the virtues

becoming the Christian gentleman. Every day had
its regular religious exercises at which, like morning
prayer and Mass, all assisted. He was a frequent com-
municant, and desired his students to approach the
Sacraments every month. He did not overlook the
individual, but he attained his success in overcoming
faults and building up character by private direction

and exhortation. His punishments were intended
as remedies and were not administered immediately
upon the discovery of an offence. His great educa-
tional service was to adjust the new Humanistic
studies to a system of teaching and to show how they
could be taught without compromising the principles

of Christianity. He insisted on pleasant surround-
ings, made study attractive, and, by attention to

individuals, more profitable. He developed a novel
method of physical training, respecting the needs of

the various pupils. He eminently succeeded with
the education of Cecilia Gonzaga, who became one
of the most cultured women of her time and ended
her life as a nun. Vittorino has left us no written

accounts of his work, nor any educational treatises.

For an account of the famous humanists and scholars,

statesmen, and prelates whom he prepared for their

career, see Rosmini, op. cit., infra, IV.
RosMlNl. Idea deir ottimo precettore nella Vila e disciplina di

Vittorino da Feltre (Milan, 1845) ; Woodward. Vittorino da
Feltre and other Humanist Educators (Cambridge. 1897); Rosleb
in BiU. derkath. Pddagogik, VII (Freiburg, 1S94). 101-24; VUlo-
rino da Feltre, a Prince of Teachers (New York, 1908), written by a
Sister of Notre Dame; McCormick, Two Medieval Catholic Edu-
cators, I: Vittorinoda Feltre in Cath. Vniv. Bull., XII,4;SrMOND8,
Renaissance in Italy (.Revival of Learning) (New York, 1888);
TiRADOscHi, Storia della lett. ilal.. VI (Florence, 1S09) ; Vcspa.siano

DA BliiTlcci, Vitcdi uumini illusiri ddsecM X V, II (Bologna. 1893).

Patrick J. McCormick.

Vitus, Modestus, and Crescentia, S.iints,

according to the legend, martyrs under Diocle-

tian; feast, 15 June. The earliest testimony for their

veneration is offered by the "Martyrologium Hier-

onymianum" (ed. De Rossi-Duchesne, 78: "In
Sicilia, Viti, Modesti et Crescent i:r"). The fact that

the note is in the three most ini))ortant manuscripts
proves that it was also in the common exemplar of

these, which appeared in the fifth century. The same
Martyrologium has under the same day another Vitus

at the head of a hst of nine martyrs, with the state-

ment of the place, " In Lucania", that is, in the Roman
province of that name in Southern Italy between the
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Tuscan Sna and the Gulf of Taranto. It is easily

possible that the same martyr Vitus is meant in both
cases, because only the name of a territory is given,

not of a city, as the place where t he mart \r was vener-

ated. This testimony to the pulilic veneration of the

three saints in the fifth century jiroves positively that
they are historical martyrs. There are, neverthe-

less, no historical accounts of them, nor of the time
or the details of their martjTdom. During the sixth

and seventh centuries a purely legendary narrative of

their martjTdom ajijieared which was based upon
other legends, especially on the legend of Potitus, and
ornamented with accounts of fantastic miracles. It still

e.xists in various versions, but has no historical value.

According to this legend Vitus was a boy seven
years of age (other versions make him twelve years
old), the son of a pagan senator of Lucania. During
the era of the Emperors Diocletian .and Maximinian,
his father Hylas and Valerianus, the administrator of

Sicily, sought in every way, including various forms
of torture, to make him apostatize. But he remained
steadfast, and God aided him in a wonderful manner.
He fled with his tutor Modestus in a boat to Lucania.
From Lucania he was taken to Rome to drive out a
demon which had taken possession of a son of the
Emperor Diocletian. This he did, and yet, because
he remained steadfast in the Christian Faith, he w.os

tortured together with his tutor Modestus and his

nurse Crescent ia. By a miracle an angel brought
back the martjTs to Lucania, where they died from
the tortures they had endured. Three days later

Vitus appeared to a distinguished matron named Flo-

rentia, who then found the bodies and buried them in

the spot where they were. It is e\ndent that the
author of the legend has connected in his invention
three saints who apparently suffered death in Lucania,
and were first venerated there. The veneration of the
martjTs spread rapidly in Southern Italy and Sicily,

as is shown by the note in the "Martyrologium Hier-
onymianum". Pope Gregory the Great mentions a
monastery dedicated to Vitus in Sicily ("Epist.", I,

xlviii, P. L., LXXVII, 511). The veneration of Vitus,
the ciiief saint of the group, also appeared very early
at Rome. Pope Gelasius (492-496) mentions a
shrine dedicated to him (Jaffe, "Reg. Rom. Pont.",
2nd ed., I, 679), and at Rome in the seventh century
the chapel of a deaconry was dedicated to him
("Liber Pont.", ed. Duchesne, I, 470 .sq.). In the
eighth centurj' it is said that relics of St. Vitus were
brought to the monastery of St-Denis by Abbot Ful-
rad. They were later presented to Abfjot VVarin of
Corvey in Germany, who solemnly transferred them
to this abbey in 836. From Corvey the veneration
of St. Vitus spread throughout Westphalia and in the
districts of eastern and northern Germany. St. Vitus
is appealed to, above all, against epilepsy, which is

called St. Vitus's Dance, and he is one of the Four-
teen Martvrs who give aid in times of trouble. He is

represented near a kettle of boiling oil, because accord-
ing to the legend he was thrown into such a kettle,

but escaped miraculou.'ily. The feast of the three
saints was adopted in the historical Mart>Tologies of

the early Middle Ages and is also recorded in the
present Roman Martvrologj- on 1.5 June.

Acta SS.. .lune. II. 1021-1(«7'; MoMBHmus, Snruiuarium,
II, 349-351 ; (2nded.). II. fi.34-638; ralahgun rodirum hagiograph..
ed. B0LLANDI8T8 (Brussels). I, 11-12, .M-.W; A/on. Germ. Hist.:
Script., II, .576-.58-5; HiMoria translationis fr. Viti, ed. Stentrup
(Monster, 1906): Bihliolheca hnginaraphica lalina, II, 1257-1259;
Supplementum (2nd ed.), 30S-309; DiForRCQ. Eliide sur lea

grMa martyrum romnins, II (Paris, 1907), Ifi.5-177; Kessel. SI.

Veit, seine Geschichle, Verehrunij und bildlirhen Darstellunoen in
JahrbUcher des Vereins fUr AUertumsfreunde im Rheintande,
XLIII (1867), 1.52-183; Schildqen. .S(, Vitus und der dariische
Swantovit in ihrer Besiehunu zu einander in Programme (Monster,
1881).

J. P. KlRSCH.

Viva, DoMENico, writer, b. at I.,ecce, 19 Oct., 1648;
d. 5 July, 1726. He entered the Society of Jesus

12 May, 1663. He taught the humanities and Greek,
nine years' philosojihy, eight years' moral theology,
eight years' Schola.stic theology, was two years prefect
of studies, was rector of the College of Naples in 1711,
and provincial of Naples. Works: (1) "Enchiri-
dion", a work relating to the jubilee, especially that
of the Holy Year, and in general concerning indul-
gences; (2) a course of theology for schools, com-
plied from his lectures at the college at Naples;
(3) "Opu.scula theologico-moraha", for students;
(4) a course of moral theology. These works
are held in high esteem and are quoted by St.
Alphonsus Liguori, La Croix, etc.; (5) "Trutina
theologica damnatarum thesium" (1708), his most
famous work, in four parts and two volumes.
In the first volume are enumerated the proposi-
tions condemned by three popes: 45 by
Alexander VII, 65 by Innocent XI, 39 by Alex-
ander VIII, and the 5 condemned propositions of the
".\ugu8tinus" of Jansenius. The second volume is

devoted to the study and refutation of the 101 proposi-
tionsof Quesnel, condemned bythe BuO "Unigenitus"
of Clement XI in 1713. The first volume had been
published in 1708 and by 1757 had reached sixteen
editions, and in the same period vol. II had gone
through six editions. To some editions were added
the valuable comments of Father Antonio Zaccharia,
librarian of the House of Este, in which pontifical
documents are cited and the author defended against
Daniel Concina, Giovanni Vincenzo Patuzzi, and
others. The third edition (Benevento, 1717) con-
tains a treati.se in which appeal to a future council
is declared illegal when the pope has spoken and the
Church, spread over the entire world, has accepted
his judgment; which is demonstrated by the testimony
of the oecumenical councils and by the assemblies
of the French clergy.
SoMMERvooEL, BUI. dc la C. rff J.: Feller, Did. hist. (Paris,

183S); Viva, Opera (Ferrara, 1757); Menolog. S.J., 5 ,Iu!y.

R.\m6.\ Ruiz Amado.

Vivarini, a family of Italian painters. Alvise,
b. in 1446 or 1447; died in 1502. He was the son of
Antonio, and was educated by his uncle Bartolom-
meo. Of his early history very little is known. In
1488 he wrote to the Signoria in Venice, begging that
he might be allowed to prove his skill side by side
with that of the two Bellini in the decoration of one
of the great rooms, that in which the Grand Council
met. His petition was granted, but the pictures he
executed have disappeared. In 1492, from the same
body, he received the honorary title of Depentor in
Gran Conseio and a stipend of five ducats a month.
For some years he was by most critics connected with
Giovanni Bellini, by some regarded as Bellini's pupil,
or a forem.an in his studio, and by others as a per.son of
little interest, an unimportant Murancsc painter, who
imitiited Bellini's methods, and copied his ideas and
technique. It is very largely owing to Bernhard
Beren.son's investigations when compiling his work
on Lotto that Alvi.se has been given his rightful posi-
tion as an eminent Veneti.an painter, who exercised
great and lasting influence on his succe.s,sors. He was
an original workman, highly thought of in his own
time, a great figure among.st the Venetian masters of
the fifteenth centurj-, by no means an unimportant
member of the Vivarini family, and not a follower of
Bellini, but eminent on his own account, and also
because he was the master of Cima, Lotto, Alontegna,
•and Bonsignori. His influence upon his puj)ils is

considerable, and extends to others who were not
specially known as his pupils, as Ba.saiti, Pordenone,
and Antonello da Messina.

His first dated work is t he polyptych of 1475, painted
for Montefiorentino, and still to be seen in that
Franciscan monastery. His Madonna of 1480 is in the
Venice Academy. There is a picture dated 1483 at
Barletta, one at Naples of 1485, a Madonna at Vienna,
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1489, a head of the Saviour in Venice (1493), a Resur-
rection at Venice also of 1498. Then we come to the

last great work, that of "St. Ambrose Enthroned", in

the Frari Church at Venice, commenced in 1501, left

incomplete at his death, and finished by Marco Bas-

aiti. Many other works of his still exist, but are with-

out date, and recent criticism has given back to Alvise

a number of portraits which have hitherto passed

under other names. There is but one signed portrait

by him, that which formed part of the Salt ing Bequest

;

but, taking that as a starting-point, the pictures at

Windsor Castle, in the Stuttgart Gallery, in the gallery

at Padua, and in the possession of the Comtesse de
B^arn, have been with considerable probabiUty
attriljuted to this painter. Many judges also attrib-

ute to him a portrait bequeathed to the National

Gallery by the Misses Cohen as well as one belonging

to Lord Wemyss, another in the possession of Lady
Layard, and a fourth in the Signoria in Venice.

For the only really satisfactory study of Vivarini and his works
see Berenson, Lorenzo Lotto (London, 1901). See also Zanetti,
Venetian Painters (Venice, 1771).

Antonio, b. probably at Murano during the early

part of the fifteenth century; died probably at Venice,

after 1470. He may be regarded as the father of the

famous Murano school of painting. Of his historj' we
know very little. He gave security for his wife's

dower on 4 February, 1446. Where he acquired his

early teaching in painting is not known, but he was
undoubtedly influenced by Gentile da Fabriano and
by Pisanello. He worked in partnership with Gio-

vanni da Murano; the earliest dated work bearing

their united names is in the Academy at Venice, and
is dated 1440, while another copy of it is in the Church
of St. Pantaleone, and is dated 1444. The organ
shutters of San Giorgio Maggiore, executed by the

two painters, are dated 1445, the "Virgin and Child
Enthroned", in the Academy at Venice, bears the

date of the following year. We know of the existence

of a picture, dated 1447, which used to be in Padua,
but which has disappeared ; about that date Giovanni
Murano probably died, because in 14.50 Antonio
entered into partnership with his brother Bartolom-
meo, and the Bologna Gallery possesses a very fine

picture signed by the two brothers in 1450 and
painted for the Certosa. A picture was painted for

the Church of San Francesco at Padua in the following

year; the partnership broke up in 1459, and the

pictures following that time are signed by Antonio
alone. The only really important one is now in the

Lateran Gallery, and is dated 1467. Other places

where the works of this painter may be studied are

Brescia, Osimo, Pausula, Bergamo, Berlin, and Milan.
Olcoit, Pamphlets [Siena, s.d.); Paoletti, The Painters of the

Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries (Padua, 1895) ; Berenson,
Lorenzo Lotto (London, 1901); Zanetti, Venetian Painters

(Venice, 1771).

Bartolommeo (Bartolommeo da Murano), b.

evidently at Murano, probably about 1425;

died about 1499, certainly after 1490. He was
a younger brother of Antonio, and must have
been largely responsible for the artistic train-

ing of Alvise. His earhest dated work is the

great group of the "Madonna and Child with Saints"

(now in the gallery at Bologna), originally painted for

the Certosa of that city, and regarded in northern

Italy as one of the finest creations of its time. It

bears a long inscription commemorating the faithful

services of Cardinal Nicolo Albergati, the friend of

Pope Nicholas V, who gave the commission for the

picture. Another work signed by the brothers

represents the "Glory of Saint Peter", painted for

the Church of San Francesco at Padua, and now in

the gallery of that city. Signed by Bartolommeo
only, but with his full family name of Vivarini, is the

panel of San Giovanni C.apistrano (now in the

Louvre), the earliest example bearing his signature

t
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fnnceof tho queen. On his return to Flanders, Vivos
refrained from further intervention and declined when
Catherine of Aragon appealed to him. During his

stay at Louvain, Vives was associated with Erasmus
and followed almost the same Line of conduct. On
the advice of Erasmus he had pubUshed a commen-
tary on St. Augustine's "City of God" (Basle, 1522).

He displeased the theologians by his irreverence for

the ancient commentators, and Erasmus by his pro-

lixity. His attitude eventually made him an object

of suspicion during the wars of religion. He attempted
to resume his lectures at Louvain, but he spent nearly

all the remainder of his life at Bruges, and died when
he was undertaking a general apology for Christianity.

The works of Vives are very numerous and deal

with piety, teaching and education, political economy,
and philosophy. His books of devotion were very
successful in their time; the "Introductio ad sapien-

tiam" (15241 had fifty editions, and the "Ad animi
exercitationem in Deum commentatiuncula;", eigh-

teen. His chief work on teaching is the "Exercitatio

linguae latina;" (153S) which passed through ninety-

nine editions. This success was deserved. The
book was one of the first in which the elements of

Latin were clearly and simply set forth and broke
with the scholastic traditions of the grammarians of

the Lower Empire and ]Middle Ages. In his rhetor-

ical and literary work-s, especially in the "De disei-

plinis" (20 books, 1531), Vives formulated rules of

style, insisting especiallj' on philosophy and history.

He advocated that history should embrace human
activity in its entirety and not confine itself to ac-

counts of wars. He condemned the uncritioal tales of

the "Golden Legend". In philosophy he mingled
with original views ideas from Aristotle and even
Aristotle as commentated by medieval dialecticians.

Nevertheless he challenged their methods in the

treatise "In pseudo dialecticos" (1519). With re-

gard to the world and matter he professed more than
one interesting opinion, such as that of evolution.

His theory of knowledge was in accord with the Aris-

totelean Hensism. But the philosophical ideas of

Vives still call for deep study conducted by a spe-

ciahst.

In education he put forth exact theories regarding

regimen, establishment of the school, and the conduct

of the masters. He devoted a special work to the

education of women, "De institutione femina; Chris-

tianse" (1523), of which forty editions appeared.
Somewhat severe in spirit, subordinating woman to

man and regarding the mind of woman as inferior,

Vives nevertheless demands that woman be not left in

ignorance and gives as definition of marriage: the

legitimate union of one man and one woman for the

mutual ownership of the whole of life. Finally, in

various treatises and especially in the "De suhven-
tione pauperum" (1.526) Vives shows himself as an
organizer of public rehef . He proscribes mendicancy,
expels poor strangers from the city, obliges the natives

to work, recommends apprenticeship for those who
have no trade, advocates asylums for the insane,

schools for foundlings from the age of six, and provides
for the administration of all this by voluntary gifts,

the .sale of the products of the labour of the poor, the
revenues of the ho.spitals, and taxes on rich eeclesia.sti-

cal communities. Vpres put these ideas into practice

in 1.525, despiletheprotestsof the Franciscans, which
were rejected by the Parlement of Paris and by
Charles V. Other cities followed this example. But
Vives mingled some exaggeration with these doctrines.

In the "De eommunione rerum" (1535) he does not
seem sure of the legitimacy of private property. He
had lights on many subjects, but never concentrated
his efforts on a p.articular work.

BoNii.i.A T San Martin, Luis Vires y In filosofia dfl Tfnacimento
(Madrid. 1903); De»dkvi9k.s nv Desert. Luis Vitct in Rerue
hinpanique . XII (lOO.'j). 373; .\RNArD, Quid de pueris instiiuemii
tinsent L. Viiea (Paris, 1887); Thibact, Quid de puellis instilu-

emiis senscrit Vives (Paris, 188S): Lecigne, Quid de rebus politicis
senseril J.L, Vives (Rennea, 1898).

Paul Lejay.

Viviers, Diocese of (Vivarium), includes the
Department of Ardeche, France. It was suppressed
by the Concordat of 1802, and united to the See of
Mende. Re-established in 1822, the diocese then in-
cluded almost all the ancient Diocese of Viviers, and
some parts of the ancient Dioceses of Valence, Vienne,
Le Puy, and Uzes (see NtMEs), and was suffragan of
the Archdiocese of Avignon. St. Anddol, disciple of
St. Polycarp, evangehzed the Vivarais under Sep-
timius Severus, and was martjTed in 208. His
body was buried by Ble.s.sed Tullie. The "Old
Charter", drawn up in 950 by BLshop Thomas,
is the most complete document we possess concern-
ing the primitive Church of Viviers. It mentions
five bishops, who hved at Alba Augusta (Aps):

Saints Januarius, Septimus, Maspicianus, Melanius,
and Avolus. The last was a victim of the invasion
of the barbarian Chrocus (the exact date of which is

unknown). In consequence of the ravages suffered

by Alba Augusta, the new bishop, St. Auxonius,
transferred the see to Viviers about 430. Promotus
was probably the first Bishop of Viviers; the docu-
ment al-so mentions later several canonized bishops:

Saints Lucian and Valerius (fifth and sixth centiu-ies)

;

St. Venantius, disciple of St. .\vitus, who was present

at the councils held in 517 and 535; St. Melanius II

(six-th century); St. Eucherius, St. P'irminus, St.

Aulus, St. Eumachius, St. Longinus (.seventh cen-

tury); St. Arcontius, martjT (date unknown, perhaps
later than the ninth century).

It seems that the Diocese of Viviers was disputed,

for a long time, by the metropolitan Sees of Vienne
and .\rles. From the eleventh century its dependence
on Vienne was not contested. John II, cardinal and
Bishop of Viviers (1073-95), had the abbatial church
of Cruas consecrated by Urban II, and accompanied
him to the Council of Clermont. .Vfterwards, it is

said that Conrad III gave Lower Vivarais as an in-

dependent suzerainty to Bishop William (1147).

In the thirteenth century, under the reign of St.

lyouis, the Bishop of Viviers was oblige<l to recognize

the jurisdiction of the Seneschal of Beaucaire. Bv
the treaty of 10 July, 1305, Philip IV obliged the bish-

ops of Viviers to admit the .suzerainty of the kings

of France over all their temporal domain. We may
also mention as bishops: Peter of Mortemart (1322-

25), coun.sellor of King Charles IV, and cardinal

(1.327); PetcrofS.arcC'n.as(137.3-7.5),cardin,al in (137.5);

John Fraczon, Cardinal de Brogny (13S3-9S), a
swineherd during his childhood, cardinal in 1.385,

and later, vice-chancellor of the Roman Church; he
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took an important part in the Council of Constance;
Alexander Farnese (1560-65), cardinal in 1534.

Under Bishop Bonnel (1836-1841), there occurred

in the Diocese of Viviers the extraordinary move-
ment of allignolisme. The brothers, Charles-R^gis

AlUgnol and Augustin AlUgnol, b. at La Rouviere, in

the diocese, pubhshed in 1839 a work entitled "L'Etat
actuel du clerge en France", in which they demanded
the immovability of the succursalistes; installation of

diocesan synods to assist the bishop in the adminis-

tration of his diocese; the representation for the

lower clergy at councils; suppression of fees, and
the modification of studies in the seminaries. Boyer,

director of the Seminary of St-Sulpice, refuted the

writing of the brothers Allignol in a book which he

wrote, and they were removed by Bishop Bonnel.

The older of the two brothers hastened to Rome,
where Gregory XVI and many cardinals received

him kindly. The pope ordered that their book
should be submitted to two doctors, but that no
"note of infamy" was to be attached. Father

Perrone, one of the doctors, judged the book severely,

and noticed in it propositions impregnated with
Presbyterianism. But the brothers, claiming that

they were favoured by the pope and alleging in proof

that they had been allowed to have a private chapel,

continued to create disturbance in the Diocese of

Viviers. Meanwhile (1841) Jean-Hippolyte Guibert,

later Archbishop of Paris and cardinal, became
Bishop of Viviers.

Thouez, the cure of Aubenas, who felt kindly to

the brothers Alhgnol, although he recommended
moderation to them, and reprimanded their errors,

tried to shield them from the displeasure of the new
bishop. The latter soon perceived that their efforts

to democratize the Church were very dangerous; this

tendency was supported by Savin, archpriest of the

Cathedral of Viviers, and by Tailhant, cure of Ves-

seaux, who published two pamphlets in favour of re-

storing to the succursalistes their social position. On
31 Aug., 1844, the AUignolist party published in "Le
Bien Social" a long diatribe against Bishop Guibert,

and copies of this newspaper were distributed to all

the priests of the diocese, then assembled for the
retreat. The bishop was offended, forbade the Alli-

gnol brothers to use the private chapel, suspended the
archpriest of Viviers, and published, 6 Jan., 1845, a
pastoral letter "on dangerous tendencies of a party
springing up in the Church of France against episcopal

authority". This letter was api^roved by Cardinal
Lambruschini, Secretary of State of Gregory XVI.
After that Guibert, 2 June, 1845, published a new
pastoral letter promulgating an answer from Pius IX
to the Bishop of Lidge on the subject of siwcursalisles.

The AUignols submitted, and Gregory XVI, 26 Nov.,

1845, sent to Bishop Guibert a congratulatory Brief

on the happy end of the crisis, which might have re-

sulted in an agitation against the Concordat itself.

Several saints are connected with the history of the
diocese: the Spanish deacon and martyr, St. Vincent
(end of third century), protector of the cathedral

church and of the diocese; St. Just, Bishop of Lyons
(end of the fourth century), belonging to the family of

the Counts of Tournon; St. Montan, hermit (fifth

century); St. Ostianus (sixth century), confessor, a
relative of Sigismund, King of the Burgundians. St.

Agreve, who (according to some legends) was Bishop of

Lc Puy, was martyred in Vivarais, on the present site

of the city of St-Agreve (sevcnt h century) ; the Blessed

Amadcus, founder of the Benedictine Abbey of Mazan
(d. 1140); St. Benezet, shepherd (ll().5-86), builder of

the bridge of Avignon, b. in Vivarais; the Blessisl

Guigucs 1, fifth prior of the Grande Chartreu.se, friend

of St. Bernard, and writer of the "Statuta ordinis

Carthusiensis" (twelfth century); St. Francis Regis.

The following were natives of the Diocese of Vi-

viers: Cardinal de Tournon (1489-1562), an active

diplomatist in the service of Francis I , and who presided

at the Colloquy of Poissy, Archbishop of Bourges,
Auch, and Lyons, and Abbe of St. Germain-des-
Prfe; Cardinal de Bernis (1715-94); Abbe Barruel,

controversialist (1741-1820); the Joyeuse family, of

which Ange de Joyeuse was a member, were natives
of Vivarais.

Viviers was often troubled by rehgious conflicts:

the war of the Albigenses in the thirteenth century;
the revolt of the Calvinists against Louis XIII (1627-

29), which ended in the capture of Privas by the
royal ;irmy; the Dragonnades under Louis XIV
after the revocation of the Edict of Nantes; the war
of the Camisards. Viviers honours the memory of

several Catholics, who died heroically during the con-
flict with the Calvinists: we must especially mention
the mart\Tdom of some priests assembled in synod at

the church of ^iilleneuve de Berg (March, 1573) ; the
martjTdom of the Jesuit Jean Salez, and of his com-
panion Sautemouche at Aubenas (February, 1583);
the mart>Tdom of Father Jerome, a Capuchin chap-
lain of the troops of Louis XIII, surprised by Hugue-
nots at Privas (15 May, 1629). The chief pilgrimages
of the diocese are: Notre-Dame de Chalons and Notre-
Dame d'Ay, near SatiUieu (both existing since the
twelfth century) ; Notre-Dame de Montaigu at Tour-
non (dating from 1628) ; Notre-Dame de Bon Secours,

at La Blachere (end of seventeenth century), Notre-
Dame de la Deliverance, Chapias (in existence since

the Reign of Terror), and especially the pilgrimage to

the tomb of St. John Francis Regis (La Louvesc).
There were, in the Diocese of Viviers, before the

appHcation of the Associations law of 1901: Jesuits:

Oblatesof Mary Immaculate; Religious of St. Mary of

the Assumption; Sulpicians; and several orders of

teaching brothers. The Order of the Basilians had
been founded in 1800 at Annonay by d'Aviau, Arch-
bishop of Vienne, for the recruiting of priests. Car-
dinal Donnet, and several bishops of France, were
pupils of the Basilians. After the Decree of 1881 re-

garding the congregations had been promulgated, the
Basilians joined the secular clergy. Among the or-

ders of women founded in the diocese mention may be
made of: the Sisters of the Presentation of Mary,
who teach and nurse the sick, founded in 1796 by Ven.
Marie Rivier (1768-1838) with a mother-house at
Bourg St-Andeol; the Sisters of Providence, founded
at Annonay by Mary and Therese Liond, for the care
of orphan girls; the Sisters of St. Francis Regis,
founded at the beginning of the nineteenth century by
Abbe Thernie (1791-1834) for the instruction of poor
children, with a mother-house at Aubenas. At the
end of the nineteenth century the Diocese of Viviers
had 2 creches; 39 infant schools; 1 school for deaf
mutes; 2 orphan asylums for boys; 14 orphan asy-
lums for girls; 2 houses of correction and reform; 2
refuges; 11 religious houses for nursing the sick at
home; 1 home for convalescents; 1 asylum for the in-

sane; 10 hospitals or alms-houses. The population
of the Diocese of Viviers was in 1905 (the last year
of the Concordat), 353,564; there were 37 first class

parishes; 334 second class parishes, and 134 vicarages
paid by the state.

Gallia chris/. flSfi.-,-!. nm;i. XVI. ,539, 590; inslr., 219-2SS:
Duchesne, f , T : vnls., Paris. 1900-2); Ron-
cmER, Hi.il<'i liliqu.edu Vivarais, I (Paris,
1861) ; CoN>. 1 V ;/isc de Virins (Nice, 1897)

;

Mazon. Qu.li les Eglists du Vivarais (2
vols,, Privas. lN',iI-'.i:ii: Ipkm. Exsai hislorique sur le Vivarais
pendanl la guerre de rent ans (Tournon, 1890); Roche, Armorial
O^nfatogique el biographique des ^vtques de Viviers (2 vols,, Lyons,
1891); MoLLiER, Saints et pieux personnages du Vivarais (Paris,
1S9,5). Georges Goy.\u.

Vivisection, Mor.\i, Aspect of.—Defined literally

the word vivisection signifies the diiwection of living

creatures; ordinarily it means any scientific experi-
ment on animals involving the use of the scalpel; in-

correctly it is used for any experimental observationa
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of animals under abnormal conditions. The literal

dissection of living animals is practised nowhere, as it

is much more convenient to study the structure of

man's body in the cadaver. According to Aulus Cor-
nelius Celsus, who lived in the reign of Tiberius, and
TertuUian (about 160-240) living criminals were dis-

membered at Alexandria in tlie reigns of Ptolemy II

(28.5-247 B. c.) and Ptolemy III (247-221 B. c). The
same act was maliciously attributed to Jacobus Ber-

engarius, Andreas Vesalius, and Gabriel Fallopius,

celebrated anatomists of the sixteenth century. The
history of scientific observation of and experimenta-
tion upon animals, both bloodless and bloody, began
at the moment when it was perceived that the

processes of nature could be discovered only by the

exact obsei'vation of nature and not by philosophical

methods. For physiological and pathological re-

search experimentation with animals is an indispen-

sable aid, while for medical science it is of much
value. It gives a view of the working processes of the

living organism, permits us to produce diseases arti-

ficially, and to investigate the organic changes pro-

duced by these diseases in each stage of their course.

Before \\'illiam Harvey (1578-1657) could an-

nounce his discovery of the circulation of the blood he

was obliged, as he confesses, to make for years in-

numerable vivisections of animals of all kinds, for he
could investigate the mechanism of the circulation

only in the living animal. He was thus able to reach

the conclusion that the arteries which are empty in

the corpse are filled with blood during Ufe and not
with air, as was beheved until then. The Jesuit

Jaspar Schott (1608-66), professor of mathematics
and physics at Wtirzburg, put animals into an en-

closure where the air was rarefied and described the

phenomena of death by suffocation on the basis of his

experiments. He injected solutions of drugs into the

veins of dogs, and proved that medicines adminis-

tered in this manner produce effects more quickly than
when taken into the stomach. Christopher Wren
made similar experiments at Oxford in 1656. Thomas
Willis (1622-75) propounded, after numerous experi-

ments, the theorj' of the localization of the different

faculties in the several parts of the brain, and all our
knowledge as to the functions of the brain has been
acquired almost entirely in the same way. Albrecht
von Halkr (1708-77), "the founder of modem physi-

ology, repeatedly emphasizes in his works the impor-
tance of experiments on animals. Observation and
reflection led .Alexander Walker to the conclusion that

the nerves arising from the anterior spinal ganghon
serve to convey sensation, and those from the pos-

terior convey motor impulses. Charles BeU (1774-

1842) proved the opposite to be the fact by simply
cutting through the anterior roots. The experiments
made on animals by Claude Bernard (1813-78)
yielded information concerning the use of the pancreas
in the digestion of fats, concerning the morbid process
of forming glucose or sugar in the liver, the origin of

diabetes, etc. Our knowledge concerning assimilation

and digestion, the appearance of emboli or obstruc-
tions in blood-vessels, the effects of poisons, and of

modem drugs is derived from similar sources. The
treatment of hydrophobia and the whole of serum-
therapeutics rest on almost endless and laborious
experiments on animals. It was proved by feeding
animals with trichiniferous meat that parts of the
body are first and preferably attacked by trichinae.

The ex]ieriments le<l to the establishment of careful

inspection of meat by which thousands of people have
been preserved from the danger of trichinosis. Before
the attempt could be made to excise a degenerated
thyroid gland, the larynx, or a kidney in human
beings, the operation had to be made on innumerable
mammals and the processes of the cure observed.
How can a surgeon make a practical test of a theo-

retically established new method of sewing up a

wound if not on animals? There is no branch of medi-
cal science that cannot be essentially benefited by
experiments on animals. In the last instance the
results of the experiments do good to humanity.
Consequently it appears inadmissible to declare vivi-

section a means morally forbidden and to characterize
experiments on animals as the torture of animals.
About 1S70 the societies for the protection of ani-

mals, especially those in England, began a violent
agitation against vivi.section, which led in 1876 to a
bill entitled "Cruelty to Animals Act ". In *his way
vivisection was essentially restricted. The agitation

spread later to Germany and .\ustria and in 1885 led

in both countries to legislation which permitted
vivisection under conditions that did not prevent ex-

periments for research. The opponents of vivisection

claim that ex-periments on animals have no direct

value for medical science, that it is an aimless torture,

brutahzing the mind, and that distinguished scholars

have denounced it. Compassion for the defenceless

animal plays a large part in the opposition. It is just

at this point, however, that an incongruity becomes
evident between the feeling for the human being and
for the animal, as the instances cited above show that
experiments on animals areundertaken for the benefit

of suffering humanity. Rudolf von Ihering remarks
very appositely: "The sjTnpathy with the animal that
is shown in each attack is in realitj- disregard of man, a
confusion of moral feehng that sacrifices the human
being in order to protect the animal" ("Zweck im
Recht", II, 141). Windthorst, the leader of the Cen-
tre party, said in the German Reichstag on 23 Jan.,

1882: "There is absolutely no doubt that we should
not try to prevent what is really necessary for science.

I am certainly of the opinion that an animal can in no
way be placed on an equality with man; it is created to

serve him, and when necessary it must serve him in

this manner." It is unjust to accuse viviscctors of

cruelty, for in operations causing blood every investi-

gator, to avoid being disturbed while at his work, uses
narcotics if possible. It has also been asserted that
the customary curare, which is an arrow-poison, par-
alyzes only the motor nerves and not those of sensa-

tion. Besides curare, however, other poisons are used,

as ether, chloroform, and morphine. Far more painful

and morally impeachable are those operations on ani-

mals which spring from a perverted taste or fashion,

as the castration of mammals and birds, the scaling of

living fishes, the cooking of live Crustacea, and the
clipping of the tails and ears of pet dogs.

There may be a few physicians among the opponents
of vivisection, yet these are always men who have no
interest in scientific investigation and who are often

not able to comprehend an investigator's method of

thinking. Even were there among the opponents of

vivisection actual scientific investigators, the judg-
ment of so small a number should not be taken into

consideration in view of the numberless declarations

made by all the medical faculties of Austria, Germany,
and Switzerland, as well as by large numbers of medi-
cal societies throughout the civilized world, that ex-

periments on animals are absolutely essential for in-

vestigation, and cannot be replaced by any other
method. The celebrated anatomist of Vienna, Josef

Hyrtl, was frequently called an opponent of vivisec-

tion. This error arose from quoting as proof sen-

tences torn from their context. Hyrtl was only an
enemy of excesses, and made many experiments on
animals him.self. He wrote: "Every thoughtful phy-
sician will acknowledge that the science of medicine
owes great and important discoveries to vivisection.

But for it, what would we know of the lacteals, of the
functions of the nervous system, of fecundation and
embryological development?". The objection that
experimentation on animals is inadmissible a.s a means
of instruction, becau.se the pui)il ought to believe the

teacher, is just as false as if it were asserted that
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physics could be taught without experiments. It is

certain, however, that Hmitations are possible for the
lecture-room. A legislative body exceeds its author-
ity when it wishes to prescribe to the investigator the
methods and means to be used in investigation. But
it may have the right to prescribe certain conditions.
Thus, Austria has the following rational regulations:
Experiments on hving animals can be made only in

government institutions, only by the heads of the in-

stitutions or instructors, or under their supervision by
other persons. They are also permitted in exceptional
cases for purposes of instruction. When possible, the
animals are to be thoroughly anaesthetized. Higher
animals are to be used only when it is absolutely
necessary. The laws respecting vivisection in Ger-
many are similar to these. In England the Act relat-

ing to vivisection was passed in 1876. It places vari-

ous restrictions upon the practice of experiments on
animals. A hcence is required, besides one or more
certificates setting forth the conditions under which
the experiment is to be made. The Home-Secretary
is empowered by the Act to issue such additional regu-
lations as may in his judgment be required by the
circumstances. See Cruelty to Animals.

Against vivisection:

—

Tait, The Usetessness of Vivisection
upon Animals as a Method of Scientific Research (1883) : von
Weber, Die Falterkammern der Wissenscha/l (5th ed., 1879).

For \'ivi3ection;—RErMONn, Der physiologische Untcrrickt
Sonst und Jetzt (1877); Heidenhain, Die Vivisection im Dienste
der Heilkunde (1879); Idem, Die Vivisection (1884), an exhaustive
and valuable statement of the case; Lubarsch, Ueber die sogen-
annte Vivisection (1905).

Leopold Senfelder.

Vizagapatam, Diocese of (Vizag.\p.\tamensi8),
in the east of India, suffragan to Madras. It is

bounded on the north by the River Mahanadi, on
the south by the Godavery river, on the west by the
Diocese of Nagpur, and on the east by the Bay of
Bengal. The Catholic population is 13,356, out of a
total of about 9,000,000 inhabitants. There are 16
Catholic churches and 57 chapels served by 28
priests of the Congregation of St. Francis of Sales
(Annecy, Savoy), assisted by 6 lay brothers. There
are also 66 nuns of St. Joseph of Annecy. The
bishop's residence, the cathedral, and a seminary, with
6 candidates from Savoy under training, are at Viza-
gapatam. The following are the chief Catholic in-

stitutions in the diocese: St. Aloysius' High School,
Vizagapatam, teaching up to matriculation, with 200
pupils, of whom 125 are boarders; St. Joseph's High
School, Waltair, for European girls with 230 pupils;
Telegu schools for caste-girls with 232 pupils; School
for Brahmins and Rajput caste-girls at Vizianagram,
with 170 pupils; various other Telugu and Enghsh
schools, primary schools, etc. Total number
attending all the schools, 869 boys and 945
girls. Several orphanages supporting 115 boys
and 166 girls. Dispensaries in the chief stations of
the mission.

History.—Although this district was included
within the confines of the Portuguese Diocese of My-
lapur from the year 1606, and since 1834 formed part
of the Vicariate Apostolic of Madras, ne.xt to nothing
of missionary work was done here until the year 1845,
when it was erected into a vicariate. The first fathers
arriving at Vizagapatam found there one old priest, a
Theatine, the last survivor of what was known as the
Golconda mission. There was only a scattering of
Catholics in a few places, mostly either European
troops or camp followers. In 1S50 their number was
estimated at about 4000 at a time when the vicariate
included the whole of the Nagpur districts in addition
to those of the present diocese. These Nagpur ilis-

tricts were divided off and made into a diocese in

1887, when Vizagapatam also became a diocese, both
BufTragan to Madras.

Succexttinn nf Prelates (Virnrs Apostolic):—Theo-
philus Sebastian Neyret, 1849-1862; John M. Tis-

sot, 1863-1890, became first bishop in 1887; John
Mary Clerc, present bishop from 1891.
La Mission de Vizagapatam, bv a missionary of .St. Francis dc

Sales (Annecy, 1890); Madras Catholic Directors; (1910).

Ernest R. Hull.

Vizeu, Diocese of (Visensis), in north central
Portugal. The bishopric dates from the sixth century
and including the doubtful prelates and those elected
but not confirmed, it has had eighty-three bishops.
The hst begins with Remissol (572-585) who attended
the Second Council of Braga, but was exiled by the
Arian King Leovigild. Tunila succeeded him and
abjured Arianism at the Third Council of Toledo;
bishops of Viseu were present at the fourth, sixth,
eighth, twelfth, and thirteenth councils of 'Toledo.
There was a vacancy of fifteen years from 665 to 680;
Theofredo was bishop in 693. Then, owing to the
invasion of the Saracens, Vizeu remained without a
bishop for nearly two centuries. Theodomiro assisted
at the consecration of the church of Santiago de
ComposteUa in 876, and at the Council of Oviedo in

877 and was followed by Gundemiro in 905. In this
century Vizeu was occupied by the Moors during
seventy-six years and at first had no bishop, but
afterwards its prelates, Gomes and Sisnando (1020-
1064), resided in Oviedo. From 1110 to 1144 the
diocese was governed by priors appointed by the
bishops of Coimbra, in virtue of a Bull of Paschal II;

among them was Saint Theotonio, afterwards patron
of the city. The line of bishops began again with
Odorio.

Nicolau (1193), a canon regular, studied in Paris
and there met the future Innocent III, who after his

election to the papacy received him at Rome and
recommended him to the queen for his learning and
modesty. Martinho was appointed in 1230; after
his death the see remained vacant until 1250, when
Pedro Gonvalves was confirmed in it. Matheus I

(1254) took part in the long conflicts between Crown
and Church, which had begun in the reign of King
Alfonso II, and in defence of ecclesiastical immunities
went with other bishops to Rome, dying at Viterbo.
After eight years, during which Portugal was under
interdicts, Matheus II filled the see, and he was
followed by Egas I (1259), an active reformer, and
Martinho II (1313). This prelate carried out impor-
tant work in the cathedral, which dates at least from
830, when King Ferdinand the Great recaptured the
city from the Moors; it was almost reconstructed
early in the twelfth century. Gon(;alo de Figueiredo
(1323), who had been married before entering the
church, is remembered as the founder of many noble
families; his successor Miguel Vivas (1330) served as

chancellor to Alfonso IV.
After Joao III (1375), "of good memory", came two

prelates, Pedro II and Joao IV, whose rule was brief

on account of the Great Sehism, the former being
deposed by Urban VI. A fifth Joao followed in the
see in 1392 and, being highly esteemed by the king,

was chosen godfather of Prince Henry the Navigator,
and received from the monarch the gift of a Roman
tower for the cathedral bells. Luiz do Amaral, the
only bishop native of the city, represented Portugal
at the Council of Basel, and, embracing the cause of

the ant ipope Felix V, was sent on various embassies;
he returned however to the lawful obedience before
his death. Luiz Coutinho II (1438) was promoted to

Coimbra in 1446, being followed by Joao Vicente
(founder of the Loyos, a congregation of secular

canons of St. John), who was known as "the holy
bishop". He reformed the Order of Christ and gave
it new statutes by order of Prince Henry, Duke of

Vizeu, the grand-master. Cardinal d'Alpedrinha.
the richest and most influential of Portuguese prel-

ates, lived at Rome from 1479 and dying tlierc

in 150S was buried in his splendid chapel in Santa
Maria del Popolo. Diego Ortiz de Villiegas (1507), a
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Castilian, was confessor of three kings and renowned
as a theologian, orator, and astrologer. He took part
in the Junta called by King Manuel to consider the
offer Columbus had made to discover the Indies bj'

sailing west and procured its rejection, which trans-

ferred from Portugal to Spain the glory of finding

America. He built a new and splendid front to the
cathedral and consecrated it in June, 1516. In 1.520

Alfonso, sixth son of King Manuel, became Bishop of

Vizeu at the age of eleven, and in his time books began
to be kept for the registration of births, deaths, and
marriages, a custom afterwards enjoined by the
Council of Trent. He was followed, among others, by
Cardinal Miguel da Silva (1527), and Cardinal Alex-
ander Farnese (1547), who never came to the diocese,

which he renounced in 1552. Gongalo Pinheiro (1553),
famous classical scholar, ambassador to France,
and subsequently bishop, held a synod in 1555,
and made notable additions to the cathedral. Jorge
de Athaide (1568) assisted at the Council of Trent
and in the reform of the Missal and Breviary and
built the cathedral sacristy and part of the bishop's
palace; of noble familj- and a pious prelate, he
refused four archbishoprics and left his residuary
estate to the poor.

Miguel de Castro (1579), also a noble, was Viceroy
of Portugal under the Spanish domination, and re-

nowned for almsdeeds. On his transfer to Lisbon, Nuno
de Xoronha, son of the Count of Odcmira, became
bishop (1585) and built the seminary, doing the same
for Guarda to which he was promoted. He was a
notable reformer of the clergj-, and lived like the great

fidalgo he was. The virtuous Dominican and Greek
scholar .'Antonio de Sousa (1595) ruled only two years,
being followed by Joao de Braganza, a model courtier
and prelate, who gave his wealth to the poor. Joao
Manuel (1610), son of the Count of Castanheira,
after a personal visitation of the diocese in 1611,
drew up constitutions which were approved at a
synod in 1614 and he subsequently became Arch-
bishop of Lisbon and viceroy. Joao de Portugal
(1626), a Dominican of noble birth and saintly life,

made a visitation of the diocese and finding most of
his people ignorant of Christian doctrine, wrote and
distributed a summary of it. It was remarked that
he gave nothing to his relations, saying that the
income of the dioce.se .should be spent upon it and its

children, the poor. Bernardino de Senna (1629), a
Franciscan, had held important posts in his order in

different parts of Portugal, whither he travelled on
foot begging alms, and he had refused two mitres.
Becoming general he lived at Madrid with free entry
to the palace, although dressed in rags. L'rban VIII
named him minister general, and at the age of fifty-

eight when he had visited and governed 6000 con-
vents and 280,000 subjects. King Philip presented
him to the See of Vizeu. Miguel de Castro IV
(16.3.3) never took po.s.session,but Diniz de Mello e
Castro (1036) in his two years' nile was diligent in his

pa,storal office, especially in visitations, and was a great
benefactor of the MLsericordias of the diocese. For the
next thirty-two years the see remained vacant, owing
to the war with .Spain following on the proclamation of
Portuguese independence. Through Spanish pres-
sure, the popes refu.sed to confirm the prelates named
by King Joao IV and during eleven years Portugal
and colonies had only one bishop, the others, appointed
under the Philips, having died. This energetic
man, who lived until one hundred and nine, is said to
have ordained 20,000 priests :ind confirmed a million
persons. Finally peace was made with Spain and in

1671 Manuel de Saldanha became bishop but died
three months later and in 1673 .loao de Mello, a
noble and man of greatest austerity, succeeded. He
rebuilt the chancel of the cathedral, convened a
synod in 1681, added to the constitutions of the
diocese, and em[)loved the Oratorians in giving mis-

XV.—32 .

sions. Ricardo RusseU, an Englishman, chaplain to
Queen Catherine, wife of Charles II, was translated
from Portalegrc in 1685 and established that congre-
gation in Vizeu. He left the reputation of being a
man of zeal and illustration, and though a severe
disciplinarian, of ready wit.

Jeronymo Soares ( 1 694) , a generous benefactor of the
Misericordia, convoked a synod in 1699 and reformed
the diocesan constitutions and those of many brother-
hoods and confraternities. After his death the see
remained vacant twenty years owing to differcncea
between King Joao V and Rome. In 1740 Julio
Francisco de Ohveira was appointed. Josd do Menino
Jesus (1783), a CarmeGte, was a lover of art, as he
showed by the statues he presented to the cathedral.
He made two visitations of the diocese and was suc-
ceeded by Francisco de Azevedo (1792), a prelate of
great modesty and charity, who instituted five subur-
ban parishes annexed to the cathedral and subsidized
the rectors out of his own funds. He gave a new
organ costing 20,000 cruaadnst to the cathedral and
laid the foundation-stone of the new hospital of the
Misericordia. This rule was troubled by the Pe-
ninsular War and in 1810 British troops occupied his
palace .and other ecclesiastical buildings. Francisco
Alexandre Lobo (1819), famous for his learning .and

writings, was minister under King Miguel and, when
the Liberals triumphed in 1834, had to emigrate to
France where he remained ten years. The new Gov-
ernment refused to recognize the vicar-general to
whom he had confided the diocese, naming another,
which gave rise to a schism and cruel persecution of
the faithful. Jo.se Xavier da Cerveira e Sousa (1859)
abandoned the diocese through his inabihtj- to secure
obedience from his priests in the matter of clerical

dress and was followed by Antonio Alves Martins
(1862), a Franciscan who espoused the Liberal cause
and fought in the civil war against King Miguel. A
talented, energetic, and charitable man and a great
orator, he gave his hfe to poUtics and was jour-
nalist, deputy, peer, and prime minister. He was a
strong opponent of the Infallibility decree at the Vati-
can Council and his independence gained him the
admiration of the Portuguese Liberals, who have
recently erected a statue of him in Vizeu. He was
followed by Jose Dias Corrca de Carvalho (1883),
translated from the See of Cabo Verde, where he was
the first bishop to visit all the churches of the archi-
pelago. The present prelate, Mgr. Antonio Alves-
Ferreira dos Santos, is his immediate successor.
PiNHO Leal. Por(u{;a^ an/iffoemorferno, XII, s. V, Vizeu; D'Ar.i-

GAO, Vizeu. Apontamentos historicoa (Vizeu, 1S9.5).

Edgar Phestage.

Vladimir the Great (VLAniMiR or Volodomir),
Saint, Grand Duke of Kieff and .-Ml Ru.ssia, grand-
son of St. Olga, and the first Russian ruler to

embrace Christianity, b. 9.56; d. at Berestova, 15
July, 1015. St. Olga could not convert her son and
successor, Sviatoslav, for he lived and died a pagan
and brought up 'nis son VKadimir as a pagan chieftain.

Sviatoslav had two legitimate sons, Yaropolk and
Oleg, and a third .son, Vladimir, borne him by his

court favourite Olga Malusha. .Shortly before his

death (972) he bestowed the Grand Duchy of Kieff
on Yaropolk and gave the land of the Drevlani (now
Galicia) to Oleg. The ancient Ru.ssian capital of

Novgorod threatened rebellion and, as both the
princes refused to go thither, Sviatoslav bestowed its

sovereignty upon the young Vladimir. Meanwhile
war broke out between Y.inipolk and Oleg, and the
former conquered the Drcvlanian territory and de-
throned Oleg. When this news reached Vladimir he
feared a like fate and fled to the V.ar.angians (\'.-iriags)

of Scandinavia for help, while Yaropolk conquered
Novgorod and united all I{us.sia under his sceptre.

\ few years later Vladimir returned with a large force

and retook Novgorod. Becoming bolder he waged
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war against his brother towards the south, took the
city of Polotzk, slew its prince, Ragvald, and married
his daughter Ragnilda, the affianced bride of Yaro-
polk. Then he pressed on and besieged IviefT. Yaro-
polk fled to Rodno, but could not hold out there, and
was finally slain upon his surrender to the victorious

Vladimir; the latter thereupon made himself ruler of

Kieff and all Russia in 9S0. As a heathen prince
Vladimir had four wives besides Ragnilda, and by
them had ten sons and two daughters. Since the
days of St. Olga, Christianity, which was originally

established among the eastern Slavs by Sts. Cyril and
Methodius, had been making secret progress through-
out the land of Russ (now eastern Austria and
Russia) and had begun to considerably alter the
heathen ideas. It was a period similar to the era of

the conversion of Constantine.
Notwithstanding this undercurrent of Christian

ideas, Vladimir erected in Kieff many statues and
shrines (trebishcha) to the Slavic heathen gods. Rerun,
Dazhdbog, Simorgl, Mokosh, Stribog, and others.

In 981 he subdued the Chervensk cities (now Gahcia),
in 983 he overcame the wild Yatviags on the shores

of the Baltic Sea, in 98-5 he fought with the Bulgarians
on the lower Volga, and in 987 he planned a campaign
against the Greco-Roman Empire, in the course of

which he became interested in Christianity. The
Chronicle of Nestor relates that he sent envoys to the

neighbouring countries for information concerning
their religions. The envoys reported adversely

regarding the Bulgarians who followed Bokhmit
(Mohammed), the Jews of Khazar, and the Germans
with their plain missionary Latin churches, but they
were delighted with the solemn Greek ritual of the

Great Church (St. Sophia) of Constantinople, and
reminded Vladimir that his grandmother Olga had
embraced that Faith. The next year (988) he be-

sieged Kherson in the Crimea, a city within the bor-

ders of the eastern Roman Empire, and finally took it

by cutting off its water supply. He then sent envoys
to Emperor Basil II at Constantinople to ask for his

sister Anna in marriage, adding a threat to march
on Constantinople in case of refusal. The emperor
replied that a Christian might not marry a heathen,

but if Vladimir were a Christian prince he would
sanction the alliance. To this Vladimir replied that

he had already examined the doctrines of the Chris-

tians, was inclined towards them, and was ready to be
baptized. Basil II sent his sister with a retinue of

officials and clergy to Kherson, and there Vladimir

was baptized, in the same year, by the Metropohtan
Michael and took also the baptismal name of Basil.

A current legend relates that Vladimir had been

stricken with bhndness before the arrival of Anna and
her retinue and had recovered his sight upon being

baptized. He then married Princess Anna, and there-

after put away his pagan wives. He surrendered the

city of Kherson to the Greeks and returned to Kieff

in state with his bride. The Russian historian

Karamsin (Vol. I, p. 215) .suggests that Vladimir could

have been baptized long before at Kieff, since Chris-

tians and their priests were already there; but such

an act would have humbled the proud chieftain in

the eyes of his people, for he would have accepted in

a lowly manner an inconspicuous rite at the hands of

a secret and despised sect. Hence he preferred to

have it come from the envoys of tlic Roman Emperor
of Constantinople, as a means of impressing his

people.
When Vladimir returned to Kieff he took upon

himself the conversion of his subjects. He ordered

the statues of the g(»ls to be thrown down, chojiped

to pieces, and .some of (hem burned; tlii> i-liief Koii,

Perun, was dragged through tlie nuid and thrown into

the River Dnieper. Tliese acts impressed the people

with the helplessness of their gods, and when they

were told that they should follow Vladimir's example

and become Christians they were wiUingly baptized,
even wading into the river that they might the sooner
be reached by the priest for baptism. Zubrycki
thinks this readiness shows that the doctrines of

Christianity had already been secretly spread in

Kieff and that the people only waited for an oppor-
tunity to pubhcly acknowledge them. Vladimir urged
all his subjects to become Christians, established

churches and monasteries not only at Kieff, but at
Pereyaslav, Chernigoff, Bielegorod, Vladimir in

Volhynia, and many other cities. In 989 he erected
the large Church of St. Mary ever Virgin (usually

called Desiatinny Sobor, the Cathedral of the Tithes),

and in 996 the Church of the Transfiguration, both
in the city of Kieff. He gave up his warlike career

and devoted himself principally to the government of

his people; he estabhshed schools, introduced ecclesias-

tical courts, and became known for his mildness and
for his zeal in spreading the Christian faith. His
wife died in 1011, having borne him two sons, Boris
and Ghb (also known as Sts. Roman and David, from
their baptismal names). After this his hfe became
troubled by the conduct of his elder children. Follow-
ing the custom of his ancestors, he had parcelled out
his kingdom amongst his children, giving the city of

Novgorod in fief to his eldest son Yaroslav; the latter

rebelled against him and refused to render either

service or tribute. In 1014 Vladimir prepared to

march north to Novgorod and take it away from his

disobedient son, while Yaroslav invoked the help of

the Varangians against his father. Vladimir fell ill

and died on the way. His feast is celebrated on 15
July in the Russian Orthodox and Ruthenian Greek
Cathohc calendars, and he has received the name of

Ravnoaposlol (equal to the Apostles) in the title of

the feast and the troparion of the hturgy. The Rus-
sians have added in their service books words refer-

ring his conversion and intercession to the present
Russian Empire (rossiiskaya zemlya), but the Ruthe-
nians have never permitted these interpolations.

Pelesz, Gesch. der Union, I (Vienna, 1878), 79-127; Nilles,
Kaleiidarium Manuate, I (Innsbruck, 1896), 212; Ada SS.. IV,
July. p. 4; Bogoslovskaya Enciclopedia, III (St. Petersburg, 1902),
564-67; Golubinski, Istoria Russkoi Tserkvi, I (Moscow, 1901),
pt. I, 105-87; Maltzew, Die Nachtwache (Berlin. 1892), 724-27;
Adeney, The Greek and Eastern Churches (New York, 1908),
358-65; Mouravieff, Hist, of the Russian Church (Oxford, 1842).
10-18; ZtiBRYcKl, Gesch, des FUrstenthums Galicz (Lemberg,
1852).

Andrew J. Shipman.

Vocation, Ecclesiastical and Religious.—An
ecclesiastical or religious vocation is the special gift

of those who, in the Church of God, follow with a pure
intention the ecclesiastical profession or the evangeU-
cal counsels. The elements of this vocation are all

the interior and exterior helps, the efficacious graces

which have led to the taking of the resolution, and all

the graces which produce meritorious perseverance.

Ordinarily this vocation is revealed as the result of

deliberation according to the principles of reason

and faith; in extraordinary cases, by supernatural

light so abundantly shed upon the soul as to render
deliberation unnecessary. There are two signs of

vocation: the one negative, the absence of impedi-
ment ; the other positive, a firm resolution by the help

of God to serve Him in the ecclesiastical or religious

state. If God leaves a free choice to the person called,

he leaves none to those whose duty it is to advise;

those spiritual directors or confessors who treat lightly

a matter of such importance, or do not answer accord-

ing to (he spirit of Christ and the Church, incur a
grave responsibility. It is their duty also to discover
the germ of a vocation, and develoj) it by forming the
character and encouraging the generosity of the will.

These rules are sufficient for a decision to follow tlie

evangelical counsels, a.s they may be practised even
in the world. Hut the nature of the ecclesiastical

state and the positive constitution of the religious
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state require some further remarks. Unlike the

observance of the evangehcal counsels, the ecclesias-

tical state exists primarily for the good of religious

society; and the Church has given the religious state

a corporate organization. Those who belong to a
religious order not only follow the evangelical coun-
sels for themselve.<i, but are accepted by the Church,
more or less officially, to represent in reUgious society

the practice of the rules of perfection; and to offer it

to God as a part of pubhc worship. (See RELiGions
Life; Vows.) From this it follows that the eccle-

siastical profession is not as accessible to all as the

religious state; that in order to enter the religious

state at the present day, conditions of health, of char-

acter, and sometimes of education are required which
are not demanded by the evangelical counsels taken

in themselves; and that, both for the religious and for

the ecclesiastical state, admission by lawful authority

is necessary. At the present day, it is necessary that

two wills should concur before a person can enter the

religious state; it has always been necessary that two
wills should concur before one can enter the ranks of

the clergj'. The Council of Trent pronounces an
anathema on a person who represents as lawful minis-

ters of the Gospel and the sacraments any who have
not been regularly ordained and commissioned by
ecclesiastical and canonical authority (Sess. XXIII,
iii, iv, vii). A vocation which is by many persons
called exterior thus comes to be added to the interior

vocation; and this exterior vocation is defined as the
admission of a candidate in due form by competent
authority. The question of vocation itself so far as

the candidate is concerned may be put in these terms:
Are you doing a thing which is pleasing to God in

offering yourself to the seminary or the novitiate?

And the answer depends on the preceding data: yes,

if your intention is honest, and if your strength is

sufficient for the work. X further question may be
put to the candidate for the priesthood: if you do well

in desiring to become a priest, would you perhaps do
better by becoming a religious? It is to be remarked
that the candidate for the priesthood ought already
to have the virtues required by his state, while the
hope of acquiring them is sufficient for the candidate
for the religious life. The question an ordinary of a
diocese or superior of a religious community should
meet is: Considering the general interest of the order
or the diocese, is it right that I should accept this or
that candidate? And although the candidate has
done well in offering himself the answer may be in the
negative. For Ciod often suggests plans which He
does not require or desire to be carried into effect,

though He is preparing the reward which He will

bestow on the intention and the trial. The refusal
of the ordinary or superior debars the candidate from
entering the lists of the clergy- or religious. Hence
his approval may be said to complete the Divine
vocation. Moreover, in this life a person often enters
into indissoluble bonds which God desires to see
respected after the fact. It remains therefore for the
man who has laid himself under such an obligation to
accommodate himself to the state in which God, Who
will give him the help of His grace, now wishes him
to persevere." This is the express teaching of St.

Ignatius in his "Spiritual Exercises": With regard
to this present will of God, it may be said, at least

of priests who do not obtain a disjien.sation, that
sacerdotal ordination confers a vocation upon them.
This however does not imply that they have done
well in offering them.selves for ordination.

This appears to give tis ground for the true solution
of the recent controversies on the subject of vocation.
Two points have been made the subjects of contro-

versy in the consideration of vocation to the eeclrsi-

a.stical state: how does Divine Providence make its

decrees known to men? How does that Providence
reconcile its decrees with liberty of human action in

the choice of a state of life? Cassian exjjlains very
clearly the different kinds of vocation to the monastic
Hfe, in his "Collatio, III: De tribus abrenuntiation-
ibus", iii,iv,v(P. L., XLIX, 560-64). The Fathers of
the fourth and fifth centuries inculcate very strongly
the practice of virginity, and endeavour to answer
the text, "He that can take, let him take it " (Matt.,
xix, 12), which would seem to hmit the application of
the counsel. Saint Benedict admitted young children
presented by their parents to his order; and the canon-
ical axiom "Monachum aut paterna devotio aut
propria profes.sio facit" (c. 3, xx, q. 1), "A man be-
comes a monk either by parental consecration or by
personal profession", an axiom that was received in

the Western Church from the sixth to the eleventh
century, shows to what extent the religious life was
considered open and to be recommended as a rule to

all. A letter of St. Gregory the Great and another of

St. Bernard insist on the dangers incurred by those
who have decided to embrace the religious life and
still remain in the world. The necessity of a special

call for embracing the priesthood or the monastic
life is not treated by St. Thomas, but the reality of a
Divine call to higher states of life is clearly expressed
in the sixteenth century, notably in the "Spiritual

Exercises" of St. Ignatius. Suarez worked out a
complete theory of vocation (De religione, tr. VII,
I-V, viii). Independently of a natural progress

which brings new matters into discussion, two causes
combined to raise the controversy on this point, viz.

the abuse of forced vocations, and a mysticism which
is closely related to Jansenism. In former times it

was the custom for noble families to place their

younger sons in the seminary or some monastery
without considering the tastes or qualifications of the

candidates, and it is not difficult to see how disastrous

this kind of recruiting was to the sacerdotal and
rehgious hfe. A reaction set in against this abuse,

and yoimg men were exjjected, instead of following

the choice of their parents, a choice often dictated by
purely human considerations, to wait for a special

call from God before entering the seminary or the

cloister. At the same time, a semi-Quietism in

France led people to believe that a man ought to

defer his action until he was conscious of a special

Divine impulse, a sort of Divine message reveahng
to him what he ought to do. If a person, in order

to practice virtue, was bound to make an inward
examination of himself at every moment, how much
more necessary to listen for the voice of God before

entering upon the sublime path of the priesthood or

monastic life? God was supposed to speak by an
attraction, which it was dangerous to anticipate: and
thus arose the famous theory which identified voca-

tion with Divine attraction; without attraction there

was no vocation; with attraction, there was a voca-

tion which was, so to speak, obhgatory, as there was
so much danger in disobedience. Though theoreti-

cally free, the choice of a state was practically neces-

sary : "Those who are not called ", says Scavini (Theol.

moral., 14th ed., I,i, n. 473), "cannot enter the relig-

ious state: those who are called must enter it ; or what
would be the use of the call?" Other writers, such
as Gury (II. n. 14S-50), after having stated that it is

a grave fault to enter the religious state when con-

scious of not having been called, correct themselves

in a remarkable manner by adding, "unless they have
a firm resolution to fulfil the duties of their state".

For the general conduct of life, we know that God,
while guiding man, leaves him free to act, that all

good actions are graces of God, and at the same time
free acts, that the happiness of heaven will be the

reward of good life and still the effect of a gratuitous

predestination. We are bound to .serve God always,

and we know that, besides the acts commanded by
Him, there are acts which He blesses without making
them obligatory, and that among good acts there are
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some which are better than others. We derive our
knowledge of the will of God, that will which demands
our obedience, which approves some of our acts, and
esteems some more highly than others, from Holy
Scripture and Tradition, by making use of the two-
fold light which God has bestowed upon us, faith and
reason. Following the general law, "do good and
avoid evil", although we can avoid all that is evil,

we cannot do all that is good. To accomphsh the
designs of God we are called upon to do all the good
that we are capable and all that we have the oppor-
tunity of doing; and the greater the good, the more
special our capability, the more extraordinary the
opportunity, so much the more clearly will reason
enlightened by faith tell us that God wishes us to

accomphsh that good. In the general law of doing
good, and in the faciUties given us to do it, we read a
general, or it may be even a special, invitation of God
to do it, an invitation which is pressing in proportion
to the excellence of the good, but which nevertheless

we are not bound to accept unless we discover some
duty of justice or charity. Often, too, we have to

hesitate in our choice between two incompatible
deeds or courses of action. It is a difficulty that
arises even when our decision is to influence the rest

of our hves, as, for instance, should we have to decide
whether to emigrate or to remain in our own country.
God also may help our choice by interior movements,
whether we are conscious of them or not, by inclina-

tions leading us to this or that course of action, or
by the counsels of a friend with whom we are provi-

dentially brought into contact; or He may even
clearly reveal to us His will, or his preference. But
this is an exceptional case; ordinarily the inward
feehng keeps and confirms our decision, but it is only
a secondary motive, and the principal part belongs
to sound reason judging according to the teachings of

faith. "They have Moses and the prophets", said

Christ in the parable of the rich man and Lazarus
(Luke, xvi, 29), and we have no need for any one to

rise from the dead to teach us our duty. According
to this simple exposition, it seems clear that each
good action of ours pleases God, that moreover He
specially desires to see us perform certain actions, but
that negligences and omissions in either sphere do not
generally cause a permanent divergence from our
right path. This rule is true even in the case of acts

whose results seem manifold and far-reaching. Other-
wise, God would be bound to make known to us clearly

both His own will and the consequences of our negli-

gence. But the offers of Divine Providence are

several or even many, though one may be more press-

ing than the other; and since every good action is

performed by the help of a supernatural grace which
precedes and accompanies it, and since with an
efficacious grace we would have done the good we have
failed to accomplish, we may say, of every good that

we do, that we had the vocation to do it, and of every
good that we omit, either that we had not the voca-
tion to do it, or, if we were wTong in omitting to do it,

that we paid no heed to the vocation. This is true

of faith itself. We believe, because we have received

an efficacious vocation to believe, which those who
live without faith have not received or have rejected

when their unbelief is their own fault.

Are these general views applicable to the choice of

a state of life? or is that choice governed by special

rules? The solution of this question involves that

of the vocation itself. The special rules are to be
found in Holy Scripture and Tradition. In Holy
Scripture we read those general counsels of self-

denial which all Christians are called upon to follow

during their lives, while they are the object of a mure
complete application in a .state which for that very

reason may be {ailed a state of perfection. Kthca-

cious grace, notably that of perfect continence, is not

given to all. "All men take not this word, but they

to whom it is given. ... He that can take, let him
take it" (Matt., xix, 11, 12). CathoUc interpreters,

however, basing their conclusion on the Fathers of the
Church, are at one in saying that God bestows this

gift either on all that pray for it as they should, or at
any rate on the generahtj' of those who dispose them-
selves to receive it (see Beelen, Kanbenbauer, on this

passage). But the choice is left free. St. Paul,
speaking of the same Christian, says "he that giveth
his virgin in marriage, doth well; and he that giveth
her not, doth better" (I Cor., vii, 38). On the other
hand, he must be guided by sound reason: "But if

they do not contam themselves, let them marry.
For it is better to marry than to be burnt" (I Cor.,
vii, 9). Moreover, the Apostle gives this general
advice to his disciple Timothy: "I will therefore that
the younger [widows] should marry" (I Tim., v, 14).

And yet, whatever his profession or condition, man
is not abandoned by Providence: "As the Lord has
distributed to every one, as God hath called every
one, so let him walk" (I Cor., vii, 17). Holy Scrip-

ture therefore applies to the profession of everj' man
the general principles laid down above. Nor is

there any trace of an exception in the Fathers of the
Church: they insist on the general ai>plication of the
evangehcal coun.sels, and on the importance of fol-

lowing them without delay; and on the other hand,
they declare that the choice is free, without danger of

incurring the loss of God's favour. They wish, how-
ever, that the choice should be prudently and reason-

ably exercised. See St. Basil, "On virginity", n. 55,

56;""Constit. monast.", xx; Ep. CLXXII; "Exhor-
tation to renounce the world", n. 1 (P. G., XXX,
779-82; XXXI, 626, 1394; XXXII, 647-49); St.

Gregory Nazianzen, "Against Julian", 1st discourse,

n. 99; "disc. 37, ahas 31 on St. Matthew, XIX, xi

(P. G., XXXV. 634; XXXVI, 298) ; St. John Chrysos-
tom, "On virginity"; "On penitence", Hom. VI, n.

3; "On St. Matthew", XIX, xi, xxi (P. G., XLVIII,
533 sqq.; XLIX, 318; LVIII, 600, 605); St. Cyprian,
"De habitu \-irginum", xxiii (P. L., IV, 463); St.

Ambrose, "De viduis", xii, xiii (P. L., XVI, 256,

259); St. Jerome Ep. CXXIII alias XI to Ageruchia;
"De monogamia"; "Against Jovinian", I; On St.

Matthew, XIX, xi, xii (P. L., XXII, 1048; XXIII,
227, 228; XXVI, 135, 136); St. Augustine, "De bono
coniugaU", x; "De sancta virginitate", xxx (P. L.,

XL, 381, 412); St. Bernard, "De pra?cepto et dispen-

satione", i (P. L., CLXXXII, 862). These te.xts are

examined in Vermeersch, "De vocatione reUgiosa et

sacerdotah", taken from the second volume of the

same author's "De religiosis institutis et personis",

suppl. 3. In comparison with such numerous and
distinct declarations, two or three insignificant

passages [St. Gregory, Ep. LXV (P. L., LXXVII,
603); St. Bernard, Ep. CVII, CVIII (P. L.,

CLXXXII, 242 sqq., 249 sqq.)], of which the last

two date only from the twelfth century, and are

capable of .another explanation, cannot be seriously

quoted as representing vocation as practically obhga-
tory. Neither St. Thomas, "Summa theologica", I-

II, Q. cviii, art. 4; II-II, Q. clxxxix, opusc. 17 alias 3,

nor Suarez "De religione", tr. VII, V, IV, n. i, 7, and
viii; nor Bellarmine " Demonachis", Controv. II;nor
Passerini, " De hominiun statibus" in Q. CLXXXIX,
art. 10, thinks of placing the choice of a state of hfe

in a category ap.art. .\nd thus we arrive at conclu-

sions which agree with those of Cornelius a Lapide in

his commentary on the seventh chapter of I Corin-

thians, and which reconnnend themselves by their

very simplicity. States of life are freely chosen and at

tlu- same time providentially given by God. The
higher the state of life the more cleiirly do we find

the positive action of Providence in the choice. In

tlie ca.se of most men, no Divine decree, logically

anterior to the knowledge of their free actions, assigns

to them this or that particular profession. The path
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of the evangelical counsels is in itself, open to aU,

and preferable for all, l)u( without being directly

or iiiiiirectly obhgalory. In exceptional cases the

olili^ialion may exist as the consequence of a vow or of

a Divine order, or of the iniprobabihty (which is very

rare) of otherwise finding salvation. More frequently

reiusons of prudence, arising from the character and
habits of the persons concerned, make it unadvisable

that he should choose what is in itself the best part,

or duties of fihal piety or justice may make it impos-

sible. For the reasons given above we cannot accept

the definition of Lessius; "Vocation is an affection,

an inward force which makes a man feel impelled to

enter the religious state, or some other state of fife"

(De statu vitae deUgendo, n. 56). This feehng is not
necessary, and is not to be trusted without reserve,

thougli it may help to decide the kind of order which
would best suit us. Nor can we admit the principle

adopted by St. Alphonsus: that God determines for

every man his state of life (On the choice of a state of

life). Cornelius a Lapide, on whose authority St.

Alphonsus incorrectly grounds his argument, says, on
the contrary, that God often refrains from indicating

any preference but that which results from the

unequal excellence of honourable conditions. And
in the celebrated passage "every one hath his proper
gift from God" (I Cor., vii,7) St. Paul does not intend
to indicate any particular profession as a gift of God,
but he makes use of a general expression to imply that

the unequal dispensation of graces explains the diver-

sity of objects offered for our clioice like the diversity

of virtues. We agree with Liguori when he declares

that wlioever, being free from impediment and actu-

ated by a right intention, is received by the superior

is called to the religious life. See also St. Francis of

Sales, Epistle 742 (Paris, ed. 1833). The rigourist

influences to which St. Al])honsus was subjected in his

youth explain the severity which led him to say that

a person's eternal salvation chiefly depended on this

choice of a state of fife conformable to the Divine
election. If this were the case, God, who is infinitely

good, would make His will known to every man in a
way which could not be misunderstood.
The opinion advocated in this article is corroborated by the

favourable decision of the Commis-sion of Cardinals (20 June,
1912). appointed to examine ttie work of Canon Joseph Lahitton,
ha vocation sacerdotale (Paris, 1909) ; the decision of the cardinals
lias been fully approved by the pope. Slater, Manual of Moral
7/ '

.' ;, X- \v York, 1909); Berthier, a missionary of La
.-

! 1 111! down rules similar to the above in his book,
/' ' I /> chrhienne et de la vocation d'apris les Docleurs
'I, I I , < .

- /. , Ihlologiens (4th ed., Paris, 1897) ; Eng. tr. Chris-
ti'in Ltji ami Vocation (New York, 1879); Damanet, Choice of a
male o/ Life (Dublin, 1880). Aa an instance of excessive severity
see Habert, Theol. dogmat, et mor.: De sacramenU) ordinis, Pt. 3, i,

Bee. 2. Articles in favour of vocation by attraction have ap-
peared in Revue pratique et apoloffitique, X; see loc. cit., XII, 558,
for list of publications in reply to Lahitton.

A. Vermeersch.

Vogler, George Joseph, theorist, composer,
and organist, b. at Wurzburg, 15 June, 1749, d. at

Darmstadt, 6 May, 1814. He was the son of a
violin maker, and was educated at the Jesuit schools
of his native city and Bamberg. Of an ambitious
and restless disposition, Vogler after six weeks aban-
doned the study of theory under Padre Martini at

Bologna (1706-84) and sought the advice of Fran-
cesco Antonio Vallotti in Padua (1697-1780); with
Vallotti he spent six months. After these short
periods of study he formulated a theoretical system
of his owTi, much to the displeasure of his teachers.

Having finished his theological studies in Rome he
wa-s ordained and, in 177.5, returned to Mannheim
where he became court chaplain and establi.shed a
school. While at Mannheim he pubhshed treatises

on .singing, theorj-, and composition which aroused
criticism on account of their iconoclastic tendencies.

He invented a portable organ-orchestrion, built on a
simplified plan, and travelled with it all over Europe,
everywhere creating interest on account of his vir-

tuosity and sensational means of attracting attention.
Vogl(>r comjiosed a large quantity of music, sacred
as well its i)rofane, jjracticaliy all of which is now
forgotten. In 1807 he settled down and became
court conductor at Darmstadt, where he founded a
school of music. His most lasting title to fame is the
fact that C. M. von Weber and Giacomo Meyerbeer
were his pupils.
Mendel, Musikali&che Conversationslexikon {Berlin, 1879);

RiEMANN, Kleine Musikgesch. (Leipzig, 1909); Brendel. Gesch.
der Musik (Leipzig, 1875). JOSEPH OttEN.

Vogiie, Eugi;ne-Melchior, Vicomte de, critic,

novehst, and historian, b. at K'ice, 25 Feb., 1848; d.

in Paris, 24 Feb., 1910. He was descended from
an illustrious family of Vivarais province which gave
many prominent men to the Church and the army in

the Kliddle Ages. He made his Classical studies at
Versailles and studied law at Grenoble. When the
Franco-Prussian war broke out, he enlisted as a pri-

vate, and behaved so bravely that he was awarded the
military medal. After the war, he entered the diplo-

matic career. He was successively sent as an at-

tach6 of embassy to Constantinople (1873), to Egypt
(1875), and to St. Petersburg. In 1878 he married a
Russian lad}'. Miss Annenkof. Four years later he
resigned his official position and devoted his entire

time to literature, except for a short period, from 1893
to 1896, when he represented the Department of

Ardeche in the Chamber of Deputies. He was elected

to the French Academy in 1888. He was a most ver-

satile wTiter, contributing with the same ability arti-

cles on philosophical, historical, literary, religious, or

artistic subjects. Current events interested him par-
ticularly and prompted him to write valuable essays,

such as "Questions contemporaines" (1891), "Re-
gards historiques et litt(5raires" (1892); "Heures
d'histoire" (1893); "Devant le siMe" (1896);
"Sous I'horizon" (1904). He achieved a great rep-

utation by attracting the attention of the French pub-
lic to the Russian novelists, who were hardly known
in France at that time. His "Roman Russe" (1886)
had a considerable influence on the evolution of the
French novel by drawing attention to the sympathy
for the poor people expressed by Dostoiewsky and
Tolstoi. He also wTote a few novels. In all his

writings he never failed to emphasize his attachment
to his religious faith, the most conspicuous acknowl-
edgment of which is his pamphlet on "Les Affaires de
Rome" (1894). V^inong his other books must be
mentioned: "S>Tie, Palestine, Mont .\thos; Voyage
au Pays du Pass6" (Paris, 1876); "Histoires orien-

t.ales, chez les pharaons" (1879); "Les portraits du
siecle" (1883); "Le fils de Pierre le Grand"; "Ma-
zeppa" (1884); "Histoire d'hiver" (1885); "Sou-
venirs et visions" (1887); "Portrait du Louvre"
(1888); "Remarques sur I'exposition du cente-
naire" (1889); "Le manteau de Joseph 01(5onine"

(1890) ; "Jean d'Agreve" (1897) ;
" Histoire et po^sie

"

(1898); "Les morts qui parlent" (1899); "Le rappel
des ombres" (1900); "Pages d'histoire" (1902);
"Le mattre de la mer" (1903).

Annales politiques et lUterairen, 3 April. 1910 (articles by P.
BouRGET, DocMic. etc.) : DE Reonier, DincouTs de reception d
rAcadlmie (Paris. 1912).

Lonis N. Delamarre.

Volk, Wilhelm (pseudonym, Ludwig Clarus),
b. at Halberstadt 25 Jan., 1804; d. at Erfurt 17

March, 1869. He came from a Lutheran family; his

father was a lawyer. After going to school at Halber-
stadt and Magdeburg, he studied from 1823 law at the
Universities of Gottingen and Berlin. In 1826 he
became an au.scultator at Magdeburg, and in 1829
a referendar. In 1832 he m.ade the acquaintance at

Berlin of the law-professor George Phillips, who was
later a convert to (^athohcism. Volk kept up their

friendship by repeated visits to Munich. In this

city he also formed friendships with Clemens Bren-
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tano and Joseph Gorres, and was induced by them to

devote himself to the study of mysticism and legend,

which he continued to pursue during the rest of his

life. In 1838 he was made a government councillor

at Erfurt, and in 1858 he retired from active life.

For a long time a son of the Catholic Church at

heart, he entered it in 1855. He describes his inner

change in the fascinating writing on his conversion,
" Simeon, Wanderungen und Heimkehr eines christ-

lichen Forschers" (3 vols., 1862-3). He also wrote
a large number of pamphlets on religious, political,

and ecclesiastico-political questions of the' time.

Among the considerable number of large works
should be mentioned: the biographies of St. Brigitta

(4 vols., Ratisbon, 1856; 2nd ed., 1888), of St. Francis
de Sales (Schaffhausen, 1860; 2nd ed., 1887), of St.

Matilda (QuedMnburg, 1867) ; translationsfrom Augus-
tine, Petrarch, St. Theresa of Jesus, etc.; the histori-

cal compendium of Italian literature (1832-34), the

account of Spanish literature in the Middle Ages
(1846). He also wrote a number of original poems
and translations from the Spanish, Italian, and
Swedish.
Kehrein, BioffTaphisch-litterarisches Lexikon der kathoUschen

deutschen Dichter des XIX. Jahrhunderls, II (Wurzburg, 1868-71),
225-28; Denkmal auf Volks Grab (Erfurt, 1869); Rosenthal,
Convertitenbilder aus dem XIX. Jahrhundert, I (Schaffhausen,
1865), 854-94.

Klemens Loffler.

Volksverein (People's Union) for Catholic
Germ.^nv, a large and important organization of

German Catholics for the purpose of opposing heresies

and revolutionary tendencies in the social world, and
for the defence of Christian order in society.

History.—This association was the last one estab-

lished by Ludwig Windthorst. After the close of the

Kuhurkampf new problems confronted the Cathohe
population of Germany. Owing to the political

union of Germany and its protective commercial
policy from 1879, German economic life was greatly

strengthened, and trade and manufactures received an
unheard-of development. The increase of manufac-
turing on a large scale, the partial change of many
country towns into manufacturing centres, the crowd-
ing together of human beings in the manufacturing
districts, all these changes made questions of social

needs of increasing importance. Catholics felt

strongly the necessity of protection against the revolu-

tionary Social Democracy which was based upon
undisguised materialism. The Social Democrats, in

anticipation of the overthrow of the laws against

Socialism, were making preparations for the establish-

ment of a well-organized association throughout
Germany, even among the Cathohc population.

Windthorst, the leader of the German Cathohcs, saw
clearly that it was not sufficient for the Centre party,

the representative of German Catholics, to be the

only champion of legislation in favour of the working-
man; the public also must be won over to the support

of social reform. At this time the Catholic people

were especially inclined to listen to such proposals.

The decree of the young Emperor William (February,

1890), the pope's letter to the Archbishop of Cologne
(April, 1890), and the pastoral letter of the Prussian

bishops issued at their meeting at Fulda had all been
received with joy by the Catholics of Germany. For
these reasons Windthorst thought a Cathohc social

organization should be founded which was to include

the whole of Germany. During the deliberations of

the coniniittee of organization Windthorst demanded
with all the force of his personal influence an organiza-

tion that should oppose above all the Social Demo-
crats; mf>reover, the end to be sought in questions of

social economics should be the encouragement and
exercise of right principles.

The draft of a constitut ion, which Windthorst wrote
while ill, was adopted at the meeting held on 24 Oct.,

1890, for the establishment of tlie union at the Hotel
Ernst in Cologne. Notwithstanding his illness, Windt-
horst attended this meeting; on the evening of the
same day, the name having been agreed upon, the
Volksverein for Cathohc Germany was founded.
From the outset Windthorst had Munchen-Gladbach
in view as the chief centre of the organization. The
working-men's benefit society, of which the manu-
facturer Franz Brandts was president and Franz
Hitze, member of the Reichstag, was general secretary,

had existed in this towTi for ten years. At Windt-
horst's suggestion Brandts was chosen president, and
Karl Trimborn, lawyer, of Cologne, vice-president.
Dr. Joseph Drammer, of Cologne, was made secretary.
Windthorst himself accepted the honorary presidency
offered him, and up to his death in 1891 followed with
great interest all that concerned the new society.

Whenever necessary he interposed with advice and
action, so that the People's Union is justly called

Windthorst's legacy to the German Cathohcs.
The newly elected managing committee began work

with energy. On 22 Nov., 1890, appeared the first

appeal "To the Catholic People", which set forth the
aims of the society and invited to membership. On
20 Dec. the second appeal was issued, which called

upon all supporters of the Cathohc cause to work for

the increase of the membership. A like appeal was
sent in a circular letter to a large number of promi-
nent Cathohcs of the empire. The German bishops
were also requested to give their blessing and their

influential aid to the union, a request which all most
readily agreed to. A number of bishops officially

called upon their diocesans to join the union. On 23
Dec. the pope sent an Apostolic blessing in a gracious
letter to the managing committee of the union. Ow-
ing to these measures the appeals of the association

found a hearty welcome throughout Germany, and
large numbers joined it. On 14 Feb., 1891, the union
held its first public mass meeting at Cologne; at this

session Archbishop Krementz of Cologne made the
closing address. Other assembhes were held in other
sections of the country. Thus Windthorst could be
told shortly before his death that the society had
secured its first hundred thousand members. Since
then the People's Union has been established in all

parts of Germany, though it is not equally strong

everywhere. In the early years the eastern provinces

of Prussia and Baden and Bavaria stood somewhat
aloof from the movement. In 1891 it had 109,899
members; in 1901, 185,364; in 1911, 700,727; on 1

April, 1912, 729,800.
Organization and Work.—According to para-

graph 1 of its by-laws the object of the Volksverein is

the opposition of heresy and revolutionary tendencies

in the social-economic world as well as the defence of

the Christian order in society. This object is to be
attained by the personal work of the members, by
instructive lectures, and by the circulation of good
printed matter. Every grown German Cathohc who
pays one mark (25 cents) annually to the society is a
member of the union and entitled to a vote. The
Union is go\'erned by a board of directors of at least

seven members, who are elected for one year by the

general assembly; the president and vice-president are

also, according to the by-laws, elected by the general

assembly. The board of directors selects from its

members the secretary and treasurer. The Volks-

verein is not merely a general organization of German
Catholics; it is also intended to form a local Catholic

organization in the various districts. The directors

of the local organizations, some .50,000 men, who form
the maui strength of these local bodies, arc the i)ereon8

responsible for the distribution of the publications of

the Union, the acquisition of new members, etc. In

the individual communes the leading director is the

manager; there is a district or departmental manager
for every large number of connected communes.
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This latter manager is generally commissioned directly

by the central organization or by the diocesan or
provincial representatives of the central organization.

In all business matters the local directors or local

managers employ the services of this district or depart-
mental manager. The larger cities have generally

a manager of their own, who ranks with the manager
of a district or department. There are 15 diocesan
or provincial representatives over the managers of

the departments, through whom all business matters
with the central organization are arranged. The head
of the entire union is the central bureau at MUnchen-
Gladbach, which acts for the board of directors, and
which forms the chief court of appeal for the diocesan
or provincial representatives. Where there are no
such representatives it is the court of appeal for the
managers of the departments or of the larger cities.

All the members of the organization are closely united
in their activity. The representatives of the board
of directors meet several times a year to discuss the
most pressing affairs of the union, while the central

bureau sees to the execution of its decisions. In
addition there is a general meeting of the board of

directors annually during the session of the Catholic
Congress of Germany; the most important questions
are kejit for the decision of this annual meeting.
This annual meeting of the board of directors is sup-
plemented by a meeting, held at the same time, of

delegates of the Volksverein from all parts of Ger-
many. The meetings of managers for the communes,
government departments, and provinces are respon-
sible in their turn for the putting into practical effect

of the new proposals and advice of the higher govern-
ing body.

Formerly the legal domicile of the Volksverein was
Mainz; since 1908 it has been Miinchen-Gladbach.
There are at the central bureau 3 directors and 15

literary assistants. Since 1905 the legal organ of the
union has been the " Volksvereinsverlag, Gesellschaft

mit beschrankter Haftung" (People's Union Publish-
ing Company, Limited), which employs about .50

salesmen and 70 workmen for the organization, the
book-trade, and the printing establishment. The
work of the central bureau, which is chiefly literary,

is many-sided. The most important questions of the
day are treated in the "Sozialkorrespondenz", which
is sent without charge every Saturday to about 300
Catholic newspapers, in order to aid the Catholic
Press in its struggle against socio-economic heresies
and in the promotion of social reforms. By means of

the periodical "Der Volksverein", which appears
eight times annually, the members of the union are
instructed especially concerning the most important
apologetic and social-economic questions of the times,
and as to the immediate practical problems of the
various provincial diets. The central bureau issues

explanatory and instructive fly-sheets and appeals in

special cases and on suitable occasions; these are cir-

culated throughout Germany to the number of many
millions. In addition the central bureau publishes
series of works on home economics and work for the
young. It has three collections of pamphlets, at five

Pfennl/je a copy, on social, apologetic, and public
questions; the Pfennig papers "Soziale Tagesfragen",
"ApologetischeTagesfragen", pamphlets andsix peri-
odicals, namely:.since 1901, the "Prasidenskonferenz",
for ecclesiastics who are leaders of the union; since
1907, the "Kranz", for girls; since 190S, the "Jung
Land", for boys; "Efeuranken", for young people
with an advanced education; since 1910, "Frauen-
wirtschaft", for the training of women in home and
industrial economics; "Soziale Kultur", a popular
periodical for the educated, since 1905 combined with
the union's " Arbeiterwohl". A further branch of
the work of the central bureau is the bureau of social-
economic information connected with it, which gives
all desired information in reference to suitable

writings on various questions of social economics
and social institutions, on working-men's benevolent
institutions, advice as to practical work in social
economics, refutation of socio-political attacks,
etc.

The same object is kept in view by the sociological
library of the union, containing some 35,000 volumes,
which can be used without charge by any member.
There is also the people's bureaus, thirty of which have
been established with the aid of the People's Union;
for a very small sum or without charge, these give
information in questions as to working-men's insur-
ance, rent, taxes, and similar matters, and draw up
any necessary legal documents. In addition eco-
nomic studies are promoted by the course lasting two
months annually, established at the central organ-
ization of the union for the training of officials of
professional associations, and of associations for the
different social classes; the courses, one each, for
farmers, mechanics, merchants, clerks, teachers; a
general vacation course in sociology for priests and
laity, as well as courses lasting several days in the
various provinces. To this work must be added the
numerous meetings held by the local organizations,
some 600 meetings annually, and at election times
even more. With each year the People's Union
labours with much success in new fields of social-

economic work, and thus devotes its efforts equally to
all classes of the nation. Its greatest achievement is

its success in arousing large sections' of the Catholic
population from indifference in regard to the socio-
economic questions of the times, in training CathoUcs
to social-political work in the field of legislation and
to associational independence, and in making the
Catholic population a bulwark against the revolu-
tionary Social Democracy which is hostile to religion.

The Volksverein, therefore, has not only gained the
enthusiastic love of the Catholic people, but it has also
received the recognition of the national and ecclesias-
tical authorities, and has been imitated in other
countries.

Handbuch fur die Freunde und Forderer des Volksvereins /flr
das katholische DeuUchland (Munchen-Gladbach. 1901); Material
fur Reden in Versammtungen des Volksvereins fUr das katholiache
DeutBchland (MOnchen-Gladbacli. 1901); Der Volksverein (Mttn-
ohen-Gladbacb, 1890), varioua articles in periodicals.

Joseph Lins.

Volta, Alessandro, physicist, b. at Como, 18
Feb., 1745; d. there, 5 March, 1827. As his
parents were not in affluent circumstances his educa-
tion was looked after by ecclesiastical relatives. At
the age of .seventeen he fini.shed his humanities, and
at nineteen disclosed the scientific bent of his mind
in a correspondence with Abb6 Nollet (q. v.). In
1769 Volta published his first paper, "De vi attrac-
tiva ignis electrici", which attracted attention and
helped to secure for him his first public appointment,
professor of physics in the Liceo of Como (1774), a
position which he held until 1779, when he was
elected to the chair of natural philosophy in the
LTniversity of Pavia. In 1782 he visited the principal
seats of learning in France, Holland, (Jermany, and
England, and met many of the representative men of
the day. The twitching of frogs' legs under electrical
stimulus, discovered by Swammerdam in 1658 and
re-discovered and described by Galvani in 1786,
occasioned a memorable controversy as to the cause
of the convulsive movements; after years of dis-
cussion the "animal electricity" of (ialvani was
superseded by the "contact theory" of Volta.

Volta's work was characterized throughout by
forethought; there was no empiricism, nothing due to
mere chance. In his endeavour to test his theory, he
invented the "condensing electroscope" by which he
established the fundamental fact that when two dis-
similar conductors, e. g. zinc and copper, are brought
together in air and then separated, the zinc is found
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to have a small posit ivo, and I he copper an equal
negative charge, a result, wliich has been confirmed
by subsequent investigators working with more deli-

cate instruments, notably by Lord Kelvin. Anterior
to this, in 1775, Volta devised his olectrophorus by
means of which, given a small initial electrification,

mechanical work may be transformed at will into

energy of electrostatic charge. Though the princi-

ple involved was known to Canton of London in n.'i.S,

and though VVilcke

of Sweden de-
scribed an elec-

trophorus in 1762,

Volta'swas the first

practical machine
of the kind and,

therefore, the pro-
toty[5eof therotary
influence maeliines
of the present day,
such as the Holtz,
the Voss, and the
VVimshurst. In
1777 he proposed
a system of electric

telegraphy in
which signals were
to be transmitted
by means of his

electrophorus over
a line extending
from Como to
Milan. The first

use of static electricity for telegraphic purposes
was, however, suggested in the "Scots Maga-
zine" for 17.5.3 and carried out on a small scale in
1774 by Lesage of Geneva.

In seeking further experimental evidence in favour
of his contact theory, Volta was led to the greatest of
his inventions, the voltaic "pile", which he described
in a communication of 20 March, 1800, to Sir Joseph
Banks, President of the Royal Society of I^ondon.
Consisting as it did of a number of discs of zinc and
copper separated by pieces of wet cloth and arranged
in a vertical column, it was appropriately called a
"pile"; a more efficient arrangement was, however,
soon found by Volta in the "crown of cups". The
voltaic battery of 1800 marks an epoch in physical
theory as well as in the application of science to the
welfare of mankind. Though Volta hved twenty-
seven years after the crowning invention of his fife,

it is a significant fact that he added nothing of note
to his great work, leaving to Carlisle and Nicholson
in 1800 to use the current furnished by a "pile" to
decompose water; to Sir Humphry Davy in 1807 to
separate sodium and potassium from their alkalis

by the same means; and to Oersted of Copenhagen
the cardinal discovery in 1820 of the magnetic eiTect

of the electrical current.

Honours were showered on Volta by the academies
and learned societies of Europe. Napoleon invited
him to Paris in 1801 and made him an associate mem-
ber of the Institut de France and later a senator of

the Kingdom of Italy. In 1815 the Emperor of Aus-
tria appointed him director of the philosojjhical

faculty of the University of Padua, a dignity wliich

he resigned four years later in order to retire into pri-

vate life. In the summer of ISO!), the centenary of

the invention of the voltaic hat I cry, an exposition
was held in Como of electrical ajiparatus constructed
and used by Volta in his investigations, but unfor-
tunately a fire broke out and many of these heirlooms
of science were destroyed. Three practical units

have been named after Catholic electrical ijioneers;

the volt, the unit of electrical pressure, in honour of

Volta; the coulomb, the unit of electrical quantity, in

honour of Charles Augustin de Coulomb; and the

ampere, the unit of current, in honour of Andre-Marie
Ampere.
BuNCHi AND MoccHETTi, Vita di Volta (Como, 1829-32);

Zanino Volta, Atessandro Volta (Milan, 1875); Idem, Alesmndro
Volta a. Pariai (Milan, 1879).

Brother Pot.'vmi.\n.

Voltaire. See France, sub-title, French Lit-
erature.

Volterra (Ricciarelli), Daniele da, Italian
painter, b. at Volterra, 1509; d. in Rome, 1566.
Ricciarelli was called Volterra from the place of his

bu-th. As a boy, he entered the studios of Bazzi
(II Sodoma) and of Baldassare Peruzzi at Siena, but
he was not well received and left for Rome, where he
found his earliest employment. He formed a friend-

ship with Michelangelo, who assisted him with com-
missions, and with ideas and suggestions, especially
for his series of paintings in one of the chapels of the
Trinity dei Monti. By an excess of praise, his great-

est picture, the "Descent from the Cross", was at one
time grouped with the "Transfiguration" of Raphael
and the "Last Communion" of Domenichino, as the
most famous pictures in Rome. His principal work
was the " Murder of the Innocents", which he painted
for the Church of St. Peter at Volterra, now in the
Uffizi Gallery, Florence. Volterra was commissioned
by Paul III to complete the decoration of the Sala
Regia. On the death of the pope (1549) he lost his

position as superintendent of the works of the
Vatican, and the pension to which it entitled him. He
then devoted himself chiefly to sculpture. Com-
missioned by Paul IV to supply draperies to some of

the nude figures in the magnificent "Last Judgment"
by Michelangelo, he thus obtained the opprobrious
nickname "Breeches Maker" or "II Bragghetone".
His "Victor)' of David over Gohath", now in the
Louvre, is so good that for years it was attributed to

Michelangelo. His work is distinguished by beauty
of colouring, clearness, excellent composition, vigor-

ous truth, and
curiously .strange

oppositions of

light and shade.
Where he a p

-

proaches closely

to Michelangelo,
he is an artist of

great importance;
where he partakes
of the sweetness
of Sodoma, he be-

comes full of man-
nerisms, and pos-
sesses a certain

exaggerated pret-

tiness. A recent

author has wisely

said: "He exag-
gerates Michaol-
angelo's peculiari-

ties, treads on the

dangerous heiglits

of sublimity, and.
not possessing his

master's calm

lUsT OF Michelangelo
i-lo ila VoltiTr.i. National Mu

Florence

jjower, is apt to slip down. " His position in present-
day criticism is very different to what was given to
him a generation ago, and more nearly approaches
to a truthful view of his art.

Vasari, Vitf dei 'pittori; Bryan, Did. of Painters and Enyraters
(London, 1904), a. v. Ricciarelli.

George Charles Williamson.

Volterra, Diocese op (Vol.\terhanensis), in

Tuscany. The city stands on a rocky mountain
1770 feet al)ov(> the .sea level, between tlie rivers Bra
and (\'cina, and is surrounded by strong walls. The
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cathedral, ronsocratcd by Callistus II in 1120, was
enlarged by Andrea Pisano in 1254, and again in 1576.

The high altar is adorned with sculpture by Mino da
Fiesole; among the pictures is an "Annunciation"
bj' Luca Signorelli, and there are pictures by Ben-
venuto di Giovanni, Leonardo da Pistoia, and others.

In the baptistery (1283) are a font by Sansovino and
a ciborium by Mino da Fiesole. Other churches are

those of S. Lino (1480) and S. Francesco. In the
Palazzo Pubhco (1217) are the archives of the city.

The Palazzo Tagani contains an important museum
of Etruscan and Roman antiquities. In the middle
of the city rises the citadel, built in 1343 by the Duke
of Athens and enlarged by the Florentines. Remains
of the ancient surrounding walls (the Porta dell'

Arco) may be seen in the neighbourhood, as also of

baths, of an aqueduct, an amphitheatre, and, above
all, of several Etruscan burial-places. The district

is rich in alabaster, the working of which is the chief

industry of the city, and in mineral waters, such as
those of S. Felice and the Moic, or salt springs. Still

more important are the Soffioni of Larderello, from
which is obtained boric acid (cvported for the most
part to England), the sulphur lake of Monterotondo,
the copper springs of Caporciano, and the baths of

Montecatini.
In the Etruscan epoch Volterra, called Felathri

by the Etruscans and Volaterra; by the Romans,
was one of the most important cities in the Etruscan
Confederation. From the period of the kings it was
at war with Rome. In 298 b. c, when he became
consul, Scipio gained a victory here over the Etruscan
armies. In the Punic Wars, however, the city was
allied with Rome. In 80 b. c. it was taken by Sulla,

after a siege of two years. In the succeeding cen-
turies it was of some importance in the Gothic
War. In the Carlovingian period it belonged to the
Marquisate of Tuscany; with the approval of Henry,
son of Barbarossa, the government of it afterwards
passed into the hands of the bishop, until his temporal
authority was superseded by the commune. In the
wars or factions of the thirteenth century, Volterra,

being Ghibelhne, wa-s continually embroiled with the
Florentines, who captured it in 1254, but obtained
definitive possession of it only in 1361. In 1472 it

The rATHEDnAi,. Voi-tebba
Facade attribuU'd to Niccolo Pisano

attempted a rebellion against Florence but without
success, and wa-s then deprived of many of its rights.

It was the native city of the poet Persius Flaccus,

of the humani.sts Tomma-so Inghirami and R.ifFaele

MafTei, of the painters and sculptors Balda-ssare

Perugini and Daniele Riceiarelli. According to the
"Liber Pontificalis", Volterra %vas the birlhiilace of

St. Linus, the immediate successor of St. Peter.

^isTERY, Volterra
Ctnturj-, Restored 1283

Nothing is known as to its Christian origins; Eucha-
ristus, the first bishop of Volterra of whom there is

any record (495), was deposed by the pope, and Hel-
pidius (496) was put in his place. Justus (560) was
at first involved in the Schism of the Three Chapters.
Other bishops
were : Gunfridua
(1014), whose
metrical epitaph is

to be seen in the
cathedral; Heri-
mannus (1066), a
Camaldolese
monk and reformer
of the clergy; Gal-
gano, killed by the
people in 1172, for

some unknown
reason ; St . Ugo
dei Conti del Cas-
tel d'Agnato
(1173-84), a de-
fender of the right s

of his church, and
founder of a cf)l-

lege for the educa-
tion of clerics;

Pagano dell' Ar-
denghesca (1213), who vainly endeavoured to re-

tain the temporal government of the city. The
conflict on this score was continued under Pagano's
successors, particularly under Raineri Belforti

(1301). Roberto degU Adimari was deposed for

taking part in the Council of Basle. Joseph du
Mesnil (1748) died a prisoner in Castel Sant' Angelo.
Giuseppe Incontri (1806) distinguished himself by his

beneficence. Pius IX made his first studies in the
Piarist College at Volterra.

Volterra was immediately subject to the Holy See
until 1856, when it became a sufi'ragan of Pisa. The
diocese contains 111 parishes with 99,900 souls; 206
priests, secular and regular; 6 houses of male religious

and 12 of Sisters; one school for boys, and 2 colleges for

girls.
Cappelletti, Le chiese d'ltaluit XVIII; Riccobaldi del

Bavia, Dissertazione xstorico-elruscie sopra I'origine , . , tiella

Etrusca nazione e . . . delta ciUA di Volterra (Florence, 1758);
Maffei, ed. CiNci, Animli di Volterra (Volterra, 1887); Amidgi,
.S(or»o VoUerrana (Volterra, 1864-65); Leoncini. Illustrazione

delta cattedrale di Volterra (Siena, 1869); Schneider, Regcatum
Volterranum (Rome, 1907).

U. Benigni.

Voluntarism (Lat. voluntas, will) in the modern
metaphysical sense is a theory which exi)lains the

universe as emanating ultimately from some form of

will. In a broader psychological .sense the term is

a|)plied to any theory which gives prominence to will

(in opposition to intellect). In this latter sen.se, but
not in the former, the philosophy of Augustine, An-
selm, William of Occam, and Scot us may be styled

Vohmtarism. Philosophy is defined by Augustine

as "Amor sapienti;e" ("De ordine", I, 11, n. 32;

P. L., XXXII, 993; "De civitate Dei", VIII,

ii; P. L., XLI, 2251. It is wisdom, but it must be
.sought pie, mate, ettlUiqcntcT ("De quant, an.", XIV;
P. L., XXXII, 1049); with the whole soul, not with

the intellect only. Yet nowhere does Augustine

subordinate intellect to will. The neo-Platonism

which underHes the whole of his philo.sophic specula-

tion makes such an attitude impossible. Augus-

tine's doctrine of grace and of providence supposes a
definite and characteristic psychology of will. But
in the metaphysic;il order God is ever conceived as

essentially intelligrnce. He is the "Father of

Truth". On this is based a proof of God's existence,

which occurs several times in his works and is pecu-

liarlv Augustinian in tone ("De div.", <}. Ixxxiii,

14; P. L., XL, 38; "De lib. arb.", II, nn. 7-33;
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P. L., XXXII, 1243-63; "Confess.", VII, c. 10,

n. 16; P. L., XXXII, 742; "Soliloq.", I, i, n. 2;

P. L., XXXII, 870; cf. "De civ. Dei", VIII, iv;

P. L., XLI, 228, 229). In God Augustine places

"the intelligible world" of the Platonists, and the

Divine concursu-s is in a special way required by human
thought. God is "the sun of the soul" ("Gen. ad
Ut." XII, xxxi, n. 59; P. L., XXXIV, 479; "De
pecc. mer.", I, 25, n. 38; P. L., XLIV, 130; cf.

"Soliloq.", I, 8; P. L., XXXII, 877), Himself per-

forming the functions which Scholastics ascribe to the

intellectus agens. Faith, too, with Augustine as with

Anselm, involves intelligence. For both the principle

intelligo ut credam is no less true than the principle

credo ut inlelligam. ("In Ps. cxviii", serm. xviii, n. 3;

P. L., XXXVII, 1552; serm. xliii, c. vii, n. 9; P.

L., XXXVIII, 258.)

The philosophy of Scotus is more distinctly volun-

taristic. On the freedom of the will he is particularly

clear and emphatic. He insists that the will itself,

and nothing but the will, is the total cause of its voli-

tions. It is not determined by another, but deter-

mines itself conlingenter, not inevitabilUer, to one of

the alternatives that are before it (II Sent., dist. xxy;

see also "ult comm.", ibid). This is freedom, an attri-

bute which is essential to all higher forms of will,

and consequently is not suspended or annulled in the

beatific vision (iV Sent., dist. xlix, Q. 4). Because the

will holds sway over aU other faculties and again be-

cause to it pertains that charity which is the greatest

of the virtues, will is a more noble attribute of man
than is intelligence. Will supposes inteUigence, is

posterior generatione, and therefore more perfect

(IV Sent., dist. xlix, 4 "quaestio laterahs").

Kant's "practical reason", in that it passes be-

yond the phenomenal world to which "pure reason"

is confined, is superior to the latter. Practical rea-

son, however, is not will: rather it is an intelligence

which is moved by wiU; and in any case it is a

human faculty, not a faculty of the absolute. Fichte

is the first to conceive will or deed-action {That-

handlung) as the ultimate and incomprehensible

source of all being. He is followed by Schelling, who
says that will is Ursein: there is no other being than

it, and of it alone are predicable the attributes usually

predicated of God. Schopenhauer holds will to be
prior to intclhgence both in the metaphysical and the

physical order. It appears in nature first as a vague
self-consciousness mingled with sympathy. Ideas

come later, as differences are emphasized and organi-

zation developed. But throughout the will holds

sway, and in its repose Schopenhauer places his ideal.

Nietzsche transforms "the will to live" into "the
will to power". His philosophy breathes at once

tyranny and revolt: tjTanny against the weak in

body and in mind; revolt against the supremacy of

the State, of the Church, and of convention.

Pragmatism (q. v.) is an extreme form of psycho-

logical Voluntarism; and with it is closely connected
Humanism—a wider theory, in which the function of

the will in the "making of truth" is extended to the

making of reahty. The Voluntarism of Absolutists,

such as Fichte, Schelling, and Schopenhauer, confuses

the abstract concept of being, as activity in general,

with the more determinate, psychological concept
of will, as rational self-determination. The Prag-
matist identifies intelligence and will with action.

St. Augustine, loc. rit. supra; Caldwell, Schopenhauer^s Sys-
tem in its philosophical significance (London. 1895) ; James, Will to

Believe (New York, 1897); Ladd, A TheoTn of Reality (New York.
1899); Idem in Philos. Review, VIII (1899), fi27-32; MOnster-
BERQ, Philosophy and Life (Boston and .New York. 1899); Paul-
sen, I/ttroilurtion to Philosophy (tr. New York, 189.'i); Schilleh,
Studies in Humanism (London, 1907); Wdndt, System der Phi-
losophic (2nil ed., Leipzig. 1S97).

Leslie J. W.\lker.

Voluntary, wilful, proceeding from the will. I(

is requisite that the tiling be an effect of the will

consequent upon actual knowledge, either formal or

virtual, in the rational agent. It is not quite the

same as free; for a free act supposes self-determina-

tion proceeding from an agent capable, at the time,

of determining himself or not at his choice. However,
as every specific voluntary act in this life is also free

(except those rare will-impulses, when a man is swept
to sudden action without time to perceive in non-
action the element of good requisite for determination
not to act) the moralist commonly uses the terms
voluntary and free interchangeably. A thing may
be voluntary in itself, as when in its own proper
concept it falls under the efficacious determination
of the agent, or voluntary in something else, as in its

cause. Voluntary in cause requires foreknowledge
of the effect, at least virtual, viz. under a general

concept of effects to follow; and production thereof

by virtue of the will's efficiency exercised in the
wilhng of its cause. For the verification of the latter

requisite the morahst distinguishes two classes of

effects which commonly follow from the same cause,

those namely to produce which the cause is destined

by its nature, and those to which it is not so destined.

Of the former the cause is sole and adequate cause,

the effect natural and primary. The human will

cannot without self-contradiction put a cause into

existence without efficaciously willing this natural
effect also. In the case of the other class of effects

the cause placed by the will is not the sole and ade-
quate cause, but the effect results from the coincident

efficiency of other causes, whether contingent, as
upon the exercise of other free wiUs or upon the acci-

dental coincidence of necessary causes beyond the
knowledge and control of the agent, or whether
necessarily resulting from the coincident efficiency of

natural causes ready to act when occasion is thus
given. An effect of this class does not come into

existence by the efficiency of the will placing the
occasioning cause. The utmost result of the will's

efficiency, when it places a cause and wills its natural

effect, is to make that secondary class of effects

possible. Sometimes the agent is so bound to prevent
the existence of a secondary effect as to be beholden
not to make it possible, and so is bound to withhold
the occasioning cause. In case of failure in this duty
his fault is specified by the character of the effect to

be prevented, and so this effect is then said to be
morally involved in his voluntary act, whereas
in strict analysis the will only caused its possi-

bility.

Vincible ignorance as a reason of an effect does not
rob it of its voluntariness, as the ignorance is volun-

tary and its effect immediate and natural. Invin-

cible ignorance, however, removes its effect from the

domain of the voluntary, in itself because unknown, in

its cause, for the ignorance is involuntary. Passion

pursuant of its sensible object, when voluntarily

induced, does not deprive its act of voluntariness, as

the passion is the natural cause and is voluntary.

Passion spontaneously arising does not ordinarily

mean the loss of voluntariness, as in ordinary course

it leaves a man both the necessarj' knowledge and
power of self-determination, as we know by experience.

In the extraordinary case of such an excess of passion

as paralyzes the use of reason obviously the act

cannot be voluntary. Even fear and the cognate
passions that turn a man from sensible harm do not

destroy the simple voluntariness of their act, as this

(excepting again such excess as holds up the reasoning
faculty) iiroceeds with such knowledge and efficacious

self-del crminal ion conse(iuent thereon as fulfil the

recjuisiti's for voluntary action. Of course there will

commonly leniain an inefficacious reluctance of the
will to such action. Physical force can coerce only
the external act: our experience shows that the inter-

nal act of the will is still our own.
Charles Macksey.
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Voluspft, "the wisdom of the prophetess", the
most famous mythological poem of the Elder Edda",
relates in the form of a vision the beginning and end
of all things and tells of the gods and their doom.
This vision is attributed to a Volva, or wise woman,
to whom is assigned a role similar to that of the Sibyl
in early Christian literature. Odhin himself is made
to summon the prophetess from her grave that she
may give him answer; her prophecy is addressed to

all men. She is of the race of giants and her memory
goes back to the daj-s when there was neither earth
nor heaven, but only ginnunga gap, "the yawning,
chasm". Odhin and his brothers created the world,
the dwarfs, and finally men. There was a golden
age for the gods which is ended when they kill the
maid GuUveig and thus provoke war with her kin,

the giants, who are victorious. A compact is made,
but broken by the gods, who thereby incur guilt and
invite their doom. This destruction of the gods, the
ragnarok, is depicted with graphic power. Dire
portents forebode the catastrophe; BaldiT, the inno-

cent god, is treacherously slain through the machina-
tions of the wicked Loki, civil war and crime reign

supreme, the powers of ruin, the giants, the wolf
Fenrir, the Midgard-serpent, the sons of Muspel, and
the fire-giant Surtr gather for the final onslaught.
Odhin, Thor, and FrejT are killed. The sun and the
stars fall from heaven, fire destroys the earth which
slips into the sea. But a rejuvenated world emerges
from the ruins and a new golden age is at hand. Bal-

der retiu^ns and in the golden hall Ciimle the people
dwell in unending happiness. From above comes
the all-powerful god of judgment, while Nidhogg, the

evil dragon, comes from below and bears away the

corpses.

The eUiptic and disjointed manner in which the
events are narrated makes it difficult to interpret

accurately some of the most important points in

connexion with this poem, which is one of our chief

sources of knowledge concerning the ancient Germanic
cosmogony. There has been much difference of

opinion among scholars, particularly as regards the
question of foreign and Christian influence. It is

now conceded that the poem cannot be dated farther

back than the middle of the tenth century and that
it probably originated in Iceland. If so, Christian
influence is not only possible, but certain; for such
influence was bound to come in through contact of

Icelanders with the Celts and Anglo-Saxons. To
a.ssume that the poem presents us the cosmogonic
beliefs of the Icelandic people of the tenth century is

a grave error. The anonymous author handled the
ancient myths with considerable freedom and inde-

pendence. While the subject-matter is prevaihngly
pagan, the point of view has assumed a Christian
colouring and there are undoubted Christian reminis-
cences. Such seem to be the portents announcing
Tagnnroh and the rejuvenation of the world. The
coming of the great un-named god reflects the victo-

rious advance of the new religion, Christianity, which
in the poet's time was displacing the old beliefs.

The figure of Balder and the importance attached to

his death, show the influence of the suffering Christ,
the guiltless victim. The "Voluspd," does not present
to us Teutonic mythology in its ancient or purely
pagan form, but a cosmogony which, while funda-
mentally pagan, h:is been subject to much foreign
influence. Only the extent of this influence is still

a m.atter of di.spute.

For editions and commeotaric* consult the article on the
Edda. Sec also .Mil lenhoff, Detasche AUertumskunde,\ (Berlin,
1870-1900). I »q.: HoFFOBY. Eddasluditn (Berlin, LSSfl), 17 sq.,
73 sq.. II'I sq.: Hec^lf.r. Voluspo, Dif WeinnaounQ tier Seherin
(Berlin. 1SS7): Bano, Voluspaa oa de Sibullinske Orakler (Chris-
tiania. 1879); Mfter, Votiixpd (Berlin. 18.S9): Idem, Dif fdduche
Kntmngmif (Kreiburg, 1801); nETTER, /JiV Vulunp^ (Vienna,
IS99), with comments and explan3tor\' remarks. C^^onsult also
KooK in Grundrits der germaniKhen Phxlologie, II, .57982.

Arthur F. J. Remv.

Vondel, Joost van Den, Nctherland poet and
convert, b. at Cologne, 17 Nov., 1587, of parents
whose residence was originally at Antwerp; d. 5 Feb.,
1(379. Of his early youth nothing is known. In his
eighth or ninth year, he went with hi.s father, Joost,
and his mother, Sara Kraiicn, td .Vnistcniiim, where
his father engaged

Joost van den Vondel

the stocking
trade. His first

known poem dates
from 1605, when
he was seventeen
years old. This
and some other
poems of his
youth exhibit
the qualities of the
older rhetorical

style of poetrv.

On 20 Nov., IfilO,

Vondel marrietl

Mayken de \\o\S.
He then began to

devote himself to

classical studies,

as is shown by his

poem "Jeruzalem
verwoest" (Jeru-

salem Destroyed),
which appeared in

1620. Even at this date Vondel had won the friend-

ship of men hke Pers, Roemer Virscher, Hooft, the
Baecks, Laurens Reael, Plemp, Mostaert, C. Huy-
gens, and Seriverins. This gave Vondel a new world-
view and a wider horizon. It was probably between
1620 and 1630 that he dedicated his celebrated poem
"De Kruisbergh" (Calvary) to his young wife. His
"Palamedes" and "De Amsteldamsche Hecuba"
date from the year 1625. Immediately after this, in

1626, appeared "De Roskam" and, in 1631, "Jaer-
gitijde van wijlen Heer Joan van Oldenbaerneveld

"

and the "Decretum horribile". During this same
period Vondel made the acquaintance of Hugo de
Groot, to whom he dedicated his " Wellekomst".
Between 1631 and 1640 his fame constantly increased.

During that time he worked steadily on his "Con-
stantijn". In 1635 appeared "Joseph in't Hof",
and shortly after "Gijsbrecht van Aemstel"; in

1639 "De Maeghden". At this time his tragedies

follow one another with a.stonishing rapidity: in

November, 1(3.39, "De Gebroeders"; January, 1640,
"Joseph in Egypten"; 4 March, 1640, "Joseph in

Dothan".
The years 1640-1 were not very fruitful in poems.

Vondel was pondering on higher things. Previous
to this time the Protestant preachers thought they
perceived in him papal tendencies. In 1641 he openly
joined the Cathohc Church, and thereafter devoted
his talents and pen to her service. The "Littera;

annua;" of the Jesuits (1641) prove Vondel to have
been converted by the Fathers of Krijtberg, and it is

reasonably sure that it was Father Petrus Laurentius

who brought about his conversion. His daughter
Anna had preceded him into the Church and his

nephew Peter Vondel followed in 1643. He remained
grateful to theSociety of Jesus and sang its praises in

many beautiful poems. His conversion brought him
many new friends and caused him to lose none of his

old ones. The first fruit from the pen of the Catholic

Vondel was the drama "Peter en Pauwels", which
hits for its subject-matter the fotuxling of the Church
(l(i41). In 1642 he wrote a no less Catholic poem,
"De Brieven der Heilige Maeghden, Martclaressen",

with an "Opdiacht aan de H. Maeght " (Dedication

to the Ble.s.sed Virgin). In 1645 appeared the " Altaar-

geheimenis.sen" (My.steries of the Altar), in 1646,

"Maria Stuart of gemartelde Majestcit" (Mary
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Stuart, or Martyred Majesty). Vondel's art reached
its highest development during the years 1647-54.
Before 1648 he had completed "Leeuwendalers",
which has been designated as "the most perfect

drama which our poet has left us". It is a glorifica-

tion of the Peace of Miinster. A number of magnif-
icent poems and remarkable works in prose followed.

In 1654 appeared Vondel's masterpiece, "Lucifer".
In this he reaches his greatest height not only as a
dramatic but as a lyric poet (Leendertz). The piece

was interdicted by the Protestant preachers, and
consequently ran through four editions in the same
year (1654). For the stages which were forbidden to

produce "Lucifer", Vondel at once wrote his "Sal-

monens".
About this time his son, Joost, died, and Vondel had

to journey to Denmark to collect what was due there

to his son. But this not being sufficient to pay the

latter's debts, he had, as his son's security, to give

up his whole fortune. He then accepted the position

as porter in the Bank van Leening (a pawnshop) with

a salary of 650 gulden yearly. Vondel thus lost

much of his independence and his time. Shortly

afterwards he dedicated his "Jephtha" to Anna van
Hoorn, wife of the burgomaster who had secured for

him his new position. He then published among
other works "Samson", after 1660, "De Heerlijkheit

der Kerche" (The Glory of the Church) in 1663, and
"Faeton" in 1664, "Adam in ballingschap " (Adam
in Exile) in 1667, "Noack of Ondergang der eerste

Waerelt" (Noah, or the Destruction of the First

World), his last original drama. In 1675 the aged
poet lost his daughter Anna, and four years later he
himself passed away at the age of ninety-one. He is

the greatest poet the Netherlands have produced,
one who is distinguished in every form and who occu-

pies a place among the best poets of all time.

Van Lennep, De Werken van Vondel (Amaterdam, 1855);
Unqer, De Werken van Vondel (Leyden, s. d.); Baumqartner,
Joost van den Vondel, sein Leben und seine Werke (Freiburg,

1882): Kalf, Vondeh Leven (Leyden, s. d.); Leendertz, Hel
Leven van Vondel (Amsterdam, 1910).

P. Albers.

Von Gagern, Max, Freiherr, b. at Weilburg (in

Nassau), Germany, 25 March, 1810; d. at Vienna,

17 October, 1889. He was the son of Hans Christoph
von Gagern, minister of state in Nassau; he attended
the gymnasiums at Kreuznach, Mannheim, and Weil-

burg, and studied law from 1826 at Heidelberg,

Utrecht, and Gottingen. After a stay at Paris he
received in 1829 a position in the cabinet of WiDiam
I, King of the Netherlands. At the outbreak of the
Belgian revolution (1830) he joined the Dutch army
as a volunteer and took part in the war against Bel-

gium. In 1833 he retired from the service of Hol-
land, married Franzina Lambert, of The Hague, and
took up historical studies in order to fit himself for

the position of Privaldozent at Bonn University. He
was at Bonn during the years 1837-40. In 1837,

although still a Protestant, he sided with the impris-

oned Archbishop of Cologne (see Droste-Vischer-
ing), and thus lost the favour of the Prussian Govern-
ment. In 1840 he was appointed ministerial assessor

with the title of Legaiinnsrat by the Duke of Nassau.
On 28 August, 1843, he joined the Catholic Church.
Although naturally very religious he had grown indif-

ferent to religion during his student life and his resi-

dence in Holland. The more he realized the serious-

ness of hfe the stronger grew his religious needs. Ac-
(Hiaintance with Catholics and with the historian

George Frederick Bohmer, who was friendly to Cathol-
icism, awakened in him respect and veneration for

the Church. The chief sources of his C^atholic knowl-
edge were, as he himself says, the "Imitation of

< 'lirist " by Thomas a Kempis, the study of Miihler's

"Symbolik", and the New Testament. His conver-
sion did not alTect the favour of the Duke of Nassau

who appointed him in 1844 e.\traordinary envoy to

the Courts of the Netherlands and Belgium.
Von Gagern's labours during the revolutionary year

of 1848 extended far beyond his native state. He was
the centre of the efforts that aimed to mediate between
the Government and the people and to reorganize
the German Confederation as a nation. According
to the schemes Prussia was to have the supreme direc-

tion of German affairs. With this end in view Gagern
negotiated with the Governments of Southern Ger-
many and with Prussia. He then took part in the
debates of the prehminary parliament at Frankfort,
and at the same time was one of the seventeen con-
fidential agents of the Governments who were to aid
the parliament of the Confederation in revising the
constitution. He was chosen president of this com-
mittee of seventeen, but was not as prominent at the
Parliament of Frankfort as his brother Heinrich whom
he supported. He joined the Catholic Club. On 5
August, 1848, he was made under-secret ary for foreign

affairs in the imperial ministry which Archduke John,
as administrator of the empire, had temporarily
formed. In the question as to the constitution of

Germany he worked with his brother for "Little
Germany" (exclusion of Austria from Germany,
union of Germany under a Prussian empire). When
the King of Prussia declined the imperial crown offered

to him and the Parliament of Frankfort approached
dissolution. Von Gagern and his party withdrew from
the assembly.

In 1850 Von Gagern was again in the service of the
State of Nassau, being employed as an upper minis-
terial clerk. He had, however, lost the confidence of

the duke by his "Little Germany" policy, and influ-

ential circles looked upon the Catholic Church unfa-
vourably. In 1854, after having been conspicuously
slighted, he retired from the state service. His
efforts to obtain a historical professorship at Bonn
failed owing to the dislike of Protestants for converts
to Cathohcism. During the years 1855-73 he was in

the ser\'ice of Austria, first as head clerk in a minis-

terial department, then as departmental head in the
mercantile political division of the ministry of foreign

affairs. From 1860 he had also charge of the depart-
ment of the press for foreign affairs, a position which
gave him a deep insight into Austrian policy without,

however, leading to an independent position. In
1S81, eight years after his retirement on a pension,

Emperor Francis Joseph made him a Ufe member of

the upper house of the imperial Austrian Parliament.
His rich intellectual gifts, his honourable character,

unselfish nature, and kindliness were recognized even
by his pohtical opponents. He was in addition genu-
inely religious, and loyally supported Catholic inter-

ests whenever possible.
Von Pastor, Leben des FTeiherm Max von Gagem (Kempt^n

and Munich. 1912). This work is drawn mainly from unprinted
materials, placed at the biographer's disposal by the family, and
oral communications, and is a valuable contribution to the politi-

cal and religious history of the nineteenth century.

Klemens Loffler.

Voragine, Jacopo de. See Jacopo de Voraginis,
Blessed.

Vorarlberg. See Brixen, Diocese of.

Votive Mass (missn roliva), a Mass otTered for a
vnluni, a special intention. So we frequently find in

prayers the exjiression, rotiva dona (e. g. in the Leo-
nine Sacramentary, ed. Feltoe, p. 103), meaning
"gifts offered with desire [of receiving grace in

return]". The Mass does not correspond to the

Divine OfRce for the day on which it is celebrated.

Every day in the year has appointed to it a series of

canonical hours and (except Good Friday) a Mass
corresponding, containing, for instance, the same
Collect and the same Gospel. So ^Las8 and Office

together nuike up one whole. Normally tlie Mass
corresponds to the Office. But there are occasions
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n which a Mass may be said which docs not so cor-

Bspond. These are votive Masses.

The principle of the votive Mass is older than its

ame. Almost at the very origin of the Western
turgies (with their principle of change according to

he Calendar) Mass was occasionally oflfered, appar-
ntly with special prayers and lessons, for some par-

icular intention, irrespective of the normal Office of

he day. Among the miracles quoted by St. Augus-
ine in "De civ. Dei", XXII, 8, is the story of one
lesperius cured of an e\'il spirit by a private Mass
lid in his house with special prayers for him—

a

otive Mass for his cure. The first Sacramentaries
ontain many examjiles of what we should call votive

lasses. So the Leonine book has Masses "in natale

piscoporum" (ed. Feltoe, pp. 123-26), "de siccitate

pmporis" (ibid., 142), "contra impetitorcs" (ibid.,

7), and so on throughout. Indeed the Masses for

rdination and for the dead, which occur in this book
nd throughout the Roman and Gallican Rites, are

pally examples of votive Masses for all kinds of

ccasions, for ordinations (ed. Wilson, pp. 22-30,

tc), for those about to be baptized (ibid., 34),

nniversaries of ordination (153-54), nuns (156),

ar the sick (282), for marriages (2(55), kings (276),

ravellers (283), the dead (301 sq.), and a large col-

;ction of Masses of general character to be said on
ny Sunday (224-44). In this book the name first

ccurs, "Missa votiva in sanctorum commemora-
ione" (p. 367; Rheinau and S. Gallen MSS.). The
Jregorian Sacrament ary, too, has a large collection of

uch Masses and the name "Missa votiva" (e. g.,

'. L., LXXVIII, 256).

So all through the Middle Ages the votive Mass
r&s a regular institution. The principle came to be
hat, whereas one ofTicial (capitular) high Mass was
aid corresponding to the Office, a priest who said a
rivate Mass for a special intention said a votive

/lass corresponding to his intention. The great

umber of forms provided in medieval Missals fur-

ished one for any possible intention. Indeed it

eems that at one time a priest normally said a votive

(lass whenever he celebrated. John Beleth in the
hirteenth century describes a series of votive Masses
nee said (Juit quoddain lenipus) each day in the week:
n Sunda}', of the Holy Trinity; Monday, for charity;

^uesday, for wisdom; Wednesday, of the Holy Ghost;
^hursday, of the Angels; Friday, of the Cross; Satur-

lay, of the Blessed Virgin (Explic. div. offic, 51).

I'his completely ignores the ecclesiastical year. But
here was a general sentiment that, at least on the
hief feasts, even private Masses should conform to

he Office of the day. It is well known, for instance,

hat our feast of the Holy Trinity began as a votive
ilass to be said on any Sunday after Pentecost, when
here was no feast. This idea of allowing votive
classes to be said only when no special feast occurs
inaUy produced the rules contained in our present
oissal (1570). According to these we distinguish

letween votive Masses strictly so called and votive
fclasses in a wider sense. The first are those com-
nanded to be said on certain days; the second kind,
hose which a priest may say or not, at his discretion.

Strict votive Ma.sses are, first, tho.se ordered by the
tibrics of the Mis.sal, namely a Ma.ss of the Blessed
/irgin on every Saturday in the year not occupied by
I double, 8emi-<lnuble, octave, vigil, feria of Lent,
)r ember-day, or the transferred Sunday Office (Ruhr.
3cn., IV, i). This is the "Missa de S. Maria"
n five forms for various seasons, among the votive
Vlasses at the end of the Missal. To this we must
idd votive Masses ordered by the pope or the ordi-
lary for certain grave occasions (pro re gram). Such
ire for the election of a pope or bishop, in time of war,
jlague, persecution, and so on. Such votive Masses
Day be ordered by the ordinary on all days except
loubles of the first or second class, Ash Wednesday,

and the ferias of Holy Week, the eves of Christmas
and Pentecost; except also days on which the office

is said for the same intention or event as would be
prescribed by the votive Mass. In this case the Mass
should conform to the office as usual. A third kind
of strictly votive Mass is that said during the devo-
tion of the so-called "Forty Hours". On this occa-
sion the Mass on the first and third days is of the
Blessed Sacrament; on the second day it is for peace.
But on doubles of the first and second class, Sundays
of the first and second class, on Ash ^^ednesday, in
Holy Week, during the octaves of Epiphany, Easter,
Pentecost, on the eves of Christmas and Pentecost,
the Mass of the day must be said, with the collect of
the Blessed Sacrament added to that of the day under
one conclusion.
The other kind of votive Mass (lale swnpia) may

be said by any priest on a semidouble, simple or feria,

at his discretion, except on Sunday, Ash Wednesday,
the eves of Christmas, Epiphany, Pentecost, during
the octaves of Ejjiphany, Easter, Pentecost, Corpus
Christi, Holy Week, and on All Souls' Day. Nor may
a votive Mass be said on a day whose Office is already
that of the same occasion; but in this case the corre-
sponding Mass of the day must be said, according to
the usual rubrics. A votive Mass may be taken from
any of those at the end of the missal, or of the common
of Saints, or of their propers, if the text does not imply
that it is their feast. A Sunday or ferial Mass may
not be used as a votive Mass. Nor may it be said of
a Beatus, unless this be allowed by special indult.
The Gloria is to be said in votive Masses pro re

gran unless the colour be violet; also in votive Masses
of the Blessed Virgin on Saturday, of angels, whenever
said, in those of saints, when said on a day on which
they are named in the MartjTology or during their
octaves. The Creed is said in solemn votive Masses
pro re gravi. The first and third Masses of the Forty
Hours have the Gloria and the Creed, not the Mass for
Peace (but if said on a Sunday it has the Creed).
Solemn votive Masses have only one collect; others
are treated as semidoubles, with commemorations of
the day, etc., according to the usual rule. The colour
used for a votive Mass is the one which corresponds to
the event celebrated; except that red is used for Holy
Innocents. It is red for the election of a pope, white
for the anniversary of a bishop's election or conse-
cration, violet in the general case of asking for some
special grace and for the Passion. The particular
case of votive Masses for each day of the week,
corresponding to votive Offices ordered by Leo XIII,
is now abolished by the Decree "Divino afflatu" of
1 Nov., 1911. Requiems and Masses for marriages
are really particular cases of a votive Mass, which are
considered in their place (see Requiem, Masses of;
Mass, Nuptial).
The unchangeable character of the Eastern litur-

gies excludes anything really corresponding to our
votive Mass. But they have a custom of singing
certain troparia, sometimes of reading special lessons

on certain anniversaries and occasions, which is vir-

tually what is done in the Latin votive Mas.ses.
Bona. Rerum Uturgicarum libri II. I, xv, 3: Benedict XIV, De

S.S. sacrificio Missa-. III. xxiii; db Heri>t, .S. Liturgia praxis, I

(Louvain. 1894), 26-54; Le VAVAeaEUR-HoEOY, Manuel d»
lituri/te. I (Paris, I9I0), 222-231.

Adrian Fortescue.

Votive Offerings is the general name given to

those things vowed or d<>dicated to God, or a saint,

and in consequence looked upon as set apart by this

act of consecration. The idea is very old (Dhorme,
"Choix des textes religeux assyro-babyloniens",
XXXVII, Paris, 1907; Aristotle, "Pohtics", VII, xii),

for it springs from man's instinctive attitude towards
the higher powers. He looks upon them as control-

ling by Providence the working of the world, and
therefore addresses prayers to them. In order to
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make his appeal the more acceptable he offers some
gift, whether on behalf of the living or the dead, to the
offended deity. Hence undoubtedly springs (though
with it is coupled the vague not ion of the passage to t he
next Ufe as of a long journey) the custom of surrounding
the buried dead with theii' most valued possessions
and favourite wives (Fraser, "Pausanias", II, 173;
LyaU, "Asiatic Studies", II, 301). But it has also

happened that the practice, based on the true theo-
logical concept of religion as a part of justice {do id

des), comes of adorning shrines with various objects of

gratitude (Cicero, "De deorum natura", III, xxxvii).

In this more ordinary sense of the v/ord votive offer-

ings can be divided into: (a) things vowed to God or

the saints in some trouble or crisis of life; (b) things

Grotto of the Immacu

presented in gratitude for a rec(i\ii\ oi (l(h\iim(i
without having been previously piomi^ed

Naturally these votive offerings constitute an ex-
tremely varied list. The most common are those
which represent the person to whom the favour has
been accorded, or the thing that has benefitted under
the miracle, or some representation of the actual
Divine interposition. Thus, for example, on the day
of his marriage, Henry III of England had a golden
statue of his queen made and placed on the shrine of

St. Edward at Westminster (Wall, "Shrines of British

Saints", 228) and a full-length figure of Duke Ales-

sandro de' Medici was moulded in wax for the
Church of the Annunziata at Florence by Benvenuto
Cellini (King, "Sketches and Studies", 259). Again,
the offering of a falcon in wax at the shrine of St.

Wulstan by Edward I, when, by the intercession of

that saint, his favourite bird had been cured (Wall,

141), and of the tail of a peacock at Evesham by an
old lady whose pet had recovered through the invo-
cation of Simon de Montfort (King, 259), are in-

stances of the same custom. At Boulogne and else-

where can be seen the model ships offered as ex-votos
after deliverance from shipwreck, such as we read of

Edward III leaving at the tomb of his father, or such
as the Navicella at Rome, a copy made under Leo X
of a pagan votive offering to Jupiter Redux (Hare,
"Walks in Rome", I, London, 1900, 231). So, too,

sometimes a wax taper of the height of the sufferer, or
even of his dimensions was brought or sent to be
burnt where the cure or favour was implored. Of the
pictures of miracles as votive offerings there seem.s no
end ("Archajologia", XLIX, London, 1886, 243-300);
their number became at times an inconvenience
(Acta SS., XIV, May, I, 354), like the numerous
crutches, etc., in the grotto at Lourdes or S. Nico]6 at

Verona, or SS. Giovanni c Paolo at Venice. There is,

moreover, the parallel of the golden boils and blains

placed by Divine command within the Ark (I Kings
vi, 11).

We also read of money and valuables being offered

as the famous regale of France, which, described in

differently as a diamond and a ruby, adorned th
tomb of St. Thomas Becket at Canterbury. Oftei

also a trophy of victory (King, 256-7), the banner of i

defeated foe (" Itinerarium Regis Ricardi", in "Roll
Series", I, London, 1864, 446), or his sword (I Kings
xxi, 9), or even that of the victor (as Roland's a
Rocamadour, or Athelstan's after Brunanburgh at th
shrine of St. John of Beverley, or as the sacred Ston
of Destiny offered by Edward I at the tomb of hi

namesake the Confessor, after his defeat of th
Scotch), or some symbol of office and dignity, as th
crowns presented by King Canute at Bury St. Ed
munds and elsewhere, or lastly some masterpiece o
hterature or art, as Erasmus hung up Greek verses a
the shrine of Our Lady at Walsingham ("Colloquies"
II, London, 1878, 19).
ToMABINO, De donariis ac tabellis votii'is (Padua, 1654); Brane

Popular Anliquilies, II (London, 1S49), 374-5; King. Sketche
and Studies (London, 1874); Erasmus, Religious Pilffrimagt
Colloquies, II (London, 1S7S); Zieman, De anathematibus grceci

(Konigsberg, 1885); Reisch. Griechische Weikgeschenke, VII
(Vienna, 1890); Rouse, Italian Votive Offerings in Folklore, V, 11

Idem, Greek Votive Offerings (Cambridge, 1902); Wall, Shrine
of British Sat'nte, (London, 1905).

Bede Jarrett.

Votive Offices.—A votive office is one not enterec

in the uriiiial lalendar, but adopted with a view t(

satisfviiiK a s]>ccial devotion. By the Apostolic Con
stitut'ion "Divino Afflatu" (1 Nov., 1911) Pius :>

abolished all votive offices. Before this action of th(

Holy See a votive office might be celebrated, in accord
ance with the rules simimai'ized below, either in virtU(

of a privilege or in virtue of a custom antedating thi

Bull of St. Pius V. Such offices were called votive

because their recitation remained optional in princi

pie, because it was the object of a privilege; and ever

when, after the privilege had been obtained, the:

became accidentally obligatory (Decree of the Sacrec

Congregation of Rites, 14 June, 1845), it was none th(

less true that they originated in an optional devotior

and that particular churches or communities mighi

not request the privilege of reciting them. They wen
distinct from offices ad libitum properly so callec

because they had their place in the private or genera
calendar under the rubric ad libitum; among the rules

to which these were subject was this: If the day doe!

not prevent, the compiler of the Ordo may indicat«

at will the office ad libitum, either a transferred offic«

or even a votive office. Hence a votive office wai
not an office ad libitum and, moreover, was never sc

designated.
There were two classes of votive offices: (1) Votive

offices granted to petitioners, but obligatory after th«

concession, e. g. tlie Office of the Blessed Sacrament
for Thursday, and that of the Immaculate Conceptior
for Saturday, which are found nearly everywhere
Others occurred in orders or congregations, such as

that of St. Benedict, for Tuesday, in the Benedictini

Order. (2) Votive offices granted to the universa

Church by Leo XIII and published by the Sacrec

Congregation of Rites, 5 July, 1883. There were si>

of these offices, one for each day of the week, and they

were celebrated under the semiilouble rite. Thejj

were: the Office of the Holy .\ngels, for Mondavi
of the Holy .Vpostles, for Tuesday; of St. Joseph, fo|

\\'ednesday; of the Blessed Sacrament, for Thursday:
of the Pa.ssion, for Friday; of the Immaculate ConI
ception, for Saturday. This concession wsis thi,

result of a Decree modifying the rubrics of translation;

Rules.— (1) For the first class, reference miisl

be made, first, to the terms of the indults, whiclj!

granted these offices once weekly or monthly on con|

(lition that the day did not prevent, and reserved aV

the ferias of Advent and I.^nt ; next to the answers c'l
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the Sacred Congregation of Rites. (2) For the
second class the forbidden days were much fewer than
for the old votive ofBees; thus resorvatiim was iiiadc.

only of the last eight days before C'luisliiias and (if the
last two weeks of Lent beginning from Passion Sun-
day. The other indults granted for votive offices

alwaj'S had the same value; thus the old concessions
of votive offices of the Blessed Sacrament and the
Immaculate Conception continued obligatory. Indi-

viduals might make use of the concession or not. If

chapters or communities had decided, with the con-
sent of the ordinary, that votive offices should be
recited in choir (after all the members had been
called upon to vote), they might not alter their deci-

sion: they were not permitted sometimes to profit by
the indult and sometimes not to profit by it. Ex-
planatory decrees concerning the details have been
given in recent years by the Congregation of Rites,

and to them recourse must be had for the solution of

doubts in practice.
Bernakd, Cours de lituTgie; Idem, Lemons itimentaires de tit-

urgie (Paris, 1904). For ancient votive offices see also Cava-
LIERI. Commeniaria in authenlica SacrtE riluum congregationis
decreln. II (5 vols., fol., Bassano, 1775), 69-75.

F. Cabrol.

Vows.—I. Gener.\l View.—A vow is defined as a
promise made to God. The promise is binding, and so
differs from a simple resolution which is a present pur-
pose to do or omit certain things in the future. As
between man and man, a promise pledges the faith of
the man who makes it; he promises, wishing some
other person to trust him, and depend upon him. By
his fidehty he shows himself worthy of trust; if he
breaks his word, he loses credit, by causing the other a
disappointment which is destructive of mutual confi-

dence; and, hke faith, mutual confidence is important
to society, for the natural law condemns all conduct
which shakes this confidence. These statements do
not apply to a promise made to God; it is impossible
for me to deceive God as to mj' present intention, and
He knows whether I shall be constant in the future:
God, then, is protected against that disappointment
on account of which the failure to fulfil a promise to a
fellow-man is considered disgraceful. But, just as
one can offer to God an existing thing, or a present
action, so also one can offer Him a future action, and
perseverance in the purpose of fulfilhng it. That
offering of perseverance is characteristic of avow. A
subsequent change in one's purpose is a want of re-

spect to God: it is hke taking away something that has
been dedicated to Him, and committing sacrilege in

the widest sense of the word. Unlike the simple
breach of a promise made to a man, a failure to give to

God what has been promised Hiro is a matter of im-
portance, a very serious offence.

This explanation shows us also how a vow is an act
of religion, just as any offering made to God. It is a
profession that to God is due the dedication of our ac-

tions, and an acknowledgment of the order which
makes Him our last end. By adding to our obliga-
tions, we declare that God deserves more than He de-
mands. Lastly we see why a vow is always made to
God; for, as all our actions ought to be ultimately di-

rectefl to Ilim, we cannot make a final promise of

those actions to anyone but God. Promises made to

the saints cannot be lightly neglected without de-
tracting from the honour we owe them; hut a failure

in this respect, though grave in itself, is vastly less seri-

ous than breaking a vow, to which it bears some re-

semblance. These promises occasionally imply a
vow. God is well pleased with the honour paid to
His saints, and they rejoice at the glory given to God.
We may then confirm by a vow the promise made to a
saint, and likewise we may honour a saint by a vow
made to God, as for instance, to erect in memory of

some saint a temple for Divine worship.
The vow, moreover, is approved by God, because it

is useful to man ; it strengthens his will to do what is

right. The Protestants of the sixteenth century, fol-

lowing Wyelif, declared themselves oppo.scd to vows;
but Luther and Calvin condemneil only vows relating
to acts which were not of obligation, the latter be-
cause he considered all good actions as obligatory, the
former because the vow of a free action was contradic-
tory to the spirit of the new law. Both denied that
the vow was an act of rehgion and justified it by the
simple human reason of strengthening the will. Cer-
tain recent tendencies have minimized the importance
at least of vows made by members of religious com-
munities. Errors of this kind are due to overempha-
sis of the fact:, that vows, and especially the perpetual
vow of chastity, of rehgious life, or of missionary la-
bour, do not imply any special instability in the per-
son who makes them, but only the fickleness natural
to the human will; and that instead of denoting the
grudging service of a slave, they imply rather the
enthusiasm of a generous will, eager to give and sacri-
fice beyond what is necessary, and at the same time so
sincere in self-knowledge as to imitate warriors who
burned their ships to cut off the possibility and even
the temptation to flight. In the case of a will in-
capable of change, a vow would have no meaning;
it were useless to offer a perseverance that could
never be found wanting; for this reason it is not
suitable to Christ, or the angels, or to the blessed in

heaven.
II. Moral and Theological Considerations.—

A vow, even in an unimportant matter, presupposes
the full consent of the will; it is an act of generosity
towards God. One does not give unless one knows
fully what one is doing. Every substantial error, or
indeed every error which is really the cause of making
a vow, renders the vow null and void. This condi-
tion must be properly understood; to judge of the
effect of the error, it is necessary to know the will of
the person making the vow at the moment of making
it. One who can say sincerely, "if I had known this
or that, I would not have made the vow", is not
bound by the vow. If, however, one who is aware of
some ignorance on the matter of a vow, but, in spite of
that, generously decides to make it, knowing its gen-
eral import and that it is in itself proper and com-
mendable, such as the vow of chastity, for instance, is

bound by it, as it is entirely valid. Lastly, the vows
which accompanj' the entrance into a state, such as
the vows of religion, can only be rendered void by
some really substantial error. The good of the com-
munity requires this stability. For every vow whatso-
ever such knowledge and liberty arc required as ren-
der a person capable of committing serious sin; (hough
it does not follow that at the age when one is ca-
pable of committing mortal sin,one is capable of under-
standing the importance of a perpetual engagement.
The object of a vow, according to the classical for-

mula, mu.st be not merely something good, but some-
thing better; whence it follows that no vow must be
made to God of any unlawful or indifferent matter.
The reason is simple: God is all holy and cannot ac-
cept the offering of anything which is bad or less

good in its nature. Again, the object of the vow must
be .something that is humanly po.ssible, for no one can
be bound to do what is impassible. No man can
make a vow to avoid all manner of sin, even the slight-

est, because this is morally impo.ssihle. The vow to
avoid deliberate sin is valid, at least in persons who
have made some progress in virtue. A vow may ap-
ply to a duty already existing or to acts which are not
commanded by any law. A vow, being a personal
act, binds only the person who makes it ; but a supe-
rior, who makes a vow in the name of his community,
may, within the limits of his authority, command the
fulfilment of the vow. (As to the obligation of heirs,

see sect ion III of this article.) A vow binds according
to the intention of the person who makes it; and this
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intention must be reasonable: in an unimportant
matter, one eannot bind oneself under pain of grievous

sin. In order to estimate the gravity of the matter,

we distinguish between vows which affect isolated

acts, and vows which relate to a series of acts. To an
isolated act the well-known rule apphes: The matter
is grave if, in the hypothesis of an ecclesiastical com-
mand, it would oblige under mortal sin; but if the vow
relates to a series of acts, then we must see what is

truly important in regard to the end pursued.
Thus every grave offence against the virtue of chas-

tity, as it should be observed outside the married
state, is a serious matter for the vow of chastity.

The omission of one or two Masses or one or two
Rosaries is not a grave matter in the case of a vow to

be present at Mass or to say the Rosary every day.
Every mortal sin is a grave offence against a vow to do
what is most perfect; it is not the same with venial sin,

even when dehberate; there must be a habit of com-
mitting acts which are certainly imperfect, in order to

constitute a grave sin against this vow.
A vow is fulfilled by doing what has been promised,

even without a positive intention of fulfilling the vow.
One should personally fulfil the vow of some act or

omission, promised as such ; as, for instance, the vow
of a pilgrimage, but may fulfil through another such a
vow as that of almsgiving, or donation or restitution

of property. All obligation ceases when the fulfil-

ment of the vow becomes impossible or harmful, or if

the reason for the vow ceases to exist. (As to dispen-

sation from vows, see section III.) A vow is a good
action, but should be made with prudence and dis-

cretion ; in the Christian life, love is better than bonds.
We should avoid vows which are embarrassing, either

because they are too numerous or because we may be
unable to fulfil them (for failure to fulfil a vow is .sure

to be followed by sorrow which may endure for a long
time); besides such vows as are not helpful to sanctifi-

cation or charity. The more important the obliga-

tion, the more careful reflection and preparation it

requires. No objection can be made to reasonable
vows made in order to increase the efficacy of prayer;
but the vows to be commended above all are those
which give us strength against some weakness, help us
to cure some fault, or, best of all, contain the germ of

some great spiritual fruit. Such are the vows of re-

ligion or missionary work.
III. Canonical Aspect.—A. Division of Vows.—

The vow properly so called is made to God alone, but
promises made to the saints have a certain resem-
blance to vows and are often accompanied by a vow,
as we have already seen. A vow may be the act of a
private person, or the act of a superior representing a
community. In the latter case the community is only
indirectly bound by the vow. The sentiment which
leads a person to take a vow marks the distinction be-
tween absolute and conditional vows. The condition

may be suspensive, that is to say, it may make the
commencement of the obligation depend on the hap-
pening or the not happening of some future uncertain
event; for instance, the words, "If I recover my
health", make the obligation commence upon the re-

covery; or it may be resolutory, that is, it may have
the effect of rescinding the vow, as if the person .adds

to the vow the words, "Unless I lose my fortune", in

which case the vow ceases to bind if the fortune is lost.

The same sentiment distinguishes between simple, or

pure, vows, by which a person promises simply to do
an act which is pleasing to God, and vows having
some special end in view, such as another's conver-
sion. According to their object, vows may be per-

sonal, as a promise to do a certain act; or real, as a
promise of a certain thing; or mixed, as a promise to

nurse a sick person with one's own hands. They
may also have reference to a single definite object, or
leave the choice among two or three objects (disjunc-

tive vows). According to the manner of their utter-

ances, there are vows interior and exterior; vows ex-
press, and vows tacit or implied (as for instance, that
of the subdeacon at his ordination); vows secret, and
vows made in public. According to their juridical

form, they may be private or made with the Church's
recognition; and these last are divided into simple
and solemn vows. Lastly, from the point of view of

the dispensation required, vows are either reserved to
the Holy See or not reserved. In itself the vow is a
promise, and does not imply any surrender or transfer
of rights; certain vows, however, according to eccle-

siastical law, modify the rights of persons; such are
the vows taken in religious orders.

B. Simple and Solemn Votes.—Under Religious
Life we have seen how the distinction arose histori-

cally between simple .and solemn vows, the names of

which appear in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

Various opinions have been expressed as to the matter
of this distinction, and the question has not yet been
decided. Some persons make the essential solemnity
consist in the surrender of oneself which accompanies
certain vows; this is the opinion of Gregory of Valentia
(Comment, theol.. Ill, D. 6, Q. vi, punct. 5) and
many recent Thomists. But the surrender is found
in vows which are not solemn, such as the vows of

scholastics of the Society of Jesus, who would not be
religious properly so-called, if their surrender differed

essentially from that of the professed fathers. More-
over, the surrender really accompanies only a vow of

obedience accepted in a religious order, while other
vows are solemn, even without any question of obedi-
ence, such as the vow of chastity made by subdeacons.
In the opinion of Lehmkuhl (Theol. mor., I,nn. 647-
50) the solemnity of the vow consists in a spiritual

consecration, the effect of which is that, after such a
vow, a person is irrevocably set apart and appointed
by the Church to serve God by the offering of that
vow. This opinion has its attractive side; but does
it agree with history? The vow of pilgrimage to the
Holy Land was temporary and .solemn. Or does it

agree with the definition of law? Boniface VHI de-
clares those vows to be solemn which are accompanied
either by a consecration or by a religious profession.

And lastly, does not the consecration logically follow

the solemnity, rather than precede or cause it? In
spite of its complication and the forced explanations to

which recourse is had, in order to escape from the
difficulty, the opinion of Suarez (De rehgione, tr. VII,
c. ii, c. X, n. 1 ; c. .\ii, nn. 7-9; c. xiii, nn. 3, 8-13; c. xiv,

n. 10) still finds distinguished defenders, especially

Wernz (Jus Decretalium, III, n. 572). This opinion
places the essence of the solemnity in the absolute sur-

render of himself by the rehgious, and the acceptance
of that surrender by the religious order, which is ac-

complished by solemn profession, and also in the inca-

pacity of a person who is bound by solemn vows to

perform validly acts that are contrary to those vows;
such as the incapacity to possess property, or to con-
tract marriage. But historically this incapacity was
not and is not always attached to solemn vows; the
solemn vow of obedience does not as such involve any
particular incapacity; and often solemn vows do not
produce this effect . Will they be called solemn as being
attached to the vow of obedience, and solemnized by
the surrender of oneself?

But, apart from the arbitrary nature of these ex-

planations, the vow of the Crusader was solemn with-
out being attached to any more general vow of obedi-
ence; and we ha\'e seen that the surrender does not
constitute the solemnity. For this rea.son we prefer a
simple ojjinion, which, in accord with Vasquez (In

I-II, Q. xcvi, d. clxv, especially n. S3) and Sanchez
(In decalogum, 1, 5, c. 1, n. 11-13), places the material

solemnity of vows of religion in the surrender foUowcxI

by irrevocable acceptance; and with Laymann (De
statu religioso, c. i, n. 4), Pellizarius (Manuale regu-

lariuni, tr. IV, c. i, nn. 10-18), Medina (De sacrorum
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Lominum continentia, 1. 4, controv. 7, c. xxx^'iii), V.
De Buck (De solemnitate votorura epistola), Nilles

(De juridica votorum solemnitate), ami Palmier!

(Opus theol., II, pp. 445, 446) respects the ordinary
juridical signification of the solemn act. The juridical

Bolemnitie.s are formalities to be observed in order to

give to the act either its legal value or at least the
more or less valuable guarantee of perfect authent icitj'.

This very simple explanation accounts for the histori-

cal changes, both those which have reference to the
number and conditions of vows, and those which con-
cern their effects. It is natural that there should be
greater difficult}' in obtaining a dispensation from a
solemn vow, and also that the Church should attach
certain disabiUties to such a vow. But these effects

of solemn vows cannot constitute the essence of such
vows. However this may be, canon law at the pres-

ent day does not recognize anj' vow as solemn except
the vow of chastity, solemnized by religious profes-

sion in an order strictly so called. The vows taken in

religious congregations, like the simple vows which in

religious orders precede the solemn profession, and
also the complementary simple vows which follow the
profession in some institutes, and lastly the final sim-
ple vows taken in certain religious orders in place of

solemn profession, are, strictly speaking, private; but
they derive a certain authenticity from the approval
of the Church and the circumstances in which they are
taken.

C. Obligation of the Heir.—In itself the vow creates

a personal obligation, which does not arise from the
virtue of justice and which would seem to cease at the
death of the person taking the vow. It is admitted,
nevertheless, that heirs are bound to fulfil the vows
called real, because they imply a promise to make over
certain property or money; the origin of this obhga-
tion is the Roman law "De pollicitionibus", accepted
as canon law. .^s to its nature, it is an obUgation of

religion, if the person making the vow has not made a
bequest of the property by will. In this supposition
the obhgation would be of justice; but in the other
cases, seeing that the law mentions no specific title,

but simply declares that the obligation of the vow de-
volves on the heirs, we infer it devolves talis qvalis,

that is as a rehgious obligation. The obligation of the
vow is cancelled not only by the performance of the
work promised, but also by the effective substitution
of a better work, and by any circumstance which
would have prevented the obligation from arising; as,

for instance, if the work became useless, or unneces-
sary, or impossible. The obligation of the vow may
also be annulled by lawful authority. We shall first

sum up the generally accepted doctrine, and then en-
deavour to exi)lain it briefly.

We must distinguish between the power to annul a
vow and the power to dispense from the obligation to
fulfil it. A vow may be annulled directly or indi-

rectly. No vow can be made to the prejudice of an
obligation already existing. If a penson entitled to
benefit under a previous obligation asserts a claim
which is incompatible with the fulfilment of a vow,
the fulfilment is prevented, and the obligation is ipso
facto at least temporarily removed. Thus, a master
may require the performance of ser\-ices promised by
the contract of hiring, without reference to any vow
subsequently made; a husband may also require his

wife to fulfil a conjugal duty. This is indirect annul-
ment, which presents no difficulty. But besides this,

certain persons, in virtue of a general power over the
acts of others, may directly and finally annul all vows
made by their s\ibjects, or may prevent them gener-
ally from taking vows in the future. Thispowerbe-
longs to the father or guardian in the case of a minor,
to the regular prelate, and even to the superior of re-

ligious congregations, in the case of professed re-
ligious; and, according to many authorities, to the
husband, in the case of the married woman; and the

XV.—33

person exercising this power of annulment is not re-
quired to prove the existence of just cause.
The power of dispensing, on the contrary, requires

a just cause, less, however, than that which would
suffice by itself to exempt from a vow. A still less
reason is enough to commute the vow into another
good work, especially if the latter is almost equivalent
to the work promised. According to canon law, all

vows made before solemn profession cease to bind by
the fact of that profession, due regard being shown
to the rights of third persons; and it is always per-
missible for a person to commute vows previously
made into those of his or her religious profession, even
when this is not solemn. When a vow is commuted
by ecclesiastical authority, although the person who
has taken the vow may always fulfil his obhgation jjy
doing the work originally promised, he is not in any
case bound to do so, even if the substituted work
becomes impossible. The power of disjjensing and
commuting belongs to those who have ordinary juris-
diction (besides the pope, the bishop and the regular
prelate) over all vows not reserved to the pope and
vows the dispensation from which does not prejudice
the rights of third persons. Without the consent of
the latter these rights cannot be prejudiced by a dis-
pensation from the vow, except by the exercise of a
supreme power over those rights, such as is possessed
by the pope over the rights of rehgious congregations.
Moreover, the power of dispensation may be delegated
either in special cases or even generally." thus the con-
fessors of the regular orders may grant dispensation
from vows to their penitents—that is to persons whose
confessions they are authorized to receive.

Dispensation from a vow is ordinarily justified by
great difficulty in its fulfilment or by the fact that it

was taken without due deliberation, or bj' the prob-
ability of some greater good either to the person
taking it or to others, as, for instance, to a family,
the State, or the Church. In dispensing from vows,
the ecclesiastical superior does not dispense from any
Divine law, but he exercises the power of the keys,
the power of binding and loosing, in order to remit the
debt contracted to God: and this power appears so
useful to society, that, even if it had not been for-
mally conferred by Christ, we might contend that it

would always have belonged to the authority respon-
sible for the public interests of religion. (See Suarez,
"De rcligione", VI, Q. x-\-iii.) The direct annulment of
vows is more difficult of explanation; for no one can
have a power extending so far as to interfere with the
interior acts of another person. A son not yet
arrived at the age of puberty may, even without the
consent of his parents, make a promise of marriage;
why does he appear to be unable, by reason of his
tender age, to bind himself by any vow to God? We
may observe that the distinction" between direct and
indirect annulment is not found in St. Thomas, or
in Cajetan, but dates from a later period. With
Lehmkuhl, we cannot explain this power without
the intervention of ecclesiastical authority: in our
opinion, the Church, in consideration of the weakness
of minors and the condition of religious and married
women, gives them a general conditional dispensation,
that is to say a dispensation at the discretion of the
father, the superior, or the husband. The power to
commute vows does not give the power to dispense
from them; but the power over vows may, according
to a probable opinion, extend also to oaths, and even
to vows confirmed by oaths.

E. Reserved Vows.—No person may, in \'irtue of
ordinary powers, dispense from vows which the
sovereign pontiff has reser%-ed to himself. These
vows are, first, all such as form part of a religious
profession, at least in an institute approved by
Rome, and this reser\-ation applies also tn vows taken
by women belonging to orders, entitled to make
solemn vows, but who in some countries fake only
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simple vows. Besides these, five vows are reserved

to the Holy See: the vow of perpetual chastity, the
vow to enter the reUgious state (that is in an institu-

tion with solemn vows), a vow of a pilgrimage to the
tombs of the Apostles, to St. James of Compostela,
or to the Holy Land. However, these vows are only
reserved if they are made under grave obhgation,
with fuU hberty and unconditionally, and if they
include the whole object of the vow. The reservation
does not extend to accidental circumstances, for

instance, to enter one order in preference to another,
or to make a pilgrimage in this or that manner. In
urgent cases, when there would be great peril in

delay, the ordinaries may, if necessary, dispense
even from reserved vows.

IV. The Vow of Chastity.—The vow of chastity
forbids all voluntary sexual pleasure, whether interior

or exterior: thus its object is identical with the obli-

gations which the virtue of chastity imposes outside

the marriage state. Strictly speaking, it differs

(though in ordinary language the expressions may be
sjTionymous) from the vow of celibacy (or abstinence
from marriage), the vow of virginity (which becomes
impossible of fulfilment after complete transgression),

or the vow not to use the rights of marriage. The
violation of the vow of chastity is always a sin against

religion; it constitutes also a sacrilege in a person who
has received Holy orders, or in a religious, because
each of these persons has been consecrated to God
by his vow: his vow forms part of the public worship
of the Church. Some authors consider that this

sacrilege is committed by the violation of even a
private vow of chastit}'. Although a sin against the
virtue of chastity is committed, there is no violation

of the vow when a person without experiencing any
sexual pleasure personally becomes an accomplice
(as for instance by counsel) in the sin of another
person not bound by a vow. Unless the person con-
cerned is able honestly to abstain from all use of the
rights of marriage, every simple vow of chastity con-
stitutes a prohibitive impediment to marriage; some-
times, as is the case in the Society of Jesus, it becomes
by privilege a diriment impediment; when joined to

religious solemn profession, it has the effect even of

annulling a previous marriage not consummated.
Some theologians have expressed the opinion that the

religious profession produced this effect by Divine
law; but it is more usual at the present day, and it

seems to us more correct, to see in this a point of

ecclesiastical disciphne. A person who, in defiance

of his solemn vow, attempts to contract marriage,
incurs the excommunication reserved to the bishop
by the Constitution "Apostohca; Sedis". Marriage
following after the simple vow of perpetual chastity

has the effect of making the perfect fulfilment of the
vow impossible, as long as the married state con-
tinues; therefore the observance of the vow is sus-

pended, and the bishop or the regular confessor may
give permission for the use of marriage. If the
marriage is dissolved, the vow recovers its full force.

We have already seen that the vow of the wife, taken
at marriage, can be directly annulled by the husband,
and that of the husband indirectly by the wife.

The Sovereign Pontiff may dispense from the vow,
even the solemn vow, of chastity. History contains
well-known examples of such dispensations; thus,

Julius III permitted Cardinal Pole to dispense even
priests who, at the time of the Anglican schism, had
contracted marriage: Pius VII dispensed priests who
were civilly married under the French Revolution.
But such dispensations are only granted for excep-
tionally grave reasons; and even when a case is one
of a simple vow of perpetual chastity freely and
deliberately taken, the Holy See ordinarily grants a
dispensation only in view of marriage, and imposes
a perpetual commutation, such as the condition of

approaching the sacraments once a month.

V. Historical Views.—Historically there are fre-

quent instances of special vows in the Old Testament,
generally under the form of offerings conditionally
made to God—offerings of things, of animals, even of

persons, which might, however, be redeemed; offerings

of worship, of abstinence, of personal sacrifices.

See for example the vow of Jacob (Gen., xxviii, 20-
22), of Jephte (Judges, xi, 30, 31), of Anna the mother
of Samuel (I Kings, i, 11), in which we find an example
of Nazaritism, and the imprecatory vow of Saul (I

Kings, xiv, 24). In Deuteronomy, xxiii, 21-23, it is

laid down that there is no sin in not making a promise
to God, but that there is sin in delaying to pay the
vow. The New Testament contains no express
commendation of vows; but two instances of special

vows are specially recorded in the Acts of the Apostles
(xviii, 18, and xxi, 23). In both these passages, the
vows are of the same nature as those of the Nazarenes.
These particular vows were not unknown to the
Fathers of the Church, especially to St. Ambrose,
"De officiisministrorum". III, xii (P. L., XVI, 168);
St. Jerome, Ep. cxxx (P. L., XXII, 11 IS) and St.

Augustine, Sermon cxlviii (P. L., XXXVIII, 799).
But the Church especially recognized the promise to

devote one's Ufe to the service of God ; baptism itself

is accompanied by promises which were formerly
considered as genuine vows, and which contain in

reality a consecration of oneself to Jesus Christ by the
renunciation of the devil and paganism. At a very
early period continence was professed by virgins and
widows; and though this profession appears rather
under the form of the choice of a state of Mfe than a
formal promise, in the fifth century it was considered
strictly irrevocable.

St. Thomas, Sum-ma theologica, II-II, Q. Ixxxviii, Q. clxxxiv, a*

4; Idem. In IV sent, d. xsxvi, Q. 1; Idem. Quodlibei, iji, a. 18, viiit

a. 10; Idem, Opusc. xviii (al. xxii), c. xxiv; Suabez, De religionet

tr. VI, VII, vi, \ii, 1. II. v-xiv; tr. X, 1. IV, c. iv; Vasquez, In I-
II, Q. xcvi. a. 4, disp. clxv; Sanchez. In decalogiim, I. IV: ]. V; c.i,

nn. 1-13; Idem, De matrimonio, 1. VII, disp. xxv, xxvi; Pelli-
ZARlUB, Manuale reffiilarium, tr. IV, i. v; St. Alphonsus, Theol.
mor., ]. IV, tr. ii. c. ii ; De Buck, De soUemnitale votorum, prcecipue
paupertatis religiose^, epistula; Nilles, De juridica votonim soUem-
nitale in Kath. Zeitschrift, X (Innsbruck): Koch, Lehrbuch der
moral theologie, 66 101, 102; Lehmkuhl, Theol. mor., I, nn. 575-
633, 647-650 (2nd ed.) ; Schonen, Das wesen der Gelubde-solemnitat
in Theol. Quartalschrift (Tubingen, 1874-5); Vermeersch,
Quastiones morales selecUe, I, Q. i, c. iv (Bruges, 1912) ; Idem,
De SoUemnitale votorumin De Religiosis inslilutis el personis. It

(4th ed.), Supplementum II (Bruges, 1910); Wernz, Jus decreta-

Hum, III; Idem, Jus administralionis eccl. cathol., n. 572, III, n.

654; Idem, Jus rrmirimoniale, n. 396, nota 8; Wandincer in

Kraus, Realencycl. der chrill. AUerthUmer (Freiburg im Breisgau,
1882), a. V. Gelabde; Buhl (Protestant) in Allen Test. RealencyeL
fur protestantische Theol. und Kirche (3d. ed., Leipzig, 1S99), a. v.

A. Vermeersch.

Vrau, Philibert, "the holy man of Lille", organ-

izer of numerous Catholic activities; b. at Lille, 19
Nov., 1829; d. there, 16 May, 1905. His father was a
manufacturer of sewing thread; his mother, Sophie
Aubineau, was a Parisian of refinement and intelli-

gence. He attended the municipal college of Lille.

His teacher, a pupil of Victor Cousin, inspired him
with such enthusiam for philosophical problems that

after receiving his degree he devoted what leisure he
had to them with a few young men he grouped around
him. Influenced by unsound pliilosophy, he gave
up the practice of his rehgion for four years, yet dur-

ing this time he was active in a piu'ely philanthropic

society for the aged poor. After his conversion in

1854 he turned this into a religious society.^ His
mother's prayers for him had been constant. Whole-
souled always, he now desired to enter the religious

Ufe, but his parents' need of their only son restrained

him. The failure of a banking sclieme, through
imprudent partners, phmged tliem heavily in debt;

and as Philibert had now to retrieve the losses of the

firm, none but the lay apostolate was open to him.

After his conversion his ambition w:i.s to make Lille

a truly Catholic city; in this ;uiii be was seconded by
his bfother-in-law, Dr. Camille Feron-Vrau (1831-
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1908), who had been his most intimate friend from
childhood. F^ron-Vrau had not shared the philo-

sophical aberrations of Phihbcrt, but had studied med-
icine in Paris and was established at Lille, the friend

of the poor and a skilful practitioner. When a new
partner was needed in the Vrau firm in 1871 he
abandoned his professional career. He established

rehgious and beneficial societies for the working peo-

ple, planned model dwellings for them, and also

organized a society of employers and employees to

close the gulf infideUty was making between capital

and labour. He insisted on the right of the labourer to

a Uving wage. In aU this Philibert Vrau co-operated.

F6ron-Vrau was arrested in 1892 for allowing a relig-

ious element in the association of employers and em-

Eloyees of which he was president, and it was dissolved

y law, but was soon revived under another name.
Nocturnal adoration of the Blessed Sacrament was
introduced into Lille by Phihbert Vrau in 18.57. He
was largely instrumental in estabUshing Eucharistic

Congresses. Urged by Mile Tamisier, Mgr de Sfigur

had appealed to Phihbert Vrau, and the first congress

was held at Lille. Catholic education from the

primary school to the University of Lille owed much
to him and to F&on-Vrau (see Lille). Both greatly

promoted the efficiency of the Conference of St.

Vincent de Paul and multiplied its numbers. F6ron-
Vrau did much to Catholicize the medical profession,

notably through the Society of St. Luke. After the
death of his mother in 1S8.S, Phihbert Vrau devoted
his time almost exclusively to prayer and numerous
good works. He travelled much in these interests

but in the humblest way. At the Vatican he was a
familiar figure. The power of the press for good had
not been overlooked by him, but to his nephew, Paul
F6ron-Vrau, the systematized apostolate of "The
Good Press" is due. Philibert Vrau was sentenced
to a month's imprisonment and a fine for allowing
some Sisters of Providence, though now in secular

dress, to continue their superintendence of the women
in his factories, a charge which they had begun in

1876. An appeal was made and the case was called

up again two days after his death. In the crypt of

the Church of Our Lady of TrieUe, built by their

efforts, are the busts of the two men who had worked
so hard to supernaturalize all the activities of life.

BAtrNARD, Les deux frhres, Philibert Vrau, Camille Fhon-Vrau
(Paris. 1911); Idem. PA»;>6ct-( Vrau el les tmtrres de Lille (2ad ed.,

Paris, 1907); A Modem SairU in Catholic World (August, 1909).

B. Randolph.

Vrie, Theodoric, historian of the Council of Con-
stance. He describes himself as a brother of the
Order of Hermits of St. Augustine, and a lector in

sacred theology in the Province of Saxony. From
his description of facts it a|5pears that Vrie must have
been an eye-witne.ss of the events he records. The
history is brought down to the election and conse-
cration of Martin V, 21 Nov., 1417. Vrie was stiU

living in the summer of 142.5, when a general chapter
of his order at Rome authorized the republication of

his work. Vrie's work is modelled on the "De con-
solatione philosophL-c " of Boetius; this also is its

original title. It presents a vivid picture of the facts

and disorders of the time, pointing out their source,
and the remedy of the evils under the form of a series

of dialogues in prose and metre between Christ and
the Church Mihtant. The "De consolatione" of
Vrie was printed at Cologne in 14S4 with the works of

Ger.son (fourth volume), but was not repeated in the
Stnwhurg edition of Gerson of 1494. It w.as printed
again with a short life of the author in von der Hardt
(see below).
Von deb Hardt. Magni (Eatmenici Concitii Constaniiensis

HitloTia (Gvols.. Frankfort and Leipzig, 1697), I, introd., 1-228;
Lanteri, Poslrema smcula sex (Tolentino, 1858); Alzoo, Manual
of Church llitlory (Cincilmati, 1903), II. 858.

FRANCIS E. TotTRSCHER.

Vrimaria, Henricus de. See Henry op Friemar.

Vulgate, Revision of.—In the spring of 1907
the public jjress announced that Pius X had deter-
mined to begin preparations for a critical revision of
the Latin Biljle. The need for such a revision had
long been recognized and in fact it formed one item
in the programme of the Biblical Commission estab-
hshed by Pojie Leo XIII. In spite of the care which
during forty years had been bestowed upon the text
of the present authentic edition issued by Clement
VIII in 1592, it had been recognized from the first

that the text would have to be revised some day, and
that in some ways this Clementine revision was
inferior to the Sixtine version of 1590, which it had
hastily superseded. Many generations have passed
away without the realization of this exjiected revision.
The last few decades have been pre-eminently a period
for the critical examination of texts, classical and
other, and it has of late been frequently urged upon
the ecclesiastical authorities that the time had come
when the well-established princii)les of textual criti-

cism should be applied to determine the mo.st correct
Latin text of the Holy Scriptures. Private indi-

viduals, like the learned Barnabite Fr. Vercellone, had
done something to prepare the way for such a work
by the collect ion of manuscript variants, etc., and such
works had received the thanks and other marks of

approval from the authorities of the time, but no
official action had been taken until Pope Pius X
announced his intention of preparing for the revision.

In May, 1907, the abbots president of the various
Benedictine congregations assembled in Rome re-

ceived a communication from Cardinal Rampolla,
asking the order in the pope's name to undertake the
first stages in the process of revision of the Vulgate
texts. Although the fathers fully recognized that
such a work must necessarily be arduous, lengthy, and
costly, they unanimously voted acceptance of the
honourable task thus confided to them. In the
autumn of the same year the present writer was
appointed the head of a small commission of Bene-
dictines to organize the work, to consider the best
means of carrj'ing out the wishes of the pope, and to

determine the principles upon which the work of

revision should proceed.
As considerable doubt has been expressed as to the

exact scope of the present commission, it may be use-
ful here to state clearly that its end is not to produce
a Latin Bible, to be proposed as an official text for

the approbation of the Church, but to take merely a
preliminary step towards that official version. The
object is clearly set forth in the charge given by the
pope to the commission. It is to determine as
accurately as possible the text of St. Jerome's Latin
translation, made in the fourth century. This text

is admitted on all hands to be an absolute necessity

as a basis of any more extended and critical revision.

The Latin text of the Sacred Scriptures had existed

from the earliest times of Christianity. The trans-

lator or translators were unknown to St. Augustine
and St. .lerome; but the former says that tlie old Latin

version had certainly come "from the first days of the

Faith", and the latter that it "had helped tostrengthen
the faith of the infant Church". Made and copied

without any offici.al stipervision these western texts

soon became corruj)! or doubtful and by the time of

St. Jerome varied so much that that doctor could

declare that there were almost "as many readings as

codices". It was this that, as Richard Bentley,

WTiting to Archbishop Wade, declares, "obliged

Damasus, then Bishoj) of Rome, to employ St . Jerome
to regulate the last revised translation of each part

of the New Testament to the original Greek and to

set out a new edition so castigated and corrected".

This St. Jerome did, as he declares in his preface "ad
Gra-cam Veritatem, ad exemplaria Grsca sed Vetera.

"

At the present day scholars are practically agreed

as to the competence of St. Jerome for the work given
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him by Pope St. Damasus. He, moreover, had access

to Greek and other MSS., even at that time considered

ancient, which are not now known to exist; he could
compare dozens of important texts, and he had Origen's
" Hexapla" and other means of determining the value
of his material, which we do not possess. It is obvious
that the pure text of St. Jerome must form the basis

of any critical version of the Latin Bible, and, what is

more, that it must be taken into account in any
critical edition of the Septuagint Greek version of the
Old Testament and the various Greek texts of the New
Testament, no manuscript copies of which are older

than St. Jerome's Latin translation made on the then
ancient copies. Richard Bentley, the great scholar,

as long ago as 1716, saw the importance of St. Jerome's
translation. "'Twas plain to me", he writes, "that
when that copy came first from that great Father's

hand, it must agree exactly with the most authentic
Greek exemplars; and if now it could be retrieved, it

would be the best text and voucher for the true read-

ing out of several pretended ones." Substantially,

no doubt, the present authentic Clementine text

represents that which St. Jerome produced in the
fourth century, but no less certainly it, the printed

text, stands in need of close examination and much
correction to make it ag:-ee with the translation of

St. Jerome. No copy of the actual text is known to

exist; and the corruptions introduced by scribes, etc.,

in the centuries posterior to St. Jerome, and even the

well intentioned work of the various correctors, have
rendered the labours of trj'ing to recover the exact
text from existing MSS. both difficult and delicate.

This, however, is the work which must be done as the
first step in the revision of the Vulgate. It is conse-

quently the aim of the present commission to deter-

mine with all possible exactitude the Latin text of St.

Jerome and not to produce any new version of the
Latin Scriptures. Of course it is altogether another
matter to determine how far St. Jerome was correct

in his translation: to settle this wiU no doubt be the
work of some future commission.

In the autumn of 1907 the present writer reached
Rome to make preparation for beginning the work
thus entrusted to the Benedictine Order. From the
first Pius X manifested his personal interest in the
work, and discussed various points of detail. He
made it clear that he desired the work of revision to

be conducted upon the most approved scientific

methods of modern times and that no exj^ense was to

be spared in securing thorough and accurate work in

the collation and comparison of MSS. On 3 December,
1907, he addressed a letter to the Commission in order
to make clear in as public a manner as possible his

own personal interest in the work. He expressed his

desire that an exhaustive examination of the libraries

of Europe, public and private, should be made to

bring to light any MSS. hitherto unknown and to

furnish reliable copies and collations of the most
important early texts. He urged aU who in any way
could assist in furthering this work to do so, either

by personal service or by helping to meet the expenses

by their alms, and upon all such he bestowed his

ApostoUc blessing.

Before the beginning of the year 1908 the small
Commission had begun their sittings in Rome, which
were chiefly occupied for some months in considering

how best to start the work. For the purpose of

bringing together tliecollationsof the various ^ISS.,it

was dctrrniiiied to i)rint an edition of the Olementine
text for the u.se of tho.se engaged in the work. Three
courses seemed ojicn: the variants could be entered

on slips of pajier with reference to some text already
printed: or a chosen text might be mounted on paper
and used for bringing together the various readings:

or thercliy the received text might bo printed for

their special work in such a way that the variations of

MSS. could be entered upon the eheete as prepared.

This last method was chosen by the pope himself,
who desired that the best system should be adopted
in spite of the great expense entailed by printing the
entire Bible.

The printing of this Bible occupied considerable
time, and it was not until the autumn of 1908 that it

was ready for distribution. The edition is printed
in such a way that the print occupies about a third

of each page, the rest being left blank; there are no
capital letters and no stops; and no word is divided
between two lines. In this way the printed text is

most easily corrected according to any MS. with which
it is compared. If there is a capital letter in the MSS.
two strokes under the letter in the print shows this;

if a word or letter, etc., is different in the MSS., it is

corrected in the printed sheet in the same way that
it is usual to correct a proof sheet. Additions of

words or sentences or their absence in the MS. are
shown in the usual way. The result, when the
printed sheets have been fulh' collated, is that the
corrected copy of the Bible, or any book of the Bible,

represents, or should, if properly collated, represent,

the manuscript exactly. To secure accurate work
the rule was laid down that no collation of any MS.
should be accepted as final unless the collation

made by one worker should be gone over by another
person.

Tlie Bible printed in this way extended to nearly
.5000 pages, the Old Testament occupying roughly
4000. The Psalms took up some 299 pages and St,

Paul's Epistles 278. The version of the Psalms pre-

pared for the workers was arranged in a new fashion,

which has proved to be very useful in practice. St.

Jerome was responsible for three versions of the
Psalms. His first recension was made upon the old
Latin version in use at that time. He compared it

with the Greek of the Septuagint, and issued his cor-

rections, which were accepted and pas.sed into use,

especially in Italy, becoming known as the "Romana
version". After a brief time, however, St. Jerome
found that the corrections he had made were not ade-
quate, and he made a second recension with further
corrections from the Greek, which subsequently was
taken up in France, and was the version most in use in

Gaul, etc., and became known as the "GalHcana".
Gradually this recension superseded the "Romana
version", which, however, remained in use in Rome
for a considerable time, and at the present day is still

used in the Divine Office chanted at St. Peter's. The
"Romana version" was that which St. Augustine of

Canterbury, coming as he did from Rome, brought
with him to England, and it appaiently remained
the common version in that country until the Norman
conquest.
The two versions thus made by St. Jerome by cor-

rections of the old Latin in view of the Greek natu-
rally contain much that is the same. To show this

at a glance the conmion jiart has been printed in the
centre of the text and the variants on either side,

on the one the readings of the "Romana", on the
other those of the "Gallicana". By the help of this

print it is possible to see at once what version is to

be collated, and the vacant space on the page serves

for the collation of either version. The third version

made by St. Jerome at a later period of his life was
translated directly from the Hebrew. Although
St. Jerome considered that this version really repre-

sented the true sense of the Psalmist, it was never
accepted by the Church for practical use. It is

to be found in some Bibles, especially of Spanish
origin, either as an addition to the usuar'Gallicana
version", or in place of it. For the purpose of

collating this Psalter of St. Jerome from the Hebrew
it wa.s necessary to print the best text of it separately.

The printing of this Bible occupied almost twelve
months, and the preparation of the text and the cor-

rections of the proof sheets alone were no light task.
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One hundred copies were printed on the best hand-
made paper to be used in the collation of the most
important manuscripts, two hundred on ordinary
book paper for the less important, and one hundred
upon thin pajjcr for taking about to various libraries

with greater ease than would have been the case with
Bibles printed upon the heavier papers.

These sheets for collation have been in use since

the early part of 1909, and already the collated copies,

which have been returned to St. Anselm's, Rome,
form a considerable collection of some sixty-five vol-

umes. When the finished sheets have been received
they are strongly bound into volumes containing
portions of the Bible occupying perhaps six or seven
volumes. Thus, when the full collation of the manu-
script already begim is finished, there will be over a
hundred Ijound volumes on the shelves of the working
room in Rome.

For determining the importance of any text it is

obviously of value to be able to settle the place or
country from which the manuscript originally came.
This is sometimes very difficult; and any help in

settling this question is of considerable use, as it

frequently shows the influence to which the manu-
script was subject in the process of making. It is

now understood that "capitula" or "breves", or,

as we might call them, "tables of contents", which in

most ancient Bibles are to be found before each
Book of Sacred Scripture, are of great value in

determining the place or country of origin. As these

"capitula" were no part of the sacred text, they
frequently varied in number and in form of expres-

sion, according to the desire of the authority en-

gaged upon copjnng a manuscript. The ordinary
scribe would, no doubt, copy exactly what was be-
fore him, even the "capitula" of the particular

volume. But any specially learned man, or one
interested in the sacred text for some reason or other,

would not hesitate to make his own divisions and
express the contents in his ovm way. These probably
would be copied subsequently by local scribes, and
the variations would now very possibly determine
the locality wtiere the manuscript was made. For
the purpose of collecting and arranging the various
versions of these "capitula", tables were drawn up,

in which the changes can easily be noted. Already
the collection of these ex-tra-bibhcal portions of the
older manuscripts is so considerable that it has be-
come possible to arrange them provisionally in a
volume, which is being printed to assist searchers in

the various libraries to classify, at least in the first

instance, the manuscripts that pass under their

hands.
.Vnother work that it has been found necessary to

undertake immediately, in order to assist the worker
in the libraries of Europe, is a provisional hand-Ust
of Latin Biblical MSS., entire Bibles, portions of
Bibles, or fragments. In this it is hoped to give in-

dications of where, if at all, the.se ^ISS. have been
noted or published, and gradually that the Commis-
sion nnll be able to collect and publish a corpus of
all early Latin Biblical MSS. and fragments. The
preparation of this hand-li.st is now well advanced.

In the course of researches for MSS. of the Vulgate
many fragments of the older Latin version and other
important documents were likely to come to light.

As, moreover, it was necessary, in order to determine
the text of St. Jerome, to know the versions of .Scrip-

ture which he had to work upon, the commission
determined to publish from time to time the most,
important of these under the general title of "Col-
lectanea Biblica Latina". In this collection will

appear two old Ca-ssinese Psalters, edited by Abbot
Amalle; fragments of the old Latin Bible, from
the margin of the I>eon Bible; and a MS. found by
Dom Donatien de Bniyne in Spain: the Tours
Pentateuch, edited by Dom Henri Quentin, etc. It

soon became apparent to the Commission that it was
necessary to use photography in the work of collating.

The utility of a great collection of photographic
representations of Biblical manuscripts is obvious.
No one is absolutely exact in collating, and when the
various collations are being compared, doubt as to
the correct reading must sometimes arise. If the
collation is one that has been made of a transcript in

some far distant library, it is impossible at the
moment and without great difficulty and the ex-
penditure of much time and trouble to resolve the
doubt. The possession of a photographic copy of
the MS. allows the reading to be verified in a few
minutes.

Moreover, photographic copies assist the process
of collation very considerably. If the photograph
is really good it is easier work to deal with it than
with a manuscript, and the worker is not bound to

the hours and days of the library in which it is pre-
served. Moreover, photographs can be sent to people
willing and able to do the work, who are unable
to go to the place where the manuscript is.

It was resolved to procure the best possible ap-
paratus, and Dom Henri Quentin charged himself
with watching over the department for the com-
mission. Mgr Graffin, who had long experience
with the black-and-white process in the copying
of Oriental MSS., placed his knowledge at the com-
mission's disposal, and the results achieved have been
even better than was anticipated. The machine
used is capable of producing copies in any size that
may be desired, and there are now bound volumes of

photographs from foho size to small octavo. Copies
of many of the most important Bibhcal MSS. have
already been taken in Paris, London, Rome, and
elsewhere, and an entire photograph reproduction of

the Codex Amiatinus, with its many hundred folios,

has lately been added to the commission's ever-
growing collection. The fist made in November,
1911, gives some hundred bound volumes of photo-
graphs. Many of these have already been coOated,
and others are waiting to be dispatched to collabora-
tors to undergo the process.

Owing to defects in the manuscripts themselves,
and sometimes of course in the photographs, it has
been found necessarj' to collate the copy with the
original text. Where there is any defect or place for

doubt as to the reading of the photograph, the reading
is entered in the margin of the mounted photograph.
When this has been done the result is that the copy
is as perfect a reproduction of the original text as it is

possible to obtain, and the collections of photo-copies
and MSS. collated with printed texts of the com-
mission's prepared Bible, form as good a mass of ma-
terial for working pui-poses as it is possible to procure.

Besides the material for the revision of the present
text, the Commi-ssion has been endeavouring during
the past two years to amass a collection of all the
Bibhcal texts already in print. This has been a
difficult and costly process, but considerable progress
has been made with this branch of the work, and the
collection at the present moment upon the shelves
of the working-room in Rome has already shown
how useful anfl indeed necessary it is to have all these
texts at hand for reference.

The process of gat hering the variant s of the different

MSS. for the purjiose of comparison will be com-
menced almost immediately. A trial volume of one
book of the Old Testament, with columns for some
thirty manuscrij)t readings, was jjrejiared at the be-
ginning of 1911. and by the experience gained in

this trial collection large registers have been made
to continue and extend the process. The experience
gained by the trial volume shows that by this method
it will be possible to divide the collated manuscripts
into families, and otherwise to determine the best
readings.
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The work of exploring the various libraries of

Europe was commenced almost at once. The con-
tents of most of them were already arranged and
catalogued, but for the most part the various Latin

Biblical MSS. had not been sufficiently studied or

collated to allow the Commission to dispense with a
fuller examination and a thorough collation. This
was set on foot in various places at once. The
finest collection of such MSS. is probably in theBibUo-
theque Nationale at Paris. For the past three years

two, and sometimes three, Benedictines have been
at work on this precious collection of Bibhcal treas-

ures. The authorities have given the workers

every faciUty for photographing and collating any
manuscript desired. In this way the Commission
now possesses complete photographs of several of the

most important codices, and collations of all these

are either already finished, or are in the process of

being done by the collaborators. In London too the

authorities of the British Museum readily permitted

the Commission to do what was desired to secure

copies and collations. Last summer Dom Henri
Quentin travelled with the photographing machine in

Italy. At Florence he secured a large-sized copy of

the celebrated " Bibha Amiatina", now in the Lauren-
tian Library in that city. It may be useful to say a
word about the almost romantic history of this manu-
script, especially as it may very possibly be found to

be among the most important MSS. for the Vulgate
text.

The "Codex Amiatinus", so-called because it at

one time belonged to the monastery of Amiata, was
much used by the revisers of the sixteenth century

who produced the Sixtene version of 1.590. It was
then considered to be a very excellent Italian MS., and
it was so considered until quite recent times. We
now know that the volume was actually copied in

the north of England about the year 700. On the

second page of the codex there is an inscription

saying that the volume was given to the monastery
of Saint Saviour's, Amiata, by a certain abbot, Peter

the Lombard. Some few years ago the celebrated

De Rossi, examining these Unes, pointed out that they
were not the original lines, and that in particular the

Abbot Peter's name had been wi-itten over an erasure

and that the original name was a name hke "Ceol-
fridas". This conjecture was confirmed by the

Cambridge scholar. Dr. Hort, who pointed out that

these very lines with changes in those places where
changes had been made in the original were given

in the ancient lives of the abbots of Wearmouth
and Jarrow as having been in the copy of the Bible

taken from England as a present to the pope in

A. D. 715.

The history of this precious volume is now clear.

St. Benet Biscop, the founder of the twin monasteries
of Wearmouth and Jarrow, went many times to Rome
in the seventh century and brought back many
MSS. St. Bede, who wrote about the abbots of his

monastery, tells us that on one occasion Biscoj) re-

turned with a great Bible "of the new translation"

(i. e. St. Jerome's Vulgate). Of this St. Benet Bis-

cop's successor, Ceolfrid, had three copies made at

Wearmoutli: one for each of the monasteries and
the third destined as a present to tlie pope. Abbot
Ceolfrid resigned liis abbey in 715, and determined to

pay a visit to Rome in order to carry with him the
great Bible he had i)ri'iiared for the pope. St. Bede
describes his setting forth on liis journey with one of

his monks bearing the large vohmie. St. Ceolfrid

died upon the journey, and it is doubtful whether tlie

Bible ever found its way to Roinc: al any rate all

trace of it was lost imtil it was recognized in the

"Codex Amiatinus", through the joint scholarship of

De Rossi and Dr. Hort.
The book it.self is of great size, each page being

19 J^ by 13>2 inches. It is written in the most regular

uncial hand in two columns to the page. Not even
a fragment of the other two copies mentioned by
St. Bede was known to exist, until quite recently.
Two years ago the present writer recei\-ed, through
the kindness of Mr. Cuthbert Turner of O.xford, two
large photographs of a page of a Bible, which is

undoubtedly a fragment of one of these two MSS.
Canon GreenweU of Durham had some years before
obtained the leaf from the binding of an old account
book, which had been bound at New Castle in the
year 1798. It would seem, therefore, that at that time
some portions of these precious codices were in exist-

ence. It is possible of course that other portions
may yet be found in other bindings. The leaf found
by Canon Grcenwell has now been acquired by the
British Museum.
For the Gospels another celebrated MS., known as

the "Lindisfarne Gospels", also written in the north
of England about the same time (A. D. 700), may be
noted here as furnishing a pretty page in the history
of the sacred text. This wonderful MS., which is

to be seen among the treasures of the British Museum,
was wTitten by Bishop Eadfrith of Lindisfarne
(A. D. 698-721) and illuminated by his contemporary,
Ethelwald. The illuminations, which manifest
the characteristics of Irish art, are of exceptional

beauty, and in some ways are not surpassed by any
other contemporary MS. The history of the volume
deserves a brief notice. It was at Lindisfarne until

the invasion of the Danes in 875 forced the monks
to carry it away, together with the shrine of St.

Cuthbert. Tradition says that whilst flying from
the Danes the monks on reaching the western coast of

the mainland conceived the intention of carrj-ing

their treasures over to Ireland. On making the
attempt they were compelled to return, but not before

the volume of the Gospels they were carrying had
fallen overboard into the sea. It was recovered in

a wonderful manner, which is related in the tweKth
century by Simeon of Durham. Strange to say,

some of the blank leaves at the end seem to show
marks of water stains.

The great interest of the volume, apart froin its

artistic merits, lies in its pictures of the Evangelists,

etc. Whilst the borders of these pictures are char-

acteristic of the exquisite interlaced jjattern work
of the Irish scribes, the figures themselves are quite

different and ai-e suggestive at once of Byzantine
models. It had long been a puzzle to archaeologists

to account for the existence of such models in the

north of England in the early part of the eighth cen-

tury. It is seldom that so satisfactory an answer can
be given to a problem of this nature. The text of

the Gospels was copied from a volume brought into

England by the Roman missioners, and thus coming
from the south of Italy would probably have had
illuminations made after the Byzantine style of art.

This knowledge we owe to the researches of Mr.
Edmund Bishop, which were fust pubhshed by Dom
Morin in the "Revue Benedictine." The Gospel
"capitula" (the indications of portions of the Gospels
to be read in the churches) follow the NeapoUtan use,

and the calendar of the volume enabled Mr. Bishop
to give the exact place as the island of Nisita, in the

Bay of Naples. To fill up the story is easy: The
Abbot Hadrian, who accompanied St. Theodore the

Greek to England when he was sent over as Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, was abbot of Nisita. St.

Benet Biscop, who acted as their guide to England,
welcomed them to his monasteries in the north;

and there can be little doubt that Abbot Hadrian
brought thither the volume with Byzantine models,
made in South Italy, which were cojiied by the Irish

scribes as we see them to-day in tlie Lindisfarne Gos-
pel Book.

In Rome a partial collation and an entire photo-
graphic copy have been made of the important Bible
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at St. Paul's-without-the-Walls. This is a fine copy
of the Alciiin Bible, with many beautiful illuminated
letters and pages. Probably the best exemplar of this

Bible is the large codex at Zurich, a photographic
copy of which has also been secured together with a
collation of the Octateuch made for the Commission
by the under-Iibrarian, Dr. Werner. A third copy
is the best known of the throe, that at the VanecelHana
Library in Rome. A collation of the Pentateuch of

the last has been made for the Commission by Father
Bellasis of the Oratory; but it has not yet been
photographed, owing to difficulties made by the
custodians. The Commission came to the conclu-
sion that the collation of these three manuscripts
would be sufficient to determine the type of the
coiTections made by Alcuin. These should be of

interest to EngUshmen since for the purpose of his
revision Alcuin sent over to the libraries of England
to obtain the best MS. evidence. The copy of the
.\lcuin Bible at St. Paul's in Rome has a special
interest since in the thirteenth century Bishop
Gradisson of Exeter ordered all the copies of the
Sacred Scriptures in his diocese to be corrected ac-
cording to a copy of the text of that Bible.

Whilst in Italy Dom Quentin went to the monas-
tery of La Cara and photographed the interesting

Bible of Spanish origin, which has long been in the
possession of the monastery there. Most of the text

has now also been collated on the MS. by Dom Cot-
tereau, who has spent many months at the monastery
for that purjjose.

It was su])posed that a good deal of important
material was likely to be found in the cathedral
and other libraries of Spain; and in the spring of

1909 Dom de Bruj-ne undertook to make a voyage
lilleraire for the Commission in that country. His
object was to examine the Biblical MSS. known to
exist and to see if others could be found. In his

report to the Commission he says: "I had an ex-
cellent guide in the 'Handschriftenschatz Spaniens' of

R. Beer. The two most important laciniw in it

relate to the manuscripts of Roda and Urgel. It

might well be thought that these two important col-

lections had disappeared or been lost. I, however,
found them intact or nearly so, the first in the
Cathedral of Lerida, kept in a special book-case;
the second at Urgel itself. In most of the hbraries of
Spain manuscript catalogues sufficiently good are
to be found." It may be of interest to give a list

of the libraries of Spain which were examined by
Dom de Bruyne in the course of his journey. Bar-
celona (Archivio de la Corona de Aragon and the
cathedral); Vich; Tarragona (Bibl. Provincial and
the Seminario); Saragossa (S(5o, N. D. del Pilar,

and the university) ; Siguenza; Madrid (Bib. Nacional,
Academia de la Historia, Museo archeologico,
Archivio historico nacional, university and I3ib.

Real); Escurial; Toledo; Leon (cathedral hbrary and
that of S. Isidore); Burgos (cathedral, seminary, and
Bib. provincial), Urgel, Gerona, and Pampeluna.
Dom de Briiyne thus sums up the results of his

journey in Spain: "I have descriptions of all the
Bibles, more or less at length, according to their age
and importance. Some of the volumes have been
collated, either wholly or in part. All the leaves of

two Biblical palimpsests (Escurial, R. II, 18, and Leon,
cathedral archives, 1.')) have been identified; the
text of Baruch, up to this time only known by the
Codex Gothicus Legionensis, which had been pub-
lished by Hoberg from a copy in the Vatican, made
in the sixteenth century, has been collated ujion the
MS. at I^on and compared with other independent
copies I discovered. At Siguenza I founil a fragment
in Arabo-Latin of St. Paul, which has been published
in the 'Revnie Biblique' in 1910. The interesting
marginal notes of the same Leon Bible, published in

part by Verccllone from the Vatican sixteenth-century

copy, were reviewed and completed upon the original
MS.; and I found another independent MS. text of
these notes at Madrid, so that it will now be possible
to give a critical edition of these important frag-
ments." This edition of fragments of the old Latin
text is being prepared by Dom de Bruyne, and wiU in

due course be published in the proposed series of texts
and studies, called the "Collectanea Biblica Latina",
projected by the commission.
The Commission has during the past year been

able to add to its collection of collations those of
two MSS. possessed by Mr. Pierpont Morgan. He
kindly permitted Mr. Hoskier to examine and collate

these manuscripts for the Commission. The first

is the precious codex known as the "Golden Gospels".
S.amuel Berger has said of this volume: "In the im-
portant and ancient group of MSS. written in golden
letters the oldest is beyond doubt the famous Hamil-
ton MS., 251." At the sale of the Hamilton collec-

tion in 1S90 this volume was purchased for an Amer-
ican gentleman named Thomas Irwin of Oswego.
On his death it was purchased by Mr. Pierpont Mor-
gan and added to his collection. The collation

made for the Commission by Mr. Hoskier has re-

cently been pubhshed in a magnificent folio volume
with several facsimiles in colour and gold. Mr.
Hoskier prefaced it by an ample introduction both
pala>ographical and critical. In this same volume
is the collation of a fragment of the Gospels also in

the possession of Mr. Pierpont Morgan. This frag-
ment of seventeen leaves is ^Titten m a remarkably
fine uncial hand, and the rest of the MS. is to be
found in the "Musee Germanique" of Nuremberg.
A collation of this part was made in 1881, and printed
by Dombart in the "Zeitschrift fiir Wissenschaftfiche
Theologie" (De Codice Cremifanensi MiUenario,
Pars I).

The work of collation is necessarily long and
tedious. It requires great care and minute observa-
tion since nothing is too small to be passed over, for

the most insignificant thing may be found to throw
fight on a problem or help to identify a manuscript.
A few tags of torn-out leaves in a manuscript of St.

Paul at Monza have helped to clear up a disputed
point of importance. The addition by the hand of a
corrector of the Irish symbol for milem (but) in

a very old Heptateuch in the Vatican Library is the
sole certain indication in the volume that it had
passed at one time under Celtic influences, and this
has immediately connected it with St.Columban's
colony at Bobbio. In the fragments of the old
Itala version written on the margins of the Codex
Toletanus and in another MS. at Madrid, appears
the word mulecula. It is in no dictionary, but it

appears in one of the inscriptions at Pompeu: mvla
docet mulecvlam. De Rossi conjectured that it was
a barbarous Latin word for "fly", and this explanation
was accepted until the present time, when, from the
Greek of the passages of the old Itala, it evidently
means "young mule". Thus the sentence at Pompeii
becomes clear.

From time to time theCommis.sion has come across
fragments of Bibles in the course of researches in

fibraries, which show how precious MSS. have been
destroyed. W^hen other and newer texts had
been made for the use of some church or monastery
there appears to have been little hesitation in using
the older copies for binding pur])oses or, for the
Bake of the p.archment, obhterating the original

WTiting and putting some other text upon it. Thus
in the bindings of books at Durham and at Worcester
some precious fragments of vers- old Bibles have been
found. At Worcester the fragments recovered in

this way may not impossibly be leaves of a Bible
presented to Worcester by King Etheldred in the
tenth century. Perhaps the most curious fragment
of a Gospel Book that has come to the Commission's
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notice is a portion of a fine Spanish MS. of large

size. This, which contained the whole of the Gospel
of St. John, had been torn out of a volume in such a
way that several fragments of the Gospel of St. Luke
had been left on torn leaves of fine parchment. The
Commission has endeavoured in vain to locate the rest

of the text from which this excellent Visigothic frag-

ment had been so ruthlessly torn away.
The Commission has frequently been asked how

the large ex-penses of its work are provided. It is

obvious that the cost of printing the text of the

Clementine Bible, as well as for gathering the ;colla-

tions, was not inconsiderable, especially as a part of

the print was upon the best hand-made paper,

to pro\'ide against the cliance of loss through perisha-

biUty of a paper of inferior quaUty. The photo-

graphic apparatus was also a great initial expense,

and although the photographs are taken at the

smallest possible cost, the production of entire

Bibles comes to a very large sum. Besides this there

is the cost of mounting and binding the photographs

in volumes, besides the binding of the volumes of

completed collations. This may be called the
mechanical side of the work. The work of research
and collation is of course done gratuitously, but the
journeys necessary for making proper researches in

the libraries of Europe and the support of the scholars
engaged in the work must be paid for.

To meet these expenses Pius X charged the present
writer to make an appeal to the generosity of Cath-
ohcs and others throughout the world. He thought
that the need of some such revision of the Latin text

of the Holy Scriptures was so obvious that the funds
would be provided by the generously disposed.
From the first the Pope declared that he would be
responsible in the last resort; but so far the gen-
erosity of the faithful, particularly in America, has
enabled the writer to find the money requisite to
keep the work going after the pope had met the
initial expense of printing the text for the col-

lations.

Francis A. Gasquet.
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Waagen, Wilhelm Heinrich, geologist and pa-

laeontologist, b. at Munich, 23 June, 1841; d. at

Vienna, 24 March, 1900. He completed a brilliant

course at the University of Munich with the degree

of Doctor of Philosophy and the publication of an
elaborate work on geology, which was crowned by the
university. In 1866 he became an instructor in

palseontology at the University of Munich, and at

the same time taught Princess Theresa and Prince
Arnulf of Bavaria. Although an excellent teacher,

and especially competent in practical work, Waagen,
who was a most loyal Catholic, had little prospect of

obtaining a professorship at the University of Munich.
Consequently, in 1870, he accepted the offer of a
position as assistant in the geological survey of India.

The severity, however, of the Indian climate obliged

him to return permanently to Europe in 1875. In
1877 he became instructor at the University of Vienna,
and lectured with great success on the geology of

India. In 1879 Waagen went to the German
Polytechnic of Prague as professor of geologj' and
mineralogy; in 1890 he was professor of palsontology
at the University of Vienna; in 1886 he had dechned
a call to the school of mines at Berhn. He was
named councillor of the board of mines (Oberbergarl)

,

and in 1893 was made a corresponding member
of the Academy of Sciences. Waagen's writings
before his trip to India treat especially the
German Jura and its fossils. He did work of per-

manent value in the geological investigation of India
(the Salt Range) by the scientific presentation of rich

palieontological material. In 1869, after an exhaustive
study of ammonites, Waagen advocated the theory of

evolution or mutation for certain series of fossils.

As a young man he had taken an active part in the
Catholic life of Munich, and two years before his

death he wrote a treatise on the first chapter of Gene-
sis which shows both the learned geologist and the
devout Christian.
Waagen was one of the editors of the periodical

"Geognostisch-palaontologische Beit rage "(Munich),
and during the years 1894-1900 editor of the
"Beitrage zur Palaontologie Oesterreich-Ungarns
und des Orients" (Vienna); after the death of Bar-
rande (1883) he edited several volumes of Barrande's
work "Systfime silurien". Waagen's most important
works were: "Der Jura in Franken, Schwaben und
der Schweiz" (Munich, 1864); " Klassification der
Schichten des obern Jura" (Munich, 1865); "Die
Formenreihe des Ammonites subradiatus" (Munich,
1869) ; "Ueber die geologische Vertcilung der Organis-
men in Indien" (Vienna, 1878); "Das Schopfung.s-
problem" in "Natur und Offenbarung" (Miinster,

1898; as a separate i)ublication, 1899); "GUederung
der pelagischen Sedimente des Triassystems " (Vien-
na, 189.5). He wTote in English: "Jurassic Fauna of
Kutch" (1873-6); "Preductus Limestone" (1879-
91); "Fossils from the Ceratite Formation" (1892).
Ueua in CentralhlaU fUr Mineralogie, Geologie und Palaontologie

(Stuttgart, 1900).

Joseph H. Rompel.

Wace , Robert, poet, b. at Jersey, about 1 100; d. at
Bayeux, 1174. His maternal grandfather, Toustein,
was a chamberlain to Duke Robert, and his family
belonged to the nobility. When very yotmg, as he
was destined to the Church, he was sent to Caen to
make his studies, and afterwards to Paris. Between
1130 and 1135 he returned to Caen, where he was

appointed ckre lisant (reader) to King Henry I.

Being in straitened circumstances, he began to write
to increase his resources. The first of his works that
have come down to us are: "TheLifeof St. Nicholas";
"The Life of St. Margaret"; and the "Brut", better
known under the title of "Geste des Bretons . The
latter poem, presumably finished in 1155, was pre-
sented to Alienor, Queen of England; the two other
works had been written for wealthy lords who had
books translated from Latin for their personal
instruction. In 1160 he began his "Roman du Rou",
or "Geste des Normanz", dedicated to King Henry
II. In 1162 he accompanied the king at Fecamp,
when the remains of Richard I and Richard II were
removed. He was appointed canon of Bayeux not
between 1155 and 1160, but between 1160 and 1170,
according to his own authority. At the beginning of
his poem, he says positively that when he began to
write the Ron's history, in 1160, he was "a clerk of
Caen", while in the second part (certainly composed
after 1170) he states that he was granted a prebend
in the church of Bayeux by King Henry.
Paris in Romania, IX; Meyer in Romania, XVII (Paris).

Louis N. Delamarre.

Wachter, Eberhard, painter, b. at Stuttgart,
29 February, 1762; d. at Stuttgart, 14 August, 1852.
He studied painting at Paris under Regnault, David,
and Gros, and later went to Rome, where he improved
his French classical style of painting by the study of
Italian art. He appreciated Carstens's freer style
with its sterling merit, and adopted the ideas of the
Romantic school. While at Rome he became a
Catholic. He gained groat influence over his con-
temporaries by his fine perception of the depths of
feehng that could be evoked from the subjects he
used. To this period of his best work belong a
"Child Jesus on the Lamb", "Belisarius at the Porta
Pinciana at Rome", and "Job and His Friends". In
1798 the French drove him from Rome, and he went
to Vienna, as he found no place in his native town of
Stuttgart, on account of his conversion. At Vienna
he illustrated books and made drawings, many of
which were etched or engraved by Rahl and Leybold.
While there he also painted a "Mater dolorosa", a
"Caritas", and "Criton Visiting Socrates in Prison".
Wachter was the real founder of the Brotherhood of
St. Luke, a society of those painters who soon after
cstabUshed at Rome a more natural and thoughtful
school of painting, known as the Nazarenes. Wach-
ter finally went to Stuttgart, where he painted "C:i-
mon in Prison", "Ulysses and the Sirens", the "Boat
of Life", "Andromache standing at the LTm with
Hector's Ashes", the "Greek Muse mourning over the
Ruins of Athens", a "Virgin with St. .John Sorrowing
at the Grave of Christ", etc. He excelled in treating
lyrical and elegiac subjects.
WlKTrKRLiv. WUrlrmhrriiiachc KUnMlrr in LehenahiUem (Stutt-

gart, ISfir,); liiEOFL, Ccxch. rlrr nrufm rinitschm Kunst. I (Han-
over, lS7fi) ; Keber, (Jesch. der neueren deulschm Kunst, I (Stutt-
gart, 1SS4).

G. GlETMANN.

Wadding, LtJKE, historian and theologian, b. at
Waterford, Ireland, 16 Oct., 1.588; d. at St. Isidore's
College, Rome, 18 Nov., 16.57.

I. BiuTH AND Education.—He was the son of
Walter Wadding, a citizen of eminence, and Anast.asia
Lombard, a near relation of Peter Lombard, Arch-
bishop of Armagh. He was the eleventh of fourteen
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children and was baptized on the feast of St. Luke.
Many members of his family distinguished them-
selves in their various careers. His brother Ambrose,
the Jesuit, taught philosophy with applause at DiUin-
gen, Bavaria, where he died in the flower of his age.

His cousins Richard Wadding, the Augustinian, and
Peter and Michael Wadding, .Jesuits, shed lustre on
their respective orders. He was brought up piously by

his excellent par-
ents, who, Harold
tells us, required
all their chUdren,
boys and girls,

when able to read,

to recite daily the

Little Office of the
Blessed Virgin,

and, at stated
times, the Peniten-
tial Psalms with
the Utanies and
orations, the Office

of the Dead, and
other prayers con-
tained in the so-

called minor Bre-
viary of Pius V,
then much in use
among CathoUcs
in Ireland. At the
age of thirteen he
had already ac-

quired a good
knowledge of the Classics, and had learned to write

Latin, prose and verse, with facihty. The excellence

of his early classic training shows out through all his

writings. He lost both parents at the age of fourteen,

but his brother Matthew took charge of his education

and put him to study philosophy. He read logic and
part of physics in Ireland, and then entered the Irish

seminary at Lisbon, prosecuting his studies under the

Jesuits. After six months he left the seminary to

enter the noviciate of the Friars Minor in the Convent
of the Immaculate Conception at Matozinhos, near

Oporto. Having made solemn profession and received

minor orders in 1605, his superiors sent him to Leyria,

the house of studies, to speciahze in Scotistic philoso-

phy for two years. Richard Synott, of Wexford,
companion of Wadding's noviciate and studies, and
afterwards Guardian of S. Isidore's, Rome, died a
martyr in Ireland at the hands of the soldiers of

Cromwell. Wadding read theology at Lisbon, and
then for three years at Coimbra, hearing in this

latter place Didacus Limadensis, O.F.M., at the

College of S. Bonaventure, and Suarez and jEgidius

a Prajsentatione, O.S.A., at the university. The
Benedictine monk Leo a S. Thoma bears witness to

the great talents he displayed (see Harold, "Vita",
c. v.). Ordained priest in 1613 and commissioned to

preach, he showed himself a perfect master not only

of rhetorical art but of the Portuguese and Castilian

languages. He commenced in 1613 to draw up a
sylva or commonplace-book of quotations from the

Scriptures, the Fathers, the hves of the saints, etc.,

which is still preserved in two large volumes of MS.
in the archives of the order at Merchant's Quay,
DubUn. After a brilhant academic display at Lisbon
during a provincial chapter, Antony a Trejo, the

vicar-general of the order, sent him to Salamanca for

fuller opportunities. Here he mastered Hebrew,
composed his work on the origin and excellence of

that tongue, and was assigned the chair of theology
in the College of St. Francis.

II. Emb.\ssy to Rome.—He filled the office of

professor till 161S, when, though only in his thirtieth

year, he was chosen by Philip III for the office of

theologian to the embassy which Phihp was then

sending to Paul V to promote the doctrine of the
Immaculate Conception. Antony a Trejo, Bishop of
Cartagena, who, as vicar-general of the order, had
been Wadding's patron and admirer, was the legate-
extraordinary appointed for the purpose. Leaving
the Court of the Cathohc King on 1 Oct., 1618, the
embassy reached Rome on 17 Dec. In search of mate-
rials for the work entrusted to him, as well as for his
other studies. Wadding spent whole days in the
libraries of Rome, visiting also those of Naples,
Assisi, Perugia, and other cities. The composition
of the more important vota of the legate, the prepara-
tion of the pleadings before the pope, and the solution
of the theological difficulties devolved in great mea-
sure on him. He has given us the history of the
embassy in his "Acta legationis", a succinct and
objective statement of the proceedings and of the
theological issues demanding solution. At this time
we find him in close correspondence with the exiled
Archbishop of Tuam, Florence Conry, to whom he
sent a MS. copy of his "Acta" to Louvain. In May,
1620, the legate returned to his diocese in Spain, but
Wadding was ordered to remain in Rome to assist

the new charge d'affaires. While the commission
lasted he was its accredited theological ad\-iser.

Phihp IV, in a gracious letter, thanked him profusely
for his services in this connexion. The three op^tscula

on the redemption, baptism, and death of the Blessed
Virgin (1655 and 1656), were written as contributions
to the question before the commission.

III. Literary Activity.—But Wadding's activity
was not confined to the work of the embassy. His
predominating idea for a long time had been to ^'indi-

cate the name of liis order by rescuing from obhvion
the memory of the men who had rendered it illustrious

in everj' age. The publication of their writings and
the recording of their deeds he considered the best
answer to those who charged the order and its founder
with being professionally opposed to learning. He
found an ardent and effective supporter in the general
for the time being, Benignus a Genoa, who in 1619
by encychcal letters to the whole order ordained that
suitable men should be told off in each pro\dnce to

transcribe and forward to Rome all documents
bearing on the history of the order. The materials
thus accumulated were handed over to Wadding.
The most distinguished of the collaborators referred

to were Bartholomew Cimarelli and Jacobus Polius,

the former working in the archives and libraries of

northern and central Italy, the latter in those of Ger-
many.
As a first instalment Wadding published in 1623 at

Antwerp a complete and annotated edition of the
"Writings of St. Francis", which he dedicated to the
brothers Trejo, the cardinal and legate. This work
was enough to show that St. Francis himself was
above all suspicion of enmity to learning. \Miile

the edition of the "Writings of St. Francis" was in

course of preparation, Marius a Calasio, a learned

Franciscan, died in Rome, leaving unpublished four

large tomes of a Hebrew concordance, besides a
Hebrew grammar and dictionary. Wadding under-
took the pubhcation, being able, through the munifi-

cence of Paul V, to establi.sh for the purpose a print-

ing-press with Hebrew type at the Convent of Ara
Cceh. To this work, which was considered at the

time a valuable contribution to Bibhcal knowledge,

he prefixed his own essay "De hebraicx linguae

origine, pra-stantia et utilitate ad ss. litterarum

interpretes", which he had composed at Salamanca.
About the same time he undertook the publication

of the works of .\ngelo del Paz, a friar of great learning

who died in the odour of sanctity some twenty years

before in the convent of Montorio. The first tome
appeared in 162:?, being Angelo's commentaries on
the Gospel of St. Mark; the commentaries on the

Gospel of St. Luke followed in lt)25 and 1628, with
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the promise of two other volumes which, however,
never saw the hght. In 1624 he issued in one volume
the "Concordance of St. Antony of Padua" and the

" Promptuarium morale" of an anonymous Irish

Franciscan, probably Thomas Hibcrnicus, adding

ample marginal notes of his own. In this same year

(1624) there appeared at Vienna, but under another
name, Wadding's account of the martyrdom at

Prague of fourteen Friars Minor, put to death for

the Faith by the Bohemian heretics. Hieronymus
Strasser, to whom the author sent his MS. with a
view to certain corrections, published the whole
under his own name: Wadding himself, who gives

Strasser a place among the "Scriptores", gives us at

the same time the true genesis of the German friar's

work. It was also in this year (1624) that he pub-
Ushed his "Legatio Philippi III et IV".

In 1625 he is.sued at NIadrid his "Apologeticum de
pnetenso monachatu augustiniano S. Francisi", in

refutation of the theory that the founder of the Friars

Minor had been an Augustinian. The third edition

(Lyons, 1641) contains the author's response to

"Thomas Herera, a learned Augustinian. The singu-

lar theory has not since been broached. At the

desire of Urban VIII, Wadding undertook m 163()

to correct and edit, in collaboration with Victorelli

and Ughelli, the "Lives of the Popes and Cardinals"

by .Alphonsus Ciacconius. Other minor publications

were: a "Life of Bl. Peter Thomas, Patriarch of Con-
stantinople " (Lyons, 1637) ; a corrected and annotated
edition of the metrical "Life of St. James della

Marchia" by John Petrucci, Archbishop of Tarentum
(Lyons, 1641); an edition of the "Oculus moralis" of

Joannes Guallensis, O.F.M. (which had been hitherto

attributed to Raymundus Jordanus, Canon Regular
of St. .-Vugustine); and an edition of the "Collection

of sayings and deeds of celebrated Philosophers" and
of the treatise "De sapientia sanctorum", by the

same writer (Rome, 16.5.5); a "Life of St. Anselm",
Bishop of Lucca, from materials which the author
had come across in his studies on the pontificate

of Gregory VII (Rome, 1657); an edition, on a

new plan, of the "Summa casuum" of Emanual
Rodericus, brought out at Salam.anra when the editor

had just completed his theological studies (1616);
"Epigrammata pia", a collection of L.atin verses and
inscriptions composed by Wadding when professor at

Salamanca, and published by Francis a Susa, ex-

general of the order, in his "Sanctorale seraphicum"
(Salamanca, 1623). Marraccio (ap. Joan, a S.

Antonio) refers to the pubhcation by Wadding of a
tractate, "De scandalis in controversia Immaculatte
Conceptionis", and Sbaralea (Supp.) mentions a
posthumous work on the Jansenists, published in

1696. Finally, the author himself in his "Scriptores"
mentions among his pubhshed writings "OfEcia
plurima, pra?sertim lectiones II Xoot., Sanctorum
Ecclesiarum tum in Hispania, Germanica, Bohemia,
Hungaria", etc.—liturgical offices written in his

capacity of consultor to the S. Congregation of Rites.

But Wadding's fame as a writer and a critic rests

chiefly on his monumental edition of Scotus, on the
"Scriptores", and, above all, on the "Annales ord.

minorum". In 1639 he publi.'ilied at Lyons a com-
plete edition of the writings of the Subtle Doctor, in

16 volumes, having devoted four years to the proxi-

mate preparation. He corrected the text throughout
according to the best MSS. and earliest impressions,

inserted ever\'where critical notes and learned
scholia, and enriched the edition with (he commen-
taries of MacCaughwell, Hickey, Lyrhetus, Ponce,
and others. It wa.s a colossal undertaking, and would
alone have immortalized his name. His life of John
Duns Scotus, which is prefixed to the fir.st volume,
appeared separately in 1644. The "Scriptores ord.

minorum" he published in 16.50 in one folio volume.
It is an alphabetical list of the writers of the Seraphic

Order with a syllabus of their works. It still holds

its place, along with the "Supplementum" of Sbara-
lea, as the standard work on the subject. A new
edition by Dr. Nardecchia of Rome is now nearing

completion. But Wadding's greatest hterary achieve-

ment was the "Annales ord. minorum", a history

of the Franciscan Order from its foundation. Eight
volumes appeared between 1625 and 1654, bringing

the work down to 1540. Two other volumes were to

appear, but death intervened. He closed the eighth
tome with the words: "suspenso calamo illud unum
agam quod potissimum necessarium est: aniniiB

scilicet procuranda; totus incumbam". This great

work, which critics, worthy of the name, have never
ceased to extol, has placed its author in the foremost
rank of ecclesiastical historians. To say that the
work is free from defects would be to demand for

it more than is given to man to accomplish. Con-
sidering the m.agnitude of the undertaking and that

the author's work was, largely, the work of a pioneer,

it must bo acknowledged to be a compilation of excep-

tional accuracy. The strictures of those critics who
find "serious chronological errors" and a "want of

accuracy and .scientific method" in the Annals are

hardly borne out b}' a close study of the work it.self.

"Only those who have consulted the .Annals hundreds
and thou.s.ands of times", writes Holzapfel (Osch-
ichte des Franzi.skanerordens, 582), "can appreciate

Wadding at his true worth." Wadding has had
several official continuators of the "Annales", but
all of them vastly inferior to himself, the autlior of

Vol. XIX being perhaps an exception.

Besides the works he succeeded in publishing.

Wadding had projected various others, for which he
left a considerable amount of material. Among
them were the following: history of Popes Clement
VllI, Leo XI, Paul V, Gregor\- XV, and Urban VIII,

and of the cardinals created by them; an edition of

the rarer works of famous Franciscan WTiters; the

Annals of the Kingdom of Ireland (from which proj-

ect he withdrew owing to the impossibihty at the

time of obtaining necessary documents from Ireland)

;

a volume of his own letters; the Acts of all the Chap-
ters General of the order (in which work he was
anticipated by Michael Angelo of Naples, who be-

gan the publication of the "Chronologia historico-

legalis" in 16.50); a history of all the bishoprics of the

Universal Church ; and an exposition of the Rule of St.

Francis. Our admiration at the activity displayed in

so many works increases as we recall the circumstances
under which he wrote. His daily occupations, says
his biographer, were so munerous that most of his

literary work was done in the quiet hours between
sundown and midnight. lie himself, in his preface

to Vol. VI of the "Annales", WTites: "In solo noctig

decursu licuit opus compingere, die universo per
molestas curas distracto." Moreover, though his

energy was prodigious, his physical constitution often

proved unequal to the .strain. From the age of

twenty-two he suffered from headaches of the most
violent kind, once and often twice in each month.

IV. Work for Ireland.—When he arrived at

Rome in 161S he found the name of Ireland partly ig-

nominiously ignored, partly (owing to the wiles of her
traditional enemies') disp.araged and reviled. But
he lost no opportunity of rectifying matters, and soon
succeeded in making Ireland known and respected.

Two flourishing institutions founded by him now
spoke in her favour—the Iri.sh Franciscan College
of St. Isidore and the Ludovisian College for lri.sh

secular priests. St. Isidore's he founded in 1625,

being authorized thereto by letters patent of the
general (13 June) and a special Cull of Urban VIII
(20 Oct.). Such men as Antony Hickey, Patrick
Fleming, John Ponce, .and Martin Walsh were the
first professors. Wadding proceeded to extend the

existing buildings (a suppressed Spanish convent),
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which the generosity of his friends enabled him to

purchase. The college, as it stands to-day, is practi-

cally his exclusive creation. He procured for the
hbrary 5000 select works, besides a precious collec-

tion of MSS. bound in 800 volumes. Dui-ing the

first thirty years of its existence this college educated
200 students, 70 of which number filled chairs of

philosophy and theology in various countries of

Europe. Others, returning to Ireland, worked in the

ministry, and many of them were called to lay down
their fives for the Faith. Each year Wadding kept
the Feast of St. Patrick with great solemnity at St.

Isidore's; and it is due to his influence, as member of

the commission for the reform of the Breviary, that

the festival of Ireland's Apostle was inserted on 17

March in the calendar of the Universal Church. A
few years after the foundation of the College for Irish

Franciscans, Wadding prevailed on Cardinal Ludo-
visi, protector of Ireland, to signahze his protectorate

by the endowment of a similar institution for the

Irish secular clergy. The cardinal consented, and,

W^adding having dra'n-n up a code of constitutions,

the college was opened on 1 Jan., 1628. The students

attended lectures in the halls of St. Isidore's until

1635, when Wadding and his brethren surrendered

the administration of the college to the .Jesuits. By
a Rescript of Alexander VII given at Castel Gandolfo
in 1656, Wadding founded another house at Capran-
ica, a town some thirty miles north of Rome, to serve

as a novitiate to St. Isidore's.

Wadding was not only the official representative

and indefatigable agent in the Roman Curia of the

archbishops and bishops of Ireland, but the Holy
See itself took no measure of importance concerning
that country without consulting him. The Supreme
Council of the Confederates, by letters patent of

6 Dec, 1642, nominated him their agent and pro-

curator in Rome and the whole of Italy. It was at

his suggestion that Father Scarampi, the Oratorian,

was sent in 1643 as p.apal envoy to Ireland, with
supplies of arms, ammunition, and money. Wadding
himself had sent similar suppfies in the preceding
year, as well as Irish officers trained in the armies of

France and the Netherlands. He procured letters

from the Holy See to the CathoUc powers of Europe
to enfist their sympathies and secure their aid in

favour of the Irish war. In 1645 he prevailed on the

new pope. Innocent X, to send another envoy to

Ireland, with the powers and dignity of an Apostolic

nuncio. Archbishop Rinuccini being sent. On his

departure from Rome the nuncio received from
Wadding the sum of 26,000 scndi towards the Irish

cause. Wadding sent him a similar sum the year
after through Dean Massari, to mention only some
of his contributions. Great was the interest now
evinced in Irish affairs at the Roman Court. The
tidings of O'Neill's victory at Benburb (5 June, 1646)
caused much rejoicing; a solemn Te Deuni was sung
in the Basifica of St. IMary Major, and the standards
taken in the battle, being sent out by the nuncio,

were hung as trophies in the cupola of St. Peter's.

Innocent X, through Wadding, sent his blessing to

Owen Roe O'Neill and with it the sword of the great

Earl of TjTone. But jealousy and di.sunion among
the Confederate chiefs ruined all, and no one felt

the blow so much as Wadding.
V. Official Caref.u.—Luke W^adding was a leclnr

jubilahis of sacred theology and " chronologist of

the whole Order of Friars Alinor". He was guardian,

for four terms, of St. Isidore's, and pr(rf:es of the Irish

College. He was appointed procurator of tlie order
in 1630, but did not take office; reappointed in 16.'?2,

he retained the position to 1634. In his capacity

of procurator he was Lenten preacher to the pai)al

Court. Being nominated vice-commissary of the

order in the Roman Curia in 1645, he insisted on
being dispensed; but he was obliged to assume the

duties of commissary in 1648. Paul V nominated
him qualificator of the Holy Office, and Gregory XV
consultor of the Index. He was made consultor of

the Rites and of the Propaganda by Urban VIII, and
named member of the commission for the reform of
the Roman Breviary and the other hturgical books
by the same pontifT. He was, besides, the trusted
adviser of successive popes, many cardinals, and the
superiors of his order. Were it not for his humility,
he might have attained to the highest honours in the
Church. He was postulated for many episcopal and
metropoUtan sees, but constantly refused the dignity.
He was invited by prominent members of the cis-

montane section of the order to join their family,
with a view to qualifjdng for election to the generalate
(which they promised in that event), but hedecUned.
The Su]3reme Council of the Confederation sent
letters to Urban VIII on 14 June, 1644, and to Inno-
cent X on 23 November of the same year, to raise

Wadding to the cardinalate. But he himself suc-
ceeded in suppressing the documents at Rome, and
it was only after his death that they were discovered
among his papers. W'riting to the Supreme Council,
Wadding excuses himself for this act of humifity,
alleging that he thought he could serve his country
more etTectively in a position less prominent than that
of cardinal. It is stated of Wadding by contemporary
writers that he received votes to be pope. If this

statement be true, it must have reference to the con-
claves of 1644 or 1655. Wadding's piety was equal
to his learning, and his death was that of a saint.
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Slate of Co. and City of Waterford (Dublin, 1746); Watt, Bibli-

otheca Britannica (Edinburgh, 1824); Rtan, Worthies of Ireland
(London, 1821); M'Gee. Irish Writers in the 17th Century
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Gregory Cleary.

Wadding (Godinez)
,
Michael, mj'stical theologian,

b. at Waterford, Ireland, in 1.591; d. in Mexico, Dec,
1644. At an early age he lost his father, Thomas Wad-
ding, and his mother, Marie Valois. For two years he
studied at the Irish seminary of Salamanca, entering

the Society of Jesus, 15 April, 1609. After years at

the novitiate of Villagarcia he obtained permission

to go to the missions of Mexico, where he took the

name of Godinez, by which he is best kno^^Ti. He
made his profession, 26 Aug., 1626. He devoted
several years to the rough mission of Sinaloa, and in

1620 he was among the Mayos and the Tephanes; he
.also took charge of the Comicaris, and, at the cost of

much labour, won over the Basiroas, whom he joined

to Christian tribes. He relates in his "Teologia

mistica" (I, 3, VID, as one who endured them himself,

the privations and sufferings undergone by the mis-

sionaries. He taught for several years in various col-

leges in Mexico. Father Alegre remarks that accord-

ing to the archives of his province he died on IS Dec,
.and not 12, as is generally stated in agreement with

Father La Reguera. Michael Wadding was distin-

guished by his profound knowledge of the supernatural

states and by rare prudence in the direction of souls.

His "Practica de la teologia mistica", the fruit of

long personal experience rather than of study, w.as

published nearly 40 years after his death (1681), and
has gone through 10 editions; but outside of Spanisli
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it is chiefly known by the voluminous commentary
of Father Slanuel La Reguera (2 vols, in fol., Rome,
1740-45). In his notice of the author La Reguera
also ascribes to him a "Life of Sister Mary of Jesus".
Godinoz certainly left notes on this servant of God
whom he had directed, but it does not seem that they
were ever pubUshed.

Aleqhe, Hist, de la C. de J. in Nueta Espatla, II, 122, 123,
247; La Reguera, loc. cit.; Sommervogbl, Bib. S. J.; Uriarte,
CaMlogo razonado de obras anonima^ y seudonimas, n. 456S.

Ernest M. RrvifeRE.

Wages. See Compensation.

Waire, Venerable, English friar and martyr,
hanged, drawn, and quartered at St. Thomas Water-
ings in Camlierwell (a brook at the second milestone
on the Old Kent Road), 8 July, 1539. All authorities

agree that there were four martyrs at this time and
place, and all agree that one of them was the Vicar of
Wandsworth, Surrey. It is certain that the name of

the last was John Griffith, generally known as Ven.
Jolm Griffith Clarke, and that he was chaplain to

Henry Courtena}', Marquis of Exeter, who was
executed. 9 December, 153S, or 9 January, 1538-9,
and that he was also Rector of Dolton, Devon. Stow
is the only person to mention "Friar Waire". Sander
speaks of "a monk whose name was Mayer"; but he
wrote in Latin and his work was printed abroad. It

is clear that Waire was a friar, for both Wriothesley
and Lord Lisle's ser\'ant, John Husee, speak of two
friars as having suffered nith Griffith. Of the two
unnamed martyrs we know that one was a priest and
Griffith's curate or chaplain at Wandsworth. The
other was either a friar, as Wriothesley and Husee say,

or one of Griffith's servants, as is asserted by Stow and
Sander. It is possible that Friar Waire is to be
identified with Thomas Wjtc, one of the signatories

to the surrender of the Franciscan friary of Dor-
chester, 30 September, 1538. However it is uncertain
to what order he belonged. If he was a Franciscan it

is remarkable that his death is not recorded in the
"Grey Friars' Chronicle", and that no mention is

made of him in such English Franciscan martjTol-
ogists as Bourchier or Angelus a S. P>ancisco.
Gairdner. LeUers and Papers Henry VIII, XIII (London,

1893), ii, 183; Gairdner and Brodie, Z,e«frs,e(<;., XIV (London,
1894). i, 403, 455. 486, 549; Lewis. Sander's Rise and Growth
of the Anglican Schism (London. 1877), 141; Wriothesleu's Chron-
icle, ed. Camden Soc, I (Westminater, privately printed, 1875-
7), 101; Stow, Annales (London, 1615). 576.

John B. Wainewright.

Waitzen (Vicz), Diocese of (Vaciexsis), in Hun-
garj% suffragan of Gran, probably founded by King
St. .Stephen. Nothing is definitely known about the
year of foundation or the first bishops, whose names
were Clement, Lazarus, .and Aaron. It is said that
L.azarus was bishop from 1075-77. In 1102 lived

Bishop .Stephen, and beginning with Maroellus (110.5-

19) the series of bishops is uninterrupted. Among
the bishops of Waitzen in earlier times are particularly
notable: Johannes de Surdis (1363-73), ambassador
of King Louis I to Italj' in 1369, later on Archbishop
of Gran; Vincent Szil.assy (1450-73), a member of the
embassy which brought the newly-elected King
Matthiiis Cor\nnus from Prague to Waitzen; Wladis-
law Szalkai (1514-23), chancellor of King Louis II
and afterwards Archbishop of Gran; Martinus Pethe
(1582-86), transferred to Kalocsa. Among the late
bishops are mentioned: Sigismund Kolonits (1709-
16), transferred to Vienna, and first .Archbishop of
Vienna; Count Michael Althann (1718-34), sent :is

viceroy to .Sicily by Emperor Charles VI, and after-
wards cardiniil; Count Christopher Migazzi, car-
dinal and Archbishop of Vienna, twice Bishop of
Waitzen (1756-57; 1762-82); Augustimis Rosko-
vdnyi (1851-.59), an eminent theological WTiter, trans-
ferred to Neutra in 1859. He wjis succeeded by
Anthony Peitler, 1859-85, who founded the librarj'

at Waitzen. Since 1900 Count Charles Csaky

is bishop. In 1514, when the Turks conquered
Waitzen, the chiipter ceased to exist, but was re-

established in 1700. The diocese includes pjirts of

the counties of Nogrdd, Pesth, Csongrdd, and Jdsz-
Nagykun-Szolnok, and is divided into tliree arch-
deaconries and nineteen vice-archdeaconries. Within
the diocese are five titular abbeys, four pro-
vostships, and six titular provostships. The chapter
has twelve canons and six titular canons. The
number of parishes is 123; that of the clergj', 266.
The right of patronage is exercised by 44 patrons.
The diocese includes 7 mon;isteries and 12 nunneries,
with altogether 232 inmates. The Catholic popula-
tion is 757,827.

Desericius. De episaypatu Vaciensi historia (Budapest. 1770);
Prat, Specimen hierarehim HungarvB, II. 330-358; Schematismua
episcopatus Vaciensis pro 1911; A katolikus MagyaTorsqdg (Buda-
pest. 1902), in Hungarian.

A. AldAst.

Wakasll Indians, a linguistic family inhabiting
the western ro.ist of British Columbia from 50°
30' to Garden Cliannel, and the west and north-
west of Vancouver Island, as well as a small region
around Cape Flattery, Washington. They comprise
several tribes, speaking separate dialects, of which
the three most important are the Hailtzuk, Kwakiutl,
and Nootka. The Indian name Wakosh (Waukash,
good) was given by one of the early ex-jjlorers who
believed it to be the tribal appellation. In cultiu'e

the Wakash closely resemble their neighbours the
Salishan on the south and the Tsimshian on the
north; physically and linguistically they are akin to
the former. Juan de Fuca was probably the first

white man to meet the tribe, and Juan P^rez visited

the Nootka in 1774. After 1786 EngUsh mariners
frequently sailed to Nootka Sound; in 1803 the crew
of the American ship "Boston" were almost all killed

by these Indians. In 1843 the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany estabhshed a trading post at Victoria, and since

then there has been constant communication with
the natives, but with the usual result that the
immorahty of the whites, in conjunction with the
ravages of smallpox, has brought about a gradual
decrease in the Indian population. In 1903 they
numbered about 5200, of whom 2600 were in the
West Coast Agency, 1300 in the Kwakewlth Agency,
900 in the North West Coast Agency, and 410 at

Neah Bay Company, Cape Flattery. In 1909 they
numbered 4584, including 2070 Kwakiutl and 2494
Nootka. The latter have embraced Catholicism;
though the missions have been successful among the
northern Kwakiutl, the southern branch chng to

their Shamanistic practices.

The Wakashan were excellent mariners, and went
out on the ocean to hunt for whales. Their diet

was mainly fish, varied with berries and roots.

They were good wood-carvers, though not so
skilful as the Haida and Thingit. Their dwellinga
were large cedarwood structures, erected near the
shore, each accommodating several famihes. The
Kwakiutl, who lived on both sides of Queen Charlotte
Island, consisted of twenty tribes, the Kw,akiutl

proper dwelling near Fort Rupert. They are con-

servative, antl are respected by the neighbouring
Indians a-s the gu.ardians of the priestly rites. The
Heiltruk Kwiikiull reckon descent by the female
line. Head-flattening was common on Vancouver
Island. Secret .societies flourished among the tribes,

initiation being .accompanied by fea.sting, torture,
,,

vigils, and making presents to all who attended the

ceremony. The highest society, the hamatna or

cannibal society, was composed solely of those who had
passed eight years in a lower organization. The
Nootka, consisting of twenty-three tribes, dwell on
the .shores between Cape Cook on the north and
Port .San Juan on the south, .and include the Makah
Indians at Cape Flattery. The latter call themselvea
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Kive-net-che-chal, or Cape people; they are of medium
stature, and well proportioned. Formerly they lived

in villages consisting merely of seven or eight cedar-

wood houses, and excelled only in fishing. Marriage

was a very slender bond, but was not allowed within

the fourth degree. Both sexes had their noses

pierced, and generally had shells suspended therefrom.

They adored a chief deity, "Chabatta-Hatartstl", the

great-chief-who-lives-above, and believed in spirits

and tlie transmigration of souls. They held frequent

representations, called tamanwas, depicling then-

mythological legends. The Makah women were

clever basket-makers. The tribe still shows traces of

an admixture of European blood, accounted for by the

shipwTeck of a Russian boat many years ago.

SwANTON in Handbook of American Indians, II (Washington,

A. A. MacErlean.

Walafrid (Walahfrid), sumamed Strabo "the

Squinter", German poet and theologian of the

ninth century, b. in Swabia of poor parents; d. at

Reichenau, 849. He studied at Reichenau under

Tatto, Erlebold, and Wettin, and later at Fulda

under the famous Rabanus Maurus. In 829 he

became preceptor of the voung Prince Charles (the

Bald) at the Court of Louis the Pious. In 838 he

succeeded Erlebold as abbot of Reichenau; but, as he

sided with Lothair in the war between the sons of

Louis, he was driven from Reichenau and fled to

Speyer. He was soon reconciled with Louis the

German, and reinstated in his dignity, which he held

until his death. Walafrid's works, written in a

fluent, elegant Latin, consist of poems and of theolog-

ical treatises in prose. The "Visio Wettini" is his

most remarkable poem. It describes a journey

through the other world in the form of a vision vouch-

safed to the monk Wettin a few days before he died

(824), and is the earUest example of that type of

literature which culminated in Dante's "Divine

Comedy". The "Versus de imagine Tetrici", in the

form of a dialogue between the poet and his genius,

were inspired by the equestrian statue of Theodoric

which Charlemagne had brought from Ravenna and

placed before the palace at Aachen. While the

Gothic king is denounced as a heretic and tyrant,

occasion is found for paying homage to Louis the

Pious and the Empress Judith. In the "Hortulus"

the poet lovingly describes the plants and flowers of

his cloister-garden. Walafrid also wrote hymns and

epistles in verse, but of these only a portion is pre-

served. Of his prose-works the most famous is the

"Glossa ordinaria", a commentary on the Scriptures,

compiled from various sources. The work enjoyed

the highest repute tliroughout the Middle Ages. The
"Liber de exordiis et incrementis quarundam in

observationibus ecclesiasticis rerum" is valuable as

a history of the cult of the Church. Walafrid also

wrote in prose the lives of St. Gall and St. Othmar,

and in verse the lives of St. Blaitmaicus, abbot of

lona, and of St. Mammas, the martyr. His works

are edited in P. L., CXIII, CXIV; the poems also

senarately bv DUmmler, "Poetae latini sevi Carolini",

in "Mon. Germ. Hist.", II (Berlin, 1884), 259-473.

Ebert Allgemeine Gesch. der Lilleratur des Mittelallers, II

(Leipzig. 1880), 145-66; Wattenbach in Allgemeine peidsche

Biographie, XL, 639-40; Grimm, Das ReiterstandbM des Theo-

dorich zu Aachen u. das Gedicht des Walafrid Slrabus darauf

(Berlin 1869) ; JcNDT, W. Strabon, I'hommeelle tMologxen (Caliors,

Arthur F. J. Remy.

Walbiirga (Waltpurde, Walpurgis; at Perche

Gatihuuge; in other parts of France Vaubovirg, Fal-

boi'Rg\ Sai.mt, b. in Devonshire, about 710; d. at

Heidenheim, 2F, Feb., 777. She is the patroness of

Eichstadt, Oudenarde, Furnes, Antwerp, Gronigen

Weilburg, and Zutphen, and is invoked as special

patroness against hydrophobia, and in storms, and

also by sailors. She was the daughter of St. Richard,
one of the under-kings of the West Saxons, and of

Winna, sister of St. Boniface, Apostle of Germany,
and had two brothers, St. Wilhbald and St. Winibald.
St. Richard, when starting with his two sons on a pil-

grimage to the Holy Land, entrusted Walburga, then
eleven years old, to the abbess of Wimborne. In
the claustral school and as a member of the commu-
nity, she spent twenty-six years preparing for the
great work she was to accompUsh in Germany. The
monastery was famous for holiness and austere disci-

pUne. Tliere was a high standard at Wimborne, and
the child was trained in solid learning, and in accom-
plishments suitable to her rank. Thanks to this she
was later able to wTite St. Winibald's Life and an ac-

count in Latin of St. WilUbald's travels in Palestine.

She is thus looked upon by many as the first female
author of England and Germany. Scarcely a year
after her arrival, Walburga received tidings of her
father's death at Lucca. During this period St.

Boniface was laying the foundations of the Church in

Germany. He saw that for the most part scattered

efforts would be futile, or would exert but a passing

influence. He, therefore, determined to bring the

whole country under an organized system. As he
advanced in his spiritual conquests he established

monasteries which, hke fortresses, should hold the

conquered regions, and from whose watch-towers the

Hght of faith and learning should radiate far and near.

Boniface was the first missionary to caU women to

his aid. In 748, in response to his appeal. Abbess
Tetta sent over to Germany St. Lioba and St, WaX-
burga, with many other nuns. They sailed with fair

weather, but before long a terrible storm arose.

Hereupon Walburga prayed, kneeling on the deck,

and .at once the sea became calm. On landing, the

sailors proclaimed the miracle they had witnessed, so

that Walburga was everj'^'here received with joy and
veneration. There is a tradition in the Church of

Antwerp that, on her way to Germany, Walburga
made some stay there; and in that city's most ancient

church, whichnow bears the title of St. Walburga,
there is pointed out a grotto in which she was wont to

pray. This same church, before adopting the Roman
Ofiice, was accustomed to celebrate the feast of St.

Walburga four times a year. At Mainz she was wel-

comed by her uncle, St. Boniface, and by her brother,

St. Willibald. After Uving some time under the rule

of St. Lioba at Bischofsheim, she was appointed ab-

bess of Heidenheim, and was thus placed near her

favourite brother, St. Winibald, who governed an
abbey there. After his death she ruled over the

monks' monastery as well as her o'n-n. Her virtue,

sweetness, and prudence, added to the gifts of

grace and nature with which she was endowed, as

well as the many miracles she WTOught, endeared her

to all. It was of these nuns that Ozanam -nTote:

"Silence and humility have veiled the labours of the

nuns from the eyes of the world, but history has as-

signed them their place at the very beginning of Ger-

man civilization: Providence has placed women at

every cradlesidc." On 23 Sept., 776, she assisted at

the translation of her brother St. Winibald's body by
St. Willibald, when it was found that time had left no
trace upon the sacred remains. Shortly after this she

fell ill, and, having been assisted in her last moments
by St. Willibald, she expired.

St. Willibald laid her to rest beside St. Winibald,

and nianv wonders were RTought at both tombs. St.

Wi!lib;dd survived till 7Sti, and after his death devo-

tion to St. Walburga gradually declined, and her

tomb was neglected. About 87(), Otkar, then Bishop
of Eichstadt, determined to restore the church and
monastery of Heidenheim, which were falling to ruin.

The workmen having desecrated St. Walburga's
grave, she one night appeared to the bishop, reproach-

ing and threatening him. This led to the solemn
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translation of the remains to Eichstadt on 21 Sept. of

the same year. They were placed in the Church of

Holy Cross, now called St. Walburga's. In 893
Bishop Erehanbold, Otkar's successor, opened the

shrine to take out a portion of the relics for Liubula,

Abbess of Monheim, and it was then that the body
was first discovered to be immersed in a precious oil or

dew, which from that day to this (save during a period

when Eichstadt was laid under interdict, and when
blood was shed in the church by robbers who seriously

wounded the bell-ringer) has continued to flow from
the sacred remains, especially the breast. This fact

has caused St. Walburga to be reckoned among the
EloEophori, or oil-yielding saints (see Oil of Saints).
Portions of St. Walburga's relics have been taken to

Cologne, Antwerp, Fumes, and elsewhere, whilst her
oil has been carried to all quarters of the globe.

The various translations of St. Walburga's relics

have led to a diversity of feasts in her honour. In the
Roman MartjTologj' she is commemorated on 1 May,
her name being hnked with St. Asaph's, on which day
her chief festival is celebrated in Belgium and Bavaria.
In the Benedictine Breviary her feast is assigned to

2.5 (in leap year 26) Feb. She is represented in the
Benedictine habit with a httle phial or bottle; as an
abbess with a crozier, a crown at her feet, denoting her
royal birth; sometimes she is represented in a group
with St. Philip and St. James the Less, and St. Sigis-

mund. King of Burgundy, because she is said to have
been canonized by Pope Adrian II on 1 May, the fes-

tival of these saints. If, however, as some maintain,
she was canonized during the episcopate of Erehan-
bold, not in Otkar's, then it could not have been dur-

ing the pontificate of Adrian II. The Benedictine
community of Eichstadt is flourishing, and the nuns
have care of the saint's shrine; that of Heiden-
heim wa-s ruthlessly expelled in 153S, but the church
is now in Catholic hands.
Butler, hires of the Saints (London, 1833): Hope, The Con-

version of the Teutonic Race, II (London): Lives of the English
Saints, II (London, 1844): Acta SS.. Ill Feb.: Mabillon,
Ada SS. Bened.. Ill, ii, 287-308; P. L., CXXIX, 866-898: CXL,
1091-1102: Seiters, Bonifacius, iler Apostel der Deutschen
(Mainz, 1&45); Ozanam, Etudes germaniques, II.

Gertrude Casanova.

Waldeck (or Waldeck-Ptrmont), Principality
OF, a state of the German Empire, with an area of 433
square miles; in 1910 it had 61,723 inhabitants; in

1905, 59,127. The principaUtj' consists of two parts:

(1) the southern principality, called Waldeck, sur-

rounded by the Prussian Provinces of Hesse-Nassau
and Westphalia, and having an area of 407 square
miles, with a population, in 1905, of 49,965; (2) the
northern principality, called Pyrmont, surrounded by
the Principality of Lippe, the Duchy of Brunswick,
and the Prussian Province of Hanover, with an area
of 26 square miles and a population, in 1905, of 9162.
The entire principahtv contained, in 1905: 56,.341

Protestants; 1890, or 2 per cent, Catholics; and 629
Jews. The countrj' is named from the fortified

castle of Waldeck situated on the Eider, ,a western
branch of the Fulda. About 11.50 Widukind V of

Schwalcnberg took the castle and called himself Count
of Waldeck. From 1438 Waldeck was a fief of

Hesse, a relation virtually dissolved by the Confed-
eration of the Rhine in 1806, and finally in 1846 by a
decision of the Diet of the German Confederation.
In 1631, when the Countship of Gleichen became
extinct, the Countship of Pj-rmont fell to Waldeck.
In the war of 1866, between Prussia and Austria,
Waldeck supported Prussia and entered the North
German Confederation. The administration was
transferred to Prussia b}' the Treaty of Accessionof
1867. In 1877 this treaty wa.s renewed for ten years,

and in 1887 for an indefinite period, subject to two
years' notice of abrogation. Since 1893 the ruler ha."!

been Prince Friedrich (b. 186.5).

Before the great religious schism of the ebrteenth

century Waldeck belonged in ecclesiastical matters
partly to the Archdiocese of Cologne, partly to the
Diocese of Paderborn, while scattered parishes also

belonged to the Archdiocese of Mainz. The new doc-
trine was introduced into the country in 1527-43 by
Count Philip III. The Cathohc Faith was main-
tained longest in the town of Korbach (until 1543).

A portion of the Countship of Dudinghausen, con-
sisting of the parish of Ebbe with the townships of

Hillershausen and Niederschleidern, was annexed by
an agreement with its feudal lord, the Archbishop of

Cologne. Thus Waldeck once more had a Catholic
parish. Even now, the townships of Ebbe and Hillers-

hausen are almost entirely, while Niederschleidern
is still half, CathoUc. The ecclesia-stical jurisdic-

tion over the parish of Ebbe was retained by the
Archbishop of Cologne, but in 1821 the BuU "De
salute animarum" transferred it to the Bishop of

Paderborn. Waldeck received another Catholic
parish in 1900, that of Arolsen, a settlement estab-

hshed by Prince Friedrich Anton Ulrich. A third

parish, Korbach, was formed in 1911,

The Principality of PjTmont was in the Middle
Ages a fief of the bishops of Paderborn. It became
entirely Protestant. Towards the end of the eigh-

teenth centurj' Franciscans from Llidge held missions
there during the season of the year when it was fre-

quented as a watering-place. In 18.53 the State permit-
ted regular Sunday services, and in 1861 the parish

of P_\Tmont wiis formed. Before appointing a parish
priest the bishop must present the name of one candi-

date to the Government of Waldeck, or, in the case
of Arolsen, the names of two candidates. The Gov-
ernment has the right of objecting to each appoint-
ment. The candidate must swear to observe the
Constitution of Waldeck. The stipends of the
priests are paid out of the revenue of the church fund,

the church taxes, and allowances made by the Gov-
ernment and the prince. The houses of female
orders are: at Arolsen an institution for preparing
communicants called the St. Marienstift, conducted
by Sisters of St. Vincent from Paderborn; at Bad
Wildungen, a lodging-house and sanitarium, called

St. Liboriushaus, conducted by Franciscan Nuns; in

Pyrmont, St. Georgstift conducted by Franciscan
Nuns. There are no male orders, nor are there any
state laws as to the admission of orders. The Cath-
ohc community is increased in summer by the nu-
merous Polish agricultural labourers and in Pyrmont
and Bad Wildungen by a large number of visitors for

the cures. The pubhc primary schools are Lutheran.
In places where there is a Catholic minority, the
Catholics may demand the opening of a Catholic
public school at the pubhc expense, if for the last

previous ten years there have been on an average at
least fifty Catholic children of school-age. There
have been three Cathohc primary public schools since

the middle of the seventeenth centun,': at Ebbe, in

1910 (70 pupils^ at Hillershausen (42 pupils), and at

Niederschleidern (16 pupils). In 1911 there was
added to these three the Cathohc school at Arolsen,

which was founded in 1845 and had been until 1911
a private school. The Catholic school in Pyrmont,
open since 1882 (49 children), is supported by the
Catholic parish. Since 1911 a Cathohc primary
school (40 children) has existed at Korbach.
Wagner, Geschirhte Waldecks und Pyrmonls (Wildungen,

1888) ; ScHULTZE, Wahlccksche Reformationsgrschichle (Leipzig,

1902), Protestant: Freisen, Stoat und kath. Kirche in den
devUchm Bundesstaaten, I (Stuttgart, 1906), 2^3 sqq.

Hermann Sacher.

Walden CWaiidensis), Thomas. See Netter,
Thomas.

Waldenses (Waldensians), an heretical sect

which appe:ired in the second half of the twelfth

century and, in a considerably modified form, haa
survived to the present day.
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Name and Origix.—The name was derived from
Waldes their founder and occurs also in the variations
of Valdesu, Vallenses. Numerous other designations
were apphed to them; to their profession of extreme
poverty they owed the name of "the Poor"; from
their place of origin, Lyons, they were called "Leon-
istae"; and frequently the two ideas were combined
in the title "Poor Men of Lyons". Their practice of

wearing sandals or wooden shoes (sabots) caused
them to be named "Sandaliati", "Insabbatati",
"Sabbatati", "Sabotiers". Anxious to surround
their own liistory and doctrine with the halo of antiq-
uity, some Waldenses claimed for their churches an
Apostohc origin. The first Waldensian congregations,
it was maintained, were estabhshed by St. Paul who,
on his journey to Spain, \dsited the valleys of Pied-
mont. The historj- of these foundations was identi-

fied with that of primitive Chi'istendom as long as the
Church remained lowly and poor. But in the begin-
ning of the fourth century Po]5e Sylvester was raised

by Constantine, whom he had cured of leprosy, to a
position of power and wealth, and the Papacy became
unfaithful to its mission. Some Christians, however,
remained true to the Faith and practice of the early

days, and in the twelfth century a certain Peter
appeared who, from the valleys of the Alps, was
called "Waldes". He was not the founder of a new
sect, but a missionarj' among these faithful observers
of the genuine Christian law, and he gained numerous
adherents. This account was, indeed, far from being
universally accredited among the Waldenses; many
of them, however, for a considerable period accepted
as founded on fact the assertion that they originated
in the time of Constantine. Others among them con-
sidered Claudius of Turin (d. 840), Berengarius of

Tours (d. lOSS), or other such men who had preceded
Waldes, the first representatives of the sect. The
claim of its Constantinian origin was for a long time
credulously accepted as vahd by Protestant historians.

In the nineteenth century, however, it became evident
to critics that the Waldensian documents had been
tampered with. As a result the pretentious claims of

the Waldenses to high antiqtiity were relegated to the
realm of fable.

The real founder of the sect was a wealthy mer-
chant of Lyons who in the early dociunents is called

Waldes (Waldo) . To this name is added from 136S the
designation of Peter, assumed by him at his "conver-
sion", or more hkely attributed to him by his fol-

lowers. Few details concerning his personal history

are known; there are extant, however, two important
accounts of the complete change in his rehgious hfe;

one written about 1220 by a Premonstratensian
monk, usually designated as the "anonymous chroni-

cler of Laon"; the other by the Dominican Friar
and Inquisitor Stephen of Bourbon (d. about 1262),
and dates back to about the middle of the tliirteenth

century. The former writer assigns a prominent
place to the influence exercised on Waldes by the
history of St. Alexius, while the latter makes no
mention of it but speaks of his acquaintance with the
contents of the Bible through translations. The
history of Waldes's conversion may perhaps be re-

constructed in the foUowing manner. Desirous of

acquiring a knowledge of bibhcal teaching, Waldes
requested two priests to translate for him the four
Go.spels. In a similar manner he subsequently
obtained translations of other Biblical books and of

some writings of the Fathers. Through the reading
of these works he was attracted to the practice of

Christian perfection; his fervour increasecl when one
day he heard from an itinerant singer (iocultitor) the
history of St. Alexius. He now consulted a ma-ster

of theology on the best and surest way to salvation.

In answer the words of Christ to the rich young
man were cited to him: "If thou wilt be perfect, go
sell what thou hast, and give to the poor." (Matt.,

,xix, 21). Waldes immediately put into effect the
counsel of the Divine Master. He made over part
of his wealth to his wife, part to those from whom he
had acquired it, left some to the nuns of Fontevrault
in whose monastery he placed his two httle daughters,
and distributed the greatest part to the poor. On
the feast of the Assumption, 1176, he disposed of the
last of his earthly possessions and shortly after took
the vow of poverty. His example created a great stir

in Lyons and soon foimd imitators, particularly among
the lower and uneducated classes. A special confra-
ternity was established for the practice of apostolic
poverty. Its members almost immediately began
to preach in the streets and pubhc places and gained
more adherents. Their preaching, however, was
not unmiscd with error and was consequently pro-
hibited, according to Stephen of Bourbon, by the
Archbishop of Lyons, according to Walter Map,
present at the a,ssembly, by the Third General Lat-
eran Council (1179). The Waldenses, instead of
heeding the prohibition, continued to preach on the
plea that obedience is due rather to God than to man.
Pope Lucius III consequently included them among
the heretics against whom he issued a Bull of excom-
munication at Verona in 1184.

Doctri>.t;.—The organization of the Waldenses
was a reaction against the great splendoiu' and outward
display existing in the medieval Church; it was a
practical protest against the worldly fives of some
contemporary churchmen. Amid such ecclesiastical

conditions the Waldenses made the profession of ex-

treme poverty a prominent feature in their own fives,

and emphasized by their practice the need of the
much neglected task of preaching. As they were
mainly recruited among circles not only devoid of

theological training, but also lacking generally in

education, it was inevitable that error should mar
their teaching, and just as inevitable that, in conse-
quence, ecclesiastical authorities should put a stop to

their evangefistic work. Among the doctrinal

errors which they propagated was the denial of

purgatory, and of indulgences and prayers for the
dead. They denounced all lying as a grievous sin,

refused to take oaths and considered the shedding of

human blood unlawful. They consequently con-
demned war and the inffiction of the death penalty.

Some points in this teaching so strikingly resemble
the doctrines of the Cathari that the borrowing of the ^
Waldenses from them may be looked upon as a cer^
tainty. Both sects also had a similar organization,

being divided into two classes, the Perfect (perfecli)

and the Friends or BeHevers (amid or credentes).

(See Cathari and Albigenses.)
Among the Waldenses the perfect, bound by the

vow of poverty, wandered about from place to place

preaching. Such an itinerant fife was ill-suited for

the married state, and to the profession of poverty
they added the vow of chastity. Married persons
who desired to join them were permitted to dissolve

their union ^\'ithout the consent of their consort.

Orderly government was secured by the additional

vow of obedience to superiors. The perfect were
not allowed to perform manual labour, but were
to depend for their subsistence on the members of

the sect known as the friends. These continued
to five in the world, married, owned property, and
engaged in secular pursuits. Their generosity and
alms were to provide for the material needs of the

perfect. The friends remained in union with the

Catholic Church and continued to receive its sacra-

ments with the exception of penance, for which they
sought out, whenever possible, one of their own minis-

ters. The name Waldenses wa.s at first exclusively

reserved to the perfect; but in the course of the
thirteenth century the friends were also included
in the designation. The perfect were divided into

the three classes of bishops, priests, and deacons.
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The bishop, called "major" or "majoralis", preached
and administered the sacraments of penance, Eucha-
rist, and order. The celebration of the Eucharist,

frequent perhaps in the early period, soon took place

only on Holy Thursda}'. The priest preached and
enjoyed limited faculties for the hearing of confessions.

The deacon, named "junior" or "minor", acted as

a.«sistant to the higher orders and by the collection

of alms reheved them of all material care. The
bishop was elected by a joint meeting of priests and
deacons. In his consecration, as well as in the ordi-

nation of the other members of the clergy, the laying-

on of liands was the principal element; but the reci-

tation of the Our Father, so important in the Wal-
densian hturgy, was also a prominent feature. The
power of jurisdiction seems to have been exercised

exclusively by one bishop, known as "rector", who
was the highest executive officer. Supreme legislative

power was vested in the general convention or general

chapter, which met once or twice a year, and was
originally composed of the perfect but at a later date
only of the senior members among them. It con-

sidered the general situation of the sect, examined
the religious condition of the individual districts, ad-

mitted to the episcopate, priesthood, or diaconate,

and pronounced upon the admission of new members
and the expulsion of unworthy ones.

The Lombard communities were in several respects

more radical than the French. Holding that the
validity of the sacraments depends on the worthiness

of the minister and viewing the Catholic Church as

the commimity of Satan, they rejected its entire or-

ganization in so far as it was not based on the Scrip-

tures. In regard to the reception of the sacraments,

however, their practice w;is less radical than their

theory. Although they looked upon the Catholic
priests as unworthy ministers, they not infrequently

received communion at their hands and justified this

course on the ground that God nullifies the defect of

the minister and directly grants His grace to the wor-
thy recipient. /I'he present Waldcnsian Church may
be regarded as a Protestant sect of the Calvinistic

type. It recognizes as its doctrinal standard the con-
fession of faith published in 1655 and based on the
Reformed confession of 1559. It admits only two
sacraments, baptism and the Lord's Supper^ Su-
preme authority in the body is exercised by an annual
synod, and the affairs of the individual congregations
are administered by a consistory under the presidency
of the pastor.

History.—The Wnlilcnxes in France and Spain.—
The preaching of Waldes and his disciples obtained
immediate success not only in France, but also in

Italy and Spain. The Italian adherents at a very
early date constituted themselves independently. In
France the movement gained ground particularly in

the south, whence it spread to Northern Spain. The
Church sought to avert by persuasion the danger of
numerous defections. As early as 1191 a religious

conference wa-s held between Catholics and Waldenses
at a place which has not been recorded ; it was followed
by a second held at Pamiers in 1207. The latter
meeting brought about the return to the Church of
Duran of Huesca and several other Waldenses.
With the authorization of Innocent III they organ-
ized themselves into the special reUgious order
of the Poor Catholics for the conversion of the
Waldenses. This purpose was only attained in a
very small degree; but force soon checked the heretical
movement. In 1192 Bishop Otto of Toul ordered .all

Waldenses to be put in chains and be delivered up to
the episcopal tribunal. Two years later King W-
phonso II of Aragon bani.shcd them from his domin-
ions and forbade any one to furnisli them with shelter
or food. These provisions were renewed by Pedro II
at the Council of Oerona (1197), and death by burn-
ing was decreed against the heretics.

XV.—34

The French authorities seem to have proceeded
with less severity for a time. The Albigensian
wars, however, also reacted on the policy towards
the Waldenses, and in 1214 seven of these suffered
the death penalty at Maurillac. But it was only
toward the middle of the thirteenth century that the
heresy lost ground in Provence and Languedoc. It
did not disappear in these provinces until it was
merged in the Protestant Reformation movement,
while Spain and Lorraine were freed from it in the
course of the thirteenth century. The most con-
spicuous centre of Waldensian activity in France
during the later Middle Ages was Dauphin(5 and
the western slope of the Cottian Alps. The sect
seems to have been introduced into this territory
from Lombardy. From Dauphine and the valleys of
the Alps it carried on missionary work in all Southern
France to the Atlantic seaboard. In 1403 a deter-
mined effort was made to win back the Waldenses
of the valleys of Louise, Argentiere, and Freissinicres;
but the apostolic labours of even a St. Vincent Ferrer
were powerless. The Inquisition was equally unsuc-
cessful, as were also the stern measures of the local

civil authorities. The policy of repression was tem-
porarily abandoned under King Louis XI, who,
beUeving them to be orthodox, extended to the Wal-
denses of the above-mentioned vaUeys his royal pro-
tection in an ordinance of 1478.
This period of peace was followed in 1488 by a

crusade summoned by Innocent VIII against the Wal-
denses. The war did not succeed in stamping them
out. But, soon after, the Reformation profoundly
modified the sect's history and doctrinal develop-
ment. A deputation composed of G. Morel and P.
Masson was sent in 1530 to Switzerland for informa-
tion concerning the new religious ideas. On their
return journey Masson was arrested at Dijon and
executed; Morel alone safely accomplished his
mission. The report of this journey led to the
assembling of a general convention to which Farel
and other Swiss Reformers were invited. The meet-
ing was held at Chanforans in tlie valley of Angrogne
and the Reformed teaching substantially adopted
(1532). A minority opposed this course and vainly
sought to stem the tide of radicalism by an appeal for
assistance to the Bohemian Brethren. A new con-
vention held in the valley of St. Martin in 1533 con-
firmed the decisions of Chanforans. The open
adoi)tion of Protestantism soon led to persecution in

which Waldensianism disappeared from Provence
(1545). The history of the communities in other dis-

tricts became henceforth identified with that of
Protestantism in France.

The Waldc7ises in Italy and other Countries.—Italy
became a more permanent home of Waldensianism
and more active in missionary work than France.
During the very first years of Waldes's preaching,
converts to his views are mentioned in Lombardy.
They increased rapidly in number and were joined
by some members of the Order of the Humiliati. But
dissensions soon arose between the Waklensians in

France and in Lombardy. The latter organized
guilds of craftsmen, desired leaders of their own, and
refused admission among the perfect to married
persons without the consent of their consort. On
Waldes's refusal to sanction these points his followers
in Italy .seceded during the first decade of the thir-

teenth century. After his death a vain attempt at
reunion was made at Bergamo in 1218. The Italian
brancli after some time not only prospered in the
valleys of western Piedmont, but also established
important colonies in Calabria and Apulia. In
the fifteenth century communities hardly less impor-
tant are mentioned in the Papal States and other parts
of Central Italy.

The appearance of the \A'aIdcnse8 in the Diocese of
Strasburg is recorded in 1211 and the years 1231-
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1233 were marked in Germany by resolute efforts to
stamp out their errors. But soon, adherents of the
sect were found in Bavaria, Austria, and other sec-

tions. They spread in the north to the shores of the
Baltic Sea, and in the east to Bohemia, Poland and
Hungary. With the appearance of new heresies they
at times partly lost their distinctive character. In
Bohemia they amalgamated with the Hussites and
the Bohemian Brethren without losing all their pecu-
liarities.

Protestantism was still more readily accepted.
Not only were its teachings universally adopted, but
numerous Waldensian communities were merged in

the Protestant churches, the ItaUan congregations
alone retaining an independent existence and the
original name. Those in the Piedmontese valleys
enjoyed religious peace from 1536-1559, owing to the
political dependence of the districts upon France.
A contrary pohcy was pursued by the Dukes of Savoy;
but the Waldenses at the very outset successfully

resisted, and in 1561 were granted in certain districts

the free exercise of their reUgion. In 1655 violence
was again fruitlessly resorted to. Later in the same
century (1686, 1699) some of them, under stress

of renewed persecution, emigrated to Switzerland
and Germany. In Piedmont civil equality was
granted them in 1799 when the French occupied the
country. They enjo.yed this peace until the down-
fall of Napoleon I, but again lost it at the return of the
house of Savoy. From 1816 onward, however, grad-
ual concessions were made to the Waldenses, and in

1848 Charles Albert granted them complete and per-

manent liberty. Renewed activity has since marked
their history. They founded in 1855 a school of theology
at Torre Pellice and transferred it to Florence in

1860. Through emigration they have spread to

several cities of Southern France, and also to North
and South America. There are five congregations in

Uruguay and two in Argentina. Three colonies have
settled in the United States: at Wolfe Ridge, Texas;
Valdese, North Carolina; and Monett, Missouri.
The communities which in the seventeenth century
settled in Germany have since severed their connex-
ion with the church and abandoned their original

language. In Hesse-Darmstadt they were prohibited
the use of French in 1820-21; in Wiirtemberg they
joined the Lutheran State Church in 1823. The
present Waldensian Church has an aggregate mem-
bership of about 30,000; it receives financial support
from the "American Waldensian Aid Society"
founded in 1906, and from a similar organization in

Great Britain.

Anontmus Laitdunensis, Chronicon Universale in Bouqcet,
Recueil des historiens des Gaules et dela Franre, XIII (Paris, 1786).
680 sqq.; Stephen of Bourbon, Tractatus de septem donis Spiri-
tus Sancti in DE LA Marche, Ajiecdoles historiques (Paris, 1877),
290-99, 307-14; Moneta. Adversus Catharos et Valdenses, ed.
RiccHlNi (Rome, 1743); Perrin. Histoire des Atbigeois (Geneva.
1G18): Idem. Hisfoire des Vaudois (ibid., 1619); Maitland, Facts
and Documents illustrative of the History of the Ancient Waldenses
(London. 1832) ; Dieckhoff, Die Waldenser im MittelaUer (Got-
tingen, 1851) ; Bernard of Fontcaude. Liber adversus Walden-
sium sectam in P. L., CCIV, 793-840; Dollinger, Beitrdge zur
Sektengeschichie des Mittelalters (Munich, 1890); Schaff, Creeds of
Christendom (New York, 1877), I. 565-80, 874-81; III, 757-770,
799-806; Curtis. .4 History of Creeds and Confessions of Faith
(Edinburgh, 1911); Chabrand, Vaxidois et Protestants des Alpes
(Grenoble, 1886) ; Brunel. Les Vatidois des Alpes Franqaises
(Paris, 1888); Chevauer, Mimoire historique sur les hMsies du
Dauphin^ (Valence, 1890); Lea, History of the Inquisition during
the Middle Ages (New York, 18SS); LfOER. Histoire gSnirale des
Iglises hangUiques des valines de Piimoni ou Vaudoise^ (Leyden,
1669) : Gll.LY, Narrative of an Excursion to the Mountains of Pied-
mont (London. 1827); Idem, Waldensian Researches (ibid., 1831);
Muston. tr. Hazutt. The Israel of the Alps (2nd ed., London,
1S53); Melia. The Origin, Persecutions and Doctrines of the
Waldenses (London, 1870); Markt in Kalb, Kirchcn u. Sekten
der Grarnu'arl (2nd ed., Stuttgart, 1907) ; Gibson, The Waldenses,
their Home and Historj/ (Edinburgh, 1903) ; XiARTiNft. DieWaldesier
u. die husitisrhc Reformation in Bdhmen (Vienna and Leipzig,
1910); MusTON, liihliogrnphie hisloriqueet documentaire de Vlsracl
des Alpes (Paris, 18.51) ; Todd, The Books of the Vaudois preserved
in Trinity College, Dublin (London, 1865).

N, A. Weber,

Waldo, Peter. See W.u.denses.

Waldsassen (settlement in the woods), Abbey
OF, on the River Wondreb, Upper Palatinate, near the
border of Bohemia, in the Diocese of Ratisbon. This
celebrated Cistercian monastery was founded by Ger-
wich von Wolmundstein, a Benedictine monk of the
Abbey of Sigeberg, with the permission of his former
Abbot Kuno, then Bishop of Ratisbon. Gerwich
built the monastery (1128-32). The original com-
munity was sent to Waldsassen from Volkenrod, in

Thuringia, of the line of the Abbey of Morimond.
The first abbot was elected in 1133. Soon the mon-
astery became one of the most renowned and powerful
of the times. As the number of monks increased,

several important foundations were made: Sedhtz
and Ossegg in Bohemia; Walderbach, near Ratisbon;
etc. Several of its thirty-seven abbots up to the
Reformation were illustrious for sanctity and learn-

ing; of them Hermann the seventh, and John the
seventeenth, as well as Gerwich, its founder, and
Wigand, the first prior, are commemorated in the
menology.
From the middle of the fourteenth century Waldsas-

sen alternated with periods of prosperity and deca-
dence; wars, famines, excessive taxation, and perse-
cution from the Hussites made it suffer much.
During the Bavarian War (loOl) the monastery,
church, and farm- buildings were burned, but im-
mediately afterwards rebuilt, and the new church
consecrated in 1517. A few years later part of the
buildings were again destroyed during war, and beau-
tifully restored bj' George III (1531-37), who was the
hist of the first series of abbots. From 1537 to 1560
administrators were appointed by civil authorities.

Frederick III, Elector Palatine, named his brother
Richard, a Protestant, for this office. The monks were
then forced to apostatize or flee, or were put to death.
For about a himdred years it remained in this condi-
tion, during which time it was almost totally burned
in the Swedish war. After the Peace of Westphalia
the Catholic religion was restored in Bavaria. In
1669 Waldsas.sen was restored to the Cistercians, and
in 1690 Albrecht, first of the second series of abbots
(six in number), was elected. The buildings were
sumptuously rebuilt, and the number of religious

again became considerable. It became especially

renowned for its hospitality, particularly during the
famines of 1702-03 and 1772-73, and during the
French Revolution. Under Abbot Athanasius (1793-

1803) science and learning were highly cultivated.

When the monastery fell under the laws of suppression
in 1803 it numbered over eighty members, who were
dispersed after having been granted a pension by the
Crown, which confiscated all their possessions. In
1863 the remnants of the old abbey were bought by
the Cistercian Nuns of Seligenthal; the following year
they took possession, established monastic enclosure,

and opened an institute for the education of girls.

Finally it was erected into a regular monastery, with
novitiate, to which many candid;ites have been ad-
mitted; to-day the monastery numbers over a hundred
nuns.
JoNGEUNUs, Notitia Abbatiarum Ord. Cisterciensis (Cologne,

1840); Manrique, Annates Cistercienses (Lyons); Sartorius,
Cistercium Bis-Tertium (Prague, 1700); Brunner, Ein Cister-
zienserhuch (Wiirzburg, 18S1); Winter. Die Cistercienser des
NordasUichen Deulschlands (Gotha, 1868): Binhack. Die Aeble
des Cislercienser Slifls Waldsassen tISS-lSOe (Eichstatt. 1887);
Idem, Geschichte des Cistercienscrstiftes Waldsassen 1661-1756
(Ratisbon, 1888); Idem, Geschichte des Cislercienser Sliftcs Wald-
sassen 1766-1702 (Eichstatt, 1896); Idem. Geschichte des Cisler-

cienser Ablei Waldsassen 1791-I79S (Bregenz, 1900); Idem,
Geschichte des Cislercienser Sliftes Waldsassen ISOO-ISOS (Pas-
sau, 1897); Kalender far Kalholische Christen (Sulzbach. 1867);
Dubois, Histoire de Morimond (Dijon, 1852); Chrono-Topo-
graphia Cong. Cist. S. Bemardi per Superiorem Germaniam
(1720); Janauschek, Originum Cisterciensium, I (Vienna. 1877);
Calalogus personarum religiosarum S. Ord. Cisterciensis (Rome,
1906); two MSS., one of the old history of Waldsassen and the
other of its present condition.

Edmond M. Obrecht.
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Waldseemiiller (Grseeized Ilacomilus), Martin,
learned Humanist and celebrated cartographer, b.

at Wolfenweiler near Fribfjurg, or in Fribourg itself,

about 1475; d. as a canon of St-Die in Lorraine, prob-
ably at the beginning of 1522. The first authentic
information concerning Waldseemuller is to be found
in the matriculation register of the University of Fri-

bourg, where his name is entered on 7 December, 1490,

as "Martinus WalzenmuUer de Friburgo Constan-
tiensis Diocesis". His father moved about 1475 from
Wolfenweiler to Fribourg; his mother seems to have
been a native of Radolfzell on Lake Constance.
There is no documentary evidence as to Martin's
course of study at the university; it is plain, however,
that he studied theology, for in 1514 he applied as a
cleric of the Diocese of Constance for a canonry at St-

Di6, and obtained it. That he began early to devote
himself to geographical and chartographical studies is

also clear from his great masterpieces of geographical

map-making which estabhshed his fame as early as

1507: the great map of the world and wall-map con-

taining the name America; the small globe that also

gives the name America, and the text to accompan3'
the map and the globe, the much prized "Cosmo-
gi-aphia; introductio ", which among other things gives

the reason for the use of the name America on the
map and globe, and contains, as an appendix, a Latin
translation of the four journeys of Amerigo Vespucci.

The title of this remarkable work, one of so much
importance especially for America, is: "Cosmo-
graphia; introductio cum quibusdam geometrise ac
astronomia> principiis ad earn rem necessariis. In-

super quatuor Anierici Vespucii navigationes. Uni-
versalis Cosmographias descriptio tam in sohdo quam
piano, eis etiam insert is, qus Ptholomaeo ignota a
nuperis reperta sunt". The map of the world of

1.507, entitled "Universalis cosmographia secundum
Ptholoma>i traditionem et Americi Vespucii alio-

rumquo lustrationes", attracted the same attention
upon its rediscovery by the writer of the present
article as it did when first pubUshed. As \\'aldsee-

mliller himself states, a thousand copies of the map
were issued. Of these only a single copy seems to

have been preser\-ed, and this was found in the library

of Prince von A\'aldburg-Wolfegg-\\'aldsee in the
Castle of Wolfegg in Wiirtemberg. The map consists

of twelve sections engraved on wood, and is arranged
in three zones, each of which contains four sections;

each section measuring to its edge 18x24J/^ inches.

The map, thus covering a space of about 36 square
feet, represents the earth's form in a modified Ptole-
maic coniform projection with curved meridians. It

produced a profound and lasting impression on chart-
ography, being of a wholly new type and representing
the earth with a grandeur never before attempted.
The preservation of the single copy of the map is due
to the fact that the noted chartographer, Johannes
Schoner, bound the different sheets together in a
cover.

.\fter completing the great pubhcation of 1.507,

Waldseemuller and his friend Matthias Ringmann
(Philesius) devoted themselves to completing the new
Latin edition of the geography of Ptolemy. While
Ringmann corrected the texts of the editions of

Ptolemy i-ssued at Rome and Ulm by means mainly of

a manuscript Greek text borrowed from Italy that is

now known as the "Cod. Vatic. Grsec. 191", Wald-
seemtiller went over the accompanying maps and sup-
plemented them by the addition of twenty modem
ones, "which may be regarded as the first modern
atlas of the world" (Xordcnskiold, "Facsimile-
Atlas"). In these chartographical labours Waldsee-
miiller was aided by the secretary of Duke Ren6 of

Lorraine, Canon Gaulthier Lud, who provided the
necessary materials for the maps and the expenses of

the printing. Waldseemuller sought in 1511 to inter-

est Rent's son and successor, Duke Antoine, in his

chartographical labours by dedicating to him the first

printed wall map of Central Europe, the "Carta
itineraria Europae", which has also been preserved in

one copy found by Professor Dr. von Wicser. It does
not appear, however, that Waldseemiiller succeeded
in this effort, for the publication of the edition of
Ptolemy was not, as intended, at the expense of Lud
and with the aid of the duke, but at the ex-pense of
Oessler and Uebehn, citizens of Strasburg. Waldsee-
miiller's name is not mentioned in this celebrated edi-
tion of Ptolemy of 1513, although he seems to have
taken part in the production of the work as printer;
he calls himself exphcitly in a letter written at this
date in Strasburg: "clerc du diocese de Constance,
iinprimeur, demeurant a Strassburg" (cleric of the
Diocese of Constance, printer, living at Strasburg).

After the completion of the Strasburg edition of
Ptolemy and after he had obtained the canonry at
St-Die, to which Duke Antoine had the right of
presentation, Waldseemiiller zealously continued his
chartographical labours in the httle city of the Vosges
Mountains. In addition to the map of the world in
the " Margarita Philosophica nova" (Strasburg, 1515),
issued by Gregorius Reisch, another result of his ex-
haustive research is the "Carta marina navigatoria"
of 1516, which fairly competes in size and value with
the great map of the world of 1507. It is markedly
superior to the map of 1507 in its artistic ornamenta-
tion, and there are many important changes from the
former map. It was so favourably received that the
celebrated printer of Strasburg, J. Grieninger, appUed
to Waldseemiiller to prepare German inscriptions for

the map and to supply it with a fully illustrated Ger-
man text so as to make it accessible to a greater num-
ber of persons. Waldseemiiller began at once to make
the prchminary preparations for this task, but death
prevented him from completing it, as it also prevented
his finishing a new edition of Ptolemy which was to be
of a more convenient size and was to have an ex-
planatory text and a large number of illustrations.

Both these undertakings were completed by the
physician Laurentius Fries; unfortunately, what he
produced did not equal the work of his predecessor.
Much credit, however, is due the modesty with which
Fries, in the Strasburg edition of Ptolemy of 1525,
deprecates being praised for simply having reduced in

form the work of another to whom the praise is due.
Waldseemiiller's maps and exi)lanations are retained
almost without change in the editions of Ptolemy of
the years 1525, 1.535, and 1.541, while important emen-
dations were made in the text of Ptolemy. Waldsee-
miiller imdoubtedly was one of the most distinguished
chartographers of his time, and his work made a
marked impression upon the development of chart-
ography.

D'AvE8AC, Martin Hylacomylus WaltzemUUer, ses ourrages et ses
collahorateuTS (Paris. 1867): Gallois, Les geographes aUemands de
la Renaisnance (Paris, 1890): Idem. Am^ic Vespuce et hs giog-
raphes de Saini-Dii in BuUeiin de la soci^ti de giographie de I'Eat
(Nancy, 1900): Fischer and von Wieser. Die alteate Kane mil
dem Namen Amerika aus dem Jahre 1607 u. die Carta Marina aus
dem Jahre 1616 des M. Waldseemuller illacomihts) (Innsbruck,
1903); Idem in the introduction of The Cosmographia Introductio
of Martin Waldseemiiller in Facsimile, ed. Herbermann (New
York, 1907); Flamm, Die Herkunft des Cosmographen M. Wald-
seemuller {WaUenmUUer) in Zeitschrift /fir die Gesch. des Ober-
rheins (Heidelberg, 1912), 42 sq.

Jos. Fischer.

Walenburch, Adrian and Peter von, auxiliary
bishops of Cologne and celebrated controversial

theologians, b. at Rotterdam at the beginning of the
seventeenth century, exact dates of birth unknown;
Adrian d. at Mainz, or Wiesbaden, 11 or 14 Septem-
ber, 1669; Peter d. at Cologne, 21 Dec, 1675. The
early accounts of the brothers do not agree as to
whether they were Protestants or Cathohcs in their
youth. The brothers studied law in France and
received the doctorate in civil and canon law. After
returning to Rotterdam they studied Catholic theol-
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ogy. On account of the religious turmoil in Holland
they went to Germany, U\'ing at the Court of the Duke
of Pfalz-Neuburg at Dusseldorf till 1646, when they
went to Cologne. There in 1647 Adrian was made a
cathedral canon. In 1661 the Archbishop and Elec-

tor of Cologne, Maximihan Heinrich of Bavaria,
appointed Adrian Auxiharj' Bishop and Vicar-General

retained. Wales is in French Pays de Galles, from
Latin Gallia, Low Latin Wallia. In the Middle
Ages the Welsh coined in their own tongue a name of

similar origin for their country, when, in poetry
only, they termed it Gwalia. The Welsh language,
however, has no cognate word for the people them-
selves; they have, ever since the days of the Saxon

of Cologne and consecrated him titular Bishop of Heptarchy, styled themselves b}' no other title than
Adrianople on 30 Nov., 1661. The younger brother,

Peter, became a canon of the collegiate Churches of

St. Peter and St. Victor at Mainz; in 16.58 he was made
titular Bishop of Mysia and au.xiliary bishop to the
Archbishop and Elector Johann Philip von Schon-
bom. The last years of his stay at Mainz coincide

with the first years of Leibniz's residence at the Court
of Mainz. Peter aided Leibniz in his theological

studies in connexion with his

scheme of ecclesiastical reunion.

After Adrian's death Peter was
appointed in 1669 Auxiliaiy
Bishop of Cologne. The brothers
were noted for their theological

learning; they were also volumi-
nous ^Titers in theological contro-

versy with Protestants. Peter was
the chief author of their joint

works. They also engaged in

literary controversy with many
learned Protestant theologians. -

Coccejus, Crocius, Hulsem:iii

Dannhauer, and Drehncou.
Their works are distinguished liy

clear and thorough reasoning,

and a moderate charitable tone.

The most noted of the conversions

effected by the brothers is that of

the Landgrave Ernst of Hesse-
Rheinfels, at Cologne in 1652.

Their collected works were issued

in two volumes folio (Cologne,
1669-71). The first volume con-
tains mainly the exposition of

principles, partly in treatises which lay the funda-
mental basis, partly in further discussions with Protes-

tant opponents. The last treatise is a satire on Ohver
Cromwell as the protector of Protestantism. The
second volume "Tractatus speciales de controversiis

Cymry. The etymology of this word has been a much
debated question, but in the opinion of Sir John RhyK
(a prime authority) it is compounded of the British

con bro and means "compatriots"—the federated
tribes of ancient Britain who together contested the
soil of their native land with the Germanic invader.

In Welsh Cymru means Wales, Cymm a Welshman,
Cymraes a Welshwoman, and Cymry Welshmen.

Ethnology.—The early Welsh
were an association of tribes

united in a common cause
against a common foe; and whilst
they were designated by that foe

"the aUens", they called them-
selves "the federated patriots".

In the main the Welsh were
Britons. The reason why they
did not continue to style them-
.selves Britons was that they were
not wholly British, nor even
wholly Celtic. Some of their

iribes were Celts of the Bry-
tlionic, or British, stock, others
belonged to the earlier Goidehc,
or Gaelic, division of the Celtic

race, whom the Britons, a later

Celtic immigration, had subdued
and partially absorbed. The
Goidels, moreover, were in great

part made up of yet older, non-
Aryan, peoples whom they and
their predecessors had succes-

sively conquered. The Welsh,
therefore, racially represent an

unknown series of the earliest settlers in Britain;

they arc not merely Ancient Britons, but the
heirs of aD the aborigines of the island, from the
cave-men downwards. Though the Cymry knew
enough of their racial history to call themselves

fidei" (Cologne, 1671) contains seventeen treatises on a federation, they cared nothing about the origins of

their Teutonic foes. The invaders came from various
countries of northern Europe, and it was the Angles or

English who eventually gave their name to the new
nation. It was, however, the West Saxons who
formed the advance guard of the Germanic invasion,

and Saeson (sing. Sais) was the term appUed by the
Welsh to the unwelcome visitors.

Definition.—When we come to define the precise

bounds and limits of Wales, we at once face a difficulty

which has hardly yet been satisfactorily met by geog-

special subjects.
FopPENS. Bibl. betgica, II (Brussels, 1739), 1018-9, with por-

traits; Hartzheim. Bibl. coloniensis (Cologne. 1747), 8-9, 285-86;
R.iss, Die ConverliUn seit der Reformation, VII (Freiburg, 1868),
397-443, on pp. 405-43 is given the first paragraph of the reasons
of Landgrave Ernst of He.^se for returning to the Church: Hurter,
Nomenclalor lilemrius, IV (3d ed.. Innsbruck. 1910), 79-S2;
Werner, Gesch. der apolog. und polem. Literatur, IV (SchafE-
hausen, 1865), 586-7.

Fhiedrich Laucheht.

Wales is that western portion of Great Britain

which lies between the Irish Sea and the River Dee raphers. The most perplexing disagreement prevails

on the north, the counties (or portions of the counties) among oTiters as to what exactly Wales is; and the

of Chester, Salop, Hereford, and Gloucester on the question is variously answered, according to the
east, the estuary of the Severn on the south-east, the views of each individual on points of nationality

—

Bristol Channel on the south, and Saint George's views usually influenced by his racial and political

Channel on the west. prejudices. One opinion is that Wales consists of

Name.—The name Wales has been given to this twelve particular counties, and that its eastern boun-
country not by its own inhabitants but by the Teu-
tonic occupiers of England, and means "the territory

of the alien race". "Welsh" (German Wdhch) im-
plies a people of either Latin or Celtic origin living in

a land near or adjoining that of the Teutons; thus
W&lschland is an obsolescent, poetical German term
for Italy. After an invasion lasting 330 years, the

dary is identical with that of the eastern-most of those
twelve counties. This is the popular, English, school-

manual view. According to another view, Wales has
thirteen counties, Monmouthshire being the thir-

teenth, in addition to the above twelve. The English
and anglicized inhabitants of the thirteenth county
vehemently deny the correctness of its inclusion.

Anglican, Saxon, jind Jutish "comelings" liaving They point to the fact that, although Henry VIII had
driven the earlier "homelings" into the hill-country declared the lhirt(-en counties to constitute the Prin-

of the west by steady encroachments and spasmodic cijiality of Wales, a statute of Charles II so far

conquests, the names Wales and Welsh were detached Monmouthshire from the others as to

applied to the ancient people and the land they annex it to the O.xford Assize Circuit. To this the
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nationalists reply that a council sitting round a table

in London could no more unmake Wales than they

could transform England into Scotland, or Derby-
shire into a part of Ireland.

Any declaration by a government as to what terri-

tory shall or shall not be considered as AA'ales is

obviously a political arrangement and cannot affect

the concrete facts of the case. Although no Act of

Parliament applying to Wales afTects Monmouthshire
unless that county is expressly mentioned, Mon-
mouthshire is as Welsh as Merionethshire. It has,

indeed, historical associations which might entitle it

to be considered the premier county of Wales. On
the grounds of history, ethnology, and language, it

is necessary to include hkewise certain western par-

ishes in Shropshire, Herefordshire, and Gloucester-

shire as forming part of the real Wales, that is to say,

of Wales as we are about to define the term. It

would seem, in fact, that the only true and compre-
hensive definition of Wales is as follows:—Wales is

that territory north of the Bristol Channel which,
since the subjection of South Britain by the English,

has continuously been peopled by the descendants of

its original pre-Germanic inhabitants. This includes

the thirteen whole counties, with certain parishes

in the shires of Salop, Hereford, and Gloucester; and
in some jilaces the boundary passes east of Offa's

Dyke, the Umit made by the victorious King of the
Mercians in 779.

Counties.—The following are the names of the
counties of Wales, with their Welsh equivalents:

North Wales ( Y Gogledd): Flintshire (Flint); Den-
bigshire (Dinbych); Carnarvonshire (Caernarfon);
Anglesea (Mon) ; Merionethshire (Meirionydd) ; Mont-
gomeryshire (Trefaldwj'n)

.

South Wahs (Y Deheudir): Cardiganshire (Aber-
teifi); Radnorshire (Maesv-fed); Pembrokeshire (Pen-
fro) ; Carmarthenshire (CaerfjTddin) ; Brecknockshire
(Brjxheiniog); Glamorgan (Morganwg); Monmouth-
shire (Mynwy). The County of Glamorgan is not
rightly styled a shire; "Glamorganshire", though the

term is often used, is a misnomer. This rule has been
authoritatively settled within the la-st few years and is

observed in State documents. In Shropshire the
hundreds of Oswestry and Clun, and in Herefordshire
those of Ewyas Lacy, Webtree and Wormelow, are the
portions of adjoining English counties which must be
included in a logical and complete survey of Wales.
Even in Gloucestershire, the westernmost parishes
north of the Severn and east of the Wye—notably
Newland, Saint Briavel's, and Llancaut—are at least

as much Welsh as Enghsh by their history. It will

thus be seen that the eastern boundary of the true
Wales is widely different from that traced by the hand
of custom and convention.

Physical Features.—That the Celts and pre-

Aryans of South Britain were able to preserve them-
selves as a federation of non-Germanic peoples in the
western parts of the island w-as doubtless due to the
physical character of the country, which the Romans
named "Britannia Secunda", and the English called

Wales. "Hen Gymni fynyddig, paradwys y bardd"
(Mountainous old Wales, paradise of the bard);
this is true only in a rough and rather poetical sense.

Such mountains as Snowden (Wel.sh Eryri) in North
Wales, Plinhmmon (Putnllyman) in Central Wales,
and Sugarloaf (Pen-y-fnn) in South Wales can justly
claim the title of mountain; hut, for the most part, the
altitudes in Wales are rather to be regarded as big hills

than as little mountains, and are oftener round or
hummock-shaped than peaked or precipitous. There
are, moreover, many wide areas of plain and fen, e.«ipe-

cially along the Severn estuan,' and the southern coast.
On the whole, the surface of the country is beautifully
diversified, hills, valleys, rivers, and sea combining to

produce scenery of world-wide renown. In North
Wales the views arc generally grander than in the

south, where the coast-line is tamer and the country
more pastoral than wild and awe-inspiring. In both
halves of the principality there is abundance of woods
and heath, while pasture predominates over aral)le

land, especially since the decline of agriculture which
marked the close of the nineteenth century.
Agriculture.—Farming is carried on in every

county, though greatly restricted b}' the mines and
factories of the coal and iron districts. Grain has never
been largely produced in Wales, save in such purely
agricultural locaUties as Welsh Herefordshire and the
Vale of Glamorgan. On the other hand, milk, but-
ter, eggs, poultry, and butcher's meat have always
been a staple product. The close grass of the hills

produces the famous small "Welsh mutton" whose
flavour is so pecuUarly sweet. The ancient Welsh
breed of cattle was small and black. It is now ex-
tinct or nearly so; but from it are descended the large
black cattle of Carmarthenshire, which are them-
selves giving place to the fine brown-and-white " Here-
fordshires". The immemorial use of oxen for plough-
ing died out at the middle of the last century.
Mines.—The mines and ironworks of \A'ales, though

some are to be found in the north, are principally in

Glamorgan and West Monmouthshire. The Romans
worked seams of coal which lay near the surface, on
the sides of some hiUs in South Wales, and this primi-
tive mode of obtaining the mineral from levels or adits
was continued down to modern times by the farmers,
for obtaining domestic supplies of fuel. Towards the
close of the eighteenth century, however, with the use
of steam and machinery for pumping and winding, the
practice of deep sinking, and other improved methods
gradually jiroduced the highly complex tJ^^e of coal-

mine of to-day. Mining and the attendant industries,

while augmenting the material prosperity of Wales,
have ruined much of her loveUest scenery. It is com-
monly remarked that (ow-ing to some natural laws as

yet undiscovered) it is always the most beautiful val-

leys which are found to contain iioal in commercially
requisite conditions and quantity. Limpid stream,
bird-haunted grove, and flowery glade then give place
to a labyrinth of mechanism, a black desert of coal-

dust and mine refuse, and leagues of mean and depres-
sing streets.

Population.—The populations of the counties of

Wales varj' according to the industriaUsm of each.
The inhabitants in the coal districts outnumber those
of all the rest of the principality. Glamorgan is by
far the most populous county. Some rural districts

have been so drained of their inhabitants in the last

thirty years, that they can best be described as wilder-

nesses dotted with ruinous dwellings. The original

population has been to some extent replaced by im-
migrants from England, but only to a small degi-ee in

the country parts. Gloucestershire, Somersetshire,
and the south of Ireland are the districts which have
most largely recruited the population of South Wales,
chiefly by settlement in the big towns. Mid-Wales
receives its foreign influx princijially from the Mid-
lands of England. North Wales is indebted to Man-
chester, Liverpool, and Chester for its fresh blood, but
there is also some immigration from Ireland to the
more jtopulous centres.

The Welsh, though mainly a Celtic nation, are a
composite folk made up of Celts and of many pre-

Aryan i)eoples—a melange of all the aborigines of the
Isle of Britain. Remains of paleoUthic man have
been found in the limestone caves of the Wye VaUey,
along with bones of the cave-bear, hyena, etc. How
far this early human race has influenced the Welsh-
man of the present age, it is impossible to say; but
there is no doubt that the racial tj-pe known as the
"small dark Welsh", prevalent in certain districts

(and, curiously, indigenous in the coal valleys of the
south), is that of the latest pre-Aryan folk with whom
the first Celtic immigrants came in contact. That
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race has been identified with the Basques of the PjTe-
nees and the Berbers of North Africa. Though there

are no Unguistic evidences to support either identifica-

tion, there are reasons for believing that the "small
dark" Welshmen are of the same race as the original

Iberians of Spain and Portugal. It is, in any case, cer-

tain that they are the Silurians of the period of the

Roman invasion under Claudius (a. d. 43). We are

on equally sure ground in saying that the Celts of the

first immigration, the Gael (akin to the Irish, High-

land Scots, and Manx), have preserved their racial

identity more or less completely in certain parts of

both North and South Wales. The largest section of

the Welsh nation, however, are Celts of the British

stock, a pure tribe of which stretches in a wide bantl

across Central Wales. Many of the ogham and Latin

inscriptions on rude stone monuments of the Romano-
British period in Wales were evidently made not

by British but by Gaelic Celts. It is, however, as yet

uncertain what "proportion (if any) of these stones

commemorate invaders from Ireland.

History and Language.—After an occupation

lasting 360 years, the Romans left a Britain which was
thoroughly permeated by the civilization of the

Empire. In this Wales largely participated, though it is

chiefly in South-east Wales tbat the traces of Imperial

Rome must be sought. Recent excavation has exposed

vast remains of the power and luxury of the conquering

race, at (^aerwent in Monmouthshire (once a seaport
)

;

and at Caerleon, in the same county, classical an-

tiquity competes with Arthurian romance for the visi-

tor's attention. Many Welsh pedigrees assign to ex-

isting families a Roman ancestor in the person of some
official who lived in the period between the departure

of the legions and the Saxon Conquest. It is, how-
ever, chiefly in the domains of language and religion

that Rome has left an abiding imprint on Wales.

Welsh, as a branch of the Celtic family of languages,

has close affinities with Latin; but, besides, has bor-

rowed much from her It alic sister. An enormous pro-

portion of Welsh words are direct importations from

Latin, modified by generations of Welsh-speakers.

Particularly is this the case with words expressive of

religious, theological, and ecclesiastical ideas. Very
few of these are of other than Roman origin. This

fact is, of course, owing to the circumstances which

attended the introduction of Christianity into Britain.

The first Christians in this island were persons who
had come in with the Roman army, and in due course

these foreign Christians were sufficiently nimierqus to

form congregations in the principal colonue of Britain.

There was a Roman bishop at Caerleon, where a large

garrison was permanently quartered. Lucius, the
" King of Britain" whom the "Liber pontificalis" rep-

resents as sending a letter to Pope Saint Eleutherius

asking to be made a Christian "by his mandate",

would seem to have been a native regulus of Gwent,

the region in which Caerleon is situated. It was inevi-

table that the Britons, deriving all their knowledge of

Christianity from Rome and the Romans, should

adopt Latin words for their new Christian termin-

ology. So it comes that the Welsh for such words (to

cite a few typical instances) as holiness, faith, charity,

grace, hell, "purgatory, sacrament, mass, vespers, pope,

bishop, priest, deacon, abbot, monk, church, hospital,

altar, chasuble, cross, parish, saint, mart\T, anchoret,

cell, gospel, consecration, baptism, Christmas, the

Epiphany, Lent, Easter, and a thousand otliers, is in

each case the Latin word, modified by the laws of

Welsh phonology. " Sacramcntum " has become sac-

rafen; "episcopiis", esgnh; " ecclcsm", eglwys; "altar",

allor; "Caresima", Carawi/s; and so on.

Welsh holds a position between Munster Irish on

the side of Gaelic, and Cornish on the side of the

British division of Celtic—but much nearer the latter.

It is not so soft as Irish or Cornish, yet very musical.

Its gutturals and aspirate lis sound rough to foreign

ears, and an EngUsh writer has picturesquely de-
scribed Welsh as "a language half blo^vTi away by the
wind"; but there can be no question as to its richness
in pure vowel-sounds or its masculine force. During
the past century English has unceasingly encroached
upon the ancient tongue, driving the linguistic bound-
ary ever further west. Industries, railways, and pub-
lic elementary schools have been the chief enemies of

Welsh, and the extinction of this venerable speech
must be looked for in the next generation or two. The
language, nevertheless, shows marvellous vitaUty in

the face of odds, and a widespread literarj' revival has
brightened its declining years.

After the departure of the Romans from Britain,

the native inhabitants retained a semblance of Roman
institutions. Considerable vestiges of these remained
among the Welsh in the time of the Saxon Heptarchy.
The clan system and other Celtic customs, however,
which Roman rule had recognized, continued in force

long after imperial forms were forgotten. Only for

a brief period were the Welsh united under one sover-
eign, in the successive reigns of Rhydderch Mawr
(Roderick the Great) and his son Howel Dda, or the
Good, both of whom were strong rulers and wise
legislators. The laws of Howel Dda are yet extant.
They commence with a declaration that the king had
obtained their sanction by the Pope of Rome, and
their tenor is one of reverence for the Christian
Faith and Church. It was only by slow degrees that
the native laws and customs were ousted by Anglo-
Norman usages and the machinery of feudahsm. The
feudal system, indeed, hardly penetrated beyond the

borderland (called the Marches) where, in their

castles and walled towns, dwelled the Palatine lords

who held those lands by right of conquest. By Henry
VIII the laws of the principahty, native and feudal,

were assimilated to those of England—though certain

peculiar legal institutions, such as the courts of great

session, remained till the reign of William IV. At
the same time Wales was divided into counties or

shires, some of which were based on and named after

the ancient lordships. Though possessing many old

boroughs, Wales had no capital town until a few years

ago. In 190.5 King Edward VII by royal charter

conferred on the county borough of Cardiff the rank
of a city, and gave to its chief magistrate the title of

lord mayor. This action afforded great satisfaction

to the Welsh people, inasmuch as Cardiff is superior

to any other town in Wales both in commerical impor-
tance and in antiquity. Its history goes back to the

Roman occupation, and the place is finked with
Llandaff, the oldest episcopal see. These consider-

ations have earned for Cardiff universal recognition

as the capital of Wales.
Religion.—The religion of the pre-Aryan inhabi-

tants of Britain was a nature-worship which included

certain animals among its divinities. The Celtic

refigious system was likewise a nature-cult, but
resembled that of the Greeks, Latins, and other

.\ryans in deifying abstract ideas rather than material

objects. Hence the gods of the Britons were equa-

tions of those of their Roman conquerors—Nudd, or

Nodens, being the Celtic equivalent of Neptune;
Pwyll (Pen Annwn, "the head of Hades") the Welsh
counterpart of Pluto, and so of the rest. The primi-

tive totemism of the earlier inhabitants, however,
made a deep impression on the religious ideas of the

Celts, and has even left permanent traces in Welsh
nomenclature. Such names as Mael-ser (servant of

the stars), Gwr-ci and Gwr-con (man of a dog, or

dogs), and Gwr-march (man of a horse) are ex-

amples.
By the end of the Roman occupation, the Britons

of Wales had for the most part become Christ ians,

Paganism lingering only in a few remote districts,

and chiefly among the Gaelic tribes. At first the

discipline of the Celtic Church followed closely that
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of Rome, whence (if we may trust Welsh and Roman
traditions alike) the first missionaries had come to

Britain. According to the "Annales Cambriae", the

earliest and a very reliable nati\e authority, the

Britons complied with Rome's reform of the Easter
cycle in the year 453. There was frequent communi-
cation between the British Christians and the pope,
and British bishops took part in the Council of Aries,

at which papal representatives assisted. When
Saint Augustine came to evangchze the Anglo-Saxons,
his first step was to invite the co-operation of the
Welsh clergy—a fact which proves that these latter

were in full communion with Rome and the Catholic
Church at large. By that time, however, the British

or Welsh Christians had already long been practically

cut off from personal commimication with the rest of

Christendom by the Germanic invasion, and thas had
to some extent lost touch with the Roman See. The
result was becoming gradually apparent. Peculiar
usages in ritual and discipline, known as "Celtic
customs", had been evolved from principles orthodox
enough, and in some cases actually Roman in origin,

but which had petrified into abuses. Rome would
gladly have abolished these, but the Welsh cherished
them in her despite, as symbols of nationality. They
condemned Saint .\ugustine as the apostle of their

Saxon foe, and, deeming the latter more worthy of

eternal reprobation than of the joys of heaven, refused
to have a hand in their conversion. This attitude
of the native bishops, no doubt, brought the Welsh
Church into a situation perilously near schism; but
the period of tension w.as of relatively brief duration.
In the ninth century Wales renounced all such
national customs a.s were held unortliodox by Rome,
and even accepted (with a bad grace, perhaps) the
metropolitan jurisdiction of Canterbury. There-
after it was the boast of Welshmen that their country-
men had never swerved from the true profession of

the Catholic and Roman Faith.

The Reformation came to Wales as a foreign impor-
tation, imposed upon the nation by the sheer weight
of English officialdom. Of this there is abun-
dant evidence from contemporant- records. Protes-
tantism was against all the sentiment of Welsh nation-
ality, all the traditions and associations dearest to

the people. Barlow, the first Protestant Bishop of

Saint I^avid's, proposed that the see should be
removed to Carmarthen, to avoid the Catholic mem-
ories and atmo.sphere which hung around the shrine

of Cambria's patron saint. The bards denounced the
Reformation with invective, satire, and pathos. Sion
BrwjTiog, of Anglesey, who flourished in the reign of

Edward VI, composed a poem entitled "CjTvj-dd y
Ddwy Ffydd" (Ode to the Two Faiths), portions of

which may be baldly translated as follows: "...
Some men are resolute in the new way, and some are
firm in the old faith. People are found quarrelUng
like dogs; there is a different opinion in each head . . .

The Apostles are called pillars; poor were they while
they lived (a thing not easy to the generation of

to-day). .\way from wives and children, to Jesus
they turned. With us, on the contrary, a priest (of

all persons) leaves .Jesus and His Father, and to his

wife freely he goes. His malice and his choler is to
be angry about his tithes . . . .\t the table, with all

the power of his lungs, he preaches a rigmarole . . .

not a word about Mass on Sunday, nor confession.

any more than a horse. Cold, in our time, as the grey
ice are our churches. Wa-s it not sad, in a day or
two, to throw down the altars! In the church choir

there will be no wax at all, nor salutary candle, for

a moment. The church and her perfumes [sacra-

ments] graciously healed us. There was formerly a
sign to be had, oil anointing the soul. Woe to us
lajTnen all. for that we are all without prayer. There
is no agreement in anything betwixt the son and his

father. The daughter is against the mother, unless

she turn in mischance. . . . Let us confess, let us
approach the sign [of the cross, in absolution]; God
will hoar and the Trinity. . . . Let us go to His
protection, praying; let us fast, let us do penance.
. . . The world, for some time past, docs not trust the
shepherds. It behoves a man to trust the God of
Heaven. I believe the word of God the Son."

In the Cardiff Free Library is a Welsh prose manu-
script of the age of Elizabeth, by an unkno%\'n author.
It is a defence of the old religion against the doctrines
of the Protestants, whom it terms "the New Men".
The book has leaves missing at both ends, but was
divided into twelve chapters, each dealing with a
leading point in the controversy, as the Real Presence;
communion in one kind; purgatorj-, and prayer for
the dead

;
prayer to, and the intercession of, the saints,

and the veneration of relics; pilgrimages, images, and
the sign of the cross. The composition is excellent,
and the matter, for those fierce times, moderate in
tone. A good deal of national feeling is apparent.
Referring to the recent translation of the New Testa-
ment into Welsh by the state Bishop of Saint David's,
and especially to the preface, he says that, though the
bishop claims to hold the primitive Faith, itisonly the
misbelief of which the ancient heretics boasted. In
another chapter the author compares Naaman's
Jewish maiden to a Welsh girl recommending her
master to try the virtues of Saint Winifred's Well, in
Flintshire; and he rebukes the "New Men" for mock-
ing the CathoUcs when these go to Holywell on pil-

grimage and bring home water, moss, or stones from
it. The heretics seek a natural rea.'ion for the virtues
of that well, which cures all manner of sick folk

Great, he says, are the miracles wrought at Saint
Winifred's Well, even in these evil da>s, since the
false new faith came from England. Ignorance has
increased in Wales, adds the writer, since the churches
were cleared of pictures and images, which were books
of instruction to the unlettered. The glory of Britain
departed when the crucifix was broken down. The
legend of the cross of Oswestry is referred to, as also

the miraculous appearance of the figure of the cross
in a spht tree-trunk (at Saint Donat's) in Glamorgan.
This last event had occurred a very few years pre-
viously, and made so remarkable an impression on
the people that the authorities prohibited any
reference to the marvel.

For a hundred years after the Reformation manu-
script books containing Welsh poetry and prose of
the most distinctly "Popish" character continued to
be cherished in mansions and farmhouses, and passed
from hand to hand until they were worn out . Many
still sur\-ive, tattered and soiled, but eloquent wit-
nesses of the Catholicism which died so hard in Wales.
The b-ards' favourite subjects were the Blessed \'irgin,

the national saints, the ro.'^ary, the roods (calvaries)

in the churches, the Ma.ss, the abbeys, and the
shrines of the city of Rome. From such a manu-
script as is described above, the following poem may
be noticed, almost at random. It is entitled "CjTvydd
y p.aderau prenn.au" (Ode to the wooden beads) and
commences thus: "There is one jewel for my poor
soul, in a life which desires not sin; it is the beads,
in four rows. A son of learning [a cleric] gave them
to an old man. Holy Mary, for that he gave it from
his keeping, grant thy grace to Master Richard. The
Canon sent ten fine beads (decades), that may hang
down to one's knee. I obtained ten of God's apples
[the large beads], and I earn,' them at my side—ten
were obtained from Yale with great difficulty.

Those ten are in memory of you. Ten words of
religious law, ten beads follow after them. . . . The
man to the cleric of the glen gave beads on a string;

Mary's ornament, in tiny fragments, placed upon
silk. . . . Wood is the good material—wood from
Cyprus in Europe .... Suitable are these for a
gift—bits of the tree of Him Who redeemed us. . .

."
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The bard was Gitto'r Glyn, who flourished about

1450; the transcript was made about the year 1600.

Writing soon after the Reformation, the bard
Thomas ap Ivan ap Rhys begs his lord not to stay in

England. He is sure to encounter treachery. The
Mass is cut up as a furrier does his material; Matins
and Vespers are a thing detested. Nobody attends

to the seven petitions of the Pater Noster. People

eat meat on Wednesdays and Saturdays—even on
Fridays, on which day it used to be thought poison.

It is no wonder that streams, orchards, and ploughed
fields no longer yield their increase. Every man of

them is no better than a beast, for they never bless

themselves with God's word—while others have their

heads cut off as traitors and are punished more and
more (Creawdwr Nef arno y crier).

The "Carols" of Richard Gwyn alias White, who
was cruelly martvred in Ehzabeth's reign, had
(though never printed) a great popularity, and must
have borne a large share in the work of the Counter-
Reformation in Wales. White was a schoolmaster at

Wrexham, and a man of considerable attainments.

His attachment to Catholicism was that of the scholar

and the martyr combined, and the influence of his

controversial rhymes was widespread and profound.

In form and style he is evidently the model of Vicar

Prichard's " CanwyU y Cymry " (Welshman's Candle),

written in the reign of Charles I. This Protestant

work, though, unlike the verses of Richard White,
it was not only printed but also circulated with the

support of the state Church, is by no means the equal

of its prototype either in the purity of its Welsh or in

the force and pictiu'esqueness of its diction. White
describes the Cathohc Church as "a priceless institu-

tion conspicuous as the sun, though smoke mounts
from Satan's pit, between the blind man and the sky ".

He gives nine reasons why men should refuse to

attend the heretical worship :
" Thou art of the Cath-

olic Faith; from their church keepthyselfwiselyaway
lest thou walk into a pitfall. [This is his main argu-

ment.) The English Bible is topsy-turvy, full of

crooked conceits. In the parish church there is now,
for preacher, a shp of a tailor demolishing the saints;

or any pedlar, feeble of degree, who can attack the

pope. Instead of altar, a sorry trestle; instead of

Christ, mere bread. Instead of holy things, a miser-

able tinker making a boast of his knavery. Instead

of the images, empty niches. They who conform to

the new religion will lose the seven virtues of the

Church of God, the communion of all saints, and the

privilege of authority given by Jesus Christ Himself
to pardon sin." White's scornful description of the

heretical ministers is foimded on the fact that the
difficulty of finding educated men to fill the places

of the ejected Catholic clergy had necessitated the

appointment of handicraftsmen of various kinds, and
even grooms, to act as teachers of the Reformed
religion.

The sacking of a secret Jesuit college in the Mennow
Valley, South Wales, in 1680, led to the discovery of a
store of "contraband Catholic" printed books and
manuscripts, some in English and some in Welsh.
Many of these are now in the library of the cathedral

of Hereford. At that date there was living in IMon-
mouthshire a learned Benedictine, Dom William
Pugh. He had led a chciiuered life. Born of an
ancient Catholic family in Carnarvonshire, he became
a doctor of medicine. On the outbreak of the Civil

War he joined the Royalist army as a captain, and
was one of the garrison besieged by Fairfax in Raglan
Castle. Afterwards he became a monk and a priest,

and wrote a large manuscript collection of prayers

and hymns in Welsh, many of which are his own com-
position, others translations and transcripts. To him
we are indeliled for the preservation of Whito's
"Carols". In 16 IS Cajitain Pugh compo.sed a Welsh
poem in which loyalty to his temporal sovereign is

combined with devotion to the Catholic Church.
He begins by saying that the political evils afflicting

Britain are God's punishment for the country's
abandonment of the true religion. People were far
happier, he proceeds, when the Old Faith prevailed.
But a better time is coming. The English Round-
heads wiU be made square by a crushing defeat, and
the king wiU return "under a golden veil"; Mass
shall be sung once more, and a bishop shall elevate the
Host. Here we have evidently a mystical allusion
to the King of Kings on His throne in the tabernacle,
and this is the theme underlying the whole poem.

It would be easy to quote similar examples from the
Welsh literature of any period previous to the Civil
Wars—after which time Catholicism rapidly lost its

hold on Wales. As a consequence of that political

and social upheaval, an entrance into the country
was efJected by the Puritanism which was destined,
in the course of Uttle more than a century and a half,

to transform the Welsh people spiritually, morally,
and mentally—and, as many people judge, not for

the better in either respect. This loss of the Church's
ground was, humanly considered, entirely owing to
the failure in the supply of a native clergy, brought
about by racial jealousies between the Welsh and
English seminarists in the EngUsh College, Rome, at

the beginning of the seventeenth centui-y. Within
a hundred years, this circumstance led to a dearth of

Welsh priests able to minister in the native tongue.
After the Titus Gates persecution (1679-80) the few
Welsh-speaking clergy who had remained in the
country were either executed or exiled, and the chill

mists of Calvinism settled on Cambria's hiUs and
vales. Thenceforward, Welsh Catholics were a genus
represented by a few rare specimens. Mostyn of

Talacre, Jones of Llanarth, Vaughan of Courtfield
are almost the only ancient families of Catholic
gentry left to Wales at the present day; and the only
old Welsh missions still containing a proportion of

native hereditary Catholics are Holj'well in the north,
and Brecon and Monmouth in the south.

The eighteenth century saw but a very small out-
put of Welsh Cathohc literature, either printed or
manuscript. Almost all there is to show for that
period is a version of the "Imitation of Christ", and
"Catechism Byrr o'r Athrawiaeth Ghristnogol"
(London, 1764), a short catechism of Christian doc-
trine. It is in excellent Welsh by Dewi Nantbr&n,
a Franciscan. The number of Catholic books for

Welshmen increased rapidly in the course of the
nineteenth century. In 182.5 appeared "Drych Cre-
fyddol". Its full title translated is "A rehgious
mirror, shewing the beginning of the Protestant
rehgion, together with a history of the Reformation
in England and Wales". Of this small work, by
William Owen, only two copies are known to exist

—

one being in the possession of the present writer. It

is embellished with a few rude woodcuts, and com-
prises an account of the Welsh mart.VTs. A catechism
in Welsh called "Grounds of the Cathohc doctrine
contained in the profession of faith published by
Pope Pius IV" (Llanrwst, 1S;W) is now very rare.

Since then many such publications have appeared.
In 1SS9 Saint Teilo's Society was founded at Cardiff,

with the sanction of the Right Rev. Dr. Hedley,
O.S.B., Bishop of Newport and Menevia, for printing
Welsh Catholic literature, and produced many
pamphlets and books, including a praver-book,
"Llyfr Gweddi y Catholig" (CardifT, 1899). The
Breton Oblates at Llanrwst publish a bilingual

monthly magazine called "Cennad Catholig Cymru"
(The Catholic Messenger of ^^ales), which is doing an
excellent work among the people.

^^'ales possesses an extensive vernacular Press,

whereof by far the largest portion is controlled by the

Nonconfoiinist and Radical party. .Ml the Dis.'sent-

ing denominations have their literary organs, and the
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Established Church is similarly represented. As a
general rule, the Welsh Press deals with Catholicism
only in a hostile manner; but in quite recent years a
more moderate tone has been adopted in a few of the
less Puritanical newspapers and magazines. The
largest denomination in \\'ales is that of the Calvin-
istic Methodists (now often styled the Presbyt,erian

Church of Wales). The Baptists, Congregationah'sts,

Wesleyan Methodists and Unitarians are also strong
in the principahty—the latter particularly in Cardi-
ganshire. Mormonism has made large numbers of

recruits in the chief centres of population. Puritan-
ism is slowly but steadily ceding ground to Agnosti-
cism and Anglicanism.
The Catholic Church is strong only in the large

towns of Wales, the Catholics of the rural districts

having participated in the exodus consequent on the
decay of the old country life. The hierarchy consists

of two bishops, deriving their titles from Menevia
(Saint David's) and Newi)ort. The former see com-
prises the greater part of Wales; the latter includes
Glamorgan, Monmouthshire, and Herefordshire.
The present cathedral of the Menevian diocese is at

Wrexham in North Wales, that of Newport (a Bene-
dictine see) is the priory church of Belmont, near
Hereford. The Church's progress among the Welsh
people is incredibly difficult, and very slow; but it is

perceptible. Advance would be easier and more
rapid if greater use could be made of the Welsh lan-

guage in the prop.aganda.
The Bishop of Newport is the Right Rev. John

Cuthbert Hedley, O.S.B., the dean of the Enghsh and
^^'elsh hierarchy, who resides at Llanishen, near Car-
diff. The Bishop of Menevia is the Right Rev. Francis
MostjTi, whose residence is at Wrexham. Out of a
total population, which may be estimated approxi-
mately at 2,000,000, the CathoHcs number about
54,400, whereof 4.5,000 belong to the Diocese of New-
port, and 9400 to Menevia. Newport has 91 priests

and 75 missions; Menevia, 85 priests and 43 missions.

Of religious, there are Benedictines at Hereford,
Cardiff, MerthjT Tydfil, Swansea, and Cardigan;
Jesuits at St. Asaph, Rhyl, and HoljTvell; Capuchin
Franciscans at Panta,saph and Penmaenmawr;
Pa.ssionists at Carmarthen; Oblates of Mary Immacu-
late at Llanrwst, Pwllheli, Holyhead, and Colwyn
Bay; Fathers of the Institute of Charity at Cardiff
and Newport; and 35 convents of nuns of various
congregations, whereof 9 communities are Daughters
of the Holy Ghost (Sceurs Blanches), exiled from
Brittanv.

Rnis, 'Celtic Britain (London, 1882); The Book of LlandAt,
otl. Evans and Rnfa (Oxford, 1893); Ruts, Lectures on Wehh
Philology (London, 1879) ; McCave, Continuity or Collapse?
(Ix)ndon. 1891); Myvyrian Archa:ology, ed. Williams (Den-
bigh, 1860); The lolo Manuscripts, ed. Idem (Liverpool, 1888);
Lire.* of the Cambro-British Saints, ed. Hees (Llandovery, 1853);
RoMlLLY Allen. The Monumental Hist, of the Early British
Church (Ijondon, 1889).

John Holson Matthews.

Walkenried, formerly one of the most celebrated
Cistercian abbeys of (iermany, situated in the Duchy
of Bnmswick between Lauterberg and Nordhau.sen.
Founded in 1127 by Countess Adelheid of Kletten-
berg, it was confirmed in 1137 by Innocent II. The
first monks came from the monastery of Altfeld or
Camp in the Archdiocese of Cologne. In the time
of the first abbot, Henry I (1127-78), two branch
monasteries were founded: Pforta (in 1132) and
Sichem, or Sittichenbach rin 1141) in the Countship
of Mansfeld. Walkenried grew rich and owned
lands a-s far as the Rhine and Pomerania. The monks
g.ave much attention to mining, smelting, and fishing.

In the fifteenth century the abbey began to decay, and
the Pca.«ants' War brought it to the verge of de-
struction. About Ea.ster, 1525, a mob of 800 peasants
of the soiithern Harz region marclied against Walken-
ried. Abbot Paulus (1520-30) and the monks fled,

carrying off the archives. The abbey was plundered
and the tower of the church torn down. The next
abbot, John VIII (1536-59), was very worldly and
extravagant; in 1546 he and his monks became
Lutherans. Thereupon Count Ernst of Honstein, as
patron of the abbey, laid a complaint before Charles
V. In 1548 the emperor ordered that everjrthing in
the abbey should be restored to the former condition,
but his command was unheeded. After the count's
death the entire Countship of Honstein became
Lutheran, and in 1557 a Protestant school was opened
at Walkenried. Up to 1578 four Protestant abbots
had directed the abbey. The Count of Honstein
now made his son administrator, and after the son's
death Walkenried fell to the Duchy of Brunswick.
During the Thirty Years War the abbey for a short
time (1029-31) was restored to the Cistercians. The
Peace of Westphaha put an end to the shadowy exis-
tence of the Protestant monastery and the abbey was
secularized. In 1668 the school was closed. Since
then Walkenried has been state property of Bruns-
wick. The Gothic church, built during the years
1210-1290, was greatly damaged by the destruction
of the tower by the peasants in 1525; to-day only a
few picturesque remains are still in existence. 'The
monastery was somewhat later in date than the
church; its cloister is well preserved. The chapter
hall has served since 1570 as a Lutheran church.
The hbrary was destroyed by the peasants, but
the archives are preserved at Wolfenbiittel.
Die Urkunden des Klosters Walkenried, I, II (Hanover. 1852-

55); Lexickfeld, Antiq. Walckcnredenses (Leipzig, 1706); Girsch-
ner. Die vormalige Reichsahtei Walkenried (Nordhauaen, 1870);
Lemcke, Gesch. von Walkenried (2Dded., Leipzig, 1909).

Klemens Loffleb.

Wall, John, venerable martyr, b. in Lancashire,
1620; suffered near Worcester, 22 Aug., 1679; known
at Douay and Rome as John Marsh, and when on
the Mission under the aliases of Francis Johnson,
Webb, and Dormore. The son of wealthy and
staunch Lancashire Cathohcs, he was sent when very
young to Douai College. He entered the Roman
College, 5 Nov., 1641, was made priest, 3 Dec, 1645,
and sent to the Mission, 12 M.ay, 1648. On 1 Jan.,
1651, he received the habit of St. Francis at St. Bon-
aventure's Friary, Douai, and a year later was pro-
fessed, taking the name of Joachim of St. Anne. He
filled the offices of vicar and novice master at Douai
until 1656, when he returned to the Mission, and for

twenty years laboured zealously in Worcestershire.
He was apprehended, Dec, 1678, at Rushock Court
near Bromsgrove, where the sheriff's man came to

seek a debtor; his priestly character transpiring, he
was tendered the Oath of Supremacy, and was com-
mitted to Worcester Gaol for refusing it. He was
brought to trial at the assizes, 25 April, on the charges
of receiving and exercising his priesthood, and of
refusing the oaths. A man whose vices he had re-

proved bore testimony to his priesthood, and he
received sentence. He wa-s then sent to London, and
four times examined by Oates, Bedloe, and others in

the hope of imphcating him in the pretended plot;

but was declared innocent of all plotting and offered

his life if he would abjure his religion. Brought back
to Worcester, he was executed at Redhill. On the
day previous, WiUiam Levison was enabled to confess
and communicate him, and at the moment of execu-
tion the same priest gave him the hust absolution.
His quartered body was given to his friends, and was
buried in St. Oswald's churchyard. Mr. Levison,
however, secured the martyT's head, and it w-as

treasured by the friars at Douai until the dissolution
of that house in the French Revolution. The
Franciscan nuns at Taunton possess a tooth and a
bone of the martyr. The long siieech which he com-
posed for his execution was circulated among the
Catholics after his death; and the authorities issued
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as a broadsheet the public account of his execution
containing "a true copy of the speech . . . with
animadversions upon the same". In 1879 a rood was
erected in his memory in the churchyard at Harving-
ton, whose hall was the usual home of the martyr.
FoLET. Records S. J., V, VI (Diary of English College); Chal-

LONER, Memoirs of the Missionary Priests; Thaddeus, Francis-
cans in England; Mrs. Hope, Franciscan Martyrs in England;
Humphreys, The Cath. Persecution in Worcestershire (privately
printed) ; His Last Speech (Oscott MSS.) ; A true copy of the Speech,
etc. (Oscott Archives).

J. L. Whitfield.
Wallachia. See Rumania.

Walla-Walla Indians, a Shahaptian tribe dwell-
ing on the Walla-Walla (i. e. rushing water) River and
the Columbia in Washington and Oregon, from Snake
River to the Umatilla. Their language is akin to

that of the Nez Perces but forms a distinct dialect.

By the treaty of 1855 they were placed on the Uma-
tiUa reservation in Oregon, where they still remain.
They number only 461, and are mixed with Nez
Percys and Cayuse. Their family organization was
loose, and the clan system not observed. The scan-
tiness of their food supply, necessitating frequent
migrations, prevented any continued development of

the village system. Their food consisted mainly of

roots, berries, and salmon. At present most of the
tribe are farmers and stock breeders. The Walla-
Walla were visited by Lewis and Clarke in 1804, and
were evangelized by the Jesuit pioneers of the North-
west about forty years later.
Farrand in Handbook of American Indians, II (Washington,

1910).

A. A. MacEblean.

Wallenstein (Waldstein), Albrecht von, b.

at Hermanie, Bohemia, 24 Sept., 1.583; d. at Eger,
Bohemia, 24 Feb., I(i34. He belonged to a Czech noble

family of Bohemia
who were mem-
bers of the Bohe-
mian Brethren.
He studied at the
Lutheran univer-
sity at Altdorf,

travelled in
France and Italy,

became a Catho-
Uc apparently at

the .Jesuit college

at Ohniitz, and
married an el-

derly widow,
whose large for-

tune he inherited

in 1614. He had
a strong hking for

military life. In
1017 he aided
Ferdinand of

Stj-ria, who be-

came emperor in

1610, against Venice, and in 1618 agamst the
revolting Bohemians. In 1621 ho received for

the first time an independent command and
fought against t.lie jirince of Transylvania,
Bcthlen Gabor, who had invaded Moravia. In re-

turn for large advances of money to Ferdinand
he received after the battle of the White Mountain
so many of the confiscated estates of the Bohemian
insurgents that his possessions in northern Bohemia
formed the territory of Frirdland, which Ferdinand
in 1624 raised to u principahty. His relations with
the .Jesuits were most friendly. Determined to

become the champion of the Haosburgs and of the

Church in the cmi)ire, he offercil to raise an army
of 20,000 men, upon which Ferdinand appointed
him, 7 April, 1625," Captain over all t he imperial forces

in the Holy Roman Empire and the Netherlands",

and in June raised him to the rank of a duke. Wal-
lenstein was very successful in collecting his army
and late in the autumn appeared at the scene of war
in the circle of Lower Saxony. He occupied at once
the Dioceses of Magdeburg and Halberstadt, the
richest and most important territories strategically,

and secretly sought to secure the election of a son
of the emperor as their future bishop. On 25 April,

1626, he was attacked at the bridge of Dessau over the
Elbe by the enemy he most feared, Ernst von Mans-
feld. Mansfeld, completely defeated but not pur-
sued, gathered new troops and marched through
Silesia to join forces with the prince of Transyl-
vania. Fear of losing the territories on the Elbe
kept Wallenstein from action for a long time, and
when he finally attacked Mansfeld he was unsuccess-
ful and lost large numbers of his men. He was able,

though, to justify himseh' before the emperor in

November, 1626, by proving that a much larger armj'
was necessarj'. In 1627, therefore, he raised an
army which finally numbered almost 150,000 men,
which he supported by assigning definite territories

of the empire to its diff'erent divisions, including those
both of Catholic princes and of Protestant rulers who
were friendly to the emperor. There was but Uttle

discipline and the greed of the generals and colonels

was great. In a short time consequently angry
accusations were made against Wallenstein.

In the mean time during 1627 he drove Mansfeld's
troops out of Silesia, tmited with Tilly for a campaign
against Holstein, in which he advanced as far as

Jutland and also occupied Mecklenburg. In Janu-
ary, 1628, the emperor granted him the Duchy of

Mecklenburg in fief for life and in June, 1629, as a
hereditary possession. Thus he became one of the
most promment princes of the empire. The other
princes holding this rank hated him, fearing that he
would overthrow their freedom and subject them once
more to the supremacy of the emperor. He had now
reached the highest point of his successes. He made
the vain boast that in three years he would conquer
Constantinople, and sought unsuccessfully to form an
alliance between the emperor and GustavusAdolphus;
he also endeavoured to persuade the Hanseatic
towns to form a union with the empire. He even
planned a canal uniting the German Ocean and the

Baltic Sea. But he was unable to collect a fleet,

or to occupy and close the whole of the German coast

along the Baltic. He failed in the siege of Stralsund

in the summer of 1628, and to take GlUekstadt, with-

out which his position in Holstein was insecure.

He accused others for his lack of success, and objected

in particular to the Edict of Restitution of March,
1629, and the war carried on by the Habsburgs in

Upper Italy to maintain their power over Mantua.
At his insistence the emperor now made a treaty of

peace with Denmark (4 June, 1629), by which the

Danes received back all the territory taken from
them, but rejected Wallenstein's proposal of an
alliance with the emperor, promising, however, not

to interfere with the execution of the Edict of Restitu-

tion in northern (^lermany.

Wallenstein had always been opposed to giving

imperial aid to the Spaniards in their war against

the Netherlands, but when he himself deemed it

necessary to send troops the aid came too late.

The same fate attended the despatch of troops to

Poland against Gustavus Adolphus. Wallenstein

felt the ground shaking under his feet, and sought
at least to secure in northern Germany the most
important point of pa.ssage over the Elbe, the city of

Magdeburg, by blockading it, before the Swedes
entered the empire. .\t the same time he exerted

him.self to come to an agreement with the head of the

princes of the empire, Maximilian of Bavaria, but
was not able to carry out these plans. In June, 1630,

he wept to southern Germany in order to advance,
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if necessary, into Italy. In August the princes of

the empire were able to secure his dismissal ; Wallen-
stein accepted his removal without resistance.

After tliis his life was main])' a series of intrigues.

His character, which had never been noble, now gave
way completely. He was perhaps more embittered
over the loss of Mecklenburg than over the loss of

the rank of commanding general. As early as the
spring of 1631 he negotiated through Bohemian
refugees with Gustavus Adolphus; which side began
the negotiations is a disputed point. When, after

the battle of Breitenfeld, Gusta\'us Adolphus
continued his campaign and the emperor in

October appealed again to Wallenstein, the latter

was willing to Usten to him but did not come
to terms until April, 1632. The conditions of the
agreement were such as to inevitably lead to new
disputes. Wallenstein received the right to fiU

aU positions in the army, to negotiate with foreign

governments, and troops not under his command
were not to be permitted in the empire by the im-
perial party. From the first his aim was, in co-
operation with the emperor, to draw away Sa.xony
from alliance with the Swedes, but he did not attain

his object. On 25 May, 1632, he again took Prague,
then opposed his army to that of Gustavus Adolphus
before Nuremberg; in September the Swedish king
attacked him but was driven back. In order to force

Gustavus to retreat Wallenstein advanced toward
Saxony. On reaching the boundary of Bavaria,
Ma.ximihan of Bavai'ia and his troops turned back, a
loss which weakened Wallenstein's strength. On
16 November a battle was fought with the Swedes
at Liitzen in Saxony. Wallenstein was not defeated,
but neither was he the victor; and he suffered such
heavy losses that he ceased operations. He con-
tinued the war by means of diplomacj', and made
one truce after another with Saxony. He only con-
sented at the last moment that Spanish troops should
be permitted to enter the empire to rescue Breisach,
which protected the I'pper Rhine from the enemy,
and permitted Ratisbon, a most important point, to
Fall into the hands of I3emhard of Weimar in No-
vember, 1633.

During this entire period he fought but one battle
him.sclf, that at Steinau in Silesia, where in October
he defeated the Swedish troops. He grew more and
more involved in negotiations which finally led him
into treason against the emperor. Sometimes he was
engaged in negotiations with the Swedes, sometimes
with Saxony against Sweden and the Habsburgs, and
finally even with France. At one time he desired,

by combining with the estates of the empire, to estab-
lish peace. Probably the impelling force was largely

the desire for revenge. His inactivity and double
dealing brought the emperor into a position which
might easily have become dangerous. In addition the
Spanish ambassador at Vienna urged his removal.
During these later years the Jesuits were opposed
to him, and the army fell away from him. Prague
and Pilsen deserted him and went over without a
struggle to the emiuTor as .soon as the latter took the
first measures against Wallenstein. His fate was
goon decided. He was murdered at Eger by two
Protestant Scotch officers and one Catholic Irish

officer, all belonging to his own army.
Wallenstein's imi)ortanee as a general is a matter

of disj)ute. lie was boastful, fond of display, and
haughty; his bearing was striking. His preference
w:!S for great undertakings jilanned on a large scale,

and he had an extraordinary power of attraction both
for officers and common soldiers. He was undoubt-
edly a skilful strategist, and when he ventured a
battle he wiis cool and vigorous. On the other hand,
he carried on war very slowly, was often WTong in

his estimate of his opponents, and frequently made
fatal mistakes. He lacked almost entirely the most

important quaUty of all great commanders, the will
to undertake decisive battles. He was greatly in-
fluenced in his conduct by astrology. He proved
himself an excellent ruler of the states which he
formed, especially in Friedland and the Silesian
Duchy of Sagan. Like most great conquerors he
took much pleasure in affairs of state, was a very
skilful poUtical economist, and did much to improve
the civihzation of his territories. In his plans for
education he worked with the Jesuits, of whom he was
a large benefactor. Measured by the standards of
his era he was indifferent in religion. To carry on
politics and war for reUgious ends was distasteful
to him. He intentionally gave many important
positions in his army to Protestants. He showed
much skill in diplomatic negotiations but finally
by their means brought about his own fall.
At present the Bibliography of Wallenstein embraces some

2000 titles. Lists of them may be found in the Mitteilungen des
Vereins ftir Geschichte der Deutschen in Bdhmen, beginning with
XVII (1879). A very copious biography has been lately written
by Hallwich, Geschichte Wallensleins (1910), III reaches the year
1625.

M. Spahn.

Wallon, Henri-Alexandre, historian and states-
man, b. at Valenciennes (Nord), in 1812; d. at Paris,
in 1904. FeUow of history and professor at the Lyc^e
Louis le Grand, he was appointed (1840) master of
conferences at the Ecole Normale, and, in 1846,
Guizot's assistant at the Sorbonne. His work, " L'es-

clavage dans les colonies" (1847), caused him to enter
public life; he became assistant deputy for Guadeloupe
at the Constituent Assembly and representative for

the Department of the Nord at the Legislative Assem-
bly (1849). But he resigned in 18.50 .when the law
restricting suffrage was passed. Professor of history
at the Sorbonne, a member of the Academy of Inscrip-
tions (1850), prior to becoming its permanent secre-

tary, he was in 1871 deputy from the Nord to the
National Assembly, where he sat on the Right Centre.
On 24 May, 1873, he voted against Thiers and the
Broglie ministry. The attempted restoration of the
monarchy having failed, Wallon allied himself with
his friends on the Left Centre and to him was due
the amendment which brought about the passage of

the constitutional laws; hence he was jestingly called

the "Father of the Republic". Asministerof pubUc
instruction in Buffet's cabinet (March, 1875-March,
1876) he favoured the vote which secured liberty

of higher education (26 July, 1875). Appointed
senator for life at the end of the same year he
henceforth defended Catholic interests in the Senate
on the various occasions when they were under dis-

cussion. Hewasdean of the Paris Faculty of Letters
for eleven years (187(5-87). Of his works the follow-

ing may be mentioned: "Du monotheisme chez les

races semitique" (18.59); "Jeanne d'Arc" (1860);
"La vie de J(5sus et son nouvel hi.sforien" (1864),

a critical examination of Kenan's works; "Vie de
Notre Seigneur J(5sus Christ" (1805); "La Ter-
reur" (1873); "Saint Louis et son temps" (1875);
"Les r(^presentants du peuple en mission et la justice

revolutionnaire en I'an 11" (1889-90), wherein he
exposes the violence and arbitrariness of the Jacobin
tribunals.

Georges Bertrin.

Walmesley, Charles, Bishop of Rama, Vicar
Apostolic of the Western District, England, b. 13 Jan.,

1722; d. at Bath, England, 25 Nov., 1797. He was the
fifthsonof John Walmesley of Westwood House,Wigan,
Lancashire; was educated at the English Benedictine
College of St . ( iregory at Douai (now Downside Abbey,
Bath); and made his profession as a Benedictine monk
at the Engli.sh Monastery of St . Edmund, Paris, in 1739.

Later he took the degroe of D.D. at the Sorbonne.
His scientific attainments soon brought him into

notice as an astronomer and mathematician. He was
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consulted by the British Ciovernment on the reform
of the calendar and introduction of the "New Style",

and was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society of

London, and the kindred societies of Paris, Berlin,

and Bologna. From 1749 to 1753 he was Prior of St.

Edmund's, Paris,

and in 1754 was
sent to Rome as

procurator gen-
eral of the Enghsh
Benedictine Con-
gregation. Two
years later he
was selected by
Propaganda as
coadjutor, with
right of succes-

sion, to Bishop
York,Vicar Apo.s-

tohc of the West-
ern District; and
was consecrated
Bishop of Rama
on 21 Dec, 1756.

He administered
the vicariate after

the retirement of

Bishop York in

1763, and suc-

ceeded that prelate on his death in 1770. His energy
and ability attracted to him an amount of attention

seldom given to Catholic bishops in England in the
eighteenth century. So much was this the case that
during the "No Popery" riots of June, 1780, a post-

chaise conveying four of the rioters, and bearing the

insignia of the mob, drove the whole way from Lon-
don to Bath, where Walmesley then resided. These
men worked upon the people of Bath so much that the

newly built Catholic chapel in St. James's Parade
was burned to the ground, as well as the presbytery
in Bell-Tree Lane; all the registers and diocesan
archives, with Walinesley's private library and MSS.,
being destroyed.

In 1789, when the action of the "Catholic Com-
mittee" threatened seriously to compromise the

Tnz Vx>.X- R'R?

CirJRLi:s ft'AT.Mi:si i:r.

Engli.sh Catholics, Walmesley called a synod of his

colleagues, and a decree was i-ssued that the bishops
of England "unanimously condemned tlie new form
of oath intended for the Catholics, and declared it

unlawful lo be taken". On \h Aug., 1790, Walnicsli>y

consecrated Dr. John Carroll, tlie first Bishop of the

United States of America, at lAilworth Castle, Dor.set-

Bhire. Walmesley was buried at St. Joseph's Chapel,

Trenchard Street, Bristol. In 1906 the bodies there
interred were removed, and the bishop's remains were
translated to Downside Abbey and placed in a vault
beneath the choir of the abbey church, so that, more
than a century after his death, his body came into
the charge of that community by whom he was
educated nearly two hundred years ago. The sug-
gestion was put forward that the bishops of the two
hierarchies of America and England, of whom the
large majority trace their spiritual descent to Bishop
Walmesley, should erect a fitting monument over his

grave. The proposal met with generous support, and
a beautiful altar tomb with recumbent effigy in ala-

baster from the designs of F. A. Walters, F.S.A., has
now been erected on the Gospel side of the sanctu-
ary. Waknesley's published works consist chiefly

of treatises on astronomy and mathematics, but his

"General History of the Christian Chm^ch . . .

chiefly deduced from the ApocahTise of St. John the
Apostle, by Signor Pastorini" (a pseudonym), went
through nine or ten editions in Great Britain and five

more were produced in America. Translations of

the work also appeared in Latin, French, German,
and Italian, and were several times reprinted. A
number of his letters are in the archives of the Diocese
of Clifton. Portraits exist at Downside, Clifton, and
Lulworth.

Brady, Episcopal Succession, III (Rome, 1S77) ; Le Glat, Xo-
tice sur C. Walmesley (Lille. 1858) : Ouver, Collections (London,
1857), 42!). 527; Butler, Historical Memoirs of Bnt/lish . . .

Catholics (4 vols., London, 1822): Burton, Life and Times of
Bishop Vhalloner (2 vols., London, 1909): Ward, Dawn of Che

Catholic Revival (2 vola., London, 1909): The Rambler, VII.

G. Roger Hudleston.

Walpole, Henkt, Vener.vble, English Jesuit

martyr, bom at Docking, Norfolk, 1558; martjTed at

York, 7 .April, 1595. He was the eldest son of Chris-

topher Walpole, bj' Margery, heiress of Richard Beck-
ham of Narford, and was educated at Norw-ich School,

Peterhouse, Cambridge, and Gray's Inn. Converted
by the death of Blessed Edmund Campion, he went
by way of Rouen and Paris, to Reims, where he ar-

rived, 7 July, 1582. On 28 April, 1583, he was ad-

mitted into the Enghsh College, Rome, and in

October received minor orders. On 2 Februar>',

1584, he became a probationer of the Society, and
soon after went to France, where he continued his

studies, chiefly at Pont-a-Mousson. He was ordained

subdeacon and deacon at Metz, and priest at Paris,

17 Dec, 1588. After acting as chaplain to the Span-
ish forces in the Netherlands, suffering imprisonment
by the English at Flushing in 1589, and being moved
about to Brussels, Tournai, Bruges, and Spain, he was
at last sent on the mission in 1590. He was arrested

7 December, at Kilham, Yorkshire, two days after

lauding at Flamborough, and imprisoned at York.

The following February he was sent to the Tower,

where he was frequently and severely racked. He
remained there until, in the spring of 1595, he was
sent back to York for trial. With him suffered .Alex-

ander Rawlins, of the Diocese of Gloucester. .After

being twice imprisoned at Newgate for religion in

1586, Rawlins arrived at Reims, 23 Dec, 1589; he
was ordained subdeacon at Laon, 23 September,
15S9, (leacon and jiriest at Soissons, 17 and IS March,
l.")',i() \v:i~i sent (Ml till- mission the following 9 April,

:i,hl luuh-A at Wlilll.v.
S, .

. l..r \\ .lii^li .1) " rr. One Generation of a Norfolk House
(X.jruuh 1.S7M; lui.M, Diet. Nat. Biog,, s. v.: Pollen, English

Martyrs I'ssi-lOOS in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. (London. 190S). For
Rawlins: Challoner, Missionary Priests, I. nn. 90 and 108;

Knox. Douay Diaries (London, 1878); Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ., II,

261, 264, 267.

John B. Wainewright.

Walsh, Edw.ird, Irish poet, b. at Derry in 1805;

d. at Cork, 6 .\ugiist, 1S.")0. When little more than

a boy he showed great intellectual gifts, and in 1830

w:is "private tutor in County Cork. He was for a

time teacher of a school at Mitlstreet, whence, in
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1837, he removed to Tourin, County Waterford,
laving been appointed to a school under the Com-
nissioners of Education. Many of his songs and
)oems appeared between the years 1832-39, and he
contributed to the "Nation". Worried with the
lurroundings of an uncongenial occupation, and
)estered by officials, whose visits were ill-recpived by
he super-sensitive poet, he went to reside in DubUn
n 1843, and was befriended by Gavan Duffy, who
;ot him appointed sub-editor of the "Monitor".
lis "Irish Jacobite Poetry" (1844) and his "Irish
'opular Songs" (1847) gave unmistakable evidence
if a genuine poet. Yet he was forced to fight against
loverty, and, in 1848, he accepted the post ofschool-
naster to the junior convicts of Spike Island, where
le was \'isited by John Mitchell, on his way to penal
er\-itude, who vividh- describes in his "Jail JoiuTial"
lis meeting with Walsh. Not long afterwards he
ecured the schoohiiastership of Cork work-house, but
lied within twelve months. A fine monument, with
n epitaph in Irish and English, was erected to his

nemory in the Father Mathew Cemetery at Cork.
Unong his Ij-rics "Mo Chragibhin Cno", "Brighidin
lan mo stor", and "O'Donovan's Daughters" are in

nost Irish anthologies, whOe his translations from
he Irish are both faithful and musical.

KlCKHAM, Edward Walsh in The Celt (Dublin, 1857) ; C0LLIN8,
^eUic-Irish Sungs and Song Wrilers (London, 1885) ; Brooke and
toLLESTON, A Treasury of Irish Poelry (London, 1900).

W. H. Grattan-Flood.

Walsh, Louis Sebastian.
Diocese of.

See Portland,

Walsh, Peter, Irish Franciscan, b. at Mooretown,
!^ounty Kildare, about 1608; d. in London, 15 March,
688. Educated and ordained in the celebrated
rish College of St. Anthony at Louvain, he was later

ppointed to the convent of his order at Ivilkenny,
(here he warmly supported the Ormondist party
a the confederation then assembled in that city,

le was made guardian by the triumphant Ormondists
a 1648; took a leading part in the agitation against
he validity of the censures fulminated by the nuncio,
linuccini; acted as chaplain to the Munster army
ill its final defeat by the Parliamentary forces; led
, precarious existence in England and on the Conti-
lent till 1660 when the Restoration saw him back in
jondon and high in the favour of the evil genius of
he Confederates, the all-powerful Ormonde. He was
]ipointed their accredited London agent by the few
urviving Irish bishops in 1661. He introduced and
ricd to have accepted by the Irish clergj- and people
he famous "Remonstr.ance" which distracted the
ountry for the next half-dozen years; took a promi-
lent part in a meeting of the bishops and clergj' which,
.ith Ormonde's con.sent, he had assembled in Dublin
n June, 1666, to di.scuss the Remonstrance; but de-
pite all his efforts he was unable to induce or force
he meeting to sign a document which the great
najority regarded a"* disrespectful to the Holy See,
[ not actually in conflict with Cathohc teaching on
he sujiremacy of the pope. Breaking definitively
.•ith the ecclesi.asi iral authorities, he put himself at
he head of a party consisting of a few of the clergy
,nd several lajinen, who were known as the Valesians
,nd \'alesian heretics, and who were a source of
onsider.able anxiety to the bishops for some time;
lut the fall of Ormonde in 1669 deprived them of their
nainstay, and they decUned so rapidly that Oliver
'lunket, writing to Propaganda in 1671, was able to
eport that hardly a Valesian remained. Walsh,
lowever, for whom Ormonde's influence had secured
he seneschalship of Winchester (worth about £100
, year) from tlie bishop of that .see, held out almost
o the end. Though the General Chapter of his order
leld at Valladolid in 1070 pronoimced sentence of
aajor excommunication against him, he disregarded

the penalty, and it was only a few days before his
death that he was induced to make his peace with the
Church.
He left many writings behind him. Of these,

with the exception of a worthless history of Ireland
down to the English invasion, entitled "A Prospect
of the State of Ireland", nearly all are concerned with
the question of the Remonstrance, and comjirise
his "More Ample Account" (1662); "Irish Colours
Folded" (1662); "Controversial Letters" (1673);
"Letter to Cathohcs" (1674); "History of the Irish
Remonstrance" (1674) ; and a long defence of his atti-
tude addressed to the general of his order in a Latin
pubhcation entitled "Causa Valesiana" (1684), all

of which were pubhshed in London. His "Historv
of the Remonstrance" is valuable for the light it

throws on the events of that distracted time.
Though Walsh's life has never been written, it is not for want

of abundant material. In addition to his own writings much
information concrTninjr liinj ina\- be found in the following works;
T.1LBOT, The Fr;.' n:

,
..I (Paris. 1074): Carte, Life of Or-

momie (London. I .
' '

: ,
,

.
i ht. Vontemporarij History (Dublin,

1879);Idem, // ' / '.ra(iOH (Dublin, 1890) : Nicholas
French, The I , li Dublin, lt;4i;i; Aiazzi, Nunzia-
tura in Irlnn.h: ]..,.,.. 1-1 I

, Ci ni.v. Ilistoncal Memoirs
(London, 17.-.^- I-im, ' 11;: iIiuMit,, 17751; Moran,
Memoir of Oil,, r I I

I,:,,, \^-r, \, : •.,. Sineileoium Os-
sortensf (Dublin, ]-:*: I't ..-.-.k, Ih i,'ri,:,( Aildress (Bucking-
ham, 1810); Pluwukn, Hisloricai Letter (London, 1812); Bhen-
NAN, Ecclesiastical Hist, of Ireland (Dubhn, 1814); Burghclebe,
Life of James, first Duke of Ormonde (London, 1912).

J. Hagan.

Walsh, Robert, publicist, diplomat, b. at Balti-
more, Md., 1785; d. at Paris, 7 Feb., 1859. He was
one of the first students entered at Georgetown
College, graduated in 1801 and began his law course.
During a two years' tour of Europe he contributed
several articles on the institutions and laws of the
LTnited States to the Paris and London papers.
Returning to the LInited States in 1808 he was
admitted to the Bar, and in 1811 established at Phila-
delphia the "American Review of History and Poli-

tics", the first American quarterly review. There-
after he devoted himself entirely to literature. His
"Appeal from the Judgment of Great Britain respect-
ing the LTnited States" (1819), an important contribu-
tion to the pohtical hterature of the cm, ol)t:iined for
him the thanks of the Pennsvlvani:i lfuisl:il\ire. He
founded (1821) and until 1836 edited the Phikidelphia
"National Gazette", a paper devoted to politics,

science, letters, and the fine arts. His knowledge and
taste gave American journalism a lofty impulse.
Lord Jeffrey said of his "Letters on the Genius and
Disposition of the French Government": "We must
learn to love the Americans when thev send us such
books as this" ("Edinburgh Review"", 1853, 799).
He pubhshed two volumes of essays, entitled "Di-
dactics", in 1836, and from 1837 to 1844 he was
Consul General of the United States in Paris, where he
remained until his death. His house was the popular
rendezvous of the learned and distinguished men of

France. His vivacity of mind, intellectual zeal,

interest in politics, hterature, science, and cultivated
society never flagged. At his death a WTiter declared
him to be "the literary and intrinsical hnk between
Jefferson, Madison and Hamilton and the men of the
present day" (1,859).

Robert Slovlan Walsh, his son (b. at Philadelphia,

27 April, 1818; d. at Camden, N. J., March, 1872),
filled a number of diplomatic posts at London, Naples,
Florence, and Leghorn, translated several French
books and assisted his father in editing the "Gazette".
DrrcKlNCK, CycL of Am. Literature, s. v.; Aubone, Dirt, of

Authors, B. v.; GniHwOLD, ProseWrilers of America (Boston. 1844);
Shea, History of Georgetown University (Washington, 1891)

;

U. S. Cath. Hist. Soc. Maganne, 11.

Thomas F. Meehan.

Walsh, TnoMAS, b, in London, October, 1777; d,

there, 18 Fcbruarc, 1849. His father, an Irish mer-
chant, having died during his infancy, Thomas was
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sent by his Protestant mother to the grammar school

at St. Albans. Through his uncle, a priest of the

London District, who obtained his admission to the

college of St. Omer, his faith was saved. He shared
in the imprisonment at Dourlens, and then continued
his studies at Old Hall Green, where he was confirmed
on 19 December, 1795. When Dr. Stapleton was
made Vicar Apostohc of the Midland District, he took
Walsh, then deacon, as secretary (1801). Walsh con-

tinued with Bishop Milner as chaplain and missioner

at Longbirch until October, 1804, when he was sent

to Sedgley Park School as spiritual father. In 1808

he went to Oscott as vice-president and spiritual father

and later he became president (1818-26). On 1 May,
1825, he was consecrated titular Bishop of Cam-
bysopoUs, as coadjutor to Bishoj) Milner, whom he
succeeded as vicar Apostohc on 19 April, 1826. His
rule of the district was marked by great progress, both
spiritual and material. The College of St. Rlary,

Oscott, the two cathedrals of Birmingham and Not-
tingham, besides numerous churches and religious

foundations, bear witness to the greatness of his ideals

and his unwavering faith. From July, 1840, his juris-

diction was over the newly-constituted Central Dis-

trict; and on 28 July, 1848, he was translated to the

London District, against his o^vn desire. But he was
too old and infirm to take any active part in its affairs,

and he left its administration in the hands of his

coadjutor, Bishop Wiseman. Cardinal Barnabo re-

ported the resolve of Propaganda that Walsh should

be the first metropohtan of the new hierarchy, in the

words "Whether hving or dying he shall be the first

Archbishop", but death prevented the fulfilment.

He is buried in St. Chad's Cathedral, Birmingham.
Weedall, Funeral Discourse (London. 1S49| : Br,\dy, Epi.-^copal

Succession (Rome, 1876-77) ; Ward, History of St. Edmund's Col-

lege (London. 1893); Hcsenbeth, Life of Milner (Dublin. 1S62);

Idem, Life of Weedall (London, 1860).

J. L. Whitfield.

Walsh, William, Bishop of Meath, Ireland (1554-

77); b. at Dunboyne, Co. Meath, about 1512; d. at

Alcald de Henares, 4 Jan., 1577. He joined the

Cistercians at Bective, Co. Meath, and being sent to

study at Oxford took a doctor's degree in divinity

either there or elsewhere. The suppression of relig-

ious houses must have driven him from Oxford in

1536, and the confiscation of Bective in 1537 left him
homeless. Going abroad, he became chaplain to

Cardinal Pole at Rome. It was now probably that

by papal dispensation he exchanged into the Canons
Regular of St. Augustine, and was made prior of their

suppressed monasteries of Duleek and Colpe. Walsh
returned when Pole came as legate to England, for in

1554 he was in the Irish commission for depriving

married clergy. Staples, Bishop of Meath, being thus

deprived, Walsh, already nominated by the Crown,
was appointed by the legate, IS Oct., 1554, subject to

seeking papal confirmation within twelve months.

He assumed his charge immediately, retaining, as the

see was impoverished, the rectory of Loughsewdy and
his priories. Henceforward he was busied in eccle-

siastical and civil affairs, and the Government em-
ployed him in many commissions until the second year

of Queen Elizabeth. But when she introduced a

Protestant liturgy into Ireland, Walsh resisted strenu-

ously in Convocation, and preached at Trim against

the Book of Common Prayer. On 4 Feb., 1560, he
refused the oath of supremacy, was deprived of his

temporalities, and by the Queen's order committed to

custody. Divested of royal favour and withdrawn
from secular afTairs, he recalled the condition of his

appointment, and when released, some eighteen

months later, he submitted his case at Rome. In

consistory held 6 Sept., 1564, the legate's provision

was declared void, and the pope, in the circumstances,

reappointed Dr. Walsh. About the time when this

would have become known in Ireland, Walsh was cited

before the Ecclesiastical Commission, and on refusing

the oath of supremacy or to answer interrogatories,

was committed to Dublin Castle, 13 July, 1565.

Loftus, the Protestant primate, advised his removal
to England that the learned bishops there might win
him to conformity; he was, he said, of great credit

among his countrymen, who depended whoUy on him
in religious concerns. Nevertheless he was left in

Dublin, and lay fettered in a dark and filthy cell imtil

Christmas, 1572, when his friends contrived his escape
to Nantes in Brittany. After six montlis of destitu-

tion he was aided by the nuncio in France to proceed
to Spain. He reached ^\lca!a almost moribund through
privations, fatigues, and festering wounds from his

fetters, and was first received in the house of a pious
lady, who herself dressed his sores and nursed him
with tender sohcitude. Afterwards he removed to

the Cistercian convent and expired among his former
brethren, esteemed a martjT of the Faith. He was
buried in the Church of St. Secundinus and the
Bishop of Grenada erected a monument to his memory.
Brady, Episcopal Succession in Great Britain and Ireland

(Rome, 1876-77); O'Reilly, Memorials of those who suffered
for the Catholic Faith in Ireland (London, 186S); Moran, Cath-
olic Archbishops of Dublin (Dublin, 1SG4): Cogan, Diocese of
Meath (Dublin, 1862).

Charles McNeill.

Walsingham, Thomas, Benedictine historian, d.

about 1422. He is supposed to liave been a native of

Walsingham, Norfolk, England; he was educated at

St. Albans Abbe}', and having become a monk there

was made precentor and placed in charge of the
scriptorium. Little is known of his life beyond his

historical work and the fact that in 1394 he was made
superior of the dependent priory of WjTnondham,
where he remained until 1409, when he returned to

St. Albans.
Six chronicles have been assigned to him: (1)

"Chronica Majora", now lost, but wliich was written
before 1388 and was well known at that date as a
work of reference. (2) "Chronicon AngUa?", cover-
ing the years 1328 to 1388. In tliis work the actions

and character of John of Gaunt, the father of Henry
IV, are somewhat severely criticised. It was pub-
lished in the Rolls Series in 1874 (ed. Thompson).
(3) The "Gesta Abbatum" of St. Albans Abbey,
compiled between 1390 and 1394. The earlier por-
tions of this record were taken largely from Matthew
Paris. Also published in the RoUs Series, lSt)7-69.

(4) A chronicle of St. Albans, compiled about 1393,

the original manuscript of which is in the British

Museum. This covers the years 1272 to 1393, and
incorporates the previous clironiclcs of Matthew of

Westminster and others. Up to the year 1369 its

text agrees with the "Chronicon Angliae" (no. 2
above), but after that date it varies considerably,

chiefly in the way of toning down the aspersions on
the character of John of Gaunt. It is supposed that
on the accession of Henry IV the monks suppressed
the earlier chronicle, being afraid of the consequences
of the attacks contained in it on the king's father,

and that this work was written to take its place.

(5) "Historia Anghcana", also called "Historia
Brevis" by earlier writers. It co\-ers the years 1272
to 1422. Some authorities are of opinion that only
the portion extending from 1377 to 1392 was Walsing-
ham's own work, basing tlieir view on the fact that

one MS. of the history terminates at the latter year,

and also because after that date, in the other manu-
scripts, the narrative is not so full and s.ati.sfactory

.as the earlier portions. Professor Gairdner contro-

verts this theory, holding that the defects of the later

portions are suflicicntly explained by the author's

removal to Wymondham in 1394. The style of the

writer, he maintains, is the same throughout the

entire work. Printed in the Rolls Series in 1863, ed.

Riley. (6) "Ypodigma Ncustrix", a compilation
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tended to provide Henry V with a summary of the
?tory of his predecessors, the dukes of Normandy,
d partly borrowed from the "Historia Norman-
rum" of William of Jumieges. Published in the
)lls Series in 1S70, ed. Riley.

As to the quaUty of VV'alsingham's work, he was a
Hector of facts rather than an historian in the
jdern sense, painstaking and trustworthy, and to
B we are indebted for the knowledge of many his-

rical incidents not mentioned by other writers. He
for instance, our chief authority for the reigns of

chard II, Henry IV, and Henry V, for the particu-

s of Wat Tyler's insurrection of 1381, and for much
at is known about Wyclif and the Lollards.
Pits, De Rebus Angticis (Paris, 1619); Hardy. Monumenta
slorica Britannica; Gairdner, Early Chronicles of England
)ndon, s. d.); Leadam in Diet. Nat. Biog., s. v.

G. Cyprian Alston.

Walsingham Priory stood a few miles from the sea

the northern part of Norfolk, England. Founded
the time of Edward the Confessor, the chapel of

ir Lad}- of Walsingham was confirmed to the .4ugus-
lian Canons a century later and enclosed within
p priory. From the first this shrine of Our Lady
IS a famous place of pilgrimage. Hither came the
thful from all parts of England and from the Con-
lent until the destruction of the priory by Henry
II in 1,")3S. To this day the main road of the pil-

ms through Newmarket, Br.andon, and Fakenham
still called the Palmers' Way. Many were the
ts of lands, rents, and churches to the canons of

alsingham, and many the miracles WTought at

[r Lady's shrine. Henry III came on a pilgrimage
Walsikgham in 1241, Edward I in 1280 and 1296,
Iward II in 131.5, Henry VI in 14.5.5, Henry VII in

^7, and Henry VIII in 1513. Erasmus in fulfilment

a vow made a pilgrimage from Cambridge in 1511,
d left as his offering a set of Greek verses expressive
his piety. Thirteen years later he wrote his coUo-

y on pilgrimages, wherein the wealth and magnifi-
ice of Walsingham are set forth, and some of the
)uted miracles rationalized. In 1.537 while the last

or, Richard Vowell, was paying obseciuious respect
Cromwell, the sub-prior Nicholas Alilcham was
arged with conspiring to rebel against the suppres-
n of the lesser monasteries, and on flimsy evidence
s convicted of high treason and hanged outside
i priory walls. In July, 1538, Prior Vowell .assented

the destruction of Walsingham Priory and assisted

; king's commissioners in the removal of the figure

Our Lady, of many of the gold and silver ornaments
d in the general spoliation of the shrine. For his

idy compliance the prior received a pension of £100
•ear, a large sum in those days, while fifteen of the
aons received pensions varying from £4 to £6.
le shrine dismantled, and the priory destroyed, its

e was sold by order of Henry VIII to one Thomas
Iney for £90, and a private mansion was subse-
ently erected on the spot. The Elizabethan ballad,
.L.ament for Walsingham," expresses something of

lat the Norfolk people felt at the loss of their
)rious shrine of Our Lady of Walsingham.
'Miers and -papers nf Henry VIII in Rolls Series; Erasmus,
grimages; Calendars of Patent Roll and Papal Letters; Rymer,
dera; Cox, Victoria County History: Norfolk,

Joseph Clayton.

Walter, Ferdinand, jurist, b. at 'Wetzlar, .30

)v., 1794; d. at Bonn, 13 Dec, 1879. After study-
; at the Latin school of Miihlheim on the Rhine
50.5-9), and later at Cologne (1809-13), he fought
ainst Napoleon in 1814, .as a vohmteer in a Russian
timent. In autumn, 1814, he began to study juris-

iidence at Heidelberg, where he gr.aduated. 22 Nov.,
17. He remained at Heidelberg as privatdozml

til Easter, 1819, when he wa-s called to the newly-
inded University of Bonn. He taught various
ristic branches there till 1875, when he resigned on
count of blindness. Though a layman, Walter was

a strenuous champion of the rights of the Church
against civil encroachment. He was a member of the
Prussian National Assembly in 1848 and of the First
Chamber of Deputies in 1849. In a special pamphlet
(1848) he opposed the incorporation into the criminal
code of an article aUowing the State to deprive the
clergy of ecclesiastical rights, and on 4 Oct., 1849,
he dehvered a famous oration in defence of ecclesias-
tical independence in the management of church
affairs. But Walter's greatest achievements are in
the field of juristic Uterature. All his Uterary pro-
ductions are remarkable for thoroughness as well as
literary finish and some of them have become cla.ssics

in their sphere. His most famous work is his "Lehr-
buch des Kirchemechts" (Bonn, 1822). The eighth
edition was translated into French and .Spanish, the
ninth into Italian. A fourteenth edition was pre-
pared by Canon Gerlach, one of \\'alter's disciples
(Bonn, 1871). The sources of canon law, which were
added as an appendix to the sixth edition of the
"Kirchenrecht", he materially enlarged and pub-
lished separately as "Pontes juris ecclesiastici antiqui
et hodierni" (Bonn, 1862). His other important
works are: "Corpus juris Germanici antiqui" (3 vols.,

Bonn, 1824); "Romische Rechtsgeschichte" (Bonn,
1836); "Deutsche Rechtsgeschichte" (Bonn, 1853);
"System des deutschen Privatrechts" (Bonn, 1855);
"Das alte Wales", (Bonn, 1859), on the history, laws,
and rehgion of ancient Wales; "Juristische Encyclo-
piidie" (Bonn, 1856); "Naturrecht und Pohtik
(Bonn, 1863); "Aus meinem Lebcn" (Bonn, 1865),
an autobiography; "Das alte Erz stift und die Reichs-
Btadt Koln" (Bonn, 1866), a civil history of the former
electorate of Cologne, left unfinished.
Walter, Aus meinem Lehen (Bonn, 1865); Gerlach, in Der

KathoUk, LX (Mainz, 1S80), II, 511-15.

Michael Ott.

Walter of Chatillon (Gautier de Lille,
Gualterus de Insulis; also Gadtier de Ch.\tillon,
GuALTERus de Castillione), poet in the second
half of the twelfth century, b. at LiUe; d. of the
plague, probably at the city of Amiens, in the be-
ginning of the thirteenth century. He studied at
Paris, where his master was Etienne of Beauvais.
Having afterwards .settled at Chatillon, he changed
his name, de Insulis, into that of de Castillione.

From Ch&tiUon, where he had charge of the schools,
he went to Bologna to study law, and on his
return to France was appointed secretary to Henry,
Archbishop of Reims. He kept this office under
Henry's successor, Wilham, who was Archbishop of
Reims from 1176 to 1201. It was at that time that
Walter wrote his "Alexandreid", at the request of
Archbishop Wilham, to whom it is dedicated. His
"Alexandreis, give Gesta Alexandri Magni" is a
Latin poem of 5464 hexameters in ten books, based on
Curtius's account of Alexander's expeditions. It

shows a great familiarity with Virgil and the later

Latin poets, but it is full of anaehronia, one of the
most starthng being the Passion of Christ mentioned
as something that had already taken place in the time
of .\lexandcr. In spite of its defects, however, this

poem is considered superior to those composed at that
time and at the end of the thirteenth century; it was
even preferred to the "/Fneid" for school work. The
well-knowm hexameter, "Incidit in Scyllam qui vult
vitare Charj'bdim" (He falls into Scylla's jaws who
would escape Charj-bdis), is taken from the "Alexan-
dreid". Other works of his are: "Libelli tres contra
Judaeos in dialogi formam conscripti", published by
Casimir Oudin in his collection, "Veterum aliquot

Gallia" et Belgii scriptorum opuscula" (Leyden, 1692),
and "De SS. Trinitate tractatus", published by
Bernard Pez in his "Anecdota".
Oudin. Commentnrii de sfriptorihus et scriptis ecclesiasticis, 11;

Histoire litteraire de la France, XV; Baumoartner, Die lateinische
und griechiache Literatur der chrisUichen Volker, I.

P. J. Mahique.
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Walter of Merton, Bishop of Rochester and
founder of Merton College, Oxford, b. probably at

Merton in Surrey, or educated there; hence the sur-

name; d. 27 Oct., 1277. He came of a land-owning
family at Basingstoke; beyond that there is no def-

inite information as to the place or date of birth.

We know that his mother was Christina Fitz-Ohver
andhisfather William, and that in 1237 both parents
were dead, and Walter was a clerk in Holy orders.

In 12-11 Walter already held a number of hvings in

various parts of the country; in 1256 he was an agent
for the Bishop of Durham in a law-suit; in 1259
prebendary of St. Paul's, London; and in 1262
prebendary of Exeter and canon of Wells. Walter
was also prothonotary of the chancery in 1258; and
in 1261 Henry III made him chancellor, in place of

Nicholas of Ely. It was in this same year that
Walter first set aside two manors in Surrey for the
priory at Merton, for the support of "scholars re-

siding at the schools". This was the beginning of

Merton College. In 1264 Walter drew up statutes

for a "house of the scholars of Merton", at Maiden
in Surrey; ten years later these scholars were trans-

ferred to Oxford, and a permanent house established.

Merton College, thus founded and endowed by
Walter, is the earhest example of collegiate hfe at

Oxford. Walter's statutes provided for a common
corporate hfe under the rule of a warden, but as vows
were to be taken and scholars entering a religious

order forfeited their scholarship, the college was
really a place of training for the secular clergy. While
labouring for the estafjlishment of Merton College,

Walter was removed from the chancellorship when
the barons triumphed in 1263, but was restored again

on Henry Ill's death in 1272. He is mentioned as a
justiciar in 1271, and three years later (21 Oct.,

1274) he was consecrated Bishop of Rochester.

While fording the Medway, Bishop Walter fell from
his horse and died two days later from the effects of

the accident. He wa.s buried in Rochester cathedral,

and is described in the "Annales monastici" as a
man of liberality and great worldly learning, ever
ready in his assistance to the religious orders.

Annates monastici in R. S,: Flares historiarum in R. 5.," Hob-
house, Sketch of the Life of Walter de Merton (1859); Brodrick,
Memorial of Merton College, Oxf. Hist. Soc.; Foss, Judges of
England; Kingsford in Diet. Nat. Biog., s. v. Merton, Walter de.

Joseph Clayton.

Walter of Mortagne, a twelfth-century Scholas-

tic philosopher, and theologian, b. at Mortagne in

Flanders in the first decade of the twelfth century; d.

at Laon, 1174. He was educated in the schools of

Tournai. From 1136 to 1144 he taught at the cele-

brated School of St-Genevieve in Paris. From Paris

he went to Laon and was made bishop of that see.

His principal works are a treatise on the Holy Trinity

and six "Opuscula". Of the "Opuscula" five are

published in d'Ach(5ry's "Spicilegium" (Paris, 1723)
and the sixth in P. L. (CLXXXVI, 1052). A
logical commentary which is contained in MS.
17813 of the Bililiotheque Nationale and which
was published in part by Haur6au in 1892 is also

ascribed to him. Finally, there is extant a letter

written by him to Abelard in which he ex-pounds
the Platonic view that the body is an obstacle to the

higher operations and aspirations of the soul. On the
question of universals, Walter, according to John of

Salisbury, was the leader of the Indifferent ists,

according to whom the universal is in itself iniliffer-

ent, but becomes the predicate of an indi\idual

subject by the addition of various status, tliat is

determinations or, at least, points of view. Socrates,

for example, is an individual, a species (man), or a
genus (animal) according to the xtntus, or point of

view, which we adopt. The significant thing about
this theory is that it exjjlicitly declares all real exis-

tence to bo individual existence and implies that

whatever unity there is in the universal (specific or
generic) is a product of thought. It is, therefore, a
protest against the exaggerated reahsm of the school
of William of Champeaux, and, at the same time,

prepares the way for the moderate reahsm which
was definitely formulated in the thirteenth century.

P. L., CLXXXVI; d'Ach^rt, Spicilegium (Paris. 1723); Hau-
R^AU, Notices et eztraits (Paris, 1892), 313; De Wulf, Hist, of
Medieval Phil., tr. CoFFETl(New York, 1909), 188; Tukner, HiU.
of Phil. (Beaton, 1903), 284.

WiLLiAJi Turner.

Walter of St-Victor, mystic philosopher and
theologian of the twelfth century. Nothing is

known about Walter except that (about the j'ear

1175) he was prior of the monastery of St-Victor
near Paris, that about the time of the Third Lateran
Council (1179) he wrote his celebrated polemic,
"Contra cjuatuor lab\Tinthos Franciae", and that
he died after the year 1180. Du Boulay in his "Hist.
Univ. Paris." (1665) fir.st called attention to Walter's
treatise and published excerpts from it (repubhshed
in P. L., CXCIX). More recently Denifle has de-
scribed the MS. and Geyer has published a critical

text of the second book. The "four labyrinths"
against whom the work is directed are Abelard,
Gilbert de la PoiT^e, Peter Lombard, and Peter of

Poitiers. It is a bitter attack on the dialectical

method in theology, and condemns in no measured
terms the use of logic in the elucidation of the mys-
teries of faith. Walter is indignant at the thought of

treating the mysteries of the Trinity and the Incar-
nation "with scholastic levity". Discarding the
best traditions of the School of St-Victor, he pours
abuse on the philosophers, the theologians, and even
the grammarians. "Thy grammar be with thee unto
perdition", he cries. 'This violence, however, de-
feated his purpose, which was to discredit the dialec-

ticians. Not only did he fail to convince his con-
temporaries, but he very probably hastened the tri-

umph of the method which he attacked. Four years
after his polemic was pubUshed, Peter of Poitiers, one
of the "labyrintlis", was raised by the pope to the
dignity of chancellor of the Diocese of Paris, and
before the end of the decade Peter Lombard,
another of the "labjTinths", was recognized as an
authority in theolog\-, his method adopted in the
schools, and his famous "Books of Sentences" used
as a text and commented on by all the great teachers

—

a distinction which it retained all through the thir-

teenth centur\-.
Dn B0UL.1Y, Hist. Univ. Paris.^ XT (Paris. 1665), 402 sqq.;

Denifle, Archiv /. Literotur- und Kirchcngesch. des M..i., I, 4()4;

Geyer, Die Sentenlia: Divinilatis (Miinstcr, 1909); GrabmanN,
Gesch. diT schol. Melhode, II (Freiburg, 1911), 124.

William Turner.

Walter of Winterbum, an English Dominican,
cardinal, orator, poet, philosopher, theologian, b.

in the thirteenth century; d. at Genoa, 2t) Aug., 1305.

He entered the Dominican Order wlien a youth, and
became renowned for learning, prudence, and sanctity

of life. Edward I, King of England, chose him as his

confessor and spiritual director. lie was provincial

of his order in England from 1290 to 1298, and was
created cardinal, 21 February, 1304, by Benedict XI.
In 1305, after having taken part in the election of

Clement V, Walter set out from Perugia with several

other cardinals to join the po]ie in France, but at

Genoa he was seized with his last illness, during which
ho was attended by the dean of the Sacretl College,

Nicholas de Prato. His remains wore first buried in

the church of his order at Genoa, but were later

transferred to London, as he had ordered, and interred

in the convent to which he had formerly been assigned.

Nicholas Trivet, his intimate friend, assures us that
Walter was a man endowed with many superior quali-

ties, natural and supernatural. Thoroughly versed
in knowledge, graced with rare modesty and a kindly
disposition, he was a model of religious piety and of
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mature erudition. Despite numerous duties in the

cloister and at the imperial Court, his hours of prayer

were never shortened. He left several works of

real worth on philosophy and theologj', chief among
them: "Commentarium in IV sententiarum Ubros";
"Quffisfioncs theologies;", much in use at that time;

"Sermones ad cleruni et coram rcgo habiti".
Qu^TiF-EcHARD, Script. Ord. Prmri., I (Paris, 1719), 496;

HuRTEB, Nomend. lit., II (3rd ed.), 480; Todron, Les Kommes
Must., 731; MORTIER, Hist, desmaitrea gineraux, II (Paris, 1905),

432. 455.

Chas. J. Callan.

Walter Pierson, Blessed. See Thomas John-
son, Blessed.

Waltham Abbey.—The Abbey of Waltham Holy
Cross stood in Essex, some ten miles to the north-

east of London, on the Middlesex border. In the

reign of Kent, one Tofig, a wealthy landowner, built

a church at \\'altham for the reception of a miraculous

cross, discovered through a vision in Somerset, and
ga\'e endowment for two priests. On Tofig's death
his Waltham property lapsed to the Crown, and King
Edward the Confessor granted the estate to Harold.
The latter enlarged the foundation of the church and
estabhshed a college of secular canons. In 1060 the
church was solemnly dedicated to the Holy Cross by
Cynesige, Archbishop of York, and Wlwin became its

first dean. It is said that Harold's body w;us brought
to Waltham for burial after the battle of Hastings,

but the storj' has been disputed. The secular canons
were displaced in 1177 by Henry II in favour of

August inian Canons, and a prior was appointed.
Seven years later Walter de Gant was made the first

abbot, and Waltham became the most important
Augustinian house in the country. Its abbot was
mitred, sat in ParUamcnt, enjoyed peculiar exemption
from episcopal visitation, and received at various times
special favours from Rome. The abbey also obtained
a number of valuable privileges and charters from the

Crown. At the dissolution of the monasteries in

1.537, Waltham was assessed at a gross annual value
of £1079 2s. Id., and w;is the richest religious house in

Essex. It outhisted every other abbey in the coun-
try, and was only formally surrendered on 2.3 March,
1540, by its last abbot, Robert Fuller, who retired

with a pension of £200 and with several manors and
church advowsons. The abbey lands were leased to

Sir Anthony Denny, and were subsequently purchased
outright by his widow in 1549. The choir and tran-

sept were destroyed, but the west end of the abbey
church was set apart as a parish church for the new
service of the Church of England, nnd remains to this

day as a place of worship for AngUcans.
StubB8. The Foundaiion of Waltham Abbey; Benedict of

Peterboro in R. .S'.; Matthew Paris in R. S.; Patent Rolls,
Letters and Papers, Henry VIII, in R. S.; (Calendar Papal Letters;

Fowler, Victoria County History: Essex.

Joseph Clayton.
Walther von der Vogelweide, minnesinger and

gnomic poet, b. about 1170; d. in 1228. Only one old
document mentions the name of the poet and an
unimportant event of his life; in the record of the
travelling expenses of Wolfger von EUenbrechts-
kirchen. Bishop of Pa.ssau, there is an entry under
12 November, 1203, which says that five .solifli for a
fur coat were given as a present to the singer Walther
von der Vogelweide. The only authorities for any-
thing more than a conjectural decision as to his place
of birth are his poems, especially two in imperfect
rhyme. As he was in other ca.ses very exact a.s to
rhyme, this faultiness can only be ex^ilained on the
theor\' that they are in the Bavarian-Austrian dialect.

Austria, therefore, is probably his birth-place. On
one occasion also Walther speaks of Duke Leopold
VI as the ruler of his native country, and proclaims
the fact that he learned to read and sing in Austria,
and that he always feels himself drawn to go to

Vienna. The TjTolese, however, claim him as a
XV.—35

countryman, as do also the Bohemians, and both have
erected monuments to his memory. It is not possible
to arrange his songs in chronological order with any
certainty; consequently they cannot be interpreted
with reference to the jioet's hfe. All that is certain
is that Walther developed artistically the knightlj-
Minne poetry, and introduced the real love song into
the artistic court poetry, and this is his particular
merit as a minnesinger.

Walther's didactic poetry, a form of the poetic art
that generally belonged to the wandering scholar, stands
on the same high level as his love lyrics. Ruler and
people listened attentively to his earnest words of ex-
hortation. LTnfortunately, in this era of violent strug-
gle the volatile poet allowed himself to be carried
away by his passions. He was especially severe against
the pope, and frequently unjust to his policy. Other-
wise, these apothegms give an animated picture of
the tumultuous era of the unhappy struggle over the
imperial election. In this way Walther's didactic
poetry is of value both for the history of his times
and for that of civilization. He composed also a
number of didactic apothegms that might be styled
gnomic poetry, which show many si(l(\s of the poet's
character. Dr. A. Schonbach, Walther's latest biog-
rapher and the best critic of Midille-High-German
literature, devotes a special section of his work
to "Walther's rehgion". This is necessary to con-
fute the Protestant conception and account of Wal-
ther, but for the scholar without prejudice it is need-
less becau.se entirely self-evident. The great singer
probably did not live to .see the Crusade of Frederick
II, for which he had WTitten so devout a song. At
least he ceases to sing in the year 1228. \\'here he
died and where he was buried are as little known as
the place of his birth.

In the latest edition of his Walther von der Vogelweide (Berlin,
1910), Schonbach gives a bibliography of his .subject not only
complete, but provided wilh v.-iliiahie (-riticnl notes. The most
important works of tlii- l.iMit a-r ijiii\ ;iri

: IHland, Walther von
der Vogelweide (\S22) . I i. im^i-,

,
/< - ( ,,,/,(.; Wallhers render

roorftceirff (1827),tr. iiii. > \< m -
1 1 :;l,-( ,. 1 1, :,ii bv SiMROCK (1833);

HoRNiG, Gtossarium .-1/ '. , (/•,.'(,.; \\ .I'l
. rs ron der Vogelweide

(1844) ; Pfeiffeb and Baktsch, D.utxcl,,- Kliissiker des MittelaUers
(1864): BuRDACH, Reinmar der Alle u. Walther von der Vogelweide
(Leipzig, 1880) ; Wili.mannb, Leben u. Dichlen WnUhers lion der
Vogelweide (Bonn, 18S2): Paul, Altdeutsche Texibibliothek (1882);
Schonbach in Zeitschrifl fur deutsches Altertum, XXXVIII, 1

eqq. ; Idem in Sitzungsberichte der Wiener Akademie, CXLV
(1902).

N. SCHEID.

Walton, Brian, Biblical scholar, editor of Wal-
ton's Polyglot Bible, b. at Seymour, or Seamer,
near York, in 1600; d. in London,"29 Nov., 1661. He
was educated at Cambridge, where he graduated B.A.
in 1619-20, and M.A. in 1623. Ordained in the An-
ghcan Church, he became a curate and also school-
master in Suffolk; in 1628 he was promoted to the
rectorship of St. Martin's Orgar, London, to which
was added, in 1636, that of Sandon, Essex, and, per-
haps, the title of chaplain to the king with a prebend
in St. Paul's. He took the degree of D.D. at the
University of Cambridge in 1639. Having become
involved in the troubles of the times, he was accused
of "subtile tricks and popish innovations", deprived
of his two rectories, in 1641, and in the next year
imprisoned. In no way disheartened, he went, on
receiving his freedom, to Oxford, then the capital of

Royalist England, and there planned the great Poly-
glot (see Polyglot Bibles) which was to render his

name familiar to every student of the Scriptures.
After the surrender of Oxford in 1646, he betook him-
self to London, where, in 16.'')2, he issued his pro-
spectus of the Polyglot. Subscriptions were put at
£10 a set, and in a short time the sum of £9000
wa.s subscribed. Walton's Polyglot was the first book
published by subscription in Engkand. To carry out
his work successfully, Walton secured the aid of

nearly all the contemporary English scholars, particu-
larly Edmund Castell, Edward Pococke, Thomafi
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Hyde, Dudley Loftus, Abraham Weelocke, Thomas
Greaves, and Samuel Clarke, but the editorship de-

volved on himself. While the Polyglot was in the

press, he pubhshed as an aid to the perusal thereof an
"Introductio ad lectionem linguarum Orientalium"
(London, 1655; Deventer, 1655, 1658).

This was a time when English theologians were
much divided as to the extent of the Divine inspira-

tion of the Scrip-

tures, some going
so far as to adopt
t he narrow view
that even the
vowel-points and
accents of the
Massoretic text
" must come under
our consideration
:is being such from
(!od "

( O wen ,

Works", XVI,
:i03). John Owen
1 1ad just prepared
to that effect a
tract on "The
Divine Original
Authority and
self-e V i d e n c i n g
Light and Purity
of t he Scriptures

'

'

,

when he was con-
fronted by Wal-

ton's "Prolegomena", in wliich a much more
liberal view was held. He set out to refute it,

and published to that purpose a new tract:

"Of the Integrity and Purity of the Hebrew
Text of the Scriptures, with Considerations of the
Prolegomena and Appendix to the late BibUa Poly-
glotta" (Oxford, 1659). Brian Walton, whose saner
view of the subject was inspired by deeper scholarship
and was endorsed by "the chief Protestant Divines,
and greatest linguists that then were", was not long
in repelhng Owen's Quixotic attack: to his opponent
he addressed his "Considerator considered; or a brief

View of certain Considerations upon the Bibha Poly-
glotta, the Prolegomena and the Appendix" (London,
1659), which should at once have ended the con-
troversy, were the weight of the arguments the only
factor in ending controversies. But, consoling him-
self with the thought that his work could not be
expected to share better than Origen's Hexapla, S.

Jerome's Vulgate, the Complutensian Polyglot,

Erasmus's Greek 'Testament, and the Antwerp and
Paris Polyglots, all of which had met with opposition,

he abandoned the controversy, leaving it to time to

vindicate him. The dawn of the day of vindication
was not long delayed, for at the Restoration he was
made chaplain to the king, and soon after (2 Dec,
1660) consecrated Bishop of Chester in Westminster
Abbey.

Bhiggs, General Introduction to the Study of Holy Scripture
(Edinhurgh, 1899), 222-25; Todd. Memoirs of the Life andWritings
of Bruin Walton (London, 1821) ; Elues du Pin, Table universdle
de$ auteurs h^rSliques du xvi' et du xvii^ sihcles, IV (Paris, 1704)

;

Feller, Diotionnaire historique, XVIII (Paria, 1829); Reusch,
Der Index der verbolenen Bilcher, II (Bonn, 1885). 124, 125.

Charles L. Sodvay.

Wandelbert, Benedictine monk and theological

writer, b. in 813; d. at Priim after 850. Little is

known of his personal history. He was apparently
a nat ive of France, and in 839 he was already a monk
at Priim. About this date Abbot Markward com-
missioned him to rewrite the old life of St. Goar and
to supplement it by an account of the miracles worked
by the saint. The life Wandelbert wTote is not
without historical value. He conii)osed his second
work, a mart yrology in verse that was finislied about
848, at the request of Otrich, a priest of Cologne, and

with the aid of his friend Florus of Lyons. The
martyrology is based on earher ones, particularly that
of the Venerable Bede. The arrangement follows
the calendar, and a brief account is given for each day
of the life and death of one or more saints. Together
with the martyrology are poems on the months and
their signs, on the various kinds of agricultural

labour, the seasons for hunting, fisliing, cultivation

of fruit, of the fields, and of vineyards, and the church
Hours. The poetry is, in general, uniform and monot- }
onous; the most graceful jjassages are various descrip-

tions of nature. Wandelbert also wTote a (lost) work
on the Mass.

P. L., CXXI, 575-674; Histoire Litteraire de In France, V (Paris,
1740), 377-83; Manitiub, Gesch. der lateinischen Lileratur dea
Mittelallers, I (Munich, 1911), 557-60.

Klemens Loffler.

Wandering Jew. See Legends, Literary or
Profane; Society of Jesus.—Apologetic.

Wangnereck (Wagnereck), Heinrich, theo-
logian, preacher, author, b. at Munich in July, 1595;
d. at Dilhngen, 11 November, 1664. The extant
sketches of his life give no uniform information re-

specting the dates of events; it is, however, unani-
mously stated that when sixteen years old he entered
the novitiate of the upper German province of the
Society of Jesus, at Landsberg, took the usual course of

instruction, and in addition was for a time teacher of the
lowest class at the gj-mnasium. His chief occupation
was that of a professor of philosophy and theologv' at

,

the University of Dillingen, where he was chancellor,

according to one statement, for twenty-four years.

In addition to teaching, he was also a noted preacher.

In 1655 he was sent to Lindau as superior and mis-
sioner, but after five years returned to DiUingen
where he was chancellor until his death, which fol-

lowed a sudden stroke of apoplexy at table. It is

said that his reputation for learning and ability was so

widespread that many secular and spiritual princes,

bishops, and prelates of Germany asked his advice in

the most important matters. His works, of which
twenty are known, are chiefly on theological subjects.

He also took part in the political controversies of the
period, but not always to the satisfaction of authority,

as there is record of a punishment infUcted upon him
by the general of the Society because he had spoken
disrespectfully of the Duke of Bavaria. His first

small work, " Not» in confessiones S. Augustini",
published in 1630, has retained its popularity up
to the present time; in 1907 a fourth edition of it

appeared.
SoMMERVOGEL, Bibl. de la Comp. de Jrs'is, 979-86; Tholen,

Mcnologium oder Lebensbilder ^i
' " ' ^^- der deutschen

Ordensprovinz (Roermond, 190! i\ate circulation.

A brief sketch of Wangnereck'- 1 he fourth edition

of his first treatise on the "C'mii .^r. Augustine, pp.
xv-xvi; see also Stein'Berger. 1'k j, suirn joi-i die Friedenfrage

in der Zeit vom Prager Frieden bis zum \urnberger FriedensexC'
kuiionshauptrezess. 1633-1600 in Studien und DarsteUungen aus
dem Gebiete der Geschichte, ed. GR.lfERT. V (1906), 2, 3, which
gives a sketch of Wangnereck's political activity.

N. SCHEID.

War, in its juridical sense, a contention carried on
by force of arms between sovereign states, or com-
munities having in this regard the right of states.

The term is often used for civil .strife, sedition, rebel-

Uon properly so called, or even for the undertaking of a
State to put down by force organized bodies of out-

laws, and in fact there is no other proper word for the

struggle as such; but as these are not juridically in the

same class with contentions of force between sover-

eign states, the jurist may not so use the term. How-
ever, a people in revolution, in the rare instance of an
effort to re-establish civil government which has

practically vanished from th(> community except in

name, or to vitahze constitutional rights reserved

specifically or residuarily to the people, is conceded to

bo in like juridical case with a State, as far as protectr
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ing its fundamental rights by force of arms. Grote
insisted that war was a more or less continuous condi-

tion of conflict between those contending by force;

and so indeed it is; but even Grote, when seeking to

determine the grounds of right and wrong in such a
condition, necessarily moved the question back to the

right to acts of force in either contending party, and
so justified the more accepted juridical definition of

a contest at arms between contending states. The
juridical condition of the contending parties to the
war is spoken of as a state of belligerency, while the

term war more properly appHcs to the series of hostile

acts of force exercised in the contention. To present
here the position of CathoUc philosophy in this regard,

it will be convenient to discuss in sequence: I. The
Existence of the Right of War; II. Its Juridical

Source; III. Its Possessor; IV. Its Title and Purpose;
V. Its Subject-matter; VI. Its Term.—From these we
may gather the idea of a just war.

I. The Existence of the Right of War.—The
right of war is the right of a sovereign state to wage
a contention at arms against another, and is in its

analysis an instance of the general moral power of

coercion, i. e. to make use of physical force to con-
serve its rights in\iolable. Every perfect right, i. e.

every right involving in others an obhgation in justice

of deference thereto, to be efficacious, and consequently
a real and not an illusory power, carries with it at

the last appeal the subsidiarj' right of coercion. A
perfect right, then, imphes the riglit of physical force

to defend itself against infringement, to recover the
subject-matter of right unjustly withheld or to exact
its equivalent, and to inflict damage in the exercise of

this coercion wherever, as is almost universally the
case, coercion cannot be exercised effectively without
such damage. The limitations of this coercive right

are: that its exercise be necessarj'; and that damage
be not inflicted beyond measure—first of necessity
and secondly of proportion with the subject-matter of

right at issue. Furthermore, the exercise of coercion
is restricted in civil communities to the pubhc author-
ity, for the reason that such restriction is a necessity

of the common weal. In hke manner the use of force
beyond the region of defence and reparation, namely
for the imposition of punislvment to restore the
balance of retributive justice by compensation for

the mere violation of law and justice, as well as to
assure the future security of the same, is reserved to
pubhc authority, for the reason that the State is the
natural guardian of law and order, and to permit the
individual, even in a matter of personal offence, tobe
witness, judge, and executioner all at once—human
nature being what it is—would be a source of injustice

rather than of equitable readjustment.
Now the State has corporate rights of its own which

are perfect; it has also the duty to defend its citizens'

rights; it consequently has the right of coercion in

safeguarding its own and its citizens' rights in case of

menace or violation from abroad as well as from at

home, not only against foreign individuals, but aLso

against foreign states. Otherwise the duty above
indicated would be impossible of fulfilment; the cor-

porate rights of the State would be nugatorj', while
the individual rights of citizens would be at the mercy
of the outside world. The pressure of such coercion,
it is tnie, may be applied in certain circumstances
without both parties going to the extreme of complete
national conflict; but when the latter arises, as it

commonly wiU, we have war pure and simple, even
as the first apphcation of force is initial warfare.
Catholic philosophy, therefore, concedes to the State
the full natural right of war, whether riefensive, as in
case of another's attack in force upon it; offensive
(more properly, coercive), where it finds it necessary
to take the initiative in the application of force: or
punitive, in the infliction of punishment for evil done
against itself or, in some determined cases, against

others. International law views the punitive right of
war with suspicion; but, though it is open to wide
abuse, its original existence under the natural law
cannot well be disputed.

II. The Source op the Right of War is the
natural law, which confers upon states, as upon indi-

viduals, the moral powers or rights which are the
necessary means to the essential purpose set by the
natural law for the individual and the State to accom-
plish. Just as it is the natural law which, with a view
to the natural purposes of mankind's creation, has
granted its substantial rights to the State, so it is the
same law which concedes the subsidiarj^ right of

physical coercion in their maintenance, without which
none of its rights would be efficacious. The full

truth, however, takes into consideration the hmita-
tions and extensions of the war-right set by inter-

national law in virtue of contract (either implicit in

accepted custom or exphcit in formal compact) among
the nations which are party to international legal

obhgation. But it must be noted that civiUzed
nations, in their effort to ameliorate the cruel condi-
tions of warfare, have sometimes consented to allow,

as the less of two imminent evils, that which is for-

bidden by the natural law. This is not strictly a
right, though it is often so denominated, but an inter-

national toleration of a natural wrong. In the com-
mon ten'itorial or commercial ambitions of great
powers there maj- be an agreement of mutual tolera-

tion of what is pure and simple moral WTong by virtue

of the natural law, and that without the excuse of its

being a less evil than another to be avoided; in this

case the unrighteousness is still more evident, for the
toleration itself is WTong. The original determina-
tion of the right of war conies from the law of nature
only; consent of mankind may manifest the existence

of a phase of this law; it does not constitute it.

The agreement of nations may surrender in common
a part of the full right and .so quaUfy it; or it may tol-

erate a hmited abuse of it ; but such agreement does not
confer a particle of the original right itself, nor can it

take aught of it away, except by the consent of the
nations so deprived. The usage of the better part of

the world in such a matter may be argued to bind all

nations, but the argument does not conclude convinc-
ingly. The decisions of American courts lean towards
the proposition of universal obhgation: EnglLsh jurists

are not so clearlj' or generally in its favour. Of
course, for that part of the international law bearing
on war, which may be justly said to be the natural
law as binding nations in their deahngs with one
another, the existence of which is manifested by the
common consent of mankind, there can be no contro-

versy: here the international law is but a name for a
part of the natural law. Suarez, it is true, is inchned
to seek the right of war as a means not precisely of

defence, but of reparation of right and of punishment
of violation, from the international law, on the ground
that it is not necessarv- in the nature of things that the

power of such rehabilitation and puni.shment should
rest with the aggrieved state (though it should be
somewhere on earth), but that mankind has agreed

to the individual state method rather than by forma-

tion of an international tribunal with adequate police

powers. However, the argument given above shows
with fair clearness that the power belongs to the

aggrieved state, and that though it might have en-

trusted, or may yet entrust, its exercise to an inter-

national arbiter, it is not bound so to do, nor has it

done so in the past save in some exceptional cases.

III. The Possessor of the Right of War.-—The
right of war hes solely with the sovereign authority

of the State. As it flows from the efficacious charac-

ter of other rights in peril, the coercive right must
belong to the pos.sessor, or to the natural guardian, of

those rights. The rights in question m.ay be directly

corporate rights of the State, of which, of course, the
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State is itself the possessor, and of which there is no
natural guardian but the sovereign authority of the

State; or directly the rights of subordinate parts of

the State or even of its individual citizens, and of

these the sovereign authority is the natural guardian
against foreign aggression. The sovereign authority

is the guardian, because there is no higher power on
earth to which appeal may be made; and, moreover,

in the case of the individual citizen, the protection of

his rights against foreign aggression will ordinarily

become indirectly a matter of the good of the Com-
monwealth. It is clear that the right of war cannot
become a prerogative of any subordinate power in

the state, or of a section, a city, or an individual, for

the several reasons: that none such can have the right

to imperil the good of all the state (as happens in war)

except the juridical guardian of the common good of

all : that subordinate parts of the state, as well as the

individual citizen, having the supreme authority of

the state to which to make appeal, are not in the case

of necessity required for the exercise of coercion;

finally, that any such right in hands other than those

of the sovereign power would upset the peace and
order of the whole state. How sovereign authority

in matter of war reverts back to the people as a whole
in certain circumstances belongs for explanation to the

question of revolution. With the supreme power lies

also the judicial authority to determine when war is

necessary, and what is the necessary and propor-

tionate measure of damage it may therein inflict:

there is no other natural tribunal to which recourse

may be had, and without this judicial faculty the

right of war would be vain.

IV. The Title and Purpose op War.—The
primary title of a state to go to war is: first, the fact

that the state's rights (either directly or indirectly

through those of its citizens) are menaced by foreign

aggre.ssion no otherwise to be prevented than by war;
secondly, the fact of actual violation of right not

otherwise reparable; thirdly, the need. of punishing

the threatening or infringing power for the security

of the future. From the nature of the proved right

these three facts are necessarily just titles, and the

state, whose rights are in jeopardy, is itself the judge
thereof. Secondary titles may come to a state, first,

from the request of another state in peril (or of a
people who happen themselves to be in possession of

the right) ; secondly, from the fact of the oppression

of the innocent, whose unjust suffering is propor-

tionate to the gravity of war and whom it is impossible

to rescue in any other way; in this latter ease the

innocent have the right to resist, charity calls for

assistance, and the intervening state may justly

assume the communication of the right of the innocent

to exercise extreme coercion in their behalf. Whether
a state may find title to interfere for punishment
after the destruction of the innocent who were in no
wise its own subjects, is not so clear, unless such
punishment be a reasonable necessity for the future

security of its own citizens and their rights. It has

been argued that the extension of a state's punitive

right outside of the field of its own subjects would
seem to be a necessity of natural conditions; for the

right must be somewhere, if we are to have law and
order on the earth, and there is no place to put it

except in the hands of the state that is willing to

undertake the puni.shment. Still, the matter is not

as clear as the right to interfere in defence of the

innocent.
The common good of the nation is a restricting con-

dition upon the exercise of its right to go to war; but
it is not itself a sufficient title for such exercise. Thus
the mere expansion of trade, the acquisition of new
territory, however beneficial or necessary for a devel-

oping state, gives no natural title to wage war upon
another state to force that trade upon her, or to extort

a measure of her surplus territory, as the common

good of one state has no greater right than the com-
mon good of another, and each is the judge and guar-
dian of its own. Much less may a just title be found
in the mere need of exercising a standing martial
force, of reconciUng a people to the tax for its main-
tenance, or to escape revolutionary trouble at home.
Here, also, it is to be noted that nations cannot draw a
parallel from Old-Testament titles. The Israehtes

lived under a theocracy; God, as Supreme Lord of all

the earth, in specific instances, by the exercise of His
supreme dominion, transferred the ownership of alien

lands to the Israelites; by His command they waged
war to obtain possession of it, and their title to war
was the ownership (thus given them) of the land for

which they fought. The privation thus wrought upon
its prior owners and actual possessors had, moreover,
the character of punishment visited upon them by
God's order for ofTences committed against Him.
No state can find such title existing for itself under the
natural law.

Furthermore, a clear title is limited to the condition
that war is necessary as a last appeal. Hence, if

there is reasonable ground to think that the offending
state will withdraw its menace, repair the injury done,
and pay a penalty sufficient to satisfy retributive

justice and give a fair guarantee of the futiu'e security

of juridical order between the two states concerned

—

aU in consequence of proper representation, judicious
diplomacy, patient urgency, a mere threat of war, or

any other just means this side of actual war—then
war itself cannot as yet be said to be a necessity, and
so, in such premises, lacks full title. A fair oppor-
tunity of adjustment must be given, or a reasonable
assurance had that the offence will not be rectified

except under stress of war, before the title is just.

Whether the aggrieved state should consent to arbi-

trate differences of judgment before resorting to war,
is within its own competency to decide, as the natural
law has established no judge but the aggrieved state

itself, and international law does not constrain it to

transfer its judicial right to any other tribunal, except
in so far forth as it has by prior agreement bound itself

so to do. None the less, when the grievance is not
clear, and the pubUc authority has sound reason to

think that it can arrange for a tribunal where justice

will be done, it would seem that the necessity of war
in that individual case is not final, and even though
international law may leave the state free to refuse all

arbitration, the natural law would seem to commend if

not to command it. Towards this solution of inter-

national differences, in spite of the difficulty of secur-

ing an unbiassed tribunal, we have in the last fifty

years made some progress.

Again, the question of proportion between the
damages to be inflicted by war and the value of the
national right menaced or violated must enter into

consideration for the determination of the full justice

of a title. Here we must take into accoimt the conse-
quences of such right being left unvindicated. Na-
tions are prone to go to war for almost any \-iolation

of right, and its reiiaration absolutely refused. This
tendency argues the common conviction that such
violation will go from bad to worse, and that, if

sovereign right is not recognized in a small thing, it

will be far less so in a gi'eat. The conviction is not
without rational ground; and yet the pride of power
and the sensitiveness of national vanity can readily

lead, in the excitement of the moment, to a mistaken
ju<lgment of a gravity of otTence proportionate to all

the ills of war. Neither is force a successful means of

securing honour, unless it be to a.ssure the due recog-

nition of the rights of the sovereign ]M)wer behind that

honour; while in the calm forum of dehbcrate reason

the loss of one human life oiitweighs the mere offended
vanity of a king or a [leople. The true proportion

between the damage to be inflicted and the right vio-

lated is to be measured by whether the loss of right

r
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in itself or in its ordinary natural consequences would
be morally as great a detriment to the common good
of the state aggrieved as the damages which war con-

ducted against the aggressor would entail upon the

common good of the same, throwing into the balance
igainst the latter the additional amount of damage
Jue him as the punishment of retributive justice.

Finally, a state going to war must weigh its own prob-
ible losses in blood and treasure, and its prospect of

I'ictory, before it may rightly enter upon a war: for

the interests of the common good at home inhibit

the exercise of force abroad, unless reasonably calcu-

lated not to be an ultimate graver loss to one's own
:ommunity. This is not properly a hmitation of

title, but a prudential limitation upon the exercise of

i right in the face of full title. The proper jiurpose of

ivar is indicated by the title, and war conducted for

I purpose beyond that contained in a just title is a
moral wrong.
V. The Subject-maiter of the Eight op War.—

rhis v.-ill cover what may be done Dy the warring
sower in exercise of its right. It embraces the inflic-

:ion of aU manner of damage to property and life of
:he other state and its contending subjects, up to the
neasure requisite to enforce submission, implying the
icceptance of a final readjustment and proportionate
jenalty; it includes in general all acts that are neces-
sary means to such damage, but is checked by the
proviso that neither the damage inflicted nor the
neans taken involve actions that are intrinsically

mmoral. In the prosecution of the war the killing

3r injuring of non-combatants (women, children, the
iged and feeble, or even those capable of bearing arms
3ut as a matter of fact not in any way participating

n the war) is consequently barred, except where their

simultaneous destruction is an unavoidable accident
ittending the attack upon the contending force. The
ivanton destruction of the property of such non-com-
oatants, where it does not or will not minister main-
:enance or help to the state or its army, is hkewise
devoid of the requisite condition of necessity. In fact

:he wanton destruction of the property of the state
3r of combatants— i. e. where such destruction cannot
iiake for their submission, reparation, or proportion-
ite punishment—is beyond the pale of the just sub-
ject-matter of war. The burning of the Capitol and
^Vhite House at Washington in 1S14, and the devasta-
tion of Georgia, South Carolina, and the Valley of the
Shenandoah during the American Civil War have not
Bscaped criticism in this category. That "war is

bell", in the sense that it inevitably carries with it a
maximum of human miseries, is true; in the .sense that
it justifies anything that makes for the suffering and
punishment of a people at war, it cannot be ethically
maintained. The defence, that it hastens the close

a( war through sympathy with the increased suff<>ring

even of non-combatants, will not stand. The kilhng
of the wounded or prisoners, who thereby have ceased
to be combatants, and have rendered submission, is

not only no necessity, but beyond the limits of right
because of submission, while common charity requires
that they be properly cared for.

A doubt might arise about the obligation to spare
wounded and prisoners, the guardianship or care of

whom would prevent immediate further prosecution
of the war at perhaps its most auspicious moment, or
their di.smis.sal but replenish the forces of the enemy.
The care of the wounded might be waived, as its

obhgation is not of justice but of charity, which
yields to a superior claim of one's own benefit: but
the killing of prisoners presents a different problem.
All practical doubt in the matter has been removed
among civilized nations by the agreements of inter-
national law. The canons of the natural law of
necessity and proportion this side the limit of intrinsic

moral wrong are so h.ard of application by the con-
tending forces that the history of wars is full of

excesses; hence international law has steadily moved
towards hard and fast lines that will lessen the waste
of human life and the miseries of warfare. Thus the
use of ammunition causing excessive destruction of
human life or excessive suffering, inciu'able wounds, or
human defacement beyond the requirements for

putting the combatants out of the conflict and so
winning a battle are excluded by international agree-
ment based upon the obvious hmitation of the natural
law. Poisoning, as imperilhng the innocent beyond
measure, and a.ssassination, as associated with treach-
ery and the personal assumption of the right of life

and death (to say nothing of its want of a fair oppor-
tunity of defence and the cowardice commonly im-
plied therein), have met with common condemnation,
thus closing the loophole of obscurity in the natural
law. The natural law is clear enough, however, in

condemning as intrinsically immoral lying and the
direct deception of another, as well as bad faith and
treachery. The phrase, "All is fair in love and war",
cannot be taken seriously; it is a loose by-word taken
from the reckless practices of men, and runs counter
to right reason, natural law, and justice. No end
justifies an immoral means, and lying, perjury, bad
faith, treachery, as well as the direct slaughter of the
innocent, wanton destruction, and the lawless pillage
and outrage of cruder times, are, as far as the worst of

them go, a thing of the past among civihzed nations.
That states are not always nice in conscience about
lying, deceit, and bad faith in war as in diplomacy is

occasionally a fact to-day; and the defence of lying
and deceit in the stratagems of war, where good faith

or common convention is not violated, is a sequence
of the erroneous doctrine of Grote that lying is not
intrinsically immoral, but only wrong in as far as those
with whom we deal have a right to demand the truth
of us; but as such teaching is almost unanimously
repudiated in Catholic philosophy, the practice has
to-day in Catholic thought no ethical advocate. The
hanging of spies, though commonly said to be merely
a measure of menace against a peculiar peril of war,
would seem to have behind it a remote suggestion of

punishment of a form of deceit which is intrinsically

v\Tong.

In the terms of readjustment after victory, the vic-

torious state, if its cause was just, may exact full

reparation of the original injustice suffered, full

compensation for all its own losses by reason of the
war, proportionate penalty to secure the future not
only against the conquered state, but, through fear of

such penalty, even against other possibly hostile

states. In the execution of such judgment the killing

of surviving contestants or their enslavement, though,
absolutely speaking, these might fall within the meas-
ure of just punishment, would to-day seem to be an
extreme penalty, and the practice of civilization has
abohshed it. Here we are confronted with the appal-
ling destruction of the vanquished in the Old-Testa-
ment wars, where frequently all the adult males were
slain after defeat and surrender, and sometimes even
the women and children, unto utter extermination.
But we cannot argue natural right from these in-

stances, for, where justly done, this wholesale slaugh-
ter was the direct command of God, the Sovereign
Arbiter of life and death, as well as the Just Judge of

all reward and puni.shment. God by revelation made
the Israelites but executioners of His supernatural
sentence: the penalty was within God's right to assign,

and within the I.sraelites' communicated right to

enforce. The natural law gives man the right to no
such measure. 1'he a7)propriation of a part of the
territory of the vanquished may quite readily be a
neces.sity of payment for reparation of injurj- and loss,

and even the entire subjection of the conquered state,

as a part of, or tribut.arj' to, its conqueror, may po.'s.si-

bly fall within the proportionate requirements for full

reparation or for future security, and, if so, such sub-
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jection is within the competency of the last adjudica-

tion. The history of nations, however, would indicate

that this exaction was enforced far oftener than it was
justified by proportionate necessity.

VI. The Term of the Right of War is the nation

against which war can justly be waged. It must be
juridically in the wrong, i. e. it must have violated a
perfect right of another state, or at least be involved

in an attempt at such violation. Such a perfect right

is one based upon strict justice between states, and
so grounding an obhgation in justice in the state

against which war is to be waged. Here there is

call for a distinction between the obligation of an
ethical and a juridical duty. A juridical duty sup-
poses a right in another which is violated by the state's

neglect to fulfil that duty; not so a merely ethical

duty, for this is one proceeding from some other foun-

dation than justice, and so implies no right in another
which is violated by the non-fulfilment of the duty.

The foundation of the right of war is a right violated

or threatened, not a mere ethical duty neglected. No
State, any more than an individual, may use violence

to enforce its neighbour's performance of the latter.

Hence a foreign state may have a duty to develop its

resources not for its own immediate or particular need
alone, but out of universal comity to help the pros-

perity of other states, for one community is bound to

another by charity as are individuals; but there is in

another state no right to that development founded in

justice. To assume that one state has the right to

make war upon another to force it to develop its own
resources is to assume that each state holds its

possessions in trust for the human race at large, with

a strict right to share in its usufruct inhering in each
other state in particular—an assumption that yet

awaits proof. So, too, the need of one state of more
territory for its overplus of population gives it no
right to seize the superabundant and undeveloped
territory of another. In the case of extreme necessity,

parallel to that of a starving man, where there is no
other remedy except forced sale or seizure of the

territory in question, there would be something upon
which to base an argument, and the case may be
conceived, but seems far from arising. Similarly, a
government's neglect of a juridical duty towards its

own people of itself gives no natural right to a foreign

state to interfere, save only in the emergency, extreme
and rare enough, where the people would have the

right of force against its government and by asking

aid from abroad would communicate in part the

exercise of this coercive right to the succouring power.

Lastly, in the case of a state's wholesale persecution

of the innocent with death or unjust enslavement, a

foreign power taking up their cause may fairly be said

reasonably to assume the call of these and to make use

of their right of resistance.

In conclusion, a war, to be just, must be waged by a
sovereign power for the security of a perfect right of

its own (or of another justly invoking its protection)

against foreign violation in a case where there is no
other means available to secure or repair the right;

and must be conducted with a moderation which, in

the continuance and settlement of the struggle,

commits no act intrinsically immoral, nor exceeds in

damage done, or in payment and in penalty exacted,

the measure of necessity and of proportion to the value

of the right involved, the cost of the war, and the

guarantee of future security.
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Charles Macksey.

Ward, Huon (Irish, Aedh bdidh Mac-an-bhaird),
bagiographcr, b. in Donegal, about 1590; d. 8 Nov.,

les.'j. His father, Geoffrey, was Toparch of Letter-
macward, and head of the Tirconnell branch of the
ancient family of Mac-an-bhaird. From remote
time this family cultivated Uterature and filled the
office of Ollav or chief historian to the O'Donnells.
In 1607 he left Ireland for Spain, and entered the
University of Salamanca. Here he made the acquain-
tance of Luke Wadding, under whose guidance he
joined the Franciscans in 1616. After taking his

degrees and receiving ordination, he was sent by the
general of the order to lecture on philosophy at Paris,

and soon after was appointed professor of Divinity
at St. Anthony's College, Louvain. On 21 April,

1626, he was elected rector of the college. Wadding
states that Ward possessed great intellectual powers
and a profound knowledge of the Irish language and
antiquities; and John Ponce praises highly his lectures

on Scholastic philosophy and theology, affirming
that in these sciences he was second to none of the
great wxiters of his time. But Ward's chief interest

was centred in the history and literature of Ireland.

The plan of publishing the lives of the Irish saints and
other ancient records of Ireland was his; he was
pioneer and founder of the school for Irish archa?ology
that arose in the seventeenth century, with its centre
in the CoUege of St. Anthony. At Salamanca he dis-

cussed his project with Luke Wadding, who promised
him aU help from the libraries of Spain, and in Paris
he met Father Patrick Fleming, a distinguished Irish

scholar, whom he urged to visit the libraries of France
and Italy in search of Irish documents. At the time
Ward reached Louvain, St. Anthony's numbered
among its inmates several accomplished Irish scholars:

MacCaghwell, Hickey, Colgan, O'Docharty, and
shortly afterwards Br. Michael O'Clery.
Ward laid before his associates his plan for a com-

prehensive history of Ireland—civil and ecclesiastical

—a "Thesaurus Antiquitatum Hibernicarum ", and
how the work was to be carried out. The first step
was to procure original ancient Irish manuscripts or
to have transcripts made of them. Father Patrick
Fleming had already begun work in the libraries on
the Continent, and it was decided to send Br. Michael
O'Clery (belonging to a family of hereditary scholars)

to Ireland to collect Irish MSS. In the meantime Ward
was employed in arranging and examining the docu-
ments which had been transmitted to St. Anthony's.
He investigated the sources of the ancient martyr-
ologies and chronicles. He was in constant corre-

spondence with the early BoUandists Henschenius,
Rosweydus, Papebroch, etc. on matters regard-
ing the history and the saints of Ireland. John
Bap. SoUerius styles him "Vir doctissimus ac hagio-
graphus eximius", and saj's that Ward's arguments
in proof of the Irish birthplace of St. Rumold are

unanswerable. At the time of his death Ward had
ready for publication several treati.ses which he
intended as "Prolegomena" to his great work. The
late Protestant Bishop of Down and Connor, Dr.
Reeves, writing on Ward and his fellow-labourers,

pays an eloquent tribute to the Irish Franciscans for

their services to Irish archaeology. Ward was
buried in the college church. The following are the
works he left ready for publication: "De nomen-
clatura hiberniip"; "De statu ct proce.ssu veteris in

Hibernia reipublica;"; "Martynilogium ex multis

vetuslis Latino-Hibernicum"; ".Vnagraphen magna-
lium S. Patricii"; "Investigatio Ursulame expedi-

tionis"; "S. Rumoldi Acta". These works were
accompanied by critical dis.-^ertations and notes on
historical and iopographical questions. The "Acta
S. Rumoldi" was published at Louvain in 1662, by
one of Ward's disciples, Thomas O'Sherin. Ward
wrote Latin liymns ;uid epigrams with elegance; also

many poems in Irish of great beauty and feeling.

Some of the former were i)rintcd in the "Acta S.

Humoldi".
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Gregory Cleary.

Ward, James Harman, commander U. S. Navy;
b. in Hartford, Conn., 1806; killed in attack on Mat-
thias Point, Va., 27 June, 1S61. He was the first Union
naval officer to fall in the Civil War. One of the

founders of the United States Naval Academy under
its present system, his books on naval science had an
important effect on the modern development of the

service. He was a convert to the Catholic Faith,

and his funeral from St. Patrick's chuich, Hartford,
was made the occasion of a memorable war-time
demonstration. Educated at the Vermont Military

Academy, and at Trinity College, Hartford, he was
appointed a midshipman in the na\Y 4 Maich, 1823,

and promoted lieutenant 3 March, 1831. In this

rank he sei'ved several years on the coast of Africa

and there compiled his "Manual of Naval Tactics"
(1858). He gave a course of lectures on gunnery in

Philadelphia in 18-12, and urged the establishment of

the naval school, in which, when it was opened, he
was an instructor (1845-47). His series of lectures,

"Elementary Instruction on Naval Ordnance and
Gunnery", attracted much attention, as did also his

book "Steam for the Million". In 1853 he was
promoted commander, and in 1857 appointed to the
charge of the receiving ship "North Carolina" at the
Brooklj-n Navy Yard. When the Civil War broke
out he was called to Washington to counsel the navy
dejjartment, and organized the Potomac flotilla, of

which he was given command 16 May, 1861. In
directing its operations against the batteries the Con-
federates had erected along the river banks he was
killed at Matthias Point.
FrREY in U. S. Cath. Hist. Soc. Historical Records and Studies

(New York, 1912); Annual .4m. Cycl. (New York, 1861), 748;
Cyclo. Am. Biog., a. v.

Thomas F. Meehan.

Ward, Margaret, Venerable, martyr, born at

Congleton, Cheshire; executed at Tyburn, London,
30 Aug., 1588. Nothing is known of her early hfe
except that she was of good family and for a time
dwelt in the house of a lady of distinction named
Whitall then residing in London. Knowing that
WUham Watson, the priest who wrote the work
known as the "Quodlibets", was imprisoned, she
obtained permission to visit him. After several
visits she disarmed the vigilance of the gaoler and
furnished him with a cord wlicreby he could make his

escape. At the appointed time the boatman whom
she had engaged to convey the priest down the river
refused to carry out his bargain, and in her distress

she confided her difficulty to a young man, Ven. John
Roche (or Neelc), who undertook to a.ssist her. He
provided a boat and exchanged clothes with Watson,
who made good his escape. But the clothes betrayed
John Roche, and the rope convinced the gaoler that
Margaret Ward had been instrumental in the flight

of the prisoner. They were both arrested and loaded
with irons. Ven. Robert Southwell wrote to Father
Acquaviva, S.J.: "She wa,s flogged and hung up by
the wrists, the tips of her toes only touching the
ground, for so long a time tliat she w.is crippled and
paralyzed, but these sufferings greatly strengthened
the glorious martjT for her last struggle". She was
tried and condemned at Newgate, her liberty being
offered her if she would attend Protestant wor.ship.

Yepes. Historia Particular de la pcrsccucion de Inglnterra
(1590); Challoneb. Memoirs of Missionary P'iests (London,

\7il-2);PotA.Bt>,Actsof English Martyrs (London, 1S91) ; Catholic
Record Society, V, 323, 327; The Month (Jan., 1879).

Edwin Burton.

Ward, Mart, foundress, b. 23 Jan., 1585; d. 23 Jan.,

1645; eldest daughter of Marmaduke Ward and Ursula
Wright, and connected by blood with most of the
great Catholic families of Yorkshire. She entered a
convent of Poor Clares at St-Omrr as lav sister in

1606. The fol-

lowing year she
founded a house
for Englishwomen
at Gravelines, but
not fintling herself

called to the con-
templative life,

she resolved to

devote herself to

active work. Al

the age of twent\-
four she found
herself surrountl-

ed by a band of

devoted compan-
ions determined
to labour under
her guidance. In
1609 they estab-

lished themselves
as a religious ^,^^^ ^^^^community at c' ii
r, . ^ ^ , r rom an old engraving
St-Omer, and
opened schools for rich and poor. The venture
was a success, but it was a novelty, and it called

forth censure and opposition as well as praise.

Her idea was to enable women to do for the
Church in their proper field, what men had done
for it in the Society of Jesus. The idea has been
realized over and over again in modern times, but in

the seventeenth century it met with little encourage-
ment. Uneloistered nuns were an innovation repug-
nant to long-standing principles and traditions then
prevalent. The work of religious women was then
confined to prayer, and such good offices for their

neighbour as could be carried on within the walls of

a convent. There were other startling differences

between the new institute and existing congregations
of women, such as freedom from enclosure, from the
obligation of choir, from wearing a rehgious habit, and
from the jurisdiction of the diocesan. Moreover her
scheme was put forward at a time when there was
much division amongst English Catholics, and the
fact that it borrowed so much from the Society of
Jesus (itself an object of suspicion and hostility in

many quarters) increased the mistrust it inspired.

Measures recognized as wise and safe in these days
were untried in hers, and her opponents called for

some pronouncement of authority as to the status and
merits of her work. As early as 1615, Suarez and
Lessius had been asked for their opinion on the new
institute. Both praised its way of life. Lessius held

that episcopal approbation sufficed to render it a
rehgious body; Suarez maintained that its aim, organ-
ization, and methods being without precedent in the
case of women, required the sanction of the Holy See.

St. Pius V had declared solemn vows and strict

papal enclosure to be essential to all communities of

religious women. To this law the difficulties of Mary
Ward were mainly due, when on the propagation of

her institute in Flanders, Bavaria. Austria, and It.aly,

she applied to the Holy See for formal approbation.

The Archduchess Is:ibella, (he Elector MaxinHli;in I,

and the Emperor Ferdinand II had welcoiiicd the
congregation to th(ir dominions, and together with

such men .as Cardinal Federigo B()rromeo, Fra
Domenico di OesCl, .and Father Mutio Vitelleschi,

General of the Society of Jesus, held the foundress in
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singular veneration. Paul V, Gregory XV, and Urban left two unpublished MSS. on the Divine Office now
VIII had shown her great kindness and spoken in in the British Museum, one on the pope's supremacy
praise of her work, and in 1G29 she was allowed to in the possession of Mr. Gillow, one on the history of
plead her own cause in person before the congregation England, and others,
of cardinals appointed by Urban to e.xamine it. The
"Jesuitesses", as her congregation was designated by
her opponents, were suppressed in 1630.
Her work however was not destroyed. It revived

gradually and developed, following the general Unes
of the first scheme. The second institute was at
length approved as to its rule by Clement XI in 1703,
and as an institute by Pius IX in 1877.
At the express desire of Pope Urban Mary went to

Li/e of Thomas Ward, prefixed to the Controversy with Mr.
Rilschel (.Manchester, 1819); Dodd, Church History, III (Brussels
and Wolverhampton. 1742); Calholicon, IV, 195; Cotton,
Rhemcs and Douay (Oxford, 1855) ; Cooper, in Diet. Nat. Biog.,
a. v.; Gillow, Bibl. Did. Eng. Cath., s. v.

Edwin Bdrton.

Ward, William, Vener.^ble (real name Webster),
b. at Thornby in Westmoreland, about 1.560: martvred
at Tyburn, 26 July, 1641. He was over forty when he

Rome, and there as she gathered around her the went to Douay to study for the priesthood but no
younger members of her religious family, under the details have been preserved of his earlier Ufe. He
supervision and protection of the Holy See, the new arrived there on 18 September, 1604; received the
institute took shape. In 1639.

with letters of introduction
from Pope Urban to Queen
Henrietta Maria, Mary returned
to England and established her-
self in London. In 1642 she
journeyed northward with her
household and took up her
abode at Heworth, near York,
where she died. The stone
over her grave in the village

churchyard of Osbaldwick is

preserved to this day.
For the history of the institute

subsequent to the death of Mary
Ward, see Institdte of Mary.
Chambers, Life of Mary Ward

(London, 18S5) ; Salome, Mother M.
Mary Ward, A Foundress of the Seven-
teenth Century (London, 1901) ; Mor-
ris, The Life of Mary Ward in The
Month, LV. The oldest sources for
the history of Mary Ward are the MS.
Uves by Wigmore (English), Pageti
(Italian, 1662. Nvmohenburg Ar-
chives). BissEL (Latin, 1667 or 1668, of
which there is a copy in the Westminster
Diocesan Archives), Lohner (Ger-
man, 1689. Nymphenburg Archives).
The most important of printed Lives
are: Khamm (1717); Fridl (c. 1727),
and BocHiNOER. j^_ LoYOLA.

minor orders on 16 December,
1605; the subdiaconate on 26
Octolser, 1607; the diaconate on
31 May, 1608; and the priest-
hood on the following day. On
14 October he started for Eng-
land, but was driven on to the
shores of Scotland, arrested and
imprisoned for three years. On
obtaining his liberty he came to
England where he laboured for

thirty years, twenty of which
he spent in various prisons as a
confessor for the Faith. He was
of zealous and fiery tempera-
ment, severe with himself and
others, and especially devoted
to hearing confessions. Though
he had the reputation of being
a very exacting director his

earnestness drew to him many
penitents. So mortified was his

personal life and so secret his

numerous charities that he was
even accused of avarice. He
was in London when Parliament
issued the proclamation of 7

ONE OF Mary Ward, Osbaldwick April, 1641, banishing all priests
CnnRCHYABD, near York ^^f^^y. p^in of death, but refused

Ward, Thomas, b. at Danby Castle near Guis- to retire, and on 15 Julv was arrested in the house of
borough, Yorkshu-e, 13 April, 1652; d. at St-Germain, his nephew. Six davs 'later he was brought to trial
France, 1708. He was the son of a farmer and was at the Old Bailey and was condemned on 23 July,
educated as a Presbyterian at Pickering School. He suffered on the feast of St. Anne to whom he ever
Henry Wharton asserted that he had been a Cam- had a great devotion. An oil portrait, painted shortly
bridge scholar but this is not certain. Having acted after the martyrdom from memory or possiblv from
for a time as private tutor he was led by his theological an earlier sketch, is preserved at St. Edinund's
studies to become a Cathohc. He travelled in France College, Old Hall.
and Italy, and for five or six years held a commission Third Douay Diary in Cath. Rec. Soc, X (London, 1911):

in the papal guard, seeing service against the Turks. Challoner, Memoirs of Mi.isionary_ Priests (London, 1741-2)
using contemporary account written by one of Ward's penitents,

Edwin Burton.On the accession of James II (1688) he returned to
England and employed his learning in controversy.
His most popular work, "England's Reformation", Ward, William George, an English writer and
is a poem in four cantos in the metre of "Hudibras". convert, eldest son of William Ward, Esq., b. in Lon-
It first appeared posthumously in 1710, and since don, 21 March, 1812; d. 6 Julv, 1SS2. He was
then ill several editions. His "Errata to the Protes- educated at Winchester College and at Christ Church,
tant Bible", based on Gregory Martin's work on the Oxford, matriculated at the university in 1830.
same subject, has been frequently republished since Though he confessed to a lack of ai)preci'ation of the
Its appearance in 1688, once with a preface by Lingard finer branches of letters and poetry, he took a second
(1810). Bishop Milner wrote a pamphlet to defend class in them .is well as in matheinatics in 1S34. He
itfromoneof the Protestant attacks which its republi- was a musician of no small attainments, a di.stin-
calion_ early iii the nineteenth century provoked, guished mathematician, and a profound philosopher
His other works were: "Speculum Eccle.siast icum

"

(London, 1086?); "Some Queries to the Protestants"
(London, 1687); "Monomachia" (London, 1678),
written against .Vrchbishop Tcnison, as also was
"The Koiiian (';itholic Soldier's Letter" (London,
1688). He also pulilishcd in 1688 in two broadsheets
an epitome of church history, under the title "The
Tree of Life". "The Controversy of Ordination
truly stated" (London, 1719) and "Controversy with
Mr. Ritschel" (1819) were posthumous works. He

In

of

ed, though there is no lack of a straightforward
rugged elegance in his writings, e.sjiecially in those
iter date, his metaphysical bia.s may be always

rec()|;nize(l. In 1.S33 he w;ts elected to a scholarship

at Lincoln College and, in the following year, was ad-
mitted to the degree of B..\. and became a fellow of

Balliol College, subsequently taking orders. .Vs

m.'itliematical tutor at the latter college he fimnd him-
self in a position in which his strong intellectual in-

fluence soon became a power in the university. His
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keen perception and logical faculty, trained to no
small extent by debates in the Oxford Union, gave
weight to his opinions, while his growing power in the
metaphysical sciences wa« fitting him for the unique
part which he had to play later. The Tractarian
Movement began in 1833. At this time Ward wm a
follower of Dr. Arnold, a latitudinarian in his prin-

cijjles, and thoroughly out of touch with the views of

the newer school. But, in 1S3S, he definitively

changed his position, and, from standing aloof with
suspicion and almost with contempt, he became a fer-

vent supporter of the movement.
He joined the party then led by Dr. (afterwards

Cardinal) Newman; and, when the famous Tract XC
appeared in 1S41, he joined i.ssue with the army of

critics who attacked it, by writing two pamphlets in

defence of the principles it advocated. What he did
he did thoroughly; and, having taken his place among
the Tractarians, he lost no occasion of employmg his

skill as a dialectician. Not only among men of his

own standing, but even in his mathematical classes,

which not seldom ended in religious discussions, was
the force of his trenchant logic felt. So much so that
the authorities took fright, and after the appearance
of the famous tract he was deprived of his tutorship.

Thenceforward, his attitude was one in which ulti-

mate submission to Rome seemed to be inevitable.

When Newman retired to Littlemore, Ward be-
came the most prominent figure among the Trac-
tarians. In his contributions to the British Critic

(1841-3) he advocated a policy of gradual assimila-

tion of Catholic doctrine by which the way should be
paved for corporate reunion. In 1844 he published
his work entitled "The Ideal of a Christian Church
considered in comparison with existing practice", in

which he further elaborated his views. From this

work he acquired the sobriquet of "Ideal" Ward.
Shortly after the appearance of this book, on 13 Feb.,

1845, he was deprived of his university degrees; and
seeing the hopelessness and illogical nature of his

position and the impossibility of realizing his ideal in

the Establishment, he made submission to the Cathohe
Church in September, 184.5, the month before that in

which Newman was received. Ward retired to Old
Hall, near Ware (1846) ; and after holding the chair of

moral philosophy there for a year was professor of

dogmatic theology in St. Edmund's College between
the years 1852-8. In the latter year he published
"On Nature and Grace—a Theological Treatise",
containing the substance of his theological lectures.

As a contributor to, and later on as editor of, the
"Dublin Review", of which he was offered the editorial

chair by Cardinal Wiseman in 1863, he was a strenu-
ous defender of papal authority, against DoUinger
principally (1860-70), and a subtle critic of the tenets
of the "E^^1erience School" as exemplified in the
teaching of .lohn Stti.art Mill and .\lexander Bain.
After the death of Cardinal Wiseman, Dr. Ward,
keenly alive to the circumstances and needs of the
restored hierarchy, strongly advocated the appoint-
ment of Dr. Manning. He was a prominent member
and, indeed, a co-founder with Mr. James Knowles,
of the Metaphy.sical Society (1869); of which, in the
following year, he became the president. This so-

ciety embraced representatives of almost every pos-
sible shade of thought and intellectual bias. The
names of .such members as Huxley, Tj-ndall, Mar-
tincau, Leslie Stephen, Frederic Harri.son, Ruskin,
John Morley, and Cardinal Manning are a sufficient

inilication of its heterogeneous nature. In 1878, his

health compelled him to resign the important post
which he held as editor of the historic "Diiblin Review,"
a position in which he had a unique opportunity of

using his great gifts in defence of the Church .and the
philosophical bases of the Faith. His contributions
to the philosophy of Theism are valuable .and solid.

In Im attitude be may be described as a thorough

representative of the demonstrative school: but he
lays the greatest stress upon the distinction between
exjjlicit and implicit reason. He follows Newman,
and especially Kleutgen, in tracing the genesis of cer-
titude: but he is clear in his teaching that all implicit
reasoning is capable of being formally and ex-plicitly

expressed, that the whole of theistic teaching can be so
presented as to claim the assent of all reasoning men.
Ward. William George Ward and the Oxford Movement (Lon-

don, 18S9);Idem, William George Ward and the Catholic Remval
(London, 1893); Church, The Oxford Movement (London, 1891);
Barry, in Dublin Review (July, 1912).

Francis Aveling.

Warde, Mart Francis Xavier, b. at Belbrook
House, ISiountrath, Queen's County, Ireland, 1810;
d. at Manchester, N. II., 17 Sept., 1884. Left mother-
less in infancy, she was confided to the care of a
maternal grand-aunt who undertook the formation
of her religious character according to the method of

Fdnelon. Naturally of a gay disposition, she was
carried away by the frivolities of fashionable life

until her scruples led her to confide in her director.

She followed his advice in offering her services to the
foundress of the Congi-egation of the Sisters of Mercy,
whom she assisted in instructing the little inmates of

the House for Homeless Children recently erected.
Assuming the plain black habit of the institution in

1828, she conducted the affairs of the home while
Mother McAuley and two foundress companions
were making their novitiate in the Presentation Con-
vent of George's Hill preparatory to the founding of

the new congregation. After their return as professed
Sisters of Mercy she and six companions assumed the
garb of the congregation.

In 1837 Sister Mary Francis Xavier was appointed
superior of the convent at Carlow, which had been
built under her supervision and was the first house of

the congregation outside of Dublin. In 1839 she
founded the convent of Naas and in 1840 that of

Weyford, to which soon after its estabhshmcnt the
public orphan a.sylum was affiliated. From Wex-
ford foundations have been sent out as far as Aus-
traUa. The convent of Sligo is perhaps the most
noteworthy of her Irish foundations on account of

its flourishing training-school for teachers. In 1843
Bishop O'Connor of Pittsburgh applied to Carlow
for a foundation for his diocese, and Mother Warde
with a band of six left for America. At Pittsburgh
the sisters took charge of the cathedral Sunday
school and the instruction of adults. Mother Warde'a
power of language and sympathy allied to ardent zeal

won many to the Church. Parochial schools and
academies, visitation of the sick poor in their houses
and in the poor house, visitation of the penitentiary,

and the opening of the first hospital in Pittsburgh
followed each other in rapid succession. In 1846 a
foundation was made in Chicago in comphance with
Mother Warde's promise to Bishop Quarter. In
1848 she opened a second branch house in the Alle-

ghanies on land given by the Reverend Demetrius
GaUitzen within the limits of his Catholic settlement

of Loretto. In 1850, though the " Knownothings"
had recently burned the convent of the Ursulines near
Bo.ston, Mother Warde accepted the invitation of

Bishop O'Reilly of Hartford to ojten a house in Provi-

dence. After the sisters' installation a mob sur-

rounded the convent, threatening them with death if

they would not immediately vacate the premises.

Mother Warde exacted a promise from each of their

Catholic defenders that no shot would be fired except

in self defence, and the sisters held iiossession of the

convent. One of the rioters had remarked to his

companions: "We made our plans without reckoning
the odds we shall have to contend with in the strong
controlling force the presence of that nun commands.
The only honourable course for us is to retreat from this
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ill-conceived fray. I, for one, shall not lift a hand to

harm these ladies."

In 1852 Mother Warde opened houses in Hartford
and New Haven to which free schools were attached;
later on academies were opened and the works of

mercy inaugurated. In 18.54 Mrs. Goodloe Harper,
daughter of Charles Carroll of CarroUton, donated to

the congregation a house and some ground at Newport,
R. I., for a convent and schools. Her daughter. Miss
Emily Harper, was also a generous benefactor. In
1857 free and select schools were opened at Rochester,

and later at Buffalo, by desire of I3isliop Timon. On
16 July, 1858, Mother Warde and a band of mission-

aries left Providence for Manchester, by invitation of

Bishop Bacon of Portland, and there estabUshed
night schools for factory children. St. Mary's
Academy was opened the same year. In 1861, at the

request of Bishop Wood, Mother Warde opened a
convent at Philadelphia, where free schools and the

works of mercy were instituted. In 1864 a founda-
tion was sent to Omaha; in 1865 a branch house and
schools were opened at Bangor, Maine; in 1871 a
colony of sisters was sent to Yreka, Cahfornia, and
North Whitefield Mission, Maine, was undertaken
by Mother Warde, who likewise sent foundations to

Jersey City, Bordentown, and Princeton, N. J. In
1857 Bishop Bacon requested her to open an orphan-
age in Portland, but a disastrous fire delayed the

work until 1872, when the Burlington foundation had
been begun. The Kavanagh School was given to the
sisters by Miss W'inifred Kavanagh; an academy was
also opened at Portland. On the feast of the Exalta-
tion of the Holy Cross, 1878, Mother Warde sent the

sisters to labour among the Indians of Maine at Old
Town, Pleasant Point, and Dana's Point. The
Government builds the school houses and pays the

Bisters salaries for teaching the Indian children.

Mother Warde's last works were the opening of an
Old Ladies' Home and a Young Ladies' Academy at

Deering, Maine. At the time of her golden jubilee

in 1883 Mother Warde was the oldest Sister of Mercy
living. Her saUent characteristics were great purity
of heart, earnestness of purpose, sincerity, and large-

mindedness. She was exceedingly reserved, but sympa-
thizing and compassionate towards others. Endowed
with rare common-sense, she was an optimist in all

things. In appearance she was of medium height,

erect, and of commanding jiresence; her forehead was
high, and her blue eyes deeply set.

Lift of Mother M. Xavier Warde (Manchester): Annals of Sit-
ters of Mercy, III-IV.

Maky Stanislas Austin.

WaJham, William, Archbishop of Canterbury, b.

at Church Oakley, Hampshire, about 1450; died at
Hackington, near Canterbury, 22 Aug., 1532. He
was educated at Winchester School and New College,

Oxford, of which he became a fellow in 1475. Having
taken his doctorate of laws he left Oxford in 1488, to

become an advocate in the ecclesiastical courts in

London, but two years later he returned to Oxford as
principal of the school of civil law. His ability caused
him to be employed on several foreign emba.ssies, and
his success obtained for him much ecclesiastical

preferment. He became precentor of Wells (1403),
rector of Barley (1495), archdeacon of Huntingdon
(1497), and rector of Cottenliam (1.500). On 13 Feb.,

1494, he had been appointed to the important legal

office of Master of tlie Rolls. While absent on one
of his frequent missions abroad he was elected Bishop
of London (October, 1501), but was not consecrated
till 25 Sept., 1.502. In the interval he had resigned

the office of Master of the Rolls, and had been ap-
pointed to the more important jiost of Keeper of the
Great Seal. So great was his reputation for learning
and ability that fresh honours followed rapidly. On
29 Nov., 1.503, Pope Julius II nominated him as ;\rch-

bishop of Canterbury, and on 21 Jan., 1504, the king

made him Lord Chancellor of England. He received
the pallium at Lambeth on Candlemas Day and was
enthroned at Canterbury on 9 March. He took a
leading part in aU important national business, and
his powers as an orator were in much demand on
great occasions of state. His university of Oxford
chose him as Chancellor in 1506.

In 1509 he crowned Henry VIII and Katherine of

Aragon, and under the new king he enjoyed the same
confidence as un-
der Henry VH till

he was overshad-
owed by the grow -

ing influence of

Wolsey. In 1512
he became m-
volved in a con-
troversy with his

suffragans, w h o
considered that he
pushed the metio-
pohtan preroga-
tive too far, and
the matter was
finally settled by
a compromise.
\A'hen Wolsey was
created cardinal in

1515Warham con-
ferred the hat upon
him in Westmin-
ster Abbey, and
thereafter he was
forced into the sec-

ond place. Before
Christmas he re-

signed the office of Lord Chancellor, as he had long
wished to do, being out of sympathy with the king's

anti-French pohcy, and \\'olsey received the Great
Seal in his stead. Warham's power was still further
diminished in 1518 when Wolsey was appointed papal
legate, and from that time forward there were constant
official differences between them, though their private
relations continued friendly. \A'olsey as legate con-
tinually interfered with the action of the archbishop
as metropolitan of the southern province and not
infrequently overruled his decisions. In state affairs,

especially in the raising of subsidies, he supported
Wolsey, though he incurred the contempt of the
cardinal's enemies for doing so. When the divorce
question was first raised in 1527 he was Wolsey's
assessor in the secret inquiry into the validity of the

king's marriage. About this time his health began to

fail, and he was no longer equal to taking an effective

part in the important affairs that ensued. Being
selected as the chief of the counsel appointed to

assist Queen Katherine he did nothing on her behalf,

but when she appealed to him for advice, rephed that

he would not meddle in such matters. He stead-

fastly refused to oppose the king's wishes, and in the

summer of 1.5.30 signed the petition to the pope beg-
ging him to allow the divorce. This course he pur-
sued under threats from the king that unless he was
complaisant all ecclesiastical authority in England
would be destroyed.
On Wolsey's fall the king wished the whole case to

be submitted to Warham's decision, but the pope
refused on the ground that his signature of the peti-

tion made him an unfit judge. When the whole
clerg>' of England were subjected to a pra?munire for

having acknowledged Wolsey's legatine authority,

the king seized the oiiportunity to force them to

declare him head of the Church, Warham proposed
an amendment recognizing him as "protector and
supreme lord of the Church and so far as the law of

Christ will allow suiireme head". This was carried

in default of opposition and the clergj' were allowed
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to purchase their pardon for a large sum. At length
Warham awoke to the gravity of tlie position, and on
24 Feb., 1532, he formally protested against all Acts
of Parliament derogatory to the pope's authority or

the prerogatives of Canterbury. The king incited

the parliament to harass the archbishop with a
petition for redress of grievances against his courts.

With a flash of his old sjjirit and abihty he retiirned

an able answer, but this did not satisfy either king or
parliament, and on 15 May the "submission of the
clergy" was WTung from them. Three months later

\\'arham died, leaving his books to be divided between
Winchester, and All Souls and New Colleges at O.xford.
He had nothing else to leave, owing to his extreme
munificence in supporting public charities, in exercis-

ing hospitality and in assisting scholars, such as
Erasmus. His o-rni private life was simple and
austere, so that he died "without money and without
debts". His portrait by Holbein is at Lambeth, the
original drawing for it being preserved in the king's
collection at Windsor.
PoLYDORE Vergil. Anolica Historia (Basle, 1555). Memorials of

Henry VII, ed. Gaibdnek in R. S. (London. 1S5S) ; Letters and
Papers of Richard III and Henry VII, ed. G.\ibdner in R. S.
(London. 1861-3); Slate Papers of Henry F///(London, 1831-52);
C.\mpbell, Materials for a history of the reign of Henry VII in
R. S. (London, 1873-7): Hook, Lives of the Archbishops of
Canterbury (London, 1860-84); Campbell, Lites of the Lord
Chancellors (London. 1845-69); Foss, The Judges of England
(London, 1848-64); Bbewer, Reign of Henry VIII to death of
Wolsey (London, 1884); Lingard, History of England; Gairdneb
in Diet. Xai. Biog,, s. v.

Edwin Bukton.
Wartnia. See Erml.\nd.

Warnefridi. See P.-vulcs Diaconus.

Warsaw, Archdiocese op (Vars.wtexsis) .

—

Warsaw (Pohsh,Warszawai,onthe western bank of the
Vistula, is the capital of the Kingdom of Poland. The
city, including the suburb of Praga on t he east side of
the Vistula, consists of the Old City {Stare MiaMo), the
New City {Noive Miaslo) and the westerly subiu-bs of

Wola and Mokot6w. It is the see of the CathoUc
archbishop and also of the Russian Orthodox Arch-
bishop of Khohn and Warsaw. The Catholic arch-
bishop is the primate of the Kingdom of Poland and
is entitled to wear the red robes of a cardinal save the
calotte and biretta, but he may not now call himself
metropohtan, the Russian authorities allowing only
"Archiepiscopus Ecclesia" Metropolitans! Varsovien-
sis". The city has fine handsome streets and is the
chief industrial centre of western Russia and Poland.
In the central part of the city is the royal palace, now
the official residence of the Russian governor-general,
and also the magnificent avenues of Krakowskie
Przedmie^cie, Nowy Swiat, and Aleja Ujazdowska,
which compare with those of any European cities,

the new Orthodox Cathedral of St. Alexander Nevsky,
and the fine park known as the Saxe Gardens, while
to the north in the Old City is the historic Catholic
Cathedral of St. John and the fro^-ning Alexander
Citadel. The Jewish quarter lies to the north and
west of the Saxe Gardens, commencing near the
Zelazna Brama (Iron Gate), while to the south is the
Lazienki Park with its chSteau, formerly the royal
summer palace. Two iron bridges span the Vistula
to Praga, which is the actual railway terminus of
Warsaw for trains from St. Petersburg, Moscow, and
southern Rus.sia. Many of the finest collections of

books, manuscripts, and art treasures made by the
kings of Poland and noble families in the university
and palaces of Warsaw have been confiscated by the
Russian Government and removed to St. Peter.sburg.
The most ancient documents which mention the city

of Warsaw date from the end of the twelfth century;
but the city probably existed earlier, perhaps in the
eleventh centurj-. It developed greatly during the
reign of Trojden, who in the fourteenth century sur-

rounded it with walls. In 1431 it began to be embel-

hshed with houses and palaces, and became the resi-

dence of the Dukes of Masovia. In the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries it acquired great impor-
tance as the meeting-place of the Polish diets. In
1550 King Sigismund August chose it as a residence,
and from the time of Sigismund III it was the capital.
In 1S15 it likewise became the capital of the PoUsh
realm incorjjorated with Russia and began a rapid
commercial development. Its population has in-
creased from 75,000 at the beginning of the nine-
teenth century to 781,179 in 1910, of whom more than
265,000 are Hebrews and about 30,000 Russians and
25,000 Germans. The citj' nevertheless preserves its

Catholic and Polish character, and is the most impor-
tant centre of Polish literature. The Diocese, or
Archdiocese, of Warsaw is of comparatively recent
origin, though Christianity has flourished there from
the foundation of the city, ancient documents attest-
ing the existence of a church of St. George at ^^'a^saw
in 1195. Before the erection of its episcopal see, it

formed part of the archdiaconate of Czersk which
was a portion of the Diocese of Posen as early as the
twelfth century. In 1406 Adalbert Sastrzenbiec,
Bishop of Posen, authorized the institution of a col-
legiate church at Warsaw and transferred the arch-
deacon of Czersk there. In the sixteenth century the
canons of Warsaw became a very important body, in

which many nobles were included. In the seven-
teenth century the bishops of Posen began to combine
the title of the Diocese of Posen with that of Warsaw.
The Archdiaconate of Warsaw lasted until 179S as
an appendage of the Diocese of Posen—an extremely
large one, including as it did the whole district of
Czersk with part of tliose of Warsaw, Blonie, Rabsk,
Sochaczew, etc., numbering 144 churches at the end
of the eighteenth century, exclusive of those belonging
to religious orders.

In 1793 Stanislaus Poniatowski, the last King of
Poland, conceived the idea of setting up an episcopal
see at Warsaw, but the pohtical vicissitudes of the
kingdom prevented the execution of this project.
Frederick WiUiam II of Prussia, having obtained
possession of Warsaw in 1797, nominated Joseph
Boncza Miaskowski the rector of the cathedral of
Posen as its bishop. By a Bull dated at Florence,
October, 1798, Pius VI sanctioned the canonical
erection of the Diocese of Warsaw, separating it from
the jurisdiction of Posen. The new diocese com-
prised w^thin its limits the territory of the old arch-
diaconate—the Deaneries of Garwolin, Liw, and
Laszcz6w. Its first bishop, Mgr. Miakowski, died
in 1804, when its government was entrusted to
Ignatius Raczynski, Archbishop of Gnesen, who, in

1808, appointed Gregory' Zacharjaszewicz, titular

Bishop of Corfu, his vicar-general. The city was
divided into four parishes. At his death (1S14) the
diocese was adnunistered by Francis Zambrz}'cki,
titular Bishop of Dardania. As a result of the con-
cordat between Pius VII and Alexander I, and the
Bull "Militantis ecclesiae" of 11 March, 1817,the
Diocese of Warsaw was made an archdiocese. On
2 October, 1818, Francis Skarbek Malczewski was
preconized first archbi.shop, and by the Bull "Ex
imposita nobis", 30 June, 1818, was appointed Apos-
tohc Legate for the Kingdom of Poland. The diocese
then comprised 19 deaneries, 278 parish churches,
432,929 .souls, and a large number of convents. On
the death of Malczewski, 18 April, 1819, Stephen de
Holowczyce Holowczyc. a ^Miite Russian, was
appointed archbishop" 17 December, 1819. On his
death, 27 August, 1823, he was succeeded bv Albert
Leszczic Skarszewski (1824-27) and John Paul
Pawenza Woronicz (1828-29). These first four arch-
bishops bore the title of Primate of Poland. Stanis-
laus Kostka Lubicz Choromaliski (1837-38) was the
fir.st to take the title of Metropolitan of Warsaw.
Under the disturbed conditions of Poland between
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1831 and 1837, the archdiocese was administered by
two prelates, Edward Czarnecki and Adam Pasz-
kowicz. On the death of Choroniafiski it had two
other administrators, Thomas Chielewski, suffragan
Bishop of Warsaw until 1844, and Anthony Melchior
Fijalkowski, who was appointed archbishop 11 Jan-
uary, 1857, and died in exile 5 October, 1861. On
26 January he was succeeded by Sigismund Szczensny
Felinski, who, in consequence of the Pohsh insurrec-

tion of 14 June, 1863, was summoned to St. Peters-

burg and exiled to Yaroslaw. There he remained for

twenty years, exercising a fruitful apostolate arid

writing his memoirs which are of great interest for

the religious history of Poland. He resigned on 13

March, 1883, and died on 17 September, 1895. On
15 March of the same year Vincent Theophilus Cho-
sciak Popiel was appointed his successor.

The Archdiocese of Warsaw should have two suf-

fragan bishops, one for Lowicz, the other for Warsaw;
but these two suffragans are rarely elected. The
Diocese of Warsaw at present comprises the metro-
politan chapter of Warsaw, with eleven canons, and
the collegiate chapter of Lowicz, with seven canons.

The diocese is divided into fourteen deaneries: War-
saw, with 12 pai'ishes and 25 churches or suburban
parochial succursals; Brzeziny, 64,736 souls and 19

churches; Gostynin, 59,212 souls and 16 churches;

Grodzisk, 91,958 souls and 18 churches; Grojec,

95,742 souls and 30 churches; Kutno, 74,281 souls and
22 churches ;tLeczyca, 111,438 souls and 32 churches;

Lodz, 308,930 souls and 10 churches; Lowicz, 81,354
souls and 19 churches; Minsk, 88,472 souls and 20
churches; Radzymin, 69,279 souls and 13 churches;

Rawa, 65,484 souls and 20 churches; Skierniewice,

43,687 souls and 13 churches; Sochaczew, 54,968 souls

and 18 churches. There are 51 non-parochial churches.

The secular clergy numbers 529 priests; the regu-

lar clergy is reduced to practically nothing, consisting

only of a few religious who have survived since the

closing of the convents in 1863, and some Capuchins
of the convent of Nowe Miasto, thirteen in number,
altogether 22 priests and 2 lay brothers. In 1906
five Redemptorists took up their residence at Warsaw,
but were expelled in 1909. Two convents of religious

women exist at Warsaw; that of the Visitation, with

14 Sisters; that of the Perpetual Adoration of the

Blessed Sacrament, with 13 Sisters. At Szymanow
there is a convent of Sisters of the Immaculate Con-
ception, numbering 36 religious. On the other hand
the Sisters of Charity, at Warsaw, Kutno, Lowicz,

Leczyc, Rawa, Skierniewice, Grojec, etc., number 382;

they have charge of the hospitals, orphanages, alms-

houses, lunatic asylums, and sanatoria. The metro-
pohtan seminary has 10 professors and 122 students.

In 1816 the University of Warsaw had a faculty of

Catholic theology; in 1825 it was transformed into a
seminary of higher studies; in 1835 the Tsar Nicholas

I made it a Catholic ecclesiastical academy; but it

was suppressed in 1867. The Diocese of Warsaw
sends six or seven of its best students to the Catholic
ecclesiastical seminary of St. Petersburg.

In tlie city of Warsaw the faithful number 414,620
souls; in the diocese, 1,412,052, making 1,827,272 souls

for the whole archdiocese. The city contains more
than forty churches and chapels, most of which for-

merly belonged to the religious orders. The cathedral,

dedicated to St. John the Baptist, dates from the

thirteenth century; it contains many chapels, works of

art, and tombs of illustrious Polish magnates; the

famous .Jesuit, Father Peter Skarga, preached there.

It is a church of much historical importance for the

events which have taken place in it, and is a parish

church, served by a college of vicars, with a parish

of 20,000 souls. The August inian Church of St.

Martin, founded in the fourteenth century, has been
since 1625 the seat of a very flourishing Confraternity

of the Girdle; the religious were expelled from it in

1864. Next in order of importance are, among others:

the Church of the Visitation of the Most Holy
Mary, founded early in the fifteenth centurv, restored

in 1829-41, with a parish of 19,000 souls; the Church
of S. Ann of the Bernardines, foimded in the same
century, where the mortal remains of Bles.sed Ladis-
laus of Gelniow are venerated; Holy Cross, built in

the first half of the sixteenth centiuy, and given in

1603 to the Missionaries of St. Vincent de Paul. The
religious were expelled from it in 1864. It stands in

the aristocratic quarter of the city, and has a parish

of 17,000 souls. The Dominican Church of St.

James was built in the seventeenth century by the
famous church historian Abram Bzowski (Bzovius).

The Church of the Holy Spirit , t he origin of which is said

todate from the fourteenth century', was given to the
Pauhnes in 1661, and in 1819 to the German Catholic
Confraternity. St. Anthony, founded in the earher
half of the seventeenth centurj-, was entrusted to the
Reformed Franciscans; it has been the parish church
of 18,000 souls since 1864. The Assumption, built

in the first half of the seventeenth centurj' by the
Carmehtes, together with their convent, became in
1865-67 the seat of the CathoUc academy, and is now
occupied by the archdiocesan seminary. St. Francis,

consecrated in 1646, is now the church of the military
chaplains. St. Mary, founded by the Jesuits and
completed in 1626, was afterwards given to the
Paulines and Piarists. The Transfiguration, formerly
a Capuchin chiuch, founded by John Sobieski to
commemorate the deliverance of Vienna from the
Turks, became in 1866 a parish church of 6000 souls.

The Carmehte Church of the Nativity, built in the
sixteenth centurv, is now the church of a parish with
42,000 souls. The Most Holy Trinity, Trinitarian,

was begun in 1699; it now serves a parish of 38,000
souls. The church of St. Alexander, built by Tsar
Alexander I in 1836, is magnificently adorned with
sculpture and paintings, but is not in favour with
patriotic Poles. All Saints, a modern church, con-
secrated in 1883, has a parish of 60,000 souls. Our
Lady of Loreto, in the popular suburb of Praga, has
82,000 souls in its parish.

After Warsaw, the chief centre of population in

the diocese is Lodz, which has two parish churches,

the Assumption (92,000 souls) and the Exaltation of

the Holy Cross (142,734 souls). Notwithstanding
the unfavourable circumstances under which the
Diocese of Warsaw exists, Cathohcism there is in a
flourishing condition, and piety is vigorous among its

inhabitants. The secular clergj- is insufficient in

number to supply the spiritual needs of the flock, and
unfortunately the assistance of regular clergj' is

wanting. Catholicism has to combat the corruption
of morals fomented in a thousand ways by anti-

Christian agencies; the anti-clerical propaganda of the
Sociahsts and the Freethinkers, who liave founded a
periodical, the "Mysl Niepodlegla" (Independent
Thought), to defame religion and its ministers; the

legal persecution of the Russian Government; lastly,

the Mariavites, who are scattered throughout the

Diocese of Warsaw. Lodz has now become the centre

of Mariavitism; there, according to Mariavitist statis-

tics, the adherents of the sect numbered 40,000.

Charitable works are highly developed at Warsaw,
but it is regretted that the Cathohc press is not as
flourishing as it ought to be.

MoRAWSKl, Lucerna Per/ectionis Christiana, sive viia btaii

Ladislii Gelniovii (Warsaw, 1633); Golembiowski. Opisanie
historycz-statystyczne miasla Warsawy (Warsaw, 1S27); Babtos-
ZEwlcz, Koscioly rzymsko-kaiolickie opisane pod wzglcdcm hi»-

torycznym (Warsaw, 1855): Slownik geograficxny kroksttra pols-

kieao, XIII (Warsaw. 1893). 18-96; Czajewski. Kaledra sir.

lana w Warszawie, w setna rocxnice Zamicnienia jej ria hUfdre
(Warsaw, 1898); Pleszczynski. Dziej'e Akademji Duchownej w
Warsaiwie (War.iaw, 1907); Bncyctopedya kosnenla. XXX (Plock,

1910). 250-326; DBIE88EN, De wijding van I. Kowalski lot bisachop

der Mariayiclen (Utrecht, 1911); Oajkowski, MnriavUensekte;
cinigt Bldtter au9 der neue/tlcn Kirchengesehichte rtl9»isch-Polens
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A. Palmieri.

Wartenberg, Franz Wilheiai, Count von,
Bishop of Osnabriick and cardinal, eldest son of

Duke Ferdinand of Bavaria and his morganatic wife

Maria Pettenbeckin, b. at Munich, 1 March, 1593;
d. at Ratisbon, 1 Dec, 1661. He was educated by
the Jesuits, at Ingolstadt (1601-S), and at the Ger-
manicum in Rome (1608-14). In 1621 he became
manager of the governmental affairs of the Elector

Ferdinand of Cologne, who appointed him president

of his councO and brought him to the Diet of Ratisbon
in 1622. On 26 Oct., 1625, he was elected Bishop of

Osnabriick, receiving papal approbation 25 AprU,
1626. The Catholic Faith in Osnabriick was then in

a deplorable condition. The three preceding bishops
had been Protestants and had replaced most of the
CathoUc priests by Protestant preachers. Cardinal
Eitel Fricdrich, who succeeded them, endeavoured to
restore the Catholic religion but soon died. With the
help of Tilly Wartenberg took possession of his see

(12 March, 1628), which had been occupied by Dan-
ish soldiers. He began the work of Counter-Reforma-
tion with great zeal; drove the Protestant preachers
from the city and restored the churches to the Catho-
Ucs. He eliminated the anti-Catholic element from
the city council; took the system of education into
his own hands; turned the former Augustinian con-
vent over to the Jesuits whom he engaged as teachers
at the Gymnasium Carolinum; restored various
religious communities and established new ones; held
STOods and visitations, enforced the Tridentine decrees
where possible and, in 1631, founded a university
which, however, was destroyed by the Swedes in

1633.
AVartenberg was commissioned with the execution

of the Edict of Restitution (1629) in Lower Saxony,
and was elected later to the provostry of the collegiate
church of Bonn. He was chosen Bishop of Verden
(16.30), Minden (1631), and appointed Vicar Apos-
tohc of Bremen by Innocent X (1645). In 1633
Osnabriick capitulated to the Swedes and Warten-
berg had to yield his see to Gustavus of Wasaburg,
an illegitimate son of Gu.stavus Adolphus. During
his forced exile, Wartenberg, who had not yet received
any of the major orders, was ordained priest and
consecrated bishop at Ratisbon in 1636. In 1641 he
went to Rome and upon his return was elected Coad-
jutor Bishop of Ratisbon cum jure successionis,

succeeding on 9 April, 1650. In the negotiations of
the Peace of Westphalia (1645-8) he represented the
Catholic electors. Though preventing the intended
secularization of his see by the Swedes, he had to
yield to the stipulation that after his death the See
of Osnabriick should be alternately administered by
a Protestant and by a Catholic bishop. Wartenberg
was to keep the See of Osnabriick, but the Sees of
Verden, Minden, and Bremen fell into the hands of
Protestants, Wartenberg, however, retaining spiritual
jurisdiction over them. On IS Dec, 16.50, he took
pos,session of the See of Osnabriick and laboured
to restore the Catholic religion. On 5 April, 1661,
he was created cardinal-priest by Alexander VII.

GoLDscHMlDT. Lehenngesch. des Kard. Priestfrit Fram Wilhelm
(Osnabruck, 1866); Meurer, Fram Wilhelm in Miuheilunum dea
hisl. Verrins zxi OsnahrUck, X, XI, XXI: FoMT, Politischf Kor-
T€spondem des Grafen P. W. ton Wartenberg aus den Jahren 1621—
31 in Puhlikationen aus den k. preussischen Staatsarchiven,
LXVIH (Leipzig, 1897).

Michael Ott.

Washing of Feet and Hands.—Owing to the
general use of sandals in Eastern countries the wa.shing
of the feet w'a,s almost everywhere recognized from the
earhest times as a duty of courtesy to be shown to
guests (Gen., xviii, 4, xix, 2; Luke, vii, 44, etc.).

The action of Christ after the Last Supper (John, xiii,

1-15) must also have invested it with a deep religious

significance, and in fact down to the time of St.
Bernard we find ecclesiastical wTiters, at least occa-
sionally, applying to this ceremony the term Sacra-
menlum in its wider sense, by which they no doubt
meant tliat it possessed the virtue of what we now call
a sacramental. Christ's command to wash one
another's feet must have been understood from the
beginning in a htcral sense, for St. Paul (I Tim., v,
10) implies that a widow to be honoured and conse-
crated in the Chm-eh should be one "having testimony
for her good works, if she have received to harbour, if

she have washed the saints' feet". This tradition, we
maj' believe, has never been interrupted, though the
evidence in the early centuries is scattered and fitful.

For example the Council of Elvira (a. d. 300) in canon
xlviii directs that the feet of those about to be baptized
are not to be washed by priests but presumably by
clerics or at least lay persons. This practice of
washing the feet at baptism was long maintained in
Gaul, Milan, and Ireland, but it was not apparently
known in Rome or in the East. In Africa the nexus
between this ceremony and baptism became so close
that there seemed danger of its being mistaken for
an integral part of the rite of baptism itself (Augus-
tine, Ep. LV, "Ad Jan.", n. 33). Hence the washing of
the feet was in many places assigned to another day
than that on which the baptism took place. In the
rehgious orders the ceremony found favour as a
practice of charity and humility. The Rule of St.
Benedict directs that it should be performed every
Saturday for all the community by him who exercised
the office of cook for the week; while it was also
enjoined that the abbot and the brethren were to
wash the feet of those who were received as guests.
The act was a religious one and was to be accompanied
by prayers and psalmody, "for in our guests Christ
HimselJf is honoured and received". The hturgical
washing of feet (if we can trust the negative evidence
of our early records) seems only to have estabhshed
itself in East and West at a comparatively late date.
In 694 the Seventeenth Synod of Toledo commanded
all bishops and priests in a position of superiority
under pain of excommunication to wash the feet of
those subject to them. The matter is also discussed
by Amalarius and other liturgists of the ninth century.
Whether the cu.stom of holding this "maundy" (from
"Mandatum novum do vobis", the first words of the
initial Antiphon) on Maundy Thursday, developed
out of the baptismal practice originally attached to
that day does not seem quite clear, but it soon
became an universal custom in cathedral and colle-
giate chiu-ches. In the latter half of the twelfth cen-
tury the pope washed the feet of twelve sub-deacons
after his Mass and of thirteen poor men after his
dinner. The " Cieremoniale episcoporum" directs
that the bishop is to wash the feet either of thirteen
poor men or of thirteen of his canons. The prelate
and his assistants are vested and the Gospel "Ante
diem festum pascha"" is ceremonially sung with
incense and fights at the beginning of the function.
Most of the sovereigns of Europe used also formerly
to perform the maundy. The custom is still retained
at the Austrian and Spanish courts.
The liturgical washing of hands has already been

treated in the article Lavabo. It may be noted that,
pos,sibly in consequence of the words of St. Paul
(I Tim., ii, 8) : "I will therefore that men pray in every
place, lifting up pure hands", the early Christians
made it a rule to wash their hands even before private
prayer, as many passages of the Fathers attest (e. g.
TertuU., "Apolog.", xxxix; "De Orat.", xiii). The
multiplied washings in a pontifical Mass probably
bear witness to the practice of an earlier age. Let us
notice also that the "C^remoniale episcoporum"
enjoins the use of the credenza or tasting as a precau-
tion against poison even for the water used in the
washing of hands.
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Herbert Thurston.

Washington, District of Columbia, the capital of

the United States, is situated on the left bank of the
Potomac River, 108 miles from its mouth in Chesa-
peake Ba.v: latitude (Capitol), N. 38° 53'; longitude,

W. 77°. The original district (10 miles sq.) was
reduced by the retrocession of Alexandria County to

Virginia, in 1846, to the present approximate land
area of 60 sq. miles. The population, according to

census of 1910, was 331,069, and was classified as

wholly urban: the county organization (Washington
County, D. C.) was abolished in 1874, and the city of

Washington is now coextensive with the District of

Columbia. The larger part of the district is built up,

and, because of its predominant urban character,

whatever farm land exists possesses its chief value as

a potential residence property.

The Continental Congress had held its sessions in

different places, principally at Philadelphia, and there

was no permanent seat of the general government
until after the adoption of the Constitution of the

United States. The following provision, enumer-
ating the powers of Congress (Sec. 8, Art. I), was
included in that instrument: "To exercise exclusive

jurisdiction over such District (not exceeding ten

miles square) as may, by cession of particular States,

and the acceptance of Congress, become the seat of

Government of the United States". Various places

were proposed, and much warmth of feeling and sec-

tional jealousy were elicited in the debates on the

resolutions and bills introduced before Congress on
the subject: the States of Maryland and Virginia, in

1788 and 1789, had offered the requisite area, and the

"acceptance of Congress", under Acts of 16 July,

1790, and 31 March, 1791, constituted the District

of Columbia the seat of the national government.
The territory thus selected was determined as to its

exact location and boundaries by George Washington:
it included witUn its Umits the flourishing boroughs
of Georgetown, Montgomery County (Maryland),

and Alexandria (Virginia); the rest of the territory

was rural. The president was also authorized to

appoint three commissioners to lay out and survey
a portion of the District for a federal city, to acquire

the land, and to provide buildings for the residence of

the president, the accommodation of Congress, and
the use of the government departments. One of the

commissioners thus appointed was Daniel Carroll

"of Duddington", of the family of Bishop John Car-
roll, and one of the principal landed proprietors of the

District; Major Charles Pierre L'Enfant, a French
Catholic, was employed to furnish a plan of the city,

and to him the credit of its magnificent design is

mainly due; James Hoban, a Catholic, won by compe-
tition the prize offered for a plan of the president's

house, and the "White House" is constructed in

accordance with his design. The corner-stone was
laid (13 October, 1792) by President Washington, who
also officiated at the laying of the corner-stone of the

north wing of the Capitol (18 September, 1793) : the

site which the Capitol occupies was part of the land of

Daniel Carroll, and was practically a gift from him to

the United States. In ISOO President .Vilams came to

the city, the transfer of the departments from Phila-

delphia was effei'ted, and Wa.'^hington became the

permanent capital of the United States.

The first local authorities of Washington were the

president, three commissioners appointed by him,

and the Levy Court; the city was incoqiorated in

1802, with a city covmcil elected by tlie peo))le, and a
mayor appointed by the president. Robert Brent, a
Catholic and nephew of Bishop Carroll, was the first

mayor, and was annually re.api)oin1ed by Presidents

Jefferson and Madison unt il 1S12; in 1812 the duty of

electing the mayor devolved on the council, and from
1820 to 1871 on the people. In 1871 the charters of
the corporations of Washington and Georgetown were
abolished by Act of Congress; for a brief time the
District was assimilated to a territorial form of gov-
ernment, with a board of pubUc works as the most
important administrative factor. Since 1878 it has
been governed by a board of three commissioners
appointed by the president, with the approval of the
senate. The District of Columbia is neither a state
nor a territory, but a municipal corporation, holding
the same relation to the government of the United
States that other municipal corporations do to their

owTi state governments. It has no share in the
election of president, nor any district representation
in Congre.ss: its inhabitants have no voice in national
legislation, and, since 1874, not even any part in

local self-government, except by favour of Congress.
Father Andrew White, S. J., "the Apostle of Mary-

land", was the first priest to visit this region: in 1639
he established a mission at Kittamaquund, a few
miles below Wa.shington, and, with solemn ceremony,
baptized the taync, or "Emperor of Piscataway".
He also carried the Gospel still nearer to Washington.
The "Annual Letter" for 1641 mentions that the
King of the Anacostans was a most promising candi-

date for baptism. The tribe, from which the Ana-
costia River (eastern branch) is named, dwelt in the
immediate neighbourhood, and on the site of the
national capital: so that the history of Cathohcism in

the District is traced back to the earhest days of Lord
Baltimore's Colony. As settlements advanced up the
country from lower Maryland, a fair proportion of

those who acquired land in what is now the District

were Catholics. In 1669 "a parceU of land . . .

called Rome . . . was lajd out for Francis Pope
. . . extending to the south of an inlet called Tiber":
this gentleman, "Pope of Rome on the Tiber", was
sheriff of Charles County, and, in all probability, a
Cathohc. The well-known famiUes of Carroll,

Digges, Queen, and Yoimg were the possessors of

extensive landed estates before the American Revolu-
tion. There was no church in the region during the
early decades of the eighteenth century, as the public
exercise of Catholic worship was prohibited by the
laws of Maryland: the faithful depended for spiritual

aid on the Jesuit Fathers from Wliite Marsh, Prince
George's County, or St. Thomas' Manor, Charles
County. Stations were visited and Mass was cele-

brated in private houses, a room being set aside for

the purpose, the neighboiu-s being invited. An
interesting collection of vestments, altar furnishings,

chalices etc., reUes of those stations and memorials of

the old Jesuit missions, is preserved in the museum
of Georgetown College. The independence of the
United States ensured religious hberty, and a new era
for the Catholic Faith began in Maryland. Father
John Carroll, having retm'ned to America in 1774,

resided at Rock Creek, from which he made mission-

ary excursions to all the neighbouring region, includ-

ing what is now the District. In 1784, he was
appointed superior of the American Church, and his

consecration at Lulworth Castle, England, in 1790,

to the See of Baltimore coincided with the selection

of Washington as the seat of government. The
District of Columbia has always been included in the
Diocese of Baltimore. In 17S9 Bishop Cjirroll had
already taken steps for the establishment of George-
town College, where, on 4 May, 1912, a bronze statue
to his memory as founder was erected by the Alumni
Association, with imposing ccremoni(>s and addrc^sses

by the chief justice of the Supreme (^ourt, the rector

of the university, the attorney-genc-ral representing
tlie president. Cardinal ( iibbons, tlie Ambassador of

Austria-Hungary, dean of the Dijilomatic Corps, and
the .speaker of the House of Kepresentatives.
The oldest Catholic Church in tlie District is
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Holy Trinity, Georgetonii: the original edifice,

erected by P'ather Francis Neale, S.J., is still stand-
ing, but is now used as a parochial scliool. The
register of baptisms and marriages, beginning with
1795, has entries of people "living in the Federal
City , even after the name of Washington had been
officially adopted. The present Trinity Church
dates from 1844. St. Patrick's is the parent church
of Washington city proper, the land for it having
been acquired in 1794 by Father Anthony Caffry;
the first church was a one-and-a-half-story frame
house. St. Mary's, or Barry's Chapel as it was
generally called, was built by a merchant of that
name, in 1800, for the accommodation of the work-
men at Greenleaf's Point, near the Na\'j' Yard; this

chapel disappeared long ago, but its corner-stone
was saved, and is now inserted in the outer wall of

the Holy Name Chapel, the Church of St. Dominic.
Queen's Chapel, in the north-ea.st section, existed
in 1816, and perhaps earlier, but was destroyed during
the Civil War. In 180.5 Father William'Matthews
became the second pastor of St. Patrick's, and con-
tinued in that position for nearly half a century; he
was the first native-born American to be raised to

the priesthood in the United States. Among his

assistants was Father Charles Constantine Pise,

chaplain of the United States Senate, 1832-18,33,
and among his parishioners were: Roger Brooke
Taney, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court; Major
L'Enfant, who drew the plan of the city; James
Hoban, the architect of the ^^hite House; Robert
Brent, the first mayor of Washington; Dr. Ironside,

a distinguished convert ; and Mayor Thomas Carbery,
a brother of Mrs. Ann Mattingly, whose wonderful
cure in 1824 was held to be miraculous, Father
Matthews being one of the witne.s.ses in the case.

The original Catholic inhabitants were mainly
Marj'land planters, of English descent, and their

coloured servants; accessions came from other sources,
Irish, German, French, when artisans were required
for the con.struction of public buildings, but the
absence of large commercial and industrial activities

was a drawback to rapid increase in the general
population, and foreign immigration, which has
contributed so notably to swell the Catholic sta-
tistics of northern and western cities, has had but little

effect on Washington.
St. Peter's and St. Matthew's were the first

divisions of St. Patrick's, the original parish, which
embraced the whole federal district, Georgetown
excepted. There are now (1912) twenty-four churches,
two of which (St. Augustine's and St. Cyprian's) are
for the exclusive use of coloured peojile. All the
congregations arc English-speaking, except St.
Mary-'s, which is German. St. Aloysius' and Holy
Trinity are in charge of the Jesuit Fathers, and St.

Dominic's in charge of the Fathers of St. Dominic.
The Apostolic Delegation for the United States was
established in 1893, and the successive delegates.
Cardinals Satolli, Martinelli, and Falconio, and
Archbishop Bonzano, have resided in Washington.
The rehgious freedom guaranteed by the Constitution
has been always fully enjoyed; the many repre-
sentatives of Catholic countries in the Diplomatic
Corps and the Catliolics prominent in Congress and
in the departments are factors for social influence
and a restraint upon illiberal legislation. All
churches, institutions of public charity, school
houses, and cemeteries are exempt from taxation
upon all their property not u.sed for business pur-
poses or to secure an income. Subventions, or
appropriations to a hmite<l amount, are granted to
some of the Catholic charitable institutions. Catholic
funeral services have been held in the Capitol
occasionally for foreign ministers and members of
either house, and Catholic chaplains have officiated

in the halls of Congress: a Catholic priest, Father

Gabriel Richard, of Detroit, was a delegate from
Michigan territory to the House of Representatives.
The local sentiment towards the Church has been,
in general, one of good-will. When, during the
Knownothmg craze, a band of bigots secretly took
away the memorial slab contributed by Pius IX
to the Washington Monument, which was then
being built, the better sentiment of the community
condemned that act of vandalism: within the shadow
of that same completed monument a solemn field

Mass was celebrated in 1911, thousands attending it,

and amongst them the chief magistrate of the re-

public. The grandest civic celebration which the
capital has witnessed was that of the Columbus
Memorial, 8 June, 1912, when, under the auspices
of the Catholic Knights of Columbus, a superb
monument was dedicated in honour of the Cathohc
discoverer of America.

George Washington cherished the hope that the
capital would become the home of a great national
seat of learning. Although that hope has not yet
been realized, in the sense of a university endowed
by the Government and under governmental control
and patronage, yet Washington is well supplied with
institutions for higher education, offers extraordinary
advantages for scientific and literary labour and
research, and possesses an unparalleled educational
equipment in the great scientific collections and
hbraries of the Government. By authority of

Congress, all such facilities for research and informa-
tion are made accessible to students of institutions

of higher learning in the District. This provision
applies to the Libr.ary of Congress, the National
Museum, the Patent Office, the Bureau of Educa-
tion, the Bureau of Ethnology, the Army Medical
Museum, the Department of Agriculture, the Fish
Commission, the Botanical Gardens, the Coast and
Geodetic Survey, the Geological Survey, the Naval
Observatory, several hospitals and other departments
supplied with special libraries, laboratories, and
equipment for research. The Library of Congress
contains 1,100,000 volumes; Surgeon-General's Office,

140,(539; National Museum, 16,000; Museum of

Hygiene, 10,.500; Bureau of Ethnologj', 5000;
Bureau of Education, .30,000; Department of Agricul-

ture, 25,000. The Law Library of the LTnited States
Capitol contains over 100,000 volumes, and is free

to students seven hours daily. W'ashington presents
advantages for the study of American jurisprudence
which are unequalled elsewhere, and must always
remain so. Congress, the Court of Claims, the
Supreme Court of the United States, and the Court
of .\ppeals of the District of Columbia are in scs.sion

during several months of each schol.astic year, and,
with the executive departments, the Patent, Pension,
and General Land Offices, furnish advantages for

professional study nowhere else enjoyed. There are

six law and three medical schools in the city.

Georgetown University (q. v.), founded in 1789,
and the Catholic University of America (q. v.),

canonically instituted by Pope Leo XIII in 1887,
offer in their various departments nimierous courses

in the arts and sciences to men who desire a complete
general and liberal education, or who aim at a pro-

fessional career. The Catholic I'niversity has
."52 professors, and schools of the sacred sciences, of

law, of philosophy, of letters, and sciences. It has
affiliated colleges and communities of the Dominican
and PVanciscan Orders, of the Sulpician, Pauhst,

Marist, and Holy Cross Congregations, and a Pohsh
house of studies. Georgetown University, besides

the collegiate department, includes schools of law,

medicine, and dentistry; attached to the medical

school is a hospital, in ch.arge of the Sisters of St.

Francis, with a training school for nurses; the law
school has (1911-1912) 9.59 students, the largest

registration of any law school in the United States.
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The total number of students in the university is

1445. For female education, the Academy of the

Visitation, Georgetown, and Trinity College, Brook-
land, are institutions of high standing. A summer
school, under the auspices of the CathoUc University,

was successfully inaugurated in 1911, for the mem-
bers of Catholic teaching orders of women. Besides

these are: Gonzaga College, directed by the Jesuits;

St. John's College, by the Christian Brothers; the

Visitation Academy of Washington; the Immaculata
Academy of the Sisters of Providence; academies and
high scliools, directed by the Sisters of the Holy
Cross, Sisters of Charity, Sisters of Notre-Dame,
Sisters of the Third Order of St. Dominic, and the

Oblate Sisters of Providence (for coloured children).

Over 4000 pupils attend the parochial schools.

The eleemosynary and benefit institutions include

St. Ann's Infant Asylum, an orphan asylum forUttle

boys, another for girls, St. Rose's Technical School,

and Providence Hospital (aU in care of the Sisters of

Charity). The Sisters of Mercy conduct a home for

self-supporting girls. The houses of the Good Shep-
herd, the I/ittle Sisters of the Poor, and the Bon
Secours pro\ade for their special objects of care and
charity. Conferences of St. Vincent de Paul exist

in nearly all parishes. The Christ Cluld Society,

having for its object to provide for all the needs of

child life among the destitute, has its headquarters in

Washington, with branches in several other cities;

the Bureau of Catholic Indian Missions has its office

here; the Apostolic Mission House was established

in 1902 near the CathoUc University. It is difficult

to determine the exact number of Catholics in Wash-
ington, but it has been estimated to be 30 per cent

of the entire population.
Catholic Directory (1912) ; U. S. Census 1910; Records of Colum-

bia Hist. Soc.; Catalogue Georgetou^n University (1912); Forbes-
Lindsay, Washington, the City and the Seat of Government (Phil-

adelphia, 1908) : DoDD, Government of the District of Columbia
(Washington, 1909) ; Clark, Greenleaf and Law in the Federal
City (Washington, 1901) ; Welleh, The National Capital, a Per-

petual Memorial to the Generositu of American Catholics in The
Morning Star (New Orleans, 29 April, 1911).

E. I. Devitt.

Washington, St-\te of, one of the Pacific coast

states, popularly known as the "Evergreen State",

the sixteenth in size among the states of the Union
and the twenty-ninth in the order of admission. It

was named in honour of the first president of the

United States, whose likeness adorns the state seal.

Its total area contains 69,127 square miles.

BocxD.'iRiES.—The old territory of Washington was
originally formed with the consent of the U. S. Con-

gress, 2 March,

»Xi|

/fl

1853, from the Ter-
ritory of Oregon.
It contained then
"all that part
lying south of the
ioth degree of

north latitude and
north of the middle
of the main chan-
nel of the Colum-
bia river from its

^,
mouth to where the

^^ 4(jth degree crosses
'

said river near
Fort Walla Walla
thence with said

46th degree to

the summit of the Rocky Mountains." Since the
formation of the Territory (now State) of Idaho in

1863 Washington lies between 45° 32' and 49°

northern latitude and 117° and 124° western longitude.

Its limits according to article XXIV of the state

constitution, adopted at Olympia, 22 Aug., 1SS9,

are as follows: "Beginning at a point in the Pacific

Seal of Washinoton

Ocean one marine league due west of and opposite
the middle of the mouth of the north ship channel of

the Columbia river, thence running easterly up the
middle channel of said river, and where it is divided
by islands up the middle of the widest channel
thereof to where the 46th parallel of north latitude

crosses said river near the mouth of the WaUa WaUa
river, thence east on said 46th parallel of latitude

to the middle of the main channel of the Shoshone or

Snake river; thence down the middle of the main
channel of the Snake river to a point opposite the
mouth of the Kookooskia or Clear Water river, thence
due north to the 49th parallel of north latitude,

thence west along .said 49th parallel to the middle of

the channel which separates Vancouver Island from
the continent, thence following the boundary line

between the United States and the British possessions
through the channel which separates Vancouver
Island from the continent to a point in the Pacific

Ocean equidistant between Bonilla Point on Van-
couver Island and Tatoosh Islands, thence running
in a southerly course and parallel with the coast line,

keeping one marine league off shore, to the place of

beginning". Thus, the State of Oregon hes to the
south of Washington, Idaho to the east, British

Columbia and Vancouver Island on the north, and the
Pacific Ocean on the west.

Physical Features, Climate, etc.—The Cascade
and the Coast Ranges are the principal surface fea-

tures. The former traverses the state from north to

south, and divides it into two unequal parts com-
monly known as western and eastern \\'ashington.

These mountainous portions range from oOOO to

14, .500 feet in height. The triangular peninsula which
forms the extreme north-western part of the state

and contains the Olympic Mountains and Coast
Range is produced by Puget Sound, a part of the
Pacific, occupying an area of more than 2000 square
miles. The Olympic peninsula, though close to the
most inhabited portion of the state, has on account
of its native wildness been but little explored and is

but sparsely inhabited. Between the Olympics
and the Cascades lies the fertile Puget Sound Basin.

Thj principal rivers of western Washington are the
Skagit, Snohomish, Duwamish, Chehalis, and Willapa,
which flow to the ocean, and the Cowhtz, a tributary
of the Columbia. The most important lake in

western Washington is Lake Washington, about
16 miles long'and 3 miles wide. Western Washington,
at the foot of abrupt and heavily timbered slopes of

the Cascades, is in area about one-half of eastern
Washington, whose plains he more than 1000 feet

higher. The northern and southern part of this

section of the state are known as the Okanogan
Highlands and the Columbia Plains. During the

last ten years much government and private money
has been expended to redeem tliis vast waste for

agricultural purposes by utilizing the watercourses
of this section for irrigation, and the success has been
marvellous. The best orchards of Washington and
superior alfalfa farms mark the oases so obtained.
The main watercourse of eastern Washington is the
Columbia, which receives on its long and circuitous

path of nearly 1400 miles to the ocean a luimber of

tributaries such !is the Pend'Oreille or Clark, Ok-
anogan, Spokane, Yakima, and Snake rivers. The
northern part of eastern Washington with its ex-

tr(-mely picturesque wilderness may be termed the
Switzerland of Washington. Its most attractive

spot is Lake Chelan, which is more than three miles

wide and about seventy miles long and which pene-
trates deep into the Ca.^cade Mountains, whose
bases rise here and there abruptly from its waters.

Climatically there is scarcely a state in the l^nion
more favoured than W:isliington, owing to the
proximity of the Pacific Ocean and the protection

afforded by the mountain ranges. The prevailing
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westerly and south-westerly winds bring with them
the almost even ocean temperature, and make west-
ern Washington's winters milder and its summers
less oppressive; eastern Washington, owing to its

higher altitude, is less favoured. The state's mean
temperature is about 51° west of the Cascades and
4S° east of that range. In like manner, these

ocean winds charged with moisture precipitate more
readily by coming into contact with cold land air

in winter, and hence there is more rainfall in west-
ern than iu eastern Washington, which latter they
reach only after coohng off against the snowy Cas-
cades.

P\\nNA.—This is represented by a great variety of

animals. The fur bearers which attracted the first

white speculators are not yet extinct, and furnish the
market stil) with their valuable pelts. We note the
bear, wildcat, cougar, coyote, elk, deer, mountain
sheep, otter, beaver, marten, skunk, muskrat, squirrel,

and rabbit. The "Evergreen State" is also the natu-
ral home of birds of every class and description. The
smaller kind and singers are represented by the robin,

black-bird, meadow lark, humming bird, and wild
canary; while the game birds, geese, various kinds of

ducks, prairie chickens, pheasants, and quails, attract

the sportsman. Washington's rivers and large bodies
of water, especially Puget Sound and its tributaries,

are rich in all kinds of commercial fish, shellfish, and
their by-products, such as glue and guano. The follow-

ing statistics, taken from the report given by the state

bureau, show the present extent of the annual output:
Salmon packed, value .$9,113,656.40; fresh, salted,

and smoked fish, S3,592,215.00; ovsters, $.581,000.00;

clams, $111,375.00; crabs, $58,750.00; shrimps, $35,-

203.70; oil, $16,200.00; guano, $22,0.50.00; glue,

S3,.500.00. The total value of the output for 1909
was consequently $13,534,010.10; the capital invested
being $4,825,620, and the number of persons em-
ployed 13,237.

N.\TURAL Resources and Industries.—Together
with 6,173,688 acres of improved lands, 2,425,717
acres Indian reservations, 3,196,0.59 acres federal

lands for home.steading, 12,007,340 acres of national
forests, the State of Washington has still 391,0(K),-

000,000 (board) feet of standing timber; and the

lumber, lath, and shingles manufactured in 1910
reached 4,000,000 feet. Though the coal mines and
other mineral resources are yet in their infancy, the
coal mines produced in 1910 no less than 3,979,.569

tons of bituminous coal. Rich veins of silver, lead,

iron, and copper, and occasionally gold, are found,
especially in the hills of the Okanogan highlands; but
they have been more or less neglected probably owing
to the proximity of the richer goldfields of Ala.ska.

More than three million dollars are annually realized

by the lime, sand.stone, cement, tile, potterj', and
brick industries. Wa.shington's chief charm and source
of r(>venue lie in its forests with their wild vegetation
of dogwood, madrona, maple, Cottonwood, and alder

and liieir gigantic trees. Cedar, spruce, fir, pine, and
hemlock are the chief marketable varieties. Washing-
ton fir is extensively used for shipbuilding, and the

cedar shingles are well known for their durability.

Commerce.—The foreign trade of the State of

Washington has naturally grown with the develop-
ment of its agricultural and natural resources.

^^'hiIe twenty years ago the total foreign commerce
barely reached five million dollars, its present foreign

trade is listed as follows: import, 1910, 828,910,491;
1911, $.36,64.5,675; export, 1910, $29,889,473; 1911,

S39,13.5,.571.

Agriculture.—The State of Wa,shington, owing to

its favourable chmatic condition, is rapidly advancing
among the states of the T^nion as an agriculfur.al

state. Not only are the valleys, plains, and redeemed
lands utilized for farming i)urposes, the logged-off

forest lands are also growing in favour on account of
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the ever-increasing population. According to the
U. S. government report, 8 Sept., 1911, western
Washington had in 1908 a total area of 5,180,000
acres of standing timber, which was reduced by 1910
to 4,450,000 acres. The same govermnent bulletin
reports that in 1908 this territory had 432,000 acres
of assessed pasture land which in 1910 had increased
to 628,000 acres. The following list will show the
principal agricultural products of the state: wheat,
34,895,000 bushels, .$32,452,350; oats, 9,190,000
bushels, $4,411,200; barley, 5,180,000 bushels, $3,-

315,200; corn, 417,000 bushels, $359,000; potatoes,
6,970,000 bushels, 83,276,000; hay, 798,000 tons, $11,-
172,000; hops, 3,000,000 pounds, $666,000. The total
number of farm animals for the assessment of 1909
was given at 1,068,857 at a total value of $38,034,450;
while the dairy industry shows for the same year
the following result: butter, 9,681,668 lbs., $3,160,-
599.23; cheese, 204,983 lbs., $32,750.21; condensed
milk, 1,195,893 cases, .$4,185,2.30.00.

Means of Commdnic.\tion.—With a frontage of

salt water approximating 2500 miles Washington
possesses on account of its numerous and safe har-
bours favoured foreign and domestic routes of com-
munication. The most important harbours are
Seattle, Tacoma, Gray's Harbour, Everett, Belling-
ham. Port Townsend, and Bremerton, at which latter
port the U. S. navy yard and dry dock are situated.
Besides its great facilities by sea the state has more
navigable rivers and railroad advantages than any
other western state. The total mileage of navi-
gable rivers is approximately 1150; while the steam
railroads are operated on a total trackage of 5726
miles, which does not include different interurban
electric routes. In fact there is scarcely a county
which is not touched by one or more means of
communication. The principal companies operating
within the State of Washington are the. Northern
Pacific, Great Northern, Chicago-Milwaukee-St.
Paul, and the Canadian Pacific, which form the main
transcontinental routes. There are also several
interstate and state railway companies such as the
Seattle-Portland-Spokane; Oregon-Washington R. R.
& Nav. Co.; Inland Empire; and Columbia-Puget
Sound. All railways are under the control of a state
railroad commission.

Population.—According to the census returns
Washington had, in 1860, 11,594; in 1870, 23,955;
in 1880, 75,116; in 1890, 349,390; in 1900, 418,103;
and in 1910, 1,141,990 inhabitants, about, 5000 of
whom are Indians. There are about 100,000 Catho-
lics; 48,000 Methodists; 29,000 Presbyterians; 21,000
Baptists; 19,000 Lutherans; 11,000 Disciples of Christ;
9.500 Congregationalists; 9000 Episcopalians; and a
large variety of smaller sects. For purposes of ad-
ministration the state is subdivided into .39 counties.
Western Washington contains a population of

732,291; whereas eastern Washington, though almost
twice as large, has only 409,706 inhabitants. The
largest cities are Seattle, 237,194; Spokane, 104,402;
Tacoma, 83,743; Everett, 24,814; and Bellingham,
24,298.

Political Organization.—The state constitution
provides for the election of the state officers for a
period of four years simultaneously with the general
presidential election. Minor state oflScials and com-
missioners are appointed by the governor. Both
men and women of the legal age are quahfied to
vote, provided they are citizens, and have duly reg-
istered after a residence of one year in the state,

three months in the county, and thirtv days in their
voting precinct. The legislature consists of a senate
and a house of representatives. The senators are
elected for four years, one half retiring every two years,
while the rei)resentative8 are chosen even,' two years.
According to the Sate constitution the senate can
never number more than half or less than one third
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of the house of representatives. The executive

power in the several counties is vested in a board of

three county commissioners whose office is liliewise

elective.

Religious Tolerance and Public Morals.—
Article I of the state constitution provides in its

Bection 2 for a strict separation of Church and State

in the following words: "Absolute freedom of con-

science in all matters of rehgious sentiment, belief

and worship shaU be guaranteed to every individual,

and no one shall be molested or disturbed in person

or property on account of reUgion; but the liberty of

conscience thereby secured shall not be so construed

as to excuse acts of Ucentiousness or justify practices

inconsistent with the peace and safety of the state.

No public money or property shall be appropriated

for any religious worship or the support of any re-

. ligious establishment. No religious quahfication

shall be required for any public office or employment,
nor shall any person be incompetent as a witness or

juror in consequence of his religious opinion, nor be
questioned in any court of justice touching his re-

ligious belief to affect the weight of his testimony."

"The mode of administering an oath", according to

sec. 6 of the same article, "shall be such as may be

most consistent with and binding upon the con-

science of the person to whom such oath may be
administered." Though there is strict separation of

Church and State, yet Sundays and Chi-istmas are

recognized as days to be legally observed. With the

exception of hotels, drug-stores, livery stables, and
undertakers' establishments, all business houses must
be closed on those days. Likewise is the sale of all

intoxicating Hquors prohibited on Sundays, and all

fines collected for violations are paid to the common
school fund.
The state law provides for tl)e severe punishment

of indecent language and literature; which, however,

does not annul the constitutional rights of every

person to "freely s]ieak, WTite, and publish on all

subjects, being responsible for the abuse of that

right". Drunkenness has received a wholesome check

by the passage of a local option law in 1909, which
allows corporate towns and voting districts to de-

termine whether places where liquor is sold shall

exist in their midst or not.

Priests are not required to perform jury duty;

nor can a priest be examined as a witness as to any
confession made to him without the consent of the

person making such confession. Likewise is the

priest a legally recognized minister to solemnize

marriage when a licence has been obtained. The
bishop as the representative of the diocese possesses

the rights of a corporation sole regarding all the

church property in the State. This privilege was
granted by the territorial Government, and hiis never

been revoked bv the State. Church property to the

extent of 120 x 200 feet is exempt from taxation, pro-

vided the church edifice is erected thereon.

Divorce.—Unfortunately the reasons for which a

divorce may be obtained are many, and much de-

pends upon the personal good sense of the judge in

applying them. The chief causes are: (1) Fratid

or force in obtaining consent to the marriage, in

which case the injured party can sue, provided there

has been no subsequent voluntary cohabitation;

(2) adultery; (3) impotency; (4) abandonment for

one year; (5) cruel treatment and personal indignities

rendering life burdensome; (()) habitual drunkenness,

or neglect to (irovide for the family; (7) imprison-

ment in the jicnitentiary, providing the complaint
be tiled during suc-h imprisonment; (S) any other cause

whic-h lh(> rourl deems sufficient to prevent the par-

ties from Uving together any longer. A necessary con-

dition for obtaining a divorce is that the party de-

manding it must have resided in the state for one year.

Education.—The State of Washington provides

for the free education of all its citizens from the child in

the common schools to the graduate of its high school.

To accomphsh this task, tlie state received on its ad-
mission to the Union from the U. S. Congress an
endowment for school purposes of every section num-
bered 16 and 36 in aU townships within its borders, or
one-eighteenth of all its public lands, amounting to
more than two million acres of land wliich wiU ulti-

mately net the state treasury no less than fifty miUion
dollars. The money obtained by the sale of this land
constitutes an irreducible fund, of which only the
interest, together with the rentals and incidental fines

as provided by law, can be expended for current school
purposes. Any deficiency of a school district is

supplied by local taxation. The statistics show that

there existed on 30 June, 1911, no less than 20S.5

districts with schools in which 220,461 children were
instructed by 75S9 teachers, the average monthly
salary paid to male teachers being §85.69 and to

female teachers S66.25. There were then 379 high-
schools in existence. The annual e\-])enditure for each
child maintained has been conservatively estimated at

S30. The state university is located at Seattle on a
picturesque site of 3.50 acres overlooking Lakes L'nion

and Washington. It owes its existence to an endow-
ment of two townships of land made in 1854 by Con-
gress to the Territory of Washington for this purpose.
To minimize the tuition fee of students resident of the

state, the state legislature in 1893 granted the univer-

sity 100,000 acres additional. From its slender begin-
nings in 1862 the institution has steadily increased,

and is at this time attended by 2427 students. It

maintains schools and colleges of arts, sciences, law.

pharmacy, philosophy, pedagogy, engineering, mines,
and forestry. According to the latest state educa-
tional directory the present teaching staff is composed
of 36 professors, 7 associate and 30 as.sistant profes-

sors, 54 instructors, 7 assistants, and 10 graduate
assistants; together with a musical staff of 6 teachers,

and a library staff of 6 members.
In addition to its university the state maintains an

agricultural college at PuUman, which is devoted to

practical instruction in agiiculture, mechanic arts,

experimental stations and incidental sciences, with an
attendance of 1463 students. The three state normal
schools at Bellingham, Chenej', and Ellensburg with
a total of 1353 students supply teachers for the public

schools. Besides these state institutions of higher
learning there are no less than 39 schools under sec-

tarian or private management. The CathoUc Church
also has not been lacking in its educational advance-
ment. The total number of boys receiving their

education in six Catholic high-schools and academies
in the state is about 1100. These schools are chiefly

in the care of the Christian Brothers, the Benedictine
and Jesuit Fathers. The 18 academies for girls and
young ladies in charge of the Visitation, Benedictine,
Franciscan, Dominican, Providence, and Holy Names
Sisters show an attendance of 1509 pupils. Great
credit is especiaUy due the Sisters of the Holy Names,
who.se two Catholic normal schools have been accred-

ited by the state. In addition to these higher institu-

tions of learning the Catholics by voluntary taxation

and per.sonal sacrifice maintain 32 parochial schools

with 5126 pupils, thus saving the state an annual
expense of about 1.50,000 dollars.

Charitable and Hkkoum Institutions.—The
slate maintains a penitentiary at Walla Walla and
two reform industrial schools for youthful delinquents

at Chehalis and Monroe. The total number of in-

mates of the state's penal, charitable, and reform
institutions in 1906 were 3930, which increased to

4288 in 1911. The hoi)el<-ssIy insane are provided

for by two a.sylums at Steiljicoom and Medical
Lake; while those suffering from milder forms of in-

sanitv are placed in the state sanitarium at Sedro-
Woollev,
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Almost with the dawn of Catholicism in the North-
west, charity had commenced its errand of well doing
to the sick, the poor, and fallen. On 8 Dec, 1850,

the Sisters of Charity of Providence (Montreal) ar-

rived at Vancouver, and there began their errand of

mercy in the North-west. Their charitable institu-

tion at that place housed and supported in 1911 no
less than 130 orphans and 2.53 aged and infirm persons.

From humble beginnings their admirable work extends
now proportionately to almost every larger city of

the state: Colfax, Colville, Everett, North Yakima,
Olympia, Port Townsend, Walla Walla, Spokane, and
Seattle. Their new Providence Hospital at Seattle,

built at a cost of approximately $1,000,000 and dedi-

cated on 24 Sept., 1911, has rooms for 300 patients, not
including its spacious general wards. Other sister-

hoods engaged in hospital work in the state are the
Sisters: of St. Dominic at Aberdeen and Chehalis; of

St. Joseph of Peace (.lersey City, N. J.) at Belhngham;
of St. Francis (Glen Riddle, Pa.) at Tacoma; the
Sisters of the Good Shepherd have care of no less than
271 wayward and orphan girls. The liberahty of

Mrs. E. Briscoe Foss enabled Bishop O'Dea to open
the Briscoe Memorial Home and Training School for

orphan boys on 15 June, 1909, which now gives pro-
tection to about SO young lads. In the large cities

the St. Vincent de Paul Society and the Catholic
Social Betterment League are likewise doing efficient

charity work.
General HisTORT.^The names of the first explor-

ers of the coa.st of Washington are immortahzed by
the physical features of the North-west. Inlets and
bavs bear the names of Juan de Fuca (1.592),

Cook (1778), Puget (1791), and Gray (1792); Van-
couver and Whidby (1791) are recalled by two islands;

while Lewis and Clark's expedition (1805) as well as

Gray's ship, "Columbia, "have beenperpetuated by the
largest rivers. Washington was originally a part of

the long controverted Oregon Count rj-, whose joint

possession by both England and the United States
was regulated by the treaty of 1818; but lying north
of the Columbia River, which the British Government
considered a favourable boundary, it remained until

1846 almost exclusively under the control of the
English Hudson's Bay Company, who exploited it for

its wealth in furred animals all the more energetically

in the hope of establishing a claim of preponderant
influence in favour of the home countr>'. In this

they were, however, destined to disappointment.
When tho time arrived the United States demanded
the 49th parallel as the international boundary both
by reason of prior discoverj- and of prior colonization
of the whole Oregon Territory. In 1853 Washington
was organized as a separate territory, and was ad-
mitted to the Union as a state with its present hmits
on 11 Nov., 1889.

Church History.—Before the advent of Christian
civilization the Indians of the north-west coast hved
in the grossest ignorance, and their morals were
correspondingly low. They recognized a superior
divinity, Ekannum, and an inferior god, Etalapa.sse.

The former created everything visible, including the
human being; while the latter gave man the use of his

eyes and mouth and created the Columbia with its

fishes for man's food. Idolatrj' was extensively prac-
tised; even the lowest animals and the shades of the
dead received divine honours; nor were human sacri-

fices infrequent, especially after successful wars.
Father De Smet, S.J., the pioneer Indian missionan,',
tells us of a child consecrated to the shade of one of its

companions, who had died the previous day. "Al-
most in front of a house occupied by the Protestant
mi-ssionary", he says, "the little victim was .'io cruelly
garroted that the cords entered the flesh; it was ex-
posed on a rock where it could not have failed to soon
expire had not Mr. Perkins succeeded in ransoming
it." It waa the general custom of the north-west

tribes to bury their dead, though the funeral pile was
also occasionally used. Among the Chinooks and
Puget Sound Indians a strange funeral practice was
favoured. The bod}', arrayed in the deceased one's
best garb, was placed together with his weapons into
one of his canoes, and permanently raised on long
poles or a scaffold. Every tribe was governed in

patriarchal fashion by a chief. Intermarriage of
persons of diff'erent tribes was forbidden, but polyg-
amy tolerated. Prisoners of war, if not killed at
subsequent festivities, were never adopted into a
tribe, but performed slave work in the families of
those who had fallen in battle. The Indian believed
in immortahty as a reward for personal bravery,
which was one of his prominent virtues. He was fear-

less on land and sea, and in no way overawed by a
white man's sailing vessel.

How Christianity became first known to the aborig-
ines of the north-west coast, whether by stranded
mariners or missionaries from California, can only
be conjectured. Vv'hether the few reUgious objects
fotmd among them by the first kno^vn ex-plorers were
obtained from venturesome fellow-tribesmen roaming
southward to the California borders, from mission-
aries, or, as articles of exchange, from passing sailors

and traders must likewise remain an unsolved prob-
lem. Certain it is that the desire to see the "Black
Gowns" was to no small extent aroused by the French-
Canadian trappers and hunters in the employ of the
Hudson's Bay Company, and that the coast Indians
were anxious to accept the Catholic Faith when the
first known missionaries, Fathers F. N.Blanchet and
Modeste Demers, arrived (cf. Seattle, Diocese of).
The first Catholic services known to have been cele-

brated within the present State of Washington were
held in the Big Bend, Okanogan Co., 14 Oct.; at
Walla Walla (Wallula) 18 Nov.; and at Vancouver
24 Nov., 1838. The first mission in the whole North-
west was established at Cowlitz, where Father Blan-
chet said Ma,ss in the home of Simon Plamandon, one
of the four Catholic settlers at that point, on 16 Dec,
1838. So strenuous, zealous, and successful was the
work performed by these two apostles of the North-
west, that in 1844, when Father Blanchet was raised to
the episcopal dignity, he could report to his superiors
the conversion of more than 5000 Indians and the
return to their religious practices of about 1500 whites.

A new impetus to Catholic life came through the
gradual arrival of more missionary labourers and
especially through the wise division of the vast Oregon
Territory into two dioceses in 1846, one of which by
a change of title has now become the Diocese of Seat-
tle. Bishop A. M. A. Blanchet was its first head as
Bishop of \^'alla Walla, later of Nesqually.

In eastern Wa.shington the Jesuits have always been
zealous and influential missionaries and have met with
wise foresight the ever-growing exigencies of this sec-

tion. For nearly forty years they were almost exclu-
sively in charge of the vast northern district lying
between the Cascades and the Rockies, and a debt of

gratitude is owed to some of those intrepid apostles
who, by their prudent conduct and timely advice to

both mihtary leaders and turbulent tribes, prevented
strife and bloodshed on many occasions during
the Indian wars of Wa.shington's territorial years.

Among the religious labourers of the Society of Jesus
in the North-west, since their first apostle. Father P. J.

De Smet, planted the cross on the summit of the
Rockies in 1840, may be mentioned Fathers Joset,

Tosi, Jaquet, and Cafaldo, whose names are more
intimately linked wn'th the early hi.storj- of Washing-
ton. By far the most important mission from a
present-day point of view was the one established

among the Sppkane Indians by Father Cataldo,
who celebrated Mass there for the first time on 8
Dec, 1866

Since then the Indian has almost disappeared, and
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close by the former log church rises now the city of

Spokane with its 104,402 inhabitants and its eight

splendid CathoUc churches. The httle school origi-

nally intended for Indian boys was also forced to yield

its place. In 1881, when the arrival of the Northern
Pacific Railroad had transformed the spot into a
village, white children gradually superseded the

native element. In 1887 Gonzaga College was
opened, and in 1912 was raised to the rank of a uni-

versity; at the present time it has more than 500
students. The Jesuit Fathers maintain another
college for boys at Seattle, with about 300 pupils, and
are about to open an institution at Tacoma.
While eastern Washington was principally in the

care of the Jesuits, western Washington was not less

fortunate in possessing the efficient help of the Oblate
(O.M.I.) Fathers, especially among the Indian tribes

of Puget Sound. The name of Father Chirouse stiU

lives among them. For almost thirty years they
worked in the Diocese of Nesqually till their places

could gradually be supphed by secular clergy, when
they retired northward to British Columbia, of which
they have had exclusive charge to the present day.

The secular priests, as their number increased, were
little by little restricted to narrower limits; instead

of remaining missionaries in the stricter .sense of the

word their centres of action have been multiplied,

whereby they are not only able to know better the mo-
mentary spiritual wants of their several districts, but

also to "meet more efficiently the individual claims of

their cosmopolitan charges. Thus, when in 1895

Bishop Junger bequeathed the office to his successor,

the present head of the diocese, the vast State of Wash-
ington contained a scattered Catholic population of

about 25,000 in charge of 38 secular priests and 23

priests of rehgious orders. At present the last census

shows in the same territory a Cathohc population of

nearly 100,000 taken care of by 161 priests, of whom
94 are secular clergy and 67 belong to rehgious

orders.

De Smet, Missions de VOregon et voyages aux Montagues
Rocheuses (Gand, 1S4S) ; Cronau, Amerika, Geschichte seiner

Entdeckungbis au/ die neuesleZeil (Leipzig, 1892); Statistics of the

State of Washington (Olympia, 1910); Educational Directory of the

State of Washington (Olympia, 1911) ; B.*rton, Legislative Manual
(Tacoma, 1889); Gonzaga (Spokane, 1911-12). a student publi-

cation; Population Statistics of the State of Washington (Olym-
pia, 1911).

W. J. Metz.

Water, Baptismal. See Baptism.—XV. Adjuncts

of Baptism.

Water, Holy. See Holt Water.

Water, Liturgical Use of.—Besides the holy

water (q. v.) which is used by the Church in so many
of her rites of blessing, and besides the water employed
in the washing of feet and hands (see Washing of
Feet and Hands) and in the baptismal font (q.v.),

water has its recognized place in the ritual of every

Mass and inacertain number of pontifical and extraor-

dinary oflnces which include some form of washing.

With regard to the water mingled with the wine in

the Mass, the Fathers from the earliest times have
tried to find reasons why the Church uses a mixed
chalice though (he Gospel narrative implies that

Christ consecrated pure wine. St. Cyprian (Ep.

Ixiii, 13) discussing this question sees an analogy
to the union of Christ with His faithful people, but,

as the Council of Trent points out (Sess. XXII, De
Missa, vii), there is besides this a reference to the

flowing of blood and water from Christ's side, from
which the Church, the dispensatrix nf the sacraments,

was formed, like a new Fve from thr side of the new
Adam. It was probably in allusion to the former
symbolism (i. e. the union of the people with Christ)

that the earlier "Ordines romani" directed the choir

{schola cantorum) to present water at the Offertory

of the Mass. We may note also that it Las long been
the practice of the Greek Orthodox Church to pour a
little hot water into the chaUce immediately before
the Communion, and though there seems no reUable
evidence for any such custom in the early centuries,

the absence of this usage among the Latins is made
by the Greeks a serious ground of reproach. In the
purification of the chahce, water is again used in the
second of the ablutions, but the present practice
according to which the ablution of wine and water is

drunk by the priest did not always obtain in the
Middle Ages. On the other hand there was a very
general custom of providing water, or wine and water,
for the communicants to drink as a " purification

"

after Communion. In fact this is prescribed in the
existing rubrics of the Missal (Rit. serv., X, 6),

though the " Caeremoniale episcoporum" on Easter
Day speaks of a purification of wine alone. Further, a
strictly Uturgical use of water is also made in such
offices as the laying of the foundation stone of a
church and the consecration of a cemetery, though
here the blessing consists only of the five prayers com-
monly used for making ordinary holy water. In the
blessing of a bell, however, and in the dedication of a
church special features occur. In the case of the
bell an entirely new prayer, "Benedic, Domine, banc
aquam", is inserted, and with the water thus conse-
crated the bell is afterwards completely washed
inside and out. For the consecration of a church a
special lustral water is prepared after the bishop has
entered the building, and the various ingredients,

viz. salt, water, ashes, and wine, before being mixed
together, are blessed with prayers which difter entirely

from those employed in the case of holy water for

common use. This lustral water is sprinkled while
the bishop seven times makes the circuit of the altar

and three times that of the interior of the church.

The rite of washing the high altar on Maundy Thurs-
day is performed in the Roman basilicas and some
other churches with a certain solemnity, and was in

old times an even more noteworthy function than at

present. For this purpose wine and sometimes rose

water were employed as well as the pure element.

Again at the ojjening of the holy doors in the Roman
basilicas when the year of jubilee begins, the peniten-
tiaries, provided with sponges and towels, wash and
wipe the threshold, after the previously obstructed
door has been unwalled. Less strict Ij' Uturgical is the

use of water which is blessed with various special

formulae for devotional purposes. The official "Ritu-
ale romanum" contains a number of such blessings,

for example "Modus benedicendi aquam S. Ignatii",

with other similar formula; in honour of St. Adelhaid,
St. Willibrord, St. Vincent Ferrer etc., particularly.

The pui^jose of this is generally medicinal and there

is in particular a long blessing of the "water of St.

Hubert" against the bite of a mad dog.
The reader may be referred to the books mentioned in the

article Holy W.\ter; cf. nlsn S^hrod in Kirchenlexikon, s. V.

Weihwasser; Th.vlhoff.r. ;-/.-,,,« iln-iburg, 1883-93); and for

the Middle Ages especialK luw/. />/. kirchlichen Benediktionen
(Freiburg. 1909). See funlj. r tlir lummentaries of Catalan:,
Pontificak Romanum (Piii i,-, l&OOi , and Rituale Romanum (Rome,
1757); and Thurston. The Laity atul the Unconsecrated Chaliceva
The Month (October, 1911).

Herbert Thurston.

Waterford and Lismore, Diocese of (Water-
FORDiENSis ET LisMOKENsis), suffragan of Cashel.

This diocese is almost coterminous with the ancient

Celtic territory of Decies; it comprises the County of

Waterford (except five townlands) with a considerable

portion (two baronies and iiart of two others) of

Tipperary County, .'us well as a small .area (12,000

acres) of County Cork. The population is 131,643,

of whom 124,.3(>7 tire Catholics, ministered to by one
bishop and 122 .secular priests. The diocesan chapter,

in abeyance since the seventeenth century, was
revived with modifications in the last decade. In
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addition to the secular clergy, there are three houses
of Franciscans, a Cistercian abbey, and one commu-
nity each of i)ominicans, Augustinians, Fathers of

Charity, and Congregation of the Divine Pastor.

There are thirty houses of nuns and ten of brothers,

including the (Irish) Christian Brothers, whose
l)arent house is

Waterford, and
the Brothers of

the Christian
Schools (de La
Salle). The fol-

lowing orders or
congregations of

nuns are repre-

sented: Presenta-
tion; Ursuline ;

Our Lady of
Mercy; Sisters of

the Poor; Good
Shepherd; Sisters

of Charity; Lo-
reto; Carmelite;
Sisters of St. John
of God; Sisters of

Le Bon Sauveur;
and Sisters of St.

Joseph of Cluny. All the communities of brothers

and the majority of the female religious are engaged
in educational work.

It is probable that the region of Decies received its

first Christian message—presumably from Britain—
previous to the advent of St. Patrick. The Life of St.

Declan (cf. Plummer and the BoUandists) places the

preaching of Declan in the early fifth century, before

St. Patrick had liglited his Pa.schal fire at Slane. The
chronology of Declan's life is very confused, and first-

class authority is available for the opinion that

Declan's mission was subsequent to Patrick's. But
it is quite certain that at this period there was con-

siderable intercourse between Wales and the south-
east coast of Ireland. Controversy ceases when we
come to St. Carthage, who established himself at

Lismore and founded a great school there in 630.

Long before that event, Lismore had been the seat

of a religious establishment, for four early abbots,

predecessors of St. Carthage, are mentioned (Colgan,

"Acta Sanctorum", and "Annals of the Four Mas-
ters"). It maybe, however, that the abbots in ques-
tion belonged not to the Irish but to a Scottish Lis-

more. Lismore gradually became the acknowledged
ecclesiastical capital of the Decies. There were
other bishops and episcopal churches OTthin the

region in Celtic times, but there docs not appear to

have been anything approaching to episcopal suc-
ces.sion in these instances, if we except the case of St.

Declan's Church of .Vrdmore. It ha.s been contended
that the ancient deaneries represent these early epis-

cojial churches. They probably represent the chief

of them, but certainly they do not represent them all.

In Waterford and Lismore the ancient deaneries were:
Waterford, Kilbarrymeaden, Ardmore, Lismore,
Ardfinan, and Kil.sheelan. Up to the S\Tiod of Rath-
brca.sil (1110) we have the names of twelve abbots or
abbot-bishops who sat in the chair of Carthage at
Lismore. Presuming succession to have been con-
tinuous during the period, there must be many others
whose names are lost. Some of the recorded succrs
sorg in question are catalogued as saints in the Irish

martjTologies, e. g. Cuanan. Cronan, Mocholomog
etc. At the 8>Tiod just named Irish episcopal juris-

diction was more clearly defined and diocesan boun-
daries formally aligned. The Bishop of Lismore at
the time of the SjTiod of Rathbreasil was Nial Mac-
Aeducan, whose episcopal .staff, inscribed with his

name and covered with Celtic ornament, is still

preserved at Lismore.

Keating has doubts that a Diocese of Waterford,
as distinct from Lismore, was recognized at Rath-
breasil. But Waterford was recognized as an inde-
pendent see forty-two years later, when its bishop
assisted at the Synod of KeUs. Unseemly disputes
between Waterford and Lismore paved the way for a
union of the sees on the death of the last Bishop of
Waterford, Roger Cradock, in 1362. Waterford was
the smallest diocese in Ireland, embracing an area of
only twelve miles by nine; it included Httle more, in
fact, than the city of Waterford and the adjoining
cantred of the Danes. Its history is peculiar; the
Christianized Ostmen of the city determined, towards
the close of the eleventh century, to set up a bishop
and cathedral of their own, and the racial friction
between them and their Celtic neighbours is reflected
in their method of procedure on the occasion. Having
chosen one Malchus, a monk of Winchester in Eng-
land, to be their first bishop, they sent him for conse-
cration—not to C^ashel or Lismore—but to the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury. It was during the incumbency
of Malchus (1096-1110) that the cathedral was
erected by the Ostmen citizens, on the same plan and
of the same dimensions as the Danish Christ Church
of Dublin. This building, dedicated to the Holy
Trinity, was not allowed to survive long in its original
plan; a practically new cathedral was erected early
in the thirteenth century, and survived till 1770. The
original endowment of the cathedral may have been
meagre or precarious; at any rate there was a re-en-
dowment by King John—probably on completion of
the second cathedral. Then too its first dean was
appointed, and a formal confirmation of its statutes
and possessions made by Innocent III.

Among the more noted bishops of the see up to the
time of its union with Lismore may be mentioned:
David the Welshman, who was killed bv O'Phelan
(1207); Robert (1210-22), who commenced the
century-long quarrel with Lismore which led to his

excommunication and to his death from grief;

Stephen of Fulburn (1373-86), who became Lord
Justice or Chief Governor of Ireland, and established
a mint for coinage of "a new kind of money" in his

episcopal city; Roger Cradock (13.50-0)2), between
whom and the Archbishop of Cashel there arose liti-

gation, because of Roger's action in executing two
Irishmen for heresy at Bunratty Castle.
Though the sees were formally united in 1362, they

continued to have separate cathedrals and chapters
down to the suppression. During the period from
the union of the sees to the Reformation, Lismore was
regarded as the senior partner, and the title of the
diocese in papal documents ran "Lismore and Water-
ford". Of its bishops we have httle information
beyond what we can glean from occasional references
in state papers. The majority of them bear English
names; in fact, there is only one—Nicholas O'Hennes-
sey—with a distinctly Irish cognomen; three—Purcell,
Power, and Cantwell— are Xorman-Irish. Nicholas
Comin, the bishop of the suppression period, had an
unusually long reign if, as Brady states, he resigned
only in 1551, for he was translated from Ferns to

Waterford as early as 1519, and the latter year was
the tenth from his consecration as bishop. The
history of this Bishop Comin is not at all clear. He
appears to have been an Englishman; he was conse-
crated in St. Paul's, London. His name does not
appear in the Bull nominating his successor; instead

we have the name of his predecessor, Thomas Pur-
cell, who resigned in 1519. It was probably during
Comin'a episcopate that the famous vestments of

Flemi.sh work, still preserved in Waterford cath<Mlral,

were presented to that church by the king. These
consist of four copes, two dalmatics, and one chasuble,
with stoles and maniples richly WTOught with silver

gilt ribbons twisted around silk thread on a ground of

Genoese velvet, and are valued at thousands of
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pounds. Patrick Walshe (1551-79), the next bishop,

has been the subject of much controversy; he was
certainly consecrated by royal mandate. On tlie

other hand, from the fact that he was not deposed in

Mary's reign and from the appearance of his name in

the provision of his successor, it is evident that he

was regarded as orthodox. We may take it that he

received absokition from Cardinal Pole. However
he may have temporized, his orthodoxy further

appears from his consistent patronage of Dean Peter

Wliite, the greatest pedagogue of his day, and the

most strenuous opponent of royal supremacy.
From the death of Walshe, for full half a century the

diocese was administered by vicars only. Some years

previously Archbishop Walsh of Cashel, a native of

The Catholic Cathedral, Watebford

Waterford, had advised the Holy See that one arch-

bishop and at most two bishops would be enough for

Munster. James White, the daring ecclesiastic who
reconciled the Waterford churches on the death of

Elizabeth and confronted Mountjoy when the latter

came to chastise the city, was named vicar Apostolic

upon the bishop's death. James White was brother

to Father Stephen White, S.J. (Polyhislor), and to

Father Thomas W^hite, S.J., founder of the Irish

College of Salamanca. Twice again within the

.seventeenth century had the Holy See to revert to

government of the diocese by vicars: from 1652 to

1671 and from 1693 to 1696. From 1677 to 1693 the

affairs of tlie diocese were administered directly by the

Archbishop of Cashel. For the first thirty-six years

of the eighteenth century there was no resident bishop.

The de facto bishop, who was an exile for thirty-five

years, governed through vicars; he was Richard
Pierce, once military or court chaplain in the service

of King James, and, in the years of his exile, coadjutor

to the Archbisliop of >Sens.

John Brenan was bishop from 1671 to 1693, and
became metropolitan in 1677, retaining the adminis-

tration of Waterford. Patrick (De Angelis) Comer-
ford (1629-52) wa.s an Augustinian; he sat in the

Supreme Council and died an exile at Nantes. Syl-

vester Lloyd (1739-48), a Franciscan (translated from
Killaloe), has left two catechetical works, one in

Irish and English, and the other, in two volumes
jjublishcd in London, is a translation of the great

Catechism of Montpellier. Bishop William Egan
(1774-96), while yet parish priest of Clonmel, W!is

author of a jiampldet on the piipal practice or right of

nominating in certain ca.ses to vacant pari.shes in Ire-

land, .-md Renehan insinuates that Kgaii's criticism of

theriglit in tiuestidii led to its abandonment. Bishop

lOgan was consecrated by stealth and before daylight

at Taghmon, whereas his successor, Thomas Hussey

(1797-1803), was accorded a military guard of honour
on the occasion of his consecration in old Adam and
Eve's Chapel, Dublin. Hussey, who had been chap-
lain to the Spanish Embassy and later president of

Maynooth College, was a persona grata with the
government and a confidant of British statesmen.
Burke's correspondence with him is still extant, but un-
published. John Power was bishop, 1804-17; Robert
Walshe, 1817-21; Patrick Kelly (transferred from Vir-
ginia, U.S. A.), 1822-29; William .\braham, 1830-37;
Nicholas Foran, 1837-55; Dominic O'Brien, 1855-73;
John Power (the second), 1873-87; Pierse Power,
1887-89; John Egan, 1890-91; Richard Alphonsus
Sheehan, cons. 31 Jan., 1892.

The history of the diocese embraces four distinct

epochs: (a) the Celtic Chiu-ch; (b) the Anglo-Irish
Church; (c) the penal days; and (d) the modern
revival. In the glory of the Irish Church during the
first and third of these periods, Waterford and Lis-

more—especially Lismore—has had its full share.

Some saints associated with the Decies during the
Celtic period are: Ita; Finian the leper, and another
Finian; Molua; Aileran; Molaise; two Aedhs; several

Colmans; Kieran of Tubrid; Celsus of Armagh
(buried in Lismore); Christian O'Connery, Bishop of

Lismore and papal legate; etc. In the Danish wars
the churches and monasteries along the Blackwater
and up to Lismore suffered severely, and several of

their religious were martjTed. In the penal period
Waterford produced a number of great ecclesiastics

and scholars: Peter Lombard; Luke Wadding, O.M.,
and four other Waddings, his kinsmen, soil.: Ambrose,
Luke, Peter, and Michael, of the Societv of Jesus; Paul
Sherlock, S. J.; Stephen White, S.J.; "Thomas Walsh,
Archbishop of Cashel; Dr. Geoffrey Keating.

Anruils of the Four Masters; Acta SS,; Brady, Episcopal Suc-
cession (Rome, 1876) ; Bubke, Hist, of Clonmel (Waterford. 1907)

;

Bury, Todd, and Healt, Life of St, Patrick (London, 190.5: Dut>-
lin, 1864, and 1905, respectively); Colgan, Acta, etc. (Louvain,
1645): Hayman, The Annals of Lismore in The Reliquary (Jan.,

1864) : Keating, History of Ireland, Irish Texts Society (London,
1902-08) : King, Memoir Introductory to the Early History of the

Primates of Armagh (Armagtl, 1S54): Liber Visitationis Regalis
(MS. T. C. D.) and other Visitations: Manx, History of the Church
of Ireland (London, 1840) : Plummer, Vita; Sanctorum Hibernice
(0.-5ford, 1910); Reeves, Adamnan's Columba (Dublin, 1857);
Henbban, Collection of MSS, {Maynooth College); Smith, .4n-

cient and Present state of Waterford (Dublin, 1746); Stokes, Mar-
tyrology of Gorman (London, 1S95); Ware, Bishops; Waterford
Archmlogical Society Journal^ etc. (Waterford, 1895-1912).

P. POWEK.

Waterson, Edward, Venerable, b. at London;
martjTed at Newcastle-on-Tyne, 7 Jan., 1594 (1593

old style). A romantic episode marks this mart>T-'s

early career, for as a young man he travelled to Tur-
key with some English merchants, and attracted the

attention of a wealthy Turk, who offered him his

daughter in marriage if he would embrace Moslemism.
Rejecting the offer with horror, Edward Waterson
returned westward through Italy and, coming to

Rome, was there reconciled to the Catholic Church by
Richard Smith, afterwards Bishop of Chalcedon.
The Pilgrim-book of the English College records his

stay there, 29 Nov.-11 Dec, 1.588. He then went to

Reims to study for the priesthood, arriving there 24
Jan., 1,589. He received the tonsure and minor
orders on 18 Aug., 1.590, subdi.aconate on 21 Sept.,

1591, diaconate on 24 Feb., 1592, and the priesthood

11 March following. On 24 June he returned to

England, with such zeal for the mission that he
declared to his companions that if he might have the

Kingdom of France to stay there till the next mid-
summer he would rather choose to go to England.
Though he was not learned, his humility, spirit of

penance, and other virtues caused him to be regarded

as a pattern. Captured at midsummer, 159.S, he was
cruelly treated in prison till his execution. Incidents

occurred at the martyrdom of a miraculous nature.

The horses were imable to drag the hurdle to the

scaffold and the ladder was mysteriously agitated by
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Qvisible means, till the martyr signed it with the
TOSS.
Challoner, Missionary Priests (London, 1781-2); Pollen,

English Martyrs ISSi-lSOS in C. R. S., V (London, 1908) ; Foley,
'>iary and Pilgrim Book of English College, Rome (London, 1880);
^ouay Diaries (London, 1878) ; Holtbt, Account of Three Martyrs
Q M0RRI8, Troubles of our Catholic Forefathers, series III (London,
877).

Edwin Burton.

Waterton, Charles, naturalist and explorer, b.

n Walton Hall near Wakefickl, Yorkshire, England,
n 17S2; d. there in 1S05. Hi.s familj', originally from
Lincolnshire, had migrated to Yorkshii'e several

centuries before and its pre-Reformation members
n many cases were eminent in the service of the
jtate. Staunch RoyaUsts as well as Catholics, they
luffered from England's changes of faith and alle-

giance, and by the constant exactions and fines of penal
imes they became much impoverished. Charles's
nother was a Bcdingfeld of Inburgh, Norfolk, grand-
laughter of Sir Henry, the third baronet, and his

mternal grandmother was Mary More, seventh in

lescent from Blessed Thomas, the martyred chan-
:eUor.

In his tenth year Charles was sent to a small
I'athohc school at Tudhoe, near Durham, the first

i^nglish home of Mr. Jutine Ushaw. Thence he
jassed in 1796 for his higher studies to Stonyhurst.
ilis four years' stay at Stonyhurst, while it succeeded
n making him a good Latin scholar, developed still

nore his early passion for natural history, especially

or the study of ornithologi.'. "By a mutual under-
itanding, he writes in his 'Autobiography', I was con-
idercd rat-catcher to the establishment, and also

ox-taker, foumart -killer, and cross-bow charger at

he time when the young rooks were fledged. . . I

oUowed up my calling with great success. The
•ennin disappeared by the dozen; the books were
noderately well thumbed; and according to my notion
if things, all went on perfectly right." On leaving
chool the Peace of Amiens in 1802 gave him his first

hance of travelling and lie went to Spain, where two
if his maternal uncles had settled. He was with them
n Malaga when the great plague occurred there, and,
hough he escaped infection, he returned somewhat
mpaired in health. In search of a warmer climate
le undertook the administration of his uncles' estates
n British Guiana and resided in CJeorgetown from
804 to 1812, with occasional visits home. Mean-
while, in 1806 his father died, leaving him heir to
Valton Hall. After handing over the West Indian
states to their owners, he determined to start

x-ploring the hinterland of Guiana and at intervals
if four years, beginning with 1812, he made the four
idventurous expeditions which are described in the
rell-known "Wanderings in South America". For
his work his long residence in the colony had rendered
lim exceptionally weU equipped and he made very
'aluable additions to the sum of human knowledge
oncerning the fauna, especially the bird life, of that
)ortion of the tropics. The main object of his first

ourney was to collect as large a quantity as possible
if the deadly "wourali" poison, which induces imme-
liate and profound quiescence, and would therefore,
t wa.s ho])ed, prove a specific against the tetanus of
lydrophobia. That result has not been attained;
lowever, Waterton's experiments with the poison
)roved that its deaflly effects could be neutralized by
;eeping up artificial respiration during the period of
ts activity. His other ser\nces to science have been
nore valuable and permanent. By combining an
inrivalled knowledge of the li\nng habits of the wild
reation with a new method of preserving skins, he
aised (to use the words of Dr. Moore) "taxidermy
rom a sorr>; handicraft to an art". In 1829. five
•e.ars after his last ex-pedition, Waterton married the
Laughter of an old Demerara friend, who, however
lied within a year, leaving him with one child, a boy.

well known later on as an antiquary. His subsequent
travels, of which he has given a summary in the
"Autobiography", were confined to the Continent,
but during his last sojourn in the New World he
twice visited the States, considering, as he said, no
EngUshman's education complete till he had been
there.

After surviving so many perils abroad, Waterton
met his death in his own park through st umbling over
a briar-root. This was in 1865 when he was in his

eighty-third year: an internal injury resulted in his
death in a few hours. He was so iniu"ed to hardship
that it had become second nature. For the last thirty
years of his life he alwaj's slept on bare boards,
WTapped in a blanket and with a block of oak for a
pillow. From this couch he rose at midnight to

spend a few minutes in the chapel; he rose again at

thi-ee o'clock, made his fire and lay down again till

half-past, when he dressed and spent an hour at prayer.
Breakfast followed a further three hours' work or

reading, and the rest of the day was spent about his

estate in the business of a country gentleman. He
had walled in the park and forbade any destruction of

wild life within its bounds, so that it became a perfect

paradise of animated nature. His charity to the
poor was constant and unostentatious, and his per-
sonal piety unaffected and deep. His faith was so

staunch and undisguised that it was continually mani-
fested, even in the most unexpected places, in his

scientific papers. Of his strength of will and daunt-
less courage his own WTitings give much indirect evi-

dence, for he made generally light of his exploits.

The value of his work was recognized by Darwin, who
visited him at Walton Hall, and his friend Thackeray,
in a well-known ])as.sage in "The Newconies", testi-

fies to his moral worth: "I could not but feel a kind-
ness and admiration for the good man. I know his

works are made to square with his faith; that he dines

on a crust, lives as chastely as a hermit, and gives his

all to the poor."
Besides the author*s works mentioned above and his Essays

on Natural History, ed. Moore, see: Gerard, Stonyhurst Cen*
tenary Record, viii; Moore, in Diet. Nat, Biog., 3. v.

Joseph Keating.

Waterworth, James, b. at St. Helen's, Lan-
cashire, 1806; d. at Old Hall, Newark, 28 March,
1876. Educated at Stonyhurst, he went subsequently
to Montrouge to enter the novitiate of the Society of

Jesus, in which he did not long continue. Sent by
Bishop Milner to study for the priesthood at the
Enghsh College, Rome, he there devoted himself to
theology, and especially patrology, so ardently that
he often worked sixteen hours a day. At the end of

his course he was recalled to Oscott, where he was
ordained, and where he taught theology from 18.30 to

1833. He then went to assist Rev. J. Yver at New-
ark, where he spent over forty years as a missionary
priest, still continuing his studies of the Fathers.
Within a year or two he was placed in sole charge of

the mission. In 1.S.34 he published a pamphlet de-
fending Berington and Kirk's work, "The Faith of

Catholics", against the attack of an Anglican clergj'-

man called Pope; and twelve years later he published

a greatly enlarged edition in three volumes. He also

published a translation of the canons and decrees of

the Council of Trent (1848) and of Veron's "Rule of

Faith" (18.33). His "Digest of the Penal Laws
affecting Roman Catholics" is another useful work.
His latest book, "England and Rome" (1854), was on
the relations of the popes to England. He was made
canon of Nottingham in 1.8.52, doctor of divinity in

1860, and provost of that dioce.se in 1861.
Tablet (8 and 1.5 April, 1876); Oscotian (July, 1888); GlLlx>w,

Bibl, Did. Eng. Calk., s.w. Berington and Kirk; Catholic Direc-
tory, (1830-76).

Edwin Burton.

Watkinson, Robert, Venerable. See Tich-
BORNE, Thomas, Venerable.
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Watkinson, Thomas, Venerable. See Thorpe,
Robert, Venerable.

Watteau, Jean Antoine, French painter, and
founder and leader of the school usually known as

that of the painters of Les Fetes Galantes, at Valen-
ciennes, 1684, near Paris, 1721. Young Watteau
was a very clever boy, constantly sketching, and as

quite a youth was taken to the studio of G6rin, who
gave him his first education. He received, however,
no sympathy at home, but, on the contrary, was urged
to give up draughtsmanship. He therefore left

Valenciennes, and tramped to Paris, where he ar-

rived without a friend or a penny, and nearly starved.

At first he commenced as a sign-board painter, but
in 1703 was fortunate enough to be received into the

studio of GiUot, with whom he remained for five

years, and then became the assistant of Audran,
one of the first artists of his day, and the keeper
of the Luxembourg. Audran discovered his skill,

but was inclined to keep him in his studio as a pupil
and assistant, and to prevent him engaging in

original work. Watteau, however, painted a small
military picture, called "Le Depart", which was sold

to a dealer in Paris. From the funds obtained by
this sale, Watteau revisited his parents, but quickly
returned to Paris. He then came under the notice

of M. de Crozat, who introduced him to many
artists, gave him the free run of his house and gallery,

and encouraged him. During this time Watteau
Eroduced some of his best pictures, and was received

y the Academy under the title of "Le Peintre des
F6tes Galantes" in 1717, when his position was at

once secured. It was at this time that he produced
his great picture, "The Embarkment for Cythera",
which created a great sensation in Paris, and was
the beginning of quite a new ejioch in art. Watteau
was always more or less in poor lieallh, and two years
after painting his great picture came over to London
to consult Dr. Meade, for whom he painted two
important pictures. lie then returned to Paris,

and executed the great sign-board picture designed
for his friend (lersaint, but, his health failing in Paris,

he had to leave for a house which he had obtained
at Nogent-sur-Marne. It was there soon after

that he died. Watteau produced a great number of
pictures, exquisite in colour, movement, composition,
and in a peculiar sense of flutter which distinguishes
his works. He was also a superb draughtsman and
left behind him a number of drawings full of fife and
piquancy. He was an engraver, responsible for

several etchings. His paintings stand quite alone
in art, representing the gay and vivacious life of the
period^ with ideal forms and circumstances, and
picturmg the frivoUty of his epoch extravagantly no
doubt, but with great beauty and extraordinary
charm. His finest works are those in Berlin, London
(the Wallace Collection), Paris (the Caze Collection),
Potsdam (the two collections at Sans Souci and the
New Palace), and the Conde Museum at Chantilly.
Besides these, there are great works by him at Bruns-
wick, Cassel, Brussels, St. Petersburgh, Nantes,
Organs, Stockholm, Dresden, Edinburgli, and Glas-
gow. The chief artists of his school were Lancret
and Pater, and their paintings approached more
nearly than any others to the works of Watteau
himself.
The chief work on Watteau is that of de .Tuuenne, a colossal

volume published in Paris in 1734. Reference should also be
iiiafle to a life of Watteau by Dinaitx issued in his native town in
1S34: to a treatise published at Leipzig in 1S96 by Rosenberg;
.in important work issued in Berlin by Bode in 1SS3; Dilke,
French Painters of the Eighteenth Century (London, 1889); the
treatise on Watteau by Muntz. issued in Paris, in 1SS5; various
o'.lier works on the artist by Philups, Pater, Stalet, Bl.anc,
and others.

G. C. Williamson.

Waverley, Cistercian Abbey of, situated in

Surrey, near Farnham, founded by William Gifford,

Bishop of Winchester, on 24 Nov., 1124, was the
second daughter of L'Aumone, in Normandy, and
the first monastery of the Order of Ctteaux in Eng-
land. This claim to priority of establishment is

sometimes disputed in favour of the Abbey of Furness,
but though Furness was actually founded three or
four years before Waverley, yet it was then a daughter
of Savigny, and was not affiliated to the Cistercian
Order until the year 1147. Bishop Wilham endowed
it with large possessions and, along with many other
ecclesiastics and nobles, granted it ntmierous privi-

leges which were confirmed and even increased by
Henry de Blois, brother of King Stephen and successor
of William in the episcopal office. The first century
of its existence was the golden age for Waverley, in

which period it founded six monasteries and, despite

the number of its members thus sent away, it had
70 choir religious and 120 lay brothers in 1190. In
1201 the abbey suffered from an inundation; so that
in 1203 the foundations for a new church were laid,

and for a new monastery also, but on higher ground.
This church was not opened until 1231, when it was
dedicated with great solemnity. In 122.5 Henry
III visited the abbey and, at his own request, was
granted an honorary membership in the community.
Waverley now became less and less important, until

at the time of its su]>pression by Henry \TII (1536)
it contained but thirteen religious. After the disso-

lution the property passed through various hands,
becomingwith each change moredesolate; the cloister

was still standing in 1073, at the present time
nothing but the bare site of Waverley remains.
DoDswoRTH AND DuGDALE, Muiuisticon fingticaniim, II (Lon-

don, IfiS2): DcGDALE, Moimsticon anglicanum, ed. Caley. V
(London. 1825); Manrique, Annales cistercienses (Lyons, 1642-
59); Jonqeijnus, Notitia abbatiarum ord. cist. (ColoKne, 1640):
Tanner, Notitia monastica (I^ndon, 1744); Mart^ne and Dc-
RAND, Thesaurus noims ani!cdo(on(m, IV (Paris, 1717); Walbr.vn,
Memorials of the Abbey of Fountains (Durham, 1863); Ughei.u.
Italia sacra, HI (Venice, 1717); Janauschek, Originum cistrr-

ciensium, I (Vienna, 1877); Ltnam, The Abbey of St. Mary
Croxdcn (London, 1911).

Edmund Obrecht.

Wax. Sec Agnus Dei; Candles.

Way (alias May, o^iVz.s Flower), William, Ven-
EiiAJJLE, Enghsh priest and martyr, born in Exeter
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5iocc8e (Challoner says in Cornwall, but earlier au-
horities say in Devonshire); hanged, bowelled, and
[uartered at Kingston-on-Thames, 23 September,
588. He is frequentl3' confusi'd with the martyred
aynian Riehard Flower, alias Lloyd, who suffered at

ryburn, 30 September, 1588 (as to whom see Leigh,
Iichard), with the priest Wilham Wiggs, alias Way,
A. A., a notable prisoner at Wisbech, and with Wil-
iam Wyggs, M.A., of New College, Oxford. Our
uartyr WiUiam Way received the first tonsure in

he Cathedral of Reims from the Cardinal of Guise on
;1 March, 1584, and was ordained subdeacon, 22
ilarch, deacon 5 April, and priest 18 September, 1586,

.t Laon, probably b}- Bishop Valentine Douglas, O.S.B.
ie set out for England 9 December, 1586, and in

une, 1587, had been committed to the Clink. He
I'as indicted at Newgate in September, 1588, merely
or being a priest. He declined to be tried by a
ecular judge, whereupon the Bishop of London was
ont for; but the martyr, refusing to acknowledge him
,s a bishop or the queen as head of the Church,
vas immediately condemned. He was nmch given
o abstinence and austerity. When he was not
.mong the first of those to be tried at the Sessions in

August, he wept and, fearing he had offended God,
rent at once to confession, "but when he himself
ras sent for, he had so much joy that he seemed past
limself ".

Calh. Record Soc. Publications. II (London, 1906), 277, 279; V
London, 1908), 10, 154, 159, 160, 290, 398; Knox, Douay Diaries
London, 1878); Pollen, Acts of English Martyrs (London,
891), 287, 307; Morris, Troubles of our Catholic Forefathers
London. 1872-7), II, 234; III, 38; Challoner, Missionary
^riesls, I no. 60; Lemon, Calendar State Papers Domestic, 15S3-i)0
London, 1865), 423.

John B. Wainewbight.

Way of the Cross (Stations of the Cross, Via
'rucis. Via Dolorosa).—These names are used to

ignify cither a series of pictures or tableaux repre-

enting certain scenes in the Passion of Christ, each
•orresponding to a particular incident, or the special

orm of devotion connected with such representations,

faken in the former sense, the Stations may be of

tone, wood, or metal, sculptured or carved, or they
nay be merely paintings or engravings. Some Sta-
ions are valuable works of art, as those, for instance,

n Antwerp cathedral, which have been much copied
Isewhere. They ai-e usually ranged at intervals

Lround the walls of a church, though sometimes they
ire to be found in the open air, especially on roads
eading to a church or shrine. In monasteries they
ire often placed in the cloisters. The erection and
ise of the St at ions did not become at all general before
he end of the seventeenth century, but they are now
o be found in almost every church. Formerly their

lumber varied considerably in different places but
ourteen are now prescribed by authority. They
ire as follows: (1) Christ condemned to death; (2) the
ross is laid upon Him; (3) His first fall; (4) He meets
iis Blessed Mother; (5) Simon of Cyrene is made to
lear the cross; (G) Christ's face is wiped by Veronica;
7) His second fall; (8) He meets the women of
erusalem; (9) His third fall; (10) He is stripped of
lis garments; (11) His Crucifixion; (12) His death on
he cross; (13) His body is taken down from the cross;

,nd (14) laid in the tomb.
The object of the Stations is to help the faithful to

nake in spirit, as it were, a pilgrimage to the chief
cenes of Christ's sufferings and death, and this has
lecome one of the most popular of Catholic devotions,
t is carried out by passing from Station to Station,
lith certain prayers at each and devout meditation
m the various incidents in turn. It is very u.sual,

ihen the devotion is performed publicly, to sing a
tanza of the "Stabat Mater" while ji.assing from one
itation to the next. Inasmuch ;i.s the Way of the
'ross, made in this way, constitutes a miniature pil-

primage to the holy places at Jerusalem, the origin of

the devotion may be traced to the Holy Land. The
Via Dolorosa at Jerusalem (though not called by that
name before the sixteenth century) was reverently
marked out from the earhest times and has been the
goal of pious pilgrims ever since the days of Constan-
tine. 'Tradition asserts that the Blessed Virgin used
to visit daily the scenes of Christ's Passion and St.
Jerome speaks of the crowds of pilgrims from all

countries who used to visit the holy places in his day.
There is, however, no direct evidence as to the exist-
ence of any set form of the devotion at that early
date, and it is noteworthy that St. Sylvia (c. 380)
says nothing about it in her "Peregi'inatio ad loca
sancta", although she describes minutely every other
religious exercise that she saw practised there. A
desire to reproduce the holy places in other lands, in

order to satisfy the devotion of those who were hin-
dered from making the actual pilgrimage, seems to
have manifested itself at quite an early date. At the
monastery of San Stefano at Bologna a group of
connected chapels were constructed as early as the
fifth century, by St. Petronius, Bishop of Bologna,
which were intended to represent the more important
shrines of Jerusalem, and in consequence this monas-
tery became familiarly known as "Hierusalem".
These may perhaps be regarded as the germ from
which the Stations afterwards developed, though it is

tolerably certain that nothing that we have before
about the fifteenth century can strictly be called a
Way of the Cross in the modern sense. Several
travellers, it is true, who visited the Holy Land during
the twelfth, thirteenth, and fourteenth centuries,
mention a "Via Sacra", i.e. a settled route along which
pilgrims were conducted, but there is nothing in their
accounts to identify this with the Via Crucis, as we
understand it, including special stopping-places with
indulgences attached, and such indulgenced Stations
must, after all, be considered to be the true origin of

the devotion as now practised. It cannot be said
with any certainty when such indulgences began to be
granted, but most probably they may be due to the
Franciscans, to whom in 1342 the guardianship of the
holy places was entrusted. Ferraris mentions the
following as Stations to which indulgences were
attached: the place where Christ met His Blessed
Mother, where He spoke to the women of Jerusalem,
where He met Simon of Cyrene, where the soldiers

cast lots for His garment, where He was nailed to the
cross, Pilate's house, and the Holy Sepulchre. Analo-
gous to this it may be mentioned that in 1520 Leo X
granted an indulgence of a hundred days to each of a
set of sculptured Stations, representing the Seven
Dolours of Our Lady, in the cemetery of the Francis-
can Friary at Antwerp, the devotion connected with
them being a very popular one. The earliest consis-
tent u.se of the word Stations, as applied to the accus-
tomed halting-places in the Via Sacra at Jerusalem,
occurs in the narrative of an English pilgrim, William
Wcy, who visited the Holy Land in 1458 and again
in 1462, and who describes the manner in which it was
then usual to follow the footsteps of Christ in His
sorrowful journey. It seems that up to that time it

had been the general practice to commence at Mount
Calvary, and proceeding thence, in the opposite direc-
tion to Christ, to work back to Pilate's house. By
the early part of the sixteenth century, however, the
more reasonable way of traversing the route, by begin-
ning at Pilate's house and ending at Mount Calvary,
had come to be regarded as more correct, and it

became a special exercise of devotion complete in

it.self. During the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries
several reproductions of the holy places were set uj) in

different parts of Europe. 'The Blessed Alvarez
(d. 1420), on his return from the Holy Land, built a
series of little chapels at the Dominican friary of
Cordova, in which, after the pattern of separate
Stations, were painted the principal scenes of the
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Passion. About the same time the Blessed Eustochia,
a Poor Clare, constructed a similar set of Stations in

her convent at Messina. Others that may be enu-
merated were those at Gorlitz, erected by G. Emmerich,
about 1465, and at Nuremberg, by Ketzel, in 146S.
Imitations of these were made at Louvain in 150.5 by
Peter Sterckx; at St. Getreu in Bamberg in 1507; at

Fribourg and at Rhodes, about the same date, the
two latter being in the commanderies of the Knights
of Rhodes. Those at Nuremberg, which were carved
by Adam Krafft, as well as some of the others, con-
sisted of seven Stations, popularly known as "the
Seven Falls", because in each of them Christ was
represented either as actually prostrate or as sinking
under the weight of His cross. A famous set of Sta-
tions was set up in 1515 by Romanet Boffin at Romans
in Dauphine, in imitation of those at Fribourg, and a
similar set was erected in 1491 at VaraUo by the
Franciscans there, whose guardian, Blessed Ber-
nardino Caimi, had been custodian of the holy places.

In several of these early examples an attempt was
made, not merely to duplicate the most hallowed spots

of the original Via Dolorosa at Jerusalem, but also to

reproduce the exact intervals between them, mea-
sured in paces, so that devout people might cover
precisely the same distances as they would have done
had they made the pilgrimage to the Holy Land
itself. Boffin and some of the others visited Jerusa-
lem for the express purpose of obtaining the exact
measurements, but unfortunately, though each
claimed to be correct, there is an extraordinary diver-

gence between some of them.
With regard to the number of Stations it is not at

all easy to determine how this came to be fixed at

fourteen, for it seems to have varied considerably at
different times and places. And, naturally, with
varying numbers the incidents of the Passion com-
memorated also varied greatly. Wey's accoimt,
written in the middle of the fifteenth century, gives
fourteen, but only fi;'e of these correspond with ours,

and of the others, seven, viz.: The house of Dives, the
city gate through which Christ passed, the probatic
pool, the EcceHomo arch, the Blessed Virgin's school,

and the houses of Herod and Simon the Pharisee, ;xre

only more or less remotely connected with our Via
Crucis. When Romanet Boffin visited Jerusalem in

1515 for the purpose of obtaining correct details for

his set of Stations at Romans, two friars there told

him that there ought to be thirty-one in all, but in

the manuals of devotion subsequently issued for the
use of those visiting these Stations they are given
variously as nineteen, twenty-five, and thirty-seven,

so it seems that even in the same place the number
was not determined very definitely. A book entitled

"Jerusalem sicut Christi tempore floruit", WTitten

by one Adrichomius and pubhshed in 1584, gives

twelve Stations which correspond exactly with the
first twelve of ours, and this fact is thought by some
to point conclusively to the origin of the particular

selection afterwards authorized by the Church, espe-

cially as this book had a wide circulation and was
tran.slated into several European languages. Whether
this is so or not we cannot say for certain. At any
rate, during the sixteenth century, a number of devo-
tional manuals, giving [)rayi'rs for use when making
the Stations, were published in the Low C^ounlries,

and some of our fourteen appear in them for the first

time. But whilst this was l)ring done in Kuroiie for

the benefit of those who could not visit the Holy Laud
and yet could reach Louvaiii, Nuremberg, Romans,
or one of the other reproductions of the Via Dolorosa,

it api)ears doubtful whether, even up to the end of the

sixteenth century, there was any settled form of the

devotion performed i)ublicly in .lerusalem, for Zual-

lardo, who wrote a book on the subject, ])uWisheil in

Rome in 1.5S7, although he gives a full.series of prayers,

etc., for the shrines within the Holy Se])ulchre, which

were under the care of the Franciscans, provides none
for the Stations themselves. He ex-plains the reason
thus: "it is not permitted to make any halt, nor to

pay veneration to them with uncovered head, nor to
make any other demonstration ". From this it would
seem that after Jerusalem had passed under the
Turkish domination the pious exercises of the Way of

the Cross could be performed far more devoutly at
Nuremberg or Louvain than in Jerusalem itself. It

may therefore be conjectured, with extreme proba-
bility, that oiu- present series of St.ations, together
with the accustomed prayers for them, comes to us,

not from Jerusalem, but from some of the imitation
Ways of the Cross in different parts of Europe, and
that we owe the propagation of the devotion, as well
as the number and selection of oiu^ Stations, much
more to the pious ingenuity of certain sLxteenth-

century devotional writers than to the actual practice

of pilgrims to the holy places.

With regard to the particular subjects which have
been retained in our series of Stations, it maj' be noted
that very few of the medieval accounts make any
mention of either the second (Christ receiving the
cross) or the tenth (Christ being stripped of His
garments), whilst others which have since dropped out
appear in almost all the early hsts. One of the most
frequent of these is the Station formerly made at the
remains of the EcceHomo arch, i. e. the balcony from
which these words were pronounced. Additions and
omissions such as these seem to confirm the supposi-
tion that our Stations are derived from pious manuals
of devotion rather than from Jerusalem itself. The
three falls of Christ (third, seventh, and ninth Sta-
tions) are apparently all that remain of the Seven
Falls, as depicted by Ivrafft at Nuremberg and his

imitators, in all of which Christ was represented as

either falling or actually fallen. In explanations of

this it is supposed that the other four falls coincided

with His meetings with His Mother, Simon of C>Tene,
Veronica, and the women of Jerusalem, and that in

these four the mention of the faU has dropped out
whilst it survives in the other three which have
nothing else to distinguish them. A few medieval
writers take the meeting with Simon and the women
of Jerusalem to have been simultaneous, but the major-
ity represent them as separate events. The \'eronica

incident does not occur in many of the earlier accounts,

whilst almost all of those that do mention it place it

as having happened just before reaching Mount
Calvary, instead of earlier in the journej- as in our
present arrangement. An interesting variation is

found in the special set of eleven stations ordered in

1799 for use in the Diocese of Vienne. It is as follows:

(1) the Agony in the Garden; (2) the betrayal by
Judas; (3) the scourging; (4) the crowning with thorns;

(5) Christ condemned to death; (6) He meets Simon
of Cyrene; (7) the women of Jerusalem; (S) He tastes

the gall; (9) He is nailed to the cross; (10) His death
on the cross; and (11) His body is taken down from
the cross. It will be noticed that only five of these

correspond exactly with ova' Stations. Tlio others,

though comprising the chief events of the Passion,

are not strictly incidi'uts of the \'ia Dolorosa itself.

Another variation that occurs in ditTerent churches

relates to the side of the cluirch on which the stations

begin. The Oo.sjiel side is perhaps the more usual.

In reply to a question the Sacred Congregation of

Indulgences, in is;57,said that, although nothing was
ordered on this point, beginning on the Ciospel side

seemed to be the more appropriate. In deciding the

matter, however, the arrangement and form of a
church may make it more convenient to go the other

way. The ]>osition of the figvires in the tableaux, too,

may sometimes determine the direction of the route,

for it seems more in accordance with the spirit of the

devotion that the procession, in pa.-ising from station

to station, should follow Christ rather than meet Him.
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The erection of the Stations in churches did not
become at all common until towards the end of the

seventeenth century, and the popularity of the prac-

tice seems to have been chiefly due to the indulgences
attached. The custom originated with the Francis-

cans, but its special connexion with that order has now
disappeared. It has already been said that niunerous
indulgences were formerly attached to the holy places

at Jerusalem. Realizing that few persons, compara-
tively, were able to gain these by means of a personal

pilgrimage to the Holy l^and. Innocent XI, in 1686,

granted to the Franciscans, in answer to their petition,

the right to erect the Stations in all their churches, and
declared that all the indulgences that had ever been
j;iven for devoutly visiting the actual scenes of Christ's

Passion, could thenceforth be gained by Franciscans

ind all others affiliated to their order if they made the
Way of the Cross in their own churches in the accus-
tomed manner. Innocent XII confirmed the privi-

lege in 1694 and Benedict XIII in 1726 extended it to

all the faithful. In 1731 Clement XII still further

extended it by permitting the indulgenced Stations to

all churches, provided that they were erected by a
Franciscan father with the sanction of the ordinary.

At the same time he definitely fixed the number of

Stations at foiu'teen. Benedict XIV in 1742 exhorted
all priests to enrich their churches with so great a
treasure,and there are few churches now without the
Stations. In 1857 the bishops of England received
Faculties from the Holy See to erect Stations them-
selves, vi-ith the indulgences attached, wherever there
ivere no Franciscans available, and in 1862 this last

restriction was removed and the bishops were empow-
ered to erect the Stations themselves, either person-
ally or by delegate, an^TS-here within their jurisdiction.

These faculties are quinquennial. There is some
uncertainty as to what are the precise indulgences
belonging to the stations. It is agreed that all that
have ever been granted to the faithful for visiting the
holy places in person can now be gained by making
the Via Crucis in any church where the Stat ions have
been erected in due form, but the Instructions of the
Sacred Congregation, approved by Clement XII in

17.31, prohibit priests and others from specifying what
3r how many indulgences may be gained. In 1773
Clement XIV attached the same indulgence, under
3ertain conditions, to crucifixes duly blessed for the
purpose, for the use of the sick, those at sea or in

prison, and others lawfully hindered from making the
Stations in a church. The conditions are that, whilst
holding the crucifix in their hands, they must say the
'Pater" and "Ave" fourteen times, then the "Pater",
'Ave", and "Gloria" five times, and the same again
ance each for the pope's intentions. If one person
hold the cnicifix, a number present may gain the indul-
gence provided the other conditions are fulfilled by all.

such crucifixes cannot be sold, lent, or given away,
Knthout losing the indulgence.

The following are the principal regulations imiver-
ially in force at the present time with regard to the
stations: (1) If a pastor or a superior of a convent,
hospital, etc., wishes to have the Stations erected in

their places he must a-sk permis.sion of the bishop. If

there are Franciscan Fathers in the same town or city,

their superior must be asked to bless the Stations or
delegate some priest either of his own monastery or a
secular priest. If there are no Franciscan Fathers in

that place the bishops who have obtained from the
Holy See the extraordinary faculties of Form C can
Irlegate any priest to erect the Stations. This dele-
a;ation of a certain priest for the blessing of the Sta-
tions must necessarily be done in WTiting. The pastor
af such a church, or the superior of such a hosjiital,

nonvent, etc., should take care to sign the document
the bishop or the superior of the Franciscan mona.stery
sends, so that he may thereby express his consent to
have the Stations erected in their place, for the

bishop's and the respective pastor's or superior's con-
sent must be had before the Stations are blessed,
otherwise the blessing is nuU and void; (2) Pictures
or tableaux of the various Stations ai-e not necessary.
It is to the cross placed over them that the indulgence
is attached. These crosses must be of wood; no other
material will do. If only painted on the wall the
erection is null (Cong. Ind., 1837, 1838, 1845); (3)
If, for restoring the chiu-ch, for placing them in a more
convenient position, or for any other reasonable cause,
the crosses are moved, this may be done without the
indulgence being lost (1845). If any of the crosses,
for some reason, have to be replaced, no fresh blessing
is required, unless more than half of them are so
replaced (1839). (4) There should if possible be a
separate meditation on each of the fourteen incidents
of the Via Crucis, not a general meditation on the
Passion nor on other incidents not included in the
Stations. No particular prayers are ordered; (5) The
distance required between the Stations is not defined.
Even when only the clergy move from one Station
to another the faithful can still gain the indulgence
without moving; (6) It is necessary to make all the
Stations uninterruptedly (S. C. I., 22 January, 1858).
Hearing Mass or going to Confession or Communion
between Stations is not considered an interruption.
According to many the Stations may be made more
than once on the same day, the indulgence may
be gained each time; but this is by no means certain
(S. C. I., 10 Sept., 1883). Confession and Commu-
nion on the day of making theSf ations are not necessary
provided the person making them is in a state of
grace; (7) Ordinarily the Stations should be erected
within a church or public oratory. If the Via Crucis
goes outside, e. g. in a cemetery or cloister, it should
if possible begin and end in the church.

In conclusion it may be safely asserted that there is

no devotion more richly endowed with indulgences
than the Way of the Cross, and none which enables
us more hterally to obey Christ's injunction to take
up om' cross and follow Him. A perusal of the prayers
usually given for this devotion in any manual will

show what abundant spiritual graces, apart from the
indulgences, may be obtained through a right use of
them, and the fact that the Stations may be made
either publicly or privately in any church renders the
devotion specially suitable for all. One of the most
popularly attended Ways of the Cross at the present
day is that in the Colosseum at Rome, where every
Friday the devotion of the Stations is conducted
publicly by a Franciscan Father.

THmisTON, Thr Slnlions of the Cross (London, 1906); The
RarroUa, tr. St. John (London, 1857); Miqke. Did. dcs CM-
monies (Paris, 1865); DE MoNTAULT, Le chemin de la croix, Bk.
VII of TraM pratique de la construction dcs (glises (Paria, 1878);
Keppler, Die XIV Stalionen dcs hi. Kreuzueg (Freiburg, 1899).

G. Cyprian Alston.

Wealth, Use of.—The term wealth is not used
here in the technical sense in which it occurs in trea-
tises on economic subjects, but rather in its common
acceptation, synonymous with riches. The purpose of
this article is not to discu.ss the various uses to which
wealth may be put with advantage to the public weal
or that of the individual, but to determine whether
and how far there is any employment of it which is

obligatory, i. e. is the subject matter of a positive
precept. It is usual with writers on spiritual .subjects
to say that the possessors of wealth hold it in trust.
This does not mean that they are not in any true
sense owners, but only that their ownership is not
unquahfied to the extent of being unburdened by
certain duties in its use. To say that one may act
as he likes with his own brings forth the obvious
rejoinder, what value is then to be attached to the
word nwnt If it be regarded a.s that which one may
dispose of according to his good pleasure, we have a
crude instance of a vicious circle. If it be identi-
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fied simply with the entire store of a rich man's
belongings, then the only sufficient defence of indi-

vidual ownership fails by proclaiming it to be unre-

stricted. The beneficiaries in part, at any rate, of

that trust are the poor. The command to bestow
alms appUes with special emphasis to those who have
an abundance of tlus world's goods.

In attempting in general to define the vahdity and
quantity of this obhgation theologians have recourse

to many distinctions. They separate carefully the

various degrees of distress to be reheved, and put
stress upon the actual financial standing of those who
are to afford the succour. Thus the differences are

noted between extreme, grave, and ordinary necessity.

Likewise, in the condition of those whose duty to

give aid is to be ascertained discrimination is made
between: those who have only what is barely required

to maintain themselves and family; those who over

and above the mere necessaries of life are provided
with what is needed to keep their present social status

but nothing more: those who have a real surplus.

The wealthy may be deemed to belong to this third

class. It is a pagan and selfish view that all of a rich

man's income or holdings is demanded for the upkeep
or betterment of his social position and that thus he
cannot be said to ever have anything beyond his

needs. The accepted Catholic teaching is that those

who have a real superfluity of goods (as many other

than multi-millionaires have) are bound to help those

in want, whatever be their grade of misery. So much
at least seems plain from the words of Christ (Matt.,

XXV, 41-46). It is not so easy to define precisely

when this obhgation is a grave one. Some hold that

it is only so in cases of extreme necessity, i. e. when
a person is so situated as to be unable to escape death
or some equivalent evil without assistance from others.

However, Christ threatens eternal damnation (Matt.,

la. cit.) for the neglect to succour needs such as those

which constantly exist in human society. St. John
(I Epist., iii, 17) asks the pertinent question: "He
that hath the substance of this world, and shall see

his brother in need, and shall shut up his bowels from
him: how doth the charity of God abide in him?"
The more probable opinion seems to be that a

wealthy man is bound under pain of grievous sin to

help those in want, whether the need be grave, i. e.

such as would compel descent from one's actual social

condition, or merely of the ordinary type, such as is

experienced by the general run of the poor. A rich

man does not, however, incur the guilt of grievous

sin through failure to render aid in each and evciy
instance, but only by habitually refusing to answer
the appeals of the unfortunate. The Fathers, such
as Basil, Gregory of Nyssa, Ambrose, and Augustine,
characterize such persons as false to their trust and
robbers of what has been given to them to distribute.

The judgment of theologians is, however, not unani-

mous in this matter. Hence, the confessor could not
impose a strict obhgation as binding under pain of

grievous sin, nor could he consequently refuse absolu-

tion because of unwiUingness to fulfil this duty.
Slater, Manual of Moral Theology (New York, 1908); Ryan,

A Living Wage (New York, 1906) ; Garbiguet, La proprifU
privie (Paris, 1900): Devas. Political Economy (London, 1910);
G^NicOT, Theologiw moralis inslitutiones (Louvain, 1898);
Ballerini, Opu3 theologicum morale (Prato, 1899); Kelleher,
Private Ownership: its basis and equitable conditions (Dublin,

1911). Joseph V. Delant.

Weannouth Abbey, on the river Wear, in Dur-
ham, England; a Honedictine monastery founded in

674 by St. Benedict Biscop on hind given by Egfrid,

King of Northumbria. Benedict dedicated it to St.

Peter, and ten years later founded (he sister house at

Jarrow, on the Tyne, in honour of St. I'aul. These
two monasteries were so closely connected in their

early history that they are often spoken of as one;

but they were really six or seven miles apart. The
founder brought workmen from France to build his

church at Weannouth in the Roman fashion and
furnished it with glass windows (hitherto unknown in

England), pictures, and service-bocks. The abbey
was thus the cradle (as Bishop Hedley has said) not
only of English art but of Engh.sh hterature, for the
Venerable Bede received his early education there.

Benedict himself was the first abbot, and the monas-
tery flourished imder him and his successors Easter-
win, St. Ceolfrid, and others, for two hundred years.

It suffered greatly from the Danes about 860, and
again, after the Conquest, at the hands of Malcolm
of Scotland. Jarrow was destroyed about the same
time, but both monasteries were restored, though not
to their former independence. They became cells

subordinate to the great cathedral priory of Durham,
and were thenceforward occupied by a very small
number of monks. The names of only two of the
superiors (known as magistri) have been preserved

—

those of Alexander Larnesley and John Norton.
In 1.54,5 "all the house and scite of the late cell of

Wearmouth", valued at about £26 yearly, were
granted by Henry VIII to Thomas Wiitehead, a
relative of Prior Whitehead of Durham, who resigned
that monastery in 1540 and became the first Protes-
tant dean. Wearmouth passed afterwards to the
Widdrington family, then to that of Fenwick. The
remains of the monastic buildings were incorporated
in a private mansion built in James I's reign; but this

was burned down in 1790, and no trace is now visible

of the monastery associated with the venerable
names of Benedict Biscop, Ceolfrid, and Bede. The
present parish church occupies the site of the ancient
priory church. The tower dates from Norman
times, and doubtless formed part of the building as

restored after the Conquest.
DcGDALE, Monasl. anglic, I (London, 1813), SOl-4; Ven.

Bede, Vila: ss. abbalum monaslerii in Wiramulha in P. L., XCIV,
714-30; Tanner, Notitia monastica: Durham (London, 1787),
xvi; Hedlet. Monhwearmouth in Ampleforth Journal (Dec,
1901). 107-21; Zettinoer, Weremulh-Jarrow und Rom; im 7.

Jahrhunderl in Der Kalholik (Sept., 1901).

D. O. Hunter-Blair.

Weathers, William, titular Bishop of Amycla,
b. 12 Nov., 1814; d. at Isleworth, Middlese.x, 4 Mar.,
1895. His parents were Welsh Protestants; the
mother and children were converted after the father's

death. He was educated at the Franciscan school,

Baddesley (1823-28), and at Old Hall, where he re-

mained for forty years, and held in turn every office.

Before his ordination (1838) he was already a master
(1835). He was prefect of discipline 1840-43, vice-

president and procurator 1843-51, prefect of studies

for some years, and president 1851-68. His presi-

dency forms a memorable epoch in the history of the
college and of Cathohcism in southern Engl.and. The
years succeeding the restoration of the Hierarchy saw
a readjustment of standards. With a view to invig-

orate the future secular clergy. Manning thought it

neces.sary that the control of the seminary should be
in the hands of his newly-formed congregation, the
Oblates of St. Charles; and, imder his influence. Cardi-
nal Wiseman appointed a statT at .St. Edmund's who
were neither desired nor welcomed by the president

(185.5-56). The result was an attempt to mjinage the
college without the president's co-opiTation. The
West minst er Chapt er took up t he ma 1 1 er. and , aft er an
appeal to Rome, the Oblates were withdrawn in 1861.

Dr. Weathors's own ajjpreciatinn of higher ideals is

indicated by the remodelling of the college rules during
his presidency, and by the invitation and firm sup-
liort given to Dr. Ward, a convert and a layman, as
lecturer in theology (1S.52-.5S). When Archbi.shop

Manning removed the divines to Hammersmith in

1,869, he appointed Weathers rector of that semin.iry,

wliicli position Weathers held until the seminary w;v8

closed by Cardinal \'aughan in 1S92. .\t liisown choice,

he then became chaplain to the Sisters of Nazareth
at Isleworth, He had been created D.D. in 1845,
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became a canon of Westminster in 1851, was named
a domestic prelate to Pius IX in 1869, and was con-
secrated bishop, as auxiliary to Archbishop Manning,
in 1872. In 186S he went to Rome as representative

theologian of the English bishops in the deliberations

preparatory to the Vatican Council. He published,

under the name Amyclanus, "An Enquiry into the

Nature and Results of Electricity and JNIagnetism
"

(1876).
The Tablet (1895); Edmundian. no. 6; Ward, Hist, of St. Ed-

mund's College (London, 1S93); Idem, W. G. Ward and the Cath.
Raival (London. 1893); Idem, Life of Card. Wiseman (London,
1897) ; Snead-Cox, Li/eofCard. Vaughan (London, 1910).

J. L. Whitfield.

Webbe, Samuel, English composer, b. in England
in 1742; d. in London, 29 May, 1816. He studied
under Barbaudt. In 1766 he was given a prize medal
by the Catch Club for his "O that I had wings", and
ih all he obtained twenty-seven medals for as many
canons, catches, and glees, including "Discord, dire

sister", "Glory be to the Father", "Swiftly from the
mountain's brow", and "To thee all angels". Other
glees like "When winds breathe soft", "Thy voice, O
Harmony", and "Would you know my Ceha's
charms" are even better known. In 1776 he suc-

ceeded George Paxton as organist of the chapel of the
Sardinian embassy, a position which he held until

1795: he was also organist of the Portuguese chapel.

His "Collection of Motetts" (1792) and "A Collec-

tion of Masses for Small Choirs" were extensively
u.sed in Catholic churches throughout Great Britain
from 1795 to the middle of the last century. If not of

a very high order, they are at least devotional, and
some are stiU sung. He also published nine books of

glees, between the years 1764 and 1798, and some
songs. His glees are his best claim on posteritv.
BcTLEH, //i.s(. Mem. of Eng. Cath. (London, 1819); "Grove,

Diet, of Music and Mu.'iicians (London, 1910), s. v.; Ward, Davm
of the Catholic Revival in England (London, 1909).

W. H. Grattan-Flood.

Weber, Beda, Benedictine professor, author, and
member of the National German Parhament, b. at

Licnz in the Tyrol, 26 October, 1798; d. at Frankfort-
on-the-Main, 28 February, 1858. His father wished
him to learn a trade as well as the ordinary work of a
peasant, and thus Weber became a shoemaker. He
was very talented, and completed the high-school
course at Bozen in four years, and studied philosophy
at Inn.sbruck during two years. He then entered the
Benedictine Abbey of Maricnberg in Obervintschgau,
changing his Christian name, Johann Chrysanth, to

Beda. In the autumn of 1821 he began to study
theology at the University of Innsbruck, and on the
abolition of the theological faculty there, he con-
tinued his course at Brixen. He was ordained in 1824,
and went for a short time to the episcopal seminary
at Trent to prepare himself for pastoral work; in 1825
he returned to his monasterj'. After a short time
spent in the pastorate he began to teach at the high-
school at Meran, where he remained for twenty years.

He received calls to professorships from the Univer-
sity of Innsbruck, from the Benedictine lyceum at
Augsburg, and from the Crown-Prince of Hohen-
zolIem-.Sigmaringon, but remained at Meran until he
was called away by the political events of 1848. He
was elected deputy to the national Parliament held at
Frankfort. His parliamentarj' labours attracted at-

tention. When the town priest of Frankfort died,

Weber succeeded him. His activity and great zeal in

the cure of souls was recognized by his bishop, who
made him canon of Limburg, episcopal commissary,
spiritual councillor, and member of the diocesan court
at Frankfort and of the school commission, as well as

inspector of the cathedral school. His labours proved
too great for his frail constitution and he was soon
carried off by apoplexy. \\'ebcr's memory has been
perpetuated by a fresco in the imperial cathedral, the
restoration of which he began.

His chief works are: several poems for a poetical an-
nual, the " Alpenblumen ", a translation of St. Chrys-
ostom's "On the Priesthood" (1833); studies upon
Oswald treatise of Wolkenstcin, which led to the dis-
covery of a valuable MS. containing "Titurel" and
the "Nibelungenlied", "Das Land Tirol" (1837-8);
"Meran und seine Umgebung" (1845); "Die Stadt
Bozen und ihre Umgebung" (1849); "Das Tal Passeier
und seine Bewohner " (1S51), containing an account
of Andreas Hofer and the events of 1809; "Erbhuldi-
gung in Tirol" (1838); "Tirol und die Reformation in
historischen Bildern und Fragmenten" (1841); "Lie-
derausTirol" (1842), aselectionof his poems; "Bluten
heiliger Liebe und Andacht. Aus den Schriften der
Giovanna Maria vom Kreuze"; "Giovanna della
Croce und ihre Zcit"; "Die Gedichte Oswalds von
Wolkenstein" (1847); "Oswald von Wolkenstein und
Friedrich mit der leeren Tasche" (1850); and "Vor-
marzliche Lieder aus Tirol" (1850). Weber was an
excellent preacher, and published "Predigten ans
Tiroler Volk", the proceeds of which he gave to
charity. He founded a weekly paper, "Das Frank-
furter katholische Kirchenblatt" (18.53), which two
years later became the Sunday supplement of a large
Catholic paper, the "Deutschland". He i-ssued a
selection of his contributions to this paper under the
title of, "Cartons aus dem deutschen Kirchenleben"
(18,58); five years earlier he had collected his contri-
butions to the "Aug.sburger Postzeitung" and to the
"Historisch-politische Blatter" in book form under
the title, "Charakterbildcr".

His autobiography appeared in the Deutschland in 1858; see
also Wackernell, Beda Weber 1798-1868 und die tirolische
Literatur. 1800-1846 (1908); ScHElD in Hist, polit. Blatter,
CXXXII. 2. N. SCHBID.

Weber, Friedrich Wilhelm, physician, member
of the Pru.ssian House of Deputies, and poet, b. at
Alliausen, near Driburg, in Westphalia, 25 December,
1813; d. at Nieheim, 5 April, 1894. His father was
forester for the Count of Asseburg. Weber first

attended the village school, then when thirteen years
old he went to the gymnasium at Paderborn, and
afterwards studied medicine at the University of
Greifswald. His talent for poetry had been evidenced
at the gymnasium; at the university, as his biographer
says, "his ballads grew hke wild flowers after a spring
shower". After spending two years at Greifswald
he went to Breslau, where he became acquainted with
Gustav Freitag. By the end of a year, however, he
returned to Greifswald, where he obtained adoctorate;
thence he went to Berhn, where he pa.ssed the state
medical examination with great honour. After a
brief journey for recreation to southern Germany he
settled as a physician at Driburg, where he spent
twenty-six years. His practice as a doctor did not
keep him from wTiting poetry. In 1887 he settled
permanently at Nieheim. The numerous honours
bestowed upon Weber show how beloved and dis-
tinguished he had become. In 1863 he was made
"Sanitatsrat" (honorary title given to a distinguished
doctor) in recognition of his distinguished medical
services; he was made an honorary doctor of philos-
ophy by the academy at Munich, and when he cele-
brated his semi-centennial as a physician he received
the Order of the Red Eagle, fourth class, while three
years before his death he received the further honour
of the title of "Geheimen Sanitatsrat". Weber's
popularity increased still more after he was elected
a member of the Prussi:m IIou.se of Deputies. He
rem;iined a member of the Centre P.arty until 1893,
when he declined a re-election on account of his
health. Because of his wide knowledge and fine char-
acter he was greatly admired in political life, and
gained many friends not merely among the members
of his own party, but also .among his political oppo-
nents. His political activity h.ad also nuich influ-

ence on his poetry without, however, spoiUng it.
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As poet Weber was an honour to German Catho-
bos; the name given him "Dreizehnlinden-Weber"
(Weber of the thirteen linden trees) is immortal. In
three forms of poetry, the epic, lyric, and didactic,

he wrote works destined to live. His early poems
were frequently imitations of foreign poets, and
seldom show independence; it was only in his riper

years that the originality of his powers was displayed.

He deserves much credit as one of the translators

who made Scandinavian and English poetry access-

ible to Germans. His reputation, however, was
founded on his epic, " Dreizehnlinden " (1878). This
made Weber celebrated not only in Germany but also

throughout the entire civiUzed world. The epic

enjoyed a wide circulation and has been frequently

translated, cast in a melodramatic form, and arranged
for the stage. His second work, far superior in poetic

value to "Dreizehnlinden", is his "Goliath" (1892),

which has been reprinted .some thirty times. His
"Gedichte" (1881) and "Herbstbliitter" (1895),
published after his death, have also been very popu-
lar. His " Marienblumen " (1885) is a proof of his

manly piety. Two other religious poems written for

special occasions, "Vater unser" and "Das Leiden
unseres Heilandes" (1892), are less important.
Weber's latest biographer sums up his character as

a man and poet thus: "In Weber fine talent and a
many-sided education, nobility and purity of thought,
the poet and the patriot, were all united into a per-
sonality which commanded the greatest respect".

There are three biographers of Weber; the two smaller ones are
Keiter, Friedr. W, Weber, der Dichter von Dreizehnlinden (1884)
HoEBER, Friedr. W. Weber, sein Leben u. seine Dichtungen (1894)
the larger one is: Schwering, Friedr. W. Weber, sein Leben u.

seine Werke (1900), it gives all necessary bibliography in the
notes. The best commentary of Dreizehnlinden is a literary

study by Tibesar (1895).

N. SCHEID.

Weber, Hbinrich, German Church historian, b.

at Euerdorf in the Diocese of Wiirzbtirg, 21 June,

1834; d. at Bamberg, 18 January, 1898. His father,

Heinrich Weber, left the Bavarian civil service and
entered the employ of Prince von Leiningcn-Harden-
burg-Dachsburg. The family now lived at Amor-
bach in the Bavarian Odenwald where the father

held the position of seigniorial judge until his death
in 1846. Young Weber went to tlie primary school

at Amorbach and then to the Latin school; after the
death of his father he continued his studies at Wtirz-
burg. In 1849 he entered the seminary and later

the gymnasium at Bamberg, where he graduated in

1853. He studied philosophy at the Royal Lyceum
at Bamberg, and theology at the University of

Wiirzburg. On 9 August, 1857, he was ordained
priest at Wiirzburg by his godfather. Bishop Dr.
George Anthony von Stahl, and became chaplain
at Sulzbach-on-the-Main on 11 October of the same
year. On 18 February, 1859, he was transferred as
chaplain to Sonderhofen, and on 21 September, 18()0,

to Schwcinfurt as parish priest. On 5 September,
1865, he was appointed teacher of rehgion and history

at the royal gymnasium at Wiirzburg; on 7 August,
1871, he was made professor of history at the royal
lyceuin at Bamberg, a position he held for over
twenty-six years, up to the time of his death. Besides
his professional duties Weber was a prolific writer.

His most important work is the "Geschichte der
gelchrten Scluilen im Hoehstift Bamberg von 1007
bis 1803", whicli was publislied in the "Bericlite

liber Bestand und Wirken des historischen Vereins zu
Bamberg" (1SS0-S2). During the years 1894 and
1895 Weber also issued in these "Berichte": "Das
Bistum und Erzbistum Bamberg, seine Einteilung in

alter und neuer Zeit und seine Patronatsverhiilt-
nisse". Ho fiuther published: "Geschichte des
Christenlehrunterrichts und der Katechismen im
Bistum Bamberg" (Bamberg, 1883); "Bamberger
Beichtbiicher aus der ersten Hiilfte des XV. Jahr-

hunderts" (Kempten, 1884); "Der Kirchengesang
im Fiirstbistum Bamberg" (Cologne, 1893), issued
by the Gorres Society; "Forchheim in der Geschichte
(Forchheim, 1884); "Kronach in der Geschichte"
(Ivronach, 1885); " Vierzehnheiligen im Frankenthal"
(Bamberg, 1884); "Die St. Martinspfarrkirche
in Bamberg" (Bamberg, 1891), with a necrology
of the Jesuit college at Bamberg for the years
1614-1772; "Geschichte des Freiherrlich von Auf-
sees'schen Studienseminars in Bamberg" (Bam-
berg, 1880). Weber also wrote two biographies:
"P. Marquard von Rotenhan S.J. 1691-1733"
(Ratisbon, 1885), and "Johann Gottfried von
Aschhausen, Fiirstbischof zu Bamberg und Wiirz-
burg 1575-1622" (Wiirzburg, 1889). A treatise

published in 1886 had for its topic the veneration of

the holy "Fourteen MartjTs". In the series of

pamphlets called "Frankfurter zeitgemasse Bro-
schiiren" Weber issued: "Die 'Siindenwage' zu Wil-
snack" (1887) ; "Die Trappistenmission in Siidafrika"

(1891); "Die Kaiseridee des Mittelalters" (1892);
"Bunte Bilder aus dem alien Zunftleben" (1892);

' Die Klostersuppe " (1895). Weber also collaborated

on the " Historisch-politische Blatter", and other
periodicals, on the "Kirchenlexikon" of Wetzer and
Welte, for the second edition of wliich he wTote some
fifty articles; he also wrote for the " Katholische Flug-
schriften zur Wehr und Lehr" (Berlin, pubhshed by
the "Germania" newspaper). On 8 July, 1889, he
received an honourary degree of Doctor of Theology
from the University of Wiirzburg in consideration of

his services as an historian of the Church. Weber was
not only noted as an historical investigator but also as

a model priest who gave all his energies to the promo-
tion of religious life in the City and Diocese of Bam-
berg. In particular he encouraged the Catholic
Press and Catholic associational life; he also did
much for a house of the Sisters of the Most Divine
Saviour at Bamberg, a branch of the mother-house at
Niederbronn, and for twenty-five years was director

and confessor to the Sisters at Bamberg.
Heimbucher in Kalendcr fiir katholische Christen, LIX (Sull-

bach in the Oberpfalz, 1899), 126-36, with portrait.

Max. Heimbucher.

Weber, Karl Maria Friedrich Ernst von,
composer, b. at Eutin, Lower Sa.xony, IS Dec, 1786;
d. in London, 5 June, 1826. His fatlier, Franz Anton
von Weber, a nobleman of reduced finances and a
former army officer, later became a strolling theatrical

manager. This gave young Weber an opportunity
for acquiring that stage routine and adajitability

which stood him in good stead later; but it also inter-

fered with his general and musical education. His
father realized the talents of the youth, and saw that

he received the best .available instruction in violin,

piano-playing, and harmony. Karl enjoyed at two
intervals and for a considerable time the theoretical

guidance of Michael Haydn at Salzburg, and later of

Abbe Vogler in Vienna. LTpon the latter's recom-
mendation, Weber was appointed in 1804 conductor
of the opera at Breslau. On accotmt of his youth he
was unable to enforce disciphne, and had to relinquish

the post at the end of one year. In 1806 he entered

the service of Prince Eugene and Prince Louis of

Wiirtemburg, as private secretary and teacher of

music. In 1810 an indiscretion on his father's part

caused him to be exiled. The next three years were
spent in coni])osing and concert izing. In 1813 he
accepted the conductor.ship of the national opera at

Prague, where he continued until called to Dresden
in 181<'> by the King of Saxony to organize a German
opera company in the Saxon capital.

Willi tlic assumiilion of his duties at Dresden,

Weber's real significance as a factor in German
national art takes shape. The somewhat frivolous

spirit of former years now gave way to .seriousness.

The romantic literature of the day, with its echoes of
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he Catholic past and its tendency towards a return
o the centre of unity, appealed aU the more to him
n account of his own family traditions. His famil-

irity with and love of folk-song, and the fiery

iberatiou poetry of the day, aU tended to increase in

him that intense
national spirit to

wliioh his own tem-
perament enabled
him in turn to give
such remarkable
expression. He be-
came, through his

musical interpreta-

tions of the war
and emancipation
songs, his operas,
and works for tlie

pianoforte, not
only the founder
of the romantic
school of music,
but also a power-
ful factor in the
movement ff)r

throwing-ofT the
foreign yoke in

matters political

and artistic. The

Cabl Maria von Weber
Painting by Bardua

ame of his works spread over Europe. Their dra-
matic truth, vividness, and the glowing colours of

is instrumentation made Weber the hon of every
apital. In Veh., 1826, he went to London for the
lurpose of producing his opera "Oberon", which he
ad been invited to compose for Covent Garden
!'heatre. Weber had suffered from phthisis for a
lumber of years, and the strain involved in the Lon-
lon engagement caused him to succumb. He was
luried in Moorfields Chapel. Seventeen years later,

hrough the instrumentahty of Wagner, his remains
rere removed to Dresden. Besides "Der Frei-

chutz", the operas "Oberon", "Eurianthe", "Sil-

ana", "Peter Schmoll", "Turandot", "Rubezahl",
Beherscher der Geister", "Abu Ha,ssan" are the

lest known. Weber also created a large number of

nstrumental works, chiefly for the pianoforte. As
oyal director of music he had charge of the music in

he Dresden coiu-t church. Two masses and a
lumber of smaller works to liturgical texts, probably
iTitten in haste for special occasions, are below the
tandard of his secular works, and lack liturgical

haracter.

Benedict, Cnrl Mnrin von Weber (London, 1896); Boubne,
Mrl Maria von Weber in Grenl Composers (London, 1904);
'rowest. Cart Maria ton Weber (I^ndon, 1891) : Reissmann,
'or( Maria ron Weber. Sein Leben unti seine Werke (Berlin, 1886);
Veber. Carl Maria ton Weber, tr. Simpson (London, 1865).

Joseph Otten.

Webley, Henry, Venerable. See Morton,
Robert, Vener.\ble.

Webley, Thom.\s, Venerable. See Thomas
ILFIELD, Venerable.

Webster, Acgustin, Blessed. See John
louGHTON, Blessed.

Weedall, Henry, b. in London, fi Sept., 17SS; d. at
).«cott, 7 Nov., IS.'jO, Both his parents died during his
arlv childhood ; his father wa,s a doctor. He was edu-
ated at Sedgley Park (1794-180-4), and at Oscott
1804-14), and was ordainefi priest at Wolverhamp-
on, 6 April, 1814. He had boen acting as a junior
naster at 0.scott,and after his ordinal ion he continued
o teach classics, assisting also in the care of the Oscott
nission. In the beginning of 181() he became prefect
if studies; and when Thomas Walsh (afterwardsbishop
if the district) became president (.\ugust, ISIS), Wee-
lall undertook the vice-presidency, taught Divinity,

and had the spiritual care of lay-students and the
familia. From the summer of 1821 he had been in ef-
fect the president of Oscott, and when Bishop Walsh
left Oscott, on succeeding to the vicariate (April, 1826),
Weedall was made president in name also. Bishop
Walsh named him his vicar-general (14 June, 1S28),
and obtained for him the degree of Doctor of Divinity
(27 January, 1829). He liad been elected a member
of the Old Chapter, S May, 1827. Under his rule
Oscott made noteworthy progi'ess, and the present
college edifice, two miles from the old, was erected
(183t)-38). On the division of the vicariates in 1840,
Weedall was appointed Vicar Apostolic of the Nor-
thern District, with the titular See of Abydos; Wise-
man being at the same time made coadjutor to Bishop
Walsh and president of Oscott. Weedall went to
Rome and obtained leave to decUne the vicariate.
He was then "in the desert" (head of the preparatory
school at Old Oscott, 1841-3, rector at Leamington,
1843-8), until Bishop Ullathorne came to the Central
District (August, 1848). Weedall was at once ap-
pointed vicar-general, dean of the cathedral church,
and temporal administrator of the district and the two
colleges; in 18.52 he became the first provost of the
newly erected Birmingham Chapter. On 2 July, 1853,
he returned to Oscott in its hour of difficulty, sent "to
renew that pecuUar spirit of ecclesiastical piety and
disciphne within its walls with which his character
imbued it from the first", and, in spite of almost
continuous ill health, he was entirely successful. He
died at Oscott, and is buried beneath the college
chapel. In 1854 he had been made a domestic
prelate to Pius IX. Dr. Weedall had considerable
reputation as a preacher, and was an occasional
contributor to the reviews. The Weedall Chantry
perpetuates his memory at Oscott.
HrsENBETH. Life of Mar. Weedall (London, 1860); Bradt,

Episcopal Succession (Rome, 1876-77) ; Amherst, Hist, of Oscott
College in the Oscotiun (1882 sq.); Newman, The Tree Beside the
Waters (Funeral Discourse).

J. L. Whitfield.

Week, I^iturgical.—The week as a measure of
time is a sufliciently obvious division of the lunar
month, and the discussion carried on n'ith much learn-
ing as to whether this seven days' period is ultimately
of Babylonian origin has no great importance. In
any case the week was regarded as a sacred institution
among the Jews owing to the law of the Sabbath rest
and its association with the first chapter of Genesis.
The earUest Christian converts were no doubt tena-
cious of the usages (so far as they were com])atible
with the law of the Gospel) in which they had been
brought up. The Sunday, "the first day of the
week" (Acts, xx, 7; I Cor., xvi, 2; cf. Apoc, i, 10),
soon replaced the Sabbath as the great day of rehgious
observance, but the week itself remained as before.
Indeed there is much to recommend the idea that in

the first and second centuries the only commemora-
tions of the great Christian mysteries then in use
formed a weekly, not an annual, cycle. Sunday,
according to the Epistle of Barnabas (xv), was "the
beginning of another world", and thewTiter further
says: "Wherefore also we keep the eighth day for

rejoicing, in the which also Jesus rose from the dead
and having been m.anifested .ascended into the
heavens". Again the Didache (viii) ordains; "Let not
your fiusts be with the liypocrites: for they fast on the
second and fifth days of the week, but do ye fast on
the fourth and on tlie Friday ".while in c. xiv we are
told "And on the Lord's day of the Lord come together
and break bread and givi> thanks". Altogether it

becomes clear from the language of Tertullian, the
Apostohc Constitution, and other early ^Titers that
the Sund.ay in each week was regarded as commemo-
rating the Resurrection, and the Wednesday and Fri-
day the betrayal and Pa.ssion of Cliri.st. Although
this simple primitive conception gave place in tinie.
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as feasts were introduced and multiplied, to an
annual calendar, the week alwa}'s retained its impor-
tance; this is particularly seen in the Divine OfRce in

the hebdomadal division of the Psalter for recitation.

Amalarius preserves for us the particulars of the
arrangement accepted in the chapel royal at Aachen
in 802 by which the whole Psalter was recited in the
course of each week. In its broader features the divi-

sion was identical with that theoretically imposed by
the Roman Breviary until the recent publication of

the Apostolic Constitution "Divino afflatu" on 1

Nov., 1911. Moreover, it appears from Amalarius
that the Carlovingian arrangement was in substance
the same as that already accepted by the Roman
Church. Already in the sixth century, St. Benedict
had clearly laid down the principle that the entire

Psalter was to be recited at least once in the week;
indeed a similar arrangement was attributed to Pope
St. Damasus. The consecration of particular days
of the week to particular subjects of devotion is also

officially recognized by the special Office of the
Blessed Virgin on the Saturday, by the Friday Masses
of the Passion during Lent and by the arrangement of

Votive Offices for special week days approved by Pope
Leo XIIL For a long time in theearly Middle Ages
Thursday in the West was regarded as a sort of lesser

feast or Sunday, probably because it was the day of

the week on which the Ascension fell (cf. Bede, "Hist.
Eccl.", IV, 25). Again the Breviary approved after the
Council of Trent left certain devotional accretions to

the Office, e. g. the Office for the Dead, Gradual Psalms,
etc. to be said once a week, particularly on the Mon-
days of Advent and Lent.

BXtTMER, Histoire du Briviaire. Fr. tr. (Paris, 1905) : Burton
AND Myers, The New Psalter and its Use (London, 1912) ; Baudot,
The Roman Breviary^ tr. (London, 1909).

Herbert Thurston.

Wegg-Prosser, Fr.\ncis Richard, only son of

Rev. Prebendary Francis Haggit, rector of Newnham
Courtney, b. at Newnham Courtney, Oxfordshire,
19 June, 1824; d. near Hereford, England, 16 .\ugust,

1911. He was educated at Eton and at Balliol Col-
lege, Oxford, and graduated (first class in Mathe-
matics) in 1845. In 1849, when he succeeded to the
estates of his great-uncle. Rev. Dr. Prosser of Bel-

mont, Herefordshire, he assumed the name of Wegg-
Prosser. He was a member of Parliament from 1847
to 1852, when he was received into the Catholic
Church by Bishop Grant of Southwark. This event
entirely altered his career. After providing facilities

for CathoUc worship in his neighbourhood, he built a
beautiful church on his estate, which, by agreement
with the Bishop of Newport and the superiors of the
English Benedictine Congregation, became the pro-

cathedral of the diocese. On the adjoining land given
by him, a monastery was built , to serve as the novitiate

and house of studies of the congregation. Wegg-Prosser
was also identified with several Catholic interests.

For many years he was a zealous member of the
Superior Council of the Society of St. Vincent de
Paul, a member of the Catholic Union, and a repre-

sentative of the Diocese of Ne^TJort on the Catholic
Education Council. In his secular life he was de-
voted to mathematical science, and particularly to

astronomy. He wrote a book, "Galileo and his

Judges" (London, 1889), on the question of Galileo,

and translated, under the title "Rome and her cap-
tors" (London, 1875), the letters collected by Count
Henri d'Ideville upon the Roman question of 18()7-70.

He married Lady Harriet Catherine, daughter of the
second Earl Somers; she died in 1893, leaving two sons
and two daughters. ,1. C. Fowleu.

Wehrle, Vincent. See Bismarck, Diocese op
(in supplement).

Weingarten (Monasteritjm Vinearum, ad Vi-
NEA8, or ^^'EINGARTE^'8E), a Suppressed Benedictine

abbey, near Ravensburg, Wurtemberg, originally

founded as a nunnerj' at Altdorf shortly after 900 by
Henry Guelph. Later the nuns were replaced by
canons, but again returned in 1036. Guelph III ex-
changed the nuns for the Benedictine monks of Alto-
miinster in 1047. The monastery being destroyed by
fire in 1053, Guelph III ceded his castle on the neigh-
bouring hiU to the monks, and thenceforth the
monastery became known as Weingarten. It was so
liberally endowed that, though it was six times totally,

and twice partially, destroyed by fire, it was always
rebuilt, and remained the richest and most influential

of the Swabian monasteries. Its discipline never
seriously decUned, except during the latter part of the
fifteenth, and the early part of the sixteenth, century,
owing chiefly to the encroachments of a few com-
mendatory abbots and the oppression of the bailiffs.

Immediately before its suppression in 1802 it com-
prised forty-eight monks, ten of whom resided at the
dependent priory of Hofen. Its territory extended
over six German square miles, with about 11,(X)0 in-

habitants. At present the monastery serves as bar-
racks for a regiment of infantry, and the abbey
church as the parish church of the tomi of Wein-
garten. The church, rebuilt in 1715-24 in the Italian-

German baroque style according to the plans of Franz
Beer, is the second largest in Wiirtemberg.
The greatest treasure of Weingarten was its famous

relic of the Precious Blood, still preserved in the
church of Weingarten. Its legend runs thus: Longi-
nus, the soldier who opened the Saviour's side with a
lance, caught some of the Sacred Blood and preserved
it in a leaden box, which later he buried at Mantua.
Being miraculously discovered in 804, the relic waa
solemnly exalted by Leo III, but again buried during
the Hungarian and Norman invasions. In 1048 it

was re-discovered and solenmly exalted by Pope Leo
IX in the presence of the emperor, Henry III, and
many other dignitaries. It was divided into three
parts, one of which the pope took to Rome, the other
was given to the emperor, Henry III, and the third

remained at Mantua. Henry III bequeathed his

share of the relic to Count Baldwin V of Flanders,
who gave it to his daughter Juditha. After her mar-
riage to Guelph IV of Bavaria, Juditha presented the
relic to Weingarten. The solemn presentation took
place in 1090, on the Friday after the feast of the
Ascension, and it was stipulated that annuaUj' on the
same daj', which came to be known as Bluifreitag, the
relic should be carried in solemn procession. The
procession was prohibited in 1812, but since 1849 it

again takes place every year. It is popularly kno\\Ti

as the Blutrilt. The reUc is carried by a rider, der

heiiige Blutrittcr, on horseback, followed by many
other riders, and many thousand people on foot. The
reUquary, formerly of solid gold, set with numerous
jewels, and valued at about 70,000 florins, was con-
fiscated by the Government at the suppression of the
monastery and replaced by a gilded copper imitation.

Of the abbots the following are deser\-ing of notice:

Conrad II von Ibach (1315-30), author of an "Ordo
Divini Officii" (ed. Hess, loc. cit. infra), important for

the history of liturgy (his Life, written in the four-

teenth century, was edited by Giesel in the supple-

ment to " Wiirttemborgische Vierteljahresschrift",

XIII, Stuttgart, ISilO, 39-11); Gerwig Bla.ser (1520-

67), leader of the Catholic party of I'pper Swabia dur-
ing th(- Reformation; Georg Wegelin (1.587-1()27), dur-
ing whose abbacy Weingarten enjoyed its greatest

religious prosperity; Scliastian Hyller (1697-1730),
who rebuilt the church and monastery; Placidus Benz
(1738-45), DoniinicusSchinzer (1745-84), and .\nselm

Rittler (17S l-ls()4), all three men of learning, who
promoted the literary activity of their monks. Monks
famous for their literary productions are: Gabriel

Bucelin (d. 1681); .Vn.selm Schnell (d. 1751), author of

theological and ascetical works; Gerard Hess (d.
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plot, and on 30 November, 1586, he was discharged

from the Fleet prison. He was again examined 5

March, 1587, and on this occasion speaks of the well

known recusant, George Cotton of Warblington,
Hampshire, as his cousin. On 1 Nov., 1591, Edmund
Gennings was taken saying Mass at Wells's house
in his absence, but in the presence of Mrs. WeUs
and the venerable martyrs Polydore Plasden, Brian
Lacy, Sydney Hodson, and John Mason. Accord-
ing to one account Ven. Eustace White was also

taken at this Mass. When WeUs returned to his

house he also was arrested. All the above-mentioned
martjTS, including Mrs. Wells (but with the possible

e.xception of Brian Lacy), were indicted at West-
minster. 4 Dec, 1591, and were condemned, 5 Dec,
under 27 Eliz. c. 2. According to another account
they were arraigned, 6 December. Mrs. Wells was
reprieved, and died in prison in 1602. All the rest

suffered on the same day, Gennings and Wells at

Gray's Inn Lane, and the other five at Tyburn. Of
his brother-in-law Gerard Morin, to whom the letter

printed by Bishop Challoner is addressed, no in-

formation is to hand. Swithin's eldest brother
Gilbert, alive in 1598, suffered much in purse and per-

son for the Faith. Another brother, Henry, of

Purbcck, who entered W'inchester College in 1.541,

aged twelve, and was a fellow of New College, Oxford,
1549-50, was also a Catholic. Our martyr was a
follower of Blessed Thomas More and jested both at

his apprehension and at his execution; but his last

words were of pardon to his persecutor, Topcliffe:

"God pardon you and make you of a Saul a Paul . . .

I heartily forgive you."
Calh. Hec. Soc. Publ. (London, 1905 ), II, 261. 267; V, 131-3,

206-8, 292; CaAi.u)f;En,Mis$ionari/Priests. I. n. 91; Pollen, Acts
0/ English Martyrs (London, 1,S91), 100-1, 107-8; Bebrt. Hamp-
shire Genealooies (London, 1833). 110-1; Morris, Troubles of
our Catholic Forefathers, III (London, 1872-7), 48, 49; Foley,
Records English Province S.J. (London, 1875-83), III, 295; V,
791 ; VI. passim.

John B. Wainewright.

Wells in Scripture.—It is difficult for inhabi-

tants of a more humid climate to realize the impor-
tance which in a country like Palestine attaches to any
source of fresh water. The Litany and the Jordan
are the only rivers of any size; perennial brooks are

very scarce and the wadis, while numerous and im-
petuous in the rainy sea.son, are dry during the rest of

the year. Job (vi., 16-17) aptly compares faithless

friends to these torrent-beds, swollen in the spring,

but vanishing in the hot weather. Five months of

parching summer heat pass without rain, and when
the hot sherkiveh, the Arabian sirocco, blows from
the desert, Ufe itself seems a burden. Nothing will

save the shepherd and his flock, the farmer and the
caravan from perishing with thirst, but unfailing
springs and reser\'oirs of uncontaminated water.
Hence the Son of Sirach twice enumerates water as
the first among the " principal things necessarj- for the
hfe of man" (P-cclus., xxix, 27; xxxix, 31). From
time immemorial, to own a well and to possess the
surrounding country were synonj-mous terms (Prov.,

v, 1.1-17). On the other hand, .so serious might be the
disputes arising out of the use or claim of a well that
the sword was appealed to as the sole arbiter (Gen.,
xxvi, 21; Ex., ii, 17; Num., xx, 17). If the approach
of an enemy was feared, his progress might be seri-

ously hampered, if not altogether frustrated, by stop-
ping or destroying the wells along his route (II Par.,
xxxii, 3). The enemy, in his turn, might reduce a
city to starvation and submission by cutting off its

water supply, as Holofemes did when besieging
Bethulia (Jud., vii).

Springs and fountains were the centres of ancient
Hebrew life. Hither the shepherd of the sun-baked
hillside would lead his flock of sheep and goats oiM of
the thirsty stretches of rock and prickly shrubs.
Hither long caravans, legions of soldiers, and soHtary

wayfarers would hasten toward sunset to refresh their

weary Umbs and forget the blazing heat of noon.
Here the women of the neighbourhood would gather to

gossip and to replenish their jars. Wells and springs
and cisterns have inspired the Hebrew poets with
some of their choicest images, and Christ Himself used
them to illustrate His own truths. They have become
landmarks in the topography of Palestine and links in

its varied history extending from Abraham, who
dug weUs near Gerara some 4000 years ago, down
to Christ, Who, sitting on the brim of Jacob's Well,
taught the Samaritan woman the passing of the Old
Covenant.
A spring (tttjS^, fons) is the "eye of the landscape",

the natural burst of living water, flowing all year or
drying up at certain seasons. In contrast to tht
"troubled water" of weUs and rivers (Jer., ii, 18),

there gushes forth from it "hving water", to which
Jesus aptly likened the grace of the Holy Ghost
(John, iv, 10; vii, 38; cf. Is., xii, 3; xhv, 3). How
highly these natural springs were valued is clear from
the number of towns and hamlets that bear names
compounded with the word Ain (En), as, e. g., Endor
(spring of Dor), Engannim (spring of gardens),
Engaddi (spring of the kid), Rogel or En-rogel
(spring of the foot), Ensemes (spring of the sun), etc.

But springs were comparatively rare, and the dense
population was compelled to have recourse to arti-

ficial sources. Holy Writ is always careful in dis-

tinguishing the natural springs from the wells
("lNi,i/'p^ap, putcus), which are water pits bored under
the rocky surface and having no outlet. Naturally,
they belonged to the person who dug them, and he
alone could give them a name. Among the Arabs of

to-day they are the property of tribes or famihes; a
stranger desiring to draw water from them is expected
to give a bakshish. Many names of places, too, are
compounded with B'er, such as Bersable, Beroth,
Beer Elim, etc.

Cisterns (iXii ^^kkos, cislerna) are subterranean
reservoirs, sometimes covering as much as an acre
of land, in which the rainwater is gathered during
the spring. Their extreme necessity is attested by
the countless number of old, unused cisterns with
which the Holy Land is Uterally honeycombed.
They may be found along the roads, in the fields, in

gardens, on threshing-floors, in the hamlets, and
above all in the cities. Jerusalem was so well sup-
plied with them that in aU the sieges no one within its

walls ever suffered from want of water. Cisterns
were hewn into the native rock and then lined with
impervious masonry and cement. As their construc-
tion involved great bodily labour, it is easily imder-
stood why Jehovah promised to the children of Israel,

when coming out of Egj-pt, the possession of cisterns

dug by others as a special mark of favour (Deut., vi,

11; II Esd., ix, 25). If the cement of the cistern

gave way, the reser\-oir became useless and was aban-
doned. It was then one of the "broken cisterns, that
can hold no water" (Jer., ii, 13). The mouth of wells
and cisterns was generally surrounded by a curb
or low wall and closed with a stone, both to prevent
accidents and to keep away strangers. If the owner
neglected to cover the cistern, and a beast fell into it,

the Mosaic law obliged him to pay the price of the
animal (Ex., xxi, .33-34; cf. Luke, xiv, 5). Some-
times the stone placed on the orifice was so heavy
that one man was unable to remove it (Gen., xxix, 3).

When dry, cisterns were used a-s dungeons, because,
narrowed at the top, like "huge bottles", they left no
avenue open for escape (Gen., xxxvii, 24; Jer.,

xxxviii, 6; I Mach., vii, 19). They also offered con-
venient places for hiding a person from his pur-
suers (I Kings, xiii, 6; II Kings, xvii, 18). The
methods used for raising the water were the same as
those in vogue all through the ancient East (cf.

Egypt).
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A. C. Cotter.

Welser, Bartholomeus, German merchant
prince, b. at Augsburg, 1488; d. at Amberg, near
Tiirkheim, Swabia, 1561. His father was Anton
Welser, an important merchant of Augsburg. Bar-
tholomeus entered his father's business at an early

age. After Anton's death (1518) he bought the
family homestead and with his brother Anton
founded the firm of "Welser and Company", which
lasted until 1553. Their business constantly in-

creased, and the brothers granted large loans to

Charles V, who in 1532 made Bartholomeus a noble-
man of the empire, and gave him in 1541 a general safe-

conduct and in 1546 the privilege of exemption from
some local courts. By a treaty dated 27 May, 1528
the Welsers, through their agents, Ehinger and Sailer,

received from the Spanish Crown the rights of

supremacy in Venezuela; they monopolized the im-
port and export trade of the country, and established

a colonizing scheme there. The first regent of the

colony, Ambrosius Ehinger (Dalfinger), explored the
interior of Venezuela. Disputes with the Spanish
Government soon arose and banished any hopes for

rich profit from the undertaking. In 1541 the Span-
ish Government desired to bring suit against the

governors of the colony, and in 1546 Bartholomeus'a
son was murdered. Although the province was re-

garded as their property until 1551, it was taken from
the Welsers by legal decision in 1556 and went to the
Spanish Crown. The German colonizers have been
accused of cruelty, but their uprightness and consci-

entiousness are now fully proved. Bartholomeus
Welser frequently took part in the public afi'airs of

Augsburg. Unwilhng to oppose the emperor in the

Smalkaldic War, he obtained from the council three

years' leave of absence, and advanced large sums of

money to Charles V. In 1547 he returned to Augs-
burg and in 1553 retired from business. From 1548-

56 he was a member of the privy council. His interest

in learning is evident from marginal notes he made
on a copy of the Augsburg edition (1548) of Suetonius.

Whereas his near relations accepted Lutheranism,
Welser's family remained loyal Catholics.

Kleinschmidt, Auasburg, NiXmberg und ihre Handelsfursten
(Cassel, 1S89). 94, 139-42; Schtjmacheh, Die Unlernehmungen
der Augsburger Welser in Venezuela (Hamburg, 1892) ; H.ableb,
Die aberseeischen Unternehmungen der Welser (Leipzig, 1903)
52-60, 160-397.

Klemens Loffler.

Welsh Church.—In giving separate consideration

to the Church of Wales, we follow a practice common
among English historical ^Titers and more particu-

larly adopted in the collection of "Councils and
Ecclesiastical Documents" of Haddan and Stubbs.

There seems^ however, no sufficient reason for empha-
sizing the distinction made by these la.st authorities

between "the British Church dining the Roman
period" (a. d. 200-4.50), "the British Church during
the period of Saxon Conquest" (A. D. 4.50-6S1), and
"the Churcli of Wales" (a. d. 681-1295). The term
Welsh Churcli sutficiently covers these separate head-
ings, though it will be convenient to treat the subject

according to the same chronological divisions.

Roman Period (200-4.50).—Both TertuUian (c.

208) and Origen (c. 240) use language which implies

that the Gospel had been preached in Britain. The
former speaks (.\dv. Jud., vii) of "the regions of

Britain inaccessible to the Romans but subdued to

Christ"; the latter of "the power of our Lord and
Saviour which is with tliosc who are separated from
our world in Britain" (llom. viin Luc, 1,24). These

passages may be somewhat rhetorical, but if we do not
press the question of date there is confirmatory evi-

dence for at least some acceptance of Christianity in

Roman Britain. To begin with, both Conslantius
(a. d. 480), in the uninterpolated portionsof his Life
of St. Germanus of Auxerre, and the British Christian
WTiter Gildas (a. d. 547) speak of the martjTdom of
St. Alban during the Roman period. Again in 314
three British bishops from York, London, and prob-
ably Lincoln seem to have attended the Council of
Aries, and British bishops were present, if not at
Nicoea (325) and at Sardica (343), yet certainly at
Ariminum (359), where the fine they adopted drew
attention to their nationaUty. Arehaeologj' also tells

us something, if not much, of the presence of Chris-
tians in these islands before the close of the Roman
period. The Chi-Rho symbol has been found in

mosaics and building stones as well as upon miscel-
laneous objects; the formulae "Vivas in Deo" and
"Spes in Deo" with the A— occur stamped on rings
or pigs of lead, and in particular the excavations at
Silchester have brought to Ught a small building in

which antiquaries are agreed in recognizing a Christian
basilica. Further, there is the still existing Church of

St. Martin's at Canterbury', which according to the
testimony of Bede (Hist. Eccl., I, xxvi), and in the
opinion of some ex-perts, is of Roman work. (For all

which see Haverfield in "English Historical Review",
XI, 417-430.) It should be added that certain authori-
ties, e. g. Professor Hugh Williams, maintain that
such Christianity as existed in Britain at this early

date attached only to the Roman settlements, and
that there is no e^'idence of anything which could be
called a native or Cymric Christian Church. The
evidence for either view is necessarily inconclusive,

but the importance and numerical strength of the
Welsh Church in the next period seem to point to the
foundations having been laid before the Roman legions

were withdrawn. Moreover, towards the close of the
Roman period, indeed from early in the fourth cen-
tury, the hterarj' evidence for an active Christian
organization in Britain becomes very strong. The
allusions which we find in St. Hilary of Poitiers, St.

Athanasius, Sulpicius Severus, etc. (see Haddan and
Stubbs, I, 8-16), though shght in themselves, cannot
be entirely set aside.

One piece of evidence, however, formerly appealed
to by many Catholic controversiahsts, must now be
abandoned. Bede tells us (Hist. Eccl., I, 4) that in

the year 156, in the time of Marcus AureUus and Lucius
Verus, "while Eleatherus, a holy man, presided over
the Roman church, Lucius, King of Britain, sent a
letter to him entreating that by his command he might
be made a Christian. He soon obtained the fulfilment

of his pious request and the Britons preserved the
faith which they received, imeorrupted and entire, in

peace and tranquillity until the time of the emperor
Diocletian". These dates, to which Bede himself

did not consistently adhere (cf. De sex ;Etat., s. a.,

180), are impossible, for St. Eleutherus, at earliest,

became pope in 171. But, ap.art from this difficulty,

it is now generally admitted, e. g. by Duchesne and
Kirsch, that the evidence is inade<iuate to support so
startling a conclusion. Bede's statement is at best
derived from the recension of the "Liber Pontificalis"

known as the "Catalogus Felicianus", compiled about
the year 530, in which we are told that I'ope ¥Ani-
therus received a letter "a Lueio Britannio rege"
asking for Christian instruction. In the earlier re-

cension of the "Liber Pontificalis" the Lucius epi-

sode is wanting. Ilarnack conjectures that this

entry arose from a confusion with Lucius Abgar IX of

Edcssa, who seems about this period to have become a
Christian and who in somi' earlv document wa.s pos-

sibly described as reigning "in Britio Kdc-s-senorum",

i. e. in the Hritiutn or Birtha (the iil;idel) of Edcssa.

At any rate wo are told that the Apostle St. Thaddeus,
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whose connexion with Edessa is well known, was
buried "in Britio Edessenorum ", while it is quite

conceivable that the word Britio, if it occurred, may
have been mistakenly emended into Britannio and
thus have given us a Lucius, King of Britain (see

Harnack in the "Sitzungsberichte" of the Berlin

Academy, XXVI and XXVII, 1904). This conjec-

ture is by no means certain, but the difficulties against

accepting the story of the letter of the supposed Lucius
are considerable. Gildas and Aldhelm, who might
be expected to refer to the tradition, are both silent,

and, although they are equally silent about the mission
of St. Germanus, the first introduction of Christianity

is a matter of more fundamental interest. The
Lucius story is found in Xennius, and Zimmer on that
account believes it to have arisen in Britain, but
Nennius is a writer of the ninth century and he calls

the pope "Eucharistus". Again the name Lucius is

not Celtic, a difficulty which Nennius seems to have
felt, and he has accordingly celticized the name into

"Llever Maur, id est, Magni Splendoris", the great
light. The impression thus given, that we must be
assisting at the evolution of a myth, is much increased
by the later developments. William of Malmesbury
makes Eleutherus's missionaries, named Phaganus
and Deruvianus, found a Church at Glastonbury
Rudbome makes Lucius endow the bishops and monks
of \A"inchester with various lands, while the Triads
connect the story directly with Llandaff, where "Lle-
irwg made the church which was the first in the isle

of Britain". Further, somewhere in the eleventh
century, as Liebermann has shown, a forger who had
distinguished himself in other fields fabricated a letter

which is supposed to have been sent by Pope Eleu-
therus to the British king.

On the other hand, in contrast to this legendary
matter, we have the generally accepted fact of the
visit twice paid to Britain by St. Germanus of Aux-
erre, in 429 and 447, with the purpose of confuting tlie

Pelagians, an object which seems to take for granted
a Christianity already widely spread. The Life of

St. Germanus by Constantius has been interpolated
(cf. Lewison in "Xeues Archiv", XIX), but much of

this account belongs to the primitive redaction and
is confirmed by Prosper of Aquitaine. Even the
story of the "Alleluia Victory" and of the observance
of Lent may be true in substance, and the whole evi-

dence sets before us a state of things in which Chris-
tianity was the prevailing and accepted religion.

With this agrees all that we know of the heretic Pela-
gius and of his teaching. He was undoubtedly a
monk and it is difficult to beUeve that he could have
adopted the monastic profession anywhere but in the
land of his birth. Zimmer has maintained that
Pelagius was an Irishman and that his heresy found
acceptance in Ireland rather than in Britain. But
Zimmer's \'iews have been severely criticized (cf.

Williams in "Cehische Zeitschrift",IV, 1903,.527 sq.),

and are not commonly admitted. Professor Williams,
indeed, as against Conybeare (Cymmrodorion Trans-
actions, 1897-98, 84-^117), casts doubt upon the
generally heretical character sometimes attributed to
British Christianity, and certainly the tone of the
^Tilings of Fastidius, described as a "Bishop of the
Britons" (c. 420), is such as seems reconcilable with
orthodox interpretation.

The Period of the S.ocon Conquest (a. d.4.50-
681).—The WTitings of Gildas, usually assigned to the
year .547, throw a fitful and somewhat lurid light upon
British Christianity during the earlier part of this
period. No doubt something of the gloom of this
jeremiad may be due to the idiosj-ncrasies of the
writer. He seems to have belonged entirely by sym-
pathy to the class which, after the departure of the
legions, still preserved something of Roman culture.
Also if is likely enough that the instability of all

institutions, the stress and sufferings of a people con-

tinually harried and overmatched by invaders who
were relatively barbarian, did produce an age of great
moral degeneracy. Thus the vituperation with
which Gildas lashes the vices of the Welsh princes and
denounces the clergj' has very probabl}' serious foun-
dation. But just as the tide of Saxon conquest was
more than once checked, as for example by the British
victory at the Mons Badonicus in .520, so there is

reason to believe that there was a brighter side to the
picture of evil and disaster which Gildas paints with a
zest which was more a matter of temperament than
conviction. The succession of bishops was evidently
kept up, as we learn subsequently from the history
of St. Augustine. Monastic fife at the same epoch
would seem to have flourished exceedingly. From
the fact that Pelagius, as already noticed, was a monk
and that St. Germanus is said to have founded a
monastery, it seems probable that some kind of cen-
obitical life had begun in Britain before the end of the
fifth century. Possibly this departure was due to a
disciple of St. Martin of Tours who settled in Britain,

but more probably the British pilgrims, who, as we
learn from St. Jerome, made their way to the East to

visit the Holy Land, brought back glowing accounts
of what they had witnes.sed around Jerusalem or in

the Egyptian deserts. The strongly Oriental char-
acteristics of the Celtic Rite as a whole are in all

probability due to a similar cause. In any case, both
such direct testimony as we possess and the parallel

case of Ireland point to the practice of asceticism on
a vast scale, and it is possible that the very calamities

and evils of the times led the more religiously minded
of the Britons to take refuge in the monasteries. It

is alleged that St. Germanus himself bestowed the
priesthood on St. Illtyd, who became the spiritual

father of many monks, and who foumled the mon-
astery of Llantwit, where saints like St . Samson of Dol
and St. Pol de L(5on (who both ultimately settled in

Brittany) as well as many other teachers of note were
afterwards trained. But the whole pro\ince of Welsh
hagiography is overgrown with legenfl and with wildly
inconsistent conjectures and identifications to an
incredible extent. Beyond the names of a few leaders
and founders, like Dubritius, beheved to have been
the first Bishop of Llandaff, David, Bishop of Menevia
and patron of Wales, Kentigern, whose chief work was
accomplished on the banks of the Clyde, Asaph, who
replaced him as bishop of the see which now bears
his name, Winefride the martyr and her uncle Beuno,
etc., we know nothing practically certain of the age of

saints. We are not even sure of the date at which
they hved. The object aimed at b)' the supposed
Synods of Llandewi-Brefi (.519 ) and of Lucus Vic-
toria; (.569 ), both said to have been convened to

suppress Pelagianism, is equally matter of conjecture.

Regarding the spread of monasticism, such a state-

ment asthat of the lolo MSS., that at Llantwit "Illtyd

founded seven churches, appointed seven companies
for each church, and seven halls or colleges for each
company and .seven 'saints' in each hall or college",

does not inspire confidence. Yet we learn from the
much safer authority of Bede (Hist.Eccl., II, ii) that at

Bangor-is-Coed in a. d. (513 the monastery was divided

into seven parts with a superior over each, none of

which divisions contained fewer than 300 men.
Bede further tells us that when the Northumbrian
King Ethelfrith advanced to attack the Brilons near

Chester these monks of Bangor came out to pray for

the success of the arms of their countrj'men. When
the Welshmen were defeated, the monks, twelve

hundred in nimiber, were put to the sword. Bede
looked upon the incident as a visitation of Providence
to puni.sii the Britons for rejecting the overtures of

St. .\ugustine, but by the Irish chronicler Tigernarh
the incident was remembered as "the battle m which
the .saints were m.i.s.-^acred". I'ndoubtedly the most
certain facts in Welsh history at this period are those
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just referred to, connecting St. Augustine with the
Welsh bishops. Pope Gregory the Great twice com-
mitted the Briti.sh Church to the care and authority of

St. Augustine and the latter accordingly invited them
to a conference upon the matters in which they de-
parted from the approved Roman custom. They asked
for a postponement, but at a second conference the
seven British bishops present altogether refused to

accept Augustine as their archbishop or to conform in

the matter of the disputed practices. The points

mentioned by Bede prove that the divergences could
not have been at all fundamental. No matter of

dogma seems to have been involved, but the Britons
were accused of using an erroneous cycle for deter-

mining Easter, of defective baptism (which may
mean, it has been suggested, the omission of confirma-
tion after bapt ism) , and thirdly of refusing to join with
Augustine in any common action for the conversion
of the Angles. There were also other pecuharities,

as, for example, the form of the tonsure and the use
of only one consecrator in consecrating bishops, as well

as the employment of the Celtic Rite in the Uturgy;
but all these were matters of discipline only. None
the less the failure of all attempts at concihation was
complete and Bede attests that this attitude of hostil-

ity on the part of the British bishops lasted dowTi to

his own day. It may have been partly as a result of

this uncompromising hatred of the Saxons and the
Church identified with them, that we read during all

this period of a more or less continual emigration of

the Britons to Armorica, the modern Britanny. We
hear about the year 470 of twelve thousand Britons
who came by sea to settle in the country north of the
Loire (Jonandes, "Getica", c. 45) and it is only in the
sixth century apparently that the north-western
regions of Gaul came to be called Britannia. The
Gallo-Roman inhabitants of these districts welcomed
the fugitives with much charity on account of their

common Christianity (Ermoldus, "Carmina III"),

but the Britons requited them but ill, and seem to

have behaved with the same ruthless tjTanny of might
over right which marked the conquests of the Anglo-
Saxons in the land from which they had been driven.

No doubt, as time went on, the British saints like SS.
Samson, Pol de L6on, Malo, Brioc, etc., who emigrated
with them, exercised a restraining effect upon the
settlers, and the Church in Britanny seems to have
been in a flourishing state from the sixth century
onwards.
During the Saxon and Norman Periods (681-

1295).—The last British titular King of Britain is said

to have been " Cadwalader the blessed" who, according
to the " Brut-y-Tywysogion ", "died at Rome in 681
on the twelfth day of May: as Myrrdin had previously
prophesied to Vortigern of repulsive lips; and hence-
forth the Britons lost the crown of the kingdom and
the Saxons gained it". This pilgrimage to Rome is,

however, generally held to be ai)ocr>-phal. Possibly

there has been some confusion between Cadwalader
of Wales and CaedwaUa, King of Wessex, who un-
doubtedly did die in Rome in 689. At a later date,

however, journeys of the Welsh princes to Rome
became common, that of Cyngen, King of Powys, in

S.')4 being one of th(> earliest examples. During this

whole period the ]>olitical aniagoiiisni between Anglo-
Saxons and ^'clsh seems always (o have caused the
ecclesiastical relations between the two countries to

be strained, thougli the Welsh acce))ted the Roman
lOasler before the end of the eighth century, and
though in 871 we hear of a Saxon Bishop of St. Da-
vids. No doubt also attempts were made to establish

friendly relations. Asser, the famous biographer of

King Alfred, was a Welshman who came to the

English court in 880, seeking protection from the

t yranny of his nat ive .sovereigns, sons of Rhodri Mawr.
This incident nnisl be typical of many similar ca.ses,

and there were times, for example under Eadgar the

Peaceable, when some sort of EngUsh suzerainty over
the principahty seems to have been acquiesced in.

When Edgar was rowed on the Dee by eight under-
kings in 973, five of the eight were Welsh, and this

fact is even admitted by a Welsh annalist, the com-
piler of the "Brut-y-Tywysogion", who however
transfers the scene of the episode to Caerleon-upon-
Usk. To detail the incidents of the six hundred years
which preceded the final absorption of Wales poUti-
cally and ecclesiastically into the English system,
which took place in the reign of Edward I, would not
be possible here. It must be sufficient to notice that
even before the close of the Saxon period, various
Welsh prelates are alleged to have been consecrated
or confirmed by English archbishops, while under the
Norman kings a direct claim to jurisdiction over the
Welsh Church was made by various archbishops of

Canterbury beginning apparently with St. Anselm.
The most important matter to notice is that the
attempt to claim for the Welsh medieval Church any
position independent of Rome is as futile as in the
ease of England or Ireland. Speaking primarily of

the days of St. Augustine, the most recent and authori-
tative historian of Wales remarks: "No theological

differences parted the Roman from the Celtic Church,
for the notion that the lat ter was the home of a kind of

primitive Protestantism, of apostolic purity and sim-
phcity, is n-ithout any historical basis. Gildas shows
clearly enough that the Church to which he belonged
held the ideas current at Rome in his day as to the
sacrifice of the Eucharist and the privileged position

of the priest" (J. E. Lloyd, "Hist, of Wales", I, 173).

And this remained true during the centuries which
followed, as anyone who acquaints himself with such
original sources as the chronicles, the Lives of the
Welsh saints and especially the Welsh laws formu-
lated in the Code of Howel the Good (a. d. 928), will

readily perceive. In the preface of this same code
we read that when the laws were drafted, Howel the
Good and his bishops "went to Rome to obtain the
authority of the Pope of Rome. And there were read
the laws of Howel in the presence of the Pope and the
Pope was satisfied with them and gave them his

authority" (Haddan and Stubbs, I, 219). In this

code religious observances such as the veneration of

relics, the keeping of feasts and fasts, confession,

Mass, and the sacraments are all taken for granted.
The respect shown in the preface for the authority of

the Holy See is of special importance. So far as this

respect was at any time less prominent, this is due, as
J. E. Lloyd points out, to Celtic i-solation, and not to
any anti-Roman feeling. The Irish missionary
Columbanus, "sturdy champion though he was of

Celtic independence in matters ecclesiastical", never-
theless says of the popes: "By reason of Christ's twin
Apostles [Peter and Paul] you hold an all but celestial

position and Rome is the head of the world's Churches,
if exception be made of the singular privilege enjoyed
by the place of Our Lord's Resurrection" (Hist, of

Wales, I, 173). The rest of St. Columbanus's letter

to Pope Boniface IV (613) gives proof of an even more
absolute dependence upon the guidance of the Bi.shops

of Rome whom he calls "our masters, the steersmen,

the mystic pilots of the ship sjiiritual". It should
perhaps be mentioned (hat the repudiation of papal
supremacy attributed to Dinoth, .-Miliol of Bangor-
is-Coed, is now universally aihnitied to be a ixist-

Reformation forgery (Haddan and Stubbs, I, 122. and
cf. (^lougaud, "Les chrctientes celli(]ues", 211).

Again the imi)utation, founded on a passage in the
Gwentian text of the "Brut-y-Tywy.sogion" and
suggesting that the obligation of celibacy wa.s rejected

on ])rinciple by the priests of thi^WClsli Cluirch, runs
counter to all the smnulcr evi(l<-ncc. rndoulitcdly
the gravest abuses ])revaile<l in Wales regarding this

matter, Inil in priiuiple clerical celibacy was accepted.

The Gwentian text referred to is of no value as evi-
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denee; on tho other hand thr laws of Howel clearly

assume that a married priest wan subject to penalty;
his oath was invalidated (Laws and Institutes of

Wales, 505) and his children horn suhseqiient to his

priest hooil were held illcKitiinate. "When a clerk

takes a wife by gift of kindred, and has a son by her,

and afterwards the clerk takes priest's orders, and
subsequently, when a priest, has a son by the same
woman, the son previously begotten is not to share
land with such a son, as he was begotten contrary to

the decree" (ib., 217 and 371).
GouGAUD, Les ckr^ienUs ceUupies (Paris, 1911): J. E. Lloyd,

History of Wales (2 vols., London, 1911); Sir John Rhys. Celtic

Britain (London, 1884); Newell, History of the Welsh Church
(London, 1895); Walter, Das alle Wales (Munich, 1856);
ZlMMEB, The Celtic Church of Great Britain and Ireland. Eng. tr.

(London, 1902); Idem, Pelagius in Ireland (Berlin, 1901);
H. Wiluams in CeUische Zeitschrift, IV (1902). lengthy review of
Zimmer; Idem, Some aspects of the Christian (Church in Wales in

Transactions of the Society of Cymrodorion (1893-94); Wade
Evans. Welsh Medin-ml Law (Oxford, 1909): J. Romilly
Allen, Monnwr-'.^l H-->,^r; nfihe British Church (London, 1889);
Bund, The C(l> ' ' " ' <•' II .j/cs (London, 1907), a work written
with a strong i' K :. I . i^; FoN8.SAGRrvE8, S. Gildas de Ruis
et la Soci&i- !,! . i -,;, (Paris, 1908). Though mainly
concerned witli a (lilitniiL branch of Celtic Christianity, the
Catholic reader may albo be urged to make acquaintance with the
small but valuable work of J. Salmon. The ancient Irish Church <i.s

a witness to Catholic Doctrine (Dublin, 1898). Nearly all the
most important texts bearing on the matter discussed in this
article will be found collected in Haddan and Stubbs, Councils
and Ecclesiastical Documents, I (Oxford, 1869). See also the
publication of the British Government, Owen, The ancient Laws
and Institutes of Wales (London, 1841).

Herbert Thurston.

Welsh Monastic Foundations.—Few saints of

the early British Church, ;i,s it existed before the
Saxon invasion, are known to history; the names of

St. Alban, SS. Jfulius and Aaron seem to be the only
ones that have come tlown to us of the coimtless
martjTS slain in Britain in the time of Diocletian.

But if we follow the British Church when driven into

Wales in the fifth century, we meet at once with s:unts

and scholars, whose names are little known to Ent;Iish-

epcaking Catholics. Wales became a home for the

saints. Within its borders there are no less than four
hundred and seventy-nine villages and towns that
derive their names from local Saints. Thus Llandewi
marks the spot where St. David, Bishop of Caerleon
and then of Menevia (fifth century), is said to have
finally refuted Pelagius; Llangybi near Caerleon
recalls the name of St . Cybi ; Llanbadern near Aberyst-
with that of St. Padern: Heddgelert is associated with
St. Celert; Llangattock with St. Cadoc; Llandudno
with St. Tudno, etc. The old Celtic idea of sanctity
inclined for the most part to a great love for the ere-

mitical life. Each locality seems to have its hermit
who in his lonely chapel celebrated the Divine Mys-
teries (if a priest), recited the Psalter every day, and
practised austerities.

The arrival of St. Gcrmanus of Auxerre in Britain
(fifth century), to oppose the heresy of Pelagius, seems
to have given the first impetus to the formation of

monastic schools. On his second visit, accompanied
by St. Severus, Bishop of Trier, he established semi-
naries throughout the land. These schools soon
became famous; those of Ross and Hentlanon the
Wye in Herefordshire alone contained one thousand
scholars. "By means of these schools", says Bede,
"the Church continued ever afterwards pure in the
faith and free from heresy". The saint ordained St.

Dubricius Archbishop of Llandaff, and St. Iltutus
(Iltyd) priest, recommending to them and others the
multiplication and assiduous care of these monastic
schools where sacred learning was to be cultivated.
Almost immediately a great development of monastic
life took place and all over Wales monasteries and
monastic colleges arose which became renowned
sanctuaries of holiness and homes of sacred learning.

Llancarvan monastery in Glamorganshire, three
miles from Cowbridge, and not far from the British
Channel, was founded in the latter part of the fifth

century by St. Cadoc (Drane, "Christian Schools
and Scholars", I, 56). He was the son of Gundleus
(Ciwynlliw), a prince of South Wales, who some years
before his death renounced the world to lead an ere-
mitical life near a country church which he had built.

Cadoc, who was his oldest son, succeeded him in the
government, but not long after followed his father's
example and received the religious habit from St.
Tathai, an Irish monk, superior of a small community
at Gwent near Chepstow, in Monmouthshire. Re-
turning to his native coimty, Cadoc built a church and
monastery, which was called Llancarvan, or the
"Church of the Stags". Here he established a
monastery and college, which became the seminary
of many great and holy men. The spot at first seemed
an impossible one, an almost inaccessible marsh, but
he and his monks drained and cultivated it, trans-
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DubririiiP, Arrhliisliop of LhindafT, and tlion rainc as

an liuml>lc discijilp to plac.' liiinsclf under the spiritual

direction of Si . Ca<lo(' at Llancarvan. There he per-

fected himself in tlie science of the saints and acquired
great skill in sacred learning. He was subsequently
ordained priest by St. Gernianus. It was probably by
the advice of St. Cadoc that he left Llancarvan to

found Llaniltyd, which became one of the most
famous religious houses in Britain. Here the saint

presided over a comnitmity of three thousand mem-
bers, including many saints and scholars of note, as

St. David, St. Samson, St. Magloire, St. Gildas, St.

Pol de L6on, the bard Taliesin, and others. Here
according to the Triads, an ancient authority on
Wales, the praises of God never ceased, one hundred
monks being employed in chanting the Divine Office

throughout the day and night. Llaniltyd might
rather be called a monastic university than a monas-
tery or college. The lolo MS. (p. 556) gives us some
idea of its extent: "Here are the names of the cells

[halls or subordinate colleges] of the college [collegi-

ate monastery] of Iltyd, the colleges of St. Matthew,
St. Mark, St. Luke, St. John, of Arthur, Si. David,
Morgan, Eurgain and Amwn. Of these colleges Iltyd

was principal, and the place was named Bangor Iltyd

and there were three thousand Saints [monks]." St.

lit ut while governing his immense commimit y laboured
with his own hands, and exercised himself in much
watching, fasting, and prayer. Out of a love of holy
retirement he passed three years in a lonely cave, in

great austerity and assiduous prayer. Before his

death he took a journey to Brittany to visit his disci-

ples and friends there, and died at Dole in the sixth

century. He is to this day the titular saint of a
church in Glamorganshire.
The monastery of Bangor of the Dee was known

also as Bangor-is-Coed, i. e. "the eminent choir imder
the wood ". The name Bangor was appUed to sever.al

large monasteries, and is said to be derived from
"Benedictus Chorus", shortened into Benchor, and
subsequently written as Bangor. The monastery on
the Dee was distant about ten or twelve miles from
Chester, and its ruins witness to its former extent and
importance. St. Bede the Venerable (lib. II, c. ii.)

says that it was filled with learned men at the coming
of St. Augustine into England. Of the founder of

this religious hou.se and its history Uttle if anything
seems to be known, as all its chronicles, documents,
etc. have been lost or destroyed. We know, however,
of its tragic extinction about the year 603. While the
forces of Cadvan, King of North \\'ales, engaged those
of the pagan and usurping Edilfrid of Northumbria,
the monks were assembled on an eminence a short
distance from the place of conflict. "The two
armies", says Lingard, "met in the vicinity of Ches-
ter. On the summit of a neighbouring hill, Edilfrid

espied an imarmed crowd, the monks of Bangor, who,
like Moses in the wilderness, had hoped by their

prayers to determine the fate of battle. 'If they
pray', exclaimed the |)agan, 'they fight against us';

and he ordered a detachment of his army toput (liem

to the sword. . . . Chester wiis taken, and Bangor
(monastery) demolished. The scattered ruins dem-
onstrated to subsequent generations the extent of

that celebrated monastery" (Hist. Engl., II, OO).

He adds in a note: "The number of monks slain on
the hill is generally said to have been twelve hundred;
but St. Bede observes that others besides the monks
had as.sembled to pray. He supposes t hat the victory

of Edilfrid fulfilled the predictions of Augustine."
The monastery of Bangor (Benchor) near the

Menai Straits owed its origin to St. Daniel, the fellow

disciple of St. Iltut. The place chosen was near the
arm of the sea that divides .\ngle.sey from Wales,
where a city was soon afterwards built by King
Mailgo, the same who undertook to defray the charges
of St. David's funeral. Of the luimber of religious we

have no information; l)ul judging from the other
monasteries of this period in Wales, \o('ations must
have been plentiful. The lolo MS. (p. 556) tells us
that there were ,3000 saints [monks] at Iltyd; 2000 in

St. Dubricius's monastery on the banks of the Wye;
1000 in Llancarvan; 500 in St. David's monastery,
Menevia; 50fX) in 'Tathara monastery in Caerwnt;
1000 in Elvan monastery, Glastonburs'; and 1(XK) in

that of St. Teilo, Llandatf. St. Daniel, the founder
who had been ordained by St. Dubricius, died about
the year 545, and was buried in the Isle of Bardsey
in the Atlantic near the extreme point of Carnarvon-
shire. The soil of this island is hallowed by the
remains of 20,000 saints (monks) biu'ied there. (See
Alban Butler, XI, 246.)

The monastery of Lianelwy (St. Asaph) in the vale
of Cl\\'yd was fourided by St. Kentigern, Bishop of

Glasgow, who having been forced to quit his see
during the usuq^ation of Prince Rydderch's throne by
one of the hitter's rebellious nobles, took refuge in

Wales, where, after visiting St. David at Menevia, he
received from a Welsh prince a grant of land for the
erection of a monastery. In the course of time his

community numbered about 995. These he divided
into three companies; two, who were unlearned, were
employed in agriculture and domestic offices; the
third, which was made up of the learned, devoted their

time to study and apostolic labours, and numbered up-
wards of three hundred. These again were divided
into two choirs, one of which always entered the
church as the others left, so that the praises of "God
to all hours resounded in their mouths" (Britannia
Sancta, I, 273). On the restoration of Rydderch in

544, St. Kentigern was recalled to his see and left

the government of his monastery and school to St.

Asaph, his favourite scliolar, whose name was after-

wards conferred upon the church and diocese.

St . Dubricius's monast ic schools were at Hentlan and
Mochrhes on the River Wye. This saint had been
consecrated first Archbishop of LlandaiT by St.

Germanus about the year 444, and was afterwards
appointed Archbishop of Caerleon, which dignity he
resigned to St. David in 522 (.\lban Butler, XI,
245). He erected two great monastic schools, where
St. Samson, St. Thelian (Teilo), and many other
eminent saints and prelates were trained in virtue and
sacred learning. It is said that he had 1000 scholars

with liim for years at a time.

St. David, liis successor at Caerleon, founded twelve
monasteries, one at Glastonbury, having, according to

an ancient MS., a thousand monks. In all these
foundations he contrived to combine the hard work
of the scholar and the equally hard labours of the
monk. Ploughing and grammar succeeded each
other by turns.

Tlie course of studies at Llaniltyd (and this also

applies to the other monasteries) included Latin,

Greek, rhetoric, philosoiihy, th(H)logy, and mathe-
matics. These were taught at Llaniltyd with .so

much success that it was looked \ipon as tlie first

college in Britain (Cambria Sacra, pj). 436, 437).

The Cambro-British monks led a hard and austere

life. "Knowing", says Capgrave (1514), "that secure

rest is the nourisher of all vices [the .abbot] subjected

t he .shoulders of his monks to hard wearisomeness ....
They detested riches and they liad no cattle to

till their ground, but each one was instead of an ox to

himself .and his brethren. When they had done their

field work, returning to the cloisters of their mona.s-

tery, they spent the rest of tlie day till evening in

reading and writing. .\nd in the evening at the

soimd of the bell, |)resently laying aside their work,
and le.aving even a letter \mfinishe(l, they went to the

church and remained there till the stars appeared, and
then all went together to table to eat, but not to ful-

ness. Their food was bread with roots or herbs,

seasoned with salt, and they quenched their thir.st
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with milk luiiiplcd with wator. Supprr boinp; ondrd
lliry pt'isovcrod about Ihrrc hours in watching, prayer
and gonuHpxions. After this they went to rest and at

eoek crowing rose again, and abode in prayer till the
dawn of day. Their only clothing w:i.s the skin of

beasts."
At Llan-Tewenec, the mon.astic habit was a goat's

skin worn over a hair shirt; the fare, a little barley
bread, with water and a decoction of boiled herbs.

Sundays and feast days were distinguished by cheese
and shell-fish, while a brief repose was taken on tlie

bare earth, or the bark of trees for a bed with a stone
for pillow. In this wise were trained saints and
eminent scholars to carry as apostles the light of

the Faith to Brittany, the Orkneys, and other distant
lands.

Cambria Sacra; Tola MSS.. ed.Wn.LiAS.ls (Llandovors', 1848);
Usher. .intujuUies of the Britisn Church: Capgrave, Letjenda
Sanctorum Anglicc; Anderdox, Britain's Earhj Faith; Rees,
Lires of the Cambro-British Saints; Butler, Lives of the Saints;
Mon'talembert, Monks of the West.

P. J. Chandlery.

Welte, Bentcdict, exegete, b. at. Ratzenried in

Wiirteniberg, 2.5 Xovember, 1S2.5; d. 27 May, 1SS.5.

After .studying at Ttibingen and Bonn, where he
made .special studies in the exegesis of the Old Testa-
ment and in Oriental languages, he was ordained
priest when twenty-eight years old. Soon after this

he became assistant lecturer at Tiibingen, and in 1840
regular professor of Old Testament exegesis. During
the next two decades Welte was remarkably active in

literary work connected with his favourite subject.
This, indeed, more than the class-room was the field of

his Ufe's achievements. An extensive familiarity
with Oriental tongues, a talent for thorough researcli,

and a clear, preci.se diction were his special qualifica-

tions. Ilepubhshedat Freiburg, in 1S40, "Histori,sch-
kritische Einleitung in die hi. Schriften des alfen Tes-
tament es". Much of the material for this work had
been gathered by his predecessor, Herbst, who left a
request that Welte shoukl finish and edit his notes.

It cost the latter great labour, for he was not in sym-
pathy with the method of Herbst; and at times found
it necessary to append his own views and arguments.
The second part of the same work began to appear in

1842. Two years later, a third volume, completing
the task, published as "Specielle Einleitung in die
deutero-canonischen Blieher des alten Testamentes"
came from the pen of Welte alone. Before this, in

1841, the translation of Ciorium's .Armenian biography
of St. Mesrob appeared in the university annual pub-
lication. In the same year he wrote "Naclimosa-
isches im Pentateuch", contending that there was no
post-Mosaic matter in the Pentateuch. His explana-
tion and translation of the Book of Job was published
at Freiburg, 1S49. Meanwhile, in company with the
orientalist Wetzer. he had begun his real Ufe-work.
Together they edited the 12 volumes of the "Kirehen-
lexikon", an encyclopedia of Catholic theology- and its

allied sciences. To this work Welte himself con-
tributed 200 articles, and his literary activity closed
with the completion of the encyclopedia. This was
due partly to the duties of a canon's office which he
assumed, 22 May, 1857, at the cathedral of Rotten-
burg, and partly to an incurable di,sea.«e of the eyes.
This affliction, and thestill greatersuffering because of
inactivity, did not diminish in the least the simple
childlike piety of this scholarly priest.

HrRTEH, Nomendatar, III. 1 268; KxABENSArEK, Com. in librum
Job.

John M. Fox.

Wenceslaus CV^aclav, Vacerlav), Saint, duke,
martyr, and patron of Bohemia, b. probablv 003; d.
at Alt-Bunzlau, 28 Sept., 9.3.5. His parents were
Duke Wratislaw, a Christian, and Dragomir, a
heathen. He received a good Chri.stian education

from his grandmother (St. I.udniilla) and at Budweia.
After the death of Wratislaw, Dragomir, acting as
regent, opposed Christianity, and Wenceslaus, being
urged by the people, took the reins of government.
He placed his duchy under the protection of Cermany,
introduced Cierman priests, and favoured the Latin
Rite instead of the old Slavic whicli had gone into
disuse in many places for want of priests. Wences-
laus had taken the \-ow of virginity and was known
for his virtues. The Emperor Otto I conferred on him
the regal dignity and title. For religious and national
motives, and at the instigation of Dragomir, Wences-
laus was murdered by his brother Boleslaw. The
body, hacked to pieces, was buried at the place of mur-
der, but three years later Boleslaw, liaving repented
of his deed, ordered its translation to the Church
of St. Vitus in Prague. The gathering of his relics

is noted in the calendars on 27 June, their translation
on 4 March (Acta SS., March, I, 298); his feast is

celebrated on 28 September.
The principal authority on the life of St. Wenceslaus is Chris-

tian OF Skala (.son of Boleslaw and monk of Brevnov, near
Prague). Much has been written against the authenticity of this
Vila, on which see Anal. Boll., XXV. 124, 512. Many other
legends have appeared, see Emler in Fontes rerum bohemicarum, I

(Prague, 1873). 125; Bctler. Lives of the Sainis; Acta SS.. June
VII, 222.

Francis Mershman.

Wendelin of Trier, Saint, b. about .554; d. prob-
ably in 017. His earUest biographies, two in Latin
and two in German, did not appear until after 1417.
Their narrative is the following: Wendelin was the
son of a Scotti.sh king; after a piously .spent youth he
secretly left his home on a pilgrimage to Rome. On
his way back he settled as a hermit in Westricht in the
Diocese of Trier. When a great landowner blamed
him for his idle Ufe he entered this lord's service as a
herdsman. Later a miracle obliged this lord to allow
him to return to his solitude. Wendelin then estab-
lished a company of hermits from which sprang the
Benedictine Abbey of Tholey. He was consecrated
abbot about .597, according to the later legends.

Tholey was apparently founded as a collegiate body
about 630. It is difficult to say how far the later

biographers are trustworthy. Wendelin was buried
in his cell, and a cliapel was built over the grave. The
small town of St. \\'endel grew up nearby. The
saint's intercession was powerful in times of pestilence

and contagious diseases among cattle. When in 1320
a pestilence was checked through the intercession of

the saint, Archbishop Baldwin of Trier had the chapel
rebuilt. Baldwin's successor, Boemund II, built the
present beautiful Gothic church, dedicated in 1360
and to which the .saint's relics were transferred; since
1.506 they have rested in a stone sarcophagus. Wen-
delin is the patron .saint of country people and herds-
men and is still venerated in Germany, Austria, and
Switzerland. He is represented in art as a youth, or

as a bearded man, with a shepherd's bag and a book
in one hand and a shepherd's crook in the other; about
him feed Iambs, cattle, and swine, while a crown and a
shield are placed at his feel. St. Wendelin is not
mentioned in the Roman MartjTology, but his feast

is observed in the Diocese of Trier on 22 October.
Ada SS.. October. IX. 342-51; Mohr. Die Hriligm der

DioTPsr Trier (Trier, 18!>2); Leskeh. SI. Wcndelinus (Donatl-
worth. isns): ZtRCHEH. Si. Wendelinus-Buch (Menzingen, 1903).

Klemens Loffler.
Wends. See Slavs, The.

Weninger, Francis Xavier, Jesuit missionary
and .author, b. at Wildhaus, Stvria, Austria, 31 Oct.,

180.5; d. at Cincinnati, O., 29 June, 1888. When
already a priest and doctor of theology, he joined the
Society of Jesus in 1832 .and in 1841 was sent to Inns-

bruck, where he taught theology, history, and He-
brew. As the Revolution of 1848 impeded his further

usefulness at home, he left Europe and went to the
United States. During forty years he visited almost
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every state of the I'nion, preaching to vast multi-
tudes in Enghsh, French, or German, as best suited

the nationahty of his hearers. In the year 1854 alone
he delivered nearly a thousand sermons, and in 1864
he preached about forty-five missions. His zeal also

prompted Father Weninger to win souls with the pen
and he published forty works in German, sixteen in

English, eight in French, three in Latin. Among his

principal works are: "Manual of the Catholic Re-
ligion" (Ratisbon, 1858); "Easter in Heaven" (Cin-

cinnati, 1862); "Sermons" (Mainz, 1881-86).
Woodstock- Letlers, XVIII, 43-68; Hchter, Nomenclator, III,

1217 aqq.

A. C. Cotter.

Wenrich of Trier, German ecclesiastico-political

writer of the eleventh century. He was a canon at

Verdun, and afterwards scholasticus at Trier. Sige-

bert of Gerabloux (P. L., CXL, 584 sq.) calls him also

Bishop of Vercelli, but the early documents of the

diocese leave no place for him in the list of bishops.

Wenrich is the author of an able controversial treatise

on behalf of Henry IV during his struggle with
Gregory VII (see Investitures, Conflict op). It was
probably written in the summer of 1081 , at the urgency
of Bishop Dietrich of Verdun, to whom it has also been
ascribed. The form is that of an open letter to the
pope; the tone is friendly, as though what he had to

say was painful to the author. Wenrich disputes the
efficiency of the emperor's excommunication (1080),
opposes the law of cehbacy promulgated by the pope,
condemns the inciting of the people against the em-
peror, defends investitures by texts of Scripture and
the history of the Church, upbraids Gregory for being
an accomplice in the setting up of a rival king, and
reminds the pope that he himself has been accused of

unlawful striving after the papal dignity, and even of

the use of force to attain this end. A reply was WTit-

ten by Mannegold of Lautenbach.
Wenricus, Epislota sitb The^dorici episcopi Virdunensis no-

mine conscripta in A/on. Germ, Hist.: Libelli de lite imperalorum et

pontificum. I (Hanover, 1891), 280-99; Mever von Knonau,
JahTbiicher der deutschen Gesch. unter Heinrich IV. u. V., Ill
(Leipzig, 1900), 406-15; Miubt. Die PubUzistik im Zeitalter

GregoTS VII (Leipzig, 1894), passim.

Klemens Loffler.

Werburgh (Wereburga, Wereburg, Verbourg),
Saint, Benedictine, patroness of Chester, Abbess of

Weedon, Trentham, Hanbury, Minster in Sheppey,
and Ely, b. in Staffordshire early in the seventh cen-

tury; d. at Trentham, 3 Feb., 699 or 700. Her
mother was St. Ermenilda, daughter of Ercombert,
King of Kent, and St. Sexburga, and her father,

Wulfhere, son of Penda, the fiercest of the Mercian
kings. St. Werburgh thus united in her veins the
blood of two very difTcrent races: one fiercely cruel

and pagan; the other a tjiie of gentle valour and
Christian sanctity. In her, likewise, centred the
royal blood of all the chief Saxon kings, while her
father on the assassination of his elder brother Peada,
who had been converted to Christianity, succeeded to

the largest kingdom of the heptarchy. Whether
Wulfhere was an obstinate pagan who delayed his

promised conversion, or a relapsed Christian, is con-
troverted, but the legend of the terrible and unnatu-
ral crime which has lieen imputed to him by some
writers must here be dismissed on the authority of ;dl

earlier and contemporary chroniclers, as the Bolland-
ists have pointed out. The martyrs, Sts. Wulfald
and Rufhn, were not sons of Wulfhere and St. Er-
menilda, nor victims of that king's tyranny. Er-
menilda at once won the hearts of her subjects, and
her zeal bore fruit in the conversion of many among
them, while her influence on the passionate character
of her husband changed him into a model Christian
king. Werburgh inherited her mother's tempera-
ment and gifts. On account of her beauty and grace
the princess was eagerly sought in marriage, chief

among her suitors being Werebode, a headstrong

warrior, to whom Wulfhere was much indebted; but
the constancy of Werburgh overcame all obstacles so
that at length she obtained her father's consent to
enter the Abbey of Ely, which had been founded by
her great-aunt, St. Ethieldreda, and the fame of which
was widespread.

Wulfhere did not long survive his daughter's con-
secration. On his death, St. Ermenilda took the veil

at Ely, where she eventually succeeded her mother,
St. Sexburga, as abbess. Kenred, Werburgh's
brother, being a mere child at his father's death, his

uncle Ethelred succeeded to the throne. This king in-

vited St. Werburgh to assume the direction of all the
monasteries of nuns in his dominion, in order that she
might bring them to that high level of discipHne and
perfection which had so often edified him at Ely. The
saint with some difficulty consented to sacrifice the
seclusion she prized, and undertook the work of re-

forming the existing Mercian monasteries, and of

founding new ones which King Ethelred generously
endowed, namely, Trentham and Hanbury, in Staf-

fordshire, and Weedon, in Northamptonshire. It had
been the privilege of St. Werburgh to be trained by
saints; at home by St. Chad (afterwards Bishop of

Lichfield), and by her mother, and in the cloister by
her aunt and her grandmother. Her position worked
no change in the himiility which had always char-

acterized her, so that in devotedness to all committed
to her care she seemed rather the servant than the
mistress. Her sole thought was to excel her sisters in

the practice of religious perfection. God rewarded
her childlike trust by many miracles, which have made
St. Werburgh one of the best known and loved of the
Saxon saints. That of the stolen goose appealed
most to the popular imagination. The story, im-
mortalized in the iconography of St. Werburgh, re-

lates that by a simple command she banished a flock

of wild geese that was working havoc in the cornfields

of Weedon, and that since then none of these birds

has been seen in those parts. She was also endowed
with the gifts of prophecy and of reading the secrets

of hearts. Knowing how devoted her different com-
munities were to her and how each would endeavour
to secure the possession of her body after death, she

determined to forestall such pious rivalry by choosing
Hanbury as her place of burial. But the nuns of the
monastery of Trentham determined to keep the re-

mains. "They not only refused to deliver them to those

who came from Hanbury, but they even locked up the
coffin in a crypt and set a guard to watch it. The
people of Hanbury sent out anew a large party to make
good their claims. Reaching Trentham at midnight
all the bolts and bars yielded at their touch, while the
guards were overpowered by sleep and knew not that

the coffin was being carried to Hanbury.
So numerous and marvellous were the cures worked

at the saint's tomb that in 708 her body was solemnly
translated to a more conspicuous place in the church,

in presence of her brother, Kenred, who had now suc-

ceeded King Ethelred. In spite of having been nine
years in the tomb, the body was intact. So great was
the impression made on Kenred that he resolved to

resign his crown and followed in his sister's footsteps.

In 875, through fear of the Danes and in order to show
greater honour to the saint, the bodv was removed to

Chester. The Church of St. Peter and St. Paul, on
the site of the present cathedral of Chester, w-as re-

dedicated to St. \A'erburgh and St. Oswald, most
probably in the reign of Athelstan. The great Leo-
fric. Earl of Mercia (who was likewise styled Earl of

Chester), and his wife, Liidy (!odiv:i. repaired and en-

larged the church, and in lOO.'i, Hugh Lupus, Earl of

Chester, richly endowed the abbe\- and its church.

By the instrumentality of this noble, Chester, which
had been in the hands of secular canons, became a
great Beneflictine abbey, the name of St. Anselm,
then a monk at Bee, being associated with this trans-
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formation. The abbey possessed such immense in-

fluence and position that at the time of the suppres-

sion under Henry VIII the Earl of Derby was the

abbot's seneschal. In the vast wave of iconoclasm

that swept over the oountry in that tjTant's reign the

cathedral was sacked by apostates who scattered St.

Werburgh's relics. Fragments of the shrine were
used as the base of an episcopal throne. Many of the

labels and figures had been mutilated, and while

restoring them the workman by mistake placed female
heads on male shoulders and vice versa. Only thirty

of the original figures remain, four having been lost.

Later all these fragments were removed to the we.«t

end of the south choir aisle, where they have been
placed nearly in the original position of the shrine, which
is 10 feet high. St. Werburgh's feast is celebrated on
3 February.

Acta SS., I Feb.; Br.iD8Haw. Metrical Hohj Lj/fe and Hislory

of Saynt Werburge, etc., ed. Hawkins Cprintrd in facsimile for

the Chetham Societ.v, 1S48); Butler. Lines of the Saints (Lon-
don, 1S33): DuGDALE, Monasticon anglicanum (London, 1846);
DuNBAB. Diet, of Saintly Women (London, 1905), s. v.; Hiatt,
Chester. The Cathedral and See (London, 1898) ; Leland, Collec-

tanea (London, 1770); Lewis, Topographical Diet, of England
(London, 1831), s. v.; Nova legenda Angliee, ed. Horstman (Ox-
ford, 1901): Spelman, Hist, and Fate of Sacrilege (London,
1895); Tanner, Notitia Monast. (London, 1744).

SisTEE Gertrude Casanova.

Werden (Werthina, Werda, Werdena), a sup-
pressed Benedictine monastery near Essen in Rhenish
Prussia, founded in 799 by St. Ludger, its first abbot,
on the site of the present city of Werden. The little

church which St. Ludger built here in honour of St.

Stephen was completed in S04 and dedicated by St.

Ludger liimself, who had meanwhile become Bishop
of MUnster. Upon the death of St. Ludger, 26
March, 809, the abbacy of Werden went by inherit-

ance first to his younger brother Hildigrini I (S09-

827), then successively to four of his nephews: Ger-
fried (827-839), Thiadgrim (ruled less than a year),

Altfried (839-848), Hildigrim II (849-887). Under
Hildigrim I, also Bishop of Chdlons-sur-Marne, the

new monastery of Helmstadt in the Diocese of Hal-
berstadt was founded from Werden. It was ruled

over by a provost, and remained a dependency of

Werden till its secularization in 1803. Gerfried and
Altfried were also bishops of Miinster. The latter

is the author of the oldest life of St. Ludger (ActaSS.,
Ill, March, 641-6,50; P. L., XCIX, 76&-90). The
Abbots Thiadgrim and Hildigrim II were bishops of

Halberstadt. Under the latter, the abbey church,

begun by St. Ludger, was completed in 87.5, and
solemnly dedicated to Our Saviour by Archbishop
Willibert of Cologne, to whose archdiocese the mon-
astery of Werden belonged. Under Hildigrim II the

monastery, which up to that time had been the prop-
erty of the family of St. Ludger, obtained on 22 May,
877, the right of free abbatial election and immunity.
Henceforth the abbots of Werden were imperial

princes and had a seat in the imperial diets. In 1130
the monastery of Liesborn was recruited with monks
from Werden, replacing the nuns who had given up
the regular life. The abbey church of Werden, de-

stroyed by fire in 12.56, was rebuilt in the late Roman-
esque style (12.56-7.5). Thereafter the monastery
began to decline to such an extent that under Abbot
Conrad von Gleichen (14.54-74), a married lajTnan,

the whole community consisted of but three, who had
divided the possessions of the abbey among them-
selves. After a complete reform, instituted in 1477,

by Abbot Adam von Eschweiler of the Bursfeld Union
(see Bcrsfeld, Abbey of), Werden continued in a
flourishing condition until its secularization by the
Pru.ssian Government in 1.S02. The church, which
was restored in 18.52, contains the sarcophagus of St.

Ludger. The monastery buildings are now used as a
penitent i.ary. Two of the 74 abbots who niled over
Werden, namely, Ludger, its founder, and Bardo,
who died in 10.51 as Archbishop of Mainz, are hon-

oured as saints. Werden was one of the richest ab-
beys in Germany. Its jurisdiction extended over
about five square miles and it owned nearly all the
land and the villages within that territory, besides
some possessions beyond it.

Jacobs. Gesch. der Pfarreien im Gebiete des ehemaligen Stifles
Werden (2 vols., Dusseldorf, 1893^); Idem, Werdener Annalen
(Dusseldorf. 1896); Schunken, Gesch. der Rrirhsnhiri Werden
(Neuss, 1865): Effmann, Die karnlingisch-nll I. /,',,,,„ zu
Werden (Slrasshurg, 1899); Kotzsc-hkf, !)> ! Stadt
WVrrfm (Bonn. 1906); Bendel, Die rtf^-rrn (,; . . :< ufsch.
Herrscher far die ehemalige Bcnediktineruhtei It --. i- u iu . . ; Ruhr
(Bonn, 1908). Since 1891 the Werdener Hist. Vircin ia issiung
Beitrage zur Gesch. des Stifles Werden (Bonn, 1909). fasc. 13
the same society is preparing a complete roll-book of the Stifl
Werden.

Michael Ott.

Werner, Friedrich Ludwig Zacharias, coftvert,

poet, and pulpit orator, b. at Konigsberg, Prussia, 18
November, 1768; d. at Vienna, 17 February, 1823.
When sixteen years old he attended lectures on law
and political economy at the University of Konigs-
berg, and at the same time was a zealous disciple of
Kant. He received an appointment as clerk in the
War Office, which post he retained for twelve years,
residing at Konigsberg and other cities, lastly at War-
saw. During this era the poet, who from his youth
had led a dissipated life, was married and divorced
three times. During the years 1801-04 he lived at
Konigsberg in order to take care of his mother, who
had lost her mind ; she died on 24 February, 1804, and
on the same day his friend INInioch also died at War-
saw. This day of double sorrow provided him with
the title of his best known tragedy, "Der 24.Februar".
The next year Werner was transferred to Berlin as a
confidential clerk. While there he devoted himself
entirely to poetry. In 1807 he began a period of
wandering, finally going to Rome, where he "re-
nounced his erroneous beliefs" and was received into
the Church (19 April, 1810). After this event his life

flowed somewhat more smoothly. He studied the-
ology and was ordained priest in the seminary of
Aschaffenburg on 14 June, 1814. In August of the
same year he went to Vienna, where the historic con-
gress was then assembled. 'The peculiarities both of
his personality and of his sermons attracted great
attention. From 1816 to 1817 he hved with a Polish
count in Podolia, then returned to Vienna and lived
in the hou.se of the archbishop. Count von Hohen-
warth. In 1821 he entered the novitiate of the Re-
demptorists, but soon left it, owing to failing health.
He was able to preach, however, a fortnight before
his death.
Werner undoubtedly possessed great dramatic

talent, but he lacked self-control, and produced no
work of lasting merit. The most important, besides
the tragedy already mentioned, are: "Vermischte
Gedichte" (1789), "Die Sohne des Tales" (1803),
"Das Kreuz an der Ostsee" (1806). To counter-
balance the effect of his "Martin Luther" (1807), he
wrote, after his conversion, "Die Weihe der Unkraft

"

(1814). During this latter period of his life, also, he
wrote "Die Mutter der Makkabaer", a tragedy in

which a beautiful tribute is paid to his mother in the
principal character. His sermons were not published
until 1840.

ScHUTZ. Biographic u. Charakteristik nebsl OriginalmilteilunO
aus Werners Tagsbuehern. in the Collected Works of Weryier. XIV.
XV; Rosenthal. Konrrrtilenbilder; Dt:NT2ER. Zrrei Bekehrte—
Zacharias Werner und Sophie ron Schardt. 187S; Minor, Schick-
sat-^tragodie in ihren Hauptrertretern (1883): Innerkofler, Eiri
daterreichiscber Reformator, der hi. Klemens Hofbauer (1910), gives
an account of Werner's labours at Vienna.

N. SCHEID.

Werner, Karl. See Austro-Hungarian Mon-
archy.

Wesdin, Philip. See Paulinus a S. Hartholo-
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Wesley, John and Ch.uiles, and Wesleyanism.
Si'o Methodism.

Wessel Goesport (Gansfort), John, a fifteenth-

century Dutch theologian, b. at Groningen in 1420; d.

there on 4 Oct., 14S9. He was educated at Zwoile
and hved in the seminary of the Brothers of the

Common Life. From 1449 he studied at the Univer-
.sity of Cologne, and gi-aduated master of arts there.

In 14.56-7 he was temjjorary professor of arts at the

University of Heidelberg. About the beginning of

14.58 he went to Paris, intending to induce two cele-

brated teachers from the Netherlands, then lecturing

at Paris, to change from Formalism to Realism, which
he advocated zealously. He himself, however, was
converted to Formalism, and then adopted Nominal-
ism, to which he afterwards adhered. His stay at

Paris lasted probably until 147.3; he left very likely

because of the edict issued in that year by Louis XI
against Nominalism. He then spent some time in

1474 at Venice, and apparently at Basle, after which
he returned home and devoted himself in quiet to

learning. He spent the greater part of his last years

alternately in several monasteries. Though he re-

mained a layman, he was interested mainly in theo-

logical questions. A selection from his writings,
" Farrago rerum theologicarum", was issued at Zwoile,

probably in 1.521 (reprint at Wittenberg, 1522, and
Basle, 1522, this latter containing a commendatory
preface by Luther). The Baste edition included

several letters to and from Wessel. Shortly after

1521 Wessel published at Zwoile; "De Sacra-

mento EucharistiEB et audienda missa"; "De oratione

et modo orandi " ;
" De causis incarnat ionis " . A com-

plete edition of his works appeared at Groningen in

1614, with a biographical sketch by the Protestant
preacher Albert flardenberg.

Protestants usually regard Wessel as a precursor
of Luther. The first publication of the "Farrago
rerum theologicarum" was the work of Protestants,

who presented in it a collection of extracts which
seemed to favour Protestantism. This judgment,
maintained in modern times by L^Umann, is one-sided

and exaggerates Wessel's deviations from the teaching

of the Church. True his theology contains dogmatic
errors, some of which were taught later by Luther.
He denies the infallible office of teaching of the
Church, and the infallibility of the pope and the

oecumenical councils. He disputes the right of

ecclesiastical superiors to give commands that bind
under sin. He emphasizes too strongly the subjec-

tive activity of the faithful in sharing the fruits of

Communion and of the Sacrifice of the Mass (opus
operantis), so that the objective working of the sacra-

ment (opus operatum) seems to be impaired. In the
Sacrament of Penance he acknowledges the priestly

ab-solution, but denies its judicial character. He
rejects satisfaction as a part of the sacrament, holding
that with the remission of sins the temporal punish-
ment is also remitted. He regards an indulgence as

a merely external release from canonical punishments
and censures; in his opinion, purgatory serves not to

punish temporally sins remitted in this world, but
only to purify souls from inordinate desires, and from
venial sins. Yet in those jioints which touch the
fundamental doctrines of the Reformers, We.ssel

stands entirely on Catliolic ground. He teaches the
freedom of the will, justification not by faith alone but
by faith active in love, the meritorious character of

good works; the rule of faith as formed by the Scrip-

tures and Tradition; he acknowledges the primacy of

the pope, the efficacy of the Sacraments ex o/)crc

operalo, Transubstantiation by the priestly con.secra-

tion, the sacrificial rliaractcr of the Holy KucharisI,
and holds firmly to the veneration of the Bles.scd

Virgin. Such being the char.-iclcr of his theology,
he cannot be regarded as a i)recursor of the Reforma-

tion. He never thought of separating from theChurch
and he died a Catholic. During his lifetime he was
never taken to task by the Inquisition. In the six-

teenth century his writings, however, were placed on
the Index of forbidden books on account of their

errors.
Ullmann, Reformaloren vor iler Reformation. II (Gotha. 1866).

235-557, partisanlv Protestrmt; FniFDRirH, Johann Wessel
(Ratisbon, 1S62) ; PAHLns. Ueh.r W, .'(,

, ffLebcnvndLehre
in Der Katholik, II (1900), 11-J ', I o I '. 1 ,

-'.'iJ-247.

llilKLlUlCH LaUCHERT.

Wessenberg, Ignaz Heinrich von, Vicar-General
and Administrator of the Diocese of Constance, b. at

Dresden, 4 November, 1774; d. at Constance, 9
August, 1860. He studied at Augsburg, Dillingen,

Wiirzburg, and \'ienna. At the age of eighteen

he was already

canon at Con-
stance, A u g s -

burg, and Basle,

and in 1S02.

when still a sub-
deacon, he be-

came Vicar-Gen-
eral of Prince-

Primate Dalbcrg
for the Diocese of

Constance. Not
until 1812, when
he was thirty-

eight years old,

did he accept

priest's orders.

\\'essenberg was
entirely unfit for

the position.
Though a man of

extensive knowl-
edge, he was not a
profound scholar and his theological training was very
deficient. Imbued from his early youth with Joseph-
inistic and Febronian principles, he ad\ocated a Ger-
man National Church, somewhat loosely connected
with Rome, supported by the State and protected by
it against papal interference.

Before he became vicar-general he had ventilated
his liberaUstic views of religion and the Church in a
work entitled "Der Geist des Zeitalters" (Ziirich,

1801). In 1802 he founded the monthly review
" Geistliche Monatsschrift ", which he edited and used
as a medium to spread his ideas of false religious en-
lightenment. The protests against this review were
such that Dalberg ordered its suspension on 25 May,
1804. It was replaced by the "Konstanzer Pastoral-
archiv", which was less offensive and continued to be
published annually in two volumes till 1S27. For the
realization of his pet plans of a National German
Church Wessenberg made futile efforts at the council
which Napoleon convened in Paris in 1811 and at the
Congress of Vienna in 1815.

In the Swiss portion of the Diocese of Constance
Wessenberg's innovations aroused great dissatisfac-

tion. His abolition of v;irious holy days of obligation
in the cantons of Aargau and St. Gall in 1806; his co-
operation with the (Jovernment of Lucerne in the
suppression of mona.steries; his orders in case of mixed
marriages (1808) to permit the male offspring to be
brought up in the religion of the father, the female in

the religion of the mother; and especially his many
matrimonial anil other dispensations that exceeded
his competence induced Testiferrata, the papal nun-
cio at Lucerne, to call him to account, but Wessenberg
insisted that nothing had been done which exceeded
tlie jurisdiction of the Bisho|> of Constance, giving
Testiferrata at the same time to understand that he
did not recognize the papal nunciature of Lucerne.
After various requests from the Catholics of Switzer-

Ignaz Heinrich von Wessenbekq
From a contemporary print
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land, Pius VII put an end to Wessenberg's reforma-
tory plans in that part of the diocese by severing the
Swiss cantons from the Diocese of Constance, in a
Brief of 21 October, 1S14. On 2 November of the
same year the pope ordered Dalberg to depose Wes-
senbcrg without delay from the office of vicar-general.

Dalberg kept the pope's order secret, though in the
beginning of ISlo he tem])orarily replaced Wessen-
berg as vicar-general by Canon von Roll for private

reasons. In the summer of 1815 he requested the
Government of Baden to appoint VVessenberg his

coadjutor with the right of succession. The Govern-
ment acceded to Dalberg's wish, but Rome refused to

recognize the coadjutorship. In the same year Wes-
senberg published anonymously a notorious anti-

papal treatise entitled "Die deutsche Kirche. Ein
Vorschlag zu ihrer neuen Bcgriindung und Einrich-

tung". It is a plea for his scheme of a German
National Church, and suggests detailed plans as to its

organization. On 17 Feb., 1817, seven days after the
death of Dalberg, the Chapter of Constance elected

Wessenberg as vicar of the chapter and administrator
of the diocese, but his election was invalidated bv
Pius VII in a Brief of 15 March, 1817. In July Wes-
senberg went to Rome, hoping to gain the pope to his

side and return as primate of his projected German
Church or, at least, as Bishop of Constance. He was
kindly received by Consalvi, the secretary of state,

but was told that, before the pope would enter into

anj' negotiations with him, he would have to resign

as administrator and, like Fenelon, make a declara-
tion to the effect that he disapproved all that the pope
disapproves. Refusing to submit to these conditions,

he left Rome and with the approval of the Govern-
ment of Baden continued to act as administrator of

Constance until 1827, in open disobedience to the
pope. Pius VII suppressed the Diocese of Con-
stance in his Bull, "Provida soUersque", of 16 Aug.,
1821, incorporating it in the newly erected Archdio-
cese of Freiburg, whose first archbishop, Bernard Boll,

was appointed in 1827. It must be said to the credit

of We.ssenberg that during his administration he ren-
dered some .services to the Church. Among these are
especially noteworthy his deep solicitude for a better
training and stricter disciphne of the clergj' and his

insistence on regular Sunday sermons in parish
churches and semi-weekly religious instructions in the
state schools. After his retirement in 1827 he gave
vent to his anti-papal sentiments and spread his

rationalistic \news on religion and the Church by vari-

ous treatises and by frequent contributions to the
anti-religious review, "Die freimiithigen Blatter"
(Constance, 1830-44). His chief literary productions
are: "Die gros,sen Kirchenversammlungen des 15. und
16. Jahrhimderts in Beziehung auf Kirchenver-
besserung" (4 vols., Constance, 1840, 2nd ed., 1845),
extremely anti-papal (cf. Hefele, in "Tiibinger Quar-
talschrift ", 1841, 616 sq.); "Die Stellung des rom-
ischen Stuhles gegeniiber dem Geiste des 19. Jahr-
hunderts" (Zurich, 18.33); "Die Risthumssynode
und die Erfordemisse und Bedingungen einer heil-

Bamen Herstellung derselben" (Freiburg, 1849). The
last-named two works were placed on the Index. He
is also the author of a collection of poems (7 vols.,

Stuttgart, 1843-54).
Beck, Frnherr Ion, Ifeinrick v. Wessenberg. Sein Leben u.

Wirken (Freiburg, 1862; 2nd ed.. 1.874), panegjriral. wa-i placed
on the Index; Weech, Badischr Biogrnphien, II (Heidelberg.
187S), 4.52 sq.; Lauer, Cesch. dir kalholischen Kxrrhe in Baden
(Freiburg, 1908), passim, especially .51-71: BrOck. Gesrh. der
kalholischen Kirche in Deulschland im 19. Jahrhunderl. I (Maim,
1902), 150-60; Von Schclte in Allg. Deutsche Biographie, XI.II;
(Lcipiig, 1897), 147-57; Robch, Das religiSse Leben im Hohen-
lollern unler dem Einfiusse des Wcssenbergianismus 1800-1860
(Cologne, 1908).

Michael Ott.

Wessobrunn (WEssoocNTANrM, ad pontes Wes-
soNisi, a suppres.se<l Benedictine abbey near Weil-
helm in Upper Bavaria. It was founded aboiit 753

by Duke Tassilo and named after the duke's hunting
companion Wesso who discovered a well at the present
site of the monastery. It was colonized by monks
from Niederaltaich with Abbot Ilsung (758-799) at
their head. Under him was completed a church dedi-
cated to Sts. Peter and Paul and he took part in the
synod of Dingolfing in 770. His .successor Adelmar
(799-831 ) was present at the Council of Aachen in 817
and during his abbacy, Wessobrunn, which had origi-

nally belonged to the Diocese of Brixen, was joined to
the Diocese of Augsburg. In 9.55 the abbey was de-
stroyed by the Hungarians, on which occasion Abbot
Thiento and six of his monks suffered martyrdom,
while the remaining three fled to Andechs with the
sacred relics. The monastery was then occupied by
canons until 1065 in which year the provost Adalbero
restored the Rule of St. Benedict and governed as
abbot until his death in 1110. In the first year of his

abbacy the monastic church was rebuilt and was dedi-

cated by Bishop Embrico of Augsburg. Adalbero
was succeeded by Sigihard (1110-28), during whose
reign a separate church was built for the neighbouring
people, dedicated to St. John the Baptist in 1128.

Under Abbot Bl. Waltho (1129-57) Wessobrunn
enjoyed its first era of great spiritual and temporal
prosperity. By rearing various tasteful edifices he
gave the first impul.se to unusual architectural activity

and the cultivation of art for which Wes-sobrunn
became famous in subsequent times. During his

incumbency we find the earliest mention made of ,a

nunnery in connexion with the abbey. It was here
that Blessed Wulfhildis and the learned and pious
Diemoth lived and died under his guidance. (Con-
cerning him see "Monatsschrift des hist. Vereins von
Oberbayern", I, Munich, 1892, 55sq.) Thethreefol-
lowing centuries were periods of successive rise and
decline. In 1401 the abbots of Wessobrunn were
granted the right of pontifical insignia. A new era of

great prosperity began with the accession of Ulrich
Stocklin (143S-43), who had previously been a monk
at Tegernsec and acquired considerable fame as a
writer of sacred hymns. His rhj-med prayers are
highly finished and breathe a deep piety, though at

times owing to their excessive length they become
tedious. G. M. Dreves, who edited them in his "Ana-
lecta Hymnica", III, VI, and XXXVIII, styles him
"one of the most jjrolific rhvthmic poets of the later

Middle Ages". Abbot Heinrich Zach (1498-1508)
installed a printing press at the monastery, and Abbot
Georg I'ebelhor (1.598-1607) founded the famous
Wessobrunn school of stucco-work from which issued

the great masters Schmuzer (Matthias, Johann, Franz,

and Joseph) and Zimmermann (.Johann and Dominik).
Towards the end of the seventeenth century Abbot
Leonard Weiss (1671-96) began the rebuilding of the

church and monasterv- in larger dimensions. This abbot
was also instrumental in the formation of the Bavarian
Benedictine Congregation in 1684 and joined his

abbey toit. From thcsixteenth century to the seculari-

zation of Wessobrunn in 1803, its monks displayed a
continuous rare literary activity and some of them
acquired fame as authors and teachers in various

schools of Germany. Among the best known are:

the historians Stephan Leopolder (d, 1,532) and Coe-
lestin Leutner (d. 17.59); the theologians Thomas
Ringmayr (d. 16,52), Thomas Erhard (d. 1743), Vere-

mvmd Eisvogl (d. 1761), Alphon.se Campi (d. 1769),

Ulrich Mitfcrmayr (d. 1770), Virgil Sedlmayr (d.

1772), Sympert Schwarzhuber (d. 1795); the canonists

Ctregor Zallwein (q. v.; d. 1766) and Johann Klein-

mayern (the last Abbot of Wes.sobnmn, d. 1810); the

librarian and .scientist An.selm EUinger (d. 1816).

Among these, Leutner, Campi, Eisvogl, and Mitter-

niayr collaborated in the edition of a large concord-

ance of the Bible which was published at .Aug.sburg in

1751. .\f(i"r its .'ircuhirization in 1803 the abbey came
into the po.sscssion of a certain De Montot. In 1810
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the church was pulled down and used as building

material at the neighbouring town of Weilheim. The
remaining buildings were bought by Professor Sepp
of Munich in 1861 and since 1900 they have been the

property of Baron von Cramer-Klett.

Of special importance for the history of German liter-

ature is the "Wessobrunn Prayer" (Das Wessobrun-
ner Gebet), so called because it was discovered in a
manuscript at Wessobrunn. It is a Saxon poem,
copied in Bavaria c. 800, and is one of the earhest

literary remains of the German language. It appears

to have as its basis Psalm Ixxxix, 2, consists of

nine alliterative lines, and is probably a quotation,

from a lost BibUeal poem anterior to the "Heiland".
To the poem is loosely attached a short prayer in the

Bavarian dialect. It was edited by Miillenhoff-

Scherer, "Denkmaler deutscher Poesie und Prosa

No. I", and by Kogel, "Geschichte der deutschen
Literatur", I, I, 269-276.

Leutnek, HistoTia Monasterii Wessofontani (Augsburg, 1753);

FuGGER, Kloster Wessobrunn, ein Stuck CuUurgeschichte unseres

engeren Valerlandes (Munich, 1855) ; Hageb, Die BautdtigkHl und
Kunstpflege im Kloster Wessobrunn und die Wessobrunner Stuk'

katoren (Munich, 189.5), extract from Oberbayrisches Archiv fur

mterl&ndische Geschichte, XLVIII, 195-521; Li.ndner. Professbuch

ton Wessobrunn (Kempten, 1909); Schleglmann, Geschichte der

Sakularisation im rcchtsrheinischen Bayern, III, i (Ratiabon,

1906), 917-929.
Michael Ott.

Westcott, Sebastian, English organist, b. about
1.524, was a chorister, under Redford, at St. Paul's

Cathedral, London, and in 1550 became organist,

almoner, and master of the boys of that cathe-

dral. He retained his post at St. Paul's, under
Edward VI, Queen Mary, and Queen Ehzabeth, from
1550 to 1583, and this notwithstanding the fact that

he was an avowed protagonist of the ancient Faith, for

which he suffered deprivation and even imprisonment.

His chief title to fame rests on the many plays and
pageants, with music, which he produced for the delec-

tation of the English Court during a period of thirty-

three years, these plays being performed by the boys of

the cathedral school. So celebrated was he in this

respect that he is seldom mentioned by his surname
(Westcott), but almost invariably as "Master Sebas-

tian". Under Queen Mary this Cathohc organist

had the honour of arranging the music for the formal

restoration of the ancient Faith at St. Paul's, in Nov.,

1553, and he composed a "Te Deum" which was sung
on 9 Feb., 1554, on the suppression of Wyatt's rebel-

Uon. He also conducted the service for the reception

of Cardinal Pole on the first Sunday of Advent, 1554,

when the beautiful motet: "Te spectant Reginalde

Poh", by Orlando di Lassus, was sung. Di Lassus

was in England at this time, as was also Phihppe de
Monti, and both were probably present.

Under Ehzabeth, in 1559, Westcott refused to sub-

scribe to the new "articles", and was deprived of his

post, but owing to the favour of the queen was per-

mitted to retain it. Official documents from 1559 to

1.561 amply prove that "Master Sebastian" was well

paid for his musical and dramatic performances.

Rev. Dr. Nicholas Sander, in a report to Cardinal

Morone, in May, 1.561, highly praises Westcott At
length, in December, 1577, he was deprived by the

Protestant Bishop AUmer and imprisoned in the

Marshalsea as a Cathohc recusant. Evidently Queen
Elizabeth missed her customary Christmas plays by
the choristers of St. Paul's, and so .she ordered the re-

lease of Master Sebastian on 19 March, 1578. Even
(hiring the fierce persecution of the year 1.582 this

sturdy confe.s.sor-musician was allowed to continue in

office, but in 1583 his name disappears from official

records and he either resigned or died in that year.

His successor was appointed in 1584.
BiRT, Elizabethan Religious Settlement (Ixinilon, 1907); Grat-

tan-Flood, Master Sebastian in The Musical Antiquary (April,

1912).
W. H. Giuttan-Flood.

Westeraas, Ancient See of (Arosia, Arosien-
sisl, in Sweden. The Cathohc diocese included the

lans of Vestmanland and Stora Kopparberg (Dale-

carha, Dalarne), and the district of Felhngsbro in the

Ian of Orebro. The see was founded at Munktorp,
then removed about 1100 (not 1050) to Westeraas
by the Enghsh Cluniac missionary St. David, Abbot
of Munktorph, Bishop of Westeraas, and one of the

patron saints of Westeraas cathedral. Before 1118
the Diocese of Sigtuna was di\'ided into those of Up.sala

and Westeraas, and Henry, Bishop of Sigtuna (1134),

was transferred to Westeraas. Heathenism was not

extinct in 1182. Charles (1257-1277) was a great

benefactor, and Israel Erlandsson, O.S.B. (1260-1332;

bishop, 1309-1332), mined copper in Dalecarlia and
wTote " De Vita et Miracuhs S. Erici " (Scr. rer. Svec,
II, i, 272-276). Otto (1501-1522) completed the

cathedral. Peter Sunnanvader (1522-1523), formerly

chancellor to Sten Sture, was executed for alleged

treason in 1527. The last Cathohc bishop, Petrus

Magni (1.524-1534), was consecrated on 1 Rlay, 1524,

at Rome. In 1527 a Diet was held at Westeraas
which Protestantized the Swedish Church and sepa-

rated it from Rome. Petrus Magni consecrated

various bishops in 1.528 and 1531 under protest.

Though subjected latterly to humihating tutelage by
Gustavus Vasa, he retained the see until his death.

The Dalecarhans rose repeatedly in defence of their

rehgion, but were overcome by the cunning and vio-

lence of Gustavus I. Even now they retain many
Catholic behefs and usages. The cathedral of West-
eraas and the parish church of Mora are the only

important churches in the diocese.

At Westeraas there were a Franciscan convent
(founded 1234) and a Hospital of the Holy Spirit

(founded 1345). Munktorp Abbey was extinct before

1318. The Cistercian Abbey of Husby (Gudsberga,

Mons Domini) in Dalecarha, founded in 1477, and
colonized from Aalvastra in 1486, lasted until 1544.

Its ruins are extensive. There are now scarcely any
Catholics in the diocese.
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carum (Stockholm, 1818-1876); Liuegren, Diplomatarium
Stecanum, I-III and Indices I-II by Kahleson (Stockholm,

1829) ; SlLF\'ER8TOPLE, Stcnskt Diplomatarium, 1^01-1420
(Stockholm, 1875); KRONlNGSSV.iRD and Lid^n, Diplomatarium
Dalekarlicum (Stockholm, 1842); Konung Custaf den FSrstes

Registratur. ed. Granlund IV (Stockholm. 1868); Breviarium

Arosiense (Basle, 1853); Acta SS.. IV (Paris. 1868); JoR-

GENSEN, Den nordiske Kirkes Grundloeggelse, II (Copenhagen,
1878), 856-857, suppl. 96, 97; Rentebdabl, Swenska kyrkaus

historia (Lund, 1838); Israel Erlandsson (Lund, 1850); Martin,
Gustane Vasa et la RSforme en Su^de; Sohlberg, Domkyrkan i

Westeraas {Westeraas, 1834); Halu Bidrag till: Kdnnedomen om
Cistercienserorden i Sverige (Gefle, 1899).

A. W. T.\ixoR.

Westminster, Archdiocese of C^'estmonas-

teriensis), erected and made metropohtan in 1850,

comprises the Counties of Middlesex, Hertfordshire,

Essex, and London north of the Thames. Its suffra-

gan sees are Northampton, Nottingham, Portsmouth,

and Southwark. In 1911 the Province of West-

minster, which included the whole of England and

Wales, was divided into three; but certain privileges

of pre-eminence over the new provinces were granted,

"for the safeguarding of unity, to the already historic

Church of Westminster". " The subject will be

treated in the following order: I. The Making of the

Diocese; II. The Rule of the Archbishops; III.

Diocesan Institutions.

I. The Making of the Diocese.—The .Arch-

bishop of Westminster of to-day represents two

offices of the Pre-Reformation Church. As ordinary

of the Diocese of Westminster his jurisdiction extends

over much the same area as lh;it of the Bishop of

Ixjndon. As chief metropolil.an, he occupies a posi-

tion similar to that of the Archbi.shop of Canterbury,

Primate of All England. Edmunil Bonner, the last

Catholic Bishop of London, died in prison in 1569.
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Cardinal Pole, the last Catholic Archbishop of Canter-
bury, was dead before Elizabeth's ParUament had
finallj' broken the continuity of episcopal succession

in the English Church. Nearly three hundred years
passed away before the hierarchy was restored.

Nevertheless, as early as 1623, a vicar ApostoUc was
appointed for all England; and the country was
divided into four vicariates in 1088. The state of

Catholicism in the Archdiocese of Westminster to-day

is a development on the foundations laid by the suc-

cession of eleven vicars Apostolic in the London
District (see London) .

The beginning of the progress that has made the
modern diocese must be dated from the passing of the
Catholic Relief Acts of 1778 and 1791, which brought
freedom of teaching and worship. Throughout the

ninety years previous the Catholic population of

London remained stationary at about 20,000; while

in the country parts of the London District, the
numbers dropped from 5000 in 1746 to 4000 in 1773,

the low-water mark of English Catholicism. Even
towns in the London District, hke Canterbury and
Colchester, did not possess a chapel. The vener-

able Bishop Challoner laboured on the London
mission for the last fifty j'ears of this depressing

period, and died in the midst of the ruin wrought in

his district by the Gordon Riots of 1780, occasioned

by the first Relief Act. He will ever be memorable
as the devoted pastor who guided the Church in

England through the long, dark hour before the
dawn. Though his end came in troublous times, a
better day was already breaking. For in the very
year of the second Relief Act, Bishop Douglass was
able to say in a report to Rome: "The Church is now-

beginning to flourish in oiu- metropolis"; and in the
twenty years that followed, the Catholic population

of the London District was considerably more than
doubled.
The development of the missions and the provision

of more decent places of worship were the most
obvious external results of the Rehef Acts. The old

chapels were rebuilt on a larger scale, and the next
thirty years saw the rise of many new ones in places

hitherto impossible. The arrival of the French
emigres in Bishop Douglass's time, while helping to

spread the spirit of toleration, gave a further stimulus

to the starting of missions and the building of chapels.

London had always enjoj-ed a unique advantage over

the rest of the country in respect of Cathohc worship.

This was due to the existence of the embassy chapels

and, in the reigns of Charles I and Charles II, to the
chapels maintained by the Catholic queens, Henrietta
Maria and Catherine of Braganza. Even from
Elizabeth's reign Cathohcs seem to have been able

to worship with immunity in the embassy chapels.

The Spanish Embassy possessed, in the time of

Elizabeth and James I, the old monastic church
attached to the town-house of the Bishops of Ely
(this pre-Reformation church, probably built about
1339, was once again restored to Cathohc worship in

1879). In 1670, several Masses were said daily in the

chapels of the Spanish, Portuguese, and Venetian
Embassies; and Airoldi reported: "I was edified by
the crowds of worshippers. Masses were said from
eight o'clock to twelve, and during those hours the

chapels were never empty". Several of these chapels

were open to the pubhc in the latter part of the

seventeenth and throughout the eighteenth centuries.

Bishop Petre pointed out to Propaganda their impor-
tance, and begged Rome to persuade the Catholic
Powers to provide larger chapels in convenient places.

They suffered with the rest during the Gordon Riots,

but were repaired or rebuilt, .and some of them have
remained to our own day the parish churches of

important London missions. The Sardinian Cliapcl,

Lincoln's Inn Fields, which has registers daling from
1729, and which is said to have been founded in 1648,

XV.—38

was doubled in size. At one time in the eighteenth
century seven priests were attached to it, serving a
Catholic population of nearly 14,000; in 1814 there
was a Cathohc population of 7000 served by four or
five priests. In 1799 Bishop Douglass took over the
lease of the chapel and converted the ambassador's
house into a presbytery, the mission being hence-
forward supported by the congregation. The old
church, built by Inigo Jones and enlarged by Sir

Christopher Wren, was standing until 1909, when it

had to be abandoned to make room for the London
County Council improvements in connexion with the
new highway Kingsway, and the present church was
built a short distance off. The Spanish Embassy
always provided a public chapel. The present mis-
sion of Spanish Place was set on a permanent footing
in 1792, when Father Hus.sey, F.R.S. (afterwards
Bishop of Wat erford and first President of Maynooth),
built the chapel which was used until the new Gothic
church, one of the most beautiful in London, was
opened in 1890. The Warwick Street Chapel was
first built in 1730 for the Portuguese Embassy. Its

registers date from 1747, about which year it was
attached to the Bavarian Embassy. It was rebuilt

some eight years after the Gordon Riots, and still

stands to-day, as the parish church of London's most
aristocratic quarter. The French, Portuguese, Vene-
tian, and Neapolitan Governments also maintained
chapels where pubhc worship was carried out more or
less attractively during the eighteenth century.
Other missions that had been conducted in fear and

trembUng through the eighteenth century now found
their opportunity. Soho is one such. It was
"Little Ireland", the Cathohc centre of the London
Irish, and also contained the towm houses of the Cath-
ohc gentry, who "formed each spring one united
colony of the faithful", hence known as "The Holy
Land". A large hall in Carlisle House was fitted up
by Father O'Leary in 1792, and continued in use for

a hundred years until Canon Vere opened the present
St. Patrick's, Soho. One or more "Mass-houses"
existed at Moorfields, clo.se to the City of London,
from the beginning of the eighteenth century. The
old chapel, along with the schools, was utterly de-
stroyed in the Gordon Riots, and a new one, St. Paul's
Moorfields, was fitted up in a dwelling house. The
Catholic population increased so rapidly, from 4200
in 1791 to 12,700 in 1816, that a large church had to

be built. It was opened in 1820, and became the
principal church of the vicars Apostolic, three of

them being buried there. In 1852 it was enlarged,

and served as Wiseman's pro-cathedral. Manning
was consecrated there in 1865. Ten missions have
been formed from the original one. In 1899, the dis-

trict aroimd St. Mary Moorfields having long ceased

to be a residential quarter, the church was sold and
replaced by a smaller one. The old riverside chapel
at Virginia Street in the East End was replaced by a
new one in 1780. Its Catholic population increased

from 7000 in 1805 to 16,000 in 18.50, and many new
missions have since been established in its neighbour-
hood. The principal church of the district is now the
beautiful Gothic church of St. Mary and St. Michael,
in Commercial Road, opened in 1850.

Great numbers of the French clergy and nobility

came over to Bishop Douglass's district after the

outbreak of the French Revolution. At one time
there were as many as 5 archbishops, 27 bishops, and
.5000 priests in London. Eight chapels were opened
for their u.se, towards the building of which Protes-

tants and Catholics alike subscribed. All but one
were closed by 1814, on the return of the exiles to

France. Thi.s one, the chapel of St. Louis in Little

George Street, opened in 1799, was later given the title

of "Ch.ipel Royal of France", and continued to be
.scrvcci by l'"rench i)riests until it was closed in 1911,

shortly after the death of Mgr. Toursel. The exiled
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Frcncli clergy also opened churches for English Cath-
olics, and thus laid the foundations of permanent
London missions. Such are the missions of Totten-
ham, opened by the Abbe (afterwards Cardinal) de
Chevereux in 1794; Somers Town, opened by the
famous Abbe Carron in 1808; Cadogan Terrace,

Chelsea, opened by the Abbe Voyaux de Fraiious in

1812; and Hampstead, opened by the Abb6 Morel in

1815.

Catholic Emancipation, which placed Catholics
civilly and politically on a level with their fellow-

citizens, marks the next epoch. "It is especially

since 1829", as Cardinal Wiseman pointed out in

1863, "that the exterior expansion of Catholicism has
been most visibly manifested." The next twenty
years witnessed remarkable progress all round, which
made the establishment of a hierarchy a necessity.

The number of churches in London was doubled; the
number of priests trebled; while the number of con-

vents increased from one to nine. Ten years after

Emancipation, the Catholics of London numbered
close on 150,000, about one-tenth of the total popula-
tion of London; and the churches were quite inade-

quate in size ana number to the needs of the congre-

gations. There were 400 conversions in London in

1836, and ten years later the harvest of the Oxford
Movement was already being gathered. Because
of the recent growth, the Bull "Muneris Apostolici

Ratio" was pubhshed in 1840 to increase the vica-

riates from four to eight, as a first step towards a
regular hierarchy.

IL The Rule of the Archblshops.—A. On 29
Sept., 1850, the Bull "Universalis Ecclesite" was
issued, restoring a hierarchy with territorial titles.

England and Wales were formed into one ecclesiastical

province. Westminster was raised to the dignity of

metropoUtan, the twelve other sees being made
suffragan to it. The old London Vicariate gave place

to the dioceses of Westminster and Southwark, the for-

mer retaining Middlesex, Hertfordshire, and E.ssex.

Nicholas Wiseman, the last Vicar Apostolic of the
London District, was appointed first archbishop and
raised at the same time to the sacred purple. The
new cardinal's letter "From out of the Flaminian
Gate of Rome", announcing the reorganization of the

English Church, aroused a storm of opposition in the

country against what was termed "Papal aggres-

sion". On his return from Rome he made it his first

business to allay the storm. How well he succeeded
is attested by Cardinal Newman. "Highly as I put
his gifts, I was not prepared for such a display of

vigour, power, judgment, sustained energy ..."
The Ecclesiastical Titles Act, indeed, passed into law,

but it was a dead letter from the beginning.

On Wiseman fell the task of beginning the recon-

struction of the Church in England. The constitu-

tion given to the vicars Apostolic was out of date, and
a new code of legislation had to be laid down in the

three provincial Synods held at Oscott in 1852, 1855,

and 1859. The principal decrees of those Synods
defined the status of cathedral chapters and the posi-

tion of the rectors of missions, and regulated the

government of the colleges and seminaries. In
London much had to be done in the way of remodel-
ling and reorganizing the missions. Wiseman gave a
great impetus to the spread of popular devotions,

introduced the Forty Hours' Adoration, and obtained
more decorum and regularity in church ser\ices.

Before his time daily Mass was regularly celebrated

only in twelve clmrches in London. Benediction and
Vespers were very rare, and seem to have been inter-

mingled with Engli.sli iirayers and hymns at the will

of the celebrant. In 1S49 only one church in London
po.ssessed a .statue of Our Lady. Wiseman also took
the initiative in obtaining the appointment of Catho-
lic army chaplains on an e(|uality in all respects with

the Frotcstant, and in making some provision for the

spiritual needs of Catholics in the navy. Both the
mihtary and naval chaplains' departments are now
administered from Archbishop's House, Westminster
(S. C. de Prop. Fide, 15 May, 1906).
The question of the education of the poor was in a

very sad condition. Wiseman applied his energies to

every new move. The Government started reform-
atory schools for juvenile offenders in 1854, and
Wiseman at once secured that one should be reserved
near London as the first Cathohc reformatory. In
1857 he opened an industrial school for homeless
children; and at the time of his death he was busy with
negotiations for providing the Poor Law children

with Cathohc instruction. Several new schools were
also opened for the poor children in the missions.

One of the great means to which Cardinal Wiseman
looked for the carr\-ing out of his schemes was the
formation of religious communities, especially of

missionary communities to help in the work of evan-
gelizing the poor, ^^'hen he first came to London
"there was not a single community of men". The
Jesuits indeed had a "splendid church" at F.arm
Street, opened in 1849; but could not pro\'ide a com-
munity of the nature that Wiseman required. In a
few years, however, the Redemptorists, the Passion-
ists, the Slarists, and the Oratorians had come. By
the end of his life he had seen the estabhshment of

fifteen communities of men, and the number of com-
munities of women increase from nine to thirty-two.

These figures, taken in conjunction with the increase

in number of churches from 46 to 120, and of priests

from 113 to 215, testify amply to the wonderful
development of the diocese under the first archbishop.

But by 1853 \\'iseman had already arrived at the
conclusion that the regular commimities could not
give to the diocese the manifold activities he expected
from them. He therefore determined to form a com-
munity of secular priests "ready to undertake any
spiritual work which the Bishop cut out for them".
The work was entrusted to Henry Edward (afterwards
Cardinal) Manning, and resulted in the formation
of the Oblates of St. Charles in 1857. L'nfortunately,

this brought the cardinal some of the saddest days
of his life. The new foundation aroused a strong
opposition, at the head of which Archbishop EiTing-

ton, coadjutor with right of succession to the see, was
found. The controversy resulted in Archbishop
Errington's resignation of his rights of succession in

1862. He had been associated with Wiseman in all

his undertakings, supplying the business capacity
that Wiseman lacked; and in his retirement, it is

recorded of him that "he nursed no resentment in his

heart . . . His tongue left no sting or stain behind".
Cardinal Wiseman died in 1805, after several years

of failing health. Always regarded on the Continent
as one of the greatest personalities of the age, his

popularity grew steadily in England among all classes

of the population. How thoroughly he had conquered
was made known by an almost imique demonstration
of public .sympathy at the time of his death.

B. Mgr. Manning had been appointed provost of

the Westminster Chapter under Cardinal Wiseman in

1857, and now succeeded him as metropolitan. The
contrast between the loles of the first and second
archbishop has been drawn by the latter's biographer.

"If Wiseman's was the pilot's venturesome arm to

steer the bark of Peter through heavy seas to a safe

anchorage, it was Manning's i)art to make smooth the

way by tact and skill and intimate knowledge of the
land, for the advance of the Church into the fulness

of English life." Manning's qualifications in this

respect were his Oxford training and his intimacy with
English life and society. The first thing to which the

new archbishop turned his attention was the education
of the poor. "Our weak side is the education of our
children", was Wiseman's lament in 1863, and he
estimated that there were 17,000 poor Catholic
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children unprovided for. Manning, in the first year
of his episcopate, put the figures at 20,000, and saw
that the difficulty could only be overcome by continual

and organized etfort . With this end in view, he estab-

lished the Westminster Diocesan Education Fund in

1866. The success of the new undertaking was all

that he desired. Some fourteen years later he was
able to say: "The work for the poor children may
be said to be done . . . There is school room for

all". A critical moment for Catholic education in

England was caused by the passing of the Education
Act of 1S70, which estabhshed the School Boards.
It was met by the crisis fimd, started by the Commit-
tee under Lord Howard of Glossop, which eventually
provided accommodation for 70,000 children at a cost

of £350,000.
For the higher education of the laity, Manning,

even as early as 1S64, considered that something in

the nature of a Catholic University was necessary and
feasible. For a moment he had entertained the idea
of an academy for young laymen in Rome. But at

the Pro%anciaI Council of 1873, he returned to the
plan of a college of higher studies in London, under the
control of the bishops of the province. In 1S74 a
Catholic University College was opened at Kensing-
ton, and, much against Manning's wishes, a Senate
was established to represent the dioceses, colleges, and
laity of England. Men of distinction, including
Prof. Barfl, Dr. Mivart, Father Clarke, Air. Gordon
Thompson, Mr. Paley, and Mr. Seagar, were appointed
to act as professors under the rectorship of Mgr. Capel.
The college proved a failure. After costing the cardi-

nal £10,000 it was eventually united to St. Charles's

College (started by the Oblates in 1863 and trans-

ferred to a new site in 1874) as a higher department.
ALanning then reconciled himself to "the postpone-
ment of any college for higher studies to an indefinite

future". Cardinal Manning had all through his life

the education of the clergy much at heart. In 1S66
he undertook the reorganization of the English Col-
lege, Rome, and arranged for the nomination of one of

the Oblates of St. Charles as rector. In 1869 he
transferred the students in theology from Ware to

Hammersmith, where he began what he considered

"a true Tridentine Seminarv". New buildings were
erected by 1884 at a total cost of £37,000. Dr.
Weathers was rector until it was closed in 1892. He
became bishop auxihary to Cardinal Manning in 1872,
and died in 1S9.5 in his eighty-first jear.

Meanwhile the development of the diocese, begun
under Wiseman, was maintained. New missions
were founded; and ten churches built, two of them
being amongst the principal churches of the diocese,

viz., the pro-cathedral at Kensington, the foundation
stone of which was laid in 1867, and the Brompton
Oratory, which was consecrated in 1884. The devel-

opment of the missions was facilitated by the growth
in the nimibers of the clergy during Cardinal Man-
ning's episcopate from 21.5 to 3.S8. In managing the
business of the diocese, the cardinal relied greatly on
his vicar-general, Mgr. Gilbert, founder of the Provi-
dence Row Night Refuge. Mgr. Gilbert was provost
of the Chapter at the time of the cardinal's death, and
his name was put on the lerna then submitted to

Rome.
In matters of social reform Cardinal Manning was

one of the leading men of the time. The foundation
of the League of the Cross did more than any prohibi-

tive legislation could for the promotion of temperance
amongst the masses. He played an active part in the
Royal Commi.ssion appointed in 1884 to enquire into

the question of housing the working classes. (It was on
this occa.sion that the Prince of Wales, afterwards
Edward ^^I, decided that "the name of the Cardinal
should appear immediately after his own" in the
list of conimi.ssioners.) Mansion House committees
might always count on his active support in anj' chari-

table undertaking. He warmly espoused the cause of
labour. The energy, insight, and skill which he dis-

played in imposing "the Cardinal's peace" on masters
and men alike at the end of the Dock Strike of 1889
will not be easily forgotten. The Fourth Provincial
Council of Westminster was held at St. Edmund's
College in 1873. Archbishop Manning was made a
cardinal in 1875, with the title of Sts. Andrew and
Gregory on the Coclian Hill. Within the next four
years, two other eminent E'.nghsh ecclesiastics were
admitted to the Sacred College: Edward Howard and
John Henry Newman.

C. Cardinal Manning died 14 Jan., 1892, and was
succeeded by Herbert Vaughan, Bishop of Salford,
who became cardinal-priest with the title of Sts.

Andrew and Gregory on the Ca'Uan Hill, in Jan.,
1893. The foundation of St. Joseph's Society for
Foreign Mission: md his work in the Diocese of Sal-
ford pointed him out as the man most eminently
suited for the See of Westminster. He had the same
educational problems to face as Cardinal Manning,
though under different conditions. The problem of

the education of the clergy in England he thought
could only be solved by "the concentration of labour
and resources into one or two central seminaries". He
therefore closed the seminary at Hammersmith, and,
with the co-operation of seven bishops of southern
and midland dioce.ses, converted Oscott into a central
seminary. To give facihtics for the higher education
of the laity, he removed the prohibition against atten-
dance at the national universities and formed the
Universities Board. St. Edmund House was also

opened at Cambridge for ecclesiastical students. All

through Cardinal Vaughan's time the struggle for the
better education of the poor continued, until the
pa.ssing of the F^ducation Bill of 1902, which placed
existing denominational schools on an equality in

maintenance with the Board schools.

As a result of an inquiry instituted in 1896, the car-

inal found that there were 1720 destitute Catholic
children in non-Catholic homes. These agencies
made no attempt to disguise their purpose: charity

was given on the one condition that the faith of the
children was sacrificed. The cardinal saw that he
must take steps to provide a home for every Catholic
child who was really destitute. He therefore founded
the Crusade of Rescue. In 1901 the care of the rescue
work was transferred to Father Bans, who had for

some years been in charge of the homes for destitute

children started bv Rev. Lord Archibald Douglas in

18.59. The work has prospered, until to-day (1912) the
society provides for 1000 children at a cost of £16,000
a year.

The chief and closing event of the episcopate of

Cardinal Vaughan was the erection of Westminster
Cathedral, of which the first stone was laid, 29 June,
1895. Owing to its special function and scope, this

foundation may truly be said to have marked a new
epoch in the fife of the Catholic Church in England.
In it the cardinal reaUzed a project which he had
deeply at heart, namely that the cathedral of the chief

metropolitan see .should be not only a large and stately

building, but one in which should be revived the cathe-

dral life and work as in Cathohc times, according to

the Church's ideal, and in which, as the "House of

Prayer", the voice of the Church in the daily round of

her Divine Office and sacred liturgy should ascend
continually to God in thank.sgiving and intercession

on behalf of the people. .Ml this he was wont to

express by .saying that it must be "a live cathedral".

For this purpose, he obtained j)ermissionfrom the Holy
See that the number of the canons of the metropolitan
chapter should be increased from twelve to eighteen,

and as these are for the most part non-resident, he
made provision for a body of eighteen cathedral

vicars or ch.aplains, whose main duty is the celebration

of the daily High Mass and the choral recitation
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or chanting of the Divine Office. In this they are

assisted by a choir composed of choristers, and also of

boys who are maintained and trained in the song-
school attached to the cathedral. The cathedral has
thus been able to fulfil, under the fostering care of

Cardinal Bourne, what its founder regarded as its

missionary object—that it should be not only a fitting

centre and summit to the structure of the Cathohc
Church in England, but that it should stand in the
midst of the capital of the British Empire as a worthy
presentation of the dignity and beauty of Cathohc
worship in liturgy, music, and ceremonial. Its success

and the multitudes which assemble within its walls

have attested the public appreciation of the lofty ideal

which entered into its erection, and have more tlian

justified the wisdom of Cardinal Vaughan and his

predecessors. The cardinal also organized the

researches which led to the decision given at Rome in

1896 on the subject of Anglican Orders.

During his time the number of priests was increased

by 90, and the number of churches by 14 in London
and 20 in the Home Counties. Mgr. Michael Barry
succeeded Mgr. Gilbert as vicar-general and provost

of the chapter in 1S95. Bishop Robert Brindle,

D.S.O., was auxiliary bishop from 1899 till his appoint-
ment to the See of Nottingham in 1901. He was
succeeded as provost by Bishop Patterson, who had
been Wiseman's intimate friend.

To the college at Mill Hill, which he had founded as

a young priest, and from which the Faith had since

been spread to so many wild places of the earth, the

cardinal would retire from time to time to pray for

blessing on the work of his later years in the archdio-

cese; and there he breathed his last on 19 June, 1903.

D. Leo XIII died a month after Cardinal Vaughan,
and one of the first acts of Pius X was the translation

of Bishop Bourne, then in his forty-third year, to the

See of Westminster. The new metropohtan, a Lon-
doner by birth, had been Bishop of Southwark since

1897, having been consecrated Bishop of Epiphania,
as coadjutor with right of succession, in the previous

year. He was early marked as a leader of men by the

abihty and energy with which he conducted St.

John's Seminary, Wonersh, from its very foundation,

endowing it with his high ecclesiastical ideals, and
placing it amongst the leading colleges of England
with a distinctive spirit of its own. It is almost the

only seminary in England which is strictly Tridentine,

i. e. which educates the priests of the diocese from
boyhood in a purely ecclesiast ical college in the diocese.

His training had fitted him to take the lead in eccle-

siastical education; for his student days were passed in

the long-established Enghsh colleges at Ushaw and
Old Hall, in the seminaries of St. Thomas in London
and St-Sulpice in Paris, and, finally, in the theological

side of Louvain University. His six years' govern-
ment of the Diocese of Southwark is especially memo-
rable for the development of rescue and social works
and for the opening of a very large number of new
missions. It was already manifest that he possessed

the great administrative ability, power of organiza-

tion, and apostolic zeal which he has since displayed

in a larger sphere of activity as Archbishop of West-
minster and head of the Church in England. He was
created cardinal on 27 Nov., 1911, and received the

same titular church, of St. Pudentiana, as Cardinal
Wiseman.
The rule of the fourth archbishop has been noted

for tlie gathering together and organization of forces.

Westminster Cathedral, opcne<l in 1903 and conse-

crated in 1910, bus l)ecome the focus of diocesan
activities and the great centre of English Cathohcism.
It witnessed tlie celebration of the (loldeii Jubilee of

the Hierarchy in 1910; and secvnv-d the wonderful
su(!ce.ss of the Eucharistic Congress of 1908, at which
seven cardinals, seventeen arclibishops, and over
seventy bishops assisted. The diocesan seminary has

beer restored to its ancient home at Ware, and housed
in a commodious modern building. The annual
general meetings of the Catholic Truth Society have
developed into national congresses, in which aU the
Catholic works of the country unite. The Catholic
Women's League, foimded in 1907, has banded Catho-
lic women together for the furtherance of religious and
intellectual interests, and of social work. The altar-

servers of the country have been united in the Arch-
confraternity of St. Stephen, founded by Cardinal
Bourne in 1905. The Catholic Federation has
been established, with the object of enabling Catholics
to take combined action in securing the due represen-
tation of Cathohc interests in public bodies; and thus
concrete form has been given to the principles laid

down by the first archbishop. At length, also.

Catholic prison chaplains have, through the influence

of Cardinal Bourne, been placed on an equaUty with
the Protestant.

Cardinal Bourne has spoken with the voice of a
great churchman who commands attention, on subjects
of the first importance, e. g. the crisis of the French
Church (1906), the Congo question (1909), temporal
power (1911), present social unrest (1912), and the
language question in Canada (1910 and 1912). "His
is the straight word—wise, concihatory, never shrink-
ing from a full .statement, but only from an unfair one."
Two events in particular have revealed him as a
statesman capable of rising superior to any emergency.
One was the tactful, but firm and decisive, handling of

the Government's eleventh-hour prohibition of the
Eucharistic Congress procession. The other was the
conduct of the campaign against the Education Bill of

1906. The chmax of this campaign was reached in the
monster demonstration at the Albert HaU, where the
archbishop, supported by the Duke of Norfolk and
Mr. John Redmond, rallied Catholics of everj' pohti-
cal creed to the defence of the schools.

The publication of the ApostoUc Constitution "Si
qua est" on 28 Oct., 1911, marks a new epoch in the
history of the Church in England. Hitherto the
whole of England and Wales had formed one ecclesi-

astical province, composed of one metropolitan and
fifteen suffragan sees. In 1911 three provinces were
formed: Westminster in the east, Birmingham in the
west, and Liverpool in the north. Westminster
retains the Churches of Northampton, Nottingham,
Portsmouth, and Southwark, as suffragan. "Slore-
over, for the preservation of unity in government and
poUcy, to the Archbishop of Westminster are granted
certain new distinctions of pre-eminence. He will

be permanent chairman at the meetings of the bishops
of all England and Wales ... he will take rank
above the other two archbishops, and will, through-
out all England and Wales, enjoy the privilege of

wearing the pallium, of occupying the throne, and of

having the cross carried before him. Lastly, in all

deahngs with the supreme civil authority, he will in

his person represent the entire episcopate of England
and Wales. " The progress that the Church has made
in England since the establishment of the hierarchy
may be realized from the fact, pointed out by Cardi-
nal Bourne, that two of the new provinces "each
possess more churches and larger bodies of clergy than
were contained in the whole country in 1850; while
the third and smallest province falls but very little

.short of the .same degree of expansion". In the Dio-
cese of Westminster alone the number of priests has
been nuiltiplied by five, the number of churches by
four, and the Catholic popuhition has been increased
by one hundred and fifty thous.and, during the same
period of sixty years.

Mgr. WiUiam A. Johnson, Bishop of .\rindela, died
in 1909. In the words of Cardinal Bourne, he had
been "the main pivot in the government of the arch-
diocese for forty-four years". Born in London in

1832, he became assistant secretary to Cardinal
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Manning in 1865, and chief diocesan secretary two
years later, in succession to Canon John Morris, the

well-known writer, who then entered the Society of

Jesus. He was made provost under Cardinal Bourne
in 1903, and vicar-general in 1004. On the petition

of the bishops of England, he was consecraled Hishoj)

of Arindela in lOOti. After his death lie was suc-

ceeded as provost of the cliapter by Mgr. Patrick
Fenton, who had been president of St. Edmund's
College from 1882 to 1887, vicar-general from 1900,

and auxiliarj' bishop from 1904.

III. Diocesan Institctions, etc.-—The Cathedral,

built in the Byzantine style, was begun in 1895,

opened in 190.3, consecrated in 1910 (see Westmin-
ster Cathedral). The Westminster Mission was
started in 1792, with a Catholic population of about
500. The Horseferry Road Chapel, opened in 1813,

served this very poor district until 1903.

The Diocesan Seminary is at St. Edmund's College,

Ware, founded in the last decade of the eighteenth
century (see Old Hall).

Colleges and Boys' Schools.—Besides the diocesan
college and seminary at Ware, and the foreign mis-
sionary college at iVIill Hill, there are: a training

college for men teachers in elementary schools, and
nine other institutions engaged in secondary educa-
tion, all but two of which are conducted by clergj- or

religious. For Girls, there are 37 convent schools,

three schools under secular teachers, and one training

college for teachers.

Public Elementary Schools number 116, of which
104 (including 199 departments) receive Government
grants. In 1910-11 there were 36,902 children on the
books of these schools. In 1900 the numbers were
27,779; 21,315 in 1890; 11,145 in 1865. In 1849 the
year before the estabhshment of the hierarchy, there
were only 8445 in all the Catholic schools in England.

Residential Institutions for Poor Children.— (1)

Schools certified by Government : one reformatory,
two industrial schools, ten schools for Poor-Law chil-

dren, and five schools for ophthalmic, feeble-minded,
crippled, or epileptic children. (2) Homes and Or-
phanages under the Rescue Society: four homes for

boys and one for girls, with one home in Canada for

emigrated children, under the Catholic Emigration
Association. (3) Other Homes: three for boys and
ten for girls.

Charities.—There are 35 homes and orphanages for

poor children, nine refuges for penitents, one night
refuge, four asylums and three almshouses for aged
poor, and si.x hospitals. Much work is done amongst
the poor by the Society of St. Vincent de Paul, the
Ladies of Charity, and other organizations of the laity.

Other societies watch over the interests of certain
classes. Such are: the Converts' Aid Society (for

convert clergymen), the Catholic Soldiers' and Sea-
men's Associations, the Prisoners' Aid Society, the
International Catholic Society for befriending girls.

Periodicals.—"The Tablet", a weekly newspaper
and review, is the chief Catholic paper in England.
Founded in 1840 by Mr. Frederick Lucas as the organ
of the English Cathohcs, it emigrated to Dublin for

a time in 1849. Mr. John Wallis brought it back to
London and edited it until 1868, when it was bought
by Father Herbert (afterwards Cardinal) Vaughan.
The "Dubhn Review" was started in 1S35, as "the
Catholic rival of the Whig "Edinburgh " and the Tor>'
"Quarterly". Cardinal Wi.scman was to all intents
the literary editor till 1863, when it passed into the
hands of W. G. Ward. Bi.shop (afterwards Cardinal)
Vaughan became owner in 1879, and Bishop Hedley
edited it until 1884, when Bishop Vaughan took over
the editorship himself. Mgr. Canon Cloves w!is ed-
itor from 1892 until the appointment of Mr. Wilfrid
Ward by Cardinal Bourne in 1906. The "Catholic
Directory", published annually at Westminster, .sup-

phes a guide to the varied activities of the Church in

Great Britain. It is a development of the "Ordo
recilandi" and the "Laity's Directory" (started in
1793), and appeared for the first time in its present
form in 1S3S.

Rrh'ipiDts ('(imiini)iities.—Men: Augustinians, Au-
gust iniaiis iif the .A.-^suinption, Benedictines, Canons
Regular of the Lateran, Discalced Carmehtes, Cath-
olic Missionary Society, Congregation of the Mission,
Dominicans, Fathers of Charity, Friars Minor,
Hijos Missionarios del Corazon Immac. de Maria,
Institute of St. Andrew, Jesuits, Marist Fathers,
Missionaries of the Sacred Heart, Oblates of Mary
Immaculate, Oblates of St. Charles, Oratorians, Pas-
sionists. Pious Society of Missions, Redemptorists,
Fathers of St. Edmund (Pontigny), St. Joseph's
Society for Foreign Missions, Salesians, Salvatorians,
Servites, Ale.xian Brothers, Brothers of Mercy, Marist
Brothers. Women: Adoration of the Sacred Heart,
Adoration Reparatrice, Assumption, Bon Secours,
Bon Secours (of Troyes), Canones.sesof St. Augustine,
Canonesses of the Holy Sepulchre, Carmelites, Dames
Bernardines, Dames de Nazareth, Daughters of the
Cross, Dominicans, English Institute of the B.V.M.,
Faithful Companions, Filles de J6sus, Franciscans,
Good Shepherd, Handmaids of the Sacred Heart,
Helpers of the Holy Souls, Holy Child, Immaculate
Conception, Our Lady of the Retreat, Institut
Normal de Paris, Jesus and Mary, Little Company
of Mary, Little Sisters of the Assumption, Little
Sisters of the Poor, Marie Auxiliatrice, Marie Repara-
trice, Marist Sisters, Most Holy Cross and Passion,
Most Holy Sacrament, Notre Dame, Notre Dame de
Sion, Poor Clares, Poor Handmaids of Jesus, Poor
Servants of the Mother of God, Poor Sisters of Naza-
reth, Filles de La Sagesse, Sainte Union, Servants of
the Sacred Heart, Servites Siervas de Maria, Sisters of
Charity (4 congregations with 17 convents). Sisters of
Hope, of Mary and Joseph, of Mcrcv, of Providence, of

St. Chr6tienne, of St. Jo.seph, of St. Alartha, of St. Mar-
tin, of St. Mary, of the Christian Retreat, of the Holy
Family, of the Poor Child Jesus, of the Sacred Heart,
of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary, Society of
the Sacred Heart, Socurs de Misericorde, Ursulines,
Ursulines of Jesus, Visitation.

Statistics.—Priests, 540 (ISO regulars), 184 churches.
30 communities of men, 161 communities of women.
Catholic population, 250,000 out of a total population
of 5,467,768.

Archives of the Diocese of Westminster; Laity's Directory, and
Catholic Directory (London, I79;j-l!)12): Brady, Episcopal
Succession in England (Rome. 1876); Burton, Life and Times of
Bishop Challoner (London, 1909); B. Ward, Dawn of the Catholic
Reviml (London, 1909); Idem, Eie of Catholic Emancipation
(London, 1911); Idem. Catholic London a Century ago (London,
1905): Harting. Catholic London Missions (London, 1903);
Wiseman, Religious and .Social Position of Catholics (Dublin,
1864); Wauoh, These my Little Ones (London. 1911); W. Ward,
Life and Times of Cardinal Wiseman (I,ondon. 1900); PuRCELL,
Life of Cardinal Manning (London, is'",: I'kismens^, Life of
Cardinal Manning (1896, tr. 1897); > .: > I ,, I .: fr of Cardinal
Vaughan (London. 1910); Saj/ini7.'< 'i;, /' ' irdinal Bourne
(London. 1911); Report of the 19th Km l.,n-, ,',, i \'njTc3s (London,
1909); Fitzgerald, Fifty Years of Cnlhulir Life and Progress
(London, 1901).

ARTHtTR J. HeTHEHINGTON.

Westminster, Matthkw of, the name given to

the sujiposed .author of a well-known English chron-
icle, the " Flores Histori.anim". The misunderstand-
ing regarding this im.aginary pcrson.age originated

in the title of a rather late nianus(Tipt of this history
(Cotton, Claudius, E, 8) which describes the work a.s

"liber qui Flores Hi.storianim intitulatur secundum
Mattha'um rnon.achum We.<tmoniisterienseni". This
seems to be due to the bhmder of some copyist, who,
perceiving that the latter j)art of the chronicle was
written at Westminster while the greater portion
followed the history of Matthew Paris, concluded
that the said Matthew was himself a monk of West-
minster. The "Flores Historiarum" in its fullest

form extends from the Creation to 1326, but many
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manuscripts stop sliDit :it 1300. From 1259, where
Matthew l^aris ends, it i)ossesses considerable his-

torical value. The compilation for 1259-65 was made
at St. Albans; from 1265-1325 it bears evident signs

that the various writers who contributed to it lived

at Westminster. The chronicle was printed for the

first time by Archbishop Parker in 1567 and was at-

tributed by him, following Bale and Joscelin, to

"Matthewof Westminster". It was re-edited by
Luard for the Rolls Series in 1890 with an introduc-

tion containing the fullest investigation of the genesis

of the work.
Madden. Historia Anglorum of Matthew Paris in R. S.. Ill

(London. IS66-9); H.\rdy, Catalogue of Materials for British His-
tory in R. S., Ill (London. 1862-71); Hunt in Diet. Nat. Biog.,

8. v., Westminster, Matthew, based upon Luard, whose explana-

tions are now generally recognized.

Herbert Thurston.

Westminster Abbey.—This most famous of all

Enghsh abbeys is situated within the precincts of the

Royal Palace of ^\ est minster, like HoljTood in Scot-

land and the Escurial in Spain. Its site, on the north-

ern side of the River Thames, a mile or two above the

ancient City of London, was formerly known as

Thorney or tlie Isle of Thorns. The date of the

foundation of the abbey is quite uncertain. The
Venerable Bede (d. 736) does not mention it, but an

early and long-received tradition ascribes it to Sebert,

King of the East Saxons, who likewise founded St.

Paul's, London. The date given is 610 and the

church is said to have been miraculously consecrated

by St . Peter himself. But though this is mere legend,

invented probably in the thirteenth century, it is

tolerablv certain that the monastery existed as early

as the eighth century, for it is in a charter of King
Offa, dated 7S5, that it is first called ^yestminster,

to distinguish it apparently from the minster of St.

Paul's to the east. There is also extant a tenth cen-

tury charter of King Edgar in which the boundaries

of the abbey property are defined, and according to

William of >Ialmesbury, St. Dunstan brought twelve

Benedictine monks from Glastonburj' to Westminster
about 960, though the authenticity of this statement

has been doubted.
At any rate, whatever the beginnings may have

been, it is quite certain that there was an important
church standing, and a community of Benedictines in

existence at Westminster, when Edward the Confessor

began to build in 1055. Of this first Saxon church

and monastery no traces remain, and even its plan and
site are for the mo,st part conjectural. During his

exile in Normandy Edward had vowed to make a pil-

grimage to Rome if he should regain his throne. The
pope absolved him from this vow on condition that he

built or restored an abbey in honour of St. Peter, and
this condition Edward fulfilled at Westminster, his

friend Edwin being abbot at the time. The earlier

buildings were demolished to make way for the new
choir and tran.septs, which were finished and con.se-

cratedin 1065, afewdaysbefore the king'sdeath. The
monastery was planned for seventy monks, but the

actual number seems never to liave been more than

aboutfifty. Thenaveof the cluirch was begun in 1110

and completed about 1163 when the Confessor's relics

were translated, on his canonization, to a stately shrine

in the middle of I he choir. Early in the thirteenth cen-

tury a large eastern lady-chapel was substituted for

the small semi-circul.ar one behind Edward's high

altar, and this was consecrated in 1220. The growing
needs of the community and the constant stream of

pilgrims to the tomb of the miracle-working Confessor

soon necessitated further changes, and, aided by the

munificence of Henry III, a period of great building

activity set in. The demohtion of the Norman
church began in 1245, and during the next thirty

years the whole of the eastern part of the church, to-

gether with about half the nave, was rebuilt, and the

shrine of St. Edward was moved to its present posi-

tion in the apse behind the high altar. The abbots
during this period were Richard Crokesley and Rich-

ard Ware. The death, however, of Henrj' in 1272, a
disastrous fire in 1298 which consumed the whole of

the monastic buildings, and the "Black Death" in

1349, which carried off Abbot BjTcheston and twenty-
six of his monks, so drained the resources of the abbey
that all building operations ceased for nearly a cen-

tury. Under Abbot Litlyngton (1362-86) the con-

ventual parts were rebuilt, after which the western

bays of the nave were taken in hand. Progress was
slow, however, and the nave was not finally completed

until 1517, whilst the western towers were not added
until the eighteenth century. In 1.502 Henry VH
commenced the beautiful eastern lady-chapel which
bears his name and was intended by him to enshrine

the remains of his uncle Henry \T. Robert Vertue
was the architect and his work is far in advance of any
other contemporary building. Its wonderful fan-

vault has never been surpassed either in beauty of

design or in the daring skill displayed in its actual

construction. In this chapel stands the tomb of its

pious founder who died in 1.509.

As regards the internal history of Westminster, it

must have been much like any other large and im-

portant monasterj' of the same period and apparently

full of life and vigour. The "Customary", drawn up
by Abbot Ware (1258-84), supplies us with the details

of the daily life of the monks, but, apart from this, the

clo.se proximity of the abbey to the royal palace, the

fact of its being under direct royal patronage, as well

as its possessing a noted shrine much visited by pil-

grims, combined to bring it prominently into the re-

hgious and civil life of the nation. The abbots were
important personages with seats in the House of

Lords. Their position enabled them to foster learning

and the arts. The first printing-press in England was
set up within the monastic precincts by Cax-tqn in

1477 under the patronage of Abbot Esteney. Simon
Langham (1349-62) deserves mention because of his

being the only Abbot of Westminster to become a
cardinal. He was successively Bishoji of Ely, Arch-

bishop of Canterbury, Lord High Treasurer, and Lord
Chancellor, and finally Cardinal-Bishop of Palestrina.

For many years he devoted large annual sums of

money towards the building expenses of his old abbey,

and, at his death in 1376, he bequeathed the greater

part of his fortune for the same purpose. He was
buried at Westminster, in St. Benedict's Chapel,

where his tomb may still be seen.

In 1539 the monastery was suppressed and the

monks, then less than thirty in number, were dis-

persed, being rejjlaced by a dean and twelve preb-

endaries, who acknowledged the royal supremacy.

William Boston, or Benson, the last .ibbot, became
the first dean. In 1.540 the abbey was made the

cathedral church of a new see, Thomas Thirlby being

the first and only Protestant Bishop of Westminster.

Ten years later" this bishopric was suppressed. In

15.56 Queen Mary restored Westminster to the Bene-

dictines and Dr. ,Tohn Feckenham (q. v.">, who had
been professed at Evesham before the dissolution, was
made abbot. He was the last mitred abbot to sit in

the House of Lords. On the accession of Queen Eliz-

abeth in 1.5.59, the monks were again ejected from
Westminster and superseded by a Protestant dean

and chapter, which arrangement has continued down
to the present day. Westminster Abbey is desig-

nated a "Roval peculiar", its officials are appointed

by the Crown, and the abbey itself is extra-diocesan,

that is, exempt from the jurisdiction of tlie Bishop of

l/ondon in whose diocese it is situated. This exi-mp-

tion from episcopal jurisdiction was first obtained by
Abbot Crokesley (1246-58) and has been perpetuated

under the Protestant ri'^gime. The riglit of sanctuary

was enjoyed by Westminster from Norman times, and
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oven aftor (lir Reformation it lingerofl on in a modifiod
form until finally abolished by King James I. The
greater part of the old monastie buildings are now
used as a public school. As was usual in all the
larger monasteries, there had always been a school in

the monastic cloister, the minute regulations for

which may be found carefully detailed in Abbot
Ware's "Customary". To replace this, at the Ref-
ormation, Henry VIII founded a new school, which
was afterwards given collegiate rank by Elizabeth and
it now ranks as one of the leading English public
schools. The scholars of Westminster still have cer-

tain rights and privileges within the abbey itself, such
as greeting the sovereign with acclamation, on behalf
of the English people, at the moment of his coronation.
From its earliest days Westminster has witnessed the
coronations of almost all the English sovereigns and
their consorts, commencing with Harold, the sue-

though many of them good work in themselves, are
completely out of harmony with their surroundings.
The extreme length of the abbev, including Henrv

VII's Chapel, is .511 ft.; the width of the nave and
aisles 79 ft.; and the height to the vaulting 102 ft.,

which is unusually lofty for an English church. Ex-
teriorly, the want of a central tower detracts some-
what from the general effect, and the eighteenth cen-
tury western towers are poor compared with the rest of

the building, but the grace and beauty of the interior,

in spite of the incongruous tombs and monuments, are
surpassed by few other Gothic churches in the world.
Much judicious restoration of the fabric has been suc-

cessfully carried out in recent years. Apart from the
immediate monastic precincts, the abbey domains
were very extensive, comprising numerous manors
and other endowments, but most of these have now
passed into other hands. Tlie revenues of the abbey
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cesaor of Edward the Confessor, and William the
Conqueror, in 1066. There are two coronation
chairs. The first, which stands in St. Edward's
Chapel against the back of the high altar screen, con-
tains the stone on which the Scottish kings had for-

merly been crowned. This stone, according to legend,

is supposed to have been the identical one on which
Jacob rested his head at Bethel, and to have been
taken thence to Eg^pt and then through Spain to Ire-

land, about 700 B. c, where it stood upon the sacred
Hill of Tara, and it is said to have been removed
thence to Scone in Scotland, in .3.30 B. c, by Fergus,
the founder of the Scottish monarchy. But whatever
its origin may have been, Edward I in 1297 brought
it to Westminster and on it every sovereign of Eng-
land since Edward II ha-s been crowned, excepting
only Edward V. The other chair, the queen's, which
now stands in Henry VII's Chapel, was made for

Marj-, the wife of William III, who was crowned with
him in 16S9. Besides being the scene of their corona-
tions, Westminster is also the burial-place of many
English sovereigns and their consorts, e. g. Henry III,

Edward I, Edward III, Richard II, Henry V, and six

queens, whose tombs are in St. Edward's Chapel, and
Henry VII, Marj' Oueen of Scots, Elizabeth, and
Mary Tudor, and Margaret, the widow of Henrj' V,
who lie buried in Henrj- VII's Chapel. Numerous
other celebrities, poets, statesmen, w.arriors, etc.,

illustrious in English hi.story, have likewise been
buried within the abbey, so that it has become a na-
tional honour to be given a resting place there, though
unfortunately it cannot be .said that their tombs do
anything but mar the beauty of the building. The
pre-Reformation tombs accord with the medieval
architecture of the abbey, but those of later date,

at the time of the dis.solution amounted to £3471
(equivalent to about £3r),000 or $154,000 at the pres-
ent day), but though shorn of so many of its ancient
possessions, the Chapter of Westminster is still a very
wealthy collegiate body.
DuGDALE. Monasticon Anglicanum (London, 1817-30): Leslie,

Catholic Guide to Weslminsler Abbey (London, 1902); Henry
Bradshaw Society, Missale Westmonasteriensis, ed. Lego (3
vol.f.. Ixindon, 1891-96); Idem, Cuslomari/ of SI. Peter's West-
minster, cd. Thompson (London, 1904); Lethabt, Westminster
Abbey and the Kings' Craftsmen (London, 1906); Bond, West-
minster Abbey {London, 1909); Flete, Hist, of Westminster Abbey,
ed. Robinson (Cambridge, 1909) ; Stanley, Historical Memorials
of WestmiTister Abbey (London, 1868).

G. Cyprian Auston.

Westminster Cathedral.—As a national expres-

sion of religious faith given by Roman Catholics to

England since the Reformation, Westminster C.ithe-

dral, London, stands pre-eminent. This distinction

is due to vaslness of proportion, and original iiualities

of design. The project of erecting a cat h(>dral for the

metropolitan see originated in 1S6."), with the first

archbi.shop of the restored hierarchy, but it was not
until thirty years later that the building was com-
menced by Cardinal Vaughan from the design of the
late John Francis Bentley. On the death of thearchi-

tect, in 1902, the structure was practically complete,

but the internal decoration had scarcely been at-

tempted. The whole building covers .an .area of

about 54,000 square feet ; the dominating factor

of the scheme, apart from the campanile, being a
spacious and uninterrupted nave, 60 feet wide,

covered with domical vaulting.

In planning the n;ive, a system of supports was
adopted not unlike th.at to be .seen in most Gothic
cathednals, where huge, yet narrow, buttresses are
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projected at intervals, and stiffened by transverse

walls, arcading and vaulting. But while, in a Gothic
cathedral these counterforts are generally most con-

spicuous features outside the building, at Westminster
Cathedral they are hmited to the interior, the space

between being entirely utihzed, as at St. Mark's,
Venice. It should be noted, however, that in the

latter instance the cruciform plan is emphasized by
making the transepts as important as the nave, while

at Westminster Cathedral they are virtually shut off

by the nave arcades, that maintain an unbroken con-

tinuity from west to east. This rhythm, or repeti-

tion of parts, produces an effect of length and height

quite lacking in the Venetian prototype. The main
piers and transverse arches that support the domes
divide the nave into three compartments, each 60
feet square. The domes rest on the arches at a
height of 90 feet from the floor; the total internal

height being 111 feet, or about 10 feet higher than the

choir of Westminster Abbey.
In selecting the pendentive type of dome, of .shallow

concavity, for the main roofing, weight and pressure

were reduced to a minimum. The pendentures that

occupy the angles of the square compartments, and
develop a circle 60 feet in diameter at a height of 90
feet from the floor, may be regarded as corbels, by
which the weight of the domes is directed to the main
piers. The domes and pendent ures are formed of con-

crete, and as extraneous roofs of timber were dispensed

with, it was necessary to provide a thin independent
outer shell of impervious stone. The concrete flat

roofing around the domes is covered with asphalt.

The sanctuary, .54 feet square, is essentiaDy Byzan-
tine in its system of construction. The extensions

that open out on all sides make the luminous corona
of the dome, raised aloft on pendentives, seem inde-

pendent of support. The extensions on the north
and south of the sanctuary are occupied by the organ
galleries. On the exterior, the group formed by the

sanctuary and the eastern turrets presents a subtle

gradation of parts more oriental than the rest of the

building and perhaps more expressive of the internal

arrangements.
The eastern termination of the cathedral forming

the retro-choir, whether viewed from the outside or

the inside, suggests the Romanesque, or Lombardic
style of Northern Italy. The crypt with openings
into the sanctuary, thus closely following the Church
of St. Ambrose, Milan, the open colonnade under the

eaves, the timber roof following the curve of the

apex, are all famihar features. The huge buttresses,

however, give distinction, and resist the pressure of a
vault 48 feet in span. Although the cruciform plan

is hardly noticeable inside the building, it is empha-
sized outside by the boldly projecting transei)ts.

These with their twin gables, slated roofs, and square
turrets with pyramidal stone cappings suggest a
Norman prototype, and all in striking contrast to the

rest of the design. The aspiring note, however, is

provided by the campanile, 30 feet square, that rises

from the ground to a height of 2S4 feet. Like some
of the well-known towers of Italy its lines are unbroken
for marking the height.

The main structural parts of the building are of

brick and concrete, the latter material being used for

the vaulting and domes of graduated thickness and
complicated curve. Following Byzantine tradition,

the mterior was designed with a view to the futiu'e

application of marble and mosaic; and throughout the

exterior, the lavish introduction of stone bands in

connexion with the red brickwork produces an im-

pression quite foreign to the iMiglish eye. The main
entrance f.a^ade owes its composition, in a nieasm-e,

to accident rather than design. Its apparent lack

of height caused by the unavoidable recession of the

upper parts is however compensated for by the

lofty campanile, not many feet away. The most

prominent feature of the facade is the deeply recessed

arch over the central entrance, flanked by tribunes,

and stairway turrets. The tympanum of this arch is

left vacant for a subject in mosaic. The elevation

on the north, with a length of nearly 300 feet con-

trasted with the vertical lines of the campanile and
the transepts, is most impressive. It rests on a con-

tinuous and plain basement of gi-anite, and only above
the flat roofing of the chapels does the structure

assume a varied outhne. The porch next the tower
is an ornate and pleasing featiu-e of this elevation.

The lighting of the nave and sanctuary mainly de-

pends on large lunettes, just under the main vaulting.

On entering the cathedral the visitor who knows
St. Mark's, Venice, or the churches of Constantinople,
will note the absence of a spacious and well lighted

outer narthex, comprising all the main entrances;

but this is soon forgotten in view of the fine propor-
tions of the nave, and the marble columns, \\'ith capi-

tals of Byzantine type, that support the galleries and
other subsidiary parts of the building. The marbles
selected for the columns were, in some instances,

obtained from formations quarried by the ancient

Romans, chiefly in Greece. Thus, in the nave and
transepts there are monohtlis of the green breccia of

Atrax, in Thessaly, and the grayish green marble of

Carystus, in the Island of Euboea. Besides these we
see the pale green cipnllino of Switzerland, the red

marble of Languedoc, and variegated breccias from
Italy. In the sanctuary eight columns of yellow

marble, from Verona, support the baldacchino over
the high altar, and others, white and pink, from Nor-
way, support the organ galleries. Two columns of the

black and white breccia from the Pyrenees adorn the

httle chapel of St. Thomas in the north transept, and
shafts of Italian pavonazzo are in the baptistery, the

chapel of the holy souls, and the sanctuary. In the

crypt, under the retro-choir, sturdy monoliths of red

gi-anite support the vaulting, and others, the gallery

at the west end of the nave.
Respecting the general scheme of internal decoration

the architect's intention was based on an appreciation

of the principles underlying the apiilication of marble
and mosaic, as exemplified by St. Mark's, Venice, and
the churches of Ravenna and Constantinople. Accord-
ingly we find in his design, the two materials separated

by a boldly defined cornice at a uniform level through-

out; the lower part being reserved for the marble plat-

ing, and the upper for mosaic. The decoration already

done is confined to thesanctuary and the chapels. Two
of thelatter, t he chapel of the holy ••^ouls, and the chapel

of Sts. Gregory and Augustine, are finished throughout.

The httle shrine of the Sacred Heart is also finished;

and the marble jilating is completed in the chapel of

the Blessed Sacrament, the Lady Chapel, the chapel of

St. Thomas, and St. Peter's crypt. The altars were all

in position before the consecration of the cathedral on
28 .lune, 1910.

The chapels entered from the aisles of the nave are

22 feet wide, and roofed with simjile barrel vaulting.

The chapel of Sts. Gregory and Augustine, next the

baptistery, from which it is separated by an open
screen of marble, was the first to have its decoration

completed. The marble lining of the piers rises to the

springing level of the vaulting and this level has

determined the height of the altar reredos, and of the

screen opposite. On the side wall, under the windows,

the marble dado rises to but little more than half this

height. From the cornices, at their levels, begins the

mosaic decoration on the walls and vault. This
general arrangement will apply to all the chapels

entered from the aisles of the nave, yet each chapel

will have its own distinct artistic character. Thus in

the chapel of the holy souls on the opposite side of the

nave, there are but slight deviations from the arrange-

ment just described, though the tone of the decora-

tion is more siibducd. and the det.iils differ. Italian
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marbles of sombre tint are applied to the lower part
of the walls, and silver takes the place of gold on the
vault. The other chajiels of this series dedicated to

St. Joseph, St. Paul, .St. George, and the Enghsh
MartjTs, St. Patrick and St. .Andrew, are at present
ivithout their decoration. The chapel of the Blessed
Sacrament, on the north side of the sanctuary, and the
Lady Chapel, on the south, are entered from the
transepts, twenty-two feet wide, lofty, with open
xrcades, barrel vaulting, and apsidal ends; in plan
they are ahke. Over the altar of the Blessed Sacra-
ment chapel a baldacchino is suspended from the
I'ault, and the chapel is enclosed with bronze grilles

ind gates. In the Lady Chapel the altar reredos
will have a pictiu-e in mosaic of the Virgin and Child.
The central feature of the decoration in the cathe-

dral is of course the baldacchino over the high altar in

the sanctuar}'. This is one of the largest structures
if its kind, the total width being 31 feet, and the
leight 3S feet. The upper part of white marble is

ichly inlaid with coloured marbles, lapis lazuli, pearl,

md gold. Behind the baldacchino the crypt emerges
ibove the floor of the sanctuary, and the podium thus
ormed is broken in the middle by the steps that lead
ip to the retro-choir. The ciu'ved wall of the crypt
s hned with narrow slabs of green carystran marble.
Opening out of this crypt is a smaller chamber, directly
mder the high altar. Here are laid the venerated
•emains of the first two archbishops of Westminster,
Ilardinal Wi.seman and Cardinal Manning. The
Utar and rehcs of St. Edmund of Canterbury occupy
I recess on the south side of the chamber. The little

hapcl of St. Thomas of Canterbury, entered from the
lorlh transept, is iised as a chantry for the late Cardi-
lal \'aughan. A large crucifix suspended from the
ianctuary arch dominates the whole interior of the
lathedral. John A. Marshall.

Weston, William, Jesuit missionary priest, b. at
Maidstone, l.i.50 (?); d. at Valladolid, Spain, 9 June,
101."). Educated at Oxford, 1564-1.569 (?), and after-

vards at Paris and Douai (1.572-1.57.5), he went
hence on foot to Rome and entered the Society of

Fesus, 5 November, 157.5, leaving all he possessed to
Douai College. His novitiate was made in Spain,
ind there he worked and taught until called to the
'jUglish Mission, where there was not then a single

lesuit at hberty. He reached England, 20 September,
1.584, and had the happiness of receiving into the
[Church Philip Howard (C|. v.), Earl of Arundel. He
las left us an autobiography full of the missionary
idventures (see bibli. below). One salient feature
vas the practice of exorcisms, at which a number of

)ther priests assisted; and this movement made for

I time a good impression. So far, however, as we
;an now discover, the subjects were not suffering from
liabolic possession, but only from hysteria (then
'ailed "mother"). Yet there is no reason to doubt
he sincerity of the exorcists, for Catholics and Prot-
j.stants alike were then credulous on this subject,
ind the latter, so far as England and Scotland went,
,vere very cruel. The first to object to these witch-
craft proceedings were the older priests. A recrudes-
'ence of persecution jiut an end to the exorcisms after

I year, before any serious harm had ensued; and this

se should consider as a merciful disposition of Provi-
dence ("The Month", May, 1911). Many of the
:'Xorcists were martyred for their priesthood; the rest,

ilmost to a man, were seized and imprisoned, Weston
imongst the latter (August, 1.58ti). In 1.5S8 the Gov-
rnment moved West on and a number of other priests

to the old ruinous castle of Wisbech, where for four
V'ears their confinement was verv strict. Rut in 1.592

the prisoners were, for economy's sake, allowed to live

in the alms supplied by Catholics, and for this much
Freedom of intercourse was permit ted . .'\ great change
snsued, the faithful came, quietly indeed, but in

considerable numbers, to visit the confessors, who on
their part arranged to live a sort of college life. This
was not accomplished without much friction.

The majority with Weston (20 out of 33) desired
regular routine, with a recognized authority to judge
delinquencies, e. g. quarrels and possible scandals.
The minority dissented, and when the majority per-
sisted, and even dined apart (February, 1595), a cry
of schism was raised, and Weston was denounced as
its originator, the pugnacious Christopher Bagshaw
(q. v.) taking the lead against him. In May, arbi-
trators (Bavant and Dolman) were called in, but with-
out result, as one espoused one side, one the other. In
October two more arbitrators, John Mush (q. v.) and
Dudley, were summoned, and they arranged a com-
promise amid general rejoicings. The whole body
agreed to live together by a definite rule (November,
1595). This result seems to show that Weston and
those from whom he acted as "agent" were not wrong
in insisting on some measure of order. On the other
hand he was clearly at fault in not appreciating better
the motives and feelings of the considerable minority
against him ; but some of them were no doubt most diffi-

cult to treat with. In the spring of 1597 the troubles of
the English College, Rome, spread to England, and led
to a renewal of the "Wisbech stirs", which were soon
overshadowed by the " Appellant controversy ". Wes-
ton took no part in this, as he was committed, early in

1599, to the Tower, where he suffered so much that he
almost lost his sight. In 1603 he was sent into exile,

and spent the rest of his days in the English seminaries
at Seville and Valladolid. He was rector of the latter
college at the time of his death. His autobiography
and letters show us a man learned, scholarly, and
intensely spiritual, if somewhat narrow. A zealous
missionary, he strongly attracted many souls, while
some found him unconciliatory. Portraits of him are
preserved at Rome and Valladolid.

Morris, Troubles of our Catholic Forefathers. II (1875). con-
tains a translation of Weston, Autobiography. The conclusion,
which is there mis.'»ing, is in Catholic Record Society. I; Peralta,
Puntos cerca la santa viria del P. Guillermo Weston (1615); MS. at
Rome; Law. Jesuits and Seculars in the Reign of Elizabeth (1889);
Bartoli. Inghilterra (1668); More, Historia provincial anglirance
(1660); Pollen in The Month (July, 1912). For the hterature of
the Appellant question see Garnet, Henry; Persons, Robert.

J. H. Pollen.

Westphalia, a province of Prussia situated be-
tween the Rhine and the Weser. It is bounded on
the north-west and north by the Netherlands and
Hanover, on the east by Schaumburg-Lippe, Hanover,
Lippe-Detmold, Brunswick, Hesse-Nassau, and Wal-
deck, on the south and south-west by Hesse-Nassau,
on the west by the province of the Rhine and the
Netherlands. It is the tenth in size and the third
in population of the Prussian provinces, having an
area of 7804 square miles, and 4,125,096 inh,abitants.
Of its population 2,121,534 are Catholics, and 1,947,-
672 EvangeUcals. The province has 107 cities and
1468 village communities. In the south and north-
east it is mountainous, in the other sections it is

level. The chief industries are agriculture, breeding
of cattle, mining, and manufactures. The industrial
section on the Ruhr River contains the most produc-
tive coal beds of Germany and also the most valuable
iron mines. Consequent!}' this district is the seat
of the most extensive mining industry, large iron
forges, and innumerable factories for the manufacture
of machinery and the working of iron. The rela-

tively small district of 386 square miles contains
some twenty towns of more than 20,000 inhabitants
with altogether a population of 750,000. The other
manufactures .are chiefly linen and other textile

products. .53.4 per cent of the inhabitants make
their living in mining and manufacturing industries,

26 2 per cent m agriculture, 10 per cent in com-
merce and traffic. Still 42.4 per cent of the area is

given up to farming and gardening.
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History.—In the earliest era the province was in-

habited by the German tribes of the Sicambri,
Bructeri, Marsi, and Cherusci. For a short time it

was held by the Romans, having been conquered by
Drusus and Tiberius, the sons of Augustus, in a
series of campaigns during the years 12 B.C. to 5 a.d.

The Romans were defeated in the great battle in the
Teutoburg Forest (9 a.d.), and Germanicus was not

able to reconquer the country. In the third century
the Saxons pushed their way into the province from
the Cimbrian peninsula; other tribes joined them,
either voluntarily or under compulsion, and thus
there arose a large confederation of tribes which bore
the name of Saxons. The western part of the

province between the Weser and the Lower Rliine

appears from about the year <S00 in the historical

sources under the name of Westphalia, while the

district on both banks of the Weser was called

Engern, and the district between the Weser and the

Elbe bore the name of Eastphalia. In the later

Middle Ages the name Engeni disappeared and the

region of the Weser was then considered a part of

Westphalia. No one has yet been able to give a
satisfactory explanation of the names Westphalia
and Eastphalia. Among the various meanings
suggested have been: f&l, horse; fale, inhabitant

of a lowland; vallum, boundary wall, etc.

The Westphalians were brought into contact with
Christianity in the seventh century. The first

apostles (about 695 a.d.) were the two Ewalds,

known from the colour of their hair as the White and
the Black Ewald. However, the account of Bede
(Hist. eccl. gent. Angl., hb. V, c. x) is uncertain

and contradictory. At a later date the conversion

of the Saxons especially engaged the attention of St.

Boniface. He was not, however, able to carry out

his desire, although Westphalian folk-lore has stories

of the preaching of Boniface and even of his founding
of churches. Probably, even though the proof is

lacking, the attempts to found missions among the

Saxons proceeded from Cologne. No permanent
success was gained by the campaigns of the Frankish

King Pepin (751-68) against the Saxons. The coun-

try was finally subdued after several bloody wars
(772-804) by Pepin's son Charlemagne, who, as an
apostle of the sword, brought the Saxons to Chris-

tianity. The questions asked the Saxon candidates

for baptism are still in existence, as well as the an-

swers that were to be made in whicli they were obliged

to renounce the gods Donar, Wodan, and Saxnot.

The baptism of the Saxon Duke Widukind (785) was
of much importance; for after baptism he was un-

swervingly loyal to Christianity and its zealous

promoter. The same is true of the Westphalians

in general. After they had once accepted the Chris-

tian faith, which "had been preached to them with

an iron tongue by their bitterest enemies", hardly

any other people were as loyally and devotedly

attached to Christianity. Charlemagne's chief as-

.sistants in the missionary work were Sturm (who con-

verted the country around Paderborn), Lebwin (who
brought the western districts of Westphalia to Chris-

tianity), and Lividger (who converted the district sur-

rounding Minister). At the end of the eighth and
the beginning of the ninth centuries the mission-

ary districts of Osnabriick, Miinster, Minden, and
Paderborn were raised to dioceses. The southern

part of the province, in the neighbourhood of Ruhr
and Lippe, fell to the Archdiocese of Cologne. Louis

the Pious continued the work of his father. During
his reign the first mon;usteri(w were founded; the most
celebrated of these are the Benedictine Abbey of

Corvey (S15), and the Abbey of Herford (819) for

Benedictine imns.
Westphalia, a-s has already Iieen said, was only a

part of Saxony, and in about the year 9(X) Saxony wjis

made a (luchy, after Luilolf, the ancestor of the ducal

house, had been made a margrave in 850 during the
reign of Louis the German. The duchy continued
to exist until 1180. The last and greatest of the
dukes was Henry the Lion, who lost tlie duchy
through disloyalty to the emperor. This led to the
division of Westphalia into numerous principalities.

The southern part, the "Sauerland", fell ;us the Duchy
of Westphalia to the Archdiocese of Cologne which
retained it until 1803. This duchy had its own con-
stitution and its own diet. The head of the ecclesi-

astical government was the court of the officiality.

Up to 143-1 the court was held at Amsberg, and after

that at Werl. The attempts of the Archbishops of

Cologne to extend the ducal power even over the
northern part of the province were unsuccessful.

Instead of the jurisdiction of Cologne, the Bishops
of Miinster, Osnabriick, Paderborn, and Minden,
who had long had secular sovereignty, became
independent ruling princes. At the same time
numerous smaller principalities were created, such as

the countships of Mark, Ravensberg, Tecklenburg,
Rietberg, and Steinfurt, the free imperial city of

Dortmund, the principality of the Abbot of Corvey.
In 1394 the Countship of Mark w:xs united with
Cleves. In 1346 the Countship of Ravensberg was
united with Julich and in 1511 also with Cleves.
In this article the Diocese of Osnabriick, as is

generally the case, is not taken into consideration,

although it belongs to the original territory of West-
phalia and in earlier ages included large districts of the

present dioceses of Miinster and Paderborn, because
from 1648 it was entirely independent, and in 1815
it became a part of the Kmgdom of Hanover with
which, in 1866, it was incorporatetl into Prussia.

In the meantime the Church had developed in all

directions. The number of monasteries and re-

ligious foundations that were established during the
Middle Ages exceeded 250. Among these should be
mentioned: the Benedictine abbeys at Grafschaft

(1072), Marienmiinster (1128), St. Moritz at Minden
(1042), Abdinghof at Paderborn (1015); the Cister-

cian abbeys at Bredelar (1196), Hardehausen (1140),

and Marienfeld (1185); the Premonstratensian ab-

beys at Kappenberg (1122), Klarholz (1133), and
Varlar (1128); the Augustinian monasteries at Osna-
briick (1288), Herford (before 1288), and Lippstadt

(12S1); the Dominican monasteries at Dortmund
(1310), Minden (V2M\). Miinster (1346), Soest

(1231), and Warburg (12S0); the Minorite mon-
asteries at Soest (1232), Paderborn (1232), Miin-
ster (about 1247), and Herford (1223?). In the

Conflict of Investitures the Westphalian bishops,

with few exceptions, held to the Emperors Henry
IV and Henry V, and only at times, and then
under strong compulsion, did they support the

Church. In the same way they were partisans of

Emperor Frederick I (1152-90) in his quarrel with

the pope. During the reign of Frederick II (1215-

1250), on the contrarj', they were actively connected

with the pope. The strong religious feeling of the

medieval Westphali.ans is shown by the large number
of ecclesiastical institutions dejiendent upon the

charityof the i)eoplc. Thus Lii)))st,idt, with a popula-

tion of 2700, had four jiarish cliurches, andtherewere
hospitals in very small |)laces. Numerous pilgrim-

ages were undertaken ;is far as Sjiain and France.

Many also took part in the Crusades. In 1217 one
of tlie leaders was Count Gottfried II of .\rnsberg.

In the fourteenth centur>' the object of the Crusades

was the heathen land of the Prussians. Thus in

1337 the Counts of Lippe, Arnsberg, and Wittgen-

stein joined the expeditions against the Prussians.

The Carthusian Werner Rolevinck (b. in 1425 in

the District of .Miinster; d. in 1.5021 said of his coun-

trymen: "I am bold to a.ssert that the people are

genuiiielv i)ious, especially in fasting, in hi'.-iring the

Divine Word, in attiiidaiu'c at chuirh, in the accept-
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ancc of their pastors, in frequent pilgrimages, in the
giving of alms, hospitality to strangers, and other
works of Christian charitj". It is probable, how-
ever, that Rolevinck describes the beautiful and
earlier period of the fathers. At the beginning of the
fourteenth century Westphalia was in a terrible state

cf disorganization caused by the political schemes of

its ecclesiastical princes, as, for instance, by the three
counts of Mors who occupied the sees of Cologne,
Paderborn, Osnabriick, and Munster, or more espe-

cially by the Soest feud (1-141-49), and the Miinster
feud (1450-56). After 1456 better conditions pre-
vailed for a time; order was restored in the mon-
asteries; the bishops encoiu-aged religious life; the
diocesan synods wore more regularly held, and fa-

vourably influenced both clergy and people. But con-
ditions again grew bad when suddenly, in the year
1508, all the \\'estphalian sees were vacant and the
former competent bishops were succeeded by per-

sons unequal to the duties of their office. Until
towards the end of the Middle Ages Westphalia in

intellectual matters was under the influence of

Cologne and its university. Yet in the era of Hu-
manism a vigorous independent life was developed in

the province. Many Westphalians attended the
school at Deventer which flourished under the guid-
ance of Alexander Hegius, a native of Westphalia. At
Miinster, Rudolf of Langen and .Johannes Murmellius
exerted an active and far-reaching influence for the
spread of humanistic training. The Westphalian
Hermann von dem Busche was one of the greatest
wanderers among the itinerant humanistic teachers.

Although a eulogist like Hermann Hamclmann goes
too far when he asserts, as Hamelmann continually
does, that the W^estphalians were the first to revive
Classical learning in Germany, nevertheless a large
share must be ascribed to them in this re\-ival.

During the first years of the era of the Reformation
Westphalia was little affected. It is true that here,

as elsewhere in (lermany, a strong anti-clerical oppo-
sition had been in exi.stence for a long time, but this

antagonism did not at once join the new dogmatic op-
position of Luther. The revolts which in 1525 arose
in Minden .and Mimstcr, were social in the main, and
were aimed both against abuses in the lives of the
upper and lower clergy which were inconsistent with
the dignity of the clerical calhng and which had become
intolerable, anfl against historically sanctioned priv-

ileges of ecclesia.stics in civil and political affairs. The
earliest .adherents of Luther in Westphalia were
.\ugustinian monks and Humanists. The Augustin-
ians studied at the University of Wittenberg and
brought the new doctrine home with them. Thus in

1524 the Lut heran opinions were preached at Lippstadt
by the prior Wosterm.ann, andthe lector Koitcn, and at

Herfordbythe prior Kropp. Among the Humanists
who maintained the Lutheran cause were Horinann
von dem Bu.sche, who watched and supported from
Marburg the .adv.ance of the new dogma in his native
region, .lacob Montanus a1 Herfonl. and a large num-
ber of .-ichool teachers of the younger generation of

Humanists, as (lerhard Cotius, .John Glandorp, and
Adolf ClarenJ)ach at Miinster. It was not until after

1.525 that Lutheranism gained ground among the
common people in Westphalia. .4s the common peo-
ple had little comprehension of (he dogm.atic contro-
versies, the .success of the Reformation is rather ex-
plicable by the fact that (he old jKipular opposition to

the life and constitution of the (^hurch learned to look
upon Luther as its leader. The adherents of the
movement continually grew in number by means of

the accounts given by itinerant merchants, by the
agitation carried on by preachers and students of

Wittenberg L^niversity, and by popular literature.

.Among the cities, Li[)pstadt, ."^ocst, and Herford were
the first to introduc;' the Kvanni'lieal ('oiifession;

Tecklenburg v.as the first of the countships. The

secular principalities gradually became Protestant.
In the ecclesiastical principalities (he position of the
ruler was of great impoitance. Munster was won for
the new doctrine by the preacher Bernhard Roth-
mann; it was recognized as a Lutheran city by the
bishop in the Treaty of 14 February, 1533. The
Protestant faith was al-so established in a number of
country towns of the Diocese of Miinster. However,
in the years 1534-35, the Anabapti.sts carried on their
wild regime at Munster, and their overthrow put an
end for a time to the progress of the Reformation.
The Archbishop of Cologne and Bishop of Paderborn,
Hermann von der Wied, sought to introduce the
Reformation in the Duchy of Westphalia and in the
Diocese of Paderborn, but he was deposed in 1547 and
his successor re-established Catholicism in both dis-
tricts. In Minden the bishops themselves were
friends of the new doctrine, consequently Protestant-
ism was able to maintain itself. The check given by
the Augsburg Interim (1548) to Protestantism was
only a partial and temporary one, especially as a num-
ber of the (irinces rejected it altogether. After the
Religious Peace of Augsburg (1555) the Church
lost Dortmund, a large part of the Diocese of
Miinster, as is shown by the visitation of 1571, and
Paderborn, which was under the Protestant Bishop of
Lauenburg (1577-85).

Lutheranism was also partially superseded by Cal-
vinism, as in the countships of Mark and Tecklen-
burg, in the Diocese of Miinster, and in Southern
Westphalia (Wittgenstein and Nassau-Siegen), while
the flourishing cities of Soe.st, Lippstadt, Herford,
Bielefeld, and Dortmund held to the Lutheran faith,
the stronghold and pattern of Lutheranism being
Soest. However, after the Church had been re-in-
vigorated by the Council of Trent, it took more de-
cisive steps against Protestantism in WVstphalia as
well as in other regions. Here also the Jesuits deserve
the most credit for the Counter-Reformation. Their
first collegium was established at Paderborn in 1580,
the next at Mtin.ster at 1589. During the following
century other collegiate foundations and missions
were added to these. By means of their gymnasial
schools they gained over the rising generation and
brought large numbers back to the Church, in dis-
tricts far beyond the places of their settlement, by
means of missions, retreats, brotherhoods, and sodali-
ties. The new Capuchin and Franciscan monasteries,
a fairly large number of which were founded between
1600 and 1650, exerted influence in the same manner.
It must, however, be .said, that the ".secular arm" had
a large share in the Counter-Reformation, often a
larger one than spiritual weapons. The exercise of
the Evangelical religion was forbidden and the non-
Catholic clergy, teachers, .-uid officials were depo.sed
and exjielled. The ('ountcr-Kcfoniiation was begun
in the Oioci'se of .Miuistir liy Bishop .John von Hoya
(l.")(i()-71), an:! brought to a \ictorioiis close by l'>n8t
of Bavaria (15S5-1612). and Ferdinand of Bavaria
(1612-.50).

In Paderborn Henry of Lauenburg was followed by
Theodore of Fiirstenherg (1.58.5-1618), who defeated
the Protestant opposition by the taking of Paderborn
in 1604; he restored Catholicism with the aid of the
Jesuits, and gave the Counter-Reformation a centre
by founding the University of Paderborn in 1614. In
1()23 Paderborn was once more entirely Catholic.
The Archbishop of Cologne, Gebhard Truchscss of
Waldburg (1577-84), made a .second fruidess attempt
to introduce Protestantism in the Duchy of West-
phalia. The three successors of Truchsess made the
duchy once more completely Catholic. The Counter-
Reformation w.as introduceil in the domains of the
.'Vbbey of Cx)rvey by the Prince .\bbot Dietrich of
Heringhausi-n (1.585-1616), but it made little progress
under the inactive and incapable Abbot Henry of
Aschcbrock (1610-1024), and Hoxter remained Prot-
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estant. In the same way the attempts of the dukes
of Cleves, who had returned to the Church, to drive
Protestantism out of the countships of Mark and
Ravensberg failed, especially as in 1614 both count-
ships became a part of Brandenburg. Rietberg was
completely regained for Catholicism by the conversion
to Catholicism of the heiress of the Countship of Riet-
berg, Sabina Katharina, and by her marriage with the
convert John III of East Freisland, a grandson of

King Gustavus Vasa. In 1610 the exercise of Prot-
estantism was forbidden in Rietberg. The ruler of

Biiren, Elizabeth, was converted in 1613; her .son

Moritz became a Jesuit, and presented his seigniorial

domain to the order. The attempts to re-establish

Catholicism which were undertaken during the Thirty
Years War, on account of the Edict of Restitution of

1629, had only a temporary success. Among these
efforts were the one at Minden, where the Jesuits la-

boured for a short time and where in 1632 a diocesan
synod was held, and that at Herford.
The Treaty of Westphalia (1648) established as the

basis of ecclesiastical affairs the conditions of the year
1624. Accordingly, since then the territories of Min-
den, Ravensberg, Mark, Tecklenburg, Rheda, Hohen-
limburg, Siegen-Hilchenbach, Wittgenstein, and the
imperial city of Dortmund have been entirely or
mainly Protestant, while Miinster, Paderborn, the
Duchy of Westphalia, and Rietberg have been Cath-
olic. The Countship of Steinfurt and the Seigniory
of Gemen gradually became for the most part Catholic.
Until modern times territorial boundaries were also

denominational boundaries, especially in Westphalia.
With the present era the denominational compactness
was broken by the growth of the cities and the immigra-
tion of large numbers of factory hands from all parts

of Germany. In 1648 Brandenburg-Prussia received

by the Treaty of Westphalia the Diocese of Minden,
in 1702 the Countship of Lingen by inheritance from
the line of Orange, and in 1707 the Countship of Teck-
lenburg by purchase. From the end of the seven-
teenth century to the beginning of the nineteenth cen-

tury Church life was torpid and little progress was
made. The cathedral chapters at Miinster and Pader-
born withdrew more and more from their spiritual

duties. From the fifteenth century they were open
only to members of the old families of the pobility, of

whom but a few were ordained. The others did not
live differently from the .secular nobility. The old

Benedictine and Cistercian abbeys had also become
very worldly, and but little was done for the training

of their inmates in learning, although, in general,

good discipline and order were maintained. Only the
mendicant orders, especially the Franciscans, laboured
actively for the cure of souls. The system of schools

was very defective. In the Diocese of Miinster the
seminary for priests founded by the Prince-Bishop
Ferdinand in 1613 was allowed to fall into decay, so

that the training of priests was very unsatisfactory.

Much was done at the end of the eighteenth cen-

tury for the improvement of education by the
distinguished minister and Vicar-General of Miin-
ster, Frcihorr Franz von Fiirstenberg. His work
affected at first only the Diocese of Miinster, but the
example had an influence on the whole of Westphalia,

and indeed was felt throughout Germany. lie reor-

ganized the cnlire school .system of Miinster from the

lowest elcnicnlary in.st ruction up to the university on a
well constructed plan, founded the Universityof .Miin-

ster in 1771, rc-i'slablishcd the seminary for priests,

and founded the normal school over which he placed

Overberg. The era of the FrcMcli Kevolution and of

the Napoleonic empire brought violent changes. On
account of the Peace of Lunevillc (ISOl) and of the

Enactment, of (he Imperial Delegation (IS()3), the

secular .sovereignty of 1 he bisho))S was suppressed and
their territ(iri<'s ii.sed to compensate the princes who
were obhged to yield their possessions on the left bank

of the Rhine to France. Thus Prussia received the
Diocese of Paderborn and a part of the Diocese of
Miinster, that is the half of the upper section of the
diocese with the capital. The other half was used to
form petty principalities for the Princes of Salm,
Croy, and Looz-Corswaren ; the lower diocese and the
district called Emsland were given to the Dukes of
Oldenburg and of Arenberg. The Duchy of West-
phalia went to the Landgrave of Hesse-Darmstadt.
The new rulers at once secularized the monasteries for

men, a right given them by the enactment of the
imperial delegation. Thus in the spring of 1803
Prussia suppressed the monasteries of Kappenberg,
Marienfeld, Liesborn, Abdinghof, Hardehausen,
Dalheim, and Boddeken. By an Edict of 17 October,
1803, Landgrave Louis of Hesse suppressed the mon-
asteries in his territories.

In 1807 Prussia had to concede its Westphalian
possessions to France. The western part of West-
phalia was obliged to change its nationality several

times, it belonged in part to the French Empire, in

part to the Grand Duchy of Berg under Joachim
Murat. The eastern section of Westphalia was made,
in conjunction with territories taken from Prussia,
Hesse, Hanover, and Brunswick, into the Kingdom of

Westphalia, the name of which was a misnomer,
as the larger part of the new kingdom was com-
posed of lands that were not Westphalian. The
Kingdom of Westphaha was given to Napoleon's
brother Jerome. The French continued the seculari-

zation of the monasteries, nor did they spare the con-
vents. On 13 May,' 1809, Jerome decreed the suppres-
sion of six convents and on 1 November, 1809, ordered
the suppression of all religious foundations, chapters,

abbeys, and priories with exception of those devoted to

education. Similar decrees were issued by Napoleon
himself on 14 November, 1811, for the territories of

Miinster. As far as possible the lands were sold. In
1815, after the French had been driven out of the
country, Prussia received, besides its earher posses-

sions, the former Duchy of Westphaha, the Abbey of

Corvey, the former free imperial city of Dortmund,
and a number of mediatised principaUties and seign-

iories. In 1816 the Provinceof Westphalia wasformed
from these acquisitions. At a later date (1851) the
whole of Lippstadt, which up to then had been
divided between Prussia and Lippe, was added to the
province. Under Prussian administration the prov-

ince has reached a high degree of prosperity.

The life of the Church has also greatly developed in

connexion with the revival of German Catholicism in

general. There are in Westphalia a large number of

religious, pohtical, social, and charitable associations

of Catholics, and brotherhoods which are very active

and have many thousand members. The Catholic

Press of Westphalia also is in a prosperous condition.

There are 82 Catholic newspapers, of which the

" Westfiihscher Merkur" of Miinster, the "West-
fahsches Volksblatt" of Paderborn, and the "Tre-
monia" of Dortmund should be mentioned, besides

numerous Catholic periodicals. A diocesan synod
was held at Paderborn in 1867 and at Miinster in

1897. Next to the province of the Rhine, \\'estphalia

is the most important Catholic part of Prussia. The
ecclesiastical (li\'isions have been so arranged by the

Bull "De salute animarum" of 1821, that the Diocese

of Miinster includes the government district of Miin-

ster, one parish in the government district of Minden,
as well as three enclaves in the government di.strict of

Arnsbcrg: the Countv of Konigssteole in the govern-

ment district of Arnsbcrg belongs to the Archdiocese

of Cologne, and all else to the Dioce.sc of raderborn.

The government distri<>t of Miinster contains 800, .'502

Catholics, and 182,011 ICvangclicals; the government
district of Arnsherg, 1, 08 l,:i4:U 'at holies and 1,276,187

Fvangelicals; the government district of Minden,

239,889 Catholics and 489,441 Evangehcals. For
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ecclesiastical statistics see articles MtJNSTER and
Paderborn.
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Klemens Loffleb.

West Syrian Rite. Sec Syrian Rite, West.

West Virginia, a state of the American Union,
bounded on the north-east by Pennsylvania and Mary-
land, on the north-west by Ohio, on the south-east
and south by Virginia, and on the south-west by
Kentucky; it is situated between latitude 37° 36' and
40° 38' N., and between the meridians 77° 4,'j' and
82° 03' W. Its area is 24,780 square miles, of which
24,645 square miles is land and 135 square miles is

water, containing 15,859,200 acres. The population,
according to the U. S. Census of 1910, is 1,221,119.

The principal cities are: Wheehng, 41,641; Hunting-
ton, 31,161; Parkersburg, 17,742; Charleston, 22,-

926; Clarksburg, 9201.
Physical Characteristics.—West Virginia geo-

griiphically belongs to the Mississippi Valley, and the
principal rivers, which are the Sandy, Guyandotte,
Big and Little Kan;Mvha, and the Monongahela, with
its tributaries the Youghioghenj' and Cheat, are trib-

utary to the Ohio River, which flows for 300 miles
along this state.

This great watercourse puts West Virginia in

direct communication with the trade of the Missis-

sippi Valley, the Gulf of Mexico, and in fact with the
markets of the far West. The Allegheny Ridge forms
in this state the watershed between the Atlantic
Ocean and the Mississippi Valley. West of the Alle-

gheny Range and that of the Shen;indo;ih on the
east, and the Greenbrier and Liuirrl Mountains on
the west, are numerous short panillrl ridges of which
the most important are Potts or Middle Warm Spring
and .Jackson River Mountains. The most western
of the.se continuous chains is the Laurel Ridge with its

prolongations, the Greenbrier and Flat Top Moun-
tains. Near the line of Randolph County the
Greenbrier Mountains throw off a spur cast to the
Allegheny Range, and from this extend numerous
parallel ridges following the usual course of the moun-
tain ch.ains of the .state and known as Rich, Middle
Shavers, Cheat, and Valley Mountains. The Great
Flat Top Mountain, as the south-western portion of
this ridge is called, al.so throws out spurs north and
north-we.st called the White Oak Mountain and
Barker's Ridge. These mountain chains inclose many
fertile valleys.

The prevailing ingredients of the soil are silica,

ahiminium, pure clay, marl, lime, magnesia, .and iron,

which the very unevcnne.ss of the surface tends to
amalgamate to the greatest practical aflvantage.
Thus the alluvial or bottom lands composed of the
diluvium from adjacent and distant hills combine
mechanically and chemically every kind of mineral
and vegetable decomposition in the country. This
soil, which varies in depth from three to forty feet,

produces the largest timber .and heaviest crops, and,
resting upon a substantial b.asis of dark loam and fer-

tile clay, exceeds in reli.ability and endurance the
black, rich, but thirsty and chaffy, soils of the Western

prairies. The second bottom is generally representa-
tive of the rocks prevailing upon this level, with a
strong .admixture of ( he stmta above brought down by
the gr.adual l:uidslips ;ind the rains, and .accimiulated
probably to a great extent before the present vege-
t.ation took possession of the surface. On ascending,
the soil is found
gradually less mixed
in substance and
colour, the timber
is less varied, and
on steeper places
loss thrifty. When
the ridge is sharp
and narrow, the
bare rock is found
but a few inches
below and not sel-

dom protruding
above the surface;
but when flat or
gently inclined, as
in a majority of
cases, there is

found a deep, arable .soil heavily coated with humus,
and producing, with few exceptions, the iden-
tical kinds of timber and crops found in the alluvial
valley below. In those regions of the state where the
table-lands are exceptionally met with, the surface
presents undulating plains, w^hich, but for their
timber, would recall to mind an Illinois prairie,
reaching along the mountain summits for miles in
length and breadth, with scarcely an elevation suf-
ficiently great to divide the water. West Virginia
is richly invested with timber, comprising many
varieties of the oak .and fir, the hemlock, cedar, laurel,

tulip-tree, the black and white walnuts, hickory,
beech, sycamore, elm, m.aple, birch, white and moun-
tain ash, besides the wild-fruit varieties peculiar to
the surrounding states. It has been estim.ated that
11,300,000 acres, or nearly three-fourths of the super-
ficial .area of the st.ate, are as yet unimproved, and of
these a considerable proportion are still in the vigour
and juvenescence of original growth.
There is a great diversity of chmate in West Vir-

ginia. In the mountain regions the summers are
never very warm, while the winters are extremely
cold, the thermometer sometimes registering 25°

below zero. Except in these mountain regions the
clim.ate is generally free from the extremes of heiit and
cold, rain and drought, and upon the whole one of
the most agreeable .and .s.alubrious in the Union.
The mean annual temperature is .about 50°; that
of the winter 31°; spring 50°; summer 72°; autumn
54° Fahrenheit. The average rainfall is from 43
to 45 inches.

Resources.—Agricultural.—The production and
v.ahie of leading crops in 1910 were as follows: hay,
810,000 tons, v.alue .S12,1.50,000; corn, 23,290,000
bu.shels, value, $16,220,000; wheat, 5,125,000 bushels,
value, S5,228,000; o.ats, 2,520,000 bushels, value,

$1,260,000; rye, 155,(X)0 bushels, value, $140,000;
buckwheat, 575,000 bushels, value .$443,000; pota-
toes, 3,772,000 bushels, value, $2,527,000; tobacco,
12,800,000 lbs., value, $1,318,000. The fruit crop
aggregiited over $1,0(»(),0()() in value. Stock raising
is also an important iiidiistry.

Mineral.—West Virginia is richly endowed with a
high gr.ade of oil or crude petroleum. During the
year 1909 the prodtiction was 10,745,092 barrels,

Viilued at $17,042,283. This state is also very rich

in high-grade coal, containing every variety except
anthracite; during 1909 there were 51,466,010 tons
mined, thus ranking second, after Pennsylvania,
in the production of coal; coke was produced to the
amount of 2,(137,132 short tons. In 1908 the pro-
duction of natural gas was valued .at $14,.837,130; and
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in this year the clay products araoiinted in vaUie to

$3,261,756.
Manufactures.—There are a number of manufac-

turing industries within the state, most of which are

located along the Ohio River. In 1907 there were
2150 manufacturing estabhshments, with a combined
capital of $41,175,913, turning out a product valued
at $94,584,091, and employing 45,871 persons whose
annual wages were $24,268,502. The leading in-

dustries in this year were iron and steel, thirteen

plants, product valued at $20,095,000; lumber and
planing mills, product valued at $10,359,615; coke,

product valued at .$5,074,403; glass, $6,322,223;
leather and harness, $6,623,567; machinery and cast-

ings, $6,521,374; brewing and distilling, $2,650,895;
flour and feed, $2,664,012; pottery, $1,826,745; wood
pulp and paper, $1,735,967; brick and tile, $1,064,710.

Education. General.—Although the state is of

comparatively recent development, an efficient free

school system has been estabhshed of which a state

superintendent has general supervision, and a county
superintendent and board of three commissioners for

each school district have local jurisdiction. In 1908

there were 351,966 children of .school age; of these

336,279 were white and 15,657 were coloured.

Separate schools are provided for white and coloured

persons. There were 7021 public schools with 8282
teachers, with property of an estimated valuation of

$7,705,768, while S3,9/'9,125 was expended in main-
tenance. Other state institutions are: six normal
schools, two preparatory branches of the State uni-

versity, two coloured institutes, a school for the deaf

and blind, the State Reform School, the Industrial

School for Girls, the Weston Ho.spital for the Insane,

and the West Virginia University. This university,

situated at Morgantown, originated by virtue of the

National Land Act of Congress of 2 July, 1862, the

subsequent action of the Legislature in accepting its

provision, and from the foundations of an educational

institution which had already been laid at Morgan-
town for half a century. Its sources of revenue are:

first, an annual productive endowment of $115,7.50;

second, the Morrill fund, which amounts to $25,000
a year; third, the Hatch fund, amounting to $15,000
annually; fourth, the biennial appropriations of the

Legislature; and, fifth, fees and tuitions paid only by
students of other states.

Catholic.—The Sisters of the Visitation have acad-

emies for young ladies at Mount de Chantal, near
Wheeling, and at Parkersburg. The Sisters of St.

Joseph have academies for young ladies at Clarks-

burg and Wheeling; the Xaverian Brothers conduct a
high school for boys at \\'heeling. St . Edward's Pre-

paratory School for Young Men, at Huntington, was
openeii in September, 1909. There are 14 parochial

schools with 1975 pupils, and in all 3300 young per-

sons are imder Catholic care.

The oldest Catholic charitable institution in the

state is the Wheeling Hospital, incor])orated in 1850,

and in charge of the Si.sters of St. Joseph, who have
been labouring in the diocese since its foundation.

The same order coniluct hospitals at Parkersburg and
Clarksburg, also St. Vincent's Home for Girls, and St.

John's Home for Boys at Elm Grove, a suburb of

Wheeling. A manual training school for boys at

Elm Grove is conducted by the Xaverian Brothers, a
home for wayward and homeless girls, at Edging-
ton Lane, Wheeling, is in charge of the Sisters of the

Good Shepherd.
Laws Affectino Religion.—The Constitution

provides that there shall be no special laws concerning

property held for religious or cliaritahle i)urpi>s('s.

No church or religious denominalion can be incor-

porated. A religious congregation <'an legally acquire

and hold a limited quantity of real property by deed
of conveyance for three purposes only: first, for a

place of worship; second, for a place of burial; third,

for a place of residence for a minister. The title to

such i)ro|)erty is vested in trustees, named in the deed
of conveyances or appointed b>' the projier court,

which trustees hold the property for the use and bene-
fit of the congregation. No devise or bequest by will

of either personal or real property to any church, or
trustees thereof, or to any congregation is valid. Any
persons desiring to make a bequest or devise for the
benefit of any church may make such bequest or
devi.se in favour of some individual, absolutely and
without any limitation or qualifications, tnisting to

the loyalty of such person for the faithful application

of the property to the real purposes for which the be-

quest or devise is desired to be made. But any devise
or bequest if questioned in legal proceedings, and the
real facts shown, would doubtless be held to be void.

A gift of personal property to the trustees or other
proper authorities of any church for the benefit thereof
with delivery of possession by the donor, of course, is

valid. On some of the questions relating to chari-

table trusts the decisions of the courts are not free

from confusion. Property used for educational, Ut-

erary, scientific, religious, or charitable purposes ia

exempt from taxation.

No appropriation of school funds to support any
sectarian or denominational school is allowed. A
clergyman is incompetent to testify concerning any
confession made to him in the course of discipline en-

joined by the Church to which he belongs. Min-
isters of the Gospel regularly in charge of a congrega-
tion are exempt from military duty, labour on public
roads, and jury service. No religious or political test

or oath can be required as a prerequisite or qualifica-

tion to vote, serve as a juror, sue, plead, appeal, or pur-
sue any profession or emploj-ment . No person can be
compelled to attend or support any particular re-

ligious worship; the Legislature may not prescribe any
religious test whatsoever, or confer any peculiar priv-

ileges or advantages on any sect or denomination; it

may not pass any law or le\'y any tax for the erection

or repair of any house for public worship, or for the
support of any Church or ministn-; but everj' person
is free to select his religious instructor and provide for

his support. Marriage between whites and negroes
is prohibited. Di^'orces which are innculo matri-

monii or a jnensd ct loro can only be granted by the

courts, on statutorj- grounds which are very similar

to those of most of the Eastern states. In the court

all testimony is required to be given under oath.

Search warrants cannot be issued without affidavits.

Profanity and drunkenness arejjrohibitcd by law, and
a penalty is imposed for its violation. While the ob-

servance of Sunday is not directly enjoined, labouring

at any trade or calling or the employing of minor
apprentices or servants in labour on Sunday, except in

household or other work of necessity or charity, are

forbidden. Also hunting and fishing on Sunday are

forbidden by law. A penalty is imposed for the dis-

turbance of religious worship.

History.—The territory now embraced in West \'\t-

ginia was an unexjilored wilderness when it first be-

came known to white men. That it was first inhabited

not many generations before the cimiing of the white
explorer is eviilcnccd by many relics found, such as

pieces of flint, rude stone implements, human bones,

large mounds, and other unmistakable witnesses to

that fact. Different Indian tribes at various times

had their homes within the present limits of the state:

the Oclawares in the Monongahela \'allcy; the Mo-
hicans in the Kanawha Valley; the Conoys in llic Xew
River Valley, and theShawiiees on the south branch of

the Potomac. The first permanent settlement in the

state Wivs made at New Mecklenburg in 1727; this is

now Shephcrdstnwn.theoldest to\\7i in W(>st Virginia.

In 1681 Cluirlis 1 1 granted to a company of gentlemen
atract (if land wlncli coinpriscd as a part wliat is now
called the "Ea,slcni Pan Handle" of the state.
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Tliis tract of land was inherited by Thomas,
]-ord Fairfax, and became known as the "Fairfax
Land Grant ". Surveyors were employed to determine
the boundaries, and during this work, on 17 October,
174tj, wtis erected the famous "Fairfax .Stone", the
first monument marking boundary of real estate in

West ^'irginia. George W;ishington, at a later

period, was employed on this survey. West Virginia
was organized and became a state during the early
j'ears of the Civil War, and was composed of the
western and northern rounties of the State of Vir-
ginia. John Letcher, Governor of Virginia, convened
the General .\.ssembly in extra session on 7 Januarj',

1861, at which session an act providing for a conven-
tion of the people of \'irginia was passed. At this

gathering, held in the Olii State House at Richmond,
the Ordinance of Secession was passed on 13 Aj)ril,

1861. The people of the eastern counties of the
state favoured its ratification, while those of the
western and northern counties, separated by a range
of mountains from the fertile plains of the Old Do-
minion and holding but few slaves, had little in com-
mon with the wealthy planters and slave owners of the
eastern and southern sections, and were opposed to
secession. Moreover, many of the latter were of

northern descent, especially tho.se residing along the
Ohio River, and, when war broke out, they took sides
with the L'nion. Representatives from the counties
opposed to secession assembled in Wheeling, and on
19 June, 1861, the convention unanimously adopted
".\n Ordinance for the Reorg.anization of the State
Government". This convention reiissembled on
6 .\ugust , and an ordinance providing for the creation
of a new state out of a portion of the territorj- of
\'irgmia was adopted. By its provisions this ordi-
nance was to be submitted to the people of the thirty-
nine counties, and as many other coimties a.s wished to
vote on it, at an election to be held on 24 October,
1861. The vote resulted 18,489 for and 781 against
the new state. The proposed constitution was
adopted by the people on 11 April, 1863. Its motto is

"Montani semper liberi" (Mountaineers are always
free). TheConstitutionf>fl863was superseded bythe
present one, adopted in 1S72. The first capital of the
state was situated at Wheeling, but was afterwards
removed to Charleston in 1885.

Dodge, West Virginia (Philadelphia. 1865); Summers. The
Mountain State (Charleston. 1893); Lewis, Hist, of West Virginia
(new ed.. New York, 1904); Fast and Maxwell. Hist, and Goty
ernment of West Virginia (new ed.. Morgantown, 1908); Reports
of the Stale Board of Agriculture: Reports of the Slate Superin-
tendent of Free Schools; Reports of the State Department of Mines;
Reports of the State Tax Commissioner; Reports of the Bureau of
iMbor; The Code of West Virginia. 1906, .ids of the Legislature,
1907; Callahan, Evolution of the Constitution of West Virginia
(Morgantown, 1909).

Frank A. McMahon.

Wettingen-Mehrerau, Abbacy ndllius of, a
Cistercian :ibbey near Bregenz, Vorarlberg, Austria.
The Cistercian mona.stery of Wettingen was founded
by Henry of Happerswyl in the present Canton of

.\argau, Switzerland, in 1227. It was first recruited
with Cistercian monks from Salem (Salmannsweiler)
in Baden, and continued without interruption till its

suppression by the Government of the Canton of

Aargau, 13 January, 1841. Hereupon its abbot, Leo-
pold Hochle, made several futile attempts to found a
new home for himself and his scattered monks.
After thirteen years of searching for a suitable
place he finally obtained the permission of Emperor
Franz Joseph to buy the partly dilapidated Benedic-
tine monaster\' of Mehrerau, which had been sup-
pres.sed in IKOti. On 18 October. 18.54, this new home
of the Cistercians of Wettingen was .solemnly opened
mider the name of Wettingen-Mehrerau. The abbot
bears the title of Abbot of Wettingen and prior of
Mehrerau, and ha.s all the privileges of the former
abbots of Wettingen. He exercises episcopal juris-

diction over the German convents of Ci.stercian nuns
in Switzerland. Wettingen-Mehrerau is the only
consistorial abbey of the Cistercians, that is, its abbot
is the only Cistercian abbot who is preconized in a
public consistory (see Mehrerau).
WiLu, Wettingen-Mehrerau in Brhnner, Ein Cistercienserhuch

(Wuriburg, 1881), 453, 497; Idem, Zur Gesch. des Kloslers Wett-
uigen- Mehrerau, serially in Cislrreienser Chronik XIV (Bregenz,
1902)

;
MCELLEB, Z)er Koncenl Wettingen Tom IS Januar 18il

bis sum 18 Oktober, ISS4. .serially in Cister, Chron.. XVI (1904);
Lehman.v, Das ehemabge Cislercienserkloster Maris Stella bei
Wettingen u. seine Glasgemalde (Aarau, 1909).

Michael Ott.

Wetzer, Heinrich Joseph, learned Orientalist,
b. at .Vnzefahr in Hesse-Cassel, 19 March, 1801 ; d.
at Freiburg in Baden, .5 November, 1853. He studied
theologv and Oriental languages at the universities
of Marburg (1820-3), Tiibingen (1823), and Freiburg
(1824), and was gr.aduated as doctor of theologv and
philosophy at Freiburg in 1824. He continued the
study of Arabic, Persian, and Syriac for eighteen
months at the University of Paris, under the cele-
brated Orientahsts De Sacy and Quatremere. At the
royal library of Paris he discovered an Arabian manu-
script containing the history of the Coptic Christians
in Eg>-pt from their origin to the fourteenth century,
which he afterwards edited in Arabic and Latin:
"Taki-eddini Makrizii historia Coptorum Chris-
tianorum in ^g\'pto" (Sulzbach, 1828). In 1828
he became professor-extraordinary, and in 1830 pro-
fessor-ordinary, of Oriental philolog>' at the L'niver-
sity of Freiburg. His interest in preserving the Cath-
olic character of the University of Freiburg, which
had been founded and endowed as a Catholic uni-
versity, incurred for him the odium of the Protestant
professors, who, being in the majority since 1.846,
excluded him from all academic positions. He was
nevertheless appointed chief hbrarian of the uni-
versity libr.ary in 18.50. With a view to maintaining
the Cathohc character of the university, he composed
anonymously the little work, "Die Universitat Frei-
burg nach ihrem Ursprunge "(Freiburg, 1844).
He had also begun a history of the controversy
between Arianism .and the Catholic Church in the
fourth century, but only a small part of it was com-
pleted and published as "Restitutio verff chronologic
rerum ex controversiis Arianis, inde ab anno 32,5
usque ad annum 3.50 exortarum , .

." (Frankfort,
1827). His greatest achievement is the part he
took in the production of the first edition of the
"Kirchenlexikon" for which he drew up the
"nomenclator" and which he edited conjointly with
Benedict Welte.

Michael Ott.

Wharton, Christopher, Venerable, b.at Middle-
ton, Yorkshire, before 1.536; martyred at York, 28
March, 1600. He was the second son of Henry
Wharton of Wharton and Agnes Warcop, and
younger brother of Thomas, first Lord Wharton. He
was educated at Trinity College, Oxford, where he
graduated M.A., 3 Feb., 1.564, and afterwards became
a fellow. In 1.583 lie entered the English College at
Reims to study for the priesthood (2S July). He was
ordained priest in the following year (31 March),
but continued his studies after ordination till 1.586,
when on 21 May he left Reims in company with Ven.
Edward Burden. No details of his missionary labours
have been preserved; but at his trial Baron Savile, the
judge, incidentally remarked that he had known him
at Oxford some years after 1,596. He w.as finally
arrested in 1.599 at the house of Eleanor Hunt, "a

widow, who was arrested with him and confined in
York ca.stlc. There, with other Catholic prisoners,
he was forcibly taken to hear Protestant sermons.
He was brought to trial together with Mrs. Hunt at
the lycnt Assizes 1(500, and both were condemned, the
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former for high treason, the latter for felony. Both
refused life and liberty at the price of conformity,

and the martyr suffered with great constancy, while

Eleanor Hunt was allowed to linger in prison till she

died. Dr. Worthington, writing of Ven. Christopher

Wharton, specially commends his "humility, fervent

charity, and other great virtues".
WoRTHlNQTON, A Relation of Sixteen Martyrs (Douai, 1601)

;

Douay Diaries (London. 1878) ; Challoneb, Memoirs of Mission-

ary Priests (London, 1741-2); Morris. Troubles of our Catholic

Forefathers, III (London), 462.

Edwin Burton.

Wheeling, Diocese op (Whelingnensis), com-
prises the State of West Virginia except the following

counties, which are in the Diocese of Richmond: Pen-

dleton, Grant, Mineral, Hardy, Hampshire, Morgan,
Berkeley, and Jefferson; also the Counties of Lee,

Scott, Wise, Dickinson, Buchanan, Washington,

Russel, Grayson, Smyth, Tazewell, CarroU, Wythe,
Bland, Floyd, Pulaski, Montgomery, Giles, and a por-

tion of Craig Co., in Virginia; square miles in West
Virginia, 21,355; in Virginia, 7,817; total 29,172.

The Diocese of Wheeling was formed from the Dio-

cese of Richmond by Apostolic letters dated 23 July,

1850. The Rt. Rev. Richard Whelan, D.D., at that

time Bishop of Richmond, was transferred to Wheel-

ing as the first bishop of the newly-created see. He
had been consecrated the second Bishop of Richmond,
21 March, 1841. The earliest record preserved in the

Wheeling chancery sets forth that Rev. Francis Rolf

was appointed pastor of Wheeling in 1829. He
records a baptism performed by him on 3 November,
1828. There is evidence of priests having visited

Wheeling at an earUer date. Wheeling was estab-

lished as a town in 1795, and one vague tradition has

it that it took its name from a certain Father Whelan,

a Catholic priest, who came occasionally to minister

to the spiritual wants of the members of his flock.

The western part of Virginia, which in 1863 became
the State of West Virginia, had never many Catholic

settlers, nor does it appear to have had many pro-

fessing any religion. In 1912 the Cathohc popula-

tion was estimated at about 50,000, and the total

population at 1,000,000. A letter preserved in the

archives of the Diocese of Wheeling dated Baltimore,

13 April, 1832, and signed James Whitfield, Arch-

bishop of Baltimore, states the inability of securing

a priest to be stationed at Wheeling, but the letter

goes on: "I desired the jjriest who attends a congrega-

tion, on the way to WheeUng, about 40 miles on this

side (Brownsville if I remember), to go and give

Church once or twice a month.—He seems to say that

he would comply, as far as he could, with my wish."

From Feb., 1833, to 1 Jan., 1844, Rev. James Hoerner

was in charge of the Cathohcs in the WheeUng district.

He was succeeded by Rev. Eugene Comerford, who
was in Wheeling till the arriv.al of Rt. Rev. Richard
Whelan, Bishop of Richmond, in Nov., 1846. The
bishop took charge of the missionary work in the

Wheeling portion of the Richmond See till he was
transferred as the first Bishop of the new Diocese of

Wheeling. The zeal of Bishop Whelan in labouring

under the most difficult and trying circumstances for a

period of twenty-four years is still remembered by
many of the faithful, and often referred to as a strik-

ing example of genuine saintly piety. He did much
manual labour in addition to the other duties of liis

episcopal office. The present \A'heeling cathedral

was planned by him, and built under his supervision.

He was architect and supervisor, and did much of the

actual work in building the edifice. He also estab-

lished a seminary of which he took personal charge,

and some of (lie priests who were educated by him are

still labouring in the diocese. St. Vincent's College for

laymen was also instituted under his auspices.

Bishop Whelan had among his self-sacrificing clergy

one especially conspicuous for his saintly life, the late

Rev. H. F. Parke, V.G. This servant of God met a
tragic death by being crushed under the ruins of

a falling building, 9 April, 1895. Bishop Whelan
(d. 7 July, 1874) was succeeded by the Rt. Rev.
John Joseph Kain, D.D., who was consecrated the
second Bishop of Wheeling, 23 May, 1875. In 1893
Bishop Kain was appointed coadjutor to the Arch-
bishop of St. Louis, Missouri, and became archbishop
of that see, 21 May, 1895. He died on 13 Oct., 1903.

During the eighteen years of Bishop Kain's adminis-
tration, the work, so well begun by his able prede-
cessor, was continued and made rapid progress. He
was consecrated at the age of thirty-four and devoted
his talents and energy to the increase of clergy, the
establishing of new missions, and the building of

churches and parochial schools, so that, at the time of

his transfer, the diocese was well estabUshed, although
it was still greatly in need of priests, about thirty-five

of whom covered an area of 29,172 sq. miles. The
Cathohcs were much scattered and there were but few
points at which the necessary support of a pastor
could be obtained.

Rt. Rev. P. J. Donahue, D.D., was consecrated the
third Bishop of Wheehng, 8 April, 1894. At the time
of his appointment he was rector of the cathedral at

Baltimore. During the eighteen years of Bishop
Donahue's administration the number of clergy has
been doubled, many new missions estabhshed, and the
following institutions founded in the diocese: Home of

the Good Shepherd, situated near Wheehng, where
200 wayward and homeless girls are provided for—the
sisters in charge conduct a large laundry and sewing
school; the Manual Training School, near Elm Grove,
W. Va. (West Virginia) , six miles east of Wheeling, con-
ducted by the Xaverian Brothers, and St. Edward's
Preparatory College, Huntington, W. Va., in charge of

the secular clergy of the diocese, of w'hich the Rev.
John W. Werninger is the first president. Besides
these institutions two large additions have been built

to the Wheeling Hospital, and a new orphanage for boys
at Elm Grove, W. Va., a largeadditiontoSt. Vincent's
Home, Elm Grove, W. Va., St. Joseph's Hospital at
Parkersburg, W. Va., and St. Mary's Hospital at

Clarksburg, W. Va., have been erected. Prior to 1895
there was one religious order of priests, the Capuchin
Fathers, and three religious orders of women, the Sis-

ters of St. Joseph, Visitation Sisters, and the Sisters

of Divine Providence. Since then, the Marist and the
Benedictine Fathers have been introduced, as also the
Good Shepherd Sisters, Sisters of St. Francis, and the
Fclician Sisters. There are academics for girls

at Mt. de Chantal (near Wheeling), Parkersburg,
Wytheville, Wheeling, and Clarksburg. There are a
Catholic high school at Wheeling, and 16 parochial
schools in the diocese.

Edward E. Weber.

Whipple, Amiel Weeks, military engineer and
soldier, b. at Greenwich, Massachusetts, 1818; d. at

Washington, D. C, 7 May, 1863. He was the son
of David and Abigail Pep|)er Whipple. After studying
at .\mherst College, he made the course at West Point,

gr.aduating 1 July, 1841. His early years of service

were spent in surveying the Patapsco River, sounding
and majiping the approaches of New Orleans, and in

surveying Port.^iinouth llarbour. Later he helped to

determine portions of the CMuadianand llie Mexican
boundaries of the United ."States. In 1853 he had
charge of the explorations for a railroad route near
the 35th parallel of latitude to the Pacific Ocean.
He became a Catholic about 1857, when he was in

Detroit in charge of tlie lighthouse districts from
Lake Superior to the St. LawTence. In the war,
after engineering under Gen. McDowell, he became
chief topographical engineer uiulcr McClellan. His
maps were used on many Virginian battli'-fields. In
1S02, as brigadier-general of voliniteirs, he liad charge
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(if the (lofi-nco of Washinnfon on tho Xirginia siilr.

Aftrr great gallantry at Antiotani and KrediTicksburg,
witli his division in (lonoral Sicklrs's corps, he was
much exposed at Chancellorsville. In a skirmish at

thecloseof the battle he was severely wounded in the
neck by a sharpshooter, and received the last rites of the
Church on the battle-field. Taken to Washington he
was breveted brigadier-general on 4 May, major-
general of volunteers on 6 May, and major-general by
brevet on 7 May, only a few hours before his death.
Lamb, Encyclopedia of American Biography: Cullum.

Biographical Register of (,'. S. A, Milil. Academy (Boston and
New York, 1891).

Regina Randolph Jenkins.

Whitaker, Thomas, Vener.^le, b. at Burnlej',

Lancashu-e, 1614; martjTed at Lancaster, 7 August,
1646. Son of Thomas Whitaker, schoolmaster, and
Helen, liis wife, he was educated first at his father's

school. By the influence of the Towneley family he
was then sent to Valladolid, where he studied for the
priesthood. After ordination (1638) he returned to

England, and for five years laboured in Lancashire.
On one occasion he was arrested, but escaped while
being conducted to Lancaster Castle. He was again
seized at Place Hall in Goosenargh, and committed
to Lancaster Castle, 7 August, 1643, being treated

with unusual severity and undergoing sohtary confine-

ment for six weeks. For three years he remained in

prison, remarkable for his spirit of continual prayer
and charity to hLs fellow-captives. Before his trial

he made a month's retreat in preparation for death.
Though naturally timorous, and suffering much from
the anticipation of his execution, he steadfastly

declinetl all attempts made to induce him to conform
to Anglicanism by the offer of his life. He suffered

with Yen. Edward Bamber and Yen. John Woodcock
O.S.F., saying to the sheriff: "Use your pleasure willi

me, a reprieve or even a pardon upon your condition.s

I utterly refu.se".
Chali.on*er, Memoirs of Missionary Priests (London, 1741-2),

following KxARESBOROUGH who had before him a contemporary
of the three martjTs. EdwIN BurTON.

Whitbread, Thomas, Venerable, alias Har-
couRT, b. in Essex, 1618; martyred at Tyburn, 30
June, 1679. He was educated at St. Omer's, and
entered the novitiate of the Society of Jesus on 7 Sept.,

1635. Coming upon the English mission in 1647, he
laboured for more than thirty years, mostly in the
eastern counties. On 8 Dec, 16.52, he was profes,sed

of the four vows. Twice he was superior of the Suf-
folk District, once of the Lincolnshire District, and
finally in 1678 he was declared provincial. In this

capacity he refused to admit Titus Oates as a member
of the Society, and shortly afterwards the celebrated
plot was fabricated. Father Whitbread was arrested
in London on Michaelmas Day, 1678, but was so ill

that he could not be moved to Newgate till three
months later. He was first indicted at the Old
Bailey, 17 Dec, 1678, but, the evidence against him
and his companions breaking down, he was remanded
and kept in pri.son till 13 June, 1679; later, he was
again indictefi, and with four other fathers was found
guilty on the perjured evidence of Oates, Bedloe, and
Dugdale (see Barrow, William, Venerable; the
others were Fathers Fenwick, Gavin, and Turner).
After the execution the remains of the martyrs were
buried in St. Giles's in the Fields. Father Whit-
bread wTote "Devout Elevation of the Soul to God"
and two short poems, "To Death" and "To his Soul",
which are printed in "The Remonstrance of Piety
and Innocence".

The Remonstrance of Piety and Innocence (London, 16S3)

;

Tanner, Brfrisrfia/io/eiicisaoonis (Prague, 1683) ; F(<»ri« Anglo-
Bnvaricus (Li^^e, 16S.5); Tryals and condemnation of Thomas
While alias WhUbread (London, 1879); Smith in Cobbett. .S(a(e

TriaU, VII; FoLET. Colt. Eng. Prov. S.J.. V. VII (London,
1879-1883). ii, and all works dealing with the Oates Plot;
Cooper in Did. Nat. Biog.. s. v. Harcourl, Thomas.

Edwin Burton.
XV.—39

Whitby (fnriiii'rly calleil Streoneshalh), Abbey
OF, a Benedict ine niiinasterv in the North Riding
of Yorkshire, England, was founded about 6.57, as a
double mona.stery, by (Jswy, King of Northumberland.
The first abbess was St. Hilda, under whom the com-
munity seems to have reached a considerable size,

the conventual buildings being large enough to ac-
commodate the Council, held in 664, to determine the
controversy respecting the observance of Ea.ster. On
St. Hilda's death, about 680, Aelfleda, daughter of
King Oswy, succeeded as abbess, and the monastery
continued to flourish until about 867, when it was en-
tirely destroyed by the Danes. The community was
dispersed, the abbot, Titus, fleeing to Glastonbury
and taking with him the relics of St. Hilda. No at-

tempt was made to restore the monastery until after

the Norman conquest, when this district of Yorkshire

was granted to Hugh Lupus, first Earl of Chester, who
assigned Whitby to William de Percy, ancestor of the
earls of Northumberland, by whom the monastery
was refounded towards the end of the Conqueror's
reign. Keinfrid, a monk of Evesham, was appointed
prior of the restored foundation, which was richly en-
dowed by the founder. William the Conqueror him-
self also granted fo the monastery a charter of priv-
ileges. These were confirmed and extended by Henry I,

in who.se reign the priory was raised to the rank of an
abbey, but the abbot, though regarded as one of the
spiritual barons of England, did not sit in Parliament.
The story of the house during the Middle Ages
does not call for any special comment, the only ex-
ceptional circum.stances in its history being occasional
damage by pirates, to which its position on the coast
laid it open. When the lesser religious houses had all

been .suppres.sed bj' Henry VIII and it became clear
that the same fate awaited the greater ones, the Abbot
of Whitby obtained permission to resign his office so
that he might not be called upon to hand over the
house to the king. The surrender was therefore made
by the prior under date 14 December, 1.540, the net
income at the time being returned as £437 28. 9d.; the
site and ruins being granted .some years later f o John,
Earl of Warwick. Among the monks of Whitby the
most famous is the Saxon poet, Caidmon.
The Mon.'ustery of St. Hilda was so completely

destroyed by the Danes that nothing even of its

foundations is known to remain. Of de Percy's build-
ing the greater part w.as pulled down and the mon-
a.stery rebuilt on a larger scale in the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries. At the dis.solution the roofs

were removed, but most of the walls remained stand-
ing until 1763, when the entire western side of the
monastery was blown down. Since that date the
destrtiction has been rapid owing to the very exposed
position of the ruins. In 18.30 the remains of the cen-
tral tower collapsed, and nine years later a large part
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of the choir also fell, so that only a small part of the

church still stands on the cliff some two hundred feet

above the sea. The arms of the abbey, three snakes

rolled up, are said to have their origin in the number
of fossil ammonites found in the vicinity. Of these

Camden writes in his "Britannia": "Here are found
stones resembling snakes rolled up . . . you would
think they had once been snakes, covered over with a

crust of stone".
Bede. Hisl. EccUsitE., ed. Giles, III (London, 1846) ; Burton,

Monasticon Eboracense (York, 1758): Dogdale, Monaslicon An-
glicanum (London, 1846); Camden, ed. GouoH, Britannia, 111

(London, 1806); Willis, Hist, of Mitred Abbies (London, 1718):

Charlton. Hist, of WhUby Abbey (York, 1779); Younq. Hist, of

Whitby and Streoneshall Abbey (Whitby, 1817).

G. Roger Hddleston.

Whitby, Synod op.—The Cliristianizing of Britain

begun by St. Augustine in a. d. 597 was carried on
with varying success throughout the seventh century.

One great hindrance to progress lay in the fact that

in Northumbria the missionary impulse was largely

Scottish (i. e. Irish) in origin, having come through
St. Aidan from lona. In certain matters of external

discipline, notably the observance of Easter, the Eng-
hsh and Celtic traditions did not agree. Thus when
the Northumbrian King Oswy and his household
were keeping Easter, his queen, who had been brought
up in the south under the Roman system, was still

fasting. The consequent inconvenience and discord

must have been extreme. In 664 a fortunate oppor-

tunity occurred of debating the matter, and a con-

ference took place in the Monastery of St. Hilda at

Whitby or Streanceshalch. King Oswy with Bishops

Colman and Chad represented the Celtic tradition;

Alchfrid, son of Oswy, and Bishops \^'ilfrid and Agil-

bert that of Rome. A full account of the conference

is given by Bede and a shorter one by Eddius. Both
agree as to the facts that Colman appealed to the

practice of St. John, WDfrid to St. Peter and to the

Council of NicEea, and that the matter was finally

settled by Oswy's determination not to offend St.

Peter. "I dare not longer", he said, "contradict

the decrees of him who keeps the doors of the King-

dom of Heaven, lest he should refuse me admission".

This decision involved more than a mere matter of

discipUne. The real question decided at Whitby was
not so much whether the Church in England should use

a particular paschal cycle (see Easter Controversy,
V, 229) as "whether she should hnk her fortunes with

those of the dechning and loosely compacted Irish

Church, or with the rising power and growing organ-

ization of Rome". The solution arrived at was one
of great moment, and, though the Celtic Churches
did not at once follow the example thus set, the paschal

controversy in the West may be said to have ended
with the Synod of Whitby.
The whole'story is told in Bede, Eccl. Hist., Bk. Ill, cc. 2.5 and

26. See the introduction and notes of Plhmmeh's Edition
(Osford, 1890); see also Haddan and Stobbb, Councils, III.

Herbert Thurston.

White, Andrew, missionary, b. at London, 1579;

d. at or near London, 27 Dec, 16.56 (O.S.). He
entered St. Alban's College, Valladohd, in 1595; later

he studied at the English College, Seville, Spain,

matriculated at Douai, and w.as ordained tliere about
1605; sent on the English Mission, he was seized,

imprisoned, and banished in 1606. He enlered the

Society of Jesus in 1607 at Louvain; in 1609 he was
back in Englanil, labouring in the southern counties.

He taught Sacred .Scripture, dogmatic theology, and
Hebrew, and w:is prefect of studies at Louvain and
Lit^ge, varying scholastic occupations by occasional

missionary trips to England. He is principally

known to American history for his WTitings and
labours in connexion with Lord B.altimore's colony,

which have earned for him the title of ".'\postle of

Maryland". Sir George Calvert, first Lord of Balti-

more, corresponded with him from Avalon; Father

Vitelleschi, General of the Jesuits, makes mention to

him, for the first time, of the mission to English
America, in a letter dated Rome, 3 March, 1629. In
preparation for the founding of the Maryland Colony
he compo.sed the "Declaratio Colonia; Domini
Baronis de Baltimore", to attract settlers and co-op-
erators in the enterprise. The expedition set sail on
22 Nov., 1633, from Cowes, Isle of Wight. Father
White is the author of the "Relatio itineris", which
constitutes the classical authority in regard to early

Maryland. On the Feast of the Annunciation,
25 March, 16.34, the "Pilgrims" of Maryland landed
on St. Clement's Island, where Mass was celebrated

for the first time: art has depicted the scene, and

lii J .'Vincn.'.FB'.n-jji.j.j ,\u,'iti'Ji,-j/l.ilvrjbij.!' cldiii.f

Obl^ 111 Ai'.,\h.i vi-.irr .\-{o 3.-,.•):.ill us _/'>.>'*.'

Father Andrew White Baptizing the Aborigines of Mart-
land

Contemporary Woodcut

"Maryland Day" has been consecrated to patriotic

remembrance of the event.

For ten years Father White devoted himself with
apostolic huniihty, patience, and zeal to missionary
labours amongst the settlers and the aborigines. A
Protestant writer (Davis in "Day-Star", p. 160) says:

"The liistory of Maryland presents no better, no
purer, no more sublime lesson than the story of the
toils, sacrifices, and successes of her early mission-

aries." In contrast with other English colonies,

the relations between whites and Indians were har-

monious, largely due to Father White. The "Annual
Letters" narrate his successful labours amongst the

tribes of the Patuxent and Potomac; he carried the

Gospel to the Anacostans in the neighbourhood of

the national capital; lie converted and baptized with
solemn ceremonies, 5 July, 1640, Governor Calvert
and other civil dignitaries being present, Chitoma-
chon, the Tnyac or "Emperor of Piscataway". A
graphic representation of this sacred function from
Tanner is re|)roduced in Shea, "Catholic Church in

Colonial Days", p. .53. He coinpo.sed a grammar,
dicti()n:iry, and catechism in the native idiom, being

the first EiigHslunan to reduce an Indian language to

grammatical form. The claim has been advanced
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that the honour of the first printing-presa in British

America belongs to Maryland; but these works were
manuscript compositions.
The rise of the Puritan party in England was felt

with disastrous effects to Catholic interests in Mary-
land: a band of marauders from \'irginia phmdered
the Jesuit establishments, and P'ather White, with
two companions, was seized and sent in irons to

London, where he was tried on the charge of treason,

as being a priest in England contrary to the statute

27 Ehzabeth. He was acquitted on the manifest plea

that he had entered the country under force and much
against his will. Banished again, he longed to return

to his "dear Marilandians", but his earnest petitions

could not be granted, as he was advanced in years and
broken by exhausting labours; the remainder of his

life was spent quietly in England.
The writings of Father White are: (1) "Relatio

itineris"; (2) "Declaratio ColoniiE"; (3) "A Briefe

Relation". (1) "Declaratio itineris in Marilan-
diam". Rev. Wm. MoSherry, S.J., discovered this

Latin narrative of the voyage in the archives of the
Domus Professa at Rome in 1832. He made a tran-

script of the document, and brought it to Georgetown
College; an abridged translation appeared in the
"Catholic Almanac" (Baltimore, 1S40), pp. 15-34, and
a full translation by N. C. Brooks was printed in

Force's "Historical Tracts", pp. 47 (Washington,
1846), IV, 12. The Latin text was printed for the first

time with a revised translation in the first volume of

"Woodstock Letters" (1872); in 1874 the Maryland
Historical Society published it in Latin and English,

Fund Publication, 7 (edited with notes by Dr. E. A.
Dalrymple); this version is reprinted verbatim in

Foley, "Records of the English Province" (London,
1878). in, 339 sqq., and in Scharf, "History of Mary-
land (Baltimore, 1879), 1, sqq., Hughes, "History
of the Society of Jesus in North America" (London,
1908), presents the most authentic Latin text, with a
facsimile photographic reproduction of the first page
of the original (Documents, I, pt. I, 94-107); in the
same history (Text, I, 274-9) he gives an epitome of

the "Relation", discusses its authorship and authen-
ticity, and furnishes exhaustive biographical infor-

mation concerning Father White, who wrote this

account to the general of the Societj', from St.

Mary's in 10.34, within a month of the landing.

(2) "Declaratio Colonic Domini Baronis de
Baltimore": composed by Father White, revised and
published, with "Conditions of Plantation", by
Cecihus Calvert. "Woodstock Letters" (Latin and
Engh.sh), L 12-21; Marj'land Historical Society
(Fund Pubhcation, 7), Baltimore, 1874 (Latin and
English); Force and Foley (pp. 329-334), ut supra;
Hughes, Documents, 1, 14.5-148 (Latin), Text, I,

249-253; Hall, "Narratives of Early Maryland"
(New York, 1910), .5-10.

(3) "A Briefe Relation of the Voyage unto Mary-
land ". The substance of this was printed in London,
1634, and reprinted in 1865, Shea, "Early Southern
Tracts", no. 1. It was composed by P'ather White,
and authenticated by Governor Leonard Calvert
in a letter from Point Comfort, May, 1(534, as the
work of a "most honest and di.screet gentleman".
Maryland Historical Society, Fund Publication, 35,
Calvert Papers, no. 3 (Baltimore, 1899), 26-46

—

discu.s-sion of authorship, pp. 6-12: Notes by Father
Hughes: Hall, "Narratives of Early Maryland"
(New York, 1910), 29-45.

Plorut Anolo-Bararina (I>i*ge, 1685). 55; More, nUl. Ptot.
AngUtT, IX. n. 1; Tanner, Sac, Je9u Apost. Imilalrix (Prague,
1694). 803: DoDD. Church HUtory, III, 31.3; Oliver, CollKti<m»
(Ix)ndon. 1845), 221; De Backer. Emrsainn (Lidge. 1859). 776;
SoMMERvooEi,, BibHolhique de la C. de J.; Southwell, Biblio-
theca: Afenotoffy. English-speaking Assistancy; Chandlery, Fasti
Brmoreji (Roehampton. 1910); Camprell. Catholic Almanac
(Baltimore, 1841). 4.3-6S; Woodstock LeUers, I, 1-11; Clarke
'^ MttropolHan Uagaiine (Baltimore, 1856), 73-80.

Edward I. Devitt.

White, Ch.\rles Ign.^tics, editor, historian, b. at
Baltimore, Maryland, U. S. A., 1 Feb., 1807; d. at
Wa.shington, D. C, 1 April, 1878. He was one of the
leading pubhcists in the LTnited States during the
second half of the nineteenth century. His Classical
studies were made at Mt. St. Mary's, Emmittsburg,
and at St. Mary's College, Baltimore, and his theolog-
ical course at St. Sulpice, Paris, where he was ordained
priest on 5 June, 1830. Returning to Baltimore soon
after his ordiiuition, he was engaged in parish work
there and at Pikesville until 1857, when he was
made rector of St. Matthew's, Washington, remaining
in this charge until his death. In addition to his
parochial labours he edited the "Annual Catholic
Almanac and Directory" (1834-1857); founded the
"Religious Cabinet", a monthly magazine in Balti-
more (1X42) which was called the following year the
"U.S.('atli<]lic Magazine" (1843-1847), andrevived as
the " Mclropdlitan M.agazine" in 18.53. He was also
editor of the weekly paper, the "Cathohc Mirror"
(18.50-18.55). These pubhcations in the formative
period before the civil war were, under his direction,
very influential factor.s in the great progress made in
the LInited States by the Church spiritually and
materially. He also translated and published:
Balmes's "Pro- estantism and CathoHcity Compared
in their Effects on the Civilization of Europe" (Balti-
more, 18.50); Chateaubriand's "Genius of Christian-
ity" (Baltimore, 1856); and compiled the "Life of
Mrs. Eliza A. Seton" (New York, 1853), founder of
the American branch of the Sisters of Charity.

Cathedral Records (Baltimore, 1906), 60; Freemati'.i Journal
(New, York), contemporarj' files; Allibone, Diet, of Authors, s.v.

Thomas F. Meehan.

White, Eustace, Venerable, martjT, b. at
Louth, Lincolnshire, in 15(50; suffered at the London
Tyburn, 10 December, 1591. His parents were here-
tics, and his conversion resulted in a curse from his
father. He was educated at Reims (1584) and at
Rome (1586), where he was ordained. He came
on the mission in November, 1588, and laboured in
the west of England. On 1 Sept., 1591, he was
betrayed at Blandford, Dorset, by a lawyer with
whom he had conversed upon rehgion. For two days
he held pubhc discussion with a minister, and greatly
impressed the Protestants present. He was then sent
to London, and lodged in Bridewell, IS September,
where for forty-six days he was kept lying on straw
with his hands closely manacled. On 25 October the
Pri\'y Council gave orders for his examination under
torture, and on seven occasions he was kept hanging
by his manacled hands for hours together; he also
suffered deprivation of food and clothing. On 6
December together with Edmund Gennings and Poly-
dore Plasden, priests, and Sydney Hodgson (q. v.),

Swithin Wells, and John Mason, laymen, he was tried
before the King's Bench, and condemned for coming
into England contrary to law. He forgave Topcliffe
his cruelties, and prayed for him, and at his execution,
telling the people that his only treason was his priest-
hood, he thanked God for the happy crown to his
labours. Being cut down alive, he rose to his feet,

but was tripped up and dragged to the fire where two
men stood upon his arms while the executioner
butchered him. With him suffered Polydore Plasden
and the three laymen.

Venerable Polydore Plasden, alias Oliver Palmer,
born in 1563, w.oa the son of a London horner. He
was educated at Reims and at Rome, where he
was ordained priest on 7 December, 1,586. He re-
mained at Rome for more than a year, and then was
at Reims from 8 April till 2 September, 1588, when
he was sent on the mission. While at Rome he had
signed a petition for the retention of the Jesuits as
superiors of the English College, but in Englancl he
wa-s considered to have suffered injury through their

agency. He was captured on 8 Nov., 1591, in Lon-
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don, at Swithin Wells's house in Gray's Inn Fields,

where Ven. Edmund Gennings was celebrating Mass.
At his execution he acknowledged Elizabeth as his

lawful queen, whom he would defend to the best of

his power against aU her enemies, and he prayed for

her and the whole realm; but said that he would
rather forfeit a thousand lives than deny or fight

against his rehgion. By the orders of Sir Walter
Raleigh, he was allowed to hang till he was dead, and
the sentence was carried out upon his body.

Venerable John Mason was a servant to Mr. Owen
of Oxfordshire. When Topeliffe endeavoured to

obtain entry into the room where Father Gennings
was saying Mass, Mason seized him, and in the
struggle both fell down the stairs together. Mason
was therefore cited as an aider and abettor of priests

and condemned accordingly.

At the same time suffered another layman. Vener-
able Brian Lacey, cousin and companion of Venerable
Montford Scott, with whom he was apprehended in

1.591. Lacey was committed to Bridewell where he
was cruelly tortured by Topeliffe in the vain endeav-
our to ehcit at whose houses he had been with Scott.

He was arraigned before the lord mayor at the Old
Bailey and condemned to be hanged for aiding and
abetting priests. Five j'cars previously Lacey had
suffered imprisonment in Newgate for rehgion, and
he was then three times examined by Justice Young.
Information against him as a distributor and dis-

penser of letters to Cathohcs and against Montford
Scott had been given by his own brother, Richard
Lacey, gentleman, of Brockdish, Norfolk.

Kirk, Douay Diaries: Pollen, Acts of Eng. Martyrs (London,
1891); Idem in Cath. Record .Sue. 11; V; Morris, Troubles of

our Catholic Forefathers. Ill (London, 1906-08); Idem, Life of
Gerard (London, 1881); Challoner, Memoirs of Missionary
Priests; Foley, Records of the English Province of the Soc. of
Jesus, VI.

J. L. Whitfield.

White, rcre Gwyn, Richard, Venerable, martyr,

b. at Llanilloes, Montgomeryshire, about 1537; exe-

cuted at Wrexham, lienbighshire, 15 Oct., 1584.

After a brief stay at Oxford he studied at St. John's

College, Cambridge, till about 1562, when he became a
schoolmaster, first at Overton in Flintshire, then at

Wrexham and other places, acquiring considerable

reputation as a Welsh scholar. He had six children

by his wife Catherine, three of whom survived him.

For a time he conformed in religion, but was recon-

ciled to the Catholic Church at the first coming of the

seminary priests to Wales. Owing to his recusiincy

he was arrested more than once, and in 1579 he was a
prisoner in Ruthin gaol, where he was offered liberty

if he would conform. In 1580 he was transferred to

Wrexham, where he suffered much persecution, being

forcibly carried to the Protestant service, and being

frequently brought to the bar at different assizes to

undergo opprobrious treatment, but never obtaining

his liberty. In May, 1.583, he was removed to the

Council of the Marches, and later in the year suffered

torture at Bewdlcy and Bridgenorth before being
sent back to Wrexham. There he lay a prisoner till

the .\utumii Assizes, when he was brought to trial on
9 Oct., ;iiid found guilty of treason and sentenced on
the following ihiy. Again his life was offenxi him on
condition th:it he acknowledged the queen as .supreme

head of the Church. His wife consoled and encour-

aged him to the last. Five carols and a funeral ode
composed by the m:irt\T in Welsh have recently been
discovered and published.

An EnKlish contemporary biogrnphv printed in the Rambler,
N. S., Ill (London, lS6n); Bridowater, Concertatio Ecclesire

(Treves. 1588), (iivingftcontompornr\* Latin account; Challoner,
Memoirs of Missionary Priests (London, 1741-42); Thomas in

Diet. Nat. Biog., following the Rambler account; Cooper, Atheme
Cantabrigienses; Pollen, Acts of English Martyrs in Cath. Record
Society, V, 90-99; Wainewrioht in Lines of the English Martyrs,
III (London, 1912).

Edwin BruTON.

White, Robert, English composer, b. about 1.530;

d. Nov., 1574; was educated by his father, and gradu-
ated Mus. D., at Cambridge University, 13 Dec,
1560. In March, 1561, he succeeded Dr. Tye as
organist and master of the choristers at Ely cathedral,
continuing in that office tiU 1566. He accepted a
similar post at Chester cathedral in 1566, and took
part in the Whitsuntide pageants during the years
1567-69. Such was his repute as a choir trainer that
in 1570 he was appointed organist and master of the
choristers of Westminster Abbey. Though an avowed
Cathohc he retained his post at Westminster Abbey
from 1570 till his death. It is worth recording that
during the same period, under Elizabeth, the musical
services of the Chapel Royal, Westminster Abbey, and
St. Paul's Cathedral were directed by three Catholics,
namely Farrant, White, and Westcott. White made
his will on 5 Nov., 1574, and in it he describes his

father Robert White as still living. He left each of

the choristers four pence. The high estimation in

which he was held by his contemporaries may be
judged by the distich which a pupil (in 1.581) inscribed
in the MS. score of White's "Lamentations":
"Non ita mocsta sonat plangentis verba prophetae
Quam sonat authoris musica mocsta mei."
Fortunately quite a large number of White's com-

positions have survived, and of these, his Latin
motets are sufficient to place him in the front rank of

English composers of the Elizabethan epoch. His
contrapuntal writing is very fine, though stilted.

However, his "Lamentations", set for five voices,

have a flavour far in advance of his period, as also his

motet "Peccatum peccavit Jerusalem" and "Regina
Coeli ". It is to be observed that he wrote his English
anthems ex officio, but his Latin services reveal the
full genius of White, and give him a place with Tallis,

Byrd, Shepherd, and Taverner. Strange to say,

though he stood so high among mid-sixteenth-century
musicians, his compositions were almost utterly

neglected till unearthed by Dr. Burney. In recent
years he has come into his own, thanks to the zeal of

Mr. .-^rkwright. Dr. Terry, and others. Dr. Ernest
Walker regards White "fairly to be reckoned—even
remembering that Palestrina and Lassus were con-
temporaries—as among the very greatest European
composers of this time".
Burnet, Gen. Hist, of Music (4 vols., London. 1776-89);

Walker, A Hist, of Music in England (London, 1907); Grove,
Diet, of Music and Musicians, V (London. 1910).

W. H. Grattan-Flood.

White, Stephen, antiquarian and polyhistor; b.

at Clonmel, Ireland, in 1574; d. in Galway, 1646. He
belonged to a family devoted to religion and educa-
tion. In 1592 Trinity College, Dublin, was founded,
and S. White (in all probability Stephen White) was
one of the few .students named in the chiu-ter. Un-
willing to take the oath of suprenuicv, he left his native
land and entered the Irish College at Salamanca,
Spain, where in 1596 he joined the Society of Jesus,

and taught from 1602 to 1606. Tlie domestic record
says of him "plurimum profecit in litteris". This
skill he employed as one of the two principal collab-

orators on William Bathe's systemiitic hinguage
method called "Janua linguanmi", a work on which
Comenius twenty years later ba-sed liis celebrated

"Janua linguanmi re.serata". In 1606 he went to

Germany and lectured on theology at Ingolstadt, at

Dillingen, and other places. He applied himself

assiduously to the study of history antl w.as generally

reputed to be one of the most learned men of his lime
in Europe. I'.ssher calls him "a man profoimdly
verseti in the ancient records, not of Ireland alone,

but of other eotmtries". His chief interest was in

Irish history. To him is due the honour of fixing the

historic Label "Scotia" where it belongs—to Ireland.

He called attention to the rich tresusures of Irish

literature preserved in the monasteries and libraries of
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Germany, and generously supplied many noted schol-

ars, as Ussher and Colgan, with accurate copies of Irish

ni:muscripts accompanied by critical emendations
and valuable commentaries. His biographical notices

of early Irish saints were utilized in the "Acta SS."
What gave him the bent towards early Irish history

seems to have been the publication at Frankfurt by
Camden of two works by Gerald of Wales, libeUing

Ireland and its people. In refutation he wrote his

best-known work, "Apologia pro Hibernia adversus
Cambri calumnias". After an absence of nearly
thirty-eight years he returned to Ireland to join the
staff at the Jesuit college recently established at

Dublin. The college, however, was in a short time
suppressed by the Government, and the property
was confiscated and handed over to Trinity College.

For some years he laboured in his native Diocese of

Waterford and Lismore, mainly engaged in teaching
catechism to children. In 1644 he went to Galway
where he died.
HoOAN, Life of Father Stephen While, S.J., in The Waterford

Archaeological Journal. Ill (1897) ; Reeve. Memoir of While (1861)

;

Corcoran, Sliuties in the History of Classical Teaching, 1500-
1700 (Dublin. 1911); Kelly, not«a to Whjte, Apologia: SoM-
MERvooEL, Bibl. de la comp. de Jisus.

M. J. Flaherty.

White, Stephen Mallory, American statesman;
b. at San Francisco, California, 19 January, 1853; d. at

Los Angclo-i,California, 21 February, 1901. His parents
were Wilham F. White and Fannie J. (Russell), natives

of Limerick, Ireland, and distinguished California

pioneers of 1849. He was a grand-nephew of Gerald
Griffin, the poet and novelist, and a cousin of Stephen
Russell Mallory, Secretary of the Navy of the South-
ern Confederacy. He was educated at the Jesuit Col-
leges of St. Ignatius in San Francisco and Santa Clara
in Santa Clara, Cal. In 1S74 he was admitted to the

bar. He was a noted orator, a profound student, and
was gifted with great natural ability which he em-
ployed with tireless energy as a lawyer and in the ser-

vice of his country. In 1886 he was elected, as a
Democrat, state senator, lieutenant governor (1888),
and United .States senator (1893). In the latter ca-

pacity he served for six years and during that time
was one of the leaders who forced the Pacific railroads

to pay their enormous debt to the Government and
who urged the construction of the Panama Canal.
His most valuable service to the nation while in the
United States Senate was his learned exposition of the
complex questions of international and constitutional

law involved in the war with Spain and in the annexa-
tion of Hawaii and of the Philippines to tiie United
States. These studies have been included in two
volumes, published since his death, "Stephen M.
White, His Life and Work" (Los Angeles, 1902), and
have taken rank as classics among treatises on civil

government. He was one of the lawyers who repre-

sented the Church in the claim ag.'iinst Mexico grow-
ing out of the "Pious Fund of the Californias". In
1896 the Democratic party in California endorsed him
for President of the United States, but he declined to
enter the contest. He was a devout though unob-
trusive Catholic all his life, and died while suffering

from overwork. The people of the LTnited States
have, by popular subscription, erected a life-size

statue of Senator White in bronze at Lob Angeles,
where his remains repose.
MosHEB. Stephen M. While. His Life and Work (Lo-s Angplea,

1903); Bbvan. Republic or Empire (ChicaKO, 1899); Brtan. The
First Bailie (rhirnKO. 1R96); Tbot. Journal American-Irish Hist.
Society. IX (New York. 1911). 177; SnrcK, Hist, of the Bench and
Bar in California (I«a AnKflcs. 1901); GriNN, Southern California
(Chicago, 1902); James, Heroes of California (Boaton. 1910).

Robert P. Troy.
Edward, pioneer Catholic, grandfather of the

foregoing, b. in Co. Limerick, Ireland, in the latter
part of the eighteenth century; d. Dec., 1863. Early
in the nineteenth century he emigrated to .America,
and settled at Binghamton, New York. Here he

founded and directed an academic institution for

women. This school existed from 1830 until the
death of Mrs. White in IS.'il. White had nine children.

His five daughters entered reUgious orders; the most
well-known among them was Madame Catherine
White of the Religious of the Sacred Heart, author of

text-books on mythology, classical literature, and
church history. Of his sons the most distinguished
was the eldest, James, a prominent lawyer in New
York City.

John V. Simmons.

White (alias Blacklow, Blacloe, Albius,
Anglus), Thomas, b. in Essex, 1593; d. in London, 6
July, 1676. Through his mother, Mary Plowden, who
married Richard White of Hutton, Essex, he was
grandson of the lawyer, Edmund Plowden. Edu-
cated at St. Omer, ValladoUd, and Douai, he was or-

dained priest on 25 March, 1617; he studied at the
Sorbonne, became bachelor of divinity, and returned
to Douai to teach theology, which he did, with inter-

vals, till 1630, when he became president of the Eng-
lish College, Lisbon. In 1633 he resigned and re-

turned to England, where he devoted himself to the
writing of about forty works, which caused a bitter

theological controversy. Not only was he accused
of employing new expressions and manners of

speech not usual in Scholastic theology, but his views
on purgatory, hell, and the infallibility of the pope,
were unsound. Exception was also taken to his polit-

ico-religious views, especially his teaching in favour
of passive obedience to any established government.
Several of White's opinions were censured by the In-
quisition in decrees dated 14 May, 16,55, and 7 Sept.,

1657, and many of his friends and former students
publicly disclaimed his principles. Finally, he with-
drew the censured opinions and submitted himself and
his writings to the Holy See. He was chiefly op-
posed by George Leyburn, the president of Douai, and
Robert Pugh, the latter of whom wrote a life of him,
not known now to exist, also a work called "Blacklo's
Cabal", in which he accuses him of opposition to the
regulars and to episcopal authority, and disloyalty to

the pope. White, however, counted amongst his
friends some of the leading secular clergy, who de-
fended the solidity of his fundamental (ioctrine and
maintained his loyalty to the Church, while disclaim-
ing the doctrines to which exception was taken and
which he had retracted

Holden, Letter to a Friend upon Mr. Blacklow's submitting his
writings to the See of Rome (Paria, 1057); Idem, Epistola Bretis
inqua de 22 proposilionibus ex librie Thomcr Angli ex Albiis excerp-
iis . . . sententinm euam dicit (Paria, 1661); Idem, A letter to

Mr. GraunI concerning Mr. White's treatise "de Medio animarum
statu" (Paria, 1B61); PcGH. Blacklo's Cabal (a. I., 1680); Let-
Burn, Letter written by G. L. to Mr. And. Knigh \ttey] and Mr. Tho,
Med \calfe\ (Douai, 1656); Idem, An Epistle Declaraiorie (Douai,
16.57); Idem, The summe of Dr. Leyburn's Ansvere to a Letter
printed against him by Mr. Blackloe (Douai, 1657); I-eybubn
(or Warner), Vindicim Censurm Duacencr (Douai, 1661); Black-
loancF Hccresis Historta et Confutalio (Ghent, 1075): DoDD,
Chttrch History, III (Bruaaola tere Wolverhampton, 1737-42);
Panzani, Memoirs (Birmingham, 1793); Plowden, Remarks on
Panzani (Birmingham. 1793); KiBK. History of Lisbon College,
e<l. Croft (London, 1902) : Gillow, Bibl. Diet. Eng. Calh., a.w.
While. Holden. Pugh: Cooper, in Did. Sal. Biog.. a. v.: Third
Dmmy Diary. C. R. .S.. x (London, 1911). e.apeeiaUy vol. II. 532
aqq. for Loyburno'a catalogue of prieata, in wjiich he distinguishes
by pungent comments all White's supporters.

Edwin Birton.

White Fathers (Missionaries of Our Lady of
Africa of .Algeria).—This society known under the
name of "Peres Blancs" or "White Fathers", was
founded in 1868 by the first Archbishop of Algiers,

later Cardin.'d T,avigerie. The famine of 1867 left

a Large number of Arab ori'h.ans, and the education
and Christian instruction of these children w.as the
occasion of the founding of the society; but from its

inception the founder had in mind the conversion of
the Arabs and negroes of Central Africa. Mis-
sionary posts were established in Kabylie and in the
Sahara. In 1876 and in 1881 two caravans from South
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Algeria and R'dames, intending to open missions in

Soudan, were massacred by their guides. In 1878
ten missionaries left Algiers to establish posts at

Lakes Victoria Nj'anza and Tanganyika. These now
form the present Vicariates Apostolic of Northern
Nyanza, Southern Nyanza, Unyanyembe, Tanganyika,
Nyassa, and Upper Congo. In 1894 the mission of

French Soudan was founded. The missions of the

Sahara are grouped in a prefecture Apostolic. In

1880, at the request of the Holy See, the White Fathers
established at Jerusalem a Greek Melchite seminarj'

for the formation of clergy of this rite. The society is

composed of missionary priests and coadjutor broth-

ers. The members are bound by an oath engaging
them to labour for the conversion of Africa according

to the constitutions of their society. The mission-

aries are not, strictly speaking, a religious order, and
may retain their own property; but they may expend
it in the society only at the direction of the superiors.

One of the chief points in the rule is in regard to com-
munity life in the missions, each house being obliged

to contain not less than three members. At the head
of the society is a superior-general, elected every six

years by the chapter. He resides at Maison-Carr^e,

near Algiers. Those desiring to become priests are

admitted to the novitiate after their philosophical

studies, and one year of general theology. The three

last years are spent at the scholasticate of Carthage in

Tunis. The society admits persons of all nationali-

ties. Recruiting houses are found in Quebec (Can-

ada), Belgium, Holland, Germany, and France, in

which are received those not yet ready for the novi-

tiate. The costume of the missionaries resembles the

white robes of the Algerian Arabs and consists of a
cassock or garicloum, and a mantle or burnous. A
rosary and cross are worn around the neck in imita-

tion of the meshaha of the marabouts. The society

depends directly on the Congregation of Propaganda.
The White Fathers succeeded in establishing srnaU

missions among the Berbers of Jurjura (Algeria),

there being at present nine hundred and sixty-two

Christians; but the regions bordering on the great

lakes and the Soudan show the best results. The
number of neophytes in all the vicariates (June,

1909) was 135,000; the number preparing for baptism

151,480. A test of four years is imposed on those

desiring to be baptized. To religious instruction the

missionaries add lessons in reading and writing, and
teach also, in special classes, the tongue of the Euro-
pean nation governing the countrj'. The brothers

form the yoimg blacks for trades and agriculture.

The number of boys in the schools (June, 1909) was
22,281. In July, "1910, the society numbered: 600
priests; 250 brothers; 70 novices, with 80 pupils in

the theological classes. In the houses of postulants

for the novitiate were 72 pupils.
Heimbucher. Die orden u. Kongregalionem der kathol. Kirche,

III (Paderborn, 190S). 504-10; Ml':siones calholica (Rome,
1907); Lives of Cardinal La\'igerie by Batoj.ird (Paris. 1886),

Klein (Paris, 1897). and Clarke (London, 1890); Ghussenmatr.
Documents biogr, (Paris, 1888).

John Forbes.

Whitfield, James. See Baltimohe, Archdio-
cese OF.

Whithorn Priory, in Wigtownshire, Scotland,

founded about the middle of the twelfth century, in

the reign of David 1, by I'Vrgus, Lord of Galloway, for

Premonstraten.sian, or White, Canons. The canons

of Whithorn formed the chapter of the Diocese of

Galloway, which was re-established about the same
time, also by Fergus, the old succession of bishops

having died out about 796. The prior stood next in

rank to the bishop, as we see from the order of signa-

tories to an episcopal charter early in the thirteenth

century; and he and his community enjoyed (he right

of electing the bishop, although this right was occa-

Bionally overruled in favour of the secular clergy by

the Archbishop of York, of which see Galloway was a
suffragan for several centuries. The fuU hst of

priors has not been preserved; among them were:
Maurice, who swore fealty to King Edward I of

England in 1296; Gavin Dunbar (1514), who rose to

be Archbishop of Glasgow; and James Beaton, suc-

cessively Archbishop of Glasgow and of St. Andrews,
and chancellor of the kingdom. Whithorn was long a
noted place of pilgrimage, owing to its connexion with
the venerated memory of St. Is'inian. Many Scot-
tish sovereigns, among them Margaret (queen of

James III), James IV", and James V, made repeated
pilgrimages to the saint's slirLne, and left rich offerings

behind them . The monast ery , t hus endowed, became
opulent, and its income at the dissolution was esti-

mated at over £1000. The last prior (Fleming) was
committed to prison in 1563 for the crime of saj-ing

Mass. The whole property of the priory was vested
in the Crown by the annexation act of 1587, and was
granted in 1606 by James VI to the occupant of the
See of Galloway when he established EpiscopaUanism
in Scotland in 1606. It continued to belong to the
bishopric until the revolution of 1688, at which date
that see was the richest in the kingdom next to St.

Andrews and Glasgow. The priory church, which
served also as the cathedral of the diocese, had a long
nave without aisles, a choir of about the same length,

and a lady chapel beyond. In 1684 the nave and
western tower were still intact; but the existing re-

mains consist only of the roofless nave and the exten-
sive vaulted crj'pts constructed under the eastern end
of the church. Such restoration as was possible has
been carefully carried out by the third Marquis of

Bute.
The Five Great Churches of Galloway (Edinburgh, AjTsh. and

Gall. Archa!ol. Assn., 1899),169-96.-n-ith a completeseriesofdraw-
ingsof ^he ruins; Maxwell, Hisl, ofDumfries and Galloway (Edin-
burgh, 1896), 22, 48 sq.; Gordon, Monaslicon. Ill (London,
1875), 318-21; Walcott, The Ancient Church of Scotland (Lon-
don, 1874), 223-28; Chalmers, Caledonia. V (Paisley, 1890), 410-
20: Bellesheim, Hist, of Cath. Church of Scotland (Edinburgh,
1887-90), I, 303; III, 73; Robertson, Scottish Abbeys and Cathe-
drals, II (.Aberdeen, 1891), 42.

D. O. Hdnter-Blair.

Whitman Massacre. See Oregon.

Whitsunday, or Pentecost, a feast of the uni-

versal Church which commemorates the Descent of

the Holy Ghost upon the Apostles, fifty days after

the Resurrection of Christ, on the ancient Jewish
festival called the "feast of weeks" or Pentecost
(Ex., xxxiv, 22; Deut., xvi, 10). Whitsunday is so

called from the white garments which were worn by
those who were baptized during the vigil; Pentecost,

in German PJingsten (fiftieth), is the Greek for "the
fiftieth " (day after Easter) . Whitsunday, as a Chris-

tian feast, dates back to the first century, although
there is no evidence that it was observed, as there is

in the case of Easter; the passage in I Corinthians

(x\'i, 8) probably refers to the Jewish feast. This is

not surprising, for the feast , originally of only one day's

duration, fell on a Sunday; besides it was so closely

bound up with Easter that it appears to be not much
more than the termination of Paschal tide. That
Whitsunday belongs to the Apostolic times is stated

in the seventh of the (interpolated) fnvgments at-

tributed to St. Irena'us. In TertuUian (De bapt.,

xix) the festival appears as already well established.

The (iallic [lilgrim gives a detailed account of the

solemn manner in which it was obser\-ed at Jerusa-

lem ("Peregrin. Silviir", etl. Geyer, iv). The Apos-
tolic Constitutions (V, xx, 17)" say that Pentec9St
lasts one week, l)Ut in the West it wius not kept with
an octave until at quite a late date. It appears from
Berno of Reichenau (d. 104S) that it was a debatable

l)oint in his time whether Whit.sunday ought to have
an octave. .\t present it is of equal rank with
Easier Sun<lay. During the vigil formerly the

catechumens who remained from Easter were
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baptized, consequently the ceremonies on Saturday
are similar to those on Holy Saturday.
The office of Pentecost has only one Nocturn during

the entire week. At Toroe the "Veni Creator" is

Bung instead of the usual hj'mn, because at the third

hour the Holy Ghost descended. The Mass has a
Sequence, the authorship of which by some is as-

cribed to King Robert of France. The colour of the
vestments is red, symboUe of the love of the Holy
Ghost or of the tongues of fire. Formerly the law
courts did not sit during the entire week, and servile

work was forbidden. A Council of Constance (1094)
limited this prohibition to the first three days of the
week. The Sabbath re.st of Tuesday was abolished
in 1771, and in many mission.ary territories also that
of Monday; the latter was abrogated for the entire

Church by Pius X in 1911. Still, as at Easter, the
liturgical rank of Monday and Tuesday of Pentecost
week is a Double of the First Class. In Italy it was
customary to scatter rose leaves from the ceiling of the
churches to recall the miracle of the tierj- tongues;
hence in Sicily and elsewhere in Italy Whitsimday is

called Pascha rosatum. The Italian name Pascha
rossa comes from the red colours of the vestments
used on Whitsunday, fn France it was cu8tomar>'

to blow trumpets during Divine service, to recall

the sound of the mighty wind which accompanied the
Descent of the Holy Ghost. In England the gentrj'

amused themselves with horse races. The Whitsun
Ales or merrj'makings are almost wholly obsolete in

England. At these ales the Whitsun plays were per-

formed. At Vespers of Pentecost in the Oriental

Churches the extraordinary service of genuflexion, ac-

companied by long poetical prayers and psalms, takes
place. (Cf. Maltzew, "Fasten-und Blumen Trio-

dion", p. 898, where the entire Greo,o-Rus.sian ser-

vice is given; cf. also Baumstark, "Jacobit. Fest
brevier", p. 2.5.5.) On Pentecost the Russians carry
flowers and green branches in their hands.

Kellnf.b. lleoriology {.St. Louis. 1908); H.^mpson, Mcdii avi
kalendarium, I (London, 1841). 280 sqq.; Brand-Ellis, Popular
Antiquities, I (Londdn, 181.S), 26 sqq.; Nilles, Kalendarium
ManuaU, II (Innsbruck, 1897), 379 sqq.

F. G. HOLWECK.

Whitty, Ro.sE, b. at Dublin, Ireland, 24 November,
1831 ; d. 4 M.ay, 1911. Of her two sisters one became
a rehgious of the Sacred Heart; the other, Uke her-

self, joined the Order of St. Dominic and in 1870
led a band of sisters to New Zealand, where she
laboured till her death in 1911. Sister Rose entered
St. Catherine's Convent, Sion Hill, Blackrock, Co.
Dubhn, in her nineteenth year, 25 March, 1849.

Seventeen years later, at the request of Bishop
Moran, who then had charge of the Eastern Vicariate

of South Africa, she witli five others began their

work at Post Ehzabeth, 23 November, 1867. She was
prioress for twenty-five years of Rosemary Convent,
which .she foimdcd. The diamond jubilee of her re-

ligious profession was celebrated in 1910, and a
Mother Rose scholarship was founded as an appro-
priate memorial of her long devotion to the work of

education. Her good health continued till within a
month or two of her death in her eightieth year.

With every mark of public veneration her remains
were laid to rest in the convent cemetery of Emerald
Hill Priorj', one of the convents which she had
founded, on (5 Mav, 1911.

The Catholic Magazine for South Afrira (Juno, 1911).

Matthew Russell.

Whitty, Ellen, in religion Mary Vincent, b.

at Pouldarrig nearOylgate, a village seven miles from
the town of Wexford, 1 March, 1819; d. at Brisbane,
Queensland, March, 1892. She was one of the prin-
cipal .T-Hsist.ants of Mother Catherine McAuley in

establishing the Institute of the Sisters of Mercy.
St. David's Well, which has lately become again the

object of extraordinary devotion, lies beside her
father's land; it is dedicated to St. David of Wales,
said to have been the confe-ssor of St. Aidan of Wex-
ford. Of her sist (>rs one became also a Sist er of Mercy

;

the other married the brother of the famous convert
and pubhcist, Frederick Lucas. Father Robert
Whitty, S.J., was her brother. In 18.39 she joined the
infant community in Baggot Street, Dublin, and was
trained by the foundress. She was made mistress of
novices in 1844, and in 1S49 superior general, third
in succession to Mother McAuley. While she was
superior, the Crimean War was carried on, and she
offered the services of her nuns to nurse the sick and
wounded soldiers. Her sister Mary Agnes was one
of those who went to the seat of war. In 1861 she
yielded to the appeal of Dr. James Quinn of Dublin,
a member of a priestly family, who had been ap-
pointed the first Bishop of Brisbane in Queensland,
the northern p.art of New South Wales. The new dio-

cese, as large as France, Spain, and Italy together, had
then only two priests and four churches. It now
forms three well-equipped dioceses. Mother Whitty
herself led her band of missionary sisters to their new
sphere of labour, which they reached on 10 May,
1861. There she toiled with untiring devoted-
ness for the rest of her life, founding more than
twenty convents before her death.
Moran, History of the Catholie Church in Australia; Casboll,

Leaves from the Annals of the Sisters of Mercy.

M.^TTHEW RrS.SELL.

Whitty, Robert, b. at Pouldarrig near Oylgate, 7

January, 1817 ;d.l September, 1895. In 1830 he entered
MajTiooth College in his fourteenth year. Having
added two years on the DumbojTie Establishment to
his college course, he was still too young for ordination.

He offered his services to Dr. Griffiths, Vicar Apostolic
of the London District, who ordained him priest at St.

Edmund's, Ware, 19 September, 1840. From the first

he showed a warm sympathy with the Oxford converts
and formed a friendship with Newman and Oakeley
before they had become Catholics. Dr. Wiseman
showed his appreciation of his priestlj' zeal by making
him provost of the newly appointed metropolitan
chapter and his vicar-general in 18.50. In this

capacity he was responsible for the pubhcation of the
famous pastoral "From the Flaminian Gate", in
which Enghsh bigotry pretended to discover papal
aggression. "The Cardinal never blamed me", he
WTote long afterwards, "but others did." In 1857
Father Whitty obtained leave to resign his position,

and entered the novicoship of the Society of Jesus at
Verona. On his return to England he was appointed
professor of canon law in St. Beunos College, North
VVales. After labouring for some time in Scotland,
he was appointed provincial. Subsequently he was
assistant to the Father-General Anderledy. He
fiUed other important offices, and worked until the
end, giving ecclesiastical retreats even in the last

summer of his life. He died at the age of 78 years,

of which he had spent 38 as a Jesuit.
Ward, Life of Cardinal Newman (London, 1012).

Matthew Russell.

Wibald, Abbot of Stavelot (Siablo), Malmedy, and
Corvey, b. near Stavelot in Belgium in 1098; d. at

Bitolia in Paphlagonia, 19 July, 11.58, while returning
from an imperi.al emhas,sy to Con.stantinople. He
studied at the monastic schools at Stavelot and Li^ge,

and entered the Benedictine monasterj' at Waulsort
near Namur in 1117. After presiding for some time
over the monastic school at Waidsort he went to the
monasterv at Stavelot and in 11.30 was elected Abbot
of Stavelot and Malmedy. On 22 October, 1146, he
w,as also elected Abbot of Corvey and four months
later the convents at Fischbeck and Kemnade were
annexed to Corvey by the emperor. During the

abbacy of Wibald the monastery of Stavelot reached
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the period of its greatest fame, and at Corvey the

monastic discipline which had been on the dechne was
again restored. Wibald was one of the most influen-

tial councillors of the emperors Lothaire and Conrad
III. Combining true patriotism with a submissive
devotion to the Holy See, he used his great influence

to preserve harmony between the emperors and the

popes. In 1137 he accompanied Lothaire on a mili-

tary expedition to Italy and through the emperor's
influence was elected Abbot of Monte Cassino. When,
however, King Roger of Sicily threatened to destroy

the monastery unless Wibald resigned the abbacy, he
returned to Stavelot, having been Abbot of Monte
Cassino only forty days. During the reign of Con-
rad III (1138-52) Wibald became still more influen-

tial. All the emperor's negotiations with the Apos-
tolic See were carried on by Wibald, and he visited

Rome on eight different occasions on imperial em-
bassies. The emperor would enter upon no political

undertaking without consulting the abbot. In 1147

he took part in the unsuccessful expedition against the

Wends. During the absence of Conrad III in Pales-

tine (1147—19) he was tutor of the emperor's young son

Henry, but seems to have had little to do with the

political affairs of Germany during that period. Con-
rad's successor, Frederick Barbarossa, also esteemed
him highly and it was chiefly due to the abbot's influ-

ence that "during his hfetime the harmony between the

emperor and the pope was preserved. Wibald ac-

companied Barbarossa on his ex-pedition to Italy in

1152 and was sent by him on a mission to Constanti-

nople in 1154 and again in 1157. His sudden death
on his second journey back from Constantinople gave
rise to the suspicion that he was poisoned by the

Greeks. More than 400 of Wibald's epistles are still

extant. They begin with the year 1146 and have be-

come the chief source for the history of Conrad III

and the early reign of Barbarossa. The best edition

was prepared bv Jaffo, "Monumenta Corbeiensia" in

"Bibhotheca rerum Germ.", I (Berlin, 1S64), 76-602.

They are also printed in P. L., CLXXXIX, 1121-

1458.
Janssen, Wibald von Stahlo u. Corvey, Aht. Slaatsmann u.

Gelehrter (Munster, 1S54) ; Mann, Wibald, Abt. von Stablo «.

Corvei nach seiner polilischen Thdtigkeit (Halle, 1875); Tous-
BAINT. Eludes suT Wibald, abbi de Stavelot, du Monl-Cassin et de la

Nouvelle-Corbie (Namur, 1890) ; Dentzer, Zur Beurteiluna der

Politik Wibalds von Stablo u. Korvei (Breslau, 1900).

MlCH.\EL OtT.

Wichita, Diocese of (Wichitensis), erected in

1887, from the Diocese of Leavenworth. The terri-

tory of the new see was bounded on the east by the

sixth principal meridian, south by the Indian Terri-

tory, west by Colorado, and north by the northern

lines of Greeley, Wichita, Scott, Lane, Ness, Rush,
Barton, Rice, and McPherson Counties in the State

of Kansas. At that time there were 16 priests in

charge of churches, and 23 churches attended as

missions; 9 parochial schools, 2 of which were tought

by the Sisters of St. Joseph, and 1 by the Sisters of

Charity of the Blessed Virgin Mary (Dubuque). The
Catholic population numbered about SOOO, but there

were no religious commvmities in the diocese. In 1897

the Holy See attached fourteen additiona.l counties

located ea.st of the sixth iirinciiial meridian, the eastern

boundary being the west line of the State of Missouri,

and continuing the north line of the Indian Territory

on the south. The first bishop appointed for this

Diocese, Rt. Rev. James O'Reilly, of "Topeka, Kansas,

died on 26 July, 1887, before his consecration. One
year later, the present bishop, Rt. Rev. John Joseph
Hennessv, was .selected, and w;is consecrated on 30
Nov., 1888, in St. John's Church, St. Louis, Missouri,

of which he was rector. The ceremony was iierformed

by Archbishop Kenrick of St. Louis, a.ssistcd by
Bishops Hennessy of Dubuque, and I'"iiik of Leaven-
worth. When the bi.-fhop took charge of \\ ichita, his

territory was in a very discouraging condition owing

to a succession of years of drought and crop failures.

Many settlers abandoned their farms and availed

themselves of the opening of the new Territory of

Oklahoma. Since then, the Kansas portion of what
had been formerly known as the Great American
Desert has improved under better methods of

farming, and is now justly described as the garden
spot of the West. The City of Wichita, called after

an Indian tribe, had a population of about 20,000
when established as an episcopal see; it now numbers
over 60,000 and is the largest and most thrifty city in

Kansas, with the exception of Kansas City. It has
four Cathohc churches with about 3700 Cathohcs,
3 parochial schools attended by nearly 400 children,

one academy for young ladies with 175 boarders, one
industrial school for small children with 120 boarders,

one hospital with 125 patients daily, one orphanage
with 30 inmates, 1 convent and mother-house of the
diocesan Sisters of St. Joseph.

Diocesan Statistics.—There are 76 secular and 12
regular priests, 69 churches with resident pastors,

58 missions with churches, 7 hospitals, 35 parish

schools, with 2400 pupils, and a CathoUc population
of 32,000. There are 4 rehgious institutes of men:
the Passionist Fathers at St. Paul, Kansas, the Fran-
ciscans at Wichita, the Capuchins at Marienthal, and
the Silvestrine Benedictines at Chicopee for work
especially among the Italians. There are six religious

institutes of women: Sisters of St. Joseph (diocesan),

Sisters of Charity of the Blessed Virgin Mary (Du-
buque); Sisters of Mercy (diocesan). Sisters of St.

Dominic (diocesan); Sisters of the Precious Blood
(Belleville), and Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother
(Rome, Italy). A magnificent Romanesque cathe-

dral of Bedford stone and granite w;is consecrated in

1912 by His Eminence Cardinal Gibbons, Archbishop
of Baltimore.

Archives of Diocese; Catholic Directory.

John J. Hennessy.

Wichita Indians, a confederacy of Caddoan stock,

formerly dwelling between the Arkansas River, Kan-
sas, and the Brazos River, Texas, and now located in

Oklahoma, within the boundaries of the former
Wichita reservation. They call themselves Kiti-

kitisch and sometimes Tawehash, the meanings of

which are unknown, and claim to have come from the

same stock as the Pawnee. The names of nine of the

tribes formerly composing the confederacy have been
preserved, but the only divisions now existing are the
Tawakoni, the Waco, and the ^^ichita proper. Pre-
vious to the annexation of Texas (1840-5), the Wich-
ita proper dwelt north of the Red River and aroimd
the Wichita Mountains. The meaning of the name
Wichita is unknown. These Indians were first met
about 1541 in Quivara, during the expedition of

Francisco Vasquez de Coronado (q. v."!. Fraj' Juan
de Padilla, who accompanied Coronado, and some
companions remained with these to evangelize them,
and three years later gained the palm of martjTdom.
In 1719 the Wichita were visited by La Harpe, a
French soldier, who found them given to cannibahsm;
somewhat later they were forced to the south-west by
the Osago and Chickasaw. In 1758 they destroyed the

Spani.sh missions of San Sabd, near the Rio Colorado.
In l.SOl the tribe suffered severely from an epidemic
of small-pox. Their first treaty of peace was made in

1835, and fifteen years later the Wichita proper
settled at Rush Springs, Oklahoma. They took
refuge in Kan.^as during the Civil War, on the con-

clusion of which the\' were placed on a reser\-ation to

the north of the Washita River. In 1902 the reserva-

tion was opened by the Government for settlement,

and the Wichita received allotments in severally.

They now number 310, in addition to ;?0 Kichai.

The Wichita were an agricultural tribe, but also

engaged in hunting the buffalo. They cultivated corn,

pumpkins, and tobacco, which they bartered with
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their neighbours. Tlieir permanent dweUings were
cone-shaped, with a diameter of from forty to fifty

feet, and were thatched with grass; when travelhng
they Uved in skin tipis. Before coming under tlie

influence of civihzation their dress was very scanty;

they tattooed their faces, arms, and chests, and so

were called the "tattooed people" by some of the

other tribes, thus: Dnguat or Tuchquet (Kicwa),
Ddkana (Comanche), Hochsuwitan (Cheyenne). They
were a steadfast, peaceful race, given to ceremonial
dances, particularly the Horn dance and the Gift

dance, and also held foot-races in which all the tribe

competed.
MooNEY in Handbook of American Indians, II (^^ashington,

1910), s. v.; HoDOE in ibidem, a. v. Quivira: Moonet, Quimra and
the Wichilas in Harper's New Monthly Magazine, XCIX (New
York, 1899), 126-35.

A. A. MacErlean.

Wichmans, Francis, in religion Augustine, b. at
Antwerp, 1596; d. 1661. Having finished his classi-

cal studies, he received the white habit in the Nor-
bertine Abbey of Tongerloo, Belgium, 21 Sept., 1612.

Ordained priest 4 March, 1620, he was sent to the
University of Louvain, where he graduated as bache-
lor of theology. Recalled to the abbey, he filled the
offices ol master of novices and circator. In 16,30 he
was made parish priest of Mierlo, and rural dean of

Helmond. After the taking of Hertzogenbusch by the
Dutch Protestants in 1629, Bishop Ophovius was
obliged to leave his city, and resided at Geldorp, three
miles from Mierlo. The bishop's "Diarium" shows
that Ophovius conferred almost daily with Wichmans
on the affairs of his diocese.

In 1632 \\ichmans was transferred to the parish of

Tilburg, in the same diocese, and was made rural dean
of Hilvarpnbeek. In 1634 the Retorsion laws were
made, whereby Catholic priests were expelled, their

churches confiscated and handed over to Protestant
preachers. Wichmans then resided at Alphen, a
village just outside the boundaries and six miles from
Tilburg. From this place he administered his parish,

always at the risk of his liberty and even of his life.

It was owing to Wichmans's fearless zeal that not one
CathoUc of Tilburg apostatized. In 1642 Wichmans
was elected coadjutor to Abbot Verbraken, whose suc-

cessor he became in 1644. He was also named a mem-
ber of the Permanent Committee of the States of

Brabant. Wichmans promoted education in his

abbey; in 1647 six of his religious graduated at Lou-
vain, and a seventh in Rome. He erected or decora-
ted several chapels in honour of the Blessed Virgin,

and wrote several books; "Sabbatismus Marianus",
"Brabantia Mariana", "Syntagma Sacerdotale",
are the most important.
Van Spilbeeck. De Abtly van Tongerloo; Tatmavb. Lier. Cath'

oliek Meyerysch Memorieboek (Hertzogenl>uach, 1819).

F. M. Geudens.

Widmer, Joseph, Catholic theologian, b. at Hohen-
r.aim. Lucerne, Switzerland, 1.5 Aug., 1779; d. at
Beromiinster, 10 Dec, 1844. He .studied philosophy
at Lucerne, and theologj' at Landshut (1S02-4) under
Sailer and Zimmer, the former exercising a great and
abiding influence over him. After ordination Wid-
mer was appointed professor of philo.sophy in 1804,
and of moral and pastoral theology in 1.S19 at the
lyceum of Lucerne. In 1833 he was removefi from
his position by the Government and received a can-
onry in the collegiate chapter at Beromiin.ster; in

1841 he became the provost of this chapter. In
connexion with Giigler Widmer did goo<l service in

opposing the teachings of Wessenberg, and in reviv-

ing ecclesiastical life in Switzerland. Among his

writings are: "Der kathohsche Seel.sorger" (Munich,
1819-23); "Systematische Uebersicht der in .Sailer's

Handbuch der christlichen Moral ausfiihrlich ent-
wickelten und dargestellten Grund.s.atze" (Sarmens-
torf, 18.39); "Vortrage iiber Pastoraltheologie"

(Sarmenst orf , 1S40). lie edited the works of Sailer
(Sulzbach, 1830-46), of Franz Geiger (Fluelen,
182.3-39), and Giigler (Lucerne, 1828-40).
GoLDUN, Rrinnerungen an J. Widmer (Baden im Aargaii,

1849).

Friedrich Lauchert.

Widmerpool, Robert, Venerable. See Wil-
cox, Robert, Venerable.

Widow.—I. Canonical prescriptions concerning
widows in the Old Testament refer mainly to the
question of remarriage. If a man died without ehil-

dren, his widow was obliged to marry her deceased
husband's brother, and if the latter refused to take her
to wife he was put to shame before the people (Deut.,
XXV, 5-10). The high-priest was forbidden to marry
a widow (Lev., x.xi, 14), but other members of the
priesthood were at liberty to take to wife the widow
of another priest, but not the widow of a layman
(Ezech., xliv, 22). Outside of these prescriptions,
there is no law in the Old Testament restricting a
widow's remarriage. The support of widows was
commended to the charity of the IsraeUtes, and they
were to have the gleanings of the cornfields, olive

trees, and vineyards (Deut., xxiv, 19-22). In the
third year of tithes (or the great tithe) widows were
to have their share of the oiTering (Deut., xxvi, 12),
and at the three principal solemnities of the year they
were to be invited to feast with the nearest house-
holder (Deut., x\'i, 11). In the times of the Macha-
bees money was deposited and provisions were kept
in the Temple at Jerusalem for the subsistence of

widows (II Mach.j iii, 10), and the spoils of battle
were also shared with them (II Mach., viii, 28). For
their protection, there was a prohibition against tak-
ing their garments in pawn (Deut., xxiv, 17). In the
Book of Job the taking away of a widow's ox for a
pledge is considered a wicked action (xxiv, 3), from
which commentators generally gather that the law of

Deuteronomy was later extended to all a widow's
possessions. Besides legal prescriptions for the pro-
tection of widows, the Old Testament contains many
general precepts commending them to the reverence
and benevolence of the cho.sen people and bitter de-
nunciations of their oppressors and defrauders. The
lot of the widow in Old Testament times was gener-
allj' a hard one, and Christ refers to the widow's mite
as an offering from the poorest of the poor (Mark, xii,

44). He also strongly denounces the Pharisees: "be-
cause you devour the hou.ses of widows" (Matt.,
xxiii, 14). Under the Old Dispensation some widow's
devoted themselves to a life of special religious obser-
vance, as is recorded of Anna the Prophetess, "who
departed not from the temple, by fastings and prayers
serving night and day" (Luke, ii, 37).

II. In primitive Christian times the support of

widows was made a special duty by the Apostles, who
collected alms for them and gave care of them to the
deacons (Acts, vi, 1). This support of needy widows
has always been considered a particular charge of the
ministers of the Christian Church, and many decrees

of popes and councils make mention of it as specially

incumbent on bishops, parish priests, and holders of

benefices. In Apostolic times widows were em-
ployed in certain capacities in the ministry of the
Church (Rom., xvi, 1), though not as pastors (I Cor.,

xiv, 34; I Tim., ii, 12). In his First Epi.stle to Tim-
othy (v, 9) >St. P.aul speaks of certain widows of the
Church, directing that one to be chosen must be "of
no less than threescore years of age, who hath been
the wife of one husband. Having testimony for her
good works . . . ", and some see in this a reference to

the order of deaconess (q. v.), while others do not.

Shortly after, however, the office of deaconess was re-

ferred to as "widowhood" (St. Ignat., "Ep. ad
Smj-m.", viii, 1). As to the remarriage of widows in

the Christian Church, though St. Paul declares that
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widowhood is preferable to the married state (I Cor.,

vii, 8), yet he does not forbid remarriage (loc. cit., 39).

Second nuptials are valid by ecclesiastical law if the
first marriage bond has been really dissolved and if

there is no canonical impediment, as is the case for

clerics in major orders in the Oriental rites. In the

mind of the Church, however, second nuptials are less

honourable than a first marriage (Cone. Ancyr., c. 19;

Cone. Laodic, c. 1), and the state of widowhood is

more commendable (Cone. Trid., sess. xxiv, de matr.,

can. 10) as a more perfect good. (See Woman.)
Thomassin, Vet. et nova discipUna (Paris, 1688); Weknz, Jus

decret., IV (Rome, 1904).

William H. W. Fanning.

Widukind, Saxon leader, one of the heads of the

Westphahan nobihty, was the moving spirit in the

struggles of the Saxons for their independence and
heathen faith . The Prankish accounts of the Saxon
wars, coloured by national feehng, give only an out-

line of Widukind's character. After Charlemagne's
victory in 777 Widukind fled to Denmark. He saw
that at the moment opposition was useless. When
Charlemagne was in Spain in 778, Widukind came
back and, trusting to the Saxon love of independence,

organized a war of revenge. Saxon hordes plundered
and devastated the region of the middle Rhine, and
even threatened Fulda, so that the monks fled, carry-

ing the remains of St. Boniface. A Prankish army
defeated the Saxons at Laisa and rescued the town.

In 782 order seemed to be restored among the Saxons,

and Widukind again fled to Denmark, but returned

once more when Charlemagne began his march toward
home. The Wends also were incited to join the

uprising. The hatred of the insurgents was directed

against the churches and priests, and Willihad, first

Bishop of Bremen, was obliged for the time to aban-
don his missionary work. Widukind no longer had
the entire Saxon nation on his side. A strong Prank-
ish party had now sprang up, but the terrible punish-

ment inflicted by Charlemagne on 4000 Saxons at

Verden on the AUer greatly strengthened the national

party among the Saxons. Widukind again fled to

Denmark; after this he persuaded the inhabitants of

the northern Elbe district and the Frisians to join

the revolt. Particulars as to Widukind's actions

during the last struggles of the Saxons are lacking.

Charlemagne saw that he was the leading spirit of

the resistance and sought to induce him to submit
peacefully. In 785 Widukind was baptized, with
many of his companions, at Attigny. Charlemagne
believed that the Saxon opposition was now broken,

and the pope ordered a general feast of thanksgiving.

Widukind took no part in the later Saxon wars.

There is no further credible information respecting

him. It is fairly probable that Mathilde, second
wife of King Henry I of Germany, was a member of

the same family. Widukind soon became one of

the heroes of legend, and later he appeared as a great

builder of churches and a saint. Medieval times

regarded Enger, near Herford, as his place of burial.

A gravestone purporting to be Widukind's and giving

his entire figure, is a work of the twelfth century;

what is called Widukind's reliquary is a work of the

ninth or tenth century.

DiEKAMP. Widukind der Sachsenfilhrer nach Gescgichte und
Sage, pt. I (MOnster, 1877); Dettmer. Der Sachsenfilhrer Widu-
kind nach Geschichte und Sage (WiirzburK, 1879); von Uslar-
Gleichen, Das Geschlecht Wittekinds d. Gr. und die Jmmendinger
(Hanover, 1902); Acta SS., VII Jan.

Franz Kampers.

Widukind of Corvey, historian, lived in the

tenth century in the Benedictine Abbey of Corvey,
Germany, lie was a Saxon, he began in 967 his

"Res gesta; saxoniea' sive annalium libri tre.s",

devoted particularly to Henry I and Otto I, as staled

in the dedication to Mathilde, Abbess of Quedlinburg.
Unlike the earlier chroniclers, he did not connect the

beginning of his account with the time of the Roman
Empire, but commenced with the primitive history
of his nation. He relates with much enthusiasm the
tribal sagas, tells of his heathen ancestors in their

battles with the Franks, and describes the introduc-
tion of Christianity. After this, he shows how, after

they became Christian, the Saxons conquered all

other nations, including the Franks, in the reign of
Henry, maintained the supremacy victoriously, in

spite of the revolt of various tribes, during the reign
of Otto, and finally ruled all Christendom. His work
has become a very popular one; but in his efforts to be
brief and to imitate the classic ^Titers, especially
Sallust, he is frequently impossible to understand.
The work is of great value, because it is often the sole

authority for the events mentioned, and because it

describes persons truthfully and rehably, although
only so far as they come within his range of vision;

whatever was outside of Saxony was incomprehensible
to him. His opinion of the Emperor Otto is incorrect,

neither has he any conception of Otto's important
labours for the benefit of the Church. Widukind is

silent respecting the founding of the Archdiocese of

Magdeburg, and he does not speak of the pope at all.

When he mentions Prance and Italy his statements are
meagre and incorrect. The work was edited by G.
Waitz in "Mon. Germ. Hist.: Scriptores", III, 416-
67, and was also published in the "Scriptores rerum
germanicarum " (Hanover, 1882).
PoTTHAST, Bibliotheca historica, II (Berlin), 1113 sq.; Wat-

tenbach, Deulschlands GeschichtsquMen, I (Berlin, 1893), 328-
33; KoPKE, Widukind von Korvei (Berlin. 1867).

Patricius Schlager.

Wiener-Neustadt, Diocese of (Neostadtiensis),
a suppressed see in Lower Austria. Upon the re-

quest of Frederick III it was erected by Paul II on
14 January, 1469, and was immediately subject to the
Holy See. At first it was coterminous with the town
of Wiener-Neustadt, but in 1769 the new parish of

Theresienfeld was added and in 1784 its territory was
extended from Wiener-Neustadt to the boundarj' of

Styria. On 21 April, 1785, the see was incorporated
in the Archdiocese of Vienna by Joseph II. Its last

bishop, Heinrich Johann Kerens, S.J. (1775-85), and
his cathedral chapter were transferred to the newly
erected diocese of Sankt Polten. Of the twenty-three
bishops of Wiener-Neustadt the most noteworthy
were: Melchior Klesl, also Bishop of Vienna and car-

dinal (1614-30); Leopold, Count von Kollonitsch

(1()70-85), later Bishop of Raab, and Christopher
Royas von Spinola (1686-95).
WiEDERMANN, BcitriHgc zur Gesch, des Bis. Wiener-Neustadt, in

(Esterreich. Vierteljahrsschrift filr kalh. Theol. (Vienna, 1864-9).

Michael Ott.

Wiest, Stephan, member of the Order of Cister-

cians, b. at Teisbach in Lower Bavaria, 7 March,
1748; d. at Aldersbad, 10 April, 1797. He attended
the gymnasium at Landshut, and in 1767 entered the
Cistercian monastery of Aldersbach in Lower Bavaria,

where he studied philosophy and theology, took the
vows, 28 October, 1768, and was ordained priest,

1772. He continued his studies at the University of

Ingolstadt. From 1774-80 he taught philosophy and
mathematics, and from 178(KS1 thcologj-, at Aiders-

bach. In 1781 he wa.s made professor of dogmatic
theology at Ingolstadt, where he also taught patrology
and the history of tlu'ol()gio:d literature. He was
rector of the university, 1787-88, resigned his pro-
fessorship in 1794, and returned to his monastery.
Wiest has an honourable place in the history of Cath-
ohc theology of the eighteenth century as a positive

dogmatist, well versed in theol()gic;il literature. His
chief work, "Institutiones lheologic;c" (6 vols.,

Eichstiitt, 1782-86; Ingolstadt, 1788-89; 2nd ed.,

Ingolstadt, 1788-1801), is valuable for its abundance
of positive and historical material, though the treat-

ment of the speculative side is scanty. "Institu-
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tiones theologia" dogmatica> in usum academicum"
(2 vols., Ingolstadt, 1791) is a compendium, of which
two posthumous editions appeared at Landshut
(1817; 1825). The most important of his other works
are: "Introductio in historiam htterariam theologia;

revelatse potissinium catholics;" (IngoLstadt, 1794);

"Institutiones Patrologia; in usum academicum"
(Ingolstadt, 1795); and four dissertations in the uni-

versity year-book: "De Wolfgango Mario Abbate
Alderspacensi Ord. Cist." (I-IV, Ingolstadt, 1788-92).
Werner, Gesch. der kalholischt-n Theotogie (Munich, 18G6).

243-J8: Lauchert, Briefe von Slephan Wiesl, 0. Cisl., on Gerhoh
SteigenhergpT in Studien u. Miufieilungen aus dem Benedictitier-

und-Cialercienser-Orden, XXI (1900), 127-35, 285-306. 535-53.

Friedrich Lauchert.

Wigand (Venantius), Saints.—Three saints of

this name are mentioned in the Roman IMartjTology:

(1) .Saint Wigand, bishop and martjT, 1 April.

His body with many others was brought from Dal-
matia in 640 by Pope John IV. He was the successor

of St. Domnio in the See of Salona, if not imme-
diately, at least before 312. Zeiller (Bessarione, Serm.
II, IV, 1903, 335) makes him the founder of the

episcopal see and places his death in 270 (Anal,

boll., XXIII, 1904, 6). His name is not found in the

early martjTologies, but for the first time in a Hun-
garian calendar of the twelfth century. His relics

are in the baptistery of the Lateran Basihca, which
contains his picture in mosaic. He is venerated at

Toledo also.

(2) Saint Wigand, martjT, 18 May, a youth of

fifteen, well trained in religious life by PorphyTius,
who, with ten unnamed companions, suffered martjT-
dom A. D. 254 under Decius at Camerino, Umbria.
He is honoured as principal patron of Camerino
and of Fabriano, where they also celebrate the trans-

lation of his reUcs on 28 ^Iarch. He is represented
as a Roman knight with banner and sword. The
Roman Breviary gives proper hj'mns for his feast.

The apocrj-pharPassio (Acta SS., May, IV, 436) is a
simple imitation of the Acts of St. Agapitus of Prae-

neste (Giinter, "Legendenstudien", Cologne, 1906,

24). It relates many wonderful occurrences: the
king, Antiochus, makes use of all possible means to

induce Venantius to deny his faith, but in vain; angels
protect the martyr from death by fire, smoke, etc.;

his constancy converts the trumpeter Ana.stasius;

and when he is beheaded, earthquakes and lightning
accompany his death.

(3) Saint Wigand, abbot, 13 Oct., lived in the
latter half of the fifth century. He was a native of
Berri. He joined the community of the monks of St.

Martin of Tours, and was soon elected abbot. His
life (.\cta SS., Oct., VI, 211) was written by St.
Gregory of Tours. Trithemius and Wion make him
a Benedictine.

Acta SS., April, I. 6; Duchesne. Liber pontificalia, I (Paris,
1886). 330: Armei.uni, Le chie.w di Roma (Homo, 1887), 6.58:

Anal. boU.. XVIII (1899), 369-411; ibid.. XVI (1897), 490;
&TADLER, Heiliffenlexicon.

Francis Mershman.

Wigbert, Saint, companion of St. Boniface, b.
in England about 675; d. at Hersfeld about 746.
Positive biographical accounts of him are scanty;
he had several contemporaries of the same name,
and it is difficult to decide in all instances to which
Wigbert the different details belong. In 836 Seri'atus
Lupus WTOte a life of Wigbert, but this contains very
few clear historical data, while it relates in detail the
puritv of Wigbert's morals, his zeal for .souls, charity,
familiarity with the Bible, knowledge of theology,
skill in teaching, enthusiasm for mona.stic life, and the
faithfulness with which he fulfilled his duties. Boni-
face called him from England. Wigbert was cer-
tainly older than Boniface. A letter from a priest
named Wigbert to the "fathers and brethren in Gles-
tingaburg" (Glastonburj-) in Somersetshire is pre-
served. It has been supposed that the writer was

St. Wigbert and therefore a monk of Glastonbury, but
this is not probable. He went to (Jermany about 734,
and Boniface made him abbot of the monastery of
Hersfeld in Hesse; among his pupils there was St.
Sturmi, the first Abbot of Fulda. About 737 Boniface
transferred him to Thuringia as Abbot of Ohrdruf,
where he worked with the same success as in Hersfeld.
Later Wigbert obtained Boniface's permission *,o

return to Hersfeld to spend his remaining dajs in

quiet and to prepare for death; notwithstanding old
age and Ulncss he continued his austere mode of life

until his end. He was first buried at Fritzlar in an
inconspicuous grave, but during an incursion of the
Saxons (774) his remains were taken for safety to
Buraburg, and from there, in 780 by Archbishop
Lullus transferred to Hersfeld, wherein 850 a beautiful
church was built to him; this was burned in 1037. A
great fire in 1 76 1 destroyed thenew church (dedicat ed,
1144) and consumed the saint's bones, or else they
crumbled in the ruins. The veneration of A\'igbert

flourished especially in Hesse and Thuringia. At the
present day he is venerated only in the dioceses of
Mainz, Fulda, and Paderborn. He is recorded in the
"Martyrologium Romanum" under 13 August.
Ada SS., Ill August, 133-37; P. L., CXIX, 679-94; Mon.

Germ. Hist.: Scriplores, IV, 224-28; XV, 37-43; Schauerte, Der
heilige Wigbert (Paderborn, 1895).

Klemens Loffler.

Wigbod (WicBODUs, Wigbold, Wigbald), theo-
logical writer of the eighth century. Of his works
there is extant a Latin commentary on the Octateuch
called "Qua;stiones in Octateuchum" that is, on the
Five Books of Moses, Josue, Judges, and Ruth. He
wrote the work, as the title states, at the command of
Charlemagne. As Charlemagne is only called King
of the Franks and Lombards, not Emperor, the work
must have been WTitten before the year 800. The
form of the book is that of a dialogue between pupil
and teacher. The pupU propounds the difficulties

and the teacher gives the solution. Wigbod, however,
did not compose these answers himself, but gives,

verbatim, statements by the following eight Fathers:
Augustine, Gregory, Jerome, Ambrose, Hilary, Isi-

dore, Eucherius, and JuniUus. For the greater part
of Genesis only Jerome and Isidore are drawn on, and
later Isidore almost entirely. The two members of

the Congregation of Saint-Maur, Mart^ne and
Durand, who found the manuscript in the monavStery
of St. Maximin at Trier, have, therefore, only given
the portion to the first three chapters of Genesis in

their "Collectio amplissima", IX (Piiris, 1733), 29.5-

366. This portion has been reprinted in P.L., XCVI,
1101-68. The work is chiefly valuable for its pre-
servation of the texts of the Fathers quoted. The
commentary is preceded by three Latin poems in hex-
ameter. In the finst Wigbod felicitates his book,
cause it is to be taken into the palace of the king; in

the second he praises the king, particularly because
Charlemagne has brought together books from many
places, and because he knows the Bible well; in the
third he treats the seven days of creation. The first

two are largely taken from the introductory i)oems
WTitten by Eugene of Toledo to the work of Dracon-
tius, the third is the closing poem to Dracontius
(Mon. Germ. Hist.: Poet. Lat., I, 95-97). The
manuscript used by Marfene and Durand is now un-
known. Two manuscripts without the poems are at
Admond and Vienna. Nothing positive is known as
to the author. Martt'ne and Durand mention Wig-
bald, who was vice-chancellor under the chancellors
Itherius and Rado, and Widbod, who was Count of

P<^rigueux about 778. The last mentioned hardly
seems possible.

Hitl. Uterairede la France, IV (Paris, 1738). 177-9; Ceillieb,
Hitt. des auleurs eacrfa, XII (2nd ed., Paris. 1862), 149; HcRTER,
h'omenclalor theol. cath., I (3d ed., Inn.sbruck, 1903), 675.

Klemens Loffler.
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Wigley, Georoe J., d. in Rome, 20 January, 186().

By profession he was an architect, but subsequently
devoted himself to journahsm in Paris. He was one
of the band of laymen who surroimded Frederick
Ozanam and who founded with him the Society of St.

Vincent de Paul. At Ozanam's suggestion he wrote
some letters to "The Tablet" describing the aims and
the work of the new Society. Lucas, editor of "The
Tablet", then wrote some articles on the same subject
and in January, 1S44, the English branch was formed,
Wigley, who was then living in London, becoming
one of the original thirteen members. In or about
1860 Wigley took a leading part in forming both in

England and in France the Peterspence Association
for assisting the Holy Father. Shortly after Pius
IX bestowed on him the Cross of St. Gregory the
Great. He met his death through his charity in

attending one of the St. Vincent de Paul cases in

Rome, a Protestant Enghsh sailor. Wigley nursed
him with great devotion, and had him received into

the Church on his death-bed, and then falling ill of

the same disease went to the hospital of the Brothers
of St. John of God where he died.

Dunn, The Society S. V. P. : recollections of its early days in
iMidon (1907); AMHEK3T, The Formation of the Society of S. V. P.
(London, 1899).

Edwin Burton.

Wilberforce, Henry William, b. at Clapham,
22 Sept., 1807; d. at Stroud, Gloucestershire, 23 April,

1873. He was thii-d son of the famous William Wilber-
force, and younger brother of Robert Wilberforce.

He entered Oriel College, Oxford, in 1826, becoming a
pupil of Newman; and after taking a brilliant degree
became a law-student at Lincoln's Inn. Newman
persuaded him to leave the law for the Church, and
in 1834 he took AngUcan orders, becoming succes-

sively curate of Bransgrove, Hampshire (1834), vicar
of Walmer (1841), and vicar,of East Farleigh, Kent
(1843). On 15 Sept., 1850, he and his wife were
received into the Catholic Church. He then devoted
himself to journalism, being proprietor and editor of

the "Catholic Standard", afterwards known as the
"Weekly Register", from 1854 to 1863. His works
were: "The Paroch(^l System", London, 1838;
"Reasons for Submitting to the Catholic Church",
London, 1851, a pamphlet which ran through several

editions and led to much controversy; "Proselytism
in Ireland" (London, 1852); "Essay on Some Events
preparatory to the EngUsh Reformation" (London,
1867); and "The Church and the Empires" (London,
1874). His wife was Mary, daughter of the Rev.
John Sargent; they had five sons and four daughters.

Newman, memoir prefixed to The Church and the Empires,
with portrait (London, 1874); Foster, Alumni Oxonienses 1715-
1886 (Oxford, 1891); Mozlet, Reminiscences of Oriel and the Ox-
ford Movement (London, 1882); Ashwell, Life of Samuel Wilber-
force (London. 1880-2); Mozley, Letters and Correspondence of
John Henry Newman (London. 1891); Cooper in Diet. Nat.
Biog., a. v.; Gillow in Bibl. Diet. Eng. Cath., a. v.

Edwin Burton.

Wilberforce, Robert Isaac, b. at Clapham, 19
Dec, 1802; d. at Albano, near Rome, 3 Feb., 18.57.

He was the second son of William Wilberforce, and a
younger brother of Samuel Wilberforce, Anglican
Bishop of Oxford. Educated privately, he entered
Oriel College, Oxford, in 1820, and after graduating
with a double first, he was elected a fellow of Oriel

in 1826, thus becoming a colleague of Newman,
Pusey, Keble, and Hurrell Froude. In the same year
he took Anglican orders, and on leaving Oxford in

1831 he became rector successively of East Farleigh,
Kent, and Burton Agnes, Yorkshire. In 1832 he
married Agnes Everilda Wrangham, who died in

1834, leaving him two children, and three years later

he married Jane Legard, by whom he haj no issue.

In 1841 he was installed as canon of York Cathedral
and Archdeacon of the East Riding. His wide

theological reading made him an influential member
of the Tractarian party, and it was a great loss to
the High Churchmen when in October, 1854, he be-
came a Catholic, being received at Paris on All Saints'

Day. Being now a widower for the second time, he
determined to study for the priesthood on the advice
of Manning, who.se intimate friend and confidential

adviser he had been in their Anglican days. With
this view he entered the Accademia in Rome, but
within a year he died, having only received minor
orders. Besides the "Life of WiUiara Wilberforce",
which he wrote with his brother Samuel (5 vols.,

London, 1838), he published several historical and
theological works.
MozLEY, Letters of J. B. Mozley (London, 1885); Idem. Let-

ters and Correspondence of J. H. Newman (London, 1891);
Ashwell and Wilberforce, Life of Samuel Wilberforce (Lon-
don, 1880-2); Browne, History of the Tractarian Morement
(London, 1856); Liddon. Life of E. B. Pusey (London, 1893-4);
PuRCELL. Life of Cardinal Manning (London, 1895); Foster.
Alumni Oxonienses (Oxford, 1891); Legge in Diet. Nat. Biog.,
a. v.; Gillow in BibL Diet. Eng. Cath., a. v.

Edwin BtjRTON.

Wilcannia, Diocese of (Wilcanniensis), in

New South Wales, one of the six suffragan sees of

Sydney, consists for the most part of the western
portions of the older dioceses of Bathurst, Armidale,
and Goulbum. It is composed of nearly one-half of

the State of New South Wales, its area being 150,000
sq. miles. Its sparsely scattered population is en-

gaged principally in pastoral pursuits, though of late

years a couple of important and flourishing mining
centres have sprung up. When formed, in 1887, its

Cathohc population was estimated at about 7000,
with 8 priests, and an average attendance of 800
children in Cathohc schools. The official return for

1912 shows a population of 19,000 Cathohcs, including

19 secidar priests, and 2960 children in Cathohc
schools under the care of 146 religious teachers.

Owing to various causes, namely, the drj' chmate, the

form of land tenure (which favours vast areas of

pastoral holdings or "Squattages"), and the uncer-

tainty of the mining industry, the material progress

of the diocese has not been such as was anticipated

on its establishment. But, with incre.ised railway

facilities, scientific wheat growing, and irrigation

farming along the great rivers of the western plains,

the possibilities of development are very great.

Within this vast area are contained mineral deposits

of great value which only await the advance of settle-

ment and population for their successful development.
The chief mining districts at present are Broken Hill,

in Western Corner, and Cobar, in the centre of the

diocese. The silver and lead mines of Broken Hill are

famous and support the largest purely mining popu-
lation in .\ustralia. Broken HiU has a population of

40,000 and is a well laid out and thoroughly equipped
city. At Cabar, Cambelego, and Wymagee there are

gold and copper mines of importance and well-

established permanency.
The Very Rev. John Dunne, parish priest of Albury

and Vicar-General of the Diocese of Goulbum, was
chosen in 1.SS7 to administer this newly formed and
vast diocese. He was born in King's Co., Ireland, in

1846; educated at Carlow College; and ordained

priest in 1870. After his arrival in Australia he

laboured in the Diocese of Goulbum for sixteen years,

and was consecrated Bishop of Wilcannia by Cardinal

Moran, on 14 .\ug., 1887. As there was no residence for

a bishop in the town of Wilcannia, from which the

diocese was name<l, nor means to support one, Bishoj)

Dunne resided for a short time at Hay. Seeing, how-
ever, the prospects of the new mining city of Brok<'n

Hill, he took up his residence there in 1889, and since

has administered the diocese from this centre. The
city has a hand.some cathedral, two convents, an
orphanage, and three suburban schools and churches.

A. KlLI.IAN.
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WUcox, Robert, Venerable, EngUsh martyr b.

M Cheste , 1558; suffered at Canterbury, 1 October

15SS. He arrived at Reims, 12 August 1583, and

received the tonsure and minor orders, 23 bep-

rember following. He was ordamed ^"b-deacon 16

March, deacon, 5 or 6 April, and priest 20 ^P"l'}^^P'

receiving all these orders at Reims,
'^'^'f

.»"
.^^^^^^I

sion 7 January, 1586, he was imprisoned m the Mar

Zuea that same vear. With him sufTered two other

pr'S C^Sophcr BuxKyi and Edward Campion,

and a lavman, Robert \Vi<imerpool. ^^^r.o^t
Edward Campion (vcrc Edwards) wasborn ml552at

Ludlow, Shropshire, of a g"*;:! '^""'y^,?"^. ^jl'd was
cated for two years at Jesus College, Oxford, and was

ah^ds in t'he service of Gregory , tenth Lord Dacre

of the South. He armed at Reims, 22 Febru'^g-

I'iSfi where he assumed the n:une of Campion. He

liSirdained sub-deacon at Laon, 18 S-Pte-ber dea-

con at Reims, 19 December the same year, and priest

aUhe beg nning of the following Lent being described

^ of tiie Diocese of Canterbury. Sent on the mis-

^on 18 March 1587, he was arrested at Sit ingboume,

3'imprs^nedi^ Newgate and the Marshalsea.

Rote^ Widmcrpool was born at W.dmerpool near

NotSgham and was for a time tutor t^ the sons of

He irv ninth Earl of Northumberiand. When he

had the rope round h.s neck, he thanked God for the

glorv of dy^ng in Canterbury for the cause for which

St Thomas died. All were condemned under 27

^CBtjo^.H?il/Lo„.r. Pn.^s.l (Edinburgh 1|77) oos.

EngUsh Martyrs
'*,*t"'fR™ n^,3?m- FoLET. Record, EnglM

?,»„Tn.?rr. UI^-°on!'f7|rm^81; Mobh... TrouUes

of Our C^holic ForefatHer^. Ill

(J^^^^^b! WaVeWBIOHT.

WUd. JoHANN, Scriptural commentator and

nreacher beiter known by his Latin name Ferub, b

Kabi^, 1495; d. at Mainz, 8 S^pt., 1554. Atjm

arlv age he joined the Franciscan Order. He was

«1 catS a Cologne. His apphcat ion and proficiency

?n tudv were very distinguished, and laid the founda-

tion of that extensive acquaintance with Holy bcrip

^e and the Fathers in which he '-^ftc^^.^'-ds exeeUed.

At a chapter held in the Convent at Tubingen in 1528,

he wl^ ippointed ,.rofe.ssor of rhetoric and belles-let-

tres scrfp^or and preacher. His sermons in the

chu;ches o ^ ainz soon gained a high reputation or

learning and eloquence. Subsequently at a cbapter

cete^rafed in the Convent at Mainz m 1.540, he was

elected d^finitor of the provinceand appointed to tl^

Sus post of Domimdiger (preacher in the cathe-

K^hich he continued to occupy till his death

Rv his unflagging zeal and energj' he preserved his

order and the clcrgN- from the wiles of the Lutherans;

^nd it w^ principallv due to his preaching that Mamz

?ema neTs'^oadfls, in the CathoUc Faith. Not even

Sr enemies disputed his title of bemg the most

kamedTreachcr in Germany in the sixteenth cen-
learnea p

Protestant historian, Henr>- Pantaleon,

8^ of him: "His davs and nights were spent in the

Mfilmen of his sacred functions aiid m st,idy,so that

he became a most learned theologian. To profound

Kng and rich eloquence he united great sanctity of

""'when the troops of Albert of Brandenburg burn-

inAnd pillaging as thcv went, entered Mainz in 1552,

pries"s r^eigious and most of the inhabitants fled from

the city Father Wild remained. His courage was

Se^'^'^admired by Albert, who solicited him to give

UP the religious habit. "For many years
,
he an-

swered "I have worn it, it has never done me any

harm whv should I now abandon it?" He was or-

dered to preach in the presence of Albert and his fol-

fowers on the text, "Render to Orsar the things that

are tWrV', etc. At the end of bis discourse he a.l-

drcss^lhis a idience on the text, "Render an account

of thy stewardship". The pnnce was so struck by

his apostolic zeal and courage that he promised to

grant him any request he would make. He asked

fhafthe cathedral and Franciscan b"'ldmgs should be

soared from all desecration and injury- His request

was^anTed, and in recognition of this great service a

Tt atue representing Wild holding the cathedral in h.s

nlTort'Ire' nutrour/onsisting of commen-

tar"s on nearfv all the parts of the Old Testament;

the Gospels of St. Matthew, St. John, the Acts of the

Apostles, Epistle to the Romans, the First Ep.stle of

St John sermons, orations, and ascetical books His

rnetd n explaining the Holy Scripture ^s^s to op-

pose °o the captious quotations of the L"t>^erans a

Tearned commentary drawn up rom the works of the

Fathers of the Church. Neariy all his works were

published after his death, and had not been cotnposed

w"th a view to pubUcation. With the, except ion of

the Commentaries on Matt., John, and I John his

otheVworks were placed on the Index with thecW
donee corrigantur. Dominicus a Soto, O.F., extractea

from the Commentary of St. John seven y-seven pas-

sages which he considered susceptible to false interpre-

tation. He was answered by Michael Medina, O S.F.,

who had been theologian with Dominicus at the Coun-

cil of Trent. Sixtus Senensis, Serarius, \A addmg, and

many others state that the works of ^^lld were de-

Uberately altered by the Lutherans in order to deceive

the Catholics. In the Roman edition of the Com-

mentary on St. John, the passages criticised were left

^ut J Wild is mentioned a.s present at the chapter

held at the Convent of Pforzheim on 15 Apn 1554

He died the same vear, and was buried in the tront oi

fhe high altar in "the Franciscan Church at Mamz.

His principal works are: commentaries on the Penta-

teuch Josue, Judges, Job, Ecclesiastes, Pss. xxxi and

"sther, Esdral, Nehemias Lamentations of Jere-

m as Jonas, St. Matthew, St. John, Acts of the

Apostles, Romans, I John; six voK of sermons;

examination of candidates for Sacred Orders^

Franksa.ua' (Madrid, 1732); .P^^-^^^^tr^^fr *(""(« "dS
f^"^SrS"(K' m9T°MiH?Bru,.-n; c^^^.:s,or^
homme.1 \uusires ^rarI», "' .", ,p , laaai l- Glassbebgeb,

Znpre,4^ .« '6. SaHrH^<ier,.JCo^o^^lS^^.
^^^^^^

Wilderness. See Israelites; Desert.

WUfrid, Saint, Bishop of York, son of a Northum-

brian hegn, b. in 634 ; d. at Oundle in Northampton-

shire 709 He was unhappy at home, through he un-

lindAess of a stepmother, and in his fourteenth year

hewas sent away to the Court of Oswy. King of North-

umbria Here he attracted the attention of the Queen

Eanfleda and by her, at his o^vn reques ,
he was sent 1 o

rheMona!sterj'of LiAdisfarne. After three years spent

here he waslent for, again through <be kindness o

fhe queen, to Rome, in the company of St. Benedict

Biscop At Rome he was the pupil of Boniface the

Don"s archdeacon. On his way home he stayed for

^hree years at Lyons, where he received the tonsure

from Annemundas, the bi.shop of that Plaee. Anne

mundas wanted him to remam ^'
. Lyons altogether

wl marrv his niece and beconie his heir but W ilfnd

w^ de ennin.-d that he would be a priest
.
Soon after

neTseci tion arose at Lyons, and Annemunch,.'. perished

fn it The same fate neariy came to W ilfnd, but when

i" was sho«-n that he was a Saxon he was allowed to

depart and came back to I'-ngland. In England he

rZwM the ncwlv foun.le.l monastery .at Ripon a-s

U,e gift of Alchfrid. Oswy's son and heir and here he

cstll she,l the full Benclictine Rule. The f olumb.te

monks, who had been settled previously at Ripon,with-
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drew to the north. It was not until he had been for

five years Abbot of Ripon, that Wilfrid became a
priest. His main work at Ripon was the introduction
of Roman rules and the putting forward of a Roman
practice with regard to the point at issue between the
Holy See and the Scottish monks in Northumbria; to

settle these questions a synod was held at Whitby in

the year 664. Chiefly owing to Wilfrid's advocacy of

the claims of the Holy See the votes of the majority
were given to that side, and Colman and his monks,
bitterly disappointed, withdrew from Northumbria.
Wilfrid, in consequence of the favours he had then
obtained, was elected bishop in Colnian's place, and,
refusing to receive consecration from the northern
bishops, whom he regarded as schismatics, went over
to France to be consecrated at Compiegne.
He delayed some time in France, whether by his

own fault or not is not quite clear, and on his return

in 666 was driven from his course by a storm and
shipwrecked on the coast of Sussex, where the heathen
inhabitants repelled him and almost killed him. He
succeeded in landing, however, in Kent not far from
Sandwich. Thence he made his way to Northumbria,
only to find that, owing to his long absence, his see

had been filled up, and that a St. Chad was bishop in

his place. He retired to his old monastery at Ripon,
and from thence went southwards and worked in

Mercia, especially at Lichfield, and also in Kent.
In 669 Archbishop Theodore of Canterbury visited

Northumbria, where he found Chad working as

bishop. He pointed out to him the defects of his

position and, at his instigation, St. Chad withdrew
and Wilfrid once more became Bishop of York. Dur-
ing his tenure of the see, he acted with great vigour
and energy, completing the work of enforcing the Ro-
man obedience against the Scottish monks. He
founded a great many monasteries of the Benedictine
Order, especially at Henlam and at Ripon, and com-
pletely rebuilt the minster at York. In all that he did
he acted with great magnificence, although his own
life was always simple and restrained.

So long as Oswy hved aU went well, but with Ecg-
frid, Oswy's son and successor, Wilfrid was very un-
popular, because of his action in connexion with
Ecgfrid's bride Etheldrida, who by Wilfrid's advice
would not live with her husband but retired into a
monastery. It was just at this juncture that Theo-
dore, possibly exceeding his powers as Archbishop of

Canterbury, proceeded to subdivide the great diocese
over which Wilfrid ruled, and to make suffragan

bishops of Lindisfarne, Hexham, and Whitherne.
Wilfrid, whether or not he approved of the principle

of subdivision, refused to allow Theodore's right to

make it, and appealed to the central authority at

Rome, whither he at once went. Theodore rephed by
consecrating three bishops in Wilfrid's own church at

York and dividing his whole bi-shopric between them.
An attempt was made by his enemies to prevent

Wilfrid from reaching Rome, but by a singular coinci-

dence Winfrid, Bishop of Lichfield, happened to be
going to Rome at the same time, and the singularity

of the name led to his being stopped while Wilfrid got
through safely. At Rome a council was called by
Pope Agatho to decide the case, and Wilfrid appeared
before it in person, while Theodore was represented.
The case was decided in Wilfrid's favour, and the
intruding bishops were removed. Wilfrid was to

return to York, and since subdivision of his huge dio-
cese was needed, he was to appoint others as his coad-
jutors. Ho came back to Northumbria with this de-
cision, but the king, though not disputing the right of

Rome to settle the question, said lliat Wilfrid lia<l

bought the decision and put him in jjrison at Bam-
brough. After a time this iiiiprisoiuiient was con-
verted to exile, and he was driven from the Kingdom
of Northumbria. He went south to Sussex where the
heathen inhabitants had so inhosiutably received him

fifteen years before, and preached as a missionary at
Sclsey.

In 686 a reconciliation took place between Theo-
dore and Wilfrid, who had then been working in

Sussex for five years. Through Theodore's good
offices Wilfrid was received back in Northumbria,
where Aldfrid was now king. He became Bishop of

Hexham at once, and before long, when York again
fell vacant, he took posse.ssion there once more. For
some years all went well, but at the end of that time
great difficulties arose with the king because Wilfrid
utterly refused to recognize what liad been done by
Theodore but annulled by Rome in the matter of the
subdivision of his diocese, and he once more left York
and appealed to Rome. He reached Rome for the
third and last time in 704.

The proceedings at Rome were verj' lengthy, but
after some months Wilfrid was again victorious.

Archbishop Brihtwald was to hold a synod and see

justice done. Wilfrid started again for England but
on his way was taken ill at Meaux and nearly died.

He recovered, however, and came back to England,
where he was reconciled to Brihtwald. A sj-nod was
held, and it was decided to give back to Wilfrid,

He-xham and Ripon, but not York, a settlement which,
though unsatisfactory, he decided to accept, as the
principle of Roman authority had been vindicated.
Beyond all others of his time, St. Wilfrid stands out

as the great defender of the rights of the Holy See.

For that principle he fought all through his life, first

against Colman and the Scottish monks from lona,
and then against Theodore and his successor in the
See of Canterbury; and much of his life was spent in

exile for this reason. But to him above all others is

due the estabhshment of the authority of the Roman
See in England, and for that reason he will always
have a very high place among English saints.

Eddius, the biographer of St. Wilfrid, was brought
by that saint from Canterbury when he returned to

York in 669. His special work was to be in connex-
ion with the music of the church of York, and he was
to teach the Roman method of chant. He was an
inmate of the monastery of Ripon in 709, when St.

Wilfrid spent his last days there, and he undertook
the work of wTiting the life of the saint at the request
of Acca, St. Wilfrid's successor in the See of Hexham.
The best edition of the work is in Raines, "Historians
of the Church of York" (Rolls Series).
The chief authority for Wilfrid's life is Eddiu.s, Vila Wilfridi,

which was used by Bede for his Hist, ecdesiastica. It is also the
main foundation for the later lives by E.\dmer and William of
Malmesbury. Another life, by Peter of Blois, is not now
known to exist. Among modern authorities ma.v be consulted,
the articles by Raine in Did. Christ. Bioa.. s. v., and by Hunt
in Diet. Nat. Biog., s. v.; see also Bright. Omplers of English
Church History (3rd ed., London. 1S97); .4r/o SS.; BtTTLER, Lives

of the Saints, IV (Baltimore), lOI; Faber in Lives of the English
Saints, ed. Newman.

Arthur S. Barnes.

Wilgefortis, a fabulous female saint known also

as L'n'cumber, Kummernis, Komina, Comera,
CUMERANA, HULFE, OnTCO.MMENE, OnTCOMMER,
DlGNEFORTlS, EuTROPIA, ReGINFLEDIS, LiVRADE,
Liber.\ta etc. The legend makes her a Christian

daughter of a pagan King of Portugal. In order to

keep her vow of chastity, she prayed God to disfigure

her body, that she might evade the command of her
father to marry a pagan prince. God caused a beard
to grow on her chin, whereupon her father had her

crucified. Connected with this legend is the .story of

a destitute fiddler to whom, when he played before

her image (or before her crucified body), she g.ave

one of her golden boots. Being condemned to death
for the theft of the boot, he was granted his request

to play before her a second time, and, in presence of

all, she kicked off her other boot, thus establishing

his innocence.
The legend is not a Christi.an adaptation of the

Ilermaphroditus of Greek mythology or of other
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androgj'nous myths of pagnn antiquity, as it. cannot

be traced back further than the fifteenth century. It

rather originated from a misinterpretation of the

famous •'Voho Santo" of Lucca, a representation of

the crucified .Saviour, clothed in a long tunic, His
eyes wide open. His long hair falling over His shoul-

ders, and His head covered with a crown. This
crucifix, popularly beheved to be the work of Nicode-
mus, is preserved in the Basilica of Lucca and highly

venerated by the people. In the early Middle Ages
it was common to represent Christ on the cross

clothed in a long tunic, and wearing a royal crown;
but since the eleventh century this practice has been
discontinued. Thus it happened that copies of the

"Volto Santo" of Lucca, spread by pilgrims and
merchants in various parts of Europe, were no longer

recognized as representations of the crucified Saviour,

but came to be looked upon as pictures of a woman
who had suffered martyrdom.
The name Wilgefortis is usually derived from Virgo

fortis, but recently Schniirer has shown that Wilge-
fortis is probably a corruption of Ililge Vartz {Variz,

Frntz, face), "Holy Face". This would corroborate

the opinion that the legend originated in the "Volto
Santo". The old Enghsh name Uncumber, as also

the German Oncommer and their equivalents in other

languages, ro.se from the popular belief that every one
who invokes the saint in the hour of death will die

ohne Kummcr, without anxiety. When the cult of

St. Wilgefortis began to spread in the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries, her name found its way into

various breviaries and martyrologies. Thus a
breviarj', printed at Paris for the Diocese of Salisbury

in 1533, has a beautiful metric antiphon and prayer
in her honour. Her feast is celebrated on 20 July.

She is usually represented nailed to a cross: as a girl

of ten or twelve j'cars, frequently with a beard, or as

a young woman throwing her golden boot to a musi-
cian, kncehng or playing before her, sometimes also

with one foot bare.
SchnCrer, Der Kidtus dot Volto Santo und der heiligen Wilge-

fortis in Freiburg in Freiburger Geschichtsblatter, IX (1902), and X
(1903); Idem in Jahresbericht des Neisser Kunst- und AUertumt-
tereins, VII (1903) : Forster, Le St. Vou de Luques in Ro-manische
FoTschungen, XXIII (1906); Sloet, De heil. Onlkommer of Wilge-
forthi9, een Geschiedkundig onderzoek (The Hague, 18S4) ; Acta 56'.,

V, July, 66 sq.

Michael Ott.

Wilbelm V, Duke of Bavaria, son of Duke Al-

brccht V, b. at Munich, 29 September, 1548; d. at

Schleissheim, 7 February, 1626. He studied in 1563
at the Univer.iity of IngoLstadt, but left on account of

an outbreak of the pest. Nevertheless, he continued
his studies elsewhere until 1568, and retained through-
out life a keen interest in learning and art. In 1579
he became the reigning duke. He made a reputation
by his strong religious opinions and devotion to the
Faith, and was called "the Pious". His life was
under the direction of the Jesuits. He attended Mass
every day, when possible several times a day, devoted
four hours daily to prayer, one to contemplation, and
all his spare time to devotional reading. He received

the sacraments weekly, and twice a week in the .Advent
season and during Lent. Whenever possible he took
part in public devotions, processions, and pilgrimages;

thus in 1585 he went on a pilgrimage to Loreto and
Rome. His court was jestingly called a monastery,
and his capital the German Rome. He founded
several .Jesuit monasteries, in particular that of St.

Michael at Munich, and contributed to the missions
in China and .Japan. He did everything possible in

Bavaria and the German Empire to further the
Catholic Counter-Reformation, and laboured to
prevent the spread of Protestantism. Thus it was
largely through his efforts that the Archbishopric of

Cologne did not become I^roteslant, due mainly to the
vigorous support he gave his brother Ernst, who had
been elected archbi.shop against Gebhard Truchsess.

On the other hand, the manner in which he bestowed
benifices upon members of his family makes an
unpleasant impression at the present day, though, at
that time, this was not considered so unseemly. In
the end his brother Ernst had, besides other benefices,
five dioceses, and Wilhelm's son Ferdinand was
bishop of an equal number; another son intended for

the clerical life, PhiUp, was made Bishop of Ratisbon
in 1595 and cardinal in 1596, but died in 1598. Wil-
helm had his eldest son Maximilian educated with
much care, and in 1597 he resigned the government to
MaximiUan and led a retired life, devoted to works of
piety, asceticism, and charity, and also to the placid
enjoyment of his collections of works of art and. curios-
ities.

ScHRElBER, Gesch. des bayrischen Herzoga Wilhelm V. (Munich,
1860); Janssen, Gesch, des deutschen Volkes, IV, V, pa-saim;
RiEzLER, Gesch. Bayerns. IV (Gotha, 1899), 625-80.

Klemens Loffler.

Wilhelm of Herle, painter, b. at Herle in Dutch
Limburg at an unknown date in the fourteenth cen-
tury; time and place of death unknown. According
to the statements of deeds of that period he was
active at Cologne from 1358 for some fifteen or twenty
years. In 1370 he was paid for paintings that he had
made for the liber juramcntorum of the city. Also
remains of frescoes from the town-hall that are now
preserved in the Wallraf-Richartz Museum can cer-

tainly be traced to him. It is generally supposed
that a painter, Wilhelm of Cologne, mentioned in the
"Limburgcr Chronicle" as "the best painter in

German lands" is Wilhelm of Herle, and it has been
customary to attribute to him some of the best work
in painting of early Cologne, although there is no
absolute proof in any one case. His pupil and assis-

tant was Wynrich of W'esel, and Firmenich-Richartz,
in particular, has ascribed to Wynrich pictures
attributed to Wilhelm, although Aldenhoven and
others have protested against this ascription. It is

difficult to distinguish the work of Wilhelm from that
of the school he founded. The most important
paintings about which there is question are the
"Madonna with the Bean-Blossom" and its variant
the "Madonna with the Pea-Blossom" and the
accompanying pictures on the wing-panels of St.

Catherine and St. Elizabeth (Cologne and Nurem-
berg). Other paintings are the "Christ on the
Cross" surrounded by a large number of saints

(Cologne), and "St. Veronica" (Munich). Among
the works of this school is also included the altar of

St. Clare in the cathedral of Cologne, in which the
Sacrifice of the Mass in the centre is surrounded by
twelve scenes from the youth and Passion of Christ.
Merlo, Nachrichten von dem Lehen u. den Werken KOlnischer

Kansller, ed. FiBMENirH-RirHARTZ (DUs.wldorf, 1895); FlR-
MENlCH-RlcHABTZ, Wilhelm ton Herle n. Hermann Wynrich von
Wesel (Diisseldorf, 1896); Aldenhoven, Gesch. der Kalner Maler-
achule (Lubeck, 1902).

G. GlETMANN.

Wilhering (Hilaria), Cistercian Abbey of,

situated on the right bank of the Danube, in the
Diocese of Linz, Austria. L'lric of Willeheringen
gave his castle for a monastery of regular canons;
but as these did not fulfil the conditions required, he
removed them and established the Ci.«tercian8 (1146).

LTnder its first abbot, Geraldus, of the Abbey of Runa
in Styria, the monastery was richly endowed and
placed under the protection of Eberhard, Bishop of

Bamberg. After Ulric's death, his brother, Colo,
completed the work .so well begim. Despite all this,

the foundation did not flourish and Henry, the third

abbot, having but two subjects, tr;insferred the abbey
to Burkhard, Abbot of Ebrach (] 185); hence Wilher-
ing came to be known as its filiation. In the same
year Burkhard sent Henry back to Wilhering, accom-
panied by twelve of his monks; and from this time
the aljbey prospered. Duke Leopold VI took it

under his protection; monastic buildings replaced the
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old castle, donations enriched them, and many ex-

emptions and privileges were granted by ecclesiastical

and secular authorities, especially by Innocent III,

Honorius III, and Emperor Frederick II. Three
foundations were made, Hohenfurth in Bohemia,
Engelszell and Saiisenstein in Austria.

This state continued until the revolt of Luther and
the many wars of those times caused severe losses

Ijoth in subjects and income. When the first imperial

abljot was appointed (1568) there were but three

monks and two novices in the community. In 1587,

however, Alexander was nominated abbot, and he
inaugurated reform in regular observance and tem-
poral administration and regained possession of much
of the monastery's former property; he also recon-

structed the monastic buildings. At the end of his

rule there were twenty priests, four clerics, and one
brother in the community (1641). In 1733 the mon-
astery was destroyed by fire, but was immediately

rebuilt under .\bbot Bonus Pomerl. It escaped being

secularized during the period of Josephinism, though

it had much to suffer during the persecution. After

these troubles and the Napoleonic wars it prospered,

and the buildings, as they stand to-day, were com-
pleted; the church is particularly beautiful. The
present and sixty-sixth abbot. Right Rev. Theobald
Grasbock, was elected in 1892; this commuiiity num-
bers thirty-nine priests and several clerics. The
monks have care of thirty-two parishes besides other

positions of importance.
StOlz. Gesch. des cisterc. Klosters Wilhering (Linz, 1840)

;

Gbillnberger, Die dltesten Tadtenbucher des cist. Stifles Wil-

hering (Graz, 1896) : Hardmuth, Die Abteien OberSsterreicb u. Salz-

burg (Vienna, 18.58) ; Sartohius, Cistercium bis-tertium (Prague,

1700); Catalogus personarum religiosarum S. O. Cist. (Rome,
1906); BoETTCHER. Germania sacra (Leipzig. 1874); Manrique,
Ang. Annales Cisterc. (Lyons, 1642); Jongeunus, Notitia .466a-

tiarum Ord. Cister. (Cologne, 1640); Janauschek, Originum
Cisterc, I (Vienna. 1877). EdmOND M. ObrECHT.

Will (Latin voluntas, Gr. /SoiiXijo-is, "willing",

Ger. Wide, Fr. volontc).—This article treats of will

in its psychological aspect.

The term will as used in Catholic philosophy,

may be briefly defined as the faculty of choice; it is

classified among the appetites, and is contrasted with

those which belong either to the merely sensitive or

to the vegetative order: it is thus commonly desig-

nated "the rational appetite"; it stands in an author-

itative relation to the complex of lower appetites,

over which it exercises a preferential control; its

specific act, therefore, when it is in full exercise,

consists in selecting, by the light of reason, its object

from among the various particular, conflicting aims
of all the tendencies and faculties of our nature: its

object is the good in general (bonum in communi);
its prerogative is freedom in choosing among differ-

ent forms of good. As employed in modern philoso-

phy, the term has often a much wider signification.

It is frequently used in a loose, generic sense as coex-

tensive with appetite, and in such a way as to

include any vital principle of movement ab intra, even
those which are irrational and instinctive. Thus
Bain makes appetency a species of volition, instead

of vice-versa. We cannot but think this an abu.se of

terms. In any case—whatever opinion one holds on
the free will controversy—some specific designation is

certainly recniired for that controlling and sovereign

faculty in man, which cvitv >^:ine philosophy recog-

nizes as unmistakably distinct from the purely pliysi-

cal impulses and strivings, and from the sensuous de-

sires and conations which arc the expressions of our
lower nature's needs. And custom has consecrated

the term will to this more honourable use.

Will and Knnwledgc.—The description of will, as

understood in Catholic philosophy, given above,

refers to the will in its fullest and most exijlicit exer-

cise, the vohmlas deliberata or vuluntas ut voluntaii, as

Saint Thomas speaks. There are, however, many

manifestations of will that are less complete than this.

Formal choice, preceded by methodical deliberation,

is not the only or the most frequent type of vohtion.

Most of our ordinary vohtion takes the form of

spontaneous and immediate reaction upon very simple
data. We have to deal with some narrow, concrete

situation; we aim at some end apprehended almost
without reflection and achieved almost at a stroke;

in such a case, will ex-presses itself along the lines of

least resistance through the subordinate agencies of

instinctive action, habit, or rule of thumb. Will, hke
the cognitive powers, originates in and is developed

by experience. This is expressed in the well-known
Scholastic axiom, "Nil volitum nisi pracoifnituni"

(Nothing can be willed which is not foreknown), taken
in conjunction with the other great generahzation

that all knowledge takes its rise in experience: "Nil
in inlelleclu quod non prius fuerit in sensu". All ap-

petition, according to this theory, emerges out of some
conscious state, which may be anything from a clear

and distinct perception or representation of an object,

to a mere vague feeling of want or discomfort, without
any distinct representation either of the object or the
means of satisfaction. The Aristot clean philosophers

did not neglect or ignore the significance of this latter

kind of consciousness (sometimes called affective). It

is true that here, as in deahng with the psychology of

other faculties, the Schoolmen did not attempt a
genetic account of the will, nor would they admit
continuity between the rational will and the lower
appetitive states; but in their theory of the passions,

they had worked out a very fair classification of the
main phenomena—a classification which has not been
substantially improved upon by any modern writer;

and they showed their appreciation of the close con-

nexion between will and emotions by treating both
under the general head of appetition. It is still a
debat cable question whether modern psychology', since

Kant, has not unnecessarily complicated the question

by introducing the triple division of functions into

knowledge, appetite, and feeling, in place of the

ancient bi-part it e division into knowledge and appetite.

The doctrine that will arises out of knowledge must
not be pressed to mean that will is simply conditioned

by knowledge, without in turn conditioning knowl-
edge. The relation is not one-sided. "The mental
functions interact, i. e. act reciprocally one upon
another" (Sully), or, as Saint Thomas expresses it:

"Voluntas et intellectus mutuo se includunt " (Summa
theol., I, Q. xvi, a. 4 ad 1). Thus, an act of will is the

usual condition of attention and of aU sustained ap-
phcation of the cognitive faculties. This is recognized

in common language. Again the Schoolmen were
fond of describing the will as essentially a blind fac-

ulty. This means simply that its function is prac-

tice, not speculation, doing, not thinking (rersatur circa

operabilia). But on the other hand they admitted
that it was an integral part of reason—according to

the Scotists indeed, the sujierior and nobler part, as

being the supreme controller and mover ("Voluntas

est motor in toto regno animx", Scotus). It is also

represented as ruling and exercising command (im-

perium) over the lower faculties. St. Thomas, how-
ever, with his usual preference for the cognitive func-

tion, puts the imprrium in the reason rather than the
will {im peri II III ratiniii.'<). Hence arose disputes be-

tween the Thomists and other schools, as to whether
in the last resort the will was necessarily determined
by the pra('lic;d judgment of the reason. The point,

so hotly debated in the medieval schools, concerning

the relative dignity of the two faculties, will and in-

tellect, is perhaps insoluble; at all events it is not vital.

The two interact so closely as to be almost inseparable.

Hence Spinoza could say with some plausibility:

"Voluntas et intellectus unum et idem sunt".

Will and Feeling.—An act of will is generally con-

ditioned not only by knowledge, but also by some
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mode of affective consciousness or feeling. The will

is attracted by pleasure. The capital error of the

Hedonist school was the doctrine that the will is at-

tracted only by pleasure, that, in the words of Mill,

"to find a thing pleasant and to will it are one and the
same". This is not true. The object of the will is

the good apprehended as such. This is wider than
the pleasant. Moreover, the primary tendency of

appetency or desire is often towards some object or

activity quite distinct from pleasure. Thus in the
exercise of the chase, or intellectual research, or the
performance of acts of benevolence, the primary
object of the will is the accompUshment of a certain

positive result, the capture of the game, the solution

of the problem, the relief of another's pain, or the like.

This may probably awaken pleasant feeling as a con-
sequence. But this pleasure is not the object aimed
at, nay the "Hedonistic paradox", as it is styled. con-
sists in this, that if this consequential pleasure be
made the direct object of pursuit, it will thereby be
destroyed. Thus, an altruistic act done for the sake
of the pleasure it brings to the agent is no longer

altruism or productive of the pleasure of altruism.

Indeed, the objects of many of the passions which
most powerfully impel the will, are ordinarily not
pleasures, though they may include rcUef from pain.

Emotions or feelings associated with certain ideas

tend to express themselves in action. They may
dominate the field of consciousness to the exclusion

of every other idea. Thus, the sight or the thought
of extreme suffering may carry with it emotions of

pit)' so intense that con.siderat ions of justice and
prudence will be brushed aside in the effort to bring
rehef. Such action is impulsive. An impulse is

essentially the forcible prompting of a single, strongly
affective idea. The will is, in this case, as it were,
borne down by feeling, and action is simply the
"release" of an emotional strain, being scarcely more
truly volitional than laughter or weeping. Bain's
description of voluntary action as "feeling-prompted
movement", therefore, destroys the essential dis-

tinction between voluntary and impulsive action.

The same criticism applies to Wundt's analysis of
the vohtional process. According to him, "impulsive
action" is "the .starting-point for the development of

all vohtional acts", from which starting-point voli-

tional acts, properly so called, emerge as the result

of the increasing complication of impulses; when this

complication takes the form of a conflict, there ensues
a process called .selection or choice, which determines
the victory in one direction or another. P>om this

it is clear that choice is simply a sort of circuitous

impulse. "The difference between a vohmtary
activity (i. e. a complex impulse) and a choice activity

is a vanishing quantity." Compare with this the
dictum of Hobbes: "I conceive that in all deliberations,

that is to say, in all alternate succession of contrary
appetites, the last is that which we call the Will".
The essential weakness of both the.se accoimts and

of many others lies in the attempt to reduce choice
or deliberation (the specific activity of will, and a
patently rational process) to a merely mechanical or
biological ecjuation. Catholic philosophy, on the
contrarj', maintains, on the certain evidence of

introspection, that choice is not merely a resultant
of impulses, but a superadded formative energy,
embodying a rational judgment; it is more than an
epitome, or summing-up, of preceding phenomena; it

is a criticism of them (see Free Will). This aspect
the phenomenist psychology of the modern school
fails to explain. Though we reject all attempts to

identify will with feeling, yet we readily admit the
close alliance that exists between these functions.

St. Thomas teaches that will acts on the organism
only through the medhim of feeling, just as in cogni-
tion, the rational faculty acts upon the material of

experience. (Sicut in nobis ratio universalis movet,
XV.—40

mediante ratione particulari, ita appetitus intellec-

tivus qui dicitur voluntas, movet in nobis mediante
appetitu sensitivo, unde proximum motivum corporis
in nobis est appetitus sensiti\'us", Summa theol.,

I, Q. XX, ad 1.) Just as the most abstract intellectual

idea has always its "outer clothing" of sense-imagery,
so volition, itself a spiritual act, is always embodied
in a mass of feeling: on such embodiment depends its

motive-value. Thus if we analyze an act of self-

control, we shall find that it consists in the " checking"
or "pohcing" of one tendency by another, and in the
act of selective attention by which an idea or ideal is

made dynamic, becomes an idee-force, and triumphs
over its neglected rivals. Hence control of attention
is the vital point in the education of the will, for will

is simply reason in act, or, as Kant put it, the causahty
of reason, and by acquiring this power of control,

reason itself is strengthened.
Motives are the product of selective attention. But

selective attention is itself a voluntary act, requiring a
motive, an effective stimulus of some kind. Where
is this stimulus to come from in the fir.st instance?
If we say it is given by selective attention, the ques-
tion recurs. If we say it is the .spontaneous necessary
force of an idea, we are landed in determinism, and
choice becomes, what we have above denied it to be,

merely a slow and circuitous form of impulsive action.

The answer to this difficulty would be briefly as
follows: (1) Every practical idea is itself a tendency
to the act represented; in fact, it is a beginning or
rehearsal of the said act, and, if not inhibited by
other tendencies or ideas, would in fact pass into
execution at once. Attention to such an idea affords
reinforcement to its tendency. (2) Such reinforce-

ment is given spontaneously to any tendency which is

naturally interesting. (3) The law of interest, the
uniform principles governing the influence of the
feelings upon the will in its earlier stages, these are an
enigma which only an exhaustive knowledge of the
physiology of the nervous system, of heredity, and
possibly of many other as yet unsuspected factors,

could enable us to solve. Leibniz applied his doc-
trine of petites perceptions to its solution, and
certainly imconscious elements, whether inherited or
stored up from personal experience, have much to do
with our actual volitions, and lie at the very bottom
of character and temperament; but as yet there is no
science, nor even prospect of a science, of these things.

(4) As regards the determinist horn of the dilemma
proposed above, the positive truth of human liberty
drawn from introspection is too strong to be shaken
by any obscurity in the process through which liberty

is realized. The facts of consciousness and the postu-
lates of morahty are inexphcable on any other than
the libertarian h.vpothesis (see Character and Free
Will). Freedom is a necessary consequence of the
universal capacity of reason. The power of conceiving
and critically contemplating different values or ideals j

of desirableness, implies that detachment of will in

selection (indifferentia activa), in which, essentially,

freedom consists.

Education of Will.—As we have said, control of

attention is the vital point in the education of will.

In the beginning, the child is entirely the creature of

impulse. It is completely engrossed for the time by
each successive impres,sion. It exhibits plenty of

spontaneity and random action, but the direction of
these is determined by the hveliest attraction of the
moment. As experience extends, rival tendencies
and conflicting motives come more and more into
play, and the reflective power of the rational faculty
begins to waken into existence. The recollection of

the results of past experience rises uj) to check present
impulses. As reason develops, the faculty of reflec-

tive comparison grows in clearness and strength, and
instead of there being a mere struggle between two or
more motives or impulses, there gradually emerges a
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judicial power of valuing or weighing those motives,

with the ability of detaining one or other, for a longer

or shorter period, in the focus of intellectual con-

sciousness. Here we have the beginning of selective

attention. Each exertion of reflection strengthens

voluntai'y, as distinguished from merely spontaneous,

attention. The child becomes more and more able

to attend to the abstract or intellectual representa-

tion, in preference to urgent present feeling which
seeks to express itself in immediate action. This is

furthered by human intercourse, injunctions from
parents and others in regard to conduct, and the like.

The power of resistance to impulse grows. Each
passing inclination, inhibited for the sake of a more
durable good or more abstract motive, involves an
increase in the power of self-control. The child

becomes able to withstand temptation in obedience to

precepts or in accordance with general principles.

The power of steady adhesion to fixed purposes grows
and, by repeated voluntary acts, habits are formed
which in the aggregate constitute formed character.

Will and Movement.—The structure of the nervous
system of man, it has been well said, prepares us for

action. Long before the will, properly so called,

comes upon the scene, a whole marvellous vital mech-
anism has been at work; thus it happens that we find

ourselves at the very outset of our rational life pos-

sessed of a thousand tendencies, preferences, dexteri-

ties—the product partly of inheritance and partly

of our infantile experience working by the laws of

association and habit. The question, therefore, as

to how this early organization and co-ordination of

movement take place, though an essential preliminary

to the study of will, is nevertheless only a preliminary,

and not a constituent, branch of that study. Hence
we can deal with it here only briefly. Bain's theory

is perhaps the best known—the theory of random or

spontaneous movement. According to this accotmt,

the nervous system is in its nature an accumulator
of energy, which energy under certain obscure organic

conditions breaks out in tumultuous, purposeless

fashion, without any sensible stimulation either from
without or from within. The result of such outpour-

ings of energy is sometimes pleasurable, sometimes
the reverse. Nature, by the law of conservation,

preserves those movements which produce pleasure,

while she inhibits other movements. Thus "nature"
really works purposively, for these pleasant move-
ments are also for the most part beneficial to the

animal. The process is very much the same as
" natural selection " in the biological field. As regards

this theory we may briefly note as follows: (1) It is

true, as modern child-psychology shows, that move-
ments are learnt in some way. The child has to learn

even the outlines of its own body. (2) There is a
good deal of apparently purposeless movement in

children and all young animals, which, no doubt,
constitutes their "motor-education". (.3) At the
same time, it is not so clear that these movements are

simply a physical discharge of energy, tmattended by
conscious antecedents. Some vague feeling of dis-

comfort, of pent-up powers, some appetition or con-
scious tendency to movement, in short, may very
well be supposed. There would thus be the germ of a
purpose in the creature's first essays at realizing the

tendency and satisfying a felt need.
Experimental Will-Psi/ehologii.—One of the least

promising departments of mental life for the experi-

mental psychologist is will. In common with all the
higher activities of the soul, the subjection of the
phenomena of rational volition to the methods of

experimental psychology presents serious difliculties.

In addition, the characteristic prerogative of the
human will—freedom—would seem to be necessarily

recalcitrant against scientific law and measurement,
and thus to render hi ipcle.ssly inapplicable the machi-
nery of the new brancli of mental research. However,

the problem has been courageously attacked by the
Wiirzburg and Louvain Schools. Diff'erent properties
of choice, the formation and operation of various
kinds of motives, the process of judging values, the
transition from volition to habit or spontaneous action,

the reaction-time of acts of decision and their realiza-

tion, and other incidental will-phenomena have been
made the subject of the most careful investigation
and, where possible, calculation.

By the multiplication of ex-perimental choices, and
the taking of averages, results of an objective charac-
ter have been, it is contended, secured. The psycho-
logical value of these researches, and the quantity of

new light they are likely to shed on all the more
important questions connected with the human will,

is still a subject of controversy; but the patience,
skiU, and ingenuity, with which these experimentsand
observations have been carried out, are indisputable.

Mercier. Psyrhologie (Louvain, 1903) ; Maher, Psychology
(7th od.. London, 1911): G.^RDaiR, Les passions et la volonti

(Pari ,

IviM' ros-sEGRivE, Le libre arbilre (Parw. 1894); Bain,
En..' \: " I London, 1894); James, The Feeling of Effort
in .1' I

I "KM, What the Will Effects in Scribner's Monthly
(ISMt .i \ M I 1 !i'"matisme psychologique (Paris, 1889).
On LxiKTiiut'iiial Psychology- of Will.

—

Michotte and Prttm,
Elude expenmenlale sur le choii volontaire (Louvain. 1910);
Boyd Barrett, Motive Force and Motiralion-Tracks (London and
Louvain, 1911). See Chabacteb, Interest. Reason, Pst-
CHOLOGT.

Michael Maher.
Joseph Bolland.

Willaert, Adrian, composer and founder of the
Venetian school, b. at Bruges, or, according to other
authorities, at Roulers, Netherlands, between 1480
and 1490; d. at Venice, 7 December, 1.562. Willaert,

taught in Paris by Jean MouHn, disciple of Josquin
Depres, first went to Rome in 1516, then to Ferrara,

after which he entered the service of King Louis II of

Bohemia and Hungarj-. On 12 Dec. 1527, he ac-
cepted the post of choir master of St. Mark's at Venice.
Although grounded in the principles of contrapuntal
art, Willaert soon fell under the influence of the new
tendenc}', developing in Florence and elsewhere in

Italy, to make the harmonic element predominate
over the melodic. As there were two choir lofts, one
on each side of the main altar of St. IMark's, both
provided with an organ, Willaert divided the choral
body into two sections, using them either antipho-
nally or simultaneously. He then composed and per-

formed psalms and other works for two alternating
choirs. This innovation met with instantaneous
success and strongly influenced the development of

the new method. Willaert was no less distinguished

as a teacher than as a composer. Among his disciples

are: Ciprian de Rore, his successor at St. Mark's;
Costanzo Porta; P'rancesco della Viola; Giuseppe
Zarlino; and the two Gabrielis, Andrea and Giovanni.
These formed the Venetian school. Willaert left a
large number of compositions—masses, psalms,
motets, madrigals, for from four to seven voices

—

preser\-ed in collections dating from his time.

Jacob, Die Kunst im jDienste der Kirehe (Landshut, 1885);
Mendel, Musikalisches Conversalionsleiikon, XI (Berlin, 1879);
Ambbos, Gesch. der Musik, III (Leipzig, 1881); Rockstro, A
general history o/ music (New York, 1886) ; Woolridge, Oxford
history of music, 11 (Oxford, 1905).

Joseph Otten.

Will and Testament of Clerics.—Roman law
allowed clerics to dispose of their prn|ierty by will or
otherwise. Bishoi)S, however, were incapable of

bequeathing goods acquired in the episcopate, these

going to pious purposes in the diocese of the deceased.
Goods possessed by bishops before entering the epis-

coiiate, as well as the property of all clerics dying
intestate, passed on to their lawful heirs, or, when
these were wanting, to tlie churches to wliich the
decedents were attached (Cod. Just., lib. I, titt. iii,

xli, §§5, 6; Novel., cxxiii, 10; cxxxi VX). Clerics

succeeded to the property of intestates in the same
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manner as laymen [Cod., lib. I, titt. iii, liv (Ixvi),

§6], and their occlosiastical earnings were not brought
into computation (Cod., lib. I, tit. xxxiii). The same
law applied to regulars also (Cod., lib. I, tit. liv, §7),

but this was afterwards altered, the community
succeeding to the rights of regulars (Novel., v, .5;

cxxiii, 38). While it is not easy in the mass of legis-

lation of the first eight centuries to determine just

what is of ecclesiastical origin, we may conclude that
ancient canons forbade the inferior clergy as well as
bishops to bequeath property that they had acquired
from the church. Early ecclesiastical law gave to
bishops the right of ownership and the disposition
of property by will, while it was not licit for the
clergy of lower grades to own anything, all goods
being possessed in common. Property, too, of

bishops acquired in the episcopate with funds accru-
ing from the church reverted at death to the diocese
[cf. Canon, Apostolorum, nn. 39 (40), 7.5; Gratian.,
P. II, Cau. XII, q. 1). Inventories of private and
ecclesiastical goods possessed by bishojis were pre-
scribed, and the latter were not to be bequeathed
with the former (Counc. Antioch, a. d. 341, xxiv-v;
Counc. Epaon, a. d. 517, xvii).

Private ownership by the clergy of property ac-
quired through family or other sources not ecclesias-

tical was later acknowledged (III Counc. Carthage,
A. D. 397; Gratian., 1. c, q. 3). Bishops and clerics

of lower degree were forbidden to leave legacies to

those outside the Church, even though relatives

(Counc. Carthage, xiii), while bishops were anathe-
matized if they named pagan or heretical heirs, or,

if dying intestate, their property devolved on such
(Codex Eccl. Afric, Ixxxi). The Church, when not
constituted heir by bishops, was indemnified under
certain conditions in France (Coun. Agde, A. D.

506, xxxiii) and in Spain (I Coun. Seville, a. d. 590,

i). According to the Councils of Agde (vi) and
Rheims (a. d. 625, xx) property bequeathed to a
cleric was considered as given to his church. Canons,
particularly of the sixth century, directing bishops (o

make the Church their heir, affected hkewise succes-

sion by intestacy (.\gde, xxxiii). This restriction

applied to bishops only: attempts were frequently

made to exclude also heirs of the lower clergy. Leg-
islation was enacted against this abuse (Coun. Paris,

A. D. 615, vii). The contrary practice by which heirs

of intestate bishops appropriated church property
had to be guarded against, especially in Spain [Counc.
Terragona, a. d. 516, xii; Counc. Lerida , a. d. 546 (?),

cap. ult.]. While in Roman law heirs of the clergy

succeeded in case of intestacy, care was exercised

by the Church that this should be in regard to private

property only (Counc. Antioch, 1. c; Chalcedon, a. d.

451, xxii).

When ecclesiastical benefices were estabhshed their

income was intended to furnish incumbents proper
support: the residue, if any, clerics were encouraged
to give in charity while hving, and they were for-

bidden to bequeath it even to pious institutions.

The Third Lateran Council in 1179 enacted (Deer.

Ill, 26, vii) that this residue (see ,Ius Spot.ii) be
returned to the church or churches (proportionately)

whence it came. The purpose of this legislation was
to prevent among the dergv- the insidious vice of

avarice, to restrain those who would ama.ss wealth
for the enriching of relatives, and likewise to enforce

the ancient canons, viz. that such property be em-
ployed for religious or charitable ends. Alexander
III, then reigning, did not disapprove, however, of

(Deer. 1. c, cap. 12) the custom of clerics bequeath-
ing this surplus for charitable works, with a moderate
sum to servants in appreciation of services rendered,
though this was not in accordance with the canons.
It wa.s decreed towards the end of the fourteenth

century (Thoma-isin, Wt. et Nov. Ecel. Disciplina,

P. Ill, 1. 3, Ivii, De Spoliis Cleric.) that these goods

or spoils be reserved to the Camera Apost-olica or
Papal Treasury to be applied to the needs of the
universal Church. Paul III (Romani Pontifices, a.

1.542) insisted on the force of this enactment and ad-
monished those concerned to collect the spoils. Pius
IV (Decens esse, a. 1560) decreed that all the posses-
sions of clerics of which they could not lawfully dis-
pose be reserved at death to the Papal Treasury: this
law was confirmed by Benedict XIV (Apostohcae
servitutis, a. 1741). Various decrees determine in

detail what is embraced in the spoils of clerics. Pius
VII transferred these spoils to the Congregation of
the Propaganda for the support of the missions.
There are, however, many exemptions from the law
of spoils, and Rome was always ready, were it

necessary, to renounce her title to these goods in

favour of the deceased prelate's own church. Special
legislation was enacted at times and agreements
entered into with civil governments in regard to the
estates of clerics. Gradually in the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries it became customarj', and a
special privilege was often granted by Rome to this
effect, for clerics to bequeath their possessions,
ecclesiastical authorities acquiescing to avoid numer-
ous suits and litigations, and because too of the diffi-

culty in individual cases of deciding just what con-
stitutes the residue of the ecclesiastical income in

question, since during life the surplus may have been
given in charity. Many canonists admit (cf. Bened.
XIV, "DeSyn.", L. Vll, c. ii) that clerics really own
or have dominion over this surplus, and hence there
is no obligation in justice on the part of legatees
of restoring these goods. Nevertheless, the law has
not been abrogated, but merely modified by the
Council of Trent (Sess. XXV, can. i, De ref.), pro-
hibiting the use of these goods for profane purposes.
Consequently by reason of ecclesiastical precept, as
well as owing to an obligation in charity, clerics are
bound not to bequeath to relatives or others for their
own use the income of ecclesiastical benefices. Goods
accruing to a cleric from other sources, e. g. from
family, literary pursuits, the exercise of fine arts,

etc., or even the income of his benefice saved by frugal-
ity, may be disposed of without hindrance in life or
at death. On accoimt of changed conditions and
civil legislation clerics are wont to bequeath all their

possessions indiscriminately without regard to the
mode of acquisition. These bequests are valid in

the external forum, though in conscience the testators

may be responsible for the loss suffered by charitable
works. In civil law in most countries the status of a
cleric in this regard differs in no way from that of a
layman, and legal heirs enter in when a cleric dies
intestate.

It is prescribed that bishops leave to their cathe-
drals sacred utensils purchased with funds received
from the diocese. Bishops are admonished (III

Plen. Coun. Bait., n. 269) to provide by testament
or other legal document for due succession in church
property, and to determine what disposition after

death is to be made of their personal belongings.

Priests too (loc. eit., n. 277) are exhorted to make
their will in due season, being mindful in their lega-

cies of the needs of religion and charily. Cardinals
when created receive in a brief (De benignitate Sedis
Apos.) the right to make a testament. This brief,

notwithstanding a previous prohibition of Urban
VIII, allows cardinals to bequeath s.acred ve.s.sels,

vestments, and the like, to churches, chapels, pious
institutions etc., especially to their own churches or
titulars. If they do not avail themselves of this

right, the articles in question belong to the papal
chapel. The six cardinal bishops and abbots nullitis

must bequeath such articles to the po[)e's chapel
(Pius IX, "Quuni illud", 1 Jvme, 1S47). Regidars,
whether superiors or .subjects, do not enjoy the
faculty of making a will, since owing to a vow of
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obedience they are not their own masters, and
secondly because of their vow of poverty they are

incapable of ownership (Can. vii, Cau. 19, q. 3).

What they acquire belongs to their monastery.

They may explain or interpret a will made before

their profession. A member of the regular clergy

who becomes a bishop acquires property for his dio-

cese not for his community; but even he is incapable

of making a will without the permission of the Holy

See, since episcopal consecration does not release

him from his religious vows. Goods possessed by
regulars, who with permission hve outside their monas-

tery, belong to the community; the property of those

who dwell in the world without permission and of

those who are perpetually secularized follow the

general law of spoils (Greg. XIII, Officii nostri, a.

1577). Members of orders which have been sup-

pressed by civil authorities may under certain condi-

tions, owing to a special privilege, dispose by will of

property acquired. Those who make simple \ow8
only are not deprived of the power of making a

will- „ ,

Decretals Gre^. IX. lib. Ill, titt. 2.5. 26; S.INTI, PTalect. Jut.

Can., lib. III. titt. 2.5, 26: De Angeus, Pnrlect. Jut. Can., lib.

Ill, titt. 25, 26; Bbunel in Diet. ChTist. Antiquities, s. v. Wills.

Andrew B. Meehan.

Willehad, S.».int, Bishop at Bremen, b. in North-

umberland before 74.5; d. at Blecazze (Blexen) on the

Weser, 8 Nov., 789. He was a friend of Alcuin, and

probably received his education at York under St.

Egbert. After his ordination, with the permission of

King Alchred he was sent to Frisia between 765 and

774. He cannot, therefore, have been a disciple of St.

Boniface, as Baronius states in the Roman MartjTol-

ogy, for St. Boniface had left England in 71S and had

died in 7.54 (7.55). Willehad came to Dockum, where

St. Boniface had received the crown of martyrdom,

and made many conversions. He crossed the Lau-

wers, iDut met with little success at Hugmarke (now

Humsterland in the Diocese of Munster). He was
obliged to leave and went to Trianthe (Drenthe in the

Diocese of Utrecht). At first all seemed favour-

able, but later he made Uttle progress. In 7S0 he was
sent by Charlemagne to Wigmodia near the North

Sea, between the Weser and the Elbe. There God's

blessing accompanied his labours, and he built many
churches. The insurrection of the Saxons under

Widukind in 782 put an end to his work, many of his

companions were killed and his churches destroyed.

Willehad escaped and went to Rome, where he was
received by Adrian I. He then retired to the Abbey of

Echternac'h, and applied himself to the task of copy-

ing books, among others he transcribed the Epistles

of St . Paul. When the insurrect ion had been suppressed

by Charlemagne Willehad returned to Wigmodia and

continued his labours. He was con.'secrated bishop at

Worms on 13 July, 787, and fixed his residence at

Bremen, where he built a cathedral, dedicated on

Sunday 1 Nov., 789, in honour of St. Peter. A few

days later, while on a missionary tour, he was attacked

with a fever and died. His body, buried at the

place of his death, was transferred by his successor St.

Willericus to the stone church biiilt by him and placed

in a chapel. A feast on 13 July commemor.atcs the

date of his consecration. During the Reformation

his relics were lost. His fcMt was neglected and then

forgotten; by permission, however, of the Sacred Con-
gregation of Rites it was reintroduced in 1901 in the

Diocese.q of Miinster, Osnabriick, and Paderborn, to

be observed on a vacant day after 8 November. His

life was wTitten by a cleric of Bremen after .8:?S, but

perhaiis before 860. The account of his miracles was
written by St. Ansgar.

Btrri-ER Lives of the Saints: STArNTON, .4 Mmologu of Eng-

land: HAncK, Kirchengeach. Deutschl.. II (Leipjig, 1904), 350,

etc.; Wattenbach, Deutsch, Oeachichtsgu., I (Berlin, 1904), 296.

Francis Mershman.

Willems, Pierre, philologist, b. at Maestricht,
6 Jan., 1840; d. at Louvain, 23 Feb., 1898. Follow-
ing the custom of Belgian students he did not confine

himself to the courses at Louvain but went to Paris
to hear Oppert, Eggcr, and Patin, and to Berlin,

Utrecht, and Leyden, where he followed the courses
of Cobet. On his return in 1865 he was appointed
professor of Latin philology at the University of

Louvain; here he spent the remainder of his life, the
only events being his lectures and his works. His
two chief works are "Le droit public romain," first

issued under the title, "Les antiquites romains
envisagces au point de vue des institutions poUtiques"
(Louvain, 1870; 7th ed. by his son Joseph Willems,
Louvain, 1910), and "Le senat de la repubhque
romaine" (3 vols., Louvain, 1878-85). The first

work is a handbook which stops at Constant ine in

the first three editions and now goes as far as Justin-

ian. The author combined systematic and historical

order by dividing the history of Roman institutions

into "epochs" and "periods", viz., epoch of royalty,

epoch of the repubhc, epoch of the empire, subdivided
into the period of the principate and that of mon-
archy. In each of these sections Willems studies the
conditions of persons, government, and administra-
tion. The book is a clear, concise, and very practical

compendium, provided with a good bibliography, and
is an excellent handbook for students. The book
on the Roman Senate is more learned and shows
more evidence of personal research. It contains a
new opinion concerning the recruiting of the Senate;

Willems does not admit that there were plebeian
senators in the century following the expulsion of

the kings. It was by the exercise of the curule mag-
istracies that the plebs entered the Senate, in fact

after 354-200; a plebiscite proposed by the tribune

Ovinius and accepted at the end of the fourth century
hastened the introduction of the plebeians, and, in

short, made the Senate an assembly of former magis-
trates. This doctrine of Willems was discussed and
eventually accepted. He completed his work by a
series of studies on the composition of the Roman
Senate in 57,5-179, in 699-55 in his great work, and
in A.D. 65 in the "Musee beige" (pubhshed by his

son, 1902). He also contributed to the "Bulletins"

of the Brussels Academy a memoir on the municipal
elections of Pompeii (1902). He assisted in the found-
ation of the second Belgian periodical for classical

philology, "Le Musee beige" (1897), and organized

a "Societas philologa", at Louvain, one of the oldest

members of which was the Liege professor, Charles

Michel, author of the "Recueit d'inscriptions

grecques" (1900-12). He belonged to the Flemish
party and collected materials for a work on the

Flemish dialects, which remains unfinished. While
not especially profound WiUems was an exact and
conscientious scholar.
Brants in /'.(nnuaire de l' .\cadfmie de Bruxelles (1889);

Lamv. l:nllrl,,i^,l, V.XcaMmiede BTUielles (1898), 297; Waltzing,
Musrr l.,l.,r. II I Is'isi. 94; Sandys, A IHstori/ of Classical Scholar-

ship, III (Cambridge, 1908), 306.

Paul Lejay.

William (William Fitzherbert, also called Will-
iam OF Thwayt), Saint, Archbishop of York—Tradi-

tion represents him as nephew of King Stephen, whose
sister Emma was believed to ha\'e married Herbert
of Winchester, treasurer to Henry I. William became
a priest, and about 1130 he was canon and treasurer

of York. In 1142 he was elected .\rchbishop of

York at the instance of the king, in opposition to the

candidature of Henry Murdac, a Cistercian monk.
The validity of the election w.as disputed on the

ground of alleged simony and roy.'d influence, and
Archbishop Theobald refused to consecrate him
pending an api)eal to Rome. St. Bernard exercised

his powerful influence against William in favour of

Murdac, but in 1143 the pope decided that William
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should be ponsporatod, if he eould rlcar liimself fnim
the accusation of bribery, and if the chapter could

show that there had been no undue royal pressure.

liN'illiaiii proved his innocence so conclusively that
the legate conspprated him archbishop at Winchester
26 September, 1143. He set himself at once to carry

out reforms in his diocese, and his gentleness and
charity soon won him popularity; but he negleeted

to obtain from Cardinal Hinpmar the paUium which
Lucius II sent him in 1146, and the pope died before
William had been invested. The new pope, Blessed
Eugenius III, was himself a Cistercian, and the
English Cistercians soon renewed their complaints
against William, which St. Bernard supported.
Meanwhile Hincmar carried the pallium back to

Rome, so that, in 1147, Wilham had to travel there

to obtain it, raising the exjjenses of his journey by
sale of trea.sures and privileges belonging to York.
This afforded fresh matter of complaint and finally

the pope suspended him from his functions on the
ground that he had enthroned the Bishop of Durham
without exacting the pledges required by the former
pope.

William took refuge with his friend, the King of

Sicily, but his partisans in England took an unwi.se

revenge by destroying Fountains Abbey, of which
Murdac was now prior. This further inflamed St.

William's enemies, who again approached the pope,
with the result that in 1147 he deposed the arch-
bishop from his seat; and on the failure of the chapter
to elect a successor, he consecrated Murdac in his

stead. St. William devoted himself to prayer and
mortification at Winchester till 1153, when the pope
and St. Bernard were both dead. He then appealed
to the new pope, Anasta-sius IV, for restoration to

his see, a request which the death of Murdac in

October made it easier to obtain. St. Wilham having
received the palUum, returned to York, where he
showed the greatest kindness to the Cistercians who
had opposed him, and promised full restitution to
Fountains Abbey. But his death, .so sudden as to

cause suspicion of poison, took place within a few
weeks. Miracles took place at his tomb, and in

1227 he was canonized by Pope Honorius III. In 12S3
his relics were translated to a shrine behind the
high altar of York Minster, where they remained till

the Reformation. His festival is observed in England
on 8 June.

John of Hexham, Continuation of Stmeon of Dttrham in R. S.
(London, 1882-5) ; William of Newburoh, Historifs rerum angli-
caxirum in R. S. (London, 1884-89); Acta SS.. II June; St.
Bernard, EpiMts in P. L., CLXXXII-CLXXXV; Caporave,
Nova Legenda Antjlia (Oxford, 1901): Challoner. Britannia
Sancta (London, 1745): Raine, Historians of the Church of York
in It. S. (London, 1879-94) ; Idem, Fasti Eboracenses

Edwin Burton.

William, S.\int, Bishop of St-Brieuc, b. in the
parish of St. ,\lban, Brittany, between 117S and 1184;
d. 12.34 (according to some 1137); fea.st 29 July.
Acta SS. (VII, July, 131) narrate only his virtues
and miracles, and give no details of his life. From
other sources quoted in the "Acta" we learn that his

father's name was Oliver Pinchon and his mother's,
Jane Fortin. He wa.s elected hi.shop in 1220 (122.5),

and considered himself the father of the poor and
afflicted of his diocese. He was a defender of the
rights of the clerg\-, and incurred the displeasure of

the powerful, .so that he was banished. He lived for

some time in the Diocese of Poitiers, assisted the sick
bishop in his duties, and returned in 1230. He began
the building of a cathedral, but died before its com-
pletion He w.is canonized, I.t .Vpril, 1247, by Inno-
cent IV. During the French Revolution his rehcs
were biimed.

Stapler. Heiliofnlexicon: Lobiveau, Le» vies des saints de
Bretagnt. II (Paris, 1836), 426.

Francis Mersrman.

William, Blessed, Abbot of Hirschau, monastic
reformer, b. in liavaria; d. at Hirschau, 5 July, 1091.
He was educated and took the Benedictine habit at
St. Emmeram, Ratisbon. In 1069 he was called to
Hirschau to succeed the deposed Abbot Frederick.
He at once assumed the management of the monas-
tery, but would not accept the abbatial benediction
till after the death of his unjustly deposed prede-
cessor in 1071. Under William's abbacy, Hirschau
reached the zenith of its glory and, despite the unusu-
ally strict monastic discipline which he introduced
from Cluny, the number of priest-monks increased
rom 15 to 150. He was the first to introduce lay
brothers (fratres laid, also called conversi, barbati, or
exleriores) into the German Benedictine monasteries.
Before his time there were, indeed, men-servants en-
gaged at the monasteries, but they hved outside the
monastery, wore no religious garb, and took no vows.
In 1075 \\'illiam went to Rome to obtain the papal
confirmation for the exemption of Hirschau. On this
occasion he became acquainted with Gregory VII,
with whose reformatory labours he was in deep sym-
pathy and whom he afterwards strongly .supported in

the great conflict with Henry IV. William had re-
ceived an excellent education at St. Emmeram, and in

the knowledge of the quadrivials he was unsurpassed
in his time. He constructed various astronomical in-

struments, made a sun-dial which showed the varia-
tions of the heavenly bodies, the solstices, equinoxes,
and other sidereal phenomena (" Bernoldi chronicon "

in P. L., CXLVIII, 14()4). He was also a skilled

musician and made various improvements on the
flute (Aribo Scholasticus, "De musica", in P. L.,

CL, 1334). Besides composing the "Constitutiones
Hirsaugienses" (P. L., CL, 923-1146), he is the
author of a treatise "De astronomia", of which only
the prologue is printed (P. L., loc. cit., 16.39), and "De
musica" (P. L., loc. cit., 1147-78), of whichanew crit-

io:il edition with a German translation was prepared
by Hans Mtiller, "Die Musik Wilhelms von Hirsau"
(Frankfort, 1SS3). William also had a standard edi-
tion of the Vulgate made for all the monasteries of the
Hirschau reform. He is commemorated in various
martyrologies on 4 or 5 July.
Kerker. Wilhelm der Selige, Abt von Hirschau (Tubingen,

1863): Helmsdorfer, Forschungen zur Geschichte dcs Abtes
Wilhelm (Gottingen. 1874): Witten. Der selige Wilhelm, Abt von
Hirschau (Bonn, 1890): Giseke, Die Ausbreitung der Hirschauer
Kegel (Halle, 1877): Albers, Hirsau und seine GrGndungen in
Festschrift zum 1 1 00-jdhrigen Jubilaum des dailschen Campo Sa7ito
in Rom (Freiburg, 1897), 115-129; S088MANN, Forschungen zur
Geschichte des Klosters Hirsau (Halle, 1904). The earliest life of
William waf? written shortly after his death b.v his contemporary
Hatmo of Hirschau. Subsequently various legendary additions
came to it (P. L..CL, 889-924. a more critical edition by Watten-
BACH in A/on. Germ. Hist.: Script.. XII. 209-225).

Michael Ott.

William, Abbot of Marmoutiers, b. in Brittany;
d. at Marmoutiers, 23 May, 1124. For a time he was
Archdeacon of Nantes, but renounced this dignity
and became a monk at the Benedictine monastery
of Marmoutiers. In 1105 he was elected succes.sor

to the decea.sed Abbot Hilgotus. Archbishop Ru-
dolph II of Tours, who on various occasions had vio-

lated the i)rivileges of Marmoutiers, refused to

acknowledge William as abbot or to give him the
abbatial benediction unless he would not only swear
allegiance to him but also confirm his oath by placing
his right hand in that of the .archbishop. William
was willing to do the former but would not yield to

the latter. St. Ivo, Bishop of Chartres, in a letter

to Paschal II (P. L., CLXII. 126-7), sided with
the abbot. William went to Rome and received

abbatial benediction from Paschal himself. It

seems that, through the intervention of St. Ivo and
a few other bi.shops, the abbot and the Archbishop of

Tours were reconciled about 1115 (see Ivo's epistle

to William, in P. L., CLXII, 2.36-7, and to Rudolph,
237-8). In 110() Wilham took part in the synod of
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Poitiers, and in 1107 he received the Abbey of Celle-

en-Brie from the Bishop of Meaux.
Haub^ad in Gallia chrisl., XIV (Paris, 1856), 313-16; Idem

in Nouv. Biog. Gen., s. v.

Michael Ott.

William, Abbot of Saint-B^nigne at Dijon, cele-

brated Cluniac reformer, b. on the Island of Giuglio

on Lake Orta near Novara in Piedmont in 962; d.

at Fecamp, one of his reformed monasteries in Nor-
mandy, 1 January, 1031. At the age of seven he

was brought as an oblate to the Benedictine monas-
tery of Locedia near VerceUi, and went to Cluny in

987. A year later he was sent by Abbot Majolus to

reform the priory of Saint-Saturnin near Avignon

and, upon his return to Cluny in 990, was appointed

Abbot of Saint-Benigne at Dijon. He was ordained

priest, 7 June, 990. As Abbot of Saint-B6nigne he

inaugurated an extensive reform of the Benedictine

monasteries in Normandy, Burgundy, and Lorraine.

The Bishop of Langres put him at the head of all the

monasteries in his diocese and finally he ruled over

more than 40 monasteries and about 1200 monks. In

all these monasteries he introduced the severe dis-

cipline of Cluny and in many of them estabhshed

schools for the monks and monastic candidates as

well as for the laity. At Saint-B^nigne he erected

(1001-1018) a church in the Romanesque style, then

considered the most beautiful in France. WilHam's
literary works, consisting of seven sermons, one mystic

treatise on St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans, vii,

15 sq., eight letters to Pope John XIX, St. Odilo,

etc., and his testament, are printed in Chevalier

(loc. cit. below, 213-86). Though Wilham has not

been formally canonized, he is honoured as a saint

in various places. His feast is on 1 January.

Chevauer, Le v(n^rable Guillaume, Abbi de Saint-Btnigne de

Dijon, reformateuT de I'ordre benedictin au Xh siecle (Paris and
Dijon, 1875); Rinqholz in Sludien u. Miltheilungen aus dem Ben-
ediktiner-Orden, III (Wurzburg and Vienna, 1882), 362-83, chiefly

a German r^sum^ of the preceding; Sacktjr, Die Cluniacenser, 1

(Halle, 1892^), 257-69, passim. A reliable Life by Raoci, G la-

ser, a contemporary and disciple of William, is printed in P. L.,

CXLII, 697-720, also in Acta SS., I Jan., 57 sq.

MicH.'iEL Ott.

William Carter, Venerable, English martyr, b.

in London, 1548; suffered for treason at Tyburn,

11 January, 1584. Son of John Carter, a draper, and
Agnes, his wife, he was apprenticed to John Cawood,
queen's printer, on Candlemas Day, 1563, for ten

years, and afterwards acted as secretary to Nicholas

Harpsfield, last Catholic archdeacon of Canterburj',

then a prisoner. On the latter's death he married and
set up a press on Tower Hill. Among other Catholic

books he printed a new edition (1000 copies) of Dr.

Gregory Martin's "A Treatise of Schism", in 1580,

for which he was at once arrested and imprisoned in

the Gatehouse. Before this he had been in the Poul-

try Counter from 23 September to 28 October, 1578.

He was transferred to the Tower, 1582, and paid for

his own diet there down to midsummer, 1583. Hav-
ing been tortured on the rack, he was indicted at the

Old Bailey, 10 Jan., 1584, for having printed Dr. Mar-
tin's book, in which was a paragraph where confidence

was ex-pressed that the Catholic Faith would triumph,

and pious Judith would slay Holofemes. This was
interpreted as an incitement to slay the queen, though
it obviously had no such meaning.
GlLLOW. Bibl, Did. Eng. Cath.. s. v. Carter. Williams: Cnlh.

Rer. Soc. PuW. (London, 1905 ), I, 60, 65; II, 228, 229; III,

4, 15; IV, 129, 138; V, 8, 30. 39.

John B. Wainewhight.

William Ezmew, Blessed, Carthusian monk and
martyr; suffered at Tyburn, 19 Jvme, 1535. He
studied at Christ's College, Cambridge, and became
a proficient classical scholar. Entering the London
Charterhouse, he was soon raised to the office of

vicar (.''ub-prior) ; in 1534 he was named procurator.

Chauncy says that for virtue and learning his like

could not be found in the English province of the
order. Two days after the Prior of the Charter-
house, Bl. John Houghton, had been put to death
(4 May, 1535), W. Exmew and the vicar, Humphrey
Nliddlemore, were denounced to Thomas CromweU
by Thomas Bedyll, one of the royal commissioners,
a,s being "obstinately determined to suffer all ex-

tremities rather than to alter their opinion" with
regard to the primacy of the pope. Three weeks
later they and another monk of the Charterhouse,
Sebastian Newdigate, were arrested and thrown into

the Marshalsea, where they were made to stand in

chains, bound to posts, and were left in that position

for thirteen days. After that, they were removed to

the Tower. Named in the same indictment as Bl.

John Fisher, they were brought to trial at West-
minster, 11 June following, and pleaded not guilty,

i. e. of high treason, but asserted their staunch ad-
hesion to what the Church taught on the subject of

spiritual supremacy and denied that King Henry
VIII had any right to the title of head of the Church
of England. They were consequently condemned to

death as traitors, and weie hanged, drawn, and
quartered. W. E.xmew is one of the fifty-four

EngUsh martyrs beatified by Leo XIII, 9 December,
1886.
Hendriks, The London Charterhouse (London, 1889);

CiLiUKCY, Hist, aliquot Martyrum Anglorum (Montreuil-sur-
Mer, 1SS8).

EoMrND GURDON.

William Filby, Blessed, b. in Oxfordshire be-
tween 1557 and 1560; suffered at Tyburn, 30 May,
1582. Educated at Lincoln College, Oxford, he was
admitted to the seminary at Reims, 12 October, 1579.

He was ordained priest at Reims, 25 March, 1581, and
shortly after left for the mission. He was arrested

in July, committed to the Tower, removed 14 August
to the Marshalsea, and thence back to the Tower
again. He w.as sentenced 17 November, and from
that date till he died was loaded with manacles. He
was also deprived of his bedding for two months.
With him suffered three other Beali, Thomas Cottam,
Luke Kirby, and Laurence Richardson {vere Johnson).

Blessed Luke Kirby was born inthenorthof England
about 1549, and is said to have graduated RI.A.,

probably at Cambridge. Having been reconciled at

Louvain, he entered Douai College in 1576, and was
ordained priest at Cambrai in September, 1577. He
left Reims for England, 3 May, 1578, but returned

15 July and proceeded to Rome, where he took the

college oath at the English College, 23 April, 1579. In
June, 1580, he was arrested on landing at Dover, and
committed to the Gatehouse, Westminster. Trans-
ferred to the Tower, 4 December, he was subjected

to the "Scavenger's Daughter" formore than an hour,

9 December. He was condemned, 17 November,
1581, and from 2 April till the day of hig death was in

irons.

Blessed Laurence Richardson, a son of Richard
Johnson, of Great Crosby, Lancashire, was a Fellow

of Brasenose College, Oxford, in or before 1569, and
supplicated B.A. 25, November, 1572. In 1573 he
was at Douai, and on 23 March, 1577, was ordained

priest at Cateau-Cambresis. He was sent on the

mission 27 July following, and laboured in Lancashire.

He was arrested in London on his way to France and
imprisoned in Newgate, where he remained until the

day of his indictment, 16 November, 1581, when he
was committed to the Queen's Bench Prison, and on
the day of his condemnation, 17 November, to the

Tower, where he had no bedding for two months.
Keoqb and Pollen in Liies of the Eiiglish Martyrs, od. Camm,

II (London, 1905), 500-35; .\llen, A Briefe llislorie. cd. Pollen
(London. 1908), 67-83; Challoner, Missionary Priests. I, nn. 12,

13, 14; GiLLOW, Bibl. Diet. Eng. Cath.. s. vv.

John B. Wainewright.

William Greenwood, Blessed. See Thomas
JonNsoN, Blessed.
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Williajn Hart, Blessed, b. at Wells, 1558; suffered

at '\()rk, 15 IMarcli, 1583. Elected Trappes Scholar at

Lincoln College, Oxford, 25 May, 1571, he suppli-

cated B.A., IS June, 1574. The same year he fol-

lowed the rector, John Bridgewater, to Douai. He
accompanied the college to Reims, and returned

thither after a severe operation at Namur, 22 Novem-
ber, 1578. He took the college oath at the English

College, Rome, 23 April, 1579, whence he was or-

dained priest. On 26 starch, 15S1, he left Rome,
arriving at Reims 13 May, and resuming his journey 22
May. On reacliing England he laboured in '^'orkshire.

He was present at the Mass at which Blessed Wil-

liam Lacy was cajjtured, and only escaped by stand-

mg up to his chin in the muddy moat of York Ctistle.

Betrayed by an apostate on Christmas Day, 1582, and
thrown into an underground dungeon, he was put into

double irons. After examination before the Dean of

York and the Council of the North, he was arraigned

at the Lent Assizes. From the unprofessional ac-

count of his trial, which states that he was arraigned

on two counts, we may be fairly certain that he was
on trial on three, namely: (1) under 13 Eliz. c. 2 for

having brought papal WTitings, to wit his certificate

of ordination, into the realm; (2) under 13 Eliz. c. 3.

for having gone abroad without royal licence; and
(3) under 23 Eliz. c. 1. for having reconciled John
Wright and one Couling. On what counts he was
found guilty does not clearly appear, but he was cer-

tainly guilty of the second.
Camm, Lives of the English Martyrs, II (London, 1904-5),

600-634; GiLLOW, Bibl. Diet. Eng. Calh.; Statutes at Large, II

(London. 1780-1800); Challoner, Missionary Priests, I

(Edinburgh, 1877), n. 19.

John B. Wainewright.

William Home, Blessed. See Thomas John-
son, Blessed.

William Lacy, Blessed, b. at "Hauton", York-
shire (probably Houghton or Tosside, West Riding);

suffered at York, 22 Aug., 1582. He married a
widow, named Cresswell, whose sons, Arthur and
Joseph, became Jesuits. Little is related of his

family by his biographers. He had a brother Ralph
of Preston in Amoundemess, a si.ster Barbara, and
nephews (apparently her sons) Robert and William
(Cal. S. P., Dom."add. 1566-79, London, 1871, p.

562). He held a position of emolument under the

Crown, possibly as coroner, till about 1565. One of

this name, probably a relative, was a coroner for the

West Riding in 1.581-2 (Dasent, "Acts of the Privy
Council", xiii, 3,58). After fourteen years' persecu-

tion for his faith, which included imprisonment at

Hull, and after the death of his wife, he went abroad
and arrived at Reims, 22 June, 1580. On 25 Sep-
tember following he went on to Pont-a-Mousson, and
thence to Rome, where, after obtaining a dispensation,

he became a priest. This dispensation was necessary

before ordination, as Lacy had been married twice,

once to a widow. On 10 May, 1.581, he was at Loreto
on his way to England. He was arrested after a Ma=8
said by Thomas Bell, afterwards an apostate, in York
Castle, 22 July, 1582. He suffered great hardships,

being loaded with heavy irons, confined in an under-
ground dungeon, an<l subjected to numerous examina-
tions. He was arraigned on 1 1 Aupist, prob.ablv under
13 Eliz. cc. 2 .and 3. With him suffered Blessed
Richard Kirkman, bom at .\ddingham, in the West
Riding. He arrived at Douai in 1577 and, after the
transference of the English College to Reims, was or-

dained priest on Holy Saturday, 1579. On his re-

turn to England in Augu.st he seems to have found a
refuge with Robert Dymoke, hereditary Champion of

England (d. in Lincoln gaol for his faith, 11 Sept.,

1580), .at Scrivelsby, Lincolnshire. He was eventu-
ally arrested, 8 .August, 1582, by Francis Wortley,
J. P., and seems to have been arraigned a day or two
after under 23 Eliz. c. 1. After condemnation the

two martyrs shared one cell in a turret till 10 August,
when Blessed Richard was removed to an under-
ground dungeon.
Keogh and Camm in Lives of the English Martyrs, ed. Camm,

II (London, 1904-5). 564-88; Gillow, Bibl. Diet. Eng. Cath.,
a. V. Lacy, William; Challoner, Missionary Priests, I, nn. 16
and 17; Bridgewater, Concertatio Ecclesia (Treves, 1588),
97-101.

John B. Wainewright.

William of Auvergne, Bishop of Paris, medieval
philosopher and tbe(ik)gian, b. at Aurillac in Auvergne
towards the end of the twelfth century; d. in Paris,

1249. The date of his birth and the circumstances of

his early education are unknown. In the first dec-
ades of the thirteenth century he went to Paris to
study, and became successively teacher in the faculty
of arts and in that of theology (about 1220). In
1228 he became Bi.shop of Paris, continuing, as his

official decrees show, to take an active interest in the
institution in which he had studied and taught. His
works include several treatises on iiractical theology,
for example, "De virtutibus", "De moribus"j "De
sacramentis", a dogmatic treatise "De trinitate"

(in which there is much that pertains to philosophy as

well as to theology), and philosophical works "De
universo", "De anima", "De immortalitate ani-

mae", the last being merely a rescript of a work bear-
ing the same title by Dominic Gundisalvi. These
were collected and published at Nuremberg, 1496, and
republished at Venice, in 1.591, and at Orleans, 1674.
William of Auvergne represents the first stage of the
movement which ended in the adoption and adapta-
tion of Aristotle's philosophy as the basis of a sy.ste-

matic exposition of Christian dogma. It was difficult

for him to break all at once with the Augustinian
method and doctrine which had prevailed in the
schools up to this time. Besides, the only text of

Aristotle then available was full of errors of transla-

tion and of perversions on the part of Arabian com-
mentators. Still he set about the task of rescuing
Aristotle from the Arabians, and although he often
failed to find a consistent basis of reconciliation be-
tween the Augustinian and the Aristotelean elements,
he did important work in preparing the way for his

more fortunate and more successful followers, Alex-
ander of Hales, Albert the Great, and St. Thomas.
He did not cover the whole ground of theologj' as they
did; his "De univenso" is neither a "Summa theo-
logica", nor a "Book of Sentences"; it is more .specif-

ically an attempt to found a science of reality on prin-

ciples opposed to those of the Arabian School. In his

theological works he devotes special attention to the
Manichean heresy, which in his time had been re-

newed by the Cathari (q. v.). He devoted attention

also to refuting the Arabian doctrine of the eternity

of the world. In his interpretation of the Platonic

theory of ideas he identifies the intelligible world
(K6<ruos TOip-os) with the Son of God.
IKBERWEO. Hist. 0/ Phil., tr. MoiTi.s, II (Ncw York, 1892),

434; Turner, Hist, of Phil (Boston, 1903), 325, 326. The best
French and German work.s are: Valoib. Guillaume d'Auvergne
(Paris, 1880): Baumoartner, Die Erkcnnlnisslehre d. Wilh. v.

Auvergne (Milnster, 1K03); Giittmann, Die Scholastik des 13
Jahrh. in ihren Bcziehungen sum Judenium (Breslau, 1902), 13-32.

William Turner.

William of Auxerre, a thirteenth-century theo-

logian and professor at the University of Paris. Wil-

liam's name occurs in many of the pontifical docu-
ments relating to the University of Paris dating from
the first decades of the thirteenth century. From
these we learn that he was a tmifiistcr at the univer-

sity, that he was archdeacon of Beauvais, and that he
was one of the three theologians appointed in 1231 by
Gregory IX to jirepare an amended edition of the

physical and metaphysical works of Aristotle which
hai been placed under a ban by the Council of 1210
because of the errors which were contained both in

the inaccurate translations and in the Arabian com-
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mentaries accompanying them. Apparently this

work of correction was done in Rome; a letter of

Gregory IX to King Louis, dated 6 May, 1231, recom-
mends William of Auxerre to the French king and
says that the Parisian teacher has laboured "at the
Apostolic See, for the reformation of study". Wil-
liam is the author of a work entitled "Summa Aurea",
which is not, as it is sometimes described, a mere com-
pendium of the "Books of Sentences" by Peter the
Lombard. Both in method and in content it shows a
considerable amount of originahty, although, like all

the Sumrrue of the early thirteenth century, it is in-

fluenced by the manner and method of the Lombard.
The teacher by whom William was most profoundly
influenced was Pra'positinus, or Prevostin, of Cre-
mona, Chancellor of the University of Paris from 1206
to 1209. The names of teacher and pupil are men-
tioned in the same sentence by St. Thomas: H(fc est

opinio Prcepositini et Aulissiodorensis (in I Sent., XV,
q. 111). William was, in turn, the teacher of the
Dominican, John of Treviso, one of the first theolo-
gians of the Order of Preachers. The importance of

the "Summa Aurea" is enhanced by the fact that it

was one of the first Sunmia composed after the
introduction of the metaphysical and physical trea-

tisesof Aristotle. The work was published at Paris in

1500. Another edition, without date, by Regnault,
is mentioned bv Grabmann.

Denifle, Charhd. Univ. Paris, I (Paris, 1889); Grabmann,
Gesch. der schoL Melhode, II (Freiburg, 1911).

William Turner.

William of Champeaujc, a twelfth-century Scho-
lastic, philosopher, and theologian, b. at Champeaux,
near Melun, in the neighbourhood of Paris, about the
year 1070; d. at Chalons-sur-Marne, 1121. After
having been a pupil of Anselm of Laon, he began in

1103 his career as teacher at the cathedral school of

Paris. In 1 lOS, owing chiefly to Abelard's successful

attempts to criticise his realistic doctrine of univer-
sals, he retired to the Abbey of St. Victor and there
continued to give lessons which, no doubt, influenced
the mystic school known as that of St. Victor. In
1113 he was made Bishop of Chalons-sur-Warne.
Portions of his work " De origine animas" and of a
"Liber sententiarum", as well as a dialogue entitled

"Dialogus seu altercatio cujusdam Christiani et

Judaei", have come down to us. On the problem of

universals William held successively a variety of

opinions. All of these, however, are on the side of

exaggerated Realism and opposed both to the Nom-
inalism of Roscelin and to the modified Nominalism
of Abelard. In his treatise on the origin of the soul
he definitely rejects the theory known as Traducian-
ism and maintains that each and every human
soul originates by the creative act of God. Among
his contemporaries he enjoyed a very great reputation
for learning and sanctity. He was, moreover, looked
upon by the conservative thinkers of that age as the
ablest champion of orthodoxy. His creationist doc-
trine is his chief title to distinction as a Scholastic
philosopher.

LEFfevRE. Les variations de Guillaume de Champeaux, etc.
(Lille, 1898): Michaud, G. de Champeaux el les (coles de Paris au
Xll'Siide (Paris, 1867); Grabmann, Gesch. der schol. Melhode
(Freiburg, 1911), 136 sq.; De Wclf, Hisl. of Medieval Phil., tr.

Coffey (New York. 1909), 179; Turner, Hisl. of Philosophy
(Boston. 1903). 279 sq.

WiLLi.\M Turner.

William of Conches, a twelfth-century Schol.i.stic

philosopher and theologian, b. about the year 1100.
After having been a teacher of theology in Paris he
became, about the year 1122, the tutor of Henry Plan-
tagenct. Warned by a friend of the danger implied
in his Platonic realism as he applied it to theology, he
took up the study of philo.sophy and the physical sci-

ence of the Arabians. When and where he died is a
matter of uncertainty. There is a good deal of dis-

cussion in regard to the authorship of the works as-

cribed to him. It seems probable, however, that he
WToto glo.sses on Plato's "Timseus", a commentarj- on
Boethius's "Consolations of Philosophy", a dialogue
called "Dragmaticon", and a treatise, "Magna de
naturis philosophia". Wilham devoted much atten-
tion to cosmology and psychologj'. Having been a
student of Bernard of Chartres, he shows the char-
acteristic Humanism, the tendency towards Plato-
nism, and the taste for natural science which dis-

tinguish the "Chartrains". He is one of the first of

the medieval Christian philosophers to take advan-
tage of the physical and physiological lore of the Ara-
bians. He had access to the WTitings of the Arabians
in the translations made bv Constantine the African.

P. L., XC; De Wclp. Hisl. of'Medieml Phil., tr. Coffey (New
York, 1909), 184: Turner, Hisl. of Phil. (Boston, 1903), 295 sq.

WiLLi.\M Turner.

William of Digullevile (Degulleville), a
French poet of the fourteenth century. Nothing is

known of his hfe, except that he was a monk in the
celebrated Cistercian abbey of Chdlis. Three alle-

gorical poems are attributed to him with some cer-

tainty: "Pelerinage de vie humaine", a description of

a journey to Paradise, composed between 1330 and
1332, revised by the author in 13.55; "Pelerinage de
I'Ame", a vision of hell, purgatory, and heaven;
"Pelerinage de Jesus-Christ", a verse transposition of

the Gospel with the addition of a few allegories,

probably composed in 1358. We possess numerous
manuscripts of these poems adorned with splendid-

miniatures, said to be the finest ever made. Several
editions of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries do
not give the original text of the author, but a text

amended by Peter Virgin, a monk of Clairvaux, or
even a prose version made by John Gallopes, at the
request of the Duchess of Anjou. These allegorical

poems, containing not less than thirty thousand lines,

met with a tremendous success in the Middle Ages,
and were circulated throughout France and England.
John Lydgate translated them into English, and
Chaucer put a few passages into English verse, while
John Bunyan imitated them in his famous poem,
"Pilgrim's Progress". A new edition has been made
by Stiirzinger for the Roxburghe Club, London, 1893.
"PlAGET in de JtJELEVTLLE, Histoire de la litterature fran^aise,

II (Paris, 1896); Hisloire littiraire de la France, XXIV (Paris,
1856 sqq.).

Louis N. Delamarre.

William of Ebelholt (also called of Paris and
OF THE Paraclete), Saint, d. on Easter Sunday,
1203, and was buried at Ebelholt. He was educated
by his uncle Hugh, forty-second AbbotofSt-Germain-
des-Pres at Paris; and having been ordained sub-
deacon received a canonrj' in the Church of Ste-
Genevicve-du-Mont. His exemplary life did not
commend him to his fellow canons, who tried to rid

themselves of his presence, and even prevented by
slander his ordination tothediaconateby the Bishop of

Paris. William obtained this order from the Bishop
of Senlis by his uncle's intercession, and was soon
afterwards presented by the canons to the little priory

of Epinay. In 1148, by order of Pope Eugene III,

the secular canons of Ste-Genevieve were replaced by
canons regular from the Parisian monastery of St.

Victor, whose prior, Odo, was made abbot of Ste-

Genevieve. William soon afterwards joined the new
community and was made sub-[irinr. In this position

he showed great zeal for the religious life, and on one
occasion opposed the entry of a new j^rior who had
obtained his position irregularly; for this he was
punished by Abbot Garin, successor of Odo, but his

action was fin.allv supported bv Pope Alexander III.

In 1161 Absalom, Bishop of Ro.^kilde, Denmark,
sent to Paris the provost of his cathedral to obtain
canons regular for the reform of the mona.stery of

St. Thomas of E.skils6e. In 1165 William journeyed
to Denmark with three companions, and became
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abbot of that house. In spite of difficulties arising

from poverty and opposition on the part of the com-
munity he reformed the monastery and in 1178 trans-

ferred it to Ebelholt, or the Paraclete, in Zeeland. He
was entrusted with important business by Absalom,
now Archbishop of Lund, and intervened in the case

of Philip Augustus of France who was attempting to

repudiate his wife Ingelborg, sister of Cnut of Den-
mark. The genealogy of the Danish kings which he
drew up on this occasion to disprove the alleged imped-
iment of consanguinity and two books of his letters,

some of which deal with this affair, have come down
to us, and together with an account of probable
authenticity of the invention of the rehcs of Ste-

Genevieve in 1161 and a few charters relating to his

monastery may be found in P. L., CCIX. An account
of his miracles is given in the "Vita" written by one
of his younger disciples. He was canonized by
Honorius III in 1224. His feast is commemorated
on 18 June.

For the Vita and other sources of William's Life see Lanoebek,
SrrCpl. rer. dan. (9 vols.. Copenhagen, 1772-1878), reprinted in

P. L., CCIX: Papebroch, Vita, with commentary, in Acta SS.,
I .April, 625 sqc4.; Lager. Ep. XL in P. L., CLXXXVL

Raymund Webster.

WUliam of Gellone, Saint, b. 755; d. 28 May,
c. 812; was the second Count of Toulouse, having
attained that dignity in 790. He is by some writers

also given the title of Duke of Aquitaine. This saint

is the hero of the ninth-century "Roman de Guil-
laume au court nez", but the story of his life is told

in a more reliable form by the anonymous author of

the biography which was written soon after the saint's

death, or before the eleventh century according to

Mabillon, or during the eleventh century according to
the Bollandi.st Henschen. His father's name was The-
oderic, his mother's .\ldana, and he was in some way
connected with the family of Charles the Great, at
whose court he was present as a youth. The great
emperor employed him against the Saracen invaders
from Spain, whom he defeated at Orange. In 804
he foimded a Benedictine monastery, since called

S. Guilhem le Desert, in the valley of Gellone, near
Lodcve in the Diocese of Maguelonne, and subjected
it to the famous St. Benedict of Aniane, whose monas-
tery was close at hand. Two years later (806) he
himself became a monk at Gellone, where he remained
until his death. His testament, granting certain
property to Gellone, and another subjecting that
monastery to the Abbot of .\niane, are given by Mabil-
lon. His feast is on 28 May, the day of his death.

Mabillon-, Acta SS. O.S.B. sa:c. IV, I (Venice, 1735), 67-86;
Acta SS.. VI May. 154-72.

Raymund Webster.

William of Jumieges (surnaraed Calculus),
Benedictine historian of the eleventh century. Prac-
tically nothing seems to he known of his life except
that he was apparently a Norman by birth and be-
came a monk at the royal abbey of Jumi6ges, in Nor-
mandy, where he died about 1090. His only claim to
fame consists in his "Historia Normannorum", in

eight books, which is the chief authority for the
historj' of the Norman people from 851 to 11.37.

One of the earhest manuscripts of this work still

extant was prescr\ed at Rouen up to the Revolution
and is now in the Bibliothcque Nationtile at Paris.

The first four books of the "Historia" were taken
from an earlier work on the ."iame subject, wTitten by
Dudon of St. Qucntin, whose labours .are praised by
William. The verdict of more recent times, however,
with regard to Dudon, is that he was given to roman-
cing and that his work was not part icularly reliable.

Many of his exaggerations h.ave been modified and
corrected by William, who made full use of all that
w.as tru.stworthy in his predecessor's account. Only
seven out of the eight books of the "Historia" are
from William's own band, comprising events down to

the year 1087. The eighth book, continuing the
history as far as the death of Boson, Abbot of Bee,
which occurred in 1137, was added by an anonymous
author, although his continuation is usually printed
as an integral part of the complete work. Ordericus
Vitalis drew largely from William's history for the
portions of his work that deal with the Normanp, as
did also Thomas WaLsingham in his " Ypodigma neus-
trife". The "Historia Normannorum" was first

edited and printed at Frankfort in 160.3 and is also
included in Camden's collection of English and Nor-
man historians. The style is considered passable for
the age in which the writer lived, though it does not
come up to the requirements of modern criticism.
Duchesne. Hist. Normannorum scriptores (Paris, 1619);

Bouquet, Recueit des historicns de France (Paris. 1752-81);
Ceillier, Hist. g6n. des auteura sacris (Paris, 1757); P. L..
CXLIX.

G. Cyprian Al.ston.

William of Maleval (or the Great), Saint, d.

10 Feb., 1157; beatified in 1202. His life, written by
his disciple Albert, who lived with him during his Last

year at Maleval, has been lost. The life by Theodo-
bald, or Thibault

,
given by the BoUandists is unreliable,

having been interpolated with the lives of at least two
other Williams. After a number of chapters in which
he is confused with .St. William of Gellone, Duke of

Aquitaine, we are told that he went to Rome, where
he had an interview with Eugene III, who ordered him
to make a pilgrimage to Jerusalem in penance for his
sins. Though Theodobald's account of his interview
with the pope does not carry conviction, thefactof this

visit and his subsequent pilgrimage to Jerusalem is

supported by excerpts from the older life, which are
preserved by responsories and antiphons in his Office.

He seems to have remained at Jerusalem for one or
two years, not nine as Theodobald relates. About
1153 he returned to Italy and led a hermit's life in a
wood near Pisa, then on Monte Pruno, and finally in

1155 in the desert valley of Stabulum Rodis, later

known as Maleval, in the territory of Siena and Bish-
opric of Grosseto, where he was joined by Albert.

Acta SS., II Feb., 435-91.

Raymund Webster.

William of Malmesbury, b. 30 Nov., about 1090;
d. about 1143. He was educated at Malnicsliury,
where he became a monk. From his youth he showed
a special bent towards history, "Thence it came that
not being satisfied with the writings of old I began to

write my.self". By 1125 he had completed his two
works, "Gesta Regum" and "Gcsta Pontificum".
After this he spent ten years in forming a collection of

historical and legal materials, now in the Bodleian
Library, and writing a history of Glastonbury and its

saints, in which he speaks as though he were, for the
time at least, an inmate of that abbey. He records
that he might more than once have become Abbot of

Malmesbury, but he contented himself with the office

of librarian. About 1140 he made revisions of the
two works "Gesta Regum" and "Gesta Pontifi-

cum", and began a new work "Historia novella", a
sequel to the former, dealing with the period
112.5-42, but in such a desultory way as to show that
we have rather the first draft of a book than a com-
pleted work. William's authority as a historian is

inv.aluable for the contemporary reign of Stephen, and
his records of the earlier Norman kings, being ba.sed

either on per.sonal knowledge or direct hearsay, are of

importance. The "Gesta Pontificum", which owes
much to Bede, is the source from which all later

writers of early ecclesiastical history of England have
chiefly drawn. His method, also derived from Bede,
was to recount events so as to show their cause and
effect, and in returning to this sound principle he
made a great advance on the works of his prede-
cessors. The anecdotes, occasionally irrelevant,

which he weaves into his narrative, helped much to
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preserve its popularity through the Middle Ages.
His chief works have been printed by Migne, but the
Rolls Series includes the critical edition.

Sharpe, introduction to translation of Gesta Regum (London,
1815) ; Birch, Life and Writings of William ,of Malmesbury in

Trans, of Soc. of Lit., X, new series: Hamilton, introduction to
Gesta Pontificum in R. S. (London, 1870); Stubbs, preface to
Gesta Regum in R. S. (London, 1887-9); Norqate in Did. Nat.
Biog., with list of his works, whether published or still in MS.

Edwin Burton.

William of Moerbeke, scholar, OrientaUst, phi-
losopher, and one of the most distinguished men of let-

ters of the thirteenth century, b. about 1215; d. in 1286.

He held intellectual intercourse with the philosopher
Thomas Aquinas, the mathematician John Campanus,
the naturalist physician Witelo, and the astronomer
Henri Bate of Mechhn. In turn he resided at the
pontifical court of Viterbo (1268), appeared at the

Council of Lyons (1274), and from 1277 until his

death occupied the See of Corinth. At the request of

Thomas Aquinas he undertook a complete translation

of the works of Aristotle or, for some portions, a
revision of existing translations, and it is noteworthy
that he was the first translator of the "PoUtics"
(c. 1260). The ancient catalogue of Dominican works
published by Denifle (Arch. f. Litteratur u. Kirchen-
gesch. d. Mittelalters, II, 226) states: that "he trans-

lated all the books of natural and moral philosophy
from Greek into Latin, as did Brother Thomas, like-

wise the books of Proclus and certain others."

Henry of Hervodia asserts that these translations were
classic in the fourteenth century ; they are literal (rfe

verho ad verbum) and faithful, and although without ele-

gance are valuable. Petrus Victorius, a sixteenth-

century philologist, praises them highly, and Suse-
mihl, who has pubUshed a critical edition of the Greek
text of the "Pohtics", sought to do service even to

philologists by adding the translation of William of

Moerbeke. The Flemish Dominican translated not
only Aristotle but also mathematical treatises (nota-

bly the "Catoptrics" of Hero of Alexandria and the
treatises of Archimedes), commentaries of Simplicius

on the Categories of Aristotle and on the "De ccelo",

and especially the "Theological Elements" of Pro-
clus (the translation is dated Viterbo, 18 May, 1268).

Several other of Proclus's works no longer exist save
in the Latin versions of William of Moerbeke, which
makes the latter more valuable. The same may be
said of a treatise of Ptolemy's, likewise translated by
the Belgian Dominican, the Greek text of which exists

only in fragments. The "Theological Elements" of

Proclus together with the "Book of Causes", which
compiles them, constitute the fundamental source of

the Neo-Platonic inspirations of the thirteenth cen-
tury, so that WiUiam exercised a real influence on the
Neo-Platonic movement, which appeared sporadically

in the philosophy of the thirteenth century. The
PoUsh physician Witelo, whose curious personality has
been made known by M. Baeumker, wrote his "Per-
spectives" at the instance of Brother Wilham of

Moerbeke, the lover of truth (veritati.'i amntori), to

whom he dedicated the treatise. Witelo was one of

the authorized representatives of Neo-Platonism. It

was likewise to William that Henri Bate dedicated his

"Astrolabe". Wilham of Moerbeke thus appears as

a mind of high culture and exten.sive relations, a
forerunner of humanism, who studied all his life and
encouraged others in the path of knowledge.

Mandonnet, Siger de Brabant el VAverroisme latin (2nd ed.,
Louvain, 1910). 9, II, 1.3-15; Wiluam of Tocco in Life of St.

Thomas Aquinas, Ada SS., 1, 663; Bernard Orinnvis. Arrh.
Liu. u. Kirchgesh. Mill., II, 226; He.vhy of !! " ' 'r ,h-

rebus memorabilibus, ed. Potthast (1851* "in.
Aristotelis PoHticorum libri VIII cum trati /
Moerbeka (Leipzig, 1872); De Wni.F, Hist. «

Belgique, 48 sq.; Idem, Hist, de la philosophy il ..i.

(1912), 292; Baecmker, Witelo, ein Philosoph und Xalurforsclier
des XIII. Jahr. (MUnster, 1908), 127.

M. De Wulf.

William of Nangis (Guilhelmcs), a medieval
chronicler, who takes his name from the City of
Nancy, France. All that is known of him is that he
was a Benedictine monk and Uved in the thirteenth
century in the Abbey of Saint-Denis at Paris. Ac-
cording to some scholars he died before 22 July, 1300;
according to others not until after 1303. A chronicle
by him exists, extending from the creation to the year
1300, but which before the year 1113 has httle inde-
pendent value, as up to this point it depends com-
pletely upon the chronicle of Sigbertus of Gemblours.
Even for the succeeding period it is only of subordi-
nate importance. After William's death the chronicle
was continued to 1340 by an unknown monk of Saint-
Denis, and was then carried to 1368 by Johannes of
Venette. The best edition is that of Hercule Geraud
issued under the title: "Chronique latine de G. de
Nangis de 1113 ^ 1300 avec les continuations de cette
chronique de 1300 h 1368" (2 vols., Paris, 1843).
WiUiam wrote a brief summary of the chronicle,
which included the years 845-1300, and is called
"Chronicon abbreviatum regum Francorum". Re-
cently Delisle seems to have found the original of this

compendium in the Vatican Library-; before this dis-

covery it was only known in a French translation
(Chronique abr^gee) made by the author himself.
William also wrote the biographies of three kings:
the "Gesta Ludovici VIII, Francorum regis", the
"Gesta Ludovici IX", and the "Gesta Philippi III
sive Audacis, regis Franciae", ed. by A. Duchesne in

the "Historiae Francorum: Scriptores cotptanei" (5
vols., Paris). The exhaustive researches of Hermann
Brosien pubUshed in the "Neues Archiv fiir altere

deutsche Geschichte", IV (1879), 426-509, show that
the two latter biographies, like the chronicle, can be
traced back to another author, to the chronicle of the
monk Primatus, and are only enlarged by long ex-
tracts from Geoffrey of Beaulieu and Gilo de Reims.
The "Gesta Ludovici IX", however, seems to have
been used in common . with Primatus, an earlier

authority. Patricius Schlager.

William of Newburgh, historian, b. at Brid-
lington, Yorkshire, 1130; d. at Newburgh, Yorkshire,
1198, where he went as a lioy to the small and re-

cently-founded Augustinian priory. There he re-

mained to the end as an Augustinian canon. There
is no evidence that he travelled, and hardly anything
is known of what was probably a very uneventful
life. It would appear that he WTOte his history

within a short period of his death; if this was the case

he must have long been preparing his materials.

His "Historia rerum anglic.arum" opens with a
short introductory sketch of the reigns of the Con-
queror and his sons, followed by a fuller account of

that of Stephen. The main purpose of the writer

was to produce a philosophical commentary on the
history of his own times, and books II-V cover the

period 1154-98. They are more than a mere chron-
icle; they form a real history in which the connexion
of events is traced, a proper spn.se of jiroportion ob-
served, and men and their actions judged from an
intelligent and indejiendcnt jjoint of \-iew.

\\'illiam of Newburgh, with his contemporary
Roger of Hoveden, belongs to the northern school of

historians, who can-ied on the ixdmirable traditions

of the Venerable Bede. This was a .spirit very un-
like that which insi)ired Geoffrey of Monmouth's
mythical "Historj- of the British Kings" with its

tales of King .\rthur, and WiUiam attacks Geoffrey

and his legends with great indignation, calling the

l:itlcr "impudent and shameless lies". This striking

Ulustriitiiin of his historic integrity won for him from
IrtiiiiiiiMhc title of "the father of historical criti-

cism", :md the compliment is not ;dtogether un-

deserved. Living in a remote Yorkshire monastery
WiUiam could not have had an intimate first-hand
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knowledge of public events, but he used his authori-

ties, such as Symeon of Durham and Henry of Hunt-
ingdon, with excellent judgment. Though his

elu-onology is confused and untrustworthy his work
is of the greatest value, especially for the early years
of the reign of Henry II. The best edition of the
History is that edited by R. Howlett for the Rolls
Series (Chronicles of Stephen, Henry II, and Rich-
ard I, vols. I and II).
Howlett. preface to Rolls Series: Noroate in Did. Nat.

Biog., 8. v.; Jones in the Cambridge History of English Literature,
I, 171.

F. F. Urquhart.

William of Norwich, Saint, b. 1132; d. 22 March,
1144. On Holy Saturday, 25 March, 1144, a boy's
corpse showing signs of a violent death was found in

Thorpe Wood near Norwich. It was not touched
until Easter Monday, when it was buried without any
ceremony w-here it lay. In the meantimeanumberof
young men and boys had visited the spot and the
Jews were suspected of the murder on account of the
nature of the wounds ["Ex ipso penarum modo"
(Thomas of Monmouth, op. cit. below, p. 35); "non
nisi judeos eo maxime tempore taha gessisse asseri-

tur" (op. cit., p. 36)]. The body was recognized as

that of William, a tanner's apprentice, who with his

master had been in the habit of frequenting the houses
of certain Jews. The grave was opened by William's
uncle, the priest Godwin Start, the body recognized,
the burial Office read, and tlie grave recovered. A
few days later the diocesan synod met under t he presi-

dence of Bishop Eborard, and Sturt accused the Jews
of the murder, and offered to prove his accusation by
ordeal. But the Jews of the Norwich JewTy were the
king's men and under the protection of the sheriff,

who pointed out that the bishop had no jurisdiction in

the case. The failure to secure a condemnation
against the Jews seems to have been largely due to

the presence of this strong official who held the castle

of Norwich. The only result of Sturt's action at this

time was to secure the translation of the body from
Thorpe Wood to the monks' cemetery on 24 April.

But the cull us of St. William did not become popular,
and though one or two miracles are reported during
this period (1144-49) it is quite po.ssible that the
storj' of the murder by the Jews might have been
forgotten but for the murder of the Jew Eleazer by
the followers of Sir Simon de Novers in 1149. The
Jews demanded the murderer's punishment, and
Bishop Turbe, acting for the accused, who was his

own mesne tenant, brought up the murder of the boy
WilUam five years earUer as a cotmter-charge. The
case wa.s tried before the king at Norwich, but post-
poned owing, according to Thomas of Monmouth, to
the payment by the Jews of much money to the king
and his councillors. For the whole story of William
of Norwich our only authority is Thomas of Mon-
mouth, a monk of the cathedral priory of Norwich,
and it is only at this point, i. e. at the end of the
second book of his "Vita et Passio", that he himself
came upon the scene in person. He gives the story
of the events related in his first two books on hearsay
as it was current in the mona.sterj-. He seems to
have been a man of unlimited credulity even beyond
his contemporaries, but probably more deceived,
though perhaps by him.self, than a deceiver. The
ultimate pop\ilarity of the cultus which dates from
this time seems to have been due to three persons.
Bishop Turbe, who succeeded to the See of Norwich
in 1140, Richard de Ferrariis, who became prior in

1150 after the tran.slation to the chapter-house, and
Thomas of Monmouth himself, the saint's sacrist.

These men were all anxious for reasons of their own
to establi.sh the new cultus. In Lent, 1150, Thomas
had three visions in which Herbert of Losinga (d.

1 119), the founder of the cathedral, appeared and
ordered the translation of the body from the monks'

cemetery to the chapter-house. At this point the
prior Elias died and was succeeded by Richard de
Ferrariis, "a staunch supporter of the bishop and of
Thomas". The body was translated from the
chapter-house to the cathedral in July, 1151, and again
moved on 5 April, 1154, to the apsidal chapel of the
Holy Martyrs to the north of the high altar, now
known as the Jesus Chapel. The real spread of the
cultus dates from the translation to the cathedral
when there was a great burst of enthusiasm accom-
panied by visions and miracles.

We may now consider the story of the martyrdom
as given by Thomas and the evidence adduced by
him. WiUiam had been in the habit of frequenting
the houses of the Jews and was forbidden by his
friends to have anything to do with them. On the
Monday in Holy Week, 1144, he was decoyed away
from his mother by the offer of a place in the arch-
deacon's kitchen. Next day the messenger and
Wilham were seen to enter a Jew's house and from
that time William was never again seen aUve. On
the Wednesday, after a service in the sjmagogue, the
Jews lacerated his head with thorns, crucified him,
and pierced his side. For this last scene Thomas
produces the evidence of a Christian serving-woman,
who, with one eye only, caught sight through a crack
in a door of a boy fastened to a post, as she was
bringing some hot water at her master's order, pre-
sumably to cleanse the body. She afterwards found
a boy's belt in the room and in after years pointed
out to Thomas the marks of the martyrdom in the
room. When, a month after the martyrdom, the
body was washed in the cathedral, thorn points were
found in the head and traces of martyrdom in the
hands, feet, and sides. The servant's evidence was
apparently not produced till Thomas was preparing
to ^\Tite his book. On Thursday the Jews take
counsel about the disposal of the body, a fact which
suggests that, if there is any truth in the story at all,

the death of the boy was due to accident, perhaps some
rough pranks, as at< Inmestar (see below), for if it

had been premeditated they would have made all

necessary preparations. On Good Friday the Jew
Eleazar and another carried the corpse in a sack
to Thorpe Wood and were met by a certain iElward
Ded, who discovered the contents of the sack. The
Jews bribed the sheriff (always a hete noire to Thomas)
to extract an oath of secrecy from jElward and it is

only five years later, three years after the formidable
sheriff's death, when on his own death-bed, that
.(Elward tells his tale. In addition to all this Thomas
tells us that when the Jews were being charged with
the murder they sought to bribe William's brother
to hush up the charge and that they tried to bribe
Bishop Turbe to drop his counter-charge in the
matter of Eleazar's murder. These attempts at
bribery, if true, might well be the natural and gm'lt-

less acts of frightened men. But the most telling

piece of evidence and the most disastrous in its con-
sequences was that of Theobald, a converted Jew
and a monk probably of Noi-wich Priory. This man
told Thomas that "in the ancient writings of his
Fathers it was wTitten that the Jews, without the
shedding of human blood, could neither obtain their

freedom, nor could they ever return to their father-
land. Hence it was laid down by them in ancient
times that every year they must sacrifice a Christian
in some part of the world" (Vita, II, 2), and that in

1144 it had been the lot of the Jews of Norwich.
This has been well named "one of the most notable

and di.sa.strous lies of history". The story is the
foundation of the blood accusation or accusation of

ritual murder against the Jews, which has found
currency and gained popular credence from that
date to the present day. In the "Jewish Encyclo-
piedia", III, 26fi, may be found a list of the cases of

this ritual murder, beginning with William of Nor-
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wich. There are 5 other cases given for the twelfth

century, 15 for the thirteenth, 10 for the fourteenth,

16 for the fifteenth, 13 for the sixteenth, 8 for the
seventeenth, 15 for the eighteenth, and 39 for the
nineteenth, going right up to the year 1900. There
have been more recent cases still in Eastern Europe.
Ritual murder as a Jewish institution has been
learnedly and conclusively disproved, e. g. by Strack,

op. cit. below, and in the case of St. Wilham the
evidence is totally insufficient. It seems, however,
quite possible that in some cases at least the deaths of

these victims were due to rough usage or even de-

liberate murder on the part of Jews and that some
may actually have been slain in odium fidei. In
this connexion we may notice the first case of aU,

and the only one before St. William, in which Jews
are known to have been accused of murdering a
Christian child. In 415 at Inmcstar in Syria some
Jews in a drunken frolic kiUed a Christian child in

mockery of the death of Christ (Socrates, VII, xvi).

Many popes have either directly or indirectly con-

demned the blood accusation, and no pope has ever

sanctioned it (Strack, op. cit., 177 and v).
Thomas of Monmouth, Life and Miracles of St. William of

Norwich, ed. jESaop and James (Cambridge, 1896) : Vacandard,
Question du meurtre rituel in Etudes de critique et d'histoire reli-

gieuse.lll (Paris, 1912); Strack, Blut im Glauben und Abergtauben
(Munich, 1900); Acta SS., Ill March; Thurston, Antisemilism
and the Charge of Ritual Murder in The MorUh. XC (London,
1898), 561: Lea. Santo Niflo de la Guardia in English Historical
Review, IV (London, 1889), 229.

Raymund Webster.

William of Ockham, fourteenth-century Scholastic

philosopher and controversial writer, b. at or near
the village of Ockham in Surrey, England, about
1280; d. probably at Munich, about 1349. He is

said to have studied at Merton College, Oxford, and
to have had John Duns Scotus for teacher. At an
early age he entered the Order of St. Francis. Tow-
ards 1310 he went to Paris, where he may have had
Scotus once more for a teacher. About 1320 he be-

came a teacher (magister) at the University of Paris.

During this portion of his career he composed his

works on Aristotelean physics and on logic. In 1323
he resigned his chair at the university in order to de-

vote himself to ecclesiastical politics. In the contro-

versies which were waged at that time between the
advocates of the papacy and those who supported the

claims of the civil power, he threw his lot with the

imperial party, and contributed to the polemical litera-

ture of the day a number of pamphlets and treatises,

of which the most important are "Opus nonaginta
dierum", "Compendium errorum Joannis Paps
XXII", "Quaestiones octo de auctoritate summi pon-
tificis". He was cited before the pontifical Court at

Avignon in 1328, but managed to escape and join

John of Jandun and Marsilius of Padua, who had
taken refuge at the Court of Louis of Bavaria. It

was to Louis that he made the boastful offer, "Tu me
defendas gladio; ego te defendam calamo".

In his controversial writings William of Ockham
appears as the advocate of secular absolutism. He
denies the right of the popes to exercise temporal
power, or to interfere in any way whatever in the

affairs of the Empire. He even went so far as to

advocate the validity of the adulterous marriage of

Louis's son, on the grounds of political expediency, and
the absolute power of the State in such matters. In
philosophy William advocated a reform of Scholas-

ticism both in method and in content. The aim of

this reformation movement in general was simplifi-

cation. This aim he formulated in the celebrated

"Law of P.arciniony", commonly called "Ockham's
Razor": "Rntia non sunt multiplicanda sine necessi-

tate". With this tendency towards simplification

was united a very marked tendency towards skepti-

cism, a distrust, namely, of the ability of the human
mind to reach certitude in the most important prob-

lems of philosophy. Thus, in the process of simpli-

fication, he denied the existence of intentional species,

rejected the distinction between essence and exis-

tence, and protested against the Thomistic doctrine
of active and passive intellect. His skepticism
appears in his doctrine that human reason can prove
neither the immortality of the soul nor the existence,

unity, and infinity of (!od. These truths, he teaches,
are known to us by Revelation alone. In ethics he
is a voluntarist, maintaining that all distinction
between right and WTong depends on the will of

God. William's best known contribution to Scholas-
tic philosophy is his theory of universals, which is a
modified form of Nominalism, more closely alUed to
Conceptuahsm than to Nominalism of the extreme
type. Tlie universal, he says, has no existence in

the world of reality. Real things are known to us
by intuitive knowledge, and not by abstraction. The
universal is the object of abstractive knowledge.
Therefore, the universal concept has for its object,
not a reality existing in the world outside us, but an
internal representation which is a product of the
understanding itself and which "supposes" in the
mind, for the things to which the mind attributes it,

that is it holds, for the time being, the place of the
things which it represents. It is the term of the re-

flective act of the mind. Hence the universal is not a
mere word, as Roscelin taught, nor a scrmo, as Abelard
held, namely the word as used in the sentence, but
the mental substitute for real things, and the term
of the reflective process. For this reason Ockham
has been called a "Terminist", to distinguish him
from Nominalists and Conceptualists.
Ockham's attitude towards the established order

in the Church and towards the recognized system of

philosophy in the academic world of his day was one
of protest. He has, indeed, been called "the first

Protestant". Nevertheless, he recognized in his

polemical writings the authority of the Church in

spiritual matters, and did not diminish that author-
ity in any respect. Similarly, although he rejected

the rational demonstration of several truths which
are fundamental in the Christian system of theology,
he held firmly to the same truths as matters of faith.

His effort to simplify Scholasticism was no doubt well-

intentioned, and the fact that simplification was the
fashion in those days would seem to indicate that a
reform was needed. The over-refined subtleties of

discussion among the Scholastics themselves, the
multiplication of "formalities" by the followers of

Scotus, the undue importance attached by some of

the Thomists to their interpretation of the inten-

tional species, and the introduction of the abstruse
system of terminology which exceeded the bounds
of good taste and moderation—all these indicated

that the period of decay of Scholasticism had set

in. On the other hand, it must be said that, while
his purpose may have been the best, and while hia

effort was directed towards correcting an abuse that
really existed, Ockham carried his process of sim-
plification too far, and sacrificed much that was
essential in Scholasticism while trying to rid Scholas-
ticism of faults which were incidental.

See Ockham's works: Quodlibeta (Strasburg, 1491); Summa
logicesCVeBice, 1508); Super Libras SenHLyoua, 1495). See also
Denifle, Chartul. Unir. Paris., II (Paris, 1891), pt. I: StOcku
Qesch.der Phil, des M. A., II (Maim. 18fi5), 986 sqq.. tr. Finlat
(Dulilin, 1903): D« Wulf. Hist, of Med. Phil., tr. Copfet (New
York, 1909), 420 sqq.; Turner, Hist, of Phil. (Boston, 1903),
404 sqq.

William Turner.

William of Paris, Saint, Abbot of Eskill in Den-
mark, b. 1 lO."); (1. 1202. Howaaborn of a noble French
family, and became a .secular canon at Ste GeneviSve-
(hi-Mont and, after Super's ri-form, a canon regular. He
was sub-prior of the monastery when Bishoi) Absalom
of Lund, who had heard rejjortsof William's sanctity,

sent Saxo Grammaticus to Paris to request his assist-
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anpo in n-storiiiR religious discipline in his diocese.

The saint acceded to his request, becoming Abbot of

Eskill, where he succeeded in bringing back the re-

Ugioiis to the primitive observance of their rule. He
was canonized on 12 February, 1224, his fe;ist being
observed on .^[jril.

William of Perth (or op Rochester), Saint,
martyr, b. at Perth; d. about 1201. Practically all

that is known of this martyr comes from the "Nova
legenda Anglie", and that is little. In youth he had
been somewhat wild, but on reaching manhood he
devoted himself wholly to the service of God. A
baker by trade, he waa accustomed to set aside every
tenth loaf for the poor. He went to Mass daily, and
one morning, before it was light, found on the threshold

of the church an abandoned child, whom he adopted
and to whom he taught his trade. Later he took a
vow to visit the Holy Places, and, having received the

consecrated wallet and staff, set out with his adopted
son, whose name is given as "Cockermay Doucri",
which is said to be Scots for "David the Foundhng".
They stayed three days at Rochester, and purposed to

proceed next day to Canterbury, but instead David
wilfully misled his benefactor and, with robbery in

view, felled him with a blow on the head and cut his

throat. The body was discovered by a mad woman,
who plaited a garland of flowers and placed it first on
the head of the corpse and then her own, whereupon
the madness left her. On learning her tale the monks
of Rochester carried the body to the cathedral and
there buried it. In 1256 the Bishop of Rochester,
Lawrence de S. Martino, obtained the canonization of

St. Wilham by Pope Innocent IV. A beginning was
at once made with his shrine, which was situated in

the north-east transept, and attracted crowds of pil-

grims. At the same time a small chapel was built at

the place of the murder, which was thereafter called

"Palmersdene". Remains of this chapel are still to

be seen near the present St. WiUiam's Hospital, on the
road leading by Horsted Farm to Maidstone. On IS
and 19 February, 1300, King Edward I gave two do-
nations of seven shillings to the shrine. On 29 No-
vember, 1399, Pope Boniface IX granted an indid-

gence to those who visited and gave alms to the shrine

on certain s]>ecified days. St. William is represented
in a w.all-painting, which was discovered in 1SS3 in

Frindsbury church, near Rochester, which is supposed
to have been painted about 1256-1266. His feast

was kept on 23 May.
Ada SS., XVII. 208; Horstmann, Nom legenda Anglie, II

(Oxford, 1901). 457; Archtrologia Canliana (London, 1858 ),

III. 108; V, 144; XV, .331; XVI, 225; XVIII. 200; XXIII. passim;
XXVII. 97; Buns and Twemlow. Calendar of Papal Letlern, V
(London. 1904). 2.56-7; Bridoett in The Month (London. 1891);
Stanton, Menology of England and Wale-a (London. 1887-92),
228, 648: Challoner, Britannia Sanela, I (London, 1745), 312.

John B. Wainewright.
William of Poitiers, Norman historian, b. of a

noted family, at Preaux near Pont Audemer, Nor-
mandy, about 1020. One of his sisters was abbess of a
monastery at Preaux. About 1040 he went to make
his studies at Poitiers (whence his surname). After
leading the life of a knight and taking p.art in several
battles, he took orders, and became chaplain to Duke
Wilham the Conqueror, whose history he resolved to

WTitc. Hugh, Bi.shop of Lisieux, brought him to his

cathedral and appointed him archdeacon. He ful-

filled these duties under Hugh and his succes,sor Gil-
bert Maminot, who had founded a sort of scholarly
academy where astronomical and mathematical ques-
tions were discussed. William was considered one of

the best informed men of his time; he knew the
Greek and Latin authors. He lived to an extreme old

age, the date of his de.ath being imknown, but it is

piace<l about 10S7. He is chiefly known through Or-
dericus Vitalis fl, IV, passim), who speaks of his talent

for versification and says that he communicated his

verses to young students in order to instruct them in

the poetic art . His sole extant work is his Life of Wil-
liam the Conqueror, "Gesta Guilelmi II, duels Nor-
niannoruni, regis Anglorum I". It exists only in a
single MS. (Cot Ionian MS., British Museum), almost
destroyed, according to which the work has been pub-
lished (ed. Duchesne, "Norman. Scriptores", 178-
213). This work was eonipo.sed at a single writing,
and was offered to King William by the author be-
tween 1071 and 1077. The beginning (as far as 1047)
and the end of the work (from IOCS) are lost. Accord-
ing to Ordericus Vitalis the account stopped at 1071.
As sources he made use of Dudon de St. Quentin and
annals now lost. He also interrogated the witnesses
of events and reproduced in part personal recollec-

tions. Hence his work has the value of a contempo-
rary source based on direct testimonies. Although the
style has the pretentious character of the writings of
that period, the composition is careful; the tone is that
of a paneg>ric of William. Among the most impor-
tant passages must be mentioned the sojourn of
Harold in Normandy and the Conquest of England.
L'nfortunately the first part, dealing with the early
life of Duke William, has disappeared. Editions of
his works are: A. Duchesne, "Normannorum Scrip-
tores" (Paris, 1619, 178-213), reproduced in P. L.,

XLIX, 1216-70; Giles, "Scriptores rerum gestarum
Willelmi Conquestoris " (London, 1845), 78-1.59,

French tr. Guizot, "Collection de m^moires relatifs

k I'histoire de France" (Paris, 1826), XXIX.
Kortino, Wilhelmji von Poitiers Gesta Guilelmi . . . Ein Bei-

trag zur anglonormann. flistoriographie (X)Tesdea, 1875); Histoire
litleraire de la France, VIII, 192-97; Dawson, History of Hasting)
Castle, the castlery, rape and battle of Hastings (London, 1909).

Louis Br£hier.

William of Ramsey, flourished about 1219.
Nothing is known of his hfe except that he was a
monk of Crowland Abbey who had been born at
Ramsey, and who WTote lives of saints, some of which
are in verse. He has been confused with William of
Crowland, Abbot of Ramsey and afterwards of Cluny,
who died in 1179. William of Ramsey wrote a poem
on the translation of St. Guthlac, a prose accoimt of

the translation of St. Neot (printed in Acta SS.,

VII July, 330), a prose life of St. Waltheof (printed
in Michel, "Chroniques anglo-normandes"). Lieber-
mann ascribes to him other works on Waltheof found
in the same MS., and Baronius regarded him as the
author of the Life of St. Edmund of Canterbury pub-
lished by Surius. Verified lives of St. Fremund, St.

Edmund the King, and St. Birinus are attributed to
him by Leland.
Leland, De rebus britannicis collect, (London, 1774); Hardt,

Descriptive Catalogue, I (London, 1862).

Edwin Burton.

William of Rubruck. See Rubruck, William.

William of St-Amour, a thirteenth-century theo-
logian and controversialist, b. in Burgundy in the first

decades of the thirteenth century; d. in Paris about
1273. About the year 1250 he became professor of
theology at the I'niversity of Paris, and, a few years
later, became a leader of the so-called "seculars" at
the university in their controversy with the mendi-
cants. In 12.56 he published his attack on the men-
dicants, entitled "De periculis novissimorum tem-
porum", which was followed ten years later by the
"Liber de Antichristo". In both of these he went
outside the merits of the question in dispute and with
merciless wit poured ridicule on the ways and man-
ners of the friars, while he attacked the principle of
mendicancy as unchristian .and savouring rather of
Antichrist than of Christ. The first of these treatises

was condemned to b(^ burned, and the author was
banished from France in a decision rendered at
Anagni by Alexander IV in 12.56. In 1263 William
returned to Paris and resumed his work as a teacher.
For an account of the dispute at the I'niversity of
Paris between the "seculars" and the mendicants, in
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which William of St-Amour took a most prominent
part, see Mendicant Friars.

In the course of time the work "De periculis", on
account of the vehemence of its attack on the very
foundation of the mendicant institutions, became a
hindrance rather than a help to the advocates of the

university's rights, while on the other side the Fran-
ciscans especially were embarrassed by the work en-

titled "Introductio in evangehum seternum", com-
monly supposed to have been written by John of

Parma, General of the Franciscans. It was only long

after the death of William of St-Amour that the dis-

pute was ended, although at Paris a compromise had
been reached between the university and the Fran-
ciscans and, somewhat later, between the university

and the Dominicans.
Denifle, Chartularium Unit. Paris., I (Paris, 1S89); Febet,

La facuUe de thlologie de Paris, II (Paris, 1S95), 46 sqq.; Rash-
DALL, Univerailies of Europe in the Middle Ages, I (Oxford, 1895).

William Turner.

William of St-Thierry, theologian and mystic,

and so called from the monastery of which he was
abbot, b. at Liege about 1085; d. at Signy about 1148.

William came of a noble family, and made his studies

at the Benedictine Monastery of Saint Nicaise at

Reims, together with his brother Simon. Here both
embraced the religious life, and were raised to the ab-

batial dignity, Simon at St. Nicolas-aux-Bois, Diocese

of Laon, and WilUam at St-Thierry near Reims in

1119. Prior to this WiUiam had known St. Benedict,

and had formed with him a close intimacy, which lasted

for life. His greatest desire was to live with the saint

at Clairvaux, but the latter disapproved of the plan

and imposed on him the duty of remaining in charge

of the souls which Providence had confided to him.
However after having assisted (1140) at St-M(5dard

near Soissons at the first general chapter of the Bene-
dictines, where he suggested wise regulations, William,

on the plea of long infirmities and more and more
attractedto a life of retirement, resigned his dignity as

abbot (1135), and withdrew to the Cistercian abbey at

Signy (Diocese of Reims) ; he did not venture to

retire to Clairvaux lest his friend Bernard would
refuse to accept his abdication. Here, amid almost
constant suffering, he divided his free time between
prayer and study. According to a contemporary
annalist his death occurred about the time of the
council held at Reims under Pope Eugenius; this

council took place in 1148, and his death should be
placed in this year or the preceding. The necrologj-

of his abbey dates it 8 Sept., in any case it was prior to

that of St. Bernard (20 August, 1153).

Besides his letters to St. Bernard, William wTote
several works which he himself enumerates, somewhat
incorrectly, in one of his letters. Among them are:

"On the sohtary life" (De vita soUtaria); "On the
contemplation of God" (De Deo contemplando),
modelled on the "Confessions" and "Soliloquies" of

St. Augustine; "The nature and dignity of Divine
love" (De natura et dignitate amoris), the sequel to

the preceding; "The Mirror of Faith" (Speculum
fidei); "The Enigma of Faith" (.lEnigma fidei) ; "On
the Sacrament of the Altar" (De sacramento altaris

liber), setting forth against the monk Rupert his

views on the manner of the presence of Jesus Christ

in the Eucharist; "Commentaries on the Canticle of

Canticles" (complete), the fir.st according to the con-
ferences of St. Bernard, the second according to St.

Ambrose, the third according to St. Gregory the
Great; "Commentary on the Epistle of St. Paul to

the Romans".
William was the first to deal with the errors of Abe-

lard and to urge St. Bernard against him. He wrote
"The Dispute against Abelard" (Disputatio adversus
Petrum Abelardum), in which are arranged under
twelve heads the errors which were rondenmed
by the Council of Sens; the "Disputation of the

Fathers against the dogma of Abelard" (Disputatio
catholicorum Patrum adversus dogmata Petri Abe-
lardi) was a reply to Abelard's apology; "On
the errors of GuiUaumc de Conches" (De erroribus
GuiUelmi de Conchis) was a defence of the true
idea of the Trinity. To these works should be
added a Life of St. Bernard, of which William
wrote only the first chapters. His works were first

printed bj' Tissier in "Bibliotheca Cisterciensis", IV
(Bonofonte, 1669), and repubhshed in P. L., CXXX
(Paris, 1885).
BuL^US, Historia universitatis Parisiensis (Paris, 1665), II,

703; Hisloire litleraire de la France (Paris, 1869), XII; Kutteh,
Wilhelm von St. Thierry ein ReprQsentant der mittelalterlichen
FrSmmigkeit (Giessen, 1898).

Antoine Degert.

William of Sens, a twelfth-century French archi-

tect, supposed to have been born at Sens. He is

referred to in September, 1174, as having been the
architect who undertook the task of rebuilding the
choir of Canterbury cathedral, originally erected by
Conrad, the prior of the monastery, and destroyed by
fire in that year. A document RTitten by one of the
monks of the monastery, describing the fire, tells us
that WiUiam of Sens was asked to rebuild the choir.

In 1179 or 1178 the architect, in consequence of a
fall, had to abandon the work, and returned to France,
being succeeded by another architect known as "Wil-
liam the Enghshman", who completed the eastern
portion of the church, and finished it in 1184. VioUet-
le-Duc believed, from the close analogy between the
twelfth-century part of Canterbury cathedral and
that portion of Sens cathedral constructed about the
same time, that the tradition associating the name of

^^'illiam of Sens with Canterbury cathedral was well
founded, but he was not able to add very much to our
knowledge beyond a statement that his death occurred
within a few years after his return to France. Various
histories of Canterbury cathedral refer to him, and
all the available information respecting him was
reproduced by Viollet-le-Duc in his work on French
architecture and in a monograph on the cathedral at
Sens.

Georges Charles Williamson.

William of Shoreham (de Schorham), an English
religious writer of tlie .\nglo-Norman period, b. at
Shoreham, near Sevcnoaks, in Kent, in the latter half

of the twelfth century; d. at an unknown date. In
1313 he became Vicar of Chart Sutton, in Kent. As
this rectory was then a benefice of Leeds priory, it is

probable that William was one of the Austin canons
at that priory. He is the author of various religious

poems, and probably of the earUest Enghsh version
of the complete Psalter. The poems and the Psalter,

both on the same manuscript and in the same hand-
writing, are preserved in the British Museum (Addi-
tional MSS., No. 17376). The poems were edited for

the Percy Society by Thomas Wright (London, 1849).
The appearance of William's name in the colophon to
some of the poems is sufficient evidence for his author-
ship, but the fact that the Psalter is not in the Kentish
but in the Mercian dialect has led some authorities
to contest his authorship of the version of the Psalter.

(See Versions of the Bible.)
Wright, The religious poems of William de Shoreham (Lon-

don, 1849), preface; Konrath. Beitrage zur ErkUirung u. Text'
krilik des W. con Schorham (Berlin, 1878); Bcelbhinq, The
earliest complete English Psalter together with eleven canticles
(London. 1891).

Michael Ott.

William of Turbeville (TrRB£, Turbo, or de
Turbevili.k), Bishop of Norwicn (114()-74), b.

about 1095; d. at Norwich in January, 1174; educated
in the Benedictine cathedral priory of Norwich, then
recently founded by Bishop Herbert de Losinga of

Norwich. Here he also made religious profession,

became teacher and later prior. He was present at
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the Easter synod of 1144, at which a secular clergy-

man, named Godwin Sturt, told the exceedingly im-
probable story that his nephew William, a boy of

about twelve years, had been murdered by the Nor-
wich Jews during the preceding Holy Week. Though
many denounced the story of the ritual murder as an
imposture, WilUam used all his influence to give

credence to it. When Bishop Eborard resigned the

See of Norwich to join the Cistercians, the monk-
canons elected their prior William as his successor in

1146, despite the strong opposition of John de Caineto,

sherilT of Norwich County and a friend of the Jews.

William was consecrated by Archbishop Theobald of

Canterbiu-y in the same year. As bishop he left

nothing undone to spread the cult of the " boy-
martjt" WilUam. On four different occasions he
had the boy's remains transferred to more honourable
places, and in IKiS even erected a chapel in his honour
in Mousehold \\'ood, where the boy's body was said

to have been found. It was also at his instance that

Thomas of Monmouth, a monk of Norwich priory,

wrote "The Life and Miracles of St. Wilham of Nor-
wich", theonly extant authority for this legend, which
is now commonly discredited.

William was present at the consecration of Bishop
Hilary of Chichester in 1147, of Geoffrey of Mon-
mouth, Bishop of St. Asaph, in 1152, and of Arch-
bishop Roger Pont I'Evfique of York, at Westminster
Abbey, 10 Oct., 1154, and at the coronation of Henry
II, 19 Dec, 1154. On 7 July, 11.57, he assisted at the
Council of Northampton, and on 3 June, 1162, he was
present at the consecration of Archbishop "Thomas
Becket of Canterbury, whom he firmly supported
later in the conflict with Henry II. Though he was
prevailed upon to subscribe to the Constitutions of

Clarendon (1164), he soon gave unmistakable evi-

dence of his loyalty to the Holy See, and solemnly
published the papal excommunication of Earl Hugh of

Norfolk in the cathedral of Norwich in 1166. After
the murder of Archbishop Becket, 29 Dec, 1166,
history makes little mention of W'ilham. He was a
friend of John of Salisbury, five of whose letters to
William are printed in P. L., CXCIX—nn. 33, 93, 128,

173, 266,
Thomas of Monmouth, Life and Miracles of St. William of

Nonvich, ed, Jessopp and James {Cambridge. 1896); Goclburn
AND Stmonds, Life and Letters of Herbert de Losinga, II (London,
1878).

Michael Ott.

William of Tyre, Archbishop of Tyre and histo-

rian, b. probably in Palestine, of a European family
which had emigrated thither, about 1127-30; d. in

1190, the exact date being unknown. It is not known
whether he was French or English. His studies,

which were made "beyond the seas", in Italy or
France, seem to have been verj' comprehensive, for

besides Greek and Latin he learned Arabic, which he
knew sufficiently well to write a history of the Mussul-
mans according to Arabic MSS, He knew the Cla.ssic

authors, and cites Virgil, Homce, Ovid, Livj', Cicero,
etc. He was at T\Te in 1165 and had become a
cleric; it was he who ble.s.sed (29 Aug., 1167) the
marriage between Amaury, King of Jerus.alem, and
Maria Comnena, niece of the Emperor Manuel. He
became Archdeacon of Tyre, fulfilled an important
diplomatic mission to Manuel Comnenus (relating

to the alliance between the Byzantine Empire and
the Kingdom of .Jerusalem ag.ainst Eg>-pt\ and was
tutor to Amaury's son. the unfortunate B.aldwin, who
was stricken wnth leprosy, Baldwin IV, who became
king in 1174, appointed William chancellor of the
kingdom and then .\rchbishop of TjTe. Threiitened
by Saladin and rent by internal disorders, the very
life of the kingdom was menaced and Willi.am was sent
to Europe to arr.ange for a new cnisade C117S); he
aRsi.sted at the Council of the Lateran (1179), held by
Alexander III, returned by way of Constantinople,

and landed in Palestine, 12 May, 1180, Becoming
involved in the disturbances of the kingdom, he lost

his post of chancellor (1183), and when the clergy of

Jerusalem wanted to elect him patriarch the queen-
mother, Maria Comnena, preferred Her.achus to him.
The end of his life is obscure. He returned to the
West to protest to the pope against the appointment of

Herachus and also

to arrange a cru-

sading movement.
He assisted at the
meeting of Gisor.s,

in which the Kings
of France and
England, Philip
Augustus and
Henry II, took the
cross (1188), Ac-
cording to a sus-

picious narrative
in the chronicle of

Emoul he was poi-

soned at Home by
an emissary of

Heraclius,

William c o m -

posed an account
of the Council of

the Lateran of
1179 and "Gesta
orientalium principum", a history of the Orient from
the time of Mahomet, fragments of which have been
preserved in the "Historia orientalis" of Jacques de
Vitry. But the chief work of his which has reached
us is the "Historia rerum in partibus transmarinis
gestarum", or" Historia Hierosolymitana", in twenty-
three books. It is a general history of the Crusades
and the Kingdom of Jerusalem down to 1184, The
work was begun between 1 109 and 1173, at the request
of King Amaury, The first sixteen books (down to

1144) were composed with the assistance of pre-existing

sources, Albert of Aix, Raimond d'Aguilen, Foucherof
Chartres, etc. On the other hand books seventeen
to twenty-three have the value of personal memoirs.
As chancellor of the kingdom the author consulted
documents of the first importance, and he himself
took part in the events which he recounts. He is

therefore a chief source for the history of the Kingdom
of Jerusalem, His account is in general remarkable
for its Uterary charm. Very intelhgent and well

informed, the author had very broad views; from his

stay at Constantinople he acquired a certain admira-
tion for the Byzantine Empire, and his temperate
opinions of John and Manuel Comnenus are in con-
trast with the tone of other European chronicles.

The book of William of Tyre was continued by Ernoul
and Bernard of Corbie down to 1231, Editions:

"Historiens occidentaux des croisades", I (Paris,

1844); P, L,, CCI, 209-892,
Hint. Htt. lie la Franre. XIV. ,^S7-flfi; Prutz, Studien Hber

Wilhelm r, Tj^u.^ in Nnies Archir, VIII. 9,'! Wi; DoBV, Hist, des
institu/ioris monnrrhiqitfjt du rojjnume de Jeruttalem (Paris, 1894);
Stevenson, Witliam of Tyrr'f rhronology: The Crusaders in the

East (Cambridge, 1907). 361-71; Chalandon, Jean IT et Manuel
Comnine (Paris, 1912), pp. xxxW-xxxviii; Molinier, Lee sources
de Vhiat. de France. II (Varis, 1902), 303-04,

Louis Br^hier.

William of Vercelli (or W'illiam op Monte
VEnoiNE), the foiinder of the Hermits of Monte
Vergine, or Williamites, b, 1085; d, 25 June, 1142,

He wa-s the son of noble parents, both of whom died

while he wan still a child, and his education was
entrusted to one of his kinsmen. At the age of

fifteen he made up his mind to renounce the world

and lead a life of penance. With this end in view,

he went on a pilgrimage to St, James of Compostella,

and, not content with the ordinjiry hardships of such

a pilgrimage, he encircled his body with iron bands
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to increase his suffering. After this journey he
started on a pilgrimage to the Holy Land, but it

was revealed to him that he would be of greater

service to God if he remained in Italy. He built

himself a hut on Monte Vergine, wishing to become a
hermit and Uve in solitude, but it was not long
before man}' people flocked to him to put themselves
under his guidance, being attracted by the sanctity

of his hfe and the many miracles which he performed.
Soon a monastery was built, and by 1119 the Congre-
gation of Monte Vergine (q. v.) was founded. St.

William lived at Monte Vergine until the brethren
began to murmur against him, saying that the life

was too austere, that he gave too much in alms, and
so on. He therefore decided to leave Monte Vergine
and thus take away from the monks the cause
of their grievances. Roger I of Naples took him
under his patronage, and the saint founded many
monasteries, both of men and of women, in that
kingdom. So edified was the king with the saint's

sanctity of hfe and the wisdom of his counsels that,

in order to have him always near him, he built a
monastery opposite his palace at Salerno. Knowing
by special revelation that his end was at hand, Wil-
liam retired to his monastery of Guglieto, where he
died, and was buried in the church.

Acta SS., V June, 112; VI June. 259; Renda, Vita . . . S. Ottl-

ielmi (Naples, 1591).

Paul Brookfield.

William of Ware (William de Warre, Guard,
Guard, Varro or Varron), b. at Ware in Herts; the

date of his birth and of his death are unknown. He
flourished 1270-1300. According to Woodford he
entered the Order of St. Francis in his youth and
Little thinks he may have been the "Frater G de Ver"
who was at the London convent about 12.50. He
was S. T. P. of Paris, where most of his life was spent.

Pitts calls him S. T. P. of Oxford, but his name does
not occur in the list of Franciscan Masters at Oxford.
That he studied there is not improbable, but there is

no authority for the statement. He is said by Dugdale
to have been a pupil of .\lexander of Hales (d. 124r)),

and several authorities concur with Bartholomew of

Pisa (1399) in calling him the teacher of Duns Scotus.

Wadding tells us that on the tomb of Scotus in the old

Franciscan church at Cologne was inscribed: "^L1g-
ister Gulielmus Varro Preceptor Scoti". Scotus
mentions Wilham twice in his works (Qua?st. super
hbros metaph. Aristotelis, lib. V, q. 10). He was
renowned for his deep knowledge of both Aristotelean

and Christian philosophy, and because of the solidity

of his teaching he came to be styled "Doctor Funda-
tus" by Wilmot and later WTiters. William's "Com-
mentary on the Sentences" may be found in many
fourteenth-century MSS., e. g. at Oxford in Merton
College, MS. 103-104; it has never been printed.

Other works of his enumerated by Wadding are: " Lec-
turae theologica-" (1 vol.); "Quodlibetica> quxs-
tiones" (1vol.); "Quaestionesordinariae" (1 vol.\ and
"Comment, in Aristot." (several volumes) . William's
teaching on the Immaculate Conception a.s found in

his "Commentary on the Third Book of Sentences"
has recently been published apart: "Fr. Gulielmi
Guarrffi . . . Qua'Stiones disputata; de Immac. Con-
cept. B.M.V." (Qu.iracchi, 1904).
Wadding. AmiaUs ad an 1304, no. XXIV, vol. VI, p. 46: Idem,

Smplores or./, min.. (3d ed.. 1906). 108; Sbabalea. Supplemm-
lum, Pt. I (3d ed.. 1908), pp. 350-351; Rashdall. Thr Vmterai-
ties of Europe in the Miiliile Ages. II, pt. II (Oxford. 1895), 530;
I.iTTLE, The Grey Friars in Oxford (Oxford. 1892), 213.

Paschal Robinson

William of WaynefletO, Bishop of Winchester
and Chancellor of England, b. towards the end of the
fourteenth century; d. at South Waltham, Hampshire,
11 August, 14Sf). ,Son of Richard Patten (tiliiiK

Barbour), a gentleman of Wayneflete, in Lincolnshire,

and of Margery Brereton, he was educated at Win-

chester College, though not apparently a .scholar on
the foundation, and at the University of Oxford, where
he graduated as bachelor of divinity. He seems
to have been ordained sub-deacon at Spalding (the
dates are somewhat uncertain) in January, 1420-1,
deacon soon afterwards, and priest in 1426. Three
years later he was
appointed master
of Winchester
School, and in

1438 Cardinal
Beaufort, Bishop
of Winchester,
presented him to

the mastership of

St. Mary Magd.i-
lene's hospital
near that city, a
preferment which
doubled his in-

come. In It I"

the young l\i

Henry VI visii.

Winchester ami
made the ac-
quaintance of

Wayneflete,whoiii
le selected to bi-

first master and
in 1443 provds'

of his newly-
founded college of "- --

Eton, near Windsor. Here he laboured with much
success for four years, winning high favour and regard
from King Henry, who on the death of Beaufort in

1447 nominated Wayneflete as his successor in the
See of Winchester. Nicholas V confirmed the appoint-
ment, and the new bishop was consecrated on 13
July, 1447, in Eton College chapel, and enthroned
six months later in Winchester cathedral in presence
of the king. Within a year of his taking possession
of his see he m.anifested his zeal for learning by obtain-
ing a royal charter for the foundation of a hall at

Oxford dedicated to his old patroness St. Mary Mag-
dalen. Magdalen Hall came into existence in August,
1448, and existed under that title for some ten years,

after which it was replaced by the larger foundation,
established on the site of the former hospital of St.

John, and known ever since as Magdalen College.
The buildings, including the chapel, were, as far as
erected in the founder's life-time, completed by 1480,
and in the following year Wayneflete's statutes were
approved by Sixtus IV and duh' promulgated. Be-
fore his death the founder largely increased the endow-
ments of the college, chiefly by the annexation of

ecclesiastical and monastic property; and he also

provided it with a large and valuable library. A
grammar-school, for the education of the choristers

and other junior members of the college, likewise

formed part of the new foundation.
Returning to Wayneflete's early years as Bishop of

Winchester, we soon find him involved in the political

troubles of the time. The serious rebeUion led by
Jack Cade in 1450 was brought to an end mainly
through the conciliatory and statesmanlike method
in which Wayneflete dealt with the insurgents. In
the still more formidable disturbances caused by the
ambitious schemes of Richard, Duke of York, the
bishop never ceased to labour in the cause of peace.
His sympathy with the Lancastrian party exposed
him. of course, to the odium of the Yorkists, who
stirred up the people of Winchester against him and
even intrigued to deprive him of his see. Henry VI,
however, continued to extend to him his fullest con-
fidence, named him visitor of the royal colleges of

Eton and King's, Cambridge, and in i4;"t) appointed
him chancellor of the kingdom in succession to
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Thomas Bourchier. Within a year of his receiving

the great seal ho found himself involved in the prose-

cution of his old friend and fellow-student, Reginald
Peaeorke, Bisliop of Chirliestcr, who was tried at

Lambeth for teaching and preaching the Lollard
errors. Peacocke was deposed from his see, and his

books biu-ned not only in London but also in Oxforfl,

in pursuance of a decree obtained by Wayneflete from
the convocation of the university. The War of the
Hoses, which broke out in earnest in 14.58, placed the

chancellor in a difficult position. The triumpli of

Henry at Ludlow was followed by a new outbreak of

the Yorkists. Wayneflete's efforts for peace and con-
ciliation were fruitless, and he resigned his chancellor-

ship in July, 1460, a few days before the defeat of the

Lancastrians at Northampton. A still more decisive

victory of the Yorkists on Palm Sunday, 1461,
resulted in the proclamation of the Duke of York as

king (Edward IV), and Wayneflete, after lying in

hiding for a year, recognized the new order of things
and received a full pardon from King Edward. For
a few years, released from the cares of state, he busied
himself with the administration of his diocese and the
supervision of Eton College; but in 1470, the revolt

of Warwick "the king-maker" having released Henry
VI from prison, Wayneflete performed the second
coronation of his old master. The hopes of the Lan-
Ciistrians were, however, finally destroyed by their

total defeat at Barnet and Tewkesbury, and by tlie

deaths of Henry and his son Edward. \\'ayneflete

asked for, and obtained, another full pardon from
Edward IV, swore fealty to him and his son, enter-
tained him at Magdalen College, and assisted at his

funeral in 14S3. Richard III was also received by
him at \LagdaIen, immediately after his coronation,
and assigned certain estates to the college in memory
of his visit. It was about this time that the venerable
bishop, now in the thirty-eighth year of his episcopate,
founded and endowed a grammar-school at Wayne-
flete, his native village, in Lincolnshire. Not long
afterwards he retired to his palace of South Waltham,
where he drew up and signed his will on 27 April,
14S6, leaving all his lands to his beloved college at

Oxford. He died less than four months later, and was
buried in the chant rj- chapel built by himself behind
the choir of Winchester Cathedral, where .5000 ma.s.ses

were by his direction celebrated for the repose of his
soul, in honour of the Five Sacred Wounds. The
effigy on his tomb has been thought by his biographers
to be an authentic portrait ; it is in any case a work of
singiilar power and beauty.
BcDDEN, Life of William of Wayneflete (Oxford, 1602); Chand-

ler, Life of William Wameftele (London, 1811); Campbell,
Lives of the Lnrit Chancellors, I (London, 1846-47), 360-66;
Drane. The Three Chancellors (London. 1882); Wilson-. Mag-
daltn College in College Ilisl. Series (London. 1899) ; Hounshed,
Chron. of England, III (I^ndon, 180S). passim; Peacocke, Re-
jiressoT of the Clergy, ed. Babinoton in Roth Series (London. 1860),
introduction, i-lxnv; Caporave, De illuslribus Henricis, ed.
HiNOESTON in Rolls Series (London, 1858), 133. etc.

D. O. Hunter-Blair.

William of Wykeham, Bishop of Winchester,
Chancellor of England and founder of Winchester
College; b. between .July and Sept., 1324; d. 27 Sept.,
1404. A native of Wickham, in Hampshire, he was
educated at Winchester Grammar School, became
secretary to the constable of Winchester Castle,
through whom he came under the notice first of the
bishop (Edington) and then of King Edward III, into
who.se service he pas,sed at the age of about tw-enty-
three, in the capacity of architect anrl surveyor. He
superintended much important building, including
the reconstruction of Windsor Castle, and was
rewarded, according to the bad custom of the times,
by receiving valuable ecclesiastical preferments,
although not even in minor orders. Between 13.57
and 1361 rectories, prebends, canonries, an arch-
deaconry, and a deaconry were conferred on him, as

XV.^1

well as the keepership of a dozen royal castles and
manor.s. It was not, however, until Dec., 1361, that
he received minor orders from Bisliop Edington, who
ordained him priest in the following year. At the
same time he became warden of the royal forests in
the south of England, and advanced rapidly in the
favour of the king, who gave him his entire confidence,
consulted hira in everything, and named him, in 1364,
keeper of the privy seal, an office which so increased
his power and influence that, according to Froissart,
he "reigned in England, and without him they did
nothing". In Oct., 1366, he was elected, on the
king's recommendation, to succeed Edington as
Bishop of Winchester. The election was, after some
delay, confirmed by Pope Urban V, and Wykeham
was consecrated on 10 Oct., 1367, having been, a
month previously, appointed chancellor of fhekingdom.

Raised thus in a few weeks to the richest bishopric
and the highest civil office in England, \A'ykeham was
unfortunate in the coincidence of his chancellorship
with the serious reverses sustained in the war with
France. A cry for the removal of the great offices of
state from the hands of clerics led to Wykeham
resigning the great seal in 1372, and gave him more
leisure for his episcopal duties. In 1373 he personally
visited every church and monastery in his diocese,
reformed abuses at Selborne Priory, the hospital of
St. Cross, and other religious houses, and made plans
for the great educational foundations which were to
be the glory of his ei)iscopate. In 1376, however, his
work was interrupted by the troubles brought on him
by the hostility of John of Gaunt. He was impeached
for misgovernment and for mi.sappropriation of state
funds; and though only a single minor charge was
said to be proved against him, the temporalities of
his see were seized, and not released until the death of

Edward III. The accession of Richard II saw Wyke-
ham restored to favour; a full pardon was granted to

him both by king and parliament, his revenues were
restored to him, and he was able to resume the project
of founding his college at Oxford. The charter was
issued, with royal and pap;il licence, in 1379; the
foundations were laid in 1.380; and six years later the
college (New Col-
lege, Oxford) was
solemnly inaugu-
rated, the build-

ings and the en-

dowment being on
a scale equally
magnificent, and
the tot.al number
of members on
the foundat ion
amounting to no
less than a hun-
dred. Side by side

with this splendid
in.stitution, and
closely connected
with it, grew up
the equally famous
grammar school of

St. Mary at Win
Chester, the
foundation of
which was author-
ized bv i>apal Bull
in 1378, and the
charter i-ssued in 1382, providing for the educa-
tion of seventy-four scholars in preparation for

their entering the founder's college at Oxford.
This union of grammar school and university was
later imitated by Henry VI when founding Eton
and King's College, Cambridge; and there are other
examples of it. Wykeham was the first founder of a
college in which the chapel was an essential part of the
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design; and his statutes jjrovided for stately and
elaborate services, including the daily performance of

the Divine office "with chant and note", and the daily

singing of seven Masses at the high altar. Every
detail of the studies and of the scholastic discipline

was regulated by himself; and probably, of all the pre-

Reformation colleges of England, Winchester is the

one in which (in spite of the change of reUgion) the

original statutes are most closely observed, and the

memory of the founder is most deeply venerated.

Wykeham's collegiate buildings, finished about 1375,

are stiU in use, but there have been extensive modern
additions, and the college still ranks with the greatest

of English public schools.

Another important work undertaken by Wykeham
was the rebuilding of the nave of his cathedral, or

rather its transformation from Norman to Perpendicu-
lar. This work, begun by him in 1394, was completed
by his successors Cardinal Beaufort and WajTieflete.

Meanwhile the bishop, after some years of non-inter-

vention in state affairs, had for the second time (in

1389) been appointed chancellor, and discharged the
office to the satisfaction of Richard II. In little more
than two years, however, he finally resigned the posi-

tion, and from that date until his death took no active

part in politics, although his ability and integrity

caused him to be frequently included in committees of

the upper house and in royal commissions. He spent
the last three years of his life in retirement at his

palace of South Waltham, and in 1402 found it neces-

sary to appoint two coadjutor bishops, both fellows

of New College. He made his will in July, 1403,

bequeathing large sums for charitable purposes and
for Masses and suffrages for his soul. Fourteen
months later, after several days spent in uninter-

rupted prayer, he passed peacefully away. According
to his own wish he was buried in the chantry built by
himself on the south side of the nave of his cathedral,

on the site of an altar of the Blessed Virgin. A
beautiful altar-tomb, with a recumbent figure, perpet-

uates the memory of a prelate who, if not specially

distinguished as a statesman or a man of learning, was
certainly one of the most zealous, generous, and mag-
nanimous occupants of the historic See of Winchester.
LowTH, Life of William of Wykeham (London. 1759); Mo-

BEHLT, Life of William Wykeham (Wells, 1887); Walcott,
William of Wykeharn and his Colleges (London, 1897) ; Campbell.
Lives of the Lord Chancellors (London, 1848), I, xv, xvii; Dr.ine.
The Three Chancellors (London, 1882). 1-112; Kitchin, Win-
chester in Historic Towns Series (I^ondon, 1890).

D. O. Hunteh-Blair.

William Perault (Perauld, Peraldfs, Pbrai,-

Tus), writer and preacher, b. at Perault, France; d. at

Lyons; the date of his death is disputed, some placing

it before 1260, others extending it to about 1270 or

1275. He studied at the University of Paris, and
there, being drawn to the religious life by the preach-
ing perhaps of Blessed Jordan of Saxony, he was
received into the Dominican Order. It is thought
that Perault was somewhat advanced in years when he
embraced the religious state, although the precise

date of his entrance into it is also unknown. He
entered the order at Paris, but was destined, according
to a custom then existing, for the convent at Lyons.
At Lyons, where he passed his life, at once contem-
plative and active, he rendered untold service to the
Church by the briUiancy of his writings and preaching
and by the charm and splendour of his virtues. His
part in ecclesiastical affairs was for a time also very
important. For fully ten years he performed all the
episcopal functions of the Churcli of Lyons, having
been chosen for this work during the vacancy of the
see by Philip of Savoy who, although not in Holy
orders, bore the title of Archbishop of Lyons from
1245 to 1207. Because of Perault's long labours in

ministering to the needs of the dioce.se, he himself

came to be known as the Bishop or Archbishop of

Lyons. This error was further emphasized by the

title of bishop which a later hand added to many of

his writings. While, then, we are assured by such
trustwortliy authors as Gerson, Pere Alexandre,
Echard, and Hurter that Wilham Perault was never
Archbishop of Lyons, as the authors of the "GaUia
Christiana" would have us believe, M. Dupin is by
no means justified on the other hand in saying that
he was never more than a reUgious of the Order of

Preachers (cf. Touron, "Hist, des hommes illust.",

1, 1. 2, 184). Known and reverenced far and wide for

singular gifts of nature and grace, he was a man truly

powerful in word and work—well deserving the triple

title given him by all, of monk, doctor, and apostle.

His most important works are: "Summa de vir-

tutibus et vitiis" (Cologne, 1497, 1618, 1629; Venice,
1492, 1497; Rome, 1557; Lyons, 1668); "Sermones de
tempore et de Sanctis", which appeared under the
name of Wilham III of Paris (Paris, 1494; Cologne,
1629); "De eruditione seu de institutione religio-

sorum" (Paris, 1512; Louvain, 1575; Lyons, 1585);
"De regimine principum", which, as in the Roman
edition of 1570, was attributed to St. Thomas and of

which, in fact, St. Thomas wTote a part: "Speculum
religiosorum seu institutionum vita? spiritualis",

which appeared under the name of Humbert V,
Master-General of the Order of Preachers.
Echard, Script. Ord. Freed., I, 131 sq.; Hurter. Xoinenclator;

Touron, Hist, des Hommes Illust., I 182 sq.; L'Annfe Domini-
caine (Lyons. 1884), 843 sq.

Charles J. Callan.

Williams, Rich.^rd, Vener.vble. See Hartley,
William, Venxrable.

William the Clerk (of Normandy), French poet
of the thirteenth century. Nothing is kno^-n of his

life except that he was a clerk of Normandy. Among
the works, which may be assigned to him with some
certainty, are: "Bestiaire divin" (ed. Hippeau, Caen,
18.53), a moral and theological treatise on natural his-

tory deahng with man and animals, probably com-
posed about 1210, as the author, in his description of

the dove, deplores the sad condition of the Church in

England in 1208; "Besant de Dieu", an allegorical

poem, composed in 1226 (ed. Martin, Halle, 1869);
"Joies Nostre Dame" (ed. Reinsch in "Zeitschrift

fiir Romanische Philologie", III, 1879, p. 2); "Treis
moz de I'evesque de Lincoln" (ibid.); "Vie de
Tobie" (ed. Reinsch in Herrig, "Archiv", 1881). A
legend of "St. Magdalen" is also credited to him.
The "Roman de Tergus", which is connected with the
romances of the Round Table, the "FabUaux" (short

stories), "Prestre et Alison", "Male Honte", and "La
fille a la bourgeoise" are no longer regarded as his.

Although he probably lived for a time in England, as
many Norman clerks did, he did not use the Anglo-
Norman dialect, but the French.

Histoire litttraire de la France, XXII. XXHI (Paris, 1856);
Seeger, Ueber die Sprache des Guillaume le Clerc de Xormandie u,
Cber den Verfasser u. die Quelle des Tobias (Halle, 1881) ; Schmidt,
Guillaume le Clerc de Normandie in Romanische Studien, IV (1881).

Lopis N. Del.vmarre.

William the Conqueror, King op England
AND Duke of Normandy, was the natural son of

Robert, Duke of Normandy, his mother, Herleva,
being the daughter of a tanner of Falaise. In 1035
Robert set out upon a pilgrimage to the Holy Land,
in which he died. Before starting he presented to

the nobles this child, then seven years old, demanding
their allegiance. "He is little", the father said,

"but he will grow, and, if God please, he will mend."
In spite of the muriler of three of his guardians, and
of attempts to kidnap his own person, the child,

after a period of anarchy, became the ruler of Nor-
mandy in his father's place. He seems to have been
a youth of clean life and of much natural piety,

while the years of storm and stress through which
he pa-ssed gave him an endurance and far-sighted

resolution of character which lasted to his life's
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end. In 1047 a serious rebellion of the nobles oc-

curred, and William with the aid of Henry, King of

France, gained a great victory at Val-cs-Dunes, near

Caen, which led, the following year, to the capture
of the two strong castles of Alengon and Donifront.

tjsing those as his base of operations, the young
duke, in 1054 and the following years, made himself

master of the province of Maine and thus became the

most powerful vassal of the French Crown, able on
occasion to bid defiance to the king himself.

Meanwhile Wilham had begun to take a great

interest in English affairs. How far his visit to

England in 1051 was directly prompted by designs

upon the throne, it is impossible to say. It is in

any case hkely that his marriage, in spite of the

papal prohibition, with Matilda, the daughter of the

Earl of Flanders, in 105.3, was intended as a check
upon the influence exercised in that powerful quarter

by Earl Godwin and his sons. Through the media-
tion of Lanfranc, the future archbishop, the union
was legitimized by papal dispensation in 1059, but
William and his wife consented to found two abbeys
at Caen, by way of penance for their contumacy.
Edward the Confessor had been brought up in

Normandy, for he was the nephew of Duke Richard
II (d. 1026). All through the reign, the king himself
and at least a minority of his subjects had turned
their eyes across the water, realizing that the Conti-
nent represented in general higher religious ideals

and higher culture than prevailed at home. Whether
any explicit ijroniise of the succession had been made
to the duke may be doubted, but one fact stands out
clearly from a mass of obscure and often conflicting

details: that King Harold, about the year 1064,

finding himself on Xorman soil, was constrained to

take a solemn oath of allegiance to William. Neither
can there be much doubt that this pledge was given
with explicit reference to the duke's intention of

contesting the English throne. The repudiation
of this oath by Harold at the Confessor's death en-

abled Wilham to assume the character of an avenger
of perjurj'. He was probably sincere enough in

believing himself constituted by God champion of

the Church, and in obtaining from Pope Alexander II

not onlj' a blessing on his enterprise, but the gift

of a specially consecrated banner as for a religious

crusade. A ccnturj' later Henry II, when pro-
jecting his conquest of Ireland, adopted a similar
role. At the same time it is not now disputed by
impartial historians (e. g. H. C. Davis, or C. Oman)
that the claim to establish a better order of things
was in fact justified by the event. "The Norman
Conquest", says H. C. Davis, "raised the EngUsh
to that level of culture which the continental people
had already reached and left it for the Plantagenets
of Anjou to make England in her turn 'a leader
among nations'."

After the invasion and the decisive battle of
Hastings, William at once marched on London, and
there the best and wisest men of the kingdom—for

example, such influential prelates as Aldred, Arch-
bishop of York, and St. Wulstan, Bishop of Worcester
—came in and tendered submission. Before the
end of the year the king was crowned by Aldred
(to the exclusion of Stigand) in the newly con-
secrated abbey-church of Westminster. In 1067
William revisited Normandy, but, owing perhaps in

part to the tactlessness or incapacity of the regents,
Odo of Bayeux and WiUiam Fitzosbom, he was re-

called by an alarming series of popular outbreaks:
first the south-west, with Exeter for a rallying-point,

then the WcLsh border, under the Earls Edwin and
Morcar, then Northumbria, under Earl Gospatric,
to be followed next year (1069) by a still more
formidable rising in the north, assisted by the Danes.
William met these attempts intrepidly, but sternly.

In Northumbria, after the second insurrection, he

infUcted a terrible vengeance. The whole countrj'
from York to Durham was laid waste, and we learn,
for example, from the Domesday Book, that in the
district of Amundcrness, where there had been
sixty-two villages in the Confessor's time, there were
in 1087 but sixteen, and these with a vastly reduced
population. Neither was this the only instance of
such ruthless severity. A terrible penalty was
exacted in other centres of rebelhon, and we read not
only of a wholesale use of fire and sword, but of
mutilation and Winding in the case of individual
offenders. The Conqueror could respect a brave foe,
and he seems, in 1071, to have granted honourable
terms to Hereward, the leader of the desperate re-
sistance in the fen-country. But to Waltheof, after
the collapse of the rebellion of the earls in 1075, no
mercy was showTi. The motive was probably
pohtical, for Lanfranc, who was with him at the last,

pronounced him guiltless of the offence for which he
died.

Having at last reduced the country to submission,
WiUiam set to work with statesmanUke dehberation
to estabhsh his government on a firm and lasting
basis. He rewarded his followers with large grants
of land, but he was careful to distribute these grants
in such a way that the concentration of great terri-

torial power in the same hands was avoided. The
new fiefs recorded in Domesday are vast, but scat-
tered. Saxon institutions were as far as possible re-
tained, especially when they might serve as a check
upon the power of the great feudatories. For the
most part William continued to govern tlu-ough the
sheriffs and the courts of the .shire and of the hundred.
The national levy of the fyrd was retained, and it

helped to render the king less dependent upon his
vassals. In spite of heavy taxation, the new govern-
ment was not altogether unpopular, for the Con-
queror had confirmed "the laws of Edward", and
the people looked to him as their natural protector
against feudal oppression. The least acceptable
part of the Norman regime was probably the en-
forcement of th? cruel forest laws; but on the other
hand, modern authorities are agreed that the chroni-
clers of a later age enormously exaggerated the devas-
tation said to have been caused in Hampshire by
the making of the New Forest.

As for William's ecclesiastical poUcy, he seems
conscientiously to have carried out a programme of
wise reform. His appointments of bishops were on
the whole excellent. The separation of the secular
and spiritual courts was a measure of supreme and
far-reaching importance. The influence of the great
monastic revival of Cluny was now, through Lan-
franc, brought to bear on many English foundations.
To the pope, William was ever careful to .show himself
a considerate and respectful .son, even on such occa-
sions as when he firmly resisted the claim made by
Gregory VII to feudal homage. On the other hand,
St. Gregory himself commended the king for the
zeal he had shown in securing the freedom of the
Church, and he was content, while such a spirit

prevailed, to leave the sovereign practically free in

his appointments to Enghsh bishoprics. Altogether,
Mr. C. Oman does not exaggerate when he tells us
that before the Conquest "the typical faults of the
dark ages, pluraUsm, simony, lax observance of the
canons, contented ignorance, worldline.ss in every
aspect, were all too prevalent in ICngland"; but he
adds that by the Conqueror's wise pohcy "the con-
dition of the Church ahke in the matter of spiritual

zeal, of hard work and of learning, was much im-
proved". In the last years of WiUiam's reign a
great deal of his attention was absorbed by the
pohtical complications which threatened his Conti-
nental dominions and by the undutiful attitude of his

sons. It was in avenging a gibe levelled against

him by the King of France that the Conqueror met
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with an accident on horseback, whicli terminated
fatally 9 Sept., 1087. He had an edifying end and
died commending his soul to Our Lady, "that by her
holy prayers she may reconcile me to her Son, my
Lord Jesus Christ". The Saxon chronicler summed
up William's character well when he wrote: "He
was mild to good men who loved God, and stark be-
yond all bounds to those who withsaid his will."

(For further details see England.—Before the

Reformation.)
William has found a panegyrist in Freeman, Hist&ry of the

Norman Conquest, III, IV, V (Oxford, 1S70-76); see also LlN-
OARD, History ofEnglarul, I (London, 1849) ; Davis, Englandunder
the Normans and Angevins (London, 1905) ; Adams in Political
History of England, II (London, 1905) ; Hunt in Dictionary of
Nat, Biography, s. v.; Bohmer, Kirche und Staat in England und
in der Normandie (Leipzig, 1S99): Stenton, William the Con-
queror (London, 1908); Dupont, Etudes Anglo-Francises (Saint-
Servan, 1908). The principal original sources are the Gesia
Willelmi of William of Poitiers, the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle,
the Historia Ecclesiastica of Ordericus Vitalis, the Gesta Regum
of Wiluam of Malmesbury and the Historia Normannorum of
William of Jumieges. On Domesday Book and the literature it

has evoked, see Domesday Book.
Herbert Thurston.

William the Walloon, date of birth unknown; d.

(probably) 22 Dec, 1089. He became Abbot of St-
Arnoul at Metz in 1050. He continued tlie good
traditions of his predecessor, Abbot Warin, in the
government of his monastery, and devoted his leisure

to study, especially of the works of St. Jerome and St.

Augustine. On 30 June, 1073, Gregory VII WTOte to

Archbishop Manasses of Reims, rebuking him for his

ill treatment of the monks of St-Remi, and ordering
him to procure the election of a suitable abbot. Wil-
liam of St-Arnoul was elected, but quickly found his

position untenable. In spite of promises made to

William in person (see his fourth letter), Manasses
continued his persecution, and towards the end of

1073 the abbot journeyed to Rome to secure the accep-
tance of his resignation. In a letter to Manas,ses,
probably sent by William, the pope says that the
abbot is very pleasing to him and that he would desire

him to retain both abbacies, but that, if he persists in

resigning St-Remi, the archbishop is to accept his

resignation and seek his advice in the election of a
successor. In another letter, to Bishop Herimann of

Metz, he informs him tliat William wishes to return
to St-Arnoul, and recommends him to the bishop's
charity, "that he may feel that his coming to us has
profited him". In the event, Manasses roughly
demanded the return of the abbatial crosier and
appointed Henry, Abbot of Hombliere, in William's
place, apparently without consulting him. William
returned to Metz, but some twelve years later, though
on friendly terras with Bishop Herimann, weakly
allowed himself to be consecrated and intruded into
the See of Metz when the Emperor Henry IV drove
out the rightful bishop, in lOS.'j. The following year,

however, he sought out Herimann, publicly resigned
the dignity he had usurped, and retired to the Abbey
of Gorze. Shortly afterwards Herimann restored him
to his abbey of St-Arnoul.
Of his writings we have seven letters and a prayer

of preparation for Mass in honour of St. Augustine.
His style is good for the period and shows a consider-
able knowledge of literature. The first letter is the
well-known address of congratulation to Gregory VII
on his election to the papacy, reprinted by the Bol-
landists at the beginning of their commentary on the
life of that i)oi)e. These remains were discovered by
Mabillon at St-Arnoul and first printed by him in his

"Analecta Vetera", I (Paris, 11)75), 247-286.
P. L., CL. 87.-!-90: Hisl. litl. de la France, VIII, 305;

Jaffi5 (ed.), Man. Cregoriana (BerHn. 18(i.'>).

Raymund Webster.

Williamites. There were two minor religious

orders or congregations of this name: (1) a Benedic-
tine congregation, more often known by the name

of its chief house, Monte V^ergine (2) the foundations
named after St. William of Maleval.

(1) Besides Monte Vergine, St. Wilham of Vorcelli
founded a considerable number of monasteries,
especially in the Kingdom of Naples, including a
double monastery for men and women at Gugliefo
(near Nusco). Celestine III confirmed the congre-
gation by a Bull (4 Nov., 1197). In IGll there were
twenty-six larger and nineteen smaller WiUiamite
houses. Benedict XIV confirmed new constitutions
in 1741 to be added to the declarations on the Rule of

St. Benedict prescribed by Clement VIII. The
mother-house, the only surviving member of the con-
gregation, was affiliated to the Cassinese Congregation
of the Primitive Observance in 1879. The commu-
nity at Monte V'ergine retains the white colour of the
habit, which is in other respects like that of the black
Benedictines. There are said to hav'e been some
fifty WiUiamite nunneries, of which only two survived
at the beginning of the eighteenth centurj-. The
habit was white with a black veil, and their rule very
severe in the matter of fasting and abstinence.
Heimbucher, Orden u. Kongregaiionen, I (Paderborn, 1907),

264, Regxila SS. P. N. Benedicti cum antiquis . . . Declarationi-
bus Cong. Montis Virginis a Clemente VIII prtsscriptis. NotcE
Constitutiones . . . a SS. D.N. Benedicto XIV confirmatce (Komet
1741).

(2) This second congregation was founded by
Albert, companion and biographer of St. WiUiam of
Maleval, and Renaldus, a physician who had settled

at Maleval shortly before the saint's death, and was
called the Hermits of St. William. It followed the
practice of that saint, and quickly spread over Italy,

Germany, France, Flanders, and Hungary. The great
austerity of the rule was mitigated by Gregory IX
in 1229; at the same time many of the monasteries
adopted the Benedictine Rule and others that of St.

Augustine. When, in 12.56, Alexander IV founded the
Hermits of St. Augustine many of the Wilhamites
refused to enter the union and were permitted to
exist as a separate body under the Benedictine Rule.
In 1435 the order, which about this time numbered
fifty-four monasteries in three provinces of Tuscany,
Germany, and France, received from the Council of
Basle the confirmation of its privileges. The Italian

monasteries suffered during the wars in Italy. The
last two French houses at Cambrai and Ypres were
suppressed by the Congregation of Regulars, while
in Germany the greater number came to an end at

the Revolution. The chief house at Grevenbroich
(founded in 1281) was united to the Cistercians in

1628; the last German house ceased to exist in 1785.
The habit was similar ta that of the Cistercians.
Heimbucher, Orden u. Kongregationm, II (Paderborn. 1907),

180; HtLYOT, Ordres religieux, VI (Paris, 1792), 142; Henbchen,
De ordine eremitarum S. Guglielmi in Acta SS., Feb., II, 472-S4;
See also William of Maleval; Hermits of St. Augustine.

Raymund Webster.

Willibald and Winnebald (Wunibald, Wynne-
bald), Saints, of the Order of St. Benedict, brothers,

natives pro! ably of We.s.sex in England, the former,

first Bishop of Eichstiitt, b. on 21 Oct., 700 (701); d.

on 7 July, 781 (787) ; the latter, Abbot of Heidenheim,
b. in 702; d. on 18 (19) Dec, 761. They were the
children of St. Richard, conmionly called the King;
their mother was a relat ive of St . Boniface. Willibald

entered the Abbey of ^\'altham in Hampshire at the

age of five and was edui'ated by Egwald. He made a
pilgrimage to Riimo in 722 with his father and
brother. St. Richard died at Lucca and was buried in

the Church of St. Frigiilian. After an attack of

malaria Willibald started from Rome in 724 with two
companions on a trip to the Holy Land, pa.ssed tlie

winter at Patara. and arrived at Jerusalem on 1 1 Nov.,
725. He then went to Tyre, to Constantinople, and
in 7.30 arrived at the .•\bbcy of Monte Ca.ssino, .after

having visited the grave of St. Severin of Noriciim
near Naples. In 740 he was again at Rome, wheuce
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he was sent by Gregory III to Germany. There he
was welcomed by St. Boniface, who ordained him on
22 July, 741, and assigned him to missionary work at

Eichstiitt. Possibly the ordination of Willibald was
connected with Boniface's missionary plans regarding
the Slavs. On 21 Oct., 741 (742), Boniface conse-

crated him bishop at Siilzenbriicken near Gotha.
The Diocese of Eichstiitt was formed a few years later.

Winnebald had, after the departure of his brother
for Palestine, hved in a monastery at Rome. In 7.30

he visited England to procure candidates for the

religious state and returned the same year. On his

third visit to Rome, St. Boniface received a promi.se

that Winnebald would go to Germany. Winnebald
arrived in Thuringia on 30 Nov., 740, and was
ordained priest. He took part in the Concilium Ger-
manicum, 21 Apr., 744 ((42), was present at the
Synod of Liptine, 1 March, 74.5 (743), subscribed
Pepin's donation to Fulda, 753; joined the League of

Attigny in 762; and subscribed the last will of Remi-
gius, Bi.shop of Strasburg. With his brother he
founded the double monastery of Heidenheim in 7.52;

Winnebald was placed as abbot over the men, and his

sister, St. Walburga, governed the female community.
Winnebald's body was found incorrupt eighteen years
after his death. His name is mentioned in the Bene-
dictine Martyrologj'. Willibald blessed the new
church of Heidenheim in 778. His feast occurs in the
Roman MartjTology on 7 July, but in England it is

observed by concession of Leo XIII on 9 July. A
costly reliquary for his remains was completed in

1269.
Hi.s life wa-i writtpn by a nun of Heidenheim. The chief eon-

tents are the Hodaporicon or Ilinerarium of St. WiUibald. This
appeared in Mabillon. Ada SS. O. S. B., HI, 2, 367, and was
again edited bv Tobler (Leipzig, 1874), and bv BRtJcKL (Eich-
stiitt, 1882): Newmans, The Family of St. Richard (London,
1844); Ada SS.. July, U, 485; Analed. bolt.. XXIII. 466. On
the difference in dates see H.\ucK, Kirchengesch. Deulfichl.. I

(Leipzig, 1904), 520; Hefele-Leclercq, Hist, des candles. Ill
(Paris, 1910), 815; Hist. Jahrbuch, XXII. 317.

Francis Mershman.
Willibrord, Saint, Bishop of Utrecht, Apostle

of the Frisians, and .son of St. Hilgis, b. in North-
umbria, 6.58; d. at Echternach, Luxemburg, 7 Nov.,
739. Willibrord made his early studies at the Abbey
of Ripon near York, as a disciple of St. Wilfrid, and
then entered the Benedictine Order. When twenty
years old he went to Ireland and spent twelve years
m the Abbey of Rathmelsigi (identified by some as
Mellifont in Co. Louth) under St. Egbert. From
him Willibrord and eleven companions received the
mission to Frisia, at the request of Pepin. They
came to Utrecht but did not remain there, repairing
instead to the court of Pepin. In 692 Wilhbrord
went to Rome, received Apostolic authorization, and
returned to his missionary labours. At the wish of

Pepin he went a second time to Rome, was consecrated
Bishop of the Fri.sians by Sergius III (21 Nov., 695) in

the Church of St. Cecilia, and given the name of

Clement. He also received the pallium from the
pope. On his return he laboured among the people
assigned to him; to raise recruits for future apostolic
work he founded a monasterj- at Utrecht, where alsfo

he built a church in honour of the Holy Redeemer
and made it his cathedral. In 69S he established an
abbey at the Villa Echternach on the Sure; this villa

had been presented to him by St. Irmina, daughter of

St. Dagobert II, the donation being legally confirmed
in 706.

When Radbod gained pos.se8sion of all Frisia (716)
Willibrord was obligeil to leave, and Radbod de-
stroyed most of the churches, rei)laced them by tem-
ples and shrines to the idols, and killed many of the
mi.s.sionaries. Willibrord and his companions made
trips between the Maas :ind the Waal, to the North of
Brabant, in Thuringia :ind GeUlria, but met with no
success in lienmark and Helgoland, .\fter the death
of Radbod he returned (719) and repaired the damages

done there, being ably assisted in this work by St.
Boniface. Numberless conversions were the result of
their labours. Willibrord frequently retired to the
Abbey of Echternach to provide more particularly for
his own soul; he was buried in the oratory of this
abbey, and after death was almost immediately hon-
oured as a saint. Some relics were distributed in vari-
ous churches, but the greater part remained at the
abbey. On 19 Oct., 1031, the relics were placed in a
shrine under the main altar of the new basilica. His
feast is celebrated on 7 Nov., but in England, by order
of Leo XIII, on 29 Nov. Since his burial Echter-
nach has been a place of pilgrimage, and Alcuin men-
tions miracles wrought there. The old church was
restored in 1862 and consecrated in Sept., 1868. An-
other solemn tninslation of the relics took place on
4 June, 1906, froni the Church of St. Peter to the new
basiUca. On this occasion occurred also the annual
procession of the holy dancers (see Echternach,
Abbey of.—The Dancing Proces.non). Five bishops
in full pontificals assisted; engaged in the dance were
2 Swiss guards, 16 standard-bearers, 3045 singers,

136 priests, 426 musicians, 15,085 dancers, and 2032
players (Studien u. Mittheilungen, 1906, 551).
No writing can with certainty be attributed to St.

Willibrord except a marginal note in the Calendar of
Echternach giving some chronological data. On his
testament or last will, which is probably genuine, see
"Acta SS.", Ill Nov., 631. In the national library
of Paris (No. 9389) there is a copy of the Gospels
under the name of Wilhbrord; this is an old Irish

manuscript and was probably brought by Willibrord
from Ireland (Bellesheim, "Gesch. der kath. Kirche
in Irland", I, Mainz, 1890, 623).
The Life was written bv ALcriN and dedicated to Beornrad,

(Abbot of EclitrTiiarlil. He probably made use of an older one
written by a.'^rotti^h ni.,i,k, which is lost. This was used also by
Theofric, I ii, l:.t. r ,.l,i,„ns see Anal. Boll., XXII. 419; XXIII,
111; XXV, lii:i; XX\1.73; Wattenbach, Deutschl. Geschichls-
Quellen, I (Stuttgart, 19U4), 148, 186.

Francis Mershman.

Willigis (WiLLEGis), Saint, Archbishop of Mainz,
d. 23 Feb., 1011. Feast, 23 Feb. or 18 April. Though
of humble birth he received a good education, and
through the influence of BLshop Volkold of Meissen
entered the service of Otto I, and after 971 figured as
chancellor of Germany. Otto II in 975 made him
Archbishop of Mainz and Archchancellor of the Em-
pire, in which capacity he did valuable service to the
State. Hauch (Kirchengesch. Deutschland.s, III,

Leipzig, 1906, 414) calls him an ideal bishop of the
tenth century. Well educated himself, he demanded
solid learning in his clergj*. He was known as a good
and fluent speaker. In March, 975, he received the
pallium from Benedict VII and was named Primate
of Germany. As such, on Christmas, 983, he
crowned Otto III at Aachen, and in June, 1002, per-
formed the coronation of Henry II at Mainz; he pre-
sided at the Synod of Frankfort, 1007, at which thirty-

five bi.shops signed the Bull of John XVIII for the
erection of the Diocese of Bamberg. He always stood
in friendly relations with Rome ("Katholik", 1911,
142). In 996 he was in the retinue of Otto III on his

journey to Italy, a.ssisted at the consecration of

Gregory V antl at the synod convened a few days
later. In this synod Willigis strongly urged the re-

turn of St. Adalbert to Prague, which diocese was a
suffragan of Mainz. Willigis had probably conse-
crated the first bishop, Thiet mar (January, 976), at

Brumath in Alsace (Hauch, III, 193), and had con-
secrated St. .Adalbert. The latter, unable to bear the
opposition to his labours, left his diocese and was,
after much correspondence between the Holy See
and Willigis, forced to ret tun.

In 997 (iregory V sent the decrees of a synod of

Pavia to Willigis, "his vicar", for publication. These
friendly relations were somewhat disturbed by the
dispute of Willigis with the Bishop of Hildesheim
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about jurisdiction in the convent at Gundersheim. d. at Roermond, Holland, 9 May, 1899. He entered
The convent was originally situated at Brunshausen
in the Diocese of Hildesheim, but was transferred to

Gundersheim, within the limits of Mainz. Both
bishops claimed jurisdiction. After much correspond-

ence and several .synods Pope Silvester declared

in favour of Hildesheim. When this sentence was

the Society of Jesus at Brieg in the canton of Valais,

Switzerland, 1834, was expelled from the country
with the other Jesuits in 1847, and ordained priest at
Ay in Southern France, 1848. Shortly after, he
taught philosophy at Issenheim in Alsace, then exege-
sis at Louvain, theology at Cologne, philosophy at

about to be pubUshed at a synod of Pohlde (22 June, Bonn and Aacten and theology at Maria-Laach. In

1001), WiUigis, who was there, left in great excitement 1860 Cardinal Geis.sel requested Wilmers's services

in spite of the remonstrances of the delegate, who as theologian at the provincial council of Cologne,
then placed the sentence of suspension on the arch- Wilmers also attended the Vatican Council in 1S70
bishop. Formal opposition to Rome was not in- as theologian of Bishop Meurin, Vicar Apostolic of

tended, but if Willigis committed
any fault in the matter he pub-
licly rectified all by a declaration

at Gundersheim on 5 Jan., 1007,

when he resigned all claims to

the Bishop of Hildesheim (Ka-
thoHk, loc. cit., p. 145). In his

diocese he laboured by building

bridges, constructing roads, and
fostering art. In Mainz he built

a cathedral and consecrated it on
29 Aug., 1009, in honour of St.

Martin, but on the same day it

was destroyed by fire; he greatly

helped the restoration of the old

Church of St. Victor and built

that of St. Stephen. He al.'Jo

built a church at Brunnen, in

Nassau. He showed great solici-

tude for the religious, and sub-

stantially aided the mona.steries

of Bleidenstadt, St. Disibod, and
Jechaburg in Thuringia. .\fter

death he was buried in the

Church of St. Stephen.
Mann. Lhes of Ike Popes, IV (St.

Louis, 1910). 372, 391, 399.

I'^R.\NCIS MeRSHM.\N.

Williram (Waltram, Wil-
tram), Scriptural scholar, b. in

Franconia (near Worms), Ger-
many; d. in 108.5 at Ebersberg,
Bavaria. He was a pupil of

the celebrated Lanfranc, and, ac-

cording to Tritheim, studied for

some time in the University of

Paris. Relinquishing the post

of scholastic of the cathedral

chapter of Bamberg, he retired to a monastery
in Fulda. Soon, Henry III summoned him to the

famous Benedictine abbey at Ebersberg, which he

ruled with great success for thirty-seven years till his

death. He is known principally as the author of a
translation and paraphra.se of the Canticle of Can-
ticles. In the preface he laments the fact that in

Germany grammar and dialectics are held in greater

favour than the study of Holy Writ, and expresses his

Chasuble or St. Wiluqis (X Century)
Preserved in St. Stephen's Church, Mainz

Bombay. After a brief residence
at Bonn and Mtinster he went to

Ordrupshoj, near Copenhagen,
where he wrote a refutation of

the attacks of the Protestant
preacher Martensen on the Cath-
olic Church. It was translated
into Danish by the prefect Apos-
tolic Hermann Griider, and pub-
hshed under the latter's name
with the title: "Det protestan-
iske og katholiske Trosprincip"
(Copenhagen, 1S75). In 1876
Wilmers was called by Cardinal
Archbishop Pie to the theological

faculty of Poitiers. In 1880 he
lectured on theology to the
French Jesuits at St. Hclier; .

afterwards he taught theology on
the Island of Jersey. Thence-
forth he devoted himself entirely

to wTiting, living first at Ditton-
Hall, England, and then at E.\-

aeten in Holland. Besides the
above treatise Wilmers wrote:
"Lehrbuch der Religion" (1855-

57); "Geschichte der Religion"
(18.56), translated into several

languages; "Lehrbuch der Re-
ligion fur hohere Lehranstalted"
(1869); "Handbuch der Re-
hgion" (1871). These treatises

were frequently republished. His
last works were "De reUgione
revelata" and "De Christ i ec-

cle.sia" (1897); he nearly fin-

ished the third volume of the

series "De fide divina", which
was published in 1902.
Tholen, Menologium oder Lebensbilder au3 der Gesch. der

deutschen Ordensprovinz (Roermond, 1891), printed for privatd
circulation.

N. SCHEU).

Wilmington, Diocese of (Wilmingtoniensis),
erected 'i March, 1868. It includes what is known as

the Delmarvia Peninsula, the State of Delaware, nine

counties of Maryland, and two counties of Virginia

high appreciation of Lanfranc for having devoted him- east of Chesapeake Bay. The first Catholic mi.ssion

self to a deeper study of the Bible and drawn many
German scholars to France. The jiages of the work
are divided into three columns: The first contains a
Latin paraphrase in Leonine hexameters; the second,

the text of the Vulgate; and the third, a German ex-

position in prose. From beginning to end, Williram

applies his subject allegorically to Christ and the

Church. The numerous still extant manuscripts bear
witness to the favour with which the work was re-

ceived. Hoffmann published two of them in his

edition of Williram (Breslau, 1837).
Seemiilleh, Die Handsckri/len u. Quellen von Williranu

dnUseher Paraphrase des hohen Liedes (Strasburg, 1877); Wai/-
TER, Die deutsche HiheliiberseUung des Mittelaltcra (Brunswick,

1892); GoeciiLER, Dictionnaire th^ohaique.

CuAni.KS F. Arnold.
Wilmers, Wit.helm, professor of philosophy and

theology, b. at Boke in Westphalia, 30 January, 1817;

in this territory was founded at Bohemia Manor,
Cecil Co., Maryland, in 1704 by the Jesuits, who were
the only priests on the peninsula until 1808, when
Rev. Patrick Kenny came to reside at Coffee Run,
Delaware (see Del.\ware). The first church in the

city of Wilmington wtis St. Peter's (1808), now the

cathedral. The first bishop was Rt. Rev. Thomas A.

Becker (q. v.), before his election a priest at Rich-

mond, Virginia. He found in the new diocese only

eight priests and fourteen churches, most of these

scarcely more than sheds. St. Peter's Orphanage
and St. Peter's School were in charge of the Sisters of

Charity, two more schools had recently been closed,

and the sisters withdrawn to Philadelphia. The
Catholic population of the whole diocese did not

exceed .5000. By constant .and untiring effort in the

face of extreme poverty, scarcity of vocations, and
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many other difficulties, Bishop Becker increased the

number of churches to twenty-six and the clcrgj' to

twenty-one. He brought to the diocese tlie Bene-
dictine Fathers, the Sisters of St. Francis (Glen Riddle,

Pa.), and the Sisters of the Visitation. He also founded
an orphan asylum for boys. During his episcopate

the Catholic population increased to about 18,000.

In 1SS6 Bishop Becker was transferred to Savan-
nah, Georgia, and was succeeded by Rev. Alfred A.
Curtis, at that time chancellor of the Archdiocese of

Baltimore. Bishop Curtis was born on 4 July, 1S31,

in Somerset Co., Maryland, and was therefore a
native of the diocese. He was reared as an Episco-
palian, and was ordained to the ministry of that

church. As such he was stationed a short time at

Chestertown, Kent Co., Maryland, in his future dio-

cese. In 1872 he visited England, where he was
received into the Church by Cardinal Newman.
Returning he entered St. Mary's Seminary, Balti-

more, where he was ordained by Archbishop Bayley,
19 Dec, 1874. He w.as consecrated Bishop of Wil-
mington on 14 Nov., 1886. To pay off numerous debts
contracted in the rapid extension of the diocese by his

predecessor and to provide labourers and means to

continue the work was a task that called for unusual
zeal and energy. Yet so well did he fulfil it that in

the ten years of his episcopate the number of churches
was increased by thirteen and the clergy by eight.

He established a mission for coloured people, placing

the Josephite Fathers in charge. He also brought
to the diocese the Benedictine and the Ursuline Sisters.

One of his chief works is the Visitation Monastery,
which he built and had endowed in order that the
sisters might become exclusively contemplative
according to the primitive rule of their order. He died
on 14 July, 1908, and, at his own request his remains
were buried within the enclosure of this mon.astery.

In 189ti Bishop Curtis resigned, leaving the diocese

with .39 churches served by 29 priests, and with four

communities of teaching sisters, 1 contemplative
community, 3 orphanages, an industrial school, and
a Cathohc [lopulation of 25,000.

The third and present bishop is the Rt. Rev. John J.

Monaghan. He was born 23 May, lS.")f), .at Sumter,
South Carolina, and educated at St. Charles College,

EUicott City, Maryland, and St. Mary's Seminary,
Baltimore. He was ordained on 19 Dec, 1880, and
served at various posts in the Diocese of Charleston
until his appointment as bishop. He was consecrated

at St. Peter's Pro-Cathedral on 9 May, 1897. Under
his administration the growth of the diocese has con-
tinued. Among the most notable of his acts are the
introduction of the Oblate Fathers of St. Francis de
Sales (1903) and of the Little Sisters of the Poor
(1903). The former conduct a day college for boys,

while the latter care for the aged poor. The churches
already in existence have been remodelled, new build-

ings provided for the orphans, four new churches
added in the country and two in the city, a residence

for the bishop was purchased, and all placed on a pros-

perous footing during this administration. The
growth of the diocese continues, not with the .strides of

those dioceses where immigration is large, but , if slowly,

yet surely. Over eighty per cent of tlie Catholic
population is in Wilmington and its neighbourhood.
The foreign elements are found here almost exclu-

sively. The parochial schools, with a .single excep-

tion, are in or around the city. The remainder of

the diocese is still a mi,s.sionary district, the Catholics
are few and scattered, and some churches are
visited only once a month. In the whole diocese

the Catholics form less than nine per cent of the
population.

Statistics (1911): diocesan priests 38; religious 18;

churches with resident priests 27 ; mission churches 21

;

chapels .5; stations 14; academies 2; college 1; paro-
chial schools 13, with 3900 pupils; orphan asylums

256; industrial school for coloured boys 1, with 60
inmates; religious communities of men 3; communi-
ties of women 7; Catholic population 35,0()0.

Archives of the Diocese of Wilminoton; Archives of the Maryland
Province S. J.; J0HN8TONE, Hisl. of Cecil Co., Md. (Elkton, Md.,
1881); CONBAD, Hist, of Delaware (Wilmington, 1908).

James L. McSweeny.

Wilton, Richard, d. 21 Dec, 1239. He was a
medieval scholar of whom little is known except that
he was an Englishman who joined the Trinitarians.
His works included a commentary on the " Sentences"
of Peter Lombard, a treatise in five books against
the heresies of his own age, commentaries on Genesis
and the prophecy of Jcreniias, three books of Quodli-
bets, a treatise on the immortahty of the soul, and
four books on Divine grace. All current information
is derived from the statements of Oldoinus in his

"Athenxum Romanum", published at Perugia in

1676; but the facts given will not bear examination.
Thus it is said that he was nominated Archbishop of

Armagh by Innocent III; but he certainly never
became archbishop. He is said to have been created
cardinal by Gregory IX with the title of St. Stephen
on the Cielian Hill, but his name is not found in the
lists of canliii:ils ((niiiiiled by de Mas Latrie, or the
more receiil rrsiMiclirs of Conrad Eubel. The addi-
tional stati'inciit I hal lie was a doctor of Oxford, Cam-
bridge, and Paris is intrinsically impossible, at least

so far as Cambridge is concerned.
Oldoinus, Athenirum Romanvm (Perugia, 1676); Lelong,

Bibliolheca Sacra (Paris, 172.3), giving the date of hia death as
1439; Fabbicius, Bib. Med. JSt.. VI (Hamburg. 1746). giving
date of his death as 13.39, by an ob\nou3 misprint; Hubteh. No-
menclalor Litcrarius (Innsbruck, 1899).

Edwin Burton.

Wilton Abbey, a Benedictine convent in \\ilt shire,

England, three miles from Salisbury. A first founda-
tion was made as a college of secular priests by Earl
Wulstan of Wiltshire, about 773, but was after his

death (800) changed into a convent for 12 nuns by his

widow, St. Alburga, sister of King Egbert. Owing to

the con.sent given by this king he is usually counted
as the first founder of this monastery. St. Alburga
herself joined the community, and died at Wilton.
King Alfred, after his temporary success against the
Danes at Wilton in 871, founded anew convent on the
site of the royal palace and vmited to it the older
foundation. The community was to number 26 nuns.
Wilton is best known as the home of St. Edith, the
child of a "handfast" union between Edgar, King of

the English (944-75), and Wulfrid, a lady wearing the
veil though not a nun, whom he carried off from Wil-
ton probably in 961. After Edith's birth, Wulfrid
refused to enter into a permanent marriage with
Edgar and retired with her child to Wihon. Edith,
who appears to have been learned, received the veil

while a child, at the hands of Bishop Ethelwold of

Winchester, and at the age of fifteen refused the
abbacy of three houses offered by her father. She
built the Church of St. Denis at AA'ilton, which was
consecrated by St. Dunstan. and died shortly after-

wards at the age of twenty-three (984). Her feast is

on 16 September. St. Edith became the chief (latron

of Wilton, and is sometimes said to have been abbess.

In 1003 Sweyn, King of Denniiirk, destroyed the
town of Wilton, but we do not know' whether the
mon.astery shared its fate. Edith, thewifeof Edward
the Confessor, who had been educated at Wilton, re-

built in stone the monastery which had formerly been
of wood. In 1143 King Stephen made it his head-
quarters, but was put to flight by Matilda's forces

under Robert of Gloucester. The Abbess of Wilton
held an entire barony from the king, a privilege

shared by only three other English nunneries,

Shaftesbury, Barking, and St. Mary, Winchester.
Cecily Bodenham, the last abbess, surrendered
her convent on 25 March, 1539. The site was
granted to Sir William Herbert, afterwards Earl
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of Pembroke, who commenced the building of Wilton

House, still the abode of his descendants. There are

no remains of the ancient buildings.

DuGDALE, Monasticon Anglicanum, II (London, 1846), 315;

Hunt in Diet. Nat. Biog., a. v. Edith (London, 1888).

K.\YMUND Webster.

Wimborne (Wimburn or Winburn) Minster, in

Dorsetshire, England. Between the years 70.")-23

a double monastery hke the famous house of St.

Hilda at Whitby was founded at Wimborne by Sts.

Cuthburga and Quimburga (feast 31 Aug.), sisters

of Ine, King of the West Saxons (688-726). The dis-

cipline of Wimborne which followed the Benedictine

Rule was especially severe in the matter of the nuns'

enclosure, into which not even prelates were allowed

to enter. Under the Abbess St. Tctta there were a

large number of nuns, among them St. Lioba, who was
summoned to Germany by St. Boniface to govern the

convent at Bischotfsheim, and her companion St.

Thecla, afterwards Abbess of Kitzingen. The mon-
astery was probably destroyed by raiding Danes in

the ninth century: every trace of the Saxon buildings

has vanished and even the site of St. Cuthburga's

Church is uncertain.

Secular canons were estabUshed at Wimborne
either by King Edward the Confessor or one of his

predecessors of the same name. The church was
collegiate and a royal free chapel, and is so entered in

Domesday Book. The list of the deans, who were of

royal appointment, exists from 1224 to 1547. The
establishment numbered 17 persons, a dean, 4 preb-

endaries, 3 vicars, 4 deacons, and 5 singing men.

The deanery was in every case held in conjunction

with some more important office. Reginald Pole was
Dean of Wimborne from 1.517 to 1537, being but 17

years of age on his appointment. In 1547 the college

was suppressed. The minster is now the Anglican

parish church. Its extreme length is 198 feet. The
width, exclusive of the transepts, varies from 23 feet

in the nave to 21 in the choir and presbytery. There

is a western tower 95 feet in height, and another above

the transepts (84 feet). The thirteenth-century spire

which formerly crowned this latter tower fell in 1600.

The present church is the result of gi-adual growth

during the church-building centuries up to the

Reformation, without any of the great rebuilding

operations such as took place in churches possessing

popular shrines or great revenues. The church has

suffered considerably at the hands of nineteenth-

century restorers. It contains the beautiful altar-

tomb of John Beaufort, Duke of Somerset, and
Margaret his wife, the parents of the celebrated Lady
Margaret, Foundress of Christ's and St. John's Col-

leges at Cambridge, and mother of King Henry VII.

A small chained library dating from 1686 occupies a

room over the vestry.

Perkins, Wimborne Minster and Christ Church Priory (Lon-

don, 1902); Stanton, Menology of England and Wales, 431;

HcTCHiNS, Hist, of Dorsetshire, II, .532; Dugdale, Monasticon, II,

88; VI, 1452.
Raymund Webster.

Wimmer, Boniface, archabbot, b. at Thalmassing,

Bavaria, 14 January, 1809; d. at St. Vincent Arch-

abboy, Beatty, Pennsylvania, 8 Dec, 1887. He
made his Classical studies at Ratisbon and entered

the University of Munich, to study law. When
some scholarship fell vacant in the Gregorianuni he

took the competitive examination with a view to

studying for the priesthood, and, having won a
scholarship, he finished his theological course there

and was ordained on 1 Augu.st, 1831. After serving

one year as curate at Allotting, a well-known place

of pilgrimage, he entered the Abbey of Metten,
where Benedictine life had just been restored through
royal favour, and made his solemn vows on 27 Dec,
1833. For several years he lived the common life of

Boniface Wimmer
From a photograph

obedience, and during that time he became interested

in the matter of foreign missions. Reading much
about the neglected condition of the German immi-
grants in North America he finally made plans and
took steps to transplant Benedictine activity into

the United States. Several young men offered

themselves to him as candidates; in a characteristic

letter he explained to them the difficulties and the

.sacrifices incidental to the undertaking and asked

them to withdraw
their apphcation
unless they were
wilUng to carry

with him the cross

of absolute self-

sacrifice and to

make the will and
the glory of God
their sole motive
in the undertak-
ing.

With five stu-

dents and fifteen

brother candi-
dates Boniface
Wimmer arrived

in New York (16

Sept., 1846),
where several
well-meaning
priests did their

best to persuade
him to abandon his plans, but their prophecies

of certain failure did not discourage him. He
went to the Diocese of Pittsburgh, and accepted

some land which Father H. Lemke, for years as-

sociated with the Rev. Prince Gallitzin, had offered

him. Conditions here in CarroUtown, proving
unfavourable for the undertaking, he moved to

a place forty miles east of Pittsburgh and accepted
from Bishop O'Connor the location where St. Vincent
Archabbey, College, and Seminary stand to-day.

Under innumerable difficulties the new foundation
slowly grew and prospered. The Louis mission

society and several friends and benefactors helped

the cause with pecuniary means. The school and
the seminary were visibly blessed in their efforts,

and the monastic community did much good by
looking after the religious interests of the scattered

settlers, and organizing them into parishes. Calls

for German-speaking priests came from all sides a.nd

many bishops offered to the growing Benedictine

community German parishes for which they could

not provide suitable priests of their own. In 1855

Father Wimmer became the first abbot of the

monastery.
Although he was always willing to help any re-

ligious cause to the extent of his means, Father

Wimmer repeatedly, in his correspondence with

applicants for admission into the order, emphasized

the point that the jirimary object of Benedictine life

is not any particular external activity, but the perfect

Christian life according to the Rule of Saint Benedict.

Often generous to a fault, he never counted the cost

where good was to be done, but held fast to this

supreme Benedictine law. All his undertakings pros-

pered; he often accejited work that nobody else would
imdertake because it seemed hopeless, and at the

same time, having so spent his available men and
means, he turned over the most ])romising and honor-

able work to others. At his death fi\-e abbeys had
grown out of his work and others were in course of

formation. Hundreds of priests had been already

educated in the schools which he founded, and many a

good cause had received a mighty impulse tlirough

the Benedictine life which he had spent himself to

establi-sh in America.
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SI. Vincenz in Prnnsylmnicn (New York. 1873); Mooa-
UL^ELLER, Bonifm Wimmtrr, Krzabl von St. Vincem in Pennsyl-
ranifn (New York. IS',11).

Walter Stehle.

Wimpfeling, Jakob, humanist and theologian, b.

at Schlpttstadt, Alsace, 25 July, 1450; d. there, 17

Nov., 1.52S. He went to the .sehool at Schlettstadt con-
ducted by Ludwig Dringenberg, and from 1404 was
astudent at the University of Freiburg (haccalaureus,

1466); later he went to Erfurt and Heidelberg (mag-
ister, 1471). He then studied canon law for three
years, and finally theology. In 14S3 he w;is cathedral
preacher at Speyer. In 1498 Philip, the Elector
Palatine, called him to Heidelberg as professor of

rhetoric and poetry. From 1513 he lived at Schlett-

stadt, where a circle of pupils and admirers gathered
around him. Differences of opinion caused by the
Lutheran doctrine broke up this literary society, and
Wimpfeling died lonesome and embittered.

His literary career began with a few publications in

which he urged the more frequent holding of synods, the
veneration of the Blessed Virgin, and an improvement
of the discipline of the clergy. The " Elegantiarum
medulla" (1493) is an extract from Valla's books on
the elegance of the Latin language. In the "Isi-

doneus germanicus" (1496) he presented his peda-
gogical ideals, and opposed Scholasticism. The
teaching of grammar should lead to the reading of

heathen writers who were not immoral and especially

of the Christian WTiters. He also laid emphasis on
learning the practical sciences. His most im-
portiint work, " Adolescent ia" (l.'jOO), was intended

to supplement "Lsidoneus". Here he set forth the
ethical side of his pedagogical scheme. The troubles

of the Church spring from the bad training of the
young; consequently, young people must be trained

80 as to be well-established in morals. He then dis-

cusses the details of twenty laws for young men. He
showed himself a fier>- patriot in the " Germanic"
(1.501), which involved him in a feud with Murner.
His "Epitome rerum germanicarum " is a short his-

tory of the Germans, drawn in some particulars

from other historians. In several wTitings he opposed
abuses in the Church. After Luther's excommunica-
tion he took part in the attempt to prevail upon the
Curia to withdraw the ban. This catised him to be
suspected of having written a lampoon on the Curia,
"Litaneia pro Germania", that was probably com-
posed by Hermann von dem Busche. In 1521 he
submitted to the Church, of which he was ever
aftem'ards a loyal son. In 1524 he added to Emser's
dialogue against Zwingli's "Canonis missa" defensio",

a letter to Luther and Zwingli, in which he exhorted
them to examine the Scriptures carefully in order to

discover for themselves that the Canon of the Mass
contains nothing contrary to the doctrines and cus-

toms of the early Cluirch. He then retired from the
Btruggle, and was ridiculed by fanatical partisans of

Luther as a renegade and a persecutor of heretics.

He was one of the best representatives of moderate
humanism, one who honestly sought .and wanted
much that w.is good, but who generally only half

attained his desires.
Schmidt. Hxtlnire liufraire de I'AUace (Paris, 1879), I, 1-187;

II, 317-39: Kneppeb. Jakob Wimpfrling^ (Freiburg. 1902).

Klemens Loffler.

Wimpina (Wimin.e, Wiminensis), Konrad, theolo-

gian, b. at Buchen in Baden, about 1465; d. at Amor-
bach in Ijower Fr.anconia, 17 May, 1.531. His family,

whose name was Koch, came from Wimpfen on the

Neckar, hence he w.i.s called W'impina. He matricu-
lated at the T'niversity of Leipzig (1479-SO) and
remained there until 1.505; in 14S1 he obtiiined the

baccalaureate degree, and in 1485 wa,s made mngister.

He was a pupil of Martin Polich of Mellerstadt and
an .adherent of Thomistic philosophy. In 1491 he
was made a member of the philosophical faculty, in

He then retired to his

1494 rector, and in 1494-95 dean. Having taken the
theological cour.se, he was made cursor in 1491 and
scnientiurius in 1494; in 1.502 he received the degree
of licentiate. He was ordained at Wiirzburg, in 1495,
as subdeacon, and about 1500 as priest. He received
the degree of Doc-
tor of Theology
from Cardinal-
Legate Perandi at
Leipzig, 1.503. In
1.505 Elector Jo-
achim I of Bran-
denburg called
W i m p i n a to
Frankfort-on -t he-
Oder to organize
the new uni\-er-

sity and to be its

first rector; he was
several times dean
of the theological

faculty. He re-

ceived canonries in

the cathedrals of

Brandenburg and
Hiivelberg, and in

1530 took part in

the Diet of Augs-
burg as theologian
of the Elector
Joachim, whom
he accompanied
to Cologne for the
election of King Ferdinand
native land.

His first pubUcation, "Ars epistolandi" (1486), and
a poem in praise of the university and city of Leipzig
(1488) are of httle importance. In 1493 Wimpina
showed in the "Tractatus de erroribus philosopho-
rum" that Aristotle was WTong in various propositions

which disagreed with dogma. As rector he delivered

several orations that show wide reading. From 1500-
04, in a dispute with his former instructor Pohch,
Wimpina defended theology and Polich poetry, each
attacking the other with ex.iggerated and personal
abuse. Wimpina was one of Luther's first opponents.
In 1518 ho defended the legend that St. Anne had
three husbands in succession and had a child Mary,
by each one of them (De d. Anna" trinubio), against

Sylvius Egranus, in whose defence Luther took part.

In the dispute over indulgences Wimpina composed
the theses which Johann Tetzel debated at Frankfort,

20 January, 1518. These theses contained the doc-
trine of the Church, but on the question of indul-

gences for the dead maintained merely a Scholastic

opinion, preached by Tetzel. He also WTote a series

of treatises and held disputations against Luther's
doctrine. His polemics are combined in the "Anace-
phala"Osis" (1.52S), one of the most complete refuta-

tions of Lutheranism. In that age of pamphlets the
work did not receive the attention it deserved. At
the Diet of Augsburg Wimpina, Mousing, Redorfer,

and Elgersina drew up, against Luther's seventeen
vSwabian .articles, the "Christlichon Untorricht gegen
die Bekanntnus M. Luthers". Wimpina was commis-
sioned to confute the "Confessio Augustana", and
took part in the disputation .about retmion. He was
conservative, (juiet, of unimpeachable character,

immov.able in his convictions, but somewhat petty by
nature.

Wimpina, Farrago mixcettaneorum, ed. Host (Cologne. 1531);
MlTTEBMULLEH, Wimpina in Kalholik (1809). I, 641-81: II, 1-20,
129-65, 257-85. 385-403; Neqwer, Wimpina (Breslau. 1909).

Klemens Loffler.

Winchester, .\ncient See of (Wintonia, Win-
TONiENSLs).—This diocese came into existence in 635
when the great missionary Diocese of Dorchester,
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founded by St. Birinus in 634 for the Kingdom of

Wessex, was subdivided into the Sees of Sherborne
and Winchester. The two dioceses were ruled by one
bishop until 676, when a real separation was effected.

The Diocese of Winchester then consisted of

Hampshire, Surrey, and Sussex; but Sussex was
afterwards formed into the See of Chichester, and
the Isle of Wight was added to Winchester. The
church at Winchester, which became the cathedral

of the new diocese, had been founded and endowed
in 634 by King Cynegils, whose son Coenwealh added
more lands to its possessions. When Wessex gradu-
ally assumed the supremacy the importance of the see

greatly increased. After the metropohtan Sees of

Canterbury and York, it ranked first among all

EngUsh bishoprics till the reformation; this position

the Anghcan see still enjoys. It gained increased

honour by the episcopate and subsequent canon-
ization of St. Swith-
in, its seventeenth
bishop. When his

relics were enshrined
there the cathedral,

which had been un-
der the patronage of

St. Amphibalus, was
dedicated to St.

Swithin. It occu-
pied the site of an
earUer edifice dating
from the Roman oc-

cupation, which liad

been converted into

a pagan temple by
the Saxons.
A new cathedral

was built by Cyne-
gils, and three hun-
dred years later was
enlarged by Bishop
iEthelweald, who replaced the secular canons by
Benedictine monks and built a large monastery. After

the conquest the first Norman bishop, Walkelin, built

a cathedral in the Norman style on a site near by;
much of his work remains in the present edifice. To
this new building (consecrated in 1093) the rehcs of

St. Swithin were solemnly transferred, 15 July.

Within its walls took place the burial of Wilham
Rufus (1100), the coronation of Richard I (1194), the
marriage of Henry IV (1401), and the marriage of

Queen JMary (1.554). During the Middle Ages the

building was gradually transformed from Norman
to Gothic; the nave especially affords an interesting

example of the way in which such changes were
effected. This work, begun by Edington, was con-

tinued by the great bishop, William of Wykeham,
and his successors. In 1378 Wykeham obtained the
pope's hcence for the foundation of his great school

at Winchester, and in 1387 he began the buildings

which were opened in 1393. The original foundation
provided for a warden, ten fellows, three chaplains,

seventy scholars, and sixteen choristers.

The following is the list of bishops of Winchester
with the dates of accession (after 909 the chronology
is certain):

St. Frithustan, 909
St. Beornstan, 931
.Elfhcah I, 934
^Ifsige I, 9.51

Beorhthelm, 960
St. ^thelweald I, 963
St. ^Ifheah II, 984
Ceonwulf, 1006
^thelweald II, 1006
^Ifsige II, 1012 or 1014
yElfwine, 1032
Stigand, 1047
^Ifsige III (doubtful)

Walkehn, 1070
WiUiam de Giffard, 1100
Henry de Blois, 1129
Vacancy, 1171
Richard Toehve, 1174

^.
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the painter Dietrich and the archaeologist Heyne. In
1754, after Winckelmann had become a Catholic, the
king, to whom he had dedicated the work just men-
tioned, took more interest in him and granted a pen-
sion which enabled Winckelmann towards the end of

1755 to undertake his long-desired trip to Rome. By
a careful study of the collections of paintings at Rome,
the libraries, the remains of ancient architecture, and
especially the collections of anticiuities at the Capi-
tol, the Vatican, and the villas of the Borghesi, IMedici,

Ludovisi, etc. Winckelmann became the greatest

authority in archseologj', a position which he main-
tained for many years. The painter Mengs did much
to encourage his Classical taste, and Cardinal Albani,

whose counsellor in learned matters Winckelmann
became, proved himself a munificent patron. Winck-
elmann supervised the buildings erected by the car-

dinal, enriched his collections, and made known their

value. He spent considerable time in Florence, cata-

loguing the collection of engraved gems belonging to

Baron von Stosch. Of more importance were his

journeys of investigation to Southern Italy, during
which he studied the antiquities of Herculaneum,
Pompeii, and Pa^stum. He was not able to make his

much-desired visit to Sicily and Greece, yet this did

not prove very detrimental to his life-work and his

reputation. Although his history of art is based
almost entirely upon the study of Roman works of art

or Roman copies of Greek originals, yet with pro-
phetic glance he had grasped the genuine spirit of

antiquity.
As the first literary guide to ancient art, Winckel-

mann won such fame that several succeeding genera-
tions were satisfied to accept his deductions and
criticisms without paying much attention to newer
discoveries. As a matter of fact, the " Geschichte der
Kunst des Altertums" (Dresden, 1764; with notes
upon it, Dresden, 1867) compels admiration not
only for the indu.'^try of the author, who completed
the great work while producing other books on vari-

ous subjects, but, above all, for the spirit in which he
grasped and presented, in general correctly, the con-
ception of art of classic times. Occasionally, how-
ever, his views arc one-sided and extreme. In 1766 a
French translation of his history of ancient art was
printed at Paris and Amsterdam. In the first part of

the work he takes up aesthetic questions and treats of

the origin and form of art, and of the different tjTies

under which it appeared in various nations. Ac-
cording to him the first and most important point in

works of art is the idea embodied, whether original or

partly borrowed; the second is beauty, that is, the
variety in the simplicity; the third, tcchnic. In the
second part of the history, Greek art alone is dis-

cussed and it is brought down to the time of the
Emperor Severus and Constantinople. Winckel-
mann's "Monument! antichi inediti" (2 vols., with
216 plates, Rome, 1767) is a masterpiece of interpre-

tation and explanation. The great archieologist died
a devout and sincere Catholic (Historisch-politische
Blatter, 18.58, 299 sqq.)

JrsTl, WtJickflmann, .lein Leben, seine Werke, seine Zeitgejtoa-
sen (2 vols.. Leipzig, 1866 and 1872): Stark, Nystematik u. Gesch.
der Archaotoffie der Kunst (1 vol., Leipzig, 1880).

G. GlETMANN.

Windesheim, an Augustinian monastery situated
aboui I'liiir miles south of ZwoUe on the I.s.sel, in the
KingdiMii of Holland. The congregation of canons
regular, of which this was the chief house, was an
offshoot of the Brethren of the Common Life and
played a considerable part in the reforming movement
within the Catholic Church in Holland and Germany
during the century which preceded the Reformation.
The Brethren of the Common Life, who did not form
an order or congregation strictly so called, had become
obnoxious to the mendicant friars, and the object
of their attacks. To remedy this, Gerard Groot,

when on his deathbed (1384), advised that some of
the brethren should adopt the rule of an approved
order (Chron. Wind., 263). His successor, Florence
Radewjns, carried this advice into effect. Six of
the brethren, carefully chosen as specially fitted for
thework, among them John, elder larother of Thomas
a Kempis, were sent to the monastery of Eymsteyn
(founded 13S2) to learn the usages of the Augustinian
Canons. In 13S6 they erected huts for a temporary
monastery at Windesheim, and in March of the fol-
lowing year commenced the building of a monastery
and church, which were consecrated by Hubert
Lebene, titular Bishop of Hippo and auxiliary of
Utrecht, on 17 Oct., 1387. At the same time the six
brethren took their vows. The real founder of the
greatness of Windesheim was Johann Vos, the second
prior (1391-1424), under whom the number of re-
ligious was greatly increased and many foundations
were made. The first of the.se were Marienborn
near Arnheim and Niewlicht near Hoorn (1392).
These two houses with Eymsteyn and the mother-
house were the first members of the congregation or
chapter [capitulum) as it was then called. It was
approved and received certain privileges from
Boniface IX in 1395. The constitutions added to
the Rule of St. Augustine were approved by Martin
V at the Council of Constance. An annual general
chapter was held at Windesheim "after the fashion
of the brethren of the Carthusian Order", at which
all the priors proffered their resignation. The
prior of Windesheim was the superior prior, or head
of the congregation, with considerable powers. After
1573 a prior-general was elected from among the
priors of the monasteries. The choir Office at first

followed in general the Ordinarium of I'trecht (for

the reform of the Windesheim liturgical books by
Radulfus de Rivo, Dean of Tongres, see Mohlberg,
op. cit. infra). The Windesheim Breviary was printed
at Louvain in 1546.
The life of the canons was strict, but not over-

severe; we are told that a postulant was asked if he
could slecj) well, eat well, and obej- well, "since these
three points are the foundation of stability in the
monastic life". The constitutions exhibit in many
points the influence of the Carthusian statutes.

The canons wore a black hood and scapular, with
a white tunic and rochet; the lay brothers were
dressed in gray.

By 1407 the congregation numbered twelve monas-
teries. In 1413 it was joined by the seven Brabant
houses of the Groenendael Congregation, of which
the famous mystic Ruysbroek had been a member,
and in 1430 by the twelve houses of the Congregation
of Neuss in the Archdiocese of Cologne. When
the Windesheim Congregation reached the height
of its prosperity towards the end of the fifteenth

century, it numbered eighty-six houses of canons,
and sixteen of nuns, mostly situated in what is now
the Kingdom of Holland, and in the ecclesiastical

Province of Cologne. Those which survived the
Reformation (they still numbered 32 in 1728)
were suppressed at the end of the eighteenth or
beginning of the nineteenth century. Uden in

Holland is the only survivor at the present day (Heim-
bucher, 11, 43). The destruction of Windesheim
itself began in 1572, when the altars in the church
were destroyed by thepeoj)leof Zwolle; the suppression
came in 1.581. There are now practically no remains
of the buildings. The last prior of Windesheim,
Marcellus Lentius (d. 1603), never obtained possession
of his monastery.
The Windesheimers numbered many writers,

besides copyists and illuminators. Their most
famous author was Thomas a Kempis. Besides
ascetical works, they also produced a number of

chronicles, of which we may mention the "Chronicle
of Windesheim " by Johann Busch. An emendation
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of the Vulgate text and of the text of various Fathers
was also undertaken. Gabriel Bicl, "the last

German scholastic", was a member of the congrega-

tion. A number of books were translated into Ger-
man, and, besides the regular monastic library, a
Ubrary of German works wa.s established in each

house for lending to the people. The chief historical

importance of the Windesheim Canons lies in their

reforming work. This was not confined to the re-

form of monasteries, but was extended to the secular

clergy and the laity, whom they especially sought to

bring to gi-eater devotion towards the Blessed

Sacrament and more frequent communion. The
chief of the Windesheim monastic reformers was
Johann Busch (b. 1399; d. 1480). This remarkable
man was clothed at Windesheim in 1419. At the

chapter of 1424 Prior Johann Vos, who knew his own
end was near, especially entrusted Busch and Her-
mann Xanten with the carrying out of his work of

reform (Chron. Wind., 51). Grube gives a listof

forty-three monasteries (twenty-seven Augustinian,

eight Benedictine, five Cistercian, and three Pre-

monstratensian), in whose reform Busch had a
share; perhaps his greatest conquest was the winning
to the side of reform of Johann Hagen, for thirty

years (1439-69) Abbot of Bursfeld and the initiator of

the Benedictine Congregation known as the Union
of Bursfeld. In 1451 Busch was entrusted by his

friend Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa, legate of Nicholas

V, with the reform of the North German monasteries,

and with such labours he was busied till shortly be-

fore his death.
Similar work on a smaller scale was carried out

by other Windesheimers. Some Protestant WTiters

have claimed the Windesheim reformers as fore-

runners of the Protestant Reformation. This is a
misapprehension of the whole spirit of the canons of

Windesheim; their object was the reform of morals,

not the overthrow of dogma. The conduct of the
communities of Windesheim and Mount St. Agnes,
who preferred exile to the non-observance of an
interdict published by Martin V, exemphfies their

spirit of obedience to the Holy See.

Busch, Chronicon Windesemense and Liber de refannatione

manasteriorum, ed. Grube in Geschichisquellen der Provim Sack-
sen, XIX (Halle, 1886); Onbekende Kronijk van het Kloosler ie

Windesheim, ed. Becker in Bijdragen en Mededeelingen van het

Historiach Genootschap. (Utrecht); Thomas a Kempis, Chronicle

of the Canons Regular of Mount St. Agnes, tr. Pott (London,
1906) : Thomas a Kempis, Founders of the New Devotion,

_
tr.

Pott (London, 1905); Regula B. Augustini cum constitutionibus

Canonicorum regularium capituli Windesemensis (Utrecht, 1553);

Regula et Constitutiones . . . Congregationis Windesemensis
(Louvain, 1639); Acquoy, Klooster te Windesheim (Utrecht,

1880); Grube. Johannes Busch (Freiburg im Br., 1881); Cruise.
Thomas i Kempis, pt. II (London. 1887) ; Scully, Life of the Ven.

Thomas a Kempis (London. 1901) ; Kettlewell, Brothers of the

Common Life (2 vob., London, 1882); Heimbucher, Orden u.

Kongregalionen, II (Paderborn, 1907), 38; Mohlberg, Rudulph
de Rim (Louvain, 1911).

Ratmund Webster.

Winding Sheet of Christ, Feast op the Holy.
In 1206 one of the (supposed) Winding Sheets used

at the burial of Christ was brought to Besancon by
Otto de La Roche, and the feast of its arrival (Sus-

cepHo) was ordered to be kept on 11 July. At pres-

ent it is a double of the first class in the cathedral,

and of the second class in the diocese. The Office

is very beautiful. Another feast originated about
1495 at Chamb^ry, in Savoy, to honour the so-called

sudarin of Christ which came there in 1432 from Lirey

in Burgundy, and which since 1578 is venerated in

the royal chiipel of the cathedral of Turin. This
feast is celebrated on 4 May, the day after the In-

vention of the Cross, and was approved in 15(M) by
Julius II; it is now kept in Savoy, Piedmont, and
Sardinia as the patronal feast of the royal House of

Savoy (4 May, double of the first chiss, with octave).

A third feasti the Fourth Sunday in Lent (transhition

to a new shrine in 1092), was during the Middle Ages

kept at Compiegne in France, in honour of a winding
sheet broiight there from Aachen in 877. The feast

which since 1831 is contained in the appendix of the

Breviary, on the Friday after the Second Sunday in

Lent, is independent of any particular relic, but be-

fore 1831 it was rarely found in the diocesan calendars.

It has not yet found its way into the Baltimore Ordo.
The office is taken from the Proprium of Turin.

NiLLES, Kalendarium Manuals (Innsbruck. 1897); RoHAULT DE
Fleuby. Instruments de la Passion (Paris, 1870) ; Chevalier, Le
Saint-Suaire de Turin in Analecta BoUandiana (1900).

F. G. HOLWECK.

Windischmann, Fribdeich Heinrich Hugo,
orientalist and exegete, b. at AschafTenburg, 13
December, 1811; d. at Munich, 23 August, 1861. He
was a son of the philosopher Karl Joseph Windisch-
mann; studied philosophy, classical philolog>', and
Sanskrit at Bonn, theolog>' at Bonn and Munich, and
Armenian with the Meehitarists at Venice. After

receiving the doctorate in theology at Munich, 2
Jan., 1,836, he was ordained priest on 13 March
following; seven months later he became vicar of the

cathedral and secretary of Archbishop Gebsattel of

Munich. In 1838 he was professor-extraordinary of

canon law and New-Test anient exegesis at Freising,

but resigned when appointed canon of the cathedral

in 1839. In 1842 he was chosen a member of the

Royal Bavarian Academy of Sciences and in 1846
became Vicar-General of Munich. He accompanied
Archbishop Reisach to the episcopal conference at

Wiirzburg in 1848, and was with him in Rome, when
the dogma of the Immaculate Conception was defined

in 1854. When Reisach was created cardinal and
took up his residence in Rome, Windischmann became
a simple canon on 27 .'Vugustj 1856. His fearless

defence of the papal and ecclesiastical rights against

the frequent encroachments of the State often brought
him in conflict with the civil autliorities. He was a
prudent director of souls and in much demand as a
confessor. He was one of the greatest orientalists of

his time, being especially versed in the Armenian
and Old Persian languages, and in the various Sans-
krit dialects. Among his works the following are note-

worthy: "Sancara sive de theologumenis Vedanti-
corum" (Bonn, 1839); " Ueber den Somacultus der
Arier" in "Abhandlungen der mimchener Akademie"
(1846); "Ursagen der arischen Volker" (ib., 1853);

"Die persische Anahita oder Ana'itis" (ib., 1856);

"Mithra" in "Abhandlungen ftir die Kundedes Mor-
genlandes" (18.57); and a posthumous work "Zoroast-
rische Studien" (Munich, 1863). " Vindicioe petrinte"

(Ratisbon, 1863), a defence of the Epistles of St.

Peter and his coming to Rome, directed against Baur
and his school; and "Erklitrung des Briefes an
die Galater" (Mainz, 1843), an excellent explanation
of St. Paul's to the G.alatians.

Strodl, Friedrich H. H. Windischmann (Munich. 1862); Sio-
hart, Dr. Fr. TFi/irfiscATminn (Augsburg, 1861): NfevE, Fr, Wind-
ischmann et la haute philologie en AUemagne (Paris, 1863).

Michael Ott.

Windischmann, Karl Joseph Hierontmus, phi-

losopher, b. at Mainz, 25 August, 1775; d. at Bonn,
23 April, 1839. He attended the gymnasium at

Mainz, and in 1772 took the course in philosophy at

the university there. He continued tliis course at

Wiirzburg, where he also studied the natural sciences

and medicine until 1796. After a year at Vienna he
settled in 1797 as a practising physician at Mainz,
where he also gave medical lectures. In 1801 the

Elector of Mainz, Friedrich Karl Jose])li, summoned
him to AschafTenburg as court physici.an. In 1803
Windischmann became professor of philosophy and
hi.story at the institute for philosophy and theologj'

at Aschaffenburg, and in 1818 was appointed jiro-

fessor of philosophy and medicine at the University
of Bonn. He took an active part against Herniesian-

ism in the Univorsitv of Bonn, and when the investi-
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gation of Hermcsianism began at Rome he was one
of the German scholars directed to draw up opinions.

The first part of his report w;is sent to Rome in June,
1834, the second part in March, 1835; the Herme-
sians consequently attributed to Windischmann a
large share in the condemnation of their views.

In his earlier years Windischmann's pliilosophy, as

shown in his work, "Ideen zur Physik" (I, Wiirzburg
and Bamberg, 1805), was a pantheistic mysticism
entirely under the influence of Schelling's philosophy
of nature. He beheved, however, that he could unite

it with Christianity. But gradually he worked his

way into a positive Christian philosophy. In his

chief work, "Die Philosophic im Fortgang der Welt-
geschichte",he planned to present the history of philos-

ophy in connexion with a positive Christian philoso-

phy of history, although this latter, it must be said,

was influenced by Hegel. But the work was not
finished; its four volumes (Borm, 1827-34) only
treated China and Japan. Among his other writings

are: "Untersuchungen iiber Astrologie, Alchimie und
Magie" (Frankfort, 1813); "Uebcr Etw;is, das der
Heilkunft Noth thut" (Leipzig, 1824), in which he
opposed the materialistic tendency in medical science,

and sovight to combine the science with Christian
philosophy; "Das Gerieht des Herrn iiber Europa.
Blicke in Vergangenheit, Gegenwart und Zukunft"
(Frankfort, 1814); "Ueber den Begriff der christl.

Philosophie" (Bonn, 1823). He wrote supplemen-
tary treatises for Leiber's translation ("Abendstunden
zu St. Petersburg", Frankfort, 1824) of De Maistre.
His last work was the editing of Friedrich von
Schlegel's " Philosophische Vorlesungen" (Bonn,
1836-37).
Windischmann's biography was written by his son Friedrich

Windischmann, Aus dem Leben eines Kalholiken in Histor. polit.

Blnuer, V (1840). 257-269, 343-365; Lauchert in Allyemeine
Deutsche Biographic, XL, 420-422; Werner, Gesch. der kathol.
Theologic (Munich, 1866). 413-14. 436-40.

Friedrich Ladchert.

Window, Rose.—A circular window, with mullions
and tr;iceries generally radiating from the centre, and
filled with stained glasses. The term is suggested by

the fancied resem-
blance of the win-
dow with its tra-

ceries to the rose

and its petals. The
rose window is one
of the most beau-
tiful and character-
istic features of

medieval architec-

ture, especially of
the French Gothic,
in which it achieved
its most perfect de-
velopment. Its

origin is to be
found in the Ro-
man oculus. Dur-
ing the Roman-

esque period the oculus became a window, and
from about the middle of the twelfth century
its dimensions began to increase with the de-

velopment of Gothic architecture. By the middle of

the thirteenth century it had attained the greatest

possible size—the entire width of the nave. Its

splendour continued in France until the misfortunes
of the Later fourteenth and fifteenth centuries pre-

vented the con.struction of large churches. The most
beautiful examples of rose windows are to be found
in the He de France and the adjoining provinces,
Picardy and Champagne. The earliest important
examples are the we.st rose of t he (Cathedral of .Mantes
(c. 1200); the we.st rose of Notre Dame of Paris

(c. 1220), the most beautiful of all, and those of Laon

and Chartres. In all these cases the rose was put
under a circular arch. The next important step was
to put it under a pointed arch, as was done in the
beautiful rose windows of the Cathedral of Reims,
(1230), as well in the transepts as in the later roses of
the facade. Thereupon the rose was inscribed in
square, with pierced spandrils as in the transepts of
Notre Dame of Paris (1257). The last step was to
place the rose in a tier of lower windows, in which
case it became the centre of a vast window compo-
sition, covering the whole end of the transepts, as in
Rouen Cathedral.

In England the use of the rose window was usually
confined to the transepts, although roses of great span
were constructed in Byland Abbey and in the east
front of Old St. Paul's, London. In Germany it was
more frequently used as well in the Romanesque as
in the Gothic period; a fine example is in the fagade of
the Cathedral of Strassburg. In Italy it was particu-
larly used by the Lombard architects, as in San Zeno,
Verona, and in the Cathedral of Modena, and in the
Tuscan Gothic churches like the Cathedrals of Siena
and Orvieto. These roses were always filled with
stained glasses of great beauty, adding not a little

to the picturesque effect of the interior of the cathe-
dral.
ViOLLET-LE-Doc, Dict. raisonni d'architecture francaise, VIII,

8. v., Rose.

G. Kriehn.

Windows in Church Architecture.—From the
beginning Christian churches, in contrast to the ancient
temples, were intended to be places for the assem-
bling of the faithful. The temperament of the people
of the East and of the South where Christian houses
of worship first appeared, required the admission of

much light by large openings in the walls, that is,

by windows. As a matter of fact the early Christian
basilicas were richly provided with large windows,
placed partly in the central nave, that was raised
for this puri)0se, partly in the side aisles and fagade.
In \\'estern Europe, or rather in the countries under
Roman influence, the places where the windows
existed on the side aisles can no longer be identified

with absolute certainty, owing to the chapels and
additions that were later frequently built. In the
East, however, where it was customary to select

isolated sites for church buildings large windows
were the rule. The place of the window was deter-
mined by the architectural membering of the basil-

ica, the distance between two columns generally
indicating the position of a window. However,
there were endless exceptions to this rule in the East;
thus at Bakusa in Syria the windows are close together
as well as over the columns; at Kalat-Seman each
intercolumnar space contained two windows. In
general two or three windows united in a group, as
was later the rule in Roman architecture, were even
then of frequent occurrence in the early Christian
architecture of Asia Minor. The form of the window
is nearly everywhere the same; a rectangle that usu-
ally has a rounded top, and but seldom a straight

lintel. When the latter is used it is generally balanced
by a seniicirculararch of wedge-shaped stones. Orna-
mentation of the windows was hardly po.s,sible in

the basilicas of Western Eurojjc, which were generally
built of brick, while the Syrian stone churches, and
as an exception.al ca.se those of the school of Spoleto,

displajed rich contours and ribbon-like ornamenta-
tion. Of that troublous period which extended to

the time of Charlemagne and later until the begin-
ning of Romanesque art, few monuments remain
that give a clear conception of the window architec-

ture then in vogue. According to Haupt's researches,

the windows of the earliest Germanic churches had
a round arch above, which was generally a hollowed
stone. Towards the bottom these windows, strange
to say, were frequently somewhat broader than above.
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It was not unusual in Spain, England, and France to

finish the window-casement with a horseshoe arch,

the upper part being formed by two stone shafts set

obliquely, that is, like ribs of an arch. An example of

this method is found at Deerhurst in England. The
windows of this period are frequently very different

on the inner and outer sides, the richer ornamfenta-

tion being found on the inner side, as at Saint-Ger-

main-des-Pres in France where there are engaged
columns and ornamented archivolts.

Up to the twelfth century the windows of the

Romanesque churches had small openings for light,

a sloping intrados, and an incUned sill. Originally

without decoration, they later received a framework,
that is, they were surrounded by a border of slender

shafts as by a frame. In the further development
these round shafts received small bases and capitals,

the intrados was divided into rectangular intervals

in which small columns were set. Gothic art adopted
this framework, merely changing the round arch into

a pointed one, and later replacing the rectangular

intervals of the intrados by flutings. As the style

grew the small capitals of the round shafts were
abandoned and later the shafts themselves, by which
the style returned to the simple framework. The
late Gothic ceased to use even the framework and
employed the sloping intrados alone, without further

ornament. Naturally there were innumerable excep-

tions to the development sketched here only in its

general features. In Romanesque art the sills had
originally only a slight inclination. This gradually

became greater until it became more than a right

angle. Characteristic of the Romanesque style is the

grouping together of two to four windows, the so-

called clustered window. Above the window the

flat surface of the arch remained without ornamenta-
tion or was pierced by small round windows. Roman-
esque art used, in addition to windows enclosed by
the round arch, others surrounded by the trefoil or

fan-arch, and even openings for light entirely Baroque
in design with arbitrarily curved arches. In the

Gothic period the windows were longer and broader,

in a number of cathedrals they almost replace the

walls. Although the clustered window with three

openings did not entirely disappear, yet it was more
customary to use two narrow windows combined by a

common shaft and a common pointed arch above
them. The shafts grew constantly more slender and
a circular arch was introduced under the pointed

arch. This led in the course of time to the appearance

of tracery which was so largely used in window orna-

mentation in the Gothic period tliat it became almost

the most important consideration in the construction

of windows. Tracery is formed by setting together

separate parts of a circle called foils; their points of

contact are named cusps. By means of tracery the

pointed arches of the windows were constantly filled

with new forms and devices, simple in the early

Gothic, artificial and confused tlie more the style

developed, until finally in the late Gothic or Flam-
boyant style the wavy tracery was used which no
longer consisted of circles and segments of circles but

assumed forms comparable to flames, a style particu-

larly in vogue in England and France. Towards the

end" of the Gothic period greater sobriety of form

came into use and tracery l^egan to decline. The
elaboration undergone by the tracery was also shared

by the shafts of the window.s and the intrados. Un-
divided at first they gradually received richer con-

tours and were separated into main and subordinate

pillars. The earliest tracery of which the date is

known is that still existing in the choir chapels of the

cathedral at Reims (1211).

The Renaissnnce returned to the round-arched

clustered windows of the Romanesque .styl(-, particu-

larly in brick buildings. Still light ojienings with

slender connexions between them and enclosed in rec-

tangular frames are to be found in houses built of

stone, particularly in the late Renaissance. They
generally received as ornament, in imitation of an-
tiquity, a frame of broad profile, which at the height
of the Renaissance was generally surrounded by two
supports, pilasters, or columns, and the entablatm'e
rested upon these. Framing of this kind has many
forms, but the following are the most noticeable
styles: (1) The opening for light is enclosed by a
frame running parallel to it which has the profile of an
architrave and generally has a horizontal cornice as a
finish at the top (simple framework); (2) instead of

the simple framework supports, pillars, pilasters,

or columns, are arranged on the perpendicular sides,

which carry above them a straight entablature, a
gable-cornice, or an archivolt (truss-frame); (3) the
most frequent and most artistic form is the combina-
tion of the simple frame and the truss-frame, from
which spring the most varied combinations, as some-
times the simple frame encloses a truss-frame, or the
reverse, or sometimes two truss-frames are combined
with each other (combined frame); (4) abandoning
frames and supports the openings for light are sur-

rounded only by quarry-faced ashlar. In costly

buildings the windows had an ornamental finish be-
low, either a breast-moulding resting on consoles, or a
panel surrounded by a frame or carried bj- supports.
The Baroque style added to the round-arched and

rectangular light-openings those in the shape of a
basket handle-arch and even of an oval shape, and
sought to enrich them by drawing in the corners and
by curving the sides in and out. This led to the ap-
pearance of a great variety of lines the number and
lack of repose of which is characteristic of the Ba-
roque. The framing which the Renaissance had
given the windows remained customary during the
Baroque period, but in agreement with the entire

development of the style they were augmented,
were more artificial, and had less repose. The most
frequently used was the flat or profiled framing, in

which the coi^nice no longer ran parallel to the light-

opening, but assumed an independent arbitrary form;
at times the frame was interrupted by quarrj'-faced

ashlar. The support-framing was seldom used, the
combined framing was changed so that the frames
were no longer laid one by the other, but one over the
other, only a small part of the under one being visible

on the two sides. The part of the frame above the

window received a rich development ; it was generally

either a horizontal cornice or a gable cornice; where
the windows were arched it also followed the curved
Une, with the result of an unhmited variety of artistic

forms. Classicism first abandoned the combination
of tlie two framings, it next gave up the truss-frame,

so that finally nothing remained of the former variety

but the simple unadorned frame with or without a top

piece. As regards the Louis XVI and Empire styles

the simplifying of the frame was retained and orna-

mentation was limited almost exclusively to the top-

piece, which was supported by consoles and adorned
with garlands of fruit and other ornaments in imita-

tion of the antique.
Besides works on architecture cf. especially: H.vttpt, Die dlteste

Kunsl, insbesonilere die Baukunat dcr Germanen (Leipzig, 1909);
Genewein, Von Ramanischen bis zum Empire (Leipzig, 1905-11).

Bed.\ Kleinschmidt.

Windsor, a town of great antiquity, on the

Thames, in Berkshire, England; quaintly rendered

Ventus Morbidus in some medieval documents, the

name being really from the Saxon Wimlcls-or, "wind-
ing shore". The manor was granted by Edward the

Confessor to the Abbey of Westminster, and the town
became a free borough under Edward I. The popu-
lation is about 14,000. The chief inten-st of Windsor
lies in the ca.stle, one of the most famous royal resi-

dences in the world. There was a palace and strong-

hold here in the time of the Saxon Heptarchy, and the
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grral mound on which stands the Round Tower (itself

rebuilt by Edward III) is of this date. The castle,

which was extensively added to by Henry III, has
been for centuries the favourite residence of English
kings, many of whom, including Edward III and
Henry VI, were born there. A chapel e>dsted in the
castle from early times; but the present sumptuous
Chapel of St. George, considered the finest example of

perpendicular architecture in England, was built by
Edward IV, who was buried in it, as were several of

hi.s successors. St. Edward's (now the Albert Memo-
rial) Chapel was the burial place of Cardinal Wolsey,
who constructed a magnificent tomb for himself.

This chapel was used for Cathohc worship in the reign

of James II, who received the papal nuncio there in

1687. Under George IV nearly a miUion sterhng was
spent on altering and practically rebuilding the castle,

according to the plans of Wj-atville. \Iany royal
marriages have taken place

during the last centurj' in

St. George's Chapel, which
is a richly-endowed royal

peculiar, served by a dean,

a college of canons and
minor clerics, and a staff of

highly - trained choristers.

The chapel is the head-
quarters of the Knights of

the Garter (estabUshed by
Edward III), for whom a
special prayer is said at

every service held within
its walls.
TiGHE AND Davis. AtituiIs of

Windsor (I^ndon, 1864); Dixon,
Royal Windsor (London, 1880)

;

LoFTlE. Windsor Castle (I>oadon,
1887) : Woodward. Windsor Caslle

(London. 1875); Harhington. .S^

George's Chapel, Windsor (London.
1872). illu.straicd.

D. O. Hunter-Bl.^ir.

Windthorst, Lidwig, b.

nearOsnabriick. 17 Januarv,
1812; d. 14 March, 1S<.)"1.

He came from a family of

lawyers of Lower Saxony.
As a pupil at the gymna-
sium he was industrious,

shrewd and cautious, quiet,

not carried away by the tendencies of the time,

and these qualities he retained throughout life. He
studied at Gottingen and Heidelberg, and in 1836
established himself as a lawyer at Osnabriick
and soon married. There his professional ability and
his attitude in religion won him the confidence of the

Catholic clergy. In 1842, at their instance, the

sovereign, the King of Hanover, appointed him presi-

dent of the Catholic state board of Hanover for

churches and schools. In this office Windthorst
gained a knowledge of the great difficulties existing

in Germany between nearly all the governments and
their Cathohc subjects. By the enactment of the
Imperial Delegates of 1803, the great majority of

German Catholics, who until then had generally

enjoyed spiritual autonomy, were made subjects of

Protestant states. The Catholics had httle mtere.st

in the ruler.s thus forced upon them; the govprnments
were not accustomed to a policy compatible with the
rights and freedom of the Cathohc Church. Thor-
ough knowledge of the subject and tactful caution

were neces.sary before a reconciliation could be brought
about. Owing to the efforts of Windthorst, such an
adjustment wa.s made in Hanover, while the tenhion

in several other Germ.an states grew continually

greater, and finally led to the Kulturkam[>f. Wind-
thorst's official experience esperi.ally impressed upon
him the great importance to the future of Catholicism

LcDWIG w
Portrait by Von

in Germany of a legal adjustment of the relations
between the Church and the state schools.

In 1848, when the Revolution in Germany led to
the restoration of the Hanoverian Constitution, which
the king had annulled in 1837, Windthorst was elected
a member of the Diet. This brought him into the
career for which he had the most talent, and supphed
him with the interests which thenceforward were
most completely to occupy him. He at once devel-
oped great skill in the debate and a decided talent for
bringing others into organizat ion under his own leader-
ship. He devoted himself to solving two problems
which at that era were of the most importance for all

German statesmen: (1) After getting rid of alxsolu-
tism and bureaucracy, how, and how far, were the
people to share in legislation and administration?
(2) How could a national confederation be founded in

which the unity of the German nation might attain
jiolitically powerful expres-
sion? In his efforts to solve
the former question Windt-
linr.st held in general with
tlie moderate Liberals; to
liring about a national con-
federation he joined the
( Ireat German Party (see

(iERMANY), without, how-
ever, disputing the claim
that the lead in economic
and commercial policj' as
well as some other preroga-
tives .should be conceded to
Prussia. He soon attained
such importance in the Han-
overian Diet that in the
spring of LS.^l he was elected
president of the chamber

—

an honour that had fallen to
no other Catholic of Han-
over—and in November,
1 X.5 1 , was appoint ed minist er
of justice. He was minister
only for a short period, as
he did not consider the
king's poUcy strictly consti-
tutional. At the close of

1853 he returned to parlia-
mentary life. In 1862 the
king again summoned him

to the ministry, where he remained until 1865.
Up to this period Windthorst's activities and repu-

tation had been limited to Hanover. In 1866 Han-
over became a Prussian province, and in 1867 the
North (iernian Confederation was founded. This
gave Windthorst the opportunity to acquire not only
national, but also international fame. From 1867
he was a member both of the Reichstag and of the
Prussian Landtag. By 1874 he had gained for him-
self in both of these bodies a very prominent position.
He was at first a member of no party, but when, in

1868, deputies from Southern Germany appeared for
the first time in the Reichstag, for the discussion of
economic questions, Windthorst collected those
deputies who did not hold with the National Liberals
and combined them so skilfully with the particularist
Hanoverians, Prussians, and Saxons that the combi-
nation was unexpectedly able to defeat a National
Liberal bill designed to secure the intervention of the
South-German deputies in all national affairs. This
majority w.as a prelude to the organization of the
Centre Party under Windthorst's guidance. Windt-
horst did not found that party, neitlier did he as-sume
its leadership at once. For although the Centre was
formed as a purely political party with a definite con-
stitutional, social, and ecclesiastico-pohtical pro-
gramme, still it should be taken into consideration
that, at the close of 1870, it was largely made up of
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Catholics. Windthorst, from the beginning of hia

career, had performed the greatest services for the
Catholic cause in Hanover, and had alwaj's been a
loyal CathoUc, but, as a leader, he had not the repu-
tation of MalUnckrodt and Reichensperger, because
he had never taken an active part in the ecclesiastical

and ecclesiastico-political movement among German
Catholics. Now, however, he began to take part
regularly in Catholic Congresses, where he soon
became the orator for the final address, which he made
famous. The outbreak of the Kulturkampf in Prus-
sia gave him a splendid opportunity to show himself

the champion of the Church in ParKament.
When MalUnckrodt died in 1874, Windthorst was

proclaimed leader both of the Centre Party and of the
German Catholics. In another direction, too, the
years 1867-74 were decisive for him. As early as the
fifties Bismarck and he were not in accord politically.

The division between the two men was continually
deepened by the course of events: in 1866 Bismarck
excluded Austria from Germany and annexed Han-
over; in 1868 he made an agreement with Windthorst
concerning the restitution of the King of Hanover's
private fortune, a contract which, however, Bismarck
refused to carry out. In 1867 Windthorst had in-

directly opposed Bismarck in the ZoUparlament, by
forming a majority against the National Liberals.

Bismarck's anger readied its height when Windthorst
joined the Centre Party. Bismarck said that this

party would maintain itself independently of him and
would incessantly push their constitutional demands.
The chancellor could not tolerate any rival to his own
importance, neither was he really a friend of parUa-
mentary government. He attacked the Church all

the more violently, therefore, in the Kulturkampf,
because it was defended by a strong and independent
popular party (see Kultttrkampf). On the other
hand, Windthorst acted in harmony with his political

past when he sought to make it plain that he opposed
the Kulturkampf measures not merely as an infringe-

ment of the rights of the Church, but also as inconsis-

tent with Prussian constitutional rights in particular

and the political convictions of the age in general.

As the leader of the Centre, and in full agreement with
it, he interested himself for all the rights and liberties

of the German people, whenever these liberties were
disregarded by the Government or the Police, or were
limited by legislation; his efforts, on the contrary,

were rather for their enlargement . He was not afraid

to let his party wear out Bismarck with constant
opposition, so that the chancellor might the sooner
be ready to abandon the Kulturkampf.
At the same time Windthorst was on the alert to

secure a position for his party which should offer

better prospects than that into which it had been
forced from the beginning. For in ecclesiastico-

political questions the Centre was then condemned
to occupy the position of an isolated minority, because
of the peculiarly obstinate sectarian antipathy to

Catholics in Germany. The masses showed very
little direct interest in the second article of the Cen-
trist programme—the defence of the federal character
of the empire, which was threatened by the Liberals.

No matter what the Centre might do to prove its

soundness in constitutional questions, the Liberals
Btill remained, for the nia.ss of the people, the parly
which had first begun the struggle against absohitisni.

As new political undertakings, tliere now offered them-
selves the increasing free-trade tendency of tlie nation
and the need of a comjjrehensive labour policy.

Sooner than the leaders of the other parties Wind-
thorst comprehended that these problems were quickly
assuming an absorbing interest for tlie German
people, and by the end of 1876 he occupied himself
zealously with theni. The victory was his. In 1879
thi^ Centre turned the scale for the introduction of a
protective tariff, and formed the controlling sjiirit of

the parties by the aid of which the government waa
able, after 1880, to pass the workingmen's insurance
laws, and later the laws for the protection of working-
men. From a minority continually in opposition it

became an active, influential part of the majority.
The pohtical character of the Centre Party received
its final cast in its economic and socio-poUtical labours.

Windthorst repeatedly maintained this character
of the party against the misconception formed of it

by the papal Curia—a misconception due to incorrect

knowledge of the facts, and which saw in the Centre a
Catholic party somewhat like that in Belgium. Nor
did poUtics prevent the Centre from repeatedly giving
its attention to the interests of the Church. It was
the influence which it attained during the eighties in

the entire political Ufe of Germany, in addition to
reasons of foreign pohcy, that obliged Bismarck to

abandon the Kulturkampf. Windthorst felt keenly
chagrined that he was not able at the same time to
secure the passage of laws setthng the share of the
Church in the Prussian common schools. The strug-

gle over the Christian spirit in the schools had to be
left to the future.

As recompense for all this he had the satisfaction

that his party grew constantly more willing to accept
his political views and methods. In order to make
certain that the voters were trained in the spirit in

which the Centre acted politically, he effected, in the
autumn of 1890, the founding of the "Peoples Union
for Cathohc Germany", as a school for Cathohc men
with many hundreds of thousands of pupils to train

them, apologetically, socially, economically, and
pohtically. The spirit of Windthors* still lives in

the Centre party and in the Peoples Union. His
beautiful memorial is the Churcli of the Blessed Virgin
at Hanover, where he is buried, and for the construc-
tion of which he generously gave the money presented
to him for personal use by the Catholics of Germany.

Hr-sGEN, Liidwig Windthorst; SPAHN, Wiiulihorst in Hochland,
V (1907-08); Finke. Aug Windthorsls jungeren Jahren in Hoch-
land, VIII (1910-11): FuLF. Alts Windlhorsts Korrespondenz in
Slimmen aus Maria-Laach (1912).

M.4KTIN Sp.IHN.

Winefride, Saint, b. at Holywell, Wales, about
600; d. at Gwytherin, Wales, .3 Nov., 660. Her father
was Thevit, a Cambrian magnate, tlie possessor of

three manors in what is now Flintshire; her mother
Wenlo, a sister of St. Beuno and a member of a
family closely connected with the kings of South
Wales. St. Beuno had led at first a solitary life, but
afterwards established a community of cenobites at
Clynog-vawr. While in search of a suitable place for

a monastery he came to visit his sister's husband,
whose lands lay on a bluff overlooking the town of
Holywell on the valley side of the well, and over
against the present ruins of tlie .\bbey of Basingstoke;
tradition points this out as the spot on which the con-
vent of St. Winefride waa afterwards built. From
this eminence there is a stee]) incline down to tlie

stream and the well. In the hollow, then called the
"Dry Hollow", beneath this incline St. Beuno lived

and built a chapel in which he said Mass and preaclied
to the people. Winefride w;is then one of his most
attentive listeners. Though only fifteen years old she
gave herself to a life of de\"otion and austerity, pass-
ing whole nights watching in the church. Prior to
tlie conquest of \\'ales the saint was known as Guen-
evra; after that her name was changed to the Engli.sh

form Winefride. She wius a maiden of great personal
charm and endowed with rare gifts of intellect. Un-
der tlie guidance of St. Beuno, Winefride made rapid
progress in virtue and learning and witli her parents'
consent prepared to consecrate herself to God.
The fame of her beauty and accomplishments had

reached the ears of Caradoc, s(m of the neighbouring
Prince .\len, who resolved to seek herh.andin marriage.
Coming in person to press his suit he entered the
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house of Tlievit, ami found VVinefride alone, her
parents having gone early to Mass. The knowledge
that Winefride had resolved to quit the world and
consecrate herself to God seemed only to add fuel to

his passion, and he pleaded his cause with extraor-

dinary vehemence, even proceeding to threats as he
saw her turn indignantly away. At length, terrified

at his words and alarmed for her innocence, the
maiden escaped from the house, and hurried towards
the church, where her parents were hearing IVhiss,

that was being celebrated by her uncle, St. Beuno.
Maddened by a disappointed passion, Caradoc pur-

sued her and, overtaking her on the slope above the
site of the jjrcsent well, he drew his sword and at one
blow severetl her head from the body. The head
rolled down the incline and, where it rested, there

gushed forth a spring. St. Beuno, hearing of the
tragedy, left the altar, and accompanied by the parents
came to the spot where the head lay beside the spring.

Taking up the maiden's head he carried it to where
the body lay, covered both with his cloak, and then
re-entered the church to finish the Holy Sacrifice.

When Mass was ended he knelt beside the saint's

body, offered up a ferv'ent prayer to God, and ordered
the cloak which covered it to be removed. There-
upon Winefride, as if awakening from a deep slumber,
rose up with no sign of the severance of the head
except a thin white circle round her neck. Seeing

the murderer leaning on his sword with an insolent

and defiant air, St. Beuno in\'oked the ch.istisement

of heaven, and Caradoc fell dead on the spot, the pop-
ular belief being that the ground opened and swallowed
him.

Miraculously restored to life, Winefride seems to

have li\od in almost perpetual ecstasy and to have
had familiar converse with God. In fulfilment of her
promise, she solemnly vowed virginity and poverty as

a recluse. A convent was built on her father's land,

where she became the abbess of a community of

young maidens, and a chapel was erected over the
well. St. Beuno left Holywell, and returned to Ca;r-

narvon. Before he left the tradition is that he seated
himself upon the stone, which now stands in the outer
well pool, and there promised in the name of God
" that whosoever on that spot should thrice .ask for a
benefit from God in the name of St. Winefride would
obtain the gr.ace he asked if it w;is for the good of his

soul". St. Winefride on her part made agreement
with St. Beuno that so long as she remained at Holy-
well, and until she heard of his death, she would
yearly send him a memorial of her affection for him.
After eight years spent at Holywell (reckoning from
the departure of St. Beuno), St. Winefride, hearing of

his death, received an inspiration to leave the convent
and retire inland. There w.as reason to fear that
Hol^Tvell would soon be no longer safe from the Saxon.
The Kingdom of Northumbria was pre.ssing upon the
borders of North Wales; .\nglesea and Chester were
already in the hands of the Saxon. It was time for

the British recluses to seek the .safety of the moun-
tains; accordingly St. Winefride went upon her
pilgrimage to seek for a place of rest. Ultimately
she arrived at Gw\»therin near the sotirce of the
River Elwy. This is still a most retired spot, where
Welsh alone is spoken.
Some ten miles further across the vale of the Con-

way rises the double peak of Snowdon. St. Wine-
fride was welcomed at Gwvtherin by St. Elwy (Eler-
iuBi, who gives his name to the River Elwy, and by
whom the first life of the saint was written. She
brought her companion religious with her, and found
there other nuns governed by an abbess. She seems
to h.ave lived at Owytherin as an acknowledged saint
on earth, first in humble obedience to the abbess, and,
after the latter's death, .as .abbess herself until her
own death. Her chief fejist is observed on '.i Nov.,
the other feast held in midsummer being that of her

XV.—42

martyrdom. Her death was foreshown to her in a
vision by Christ Himself.

During her life she performed many miracles, and
after her death, up to the present day, countless won-
ders and favours continue to be worked and ob-
tained through her intercession.

The details of St. Winefride's hfe are gathered from
a MS. in the British Museum, said to have been the
work of the British monk, Elerius, a contemporary of
the saint, and also from a MS. life in the Bodleian
Library, generally believed to have been compiled
(1139) bv Robert, prior of Shrewsbiu-y.

Acta .S.S., .Nov., I, 691 sq., 702 sq.. 706 sq.; Swift. Li/e of S.
Winefride; Winefride, Virgin and Martyr; Meyrick. MS. Lift of
St. Winefride.

P. J. Chandlery.

Winfrid, S.vint. See Boniface, Saint.

Wingham, Thom.\s, b. in London, .5 Jan., 1846;
d. there, 24 March, 1893. He studied music at
Wylde's London Academy, and later entered the
Royal Academy of Music, where he had for his teacher
in theory William Sterndale Bennett, and, in piano
pjaying, Harold Thomas. In 1817 Wingham became
himself professor of piano playing in the same
institution. At about the same period he obtained
the post of choirmaster at the Brompton Oratory.
Wingham's sound musicianship and ability were soon
proved by the artistic excellence for which the per-
formances at the Oratory became known during
his incumbency. He was the artistic pioneer who
prepared the way for the musico-hturgical conditions
which have since followed. Among his compositions
are four symphonies, six overtures, several instru-
mental works in smaller form, two masses, and a
"Te Deum", most of which, though frequently
performed during the author's hfe-time, have re-

mained in manuscript.
Grove, ed. Maitland, Dictionary of Music, V (New York,

1910), a. V.

Joseph Otten.

Winnebago Indians, a tribe of Siouan stock clo.sely

related in sjiccrh to the Iowa, Missouri, and Oto, and
more remotely to the Dakota and Ponca. The name
Winnebago signifies "filthy water" (Chippewa,
mnipcg), and was originally apphed to the lake near
which the tribe was hving in the seventeenth century.
They called them.selves //oroi?)', "fish-eaters", or Hoch-
ungarra, "trout n.ation". The first white man to
visit them was Nicollet, who found them by the shores
of Green Bay, Wisconsin, in 1634, surrounded by the
Sauk and Foxes and the Menominee, .Algonquin
tribes. They are referred to, but not by the name of

Winnebago, by the Jesuits in 1636. On the west they
were then in contact with their kindred Iowa; their

art and culture was influenced by the neighbouring
Siouan and .\lgonquin, but they were not much more
adv.anced in w.arfare than the generality of the
Dakota. Tribal traditions s.ay they had resided at
Red Banks, Lake Michigan, before coming to Green
Bay, and the Jesuit relation of 1671 states that they
had previously been defeated and captured by the
Illinois, but had been la'er given their liberty. The
Jesuits AUouez .and D.ablon spent the winter of 1669-
70 among them. In the first half of the eighteenth
century they were friendly towards the French, with
whom they carried on commerce, and were slow to

form an alliance with the English on the downfall of

the French colonial power. Eventually, however, they
proved their loyalty to them, especially during the
War of Independence and the War of 1.S12. By the
treaties of 1S2.T and 1H32 thry were granted a reserva-

tion on the Mi.ifsissippi north of the River Iowa in ex-

change for their lands .south of the Wisconsin and Fox
Rivers; in 1H46 they were transferred to Minnesota
and in 18.56 were at Blue Earth, but were removed
again owing to the Sioux war, and finally sent to the
Omaha lands in Nebraska. In 1886 the tribe num-
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bered 2152, and in 1910 had increased to 2333, of

whom 1063 were in Nebraska and 1270 in Wisconsin,

whither nian>' returned from the reservation. The
Winnebago lived in wigwams with rush-mat cover-

ings; they were not advanced in agriculture, but hved
chiefly on fish, wild rice, and game, and obtained

sugar from the maple tree.

The reUgious belief of the Winnebago resembled

those of the Dakota and central Algonquins, their

chief deity being the Manuna or earth-maker. Their

mythology is chiefly Siouan, and relates in particular

to five individuals created by Manuna to free the

world from evil spirits and giants. The Winnebago
had a tradition of the Deluge; their paradise was in the

skies, and the Milky Way they believed to be the

path by which those who died journeyed to heaven.

The tribe have two great ceremonies. The Ma7ikani

or medicine dance, which takes place in summer and
is performed by the members of the secret society,

has for its object the prolongation of hfe and the

inspiration of virtues. The latter is accomplished by
the "shooting" ceremony, that is the pretended

shooting of a shell in an otter-skin bag into the body
of the candidate for initiation. The other feast,

Wagigo, takes place in winter, and is intended to

increase the martial spirit of the tribe by propitiating

all their deities with offerings of food and deerskins.

Little is known of various other minor dances, such as

the Snake, Ghost, and Grizzly-Bear. The ^^'innebago

had twelve clans, four in the Air division, eight in the

Earth division. Generally an Air individual had to

marry an Earth, and \'ice versa. The lodge of the

Thunderbird, an Air clan, possessed the right of sanc-

tuary; while that of the Bear, an Earth clan, was the

war and punishment lodge.
RiDiN in Amer. Anlhrop., XII (Washington. 1910): Idem,

Handbook of American Indians (Wa.'ihington, 1910); Encidopedai
Hispano-Americana.

A. A. M.\cErlean.

Winnoc, Saint, Abbot or Prior of Wormhoult,
d. 716 or 717. Three lives of this saint are extant:

the best of these, the first life, was WTitten by a

monk of St. Berlin in the middle of the ninth century,

or perhaps a century earher. St. Winnoc is generally

called a Breton, but the BoUandist de Smedt shows

that he was more probably of British origin. He
came to Flanders, to the Monastery of St. Sithiu,

then ruled by St. Berlin, with three companions,

and was soon afterwards sent to found at Worrn-
hoult, a dependent ceU or priory (not an abbey, as it

is generally called). It is not known what rule,

Columbanian or Benedictine, was followed at this

time in the two monasteries. When enfeebled by
old age, St. Winnoc is said to have received super-

natural assistance in the task of grinding corn for

his brethren and the poor; a monk who, out of curios-

ity, came to see how the old man did so much work,

was struck blind, but healed by the saint's inter-

cession. Many other miracles followed his death,

which occurred 6 Nov., 716 or 717. We only know
the year from fourteenth-century tradition. The
popularity of St. Winnoc's cultus is attested by the

frequeiit insertion of his name in hturgical docu-

ments and the numerous translations of his remains,

which have been preserved at Bergues-St-Winnoc to

the present day. His feast is kept on 6 Nov., that

of his tran.slation on 18 Sept.; a third, the Exaltation

of St. Winnoc, was formerlv kept on 20 Feb.
Ada SS.. II Nov.. 253; Ada ^S. O.S.B.. III. i. 291; Ada SS.

Belaii. VI, 383; Sdhius, Vita SS.. VI, 127; Bennett in Did.
Christ. Biog., a. v. Winnocus; GniHiN, Pdits Bollandistes, XIII,

RxYMnxD Webster.

Winona, Diocese of (Winonensis), established in

1889, suffragan of St. Paul, comprises the following

counties in southern Minnesota: Winona, Wabasha,
Olmstead, Dodge, Steele, Waseca, Blue Earth, Wa-

tonwan, Cottonwood, Murray, Pipestone, Rock,
Nobles, Jackson, Faribault, Martin, Freeborn,
Mower, Fillmore, and Houston. The area of the dio-

cese is 12,282 square miles.

The early Cathohc voyagers and missionaries

visited many parts of Minnesota now under the juris-

diction of the Bishop of Winona. In 1660 Groseil-

liers and Radisson made a visit to the Prairie Sioux in

southern or south-western Minnesota. There are,

however, no definite records showing what route they
took or how far they travelled; in all probabihty they
followed the course of the Minnesota River. In 1680
Father Hennepin, accompanied by Antoine Augelle
and Michael Accault, set out from Fort Creve-cceur
to explore the Upper Mississippi. On the Minnesota
shore, the territory which they passed on the journey
from La Crescent to Lake City now belongs to the

Diocese of Winona. In 1683 Nicholas Perrot estab-

lished a trading-post at or near the site of the present

city of Wabasha. With him was the Jesuit Father
Joseph Jean Marest who laboured as a missionary
among the Sioux Indians. More than a century and a
half had elapsed when Bishop Loras, in 1839, jour-

neyed from Dubuque to Mendota to minister to the

few Cathohcs who had but recently settled in that

vicinity. In 1S40 Father Galtier was sent to Men-
dota. He was the first parish priest to exercise the

sacred ministry in Minnesota. During his pastorate

at Mendota, Father Galtier made many visits to Wa-
basha. Here, in 1839, .\ugustine Rocque had erected

a trading-post. At Mr. Rocque's home Father Gal-

tier assembled the early settlers and offered for them
the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass. In .April, 1843,

Monsignor Ravoux, travelling from Mendota to Du-
buque, visited, among other pLices, Wabasha and
Winona. In his "Memoirs" he writes that Winona
was then "a prairie without inhabitants". In fact,

when Bishop Cretin came to St. Paul as its first bishop

in 1851, no systematic attempt at settlement had
been made in what is now the Diocese of Winona.
On 2 February, 1855, at Mankato, Monsignor Ra-
voux celebrated what was very probablj- the first

^Iass ever offered in south-western Minnesota. In

June of the same year Bishop Cretin visited Mankato
and organized the parish of St. Peter and St. Paul.

Father Sommereisen became its first pastor on 16

ISIarch, 1856. Many of the missions in south-western

Minnesota were established by the Jesuits, who
took charge of the parish at Mankato on 27 January,

1874. In 1856 Bishop Cretin visited Winona and or-

ganized a parish for the few Catholics whom he found
there. In 1857 he placed the parish under the care of

the Rev. Thomas Murray. Monsignor Oster, then a

young priest on mission duty in Minnesota, made oc-

casional visits to Winona. In July, 1858, the Rev.

Michael Prendergast became the first resident pastor.

Besides his duties in Winona, Father Prendergast had
charge of the Cathohcs in Wabasha, Olmstead, Hous-
ton, Fillmore, Steele, and Mower Counties. In 1S56

Bishop Cretin visited Brownsville, Caledonia, Rush-
ford, Chat field, Buckley Settlement (now St. Brid-

get's), and many other places in southern Minnesota.

He was the pioneer bishop of St. Paul, and the

founder of the pioneer parishes in the present Diocese

of Winona.
With the advent of the railroads, southern Min-

nesota developed rapidly. It is a rich agricultural

district, well adapted to the needs of diversified farm-

ing. So well did the Church flourish in this sect ion of

the state that in 1889 southern Minnesota was made a

diocese, with Winona as the episcopal city, and the

Rev. Joseph B. Cotter its first bishop. Bishop Cotter

was born at Liverpool, England, 19 November, 1844.

He was ordained priest by Bi.shop Grace at St.

Paul, 23 May, 1871. Shortly after his ordination he was
sent to Winona as p.astor of the Church of St. Thomas.
With Bishop McGoh-ick of Duluth and the late Bishop
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Shanlev of Fargo, he was consecrated in the cathedral
at St. Paul, 27 December, 1SS9. He died in Winona,
27 June, 1909. When the diocese was formed, Bishop
Cotter had 45 diocesan priests and 4 rehgious. There
were 45 churches with resident pastors, 49 mission
churches, 15 stations, and 19 parish schools, attended
by 2650 pupils. At his death in 1909 there were in

his diocese, 85 diocesan priests and 7 religious;

72 churches with resident priest; 44 missions with
churches; 8 stations; 28 parish schools, attended
by 4630 pupils. As second Bishop of Winona,
P'ius X, on 4 March, 1910, selected the Rev. P. R.
Hcffron, rector of the St. Paul Seminary. Born
in New York City in 1860, he spent his boyhood near
Rochester, Minnesota. He was ordained on 22 Dec.,

1884, and became pastor of the cathedral, St. Paul,
in 1889. In 1896 he was made vice-rector and in the
following year rector of the St. Paul Seminary. On
the day of his consecration as Bishop of Winona,
19 May, 1910, six bishops were consecrated for the
Province of St. Paul. Bishop Heffron was installed

at Winona, 24 May, 1910. As a monimient to the
memorv of his predecessor he erected in \Mnona
(1911) 'the "Cotter School for Boys", of which the
Christian Brothers have charge. In the fall of 1911
work was started at Terrace Heights, Winona, on the
foundation of a coUege for young men. Bishop Hef-
fron has likewise established a diocesan journal en-
titled "The Winona Courier", which is pubUshed
monthly at Winona.

ITpHAM. Minnesota in Three Centuries, I (St. Paul. 1908);
Reuss, ifi'off. Cydopedin (Milwaukee, 1898); Sadlier's Directory
(1890); The Official Catholic Directory (1909); Acta et Dicta, pub-
lished bv St, PaulCath. Hist..Soc.;//is(. o/ Winoiia CouM;/ (1883)

;

R.vvocTC. Memoirs (St. Paul, 1892) ; von Pakisch, Die Si. Peter u.
Paul's Cemeinde in Mankato (1899); Jubilee Booklet, St. Felix
Church (Wabaaha, Minnesota, 1908).

John P. Sherman.

Winslow (WiNSLOw), Jakob Benignus, physician
and anatomist, b. at Odense, Denmark, 27 April,
l(iC)9; d. in Paris, 3 April, 1760. He finished his high-
school studies at Odense in 1(587, and then attended
the University of Copenhagen, where he studied
philosophy and theolog>'; later he chose the medical
profession and obtained the degree of B.M. in

1694. Receiving a royal scholarship, Winslow went
for his further training to foreign countries in 1697,
and to Paris in the spring of 1098. While here he
became ac(iuainted with the Catholic religion. A
thorough study of the controverted questions, which
he had undertaken to strengthen himself in the
Lutheran faith, brought him into the Church. Bos-
suet himself received his confession of faith, 8 Oct.,
1699.

His conversion made his return to Denmark impos-
sible. Disregarding economic difficulties he con-
tinued his medical studies under Duverney, and in the
autumn of 1704 received, free of expense, the degree
of Hcentiate. In 1711 he married Maria Catharina
Gilles, by whom he had a .son, who died j'oung, and a
daughter. In 1721 he was made professor of surgery,
in 1723 interpreter of German at the royal library,

in 1728 regent of the medical faculty, and in 1743
professor of anatomy and surgery at the Jardin du
Roi. The chief reason why Winslow did not gain
this professorship until so late in hfe, notwithstanding
his eminent qualifications, wa.s his outsi)oken opinions
in opposition to .lansenism, which had brought down
on him the enmity of the entire body of professors at

the Sorbonne. In 1745 he opened the anatomical
theatre, which had been built under his supervision.
Besides his duties as profes.sor, Winslow had a large
practice at several hospitals and, in addition, number-
less private patients, among whom was Louis XIV up
to the time of his death in 1715. Winslow also found
time for scientific investigations. His most noted
publication is the "Exposition anatomique de la

Structure du corps humain" (Paris, 1732; London,

1733), which was translated into all civilized lan-
guages, and spread his reputation throughout the whole
of Europe. As earh' as 1708 he was made a member
of the Academy of Sciences at Paris; later he became
a member of the Academy at Berlin. On his grave-
stone in Saint-Etienne du Mont is the inscription:
"Ortu et genere nobilis, nobilior virtute et doctrina".
Ghandjean de Fouchy, Elogc dr M. Winslow in Histoire de

I'Acadimie des sciences (Paris, 1766); Portal, Histoire de I'ana-
tomie et de la chirurgie, IV (Paris, 1770), 466-90; NyERUP, Om de
Ifcrde Winslocer isar om J. B. Wmslov og hans Apostasie in Det
skandin. Litteralursetskabs Skrifter (Copenhagen, 1815), 133-237;
Ben'dz, Aulhentiske Efterretninger om Jak. Ben. Winslovs Over-
gang til den calhotske Kirke in Indhi/delsesskrift til den offentl.
Ezamcn i Horsens Ucrde Skole (July, lMt;i, ?.-<ii Kordisk Kirke-
tidende (Copenhagen. 1881), 337 sti I hhm\ r« prosilj/te de
Bossuet; J. B. Winslow ia Revue du rl-

.
l:il)2), 113-39;

Metzler, Jak. Ben. Winslow in A'^r. / • Inth. Kristne
(Copenhagen, 1910), 227 sqq.; Maah, /. - ' II n;nsl6v
som Videnskabsmand og Ltcge in Dari^k klu ' 'ij^en-

hagen. 1910), 145-76; RiSmusat, Vn omu- l;,rue
de Paris (1910-1911), 839-50; Metzi.kr. A ilms-
lowerncs Slfegtshistorie in Personalhistori./: i _ _ _ k upcn-
hagen, 1911), 42-58.

Philipp VON Kettenbdrg.

Winwallus, S.\int, Abbot of Landevennec; d. 3
March, probably at the beginning of the sixth
century, though the exact year is not known. There
are some fifty forms of his name, ranging from
Wynwallow through such variants as Wingaloeus,
Waloway, Wynolatus, Vinguavally, ^'ennole, \'alois,

Ouignoualey, Gweuno, Gunnolo, to Beunnoc. The
original form is undistinguishable. In England the
commonest are Winwalloc or Winwalloe; in France,
Guenole or Guingalois.

His father, Fracan, was a British chieftain who
fled before Saxon invaders to Brittany, where the
saint was born. After considerable difficulty in

overcoming his father's objections, Winwallus entered
the religious hfe under the guidance of St. Budoc on
the Island of Laurels near Islcvcrte. After residing
here for .some time he determined to go to Ireland to
place himself under the great St. Patrick, but was
deterred by a dream in which that saint appeared to
him forbidding the journey, but telling him he must
soon leave .St. Budoc. Accordingly he set out with
eleven companions, and, after a time spent in extraor-
dinary austerities on the Island of Tibidi at the
mouth of the River Aven, finally settled at Lande-
vennec, where he founded a monastery on a rocky
headland not far from Brest. After his death many
miracles were ascribed to him. His body was carried
to Flanders at the time of the Norman forays. Relics
were preserved at Montreuil-sur-Mer (where a church
was dedicated to him under the name of St. Walow),
at St. Peter's at Ghent, and elsewhere. His tomb
was to be seen in the church of Landevennec up to
the beginning of the nineteenth century. The
Abbey of Landevennec became Benedictine in the
ninth century, and was in the hands of the Congrega-
tion of St. Maur at the final suppression. St. Win-
wallus's feast is kept on 3 March, and that of his
translation on 28 April. His name has been pre-
served in the dedications of churches in the Anglican
parishes of Wonastow in Monmouthshire (where he
is known as St. Wonnow), and of Gunwalloc, St.

Cleer, and Landewednack in Cornwall. It has been
suggested that the last-named parish got its name
from some monastic dependency of Landevennec.

Acta SS., I March. 245; Gammack in Diet. Christ. Biog., s. v.;
GrfBiN, Petits Bollandistrs, III, 133; ,\hnouj-FoB8TEr, .Studies
in Church Dedications, II (London, 1899), 284.

Raymund Webster.

Winzet, Ninian, Benedictine abbot and con-
troversial writer, b. at Renfrew, Scotland, 1518; d.

at Ratisbon, 21 Sept., 1.592. Educated (probably,
though not certainly) at Glasgow University, he was
ordained priest in 1.540, and about 1551 became
master of Linlithgow grammar .school, and a little

later provost of the collegiate church of St. Michael.
When John Knox's "rascal multitude" was devas-
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tating the churches of Scotland in 1559, Winzet is

said by Bishop Leslie to have publicly disputed with
Knox at Linlithgow. After the change of religion

in 1560 he was, with other ecclesiastics and teachers

who refused to conform to Protestantism, ejected from
his offices. On Queen Mary's arrival in Edinburgh he

went thither, at once threw himself into combat
against the new doctrines, and published in 1562 his

most famous work, "Certane Tractatis"—the first

addressed to the queen, clergy, and nobles, the second

to Knox, and the third to the provost and magistrates

of Edinburgh. Their ability and erudition made an
immediate impression. Winzet, who seems for a
time to have been Mary's confessor, was just bringing

out his "Last Blast of the Trompet of Godis Worde",
when it was stopped by the civil authority, and the

author fled from Scotland, reaching Louvain in Sept.,

1562. Here he wrote a preface to his "Buke of Four
Scoir Thre Questions" (collected from his earlier

polemical writings in MS.), which was published at

Antwerp in Oct., 1563, with a postscript addressed

to Knox; and a Mttle later his translation of the

"Commonitorium" of Vincent of Lerins, dedicated

to Queen Mary, also appeared at Antwerp. From
1565 to 1570 Winzet resided in Paris, prosecuting his

studies at the university and apparently doing tutor-

ial work also, as well as acting for a time as proctor

for the "natio Anglicana sen Germanica".
In 1571 he was attached by Queen Mary, then a

captive in England, to the service of Bishop Leslie,

her ambassador in London; but on Leslie's committal

to the Tower Winzet returned to France, and stayed

for a time at Douai. From 1575 to 1577 he was in

Rome, and in June, 1577, Pope Gregory XIII appointed
him abbot of St. James's Scots monastery at

Ratisbon, dispensing him from the regular year's

novitiate. He received the abbatial blessing in Rome
from Goldwell, the exiled Bishop of St. Asaph, at

once entered on his new duties, and succeeded by his

energy and zeal in repairing the shattered fortunes of

St . James's, which had suffered greatly in the upheaval
of the Reformation. By his wise administration and
efforts in the cause of education he won the favour

and regard both of the Emperor Rudolph VI and of

the Duke of Bavaria. During his fifteen years' tenure

of the abbacy he continued his literary labours,

publishing his "FlagcUum'Sectariorum" and "Velita-

tio in Georgium Buchananum" in 1581, as well as

other works, some of them now lost. He died at

Ratisbon, and was buried in the sanctuary of St.

James's Church, where a monument with a eulogistic

Latin epitaph marks his grave.
ZiEGELBAUER, Hist. vei litter. OTdinis S Benedicti (Augs-

burg, 1754), 360, 361; Mackenzie, Lives of the most eminent
Writers of the Scots Nation, III (Edinburgh, 1708-22), 148;
Dempster, Histor. Ecclesiast.Gent. Scotorum, II (Edinburgh, 1S29),

5; Certane Tractatis, Maitland Club reprint (Edinburgh, 1885).
biographical introduction bv Gracie; Hewison, Introduction to
Certain Tractates, I (Edinburgh, Scottish Text Society, 1888),
is-xcviii, with a critical account of Winzet's writings; Belles-
HEiM, Hist, of Cath. Church of Scotland, III (Edinburgh, 1887-
90), 35-53.

D. O. Hunter-Blair.

Wipo (Wippo), apparently a native of Burgundy,
lived in the first half of the eleventh century. He was
chaplain to Emperor Konrad II, whose biography
he wrote in chronicle form, "Gesta Chuonradi
II imperatoris", and presented to Konrad's son,

Henry III, in 1046, not long after the latter was
crowned. Wipo fully understands his subject, is

fresh and animated, and, thougli affectionate, not a
mere eulogist or a flatterer, for he sees Konrad's fail-

ings clearly. But he does not fully grasp the gener.al

conditions of the age, especially the emperor's mani-
fold relations to the ruling princes and the Church.
His style is simple and fiuent, and his language well-

chosen. Among his extant writings .-ire I lie ni.'ixinis,

"['rovcrhia" (1027 or 1028), and "Telralogus Hein-
rici" in rhymed hexameters, presented tu Emperor

Henry in 1041. It is a eulogy of the emperor mixed
with earnest exhortations, emphasizing that right

and law are the real foundations of the throne. He
wrote the beautiful Easter sequence, "Victims pas-
chali laudes", and a touching lament in Latin on
Konrad's death. The best edition of his works is

that of Breslau, "Wiponis Gesta Chuonradi II

ceteraque qua; supersunt opera" (Hanover, 1878;
German tr. by Pfliiger, Berlin, 1877; by Wattenbach,
Leipzig, 1892).
POTTHA8T. Bibl. hist., II (Berlin, 1896), 1118 sq.; Watten-

bach, Deutschlanda Geschichtsquellen, II (Berlin, 1894), 10-16.

Patricius Schlageh.

Wireker, Nigel, satirist, lived about 1190. He
describes himself as old in the "Speculum Stultorum ",

which was \\Titten apparently before 1180. He claims
to have known St. Thomas of Canterbury personally,

so it was probably before 1170 that he became a monk
of Christ Church, Canterbury, where he was, at any
rate, from 1 186 to 1 193, and where he is said by Leland
(Collect. Ill, 8, and Script. I, 228) to have been
precentor. In 1189 he was one of the delegates
from the monks to King Richard in their dispute with
Archbishop Baldwin. Th.e surname Wireker rests

on the authority of Bale, and there is ground for

thinking that his contemporaries knew him as
"Nigellus de Longo Campo". He was certainly an
intimate friend, and may have been a relative, of

William Longchamp the Chancellor.
The following are his works, all in Latin: (1)

"Speculum Stultorum", in elegiacs, with a prose
introduction, both addressed to one "Willehnus",
who has been identified with Longchamp. This,
one of the most popular of medieval satires, is extant
in many MSS. and early printed editions, and is

included in Wright's "Anglo-Latin Satirical Poets"
(Rolls Series, 1872, I, 3). It narrates the adventures
of an ass named Brunellus or Burnellus (whence the
poem is cited by Chaucer as "Daun Burnel the asse"
in the Nun's Priest's Tale, "Canterbury Tales", hne
15318) in quest of a longer tail. Brunellus, who
represents the discontented and ambitious monk,
goes first to Salernum for drugs to make his tail grow;
losing these on his way home, he studies for a time
in Paris, but making no progress he thinks of joining

a religious order, and resolves to found a new one,
taking the easiest part from each of the existing rules;

finally he is recaptured by his old master. Nigel
makes full use of the opportunities afforded by this

framework for satirizing the manners and customs of

his time, especially the vices prevalent among the
Paris students and in the several religious orders;

(2) "Contra Curiales et Officiales Clericos", a prose
treatise, with a prologue in elegiacs, addressed to
William Longchamp as Bishop of Ely, Legate, and
Chancellor (printed by Wright, I, 146), and evidently
written in 1193-94. As its title suggests, it is a
reproof (though affectionate in tone) to Longchamp,
and to all who like him attempt to combine the minis-
tries of Church and State.

Nothing else of Nigel's has been printed (with one
doubtful exception mentioned below); but several
poems are attributed to him (as Nigellus de Longo
Campo) in a thirteenth-century MS. which belonged
to Christ Church priory (Brit. Mus., Ve.sp. D. xix).

These include (a) verses to Honorius, Prior of Christ
Church 1186-88, an elegy on his death (21 Oct.,

1188), and another on that of St. Thomas (29 Dec,
1170); (b) "MiraculaS. Mariie Virginis"; (c) "Passio
S. Laurentii"; (d) "Vita Pauli Primi Eremits".
Among them is also the well-known i)oem on monastic
life, beginning "Quid deceat monachum, vel qualis
debeat esse", which appears in many editions of St.
Anselm's works, and which has also been claimed for
Alexander Neckam (Wright, II, 175) and for Roger of
Caen (Hist. Litt. de la France, VIII, 421). Another
MS. (Brit. Mus., Vitell. A. xi) contains a metrical
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catalogue of thr archbishops of Canterbury down to

Richard (d. llS4t, which is most probably by NiRcl.

Wright also credits him (I, 231) with the jiocui begin-

ning "Si mihi credideris, liiiguam cohibebis, et aukc";
but this is really John of .Salisbury's •'Enthcticus ad
Polycraticum".
Herbert in Diet. Xat. Biog., s. v. Nigel, called Wireker;

Ward, Catalogue of Romances, II, 691-5; Bale. Index Britamiiw
Scriptorum, ed. Poole and Bateson, 310-12; Wright, op. cit.,

and Biog. Brit. Lit., Anglo-Norman period, 351-58.

J. A. Herbert.

Wirt, WiGAND, theologian, h. at Frankfort about
1460: d. at Steyer, 30 June, l.'jlO. He entered the

Dominican Order at Frankfort, where he also, after

his religious profession, made his ecclesiastical studies,

obtaining on their completion the lectoratein theology'.

His hterary activity began in 1494 with the publica-

tion of a polemical work in which he attacked the

doctrine of the Immaculate Conception incidentally

treated by John Trithcmius in his "De laudibus S.

Anna>". The wide circulation of the work called forth

much opposition from those in sympathy with the
views of Trithemius, and while on 12 Sept., 149.5, a
reconciliation was effected between the contending
authors, the announcement of a disputation on that

subject for 18 June, 1,501, by the Ob.servantine John
Spengler, was the occasion of renewing the controversy.

Wirt, however, found a new opponent in FatherConrad
Hensel, who, flinging his invcftives against the entire

order, forced the latter to turn with their complaint
to the Bishop of Strasburg. The process instituted

to settle the affair began on 24 Sept., 1501, and con-
cluded in 1503 in favour of Hen.sel. But the matter
had not yet come to an end. During the process Wirt
published the "Defensio Bulla" Sixitina? sive Extrav-
agantis gi-ave nimis". In 14S3 Sixlus IV forbade the
opponents to charge each other with heresy. The
prohibition was renewed by Alexander VI on 20 Feb.,

1.503. But the Bull and its confirmation were now
interpreted by the opponents of the Dominicans in

the sense that the pope forbade the deni.al of the
Immaculate Conception, an interpretation which
renewed the controversy in all its bitterness. In
reply to the "Concordia curatorum ct fratrum mendi-
cantium" of Wigand Trebellius, Wirt published his

"Dialogus apologcticus". His severe attack on the
Observantines and their leader, John Spengler,
prompted the .\rchbishop of Mainz in 1.506 to forbid

the reading of the work. In the meantime ^^'irt was
elected prior in Stuttgart, and in this capacity posted
on the doors of the convent church a document in

which he accused his opponents as promoters of her-

esy. The matter was then taken to Rome where, in

1512, it was decided again.st Wirt. At his death he
wa.s prior of the convent at Stever.

HcRTKR, Xomenclalor, II, 1113-14:" LArcHEHT in Hist. Jahr-
buch, XVIII (1897). 759-92; Paltlcs in Hist. Jahrbuch (1898),
101-8.

Joseph Schroeder.

Wisconsin, known as the "Badger St ate", admit ted
to the T'nion on 29 May, 1848. the seventeenth state

admitted, after the original thirteen. It is bounded
on the east by Lake Michigan, on the north by the
upper Peninsula of the State of Michigan and by
Lake Superior, on the west by Minnesota and Iowa,
divided m great part by the Mississippi and St. Croix
Rivers, and on the south by Illinois. It lies between
42° 30' and 47° 3' N. lat.,"and between 86° 49' and
92° .54' W. long. Its greatest length from north to

south is about 300 miles, and its greatest breadth
from east to west about 250 miles.

Physical Fe.ittjres.—Its surface is rolling in

character, and it forms, with the upper Peninsula
of Michigan, a sort of plateau between the lakes
and rivers which bound it on the east, north, and west

.

Tlie levels range from about 600 feet to nearly
2000 feet above the .sea, and the natural grade divides
the state into two great drainage ba.sins. The state,

including the Apostle Islands in Lake Superior,
Washington Island and a number of smaller islands
at the entrance (o Green Bay, has a total area of
56,066 square miles, of which 810 are water surface.
Its long boundary upon Lake Michigan and the
indentation formed by Green Bay give it many
advantages in respect to the marine traffic, which is

growing to such enormous proportions upon the
Great Lakes; and it jjossesses much water power,
capable of extended development. Lakes of great
natural beauty are
numerous through-
out the state. The
population in 1890
was 1,686,880, ex-
clusive of 6450 per-
sons specially
enumerated; in

19(X) it had grown
to 2,069,042; and in

1910 it was 2,333,-
860 or 42.2 persons
to the square mile.

Thus, the increase
of population from
1890 to 1900 was
between 22 and 23
per cent., while the
increase from 1900 to 1910 was between 12 and 13
per cent.

Resources.—Wisconsin ranks high in agricul-
ture, hay and grain being the most important crops,
and oats and Indian corn the largest cereal crops,
together with a large production of barley, rye, buck-
wheat, potatoes, and sugar beets. In the southern
part of the state large cranberry marshes are to be
found. There are extensive api)le orchards, and
other orchards are being successfully developed.
The dairy industry is very important, the production
of milk, cheese, and butter being large and of great
value. In 1910 there were in the state: 2,587,000
neat cattle (including 1,506,000 milch cows), 669,000
horses, 1,034,000 sheep, and 1,651,000 swine. Up to
1908 the state was the chief source of the white pine
supply, and has always produced red pine, hemlock,
and white spruce in large quantities. The forests

are still considerable, in spite of heavy losses through
forest fires. The state forest reserve, which is

managed by the State Board of Forestry, exceeds
250,000 acres. As a great manufacturing state, the
value of the output increa.sed from 89,293,068 in

1850 to $360,818,942 in 1900 and to $.590,306,000 in

1909. The most important articles are lumber,
paper and wood pulp, cheese, butter, and condensed
milk, steel products, leather, beer, flour, meat, agri-

cultural implements, carriages and wagons, and
clothing. Great quantities of iron ore, zinc, and
lead are mined; granite, limestone, and sandstone
are quarried, and cream-coloured brick is manu-
factured extensively from deposits of clay along the
shores of Lake Michigan.
Communication.—"The railroad system is well

developed and subject to regulation, as to prices and
accommodations, by a state commis.sion. In 1909
the railroads of the state covered 7512 miles. The
marine traffi<- is very large, and the natural harbours
along Lake Michigan are gradually being developed.

Grain, flour, lumber, and iron ore are extensively

exported by water, and immen.se cargoes of coal are

returned from the east. Milw.aukee is the only port

of entrv in the state. Its imjwrts in 1909 were
$4,493,635 and its exports $244,890.

History. Frcnrh Dnminion.—The first French
form of the name Wixrnnnin was Misconsing, which
gradually developed into Ouisconsin. When English
became the language of the territor\', the spelling was
changed and finally the present form was adopted
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officially. Wisconsin formed part of the vast New
World, to which Spain made a general claim under
the name of Florida, but no Spaniard appears to

have come within hundreds of miles of the present

state boundaries. In 1608 Quebec was founded as

the capital of New France, and the French mis-

sionaries and fur-traders pushed westward into the

wilderness, New France claiming by virtue of dis-

covery the whole great inland water system. It

was not until 16.34, however, that Nicolet, an in-

terpreter, who had lived with the Huron Indians,

was sent by Champlain, Governor of New France,
into what we call the Northwest. He landed, in

what is now Wisconsin, somewhere upon the shores

of Green Bay, and was welcomed as a god by the

Indians. Twenty years later two French fur-

traders, Radisson and Groseilliers, wintered near
Green Bay, and in the spring of 1655 ascended the

Fox River, crossed to the Wisconsin River, and
some time the following year exi:)lored the shores of

Lake Superior and returned to Quebec. Three
years later, with other fur-traders and accompanied
by friendly Indians, they were again on Lake Superior,

where they heard rumours of copper mines; and some-
where on the southern shore they built a rough fort.

On this expedition they wandered as far west as

Minnesota, and ultimately returned in safety to

Canada. The Jesuit missionaries had gained a
foothold among the Huron Indians in Ontario, and
when, after a disastrous war with the Iroquois, the

Hurons fled to northern Wisconsin, they were fol-

lowed in 1660 by Father Menard. The following

spring the missionary, with one white companion,
visited the Huron villages on the Chippewa and
Black Rivers, crossed to the Wisconsin River, and
descended it for some distance, whereat a portage
Father Menard disappeared and was never again

heard of. In 1665 his place was taken by Father
AUouez, who instructed the roving Indians of various

tribes, which had been scattered by the Iroquois,

and in 1669 he was reUeved by Father Mai-quette,

whose zeal and the labours and romance attaching

to whose ventures have connected his name in-

dissolubly with the history of this part of the country.

In 1666 Perrot, a fur-trader, had visited the tribes

near Green Bay and persuaded the Potawatomi to

send a delegation to Montreal to see the Governor of

New France. Father AUouez in 1669 was again
in the vicinity of Green Ba.v, where he wintered.

In the early spring he visited various Indian villages,

returning in the late spring to Sault Ste Marie,

but coming back in the same autumn with Father
Dablon, when several missions were founded. In
1671 the representative of New France at Sault Ste

Marie took formal possession of the Northwest in

the name of the King of France. The following

year Father AUouez and Father Andre worked at

the extension of the missions.

In 1673 Father Marquette began his wanderings.
He and JoUiet entered Green Bay, ])as,sed up the Fox
River, portaged to the Wisconsin River, followed

the latter to its mouth, went down the Mississippi

to the mouth of the Arkansas, and here planted a
cross and started to retrace their way. They went
up the Mississippi River and the Illinois River to the

site of the present city of (^liicago, where they
portaged to Lake Michigan, and arrived safely in

September at the mission which Father AUouez had
built at De Pere, and in their journey encountered
many Indians of the more southerly tribes. The
following year Marquette with two assistants set out

to establish a mission among the Illinois tribes.

From Green Bay they portaged to Lake Micliigan

and travelled in canoes to the mouth of the (Chicago

Rivor, where they wintered, and resuming their

journey in the spring they went as far as the site of

the present city of Peoria. Then Father Mar-

quette, stricken with a mortal illness, turned north-
wards again, but died on the journey (19 May, 1675).
Meantime Father AUouez and Fathers Andre and
Silvy continued their missionary work around Green
Bay, and in 1677 Father Albanel arrived at De Pere
as superior of the missions in that part of the world.
The same year Father AUouez went south to the
lUinois. In the two following years Duluth ex-

I)lored the western end of Lake Superior and dis-

covered a new route to the Mississippi; in 1679
La Salle, who had received from the King of France
a monopoly of the western fur trade, arrived at
Green Bay in the first sailing vessel ever seen on the
Great Lakes. This vessel went back loaded with
furs, while La Salle and a strong party came south
on the west shore of Lake Michigan in canoes, despite

the wild weather, and made a landing in MUwaukee
Bay, finally proceeding to the IlUnois country.

Hence Father Hennepin, a Recollect friar, with two
companions explored the Upper Mississippi and were
taken prisoners by the Sioux, ultimately to be rescued,

however, by Duluth, who with them crossed by the
route of the Wisconsin and Fox Rivers to De Pere,

and in 1683 defended that mission against an attack
by the Iroquois. The meting out of justice to the
Indians, who had murdered Frenchmen, made Lake
Superior safe for French traders.

In 1685 Perrot became commandant of the west;

he established trading posts on the Mississippi, and,
in 1690, discovered the lead mines in south-western
Wisconsin, which were destined to have such an
important effect upon the development of the district.

The route from Green Bay by the Fox and Wisconsin
Rivers had become the most travelled, but the wars
between the Indians had rendered this route unsafe,

and in 1693 Frontenac ordered Le Sueur to keep open
the route from Lake Superior to the Mississippi. In
1696, however, licences for fur trading were revoked,
western outjiosts were recalled, and the forts aban-
doned. In 169S Father Buisson de St. Cosme came
south along the western shore of Lake Michigan
to the Chicago portage, visiting on the way an
Indian village near the present site of Sheboygan,
and stopijing also at Milwaukee and at the site of the
present city of Racine. Two years later Le Sueur,
with a party of miners from France, went up the
Mississippi to examine various lead deposits, among
others those of Wisconsin. In 1701 peace was made
between the Iroquois and the north-western tribes,

a large number of Indians from Wisconsin attending
the council at Montreal, and in 1702 the trader, St-

Denis, paid the Fox Indians liberally to allow his

trading canoes to reach the Mississippi once more
over the Fox-Wisconsin route, which had been for

some years untraveUed by white men. But a few
years later, the Indian wars recurring, the trade routes

became again unsafe. In 1716 La Porte, having been
ordered to conduct a campaign against the hostile In-

dians, arrived at Green Bay with 800 men, and shortly

afterwards peace was concluded and hostages given.

In 1718 it was reported that there was a settlement

of French tr.aders at Green Bay, where a fort had
been built. In 1727 a fort was built on Lake Pepin
in order to split the alliance of Indian tribes in this

neighbourhood and furnish a basis for a furtlier

advance westward, but in the following year this

was abandoned, and it was not until 1731 that the

Fox tribe, after years of warfare, was broken and
to a great extent dispersed. In 1738 Louis Denis,

Sieur de la Ronde, secured a permit to work the Lake
Superior copper mines, and shortly thereafter lead

mining was inaugurated in south-western Wisconsin.
Fur trading continued on a large scale (one co-partner-

ship being said to have cleared 100,000 livrcs per year
from the \\isconsin fur trade alone), and gradually
the various Indian tribes were reconciled to each other

under French iniluence. Wisconsin Indians look part
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in Braddock's defeat, in the siege of Fort William
Henrj', and in the defence of Quebec, and in 1760
dispatched a party to the defence of Montreal, but
retired before its fall.

Brilish Dominion.—Upon the fall of New France
Wisconsin became British territory and was under
miUtary authority. In 1761 a British detachment
took over the old French fort at Green Bay and
garrisoned it, and British traders began to come in

from Albany. In 1763 the formal cession took place;

this was quickly followed by the conspiracy of

Pontiac. The Wisconsin Indians, however, were
divided in sentiment, but upon the whole were
friendly to the British, although the fall of Mackinac
rendered necessary the evacuation of Green Bay.
In 1774 Wisconsin was annexed to the Province of

Quebec. During the war for Independence Wis-
consin Indians assisted the British, and a punitive

expedition sent out by the Americans reached the
south-western part of Wisconsin. In 1783 the
Treaty of Paris was concluded, ceding to the United
States all British territory east of the Mississippi.

American Dominion.—It was not, however, until

1796 that the British finally evacuated their mihtary
posts on the Upi)er Lakes, and during this period
Wisconsin was practically controlled by British fur-

trading companies. Massachusetts, Connecticut,
and Virginia claimed territorial rights over Wisconsin,
but subsequently ceded these claims to the Federal
Government for the formation of the great Northwest
Territory, a national domain out of which new states

were to be carved. In 1800 the Northwest Territory

was cut in two and Wisconsin became a part of the
western division, known as Indiana Territorj'. In
1809 the State of Indiana was carved out of the
territory of that name, and the remaining part, in-

cluding Wisconsin, became Illinois Territory. In
1818 the State of lUinois was carved out of that
territory, and the balance, including Wisconsin,
became Michigan Territory. In 18.36 Wisconsin
Territory was created, including the present states

of Minnesota and Iowa and a great part of North
Dakota and South Dakota. In 1838 the Territory
of Iowa was formed out of a part of Wisconsin
Territory. In 1848 Wisconsin was admitted as a
state, reduced to the present boundaries, the rest of

that domain becoming the Territory of Minnesota.
Meanwhile, Dubuque had visited Prairie du Chicn
and obtained permission of the Fox Indians to work
the lead mines. Settlers had come in; Indian out-
breaks had been suppressed; the war of 1812 had
come and gone, and Fort Shelby, the first American
post in Wisconsin, at Prairie du Chien, had been
captured and later abandoned by the British; the
Indians had rene%ved their allegiance to the United
States, the fur-trade had been restricted to American
citizens, Astor's American Fur Company had oper-
ated in Wisconsin, and Government fur-trading
factories had been estabh.shed at Green Bay and
Prairie du Chien. The fir.st school in Wisconsin
was opened at Green Bay in 1817. In 1818 Solomon
Juneau arrived at Milwaukee, bought out the trading
post of his father-in-law, and began the work which
has caused him to be considered the founder of the
metropolis of the state. The land claims of the
French settlers were adjusted, and in 1S21 the first

steamer on the Upper Lakes appeared in Lake Michi-
gan. In 1822 the Government fur-trading factory
system was abolished, and in the same year the rush
of speculators to the lead mines in south-western
W'isconsin began. In 1832 occurred the Black
Hawk War, which, strange to say, appeared
to advertise Wisconsin in the east, and increased
immigration to its borders. In 1833 Milwaukee w'as

platted, and the first newspaper in Wisconsin was
established at Green Bay. In 1846, the people having
voted in favour of a state Government and the

enabling act having been passed, the first Constitu-
tional Convention opened at Madison, but in April
of the following year the suggested Constitution was
rejected by popular vote. In December, 1847,
the second Constitutional convention gathered, and
on 13 March, 1848, the second Constitution was
adopted by the people and Wisconsin admitted into
the Union under Act of Congress, 29 May. The
population was then about 220,000. In 1848, owing
to the revolutionary troubles in Europe, there flowed
into Milwaukee and the eastern counties of the state
a very large German immigi-ation. These immigrants
and their descendants have done much to colour the
character and habits of the community. There has
been a considerable Irish immigration, followed by a
great Polish immigration; of later years Itahans and
Slavs have come in large numbers.

In 1854 at Ripon the Republican party was organ-
ized, and in the same year a fugitive slave, named
Glover, was arrested at Racine and was rescued
from the Milwaukee jail by a mob. Sherman M.
Booth, a fiery Abolitionist, was arrested for com-
phcity in the rescue and the Supreme Court of the
state discharged him, deciding that the Fugitive
Slave law of 1850 was void. This decision was after-
wards reversed by the Supreme Court of the Ignited
States, and Booth was re-arrested, but was pardoned
by President Buchanan. In 1856 occurred the
famous quo u'arranto proceeding, by which Barstow,
the Democratic nominee, was ousted from the office

of governor by Bashford, the Republican candidate.
Wisconsin played a prominent part in the Civil War,
furnishiiig over 90,000 troops, of whom nearly 11,000
lost their hves. The famous "Iron Brigade" was
composed chiefly of Wisconsin troops, commanded
by a Wisconsin officer. In 1869 began the agitation
for the regulation of railway rates, and in 1874 the
so-called Potter Law was passed which hmited
freight and passenger charges and which was upheld
as constitutional by the Supreme Court of the
state. Feeling ran very high and two years later

that law was repealed. In 1885 iron ore of an ex-
cellent grade was discovered in the Gogebic Range
and a great boom began. In 1889 the Legislature
l^assed an Act, known as the Bennett Law, which
required compulsory education in the English lan-
guage. This Act contained some very objectionable
features, which cau.sed much indignation among the
foreign-speaking citizens, and generally among Cath-
olics and Lutherans, who considered it an attack on
the parochial schools. The Lutheran authorities
denounced it, and it was vigorously opposed by
Archbishop Hoiss of Milwaukee, Bishop Flasch of
Racine, and Bishop Katzer of Green Bay. During
the agitation which followed, the first two bishops
died and the burden of the closing stages of the
fight fell upon Bishop Katzer's shoulders. The
Democrats took up the issue, demanding the repeal
of the law, and the state campaign of 1890 was
marked by exceeding bitterness. The Democrats
carried the state by 30,000 plurality, and the law
was immediately repealed.

In 1890 was decided the famous Edgerton Bible
case, in which the Supreme Court of the state
held that Bible reading in the public schools is

sectarian instruction and, therefore, violative of the
Constitution. In 1892 the Supreme Court nullified

the gerrymander passed by the Democratic Legis-
lature, and in 1893 required former state treasurers
or their bondsmen to refund the interest which such
treasurers had received on state moneys, deposited
by them in banks. In the Spani.sh-American War
Wisconsin sent over 5000 men to the front. The
leading feature of the history of the last ten years
in Wisconsin has been the so-called progressive
movement in which this state has taken the lead.

Much experimental legislation has been passed and
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several state commissions, with very extensive

powers, have been created. Officials have been for-

bidden to receive railway passes, the system of

taxing railways has been changed from a Ucence
to an ad valorem system, the primary election law,

inheritance tax law, Workxuen's Compensation law,

and Income Tax law have been passed, the law
of Apprenticeship has been thoroughly revised and
modernized, a Civil Service Act has been passed, a
railway commission created with power to regulate

rates, a State Board of Forestry organized, cities

have been authorized to estabhsh a commission form
of government, child labour and the labour of women
have been regulated, and factory inspection pro\-ided

for. At present (1912) the state is much divided

between those who wish to carry this class of legisla-

tion still farther and those who think that it has
already been carried too far for the prosperity of the

community.
EoncATioN.—-The state educational system con-

sists of a state university, normal schools, high

schools, and common schools. The university,

situated at Madison, the capital of the state, was
provided for by Act of territorial Legislature in 1836,

but nothing further was done until after Wisconsin was
admitted to statehood in 1848, when, in accordance

with the new Constitution, the Legislature provided

for the establishment of a university to be governed

by a board of regents. Meantime, Congress had
authorized the secretary of the treasury to set aside

two townships within the territory of Wisconsin

for the use and sujiport of a university and the title

to these lands vested in the state upon its admission

to the Union. The state Constitution provided for

the sale of these lands from time to time for the

establishment of a university fund. In 1854 Congress

made a further gi-ant of lands to be sold for the

benefit of the university. The income of the fund
proving, however, insufficient, the capital was
drawn upon, and ultimately the state began to make
direct appropriations. The university is now sup-

ported partly by the income of such Federal grants,'

partly by taxation, partly by fees of students, and
to a small extent by private gifts. It includes a
college of letters and science, a college of engineering,

a law school, a college of agriculture, a medical

school, a college of music, an observatory, and a
university extension division. The grand total of

students, given in the bulletin for May, 1911, is

5538, in charge of several hundred professors and
assistants. The state appropriations for the bienniimi

ending 30 June, 1910, were $2,371,593, while other

sources of income, including over $700,000 from stu-

dents' fees, etc., brought the grand total of university

receipts for that biennium up to $3,293,445.73. The
total expenditure bv the state for educational pur-

poses for 1910 was $13,126,359.06, of which upwards
of $10,600,000 was expended for common schools,

high schools, and graded schools. School attendance

for children between seven and fourteen years of

age who live within two miles of school by the nearest

travelled public highway is compulsory. There are

twenty-two day schools for the deaf, and in 1909, out

of 285 high schools, twenty-eight were township high

schools. The state normal schools are supported to

some extent by the interest of an endowment created

by th(^ sale of swamp and overflowed lands, and as

to the balance by an annual state tax. A state

library commission maintains circulating free public

libraries comprising more than 40,0(X) volumes.

The total enrollment in public schools for 1909-10

exceeded 460,000, accommodated in 7769 school

houses and taught by 14,729 teachers. Educational
institutions of collegiate rank are: Beloit College

(1846); Carroll College (1846), Waukesha; Lawrence
Collegi' (1847), Appleton; Concordia College (1S81);

Marquette University (1864) and Milwaukee-Downer

College (1895) for women; Milton College (1867),

Milton; North-western University (1865), Water-
town; Ripon College (1851), Ripon; Wayland L^ni-

versity (1855), Beaver Dam; and the following CathoUc
schools: St. Clara Academy (1847), ,Sin,siniwa; St.

Francis Seminary, St. Francis; and St. LawTcnce
College, Mt. Calvary. There are also man}' private

academies and trade or technical schools and six

industrial schools for Indians. ReUgious statistics

show that in 1906 the Catholic Church had 505,264
members, the various Lutheran bodies 284,286,
the Methodist bodies 57,473, the Congregationalists

26,163, and the Baptists 21,716.

The Catholic Church maintains a large number of

parochial schools and some high schools and acade-
mies. Marquette University in Milwaukee (the

metropolis of the state), under the control of the
Jesuits, has affihated to itself various educational
institutions in that city and has in all its departments
about 2000 students. It is estimated that there are

over 65,0(Kt children in the Cathohc parochial schools

of the state. There is a numerous attendance at

Lutheran parochial schools. At St. Francis, near
Milwaukee, is situated the provincial seminary for

the education of priests, with upwards of 1.50 students
in philosophy and theology. Catholic charities are

numerous and generously supported. The Kberal

laws of the state permit the organization by private

individuals of industrial schools and home-finding
associations. Thus the Sisters of the Good Shepherd
in Milwaukee control two corporations, one of which
is organized under the industrial school statutes and
receives on commitment by the courts numerous
incorrigible girls. The home-finding societies receive

dependent cliildren on commitment by the courts,

and thereupon become the guardians of such children

and may consent to their adoption. The Catholic
infant asj'lums house about 500 infants and the orphan
asylums nearly 1000 children. The new Saint Mary's
Hospital in Milwaukee, conducted by the Sisters

of Charity, is one of the largest and finest hospitals

in the Northwest, and its work is, to a great e.xtent,

purely charit.able work.
Legislation.—Wisconsin is a code state. The

laws have been several times revised, the latest

complete revision being in 1898; since which time
there has been much legislation of a so-called pro-

gressive nature. Certain public service corpora-

tions and the life-insurance companies pay taxes or

Ucence fees directly to the state in heu of other taxes.

All public ser\'ice corporations are under the control

of a state commission, and since the amendments of

1911 their bonds must be approved by that com-
mission. A Workmen's Compensation Law, com-
pulsory as to the dealing of state and municipalities

with their employees, voluntary as to the deahngs
of private employers with their employees, wa-s

passed in 1911, and has been held constitutional,

except as to some minor details left for future de-

termination. There are stringent laws concerning

factory inspection, apprenticeship, and the labour

of women and children, administered by a state

commission. A graduated Income Tax Law, ex-

empting moneys and credits from direct taxation,

passed in 1911, has been held constitutional per se,

though many provisions contained in it have been
left for future determination. State, county, and
municipal officers are nominated at primary elections,

iind the Corrupt Practices Act of 1911 rigidly limits

the exix'iiditurcs by candidates and on their behalf,

forbids tlie emi)loyment of workers at the election

booths on election day, and requires tluit all jiolitical

advertisements inserted in ne\vsii:ii)ers sliall emlxidy

a statement as to authorshi]) and jnic-e jniid. Below
the Supreme Court, whose meniliers are elect eil for

terms of ten years, are the circuit courts, whose
judges are elected for terms of six years, tlie circuit
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courts being vested with the full jurisdiction of the

common law. The county courts of the state handle
probate matters and deal with the commitment of

the insane and certain special subjects and in some
counties have a limited civil jurisdiction; and from
the county courts appeals lie to the circuit courts,

where matters are tried de novo. Special courts

having jurisdiction in criminal matters are created
from time to time by act of Legislature, and justice

com-ts exist under the Constitution, having civil

jurisdiction up to $200 and certain criminal jurisdic-

tion. An attempt was recently made to drive the
justice courts out of Milwaukee County without
constitutional amendment, by the creation of a so-

called Civil Court of limited jurisdiction, from which
appeals lie (as they do from justice courts) to the
circuit coiu't.

Lows Directly Affecting Religion.—Freedom of wor-
ship is guaranteed by Article I, Sections 18 and 19,

of the Constitution of the state, as follows: "The
right of every man to worship Almighty God accord-
ing to llie dictates of his own conscience shall never
be infringed; nor shall any man be compelled to

attend, erect, or support any place of worship, or to

maintain any ministry, against his consent; nor shall

any control of, or interference with, the rights of

conscience be permitted, or any preference be given
by law to any religious estabhshments or modes of

worship, nor shall any money be drawn from the
treasury for the benefit of religious societies, or
religious or theological seminaries."

"No religious test shall ever be required as a
qualification for any office of public trust imder the
state, and no person shall be rendered incompetent
to give evidence in any court of law or equity in

consequence of his opinions on the subject of re-

ligion." Sunday is a legal hohday and upon that
day saloons are to be closed (a law not enforced).

Barber shops, warehouses, and workhouses are also to

be closed on Sunday, except for works of charity or
necessity. The law permits affirmation subject to

the pains and penalties of perjury in lieu of an oath.

The seal of confession is protected by statute,

Sec. 4074, Statutes of 189S: "A clergyman or other
minister of any religion shall not be allowed to disolose

a confession made to him in his professional character,

in the course of discipline enjoined by the rules or
practice of the rehgious body to which he belongs,

without consent thereto by the party confessing."

A very recent decision (June, 1912), by the Supremo
Court of the state, however, holds that one of the
session laws destroys the rule of confidence between
physician and patient, in regard to two m.atters

concerning which the physician may be compelled to
testify; and since the statutes protecting the seal of

confession and the confidential character of commu-
nications between husband and wife, and lawyer and
client are of the same nature^ it may be doubted
whether the seal of confession is now preserved as to

those two matters by the statute thus changed and
con8true<l. The decision was rendered by a divided
court, the dis.senting opinion vigorously asserting that
the law thus laid flown would break the seal of the
confessional and cause the imprisonment of priests

for refusal to answer such questions.

LoH'.s AffiTling Rrliginn.i Work.—There are special

provisions concerning the incorporation of Catholic
churches. The bishop of each diocese is declared
the only trustee of each church in his diocese, and he
may cause any congregation to be incorporated by
adding four more members as trustees. The bishop
himself, the vicar-general of the diocese, the pastor
of the congregation, and two laymen, to be elected

by the congregation, are to constitute the five trihstees

of the corporation. Such corporations are given
extensive powers a.s to acquiring and disposing of real

estate and in general as to the management of their

affairs. The bishop, vicar-general, and pastor re-
main trustees ex officio and their successors take their
places. The laymen are elected for terms of two
years. The bishop is president, the pastor vice-
president, and the laymen are to serve as treasurer
and secretary. In case of the dissolution of the
corporation, its property is to vest in the bishop of
the diocese. Personal property owned by any re-
ligious or benevolent association, used exclusively
for the purposes of such association, and its real
property, if not leased or not otherwise used for
pecuniary profit, necessary for the location and con-
venience of its buildings and embracing the same
but not exceeding ten acres, and the lands reserved
for the grounds of a chartered college or university
not exceeding forty acres and parsonages whether
of local churches or districts and whether occupied
permanently or rented for the benefit of the pastors,
are exempt from taxation. The statute exempts
"Ministers of the Gospel or of any rehgious so-
ciety" from jury service.

Marriage.—Marriage is declared to be a civil

contract. Marriage licences are required under
penalty of the imposition of a fine on any person per-
forming a marriage without the licence, but the lack
of a licence apparently does not invalidate the mar-
riage it .self. IVlarried women are given extensive
property rights, and a married woman may convey,
bequeath, and devise her separate estate without
consent of her husband. He is, however, entitled
to her services and, with certain exceptions, her earn-
ings belong to him. In case of the husband's death
intestate, the wife h.as the right to his homestead
not exceeding S.5000 in value, net, during widowhood

;

her dower, consisting of one-third of the net rents
and profits of the real estate, for hfe; and a child's

share of his per.sonalty, in addition to certain special
provisions and the right to an allowance during the
settlement of the estate. In case no issue is born of a
marriage, husband and wife inherit from each other
in case of intestacy; where issue is born alive he has
an estate by courtesy in case of her intestacy; but the
wife, by will, may cut her husband off entirely,

whereas the provisions for the wife are reserved to
her in case she elects not to take under her husband's
will, or is not provided for therein; with the one ex-
ception that, in case of a husband's death testate
and his widow's election to take under the law, her
share of his per.sonalty shall not exceed one-third.
A woman attains her majority at the age of twenty-
one, but the guardianship of her person is transferred
to her husband if she marries while a minor; and if

she marries when over eighteen and under twenty-one,
the court having jurisdiction may in its discretion
terminate the guardianship of her property and turn
the same over to her. Marriage may be contracted
by males of eighteen and females of fifteen, but no
marriage licence will be issued to a male imder
twenty-one, or a female under eighteen without the
consent of parent or guardian, unless such party
has been previously married. The judges may grant
dispensations from the Ucence law. Marriage may
be annulled for various causes existing at the lime
of marriage, namely: (1) incurable impotency, of

which plaintiff was ignorant at the time of the mar-
riage; (2) con.s.anguinity or affinity, when the parties

are nearer of kin th.an first cousins, computed according
to the rules of the civil law, whether of the half or of

the whole blood, provided that, when such marriage
has not been annulled during the lifetime of the
p.arties, the validity shall not be inquired into after

the death of either p.-irty; (.3) when either party has
another spouse living; (4) when fraud, force, or coercion
have been used ; at t he suit of the injured party, unless
confirmed by his or her subsequent act

; {h) insanity,

idiocy, or such want of underst.anding as renders
either party incapable of consenting, at the suit of the
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other, or of a guardian of the non compos, or at his

own suit upon regaining reason, unless after regaining
reason he has confirmed the marriage, provided that
the party compos mentis, being the apphcant, shall

have been ignorant of the other's mental condition
and shall not have confirmed it subsequent to such
person regaining reason; (6) at the suit of the wife,

when she was under the age of sixteen at the time of

the marriage, unless she has confirmed the marriage
after arriving at such age; (7) at the suit of the
husband when he was under eighteen at the time of

the marriage unless he has confirmed it after arriving
at such age.

Divorce.—Divorce is absolute or limited. Absolute
divorce may be granted for any of the following causes

:

(1) adultery; (2) impotency; (3) when either party,
subsequent to the marriage, has been sentenced to

imprisonment for three years or more and no pardon
shall restore such party to conjugal rights; (4) for

wilful desertion for one year next preceding the com-
mencement of the action; (5) for cruel and inhuman
treatment of the wife by the husband, or the husband
by the wife or when the wife is given to intoxication;

(6) when the husband or wife has been an habitual
drunkard for one year immediately preceding the
commencement of the action; (7) whenever there

has been a voluntary separation for five years next
preceding the commencement of the action. Limited
divorce may be granted for the fourth, fifth, and sixth

causes above specified; for extreme cruelty of either

party; or on the wife's complaint when the husband,
being of sufficient ability, shall refuse or neglect to

provide for her, or when his conduct towards her
renders it improper and unsafe for her to live with
him. In all divorce suits the county is to be repre-

sented by counsel. Under the amendments of 1911,
when the matter is determined judgment is entered,

fully determining the rights of the ])arties, but the
same is not effective, except for the purposes of an
appeal, until one year from the date of its entry. At
the expiration of one year the judgment becomes
absolute unless meantime reversed, modified, or
vacated, or unless an appeal be pending or the court
otherwise orders. Sentence to imprisonment for life

(there is no capital punishment in Wisconsin) dis-

solves marriage ipso facto, and no subsequent pardon
restores the felon to his marital rights.

Sale of Liquor.—Local option prevails in Wisconsin.
There is a Sunday closing law which is not enforced.

No saloon may be located within 300 feet of a church
or school house, or within one mile of a hospital for

the insane; a recent law restricts the number of

saloons in each community and makes it unlawful to

open saloons in certain new locahties without the
consent of a specified percentage of the neighbours.

Pri.'ions and Reformatories.—The state prison is

located at Waupun, and there are several reform
schools conducted or subsidized by the state. In
Milwaukee a juvenile court has been established,

before which are brought delinquent children, as
well as dependent children, and in many instances

delinquent children have been placed upon probation
with good results. In the criminal courts the proba-
tion system has recently been introduced, particularly

for the benefit of first offenders, and while it is too
early to tell what the results will be, the prospects

are very hopeful.

Wills and Testaments.—A will (except a noncupative
will) must be in writing, signed by the testator, and
published and declared in the jiresence of at hast
two attesting witnesses who must sign in the presence

of the testator and in the ]>resence of each other; but
beneficial devises, Ieg:ici('s, nud gifts given to an attest-

ing witne.-o or to the husband or wife of an attesting

witness are void unless there are two other competent
witnesses to the will, provided that if such witness or

the husband or wife of such witness would have been

entitled to a share of the estate were the will not
established; then such share, or so much thereof as
will not exceed the legacy or bequest made in the
will, shall be saved to him. No particular form of
attestation is required. The power of aUenating
real estate may not be suspended for more than
two fives in being and twenty-one years thereafter,

except when granted to (a) a hterary or charitable
corporation organized under the laws of Wisconsin
for its sole use and benefit; (b) a cemetery corporation,
association, or society, or when granted (c) as a
contingent remainder in fee on certain conditions;
but there is no statute against perpetuities in personal
property. There are no other restrictions upon the
manner in which a woman may dispose of her estate
by will, and the only other restrictions upon a man's
right of disposition are the privileges reserved to his

wife as specified above. Devises and bequests to
charitable corporations organized under the laws of
Wisconsin are exempt from inheritance tax, but such
a disposition to foreign charities receives only the
exemption and is subject to the same tax as though
left to an individual, a stranger to the blood of the
testator.

Cemeteries.—Cemeteries may be owned by cemetery
associations, churches, or individuals. If o^s-ned by
such associations any lot therein is, after one inter-

ment, inahenable, without the consent of a majority
of the trustees, and on the death of the owner descends
to his heirs. In some cases an absolute deed to a
lot in a Catholic cemetery is refused, and simply a
certificate is issued giving certain rights to the holder
of it.

Thwaites, Wisconsin (Boston, 1890): Wisconsin Blue Book
(1911); Howe, An Experiment in Democracy (New York, 1912);
Statutes of 18BS, Session Laws of 1890, 1901-11: Catholic Directory
(1910); the University Bulletin (Mav, 1911); Manufacturers Bulle-
tin (1911).

Paul D. Carpenter.

Wisdom, Book of, one of the deutero-canonical
writings of the Old Testament, placed in the Vulgate
between the Canticle of Canticles and Ecclesiasticus.

I. Title.—The oldest headings ascribe the book
to Solomon, the representative of Hebrew wisdom.
In the Syriac translation, the title is: "the Book of

the Great Wisdom of Solomon"; and in the Old
Latin Version, the heading reads: "Sapientia Salo-
monis". The earhest Greek MSS.—the Vaticanus,
the Sinaiticus, the Alexandrinus—-have a similar

inscription, and the Eastern and the Western Fathers
of the first three centuries generally speak of "the
Wisdom of Solomon" when quoting that inspired

writing, although some of them vise in this connexion
such honorific designations as y] ffeia Zo<pla (the Divine
Wisdom), nai-ti/jeTos 2o0ia (.\11 Virtuous Wisdom).
In the Vulgate, the title is: Liber Sapienti.'e, "the
Book of Wisdom". In non-Catholic Versions, the
ordinary heading is: "the Wisdom of Solomon", in

contradistinction to Ecclesiasticus, which is usually

entitled: "the Wisdom of Jesus, the Son of Sirach".

II. Contents.—The book contains two general

parts, the first nine chapters treating of Wisdom imder
its more speculative aspect, and the last ten chapters
dealing with Wisdom from an historical stand-

point. The following is the author's train of thought
in the speculative part (chaps, i-ix). Addressing
himself to kings, the writer teaches that ungodliness

is alien to Wisdom and courts pimishment and death
(i), and he sets forth and refutes the arguments
which the wicked advance to tlie contrary: according

to him, the frame of mind of the ungodly is contrary

to man's immortal destiny; their present life is only

in ai)pearance Ii.'qipier than that of the righteous:

and their iilliiiiate fate is an unquestionable proof of

the folly of their course (ii-v). He thereupon exhorts

kings to seek Wisdom, which is more needful to them
than to ordinary mortals (vi, 1-21), and describes
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his own happy experience in the quest and possession

of that Wisdom which is the Splendour of God and
is bestowed by Him on earnest supphants (vi, 22-
viiii. He subjoins the prayer (ix) by which he has
himself begged that Wisdom and God's Holy Spirit

might be sent down to him from heaven, and which
concludes with the reflection that men of old were
guided by Wisdom—a reflection which forms a natural
transition to the review of Israel's ancient history,

which constitutes the second part of his work.
The author's line of thought in this historical part
(ix-xix) may also easily be pointed out. He com-
mends God's wisdom (1) for its dealings with the
patriarchs from Adam to Moses (x-xi, 4); (2) for its

just, and also merciful, conduct towards the idola-

trous inhabitants of Egypt and Chanaan (xi, 5-xii);

(3) in its contrast with the utter foolishness and
con.sequent immorality of idolatry under its various
forms (xiii, xiv); finally (4), for its discriminating
protection over Israel during the plagues of Egypt,
and at the crossing of the Red Sea, a protection which
has been extended 'o all times and places.

III. Unity and Intehrity.—Most contemporary
scholars admit the unit}' of the Book of Wi-sdom.
The whole work is pervaded by one and the same
general purpose, viz., that of giving a .solemn warning
against the folly of ungodliness. Its two principal

parts are intimately bound by a natural transition

(ix, IS), which has in no way the appearance of an
editorial insertion. Its subdivisions, which might,
at first sight, be regarded as foreign to the primitive
plan of the author, are, when closely examined, seen
to be part and parcel of that plan: this is the case,

for instance, with the section relative to the origin

and the consequences of idolatry (xiii, xiv), inasmuch
as this section is consciously prepared by the writer's

treatment of God's wisdom in its dealings with the
idolatrous inhabitants of Egypt and Chanaan, in

the immediately preceding subdivision (xi, S-xii).

Not only is there no break observable in the carrying-
out of the plan, but favourite ex-pressions, turns of

speech, and single words are found in all the sections

of the work, and furni.sh a further proof that the Book
of Wisdom is no mere compilation, but a Uterary unit.

The integrity of the book is no less certain than
its unity. Every impartial examiner of the work can
readily see that nothing in it suggests that the book
has come down to us otherwise than in its primitive
form. Like Ecclesiasticus, Wisdom has indeed no
inscription similar to tho.se which open the Books of

Proverbs and Ecclesiastes; but pilainly, in the case of

Wisdom, as in the case of Ecclesiasticus, this absence
is no necessarj' sign that the work is fragmentary at

the beginning. Nor can the Book of Wisdom be
rightly considered a.s mutilated at the end, for its

la-st present ver.se forms a proper close to the work as
planned by the author. As regards the few passages
of Wisdom which certain critics have treated as
later Clu-istian interpolations (ii, 24; iii, 13; iv, 1;

xiv, 7), it is plain that were these pa.ssages such as
they are claimed, their presence would not vitiate

the substantial integrity of the work, and further,

that closely examined, they yield a .sense perfectly
consistent with the author's Jewish frame of mind.

IV. Language and .^nTHon.sHip.—In view of the
ancient heading: "the Wisdom of Solomon", some
scholars have surmised that the Book of Wisdom was
composed in Hebrew, like the other works ascribed
to Solomon by their title (Proverbs, Ecclesiastes,

Canticle of Canticles). To substantiate this posi-

tion they have appealed to the Hebraisms of the
work; to its parallehsms, a distinct feature of Hebrew
poetr>'; to its constant use of simple connecting parti-

cles (koI, 5^, yip, Sti, etc.), the usual articulations of

Hebrew sentences; to Greek expressions traceable, aa
they thought, to wrong renderings from a Hebrew
original, etc. Ingenioua as these arguments may ap-

pear, they prove no more than that the author of the
Book of Wisdom was a Hebrew, WTiting Greek with a
distinctly Jewish cast of mind. As far back as St.

Jerome (Pnef . in hbros Salomonis), it has been felt that
not Hebrew but Greek was the original language of
the Book of Wisdom, and this verdict is so powerfully
confirmed by the literary features of the entire Greek
text, that one may well wonder that the theory of an
ancient Hebrew original, or of any original other than
Greek, should have ever been seriously maintained.
Of course the fact that the entire Book of Wisdom

was coniposed in Greek rules out its Solomonic
authorship. It is indeed true that ecclesiastical
writers of the first centuries commonly assumed this
authorship on the basis of the title of the book, appar-
ently confirmed by those passages (ix, 7, 8, 12; cf.

vii, 1, 5; viii, 13, 14; etc.) where the one speaking is

clearly King Solomon. But this view of the matter
never was unanimous in the Early Christian Church,
and in the course of time a middle position between
its total affirmation and its total rejection was sug-
gested. The Book of Wisdom, it was said, is Solo-
mon's inasmuch as it is based on Solomonic works
which arc now lost, hut which were known to and
utihzed by a heUenistic Jew centuries after Solomon's
death. This middle view is but a weak attempt at

saving something of the full Solomonic authorshi])
affirmed in eariier ages. "It is a supposition which
has no po.sitive arguments in its favour, and which,
in itself, is imprnliahli', since it assumes the existence
of Solomonic writings of which there is no trace, and
which would have been known only to the writer of
the Book of VV'isdom" (Cornely-Hagen, "Introd. in
Libros Sacros, Compendium," Paris, 1909, p. 361). At
the present day, it is freely admitted that Solomon is

not the writer of the Book of Wisdom, "which has
been ascribed to him because its author, through a
Uterary fiction, speaks as if he were the Son of David"
(Vigouroux, "Manuel Biblique", II, n. 868. See also
the notice prefixed to the Book of Wisdom in the cur-
rent editions of the Douai Version). Besides Solo-
mon, the writer to whom the authorship of the work
has been oftencst ascribed is Philo, chiefly on the
ground of a general agreement in respect to doctrines,
between the author of Wisdom and Philo, the cele-

brated Jewish philosopher of Alexandria (d. about
A. D. 40). The truth of the matter is that the doc-
trinal differences between the Book of Wisdom and
Philo's writings are such as to preclude a common
authorship. Philo's allegorical treatment of Scrip-
tural narratives is utterly foreign to the frame of mind
of the writer of the Book of Wisdom. His view of

the origin of idolatry conflicts on several points with
that of the author of the Book of Wisdom. Above all,

his description of Divine wisdom bespeaks as to con-
ception, st)de, and manner of presentation, a later

stage of Alexandrian thought than that found in Wis-
dom. The authorshi]! of the work has been at times
ascribed to Zorobabel, as though this Jewish leader
could have written in Greek; to the Alexandrian
Aristobulus (second cent. B. c), as though this cour-
tier could have inveighed against kings after the man-
ner of the Book of Wisdom (vi, 1 ; etc.) ; and finally, to

Apollo (cf. Acts, xviii, 24), as though this was not a
mere supposition contrary to the presence of the book
in the Alexandrian Canon. All these variations as
to authorship prove that the author's name is really

unknown (cf. the notice prefixed to Wi.sdom in the
Douay Version).

V. Pi-ACE and Date of Composition.—Whoever
examines attentively the Book of Wisdom can readily

see that its unknowTi author was not a Palestinian
Jew, but an .\lexandrian .lew. Monotheistic as the
writer is throughout his work, he evinces an acquaint-
ance with Greek thought and philosophical terms (he
calls God "the ,\uthor of beauty": xiii, 3; styles

Providence irpima: xiv, 3; xvii, 2; speaks of tXi
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a)ihfKt>o$, "the formless material" of the universe, after

Plato's manner; xi, 17; numbers four cardinal virtues

in accordance with Aristotle's school: viii, 7; etc.),

which is superior to anything found in Palestine.

His remarkably good Greek, his political allusions,

the local colouring of details, his rebuke of distinctly

Egyptian idolatry, etc., point to Alexandria, as to the
great centre of mixed Jewish and heathen population,
where the author felt called upon to address his elo-

quent warning against the splendid and debasing
Polytheism and Epicurean indifference by which too
many of his feUow Jews had been gradually and deeply
influenced. And this inference from internal data is

confirmed by the fact that the Book of Wisdom is

found not in the Palestinian, but in the Alexandrian,
Canon of the Old Testament. Had the work origi-

nated in Palestine, its powerful arraignment of idolatry
and its exalted teachings concerning the future life

would have naturaOy secured for it a place within the
Canon of the Jews of Palestine. But, as it was com-
posed in Alexandria, its worth was fully appreciated
and its sacred character recognized only by the fellow-

countrymen of the author.
It is more difficult to ascertain the date than the

place of composition of the Book of Wisdom. It is

universally admitted that when the WTiter describes

a period of moral degradation and persecution under
unrighteous rulers who are threatened with heai-y
judgment, he has in view the time of either Ptolemy
IV Philopator (221-204 b. c), or Ptolemy VII Phys-
con (145-117 B. c), for it is only under the.se depraved
princes that the Egyptian Jews had to endure perse-
cution. But it is confessedly difficult to decide which
of these two monarchs the author of Wisdom had
actually in view. It is even possible that the work
" was published after the demise of those princes, for

otherwise it would have but increased their tjTannical
rage" (Lesetre, "Manuel d'Introduction", II, 44.5).

VI. Text .\nd Versions.—The original text of

the Book of Wisdom is preserved in five imcial MSS.
(the Vaticanus, the Sinaiticus, the Alexandrinus, the
Ephremiticus, and the Venetus) and in ten cursives
(two of which are incomplete). Its most accurate
form is found in the Vaticanus (fourth cent.), the
Venetus (eighth or ninth cent.), and the cursive 68.

The principal critical works on the Greek text are
those of Reusch (Freiburg, 1861), Fritsche (Leip-

zig, 1871), Deane (Oxford, 1881), Sweete (Cam-
bridge, 1897), and Cornely-Zorell (Paris, 1910).

Foremost among the ancient versions stands the Vul-
gate, which presents the Old Latin Version somewhat
revised by St. Jerome. It is in general a close and
accurate rendering of the original Greek, with occa-
sional additions, a few of which jirobably point to prim-
itive readings no longer extant in the Greek. The
Syriac Version is less faithful, and the Armenian more
literal, than the Vulgate. Among the modern versions,

the German translation of Siegfried in Kautzsch's
"Apocryphen und Pseudepigraphen des A. T."
(Tubingen, 1900), and the French version of the Abb<!
Crampon (Paris, 1905), deserve a special mention.

VII. Doctrine of the Book.—As might well be
expected, the doctrinal teachings of this deutero-
canonical writing are, in substance, those of the other
inspired books of the Old Testament. The Book of

Wisdom knows of only one God, the God of the uni-

verse, and the Yahweh of the Hebrews. This one God
is "He who is" (xiii, 1), and His holiness is utterly

opposed to moral evil (i, 1-15). He is the absolute
Master of the world (xi, 22 (23)1, which He has created
out of "formless matter" [xi, 18 (17)], a Platonic
expression wliich in no way affirms the eternity of

matter, but points back to the chaotic condition de-

scribed in (ien., i, 2. A living God, He made man after

His image, creating him for immortality (ii, 23), so
that death entered the world only through the envy
of the Devil (ii, 24). His Providence (vpivoia)

extends to all things, great and small [vi, 8 (7); xi,

26 (25); etc.], taking a fatherly care of all things (xiv,

3), and in particular, of His chosen people (xix, 20,
sqq.). He makes Himself known to men through His
wonderful works (xiii, 1-5), and exercises His mercy
towards them aU [xi, 24 (23); xii, 16' x\-, 1], His very
enemies included (xii, 8 sqq.).

The central idea of the book is "Wisdom", which
appears in the work under two principal aspects.
In its relation to man. Wisdom is here, as in the other
Sapiential Books, the perfection of knowledge show-
ing itself in action. It is particularly described as
resident only in righteous men (i, 4, 5), as a principle
sohciting man's will (vi, 14, sqq.), as within God's
gift (vii, 15; viii, 3, 4), and as bestowed by Him on
earnest suppliants (viii, 21-Lx). Through its power,
man triumphs over evil (vii, 30), and through its pos-
session, one may secure for himself the promises of

both the present and the future life (viii, 16, 13).

Wisdom is to be prized above aU things (vii, 8-11;
viii, 6-9), and whoever despises it is doomed to un-
happiness (iii, 11). In direct relation to God, Wis-
dom is personified, and her nature, attributes, and
operation are no less than Divine. She is with God
from eternity, the partner of His throne, and the
sharer of His thoughts (.viii, 3; ix, 4, 9). She is an
emanation from His glory (vii, 25), the Isrightness of
His everlasting Ught and the mirror of His power and
goodness (vii, 26). Wisdom is one, and yet can do
everj'thing; although immutable, she makes all things
new (vii, 27), with an activity greater than any motion
(vii, 23). Wlien God formed the world, W^isdom was
present (ix, 9), and she gives to men aD the virtues
which they need in every station and condition of

Ufe (vii, 27; viii, 21; x, 1, 21; xi). Wisdom is also
identified with the "Word" of God (ix, 1; etc.), and
is represented as immanent with the "Holy Spirit",

to whom a Divine nature and Divine operations are
Ukewise ascribed (i, .5-7; vii, 22, 23; ix, 17). Exalted
doctrines sucli as these stand in a vital connexion
with the New Testament revelation of the mystery of

the Blessed Trinity; while other passages of the Book
of Wisdom (ii, 13, 16-18; xviii, 14-16) find their ful-

filment in Christ, the Incarnate "Word", and "the
Wisdom of God". In other respects too, notably with
regard to its eschatological teachings (iii-v), the Book
of Wisdom presents a wonderful preparation to the
New Testament Revelation. The New Testament
writers appear perfectly familiar with this deutero-
canonical wTiting (cf. !\Iatt., xxvii, 42, 43, with Wis.,
ii, 13, 18; Rom., xi, 34, with Wis., ix, 13; Eph., vi, 13,

17, with Wis., V, IS, 19; Heb., i, 3, with Wis., vii, 26;
etc. It is true that to justify their rejection of the
Book of Wisdom from the Canon, many Protestants
have claimed that in viii, 19-20, its author admits
the error of the pre-existence of the human soul.

But this incriminated passage, when viewed in the
light of its context, yields a perfectly orthodox sense.

(Catholic commentators are marked with an asterisk *.)

GR1M.M (Leipzig, 1S60); * Schmjd (Vienna, I860): * Gutberlet
(Munster, 1874); Bissell (New York, ISSO); De.v.n-e (Oxford,
1881); * Lesetre (Paris. 1884); F.irr.vr (London, ISSS); SlEO-
FRIED {Tubingen, 1890); Zockler (Munich. 1891); * Crampon
(Paria, 1902) ; Andre {Florence, 1904) ; * Cohnely-Zorrell
(Paris. 1910).

Francis E. Gigot.

Wisdom, Dauohters of (Ler Filles de la
S.\<iesse), foimdcfl at Poitiers by Bl. Louis-Marie
Grignion de Montfort in 1703. While he wjis tem-
porary cliaplain of the hospital of Poitiers in 1701, he
a.ssc)ii:ited into a little comnuinity some pious but
variously afflicted girls, and gave them a rule of life, the
main points of which have been retained in the Rule
of the Daughters of Wisdom. In their meeting-room,
called by Montfort La Siiiit;<sc (wi.sdom), he placed a
large wooden cro.ss, to indicate that true wisdom is in

the "foolishness" of the Cross. This community of

poor, crippled, bhnd, and sickly girls was destined,
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under Cod's providonco, to give :i solid religious train-

ing to Louise Trichct, known in religion as Sister

Marie-Louise of Jesus. When de Montfort judged
her suffieiently advaneed in \irtue, he gave her a new
religious habit, whirh has been minutely copied by
the Daughters of \\isdoin. It consists of an ashen-
gray woollen dress and a black cape worn over the
habit. Their coif antl neckerchief are of white linen.

They wear slippers instead of shoes. Ten j'ears she
alone wore the nnich-ridiculed dress. In 1712 a com-
panion was given to Marie-Louise in the person of

Catharine Brunei (Sister Conception). In 171.5, at

the request of the Bishop of La Rochelle, de Mont-
fort called upon his spiritual daughters to teach the
children of the poor in that city. Henceforth the
congregation was both ho.spitaller and teaching. The
founder appointed Sister ^larie-Louise superioress of

the congregation. On 22 Aug., 1715, Montfort gave
the habit of \\'isdom to Sister Ste Croix and Sister

Incarnation.
The congregation strives to acquire heavenly

wisdom by imitating the Incarnate Wisdom, Jesus
Christ. The means for imitating Christ is a special

devotion to the Blessed \'irgin. De Montfort caUs it

"True Devotion" or "Holy Bondage of Mary",
because it mainly consists (1) in consecrating them-
selves entirely to Our Lady and (2) in serving her
lovingly as a slave. The saint, with his keen percep-
tion of Mary's greatness and of our own unworthi-
ne.ss, preferred the ai)pellation "slave or bondman"
to "child or servant of Mary". Once consecrated to

Mary, the sisters perform all their actions in the spirit

inculcated in de Montfort 's "Treatise of the True
Devotion to the Blessed Virgin". When he died in

171(), the community numbered only four sisters. In
1720 the site of their mother-hou.se was acquired at
Saint~Laurent-sur-Se\Te, where he was laid to rest.

Henceforth the life of Marie-Louise was to be a series

of travels necessitated by new foundations and by
visits to all her communities; in 1750 there were
already thirty. She died on 27 April, 1759. Under
her successor, Sister Anastasie (1759-68), lay sisters

were admitted into the congregation. 'They wear a
black habit, a brown kerchief on weekdays, and a
white one on Sundays. When in the chapel or out
of the convent they wear a black cape. The lay
sisters are over 700. Art. 26 of the first part of the
constitution provides that both lay and choir sisters,

at the end of five years' probation, be sent to the
mother-house (at Saint-Laurent-sur-Se\Te, La Vendue,
France), where they remain about two months pre-
paring themselves for their perpetual vows.
On 31 Jan., 1794, twenty-.six sisters, who had re-

mained in the convent at Saint-Laurent-sur-S^\Te,
were fastened two and two like criminals. One was
hacked to pieces; another slain in her sick-bed, and
her corpse dragged through the village. The others
were thrown into a squalid prison at Nantes, where
eight of them died of starvation. One sister was put
to death at Coron; another was wounded by a sabre-
cut, and left for dead; two were ma.ssacred at Lon-
geron, and two more on the road to Le Mans. Of
those imprisoned there, four died of exhaustion. At
Poitiers three sisters were exhibited in a public square
and the inscription "Harbourers of fanatic priests"
placed above their heads. They spent eight months
in prison at Le Brouage; they were forced, in the cold
winter months, to uproot with their hands the grass
that grew between the paving-stones of the streets.

At Nantes two si.sters were guillotined. At Rennes
the heads of Sister V^-ronique and Jouin fell under the
guillotine. Three others, meanwhile exhibited with
an iron collar (carmn) around their necks, when
apprised of the execution of their companions, and
threat ene<l with a similar fate, simplv replied: "Cod's
holy Will be done". At La Cuille Sister St. Emily
was subjected to revolting maltreatment. Sister St.

Eugenie's fortitude astonished the Revolutionary
Committee of La Rochelle. "Enough, gentlemen,
my last word is this: the guillotine seems set up for
good. Take me there. An oath against my con-
science you will never get from me." On" being
promised personal safety, she besought her judges
not to be separated from her companions. She was
imprisoned at Bruges. At Roehefort-en-Terre Sister
Mechtikle died of fright at seeing the revolutionaries.
Her three companions, impri.soned at Vannes, were
refused even a little straw to lie on. From the prison
the superioress addressed a pathetic appeal to the
municipality. Relief came too late, at least for her.
She died after a year's iini)risonment. Her two com-
paniiiiis \\v\i- set free. Still when nurses were needed
to lake care of I he wounded and sick soldiers in the
hospital at Brest, the imprisoned sisters, 70 in number,
were sent there. They were the first to resume the
religious habit in 1800.
Under Napoleon the Daughters of Wisdom re-

covered most of their former houses, were granted
30,000 francs for building purposes, and an annuity of
12,000 francs. This was faithfully paid until 1848.
It was in 1810, when Napoleon was temporarily the
master of Europe, that, at his call, the Sisters of" Wis-
dom left French soil for the first time to nurse the
wounded soldiers at Antwerj). Numerous medals
were bestowed on the congregation by Napoleon, and
by every French Government since; Spain, Prussia,
and Belgium have honoured them for nursing the
wounded or plague-stricken soldiers of those countries;
its a congregation they ha\-e been acknowdedged in
the Ajioslolic Brief of Leo XII in 1825; they were
canonically ajiijroved, together with the Fathers of
the Company of Mary, in 1853; they were placed
under Cardinal Vincenzo Vannutelh as protector,
and favoured by two important decrees in 1893 and
1898 securing the integrity of Montfort's institution;
and they received the definitive approbation of the con-
stitutions of Montfort's double foundation in 1904.

In 1800 the membership of the conmiunitv was 260;
in 1810, 509; in 1830, 710; in ls-40, 1400". To-day
there are 5400, distributed among A'.\[) houses. Their
principal novitiate is the mother-house. The present
French Government has replaced them by lay nurses
in the important naval and military hospitals of Tou-
lon, Brest, Cherbourg, Boulogne, and others, in the
state prisons, in the Maisons Centrales (prisons for
women) of Cadillac and Clermont . Not less than 250
of their educational establishments have been closed.

They are in charge of hospitals, insane asylums,
orthopaedic institutes, orphan homes, training schools,
apprentice shops, protectories, poor-houses, magdalen
institutions, kindergartens, day nurseries, boarding-
schools, day-schools, and parochial schools. The
Asile des Vieillards, founded at Clamart (Paris) by
Duchess Galiera, deserves a special mention for the
uniqueness of its purpose. It is a home for aged and
indigent artists, literary and scientific men. or noble-
men.

In 1812 the Daughters of Wisdom took charge of
the institution for deaf-mutes at La Chartreuse
d'Auray. Trained by Miss Duler and by the Abb6
Sicard, the sisters made rapid progress in this new
field of usefulness. They improved the methods
of their masters, and, in turn, became the teachers of

several other religious communities. To-day the
Daughters of Wisdom direct the institutes of the blind
and deaf-mutes in .seven departments; at La Char-
treuse, I,arnay, ()rl(''ans, Lille, Laon, Besangon, and
Toulouse. Larnay gained world-wide renown after

the publication of I>ouis Arnould's "Une flme en
prison", in which he graphically describes the method
pursued by Sister Marguerite for the education of

Marie Heurtin, deaf-mute and blind from her birth.

Before .Sister Marguerite, Sister St. M<''dulle had
worked on similar lines, in instructing Germaine Cam-
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bon and Marthe Obrecht. What the famous Abb^
de I'Epee considered aknost impossible has been
successfully accompUshed by Sisters St. Medulle and
Marguerite, and is zealously continued by the Daugh-
ters of Wisdom. Marie Heurtin herself has been very
serviceable in teaching her similarly afflicted com-
panions. The deaf-mutes of Larnay manufacture,
under the direction of their teachers, church vestments
which experts have declared to rival the products of
the atehers of Paris and Toulouse. A unique religious
congi-egation, "the Little Rehgious of Our Lady of the
Seven Dolours", sprang from the Larnay Institute.
It was founded in 1849 for the deaf-mutes of Larnay
by Canon de Larnay, and approved by Cardinal Pie.
Since 1898 it has been affiUated to the Daughters of
Wisdom. Their rule has been approved by Pius X.

Belgium.—In 1846 the Daughters of Wisdom crossed
the French frontier and settled at Tournai. Of the
establishments of the congregation on Belgian soil,

the principal ones are located at Tournai, Antwerp,
Brussels, and MaUnes. Holland.— In 18S0 the
Daughters of Wisdom made their first foundation
at Schimmert, Limburg, in the Netherlands, where
they have since opened a boarding-school, a novitiate
for the Dutch Province, and a kindergarten. Among
their other establishments in Holland are schools
at Rotterdam (in 1905) and an institute for defective
children at Druten.

Itnly.—The Hospital Sant' Andrea, Genoa, with
its branches San FiUppo and Coronata; houses in
Rome, Turin, Gorno, Nettuno, and San Remo. The
novitiate of the ItaUan Province at San Giorgio
(Monferrato).

Switzerland.—Establishments at Sonnenwj-l and
Bonnefontaine. Denmark.—Establishment at Ros-
kilde. Hayti.—1871, the number of establishments
to-day is 45, with 250 teachers and muses. Colombia.—Houses at Villavicencio (1905), Medina (1906),
and Gachala (1911). Central Africa.—In the Vica-
riate ApostoUc of Shire, houses at Nugludi and LTtale.

England.— (1) Abbey House, Romsey, Hampshire
(1891), 17 sisters, 80 orphan boys. (2) La Sagesse
Convent, Golder's Green, London, N. W., boarding-
school and day-school. (3) La Sagesse Convent,
Grassendale, Liverpool, a juniorate destined to recruit
English-speaking members for the congregation.
The Sisters also visit the poor and take care of them
in their homes. Evening school for girls; 15 sisters.

(4) Our Lady of the Sacred Heart, Moorfield Convent,
Preston (1905), an orphan home for girls, who are
taught domestic science; also a home of retreat for
ladies (21 sisters). (5) Our Lady's Convent, Gates-
head-on-Tyne (1906), boarding-school and day-school,
14 sisters, 80 pupils. (6) Romsey, near de Montfort
College, of the Company of Mary, one house; the
sisters have charge of the kitchen, laundry, hnen-
room, and infirmary of the college.

Canada.— (1) In Ontario: Cumming's Bridge, near
Ottawa, the provincial house of the Canadian prov-
ince, and a novitiate for English and Frenoli-sjieaking
young ladies. Also, a boarding-school and the paro-
chial schools. Other houses: Sturgeon Falls, Blind
River, Cyrville, Alfred, and St. Thomas Lefai\Te.

(2) In Quebec: Montfort (1884), Huberdeau, St.
Jovite, St. Agathe des Monts, Papineauville (2 houses),
Ch^n^ville, Grenville, and two hospitals in Montreal;
St. Justine, for children ; St. H^lfene. Also domiciliary
visiting of the poor. (3) New Brunswick: Edmunds-
ton, a boarding-school and a day-school. (4) Alberta:
Red Deer, Castor, and Calgary.

United States.—Maine: St. Agatha, a high school,
a boarding-school and day-school, and a hospital at
Grand Isle; parochial schools. New York: Ozone
Park, Long Island, Our Lady of Wisdom Academy,
boarding-school, day-school, and parochial school;
27 sisters, 80 boarders. Here they admit little

boys up to the age of ten. Port Jefferson, St.

Charles' Home for bhnd, crippled, and defective
children; 30 sisters, 2.'i0 inmatr«.

Blessed Louis-Marie Grnr ' 1' '/or( (London, 1892), 11,
pa.'*sim: Life and Select 11/ \'nerable servant of God,
Louis-Marie Grignion <l, .; ., , l.'.ndon, 1870), 322-30;
Texier, Marie-Louise de J,_^u.^, jutinitit superieure de la Congri-
gallon de la Sagesse (Pans and IVitlcrs, 1901). 310-21; FoN-
TENEAU, Histoire de In. Congregation de la Sagesse (Paris and Poi-
tiers. 1878): Arnould, Vne Arne en Prison (Paris. 1904); Con-
stitution des Filles de la Sagesse (Rome, 1905) ; additional informa-
tion from Le Bulletin Trimestriel and Lettres Circutaires of the
Superiors-General of the Company of Mary and of the Daughters
of Wisdom.

John H. Bemelmans.

Wiseman, Nicholas Patrick, cardinal, first

Archbishop of Westminster; b. at Seville, 2 Aug.
1802; d. in London, 15 Feb., 1865., younger son of
James Wiseman, a merchant of Irish family resident
in Seville, by his second wife, Xaviera Strange. On
his father's death in 1805 he was taken to Ireland by
his mother, and after two years at school in Water-
ford was, with his brother, placed at Ushaw College,
Durham, founded seventeen years previously, where
the distinguished historian John Lingard, Wiseman's
Ufelong friend, was then vice-president. At Ushaw
Nicholas resolved to embrace the fife of a priest, and
in 1818 he was chosen as one of the first batch of
students for the English College in Rome, which had
just been revived after having been closed for twenty
years owing to the French occupation. Soon after
his arrival he was received in audience, with five

other English students, by Pius VII, who made them
a kind and encouraging address; and his next six

years were devoted to hard and regular study, under
the strict discipline of the college. He attained dis-

tinction in the natural sciences as well as in dogmatic
and scholastic theology, and in July, 1824, took his

degree of Doctor of Divinity, after successfully sus-
taining a public disputation before a great audience
of learned men, including at least one future pope.
Eight months later, on 19 March, 1825, he was ordained
priest. His particular bent had always been towards
SjTiac and other Oriental studies, and this was en-
couraged by his superiors. The learning and research
evidenced in his work, "Horse SvTiacae", which
appeared in 1827, estabhshed his reputation as an
Oriental scholar. Already vice-rector of tlie English
College, and thus enjoying an official status in Rome,
he was named by Leo XII, soon after the publication
of his book, supernumerary professor of Hebrew and
Syro-Chaldaic in the Sapienza University, and soon
found himself in communication, by letter or other-
wise, with aU the great Orientahsts of the day, such
as Bunsen, Scholz, .\ckermann, and Tholuck.
By the pope's wish he imdertook at this time a

course of English sermons for the benefit of English
visitors to Rome, and in June, 1828, while still only
in his twenty-sixth year, he became Rector of the
English College. This position gave him the status
of official representative of the English Catholics in

Rome, and brought many external duties into his

life, hitherto devoted chiefly to study, lecturing, and
preaching. Noted as a linguist

—"he can spe.ak with
readiness and point", wrote Newman of him some
years later, "in half-a-dozen languages, without being
detected for a foreigner in any one of them"—he
received and entertained at the college distinguished

visitors from every Eurojiean country, and was
equally popular with them all. Gladstone, New-
man, ilurrell Froude, .Archbishop Trench, Macaulay,
Monckton-.Mihies, and Manning were among the
emiiii'Ml luighshmen who made his acquaintance
during the twelve years of his rectorship; and he
had nuich interesting intercourse also with l.amen-
nais, then bent on his scheme of reconciling Democ-
racy with Ultramontanism, and his devoted friends

Lacordaire, Montalembert, and Rio. Father Igna-
tius Spencer, afterwards the famous Passionist, who
entered the English College in 1830, had much to
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do with the turning of \\'iseman's thoughts towards
the possible return of England to Catholic unity;

and this was deepened by his conversations with
Newman and Froude when they visited Rome in

1833. Meanwhile he was busy with the prepara-

tion of his lectures "On the Connexion between
Science and Revealed Religion ", which were delivered

in 1835, and greatly added to his reputation, although
they embodied some theories which have been super-

seded since. They won unstinted praise from such
critics as Bunsen, Milnes, Dollinger, Lepsius, and
Cardinal Mai, and raised Wiseman to perhaps the
highest point he was to attain as a student and a
man of letters. His quiet life of study was indeed,

though he hardly knew it, now practically at an
end; and the last tliirty years of his career were des-

tined to be largely taken up with an active partici-

pation in the events following on the general religious

reaction in Europe, of which the Oxford Movement
in England was one of the most remarkable fruits.

Wiseman's correspondence at this time evinces his

keen and ardent sympathy with the widespread
religious revival associated with such names as those
of Ozanam and Lacordaire in France, Schlegel and
Gorres in Germany, and Manzoni and others in

Italy. He was in constant correspondence with
Dollinger (whom he brought into relations with
Lingard), expressed unbounded admiration for his

Church History, then being published, and hoped
through him to establish co-operation between
German and English Catholics.

In the autumn of 183.5 Wiseman came to England
for a year's .sojourn, full of fervent hopes for the future
of Catholicism in that country. But he had never
lived there himself under the numbing pressure of

the penal laws; and it was a shock to him to realize

that the long down-trodden "English papists",
from whom that oppression had only recently been
removed by the Emancipation Act of 1829, were not
in the least ripe for any vigorous forward movement
or prominent participation in pubhc life. Nor was
any particular encouragement in this direction given
to them in the exhortations or pastoral letters of their

ecclesiastical superiors, whose chief anxiety seemed
to be lest the piety of their flocks might be adversely
affected by their new-born liberty of action. Wise-
man's enthusia.sm, however, was not damped by the
somewhat chilly atmosphere of English Catholicism.
He began without delay a course of lectures, addressed
alike to Catholics and Protestants, which at once
attracted large audiences, and from which, wrote a
well-qualified critic, dated "the beginning of a serious
revival of Catholicism in England". The lectures

were resumed in the following year, in the largest

Catholic church in London, with even greater success.

Some distinguished converts—among them the emi-
nent architect Welby Pugin—were received into the
Church: Wiseman was presented with a costly
testimonial, and was invited to write for a popular
encyclopedia an article on the Catholic Church. He
gave evidence of his power as a temperate yet forcible

apologist, in his admirable defence of Catholicism
against a violent attack published by John Poynder
—a defence which W. E. Gladstone described as "a
masterpiece of clear and unanswerable argument";
and in the same year, 1836, he took the important
step of founding, in association with Daniel O'Coimell
and Michael Quin (who became the first editor),

the "Dublin Review", with the object, as he himself
stated, not only of rousing English Catholics to a
greater enthusia.sm for their religion, but of exhibiting
to the representatives of P^nglish thought generally
the variety, comprehensiveness, and elasticity of the
Catholic .system as he had been taught to regard it.

In the autumn of 1836 Wi.seman returned to Rome,
and for four more years held his post of rector of the
English College. While in no way slackening in the

conscientious performance of his duties, he found
himself gradually more and more drawn towards,
and personally interested in, the important religious
movement developing in England; and this feeUng
was strengthened by his intercourse with Macaulay
and Gladstone, of whom he saw much when they
visited Rome in 1838. He welcomed in them that
spirit of outside sympathy with Catholicism which
had already seemed to him so striking and encourag-
ing a phenomenon in men like von Ranke, A. VV.
Schlegel, and even Victor Hugo; and his correspond-
ence during this period shows how in the midst of
his multifarious duties in Rome he longed to be at
the heart of the movement in England, working for
it with all the versatile gifts at his command, and
with all the personal influence which he could wield.
He visited England in the summer of 1839 ; and liesides

his active public engagements at that time—giving
retreats at Oscott and elsewhere, preaching at the
opening of the new churches which were rising all

over the country, and working, in conjunction with
Father Spencer, for the spread of a new spirit of

prayer and piety among English Catholics—there
appeared from his pen, in the "Dublin Review", the
famous article on St. Augustine and the Donatists
which was a turning-point in the Oxford Movement,
and pressed home the parallel between the Donatists
and the Tractarians with a convincing logic which
placed many of the latter, in Newman's famous
words, "on their death-bed as regarded the Church
of England". Three months after the publication
of this momentous article, Wiseman returned to
Rome; but he felt himself, as his letters show, that
the future of his hfe's work was to be not in Rome but
in England.

In 1840 Gregory XVI raised the number of English
vicars Apostolic from four to eight; and \\'iseman
was nominated coadjutor to Bishop Walsh of the
Central District, and president of Oscott College.
After making a retreat with the Passionists he was
consecrated on 4 June, in the chapel of the English
College, with the title of Bishop of Melipolamus,
and held an ordination service next day. He left

Rome on 1 Aug., after twenty-two j-ears' residence
there, and took up his residence at Oscott, which it

was his design from the first to make a centre in the
work of drawing the Cathohc-minded party in the
Anglican Church towards Rome. No encouragement
in this idea was forthcoming from his scholastic

colleagues in the college, and the only support he
received was in the unwavering sympathy of Father
Spencer, and the enthusiasm of A. W. Pugin, a con-
stant visitor at Oscott. Other distinguished men
visited Wiseman there, such as Lords Spencer and
Lyttelton, Daniel O'Connell, the Due de Bordeaux,
and many more; and though not interested in the
routine of college life, and a great bishop rather than
a successful president, he gave a prestige and dis-

tinction to Oscott which no one else could have done.
A profound liturgist, he was nio.st particular about the
proper carrying-out of the ceremonial of the Church;
and his humour, geniality, and kindness made him an
esijecial favourite with the younger members of the
college.

On the publication of the famous Tract 90, WTitten
to justify the simultaneous adherence to the Thirty-
Nine Articles and to the Decrees of Trent by Angli-
can clergymen, Wiseman entered upon direct corre-
spondence with Newman; and after more than four
years of perjilexity, doubt, and disapjiointed hopes,
he had the happiness of confirming him at Oscott,
sub.sequent to his reception into the Catholic Church.
Btit neither Newman's own conversion, nor that of a
large number of his most distingiiished disciples,

sufficefl to break down the wall of reserve and sus-
picion which had always separated the "Old Enghsh"
Catholics, such as Lingard and his school, from the
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leaders of the Oxford Movement. The sincerity of

their Catholic leanings had been doubted when they
were Protestants; and the sincerity of their conversion

was equally suspected now that they were Catholics.

Wiseman, on the other hand, saw in every fresh acces-

sion new ground for serious hope for the return of

England to Catholic unity. He enUsted the prayers

of many Continental bishops for this intention, and
worked unceasingly to promote a cordial understand-

ing between new converts and old Catholics, and to

make the Oxford neophytes at home in their new
surroundings. Many of them found shelter and occu-

pation at Oscott, and the "Dublin Review" was
strengthened by an infusion of new writers from their

ranks. Deeply interested, as was natural, in the

future of Newman and his immediate followers, Wise-
man concerned himself closely with the project,

ultimately realized in Birmingham, of founding an
Oratory in England.
Meanwhile he had himself been appointed pro-

vicar ApostoHc of the London District, and had (in

July, 1847) visited Rome on business of the utmost
importance in relation to Enghsh Catholicism. He
was deputed by his brother bishops to submit to the

Holy See the question of revising the constitution of

the Church in England, and of substituting for the

vicars Apostolic a regular hierarchy, such as had existed

in Ireland throughout the darkest days of the penal

laws, and had recently been established in Australia.

In the changed circumstances of English Catholicism

some new code of laws was imperatively called for to

supplement the obsolete constitution of 17.53; but the

project of creating a hierarchy, which Wiseman fa-

voured as the true solution of the question, was strongly

opposed by many English Catholics, headed by Car-
dinal Acton, the only English member of the Sacred
College. The negotiations on the matter with the
Holy See were interrupted by the exciting and impor-
tant political events which followed the accession of

Pius IX and the national Italian rising against Aus-
tria. Wiseman returned to England charged with
the duty of appealing to the British Government for

support of the Papacy in carrying out its policy of

Liberalism. Bishop Ullathorne was sent out to Rome
early in 1848 to continue in Wiseman's place the nego-
tiations on the question of the hierarchy for England;
and he left on record his admiration of the calm and
detailed consideration given to the subject by the

authorities, at a time when revolution and disorder

were almost at their height. All the evidence forth-

coming seemed to show that the British Government
could find no reasonable cause of ofTence in the pro-

posed measure; and it was on the point of being car-

ried out when the Revolution burst in Rome, and the

pope's flight to Gaeta delayed the actual execution of

the project for nearly two years.

Soon after Wiseman's return to England he suc-

ceeded Dr. Walsh as vicar Apostolic of the London
District, and threw himself into his episcopal work
with characteristic activity and zeal. The means he
relied on for quickening the spiritual life of the dis-

trict were, first, the frequent giving of retreats and
missions both for clergy and laity, and secondly the

revival of religious orders, which had of course

become entirely extinct in England under the penal

laws. Within two years he founded no less than ten

religious communities in London, and had the satis-

faction of seeing many of the converts either joining

one or the other of these communities, or working
harmoniously as .secular priests with the other clergy

of the district. A notable event in the annals of the

London Catholics was the opening, at which Wise-
man assisted, of the great Gothic Church of St.

George's, Southwark, designed by Pugin, in July,

1848. Fourteen bishops, 240 priests, and represent-

atives of many religious orders took part in the open-
ing ceremonies, which were described in no unfriendly

spirit by the metropolitan Press. A function on this

scale in the capital of England indicated, as was said
at the time, that the English Catholic Church had
indeed "come out of the catacombs"; but Wiseman
had still much to contend with in the shape of strong
opposition, on the part of both clergy and laity of
the old school, to what was called the "Romanizing"
and "innovating" spirit of the new bishop. In mat-
ters of devotion as well as of Church disciphne every
development was regarded by this party vvith sus-
picion and distrust; and no greater proof could be
adduced of the tact, prudence, and firmness of Wise-
man in his difficult office, than the fact that in less

than three years he had practically disarmed his
opponents, and had won over to his own views, not
only the rank and file, but the leaders of the party
which had at first most strenuously resisted him.

In the spring of 1850, just after the Gorham de-
cision of the Privy Council, declaring the doctrine of

baptismal regeneration to be an open question in the
Church of England, had resulted in a new influx

of distinguished converts to Cathohcism, Wiseman
received the news of his impending elevation to the
cardinalate, carrying with it, as he supposed, the obli-

gation of permanent residence in Rome. Deeply as
he regretted the prospect of a lifelong severance from
his work in England, he loyally submitted to the
pope's behest, and left England, as he thought for

ever, on 16 Aug. Meanwhile strong representations
were being made at Rome with the view of retaining

his services at home; and he was able to write, imme-
diately after his first audience of Pius IX, that it was
decided that the Enghsh hierarchy was to be pro-
claimed without delay, and that he was to return to

England as its chief. At a consistory held on 30 Sept.

Nicholas Wiseman was named a cardinal priest,

with the title of St. Pudentiana. The papal Brief

re-establishing the hierarchy had been issued on the
previous day; and on 7 Oct. the newly-created car-

dinal Archbishop of Westminster announced the
event to EngUsh Catholics in his famous pastoral

"from outside the Flaminian Gate".
He left Rome a few days later, travelling by Flor-

ence, Venice, and Vienna, where he was the emperor's
guest ; and it was here that he first learned from a
leading article in the "Times", worded in the most
hostile terms, .something of the sudden storm of

bitter feeling aroused in England, not by his own
elevation of the Sacred College, but by the creation of

an English Catholic hierarchy with territorial titles.

Wiseman instantly wrote to the Premier, Lord John
Russell, to deprecate the misconception in thepubhc
mind of the papal act; but by the time he reached
England, in Nov., 1850, the fanatical fury of the agi-

tation caused by the so-called "Papal aggression"

was at its height. Every article printed by the

"Times" on the subject was more bitter than ita

predecessor: the premier's famous letter to the Bishop
of Durham, inveighing against the pope's action as

"insolent and insidious", fanned the flame: Queen
Victoria showed her sympathy with the agitation in

her reply to an address from the Anglican bishops;

riotous public meetings, and the burning in effigy of

pope, cardinals, and prelates, kept the whole coun-
try in a state of ferment for several weeks; and Wise-
man in his progress through London was frequently

hooted, and stones were thrown at the windows of

his carriage. Nothing daunted, he instantly set

about the composition of his masterly " Ajipcal to the

Reason and Good Feeling of the English ii('oi>le on
the subject of the Catholic Hierarchy", a jiamphlet

of some thirty pages, addressed to the peoiile them-
selves rather than to the educated minority who in

the writer's view had so grossly and inexcusably mis-

led them. The cogency and ability of the apjieal was
frankly recognized by the English Press, and the

political enemies of the government were not slow to
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point out the inconsistency of its dealings with the
Catliolics of England and Ireland. The cardinal
followed up the publication of his treatise by dehver-
ing a course of lectures on the same lines in St.

George's Cathedral, and the note struck by him was
taken up by Gladstone in the House of Commons.
The Ecclesiastical Titles Bill, making the assumption
by Catholics of episcopal titles in the United Kingdom
a penal offence, was introduced into Parliament early

in 1851, and became law on 1 Aug.; but it was a dead
letter from the first, as Gladstone had the courage and
prescience to declare that it would be. Its provisions
were never enforced, and it was repealed during Glad-
stone's first premiership twenty years later. By the
end of 1851 the No-popery agitation, as short-lived

as it was violent, was dead and buried, the last nail

having been knocked into its coffin by the unrivalled
irony and brilliant rhetoric of the lectures on "The
Present Position of Catholics", delivered by Newman
in Birmingham in the summer of this year.

The anti-Catholic storm having been lulled, Wise-
man made it his business to endeavour to restore those
amicable relations between Catholics and Protestants
which had inevitably been somewhat disturbed by
the recent outburst. He had many personal friends

outside Catholic circles, and his wide range of knowl-
edge on many neutral subjects such as natural science,

archaeology, and Oriental studies, made him welcome
in general society. No one could be less like the
"wily Roman prelate" of anti-popery fiction than the
genial and thoroughly Enghsh gentleman, whose
appearance, bearing, and conversation disarmed the
prejudices and enlisted the sympathy of all with
whom he was brought into contact. Not only by
Cersonal intercourse with his feUow-countrymen, but
y his frequent appearances on the lecture-platform,

he did much to influence pubhc opinion in favour of

Cathohcs. His lectures were at first chiefly on relig-

ious subjects, delivered in Catholic chapels in various
parts of the country; but as time went on, and the
many-sided character of his attainments became
better known to the public, he was frequently asked
to give addresses on topics connected with archa;-

ology, art, and hterature, not only in London but
in Liverpool, Manchester, and other important
centres. Large audiences, including many persons
of di.stinction, attended on these occasions; and the
speaker's graceful eloquence, genial personality, and
Bympathetic voice and manner, enhanced the impres-
sion wrought by his intimate knowledge of the vari-

ous subjects with which he dealt. His delivery was
fluent and his style brilliant, and characterized by a
command of poetic imagery in which probably few
public .speakers have surp.assed or equalled him.

While the cardinal slowly but surely advanced in

the popular regard and esteem, as his gifts and quali-

ties became more widely known, he was faced with
many internal difficulties in the government of the
Church in England. The divergence of views, on
questions of church pohty and administration, be-

tween the old school of ecclesiastics (who were
opposed as much to what they called the "importation
of modern Roman ideas" as to the influx of converts
and the re-establishmcnt of regular orders in England)
and the enthusi.astic recruits from Oxford such as Oak-
ley, Talbot, Faber, and Ward, had by no means dis-

appeared. Wiseman himself was regarded, even by
some of his brother bishops, as .something of an auto-
crat; and both before and after the first provincial

synod held by him at Oscott (when Newman preached
his famous sermon on the Second Sjiring), there was
considerable agitation for the appointment of irre-

moveable parish priests and for the election of bishops
by the diocesan clergy. Wiseman met these diffi-

culties with his usual courage, moderation, and tact,

steadfastly refusing to be drawn into party contro-
versies or to allow any public manifestation of party
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spirit. He went to Rome in the autumn of 1853 to
explain matters personally to Pius IX, who showed
him every mark of confidence and kindness, and gave
full approval to his ecclesiastical pohcy.

It was during this visit to Rome that Wiseman pro-
jected, and commenced to execute, the writing of by
far the most popular book that came from his versa-
tile pen—the beautiful romance of "Fabiola", which
was meant to be the first of a series of tales illustrative
of different periods of the Church's life. The book
appeared at the end of 1854, and its success was im-
mediate and phenomenal. Translations of it were
published in almost every European language, and
the most eminent scholars of the day were unani-
mous in its praise. All this greatly consoled
the cardinal when troubled and harassed by many
vexations, and a spirit of new cheerfulness and cour-
age breathes from a sermon preached by him in May,
18.55, dwelHng in thankfulness and hope on the revival
of Catholicism in England. In the autumn of 1855
he dehvered, and afterwards published, four lectures
on concordats, in connexion with the concordat
recently concluded between Austria and the Holy See.
The subject was treated with his usual exhaustive
eloquence, and the lectures made a great impression,
four editions of them being printed, as well as a Ger-
man version with which the Emperor of Austria
expressed himself highly pleased.
The increasing pressure of episcopal and metropoli-

tan duties, as well as his greatly impaired health,
induced Wiseman in 1855 to petition Rome for a
coadjutor, and Rt. Rev. George Errington, Bishop of
Plymouth, was appointed (with right of succession to
the archbishop) in April of that year. He had
worked under the cardinal both in Rome and at
Oscott, and they were intimate friends; but their
differences of character and temperament were so
marked that Errington foresaw from the first, if

Wiseman did not, that the new relation between them
would be one full of difficulty. A rigorous disciplina-
rian of a somewhat narrow tj^pe, the coadjutor was
bound, in matters of diocesan administration, to come
into collision with a chief who disliked the routine of

business, and was apt to decide questions rather as
prompted by his own wide and generous impulses
than according to the strict letter of the law. Before
the year was out Errington had expressed in Rome his
dissatisfaction with his position and his readiness to
retire from it.

For the moment the difficulties were smoothed over,
but they were sub.'iequently accentuated by the rapid
rise to prominence in the archdioce.se of Henry Ed-
ward Manning, who founded in London, in 1856, his

congregation of Oblates of St. Charles, and became in

the same year provost of the metropoUtan chapter.
The story of the series of misunderstandings between
Wiseman and Manning on one side, and Errington
and the Westminster canons on the other, has been
told at length, though not with complete accuracy or
impartiality, in Purcell's "Life of Manning", and, in

more trustworthy fashion, in Ward's "Life of Wise-
man" (see also Manning). Errington, gravely
offended at the charges of anti-Roman spirit brought
against him, persistently refused to resign his office;

and iis it became increasingly manifest that he and the
cardinal could not work together with any advantage
to the archdiocese, he was removed from the coad-
jutorship by papal Decree dated 22 July, 1860. He
dcchned the offer of the Archbi.shop of 'Trinidad, and
spent the rest of his life in retirement in the Diocese
of Clifton.

Wiseman's domestic trials during 18.58 were agree-
ably varied by his visit to Ireland in the early autumn
of that year—a visit which the enthusia.sm of Irish

Catholics transformed into a kind of triumphal prog-
ress, and during which he delivered, in different parts
of the island, sermons, lectures, and addresses after-
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wards printed in a volume of four hundred pages.

Cheered by the warmth of the welcome accorded him
by Irishmen of every class and creed, he returned
home, improved in spirits if not in health, to find

himself engrossed not only with the affairs of his arch-

diocese, but with the march of political events in

Rome and Italy, in which he wasvery keenly interested.

He had lately published his "Recollections of the Last
Four Popes", which had roused much interest both
in England and on the Continent. His fervent loy-

alty to Pius IX found vent in a pastoral which he
addressed from Rome, early in 1S60, to the English
Catholics asking for contributions to the needs of

the Holy See. Later he founded an Academia in

London, chiefly at the instance of Manning, who hoped
through its means to kindle an enthusiasm for the
temporal power of the pope. Wiseman's own idea,

reflected in his inaugur.al lecture in June, 1S61, was
rather that the new institution should encourage the
scholarly and scientific researches which so greatly

interested him. Both these objects were advocated
in the early papers read at the Academia by Dr.

Rock, W. G. Ward, and others. After 1860 Wiseman,
realizing that his health was now permanently broken,
lived chiefly in the country, leaving the conduct of

diocesan affairs largely in the hands of Manning who
possessed his entire confidence, though he was at this

time far from popular in the archdiocese. Wiseman
thought it prudent, early in 1861, to remove the

Oblates from the diocesan seminary. He visited

Rome that year, and again in 1862, in connexion with
the canonization of the Japanese martyrs, and was
treated by Pius IX with special kindness and favour.

We find him during the next two years, notwithstand-
ing increasing bodily weakness, working with unabated
zeal to redress Catholic grievances, especially with
regard to poor schools, and the position of Cathohc
soldiers and sailors, as well as the inmates of prisons,

reformatories, and workhouses. He attended a great

Catholic Congress at Mechlin in June, 1863, and
gave an address in French dealing with the progress
of the Church in England since the Emancipation
Act of 1829. Later in the. same year he interested

himself warmly in the work undertaken by Herbert
(afterwards Cardinal) Vaughan, of founding a college

for Foreign Missions in England. One of his last

pubhc utterances was an indignant pastoral jjublished

in May, 1864, in which, with his unfailing loyalty

to the Holy See, he protested against the enthusiastic

welcome of Garibaldi in England, and especially

against the adulation paid by Anglican bishops to a
man who had openly avowed his sympathy with
Atheism. In the following October he assisted at

the consecration of the Bishop of Bruges, and on his

return home occupied himself with the writing of a
lecture on Shakespeare, which he hoped to deliver

at the Royal Institution on 27 Jan., 1S6.5. When
that date arrived, however, he was already on his

death-bed. His last weeks were spent in religious

exercises and preparation for death. The news of his

illness and death evoked expressions of general sym-
pathy from men of every class and every creed ; and
the practically unanimous voice of the Press testified

to the high place he had won for himself in the re-

spect and affections of his fellow-countrymen, to the
astonishing change which had been wrought in fifteen

years in the feelings entertained towards him by the
people of England. His funeral at Kensal Green was
made the occasion of an extraordinary popular
demonstration, taking place, as the "Times" re-

marked, "amid such tokens of public interest, and
almost of sorrow, as do not often mark the funerals
even of our most illustrious dead".
Ward, Life and Times of Cardinal Wiseman, with three illus-

trative portruit.s (London, 189S); Gli.mw, Bibl. Did. Eng. Calh..

s. v., with a complete list of h\s published work.s; Whitk. .Memoir
of Cardinal Wiseman (London, 1867); Milnm (Lord Houoh-
tok). Monographs (London, 1873); Morris, The Last Illness of

D O Hunter-Blair.

Witchcraft.—It is not easy to draw a clear dis-

tinction between magic and witchcraft. Both are
concerned with the producing of effects beyond the
nat ural powers ofman b)' agencies ot her than the Divine
(cf. Occult Art, Occultism). But in witchcraft,

as commonly understood, there is involved the idea
of a diabolical pact or at least an appeal to the inter-

vention of the spirits of evil. In such cases this

supernatural aid is usually invoked either to compass
the death of some obno.xious person, or to awaken
the passion of love in those who are the objects of

desire, or to call up the dead, or to bring calamity or
impotence upon enemies, rivals, and fancied oppres-
sors. This is not an exhaustive enumeration, but
these represent some of the principal purposes that
witchcraft has been made to serve at nearly all

periods of the world's history. In the traditional

belief, not only of the dark ages, but of post-Reforma-
tion times, the witches or wizards addicted to such
practices entered into a compact with Satan, abjured
Christ and the Sacraments, observed "the witches'
sabbath"—performing infernal rites which often

took the shape of a parody of the Mass or the offices

of the Church—paid Divine honour to the Prince of

Darkness, and in return received from him pre-

ternatural powers, such as those of riding through the
air upon a broomstick, assuming different shapes at

will, and tormenting their chosen victims, while
an imp or "familiar spirit" was placed at their

disposal, able and willing to perform any service that
might be needed to further their nefarious purposes.
The belief in witchcraft and its practice seem to

have existed among aU primitive peoples. Both in

ancient Egypt and in Babylonia it played a con-
spicuous part, as existing records plainly show. It

will be sufficient to quote a short section from the
recently recovered Code of Hammurabi (about
2000 B. c). "If a man", it is there prescribed,

"has laid a charge of witchcraft upon a man and has
not justified it, he upon whom the witchcraft is laid

shaU go to the holy river; he shall plunge into the
holy river and if the holy river overcome him, he who
accused him shall take to himself his house." In
the Holy Scripture references to witchcraft are fre-

quent, and the strong condemnations of such practices

which we read there do not seem to be based so

much upon the supposition of fraud as upon the
"abomination" of the magic in itself. (See Deut.,
xviii, 11-12; Ex., xxii, IS, "wizards thou shalt

not suffer to hve "—A. V. "Thou shalt not suffer

a witch to live".) The whole narrative of Saul's

visit to the witch of Endor (I Kings, xxviii) impUes
the reahty of the witch's evocation of the shade of

Samuel; and from Lev., xx, 27: "A man or woman
in whom there is a pythonical or divining spirit,

dying let them die: they shall stone them: Their
blood be upon them", we should naturally infer that
the divining spirit was not a mere imposture. The
prohibitions of sorcery in the New Testament leave
the same impression (Gal., v, 20, compared with
Apoc, xxi, 8; xxii, 1.5; and Acts, viii, 9; xiii, 6).

Supposing that the belief in witchcraft were an idle

superstition, it would be strange that the suggestion

should nowhere be made that the evil of these prac-
tices only lay in the pretending to the possession of

powers which did not really exist.

We are led to draw the same conclusion from the
attitude of the early Church. Prob.ably that attitude

was not a little influenced by the criminal legislation

of the Empire as well as by Jewish feeling. The
law of the Twelve Tables already assumes the reahty
of magical powers, and the terms of the frequent
references in Horace to Canidia allow us to see the
odium in which such sorceresses were held. Under
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the Empire, in the third century, the punishment of

burning ahve was enacted by the State against witches
who compassed another person's death through their

enchantments (Juhus Pauhis, "Sent.", V, 23, 17). The
ecclesiastical legislalion followed a similar but milder
course. The Council of Elvira (306), can. vi, refused

the holy Viaticum to those who had killed a man by a
spell {per ynaleficium) and adds the reason that such a
crime could not be effected "without idolatry"; which
probably means without the aid of the Devil, devil-

worshij) and idolatry being then convertible terms.
Similarly canon x.\iv of the Council of Ancyra (314)
imposes five years of penance upon those who consult
magicians, and here again the offence is treated as

being a practical participation in pagani.sni. This
legislation represented the mind of the Church for

many centuries. Similar penalties were enacted
at the Eastern council in Trullo (692), while certain

early Irish canons in the far West treated sorcery as
a crime to be visited with excommunication until

adequate penance had been performed. None the
less the general desire of the clergj' to check fanaticism
is well illustrated by such a council as that of Pader-
born (7S.5). Although it enacts that sorcerers are
to be reduced to serfdom and made over to the service
of the Church, a decree was also passed in the follow-

ing terms: "Whosoever, blinded by the devil and
infected with pagan errors, holds another person for a
witch that eats human flesh, and therefore burns her,

eats her flesh, or gives it to others to eat, shall be
punished with death". Altogether it may be said
that in the first thirteen hundred years of the Chris-
tian era we find no trace of that fierce denunciation
and persecution of supjiosed sorceresses which charac-
terized the cruel witch hunts of a later age. In these
earlier centuries a few individual prosecutions for

witchcraft took place, and in some of these torture
(permitted by the Roman civil law) was apparently
employed. Pope Nicholas I, indeed (A. D. 866),
prohibited the use of torture, and a similar decree
may be found in the Pseudo-Isidorian Decretals. In
spite of this it was not everywhere given up. Also
we must notice that a good many susjjected witches
were subjected to the ordeal of cold water, but as the
sinking of the victim was regarded as a proof of her
innocence, we may reasonably believe that the
verdicts so arrived at were generally verdicts of

acquittal. On many different occasions ecclesiastics

who spoke with authority did their best to disabuse
the people of their belief in witchcraft. This for

instance is the general purport of the book, "Contra
insulsam vulgi opinionem de grandine et tonitruis"
(Against the fooHsh belief of the common sort con-
cerning hail and thunder), written by Saint Agobard
(d. 841), Archbishop of Lyons (P. L., CIV, 147).
Still more to the point is the section of the work,
"De ccclesiasticis disciplinis" ascribed to Regino of

Prum (A. D. 906). In § .364 we read: This also is

not to be passed over that "certain abandoned
women, turning aside to follow Satan, being seduced
by the illusions and phantasms of demons, believe

and openly profess that in the dead of night they ride

upon certain beasts along with the pagan goddess
Diana and a countless horde of women and that in

these silent hours they fly over vast tracts of country
and obey her as their mistress, while on other niglits

they are summoned to pay her homage." And then
he goes on to remark that if it were only that the
women themselves were deluded it would be a matter
of little consequence, but unfortunately an immense
number of people (innumera mulfiludo) believe
these things to be true and believing them depart
from the true J'aith, so that practically speaking they
fall into Paganism. And on this account he says
"it is the duly of priests earnestly to instruct the
people that the.se things are absolutely untrue and
that such imaginings are planted in the minds of

misbelieving folk, not by a Divine spirit, but by the
spirit of evil" (P. L., ("XXXII, ;i.")2; cf. ibid.,

284). It would, as Hansen has shown (Zauberwahn,
pp. 81-82), be far too .sweeping a conclusion to infer
that the Carlovingian Church by this utterance pro-
claimed its disbelief in witchcraft, but the passage
at least proves tliat in regard to such matters a
saner and more critical spirit had begun to prevail
among the clergy. The "Decretum" of Burchard,
Bishop of Worms (about 1020), and especially its 19th
Book, often known separately as the "Corrector",
is another work of great importance. Burchard, or
the teachers from whom lie has compiled his treatise,
still believes in some forms of witchcraft—in magical
potions, for instance, which may produce imiiotence
or abortion. But he altogether rejects the possibility
of many of the marvellous powers with which
witches were popularly credited. Such, for example,
were the nocturnal riding through the air, the changing
of a person's disposition from love to hate, the control
of thunder, rain, and sunshine, the transformation of
a man into an animal, the intercourse of incubiand
succubi with human beings. Not only the attempt
to practise such things but the very belief in their
possibility is treated by him as a sin for which the
confessor must require his penitent to do a serious
assigned penance. Gregory VII in 1080 WTote to
King Harold of Denmark forbidding witches to be
put to death upon presumption of their having caused
storms or failure of crops or pestilence. Neither
were these the only examples of an effort to stem the
tide of unjust suspicion to which these poor creatures
were exposed. See for example the Weihenstephan
case discussed by Weiland in the "Zeitschrift f.

Kirchengesch.", IX, 592.
On the other hand, after the middle of the

thirteenth century, the then recently-constituted
Papal Inquisition began to concern itself with
charges of witchcraft. Alexander IV, indeed,
ruled (12.58) that the inquisitors should limit their
intervention to those cases in which there was some
clear presumption of heretical belief (manifesle hter-

esim saperent), but Han^n shows reason for suppos-
ing that heretical tendencies were very readily inferred
from almost any sort of magical practices. Neither
is this altogether surprising when we remember how
freely the Cathari parodied CathoHc ritual in their

"consolamentum" and other rites, and how easily
the Manichsean dualism of their system might be
interpreted as a homage to the powers of darkness.
It was at any rate at Toulouse, the hot-bed of Cath-
aran infection, that we meet in 1275 the earliest

example of a witch burned to death after judicial

sentence of an inquisitor, who was in this case a
certain Hugues de Baniol (Cauzons, "La Magie", 11,

217). The woman, probably half crazy, "confessed"
to having brought forth a monster after intercourse
with an evil sjjirit and to having nourished it with
babies' flesh wliich she procured in her nocturnal ex-

peditions. The possibility of such carnal intercourse

between human beings and demons was unfortunately
accepted by some of the great schoolmen, even, for

example, by St. Thomas Aquinas and St. Bonavenfure.
Nevertheless within the Church itself there was always
a strong common-sense react ion against this theorizing,

a reaction which more especially mariifi'sted itself in

the confession manuals of the close of the fifteenth cen-

tury. These were largely compiled by men who were
in actual contact with the people, and who realized

the harm effected by the extravagances of these super-

stitious beliefs. Stephen Lanzkranna, for instance,

treated the belief in women who rodeabo\it at night,

hobgoblins, were-wolves, and "other such heathen
nonsensical impostures", as one of the great est of sins.

Moreover this common-sense influence was a powerful
one. .'>pcaking of the synods he Id in Bavaria, .so im-
f ri<'ndly a witness aa Riezler (He.\enproze.s.se in Hayern,
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p. 32) declares that "among the official representatives

of the Church this healthier tendency remained the

prevalent one down to the threshold of the witch-trial

epidemic, that is until far on in the sixteenth century ".

Even as late as the Salzburg Provincial Synod of

1569 (Dalham, "ConciUa Salisburgensia", p. 372),

we find indication of a strong tendency to prevent

as far as possible the infliction of the death penalty

in cases of reputed witchcraft, by insisting that these

things were diabolical illusions. Still there can be no

doubt that during the fourteenth century certain papal

constitutions of John XXII and Benedict XII (see

Hansen,"QuellenundUntersuchungen", pp. 2-15) did

very much to stimulate the prosecution by the inquisi-

tors of witches and others engaged in magical prac-

tices, especially in the south of France. In a witch

trial on a large scale carried on at Toulouse in 1335,

out of sixty-three persons accused of offences of this

kind, eight were handed over to the secular arm to be

burned and the rest were imprisoned either for life

or for a long term of years. Two of the condemned,
both elderly women, after repeated appUcations of

torture, confessed that they had assisted at witches'

sabbaths, had there worshipped the Devil, had been

guilty of indecencies with him and with the other

persons present, and had eaten the flesh of infants

whom they had carried off by night from their

nurses (Hansen, "Zauberwahn", 315; and "QueUen
und Untersuchungen", 451). In 1324 Petronilla de

Midia was burnt at Kilkenny in Ireland at the in-

stance of Richard, Bishop of Ossory; but analo-

gous cases in the British Isles seem to have been

very rare. During this period the secular courts

proceeded against witchcraft with equal or even

greater severity than the ecclesiastical tribunals, and
here also torture was employed and burning at the

stake. Fire was the punishment juridically appointed

for this ofTence in the secular codes known as the

"Sachsenspiegel" (1225) and the "Schwabenspiegel"
(1275). Indeed during the thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries no prosecutions for witchcraft are known to

have been undertaken in Germanyby the papal inquisi-

tors. About the year 1400we find wholesale witch-pros-

ecutions being carried out at Berne in Switzerland

by Peter de Gruyeres, who, despite the assertions of

Riezler, was imquestionably a secular judge (see

Hansen, "QueUen, etc.", 91 n.), and other campaigns

—

for example in t he Valais (1428-1434) when 200 witches
were put to death, or at Brian9on in 1437 when over

150 suffered, some of them by drowning,—were carried

on by the secular courts. The victims of the inquisi-

tors, e. g. at Heidelberg in 1447, or in Savoy in 1462,

do not seem to have been quite so numerous. In

France at this period the crime of witchcraft was fre-

quently designated as "Vauderie" through some
confusion seemingly with the followers of the heretic,

Peter Waldes. But this confusion between sorcery

and a particular form of heresy was unfortunately

bound to bring a still larger number of persons under
the jealous scrutiny of the inquisitors.

It will be readily understood from the foregoing
that the importance attached by many older writers

to the Bull, " Sumrais desiderantes affeel ibus "
, of Pope

Innocent VIII (1484), as though this papal document
were responsible for the witch mania of the two suc-

ceeding centuries, is altogether illusory. Not only
had an active campaign against most forms of sorcery

already been going on for a long period, but in the
matter of procedure, of punishments, of judges, etc..

Innocent's Bull enacted nothing new. Its direct pur-
port was simply to ratify the powers already conferred
upon Henry Institoris and James Sprenger, inquisi-

tors, to deal with persons of every class and with
every form of crime (for example, with witchcraft as

well as heresy), and it called upon the Bishop of

Strasburg to lend the inquisitors all possible support.
Indirectly, however, by specifying the evil practices

charged against the witches—for example their inter-

course with incubi and succubi, their interference with
the parturition of women and animals, the damage
they did to cattle and the fruits of the earth, their

power and mahce in the infliction of pain and disease,

the hindrance caused to men in their conjugal rela-

tions, and the witches' repudiation of the faith of their

baptism—the pope must no doubt be considered to

affirm the reahty of these alleged phenomena But,
as even Hansen points out (Zauberwahn, 468, n.

3), "it is perfectly obvious that the Bull pronounces
no dogmatic decision"; neither does the form suggest
that the pope wishes to bind anyone to believe more
about the reahty of witchcraft than is involved in the
utterances of Holy Scripture. Probably the most
disastrous episode was the pubhcation a year or two
later, by the same inquisitors, of the book "Malleus
Maleficarum" (the hammer of witches). This work
is divided into three parts, the first two of which deal
with the reality of witchcraft as estabhshed by the
Bible, etc., as well as its nature and horrors and the
manner of deahng with it, while the third lays down
practical rules for procedure whether the trial be
conducted in an ecclesiastical or a secular court.

There can be no doubt that the book, owing to its

reproduction by the printing press, exercised great

influence. It contained, indeed, nothing that was
new. The " Formicarius " of John Nider, which
had been %\Titten nearly fifty j-ears earlier, exhibits

just as intimate a knowledge of the supposed phenom-
ena of sorcery. But the "Malleus" professed (in part
fraudulently) to have been approved by the Uni-
versity of Cologne, and it was sensational in the stigma
it attached to witchcraft as a worse crime than heresy

and in its notable animus against the female sex.

The subject at once began to attract attention even in

the world of letters. Ulrich Molitoris a year or two
later published a work, "De Lamiis", which, though
disagreeing with the more extravagant of the rep-

resentations made in the "Malleus", did not question

the existence of witches. Other divines and popular
preachers joined in the discussion, and, though many
voices were raised on the side of common sense, the

pubhcity thus given to these matters inflamedthe
popular imagination. Certainh' the immediate effects

of Innocent VIII's BuU have been greatly exagger-

ated. Institoris started a witch campaign at Inns-

bruck in 1485, but here his procedure was severely

criticised and resisted bj' the Bishop of Brixen (see

Janssen, "Hist, of Germ. People", Eng. tr., XVI, 249-
251). So far as the papal inquisitors were concerned,

the Bull, especially in Germany, heralded the close

rather than the commencement of their acti^aty. The
witch-trials of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries

were for t he most part in secular hands. One fact which
is absolutely certain is that, so far as Luther, Calvin,

and their followers were concerned, the popu-
lar behef in the power of the Devil as exercised through
witchcraft and other magical practices was developed
beyond all meaatu-e. Naturally Luther did not appeal
to the papal Bull. He looked only to the Bible,

and it was in virtue of the Bibhcal command that

he advocated the extermination of witches. But no
portion of Janssen's "History" is more imanswerable
than the fourth and fifth chapters of the last volume
(vol. XVI of the English edition, in which he attributes

a large, if not tlie greater, share of the responsibility

for the witch mania to the Reformers.
The penal code known as the Carolina (1532) decreed

that sorcery throughout the German empire should be
treated as a criminal offence, and if it purported to

inflict injury upon any person the witch was to be burnt
at the slake. In 1.572 Augustus of Saxony imposed
the penalty of burning for witchcraft of every kind,

including simple fort unetelling. On the whole, greater

activity in hunting down witches was shown in the

Protestant districts of Germany than in the Catholic
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provinces. Striking examples are given by Janssen.

In Osnabrilck, in 1583, 121 persons were burned in

three montlis. At WolfenbUttel in 1593 as many as

ten witches were often burned in one day. It w-as not
until 1563 that any effective resistance to the per-

secution began to be offered. This came first from a
Protestant of Cleues, John Weyer, and other protests

were shortly afterwards published in the same sense

by Ewich and \\'itekind. On the other hand, Jean
Bodin, a French Protestant lawyer, replied to Weyer
in 15S0 with much asperity, and in 1.589 the CathoUc
Bishop Binsfeld and Father Delrio, a Jesuit, \^Toteon
the same side, though Delrio wished to mitigate the
severity of the witch trials and denounced the excessive

use of torture. Bodin's book was answered amongst
others by the Englishman Reginald Scott in his "Dis-
coverie of Witchcraft" (1584J, but this answer was
ordered to be burned by James I, who replied to it

in his, "Dajmonologie".
Perhaps the most effective protest on the side of

humanity and enlightenment was offered by the Jesuit

Friedrich von Spec (q. v.), who in 1631 published his

"Cautio criminaUs" and who fought against the craze

by every means in his power. This cruel persecution
seems to have ex-tended to all parts of the world. In the
sixteenth century there were ca.sesin whichwitches were
condemned by lay tribunals and burned inthe immedi-
ate neighbourhood of Rome. Pope Grcgorj' XV, how-
ever, in his Constitution, "Omnipotentis" (1623), rec-

ommended a milder procedure, and in 1657 an Instruc-

tion of the Inquisition brought effective remonstrances
tobearupon the crueltj' showTi in these prosecutions.
England and Scotland, of course, were by no means
exempt from the same epidemic of cruelty, though
witches were not usually bvuTied. As to the number
of executions in Great Britain it seems impossible to

form any safe estimate. One statement declares that

30,000, another that 3000, were hanged in England dur-
ing the rule of the Parhament (Note-stein, op. dt. infra,

p. 194). Stearne the witchfinder boasted that he per-
sonally knew of 200 executions. HoweU, writing in

1648, says that within the compass of two years near
upon 300 witches were arraigned, and the major part
executed, in Essex and Suffolk only (ibid., 195). In
Scotland there is the same lack of statistics. A careful

article by Legge in the "Scottish Re\iew" (Oct., 1891)
estimates that during the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries "3400 persons perished ". Forasmall popu-
lation such as that of Scotland, this number is enor-
mous, but manj' authorities, though confessedly only
guessing, have given a much higher estimate. Even
America was not exempt from this plague. The well-

known Cotton Mather, in his "Wonders of the In-
visible World" (1693), gives an account of 19 exe-

cutions of witches in Xew England, where one poor
creature was pressed to death. In modern times, con-
siderable attention has been given to the subject
by Hexham and others. At the end of the seven-
teenth centur)' the persecution almost everj'where be-
gan to slacken, and early in the eighteenth it practi-

cally ceased . Tort ure was abolished in Prussia in 1 754,
in Bavaria in 1807, in Hanover in 1822. The last

trial for witchcraft in Germany was in 1749 at WUrz-
burg, but in Switzerland a girl was executed for this

offence in the Protestant Canton of Glarus in 1783.
There seems to be no evidence to support the allega-

tion sometimes made that women su,spected of witch-
craft were formally tried and put to death in Mexico
late in the nineteenth century (see Stimmen aua
Maria-Laach, XXXII, 1887, p." 378).
The question of the reality of witchcraft is one upon

which it is not ea.sy to pass aconfident judgment. In
the face of Holy Scripture and the teaching of the Fath-
ersand theologians the .abstract po.ssibilityof apaci with
the Devil and of a di.abolical interference in human
affairs can hardly be denied, but no one can read the

literature of the subject without realizing the awful

cruelties to which this belief led and without being
convinced that in 99 cases out of 100 the allegations
rest upon nothing better than pure delusion. The
most bewildering circumstance is the fact that in a
large number of witch prosecutions the confessions of
the victims, often involving all kinds of satanistic
horrors, have been made spontaneously and appar-
entlj' without threat or fear of torture. Also the full

admission of guilt seems constantly to have been con-
firmed on the scaffold when the poor sufferer had
nothing to gain or lose by the confession. One can
only record the fact as a psychological problem, and
point out that the same tendency seems to manifest
itself in other similar cases. The most remarkable in-

stance, perhaps, is one mentioned by St . Agobard in the
ninth century (P. L., CIV, 158). A certain Grimaldus,
Duke of Beneventum, was accused, in the panic en-
gendered by a plague that was destroying all the cattle,

of sending men out with poisoned dust to spread in-

fection among the flocks and herds. The.se men, when
arrested and questioned, persisted, says Agobard, in

affirming their guilt, though the absurdity w.as patent.
Janssen-Pastor, Gfsr/i. iies tieutschen Volkcs. VIII, tr. XVI

(Freiburg. 1!)0S); Dief-enbach in Wetzer und Welte, Kirrhen-
leTikon, 3. V. Hexenprozcs-^; Soldan-Heppe, Gesch. der Hexen-
prozessm (2 vols., Stuttgart, ISSO) ; GoRREs. Mj/slik, IV (Ratisbon,
1S42) ; DuHR, SIfUung d. Jcsuitrn in d. dctUschen Hcxenprozessen
(Freiburg. 1900); Paulus, Hexenuahn u. Hexeii,rrozess in 16
Jahrh, (Frt?iburg. 1910); Hansen, Zauberwahn, etc. in M. A.
(Munich. 1900); Idem. QucHen und Unlersuchungen (Berlin, 1901);
DE Catzons. La magie en France (4 vols.. Paris. 1909); Lea,
Hist, of the Inquisition. II (New York, 1900); BfRR in Pnprrx af
the Amer. Hist. Soc, IV (New York, 1894), 237-r,(;; Rutzi.fr,
Hexmprozesse in Bayem (.Stuttgart, 1896); Notestkin, History
of Witchcrnfl in England (Wa.shington. 1911); Kitthfiii;e, Kates
on Wilrhrrafl (Worepster, M.isa,, 1907); TiMfSur. I., urands jimra
de la sorrelleri, (Paris, 190(1'; FF,Knrs<.N, lhhh,:,,r.i,,h,r.,l Xnles on
the \V,t,-l,rr,ifl L,lrral„rr „f .'<,;,ll,t„d (KrUnhuTflU. 1S!)71 Masson,
La sorcellrru an tiW ,u.-l. I'.iris 1904.; Vvi-I'ii --i~ «,»,;„.-

graphie dr la s..r,, ;;,-,, I- - 1900) ; Pooi.E, .--.

(Boston, isi.iii; 1
••

,
t ^njlauhe u. Zaui.

1908); Gf.k.mi, I ir.Vr;, (I.nnHnri

His'.ofKah,,, W ..:
, U,„t..n. lsf,7

. :, . ,

on the II t
' •: - <J-b5j

;

Tatlor. 7 •< . 1647-
1697 (N. V ', T

, Falter.

e(c. (2 vol- . Iv r_.i!, _ , . ..._' _. , .. Gegner
in Tyrol i Innsbruck. l>.7i.; Bam:. Xvrtkc Ucxiformularer
(Christiania, 1902). HERBERT THrRSTON.

Witness, one who is present, bears testimony, fur-

nishes evidence or proof. Witnes.ses are employed in

various ecclesiastical matters, as in civil, in proof of a
statement, fact, or contract. According to various
circumstances .a witness is one who is personally pres-

ent and sees some act or occurrence and can bear testi-

mony thereto; one who on request or in behalf of a
party subscribes his name to an instrument to attest

the genuineness of its execution; one who gives testi-

mony on the trial of a cause, appearing before a court,

judge, or other official to be examined under oath.

The espousals of Catholics ("Netemere") tobe binding
must be in writing, signed by the contracting parties

and ordinarily by two witnesses, or by a pastor or
ordinary', each within his own territory, as sole wit-

ness, in case either or both parties are unable for

any cause to wTite, an additional witness is necessary.

CathoHcs are incapable of entering into Lawful
wedlock (" Xe temere") except in the presence of a
parish priest, or ordinarj', or other priest duly dele-

gated, and two witnesses. Though not necessarj' for

vahdity of the act, the Church desires in both cases

that these witnes-ses be Catholics (S. O., 19 Aug.,
1891). Witnesses of a marriage sign no ecclesiastical

document, though they may be called upon by the
state to attest by their own hand certain civil records.

Sponsors at baptism and confirmation are not prop-
erly witne.s.sFs; they assist for other purposes (see

Relationship). A canonical precept, when em-
ploycfi, must be delivered in the presence of the vicar

general or two others as witne.s,se8 (Cum magnopere,
VII). Ecclesiastical documents are attested or wit-

nes-sed as circumstances require, e. g., by the chan-
cellor, clerk of the court, prothonotary apostolic.
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Expert witnesses to some extent have a place in canon
law. In ecclesiastical trials witnesses are adduced to

prove a fact directly, or indirectly, i. e., by establishing

the falsity of the contrary.

The essential qualifications of a witness are knowl-
edge of the fact at issue and truthfulness: he must be
an eye-witness and trustworthy. Hearsay witnesses,

however, are admitted, if necessary, in matters not of

a criminal nature, e. g., in proof of consanguinity or

other relationship, baptism, etc. Anyone not ex-

pressly prohibited may testify. Some, as the insane,

infants, the blind or deaf, where sight or hearing is

necessary for a knowledge of the facts in question,

are excluded by the natural law; others by canon law,

as those who are bribed or suborned, those who are

infamous in law or in fact, convicted perjurors, excom-
municated persons, all in a word whose veracity may
be justly suspected. The law likewise rejects those

who on account of affection or enmity may be biased,

as well as those who may be specially interested in

the case. Parents as a rule are not admitted for

their children, particularly where the rights of a third

party are at stake, or against them and vice-versa;

relatives for one another; lawyers for their clients;

accomplices or enemies for or against one another:

Jews or heretics against Christians; lay persons
against clerics, except their own interests are at

stake, or there are no clerics to testify; minors or

women in criminal cases tried criminally, unless their

testimony is necessary, or they tesfify in favour of t he
accused. Clerics, unless compelled by civil authori-

ties, are not allowed to testify against the accused
when sentence of death is to be imposed (see Irregu-
larity). There are many exceptions to these general

statements. A witness is more easily admitted in

favour of a person than against him, and in civil than
in criminal trials. No one is tolerated as a witness

in his own case. Hence, those who are engaged in a
similar cause, a judge who has adjudicated a hke case,

etc. are excluded. False witnesses are those who
under oath prevaricate or conceal the truth that they
are bound to tell: they are guilty of perjury, and if

convicted are infamous in law. Notaries or others

by altering or falsifying documents substantially

become guilty of forgery (q. v.). (See Espousals;
Proof; Examin.\tion.)

Derret. L.. II. tit. 20. De Testibus et AUestalionibus: Santi, Pric-

lecl. Juris Can.: Taunton, The Law of the Church, s. v.

Andrew B. Meehan.

Witt, Francis Xavier, reformer of church music,

founder of the St. Ceciha Society for German-speaking
countries, and composer, b. at Walderbach, Upper Pala-

tinate, 9 Feb., 1834; d. at Landshut, Bavaria, 2 Dec,
1888. The son of a school teacher, Witt was instructed

in singing and piano and violin playing from his

earliest youth, and when he entered upon his Classical

studies at Rati.sbon he became a member of the cathe-

dral choir under the direction of Joseph Schrems,
through whose masterful interpretations of the long

neglected sixteenth-century conipo.sers, Dr. Proske's

reform ideas were beginning to be put into practice.

Witt's imusual musical gifts enabled him to grasp

and remember everj- composition performed by the

choir, and his musical development received from liis

humanistic, philosophic, and theological studies a
solid foundation. Ordained priest, 11 June, 1856, for

the next three years he was assistant pastor in Ober-
schneiding. Although so zealous for the care of souls

that for a time he tiiought seriously of Ix'coming a
missionary, he continued the study of music in all its

branches, and acquired the remarkable technical,

historical, and esthetic knowledge and (Equipment

so neces.sary for his future work. On 17 Aug., IS.')'.),

he was called to the theological seminary at Uati.sbon

as teacher of Oregorian chant, hoinilctics, and calc-

chetica. After three years he applied for the position

of director of the Sodality of the Blessed Virgin Mary
and choirmaster at the Church of St. Emmeran in

Piatisbon. On 1 Jan., 1866, appeared the first number
of his paper, "Fhegende Blatter fiir Kirchenmusik",
for teachers, organists, and choirmasters, founded,
according to his own words, to make war upon existing
conditions in church music. The journal met with
immediate success, and continues its mission to this

day. He also served the cause of reform with great
effect as a forceful speaker and as a composer. On
1 Jan., 1868, he began the publication of "Musica
Sacra", a complement to "Fhegende Blatter", for

the adequate treatment of all questions regarding the
relation of music to the hturgy. During the same
year, at the general diet of German Cathohcs held at

Bamberg, Witt founded the St. Ceciha Society for

Germany, Austria, and Switzerland. At the request
of twenty-nine bishops the society was approved and
given a cardinal protector by the Holy See in 1870.

Witt served as its president for twenty years. In
1873 he became pastor of the parish of Schatzhofen,
but, two years later, faihng health forced him to

retire to Landshut, where he spent the last ten years
of his life without pastoral charge. Father Witt
united practically all the requisites of a successful

reformer. Indomitable energy and a highly artistic

temperament were made to serve the theologian and
zealous pastor who realized the harm which was being
done to the faithful by unworthy music. With his

vigorous pen and spoken word he urged upon church
musicians, priests, and laymen the moral obhgation
of obeying the laws of the Church, and a return to the
Gregorian chant as the basis and informing principle

of all music for Uturgical use. His reform ideas, prop-
agated through the St. Ceciha Society with its 14,000
members, several music schools, and a large number
of journals devoted to the cause, have not only trans-

formed musical conditions in the countries where they
were put forth, but have had an echo throughout the
Catholic world. As a composer Witt created a style

entirely his own. Virility in his melodic material,

vivid and striking declamation of the text, masterful
contrapuntal construction, spontaneity, and organic
cohesion are some of the characteristics of his works.
He wrote more than twenty masses for different

combinations of voices, some with organ, some with
orchestra accompaniment, and others a cappdla,
htanies, motets, covering practically the whole liturgi-

cal year, and a large number of other compositions,

most of which are standard and included in the reper-

toire of the best choirs throughout the world.
Walter, Dr. Franz Wxtt, ein Leben^bild (Ratisbon, 1809);

Charles {Max Chop), 7eiigen6ssische Tondichter, Dr. Franz Witt
(Berlin, 1890).

Joseph Otten.

Wittenberg, City and University of.—The city

is in Prussian Saxony and was founded by Albert the
Bear (d. 1170). He had conquered the surrounding
territory from the Slavs and replaced them by Ger-
man colonists, especially by Flemings from the lower

Rliine. These colonists settled near the citadel forti-

fied against the Slavs on the boundary, and called

the spot Wittenhorg (white moimtain). Albert's son,

Bernhard, became Duke of Saxony, and founded the
Ascanian line of the Dukes of Saxony. His grand-
son, Albert 11 (1260-98), wasthe ancestor of the line of

Saxe-Wittenberg whose capital was Wittenberg. In
1293 the city received its franchises. In 13.56 the
electoral dignity was granted to the Dukes of Saxe-
Wittenberg. When the line became extinct in 1422,
the country fell to Frederick the Warlike of Wettin
and his descendants. During the nigns of Frederick
the ^\is( (l4S6-l.')2,'j) and his two successors, Witten-
berg hfcanie once more the capital of the count rv.

After the battle of Miihlberg (1.547) the Emperor
Charles V entered Wittenberg as a conciueror and
took the electoral dignity from John Frederick.
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Wittenborg and the Electoral domain were given to

the Albertine line, who retained it until it was trans-

ferred to Prussia in 1815.

In 1238 a Franciscan monastery was founded at

Wittenberg, and in 136.5 a monastery of the Hermits
of St. Augustine. There were two churches, the

town-church and the castle-church. In 1892 the lat-

ter was restored to its old appearance; it contains fine

pictures by the two Lucas Cranachs, and interesting

tombs. Since 1858 a Cathohc parish has also existed

at Wittenberg. It contains 860 persons; the Prot-

estant population numbers 19,500.

The university was founded by Frederick the Wise
and was opened, IS Oct., 1502. Professor Martin
Polich of Leipzig was its first rector. Funds were pro-

vided by the benefices, which belonged to the collegiate

chapter of All Saints connected with the ca.stle-

church, being increased to eighty; the canons were to

be the professors of the university. The theological

. faculty became the most distinguished of the four

faculties. Luther was a member of it; he first lec-

tured on philosophy, and from 1509 he lectured also

on theology. On 31 Oct., 1517, he fastened his

theses against indulgences on the castle-church. As
the students were chiefly from Northern Germany the

universit}' was an important factor in the spread of

Protestantism. Wittenberg was one of the first cities

to accept Luther's doctrine. As early as 25 Oct.,

1521, the Augustinians suppressed private Masses.

From New Year, 1.522, the Lutheran service was used

in the to-mi-church and the communion given under
both kinds. In 1.523 Bugonhagen became the first

Lutheran pastor of Wittenberg. During Luther's

stay at the Wartburg, Carlstadt had begun the Icono-

clastic outbreak. Luther, however, hastened back
and restored order.

Among the associates of Luther at Wittenberg
were: Melanchthon, who in union with Luther reor-

ganized the university on a Humanistic basis, reject-

ing Scholasticism; Johannes Bugenhagen; Justus Jo-

nas; Kaspar Cruciger; Georg Major; and Matthias
Flacius IUjtIcus. Although the professors taught,

and wrote learned and popular works, which were cir-

culated throughout the world by the printers Johann
Griinenberg, Melchior Letter, and Hans Lufft, these

two occupations were not the limit of their activities.

They also went into the different cities to organize the

Protestant system of congregations and schools; thus
Bugenhagen went to Brunswick, Hamburg, and
Hildcsheim; Amsdorf went to Magdeburg; Jonas to

Halle and Ratisl)on. .\11 these circumstances made
Wittenberg the chief school of Protestant theology.

In the doctrinal disputes that soon broke out the posi-

tion of the theological faculty had great influence.

Among the later theologians should be mentioned:
Paul Eber (d. 1.5(39); Leonhard Hutter (d. 1616);
.^gidius Bunnhis (d. 1603); Polycarp Ley.ser (d.

1610); Johannes Forster (d. 15.56); and Abraham Ca-
lov (d. 1686). Theologj- was the great study of Wit-
tenberg, and it ca.st the other faculties into the shade.

Yet the university had also distinguished scholars

in the faculty of law: Henning Goden, the last

Catholic provost of the castle-church (d. 1.521), and
Jerome Schurff (d. 15.54); and in that of medicine:
Salomon Alberti (d. 1600), Daniel Sennert (d. 1637),

and Konrad Viktor Schneider (d. 1680).

From the beginning of the eighteenth century the
fame of the university w.as a thing of the past. The
theologians of Wittenberg, who clung to the old and
antiquated methods, had no share in the Pietist ic re-

vival of Protestantism. In 1815 the university was
clo.sed; in 1817 it was united with the University of

Halle, which since then h.-i-s been called the University
of Halle-Wittenberg. The old university building is

now a barrack, while the Augusteum, which also

served for university purposes, has been used as a
seminary for preachers since 1817. Part of the old

library is at Halle, and part is still kept at the semi-
nary for preachers.

ScHiLD, Denkwilrdigkeiten WiUcnhergs (3rd ed., Wittenberg,
1892); Meyneh, GesMchle der Sladl Wittenberg (Dessau. 1845);
Album academiiT Wtlebergensis. I-III (Leipzig. 1841; Halle, 1894,
1905) : Willenberger Ordiniertenbuch, ed. Buchwald, I-II (Leip-
ig, 1894-95).

Klemens Loffler.

Wittmann, Geohge Mich.\el, Bishop-elect of

Ratisbon, b. near Plcistein, Oberpfalz, Bavaria, 22
(23?) Jan., 1760; d. at RatLsbon, 8 March, 1833. He
studied first with the Jesuits, then with the Benedic-
tines at Amberg (1769-78), and at the University of

Heidelberg (1778-9). On 21 Dec, 1782, he was
ordained priest and after doing parish work at Ken-
math, Kaltenbrunn, and Miesbrunn he became pro-
fessor and subrcgcns at the diocesan seminary of

Ratisbon in 1788 and regens in 1802. From 1804 he
was also pastor of the cathedral. In 1829 he was
appointed auxiliary Bishop of Ratisbon and conse-

crated titular Bishop of Comana. In 1830, when the
coadjutor Sailer became ordinary of Ratisbon, Witt-
mann was made his vicar-general; and after Sailer's

death he was nominated Bishop of Ratisbon, 1 July,

1832, but died before his preconization. He exerted
an inestimable influence for good on the candidates
(numbering over fifteen hundred) whom he prepared
for the priesthood during the forty-five years of his

connexion with the seminary. By his zeal, charity,

and exemplary Ufe, he gained the affection and
esteem of all. He was buried in the cathedral of

Ratisbon, where a monument was erected to his

memory by Conrad Eberhard. His chief literary

works are: "Principia catholica de sacra Scriptura"
(Ratisbon, 1793); "Annotationes in Pentateuchum
Moysis" (ibid., 179C); "De horarum canonicarum
utilitate morali" (.Augsburg, 1801); "Anmahnung
zum celibate" (s. 1., 1804; Ratisbon, 1834); "Con-
fes.sarius pro a>tate juveniU" (Sulzbach, 18.32). Witt-
mann also prepared with Fencberg a translation of the

New Testament (Nuremberg, 1S08; latest edition,

Sulzbach, 1878). For a time he availed himself of

the services of the Protestant Bible Society of London
to spread his translation among the people, but in

1820 he severed all relations with this society.
MiTTERMfTLLER. LebpR vjul WWken des frommen Bisch. Michael

WiltTtuinn (Land.shut, 1859); Mehler. Lehensbeschreibung det

frommm Bisch. Michael Wittmann (Ratisbon, 1894); Hahn,
Bisch. Michael Wittmann, das Bild eines Jrommen und segent-

reichen Lebens (Ratisbon, 1860).

Michael Ott.

Wittmann, Patrizus, Catholic journalist, b. at

Ellwangen, Wiirtemberg, 4 January, 1818; d. at

Munich, 3 October, 1883. He was the son of Johann
Wittmann, a stonemason, and his wife Maria Anna
Hirschle. His standing as a pupil in the Latin school

of his native town gained him a free scholarship in

the confirlus attached to the Ehinger g\-mnasium,

and eventually led to a similar scholarship in the

Wilhelmsstift at Tiibingen. Wishing to become a
priest, he devoted his time at the university (1838-

40) to theological and philosophical studies, gained

three prizes, and pa.ssed a brilliant examination. His
strictly orthodox Catholic views, however, soon

brought him into conflict with the Liberal tendencies

then prevailing and he was dismissed from the Wil-

helmsstift (cf. Herbst, "Gottesgabe", I (Aug.sburg,

1840), 2|. Through Dr. RifTel, professor at Gies.sen,

ho obtained emI)lo^ment on the journal "Sion",
published at .Vugsburg under the editorship of Dr.

Fcrdinanfl Herbst, pa.stor of the town church. Dr.

Diillinger induced Wittmann to issiie his "Die Herr-
lichkeit der Kirche in ihren Mi.ssionen seit der Glaub-
ensspaltung" (2 vols., Aug.sburg, 1841), which was
verj- well received. In 1841 he obtained the degree of

Doctor of Philn.sophy and settled at Augsburg,
becoming editor-in-chief of the periodical "Sion", and
increaaing its circulation. His marriage with a rich
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widow, Caroline Munding, of Dinkelscherben, bound
bim more closely to the city of St. Ulrich and for over
thirty years he laboured there with unflagging zeal for

faith and learning, Church and people. His"Allge-
meine Geschichte der kathohschen Slissionen" (1S46

and 1850) was the first treatment of this subject

in German; the second volume of the work treats

mainly of the conversion of the Indian tribes in

America. A political paper founded by him, "Stadt-
und Landbote", still exists as a local Cathohc
journal with a wide circulation under the title

"Neue Augsburger Zeitung". Another periodical,

however, his "Sendbote", a successful champion of

"Ultramontane" interests and a zealous promoter
of the Society of St. Boniface (Bonifatiusverein),

has lately (1912), after sixty years of existence, ceased
to appear.

Dr. Wittmann was also largely instrumental in the

founding of a mother-house of the Sisters of Charity
and of a hospice and home for workmen under the
direction of the Capuchins. He was a noted speaker
at conventions and other assemblies, and an active

worker for churches and benevolent societies, and in

many instances served as the guardian of widows and
orphans. He was also a generous patron of young
students. After the death of his wife in 1869, Witt-
mann Hved for ten years with his only son, first at

Munich, then at Bamberg, and returning, in 1883, with
his son to Munich, died there of apoplexy. He was
buried in the Cathohc cemetery at Augsburg, In
recognition of his services Pius IX gave him the
Order of St. Gregory. The general board of managers
of the Bonifatiusverein estabUshed at Merseburg an
annual commemoration in perpetuity for him and his

descendants.
Ladchert in AUgemeine deutsche Biofjraphie, s. v. Wittmann;

also articles in Catholic periodicals of Bavaria, Swabia, etc.

Pius Wittmann.

Witzel (WiCELius), Gborg, theologian, b. at

Vacha, Province of Hesse, 1501 ; d. at Mainz, 16 Feb.,

157.3, He received his primary and academic educa-
tion in the schools of Schmalkalden, Eisenach, and
Halle; spent two years in the University of Erfurt, and
seven months in that of Wittenberg. Following the
wish of his father he was ordained priest in 1520 and
appointed Vicar of Vacha. In 1524, however, the

teachings of Luther attracted him. Abandoning the

Faith, he married, and the following year was ap-
pointed to the pastorate of Wenigenlupnitz by James
Strauss, and a little later to that of Niemeck by Luther
himself. He now began a thorough study of the
Scriptures and the Fathers, and soon became con-

vinced that the Church of Luther was not the true

Church and that Lutheran morals did not make for

the betterment of the people. To express his dis-

satisfaction with the new teaching, he wrote in L527
two works which he sent to the theologians of Witten-
berg without, however, receiving any satisfaction

from them. To give more emphatic expression to his

conviction of the error of the new religion, he resigned

his charge in 1.531 and returned with his family to

Vacha. Here he spent two years in extreme poverty.

In 1532 he published, under the pseudonym Agricola

Phacjus, his "Pro defensione bonorum operum", a
work which aroused all the bitterness of his enemies.

Among his works published at this time his "Apolo-
gia" (Leipzig, 1.533) deserves special mention, since

in it he gives his reasons for returning to the Church
of Rome.
Owing to Witzel's untiring opposition to the doc-

trinal novelties of the age, he was forced to leave

Vacha. He proceeded to Eisleben, and in 1538 was
called to Dresden. Here he conceived a plan of

reunion, which took the form of a public disputation

in Leipzig in 1539. Ho had already (1.537) published

his "Methodus concordia' ecclesiastica'", .and for the

new disputation he prepared "Typus prioris Eccle-

sise" in which he proposed the Church of the first

centuries as the ideal to be sought for. His endeav-
ours for reunion, however, were without result.

Opposition forced him to flee to Bohemia, thence to
Berlin. The rapid progress of heresy soon convinced
him that here too his efforts would be fruitless, and
he forthwith proceeded to Fulda, where he directed
his efforts towards defending the Church; but in 1554
he was again forced to flee, now to Mainz, where he
spent the remainder of his life in Uterary work and
probably as professor at the university. The number
of Witzel's works is extraordinarily large. Rass in

his "Convertiten" enumerates ninety-four, but this

is far from complete.
HuRTER, NomenctatoT, I, 8 Rass, Die Convertiten, I (Frei-

burg, 1866-80), 123 sqq,; Holzhacsen, G. Witzel u. die
kirchllche Union in Zeitschr. fur hislor. Theologie (1S49), 382 sqq.;
Schmidt. G, Witzel. Bin AUkatholik des 10. Jahrhuvderls (Vienna,
1876): Pastor, Reunionvhestrebungen (Freiburg. 1S79), 140 sqq.;
DoLUNGER, Die Reformation, I (Ratisbon, lS4t)), 2S sqq,

Joseph Schroeder.

Wladimir. See Vladimir the Great.

Wladislaw, Saint. See Ladislaus, Saint.

Wladislaw (Poli.sh Wlndnwek), Diocese OP (Vlad-
islaviensis et Pomerani.e),—The historical origin

of this diocese is not known precisely. The city of

Wladislaw, or Wloclawek, in the government of War-
saw, contains more than 40,000 Catholics. The old
PoHsh historians follow John Dlugosz, the fifteenth-

century annalist, who narrates that Rlieczyslaw, the
first Polish king (962-92), after receiving baptism in

966, founded the two Archbishoprics of Gnesen and
Cracow, and seven dioceses, among which was Krusz-
wica, or Wloclawek. But as Dlugosz cites no histori-

cal document to prove his statement, no confidence
can be placed in it . Bogufal, or Boguchwal, Bishop of

Posen (d, 1253), another Polish chronicler, attributed
the foundation of this diocese to Mieczyslaw II

(1025-34), but again ^\-ithout docimientary support
for his statement. Julian Bartoszewicz, another
Polish writer ("Encvklopedya Powszechna", Warsaw,
1860, III, 636), taking a Bull of Eugene III as his

authority, places the foundation as far back as 1148;
but this very Bull contradicts the assertion by men-
tioning the diocese as already existing in 1123, placing
it under the special protection of the Holy See.
Other historians attribute its foundation to Boleslaus
the Brave (Chrobry) (922-1025); others again to
Boleslaus the Bold (Smialy) (1058-80). This last

opinion seems improbable, as the letter of Gregory
VII to Boleslaus the Bold, dated 20 April, 1075, not
only does not mention the Diocese of Kruszwica or of
Wloclawek, but deplores the scarcity of bishops in the
Kingdom of Poland (see Bielowski, "Mon. Poloniae
hist.". Ill, Lemberg, 1804, ])p. 367-71). The only
conclusion, therefore, by the light of historical docu-
ments, is that the Diocese of Wloclawek dates from
the earlier halt of the twelfth century. (See Fijalek,

"Ustalenie chronologii biskupow wloclawskich",
Cracow, 1894, pp. 7, 8.)

According to Dlugosz the first episcopal see of the
Diocese of \\loclawck was at Kruszwica, a city in the
territory of Kujawa. LTnder Bishoj) Onoldus (1101-
80) the see was transferred to Wloclawek, But this

notice, passed over by other Iiistorians (see Rzep-
nicki, op, cit, in bibliography, II, 1, 2), is contradicted
by a Bull of Eiigene III, dated from Reims, 4 .-Vjiril,

1148, "Venerabili fratri Warnero, Vlotislaviensi

episcopo" (Rzyszczewski", Cod. dipl, Polonia-", II,

pt, I, Warsaw, ISIS, jip, 1-4), This Bull mentions
that .F^gidius, Hislu)]i of Tusculum, afterwards cardi-

nal legate in Poland under Callistus II (probably in

1123), determined the boundaries of the Diocese of

Wloclawek, which must, I liercforc, have existed in

the first quarter of the twelfth century. On the othei
hand, historical documents arc lacking to show clearly

whether Kruszwica ever had a bishop, Chodynski
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supposes that it may have been the seat of a parish
priest invested with the episcopal dignity. But, as
has ah'eady been pointed out, there are no positive

data to establish this hypothesis.

In its historical beginnings the Diocese of Wlo-
clawek comprised the whole territory of Kujawia
(Ziemia Kujawska) divided into the two palatinates of

Inowroclaw and Brest. Subsequently, the territory

extending from the left bank of the Vistula, and from
the River Xotec, to the Baltic was added. This
added territorj' is called, in Pohsh, Pomerania; in

German, PommereUa. Under Bishop Mathias Lu-
bienski its territory was increased by the villages of

Ciechocin, Dobrzejewice, Chelmica, Zaduszniki,

Nowogrod, antl Zlotoria, taken from the jurisdiction

of Ploek. This cession was confirmed by Urban VIII
in 1640. In 1764 Bishop Antonius Ostrowski ob-
tained from the Archbishop of Gnesen the city of

Wolborz with adjacent villages and the church of the

Franciscans at Smarzewice, an arrangement confirmed
by the Holy See on 13 August of the same year.

Kujawia was divided into two archdeaconries; Krnsz-
wica and \Moclawek, while Pomerania, after the thir-

teenth century, formed a separate archdeaconry.
These tliree archdeaconries existed until the first

partition of Poland. According to an historical docu-
ment of 1326 cited by Theiner (Mon. hist. Pol., I,

268), the archdeaconry of Kruszwica comprised 22
parishes; that of Woclawek, 30; that of Pomerania,
9. In 1.577 there were US churches in Kujawia; in

1633 there were 123, and 149 in Pomerania. In
1769 the diocese, harassed by wars and Protestantism,

counted only 242; and in the same year there were
160,988 Catholic families.

In 1818 the Diocese of Wloclawek underwent a
complete change of boundaries, pursuant to the Bull

"Ex imposita nobis" of Pius VII. All Pomorania,
with the cities of Kruszwica, Strzelno, Bj'dgoszcz, and
InowTOclaw, jia-ssed under the dominion of Prussia.

The new diocese took the name of Wloclawek and
Kalisz (Vladislaviensis sen C'alissiensis). Of its 344
churches only 59 belonged to the old diocese, the rest

being taken from the Dioceses of Posen, Plock, Cracow,
Breslau, and Gnesen. In 1912 the Diocese of Wlo-
clawek and Kalisz comprised 13 deaneries (Wloclawek,
Nieszawa, KaUsz, Kolo, Konin, Sieradz, Slupca,

Turek, Wiehm, Piotrkow, Czenstochowa, Lask,
Radomsk), with 3.52 ])arish or sub.sidiary churches.

The total number of cliurches was 511, of which 286
were of stone and 125 of wood; the chapels numbered
176, of which 114 were of stone. The Catholic pop-
ulation was 1,461,147. The most important centres

were Wloclawek, with 40,.500 souls; Brest (Brzesc),

famous for the councils held there, out of which grew
the Ruthenian Uniat Church, 6000 Cat holies ; Sluzewo,
85(X) Catholics; Kalisz, 22,000; Konin, 7200; Sier-

adz, 9600; Szadek, 7000; Zagorow, 8306; Turek,
11,100; Wielun, 7123; Piotrkow, 30,000; Czenstoch-
owa, 70,000; Klobucko, 14,000; Truskolasy, 10,764;
Pabjanice, 15,00(i; Hadomsk, 20,514.

The first Bishop of Kruszwica—which was the first

episcopal see of the Diocese of Wloclawek according
to Dlugosz—was Ludicus, who died in 9!)3. Between
993 and 1133 the old Polish historians give the names
of eight bishops: Maurice, or Lawrence, Marcellus,
Venantius, .\ndre;is, .John Baptist, Pauhnus, Baldwin,
and Suidger. But this list is apocryphal and at most,
according to Chodyneski, gives the names of the

parish priests of Ivruszwica or of the superiors of a
monastery which existed there. The first Bisho]) of

Wloclawek, whose name occurs in the Bull of Eugene
III of 1148, is Warner. He was succeeded by Onol-
dus, an Italian by birth (1161-80). According to

Chodynski's list , Onoldus was followed by two bishops,
Rudgerus (d. 1170) and Wunelphus, or Wunulphus,
or Onolphus (d. 1187). These two are omitted in

Fijalek's list, and his authority is of greater hiatoricEd

value than Chodynski's. From 1187 to 1198 one
Stephen, a German by birth, according to Rzepnicki,
is called episcopus Cuiaviensis. Then followed
Ogerius, an Itahan (1207-12); Bartha, a Roman
(1215-20), who took part in the Synod of Woborz
(1215); Michael, a Pole (1222-52), who restored the
archdeaconry of Kruszwica, suppressed by Ogerius;
Wolmir (1252-75); Adalbertus, Alberus, or Alber
(1275-83) ; Wislaw (1284-1300); Gerward (1300-23),
who had to contend with the efforts of the Prussian
Knights of the Cross to WTest some of his territory
from him; Mathias Golanczewski (1.323-68), who
abdicated in 1364; Zbilut Golanczweski (1364-83);
Teodryk (1383-84); John, Prince of Opolis (1384-89;
1402-21); Henry, Prince of Lignica (1389-98);
Nicholas of Curow (1399-1402); John Pella of
Niewiesz (1421-28); John Szafraniec (1428-33),
chancellor of the Kingdom of Poland; Ladislaus of

Oporowa (1433-49); Nicholas Lasocki (1449-.50),
who died at Terni returning from Rome, whither he
had gone as ambassador for Casimir JagieUonczyk
(1447-92); John Gruszczynski (1449-63), chancellor
of the kingdom; John Lutka (1463-64); James of
Siena (1464-73); Zbigniew of Olesnica (1473-80);
Andrew of Oporowa (1481-83); Peter Moszynski
(1484-94); Creslao (Krzeslau) of Kurozwenk (1494-
1.503), chancellor of the kingdom; VincentiusPrzerenb-
ski (1503-13); Mathias of Drzewice (1513-31); John
Kamowski (1531-38); Lucas of Gorka (1538-42);
Nicholas Dzierzgowski (1543-46); Andreas Zebrzy-
dowski (1.546-51); John Drohojowski (1551-57);
James Uchanski (1557-61); Nicholas Wolski (1562-

67); Stanislaus Kamkowski (1567-81), who published
the documents of the provincial Synod of Gnesen
(1578); Jerome Rozdrazewski (1581-1600), who died
at Rome in the odour of sanctity; John Tarnowski
(1600-03); Peter Tyhcki (1604-07"); Adalbert Baran-
owski (1607-08); Mathias Petrokowski (1608-09);
LawTence Gembicki (1609-15); Paul Wolucki (1616-
22); Andreas Lipski (1623-31); Mathias Lubienski
(1631-11); Nicholas Gniewosz (1642-54); Florian
Czartoryski (1654-74); John Gembicki (1674-75);
Stanislaus Sarnowski (1677-80); Bonaventure Moda-
hnski (1681-91); Stanislaus Dambski (1691-99);
Stanislaus Szembek (1699-1706); Fehcian Szanawski
(1707-20); Christopher Szembek (1720-38); Adam
Grabowski (1738-41); Valens Czapski (1741-51);
Antonius Dembowski (1752-62); Antonius Ostrowski
(1762-66); Joseph Rybinski (1777-1806). On the
death of Rybinski the See of Wloclawek remained
vacant for nine years. Francis Malczewski was
bishop from 1815 to 1818. In 1819 the Diocese of
Wloclawek, with new boundaries determined by the
BuU "Ex imposita nobis", received as its bishop
Andrew Wollowicz (1819-22), who was succeeded
by Joseph Stephen Kozmian (1823-31). The see

then remained vacant until 1837, when Valentine
Tomazewski was elected bi.shop (1837-50). He was
followed by Nichohus Blocki (d. 1851); John Michael
Marzew.ski (1856-57); Vincent Popiel (1867-83)
Alexander Beresniewicz (1883-1902); Stanislaus

Casimir Zdzitowiecki.

The see also had suffragan bishops; the first of whom
there is any mention was L'bricus, suffragan of John,
Prince of ()i)ole (1402-21). Kreslaus of Kurozwenk
obtained an edict in virtue of which the abbots of the

Cistercian Monastery of Koronow h.ad the dignity

of suffragan bishops of their dioceses; but the decree
was not obeyed. Mathias Drjewicki had the canon
Alexander of Miszin consecrated .is his suffragan

bishop in 1515, with the title of Bishop of Margarita.
Bishop Kamowski endeavoured, by means of a
capitular constitution, to obtain that the suffragan

bishops of his diocese should be elected from among
the prelates and canons of Wloclawek. Bishop
Ostrowski obtained from the Holy See a new suffragan

bishop for Pomerania, but this suffragan see had only
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three incumbents: Cyprian Wolicki, Mathias Gar-
nysz, and Ludovicus Gorski.
The rehgious orders were widely diffused in the

Diocese of Wloclawelc. In 1173 there arose in

Pomerania the famous Cistercian monastery of

Ohwa, and in 1251 the no less famous Abbey of

Pephn. The Dominicans had monasteries at Dirs-

chau and Brest; the Carmehtes at Zakrzew, Mar-
cowice, and Bydgoszcz; the Franciscans at Inow-
roclaw and Nieszawa. Other orders flourished in the
various cities and villages of the diocese—Pauhnes
(Reformed), FatebenefrateUi (or Order of St. John
of God), Jesuits, Piarists, Lazarists. Among the
communities of women the most ancient are those
of the Prcmonstratensian Nuns of Zukow, founded
in 1210, and the Benedictine Nuns of Zarnowiec,
founded in 121.3. The convents are now nearly all

extinct; the diocese, however, possesses the historic

convent of Czenstochowa founded in 13S2 and
occupied by a community of Pauhnes, or Hermits of

St. Paul. In this convent is a highly venerated icon

of the Blessed Virgin, visited every year by hundreds
of thousands of pilgrims. Czenstochowa is the
national sanctuary of Poland. The Franciscans
still possess monasteries at Kolo, foimded in 1456,

and at WHoclawek, founded in 1524; the f>anciscan
Sisters have a monastery at Wielun founded in 1682;
the Dominican Sisters, one at PrzjTow, founded in

1626. The Sisters of Charity were established at
Czenstochowa, Kalisz, Konin, Piotrkow, Sieradz,

Wielun, Turek, and Wloclawek. According to official

statistics, the number of regulars in the diocese is

37; the number of religious women, 24, besides 55
Sisters of Charity. The present cathedral of Wloc-
lawek was begun in 1340 and completed in 1411.

It was extremely wealthy and at the end of the
sixteenth century there were 100 clergy attached to

it. The Divine offices were celebrated in it unin-
terruptedly, day and night. The cathedral chapter
included eight prelates. At the beginning of the
sixteenth century it was established that no one
who did not possess a title of nobility could become a
canon. Pius IX, in 1862, granted the canons of this

cathedral the right to wear the violet mozzetta.
The chapter now consists of four prelates and eight

canons. At Kalisz there is also an ancient collegiate

church to wliich three prelates and four canons are
now attached. The diocese is divided into three

general consistories: at Wloclawek, Kalisz, and
Piotrkow.
The number of secular priests is 538. The dioc-

esan seminary, founded in 156S by Bishop Karn-
kowski, is in a very flourishing condition. The educa-
tion of the seminarists was in 1719 entrusted to the
Lazarists, who continued in the charge until 1864.

There are 102 seminarists. In 1910 the professors

of the seminary began the publication of a splendid

monthly review, "Ateneum kaplanski", which, for

solidity of learning and wealth of theological and
religious contents, holds the first place in the Catholic
Press of Poland. The ancient Diocese of Wloclawek
had much to suffer from Hussitism, and afterwards
from Lutheranism. The negligence of Bishops
Zebrzydowski, Drohiowski, and Uchanski contributed
to the diffusion of the latter heresy. Pomerania was
almost entirely lost to Catholicism. Numerous
synods were convoked in the Diocese of Wloclawek.
Chodynski mentions the acts .and decrees of forty-

six sy/wfli vladislatienj>es, of which he publishes a
large number. The first of these synods was held
in 1227 and the hust in 1641.
Damalewicz, Vitft rladislaviensium episcopnrum (Cracow,

1642); RzEPNicKi, Vitrr priesulum Potonia. II (Posen. I7fi2),

1-86; Menti.ewicz, Wiadomouc o biskupach kruszwickxch (War-
saw, 1843): KoMoitNicKi. O biskupach kruszxtnrkirh, porzntek
dziejow kali-.l' ,

'
, , , .. - (Warsaw, 1857): Bartoszewicz in

Encyclopednv, 1 1 1 (Warsaw, I860). 632-40; Hn.DER-
BRANDT, W\:l \ r

' '-irf o flawniejszym arrhulyaknruirie
pomorskim (J'.i.lm, Im.Ji, Chodynski, Mon. hist, dioec. Wtadi*-

lav., I-XI (Wladislaw, 1881-91): Idem, Statuta synodalia dioec.
Wladislav. et Pomerania: (Warsaw, 1890) ; FiiALEK, Rozwoj i

sklad hapitulyvjloclawskiej
,
podkoiiiecXIV i na poczatkuXV wieku

(Warsaw. 1892); Idem, I'stnlenie chronologii biskupow wtodaw-
skich (Cracow, 1894); Onio dirini officii ac Missarum ad usum
dioec. Wladislav. pro an. bisscxl. 19U (Wladislaw, 1912).

A. Palmieri.

Wolft, George Dering, editor, b. at Martinsburg,
West Virginia, 25 Aug., 1822; d. at Norristown, Penn-
sylvania, 29 Jan., 1.894. His parents were Charlotte
^Volff, a woman of great intelligence, and Bernard
Crouse Wolff (b. at Martinsburg, 1794), a prominent
divine of the German Reformed Church (Lutheran).
The family moved to Easton, Pennsylvania, in 1835,
the father becoming Enghsh pastor there. George
graduated A. M. from Marshall College, Mercers-
burg, Pennsylvania, and then studied law for three
years at Easton. Though admitted to the Bar, he
never practised, but after a four years' theological
course became a minister of the German Reformed
Church. The elder Wolff and his son were staunch
followers of John Wilhamson Nevin, who in 1843
began to develop in their sect a system of theology
which, whilst bitterly opposing CathoUcism, held
Christ's Church to be a hving organism and sought to

restore certain teachings of Christ repudiated by the
Reformation (see G. D. Wolff's article "The Mercers-
burg Movement" in "American Catholic Quarterly",
1878). George Wolff's scholarly attainments and
sterhng worth brought him many important calls.

The inconsistency of his religious tenets finally

becoming clear to him, he joined the Catholic Church
in 1871. The next year he became editor of the
"Cathohc Mirror" pubhshed at Baltimore, leaving
it the year following for the "Cathohc Standard" of

Philadelphia, of which he died editor-in-chief. His
editorial success caused him to be called to join Dr.
James J. Corcoran and Father James O'Connor in

establishing the "American Catholic Quarterly Re-
view", first issued in Philadelphia, Jan., 1876. Father
O'Connor was consecrated bishop in Aug. of that year
and went to his laborious vicariate Apostolic in Ne-
braska The other two editors sustained the chief work
of the publication until their death. Wolff's articles

were largely on matters of apologetic theology. His
wife, Sarah Hill, became a convert to Cathohcism, as
did his brother. Professor Christian Wolff.

In Memoriam, George Dering Wolff in .American Cathohc Quar~
terly Review (April, 1894); The Catholic Standard (Philadelphia,
Feb., 1894.

Regina Randolph Jenkins.

Wolfgang, Sain-t. Bishop of Ratisbon (972-994),

b. about S34; d. at the vilkxge of Pupping in Upper
Austria, 31 October, 994. The name Wolfgang is of

early German origin. St. Wolfgang was one of the
three briUiant stjirs of the tenth century, St. Ulrich,

St. Conrad, and St. Wolfg;xng, which illuminated the
early medieval period of Germany with the undying
splendour of their acts and services. St. ^^'olfgang

sprang from a family of Swabian counts of PfuUingen
(Mon. Germ. Hist.: Script., X, 53). When .seven

years old he had an ecclesiastic as tutor at home; later

he attended the celebrated monastic school on the
Reichenau. Here he formed a strong friend.«:hip with
Henry, brother of Bishop Poppo of \\iirzburg, whom
he followed to \\'iirzburg in order to attend at the
cathedral school there the lectures of the noted Ital-

ian gramni;irian. Stephen of Novara. After Henry
was made .Archbishop of Trier in 9.56, he called liis

friend to IViiT, where Wolfgang became a teacher in

the cathedral school. :ind also labovired for the reform
of the archdiocese, notwithst.anding the enmity with
which his efforts were met. Wolfgang's residence at

Trier greatly influenced his monastic and ascetic

tendencies, as here he came into connexion with the
great reformatory monastery of the tenth century,
St. Maximin of Trier, where he made the acquaintance
of Ramwold, the teacher of St. Adalbert of Prague.
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After the death (964) of ,\rohbishop Henry of Trier,

Wolfgang entered the Order of St. Benedict in the
Abbey of Maria Kinsiedein, Switzerland, and was
ordained priest by Si . Ulrich in OfiS.

After their defeat in the battle of the Lechfeld

(955), a victory gained with the aid of St. Ulrich,

the heathen ^lagj'ars settled in ancient Pannonia.
Aa long as they were not converted to Christianity

they remained a constant menace to the empire.

At the request of St. I'lrich, who clearly saw the

danger, and at the desire of the Emperor Otto the
Great, St. Wolfgang, according to the abbey annals,

was "sent to the Magj'ars'' as the most suitable man
to evangelize them. He was followed by other mis-

sionaries sent by Bishop Piligrini of Nassau, under
whose jurisdiction the new missionary region came.
After the death of Bishop Michael of Ratisbon (23

September, 972) Bishop Pihgrim obtained from the
emperor the appointment of Wolfgang as Bishop of

Ratisbon (Christmas, 972). \\'olfgang's services in

this new position were of the highest importance, not
only for the diocese, but also for the cause of civiliza-

tion. As Bishop of Ratisbon, Wolfgang became the
tutor of Emperor St. Henry II, who learned from him
the principles which governed his saintlj- and energetic

hfe. Poppe, son of ^Iarg^ave Luitpold, Archbishop of

Trier (1016), and Tagino, Archbishop of Magdeburg
(1004-1012), also had him as their teacher.

St. Wolfgang deserves credit for his disciplinary'

labours in his diocese. His main work in this respect

was connected with the ancient and celebrated Abbey
of St. Emmeram which he reformed by granting it once
more abbots of its own, thus withdrawing it from the
control of the bishops of Ratisbon, who for many
years had been abbots in commendam, a condition of

affairs that had been far from beneficial to the abbey
and monastic life. In the Benedictine monk Ram-
wold, whom St. Wolfgang called from St. Maximin
at Trier, St. Emmeram received a capable abbot
(975). The saint also reformed the convents of

Obermiinster and Niedermiinster at Ratisbon, chiefly

by giving them as an example the convent of St. Paul,

Mittelmiinster, at Ratisbon, which he had founded in

983. He also co-operated in the reform of the ancient
and celebrated Benedictine Abbey of .\ltach (Xieder-
altach), which had been founded by the Agilolf

dynasty, and which from that time took on new hfe.

He showed genuine episcopal generosity in the
liberal manner with which he met the views of the
Emperor Otto II regarding the intended reduction in

size of his diocese for the benefit of the new Diocese
of Prague (975), to which St. Adalbert was appointed
as first bishop. .\s prince of the empire he performed
his duties towards the emperor and the empire with
the utmost scrupulousness and, like St. Flrich, was
one of the mainstays of the Ottonian policies. He
took part in the various imperial Diets, and, in the
autumn of 978, accompanied the Emperor Otto II

on his campaign to Paris, and took part in the great
Diet of Verona in June, 983.

St. Wolfgang withdrew as a hermit to a solitary

spot, now the Lake of St. Wolfgang, apparently on
account of a pohtical dispute, but probably in the
course of a journey of in.spection to the monastery of

Mendsee which was under the directi(m of the
bishops of Ratisbon. He was discovered by a hunter
and brought back to Ratisbon. ^\'hile travelling on
the Danube to Pochlarn in Lower Austria, he fell ill

at the village of Pupping, which is between Efferding
and the market town of Aschach near Linz, and at
his request was carried into the chapel of St. Othmar
at Pupping, where he died. His body was taken up
the Danube by his friends Count .\ribo of Andechs
and Archbishop Hartwich of .Salzburg to Ratisbon,
and was solemnly buried in the crypt of .St . Emmeram.
Many miracles were performed at his grave: in 1052
he was canonized. Soon after his death many

churches chose him as their patron saint, and various
towns were named after him. In Christian art he
has been especially honoured by the great medieval
Tyrolc-e iiainter, Michael Pachcr (lloO-1498), who
created an imperishable memorial of him, the high
altar of St. Wolfgang. In llie panel pictures which
are now exhibited in the Old Pinakothek at Munich
are depicted in an artistic manner the chief events
in the saint's life. The oldest portrait of St. Wolf-
gang is a miniature, painted about the year 1100 in
the celebrated EvangeUary of St. Emmeram, now in
the library of the castle cathedral at Cracow. A fine
modern picture by Schwind is in the Schak Gallery at
Munich. This painting represents the legend of
Wolfgang forcing the devil to help him to build a
church. In other paintings he is generally depicted in
episcopal dress, an axe in the right hand and the cro-
zier in the left, or as a hermit in the wilderness being
discovered by a hunter. The axe refers to an event
in the life of the saint. After having selected a soli-

tary spot in the wilderness, he prayed and then threw
his axe into the thicket; the spot on which the axe
fell he regarded as the place where God intended he
should build his cell. This axe is still shown in the
little market town of St. Wolfgang which sprang up
on the spot of the old cell. At the reque-st of the
Abbey of St. Emmeram, the life of St. Wolfgang was
WTitten by Othlo, a Benedictine monk of St. Emme-
ram about 1050. This life is especially important
for the early medieval history both of the Church and
of civihzation in Bavaria and Austria, and it forms
the basis of all later accounts of the saint. The oldest
and best manuscript of this "Life" is in the library
of the Abbey of Maria Einsiedeln in Switzerland
(MS. No. 322), and has been printed with critical

notes in "Mon. Germ. Hist.: Script.", IV, 524-542.
It has also been printed in, "Acta SS.", II November,
(Brussels, 1894), 529-537; "Acta SS. O. S. Ben. ", V,
812-833; and in P. L., CXLVI, 395-422.

Der hi. Wolfgang, Bischof von RegennhuTg, hist. Festschrift z.

jahr. Gedachtnissc seines Todes, etl.. in connexion with numerous
historical scholars, by Merler (Ratisbon, 1894), among the
chief collaborators on this work being Braunmui-ler, Ringholz
(of Ein.siedeln), and Dannerbacer; Kolbe, Die Verdienste des
Bischofs Wolfgang v. R. um. das Bildungsiresen Suddeutschlanda.
Bcilrag z. Ge.^rh. der Piidagogik des X und XI Jahrhunderts
(Breslau. 1894) ; Wattenbach. Deulschlands Ceschiehlsquelten im
Millelaller, I (Berlin, 1904), 449-452; Detzel, Chrisll. Tknagraphie,
II (Freiburg, 1896), 683; Potthast, Bi7j/. medii mi. 11 (Berlin,
1896), 1641.

Ulrich Schmid.

Wolfram von Eschenbach, generally regarded
as the greatest of Middle-High-tierman epic poets,

date of birth unknown; d. soon after 1215. Our scanty
information about his life is derived mainly from his

works. He was a Bavarian by birth. The town of

Eschenbach, whence he gets his name, is a little .south-

ea.st of .\n.sbach in Franconian territorj'. Though of

noble birth, he was poor, possibly because he was a
younger .son. All that he owned was the small estate of

Wildenherg (now Wehlenberg) near Ansliach. In his

"Parzival" he speaks of the Count of AVertheim as

Min Herre, whence it has been surmised that he was a
vassal of that count. But the words in question may
simply be an honorarj' title. Wolfram led a wander-
ing life, and after 120.5 stayed repeatedly at Eisenach
at the Court of the landgrave Hermann of Thuringia.
Parts of his "Parzival "were composed there. Afterthe
landgrave's death ( 1217)thepoet returned to his home.
The date of his death is uncertain; he certainly sur-

vived the landgrave, whose death he alludes to in his

poem "Willehalm". He seems to have died soon
after his patron, for his last works were left unfinished.

He was buried in the Frauenkirche of Eschenbach,
where his tomb was still to be seen in the seventeenth
century.
Wolfram in his "Parzival" tells us explicitly that he

could neither read nor write. His poems were written
down from dictation. His knowledge was extensive
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and varied rather than accurate. He certainly knew
French, but only imperfectly; for his proper names
often show a curious misunderstanding of French
words and phrases. He is the author of some lyric

poems and three epics. The lyrics are mostly so-

called Tagelieder (day-songs), in which lovers are ex-

horted to part by a watcher who announces the dawn.
The poet's fame however, rests on his epics, above all

on his " Parzival
'

', the greatest of Middle High German
court epics. It is the well-known story of the simple-

ton who passes through struggle and temptation and
in the end wins the highest earthly happiness and be-

comes King of the Holy Grail. The poem consists of

almost 25,000 verses and was composed between the

years 1200 and 1216. As is the case with all Middle
High German court epics, it is drawn from a French
source. The precise relation of Wolfram's poem to

this source is a much mooted question. The most
famous French poem on the subject of Parzival is the

"Conte del Graal" of Chrestien de Troyes, composed
possibly about 1180. Wolfram mentions this work,

but cites as his som-ce the work of a Provencal poet,

Kyot (Guiot), to whom he gives the preference over
Chrestien. But no such work is known, and hence
some scholars have declared Kyot to be a fiction.

But this seems to be going too far; to-day Kyot's ex-

istence is generally admitted. Wolfram's poem cer-

tainly contains much that is not found in the work
of Chrestien, and which can hardly be explained as

pure invention. Originally the Parzival story had an
independent existence, being akin to the simpleton-

tales familiar from folk-lore. But in Wolfram's work,

as before him in Chrestien's, the story appears as part

of the romances belonging to the Arthurian cycle; it

is also connected with the legend of the Holy Grail.

It is acknowledged that, while Wolfram did not in-

vent the story, he gave to it a deep spiritual meaning.

In his "Parzival" the legend of the^Holy Grail has found
its highest and noblest poetic expression. The title

"Titurel" is given to two fragments in strophic form,

containing the love story of Sigune and Schionatu-

lander, a mere episode in "Parzival". The name is de-

rived from Titurel, the ancestor of the Knights of the

Grail, with whom the introductory strophes are con-

cerned. A later poet treated the same subject at much
greater length, and his work, "Derjungere Titurel",

for a long time pas.sed as Wolfram's own. The poet's

last work was "Willehalm". It relates the deeds

of William of Orange against the Saracens. It is

modelled on the French poem " Aliscans" with which
Wolfram became acquainted through the landgrave
Hermann. The work was left unfinished and was after-

wards continued and expanded by Ulrich von Tiir-

heim and again by Ulrich von Turlin. The chief

edition of Wolfram's works is that of K. Lachmann
(Berlin, 183.3; 5th edition, 1891); an edition with ex-

planation and commentary is that of K. Bartsch,

"Parzifal und Titurel" in "Deutsche Klassiker des

Mittelalters", IX-XI, 3 parts (Leipzig, 1875-77);

also edited by Paul Piper in Kurschner's " Deutsche
National-Litteratur", V, 2 parts; and by E. Martin,
" Parzival u. Titurel " (Halle, 1900-03), with commen-
tary. A modernized German version of "Parzival"

was given by K.Simrock (6th ed., 1883), G. Botticher

(2nd ed., Berlin, 1893), W. Hertz (2nd ed., Stuttgart,

1904), and E. Engelmann (Stuttgart, 1888). An Eng-
lish version was made by Jessie Weston (Lt)ndon, 1894).

Consult the pref.ice and commentary of the editions and
translations cited above; also Bottichkh, Das Ilohelied vom
liitlertum (Berlin, 18S6); San Ukutk. Liben und Dichten Wolf-
rams von Eschcnbach (Magdeburg, 1841).

Arthur F. J. Remy.

Wolgemut, Michael, painter and engraver, b.

at Nuremberg, 1434; d. there, 1519. He was the
most prominent artist of Nm-emberg in the fifteenth

century, and was selected to paint the great altar-

piece for the church of Zwickau. He was the pupil

and assistant of Hans Pleydenwm^J, and, though a
very great master, must not be regarded as the equal
of Pleydenwurff, whose technique he carefully copied
and adopted. Perhaps his greatest claim to im-
mortahty is the fact that he was Diirer's master,
working with him
between 1486 and
1490. "At that

time the workshc i] i

of Wolgemut musi
have been one of

the busiest in the
city, frequented",
says Mr. Camp-
bell Dodgson, "by
all the best paint-

ers, carvers, and
wood engravers of

the day." WTiether
Wolgemut himself

was a wood en-

graver is not defi-

nitely knovm, but
-D ^'"''!f '- An'°'-°i,"'^''

undoubtedly ^"'''"' ^^ ^^^'^"^^ °""
many of the altar-pieces carved in wood were
carved in his workshop, and Veitoss, the emi-
nent carver, was one of his friends and com-
panions, and worked with him in the produc-
tion of carved and painted altar-pieces. He
was certainly responsible for some wood-cuts, and
the designs for several stained glass windows in

Nuremberg are also attributed to him. His most
important picture after that of Zurcken is in the
parish church at Crailsheim; other paintings bj' him
are at Schwaback, Hersbruck, Munich, and Nurem-
berg. He was an ardent Catholic, and a man of

great devotion, praised by his contemporaries for his

upright life.

See the works of Thode on Wolgemut and on the painters of
Nuremberg; Campbell Dodgson, Catalogue of German and Ftem-
i.th Wood-cuts; various articles in The Prussian Year-Book by
Van Loga, Lehrs, Thode, and Scheibler.

George Ch.\rles Wiluamson.

Wolowski, Louis - Francois - Michel -Retmond,
economist, b. at Warsaw, 31 Aug., 1810; d. at Gisors,

Eure, 15 Aug., 1876. His father, a member of the
provisory government which established the Polish
Revolution at Warsaw in 1830, sent him to Paris
despite his youth as first secretary of legation. WTien
the revolution was quelled, the Wolowski family es-

tablished themselves at Paris, and in 1836 Louis was
a naturalized Frenchman. His creation, as early as
1834, of the "Revue de legislation et de jurisprudence

"

began to assure his reputation as jurist and economist;
in 1839 a chair of industrial legislation was created
for him at the Conservatory of Arts and Crafts, wliich

he occupied for thirty-two years. In 1855 he became
a member of the Academie des Sciences Morales et
Politiques. On two occa.sions Wolowski played a
legislative role. Elected representative of the Seine
at the Constituent Assembly in 1848 and at the Legis-
lative Assembly in 1849, he directed (10 May, 1848)
the attention of the CJovernment to the misfortunes
of Poland, and voted for the expedition to Koine and
the Loi Falloux. Elected in 1871 representative to
the National Assembly, he sat on the Left Centre and
played a very important part in the financial dis-

cussions; in Dee., 1S75, he became senator for life.

He played an important part in the foundation of the
CMU Fonder, whose ])rincip;il object was the witli-

drawal of rural property from the expenses of loans and
the scourge of hypothecary subrogation. A liimetal-

list in monetary matters and a free trader in commer-
cial matters, he did not carry economic liberalism
80 far as to opiiosc all State intervention in the matter
of labour; on the contrary, he had a very important
share in the law of 19 Maj', 1871, which limited the
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labour of children and women in manufacturing, and
which created division inspectors for the supervision

of labour. "Wolowski", says M. Jules Rambaud,
who studied his work at length, "was animated by
sincere piety, concerning which we should not be mis-

led by some epigrams on the ancient economic privi-

leges enjoyed by the clergj-."

Among Wolowski's works were: "Des soci^t^s par
actions" (183S); "Des brevets d'invention et des
marques de fabrique" (1840); "De I'organisation du
travail" (1844); "Etudes d'6cononiie pohtique et de
statistique" (1848); "La banque d'Angleterre et les

banqucs d'Ecosse" (1867); "L'or et I'argent " (1870).

He pubUshed (1S56) a translation of Roscher's
"Principles of Political Economy".

Lev.\8.seur, La vie et les travaux de Wolowski in Annates du
conservatoire ties arts et metiers (1876); Rambacd, L'afuire fcon,

de Woloieski (Paris, 1882); Lappert in Conrad and Lexis,
Handworterbuch der Staatswissenschaften, VII (Jena, 1901).

Georges Goyatj.

Wolsey, Thom.is, Cardinal, Archbishop of York,
b. at Ipswich, the usually accepted date, 1471, being
probalily three or four years
too early; d. at Leicester

Abbey, 20 November, 1330.

His father, Robert Wulcy
(or Wolsey), was a man of

substance, owning property
in Ipswich, but it is not
known that he was a butcher
as commonly reportefl. The
cardin;d himself always
wTote his n;mie as "Wulcy".
He was educated at Oxford,
where he took his degree at

the age of fifteen, winning
the title "the boy bach-
elor". About 1497 he was
elected fellow of Magdalen,
and after becoming M.A.
was aijpointed master of the
adjoining school. Thefather
of three of his pupils, the
M.'trquis of Dorset, presented
him the rectory of Liming-
ton in .Somerset in October.

l.")00. He had been ordained
priest at Marlborough (10

Alarch, 140S; by the suf-

fragan of t lie Bishop of Salis-

bury. He also received ot her

benefices, and became one
of the domestic chaplains to

the Archbishop of Canterbury, Henry Dean. On
the archbishop's death (1.503) he became chap-
lain to Sir Richard Nan f.-in, who, perceiving
his remarkable talent for administration, entrusted
him with his financial affairs and introduced him
to the notice of King Henry VH. When Sir
Richard died in 1.507 A\olsey became one of
the court chaplains, and was befriended by the in-

fluential Bi.shop of Winchester, Richard Fox. He
shortly acquired the livings of Redgrave in Suffolk

(1506) and Lydd in Sus.sex (1.508), and about this

time the king began to employ him in the diplomatic
serv'ice; it was probably then that he made the well-
known journey into Flanders and back as special
envoy to the Emperor Maximilian with such rapidity
that when he returned on the third day the king,
believing he had not yet started, rebuked him for
remi.ssness. As Mjister of the Rolls his grasp of
practical affairs enabled him to initiate reforms which
greatly accelerated the business of the Court. On
2 February, 1.509, he was made dean of Lincoln,
and on the accession of Henry VIII, which happened
shortly after, he received an assurance of the con-
tinuance of royal favour in his appointment as

Cardin."

Portrait by Holbein, a1

almoner. During the next year he supplicated for
the degrees of B.D. and D.D., and obtained the
additional hvings of St. Bride's, Fleet Street, London,
and Torrington in Devonshire, as well as a prebend in
Hereford cathedral. On 17 Feb., 1511, he became a
canon of Windsor and soon after registrar to the
Order of the Garter.
By 1512 he was exercising marked influence in

political affairs and his share in the royal favour was
already attracting the dishke of the old nobihty.
In foreign and domestic business alike the king fol-

lowed his counsel and daily entrusted more power to
his hands. Fresh preferment continued to [lOur in
on him. He became successively dean of Hereford
(1512), dean of York (1513), dean of St. Stephen's,
Westminster, and precentor of London. He began
to keep some state and when he accompanied the
king to France in June, 1513, he was followed by a
train of two hundred gentlemen. He was present
through Henry's successful campaign, and at the
king's request the pope named him Bishop of Tour-
nay; but he never obtained possession and later on

surrendered his claim to the
bishopric for an annual pen-
sion. Instead he was ap-
pointed Bishop of Lincoln,
the papal bulls being dated
6 February, 1514, and he
was consecrated at Lambeth
palace on 26 March. In the
following September he suc-
ceeded Cardinal Bainbridge
:is Arclihishop of York, and
oil 10 .SrprfiiihiT, 1515, was
rri'.iti'ii rardiiud with thetitle

"S. Ca'cilia trans Tiberim",
receiving the hat in West-
minster Abbey on 18 No-
vember. A month later (24
December) he became Lord
Chancellor of England, and
had thus attained at the
early age of forty or (here-
:ibouls the highest dignities,

s)initu:il and temporal, that
A siilijiil could hope for.

Ills [lower with the king was
so great that the Venetian
Ambassador said he now
might be called "Ipse rex"
(the king himself).

Of Wolsey's foreign pol-
icy only the main lines can

be indicated. His first efforts were to lead the king
back to his father's policy of an alliance with France
in opposition to Ferdinand of Spain and the Em-
peror Maximihan. But the PVcnch conquest of

Milan at the battle of Marignano in 1515 checked
this scheme, and led Wolsey to make new treaties

with Maximihan and Ferdinand. After Ferdinand's
death the cardinal's [lolicy entered on a new phase,

calculated to meet the entirely new situation. Ferdi-

nand's successor, Charles V, now held Spain, the
Indies, Sicily, Naples, and the Netherlands with
reversion of the duchy of Austria. Rivalry between
the two young monarchs, Francis and Charles, thus
became inevitable, and Wolsey saw the advantage
which England would derive from the sense each
h.ad of the value of the English alliance. At this

time the pope was ende.avouring to raise a crusade
against the Turks, and Wolsey adroitly succeeded in

effecting a universal peace to which the pojjc and
emperor as well as Francis and Charles were parties.

lender cover of this peace Wolsey pushed forward
his favourite policy of alliance with France. A
treaty with France was carried through by the

cardinal himself and the other councillors were

L Wolsey
Christ Chureh, Oxford
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only called in to approve what had already been
settled.

But in January, 1519, the situation was again

changed by the death of the Emperor Maximilian
and the consequent contest for the imperial crown.

When Charles was duly elected emperor the rivalry

between the houses of Habsburg and Valois was ac-

centuated. Instead of three powers—Maximilian,

Francis, and Charles—Wolsey had now only two to

reckon with and to play off against each other. He
determined on a policy of neutraUty with the view

of giving England the decisive power in guiding the

destinies of Europe. Meetings between Henry
and both the rival monarchs took place; he met Charles

at Canterbury and Francis at the celebrated Field

of the Cloth of Gold. But a second meeting with the

emperor followed immediately and Henry's pergonal

predilections were in favour of an alUance with him
rather than with France. StiU Wolsey persuaded

the king that the neutral policy was the most profit-

able, especially when war actually broke out. Both
parties to the war were soon willing to accept Eng-
land's mediation, and Wolsey conducted a long

conference during which his conduct was more
diplomatic than honest, and before the conference

was over he signed a secret treaty with the emperor
which provided for an offensive and defensive alUance

against France. This was a new policy for him to

adopt, and it is clear that in this treaty his own
wishes were overborne by Henry's desire for a new
war with France, and it was not tiU two abortive

campaigns had disillusioned the king that Wolsey
was again able to resort to diplomatic measures.

This treaty with the emperor was, however, of im-

portance in Wolsey's own life as it opened up the

way for his possible election to the papacy.

the death of Leo X (2 December, 1521) gave the

emperor an opportunity of exercising his influence

in Wolsey's favour as he had promised, but the

imperial influence was not in fact brought to bear and
Wolsey received very few votes. During the year

1522 the alliance with the emperor continued, and
Wolsey was occupied in raising large sums of money
for the proposed war against France, becoming
thereby still more unpopular with the nation. The
new pope, Adrian VI, died on 14 Sept., 1523, and
again Wolsey was a candidate for the papacy. The
English ambassadors at Rome were confident that

the united influence of Charles and Henry would
secure his election, but again Charles deceived him
and Clement VII was chosen. The new pope not

only confirmed his legateship for hfe, but gave him the

Bishopric of Durham in addition to his Archbishopric

of York. Upon this Wolsey resigned the See of

Bath and Wells which he had held in commmdam
since 1518. It does not seem that Wolsey personally

was particularly anxious to become pope, though

doubtless he would have accepted the position had
he been chosen. On the election of Pope Clement
he wrote, "For my part, as I take God to record, I am
more joyous thereof than if it had fortuned upon
my person", and Anglican historians, such as Bishop

Creighton and Dr. .James Gairdner, accept this as

representing his genuine feelings. The alliance with

the emperor, wliich liad always been against Wolsey's

better judgment, did not survive the events of 1.523.

Henry could not make war again for want of means,

and Charles now distrusted him; so Wolsey reverted

to his original idea of alliance with France, but he
was not able to do much until 1.525, when tlie defeat

and capture of Francis ;il the battle of Pavia made
the dominant power of Charles a danger to all Europe.

In face of this peril Henry reluclanlly made a new
treaty with Francis. It was a bold jiolicy for Wolsey,

for, having incurred the ji-alousy of the nobility by
his powej, he had aroused the hostility of the people

by financial exactions, and ho provoked the enmity

of all by the extravagant pomp with which he sur-

rounded himself on all his pubHc appearances. He
could rely only on the king's favour, and he knew
that to lose this was complete ruin. Just at this

critical juncture the king raised the question of the

divorce from Queen Katharine in order that he
might marry Anne Boleyn. This personal matter
"widened into unexpected issues and consumed
Wolsey's energies till it led to his fall " (Creighton,

p. 150). Wolsey did not wish Henrj- to marry Anne,
but he was not averse to ridchng himself of Katha-
rine's adverse pohtical influence, for her sympathy
with her nephew the emperor caused her to dishke

Wolsey's French policy. So he lent himself to

forward the king's wishes. The first steps were
taken in his own legatine court, apparently with the

idea that if this tribvmal pronounced against the

vahdity of the king's marriage the pope would con-

firm tiie sentence. But Katharine learned of the

king's plan and prepared to defend her rights. As
she could count on the sympathy of both pope and
emperor the king despatched Wolsey to persuade

the French king to bring sufficient pressure to bear
on the pope to counteract the influence of Charles.

The scheme was to deUver the pope from Charles V,

who had sacked Rome, in the hope that Clement's

gratitude would induce him to favour the king with
regard to the divorce.

The history of the divorce question has been
treated of under the articles Clement VII and
Henry VIII; it will suffice here to note Wolsey's

attitude. When he returned to England he heard

for the first time of Knight's embassy to Rome, and
thus learnt tliat he no longer enjoyed the king's com-
plete confidence. And though Anne Boleyn and the

king, realizing that he might yet be useful, treated him
with friendliness and consideration, he reahzed

that in Anne he had a serious political rival. When
the pope appointed Cardinal Campeggio to trj' the

case in England with Wolsey, the English cardinal

soon learnt that the matter was entirely in his

colleague's hands. All Campeggio's efforts to avoid

holding the trial at all ha\ing failed, the coiu-t sat at

Blackfriars on 18 June, 1529. Before this Anne
Boleyn, regarding Wolsey as responsible for the long

delay, liad set herself to bring about his fall. 'The

failure of the trial rendered this possible, and during

August and September he was kept at a distance

from the Court and was known to be in disgrace.

In November a bill of indictment was preferred

against him, and on 19 November he had to sur-

render the great seal of England. On 22 November
he was forced to sign a deed confessing that he had
incurred a prc^vmnire and surrendering all his vast

possessions to the king. On 30 November judgment
was given that he should be out of the king's pos-

session and should forfeit all his lands and goods. He
remained at Esher through the winter, disgraced,

though not without occasional messages of kindness

from the king. His health, which had been bad for

many years, now failed seriously. In February he

received a general pardon, and the possessions of his

archbishopric were restored to him, except York
House, which he had to convey to the king. He was
then allowed to retire to York, where he spent the

last six months of his life in devotion and a sincere

effort to do his duty as a bishop. Though he had
been worldly and his private life had not been stainless,

he had always been a Catholic. His last days
were embittered by the news that the king intended

to sujipress the two colleges, at Ipswich and Oxford,

whicli he had founded with such care. The former

perislied, but Christ's College survived, though not

in the completeness he had intended- He was in

residence at Cawood near York, preparatory to

being enthroned in York minster, when, on 4 No-
vember, commissioners from the king came to
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: st him on a charge of high treason. Slowly
II 1 as an invaUd he travelled towards London,

knowing well what to expect. "Master Kingston, I

see the matter against me how it is framed; but if I

had served God as dihgently as I have done the
king He would not have given me over in my gray
hairs." The end came at Leicester Abbey where on
arrival he told the abbot, "I am come to leave my
bones among you".
He died unregretted by any save his immediate

attendants, yet he had given his life unselfishly

to the interests of his country, and no Englishman
has ever surpassed him in the genius with which he
directed both the foreign and domestic relations of

England, so as to make each undertaking help his

great design of making her the centre of European
pohtics. His foreign pohcy, though planned on great

and heroic hnes, was severely practical. Its object
was to help Enghsh trade and to maintain peace, to

secure union with Scotland, and to effect judicious
ecclesiastical reforms. He looked for a European
settlement of the difficuhies that beset the Church
and desired England to take the leading part therein.

His failure was owing to the selfishness of Henrj'.

The question of the divorce not only led to the fall of

Wolse3', but withdrew England for generations from
European politics and made her, not the leader that
Wolsey had dreamed of, but a nation apart.
Of the contemporar>' accounts of Wolsey, Poltdore Vergil

(who had been imprisoned by the cardinal) in his Anglica Historia
and H.\LL in his Chronicle are equally prejudiced and hostile.

So too are the rhymes of Skelton. Opposed to these is Caven-
dish, Life of Wolsey, which gives a vivid and touching personal
account abounding in intimate touches (latest reprint, London,
1887). .\11 the volumes of Stale Papers from 1509 to 1530 are of
importance and their publication in recent years has superseded
all the earlier lives of Wolsey. The results of the careful study
of these documents mav be obtained in Brewer, Reign of Henry
VIII {London. 1884) and, in briefer form, in Creiqhton, Cardinal
WoUey (London. 1888). A Catholic view is represented hv
Taitnton. Thomas Wolsey, Legale and Reformer (London, 1901).
See al.so Gairdn'ER in Diet, Nat. Biog,, s. v.

Edwin Burton.

Wolstan, Saint, Benedictine, and Bishop of Wor-
cester, b. at Long Itchington, Warwickshire, Eng-
land, about 1008; d. at Worcester, 19 Jan., 1095.

Educated at the great monastic schools of Evesham
and Peterborough, he resolutely combated and over-
came the temptations of his youth, and entered the
serv-ice of Brithege, Bishop of Worcester, who ordained
him priest about 103S. Refusing all ecclesiastical

preferment, he became a novice in the great priory of

Worcester, and after holding various offices in the
monaster>' became cathedral prior there. He held
this position, edifying all by his charity, holiness of

life, and strict observance of rule, until 1062, when the
See of Worcester fell vacant by the translation of

Bishop Aldred to the Archbishopric of York. Two
Roman cardinals, who had been Wolstan's guests at
Worcester during Lent, recommended the holy prior

to King Edward for the vacant see, to which he was
con.secrated on S September, 1002. Not a man of

special learning or commanding intellect, he devoted
his whole life to the care of his diocese, visiting,

preaching, and confirming without intermission,

rebuilding his cathedral in the simple Saxon style,

planting new churches everyn'here, and retaining the
ascetic personal habits which he had acfjuired in the
cloister. His life, notwithstanding his assiduous
labours, was one of continuous prayer and recollec-

tion ; the Psalms were always on his lijis, and he recited

the Divine Othce aloud with his attend.ants as he rode
through the country- in discharge of his episcopal du-
ties. Wolstan was the last English bishop appointed
under a Saxon king, the last episcopal represent-
ative of the Church of Bede and of Cuthbert, and
the link between it and the Church of Lanfranc and
Anselm. After the Conquest, when nearly all the
Saxon nobles and clergy were deprived of their offices

and honoiirs in favour of the Normans, Wolstan
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retained his see, and gradually won the esteem and
confidence both of Lanfranc and of the Conqueror
himself. Aelred of Rievaulx tells the legend of his
being called upon to resign his bishopric, and of his
laying his crozier on the tomb of Edward the Con-
fessor at \\'est minster. The crozier remained immove-
able—a sign from heaven, as was believed, that the
holy bishop was to retain his see. He survived both
William the Conqueror and Lanfranc, and was one of
the eonsecrators of St. An.selm.
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Woman.—Of late years the position of woman in
human society has given rise to a discussion which, as
part of social unrest, is known under the name of the
"woman question", and for which asolution is sought
in the movement for the emancipation of women.
In theory as in practice the answer to the question
varies with the view one takes of hfe. Christianity
with its unchangeable principles, and without mis-
judging the justifiable demands of the age, undertakes
to guide the woman movement also into the right
path. The life-task of woman is a double one. As
an individual woman has the high destiny obligatory
upon every human being of acquiring moral perfection.
As a member of the human race woman is called in
union with man to represent humanity and to develop
it on all sides. Both tasks are indis.solubly united, so
that the one cannot be fully accomplished without the
other. The freedom of the woman consists in the
possibility of fulfilling unimpeded this double task with
its rights and iirivilegesboth in pubhc and private hfe.

The limitation of this freedom, whether actual or
merely imaginary, necessarily calls forth the effort to

do away with the obstructing barriers. In order to
judge rightly the,«e efforts known as the "woman
movement" the rights and duties of woman in the
life of humanity must be correctly stated. For this

purpose, however, the first thing necessary is the
proper conception of the feminine personality. The
sources from which this definition is to be drawn are
nature and history.

Nature.—The same essenti.ally identical human
nature appears in the male and female sex in two-fold
personal form; there are, consequently, male and
female per.sons. On the other hand, there is no neu-
tral human person without distinction of sex. Hence
follows in the first place, woman's claim to the pos.ses-

sion of full and complete human nature, and thus, to
complete equality in moral value and position as
compared wnth man before the Creator. It is, there-
fore, not permi.ssible to take one sex as the one abso-
lutely perfect and as the standard of value for the
other. Aristotle's designation of woman as an incom-
plete or mutilated man ("De animal, gennerat.", II,

3d ed. Berol., 773a) must, therefore, be rejected.

The untenable medieval definition, "Femina est mas
occasionatus", also arose under Aristotelian influence.

The same view is to be found in the "last Scholastic",
Dionvsius Rvckel ("Opera minora", ed. Tournay,
1907,11, Ifila).

The female sex is in some respects inferior to the
male sex, both as regards body and soul. On the
other hand, woman has (jualities which man lacks.

With truth does the WTiter on education, Lorenz
Kellner, say: " I call the female sex neither the beau-
tiful nor the weak sex (in the absolute sense). The
one designation is the invention equally of sensuality
and of flattery; the other owes its currency to mascu-
line arrogance. In its way the female sex is as strong
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as the male, namely in endurance and patience, in

quiet long-suffering, in short, in aU that concerns its

real sphere, viz., the inner life" ("Lose Blatter",
collected by von Gorgen; Freiburg, 1895, 50). On
account of the moral equaUty of the sexes the moral
law for man and woman must also be the same. To
assume a lax morality for the man and a rigid one
for the woman is an oppressive injustice even from
the point of view of common sense. Woman's work
is also in itself of equal value with that of a man, as

the work performed by both is ennobled by the same
human dignity.

The fact that there is no sexually neutral human
being has, however, a second consequence. The
sexual character can be separated from the human
being as something secondary only in thought, not in

actuality. The word "person" belongs neither to the

soul nor to the body alone; it is rather, that the soul

informing the body constitutes the fuU conception of

the human personality only in its union with the body.

It is in no way, therefore, permissible to limit differ-

ences only to the primary and secondary pecuharities

of the body. On the contrary, the indisputable

results of anatomical, physiological and psychological

research show a difference so far-reaching between
man and woman that the following is established as

a scientific result: the feminine personality assumes
the complete human nature in a different manner
from the masculine. According to the intention of

the Creator, therefore, the manifestation of human
nature in woman necessarily differs from its manifes-

tation in man; the social spheres of interests and
callings of the sexes are unlike. These distinctions

can be diminished or increased by education and cus-

tom but cannot be completely annulled. Just as it

is not permissible to take one sex as the standard of

the other, so from the social point of view it is not
allowable to confuse the vocational activities of both.

The most manly man and the most feminine woman
are the most perfect types of tlieir sexes.

From this far-reaching sexual difference there

follows, thirdly, the combination of the sexes for the

purpose of an organic social union of the human race,

which we call humanity, that is to say humanity
cannot be represented by any number, however large,

of individuals of like sex but is to be found solely in

the social and organic union of man and woman.
Thus each man and each woman is, indeed, by nature

a complete human being with the high moral vocation

already mentioned; on the other hand the entire male
sex in itself represents only the half of humanity and
the female sex the other half, while one man and one
woman together suffice to represent humanity. Con-
sequently each of the two sexes requires the other for

its social complement; a complete social equality

would nullify this purpose of the Creator. Evidently

the intention at the basis of the differences men-
tioned is to force the complemental union of the

two sexes as a necessity of nature. Accordingly,

notwithstanding the equal human dignity, the rights

and duties of the woman differ from those of the

man in the family and the forms of society which
naturally develop from it.

If the two sexes are designed by nature for a homo-
geneous organic co-operation, then the leading posi-

tion or a social pre-eminence must necessarily fall to

one of them. Man is called by the Creator to this

position of leader, as is shown by his entire bodily and
mtellectual make-up. On the other hand, as the

result of this, a certain social subordination in respect

to man which in no way injures her personal independ-

ence is assigned to woman, as soon as she enters into

union with him. Consequently nothing is to be
urged on this point of equality of position or of equal-

ity of rights and privileges. To deduce from this the
inferiority of woman or her degredation to a "second-
rate human being" contradicts logic just as much as

would the attempt to regard the citizen as an inferior

being because he is subordinate to the officials of the
state.

It should be emphasized here that man owes his

authoritative pre-eminence in society not to personal
achievements but to the appointment of the Creator,
accordingto the word of the Apostle: "The man ... is

the image and glory of God; but the woman is the
glory of the man" (I Cor., xi, 7). The Apostle in

this reference to the creation of the first human pair
presupposes the image of God in the woman. As
this likeness manifests itself exteriorly in man's su-
premacy over creation (Gen., i, 26), and as man as the
born leader of the family first exercised this suprem-
acy, he is called directly God's image in this capacity.

Woman takes part in this supremacy only indirectly,

imder the guidance of the man and as his help-

meet. It is impossible to limit the Pauline statement
to the single family; and the Apostle liimself inferred

from this the social position of woman in the Chiu-ch
community. Thus her natural position is assigned
to woman in every form of society that springs neces-
sarily from the family. This po.sition is described by
St. Thomas Aquinas with classic clearness ("Summa
theol.", I, Q. xcii, a. 1, ad 2'"°). This doctrine which
has always been maintained by the Catholic Church
was repeatedly emphasized by Leo XIII. The
Encyclical "Arcanum", 10 February, 1880, declares:

"The hu.sband is the ruler of the family and the head
of the wife; the woman as flesh of his flesh and bone
of his bone is to be subordinate and obedient to the
husband not, however, as a hand-maid but as a com-
panion of such a kind that the obedience given is as
honourable as dignified. As, however, the hu.sband
ruling represents the image of Christ and the wife
obedient the image of the Church, Divine love should
at all times set the standard of duty".
Thus the germ of himian society, which a sound

sociology must take as its starting-point, is not the
abstract human individual but the living union of

man and woman primarily in the home. The differ-

ent characteristics in the equipment of the sexes point

to such a division of labour between the two that man
and woman are to watch over the training of the grow-
ing generation, not apart from each other, but jointly

and in partnership.

Consequently the activities ot both in the social

domain may perhaps be compared to two concentric

circles of unlike circumference. The external, larger

circle represents the vocational labours of the man,
the inner circle that of the woman. What the Creator
prepared by the difference of endowment is realized

in the indissoluble marital union of one man and one
woman. The man becomes a father with paternal
rights and duties which include the support of the
family and, when necessary, their protection. On the

other hand, the woman receives with motherhood a
scries of maternal duties. The social duties of the

woman may, therefore, be designated as motherhood,
just as it is the duty of man to be the representative of

paternal authority. The completely developed femi-

nine personality is thus to be found in the mother.
Of course this development of motherhood in the

woman is not limited to its physiological aspect. It is

rather that this motherly sense and its activity can
and should, as the highest development of noble

womanhood, precede marriage and can exist without
it. As a creature compounded of the spiritual and
material, the human being has more than the destiny

of continuing his race by generation and birth. It is

still more incumbent on him to develop the spiritual

and intellectual life by the training which is rightly

called the second birth. This training, however,
prospers as little without the specific inotlierly influ-

ence, as the bringing of a child into the world without
the mother. The community, the nation, the state,

however, are, as the necessary natural development of
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the family, the organized totality of the individual

families. Consequently the motherly influence must
also extend over these and must be kept within the

bounds corresponding to the division of labour be-

tween man and woman. In these forms of social hfe

also man must vigorously represent authority, while
woman, called to the dignity of the mother, must
supplement and aid the labour of the man by her

unwearied collaboration. This truth is stated in

homely fashion in the expressions "father of the
country", "mother of the country". Hence man,
as man, and woman, as woman, have to attain the
common highest end of moral perfection, which ex-

tends beyond time by the fulfilment here below of

social duties.

This social vocation, whether in marriage or outside
of it, is therefore to be regarded by both as means to

an end (cf. I Tim., ii, 15). If these two reciprocal

spheres of activity are taken in the narrowest sense
tliey exclude each other, as the actual task assigned

by nature to woman cannot be performed by man,
while the reverse is also true. At the same time there

is the mi.xed domain of the earning of a livelihood in

which both sexes work, although in so doing neither

can deny his or her characteristic qualities. Here,
however, nature forbids competition in the same
field, as woman is more engro,ssed by her pecuhar
natural duties than man is by his. We may justly

speak of "dualism in woman's life". But, the per-

petuation and development in civihzation of man-
kind always come first as natural duties. Conse-
quently, according to physical law woman should be
spared all industrial burdens which impair her most
important duty in life. It remains to be seen how the

dictates of nature have been carried out in human
history.

History.—Christ proved himself to be the central

point in the history of mankind, and not least by the
change his teaching effected in the position of woman.
The testimony of history as to the position of w-oman
in all pre-Christian and non-Christian peoples may
be summed up as follows: No people has completely
misjudged the natural position of woman, so that
everywhere woman appears in greater or less subordi-
nation to man. No people, however, has done full

justice to the personal dignity of woman; on the con-
trary, most peoples evidence an alarmingly low moral
level by their degrading oppression of woman. Be-
fore the Gospel came into the world, man had vir-

tually brought about for woman the condition thus
described by Mary Wollstonecraft in the introduction
to her "Vindication of the Rights of Women": "In
the government of the physical world it is ob.servable

that the female in point of strength is, in general,
inferior to the male. This is the law of Nature; and
it does not appear to be suspended or abrogated in

favor of woman. \ degree of physical sujjeriority

cannot, therefore, be denied—and it is a noble pre-
rogative! But not content with this natural pre-
eminence, men endeavor to sink us still lower, merely
to render us alluring objects for a moment; and
women, intoxicated by the adoration which men,
under the influence of their senses, pay them, do not
seek to obtain a durable interest in their hearts, or to
become the friends of the fellow-creatures who find
amusement in their society."

Contran,' to the fundamental principle of historical

research, the Darwinian theory of evolution has also
been applied to the original position of the sexes. A
primitive heta-rism without any permanent marital
relation is claimed to be the basis of the later evolu-
tion. The first stage of this development, however,
is represented as "the right of the mother" or matri-
archy, whereby not the man but the woman, it is

claimed, represented, among the peoples, the legal

head of the family.

However, the researcheB of Bachofen, Engels, Lub-
XV.—

a

bock, Post, Lippert, Dargun, and others, who wished
to produce proof for this hypothesis by generalizing

individual phenomena, have been confuted even by
strong Darwinians: "No community has been found
where women alone could rule" (Starke, "Die primi-
tive Familie", Leipzig, 1888, 69). Like the "primi-
tive peoples" themselves, who have been especially

quoted as proofs of this theory, such conditions show
themselves to be degenerations. The authenticated
reports of the conditions among the civilized races

before Christ, as well as the assured results of investi-

gation among "primitive peoples", on the contrary
confirm the sentences quoted above. The farther

back pre-Christian civilization is traced, the purer
and more worthy of mankind are the marriage rela-

tions, and consequently the more advantageous the
position of woman appears. The position of the
sexes to each other among the degraded, so-called

savage, races is, in its essential nature, the same as in

civilized races. At the same time important although
non-essential differences are not excludcfi. which arise

from the differences in the national sjiirit which has
developed in accordance with geographical conditions.

Everywhere is to be found the social subordination of

woman, everywhere is seen the divi.sion of work be-

tween the sexes, whereby the care for the primitive
household falls to the woman. But contrary to the
natural order, the paternal pre-eminence of the man
has developed into unlimited tyranny, and the woman
is debased to a slave and drudge without rights who
gratifies the lusts of the man. Almost without excep-
tion polygamy has displaced monogamous marriage.
The proofs of this are given in the reliable work of

Wilhelm Schneider, "Die Naturvolker, Mi.ssver-

standnisse, Missdeutungcn and Misshandlungen"
(Paderborn, 188.5).

Among the civilized nations of antiquity the Egj'p-
tians are distinguished by unusual respect for the
female sex. Herodotus calls them (II, xxv) pecuhar
among the nations in this respect. On numerous
inscriptions may be read as the title of the wife the
expression "Nebtper" (ruler of the House). The
tradition whereby woman belongs in the home is

re-echoed from the hieroglyphics of the Egyptians
down through the ages, and among all peo])les. The
same principle lies at the basis of the code of laws
given by Hammurabi, which gives the social con-
ditions in Babylon in the third millennium before
Christ. The voluptuous cult, which spread from
Babel-Assur and which through Phoenician influence

poisoned the ancient world, had a particularly injuri-

ous effect upon the position of woman. There was
no question of the personal rights of woman apart
from man either here or among the Persians who were
otherwise different in race and customs, even though
at times women such as Parysatis, the wife of Darius
II, attained great influence over the government of

the country. Up to the present time woman's posi-

tion has remained the same in the ancient civiHzed
countries of eastern Asia, as in India, China, and
Japan, or it has become even more degraded. A.
Zimmermann, who was well acquainted with condi-
tions in India, stated in 1908: "One of the most ter-

rible abuses is the systematical degradation of the
female sex which begins even in early vouth" ("His-
torisch-politische Blatter", CXLII," 371). In 1907
99.3 per cent of the women of India could not read or

write. Hindu widows, especially, are exposed to

contempt and ill-treatment. In China the position

of woman, owing to the respect shown to mothers
or widows, makes a better impression. But, at the
same time, woman is branded as a second-rate

human being from birth to death. The horrible

custom of destroying new-born girls has conse-
quently persisted up to the present time, as is

proved by the reform decree issued in 1907 by the

viceroy of that time, Juanschikai. According to this,
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some 70,000 girls are annually killed in the Province
of Kiangsi. The binding of the feet is in reality only

a means to keep the women at home. The absolute

dependence of the wife upon the husband was also

maintained as an unyielding custom in old Japan
until the late reorganization, as is proved by the

"Onna Daigaku" of Kaibara Ekken (1630).

The so-called classical nations of antiquity, the

Greeks and Romans, show, as contrasted with the

East, a decided dislike to polygamy, which legally at

least was never recognized among them. This for-

tunate natural disposition affected favourably the

position of woman without, however, securing for her

the social position which naturally belongs to her.

Even in the best period of the Greeks and Romans
the woman only existed on account of the man. The
Homeric descriptions of marital love and devotion

show this in the most ideal form. In the later era of

degeneration woman had almost entirely lost her in-

fluence upon public life, according to the sentence in

the oration against the hetjera, "Neara", ascribed to

Demosthenes: "We have hetaera for pleasure, con-

cubines for the daily care of the body and wives for

the production of full-blooded children and as reliable

guardians in the house
'

' . The worship of the
'

' virgin

Athene" shows probably a dim perception on the

part of the Greeks of the exalted position of the virgin

independent of man, but led to no practical results

favourable to woman. Almost the same is to be said

as to the worship of Vesta and of the Vestal virgins

among the Romans.
When Christianity appeared it found woman in the

Roman world, and Rome itself was by no means an

exception, in a position of deep moral degradation,

and under the hard patria poleslas of man. This

authority had degenerated into tjTanny almost more
universally than in China. Originally Roman law,

up to the time of the Antonines, limited the power

of the father as regards the life and death of his chil-

dren, and forbade him to murder the boys and the

first-born girl. However, the freedom enjoyed by
married woman during the empire had as sole result

that divorce increased enormously and prostitution

was considered a matter of course. After marriage

had lost its religious character the women exceeded

the men in hcence, and thus lost even the influence

they had possessed in the early, austerely moral Rome
(cf. Donaldson, "Woman, Her Position and Influence

in Ancient Greece and Rome and among the Early

Christians", 1907).

Among the Jews woman had not the position be-

longing to her from the beginning, as Christ said:

"Moses by reason of the hardness of your heart per-

mitted you to put away your wives: but from the

beginning it was not so" (Matt., xix, 8). A complete

reform was not to be expected from the preparatory

and temporary importance of the Old Testament
legislation. Allowance was made for the inclination

of Orientals to polygamy by the allowing of additional

wives. The one-sided patria potestas was mitigated;

the feeling of reverence for the mother was rigidly

impressed upon the children. The laws respecting

this remind us of the laws of China. Notwithstand-

ing the fame of individual women, as Miriam the

sister of Moses, Deborah, and Judith, the Hebrew
woman, in general, had no more rights than the

women of other nations; marriage was her sole calling

in life (cf. Zschokke, "Das Weib im alten Testa-

ment", Vienna, 1883; and "Die bibhschen Frauen
(lea .\lten Testamentes", Freiburg, 1882). The Se-

mitic view of woman without the refining influence of

Revelation is evidenced among the followers of Islam
who trace back th<'ir descent to Ismael the son of

Abraham. Consequently, the Koran with its many
laws respecting women is a code tliat panders to the

uncontrolled p;is,sion8 of Semitic man. Outside of

marriage, which in the Mphftpimedan view is the duty

of every woman, woman has neither value nor impor-
tance. But the conception of marriage as an inti-

mate union so as to constitute one moral person, has
always been foreign to Mohammedanism (cf. Devas,
"Studies of Family Life. A Contribution to Social

Science", London, 1886).

The history of the pre-Christian era mentions no
far-reaching and successful revolt of women to obtain

the improvement of their position. Custom finally

became an established habit, and found its strongest

defenders among the women themselves. It was the

teaching of Christ which first brought freedom to the

female sex, wherever this teaching was seriously

taken as the guide of life. His words applied as

weU to women: "Seek ye first the kingdom of God
and his justice, and all these things shall be added
unto you" (Luke, xii, 31). He restored the original

life-long monogamous marriage, raised it to the dignity

of a sacrament, and also improved the position of

woman in purely earthly matters. The most com-
plete personal equaUty is expressed in the Apostolic

exhortation: "For as many of you as have been
baptized in Christ have put on Christ . . . there is

neither male nor female. For ye are all one in Christ

Jesus" (Gal., iii, 27-28; cf. I Cor., xi, 11). Most
decisive, however, for the social position of woman
was the teaching of Christ on the nobility of freely

chosen virginity as contrasted with marriage, to the

embracing of which the chosen of both sexes are

invited (Matt., xix, 29). According to Paul (I Cor.,

vii, 25-40) the virgins and widows do well if they
persist in the intention not to marry in order to serve

God with undivided mind; they indeed do better

than those who must divide their attention be-

tween care for the husband and the service of God.
By this doctrine the female sex in particular was
placed in an independence of man unt bought of

before. It granted the unmarried woman value and
importance without man; and what is more the virgin

who renounces marriage from religious motives,

acquires precedence above the married woman and
enlarges the circle of her motherly influence upon
society. EUsabeth Gnauck-Ktihne says truly: "The
esteern of virginity is the true emancipation of woman
in the hteral sense".

This elevation of woman centres in Mary the

Mother of Jesus, the purest virginity and mother-

hood, both tender and strong, united in wonderful

sublimity. The history of the Cat hoHc Church hears

constant testimony of this position of jMary in the

history of civihzation. The respect for woman rises

and falls with the veneration of the Virgin Mother
of God. Conseqviently for art also the Virgin has

become the highest representation of the most noble

womanhood. This extraordinary elevation of woman
in Mary by Christ is in sharp contrast to the extra-

ordinary degradation of female dignity before Chris-

tianity." In the renewing of all things in Christ

(Eph., i, 10) the restoration of order must be most
thorough at that point where the most extreme dis-

order had prevailed.

However, this emancipation of woman rests upon
the same principles which (^hrist used in His great

renewal of nat uro by grace. Nature was not set aside

nor destroyed, but was healed and illumined. C^on-

sequently the radical natural differences between

man and woman and their separate vocations con-

tinue to exist. In (Christianized society also man was
to act as the lawful representative of authority, and
the lawful defender of rights, in the family, just as in

the civil, national, and religious community. Thci;c-

fore, the social i)Osition of woman remains in Chris-

tianity that of subordination to man, wherever the two

sexes by necessity find themselves obliged to supple-

ment each other in common activity. The woman
develops her authority, founded in human dignity, in

connexion wit h, and subordinate to, the man in domes-
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tic society as tlir mistress of the home. At the

same time the indispensable motherly influence ex-

tends from the home over the development of law and
custom. While, however, man is called to share
directly in the affairs of the state, female influence

can be ordinarily exerted upon such matters only
indirectly. Consequently, it is only in exceptional

cases that in Christian kingdoms the direct sover-

eignty is placed in tlie hands of women, as is shown
by the women who have ascended thrones. In the
Church this exception is excluded, so far as it refers

to the clerical ofiioe. The same Apostle who so
energetically maintained the personal independence
of woman, forbids to women authoritative speech in

the religious assemblies and the supremacy over man
(I Tim., ii, 11, 12). Nevertheles.s, personahties like

Pulcheria, Hildcgarde, Catherine of Siena, and Te-
resa of Jesus show how gi'eat the extraordinary, in-

direct influence of woman can be in the domain of the
Church.
From the days of the Apostles, Christianity has

never failed to seek and to defend the emancipation of

woman in the meaning of its Founder. It must be
acknowledged that human passions have frequently
prevented the bringing about of a condition fully cor-

responding with the ideals. The Christian, mdis-
Boluble, sacramental marriage, in which the husband
is to copy in respect to the wife the love of Christ for

the Church (Eph., v, 2.5), was steadily defended for

the benefit of the woman against the lawlessness of

the ruling class. On this point St. Jerome presents
the same conception of morals in contrast to heathen
immorahty in words that have become classic: "The
laws of the emperor are to one effect, those of Christ
to another ... in the former the restraints upon
impurity are left loose for men . . . among us Chris-
tians, on the contrary, the belief is: What is not per-
mitted to women is also forbidden to men, and the
same service (that of Cod) is also judged by the same
standard" ("Ep. Ixxvii, ad Ocean.", P. L., XXII, 691).

The admiring exclamation of the heathen: "What
women there are among the Christians!" is the most
eloquent testimony to the power of Christianity.

The great Church Fathers praise not only their

mothers and sisters, but speak of Christian women in

general in the same terms of respect as the Gospel.
On the other hand, the alleged contempt of the Church
Fathers for women is a legend that is kept ahve by the
lack of knowledge of the Fathers (cf. Mausbach,
"Altchristliche und modeme Gedanken uber Frauen-
beruf ", 7th ed., Mtinchen-Gladbach, 1910, 5 sq.).

From the beginning up to the present time the
Christian doctrine of voluntary religious virginity

has profhiced innumerable hosts of virgins dedicated
to God who unite their love of God with heroic love of

their neighbours, and who perform silent deefls of

heroism in the nursing of the sick, in the care of the
poor, and in the work of education. The modern era
since the French Revolution has far exceeded the
earlier centuries in congregations of women for all

branches of Christian charity and for the alleviation

of all forms of misery. Consequently Christianity

has opened to woman the greatest possibilities for

development. Mar\-, the sister of Lazarus, who sat

as a disciple at the feet of Jesus, has become a model
for the training of woman in Christianity. The
study of the Scriptures, which was equally customary
both in the East and the West among educated
women under the guidance of the Church, remained
during the entire Middle Ages the inheritance of the
convents. Tims, next to the clergy, the women in the
medieval era were more the representatives of learn-

ing and education than the men.
The industrial work of women kept pace with the

development of civilization. When the guilds arose
at the time of the founding of the cities women were
not excluded from them. Any idea of the parity of

the sexes in this domain was excluded by the con-
sideration of the fir.st natural task of woman.
Among indigent women Christianity found that the
widows were those most in need of aid. From the
days of the Apostles, the Church made special pro-
vision for widows (Acts, vi, 1; I Tim., v, 3 sq.), a
provision that was one of the chief duties of the
bishop. To the Apostolic era also dates back the
institution called the viduate, in which widows of
proved virtue laboured as Apostolic assistants in the
Church along with the virgins. In the course of
time female orders assumed this work, which is

carried on most succes.sfuUy in the missions for
heathens. As, during the conversion to Christianity
of the German tribes, Anglo-Saxon women aided St
Boniface, the Apostle of Germany, so to-day perma-
nent success in the missionary countries cannot be
attained without the help of virgins consecrated to
God. At the end of the ninteenth century some 52,-

000 sisters, among whom were 10,000 native women,
worked in the missions (Louvet, "Les missions oath.
du XIX' siecle", 2nd ed., Paris, 1898).
The Modern Woman Question.—It follows from

what has been said that the social position of woman
is, from the Christian point of view, only imperfectly
set forth in the expression " Woman belongs at home".
On the contrarj', her peculiar influence is to extend
from the home over State and Church. This was
maintained at the beginning of the modern era by the
Spanish Humanist, Louis Vives, in his work " De insti-

tutione femina; clu'istianfe" (1523); and was brought
out still more emphatically, in terms corresponding to
the needs of his day, by Bishop Fenelon in his pioneer
work "Education des fiUes" (1687). This Christian
emancipation of woman is, however, necessarily
checked as soon as its fundamental principles are
attacked. These principles consist, on the one hand,
of the sacramental dignity of the indissoluble marriage
between one pair, and in religious, voluntarilj' chosen
virginity, both of which spring from the Christian
teaching that man's true home is in a world beyond
the grave and that the same sublime aim is appomted
for woman as for man. The other fundamental prin-
ciple consists of the firm adhesion to the natural
organic intimate connexion of the sexes.

As far back as Christian antiquity the Manichaean
attacks on the sacredness of marriage, as those of
Jovinian and Vigilantius, which sought to under-
mine the reverence for virginity, were refuted by
Augustine and Jerome. Luther's attack upon relig-

ious celibacy and against the sacramental character
and indissolubility of marriage, worked permanent
injury. The chief result was that woman was again
brought into ab.solute dependence upon man, and the
way was made ready for divorce, the results of which
press far more heavily upon woman than upon man.
After this the natural ba.sis of society and the
natiu-al position of woman and the family were
shaken to such extent by the French Revolution that
the germ of the modern woman's suffrage movement
is to be sought there. The anti-Christian ideas of

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries led to a
complete break with the medieval Christian concep-
tion of society and the state. It w.as no longer the
family or the social principle th:il w.'is regarded as the
basis of the state, but the individual or the ego.

Montesquieu, the"fatherof constitutionalism", made
this theory the basis of his "L'Esprit des lois" (1784),
and it was sanctioned in the French "Rights of Man".
It w.as entirely logical that Olympe de Gouges (d.

1793) and the "citizeness" Fontenay, supported by
the Marquis de Condorcet, demanded the uncondi-
tional i)olitical equality of women with men, or "the
rights of women". .According to these claims every
human being has, .as a human being, the .same human
rights; women, as human beings, claim like men with
alwolute right the same participation in parliament
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and admission to all public offices. As soon as the
leading proposition, though it contradicts nature
which knows no sexless human being, is conceded,
this corollary must be accepted. Father von Holtzen-
dorff says truly: "Whoever wishes to oppose the
right of women to vote must place the principle of

parliamentary representation upon another basis

... as soon as the right to vote is connected only
with the individual nature of man, the distinction of

sex becomes of no consequence" ("Die Stellung der
Frauen", 2nd ed., Hamburg, 1892, 41).

The men of the French Revolution forcibly sup-
pressed the claim of the women to the rights of men,
but in so doing condemned their own principle, which
was the basis of the demand of the women. The
conception of society as composed of individual atoms
leads necessarily to the radical emancipation of

women, which is sought at the present time by the
German Social Democrats and a section of the women
of the middle class. In her book, pubhshed in 1792,

Mary WoUstonecraft advanced this demand with a
certain reserve, while Jolm Stuart Mill in his "The
Subjection of Women" (1869) championed the
unnatural position of women unconditionally. At
the present time the English suffragettes have made a
practical appUcation of Mill's views as the standard
work of radical emancipation (cf. "A Reply to John
Stuart Mil] on the Subjection of Women", Philadel-
phia, 1870).

The introduction of these ideas into practical life

was promoted chiefly by the change in economic con-
ditions, particularly as this change was used to the
detriment of the people by the tendency of an egotis-

tical Liberalism. From the beginning of the nine-

teenth centiu-y manufacturing by machinery changed
the sphere of woman's laboitf and of her industries.

In manufactui'ing countries woman can and must buy
many things which were formerly produced as a
matter of course by female domestic labour. Thus
the traditional household labours of woman became
limited, especially in the middle class. The necessity

arose for many daughters of famiUes to seek work and
profit outside of the home. On the other hand, the
unlimited freedom of commerce and trade fiu'nished

the opportunity of gaining control of the cheap labour
of women to make it serve machinery and the covet-
ousness of the great manufacturers. While this

change reUeved the woman who still sat at home, it

laid upon the homeless working-woman intolerable
bm-dens, injurious alike to soul and body. On
account of smaller wages women were used for the
work of men and were driven into competition with
men. The s.vstem of the cheap hand led not only to

a certain slavery of woman, but, in union with the
rehgious indifference that concerned itself only with
mundane things, it injured the basis of society, the
family.

In this way the actual modem woman question,
which is connected at the same time with the liveli-

hood, education, and legal position of woman, arose.

In most European countries, on accotmt of the emi-
gration arising from the conditions of traffic and occu-
pation, the number of women exceeds that of men
to a considerable degree; for instance in Germany
in 1911 there were 900,000 more women than men.
In addition, the difficulties of existence cause a con-
siderable number of men not to marry at all or too
late to found a family, while many are kept from
marriage by an unchristian morality. The number
of immarried women, or of women who not with-
standing marriage are not cared for and who are
doubly burdened by the cares of the home and of

earning a livelihood, is therefore constantly increas-

ing. 'I'he last census of occupations in Germany,
that of 1907, gave 8,243,498 women who were earning
a living in the principal occupations; this number
shows an increase of 3,000,000 over 1895. The statis-

tics of other countries give proportionate results,

although there are hardly two countries in which the

woman movement has had exactly the same develop-
ment. The southern countries of Europe are coming
only gradually under the influence of the movement.
A regulation of this movement was and is one of the
positive necessities of the times. The methodical and
energetic attempts to accomphsh this date from the
year 1848, although the beginnings in England and
North America go back much farther. The attempts
to solve the woman question varied with the point of

view. Three main parties may be distinguished in the

movement for the emancipation of women of the pres-

ent day: (1) the radical emancipation which is divided
into a middle-class and a Social-Democratic party; (2)

the moderate or interconfessional conciUatory party;

(3) the Christian party.

The radical, middle-class emancipation party re-

gards the Women's Rights Convention held 14 July,

1848, at Seneca Falls, U. S., as the date of its birth.

Complete parity of the sexes in every direction with
contempt for former tradition is the aim of tliis party.

Unhmited participation in the administration of the
country, or the right to the political vote, therefore,

holds the first place in its efforts. The questions of

education and livelihood are made to depend upon the
right to vote. This effort reached its height in the
founding of the "International Council of Women",
from which sprang in 1904 at Berlin the "Inter-
national Confederation for Woman's Suffrage".

"The Woman's Bible", by Mrs. Stanton, seeks to

bring this party into harmony with the Bible. The
party has attained its end in the United States in the
states of Wvoming (1869), Colorado, Utah (1895),

Idaho (1896)", South Dakota (1909), and Washington
(1910), and also in South Au.stralia, New Zealand
(1895), and in Finland. In Norway there has been a
Umited suffrage for women since 1907. In 1911
Iceland, Denmark, Victoria, California, and Portugal
decided to introduce it. In England the suffragists

and the suffragettes are battling over it (cf. Sirs.

Fawcett, "Women's Suffrage. A Short History of a
Great Movement", London, 1912).

In Germany in 1,847 Luise Otto-Peters (1819-1895)
headed the movement, in order at first with generous
courage to aid the suffering women of the working-
cla.sses. Her efforts resulted in the "Allgemeiner
deutscher Frauenverein " (General Union of German
Women), which was founded in 1865, and from which
in 1899 the radical "FortschrittUcher Frauenverein"
(Progressive Women's Union) separated, while the

Luise Otto party remained moderately liberal. In
France it was not until the Third Republic that an
actual women's movement arose, a radical section of

which, "La Fronde", took part in the first revolution.

From the start the Social-Democratic party incor-

porated in its programme the "equahty of all rights".

Consequently the Social-Democratic women regard
themselves as forming one body with the men of their

party, while, on the other hand, they keep contemptu-
ously sejiarated from the radical movement among the
middle-class women. August Bebel's book, "Die
Frauund der Soziahsmus", went through fiftyeditions

in the period 1879-1910, and was translated into four-

teen languages. In this work the position of woman
in the Socialistic state of the futun' is described. In
general the radical middle-cla.-;s emancipation agrees

with the Social-Democratic both in the political and
in the elhical siilieres. A proof of this is furnished by
the works of the Swedish writer I'.llcn Key, especially

by her book "t^ber Ehe imd l.icbe", which enjoy a
very large circulation throughout the world.

This tendency is not compatible with the standard
of nature and of the Gospel. It is, however, a logical

consequence of the one-sided principle of individual-

ism which, without regard for (iod, came into vogue
in what is called the "Rights of Man". If woman is
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to submit to the laws, the authoritative determination

of which is assigned to man, she has the right to

demand a guarantee that man as legislator will not
misuse his right. This essential guarantee, however,

is only to be found in the unchangeable authoritative

rule of Divine justice that binds man's conscience.

This guarantee is given to women in every form of

government that is based on Cliristianity. On the

contrary, the proclamation of the "Rights of Man"
without regard to God set aside this guarantee and
opposed man to woman as the absolute master.

Woman's resistance to this was and is an instinctive

impulse of moral self-preservation. The "autono-
mous morality " of Kant and Hegel's state has made
justice dependent upon men or man alone far more
than the JVench " Rights of Man ". The relativity and
mutability of right and morality have been made a
fundamental principle in dechristianized society.

"The principles of morals, religion, and law are only
what they are, so long as they are universally recog-

nized. Should the conscience of the sum total of

individuals reject some of these principles and feel

itself bound by other principles, then a change has
taken place in morals, law, and religion" (Oppenheim,
"Das Gewissen", Basle, 1898, 47).

Woman is defenceless against such teaching when
only men are understood under the "totality of

individuals". Up to now as a matter of fact onlj'

men have been eligible in legislative bodies. On the
basis of the so-called autonomous morality, however,
woman cannot be denied the right to claim this auton-
omy for herself. Cliristianity, which lays the obliga-

tion upon both sexes to observe an unalterable and
like morality, is powerless to give protection to woman
in a dechristianized and churchless country. Conse-
quently, it is only by the restoration of Christianity
in society that the rightful and natural relations

of man and woman can be once more restored.

This Christian reform of society, however, cannot
be expected from the radical woman movement, not-
withstanding its valuable services for social reform.
Besides what has been said, the "movement for the
protection of the mother" promoted by it contradicts

completely the Christian conception of marriage.

(Cf. Mausbach, "Der cliristliche Familiengedanke im
Gegensatz zur modernen Mutterschutzbewegung",
Miinster, 1908.)

The moderate liberal woman movement is also in-

capable of bringing about a thorough improvement of

the situation, such as the times demand. It certainly

attained great results in its efforts for the economic
elevation of woman, for the reform of the education of

women, and for the protection of morality in the first

half of the nineteenth century, and has attained still

more since 1S4S in England, North America, and
Germany. The names of Jessie Boucherett, Ehza-
beth Frj', Mary Carpenter, Florence Nightingale,

Lady Aberdeen, Mrs. Paterson, Octavia Hill, Eliza-

beth Blackwell, .losephine Butler, and others in Eng-
land, and the names of LuiseOtIo, I.uise Biichner,

Maria Calm, .Jeannette Schwerin, Auguste Schmidt,
Helene Lange, Katharina Scheven, etc., in Germany,
are always mentioned with grateful respect. At the
same time this p.arty is liable to imcertain wavering
on account of the lack of fixed principles and clearly

discerned aims. While these women's societies call

them.selves exprcs-sly interdenominational they re-

nounce the motive power of religious conviction and
seek exclusively the temporal prosperity of women.
Such a setting aside of the highest interests is scarcely
compatible with the words of Chri.st, "Seek ye there-
fore first the kingdom of God, and his justice, and
all these things .shall be added unto you" (Matt., vi,

33), and is all the more incompatible with the teach-
ing of Christ on marriage and virginity, which is of the
highest importance, particularly for the well-being of

woman. A successful solution of the woman question

is only to be expected from a reorganization of modern
conditions in accordance with the principles of Chris-
tianity, as Anna Jameson (1797-1860) has set forth
in the works, "Sisters of Charity" (London, 1855) and
"Communion of Labour" (London, 1856). The
effort has also frequently been made by Protestants in
P]ngland, America, and Germany to meet the difficulty
in imitation of Cathohc charitable work; thus in 1836
the German "Institute of Deaconnesses" was estab-
lished.

In Germany the first attempt to attain a solution
of the woman question by orthodox Protestants was
made by Ehzabeth Gnauck-KUhne, who founded the
" EvangeUsch-sozialcr Kongi'ess" (Protestant Social
Congress). At the present day this movement has
been represented since 1S99 by the "Deutsch-evange-
lisches Frauenbund" and by the women's society of
the " Freie kirchlich-.soziale Konferenz ". A profound
Christian influence upon the woman movement is not
to be looked for, however, from these sources. Prot-
estantism is, it must be said, a mutilated kind of
Christianity, in which woman is especially injured by
the abrogation of the dedication of virginity to God.
Still worse is the effect of the constantly increasing
decay of Protestantism, in which the denial of the
Divinity of Christ constantly gains strength. For
this reason the Protestant Church party in the agita-
tion for women's right in predominantly Protestant
countries is much smaller than the liberal and radical
parties.

Catholic women were the last to take up the agita-
tion. The main reason for this is the impregnabihty
of Cathohc principles. Owing to this woman's
suffrage did not become a burning question as quickly
in the purety Catholic countries as in Protestant and
religiously mixed ones. The convents, the indis-
solubility of sacramental marriage, and the customary
charitable works kept in check many difficulties.

However, on account of the international character
of the movement and the causes which produced it,

Catholic women could not finally hold back from
co-operation in solving the question, especiallj' as the
attack of revolutionarj- ideas on the Church to-day
is most severe in Cathohc countries. For a long time
Christian charity has not sufficed for the needs of the
present day. Social aid must supplement legal ordi-
nances for the justifiable demands of women. For this

purpose the "Ligues des femmes clir(5tiennes" were
formed in Belgium in 1893; in France "Le feminisme
Chretien" and "L'action sociale des femmes" were
founded in 1895, after the international review, "La
femme contemporaine", had been established in 1893.
In Germany the "Katholisches Frauenbund" was
founded in 1904, and the "Kathohsche Reichs-
Frauenorganisation" was established in Austria in

1907, while a woman's societv was established in

Italy in 1909. In 1910 the "Katholisches Frauen-
Weltbund" (International Association of Catholic
Women) was established at Brus.sels on the insistent

urging of the "Ligue patriotique des Fran^aises".
Thus an international Cathohc women's association

exi.sts to-day, in ojjposition to the international liberal

women's association and the international Social-

Democratic union. The Catholic society competes
with these others in seeking to bring about a social

reform for the benefit of women in accordance with
the princi))les of the Church.

Apart from the light thrown by Catholic j)rinciple6

on this subject, the .solution of the Ijusks of this Cath-
olic .association is made easier by the experience al-

ready acquired in the woman's movement. As
regards the first branch of the woman question,
feminine industry, the opinion has constantly gained
ground that "notwithstandingall changes in economic
and social life the general .and foremost vocation of

women remains that of the wife and mother, and it is

therefore above all necessary to make the female sex
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capable and efficient for the duties arising from this

calUng" (PierstorfF). How far the opportunities for

woman's work for a hvelihood arc to be enlarged

should be made to depend upon the question whether

the respective work injures or does not injure the

physical provision for motherhood. The earnest

warnings of physicians agree in this point with the

remonstrances of statesmen who are anxious for

national prosperity. Thus the speech of the former

president, Roosevelt, at the national congress of

American mothers at Washington in 1895 met with

approval throughout the world. (Cf. Max von
Gruber, " Madchenerziehung und Rassenhygiene ",

Munich, 1910.) On the other hand, Catholic Chris-

tianity in particular, in accordance with its traditions,

demands from the woman of the present day the most
intense interest in working-women of all classes,

especially interest in tliose who work in factories or

carry on'industrial work at home. The achievements

of the North American "Working Women's Protective

Union" and of the English "National Union for

improving the education of all women of aU classes"

deserve great respect. In Germany special attention

is given to this aim by the "Verband katholischer

Vereine erwerbstiitigerFrauenund Madchen" (United

Cathohc Societies of Working-Women, Married and
Unmarried) of Berlin.

, • , r
The second branch of the woman question, which of

necessity follows directly after that of gaining a liveli-

hood, is" that of a suitable education. The Cathohc
Church places here no barriers that have not already

been established by nature. F^nelon expresses this

necessary limitation thus: "The learning of women
like that" of men must be limited to the study of those

things which belong to their calling; the difference in

their activities must also give a different direction to

their studies." The entrance of women as students

in the universities, which has of late years spread in all

countries, is to be judged according to these principles.

Far from obstructing such a course in itself, CathoUcs

are permitted, on the contrary, by their traditions to

encourage it. This has led in Germany to the found-

ing of the " Hildegardisverein " for the aid of Catholic

women students of higher branches of learning.

Moreover, nature also shows here her undeniable

regulating power. There is no need to fear the over-

crowding of the academic professions by women.
In the medical calling, which next to teaching is the

first to be considered in discussing the professions of

women, there are at the present time in Germany
about 100 women to 30,000 men. For the studious

woman as for others who earn a hveUhood the aca-

demic calling is only a temporary position. The sexes

can never be on an equahty as regards studies pursued

at a university.

The third branch of the woman question, the social

legal position of woman, can, as shown from what has

been said, only be decided by Cathohcs in accordance

with the organic conception of society, but not in

accordance wit h disintegi-at ing individualism. There-

fore the poUtical activity of man is and remains

different from that of woman, as has been shown
above. It is difficult to unite the direct participation

of woman in the political and parliamentary life of

the present time with her predominant duty as a

mother. If it should be desired to exclude married

women or to grant women only the actual vote, the

equahty sought for would not be attained. On the

other hand, the indirect influence of women, which in

a well-ordered state makes for the stability of the

moral order, would suffer severe injury by poUtical

equ.ality. The compromises in favour of the direct

participation of women in pohtical fife which have of

late been proposed and so\ight here and thereby Cath-

olics can be regarded, therefore, only as half-measures.

The opposition expressed by many women to the

introduction of woman's suffrage, as, for instance, the

New York State Association opposed to Woman
"Suffrage", should be regarded by CathoUcs as, at

least, the voice of common sense. Where the right

of women to vote is insisted upon by the majority, the

Catholic women will know how to make use of it.

On the other hand modern times demand more than
ever the direct participation of woman in pubUc hfe

at those points where she should represent the special

interests of women on account of her motherly influ-

ence or of her industrial independence. Thus female

officials are necessary in the women's departments of

factories, official labour bureaux, hospitals, and pris-

ons. Experience proves that female officials are also

required for the protection of female honour. The
legal question here becomes a question of morals
which under the name of "Madchenschutz" (protec-

tion of girls) has been actively promoted by women.
Indeed much more must be done for it. In 1897 there

was founded at Fribourg, Switzerland, the "Associa-
tion cathoUque Internationale des oeuvres de protec-

tion de la jeune fille", the labours of which extend to

aU jjarts of the world. Thus considered the woman
movement is a gratifying sign of the times which
indicates the return to a healthy state of social con-

ditions.
Besides the books mentioned in the test of the article, the_ fol-

lowing may be given from the enormous Hterature on the subject:

I. For the woman question a.s a whole; Lange and Baumer,
Handbuchder Frauenbewegung, v Pts. (Berlin, 1901-02); Rossuer,
Die Frauenfrage vom Standpunkt der Natur, der GesckicfUe und der

Offenbarung (2nd ed., Freiburg, 1907); C.^thhein. Die Frauen--
/rage (3d ed.. Freiburg, 1909) ; Mausbach, Die Stelhmg der Frau
im MeiischeitHleben: Fine Anwendung katholischer Grundsdtze auf
die Frauenfrage (Miinchen-Gladbach, 1906); Bekker, Die Frau-
enbewegung: Bedeutung, Probleme, Organisation (Kempten and
Munich, 1911); Bettex, Mann und Wcib (2nded., Leipzig. 1900);

Lily Braun, Die Frauenfrage, ihre gesehichlliche Entwicklung
und ihre wirtscha/ttiche Seile (Leipzig, 1901); Wychgram, Die
Kulluraufgaben der Frau (Leipzig, 1910-12), in the followmg
vols.: (1) Krukenberg, Die Frau in der Familic: (2) Freuden-
BERG, Die Frau und die KuUur des offentlichen Lebens: (3) Wir-
MiNGHAUS, Die Frau und die Ktiltur des Korpers; (4) Schleker,
Die KuUur der Wohnung: (5) Baumer, Die Frau und das geistige

Leben: (6) Schleker, Die Frau u. der Haustralt; Laboulaye,
Recherches sur la condition civile et politique de to femme (Paris,

1843) ; Klamm. Die Frauen (6 vols., Dresden, 1837-59).

IL Historical: Kavanagh. The Women of Christianity (Lon-

don. 1852); Idem, French Women of Letters (1862); Wein-hold,
Die tieutsche Frau im Mittelalter (3d ed., Vienna, 1897); BrcHER,
Die Frauenfrage im Mittelalter (Tubingen, 1910); DuBOC, Funfzig

Jahre Frauenfrage in Deutschland (Leipzig, 1896) ; Norresberg,
Frauenarbeit und Arbeitcrinnenerziehung in deutscher Vorzeil

(Cologne, 1880); Stopes, British Freewomen, Their Historical

Privilege (London, 1907); Peters, Das rrsle Vicrteljahrhundert

des allg. deutschen Frauenvereines (Leipzig, 1908).

in. Modern Woman Question: BttcHER, flic Frauen und ihr

Beruf (5th ed., Leipzig, 1884); Parkes, Essays of Woman s Work
(1866); VON Stein. Die Frau auf dem soziulen Gcbiete (Stuttgart,

1880); Idem, Die Frau auf dem Gebiete der NationalOkonomie (6th

ed., Stuttgart, 1886) ; GNAUCK-KtJHNE, fliV deutsche Frau um die

Jahrhunderlwende (2nd ed., Berlin, 1907); PoissON, La salaire des

femmes (Paris, 1908) ; Criscuolo, La donna nella storia del dinllo

ilaliano (Naples, 1890); Ostrogorski, La femme au point de rue

du droit publique (1892); GnaUCK-Kuhxe, ll'nriim organisieren

wir die Arbeitcrinnen? (Hamm, 1903); Idem, Arhnl.rinnenfrage

(Miinchen-Gladbach, 190.5); Pierstorfe. Frnunmrhed und
Frauenfrage (Jena, 1900); Idem, Die Frau in der WirtschafI des

XX. Jnhrhunderts in Handbuch der Politik, II, Par. 56 (Berlin,

1912); Gerhard and Simon, Multerschaft und geistige Arbeit

(Berlin, 1901); Salomon, .Sojiaie Frauenpflichten (Berlin, 1902);

Baumrtatter, Die Rechtsrerhallnisse der deutschen Frau nach der

gellendcn Gesetzgebung (Cologne, 1900); Dcpanloup, La femme
studiruse (7th ed., Paris, 1900); voN Bischof, Das Studium und
die Ausiibung der Medizin durch die Frauen (.Municli, 1887); VON
ScHKEJAREwSKY, flit' Unlerschiedsmcrh": :

'

nn' ':Iirhrn tind

weiblichen Typen mit Bezug auf die F- , Frauen-

fciWung (2nd ed., Wurzburg. 1898); Ewvi: / i ^.nungmit

der Frauenfrage (Hamburg and Leip/ir '''iir,
,

Sioismund.

Frauenstimmrechl (Leipzig, 1912); Idem, Multercrziehung durch

Frauenarbeit (Freiburg. 1910).

Augustine Rossler.

Woman in English-Spe.\king Countries.—The
movement for wh.at has been called tlie emancipation

of woman, which has been so marked a feature of the

nineteenth and twentieth centuries, has made a

deeper impression on the English-speaking countries

than on any other. The outcry against the unjust

oppression of women by man-made laws has grown

ever stronger and stronger, tliough it must be con-

fessed that every successive improvement in the posi-
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f ion of the weaker sex has also been brought about by
man-made hiws. The various disabihties imposed
by law or custom on women have gradually been
removed by legislation, until, at present, in English-
speaking countries scarcely anything is needed to

woman's perfect equahty to man before the law, ex-

cept the right of suffrage in its widest extent and the
admission of women to all national and municipal
magistracies, which later will be the inevitable out-
come of the removal of all restriction on suffrage.

That the gradual amehoration of the legal status of

women during the course of ages has removed many
craving injustices can not be doubted. Whether,
howe\-er, all the changes made in their favour will

prove unmixed benefits to themselves and to the
race, and especially whether the removal of all restric-

tion on suffrage and the admission of women to legis-

lative, judicial, and executive positions of pubhc
trust, will be a desirable change in the body pohtic
is doubted by many of all shades of religious behef or

no behef, and probably by the majority of CathoUcs
in official and unofficial positions.

In English the word "woman" is a contraction of

"wife-man". This indicates that from the earliest

times the Anglo-Saxons believed that woman's proper
sphere was the domestic one. The earliest English
laws treat consequently for the most part of the
marriage relation. The so-called "bride-purchase"
was not a transaction in barter, but was a contribu-
tion on the part of the husband for acquiring part of

the family proi)erty; while the "morning-gift" was
a .settlement made on the bride. This custom, though
in use among the ancient Teutonic nations, is also

found in old Roman laws embodied in Justinian's
redaction. King Ethelbert enacted that if a man
seduced a wife from her husband the seducer must
pay the expenses of the hu.sband's second marriage.
As to property, King Ina's code recognizes the wife's

claim to one-third of her husband's possessions. At
a later date King Edmund I decreed that by pre-
nuptial contract the w-ife could acquire a right to
on(>-half of the family property, and, if after her hus-
band's decease she remained unmarried, she was
entitled to all his possessions, provided children had
been born of the union. Monogamy was strictly

enforced, and the laws of King Canute decreed as a
penalty for adulterj' that the erring wife's nose and
ears should be cut off. Various laws were enacted
for the protection of female slaves. After the Nor-
man conquest, even more than in Anglo-Saxon times,
the tendency of legislation was rather to legislate

around husband and wife than between them. The
consequence was that the husband as predominant
partner acquired greater rights over his wife's prop-
erty and person. On his death, however, she always
reclaimed her dower-rights and some i)ortion of his

po.ssessions. At the same period the Scottish laws
regulated, according to the woman's rank, a certain
sum to be paid to the lord of a manor on the marriage
of a tenant's daughter. We may remark here that
the infamous droit du seigneur (the right of the lord to
pa.ss the first night with his tenant's bride) is a fable
of modern date, of which not the shghtest trace is

found in the laws, histories, or hterature of any civil-

ized country of Europe. The statute law of England
dispen.sed women from all civil duties that are proper
to men, such as rendering homage, holding military
fiefs, making oath of allegiance, accepting sheriff's

service, and the obligations flowmg therefrom. They
could, however, receive homage and be made con-
stables of a \illage or castle if such were not one of the
national defences. At fourteen, if an heiress, a
woman might have hvery of land. If she made a
will, it was revoked by her subsequent marriage. A
woman could not be a witness in court as to a m.an's
status, and .she could not accuse a man of murder
except in the case that the victim was her husband.

Benefit of clergy was not allowed to women in pre-
Reformation times, as the idea was repugnant to
Catholic feeling. Women might work at trades, and
King Edward III, when restricting workmen to the
use of one handicraft, excepted wom(>n from this
rule. There were many early regulations as to the
dress of women, the general prescription being that
they should be garbed according to the rank of their
husbands.
The legislation of the nineteenth and twentieth

centuries hijs done much to reheve w'omen from the
disabihties imposed upon them by the old statute law.
The principle of modern Enghshlaw is the reverse of
that obtaining in ancient times, for now the tendency
of aU enactments is to legislate between husband and
wife rather than around them. The consequence is

that difference of sex is practically disregarded in
modern English law-making, except in a few instances
concerning marriage and children. In other matters
the only disabilities of women that remain in English
law are that they can not succeed to an intestate when
male heirs exist and that they are deprived of parlia-
mentary suffrage. In some respects women are in

advance of men: thus, women may validly marry at

twelve and they may make a vahd properly- settlement
at seventeen with the approval of the Court, the
respective ages for a male being fourteen and twenty.
As to the custody of children, tlie law may now allow
to the mother the full control of the offspring and the
right of appointing the guardian or of acting as guard-
ian herself, at least while the child is under sixteen
years of age. In the case of illegitimate children,
while the mother is liable for their support, yet she
can obtain an affihation order from the Court and
bind the putative father. Adultery is no crime by
Enghsh law, and a wife can not obtain a divorce from
her husband on such sole ground, though he maj' from
her. Neither adultery nor fornication is punished
by English law. Judicial separation and maintenance
in the case of desertion lu-e remedies for the wife
which have been greatly extended and favoured by
late legislation. Action for breach of promise to
marry may be brought by either the man or woman,
and the promise need not be in writing. In the United
States the Acts of Congi-ess deal very sparingly with
women. The various departments of the Govern-
ment employ female clerks and appoint hospital
matrons and nurses for the army. Wives of citizens

of the United States, who might be lawfully natural-
ized themselves, have the rights of citizens. The
questions of property, franchise, and divorce have
been dealt with by the several .state legislatures and
there is no uniformitj', but the main provisions under
these heads will be noticed later.

While in ancient times women were occupied in the
industries to some extent, yet these industries were
generally of a nature that could be exercised within
the home. The advent of the changed industrial
conditions of the nineteenth century forced women
into other employments in order to obtain the neces-
saries of life. The advance was, however, very slow.
In 1840 Harriet Martineau stated that there were
only seven occupations for women in the United
States: needlework, typesetting, bookbinding, cotton
factories, household service, keeping boarders, and
teaching. All of these occupations were miserably
recompensed, but by degrees the better-jiaid employ-
ments in other fields were opened to women. Of the
learned professions, medicine was the first to confer
its degrees on female practitioners. The earliest

diploma in medicine was conferred in 1849 in New
York State, and its recipient was hcensed in England
in 18.59, though the latter country did not I)estow a
medical diploma on a woman until 1865. At the
end of the nineteenth century there were some sixty
medical colleges in the United States and Canada
that educated women. At present females are
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admitted freely to medical societies and allowed to

join in consultation with male physicians. In 1908
the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons in Eng-
land admitted women to their diploma and fellow-

ship. In the admission to the profession of law the

path of women has been made more difficult. So late

as 1903 the British House of Lords decided against

the admission of women to the EngMsh Bar, though
some are employed as sohcitors. In the United
States, the State of Iowa allowed women to act as

legal practitioners in 1869, and many of the states,

especially in the Western part of the country, now
admit them to practice. In Canada the Ontario Law
Society decided to admit women to act as barristers

in 1896. As to the third of the learned professions,

divinity, it is obvious that the sacred ministry is

closed to CathoUc women by Divine ordinance (see

WoM-iN IN Canon L.\w). The sects, however, began

to admit women ministers as early as 1853 in the

United States and, at present, the Unitarians, Con-
gregationalists, United Brethren, UniversaUsts, Meth-
odist Protestants, Free Methodists, Christians (Camp-
belUtes), Baptists, and Free Baptists have ordained

women to their ministry. In 1910 the Free Christian

denomination in England appointed a female minister.

Journalism and the arts are also open to women,
and they have achieved considerable distinction in

those fields.

As to the property, widows and spinsters have equal

rights with men according to EngUsh law. A married

woman may acquire, hold, and dispose of real and
personal property as her own separate property. For

her contracts her own separate property is held liable,

as also for antenuptial debts and agreements, unless

a contrary hability can be i)roved. The husband
can not make any settlement regarding his wife's

property unless she confirms it. If a married woman
has separate property she is liable for the support of

parents, grandparents, children, and even husband,

if they have no other means of subsistence. Laws
have also been made to protect a wife's property from

her husband's influence. In most states of the Ameri-

can Union the proprietary emancipation of women
has gone on steadily as in Great Britain. Connecti-

cut, in 1809, was the first state to empower married

women to make a will, and New York, in 1848, secured

to married women the control of their separate prop-

erty. These two states have been followed by nearly

all the others in granting both privileges. Divorce

laws differ in the various states, but the equahty of

women with men as to grounds for divorce is generally

recognized, and alimony is usually accorded to the

wife in generous measure. In the practical appUca-

tion of civil and criminal law in the United States,

the tendency of late years has been to favour women
more than men.

In no field of public endeavour has there raged a

fiercer conflict over women's rights than in that of

suffrage. In ancient times, even, women had acted as

queens regnant, and abbesses had discharged terri-

torial duties, but the general idea of women mixing

in public life was discoimtenanced. The latter half

of tlic nineteenth century saw the movement for the

political enfranchisement of women become a serious

factor in the body iioHtic. The idea was not entirely

new for Margaret Brent, a Catholic, had claimed the

right to sit in the Maryland A.ssembly in 1647, and,

in revolutionary times," Mercy Otis Wiirren, Abigail

Adams, and others had demanded direct represen-

tation for women tax-jjayers. In England, Mary
Astell in 1697 and Mary VVollstonecraft in 1790 were

chaniiiions of women's rights. After the middle of

the nineteenth century women's suffrage .societies were

formed in (Ireat Britain and the United States, with

the result that many men were converted to the idea

of women exercising the right of ballot. At the

present time women can vote for all officers in Great

Britain, except for members of Parliament. They
have fuU suffrage in New Zealand and Austraha, and
municipal suffrage in most provinces of British North
America. In the United States women have equal
suffrage with men in six States: Wyoming, Colorado,
Utah, Idaho, Washington, and California (1912).

Several other states have adopted woman suffrage

amendments for submission to the people. Thii'ty

states have conferred school suffrage on women, and
five grant tax-paying women the right to vote on
questions of taxation. There is a National American
Women Suffrage Association with headquarters in

New York City, but it must also be noted that in

1912 a national as.sociation of women opposed to

female suffrage was also organized in that city.

The CathoUc Church has made no doctrinal pro-
nouncement on the question of women's rights in the
present meaning of that term. It has from the
beginning vindicated the dignity of womanhood and
declared that in spiritual matters man and woman
are equal, according to the words of St. Paul: "There
is neither male nor female, for you are all one in

Christ Jesus" (Gal., iii, 28). The Church has also

jealously guarded the sanctity of home life, now so

disastrou.sly infringed by the divorce evd, and while

upholding the hu.sband's headship of the family has
also vindicated tlie position of the mother and wife

in the household. Where family rights and duties

and womanly dignity are not violated in other fields

of action, the Church opposes no barrier to woman's
progress. As a rule, however, the opinions of the
majority of Cathohcs seem to hold the political

activity of women in disfavour. In England some
distinguished prelates, among them Cardinal Vaughan,
favoiu-ed women's suffrage. His Eminence declared:

"I believe that the extension of the parhamentary
franchise to women upon the same conditions as it

is held by men would be a just and beneficial measure,
tending to raise rather than to lower the course of

national legislation." Cardinal Moran in Austraha
held similar views: "What does voting mean to a
woman? As a mother, she has a special interest in

the legislation of her country, for upon it depends the

welfare of her children. . . . The woman who thinks

she is making herself unwomanly by voting is a
sillv creature" (Quotations from "The Tablet",
London, 16 May, 1912). The bishops of- Ireland

seem rather to favour women's abstention from
poUtics, and this is also the attitude of most American
bishops, at least as far as public pronouncements are

concerned. Several American prelates have, how-
ever, expressed themselves in favour of woman
suffrage at least in municipal affairs. In Great Brit-

ain a Catholic Women's Suffrage Society was organ-

ized in 1912.

Whatever may be the attitude of the prelates of the

Church towards tlie political rights of women, there

can be no doubt of their earnest co-operation in all

movements for the higher education of women and
their social amelioration. In addition to the acade-

mies and colleges of the teaching sisterhoods, houses

for educating Catholic women in university branches

have been organized at the Catholic University at

Washington and at Cambridge l'ni\ersity in England.
A\'omen are multiplying in the learned professions in

all English-speaking countries. In work along social

lines tlic Church has always had its sisterhoods, who.se

self-sacrifice and devotion in the cause of the poor and
suffering have been beyond all praise. Of late. Cath-
olic women of every station in life have awakened to

the great possibilities for good in social work of every

kind, and a-ssociations such as the Catholic Women's
League in England and The United Irisliwonien in

Ireland have been form(>d. In the United States a

movement which has the active support of the Arch-

bishop of Milwaukee and the approval of the former

papal delegate, Cardinal Falconio, is on foot (1912) to
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form a national federation of Catholic women's
associations.

Except occasional magazine articles, there ig not much written
from a distinctively Catholic standpoint on modern questions
affecting women. The Morith (London) has the following arti-

cles: The Militant Suffragists {Apr., 1912); Woman at the Cross-
ways (Sept., li)ll); Christianity and Woman's Rights (Aug,,
1911); The Catholic Women's League (Mav, 1909); Property oj
Children and Married Women (Nov., 1S94); On the Secondary
Education of Women (May, 1894). General works are: Blease,
The Emancipation of Women (1910) : Van Vorst, Women in Indus-
try (1908); Blackbdrn, Record of Women's Suffrage in the United
Kingdom (1902); Anthony. History of Woman's Suffrage in the

United Stales (1881-1902); Zimmern, Renaissance of Girls'

Education in England (189,S); Oilman, Women and Economics
(1899) ; Clevei^4ND, Women under English Law (189G) ; Everslet,
Law of Domestic Relations (1885); Barrett-Lennard, Position
in Law of Women (1883) ; Thicknesse. Digest of the Law of Hus-
band and Wife (1884).

William H. W. Fanning.

In Canon L.\w.—I. ITlpian (Dig., I, 16, 195)
gives a celebrated rule of law which most canon-
ists have embodied in their works: "Women are

ineligible to all civil and public offices, and therefore

they cannot be judges, nor hold a magistracy, nor act

as lawyers, judicial interces.sors, or procurators."
Public offices are those in which public authority is

exercised; civil offices, those connected otherwise with
municipal affairs. The reason given by canonists for

this prohibition is not the levity, weakness, or fragility

of the female sex, but the preservation of the modesty
and dignity peculiar to woman. For the preservation

of this same modesty many regulations have been
made concerning female apparel. Thus, women may
not use male attire, a prohibition already found in the
Old Testament (Deut., xxii, 15). The canons add,
however, that the assumption of the dress of men
would be excusable in a case of necessity (Can.
Qunninm 1, qu. 7), which seems to apply to the well-

known ca.se of Bles.sed Joan of Arc. Women must
abstain from all ornament that is unbecoming in a
moral sense (Can. Qui inderit, 13, c. 42, qu. 5). Some
of the ancient Fathers are very severe on the practice

of using pigments for the face. St. Cyprian (De
habitu virg.) .says: " Not only virgins and widows, but
married women also, should, I think, be admonished
not to disfigure the work and creature of God by using

a yellow cf)lnur or black powder or rouge, nor corrupt

the natural lineaments with any lotion whatsoever."
It is not held, however, to be a grave transgression

when women ornament and paint themselves out of

levity or vanity (St. Thos., II-II, Q. clxix, a. 2), and
if it is done with an upright intention and according
to the custom of one's country or one's station in life,

it is entirely unblameworthy (ibid., a. 1). Authors
are even so benevolent as to say that if the face is

painted to hide some natural defect, it is entirely licit,

owing to the words of St. Paul (I Cor., xii, 23, 24):

"And such as we think to be the less honourable
members of the body, about these we put more abun-
dant honour; and those that are our uncomely parts

have more abvmdant comeliness. Rut our comely
parts have no need." Canonists strictly condemn
female clothing that does not cover the person prop-
erly (Pignatelii, III, consult. 35), and Innocent XI
i.ssued an edict against this abuse in the city of Rome.

II. In religious and moral matters, the common
obligations and responsibilities of men and women arc
the same. There is not one law for a man and another
for a woman, and in this, of course, the canons follow

the teachings of Christ, Women, however, are not
capable of certain functions pertaining to religion.

Thus, a woman is not capable of receiving sacred
orders fcap. Xovit, 10 de pcen.). Certain heretics of

the early ages admitted females to the sacred minis-
try, as the Cataphrygians, the Pepuzians, and the
Gnostics, and the Fathers of the Church in arguing
against them declare that this is entirely contrary- to

the Apostolic doctrine. Later, the Lollards and, in

our own time, some denominations of Protestants

have constituted women ministers. Wyclif and
Luther, who taught that all Christians are i)rie8ts,

would logically deny that the sacred ministry must be
restricted to the male sex. In the early Church,
women are sometimes found with the title bishopess,
priestess, deaconess, but they were so denominated
because their husbands had been called to the minis-
try of the altar. There was, it is true, an order of
deaconesses (q. v.), but these women were never
members of the sacred hierarchy nor considered such.
St. Paul (I Cor., xiv, 34) declares: "Let women keep
silence in the churches: for it is not permitted them
to speak, but to be subject, as also the law saith.

But if they would learn anything, let them ask their
husbands at home. For it is a shame for a woman to
speak in the church". The Apostle al.so says that in

the church "ought the woman to have a covering over
her head, because of the angels" (I Cor., xi, 10). It

is not allowed to women, however learned and hol.v, to
teach in monasteries (cap. Mulier, 20 de conscc).
Ministering at the altar, even in a subordinate capac-
ity, is hkewise forbidden, A decree says: "It is

prohibited to any woman to presume to approach the
altar or minister to the priest" (cap. Irihibcmlum, 1

de cohab.); for if a woman should keep silence in

church, much more should she abstain from tlie min-
istry of the alt.ar, conclude the canonists.

III. Although women are not capable of receiving
the power of sacred orders, yet they are capable of

some power of jurisdiction. If a female, therefore,

succeeds to some office or dignity which has some
jurisdiction annexed to it, although she cannot under-
take the cure of souls, yet she becomes capabl(> of

exercising the jurisdiction herself and of committing
the care of souls to a cleric who can lawfully undertake
it, and she can confer the benefice upon him (cap.

Dilecta, de major, et obed,). Abbesses and prior-

esses, consequently, who have acquired such juris-

diction can exercise the rights of patronage in a paro-
chial church and nominate and install as pari.sh priest

the candidate whom the diocesan bishop has approved
for the cure of souls (S. C. C, 17 Dec, 1701). Such
female patron can also, in virtue of her juri.'idiction,

deprive clerics subject to her of the benefices .^he had
conferred upon them, by withdrawing the title and
po.ssession. In such a case, as the benefice was con-
ferred dependently on the patronage of a female and
on the collation of the title and pos.session, it is con-
cluded that the spiritual right of the clerical incum-
bent was also dependent on the same, and when they
are taken away, his spiritual right in them ceases, as

it is presumed that the pope makes the ecclesiastical

jurisdiction for the care of -souls al.so dependent on the
possession of the benefice in accord.ance with its rights

of patronage. (Cf. Ferraris, below.) The female
patron cannot, however, susjjcnd such clerics nor lay

them under interdict or excommunication, because
a woman cannot inflict censures, as she is incapable
of true spiritual jurisdiction (cap. DilccUi, de majorit,

et obed.). A woman, even though an abbess or
prioress having juri.idiction over her nuns, cannot
bless publicly, since the office of benediction comes
from the power of the keys, of which a woman is

incapable. She can, however, bless her subjects in

the same manner its parents are wont to give their

blessing to their children, but not with any sacra-

mental power even though she have the right to bear
the crosier. (See Adbe.'^s.) Another species of

apparent spiritual jurisdiction was forbidden to

female religious superiors by Leo XIII, when by the
Decree " Quemadmodum " (17 Dec, 1S90), he pro-
hibited any enforced manifest at ion of conscience (q. v.).

Pius X in his motu proprio on chtirch music (22 Nov.,
1903) is moved by the fact that women are canoni-

cally prohibited from taking part ministerially in the
Divine worship when he declares: "On the same
principle, it follows that singers in the church have a
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real liturgical office, and that, therefore, women, as

being incapable of exercising such office, cannot be

admitted to form part of the choir or of the musical

chapel." This does not prevent women, however,

from taking part in congregational singing.

IV. Stringent regulations have been made from the

earliest ages of the Church concerning the residence of

women in the households of priests. It is true that

St. Paul vindicated for himself and St. Barnabas the

right of receiving the services of women in his mis-

sionary labours like the other Apostles (I Cor., ix,

5), who according to Jewish custom (Luke, viii, 3)

employed them in a domestic capacity, yet he warns

St. Timothy: "the younger widows avoid" (I Tim.,

V, 11). If the Apostles themselves were so circum-

spect, it is not surprising that the Church should

make severe rules concerning the dwelling of women
in the households of men consecrated to God. The
first vestiges of a prohibition are found in the two

epistles "Ad virgines" ascribed to St. Clement (a. d.

92-101); St. Cyprian in the third century also warns

against the abuse. The Council of Elvira (a. d.

300-306) gives the first ecclesiastical law on the sub-

ject: "Let a bishop or any other cleric have residing

with him either a sister or a virgin daughter, but no
strangers" (can. 27). The Council of Nicaea (a. d.

325) permits in a clerical dweUing "the mother, sister,

aunt or such proper persons as give no ground for

suspicion" (can. 3). TThis Nicene canon contains the

general rule, which has since been retained as to sub-

stance in all decrees of councils. According to the

present discipline, it is the right of the bishop in

diocesan synod, to apply this general rule for his own
diocese, more accurately defining it according to

circumstances of times, places, and persons. The
bishop cannot, however, forbid entirely the employ-

ment of women in a domestic capacity in the dwellings

of clerics. He can, nevertheless, prohibit the resi-

dence of women, even though relatives, in the houses

of priests, if they are not of good report. If other

priests, such as assistants, Uve in the parochial house,

the bishop can require that the women relatives

have the age prescribed by the canons, which is

ordinarilv forty years. In some dioceses the custom

has existed froni the Middle Ages, of requiring the

permission of the bishop in writing for the employ-

ment of female housekeepers, in order that he may be

certain that the canonical prescriptions concerning

age and reputation are fulfilled. In the Eastern

Church, it is entirely forbidden to bishops to have any

woman residing in their dwellings, and a series of

councils from 787 to 1891 have repeated this prohibi-

tion under severe penalties. Such rigour of discipline

has never been received into the Western Church,

though it has been considered proper that bishops

should adhere to the common law of the Church
in this matter even more rigorously than priests.

As the Church is so .soUcitous to guard the repu-

tation of clerics in the matter, so she has

also enacted many laws concerning their intercourse

with those of the other sex both at home and abroad.

V. An antiphon in the Office of the Blessed Virgin,

"Intercede pro devoto femineo sexu", has given rise

to the belief that women are singled out as more
devout than men. As a matter of fact, the words
usually translated: "Intercede for the devout female

sex" mean simply "for nuns". The antii)hcm is

taken from a sermon ascribed to St. Augustine (P. L.,

Serm. 194) in which the author distinguishes clerics

and nuns from the rest of the faithful, and employs
the term "devoted (i. e. hound by vow) female sex"
for the consecrated virgins, according to the ancient

custom of the Church.

Taonton, Laio of the Church (I-on<lon. 1906), a. v.; Werni,
Jua decret., 88 (Rome, 1899); Ferharis. Bihl. can., HI (Rome,
1880), 8, V. Femina; Aichner, Comp. juris eccl. (BrixeD, 189S).

William II. W. Fanning.

Wood, Thomas, priest and confessor, b. about

1499; d. in Wisbech Castle before 1588. After being

prebendary of Canterbury (11th stall), rector of High
Ongar, Essex, and rector of Harlington, Middlesex,

in 1554, he was deprived of all tlu-ee benefices in

1559. He had been vicar of Walthamstow, Essex,

1537^1, Vicar of South Weald, Essex, 1545-58, vicar

of Bradwell-by-the-Sea, Essex, 1554-55, rector of

Dean, Hampshire, 1555-59, and had held the 10th

stall in Westminster Abbey from 1554 till the Bene-
dictines were restored in 1556. He had also been one
of Queen Mary's chaplains, and at her death had been
nominated to the Bishopric of St. Asaph's, at the same
time that Bishop Goldwell of St. Asaph's had been
nominated to the vacant See of Oxford.

It does not appear whence he obtained his degree

of B. D. On account of his reUgion he was com-
mitted to the Mar.shalsea 13 May, 1560, and on 22
April, 1561, gave evidence that he had not said or

heard Ma.ss since midsummer, 1559. On 20 Nov.,

1561, he was transferred to the Fleet. On 28 Nov.,

1569, we find him in the Tower of London, threatened

with the rack. He was still there in April, 1570.

From the Tower he was removed to the Manshalsea
again 14 Oct., 1571, and he was still there in 1579,

then aged 80, and in July, 1580. The Thomas Woods
who was in Salford Fleet in 1582 is probably a different

person.
Morris, Troubles of our Catholic Forefathers, 2nd series (Lon-

don, 1875), 239; Hardy, Le Neve's Fasti (Oxford, 1854), I, 59;

III, 357; Gee, Elizabethan Clergy (Oxford, 1898), passim;
Catholic Record Soc. Publ. (London, privately printed, 1905),

—

I, 18, 42, 52, 57, 60; V, 23; NEwconsT, Repertorium (London,

1710), passim; Dasent, Acts of Privy Council (London, 1890-
1907), Vin, 388; Sthvpe, Annals (Oxford, 1824), II, ii, 660;
Bridgett and Knox, Q. Elizabeth and the Catholic Hierarchy
(London, 1889), 73; Foley, Records English Province S.J. (Lon-
don, 1877—), II, 137; Record Office, State Papers, Domestic,

Elizabeth, XVI, 59; LIX, 43; LXVII, 93; CXL, 40.

John B. Wainewright.

Wood-Carving, in general, the production from
wood of objects of trade or art by means of sharp

instruments, as a knife, chisel, file, or drill. Here only

that branch of wood-carving is dealt with which
produces artistic objects, belonging either to plastic

(as statues, crucifixes, and similar carvings), or to

industrial art (as arabesques and rosettes), and which
ser\-e mainly for the ornamentation of cabinet work.

Carvings of the first class belong specifically to wood-
sculpture; those of the second class to wood-carving

proper; both are treated in this article. It is indeed

not easy to maintain a sharp distinction between
these two classes in a sketch deahng with the historical

development of wood-carving, particularly as they

were frequently combined in the production of artistic

objects. Moreover, the lack of objects of industrial

art among the remains of the first thousand years

makes it necessary, in the following summary, to

include also examples of wood-sculpture.

Objects carved from wood were frequently used for

rehgious purposes in antiquity, especially by the

Egyptians; the early statues of the gods were of wood.
Wood-carving, however, did not receive its real devel-

opment until the Christian era. On account of the

perishable character of the material it is easy to

understand that only a small amount of the wood-
carving of Christian antiquity still exists. These
scanty remains show that wood was then partly used

for the same church purposes .as to-day. Mention
should be m.ade here in p.articular of the wood-sculp-

ture from Hawit in Egypt, namely the figures of two
saints and consoles which were .acquired in 1S9S by
the museum at Cairo, and the door of the Basilica of

St. Siibina at Rome, the most important monument
of early Christian wood-carving. In the early period

reliquaries were frequently made of wood, as were

also the episc()p;d cathedra; these chairs were adorned

with ivorv carved in relief, as is shown by the cele-

brated cathedra of Bishop Maximianus at Itavenna.
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Originally the entire art of the Germans was expressed

by work in wood; the churches were built almost

entirely of wood, consequently, it may be assumed
that most of the fittings of a churcl> were of the same
material. The adornment of the surfaces, which was
produced by tooled work, consisted of figures of

animals and interlaced geometrical designs in most
peculiar interweavings and turnings. However,
almost nothing remains, of all the perishable objects

of the early period, the chairs, coffers, and doors, with

the exception of the small reading-desk of St. Rade-
gunde (d. 587) at Poitiers, and the delicately carved

door belonging to St. Bertoldo at Parma. This door

is probably of Lombard origin; the characteristic

German carving and work in geometrical de-sign on the

frame and panels make it a very beautiful piece of art.

Such carving in low-relief, as shown on the only well-

preserved chest of this era in the cathedral at Terra-

cina in Italy, was common throughout the entire

early medieval period. This is evidenced from the

two wings of a folding-door of the eleventh century in

the cathedral of Puy, one of which bears the legend:

"Godfredur me fecit " (cf. Haupt, "Die iilteste Kunst
der Germanen", Leipzig, 1909). The statues of

saints and of the Virgin carved from wood, and the

carved wooden images of the Saviour, have almost
entirely disappeared, owing to the decay of time and
the change of taste. Among those that have been
preserved is the celebrated "Volto santo di Lucca",
a crucified Christ clad in a tunic with sleeves that

belongs to the eighth century, also a similar carving

of the crucifixion at Emmerich, Prussia, a work of the

year 1000. In addition, there are several representa-

tions in wood of the JMadonna, that, however, can
scarcely be included among artistic carved work, as

they are entirely covered with plates of gold, a circum-
stance to which they owe their j^reservation. Such
Madonnas may be found, for example, at Essen and
Hildesheim in Prussia. Wooden seats, such as were
used to a limited extent in the churches during the

early medieval period, are only kno^\-n from miniatures

in the manuscripts and from sculpture in stone.

These show that they generally were made of rounded
post s, ribs, and boards which were seldom ornamented
by carvings. Seats of this sort were retained in

Romanesque art domi to the twelfth century. A
very unusual example of a pew made of turned round
timber, belonging to the twelfth century, is to be
found in the Museum of Industrial Art at Christiania.

Strictly speaking it is turner-and-joiner-work.

Apparently during the entire Romanesque period

low-rehef was the prevailing method used in wood-
carving. Examples of this are the superb framework
surrounding the doors in Norwegian churches, as at

Flail and .\al, the scroU-work borders on the choir-

stall and wooden reUquarj' belonging to the former
monastery of Lokkum (1244) in Hanover, a few small

wooden coffers in various collections, as at Cologne
and Vienna, and .several chairs in the musemn at

Christiania. .\long with this work in low-relief,

however, carvings in higher relief began to appear
towards the close of the Romanesque period, as, for

instance, the doors of the Chiirch of Maria im Kapitol
at Cologne an<l the doors of the cathedral of Spoleto.

These latter doors, which were finished by Andrea
Guvina in 1214, are the greatest achievement of

Romanesque wood-car\'ing ; the reliefs are five centi-

metres high and arc ornamented with twenty-eight
scenes from the life of Christ. Notwithstanding a
few excellent productions, wood-car\ing experienced,

in general, no decided development during the
Romanesque period. The rea.son of this was partly

the preference of the period for coloured effects, which
led to the covering of statues with glittering gold and
to the painting of reliquaries .and ehe.sts, partly in the
methods of the joiner work of the period. Cabinets
and coffers were not formed of frame.<5 and panels and

joined together by rabbets and mitres, but were made
of heavy boards roughly put together. Consequently
it was necessary to hold the boards together by iron
mountings, which excluded fine carved work. The
custom of ornamenting the wooden reliquaries not
with carved work but with paintings also prevailed
in the East, as evidenced by the reliquaries found a
short time ago in the treasurj' S.ancta Sanctorum at
Rome (cf. Grisar,
" Sancta Sancto-
rum", Freiburg,
1908).

If, as already
said, it is impos-
sible to WTite a
continuous history
of wood - carving
down to the close

of the twelfth cen-
tury, on account
of the lack of re-

mains, still we are

justified in assum-
ing that wood-
carving was of-

tener used for the
ornamentation of

churches and
church furniture
during the Ro-
manesque period
than it is possible

to-day to prove.
For the execution
of such monumental ta.sks as large church doors pre-
supposes great practical experience. Thus, at the
opening of the Gothic period, wood-carving had
reached such a state of development after hundreds
of years, that it was able to cope with the many
tasks assigned to it, so that we may justly call it a
great era of wood-carving. The Gothic period added
to the former needs of the Church in carved wood,
such as seats, desks, and doors, many new require-
ments, above all those which had not been possible
before the art of carving had fully dex'eloped, such as
carved altars and choir-stalls, while the demand for

statuary carved from wood naturalh' continued.
Starting with those pieces of furniture that make the
smallest demands upon the carver and are generally
produced by a carpenter, we will sfieak first of cabi-
nets or cupboards and coffers. The still existing

specimens of these that have come down from the
early Gothic era belong almost exchisively to the
church, consequently the ornamentation is taken in

most instances from architecture, as crockets, tracery,

and battlements. In addition carved fohage and
figures are found, especially on the doors and the top-
pieces. Mention should be made of a sacristy cup-
board at Wernigerode, Pru.ssia, that is ornamented
with carved ma.sks and animals, and a cupboard
ornamented with a grape-vine in low relief in the

Arena Chapel at Padua. The coffers are generally

made of two upright boards as supports, and two or

three long boards stn-tched between; the ornamenta-
tion is generally only on the front. The ends are

frequently decorated with single figures, the long side

with pointed arches under which stand knights or
saints; at a later date the front was al.so decorated
with representations of various scenes. A large and
widely scattered group of coffers, which apparently
come from Flanders and are generally to be found in

England, show on the front St. George's battle with
the dragon .and the freeing of the king's daughter.
England has, indeed, the greatest treasure in church
coffers lying neglected in the cathedrals. Mention
should be made of the fourteenth-century coffers at

Saltwood, Oxford (church of Magdalen College),.
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Derby (St. Peter's church), Chevington, and Brance-
peth.

In the same way carpenter and carver shared in the
work of making the choir-stalls and altars, which in

the course of time were richly ornamented. In the
choir-stalls the chief adornment was at the ends, on
the supports under the seats or misericords and on the
arms of the seats; the ends were decorated with

figures of saints and
with symbolical ani-

mals carved partly in

relief and partly in the
round. The imagina-
tion of the carver had
its freest field in the
misericords, where in

addition to fruits and
flowers, the wildest

designs of the artist's

inventive fancy may
be found, the secular

and spiritual, serious

and gav, satirical and
symbolical. The carv-

ing on the arms of the

stalls was also often

more ingenious than
artistic. The backs of

the stalls were fre-

quently richly deco-

rated not only with
architectural o r n a -

ments, as crockets,

finials, and gabled
hood-mouldings on the

baldachino, but also

with single figures and
connected scenes. As

Candelabrum of Carved "Wood
Bologna, XVIII Century

examples may bo mentioned the choir-stalls in the

cathedral at Amiens (1508-1522). Both of these are

exceeded in sumptuousness by the carving on a
number of stalls in Spain, as those in the cathedral of

Seville by Danchard and Nufro Sanchez (d. 14S0).

It is impossible here to go into the historical details

of the development either of the stalls or of the altars

made of wood. Carving was an important feature

of these latter, especially in Germany and Flanders.

The development of these altars is an important
chapter in the history of sculpture in wood. They
consisted essentially of a shrine, an open or closed

one, ornamented with several figures or numerous
groups of small ones. The most noted carved altars

were the work of artists who were among the most
distinguished sculptors of the later Middle Ages.

Among these men were Michael Pacher, who made the

celebrated altar at St. Wolfgang in Austria, the high

altar at Blaubcuren in Swabia by Jorg Syrlin the

younger, the altar of the Sacred Blood at Rothenburg
by Till Riemenschneider, the altar of the Virgin by
Veit Stoss at Cracow, the high altar in Schleswig by
Hans Briiggemann.
Down to about 1350 Gothic wood-carving borrowed

its ornamentation from stone carving. Later the

more frequent use of wood and increased technical

skill led to the abandonment of the rigid laws of stone

carving, and to the creation of an indepen<ient style

which attained freer and more brilliant results by the

greater delicacy, finer membering, interlacing of lines,

and pierced work. These advantages were used with

such skill by the carvers that finally they were con-

spicuously used in stone-carving also. The creased

folds, sharp corners, and edges characteristic of the late

Gothic style are probably to be traced back to the

cutting knife used in wood-carving. This develop-

ment of late Gothic wood-carving w.as largely brought
about by the fact that the figun-s and altars were

dlways painted in a number of colours. The carved

work was first covered with a coating of chalk, which
was then painted with gay colours and richly gilded,
and patterns or inscriptions were impressed upon
the seams of the robes and nimbi. This naturally
made it unnecessary for the carver to carry out hia
work into the finest details, as it was to be covered
by polychromatic painting. Consequently most of
the great carved work of the late Middle Ages is not
intended to produce its effect by the details, but by
the impression made by the whole. Regarded in this
way many wooden altars, by the richness of the orna-
mental carving, the scenes presented by the figures,

and the brilUant decoration of paint and gold, excite
a feeling of joy and produce a mystical effect that
cannot be produced by a stone altar, \^ooden altars

are frequently enriched by painted wings. It is,

therefore, easy to understand why the carved altars
of Flanders, in particular, were largely exported, even
as far as Norway and Portugal.

Medieval wood-carving, naturally, was not limited
to the production of the pieces of church furniture
mentioned above. Besides the choir-stalls other
furnishings similarly ornamented were the celebrant's
seat (deacon's seat), episcopal throne, doors, pulpits,

and reading-desks. In addition there was the vast
number of statues of the Madonna and the saints,

as well as crucifixes, with which the churches were
filled at the close of the Middle Ages, and which,
especially in the lands afTected by the Reformation,
were burned by the wagon-load at the beginning of

the schism. Notwithstanding this there is a larger
amount of carved work formerly belonging to churches
in Germany and Belgium than in any other country,
although the art of wood-carving created numerous
and worthy productions in France, Italy, Spain, and
especially in Scandinavia and England. As an
instance of English work should be mentioned the
beautiful sepulchral figure of Archbishop Peckham
at Canterbury; of French work, the doors of the cathe-

dral at Aix (i.504). The style of wood-carving in the
late Middle Ages was strongly influenced by the art

of painting, since several important German sculptors

in wood were also painters, or at least owned studios,

such as Michael Pacher, Friedrich Herlin, and Hans
Multscher, hence, though the undercutting of the
drapery was deep and its design bold, the effect was
mean and trivial. The pictorial element was en-
couraged by the ease with which lime and poplar,

which were the woods used in Southern Germany,
could be worked; in Northern Germany the preference

was for oak.
This brilUant period of wood-carving came to an

end in Germany and Switzerland about 1530 on
account of the religious turmoil. But there were
scattered works of high excellence produced in these

countries by the art of the Renaissance, as, for

instance, the choir-stalls in the cathedral at Berne
(1.522), which have the naive gi-ace of the early

Renaissance, and the stalls in the former monastic
church at Wettingen (U;03) in Germany, which show
the grace and skill of the late Renaissance, the superb
stalls in the chapter-chamber of the cathedral at

Mainz, the carving on the lower part of which is alive

with grotesque figures. Freciucnt opportunity for

artistic carved work was also gi\-cn by the organ
cases, the galleries, the pews, and especially the panels
covering the walls of chapter-rooms, and similar

ecclesiastical halls. One of the richest panellings in

Germany is that of the chapter-room of the cathedral

at Miinster in \Vesti)halia (1544-1552). Excellent
carvings of this period in the Netherlands are the
choir-stalls of the Great Church at Dordrecht which
picture the entry of Charles V into the city. A fine

example of French wood-car\lng is that of the choir-

stalls of Saint-D(-nis. During this period the greatest

triumphs of wood-carving were produced in Italy, the

birth-place of the Renaissance. Here this art profited
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greatly by the devoloi)racnt of stone sculpture, and
in many pieces of church equipment it sought to

compote with work in stone, as in candelabra and
reading-desks. However, in Italy it is chiefly the
choir-stalls, the thrones of the bishops and abbots,
and the cupboards in the sacristies which prove the
high artistic development of wood-carving. The
ornaments produced in the carved work for churches
have in the main the same delicate, attractive grace
as those intended for secular purposes. Like the
latter they are decorated with vine-work, figures of

animals, and fabulous creatures in the most delicate

and rich relief. It was customary to employ archi-

tects, who were also employed for decorative w'ork in

stone, to produce the designs for large works in carved
wood, such as choir-stalls. Thus such designs were
made in Florence by Benedetto da Majano, in Siena
by Ventura di Ser Giuliano, the architect of the
church of San Bernardino at Siena. Local tradition

seeks to comiect distinguished names with the designs

for celebrated carved-work; thus in Siena such designs
are attributed to Peruzzi, in Perugia to Perugino and
Raphael. In general, however, the master who
executed the carving usually produced the design.

This view is all the more probable as the occupation
of wood-earving frequently descended from father to

son and thus, as in other branches of work, family
traditions arose. This explains in part the often
extraordinary technique. \Ve know of a number of

artist families of Upper Italy who travelled through-
out Italy, exercising their skill in cathedral and mon-
astery churches. Besides these lay master-workmen,
various members of different orders gave their atten-

tion to wood-carving. Especially celebrated among
such are Fra Giovanni da Verona (14.57- L52.5), whose
work is to be found in Maria in Organo at Verona,
in Lodi, Montiohveto near Siena, and at the Vatican;
Fra Damiano Zambeili da Bergamo (14S0-1.549),

whose work is at Bergamo, Milan, Bologna, Perugia,
and Genoa; Fra Rafaele da Brescia (1477-1.5.37),whose
can'ings are at Bologna and Montioliveto near Siena.

The styles of the Renaissance came into vogue in

the making of church equipments through the influ-

ence of BruncUeschi and Donatello, and appeared
first of all at Florence. As far as wood-carving is

concerned the effects of the Renaissance are nowhere
better to be observed than in the choir-stalls. It was
largely Florentine masters who executed the carved
work on the large numbers of choir-stalls that have
been preseried in Tuscany and Umbria. Thus
Giuliano and .Antonio da San Gallo worked on the
choir-stalLs of the Benedictine Abbey of San Pietro in

Perugia, the varied grotcsquesof which are of extraor-
dinary dehcacy. In the late Renaissance the
purely ornamental decoration is frequently replaced
by scenes containing figures. Among the most
important works of this period are the choir-stalls in

San Giorgio Maggioreat Venice by Alberto di Brule,
and those in Santa Giustina at Padua by Taurino
and Andrea Campagnola with pictures carved in

rehef on the backs. Closely connected with the
choir-stalls is the choir-desk which consists of a base
shaped like a pedestal, a support formed hko a cande-
labrum, and the book-rest. The base and the support
in particular are frequently ornamented with rich
carving; examples of such work of the late Renais-
Bjmce are the desk in the cathedral at Siena and that
in San Pietro at Perugia. Another piece of furniture
that the art of car\'ing selected for embellishment was
the cupboard of the sacristy, the doors of which were
artistically ornamented. The most important work
of this class is in the new sacristy of the cathedral of
Florence; on the panels of this cupboard is a carving
in high relief of boys carri'ing a WTeath. The work
is that of Ciiuliano da Majano; it contains individual
figiires, reliefs, fabulous creatures, and ornaments,
and its sumptuousness baffles description, and is

hardly to be appreciated from illustrations. It

exhibits the technique of the art of wood-carving in a
completeness that can scarcely be surpassed. How-
ever, regarded purely from the artistic point of view,
the works of the early and central period of the
Renaissance also exhibit a very high level of wood-
carving.

The styles of the succeeding periods may be touched
on more briefly, as wood-carving produced but little

that was new except that the manner of ornamenta-
tion was altered. Perhaps the decoration of the con-
fessional might be considered a novelty. Up to this
era the confessional had generally been without adorn-
ment. In the Baroque period the confessionals were
frequently adorned with large carved wooden figures
on each side of the door and had a cornice at the top.
The exceedingly high altars which towered in the
German churches of this i)eriod presented a hitherto
unknown problem to wood-carving. This was the
decoration of the large twisted colunms with garlands
and cherubs, and the arranging of angels with huge
wings and saints in ecstatic and tortuous positions
between the columns as well as on the interrupted
gabled pediment. The production of carved head
pieces for the church pews which up to that time had
been left without decoration was also a novelty.
Much attention was paid to the pulpit. This was
especially the case in Belgium where the pulpit was
adorned in a very naturalistic manner with moun-
tains, trees, clouds, and groups of figures. During
the Baroque period there was a great demand for
wood-carving. In 1614 Archduke Albert in Belgium
ordered the speedy restoration in the old style of the
ecclesiastical objects that had been destroyed during
the religious strife. This command was carried out
chiefly as regards the inner restoration of the churches,
and in this undertaking wood-carving had a large
share. In Germany and Austria during the same era
the great work of the Counter-Reformation was
completed, one result of which was the building or
renovation of large numbers of churches, and the
production of ornate church furniture, esi)ecially of

choir-stalls, organ-cases, and confessionals. These
furnishings were generally made of wood and richly

decorated with the lavish carving and high relief of

the Baroque style, or rather frequently overloaded
with ornamentation. The decoration consisted of

the same flamboyant ornaments, cartouches, and the
same scroll-work as were customary in the secular art
of the period.

The heaviness of the Baroque was followed by the
airiness of the Rococo style, which was succeeded later

by the stiff precision of the Empire style. The lack
of artistic depth and force in the Empire style is

perhaps nowhere more clearly evident than in church
furniture. This style may have been able to give a
delicate, graceful appearance and a brilliant effect

to the ball-room, the theatre, boudoir, and the draw-
ing-room, but it failed so far as church furniture was
concerned to inspire in those at prayer a religious
frame of mind and a sense of devotion. At the same
time it must be conceded to the art of carv'ing of that
era that it can .show important results in purely deco-
rative work, as seen in the altars, choir-stalls, con-
fessionals, and pulpits of the great churches of the
second half of the eighteenth century in Southern
Germany and Austria. Examples are the choir-

stalls at Wiblingen near Ulm executed by Janu.arius
Zicck (1780), and those in the collegiate church of St.

Gall (176.5). Large panels with scenes carved in

relief from the Old and New Testament framed in

the ornamental work of the art of the jieriod form the
main scheme of decoration. This sumptuous wooden
furniture in many churches w.as evidence both of the
great technical skill of the carver and of the large

amount of money expended by those who built the
churches. If, however, their united efiforta have
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failed to produce that homelike, mystical warmth of

feeling which appeals to the beholder in so many of

the simple unadorned works of the Middle Ages, the
reason for this must be found in the conditions of the

period, which was that of the "Enlightenment".
Just as a cold Rationahsm prevailed in the theology

of that day, so to a certain degree it was also evidenced
in ecclesiastical wood-carving.

MoLiNlER, Histoire generate des arts appliques a Vindustrie
(Paris, 1896) ; Le Mobilier (Paris, s. d.) ; Labahte, Histoire des
arts industriets au moyen-dge et a I'epoque de la renaissance (Paris,
1864-1866): Roe, Ancient Coffers and Cupboards (London.
1902); LuTHMER, Deutsche Mohel der Veryangenheit (Leipzig,

1902); Litchfield, Hov> to Collect Old Furniture (London, 1904);
Singleton, Dutch and Flemish Furniture (London, 1907);
Lehnert. Illustrierte Gesch. des Kunstgewerbes (Berlin, n. d.)

Beda Kleinschmidt.

Woodcock, John, Venerable, EngUsh Francis-

can martyr, b. at Leyland, Lancashu-e, 1603; suffered

at Lancaster, 7 August, 1646. His parents, Thomas
and Dorothy Woodcock, the latter a Catholic, were
of the middle class. He was converted about 1622,

and after studying at Saint-Omer for a year was
admitted to the English College, Rome, 20 October,
1629. On 16 May, 1630, he joined the Capuchins
in Paris, but soon afterwards transferred himself

to the English Franciscans at Douai. He received

the habit from the Venerable Henry Heath in 1631
and was professed by the Venerable Arthur Bell a
year later. For some years he lived at Arras as
chaplain to Mr. Sheldon. Late in 1643 he landed at

Newcastle-on-Tyne, and was arrested on the first

night he spent in Lancashire. After two years'

imprisonment in Lancaster Castle, he was condemned,
on his own confession, for being a priest, together

with two seculars, Edward Bamber and Thomas
Whittaker, 6 August, 1646. When he was flung

off the ladder the rope broke. Having been hanged
a second time, he was cut down and disembowelled
alive. The Franciscan nuns at Taunton possess

an arm-bone of the martyr.
FOLEV, Records English Province S. J., VI (London 1878-83),

322; Ch-\lloner, Missionary Priests^ II (Edinburgh, 1877), no.

1S5; Stanton, Menology of England and Wales (London, 1887),
383-4; Thaddeus, Franciscans in England 1600-1SS9 (London
and Leamington, 1898), 69, 70; Pollard in Diet. Nat. Biog. s. v.

Woodcock, Martin.

John B. Wainewright.

Woodfen, Nicholas, Vener.^ble. See Stran-
SHA.M, Edward, Venerable.

Woodhead, Abraham, b. at Almonbury, York-
shire, about March, 1609; died at Hoxton, Middlesex,
4 May, 1678. This voluminous controversial -nTiter

was educated at University College, Oxford, entering

in 1624, becoming fellow in 1633, and proctor in 1641.

While travelUng abroad in 164.5 he began to think of

joining the Catholic Church, but the exact date of

his reception is not known. Ejected from his fellow-

ship in 1648, he became tutor to the young Duke of

Buckingham, and then lived with the Earl of Essex
and other friends till 1654, when he and some other
Catholics purchased a house at Hoxton, where they
lived a community life, occupying themselves in

devotion and study. In 1660 his fellowship was
restored, but after a brief residence in O.xford he
returned to the more congenial surroundings at Hox-
ton, where, assured of the income of his fellowship,

he lived till his death occupied in literary labours.

His friend Hearne t he ant iquarian declared him to be
"one of the greatest men tliat ever this nation pro-
duced". Among his numerous books the chief origi-

nal works were "Ancient Church Government",
5 parts (1662-8.")); "Guide in Controversies" (1667),
and a long aiipendix thereto (1675); four theological

works against SliUingfleet; " Life of Chri.st " (1685);
"Motives to llolv Living" (1688); "Discourse on the
Eucharist "(ItiSS); "On Images and Idolatry" (1689),
and an incoiiiiilctc treatise on Antichrist (1689). He
also translated (he "Life of St. Teresa" and St.

Augustine's "Confessions", and paraphrased the
Epistles of St. Paul (with Walker and AUestree) and
tlie Apocalypse. A large collection of his unpublished
M>sS., with autograph letters and writings relating to
him, which was formed in the eighteenth century by
Cuthbert Constable, is now in the possession of Sir
Thomas Brooke, F.S.A., of Armitage Bridge, Hudders-
field.

Berington, Life of Abraham Woodhead, prefixed to part III
of his Ancient Church Government (1736); Nicholson, Few partic-
ulars relating to Mr. Woodhead' s life and works, in MS., but used
by Cooper in Diet. Nat. Biog., who also gives a complete list of
the works; Brooke, Catalogue of books and MSS. collected by
Thomas Brooke (1891) ; Dodd. Church History, III (Brussels vere
Wolverhampton, 1742); Wood, Athena Oionienses (London,
181.3-20), Catholic Miscellany (1825); GiLLOw in Bibl. Diet. Eng.
Cath., with complete list of works.

Edwin Burton.

Woods, Julian Edmund Tenison, priest and scien-

tist, b. at Southwark, London, 15 Nov., 1832; d. at
Sydney, New South Wales, 7 Oct., 1889, sixth son of

James Dominick Woods, a lawj'er, and Henrietta
Mary St. Eloy (a convert), second daughter of Rev.
Joseph Tenison,
Rector of Don-
oughmore, ^\'ick-

low, Ireland. He
was baptized in

the Belgian
Chapel, South-
wark, and was
confirmed by
Bishop (later
Cardinal) Wise-
man; he was edu-
cated in a Cath-
olic school at

Hammersmith,
and later at New-
ington Grammar
School, Surrey.

For a time he was
employed on the
staff of the
"Times", and
became interested

in the work of

the Catholic schools. In his eighteenth year
he entered the Passionist novitiate, but, owing
to ill-health, soon left. Going to the South of

France he taught in Mont-Bel college for naval
cadets at Toulon, where he developed a taste for

geology and natural science. In France he met
Bishop Willson of Hobart Town, Van Dieman's
Land (Tasmania), whom he accompanied thither in

1854 as assistant in the Cathohc schools. Later he
went to Adelaide, and became sub-editor of the "Ade-
laide Times". Meanwhile he studied with the Aus-
trian Jesuits at Sevenhill and was ordained priest at

St. Patrick's, Adelaide, on 4 January, 1857. A large

tract of country in the south-eastern district, having
Penola for a centre and extending over 22,(XX) square
miles, was entrusted to his charge. To provide for

the Catholic education of the cliildren in his extensive
parish he founded at Penola in 1866 the Sisters of

St. Joseph of the Sacred Heart, placing a Miss Maiy
MacKillop in ch;irge of the first school. From this

humble beginning the Sisters under Mother Mary
(MacKillop) of the Cross have grown into the present
flourishing congregation witli numerous houses spread
over Australia and New Zealand.

In 1866 Bisho[) Shell of Adelaide appointed Fatlier

Woods his private secretary, chaplain and director-

general of schools. In 1867 Sister Mary, later

mother-general, advisedly opened the novitiate of

the Sisters of St. JilscjiIi at Kensington ne;ir Norwood,
Adelaide. .She sjienl the wliole of her religious life in

Australia. In lSt)9 I<'ather Woods founded the

Jduan Edmund Tenison Woods
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Brothers of the Sacred Heart, putting Brother Camil-
his (Terence Woods) at their head, for the work of

boys' schools. At Father Woods's suggestion Bishop
Sheil invited (1S09) the Sevenhill Jesuits to establish

themselves at Norwood. A gifted missionary, Father
Woods, Wiis invited (1870) by Bishop Quinn of Bath-
urst to give missions in his diocese; and for eleven
years he laboured with great success in New South
Wales, Queensland, and Tasmania. During his

absence, however, difficulties arose; by episcopal

authority the Brothers were disbanded and the Sisters

for a time dispersed. Their manner of observing
poverty and their freedom from diocesan control were
objected to. In a short time the storm subsided.

Father Tappeiner, S.J., of Norwood, took Father
Woods's place as director and friend. Mother Mary
was sent to Rome by Bishop Reynolds, then (1873)
administrator of the Diocese of Adelaide. Pius IX,
20 April, 1874, approved of the

rule of the Sisters after it had
lieen revnsed and reported on by
Father Anderledy, later Gen-
eral of the Jesuits. The Sisters

were allowed to hve under cen-

tral government, possess prop-
erty, and accept fees for tuition.

This was affirmed anew when
Leo XIII erected the institute

into a congregation, 2.5 July,

1888. During his apostolic

labours leather Woods found
opportunity for scientific pur-

suits.

His " Geological Observat ions

in South Australia" (London.
1862) won him the friendsliip

of Sir Charles Lyell. In lxs:i

he accepted the invitation of .'^ir

Frederick \A'eld to visit Singa-
pore, lie then explored Malacca
for minerals, traversed Java,
and spent some time in Siam.
That same year he received a

gold medal from the King of

Holland in recognition of his

scientific labours. The British

Admiralty requested him to re-

port on the coal resources of the
East, ;u3 he was |)robably then
the leading authority on this

subject. His discoveries were of great benefit to the
British na\-j', and he was munificently recompensed
by the Admiralty, which placed his reports in its

archives. After visiting China and Japan his health
became impaired, and on his homeward journey in

H.M.S. "Flying Fish", before landing at Port Darwin,
he \nsited several islands previously unknown. At
the request of the government resident at Port Dar-
win, he thoroughly explored the mineral districts of

the Northern Territory of South Australia. After
a short visit to Queensland he returned to Sydney,
where he gradually became paralysed. Some of his

best work was done as an invalid. He received the
Passionist habit on his death-bed, and wiis buried in

Waverley Cemetery, Sydney. Father Woods was a
fellow of the Geological Society of London (LS-TO),

and W!is elected president of the Linnean Society of

New South Wales in 1880. In addition to the works
mentioned above, he %\Tote: "Not quite as old as
the hills" (Melbourne, 1864); "History of the Dis-
covery and P^xploration of Austraha" (London, 186.5)

;

"Fish and Fisheries of New South Wales" (Sydney,
1882); "Austrahan Essays"; "Australian Bibliogra-
phy"; "On Natural History in New South Wales"
(Sydney, 1882); "On the Volcano of Taal, Philip-
pines" (Sydney, 1SS7); "North Austraha and its

Phj'sical Geography" (Adelaide, 1887); "Fisheries in

Oriental Regions" (Sydney, 1888); "Anatomy and
Life History of MoUusca" (Sydney, 1888), a prize
essay which won the W. B. Clarke medal; "Desert
Sand Stone of Australia" (Sydney, 1889); "On Vege-
tation in Malaysia" (Sydney, 1889); and "Geographi-
cal Notes in Malaysia and Asia" (Sydney, 1888). The
catalogue of the Public Library, Adelaide, contains
the names of seventy-nine books, pamphlets, and
articles written by pVther Woods; the articles, which
treat chiefly of geology, conchology, and zoology, were
mainly contributed to the journals of the various
Australasian scientific societies.

William O'Dowling.

Worcester, Ancient Diocese of (Wigornien-
sis), England, created in 680 when, at the Svnod of
Hatfield under St. Theodore, Archbishop of "Canter-
oury, the great Mercian diocese was divided into five

sees. Tatfrith, a monk of
Whitby, was nominated first

bishop, but he died before con-
secration, and Bosel, one of his
fellow monks, was consecrated
in his stead. The history of

the diocese was singularly un-
eventful, and it was specially
fortunate in the fact that it

never was long vacant, as so
many other sees frequently
were. The line of its bishops
from 680 to 156.5 was unbroken.
The Mercian kings w'ere pro-
fuse in the endowments which
they lavished on the cathedral
1 hurch, which was originally
dc(lic:ited to St. Peter but af-

li'rwanls to Our Lady. It was
originally served by secular
canons, but in tlie tenth cen-
tury St. O.swald replaced them
In' Benedictines. He also re-

built the cathedral, finishing

the work in 983, bvit in 1041 the
Danes burned the city and
ruined the cathedral, and it

was reserved for another saint,

St. Wulstan, to rebuild it (1084-
S9). This new building fre-

quentlv suffered from fire (1113,

1180, "1202). In 1216 King
John was buried there, between the shrines of

the two Worcester saints, O.swald and Wulstan;
and two years later the cathedral, once more restored,

was consecrated at a great gathering at which the
king and many prelates and nobles were present.

At various times modifications were made in the
structure, which gi'adually assumed the Early (!othic

character it now bears. Probably the Worcester nave
is among the earliest instances of English Gothic, dat-
ing from the later part of the twelfth century. The
transepts are a mixture of Norman and Porpendicular
work; the choir. Lady chapel, and east transe|)ts are

Early EngUsh (1224). The crypt alone remains of

St. Wulstan's work. The monastic buildings, of

which only the cloister, chapter-hou.se, and refectory

remain, were on the south and west of the cathedral.

From the time of Henry VII the see was filled by
Italian prelates, who rei)resented the king's interests

at Rome. Among these was the future Pope Clem-
ent VII. It Wiis the special i)rerogative of the

bishop to act as chaplain to the Archbi.shop of Canter-
bury, and thus to celebrate Ma.ss at all assemblies

of the clergy at which the jirimate was present. The
following is the complete list of bishops:

—

Bosel 680 1 Wilfrith 1 718
Oftfor 691 Mildred about 743
St. Ecgwine 693 1 Wa^rmund 775
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Thomas Cobham 1317
Adam de Orlton 1327
Simon de Montecute 1333
Thomas Hemenhale 1337
Wolstan de Brauns-

ford 1339
John de Thoresby 1349
Reginald Brian 1352
John Barnet 1362
Wilham Wittlesey 1363
William Lynn 1368
Henry Wakefield 1375
Tideman de Winch-
comb 1394

Richard CUfford 1401
Thomas Peverell 1407
Phihp Morgan 1419
Thomas Polton 1425
Thomas Bourchier 1434
John Carpenter 1443
John Alcock 1476
Robert Morton 1486
Giovanni Gigli (de

Liliis; Gigles) 1497
Sylvestro Gigli (de

Liliis; Gigles) 1498
Giuho de' Medici

(afterwards Pope
Clement VII) 1521

Girolamo Ghinucci
(de Ghinucciis) 1622

(In 1535 Hugh Lati-

mer was schismati-

cally intruded into

the see and was fol-

lowed by John Bell

(1539-43), Nicho-
las Heath (1543-

1550), and John
Hooper (1552-53)

Nicholas Heath 1553
Richard Pates 1555-

1565, the last Cath-
olic Bishop of Wor-
cester, d. at Lou-
vain, 22 Nov.,1565.

The diocese included the County of Worcester and
part of Warwickshire, and being of no very great

extent only one archdeaconry was necessary, under
which all the parishes, 241 in number, were included.

The arms of the see were argent, ten torteaux.
Britton. History and Antiquities of Worcester (London, 1835);

Winkles, Cathedral Churches in England and Wales (London,
1S51); Registrum Prioratus B. Mari(s Wigomiensis (London,
1865); King, The Three Choirs (London, 1866); Noake, The
Monastery and Cathedral of Worcester (London, 1866) ; Luard,
Annales Monastici, IV (London, 1869); Smith and Onslow.
Worcester in Diocesan Series (London. 1883) ; Strange, Worces-
ter: the Cathedral and See (London, 1900); Creighton, Italian

Bishops of Worcester in Historical Essays (London, 1902);
Graves and Harne, Hemingi chartularium Eccl. Wigomiensis
(Oxford. 1723); Green. History and Antiquities of Worcester

(2 vols., London, 1796) ; Hist. MSS. Comm., 8, 14; Floyeb, Cata-
logue of MSS. in Chapter Library of Worcester Cathedral (Oxford,

1906).

Edwin Burton.

Word, The. See Logos, The.

Words (In Canon Law).—To give the right value to

words is a very important factor in the proper inter-

pretation of law, .and hence canonists give many rules

for the exact acceptation of words, in order that

decrees may be correctly understood and the extent

of their obligation determined. In general, the

authentic interpretation of a Law may be made by the

legislator, or his siiccessor or superior, but when this

is not the case recourse must be had to what is called

magisterial, or doctrin.al, interpretation. It is for

this latter mode that rules have been formed. The
words of a law must be understood according to their

Tilhere
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using Fourier's laws of thermal conductivity to arrive

at the time elapsed since the upper crust became solid.

His hypothesis was that at the moment of soHdifica-

tion the whole earth (its covering of stone and its

kernel of iron) must have been of the same tempera-
ture (about 3000° C), and that the gcothermic level

on the upper surface must have been twenty-eight
metres; consequently, the time elapsed was in round
numbers 100 million years. Some of these supposi-
tions are, however, uncertain. Thus, the initial

temperature at the moment of the soUdifieation of the
terrestrial crust was set at too high a figure, and the
geothermic level was rated too low. Besides, heat-
producing processes (e. g., melting heat, heat of

chemical compo.sition, radio-active heat, etc.) were
not taken into consideration, although these greatly

retarded the cooling of the earth. On hj-potheses

similar to those employed by Lord Kelvin are based
the calculations of O. Fischer, who places the age of

the world at 33 miUion years, and, those of Dawison,
MeUard Keade, and H. G. Darwin, who place it at
100 miUion years.

CI. lung pointed out that the cooling could be
reckoned only from the time when the terrestrial

crust was stable—that is, so thick that it was no
longer disturbed by the movement of the tides of

fluid magma. In view of the atmospheric pressure
then prevailing, the initial temperature for this

terrestrial crust must be taken as 1200° C, and the
age of the world set at 10 million years. Thomson
subsequently expressed his adhesion to this view.

G. F. Becker, on the other hand, pointed out that a
crust of only eighty miles in thickness would satisfy

the above conditions, that vmder this crust the red-
hot magma would still remain, and that in conse-
quence of the increase of weight a stratification of

matter and a change of temperature according to the
depth must necessarilj' be supiwsed. On the basis

of his calculations he set the age of the world at 60
miUion years. According to the present condition of

physical knowledge it may be said that the initial

temperature of the terrestrial crust may really have
been a little over 1200oC., since otherwise all the parti-

cles of stone would not have been knitted together.

Accordingly the minimum figure for the time elapsed
since the Algonquian period (when, probably, Ufe was
first possible) might be placed at 30 million years.

This figure, however, apj^ears to be too small, since

during the process of cooling quantities of heat (melt-

ing heat, etc.) were relea.sed. The geologists as a
body are of opinion that the inter\-al allowed by the
physicists is too .short. In reply to Thom.son, Sir

Archibald Geikie pointed out that enormous periods
must unconditionally be supposed to explain the
processes on our globe. We know, for example, that
the present mountains are very recent developments,
that they were preceded by numerous older mountain
systems, of which only scanty remains now exist or

which have entirely disappeared. For the raising

and levelling of each of these motmtains an ine.alcu-

lably long period must be granted, since no im])ortant

diminution can have taken place in the historical era.

In the same period of several thousand years, more-
over, the relation between mainland and sea has not
altered, except in the case of very limited areas. Yet
the study of existing continents shows that deep-
bedded oceans formerly occupied their place, and that

between these, in many ca.ses, towered a mainland
which was sometimes covered with primeval tropical

forests, sometimes groaned (hke Greenland) tmder a
coating of ice, and again heard the sand storms roar
above it.

Facts like these suggest an idea of the great dura-
tion of geological eras, but they afford us no data for

an exact estimate of this duration. Only details can
be calc\ilated in this manner. Thus, for example, we
know that Niagara Falls hae receded about 12 kilo-

XV.—45

metres since the Diluvial glacial period. On the basis
of its annual recession, Lyell has ascribed to this
process a iieriod of 36,000 years; the later observa-
tions of Gilbert and Woodward have, however,
reduced this figure to 7000 years. It was long hoped
that the comparison of the denudation of tlie drainage
basins of the individual rivers would afford a measure
for geological eras. It has, however, been shown that
the Nile lowers the level of its basin about one metre in
17,000 years, while the Po requires only 2400 years ; the
Indian rivers effect the same result in 5200 years,
while the slow streams of Central Europe require
164,000. Equally impossible is it to arrive at any
generally legitimate conclusions from the growth of
sediments; every observation, however accurately
carried out, has only a local value, and consequently
no conclusions can be drawn from the extent of the
sedimentary rocks of earlier formations. One other
method has been tried. The alterations which the
fossil remains reveal in successive eras have been
employed to divide geological formations into smaller
sections or zones. The Jura formation alone hae
already exhibited more than thirty of such zones; the
whole Diluvial period and modern times together,
on the other hand, show not the least changes in the
organisms, so that the latest section of the world's
history, which has already occupied many tliousands
of years, would be equivalent to a single one of these
"zones". It is thus easily understood why evolu-
tionists, who would see the manifold diversity of
existing animal and plant forms derived from the
same original living organism, make the most exces-
sive demands of all for the most extended geological
eras.

In 1900 Gilbert pointed out that only rhythmic
processes are a suitable means for calculating geo-
logical eras, the rhythms of precession and eccent ricity

being especially of value. Precession refers to the
displacement of the earth's axis, which occurs within
a period of 26,000 years. But the alterations in the
form of the earth's orbit involve the far more exten-
sive rhythm of eccentricity, the orbit now approxi-
mating to the form of a circle, now to that of a com-
paratively narrow ellipse. Precession and eccen-
tricity influence the chmate of our globe, since the
summer half-year is longer now for one, now for the
other hemisphere, and thus the difference in the
length of simimer and winter varies. There are, con-
sequently, for each hemisphere maximtmi and mini-
mum temperatures which return periodically. These
conditions form the principle on which James Croll
attempted to calculate the glacial period, which lies

between the Tertiary and Diluvial epochs. He cal-

culated that a corresponding jjcriod of higher eccen-
tricity began about 240,000 years ago and lasted until

80,000 years ago, wliich time he accepts as the glacial

period. Other glaciations of the earth probably
occurred 7.50,000; 850,000; 2,500,000, and 2,600,000
years ago, and may be expected in 500,000; 600,000,
and 900,000 years—alternately in the northern and
southern hemispheres. In point of fact the traces

of a large number of these glacial periods have already

been recognized—for example, the Permian carbon-
iferous glacial period on the borders of the Indian
Ocean—but to admit a rhythm of a few hundreds of

thousands of years, we must suppose hundreds of

glacial periods to have occurred during the enormous
length of geological eras. Besides, the connexion
between eccentricity and glacial periods has not yet
been estabhshed.
Of other attempts to calculate the age of the world

a few may be mentioned. Newcomb takes as his

starting-point the coohng of the sun, and finds that

the longest period that can have elapsed since the
formation of water on the earth is ten million years.

W. Upham, on the other hand, believes that ten times

that mterval, or 100 million years, must be accepted
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as having passed since the appearance of the first

organisms. T. Mellard Reade approached the ques-
tion from an entirely different standpoint. He cal-

culated that on an average about 3000 year.s are

necessary to denude the upper surface of the earth

one foot, and, taking the processes of denudation and
deposition as equal, he arrived at an interval of ninety-

five million years in round numbers. A. Geikie,

who likewise bases his calculations on the deposition

of stratified rocks, found as the limits 73 and 680
miUion years, while McGee, on the same basis of sedi-

mentary formations, estimates that 7000 million years

elapsed since the Cambrian period and double that

length of time since the formation of the terrestrial

crust. Another method adopted by geologists

depends on the shrinkage of the earth in consequence

of the formation of mountains. Nathorst and Neu-
mayer suppose that the radius of the earth has become
about 5 km. shorter since the Silurian period. On this

hypothesis and theoretical figures concerning the

annual cooling and contraction of the earth M. P.

Rudzki bases his investigations, and endeavours to

arrive by exact mathematical methods at the time

hitherto elapsed, arriving at an interval of 200 million

years; by assuming a total shrinkage of 50 km. and
employing the coohng theory of Thomson, he places

the age of the world at 500 miUion years.

On the development of mount ain chains is based the

calculation of P. Kreichgauer also. He starts from

the hj-pothesis that 1400 years are on an average neces-

sary "to carry away from exposed, and not too flat,

sections of mountains as much matter as is contained

in an evenly spread layer one metre in depth. The
most prominent of the recently formed mountain
chains, whose completion is to be referred to the end

of the Tertiary period, are found, on the one hand in

Central Asia, with crests about 6000 metres high,

and, on the other hand, in the Andes of South America
\\dth crests about 5000 metres high—a mean height

of 5500 metres. Of the nexi- older mountain chains,

dating from the Carboniferous period, the most
undisturbed, however, now possess a mean height of

only 1750 metres, so that, supposing the original

height to be the same in both instances, an interval

of five and a quarter million years must be supposed

to have elapsed (between the two formations). Biit

we know that three of such intervals, which is

equivalent to 16 million years, elapsed since the end of

the pre-Cambrian period (that is, since the appearance

of the first organisms); consequently, about sixteen

and a half million years separates the pre-Cambrian
period from our time. If, furthermore, we take the

close of the pre-Cambrian era as the middle of the

whole period since the first formation of the terrestrial

crust, thirty-three milhon years have elapsed since

that time. Another method might be designated as

the chemical method. It was first proposed by J.

Joly in 1899. Joly calculated the quantity of sodium
in sea water and also in the water carried annually by
the rivers to the sea, and thus estimated the interval

during which erosion has been proceeding and the

time of the deposition of the first sediments. In

this manner he arrived at the conclusion that, to con-

vey to the ocean the quantity of sodium which is

contained therein, ninety million years are necessary.

Basing his enquiries on the comparative absence of

lime in the oceans and rivers, FAigene Dubois, in

1900, endeavoured in like manner to contribute to

the solution of this question, placing the age of the

world at forty-five million years. Finally, E. von
Romcr approached the question from the considera-

tion of the quantity of salt in the sea-water and of the

amoimt carried by rivers, and estimated that an
interval of HiO millions would be necessary to account
for present conditions.

The most modern method for determining the age

of the world is based on radio-active processes.

E. Rutherford has held that from the amount of
helium or lead contained by a mineral its age can be
calculated. From the analysis of the amount of
helium contained by two primary minerals he esti-

mated the interval since the beginning of the Cam-
brian period at about 140 million jears. This new
and highly interesting method of determining the age
of a mineral containing radium or thoriimi has been
elaborated by R. J. Strutt. Very suitable for these
investigations are the crystals of zirconium in igneous
rocks, since these evidently retain within them the
helium engendered. From zirconium of the various
igneous rocks Strutt made the following calculations
for the age of the earth : Post or Late Tertiary, less

than 100,000 years; Pliocene, two million years;
Miocene, six million years; Mesozoic (Triassic?),

50 million years; Pala>ozoic, 140 million years; Lower
Devonian, 200 million years; Archaic, from 200 to

600 million years. Boltwood developed the method
of determining the age of minerals containing a large
proportion of uranium from the amount of lead they
contain, inasmuch as it is highly probable that lead
is the final product of the developments of uranium
into radio-active substances. He obtained from
minerals containing uranium which belonged to the
same strata values which varied between 1000 and
11,000 millions; the cause of this great variability was
that he neglected in his calculation the fact that all

these minerals, even in the primary, contained more or
less lead, which was not generated in the mineral by
radio-active processes. This error in Boltwood's
calculation was first pointed out by G. F. Becker.
Finally, Soddy has endeavoured to find a maximum
for the age of the earth by pointing out that the age of

uranium is hmited, so that minerals, even though they
originally consisted entirely of metallic uraniimi, have
an age of less than 1000 million years.

According to the above-mentioned theories, it can
only be said: that since the beginning of the Algon-
quian period, if we base our calculations on the coohng
process of the earth, more than 30 million of years
have elapsed and if we base our computations on the
theory of radio-activity, less than 600 milUon years,

so that a period of from 100 to 200 miUion years
may perhaps be regarded as the most Ukely hy-
pothesis.

With the question of the age of the world is very
frequently connected the question of the age of man.
This can be deduced only from fossilized human re-

mains and from finds of human implements. Many-
regard the eoliths (stone fragments resembUng primi-

ti^-e tools) as vestiges of man or of some man-like
being, although their artificial origin is not yet proved.

No bones of Tertiary man have as yet been discovered,

nor any traces of lower precursors of man. The
pithecanthropus erectus Dvh. is now almost universally

regarded as a large animal of the species hylobatidoe;

furthermore, it is not Tertiary, as Dubois supposed,

but Diluvial (probably old Diluvial), as has been
shown by J. Elbert, W. Volez and the Selenka expedi-

tion on the basis of geological and patoontological

investigations. It is also very doubtful if the human
bones, reported by Santiago Roth, Doring, and Anie-
ghino to have been found in the Pampas formation in

Argentina, belong to the Tertiary period; as for the

neck-bone (.\tlas), found in the Tertiary strata of

Monte Hermoso (.Argentina), and described by Leh-
mann-Nitsche under the name Homo neogants, the

attempts hitherto made to prove it of human origin

are entirely unconvincing. However, although there

is at present no evidence to prove the existence of

Tertiary man, it is not impossible that in the near

future such evidence may be forthcoming. Espe-
cially inadequate have been the investigations in

Africa and in tlu- East, where, jiresunuibly, we must
seek the earliest abode of mankind. Indeed, even in

Italy and Greece systematic investigations have only
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begun. So far Franco oxhibits the greatest number cording to Morlot the Finiere required only a period
of the abodes and hunting-places of pre-historic man. of 10,000 years to form the cone-shaped bank at its

These and all others whose jjlace in the stratification mouth on the Lake of Geneva. In this bank Roman
can be unequivocally detprmined indicate that the bricks were found at a depth of r2 m.; two metres
first appearance of man in Europe must be referred deeper, earthen vessels and a pair of bronze tongs;
to the middle of the Quaternary glacial period. This and about 3 metres still deeper, rude pottery and the
fact has been established by the investigations of bones of some domestic animals. The remains dating
Penck, but especially by those of Boule and Ober- from the Roman period form the none too reliable
maier, who refer the event to the third intermediary basis for the calculation. On the ground of these and
glacial period. similar calculations Schaafhausen gives the age of
The age of the human race is thus largely bound up mankind as 10,000 to 1.5,000 years, which, however,

with the question of the time of the Quaternary glacia- is purely an estimate. One thing at least is certain:
tion of Europe. We have already given the calcula- instead of the 100,000 and more years formerly given,
tions of James Croll, based on astronomical principles, the age of mankind may with much greater probabil-
which place the conclusion of this period about ity be placed at about 10,000 years as the mean ap-
80,000 years ago and its beginning about 240,000 proximation. We are thus approaching ever nearer
years ago, so that the first appearance of man would, to the chronology of the Bible, according to which
according to this estimate, have occurred some 160,- the Jews reckon that 5673 years have now (1912)
000 years ago. But,
apart from the fact

that Croll's hypotb(>-

sis is based on errone-

ous assumptions, it

has been recognized
that all the earlier fig-

ures for the age of

mankind (Lvell, 100,-

000 to 200,000 years,

Lapparent, 230-
240,000 years) must
be greatly reduced.
For example, it has
already been men-
tioned that the time
which Niagara re-

(luired to recede 12
km., estimated by
Lycll at 36,000 years,

is now given by Gilbert and Woodward as
not more than 7000 years. Similar condi-
tions (the recession of a waterfall since the
glacial period) may be studied on the Mississippi
in Minnesota, and Winchell came to the astonishing
conclusion that this river did not require more than
.SOOO years to excavate its course. A study of some
Scandinavian rivers leads to the same conclusion, and
the waterfall on the Tosa, a tributary of Lake Mag-
giore which ha.s existed since the glacial period, indi-

cates a much shorter interval.

.\nother method for estimating the age of the
cultural remains of Diluvial man is based on the thick-
ness of the layers of clay which is pressed down as
dust in the interior of protected caves. As an example
may be taken the cave known as Teufelsloch at Stram-
berg, near Neutitschcin in Moravia. This contains
traces of man from the lower layer of the Pr.la'olithic

age up to the present. Not far from the entrance, the
thickness of the uppermost layer, which extends back
to the late pre-historic period, measures .30-70 cm.
Below this is found cave clay 30-50 cm. in depth with
post-glacial prairie animals and cattle, and still lower
30-40 cm. of earth with glaci.al prairie animals. The
last layer contains most of the traces of man, espe- dembl. /. .jnthrop.CiS^O); Kokzk, Dt

cially the lower stage of the Early Stone age. One
""""• '^"- "' •'" "^

may thus estimate the interval since man's first

appearance at from 8000 to 10,000 years. Other
calculations based on the deposits made by rivers etc.

are much more uncertain, inasmuch as .some catas-
trophe (e. g. an avalanche) might bring more matter
in one day than would otherwise be conveyed in 100
years. However, the latter calculations have also
their sponsors. Thus, Heim ha.s estimated the post-
glacial period at 16,000 years on the basis of his obser-
vations made on a moraine in the Lake of Lucerne;

The Cathedr.\l, Worms

elapsed since the
creation of the world,
or rather of Adam.
Thomson, De moiu

caloris per terra: corpus
(Glasgow, lS4fi) ; Idem,
On the Secular Cooling of
the Earth, in Trans. Royal
Soc. XXIII (E.linliurgh,
I8fi2); Idem. Tlir Age of
the Earth, in Xature, LI
(1894-95): King. The Age
of the Earth, in Am. Jour.
of Science, XLV (1893);
Terry. On the Age of the
Earth, in Nature, LI
(1894-95); Becker, The
Age of the Earth, in
Smitlmon. Misc. Coll., LVI
(1910). vi; Darwin, On
the Precession of a Viscous
Sphirruifl and on the
Remote History of the
Earth, in Phil. Trans.,
CLXX (1,879); Idem. On

Elements of the Orbit of a Satellitethe Secular Changes
revolving about a Tidnlly Distorted Planet, ibid., CLXXI (1880);
Tammann. Krislallisieren u. Schmehen (Leipzig, 1903); Thienne,
Temperalur u. Zustand des Erdinnern (Jona. 1907) ; Ahrhenics,
Lehrbuch d. kosmischen Physik (Leipzig, 1903) ; Geikie, Le temps
geot., in Rev. scientifique, XVI (1899).
Lapparent, TraM de gfol. (2nd ed., Paris, 1885) ; Neumatb

AND Uhlig, Erdgesch. (Leipzig, 1S95); Walther, Gesch. der Erde
u. des Lebens (Leipzig, 1908); Koken, Die Vorwelt u. ihre Ent-
wicfclungsgesch. (Leipzig. 1893); Kreichgauer and Waagem,
Un-fere Erde (Munich, 1909); Rudski, Ueber eine Methode, die
Daucr der geolog. Zeit zu schdtzen, in Petermanns Geogr. Mittel.,

XLI (1895): Idem, Sur Vdge de la terre, in Anzeigcr Ak. Wiss.
Krakau (1901).

LoziNsKi, Die chem. Denudation, ein Chronometer der geol.

Zeitrechnung, in Mitteil. geograph. Ges., XLIV (1901); RoMER,
O u'icku ziemi, in Kosmos, XXV (Lembcrg. 1900); Mellard
Reade, Chemical Denudation in relation to Geol. Time (London,
1879); Idem. Denudation of the Two .imericas (Liverpool, 1885).
Rutherford. Ratiioartivity (Cambridge. 1905); Strutt. The

Accumulation of Hi Hum i/i Geal. Time, I-IV, in Proc. Royal
Soc, LXXX-LXXXIV (1908-11); Idem, The Leakage of Helium
from radioactive Muierah, iljid., LXXXII (1908); Idem, .Measure-
ments of the Rate at which Helium is produced in Thorianite and
Pitchblende, ibid., LXXXIV (1910-11); Becker. Relations of
Radioactivity to Cosmogony and Geology, in Bull. Geol. Soc. A mer-
ica, XIX (1908); SoDDY, Radioaktititat (I.cipzig. 1904); MuooE.
Radioaktiriiat u. pleochroitische ll6fe, in Centralblatt fir Miner-
alariie (1907-09); Doelter, Das Radium u. die Farben (Dresden,
1910) : Ko.niohbergeh. Bcrechnung des Erdalters aufphysikalischer
Grundlagc, in Gevlog. Rundschau, I (1910).
ScHAAFHArHEN, Das Alter der Menschenrassen, in Corrrspon'' .'

. : ;" " ~iici( (Tubingen. 1896);
ScHANz, Das Alter des Menschengeschlccles (Freiburg. 189G);
Penck, Die alpinen Eiszeithildungen u. der pr&histor. Mensch, in

Archiv. f. Anthrop. (1903); Oberhaier. Das geol. Alter des Men-
sch engesrhlechtes, in Mitteil. geolog. Ges. Wien (1908); Klaatsch,
Entstehung u. Entun'eklung des Menschengeschlechtes in Weltall

u. Menscheit, II (Beriin. 1907); BumOller. Aus der Urzeil

desMenschen (Munich, 1907); Hoerneb, Natur- u. Vrgesch. des
Menschen (Leipzig, 1909).

LuKAS Waagen.

Worms (WoRMATiENSis), a city and former diocese

on the Rhine in the present Grand Duchy of Hesse;
the origin of the city is obscure. In the Roman era

Bruckner suggests 14,000 to 15,000 years, based on the district of the Vangiones was includc^l in Upper
observations of the alluvial deposits of the Aar. Germany. Julius Ca".sar .settled this small tribe in

Both these figures may, however, be too high. Ac- and around the Celtic Vicus Borhetomagus. From
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this vicus and the Roman castrum, or military camp,
sprang the Civitas Vangionum, later called Worms.
It is uncertain at what time Christianity gained

an entrance into the settlement; the inscriptions

are of too late a date, and the Acts of the Council of

Cologne held in 346, in which a Bishop Victor of

Worms is mentioned, are a forgery. Yet it is evident

from Oro.sius, "Historia", VII, c. x.xxii (P. L., XXXI,
1144), that at the beginning of the fifth century the

left bank of the Rhine was predominantly Christian,

and had also ecclesiastical organization. It may,
therefore, be assumed that as early as the second half

of the fourth century there was a bishop at Worms.
In the fifth century Worms was the capital of the
Burgundians. The first bishop of whom there is

documentary proof is Berhtulf, who took part in the

Synod of Paris of 614 (Mon. Germ. Hist.: Concilia,

I, 192). It is said that towards the end of the seventh
century, Rupert, later Bishop of Salzburg, was Bishop
of Worms. From Erembert, who died in 79.3, the

clergy, and especially as Luther in 1521 came there to

the Diet. The emperor had invited him to come,
giving him a safe-conduct. Luther persisted in his

doctrine and was declared under the ban of the empire.
The Edict of Worms (1521) forbade aU innovations.
About the middle of the sixteenth century almost the
entire city of Worms was lost to the Catholic Church.
Notwithstanding the opposition of the bishop, Die-
trich of Bettendorf (15o2-S0), the monasteries were
robbed and suppressed. In 1689 the city was laid in

ashes by the French, with the exception of the cathe-
dral. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries

the diocese was generally united by personal ties

with neighbouring sees, especially with those of Mainz
and Trier. One of the auxiUary bishops of Worms
was the well-known church historian and collector of

ancient charters, Stephen Alexander Wiirdtwein
(d. 1796). The last bishop was Frederick Charles Joseph
von Erthal (1774-1802), who was also Archbishop of

Mainz. In 1801 that part of the diocese on the left

Prtdica piecbc

succession of bisliops is unbroken. Whether the dio-

cese had a permanent existence in the era from the

fourth to the eiglith centurj^, or whether its existence

was interrupted once or several times cannot be posi-

tively determined, owing to the condition of the au-

thorities, but its continuance is probable. About 750
the Diocese of Worms, which lay on both sides of the

Rhine, was made a suffragan of Mainz. Among the

bishops of the succeeding centuries the most impor-
tant are: Burchard (lOOCl-25), noted for his collection

of ecclesiastical canons, called "Collectarium" or

"Decretum", and during whose administration the

cathedral school flourished greatly; Adalbert (1069-

1107), a "pillar and ornament of the Church of Ger-
many", who opposed Henry IV in the struggle over
Investitures, while the city supported the emperor;
Emerich of Schoneck (1308-18), who had rigid laws

passed at the diocesan synod of 1316, both for the

secular and regular clergy. In 1122 the Concordat
that put an end to the strife concerning Investitures

was signed at Worms. The diocese never recovered

from the quarrels of the period 1329-43. The cathe-

dral chapter had elected Gerlach of Erbach (1329-32)

as bishop, while John XXII had appointed Salmann,
Provost of Mainz. After Gerlach's death Salmann was
not recognized by the diocese and did not obtain
possession of it until 1343; his episcopate lasted

until 1359. Matters were even worse during the rule

of Eckart of Ders (1371-1405). The citizens of

Worms threw off the authority of the bishop com-
pletely, and imprisoned the priests. The churches
were empty, the services ceased. Bishops Frederick
II (1426-45) and Reinhard of Sickingen (144.5-82)

exerted themselves to introduce reforms, as did also

John III of Dalberg (1482-1.503), who was a highly

educated patron of humanism and lover of art; he
also held a visitation.

The Lutheran doctrine was quickly accepted in

Worms on account of the hostility of the citizens to the

bank of the Rhine passed with the city to France,
while the part on the right bank went in 1803 to

Hesse-Darmstadt. In 1805 the left bank also fell

to Hesse. In 1802 it had been assigned ecclesiasti-

cally to the new Diocese of Mainz, which was a suf-

fragan of MechUn; for the portion on the right bank of

the Rhine the Vicariate Apostolic of Lampertheim was
erected in 1806. When the ecclesiastical province of

the Upper Rhine was established in 1821, the city of

Worms remained in the Diocese of Mainz, and the
greater number of the parishes of the former bishopric
were given also to Mainz, others in districts that now
belonged to Bavaria, Baden, and Wt'u-temberg were
assigned to the Dioceses of Speyer, Freiburg, and
Rottenburg. In 1824 the city had 2379 CathoUc and
55.55 Protestant inhabitants; at the present time (1912)
there are 14,000 CathoUcs and 28,800 Protestants.

The former diocese had many monasteries. Thus there

were Hermits of St. Augustine at Kirschgarten near
Worms; Augustinians at Frankenthal, Sinsheim, and
Honingen; Slinorites at Worms, Heidelberg, Kaisers-
lautern, Oppenheim, and Sinsheim; Cistercians at

Schonau near Heidelberg; Dominicans at Worms,
Weinheim, Heidelberg, and Wimpfen; Carmelites at

Worms, Weinheim, Heidelberg, and Hirschhom;
Capuchins at Worms, Griinstadt, Frankenthal, Mann-
heim, Heidelberg, Ladenburg, etc. A remarkable
monument of former episcopal rank is the ancient
cathedral of Worms, which was the smallest and
latest of the Romanesque cathedrals of the upper
Rhine; it is a late Romanesciue reconstruction at the
end of the twelfth and the beginning of the thirteenth

centuries of an early Komanosque building. It makes
a strong impression by the inqjosing force and rich-

ness of its exterior and its imity of appearance as a
whole. Especially striking are the two domes and
the four corner towers. At the present time the

cathedral is a Catholic church under a provost. In
addition to the parish of the provost the city has two
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other Catholic parishes; those of St. Martin and of

Our Lady.
ScHANNAT, Historin episcopatus Wormatiensis (Frankfort,

1734); Boos. Quellen rur Gesch. der Sladl Worms. I-IH (Berlin,

1883-93) ; Idem, Gesch. der rheinischen SmdlekuUur . I-III (Berlin,

1897-99); Waqner, Die vormaligen geisllirhen Stifle im Gross-
herzoglum Hessen, I-H (Darmstadt, 1873-78)

Klemens Loffler.

Worndle, Philip von, of Adelsfried and Weier-
burg, major of a Tyrole^e rifle-corps, commandant
in the mihtia reserve, b. at Hotting-Innsbruck, 9
July, 17,').t; d. at Linz, Austria, 2 August, 1818. He
belonged to an old noble family of the Tyrol and was
the son of Joseph Anthony Worndle, justice of the

peace of Sonnenburg, who was remstated in the
nobility in 1763 by Empress Maria Theresa as a
reward for liis military and patriotic services. PhiUp
von Worndle received the degiee of Doctor of Law at

the University of Innsbruck in 1779. At first he was
judge of the manor court of the Premonstratensian
Abbey of Wilten, then became an advocate. In 1787
he married Elisabeth von Lemnien, by whom he had
seven children; in 1800 he married a second wife,

Johanna von Lemmen. In 1796 he was the captain
of the company raised among those connected with
the university which served in the campaign against
Lecourbe on the boundary of the Tyrol towards
Switzerland and also at Lake Garda. In 1797 he
was commander of the reserve of northern Tyrol under
General Kerpen in the campaign against Joubert, and
as such shared in the victorious but bloody encounter
at Springes in which the Tyrolese took part (2 April,

1797). In 1800 he was district military commissioner
under Generals Hiller and Jallachich for the upper
valley of the Inn. In 1809, under Andreas Hofer,
he was T>Tolese under-commissary and head of the
national defence for the valley of the Puster. In
return for his services he received the TjTolese com-
memorative medal and the gold imperial medal. On
account of the occupation of the province in 1810 he
emigi'ated to .\u.stria; in 1811 he was a member of the
district council at Linz in Upper Austria. In 1813
he accompanied, .is provincial commissioner, the
imperial troops under General Ismer on the campaign
for the Uberation of southern Tyrol from the French.
On account of accusations lodged against him by com-
missani" Roschmann, Worndle remained in exile from
his native country and died in Upper Austria.

Edmunt), grandson of the preceding and son of
Johann von Worndle, clerk of the works for the im-
perial palace at Vienna, b. 28 July, 1827 ; d. 3 August,
1906. After attending the high-school at Scho.ssen

Abbey, he entered the academy of fine arts at Vienna.
In 1846 he began the study of landscape painting
at the art-school under Profes.sors Thom.as Euder
and Franz .Steinfeld and continued under them until

18,53, frequently receiving .academic prizes. At the
same time he al.so attended Flihrich's lectures on com-
position and the theorj- of style; from this sprang his

firm adherence, like that of Joseph Anton Koch, to
"historic landscape". In 18.5.5 he went on a journey
for study to Egypt and Palestine: this was followed
by a residence for two years wHth an imperial pension
in Rome and Italy. While in Italy he made large
chalk cartoons from his sketches in the Holy Land;
the.se were bought by the picture gallery of the city
of Hamburg, while a few of his sketches were fini.shed

as oil paintings which were bought by Emperor
Francis .Joseph I, Cardinal Simor-Grau, the papal
nuncio Viale PrelJl, and others. Some of the car-
toons were engraved by the arti.st on copper; in 1904
the cartoons were published at Munich as chromos.
From 18.58 he lived at Castle Weierburg, and
from 1864 at Muhlau near Innsbruck; from 1874
his permanent residence was at Innsbruck.
He produced large numbers of ea.sel pictures and
others containing large figures, as: "Christ at Jacob's

Well ", owned by the Grand Duke of Weimar; "Sam-
son as the Lion-Killer", in the Ferdinandeum at
Innsbruck; "Hunting-Scenes" owned by Emperor
Francis Joseph. In 1877 he painted a series of Tyro-
lean landscapes for the city savings-bank of Inns-
bruck; he also painted decorative historical wall-
pictures of scenes in the Tyrolese war of liberation in

the Hofer-room at Innsbruck, as well as others for

the Heart of Jesus chapel completed by his efforts in

1899, in the Ilofer-house called "Sand in Passcier",
and landscapes for the corridor of the Kurhaus at

Meran. He showed himself to be particularly repre-
sentative of the Romantic School in the great series

of "Parzival" paintings, in which his brother August
had some share, which he was commissioned by the
Austrian minister of worship and education to execute
for the episcopal seminary for boys called the Vinzen-
tinum at Brixen, and which were based on thorough
preparatory study of Wolfram von Eschenbach.
Lithograpliic copies of this series have been published
at Vienna. A second series of paintings, "Walter
von der Vogelweide", in the Ferdinandeum at Inns-
bruck, was published by himself in Mthograph in 1894.

He was the founder and honorary president of the
"Society of Ecclesiastical Art of the Tyrol", for many
years a member of the board of directors of the art

association of the TjtoI, honorary member of the
Veterans' Union of Innsbruck, and in 1904 was made
a knight of the Francis Jo.seph Order. In 1858 he
married Sophie von Attlmayr (d. 1898), by whom he
had three sons, Hermann, Heinrich, and Wilhelni.

August, brother of Edmund and son of Johann,
b. 22 June, 1829; d. at Vienna, 26 April, 1902. Heat-
tended first the school of design of Professor Klieber,

then in 1844 the preparatory school of the academy of

fine arts, the led ores of Professor Joseph von Fiihrich,

and from 1819 Flihrich's classes for advanced pupils.

Later he became Flihrich's son-in-law. Through the

St. Severinus Artists' Association August sold his first

easel picture, "The Little Daughter of Jairus", to

Empress Caroline Augusta, his "Three Magi" to the
imperial picture-gallery at Vienna. In 1853 he went
to Venice and Florence, in 1854 to Rome, where he
studied under Cornelius and Overbeck and where he
remained until 18.59. While at Rome he painted
numerous religious-historical pictures, collaborated on
the cartoons executed by Cornelius for the Campo
Santo at Berlin, painted a portrait of Pope Pius IX for

Emperor Maximihan of Mexico, and made a co])y of

Raphael's "Coronation of the Virgin" for the chapel
in the house of the Prince Archbishop Cardinal Rau,s-

cher in Vienna. After his return to the Tyrol he
worked (1861-1868) at Weierburg and Muhlau with
his brother on the frescoes of the "Stations of the

Cross" for the cemetery of Innsbruck and frescoes for

the parish church at Worgl. Under commission of the

Archduke Karl Ludwig, Governor of the T\to1, he
painted the frescoes in the chapel of the castle of

Ambras. He now settled at Vienna, where in 1868 he
produced pamtings for the new cathedral of the Vir-

gin, and for the Jesuit college on the Freienberg at

Linz. In 1869, at the order of the emperor, he exe-

cuted a large oil painting, "The Libeialion of Vienna
from the Turks"; he al.so in this period painted altar-

pictures for Vienna and Slyria, and paintings of the

stations of the Cro.ss that were sent to Bohemia and
Moravia. In 1S72 he was appointed teacher of free-

h.and drawing in the Maria Theresa academy for

young noblemen .at Vienna, a position he held until

1898. While here he executed a number of altar

paintings that wen) particularly to Bohemia. In

1874 he painted frescoes in the cathedral of Salzburg,

in 187.5-76 he pre[)ared the cartoons for the frescoes

in mosaic of the newly erected Votive Church at

Vienna, and the easel picture. "Battle of Springes",

for the Ferdinandeum at Innsbruck; in 1882 he exe-

cuted the fresco-painting in the presbytery of the
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parish church of Ischl, a work for which he was com-
missioned by the emperor; also compositions for

"Parzival" and for Weber's " Dreizehnlinden

"

(Thirteen Linden Trees). He was also the private

teacher of the Archdukes Francis Ferdinand and
Otto. The last work he did was the entire fresco

ornamentation of the Church of St. Anastasius at

Vienna in 1900-1901; in recognition of this work he

received the cross of the Knights of the Order of

Francis Joseph. He was a member of the Austrian

commission for historical and artistic remains and of

the section for art of the Austrian Leo Association.

He married in 1S72 Anna von Ftlhrich (d. 1909); he

had one son, Joseph (d. ISSO), and a daughter Paula,

now Mother Felicitas, of the Ursuhne Nuns at Inns-

bruck. August von Worndle is buried at Innsbruck.
Philip von Wornilh (Brixen, 1894).

Heinrich von Worndle.

Worship, Ancestor. See Animism; China; Con-
fucianism; Indo-China.

Worship, Christian.—Notion and Character-
istics.—The word worship (Saxon weorthscipe,

"honour"; from worth, meaning "value", "dignity",

"price", and the termination, ship; Lat. cullus) in

its most general sense is homage paid to a person or a
thing. In this sense we may speak of hero-worship,

worship of the emperor, of demons, of the angels,

even of reUcs, and especially of the Cross. This
article wiU deal with Christian worship according

to the following definition: homage paid to God, to

Jesus Christ, to His saints, to the beings or even to

the objects which have a special relation to God.
There are several degrees of this worship: if it is

addressed directly to God, it is superior, absolute,

supreme worship, or worship of adoration, or, accord-

ing to the consecrated theological term, a worship of

latria. This sovereign worship is due to God alone;

addressed to a creature it would become idolatry.

When worship is addressed only indirectly to God,
that is, when its object is the veneration of martyrs,

of angels, or of saints, it is a subordinate worship
dependent on the first, and relative, in so far as it

honours the creatures of God for their peculiar

relations with Him; it is designated by theologians

as the worship of dulia, a term denoting servitude,

and implying, when used to signify our worship of

distinguished servants of God, that their service to

Him is their title to our veneration (cf. ChoUet,

loc. cit., col. 2407, and Bouqviillon, "Tractatus de
virtute rehgionis", I, Bruges, 1880, 22 sq.).

As the Blessed Virgin has a separate and absolutely

supererainent rank among the saints, the worship
paid to her is called hyperdulia (for the meaning
and history of these terms see Suicer, "Thesaurus
ecclesiasticus", 1728). In accordance with these

principles it will readily be understood that a certain

worship may be offered even to inanimate objects,

such as the reUcs of a martyr, the Cross of Christ,

the CrovvTi of Thorns, or even the statue or picture of

a saint. There is here no confusion or danger of

idolatry, for this worshij) is subordinate or dependent.

The relic of the saint is venerated because of the

link which unites it with the person who is adored
or venerated; while the statue or picture is regarded

as having a conventional relation to a person who has

a right to our homage—as being a symbol which re-

minds us of that person (see Vacant, "Diet de tlu'ol.

cath.", 8. V. "Adoration", and authors cited in bibli-

ography; also .\doration ; Idolatry; Images; Virgin
M.\RY, Devotion to the Blessed).

Interior worship is to b(^ distingui.shed from exterior

worship. The former is not manifested by external

acts, but consists in internal adoration; but when
this inner sentiment is expressed by words or actions,

prostration, genuflexion, the sign of the cross, or any
other gesture, it becomes exterior worship. Again

worship is private or pubhc; the former, which may
be an act of external worship, is performed unseen
by men or seen by only a few; the second is official

worship rendered by men assembled for a rehgious

end and forming a religious society properly so

called. This is not the place to show that Cliristian

worship is a worship at once interior and exterior,

pubhc and private. It should be interior, otherwise

It would be mere comedy, a purely Pharisaical wor-
ship such as Christ condemned when He told His
disciples that they should worship in spirit and in

truth. But it should not be purely interior worship,

as Sabatier, with certain Protestants and most Deists,

maintains (Sabatier, "Esquisse d'une philosophic de
la rehgion", 1908, 5); for man is not a pure spirit,

but composed of body and soul, and he should adore

God not' only in his soul but also in his body. This
is the justification of all external manifestations of

worship—genuflexion, prostration, kneehng, standing,

the sign of the cross, the lifting-up or imposition of

hands. Furthermore, on the same principle it will

readily be understood that, in rendering homage to

God, man may have recourse to animate or inanimate
creatures (sacrifice of animals, incense, hghts, flowers,

etc.). Neither is it difficult to prove that, since

man is a social being, his worship should bo pubhc
and in common with others. Worship in private,

or even individual worship in pubhc, is not sufficient.

Society as such should also render to God the honour
due to Him. Furthermore, it is natural that men
who beheve in the same God and experience towards
Him the same sentiments of adoration, gratitude, and
love should assemble to praise and thank Him.
But even if this principle of a natural right did not

exist to prove the necessity and legitimacy of a
social worship, the fact that Christ founded a Church,
that is, a society of mer professing the same faith,

obeying the same laws, united with one another by
the closest bonds, implies the existence of the same
worship. This rehgious society founded by Christ

should have one and the same worship—"one Lord,

one faith, one baptism. One God and Father of

all" (Eph., iv, 5-6). This baptism represents the

entire worship, which should be one, addressed to

the same God by the same Christ. Hence Christian

worship is the worship of the Church, the expression

of the same faith, and exercised under the supervision

of the ecclesiiistical authority. Thus understood,

worship depends on the virtue of religion and is the

manifestation of that virtue. Finally, theologians

usually connect worship also with the \artue of

justice; for worship is not an optional act of the

creature; God is entitled to the worship of inteUigent

creatures as a matter of justice.

In Christianity the worship offered to God has a
special character which profoundly differentiates it

from Jewisii worship, for it is the worship of the

Trinity, God the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.

The worship of the Jews is directed to God, one,

omnipotent, magnificent, sovereign, King of kings.

Lord of lords, God of gods, but without distinction

of persons. Prayer is addressed to Him as the hving

God, the Lord God of Israel, the God of Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob, the God of our fathers, or simply to

the Lord our God. The formula, to the God of

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, remains in use among
Christians, but ordinarily God is conceived of by
Christians under other titles and with ;mother form.

In the worship which Christ paid to God lie shows
Him to us as the Father. He adores Him as His
Father: "I confess to Thee, O Father, Lord of

heaven and earth" (Matt., xi, 25; cf. Luke, x, 21);

"Abba, Father, all things are possible to thee:

remove this chaUce from me" (Mark, xiv, .36);

"Father, sanctify me . . . Father glorify me . . .

Just Father" (John, xvii). Already He seems

to claim for Himself a worship of adoration equal to
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what He gives the Father: "If two of you shall con-
sent upon earth, concerning anything whatsoever
they shall ask, it shall be done to them by my
Father who is in heaven. For where there are two or
tliree gathered together in my name, there am I

in the midst of them" (Matt., xviii, 19, 20). The
Apostles and even those who were not His disciples

prayed to Him during His hfe-time: "Lord, if it be
thou, bid me to come to thee upon the waters"
(Matt., xiv, 28); "Lord, save us, we perish" (Matt.,

viii, 25); "Lord, if thou wilt, thou canst make mp
clean" (Matt., rai, 2; cf. INLork, i, 40; Luke, v, 12);

"Have mercy on me, O Lord . . . But she came and
adored him, saying: Lord, help me" (INlatt., xv, 22,

25), etc.

He ordained that baptism should be given in His
name as well as in the name of the Father, "baptizing
(hem in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of

the Holy Ghost " (Matt., xx\'iii, 19). Exorcisms, im-
position of hands, anointing of the sick are to be
performed in His name: "In my name they shall cast

out devils . . . they shall lay their hands upon the
sick" (Mark, x\'i, 17, 18). In St. John this idea is

emphasized: "That all men may honour the Son, as

they honour the Father" (v, 23); "Whatsoever you
shall ask the Father in my name, that will I do: that
the Father may be glorified in the Son. If you
will ask me anything in my name, that will I do "

(xiv, 13, 14); "Amen, amen I say to you: if you ask
the Father any thing in my name, he will give it you.
Hitherto you have not asked anything in my name.
Ask, and you shall receive; that your joy may be full.

... In that day you shall ask in my name " (xvi, 23,

24, 26). • No sooner is He ascended to glory than He
is beside the Father and in consequence of His
equality with Him the object of the worship of the
early Christians; "All whatsoever you do"—St.

Paul has just been speaking of prayer^" in word or in

work, do all in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ,

giving thanks to God and the Father by him

"

(Col., iii, 17), which is hke the ending of our own
prayers. It seems probable that the praj'cr for the
choice of Matthias was addressed directly to Him:
"Thou, Lord, who knowest the hearts of all men"
(.\ct8, i, 24). His name becomes consecrated for

prayer in the formulas, "By the name of our Lord
Jesus Christ" (Acts, iv, 10), "By the name of thy
holy Son Jesus" (.Acts, iv, 30). St. Stephen praj-s to

Him: "Lord Je-sus, receive my spirit" (Acts, vii,

58). The fornuilas of exorcism are also in His
name: "I command thee [Satan] in the name of

Jesus Christ to go out from her [the woman] " (Acts,

xvi, 18). Indeed even the Jewish exorcists attempted
to make use of this name in their exorcisms: "Some
also of the JewLsh e.xorcists . . . attempted to invoke
over them that had evil spirits, the name of the Lord
Jesus, saying: I conjure you by Jesus, whom Paul
preacheth" (Acts, xix, 13). In St. Paul expressions
hke, "Grace to you and peace from God our Father
and from the Lord Je.sus Christ. I give thanks to my
God through .lesus Christ . . . [Christ] Who is above
all blessed forever", and others similar are too numer-
ous for quotation. They likewise abound in the
Apocalypse, usually in the form of a doxology, e. g.

"To him that sitteth on the throne, and to the
Lamb, benediction, and honour, and glory, and power,
for ever and ever . . . Amen" (Apoc, v, 1.3, 14).

The Apostolic Fathers and the wTiters of the first

centuries likewise furnish us with an abundant
harvest of similar formulas. (See Cabrol, "Monu-
menta Uturgica", I, Paris, 1900-02, where the texts

are collected in chronological order, especially

nos. 612, 627, 649, 653, 654, 6.56, etc., and also

Cabrol, "Diet. d'archCologie chr<;t. et de hturgie",

I, col. 614, 6.54.)

In virtue of the same principle and of the equality

of the Divine Persons in the Trinity, the Holy Ghost

also became the object of Christian worship. The
formula of baptism was given, as has been seen, in
the Name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the
Holy Ghost. In the do.xologj' the Holy Spirit also
has a place with the Father and the Son. In the
Mass the Holy Ghost is invoked at the Epiclesis
and invited to prepare the sacrifice. The Montanists,
who in the second centiu-y preached, and awaited,
the coming of the Holy Ghost to take the place of the
Son and announce a more perfect Gospel, made Him
the object of an exclusive worship, which the Church
had to repress. But it nevertheless vindicated the
adoration of the Holy Ghost, and in 380 the anathemas
pronounced by Pope Damasus, in the P'ourth Council
of Rome, condemned whosoever should deny that the
Holy Ghost must be adored like the Father and the
Son by every creature (Denzinger, "Enchiridion",
n. SO). These anathemas were renewed by Celestine
I and Virgilius, and the oecumenical council of
381 in its symbol, which took its place in the liturgy,
formulated its faith in the Holy Ghost, "Who to-
gether with the Father and the Son is adored and
glorified". These expressions indicate the unity of
tlie adoration of the Father, the Son, and the Holy
Ghost; that is, that one or the other Person of the
Trinity may be adored separately but not to the
exclusion of the other two.
Beginnings of Christian Worship.—It has been,

and is still sometimes, asserted that Christ did not
establish worship or, rather, that He proscribed ex-
ternal worship and was unwilling to allow any but
interior worship, the adoration of the heart "in
spirit and in truth". He wished, it is asserted, a
rehgion without priest or altar, and admitted no
temple save the soul. The complicated whole which
constitutes the Catholic rehgion is not, according to
these WTiters, of Christian origin and is to be con-
demned in the name of a purer Christianity. These
objections wore first formulated by the Protestants
of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, who
violently attacked the ceremonies of the Cluirch,
especially the Mass, as being tainted with idolatry
and paganism. They have been repeated by Prot-
estants of modem times, which is not astonishing,
for if Protestantism is logical it will reach, as certain
liberal Protestants have reached, the conclusion that
worship should be purely individual and private.
Each man should make his worship, like his religion

and his creed, in accord with the ]irinciples of free
inquiry (cf. Sabatier, "Esqui.sse d'une philosophic de
la religion", 1905, 5). The attacks of the Protestants,
especially those of the Protestant Middlcton, are
cited in the articles on worship by the author of this
article, quoted in the bibliograjjliy; we cannot here
resume this discussion, but will merely summarize
the origins of Chri.stian worship.

Christ did not aboUsh at one stroke the ceremonies
of Jewish worship. When it is said that He was
satisfied with a wholly interior worship, thereby
condemning exterior worship, the a.ssertion is wholly
gratuitous and is contradicted by facts. It is cer-

tain, on the other hand, that Christ went to the
Temple to pray, that He celebrated the Pasch and
the Jewish feasts; He received baptism from John,
subjected Ilim.sclf to fasting, laid His hands on the
sick, drove out demons with exorcisms, and gave
His disciples the power to drive them out in His
name. It is almost certain that He carefully ob-
served all the prescrijjtions of Jewish worship, for a
deviation on one pomt or another would certainly

have aroused protests of which some echo would
have been j)reserved in the Go.'-^icls. The onh' point
on which a ijrote.st of this kind was manifested was
the obscr\'ance of the Sal>bath and certain prescrip-

tions which the Pharisees followed in too narrow a
spirit. The Apostles and di.sciplcs at Jerusalem
continued to go to the Temple, as we see in the Acts
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(ii, 46, 47; iii, 1; v, 21; v, 42, etc.)- By the worship
in spirit and truth, which was to supplant the ancient

worship, is meant less the form of a new worship than

the spirit in which worship should be understood.

Instead of adoring at Jerusalem or Garizim, men will

adore everywhere; the behever will adore in his

heart no matter what his nation, be he Jew, Samaritan,

or even Gentile. And he will adore not Uke the

Jews or the Pharisees, with a purely external worship,

with the lips, and in a formalist and hypocritical

manner, but with a true and sincere worship, which
supposes and implies a pure life and upright conduct.

But it must be recognized that if He did not di-

rectly attack the ancient worship, Ciirist substituted

for it a new worship which would by degrees and
natiu'ally replace the Jewish worship. First came
baptism, which might have been more or less clearly

prefigured by the ablution of the Jews, but which
assumed a new character in the Gospel and which is

truly a new rite, for it is baptism in the name of the

Father, and the Son, and the Holy Ghost. It is

especially the Eucharist, the Lord's Supper, which
recalls the ancient sacrifices. The Eucharist at an
early date was enshrined in the Jewish service of the

synagogue, profoundly modifying its character, and
which also, by concomitance, brought about the

suljstitution of Sunday for the Sabbath. This last

fact, from the standpoint of Christian worship, is

of the utmost importance, on which we cannot dwell

here (see Sunday). The rites of penance, anointing

of the sick, the ceremony of washing of the feet, the

imposition of hands on "the ministers, some benedic-

tions, invocations, exorcisms, follow clo.se after

Isaptisra and the Eucharist, and are mentioned in the

New Testament. The Divine Office and the various

forms of psalmody are already in germ in the most
ancient Christian Synaxaria. Soon came the cult of

the martyrs with the ceremonies for the burial of the

dead. Sunday and soon Thursday and Friday con-

stitute a Christian week wholly different from the

Jewish week, the pivot of which had been the Sab-

bath. Easter and Pentecost became the pivot

of a Mturgical year. But this nucleus, which is

almost all we know of the primitive Christian liturgi,',

dates from the first Christian generation. The
residuum reached by successive eliminations, and by
going back through the centuries, is Christian and
exclusively Christian, whatever analogies may be
found with the Jewish ceremonies, because the

Christian rites, especially the Eucharist, baptism,

and the Sunday, have such a determinate significance

as to permit of no mistake. This worship is Christian

in the sense that the authors of its foremost and
essential institutions were Christ and His Apostles,

and the institutions are to be found in the Gospels,

the Epistles, and tlie Acts. It has been shown
above how this worship differs from the Jewish

worship by a new character which is peculiar to it;

its object is the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost.

Jewish and Pagan Influences.—Although, as

we have seen, the Chiu-ch constituted a worship for

itself, it nevertheless retained several memorials of

the Jewish religion, which was a preparation for the
Christian religion. But even here the originality and
indepentlence of the Christian worship are loudly

affirmed. Thus the circumcision, which was the

great sacrament of Judaism and as it were its dis-

tinctive sign, was rejected by the Church. The
Temple of Jerusalem, the religious capital of Judaism,

was deserted by the Christians, even by those of

Jerusalem, and it was never the centre of their wor-
ship. They loved to assemble in private houses 1o

hear the Word, to pray, an<l to have the breaking of

the bread. The Jewish feasts were likewise con-

demned. Neither the feast of Tabernacles, nor that

of Lights, nor that of the Dedication, nor that

of Purim left any trace in the Christian calendar.

Easter and Pentecost, which kept their Jewish
names and even, to a certain extent, their place on
the Christian calendar, changed their object, one
becoming the feast of the Resurrection and the other

that of the Holy Ghost. But what is still more im-
portant, as has been said, is that the Church sub-
stituted Sunday for the Sabbath. The distinction

between clean and unclean animals, wliich related

to Jewish worship, was also rejected in the very
beginning. On these questions, therefore, the Church
asserted its independence. However, it borrowed
certain things from the synagogue. It retained the
Sacred Books as the most precious portion of its

heritage and at once made them its liturgical books.
For they are truly the core and the substance of the
Christian Uturgical books. The Church also bor-
rowed from the Jews of the Diaspora the form of

their meetings in the synagogue on the Sabbath day.
At first the Christian meeting, hke that of the syna-
gogue, was taken up with the singing of psalms and
the reading of the Sacred Books, followed by an
exhortation or homily. These are the chief points

of Jewish influence on Christian worship.
The question of pagan influences on Christian

liturgy is more comphcated, and requires lengthy
considerations which can only be summarized here;

for further details see works of Cabrol cited below in

bibliography. According to some, it was through
Gnosticism that pagan influences shpped into Chris-

tian worship. Gnosticism, they assert, served some-
what as a bridge between paganism and Christianity.

This theory, which has been chiefly supported by
Renan in his "Origines du christianisme", has now
lost much ground. The truth is rather the contrary.

Gnosticism, which borrowed from all sides, borrowed
from the Chiu-ch several of its Uttu-gical practices.

This theory is sustained by Matter in his great work
on Gnosticism; it is also defended by Probst (" Sakra-
menteu.Sakramentalien", Tubingen, 1S72, 11, 12, sqq.)

and Duchesne (Christian Worship, 336). According
to others, it was much later, in the fourth century,

that the Christian reUgion allowed itself to be con-

taminated by polytheism and admitted numerous
pagan practices (Harnack, "Das Wesen des Christ-

entums", BerUn, 1900, 126, 137-38, 148). But most
frequently these pretended borrowings are only un-
meaning analogies, and when the Chiu'ch borrowed
from the religion of the Gentiles certain general

rites which are current in all rehgions, such as the

use of incense, lights, processions, gold and silver

ornaments, she did not fail to profoundly change their

character. This has been shown by Newman with
his usual profundity in several chapters of his "Essay
on the Development of Christian Doctrine" (ed.

1894, 169 sqq.). This is admitted even by such
^Titers as Loisy (L'^vangile et I'eglise, 186) and
R^ville (La religion i Rome sous Ics Sev6res, 294).

Most of these pretended borrowings have no bear-

ing on the essence of the littu'gy. From the very
first, Christian worship was in possession of all its

organs. Instances have been cited of pagan feasts

becoming Christian, of pagan temples consecrated

to the worship of the true God, of fountains, of

statues of the gods baptized and transformed into

Christian patrons. It does not suffice to say, as has
been said, that Christianity has been superimposixl on
paganism, that it is a religion of superimposition.

With regard to the cult of the saints which has been
especially assailed ("A low type of Christianity was
born of the cult of thesaints" (Harnack, op. cit., 126);

in the .s:imc sense, Lucius, "Die Anfiinge des Heili-

genkultus in der ChristUchen Kirche", Tubingen,
1904, and Sainty\-es, "Les saints successevu-s des

dieux", Paris, 1907] a serious and profound study of

the subject has led such scholars as Deleliaye,

Dufourcq, and Vacandard to conclude that the wor-

sliip of the saints was not borrowed from paganism
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and also that it indicates a high typo of religion.

The pagan gods and heroes never died. Local .saints

were not, no matter what has been said to the con-
trary, the local gods dressed up to suit Cliristianity;

the saints are the enemies of the gods as much as their

successors. And it is an illusion to beheve that by a
mysterious transformation the gods and the Gra?co-
Roman heroes have survived in the Church. There
is no proof tliat .a single one of them has ever been
honoured luider the name of a martjT or even under
a travesty of his own name (Vaeandard, "Etude de
critique et d'histoire rehgieuse", 3d series: "Les
origines du culte des saints", 211, 212). Moreover
it is easy to prove that, given the opposition of

principle between Christianity and paganism, the
two religions could scarcely borrow from each other.

Paganism was based on the worship of many gods,

and, at least for the masses, this worship usually
consisted of gross fetishism. When piety existed

among the pagans it was generally narrow, ignorant,

and paltry. The gods were honoured either to win
their favour, or to avert their anger, while the God
of the Christians desired to be worshipped in spirit

and in truth. The worship of the one true God is at

the bottom of all Christian liturgy.

In conclusion it may be said that, while admitting
that certain customs or rites accepted by Christianity

may have existed in paganism, though with a very
different significance, we must guard against ad-
mitting all the resemblances which have been sug-

gested in recent years between Christian hturgy
and pagan reUgions. In these cases all the evidence
of assimilation must be established according to

historical methods. Certain analogies between the
two rites are merely fortuitous coincidences, and not
borrowings. The misconceptions of some scholars of

recent years are no longer of any value. There has
been an attempt to see in the inscription of Abercius
the epitaph of a priest of Cybele and to prove that

St. Paul borrowed the Holy Eucharist from the Corin-
thian mysteries of Eleusis, while certain saints have
been made to resemble pagan divinities. Even if some
of these comparisons can be sustained, most of them
are founded only on imagination. Space does not
permit an enumeration of examples; these will be
found in the monographs and articles cited in the

bibliography.
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"The Infallibility of the Rom.an CathoUc Church"
(1674); "A Discourse of Miracles" (1676); and
"Anti-Goliath" (1678), published after his death.
DoDD, Church History (Brussels vere Wolverhampton, 1737-

42); Foley, Records Eng. Prov. S. J.. IV and VII (London, 1883);
Oliver, Jesuit Collections (Exeter. 1838) ; Cooper in Diet. Nat.
Biog.. a. v.; de Backer, Bibl. des ecrivains de la Compagnie de
JHus.

Edwin Burton.

Worthington, Thomas, D.D., thu-d President of
Douai College, b. 1.549 at BLainscough Hall, near
Wigan, Lancashire; d. at Biddulph Hall, Stafford-
shire in 1627. A member of an ancient and wealthy
family which gave many members to the Church, and
which suffered greatly for staunchness to the Faith,
he studied at Brasenose College, Oxford (1566-70),
where he gi-aduated in arts (17 Oct., 1570). In Feb.,
1573, he went to Douai College to study theology.
He visited in Engkand (Nov., 1575), in order to in-

duce his father, who was an occasional conformist, to
remove into foreign parts. After his ordination
(6 April, 1577), he remained teaching the Roman
catechism at Douai till Sept., 1578, and proceeded
B.D. at the University of Douai (Jan., 1579). After
ten months in England, he returned to Reims, accom-
panied William, .afterwards Cardinal, Allen to Rome,
and set out again for England, Jan., 1580. He la-

botu-ed assiduously and successfully, being especially
remembered for his zeal in instructing the ignorant
poor. In Feb., 1584, when his four nephews, whom he
was conveying to Reims, were seized at Great San-
key near Warrington, he managed to escape detection,
and to elude the vigilance of his enemies until July,
when he was betrayed by a young man whom he had
befriended, and seized at his lodgings in Islington.

The lord treasurer committed him to the Tower,
where he was confined in the "pit" for over two
months. In Jan., 1585, with twenty other priests, he
was put aboard ship by the queen's warrant of per-
petual banishment, and conveyed to Normandy. For
the next two years he expounded Holy Scripture at
Reims. Sir Wil]i;im Stanley turned traitor in Jan.,

1587, and with his Irish regiment entered the Spanish
service; on 27 April Worthington became their chap-
Iain at Deventer. He was recalled to Reims on 27
Jan., 1589, to undertake the offices of vice-president and
procurator, but resumed his post as chaplain to the
regiment at Brussels in Julv, 1.591. He was honoured
with the rloctorate of divinity in 1588 in the Jesuit
college at the University of Trier.

On the death of Dr. Richard Barrett (30 May,
1.599) Worthington was iipjxiinted President of

Douai College (28 .June), by the cardinal protector,
chiefly through the influence of Father Person.s, the
nominee of the secular clergy being rejected. The
task to which he was set was a difficult one, and he
appears to have Lacked strength of character to cope
with it. Since the return of the college from Reims
in 1.593 its embarrassments had continually increased,

and this condition reacted upon the discipline. Dr.
Worthington himself hjid in 1.596 addressed a memo-
rial to the cardinal protector on the .state of the
Rom;in College, in which he calls attention to the
decline of Douai, which he ascribes to the innova-
tions of Dr. Barrett. Ilis presidency .accordingly
began with :i i)ontifical visitation of the college, as a
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result of which new constitutions were drawn up in

Rome. It was enacted that not more than sixty per-

sons be supported on the foundation, that no student
be admitted unless fitted to begin rhetoric, and that
all students be required to take oath to receive sacred
orders in due season. The protector also agreed to

Dr. Worthington's proposal that a Jesuit be ap-
pointed ordinary confessor to the students. This
was greatly resented by the secular clergy. Worth-
iiigton had made a vow to follow Cardinal Allen's

guidance, and, after Allen's death, he subjected him-
self to Father Persons by a hke vow (29 Dec, 1596).

The clergy saw the influence of the Jesuits in every
action of the president, and feared a design to hand
over the college to the Society. Confidence was fur-

ther shaken by Worthington's dismissal of the exist-

ing professors, and their replacement by young men
who explained their author instead of lecturing.

Moreover, priests were hurried to the Mission without
adequate preparation or training. The cUmax was
reached after the death of Father Persons (April,

1610) when Worthington became reconciled to the
archpriest, to whom he offered his resignation. This
was declined, but a conference between three rep-

resentatives of each met at Douai (May, 1612). It

petitioned the protector to appoint two of its mem-
bers to assist the president in reforming the college,

but this was met by the protector's "nihil innovan-
dura". This change of policy brought upon Worth-
ington the hostihty of the vice-president, Dr. Knatch-
buU {al. Norton), and of Dr. Singleton, the prefect of

studies, and they sent reports derogatory to his con-

duct and administration to Rome. There followed

another pontifical visitation (Oct.-Nov., 1612), which
discovered a truly deplorable condition of affairs.

Disunion among the superiors, studies disorganized,

discipline relaxed, the buildings out of repair, the ap-

pointments deficient, and the finances crippled by a
heavy debt. Complaints were raised by the students

about the inefficiency of their professors, the influence

of the Jesuit confessor, and the interference of the
Society in the government, of the college. As a result

Worthington was summoned to Rome (May, 1613)

by the cardinal protector, and Dr. Kellison, for whose
assistance in reforming the college he had petitioned,

was appointed to succeed him (11 Nov.) Worthing-
ton was granted an annual pension of 200 crowns, and
appointed an Apostolic notary with a place on the

Congregation of the Index. While in Rome he be-

came a member of the Oratory. In 1616 he returned

to the English Mission and worked in London and in

Staffordshire. He was made titular Archdeacon of

Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire. Six months be-

fore his death he obtained admission into the Society

of Jesus, with permission to make his noviceship upon
the mission.

Dr. Worthington was the author of: "TheRosarie of

our Ladie, with other Godlie exercises" (Antwerp,

1(500), a Latin translation of which was also publislied

at Antwerp in 1613; "Annotations to the Old Testa-

ment" (Douai, 1609-10); "A Catalogue of Martyrs in

Englande for the profession of the Cathohque faith

(1.53.5-1608)" (Douai, 1608) ; "Catalogus martyrum
in Anglia (1.570-1612) cum narratione de origine scm-
inariorum, et de missione sacerdotum in Anglia"
(Douai, 1614); "Wliytedycd Black" (161.5), against

the Calvinist Francis White; "An Anker of Christian
Doctrine" (Douai vere London, 1622),

The staunclmcss of Dr. Worlliingfon's four

nephews, who were captured at Great Saiikcy, 12 Feb.,

1,584 (Thomas aged 16, Robert aged I'l, Ricliard aged
13, and John aged 11), is worthy of perpetual remem-
brance. Their conflict is recorded in Bridgewater's
"Concertatio" (1.594), translated in Foley, "Hecord.<
S.J.", II. BlaiKlishmenIs, promises, thn-als, stripes,

brutahty, and ciuiuing were in turn applic<l in order to

obtain information from them of the whereabouts of

their uncle, and the names and practices of their

Catholic friends, and to induce them to be present at
the heretical worship. After some months all ef-

fected their escape. Thomas was retaken with his

uncle at Islington, and remained a prisoner in the
Gatehouse for upwards of two and a half 3'ears. He
afterwards went abroad, married a niece of Cardinal
Allen, and died at Louvain in 1619. Robert reached
Reims, 22 Sept., 1.584, and was joined there by
Richard and John on 13 Oct. What they had under-
gone resulted in the death of Robert, IS Feb., 1586,
and of Richard, 8 June, 1586. John became a Jesuit,

was the first missioner of the Society who settled in

Lancashire, and the founder of the extensive Lan-
cashire district; he died on 25 Jan., 1652.
DoDD, Church Hist, of England, II (Brussels, 1739), cf. also ed.

TiEHNEY, III. V (London, 1S43) ; Kirk, Douay Diaries (Lon-
don, 1878)-, BnsTON, Douay Diaries in Catholic Record Society
(London, 1911); ¥cnjf^\. Records of the English Province S.J.,l, II.

VII (London, 1883-4); Gillow, Biog. Did. of Eng. Cath. (Lon-
don), s. v.; Wood, Athence Oxonienses.

J, L, Whitfield.

Wounds, TuE Five S.\cred. Devotion.—The
revival of religious life and the zealous activity of

St. Bernard and St. Francis in the twelfth and thir-

teenth centuries, together with the enthusiasm of the
Crusaders returning from the Holy Land, gave a
wonderful impulse to devotion to the Passion of

Jesus Christ and particularly to practices in honour of

the Wounds in His Sacred Hands, Feet, and Side.

The reason for this devotion was well expressed at

a later period in the memorial of the Polish bishops
to Clement XIII: "Moreover, the Five Wounds of

Christ are honoured by a Mass and an Ofhce, and on
account of these wounds we venerate also the feet,

hands, and side of the most loving Redeemer, these
parts of Our Lord's most holy body being held more
worthy of a special cult than the others, precisely
because they suffered special pains for our salvation,

and because they are decorated with these wounds
as with an illustrious mark of love. Therefore, with
living faith they cannot be looked upon without a
special feeling of religion and devotion" (Nilles,

"De rat. fest. SS. Cord. Jesu et Maria;", I, 126).
Many beautiful medieval prayers in honour of the

Sacred Wounds, including some attributed to St.

Clare of Assisi (indulgenced on 21 November, 1885),
have been preserved. St. Mechtilde and St. Ger-
trude of Helfta were devoted to the Holy Wounds,
the latter saint reciting daily a prayer in honour of the
5466 wounds, which, according to a medieval tradi-

tion, were inflicted on Jesus during His Passion.
In the fourteenth century it was customary in

southern Germany to recite fifteen Pater Nosters
each day (which thus amounted to 5475 in the course
of a year) in memory of the Sacred Wounds. Cor-
responding to the Mass "Humiliavit" in the Roman
Missal, there was in the medieval Missals a special

Mass in honour of Christ's Wounds, believed to have
been composed by St. John the Evangelist and re-

vealed to Boniface II (532). It was known as the
Golden Mass, and was indulgenced by Innocent VI
(1362) or John XXII (1334); during its celebration
five candles were always lighted. It was popularly
held that if anyone should say or hear it on five con-
secutive davs he should ne\-er suffer the pains of

hell fire (Franz, "Messe ini Mittelalter", 1.59), The
Dominican Rosary al.so helped to promote devotion
to the Sacred Wounds, for wliile the fifty .small beads
refer to Mary, the five large beads and the corre-

sponding Pater Nosters are intended to honour the
Five Wounds of Christ (Beissel, "Verehrung Mar-
ias", I, .525). Again, in .some places it was cus-

tomary to ring a bell at noon on Fridays, to remind
the faithful to recite five Paters and Aves in honour
of tlie Holy Wounds. A corona, or rosary, of the
Five Woun<ls was approved by the Holy See on 11

August, 1823, and again in 1851. It consists of five
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divisions, each composed of five Glories in honour of

Christ's Wounds and one Ave in commemoration of

the Sorron-fvil Mother. The blessing of the beads
is reserved to the Passionists.

The Feast.—The earliest evidence of a feast in

honour of the Wounds of Christ comes from tlie

monastery of Fritzlar, Thuringia, where in the four-

teenth century a feast was kept on the Friday after the

octave of Corpus Cliristi. The Office was rhythmical
(Dreves, "Anal, hymnica", XXIV, 20; Grotefend,
"Zeitrechnung", II, 1, 11.5). In the fifteenth century
it had spread to different countries, to Salisbury

(England), Huesca and Jaca (Spain), Vienna, and
Tours, and was included in the Breviaries of the

Carmelites, Franciscans, Dominicans, and other
orders (Dreves, op. cit., XXIV, XL, XLII). The
Feast of the Five Wounds, celebrated since the Middle
Ages at Evora and elsewhere in Portugal on G Febru-
ary (at Lisbon on the Friday after Ash-Wednesday),
is of historical interest. It commemorates the
founding of the Portuguese kingdom in 1139, when,
before the battle on the plains of Ourique, Christ

appeared to Alfonso Henriquez, promising victory

over the Moors and commanding him to insert into

the coat of arms of the new kingdom the emblem
of the Five Wounds ("Propr. Portugallia;" in Weiss,
"Weltgeschichte", III, 251). This feast is cele-

brated to-day in all Portuguese-speaking countries.

The Proprium of Venice of 17(56, which contains

perhaps tlie earhest series of movable feasts in honour
of Christ's Passion, has the Feast of the Five Wounds
on the second Sunday in March; it was granted in

1S09 to Leghorn for the Friday after Ash-Wednesdaj',
on which day it is still kept in many dioceses

of Tu.siany, and elsewhere (Alexico). Since 1831,

when the feasts in honour of the Passion were adopted
at Rome by the Passionists and the city, this

feast was assigned to the Frida.v after the third Sunday
in Lent. The Office is one of those bequeathed to

us by the Middle Ages. As this feast is not cele-

brated in the entire Church, the Office and Mass
are placed in the appendix of the Breviary and the
Missal.

NiLLES, KaUndarium manuale, II, 140; Heller in Zeitschr. fur
kalh. Theol. (1895), 5S2-.5; Benedict XIV. De fesHs D. N. J.

Christi, I, 279; Berinqeh, Die AblOase (Paderborn, 1906). 173,
175, 277, 382.

F. G. HOLWECK.

Wouters, G. FIenrt, historian, b. at Oostham,
Belgian Limburg, 3 May, 1802; d. 5 January, 1872.

In 1829 he became professor of moral theologj', and
later also of ecclesiastical history at the University of

Liege. At the reorganization of the University of

Louvain in 1834 he became professor of ecclesiastical

history to the faculty of theolog>', which post he filled

until 1871. The first edition of his "Historic eccle-

siasticae compendium" appeared in three volumes
(1842-93). In its time it had wide renown, and
became a classical handbook in many countries. It

was .supplemented by the "Dissertationes in selecta

historia' ecclesiast ica> capita ", four volumes (1868-72),
which was to treat at greater length controverted
questions from the earliest times to the Council of
Trent, but which stopped at the fourteenth oenturj'.

He drew his inspiration from Baronius, Pagi, and
NoEl Alexandre. He regarded ecclesiastical history
as an auxiliary .science to theology.
JCNOMANS in Annuaire de I' UnitersM (Louvain. 1873).

R. Maere.

Wrenno, Roger, Ven-erable. ScbThulis, John,
Ve.ner.\ble.

Wright, Peter, Venerable, martyr, b. at Slipton,
Northamptonshire, 1003; suffered at 'Tyburn, 19 May,
16.51. After spending ten years in a countn,- solici-

tor's office he enlisted in the English army in Hol-
land, but deserted after a month, and for two years

remained in the Flemish Jesuit Seminary at Ghent.
In 1()29 he entered the novitiate of the Society at
Watten. After holding various offices at Liege and
Saint-Omer he became chaplain to Sir Henry Gage's
English regiment in the service of Spain. When
Gage returned to England in the spring of 1644,
Wright went with him and was present at the reUef
of Basing House, the scat of John, .5th Marquess of
Winchester. On Gage's death (13 January, 1645), at
which he was present, Wright became themarquess's
chaplain in his London house, where he was arrested
on Candlemas Day, 1651. Committed to Newgate,
he was eventually condemned at the Old Bailey under
27 Eliz., c. 2. His execution on Whit Monday took
place before over twenty thousand spectators. He
was allowed to hang till he was dead.

Foley. Records of the English Promnce S.J. (London, 1877-83),
II, 506-65; VII, 870; Challoner. MissionaTij Priests, II, no. 189;
Stanton, Menology (London, 1887), 218; Cooper in Diet. Nat.
Biog., a. v.

John B. Wainewright.

Wright, WILLI.4M, b. at York, 1562; d. 18 Jan.,
1639. Though he came late (23) to his studies, he
then made such good progress that he was many
years professor of philosophy at Gratz and Vienna.
Coming to help the English Mission in the great
troubles that followed the Powder Plot, he became
chaplain to the Gages at Hengrave Hall, Suffolk.
But he was soon aiTested and thrown into the Tower
(July, 1607), and later into the White Lion Prison.
"This was the opportunity of his life. The Cathohcs
had been discouraged by the fall of the archpriest
Blackwell, who had taken, and publicly commended,
the condemned oath of allegiance (see Oaths,
English Post-Reformation, II); Wright's brother
Thomas, an ex-Jesuit and a brilliant scholar, sup-
ported him (see bibliography). William Wright dis-

puted publicly against the oath with great vigour and
effect; and the Gages, whom he had instructed, cour-
ageously refused to take it. Wright's fine qualities
drew to him many converts. When the dreaded
"plague" ravaged London and attacked the prison,
he nursed the sick, buried the dead, and remained
almost the only person untouched. In the confusion
which followed this visitation he escaped to Leices-
tershire, where he organized a series of missions, which
remained as he left them for many generations.
From 1612 onwards he took to writing, and some
twelve small volumes are ascribed to him: three of
controversy, the rest translations of the works of

Becan, Lessius, etc.

Foley. Records of Ike English Province S.J., II. 275-86. VII,
871; Cooper in Did. Sat. Biog., a. v.; Gillow, Bibl. Did. Eng.
Cath., a. v.; Sommervogel. Bibl. de la C. de Jfsus. For Thomas
Wright, see: Foley, Records, VII, 1460: Jessop. Letters of H.
Walpole (1873), 55; Calendars of Stale Papers Domestic (1595—).

J. H. Pollen.

Wulfen, Franz Xaveb Freiherr von, botanist,

b. at Belgrade, 5 November, 1728; d. at Klagenfurt,
17 March, 1805. He was the .son of the Austrian
lieutenant field-marshal. Christian Friedrich von
Wulfen. On completing his studies at Kaschau,
Hungary, he joined the Jesuit Order in 1745, and
resided as student and teacher (chiefly of niathematica
and physics) at V'ienna, Graz, Neusohl, (Jorz, Laibach,
and (from 1764) Klagenfurt. .Vfter the .suppression

of the Jesuits in 1764 he remained at Klagenfurt until

his death. The monument erected to him in 1838
describes him as "equally great as priest, scholar and
man". From his twenty-second year he devoted
himself with special zeal to botany. His unusual
talents, his great exactness in observation and descrip-

tion, and his researches, carried on tirelessly for over
fifty years, constitute him one of the leading botanists
of the post-1,inniean epoch (the last third of the eigh-

teenth cen(urj-). He was a member of the academies
or scientific aocieties of Berlin, Erlangen, Gottingen,
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Jena, Klagenfurt, Ratisbon, and Stookholm, and en-

joyed a high repute with botanists of all lands, with

whom he carried on an extensive correspondence in

Latin, German, French, and other languages. The
upland and valley flora of the Eastern Alps was his

chief study. An excellent alpinist, he was the pioneer

in disclosing and exploring the Austrian Alps. He
made numerous trips to the south (on many occasions

to the Adriatic Sea) and to the north as far as Holland.

He was always collecting plants, phanerogainous and
cryptogamous (especially hchens). He discovered

many new species, of which he gave masterly descrip-

tions in Latin and which he illustrated with excellent

plates. The specific name "Wulfenii" was given to

many plants in his honour, and N. Jacquin founded
the genus "Wulfenia", which is still a botanical curi-

osity. The mineral Wulfenite (yellow lead ore) recalls

his mineralogical studies and rich mineral collection.

He published mineralogical, zoological, and botanical

treatises in various periodicals and collections. Much
of his literary work was printed only after his death,

for example, his chief work "Flora norica phanero-
gama" (Vienna, Lex. Svo, S16 pp.), edited by Fenzl

and Graf with a detailed biography of Wulfen as

introduction, which was published only in 18.58. The
full list of his treatises and the rich literature dealing

with him is given by Wurzbach.
WcEZBACH, Biograph. Lex., LVIII (Vienna, 1889); Arnold in

Verhandlungen der zoolog. bol. Gesellschafl, XXXII (Vienna, 1882).

Joseph H. Rompel.

Wulfram (Vdlfb.vmnusi, Saint, Bishop of Sens,

missionary in Frisia, b. at Milly near Fontainebleau,

probably during the reign of Clevis II (638-56); d.

20 March, before

704, in which year
a translation of his

body took place

(Duchesne,
"Fastes ^pisco-

paux de I'ancienne

Gaule", II, Paris,

1900, 413). His
father Fulbert
stood high in the

esteem of Dago-
bert I and Clovis

II. Wulfram re-

ceived a good edu-
cation, and was
ordained priest.

He intended to

spend a secluded

life but was called

to the Court of

Theodoric III of

Neustria and
from there was elevated to the episcopacy of

Sens, 684 (690, 692). He was present at an as-

sembly of bishops in 693 at Valenciennes. Two
years later he resigned and retired to the Abbey
of Fontanelle. During the second journey of St.

Boniface to Rome Wulfram is said to have preached
in Frisia. He tried to convert Radbod, but not

succeeding he returned to Fontanelle. Some author-

ities record another and longer stay in Frisia, but,

as neither Bede nor Alcuin mention his missionary

labour there, it is barely possible. The relics of the

saint were brought to Notre Dame at Abbeville in

1058. His feast is celebrated 20 March.
Acta SS., HI March, 14.3; M.\hillon, Ada SS. 0. S. B., Ill, i,

340; Bennett in Dirt. Christ. Bioa.. s. v. Wulframnus. St.;

Del^toille, Eloge de SI. Wulfran (Paris, 1808); Glaisteh, Life

and limes of St. Wulfram, bixhop anil missionary (London, 1878);
La Vieille, ed. Sauvage, Abrfgi ''e la nie et miracles de SI. WtU-
fran (Rouen, 1876); Lefuanc. UauthenticiU des reliquea de St,

Wulfran . . . riponae a . . . Saucage (Paris, 1890).

Francis Mershman.

Wunibald, Saint See Wilubald and Winne-
BALu, Saints.
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St. Wulfram of Sens
Miniature in the Chronicon Fontanel-

lenae, IX Century

Wurtemberg, Kingdom op, in area the third and
in population the fourth of the states of the German
Empire. It is situated between Bavaria and Baden.
Its area is 7534 sq. miles; in 1910 it had 2,437,574
inhabitants. In 1905 there were 695,808 Catholics,

1,583,745 Protestants, 11,107 other Christians, and
12,053 Jews. The capital is Stuttgart. The king-

dom fs divided into four circles: Neckar (in which
11 per cent of the inhabitants are Catholics); Black
Forest (26 per cent); Jagst (32 per cent); and Danube
(62 per cent). The southern part of the country is

largely Catholic, as is also the majority of the higher

nobility, the members of which were formerly imme-
diate princes of the empire.

The territory includes a part of the old tribal duchy
of Alamannia or Swabia (Suevia). The original

nucleus of the present kingdom was a Countship of

Wurtemberg, at the junction of the small rivers Rems
and Fils with the Neckar. The name Wurlleinberg,

originally Wirlctiherc, is derived from a castle of the

same name on the Roten Berg (red mountain) south

of Stuttgart. The first known ancestor of the pres-

ent ruling family is Count Konrad (1081-92); the un-

broken succession of rulers began with Count Ulrich

I (1241-65). The pos.sessions of the Counts of Wiir-

temberg grew steadily larger. Contrary to the cus-

tom in other German states, the principle of primo-
geniture was established at an early date. Count
Eberhard the Bearded (1450-96) was made a duke in

1495 by the Emperor Maximilian I. In 18(33

Wiirtemberg received the electoral dignity, and in

1805 Napoleon raised it to a kingdom. Like the other

states of southern Germany, Wiirtemberg became a

member of the Confederation of the Rhine, and until

after the battle of Leipzig (1813) it was an ally of

France. In 1815 it entered the German Confeder-

ation, in 1866 it supported Austria in the war with

Prussia. At the close of the Austro-Prussian war it

was obliged, like the other states of South Germany,
to form an offensive and defensive alliance with

Prussia. When the German Empire was founded in

1871, Wiirtemberg became a member of the confeder-

ation, and was granted, like Bavaria, certain special

privileges. The present ruler is King William I (b.

1848), who is childless. Since the Reformation the

royal family has been Protestant. Duke Charles Alex-

ander (1733-37) had become a Catholic in 1812, when
a general in the Austrian army, before he ascended

the throne; he was succeeded in the government
successively by his sons, also Catholics: Duke Charles

Eugene (1737-93), a despot, spendthrift, and profli-

gate, Duke Louis Eugene (1793-95), and Duke Fred-

erick Eugene (1795-97). The la.st-named duke
married a Prussian princess, and, through the influence

of Frederick the Great of Prussia, permitted his

children to be brought up as Protestants. The
succession of Protestant rulers began with Duke
Frederick II (1797-1816), who was made King of

Wiirtemberg in 1805 and after that was called Fred-

erick I. On the death of the present king the Protes-

tant line becomes extinct. The succession to the

throne is in a collateral branch descended from Duke
Alexander (d. 1833), a brother of the first King of

Wiirtemberg. The son of this Alexander, also named
Alexander (d. 1881), married a Catholic princess of

the Orleans family and allowed his children to be

brought up as Catholics. The heir to the throne is

a grandson of this latter .Mexander, Duke .\lbert

(b. 1865), or, in case of his death, his son Duke Philip

.\lbert (b. 1893). In 1898 a law bearing upon the

Catholic succession to the throne was enacted, which

regulated the relations of a Cathohc king to the

Protestant State Church.

Christianity spread rapidly in the territory of the

present KingHom of Wurtemberg in the seventh and

eighth centuries. As earlv as the Roman era it had

found a foothold at scattered spots in Uie second and
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third centuries, but was not permanently established

until the reign of Cliarleniagne (d. 814). The care

both of religious hfe and of the entire intellectual life

was exercised by the monasteries, especially by those
of the Benedictines. Probably the most celebrated
Benedictine abbey was that of Hirsau, which was
founded about 850 and reorganized to conform to the
Rule of Cluny by the abbot Blessed Wilhelm (d. 1091).

After the Reformation the abbey was a Protestant
institution, and in 161)2 it was destroyed by the
French. Other important Benedictine abbeys were:
that at Alpirsbach. in the Kinzigtal, founded in 1095
and existed until 1648; its fine Romanesque abbey
church is now used by the Protestants; the abbey at

EUwangen, founded in 764, from 1460a house of secular

Augustinian Canons which was directly dependent on
the Empire, and which was suppressed in 1803; its

fine abbey church is in the Riini.anes(|ue style; the ab-
bey at Murrhardt, foundc<I by theKnij)eror Louis the

Pious, suppressed during the Reformation; a part of

it wa-s the celebrated late Romanesque chapel, now
used by the Protestants, called Walderichskapelle;
the abbey at Weingarten (10.52-1802), the richest

abbev in Swabia ; the abbey at Wiblingen (1093-1806)

;

that "at Zwcifalten (1089-1803), etc. Two noted
Cistercian abbeys which have preserved almost
entirely their tjTjical medieval form are: the abbey at

Maulbron, founded in 1146, became a Protestant
theological seminary in 1556, and the abbey at Beben-
hausen, foimded in 1185, made a Protestant monas-
tery school in 1560, and since 1807 a royal hunting
castle. Among the proofs of the flourishing condition

of Cathohc hfe in the cities during the era before the

Reformation are some of the celebrated monimients of

Gothic architecture, as: the minster at Ulm, now used
by the Protestants, which next to Cologne cathedral

is the largest church building in Germany, and has an
area of about 75,778 sq. feet ; the Church of the Holy
Cross and of Our Lady, at Schwiibisch-Gmund, with-
out a tower; and the Church of Our Lady at Reutlin-

gen, now used by the Protestants. Among the noted
Catholic churches of a later date special mention
should be made of the Catholic cathedral at Rotten-
burg (seventeenth century), and the church at Wein-
garten, a structure of the eighteenth century in the
baroque style. This latter church is distinguished

for a relic of the Holy Blood, in honour of which a
large equestrian procession, called the BhdriU, is

held annually on the Friday after Ascension Day.
.\s early as the years 1520-30 the Reformation

found entrance into Wilrtembcrg. The extrava-
gance and cruelty of a number of the rulers and the
harsh oppression of the people had led to several

fierce wars with the cities and revolts of the peasan-
try; all this prepared the way for the new doctrine.

Duke iririch (1498-15.50), who had been driven from
the country on account of his acts of violence and
had been put under the ban of the empire in 1519 for

murder, became a Protestant. With the aid of

Landgrave Philip of Hesse, who is well known on
account of his two marriages, LHrich acquired posses-

sion of his territories once more, and introduced the
Reformation throughout them, while at the same
time he confiscated all the lands of the churches and
monasteries. The work of the Reformation was com-
pleted by Ulrich's son Duke Christopher (1.5.50-1568).

Wiirtemberg suffered terribly in the great religious

struggle known as the Thirty Years War. At the
beginning of the nineteenth century it had an area of

2093 sq. miles and 6.50,000 inhabitants. Owing to

the great changes brought about in Germany by
Napoleon, Wiirtemberg obtained diiring the years
1802-1810 an incre.i.se of population that doubled the
niimber of its inhabitants and an increase of territory

that gave the country its present extent. This
increase added Catholic districts once more to the
state, which up to then had been entirely Protestant.

The additions were, mainly, a large part of the ,\ue-
trian possessions in Swal)ia, the lands of the Teutonic
Knights, whicli \ip till then had been held inmiediately
from the empir(\ the lands belonging to the provost-
ship of EUwangen, the lands of various monasteries
which had held their territories directly from the
empire, etc. A state board called the spiritual council
was at once appointed to protect the sovereign rights
of the .State as against the Catholic Church; since
1816 this board has been called the church council.
The newly acquired Catholic districts, however,
belonged to different dioceses, e. g. the dioceses of
Constance, Augsburg, ^\'iirzburg, and Spcyer, conse-
quently a vicar-generalate was created which was
provided with a seminary for priests and a Catholic
theological faculty at El'lwangen. In 1817, however,
the office of the vicariate general and the seminary for
priests were transferred to Rottenburg, where they
were established in the Carmelite monastery of that
place, and the Catholic theological faculty was
united with the University of Tiibingen.
On 16 Aug., 1821, the papal Bull "Provida sollers-

que" erected the new Diocese of Rottenburg for the
entire territory' of Wtirtcmbcig; it was united with
the Church province of the I'pper Rhine and was made
suffragan to the Archbishop of Freiburg. The Bull
"Ad doniinici gregis custodiam", of 11 April, 1.827,

regulated the right to the appointment of the bishop
and of the cathedral canons, and in 1828 Vicar-
General von Keller was enthroned as first bishop.
The list of bishops is: Johann Baptist von Keller (d.

1845), Joseph von Lipp (d. 1869), Karl Joseph von
Hefele (d. 1893), Wilhelm von Reiser (d. 1898).
Franz Xaver von Linsenmann (d. 1898) ; since 18 Jan.,
1899, Paul Wilhelm von Kcppler (b. 1852; ordained
priest, 1875). During the decade of 1840 a dispute
arose between the bishoj) and the State concerning the
limits of the State's riglits of .sovereignty and super-
vision. In 18.54 the Government made an agreement
with the bishop which, however, was not recognized
by the pope. A concordat between the pope and the
kingdom, which was made in 1857, was not accepted
by the Diet. After this the law of 30 Jan., 1862, made
a one-sided adjustment of the relations between
State and Church. In most particulars this law
repeated the contents of the Concordat, so that up to
now actu.al conflict has been avoided. Wiirtemberg
was spared the violent conflict between Church and
State, known as the Kidlurkniiijtf,which raged in almost
all of the German countries of the empire during the
years directly following 1870. This peace was due
to the kindliness of the king, the good sense of the
Government, and the modci'ate position taken by the
Diet. It is only of late years that religious differences

have become more evident in poliiical life. Much is

said in the history of the Church of Wiirteniberg
of the Rottenburg dispute. This was a quarrel
between the bishop, the Catholic theological faculty,

and the director of the Wilhelm School at Tiibingen
on the one side, and the heads of the seminary
for priests and a large body of the jjriests on the
other side, as to the religious, scholarly, and moral
training of the clergy. The matter was settled by the
intervention of the Holy See.

The relations between Church and State are regu-
lated by the law of 30 Jan., 1862. Both the bishop
and the vicar-general appointed by him receive

the rank of nobles. The bishop is elected from
among the clergy of the diocese by the cathedral
chapter, which consists of a cathedral dean and six

canons; the list of candidates is first handed to the
ruler, who strikes off the names of those most dis-

tasteful to him. The members of the cathedral
chapter are selected alternately by the bishop or
chapter, the ruler having the same rights as in the
election of a bishop. The governmental right of
supervision (Jus circa sacra) is exercised by the Catho-
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lie Church council, a board subordinate to the minis-

try of worship and consisting of secular and eccle-

siastical members, which is appointed by the Govern-
ment. General ordinances issued by the bishop that

are not purely ecclesiastical in character, and papal

Bulls, Briefs, etc., which touch upon governmental or

civil affairs, are subject to the approval of the State.

Episcopal or papal decrees in regard to purely eccle-

siastical matters need only to be submitted to theState

authorities for inspection at the time of their promul-

gation. For admission to an ecclesiastical office the

candidate must have the civil rights of a citizen of

Wilrtemberg, must have attended a gymnasium, have
studied at the University of Tubingen, and have
passed the final examination of the Catholic theologi-

cal faculty there. For the training of the clergy

there are seminaries for boys connected with the

gymnasium at Ehingen and Rottweil, and the

Wilhelm School at Tiibingen for the students of theol-

ogy at the University of Tiibingen. These three

schools are supported by the State. In these institu-

tions the bishop directs the reUgious training under

the superi-ision of the State; in other respects they are

under the direct control of the Government, which is

exercised through the Cathohc Church council. In

particular, the council controls the reception and dis-

missal of the pupils. The director and his assistants,

called repetenis, are appointed by the bishop. After

passing the final theological examination at the uni-

versity, which comes at the close of a four-years

course in theology, the candidates for the priesthood

are sent to the seminary for priests at Rottenburg,

which is controlled by the bishop alone. The bishop

also has charge of the Catholic rehgious instruction in

all schools.

The consent of the State, which can be recalled at

any moment, is necessary for the admission of religious

orders and congregations and for every new house of

an order or congregation. The State treats the vows
of the members of the orders as revocable. Up to the

present time only female orders have been permitted

in Wtirtemberg. The largest number of houses

(about 130) belong to the Sisters of Charity of St.

Vincent de Paul, the mother-house being at Unter-

marchtal; the Congregation of the Third Order of St.

Francis has over 100 houses, the mother-house being

at Rente. Up to now the Government has not granted

the repeated requests of the bishop and of the Catholic

portion of the population for the admission of male

orders. The State granted the diocese an endow-
ment from the former property of the Church, e. g.

in houses, lands, and revenues in money; this property

is administered by the episcopal court under the super-

vision of the Government. The sustentation fund

established in 1808 received definite sums from the

revenues of vacant ecclesiastical positions; these

amounts serve to supplement the salaries of parish

priests, to pension retired priests, etc. The fund is

administered by the Government and Church together.

The administration of the property of the local

churches is also regulated bv the State (laws of 14

June, 1887, and of 27 July, 1906). A definite allow-

ance is added from the state treasury to the incomes

of the priests from their benefices; in 1911 the total

amount of state aid was fixed at 225,000 marks annu-

ally. Measures are being taken for the reorganiza-

tion of the financial relations between Church and
State. In 1910 the number of churches, chapels,

and stations was 1031, of these 698 were parishes;

there were 1179 priests, and 29 deaneries. The
primary schools are denominational. When the

number of Catholics in a commune falls below 60 the

Catholics must support a Catliolic school out of

their own means. The spiritual supervision of the

schools was greatly limited in 1903 and 1909. Of the

higher schools 4 cla.ssical gymnasia and 1 gymnasium
with scientific instead of Classical courses are entirely

Catholic. AU Cathohc schools are under a special

government board, the Catholic higher school council.

There are a number of Catholic educational institu-

tions for poor, orphaned, and sick Cathohc children;

these institutions are generally conducted by members
of the female orders, as is also a government insti-

tution, the royal orphanage at Oxenhausen. Religious
fraternities and societies are numerous.

Schneider, Wiirttembergiscke Geschichte (Stuttgart, 1896)

:

Weller, Geschichte WiiTtfembeTQs (Leipzig, 1909); Wiirttem-
bergische Kirchengeschichte, ed. Kalver Missio.nsverein (1893),
Protestant; Schmid, Reformation^g^schichte WurUemberga (Heil-
bronn. 19()4), Protestant; Pfaff-Spholl, Kirchliche und staat-

liche VeTordnungen fuT die Gei,-^lltchki'it rles Bistums Rottenburg
(2nfi ed.. 2 vols., 1908-09); Goz. Dn.< StnatsrfchI des Konigreicht
WuTttemberg (Tubingen, 1908); 1 immh, Smat^rechtliche Gesetze
Wurtlembergs (Tubingen, 1907 1; >\<.mi i i i k, Dte kirchliche Auf~
klarung am Hofe Karl Eugens il • ,„l:rrg (1906); Erz-
BERGER, Die Sdkularisation in U'i;r;'. f/;'. r;; (1902); Keppleb,
WUrttembergs kirchliche KuTistattertumer (Rottenburg, 1888).

Herman Sacher.

Wiirzburg, Diocese of (Herbipolensis), in Ba-
varia, suffragan of Bamberg. The diocese includes the
Bavarian governmental department of Lower Fran-
conia, three communes of Upper Franconia, the
Grand-Duchy of Saxe-Meiningen, and several en-

claves in Bavaria belonging to the Grand Duchy of

Saxe-Weimar (see Germany, Map). In 1911 it

contained a city deanery with 10 parishes, 34 rural

deaneries, 447 parishes and curacies, 62 benefices,

69 local chaplaincies and expositorships, 147 chap-
lains, 445 parish priests and curates, 35 holders of

benefices, 67 local chaplains and e\-positors, 118
chaplains and assistants, 47 ecclesiastics engaged in

administration and teaching, altogether 712 active

diocesan priests, 55 retired priests, 121 regulars,

560,000 CathoHcs, and about 120,000 non-Cathohcs.
The bishop is appointed by the Bavarian Govern-
ment. The cathedral chapter consists of a provost,

a dean, 8 capitulars, 6 prebends, and 1 cathedral

preacher. The institutions for the education and
training of the priesthood are: the Catholic theological

faculty at the University of Wiirzburg, with 8 profes-

sors; the Cathohc seminary for priests at Wiirzburg,
with 75 students; the seminary for boys (the Chili-

aneum); and the episcopal house of studies. The
following orders are represented in the chocese:

Augustinians, 4 monasteries, 37 fathers, 52 brothers;

the Benedictine Brotherhood of St. Louis, 1 house,
7 fathers, 20 brothers; Franciscans, 6 monasteries,

19 fathers, 47 brothers; Capuchins, 6 monasteries,
31 fathers, 45 brothers; Carmehtes, 1 house, \0
fathers, 10 brothers; Franciscan Conventuals, 2
monasteries, 20 fathers, 24 brothers. Female orders

and congregations: English Ladies, 6 convents,

154 sisters; Franciscan Nuns from the mother-house
of Maria Stern at Augsbiirg, 41 houses, 209 sisters;

Franciscan Nuns from tlie mother-house at Dillingen,

16 houses, 114 sisters; Carmelite Nuns, 1 house,

20 sisters; Sisters of the Most Holy Saviour, 1 mother-
house, 184 branch houses, 1160 sistei-s; Sisters of the

Childhood of Jesus, 7 houses, 152 sisters; Sisters of

Not re-Dame, 23 houses, 182 sisters; Sisters of St.

Joseph from the mother-house at Ursberg, 1 house,

87 sisters; Sisters of St. Vincent de Paul from the

mother-house at Munich, 1 house, 13 sisters; Ursuline

Nuns, 1 house, 43 sisters. Cathohc associational life

is in a flourishing condition.

The cathedral at Wiirzburg, a Romanesque
basilica with pier-arches, the most important Roman-
esque cathedral in Germany, was built between the

twelfth and the fourteenth centuries. In the seven-

teenth century its interior was overloaded with
Baroque stucco work and spiral ornamentation; it

contains 35 tombs, several by Riemenschneider, of

theprince-bishoi)s. At the north end of the transept is

the Schonborn chapel, a domed structure in the

most elaborate Rococo style. The Neumiinster
Church, or Cathedral, of St." Kilian (Baroque style),
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built during 1711-10 in place of the earlier

church over the grave of St. Kilian, contains the
bodies of St. Kilian and his companions; the Hauger
Collegiale Church, built (1670-S3) by Petrini, has a
fine dome; the Church of St. Peter, originally Roman-
esque with a Gothic choir, was enlarged in the
Baroque style during 1717-20; the Uni\'ersity Church,
built by Julius Echter von Mespelbrunn and dedicated
in 1591, is a curious mixture of Gothic and Renais-
sance styles; the Chapel of the Virgin (Marienkapelle),
a Gothic church, built 1.377-1479, contains numerous
figiu'es by Riemenschneider; the Church of St. .\dal-

bero, buUt 1896-99, is in Romanesque style from the
design by Denzinger; the church of St. Burchard,
erected in the eleventh century in the Romanesque
style on the site of a monastery church built by
St. Burchard, was enlarged in Gothic style during
149-t to 1497. Outside of Wiirzburg special mention
should be made of the church at Dettelbach and the
collegiate church at Aschaffenburg. Places of

pilgrimage are: the Church of St. Nicholas (called

Kappele) near Wiirzburg; the Franciscan monastery
church near Dettelbach, and the Engelberg near
Miltenberg.
The first Apostle of Christianity for the territory

now included in the Diocese of Wiirzburg was the
Irish missionary, St. Kilian (q. v.), who converted
Gozbert the Frankish duke of Thuringia but who
fell a sacrifice to the enmity of the duchess. In
his castle above Wiirzburg, Goabert's son Hetan
built the first chiu-ch dedicated to the Blessed Virgin;
on this account the castle received the name of

Marienburg. The first mention of Wiirzburg is in

704, when it is called CastcUum ViTlehuch. A
diocese was estabhshed in Wiirzburg by St. Boniface,
who in 741 consecrated his friend St. Burchard as
bishop; in 742 Pope Zacharv confirmed the selection

of Burchard. St. Biu-chard (741-53) built the first

cathedral church, and buried there the bodies of St.

Kihan and his companions; he connected with the
church a monastery which followed the Rule of St.

Benedict. Karlmann, the Frankish mayor of the
palace, gave great gifts of land to the bishopric.

In 7.52 or 753 the church of Wiirzburg was granted
immunity for all its possessions, also secular jurisdic-

tion, whereby the foundation was laid for the future
secular authority of the bishops. Like the majority
of his successors, St. Burchard lived at the Marien-
burg, which he had received from the last duke in

exchange for another fortified castle. His suc-

cessor, St. Megingoz or Mcgingaud (75.3-85), did
much towards Christianizing Saxony. Bishop Bern-
welf (78.5-800) replaced the Benedictine secular clergy

at the cathedral by the Brothers of St. Kilian, who
led a common hfe after the Rule of Chrodegang
of Metz. Amo (S.55-92) rebuilt the cathedral, which
had been destroyed by hghtning, on the site of the
present cathedral; in 892 he took part in the campaign
of Emperor Arnolf against the Duke of Moravia, and
was killed by the enemy while celebrating Mass.
During the episcopate of Dietho (908-31) the privi-

leges of the diocese were confirmed anew by Henrj' I.

Burchard II (930-41) rebuilt the cathedral, which
had been burned a second time. Poppo I of Henne-
berg (941-61) obtained for his diocese from Emperor
Otto I, whose chancellor he had been, the right of the
free election of the bi.shop. Bishop Henry I of
Rothenburg (99.5-1018) built, on the site of the first

cathedral, the Neumiinster Cathedral of St. Kilian,

and founded the Benedictine .\bbey of St. Stephen
and the abbey of August inian Canons called Haug,
in which he himself was buried. He gave an unwilling
con.sent to the .separation from hisdioce.se, by Emperor
Henry II, of a large part of its territory; this portion
was made into an independent diocese, the "imperial"
Archdiocese of Bamberg. Bernhard of Rothenburg
(1018-33) received from Emperor Henry II the

right to the use of the forest in the Steigerwald, and
from Emperor Conrad II the right of coinage and of
exacting customs. The Saxon Bruno (1034-45), a
cousin of Conrad II, laid the comer-stone of the
present cathedral, and restored the Abbey of St.
Burchard. His nephew and successor, who is

venerated as Saint Adalbero of Lambach and Wels
(1045-90), sided with the pope in the Conflict of
Investitures, took part in the election of both rival
kings, and was therefore declared deposed from his
bishopric by Emperor Henry IV, and forced into
exile. The city and diocese suffered greatly during
the struggles in which papal and imperial bishops
frequently engaged. During the episcopate of
Erlung (1106-26), who received from Henry V the
formal confirmation of the dignity of a Duke of
Eastern Franconia, peace was restored in the diocese.
Embrico (112.5-47) favoured the founding of monas-
teries of the reformed orders, as: the Cistercian Abbey
of Ebrach; the Premonstratensian Abbey of Zell
near \\'tirzburg, estabhshed by St. Norbert himself;
the Scotch Abbey of St. James in Wiirzburg. Under
Gebhard of Hennebcrg (11.50-59) Frederick Bar-
barossa celebrated at Wiirzburg his marriage with
Beatrice of Burgimdy; Herold of Hochheim (110.5-71)
received from Barbarossa " complete judicial authority
in the entire (li(iccs(> and duchy of Wiirzburg and over
all countship.s situated in the diocese or duchy".
The brilliant position which the bishops occupied

among the German princes often cost the diocese
heavy sacrifices on account of the wars and e.vpedi-

tions to Rome which the bishops were obliged to
undertake in the retinue of the emperors; the bishops
were involved, not only in the Conflict of Investitures,
but also in the struggle of the Hohenstaufendjmasty
with the popes. The city of Wiii-zburg made use of
this struggle to gain greater freedom from the
episcopal power, and strove to obtain freedom of the
empire. The vigorous Bishop Hartmann von Lobden-
burg (1225-54), a loyal adherent of Frederick II, was
able to keep the citizens within bounds, but during
the episcopate of his successor, Iring von Reinstein
(1254-66), Wiirzburg joined the confederation of the
cities of the Rhine as an independent city. This
bishop encouraged the settlement of the Dominicans
in the diocese. His successors had to wage many
wars with the city. Albrecht von Hohenlohe (1345—
72), during whose reign the dioce-se was ravaged by
the Black Death, checked the presumption of the
citizens with the aid of Emperor Charles V; Gerhard
von Schwarzburg (1372-1400) by his victory over
the citizens at Bergstein, in 1400, put an end to the
schemes to make Wiirzburg a free city of the empire.
John I von P)gloffstein (1400-01), an excellent ad-
ministrator, founded the university. John II von
Brunn (1411-40) brought the diocese to the brink
of financial ruin. Gottfried IV von Limburg (1443-
55). a zealous reformer, and John III von Grumbach
(14.55-66) had to fight against the claims of the Mar-
graves of Ansbach and Bayreuth of the Brandenburg
line. The able Rudolph von Scherenberg (146(5-95)

raised the diocese to a very flourishing condition,

so that he was regarded as the second fotmder of the
bishopric. The same spirit animated Lorenz von
Bibra (149.5-1519), a friend of Humanism and a
patron of Trithemius, whom he appointed abbot of

the Scotch monastery at Wiirzburg. Conrad von
Thiingen (1519-40) sought to the utmost of his

ability to prevent the entrance of the new doctrines.

During his episcopate the peasants who had revolted
deva.stated the diocese, and the episcopal castle

suffered a long siege from 20,000 pea.sants. Melchior
von Zolx'l (1544-.5S) sought to preserve his diocese to

the Catholic Faith by instituting reforms, and for this

liurpo.se he attended the ("ouncil of Trent, but the
cathedral chapter, which was composed of worldly
minded nobles, blocked his efforts; he was murdered
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by a Protestant nobleman, William von Grumbach.
Frederick von Wirsberg (1558-73) brought the Jesuits

to Wiirzburg, and in 1570 gave them charge of the
seminary for boys and a boarding-school which he had
estabhshed. He was followed by the greatest bishop
Wlirzhiu^g ever had, Julius Echter von Mespelbrunn
(1573-1617), during whose episcopate the diocese

took on fresh hfe. Of his labours the university,

which he refounded, and the Julius Hospital, built by
him, for hundreds of years the largest charitable
institution in all Germany, still exist. John Gott-
fried von Aschhausen (1617-22) united for the first

time the dioceses of Wiu'zburg and Bamberg. Dming
the episcopate of Philip Adolph von Ehi'enberg (1622-

31) many persons were put to death, among tiem the
bishop's nephew, for superstitious belief in witches.

This led the Jesuit Frederick von Spee to wTite his

celebrated treatise against belief in witches.

In 1631 the Swedes conquered the diocese and city,

which, united with Bamberg, was given to Duke
Bernhard of Saxe-Weimar as tlie Duchy of Franconia.
It was not until the imperial troops were victorious

at Nfirdlingen in 1634 that Bishop Frederick von
Hatzfeld (1631-42) could enter his diocese. Notwith
standing their oppression by the Swedes, the popu-
lation remained loyal to the Catholic Faith. During
the reign of John Philip von Schonborn (1642-73)
the diocese recovered from the injuries of the Thirty
Years War. Francis PhiUp von Greiffenklau (1699
1717) had the cathedral and the Church of St. Pete
ornamented in the Baroque style. The diocese and
city prospered greatly under Philip Francis von
Schonborn (1719-24), who laid the corner-stone of

the episcopal palace at Wiirzburg, one of the finest

examples of Baroque architecture in the world,

Christopher von Hutten (1724-29), and Frederick
Karl von Schonborn (1729-46). Adam von Seins-

heim (1755-79), during whose episcopate the Seven
Years War caused the diocese great suffering, did
much for the benefit of the primary schools. He was
followed bv the excellent Bishop Francis Ludwig von
Erthal (1759-95). The last Prince-Bishop of Wtirz-
burg was George Karl von Fechenbach. In 1802
the diocese, which contained over 250,000 inhabitants,

was secularized and given to Bavaria. After the
Peace of Pressburg, Bavaria was obliged to cede it to

the brother of Emperor Francis, the Grand Duke
of Tuscany, who ruled it as the Grand Duchy of

Wiirzburg until 1814. After the fall of Napoleon
the territory reverted to Bavaria. After the death
of the bishop ecclesiastical affairs were administered
by the auxiliary bishop, Zirkel, who courageously and
successfully maintained the rights of the Church
against the Governments and statesmen.
The Bavarian Concordat of 1817 and the Bull

"Dei ac Domini nostri," of 1 April, 1818, established

the Diocese of Wiirzburg with its present boundaries,
and made it a suffragan of the smaller and less ancient
Diocese of Bamberg; the Bishops of Wiirzburg,
however, were granted the right to the pallium. The
new bishop, Frederick Gross von Trockau (1818-40),
did much for the reorganization of the diocese and
for the training of the clerg\-. During the episcopate
of George Anthony von Stahl (1840-70) there was
held in 1848 at Wiirzburg the conference of German
bishops which inaugurated a new development of

Catholic life in Germany. Bishop von Stahl died at

Rome during the Vatican Council, in which he had
taken an active part. He was followed by Valentine
von Reissmann (1871-75), his vicar-general for

many years; von Reissmann took successful measures
against the spread of the Old Catholic Church.
Francis Joseph von Stein (1878-98), who laboured for

the improvement of the education of the clergy and
courageously defended the rights of the Church,
was transferred to the archiepiscopal See of Munich-
Freising (see Munich-Fbeising, Archdiocese of).

The present bishop, Ferdinand von Schlor, was
appointed on 5 March, 1898, and consecrated on
22 iMay, 1898.
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Jahrhunderts (Innsbruck, 1874-76); Link, Klostcrbuck der Diozesa
Wiirzburg (2 vols., Wiirzburg, 1873-76); Wegele, Geschichle der
Vniversitdt Wiirzhuro (2 vols., Wiirzburg, 1882); Braun. Gesch,
der Heranbilititng dffi Klerus in der Diozese Wiirzburg (2 vols.,

Wiirzburg, 1889-97); Ulrich, Die kathol. Kirchen WUrzburg
(Wiirzburg, 1897); Wixterstein, Die kalhol. WohUdtigkeils-
anstalteri u, Vereine sowie das katholisch-soziale Vereimve!>en in
der Diozese Wiirzburg (Freiburg, 1897); Stamminger, Franconia
sacra (Wiirzburg, 1889), r-,,iitinu«I bv .\mrhein (Wiirzburg,
1896—); Man. episc. H',.,',, ;. in V . Boica, XXXVII-
XLVI (Munich); .4bkui /' '. v der WUrzburger
Bisch6}e 1225-1698 (Wni ,i i

' U <tnat u. WirtschaSt
in den Bisliimern Bam:,,,' 11 II. :.:i iberg, 1906); Die
Kunstdenkmdlcr des Ki'rniirfirli.^ tiniitrn lo vols., Unterfrauken,
Aschaffenburg, and Munich. 1911); Gbeiner, Altu-lir:burg

(Wurzburg, 1912); .4r<-/iir des Hislor. Vereins von Unlerfr.uiken
und Aschnffenhurg (Wurzburg, 1833); AU/rdnkische Bilder. ed.
Henner 'Wiirzburg, 189.^ ); Sckerruitismus fiir die Diozese
Wiirzburg (W^iirzburg, 1911).

Joseph Lins.

University of Wurzbueg.—John I of Egloff-
stein (1400-1411), Bishop of Wiirzburg, obtained from
Pope Boniface IX a charter, dated 10 December, 1402,

for the university. The university was designed after

that of Bologna, and gave special attention to the
faculties of theology and canon and civil law. After
the death of its founder it began to decay, as the
cathedral chapter, which was composed of members
of the nobility, withdrew its means of support. More
than a century later. Bishop Julius Echter vonMes-
pelbrunn re-established it, and on 28 March, 1575,

Pope Gregory XIII issued the Bull granting the charter

to the new university, which was to have the privileges

of the universities of Paris and Bologna. The build-

ings were erected during 1582-91, and the university

was opened on 2 January, 1582. The Julius Hospital
came into close connexion with the university, and
thus gave the medical faculty a large field for observa-
tion and practice. In the eighteenth century the
bishops who did most for the encouragement of learn-

ing were Frederick Charles Count von Schonborn,
Adam Frederick Count von Seinsheim, and Francis
Louis von Esthal. At the close of the eighteenth

century the university was characterized as "the best
Catholic university in the whole of Germany "by
Magister F. C. Laukhard, a man who was weU known
in the universities both of Germany and of foreign

countries. In its subsequent development also the
university sought to maintain this reputation. The
faculties of theology and jihilosophy were entrusted to

the Jesuits until the suppression of the Society; from
that time the Jesuit professors remained as secular

priests. In 1803 the ecclesiastical principality of

Wiirzburg was secularized, and after a short period,"

during which it was ruled by the Grand Duke of

Tuscany (180(5-14), it was united with Bavaria. The
reputation of the university grew, especially of the
medical faculty, which ranked very high. Since the
middle of the nineteenth century separate buildinga

have been built for the departments of medicine and
natural sciences; in 1897 the new academic building

was erected. The theological faculty also has included
names of note; of those in modern times mention
may be made of (^ardinal Joseph Hergenriither,

Francis Seraph Hettinger, Anton Scholz, and Her-
mann Schell. The Bishops of Wiirzburg during
1840-1898 (von Stahl, von Reissmann, and von Stein)

had all been members of the theological faculty of the

univer.sity. In the summer of 1911 the students
numbered 1509.
Weqele, Oesch. der Universildl WUrzhurg (WOrzburg. 1882);

Idem, Die Reformation der Vniversilat Wiirzburg (1863); Die
Atlribulc der Universildl Wflrsburg im JubiUumsjahr tSSS:

Alma Julia, illuslrierte Chronik ihres drillen SSkular/eier (WUn-
burg, 18S2); von Horstig, Die Anslalten der Universildt Warz-
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burff (WOrzburg. 1892); Stohk, Die Btziehung zwischen Vniver-
tiUU u. Juliu^hospilol (WUrzburg, 1908) ; Kirsch-Kamp, Erin-
nerunffcn an das akadem. Lfben in Wijrzburg in den bedeiUsamen
tiebziger Jahren des XIX. Jhr. CBonn, 1910).

Karl Hoeber.

Wiirzburg Abbeys.—Tlie city of Wurzburg was
the seat of four Henedietine abbeys, namely, the
Holy Redeemer's, or St. Kilian's; St. Andrew's, later

known as St. Burchard's; St. Stephen's; and the
Scotch Abbey of St. James.
Abbey of the Holy Redeemer (S. Salvatoris), also

called after St. Kilian, who was buried there, was
founded by St. Burchard, the first Bishop of Wurzburg,
about 745. The monks had charge of the cathedral
(Salvatomitlnster) and the cathedral scliool. The
lattergained considerable renown. Probably owing to

laxity in observance of the rule, Bishop Bernwclf of

Wiirzburg replaced the monks in 786 by canons who
led a common life and were popidarly styled Brothers
of St. Kihan. The expelled monks, more than fifty in

number, found a home at the Abbey of Neustadt on
th(> Main, where Bisho]) Megingaud, who had resigned
the See of Wiirzburg, was abbot.

Link, Klosterbuch der Diocese Wurzburg, I (Wiirzburg, 1873),
105-8.

St. Andrew's Abbey (aftenvards St. Burchard's)
was founded by St. Burchard shortly after 748, and
soon became famous for its monastic school. After a
period of decline in the tenth century it was reformed
in OSS by Bishop Hugo of Wiirzburg, who rebuilt the
church and the monastery and placed Arnold, a monk
of Ilirasu, a-s abbot over it. On 14 October, 984, this

bishop had transferred thither the body of St. Bur-
chard, and from that time the monastery became
known as St. Burchard's Abbey. Church and monas-
tery having been destroyed by fire about 10.30, Abbot
Wilemuth rebuilt both (1033-42), and in 1042 Bishop
St. Bruno of Wiirzburg dedicated the new church in

presence of Emperor Henry III and six bishops.
Yielding to the request of the monks, Pius II, in a Bull
dated 4 February, 14(34, changed the abbey church
into a collegiate church, and permitted the former
monks to remain as canons.
WiEL.\ND, Klosier und Ritiersti/t zu St. Burkard in Arckiv dee

hist. Vtreins far Unter/ranken, XV, fasc. 1-2.

St. Stephen's Abbey, founded by Henry of Rothen-
burg. Bishop of Wiirzburg, about 1013, for canons who
Followed the Rule of St. Chrodegang. In 1057 Bishop
Adalbcro replaced the canons by thirtj' Benedictine
monks from .-^n-sbach. After a .short period of decline
in the first half of the fifteenth century, the abbey
joined the Bursfeld reform in 14.59. After suffering
mother period of decline in the latter half of the six-

teenth centurj', it continued in a flourishing condition
jntil its secularization in 1803. Since then the abbey
:-hurch and the monastery have been used as a
Protestant parish church and school. The historian
[gnaz (iropp (169.5-175S) wa«a monk of St. Stephen's.
He wrote the history of several Franconian saints and
monasteries, and edited "Collectio novissima scrip-
lonim et rerum Wirceburgensium a sepcuIo XVI
riactenus gestarum" (4 vols., Frankfort and Wurz-
3urg, 1741-.50).
Link. Kloticrbuch, I (WQrzburg, 1873), 395-402; Lindner,

SrhriflsteUer, O. S. B.. in Bayem. 1760-1880, II (Ratisbon, 1880),
196-202.

St. James's Abbey (St. Jakob zu den Schotten),
founded as a Scotch monastery by Bishop Emhrico of
Wiirzburg about 1134. Its first" abbot was Bl. Ma-
mrius (11.39-.53) who with a few other monks had
Mme from the Scotch monastery at Ratisbon. In 1 146
he went to Rome to obtain relics and indulgences for
his monasten,-. He died in 11.53, and has always been
honoured a.s a saint. His fea-st is celebrated on 24
January. The monks at St . Jamc-s's were all Irish or
Scotch until 1497, when their number had dwindled
down to one or two. The abbey was then given over

XV.—46

to German monks, and in 1.506 it was united to
the Bursfeld Congregation. From 1506-16 the fa-
mous Johannes Trithemius (q. v.) was its abbot. In
1547 the whole monastery had died out, and its rev-
enues went to the Bishop of Wiirzburg. Upon the re-
quest of John Whyte, Abbot of the Scotch monastery
at Ratisbon, it was again restored to the Scotch monks
by Bishop Julius in 1595, and prospered for some time.
Its last abbot, Placidus Hamilton, who, though very
learned, lacked the qualities of a good ruler, resigned
and retired to London in 1763. From that time till

its secularization in 1803 it was ruled by priors. At
its secularization it numbered eight monks The
buildings are now used as a mihtary hospital.

List of abbots: Macarius, 1139-53; Christian,
1153-79; Eugene, 1179-97; Gregory, 1197-1207;
Matthew, 1207-15; Teclan, 1215-17; Ehas I, 1217-
23; Celestine, 1223-34; Gerard, 1234-42; John 1,

1242-.53; John II, 12.53-74; Maurice I, 1274-98; Joel,
1298-1306; Ehas II, 1306-18; John III, 1318-35;
Mich^as, 1335-41; Rynaldus, 1342; Philip I, 1342-
61; Donaldus, 1361-?, d. 1385; Henry, 1379; Maurice
II, 1381?-88?; Timothy, 1388?-99; Imar, 1399-1409?;
Rutger, 1409?-17; Thomas I, 1417-37; Roricus, 1437-
47; Alanus, 1447-55; Maurice III, 1455-61; John IV,
1461-3; Otto, 1463-5; Thaddeus, 1465-74; David,
1474-83; Thomas II, 1483-94; Edmund, 1494-7;
Philip II, 1497. These were followed by five German
abbots: Kilian Cri.spus, 1.504-6; Trithemius, 1506-16;
Matthias, 151(i-35; Erhard Jani, 1.53.5-42; Michael
Stephan, 1.542-7. Since its restoration to the Scotch
monks in 1595 the following were its abbots: Richard
Irvin, 1.59.5-8; John Whyte, at the same time Aljbot of
the Scotch mon.astery at Ratisbon, 1598-1602; Francis
Hamilton, 1602-14; William Ogilbav, 1615-35; Rob-
ert Forbes, 1636-7; Audomarus Asloan, 1038-61;
Maurus Dixon, 1661-79; Bernard Maxwell, 1679-85;
Marianus Irvin, 1685-8; Ambrose Cook, 1689-1703;
Augustine Bruce, who ruled as prior during 1703-13,
and as abbot during 1713-16; Maurus Strachan,
1716-37; Augustine Duffus de Fochaber, 1739-53;
Placidus Hamilton, 17.56-63.
WiELAND, Das SchoUenklotter zu St. Jakob in WUrzburg in

Archiv des hist. Vereins fUr Unlerfranken, XVI, 21-182; Link,
Klosterbuch, I, 402-9.

MlCH.^EL OtT.

Wyart, THfioPHiLE-Lonie-HENRi (in religion Dom
Sebastian), Abbot of Ctteaux and Abbot-General of
the Order of Reformed Cistercians, b. at Bouchain, De-
partment of Nord, France, 12 Oct., 1839; d. in Rome,
18 Aug., 1904. Of a pious and studious disposition,
he made rapid progress in the usual branches of
learning, under private tutors and at both the pclils

and grands scminnirct of the Archdiocese of Cambrai.
Feeling an attraction for both the clerical and mili-

tary calling, he hesitated long and was for some time
professor in the college at Tourcoing, before making
his final choice of a state of life. However, at the
appeal of Pius IX, he put off the soutane for the
pontifical uniform, serving in the pope's army from
24 Aug., 1860, until 20 Sept., 1870, having risen to
the rank of major. After the dissolution of the
pontifical army, he served his native country during
the Franco-Prussian \\ ar, receiving the medal of
the Legion of Honour for bravery, particularly on
the fields of Patay and Le Mans. His service com-
pleted, he laid aside all further military ambition to
enter the Trappist Monastery of S. M,<irie du Mont.
After his profession he was sent to Rome to com-
plete his ecclesiastical studies, was ordained priest,

31 March, 1877, and finally made doctor in theology
in 1880. Returning to his abbey, he was sent
to found a monastery at Tilbourg. in Holland,
whence he was recalled to fill the office of prior at

S. Marie du Mont, and afterwards (1883) elected its

abbot. In 1887 the choice fell on him to succeed to

the abbatial chair of Septfons and become vicar-
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general of the congregation of Ranc6. He had
long had the desire of seeing the three congregations

united in one order, and it was principally due to

him that this was effected in 1892. In recognition

of this he was elected the first "General of the Order
of the Reformed Cistercians of Our Lady of La
Trappe". After untiring efforts he succeeded in

recovering possession of Citeaux, the cradle of the

order, and making it anew the mother-house, him-
self becoming its abbot, after resigning that of

Septfons (1899). His deep learning and unceasing

labours, as well as his tried fidelity, gave him great

influence at the Roman Court, where both Pius IX
and Leo XIII showed him constant signs of esteem

and appreciation, particularly by assigning to him
various important missions.

Abbaye de St. Marie du Jl/oref (Chateauroux. 1S98); de Pr^-
viLLE, Zouave du Pape et soldat de Dieu (Paris, s. d.); Fichaox,
D. Sebastian Wyart, Abbe-General de VOrdre Cist. Ref. (Lille,

1910) ; Idem. Sermon au service funibre du Revme. D. Sebastian

Wyart (Lille. 1900); CaAZEl.T.-ES, Allocution au service funebre du
Revme. D. Sebastian Wyart a la Grace Dieu (Besanpon, 1904)

;

Obrecht, The Trappists of the Three Fountains in Messenger o/ the

Sacred Heart; Histoire abregee de Vordre de CUeaux (St. Brieuc,

1897) ; Notes svt D. Sebastian Wyart extrait de I'histoire du College

de Turcoing, MSS.
Edmond M. Obrecht.

Wyclif (Wycliffe, or Wiclif, etc.), John, wTiter

and "reformer", b. probably at Hipswell near Rich-
mond, in Yorkshire, 1.324^ d. at Lutterworth, Leices-

tershire, 31 Dec,
1384. His family
is said to have
come from Wyc-
liffe, on the Tees,

inthesamecounty.
The traditional

date of his birth is

given as 1324, but
some authorities

put it earlier.

Hardly anything
is known of his

early Ufe, and his

career at Oxford is

obscured by the

presence of at least

one man of the

same name and
probably of more.
It is almost cer-

tain, however,
that he was edu-
cated at Balliol

College and that

in 1361 he must have resigned the mastership

on receiving the living of FiUingham. This he

exchanged a few years later for that of Ludgershall.

It must not be supposed, however, that he gave up his

university career, for livings were often given to

learned men to enable them to continue their studies

or their teaching. Wychf himself, for instance,

received a two years' licence for non-residence, in

1368, on account of his studies. Meanwhile, in ISG.'i,

a man of his name, and usually identified with the

future "reformer", had been appointed warden of the

new Canterbury Hall by Simon Islip, Archbishop of

Canterbury, only to be turned out two years later in

favour of a monk by the new archbisliop. The dis-

possessed warden, with the fellows, appealed to Ronie,

but failed in their appeal. A number of Wyclif's

recent biograplicrs liave sought to ident ify this warden
with anotlier ecclesiastic, a friend of Islip's and prob-

ably a fellow of Merton; but it seems dangerous, in

spite of much plausibility in this new identification,

to reject t lie direct statementsofcontemjiorary writers,

controversialists though they be, and jiossibly of a
reference in one of Wyclif's own writings. Soon after

these events, probably in 1372, Wyclif received the

Old print from the Dorset Portrait

Degree of Doctor of Theology. He was by this time a
man of repute in the university, and it is strange that
his doctorate should have been so long delayed. The
explanation may possibly be found in the fact that
Balliol was an "Arts" college and that most of its

fellows were not allowed to graduate in theologj-.

Ecclesiastical promotion did not fail the new doctor;
in 1373 he received the rich Uving of Lutterworth in

Leicestershire, and about the same time he was
granted by papal provision a prebend in a collegiate

church, while he was allowed, also by papal Ucence, to

keep it as well as another at Lincoln; this latter,

however, he did not eventually receive.

Though his opinions on church endowments must
by this time have been well known in and out of

Oxford, Wyclif cannot with certainty be connected
with public affairs tLU 1374. In that year his name
appears second, after a bishop, on a commission which
the Enghsh Government sent to Bruges to discuss

with the representatives of Gregory XI, and, if pos-
.sible settle, a number of points m dispute between the
king and the pope. The conference came to no very
satisfactory conclusion, but it appears to mark the

beginning of the alliance between Wychf and the anti-

clerical oligarchic party headed by John of Gaunt,
Duke of Lancaster, the king's brother. This party
profited by Edward Ill's premature senOity to mis-

govern in their own interests, and found in the Oxford
doctor, with his theories of the subjection of church
property to the civil prince, a useful ally in their

attacks on the Church. Wyclif must frequently have
preached in London at this time, "barking against

the Church", and he refers to himself as "pecuharis
regis clericus". The Good Parliament, however, with
the help of the Black Prince, was able, in 1376, to

drive John of Gaunt and his friends from power. A
year later the death of the prince gave Lancaster his

opportunity, and the anti-clericals had once more the

control of the Government. Under these circum-
stances the attempt of the Archbishop of Canterbury
and the Bishop of London to bring Wyclif to book was
not likely to succeed. He appeared at St. Paul's

escorted by his powerful friends, and the proceedings

soon degenerated into a quarrel between Lancaster
and the Bishop of London. The Londoners took t heir

bishop's side, but the council broke up in confusion.

The papal authority was next invoked against Wyclif,

and a series of Bulls were issued from Rome. Nothing
much came of them, however; Oxford, on the whole,

took Wychf's part, and a council of doctors declared

that the propositions attributed to him, though ill-

sounding, were not erroneous. When Wyclif ap-
peared, early in 1378, at Lambeth, both the Princess of

Wales and the London crowd interposed in his favour.

The summons, however, led to the formulation of

eighteen articles which give a fair account of Wychf 's

teaching at this period. But before his next summons
in 1381 his heresies, or heretical tendencies, had devel-

oped rapidly. The Great Schism may partially

account for this and also the fact that Wychf was now
becoming the leader of a party. It was about this

time that he began to send out his "poor priests",

men who, except quite at the beginning, were usually

laymen, and to lay much more stress on the Bible and
on preaching. In 1380 Wyclif took the moiiientous

step of beginning to attack Transu'o,stantiation. It

was at Oxford th.at he did so, calling the Host merely

"an effectual sign". This open denial of a doctrine

which came home to every Christian, and the reaction

which followed the Peasant Revolt, lost Wyclif mucli

of his popularity. In 1381 an Oxford council of

doctors condemned his teaching on the Ble,s.*ed Eu-
charist and a year later an ecclesiastical court at Black-

friars gave sentence against a series of twenty-four

Wychfite propositions. The Government was now
against him. Westminster and Canterbury combined
to put pressure on the still reluctant university author-
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ities. A number of prominent \\'}clifitcs were forced

to make retractations (cf. Lollards), but nothing
seems to have been demanded from the leader of the
movement except a promise not to preach. He re-

tired to Lutterworth and, though he continued to

write voluminously both in Latin and EngUsh, re-

mained there undisturbed till his death. He was
probably cited to Rome but he was too infirm to obey.
Indeed he was probably paralyzed during the last

two years of his life. A second stroke came in 1384
while he was hearing Mass in his church, and three

days later ho died. He was buried at Lutterworth,
but the Council of Constance in 1415 ordered his

remains to be taken up and cast out. This was done
in 1428.

It is impossible to understand Wyclif's popularity,

the weakness of the ecclesiastical authorities, or even
the character of his teaching, without taking into

account the extraordinary condition of the country at

the end of tlie fourteenth century. The discredit

which had been brought on the principle of authority
in Church and State and the poi)ularity of revolu-
tionary ideas have been touched upon in the article

LoLL.\RDS, and the causes which exjilain the spread of

Lollardy are responsible, to some extent at least, for

Wyclif's own mental development. His earliest

ftritings are mainly logical and metaphysical. He
belonged to the Realist School, and claimed to be a
disciple of St. Augustine, but it was his attitude in

the practical and political questions of EvangeUcal
poverty and Church government which gave him
influence. The question of Evangehcal poverty was
1 burning one throughout the fourteenth century.
Driginally a subject of bitter controversy within the
ranks of the Friars Minor, it had received a wider
L'xtension, and the chief theological WTiters of the
time had taken sides. When the papacy declared for

I he moderates, the extremists, with their literary

>up])orters, Marsiglio of Padua, William of Ockham,
ind others, assumed an attitude of hostility to Rome,
ind soon found themselves advocating a church organ-
zation without property and practically under the
"ontrol of the State. From the mendicants, then,

Wyclif inherited his hatred of clerical and monastic
endowments, and in this he showed no great original-

ity. Throughout the Middle Ages the wealth of the
"lergj- was liable to attack, and that sometimes from
:he most orthodox. W'hat is, however, characteristic

j{ Wyclif is the argimtient, half-feudal and half-

Iheological, with which he supports his attack onthe
[•lergj- and the monks; yet though connected with his

name it was in part boiTowed from Richard Fitz-
Ralph, an Oxford teacher and vice-chancellor, who
lad since become Archbishop of Armagh. Fitz-
Ralph had been himself an opponent of the "mendi-
cants", but WycUf found in his theorj- of "lordship"
1 convenient and a novel way of formulating the
incient but anarchical principle that no respect is

lue to the commands or the property of the wicked.
'Dominion is founded in grace" is the phrase which
iums up the argument, and (Irmiinium it must be
emembered is a word which might be said to contain
ho whole feudal theory-, for it means both sovereignty
ind property. "Dominion", then, or "lordship"',
belongs to God alone. Any lordship held by the
Toature is held of God and is forfeited by sin, for
Tiortal sin is a kind of high trea-^on towards God, the
Dverlord. Fitz-Ralph had used this argument moan-
ng to justify the distinction between "property"
ind "use" which the moderate Franciscans had
idopted and the extremists had rejected. Wyclif,
lowever, brought it down into the market-place by
ipplying it to clerical possessions. He even went
'\irther than the argument authorized him, for he
'ame to hold that no monks or clergy, not even the
ighteous, could hold temporal possessions without
iin, and further that it was lawful for kings and princes

to deprive them of what they held unlawfully. Logi-
cally, Wyclif's doctrine of lordship should apply to
temporal lords as well as to spiritual; but this logical

step he never took, and he did not, therefore, contrib-
ute intentionally to the Peasant Revolt of 1381. Yet
the assaults of so well known a man on church prop-
erty must have encouraged the movement (of this

there is a good deal of evidence), and the "poor
priests", who were less closely connected with lay-
men of position and property, are sure to have gone
further than their master in the communistic direc-
tion. Wyclif's attack on the property of the monastic
orders and of the Church would necessarily bring
him before long into conflict with the ecclesiastical

authorities, and he was led to guard himself against
the results of excommunication by maintaining that,

as he put it, "no man can be excommunicated unless
he first be excommunicated by himself" (viz. by sin),

a statement which may be true of the effect of excom-
munication on the soul, but which cannot be applied
to the external government of the Church.
Thus by 1380 Wyclif had set himself in open oppo-

sition to the property and government of the Church,
he had attacked the pope in most unmeasured terms,
he had begun to treat the Bible as the chief and almost
the only test of orthodoxy, and to lay more and more
stress on preaching. Yet he would have protested
against an accusation of heresy. Great freedom was
allowed to speculation in the schools, and there was
much uncertainty about clerical property. Even the
exclusive use of Scripture as a standard of faith was
comprehensible at a time when the allegiance of

Christendom was being claimed by two popes. It

must be added that Wyclif frequently inserted
qualifying or explanatory clauses in his propositions,

and that, in form at least, he would declare his readi-
ness to submit his opinions to the judgment of the
Church. It seems to have been a time of much un-
certainty in matters of faith, and the Lollard move-
ment in its earlier stages is remarkable for a readiness
of recantation. Wyclif's heretical position became,
however, much more pronounced when he denied the
doctrine of Transubstantiation. His own position is

not quite clear or consistent, but it seems to approach
the Lutheran "consubstantiation", for he appUed to
the Blessed Eucharist his metaphysical principle that
annihilation is impossible. To attack so fundamental
a doctrine tended to define the position of Wyclif and
his followers. Henceforth they tend to become a
people apart. The friars, with whom the "reformer"
had once been on friendly terms, became their chief

enemies, and the State turned against them.
Old-fashioned Protestant WTiters, who used to treat

medieval heresy as a continuous witness to the truth,

found in WycUf a convenient hnk between the Albi-

genses and the sixteenth-century reformers, and the
comparison is, perhaps, of interest. Like the heretics

of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, Wyclif started
with an attack on clerical wealth; he then went on to
dispute the authority of the Church and, finally, its

sacramental system, but unhke them he avoided those
Manichffian tendencies which threatened the most
elementary moral laws. That madness had been
exorcized by the great Scholastics. On the other
hand, Wyclif resembled the Protestant Reformers in

his insistence on the Bible as the rule of faith, in the
importance attributed to preaching, and in his sacra-
mental doctrine. Like them, too, he looked for

support to the laity and the civil state, and his con-
ception of the kingly dignity would have satisfied

even Henry VIII. The doctrine of justification by
faith does not, however, occur in Wyclif's system.
The English Lollards carried on but very imperfectly
the tradition of Wyclif's teaching. His real sj>iritual

inheritor was John Hus, and it was through Bohemia,
if at all, that he is directly connected with the Refor-
mation.
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A large number of Wyclif's Latin works have been
edited and printed by the Wyclif Society. His
English works have been edited by T. Arnold (Oxford,

1869-71) and by F. D. Matthew (London, 18S0) for

the Early EngUsh Texts Society. Many of the Eng-
lish tracts, however, are certainly by his followers.

Besides these works Wyclif was reputed, even by con-
temporaries, to have translated the whole of the Bible,

and two "Wyclifite" versions are in existence. Abbot
Gasquet has disputed the genuineness of this author-

ship ("The Old Enghsh Bible", London, 1897), and
F. D. Matthew has defended the traditional view
(Eng. Hist. Rev., 1895). This much, at any rate, is

certain: that the Bible was familiar even to laymen in

the fourteenth century and that tlie whole of the New
Testament at least could be read in translations. It

is also clear that portions of the Scriptures were called

Wyclifite in the fifteenth century, and sometimes con-

demned as such, because a WycUfite preface had been
added to a perfectly orthodox translation.

For list of contemporary authorities, which are very numerous,
see RvsHDALL in Diet. Nat. Biog., a. v. Wydiffe; the most impor-
tant, besides Wyclif's own works, is the Chronicon Anglicp, ed.

(1874) by Maundb Thompson, and the Fasciculi Zizaniorum, ed.

by Shirley in R. S. See also Lechler, Johann von Wiclif
(Leipzig. 1873; tr. London, 1878); Shirley, Preface to Fasciculi

Zizaniorum: Matthew, Preface to English Works (the last two
are valuable) ; Poole, Wyclife and Movements for Reform (London,
1889), still useful as it connects Wyclif with the continental move-
ments of the time; The Cambridge History of Eng. Lit., II, which
contains an excellent chapter on the subject by Whitney. Of
Catholic works the most considerable is Stevenson, The Truth
about John Wyclif. A more moderate treatment of Wyclif is

given by Bellesheim, Wetzer, and Welte in Kirchenleiikon,
B. V. Wiclif; see also, especially for the subsequent development
of the movement, Gairdner, Lollardy and the Reformation,
I-II (London, 1906).

F. Urquh.irt.

Wyntoun, Andrew of, Scottish chronicler, b.

(as we know from the internal evidence of his

writings) in the reign of David II, about the middle of

the fourteenth century. He is conjectured to have
been related to Alan of Wyntoun, who married the

heiress of Seton, and is now represented by the Earl
of Eglinton and Winton. He became a canon-
regular of the priory of St. Andrews, and before 1395
was appointed prior of the ancient monastery of

Lochleven, in Kinrosa-shire, which was a subject

house of St. Andrews for upwards of four hundred
years (see Lochleven). Innes, in his "Critical

Essay" (1729), pointed out that the register of the

priory of St. Andrews contained several acts or public
instruments of Wyntoun, as prior of Lochleven, from
1395 to 1413; but there is no evidence as to how long
he continued in office after the latter year, or as to the

date of his death. It was at the request of Sir John
de Wemyss (ancestor of the Earls of Wemyss),
whom he mentions as one of his intimate friends, that

Wyntoun undertook to write his "Orygynale Crony-
kil of Scotland", so entitled, as he himself exjilains,

not because it was iiis own composition, but because
it begins at the beginning of things, namely with the

creation of angels. How long the compilation of the

work took is uncertain, but the fact that Robert,
Duke of Albany, is mentioned in it as dead proves
that it was finished some time after September, 1420.

The author, while eng.agcd in the latter part of it,

reckoned himself already an old man, as appears from
his prologue to the ninth book, so that it is not prob-
able that he lived long after its completion. The
variations in the MSS. show that it was frequently
revised and corrected, in all probability by Wyn-
toun's own hand.
No printed edition of the Chronicle appeared until

1795, when it was edited from the Royal MS. in the
British Museum, with a valuable critical introduction,
by David .Macphcrson. Nearly one-third of the origi-

nal was, however, oiiillted, and this was restored by
Laing in his edition published in 1872, in the "His-
torians of Scotland" series. Laing describes the

eleven MSS. of the Chronicle known to exist, and the
Scottish Text Society has since printed a new edition
from the Cottonian and Wemyss MSS., with the
variants of the other texts. A considerable portion
of the Chronicle, it must be noted, is the work of an
unknown author, who sent it to Wyntoun, and it was
incorporated by him into his own narrative. Both
are written in the same eas3'-flowing, octosyllabic
rhyming verse, and the work has therefore value from
a poetical as well as from an historical standpoint.
Andrew Lang credits Wyntoun with "a trace of the
critical spirit, displayed in his wresthngs with feigned
genealogies"; but ^Eneas Mackay does him more
justice in pointing out that he understands the
importance of chronology, and is, for the age in which
he wrote, wonderfully accurate as to dates. His
work has thus real value as the first attempt at scien-

tific history WTiting in Scotland, and philologically it

is not less important as having been WTitten in the
Scots vernacular, and not (hke nearly all the works
of contemporary men of learning) in a dead language.
Regarded as a poet, WjTitoun can hardly take high
rank, certainly not equal rank to his predecessor
Barbour, the father of Scottish poetry. His narra-
tive, in truth, though written in rhyme is mostly
prosaic in style; but some of his descriptions are vivid,

and touched with the true spirit of poetry.
Wyntoun' s Oryginale Cronykil of Scotland, with notes, glossary,

etc., ed, Macpherson (London, 1795); the same, ed. Lainq
for The Historians of Scotland (Edinburgh, 1S72) ; the same,
ed. Amours for the Scottish Text Society (Edinburgh, 1902-
1913); Lano, Hist, of Scotland, I (Edinburgh, 1900), 296; Innes.
Critical Essay on the Ancient Inhabitants of Scotland, II (London,
1729). 622-627; Mackay in Diet. Nat. Biog., s. v.; Anderson.
The Scottish Nation, III (Edinburgh, 186S), 674, 75.

D. O. HrNTER-BLAlR.

Wyoming, the forty-fourth state admitted to the
American Union, derives its name from the Delaware
Indian word " Maughw.Tuu;inia", signifying moun-
tains with large

plains between. .J'^
Itliesbetween41° -•^-iSi

and 45° N. lat.

and 27° and 34"

long, west of
Washington; it is

bounded by Mon-
tana, South Da-
kota, Nebraska,
Colorado, Utah,
and Idaho. Its

length from east

to west is 355
miles and width
from north to

south, 276 miles.

It includes an
area of 97,883 square miles, a territory equal to that
of the two States of New York and Pennsylvania,
or greater than all of the New England states com-
bined.

I. Physical Characteristics.—In general ap-
pearance the tipography is mountainous with
valleys, rolling plains, and broad plateaux. The
mountains have a general direction from north-west
to south-east, but arc not continuous across the
state, presenting more often the appearance of
broken or detached spurs. The main range of the
Rocky Mountains entering from the south termi-
nates in the Wind River Range and is snow-capjied
throughout the year, the elevation being from tiOOO to

14,000 feet. Other ranges are the Big Horn, Owl,
Rattle Snake, Medicine Bow, Sierre Madre, Teton,
Yellowstone, and the Black Hills extending into the
state from South Dakota on the eastern liorder.

The highest peak is Fremont's Peak in the Wind
River Range, 13,790 feet. Other high points are
Teton Peak, 13,690 feet, and Clouds Peak, 13,691
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feet. Numerous rivers including the Yellowstone,
Big Horn, Snake, Green, Cheyenne, Belle Fourche,

and Powder have their head-waters within the state.

The Nortli Platte and Big Laramie enter the state

from Colorado. None of these streams is navigable
in a commercial sense, but their flow is utilized for

irrigation and in some instances for the transporta-

tion of timber. There are several important lakes,

including Yellowstone, Jackson, Shoshoni, Lewis,

Madison, and Fremont. The state abounds in

beautiful scenery. Great natural parks encircled

by wooded slopes and majestic peaks, with numerous
mountain streams, lakes, and waterfalls, form at-

tractive features. The Yellowstone National Park,
set apart by Act of Congress as a public pleasure
ground, has an area of 3575 square miles, and is

mainly in Wyoming, extending slightly into Idaho
and Montana. It represents a wonderland of geo-

logical phenomena, mineral springs, spurting gey-
sers, lakes, and woodlands. The streams of the
state are well stocked with game fish; game animals,

particularh' elk, deer, and antelope, are plentiful

in the unsettled mountain districts. The climate
is dry, healthful, and invigorating with a maximum
of sunshine, and while the temperature and annual
rainfall vary in different localities according to the
elevation and the influence of mountain chains, the
summers are cool and the winters are not severe.

The average mean temperature for the year is 44
degrees. Winds prevail during portions of the winter
and spring seasons, but cyclones and tornadoes are
unknown. Owing to the dryness of the atmosphere,
degrees of temperature do not ex-press the extremes
of lieat and cold peculiar to lower and more humid
localities.

II. PoprLATiox.—The census of 1910 shows a
total population of 145,965, an increase of 57.7 per
cent since the last census report in 1900. The
immigration during the past decade has been princi-

paUj- from the middle west, generally following the
parallels, but prior to that time the cattle industry
had attracted a large percentage from the south-
west. Only a small per cent of the population 11

of foreign birth, and but two per cent illiterate.

Wyoming, according to population, contributed a
larger percentage of volunteer soldiers to the ser\'ice

of the Government during the Spanish-.\inericpn

War than any other state, and was the first state to

report troops mustered in and ready for service.

Cheyenne, the state capital, is the largest city, and
Sheridan, Laramie, Rock Springs, Rawlins, Evans-
ton, Basin, Cody, Casper, Lander, and Douglas
are among the larger towns.

III. REsomcE.s.—Mining and live stock, with
a rai)idly increasing agricultural development as

an incident to the latter, are the leading industries.

Mining.—The mineral resources consist of coal,

oil, gas, iron, asbestos, gold, silver, and copper,

the development of which has been greatly hindered

by lack of sufficient transportation. Extensive
coal deposits are known to underlie a large area.

Rock Springs, Hanna, Kemmerer, Diamondville,
Sheridan, Newcastle, Hudson, and Kirby are coal

mining centres. The coal output for 1910 was
7,385,764 tons, with a valuation of $11,573,479; the
product being lignite and sub-bituminous. Iron
ore is mined extensivelv at Sunrise; the output
for 1910 being 735,423 tons. Oil fields of wide
extent are being developed in the northern, central,

and extreme western portions of the state, and
exten.sive pipe lines for the transportation of the
product are now in process of construction. Natural
gas has been discovered in the vicinity of Ba.sin

and Grej'buU and is used there for heating and
lighting. Gold, copper, and asbestos mines have
been opened, but reliable statistics as to the amount
and value of their product have not been compiled.

Agricuhure and Live Stock.—The soil of the pla-
teaux and bench lands is a light sandy loam, that of
the valleys is of a black alluvial character, both
showing remarkable fertiUty under irrigation in the
production of wheat, oats, rye, barley, potatoes,
field peas, sugar beets, forage crops, apples, pears,
and the different varieties of small fruits and vege-
tables known to the temperate zones, the yield and
quahty being in some instances remarkable. A
yield of 974 bushels of potatoes per acre in John.son
County, a yield of 132 bushels of oats produced on
one acre in Sheridan County, and a yield of 8}^
tons of alfalfa per acre for three successive years in
Laramie County being well-authenticated examples.
It is estimated that 10,000,000 acres within the state
may be cultivated successfully by irrigation. Irri-

gation development has made rapid strides in recent
years, and millions of dollars are expended by the
United States Government and by private investors
under the supervision of the state in the construction
of canals and great storage reservoirs. In 1910, 76
irrigation projects were under construction within
the state. Another 10,000,000 acres may be made
productive by methods of soil mulch or "dry farm-
ing", a modern system of soil treatment that has
produced good crop results in the semi-arid regions.
The non-irrigated lands are being rapidly settled.

The timbered area occupies about 10,000,000 acres
in the mountain regions, most of which is included
in Government forest reserves, and the manufactures
of lumber, railroad, and mine timbers is carried on
in these reserves under concessions from the United
States Government. The reserves are also used by
stock men under lease for summer grazing. Most
of the remaining territory of the state is admirably
adapted to the grazing of live stock. In their natural
condition the plains and foot hills are generally
covered with a short succulent grass, furnishing
excellent pasture for live stock. This grazing area
comprises from 20,000,000 to 30,000,000 acres, and
as it is used in connexion with agricultural lands
guarantees the stabihtj' of the live-stock industry,
which according to statistics for 1910 shows: cattle

546,447 head, valuation $13,024,349; sheep 4,211,441
head, valuation $19,895,643.50; horses 119,576 head,
valuation $5,450,795; swine 15,253 head, valuation
873,476; mules and asses 1862 head, valuation
$114,.500. The wool product of 1910 had an appro.xi-

mate valuation of $8,000,000.
Transportation and Communication.—There are thir-

teen separate lines of railroad, with a mileage of

2200, in operation by the Union Pacific, Burlington,
Northwestern, Colorado and Southern, Oregon, Short
Line, Saratoga and Encampment, Hahn's Peak, Colo-
rado and Wyoming, and allied companies; twenty-nine
telephone companies, chief among them being the
Mountain StatesTelegraphandTelephone system,with
lines aggregating 3900 miles; three telegraph compa-
nies with lines covering 2391 miles. Numerous stage

lines are in operation between points in the interior,

and nearly every rural communitj- is served with a
free delivery of mail matter. Manufacturcf:.—The
manufacturing interests include lumber, and timber
products, saddles and harness, tobacco, boots and
shoes, flour and grist, lime, cement, brick, malt,

dairj' products, and railroad supplies, some one or

more lines of which are carried on in all of the towns,

but reliable statistics as to output, capital, and persons

emploved are not available.

IV. Education.—Public education is provided

by a system of graded public schools, supported by

a tax levied upon property within each district,

and a per capita distribution made according to an

annual enumeration of pupils, of the annual mterest

income from the permanent school funds and rentals

from school lands. High schools are established

by the districts in all of the larger towns; under a
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special law two or more districts are enabled to

unite in the formation of a high school district by
an affirmative vote of qualified electors on the ques-

tion, and thereby maintain a high school. This
plan makes it possible for a number of districts in

sparsely settled counties to combine their resources

in the establishment of a high school which is sup-

ported by a special tax. School attendance by
children between the ages of six and fourteen years

is compulsory, and penalties are prescribed for

truancy or parental neglect in the matter of school

attendance. In 1910 there were 1109 teachers em-
ployed in the state, and the total enrolment of

pupils was 24,584. The district tax revenues for

that year were $739,668.88 and the earnings and
income from 3,4.56,999 acres of school land was
$1.50,212.91. Other public school revenues are

derived from a percentage of the receipts from
government land sales and the income from forest

reserves paid to the state by direction of Congress.

The state university is situated at Laramie, and
includes a graduate school, colleges of hberal arts,

agriculture, and engineering. A normal school and
departments of music, commerce, home economies,

and university extension are also maintained. The
number of professors employed is 45, and 307 stu-

dents were reported in attendance in 1910. The
institution is supported by state tax, a land income
fund, and certain annual donations made by the

Government pursuant to Acts of Congress for the

promotion of instruction in agriculture and the

mechanic arts. A convent (boarding, and parochial

school), was established at Clieyenne in 1886 by the

Sisters of the Holy Child Jesus "at a cost of $50,000.

This institution lias passed through the vicissitudes

of early pioneering and grown to a prosperous con-

dition, the average attendance being about 200.

Jesuit Fathers established a mission school for Indian

boys at St. Stephens on or about the same date, and
Catholic sisters also conduct a mission school for

Indian girls on the Shoshoni Reservation.

V. St.\tb Institutions.—Indigent poor are cared

for and supported by the counties of their residence.

The State maintains: a hospital for the insane at

Evanston; a home for feeble-minded and epileptic

persons at Lander; an institution for blind, deaf, and
dumb at Cheyenne; a soldiers' and sailors' home at

Buffalo; and general state hospitals at Rock Springs,

Sheridan, and Casper. A state sanitariiim is pro-

vided at Thermopolis, where a square mile of land

surrounding mineral springs of great medicinal

value has been granted to the state by the United

States Government. The state penitentiary is

situated at Rawlins, and an appropriation has been

made for a reformatory to be located hereafter by a
vote of the people. There are laws providing for the

incorporation of charitable, educational, and religious

societies, including cemetery associations; and chari-

table bequests are not forbidden by statute.

VI. Gbner.\l Legisl.\tion.—Freedom in the ex-

ercises and enjoyment of religious profession and
worship is guaranteed to every person by the con-

stitution, with the sole quahfication that the liberty

of conscience thus secured shall not excuse Ucen-

tiousncss, nor justify practices inconsistent with the

peace and safety of the state. This qualification

was undoubtedly inserted to prevent the practice

of polygamy as a possible incident to Mormon
settlement in the state. Tlie disturbance of religious

worship is made punishable as a misdemeanour.
Sunday observance prevails generally throughout
the state, and places of business with a few exceptions

are required to be closed on Sundaj'. The first day
of January, twelfth and twenty-second days of

February, thirtieth day of May", fourth of July,

the date ap])ointed by the jiresident as the annual
Thanksgiving Day, twenty-fifth of December, dates

upon which general elections are held, and Arbor
Day are declared holidays by statute; and if a legal

holiday falls on Sunday the following day shall be
the hoUday. The use of profane or obscene lan-
guage is pimishable as a misdemeanour. A statutory
form of oath is prescribed, concluding with the words
"So help me God", and persons having conscientious
scruples against taking an oath may affirm under
the pains and penalties of perjury. The seal of
confession is privileged. Church bodies may incor-
porate for purposes of administration. Property
used exclusively for religious worship, church par-
sonages, and all denominational school property
are exempt from taxation. Ministers of the Gospel
of all denominations are exempt from jury service.
The marriage ceremony ma}' be performed by any
judge, district court commissioner, justice of the
peace, or licensed or ordained minister of the Gospel.
No particular form of ceremony is required other
than an express declaration in the presence of an
ordained minister or magistrate and witnesses.
Desertion of wife and children is a felony. Causes
for divorce are: adultery; incompetency; conviction
of a felony, and sentence to imprisonment therefor
after marriage; conviction of felony or infamous
crime before marriage, provided it was unknown
to the other party; habitual drunkenness; extreme
cruelty; intolerable indignities; neglect to provide
common necessities; vagrancy of the husband; and
pregnancy of the wife before marriage if without
knowledge of the husband. The plaintiff must
reside in the state for one year immediately preceding
his or her apphcation for divorce, unless the parties

were married in the state and the applicant has
resided there since the marriage. Neither party is

permitted to remarry within one year after a decree
of divorce.

A married woman can hold, acquire, manage, and
convey property, and carry on business independent
of her husband. When a husband or wife dies

intestate one half of the property of the deceased
goes to the survivor if there be children and one
half to the children collectively. If there be no
children, nor descendants of any child, three-fourthe

of the estate goes to the siu-vivor. If there be no
children nor descendants of any child, and the estate

does not exceed SI 0,000, the whole of it goes to the
survivor. Except as above, the estate of an intes-

tate descends to his children surviving and the
descendants of his children who are dead. If there

be no children nor their descendants, then to his

father, mother, brothers, and sisters, and to the
descendants of brothers and sisters who are dead.
If there be no children nor their descendants, nor
father, mother, brothers, sisters, nor descendants
of them, then to the grandfather, grandmother,
uncles, aunts, and their descendants. The home-
stead of a householder who is the head of a family,

or any resident of the state who has attained the

age of sixty years, is exempt to the value of S1500
from execution or attachment arising from any
debt contracted or civil obhgation incurred other

than taxes, purchase money, or improvements so

long as it is occupied by the owner or his or her family.

And the exemption imu-es for the benefit of the

widow or minor diildren. If the on-ner be married
the homestead can be aUenated only by the joint

consent of the husband and wife. The family

Bible, a burial lot, and $500 worth of personal prop-

erty are likewise exempt to any person entitled to

a homestead exemption. One half of the earnings

of a debtor for his personal services, rendered at.

any time within sixty days next preceding a levy

of execution or attachment, is exempt when it is

made to appear that such earnings are necessary

for the support of debtor's family residing within

the slate and supported in whole or in part by his
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labours. A day's labour in mines and in works for
the reduction of ore is limited to eight hours, except
In cases of emergency. The sale of intoxicating
liquors is licensed only in incorporated cities and
towns.

VII. Government.—The state is governed under
its first constitution adopted in November, 1889.
Amendments to the constitution may be propo.sed
by resolution of the legislature and submitted to a
I'ote of the people, and if approved by a majority of
the electors become a part of the constitution. Suf-
frage is conferred upon both men and women. The
principle of woman suffrage was incorporated in the
let organizing the territory, and was carried into the
rtate constitution. Women rarely seek to hold
office, and are disqualified for jury service. On local
ssues the vote of women is generally cast on the side
jf morality and home jirotection, but in state policy
md legislation no unusual results are traceable to
yoman suffrage. The right to vote at general elec-
ions is enjoyed by all citizens of the United States
vho have attained the age of 21 years, are able to read
he constitution, and have resided in the state one
,"ear, and in the county sixty days immediately pre-
;eding, with the exception of idiots, insane persons,
md persons convicted of infamous crimes. General
lections are held biennially in even numbered years,
he first Tuesday after the first Monday in November,
md newly-elected officers assume their duties on the
irst Monday in the following January. The gov-
•rnor, secretary of state, treasurer, auditor, and super-
ntendent of pubUc instniction are elected for terms
if four years, and all other state officers are appoint-
ve. The legislature consists of a senate and a house
if representatives, and meets biennially in odd num-
lered years, on the second Tuesday in January, its

ession being Umited to forty days. Each branch
lects a chaplain, who opens the session and each
lay's proceedings with jjrayer. The administra-
ion of justice is vested in a supreme court, dis-

rict courts, justices of the peace, and municipal
ourts. The supreme court consists of three jus-
ices elected by the state at large for a term of
ight years. The supreme court has general appel-
ate jurisdiction of causes tried in the district courts,
rhe district courts have general original jurisdiction
s aU matters of law or equity, and have appellate
iirisdiction of cases arising in justice courts and
auses made appealable from administrative boards,
udges of district courts are elected by districts for
erms of six years.

VIII. Religious Factors.—The state consists of
ne dioceae with its see at Cheyenne. The Catholic
opulation is estimated (1910) at about 12,000;
hurches with resident pastors, 18; missions with
hurches, 14; priests, 23. The dis.semination of Cath-
Hc doctrine in this region began with the visits of
'rench fur-traders and trappers during the first half
f the eighteenth century, but there is evidence that
'athohc practices had been introduced among the
ative tribes prior to that date by Catholic Iroquois
ndians who had drifted west from Canada and New
'ork. Father Pierre-.Jean De Smet, S.J., arrived in
^yoming with an expedition of the American Fur
lompany in 1840. and his mission work among the
ndians and scattered white settlements during the
jcceeding fifteen years forms an important chapter
1 the history of the North-west. Fathers P. De Vos,
.J., and Hoecken, S.J., Zerbinate, Jo.set, and Men-
arina were among the early missionaries. In 18.51
Wyoming formed a part of the vicariate of the Indian
>rritory east of the Rocky Mountains which had Rt.

Rev. John B. Miege as vicar Apostolic. In 1857 it
comprised a part of the Vicariate of Nebraska and so
remained until 1885, when it became a part of the
Diocese of Omaha. It was erected into the Diocese of
Cheyenne, 9 August, 1887, and the first bishop, Rt.
Rev. Maurice F. Burke, was consecrated on 28 Oct.,
1887. He was transferred to St. Joseph, Missouri,
June, 1893, and was succeeded by Rt. Rev. Thomas
Lenihan, whose death occurred on 1.5 Dec, 1901. Rt.
Rev. James J. Keane, the third bishop of the diocese,
was consecrated on 28 Oct., 1902, but in 1911 was
made Archbi.shop of Dubuque. His administration
was attended by much progress in church interests.
The fourth bishop is Rt. Rev. Patrick A. McGovern,
appointed on 18 January, 1912, and consecrated on
1 1 April following. A new cathedral and bishop's
residence have been erected at Cheyenne. The
spiritual needs of the new diocese have been pre-
sented in frequent lecture tours to the faithful in
the older communities of the east; and they have
given aid by contributions to a loan fund plan,
whereby numerous mission church buildings have
been provided in new settlements and outlying com-
munities. Colonization has been encouraged and
the work and growth of the Church is in keeping
with the rapid settlement and material advancement
of the state.

IX. History.—While there is some evidence that
the early Spanish made expeditions into Wyoming, no
written accounts of their ex"|]editions have been found.
The first authentic record of exploration by white men
is that of Sieur de la Verendrye, who discovered the
Yellowstone while in charge of an expedition in the
interest of the French Canadian fur trade in 1743.
John Colter, a member of the Lewis and Clark expe-
dition, was the first American to enter Wyoming.
He discovered Yellowstone Park and exiilored tlic Big
Horn and Fremont Country in 1806. Cieneral John
C. Fremont explored the central portion of the state,
discovered the South Pass, and estabhshed the Over-
land Trail in 1842. Indian depredations incident to
the Cahfornia movement in 1849 induced the Gov-
ernment to establish a number of army posts along
the Platte River, among them Fort Steele, Fort Fet-
terman, and Fort Laramie, the latter being an old
fur-trading fort first established in 1834. The Union
Pacific Railroad entered in 18G7, and after a few
years of Indian warfare, great herds of cattle trailed
in from Texas comprised the chief industry until the
early nineties, when the lai-ger herds commenced to
disappear and an era of ranch settlement began.
The State of Wyoming is carved out of territory
obtained from four principal annexations comjirising
the main land west of the Mi.ssi.s.<ippi River, viz.: the
Louisiana purchase (1803) ; the Oregon Countrv by dis-
covery, settlement, and treaty (1792, 1805, 1811,
1819, 1846), the Texas annexation (1845); and the
Mexico concession (1848). Its titled interests bear
the imprint of successive periods of purchase, explor-
ation, discovery, settlement, and conquest. It has
in turn formed a part of tlie following named ter-
ritories: Louisiana in 1803; Missouri in 1812; Texas
in 1845; Oregon in 1848; Utah in 1850; Nebraska in

1845; Washington in 18.59; Dakota in 18G1; Idaho in

1863; Dakota in 1864. Organized as Wyoming terri-

tory in 1868, it was admitted as a state, 10 July,
1890.

CotJTANT, History of Wyoming (1899); Hebard, Government of
Wyoming (San Francisco, 1(104) ; Hinsdale, The Old Narlhwetl
(1888) : Bancroft. Nevada, Colorado and Wyoming (San Francisco,
1890); Austin, Steps in the Expansion of our territory (Now
York, 1904); Wyoming Compiled Statutes (1910).

W. E. Mullen.
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Xainctonge, Anne de, Venerable, foundress of

the Society of the Sisters of St. Ursula of the Blessed

Virgin, b. at Dijon, 21 November, 1567; d. at Dole,

8 June, 1621. She was the daughter of Jean de
Xainctonge, councillor in the Dijon Parhament, and
of Lady Marguerite Collard, both of noble birth and
virtuous life. From a window in the Hotel Xainc-

tonge Anne was able to see the Jesuit College and the

good work carried on by the Fathers; at Mass in their

church, she was edified by seeing the novices receiving

Holy Communion. Hence the idea of her future

work, that of educating girls. She considered such an

occupation fitting for religious women, who might

thus unite the active with the contemplative life.

To found an uncloistered order of women, to open

public schools for girls, "where education should be

given, not sold", were then new ideas to which the

prejudices of that time, as well as the bjind love of

her parents, were profoundly opposed. With the help

of heaven, often miraculous, under the guidance of

the Jesuit Fathers de Villars and Gentil, she over-

came all obstacles and succeeded. On 16 June, 1606,

with Claudine de Boisset and another companion she

opened her first convent at Dole in Franche-Comt6
(then Spanish territon,'). The company was founded

with "Our Lady as general, St. Ursula as lieutenant",

and the Rule of St. Ignatius as the basis of perfection.

For fifteen years Anne was a living model of all

religious virtues, in frequent and vi.sible intercourse

with her guardian angel, founding new houses as her

society spread rapidly in the east of France and
Switzerland (see Ursula op the Blessed Virgin).

After her death her reputation for heroic sanctity and

the graces obtained through her intercession led to a

process of beatification, but the many wars of the

period, followed closely by the French Revolution,

destroyed all documents. The cause was afterwards

re-estabUshed, and Anne de Xainctonge was declared

Venerable on 24 Nov., 1900.
BiNBT, La Vie . . . d'Anne de Xainctonge (1635) ; Orset,

La vie de la Vfnirable ei dirote A. de X.; Mouhath. La Vie et la
tertus d'A. de X.; Chozez, Vie d'A. de X. (1691); Ahnoulx. Vie

de la Vtn. A. de X. (1755); Mobey. La Vin. A. de X. (1892).

Mother HfiLfeNE Marie.

Xaverian Brothers (Congregation op the
Brothers of St. Francis Xavier) ,

an institute of lay-

men, founded under epi.scopal approbation by Theo-
dore James Ryken, in Belgium, in the year 1S39. To
obtain the views of American prelates as to the

merits of his project to estabhsh a teaching congrega-

tion, he came to America (1837), and received ap-

proval from seven bishops, who gave him testimonial

letters. Returning to F^urope, he laid his plan before

Mgr Boussena, Bishop of Bruges, who granted his

sanction on condition that Ryken should first make
a year's novitiate under the Redemptorists at

St-Trond. After completing the novitiate Ryken
established his congregation at Bruges. From the

beginning trials and difficulties threatened the exist-

ence of the new institute. Subjects did not come or

failed to persevere, and the means of subsistence were

to be had only by painful effort. In June, 1840, the

brotherhood consisted of three members. In the fol-

lowing year the generosity of a banker of Bruges,

Dujardin, enabled the community to purcli!V<e the

property known as " Het Walletje", from the moat
that surrounded it, and here the brothers (\slablished

their mother-house. An unknown benefactor also

left a considerable sum of money with the request that
it be devoted to helping missionary work. The words
of SaUust, "Concordia res parvae crescunt", were
adopted by the brothers as their motto. A boys'
sodahtj' was opened at Het Walletje, followed
shortly by a primary school in the same place; the
work of catechizing was taken up at the Church of
Notre-Dame, and some attention was given to the
training of deaf-mutes. The brothers' first grammar
school was opened at Bruges (1S44) and in the follow-
ing year a second school of the same rank was estab-
hslied there. Already the progressive character of

the youthful institute was shown by its sending sev-
eral members to St-Trond Normal School for higher
professional training. In 1846 the brothers were
called to England, and a school was begun at Bury,
Lancashire, but in 1856 the community removed to

Manchester. It was at Manchester that the brothers
popularized the May devotions, and promoted the
wearing of the scapular of Mount Carmel.
On 10 July, 1854, the founder sailed from Havre to

take the direction of a school in Louisville, Kentucky,
at the invitation of Bishop Martin J. Spalding, who
had long desired the Xaverians to come to the United
States. The pioneers were Brothers Paul, Hubert,
Stanislaus, Stephen, and Bernardine. The Xaverians
took charge of several parochial schools there, and
finally (1S64) opened an institution under their own
auspices, which still exists as St. Xavier's College,

and had an attendance of five hundred students in

1910. When Bishop Spalding became Archbishop of

Baltimore (1864), he invited the congregation to
conduct St. Mary's Industrial School for Boys. The
Xaverians decided to make Baltimore the centre
of their activities in the United States, and they
purchased a site just beyond the western limits of

the city, where in 1876 a novitiate for the United
States was opened. The first general chapter was
held at Bruges (1869); meanwhile the brothers were
extending their work in England. They had estab-

Ushed a house for novices at Hammersmith (1861),
near the Normal Training College, in order that the
young members might follow the courses there. Two
years later a new mission was accepted. The Duchess
of Leeds, an American of the Caton family of Mary-
land, had just founded an orphanage at Hastings,
Sussex, and the Xaverians were asked to take charge.

By a coincidence, the land on which St. Marj-'s
Industrial School, Baltimore, stands is known as the
Duchess of Leeds estate. The foundation at Hast-
ings was removed to Mayfield, and was gradually
diverted from its original plan as an orphanage, and
became a successful boarding school, which has at

present several fine buildings. The main structure,

Gothic in its features, was designed by Pugin. Clap-
ham College, adjoining Clapham Common, London,
has developed from a small beginning made in the

early sixties, to an influentiid position among English
Catholic colleges. It is a centre for the Oxford local

examinations. The Catholic Collegiate Institute, as

the brothers' principal school at Manchester is called,

was removed to an attractive site at Victoria Park, in

the suburbs of that city, in 1905. The following year
a new school was opened. Since 1875 England luis

formed one of the three provinces into which the

institute was then divided; America and Belgium
being the other two. In Belgium the brothers
founded, in connexion with the mother-house, a

728
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chool, Institut St. Fran^ois-Xavier, which has at

resent (1911) over seven hundred students. Other
ousos were founded at Thourout, Huthoulst,
leyst, and Zedclghem.
In the United States the congregation has made its

reatest gains. The membership in the American
irovince (1911) numbers 127 professed, 19 scholastics,

1 novices, and 20 aspirants. The Xaverian missions

a the United States comprise 5 colleges, 6 academies,
.5 parochial schools, 5 industrial schools, and 4 homes
ar boys. At Baltimore, Maryland, is Mt. St. Joseph's

'oUege, adjoining the novitiate. In the Archdiocese
f Boston, which the congregation entered in 1882, it

onducts schools at Lowell, LawTence, Somerville,

>ast Boston, Danvers, and Newton Highlands.
)ther schools in Massacausetts are at Worcester, and
rlilbury. At Manchester, New Hampshire, and at

Jeep River, Connecticut, are Xaverian missions also,

'he Diocese of Richmond has a number of in.stitutions

ndcr the care of the brothers—two schools at Rich-
ttond, a college at Old Point Comfort, and academies
,t Norfolk, Portsmouth, and NewTiort News. In the

)iocese of Whcehng there are two schools: the Cathe-
Iral High School, and Kim Grove Training School.

5esides St. Xavier's College, the city of Louisville has
hree smaller establishments managed by the insti-

ute. In Detroit, Michigan, they conduct a boy's
ome. To as great an extent as possible the brothers

ngage in secondary school work, regarding this as

heir particular sphere; though it is found advanta-
eous to undertake parochial and industrial schools

Iso. A notable secondary school conducted by the
Caverians is St. John's Preparatory College, Dan-
ers, Massachu.setts, estabhshed in 1906.

Since its foundation the institute has had three

uperiors-general : the founder, Brother Francis, who
t'signed in ISfiO; Brother Vincent dSGO-OG); and from
896, Brother John Chrysostom. The American prov-
]ce has had three provincials: Brother Alexius, from
875 to 1900; Brother Dominic, from 1900 to 1907; and
irother Isidore, chosen in 1907. The entire congre-
ation is under the jurisdiction of the Bishop of

iruges; and it is governed by its constitution and by
rule similar to that practised by other reUgious socie-

ies of la^Tnen, having simple vows. The constitu-

ion of the society provides that all its members shall

•e laymen; no priests are admitted to membership,
rhe brothers are to bind themselves by the three

ows of religion, and are to dedicate themselves to

he instruction of youth, in any country to which
hey may be sent, and in which they may live accord-
ag to the spirit of their congregation. Its members
re not restricted to teacliing elementary branches,
"andidates for membership are admitted as postu-
ints for three months if they have attaine<l their

ixteenth yearj younger applicants are rated as aspi-

ants, and their education and training are provided
or until they are old enough to become postulants,

ifter the postulant completes his term he begins,

[ he is deemed a satisfactory subject, a novitiate of

wo years. Then the three vows are taken. These
ows are final. After five years as a professed mem-
ler the Xaverian brother may make application to
ake a fourth vow—the vow of stability—by which
le binds himself more closely to the congregation,
,nd becomes eligible for 8uperif)rship, and to act as
lelegate to tlie general chapter, which is held every
ix years and acquires the right to vote for the elective
ffices. The superior-general is elected by delegates
hosen by the brothers who have the vow of stability.

lis term of office is for six years, and he is ehgible
or re-election. The provincials are nominated by
he superior-general, assisted by the suffrages of the
irothers of the province concerned, without being
lound, however, to appoint the one receiving the
nost votes. The provincials have the same term
if office as the superior-general, and may be reap-

pointed. The superior-general, the provincials, and
local superiors are assisted in their administrative
work by councils, two or three members to a council.

Father Van Kerkhoven, S. J., an early friend of the
congregation, framed the Rule of the Xaverian
Brothers. Pius IX granted a Brief of encourage-
ment to the superior-general, Brother Vincent, on the
occasion of the latter's visit to Rome in 1865.
According to the terms of the Apostohc Constitution
"ConditEB a Christo", such recognition ranks the
institute with the approved congregations.

Cttlholic World, XLVII (New York), 402; A Course of Study
Given in the Schools of the Xaverian Brothers in the U. S. (Balti-
more, 1900): Bulletin rfes anciens Heves (Bruges, 1900): The
Xaverian (London, 1902) : Brother Francis Xavier, A Life Sketch
(Baltimore, 1904): A Knock at the Door (Baltimore, 1908):
Brother Dominic (Baltimore, 1907).

Brother Isidore.

Xenaias. See Philgxenus of Mabbogh.

Ximenes, Didacus, a Spanish Dominican of the
sixteenth century, noted as a theologian, philosopher,
and astronomer; d. 1560. He took his hcentiate in

law at Salamanca, and there, before Christmas, 1543,
received the habit of the Friars Preachers from the
hands of Dominic Soto, then prior of the Dominican
convent at Salamanca. The vocation of Ximenes to
the religious state seemed miraculous; for, while
rector of the College of Cuenca at Salamanca, the
king came to esteem him so highly that he was about
to honour him with judicial dignity when, all unex-
pectedly, Ximenes was summoned to the Dominican
convent by an unknown priest of the same order,
who predicted that in a short time he would give up
the practice of law for the religious life in the Order of
Preachers. Although this prediction was received
with laughter, it was soon verified. Ximenes ob-
tained the degree of Bachelor (in the Dominican
sense) in his province, and on 11 April, 15.59, was
chosen sochi^ to Bartholomew Carranza, Archbishop
of Toledo, and by him sent to Segobia with special

letters to the vicar and definitors of the provincial
chapter gathered there, to dissuade the members of

the chapter from re-electing Melchior Cano as
provincial. His efforts, however, were fruitless.

Chief among Ximene.s's works are: "Calendarium
perpetuum, sive Ordo recitandi divini officii juxta
ritum Ordinis Pra;dicatonim" (Salamanca, 1563;
Antwerp, 1566): "De eruditione rehgiosorum", in

Spanish.
QiiTir-EcHARD, Scrivt. Ord. Pra-d., II {Paris, 1721). 169.

Chas. J. Callan.

Ximenez de Cisneros, Francisco (sometimes
spelled Jimenez), Franciscan, cardinal, and Primate
of Spain, b. at Torrelaguna in New Castile, 1436; d.

at Roa, near Valladolid, 1517. He was educated at
Alcald and Salamanca and, having graduated in

canon and civil law, went to Rome in 1459 where he
practised for some years as a consistorial advocate.
Having attracted the notice of Sixtus IV, that pope
promi.sed him the first vacant benefice in his native
province. This proved to be that of Uzeda, which
Carillo, Archbishop of Toledo, wished to bestow
upon one of his own followers. Xim6nez asserted his
claim to it and for doing so was imprisoned by the
archbishop, first at Uzeda and afterwards in the
fortress of Santorcaz. He wa-s released in 1480,
after six years' confinement, and, transferring to the
Diocese of Sigiienza, became grand vicar to Cardinal
Oonzdlez, the bishop of that see. In 1484 he re-

signed this office to become a PYanciscan of the
Ob.scrvant ine Congregation in the Friary of St. John
at Toledo. From there, after his profession, he was
sent to Salzeda, where he was later elected guardian.

In 1492, on the recommendation of Cardinal
Mendoza, Archbishop of Toledo, he was appointed
confessor to (Jueen Isabella, which post he accepted
on condition that he might still Uve in his monastery
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Cardinal Ximenez de Cisneros
From a baarelief

and follow the religious life, only appearing at Court
when sent for. About the same time he was elected
provincial of his order in Castile, which office he
held for three years. In 1495 he was chosen to
succeed Mendoza as Arelibishop of Toledo, to which
post the chancellorship of Castile had been joined by
Ferdinand and Isabella. Ximenez refused the dignity
out of humility, and persisted in his refusal for six

months, only con-
senting at length
to accept the posi-

tion in obedience
to the express
command of the

j)Oi")e. As arch-
bishop he con-
tinued to hve as a
simple Francis-
can, devoting a
large portion of

his vast revenues
to the relief of the
poor and the ran-
sr)ni of captives.

This mode of life

was misunder-
stood by many,
and, in conse-
quence of reports
that reached Alex-
ander VI, that
pontiff r e p r i -

manded him for neglecting the external splendour
that belonged to his rank; but Ximdnez would
only consent to wear the episcopal dress in

such a way that his friar's habit underneath
might remain visible. His zeal found scope in

an endeavour to reform the Franciscans and canons
of Toledo. He obliged his own religious brethren
to observe the rule against the holding of property,
and many friars left Spain in consequence. As
chancellor he was obliged to take a prominent part
in the affairs of the State, where his prudence and
wisdom were of great value to his country.
He gained renowm also as a patron of learning, and

about the year 1504 founded the University of

Alcald, to fill the professorial chairs of which he
procured some of the most distinguished scholars
from Paris, Bologna, and Salamanca. Such was the
esteem in which this new university was held that
all the religious orders in Spain, except the Benedict-
ines and HieronjTnites, established houses at Alcald
in connexion with it. King Ferdinand visited the
university in 1514 and highly approved of all that
Ximenez had done. In l.'")02 the archbishop under-
took the publication of the first Polyglot Bible, called

the Complutensian, Complutum being the Latin
name for Alcald. This Bible had a great influence

on subsequent biblical study; it was dedicated to

Leo X, and its compilation occupied Ximc^nez fifteen

years, being completed in 1517, only four montlis
before his death, and costing him about £25,000
($125,000). The restoration of the ancient Mozara-
bic Rite at Toledo was another of his projects. For
its celebration he added, in 1500, a special chapel to

his cathedral and established a college of priests to

serve it. Later on similar institutions arose at

Valladolid and Salamanca; at Toledo its use con-
tinues to the present day.

In 1499 Ximenez accompanied Ferdinand and
Isabella on their visit to the newly-conquered province
of Granada, and his labours there for the conversion
of the Moors met with considerable success. On the
death of Isabella (1.504) lie was again drawn into

I)()litics in connexion with the disputed succession to
the throne of Castile. Phihp of Burgundy died in

1506, and, Ferdinand being absent in Italy, Xim6nez

was appointed viceroy of the kingdom and guardian
of Juana, Philip's widow, who had lost her reason.
In the following year Ferdinand became regent of

Castile, and one of his first acts was to procure
from Juhus II the cardinal's hat for Ximenez, who
was at the same time named Grand Inquisitor of

Castile and Leon. The estabUshment of the In-
quisition in Spain has been WTongly attributed to
him; it had been in existence fuUy ten years before
his first appearance at Court. As grand inquisitor he
initiated several reforms in its working and used
every endeavour to reduce the number of eases re-

served for its tribunal. He carefully watched the
various officers of the Inquisition, lest they should
abuse their power by undue violence or oppression,
and he rearranged and circumscribed the limits of
their jurisdiction. He protected scholars and pro-
fessors from the examination and supervision of the
Inquisitors, and issued beneficent regulations regard-
ing the instruction and conduct of new converts, so
as to guard them against superstition and blasphemy.
An examination of some of the various cases investi-

gated and adjudged by Ximenez shows the care and
diligence he exercised in discharging the duties of an
office which has been much calumniated and mis-
understood. Severe he certainly was, but always
straightforward and just in the wielding of his

authority as giand inquisitor.

In 1509, at his repeated request, Ferdinand fitted

out an expedition against the Moors, and, accom-
panied by two canons of his cathedral, Ximenez
himself led the army. Inspired by his example and
exhortations, the Spanish forces took the city of

Oran by assault. In his untiring zeal for the propaga-
tion of the Faith, Ximenez endeavoured to make the
victory a religious one; numbers of Christian captives
were liberated, and several mosques turned into

Christian churches. On his return to Spain the
cardinal was received as a conquering hero both at

Alcald and Toledo. About this time a serious rupture
occurred in the relations between France and the

Holy See, owing to the growing power of Louis XII,
which Julius II feared might endanger the authority
of the Church. To counteract it, the pope took sides

with the Venetian Republic against France, not-

withstanding the fact that only a short time previ-

ou.sly, when the Venetians had taken possession of

part of the Papal States, it was by the help of Louis
that they had been restored to the Church. For
this ingratitude on the part of Juhus, Louis vowed
vengeance and, if possible, the overthrow of the

pope. He attacked the spiritualities of the Church
with regard to benefices, and the French army took
possession of Bologna, which belonged to the pope.

At the same time Louis and the Emperor Maximilian,
supported by seven cardinals, chiefly French, took
upon themselves to convene a council at Pisa, sum-
moning Julius to attend. They accused him of

having disturbed the peace of Europe, of having ob-

tained the papacy by means of simony, and of having
failed to keep liis promise to convoke a general council

of the Church. Julius determined to free Italv of

the French and appealed to Ferdinand for help against

Louis. By tlie aflvice of Ximenez Ferdinand agreed

to susp(>nd operations in Africa and to send his forces

to assist the pope, and by the end of 1512 the French
had been driven out of Italy. The schismatical

Synod of Pisa was opened on 1 Nov., 1511, seven

cardinals and about twenty bishops being present.

The clergy of Pisa refused to have anything to do
with it, as Jidius had threatened them with ex-

communication if they did. The a.ssembled prelates

thereupon took fright and moved to Milan, so as to be

under the protection of France. There (hey de-

clared the pope deposed. Meanwhile, Julius, whose

ill health had caused delay, smnnioned the Fifth

General Council of the Lateran to meet at Easter,
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1512, at the same time pronouncing the Synod of

Pisa and Milan to be null and void. Xim^nez sup-
aorted the pope throughout this affair, and his

ittitude doubtless went far towards preserving the

inity of the Church in Spain. He also took an
ictive part in procuring the pubhcation of the Bull

convening the council.

Ferdinand died in 1.516, having nominated Xiraenez
the regency pending the arrival of Charles V from

Flanders. Adrian, dean of Louvain, also claimed
he appointment on the authority of a document
jreviously signed by Charles. The jurists who were
:onsvdted decided in favour of Ximonez, but he
nagnanimously proposed that he and Adrian should
let jointly until further instructions should be re-

eived from Charles. Sus]iecting that the cardinal

vould be more acceptaVjle to the Spanish people than
1 foreigner hke Adrian, Charles confirmed Xira(5nez

n the regency, whilst Adrian was consoled with the
Bishopric of Tortona and the post of Grand In-

juisitor of Aragon. The important position of

egent gave full scope to the cardinal's powers of

idministration and his solicitude for the peace and
iecurity of the kingdom. Jealousy and intrigues

imongst the grandees, detrimental to order in the
It ate, caused him to transfer the seat of government
rom Guadalupe to Madrid, as being more central,

md his choice of a capital was confirmed by subse-

luent sovereigns. Whilst acting as regent he greatly

mproved the condition of botli army and na\'j', and
le forced several rebellious cities and indi\nduals to

icknowledge his authority as Charles's representa-
ive. He initiated a new system of taxation and
)rought about various other internal reforms. His
liplomacy successfully prevented a proposed aUiance
)etween France and Portugal which would have been
letrimcntal to Castile, and when Jean d'Albret, the
•xiled king of Navarre, endeavoured to recover his

ost kingdom, Ximc^nez joined forces with Francis I

if France and defeated him. Both as regent during
he absence of Charles and pre\-iously as guardian
)f Queen Juana, his wisdom and rectitude as well as
lis strength of character did much towards main-
aining the integrity of the Spanish Throne. He
ook a prominent part in the efforts made for the
piritual welfare of the Spanish possessions in America

and organized a band of missioners for the evangeliza-
tion of the New World. Columbus had proved
himself unfit to govern the newly-acquired territory
by treating the conquered Indians as slaves, and this
method of action called forth the severest condemna-
tion from Xinienez. After he became regent further
information of slavery reached Spain, and he took
strong measures to repress it. He drew up a code of
instructions for the well-being of the natives and
used every effort to shield them from oppression and
convert them to the Christian Faith.
Broken healtli and advancing age at length ne-

cessitated his retirement from public hfe, and his end
is said to have been hastened by the ingratitude of
Charles V for his many services' to Spain. He was
eighty-one when he died, and he was buried with
great honours at Alcala. Efforts were subsequently
made for his canonization, but without result, though
he has been honoured as a saint in many parts of
Spain. The greater part of his wealth he "left to his
beloved University of Alcahl. His character, which
has been much misunderstood, was remarkalile for its

great versatiUty. He was as much a soldier as a
priest, as is sho\\Ti by the share he took in the con-
quest of Oran. In his pubhc hfe he was sternly
conscientious, and fearless of the consequences to
himself, in the performance of what he thought to be
his duty, whilst in private he carried his austerities
and mortifications so far as to endanger his health.
In morals he was above reproach and most exact in
all the obser\-ances of his religious state.

(See also AlcalX, University of; Polyglot
Bibles.)

The earliest lives of Ximonez, on which almost all others have
been based, are those of Gomez (Alcalll, 1S69), Robles (Toledo,
1604). and QuiNT.txiLLA (Palermo, 163.3). Of the later ones the
following deser\'e mention: Fl^chier. Hisl. du Cardinal Ximenez
(Paris, 1700); Barrett, Life of Cardinal Ximenez (London, 1813);
Hefele, Der Cardinal Ximenez (Tubingen, 1844), tr. Dalton
(London, 1885). Further information may be found in: Wad-
ding, Annales minorum. XV (Rome, 1736); Idem, Script, ord.
min. (Rome, 1806); James, Lives of Eminent Foreign Statesmen,
I (London, 1832); Robertson, Life of Charles F (Ixindon, 1856);
Prescott, History of the Reign of Ferdinand and Isabella (London,
1840), but in reading the last-mentioned two, allowance must be
made for their Protestant prejudices.

G. Ctprian Alston.

Xystus. See Sixtus.



Tiahweh. See Jehovah. the expedition in 1531. In 1610 they made a treaty

Yakima Indians, a Shahaptian tribe formerly with the Spaniards and CathoUc missions were at

dweUing on the banks of the Columbia, the Wenat- once st.irted among them. They were then expert

chee, and northern branches of the Yakima (Ya-ki-md, agriculturists, and manufactured cotton goods. They

runaway) Rivers, in tlie east, of Wasliington. They attacked the Spaniards m 1740, owing to the settlers

called themselves Waptailmim, " people-of-the-nar- mterfenngwith their nussjonaries, and smce then have

rows" or Pakintlema, "people of the gap", from the {'^"iZ^^^^ '^}"'^^'"^' ^ '" ^''^"^^ nsmg being m 1901.

IrZlr' r.r f.hpir vilLaie near Union GaD on the Ya- I" 190/ the Mexican Government made an attempt to
situation of their village near Union Gap on the Ya-

kima River. They were visited in 1804 by Lewis and weaken the power of the hostile element by deporting

(5la'rk'who'caUed'them Cutsahnim. By" the treaty several thousand Yaqui to Yucatdn and Tehuantepec.

^r ,o^= " ui. *i„vt„„n r^tliBr trihps D-nvP im the The tribc uow uumbcrs about 2.3,000.

Yakima reservation under Kamaiakan, a Yakima
chief. But war broke out and the plan was not exe-

cuted till 18.59; even then some of the Palus Indians

never came to the reservation. Since then the term

Yakima has been frequently applied to aU the Indians

who observed the treaty arrangements. In 1909

there were about 1900 Indians on the reservation,

comparatively few belonging to the original tribe.

The Yakima probably followed the main customs of

the Shahaptian tribes; they fed on salmon, roots, and

berries; carried on commerce between the west of the

Cascades and the Eastern Rocky Mountains; and Geori;e, Venerable.

frequently crossed the mountains to hunt the buffalo.

They lived in skin tipis and mat-covered dwellings.

At present they engage in agriculture and stock-

breeding, and "are self-supporting. Almost all of

them are Catholics, having been converted by the

Jesuit pioneer missionaries in the North-West.
MOONEY in Fourteenth Rept. of the Bureau of Amer. Ethnology,

11 (Washington, 1896); Idem in Handbook of American Indiana,

II (Washington, 1910)
. . ,, t.
A. A. MacErlean.

the Sonora mines; others manufacture pakn leaf hats
and mats and reed baskets. There are no secret so-

cieties and little organization in the tribe. Formerly
they were accustomed to exchange wives, but now
most of theYaqui have been converted toCathoUcism.
Bancroft, North Mexican Slates (1S83): Hodge in Handbook

of American Indians, II (Washington, 1910), s. v.: Alegre,
Hist, de Compania de la Jesus, II, III (1842) ; Townsend, El Yaqui
in Journal of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, XXXIX
(Cleveland, Ohio, 1905), 649-53.

A. A. MacEklean.

Yaxley, Richard, Vener.able. See Nichols,

Yamasee Indiana, a tribe of Muskhogean stock,

mentioned frequently in the history of South Caro-

Yazoo Indians, a small tribe formerly living on
the lower course of Yazoo River, Mississippi, in close
connexion with several other tribes, the most impor-
tant of which was the Tonica. Nothing is definitely

known concerning their language, but it seems to have
been akin to that of the Tonica, although not the
same. In 1(599 Father Antoine Davion, of the Quebec
Seminary of Foreign Missions, established a mission
among the Tonica, giving attention also to the other
allied tribes. The Yazoo, however, like the Chicka-
saw were under tlie influence of the English traders

Una, residing formerly near the Savannah River and from Carolina, and in 1702 aided the Koroa in the

in Florida. The Spanish missionaries under Fray murder of Father Nicholas Foucault and three French

Antonio .Sedeflo began to labour among them about companions while asleep; as a result Father Davion

1570, and little trouble arose until a rebellion of the was temporarily withdrawn. In 1718 the French

Yamasee was provoked by an attempt of the Spanish established near the village a fort (St. Pierre) to com-

civil authorities to send some of them to the West mand the river. In 1722 tlie young Jesuit Father

Indies to labour. Many of the Indians fled to Eng- Jean Rouel undertook the Yazoo mission, in the

lish territory in South CaroUna and settled there, neighbourhood of the French post. Here he re-

in 1715 the extortion and cruelty of the English

traders drove them to take up arms, and a general

massacre of white settlers took place. Eventually,

however, the Indians were defeated at Salkiehatchen

by Governor Craven and driven back into Florida,

where thev alMed themselves with the Spaniards. In

1727 the English destroyed their village near St.

Augustine and iiiass;icre<l most of them. They were

finally iiu-orporalcd with the Seminole and Hitchiti,

and, "though a small Ixidy still i>re.served tlie name in

1812, they have now disappeared. A Yamasee gram-
mar and "catechism wire compiled by Domingo Bdez,

one of Frav .Sedcno's fellow niissidnaries.

Mooney i'n Handbook of AmtTican Indiana, II (Wasliington,

1910). , „
A. A. MacErlean.

Yaqui Indians, a tribe of Cahita stock, formerly

dwelling near tlie Rio Yaqui, and now dispersed

throughout Sonora in Mexico. It is the only Indian

tribe that has been in constant, contact with the

white race and has not been entirely subdued. They
are first mentioned by Guznidn in liis description of to liave been inferior
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mained until the outbreak of the Natchez war in

1729, when the Yazoo and Koroa joined sides with the
Natchez. On 28 November the Natchez sudd<-nly at-

tacked the French garrison in their country (Natcliez,

Mi.ss.), .slaughtering several hundred persons, includ-

ing the Jesuit Father Paul Du Poisson, and carrying
off most of the women and children. On learning of

the event tlie Yazoo and Koroa, on 11 December,
1729, waylaid and killed Father Rouel near his cabin
togetlier with his negro servant, who attempted to

defend him, and the next day attacked the neigh-
bouring post, killing the whole garrison. Father
Rouel's body was respected, and a captive French
woman fuially persuaded the Indi.ans to give it burial.

His bell and some books were afterwards recovered
and restored by the Quapaw. The Yazoo shared in

the destruction of the Natchez, the remnant fleeing

to the Chickasaw and apparently being absorbed
finally by the Choctaw.

In general culture they seemed to have diffenvl

lit tie from the Tonica. to whom, however, they ajipear

They buried in the ground,
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lirowing lighted torches into the grave with the corpse
nd wailing nightly at the spot for several months,
'hey believed in a good and a bad spirit, but prayed
nly to the bad spirit, on the ground that the other
'ould not injure them anyhow.
DuMoxT. //i'5/. Louisiana, Memoires historiques sur la Louisi-

^€ in French Hisl. Colts, of La. (New York, 1853); Jesuit Rela-
ons, od. Thwaites ("3 vols., Cleveland, 1896-1901).

J.4.MES ISIOGNET.

Year, Ecclesiastical. See Calendar, Christian.

Yeax, Hebrew. See Calendar, Jewish.

Yellow-Knives, a sub-arctic Ddn6 tribe, called

le Copper Indians by Hoarne and other early Eng-
sh writers, and Red Knives by Mackenzie and
ranklin. To the number of about .500 they range
3-da5' over the dreary wastes which lie to the north-
Eist of Great Slave Lake. But about a century and
lialf ago they hunted more usually along the banks

f the Coppermine River, to the north of their present
abitat. Their name is derived from the knives which
liey used to make in prehistoric times out of the
opper which was foimd within their territory,

"his was found scattered on the slopes of a mountain
'hich, at an early date, attracted the attention of

ie fur-traders on Hudson Bay. This would-be
line occasioned Hearne's exjjedition to the mouth
f the stream which flowed by the base of the copper-
earing mountain, which has since been known as
lie Coppermine. According to the national legend
f these Indians, this treasure had been shown them
y a woman who, having been abused by those who
ad benefited by her revelation, gradually sank in

lie ground, and with her disappeared most of tlie

opper. ^^'hen first met by the whites, the Yellow-
Liiives were a comparatively bold, quite unscrupulous,
nd very licentious tribe, whose members too often
3ok advantage of the gentleness of their congeneric
eighbours to commit acts of high-liandedness which
Itimately brought on them bloody retribution.

)wing to the segregation forced on them by the nature
f their habitat, they have remained one of the tribes

>ast affected by civilization. They are now Cath-
lics, and their spiritual needs are attended to by the
)l)late missionaries of two missions lying on the
orthcrn shore of Great Slave Lake.
Hearne, a Journey from Prince of Wa!es' Fort in Hudson's

'ay to the Northern Ocean (London, 1795); Petitot, Autour du
rand Imc dcs Esdarct (Paris, 1891); MoRicE, The Great Dtnt
'ace (Vienna, in course of publication, 1912).

A. G. Morice.

York, .\ncient See of (Eboracensis), the seat of

metropolitan jurisdiction for the northern province.
t is not known when or how Christianity first reached
!'ork, but there was a bishop there from very early
imes, though there is a break in the historical con-
inuity between these early prelates and the arch-
lishops of a later date. At the Council of Aries
314) "Eborus episcopus de civitate Eboracensis"
,'as present, and bishops of York were also present
t the Councils of Nica;a, Sardica, and Ariminum.
Jut this early ('hristian community was blotted out
>y the pagan Saxons leaving no trace except the
lames of three bishops, Sampson, PjTamus, and
^heodicus, handed down by legendary tradition.
Mien St. Gregory sent St. Augustine to convert the
iaxons his intention wa.s to create two archbishoprics
-Canterbury and York—each with twelve suffragans,
lUt this plan was never carried into effect, and though
!t. Paulinus, who was consecrated as bishop of
fork in 62.5, received the paUium in 631, he never
lad any suffragans, nor did his successors receive
he pallium until 732, when it was granted to Egbert.
Ifter the flight of Paulinus in 633 the country relapsed
nto Paganism, and though its conversion was once
Qore effected by the Celtic bishops of Lindi.sfarne,
here was no bishop of York till the consecration of

St. Wilfrid in 664. His immediate successors seem
to have acted simply as diocesan prelates till the
time of Egbert, the brother of King Edbert of North-
umbria, who received the pallium from Gregory III
in 735 and estabhshed metropohtan rights in the
north.

This metropohtan jurisdiction was at first vague
and of varying extent. Till the Danish invasion the
archbishops of Canterbury occasionally exercised
authority, and it was not till the Norman Conquest
that the archbishops of York asserted their complete
independence. At that time they had jurisdiction
over Worcester, Lindsey, and Lincoln, as well as the
dioceses in the Northern Isles and Scotland. But
the first three sees just mentioned were taken from
York in 1072. In 1154 the sees of Man and Orkney
were transferred to the Norwegian Archbishop of

Drontheim, and in 1188 all the Scottish dioceses
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should take precedence with the title Primate of All

England, but that the Archbishop of York should

retain the style of Primate of England. Each prel-

ate was to carry his metropolitan cross in the province

of the other, and if they were together their cross-

bearers should walk abreast. The Archbishop of

York also undertook tliat each of his successors

should send an image of gold to the shrine of St.

Thomas of Canterbury.
The diocesan history of York apart from its archie-

piscopal rights presents few features caUing for special

remark. For its early memories connected with its

founders St. Paulinas' and St. Edwin, who was bap-

tized on the spot where the cathedral now stands, its

canonized prelates St. Bosa, St. John of Beverley,

and St. Oswald, its great scholars Ai'chbishop EgJDert

and Alcuin, reference should be made to the articles

dealing with those venerated names. At the Con-
quest it was Archbishop Ealdred who crowned
William I at Westminster, but his successor, Thomas
of Bayeux, the first Norman archbishop, found
everything in confusion; the minster with its great

school was in a ruinous condition, abandoned by
almost all its clergy. The celebrated hbrary had
perished and the city itself had been devastated in

the final Northumbrian rebellion against WiUiam.
Thomas had to begin everything afresh. The
pontificate of St. William gave another saint to York,

and in 1284 his relics were solemnly enshrined there.

With John de Thoresby (1352-73) a much needed
period of reform began, and he began the present

choir of the minster. Another popular archbishop

was Richard Scrope, beheaded for his share in the

rebellion of the Percys against Henry IV. After his

death he was the object of extraordinary veneration

by the people. Many of the archbishops besides

Thoresby and Scrope—Fitzalan, Lawi-ence Booth,

Scot, among them—lield the office of lord chancellor

and played leading parts in affairs of state. As
Heylyn wrote: "This see has yielded to the church

eight" saints, to the Church of Rome three cardinals,

to the reahn of England twelve Lord Chancellors

and two Lord Treasurers, and to the north of England
two Lord Presidents."

The following is the list of archbishops of York, but
there is great difficulty in determining the exact dates

before the Norman Conquest and there is no agreement
on the subject. The dates of accession given below
are based on the recent researches of Searle, but
those earlier than the tenth century can only be
regarded in most cases as approximate:—St. Ctedda,

St. Wilfrid, 664-678; Bosa, 678; St. Wilfrid (restored),

686; Bosa (restored), 691; St. John of Beverley, 705;

Wilfrd II, 718; St. Egbert, 732 or 734; ^thelbeorht
(Albert), 767; Eanbald I, 780; Eanbald II, 796;

Wulfsige, after 808; Wigmund, 837; Wulfhere, 854;
.(Ethelbeald, 900; Hrothweard (Lodeward or Red-
wald), uncertain; Wulfstan I, 931; Oscytel, 956;
Eadwald, 971; St. Oswald, 972; Ealdwulf, 992;
Wulfstan II, 1003; Mfric Puttoc, 1023; ^Ithric, 1041

;

yElfric Puttoc (restored), 1042; Cynesige (Kinsv),

1051; Ealdred, 1061; Thomas of Bayeux, 1070;

Gerard, 1101; Thomas II, 1108; Thurstan, 1114;

vacancy, 1140; St. William, 1143; Mordac, 1147; St.

WilUam (restored), 1153; Roger de Pont I'Eveque,

1154; vacancy, 1181; fjcoffrev, 1191; vacancy, 1212;
Walter de Grey, 12 Ki; Scnval <ie Bovill, 1256; Geoffrey
of Ludham, 1258; Walter GifTard, 1266; William of

Wickwaine, 1279; John de RoTneyn, 1286; vacancy,

1296; Henry of Newark, 1298; Tliomas of Corbridge,

1300; vacancy, 1304; William Greenfield, 1306;
vacancy, 1315; William de Melton, 1317; vacancy,

1340; WiUiam la Zouch, 1342; John of Thoreshv,
1352; Alexander Neville, 1374; Thomas Fitzalan,

1388; Ralph Waldby, 1397; Richard Scrope, 1398;
vacancy, 1405; Henrv Bowet, 1407; vacancy, 1423;
John Kemp (Cardinal), 1426; William Booth, 1452;

George Neville, 1464; Lawrence Booth, 1476; Thomas I

Scot (de Rotherham), 1480; Thomas Savage, 1501; \
Christopher Bainbridge (Cardinal), 1508; Thomas
Wolsey (Cardinal), 1514; Edward Lee, 1531; vacancy
during which Robert Holgate was schismaticaUy
intruded, 1544—55; Nicholas Heath, the last Catholic
Archbishop of York, 1555-79.
The minster occupies the site of the church built

by St. Edwin, which as restored by Archbishop
Albert was described by Alcuin as "a most mag-
nificent basiUca". TMs perished in the rebellion

of 1069. It was rebuilt by Thomas of Bayeux, but
few portions of this Norman building now remain.
The chief features of the existing building are the

Early English transepts with the lancet windows
known as the Five Sisters (late twelfth and early

thirteenth century) and the west front (early four-

teenth century), usually regarded as the finest in

England. The nave and chapter-house, containing

splendid examples of medieval glass, are of the same
date; the Lady chapel and choir, the latter contain-

ing one of the finest perpendicular windows in the

world, were fourteenth-century work. The towers
were added during the following century, and the

completed cathedral was reconsecrated on 3 Febru-
ary, 1472.

The diocese, which consisted of the counties of

York and Nottingham, was divided into four arch-

deaconries, York, Cleveland, East Riding, and Not-
tingham, and contained 541 parishes. The religious

houses, which were very numerous, included at the

time of the Dissolution (1536-39) 28 abbeys,

26 priories, 23 convents, 30 friaries, 13 cells, 4 com-
manderies of Knights Hospitallers, and formerly

there had been 4 commanderies of the Knights
Templars. The abbeys and priories included some
of the largest and most famous in England, such as

the Benedictine abbeys at York itself, Whitby, and
Selby; Bolton Abbey," belonging to the Augustinians,

and the Cistercian abbeys at Fountains, Rivaulx,

Jervaulx, Sawley, and Kirkstall. The churches of

York it.self were remarkable for their beauty and
size. Ripon and Beverley possessed large collegiate

churches, and many of the parish churches in the

diocese were noted for their size and architectural

features. The arms of the see originally were gules,

a pallium argent- charged with four crosses formee

fitchee, sable, edged and fringed or. But subse-

quently another coat was used, gules, two keys in

saltire argent, in chief a mitre or. The Anghcan
archbishops have, fitly enough, substituted a royal

crown for the mitre. The city of York itself after

the Reformation became endeared to English Cath-

olics for two reasons, one being the large number of

martyrs who suffered at the local Tyburn, the other

being the establishment in 1680 of the celebrated

Bar Convent founded outside Micklegate Bar
by the English Virgins, now the Institute of Mary
(Loreto Nuns). This community, which still carries

on one of the most noted schools for girls in England,
has the distinction of being the oldest convent now in

England.

T>'RKfiT..EhoTacum: Hiit.find Antiq.oftheCxf ^ ' n,

17.')6); Britton, Hist, and Antiq. of York •
.

Browne, Hist, of the Metropolitan Church
.

(I,ontlnn. 1847); Poole and Hnc.^LL, Hist, lu ^.,.i. !,•

York Catheilral CYork, 18r>0); Raine, Fabric RoUi of York Mm-
strr (Durham, 1S.59); Ornsbt, York in Diocesan Histories Series

(I.omlon, 1SS2); Uaink, Hislorinns of the Church of York and Its

Archhishops in fl. S. (T • '

of York Minster (Lc-.l

ed. WORDrtWOHTH (C:ili
'

the Cathedral and See (

i

of York Minster; Idem

-04): PuREY-CusT, Heraldry
'•//(v; in Lincoln Statutes, II,

71; Cuttton-Brock, York.

WiLUS, Architecitirat Hist.

.ithedrals. I (London, 1727).

For the history of tlie arolibisliops see: Alcotn, De ponljftcibus

poema in P. L., CI; Fragm. hist, de pontificibus ei eerie. '
^'"

7S5 in AcH^RY, Acta SS. ord
Simeon of Ditrh
(I.omlon, ISS;

in TWYSDEN
doQ, 1SG3). For archbishops to 1373

benedidi (Venice, Vi'M'w

iTRHAM. De nrchiepiscopis Eboraci, 687-1 t5i in R. S.

2), i, 7.'J: Stubps, fAroniron pon^iyiciim, lt^-iS73
(London, lfi.'>2): Dixon, Fasti eboracenses, 1 (Lon-

Registera of Archbishops
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5rat. 1225-55 (Durham, 1872), Giffahd, 1266-79 (Durham,
,'.)04), and DE WiCKwANE, 1279-85 (Durham, 1907): Gams,
Series episcoporum (Ratisbon, 1873); Searle, Anato-Saxon
3ishops, Kings, and Nobles (Cambridge, 1899).
For religious houses see; Burton, Monasticon eboracense

York, 175S); Baildon, Noles on religious and secular houfses of
Yorkshire (London, 1895); Grainge, Castles and Abbeys of York-
'Jiire (York, 1S55) : Lefrot, Ruined Abbeys of Yorkshire (London,
[S91) : and the maps at end of vol. II of Gasquet. Henry VIIT
md Ihe English Mmasleries (London, 188S); Certificates of Com-
nissioncrs appointed to surrey chantries, etc., 1546 (Durham, 1894-
i); Leach, Early Yorkshire Schools (London, 1899-1903); and
;ity and county histories, such as Baines, Yorkshire past and
rr'esenl (London, 1871-7) ; Raine, York (London, 189.3); Cooper,
York (London, 1904), Drake, Eboracum (London, 1736); Har-
IHAVE, Hist, of York (Y'ork, 1818); Whellun, York (1857-71);
ScHHOEDER, Aunals of Yorksnire (Leeds, 1851-2); Smith,
Jld Yorkshire (London, 1881-91), and the new volumes of the
Victoria County Histories (l,ondon, 1897—).

Edwin Burton.

York, Cardinal of. See Stuart, Henry Bene-
5ICT Maria Clement.

York, U.SE OF.—It was a received principle in

ncdipval canon law that while as regards judicial

natters, as regards the sacraments, and also the more
iolemn fasts, the custom of the Roman Church was to

)p adhered to, still in the matter of church services

lUvinis officiis) each Church kept to its own tradi-

ions (see the Decretum Gratiani, c. iv., d. 12). In

his way there came into existence a number of

'Uses", by which word were denoted the special

iturgical customs which prevailed in a particular

iiocese or group of dioceses: speaking of England
)efore the Reformation, in the south and in the mid-
ands, the ceremonial was regulated by the Sarum
I'.se, but in the greater part of the north the Use of

fork prevailed. The general features of these medie-
.'al English Uses are fairly represented by the pecu-

iarities of the Sarum Rite and the reader is advised

consult that article, but certain details special to

i'ork may be noted here.

Beginning with the celebration of Mass, we observe
hat in the reading of the Gospel the priest blessed

he deacon with t hese words: " May the Lord open thy
nouth to read and our ears to understand God's holy
^lospel of peace," etc., whereupon the deacon an-
iwered: "Give, O Lord, a proper and well-sounding
ipcfch to my hps that my words may please Thee and
nay profit all who hear them for Thy name's sake
mtoeternalhfe. Amen." Moreover, at the end of the

^lospel the priest said secretly: "Blessed is he that

ometh in the name of the Lord". Again while
rproducing in general the features of the Sarum
)ffcrtory, the York Use required the priest to wash
lis h.ands twice, once before touching the host at all

md again apparently after using the incense, while at

he latter wa.shing the priest said the hymn "Veni
>eator Spiritus". Also, in answer to the appeal
' Orat e frat res et eorores " , the choir replied by repeat-

ng in a low voice the first three verses of Psalm xix,

'Kxaudiat te Dominu8",etc. By another notewor-
hy departure from the Sarum custom, the priest in

riving the kiss of peace at York said, not "Pax tibi

t ecclesiiE" (peace to thee and the Church), but
'Habete vinculum", etc. (Retain ye the bond of

harity and peace that ye may be fit for the sacred

nySt cries of God). There were also differences in

he prayers which immediately preceded the Com-
nunion, while the formula; used in the actual recep-

ion of the Blessed Sacrament by the priest were again
leculiar to York. It may further be noticed that the
lumber of Sequences, some of them of verj" indifferent

[uality, retained in the York Missal, considerably ex-
eededthatof thei^pquencesprinledin theSanimbook.
1 list is given by Mr. Frerein the ".lour. Theol. Stud.",
I, .5S.'}. Some metrical compositions, bearing a cur-
1US resemblance to the Carmelite "O Flos Carmcli",
guro among the offertories. (See Frere, loc. cif ,, .W.'S.)

Turning to the Brevian,', York employed a larger
umber of proper hymns than Sarum. There were

also in almost every office a number of minor varia-
tions from the practice both of Sarum and of Rome.
For exam])le a careful comparison of the psalms, anti-
phons, responsories, lessons, etc. j)rescribcd respec-
tively b}' Rome, Sarum, and York for such a festival

as that of St. LawTence reveals a general and often
close resemblance but with many slight divergences.
Thus in the first Vespers the psalms used both at York
and Sarum were the ferial psalms (as against the
Roman usage), but York retained also the ferial

antiphons while Sarum had proper antiphons. So
the capitulum was the same but the responsory fol-

lowing was different, and so on. Again the psalms,
antiphons, and responsories at Matins were substan-
tially the same, but they do not always occm- in quite
the same order. Both at York and Sarum the first

six lessons were taken from the legend of the saint
and yet they were differently worded and arranged.
The most singular feature, and one common to both
Sarum and York on this and one or two other festivals

(notably that of the Conversion of St. Paul and the
Feast of the Holy Trinity), was the use of antiphons
with versicles attached to each. This feature is

called in the "Aurea Legenda" "regressio anti-
phonarum" and in Caxton's translation "the repry-
syng of the anthemys". The contents of the
manual and the remaining service-books show other
distinctive peculiarities. For example the form of

troth-phghting in the York marriage-service runs as

follows (we modernize the spelling): "Here I take
thee N. to my wedded wife, to have and to hold
at bed and at board, for fairer for fouler, for better
for worse, in sickness and in health, till death us
do part and thereto I plight thee mj' troth"; in which
may be speciallj' noticed the ah.sence of the words "if

holy Church it will ordain", found in the Sarum Rite
and stiU represented in the English Catholic marriage
service. Again in the delivery of the ring, the bride-

groom at York said: "With this ring I wed thee, and
with this gold and silver I honour thee, and with this

gift I dowe thee", where again onemisscs the familiar

"with my body I thee worship" retained in both the
Catholic and Protestant marriage service of England.
Also the York rubric prescribes "Here let the priest

ask the woman's dowTy and if land be given her for

her dowTy then let her fall at the feet of her husband ".

This feature is entirely lacking in all but one or two
of the Sarum books. The only other York peculiar-

ity that seems to call for special notice is the mention
of the Blessed Virgin in the form for the administrat ion

of extreme unction, viz. "Per istam sanctam unc-
tionem et suam piissimam misericordiam et per
intercessionem beata; Maria; Virginis et omnium Sanc-
torum, indulgeat tibi Dominus quidquid peccasti

per visum. Amen". Naturally York had also its

special calendar and special feasts. They are set out
at length in Dr. Henderson's edition of the York
Missal (pp. 259 sqq. and especially p. 271). We will

only note here the circum.stance that the Visitation

was kept at York on 2 April, a date which seems to

agree better with the Gospel narrative than our pres-

ent 2 July. As for the colours of vestments, York is

said to have used white for Christma.s, Easter, Palm
Sunday, and probably for ^\'hits^mtide, as well as on
feasts of the Blessed Virgin, while black was used for

Good Friday an<l bluefor Advent and Sept uagesima,

etc. (see St. John Hojie in "Trans. St. Paul's Eccles.

Society", II, 2(i8, and cf . I, 12.5), but it is very doubtful

whether these data regarding colours can be trusted.

The Rcries of York liturgical books have all been printed for

the Surtees Society of Durham, the Mi.^ml in 1874. Ilic Afanual

and Processional in 1875. the Pontifical in 1S73, all these heme
edited by Henderson. The Brcriary edited by Lawlet appeared

in two volumes in 1880-82. Much information may be derived

from the prefaces and notes in these volumes. See also Ma8-
KEl.l,. Ancient Liturgy of Ihe Church of England (3rd ed.,

Oxford, 1SS2), in which the text of the Ordinan.' and Canon of the

Mass as observed at Sarum, York, Hereford, and Bangor are

printed in parallel volumes and contrasted with the text of tha
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Roman Missal. Some account of "the newly found York Grad-
ual " 13 given by Fbehe in Jour, of Theol. Stud.. II, 575-86 (1901).
Compare further the introductions to the three volumes of

Maskell, Monumenta Ritualia (Oxford, 1882), and the notes
to Simmons, Lay Folks Mass Book, in Early Eng. Text Society

(London, 1S7S).

Herbert Thurston.

Youghal, Wardenship of, in the Diocese of

Cloyne, was founded by Thomas, Eighth Earl of

Desmond, the charter being dated 27 Dec, 1464, and
was confirmed by the Holy See. It was endowed with

a large number of rectories and vicarages in the

Diocese of Cloyne, and also had four vicarages in

Ardfert. By the terms of the foundation, the warden-
ship consisted of a warden, eight fellows, and eight

singing-men (vicars choral), and the endowment was
about £600 per annum. Three years later the noble
founder was hanged by the Viceroy of Ireland (15

Feb., 146S), and a stormy period ensued on account
of the Wars of the Roses, in which the Earls of Des-
mond were involved. The ninth earl was murdered
by his own servants on 7 Dec, 1487. Two years

later the Bishop of Cloyne resigned ; and his successor,

Blessed Thady MacCarthy (beatified in 1895), died

in exile as a confessor at Ivrea (24 Oct., 1492). The
last Catholic warden was Thomas Allen (1533), after

whom came the schismatic Roger Skiddy, who had
various preferments under Edward VI, and was
appointed Dean of Limerick and Bishop of Cork by
Queen Elizabeth in 1562. He is described as "War-
den of Youghal" in 15G7. Sixty years later all the

endowments were acquired by the notorious Earl of

Cork, and in 1639 the rectory was united to the war-
denship. A Catholic succession of wardens was main-
tained as late as 1709, when Father Richard Harnet
held the position, which was then merely titular.

The warden's house is now the picturesque residence

of Sir Henry A. Blake, and is more generally known
as "Sir Walter Raleigh's House".

Smith, History of Cork (Dublin, 1759); Haymantj, Handbook
for Youghal (new ed., Youghal, 1896).

W. H. Grattan-Flood.

Young Men's Institute, The, a Catholic fraternal

organization, founded on 4 ^larch, 1883, at San Fran-
cisco, California. The six founders were: John J.

McDade, first grand president and subsequently the

first supreme president; James F. Smith, ex-grand
president, now member of the Commerce Court at

Washington, D. C; Edward I. Sheehan; William T.
Ryan; WilUam H. Gagan; and George R. Maxwell.
After many preliminary meetings and much delibera-

tion, a constitution was formed and adopted and
officers were elected.

The Young Men's Institute is the only beneficial

and fraternal organization originating in the West
which has become a national organization. Its

objects and purposes are: "Mutual aid and benevo-
lence, the moral, social, and intellectual improvement
of its members, and the proper development of senti-

ments of devotion to the Cathohc Church and loyalty

to our country, in accordance with its motto,'Pro Deo,

Pro Palria' " (Constitution of Supreme Council). The
Supreme Council has all authority essential to the
exercise of supreme legislative and appellate jiower,

and is vested with supreme authority over the several

Grand Council Jurisdictions (five in number), having
a uniformity of general laws, but without interfering

with the local conditions peculiar to the separate jur-

isdictions. The Subordinate Councils stand in the
same general relations to the different Grand Council
Jurisdictions that the several counties stand to the
respective states in which they are located. The
Detached Covmcils are under the direct supervision

and control of the Supreme Council, because they are

not as yet able to sustain a Grand Council Jurisdic-

tion. Membership is divided into three cla.sses:

(1) beneficiary, those who desire to participate in

sick and funeral benefits and who arc between the

ages of eighteen and forty-five years; (2) active, those
who do not desire to participate in either sick or fu-

neral benefits; (3) honorary members, who may be of

any age. No person is ehgible to membership, or can
remain a member, unless he is a practical Catholic.
The organization has spread through the United
States, British Columbia, Canada, the North-west
Territory, the Hawaiian and the Philippine Islands,

and at present has a membership of 20,000; it is

strongest in Cahfornia. Archbishop Patrick W.
Riordan has never failed to encourage the organiza-
tion, and in public, as in private, has been unstinted
in his praise and commendation. In addition, the
organization has received the approbation of Popes
Leo XIII and Pius X, as well as the approval of the
Apostolic Delegates to the United States, the Hier-
archy in the United States, Canada, British Columbia,
the Hawaiian and the Philippine Islands.

F. J. KlERCE.
George A. Stanley.

Youville, Marie-M.^rguerite d', nee Dufrost de
Lajemmerais, foundress of the Gray Nuns, or Sisters

of Charity, b. at Varennes, near lilontreal, 15 Oct.,

1701, of Christophe-D. de L. and Renee de Varennes,
the sister of Lavdrendrye, discoverer of the Rocky
Mountains; d 23
Dec, 1771. After
studying two years
with the Ursuhnes
at Quebec, she
shared, at the age
of twelve, in tin

housework of hi i

wido%ved mothei
She married (1722)
M.d'Youville,\\ho
treated her with
indifference, and
eight years later

left her a widow
W'ith three children

and a heavy debt.

She was forced to

carry on a small
trade in order to
meet her obliga-

tions. The only Venerable Marie-Marguerite
two of her sons d'Yoctville

who reached manhood became priests. Out of

her own poverty, she helped the needy. Mother
d'Youville conceived an ardent devotion to the
Eternal Father, which was to be the kej-note of her
life. Providence destined her to rescue from debt
and ruin the hospital, founded (1694) by M. Char-
ron, and hitherto managed by a brotherhood bearing
his name. This undertaking which was to be the
cradle and groundwork of a new religious institute,

the Grey Nuns, or Sisters of Charity, was destined
to flourish under the wise and zealous direction of

Mother d'Youville. When, in 1747, the General
Hospital was entrusted to her, she had already, with
a few companions hving under a provisional rule,

begun practising the spiritual and corporal works of

mercy. She opened the hospital to disabled soldiers,

the aged of either sex, the insane, the incurable,

foundlings, and orphans. When, to save the General
Hospital of Quebec, the intendant Bigot, with Bishop
Pontbriand's assent, decided to transfer to the former
institution the property of the Montreal Hospital,
Mother d'Youville submitted. The intervention of

the Sulpician superior, Cousturier, maintained her
rights. In 1755, Mgr. Pontbriand confirmed the rule

of the institute drawn up bv Father Norniant.
Mother d'Youville assumed the entire debt, 49,000
livres, and to meet the expense of restoring, rebuilding,

and harbouring numerous inmates, increased by the
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admission of epileptics, lepers, and contagious patients

excluded from the Hotel-Dieu, she made clothing for

the king's stores and for the traders of the upper
country, which constituted her chief revenue. Dur-
ing the Seven Years War so many EngUsh soldiers

were treated at the hospital, that one of its wards was
called "la salle des /Vnglais". Mother d'Youville
ransomed from the Indians, at a great price, an Eng-
Ush prisoner destined to torture, and saved from their

furj' several fugitives, one of whom, through gratitude,

later prevented the bombardment of the fortress-like

hospital. Owing to the exorbitant cost of necessaries

of life, due to unscrupulous corruption, the hospital

was heavily indebted at the time of the conquest. A
credit of 100,000 livres, due by the French Govern-
ment, was redeemed with interest only under Louis
XVIII, and the sum appUed to the work begun by
the foundress. Despite her poverty, Mother d'You-
ville undertook to rescue all foundlings thrown upon
her charity. When, in 1766, the General Hospital
was destroyed by fire, fully resigned to her loss,

she knelt with her sisters and recited the "Te Deum".
Her institute has spread throughout Canada and even
to some of the neighbouring states. The Decree
introducing the cause of her beatification, and entit-

ling her to be called Venerable, was signed on 28
April, 1S90.

Faillon, Vie de Madame d" Youttille (Ville Marie. 1852);
Jett^, Vie de la Vin. M;-re d' YouviUe (Montreal, 1900).

Lionel Lini)s.\t.

Ysambert, Nicolas, theologian, b. at Orleans in

1.5(55 or 1569; d. at Paris, U May, 1642. He studied

theology at the Sorbonne and was made a fellow {socius)

of thecoUegein 1.598. Thenceforthheprofes-sedtlieologj'

with such success as to attract pubhc attention. In
1616 King Louis XIII founded at the Sorbonne a

new chair of theology for the study of the controversial

questions between Catholics and Protestants. The
professor in charge had to give on every working day
an hour's lecture followed by a half hour of familiar

conference with his auditors. Ysambert was ap-
pointed to this chair by the king, who in this instance

had reserved to himself the nomination. This ap-
pointment, which was an honour in itself, was still

more enhanced by the eulogies bestowed on Ysambert
in the letters patent which designated him, wherein
the king praises his competence and station, his ex-

perience in theology, controverled matters, and other
sciences. From the time of his appointment as is

evident from the MSS. of his cour.se, one of which is

preserved at the library of Toulouse, which was begun
in 1618, Ysambert took as the basis of his letters the
"Summa theologiea" of St. Thomas Aquinas which
he seems to have commentated until the end of his

career of teaching. His lessons won him a wide
reputation, which he retained until his death. In the
councils of the theological faculty he was chiefly dis-

tinguished for his share in the censure directed against

Marc ,\ntonio de Dominis, the apostate Archbishoj) of

Spalatro, the author of the notorious treatise "De
republica Christiana", which was intended to over-
throw the whole ecclesiastical Hier.irchy; he was (he
first to point out the heretical doctrine to the faculty

and he brought about its condemnation. When
Edmond Richer laboured to revive in the theological

faculty a somewhat modified Galliranism, Ysambert
with the theologian Duval became the zealous de-
fender of (he righ(s of (he Holy See. To learning
Ysambert joined great strictness of life, remarkable
solidity of judgment, and a precision and sense of
justice much appreciated in the decision of cases of
con.science. He beg.in publishing his "Disputa-
tiones", or commentaries on the Summa of St.

Thomas, but it was not completed during his life

(Paris, 1638-48). Hia commentary is generally
esteemed.

XV.—47

FiuBlEN, Hisl. de la ville de Paris (Paris. 1725), V; DcPLEBSIB
d'Argentr^. CoUectio Jufliciorum de novis erroribua II, (Paris,
172S). pt. II: Fbret, IjO Jaculti de th^ologie de Paris, iSpoque
maderne. III (Paris, 1906).

Antoine Degert

Yucatan, Archdiocese of (Ydcatahensis), in

the He]niblic of Mexico. Campeche and Tabasco
are its sufi'ragans. Its area is that of the state of
the same name, 17,204 sq. miles, and its pojiulation
337,020 inhabitants (1910). Merida, the capital,
is the residence of the bishop and governor. It is

about 27 feet above the level of the sea and has a
population of 61,999 (1910). There is a legend that
long before (he arrival of the Spanish in Mexico the
Christian religion had been preached in Yucatdn by
Quetzalcoatl (see Mexico). Yucatdn was the first

region of the Mexican territory to receive the hght of

the Gospel in the sixteenth centurj'; it was there that
the first Mass was celebrated. It is said that in 1517
Francisco Herndndez de C6rdoba, the discoverer
and explorer of the region, founded the first parish.

Leo X, beheving the newly-discovered land to be an
island, by the BuU "Sacri apostolatus ministerio",
dated 27 January, 1518, created the Bishopric of

Yucatdn, under the name "Carolense" and placed
it under the protection of "Santa Maria de los Reme-
dios". When it was known that Yucatdn was part
of the continent which Herndn Cort6s was conquer-
ing, Clement VII made certain modifications (see

(Tlaxcala), and caused Father Juhdn Carets,
appointed first Bishop of Yucatdn, to make his

residence at Tlaxcala when he arrived in Mexico,
as the Spanish had abandoned the conquest of Yuca-
tdn for this new land. The first resident bishop was
Francisco Toral, a Franciscan, who took possession

on 15 August, 1.562, one year after his election: he
assisted at the first and second Mexican councils.

Marcos de Torres y Rueda, twelfth bishop (1(547),

owing to dissensions between .Juan Palafox, Bishop
of Tlaxcala, and the Viceroy of New Spain, Count of

Salvatierra, was named ^'icerov of Mexico and entered
into office, 13 May, 1648; he "died at the capital, 22
April, 1649. Juan G6mez de Parada, twentieth
bishop, governed the dioceses of Yucatdn, Guate-
mala, and Guadalajara with great success. His
successor, Ignacio Castorena y Ursua, was the founder
of the first newspaper published in Mexico (see

Periodical Literature, Catholic.—Mexico). 3oei

Maria Guerra, thirty-fifth bishop (d. 1863), hved
during the famous war of caste which ruined almost
(he whole of Yuca(dn; his zeal, energ\', and firmness

prevented the city of Merida from falling into the
hands of the revolting Indians. It was at the instance

of Leandro Rodriguez de la Gala, his successor, that

the new See of Tabasco was formed from parishes

taken from the Diocese of Yucatdn. 'The Province
and Vicariate of Pe(<^n, 8i(ua(ed in the Re-
public of Guatemala, which ecclesiastically had
belonged to Yucat.dn, became a part of the

See of Guatemala. Believing that the colony

of Belice was his dependency, the bishop sent

missionaries there in 1S64; this land, however, had
been under the administration of priests sent from the

Vicariate Apostolic of J.amaica since 1837. The
present archbishop is Mgr. Tristschler y Cordova,
appointed on 11 Nov., 1906. The Diocese of Yucatdn
was suffragan of Mexico until 1891, when it became
suffragan of the newly-crea( ed Archdiocese of Oaxaca.

In 1895 (he new See of Campeche was crea(ed from
parishes (aken from Yucatdn, to which was added all

(he (erri(or>- of Quin(ana Roo. The Archdiocese of

Yiica(!in erected in 19(X5, has: a seminary and 30 s(u-

den(s; 32 parochial schools and 9 Ca(holic colleges,

wi(h 67.38 students. Protestants have erected 3

colleges, which have 79 students, and 2 churches.

Vera. Catecinmo ffeoordfico-hi/tH^iro-fstadtstico de la Jglesia

mtxicana (Amecameca, 1881); de Terrebos, Apunlet biogrificot
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del llmo St. Dn. Juan Gdmez de Parada, Obispo de K., Guatemala
y Guadalajara (Mexico. 190^^): GuiLLOW, Apuntes histdricos

(Mexico, 1S89) ; Carrillo, El Obispado de Y. (M^rida, 1895).

Camillus Crivelli.

Yukon, Prefecture Apostolic of, occupies the

extreme northwestern portion of the Dominion of

Canada. It extends from 54° North latitude to

the Arctic Ocean and from the summit of the Rocky
Mountains to 141' West longitude. It covers an
area of about 342,000 sq. miles, comprising two dis-

tinct districts, the Yukon Territory and the north of

the province of British Columbia, which, previous

to the erection of the new prefecture, belonged to

different jurisdictions; the former being attached to

the Vicariate of Mackensie River and the latter to

the Diocese of New Westminster. The prefecture

was established on 9 March, 1908, and entrusted to

the Oblate Fathers of Mary Immaculate, the first

prefect. Rev. E. M. Bunoz, being appointed on
8 April of the same year. The clergy of his juris-

diction is composed of 9 Oblate Missionaries, in charge

of 5 churches with resident priests and 22 missions

with chapels and 6 without chapels. The principal

institutions are a school and a hospital, which are

conducted by 12 Sisters of St. Ann of Lachine. The
Catholic population numbers about 5000. The
chief missions of the prefecture are: Dawson, Prince

Rupert, and Stuart's Lake.
At Dawson, the metropolis of the Klondike gold

fields, the first house of worship (Church of St. Mary)
and first hospital, both log buildings, were erected in

1907-08 by the Jesuit Father Judge (d. at Dawson,
1899) . Previous to the Klondike rush, the Yukon
was almost uninhabited by white men. The Oblate

Father Gendreau, who succeeded Father Judge, en-

larged and transformed the rough church besides

establishing the first school of the territory. This

school was rebuilt on a larger scale in the centre of

the town in 1904 under the present prefect, who suc-

ceeded Father Gendreau in 1902. The hospital was
also replaced in 1908 by a stately structure. The
Catholic Church took a prominent place in the famous
camp and always kept it. Y^eoman services were

rendered by prominent laymen such as the late Alex.

MacDonald (the Klondike King), Judge A. Dugas,

Judge C. Macauley, J. MacNamee, the late A. Noel,

and F. Nolan. An ordinance recognizing and guaran-

teeing the rights of separate schools in conformity

with the British North America Act passed the Yukon
Legislature in 1902. Prince Rupert, the Pacific

Terminus of the Grand Trunk, although only founded

in June, 1909, possesses a Catholic church (Church
of the Annunciation), parochial hall, and club rooms;

it is the headquarters of the prefect. Stuart's Lake
is situated in the centre of old and flourishing Indian

missions, which number 2000 natives, all of which are

conducted according to the system of Bishop Durieu.

The Oblate Father Coccola is in charge.

MoRicE, Hisl. of the Catholir Church in Western Canada (Toronto,

1910); JODOE, An American Missionary (Baltimore, 1907).

E. M. Bdnoz.

Yun-nan.—The Mission of Yun-nan includes the

whole Province of Yun-nan which is situated in the

south-western corner of China. It adjoins Tonkin,
Burma, Tibet, and the Chinese provinces of Sz-Chuen,
Kwei chou, and Kwang-si. It is mountainous and its

climate is like that of France. It has about 18,000,000

inhabitants, mostly (Chinese, divided into many
different tribes, as Y-jen, Miao-tse, Lo-los, Shans,

Lissous. The Mussulman population is 900,000.

In 1658 Yun-nan was entrusted to the first Vicar

Apostolic of the Society of I'orcign Mi.ssions of Paris,

Bishop Pallu, who had no means at his disposal to

evangelize it. In 1699, I'"ath('r Leblanc was made
vicar Apostolic. He arrived there in 1702 accom-
panied by Father Daiiry. They found only four

Christians, whom they used as catechists. Father Le-
blanc settled at Yun-nan-sen, the metropohs of the
province, bought a piece of ground, and began build-

ing a church. Father Danry by 1706 had baptized

more than 1000 Chinese. In that year. Emperor
Kang-hi banished the missionaries and Father Danry
left China, while Father Leblanc sought concealment
in Fokien and Tche-kiang; he died in 1720, .shortly

after being made Bishop of Troad. Bishop Enjobert
de Marillat, Vicar Apostolic of Sz-Chuen, adminis-

trated Yun-nan till 1780 when Yun-nan was united

to Sz-chuen and Father Gleyo went to Yun-nan,
where he established many Christian communities.
In 1840, Yun-nan was separated from Sz-Chuen.
Mgr. Ponsot became vicar Apostolic and was conse-

crated titular Bishop of Philomelia (1843-1880).

The Catholic population at this time was 4000. There
was only one Chinese priest. In 1847 a persecution

stopped the progress of evangelization. In 1856 the

Catholics numbered 6597. The Treaty of Pekin
was not published in Yun-nan imtil 1865. In 1874
Father Baptifaud was killed at Pien-kio by the rebels.

In 1881 Bishop Fenouil succeeded Bishop Ponsot.
In 1883 Father Terrasse and fourteen Christians were
massacred at Chang-yu, and 20 Dec, 1910, Father
M^rigot was killed at Tsing-in. The present vicar

Apostolic is Mgr. De Gorostarzu, consecrated Bishop
of Aila in 1907. He resides at Yun-nan-sen.

In 1889 the mission comprised 1 bishop, 25 Euro-
pean missionaries, 7 Chinese priests, 53 churches or

chapels, 1 seminary with 25 students and 10,221 Catho-
Hcs. In 1910, there were 2 bishops, 31 European
missionaries, 15 Chinese priests, 92 churches or
chapels, 1 seminary with 21 students, and 102 schools
with 2112 pupils and 12,234 Catholics.

V. H. MONTANAR.

YuracarS Indians, a Bolivian tribe living between
Santa Cruz de la Sierra and Cochabamba in the
wooded regions and plains adjoining the mountains,
on the Eastern slopes of the Andes, close to the Rio
Beni and Rio Marmore. They are tall, and the women
are very handsome. They have oval countenances,
aquiline noses, very dark eyes, while their skin is

almost as white as that of the Spaniards. The
Yuracar(5 are excellent hunters and make good war-
riors; they were of a roving disposition, but the Jesuits

of the Paraguayan Reductions succeeded in establish-

ing a mission among them, which flourished until the
suppression of the Societ}'. The standard of morality
among the Yuracar(5 was very low. The marriage
bond was readily dissolved, but polygamy was not
practised. They were distributed in families, hving
without any form of government. Men and women
were separated at meals, but there was no subordina-
tion between husband and wife or relatives, though
the parents were generally treated as slaves by the
children.

They were an extremely superstitious race, but
they adored neither nature nor a superior being.

They believed in the immortaUty of the soul but
had no idea of future rewards or punishments.
The dead, who were mourned for a long period,

were buried with their bows and arrows, as they were
supposed to have gone to a delightful region imder
the earth, where tlie woods abounded witli peccaries
and the hunting never failed. The Yuracare live

entirely by hunting; they consider it lawful to commit
suicide, and practice duelling, which is carried out
according to rules laid down by public authority.
Thoy make il a rule never to advise their children,

leaving them to form their own standard of conduct.
Reclus, Vniteraal Gtography ed. Keane, X^'III (London),

378-9.

A. A. MacErlean.

Yves of Cbartres. See Ivo op Chartres, Saint.



Zabarella, Francesco, cardinal, celebrated can-

onist, b. at Padua, 10 August, 1360; d. at Constance,
2t) September, 1417. He studied jurisprudence at

Bologna (137S-83) chiefly under the famous Giovanni
di Lignano, and at Florence, where he was graduated
in 1385. He taught canon law at Florence (138.'>-

90) and at Padua
(1390-1410) .

Having taken
minor orders in

138.5, he became
vicar of Bishop
Acciajuoliof Flor-

ence and pastor
at the Church of

Santa Maria in

Pruneta near
Florence. After
the resignation of

Bishop .\cciajuoli

in List). Zabarella
was elect oil liis

successor, but the
pope had pre-

viously appointed
another as bishop.

In 1398 he was
made archpriest
of the cathedral

at Padua. The Paduan Government repeatedly
employed him on diplomatic missions, and, towards
the end of 1404, he was one of two ambassadors
sent to King Charles VI of France to obtain the
latter's assistance against Venice, which was prepar-
ing to annex Padua. When Padua had become part
of the Venetian Republic in 1406, Zabarella became
a loyal supporter of Venice. In 1409 he took part
in the Council of Pisa as councillor of the Venetian
legate. On IS July, 1410, John XXIII appointed him
Bishop of Florence and papal referendary, and on
6 June, 1411, cardinal deacon with the titular church
of SS. Cosma e Damiano.
Though he never received major orders, he was one

of the most active and influential cardinals of John
XXIII, whose interests he supported at the Council
of Rome (1412-3). When this council failed to end
the lamentable .schism, John XXIII sent Cardinals
Zabarella and De Challant as legates to King Sigis-

mund at Como in October, 1413, with full powersto
come to an understanding with the latter concerning
the place and time for holding a new council. It was
arranged loopen the new council at Constance, 1 No-
vember, 1414, where Zabarella was one of the chief

supporters of John XXIII. When the latter fled

from Constance 20 March, 141.5, in order to thwart
the election of a new pope, Zabarella remained as his

representative. It was chicny through his influence

that John XXIII finally resigned the papacy uncon-
ditionally in .\pril, 141.5. Nevertheless the council
continued its proceedings against John, and commis-
sioned Zabarella with four other cardinals to inform
him of his suspension and, later, of his formal deposi-
tion by the council. In the proceedings against the
Avignonese Pope Benedict XIII, Zabarella proposed,
at the session held 28 Nov., 1416, that Benedict be
cited before the coimcil. He also took part in the
proceedings of the council against IIuss, Jerome of

Prague, and Jean Petit. His attempts to induce the

two former to sign a softened form of retraction
proved useless. From April till the end of July he
sought to regain health and strength at a neighbouring
watering place. On 28 July he was again at Con-
stance, and up to the time of his death exerted all his

influence to hasten the election of a new pope. He
is buried in the cathedral at Padua.

His most important literary production is an ecclesi-

astico-poUtieal treatise, "De schismate" (Strasburg,
154.5). It consists of independent portions, written
at different intervals (1403-5-6-8), and contains vari-

ous suggestions for ending the schism. His chief

canonical writings are: "Lectura super Clemen-
tinis" (Naples, 1471); " Commentarius in libros

Decretalium" (Venice, 1502); "Consilia" (Venice,

1 58 1 ) . He also wrote " De felicitat e libri 1 1
1
" (Padua,

1655); "De arte metrica"; "De natura rerum diver-

sarum"; "De corpore Christi"; and a few small
juridical treatises. A large number of his letters are

in the imperial hbrary of Vienna, Cod. I.at. 5513.

Kneer, Kardinal Zabarella. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichle des

grossen abenla/idischen Srhismas, I (Miinstcr, 1891); Finke,
Ada Concilii Conglamiensis. I (Miinstcr, 1896); Keppleh. Bis
Polilik des KardinahkaUegium!, in Konslans (Munster, 1899);
Vedova, MemoTie intorno a Francesco Zabarella (Padua, 1829);
PiNTON, Appunti biografici intorno al grande giuriata ed uman-
ista Card. Zabarella (Potonza, ISS.'i); Zardo, Francesco Zabarella

a Firenze in Arch. star. Hal., XXII, 1-22, and separately (Flor-

ence, 1898).

Michael Ott.

Zabulon, one of the twelve sons of Jacob and
ancestor of the tribe of the same name (Gen., xlvi, 14;

Num., xx\-i, 26). Nothing is known of Zabulon except
that Sared, Elon, and Jahelel were his sons and the

heads of three tribal families. The tribe of Zabulon
plays an important part in the early history of Israel.

The name is Hebrew; it occurs in the form zShiilCn,

eighteen times; z&MUun, twenty-six times; zShiUCn,

once; Sept., Zapov'Kiiv; Josephus (.\nt., V, vii, 14),

ZojSoi/X^t; Vulg., Zabulon, the New Testament read-

ing is that of the Septuagint. The meaning of the
name is doubtful. There seems to be a play upon
Zehcd; cf. Lia's words in Gen., xxx, 20: "God hath
gifted me (zih&ddni) with a good gift (zibid); this

time my husband shall honour me (yizbileni), because
I have borne him six sons; and therefore she called

his name Zabulon".
At the census of the tribes, in the Desert of Sinai,

during the second year of the Exodus, the tribe of

Zabulon numbered 57,400 men fit for war (Num., i,

31). This army, under the command of Eliab, en-

camped with Juda and Issachar east of the tabernacle

and with them made up the vanguard of the line of

march (Num., ii, 3-9). Among the spies sent by
Mo.ses to view the land of Chanaan, Geddiel the son of

Sodi represented Zabulon (Num., xiii, 11). At Set-

tim, in the land of Moab, after 24,000 men were slain

for their crime, a second census was taken; Zabulon
numbered 00,.500 fighting men (Num., xxvi, 27).

Elisaphan, son of Pharnach, was chosen to represent

Zabulon at the division of the Land of Promise (Num.,
xxxiv, 25). The tribe seems to have easily conquered
its portion. During the rule of Josue it received no
special mention. While the judges ruled, its prowess
was worthy of note. In the Canticle of Debbora the

tribe is specially singled out as having "offered their

lives to death in (he region of Merome" (Judges,

V, 18) ; and praised for that there came "out of Zabu-
lon they that led the army to fight", as in Heb.,

739
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"they that carry the pen of the BTiter", i. e. such as

recruiting and inspecting officers (Jg., v, 14). The
reference is to Barac's campaign against Sisara, the

commander of tlie forces of Jabin, Iving of Chanaan
(Judges, iv, 10). They answered tlie call of Gedeon
and joined in battle against Madian (Judges, vi, 35)

;

and gave to Israel Aliialon, who judged her ten years

(Judges, xii, 11). Among those that followed David
to Hebron to make him king were 50,000 fully armed
men of Zabulon with no double heart (I Par., xii, 33),

who brought with them, as sign of their hearty alle-

giance, bounteous supphes of meat and drink to cele-

brate the accession of their new ruler (I Par., xii, 40).

When Ezechias made reparation for the abominations

of his father Achaz, he invited all Israel to keep the

pasch in the house of the Lord. Mockery and ridicule

met the emissaries of the reformer; 5-et some were
true to the religion of their fathers, and, even from
far away Zabulon, went up to Jerusalem, destroyed

the idols, and kept the feast of the unleavened bread

(II Par., XXX, 10-23).

At the division of the land between the seven tribes

not yet provided for, the lot of Zabulon was third.

The tribe's territory started with Sarid (Jos., xix, 10),

which is supposed to have been Tell Shadud, some
five miles soutli-west of Nazareth. Zabulon's boun-
daries have not been made out. Of the nineteen

proper names that the Book of Josue gives to guide us,

only Bethlehem (Beit lahin, seven miles north-west of

Nazareth) can be identified with certainty. Jose-

phus (Antiq. Jud., V, i, 22) assigns to Zabulon the

land near to Carmcl and the sea, as far as the Lake of

Genesareth. To its north-west lay Aser, to the

south-east Issachar. It included a part of the Plain

of Esdraelon, and the great highway from the sea to

the lake. Within the territory of Zabulon Christ

was brought up, and did and said much that is nar-

rated in the Gospels, especially in the Synoptics,

about His Galilean ministry.
Walter Druii.

Zacatecas, Diocese of (de Zacatecas), in the

Republic of Mexico, suffragan of Guadalajara. Its

area is almost the same as that of the State of Zaca-
tecas. Its popu-
lation (1910) 475,-

863. The bishop
and governor of

the state reside in

Zacatecas, which
has 25,905 inhab-
itants (census of

1910), situated
_' 142 metres above
SI a level. This
ii rritory was con-
c|ucred and peo-
pled by the Span-
ish between 1546
and 1548. The
fu-st parish, found-
rd in 1569, be-
onged to the See
of Guadalajara.
The following
orders established

themselves in this

famous mineral
region: Franciscans in l.")67; Augustinians, 1.576;

Dominicans, 1604; Order of St. John, 1610; Jesuits,

1616; and Merceflarians, 1701. The famoiis College

of the Propagation of the Faith, founded by tlie

Venerable Father Margil, and inaugur.ited, 4 May,
1721, sent out missionaries to Texas, to the French in

Louisiana, and to Tamaulii)as (176S), and took charge

of various mis.sions abandoned by the .Icsuits, when ex-

pelled from Tarahumara and Lower California. Wlien,

in 1836, the Mexican Government asked that a bish-

opric be created at San Francisco, CaUfornia, Fran-
cisco Garcia Diego of this college wa.s consecrated first

bishop in 1S40. During the rehgious persecution in

1859 all the rehgious of the college were iuijirisoiK d,

and all priests who denied absolution to those who had
given their oath to the constitution of 1857, wen-
liable to punishment; the few priests in the town
hastily fied. The Diocese of Zacatecas was created

from parishes of Guadalajara by Pius IX in 1863, and
became suffragan of Guadalajara. It has: 2 sen i-

naries with 101 students; 144 parochial schools; 19

colleges with about 7000 students. Protestants have
3 colleges with 55 students and 9 churches. The capi-

tal, Zacatecas, has a celebrated cathedral, situated on
the site of the first church, built in 1559. The cathe-

dral was begun in 1612 and completed in 1782. Its

fagade is of red stone, elegant, severe, and gi'andiose.

On the hill known as the Bufa, on the outskirts of

Zacatecas, is the venerated sanctuary of Nuestra
Senora de los Remedios.
Vera, Caterismo geogr. hist, estad. de la Tglesia Mexicana

(Aniecameca, ISSl): Sotomayor, Historia del apostdlico Colegio

de Ntra Sra de Guadalupe de Zacatecas,

Camillus Crivelli.

Zaccaria, Francesco Antonio, theologian, his-

torian, and prolific WTiter, b. at Venice, 27 March,
1714; d. in Rome, 10 October, 1795. He joined the

Austrian province of the Society of Jesus, 18 October,

1731, taught grammar and rhetoric at Gorz, and was
ordained priest at Rome in 1740. He spent some time

in pastoral work at Ancona, Fermo, and Pistoia,

gaining renown as a preacher and controversial

lecturer. In 1754 he succeeded Muratori as ducal

archivist and librarian of Modena, but was removed
in 1768, owing to his "Antifebronio", in which he
strenuously defended the rights of the Holy See. He
was now appointed librarian at the Jesuit professed

house in Rome. Clement XIII allowed him an an-

nual pension, continued under Clement XIV, and
increased by Pius VI, who appointed him professor of

church history at the Sapienza and director of the

Accademia de' Nobili Ecclesiastici. He was a member
of at least nineteen Itahan academies. Of the 161

printed works ascribed to him by Sommervogel the

following are the most important. On Church His-

torj-: "Series epi-scoporum Cremonensium" (Milan,

1749); "Laudensium" (ibid., 1763); "Auximatium"
(0.simo, 1764); "Vico ^quensium" (Rome, 1778);

"Ca-senatium" (Cesena, 1779); "Forocornehensium"
(Imola, 1820); "De' santi martiri Fedele, Capoforo,

Gratiniano, e Fehno" (Milan, 17.50); "Acta SS. Bol-

landiana apologeticis libris in unum volumen mmc
primum contractis vindicata" (Antwerp, 1755); "De
rebus ad historiani atque antiquitates ecclesia> perti-

nentibus" (Foligno, 17S1); "Raccolta di dis.sertazioni

di storia ecclesiastica" (22 vols., Rome, 1792-7).

Theologj- and Canon Law: "Thesaurus theologicus",

a compilation of theological treatises by various

authors, arranged so as to form an orderly exposition

of the different topics of theology (13 vols., Venice,

1762); "De ea.suisticse theologia> originibus, locis

atque prxstantia", written at the instance of St.

.\lphonsus and prefixed to the third edition of the

latter's "Moral Theology;" "Apparatus omnigense

eruditionis ad theologiam et jus canonicum" (Rome,

1773); etc. Polemics: ".\ntifebronio" (Pe.saro, 1767),

Latin edition (Cesena, 1771-2; and in Migne, "Theol.

Cursus Completus", XXVII, 463-1300); "Storia

polemica del celibato sacro" (Rome, 1774), German
translation bv Pius John (1783); "Storia polemica

delle proibizi'one de' libri" (Rome, 1777); "Difesa

di Ire Sommi Pontefici Benedetto XIII, Benedetto

XIV, e Clemente XIII, e del Concilio Romano tenuto

nel 1775" (Ravenna, 17S41. Liturgy: "DcU' anno

santo" (Rome, 1774); "Bibliotheca ritualis" (2 vols.,

Rome, 1776-8); "Nuovo effermerologio universale
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(Rome, 1780); "Onomasticon rituale selectum"
(Faenza, 1787). Archa'ology: "Istituzione anti-

quario-lapidaria" (Rome, 1770) ; "Istituzione antiqua-
rio-nuniismatica" (Rome, 1772) Literary History

"Storia Letteraria d'ltalia", a literary review edited

by Zaccaria with the assistance of Leonard Ximenes,
Dominieus Froili, and Joachim Gabardi (14 vols.,

Modena, 17.50-57); "Excursus litterarii per Itaham"
(Venice, 1754); "Iter litterarium per Itaham"
(Venice, 1762); "Saggio critico della corrente letter-

atura straniora" (3 vols., Modena, 1576) written by
Zaccaria, conjointly with Gabardi and Froili; "Annali
letterarii d'ltaha" (3 vols., Modena, 1762-3) ;

" Biblio-

teca antica e moderna di storia letteraria" (3 vols.,

Pesaro, 176(>-8). He furthermore issued annotated
editions of: Menochius, "Commentarius totius s.

Scripturae" (Venice, 1743); Dante, "La Divina
Comedia" (Verona, 1749); Tamburini, "Theologia
Morahs" (Venice, 1755); Busenbaum-LaCroix, "The-
ologia Moralis" (1755); Viva, "Opuscula omnia
theologico-moralia" (Ferrara, 1757); Abelly, "Med-
ulla theologica" (Venice, 1757); Petavius, "Opus de
dogmatibus theologicis" (Venice, 1757); Picliler,

"Jus Canonicum" (Pesaro, 1758); Tirinus, "In
universam Scripturam Commentarius" (Venice,

1759); Gavanto, "Opera theologico-canonica" (Fer-

rara, 1760); Toumely, "Pra-lectiones" (Venice,

1765); Natalis Alexander, "Historia Ecclesiastica"
(Venice, 1776-7); Ferraris, "Bibliotheca canonico-
juridiea" (Rome, 1748-90); Pallavacino, "Istoriadel
Concilio di Trento" (Faenza, 1792-7).
SOMMERVOGEL, Biblioth^ue de la Compngnie de Jisns, VIII

(Brussels, 1898). 1381-1435; Ccccagni, Elogio slorico delV abate
F^anceseantonio Zaccaria (Rome, 1769) ; Hurter, Xomenclator,
V (Innsbruck. 19U). i, 484^98.

Michael Ott.

Zacconi, Ludovico, musical theorist, b. at Pesaro
about 15.50; d. at Venice, after 1623. He became an
August inian friar at Venice, where he was ordained
priest. In 1585 we find him as maestro di capella at

the Augustinian church in Venice; and in 1592 he
was attached to the chapel of W'ilhelm, Duke of

Bavaria. In 1596 he v,-as Kapellmeister to the Arch-
duke Charles at Vienna, but in 1618 he returned to

Venice. Zacconi's fame rests on his great work
"Prattica di Musica", first pubhshed in 1592 at
Venice, of which a second volume appeared in 1619.
These two volumes—containing four works—treat
exhaustively of musical theory, and are copiously
illustrated. The directions for rendering polyphonic
music are of the highest value, especially the Palestrina
illustrations. He deals fully with the six Authentic
and six Plagal Modes, studiously omitting the Loc-
rian and H\-polocrian Modes. But he also treats of
orchestral instruments—their compass and method of

playing—and gives valuable information as to the
scoring of early operas and oratorios. In fact he
covers the whole ground of mu.sic, as practised at the
close of the sixteenth century.
BcBNET. Gen. IliM. of A/ujic "(London. 1776-89); Grove,

Did. of Music and Musicians, V (London, 1910). s. v.

W. H. Grattan-Flood.

ZachStf'ias ^Yleh. zikhdryShu and zikhdryah; mean-
ing "Yahweh remembers". Sept . Zoxaptd and Zaxaptds)

,

son of Barachias, son of Addo, a Prophet who aro.se in

Israel in the eighth month of the second year of the
reign of King Darius, 520 b. c. (Zach., i, 1), just two
months after Aggeus began to prophesy (Agg., i, 1).

The urging? of the two Propliets brought about the
building of the second temple (I Esdr., v and vi).

Addo was one of the chief priests who, in the first year
of the reign of Cjtus .538 b. c, returned with Zoro-
babel from captivity (II Esd., xii, 4). Sixteen years
thereafter, during the high priesthood of .loacim
(verse 12), Zacharia, of the family of Addo (Hrb. of

verse 16), is listed as a chief priest. This Zacharia is

most likely the PVophet and author of the canonical
book of the same name. It is not at all probable that
the Prophet Zacharias is referred to by Christ (Matt.,
xxiii, 35; Luke, xi, 51) as having been .slain by the
Jews in the Temple; that Zacharias was the son of
Joiada (II Par., xxiv, 20). Moreover, the Jews of
Zorobabel's time obeyed the Prophet Zacharias
(Zach., vi, 7) ; nor is there, in the Books of Esdras, any
tr.ace of so heinous a crime perpetrated in the Temple
court.

The Book.—The prophecy of Zacharias is one of
the books admitted by both Jews and Christians into
their canon of Sacred Writings, one of the Minor
Prophets. This article will treat its contents and
interpretation, canonicity, author, time, place, and
occasion.

I. Contoits and Interpretation.—A. Part First:
i-viii: Introduction, the purpose of the book, the
return of the people to Yahweh (i, 1-6).

(1) The eight visions of the Prophet, on the night
of the twenty-fourth day of the eleventh month of the
second year of the rule of Darius in Babylon (i, 7-vi,
8). (a) The horsemen in the myrtle grove (i, 7-17).
Their mounts are chestnut, bay, and white. They
bring the news from far and wide; all lands are at
rest, nor is there any sign of an impending upheaval
of the nations such as is to precede the hberation of
Israel from thraldom. And yet Yahweh will comfort
Sion, He will rebuild the city and the Temple, (b)

The four horns and four smiths (i, 18-21).—The
former are the nations that have tossed to the -nands
Juda and Israel and Jerusalem; the latter are the
powers that in their turn will batter down the foes of
Yahweh. (c) The man with the measuring hne (ii,

1-13) .—He is bidden not to measure Jerusalem. The
new Jerusalem will have no need of walls; Yahweh
Himself will be unto it a wall of fire, He wiU dwell
within it. The \'ision now becomes Messianic, ex-
tends far beyond the immediate future, and repre-
sents all the n.itions of the world round about the new
Jenisalem. (d) Jesus the high priest before the angel
of Yahweh (iii, 1-10).—Clothed in filthy garments,
accused by Satan, the high priest stands in shame.
His shame is taken away. Clean raiment is put upon
him. The promise is made of the rehabilitation of the
high priest in the temple that Zorob.abel is to build;
and the Messianic forecast is uttered of the sprout
(Heb. (emdh), the servant of Yahweh (cf. Is., iv, 2:
jer., xxiii, 5; xxxiii, 15), who will be sent in the stead
of the Levitic priesthood, (e) The seven branched
lamp of the temple (iv, 1-14).—An olive tree on either
side feeds the lamps. The seven lamps and their
lights are the seven eyes of Yahweh that run to and
fro o\'er the whole earth (verse 10). The olive trees
are "the two sons of oil", the anointed priest Jesua
and King Zorobabel. The picture is that of the prov-
idence of Yahweh and His two agents in the theocratic
government of restored .Jerusalem; this i)rovidence is

a type of the economy of grace in the Messianic king-
dom. Verses 6b-10a seem to be out of place and to
belong rather to the end of the chapter or after iii,

10; this latter is the opinion of Van Hoonacker, "Les
douze petits proph^tes" (Paris, 190S). (f) The flying
parchment-roll (v, 1-4).—Upon it is the curse of
Yahweh that enters in to consume the house of every
thief and perjurer. The scene of the prophetic vision
has shifted backward several hundred years to (he
days of the thunderings and denunciations of Isaias,

Amos, and Osee; from that distant viewpoint .are .seen

the effects of Israel's .sins and Yahweh's maledictions,
—the Babylonian exile, (g) The wom;in in the epha
(v, .5-11).—She is forced into the mea.sure, the lid is

shut to, a leaden weight is laid thereon; .she is hurried
off to the land of Sennaar. The pic(>ire is symbolic
of the wickedness of Israel tninsported perforce to
Babylon, (h) The four chariots (vi, 1-8).—Bearing
the wrath of Yahweh, to the four comers of the earth
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they are driven; and the one that goes to the north

takes the vengeance of Yahweh upon the nations of

the North who have kept His chosen people in cap-

tivity. It is to be noted that this series of eight

visions begins and ends with similar pictures,—the

horses of varied hues whose riders bring back word
that all the earth is at rest and whose drivers, in hke
manner, are the bearers of the message of Yahweh.

(2) As a sequel to the eight visions, especially to

the fourth and fifth, Yahweh bids Zacharias take of

the gold and silver brought from Babylon by a depu-

tation of Jews of the captivity, and therewith to

make crowns; to place these crowns upon the head of

Jesus the high priest, and then to hang them as a

votive-offering in the Temple (vi, 9-15). The critics

generally insist that it was Zorobabel and not Jesus

who was to be crowned. They err in missing the

prophetic symbohsm of the action. It is the liigh

priest rather than the king that is the tji^e of the

priest of the Mes.sianic kingdom, "the Man WTiose

name is the Sprout" (Heb. text), WTio shallbuild

up the Temple of the Church and in Whom shall be
united the offices of priest and king.

(3) The prophecy of the fourth day of the ninth

month of the fourth year of the rule of Darius in

Babylon (vii and viii). Almost two years after the

eight visions, the people ask the priests and Prophets

if it be required still to keep the fa.sts of t_he exile.

Zacharias makes answer as revealed to him; they

should fast from evil, show mercy, soften their hard

hearts; abstinence from fraud and not from food is

the service Yahweh demands. As a motive for this

true service of God, he pictures to them the glories

and the joys of the rebuilt Jerusalem (vii, 1-9).

The Prophet ends with a Messianic prediction of the

gathering of the nations to Jerusalem (viii, 20-2.3).

B. Part Second: ix-xiv: the two burdens.—Many
years have gone by. The temple of Zorobabel is

built. The worship of Yahweh is restored. Zachar-

ias peers into the far away future and teUs of the

Messianic kingdom.
(1) First burden, in Harlrach (ix-xi) : (a) The com-

ing of the king (ix-x).—The nations round about

will be destroyed; the lands of the Syrians, Phoeni-

cians, and Philistines will fall into the hands of

invaders (ix, 1-7). Israel will be protected for the

sake of her king. Who will come to her "poor and
riding upon an ass". He Who was spoken of as the

Sprout (iii, 8; vi, 12) will be to the new Jerusalem both

priest and king (iii, S; vi, 3). (b) The shepherds of

the nations (xi).—The hteral, and typical meanings

of this passage are very obscure, and variously inter-

preted by commentators. The spohation of the

pride of the Jordan, the destruction of the land from

the cedars of Lebanon to the oaks of Basan, south of

the Sea of Galilee (verses 1-3) seems to refer to an

event long passed,—the breaking-up of the independ-

ence of the Jewish state 586 B. c,—in the same way
as does Jer., xxii, 6, 7. The allegory of the three

shepherds cut off in one month (verses 4-8) is remark-

ably like to Jer., xxii and xxiii. Probably these

wicked rulers are: Sellum, who was deported into

Egypt (Jer., xxii, 10-12); Joakim, son of Josias, who
was "buried with the burial of an ass" (ibid., 13-19);

and his son Jechonias who was cast out into the land

of the stranger (ibid., 24-30). The foolish shepherd

(verses 1.5-17) is probably Srdecias. In verses 9-14

we have Zacharias impersonal ing the shepherd of Juda
and Israel, trj-ing to be a good shrplierd, failing, outcast,

sold for tliirty i)ieces of silver, and in all tliis typifying

the (lood Sliephcrd of the Messianic kingdom.

(2) Second burden, tlie a))oralypt ic vision of Jerusa-

lem's f\ilure (xii-xiv): (a) The nations shall be gath-

ered against Jerusalem (xii, 1-3); b>it Yahweh shall

smite them in His power, by means of the house of

David (verses 4-9) ; and the inhabitants of Jerusalem

will mourn a» one moumeth for an only son (verses

10-14). The prayers of the people of Jerusalem to
Yahweh, Who says "they shall look upon me, whom
they have pierced " ; and their grief at the wTongs that
they have done Him are all typical of the Messianic
kingdom,—Yahweh is the tj'pe of Jesus, the prayers
and mourning of Jerusalem are the type of the
prayers and mourning that Jesus will inspire in the
Church while its members look upon Him Whom they
have pierced (cf. John, xix, 37). As a result of

Yahweh's victory over the nations, idolatry will be
stamped out of Juda (xiii, 1-6). (b) The theme of

the shepherds is taken up again.—Yahweh's shepherd
shall be smitten; the sheep shall be scattered; two-
thirds of them shall perish; one-third shall be gath-
ered, to be refined as silver and tested as gold (xiii,

7-9). The prophetic scene suddenly shifts. Zach-
arias vividly depicts the details of the destruction of

Jerusalem. In the first part of his burden, he had
foreseen the transference of the Holy City from
Scleucids to Ptolemys and back again, the hellenizing

and paganizing of Judaism under Antiochus Epi-
phanes (168 b. c), the profanation of the temple by
Pompey and its sacking by Crassus (47 b. c). Now,
after the casting out of the shepherd of Yahweh,
the city is again in the power of the enemy; but, as of

old, Yahweh is still her protector (xiv, 1-7). There-
after "the Lord shaO be king over all the earth: in

that day there shall be one Lord, and his name shall

be one". The punishment of the foe shall be terrible

(verses 8-19). All things shall be holy to Yahweh
(verses 20-21).

II. Canonicity.—Zacharias is contained in the
canons of both Palestine and Alexandria; Jews and all

Christians accept it as inspired. The book is found
among the Minor Prophets in all the canonical lists

dowTi to those of Trent and the Vatican. The New
Testament WTiters often refer to the prophecies of

the Book of Zacharias as fulfilled. Matthew (xxi, 5)

says that in the triumphal entrance of Jesus into

Jerusalem on Palm Sunday, the details were lirought

to pa,ss that Zacharias (ix, 9) had predicted; and John
(xii, 15) bears like witness. Although, in xx\-ii, 9,

Matthew makes mention of Jeremias only—yet he
refers to the fulfilment of two prophecies, that of

Jeremias (x.xxii, fJ-9) about the purchase of the

potter's field and that of Zacharias (xi, 12, 13) about
the thirty pieces of silver, the price set upon the type

of the Messias. John (xix, 37) sees in the Crucifixion

a fulfilling of Zacharias's words, "they shall look upon
me, whom they have pierced" (xii, 10). Matthew
(xxvi, 31) thinks that the Prophet (xiii, 7) fore-

told the scattering of the Lord's disciples.

III, Author.—In the foregoing analysis of the

contents of Zacharias, we have stated the author,

time, place, and occasion of the book. The author

of the entire prophecy is Zacharias. The time of

part first is the second and fourth years of the reign

of Darius in Babylon (.520 and 522 B. c). The time

of part second is probably toward the end of the reign

cf Darius or the beginning of that of Xer.xes (485 B. c).

The place of the entire prophecy is Jerusalem. The
occasion of the first part is to bring about the building

of the second Temple; that of the second part is

perhaps the approach of the Prophet's death. The
traditional view taken by Catholic exegetes on the

unity of authorship of the book is due in part to the

witness of all manuscripts of the original text and of

the various versions; this unanimity shows that both

in Judaism and tlie Church there has never been a

serious doubt in the matter of the unity of authorship

of Zacharias. Solid reason, and not mere conjec-

tures, are necessary to shake confidence in this tradi-

tional view. No siich .-solid rea.-^ons are forth-coming.

Internal evidence is appealed to; but internal evidence

does not here favour divisive criticism. Quite the

reverse; scoiie and style are one in the prophecy.

A. Unity of scope.—The entire prophecy has the
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same scope; it is permoated throughout, with the very
same Messianic forecasting. The kingdom and
priesthood of the Messias are obscurely depicted in

the visions of the first part ; vividly in the two burdens
of the second part. Both sections insist upon the
vengeance to be wrought against foes of Juda (cf.

i, 14, and vi, S, with ix, 1 sq.) ; the priesthood and king-

ship united in the Christ (cf . iii, 8, and vi, 12, with ix,

!)-17); the conversion of the gentiles (cf. ii, 11; vi,

15, and viii, 22, with xiv, 16, 17) ; the return of Israel

from captivity (cf. viii, 7, 8, with ix, 11-16; x, 8 sq.)

;

the hohness of the new kingdom (cf. iii, 1, and v, 1

sq., with xiii, 1); its prosperity (cf. i, 17: iii, 10; viii,

3 sq., with xi, 16; xiv, 7 sq.).

B. Unity of style.—Whatever slight differences

there are in the style of the two sections can be readily

enough explained by the fact that the visions are in

pro.ie and the burdens in poetry. We can understand
that one and the same -nTiter may show differences in

form and mode of ex])ression, if, after a period of

thirty-five years, he works out in exultant and exuber-

ant poetic form the theme which, long before and
under very different circumstances, he had set forth in

calmer language and prosaic mould. To counter-

balance these slight styUstic differences, we have
indubitable evidence of unity of style. Modes of

ex]ires.sion occur in both parts which are distinctive

of Zacharias. Such are, for instance: the very preg
nant clause " and after them the land was left desolate

of any that crossed over and of any that returned into

it",—Heb. tneober Umiashdlj (vii, 14, and ix, S) ; the
use of the Hiphil of 'ahar in the sense of "taking away
iniquity " (iii, 4, and xiii, 2) ; the metaphor of " the eye
of God" for His Providence (iii, 9; i, 10; and ix, 1);

the designations of the chosen people, "house of Juda
and house of Israel", "Juda, Israel, Jerusalem",
"Juda and Ephraim", "Juda and Joseph" (cf. i,

12, 19; viii, 15 etc., and ix, 13; x, 6; xi, 14 etc.).

Moreover, verses and portions of verses of the first

part are identical with versos and portions of verses of

the second part (cf. ii, 10, and ix, 9; ii, 6, and ix, 12,

13: vii, 14, and ix, 8; viii, 14, and xiv, 5).

C. Divisive criticism.—It is generally allowed that
Zacharias is the author of the first part of the i)roph-

ecy (chapters i-viii). The second part (ix-xiv) is

attributed by the critics to one or many other writers.

Joseph Mede, an Englishman, started the issue, in

his "Fragment a sacra" (London, 1653), 9. Wishing
to save from error Matt., xxvii, 9, 10, he attributed the

latter portion of Zacharias to Jeremias. In this exe-

gesis, he was seconded by Kidder, "The demonstra-
tion of the Me.ssias" (London, 1700), 199, and Whis-
ton, "An e.ssav towards restoring the true text of the
Old Testament" (London, 1722), 92. In this way
was the Deutero-Zacharias idea begotten. The idea
waxed strong and was prolific. Divisive criticism in

due time found many different authors for ix-xiv.

By the end of the eighteenth century, Fliiggc, "Die
Wei-s.^agimgen, welche den ,Schriften des Zacharia.s

beigebogen sind" (Hamburg, 1788), had discovered
nine disjiarale prophecies in these six chapters. A
single or a manifiild Deutero-Zacharias is defended
also by Hau'T, Augusti, Bertholdt, Eichorn (4th cd.),

De Wcttc (though not after 3d ed.), Hitzig, Ewald,
Maurer, Knobrl, Hlcek, Stade, Xowack, Wellhausen,
Driver etc. The critics are not agreed, however, as
to whether the disjiuled chapters are pre-exilic or
post-exilic. Catholic Biblical scholars are almost
unanimous against this view. The arguments in its

favour are given by Van Hoonacker (op. cit., pp. 657
SCK) and answered convincingly.
The prophocy of Zarhariaa lias been interpreted by St. Eph-

RAIU and .St. Jeromf.: cf. the commentaries on the Minor Proph-
eta by Ribera (Antwerp, 1.571, etc.): Montancs (Antwerp,
1.571, 1.582): DE Palacio (ColoKne, 15.S.S); Meskan (Antwerp.
1.597). SAXmc» (Lyons, 1R21); de Castro (I,von». lfil.5. etc.);
DB Calaso (Palermo, 1644); MArcoRPS (Paris. 1614); Scholz
(Frankfurt. 1S.33); Scheoo (Ralisbon, I8.>4 and 1862); Trochon
(Paris, ISS.!); Knabenbaueb (Paris, 1886); Griesbach (Lille,

inni): Leimbach in BM. Volkshfirher. IV (Fulda, 1908). Pa-
trizi (Rome, 18.52) treated the Messianic prophecies of Zachar-
ias. The Protestant commentaries have been mentioned in the
course of the article. The Cat holic writers of general introductions
are of service in regard to the authorship of Zacharias; cf. CoR-
nilt; Kaulen: Haneberg; Gioot.

Walter Drum.

Zacharias Cbrysopolitanus, a famous exegete of
the Premonstratensian Order; b. at Chrysopolis
(Besanoon); d. about 1155. He was first headmaster
of the Cathedral School at Besangon; then joined the
Order of the Premonstratensians at the Abbey of

Saint Martin in Laon, where he gave himself up to

literary pursuits. He pubhshed a Gospel-Harmony
with a grammatical and etymological explanation of

the Greek, Hebrew, and some Latin words found in

the text, under the title, "Unum ex Quattuor, sive De
Concordia Evangelist arum" (cf. P. L., CLXXXVI,
11-620). The work is introduced by three prefaces,

the first of which shows the relation of the Gospel to
the Jewish Law, to philosophy, and to the symbols of

the Evangehsts; the second describes the Evangelists
and their view of the mission of Christ; the third

enumerates the authorities which he uses. The Gos-
pel-Harmony is divided into one hundred and eighty-
one chapters. As to the original Harmony, Zacharias
attributes it to Ammonius of Alexandria. For his

main sources he rehes on the Latin Fathers for the
most part. Among the teachers of the Middle Ages,
he employs mostly Alcuin and Remigius of Auxerre.
From the commentaries on the sacraments the work is

shown to be the product of the early days of Scholasti-
cism. In his explanations he tries to give as literal a
sense as possible to the Biblical text. He differs in

one notable exception from Ammonius, where he as-

sumes that Christ made another journey to Samaria
after His triumphant journey into Jerusalem. Zacha-
rias's work is to be commended for his taste in select-

ing passages from the Fathers, and his endeavours to

keep to the literal sense of the Scriptures. His work
compares very favourably with the "Catena Aurea"
of Saint Thomas.

HnRTEB, NomencUUor Literariut; P. L.. CLXXXVI. 11-620;
De Mas Latrie, Tt^sot de Chronotogie, 2119; Schmid. Zacharias
Chrys. und sein Kommentar rur Evangelienhartnonie, LXVIII. 531.

Leo T. Butler.

Zacharias of Gaza. See Euttchianism; Monoph-
YSITES AND MoNOPHTSlTISM.

Zachary (Zacharhs), Saint, Pope (741-52), year
of birth imknown; d. in March, 752. Zacharj' sprang
from a Greek family living in Calabria; his father,

according to the "Liber Pontificahs", was called

Polichronius. Most probably he was a deacon of the
Roman Church and as such signed the decrees of the
Roman council of 7.32. After the burial of his prede-
cessor Gregory III on 29 November, 741, he was
immediately and unanimously elected pope and con-
secrated and enthroned on 5 December. His biog-
rapher in the "Liber Pontificalis" describes him as a
man of gentle and conciliatory character who was
charitable towards the clergy and people. As a fact

the new pope always showed himself to be shrewd
and conciliatory in his actions and thus his under-
takings were very successful. Soon after his eleva-
tion he notified Constantinople of his election; it is

noticeable that his nynodica (letter) was not afldressed

to the iconoclastic Patriarch Anasta.sius but to the
Church of Const ant inoi)le. The envoys of the pope
also brought a letter for the em|)cror. After the death
of Leo III (IS June, 741) his successor was his son
Constantino V, Copronymus. However, in 742 Con-
stantino's brother-in-law Artaba-sdiis raised a revolt

against the new emperor and established himself in

Constantinople; thus when the papal envoys reached
Const ant inojjlo thoy found .^rtaba-^dus the ruler there.

As late as 743 the papal letters were dated from the
year of the reign of Constantino V; in 744, however,
they are dated from the year of the reign of Artabas-
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dus. Still the papal envoys do not seem to have come
into close relations with the usurper at Constanti-
nople, although the latter re-established the worship
of images. After Constantine V had overthrown his

rival, the envoys of the pope presented to him the
papal letter in which Zachary exliorted the emperor
to restore the doctrine and practice of the Church in

respect to the worship of images. The emperor re-

ceived the envoys in a friendly manner and presented
the Roman Church with the villages of N>-m]3ha
and Normia (Norba) in Italy, which with their terri-

tories extended to the sea.

When Zachary ascended the throne the position of

the city and Duchy of Rome was a very serious one.

Luitprand, King of the Lombards, was preparing a
new incursion into Roman territory. Duke Trasa-
mund of Spoleto, with whom Pope Gregory III had
formed an alliance against Luitprand, did not keep his

promise to aid the Romans in regaining the cities

taken by the Lombards. Consequently Zachary
abandoned the alliance with Trasamund and sought
to protect the interests of Rome and Roman territory

by persona! influence over Luitprand. The pope
went to Terni to see the Lombard king who received

him with every mark of honour. Zachary was able to

obtain from Luitprand that the four cities of Ameria,
Horta, Polimartium, and Blera should be returned to

the Romans, and that aD the patrimonies of the Ro-
man Church that the Lombards had taken from it

within the last tliirty years, should be given back; he
was also able to conclude a truce for twenty years be-

tween the Roman Duchy and the Lombards. A
chapel to the Saviour was built in the Church of St.

Peter at Rome in the name of Luitprand, in which the

deeds respecting this return of property were placed.

After the pope's return, the Roman people went in

solemn procession to St. Peter's to thank God for the

fortunate result of the pope's efforts. Throughout
the entire affair the pope appears as the secular ruler

of Rome and the Roman territory. In the next year
Luitprand made ready to attack the territory of Ra-
venna. The Byzantine exarch of Ravenna and the

archbi.shop begged Pope Zachary to intervene. The
latter first sent envoys to the Lombard king, and when
these were unsuccessful he went himself to Ravenna
and from there to Pavia to see Luitprand. The pope
reached Pavia on the eve of the feast of Sts. Peter and
Paul. He celebrated the vigil and the feast of the

princes of the Apostles at Pavia, and was able to in-

duce the king to abandon the attack on Ravenna and
to restore the territory belonging to the city itself.

Luitprand died shortly after this and after his first

successor Hildebrand was overthrown, Ratchis be-

came King of the Lombards. The pope was on the

best of terms with him. In 749 the new king con-

firmed the treaty of peace with the Roman Duchy.
The same year Ratchis abdicated, with his wife and
daughter took the monastic vows before the pope, and
all three entered the monastic life.

In 743 Pope Zachary held a synod at Rome whicli

was attended by sixty bishops. This synod issued

fourteen canons on various matters of church discip-

line. On this occasion the pope took up the question

of the impediments to marriage of relationsiiip in the

fourth degree, in regard to which the Germans claimed

to have obtained a dispensation from Pope Gregory
II. The year jirevioiis Zachary liad written on this

point to the bishojis and kings of that province. An
active correspondence was kc])! u]t between Zachary
and St. Boniface. The latter in liis zealo\is labours

had organized the Church in the German territories,

and while doing this had kept in dose connexion \yith

the Pa))al See. Early in 711?, soon after his elevation,

Zachary received a Idler from Boniface in which tlie

saint expressed his full suliniisr<ion to the posses.-^or of

the Chair of Peter and re<|iieHled the eonlirnialion of

the three newly established Bishoprics of WUrzburg,

Buraburg, and Erfurt; Boniface also sought authority
to hold a synod in France and to suppress abuses in

the lives of the clergy. The pope confirmed the
three dioceses and commissioned Boniface to attend,
as papal legate, the Prankish synod which Karlmann
wished to hold. In a later letter Zacharj- confirmed
the metropolitans of Rouen, Reims, and Sens ap-
pointed b}' Boniface, and also confirmed the con-
demnation of the two heretics Adelbert and Clement.
Various questions in which the pope and Boniface
disagreed were discussed in letters. In 74.5 was held
the general sjmod for the Prankish kingdom called
by Pepin and Carloman. Here decrees were passed
against unworthy ecclesiastics, and the two heretics,

Adelbert and Clement, were again condemned. Boni-
face sent a Prankish priest to Rome t« make a report
to the pope, and the latter held on 2.5 October, 745,
a synod at the Lateran at which, after exhaustive
investigation, an anathema was pronounced against
the two heretics. Zachary forwarded the acts of the
synod with a letter to Boniface. Pepin and the
Prankish bishops sent a list of questions respecting
the discipline of the clergy and of the Christian popu-
lation to Pope Zachary, and the latter answered in a
letter of 746 in which decisions respecting the various
points are given. These decisions were communi-
cated to Boniface so that he might make them gener-
ally known at a Prankish sjmod. The following year,

747, Carloman resigned his authority and the world,
went to Rome, and was received by Pope Zachary
into a monastic order. At first he lived in the monas-
tery on the Soracte, later at Monte Cassino. Thanks
to the efforts of St. Boniface all the Prankish bishops
were now agreed in submission to the See of St. Peter.
Zachary sent still other letters to the bishops of

Gaul and Germanj', and also to Boniface as the papal
legate for the Church of this region. Boniface was
constantly in intercourse with Rome both by letters

and envoys and sent important questions to the pope
for decision. An important proof of the recognition

by the Franks of the high moral power of the papacy
is shown by the appeal to papal authority on the
occasion of the overthrow of the Merovingian dy-
nasty. Pepin's ambassadors, Bishop Burkard of

Wiirzburg and Chaplain Fohad of St. Denis, laid the
question before Zachary: whether it seemed right

to him that one should be king who did not really

possess the royal power. The pope declared that this

did not appear good to him, and on the authority of

the pope Pepin considered himself justified in having
himself proclaimed King of the Franks (cf. Boniface,
Saint; and Pepin the Short). The ecclesiastical

activity of the pope also extended to England.
Through his efforts the Synod of C^loveshove was held
in 747 for the reform of church discipline in accordance
with the advice given by the pope and in imitation of

the Roman Church.
Zachary was very zealous in the restoration of the

churches of Rome to which he made costly gifts. He
also restored the Lateran palace and established

several large domains as the settled landed posses-

sions (ilomuf: cidta-) of the Roman Church. The pope
translated to the Church of St. George in Velabro the
liead of the martyr St. George which was found during
the re])airs of the decayed Lateran Palace. He was
very benevolent to the poor, to whom alms were given
regularly from the papal palace. When merchants
from Venice bought slaves at Rome in order to S(-ll

them again to the Saracens in Africa, the pope bought
in all the .slaves, so that Christians should not liecome
the iiroperty of heathens. Thus in a troubled era

Zachary i)roved himself to be an excellent, callable,

vigorous, and charitable successor of Peter. He also

(arried on theological studies and made a translation

of the I>ialogues of Gregory the Great into Greek,
which was largely circulated in the East. Aft.er his

death Zachary was buried in St. Peter's.

I
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Liber Pontificalia, ed. Duchesne. I. 426-39; Jaff^, Regesta
Pontificum Romanorum (2nd ed.). I. 262-70; Lanqen, (?€sc/tic/i(e

drr remi»chen Kirche, II (Bonn, 1S8.5), 628-4!l; Hefele, Konzil-
lengeschichte. III. passim; Nurnberoer. Die rdmische Synode vom
Jahre 7iS (Mainz. 1S9S). Cf. also the bibliography to Boni-
face. .Saint: and Pepin the Short.

J. P. KlESCH.

Zadori (Drexleu), JAnok, ecclesiastical writftr,

li. ;it Katl6cz, County of Neutra, Hungary, 6 March,
lS:il; A. at Gran, 30 Dec, 1SS7. He studied at the
Paziiianeuni of the University of Vienna. Hia
favourite branches were modern languages, literal are,

and the natural sciences. Ordained priest in Dec,
1854, he was chaplain at Balassa-Gyarmat for ten
years, and from 1S64 to tlie end of his life taught dog-
matic theology at the archiepiscopal seminary at

Gran. He was a member of the metropolitan chapter
ind a domestic prelate of Leo XIII. He declined an
appointment to the See of Neu.sohl. Thirty-eight of

his works have appeared in print, among them some
jf a devotional character and memorial sermons, one
3n Count Stephen Sz(?ch(5nyi. His principal works
ire: "A tdrsadolom alapoloci" (The fundamental
irinciples of human society), Budapest, 1864, in

.vliich he develops the ideas of Lacordaire and others

igainst modern errors; "Utivdzlatok Oloszorszagbol"
:.Sketches of Italy), Budapest, 1867; "A rimai kdta-
tombdk" (The Roman catcomb.s), with 19 plates,

Budapest, 1868; "Spanyol ut" (Journey through
ipain), Budapest, 1868; "IX Pius pdpa ^letc" (Life

jf Pius IX), Gran, 1869; "A Jesus Szive ajtatos-

azanak tortfnete, mivolta, hittani alapja" (The devo-
ion to the Sacred Heart of Jesus, its nature, history,

md theological foundation). Gran, 1878; "Szus Mdria
izeplotelen sivenek" (The veneration of the Immacu-
ate Heart of Marv), Gran, 1S79; "Szent Peter k^t
cvele" (The two letters of St. Peter), Budapest, 1881,

or which he received great praise from the theological

;icultv of Gran; "Syntagma theologioe fundamen-
alis"; Gran, 1882 (see "Theol. Quart alsehrift",

fiihingen, 1887, 691, and "Zeitschrift fiir kath.
rheol.", Innsbruck, 1884, .584). From 1870-86 he
•dited the theological magazine "Uj magj'ar Sion"
Xew Hungarian Sion).
WilRZBACH, Biogr. Lex., LIX (Vienna, 1890), 81; Hurteb,

Vomencl.

Francis Mershman.

Zagrrab. See Aoram.

Zahle and Forzol, a Greco-Melchite diocese.

II the seventeenth, or perhaps in the sixteenth, cen-

ury the Diocese of Seleucia Pieria was for greater

iifety transferred by the Patriarch of Antioch to

klaaioula in the Lebanon. The reason of this trans-

er was forgotten at a later date, and a town of "Sel-
lucia Libani" was invented and identified with
slaaloula, though such a town never existed. When
lie see was transferred from Maaloula to Forzol, the
itle of Seleucia .accompanied it. The tran.sfer had
ilre.ady taken place in 17(')0, for the Catholic titular

•'.uthvmius then signed asBi.shop of Forzol and Beqaa
Kchos d'Orient, V, 86). In October, 1790, a Cath-
ilic bishop of Zahl^ iiasisted at a council held in the
'onvent of Saint-Sauveur (Kchos d'Orient, X, 227).

rhe Diocese of Zalile is identical with that of Forzol,

inder which name it often .appears. .Since 1849
Coimcil of .lerusalem), at least among Catholics, the
)ishop bears the titles of Zahle, Forzol, .and Beqaa.
iince 1768 his residence has been at Z.ahle. .\mong
he schismatics the bishop always bears the title

if .Seleucia. Zahle itself dates only from the end of

he seventeenth century, when Catholics fled thither

n great numbers, the locality being under the pro-
ectinn of the emirs of Lebanon, by whom they were
irotected from schismatics and Mussulmans. Gradu-
illy the place grew larger; it is now a city of about
10,(M)0 inh,abit.ants, ne.arlv all Catholics of the Grcco-
Vlelcliite Rite. In 1860' the Druses destroyed 2000

houses, and several Christians were massacred, among
them four Jesuits. There are to-day a Jesuit resi-
dence and a school, similarly a residence and a school
in the Moallaqa quarter. The diocese comprises
30,0(K) Cathohcs, 47 priests, 33 churches and chapels,
9 primary schools, 3 convents of Salavatorians,
Alepins, and of Chouerites, with 43 religious.
Lammens in Revue de VOrient Chretien, VIII, 314-19; Jdllien,

La nouvelle mission de la Compagnie de Jesus en ,SuTie, I (Paris,
1899). 163-187, 274-324; Goudard. La Sainte Viirge au Liban
(Paris, 1908), 423-38; Missiones catholicce (Uomo. 1907), 784.

S. Vailhe.

Zakho, a diocese of Chaldea. It corresponds to
the ancient Diocese of Maalta, formerly a suffragan of
Adiabene or Arbela. Some Nestorian bishops are
mentioned from the fifth to the seventh century
(Chabot, "Synodicon orientale", 676). It was re-

united with the dioceses of Akra and Amadia
until the middle of the nineteenth century, when
the province was divided into three dioceses: Amadia,
Zaklio, and Akra-Zehbar. Zakho dates from 1859.
To-day Zakho is a province of the vilayet of Mossul.
The city has 2500 inhabitants, 1500 of whom are Jews
and 100 Christians. It is situated on an island
formed by the Little Khabour. The diocese com-
prises 3.500 Catholics, 10 resident priests, 5 religious of
the Congregation of St. Hormisdas, 15 parishes or
stations, 20 churches and chapels, and 4 primary
schools.

Renue de VOrient chrdien, I, 448; Cdinet, La Turquie d'Asie,
II (Paris, 1894), 836-38; Missiones catholicce (Rome, 1907),
811.

S. Vailh^.

Zallinger zum Thum, Jacob Anton, philosopher
and canonist, b. at Bozen, 26 July, 1735, d. there, 11
January, 1813. He studied at Innsbruck and
Munich, entered the Jesuit Order on 9 October, 1753,
was ordained priest on 1 June, 1765, then taught
philosophy at Munich, Dillingen, and Innsbruck.
Shortly after the suppression of the Jesuits in 1773,
Prince-bishop Clemens Wenceslaus engaged him as
professor of canon law at Augsburg. He held this

po.sition for thirty years (1777-1807), with the excep-
tion of four months, during which he was theologian
at the papal nunciature at R.atisbon, and sixteen

months, which upon invitation of Pius VII he spent in

Rome as p.apal councillor in German affairs (180.5-6).

In 1807 he returned to Bozen, devoting the rest of hia

life to literary labours. As a canonist he defended
the papal rights against the Febronian tendencies in

Germany, and as a philosopher he endeavoured to

replace the Scholastic method by the empiricism of

Newton. His chief canonical works are: "Institu-

tionum juris naturalis et ecclesiastici public! libri

V" (Augsburg, 1784; Ghent, 1823; Rome, 1832);
"De U.SU publici comment ariolus" (.\ugsburg. 1784;
Ghent, 1823); "Historische Bemerkungen iiber das
sogenannte Resultal des Emser Congressus" (Frank-
fort and Leipzig, 1787); "In.stitutiones juris eccle-

siastici, maxime privati, ordine Decretalium" (5 vols.,

Augsburg, 1792-3; 3 vols., Rome, 18,32). His chief

philosophical works are: "Lex gravitatis universalis

ac mutua; cum theoria de sectione coni" (Munich,
1769); "Intcrjiret.atio natur.T, sen philosophia Xew-
toniana methodo exposita" (3 vols., Augsburg, 1773);
"Disquisitiones philosophia Kantiana;" (2 vols., Augs-
burg, 1799).

SoMMERVooEi.. BibUothkgue de la Compagnie de Jfsus, VIII
(Brussels. 1898). 1445-8; WttHZBACH. Biogr. Lex.. LIX (Vienna,
1890), 114-5; HnRTEH, Nomenclator, V, I (Innsbruek, 1911),
774-5.

Michael Ott.

Zallwein. Gregor, canonist, b. at Oberviechtach,
Obeqifalz, 20 October, 1712; d. at Salzburg, 6 or 9
August, 1766. .\fter studjnng the Humanities at

Ratisbon and Freising he took vows at the Benedic-
tine Abbey of Wessobrunn, on 15 November, 1733,
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and was ordained priest on 27 October, 1737. He
studied canon law at Salzburg, 1737-9, became master
of novices at his monastery in 1739, and prior in 1744.

Upon the request of the Prince-bishop of Gurk,
Joseph Maria Count of Thun, he was sent as professor
of canon law to the newly-erected seminary at Stras-

burg in Carinthia. From 1749 till his death he was
professor of canon law at the Benedictine University
of Salzburg, where he held at the same time the office

of "Rector magnificus" from 1759. Unlike most
German canonists of his time, he laid great stress on
the sources and historical development of canon law.

Though his juristic writings are at times not clear, his

lectures were valued very highly and attended even
by students from foreign countries. His chief work
is "Principia juris eccles. universahs et particularis

Germanise" (4 vols., Augsburg, 1763; 2nd ed. by
Kleimayern, Augsburg, 1781; 3rd ed., Augsburg,
1831). His other canonical works are: "Disputatio
prima de jure canonico ..." (Salzburg, 1753);
"Pontes originarii juris canonici, adjuncta historia

. .
." (Salzburg, 1752 and 1755); "Jus eccles. partic-

ulare Germanise" (Salzburg, 1757); "Dissertatio de
statu ecclesiiB, de hierarchia ..." (Salzburg, 1757).

Lindner. Die Schriftslelter des Benediktiner-Ordens itn heut,

KSnigreich Bayern 1750-1880,1 (Ratisbon, 1880). 181-2; Sattler,
Collectaneen-Blstter z. Gesch. der ehemal. Benediciiner-Universitdt
Salzburg (Kempten, 1890), 439-45; Z.vllwein, Principia juris

eccl., ed. Kleimayern.
Michael Ott.

Zalvidea, Jos£ Maria de, b. at Bilbao, Vizcaya,
Spain, 2 March, 1780; d. in 1846. He became a
Franciscan at the convent of San Mames, Cantabria,
13 December, 1798, joined the College of San Fer-

nando de Mexico in 1804, and entered the California

Indian mission field in August, 1805. He served at

Mission San Fernando till 1806; at Mission San
Gabriel till 1826; at San Juan Capistrano till 1842;
and at Mission San Luis Rey to the day of his death.

He was a model missionary as well as an energetic

and wise manager of the mission temporalities.

Under his administration Mission San Gabriel espe-

cially reached its highest prosperity. From 19 July to

14 August, 1806, Father Zalvidea accompanied an
expedition from Santa Barbara east and then south
to San Gabriel in search of new mission sites, mean-
while baptizing many dying savages. He was well

versed in the languages of the Indians. While his

superiors regarded him as one of the best and most
zealous of friars, the people looked upon him as a
saint. "There is no evidence", says Bancroft, "that
he ever had an enemy, or said an unkind word to any
man." Even when quite old Father Zalvidea refused

to avail himself of the pri\'ilege of retiring, because
there would be no one to take his place, for the

Mexican Government had declined to let any but
Mexicans serve in the missions. Like all the other
missionaries he would not approve of the methods of

the Mexican politicians by swearing allegiance, refus-

ing to do so on the groimds that he did not meddle
with politics, but he offered to swear obedience in

everything not against conscience.
Santa Barbara Archives: Records of missions San Gabriel and

San Juan Capistrano; Enoelhardt. The Franciscans in Cali-

fornia (Harbor Springs. MichiKan, 1S97) ; The Missions and Mis-
tionaries of California, II (San Francisco, 1912).

Zephyrin Engelhardt.

Zama, titular see of Numidia. There were two
sees of this name: Zama Major and Zama Minor.
Zama Minor, represented at the Conference of

Carthage, 255, by the Bishop Marcelhis, is commonly
identified with the ruins ITenshir Sidi-Amor el

Djedidi near Furni, on the frontier, south-east of

Tunis. Zama Major, or Zama Uegia, located by the

majority of historians and archaeologists on the bor-
ders of Silvana at the village of Djama, south of T\mis,
sent the Bi.shop Dialogus to the C'onference of Car-
th.age, 411. It was here that Scipio defeated Hannibal

in the famous battle which decided the fate of Africa,
19 October, 202 B. c. A fragment of an inscription
showing the former existence of a colony was found
there, and, according to a decree of the year a. d. 322,
Zama was called Colonia M\i^ Hadriana Augusta
Zama Regia, thus verifying the identification.

TouLOTTE, Geographie de VAfrique chretienne proconsulaire
(Rennes, 1892), 345-349; Leh.mann in Jahrbiicher far classiche
Philologie, XX (supplement), 526-616; Winckler in Bulletin
de oeographie et d'archeologie d'Oran, XIV, 17-46: Melanges d'arch-
iologie et d'hist. de I'Ecole Fransaise de Rome, XV. 306-308.

S. Vailh^.

Zambesi Mission, Prefecture Apostolic of
THE.—The ijrefecture comprises all Rhodesia south
of the Zambesi, that part of Bechuanaland which is

north of the Tropic of Capricorn and east of the
22nd degree of longitude, that part of Rhodesia
north of the Zambesi, south of the Congo Free State,

and west of the 30th degiee of longitude. Origi-

nally it also included a part of North-eastern Rhode-
sia, which is now included in the Vicariate Apostolic
of Nyassa. AU this territorj' is under British rule,

by far the larger portion being administered by the
British South Africa Chartered Company. The
Zambesi mission was founded in 1877, and entrusted
to the English Province of the Society of Jesus; its

limits were defined by Propaganda in 1879. It was
in this latter year that the first party of missionaries
under Father Henry Depelchin, the first superior,

started from Grahamstown in Cape Colony, with
four wagons drawn by oxen, on a journey of five or

six months to Bulawayo, a thousand miles in the
interior. There were then no railways in the coun-
try; communications were slow and difficult, and the
prices of the necessaries of life were enormous.
Many lives were lost from fe^'er and privations.

The Matabele natives were not yet prepared to

receive Christianity, and the cruel rule of their des-

potic king, Lobengula, rendered fruitless every effort

of the mis.sionaries. An expedition led by Father
Depelchin himself pushed further north beyond the
Zambesi in quest of more promising fields; but from
various causes this attempt failed. Another un-
successful ex-pedition under Father Augustus Law
went three hundred miles east to the Portuguese
border. With the advent of the British South
Africa Company a new era opened for the mission.

In 1893 Lobengula was deprived of his power,

Bulawayo, his capital, seized, and Matabeleland
conquered. Missionaries availed themselves of the

advantages which the new rule guaranteed. Sites

suitable for mission stations were selected. The
Sisters of St. Dominic entered the coimtry about
the same time, took charge of the public hospitals,

and later opened schools for the children of the

settlers.

The progress of the mission has been necessa-

rily slow. Little is to be expected from the

adult n.ative population owing to their pagan prac-

tices, especially polygamy; hence the hopes of large

and successful communities must be built mainly
on the education of children. Moreover, the work
has be(-n hampered again and again by those difficul-

ties which have retarded the material development
of Rhodesia: wars within and without the borders,

cattle plagues, famine, locusts, etc. Meanwhile,
the introduction of railways has removed one ^eat
obstacle to the establishment of mission .stations;

one line traverses the mission from soiith to north.

Father Ilonrv Depelchin has h(>(<n succeeded by
Fathers Alfred Weld, Alphonsus Daignault, of the

Canadian Pro\'ince, Henry Schoniberg-Kerr, Richard
Sykes, Ignatius Gartlan, and R. Sykes who has

lately returned to the post. There are 32 Jesuits

and 22 Jesuit lay brothers, and 3 priests and 6

brothers of the Slissionaries of Mariannliill. The
towns of Bulawayo, Salisbury, Gwclo, and llmtali
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have each a church ami resilient priest. At Chisha-
washa ami Driefontein in Mashonaland, Empandeni
in Matabeleland, and Monze, north of the Zambesi,
there are large mission stations for the natives. The
Sisters of St. Dominic (numbering 82) have schools

for the Europeans at SaUsbury, Bulawaj-o, and
Gwolo, and a school for native girls at the mission
station of Chishawasha. The Sisters of Xotre-Danie
(9 in number) have two schools for natives at the
mission station of Empandeni. There are 10 Sisters

of the Precious Blood in the prefecture. The Jesuits
conduct a school for European boys at Bulawayo,
receiving a small annual grant from the Government.
There is also at Bulawayo an observatory under the
care of Father Edmund Goetz, S.J.; it has a small
annual subsidy from the Government. The Europeans
number about VMO; in Southern Rhodesia the native
population has not yet been estimated with even ap-
pro.ximate accuracv. The Catholic population com-
prises about 740 Europeans and Indians, 1400 natives.

Several books have been written in the four languages
spoken in Rhodesia, mo.stly bj' the Fathers of the
mission—grammars, catechisms, praj-er-books, Bible
stories. Besides these Father Julius Eorrend has pub-
lished an important work entitled: "A Comparative
Grammar of the South African Bantu Languages".

ScHREiBER, Life of Father Augustus Law (London. 189.3);
Missionef! cathoUca (Rome, 1907), 423; Maxwell-.Scott, Life
of Father Henry Schomherg-Kerr (London, 1901); History of the
Zambesi Mission in Zambesi Mission Reenrd, I-III (London,
1898-1909); .Spillman, From Cape to Zambesi. The Beginnings
of the Zambesi Mission, compiled from the diariea of Father P.
Eerorde and from the reports of the other missionaries (Freiburg)

.

A. L.^NGOUET.

Zamboanga, Diocese of (Zamboangensis), Phihp-
pine Islands. It inchides the islands of Basilan, Cam-
iguin, Dinagat, Mindanao, Siargao, and the Sulu
Archipelago. The area of the diocese is 39,000
sq. miles, the population about 070,000. Mindan.ao,
the second largest of the PhiUp])ine group, has an
area of 36,292 sq. miles. The Catholic poptilafion of

the diocese is 290,000. There are 300,000 Moro.s or
Mohammedan Malay.s and SO,000 pagans of various
tribes. Mindanao was evangehzed at the end of the
sixteenth century by the Jesuits and the Recol-
lects. Members of both these religious orders met
their death at the hands of the fanatical Moros.
When the Jesuits were permitted to re-enter the
Philippines, about the middle of the nineteenth
century, the)- again devoted themselves to the

most economical, as well as the most humane, way of
civilizing the island), the evangelization of Mindanao
met with a great setback when the Philippines were
ceded to the United States. Many of the Jesuit
missionaries had to be recalled from" Mindanao, and

ViLnoE CajmcB at Bolono, Zahboanoa

missions of Mindanao. Their labours among the
savage tribes and even among the Moros were
crowned with wonderful success (cf. article Philip-
pint, Islands). The establishments they con-
ducted at Tamont.aca for the abandoned children of the
Moros resembled somewhat the famous Jesuit Reduc-
tions of Paraguay. As the Spani.sh Government sup-
ported the priests and their missions (finding this the

The Jesuit Church, Davao, Mind.\.nao

a number of their mission-posts were abandoned. At
present there are sixty mission parishes in the diocese
and forty-five priests, most of them members of the
Society of Jesus. The Congregation of the Mis-
sionaries of the Sacred Heart of Jesus has charge of
Surigato Province, in the north-eastern part of
Mindanao. Native nuns of the Societj' of Mary
conduct schools in some of the larger towns. Zam-
boanga, the residence of the bishop, has a population
of 24,000. The territory comprising the Diocese of
Zamboanga was formerly attached to the Dioceses of
Cebu and of lloilo. Pius X erected the new diocese
by the Bull "Novas erigere dioce.ses", 10 Apr., 1910.
The Right Rev. Michael O'Doherty, D.D., rector
of the Irish College of Salamanca, was consecrated
its first bishop.

Philip M. Finegan.

Zamboni, Giuseppe, priest and physicist, b. at
Venice, June, 1776; d. there, 25 July, 1846. Shortly
after completing his studies in the seminary at ^'l'-

rona, Abate Zamboni was appointed to the" chair of
physics in the lyceum of that city. Zamboni is

known to students of physics by the "dry" pile which
he invented in 1812, and which consists of a number of
paper discs coated with zinc foil on one side and man-
ganese binoxide on the other, the moisture of the paper
serving as conductor. By pressing a large number of
such discs together in a glass tube, an electromotive
force can be obtained sufficient to deflect the leaves
of an ordinary electroscope. By bringing the ter-

minal knobs of the pile ne;ir each other and su.si)ending

a light bra.ss ball between them, Zamboni tlevised
what was called an electric clock, the ball oscillating

between the knobs like a penduhuu. In the Clar-
endon Laboratory, Oxford, the terminals of such a
pile are fitted with bells which have been continu-
ously ringing for the last fifty years. The Zamboni
pile is not, however, a perpetually-going motor, as
all action ceases when the zinc is completely oxidized
or the manganese exhausted. Among Zamboni's
works are: "Delia pila elcltrica a sccco" (Venice,
1812); " L'elettromotore perpetuo" (Venice, 1820);
" Descrizione d'un nuovo galvanometro" (Venice,
18:j3).

Brother Potamian.

Zamora, Diocese of (Zamorensis), suffragan of
Valladolid. It is boimded on the north by Leon, on
the east by Valladolid, south by Salamanca, west by
Orcnse and Portugal. It comprises the greater part of
the province of Zamora and some towns of the prov-
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inces of Valladolid and Salamanca. The See-city has

12,000 inhabitants.

Zamora belonged originally to the Vacceos, but
it is doubtful to which of their cities it corresponds

(Sentica, Sarabris, Sisapona, Orcelis) ; most probably
it was the ancient capital, Oceloduri (Ocellus-Duri,

"eye of the Duero"), which is mentioned in the

"Itinerary" of Antonius as situated at the intersec-

tion of the three roads and affording a resting place

for travellers from Merida and Astorga to Saragossa.

About a quarter of a mile from the ancient walls there

have been found some curious sepulchres hewn out of

the rocks with a cavity for the head to rest in. The
foundations of the ancient bridge, now in a ruined

condition, seem to be Roman, and in the portal of the

city hall an ancient inscription to Viacus (Mercury)

has been preser\-ed denoting its position at the cross-

road.'^. In the Middle Ages, owing to the imperfect

knowledge of geography, Zamora was confounded with

the ancient Numantia, also situated on the Duero,

but at a distance of fifty leagues, and, owing to this

confusion, the Diocese of Zamora has been called

Numantina in some documents. During the dis-

persion of the Jews some of them settled in Zamora,
and Christians inhabited it as early as the persecution

of Diocletian, for several martyrs, among them St.

BaudiUus, suffered martyrdom there. No record

has been preserved of Zamora in the time of tlie

Goths, but early in the Saracenic period the name of

Medina Zamorati is found, which points clearly to

Arabic etymology. From the eighth to the eleventh

century the city was alternately in possession of the

Moors and of the Christians. It was first reconquered

by Alfonso I or his son Fruela, bvit Abderraman recon-

quered it in 813. After its reconquest Alfonso III

undertook its restoration in 893, but on 9 July, 901,

the Mussulmans once more furiously attacked it.

They were totally vanquished, and the day was
henceforth known as el dia de Zamora.

In 905 Alfonso III estabhshed an episcopal see,

whose first bishop was St. Atilanus (90.5-15). He had
been the companion of St. Froilan of Leon, first in the

desert and then in the monastery of Moreruela which
they founded on the banks of the Esla. Sts. Atilanus

and Froilan were consecrated on the same day. St.

Atilanus was succeeded by Joannes, Dulcidius, Do-
minicus, Joannes II, and Salomon, in whose time Za-
mora fell once more into the hands of the Moors. In

981 it was besieged by the heutenant of Almanzor,
Abdallah-ben-Abdallasis, and finally taken by Al-

manzor himself, who completely destroyed it, and
later (999) repopulated it with I\lo!iammedans. Fer-

dinand I definitively reconquered it, and set about
its restoration in 1062, granting a special charter to

its colonizers. When he divided his territories among
Ids children he gave the city of Zamora to his daughter
Doiia Urraca. Her brother Don Sancho attempted
to wrest it from her and held the city in a state of

siege for seven months, but he was treacherously assas-

sinated by BeUido Dolfos, who pretended to have
deserted to his ranks. The Cid, Rui Diaz de Bivar,

compelled King Alfonso Vl to swear pubUcly that he
had no part in this treason, and on the spot where Don
Sancho fell wouiulcd the monastery of San Miguel
del Burgo was built. The see being vacant, Alfonso
VI and Bernardo, Arehbishoji of Toledo, agreed to

appoint .len'nimo, a native of Perigord and Bishop of

Valencia, bu( after the death of the Cid he was not
al)le to hold his see. Calixtus II .it once re-established

the .see. and the line of bisho])s since then has come
down iminterruptedly to the present day. After
the rcslorution, the .Archbishop of Braga, to whose
archdi{)c(>sc the territory had lielonged, and the Arch-
bi.'<hi)p (if 'I'oledo, who had consecrated Bishop Jeri''-

niino, dis]iuted fur the right of jin'isdiction over the
new didi-esc. iMigenius III decided in favour of the
Archbishop of Braga; Adrian IV and Alexander III

confirmed this decision, notwithstanding the fact that
the Archbishop of Santiago had also put forward a
claim to jurisdiction. It was not until after the

separation of Portugal that Zamora recognized the
claims of the Metropolitan of Santiago. Since the
Concordat of 1851 it has belonged to the ecclesiastical

province of Valladolid.

Jerenimo died in 1124, and was succeeded by
Bernardo, a native of Aquitaine, in whose time

Alfonso \TI Iransl'erred the Church of S. Tonic with

its holdings to the bishop, to be used in the construc-

tion of the new cathedral, and granted to the canons
of Zamora the privileges enjoyed by those of Santiago,

Leon, and Palencia. Estcban, who succeeded Ber-

nardo in 1149, laid the foundations, and on 15 Sept.,

1174, the new cathedral was consecrated. This event
was commemorated in verse by the bishop's successor,

Guillermo. L'])on Pedro I (1239-54) was conferred

the title of Familiar to the King St. Ferdinand III.

In the time of his successor, Suero Perez, the body of

St. Ildefonsus was foimd in the Church of San Pedro.

Bishops Pedro Gomez Barroso (fourteenth century),

Juan de Mela (fifteenth century), and Rodrigo de
Castro (sixteenth century) -n-ere raised to the cardi-

nahtial dignity. Gonzalo Rodriguez Osorio assisted

n 1310 at the coimcil held at Salamanca to deal with
the suppression of the Knights Templars. Alvaro
was commissioned by Henry II to bring about a
reconciUation between his daughter Dona Leonor and
her husband Charles III of Navarre. Diego Fer-

nandez de Fuen Salida (d. 1426) was sent to the

Emperor Sigismtnid to endeavour to bring the schism

to an end. Fray Diego de Deza, the' protector of

Columbus, w!is also Bishop of Zamora. Antonio

Aeuna wa.s executed in the castle of Simancas (1.526)

for having taken ]iart in the rebellion of the Conni-
neros against Charles I (V). Juan Coello de Rivera

(1642) defended the city, with the aid of the secidar

clergy and the monks, against the Portuguese. The
Benedictine, Frav Alonzo de San Vitores, died a
reputed saint in 'l()60. In the time of the Calluilic

sovereigns, the Court of la Beliraneja resided at

Zamora during the war which the latter waged, sup-

I
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ported bj' the King of Portugal, against Isabella for

possession of the Crown.
Among the ancient monuments of interest at Za-

morais the fourteenth century bridge over the Duero,
with its sixteen pointed arches, and its famous towers
which served as a fortress in the time of Isabella the
Catholic. These, however, have lost some of their

characteristic features, owing to subsequent additions.

The ruined tower has a figure on tlie top commonly

Apse and Cupola of the Collegiate Chttrch. Toro

•ailed (lol)ierna, which serves as a vane. On the
lighest point of the city stands the ancient palace of

Dona Urraca. This enormous building stands near
Dne of the city gateways which opens towards the
lorlh, and has a portculhs fortified by two smaU
lowers. It was used dviring the civil wars of the past
lentury. The cathedral is a handsome Romanesque
mildingof the twelfth century. One of its prominent
'oatures is a striking cupola flanked on four sides by
jmall towers terminating in lantern-like openings,

rhe whole is dominated by a majestic quadrangular
;ower, with projecting spires, and three tiers of win-
dows. A modern clock tower has been added. The
>xterior of the principal chapel is Florid (iothic. The
Tiain faj;ade ha^ a great (Jrxco-Roman arch with
r'orinthian columns and an .\ttic pediment. The
'a<;ade of the south transept, called del ohispo, is a
ine specimen of architecture in pure Byzantine. The
nterior of the church carries out the same style of
irchitecture. In the sjjace behind the choir there are
hree very notable arches, and each of the three naves
jpens into three chapels, those nf l^an Ildefonso, San
Juan EvangeHsta, and San Migiiel. One of the
measures of the cathedral is a monstrance, an exqui.s-

.'e work of art in the Gothic style ornamented with
nnumenable small figures, the pedestal bearing the
Jale 1.508.

Among the other churches of Zamora which are
ivorthy of .special mention is that of La Magdalena,
Romanesque in style, which belonged to the Knights
if St. ,Fohn. On the flo.spd side is a be.autiful sepul-
•hre. finer than anything r)f the same kind to be seen
in the south of Fr.ance, according to the testimony of
b^mile Berteaux. The Church of San Pedro po8.scBSC8

the relics of St. Ildefonsus and St, Atilanus, the
shrines containing the sacred remains having been
opened for Juan II in 1427, for Charles V in 1.522,

PhiUp II in 1554, and Philip III in 11502. The episcopal
palace, rebuilt at the end of the eighteenth century
by Bishop Cabanillas, is spacious and has a beautiful
view overlooking the river. The concihar seminary
of San Atilano was founded by Bishop Ramon Fal-
con y Salcedo, in 1797, and incorporated at once with
the University of Salamanca. At present it is inde-
pendent and occupies the former college of the
Jesuits. There are in Zamora: .an institute for

secondary education, a normal college for teachers of

both sexes, good hospitals, and a jioor housi\
QUADRADO, Zamora in E.sp. , N^ .1/ • ,. '- r.uri.ni Issr.);

La FlTENTE, Hist, ecles. de E.^p- 1; n. 1. i 1 . .
I i <<i i / /».

saflra(ta, XIV (Madrid, 1780) ; I > . I . / .in
Tcairo ectes. de Z.; BVBO. Memn.> ! I. i. A.. \l,,i|.i m, /, /.Ym
de la Aend. de la Hist. (July-Scpt., lillO).

Ram6n Ruiz Amado.

Zamora, Diocese of (Zamorensis), in the Repub-
lic of Mexico, comprises almost one half of the
State of Michoacdn and has a population of 400,000.
The city of Zamora, founded in 1540 by Antonio de
Mendoza, and built with fortifications (a privilege at
that time) to serve as a barrier against the onslaughts
of the Chichimecas Indians, has a population of

14,000. Vasco de Quiroga, first Bi.shop of Michoacan
(d. at Uruapan, 14 ^lar., 1.505), made it a p.arish and
placed a rector in charge. It was there, in fact, that
the Franciscan Fathers had baptized the Indians
many years before. When Michoacan became an
archbishopric Zamora was made an episcojjal see with
t he mountainous part of the State of Michoaciin under
il>; jurisdiction. The diocese has: 2 .seminaries and
2SS students, 1.59 p.arochial schools, and 12 Cathohc
colleges, with about 11,000 jiupils. Protestants have
neither churches nor colleges in this dioce.se, A new
ciithedral is being built in the city of Zamora, the
birlhpliicc of Mgr, Labastida y Davalos, Arch-
])isiio]i iif Mexico, who took such an active part in the
affairs of JMexico during the wars of reform and under
the empire, Uruajian, founded by Father Juan de
S. Miguel (one of the first Franciscans in Mexico),
belongs to the Diocese of Zamora.

Vera, Catecismo geogrd. histdr. estad. de hi Iglesia Mex.
(Amecamoca, 1881).

Camillus Crivelli.

Zamora, Vic.\ri.\te Apcstolic of, in South
Ecuador, created 3 Feb., 1S93, by Leo XIII. The
second Provincial Council of Quito (1809) established

for the savages of that territory a mission with four
chief residences, Napo, Macas, Gualaquiza, and
Zamora, entru.sted to the Society of Jesus, whose
activity was much hampered by rebellious tribes.

In 18,89 Z.amora came under the jurisdiction of the

Franciscans, and at the end of 1892 Father Luis
Torra took up his residence .among these savages, in

number from 700 to 1000, and with difficulty evangel-
izefl them, as they were cruel and loath to live in

villages. The vicariate takes its name from a former
Spanish settlement destroyed in 1.5.59. The country
is beautiful, and its fertile plains are watered by fine

rivers. Recent revolts of the savages have compelled
the missionaries to withdraw to the Franciscan con-

vent of Loja.
Missionea Catholkir (Rome, 1907).

Alberto Odonez.

Zampieri, Domenico. See Domenichino.

Zangerle, Roman Sebastian, Prince-Bishop of

Seckau, 1). at Ober-Kirchberg near Ulm, 20 .Ian.,

1771; d. .at Seckau, 27 April, 1848. Having studied

the Humanities with the Benedictines at Wiblingen,

he became novice at that mon.a.stery in 1788, took

vows, 5 Feb., 1702, ,and w.as ordained priest, 21

Dec, 1793. From 1704-5 he stu.lied t)rifntal

languages at the monastery of Zwiefalten, taught Holy
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Scripture at Wiblingen, 1796-9, at Mehrerau, 1799-

1801, at Wiblingen, 1801-3, at the Benedictine Uni-
versity of Salzburg, 1803-7, at the University of

Cracow, 1807-9, at the University of Prague, 1811-13,
and at the University of Vienna, 1813-24. In 1821,
fifteen years after the suppression of his monastery,
when there was no further hope of its restoration, he
obtained dispensation from his religious vows in order
to accept a canonry at Vienna. On 24 April, 1824, he
became Prince-Bishop of Seckau and administrator of

the Diocese of Leoben. These two dioceses, with a
population of 800,000, had been without a bishop for

twelve years, during which time the Government had
free scope to infuse Josephinistic ideas into the clergj'

and the laity. The monasteries, almost without ex-

ception, had relaxed in discipUne; the clergy, both
secular and regular, were for the most part worldly
minded and exceedingly lax as pastors of the faithful.

Despite governmental opposition, Zangerle inaugur-
ated a thorough religious renovation in both dioceses,

reformed the existing monasteries, introduced the
Rcdemptorists, Jesuits, CarmeUtes, and Vincentian
Sisters, founded the School Sisters of the Third Order
(1843), erected a Kiwbcnscminnr for both dioceses at

Leoben, thoroughly renovated the diocesan seminary
religiously and educationally, introduced annual re-

treats for the clergy, and in many other ways provided
for the welfare of both dioceses.

Sentzer, Roman Seha^^lian Zangerle, Furstbischof von Sekau
nnd Administrator der Leobener Diocese (Graz, 1901) ; Hist. Polit.

Blatter, CXXIX (Munich, 1902), 589-604, 621-632; St. Bene-
dikts-Siimmen, XIII (Prague, 1899), 266-272, 302-310.

Michael Ott.

Zante (Z.\cynthos), Diocese of, in Greece, the

only suffragan of the Archdiocese of Corfu, is per-

manently united with the Diocese of Cephalonia. The
diocese includes the Islands of Cephalonia, Zante,

Ithaca, Santa Maura or Leucas, and Cerigo or Cyth-
era. Among 170,000 inhabitants there are scarcely

1200 Cathohcs of the Latin Rite. The diocese con-
tains 2 secular priests, 4 Capuchin Fathers, 1 brother,

3 main stations and 1 auxiliary .station, 7 churches and
chapels. As early as the fourth century the Island of

Zante was the see of a Catholic bishop, whose succes-

sors fell away to the Greek Schism. About 1200 a
Cathohc Latin diocese was again establislied in Zante,

and in 1222 this was united with the Diocese of Ceph-
alonia, which is also mentioned in the fourth century
and later became schismatic. In 1386 both dioceses

were made suffragans of the Archdiocese of Corfu.

After the union of the Ionian Islands with Greece in

1863, the Cathohcs were much oppressed by the schis-

matics. At the present t ime the diocese has no bishop
of its own but is administered by the Archbishop of

Corfu, and does not seem to increase in strength.
Le Quiek, Oriens Christianus, 11, 232, III. 878; Schmidt,

Zante (Gotha, 1899); Salvator, Zante (2 vola., Prague. 1904).

Joseph Lins.

Zantedeschi, rR.wrEsro, priest and physicist,

b. 1797; d. ;it P:idua, 29 March, 1873. For some
time Abate Zantedeschi was professor of physics and
philosophy in the Liceo of Venice; later he accepted
the chair of physics in the I'niversity of Padua, which
he held until 18.53, being then obliged to resign on
account of failing sight. He was an ardent worker
and prolific wTiter, 32.5 memoirs and communications
appearing imder his name in the Riblioteca Italiana

and the Biblioth^que Universelle de (Jen^ve. In 1829
and again in 1830 Zantedeschi published papers on
the production of electric currents in closed circuits

bv the approach and witlidrawal of a m.ignet, thereby
nnticipating Fiinday's cl.issic;!] experiments of 1831.

While citrrving out researches on the solar spectrum,
Zantedeschi wa-s among the first to recognize the

miirked absorption by the atmosphere of the red,

yellow. :tnd green rays; he also tliought that he had
detected in 1838 a magnetic action on steel needles of

ultra-violet light. Though this effect was not con-
firmed, it is interesting to note that a connexion be-
tween light and magnetism was suspected so many
years before the announcement in 1867 by Clerk-
Ma.xwell of the electro-magnetic theory of hght. In
a tract of 16 pages, published in 1859, Zantedeschi
defended the claims of Romagnosi, a physician of

Trent, to the discovery in 1802 of the magnetic effect

of the electric current, a discovery which is usually
accredited to Oersted of Copenhagen in 1820. Zan-
tedeschi's experiments and papers on the repulsion of

flames by a strong magnetic field (discovered by Padre
Bancalari of the Pious Schools in 1847) attracted
general attention at the time. In his later years
Zantedeschi dictated an autobiography which is kept
in the archives of the Academy of Verona. His prin-

cipal works are: "Ricerche sul termo-elettricismo
dinamico" (1838) and "Trattato del Magnetismo e
della Elettricita" (1843).

Brother Potamian.

Zanzibar.—At a very remote unknown period the
eastern coast of Africa was colonized by Asiatic

nations, notably Persians and Arabs, who inter-

mingled with the native blacks and produced the race
known as the Swahilis (Arabic, Sahel, coast). The
best known political, commercial, and religious centre

of this colonization, was, besides Lamu, Mahndi,
Mombasa, and Kilwa, the island and town of Zanzi-
bar, situated a little south of lat. 5° S. The neigh-
bouring coast from Somaliland to Cape Delgado was
often called Zanquebar. The two names are identical,

being derived from Zendj, a word of Persian origin,

meaning "blacks", and hara, "country". The old

Arabic ^Titers spoke of Zendjihar, the "country of

the blacks", as they called the land across the ocean
Hinduhar, the "country of the Hindus".
The little Island of Zanzibar—called by the natives

Ungudya—has an area of onh- 570 sq. miles, and a
population of about 100,000, of whom more than half

reside in the capital. It is comparatively healthy
and well cultivated, and contains the usual inter-

tropical flora, its plantations of clove trees and coco-

nut trees being especially remarkable. As a rule

these belong to Arabs and Swahihs; the commerce,
centralized in the town, is in the hands of Hindus,
Banyans of Katch and Bombay, Parsees, Goanese,
and, for some years past, of Europeans. The natives

are of the Bantu race, like the tribes of the adjoining

portions of the mainland; they speak Swahih, a
language kindred to the idioms of Equatorial Africa.

In former days Zanzibar received from all the ports of

the Great Land, especially Bagamoyo and Kilwa, the
exports of ivory, copal, skins, grain, and sla\'es,

especially the latter, who, after sale in the public

markets, were dispersed all over the Mussulman terri-

tories bordering on t he Indian Ocean. There also were
formed the caravans that penetrated into the distant

interior, as far as the Great Lakes, and even beyond,
bearing the produce of Europe and Asia, cottons,

gla.ss, steel, and copper ^^•ire, pickaxes, hatchets,

knives, salt, powder, gims etc. Here and there httle

colonies were established, on the coast or in the

interior, centres of Mus.sulnian propaganda, which

was carried on by every means, conmierce, slaverj',

war, intrigue, unions, and alliances. In that way,

little by little, the va,st regions of Eastern .\frica were

falling under the influence of the Sultan of Zanzibar,

when, suddenly, the European powers came upon the

scene, seeking to divide Ihem up between themselves.

It was towards the close of tlie fifteenth century that

the first W'hites ajipeared upon these coasts. Vasco
de Gnma, sailing from T,isbon on 8 July, 1497, doubled
the Cape of (!ood Hojie and cast anchor before

Mozambique in March, 1498. He proceeded thence

to Kilwa and Mombasa, then flourishing cities, and
set out for Malindi, from which port a pilot conducted
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him to Calicut in India (28 May, 1498). In 1499
Gaina returned and took possession of Zanzibar,

where he established an Augustinian convent. These
religious settled at Pate and Mombasa, while the
Dominicans settled at Mozambique and the Jesuits

in the valley of the Zambesi.
The Portuguese were not destined to long retain

this immense stretch of coast; after varying fortunes

they were definitely exjielled in 1698 by the Arabs of

Maskat. In 1858 Seiyd Medjid, Sultan of Zanzibar,

declared himself independent. However, explorers

and missionaries were beginning to attract attention

to these regions: we may mention in particular the

names of Ivrappft and Rebmann, Father Horner,
Livingstone, Speke, and Grant, Burton, Baker, and
later Cameron and Stanley. After the foundation of

the Association Internationale Africaineby Leopold
II, King of the Belgians, Germany and England deci-

ded to divide up these lands, leaving France to assert

its ancient claims over Madag.iscar, and Italy to

attempt a settlement on the Somali coast. At
present, British East Africa (or Imperial British East
Africa), comprises thelslands of Zanzibar and Pemba,
British protectorates, and the portion of the continent

lying between the River Djuha on the north and on
the south a line running from Vanga, round the

northern base of Kilima-Ndjaro, to Victoria Nyanza
about 20° N. lat. South of this Hne hes German
East Africa, extending to the River Ruvuma. The
chief port in the British section is Mombasa, the

terminus of a railway running through the high pla-

teaus of Kikuyu to the north of Victoria Nyanza, thus
connecting the Indian Gcean with the basin of the

Nile; and in the German, Tanga and Dar-es-Salaam,
the termini of two railways, one running through the

regions of Sambara, Pare, and Kilima-Ndjaro, and
the other towards Tanganyika. European cultiva-

tors are gradually arriving, plantations extending,

industries developing, and the face of the country
changing year by year.

The old Portuguese religious do not seem to have
worked among the natives; at least no trace of their

influence survives. They were chaplains to the Euro-
pean garrisons rather than missionaries: one hundred
and thirty years after their disappearance. Father
Fava, Vicar-General of St-Denis (Reunion) was sent

by his bishop, Mgr. Maupoint, to take up the inter-

rupted work. Accompanied by two priests, a physi-

cian, and six nuns, he arrived at Zanzibar about the

end of IStiO; the first Ma,ss wa.s celebrated at midnight
on Christinas, in a large Arab house, where the beauti-

ful cathedral now stands. Three years later the house
was confided to the Congregation of the Holy Ghost,

and Father Horner took possession of it. His first

work was the repurchasing of slaves in the market

—

where from fifty to sixty thousand were sold annually
—and the education of children. The missionaries

soon went to Hagamoyo, on the opposite coast, and
began to establish from year to year, in suitable locali-

ties, little Christian colonies, which spread their

influence .around, in proportion to the number of

catechists that could he siipported. In 188.3 the mis-

sion was erected into a vicariate Apostolic, with Mgr.
R. de Courmont as first titular. It extended origi-

nally from Cape Guardafui to Cape Delgado, with a
coast-line of about 1.500 leagues, and no limits in the
interior. But in 1880 the lake district had been
confided to the Missionaries of Notre-Dame dWfrique
(of Algiers)—the White Fathers; by a Decree of If)

Nov., 1S.S7, the southern region, from 7° S. lat. to

Cape Delgado, was detached and entrusted to the
German Benedictine Congregation of Ste-Odile, with
its headquarters at Dar-e.s-Salaam (see below) ; in

1904 the Prefecture .\postolic of Benadir wa,s erected

for the Trinitarians; in 190.5 the Mission of Kenia wa-s

separated, being recently m.ade a vicariate Apostohc
and entrusted to the Italian missionaries of the

Instituto de la Consolata (Turin). Finally, the Con-
gregation of the Holy Ghost divided its original
mission of Zanquebar into three vicariates: Zanzibar,
under British protectorate, except the enclave of
Kenia and the interior missions; Bagamoyo, erected
in 1906; and Kilima-Ndjaro, established in 1910.
These newly-created vicariates show the rela-

tively rapid development of the Catholic missions for

some years past in this part of Africa, with Zanzibar
as its centre. At the same time Protestant missions
were being established and multiplying. At Zanzi-
bar the LTniversities' mission, whose beautiful church
is erected on the site of the ancient slave-mart, dates
from the same time as the Catholic mission: its

influence extends towards Nya.ssa and the L^sambara.
.\t Mombasa and its environs the Church Missionary
Society has been well established since 1840. Other
English societies are spread through t he interior. But
it is especially in German East .\frica that different

German Protestant societies are found in large num-
bers, displaying a jealous and too often aggressive
activity. After all, Catholics and Protestants have
in all these regions a common enemy, Islamism, the
.spread of which has been facilitated rather than
retarded by the European conquest, especially in the
German territory. In face of all these elements, the
native fetichism is bound to disappear rapidly, not
doubtless in all its practices, but as a distinct religious

element. East Africa in a comparatively short time
will be partly Mussulman, and partly Christian. At
present there are between thirty and forty thousand
Catholics in the five Vicariates Apostolic of Zanzibar,
Kenia, Kilima-Ndjaro, Bagamoyo (q. v.), and Dar-
es-Salaam. The latter, called also Southern Zanque-
bar, comprises about a million inhabitants; in 1912
there were 3967 Catholics, 2600 catechumens, 14

missionary priests, 18 lay-brothers, 56 catechists, 11

principal stations, 36 secondary posts, 66 schools,

2577 pupils, 15 orphanages, and 464 orphans.
Reclcs, Noutdle Geographie Universelle, VAfrique MeridionaU

(Paris, 1888); Handbook of East Africa (London, 1894); Reich-
.\RD, DexUsch (Est-Afrika (Leipzig, 1892); Piglet, Les missions
calholiques francaises an XIX' siMe, Missions d'Afrique (Paris,

1902) ; Missiones calholicas (Rome.)
A. Le Roy.

Zapoteca Indians, a powerful and numerous Mex-
ican tribe located chiefly in Oaxaca and Guerrero,
forming with the Mixteca and Mazateca the Zapote-
can linguistic stock. At the time of the conquest of

Mexico they were independent of the .\ztec, whom
they resembled in customs; they were defeated by the

Spaniards only after several campaigns between 1522

and 1527, not submitting finally till 1.5.51. They %vere

a sedentary race and well advanced in civilization,

living in large villages and towns, in houses con-

structed with stone and mortar. They recorded the

principal events in their history by means of hiero-

glyphics, and in warfare they made use of a cotton

armour. The well-known ruins of Mil la have been
attributed to them and were claimed by them to be

the tombs of their ancestors.

They had an elaborate religious .system, and human
sacrifices were offered. The modern Zapolecas are

verj- intelligent, progressive, and hard-working; they

make good soldiers and political leaders, and are ex-

cellent citizens. Benito Juarez, President of Mexico,

was a full-blooded Zapoteca. They number almost

300,000, and with their kinsmen 7.50,000. Many of

them still speak only their native Indian language.

Though they are now Cathohcs, some of their ancient

beliefs and practices, such as burying money with the

dead, still survive. The first missionaries among the

Zai)otecas were Bartolom(5 deOlmeda, aMercedarian,

and Juan Diaz, a secular priest, who was martyred by
the natives in Quechula near Tepeaca for having over-

thrown their idols.

GiLLOW, ApuenUt hiMricot (Mexico. 1889).

A. A. MacEblean.
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Zara (Jadeha), Archdiocese op, in Dalmatia.
Zara has been a diocese since a. d. 381 and since 1146
an archdiocese. Its succession of bishops numbers
eighty without noteworthy interruption. Bishop
Sabinianus is mentioned in the "Register" of Gregory
the Great. In one of his letters John VIII names St.

Donatus as patron of Jadera. Archaeologists find in

south-east of Set if in Algeria, crown an emi-
nence which commands all the cotmtry on the
left bank of the Oued Taourlalent, which the
Arabs in the Middle Ages called Oued Zaraoua;
remains of a Byzantine citadel and of two Christian
basihcas are j'et visible. Two bishops of Zarai are
knomi: Cresconius, present at the Conference of

Zara many traces of ecclesiastical sculpture with Ger- Carthage, 411, where he had as a rival the Donatist
man characteristics dating from the migration of the
German tribes. The Church of St. Donatus is the
most important structure of its period preserved in

Dalmatia. The massive dome of the rotunda is sur-

rounded by a vaulted gallery in two stories which also

extends around the three apses to the east. Zara
was the capital of Byzantine Dalmatia, but the fact

that an example of Carlovingian architecture is found
there shows that Zara must once have belonged to the
Franks and explains the visit of Bishop Donatus to

Charlemagne in Die-
tenhofen. Since Zara
belonged to Venice
the bishops of Grado
have exercised patri-

archal jurisdiction

over it. In 1270
Patriarch jEgidius
summoned Arch-
bishop John with his

suffragans to t h e

Council of Gradd
where they were,
however, represented
by deputies. Arch-
bishop Nikolaus III

of Zara was present
at the synod con-
vened by Cardinal
Guido of St. Cecilia

at Padua in 1350.
Twenty constitutions
were p u b 1 is h e d

,

chiefly against the
evil life of the clergy and the power of the laity as used
against the clergy and church property. Worthy of

high respect was ^gidius of Viterbo who governed the
archdiocese for two years. In the first session of the

Rogatus; and Adeodatus, e.\iled by Huneric after
the Conference of Carthage, 484, and who died in

exile for the Faith.

Smith, Did. of Greek and Roman Geog. s. v.: Mvlleb, Notes
a Ptolemy, ed. DiDOT, I, 611; Toulotte, Geographie deVAfrique
chritienne. Numidie (Paris, 1894), 348-SO; DiEHL, VAfrique
byzantine (Paris, 1896), 252.

S. PETRIDfes.

Zarlino, Gioseffe, Italian musical theorist, b. at
Chioggia in 1.517; d. at Venice, 4 Feb., 1.590. He

studied for the
Church and was
ordained deacon in

1.541, but became so

devoted to music
that he placed him-
self under the direc-

tion of \\'illaert at

Venice. In 1564 he
was elected successor

to di Rore as first

maestro di ciippilla

at St. Mark's, Venic^e,

a position he held till

liis death. One of

his earliest composi-
lii)iis was an ode for

the victory of Le-
panto, 7 Oct., 1571.

Between the years
1566 and 1578 he
composed seven
masses and madri-
gals. In 1582 heThe Cathedral, Zara

was made a canon of Chioggia, and in the fol-

lowing year was elected bishop of that see, but
declined the honour. He was buried in San
Lorenzo, Venice, and, though his monument has

Fifth Lateran Council he says: " Homines per sacra disappeared, his bust is in the doge's palace. A
immutarifasestnon sacra per homines" (Man must be medal was struck in his honour while still alive,

changedby what is holy, not what is holy by man). He His principal title to fame is his work as a musical

had also the courage to address the following words to

the warhke Juhus II, whosought to increase the posses-

sions of the Church. " That the states of the Church
number a few thousands of inhabitants more or less,

matters not, but it does matter greatly that its mem

theorist. He published three remarkable treatises at

Venice, between the years 1558 and 1589. He only

admitted twelve modes, beginning with the Ionian,

thus practically laying the foundation of our present

major and minor scales. His theories were disputed

bers be pious and virtuous. The Church knows no by his pupil, Galilei; Zarlino was, however, right. He
weapons other than faith, virtue, and prayer", suggested the division of the octave into twelve semi-

Archbishop Godeassi attended the Synod of Vienna in tones, and also equal temperament for keyed instru-

1849. Peter Alexander Maupas was present at the ments,
Vatican Coimcil. The Archdiocese of Zara has:

n*^"°^
86,000 Catholics, 150 secular priests, 5 religious

'^^^ta

houses for men with 20 inmates, 4 religious houses for

women with 23 inmates.
Farlati, lUyrici Sacri torn.: Ecclesia Jaderina, V (Venice,

1775). 1-181; Theiner, Monum., 74, 76, 99, 109, 113 eq. 116,

131, 152, 188, 311, 404, 539; Gams, Series epp.. 425 sq.

COLESTIN WoLFSGRtJBER.

Zarai, titular see of Numidia in Africa, men-
tioned by the "Itinerarium Antonini", 35, and by the
"Tabula Peutingerii". Ptolemy (IV. 2) calls it Zara-
tha, and wrongly places it in Mauretania Ca?sarien- .

sis. It is probably the Zaratha of Apuleius (Apolo- court at Freiburg; in 1.503, legal adviser to the uni-

Diet. of Miisic and Musicians (New York, 1910). 8. v.;

DuNSTAN, Cyclopadic Diet, of Music (London, 1909).

W. H. Grattan-Flood.

Zasius, Ulric, a famous jurist, b. at Constance in

1461; d. at Freiburg, 24 Nov., 1536. After studying

at Tubingen he first became episcopal notary at Con-
stance, then town clerk at Baden in Aargau in 1489,

and at Freiburg in 1493. From 1496-9 he directed

the Latin school at Freiburg. In 1499 he studied law
at the University of Freiburg, was appointed lecturer

of rhetoric and i)oetry there in 1500 and professor of

jurisprudence in 1.506. In 1,502 he was also clerk of

gia, 23). These two forms and the term "Zarai-
tani" found in an inscription (Corp. Inscript. Lat.

4511) seem to indicate that the name Zarai which
appears on another inscription (Corp. Inscript. Lat.

2532) must have lost, a final dental letter. The
ruins of Zarai, called Uensbir Zraia, to the

versity; and in 1.508, imperial councillor. Applying
the tendencies of the Humanists to jurisprudence, he
scouted the strained and barbarous comments of the

glossators and endeavoured to restore the genuine

text. It was iirobably due to the literary contro-

versies which he had with Eck, that he at first fav-
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oured the doctrines of Luther. Aft or l.')21 he was a
zealous opponent of Luther and died a firm adherent
of the Old Faith. His juridicEil works were published

posthumously
(Lyons, 1548,
L5,50-l; 3 vols.,

Frankfort, 1590).
Schmidt, Zasius

und seine Slelle in der
fiechtswiss enschaft
(Leipzig, 1904); Neff,
Uflatricus Zfisius. Ein
Bejtrag zur Gesch, des

Obt-rrhein (Program of

•iburg.

of

Ulrich Zasits
From an old engraving

1890-1);
!, Clrich

Xasius (Basle. 18.57).

MlCH.\EL OtT.

Zeal (from
STtXos, a derivative

of 5^0) "to boil",

to "throb with
heat"), is "a nec-
es.sary effect of

love", being "the
vehement move-

ment of one who loves to [secure] the object of

his love" (vehemens molus amanlis in rem am-
atam, St. Thomas, "Summa Theol.", I-II, Q.
.\xviii, a. 4). Here the distinctive note is in the
vehemence, or intensity, of the action to w'hich

love impels, an intensity which is proportioned to that
of the love felt. As there are two kinds of love, the
amor concupUcenlitt, which is self-regarding, and the
amor amicilia:, which is altruistic, two corresponding
kinds of zeal might be distinguished, but by usage the
term is restricted to the zeal jirompted by the ntnor
amicilia:; indeed, in its religious sense it is applied
solely to the zeal inspired bj' the love of God, to the
ardent endeavours and works undertaken to promote
His glorj'. Here again we can subdivide according
as this zeal for C!od manifests itself in works of

devotedness directed towards the fulfilment of the
first or the second of the two great Commandments.
In the Bible (cf. Psalm Lxiii, 10; Num., xxv, 11;
Tit., ii, 14, etc.) it is mostly used in the fir.st of these
applications; in the phrase "zeal for souls" it is

used in the second, and in this sense it is much the
most common among rehgious writers.

Zeal, being love in action, just on that account
tends to remove as far as Ues in its power all that
is injurious or hostile to the object of its love; it

has thus its antipathies as well as its attractions.

Moreover, since, though itself appertaining to the
will, it presupposes an exercise of judgment as to
the appropriate means for the attainment of its

object, we must further distinguish true and false

zeal, according as the judgment guiding it is sound
or unsound. Thus St. Paul's zeal was zeal through-
out, but it w.'us false zeal in the days when he per-
secuted the Church, true zeal when he became its

Apostle. "Caritas Christi urget nos" are the words
with which this .\postle described the promptings
within his own breast of this zeal which contributed
80 powerfully to lay the foundations of the Catholic
Church. And it is a zeal of hke nature which, en-
kindled in the breasts of so many generations of

ardent followers of Christ, has, in its co-operation with
the lavish gifts of the Holy Spirit, built that Church
up into the greatest mar\el of human history. For
it is the zeal of all those devout souls which, as dis-

tinguished from the lukewarmness of the ordinary
Christian, ha-s sent forth the Apostles and missionaries

to their lives of self-sacrifice, has (illod the sanctuaries
with an unfailing supply of good priests and the clois-

ters with throngs of ferment njigious, which has
organized, sustained, and developed so splendid an

XV.—48

array of works of charity to meet almost every con-
ceivable need of suffering humanity.

St. Francis of Sales, Treatise on the Love of God, X, xi\-xv;
RODRIOUEZ, The Practice of Christian Perfection, III. tr. 8, chap,
x; Saint-Jure. On the Knowledge and Love of Our Lord, xxii, sect.
13: HouDRV. Bibliotheca Prcedicatorum, s. v. Zeal, which contains
a full bibliography and numerous extracts bearing on the subject.

SvDNEY F. Smith.

Zechariah. See Zacharias.

Zegers, Nicholas Tacitcs, famous exegete, b.

either at Diest or Brussels during the latter half of
the fifteenth century; d. at Louvain, 25 August,
1559. After receiving a scientific education at Lou-
vain, he entered the Franciscan Order, joining the
Province of Cologne. At the division for that prov-
ince, he was assigned to the Low German Province.
There, coming under the influence of Francis Titel-
mann, professor of exegesis in the convent of Lou-
vain, he devoted himself to the study of the Scrip-
tures and succeeded Titelmann in the chair of
exegesis in 1536. In 1548 he gave up his chair to
devote himself to writing. His solid foundation in

Greek and Hebrew enabled him to exercise sound
critical judgment on the explanation of the different

passages of Holy Writ, a quality at that time very
rare. Memeranus writes of him:

"Vir pietatis amans, semper studiosus honesti,

Et bona qui semper pubUca ubique juvat."

The fruit s of his lit erarv- labours were very numerous.
Besides many translations of a.scetical works from the
Flemish and French into Latin, he also wTote: "Pro-
verbia Teutonica Latinitate Donata" (Antwerp,
1550 and 1571); "Scholion in omnes Novi Tcsta-
menti Ubros" (Cologne, 1.553); " Epanorthotes, sive

Castigationes Novi Testamenti" (Cologne, 1555);
" Dye CoUegie der Wysheit ghefundeert in dye uni-
versiteit der deughden" (Antwerp, 15.56); "Inven-
torium in Testamentum Novum", a kind of concord-
ance (Antwerp, 1.55S and 1.566); "Novum Jesu
Christi Testamentum juxta vetorem ecclesia; edi-

tionem" (Louvain, 1.559); and finally a catechism in

Flemish.
Hurter, Xomencltitor Literarius, IV, I2S0; Dirks. Hist, lit-

tfrairc et bibliographiquc des Frcres Mineitrs (Antwerp, 1885), 81
sqq. ; Paquot, Mcmoircs pour servir d. Vhistoire liUeraire des Paya-
Bas, I, 2.

Leo T. Butler.

Zela, tit ular see of Asia Minor, suffragan of Amasea
in the Helenopontus. In pagan times the city, which
was situated on the Scylax, belonged to priests, equal
in dignity to the princes of Pont us, lords of the territory.

On the eminence which rises in the middle of the city

stood a famous temple, consecrated by the Persian
kings to their national divinities, Anahita, Vohu-
Mano, and Anadates. Zela is famous for the victory

of Mithridates Eupator over Valerius Trianus, lieu-

tenant of Lucullus (67 B. c), also for that of Ciesar
over Pharnaces (47 B. c), after which he wTote his

famous letter, "Veni, Vidi, Vici" (I came, I saw, I

conquered). At first a mere hamlet, Zela obtained
from Pompeii the title of city, and became the capital

of a district allotted to Queen Pythadoris (Strabo,

XI, viii, 4; XII, iii, 37; Pliny, "Hist. Nat.", VL 8).

It was finally ceded to Nero, with all Pontus Pole-
moniacus, by its last king, and remained part of the
Greco-Roman empire until 1397, when the Turks
seized it. According to a letter (72) of St. Basil, a
council was held there by the Arians in the fourth

century. Le Quien (Oriens christ., I, 541) mentions
several bishops: Heraclius, at Nice (.325); .\tticus, at
Chalcedon (451); H\Tcrechius (4.58) ; Georgius (692);
Constantine (7S7); Paul (879). According to the
".\cla Patri.archatus Const ant inopolitani" of Mik-
losich and Miiller (I, 60), there was a bishop at Zela
in 1315; he was then named Metropolitan of Amasea;
later the see was supjjres.scd. Zela (now Zileh) is a
caza in the sandjak of Tokat and the vilayet of
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Sivas; the city numbers 20,000 inhabitants, 5000 of

whom are Christians, the rest being nearly aU schis-

matic Armenians.
Smith, Diet. Greek and Roman Geog., s. v.; Texier, Asie-

Mineure (Paris, 1S62), 602; Cuinet, La Turquie d'.4sie, I, 729-
32; Babelon and Reinach, Monnaies d\isie- Mineure, I, 117;
CcMONT, Studia pontica (Brussels, 1906), 188-94; Perrot,
Exploration arcMologique de la Galatie et de la Bithynie (Paris,
1872), 377-80.

S. Vailhe

Zell, Kael, statesman, philologist, and defender
of the rights of the Church, b. at Mannheim, 8 April,

1793; d. at Freiburg, 24 January, 1873. He attended
the high-school of his native town, and studied phil-

ology at the Universities of Heidelberg, Gottingen,
and Breslau (1810-14). In 1814 he became pro-
fessor at the lyceum at Rastatt, in 1821 professor
of classical philology at the University of Frei-

burg, where he soon attained prominence by his

work as teacher and author. As representative of

the university in the Upper Chamber of the Diet
of Baden during the years 1831-3.5, he advocated
a thorough reform of the high-school system of

Baden and the establishment of a .special JDoard for

the supervision and encouragement of the higher
studies. Zell undertook the execution and com-
pletion of the new system, having been appointed
ministerial councillor and member of the new council

of higher studies. In 1848 he returned to academic
work as professor of archaeology at the Universitj' of

Heidelberg, in which capacity he developed a large

and many-sided activity. He was elected (1848) a
member of the Lower Chamber of the Diet of Baden,
to which he was a deputy until 1855. In the severe
struggles for its rights which the Church had at that
time in Baden, then rided by the Liberals, Zell cour-
ageously and unweariedly defended it by speech and
writing, a championship in which he stood almost
alone. The fame he won far beyond the boundaries
of Baden led to his election as president of the con-
gresses for Catholic Germany held at MUnster in

18.52 and at Vienna in 18.53. During the Revolution of

1848-49 his loyalty to the grand-duke never wavered,
just as his loyalty to the Church never changed. He
refused to recognize the provisional revolutionary
government which ruled Baden after the flight of the
grand-duke or to take the oath to it. In 1855 Zell

retired from the service of the State, and in 1857
settled at Freiburg. In the ecclesiastico-political

battles in wliich Archbishop Hermann Vikari became
involved with the Government of Baden for its active

adherence to the KuHurkampf policy, Zell was the
archbishop's constant adviser and active assistant.

As a speaker at assemblies, in pamphlets and articles

for periodicals and newspapers, like the "Freiburger
Kirchenblatt " and the "Historisch-Politische Blat-

ter", he constantly defended the rights of the Church,
Christian schools, religious orders, and refuted the
calumnies circulated against the Church. A per-

manent memorial of his labours for the head of the
Church is the St. Michaelsverein (St. Michael's
.•Association) for the Archdiocese of Freiburg, which
he founded, in order to organize the gifts of the faith-

ful for the Holy Father (Peterspence); the society

still flourishes in the archdiocese. As an author he
wrote on a great variety of subjects, devoting himself

especially to Aristotle, (^alderon, Shakespeare, and
the history of Baden, Works still valuable are:

"Ferienscliriften" (3 vols., Freiburg, lS2t)-33; new
series, 1857); "Treatise on St. Lioba" (Freiburg,

1860); and historical articles for the "Freiburger
Diozesanarchiv

'

'

.

Weech, Hadi^tehe Biographien, 5.34-37. contains a list of his

most important writinRs: Hansen, Lebensbilder deulscher Knth-
oliken, V (Paderborn, 1910).

Joseph Li.ns.

Zell, ULnifH, publisher, the first printer of

Cologne, b. at Ilanau-on-thc-Main, date unknown; d.

about 1507. He learned the art of printing before
1462 in the printing establishment of Fust and
Schoffer, and seems, shortly after the catastrophe of

1462, to have gone to Cologne, whose university gave
promise of a market for printed works. Zell was
printing at Cologne apparently as early as 1463,
although his first dated book is of the year 1466. His
work as printer and pubUsher can be traced up to the
year 1502; altogether about 120 of his publications
are known. Of these, however, only nine bear his

name, but in all probability he printed and published
many more. In outline and cut his six kinds of type
are strikingly similar to the "Durandus" and "Cle-
mens" types of Fust and Schoffer; it would even
seem that a number of the matrices of the "Clements"
type had been used. Most of the books printed by
Zell were text -books in quarto form for the university.

Among the fine productions of his printing shop is an
undated edition of the Latin Bible in two volumes.
At first he called himself clerictis (of the lower orders),

but as early as 1471 he married and became a citizen

and householder of Cologne. In 1473 he bought the

important manorial estate of "Lyskirchen", to which
he transferred the main part of his business. In the
colophons of his books the place of business is called

"apud Lyskirchen". The purchase, sometime later,

of various houses, lands, and properties yielding

revenues, show that Zell had become a prosperous
man. It is also a proof of his importance that for a
long time he filled the office of Kirchenmeister (church-

master) of "S. Maria an Lyskirchen". Of much im-

portance in the history of the discovery of printing

is Zell's statement, preserved in the Clironicle of

Cologne of 1499, that the year 1450 was the date of

the beginning of printing, that the country-squire
Johann Gutenberg was the inventor of it, and that

the first book printed was the Latin Bible, the Vul-

gate.
Allfjrmfine deiitsrhe Biooraphie. XLV, 19 sq.

HeINRICH WiLHELM W.4LLAU.

Zenaias. See Philoxenus op Mabbogh.

Zengg-Modrus, Diocese op (Segniensis et Mod-
RUSiENSis SEti CoRBAViENSis), in Hungary, suffragan

of Agram. The year of its foundation is not known.
Mirseus, about 11.50-1160, was the first bishop. The
See of Modrus was estalilished at Corbavia (Krbava)
1185. Pius IT moved the former see from Corbavia to

Modrus, as it suffered from the advance of the Turks.
From that time it was known as the See of Modrus.
Urban VIII united the See of Zengg with that of

Modrus. Gregory XVI in 1836 confirmed this union
"per Eequalitatem". Until 1600 the see was suffra-

gan of Spalato, later of Gran, then of Kalocsa; since

1852 it is suffragan of Agram. The diocese con-

sists of Fiume, of .some parts of the "Komitat" of

Agram, and of the Military Frontier. It is divided

into 5 archdeaneries and 15 vice-archdeaneries, and
137 pari.shes. The language at Mass and during the

services was ancient Slavic, by reason of a jiapal priv-

ilege. There are two chapters which belong to Zengg
and to Modrus, and one collegiate chapter at Fiume.

The seminary is situated at Zengg; it was established

by Bishoj) C)segovich in 1857. Tersato, a place of

pilgrimage, is situated in the neighbourhood of Fiume.
Fahlati. lUwirmn sacrum, IV, 106: Porpsfl Bi.'Ktipijah

Srnjakr > Modruskr 11 Krhavske Irudon Manoila Sladorica (Triest«.

\SM): In IIunKarian: .4 Kalotikux Magyarorsmg (Budapest,

A. AldXsy.

Zeno, Saint, entered in the Roman Martyrology
on 12 Ai)ril as a Bishop of Verona martyred under

(^lallienus. Probably, however, he was a confessor

who governed the Church of Verona from 362-380.

At Verona a basilica, San Zenone, is dedicated to his

honour, and some thirty churches and chapels bear

his name. In the basUica his statue, bearing the
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episcopal insignia, i.< proniim-nl in tin- choir; coins

with his likeness and an inscription were in use. On
21 May and 6 Dec. tlie translation of his body and his

consecration were formerly commemorated. In "De
viris illusf." of Jerome and Gennadius, Zeno is not
mentioned, but St. Ambrose (Ep. v) speaks of him as
an cpiscopux sanctir meinoritr, and St. Gregory (Dial.,

Ill, 19) relates a miracle wrought at the Church of

St. Zeno at Verona. Mabillon ("Vetera analecta",
Paris, 1675) published an anonymous poem, "De
laudibus Verona'", taken from the ^\Titmgs of Ra-
therius. Bishop of Verona (d. 974), found in the abbey
at Lobbes in Belgium (P. L., XI, 154, 225), which
gives a list of the bishops of Verona and makes Zeno
eighth. In the Monastery di Classe at Ravenna was
found an eighth-century chasuble (casuta diptychn)

with the names and pictures of thirty-five bishops of

Verona on its front and back; among them wa.s that of

Zeno. This list was accepted by Gams in his "Series
episcoporum "

( Bigelmair, p. 27). Zeno had not been
known as a writer before 1.508, when two Dominicans,
Albertus Castellanus and Jacobus de Leuco, edited at

Venice 105 Iraclalus or sermons foimd in the episcojial

library of Verona fifty years earlier. In 1739 the
brothers Ballerini pubUshed "S. Zenonis episcopi

Veronse sermones", with an elaborate prolegom-
ena. From these it appears that Zeno was a
native of Africa, eighth Bishop of Verona (362-80),
an able speaker, and an untiring champion of Chris-
tianity against the heathens and of orthodoxy against

the Arians. Much controversy arose as to the time
at which St. Zeno lived, whether two bishops of

Verona of this name were to be admitted or but one,

and on the authorship of the sermons. Various
opinions were held by Sixtus of Siena, Baronius,
UgheUi, Dupin, Tillemont, Fabricius, and others.

Of the 105 sermons 12 have been rejected as belonging
to other authors. Of the rest 16 are larger sermons,
the others merely sketches or perhaps fragments.
They contain valuable material on Catholic doctrine,

practice, and hturgj-; they treat of God, creation, the

Zenobius, Sai.nt, Bisliop of Florence and one of

the patrons of that city, b. there in the latter part of

the reign of Constantine I; d. 337. Carefully edu-
cated by his pagan parents, he came early under the

Lorenzo di Credi, the Cathedral, Piatoria

Blessed Virgin, Holy Scriptures, the Church, the
sacraments, etc., and warn against the vices of the day.

Daniei.l in Diet. f'hrUi. Hiog., a. v. Ztno (6); Bardknhewe'r.
PatToloait (Freiburg, 1910). 362; Zeiltchrifi /Qr kath. Thriil.

(Innsbruck, 1SS4), 2.1,3: Aria SS.. II April, fiS; HrRTER. Nnmrn-
Clator, I (1903). 302; BioelmaiR, Zeno pon tVrona (MQn.iter, 1904).

Francis Mershman.

Translation of the Body of 8t. Ze
Ridolfo Ghirlandajo, Uffizi Galle

influence of th(> holy bishop Theodore, was baptized
by him, and succeeded, after much opposition, in

bringing his father and mother to the Christian
Faith. He embraced the clerical state, and rapidly

rose to the position of archdeacon, when his virtues

and notable powers as a preacher made him known
to St. .Vmbrose, at whose instance Pope Damasus
(366-86) called him to Rome, and employed him in

various important missions, including a legation to

Constantinople. On the death of Damasus he re-

turned to his native city, where lie resumed his

aijostolic labours, and, on the death of the bishop of

that see, Zenobius, to the great joy of the people,

was appointed to succeed him. The ancient legends

of his episcopal career—in which, however, there are

many interpol.ations of a later date—are unanimous
in t heir description of his saintly life and supernatural

gifts. Extraordinary miracles, including several in-

stances of the restoration of the dead to life, are

:ittributed to him, and tluring his prolonged episcopate

his fervour and zeal for souls never for a moment
flagged. .According to his biographer and successor

in the See of Florence, .\ntoninus, he died in his

ninetieth year, in 424; but, as Antoninus says that

Innocent 1 (d. 417) was at the time pope^ the date is

uncertain. There is ground for believing that he
actually died in 417, on 25 May, on which day the

ancient tower where he is supposed to have lived,

near the Ponte Vecchio, is annually decorated with

flowers. His body was first buried in the Basilica of

St . Laurence (consecrated by St. .Vmbrose in 393), and
was later translated to San Salvador's church, on the

site of the present cathedral. Beneath the high altar

is the silver shrine of the saint, designed by Ghiberti

about 1440, in the same style as his famous bronze

gates. There is a statue of Zenobius in S,an Marco,
and other memorials of him in the city, where his

name .and memorv are still venerated.
Aein .S.S.. XI.X, 19-fi9; the Bollandisl,<i have tjrought toRether

all the anci'-nl l>iographics of Zcnnbnis: (1) that Bttrihuted to

St, Simplicianua; (2) the life by St. Antoninus of Florence
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(from hia Summa Historialis, tit. X, cap. xii) ; (3) that by the
monk Blassius (from a Florentine MS.); that by Laurence,
Archbishop of Amalfi (1040-1048): and varioua narratives of the
translation of his body. See also Gams, Series episcoporum
(Ratisbon, 1873). 747; Butler, Lives of the Saints, X (London,
1814), 436-438; HoRNEH, Walks in Florence (London, 1873), I, 5,

79, 118, 177; IL 177.

D. O. Hdnter-Blair.

Zenonopolis, titular see of Asia Minor, suffragan
of Seleucia Trachaea in Isauria. The abbreviated
form used in the Roman Curia is Zenopolis. It was
the native village of Emperor Zeno, and was formerly
known as Codissos. In the "Notitia Episcopatuum"
of Antioch (sixth century) Zenonopolis is among the
suffragans of Seleucia (Echos d'Orient, X., 145).

About 732 the province of Isauria was joined to the
Patriarchate of Constantinople, and ZenopoUs appears
about 940 in the "Not it ia Episcopatuum" of Constan-
tine Porphyrogenitus, but is situated in Pamphylia
(Georgius Cyj^rius, "Deseriptio Orbis Romani", ed.

Gelzer, 1606). The city is again mentioned by
George of Cyprus in the seventh century (op. cit.,

847) and by Constantine Porphyrogenitus (De The-
mat., I, 13) as a city of the DecapoUs. Le Quien
(Oriens Christ., II, 1033) mentions two bishops:
EuIaUus, present at the Council of Constantinople,
681; Marcus, at that of Nice, 787. Gennadius, who
assisted at the fifth council, .5.53, as bishop of Zeno-
nopolis in Pamphylia, was very probably a prelate of

this see (Mansi, "Concil. Coll"", IX, 176, 393). Zeno-
nopolis is to-day Isnebol in the caza of Ermenek and
the vilayet of Adana (Ramsay, "Asia Minor," 365).

It must not be confounded with another of the same
name situated in Lycia. S. Vailhe.

Zeno of Elea, Greek philosopher, b. at Elea, about
490 B. c. At his birthplace Xenophanes and Par-
menides had estabhshed the metaphysical school of

philosophy known as the Eleatic School. The chief

doctrine of the school was the oneness and immut-
ability of reality and the distrust of sense-knowledge
which appears to testify to the existence of multiplic-

ity and change. Zeno's contribution to the literature

of the school consisted of a treati.se, now lost, in which,
according to Plato, he argued indirectly against the

reality of notion and the existence of the manifold.

There were, it seems, several discourses, in each of

which he made a supposition, or hypothesis, and
then proceeded to show the absurd consequences that

would follow. This is now known as the method of

indirect proof, or reducHo ad absurdum, and it appears
to have been first used by Zeno. Aristotle in his

"Physics" has preserved the arguments by which
Zeno tried to prove that notion is only apparent, or

that real motion is an absurdity. The arguments are

fallacious, because, as Aristotle has no difficulty in

showing, they are founded on false notions of motion
and space. They are, however, specious, and might
well have puzzled an opponent in those days, before

logic had been developed as a science. They earned
for Zeno the title of "the first dialectician", and, be-

cause they seemed to be an unanswerable challenge

to those who relied on the verdict of the senses, they
helped to prepare the way for the skepticism of the
Sophists. Besides, the method of indirect proof

opened up for the sophist new possibilities in the way
of contentious argument, and was very soon de-

veloped into a means of confuting an opponent. It

is, consequently, the forerunner of the Eristic method,
or method of strife.
Fairbanks, First Philosophers of Greece (New York, 1888),

112 sqq; ZELhEK, Pre-Socratic Philosophu, tr. Alleyne, I (Lon-
don, 1881), 60S sqq.; Turner, Hist, of Phil. (Boston, 1903), 49
sqq.

William Turner.
Zephaniah. See Sophgnias.

Zephyrinus, Saint, Pope (198-217), d;ite of birth

unknown; d. I'O Dec, 217. After the deatli of Pope
Victor in 198, Zephyrinus was elected bis successor and

consecrated. The pope is described by Hippolytus in
the " Philosophymena " (IX, xi) as a simple man with-
out education. This is evidently to be understood as
meaning that Zephrinus had not taken the higher
studies and had devoted himself to the practical ad-
ministration of the Church and not to theological
learning. Immediately after his elevation to the
Roman See Zephrinus called to Rome the confessor
Callistus, who lived at Antium and who had received a
monthly pension from Pope Victor, and intrusted him
with the oversight of the ccemelerium. It is evident
that shortly before this the Roman Christian commun-
ity had, under Victor, become the owner of a common
place of burial on the Via Appia, and Zeph>Tinus
now placed CaUistus over this cemetery which
was given the name of CaUistus. Undoubtedly
Callistus was also made a deacon of the Roman
Church by ZephjTinus. He was the confidential
councillor of the pope, whom he succeeded. The
position of the Christians, which had remained
favourable in the first years of the government of
Emperor Septimius Severus (193-211), grew con-
stantly worse, and in 202 or 203 the edict of persecu-
tion appeared which forbade conversion to Chris-
tianity under the severest penalties. Nothing is

known as to the execution of the edict in Rome itself

nor of the martyrs of the Roman Church in this era.

More, however, is certain concerning the internal
disputes in the Roman Church over the doctrine of

the Trinity. The adherents of the heretical teacher
Theodotus the Tanner had been excommunicated
with their leader by Pope Victor. They formed an
independent heretical community at Rome which
was ruled by another Theodotus, the Money Changer,
and Asclepodotus. These men persuaded a confessor
of Rome named NataUs, who had acknowledged his

faith without wavering before the heathen judge and
had suffered torture, to permit himself to be made
the bishop of the sect for a monthly payment of

170 denarii. Natalis, however, received many warn-
ings in dreams. At first he paid no attention to these
visions, but on one occasion he beheved that he had
been severely tortured by angels and now he began
to ponder the matter. Early in the morning he put
on a penitential garment, covered himself with ashes,

and threw himself with tears at the feet of Zephyrinus.
He confessed his wrong-doing and begged to be re-

ceived again into the communion of the Church,
which was finally granted him (Eusebius, "Hist,
eccl.", V, xxxii). In the same era the adherents of

Montanus also worked with great energj- at Rome.
The Montanist Proculus (or Proclus) published a
work in defence of the new prophecies. A refutation

of Proclus in the form of a dialogue was WTittcn by a
learned and rigidly orthodox Roman Christian named
Caius, wherein he refers to the grave of St. Peter on
the Vatican Hill and of St. Paul on the Via Ostiensis.

Caius rejects the Apocalypse of St. John, which he
regards as a work of the heretic Cerinthus. In
opposition to Caius, Hippolytus wrote his "Capita
contra Caium" (cf. Eusebius, "Hist, eccl.", Ill,

xxviii; VI, xx).

Hippolytus was the most important theologian
among the Roman presbyters of this era. He was
an avowed adherent of the doctrine of the Divine
Logos. He taught that the Divine Logos became
man in Christ, tliat the Logos differs in every thing

from God, that he is the mcdiary between God and
the world of creatures. Tliis doctrine in the form in

which it was .set forth by Hippolytus and his school

aroused many doubts, and another theological school

appe;ired in opposition to it. This latter school was
reijresenfed at Rome in this era by Cleomenes and
particularly by Sabellius. These men were rigid

opponents of the Theodotians, but were not willing

to acknowledge tlie iiicarnalioii of the Logos, and
emphasized above all the absolute unity {monarchia)
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of God. They explairu'd tlio Incarnation of Christ

in the sense that this was only another manifes-
tation (njodus) of God in His union with human
nature. Consequently they were called Modal-
ists or Patripassians, as according to them it was
not the Son of God but the Father Who had been
crucified. The Christian common people held
firmly, above all, to the Unity of God and at the same
time to the true Godhead of Jesus Christ. Originally

no distrust of this doctrine was felt among them.
Pope Zephyrinus did not interpose authoritatively in

the dispute between the two schools. The heresy of

the Modalists was not at first clearly evident, and the
doctrine of Hippolytus otTered many difficulties as

regards the tradition of the Church. ZephjTinus said

simply that he acknowledged only one God, and this

was the Lord Jesus Christ, but it was the Son, not the
Father, Who had died. This was the doctrine of the
tradition of the Church. Hippolytus urged that the
pope should approve of a distinct dogma which
represented the Person of Christ as actually different

from that of the Father and condemned the opposing
views of the Monarchians and Patripassians. How-
ever, Zephjtinus would not consent to this. The
result was that Hippolytus grew constantly more irri-

tated and angry against the pope and particularly

against the deacon Callistus whom, as the councillor

of the pope, he made responsible for the position of

the latter. When after the death of Zeph>Tinus
Callistus was elected Roman bishop, Hippolj-tus
withdrew from the Church with his scholars, caused
a schism, and made himself a rival bishop.

Zephjrinus was buried in a separate sepulchral
chamber over the cemetery of Calhstus on the Via
Appia (cf. Wilpert, "Die Papstgraber und die 3aci-

liengruft in der Katakombe des hi. KaUistus",
Freiburg, 1909, 91 sqq.). The "Liber Pontificalis"

attributes two Decrees to Zeph\Tinu8; one on the
ordination of the clerg>' and the other on the Euehar-
istic Lifurgj- in the title churches of Rome. The
author of the biography has ascribed these Decrees
to the pope arbitrarily and without historical basis.

Liber Pontificalia, ed. Duchesne, I. 139; DrcHEss'E. Histoire
ancienne de V^glise, I, 292 sqq.; Lanoen, Geschichte der rOmischen
Kirche, I (Bonn. 1881), 200 sqq.; Haoemann, Die rSmische
Kirche und ihr Einfluss auf Disziplin und Dogma in den ersten drei
Jahrhunderlen (Freiburg im Br., 1864), 84 sqq.; cf. also the bibli-

ography to HlPPOLTTCS.

J. P. KiRSCH.

Zephyrium, a titular see in Cilicia Prima, of Tar-
sus. Nothing is known of the history of Zephyrium,
lying on the coast of Cilicia, between Cilicia Tracheia
and Pedias. This city is mentioned, however, by
numerous ancient authors—it had many coins;

here was prepared the best molybdenum (white lead),

drawn from the neighbouring mines of Core\Ta. It

was situated on the road from Sclinus to Rhossus.
If is to-day Mersina, chief town of a caza of the
vUavet of Adana; having about 14,000 inhabitants, of

whom 3,000 are Greeks, 1,000 .Armenians, (>.50 Catho-
lics; the population seems to increase quite rapidly.

The sea-port exjiorts agricultural products; it is

joined to Tarsus and Adana by a railway line, which
will soon be connected with the Constantinople line

to Bagdad. Le Qiiien (Oriens Christ., II, 883)
names four bishops of Zephyrium : Aerius, present at

the Council of Constantinople, 381; Zenobius, a Xes-
torian, at the Council of Constantinople, 432^34;
Hypatius, pre.sent at Chalcedon, 4.51 ; Peter, at the
Council in Trullo. 692. The Latin parish of Mersina
is administered by Capuchins; there are likewise
Sisters of St. Joseph of the Apparition; schools for

boys and girls, and hospitals.

Leake. Atia Minor (London. 1824), 214; Smith, Did. Greek
and Roman Geog. a. v.; M&ller, Geoffraphi grtrei minores, ed.
DiDOT, 1 (Paris. 1882) 481; Cuinet. La Turquie d'Aaie, II
(Paris, 1894). 50-58.

S. PiTRIDfcs

Zeugma, a titular see of Syria, suffragan of Hicr-
apolis, in the Province of the Euphratensis. The city

is often called Zeuma (see the te.xts in ( ielzer's ed. of

"Georgii Cjijrii Descriptio Orbis Romani", 149). A
bridge uniting the two banks of the Euphrates
suggested the name, the Greek word meaning "a
yoke". Pliny (Hist. Nat., XXXIV, 1.50) says that
Alexander the Great was the first to build a bridge
at this point, no doubt a pontoon bridge. Seleucus
Nicator repaired it (Phny, op. cit., V, SG). The
Parthians were accustomed to cross the river at this

place (Dio Cassius, XLIX, 19), it being the easiest

crossing (Tacitus, "Annals", 12). Cassius camped
here in his campaign against the Parthians during
the reign of Claudius. In early times two distinct

cities, Seleucia and Apamea, had each its opposite
bank of the river (PUny, op. cit., V, 86, 119;
"Corp. Inscr. Graec", 2.548). It became customary
to say that both cities were on the passage of

the "Zeugma", and from the first century of our
era this name was in current use. Procopius (De
jEdificiis, II, 9) says that Justinian built a wall
about the city and strongly fortified it. The
"Notitia Episcopatuum" of Antioch (sixth century;
see "Echos d'Orient", X, 14.5), mentions Zeugma
among the suffragans of HierapoUs. Le Quien
(Oriens Christ., II, 941—44) mentions several of its

bishops: Bas.sus at Nica>d (325); Antonius, an Arian,
present at the Council of Philippopolis (344) ; Sabinia-
nus (363) ; Aphthonius, at first abbot of a local mon-
astery, later bishop; Heliades, at Ephesus (431);
Evorcius at Chalcedon (451); Julian (5.53). Theo-
doret ("Hist. Relig.", V; P. G., LXXXII, 1.3.52-.57)

deals at length with St. Publius, a monk of Zeugma,
and with his monastery. The site of Zeugma has
not yet been found; doubtless it is near Biredjik,

and facing that place.
Smith. Diet. Greek and Rom. Geog., g. v.; Ritter. Erdkunde,

X, 989; Chapot, La fronlih-t de VEuphrate (Paris, 1907). 275-78.

S. Vailh^.

Zeuss, JoH.\XN Kaspar, b. at Vogtendorf, in

I'pper Franconia, 22 July, 1806; d. there. 10 Nov.,
18.56. He was the founder of Celtic philologj-, an
eminent philologist, and studied at the gj-mnasium of

Bamberg. His parents wished that he should enter
the priesthood, but the young man chose the scholarly
career, inclining particularly to historic and linguistic

study. He entered the University of Munich and
after finishing his studies, taught there at the g\'m-
nasium. In 1837 appeared his book " Die Herkunft der
Baiem vondenMarkomannen" (2nded., 18.57), which
brought him the honorary' degree of Ph.D. from the
University of Erlangen. The same year he went to
Speyer to teach histor>- at (he lyceum and remained
there until 1847, when he accepted a professorship of

history in the University of Munich. But this he
resigned on account of his poor health and was trans-
ferred to the lyceum in Bamberg. In 1853 appeared
his monumental "GrammaticaCeltica", which estab-
lished his fame. Two years later he took leave of
absence to recover his health, but he died the follow-
ing year.

Zeuss was a scholar of tremendous erudition, com-
bining a knowledge of philologj' with that of history
and ethnology'. His Germanic studies had tatight

him the necessity of a knowledge of the Celtic lang-
uages and so he went to work to investigate this

neglected field. To get at the sources, the old manu-
scripts, particularly those in Old Irish, he journeyed to

Karlsruhe. Wiirzburg, St. Gall, Milan, London, and
Oxford, and ever>-where made excerpts or copies.

Not only the ancient, but also the modem, dialects
received his attention. As a result appeared the
great "Grammatica Celtica", whidi proved beyond
doubt that the Celtic languages were a group of the
Indo-European family and which put Celtic philology
on a sound scientific basis. After the author's death
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the work was revised and re-edited by Hermann Ebel
(Berlin, 1871). It is even to-day of fundamental
importance to aU Celtic scholars. Other works of

Zeuss are the "Traditiones possessionesque Wirzen-
burgenses" (Speyer, 1842), and "Die Freie Reich-
stadt Speyer vor ilirer Zerstorung".
Gluck, Erinneri^ng an Kaspar Zeuss in Gelehrte Anzeigen

(Munich. 1857), nos. 61, 62; Schroder in AUgemeine Deutsche
Biographie, 45, 132-36; Maclean, The Literature of the Celts
(London, 1906), 376-78. ArTHUB F. J. RemY.

Zhitomir. See Ldtzk, Zhitomir, and Kame-
NETZ, DiOCE.SE OF.

Ziegelbauer, Magnoald, historian, b. at EU-
wangen, Swabia, 1689; d. at Olmiitz, 14 Jan., 17.50.

He took vows at the Abbey of Zwiefalten 21 Nov.,
1707, was ordained priest, 21 March, 1713, and became
professor of theology at his monastery. Soon, how-
ever, some iUitcrate monks of Zwiefalten manifested
their aversion to the learned and studious Ziegelbauer,

who obtained his abbot's permission to reside at

another monastery of his order. At first he went to

Reichenau, where he taught theology. About 1730
the prior of this imperial monastery sent him to the
court of Vienna on business pertaining to the monas-
tery, after the successful accomphshment of which he
taught moral theology at Gottweig from 1732-33,
then returned to Vienna to devote himself to literary

labours. In 1734 he became tutor of the young
Barons von Latermann. From 1747 he resided at
Olmiitz as secretary of the learned club "Societas
incognitorum". His chief Uterary production is

"Historia rei literarise ordinis S. Benedicti", which
was published posthumously by his friend and collab-

orator Oliverius Legipontius (4 vols., Aug.sburg, 1754)
and still remains the standard hterary history of the
Benedictine Order. His other 19 printed works (see

list in Lindner, loc. cit. below) include "Mancipatus
illibatae virginis deiparse " (Constance, 1726); "Leben-
geschichte des ertz-martyrers Stephani" (Vienna,

1736); "Epitome historica regii, liberii et exenipti in

regno Bohemiae antiquissimi monasterii Brevnovien-
sis" (Cologne, 1740); and other historical and theo-
logical treatises of minor importance. Among his

unprinted works are "Olomucium sacrum", an eccle-

siastical history of Moravia and its bishops, and
"BibUotheca IJohemica", a collection of WTiters on
Bohemia.
Legipontus, Elogium historicum, prefixed to vol. I of Hist, rei

literarice O.S.B., and reproduced by Monse, Infulcp doct(s Mora-
vice (Briinn, 1779), 151-92; Lindner in Studien und Mitteil-

ungen aus dem Ben. und Cist. Orden, IV (Wiirzburg, 1S83), i,

70-78; BEHLifcBE in R6vue Blnidictine, XV (Maredsous, 1898),
261-t. Michael Ott.

Ziegler, Gregorids Thomas, Bishop of Linz, b. at

Kirchheim near Augsburg, 7 March, 1770; d. at Linz,
15 April, 18.52. He joined the Benedictines at
Wiblingen in 1788, was ordained priest, 25 May, 1793,
teaching in various Benedictine institutions until

23 October, 1802, when he became prior of his

monastery. After the suppression of Wiblingen in

1806 he removed with soin(> of his. confreres to Tiniec
in Poland and taught theology at the neighbouring
University of Cracow. When the Benedictines were
forced to leave Tiniec in 1S09 he was engaged as pro-
fessor of church history at the Lyceum of Linz, 1809-15,
and of theology at Vienna, 18i5-22. On 2 February,
1822, he became Bishop of the new Diocese of Tiniec,
but transferred his see to Tarnow, w'here he began
the erection of a seminary and renovated the cathe-
dral. On 13 April, 1827, he was promoted to the
Diocese of Linz. He laboured successfully for the
emancipation of the Church from gox-crnmental en-
croachments, fostered the religious life of the clergy
and laity by introducing clerical retreats and popular
missions, and ailvanced the religious education of the
laity by introducing religimis orders. He is the
author of "Die Fcier dcr heil. Firmung in der Kath.

Kirche" (Vienna, 1817); "Das Kath. Glaubens-
princip" (Vienna, 1823); "Zuge und Schilderungen
aus dem Leben des sel. Seb. Franz Job" (Linz, 1835)
and various minor works, pastoral letters, occasional
lectures, and sermons. He also re-edited Klypfel's
" Institutiones theologiir dogmatica-" (Vienna, 1819-
21) and contributed various theological treatises to
Frint's "Theologisehe Zeitschrift" (Vienna, 1813-16).
Lindner in Studien und Mitteilungen aus dem Ben. und Cist.

Orrfen, IV (Wurzburg, 1883), i, 418-23; ScriptoresO.S.B. qui 1750-
1880 fuerunt in Jmperio Auatriaco-Hungarico (Vienna, 1881), 529-
31; WtjRZBACH, Biogr. Lexikon des Kaisertkums Oesterreich, LX
(Vienna, 1891), 50-2; Hiptmair, Geschichle des Bisthums Lim
(Linz, 1885), 179-214.

Michael Ott.

Zierikzee, Cornelius van, b. at Zierikzee (whence
he takes his surname), a town in the Province of Zee-
land, HoUand, about 140.5; d. 21 Feb., 1462. The
strict observance of the Franciscan Rule, upheld and
propagated throughout Italy by St, Bernardine of
Siena and St. John Capistran, was early introduced
into Germany. At twenty Cornelius entered the
Franciscan Order in the Province of Cologne, which at
that time included the greater part of the Nether-
lands. It w-as famous for the number and sanctity
of its members, among whom were several Scotch-
men who had been educated at the universities on
the Continent.

This revival of the Franciscan life under the
guidance of St. Bernardine no doubt came to the
knowledge of King James I of Scotland, whose
poetic spirit was in harmony with the Franciscan
ideal. In 1436 the king requested the superiors of

the order that he might have Friars of the Ob-
servance sent into his kingdom; but it was not until

after the provincial chapter of the Observants held
at Gouda in 1447, and apparently because of a fresh
application by his son King James II, that it was
decided to comply with the royal wishes. John
Perioche de Mauljerg, Vicar-general of the L'ltra-

montine Observants, selected Fr. CorneUus as head
of the mission. Fr. Cornelius was accompanied by
six associates, of whom at least one, Fr. John Richard-
son, a graduate of the University of Paris, was a
Scot; they were received with enthusiasm by all

classes. Within a few years after the arrival of the
Observants in Scotland they established nine convents
in different towns; the postulants for admission to
the order were numerous; youths belonging to the
best families renounced the world to embrace the
Franciscan life of poverty. Among those who received
the habit from Fr. Cornelius were: Jerome Lindsay,
U.J.D., of Paris, son of the Earl of Crawford, com-
memorated in the Franciscan Martyrology with title

of blessed, pre-eminent for his humility, mortifi-

cation, and spirit of prayer; David Crannok, who
was physician to King James II and his consort
Queen Margaret; he succeeded Fr. Cornehus in the
government of the convents; Robert Keith, re-

nowned for the sanctity of his life, a member of the
family of the Earl Marishal; later on Robert Stuart,

kinsman of King James \ . The General Chapter
of the Observants held at Mont-Luzon (Bourbonnais)
erected the Scottish convents into a province, and
granted it a seal representing St. Bernardine holding
a tablet with the Holy Name painted on it and three
mitres at his feet, to mark that the Scotch province
owed its origin to the companions of the saint.

The Scotch Franciscans enjoyed a great reputation
throughout lOurope for adhering most conscientiously

and strictly to the poverty and austeritj- of the order.

James IV wrote to the pope in 1506 in praise of the
Observants in his kingdom and their works. The
Scotch province was in a flourishing state when the
religious revolution broke out and the convents were
destroyed. In 1560 Father John Patrick, Minister
Provincial, accompanied by oxov one hundred fathers,

left Scotland for the Netherlands, where they were
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hospitably rpreived and iiuorporatod in the provinoes
of HoUand and Belgium. In 1462 Father Cornelius,

worn out by his labours and austerities, left Scotland
for his own province of Cologne, where he died in the

convent at Antwerp. It is said that many miracles

took place at his tomb. The WTitings of Father
CorneUus, which consist of "Condones ad poptilum
Scotife", "Sennonesad Fratres", '"Epistolasplures",

have never been published.
GoNZAQA, De origine aertiphidr relidiouifi prnr. Srott'fP (Rome,

l.'>87); Dempster. Hist. eccL gfnlis Scotorrnri 'Fr^lof-ni, l'V27);

HuBER, Menologium Franciscanum (Munich, 1'''^ ^i -' ,',,!,-,.

oium Francisranum (Paris. 1638); Waddi.vg. I Urn.

(Rome, 1745); vo-s Loo, Stimulus seraph, cm/ h'.nif,

186U: Brycb, Scollish Grey Friars (London, r.H]'.)j. 1'.i.i,i,i.,-iieim,

Ilisl. of Ike Calh. Church of Scotland, tr. Hdnter-Blair (Lumlon,
1891); ScHONTENS. Martyrologium Minoritico-Bclgicum (Hoogs-
traeten, 1902); Necrologium Conv. Aberdonensis in Monuments
Franciscan, II (London, 1S82); MS. Annates Prov. Colonitr in der
Binterinsche Bibliothek in Btik.

Gregory Cleary.

Zigliara, Tommaso Maria (baptismal name,
Francesco), cardinal, theologian, and, philosopher,

b. at Bonifacio, a seaport town of Corsica, toward
the end of October, 18.33; d. in Rome, 11 May, 1893.

His early Classical studies were made in his native

town under the Jesuit teacher. Father Aloysius

Piras. At the age of eighteen he was received into

the Dominican Order at Rome, and in 1852 he
made his religious profession. From the beginning
Zigliara was a student of uncommon brilhancy. He
studied philosophy in Rome and theologj- at Perugia,

where, 17 May, 18.56, he was ordained b\' Cardinal
Joachim Pecci, then Archbishop of Perugia. Soon
.afterwards the young priest was appointed to teach
philosophy, first in Rome, then at Corbara in his

native Corsica, and later in the diocesan seminarj',

at Viterbo, being at the same time master of novices

in the neighbouring convent .at Gradi.

When his work at Viterbo was finished, he was
called to Rome, again made master of novices, and
shortly appointed regent, or head professor, of the
Minerva college. Before assuming this latter duty,
he was raised to the dignity of master in sacred
theology. When his commimity was forced by the
Italian Government in 1873 to give up the convent of

the Minerva, Zigliara with other professors and
students took refuge with the Fathers of the Holy
Ghost, who had charge of the French College in

Rome. Here the lectures were continued until a
house near the Minerva was secured. Zigliara's

fame was now widespread in Rome and elsewhere.

French, Italian, German, English, and American
bishops were eager to put some of their most promising
students and young professors under his tuition.

Between Cardinal Pecci, Archbishop of Perugia, and
Zigliar.a there had existed for many years the closest

friendship, and when the former became pope as

Leo XIII, in his first consistory (1879) he created

Zigliara a cardinal. Zigliara was first numbered
among the cardinal-deacons, then he became a
cardinal-priest, and in 1893 he was appointed Bishop
of Frascati, one of the seven suburban .sees; but, owing
to the sickness which ended in his death, he never
received episcopal consecration.

He was a member of seven Roman congregations,
besides being prefect of the Congregiit ion of Studies
and co-president of the .Academy of St. Thomas
Aqiiinas. He was a man of deep piety and devotion,
and a tireless student to the end of his hfe. In addi-
tion to his many duties a.s cardinal, he was entrusted
with the superintendence of the Leonine edition of the
works of ,St. Thomas, the first volume of which con-
tains his own commentary. He also found time to
publish his "Propa^deutica ad Sacr.am Theologiam"
and tr> wTite an extensive work on the sacraments,
of which only the tracts on baptism and penance re-

ceived final revision before his death. The most
important, however, of Zigliara's works is his

"Sunima Philosophica", which enjoys a world-wide
circulation. For many years this has been the text-
book in a great number of the seminaries and colleges
of Europe, Canada, and .\merica; and not very long
ago it was adopted as the textbook for the phil-
osophical examination in the National LIniversity of
Ireland. His other works are, "Osservazioni su
alcune interpretazioni di G. C. Ubaghs sull' ideologia
di San Tommaso d'Aquino" (Viterbo, 1870); "Delia
luce intellettuale e dell' ontologismo secondo la
dottrina di S. Bonaventura e Tommaso d'Aquino"
(2 vols., Rome, 1874); "De mente Concilii Vienensis
in definiendo dogmate unionis anima' humana; cum
corpore" (1878) ; "Commentaria S. Thoma; in Aris-
toteUs libros Perhermeneias et Posteriorum analyti-
corum, in fol. vol. I new edit. "0pp. S. Thonia;"
(Rome, 1882); "Saggio sui principi del tradizion-
ahsmo"; "Dimittatur e la spiegazione datane dalla
S. Congregazione dell' Indice".
By his teaching and through his writings, he was

one of the chief instruments, under Leo XIII, of re-
viving and propagating Thomistic philosophy through-
out the entire Church. In his own order and in some
universities and seminaries, the teaching of St.
Thomas had never been interrupted, but it was re-
served for Zigliara to give a sjiecial impetus to the
movement which has made Thomistic philo.sophy and
theology dominant in the Catholic worlii.

Acta capituli generalis ord. Praeii. abuta: celehrati ( 1895); W.\L8H
in Rosary Magazine, VU (1895); Perhier, Revival of Scholastic
Philosophy (New York. 1909), 164-S; Turner, Hist, of Phil.
(New York. 190.3), 64.3.

Charles J. Callan.

Zimmer, Patrick Benedict, philo.sopher and the-
ologian, b. at Abtsgmund, Wiirtemberg, 22 Feb.,
1752; d. at Steinheim near Dillingen, 16 Oct., 1820.
He studied the Humanities and philosophy at Ell-

wangen, theology and jurisprudence at Dillingen;
was ordained priest, 1 April, 1775; became repetitor of

canon law at the College of St. Jerome at Dillingen
in 1777, and professor of dogmatic theology at the
University of Dillingen in 1783; in 1791 also pastor of
Steinheim. In 1795 he was dismissed from the
faculty of the university, ostensibly because as
pastor of Steinheim he should reside at that place,
but, in reality, because he was an extreme idealist.

In 1799 he was appointed professor of dogmatic
theology at the University of Ingolstadt, and when
this university was removed to Landshut the follow-

ing year, he was transferred thither in the same
capacity.
Though Zimmer rendered great service to the

Church and religion by his fearless and successful
combat against the Kanti.an R.ationalism which was
prevalent at Ingolstadt, he was himself a passionate
adherent of the idealistic jiantheism of Schelling,

without, however, compromising his Catholic convic-
tion in priictice. To lessen the danger of inculcating
his philosophical tenets in his lectures, he was relieved

of the professorship of positive theologj' and given
that of Biblical archa<ology and exegesis in 1807.

In 1819 he became rector of the university and deputy
to the Second Chamber of the Bavarian Parliament.
His chief theological work, "Theologia- christianEe

specialis et theoreticie" (4 parts, Landshut, 1S02-6),

is to a great extent permeated with Sclicllingian

pantheism. His other noteworthy works are: " Dis-
sert at io dogmatica de vera et completa potest ate
ecclesiastica illiusque subjecto" (Dillingen, 1784);
"Fides exsistentia' Dei" (Dillingen, 1791); "Philo-
sophische Religionslehre: part I. Lehre von dem
Absoluten" (Landshut, 1805); "Philosophische Un-
tersuchung iiher den allgcmeinen Verfall dcs mensch-
lichen Geschlechtes" (Landshut, 1809); "Unter-
suchung iiber den Begriff und die Gesetze der Gesch-
ichte etc." (Munich, 1817).

.^^aii.er. Pntritius Hrnrdxrlus Zimmtr's kurzgrfnsMe Biographic
und ausfahrliche Darstetlung seiner Wissenschaft (Landshut,
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1822) ; WlDMEB, Nachtrag zu P. B. Zimmer's kurzgefasster Biogr.

Oder desselben Theologie und Philosopkie (Uri, 1823); Lauchert
in Atlgemeine deiUeche Biographie, XLV (Leipzig, 1900), 242-8;
Neher in Philosophisches Jahrbuch, XVIII (Fulda, 1905),

61-67; HuRTER, Nomenclator Literarius, V (Innsbruck, 1911), i,

647-9.

Michael Ott.

Zingarelli, Niccol6 Antonio, composer, b. at

Naples, 4 April, 1752; d. at Torre del Greco, 5 May,
1837. Having studied at the Loreto Conservatory
under Fenaroli and Speranza, his fii-st opera,

"Montesuma", was given at San Carlo, 13 August,

1781. He then went to Milan, where he remained
until 1794, when he took up the post of maestro di

cappella at Santa Casa, Loreto (1794-1804), after

which he succeeded Gugliehni as choir master of the

Sistine Chapel in Rome. For refusing to conduct a
"Te Deum" for Napoleon in St. Peter's, Rome, in

1811, he was taken a prisoner to Paris, but released

soon after; and in 1816 he replaced Paisiello as choir

master of Naples cathedral, a position he held until

death. Whether as a composer of operas or of sacred

music ZingareUi holds a high place, but, being a deeply

religious CathoUc, he devoted most of his attention to

masses, oratorios, cantatas, and motets. For Loreto

he composed .541 works, including 28 masses. In

1829 he wTote a cantata for the Birmingham Festival.

Less than a month before his death he produced an
oratorio, "The FUght into Egypt", a wonderful feat

for a man of eighty-five. Of his operas "GiuUetta e

Romeo" (1796) is regarded as his best; and his

requiem mass, composed for his own funeral, is said to

embody his most devotioned church style. BeUini

and Mercadante were among his pupils.
DuNSTAN, Cyclopcrdic Diet, of Music (London, 1909) ; Ricci in

Grove, Diet, of Musie and Musicians (London, 1910), s. v.

W. H. Grattan-Flood.

Zingerle, Pius, celebrated Orientalist, b. at

Meran, in the TjtoI, 17 March, 1801; d. at the

Abbey of Marienberg near Meran, 10 January, 1881.

After studying the Humanities at Meran, philosophy

and two years of theology at Innsbruck, he joined

the Benedictines at Marienberg in 1820, took vows,

20 October, 1822, and was ordained priest, 4 April,

1824. With the exception of six years (1824-7

and 1837-9) during which he w-as assistant pastor at

Piatt and at St. Martin, two parishes in the Valley

of Passeier, he was professor, since 1852 also director,

at the gj'mnasium of Meran. Upon the invitation of

Pius IX, he became professor of Oriental languages

at the Sapienza in Rome in March, 1862. While in

Rome he was also consultor of the Propaganda for

Oriental Affairs and scriptor of the Vatican Library.

Unable to accustom himself to the Roman cHmate,

he returned to Marienberg in 1865, where he was
made sub-prior and professor of theologj'. He had a

fair knowledge of Hebrew, Arabic, and Persian, was
an acknowledged master of Syriac, and gained con-

siderable fame through his German versions of the

writings of St. Ephram. The following are his chief

works: "Echte Akten heiliger Mart_\Ter des Morgen-
landes", translated from the Syriac (2 vols., Innsbruck,

18:56) ;"AusgowahlteSchriften des heiliger. Ephram",
translated from the Greek and the Syriac (6 vols.,

Innsbruck, 1837; new ed., Augsburg, 184.5-6), of which
vols. IV and V are German metrical versions of Eph-
raem's Syriac hjTnns, "Ephr.am's Reden wider dir

Ketzer", in vol. XXVIII of "Sainmtliche Werke dee

heil. Vater" (Kempten, 18.50); "Harfenklange vom
Libanon" (Innsbruck, 1840); "Festkranze aut Liban-
on's Garten" (Dillingen, 1846); " Marien-Rosen aus

Damaskus" (Innsbruck, 18.53; 2nd ed., Augsburg,
1855); "Leben und Wirken des heil. Simeon Stylitcs"

(Innsbruck, 1S55); "Mommienta Syriaca ex romanis
codd. coUecta" (Innsbruck, 1809); "Chrestomathia
Syriaca cum indice vocabularum" (Rome, 1871);
" Lexicon Syriacum inusum Chrestomathite" (Rome,

1873); "Ausgewiihlte Schriften des heil. Ephram"
(3 vols., Kempten 1870-6). He contributed various
essays on the Ephraemic metre and on the Syrian

metre in general to
'

' Zeitschrift der deutschen morgen-
landischen Gesellschaft", vols. II-XIX, and other
Syrian studies to "TUbinger Theol. Quart alschrift" in

the years 1853 and 1870-1. He is also the author of

two volumes of German poems (vol. I, Innsbruck,
1843; vol. II, Mainz, 1860) and of a few ascetical and
other works of minor importance.

.Script.'.'

triaco-H 'n"/'

Mitteittu,
.

i, 355-Mi>i

zig, IHOli,,

Oeslerreich, LX (\'ie

ti,». qui i7-~tO-lS80 fuerunt in Imperio Au^
iFirn, ! ^^1 1, .'(31-2; Stampfer in .SVudien wnd
" /. ' ( i,s(. Orden, II (Wurzburg, 1881),

:ii .1 ,'- heulsche liivgraphie.XhV (Leip-
\\ L lUiiAi.ii, Btogr. Lexikon des Kaiserthums

1S91), 151-4.

Michael Ott.

Zinzendorf, Nikolaus LrDwio. See Bohemian
Brethren.

Zion. Sec Jerusalem.

Zionists are followers of the movement to segre-

gate the Jewish people as a nation and to give it a
national home either in Palestine or elsewhere.

Orthodox Judaism holds to a Zionism pure and
simple, the return of the Jews to Palestine, the
coming of the Messias, the overthrow of hostile

powers by Him, the restoration of the Temple and its

worship, the Messianic reign. The Reformed Jews
reject this idea of a return to Zion. The conference

of rabbis, at Frankfort-on-the-Main, 15-28 July,

1845, deleted from the ritual all prayers for a return

to Zion and a restoration of a Jewish state. The
Philadelphia conference, 1869, followed the lead of

the German rabbis and decreed that the Messianic
hope of Israel is "the union of all the children of

God in the confession of the unity of God". The
Pittsburg conference, 1885, reiterated this Messianic
idea of reformed Judaism.
The practical carrying out of Zionism by orthodox

Jews has until recently been attempted only fitfully

and very ineffectually, and often with no return to

Zion as an objective. In the middle of the sixteenth

century Joseph Nasi tried to gather the Portuguese
Jews to an island owned by the RepubUc of Venice.

In the seventeenth century Shabbethai Zebi (1626-

1676) announced himself as the Messias and gained
over many Jews to his side; among these, the phi-

losopher Baruch Spinoza. Jewish settlements were
established in the upper Mississippi region by W. D.
Robinson, 1819; near Jerusalem, by the American
Consul Warder Cresson, a convert to Judaism, 1850;

in Prague, by Steinschneider, 1835; and elsewhere.

Sir Moses Montefiore tried to colonize Jews in Pales-

tine (1840). Laurence Ohphant failed in a like at-

tempt to bring to Palestine the Jewish proletariat

of Poland, Lithuania, Rumania, and the Turkish
Empire (1879 and 1882). The man w;ho gave
dignity, form, and permanence to the Zionist move-
ment was Theodor Harzl. In 1896 his "Jiiden-

staat" appeared in Vienna. He soon won over such

Jewish leaders as Israel Zangwill, Max Nordau,
Alexander Marmorek, and others. The ideas of

"Judenslaat " spread throughout the Je«-ish world.

Six successive Zion congresses were held. By 1899

there were more than 100,000 shekel-payers. The
Sultan of Turkey removed the ban whereby Jews
had been prevented from staying longer than three

months in Palestine. The now flourishing colony

of Mikweh l.-irael was established near Jaffa. AH
attempts f;ii!cd to get from the sultan for the ,Tews in

Palestine any kind of corporate pohtical existence,

and anv form of provincial or municipal autonomy.
Harzl died on 3 July, 1904. At the next, the seventh,

Zionist congress. Max Nordau was elected president

(1905). Since then the movement has gone on and
has remained true to the first, or Basle, congress
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platform of a Jewish autoncmy in the new Jewish
state.

GoTTHEii,, The Aima of Zionism (New York. 1899); articles
by NORDAC in the International Quarterly 0902); by Zangwill
in Lippinrolt^s Magazine (1899); Herzl, Zionitiache Schri/ten
(Berlin. 1905).

Walter Drctm.

Zionites, a sect of visionarj- fanatics which flour-

ished in the eighteenth century at Ronsdorf in the
Duchy of Berg, now part of the Prussian province of
the Rhine. The sect sprang from a Philadelphian
society founded at Elberfeld in 1726 by Ehas Eller and
the pastor Daniel Sclileiermacher. Eller was the
foreman of a factory owned by a rich widow. He
read eagerly the writings of ancient and modern
visionaries, and then formed an apocalj-ptic, millen-
arian system of his own. He made such an impres-
sion on the widow, twenty years his senior, that she
married him. Thus he obtained the means and
influence to draw adherents around himself. The
pastor Sclileiermacher, grandfather of the celebrated
theologian, was also duped b}' EUer. The prophetess
of the society was the daughter of a baker, Anna van
Buchel, who had dreams and visions and saw ap])ari-

tions. After the death of his wife, Eller married her.

She called herself mother of Zion, her husband father
of Zion, and prophesied that she would bear the
saviour of the world. The new order of things was to
begin in 1730. Her first child was a daughter, but
Eller was able to console the society with Scriptural
texts. A son born in 1733 died two years later. Eller
made himself the central point of theologj-. Chris-
tian morality was replaced by the craving for coarse
and sensual pleasures. In 1737 the sect left Elber-
feld and founded Ronsdorf which soon prospered,
and, through Eller's influence, was raised by the State
in 174.5 to the rank of a city. Eller took the most
important offices for himself, Uved with his wife in

great pomp, and governed tyrannically. When
Eller's wife died suddenly in 1744 doubts arose in the
mind of Schleiermacher, who was pastor at Ronsdorf.
He confessed his mistake and sought to open the eyes
of the deceiving leader, but Eller managed to main-
tain himself until death. The sect was carried on by
the pastors who took Schleiermacher's place, by
EUer's stepson Bolckhaus, and continued to exist until
1768. The new pastor chosen in this j'ear and his

successors brought back the inhabitants of Ronsdorf
to Protestantism. The after effects of the movement
could be traced into the nineteenth century.
Krdq, Kritischr Ceachickle der proteatantiachcn religiosen

Schwarmerei im Henoglum Berg (Elberfeld, 1851); Gobel,
Gesrhichle dea chriatlichen Lebens in der rheiniachen u. weatfdliachen
erangeliachen Kirche, III (Coblenz, 1860). 450-59S.

Klemens Lopfler.

Zips (SzEPES), Diocese of (Scepusiensis), in
Hungary, suffragan of Agria (Eger), founded by
Maria Theresa in 1776, and composed of the exempt
provostship of St. Martin, the date of foundation of
which is unknown, but probably in the beginning
of the thirteenth century. Besides tlie provostship,
a collegiate chapter also existed at Zips. The bishops
of Zips were among the mo.st prominent ecclesiastical

dignitaries of Hungary, and were appointed by the
chapter; in later times the bi.shops were appointed
by the kings of Hungary. The provostshap was
directly subject to the Holy See, and the provost
exercised quasi-episcopal functions. In 1291 Pro-
vost Jacobus is mentioned as Bishop of Zips, but this
dignity was not transmitted to his succes-sors. The
chapter consisted originally of four members. In the
thirteenth centurj', the Tatars destroyed the church
and burnt the archives. After the departure of the
Tatars, B^la IV had the church rebuilt. A great
number of parishes were establi.shcd by tlic Saxons
who .set tied in Zips. In 1271 they received from King
Stephen V the privilege of free election to the parishes.
This privilege was exercised by thirteen towns of

the Diocese of Zips pledged to Poland by King
Sigismund in 1412, as well as by other towns not
pledged. Protestantism found a fertile soil in Zips,
and spread especially under Stanislav Thurzo. Vigor-
ous steps towards the re-establishment of the Cath-
oUc Faith were not taken until 1641. After that
Cathohcism made better progress. In 1776 the see
was estabhshed, and Karl Salbeck appointed first

bishop. Among his successors may be mentioned:
Ladislav PjTker, 1816-21, an eminent poet, later
Archbishop of Agria and Patriarch of Venice; Joseph
Samassa, 1871-73, later Archbishop of Agria; George
Csdszka, 1874-91, later Archbishop of Kalocsa.
Alexander Pirvy is the present bishop (1910). The
diocese includes the Komitate of Zips, Arva, and Lipto.
It is divided into three archdeaconries and has in
its territory one abbey and five titular abbeys, one
provostship and thirteen titular provostships. The
number of parishes is 165; that of the clergj' 245. In
the diocese there are 11 monasteries, with 83 inmates.
The patronage is exercised by 34 patrons. The
chapter includes 10 canons and 6 titular canons.
The Catholic population is 237,140.
PiBHAU, A Szepeai pripoalxdg tHrtfnele (Hiatory of the Provoat-

ahtp of Zips) (Loose, 1891): A katalikws Magyarnrazdg {Catholic
Hungary) (Budapest, 1902); Dioceaan Directory (Hungarian)
(1911).

A. XldjCsy.

Zircz (ZrncENSis) or Boccon, Cistercian abbey,
situated in the Diocese of Veszpr^m, Hungary. The
early history of the monasterj- is enveloped in much
obscurity, as regards both names and dates, on ac-
count of its being so often referred to under both
these titles. Whether Zircz and De Boccon were
separate abbeys cannot now be definitely determined.
It seems most probable that the foundation was
made by Bela III, King of Hungary (1182), as the
monastic domain was formerly a royal farm. Besides
this grant, on which now stands "the city of Zircz,
many other donations were made to the nascent
abbey, which soon became one of the most celebrated
in the countrj'. It was rich not only in temporal
possessions but also in the spirit of fer\-our and re-
ligious regularity. This hap])y state continued for
three centuries, but decadence set in before the end
of the fifteenth century, and by 1.526 the ravages
of heresy had depopulated the monastery, not one
religious remaining at that year; the buildings and
possessions p.assod into the hands of laymen. In the
seventeenth centurj' (1609) it was acquired by Canon
Michael Monoszloy; thenceforth it remained the
property of ecclesiastics, and in 16.59 it was given to
Holweis, Abbot of the Cistercian abbey at Lilienfeld,
who appointed Martin Ujfalusy (1660) its abbot.
From the jurisdiction of Lilienfeld it was transferred
successively to that of Borsmonostor (1678) and
Heinrichau (1700). From this latter abbey came a
number of religious who gradually restored first the
monastic buildings and church (consecrated 1745)
and then regular observ-ance in its primitive vigour.
In 1810 the community, in common with many others,
was ex])elled, but was restored in 1814 under Abbot
Antonius Dr<''ta, from which time the abbey pros-
pered more than ever before. Under his administra-
tion the abbeys at Pilis and Paszto were united to
Zircz; as was likewise, in 1878, the .abbey at Szent-
gotthard. Zircz is now governed by Dom Edmund
Paul Vajda, elected 9 May, 1S91, and is one of the
most flourishing abbeys in Himgarj'. It contains
105 priests, 35 clerics, and 11 novices; in all 151 choir
members.
Manrique, Annales Citlercienais (Lyons. 1642); Jonqelinub,

Notitia nhhaliarum O. Cialercienaia (ColoRne, 1640); FpxHOrrER,
Monaaterialogia regni Uunaaria. lihri, IKBudapest. 1858) : Rosev-
THAl.. Ada S. Ord. Cislercienais (\ionna. 1649); Chifflet,
Chron. Clnrnral in .S. Bernnrdi illustrr genua aaaertrtm fllijon,
1660): SATOBirs. Cistrrritim hia-lerlium (Praglie, 1700): Heimb,
Xot. Hiatoriea de orlu ei proareaau Abhat. B. M. an .S. Gofthnrdum,
S.O.C. (Vienna, 1784); Kovacs, A Moramonoalori apittag
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Tdrrenete (Odenburg, 1910) : Winter. Die Cisterciensis des Nordoes-
lichen Deutschlands (Gotha, 1868) ; Catalogus personarum relig-

iosnrum S. Ord. Cisterciensis (Rome, 1906) ; jANAnscHEK. Ongi-
num Cislerciensum, I (Vienna, 1877).

Edmond M. Obrecht.

Ziska, John. See Hus and Hussites.

Zita, Saint, model and heavenly patroness of

domestic servants, b. early in the thirteenth century
of a poor family at Montsegradi, a Uttle village near
Lucca, in Tuscany; d. at Lucca, 27 April, 1271. A
naturally happy disposition and the teaching of a
virtuous mother, aided by Divine grace, developed in

the child's soul that sweetness and modesty of char-

acter and continual and conscientious application to

work which constituted her especial virtues. At the

age of twelve she entered the service of the Fatinelli

family of Lucca. Her piety and the exactitude with
which she discharged her domestic duties, in which
she regarded herself as serving God rather than man,
even supplying the deficiencies of her fellow servants,

far from gaining for her their love and esteem and
that of her employers rather brought upon her every
manner of ill-treatment of both the former and,

through their accusations, of the latter. The in-

cessant iU-usage, however, was powerless to deprive

her of her inward peace, her love of those who
wronged her, and her respect for her employers. By
this meek and humble self-restraint she at last suc-

ceeded in overcoming the malice of her fellow-servants

and her employers, so much so that she was placed in

charge of all the affairs of the house.

In her position of command over all the servants

she treated all with kindness, not exacting from them
any reckoning for the wrongs she had for so many
years suffered from them. She was always circum-
spect, and only severe when there was question of

checking the introduction of vice among the servants.

On the other hand, if any of them had been guiltj- of

shortcomings, she took upon herself to excuse or

defend them to their employers. LTsing the ample
authority given her by her employers, she was gener-
ous in almsgiving, but careful to assist only those

really in need. After her death numerous miracles

were WTOught at her intercession, so that .she came to

be venerated as a saint in the neighbourhood of Lucca,

and the poets Fazio degli Uberti (Dittamonde, III, 6)

and Dante (Inferno, XI, 38) both designate the city

of Lucca simply as "Santa Zita". The office in her

honour was approved by Leo X.
In 1.580 her tomb was discovered in the Church of

S. Frediano; thus was suggested the solemn approba-
tion of her cult, which was granted by Innocent XII
in 1696. The earUest biography of the saint is pre-

served in an anonymous MS. belonging to the
Fatinelli family which was pubUshed at Ferrara in

1688 by Monsignor FatinelU, "Vita beatse Zitae

virginis Lucensis ex vetustissimo codice manuscripto
fideliter transumpta". For his fuller "Vita e miracoH
di S. Zita vorgino lucchese" (Lucca, 1752) Bartolom-
meo Fiorito has used this and other notices, espe-

cially tho.se taken from the process drawn up to prove
the immemorial cult.

U. Benioni.

Zita's Home for Friendless Women, Saint,

founded at l.'iS East 21th Street, New York, bv I'Uen

O'Keefe (Mother Zita) in ISitO. Born in County
Limerick, Ireland, Miss O'Keefe emigrated to New
York in 1864. , She selected nursing as a career, and
during her two years' training at the city hospital,

Blackwell's Island, first conceived the idea which
was to give a direction to her life. Moved with pitj'

for the unfortunate women with whom she there

came in contact and whose previous records were
80 fatal an obstacle to their securing employment, she

determined to found a home where they could find

shelter and an opportunity to reform their lives.

With her personal savings she started single-handed
the home in 24th Street, but was later joined by two
friends (Mary Finnegan and Katherine Dunne).
Every woman who sought admission was received

without formal apphcation and regardless of her
reUgious views or previous character. This charitable

work had from the first the approval of the ecclesi-

astical authorities, and as it became more widely
known the greatly increased number of appUcants
necessitated its transference to larger quarters.

Miss O'Keefe had always treasured the thought of

forming a regular community for the perpetuation of

her work and to make reparation to Our Saviour in

the Blessed Sacrament. Archbishop (Cardinal)

Farley approved her institute in September, 1903,

under the title of the "Sisters of Reparation of the

Congregation of Mary". Miss O'Keefe was named
superioress of the congregation under the title of

Mother Zita, Katherine Dunne (Sister Mary Mag-
dalen) taking the habit on her death-bed. A postu-

lancy of one year and a novitiate of two years must be
served; perpetual vows are made after five years.

In 1906 Mother Zita visited her native land and
returned with six novices, and the community now
(1912) numbers fifteen members. Since 1907 a
branch house has existed at East 79th Street. A
sister always sleeps near the door, since it is a rule

of the community that no one is to be refused ad-
mission at any hour, day or night; the observance of

this rule frequently renders it necessary for the

sisters to give up their own beds to their humble
guests. The women are kept as long as they desire

to stay; if able-bodied they must help in the laundry
or at sewing, the sole support of the home; if ill,

they aie cared for or sent to the hospital. Cathohc
inmates are required to attend Mass on Sundays and
holydays of obligation, but this is the sole distinction

between the inmates of the different religions. The
sisters also visit the poor in the hospitals, and supply
free meals to men out of employment. The number
of women accommodated each night is from 100 to

12.5; the meals supplied to men out of work averages
daily 65.

MOIRA K. COTLE.

Zoara, a titular sec of Palestina Tertia. It is the
ancient Bala or Segor, one of the five cities of

the Pentapolis (Gen., xiv, 2, 8), which escaped the
thunder and lightning for having sheltered Lot and
his family (Gen., xix, 22, 30). It is mentioned by
Josephus ("Ant. Jud.", XIII, x\', 4; "Bell. Jud. ",

IV, viii, 4) ; Ptolemy (V, xvi, 4) ; and by Eusebius and
Saint Jerome in the "Onomasticon". The "Notitiae

dignitatum", 72, places at Zoara, as a garri.son, the
resident equiies sagitkarii indigence; Stephen of Byzan-
tium (De urbibus, s. v. Addana) speaks also of its fort,

which is mentioned in a recently-discovered Byzan-
tine edict of the fifth century (ReN-ue bibhque. 1909,

99). In a Mosaic map of ^iadaba, of the sixth cen-

tury, it is represented in the midst of a grove of palm
trees under the names of Balac or Segor, now Zoara;
near the city is a sanctuary to St. Lot. Hierocles

(Synecdemus) and George of C>-prus (Description

of the Roman World) both mention it. Some bishops

have been ascribed to Zoara: Musonius, at Ephesus
(449), and at Chalcedon (451); Isidore in 518; and
John in536(Le Quien, "Orienschrist.", 111,737-746).

At the end of the fourth century one of its bishops

accompanied the western pilgrim, vTongly named
Silvia (Geyer, "Itinera hicrosolymitana", 54). The
pseudo-Antoninus in the sixth century describes

its monks, and extols its palm trees (op. cit., 166, 181).

Owing to its tropical chmate and to the waters com-
ing down from the mountains of Moab, Zoara is a

flourisliing oa.>'is where the balsam, indigo, and date

trees bloom luxuriantly. During the French occu-

pation i' took the name of Palmer, or of Paumier.
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William of TjTe (XXII, 30) and Foulcher of Chartres
(Hist. hierosoL, V) have left beautiful descriptions of

it, .IS well as the Arabian geographers, who highly

praise the sweetness of its dates (Guy Le Strange,

"Palestine under the Moslems", 289). It is not known
when the city disappeared; it is now very difficult to

find any traces of it. Search may be made in the

Ghor-es-Safieh at the mouth of Wadi eW^ahy, the

ancient torrent of Zared.
Neubadeb, La gfogmphic du Talmud (Paris, 186S), 256 .'iq.;

Thomsen, Loco, sancta, I (Halle, 1907). 64; Abel, Une croisihre

autour de la mer MorU (Paris, 1911), 77-82.

S. Vailhe.

Zoega, .I6k«en (George), archaeologist and nu-

mismatist, b. at Daler near Tonder, near the w-est

coast of northern Schleswig, 20 December, 1755;

d. in Rome, 10 February, 1S09. His father, whose
family came origi-

nally from North-
ern Italy, was
Christ i.an Zoega,
Protest .ant pastor
of Vilhad; his

mother was Hen-
rirfte Clausen.
\\' h e n a boy
.Ii irgen was taught
at home, and then
at t ended the g>-m-
nasium at Altona.
He went in 177.3

to the University
of Gottingen and
later to Leipzig,

studying philoso-

phy and the Clas-
sics. Repeated
journeys to Italy

developed the in-

terest for archae-

ology' which had
awakened early in him. In 17,S2, by the good offices of

the Danish minister Guldberg, he received for two years
a pension from the State. From Menna, where he stu-
died under the celebrated numismatist Eckhel, Zoega
went to Rome early in 1783. Through introductions he
received here a kindly welcome from Stefano Borgia,
then a prelate and later cardinal. On his way home
Zoega heard at Paris of the political overthrow of his

patron Guldberg. He, therefore, returned to Rome,
and took up his permanent abode in the Eternal City,
which a man, as he said, should never see or else never
leave. He had before this catalogued and exhaus-
tively described Borgia's fine collection of coins; the
prelate now gave him hearty support and Pius VI
granted him a pension of 400 scudi. With the aid of

influential friends Zoega also received permanent
assistance from Denmark, and in 1790 was made an
honorary member of the Academy of Art at Copen-
hagen. When his patron, Cardinal Borgia, was
exiled from Rome in 1798, Zoega, grateful for the
cardinal's hospitality to Danes who had gone to
Rome, obtained a pension for Borgia from the state
revenues of Denmark. From 1798 Zoega was Danish
consul at Rome and a member of the Academy of

Sciences at Copenhagen. His labours in numis-
matics led him to take up Egjiitological and Coptic
studies, which he carried on with success. By his

power of penetration and sound judgment he pointed
out to later investigators the path to be followed in

the interpretation of hieroglyi)liics. He is regarded
as the asi50ciatc of Winckelmann and Visconti in

establishing scientific archa-ology. His services to
learning were also acknowlerlged in foreign countries

by his election in ISOfi to membership in the .Xcade-

mies of Science at Berlin and Vienna.
Zoega's most important works are: "Nummi

Zoega
Contemporary' engrav*ing

a;gyptii imperatorii" (Rome, 1787); "De origine et

usu obeliscorum" (Rome, 1797); " Bassirilievi an-
tichi di Roma" (2 vols., Rome, 1808), trans-

lated into German by Welcker (1811); "Cafalogus
codicum copticorum manuscriptorum, qui in museo
Borgiano Vehtris adservantur" (Rome, 1810), a
posthumous work. He also WTote several treatises

on classical archaeology, translated into German by
Welcker, "Georg Zoegas Abhandlungcn " (Gottin-

gen, 1817). A work on the topography of Rome was
left unfinished in manuscript.
Welcker, Zoegas Lebeti (Stuttgart, 1819); Jorgenson, Georg

Zoega (Copenhagen, ISSl).

Philipp von Kettenburg.

Zolkiewski, Stanislaus, Chancellor of Poland,
b. in Turynka (Red Russia), 1547; d. at Cecora, 6
Oct., 1620. He studied at Lcmberg with great distinc-

tion, and is said that he knew all Horace by heart.

With his friend Zamoyski he fought under King Ste-

phen Bdthori in the wars against Tsar Ivan the Terri-

ble. Both distinguished themselves greatly, and rose

into high favour. Zolkiewski became castellan of

Lemberg in 1593. Unfortunately Sigismund III was
unfriendly to him from the outset; he mistrusted him
and would have none of his advice. When the Cos-
sacks began to revolt, Zolkiewski was for treating them
gcntlj-, but he received orders to put down Nalewajek
andToba, the rebel leaders. His loyalty shone brightly

when Zebrzj'dowski's rising took place. Although
Zolkiewski knew that the nobles had many just

grievances against King Sigismund, by whom he him-
self was dishked, yet he came to his aid, and defeated
the rebels at Guzow. Again he advised his master
against war with Muscovy, at the time of the "False
Demetrius", as both unjust and impolitic; but, as he
says in his famous memoirs, "His Majesty's ears

were closed to the hetman's arguments". Ordered to

lead the army he obeyed, onlj- to find the influence of

his enemies and rivals everywhere predominant, inter-

fering with the campaign, making him beseige Smo-
lensk against his better judgment, and at last sending
him to Moscow with only 6000 men. At Kluszj-n

he met and cut to pieces the army of Szujsko,

50,000 strong, entered the city, and, after much
parleying with the people and the clergy, made terms
by which Wladislaw, King Sigi-smund's son, was to

become Tsar of Muscovy. But even this did not
please Sigismund;
he reproached
Zolkiewski, r e -

fused to ratify the

arrangement, and
it became clear

that he himself

wished to become
Tsar of Muscovy.
This was an im-
possibiUty, and by
this refusal all the

\'ictories and di-

plomatic triumphs
of Zolkiewski were
rendered null, iis

he pointed out to

the Diet at War-
saw, when he re-

turned with the
Tsar Demetrius
and two of the
greatest Russian
princes, his captives
ceived

Stanislaus Zolkiewrki
From a contemporary portrait preserved

at Cracow

1013 he atIn 1013 he at last re-

he grand hetman's staff (withheld from
him \mlil then), and went to fight the Turks.
In Busza. forced bj' the superior strength of

the enemy, he made a convention with them, for

which he was put on his defence in the Diet, an or-

deal from which he came forth victorious once more.
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He died in battle on the disastrous field of Cecora,
borne down by Turkish hordes, abandoned by his own
troops, but fighting like a hero to the very last. He
was a great patriot, a faithful servant of the nation
and of a weak king who hated him, an ardent Catho-
lic, and one who did much to promote the union of

the Ruthenian Church. The memoirs of his expedi-
tion to Moscow, wTitten by himself, are extant, a
masterpiece of modesty and sincerity, as invaluable

for the history of those times as Caesar's "Commen-
taries" are for his own. In them we find the sadness
of a man whose life has been one long disappointment,
striving unsuccessfully and almost alone to hold back
the nation that he loves, and that is still mighty, from
its impending fall and destruction.

Orgelbr.\nd, EncyctoptEdia, s. v. Zdlkiewski (Warsaw)

;

TARNOwaKi, HisioryaliteratuTy Polskiej, II (Cracow, 1903); Het-
man Zolkiewski (Warsaw, 1852).

S. Tarnow.ski.

Zonaras, John, Byzantine chronicler and canon-
ist, lived from the latter part of the eleventh to about
the middle of the twelfth century. Under Emperor

Alexins Comnenus
he was commander
of the imperial
body-guard and
first secretary of

the imperial chan-
cerv. Later he
became a monk at

Hagia Glykeria
(one of the Princes'

Islands now known
xs Niandro). Here
he wrote his com-
pendium of his-

tor\ : ETTtTo^^ tCiv

IcTopiCiv, superior

m form and con-
tents to most other
Byzantine chroni-

cles, and exten-
sively used during
the Middle Ages.
It is a chronicle of

the world from its creation to the accession of John
Comnenus in 11 IS, and is of especial value for its e.\-

cerpts from the lost books of Dio Cassius. It was edited

by Finder and Buttner-Wobst (3 vols., Bonn, 1841-97)

and by Lindorf (6 vols., Leipzig, 1868-75). Another
important work of his is a commentary on the canons
of the Apostles, and of various oriental synods, and on
the canonical letters of the Fathers of the third and
four centuries. A complete edition of his works is

found in P. G., CXXIV-CXXV and CXXXVII-
CXXXVIII.
Krtjmbacher, Qesch. der byzantin. Literatur (Munich, 1897),

370-6; Heinemann, Quirstiones Zonarect (Dresden. 1895);
BoisSEViN, Patzig, and Prachter in Byzant. Zeitschrift (Leip-

zig, 1895-7).

Michael Ott.

Zoque Indians, a Mexican tribe of low culture

dwelling in the western part of Chipas, north of the
Sierra Madre, and part of Tabasco and Oaxaca.
Tlieir capital was called Ohrahnay, in Mexican Tcc-

prinlliniQTihe " place of the palaces". In general they
are co.ar.se featured and of low intelligence; they are,

how('v<'r, brave, and those living at Tuxtla, Gutti6rez,

and Tapinpil:i|)a in Chiapas are athletic. They in-

dulse lip;ivily in intoxicants, and were addicted to can-

nibalism when I lie Sjianianls first met them. Most of

the Zoque are now ("liristianized, but they retain not

a few of llieir traditional bclirfs and customs. Their
langiiage is akin to that of lhi> Mixe (q. v.), with whom
they fortii (lie Zo(|U<'aii linguistic stock. The ZoqiKV
Mixe f:iniily iiuiiibers about .')0,0()0, of whom about
half are Zoque, engaged chiefly in cultivating maize

Pourtraits,

and tobacco and in growing oranges (see Mixe
Indi.^ns).
Grasserie, LaTigue zoiiue (Paris, 1898) ; SAnchez, Grammdtica

de la lengwa Zoque (Mexico, 1877).

A. A. MacErlean.

Zoroaster and Zoroastrianism. See Avesta,
The; Parsis.

Zosimus, Saint, Pope (417-18), year of buth
unknown; d. 27 December, 418. After the death
of Pope Innocent I on 12 March, 417, Zosimus was
elected his successor. According to the " Liber Pontif-

icalis" Zosimus was a Greek and his father's name
was Abram. Harnack (Sitzungsberichte der Ber-
liner Akademie, 1904, 1050) wished to deduce from
this name that the family was of Jewish origin, but
the statements of the "Liber PontificaUs" in respect

to the famiUes of the popes of this period cannot
always be regarded as exact (Duchesne, "Histoire
ancienne de I'eghse", III, 228, note). Nothing is

known of the life of Zosimus before his elevation to

the papal see. His consecration as Bishop of Rome
took place on 18 March, 417. The festival was at-

tended by Patroclus, Bishop of Aries, who had been
raised to that see in place of Bishop Hero, who
had been forcibly and unjustly removed by the im-
perial general Constantine. Patroclus gained the
confidence of the new pope at once; as early as 22
March he received a papal letter which conferred

upon him the rights of a metropolitan over all the
bishops of the Galhc provinces of Viennensis and
Narbonensis I and II. In addition he was made a kind
of papal vicar for the whole of Gaul, no Gallic ecclesias-

tic being permitted to journey to Rome without bring-

ing with him a certificate of identity from Patroclus.

In the year 400 Aries had been substituted

for Trier as the residence of the chief govern-
ment official of the civil Diocese of Gaul, the "Pre-
fectus Praetorio Galliarum". Patroclus, who en-

joyed the support of the commander Constantine,
used this opportunity to procure for himself the posi-

tion of supremacy above mentioned, by winning over
Zosimus to his ideas. The bishops of Vienne, Nar-
bonne, and Marseilles regarded this elevation of the
See of Aries as an infringement of their rights, and
raised objections which occasioned several letters from
Zosimus. Thedispute, however, was not settled until

the pontificate of Pope Leo I (seeAix). Not long after

the election of Zosimus the Pelagian Ccclestius, who
had been condemned by the preceding pope, Inno-
cent I, came to Rome to justify himself before the
new pope, having been ex-pelled from Constantinople.
In the summer of 417 Zosimus held a meeting of the
Roman clergy in the BasiUca of St. Clement before
which Cailestius appeared. The propositions drawn
up by the Deacon Paulinus of Milan, on account of

which Coelestius had been condemned at Carthage in

411, were laid before him. Ca:'lestius refused to

condemn these propositions, at the same time a<dar-
ing in general that he accepted the doctrine expounded
in the letters of Pope Innocent and making a confes-

sion of fait h which was approved. The pope was won
overby the shrewdly calculated conduct of Ccrlestiusm,

and said that it wa.s not certain whether the heretic

had really maintained the false doctrine rejected by
Innocent, and that therefore he considered the action

of the African bishops against Ca'lestius too hasty.

He wrote at once in this sen.se to the bishops of the
African jirovince, and called upon those who had any-
thing to bring against Ca'lestius to ajipear at Rome
within two months. Soon after this Zosimus received

from Pelagius also an artfully expressed confession of

faith, together with a new treatise by the heretic on
free will. The pope held a new synod of the Roman
clergy, before which both tliese writings were read.

The skilfully chosen exiiressions of Pelagius concealed

the heretical contents; the assembly held the state-
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ments to be orthodox, and Zosiimis again wrote to

the African bishops defending Pelagius and reproving
his accusers, among whom were the Ctallic bishops

Hero and Lazarus. Archbishop Aurehus of Carlhtige

quicldy called a synod, which sent a letter to Zosimus
in which it was proved that the pope had been
deceived by the heretics. It his answer Zosimus
declared that he had settled nothing definitely, and
wished to settle nothing without consulting the Afri-

can bishops. After the new- synodal letter of the

African council of 1 May, 418, to the pope, and after

the steps taken by the Emperor Honorius against

the Pelagians, Zosimus recognized the true char-

acter of the two heretics. He now issued his "Trae-
toria", in which Pelagianisni and its authors were
condemned. Thus, finally, the occupant of the

Apostolic See at the right moment maintained with
all authority the traditional dogma of the Church, and
protected the truth of the Church against error.

Shortly after this Zosimus became involved in a
dispute with the African bishops in regard to the right

of appeal to the Roman See clerics who had been
condemned by their bishops. When the priest

Apiarius of Sicca had been excommunicated by his

bishop on account of his crimes he appealed directly

to the pope, without regard to the regular course of

appeal in Africa which was exactly prescrilied. The
pojje at once accepted the appeal, and sent legates

with letters to Africa to investigate the matter. A
wiser course would have been to have first referred

Apiarius to the ordinary course of appeal in Africa

itself. Zosimus next made the further mistake of

basing his action on a reputed canon of the Covmcil
of Nicisea, which was in reality a canon of the Council
of Sardica. In the Roman manuscripts the canons of

Sardica followed those of Nicaea immediately, without
an independent title, while the African manuscripts
contained only the genuine canons of Nicaea, so that

the canon appealed to by Zosimus was not contained

in the .African copies of the Nicene canons. Thus a
serious disagreement arose over this appeal, which
continued after the death of Zosimus. Besides the
writings of the pope already mentioned, there are

extant other letters to the bishops of the Byzantine
province in Africa, in regard to a deposed bishop, and
to the bishops of Gaul and Spain, in respect to Pris-

cillianism and ordination to the different grades of

the clergy. The "Liber Pontificahs" attributes to

Zosimus a Decree on the wearing of the maniple by
deacons and on the dedication of Easter candles in

the country parishes; also a Decree forbidding clerics

to visit taverns. Zosimus was buried in the sepul-

chral Church of St. Laurence in Agro Verano (cf. De
Rossi, "Bulletino di arch, christ.". 1881, 91 sqq.).

Liber Punlificnli.i. cd. Duchesne, I, 225; JxFri. keiiesia Rum.
Ponl.. 2nd ed., I. -lO s^q.; Ddchesne, Hisl. ancienne de Vtohse,
III. 227 aqa.; Idem, Pastes ipiscopaux de Vaneienne Gaule, I

(Paris, 1894), 93 sqq.; Grisar, Geschichte Roim und der Papsle im
MUtetaUer, I, 28.5 sq.. 288 sq.; Lanoen', Geschichte der r&mischen
Kirche, I (Bonn, 1881), 742 sqq.; Hefele, Komiliengeschichle, II,

114 sqq., 120 sqq.

J. P. KiRSCH.

Zosimus, Byzantine historian of the fifth and
sixth century; dates of birth and death unknown.
Nothing further is known of the circumstances of the
life of this %vritcr, to whom we owe a history of the
era of the Roman empire up to 410, than that he was
a lawyer connected with the treasury at Constan-
tinople and wa.s an upholder of Paganism. The
era in which he lived is also uncertain. Formerly
he wa.s assigned to the first half of the fifth cen-
tury, but now it is generally assumed that he was a
contemporary of the Emperor Anastasius I (401-
518). There are two chief reasons for this opinion.
The later chronographer, Eustathius of Epiphania,
who made use of the work of Zo.simus, carries his
history up to .50.3; consequently it is inferred that
Zosimus must have lived at this period. More weight

i.s attached to another argument drawn from the
history of Zosimus itself; this work refers (II,
xxxviii) to the suppression of the oppressive tax laid
by Chrysargyron in the Byzantine Empire, and this
tax was abolished in 501. Therefore the historian
was .still at work on his history shortly after .501.

Perhaps he is identical with the Sophist Zosimus of

Gaza, or Ascalon, mentioned by Suidas in his lexicon;
opposed to this view, however, is I hi' fact that Suidas
mentions no historical work written by this Sojihist.

Zosimus is the author of a history of the Roman
emperors ("Historia romana" or "Historia novje")
in six books. It begins with Augustus, and sketches
briefly the period up to 270 (1, i-xx.xvi) ; from this
date the work is more copious and detailed. It
closes with the negotiations which preceded the con-
quest of Rome in 410. It is evident that the author
intended to continue the history, and was prevented
from carrying out his purpose by some circumstance,
perhaps his death. The work is one of the chief
authorities for Roman history of the fourth century,
and individual statements concerning the preceding
period are also of importance. The work does not
lack sensible criticism, and shows the philosophical
acuteness of the author. He was a heathen and
devoted to the worship of the old Roman gods. He
describes, in particular, the gradual decay of the
Roman Empire, and attributes this to fact that the
Romans had ceased to worship the ancient gods {II,

vii). He also adhered to heathen superstitions, i. e.

as the influence of the stars on man's Ufe and pagan
sooth-sayings. The last editions of the history were
edited by Immanuel Becker, in "Corpus scriptorum
historiae Byzantina;" (Bonn, 1837), and by I.udwig
Mendelssohn (Leipzig, 1867).

Christ, Gesch. der griechischen Literatur (4th ed.) in Handbuch
der klass. AUertumswiss. (Municti, 1905); Hofler, Kritische
Bemerkungen Uber den Zosimus in Sitzungsberichi der Wiener
Akademie, Phil.-histor. Klasse (1879), 521-65; Jeep, Die
Lebenzeit des Zosimus in Rheinisches Museum fiir Philologie
(1882), 425 sqq.; Mendelssohn, Ueber die Zeil wann Zosimus
leble. loc. cit. (1887), 525 sqq.; ROhi,. Ioc. cit. (1891), 146 sqq.;
Ranke, Wellgeschichle, IV, pt. 11 (Leipzig, 1884), 264 sqq.

J. P. KiRSCH.

Zucchetto (zucca, head), the small, round skull-

cap of the ecclesiastic. The official name is pileolus;

other designations are: herettino, calotte, suhbiretum
(because worn under the biretta), suhmilrale (because
worn under the mitre), soli-deo. The pope's zuc-
chetto is white, that of the cardinals red, even when
the cardinal is a member of an order. Cardinals
who had been secular priests received the red zuc-
chetto and also the red biretta in 1464 from Paul
II; the cardinals taken from the regulars were granted
both in 1.591. If the newly-.appointed cardinal is

at Rome he receives the zucchetto from the Sotlo-
guardnroba as he leaves the throne room where he has
received the mozetta and biretta from the pope;
otherwi.se the zucchetto is brought to him, along with
the decree of appointment, by one of the pope's
Noble Guard. The pilenlits of the bishops is violet,

that of other ecclesiastics, including the prelates,
unless a special privilege to wear violet is granted,
black. Bishops and cardinals wear it at Ma.ss,
except during the Canon; other ecclesiastics may not
wear it at Mass without special papal permission.
However, according to a decision of the Sacred Con-
gregation of Rites (2;i September, 1S,37), a bishop
also may not wear it while giving Benediction. It

cannot be said positively when the zucchetto became
customary, but it was probably not before the thir-

teenth century. It appears on the cardinals in the
fresco, "St. Francis before Honorius III", painted
about 1290 in the upper church of St. Francis at Assisi.

It is .seen also under the tiara in the eflig^' on the
tomb of Clement VI (d. 1.3,52) at La Ch.ai.se-Dieu.
The figures on several tombs of bishops of the fif-

teenth century in the Roman churches show the
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zucchetto under the mitre. In the "Ordo" of

Jacobus Gajetanus (about 1311) the zucchetto is

mentioned in connexion with the hat of the cardinals

(cap. cxviii), and with the mitre in the "Ordo" of

Petrus AmeUi (cap. cxliv.), which appeared about
1400. It is shown in the pictures and sculpture of the
late Middle Ages sometimes as a round skuU-cap,
sometimes as a cap that covers the back of the head
and the ears. In this shape it was called camawo;
this designation was given e.xpeciaUy to the red velvet

cap of this kind bordered with ermine that was pecu-
Uar to the pope. There was great confusion as to the
proper use of the zucchetto, and hence the Sacred
Congi-egation of Rites has delivered several decisions

on the subject ("Deer. auth. Congr. SS. Rit. ", V,
Rome, 1901, 382).

Bock, Gesch. der IUutq. Gewander, II (Bonn, 1S66) ; Bbaun,
Die lilurg, Gewandung im Occident u. Orient (Freiburg. 1907);
MoBONi, Dizionario (Venice, 1840), s. v. Berrettino,

Joseph Bkaun.

Zulia, Diocese of (Zuliensds), comprises the
State of Zulia in the RepubUc of Venezuela. The
Diocese of Zulia was erected by Leo XIII on 28 July,

1897, its territory being detached from the See of

Merida. Francesco Marvez, the first bishop, was
elected, 17 May, 1897, and consecrated, 16 Jan., 1898.
At his death the see remained vacant from 17 Dec,
1904, to 16 Aug., 1910, being administered during this

time by the capitular vicar Felipe S. Jimenez. Ar-
turo Celestino Alvarez, consecrated 6 Nov., 1910, is

the present bishop. Zulia is suffragan of Santiago de
Venezuela, the episcopal residence being at Mara-
caibo. Its most notable buildings are: the cathedral,

the churches of the Immaculate Conception and Our
Lady of Chiquinquira, the poor-house, and the insane
asylum. The diocese possesses a preparatory semin-
ary, the Colegio Don Bosco directed by the Salesian
Fathers for boys, and an academy directed by the
Sisters of Charity of St. Anne for girls, besides other
CathoUc schools. Among its charitable houses may
be mentioned a lazaretto, two hospitals, a poor-house,
an orphan asylum for boys and girls, an insane
asylum, a house of refuge for poor girls, a school for

beginners and one for poor children, all of which are
under the care of the Sisters of (i"harity. Several
CathoUc periodicals are pubhshed in the diocese:
diocese: "Boletin Eclesiastico", the official organ of

the diocese; "El Avisador", daily; "La Propaganda
Catohca", fortnightly; "El Adalid", monthly.

SiLVA, Documenios para Historia de la Diocesis de Merida;
CoRDERO, Documentos para la Hisiorica del Zulia; Roj.as, Leyen
das Historicas; Guzmax, Historia del Zulia; Aroch.v, Diccionario
Geografico Estadzstico, e Historico del Zulia; Sanchez, Geografia
del Zulia; Rivas, El Zulia Ilustrado.

Felipe S. Jimexez.

Zululand, a territory in South Africa lying be-
tween 28° and 29° S. latitude and inhabited by the
Zulus or Amazulus, who belong to the Bantu family.

Since 1897 this region has been a province of the
British colony of Natal, and comprises only two-
thirds of the ancient Zulu possessions. It is bounded
by the Tugela on tl>e south, the Transvaal on the
west, Swaziland on the north, the Indian Ocean on
the east, and luas an area of lO,}.^ sq. miles.

In the beginning of the nineteenth century, the
Zulus were a small tribe ntmibering hardly more than
two or three tliousand souls. Ten years later they
could put 100,(X)0 warriors in the field, and from that
time until recently they devastated a great part of

Soutli .\frica, and even terrorized the Boers and the
British settlers. This was due to the apjiearance in

their ranks of a great military genius, Tchaka, "the
Zulu Napoleon". Having succeeded his father in

1810, he joined with Dinghiswayo, King of the Uni-
tewa, introfluced military discipline among his men,
and incorporated into his army the j'oung men of the
trilies he conciuered. By 1818 these conquerors had
exterminated or subjugated all their neighbours, ex-

cept the great tribe of the Umdwandwe, whose chief
was named Zuidi. Zuidi captured Dinghwiswayo
and put him to death, but was in turn overcome by
Tchaka, whose power was thereafter unchallenged.
His empire in 1820 extended from Delagoa Bay to the
St. John River, thus embracing the present territories
of Natal, Zululand, Swaziland, Tongaland, and a part
of the Transvaal.

After Zuidi's defeat several great migrations took
place: members of his family and his principal officers,

preferring exile to slavery, assembled some of their
warriors and went north. Moseleketzi (in Zulu Um-
zihkazi) placed himself at the head of a clan, the
Matabele, and, destroying everything in his path, set-
tled between the Limpopo and the Zambesi Rivers.
He died in 1867, leaving his throne to his son Loben-
gula, the founder of Bulawayo. This branch of the
Zulus was conquered by the British in 1893, and
Lobengala fled to the banks of the Zambesi where he
died miserably. The Basutos were also attacked by
the Zulus,, but with the assistance of the French mis-
sionaries, Cassatis, Arbousset, and Gossehn, they pre-
ser\'ed their independence. Through the vast plain
lying along the Indian Ocean between the Natal and
the mouth of the Zambesi, the Zulu tribes fled before
Tchaka, devastating as they went. Among the chief-

tains of these savage hordes mention may be made of:

Segondaba, who founded Mombera, west of Nyassa;
Mozila, who allied himself with the Portuguese of
Lorenzo Marques, and ceded to them the region
south of the Nkomati; Gungunyane, his son, who
made war on the Portuguese, was defeated by them
in 1898, and was exiled to Cape Verde.
Tchaka's empire, founded on massacre and pillage,

could not last. In 1824 he came into contact with
a number of EngUsh from the Cape, who helped him
in his operations against the Pondos in the south.
To these he granted trading facihties in his territory,

and ceded to them Port Natal, which had been dis-

covered by Vasco de Gama in 1497: near this district,

the capital Durban (called after Urban, a governor of
the cape) was established in 1846. In 1828 Tchaka
was treacherously slain by his brother Dingaan, who
succeeded him. The Boers were then beginning to
cross the Drakenberge, and in 1837 almost a thousand
of their wagons had passed over the mountains. Din-
gaan was startled by this foreign invasion, and, having
invited several of them to a feast, treacherously mass-
acred them. Tliis was the signal for a merciless war.
In a first encounter, on a tributary of the Tugela, the
Zidus surprised and killed nearly 700 Dutch men,
women, and children. The name Weenen (tears)

still points out the site of this butchery. The Boers
did not yield. In 1840, Dingaan having been slain by
his brother Pande, they allied themselves with the
latter, and founded the Re]Hiblic of Natal, making
Pietermarit (named after two of their heroes Pieter
Retief and Gevrit Maritz) their capital. The Boers,
having gained the upper-hand, began at once to drive
all the blacks out of Natal. The Cape Government,
however, intervened "in the name of humanity ", and,
"protecting" the Zulus against the Boers, and the Boers
against the Zulus, soon became the master of both.

In 1872 Pande died, leaving the chieftainship to
his son Cettiwayo (in Zulu Ketshwayo). The latter

in 1879 ventured to make war against the British.

Despite the inferiority of their weapons, the Zulus
were victorious. In one of these conflicts Prince
Louis Napoleon fell. But, finally, the Zulu army was
overthrown on the banks of the Univolosi, at the very
spot where the tribal tradition placed the birthplace
of their founder. Brought to England, and after-

wards re-installed as chief in 1883, Cettwayo died in

1884. His son, Dini zulu, attempted a rebellion in

1.S89, but was captured .and exiled to St. Helena.
Since then, the Zulus, di.s])er.sed throughout the Natal
and the territory left to them, seem to liave lost, with
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their lack of cohesion, all idea of revolt and inde-

pendence.
Though comprising different elements, the Zulus,

disciplined and united by their terrible chieftains, are,

generally speaking, handsome, tall, skilful and strong,

athletic, and capable of advancement. No longer

the colony, relying only on his spiritual prerogatives,
which commanded no respect from these immoral
and unprincipled men. ITnfortunately, some mem-
bers of other religious orders, envious perhaps of the
Franciscans, upheld the persecutors of the Indians.
Bishop Zumirraga attempted to notify the Spanish

given to warfare, they have engaged in stock-raising Court of the course of events, but the crafty auditors
and agriculture, and have made rapid process in the had established a successful censorship of all letters

ordinary trades. Most of them are fetishists, but and communications from New S))ain. Finally,
"

the Catholic and Protestant missions have gathered
iround them a fair number of converts. Zululand
iocs not form a distinct rehgious unit: it dejiends on
the Vicariate .\postohc of Xatal, which is confided to

theOblatesof ^lary Immaculate. Lately a Zulu priest,

a, doctor of theology, was ordained in the College of

Biscayan sailor concealed a letter in a cake of wax
which he immersed in a barrel of oil.

Meanwhile news reached Mexico that Cortes had
been well received at the Spanish Court and was about
to return to New Spain. Fearful of the con.sequences,
Guzmdn left Mexico, 22 Dec, 1529, and began his

the Propaganda, Rome, and is engaged in missionary famous expedition to Michoacan, JaUsco, and Sinaloa.
The two other auditors remained in power and con-
tinued their outrages. In the early part of 1530
they dragged a priest and a former servant of
Cortes from a church, quartered hira and tortured
his servant. Bishop Zumdrraga placed the city
under interdict, and the Franciscans retired to
Texcoco. At Easter the interdict was removed, but
the auditors were excommunicated for a year longer.

On 15 July,1530,Cor"t&,invested
w'ith the title of Captain General
of New Spain, reached VeraCruz.
The Court appointed new audi-
tors, among them Sebastidn
Ramirez de Fuenleal, Bi.shop of

Santo Domingo, and the lawyer
Vasco de Qn'^oga, afterwards
the first Bishop of Michoacdn.
In December of the same year
the new "Audiencia" reached
Mexico, and with their arrival

began an era of peace for both
Bishop Zumdrraga and the In-
dians. Matienzo and Delgadillo
were sent as prisoners to Spain,
but Nuno de Guzmdn escaped,
being then absent in Sinaloa.

According to ancient and con-
stant tradition it was at this

time (12 Dec, 1.531) that the
apparition of Our Lady of

Guadalupe took place.

Meantime the calumnies
spread by the enemies of

Zumdrraga and the partisans

work mong his fellow Zulus.
Zulu-lan^ and the Tsizulu, Grammar of the Zulu Language

'Londou, 1893): Reclus, Noutelle giographie unirerselle: VA/rique
Ttiridiotiah (Paris, 18S8); Les missions catholiques: mission
rAfrique (Paris, 1902): Miasiones Catholieir (Rome, 1907).

A. Le Roy.

Zmnarraga, Ju.^n de, b. at Durango in the Basque
3rovinces in 146S; d. in Mexico, 3 June, 1548. He
'ntered the Franciscan Order,

md in 1527 was cu,stodian of the

convent of Abrojo, where he
•eceived Charles V. Shortly
ifterwards he was appointed one
)f the judges of the court for the
'xamination of witches in the

3asque province. From his

^Tilings it would appear that he
ooketi upon witches merely as

vomen possessed of hallucina-

ions. By this time more de-

ailed accounts of t he importance
)f the conquest of Hernan Cort(5s

jegan to be received, and on 20
Dec, 1.527, Zumdrraga was rec-

)mmended by Charles V for the
iignity of first bishop of Mexico.
.Vithout having been conse-

:rated and with only the title of

)ishop-elect and Protector of

he Indians, he left Spain with
he first civil officials, auditors
Oidores), towards the end of

\ugust, 1.528, and reached
klexico, 6 December. Thirteen
lays after, two auditors,

From

Parada
lado, persons of years and experience, died. Their
ompanions, Matienzo and Delgadillo, assumed
heir authority, w'hich was also unfortunately
ihared by Nuno de Guzmdn, who had come from
lis territories in Panuco. Their administration
vaa one of the most disastrous epochs in new
jpain and one of great difficulty for Bishop Zumdr-

JCAN DE ZuMARRAOA
portrait in the Cathedral, City of Me:

and Maldo- of the first auditor had shaken the confidence of

the Spanish Court, and the bishop received an
order to repair to Spain. He set sail in May,
1.532. On his arri\al he met his implacable enemy
Delgadillo, who, though still under indictment,
continued his calumnies. Owing to this no doubt,
Charles V had held back the Bull of Clement VII,
dated 2 Sept., 1.530, naming Zumdrraga bishop.

aga. Cort(^s had returned to Spain just previous to Zumdrraga had, however, little difficulty in vindi-
his and in his absence no limits seem to have been eating his good name, and was solemnly conse-
)laced to the abuses of the auditors. They impover- crated at Valladolid on 27 April, 1533. .\fter another
shed the Indiana by taxes, sold them into slavery,

)randed them with hot irons, sent shiploads to the
Antilles, offered violence to Indian girls, and perse-
uted with incredible fury the followers of Cortes.
Bishop Zumdrraga, as Protector of the Indians,

ndeavoiu-ed vainly to defend them. His position
Fas a critical one; the Spanish Court had not defined
he extent of his jurisdiction and his faculties aa Pro-
ector of the Indians. Moreover, he had not received
piscopal consecration, and wa.s thus at a disadvan-
age. The Indians appealed to him as protector with
.11 kinds of complaints, sometimes greatly exagger-
.ted. His own Franciscans, who had .so long laboured
or the welf.are of the Indians, pressed him to put an
nd to the excesses of the auditors. It was clear that

year in Spain, busied with matters relative to the
welfare of the colony and favourable concessions for

the Indians, he reached Mexico in Oct., l.')34, accom-
panied by a number of mechanics and six women
teachers for the Indian girls. lie was no longer
Protector of the Indians, as the paternal administra-
tion of the new auditors rendered this office un-
necessary. On 14 Nov., 1,535, with the arrival of

the first viceroy, Antonio de Mendoza, the rule

of the new auditors ended, but Mendoza was no less

paternal in his treatment of the Indians. Accord-
ing to Fray Toribio de Motolinia the number of

baptized Indians in Mexico in 1536 numbered five

millions.

They were a flourishing community, but the diffi-

le must have an open conflict with the civil officials of culties of the situation must be borne in mind in
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order to appreciate the task that confronted the first

Bishop of Mexico. The great multitude of Indians

who asked for baptism, said to have greatly increased

after the apparition of Our Lady of Guadalupe in

1531, forced the missionaries to adopt a special form
for administering this sacrament. The catechumens

were ranged in order, the children in front, the

prayers were recited in common over all, the salt,

saUva, etc., applied to a few, and then water was
poured on the head of each one without using the

holy oils nor chrism, because these were not to be

had. So long as the Franciscans were in charge of the

missions there was no question raised, but as soon as

members of other religious orders and some secular

ecclesiastics arrived, doubts began to be cast upon the

validity of these baptisms. To put an end to dis-

pute Bishop Zumdrraga submitted the case to Rome,
and on 1 June, 1537, Paul III issued the Bull " Altitudo

divini consilii", which declared that the Friars had not

sinned in administering baptism under this form,

nothing being said with regard to its vaUdity since

on this score there could be no doubt, but decreed

that in future it should not be thus administered

except in cases of urgent need.

Other difficulties arose apropos of marriage. In

their pagan condition the Indians had many wives

and conculDines, and when they were converted the

question arose which were wives and which were

concubines, and if perchance there had been a vaUd
marriage with any one of these women. The Fran-

ciscans knew that certain rites were observed for cer-

tain unions; that in some cases where separation or

divorce was desired, it was necessary to obtain the

consent of the authorities, and that in other cases

the consent of the interested parties sufficed; that

therefore there were valid marriages among the

Indians. Others denied that this was the case.

Bishop Zumdrraga took part in all these discussions

until the case was submitted to the Holy See and
PaulIII in the same Bull "Altitudo" decreed that the

converted Indians should keep the first woman they

had taken to wife.

A third important difficulty concerned the position

of the regulars and their privileges. Adrian VI on

9 May, 1522, directed to Charles V the famous Bull

"Exponi nobis fecisti", by which he transferred to the

Franciscans and other mendicant orders his own
ApostoUc authority in all matters in which they

judged it necessary for the conversion of the Indians,

excepting for such acts as required episcopal consecra

tion. This provision affected regions where there

was no bishop, or where it required two or more days

of travel to reach him. Paul III confirmed this Bull

on 15 Jan., 1535. The bishops found their authority

much limited, and a series of assemblies followed in

which Zumdrraga with his customary prudence tried

to arrive at an understanding with the regulars

without openly clashing with them. Various modifi-

cations were adopted with the consent of the regulars

on condition that these "should not impair the

privileges of the regulars". The question therefore

remained open. In 1535 Bishop Zumdrraga received

from the Inquisitor General, Alvaro Manrique, .Arch-

bishop of Seville, the title of .\postoUc Inquisitor

of the city of Mexico and of the entu-e diocese with

extensive faculties, including that of dehvering

criminals to the secular courts. He never availed

himself of this title nor established the tribunal, al-

though he did indict and deliver to the secular courts

a resident of Tezcoco who was accused of having

reverted to idolatry and offering human sacrifices.

Meanwhile Las Casas had gone to Spain and ob-

tained from the famovis Junta of Valladolid (1511-

1542) the approbation of the celebrated "Nuevas
Lcyes". These laws conclusively and decisively

prohibited the enslavement of the Indians, withdrew

all grants from all kinds of corporations, ecclesiastical

or secular, and from those who were or had been vice-

roys, governors, or employees of any description what-
soever; previous grants were reduced; Indians were
taken from owners who had ill-treated them; all

governors were deprived of the faculty to "en-
comendar" (a system of patents which amounted to a
virtual enslavement of the Indians); owners were
compelled to live upon their own possessions; and in

all newly discovered territory no grants could be
made. Francisco TeUo de Sandoval, commis-
sioned to carry out the new laws, reached Mexico on
8 March, 1544. The gravest difficulties confronted

him. Those affected by the new laws were almost
all the Spaniards of the colony, many of them far

advanced in years, who had passed through all the

trying period of the conquest, and whom the new
laws would leave in abject poverty. These had
recourse to Bishop Zumdrraga to intercede with

Tello to obtain a suspension of the order until

they could be heard before the Spanish Court.

The representatives of the colonists found the

emperor, Charles V, at Mechhn, on 20 Oct., 1545.

In virtue of the situation as explained to him, he
modified the general tenor of the laws so that while

still correcting the principal abuses, they would not

bear too heavily on the Spaniards of the colony.

Through the prudent intervention of Bishop Zumdr-
raga and the compliance of Tello, IMexico was un-

doubtedly saved from a bloody civil struggle such as

engulfed Peru on account of the enforcement of these

same laws and from which the Indians emerged worse
off than they were before.

The last years of Bishop Zumdrraga's life were de-

voted to carrying out the numerous works he had
undertaken for the welfare of his diocese. Among
the chief of these should be mentioned: the school for

Indian girls; the famous Colegio Tlaltelolco; the

introduction of the first printing press into the New
World; the foundation of various hospitals, especially

those of Mexico and \'era Cruz; the impetus he gave

to industries, agriculture, and manufactures, for

which he brought trained mechanics and labourers

from Spain; and the printing of many books. At
the instance of the emperor, Paul III separated

(11 Feb., 1546) the See of JNIexico from the metropoli-

tan See of Seville, and erected the Archdiocese of

Mexico, appointing Bishop Zumdrraga first arch-

bishop and designating the dioceses of Oaxaca,

Michoacan, Tlaxcala, Guatemala, and Ciudad Real

de Chiapas, as suffragans. The Bull of appointment

was sent on 8 July, 1548, but Bishop Zumarraga had
died one month previously.

IcAZB.lLCET.t, Biografia de D. Fray Juan de Zumarraga CMei-
ico, 1897) ; Mexico a Iraves de loa siglos, II (Barcelona) ; Mendieta,
Historia eclesiaitica Indiana (Mexico, 1870).

Camillcs Crivelij.

Zuni Indians, a Pueblo tribe residing at Zuni on

the bank of tlie Hio Zuni near the boundary of New
Mexico, and in the adjoining villages of Nutria, Ojo
CaUente, and Pescado. The name Zuni is a Spanish

corruption of the Keresan Sunifitsi, and was first

used by Antonio de Espajo in 1583; the natives how-
ever called themselves Ashiwi {homShiwi, flesh) and
their territory Shiwona. They were discovered by
Fray IMarcos de Niza, a Franciscan missionary in

1539. Fray Marcos accompanied by a negro

Estevanico and some Indian guides had set out in

that year to prepare the way for his fellow mission-

aries in unexplored regions. Estevanico had been

sent forward to inspect the unknown lands: when Fray

Marcus arrived in Arizona after passing through

Sonora he learned that Estevanico had been killed.

Nevertheless, he continued his joiu-ney and got sight

of Ilawikuh, one of the seven Zuni villages or pueblos.

Owing to the hostility of the inhabitants, he was
forced to return to Mexico, where he published an

account of his journey, relating what he had heard of
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he Kingdom of Civola. This glowing description of

he region led to the expedition of de Coronado
q. \'.) in 1540, the httle army being accompanied by
•Vay Juan de Padilla.

Coronado, after storming Hawikuh, discovered that

^ray Marcos had been misled by the reports of the

ndians, and that Civola 's rich cities were only seven
)rdinary Indian purblos, none containing over 500
louses. In 1598 Fray Andres Corchado was sent to

)reach to the Zuni and the neighbouring tribes. The
irst permanent mi.ssion among the former was begun
it Hawikuh in lt)29 by the Franciscans. On 22
'Vbruary, Hy.i2, Fray Francisco Letrado, and, five

lays later. Fray Martin de Arvide were martyred bj'

he Zuni. When the Apache attacked Hawikuh on
' August, 1070, and destroyed the Zuiii church, an-
ither Franciscan, Fray Padro de Avila y Ayala,
;ained a martjT's crown. In 1680 the Zuni joined

n the Pueblo rising, killed their missionary,

nd fled, as they usually did when stricken with fear,

o their fortress of Taaiyalone. The mission was
ontinued until the nineteenth century, when it de-

ayed from a want of priests and resoiu-ces.

Recently, imder the care of the United States
Government, the Zuni, who now number about 1640
ouls, are becoming civihzed, and have learned to

peak English. Catholic missionaries are again
I'orking among them. Of the twenty-two Zuni
meblos mentioned in historical times only Nutria,
)jo Caliente, Pescado, and Zuni are still in existence,

rhe Zuni were the first of the Pueblo tribes met by the
Ipaniards, and have changed but httle in character
ince that time. They were in general peaceful

inless much provoked, tenacious of their traditional

iraetices and beliefs, intellectual and serious, yet at

imcs very witty. They featui-es are clear cut, noses
quihne, and Ups thin; contrary to most of the
'ucblo tribes very many of them are long-headed.
Obinos, with Ught golden hair and pink-gray or blue
yes, arc not unfrequently met among them.
The term Pueblo Indians (so called from the

Ipanish puchio, a village) was ajiplied to denote those
ndian tribes living permanently in groups of adobe
ir stone houses, in Arizona, New Mexico, and the
djoining part of Mexico, and in prehistoric times
n Utah and Colorado. It now includes 5 tribes of

Ceresan, 6 of Shoshonean, 15 of Tanoan stock, and
he Zuni. The first great exploration of the Pueblo
ountry was by de Coronado in 1.540-2. In 1.581

'rancisco Stochez Chamuscado and three Francis-
ans, Augustin Rodriguez, Francisco Loi)ez, and Juan
,e Santa Maria, were slain by theTigua Indians near
he Rio Grande. Seventeen years later Juan de
)riate visited this region, and, dividing it up into
istricts, had each district entrusted to the care of a
lissionarj', thus definitively bringing the Pueblo into
ontact with civihzation; but the scarcity of priests

vailable retarded the spread of Christian truth. In
630, in answer to an appeal, thirty more Franciscans
ame to the mission and worked with great success,

ntil August, 1680, when disputes having arisen be-
sveen the ci%'il and ecclesiastical authorities, the In-
ians broke into rebellion, destroyed the missions and
lie rehgious archives, and murdered twenty-one of the
hirty-three Franciscans as well as several hundred
olonists. Again in 1696 an insurrection occurred and
Dme more of the friars lost their fives, but since
hen the Indians have in general remained tranquil,

hough in 1847 Governor Bent was murdered by the
'aos, incited by Mexicans; on the other hand the
ufli in particular have been very friendly and faith

-

j| to the Americans, supporting them in the Mexican
rar.

In the northern part of the Pueblo region the village
wellings were generally constructed of sandstone or
iva blocks; in the southern most of the hou.ses were
f adobe. The houses w'cre generally several stories
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high, with ladders or steps on the out.side, the roof of

one story serving as a kind of veranda for the story
above. The ground floor, evidently for reasons of

defence, had no door, entrance being made by means
of movable ladders. The hous<'S were owned and
built by the women, the men sup])lying the materials.
The pottery and weaving of the Pueblo Indians are

the finest in the present territory of the United States;
while the basket work of the Hopi in jxirticular is

highly esteemed. The northern Pueblo were adept
agriculturists, and made use of a system of irriga-

tion. Corn and cotton were extensively grown. At
present, beans, chile, melons, and pumpkins are care-
fully cultivated. Fish is ne\-cr eaten, and
there are few domesticated animals except the
turkey and dog. The Pueblo men usually wore a
jacket and trowsers of deerskin, though now they
use woollens; the women wear a cotton shirt and a
woollen blanket passing over the right and vmder the
left shoulder, and caught at the waist with a long
coloured sash.

Each tribe is formed of a certain number of clans,

descent being through the maternal line; formerly the
clan was presided over by a priest. The Zuiii had
many secret societies deahng with agriculture, magic,
refigion, war, etc. These societies could be entered
only after severe ordeals had been successfully borne.

As part of an initiation ceremony among this tribe

chosen men clad only in the breech-cloth had to walk
to a lake forty-five miles distant, under the blazing
sun, to deposit a plume-stick and pray for rain; while
one of the trials to be undergone by a candidate for

admission to the priesthood of the Bow, was to sit

unclad for hours on a large ant-hill. The rituals of

the Pueblo contain many prayers; thus the Zuni have
prayers for food, health, and rain. Prayer-sticks,

that is sticks with feathers attached as supplicatory
offerings to the spirits, were largely used by the
Pueblo. These sticks are usually made of Cottonwood,
about seven inches long, and vary in shape, colour,

and thefeatherattached, according to the nature of the
petitions, and the person praying. The stick is

intended to represent the god to whom the feathers
convey the prayers that are breathed into the spirit

of the plumes. The Hopi had a special prayer-
stick to which a small bag of sacred meal was attached.
Green and blue prayer-sticks are often found in the
Pueblo graves and especially in the ceremonial graves
of Arizona. Polygamy among the Indians is un-
known; the woman is the more important element
in married life; she has the power to divorce the
husband for trifling reasons, and he then returns to
his parents' home, the children, if any, belonging
to the mother. In former times the government
was in the hands of the Indian priests; since the
Spanish conquest, however, purely civil affairs are
controlled by an elected body. The population of

the Pueblo h.as remained practically stationary for the
last hundred years. New Mexico containing about
8400 inhabitants in the year 1887.
Hodge in Handbook of American Indiana, II (Washington,

1910), 8. V. V. Pueblos, Tiffita, Zuni; Hough, Ibidem, g. v. Prayer
sticks; Johnson, Pioneer Spaniards in North America (Boston,
1903): B.vNDEUER, Discovery of New Mexico by Fray Marcos of
Nizza in Magazine of Western History (Cleveland, 1886); Idem,
Documentary History of the Zufii tribe in Journal of Amer. Ethnol.
and Archa-ol., Ill (Beaton, 1S92); CcsniNQ, Zutli Creation Myths
n ISth Ann. Rcpt. of U. S. Bureau of Ethnology (Wasliington,
892), .321-447; Idem, A Study of Pueblo pottery as illustrative of

Zufii culture in 4lh Ann. Kept, of U. S. Bureau of Blhnologt/ (Wash-
ington, 1886), 467-521; Idem, Zufii Fetiches (Washington, 188.3);

SiTOREAVES, Rept. of an Expedition down the Zufii and Colorado
Rivers (Washington, 1854); .Stevenson, Zuni ancestra gods and
masks in American Anthropologist, V (Washington, 1898), 33-40;
Idem, Zuni Indians (Washington, 1905); Fewkes. A few Summer
ceremonies at Zuni Pueblo in Journal of Amer. Ethnol. and Arch-
ceol., I (Boston. 1891); CrsHiNG, Zuni Folk Tales (1901):
Krause, Die Pueblo- Indianer in .-ihhandl. Kais. Cop.-caroL
deutsche Akad. d. Nnturforschcr., I.XXXVII (Halle, 1907),
1-226; Fewkes. Tuscayan Katcinas in loth Ann. Rept. of U. S.
Bureau of Ethnology (Washington, 1894), 245-313.

A. A. MacErlean.
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Zurbaran, Francisco, b. in the suburb of Fuente
de Cantos in Estramadura, on the boundaries of An-
dalusia, Nov., 1598; d. probably at Madrid about
1662. From liis early years he showed great aptitude

for drawing. His parents, honest peasants, placed no
obstacle to his artistic tastes. While a young boy he
frequented the studio of Juan de las Roelas, of whom
he became a favourite pupil. It has been claimed
that he made the pilgrimage to Italy, but there is no
evidence of his having done so.

In 1616, at the age of eighteen, he signed an Im-
macidate Conception. This is the only picture of his

youth; but it has not been preserved, and we do not

find another work of his until 1625. The Marquess de
Malagan commissioned him to decorate the retable of

San Pedro in the Cathedral at Seville; even in this

early work the painter brilhantly displays his power-
ful and very individual manner. After the retable of

San Pedro he painted for the convent of the Mer-
cenarios Descalozos, which was then recently built at

Seville, five or six of the twelve pictures which recount
the life of St. Peter Nolasco, founder of the Order of

Mercy. The others are by his pupil Juan Martinez de
Gradillas. The museum of the Prado at Madrid con-

tains two of Zurbaran's pictures: the Vision of St. Peter
Nolasco and the Apparition of the crucified Prince of

the Apostles to St. Peter Nolasco. These two can-
vases are remarkable for their serenity, strength, and
nobiUty. Zurbaran's vigorous manner, which aimed
at fidelity of expression, appear here in bold relief.

The success of these pictures at the convent of the
Mercenarios was such that the ayutamiento of

Seville begged the artist to fix his residence in the
capital of Andalusia. It is said that Alonso Cano and
the other painters protested, demanding that Zur-
baran should be subjected to a preliminary examina-
tion according to custom. The latter haughtily re-

torted by requesting the municipaUty to declare that

the unanimous approval of his works was sufficient

evidence of his capacity. Commissions flowed in

from all sides. About 1625 he painted several can-
vases in honour of St. Bonaventure in the church
dedicated to the saint at Seville: St. Bonaventure
presiding at the chapter of the Friars Minor; the Burial

of St. Bonaventure (now at the Louvre); St. Bona-
venture visited by an Angel (Dresden); and St. Bon-
aventure showing the crucifix to St. Thomas Aquinas
(Berlin). About the same period he began to paint
the Apotheosis of St. Thomas Aquinas for the chapel
of the college which bore his name. This is the finest

of his most beautiful works, and it is certainly one
of the highest and noblest productions of the SpanLsh
school. It was finished in 1636; it is now at the

provincial museum of Seville.

In the same year Zurbaran produced another mas-
terpiece, Bl. Alonso Rodriguez (Academy of San Fer-

nando, Seville). Between 1633 and 1638 he executed
for the Carthusian monaster)' at Xeres a large num-
ber of pictures drawn from the Gospels and the life of

St. Bruno, which formed a splendid assemblage; they
are now scattered (Provincial Musevun of Cadiz, has
St. Bruno at prayer, St. Hugh, Bishop of Grenoble,

etc.; the Departmental Museum of Grenoble, pos-

sesses tlie Adoration of the Shepherds and the Adora-
tion of the Magi). In the centre of a chain of moun-
tains covered with oaks and chestnuts wliich sejiarale

Estramadura from C'astile, on a peak less sliarj) than
its neighbours, rises the monastery of Ciuadahipe.
Belonging to the Order of Ilieronymites this monas-
tery was for a long time the centre of a much fre-

quented pilgrimage, whither peo])le came to venerate

a rnirac\ilous image of the Blessed Virgin Mary which
St. Leander, Archljishop of Seville, had brouglit from
Rome. In th(? church of this convent, almost in-

accessible, is hidden what is "perhajis Zurbaran's
most important work" (Lafond, "Ribera et Zur-
baran", 100). It consists of thirteen pictures. Two,

representing St. Ildefonso and St. Nicholas of Bari,

adorn the side altars at the entrance to the choir.

The others relate the Life of St. Jerome. The pic-

tures of Guadalupe mark the culminating point of

Zurbaran's career. Thenceforth his activity' slack-

ened, but still produced masterpieces. About 1650
the Marquess de Campo Alanza commissioned him to
paint for the Capuchin convent at Castellon the series

of great founders of religious orders from Ehas to St.

Ignatius Loyola. These pictures are still in the same
place. Zurbaran also composed a very beautiful col-

lection of full length portraits of Hieronj-mite monks;
these are now scattered (San Fernando Academy,
Museum of Pau, Stafford House, residence of the
Duke of Sutherland, London). Besides these pic-

tures Zurbaran painted a great many pictures of

monks at prayer; one of the most striking is the
"Kneeling Monk" at the National Gallery.

At the instance of Velazquez, who had been Zur-
baran's comrade at SevQle, Philip IV invited Zurbaran
to Madrid in 1650 and commissioned him to take
part in the decorations of the haU of the Buen Ratio.

His share consisted in representing the "Labours
of Hercules" in ten pictures; his thoroughly re-

ligious talent w-as but little adajjted to mythological
conceptions, and after having painted three or four
canvases he merely sketched the others, which were
completed by his pupils (1658). However, these

naked figures are remarkable for correctness of draw-
ing and powerful appearance. In 1659 he painted St.

Francis of Assisi kneeling (property of Don A. de
Beruete). The museum at Buda-Pesth has an Im-
maculate Conception painted in 1661, a year before
his death. Mention may be made of many other of

his works, e. g. Christ crowning St. Joseph (Seville),

the Portiuncula (Cadiz), the Blessed Virgin and St.

John on Calvary (Munich), a St. Francis of Assisi

(Dresden), a St. Lawrence (St. Petersburg), an
Adoration of the Shepherds (National Gallery), long
attributed to Velazquez, but nov/ commonly restored

to Zurbaran.
Vl.\RDOT, Notices sur les principaux peintres de VEspagne (Lon-

don. 1S44), 75; Stirunq, Annals of Artists of Spain (London,
184S), 707; Washburn, Spanish Masters, 96; Blanc, Hist, de
peintres de ioutes les ecoles: Ecole Espagnole (Paris, 1865-76);
Gestoso, Esayo de un Diccionario de las artificies que fiorecieron en
Sevilla desde el siglo XIII al XVIII (Seville): de Madrazo,
Catatogo de los cuadros del Museo del Prado de Madrid (Madrid,
1882) : ViNiEGRA. Catalogo oficial ilustrado de la exposicion de los

ohras de Francisco Zurbaran (Madrid, 1905): Lafond, Ribera et

Zurbaran (Paris, 1910), 80-129.

G. SORTAIS.

Zurich, the capital of the Swiss canton of the same
name which is the second largest and richest of the
twenty-five Swiss cantons. The city is the largest in

Switzerland, and has 200,000 inhabitants. It has a
commanding position on the beautiful outlet of Lake
Zurich; to the west and east are the wooded heights
of the Uetliberg and Zurichberg. and there is a fine

view of the thickly settled and fruitful banks of the
lake with handsome villages along the shore; in the
background towards the south and south-east is an
imposing circle of lofty mountains in Glarus, Schwyz,
Noi, etc. The climate is mild and healthful. "The
prehistoric history of the city and its vicinity extends
back to the Stone Age, the first and second Bronze
Age, and the Iron Age, as is proved by the discovery
of numerous lake-dwellings and remains of graves.

Probaljly even as far back as the time of the ancient
Helvetii a town existed on the site of Zurich.

Historically the city first a])))ears under the name
of Turicum, during the period of the Roman supremacy
in Switzerland at the beginning of the Christian era.

Christianity was probably also introduced during this

period. According to legend the Faith was brought
to Zurich by members of the Theban Legion. Felix,

Regula, and Exujierantius are the patron saints of the

city. After the Allamani had conquered the north-
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em part of Switzerland during the era of the migra-
tion (fourth and fifth centuries), Zurich became the

capital of the districts or hundreds of Zurich. In the

early medieval period Zurich was ruled by the
abbesses of Fraumiinster, the abbess being called

"the great lady of Zurich". At a later date it was a
free city of the empire, and in 1351 it joined the Swiss
Confederation, then the "Union of the eight old

towns". Like Berne and Schwyz, Zurich has an
important place both in the early history of Switzer-

land and in its modern history. At the beginning of

the sixteenth century it became the cradle and leading

power of the Reformation in German Switzerland
under the guidance of its pastor Huldreich Zwingli,

who joined the Reformers; the city was also the main
8upi>orter of Zwinglianism (as opposed to Lutheran-
ism and Calvinism).
The city is built on the banks at the end of the lake

and along the River Limmat, its outlet, and climbs

the lower heights on both sides of the river. It is

divided into the Old To-mi and the New Town: the
latter is mainly composed of suburbs and .surrounding

townships which were formerly independent but which
now are united with the Old Town. In the Old Town
manj' houses still exist that are historically and arch-

itecturaUy interesting. The New Town has some
very fine streets, notably the street leading to the
railway station, which is considered one of the finest

in Europe. There are large and small )iarks, finely

situated. The city is governed by an executive council

of seven members, the head of which is the chief

official of the city; the executive council is aided by
the "great council", a form of town parHament.
Both official boards are elected by the citizens for

three years; aU citizens twenty years of age who are

capable of bearing arms have the right to vote.

In religious belief the inhabitants are: l.'?0,000 Protes-

tants, 50,000 Cat liohcs, 3000 Old Catholics, 5000 Jews,

and 10,C)00 belong to no denomination. The most
active religious body is the CathoUc. The Protes-

tants possess eight large churches, of which the Gross-
miinster and the Fraumiinster are of much historical

interest. The Catholics have three churches and vari-

ous chapels, and two new churches are in course of

con.st ruction; they are cared for by twenty-four priests.

Zurich is celebrated for its schools. The sum
assigned by the budget to the primary and middle
schools of the city for 1913 was five million francs

($1,000,000). Among the schools are a large can-
tonal g)-mnasium, a commercial high-school, the can-
tonal university, the Federal polytechnic school, and
the conservatory for mu.sic. In addition there are a
large number of private schools and educational insti-

tutions, mainly attended by foreigners. The city

po8.sesses large scientific, technical, and art collections,

and important liljraries. The famous Swiss national
museum is also sit uated at Zurich. As the banking cen-
tre of Switzerland, Zurich contains the main Office of

the Swis-s National Bank, of the Swiss Loan and Mort-
gage Company, of the Swiss Banking .V.s.sociation, etc.

It also contains an important stock-exchange, and
silk, cotton, and grain exchanges. Zurich is a great
centre of continental traffic and a railway jimction for

traffic between the east and west and north and south
of Europe. There are large numbers of religious and
charitable societies and a.s.sociat ions for the benefit of

the public, besides learned, professional, and athletic

organizations. The city contains large numbers of
benevolent institutions, administered by the canton,
city or private organizations; there are excellent
hospitals and sanatoriums. There is a fine hall for
music with an excellent orchestra; Zurich has also
places for athletic contests and exhibitions of aviation.

Georg Baumberger.

Zliria, GiACiNTo Placido, Cardinal Vicar of

Rome, writer on medieval geography, b. at

Legnano, of noble parents, 2 April, 1769; d. at
Palermo, 29 Oct., 1843. At the age of eighteen
Zurla entered the Camaldolese Monastery of San
Michele di Murano at Venice, where he found
a life-long friend in Mauro Cappellari (afterwards
Gregory XVI), a young monk of his own age. He
became lector in philosophy and theology, and in

1802 published a theological textbook. As libra-

rian, his attention was attracted by the map of

the world executed between 1457 and 1459 by the
famous Camaldolese geographer Fra Mauro, and in

1806 he pubhshed an account of it entitled "II Map-
pamondo di Fra Mauro". This led to further studies

on early travellers, of which the most important result

was the work, "Di Marco Polo e degli altri

viaggiatori veneziani" (2 vols., Venice, 1818-19).
In 1809 Zurla was elected a definitor of his congre-
gation and given the title of abbot. The next year
the monastery was suppressed by order of Napoleon,
but the monks carried on their college dressed as
secular priests. Of this institution Zurla acted as

rector and CappeUari as lector of philosophy until

its dissolution in 1814. From this year he taught
theology in the patriarchal seminary tiU 1821,

when he journeyed to Rome and resumed the white
habit of St. Romuald at S. Gregorio, of which Cappel-
lari was now abbot. By Pius VII he was named
consultor of various congregations and prefect of

studies in the Collegio Urbano; in 1823 he received
the cardinal's hat, and in the following year the
titular Archbishopric of Edessa. He was Cardinal
Vicar to Leo XII and his two successors, and took an
active interest in the organization of the Roman
seminary, the reform of criminal tribunals, the deUm-
itation of Roman parishes, and theaffairsof the many
congregations of which he was a meml)er. Cardinal
Zurla was greatly loved by his friends, but his zeal for

the reform of abuses made him some enemies in Rome.
Sanseverino, Noiizie sulla vita e le opere di Placido Zurla

(Milan, 1S57).
A 1 1 5 7 1 Raymund Webster.

Zwettl, Cistercian Abbey of (Claravallis
.'^usTHi^), a filiation of Heiligenkreuz, of the line

of Morimond, situated in Lower Austria, in the
Diocese of St. Hippolyte. This monastery was
founded in 1137 by Hadmar I of Kuenring, with
Herrmann, a monk of Heiligenkreuz, as its first

abbot (1137-47). The foundation was confirmed by
Innocent II (1140) and by several other popes and
emperors. It made rapid progress, soon becoming
one of the most important monasteries in the order.

Extensive buildings were erected, and the church,
chapter-room, and dormitory were blessed in 11.59,

though the entire monastery was not completed until

1218. For more than two centuries its spiritual,

as well as temporal, state was most flourishing;

towards the end of the fourteenth cent ury, however, its

prosperity was on the dechne; it was repeatedly plun-
dered, especially in 1420, when 4000 Hussites sacked
and burned it down, one brother being martyred.
It was rebuilt under Abbot John (1437-51), .and re-

gained a part of its former sjilendour, having over
forty priests near the end of the fifteenth century,

and so continued until reduced to six monks and one
secular priest under the Lutheran Reformation, when
also a fourth part of its po.ssessions, which were very
large, were ordered to be sold by an imperial rescript.

Under Abbot Erasmus (1512-1515) and his .successors

it flourished anew, notwithstanding the Thirty Years
War and the Turkish invasion, fluring which it waa
saved from destruction by the friendship of Count
Thurn for Abbot Siegfried. During the administra-
tions of Abbot Ijinck (1046-71), author of "Annales
Austrio Claravallenses", and Abbot Melchior (1706-

1747), who rebuilt a great part of the abbey and en-

riched it with many precious vessels and vestments,
it reached ita zenith. The latter encouraged study,
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and opened schools of philosophy, theology, etc., in

the monastery, and founded the library. During
the period of Josephinism Abbot Rainer was obhged
to resign, to be succeeded by a commendatory abbot

(1786), but after 1804 the community was allowed to

elect its own abbot. Since 1S78 the abbey has been
administered by Abbot Stephen Roessler, the sixty-

first from its foundation; besides him two other noted
historians were members of Zwettl during the nine-

teenth centvu-y: John von Frast (d. 18.50) and Leo-

pold Janauschek, the author of "Originum Cistercien-

sium". The abbey is justly proud of its great library,

which contains over 60,000 volumes, 500 incunabula,

and 420 MSS. The community is now formed of

over 40 priests, who have care of fifteen incorporated

parishes.
LjKCK,AnrMlesAustrioCUiravaUenses(\ienaa., 1723) ; Sartorius,

Cistercium bis-terlium (Prague, 1700) ; Von Frast. Stiftungs-

buch des Cistercienser Kloslers Zwettl (Vienna. 1851); Idem.
Vrkunden u. gesrhichtiche Notizen des Stifles Zwettl (Vienna. 1849)

;

Roessler in Xenia Bemardina Verzeichniss der Handschriften
des Stifles Zwettl (Vienna, 1891) ; Idem. Das Stifl Zwettl (Vienna,

1893); M.\NRiQrE, Annales cistercienses (Lyons, 1642—49);
JONGEUNUS, Notilia abbatiarum ord. cisterciensis (Cologne,

1(540) ; KoLL, Chronicon breve monasteriorum o. cist, ad S.

Crucem in Austria el S. Gotthardum in Hungaria (Vienna, 1834)

;

Watzl, Die Cisterrienser von Heiligenkreuz (Graz, 1898) ; Brc.v-

NER, Ein Cisterzienser-buch (Wiirzburg, 1881) ; Janauschek,
Originum cisterciensium, I (Vienna, 1877) : Catalogus personarum
religiosarum s. ord. cisterciensis (Rome, 1906).

Edmond M. Obrbcht

Zwingli, Ulrich (Holdreich), founder of the

Reformation in Switzerland, b. at Wildhaus in Switz-

erland, IJan., 1484; d. 11 Oct., 1531. ZwingH came
from a prominent family of the middle classes, and
was the third of eight sons. His father Ulrich was a
district official of the httle town of Wildhaus, and a
cousin of his mother, Margaret MeiU, was abbot of

the Benedictine mona.stery in Fischingen in Thurgau.
A brother of the elder Zwingli, Bartholomew, was
pastor of Wildhaus until 1487, but then became pastor

and dean of Wesen on the Walensee. Zwingli re-

ceived his early education at Wesen under the guid-

ance of this uncle, by whom he was sent, at the

age of ten, to Gregory Bunzli of Wesen who was
studying at Basle and also teaching in the school of

St. Theodore, which ZwingH henceforth attended.

For his higher studies he went to Berne, whither
the celebrated Swiss Humanist Schuler was attracting

many students for Classical studies. Zwingli's name
is entered on the roll of the University of Vienna for

the winter term of 1498-99, but he was excluded from
the university. The reason for his exclusion is un-

known (cf. F. Ruegg in "Zeitschrift fur schweiz.

Kirchengesch.", II, 1908, 215; V, 1911, 241; and Aug.
Waldburger in "Schwoiz. theol. Zeitschrift, XXVII,
1911, Nos. 39, 91, 134, 181). ZwingH appears, how-
ever, to have overcome the difficulty, for he was
again matriculated in 1500. Two years later he re-

turned to Basle, where, among others, Thomas Wytten-
bach encouraged him to devote himself to the serious

study of theology. In 1506 he completed his

studies and received the degree of Master of

Theology. Shortly before his graduation the

parish of Gl.anis had selected him as its pastor,

although he had not yet been ordained priest. Apart
from his exclusion from the University of Vienna, his

student life presents no unusual features, though his

later friends and followers relate much that is lauda-

tory about this period. His studies at Berne, Vienna,

and Basle, where Humanism was eagerly cultivated,

made Zwingli one of its zealous supporters.

As pastor of Glarus from 1.506 to 1516, the contin-

uation of his humanistic studies was one of Zwingli's

chief occupations. He studied Greek, read the

Classics and the Fathers of the Church, and entered
into familiar intercourse with the Humanists of the

time, especially with Heinrich T.oriti (Glareanus),

Erasmus, and Vadian. He also engaged in teaching,

and the later chroniclers iEgidius and Valentine

Tschudi were his pupils. In pubHc Hfe he was chiefly

conspicuous for his poHtical activity, in this respect
following the example of many ecclesiastics of his day.
In the ItaHan campaigns of 1513 and 1515, when the
Swiss won the victories of Novara and Marignan, he
acted as army chaplain. His earhest Uterary at-
tempts—the rhymed fables of the ox (about 1510),
"De Gestis inter GaUos et Helvetios relatio" (1512),
"The Labyrinth" (1516?)—are all concerned with
poUtics. These works, which reveal ZwingH as the
devoted adherent and champion of the papal party,
won him the friendship of the powerful Swiss cardinal
Matthew Schinner and an annual pension of fifty

gulden from the pope. So zealously indeed did he
then e.spouse the cause of the pope that his position
in Glarus became untenable when the French party
became predominant there in 1516. Diebold von
Geroldseck, the administrator and sole conventual in

the Benedictine monastery at Einsiedeln, entrusted
him with the position of a secular priest there, and at
the end of 1516 ZwingH left Glarus. (Cf. G. Heer,
" LHrich ZwingH als Pfarrer von Glarus ", Zurich, 1884.)

As secular priest at Einsiedeln, the celebrated place
of pilgrimage for Switzerland and South Germany,
Zwingli's chief office was that of preacher. For the
fulfihnent of this task he devoted himself to the study
of Holy Writ, copied the Epistles of St. Paul, and
learned Hebrew, but did not meanwhile neglect the
Classics, a fact which won him flattering praise from
the Humanists. Erasmus was keenly aware of the
laxity of ecclesiastical Hfe (the abuses in external

worship, the degeneracy of a large proportion of the
clergy), and rightly agitated a reform within the
Church, impressing its necessity on the ecclesiastical

authorities. Zwingli worked in the same spirit at

Einsiedeln from 1516 to 151S. In disputing Luther's
priority, Zwingli later claimed (and most historians

have supported his claim) that while at Einsiedeln
he already preached against the old Faith. His claim
is, however, negatived by the facts that he continued
to draw his pension, that at the end of 1518, at his

own petition, he was appointed by the pope acolyte-

chaplain of the Roman See (cf. the document in

"Analecta reformatoria", I, 98), and that his friendly

intercourse with Cardinal Schinner stiU continued
when he was engaged at Zurich in 1519.

Towards the end of 1518, when the post of secular

preacher at Miinster became vacant, Zwingli applied

for the vacancy at the invitation of Oswald Myconius
(a friend of his youth), who was engaged as teacher
in the monastery school of that place. Like many
other clerics, Zwingli was suspected of offences against

celibacy. These reports, which were current even in

Zurich, made his position there difficult. When his

friend Myconius questioned him on this point,

Zwingli WTote from Einsiedeln that it was not, as had
been asserted, a respectable girl, but a common strum-
pet with whom he had been intimate. (Cf. J. B.
MuUcr, "Zwingli u. seine Freunde in Einsiedeln" in

"Mitteil des hist. Vereins des Kantons Schwyz",
fasc. 7, 1890, pp. 31 sqq.; also the references in

"Realencycl. fiir prot. Theol.", XXI, 3rd ed..p.778.)

His friends in Zurich succeeded in .suppressing these

reports, and on 11 Dec, 1518, the chapter elected

Zwingli by a great majority. He was then thirty-five

years old, " in body a handsome and vigorous

person, fairly tall, and of a friendly a.spect ". In his

intercourse with otliers he was an agreeable compan-
ion, of pleasant address and gay temperament, a good
singer and nuisiiian, and a skilled orator, .\ccused

by his contemporaries of no slight moral otTences, he
niade no attcru])! to clear himself of the charges. As
a scliolar he was a Hinnanist rather than a theologian.

I'nder the influence of Erasmus, he saw clearly the

defects of ecclesiastical Hfe, but could not himself

claim to be spotless, and his talents led him to engage

rather in disputes concerning secular affairs than to
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devote himself to clerical reforms. So far he had no faith, as he asserted in his second writing, "Arche-
intention of introducing doctrinal innovations; such teles". Through the niediiun of a delegation the
an idea occurred to him first in Zurich after 1519. Bishop of Constance exhorted the town to obedience
Luther had already hung up his ninety-five theses on 7 April. On 29 Jan., 1.523, the council, on whose
against indulgences at the church of the castle in decision everything depended, held a religious dispu-
Wittenberg, 31 Oct., 1517. tation at ZwingU's instigation, and agreed to base its

On 1 Jan., 1519, Zwingli preached for the first time action on the result of the debate. In sixty-seven theses
in the ctitheciral at Zurich. He began with the exposi- (his most extensive and important work) Zwingli now
tion of the Bible, taking first the Gospel of St. Mat
thew, and by going back to the sources showed him-
self especially a Humanist. Of doctrinal innovation

he had still scarcely any thought. Even his stand

proposed a formal programme for the innovations;
according to his view the Bible with his interpretation
was to be the sole authority. The arguments brought
against this view bj' the most important champion of

against the indulgence preacher, Bernhardin Sanson, the old Faith, the vicar-general Johaim Faberof Con-
at the beginning of 1519, was taken with the consent stance, who appealed to the teaching and tradition of

of the Bishop of Constance. The transformation of the early Church, were disregarded; the council in

Zwingli the Humanist and politician into a teacher of whose hands Zwingli reposed the government of the
the new faith was facilitated by the ecclesiastical and Church, forthwith declared in favour of the imiovation.
political conditions of the people and public authori- A second rehgious disputation in Oct., 1523, dealt
ties at Zurich and in Switzer- with the practical institution of

I a state chm'ch, the venerationland in general. The populace
displayed great religious zeal

externally, e. g. in pious founda-

tions and pilgrimages. This

zeal, however, was insufficient

to counteract the decay of

morals, which resulted especiall\

from the mercenary army sy^^-

tem. The clergj- to a great ex-

tent neglected their obligations,

many of them lived in concubin-

age, and joined in the shameless

pursuit of spiritual prebends,

thus damaging their prestige.

Worthy clerics, however, were

not wanting. The Bishop of

Constance, Hugo von Hohen-
landenberg, was a man of stain

less conduct; he endeavoured to

do aw-ay with abuses, and issued

various mandates, but unfortu-

nately without permanent re-

sults. This failure was due to

the lack of co-operation on the

part of the civil rulers, who then

enjoyed in ecclesia-stical matters

of the saints, the removal of
iiiinp-f^s, good works, and the
-Hi III I Ills. No notable repre-
-Hiii:iii\(' of the ancient Failh

I-. jjii.sent. Zwingli urged tlie

iption of liis doctrines so suc-
sfuUy that even his devoted
lerent. Commander Schmid
Kusnacht, warned him against
! too sudden abohshment of

lient customs and usages. The
-t steps having been taken in

-2-23, the reforms were car-

1 into effect in Zurich in

_'l-2."i. About Easter, 1524,
indulgriices and pilgrimages were
;iholished, the sacraments of

Penance and Extreme Unction
rejected, .and pictures, .statues,

relics, altars, and organs de-
stroyeil, ri'g;u-clless of their .arlis-

t ic value. SaiTcd vessels of great
value, such as chalices and mon-
strances, were melted into coin.

Church property was seized by
very extensive rights acquired, especially by Zurich the State, which gained most by the suppression of the
and Berne, from the popes and bishops in consequence monasteries; the Fraumiinster Abbey, founded in S53,

of the Burgimdi.an, Sw.abian, and Milanese wars was voluntarilv .surrendered to the secular authorities
(1474-1516). Rome, like France, had endeavoured to by the last abbess. Celibacy was rejected as contrary
secure, by the outlay of much money, the services of to Holy Writ, and monks and nuns were married. As
Swiss mercenaries. In Zurich, the "foremost and early as 1522 Zwingli with ten other ecclesiastics as-
Bupreme place", the council espoused the cause of the sembled at Einsiedeln and addressed a petition to tlie

pope, and opposed the French party. ZwingU did Bishop of Constance and to the diet asking freedom
the same and came into prominence fir.st as a pohti- for priests to marry; "Your honourable wi.sdom",

they declared, "has already witnessed the disgraceful

and shameful life wc have unfortunately liitherto

led with women, thereby giving grievous scandal to

everyone." From 1.522 the marriage of iiriests in

Zurich became ever more frequent; ZwingH hini.sclf

on 2 July, 1.524, married Anna Kcinhard (tlie widow
of Hans Meyer von Knonau), who bore him his first

cian, a fact which makes his case es.sentially different

from that of Luther. It was only in 1.520 that he
volunt.arily renounced his papal pension. He then
attacked tlie rviinous mercenary system, and through
his efforts Zurich alone of all the cantons refused to

enter the alliance with Fr.ance on 5 May, 1521.
However, 2000 mercenaries entered the sers'ice of the
pope. On 11 Jan., 1.522, all foreign services and pen- daughter on 31 Julv. A new marriage law of 10 May,
sions were forbidden in Zurich. By the publication, 1.525, regulated these innovations. In the spring of
16May, 1.522, of his"VermahnungandiezuSchwyz, 1.525 the Mass was abolished; in its place was
dass sie sich vor fremden Herren hiitend", Zwingli introduced the memorial service of the Last Supper.
succeeded in extending his influence beyond Zurich, The new doctrines were not introduced without
although only temporarily.
Owing to his success as a politician his prestige and

importance increased. From 1.522 he came forward
as sponsor of the religious innov.ations. His first

reformatory work, "Vom Erkieson und Fryheit der
Spysen", appeared when the book.seller Froschatier
and his aasociates puWicly defied the ecclesiastical

law of fasting, and a controversy concerning fasts
broke out. Zwingli declared the fa-sting provisions
mere human commands which were not in harmony
with Holy Writ; and the Bible was the sole source of

opposition. The first opponents of the Reformers
were from the ranks of their own party. The
peasants could find no reason in the Bible, the sole

princi[)le of faith, why they .should contribute to

their lords' taxes, tithes, and rent, and they refused

any longer to do so. The greatest unrest prevailed
everywhere, and was only quelled after long negotia-
tions and some concessions by thcGovernment. The
Anabaptists were not so e.asily silenced. From the
Bible, which Zwingli had placed in their hands, they
had deduced the most marvellous doctrines, much
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more radical than Zwingli's and questioning even
the authority of the state. Zwingh persecuted them
mercilessly with imprisonment, torture, banishment,
and death; their leader Fehx Manz was drowned.
The war against these visionary spirits was more
serious for Zwingli than that against Rome. At
first Rome allowed itself to be soothed by
evasive words; the "Lutheran sects" were aimed at

and the ZwingUans clung to the word of God, was
the information supphed to Clement VII by Zurich
on 19 August, 1524. Soon, however, the breach with
the ancient Church was too plain to be doubted. The
cantons of Uri, Schwyz, Unterwalden, Lucerne, Zug,
and Fribourg remained true to the old Faith, and
offered determined opposition to Zwingh. They could
not see that Zwingli was more favoiu'ed by God than
the ancient saints and teachers; in his clerical life

he was not superior to others, and he was inclined

rather towards distui-bance than towards peace.

The CathoUc cantons, however, also strove to

aboUsh abuses, issuing in 1525 a Concordat of Faith
with important reforms which, however, never found
general recognition. From 21 IMay to 8 Jime, 1526,

they held a public disputation at Baden, to which
they invited Dr. Johann Eck of Ingolstadt. Zwingh
did not venture to appear. The disputation ended
with the complete victory for the old Faith, but those
who beUeved that the teaching of Zwingh could be
driven out of the world by disputations de-
ceived themselves; it had already taken too
deep root. In St. Gall the Humanist and
burgomaster Vadian worked successfully in Zwingh's
interest; in Schaffhausen, Dr. Sebastian Hofmeister;
in Basle, OEcolampadius. For Berne, which, notwith-

standing the efforts of Berchtold Haller, had
previously maintained a non-committal attitude,

the reUgious disputation held at Zwingli's

suggestion, in Jan., 1528, was decisive. Zwingli

himself came to the city, and the Cathohc cause was
but weakly represented. The new doctrines were
then introduced as sweepingly into Berne as they had
been at Zurich, and many places and counties which
had previously wavered followed its example. Zwingh
could also point to briUiant successes in 1528 and
1529. He ensured the predominance of his

reforms through the "Christian Civic rights", agreed

upon between Zurich and the towns of Constance
(1527), Berne and St. Gall (1528), Biel, Miilhausen,

and Schaffhausen (1529). To compel the Cathohc
cantons to accept the new doctrines, he even urged
civil war, drew up a plan of campaign, and suc-

ceeded in persuading Zurich to declare war and march
against the Cathohc territories. The Cathohc dis-

tricts had endeavoured to strengthen their position

by forming a defensive alliance with Austria (1529),

the "Christian Union." At tlus juncture, however,

they received no assistance. Berne showed itself

more moderate than Zurich, and a treatyof peace was
arranged, which, however, was verj' unfavour.able for

the Cathohcs.
In Zurich Zwingli was now the cqrnmanding per-

sonahty in all ecclesiastical and political questions.

He was "burgomaster, secret arj', and covmcil" in

one, and showed himself daily more overbearing.

His insolence indeed prevented an agreement with
Luther regarding the doctrine of the Lord's Supper,

when a disputation was arranged between the two
heresiarchs at Marfvirt in October, 1529. As a
statesman, Zwingli embarked in secular politics with
ambitious plans. "\^'ithin tliree years", he vvTites,

"Italy, Spain and G<Tmany will take our view".

Even the King of France, whose greatest enemy lie

had previously been, he sovight to win to his side

in 1531 Willi the work "Christiana- fidei exijosilio",

and was oven pre])ared to jiay him a yearly pensiim.

By prohibiting intercourse with the Catholic cantons

he compelled them to resort to arms. On 9 Oct.,

1531, they declared war on Zurich, and advanced to
Kappel on the frontiers. The people of Zurich
hastened to oppose them, but met a decisive defeat
near Kappel on 11 Oct., Zwingli falhng in the battle.

After a second defeat of the Reformed forces at Gubel,
peace was concluded on 23 Oct., 1531. The peace
was of long duration, since the Catholic \'ictors dis-

played great moderation. Zwingli's death was an
event of great importance for all Switzerland. His
plan to introduce his innovations into the CathoUc
cantons by force had proved abortive. But even
Cathohcs, who claimed the same rights in

religious matters as the people of Zurich, regarded
him as the "governor of all confederates".
Zwingli is regarded as the most "liberal" of all

the Reformers, and was less a dogmatist than
Calvin. His statue, with a sword in one hand
and the Bible in the other, stands near the municipal
hbrary at Zurich, which has also a Zwingh museum.

Heinrich Bulhnger (1504-75), Zwingli's successor,

undertook the internal development of the new doc-
trines. His father (also named Heinrich), who was
pastor at Bremgarten and embraced the Reformation
early, sent Bullinger to Emmerich and Cologne,
where he received a thorough Humanistic training

(cf. K. Kraft, " Aufzeichungen des schweiz. Re-
format ors H. Bulhnger iiber seine Studien zu Em-
merich u. Kohl", Elberfeld, 1870). Even from his

earhest activity as teacher in the Cistercian monas-
terj' near Kappel (1523-29) and later as pastor in

Bremgarten (1529-31), Bullinger proved himself a
zealous heutenant of Zwingli's. In 1528 he accom-
panied the latter to the religious disputation at Berne.
On 9 Dec, 1.531, he was chosen as Zwingh's successor,

pastor of the Grossmimster at Zurich, a position

which he held to the end of his life (1575). Bull-

inger regarded union with Luther on the question
of the Lord's Supper as his chief task. For this

purpose he composed in 1536, with Myconius and
Grj'nsus, the "First Helvetic Confession", a profession

of faith which was recognized by the Evangehcal
towns of Switzerland. In the same year also ap-
peared the "Wittenberg Concordia". When Bullinger

refused to subscribe to this agreement, which was
brought about by Butzer, Luther burst out into

abuse of Zwingli. The attempt to bring about an
agreement between BuUinger and Calvin on
tliis question at Geneva was more successful,

the "Consensus Tigurinus" being concluded be-
tween them in 1545. As the expression of his

personal religious conviction Bullinger composed
the "Second Helvetic Confession", which was
printed in 1566, and was recognized by all the Evan-
gelical churches except that of Basle.

Besides discharging the office of preacher, Bulhnger
displayed great literary activity. He carried on a
large correspondence with several crowned heads, with
Ladj' Jane Grey in London, Vadian, Graubtindenn, and
many others. More than 100 sermons and theological

treatises from his pen are known, as well as one drama,
"Lucretia and Brutus". His "Diarium" and his

extensive history of the Reformation (see hililiog-

raphy) are still valuable. It is an undecided
question how far his history is independent and how
far a compilation of other writings. In character

Bullinger was particularly hosjiitable, and many
fugiti\-es from England and France found refuge

with him. Although less overbearing than Zwingh
and Luther, he was still intolerant; he approved the

the execution of Servetus at Geneva. He died on
17 Sept., 1575.

Zwingli's works were first collected and published

bv his son-in-law, Rudolf Gwalter, and entitled:

"Opera D. H. Zwingli vigilantissinii Tigurinic

ecclesia! Antistitis, partim quidem ab ipso Latino

conscript a, partim vero e vernaculo sermono in

Latinum translata: omnia novissinie recognita,
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3t multig adiectis, qua> hactenus visa non sunt"

(4 fol. vols., Zurich, 1545; reprinted, 1581). The first

jomplete edition was edited by Melchior Schuler

ind Johannes Schulthess (8 vols., Zurich, 1828-42).

Volumes VII and VIII, containing Zwingli's

correspondence, are especially important. A new
sdition of his complete works prepared by Emil
Kgh (d. 1908), (ieorge Finsler, and Walt her
Kohler is appearing in the "Corpus Reformatorum",
LXXXVIII (Berlin, 1905); three volumes I, II,

md VII, have already (1912) appeared.

For conteraporao' hi-storj" see: Eidgenossische Ahschiede 1631-
'632, IV, sect. I .\ and I B. ed. Strickleb; Idem, Aktensammlung
:uT schweiz. Reformationsoesch. in den Jahren 152/-5.? (5 vols.,

Zurich, 1878-84); Eau. Aktensammlung z. Gesch. der Ziircher

ieformation (Zurich, 1879); Archir. /Hr die schweiz. Reforma-
iansge^ch. (3 vols., Solothurn. 1868-76); Qxtellen zur schweiz.

^e/ortnationsgesch. (Basle, 1901).
The principal biographies are: MoniKOFER, Ul. Zidngli nach

ten urkundlichen Quelten {2 vols., Leipzig, lS67-fi9); Stahelin,
'i. Zunngli, sein Leben u. Wirken nach den Qitcllen dargesleUt
2 -vols., Basle, 1895-97) ; J.icKsoN, Huldreich Zwingli, the Re-
ormer of German Su>it2eTland (New York and London, 1901);
ilMPSON, Utrich Zwingli, .\ Life of the Swiss Patriot and Reformer
London. 1903). There is no biography written from the Catholic
tandpoint. Cf. also Dier\uer, Gesch. der schweiz. Eidgenos-
enschaft. III (Zurich, 1887-1907) ; 1 sqq.. containing good bibliog-
aphy, HiiRBiN, Handbnch der Schweizergesch., II (1908), 99 sqq.;
''LEI8CHUN, Sludien u. Beitrage zur schweiz. Kirchengesch., Ill
1903), 3sqq.;Eou, ScAweir. Reformationsgesch., I (Zurich, 1910).
^ catalogue of the writings by and concerning Zwingli is

3ven bv Finsler, Zwingli-Bihliographie (Zurich, 1897), supple-
nentcd in the periodical Zwingliana, I (1902). There is no
omplete edition of Bullinger's works. Of special impor-
ance are the Diarium of the years 1504-74, ed. EoLi in
}ueUen zur schweiz. Reformationsgesch., II (1904), and Schweizer.
ieformationsgesch., ed. HoTTlNOER and Voqeli (.S vols., 1838-
rO). Cf. Carl Pestalozzi, Heinrich Bullinger, Leben u. ausge-
^Ue Schriftenn der Vdter u. Begrtinder der reformicrten Kirche,
' (1858): VON Schulthess-Rechberq. Heinrich Bullinger,
ler Nachfolger Zwinglis (Halle, 1904); Paolcs, //. Bullinger
\. sein Toleranzideen in Histor. Jahrbuch, XXVI (1905), 176-87;
Ieer in Realencycl. fUr prot. Theol, III (3rd ed., 1897),
i36-49; Bullingers Korrespondenz mit den GraubUndnem 1.533-
'5, published in 3 parts, bv Schiess in Quellen zur schweiz.
Jesch., XXIII-XX (1904-Ofi); Schiesb, Bullingers Brief-
lechsel mit Vadien in Jahrbuch far schweiz. Gesch., XXXI
1906), 23-68.

WiLHELM Jos. Meter.

Zwirner, E«nst Fhiedruh, architect, b. at Jak-
obswalde in Sile-sia in 1S02; d. at Cologne in 1861.
He studied at Breslau and Berlin, and worked at the
latter place under Schinkel. From 1833 he was the
architect of the cathedral at Cologne. At Cologne
he was next to Statz the most important practical
representative of Gothic architecture. P'rom the time
it was rcrognizrd that the completion of the great
cathedral at Cologne was the task which would bring
the highest honour to thoGot hie sty If,,Schinkel's school
was drawn on for men to carry out the work, first

Ahlert, and after his death, Zwirner being called to
Cologne. Before long more confidence was placed in
Zwirner than had been given to his predecessor, be-
cause he showed a more perceptive grasp of the work
of the old masters. After the work of restoration was
finished, he presented his plans for the completion of

the structure in 1841 to King Frederick William IV;
upon the approval of the plans the work began the
next year. However, neither Zwirner, nor his able
successor Voigtel, who completed the work, succeeded
in uniting the charm of free play of imagination with
technical correctness and architectural sequence.
There is no doubt that Zwirner was one of the finest

judges of the medieval style. What he had learned
in his work on the cathedral of Cologne he used in

designs of his own with the same fine skill and energy.
His best building is probably the church of St. Apol-
linaris at Remagen, to which, however, the same
objection of monotony of plan has been made. He
also built a church at ISIulheim on the Rhine, and one
at Elberfeld. He restored the castle of Argcnfels on
the Rhine, built the castle of Herdringen in the style

of the ancient fortress castles on the Rhine for Count
von Fiirstenberg, and also the castle of Moyland near
Cleves. His last work w^as the synagogue at Cologne.
GUHUTT, Deut.iche Kunst des X7A'. Jahrh. (Berlin, 1899);

ScHMiD, Kunstgesch. des XIX Jahrh. (Leipzig, 1904 ); Dohme,
Kunst und KUnstler der ersten Hdlfte des XIX Jahrh. (Leipzig,
1886).

G. GlETMANN.



ERRATA.
The small letters a, b, c, d, added to the page references indicate the sections of the page on which the

errors occur. Thus a indicates the first half of first coliunn; b, the second half; c and d the first and second

halves of second column.

VOLUME I.

Abarca, Pedro, Ga, for Aragon . . . Palencia read Jaca,

Aragon, 1619; d. at Salamanca, 23 August, 1697

Abbot, 16d, /or no abbeys vere nuUius in the United
States read the Abbey of Maryhelp, North Car-

olina, was erected into an abbey nuUius, 8 June,

1910 (see North Carolina); 20d, for Rule of St.

Benedict . . . Schmidt read Woelfflin, Benedicti

regula monarch. (Leipzig, 1895)

Abelard, .3Sa, for 1141 read 1140
Abram, Nicholas, 58a, for September read Decem-

ber
;
for seventeen read eleven

Absolution, 61d, for But . . . Church from the be-

ginning read Thovigh it is clear that this power of

absolution was granted to the Chmxh, and there-

fore known to the Apostles and then- successors,

the teaching body of the Church, from the very

beginning, still it requires careful study to trace

the tradition of this grant (the e.xercise of tliis

power) and its realization in the practice of t!ie

faithful back to the first centuries, or, to invert

this process, to follow the evidences of this prac-

tice from the first allusions to it in ecclesiastical

writings down to the last word of the vast body of

theological doctrine on this subject. (See Penance.)
Abundius, 75a, after Abundius add Saint; after at-

tributed add The Roman Martyrology places his

feast on 22 April
Ackermann, Leopold, 105b, for have ... by Jahn

read are ... of Jahn
Acosta, Jose de, 10Sc,/or April, 1569 read 8 June, 1571

;

109a, in bibl. luld Carracido, "Jose de Aco.sta" (Ma-
drid, 1S99) , corrects many of the errors of Saldanando

Acquaviva, Claudius, 109e, for October read 15 Sep-

tember
Acrostic, Ula, for Hebrew Poetry read Poetry,
Hebrew

Acts of the Apostles, 121b, for Weizacker read

Werzsacker
Acts of the Roman Congregations, 123a, for Congre-

G.\Tioxs, Roman read Roman Congregations
Adalbert I, r27a, for become read became
Ad Universalis Ecclesiae, 12Sd, for Clement VIII

read Clement VII
Adam, John, 134c, before 1608 insert 28 September
Addresses, Ecclesiastical, 139b, after seme Emi-

nenz insert usually abbreviated Se Eminenz; 139c,

after seine Hochwiirden insert usually abbreviated

Se Hochwiirden
Adoration, Perpetual, 154a, 1.54c, /or Berenger read

Bcringer; 154a, for Quellins read Oullins

Adomo, Francis, 154d, for 1531 read 1.533

Advent, 166c, for Innspruck read Innsbruck
Agazzari, Agostini, 206b, for Viadana of Mantua

rend Groose of Viadana
Agnosticism, 215c, for philosophical theory . . .

knowledge read philosophical theory of the limita-

tions of knowledge, professing doubt of or disbelief

in SOUK' or all of the powers of knowing possessed

by the human mind
Agram, 225d, for Bosnia-Syrmia read Sirmiiim; for

Senj read Zengg; for Kris^evac read Crisium
Alanus de Rupe, 246b, for published read listed

Alaska, 2 17d, /ir capital is Sitka, on read capital is

.luncaii. Sitka, on; captions facing 250, for

Kofcnfsky rend Ko.serefsky

Albrechtsberger, Johann G., 270b, add An Englisli

edition of his great theoretical work, translated by
T. F. Duggan, was published in Philadelphia in 1S42

Alexander H, 286d, for 1089 read 1069
Alexander HI, 2S7a, for 1057 read 1157
Alexandria, Church of, 301a, for see that article

and Bishop read see Egypt. V. The Coptic Church.
—2. Chronology of Early Episcopate

Alfield, Thomas, 308b, /or Blessed read Venerable
Alfred the Great, 310a, for 903 read 878; 310b, after

Asscr insert ed. Stevenson (Clarendon Press, 1904)
Allen, Frances, 320d, for Westminster read Sunder-

land: :321b, /or 1810 read 18 May, 1811; /or Dec.
read Sept.

Allerstein, August, 323c, for h. in Germany read h.

in Laibach, Austria, 2 Aug., 1703; /or China, prob-
ably about 1777 read Peking, China, 29 October,

1774, as the result of an apoplectic stroke caused
by the news of the suppression of the Jesuits

Almaricus, 327c, for Amalric read Amalricians
Altar of the Rood, 367a, for Holy Rood read Rood
Ambrosian Basilica, 388, in caption, for The Pala

D'Oro read Antependium of the Altar
America, 414, in caption, for O.S.B. read O.F. Mini-
morum

Amos, 435b, for 'Ams read 'Amos; for 'Amoo read

'Amog
Anabaptists, 446c, for Tumbult read Tumbiilt
Anastasis, 4."i4c, for Resurrection read Jerusalem
Anatomy, 4.")',tc, for Achilini read Achillini

Andleby, William, 468d, for John Abbot read Henry
Abbot (q. v.)

Angelopoli, 485a, for AngelopoH read Angelopolis;

for Tlascala read TIaxcala
Angelas Bell, 488d, for Lord, 1907, read London,

1907
Angouleme, Diocese of, 513b, for Angouleme read

.Vngouleme
Animuccia, Giovanni, 530a, for 1571 read 31 March,

1571
Anselm, Saint, 547a, for Elphage read Elphege
Anselm, Saint, Abbot. 550a, for 305 read 805
Anthony, Saint, 555c, /or 21 Januarj- read 17 January
Anthony of Padua, S.\int, 557a, for horse read mule;

for at Toulouse, at Wadding, at Bruges read

at Tolouse; Wadding, at Bruges; 557d, for
Vercelli read Arcella

Antioch, Chitrch of, 568d, omit See Roman Empire;
569c, for Theocritus read Theoctistus

Antiphonary, 579;i, for Vigorniense read Wigorniense
Antipope, .'iS21i, o//,r Nicholas V, 1328-30 insert

Benedict XllI, 1394-1417
Apaches, .5y2a, omit We find . . . Pueblo Indians; o92c,

after never been Christianized insert The Mescalero
.\pachcs in southwestern New Mexico are Catholics;

for pi-cscnt day read 1886
Apocalypse, .'lOOb, for Pergamum read Pergamus
Apologetics, 620d, /or "True Discourse against Cel-

sus" read "Contra Celsum"; 623b, after "Lex
Credendi" (London, 1906) insert The excessive in-

sistence on this subjective side of apologetics to the

neglect and disparagement of the objective proofs

of Christian Revelation has been condemned by
Pius X as one ef the errors of Modernism.

Apostolic Union of Secular Priests, The, 643d, after

Aiistria insert luiL'land, Scotland

ApostolicsB Sedis Moderationi, 646a, for Super-

vision read Suspension
Argentine Republic, 703b, after of America insert

.\ccording to the official census of 1910 the popula-

tion is 6,805,684; 703d, /or 1617 read 1767
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Ariano, Diocese of, 711a, for Alexander III read
Alexander II

Armenia, 73Sb, for Manicheism rea/l Manicha^ism
Ame, Thomas Augustine, 746b, for "Britannia"

read "Alfred"; 746e, /or 1764 read 1761; /or was
the first read was among the first

Arras, Diocese of, 7o2d, for 1545 read 1538

Asaph, Saint, 766a, for Holiwell read Holywell
Ascendente Domino, 766d, for 24 May read 25,
May

Ashby, Richard, 776a, for Thimbijiby read Thim-
ELBY

Asser, John, 798d, after W. H. Stevenson insert

The Stevenson edition appeared in 1904

VOLUME II.

Ass^a, 16c,/orG. H. Goodspeed readG. S. Goodspeed
Asti, ISb, for 1S,")7 to 1867 read 857 to 867
Astrology, 22d, for throws a clear light on the read

endeavours to show
Atheism, 41b, before not because omit but that
Athens, 45a, for Isavrian read Isaurian
Atticus, 60d, for 405 read 403
Attrition, 66b, for Clement X rend Clement XI
Audran, 7 1 A, for third rend second ;/or fourth read third

Augustinus Novellus, 106c, for No\'elI read Novello
Aurelius, 1 lOd, for See Origen read See Celsus the

Platoxist
Aureus Codex, 111b, for Codex read Manuscripts op
the Bible

Auricular Confession, 1 1 lb, for Confession read Pen-
ance, Sachament I if

Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, 128e, for Francis I

rend Francis II

Autun, Diocese of, 144a, for Chfilons read Ch&lon
Aventinus, 150c, for Tukmair, John read Thurmayr,
Johannes

Babylonia, 18Sc, for Arum read Aruru
Backer, Augustin de, 190e, for eleven read ten

Bacs, Diocese of, 193c, for Kalocza read Kalocsa-
Bacs; JOlh, for Colonel Theodore read Kane

Badius Ascensius, 201b, omit cross-reference

Bagshaw, Chhistopher, 204a, for 1587 read 1586
Baillargeon, Charles-Francois, 206c, for Tloa read

Tlos
Ball, Frances Mart Teresa, 222d, for Loreto,

Sisters op rend Institute of the Blessed VraoiN
Mary, Irish

Baltimore, Archdiocese of, 230c, for Gra>ssel rend
Graessel ; 23 1 a, /or Thirt y-one sist ers . . . separat e

body read Over thirty sisters of the diocese of New
York had separated from Kmmitsburg in 1846

Balue, Jean, 241d, /or de la Rovere rend della Rovere
Barthel, Johann Caspar, 312c, for Quellen in read

(^uellen und
Baston, (Scillaume, 345d, for Kiisfcld read Koesfeld
Basutoland, 346c, for Langauel rend Langouet
Bavaria, 353c, 354c, /or Boiarii rend. Bajuvarii; 353d,

fnr 6,254,372 rend 6,887,291 ; :554b, for Archbishop-
rics read Bishoprics; /or Orttenburg reorfOrtenburg;

355b, before war omit civil; 357c, for Urkundcbuch
rend Urkeundenbuch

Bayer, Ad{;le, 358a, omit in Indiana of the Sisters of

Providence of Brittany
Becker, Thomas Andrew, 382b, /or 1889 read 1899;

for Fourth Plenary reeul Thirrl Plenary
Belleville, Diocese of, 414d, omit who had held the

office ... of Alton
Benedict Xm, 432c, before Benedict XIV insert Bene-

dict XIII, antipope
Benedictbeum, Abbey of, 441a, c, read Benedikt-

beurn
Benefice, 474a, for precaria re^d precarium

;
/or pre-

rariic read precaria

Benevento, 478a, for 929 read 969
Berengarius of Tours, 487c, for 1055 read 1054;

587d, for Maixeut read Maixent
Bernard of Menthon, Saint, 503b, for 1008 read prob-

ablj- in lOSl; .")03c, for with perpetual read for

about nine months of the year with; 503d, after

Rome insert The hospice of the Little St. Ber-
nard no longer belongs to the order but the
hospice of the Simplon remains under their care,
and up to the opening of the tunnel sheltered
and fed annually for three days, or more, if

necessary, from 20,000 to 25,000 travellers, mostly
poor workingmen; after sustenance insert since
1S45 they have been self-supporting; fctr forty
read sixty

Bemardine of Siena, 505d, for watchward read
watchword

Berti, Giovanni Lorenzo, 522b, for Prierum read
Prioruin

Bessarion, Johannes, 527e, for John VIII read
John VII

Beste, Henry Digby, .529b, for 1781 read 1791
Bestiaries, 530a, for Krepner read Kressner
Bethsajda, .536c, /or 'Ainet-Tdbiga read 'Ain-et-T&biga
Betrothal, 538c, /or Pope Benedict I (573-77) writing

read kn apocryphal letter, ascribed to pope Bene-
dict I (573-77) addressed

Bible Communists, 544b, /or Oneid.\ Congregations
rend CnMMIXISM

Bigamy, .'itita, for Sanchez read Suarez
Biology, 572a, for on life read of life

Birmingham, Diocese op, 579b, c, for Deane read
Drane

Bishop, 5S3c, for only rend usually
Bkerke, ,590b, read Bkerkeh; /orGiBiAL and Botri

read Gibail and Batrun
Blaise, Saint, 592b, after over the faithful insert For

rlitTereiit forms of this invocation see "Am. Eccl.
Rev", XXVI, 3,55

Blanchet, Fuwgois Norbert, .593b, for 30 Septem-
ber rend ''< September

Blarer of Wartensee, omit cross reference

Blood Indians, 603a, for Noto-si)itax read Moto-
spitax; for ^lami-ahoyin read Mami-ahoyix; for
Six-inimokax read Six-innokax; for Akae-namax
rend Akae-xamax

Boast, John, 605a, omit cross reference

Bollandists, 635d, for John DeBue read James DeBue
Bombay, .Vrchdiocese of, ()44b, nfler churches omit

mona.sterics; 644c, for Although . . . double juris-

diction rend Although this was done with the ap-
proval of Rome, the ecclesiastical authorities at

Goa resented the lo.ss of their jurisdiction, and en-
deavours were made from time t o t ime t o recover it.

Yielding to this movement the Government in 1789
dejiosed the Carmelites and restored the churches
to the Portuguese clergy. Two years later they
reversed this decision, but finally in 1794 made a
compromise by which the churches were divided,

and this established a twofold jurisdiction; 645c,

for No proper . . . for that purpose rend Some
attempt at a history has been made in a series of

.articles p\iblished in the "Kxaminer" of 1907, to

be rotnpleted by the end of 1912
Bonnard, Jean Loris, Venerable, 674b, for Vener-

able n nd Blessed; for Venerable bv the Church read
Blessed by Pope Leo XIII, 27 May, 1900

Book of Sentences, 682a, for Lombard, Peter read
Peteh Lombard

Book of the Dead, 682a, omit Immortality
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Books, Sibylline, 682a, /or Sibylline Books read

Sibylline Oracles
Borgess, Caspar Henry, 684d, before Germany omit

Hanover; 68oa, after demanded add He was an
earnest advocate of Catholic schools

Borie, Pierre-Rose-Ursule-Domoulin, 686d, for

The cause ... at Rome read He was beatified

27 May, 1900

Bossuet, Jacqces-Benigne, 698d, for 1852 read 1652

Bost, Arnold, 702d, omit cross reference

Boston, Archdiocese of, 705c, for Leonardstown
read Leonardtown

Bourasse, Jean-Jacques, 716b, for M. J. Waldron
read M. A. Waldron

Bracton, Henry de, 726c, for Bracton read Bratton;
727a, canonry, and prebend as well, omit commas

Branly, Edouard, 740d, for University read Institute;

741b, add He was elected member of the French
Academy of Science 23 Jan., 1911

Brehon Laws, 756c, for Master of the read in

Bremen, 756d, for diocesan read provincial

Brethren of the Strict Observance, 768c, for Obser-
vants read Friars Minor

Brethren of the Twelve, 768c, omit cross reference
Breviarium Alaricianum, 768d, for Roman Law read
Law, Roman

Breviary, 775d, for Clement VII read Clement VIII
Brixen, 795a, for Mehreran read Mehrerau
Brookljm, Diocese of, 799a, for Larissv read Lariscv,

O.S.A.
Brothers of the Christian Schools, S03b,/or Christian
Brothers read Institute op the Brothers of
THE Christian Schools

Brothers of the Angels, 803b, omit cross reference

Brothers of St. Gabriel, 803b, for St. G.^briel,
Brothers of read G.abriel, Brothers of St.

Brothers of Our Lady of Lourdes, 803b, for Our
Lady of Lourdes, Brothers of read Lourdes,
Brothers op Our I^ady of

Brothers of Mercy, 803b, for Mercy, Brothers op
read Mercy, Brothers of Our Lady op

Brownists, S04d, for Congregationalists read Con-
gregationalism

VOLUME III

Brunner, Francis de Sales, 12c, for Duchy read

Principality; I2d, for two years later read one year

later ;/or Oehlemberg read Oeleuberg
; for Grtlnewald

read Gruenenwald convent, Cassella, Ohio.

Buffalo, caption facing 38, for Allegheny read AUe-
g'lny

Bull, Bernardo, 40c, 40d, fita ("Boletin de la Real
Academia de Historia", XIX-XX, Madrid 1891-

92) proves that, at the time of the discovery of the

New World, Bull was a Minim, though previously

he had been a Benedictine, but never a Friar

Minor. The Bull styling him Friar Minor is only

a copy, and minorum an error for minimorum
Burgos, 67d, after Calahorra inxerl Archbishop Aguirre

was created cardinal, 15 April, 1907, and on 29

April, 1909, was transferred to the See of Toledo,

with the title of Primate of Spain and Patriarch of

the West Indies. He is succeeded in the See of

Burgos by the Bishop of Ligo, Sr. D. Benito y
Lopez

Byzantine Empire, 99a, for Eastern read Western;
101c, for twenty-first read twenty-eighth

Cades, 130d, for alyymXaTi read aiyi.a\5is

Cajetan, Tommaso, 146a, /or Pompanazzi read Pom-
ponazzi

Calcutta, Archdiocese op, 154b, for sixty read si.xty-

eight
Calvary, Mount, 191a, for Jcr., xxi, 39 read Jer.,

xxxi, 39; 192c, for Golgotha read the traditional

Golgotha; 192d, for Description read Descrip-

tiones

Canada, 234b, 234d omit (See Quebec)
Canons and Canonesses Regular, 292d, for one hou.sc

read one thousand; for At Bourne Abbey read At
the Gilbertine Priories of Sempringham and Six

Hills; 295d, for O'Quechly read O'Quealy
Canute, 307a, for Eadmund's widow read Ethelred's

widow
Capuchin Friars, 325c, d, for Benedict Canfield read

Benedict Fitch of Canfield ; 325d, for Father Chrys-
ostom read Fr. John Chrysostom Campbell; 326a,

for only one Father read only four Fathers, one of

them a bishop; /or and he read and the last

Caracas, 328, in caption, for Cathedral read Cliurch

of the Candelaria
Carmelite Order, 362c, /or Santa Ffe rrad Santa Fc;

after Sante Fo omit (Now Mexico); 3C3b, for

Mississippi rearf Louisiana; 366c, /or New Mexico
read near the City of Mexico

Carroll, John, 383a, for Before read After
Carthusian Order, 390d, for The famous Uqueur . . .

Revolution read The famous liqueur was made
and used as a cordial for several hundred years,

and since the middle of the nineteenth century
has yielded a means of subsistence; 391b, for
Hendriks read Charterhouse; for Augustus read
Augustine

Castellon de la Rana, 409c, for Rana read Plana
Catechumen, 431c, for after their thirtieth year read
manhood

Cathari, 437b, /or s. C. 1907 read s. 1. 1907
Cathedral, 441b, add According to the new rubrics

promulgated with the Constitution "Divino af-

flatu", tit. IX, n. 2, the following legislation is in

force with regard to the celebration of the feast of

the consecration of a cathedral: "The anniversary
of the dedication of the cathedral church and the
titular feast of this church are to be celebrated as

doubles of the first class with octave throughout
the diocese by all the secular clergj' and also regu-
lars having the ordinary diocesan calendar; relig-

ious, of either sex, in the diocese who have their

own calendars must celebrate the feasts as doubles
of the first class, without an octave"

Catherine, Monastery of Saint, 443a, for MSS. op
the Bible rea<l Codex Sinaiticus

Cecilia, Saint, 473a, after Cecelia omit in Trastevere;

473b, for Carlo read Stefano Maderna
Cedes, 475d, for Qa andnnim or Bega dndnnim read

Qii 'anannim or Begil 'ananntm; add Some com-
mentators consider Cedes of Issachar, now prob-

ably Tell Abu Qudcis, as the scene of the death of

Sisara, while they identify the home of Barac and
the rendezvous of the Israelite forces with either of

the two places mentioned above (Lagrange in

"Rev. Bibl.", 1900, 215; Idem, "Livre des Juges")
Celestlne V, Saint, Pope, 479c, for pendent read

independent
Celibacy, 48,")d, for 6pics. read 6p\sc.

Celtic Rite, 496b, for Germans read Germanus; for

Mayer read Meyer
Cemetery, .")12b, for Cedwalla read Caedwalla
Centurion, 535d, for cKarbyTapx"^ read 'cKarSyTapxoi

Chaldean Christians, r)59c, for Chalccdon read

I'^jihesus

Chanaan, 571a, for Tothmes read Thothmes
Chapel, 576b, for eight read eleven

Charitable Bequests, 592a, /or divisible read devisable
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Charity, Sisters of, 605b, hefore the widow omit and;
607a, ajler Maryland insert The chief house of the
western province, founded in 1910, is in St. Louis

Charles V, 627d, for Chairaddin read Chaireddin

Charlevoix, Fran50is-Xavier db, 631c, hefore

Fran^ois-Xavier insert Pierre
Charlottetown, Diocese, 632c, 632d, for MacEachern

read MacEacharn; 632d, for Rosea read Rosen
China, 663c, for south-cast read south-wost; 670c,

far some of which date read which had otliers dating

Chrism, 6n7c, for and Holy orders read and in ancient
times of Holy orders

;
for and the hands read and in

ancient times the hands
Christendom, 702a, for and the personality read
though the personality; hefore intellectually omit
but ; 703a, for Hohenstauffen read Hohenstaufen

Christian Architecture, 710a, for Ecclesiastical
Art, read Ecclesiastical Architecture

Christina Alexandra, 722c, 723d, for Oxenstiern read
Oxcnstierna; 723d, for sich ta dagar read sista
dagar; for Dentoche-Grauert read Grauert

Christmas, 727b, for nor even in read nor again in;

for The "mountain-birth" of Mithra . . . vice
versa read Tlie birth of Mithra from the petra
genelrix and that of Christ in the "grotto" have
nothing in common. Nothing can be based upon
the "herdsmen" group in the Mithrian bas-relief
(cf. Cuniont, op. cit., I, ii, 4, pp. 304 sqq.); 728b,
728(1, for Tiele read Tille

Cistercians, 783b, for 1595 read 1618; for at the
desire of Pope Clement VIII read by Brief of
Clement VIII, issued to Abbot Edme de la Croix,
30 April, 1593

VOLUME IV

Clandestinity, 2d, domicile and quasi-domicile are
p\nl;iinf'(l under Domicile

Clemens Prudentius, 12d, omit Marcus
Cleveland, Diocese of, 56b, for Andrehem read
Audrehem; o6c, after Gilmour insert b. in Glasgow,
24 September, 1824

CUtherow, Margaret, 59b, hefore Margaret insert

(usual form Clitheroe )

Clogher, Diocese of, 60a, for St. Patrick's Purga-
tory read Purgatort, St. Patrick's

Clonfert, Diocese of, 65c, for 1296 read 1295
Cologne, 117c, 120b, /or Holy read Poor
Columbus, Christopher, 140d, for 1467 read 1476;

141a, in caption, 142a, 142b, /or Prior read Guard-
ian; 141b, 141d, for Dominican read Franciscan;
141c, 142b, for Dominican's read Franciscan's;
144b, for Benedictine rend Minim

Commentaries on the Bible, 158d, /or d. 892 read d.

942; 160d,/or Bechn read Bcelen
Concordat, 200a, for Pius X read Pius IX
Congo Independent State, 233a, for msnioc read
manioc

Congregatio de Auxiliis, 238c, for 1597 read 1587
Connecticut, 253tl, for Fundimental read Funda-

mental; 254d, after Xot until the Constitution of

1818 . . . governmental recognition, insert Prior
to 1818, Acts of toleration had been passed designed
to relieve dissenters from obligation to pay taxes
for the support of the Congregational ministry.
The laws of 17S4 contained an Act entitled, "An
Act for Securing the Rights of Conscience in Mat-
ters of Religion to Christians of Every Denomina-
tion in this State". This provided that Chri.stians

who dissented from "the worship and mini.strj' by
law established in the society wherein they dwell"
should incur no penalty for not attending the wor-
ship and meeting of the established religion on the
Lord's Day because of meeting by themselves for

public worship in a way agreeable to their con-
sciences. It also provided that Episcopalians,
Separatists, Baptists, Quakers, and Christians of

any other denomination, who had formed them-
selves into distinct congregations and attended
public worship and supported a ministry in a way
agreeable to their consciences could, on complying
with certain conditions, be relieved from paying
taxes for the support of the established worship and
ministry so long as they attended and supported
the public worship of their own sect . The Act also
provided a procedure for the organization and .sup-

port of Protestant churches and congregations
di.ssenting from the worship and ministry by law
established. These provisions were substantially
re-enacted in 1791 by an Act entitled, "An Act

Securing Equal Rights and Privileges to Christians
of Every Denomination in this State". This Act
undertook to relieve dissenting Christians from
paying taxes for the support of the established
worship while they attended and supported the
worship of their own sect, and provided the pro-
cedure for securing such exemption; 257c, for
Taylor read Tyler

Constantine the Great, 296a, for Carmentum read
Carnuntum

Constantinople, 302c, for Counciles read Conciles
Constantinople, Councils of, 311b, for George read
Gregory

Constantinople, The Rite of, 319a, 6c/ore reserved
omit ag.'iin

Contemplation, 327a, for In private read Especially;
328d, /or De Relatione read De religione; for De
institutione read De inquisitione; for Schramm
read Schram

Copernicus, Nicholas, 352d, /or drawings read draw-
ing; 353d, for 17.58 read 1835; for Benedict XIV
read Gregory XVI

Corbavia, 355b, for Szeny read Zbngg
Cordara, Giulio Cesare, 358c, for Juvency read
Jouvancy

Coriolis, Gaspard-Gustave de, 370b, for west read
east

Cork, Diocese of, 371b, for Moylan read McCarthy
Cork, Srniiiii, of, 371d, /or Brinin read Briuin
Corpus Christi, 390d, /or Augustinian read Cistercian
Corrigan, Michael Augustine, 39,5d, for 1900 read

1902
Cosmogony, 406a, for Bilinguar Account read Bilin-

gual Account; 407d, for Chmun read Chnum
Costume, Clerical, 419d, for 691 read 692
Councils, General, 430a, for patriarchs read patri-

arch
Counter-Reformation, 441d, for Lallemant read
Lalemant

Covington, 463a , after schools add some of which are free

Cracow, 46.'kI, for Dlugozs rend Dhugosz; 466b, for
.Jczuici ev I'olsic read .Tezuici w Polsic; /or Kolt.ataj
rend Kollataj; 466c, for Lukaszcwicz rend Lukas-
zrwifz; for restoralia read rectoralia; /or Obszewski
renil Olszewski

Creagh, Richard, 469c, /or 1.585 read 1.586; 469d,/or
Twice he escaped . . . till his death rend The
primate escaped in 1.565 but in October, 1567, he
was again arrested. He once more escaped in

September, 1573, but was brought prisoner to
Dublin Castle in 1574, and transferred to London
in 1575. His death took place—not without
suspicion of poison—in the Tower in December,
1586
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Cretineau-Joly, Jacques, 48Sb, for Ravignon rend

Ravignan

Croagh-Patrick, 510b, for Calendar, etc., read Cal-

endary Papal Registers, Vol. VIII, 440

Crosiers, The, 517a, after difBoulties add In 1910, two
Crosier Fathers accompanied some landed Dutch
colonists into the new Catholic settlements of

Butler and Onamia, Minnesota. Six months later

others followed. There are now one priest and
two lay brothers at Butler, two priests and one

lav brother at Onamia, and one father at Verndale,

Minnesota

Cross, 52Sd, for qratuor read quatuor; 530b, for 691

read 692; 537d, f should be f
Crusades, 5o4a, for Boucicault read Boucicaut

Curityba do Parano, 572d, for Universas read Univer-

sam
Cyprus, 590c, for Temessos read Lemessos

Cyril of Jerusalem, 596a, after arcani omit Rom.

Dacca, Diocese of, 601c, before St. Ledger omit of

Dalgaims, John Dobree, 604c, for Jovain read

Lorain

Damien, Father, 615a, for 1888 read 1889; 615b, in

caption, for Grave . . . Molokai read Monument
erected to Father Damien at Kalaupapa, Island of

Molokai
Dandolo, Enrico, 620b, after Orient add The tomb-

stone of Enrico Dandolo is preserved at Constanti-

nople in a chamber of the South Galleries of

Saint Sophia. A stone adorned with a listel bears

the inscription Henricds Dandolo
Daniel, Anthony, 621c, for Limcoe Co., read Simcoe

Co.; 621d, before militans omit usque; for I, 643

read I, 634; before Breve Relatione omit Bressani

Daughters of the Queen of Heaven, 638d, after

Queen's Daughters, The, insert in Supplement

Davenport, Diocese op, 640d, for Sisters of Mary
read Sisters of Mercy

David of Augsburg, 644d, for 1889 read 1819; 64.5a,

645b, for Tellinegg read Jellincgg; for III passim

read III, 133-143; for Freiburg iin Br., 1897- read

Freiburg, 1899-1903

Day of Judgment, 647c, for Day of read Divine

Deacons, 64Sb, for 325 read 315

Deaconesses, 651c, for (III, 6) read (III, 8); 652a, for

praise read phrase; 652d, for no doubt read little

doubt

Dead Sea, 659b, for Esechiel read Ezechiel

Decorations, Pontifical, 667c, for 17 June, 1849

read 26 June, 1849

Decretals, Papal, 672d, for under the title read some-
times called

Deity, 686a, for Amesha-Spentos read Amesha-Spentas

Demoniacs, 711c, after possession of omit comma;
712d, for some words read such words; 713b, after

obUvious of insert the limitations of

Denmark, 722d, for Fyan read Fyen; 723b, for

grindhval read grindehval; 723b, 723c, for Estab-

lished read "people's"; 723d, for Fredericksborg

read Frcdoriksbcrg; for 57,000 read 15,000; 724b,

for Danmarks read Daenemarks; 725b, for Krist-

insen reml Kristiansen; 725c, for Nordsrand read

Nordstrand; 725d, for on Fredericia read in Frod-

erieia; 726a, for Marists read Missionaries of the

Company of Mary; for Ledroburg read Ledreborg;

726b, for Sumepiskopus reati Sumopiscopus; 720c,

for Diinemark read Daeiieinark (twice); 726d, for

KjukkennKldingpr read Kjiikkenmiidinger; 727c,

in caption, for Frederiksborg read Rosenborg; 72Sa,

for lieiniiiinggad read Hemming Gad; 72Sc, after

industry omit founded colonics in India and .suj)-

plied them with missionaries; 729c, in caption, /or

Rosenborg read Frederiksborg, Hillerod; 730a, for

Dansk biographisk read Dansk biografisk; for

Langebeck read Langebek; for Werlauff read

Werlauf; for Danmarks Histora read Danmarks
Histori; 730d, for 1497 read 1479; 731a, for Ringo
read Kingo; for Hens Baggesen read Jens Baggesen;
731b, for Niels read Nils; 731c, for Voldemar
read Vedel; after Copenhagen . . . insert 1907;

for bevoegelsen read bevagelsen; 732b, /or engravers

read stamp cutters; after flower-painter omit

miniature painters;/or C. C. C. Hansen read Const.

Hansen; for Paulsen read Pauelsen; for Hens
MoUer read Jens MoUer; /or Aegard read Aagaard;
732c, for Dietrichsolm read Dietrichson; for Tege-
larkitektur read Tegelarkitektre

Desservants, 756a, for II, xv read H, xv; 756b, after

use add But the canonical status of desservants was
made similar to that of other pastors by the cele-

brated Decree "Maxima Cura", pubUshed by the

Congregation of the Consistory, 20 August, 1910,

with regard to the administrative removability of

pastors; they are expressly mentioned in the De-
cree; they have ceased to be removable ad nutum,
and can only be removed for the same reasons which
legitimize the removal of irremovable rectors, and
according to the same procedure

Detroit, 758b, for Raynbaut read Rayrnbault; for

1S38 read 1833; 758c, for Thomas read Pierre; 758d,

for Matigonon read Matignon

Devil, 764b, for demonolgy read demonology; 767b,

for of the world and the flesh read of the flesh and
the snares of the world

Devil-Worshippers, 767d, for natural read national

Deymann, Clementine, 769a, for Englehardt read

Engelhardt

Dialectic, 770d, for of philosophy read in philosophy;

771a, /or and the read through the; 771d,/or modern
read moderate

Diamantina, 772c, for Minas Geraes read Marianna;
for Marianna (among four suffragans) read Goyaz;
772d, for Curvelho read CurveUo

Dlamper, Synod of, 773a, for Syro-Malabar
Church read Thomas Christians

Dias, Bartolomeu, 775b, for fifty read two

Diaspora, 776c, before Queen omit the; /or sabarians

read barbarians; before Candace omit of

Diaz, Pedro, 776d, for Letteras read Litterae; for
Alegamba read Alegambe

Dicuil, 779a, after 1870 add Dicuil's treatise on
astronomv has been ablv edited bv Mario Esposito

in "ProcI R. I. A." (1907, XXVI, p. 378). Es-
posito has also edited a revised edition of "De
mensura orbis terra;

"

Didache, 779a, for iBvecnv read rofs iBveaiv; for SiiSfKa

'ai^oarbXiav read i/S" diroa-TAXui/; 779d, for where a

read in which; 781a, for Cambridge, 1908 read

Cambridge, 1S86

Didon, Henri, 7S2c, for year read years

Diego y Moreno, Fr.^ncisco Garcia, 785a, for 1801

read 1802; for in 1822 .... Guadalupe read in

1822 and again in 1832 he was made one of the

directors .... Guadalupe; 785b, for Cathedral
read sanctuary of the mission Church of Santa
Baibara

Dierlnger, Franz Xaver, 786d,/or Rangeningcn read

Rangcndingen; 787b, for Jubilee number read

Festschrift

Digby, Sir Kenelm, 792d, for Venitia read Venetia

Diocesan Chancery, 799a, before Bishop omit primi-

tive; 799c, for Offizialat read Ordinariat
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Diocese, Ic, jm 320 rmd 321
Dionysius Exiguus, 11a, for Dioclction read Dio-

cletian

Discernment of Spirits, 28b, aper soeking its good
insert semicolon; ajicr mentioned omil semicolon,

insert and
Dispensation,43a,/or OF MATRiMONYreofZ Canonical;
Marriage

Dispersion of the Apostles, 46d, before this feast

insert on
Divine Word, Society of the, 54b, /or 467 read 69,498
Doctor, 74b, for O'Fiehely read O'Fihely
Doctrine, Christian, 87c, for 1852 read 1851
Dongan, Thomas, 130d, for Lesler read Leisler

Dorothea, Saint, 135d, for Montau, Saint read

Montau, Blessed
Douai, Town and University of, 140a, for Francis

read Jolm Baptist
Dowdall, James, 145c, for 20 September, 1600 read

13 August, 1599; for In the summer of read On 31
October

Downside Abbey, 149d, for 1340 read 200
Doyle, James Warhen, 151a, for Rathconrogue read

Rathgarogue
Drane, Augcsta Theodosia, 153c, for Babbicombe

read Babbacombe
Drumettes, Gabriel, 164c, for 1060 reatl^ 1661
Dryden, John, 169a, for Zavier read Xavier; 169c,

after (Edinburgh, 1882-93) insert The best text of

the poems is the Oxford edition by John Sargeant
(Oxford University Pre,ss, 1910)

Dubois, John, 178d, for Trusteeism read Trustee
System

Duffy, Sir Charles Gavan, 187b, for Sadlier read

Sadleir

Dunkeld, Diocese of, 193d, for 1127 read 1107
Duns Scotus, John, 19.5a, after cult us immemorabilis

insert The Decree recognizing this cultus was issued

on 11 January, 1907
Dupin, Louis-Ellies, 204d, for demi-Pelagian read

semi-Pelagian
Duquesnoy, Francois, 206c, before baldachinum

insert decorations of the

Durand de Maillane, Pierre Joussaint, 206d, for
Jolssaint read Toussaint

Eadfiid, 224a, for Lindisfarne Gospels, read Lin-
disfarne, Ancient Dioce.se and Monastery of

Easter, 225b, for Quartodecimans read Easter
Controversy; 22Sa,/')r Dizionariq read Dizionario

Easter Controversy, 230a, for following read on or
following

Ecclesiastes, 246b, for As the inspired read Though
the in.spired; 24Sc, for shilful read skilful

Ecclesiastical Art, 256d,/or Ivories read Ivory; 258c,

259a, for civory read ciborj'

Echtemach Abbey, 270c, omit and the Diocese of
Trier

Ecthesis, 278b, omit Heraclius, Emperor
Edinburgh, 284c, for nineteenth read eighteenth
Edmondsbury, 293b, for Edmondsburj' . . . Ed-
monds read Edmund.sburv' . . . Edmunds

Egypt, 335c, for '£7X07^ read'EK\y^; 339b, .3.39c, for
Ahniosis read Amosis; 34.3b, for 487 read 490

Eichendorff, Josef Karl Benedikt, .364a, for Fr.
Schlegcl reaii F. von Schlogel; /or adopted son read
steps/ in

Eichstatt, Diocese of, 365r, for Kaste read Kastel
Eligius, Saint, 386a, Jfor 660 read 659
Elined, Saint. 3S6d. for province read county
Elizabeth of Hungary, Saint, 389c, for solider read

soldier

EUwangen Abbey, 393a. for 894 read 887
Elphin, Diocese op, 395a, for Ratherroghan read

Kathcroghan

Embroidery, 401a, for Greek read Greeks
Emigrant Aid Societies, 404b, for Filician read

Felician

Emmerich, Anne Catherine, 406d,/or twenty-eight,
year read twenty-eighth year

Enciso, MartIn FernAndez de, 412a, for Terra read
Tierra

England, 431b, for 23,386,.593 read 32,.527,843; 432b,
for claims read claim; 447c, for to a daughter read
to a niece; 464a, for Smollet read Smollett; 466, in

caption, /or Biscombe reail Boseombe
Englefield, Sir Henry Charles, 472b, for Andrian

rciiil Andria
English Confessors and Martyrs, 475d, for Water-

ings, 1 July, 1541 read Waterings, 12 July, 1541;
476b, after Dorchester insert and Lawrence Hum-
phrey 1., Winchester; after Winchester insert An-
thony Page p., 20 April, York; for Lampton, . . .

27 Julv read Lampton, ... 24 July; 476c, for
Dowdall 1., 13 Aug. read Dowdall 1., 20 Sept.; 478a,
for Robert Shelley read Richard Shelley

Ephesus, Council of, 492d,/or Mitylene read MeUtene
Epiphany, 505d, for may assign read many assign
Emin, Saint, .524a, for Mernoc read Ernan
Eschatology, 533b, for Particular read Divine;

.534a, /or General read Divine
Espousals, 542d, after Spain insert and Latin America;

543a, for unless read even though; after leaves the
matter to the confessor insert though many hold
that in virtue of the " Ne Temere" informal
espousals are invalid in foro interno as well as in

foro externo; o/(fr marry each other omit on or
within some definite date

Etherianus, Hugh, 555d, 556a, 556b, for Hugh read
Hugo

Ethics, 5.59d, for 1694-1747 read 1694-1746
Ethiopia, 570d, aft-'r husband iruiert See also Egypt,
—V. The Coptic Church

Eucharist, 579c, after (about 1079) insert This point
isdisjiuted. Of the 144 sermons usually ascribed

to Hildebert only four can be proved to be his.

Sermo Ixxiii, in which the term transubstantiation
occurs, was most probably written by Peter Co-
mester. (See Hildebert of Lavardin; Haur^au,
"Notices et extraits de la bibliotheque nationale",

XXXII, ii, 107-166); caption facing 592, for Sym.
boUcal Painting read Symbol of the Consecration

Europe, (i07b, /or North Cape (71°, 12', N. lat.) read
Kniv.skja?rodden (71°, 11', N. lat.)

Eustachius, Bartolomeo, 627b, for descriptions read
description

Eutychianism, 635b, for to mean hypostasis read to

include hyposta.sis; for Julians read Julianists; 635d,

for As Philoxenus read Though Philoxenus; for
must be read must not be; 636a, for Theodosius
read Philoponus

Evangelical Church, 644b, for Wicheren reml Wichern
Evolution, (;.")(id, (i57a, for Down read Downe
Excommimication, ()87b, o/(cr paragraph (7) i7>serl

The regulations governing excommunications have
been renewed and .somewhat extended by the Motu
Proprio "(Jujintavis diligentia" of 9 October, 1911;
687d, for attain rend attaint

Exeter, Ancient Diocese of, 708d, for Warclhurst
read Warclwast; 708d, 709d, for Grandis.son read
Grandi.son

Exposition of the Blessed Sacrament, 713c, for Cor-
nelion rend Cornillon

Eyck, Hubert, 732c, /or St. Bavons read St. Bavon
Ejrmard, Pierre Julien, 735c, for Oblalee read

Society
Faith, Protestant Confessions of, 760e, after

Prince of Anhalt insert George, Margrave of

Brandenberg
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Fall River, Diocese of, 771b, ajter Boston omit

Hartford; 771c, for Brighton read Boylston; 771d,

for The Dominican Fathers read The Dominicans,
Fathers; after Sisters of St. Francis add Sisters of

the Sacred Hearts
False Decretals, 7S0c, for to Rothade read of Rothade

Farfa, Abbey of, 786a, for orfeverie read orf^vrerie

Faribault, Jean-Baptiste, 787c, for private read
civil

Famese, Alessandro, 789a, for Vignolo read Vignola
Faroe Islands, 789c, for Schonhaar read Haarfager;

7S9d, for WiTTMAN read Wittmann

VOLUME VI.

Fathers of the Church, 15c, for were almost read hved
most ly

Faustus of Milevis, 19b, for Manich^ans read Man-
ICH.BISM

Fear, 21b, after conditions insert comma; after is otnil

comma
Feasts, Ecclesiastical, 23a, for and Duplex read

Christian
Feilding, Rudolph, 26c, for Pentasaph read Panta-

saph
Fenelofl, Francois, 37d, for France Pere Quesnel

read France, when Pere Quesnel
Feti, Domenico, 52b, for labour, the unique read

labour of this unique; 52d, for pittore read pittori;

for Italiana read Italia

Feuillants, 65b, for Henry III read Henry IV; 65c, for

Avranche read Avranches
Fida^as, Simeon a Cascia, 68b, /or Cassia reorf Cascia
Fiesole, Diocese of, 71a, for Venerable read Blessed

Finland, Grand Duchy of, 77c, for Jyavskyla read

Jyvaskyld; for Witmann read Wittmann
Fitzherbert, Maria Anne, 85a, for Eshe Hall read

Kshe; S5c, before place omit fixed

Fitzpatrick, Willi.uii John, 86d, for daughters read

daughter; /or their father's read her father's

Fitzralph, Richard, S7a, /or 31 July, 1346 read 8 July,

1347; S7b, for 1357 read 1356
Fogaras, Archdiocese of, 123a, for Szamos Ujvdr

rend Szamos-Ujvdr
Fontenelle, Abbey of, 129b, for eighth read ninth

Forbin-Janson, Charles, 133d, transfer illustration

to Freppel, Charles-Emilb, VI, 278a
Forgery, 135d, for "de crimine falsi" (ff. XLVIII)

read "de falsis" (ff. XLVIII, 10); 137a, for Pen-
nachi read Pennacchi

Formosus, Pope, 140d, for Udes read Eudes
Fouquet, Jehan, 161d, before Melun insert Saint

.\si)ais of; 162a, after frontispiece omit and minia-

tures; 162c, /or Emil read Emile
France, 194b, for Menip^e read M(5nipp6e; 202b, for

decree read degree
Frances of Rome, Saint, 206a, for on 9 May read

on 29 May; /or Palaez read Pelaez

Francis Caracclolo, Saint, 218c, for PisteUi read

PLselU

Francis de Sales, Saint, 220b, for prophesy read

pro]3hecy

Francis of Assisi, Saint, 225d, for praesepio read

presepio; 227d, in caption, for Honorius IV read

Honorius III; 228b, for Potesta read Podesta;
caption facing 22S, /or town read Monte Subiaco

Fraticelli, 249c, fur Pragonen.sia read Aragonensia
Free Church of Scotland, 2.'iSa, after Edinburgh insert

(Ilasgow; 2.").sl), for twenty-four read sixty-four

Freiburg, 2(i7il, for lectures read lecturers; 269a, for
recognize i-iiid reorganize

French Catholics in the United States, 277b, for

Pierre Broussard read Robert F. Broussard; for

Bougy . . . from Wisconsin read Bogy . . . from
Mis.souri

Freppel, Charles-Emilb, 27Sa, transfer illustration

to Forbin-Janson, Charles, 133d
Friars Minor, Order of, 285a, for Benedict XIII read

Gregory XII; 287c, for 1907 read 1902; 295d, for

1704 read 1904

Frontenac, Count Louis de Buade, 310b, for St-

Germain-en-laye read St-Germain-en-Laye
Gaboon, Vicariate Apostolic of, 329a, for Manda

read Monda; for Esteiras read Eshiras; /or BaUcalai
read Bakalai; 329b, for of the Cathohcs among
the freed negroes read by the Catholic negroes; for
1884 read 1848; for 1848 read 1884; 329c, for
Esteiras read Esterias; 329d, for Esteira read Eshira

Galien, Joseph, 341d, for G. B. Wilhelm read B.
WiLHELM

Gall, Saint, 347b, for Poncelot read Poncelet
Galla, Vicariate Apostolic op, 348c, for Hcalal read

Walal; 34Sd, for 125 read 25
Galveston, Diocese of, 372b, for Shelly read Shelby;

372c, after Dubuis, omit C.S.C; for 1894 read 1892;
372d, f<}r BislKip Dufal read Bishop Dubuis

Galway and Kilmacduagh, Diocese of, 374a, 6e/ore

Dr. Faliy insert in our day
Garlick, Nicholas, Venerable, 3S6a, for Robert
Syinpson read Richard Sympson

Gaspare del Bufalo, Blessed, 390b, for most . .

(C.P.P.S.) read Most . . (C.PP.S.); 390d, for
Rocca read Lugo; 391a, for Kaspare read Kaspar

Gaza, 40()a, for Gen., .xxi, 33 read Gen., xx, 1, 2
Geissel, .Johannes von, 405d, /or Kaiser—Dom read

Kaiserdoin
Geography of the Bible, 433d, Amphipolis, for Acts,

xviii read Acts, xvii; 434a, Anania, for II Esd., ii,

32 read II Esd., xi, 32; 435a, Baalmeon, for Jos.,

xvii, 17 read Jos., xiii, 17; 435d, Betlichar, for I

Kings, xvii, 11 read I Kings, vii, 11; 436d, Casaloth,

for Jos., xix, 8 read Jos., xix, 18; 437a, Cellon,

for Judges, ii, 13 read Judith, ii, 13; 437b,
Charan, for Judges, v, 9 read Judith, v, 9; 437d,
Dabereth, for Jos., xix, 21 read Jos., xix, 12;
Dabir, for Jos., xi, 22 read Jos., xi, 21; 438b,
Edema, for Deut., ix, 23 read Jos., xix, 36;
Eleph. for Jos., xviii, IS read Jos., xviii, 28;
EUasar, for Gen., xiv, 19 read Gen., xiv, 9; 438c,

Engannim, for Jos., xix, 31 read Jos., xLx, 21; 438d,
Ensemes, for Jos., . . .; xviii, 7 read Jos., . . .;

xviii, 17; Esaan, for Jos., xv, 22 read Jos., x\', 52;

439a, Gaas, for Jos., ii, 9 read Judges, ii, 9; 439d,

for Gortyne read Gortyna; 440a, Hadrach,/or Zach.,

xi, 1 read Zach., Lx, 1; 441c, Jim, for Jer., xxvi, 18
read Jos., xv, 29; 442a, Machbena, /or II Par., ii, 49
read I Par., ii, 49; Machmethath, /or Jos., xvi, 7
read Jos., xvi, 6; for Magdalgal read Magdalgad;
442c, Merala, for ,Tos., xi, 19 read Jos., xix, 11 ; 443a,
Noa, /or Jos., xix, 23 read Jos., xix, 13; 443c, Phes-
dommim, /or I Kings, xvii, 11 read I Kings, xvii, 1;

446c, Thyatira, for Apoc, ii, 20 read Apoc, ii, 18
Geography and the Church, 451a, /or Ferre read Ferrer

Gerbert, Martin, 470b, for "Histoire gen(5rale de la

nnisique" read "Storia della Mu.^ica"
Germain, Saint, 474a, for Thesauruis read Tliesaurus

Germans in the United States, 477a, for 176,767 read

216,000
Germany, .502c, for Weissenberg read Wcisserberg;

504b, after belonged omit largely

Ghirlandajo, 54t)b, for scale, is treated read scale,

treatetl; for of Sistine read of the Sistine; ,547a,

omit (background of the picture . . . Louvre); /or

"pretti" read "putti"; 547c, for Loudi read Londi
Gibail and Batnin, 548c, for Bkorkey read Bkerkeh
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Gift, Supernatural, 554b, "Although distinct . . .

of elcrnul life", omit quotation marks
Gilbert, Sir John Thomas, 554c, transfer an Irish

Catliolic to follow Henry Costpllo

Gilbert de la Porree, 555a, for Chartres read Poitiers

Gilbert Islands, 557b, /or of Malay in read of the Malay
Godric, 026c, for Croyland, Godric I read Croyland.

Godric I

Golden Spur, Order of, 030d, for Military Orders
read Decorations, Pontifical

Gondulphus, 034a, for tempo read temple
Good, 037d, for whole. Omne read whole: Omne;

63Sa, /or It is again read Again, it is; 638b, /or their

respective virtues read their appropriate virtues;

640a, for served read serves
Good Shepherd, Our Lady of Charity of the,

047d, aftir ordinary vows insert Since 1010 they
also take t lie fourth vow; 648b, /or Charles Lebrdn
read J. O'Reilly

Gorkiun, The Martyrs op, 652a, for 14 Nov., 1675
read 24 Nov., 1675; /or 1865 read 1867

Gbrres, Johann Joseph, 652d, for Volksund read
Volks und

Gorz, 055a, for bishops read arehbi.shops; for prince-

bishop rend prince-archbishop; 65.5b, for prince-

bishopric read prince-archbishopric; for .4quileinsis

rend Acquiloiensis; for June, 1900 read June, 1909;
655c, for Prince-Bishop read Prince-Archbishop

Gospel and Gospels, ()56b, for clearing read clearly
Gospel in the Liturgy, 600c, for Nocturne read Noc-

turn
Gossaert, Jan, 604a, /or Brunellesro read Brunellesohi;

G64b, for Guichard read Guieciardini; 664c, for
Antwerfsche read Antwerpsche; for W'aagan read
Waagen

Goswin, 065a, for Marienburg read Marienberg
Gottfried von Strasburg, 681b, for cities read cites

Goulbum, Diocese op, 683a, for Gulburnensis read
Goulbdrnensis

Gozo, Diocese of, 687c, for Goulos-Gaudisiensis
read Gaulos-Gaudisiensis; 6S8a,/or 1842 read 1843

Grace, Controversies on, 710d, for Michael read
Domingo

Grancolas, Jeax, 724d, for L'ancienne read Ancien
Greek Catholics in America, 747a, for ^ snhstitiile -f
Greek Church, 7.59d, for John VI read .John IV;

763d, for Calubarius read C^rularids
Green, Huoh, 776c, before martyr itisert alias Fer-
dinand Brooks

Green Bay, Diocese of, 777a, for thirty-one read
twenty-six; for fifty-five ecclesiastical students
substitute a much lower number, which cannot
now be precisely determined; 777c, for 1870 read
1879; for 45 churches read 143 churches

Greenland, 779c, for Kyrkana read Kyrkans; for
arhundratess read arhundradets

VOLUME VII.

Gregory of Nyssa, 17a, for Sozima read Sasima
Griffin, Gerald, 33b, /or south monastery read North

Monastery
Grosswardein, Diocese of, 40b, /or Jotram read John;
for \i\ \7. read Vitcz; 40d, for Bunziky read Bunyitay

Guatemala, .\rchdiocese op, .54b, before Costa Rica
insert .San Jos6 de; 54c, after cathedral omit of

Santa Iglesia

Guerin, .VNNE-Tn^RfcsE, 59d, for Cote read Cotes
Habacuc, 99c, transfer Van Hoonacker (Paris, 1908)
from iion-Catholic to Catholic commentators

Hadrian, 10.5a, /or Menaion rend Menaia; 10.5b, omil
On this last date the Roman MartjTology likewise
makes mention of a Hadrian

Haiti, 115b, for iSociety of Mary read Missionaries of

the Company of Mary; 115c, for La Pers6v6rence,
etc. rend La Persdvdrance; for Handelman read
Handelmann

Hakon the Good, 117a, oviil (?) after burial
Halifax, .\rchdiocese of, 117c, /or 700 read 1052
Harcourt, William, 134a, for Whitbread, Thomas

rend Barrow. William
Harrisburg, Diocese of, 143a, o/ter taken from it insert

Lycoming for the new Diocese of Scranton in 1868,
and Center

Hauteserre, lold, for Dadin d' read Dadin de
Haydock, George, 159b, /or Cotton read Cottam
Heart of Jesus, Devotion to the, 165b, 167a, for

Rix rend Nix
Heaven, 174c, for conformity read uniformity; 183c,

for necessary to accept rend most probable; for
during his first read during, and some time after,

his first; 183d, afterde Tena insert Estius, Justin-
iani, Calmet

Heidelberg, University of, I98r, for Heidelberg,
18.84-rpo//3 vols., Heidelberg, 1886-93, continued
to 1840 by Ilintzelmann aieidelberg, 190.3-04)

Herbart and Herbartianism 24Sb, for tutorships read
tutorship: for '.Esllictii- Revelation of the World
and the Science of Education" read ".Esthetic
Revelation of the World" and the "Science of

Education"; 24Sd, for state read strata; 249a, for
repetition of reor/ repetition, or by; 249d, /or Von
Reins read Von Rein

Hermengild, Saint, 276a, for Hermengild read Her-
mciiiKild (I'>menigild or Hermenegild), 270c, for
Sjianic'us r<<i(l von .Spanien

Hermits of St. Augustuie, 285d, for Cdmaro read
Cdniara; 2SSa, for (iould read Goold; 288b, for
Antin61ez read Aniolinez

Hesse, 299b, for 1.509-07 read 1.504-07

Hickey, Antony, :J22a, /or Brennan read Brenan
Hierarchy of the Early Church, 341c, for v, 24, 2 sq.

rcnil V, xxiv; 342b, /or Jerome and the Ambrosiast
rend Theodore of Mopsuestia and the .\mbrosiupt

Hieronymites, 345c, for Montegraneli read Monte-
granelli

Hilary of Poitiers, 350b, for Dom Constant read Dom
Constant

Hinderer, Roman, 358b, /or (Vienna), read (Munich)
Hogan, John Joseph, 348b, for Kansas, read Kansas

City,
Holland, 387c, for Leeuwaarden read Leeuwarden;

388c, for Adam Doeinen read Adam Damen; 391d,
for parishes, Roermond read parishes; Roermond;
.392b, /or So also the association . . . Netherlands
r(?(ir/ So also "The Association . . . Netherlands";
for Radbond read Radboud; 392c, after two pro-
fessors insert the University of Utrecht one; before
ignored irwo'^ generally; 392d, /or "Geldenlander"
read "Gelderlander"

HoUand, Thomas, 39:5a, for 1633 re^d 1632
Holy Humility of Mary, Institute of Sisters of
The, 41 Sc, for 0100 read 6000

Honduras, British, 449d. for 6 read 16
Honorius I, Pope, 4.52c, for of the Lazi read of Lazi;

4.53c, /or shows by his argument that they were
wrong rend implies by his arguments that they did
wrong: 4.53d, for had not two read had two; /or in-

conclusively though not necessarily, heretical read
inconsequent, but not necessarily heretical; for
integrant part rend integral part ; for Will rend will;

4.54a, for simply following rend partly following;
4.5.5a, for Church, in modern language rend Church
—in modern language; after ex cathedra insert but
had approved a policy of silence which betrayed
the truth; 455b, for just as hkely read quite
certainly
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Hospitallers, 477d, for Athabaskaville read Artha-
baska\'ille

Hospitallers of St. John of Jerusalem, 478b, for
Turcopoles read Turooples

Hottentots, 498c, for Brown read Theal; for 1999
read 1869; /or Columbus, 1950 reod London, 1891

Hove, Peter van, 502b, after Belgium insert 1776;
for 1793 read 1790

Huajuapam de Leon, Diocese of, 505c, for Huajua-
PAT.^jiENSis read Hdajuapamensis; 505d, for 28
November read 13 November

Huanuco, Diocese of, 506a, for Tauia read Tauja;
506b, for contains 45 parishes read contains (1908)
57 parishes; for 75 priests read 80 secular priests

and 35 Franciscans, 27 of whom are in the
Convent of San Francisco, and the remaining 8 en-

gaged in parish work. Of female religious commu-
nities there are in the diocese Franciscan Tertiaries

in the Colegio Santa Rosa at Ocapa and the Sisters

of the Immaculate Conception at Huanuco. The
diocesan seminary at San Teodoro in Huanuco
numbers (1908) 60, and the school of San Luis, 120
students

Hiibner, .Alexander, 509d, for document read docu-
ments; 510a, for fruits read fruit; 510b, for
"Through the British Empire" read "Durch das
brit. Reich"

Hugh of Lincoln, Saint, 520c, for 1181 read 1186
Hiilshoff, Axxette, 537d, for Foster read Jostea
Hungary, 552c, for Bakdcz read Bakacs; 560b, for
Aldasy read AldAsy

Hungarian Literature, 560b, for nearly a read over
a; 560c, for c._ 1770-lSOO read c. 1800-30; /or Ex-
cluded read Kept in the background; for about
12.30 read c. 1200-50; .560d, /or Temesvilri Pelbart
and Riiskai Lea read Pelbilrt Temesvdri and Lea
Riiskai; for "Hodegus" read "Hodoegus"; 561a,

for Bathor read Bithori; for (d. 1557) read (d.

c. 1557); /or grandfather read great-grandfather;
561b, for (Apdczai-Cseri) read (such as Apdczai-
Cseri wrote);/or coarse read trivial; 561c, for 1860
read 1859; /or " Zal^n's flight " read " Zalan's Flight "

;

for Katon read Katona; for "Banus Bank" read
"Banus Bdnk"; for trivial read light; 561d, omit
licentious; otnit and are disfigured . . . hostile

to the Church; for he has not written a single

love poem read he wTote a number of excellent

love poems; for Kdlmdn, Erdosi read Kdlmdn,
and others; 562b, for 1890 read 1894; for heller

read filler; for 60,000 read 50,000; for only papers
not hostile read only great papers not notably
hostile; .562c, /or felt especially in this department
read felt in several departments; for the most
read one of the most ; after promising omit of

Himyady, JXnos, 565a, /or Amselfelde read Amselfeld;

565b, for Gyulafejerv'dr read Gyulafeher%'dr; for
Hudnyaiak read Hunyadiak ;/or Czdnki read Csanki

;

565c, for A. Ald.\sy read A. ALD.isY
Huron Indians, 575d, for done read had done
Hymnody and Hymnology, 599a, for Roamnos read
Romanos; 600a, for \\eltliteratur read WeltUttera-
tur; 602d, for Tropes read Trope

Ibarra, Diocese of, 613c, for Barbo read Barba;
614a, for SpiUman in Die neue Welt read SpiUmann,
In der Neuen Welt

Iceland, 617a, for Arason J6n read J6n Arason;
for Jochunsson read Jochumsson; 617d, /or Marists
read Missionaries of the Company of Mary

Iconoclasm, 621a, for n. 2162 read n. 2132; 621d, for
Artabasdus read Artabasdos; for Pastilias read
PastiUas; for Orthodox read orthodox; for Sylaeum
read Sylaion; 622b, for Nicea read Nicaa; 622c,

for John SynceUus read John, SynceUus; 623d, for
Praxedes read Praxedis; 624a, insert parenthesis
after 1331 and omit after persecution; 624b, for
Syteum read Sylaion

Illegitimacy, 651b, for disproportionaUy read dispro-

portionately; 651d, for offspring . . . are illegal

read offspring . . . are illegitimate

Illinois, 655d, for A descendant of one of them, read
Stephen A. Douglas was born in Brandon, Ver-
mont, of an old Scotch family. His father went
to Illinois after Stephen's birth

Illimiinati, 661b, after godfather iiisert von Ickstatt;

nfirr high-school oitvit of Ickstatt
Illyria, G63d, for Dorothea read Dorotheus
Immaculate Conception, 677c, for our days read our

day; ./'or formerly read formally; 679d, for 555, ss.

read 555 sq. ; 6S0b, for Gregory V read Gregory XV
Immunity, 691c, for Papal States read Central and

Southern Italy; 692b, for according to lex 2 read
after lex 2; for equitably read equally; 692c, for
two bishops read two prelates

Impanation, 695a, for William read John
Impediments, Canonical, 696a, for Theol. Mor., I,

\l read Theol. Mor., lib. VI; 696c, /or felicity read
facility; 697c, for matrimonial engagement read

marriage; for rendered read rendering
Imposition of Hands, 698b, for place at the read place

in the; 698c, for imposition of hands alone read only
the imposition of hands; 698d, /or Titus, x, cl read
Tit. X, i; 69Sd, omit also

Improperia, 704b, for P. J. Morrisroe read Patrick
AlORRISROE

Incardination and Excardination, 704d, for dismis-

sorial read dimissorial

India, 725a, for congress read congeries
Indiana, 743c, for 1845 read 1840
Indo-China, 774d, for Pordone read Pordenone;

775d, for Gagalin read Gagelin

VOLUME VIII.

Institute of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Irish, 55c, for
D. Murray read Dr. Murray; 55d, for Yalla read
Zalla

Institutes, Roman Historical, 65a, for Registers
read Regesta

Institution, Canonical, 66a, for Jns P.^tronatus
read Patron and Patronage

Ireland, 120a, for Oscar, his grandson Oisin read Oisin

or Ossian, his grandson O.scar; 124d, for Accroto-
rum read .Secret orum

;
/or Lamboth read Lambeth;

127c, for Callahan rrail Callanan

Irish, In Canada, 14Sd, Ixfnre Floyd omit McCarthy
Irish College, 1.5Sc, for Clerigh read Clinch

Irremovability, 173c, add For the latest legislation see

Parish.—In English-speaking Countries

Isaac of Armenia, 176b, for Ter-mi-kelian read Ter-
mikelian; 176b, for Smith, Diet, of Greek and
Roman Geography, III, 290 read Davidson in

Diet. Christ. Biog., s. v. Isaacus I, St.

Isaias, 181d, for Babylon (viii, 1 read Babylon (xiii, 1

Isidore of Seville, lS6d, for Acephales read Acephali
Isidore the Labourer, Saint, 189b, for della Cabeza

read de la (^'abeza

Ispahan, 192c, for Armenian Latin read Armenian and
Laf in

; for .Vspandana read Aspadana
Israelites, 195a,/or Sin (Exod., xv, 1) read Sin (Exod.,

xvi, 1)

Italy, 253a, for 1836-1906 read 1836-1907
Jacquier, Francois, 267a, for Friars Minor read

Minims
Jaen, Diocese of, 267c, for sixty-four read sixty-five;
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for since which date the See of Ja^n has been
vacant read The present bishop, Juan Manuel Sanz

y Saravia, the sixty-fifth in line of succession (b. at

Manzanal del Puerto, 31 August, 1S66), was ap-
pointed Bishop of Leon, 27 March, 1905, and on
29 April, 1909, was transferred to Jaen

Jaffa, 269a, for poisoned the Ottoman garrison and
his own soldiers read shot the Ottoman garrison

and poisoned his own soldiers

Jaffna, Diocese of, 269b, for Andrea Furtado read

Andres Hurtado
James Thome, Blessed, 2S2a, for James read John
Jansenius and Jansenism, 2S7a, for Ara^-ius read

Stavius; 2.S9b, h(fnre Enchiridion inxerl Den-
zinger; 291a, for conference read confessor; 292d,

for discernantes read discernants

Jassus, 325b, for 421 read 431

Jassy, Diocese of, 32ob, for Bahluiu read Bahlui

Jedburgh, 329a, before 1874 insert Edinburgh; Infore

1857-64 insert London
Jerusalem, 363'.1, for Turcopolcs read Turcoples

Job, Hid, for in Eastern Palestine read to the east

of Palestine; for Xaiwa read Xawa; 415a, for xix,

par. 18, 2 recul ch. xviii; 417b, for is the saving of

the ... as the solution read is essential for the

whole as being the saving of the honour of Job and
the solution; 417d, for 2100 Unes read 2100 clauses

John X, Pope, 425c, for II, 297 reatl III, 297

John XII, Pope, 420c, for Rother read Rather

John XTV, 427d, for Campanora read Canepanoa

John XXI (XX), Pope, 430a, for deacon read dean;
130b. for council read conclave

John XXII, Pope, 431b, for 1309 read 1308; 432a, for
November read December; for cardinals read

bishops

John Xm, 434b, for that pope read the Pisan party

John, Gospel of S.^int, 438h, for hagiographer read

sacred wTiter; 440a, for xiii, 4-5; xxxiv, 15, 19
read xiii, 4-1.5, 34; xv, 19; 440c, for reader and
disciple read readers and disciples; 441c, /or Canter-
Imry rend Cambridge

John Nepomucene, S.mnt, 468b, for Verbote read

Vorbote

John the Deacon, 491c, for re-edit read compose;
/or Casiniensis read Casinensis; 491d, for Mes.sina

read Misenum

John the Evangelist, Saint, 493b, before unhistorical

insert mostly

Jordanis, .502a, omit Allgem. deutsche Biogr., xiv;

511a, for general theological read theological state;

511b, for Rottenburg read Rattenburg; Slid, for
Fakultiiten read Fakultat

Juliana, Saint, 555d, for birth read martyrdom

Julius I, Saint, Pope, .561b, for the Alexandrian
Church should read concerning the Alexandrian
Church they should; .561d, for Funck read Funk

Justinianopolis, .580d, for V, xi, 6 read XI, xiv, 12;

XII, iii, 2S; for EUza read Eriza

Kalands Brethren, 593b, for Freiburg, 1889 read
Fniburg, 1899

Kalinka, Valerian, 593c, for Jaroslaw read Lemberg;
for 1S4S read 1850; for Cracoio read Cracow;
before "Polish News" omit PoUtical; 593d, before

labourer omit thirty years

Kamerun, Vicariate .\postolic of, .596a, for 4,000,-

000 read over 6,000,000; 596b, for Linsburg read

Limbvu'g; for Irasa rend Ik.a.sa; for IS priests read

25 priests; for .30 .sisters read 23 si.iter8;/»r twenty-
four read twenty-eight; for 8027 baptisms read
15,256 baptisms; for 3S19 catechumens read .5649

catechumens: 596c, for .5675 boys read 6256 boys;

for H. ViETER read P. H. Vieteb
XV.—50

Kansas, 599b, for pounds read barrels; 601b, for 1541
rend 1542

Kerssenbroch, Hermann von 628c, for Diisseldorf

rend Padcrborn
Kilmore, Diocese of, 643b, for 1769 or 1770 read

December, 1769
Klmberley In Orange, 645c, for Orange River Colony

(then Free State) read Orange Free State; 645d,
for 30° read 33°; 646a,/or 1898 read 1895

Kings, Third and Fourth Books of, 6.54d, /or from
Theglath read to Theglath; 6.55a, before Benedad
II insert Hadadezer, i. e.; for Rarnman-nirari
III read Adad-nirari III; 65.5b, for Israel's read
IsraeUtish; 655, in table, for II Par., xxv, 5 read
II Par., xxT, 25

ECnight, William, Venerable, 670b, for WiUiam
Abbot read Henry Abbot

Knights of Columbus, r)71b, ojirr lectures omit to non-
Catholics; 671c, hcfon- B\itTalo inncrt Portland;
689d, /or 1SS4 read 1S44: 600b, /or two editions rend
five editions; 690c, for Handley read Hanley

Krasicki, Ignatius, 698b, for Lafontaine read La
Fontaine

Ladislaus, Saint, 737a, for Bf^la read Bela; for Vise-
grdd read VLsegrad; for ZSgrdb read Zagreb; 737b,

for 1415, I, 2 read II, 1415; after Bio-Bibl., add II,

2733 sq.

Lagania, 741a, for and thirteenth centuries read or

thirteenth century

Lagrene, Pierre, 741b, after Society add of Jesus

Laicization, 745d, for The dominium utile thus ac-

quired was apt to pass to the heirs read With the

dominium utile thus acquired there was danger of

the full omiership also passing to the heirs

Lamarck, Jean-Baptiste, 754c, for Descendenztheo-
rien read Deszendenztheorien

Lamartine, Alphonse de, 75.5b, for Bertin read

Bertrin
Lambert Le Begue, 758a, for Zahringen read Zahring-

hen; before 344 insert 88; for M. A. Fayen read

A. I'ayen
Lamoignon, Family of, 766d, for 21 vols, read 22

vols.; for 1880-1909 read 1880-1910; for une vielle

rend une vieille

La Mariciere, Lodis-Christophe, 768a, for Hugnet
read Huguet

Lampa, 768c, for Deneltius read Demetrius

Lampsacus, 771b, for Lequien read Le Quien

Lamus, 771c, for village of Adana read village of
Lamas in the vilayet of .\dana

Land-Tenure in the Christian Era, 775d, for it or
them read that group ; Ilia, for manner in which read
manner which; for showed read show; after ideal

insert of free land-owning citizenship; 777c, for
that exterior and barbarous tribal sy.stem . . .

Roman society read the exterior and barbarous
tribal sy.stems which had filtered, both from the
East and West, into the structure of Roman
eiviUzation; 780d, for Spain, which read Spain. It;

7S,3b, for preserved, as read preserved, and; 783c,

for one lord, read one road; before sergeant ry insert

grand; 78.3d, ajler change insert in England; 784a,/or
European read Christian

Langen, Rudolph von, 787d, for 1846 read 1486

La Paz, Diocese of, 795c, for Picarro read Pizarro

Laplace, Pierre-Simon, 796d, alter co-efficients in-

sert that bear his name; 797a, before General
insert his son; nfirr Catholic insert (.see a letter to

his son, "CEuvres," 1, 1S7S, p. 6) ; for 1835 read 1884

Lapland and Lapps, 798b, for Sveriger bvjder read

Sveriges bygder; for Turistforeningens Sroskrifter

rea/i Turistforeningen ^rsskrifter; for Meeseet read
Museet
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VOLUME IX.

La Rochelle, Diocese of, 7a, jor Holy Ghost read

Company of Mary
Larue, Charles de, 7d, transfer illuBtration to article

Larue, p. 8
La Salette, 8c, for 1891 read 1901
Lascaris, Janus, 11a, for Didymas read Didymus
Latin Language, Use of, 23c, for Liturgy read

Rites.—V. Liturgical Language
Latin Literature, Christian, 23c, for or perhaps read

and perhaps; 26d, for Ronsch read Roensch
Laura, 39c, for London, 1901 read Cambridge, 1904

Law, 53c, for exaggerated read improper; 55d, for

actual read proper
Law, Canon, 59d, for X, i, V, read X, lib. V; 61c, for

the minor councils of Constantinople read of some
minor councils of Byzacena ; 63c, for texts only when
they read only texts which; 66a, for Luca read de
Luca

Law, International, 76d, omit cross-reference to

Peace
Lay Confession, 95b, for Pat. Lat. read Cursus

Theologix completus
Leeds, Diocese op, ir2d, for five read fifteen

Legacies, 115b, after person oinil Moreover, a testa-

ment . . . testator; 115c, for XXVI read XXV;
115d, for XXV, II read XXV, XI; for p. 84 read

p 92; 116a, for 485 read 455; after 87 omit and 105;

117a, for XXXII read XXXIII; 117b, for ii, v,

read ii, vi; 117d, for 1587 read 1567; /or Pius VIII
read Pius VII

Leibniz, System of, 135b, 138c, for Couterat read

Couturat
Leo I, Saint, Pope, 155b, for These two read Two
Leonidas, Saint, 179d, for Lactus read Laetus

Leprosy, 184b, for Nicholas of Corbis read Nicolaus

of Corbie; 184c, for Louis IX read Louis VIII
Le Quien, Michel, 187d, for Plessis read Du Plessis

Lesbi, 190b, for Toulette read Toulotte

Letters, Ecclesiastical, 202d, for 1876 read 1875;

203c, for 1740-1758 read 1746; 203d, for Brunsberg
read Braunsberg

Le Verrier, Urbain, 206c, for Heuzeau read Houzeau
Lex, 208c, for AUamani rend Alamanni
Liber Diumus Romeinorum Pontificum, 216b, for

Frii'di-rirh read Fricdrich

Libraries, 2321), after George IV omit (largely with

MSS. taken from monasteries by Henry VIII);

after c. 1759 insert Cambridge University; Arch-
bi.shop Thomas Scott of York, c. 1475; after U. S.

Government, 1800 insert Imperial, Vienna; Fred-

erick III, 1440;a//(TC. 1560 insert Sainte Genevieve,

Paris; Cardinal de la Rochefoucauld, 1624; add
Vittoria Emmanuele, Rome; consisting largely of

the confiscated library of the Jesuit CoUegio Ro-
mano, 1876; for Lyon read Syon

Liege, Diocese of, 2'i7c,for instituted rend appointed

Lilius, Aloisius, 247d, for 1812 read 1821; 24Sa, for

commissions read commission; 248b, for 544-595

read 538-593; 248c, for 1401-1446 read 1401-64;

248d, for Middleburg read Middelburg
Lille, 252b,/or Gilford read Gifford; 252d, /or Lacoutre

read Lacouture; 253b, for ChateUerie read ChS.tel-

lenie

Limbo, 256d, for Ambrosiater read Ambrosiaster
Limbourg, IVil de, 259a, for Dipu read Dijon; 259b,

259ii, for Colomb redd Colombo; 259d, for Bouchat
rrad 15ouchot ; 260a, for Courajon read Courajod

Llmburg, Diocese of, 260b, for Mespcllbrunn read

Mcspolbrunn
Limerick, Diocese of, 263c, add In 1912 (10 March)

the chapter of Limerick was revived by the Holy
See, and the Churdi of St . John was formally recog-

nized as the cathedral of the diocese

Lippi, Filippino, 278b, for Rumoh read Rumorh;
for (Leipzig,—) read (Leipzig, 1827); after Renais-
sance omit (Paris—); Goonchens; for (Paris) read
(Paris, 1895)

Lippi, Filippo, 278d, for Academic des Beaux-Arts
read Accademia d. Belli Arti; for Uvres read lire

Lipsius, Justus, 280b, for illustrious read honourable:
280d, for Spain read Spa

Lisbon, 282a, for Jorque read Jorge
Liszt, Franz, 285c, for 1 Jan., 1823 read 1 Dec, 1822
Lithuania, 292b, after East Prussia omit and in West

Prussia; for 110,000 read 1905: 101,534; 293c, for
affected read effected; for Antonwitsch read An-
tonowitseh; 293d, for Poland u. Livland read
Polen u. Livland

Liturgical Books, 299d, for agendorum read agen-
darum; 300d, for Roman Rite read Mass, Liturgy
OF THE

Liturgy, 308a,/or I Pet., i, 11 read I Pet., iv, 11; 309b,

for Salmon read Sodom; 309c, for xi, 22 read x, 22;
310b, for deduces read he deduces; 312a, before

chretienne omit terre

Loaves of J>roposition, 317c, for Heb. Version, Ex.
read Hebrew, Ex.

Lockhart, Willi.am, 322b, for 1879 read 1874; for
second volume . . . 1883 read "Life of Antonio
Rosmini-Serbati " in two volumes; for "The
Tablet" read "The CathoUc Times"

Logic, 324a, for understood), as read understood.
Logic, as; 326b, for Dialectica read Dialectiae;

327c, for Vico read Vives
Lollards, 335d, for 2 vols., . . . 1908 read 3 vols.,

. . . 1908-11
Lombardy, 337a, for Brembara read Brambana; for

Isco read Iseo; for Aglio read Oglio; 337c, for

1,115,000 read 1300; for 600,000 read 8.50; 339b,

for Comanchio read Comacchio; 340b, for Riggio
read Reggio

Lorenzetti, Pietro and Ambrogio, 358b, for arms
read arm ; 358d, for that the read that some of the

Lorsch Abbey, 365a, in caption, before Oldest insert

One of the
Lotti, Antonio, 367b, before 1900-04 insert Leipzig
Loucheux, 36Sa, for utsonekutqin read Tutsonekutqin
Louis IX, Saint, 369b, for Villaneuve read Villeneuve-

sur-Cher; 369d, for 1251 read 1241; 370a, for

Chappelle read Chapelle
Louis XI, 370a, for Margaret, daughter read Mary,

daughter
Louis XTV, 372c, for or Divine read of Divine; 373a,

for treatise "Chretien et Politique" read "Discours
Chretien et poUtique"; 373d, /or Aunat read Annat;
375a, for Jansenists read Galileans; 375b, for Ce-
ment XI read Clement XI; 375d, for 1698 read

1697
Louis-Marie Grignion de Montfort, 384d, for forty-

four rciiil frnir hundred
Louis of Granada, 3S5c, for Christiana read cristiana

Lourdes, Notre-Dame de, 380c, after chemist insert

M. Filhol

Louvain, University of, 392d, for Thomissen read

Thonissen; 393a, /or Alinchamp read Monchamps;
393d, for Putiamus read Puteanus; 394a, for Lou-
vain read Lorraine; 394b, /or Xony read Xeuy ; 394c,

for new teachers read new government; for letters

read sciences; 397a, after 1904, 2148 insert 1910,

2500
Low Sunday, 401a, for Romaine read Roniain
Liibeck, lOlh, for S'ornliood read Bornhoved; 401c,

for Christian I rcail Christian II; for 1499- read

1518-23; 403a, for romische-katholische read

romisch-kathohsclie; for Geschichts-blatter read

Geschichtsblatler
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Lublin, Diocese of, 403b, for united diets read

Union's Diet; 404a, before (St. Petersburg, 1869)
insert ed. Kojalowitsch

Lucca, Archdiocese of, 405b, Jot Ammarati read
Ainraanati

Lucerne, 406d, for Each newly elected Abbot of Mur-
bach had to promise fidelity to the law of Lucerne
read To each ncwly-electcd Abbot of Murbach the
citizens of Lucerne had to promise fidelity; 407a,

for 1228 read 132S; 407b, for Kreiuz read Krieus;
407c, for Bonnwalde read Bonnwald; /or The latter

read The city; 409b, for in Hof ozu read im
Hof zu

Lucie, John, 409d, for Trojir read Trogir; 410a, for
f) vols, read 1 vol.

Lucius n, Pope, 412b, for Pierleoni read Pierlone

Lucius m, Pope, 412d, for Volkmar read Rudolf
Lueger, K.\rl, 417a, before moral insert and
Luminare, 430d, for mansionen read mansionem;

43 la, for A. SS. read Acta SS.
Luirnni Indians, 431c, omit (See Tulalip.)
Luna, Pkdro de, 432a, for Province of Aragon read

Kinfcdom of Aragon; 432c, for Boucicout read
Boucioaut

Luscinius, Ottmar, 437b, for Wimppheling read
Wimpheling

Luther, Martin, 438c, transpose reference Am. Cath.
t^uart 415-2.5 to precede in explanation

Luxemburg, 4G6b, after Catholic Church insert The
throne has now passed to the Grand Duchess Mary
Adelaide, who upon the attainment of her majority,
18 July, 1912, assumed the reins of government

Luxeuil, Abbev op, 467d, for empire read kingdom;
for wesU-rn Gaul read Eastern Gaul; 46Sa, for
Trban Butler read R. Urban Butler

Lyons, .\rchdiocese of, 472b, for Asiastic read
Asiatic; 472c, for c. 433-.50 read c. 435-50; for
45ti-9S read 451-90; for 491-94 read 491-93;
472d, for 438 read 538; for 549-542 read 549-552;
473a, /or Ciutad, FriuU read Ciutad of Friuli; 473b,
for 1302 read 1032; /or this letter read this primacy;
473d, for Seize read Seize; 474c, after siecles insert

Cardinal Caverot (1876-87); Cardinal Foulon
(1887-93). The present archbishop is Cardinal
Coullie; 474d, for Baldmor read Baldomer; 475a,
for Grimalains read Grimlaicus; /or beyond a doubt
read probably

;
/or occurred, the feast read occurred,

the jubilee; 476a, after Nile insert 1885; /or has two
read had two; 476b, for Vemieres read Verri^res;
476c, for also sends read sending; for Condamine
read Condamin

Maasen, Friedrich Bernard Christian, 479b, for
Gewissenfreiheit read Gewissens-freiheit

; for Fed-
orali.smus read Fa'deralismus

Macao, Diocese of, 4Slb, for Macaoensis read
Macaonensis; 4Slc, for de CJuia read da Guia; 482a,
for 120 ecclesiastics read 200 pupils, of whom about
100 are ecclesiastics

Macarius, Saint, 482c, /or 212-34 read 312-34
McCloskey, John, 48.5d, for fourth Bishop read fifth

Bishop; 487b, for Second and Third read First and
Second; 488b, after Trenton insert The New Eng-
land sees were made a separate province in 1875

Macedonia, 492a. omit Roman Empire; /or Saloniki
rrild TniOSSAI.ONICA

Macerata and Tolentino, 492a, after restored it omit
and in 1290 established there a university renewed
by Paul III in 1540; this pope; 492b, after univer-
sity insert instituted in 1540 by Paul III

Machabees, The, 494c, for Biiccides read Bacchides
Machiavelli, Nicol6, 501d, /or Decennati read Decen-

nali

McMahon, Marie-Edm^, .505a, for Palikab read
l';illk:lO

McMaster, James Alphonsus, 506c, for Of his three
children . . . Child read Of his four children, a
son and three daughters, the latter became nuns,

two Carmelites and the other a Sister of the Holy
Child Jesus

Madema, Carlo, 513b, after Paris insert 1S30
Madianites, 514a, for Keilenschriften read Keilin-

schriften; 514c, for Hawoit&te read Hawcitdt
Maedoc, Saint, 520c, for Brentrocht in Leinster read

Brant ry, Co. Wexford
Magdala, 523b, for St. Jerome . . . Peregrinorum

read Eusebius and St. Jerome (Onomasticon) sup-
pose the place to be in the north of Dor (Tanturah)
on the sea-coast, identifying it perhaps with Athlit
(Castellum Peregrinorum)

Magdeburg, 524d, for Falkenburg read Falkenberg;
525a, /or "Weltgeschichte Plug" ed. by von Hart-
tung read "Weltgeschichte" ed. Pflug-Harttung;
525c, for Otto II read Otto IV; 526a, for 1885-1886
read 1800-17

Mai, Angelo, 538b, for "In Clodium" and "In
Curionem" read "In Clodium et Curionem";
for 182.5-38 read 1828-38

Mailla, Joseph, 539a, for MaiUac on the Isere read
Mailla, near Nantua (Ain); for Morocco read
Macao; /or Ferret read Feret; for Tongkiere-kang-
mou read Tong-kiln-kang-mou

Maillard, Antoine-Simon, 539b, for Antoine-Simon
read Pierre

Mainz, 551a, for Oppertshafen read Oppert.shofen;
551b, after Salzburg insert and cardinal; 5.52a, for
Hausenstamm read Heusenstamm; 5.52c, after

Theodore von Dalbcrg omit q. v.; 5.53a, for Mon-
gang read Moufang; 553b, after Dominicanesses
insert at Wimpfen

Majunke, Paul, 557d, omit and from 1869 to 1870
was editor of the "Kolnische Zeitung"

Malabar, 558a, for The Cochin State, . . . approxi-
mate read Malabar in its widest sen.se, as com-
prising the two native states of Cochin and Travan-
core, is covered by the padroado Diocese of Cochin,
the Archdiocese of Verapoly, the Diocese of Quilon
and the three "Syrian" vicariates (now divided
into four); but the ecclesiastical divisions are inde-

pendent of the civil boundaries
Malabar Rites, .560c, for 1.540 read 1640; .561b, for

succeeded in read succeeded only in; 562c, for I.

R. P. read T. R. P.
Maldonado, Juan, 567d, for Goudy read Gondy
Malebranche, Nicolas, .568b, for Oratory of St.

Philip Neri read French Congregation of the
Oratory

Malta, 574c, for Comine rea<i Comino; 574d, 6f/ore

returned insert were
Mamertus, Saint, 5S0c,/or SS., II, read SS., M.ay, II

Mangalore, Diocese of, .589b, after 189.5-1910 omit

(see vacant) and insert Paul Perini, S.J., 1910-
Manning, Henry Edward, 605a, after debating insert

society; tiOOd, for At the instigation read on the
resignation; 60Sb, after prisoner add in hia own
ho\isr; (iOSc, for Hemener's read Hemner's

Manual Masses, 614a, omit cross-reference

Manuscripts, Illuminated, 620d, for Abousir read

Aboukir; f)22c, for Nazienzus read Nazianzus
Maphrian, 635c, /or Ahudenunch read .\hudemmeh
Marca, Pierre de, G37c, for Tarizey read Tamzey;

nfler jioslhuma; insert (Paris, 1669)
MaJ-cellinus, Saint, Pope, 638a, for letter read letters

Marcello, Ben-edetto, 640b, for 1696; . . . read

10S6;

March!, Giuseppe, 644a, for Tessieni read Tessieri

Mariana, Archdiocese of, 660c, for Pimento read

Piraenta
Marie de I'lncamation, Blessed, 667d, for Merillac

read Marill.ic; for Mile de read Mme de
Marienberg, 668e, for Vintsch.au read Vintschgau
Maronites, (iS3c, for 300,000 read 450,000; for 230,000

rrod .S50,()00; for vilavet read mutsarrifat;

for Tahk' read Zahlehi^; 683d, for d'Hautpoult read

d'llautpoul; 684a, after Porte omit the Maronites
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. . . Latins; 684a,/or nine read ten; /or Kesraouan
(40,000) .... Egypt (7000) read Kesrawan
(45,000); Tripoli (45,000); Cyprus and another
part of the Lebanon (35,000) ; Damascus (30,000)

;

Aleppo and Cilicia (5000); Egypt (10,000);

684c, for Hoysk read Hoyek; after patriarch add
and bishops, who choose one of the candidates

presented by the clergy and the people; for 300
read 1000; 6S4d, for five patriarchal and nine

diocesan read four patriarchal and three diocesan;

for and a great number in France read and formerly

studied in France; for 2000 read 100; 6S5b, afler

Paul insert and eight days before the feast of the

Assumption of the Blessed Virgin; 685c, for may
he read read may be read; for Religionis read

Religiosa; 68.5d, for Blit-Marun read Beit-Marun;

forKfar-tas read Kfar-tab ; 686a, /or apocrisarius read

apocrisiarius; 686b, for KaXov/iivov read KoKovniivv;

687b, for tr. Delare read tr. Delarc; 687c, for Glai

read Qlai; 687d, for 1705 read 1713; after restored

omit in 1713; 6SSb, /or Agsmi read Agemi; 688c,

for Chronicle, ed Nau in Opuscules Maronites in

Revue de read Chronicle, ed. Chabot; Opuscules
Maronites, ed. Nau in Revue de; for Suchen read

Siclien

Marriage, Mixed, 699c, for By a later decree ....
new legislation read By a later declaration of the

Holy See, the Decree "Provida", which was orig-

inally issued in 1906 for Germany, was declared to

remain in force in that country after the publication

of the "Ne temere", and the German Empire was
thus excepted from the new legislation

Marriage, Sacrament of, 707c, for Innocent IV read

Innocent III; 711c, for it says read he says; 714d,

for Sajie read Sasse
Marseilles, Diocese of, 715b, omit suffragan of

Aix; after Bouches-du-Rhone iKser( suppressed by
the Concordat of 1S02, re-established by the Con-
cordat of 1817, suffragan of Aix in 1825; 716b, /or

St. Delphine rmd Ste. Delphine; 716c, for Eustace

read Eust ache; 716a, /or Morhreuil read Mortreuil;

717a, for Tzarn read Isarn; for Elziar read Elzear;

717b, 717c, for Magdaleine read Magdelaine; for

Belzunce read Belsunce; 717b, after chaplain general

add of galleys ; for Costa read Coste ; 7 1 7d,/or Biscard

read Ricard
; for societ ies for the prevention of crime

read houses for the protection of depraved youth;
for 1, 627, 678 read I, 627-78; 718a, for Vivien
read Virieu; for XV siecle read XX siecle; fm- De
Roy read De Rey; for 1885 read 1896

Marshall, Thomas William, 718c, /or Gondon read
Gordon

Martianus Capella, 723a,/or "Satyra" read "Satura";
for Phabe read Phoebus; 723c, for Amdt read Arndt;
for (Leipzig, 1898), 11 read II (Leipzig, 1898)

Martinique, Diocese of, 731b, for Madinima read
Madinina; for Ceubergeon read Aubergeon; for
Combaid read Combaud; 731c, /or 1872-1879 read
1872-1875.

Martinuzzi, George, 735a, for Martinuzius read
Martinusius; 735c, after Isabella insert Zapolya's
widow; for Opelln read Opeln; 736a, for Kardinal
read Kardinals

Martin y Garcia, Luis, 736a, for Fiesole read Rome;
736b, for Cornillense read Comillense

Martyrology, 741c, for Adon read Ado
Martyrs, Acts of tbe, 743d, for Soragine read Vora-

gino; fur Assemai read Assemani
Mary Queen of Scots, 766b, after memorial pic-

tures iii-^ert Some of the now rejected Ukenesses
were, nevertheless, once in great demand. The
most widely circulated is probably the round-
featured "Hamilton type"; for 1822-86 read
1882-86

Masaccio, Tommaso, 76Sd, /or architettori read archi-

tetti; jfor Lutzoro read Liitzow; for Brancaccio
read Brancacci; before Paris, 1907 omit VIII

Masolino da Panicale, 770a, for Filipo read FUippo;
after suppleness imaginable close quotation; 770d,

afler coup d'etat omit quotation marks; for

Primitives rcod Primitifs

Masonry, 784b, for I. W. von Goethe read J. W. von
Goethe

Maspha, 789b, for Jabeoc read Jaboc; 789d, for
139-149 retid 139-145; for Tell es-Saphi-Blaache
Garde-Alba Specula read Tell es-Saphi (Blanche
Garde; Alba Specula); 790a, after fertile plain

insert between
Mass, Liturgy of the, 800c, for Nuptial Mass read

Mass, Nuptial

VOLUME X.

Mass, Nuptial, 5c, before the Epiphany omit the

oct.ave of

Mass, Sacrifice of the, lib, for Arnoboius read

.-\rnobius; 20b, for Mileve read Milevis; 20d, for

Vuticum read Viaticum
Masse, Enbmond, 30b, for Enemond read Ennemond
Massillon, Jean-Baptiste, 35d, for D£gert read

Degbrt
Massys, Qdentin, 38b, for Gonts, or even read the

Bouts, even
Mathew, Theobald, 48a, for Queenstown read Cork
Mathieu, FRANgois Diismfi, 4Sd, for DfioERT read

Degert
Matteo of Aquasparta, 53b, for Aquasparta read Ac-

qua>ii)arta.

Maurice and Lazarus, Knights of, ()9d, for Lazarus,
Knighto of Saint read Lazarus, Saint, Order
OF, OF Jerusalem

Maximilian I, Duke of Bavaria, 77a, for Bomberg
reail li;unbcrg

Maximus of Constantinople, 78d, for Monothelism
read Monothelitism

Mecca, 100a, for Christianity in Arabia read

\RAn\.\.-Christianilij in Arabia
Mechlin, Archdiocese of, 105a, for Auguste read

Auguslin; 10.5b, for particularly read however; afler

Licrre and Hoogstraeten add have been preserved

Mecklenburg, 107c, for margravates, read margravi-
ates; 107d, for 928 read 982; for as far as read

to the; 108b, for 1152-1189 read 11.52-1190;

109a, for Ferdinand IV read Ferdinand II; Ilia,

for Schlis, Die Kunst-und read Schlie, Die Kunst
Medals, Devotional, 112a, for oblate (q. v.) read

Oblate (see Oblati)
Medices, Hieronymus, 119d, 120a, /or Vici read Vico
Medicine, 127a, for Kunrad von Megenberg read

Konrad von Alegenberg
Medicine, Pastoral, 142c, for Pastoral Medicine

rea<l Theology, Pastoral
Medina, Bartholomew, 144a, for instruction de
comme se ha administrar . . . read instrucci6n de
como se ha de administrar . . .

Medina, Juan de, 144e, for John read Francisco

Meehan, Charles P.\tkick, 145d, for Ballymahon,
Co. Longford read Hallymeehan, Co. Leitrim

Melbourne, 1.55a, /or Mclburnen. read Melbournen.;

for 15 May read 19 May; /or Alypuis read Alipius;

155d, after St. Joseph insert the Brigidines, £.500,

679; for share of read share to

Melchites, 15Sb, for Monophysism read Monophy-
siTES AND Monophysitism; 1.59a, for Ptoskomide
read Proskoinide

Melendez Valdes, Juan, 161b, /or late read later

Meletius of Antioch, 163b, /or Dodorus read Diodorue
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Melleray, 167d, /or Antonine II read Maxime; 168b,

for Ciatercienium read Cisterciensium
Mellifont, Abbey of, 16Sd, for Notitias read Notitia
Memberton, 172b, for Memberton read Membertou;
for a week later read 18 September; for Jesse

Floclie read Jess6 Fl^ch6; for June, Itill read
May, 1611

Memling, Hans, 173b, for "Cathedral of Lubeck"
r((id Cathedral of Liibeck

Memphis, 177b, for Greece read Greek
Mena, Jcan de, 177b, /or constantly moving read at

rest

Menas, Saint, 179a, /or Delahaye read Delehaye
Mendicant Friars, 183c, for John read Peter
Mendoza, Diego Hurtade de, 186d, for Hurtade

rem! Hurtado
Menevia, Diocese of, 188c, /or Chichelev (q. v.) read

Chirhcle (q. v.)

Menominee, 193b, for Lake Powahegan read Little

Chute
Mensa, 194c, for Alienation of Chorch read Ec-

clesiastical
Mercedarians, 197c, /or Montoy read Monroy; 19Sa,

for Annales de los Descalsos read Anales de los

Descalzos
Mercy, Sisters of, 200d, for gimp read guimpe;

201a, for O'Reillv of Pittsburg read O'Reilly of

Hartford
Meredith, Edward, 202a, for Apostle read Apostate
Merit, 204c, for others read other texts; 205c, for

forming read form; 207c, before meritorious omil
comma

Messias, 213b, for affirm that its read affirm that the
fulness of its; for great work read great creative

work; 214c, for 27 B. c. read 37 B. c.

Metal-Work, 223a, for in Douai read of Douai
Metempsychosis, 236c, for Manichaeans (q. v.) read

Maniih;i':ins (see Manich.bism)
Metz, 248d,/or Adhemer read Adhemar; 249a, /or As-
sembly quarrel read War of Reunion; for dveches
read cveches; 249c, for Wilhbord read Willibrord;

249d, for Segolana read Segelona; for Morchingin
read Morchingen; for 1709-90 read 1769-90;
for Metz, 1894; Keune, Metz read Metz, 1894;
Poirier, Metz (2 vols., Paris, 1904); Keune, Metz;
for Histories read Periodicals;

Mexico, 2o3d, /or Michoaican read Michoacan; 257, in

caption /or Cort6s in Mexico read Nuiio de Guzmdn
in Michoacan; 257b, for Zumdrrage read Zumdr-
raga; 262, in caption, /or Llanos read Lagos; 268-9
map. in tabulated list, omit Tlaxcala

Michael the Archangel, 276c, for Basilionis read Ba-
silira': 276.1, fur <)."i() read .590

Michigan, State of, 280a, after miles add The popula-
tion, according to census of 1910, was 2,810,173;
282c, omit Timothy E. Tarsney, Robert J. Kelley,
John Corliss

Michoacan, Archdiocese op, 283a, for Morelas read
Miireios

MUetopolis, 303c, for more probably read thought
probably to be; nfter can be seen read but recent
researches show that it is the present town of
Kirmasti or Ghirmasti

Military Orders, 305c, for MontpeUier (q. v.) read
McintpcUirr (See Holy Ghost, Order of the);
3()5fl, for Schwcrtzbritder read Schwertbriider

Millet, Pierre, 313a, /or Armand reail Amand
Milwaukee, Archdiocese of, 319a, for eastern read

western; for Southpo.st rco'/ Southport ; 321a, for
Rainer, A Noble Priest, etc. read Rainer, Dr.
Joseph Salgmana Leben und Wirken (St. Louis,
1876); tr. Berg, A Noble Priest (Milwaukee,
1003)

Minnesota, 329b, after figures add The population
according to the census of 1910 was 2,075,708

Minor Orders, .333b, for 2.52 read 251; for (Euseb.,
"Hist. Eccl.", I, vi, 43) read (Euseb., "Hist.

Eccl.", VI, xliii); .333c, after interstices omit (q.
v.)

; for Orders read Orders, Holy
Miracle Plays and Mysteries, 349b, for theoretical

read theatrical
Missal, 355(1, for lectionaries (q. v.) read lectionaries

(See Lectionary); for " Directorium" (q. v.) read
" Direct orium" (See Directories, Catholic;
Ordines Romani); 357b, for Sacramentaire read
Sacrementaire

Mission, Congregation of the, 357d, for Enfans
read Enfants

Missionaries of St. Francis de Sales of Annecy, 368c,
for Rili'v read Rev

Mission Indians, 370a, omit See Yuma Indians
Missions, Catholic Indian, of Canada, 378c, for

Dalhon read Daillon ; 378b, for Edniond read
Ennemond; 379b, for does count read does not
count

Missions, Catholic Indian, of the United States,
38Sb, omit See Ottawa Indians; 389c, omit See
Ute Indians; 390e, omit See Tul.\lip Indians,
Umatilla Indians, Y.ajukill Indians

Mitre, in caption facing 404, for Chaplains' Mitres
read Chaplains' Alms Bags

Modena, Archdiocese of, 413d, after Charles V in-
sert period; after Alfonso II sribstitute comma; /or
1.529 read 1629; /or 1614 read 1644

Modernism, 41.5b, for Gaudaud read Gaudeau
Modruss, 422a, for Modruss read Modrus
Mohere, 434d, for excepting read besides
Molinism, 438b, for will of read will by; 438c, for

predestination read predetermination; 440d, for
jiroccss read mode of being

Monarchians, 449c, for Christain read Christian
Monarchia Sicula, 451a, for Arhanasius read Athan-

aaius

Monasticism, 464c, /or ant e-Nicene read pre-monastic;
466a, for Sylvia read Silvia; 467c, for Martin, ibid.,

18 read Marin, ibid., 18; for Schiewietz read
Schiwietz; 476a, after Celestines add in Supple-
ment

Monophysites and Monophysitism, 491a, for The lat-

ter read Anthimus; 492a, for De sectis, Oct. 5 read
De sectis, 5; 493c, /or Marco read Maro; /or Phihp-
polis rcnrf Philippopolis; 49.5a, /or person {Trp6-<ruTov)

read irpii-uirov; 496a, for Bfupaa read Beupif, for an
immense concession, but read indeed St. Cyril's
expression, and; /or Confessor read of Constan-
tinople; 407a, /or Bi.schop read Bischof

Monothelitism and Monothelites, 502d, for uoluntas
read voluntiis

Monstrelet, Engderrand de, 511b, /or ed. D'Arcq
read cd. Douetd'Arcq; 51 Ic, /or by Johnes (Hafod,
read by Jones (Hartford

Montagnais Indians, 512a, after Nascapee omit
(q. v.); 512b, for d'Albeau read Dolbeau

Montana, State of, 516b, after miles add The
population according to the thirteenth census ia

376,053
Montcalm-Gozon, Lodis-Joseph, 526b, before apathy

insert apparent
Montenegro, 53()a, /or 1490- read 1490-1516; .531a,/or

Mirleo read Mirko; 521b, /or 10 regular priests read
10 Franciscans

Monterey and Los Angeles, 532b, for eighteen read
sixteen

Montesino, Antonio, 534c, for Touron read
Tournon

Monteverde, Claudio, 538d, for Atone read
L'Adone

Montevideo, Archdiocese of, 539c, for elected read
appointed; after Soler insert the first archbishop;
for the present occupant . . . has two auxiliary
bishops read The first archbishop of the see was
. . . d. Sept. 1908; he had two auxiliary bishops;
539d, for Mulhale read Mulhall

Montfort, Simon de, 541a, for Alicia read Amicia
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Montor, ALEXis-FKANgois Abtaud de, 545a, after

Paris, 1S42 insert tr., New York, 1865.

Montreal, 54Sb, /or there, too read at the Prairie Mis-
sion; after Congregation add of Notre Dame; 550b,

for 4000 read 400; 550c, for Calendr er read Canada;
for Histoire de read Histoire du; for Rouman read

Rousseau
Morales, Juan, 557a, for Quajsta read Quaesita

Moravia, 561b, /or Atars read Avars; 562d, /or Podie-
brand read Podiebrad

Morimond, Abbey of, 570b, for Jonguelinus read

Jongelinus
Morone, 575c, for Parisio read Parisis

Mortmain, 5Sla, for devotions read devotion

Mosaic Legislation, 583c, for Priest's Code read

Priests' Code
Mosaics, 587c, for Germingy read Germain; 587d,

588a, exchange captions of figures 8 and 9
Motolinia, Toribio, 601d, tliroughout article for

Cortes read Cortes
Moy de Sons, Karl Ernst, 609a, for dargesteU read

dargestellt

Mozart, Johann, 623b, before pitch omit tone; for

July, 1764 read 1 August, 1765
Mrak, Ignatius, 624d, for Carintha read Carni-

olia

Miiller, Karl, 629c, for Fiirstenburg read Ftirsten-

berg
Munlch-Freising, 631b, /or Arclibishop read Bishop;

632d, for Chamber of the Council of the Empire
read First Chamber; 633a, for district read Pres-

idency; for domains read districts; 633d, /or Maria
Blutenburg in read Blutenburg near

Miinster, 636b, /or second read double; 637a,/orWuIf-
helm read Wuelfhelm

Muratori, Luigi Antonio, 641c, for Comachio read

Coniacchio
Music, Ecclesiastical, 649c, for impropreria read

improperia
Mutis, Jose Celestino, 660a, for M. Rompel read

Jos. Rompel
Mysore, 662b, after Etrangeres; add (Paris, 1894);

after des Missions, add (S6minaire des Missions

Etrangeres)
Nacolia, 667c, for of Nahi6 read a nahi^; for Villayet

read Vilayet; for Sheir read Shehir

Nagpur, Diocese of, 669c, for 23,288 read 3500
Nairn, 673a, for Lidna read Sidna
Nancy, 681a, for made his profession read was pro-

fessor; 681b, for Manjaud read Menjaud; after

St. Firmin add Sisters of St. Chr^tienne, a teach-

ing order founded at Metz in 1807 by M. Joffrct

(the mother-house is at present at Longuyon); /or

conduct read conducted, before the Associations

law of 1901
Nanteuil, Robert, 683a, for Fairthorne read Faith-

orne
Napoleon I, 687c, for Battafuoco read Buttafuoco,

69Sd, 699a, for Las Casas read Las Cases
Napoleon III, 701a, for 24 January, 1869 read 24 Jan-

uary, 1860; for 2 April read 12 April; 701d, for

ambassador read ambassadors; for Ratazzi's read

IJattazzi's

Natal Day, 709a, for Natal Day read Nata,lis; for

Moreover we know read At the same time the

process of development is obscure. We know;

709b, for Probost read Probst; 709c, for Parente
read Parentes

Naturalism, 714b, /or 1899, V, read 1899, IV
Nature, 715d, for mode read modes; 717a, after Be-

griffe add (3rd ed., Berlin, 1910)
Naturism, 717b, for Guyan read Guyau; 718b, for

laurels read laurel; 718c, after religion omit as to
those; for Feuerbach, who read Feuerbach, and to

those who; 719a, /or basis read bottom
Navajo Indians, 721a, after built add in 1910; for

Mendileff read Mindelcff; for XIII (1900) read
XIII (Los Angeles, 1900)

Navarre, 721c, for 970-1033 read 970-1035; 722a,
transpose 1194-1234 to follow the Strong

Navarre, Andrew L., 723a, after New Guinea omit
Vicariate Apostolic op

Nazareth, Sisters of Charity of, 725a, after Charity
add Mother Spalding, a remarkable woman, was
elected the first superior. She governed the com-
munity for thirty years, and was a leader in all the

works undertaken by the society; 725b, /or 1897
read Philadelphia, 1897

;
for Kentucky (1908) read

Kentucky (Cincinnati, 1908)

Nazareth, 727a, for Tarni read Trani
Nazianzus, 72Sc, for villayet read vilayet; for MuUer

read Mtiller

Nebraska, 732c, for Daxascher read Daxacher
Necromancy, 735b, for Clemens read Clement; 736a,

for iyyao-Ti/iSfioi read iyya(TTifin$ol

Nectarius, 737a, for Ncxnipios read Neitrdpios; 737b,

for Palsamon read Balsamon
Nehemias, Book of, 737d/or Dominionem read Dom-

nionem; /or i-vi (1) comprises read i-vi, comprises;

for Already read (1) Already; 738a, 739b, for Baho-
him read Bagohi; 738b, for prophet Noadias read

prophetess Noadia; 738c, for vii, 15 read vi, 15; /or

fifty-one read fifty-two; 738d, for 3 (1) read 3; for

Here read (1) Here; 7.39a, for 1-3; the read 1-31;

the; 739b, for Athersatha read Tirshata
Neocaesarea, 741c, for I, VII read I, vii; for Chabot

read Chapot; for Paris, 1741 read Paris, 1740; /or

Leipzig read Leipzig, 1890; 741d, for VI, III, 1

read Vl, i, iii; 742a, for Paris, 1741 read Paris,

1740
Neo-Scholasticism, 748a, after hylomorphism omit

(q. v.) ; 749b, for Freiburg read Fribourg

Nepveu, Francis, 751a, for the government read the

government of the Society

Neum, 766, in caption, for Tropes read Troper
Neimiaim, John M., 773d, for one hundred read fifty

Neville, Edmunti, 779a, for 1847 read 1647

Newark, Diocese of, 779d, for 26 May, 166S read

10 June, 1680; 7S0a, for 25 March reod 27 March;
fur Laiis('\- read Lariscy

New Caledonia, 782a, for Harmonic read Homeric
Newhouse, Abbey of, 789d, for Liegues read Licques

New Jersey, 790c, for afterwards into read afterwards

formed into; 791b, after capital laws add or

Crimes Act; 792b, Father John Ury, a Catholic

priest, etc. Ury w-as neither a priest nor a Cath-

ohc; 792c, Molly Pitcher (nee McCauley) . . . was
a Catholic girl. Molly Pitcher was not a Catholic,

nor was she born McCauley, it was one of her

names by marriage.
Newmann," John Henry, 799b, for Grammar read

Grammar

VOLUME XL

New York, Archdiocese of, 26a, after follows omit Nicephorus, Saint, 51d, for "Chronographis" read

The Lady Chapel excluded; after Extreme length "Clironographia"

add 34i;"^ feet; 26b, for indcntified read identified; Nicholas I, Saint, Pope, 54d,/or Bold read Bald; 55a,

/or 1638 read 1688 after Conciliengeschictc, II insert_ (2nd ed.), 860

Nlcaea, Councils of, 46a, /or former read future sqq.; Hergenrother, Kirchengesehichte

Nice, Diocese of, 48b, for 1818 read 1815; 48c, for Nichols, Georce, 65d, after John Langton insert and

llilarus read Hilarius; 48d, for 1648 read 1548 widow of Nicholas Upton
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Nicosia, 71c, for 60,250 read 200,000
Nieremberg y Otin, Juan Eusebio, 72d, for Chris-

tianas read Crist ianas; after Sunday add He was
the author of "Varones Ilustres" continued by
Andrada; for Andrade read Andrada

NilopoUs, 79b, for Cheremon read Charemon; for
Paris, 1741 read Paris, 1740

Ninian, Saint, 84b, for Whithorn read Whithern
Noctums, S7c, for xxLx read xxxvi; 87d, for E. Warren
nnd ¥. Warren

Nola, Diocese of, S9d, for Alfonso read Ferdinand
Nonconformists, 90a, for Perry read Penry
Norbert, Saixt, lOOd, after Anselm omit comma
Noris, Henry, 103d, /or Enghsh read Irish

Normandy, 105a, for WiUiam I read Henry I

North Dakota, Hid, for Territory of North Dakota
read Territory of Dakota; 112c, for judge of the
supreme court and his deputy read judge of the
supreme and district courts, clerk of the supreme
court and deputy; lloa. /or Ellen read Ullin

Norway, 119c, 120c, for Farve read Faroe; 119d, for
Sprilastugor read Sala,stugor; 120a, for Kon.sberg
read Kangsberg; for Herjudalen read Hcrjedalen;

for Keil read Kiel; 120b, for Tryggoesson read
Tr}'g\'esson; 120c, for Engclloechtssen read Engel-
brechtssen; 121a, for Vossevanger read Vosse-
vaiigcn

Notker Labeo, 125d, for Terenz read Terence
Notre Dame, Congregations op, 127a, for Bour-

geois read Bourgeoys
Notre Dame, School Sisters of, 130c, for twenty-

five read twenty; /or eight orphanages read eleven

orphanages and eight boarding schools; 131a, after

Chatawa, Miss, add In August, 1912, the north-
western province was formed, with its mother-
house and an academy at Mankato, Minnesota.

Novena, 142c, for 152.5 read 162.5; for 7 July read
9 July; 142d, after similar novena insert (Acta SS.,

May, I, SO; VII, .531); 143b, /or P.L. ... 346 read
P.L. . . . .546; 144a, for Jesuit church read any
church (Decree. 23 March, 1904)

Nueva Caceres, !4sd, /or Nova read Nova;
Nueva Pamplona, Diocese of, 149b, for Satander

rrad Sant ;ui(l('r; /or Fdchira read Tdchira
Numismatics, 1.52a, for Munzbelustibungen read

Mimzbi'lust igvmgen ; 1 .52c, for Glacus read Glaucus;
lo3c, for Hydranus nod Hyrcanus; 1.53d, after

cattle omit primus signavit as; 1.56b, for Mexican
read North American; 159a, for Herbert read Hu-
bert ; for Dupris read Dupuis; 1.59b, for Thauten-
heym read Tautenhajm; 159d, for Chaufetie read
Chaufppie

Nuncio, 160b, for (legati a latere, q. v.) read (See
Legate); lC)Od,/or 1,538 renrf 1.583; 161b, /or Mogun-
tino read Moguntin. ;/or supre read super; 161c,/or
Ciore rend Coire; 102b, for Hinoyo.sa read Hinojosa

Nunciature Reports, l(52d, /or copyists rend papal sec-

retaries; l(')3u, /or Father Balan read Pietro Balan;
for Father Dittrich read Profes.sor Dittrich; 163b,
;or Palctto read Palletto; for Acciainolo read Ac-
caiauolo

Nuns, 16.5a, for Benedict XVI read Benedict XIV
Nutter, Robert, V'enerable, 171c, after archprie.st

add It seems likely that he died a Dominican.
See Devas, "Dominican Mart \Ts of Great Britain"
(London, 1912)

Oaxaca, .\rchdiocese of, 180d,/or anthinanteca read
and Chinanteca

Obedience, RELioiors, lS.3b, /or h.ave taken read are
taking

Oblates of Mary Immaculate, 186d, for Avinon read
.\vignon; lS7a, /or Llaanrw.st read Llanrwst

O'Callaghan, Edmund Baily, 19.5b, for Gestacum
mid Gostarum

Occult Art, Occultism, 198b, for god read gods
Occurrence, 200a, after See Calendar insert Chris-

tian

Oceania, Vicariate Apostolic of Central, 200c,
for Kan Apositolo read Kau Apositolo; 200d, /or the
present (1910) vicar Apostohc read d. 17 Sept.,

1911, and the Rev. Joseph Blanc, S.M. succeeded
him

O'Connell, D.\niel, 202a, for £1600 read £16,000
Octave, 204d, for Bernadine read Bernardine
OSa, 215c, for with the result that England was

divided into read and was i)aramoimt in two out of

the; for were embodied read their substance was
embodied

OfBce of the Dead, 221b, for Praters for the Dead
rend Dead, Prayers for the

Oldenburg, 239b, for Herman read Hermann
Oldoini, ArousTiNo, 240a, for Perugia, 1680 read

Perugia, 1678
O'Leary, Arthur, 240a, for Faniobbus read Fan-

lobbus; 240b, after charge improven add Recent
research has confirmed the tradition (See Fitz-

patrick, "Secret Service under Pitt," London,
1892)

Olenus, 240c, after Oriens christianus. III add 1041
Olesnicki, Zbigniew, 240d,/or 14 July read 15 July
Olympias, Saint, 249a, for Selencus read Seleucus;

249b, for (1900) read (1906); for Delahaye read
Delehaye

Ol3mipus, 249b, /or "Corpus Lj'ciacum" read Lycian
confederacy

Ontologism, 257c, for proposizione read proposizioni;

for Teosophia read Teosofia; 259a, /or causalty read

causality

Oporto, Diocese of, 261a, /or Estavan read Estevam;
for Chavis read Chaves; 261b, before held the see

omit who
Oracle, 205c, for and extreme read and of the ex-

treme
\
for vavofi'l/aTos reail irafOfi<palo! ; 265d. /or accen-

tuated rend emphasized; for Aiis read Ai6s; after

epiphany omit of the; 266a, for human as read
limited as; 266b, for re-awake read re-awaken

Orange Free State, 267b. for 29° 31' read 26° 30';

26Sa, for command read commando
Oratory of St. Philip Neri, 273c, for Caswell read

Caswall
Ordeals, 277b, for ibid., 161 sqq. read CXXVI, 161

sqq.; 27Sb, for smothered their sleeping read in

sleep smothered their; 27Sc, for Patteta read Pat-
etta; /or 19 sqq. read 191 sqq.

Orders, Holy, 2S0a, after subdiaconate omit q. v.;

280c, for ri6\iv read TriXm

Origen and Origenism, 306d, 308a, for Heracles read

Heraclas; 307b, for Tyr read Tyre; 308b, for Verceil

read Vercelli; 30Sc, for Latinriim read Latinorum;
310c, 310(1, 311a, for Sceta read Sccte; 311b, 311d,

for Dirkamp read Diokanip; 311b, for phrase read

phase; 31Ic,/or Faciinda.-i nad Facundus; 312a, /or

altechristliclie rend altchristlirhe

Orkneys, 317a, for Blodsce read Blodoxe
Orleans, Diocese of, 319a, /or Eleanor read Eleonor;

for I'aver rend Fayet; 3i9b, for Theodolfus read

Theodiilfus; for Gtjyan read Guycnne; 320c, after

Bonneau omit is; for Toumelles read Tourelles; for

(1874) re/id (1875); 320d, for 4.53 read II, 453
Orsini, 32Sb, for husband Philip V read son Philip V
Osbald, 33.5a, for Ethelbert rend Ejhelrcd

Osee, 337a, for HIshea' read Hoshea'

Osimo, Diocese of, 338d, /or Ricanati rend Recanati

Osmund, Saint, 341a, /or Barker read P.-irker

Otto, Saint, 3.54a, for Hammin read Kammin; for

journey read journeys; for III (Leipzig) read IV

(Leipzig)

Otto I, 354b, for Eiselbert read Giselbert; 355d, for

imiversellen read universalen
;
/or Otto read Ottos

Otto n, 3.56b, for pilgrims rend Piligrim; 356d, for

Uhler rend rhlirz;/or 1873 read 1878

Ouen, Saint, 360c, for Moyon read Noyon
Oberbeck, Friedrich, 362b, after Humanism omit is
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Oxenham, Henry Nutcombe, 365b, after 1886 add
"The Doctrine of the Atonement" (London, 1865;
2nd ed., 1869)

Oxford, University of, 369c, for Innocent III read
Innocent IV

Oxyrynchus, 378a, for is entirely dismantled read has
only 60 inhabitants; for Martyerbischofs read
Martyrerbischofs

Paderbom, Diocese op, 384a, for Rethgar read
Rethar; after Meinwerk insert (1009-36); 385a, for
Treisen read Freisen; /or Hatsumar read Hathumar;
for Paderborne read Paderborner

Padua, University op, 3S7d, for Pearbach read
Penerbach

Paganism, 388b, after Polytheism omit q. v.; for I.

Claims of Paganism . . . Private Life read 1. Fac-
tors in the Formation and Description of Pagan
Religious Systems; for almost certain read quite
certain; 388d, for I Kings, xiv, 24 read III Kings,
xiv, 24; for II Kings, xxiii, 7 read IV Kings, xxiii, 7;
3S9a, for adorers read religion; 389c, for Alterum
read Altertum; 389d, after London, 1905 omit
Maspero, "Comment. Alex, devint Dieu en
Egypte"; 390d, for Ambarualia read Ambarvalia;
391a, for Servus read Servius; 391b, for clithonic

read chthonic; 392c, for antimony read antinomy;
392d, for consistently read constantly; 393b, for

Gr. Denken read Gr. Dehker; /or Philosophies read
Philosophers; for Paris, 1889 read Paris, 1897
393c, for Creuze read Creuzer; 393d, for a resisting

read or resisting; 394a, for will I guide read have I

girded
Page, Anthony, 394b, after MS transfer q. v. to follow
Champney

Painting, 395c, for (1254) read (1245); 396a, for
Bagaout read Bagoua; 396c, for should be read
should no more be; 397d, for oldest read oddest;
398a, for Maesta read di Maesta; 398b, for c. 1293
read c. 1296; 399b, for Pisaniello read Pisanello;

399d, for Fremont read Froment; 400a, for Mult-
escher read Multscher; 402a, for Mantua read
Nantua; for Mottoz read Mottez; 402b, for 900
read 1900; 402c, for Paris, 1892 read Paris, 1821;
for Samfere read Sampere; for Douai, 1860 read
Douai, 1880; 402d, for Fusti read Justi; /or Brun-
schurg read Brunswick; for (Paris, 1872) read
(Paris, 1863); for Sizeraune read Sizeranne

Palatinate, Rhenish, 417a, for rhenischen read
rheinischen; for Pfalzagrafen read Pfalzgrafen;
417b, for der Pfalz read der rheinischen Pfalz; for
(Heidelberg, 18—) read (Heidelberg, 1890)

Pallavicino, Pietro Sporza, 427a, for Pollano read
Polano

;
for auterevoli read autorevoli

; for Petro read
Pietro; 427c, for Gilgi read Gigli; /or letteraij read
letterarj

Palm Sunday, 432d, for Amularius read Amalarius
Pantheism, 4 17d, /or 1732 read 1720
Papal Arbitration, 45:?d, for 126 read 129
Paphos, 457d, for Chrysochou read Chrysochos; for

of its population read of the Christians
Parables, 466c, after other world omit On the . . .

Lazarus
Paracelsus, Theophrastus, 468d, for lithiasas read

lithiasis

Paris, 481a, /or Valentian read Valentinian; /or Julian
read Jullian; 4Slc, for necropolis read Christian
necropolis; 4S2d, for Hughes rrnd Hugues; 4S3b, for

Baliay read BoH'ay; 4.S4b, for 30 March read '30
May; 484d, for 8,Jan., 1840 read 31 Dec, 1839;
485b, for 1798 read 1795; 4S.5d, for 1824 read 1842;
486a, for (1656-17.58) rend (16.56-1768); 486c, for
Laudon read Landoti; lS6d, for Rntr(5e read Etri-e;

4S8d, /or St. Fninris read St. ,Iohn and St. Francis;
489a, for Cretil nitd Cretcl; 489(1, for 1857 read
1851; 49()a, for Rauzau rea<l liauzan; for Radique
read Radigue; for which was read who were; for
and has read and have; 491a, after Incarnate Word

insert and; for Public Charity read Catholic Char-
ity; 491c, for Lavallois read Levallois; 492b, for
Gassin read Gossin; 492d, before Society of Our
Lady omit Women's; for Fonsagrives read Fonssa-
grives; 493a, /or This arises .... of these under-
takings read Little by httle the 'patriarchial' idea
of these undertakings is dying out ; 494b, for S8,000,-
000 read .$9,000,000; 494c, after lycees omit For . . .

University of

Parish, 499d, for parish must read parish may; 500a,
for To the care of souls . . . benifice read The care
of souls is annexed by common law to a benefice;
500b, for to be "free" read when "free"; /or Irre-

movable parish read All parish; 500d, for request
read consent

Parrenin, Dominique, 508c, for Anecdotes read
Anecdotes; for missionaire read missionnaire; for
De Bacher read De Backer; after Sinica add II,

1085-1086
Passau, Diocese of, 519c, for Niebernburg read

Niedernburg; for Letha read Leitha; 519d, for
Brambach read Grambach; 520d, for cathedral read
collegiate church; before Bitterauf insert by Fas-
tingpr; after Necrologia ojtiit von Fastinger

Passionists, 525a, for Galganino read Galgani
Pathology, Mental, 542c, for psychosis read psy-

choses; after produces psychoses insert as do also;

542d, for almost two-thirds read another third;

543b, for recognized read non-recognized; 543c,

for permanent read permanently absent; 544d, for
eclampsia read epilepsy

Patrick, Saint, 554d, for Vantry read Vartry; 557c,
for and bishops read and many bishops

Patron Saints, 562b, for Osberg read Osburg; 563c,
for Abingdon read Oxford; 564c, for Trinity 27 read
Trinity 29; for Czentochowa read Czenstochowa;
565a, for Canicius read Canisius; /or Willebrod read
Willibrod; for ColumbkiUe 6 read ColumbkiUe 8;
565c, for Ligouri read Liguori; for Pascal-Babylon
read Pascal-Baylon

Paul, Saint, 56Sc, for case, 45 read case, 44 or 45;
569a, for Herod read Herod Agrippa; 570a, for
Salamina read Salamis; 570b, for AttaUa read at
Attalia; 570d, for Pps.sinonte read Pessinus; .575b,

for the Incarnate Word read the Incarnate Son;
576b, for makes it read may make; 577a, for
TirfXos read TiriXoj; 577c, for Hahan read
Hahn; for Limar read Aeimar; for Tichmann read
Teichmann; after Empire insert (London, 1893);
after Cities of St. Paul insert (London, 1907)

Paulinus a S. Bartholomaeo, 587b, /or sanscridamica
read samscrdamica; for sanscridamicam read sani-

scrdamicam; for Rome, 1799 read Rome, 1790;
for Vyacaranam read Vyacarana

Paulists, 587c, for Piarists read Schools, Clerks
RECri-AR OP THE PlODS

Paul of Burgos, 588d, for interpretations read inter-

pretation
Paul of Middelburg, 589a, for sciences read science
Paul of the Cross, Saint, 590d, for Rome read Flor-

ence, 1908
Paul the Hermit, Saint, 591, in caption, add Ribera,

the LoiuTe
Pavia, Diocese op, 592d, for Alaric read Attila

Peasants, War op the, .599a, /or 1845 read 1854
Peba Indians, .599b, for Adan read .\dam
Pectorale, (lOlb, for Pectorale rend Pectoral Cross
Pelagius II. Ii03c, after Pelagius II add Pope
Pella, tiOlta, for Parens read Peraea
Pellissier, Guiu.aume, 609d, for Montferraud read

MontfiTrand; 610a, for Demi read Devic
Penance, t)22c. nflir Canons of Hippolytus omit q. v.;

626d, nfltr Penitential Books omit q. v.; 627c, for
d. 347 rrnd d. 407

Penitential Canons, fi36c, for jrpoirx^aioiTes read
TpoaK\atot'er, for axpoiitfevi rend axpoup-fvot; 636d, for

after read towards; for lapis read lapsi
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Pennsylvania, 643a, after Maryland omil Virginia;

/<ir W'hoaton read Greaton; 643b, for dedicated
read incorporat ed

; for elected bishop read appointed
bishop

Penobscot Indians, ()45a,/o7- Lauveyat rcW Lauverjat
Pentapolis, (iltib. for Tid al read Tid ^al; 646d, for

Mad:il.a r, ,;,/ ^i,,laba
Pepin the Short, t)t)3d, for Havre read Havet

; for
Osterr. rend Oestrrr.; /or neuerten read neuesten

Periodical Literature, 670c, for Socialist read Social;

671a, for Weinian read Weimar; 671d, for Leucen-
sche read Lcuvcnsche; 672d, after Canadian litera-

ture add Of the many devotional monthlies of

Canada, none exerts a greater influence than "The
Canadian Messenger", now in its twenty-second
year; 67;3b, after CathoUcs have also insert the "St.
Peter's Bote", published at Muenster, Saskatch-
ewan and; 673d, a//pr Anderson omil q. v.: 675a,
for Pursell read Purcell; 675d, for Lammenais read
Lamennais; 676a, for Genonde read Genoude;
676c, for 1867 read 1S77; iuM. for autliority read

authorization; /or Cathohr trinlcnov nod Catholic-

Social tendency; 677a, /or Hcnncs, and Houen read

and Kennes; 677b, for against it read against the
opportuneness of the definition; for Trogau read
Trogan; 67Sa, for Father read Franz; for Funke
read Funk; 67Sb, for Jarck read Jarcke; 678d, for
the city parish priest and well-known i;\Titer, Beda
Weber read Dr. Heinrich Eikerling, editor of the
"Deutsche Volkshalle"; for Osanbriicker read
Osnabriicker; 679d, after Brink, the pubhsher add
is the "Germania" joint stock company; 680d,
for toekemst read toekomst; 681a, for "Onze
Wachter" . . . afterwards named read "De
Wachter" (6 vols., 1871-73), afterwards named
"Onze Wachter" (23 vols., 1874-8.5), combined
with; /or 2 vols., 1!K)7-10 read Nederland (4 vols.,

1907-10)
;
/or hebaarbsbisdom read hetaartsbisdom;

for Henkelum read Heukelum; 6Slb, /or onden read
ouden; /or 180 brochures rearl 120 brochures; 6Sld,

for Bishop Doyle read Archbishop MacHale; for
W. Michael Quin read Michael J. Quin; 682a, for
transferred back to read again estabhshed in; 683a,
after Scriptural matters add In March, 1912, ap-
peared the first number of "Studies", a quarterly
magazine conducted by the Jesuits in connexion
with the National University; 683b, for Gaspere
read Gaspare; 683d, for Pontificial read Pontifical;

after the field was insert the "Amico d'ltalia"
edited at Turin by the Marquess Cesare Taparelli
d'Azeglio, father of the liberal statesman Massimo
d'Azeglio, followed bv; 6.84a, after "Voce Cattolica"
insert at Trent ; 684d", for 1814 read 1.S74; 685b, for
statistics read data; 685c, for Tartellini read Tor-
tellini; /or Braganze read Breganze; 686a, /or 1742
read 1743; 6Sf)b, for Bargucra rend Barquera; after

founded in 1810 add and considered as a continua-
tion of M. A. V.ald<''s's "Gaceta de Mexico"; 687b,
for Verdas read Verdad ; 687c, for "El Liberal " read
"El Imparcial"; 680b, after Revolution add Oct.,

1910; after anti-Catholic add policy; /or irreligious

read non-religious; for Santos rend Santo; 690b, for
Balmez read Balmes; for Saeda read Sarda; 694a,
696c, for Wolf rend Wolff; 69.5b, for in 1878 . . ,

Watcbm.an read in 1S.S8 a stock company com-
bined the "Catholic World" with the "tlhurch
Progress," a weekly published in Marshall, Illinois;

695c, far Lexington Ky. rend Lexington, Mo.
Perraud, Adolphe, 701b, /or Roub read Roule
Perrault, Cl.^tde, 702a. for completed read earlier

Persecution, 70od, for Sec Africa read See African
Church, Early

Persia, 716b, for Christian Persian read Christian
Syriac; 717b, for Burdeana rend Bardeana; 717c,
for wife read life; 71Sa, for 63.5-66 read 63.5-36;

718d, for Shirza read Shiraz; 719c, for describing
read deciphering; 720a, for Sa'hanhimiima read

Ja'hangirndma; 720b, for Jam'i read Jami'
; for

Akhsikati read Akshikati; 725b, for Berd read Bedr
Persons, Robert, 730d, 6e/ore Gallicanism omit

See Origin of Government; 731a, for six reeul

three
Peru, 733a, for priestcraft read priesth{)od; 736a, for

,1. Moren-Laoalle read Juhan Moreno-Lacalle
Perugia, University of, 737b, for schoUarum read

scholarium
Perugino, 73Sa, for Tano read Fano; 738b, for Pratro

read Prato
Peruzzi, Baldassare, 738d, for Mostorio read Mon-

torio; for Triburtine read Tiburtine; for Schumcke
read Schmucke

Pesaro, Diocese of, 738d, for Pesaurensis read
Pisaurensis

Pescia, Diocese of, 740b, for Gabbaini read Gab-
biani

Peter, Saint, 752a, for fort of read foot of; 752b, for
interceders read intercessors; 752b, for Malerein
read Malerien

Peter, Epistles of Saint, 754b, for Zahin read Zahn
Peter Canisius, 756d, for November read December;
for Kanys read Kanis; 757b, for 1557 read 1554;
for 7 September rcod 4 September; 757d, for im-
perial read royal; for pastors and preachers read
pastor and preacher; 7.5Sb, for 1906 read 1905;
758c, after Count insert Ulrich IV; after peace add
of 15.55; 758d, for 1575 read 1573; 759a, 761a, for
brothers read members; 759b, for create a college of
authors rend encourage the writing of books; 759c,
for in 1557 read 1577; for Zerschwitz read Zez-
schwitz; for TVTote read published; for 15.56 read
1566; 760a, after 1576 omit was most probably
arranged by Canisius; after (Dillingen, 1559) insert

by Hosius; 760b, for 1.541-65 read 1541-67; for
1896-1905 read 1896-1910; /or eleven hundred and
ninety-five read 1469; /or six Inmdred and twenty-
five read 910 documents; 761a, before hymns omit
national; 761b, for clergy read chapter; 761c, for
Fribourg, Dillingen read Lausanne, Augsburg;
761d, for town hall read Burgersaal; for Pantaleo
read Pantaleon; for mitta; read mixtse; for thirty
read forty; 762a, for Pratiss read Patiss

Peter de Vinea, 767a, for Tanelli read Janelli; for
Oestrr. read Oester.

Peter Faber, Blessed, 767a, for 1834 read 1.534

Peter of Alcantara, Saint, 771c, /or Carmelites read
Carmelite Order; for Japanese Marttos read
Martyrs, Japanese; /or Ale. read Ale.

Peter of AquUa, 772b, for 1334 read 1344
Peter of Auvergne, for 773a, for PerphjTium read Por-

phyriuni
Petra, 777(1, for Dus.sand read Dussaud
Petronilla, Saint, 781d, for this legend of St. read

this legend of Sts.; /or emperors read kings
Petropolis, 782d, for Francois rend Francisco; for

Jean-Francjois read Joao Francisco; for St. Pierre
rend Sao Pedro de; for August in-Frangois read
Agostino Franci.sco

Petun Nation, 784b, nfter Wyandot Indians insert in
Supplement

Peutinger, Conrad, 785a, for von Lichtcnau read of
I.ichlenau

Pforta, 7S8a, after Silesia omit and in 1163; after

Leubus fq. v.) omil were also established in the
latter province

Phalansterianism, 788c, for Communion read CoM-
MT'NISM

Pharsalus, 790c, for PorphyrogenetuB read Porphyro-
genitus:/or port read part

Phenomenalism, 791b, for Association read Associa-
tion of Ideas; 792d, for Erkenntnisstheologie read
Erkenntnisstheorie

Philadelphia, 793b, for Wachter read Waechter
Philemon, 798d, for ixpiunot read ixfivorot; 799a, /or
Woule read Moule
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VOLUME XII.

Philip II, King of Spain, 2d, for the same year read

three years later; for Castille read Castile; 4a, /or

Duke read Earl
Philip of Jesus, Saint, 7a, for Chron. read cr6n; for

Philipinas read Filipinas; for Orima read Osima
Philippine Islands, 11, m caption, for Atenes read

Ateneo; 15a, for Case read Court Case
Philippopolis (in Thracia Secunda), 18b, for Assump-

tionist Sisters read Assumptionist Fathers
Philosophy, 31c, for Citium read Cittium
Piccolomini-Ammannati, Jacopo, 74a, /orAmmannati

read Ammanati
Piconio, Bernardine a, 75c, for Bernardine a read

Bernaidinus a.; for Bernardine de read Bernardin de
Piedmont, 76d, for Charles III of Piedmont read

Charles III of Savoy; 77b, for Gregory XII read
Gregory XIII; 77c, after Amadeus add II; for
order or read order of; 7Sa, for on the islands read
on the island; 78d, for districts ruled by delegation
read Legations; for and the Kingdom of Italy read
and the Kingdom of Sardinia; 79b, for arcivescove
read arcivescovo

Pietism, 81b, /or Prince Frederick III read the Elector
Frederick III; 81d, for Nillenarians read Millena-
rians

Pignatelli, 83a, for abandon read abandoned
Pisa, University of, 112b, for Alcolti read Aecolfi;

for Pratorecchi read Pratovecchio; before Pozzi in-

sert by Cardinal; for Falloppo read Falloppio;

for Lambeccari read Zambeccari
; for Cavriami read

Cavriani; 112c, for Lorenzian read Lorentian; for
Guadegni read Guadagni; 112d, for Puccinotti read
Pactinotti

Pistis, Sophia, 116c, after Pistia omit comma
Pius I, 126d, for pp. 7 sq. read no. 7 sq.

Pius X, 137b, after Treviso omit in Venice
Piusverein, 140a, for Walfstal read Wolfstal
Pizarro, Francisco, 141d, for Pizarro'a assassination

read the assassination

Plain Chant, 144c, /or Damascus read Damasus; 145c,

for MS. in read MSS. in; 145d, Another slight

change etc. . . omit to end of paragraph
Plantin, Christohe, I4Sd, for Christohe read Chris-

tophe
Platina, Bartolomeo, 15Sd, for Forti read Forll

Plessis, Joseph-Octave, 165d, for 1822 read 1825
Plunket, Oliver, Venerable, 169c, for 1645 read

1647
Poitiers, Diocese of, 178d, for twelve predecessors

read eight predecessors; before Ncctarius insert

Sts.; 179c, after Brantome insert comma; 181a, for
Francis read Frances

Poland, 181c, a//er Boh omit (Bug); ISld, for Sbrucz
read Zbrucz; for Bug read Boh; for Tatars read
Lithuanians; after Armenians insert Tatars; 182a,
after formed insert in 1807; 182b, /or schism in 1875
read schism after the fall of the Insurrection of

1863; 182c, for Dabrowska read Dambrowska;
182d, after the Restorer insert 1040-58; /or Henry
VIII read Henry III; lS3a, for Stanislaw read
Stani.slaus; 184a, after Little Russia insert (1340);
184b, /or Grilnfeldc read Grunwald; /or Tannenberg
read Grunwald; 184c, for Albert read Albracht;
lS5c, for Bathori read Bdthori; 186a, for Chorybut
read Corybut; /or conquered (1665) read conquered
(1655); for Czensfochau read Czenstochowa: for
2000 read 9000; 186b, for Elector of Brandenburg
read Prince of Prussia; 186c, after Saxony (1733-63)
insert and the last, Stanislaw August Poniatowski
(1764-75); lS6d, after occupation add 5 August,
1772; 1871), /or Plotsk read Polotsk; /or Dabrowski
read Dombrowska; ISSa, for Siemiaszko read

Siemaszko; lS8b, for Fijatkowski read Fijalkowski;
188c, for 30,000 read 90,000; 189a, for Dabrowska
read Dombrowska; 189d, for Leczyca read Len-
czyca; 190a, for Kietticz read KietUcz; 190b, for
Lokietek read Lobietek; 190c, for Wlodzimiesz read
Wlodzimiez; 190d, for Christendom read Warna;
for Latatski read Latalski; 191a, for Piotrkow read
Piotrk6n; for Commendone read Commendoni;
193a, for Sbigniew read Zbigniew; 194a, for 1730
read 1720; for Odrowasch read Odrowonz; map
facing 194, for Bug read Boh; 195c, for Stanislaw
read St anislawow; /or Beresczek read Beresteczko;
196d, /or Wladi.slaw read Abraham; /or Zaleski read
ZatQski; after languages insert Krasinski; 197a, /or
Cornicki read Gornicki; 197b, for Biasecki read
Piasecki; 197c, after Kochowski omit in a few of his

lyrical productions; 198a, /or Kollataj read Kollon-
taj; /or Stazic read Staic; /or Tremlicki read Trem-
Ibecki; 199b, /or Zalenski read Zalewski; 199c, 200c,
for Stowacki read Slowacki; 199c, for Cjclec
read Ojciec; 200a, for Gotuchowski read Goluc-
howski; for Zmicowska read Zmihowska; 200d,
for Qepkowski read Lepkowski; for Swigtochowski
read Swietochowski ; after Marya Konopnicka insert

d. 1910;/or Fredo read Fredro; 201b, for Hosich 7-ead

Hilsick; /or Miloso w zycia read Miloso w zyeiu; for
Mlodoso read Mlodosc;/or Arcydzie read Arcydzielo

Poles in the United States, 207c, after Later insert he
Pombal, SEBASTi.to-JosE, 224a, for Pombil read
Pombal

Poncet, Joseph Anthony de la Riviere, 228d, for
Pettrie read Peltrie

Pontificale, 231d, for Catalanus read Catalan!
Pontiticalia, 232b, for 1603 read 1063
Pontigny, Abbey of, 233d, after Originum add Cis-

teroionsium
Poor, Care of, 237a, for private care read positive

care; for poor, since read poor. This; 237b, before

I The.ss., iv, insert Gal., vi, 9 ss.; 238a, for alimen-
taturia read alimentationes; for Arsatinus read
Arsatius; 238b, for Matt., v, 37; read Matt., v,

43-44; 238c, for I Tim., v, 14 read I Tim., v, 10;
for I Tim., v, 3, 13 read I Tim., v, 4; 238d, after

legislation omit in this respect; 239a, /or henodochiae
read xenodochia;; 240a, for Mercy read Charity;
239d, 240a, before charitable insert local; fur poor
houses read workhouses; 240b, for Caritasfaktio
read Caritassektion; 240d, for those able read those
unable; 241a, /or T. J. Beck rcorf Joseph Beck; /or
The Poor Law read The Poor Law Orders ;for Poscher
read Roscher; 243a, for flourished read flourishes;

243d, for engage read engages
Poor Laws, 254d, after made up omit to a large extent

;

256c, for before the Catholic read that the Catholic
Port Augusta, Diocese of, 284c, for are read were at

one time
Porter, Francis, 285d, for dictionum read ditionum
Portland, Diocese op, 2S7b, for Gaust read Guast
Portugal, 298b, for mato read matta; 299a, after

Templars insert comma; /or Hospitallers read. Hos-
pital; before of Aviz insert comma; 300c, for con-
celhos read municipalities; 301c, for Bologne read
Boulogne; 302b, 303b, for Infanta read Infante;
302b, for Alfarroeira read Alfarrobeira ; 305a, for
3 October read 4 October; for Emanual II read
Manual II; 305b, for Senate read Chamber of
Peers

Positivism, 313c, after ethics insert of agnosticism in

philo.sophy; 314d, /or Paschal read Pascal; /or Care
read Caro

Possession, Demoniacal, 315a, omit LTnit, St. Aug.
"De sp. etan.", 27; 315c, for tr. Edinburgh, p. 23
read c. xxiii; 316b, after paralysis insert especially;
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for As far as theory goes read From the dogmatic
point of view; 317a, for 0000 read 1S64

Potawatomi Indians, 320b, /or Sank read Sauk; jor
Knjahan nad Enjalran; 321e, for Shee read Shea;
Sot Boyce read Koyce;/tir Mergry read Margry

Prague, University of, 344a, jor Schwarzenburg
rcdd Schwarzcnberg; 344b, jor cesko-slovanas read
ficsko-slovans; jor Pardubie read Pardubic; S"'''

Hlaska nad Hlavka; jor Tomak read Tomek; jor
Zschokka read Zschokke;

Prayer of Christ, 3o4b, for Feast of read Commemora-
tion of the

P'reachers, Order of, 36Sb, jor Vienna read Vienne
Precious Blood, Archconfraternitt of the Most,

373('. for Behringor read Bcringer
Precious Blood, Congregation of the Most, 374a,

jor Ilyacinthe Petroni read Giacinto Petroni; 374b,
(;//(; S|i:iin omit 1 province, 2 houses; /or Shellen-
lieiK Tt_nd Sohcllenberg;

Precious Blood, Congregations of the, 374b, jor

Bernadines read Bernardines; /or Ballou read
Ballon; jor Spieherraans read Spickermans; 37oa,
ior Junker read Juncker; /or dictates read direction

Prefect Apostolic, 3S6c, jor (q. v.) read (See Legate)
Premare, .Ihsf.ph, 3S7c, for (See China) read (See
Confucianism); /or Sinica, I read Sinica, II, 10S8

Presentation, Order of the, 39Sd, after built add
which later, when the Ursulines moved to Black-
rock, 1S25, was purchased for the Presentation
Order

Presentation, Right of, 399c, for three ecclesiastical

patrons read submitted by the bishop, three in num-
ber for a patronage controlled by an ecclesiastical

body or by the Government
Priests, Confraternities of, 420c, for Orviedo read

Oviedo; /or Astorgia rend Astorga
Prisons, 431a, for Daremburg read Daremberg
Privilege, 436d, for Cone, read Cane.
Proba, Faltonia, 440d, for Adalphius read Adelphius
Processional Canopies, 44Sd, before the bishop's

throne inscr/ as; 449a, for Paris, 1878 read Paris,
1S9S

Promulgation, 454c, for Cancellaria read Cancelleria
Proof, 15.5d, for of all read of law
Property, Ecclesiastical, 470a, for altalage read

altarage

Prophecy, 476a, after successor insert St. Malachy
Prose or Sequence, 4S6d, before Aquinas omit of
Prosper of Aquitaine, 487a, for Tiro read (Tiro

Prosper)
Protectorate of Missions, 4S8d, /or Said read Salda
Protestant Episcopal Church, 494d, for Claggest read

Clagftt
Providence, Sisters of, .50Sb, /or Seventh read. Sixth;

fiiT two months read three months
Prusias ad Hypium, .519d,/or forty-six miles read 243

feet in diameter
Prussia, .527d, for State has read State had; 528a, for

effected read affected; 52Sd, for Schleswig and
Hoist cin read Schleswig-IIolstein

Przemysl, Sambor, and Sanok, 533e, for Golkiew,
1910 rend Zolkicw, 1910

Psalms, 53.5d, trnnxpose Aquila 'irriirrTjti\ait>ov . . .

to follov morning; .541b, after Gustav omit and in

Psalms, Alphabetical, 543c, after because insert in

Hebrew
Psaume, 544c, for Preaume read Pseaume; 545a, for

Cioovaert read Goovaerts
Psychology, 547d, for IV read P. IV; 548c, for fifty

rinrl forty; 549c. for Meuman read Meumann; for
Ilickey, Psychologia read Ilickey, Psychology

Pueblo Indians, MM, for Americanized read Mexican-
ized: 55.")a. for Laquna rend Laguna; for Shijanlovi
read Shipai'ilovi; for Tiqua read Tigua; for Picurio
read Picuri.s;/or Tomjira.s read Tompiras; /or Emer
read Ernes; 555b, for (^uivora read Quivira; for
Nawaez read Narvaez; /or North read New; 555c,

for are Franciscans read were Franciscans; 555d,
for Varzas read Vargas; 556a, for Vewa read Tewa;
556c, for Picures read Picuris; for Dandia read
Sandia; for Poynaque read Pojuaque; for Toros
read Taos

Purgatorial Societies, 575c, for Hist. Libri read Hist.:
Lilin; jiT Keceuil read Recueil

Puritans, -"jMc, for rights read rites

Pusey and Puseyism, 582b, for Puscyite read Pusey-
ism; 5S3a, for Athanasiam read Athanasian

Pustet, 5S3d, for 17 January, 1910 read 10 January,
1910

Quapaw Indians, 593a, for Thwaite read Thwaites;
for Lappler read Kappler

Quebec, Archdiocese of, 595c, for Dorytea read
Doryla?um; for Ahnire read Alm3Ta; 596b, for
Saldes read Salada; 596c, for Fussala read Fussola

Queen, The, 600a, for Societies, Catholic, read
Supplement, s. ^"i'. Queen's Daughters; for
Daughter read Daughters

Quiche, 604a, throughout, for Quiche read Quich6;
for Tzutnhil read Tzutuhil; 604b, for Quetzalevatt
read Quetzalcoatl

Quichua Indians, 605b, for Pachacomac read Pacha-
camac; 605d, /or Quichua was not read Quichua was
superior to any other upon the Southern continent,
although not; 606a, for Vriacocha read Viracocha;
606b, for Athualja read Athualpa, 606c, for remote
read corrupt; 6f/ore by the missionaries iriserl aU
but one; 606d, caption, for Reno read Rino; for
Aymaru read Aymard; for Ruma read Runa; for
Allanta read Ollanta; /or Menabe read Mcnabi; /or
Temaux read Ternaux

Quito, Archdiocese of, 61.5d, for Jesix read Jestis

Raccolta, 620a, omit (see Roman CrRiA)
Race, Negro, 627a, after classed as negroes add The

negro population of the New World is 25,000,000
RSle, 636b, for Convers read Francis
Ram, Pierre Francois Xavier de, 637b, /or Thorris-

Bcn Tcc<l Thonissen
Rambler, The, 637d, for May, 1859, read Feb., 1859
Rameau, .Iean-Philippe, 637d, for 25 Sept., 1683

riad _':; Oct., l(iS3

Ramsey Abbey, ti3Sc, for Ramscsia read Ranieseia
Raphael, Saint, 640b, /or cf. xxi read ch. xxi

Raphael, 641b, for Espousal rearf Espousals; 642d, for
1.502 read 1.507; 647b, for Giovanni Santi read
Raffaello Santi; for Paris, 1887 read Paris, 1881;
for Paris, 1S69 read Paris, 1879

Raphoe, Diocese of, for Be that as it may . . . with
Irish speakers read Be that as it may, for Eunan,
who is venerated as fir.st Bishop of Raphoe, no
other than Adamnan, whose name has the same
pronunciation with Irish speakers, is found in early

Irish writers or in any of the ancient calendars
Raskolniks, 649c, /or cathedral, church read cathedral

church; 6.50b, for lies within read is ^^athin; for
Melokani read Molokani

Rass, 6.50c, for Dogmatics, theology read Dogmatic
thcologj'

Ratherius of Verona, 651c, /or Studio documenti read
Studi e documenti

Ratisbon, Diocese of, 6.58a, for Scots read Irish

Ratisbonne, fi.59b, for Maria Alphonse rea(t Marie-
Alphonsc; 6.59c, for Maria Theodor read Marie-
Th6odore

Ratzinger, Georg, 660c, for GiinzeUiafen read Giinzel-

hofen ; before Armenpflege insert kirchlichen

Ravall, Antonio, 662b, for 1856-67 read 1856-67;
for missions, established read missions, re-estab-

lished

Raynaldl, Odoric, 672c, for pp. iii-viii, Annales
Kccles., XX, (Bar-le-Duc, 1870), read Anni'.les

Ecclesiaslici, XX (Bar-le-Duc, 1870), pp. III-VIII
Redeemer, Knights of the, 677d, for Mentone read

Mantua; for Miraens read Mira^us; for a secular

community reeid a secular brotherhood
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Reductions of Paraguay, 695a, for Faxardo read
Taxardo; 699c, /or fruits read fruit; 699d, /or 1740
sq., read 1740 sq. Antagonistic

Reformation, The, 700b, for Western Europe read
Central and Northern Europe; 700c, for Western
Europe read Europe; 702a, after indulgences for

insert helping the constructions of churches and
other; 706c, /or West raes read Westnaes; 709c, for
Liineberg read Llineburg

Regeneration, 715b, for Hernhuter read Herrnhuter;
715c, for Albert read Albrecht

Regesta, Papal, 717a, for Ruezler read Riezler; for
Donaubaum read Donabaum ;/or Vatikanischen des
XIII read Vatikanischen Archivs des XIII; for
Specimena read Specimina

Regis, Jean-Baptiste, 720b, 720d, for meridians
read meridian altitudes; 720d, for Richthofer read
Richthofen

Reichenau, 723a, for Mantel read Martel
Reichensberger, August, 723d, 724a, for Reichens-

bcrgcr read Reichensperger
Reichensberger, Peter, 724b, for Reichensberger

read Reichensperger

Reims, Archdiocese of, 726b, for Dortrinale . . .

read Doctrinale . . .

Relics, 737b, for statute read statue

Religion, 739a, for Retractions read Retractations,

740b, before union omit lively; for lively read life of;

741c, for realize read idealize, 744c, for savage read
primitive

Religious Life, 752b, /or Both these date . . . mendi-
cant orders read The Trinitarians were founded in

the twelfth century by St. John of Matha and have
their own rule approved by Innocent III; the Mer-
cedarians were founded in the thu'teenth century
by St. Peter Nolasco and St. Raymond of Pennafort
and follow the Rule of St. Augustine. Both are
mendicant orders; 758a, after Passion insert comma

Renaissance, 769a, for language of antiquity read
languages of antiquity

Requiem, Masses op, 776d, for ornaments read vest-

ments; 777d, for mixed read sad; for Mist. Miss.,

I, Ixv read Mist. Miss., I, Ixvi; 77Sh, for but one par-
ish priest read only the parish priest ; 77Sc, for non
modum read non modo; 780b, for thirteenth read
thirtieth; 781d, after Epiphany insert and Corpus
Christi (28 July, 1911); /or Decree of the Sacred
Congregation of Rites read by the Bull "Divino
afflatu " ; 7S2b, after (a) all ferials of Lent add except
on the first free day of each week

Respighi, Lorenzo, 787a, after Schiaparelli add and
Secchi

Retreats, 796d, for Lazaristes read Lazarists; 797c,

for Pere Henry read Henri Watrigant
Retz, Jean-Fran5ois-Paul-Gondi, 797d, /or reserva-

tion of the Host read Corsican Guard of the pope;
for Bulls read Bull

VOLUME XIII.

Revelation, 4c for Lirins read L^rins
Revolution, French, 16c, for Napoleon read Na-

])(>leon I

Rhaphanaea, 18b, for Alep read Aleppo; for Oronte
read Orontes; ISc, for "Historiens des croisades"

reait historians of the Crusades
Rhinocolura, 19c, for suffragan read metropolitan
Rhodesia, 25c, for 16,000 read 25,000
Rhodiopolis, 26b, for Escalapius read jEsculapius

Rhesus, 2lkl, for Mopsuestra read Mopsuestia
Rhymed OfBce, 29b, for St. Chrysantus read Sts.

Chrysanthus
Ribas, .\NDRfis P£rez de, 31a, for Amecemeca read

Amecameca
Ribeirao Preto, Diocese of, 31a, for Riberao read

Kibeirao
Rlbera, Jusepe de, 31c, /or Cambazo read Gambazo;

32c, for Lucian read Lucan
Ricci, Matted, 34c, 34d, 36a, for Valignani read

Valignano; 34c, after Valignani omit who had been
his novice-master at Rome but; 34d, before Chris-

tianity 07iiil Christian; before 1568 insert 1565;

36a, for educated Chinese read Chinese literati; /or

educated men read literati; 37b, for educated Con-
tucianists read Confucianist literati; 37c, after de-

part insert practically; for superior read superiors;

38b, for Sienensis read Sinensis; 38d, for ethicos

read (5ticos; for monarchia read monarqula; 39a,

before Maillard omit hyphen
Rice, Edmund Ignatius, 40c, before Institute insert

Iri.sh

Rienzi, Cola di, 53a, in caption, for Campi read
Campidoglio

Right, 56b, after distinguished omit The object of the;

56c, for the right corresimnding read the object of

the right corrcspoiMling; aft(r corresponding to

omil the object of

Rites, 77c, for 19 July, 19 read 19 July
Robinson, JonN, Venerable, 99e, for See Wilcox,

KonBRT, Venerable read See Supplement
Roger of Wendover, 117a, for editions read addi-

tions

Roman Catholic, 122a, for 1801 read 1581; for hy-
pathes read bypathes; 122b, for Newel read Jewel;
122d, for treaties read treatises

Roman Catholic Relief Bill, in England, 124a, for
Hcsoluiiiin read Revolution

Roman Colleges, 133c, transpose Collegio Germanico
to replace Gregorian LTniversity and \'ice versa;
134a, for Arendius read Arcudius

Rome, 165c, a//fr languages, etc. insert The most im-
portant libraries are; /or College (Jesuit), the last-

named situated on the Janiculan read College
(formerly of the Jesuits), the one erected by them
on the Janiculan after their ex-jiulsion from the
Roman College; 167a, for Actium (32) read Actium
(31); 168c, for his son read her son; 169a, for 1408
and 1460 read 1408 and 1470; 169b, for Cascia read
Coscia; 170a, for Ciriaco read Ciriaca; 170c, for
Gallotta read Pallotta; for de Quirinale read al

Quirinale; 170d, for belongs to the read is a work of;

for Biagius read Blasius; 171a, for Concenzione read

Concezione; for Cantalico read Cantalice; 171b,

for Sabiati read Sal\-iati; 171d, for Ferravi read
Ferrari; 172a, "//cr Carmelites insert (1566) S. Maria
del Popolo, Augustinians, was erected etc.; 172c, /or

Portica read Porticu; 172d, for Howard, Thomas
Philip read Howard, Phili|) Thomas;/or Baronio reail

Baroccio; /or Bandienelli read Bandinelli; 173a, /or

Pancrazio read Pantaleo; 173d, omit ginocchioni; /or

sixteen read eighteen; 174a, for boys read girls;

174b, for women read men; 174c, for dei Schiavoni
read degli Schiavoni; 174d. for by Sixtus read under
Sixtus; /or Cortona, who added read Cortona (1655)

added; 17,5b, /or removed read renovated; 175c, /or

Ruthenian rcorf Russian; 176d, for Cosmo read
Cosnia; for Matuba read Matuta

Rosary, The, lS4d, for under the headings read below
and imder; 18.5b, for Udalrio read Udalric; 18.5d,

for early date read the twelfth century; /or Albert
read Ailiert; 201c, after Sisters of Providence insert

of the Institute of Charity
Rotuli, 2()Sc, for I'Asultet read Exultet
Rumania, 22Sd, for Rouraaine read Roumanie
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Rtispe, 230c, jar Byzancena read Byzacena
SabUia, Diocese of, 291a, /or at St. Restitutus . . .

at Sts. Primus and road of St. Restitutus ... of

Sts. Primus and
Sabran, Louis de, 291d, for Corby read Corbie
Sacramentals, 293d, jot with perfect read and with

pprfect

Sacramento, Diocese op, 294d, jot including suburbs
of .56,000 read of 65,000 and seven churches; jor

1 priest read 2 priests

Sacraments, 297b, 298b, 300c, 303c, /or Westminster
Confession read Articles of Rehgion; 300d, jor
especially read at least

;
jor Romamensium read

Romanensium; 301a, /or adaption read adaptations;
301b, joT beneficiently read beneficently; jor sings

read signs; for Ivi read Iv; 301d, jor principle read

principal; 303a, jor see Matrimony read see Mar-
riage; 30.'ia, jor symbolarum read symbolorum

Sacred Heart, Brothers of the, 305c, jor 1821 read
1S26

Sacred Heart ot Jesus, Missionaries of the, 306b,
trnnxjer Medicine Hat to joUoir Saskatchewan; jor

North Cobalt reori Alberta; ajter Ont. add Cana-
dian houses have been joined with the American
Quasi-Pro^incp; 306c, jor five missions read mis-
sions; jor Ponso-Alegre read Pouso-Alegre, Minas
Geraes, Brazil

Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary, Congregation
OF THF,, 30Sr, jor t\c IVmald read de Bonal; 309a,
jor De Broeck read De Boeck

Sacrifice, 317c, jor Tiibingen, 1901 read Tubingen,
1910

Sacristan, subtitle Altar Societies, 322c, jor vest-

ments rend care of the vestments
Sahara, 327a, /or Gerry\ille read Geryville

;
/or MehU

read Mellili; /or Tourarag read Touareg; 328a, jor

Harquard read Hacquard; jor Tbiod read Abiod;
jor Fourean-Lamy read Foureau-Lamy; jor saha-
raienne rend saharienne

Saint Andrews, University of, 332a, /or 1532 read
1432

Saint Boniface, Archdiocese of, 340a, jar heads read
head; omil Provencher and

Saint-Die, Dioiksk of, 346a, /or Fourrier read Fourier
Sainte-Claire Deville, Charles, 346c, jor Baumont

nnil Px'aiiiiumt

Saint Gall, l)iocESEOF,350c,/ordistrictsrcad churches
Saint George's, Diocese of, 351c, jor Amastrio read

Amastris
Saint-Jean-de-Maurienne, Diocese of, 354b, jor

^'ienna read Vienne; 354c, jor Council read Con-
ference

Saint John, Diocese of, 355b, ajter Isle of St. John
insert now Prince Edward Island; /or and in 1828
. . . sent from Quebec read who in 182S was fol-

lowed by Rev. John Carroll. These three priests

were sent from Quebec, Father Carroll being the
last priest prior to the establishment of a diocese in

the Nlaritime Provinces
Saint Male, .\ncient See of, .36.5a, jor Ronnes read

HerniCH

Saint-Ouen, Ahhev of, 3(i6c, o//er St. Peter insert but
Saint Paul-without-the-WaUs, 369c, jor Khedive

read Vali

Saint Peter, Basilica of, 371d, jor 836 feet read 8214
feet

Saint Sulpice, Sociktv of, 37Sc, /or payer reorf prayer
Saints Vincent and Anastasius, 3Slc, /or L'Abbaie des

Triiis rcnit L'Ahbayc do Trois
Saint Thomas of Mylapur, Diocese of, 3S3d, jor

Philip II of Portugal rend Philip III of Spain;
3S4d, /or Penheiro rend Pinheiro; 3S5a, /or Thedoro
read Theofloro

Salamanca, Diocese of, 391c, jor Gondamar read
(iundemar

Salzburg, Diocese of, 412c, jor Calistine read
CaUistine

Salzmann, .Ioseph, 41.5d, jor Rainier read Rainer
Samos, 422a, jor Guinet read Cuinet
Sanctuary, 431b, ajter since the sanctuary insert no

longer eonfined in an easterly direction; 431e, jor
Richenau read Reichenau; 431d, jor Hirsan read
Hirschau.

Sander, Nicholas, 436b, jor Dingley read Dingle
Sands, James Hoban, 438a, /or who became a convert

read always a devout Catholic
Sandwich Islands, 43Sb, jor 9 July read 7 July; jor

France r, n,l Gambier; 438c, /or 1841 rend 15 Dec,
1842; 4:j!)b, jor 35,000 read between 56,000 and
60,000

San Francisco, Archdiocese of, 440a, jor Zacatecas
read City of Mexico, Basilica of Guadalupe; jor
eighteen of the twenty-one read the twenty-one; /or
January, 1842 read August, 1844; /or 13 April read
30 April; 440b, jor 1 July, 1854 read 29 July, 1853

Santa Casa di Loreto, 455b, jor Thomas, and Kresser
read Rinieri, and Kresser; 456a, ajter (Paris, 1908)
add The most elaborate reply to Chevalier is that
recently completed by Rinieri, La Santa Casa di

Loreto (3 vols., Turin, 1911)
San Luis Potosi, Diocese of, 448c, in caption, ajter

San Luis omit comma
Sansovino, Andrea Contucci del, 453d, jor Andrea

Tatti rend Jacopo Tatti
Santiago de Chile, University of, 462a, jor Fred-

erico read Federico; 462b, jor Antlmez read An-
tunez; jor Donaso read Donoso

Sara, 4l)Sa, jor Gen., xii, 15 read Gen., xii, 5
Saragossa, LTniversity of, 470a jor Cerhunc read
Cerduna; 470b, jor Jesuits rend jurists

Sardes, 4721?, jor Kleinaim read Kleinasien im
Sardinia, 474c, jor nuraghe read nuraghi; 474d, jor
tombe (ie gianti rend tombe dei giganti

Sarzana, 481(1, /or Luni, Sarzana rend Luni-Sarzana
Saslma, 4S'2a. /or Bogamilc rend Bogomile
Saskatchewan and Alberta, 484a, jor Reil rend Riel
Sassoferrato, Giovanni B.\ttista Salvi da, 485b,
jor Dominichino read Domenichino; 485d, jor
Musci' des Offices rend Uflizi Gallery

Satala, 4S6a, jor Armenian read Armenia
Satuminus, 4S6d, jor Buronensis read Turonensis
Savannah, Diocese of, 488c, jor and one at Macon

. . . Jesuits rend The church and schools at Macon
are under the charge of the Jesuits

Savlgny, Abbey of, 489d, jor cisterciensum read
cisterciensium; jor cisterciensuim read cistercien-

sium
Savonarola, Girolamo, 492a, jor Two people read
The people

Scarampi, Pierfrancesco, 515a, jor canon read
cannon

Scarlatti, Alessandro, 516a, jor Alessasdro read
.Messandro

Scepticism, 517b, jor Augustus read Augustine
Schall von Bell, Johann Adam, 520b, /or twenty-eight

rend twenty-four; .520c, jor missionaries read for-

eign doctors; /or doctors read literati; /or Tantoya
read Pantoya; jor from Peking read for Peking;
520d, jor Frederico read Federico; omit on Lake
Geneva; jor Christian settlements read mission;

522b, jor Mohammedan read Chinese; 522d, jor

reigns read reins; 523a, jor Puonlsin-hia read Puon
T.sin-hia; 523b, jor Coloriensis read Coloniensis;

jor Deutsch. read Deutsche
Schism, 531d, /or npUoipov read vpbtSpov

Schism, Eastern, .535d, /or Christians on read Chris-

tian on; 536a, jor d. 1604 read d. 604
Schottenkloster, 5S9d, 590b, jor Schottenkloster read

Schottenkloster
Scotism and Scotists, 611c, /or ChiavassorcarfChivasso
Scranton, Diocese of, 633b, jor Standing-Stone read

Rummerfield
Scribes, 634c, jor w^SiSdcrxiXot read voimSiiivKiKoi

Sedgwick, Thomas, 679a, /or Arc. Eliz. read Add. Eliz.
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Seleucia Trachaea, 6S9e, Jor Seleucia merely read

Seleucus merely
Seminary, Ecclesiastical, 701, in tabulated list, in-

scrl Denver, St. Thomas's Seminary, Denver, Vin-
centians, T, Students, 20; St. Paul, The St. Paul
Seminary, St. Paul, diocesan priests, T, Students,

175; after St. Meinrad's Ecclesiastical Seminary
omit Polish; after St. Vincent's Seminary omit
Seton Hall; after Immaculate Conception Theo-
logical Seminary add (Seton Hall)

Sens, Archdiocese of, 720a, for La Pierre read

Picrrp

Septuagesima, 721d, for Amularius read Amalarius
Servia, 733b, for Nemanyich read Nemanja; 733c,

for Schrida read Ochrida; 735c, for pence read

francs

Servites, Order op, 737c, for Patick read Patrick
Seton, Elizabeth Anne, 740c, for Bruti read

Brute
Seven Brothers, 741c, for Symphrosa read Sym-

phorosa
Seven Virgins of Ancyra, Saint, 742a, for Saint read

Saint.s; for Theodatus read Theodotus
Severus Sanctus Endelchus, 743c, for Endelchus recui

Endelohius
Seville, University of, 746b, for Santaello read

Santaella
Shammai, 751d, for ha-Zekan read ha-Zaqen
Sherwood, William, 757d, for April read 26
March

Shire, Vicariate Apostolic of, 759a, for The white
. . . blacks read The white population is 766, the
Asiatic 481, the natives 969,183 (Blue Book, 1911);
for thirteen read fourteen; for five read six; for
Society read Missionaries of the Company; 759b,
for December, 1910 read December, 1909; for 4
missionary stations and 2 convents read 5 mis-
sionary stations and 3 convents; for 12 mission-
aries, 9 nuns read 15 missionaries, 11 nuns;/o/- 325
read 400; for 11,606 read 12,000; for £5173 read
£5195; for Angouis read Angonis

Shuswap Indians, 764d, for of his own invention read
the Duploy

Sibbel, Joseph, 767b, for Tagawitha read Tega-
kwitha

Sidon, 778b, for Eustachiua read Eusthathius
Siena, Archdiocese of, 780b, for coimtry read

countship
Sigiienza, University op, 789a, for Julie read Julio
Silesia, 790c, after Poles add by the census of 1910

the population was 5,225,962 (2,962,783 Catholics;
2,199,114 Evangelicals; 44,985 Jews)

Simeon, 794c, omit See Simeon, Tribe op
Simeon Stylites the Younger, 796a, for Troparis read

Troparia; for Hegca read Hegea
Simonians, 797a, for xxiii read xxxiii; 797b, for
Meander read RIenander

Simon Magus, 798b, for knelt in prayer and which
are said to contain read are said to have knelt in
in prayer and to have left

VOLUME XIV.

Sin, 11a, for affected read effected

Slnope, 14b, for supremacy read era

Sisters of Charity of Cincinnati, 2Sd, for Machebreuf
ri:nd Machebeuf

Smith, Richard, 59c, for in Worcestershire read at

Ratlimacknee, Co. Wexford. At the age of four-

teen he went to England (HoUnshod)
Smith, Thomas Kilby, 60a, /or Maine read Mobile
Society, 78b, for Dritto read Diritto

Society of Jesus, 84c,/or ant ecendent read antecedent;

86b, for Chinese Rites read China; Ricci, Mat-
teo; S6d, for GuiUo read GiuUo; S7b, for Melchoir
read Melchior; 88b, before Malagrida omit Vieria,
Antonio; 92a, omit Blackewll; 100b, after Jan.,

1829 omit (q. v.) ; lOld, after Catholic Emancipation
omit (q. V.)

Socrates, 119b, for Talladius read Palladius

Sodoma, 129b, for Giacono read Giacomo
Soissons, Diocese of, 132a, for Austruda read Ans-

truda
Soli, 134d, for Barnabus read Barnabas
Spain, 180a, for region read reign; for Alfonso I read

Alfonso II; 196b, /or will give read gives; 196d, /or

Debata read Disputa; 197b, for provenience read

origin; for down the course read the course; 197c,

for lubricous read lubricious; for fableaux read fab-

haux; 200d, for Masden read Masdeu; 201c, for

Drapper read Draoer; 203a, for Herndn read

Herman; 204b, /or Ollentay read OUanta; 204c, /or

Canargo read Camargo ; 205a, after sobre omit comma
Sparta, 209d, for Lacedaemon read Lacedemon; 210b,

for inississc rend inisisse

Spiritual Exercises, 227c, for semstipsum read seme-
ti]>suin; J2sh, for charlantanry read charlatanry

Spirituals, 2:ila, for Ca-ssale read Casalc; 231b, for

Heroa'us Nalabis read Herva;us Natali.s; for four-

teenth centuries read fourteenth century; 231d, /or

Province of Spirituals read Spirituals of Provence;

for Ganfredi read Gaufrcdi
Spoleto, 233d, for Piero read Pirro; for Ferni read

Terni; 235b, for Alcum rend Alcuni

/ Spondamus, 235c, for Tornielle read Tomiellj

Stalls, illustrations facing 242, exchange captions
under right-hand column

States of the Church, 257d, for Chiese read Chiesa;
262d, for John V read John XV; 264a, before Genoa
omit CEcumenical; 265d,/or d'Azeglo read d'Azeglio

Spalato-Macarsca, Diocese of, 207d, for first shed
rend were'the first to shed

Steinle, Edward von, 285d, for Great Penitentiary
rend Grand Penitentiarv

Stockholm, 297b, for 341,986 read 343,832
Stones, Precious, in Bible, 307d, for Ligurus read

Ligurius
Strasburg, Diocese op, 313d, for Hausberger read

Hausbergen; 314a, for Hamburg read Habsburg;
314d,/or he established a CathoUc theological faculty
read a Catholic theological faculty was established

Strasburg, Gottfried of, 315b, for Strassburg read
Strasburg

Stuart, Heney Benedict, 316c, /or b. ... 11 March
read b. . . . 6 March

Suicide, 328b, for massenerschcinung read massener-
shcinung

Sulpicians in the United States, 332b, after David
(1819-41) omit and Chabrat (1834—47);/or as coad-
jutors read as coadjutor

Surplice, 344b, for to the read in the
Swan, Order of the, 347a, /or 1881 read 1880
Sweden, 347c, for 68 read 69;/or SuKteluma read Suli-

tiilmma; 34Sc,/or 630 read 830; for Ynge read Inge;
350c, for Olavas read Olavus; /or gudotjensten und
read gudstjensten 6ch; 350d, for Wetter read Wet-
tern; 351b, for hiirrads read harads; 351c, for Gea-
tiren read Gestilren; 353c, for Uckert read Ukert;
355b, for Etymologist read Elymologikt

Swetchine, 357a, before nine oviil to; for Bonals read
Bonald; for Cortocs read Cortes; 357b, /or Bertin
rend Hkrtrim

Swinomish Indians, 357d, after Agency omit For . . .

Tulalip Indians
Sydney, 365c, after bishop omit in ISSS and; before

rebuilt !7!spr< partly; /or consecrated rcnrf opened;
365d, for eighty students read one hundred students;
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366e, /or lcS85 rearf 1884; for 175,000 read 200,000;

366d, /or 'Acta Publica' read ' Actus publicus'; for

18S6 read 1866; /or convent of read convent, and;
/orindigent and poor read Irish poor; 367a, /or five

hundred priests read three hundred priests;/or five

hundred churches read two hundred churches;

367b, for auxiliary cum jure read coadjutor cum
jure; for five thousand read one thousand

Syllabus, 36Sb, for propostions read propositions

Synagogue, 3S0b, in caption, for Kefr Beirim read

Kafr Birini
Synoptics, 391a, for Rich, Simon read Richard Simon;

3011), for Oral Dependence read Oral Tradition
Tabernacle, 42r)a, for brazen layer read brazen laver;

12.")b, for 20 read 28
Talmud, 436a, for Agiba read Akiba; 436d, after fore-

skin insert of trees; for yeast read, dough; 437a,

before laws of the Nazarites omit marriage; for
Jebamoth read Yebamoth; for Giddusliin read

Qiddushin; for Nezigin read Nesiqin; for institute

read order; 437b, for twelve read eleven; 437c, for
Me'ild read Me'ila; for four paragraphs of rexid in

the fourth order; 437d, for Lurenhusius read Suren-
husius; 438a, for Pistrkow read Peterkow; 438b, for
Shegalim read Sheqalira; transpose Eduyyoth . . .

matter to follow of Palestine; 438d, /or two first read
first three

Tanucci, 446a, for council read councillor

Taoism, 447b, for Shon-sion-ch'wan read Shin-siou-
chwan: 447d, for shen read shin

Taparelli, 440b, for "The Grounds of War" read "Le
Kai;i"ni del Hello"

Tarabotti, 4.")0b, for Tuscrizioni read Inscrizioni; for
complemento read complimento

Tarapaca, 4olc, for five read six; after Riicker add and
Jose Maria Caro; for Pisaqua read Pisagua

Tarasius, Saint, 451d, for of the capital read of the
army

Tarbes, Diocese of, 453a, after (Tarbia) add now
(fn)m April, 1912) kno^^-n as Tarbes and Lourdes

Temperance, 4S3b, for 1834 read 1839
Temple, 497a, for protikos read portikos
Temple of Jerusalem, 499a, for vais read fois

Tennessee, ."lOOc, for Packingham read Paekenham
Tenney, Williaji Jewett, 512c, for Orestes H. read

(h-cstesA.
Tentyris, 512c,/or Thebaid read Thebais; for is recog-

nized read is not recognized; for and was also read
thiiugh it is

Tepic, Diocese of, 513d, for alumni read students
Teramo, Diocese of, .514b, after Southern Italy omit

In the ]3ast the city was injured by earthquakes
Testament, Old, 526b, for and novum read et novum
Testament, Old, 526c, after Ecclus. insert Hebrew

text now partly recovered; 532b, for test read text

Testament, New, 532c, after Westcott and Hort
insert (1881); 532d, for Basilcensis read Basilensis;
6c/ore Laurensis insert f; for e 55, Bale read e 55,
Basil; 533a, for Pesittd (Peshitto, simple, read
Peshitta (simple; 533b, for Auchar read Aneher; for
von Sodon read von Soden; 533c, for Hippolitus
read Hippolj'tus; after Tatian insert Sahidic ver-
sion; 533d, for B and N read B and X'l 534a, for
definitely read definitively; for passages read im-
portant passages; 534b, for S. P. Trcgalles read
S. P. TregeUes; for C. R. Gregory read R. C.
Gregory; 534r, for B with N read B with X; 536a,
for realism read process

Testem Benevolentiae, 538b, for Teit read Zeit
Texas, 54.5d, /or Caveza de Vaco read Cabeza de Vaca;

546d, for 13 April read 12 May; 547a, for Saldona
read Saldana

Theatre, .561b, /or Wiindigung read Wiirdigung; for
Pollard . . . (2nd ed., London, 1898) read Pollard
. . . (5th ed., Oxford, 1909)

Theodoret, Bishop of Cyrus, 575b, before Hamack
omit Von

Theodosiopolis, 577c, for At first read As first; 577d,
for Andreas read Andrew

Theology, Moral, 607a, /or Valentia read Valencia;
01 ic, for Lemkuhl read Lehmkuhl

Theology, Ascetical, 617d, for Lutz read Mutz
Theotocopuli, (il'sli, for N. Farnese read Alessandro
Fame SI ': r,_«ia. for Domenico TheotocopuU read Le
Greic) ou Le .Secret de TolMe

Thiers, 635c, for Paris read St. Germain-en-Laye

;

635tl, for Montjan read Montjau; 6.36a, for Blan-
quil rend Blanqui

Thomas Aquinas, 667c, before the End of man omit in

;

G70a, for I'celli ed., read Ucelli, ed.

Thomas of Villanuova, 697a, for Milan read Manila
Tibet, 719c, /or was obliged . . . Capuchins, who had

read rehnquished the territory to the Capuchins,
who by order of Propaganda had

Timucua Indians, 733d, for Thiinapoa read Thima-
goa; 734a, /or Satuniba read Saturiba; 734d, 735a,
735b, /or Yamassee rcfn/ Yamasee; 7.3.5a, /or slaves
read slavers; 735c, for MoniUa read Mouilla; for
De By read De Brj-

Tokio, Archdiocese of, 7.5.5a, for archbishopric
read archbisho])

Tomb of the Blessed Virgin Mary, 774d, for Leneius
read Leuoius; 77oa, for shroud read cofBn; 775b, /or

were separated read estranged himself; for soil is

read soil has been; 775c, for in circumference read
on each side

Tonkawa Indians, 778c, for Nilamco read Nilam
County

Tosti, LuiGi, 788o, /or Chilsa read Chiesa; 788d, for
distrusts read distrust

VOLUME XV.

Trent, Council of, 30b, for Maronc read Moronc
Tripoli, Prefecture Apostolic of, 59b, for Jebel-

Charian read Jebel-Gharian
Troyes, Diocese of, 67c, for Henry VI read
Henry V

Tubingen, Uni\t;rsitt of, 83b, after Joachim omit
comma

Turin, Diocese of, 94a, for Charles Emmanuel read
\'ictor Emmanuel

Turkish Empire, 99c, for class behave rea/1 class have
Tuscany, l()4:i./or Mianatales rrarf valley of the Miana
Union of Brest, 130d,/or Zbiruiski read Zbirujski
Universals, lS2d, /or like that of substance read like

that of existence
Usuard, Martyrology op, 235b, /or MS. Latisi read
MS. Latin; 235c, for Ahelis read Achelis

Valroger, Htacinthe de, 264c, for Largens read Lar-
gent

Velazquez, Diego Rodriguez de Silva y, .324c, for
1677 read 1627; for eighteenth read seventeenth;
326b, for Wallace Collection read National Cal-
ler}-; 32C)d, /or abdatido read abatido

Venezuela, 327d, /or inene read asphalt; /or Mayarita
read Margarita; after Caracas insert (census of

1891); 328a, for Fejera read Tejera; :}2,Sb, for Var-
jas read Vargas; for Toublette read Soublette; for
rule read war; 32Sc, /or president had read president

has; .329a, for Michilcnii read Michelcna: 329b, for
Guzmdn read Guindn; for Pivitu read Piritu; for
San Domingo read Santo Domingo; before Meji.as

insert Josefa; 329c, for F(''lipe read F^lipes; 330a,

for America read South America; for of which a
note read of a note; omit was formulated; 331b,

after recover omit itself; 332c, for There arc 35 read
There are 110 secular clergy and 35; 332d,/or twenty
read twenty-one
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read retrieved,
^^/^^'"%"^'l ^ visitor Apostolic;^ 'fVwlS't^^ wlmacht; 341b. M

DepAtazioni
".^f

DepuUzione
^^^^^

Vermont 354da/ter 40 ^«««[^^°^,^ ;,„d 53 students-

read valleys; 3?oa,;or do siu
^^^^

356b /or 135 imes read 135 mle^,^^^^^_.^
^^^^^

Ft. St. Anne
ff'^,

/or 4uuu ^^^^ jj^embers;

Zt^'etL"^^-^ rTdldopted in 1777; 358a, /or

Maloney read Moloney
j^^,i<^

Zt' Fr4o:sr'36? /or Sa^t-Lazaire read Saint-

VeSa, S^:NX, 362d /or Zaeheus -^ ^^e^^^^^^^^^^^

Verrocchio, Andrea del 3b5a, P^J ^^^ ^^^d

o?ni( a 3/ ID, jor
^^^-^''"^^..^nj,!,*. gut, published,

for gave out given o^t'the Gosoel 374c for New
373c, for a Gospel r.«d the Gospel

^_< T^^tament
Testament for Cathobcs reaa

Bibeluberst-

rg'w ^SeS&g^ ^ ,br^'^^ ^^^'

Vicenza, Diocese of, 404d /or Km
^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^

Vigilius, Bishop of Iapsus, i-J^t, j

Thapsus , Kossiafkowski read

VUna, Diocese of, 433a ;or
g^^j t^i, ^ead

Kossiakowski; 433c, i-i'i^, J"

Bielostok; /- Swieneianye^d Sw^^^^^^^^ 434a

for Arta raad Acta
;

/or SaP'^la reaa ft^

^^^^

ScSr/rp'riSa?rTiS^-^ -^ ^^^^^

s6mmau-es; 436b, /or answer
j^

437c

{: i:^eA^for'^^^^'^'
Chantel-

V=t of Lerins, Smn. ^^J^^J:^!^
Vinci, Leonardo di bER Fiero

^-^' ^
' ^^3. 443b,

am ausgange
'"'^"'^/Xematlg Ifsd^/o^ abuse of

{?:e^rXer'r?adTa'ultriL^?he^modemni;
444b, for

action read actual
Hileenfield read Hil-

^Ifn^^rArten^h Vf^d K^etlv./or Geitm.^..

VUitf to ThT^ssed Sacrament, 484a, for assumed

ViiTI^T, POPE, 485d, for consecration read or-

ViSion. Mora. Aspect of, 485a, for Jaspar read

Vi^eu?DiocKSE of, 497C, /or iUustration read distmc-

''Tanbenbauer read Knaben^a^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^
Welsh Church, 584a ^r Jonanaes

.^^ ^^^^^^^

wfsL\^%b:;rr Werg'oillinum read Wesso-

fontanum , Monarchy wscr« the;

^S^^'hUo^g^rea^PMlologica; for Recueit

read Recueil
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